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LETTER FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
The {ollowing instruction was written in a letter addressed to :\1r. Snider,
Urbana, on September 5, 1936, and is
pUblished with the Guardian's approval.
"Regarding your question as to the
advisability of holding Baha'; meetings
at a time coinciding with church meetings; the Guardian would advise the
friends to avoid such a cuincidence, as
otherwise many church people may feel
offended, and this may lead to unnecessary and even harmful misunderstandings and developments which
n13.Y injure the Cause and affect its
prestige in the eyes of the public. The
friends should. under all circumstances,
be careful not to arouse unnecessarily
any feelings of religious antagonism."
MESSAGE TO LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher, at the
request of the :National Spiritual Assembly, has furnished the Following
draft of the statement he reported to
the Convention embodying his notes of
the Guardian's message to the -local
Spiritual Assemblies.
"Since a few local Assemblies have
incorporated, now is the time for others to offer, if they feel the urge to
do so, property or real estate, no matter how small or humble it may be,
in order to establish local endov,rments.
At the present time the National endowments amount to 1\'\0'0 and a half
millions, and for this reason local Assemblies should follow. It is preferred
that these donations should not be
labelled. It would be excellent to
start with possibly some building, no
matter how modest or humble, to have
as meeting place (if the friends locally buy it and build it in the sense of
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designing it for Baha'i use) and establish local Archives. this will facilitate
development and efficiency for a local
Assembly when it owns its own property. In enlarging the subject, the
Guardian said the friends must learn
how to manage these so they will be
able to help even the :\Iational propert)'
and in time Shoghi Effendi may establish Palestine branches for properties
in Haifa for local Assemblies. The
friends should learn how to manage.
If an Assembly is poor and cannot
keep it (the property) up they should
present their petitions to the Authorities in order to be free from taxes.
Shoghi Effendi wanb to educate the
friends to be a help rather than a
liability, "
THE AMERICAN BAHA'I
COMMUNITY BEGINS ITS
TWOFOLD TASK
Beloved Friends:
Tn preceding issues of BAHA't ~EWS
you have received the Guardian's summons to undertake the Plan of teaching and Temple construction aUotted to
the seven years ending May, 1944. The
schedule embodied' in the current Annual Budget has been announced. The
decision to place the first of the two
necessary Temple contracts has been
reported. On the side of teaching, the
~ational Assembly has approved and
authorized comprf'hensiv{'" recomlTIendations made by the Xational Teaching Committee for placing pioneer
teachers and traveling teachers in
many new areas, An early conference
with- the chairman of the -Inter-America Committee will lead to decisions
concerning increased effort in other
parts of the American continents. The
American Baha'i community has begun
its glorious mission_

Kow the appeal is renewed that
each and every American Baha'i awake
to the vital importance of this Plan
and become spiritually and otherwise
active for its support and promotion.
The inspirations and reinforcements
will come as \ve step forward into the
arena of action and responsibility, If
we be sluggish and indifferent now,
our acceptance of membership in the
Bah.a'i community is no evidence of
true faith.
How often the Master spoke of the
humble ones of past ages who served
the Cause of God, and of the people
of power and capacity who, denying,
came to naught! \Vbat assurance He
gave that every faithful one can render
mig hty service'
Fortunate are those who can attend
the Nineteen Day Feasts and other
meetings held by the organized communities, since there the flame of devotion should kindle the brightest.
)J evertheless, the. smallest local group
and lIkewIse the Isolated- believers can
be no less intimately allied to the moving spirit of the age if they but realize
the joy of sharing in the sacred task.
For we have but made the beginning, and laid only the groundwork
of the Plan. Its success in reality
calls for the daily prayer, the daily
consecration, the daily effort of all
\,. ho bear the name of Baha'i. We are
"perilously near" the time of cataclysm
as Shoghi Effendi informed us a fe~
weeks ago. But far from accepting
the attitude of fatalism, we should
long for such ardent heroism as will
overcome the general feeling among
non~believeTs that the world is decadent by a more penetrating realization that the new age has already
dawned.
XATIOKAL SPIRITUAL ASSEM'BLY.
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MISS LIDIA ZAMENHOF IS GUEST
OF AMERICAN BAHA'IS
On October 30 Miss Lidia Zamenhoi, daughter of the distinguished
found~r
of Esperanto. arrived in
America as the guest of the 1\ationa!
Spiritual Assembly. Miss Zamenhof's
services to the Faith arc well known.
At many of the international gatherings of Esperantists she has expounded
the teachings o[ Bahi'u'lhlh. and her
facility in the use of Esperanto has
been devoted to the translation of a
number of Raha'i books into that
language.
It is hoped that Miss Zamenhof may
remain in America for the period of a
year, and during that time visit a '1umber of cities. The Esperantists rejoice
in her coming, and deeply appreciate
the fact that the Baha'is have made
her visit possible.
The Universal
Auxiliary Language Committee of the
N. S. A. and a special Committee appointed by the Esperantists, an~ cooperating with Miss Zamenhoi in arranging her program.
Her first stay will be in New York.
A public reception was held for her
at the New York Baha'i Center by the
Assemblies of tbe New York I\·letro~
politan District on Saturday, October 2.
The general plan is that in each city
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the Baha'is will hold a public reception
for J\liss Zamenhof as soon as possible
after her arrival. She ...,,ril1 conduct
paid classes for teaching Esperanto
under the auspices uf the Esperantist
groups. Before she leaves the city, the
local Assembly is requested to arrange
a public meeting with ~:fi5S Zamenhof
as speaker, to which
Esperantists
and those interested in the subject of
an international auxiliary language
should be especially invited. Other
Baha'i meetings featuring Miss Zamenhof can be arranged locally in consultation with her.
In honor of her visit, the J\""ational
Assembly has printed a pamphlet containing Esperanto translations of a
portion of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Tablet on
the Seven Candles of Vnity. and the
text of Shoghi Effendi's The World
Faith. The edition has been placed in
the hands of the Committee on Universal Auxiliary Language for free distribution through the Assemblies of the
cities she visits. These Assemblies
will be informed by the Comn1ittee as
soon as Miss Zamenhof's program is
arraT1ged.
The American Baha'is deeply appreciate this opportunity to meet their
distinguished and scholarly fellow-believer from Europe, and \vill do everything possible to make her visit a joy
to her and a great service to the Cause.

an

THE SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE UNDERLYING
THE BUDGET OF THE SEVEN·YEAR PLAN
Mr. Siegfried Schopftocher has been
requested to contribute a statement
based upon his remarks on the subject
of the Fund at the last Convention,
and the following statement is published with the request that the friends
give it their careful attention.
Now is the time for the friends to
understand the great spiritual principle underlying the special budget of
the seven year plan.
We have been accustomed to accept
-cycles of prosperity and depression
"'\vhich happen at regular intervals. If
we consider the causes of depression
we find that they are caused by injustice, greed and selfishness. the very
cankers which are totallv eradicated in
the World Order of Bahit'u'llah and
which , ...·ill produce a cummunity entirely guided by justice. love and understanding. and most of all sacrifice.
These are the guiding principles and
the verv foundation of a world cum~
munity" in contrast t{1 our prescnt~day
conditions when \'. . ar is not only pos-

sible but inevitable. Only when the
funds in the form of taxes, contributions, tithes, or whatever they may be
called. can be employed for the felicity
of mankind, only then can 've unuerstand the wisdom in the Institution of
the Baha'i Funds. From this point of
view our offerings will be inspired by
joy and pleasure and will become a
spiritual art and complete bounty.
In tbis respect must we consider the
completion of the Temple ornamentation at vVilmette, this great symbol of
our Faith, "the great silent Teacher"
from which its uependencies will be
horn and which ,·{ill bear witness to a
hl1manity tOl·n by strifes and hatreds,
that salvation, health amI happiness is
close at hand when depressions have
Riven place to continuous happiness.
Only then and not before will the progress made in science and its tliscoveries he of real benefit to mankind and
usher in the Golden Age u1 Bahfl'~
u'nih.
It is nece5~ary to imp"ess the friends

with the impurtance of earlv and continuous contrihutions in o;der to insure the best and most economical execution of this, our most sacred obliga~
tion. To delay in this our great privilege ann responsibility would mean to
retard and prevent the commencement
of similar constructions in other lands,
especially in the country of the cradle
of our Faith. Therefore as a token of
our gratitude, and to the memory of
25,000 martyrs, will our dedication
serve to hasten through our combined
and undivided support the unfoldment
of a ,,,orld civilization. This Symbol,
onr "great silent Teacher" alone can
convince an unguided humanity and in~
still a new hope and assurance of the
Kingdom of God on earth. We are
a\'vare of the effect this great Symbol
will produce when completed, but the
remarkable promises made by our gracious Master will only be fulfilled in
its entirety when this Temple is completed.
How cuuld the friends meet in 1944
to celebrate the close of the first Baha'i
century -in an tmcom.pleted edifice, an
III/fulfilled spiritual obligation. From
the point of vic';'" of the Guardian this
is inconceivable.
vVe have experienced depressions
but as repeatedly expressed by Shoghi
Effendi we must not be deceived by
momentary prosperity. This is the time
to look lor safe investments and \",'hat
could be more secure than the Tnsti~
tution of the Greatest Name? This is
an offering to God, a living proof of
our F ai t h, demanded and accepted by
Him, and no one either in Heaven or
on earth can take it from us. This is
an investment that we can trust, it will
be with us on earth and become our
croyvn in all the worlds to come. Let
us start at once; the interests are its
bounties and the dividends its blessings. Let us benefit by these bounties
and blessings at this moment.
The Teaching Campaign is produci ng its fruits and must not 'be relaxed.
nay rather redoubled: $30,000 per year
is required to establish the Cause in
every state in the Union, every province in Canada and every republic in
the Americas.
$30,000 for the maintenance of the
_-\dministrative Order in all its ramifications, incluuing the upkeep of its Institutions. the Temple, its Summer
Schools and its [ar-flung God-given
Institutions.
$60.000 additional per year is needed
to fulfill our sacred Temple obligation,
a never re~occuring privilege started
by our gracious Master during the
pioneer age, and which will go down
in history as an achievement and a last-
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ing sign of this new and greatest civilization which will extend over a period
"f 500,000 years.
It follows that there mllst be a continuous flow of $40.00 per year for
C"ach believer during the next seven
years, over and above the expense of
Local requirements; Local l'reasurers
should work tireles.'"ily towards this
. end -to insure the continuolls flow to
the National Funo which amounts to a
trifle over $3.00 per month 011 an average for each believer. Hm'l:evcr. great
re1ief will collle as a result of the teaching campaign which will produce a
large number of enthusiastic supporters.
We appeal to the Local Assemblies
through their Treasurers to hend aU
their energies toward this end. The);
must adopt modem methods to wiu
the confidence of the friends, to keep
them informed and well-IXJsted regarding the status of the Local Fund, as to
receipts, expellditun~s and disbursements. The friends should always he
mindful that our beloved Guardian repeatedly assures us that all Funds,
Local and National, are under his per~
sonal supervision. The National Assembly will keep the friends well infonned at all times. There should
never be a depression in Baha'i ranks.
providing ,,,,"e submit to the principle
of faith. love and jllstice as well as by
the seal of sacrifice rende-red in the
true Baha'i spirit and aU the joy it
implies.
'(Is there any re'mO'Z'(!r oj d-ifficulties
.'IG1.'C God!"

------

ASSEMBLY ROLL
The following changes of address
have been reported since the list of
local Secretaries was published:
Baltimore, Mel. Correct address, 28
S. H ighlanrl -,he.
Evanston, Ill. l\ew address, 82.,
\Vashingtoll Street.
Jersey City, N.]. ),Jew address, 41
Tonnelle Ave.
Vancouver, H. C.
New address,

P. O. Box 744.

----

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Los Angeles, three. Urbana, three
youth. Springfield, Mass., one. Spokane, two. Eliot. one. Milwauke<',
three and one YOllth. Berkeley, four
and two youths.
IN MEMORIAM
Dealh proffer"''' Ullio every cOllfif{ent belirvrr the (1ff' that is life indeed. It beslowefll joy. muJ is tlr,
bearer of gladness. ft conferelh lire
gift of rrveriasIing /ife.-Baha'u'Uah.
Cecil Carmody, New York.
Dr. Hettie 'Nest, Los Angeles.
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Naw-Ru:z Feast Celebrated by Oakland and Berkeley, March 21, 1931.

MEETINGS OF THE NATIONAL
SPIRITU AL ASSEMBLY
In continuance of its effort,to contribute to the teaching work, the National Spiritual Assembly is carrying
out the following schedule of meetings
during the current Baha'i year. Public
meetings and Baha'i conferences \",..ill
be held in connection with those
marked*.
E1'a11ston, Ill. Mav 2 and 3, 1937.
West Englewood, 'N. J. June 18.
19 and 20. 1937.
Green AC1+e. Eliot, Maine. August
28, 29 and 30, 1937.
'Portland. Oregon. October 16, 17
and 18, 1937.
.
West Englewood. N. J. Decemher
10, 11 and 12, 1937.
*~e\... Orleans, TAL. January 22, 23
and 24, 193R.
*Lima, Ohio, :\farch 12. 13 and I~.
1938.
E\'anstotl, 111. April 2G and 2i,
1938.
+

PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
In order to cooperate \,,·ith local As~et11blies in maintaining- ,1 complete file
of Baha'i literature. til{' Puhlishing
Committee suggests that rach .\sseIl1hly which is in a pos.ition to ("any ancl
display at least one copy of each title
make up a list of titles not now on
hand and order these from the Com-

mittee.
The Publishing Committee
will be gla~ to extend credit for such
special orders for a reasonable length
of time.
The plan is that lhe copies of books
and pamphlets kept in the complete file
are to he tlsen for display. in order to
obtain orders, and therefore these
copies should not be sold. III ordering
hooks for this purpose, state that they
are for the reference library. It is when
hooks can be inspected th~t interest is
aroused,
Local Librarians aloe reminded that
a 25% discount is given on orders of
$10.00 or more, hut hooks listed as
ne' can not be included for di~0l1llt.
The MemlYrial Ser;';ees of 'Abdu'/Rah6 on A1m-tnt Carm.'l, TIl(' Committee has on hand a large llumber of thc~
pamphlets and offers them at the nominal price of 12 copies for lOc while
the supply lasts. It is suggested that
Assemblies might very well order
('l1ough for each helievef, in connection
with the Anni"ersarv of the A~cemdon
of 'AWu'I-Hahit to lw oLsefYl"{l on November 28.
Prayers and MediJaJioJls of BaJui'".'lIrih, translated by Shoghi Effendi.
This new and vitally important work
is in process of publication, and thr
publication date will he announced.
Copies. ,,,rill be availahle this wintel·.
Th. World Order of BaM'u'flail.
by Shoghi Effendi. The publication of
the Guardian's success.ive 'Vorld Or-
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der letters in book form will be undertaken as soon as possible. Meanwhile,
the individual letters can he ohtained
in pampblet fonn.
A Trm/eller's Na-rTati'lle~ translate(l
hy Edward C. Browne from the manuscript given him by 'Ahdu'l-Baha. The
believers are reminded of this significant work on the episode of the Bah.
which should be in every individl1~l
Baha'i lihrary,
.
The Balui'i H ousc of W or"hip,. by
Genevieve L. Coy. Tb isis such an interesting introductory pamphlet. on the
Cause that Assemblies are· urged to
keep on hand a good supply at all
times.
Baha', Catalog. A new, pocket-size
catalog will be ready in a k\,,· \'I,.·eeks
Will Assemblies kindly report the
quantity they "",ill need.
WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The series of chapters by Alice Simmons Cox 011 The N e\\' Creation hegun in the July issue are attracting
wide attention as a scholarly anci profouno stud". of the teachings in relation to current thought.
Other recent contributors have been:
Benjamin Schreibman, }{al-ion Holley,
Ella C. Ouant, Man S. Hammond,
Harry E:Ford, Dal~ S, Cole, Helen
Campbell, Prof. Palll Peroff, David
Hofman, G, Townshead, Orcella Rcxford, Genevieve L. Coy, Prof. Ernest
Pye, Ruby Lorraine Radford, H, M,
Manji, Kcnneth Christian, I\·faye Harvey Gift, Francis A_ Kelsey, Horace
HoUey, Inez Greeven, Helen Inderlied
and Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.
Contributions are welcomed from
believers and also from non-Baha'is
who are moyea by the spirit of the
age and have knm,,-Icdge and experience which adds to our power of understanding_ The friends in otllt'r
countries are particularly invited to
~end articles, to give the maga7.ine" a
hroad international character.
During the next fe\"w' months \",-ill hcpuhlished a series hy Prof. Shook 011
Philosophy ami Revelation, ami a symposium entitled The 'World Outlook.
The magazine has also its distinct
place in the general teaching effort.
I~ocal As!":emhties, Regional Teaching
Committees and individual belie\'er~
who are actin.~ can make use of copies
to bring the Cause to the attention of
persons and liberal organizations not
casily reache,l through public meetings,
With the steady rise of the Temple.
the consolidation of the administratiy("
order and on the other hand the increasing general troubles. \Vorld Order must he made an adequate amI
,"aluab1e ()]-g-atl of the Cause. To do so,

the assistance and sustaining interest
of the friends is vitally important.
The friends are infonned that the
title "\Vorld Order" has recentl\' been
protected by registration in thc'V, S,
['atent Office,
BAHA'I YOUTH BULLETIN
The ~ational Youth Committee lS
pleased to announce that heginning
with the next issue, the Baha'i Youth
ljulletin will hc published ill New York
Cit\"
the Octo~r issue ".vill contain reports of Summer School Sessions and
a survey of Youth activities throughOHt the Cnited States and Canada. In
addition to this news, there will be a
most interesting Editorial, and copy of
the Guardian's latest letter to the National Youth Committee.
Although limited in space to sixteen
pages, the Baha'i Youth Bulletin is
filled with interesting reading nut only
for Baha'is, but for all those who are
interested in the progress that Youth
is making in this great \-vork of helping to build the founrlation for thc
New World Order,
The Bulletin is still ten cents per
copy, forty cents per year, to subscribers in the United States, To foreign
addresses. the price is fifteen cents per
copy, fifty cents per year. Subscriptions mav be sent to the new Business
}fallage':, Mac Graves, 1767 Bedford
Ayenue. Brooklyn, I'\'ew York.
}'1:anuscripts may he sent to the Secretary of the National Youth Committee. Miss Zeah Holden, 48 Terrace
Avenue, Albany, New York.
\Ve expect to sell everyone of the
1,000 copies of our October issue. so
you'd bttter get busy with that subscription, if you haven't already done
sol
MARTHA ROOT'S TEACHING
ACTIVITIES IN JAPAN
(C<mtinlled)
Leaving Tokyo J came to Kyoto.
Jilr. ann l\.frs. Tokojiro Torii tuet me.
Re is the great hlind brother who ret'eiver! those two beautiful Tahlets from
·..\.h<lu·l-Baha. ;Vir. Torii is lovabl,'
like St. John and so is. his wife"_ He
has :-<uch great capacity and he ha:-;
done solid, glorious foundation work.
I felt his helpful influence in each cit!'
in Japan that I visited. He knows
how to take responsibility; he is scholar Iy, a good speaker. a Auent Esperantist' ami he is al,,{a,\-~ smiling and pleasant_
l\·fr, Kikutaro Fukuta (who was a
l1nh'en;ity student in Tok~-o in 1915

when I visited Japan first) came Jo
K voto from his native -dtv -Tnvohashl
t()~ visit me for two days. - H e~_sa.iu t~
Mr. Torii (an(l these t\.\o-o {riends have
not had the joy" of- meeting each other
for ten years) "Come and spend your
SU11111lel- vacation with me in Toyohashi, and I \"'ill help you in (""ery \Vay
possihle in your translation nf "Hid-den \-Vords", This clear Ftljutasan
was the hoy who said to Agnes amI me
in 1915: "Please eXCllse me that J always come the first one to the meeting and remain until the last 011(', hut
I'm so interested in the Bahit'i Teachings."
There is a religious daily ne\\lspaper
in Kyoto called "Chugai Kippo" , ' .
the only daily, purely; religious newspaper in the world ... with a circulation of fifty thousand. It is a newspaper of the Buddhists and its subscribers are Buddhists in Japan, alina,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, New
York, India. ~:Ir. Fukl1mi Ruiso called
upon me and wrote a most excellent article, about the Baha'i Universal Religion.
It appeared June
23. He has also intervie,,,,ed l\-fiss
Alexander several times. He asked
me please to send hi m news about
the BaM'i work throughout the world,
lIe also said he would like verv
much to have some Baha.' i books ill
Arabic. This newspaper has taken a
most friendlv attitude towards the
BaM'i Faith,One Jecture tn Esperanto was given
in Kyoto before the Esperantists _of
Kyoto, Osaka and Nara. Mr, Torii
had arranged it for me, There is always interest in any country when an
Esperantist comes from a far land. One
of their delegates was going to \Varsaw, Poland in August. to take part
in the Twenty-ninth Universal Congress of Esperanto, and this rear is
the Jubilee. I gave him a letter of introduction to Lidja Zamenhof.
A journalist frum the "Osaka As.:lhi'·
interviewed me in Kyoto, and brought
a photographer to take a photo~raph
of :\''1r. Torii and me. This Asahi [.lnh_
lishillg Company iu _Osaka puhlishes
the two sister dailies, the "Osaka
Asahi" and the ';Tokyo Asahi" \'I'hich
wi Ih t hcir .M oj i and . Nagoya editioD"
have a paid circulation of (lYC'r rhn'<,'
million_
\1,,/c went out to 'visit the Ittoen
grouP .. ,\o'hich is another of the moot'fn
movements in Japan.
After three days in Kyoto. I came
to Kobe, Here I met Mr. D. Inouye,
the Buddhist priest who is a devoted
Baha'i ,,,,ho translated "Baha'u'lhih and
the Nev.' Era" into Japanese. He loves
the Teachings. wishf"s- so much to get
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a strong group established in Kobe.
He brought a reporter from "Kobe
Shimbun" who interviev,,'ed us about
the Baha'i Teachitlgs and the newspaper photographer took our pictures.
The article appeared June 24.
A beautiful Raha'i young woman
came three times to see me in Kobe,
she is a friend of 1\1iss Alexander, , ..-as
taught by Miss Alexander and her husband kne,.,.' Mrs. Finch. I met several
friends in Japan ".rho asked for Mrs.
Finch and wished to send her toving
greetings.
I went over to Osaka one aftet'noon
to call upon a friend of Mr. Torii, Mr.
K. Nakamura one of the editors of
'I Osaka Mainichi", He has visited some
of the ne,,,,,'spaper editors of our country and is very scholarly, keen, humanitarian. I gave him "Bahi'u'lULh
and the New Era" in Japanese and we
spoke of the Baha'i Faith. The article
they used in the English edition, June
24, did not say much about Baha'i, hut
it did carry the statement "she is a
Baha'i'". J 00 not know what the Jap·
anese edition had. He invited in to
our coffee party in the reception room
of the newspaper another editor who
took the intervie,\' in Japanese. It was
also taken in Braille (The J opanese
edition may have used an earlier article, for ,'\-'hen I arrived in Yokohama
one of their journalists was at the ship,)
This paper, the "Osaka l\-1ainichi" in
its morning and evening- editions has
a combined circulation of more than
three and a half million copies daily
and its sister paper (under the same
ownership) published in Tokyo, the
"Tokyo Nichi Nichi" has a circulation
of two mil1ion four hundred thousand.
Their Braille edition has a circulation
of three thousand.
I invited eighteen Esperantists of
Kobe and Osaka to my hotel in Kobe,
to a lecture in Esperanto about the
Baha'i Teachings. T\vo French Esperantists from the Cruiser "Lamotte
Picquet" ' ...·ere also guests and I gave
them a tetter of introduction to Shoghi
Effendi, for their ship will be stationed
for a time at Haifa in the autumn. It
is an immense help to any Bahi'i
teacher working abroad to be a proficient Esperantist. I hope our Baha'is
wiII study this auxiliary language when
Lidja Zamenhof comes to the United
States, then they will become excellent
Esperantists, for Lidja is one of the
very best Esperanto teachers and scholars in the whole world.
The day before J sailed )'Ir. and
M-rs. Tortt came to Kobe ancl stayed
until my ship leit. \Ve Weft' going to
1,ave a Baha'i Conference, hut ~1r.
Tnouye's , ...·ife was very ill with appen-
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uicitis ami he could not come, but \Ve
had a little gathering at the hotel,
Bahi'is and new souls. But 10. next
forenoon at the ship all the Baha'is
were together. ,:\,·lr. Inouye came for
half an hour, and dO\vn in mv stateroom we all had a prayer together and
a fe,"v earnest words.
The Baha'i Faith "vill illumine
Japan. Agnes Alexander, the great
apostle to Japan, is doing work as outstanding as the apostles of old. Her
visit to our country wil1 bring Japan
and the United States closer. I hope
you will see her and hear about Japan,
and that you will read about Japan and
[hat Baha'u'llah \,,'ill waft into your
hearts the "Guidance" to do some deed.
to hring "the Golden Age" oj the
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Bahi'i Faith in Japan into a solid reality. and do it now.
As I sailed from Japan (after sending out from the ship one last article
to those Japanese newspapers) I
thought of the great Buddha in Japan
said to have one thousand hands, and
1 prayed Baha'u'llih to join your
thousands of hands with mine in order
to ht:Jp Agnes and the Japanese Baha'is
in establishing the new World Order
in Japan. Shoghi Effendi has sent
them such brave and tender instructions. Every country knows our Guardian never lets them go, he is helping
every country. 'Abdu'I-Baha sent nineteen Tablets to Japan and today we see
they are beginning to bear rare and
wonderful fruits.

ANNUAL REPORT
National Spiritual Assembly of tbe Bah';'i. of the British Isles /936-1937

The current year may justly he described a~ outstanding in the history of
the Faith in this land. We have been
conscious of a new and vital spirit
within the community, and ouhvard
signs of its activity have not been lacking. Looking backward, over even so
short a period, we may discern three
stages in tbe general development.
First an awakening among all the believers, second, a realization of community -consciousness, fustered by, and
cO-1ncident with, the establishment of
the Administrative Order, and thirdly
the beginning of a wider and more effective teaching work.
The year began with an event of outstanding importance; the receipt of
Shoghi Effendi's general letter entitled
"The Unfoldment of World Civiliza·
tion," a copy of which was sent to
every believer. To this, more than to
any ~ other outward cause, may be attrihuted the expansion of consciousness which has been apparent in the
English Baha'i community. Our attention was directed in a compelling manner to the wide and univer:>al aspects
of Baha'u'lhih's Revelation.; we were
given an indication of the course of
history in the next few years. and.
were forced to realize the crucial necessity of building, firmly and steadily,
the fabric of the New World Order in
Great Britain.
In this letter the
Guardian called attention to two
processes at \-vork within societ)'~one
of disintegration affecting every phase
of human lift:', and one of construction
associated directlv \vitb the rise of the
Faith of Rah.i'u'llah.
Subsequent
worlrl shattering events-to name but
two. the abdication uf Edward VIII
with the cunsequent attacks upon the
chlrrh. and the outhreak of war ill

Spain between the upholders of two
socia1 doctrines to whose alignment of
forces the Guardian had already referred in a previous letter-bear striking test imony to the Guardian' 5 unerring perception. and in association
with a host of other ills-strikes and
lock-outs, civil disturbances, universal rearmament-confirm his dictum
that humanity is now entering the
outer fringe of the darkest period of
its history. "The signs of impending
convulsions and chaos can now be
discerned, inasmuch as the prevailing
order appeareth to be lamentably defective."
This clear analysis of the present
world picture, fonow~d in the second
half of his letter by an intimation of
the entrancing vision of 'The AlIost
Great Peace,' aroused in the hearts
of the friends a desire to play their
part in the establishment of that great
day. In this nohle aim the National
Spiritual Assembly provided initiative
and leadership, and served as the
channel for a flow of encuuragement
and guidance which constantly came
from the Guardian. The activity, consolidation and strengthening of the
National Spiritual Assembly has been
one of the significant items of the year.
Through the measures which it has
initiated. the contact it has maintained
with the community, the supervision
it has exercised over the local Assemblies and isolated believers. and
through much practise in the Baha'i
technique of consultation, it has won
the confidence of the friends and acquired a valuable experience to be
banded on to subsequent national
bodies.
Early in the year a Teaching Bulletin was issued hy the National
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Teaching Committee at approximately
regular intervals of a month.
It
proved a valuable means of drawing
the believers togethn and of stimu1ating them to fresh activity, It also
gave instruction in, and stressed the
importance of, Administration. Very
soon, hO\I\lever, the National Spiritual
Assembly felt the need of some means
of direct and less .circumscribed communication with the friends, and the
Teaching Bulletin was discontinued
and the Baha'i Journal brought into
being. The Baha'i Journal exists as
the official organ of the National
Spiritual Assembly and has proved
one of the greatest assets to the Faith
in England. It has been of especial
service in assisting the N .S.A. to
carry out its desire of realizing, in the
whole country, that organic unity
which is at the core of Baha'i society.
Its scope and tenor will progress with
the Faith.
In addition to the regular publication
of the Baha'i. ] au,rna!, the ~ational
Spiritual Assembly has circularized the
friends on three occasions, once in
November calling attention to the
principle of unity underlying all
Baha'i life, and urging the observance
of two Baha'i laws-regular attendance at the nineteen day Feast, and
regular subscription to the Fund . - .
and on two other occasions in connection with the Publishing Company.
Letters have been sent throughout
the whole Baha'i world on two occasions"
. the first in September
containing a brief report 0 f our activities, and the second in April 1937
in connection with the Pub1ishing
Company.
The idea had been considered of
holding a Summer School, and the
Guardian signified a desire for it. The
National Spiritual Assembly recognized, not only the value of Summer
School as an institution but the opportuneness of a national undertaking
which would call for the support and
effort of all the believers. A Committee was appointed to investigate all
the possibilities and to make recommendations to the National Spiritual
Assembly. Due to its perseverance
and untiring work and the support of
the National Assembly, the first British Baha'i Summer School was held
in August 1936, at Matlock, Bath. Its
success was beyond the most 'sang-uine
hopes, and a fresh spirit of fellowship
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and dedication \,,'as engendered and
In January 1937, a convention of
diffused throughout the country. The Baha'i students vvas held in Paris. Six
classes \I!r'ere of a high standard. It people attended from England and one
would be hard to overestimate the sig- of them read a paper.
nificance of this achievement in the
A cable was sent to the American
development of the Faith in England, 1\'" ation~l Spiritual Assembly during
for it demanded and received the en- the pcnml of the floods in the ~Iis
thusiasm and full support of all the be- sissippi valley, expressing the symlievers, it undoubtedly attracted Divine pathy of the British friends with
confirmation and stands as our first America in this national disaster.
important national undertaking. The
The following Committees of the
Guardian signified his pleasure at its National Spiritual Assembly have been
success and sent tbe following mes- wor~in~ during the year :-Teaching;
sage :-"The institution of the Sum- ReVIeWing; Contads; Library; Sum ..
mer School constitutes a vital and in- mer School. The Reviewing Comseparable part of any teaching cam- mittee has approved a book on the
paign, and as such ought to be given Faith and some articles. The Conthe full importance it deserves in the tacts Committee is in dose touch with
teaching plans and activities of the be- the K.S.A. ann sends literature to
lievers. It should be org-dnized in such many people. The Library Committee
a way as to attract the attention of the has been appointed only recently but
non-believers to the Cause and thus has . su(:ceedcd in placing books in
become an effective medium for teach- various public libraries. Mrs. George
mg." Plans are already complete for was appointed. to maintain contact
the second Summer School in August ".. ith the isolated believers, a sen"ice
which is greatly appreciated by them.
1937.
In July 1936 the World Fellowship
Teaching
of Faiths held its second International
Congress in London, the subject being
In April 1936 the following message
"World Fellowship Through ReliH
was
receiyed from the Guardian:gion.
Representatives of all the leading Faiths were present and a session "There is undou btedly no higher call
was allotted to each one. The Baha'i than that of bringing the Message to
paper, approved by Shoghi Effendi, a world tormented and tom on every
was composed and read by 1\1:r. Town- side by the forces of destru<:tive mashend. In introducing the Baha'i ses- terialism. It is for us to realize the
sion, the chairman, Sir Herbert full measure of the responsibility that
Samuel, said in effect that if he were has been laid upon our shoulders in
asked to say which of all the Faiths this matter, and having attained full
represented was the neal"est to the aim .consciousness of our responsibility to
of the Congress, he would reply the . unitedly arise to contribute all that we
Baha'i, for World fellowship and unity can towards its discharge." Although
is the raison d'efre of the Baha'i Com- teaching has never ceased and has been
munity. ::Vlrs. Helen Bishop, Madame notable in certain instances such as
Orlova and Mr. St. Barbe Baker spoke Summer School and the work in
for the Faith, and Mr. Hirst, of Leeds, Devonshire, it is realized that this year
made a plea for recognition of the in England has been a period of internal consolidation, of gathering our
Baha'i principles.
energies,
of investigating the most opTwo important decisions of the
National Spiritual Assembly made portune fields and the most effcrtivt"
during the year are as follows :-One, methods, of gaining experience and of
reported in Bahlfi Journal number one preparing for efficient teaching work.
and clarified in the following number, The N.S.A. believes that one great
reads: "Individual believers must not factor not yet integrated into the
communicate with persons of eminence scheme of national teaching-, is the poin governmental or political circles, ex- tentiality of every believer, no matter
cept through the National Spiritual what his capacities or talents may be,
Assembly." The second ruling delim- to teach the Cause, and it strongly
ited the area of jurisdiction of the recommends that this matter should reLondon Spiritual Assembly to within a ceive the deep and prayerful consideraradius of twelve and a half miles of tion of every follower of Baha·u'l!ah.
(To be cOllclurird)
Charing Cross.
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All-praise to the unity of God, mid
all-honor to Him, the sovereign Lord,
the incompaTable and all-glorious Ruler
of the "niverse, Who, aut of utter
nothingness, hath creaJed the reality of
all things, Who, fr<nn naught, hath
brought into being the most refined
and subtle elements of His creatiott,
and Who, rescuing His creatures from
the abasem,cnts oj remoleness and the
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perils of ultimate extinction, hath received them into the Kingdom of incorruptible glory. Nothing shorl of
His all-encompassing grace, His allpervading mercy, could have possibl.V
achieved it. How could it, otherwise,
have been possible for sheer nothingness to have acquired by itself the
worthiness and capacity to emerge
from its state oJ non-existence info

the realm of being!-Baha'u'II<ih.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRITUAL POWER
The world has become a jungle
dominated by the fierce monsters of
collective social policy. l\' othing in
history corripares to the force accumulated by certain nations on the material plane, nor to the aggressiveness
of their avowed plans. 11.11 that militarism and national authority and
financial resources can supply are at
the disposal of these apocalyptic
beasts.
Whether willingly or unwillingly,
whether consciously or unconsciously,
mil1ions of human beings constitute the
atoms of these monstrous powers, and
by compulsory if not voluotary obedience supply the necessary factor 01
psychological life which projects the
beasts from the realm of imagination
into the arena of human experience.
Their savage roars compose the substance of the daily news; their attack
and recoil is the visible history of these
transitory years.
Aside from the indifferent or fearful attitude of other nations. aside from
the aspiration of individuals made heIpless by such collective turmoil, there
is no other reality upon earth save the
i.nterposition of God's Power and Authority through Baha'u'llah. His Pow-

er reigns supreme, unaffected by human will raised in ignorance or opposition, but the visible evidences of
His Power depend upon the conscious
response of souls to the new Law of
unity.
The Baha'is may be certain that in

the world there are mighty hosts awaiting the hour of recognition when their
greater powers will be added to our
own. But meanwhile all Baha'is have
their unique mission to fulfil. Ours is
the privilege of disclosing in human
lives the true patterns of World Order
which Baha'u'llah created in the world
of the soul and spirit, ours to reflect
the radiance of an inner joy, ours the
task of spreading the Word and raising up the House of Worship which
embodies the principle of The Most
Great Peace.
l\1ay we not, one and all, rise to the
heights 01 understanding, throw off
any clinging veils of hesitation and
doubt, and with the whole force of Our
beings become inspired, not merely
with willingness, but with fiery determination to throw ourselves into the
performance of the Seven- Year Plan.
These apocalyptic beasts that ravag-e
the world have no real power. Their

Work Has Begun on New Contract for
Externa1 Decoration of Gallery Section,
the Unfinished Unit Beneath the Dome
and' Clerestory Sections.

apparent force is naught but the negation of faith in God. But that negation feeds upon our lack of faith, and
the superior power of God requires
consecrated souls through which to
mani fest the Victory.
The National Spiritual Assembly
longs for evidences of that true faith
which is synonymous with action In
this world.
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY HOLDS CONFER·
ENCE AND PUBLIC MEETING
It was the privilege of the members
of the :>!ational Spiritual Assembly to
meet in conference with the Baha'is of
Portland, Oregon and a number of
other cities on Sunday, October 17,
1937. In addition to Portland, the
cities represented were: Vancouver,
Boise) Colorado Springs, Manrae, E verett, Seattle, Oakland, San Francisco
and Los Angeles, not reckoning the
cities from which the members of the
National Assembly came to this conference.
The subject of the Seven-Year Plan
was the topic of consultation, and its
importance was stressed by anum ber
of the friends. At five P. M. the
Portland Assembly served a buffet

supper attended by about fifty additional guests, persons especially invited
because of their interest in the Cause.
A public meeting was held in the
ballroom of Multnomah Hotel, Monday evening, October 18, on the subject of "The Need for World l.:nity."
This meeting attracted an audience of
about four hundred which filled the
room. Mrs. Dorothy Baker spoke on
"Cycles of Civilization" and 1\10untfort Mills spoke on "The Goal of a
N ew World Order." Horace Holley
served as chairman of the meeting.
The business meetings of the N. S.
A., held ou October 16, 17 and 18,
were the first held by the "ational
Assembly in the Pacific Northwest.

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Los Angeles, six. N ew York, two
and four youth. Seattle, four. Peoria,
one. New Haven, one. Springfield,
Mass., one.
Urbana, one and one
youth. San Francisco, one. Nash-

Ophelia B. Crum.
Mrs. E. B. Kinney.
C,d Krug.
Bernard B. Gottlieh.
Geyserville Summer School
John D. Bosch. Cnainnan.
Leroy C. Ioas, Vice-Chairman.
N. F. Ward, Secretary, 2330 Rose
Street, Berkeley, Calif.
George O. Latimer.
Mrs. Thoma,. Collin,.
Mrs. Ella G, Cooper.
Ruth Westg-dte.
Siegfried Schopflocher.
Irvin Somerhalder.
Geyserville Maintenance
George O. Latimer, Chairman.
Leroy C. Ioas, Secretary, 640 46th

ville, one. Oak1and, one. Miami, two.

Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.

Montreal, two.

John D, Bosch.
Mrs. Thomas Collins.
N. F. Ward.
H. R. Munson.
Loubelen Sum_r School
L. W. Eggleston, Chairman.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick, Secretary, 01 ivet, M ich.
Mrs. Frank Baker.
Garreta Busey.
Edward Miessler.
Bishop Brown.
Mald"" H_se Mamtenance
Victor Archambault, Chairman, 2
Pilgrim Road, Arlmont Village, Arlington, Mass.
Mrs. Fred Morton.
Wendell Bacon.
Regirmal Teachmg
California, Arizona and NevadaIvfrs. Sara Kenney unable to serve.
Quebec. New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and New-

IN MEMORIAM
De(Jth proffereth unto every confident bdiever the cup that is life indeed. It bestoweth joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. It confereth the
gift of everlasting life.-Baha'u'llah.
Mrs. Muriel Rucker, Toronto.
Mrs. Mary Arch, Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Edward Ruppers, Phoenix.
Mrs. Daisy G. Fry, Visalia.
Miss Avis 1\.iorris, San Francisco.

ASSEMBLY ROLL
The following changes have been
reported :
Nashville, Tenn" new address, Mrs,
Elva H. Peebles, Secretary, 218 Rose
Street.
Rochester, N. Y. Due to removals
of several believers to other cities, the
Spiritual Assembly no longer exists,
and the believers now have the status
of a local group.
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
The following Committees have been
appointed for the current Baha'i year
in addition to those reported in the
September issue:

Annual Souvenir of 'Abclu'I-Baba
William deForge, Chairman.
Anthony Jochim.
Bertha L. Herklotl.

foundland-Mrs. Sutherland Maxwell
added to the committee.
Temple Progr_
Dr. R. D. Pettet added. Mrs. Edvard Lindstrom unable to serve.
BAHA'I MARRIAGE SERVICE
IN HOUSE OF WORSIDP
The question having arisen whether
non-believers might use the Temple
for a marriage service, the National
Spiritual Assembly has recorded the
following view: that the Temple can
be used for a Baha'i marriage service
by believers, and for a Baha'i marriage
service by a believer and a non-believer, but that non-Baha'i marriage services should not be pennitted, nor
should the Temple be used for a Bahi'i service by non-Baha'is.
MISS ZAMENHOF'S VISIT
Miss Lidia Zamenhof, whose visit
as guest of the National Spiritual Assembly was reported in the last issue
of BAHA'i NEWS, spoke on the subject of "Language and World Uuity"
at a meeting arranged by the Public
Conference Committee of the New
York Spiritual Assembly on November 21. These special meetings bring
together Bahll'i and non-Baha'i speakers on subjects of general public interest. The other speakers were Hon.
Dave Hennen Morris, Ambassador to
Belgium from 1933 to 1937, and Mrs.
Morris. Mr. and Mrs. Morris have
long been active in the cause of
an international auxiliary language.
Mountfort Mills presided at the
meeting.
The Committee on Universal Auxiliary Language of the N. S. A. have
been making plans for ~iss Zamenholf to visit other cities after her Esperauto classes have finished in New
York. Miss Zamenhof will go to Philadelphia about January first, and after
some weeks there will probably pro·
ceed to Detroit.
As Miss Zamenhof wishes to hold
Esperanto classes, and arrangements
for them are made by Esperantists
and not by the local Assemblies, her
itinerary is worked out by joint consultation between a national Baha'i
and a national Esperanto committee.
Local Assemblies desiring information about the plans may write to the
Chairman of the Committee On Universal Auxiliary Language, Mrs. Della
Quinlan, 70 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.

------

THE TEMPLE MODEL
Distribution has recently been made
of the ten Temple models produced by
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Mr. John ]. Earley on order from the
Temple Trustees. These replicas are
about thirty inches high, and Can be
displayed very effectively on a table.
One model has been presented to
Shoghi Effendi; one sent for permanent display in Temple Foundation
Hall; two models are retained by the
National Assembly for special exhibits which may be arranged by National
Committees or local Assemblies; one
model has been po rchased by both the
New York and Chicago Assemblies;
two mode1s are being held on order s
received from other local Assemblies;
and one model is being offered with
the compliments of the Temple Trustees to the Concrete Institute. This
leaves only One final model which can
be purchased by a local Assembly for
$95 plus cost of shipment. If, however, the number of orders justifies it,
additional models to a total of ten can
be cast from the original molds.
This model is accurately scaled and
carries a beautiful reproduction of the
intricate scheme of external decoration, somewhat simplified as required
by adjustment to the small scale. The
National Spiritual Assembly trusts
that thesc excellent replicas of the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkir will contribute
powerfully to public teaching during
coming years. It should be possible
to arrange for temporary displays in
museums, libraries, universities and
expositions, as well as in store windows under conditions preserving the
dignity of the Faith.
TEACHING CLASSES
HELD AT THE TEMPLE

The Temple Program Committee
wishes to report that the class for believers on the subject of "Teaching
and Teaching Methods,"conducted by
the Temple Guide Committ~e on
Thursday evenings, will during the
winter months be held Sundays at 1 :30
P. M.
The special attention of Baha'i
communities in the Temp1e area. is
called to this announcement.
A BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL
IN THE SOUTH
For more than a year, the National
Spiritual Assembly -has given consideration to the possibility of establishing a Summer (or Winter) School
somewhere in the South, for serving
the believers of that great region.
Sooner or later a fourth Baha'i School
will certainly be required, and its program and general arrangements will
no doubt be similar to those developed
by the three Summer Schools already
in existence, and likewise be conducted
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Baha'is of Portland, Seattle and Monroe Meeting with. Miss Martha Root at
Portland, May 9, 1937.

by a National Committee, At present,
however, the National Assembly feels
that the collective responsibilities of
the American believers under the Seven-Year Plan makes it impossible to
take any definite steps in the direction
of a new Summer School at present.
The believers throughout the Southern
States are urged to concentrate their

efforts on direct teaching, as all growth
in our numbers in that area will hasten
the time when such a School can be
firmly established. Suggestions, however, will be welcome, as the National
Assembly will require all possible information in order to base any future
action upon thorough understanding
of all relevant facts and possibilities.

ILLUSTRATED TEMPLE LECTURES
A TTRACf WIDE ATTENTION
The Bahi'i Temple is one of the
most powerful teachers 0 f the Faith in
America today. As the ornamentation
of this unique religious edifice proceeds, it will become even more important as a teaching medium. In fact,
teachers have found, as 'Abdu'l-Bahi
has promised that lectures on the Temple, particularly if illustrated, offer an
extremely effective manner of presenting the Faith and its dynamic principles.
In order to make it possible for as
many Assemblies and Individuals as
possible to give illustrated lectures on
the Temple, showing the progress of
the construction work from the erection of the superstructure, the Teaching Committee has made available stereopticon slides of various views of the
building work. This series includes
slides of religious edifices of the past,
which very often can be used in creating an ideal setting for the slides of the
Baha'i Temple. These slides can be
secured from the Secretary of the
Teaching Committee, Miss Charlotte

Linfoot, 376 60th Street, Oakland,
Calif., at a cost of 35 oents each. Orders should be made by numbers,
rather than designation of the slides
desired. Listed below are the slide,
now available. As the work on the
ornamentation goes forward, additional slides will be made available,
illustrating its further progress.

Slid.. of Baha'. Temple, Whette,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

lllinaU-etc,
Artist's Drawing of Temple.
Plaster Paris Model of Templenow in Foundation Hall.
Interior Decorative Scheme.
Floor Plan-main floor.
First Floor Exterior Decorative
Scheme.
Second and Third Floor Exterior
Window Decorative Scheme.
Artist's Drawing of Entrance
Door and one Facing.
Exterior View Completed Basement.
Beginning of Superstructure.
First Steel in Place.
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11. First Floor in Concrete and Steel
of second floor.
12. Steel Work.
13. Steel Work to base of Dome.
14. Steel Work including Dome.
IS. Interior View of Completed Superstructure.
16. Interior View of Steel of Dome.
17. Aerial View of Completed Superstructure.

18. Ground Plan for Replica of Onequarter of Dome-Ear ley Studio,

VII.ashington.
19. Wooden Replica of One-quarter
of Dome (side view).
ZO. Wooden Replica of One-quarter
of Dome (front view).
21. Plaster Paris Models on Replica
of Dome.
22. Carving the Models.
23. Mold Being Made from Model.
24. Casting Being Made.
25. Casting Being Lifted from Mold.
26. Hardening Chamber f or Castings.
27. Reinforcing Steel for Each
Casting.
28. Detail of Castings Showing
Quartz Finish.
29. Varions Models.
30. Model of Rib.
31. Model of Base of Rib.
32. Model of Base of Rib, and Part
of Rib.
33. Dome-Before Uniting of Ribs.
34. Distance View of Dome Before
Uniting of Ribs.
35. Distance View of Completed
Dome.
36. Close-Up 0 f Clerestory and
Dome.

37. View of Temple-Showing Completed Clerestory and Dome.
60. Twelve Basic Baha', Principles.
61. American N. S. A.-at Base of
Rib on Temple.
62. 'Abu'I-BaM.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
SO.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.

lOS.

Quartz Before Crushing.
Quartz Crusher.
Quartz After Crushing.
Mixer of Quartz and Cement.
Ground Plat for Replica of Dome
-Earley Studio, Washington.
Making of Molds.
Making of Molds.
Model of Rib.
Artists and Workers of Earley
Studio, Washington.
Interior of Hardening Chamber.
Concrete on First Floor.
Ruins Inca Temple-Bolivia.
Ruins Mayan Temple---Central
America.
Ruins Aztec Temple - Mitla,
Mexico.
Shiva Temple and Area-India.
Ruins Great Temple-Karnak,
Egypt.
Parthenon (restored) Athens,
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Greece.

106. Angor \'1att, Indo-China.
107. Golden Temple and Shrine,
Burmah.
108. Temple of Heaven, Pekin.
109. Great Buddha, Japan.
110. Niko Temple, Japan.
111. Solomon's Temple in Herod's
Time.
112. Cathedral at Amiens.
113. Church of St. Basil, Moscow.
114. Mosque of St. Sophia, Constantinople.
115. Kaaba, Mecca.
116. Mosque of Omar, Jerusalem.
117. The Alhambra, Spain.
118. Taj Maha!'
119. Bay of Haifa.
Having creo.ted the world and all
that liveth and moveth therein, He,
through the direct operation of His
uncanstrained and sowreign Will,
chose to confer upon man- the unique
distinction and capacity to know H iln

and to love Him--a capacity tho.t must
needs be regarded as the generating
impulse and the primary purpose underlying the whole of creation . . .
Upon the inmost reality of each and
every created thing He hoth shed the
light of one of His names, and made
it a recipient of Ihe glory of O!le of
His attributes. Upon the real,ty of
man however, He ho.t h focussed the
rad.:mce of all His names and a/tributes, and made it a mirror of His
ow.on Self. Alone of all crealed things
man ho.th been singled out for so
greo.t a favor, so enduring a bounty.
-Balufu'llah.

Security for a Failing World, by
Stanwood Cobb: This work is also admirable for presentation to interested
friends. $1.50.
Portals to Freedom, by Howard
Colby Ives: Only ninety copies are
now available of the first edition of
this book imbued with the spiritual
experience 0 f one who met the Master
in 1912. Early orders are advisable.
$2.25.
Warld Order Magazine: A convenient new offer, consisting of seven copies of anyone issue for $1.00 is now
presented. This offer will make it
possible to bring the magszine to the
attention of acquaintances at very
moderate cost. Certain articles appear
from time to time which seem to attract special interest, for example, the
one on The Manifestation, by Albert
B. Entzminger, in April, 1937, and
the one on The Laboratory of Life, by
Louise D. Boyle, in November, 1937.
The BaM', H GUse of Worship, by
Gettevieve L. Coy: This illustrated
booklet on the Temple has met an important need, and is most timely for
teaching use now that construction
work has been resumed. Sold only in
lots of 100 copies. $2.25 per hundred, net.

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The current (November) issue contains an Editorial, Education Goes
Ahead; The Laboratory of Li fe, by
Louise D. Boyle; The fifth chapter in
The New Creation, by Alice Simmons
Cox; The Cultural Unity of the East,
PUJlUSHING COMMITTEE
by V. B. Metta; 'Abdu'l-Baha's teachCatalog: The Publishing Committee ing on The Types 0 f Character; The
has issued a new catalog, revised to New Frontier of Civilization, by Ralph
October I, 1937, in convenient pocket- Tyler Flewelling; Revelation, by
size. Librarians should request a sup- Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick; The Seed
of Civilization, Book Review, by Helen
ply for local use.
Bahd'u'll<lh and the New Era: The Inderlied; and Signs of the Times, by
invaluable introductory work by J. E. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.
The friends active in teaching are
Esslemont has recently been corrected
and revised, and the new edition pre- requested to appreciate the usefulness
sents the subject of the Administrative of the magazine as an important means
Order in accordance with our present of contact with inquirers. Among the
knowledge. The friends are reminded special offers are, trial subscription at
of the great usefulness 0 f this boo~ .f or $1.00 for seven consecutive months,
teaching work. Paper-bound edItIon, and seven copies of anyone issue for
$1.00. The magazine is edited to ap$0.50.
The Baha'i World, VI: This vol- peal to the public as well as directly to
ume presents the international devel- Baha'is. A periodical has a timely
opments in the Faith from 1934 to interest and a variety of contents
1936 and careful study of it is neces- which can awaken interest in ways not
sary 'for fulfilment of our spiritUal met by books and pamphlets. Fireworld citizenship in the Faith. $3.00. side groups should have their attention
Life Eternal: This c~,,:,pilatio.n o.n called to the magazine, which can asimmortality and the spmtual Itfe IS sist in deepening the knowledge and
most attractively printed and bound interest of those just beginning to attend Baha', meetings.
for use as a gift. $2.50.
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These energies 11'th which the DayStar oj DWine .. bounty and Source oj
heaven~'iluillance balh end<rroed th,
reality of man lie) however. latent
within him, even as the flame is hidden within the candle and the rays of
light are pate"IUdly pres,,,1 in the
lamp. The radiance of these energies
may be obscured by worldly desires
even as the light oj the sun can be
concealed beneath Ihe dust and dross
which [over the ·m.in-or. JVeither the
candle nor Ihe /mnp . can be lighted
through their <n<m unaided efforts, nor
can it ever be possible for the mirror
10 tree itselj from its dross. It is clear
and evident thai until a fire is kindled
the I<m>p ",.al never be ignited, and unless the dross is blotted out from the
face of the mirror it can never represent the image oj the sun nor reflect
its light and glory.-Balui'u'lIcih.
RADIO COMMITTEE
The Radio Committee extends heartiest thanks to the friends who are sending in talks for general radio use. We
cannot over-estimate the good uses of
radio; every word goes out to unseeri
thousands who make up the Bahi'i
world of tomorrow. More talks could
be used. Fifteen-minute talks are preferred, and these should be five typed
pages, double spaced, Those woo cannot go out and teach may make a:
tion-wide contribution in this way. We
hope to hear from many more. Address all talks to Mrs. Dorothy Baker,
615 W. Elm St., Lima, Ohio.
A few talks are listed below for immediate use. Further lists will appear
from time to time.
\. A suggested series on World
Order:
The New Day, by :l!!adame Gita
Orlova.
Political Unity for a World of
Peace, by Marion HoUey. (W arid
Order, Dec., 1936.)
Poverty and Crime, by Helen Inderlied.
A World Language, by Agnes Alexander.
Unity in Religion, by Dorothy
Baker. (World Order, Feb.,
1937. )
2. Copies of the New York series
on Warld Order may still be obtained.
3. A Progressive Revelation series
will be reviewed and ready Nov. I.
The series will include:
Israel Speaks, by Dorothy' .Baker.
Jesus, the Christ. by Allen Gorrell
and Edmund Miessler.
Ancient Oriental Prophecy, by
F'-ank Warner.
The Prophet of Arauia, by Ch~lr~
leen Warner.

na-

The Day of the Bab, by Dorothy
Baker.
Bahi'u'lIah, the Glory of God.
of
Universal
( Promulgation
Peace, p. 22.)
It is suggested that this series be
given without interruption.
4. The following are talks on spiritual topics, adapted. to devotional
hours, or for use with other series, or
to be used alone:
How to Overcome Our Difficulties,
by Ruth Moffett.
The Royal Road to Happiness in
This New Day, by Ruth Moffett.
The Soul, Mind and Spirit of Man,
by Elsa Blakeley.
Peace or Prejudice, by Alice Parker.
The Eternal W or Ids, by Bahiyyih
Lindstrom.
* A Narrative by 'Abdu'l-Baha, by
Elizabeth Cheney. (Story taken
from Mysterious Forces of Civil~
ization.)
The Uses of Prayer, by Dorothy
Baker.
The Habit of Prayer, by Dorothy
Baker.
.
Bible Prophecies, by Dorothy Baker.
5. Some general talks, wen adapted
to single presentations:
World Peace, by Ruhi Afnin.
The Divine Physician, by Mamie
Seto.
Unity of Thought, by Harry Jay.
The Spirit of the Age, by Nina
Matthison.
* 'Abdu'I-Bahi and World Peace,
by Nina Matthison.
The New World Order, by Lucy
Heist.
Changing Religion in an Evolving
World, by Ruth Moffett.
Where Is the Key to World Unity?
by Ruth Moffett.
True Survival (or Things in Reverse). by Helen Inderlied.
Objectives of the Bahi'i Faith, by
Dorothy .Baker.
The talks so far listed are ready to
be sent out in typed form. A minor
charge of ten cents per talk will be
made, to help defray the expenses.
Orders may be placed through Mrs.
Baker.
From time to time valuable suggestions come in which are helpful to alL
:l!!r. Eugene Hilgert of Lima suggests
that the friends adapt the talks of 'Ahdu'l-Baha to radio use, and recommends the following ones as well timed
for fifteen-minute presentations, and
covering a most interesting range of
subjects:
Wisdom of 'Alxlu'l-Bahi, p. 18, 26
and 28 (combined) 30, 40, 48 and 51,
67, 75. 80, 93. 109. 117, 130, 136.
Pr()lIlUl~ation of Universal Peace.
p, 2, 22, 36, 76, 90, 93, 118, 122, 125,
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External Decoration, Cleresto:t Section,

Babi'i House of Worship.

128, 134, 138, 142, 145, 274, 296, 302,
319, 328, 410, 433, 444, 449.
A few of these have been tried on
the weekly programs in Lima with
good results. It is suggested that the
reading of these talks be preceded by
a simple statement concerning their
Author.
A suggestion has come in regarding
the use of small stations. Large cities
are often prohibitive in price and in
censorship of material, whereas outlying stations which have more difficulty
in filling their time, are disposed to
welcome educational and devotional
programs, provided that the material
does not have the air of proselytizing.
Visit your neighboring stations!
DOROTHY

BAKER,

RtITH BROWN,

ELSIE AUSTIN.

• Adapted for use in commemorating 'Abdu'I-Baha's departure from
America.
LOCAL RADIO ACTIVfTIES
The Spiritual Assembly of Vancouyer has announced a series of Radio Talks and Fireside Discussions,
Thursday evenings, 8:30 to 8:45, be·
ginning October 7, over Station
CKMO (1410 k.c,). The ohject as
stated is
present Hthe modern worJd
and its problems viewed HI the light of

to
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thuse all-inclusive principles of World
Order which are the aim and purpose
of the Baha'i Faith." The general
title of the series is "The World at
Home." Eleven weekly titles are listed, such as "The Present World
Crisis," .. War vs. International Cooperation," "Order, a Law of Nature,"
etc.
A most interesting aspect of this activity is the armouncement that "following these talks, I;roups of interested
people, gathered 10 private homes
throughout the city, will discuss. the
subjects in an informal, though senous
atmosphere in an effort to understand
more of these challenging problems
and the unifying forces at work to establish the World Order propounded
by Bahil'u'llah."
A new element has thus been introduced into Fireside study groups, ~e
result of which will be awaited WIth
profound interest by the Assemblies of
other cities.
The New York Assembly announces
a series of three broadcasts over Station WQXR by Mountfort Mill~ on
Wednesday, Thursday and FrIday,
November 10, 11 and 12, from 3 :45
to 4:00 P. M. The subjects are:
"The World Crisis: Its Cause," "Tbe
World Crisis: Its Cure," and "The
New World Order."
After each
broadeast tbe invitation is made to attend a lecture by Mr. M iUs at the
Baha'i Center on Sunday, November

14.
Tlus series will be followed by three
more radio talks over the same station
in January.

------

LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
The Louhelen Summer School Committee announce the following dates
for next summer:
June 26-30 (incl.), Youth session.
Ju/y 3-7, Second Youth session.
July 10-19, Laboratory Course (for
those of ~y age who wish to ma~,:
an intenSIve study of the Baha I
Teachings and who wish practice
in speaking and in making new
contacts).
August 20-28, General session.
If there is a sufficient demand a
third youth session will be held in
August or early September.
This announcement is made now for
the benefit of those who have to arrange their vacations eady. The, subjects and leaders of courses WIll be
announced 1ater.
INTER-AMERICA COMMITTEE
"While Mrs. F. B. Stewart was in
Buenos Aires she interested Sra. de
Garcia Rosell in the Baha'i teachings
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and gave her our names and address
in Peru. As Sra. Rosell pubbshes a
magazine, Universall in Limal it was
easy to find her. She was just the person to gather together a select group
of liberal thinkmg people and uring
them to us, for a preparatory teaching.
The first group met on July 10. My
mother (Mrs. Stebbins), prepared a
paper on 'The Oneness of Mankin~,'
while I wrote on 'The Temple' at WIlmette. Sra. Rosell's son was able to
translate Qur papers. The audience
was composed of distinguished me,n
and women; there were present engineers, business men, naval and military officers. After our papers had
been read and translated the meetmg
was thrown open for discussion. The
two things which interested them most
were the idea of independent investigation of truth, and having no clergy.
Our statements met with no opposition or criticism and in so Catholic
a COWltry, this was remarkable, and
showed the wisdom and care that Sra.
Rosell had used in the selection of our
audience. Our next meeting, a little
later, was attended by the same twenty
with a few additional people. My
mother read a paper on 'Security for
a Failing World' and I one on 'Scie?ce
and Religion.' In spite of my foreIgn
accent and lack of knowledge of the
language I read it in Spanish and this
was, I believe, more effective. We
were unexpectedly called a way from
Lima and were obliged to leave the
formation of a study group in Sra.
Rosell's hands. In the Fall I am
planning tu spend a month in Lima to
perfect my Spanish and teach Sra. Rosell more about the writings of Baha'u'llah and 'A bdu'l- Baha, as there
is no doubt she will make a fine teacher and be of great help to us in sprea~
ing the Cause."-(From report wntten by Isabel Stebbins Dodge.)
.
In Mexico City Miss Beatrice Irwm
completed her work for the present.
Her contribution has been most remarkable and without the aid of the
Spanish language she managed to approach some of the most distin.guished
and important people. ~f MeXICO. A
summary of her actiVItIes follows:
April 30 Miss Irwin gave an address on \Vorld Citizenship before the
11asonic Lodges. There were fi:'e
hundred people present. July .1, MlSs
Irwin lectured before the Inshtute of
"Impersonal Life." This lecture was
listened to by over one thousand peo:pie. A world broadcast was ~iven on
The Baha'i House of worshIp. August 4 an exhibit of Baha'i Lit.erat~re
was arranged at the K at: U111v('rs~ty
Summer School. Also m the chief
book shop of the city for three weeks

with splendid poblicity. Again the
Ameriean book store allowed the same
exhibit to remain in the large window
for three weeks. A class of ten students was organized and carried forward by ~1iss Irwin.
Mrs. Stewart's short visit to :Mexico
City during the Musical Conference
bore immense fruit for she left a wellorganized class under the direction of
Mr. Pedro Espinosa. This class will
continue through the Winter, letters
and questions will be directed to Mrs.
Stewart and she will answer in Spanish, the class will read and study in
this way and so remarkable is the
interest aroused that we will surely
have results.
It is necessary for the Inter-America Committee to have a great deal
more Spanish Literature and this is
now the next objective of the Committee's work.
L. A. MATHEWS, Chairman.
YOUTH COMMITTEE

To B ah,j'I youth throughout the world
Dearest Baha'i friends:
Conceivably every energetic Baha'i
youth of the world can steadfastly endure more of our tremendous and
sacred task of spreading the Teachings
among our fellow-youth. Pulled by
the joy 0 f it and impelled by the love
of it, whole-heartedly persevering, why
should we be concerned about the
enormity of our "well-nigh staggering"
responsibility when we know we are
indeed superhuman enough to bear it
. .. once we assume it!
The National Youth Committee is
calling all Baha'i youth to unanimously arise as an international body to
promote the Third Annual International Baha'i Youth Symposiums to be
held Sunday, February 27, 1938. Symposium plans should be made "OW and
every possible means should be used to
publicize this event.
Every Baha'i youth group, "however humble, however inexperienced"
is urged to hold a public Symposium
on February 27 at which representative youth will discuss general personal. and social aspects of the Teachings.
All features of the same plan will be
universally adopted, but the subjects
may vary according to community
interests.
Adhering to the same general steps
of last year's procedure, we have
adopted the following plans:
I. General theme,
f<Humanity's
Coming of Age."
2. Sugg-ested Symposium topics:
t

a. l.,e11f'ral---11he Da:zvnhrealur.~.
h. Personal application of the

Teachings-
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ehanging Human Nahwe.
Portals of Freedom.
ereative Living.
Why Religion?
c. Social awlication of the
TeachingsWorld Order-Not Utopia.
W orld Citizenship.
The World-An Organism.
Peace Realists.
3 Complete study outlines for
speeches to be published in BaM'i
Youth for December. (If you have
not already subscribed, you may do so
by sending 4Oc-foreign rate SOc-to
Mrs. Mae Graves Dyer, 1767 Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, U. S.
A.)
4. A special Symposium issue of BaM'i Youth to be published for tHe
Symposiums in place of the March issue. Please order extra copies at once.
5. Another scrapbook to be compiled for the Guardian.
6. Radio broadcasting of speeches
wherever possible. (Not long ago a
Montreal youth obtained a radio engagement for a Baha', speaker singlehanded, even praying to Baha'u'llah as
to which stallon to contact!)
7. Preliminary session of prayer for
the success of speakers and all who participate in this united effort.
8. Reports of formulated plans to
be sent as soon as possible to sub-secretaries:
Eastern area, Zeah Holden, 48
Terrace Avenue, Albany, New
York.
Central area, Florence Mattoon,
105 Sixth Street, Wilmette, Illinois.
Pacific area, Farruck Ioas, 640

46th Avenue, San Francisco,
California.
And international secretaries:

Europe, Annamarie Kunz J 714
W. Iowa Street, Urbana, Illinois.
The Orient, Tahirih Mann, 23 S.
Highland Avenue, Baltimore,
Maryland.
What can we do for a bigger and
better Baha'i Youth Day? How can
we make the world take notice? How
can we as Hmembers of one bod v"
make dear and understandable the
emergence of this great organic whole
-this new social order-an essential
part of which every living person represents and must consciously assume
and maintain? How can we tell our
fellow-youth convincingly? How better than to unitedly proclaim OUt· Faith
throughout all the nations of the world
--our unique opportunity-in the
Third Annual International BaM',
Youth Symposiums to he held Su nday.
February 27, 1938!
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Let us di~cipline and exercise ourselves for this event. What should our
scope be, both as individuals and members of our group? What can each of
us and all of us do? Let us make our
plans nowr complete them at our mid-
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winter conferences, and may we reach
our state of maximum effectiveness

for February 271
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL YOUTH COMMITTEE.

"THE EMANATIONS OF SPIRITUAL
POWER"
So vast and significant an enterprise
as the construction of the first Mash-

tends in scope and in influence, and the
resources of the Baha'i communities

riqu'I-AdhkiLr of the West should be

correspondingly multiply, it will be-

supported, not by the munificance of a

come increasingly desirable to differen-

few but by the joint contributions of
the entire mass of the convinced followers of the Faith. It cannot be de-

tiate between such departments of the
Baha'i treasury as minister to the needs
of the world at large, and those that

nied that the emanations of spiritual
power and inspiration destined to radi-

are specifically designed to promote the

ate from the central Edifice of the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar will to a very large

this apparent divorce between Baha'i
and humanitarian activities it must not
however, be inferred that the animat~

extent depend upon the range and variety of the contributing believers, as

best interests of the Faith itself. From

ing purpose of the Faith of Baha'u'll:ih

well as upon the nature and degree of

stands at variance with the aims and

seH-abnegation which their unsolicitated offerings will entail. Moreover,

objects of the humanitarian and phil:mthropic institutions of the day. Nay,
It should be realized by every judicious
promoter of the Faith that at such an
early stage in the evolution and crys-

we should, I feel, regard it as an
axiom and guiding princip1e of Baha'i
administration that in the conduct of
every specific Baha'i activity, as different from undertakings of a humanitarian, philanthropic, or charitable
character, which may in future be con-

ducted under Baha'i auspices, only
those who have already identified
themselves with the Faith and are regarded as its avowed and unreserved
supporters should be invited to join

and collaborate.

For apart from the

consideration of embarrassing complications which the association of nonbelievers in the financing of institutions
of a strictly Baha'i character may conceivab1y engender in the administra-

tion of the Baha', community of the
future, it should be remembered that
these specific Baha'i institutions, which

should be viewed in tbe light of Baha'u'llah's gifts bestowed upon the
world, can best function and most
powerfully exert their influence in the
world only if reared and maintained

solely by the support of those who are
fully conscious of, and are unreservedly submissive to, the claims inherent

in the Revelation of Baha'u'nah. In
cases, however, when a friend or sympathizer of the Faith eagerly insists on
a monetary contribution for the pro-

motion of the Faith, such gifts should
be accepted and duly acknowledged by
the elected representatives of the believers with the express understanding
that they would be utilized by them
only to reinforce that section of the
Baha!i Fund exclusively devoted to

philanthropic or charitable purposes.
For. as the Faith of Baha'u'n:ih ex-

tallization of the Cause such discriminating and precautionary measures are
inevitabl.e apd. even necessary if the

nascent mslltut'ons of the Faith are to
triumphant and unimpaired
from the present welter of confused
and often conflicting interests with
which they are surrounded.-Shoghi
Effendi, Baha'i Administration pp.
171-172.
'
emerge

And since there can be no tie of
direct intercourse to bind the one true
God 'With His creation, and no resetnbla'nce whatever can exist between the
t~a·nscient and the Eternal, the con("'gent and the Absolute, He hath ordained that in every age and dispensation a pure and stainless Soul be made
mallifest in the kingdoms of earth and
hea'uen.-B ahrfu'Il6h.
THE GRAVE OF THORNTON
CHASE
On the afternoon of September 3D,
1937, Baha'is from Los Angeles and
Glendale met at the grave of Thornton
~hase, "the first Baha'i in America,"
In Inglewood Cemetery, suburban to
Los Angeles, California.
The Babit'is came together there to
fulfil the command of 'Abdu'I-Baha,
the Center of the Covenant of God, to
commemorate yearly, on the day of his
departure, the passing of ]I{ r. Chase.
Those who knew Mr. O1ase, of whom
a number were present, have found
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their love for him and their respect for
his privileged position as the first
American Baha'i only deepened by the
passing years, while others present
knew and honored him by reputation.
The exact wording 01 'Abdu'l-Baha's Tablet in regard to the friends
visiting the grave is, in part, as follows:
"In short every year on the anniversary of the ascension a f that blessed
soul the friends must visit his tomb on
the behalf of 'Abdu'l-Baha, in utmost
lowliness and humility, should with all
respect lay on his grave wreaths of
flowers and spend all the day in quiet
prayer, while turning the face toward
the Kingdom of Signs and mentioning
and praising the attributes of that illustrious person."
(Translated by
Shoghi Effendi.)
In compliance with the· injunction
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, the friends brought
beautiful flowers, which they not only
put in the receptacles at the head and
foot of the tomb, but also strewed over
the marble tombstone, upon the surface of which the Greatest Name i,
engraved, together with a quotation especially written for the purpose by
'Abdu'l-Baha, which is to the following effect: "This is the illumined resting place of the holy soul Thornton
Chase, who is shining in the horizon
of eternal life ever like a star."
The sunny September afternoon was
warm and pleasant; and an airplane
flew over head, as the Baha'is began to
read from the remarks of 'Abdu'l-Baha regarding Mr. Chase and recited
the prayer which He gave for Mr.
Chase while standing beside the grave.
All of the friends were offered an opportunity to read selections, some from
Tablets about Mr. Chase and others
from Mr. Ghase's own account of
his visit to the Shrine of Baha'u'llah
at 'Akka, Palestine, and to the Tomb
of the Bab, at Haifa, and his own
meeting with 'Abdu'I-Baha, on that
same visit to the Holy Land. How
and where (June S, 1894, at Chicago,
Illinois) Mr. Chase first heard of the
Baha'! Faith was told. Mrs. von Kirtley, formerly Mrs. Frank Beckett, produced a list of all that she could remember as having visited the grave
with 'Abdu'I-Baba, September 19,
1912. (They were about nineteen in
number, and included Mr. Beckett and
hen;elf. ) Prayer was read for all the
departed in the entire cemetery, and
then the friends left for their homes
spiritually strengthened and refreshed,
a rellection of the condition of Mr.
Chase, in joy in the realm of EI-Abha.
Had not 'Abdu'l-Baba said in this
connection: d . • • • for his spirit will
be exhilarated through the loyalty of
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the friends, and in the world of God
will it be happy. The friends of God
must be kind to one another, whethe r
it be in life or after death." For Mr.
Chase had died a firm Baha'i; 'Ahdu'lBaha having written to him: ". . . a
soul who is firm will be. a Son of the
Kingdom of God and will be confirmed
with the power of the Holy Spirit.
Therefore I have named thee Thabet
(firmness) and I supplicate and beseech the True One that, like an unshakable mountain, thou mayest remain finn in the Cause of God and
that the whirlwind of tests imprint no
effect upon thee. Nay, rather mayest
thou become the cause of the firmness
of others . . . ."
Los Angeles is a visiting point for
tourists from all over the United
States. Baha'is pass through the city,
sometimes having but a day, or a half
a day to spend before they depart.
Were they made aware of the importance which 'Abdu'l-Baba attached to
this grave, which this account endeavors to show t at least to a small extent, they possibly would like the

bounty of visiting and praying there.
Any member of the Los Angeles BaM'i Community would feel it a privilege to go along and show them the
way, or provide someone else, if unable to go personally.
'Abdu'I-Baha arrived in San Francisco, October 3, 1912, and it was
there that He received the news that
Thornton Chase had passed away in
Los Angeles, just three days before.
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'is
OF Los A"GELES: By, WILLARD P.
HATCH.

PILGRIMS' NOTES
The :-.rational Spiritual Assembly
will not in the future ask for the authentication of any pilgrim's notes nor
cooperate in their distribution but refer exclusively to the Guardian~s general communications to this body and
the American believers for its source of
information and guide 0 faction. - Baha'i Procedure, Section Four, Sheet

13.

ANNUAL REPORT
National Spiritual Assembly of the Bah,N, of the Brithh /,1.. 1936·/937
(Ccmcluded)
Early in the year Mr. and Mrs.
Bishop came to England and in addition to working in London made a
tour of various parts of the country,
speaking to audiences gathered by resident Baha'is.
They returned to

Geneva in September. After examination of Mrs. Bishop's report the
National Spiritual Assembly wrote to
Shoghi Effendi requesting her services
for another year, a petition which the
Guardian granted. Mrs. Bishop was
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asked to go to Torquay, where in association with Mr. Tobey and Mrs.
McKink-y active work was begun.
From December until April a constant
and intense campaign was conducted,
Mrs. Bishop speaking in churches, intellectual· institutions and private
homes. The result of this work was
that three people declared themselves
and were enrolled, while a large number were greatly attracted to the Faith
and the Teachings were widely spread
in that district. Follow up work will
be continued by the five believers now
there, who are preparing themselves
for intensive work with a view to enlarging the group into an Assemhly.
In the work of the Spiritual Assemblies there is apparent at this end of
the year, a different and more impress ive method than could be seen at the
beginning. In both London and Manchester the old type of teaching in wide
generalizations has been succeeded by
intensive and vital discussion groups.
In London, the removal of the centre to 46 Bloomsbury Street, made it
necessary to conduct a more intimate
type of meeting, similar to a fireside
group. Tbis has proved highly effective and large attendances are the rule.
Fireside m~eetings have been conducted
at various homes, and in Crouch End
a group has been formed under the
i urisdiction of the London Spiritual
Assembly. This group recently rented
the Hornsea Town Hall and conducted
a weIl attended and successful public
meeting. Plans are being made for a
series of public lectures in Caxton Hall
during May. London has enrolled
seven new believers during the year.
In Maochester a new and vigorous
spirit is at work. The Spiritual Assembly has taken a hall in the center
of the city and is making full use of it.
The N ineteen Day Feast has become
firmly estahlished in the community,
and with an increased understanding
of the Administrative Order, a new
teaching programme is being undertaken. Two new be1ievers have been
enrolled.
The Baha'i Theatre Group may be
mentioned under the heading of
Teaching, for this group, organized
and directed hy :\1adame Orlova, has
proved an effective means of attracting
young people to the Faith and of giv·
ing them first hand experience of
Baha'i oonsultation. At Naw-Ruz the
group presented scenes from ' As You
Like It' and is now working on a
pageant of the 'Seven Valleys.'
In March 1937, Mr. Siegfried
Schopflocher brought a message from
the Guardian to the effect that he
wishes us to stress two things:-
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hwnanity has come of age, and the appearance of Baha'u'l]"h. These are
the two factors to resolve the modern
"riddle of existence.!>
A small. pamphlet was composed by
the National Spiritual Assembly and
five thousand copies printed, available
at a penny each.

From the very beginning of the year
the National Spiritual Assembly felt
the need for literature printed in England, but owing to lack of resources
the need remained unfilled. Shortly,
however, circumstances arose with
which all the friends are acquainted,
which led to the decision to form a
Publishing Company, for the purpose
of publishing Baha'i books through an
established printing house. In this
project the National Spiritual Assembly was fully supported and encouraged by the Guardian, who sent £50
towards the Fund needed. The N ational Spiritual Assembly pledged and
gave its full support, both moral and
financial and sought the help of the
friends. The response was immediate
and generous, but only from a limited
number.
The N.S.A. is confident,
hO\'I,o'ever, that when the project itself,
and the wide range of its probable results, are more fully understood, every
believer will sacrifice for its success.
With the permission of the Guardian,
a circular letter was printed and sent
throughout the Babit'i World, seeking
the help of the world-wide Babit'i oommunity. It is surely a symptom of the
almighty assistance of Baha'u'l1cih, that
within the short space of one year, we
should have successfully accomplished
national undertaking and embarked
on another which bids fair to become
international in scope. For Shoghi
Effendi has likened the establishment
of the Publishing Company to the
building of the Temple in America and
indicates that its success may "mark
the inauguration of a new era of expansion of the Cause throughout the
British Isles and the rest of the farRung British Empire." At its last
meeting the N.S.A. was advised that
there was £153 in the Publishing Fund.
which is sufficient to establish the
Company legally with a limited capital
liability of £100. Proper legal advice
bas been obtained and the N. S.A. has
T'ecorded its decision to re.g-ister the
Company as "The Babit'i Publishing
Company Limited."
Investigations
are being made as to the most favourable method of associating the N.S.A.
with the Company. It mav be trttly
said that upon the progress of this
nlan. depends that expansion of the
Teaching work which it ~ now our

a
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chief duty to promote.
On March 29th the foIl owing cable
was received from Haifa :--uAnnounce
Assemblies celebration marriage beloved Guardian. Imperishable honour
bestowed upon handmaid of Bahit'u'lhih Ruhiyih Khanum Miss Mary Maxwell. Ziaiyih, Mother of Guardian."
To this joyful news the National
Spiritual Assembly, the Spiritual AssembJies of London and l\ofanchester,
and the Boumemouth Group, cabled
their expressions of delight.
The
union of East and West, so dear to
the Master's heart, has been cemented
in his own Family.
During the year the National Spiritual Assembly has met twelve times;
ten times in London, once in Manchester and once at Summer School. It
was found necessary to purchase a
typewriter for the secretarial work.
One of the greatest problems with
which the N.S.A. has had to contend,
has been the National Fund. Although
this year, receipts are slightly in excess
of expenses, it wi n be seen from the
Treasurer's report how very limited are
the funds at the disposal of the N.S.A.
I! is felt that the friends do not vet
realize the importance of regular c~n
tribution to the Fund, or that it is a
Baha'i Law, and not a principle . . .
a command of BaM'n'llah.
This report would not be complete
without some reference to the encouragement and guidance which has been
received from the Guardian during the
year. His constant message has been
to persevere and teach the Cause.
HPersevere and never feel disheartened." ('Rest assured and persevere."
. . . UN ow is the beginning of your
work. And as in the beginning of
every task, you are bound to meet all
sorts of difficulti es. The more yOU
strive to overcome these, the greater
will be your reward, and the nearer
you will get to that glorious success
which, as repeatedly promised by
Baha'u'l1ah, must needs crown the efforts of all those who, whole-heartedly
and with pure detachment, strive to
work for the spread and establishment
of His Cause." And lately these inspiring words to an individual believer I
published with his permission. HThe
goal is clear, the path safe and certain,
and the assurances of Baha'u'llah as to
the eventual success of our efforts quite
emphatic.
In comparison ,·{ith the greatness
and eventual destiny of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah. the year may well seem
to be of little significance. But in comparison with previous years. and remembering the difficulties which have
bee.n overcome both within and withj

,
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out the Faith, and remembering too
the smallness of our numbers, we can
realize with gratitude the meaning of
the Guardian's words referring to "this
auspicious stage in the evolution of the
Faith" in England. The uniting of all
the friends in an organic unity, the
strengthening of the position and authority of the National Spiritual Assembly, the firm establishment of the
Administrative Order, as attested by
the Guardian, the publication of the
BaM', J ournai, the inception of Summer School, the teaching campaign in
Devonshire, the consolidation of the
Faith in London and Manchester
within the Administrative structure
and the subsequent beginning of new
teaching work in those centers, the initial success of the plan for the Publishing Company, the enthusiasm and
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active work of the London Youth
Group---these are among the outstanding features of the ninety-third
year of the Baha'i era in Great Britain.
"All-praise and glory be to God
Who, through the power of His might,
hath delivered His creation from the
nakedness of non-existence, and clothed
it with the mantle of life . . . 0, how
blessed the day when, aided hy the
grace and might of the one true God,

man will have freed himself from the
bondage of the world met all that is
therein, and will have attained unto
tme and abiding rest beneath the
shadow of the Tree of Knowledge."
Faithfully,
In His Service,
National Spiritual Assembly.
by DAVID HOFMAN,
Secretary.

These Essences of Detachment, these
resplende,,/ Realities aYe' thll channels of
God's all-pervasive grace. Led by the
Nght of unfailing guidance, and in'vested 7.Vith supreme sovereignty} they
are commissioned to use the inspiration of their words, the effusions of
their infallible grace and the sanctifying breeze of their revelation for the
cleansing of ewry longing heart and
receptive spirit from the dross and
dust of earthly cares and limitations.
Then, and only then, will the Trust of
God, latent in I he reality of man,
emerge as resplendent as the rising Orb
of Divine Revelation from behind the
veil of concealment, and implant the
ensign of its revealed glory upon the
.summit of men's hearts.-8aJui'u'lMh.
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'ABDU'L·BAHA'S PRAYER FOR
THE SUCCESS OF THE DIVINE PLAN

o

Thou Incomparable God! 0
Thou Lord of the Kingdom! These
souls are Thy heavenly army. Assist
them and, with the cohorts of the Supreme Concourse, make them victorious; so that each one of them may beCome like unto a regiment and conquer
these countries through the love of
God and the illumination of divine
teachings.

o God! Be Thou their supporter
and their helper, and in the wilderness, the mountain, the valley, the forests, the prairies and the seas, be Thou
their confidant-so that they may cry
out through the power of the Kingdom
and the breath of the Holy Spirit 1
Verily, Thou art the powerful, the
mighty and the omnipotent, and Thou
art the wise, the hearing and the seeing.

LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN
The Guardian feels most gratified
()ver the splendid progress realized by
the Temple
Fund, though he still
would urge your N. S. A. to impress
upon the friends the paramount necessity of maintaining at any cost the
steady How of their offerings. This
obviously calls for considerable sacrifice, but such a sacrifice is of the very
essence of the Cause and is the only
force than can enable it to carry out
its ideals into the realm of constructive and living action.-October 30,
1937.
r am delighted with the progress of
the Plan and I pray that the contributions to the National Treasury may be
such as to lend unprecedented impetus
to its development. (The Guardian's
postscript to the above.)

"All should Arise"
To this ktter . . . I wish to add a
few observations connected with the
wider and more challenging issues with
which the American believers as a body

are now being confronted. As I lift up
my gaze beyond the strain and stresses
which a struggling Faith must necessarily experience, and view the wider
scene which the indomitable will of the
American Baha'i community is steadily unfolding, I can not but marvel at
the range which the driving force of
their ceaseless labors has acquired and
the heights which the sublimity of their
faith has attained. The outposts of a
Faith, already persecuted in both Europe "i1d Asia, are in the American
continent steadily advancing, the visible
symbols of its undoubted sovereignty
are receiving fresh luster every day
and its manifold institutions are driving their roots deeper and deeper into
its soil. Blest and honored as none
among its sister communities has been
in recent years, preserved through the
inscrutable dispensations of Divine
Providence for a destiny which no
mind can as yet imagine, such a community cannot for a moment afford to
be content with or rest on the laurels it

has 50 deservedly won. I t must go on,
continually go on, exploring fresh
fields, scaling nobler heights, laying
firmer foundations, shedding added
splendor and achieving added renown
in the service and for the glory of the
Cause of BahiL'u'lIiLh. The seven year
plan which it has sponsored and with
which its destiny is 50 closely interwoven, must at all costs be prosecuted
with increasing force and added consecration. All should arise and participate. Upon the measure of such a participation will no doubt depend the
welfare and progress of those distant
communities which are now battling
for their emancipation. To such a
priceless privilege the inheritors of the
shining grace of Bahil'u'llah cannot
surely be indifferent. The American
believers must gird up the loins of
endeavor and step into the arena of
service with such heroism as shall
astound the entire BaM'i world. Let
them be assured that my prayers will
continue to be offered on their behalf.
-SHOO-HI.

Postscript to letter dated November
25, 1937.
THE BAHA'I VIEW OF PACIFISM
The following statement was written by the Guardian, through his secretary, to Mrs. Helen Bishop on November 21, 1935, and is now published
with Shoghi Effendi's approval.
"With reference to the absolute
pacifists, or conscientious objectors to
war; their attitude, judged from the
Baha'i standpoint, is quite anti-social
and due to its exaltation of the individual conscience leads inevitably to
disorder and chaos in society. Extreme pacifists are- thus very close to
the anarchists, in the sense that both of
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these groups lay an undue emphasis on
the rights and merits of the individual.
The Baha'i -conception of social life is
essentially based on the subordination
of the individual will to that of society,
It neither suppresses the individual nor
does it exalt him to the point of making him an anti-social creature, a menace to society. As in everything, it
follows the 'golden mean,' The only
way that society can function is for
the minority to follow the will of the
majority,
"The other main objection to the
conscientious objectors is that their
method of establ ishing peace is too
negative.
Non-cooperation is too
passive a philosophy to become an effective way for social reconstruction.
Their refusal to bear arms can never
establish peace, There should first be
a spiritual revitalization which nothing
except the Cause of God, can effectively bring to every man~s heart."
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inspIring. There is no doubt, as we redouble our efforts, in this stupendous
undertaking, the prumises of the Master will be richly fulfilled and great
spiritual {'onfirmation reach each and
every Baha'i.
It is possible to outline only briefly,
a few of the varied activities being engaged in by the Assemblies and individuals through the country, and expanding to foreign shores.
Nebraska is the first State in which
the Faith was introduced in response
to the Guardian's call for Pioneers a
year ago. At that time, teaching work
was done in Omaha and Lincoln. The
seeds sown then t have been watered by
SHOGHI.
continuous follow-up teaching, until at
Haifa, December 20, 1937,
present there are ten voting Baha'is in
Omaha, who plan to organize a Spiritual Assembly on April 21, 1938, They
are holding regular meetings and study
also well under way, The plain sur- classes. I n Lincoln with two voting
face of the gallery does not require Baha'is, a study class is being held
this hand carving, and these units will regularly,
be cast at the Temple site,
Oklahoma is the first State into
MEETINGS OF THE
The members of the National Spir- which Baha'is migrated in response to
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
itual Assembly also inspected the sys- the Guardian's calL While some teachASSEMBLY
tem of cost accounting employed for ing work had been done in Oklahoma
The schedule of meetings published this contract, a system adopted by the City, it did not produce voting Baha'is.
in a recent issue of BAH;/i NEWS City of Nashville for a large contract Through the pioneering services of the
has been revised as follows: Decem- carried out by Mr, Earley some years Entzminger family, who moved from
ber, 1937, meeting held at Chevy ago, and are satisfied that it is most Geyserville, California to Oklahoma
City about a year ago, there are now
Chase, Md., instead of West Engle- efficient.
eight voting Baha'is, holding two study
These
passing
months,
when
it
is
wood; January, 1938, meeting to be
held at Lima, Ohio, instead of New essential to complete the Annual Bud- classes each week and conducting a
Orleans; place of March meeting to be get, are a time of sacrifice, but later children's class weekly, The first Ninein the year, when the gallery ornamen- teen Day Feast, marking the begindetermined.
The principal purpose of the change tation is all in place~ its impressive ning of the Administrative activities
this Group, was held September 27,
in the December meeting was to pro- beauty will make the believers forget of
1937, As a result of the continued
the
difficulty
of
the
task
and
fin
us
vide opportunity to visit the Earley
Studio and observe the progress of with a sense of joyous gratitude that teaching work the members of the
Group hope to be able to form a Spirwork under the contrad for external we have been privilged to play some
itual Assembly on April 21, 1938.
part
in
so
universal
and
permanent
an
decoration of the Temple gallery secNorth Dakota is another State into
tion. About two hours were spent at exposition of the Faith,
which
Baha'is moved, Mrs. Margarite
Later generations, thronging this
the Studio, and the members were hapBreugger
moved from Chicago to FarHouse
of
Worship,
will
envy
us
the
py to note that the work is proceeding
go.
There
are now two voting Baha'is
more rapidly than had been anticipat- honor and blessing of raisi,,!!, the
ed, A considerable number of com- Mashriqu'l-Adhkar during a penod of in Fargo, North Dakota. was likewise
pleted units are already on hand, for outer tunnoil when sacrifice truly the State to which Mrs, Mabel Ives
shipment to the Temple grounds next counts. For every seed we plant and and Mrs. Gale Woolson traveled last
year to introduce the Faith, They asspring. The most delicate part of the cultivate now, the harvest will be insisted with the work in Fargo, and did
creased
a
thousandfold!
work, the carving of the models, is
public teaching work in Carrington
and Glenfield. At present, Mrs. Woolson and Miss Margante Reimer are
doing follow-up work in these cities.
"Delighted teaching progress, Pray- was possible to bring to the conscious- The work will be further stimulated
ing further success" were the words of ness of each and every Baha'i in Amer- through the recent arrival of Mrs. Edthe Guardian to the National Assem- ica, a full realiza:tiQIl of the vital manner winna Powell, who has been doing exbly in response to the information giv- in which the American Baha'i Com- ceDent work in Fargo, and through the
en him that plans had been consum- munity is responding to the Guardian's joint efforts of herself and Mrs.
mated to introduce the Faith into each urgent appeal. A new wave of sus- Breugger, have expanded the work
State in the United States and each tained and persevering service has been into Bismark.
Montana is another state into which
Province of Canada where there are launched which will in due course
no Baha'is, and to extend the teaching bring us to the goal the Guardian has the Faith has been introduced by the
service in such states and provinces as set for us. The victories being achieved ~(settlement" method of teaching. Mrs.
are most heartening; and the doors of Lorrol 0, Jackson, of Seattle, settled
do not have Spiritual Assemblies,
The Teaching Commitee wishes it guidance opening ever new fields, most in Helena this fall; and is now actively
CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Hand Omnipotence removed
archbreaker Baha'u'llah's Covenant. His hopes shattered, his
plottings frustrated, society his
fellow-conspirators extinguished.
God's triumphant Faith forges
,on, its unity unimpaired, its purity unsullied, its stability unshaken, Such death calls for neither
exultation nor recrimination but
evokes overwhelming pity so
tragic downfall unparalleled in
religious history.

j

"PRAYING FURTHER SUCCESS!"
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engaged in establishing the Faith.
Some of the best publicity Se<:ured this
year, was had in Helena; where detailed articles concerning the Faith
were published. The Principles were
outlined, a picture of the Temple
printed, and words of encouragement
given. One article was headed, "Baha'i Faith to be introduced to this
State." Great assistance was rendered
in this city by friends, who ga,,'e letters
of introduction to )'1"rs. Jackson, and
urged their friends to attend the Baha'i classes.
South Carolina is the present field
of activity of Mrs. Emogene Hoagg
and Mrs. Amelia Bodmer. These two
poineers are making Charleston their
headquarters, working in a circuit from
that point. They will stay in South
Carolina until there is an active Baha,i Group there.
South Dakota was the point a f pioneer service last year on the part of
Mrs. Maimie Seto and Miss Margarite
Reimer. Study groups were established in Lead, Wall and Deadwood.
Miss Margarite Reimer and Mrs. Gale
Woolson will do active follow-up
work in these cities during the present
fall and winter.
West Virginia is another State lnto
which pioneer Baha'is have moved.
Miss Marion Holley has just arrived
tn Huntington to make her home, settle, and establish the Faith.
Mrs. Mabel Ives reports from Moncton, New Brunswick, where she is
teaching at present, a tremendous interest. She has spoken over the Radio,
the newspapers have carried fine articles concerning the Faith; and there
appears marked interest.
From Toronto comes the good word
of the interest in the Faith in that
city, through the sustained teaching
work of the Toronto Group, now aided
by Mrs. Grace Ober. Mrs. Ober has
been in Toronto since ear1y in Octoher and will remain there until the end
of the year.
Our pioneer teacher, Louis Gregory,
has just left on a teaching trip through
the South where he will renew contacts
formerly made, and carryon follow-up
teaching work in centers where he
previously taught. His destination is
Alabama, where he hopes to settle near
Tuskegee and establish a Baha'i group.
Mrs. Louise Caswell of Portland
has moved to Tennessee to assist in the
teaching work in that State. Mrs.
Caswell first went to Nashville to carry on the follow-up teaching work in
that city, resulting from the public
meetings held by the National Assembly last winter. This work has now
spread to Knoxville and even to Chattanooga, Tennessee. Mrs. Caswell is
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CONVENTiON DELEGATES
INCREASED TO HUNDRED
SEVENTY -ONE
Cablegram from Shogbi Effendi
Election of hundred seventvone delegates for this year's aIid
future Conventions absolutely essential.
Admitted expansion
American community vitally demands it. Appeal delegates unable attend in person exercise
conscientiously ballot right by
mail. Increased participation by
believers in Convention proceedings reinforces authority and
broadens basis bedy national representatives and knits them closer to entire body electorate. Advise share message American believers.
SHOGHI.
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books of this religion, perhaps you will
help me. I am interested in seeing all
Baha'i books translated into the Philippine dialects. I believe the Baha'i
Religion will spread-it will spreadpop like popcorn, all Over the Philippines, and it will replace the old religions."
Dear friends, the reports coming
from all parts of the country show how
greatly Bahil'u'llah is blessing and confirmi!,g the teaching work today. No
blessmg can be greater, and no spiritual quickening more powerful than
that which comes to the individual who
makes himself the channel for the diffusion of the Holy Spirit today. The
confirrilations truly seem uninterrupted. Let us one and all arise, assured
of the spiritual victory-and achieve
for America the spiritual destiny invested in it by the Master.
NATIONAL

TEACHING COMMITTEE.

Haifa, November 21, 1937.

dividing her time between these three
cities to actively carry on the impoTtant follow-up teaching services.
Of great interest to the BabE.'i will
be the recent experience of Mrs. Loulie Matthews in endeavoring to place
books in the Public Library of Manila.
The cruiser on which Mrs. Matthews
was traveling stopped in Manila only a
few hours, giving her only a very short
time in which to contact those concerned J and if possible have our literature available to inquirers. At the Library she learned it would be impossible to have the books placed in the
Library without the approval of an important committee under the direction
of prejudiced orthodox religious leaders. After many inquiries, Mrs. :Matthews was finally directed to a gentleman who might place the beoks on a
single shelf containing literature on
comparative religions. The representative at first refused, without the approval of the general comm ittee in
charge, but finally agreed to place them
among the books on comparative religions. After her return to America,
Mrs. Matthews received a most inspiring letter from a native Philippino
from which the following extracts are
given:
"I have heen reading the pamphlets
you left on the free shelf for references. Real1y, the Baha'j movement is
wonderful and is a new thing to me.
Many had not heard of this Baha'i
Religion ever before, until 1 told them
about it. Some are interested and are
eager to know the teachings .... I wish
I might contemplate devoting all my
surplus time and energy to reading the

UNOCCUPIED STATES AND
PROVINCES
The areas in the United States and
Canada which had no BaM'i community, group nor even enrolled individual believer on May I, 1937, have
been reported by the National Teaching Committee as follows: Arkansas,
l\ evada, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Utah, West Virginia Alabama
~laware, N ova ~cotia,' ~fanitoha:
PIOneers and traveling teachers have
since gone to some of these areas and
it is hoped that before the end oi the
current Baha'i year the unoccupied terri tory will be considerably decreased.
ASSEMBLIES PLANNING
LEGAL INCORPORATION
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes to remind all local Assemblies
desiring to incorporate to submit
copies of their proposed Certificate of
Incorporation and their local By-laws
together with a copy of the State Statu te under which they intend to incorporate in order to facilitate approval of
such action. The advice of a local attorney is recommended for the legal
procedure of drafting' the Certificate
or Articles of Incorporation.
TRANSLITERATiON OF
BAHA'I TERMS
The friends are requested to follow
the Guardian's instruction concerning
the use of Baha'i terms in a-ccordance
with the scheme of transliteration he
prepared for publication in The Baha'i World. As given in Baha'i Admhtistration~ Shoghi Effendi's words
on this SUbject, as long ago as 1923,
were ... "the faithful spelling of which
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by all the Western friends will avoid
confusion in future) and insure in this
matter a uniformity which is greatly
rieeded at present in all Baha'i literature. . . . I feel confident that all the
friends will from now on follow this
system and adhere scrupulously and at
all times to this code in all their
writings."
The preparation of Baha'i articles,
committee reports, etc.. should theretore employ the system of tramiliter~I'
tion which the Guardian has supplied.
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
The following appointments and re-

visions are reported:
Balun World, Editorial: M iss Hilda
Brooks in place of Bertram Dewing,
for Australia and New Zealand.
Publicity: Mrs. Virginia Camelon
added as new member.
Green Acre (combining program
and maintenance functions): Mrs.
Florence Morton, chairman~ Harold
Bowman, Amelia Bowman, Mrs. Wendell Bacon, Roushan Wilkinson, Harlan Ober, Glenn L. Shook.
Green Acre Youth Week: Evelyn
Loveday, chainnan, Marjorie Wheeler,
secretary, Hazel Bowman, Kenneth
Christian,
Zeah
Holden,
Philip
Sprague.
Regional Teaching Commitlee for
New York, New Jersey and Pennsyl-

RECORD OF BAHA'I PUBLICITY

take this opportunity to say that some
clippings arrived too late to be mentioned in the last report, such as the
outstanding work done by the comparatively new assembly of Jacksonville,
Florida; the almost full page article
on the Temple and illustrations published in the Washington, D. c., Post
vania; Genevieve L. Coy unable to on March 7th; together with the tremendous amount of pubJicity received
serve.
Youth Committee, revised list of in connection with the anniversary
International Correspondents: Salim event of IAbdu'l-Baha's arrival in this
]oory, P. O. Box 5, Baghdad, Iraq; country. From this the friends will
C. S. Liu, Hanglok, Canton, China; see how important it is that clippings
A. Balyusa, American University of are sent in regularly, at least once a
Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon; Haji Mirza month, and we especially ask traveling
Bozork Afnan Aalaaiee, Shamshir teachers to do this.
The Press Books this year are growGaha Street, Shiraz, Irin; Mehrabam
R. Jamshedy, Baha'i Hall, Bunder ing by leaps and bounds. Already we
Road Extension, Karachi, India; Mar- have clippings from 53 of the 71 Asguerite Welby, 6 Greville Road, Rich- semblies. Clippings representing piotpond, Surrey, England; M. Hakim. neer work and places where there are
Paris, France; Miss Dugdale, Herald no Assemblies have come to us from
of the South, Adelaide, South Aus- Glendale, Arizona; many cities in California; Fernandina, Florida; Maytralia.
wood aud Kankakee, Illinois; Elkhart, Indiana; Helena, 'Montana;
PUBUCITY COMMITTEE
Dead wood, Wall, Lead and Rapid City,
The last report about the contents South Dakota; Fargo, North Dakota;
of the National Press Books was pub- Scranton, Penn.; Knoxville and Nashlished in BAHA'f NEWS in March, ville, Tenn.; Corpus Christi; Texas;
Virginia;
Huntington.
1937. The new ones for 1937-38 con- Richmond,
tain the material from about April West Virginia; Green Bay, Hudson
15th on. A copy of last year's Press and Three Lakes, Wisconsin,
Of the pioneer work listed above we
book has been sent to Shoghi Effendi
through the National Assembly, and would make special mention of the
the committee feels certain that its work done by Maywood, Illinois. From
contents will be concrete evidence of August, 1937 to November 18th inthe splendid work done by publicity dusive, the picture of the Temple has
committees and pioneer workers been published five times. Lengthy
throughout the country. We would articles about each of their lectures; a

picture of l\fiss Zamenhof and articles
about Esperanto and classes to be conducted.
The small Temple models
have been on display in numerous
stores and one of the new models is
to be on exhibition shortly iu the display window of one of the newspaper
offices. In Helena, Montana, :\([rs.
Lorrol Jackson has succeeded in having a picture of the Temple published
and many excellent write-ups, The
work done in the Dakotas has been
especially fine. Publicity from Scranton, Penn., is particularly thrilling inasmuch as the talks were reported and
so much of the direct teachings were
given. Mrs. Kathryn Frankland in
Corpus Christi, Texas, has done another remarkable piece of work. PictUres of the Temple were published
twice and full one and two column articles about it and the Teachings.
Geyserville Summer School again
obtained fine publicity as did Louhelen.
It is such remarkably fine work when
whole talks are printed in the papers.
In Los Angeles a new publication
called "Wilshire Friday Night." is
>:i ving the teachings much space. From
\'Vashington, D. c., came a full column
article published in the Eaton Plain
Dealer, in a uFrom the Reader" column on the eradication of prejudice.
which is excellent. Augusta, Georgia,
has done splendid work since A pri!.
Honolulu and Hawaii. in addition to
other fine articles, through a press interview with the incomparable Baba'i
Journalist, Martha Root. obtained a
two co1umn article on Universal Peace
and the principles. The national re-
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leases on the publication of "Portals
to Freedom" and review of "World
Order" articles are also among their
clippings.
Two unusual features on the Chicago pages are the account of the visit
to the Temple by the heroine of the
story which was running in the C hicago American. She said she was
shown through the Temple by a "grand
old man" and then she proceeds to
give accurate information about the
Temple and teachings. Then an article
by Bruno Lessing on "Palestine's
Seaports," published in the Herald
Examiner is so interesting that we
quote what he says in the last paragraph about our Faith: "Did you ever
hear of the Baha'i? There is a bus
service between Haifa and Mount Carmel which passes a large and beautifu garden, the home of the Baha'i.
This is a Persian sect that started a
new religion only fifty·three years ago.
Its founder, Mirza Ali-Muhammed,
declared himself to be the 'Gateway
through which mankind may renew its
connection with Allah.' His program
was: 'One must lead an honest life
without injury to any other human being, one must love one's fellowmen and
strive to achieve goodness and humility and universal peace and happiness.' They told me that the sect was
growing. Who can foretell how it
will stand 2,000 years from now? Its
founder was executed by the Persian
government for being a big nuisan<:e.
Yet who would fail to agree with his
creed?"
More and more the Temple is becoming a landmark to autoists and
travelers on land as well as on Lake
Michigan. More and more is unsought
publicity being given our Faith, bringing to mind 'Abdu'I-Baha's words in
a tablet to Shahnaz Waite in 1914"Consider the Power of the Cause of
God that the outsiders like unto the
friends are enaged in the promotion of
the Cause of God and are glorying
in this distinction, although they do not
claim to be Baha'is."
U rhana we note is most successful
in reporting talks. In the North Shore
po pers, among the many fine clippings
is one about the dedication of the Temple grounds with an accompanying picture as wen as other beautiful views
of the Temple. The international section contains articles from Hungary.
Italy, New Zealand, Ceylon, Shanghai
and Mexico. We urge these international wqrkers to send two copies of
a\l publicity obtained. Teaneck has its
usual quantity as well as quality of
news items. New York's World Ob,crueY published a long article in connection with Bah6' i World Volume
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VI, and an article about the Temple.
Lima has turned in an outstanding
amount of dippings. In a paid advertisement about 4x6 they have given
various phases of the teachings with
large headlines. Monroe, Washington,
has also been most successful in getting the teachings published. We regret that space will not permit our
mentioning the work of each publicity committee.
We are happy to note that clippings
are coming in which show that the
publicity chairmen a re writing their
own releases on the Holy Days as the
National Assembly wish them to do.
Those of you. who think you can't do
it will be surprised how ~asy it is, once
you get started, for when we make the
effort assistance- is surely given. Not
having to send out releases On these
Holy Days gives this committee opportunity and funds to branch out in other
directions.
To the traveling teachers, we wish
to make the announcement that a series of articles on the Temple, the
Bab, Baha'u'll:ih, 'Abdu'I-Baha and
Shoghi Effendi have been prepared
for your use and can be obtained from
this committee in any quantity desired.
This seTies will be supplemented from
time to time.
Plans aTe being made to work up
releases for contacting foreign language papeTs and any ideas the friends
may have to pass on to us will be most
appreciated.
Your attention is called to the article
on the Temple, published in the October-November issue 0 f Highway T rWeler, the magazine of the Greyhound
Bus Lines, together with pictures of
the Temple as it now stands, a closeup
of the dome and the interior of the
dome. The article was printed exactly
as we sent it in. These can be obtained in the bus depots throughout the
country. The caption given the article
by the editor is most striking "When
BaM';s Build a Temple" and in the
index he states, "We have never seen
the Taj Mahal but evidently those who
believe in the Baha'; faith are just
about to duplicate this lovely structure
with one near Chicago.'1
The committee would suggest that
when writing- articles for your papers
that you endeavor to use as YOUT first
sentence something that the headline
writer might pick up as a caption, in
this way avoiding- the· possibility of
some of the obljectionable headlines
which have been given to articles in
the past.
Pictures and mats of Lidia Zamenhof can be obtained from this committee.
Remember, please, to send 2 copies
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of all dippings to this committee. Send
them the first of each month.
4612 Malden SI.,
Chicago, Illinois.
"ovem ber 24, 1937.
PUBLISHING COMMITrEE
Prayers and M edilations By Bahci',,'llah, translated by Shophi Effendi.
An advance notice is given of early
publication of this supreme work of
devotion for all Baha'is. The new volume will be issued in a style similar to
the Gleanings~ and in number of pages
exceeds that book. The price has been
set at $2.00 per copy. Since orders
will be filled in the order they are
ceived, those wishing copies at the
earliest possible date should request
their Assemblies to place advance
orders.
The Bab's Address To the Letters
of the Living. These sublime words,
first published in The Dawn-Breakers,
pp. 92-94, have been reproduced in
pamphlet for", from a hand -lettered
copy of the English text translated by
the Guardian. A bout 1700 oopies have
been sold since this pamphlet appeared
a few weeks ago. 12 pages, per copy,
5c net.
Economics As Social Creation, by
Horace Holley. The latest addition to
the series of Teaching Literature
pamphlets. 32 pages, sold in lots of
100 only. $1.75 per 100, net.

re-

New Umf_ Disc"",.t
After considering the fact that the
Bahciti literature is being sold at prices
considerably lower than the usual rate
lor books of similar quality and size,
and consequently the discounts previously allowed have made it impossible
lor the Committee to develop an adequate financial reserve required by the
growth of the Cause, the National
Spiritual Assembly has instructed the
Publishing Committee to allow in future only one discount-lO% on orders of $10.00 and mOTe-and to give
this discount to all purchasers without
discrimination, whether Assemblies,
groups or individuals.
YOUTH COMMITTEE
To Baha'i youth throughout the world.
Dear friends:
In a recent general letter, the Guardian discussed the "society-building"
power of the Baha'i Faith. There is
great significance for us in that phrase;
for, as members of the world Baha';
community, we are striving, under the
Guardian's leadership, to aid· in the
erection of World Order.
It naturally follows that every act
of ours, which advances the Faith of
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BaM'u'l1ilh and consolidates the unity
among men and women of all races
and nations, is an act hastening the
realization of the World Commonwealth of Baha'u'llilh. Could we lend
our efforts to any nobler and more

universal service?
Two years ago the National Youth
Committee proposed the holding of simutaneous Youth Symposiums as a
demonstration of the loyalty and solidarity of Baha'i youth throughout the
world. Last year another series of
Symposiums was held with even greater success. Now such an annual undertaking is viewed as one of the pu blie teaching efforts of the younger
members of the Baha'i Community.
In many ways the annual Youth
Symposiums are unique. They demonstrate a real bond of unity that is
world-embracing. They are positive
and constructive in a world seething
witb separatism and hatred. They are
a· public declaration of faith in Baha'u'llah.
And now the date, February 27, for
the third World Youth Day nears. Let
us prayerfully and carefully make our
plans for th,s third world-wide effort
of Baha'i youth. Throngh many such
acts as these may the time be hastened
when the majority of the people will
have recognized in the Revelation of
Baha 'u11ilh the source and structnre of
true civilization.
NATIONAL YOUTH

CoMMITTEE.

December IS, 1937.
ANNOUNCEMENT
WESTERN STATES BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL TWELFTH
ANNUAL SESSION
Bosch Place, GeyseTvflk, Cali/onl;"
July 3 to July 18, 19,8
Devotion: 9:15 a. m. daily, under Big
Tree.
Unity Feast: The Annual Reunion of
the Friends and their Guesls 12:00
noon, Sunday, July 3rd.
Classes: 9:45 a. m. to 12:00 noon,
daily, in BaIui'i Hall.
Teaching Seminar: 3:00 p. m. each
Tuesday and Thursday.
Round Table: (Baha', YOItlh) 2:00
p. m. each Monday, Wednesday and
Friday.
Children's Activities: Study Classes
9:45 a. m. daily.
Supervised Recreation afternoon and

evening.
Public Meetings: Bahai Hall, Geyserville 8:00 p. m. Tuesday, July 5th.
Santa Rosa, 8:00 p. m. Thursday,

TEMPLE MODEL MADE BY JOHN J. EARLEY

July 7th.
BaM', Hall, Geyserville, 8:00 p. m.
Tuesday, July 12Ih.-YOI'lh.
BaM', Hall, Geysenille, 8:00 p. tn.
Thursday, July 14th.
Courses of Study: First Week:
1. Rise and Development of the
Christian Civilization.
2. The Unfoldment of World Civilization.
S eC(J-nd Week: 1. lVew AI ave ments
Within Christianity.
2. The Vnfoldment of World Civ-

iliz"ation.
(The. classes will be conducted by
Baha', leachers.)
Accommodations: Reservations for
accammodations in the Dorm-it orv
and other rooms on Ihe properly
should be mmJe early through:
MISS RUTH WESTGATE,

The Huntington, 1075 California SI.
San Francisco, California.
ASSEMBLY ROLL
St. Augustine, Fla., the corresponding secretary, C. Mae Thitchenor,
should now be addressed as Mrs. R. A.
Speissegger.
Montreal, Quebec, until further
notice, on account of the absence of

the corresponding secretary, communications for the Assembly should be
sent to Mrs. Ruth Lee, secretary, 2682
Soissons Ave.

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Lima, five. Peoria, one. Los Angeles, five. Boston, three. New Haven, one. St. Paul, one. Pasadena,
two. New York, five. Jacksonville,
one. :l\1i1waukee, one. ~ashville. one.
IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth ,mio e'l/ery confident believer Ihe cup Ihal is life jlldeed. It bestoweth joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. II co"ferelh Ihe
gifl of everlasling life.-Bah-u'llrih.
Mrs. Harriet Stureman, Peoria.
Dr. James Oakshette, Atlanta.
Mr. F. A. Kelsey, New York.
Mrs. Myrta Deming, Flint.
Mr. Fred Leopold, Racine.
Mr. Charles Mann, Baltimore.

N. S. A. MEETINGS
AT WASHINGTON
It was the privilege of the members
of the National Spiritual Assembly to
meet jointly with the Washington As·
sembly on Sunday evening, December
12, after which they attended the
Nineteen Day Feast observed by the
Washington community. Sharing the
radiant spirit of the friends, these
meetings were most refreshing and
helpful.
On Saturday noon the members attended a luncheon at the home of C.
Mason Remey, at which a number of
interested non-believers were present.
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Aspects of the teachings were ex-

pounded, and it was felt that many of
the new friends ,"vere attracted.

AUSTRALIA AND
NEW ZEALAND
The following items have been taken
from successive issues of "Baha'i Quar-

terly," the organ of the Kational Spiritual Assembly of Australia and New
Zealand.
Formatifm of New Assembly
It was a source of joy to the N. S.
A. to receive notification from the
Baha'is of Perth, Western Australia,
of their desire to form a Spiritual Assembly. This was done prior to the
N. S. A. meetings in Adelaide. The
opportunity was taken while members
were assembled to assist the teaching
work already being done by local Baha'is. Mrs. Axford and Miss Blun·
dell of Auckland, New Zealand, Mrs.
Routh of Sydney and Mr. Guy Inman
spoke at public and semi·puhlic meetings during their stay in Adelaide.
Mrs. Axford and Miss Blundell had
the pleasure of contacting a few of the
Baha'is of Melbourne as they passed
through that city and also the joy and
privilege of associating again with the
Sydney BaM'is. Mrs. Axford was
sent on a teaching mission to the newly
fanned Assembly at Perth. A very
hearty welcome was accorded her and
meetings were arranged as frequently
as possible during her two weeks stay.
Most of the meetings were held at the
home of the secretary, Mrs. Miller.
Mr. Johnson, the chairman, and their
other members of the Assembly all
opened their homes for meetings, and
in this way the message was given to
a large number of people to whom it
was no more than a name. A special
study of Baha'i Administration was
undertaken in the short time available
and interesting individual contacts
made.
Reports received since the
visit are very encouraging. The zeal
and enthusiasm. the sincerity and deep
sense of the privilege of active participation in service for the beloved Cause
is very marked in this small but united
group and will surely bear abundant
fruit.
Visit of Mr. Schopf/ocher
In November of last year the Baha'is of Auckland, Sydney and Adelaide had the great pleasure of a visit
from Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher, a
member of the N. S. A. of U. S. A.
and Canada. Some of the Auckland
members met him on arrival and arranged for an informal meeting the
same evening as he was leaving Auck-

SARAH J. FARMER, FOUNDER
OF GREEN ACRE
o Maid servant of God! Be rejoiced at this glad tidings, whereby the
hearts of the people of the Kingdom of El-Abha are moved with joy.
Verily, I beseech God to make Green Acre as the Paradise of El-Abha, so
that the melodies of the Nightingales of Sanctity may be heard from it, and that
the chanting of the Verses of Unity may be raised therein, to cause the clouds
of the great Gift to pour upon it the rains falling from heaven, to make those
countries become verdant with the myrtles of Truth and Inner Significances, and
to plant therein blessed trees, with the Hand of Providence, which may bring
forth pure and excellent fruits wherefrom the Fragrances of God may be
diffused throughout all regions. These signs shall surely appear, and these lights
shall shine forth.-'ABDU'L-BAHA, to Sarah J. Farmer.

land the same day. A very happy and
profitable time was spent with him,

taking the form chiefly of questions
and answers.. In Sydney and Adelaide

Mr. Schopflocher was able to address
public meetings as well as meetings
with the Spiritual Assembly. In an
address to the lalter in Sydney Mr.
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MARTHA ROOT IN JAPAN
Photograph taken in Kyoto, June 20. 1937

Scbopflocber expressed his deep joy at
finding, throughout Australia and
New Zealand, the real spirit of unity
and true Baha'i love and friendship.
He stressed the need of fostering the
community spirit through properly organized socials as the test of Baha'is
was their capacity to associate together
in love and harmony. This phase of
Baha'i life, he said, could not be overemphasized.
Other peints stressed

were:
I. The benefits gained by observing
the Fast.
2. The need of the N. S. A. to gain
the' confidence of believers and
the duty of local assemblies and
all believers to suppert and obey
its rulings.
3. The enormous value of summer
schools, the primary object of
which is that of a school-
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all the committees and officers have
given the utmost co-operation to the
N .S. A. and that all the business has
been conducted in a most efficient
manner. The N. S. A. cannot function efficiently without the co-operation of all the officers, not only of the
N. S. A. itself, but of the officers of
the local Spiritual Assemblies as well.
The secretaries and treasurers and
other officers of the various local assemblies have been simply splendid,
whatever the N. S. A. required them
to do was done efficiently and the
N. S. A. is tremendously grateful to
them for their part in enabling it fo
function smoothly.
In administering the affairs of the
Cause and in exercising the powers
vested in it the N. S. A. has made
great progress in the past twelve
months. The N. S. A. is fast becoming the administrative body it is meant
to be. The N. S. A. is profoundly
grateful to the believers for their expressions of loyalty and their co-operation. . . .
The clerical work is most arduous,
owing to the fact that, except once a
year! when the N. S. A. meets, all consultations must be conducted by corrcs{X>ndence. It is because this work is
so tremendous that the N. S. A. has
requested local Assemblies to make all
their communications in triplicate. If
letters to the N. S. A. are not sent in
triplicate, the Secretary has the extra
work of making copies so that a copy
may be sent to the N. S. A. members
wherever they may reside. The N. S.
A'J therefore, is very grateful to the
secretaries of the local Assemblies for
acceding to their request.
The ~. S. A. has endeavored by
every means in its power to discharge

its responsibilities and to exercise the
powers vested in it ill order that things
may be properly ordered and well arranged. Ahdu'I-Baha said, "It is incumbent upon every one not to take
any step without consulting the Spiritual Assembly, and they must assuredly obey with heart and soul its bidding
and be submissive unto it, that things
may be properly ordered and well arranged. Otherwise every person will
act independent!y and after his own
judgment, will follow his own desire,
and do harm to the Cause."
The N. S. A. has striven to keep a
vigilant eye on the affairs of the Cause.
Shoghi Effendi said, "The need for the
centralization of authority in the National Spiritual Assembly, and the concentration of power in the various local assemblies, is made manifest when
we reflect that the Cause of Baha'u'llah is still in its age of tender growth
and in a stage of transition. It is our
primary task to keep the most vigilant
eye on the manner and character of its
growth." This the N. S. A. has tried
to do.
HILDA BROOKS,

Secretary, N. S. A,

,."al

A ..
Ekctioft
The result of the voting was handed
by the scrutineers to the chairman who
declared· the following elected to the
~. S. A. for the coming year:
Miss H. Brooks,
Mrs. E. M. Axford,
Miss E. A. Blundell,
~frs. S. Jackman,
Mr. R. Brown,
Mr. S. W. Bolton,
IVfr. T. Dowson,
Miss M. B. Stevenson,
Mr. O. A. Whitaker.

Teaching.
4. The impertance of registration.
S. The need of understanding in
dealing with problems as to voting membership.
6. The impertance of the Nineteen
Day Feast.
Mr. Schopflocher paid a visit to Mr.
Bolton·s newly-erected house at Yeerinbool, which 1\.1r, Bolton wishes to be
used as a Summer School when arrangements can be made for this muchdesired project. The friends appreciate greatly the valuable work Mr.
Schopflocher was able to accomplish in
so short a time, and hope for a longer
visit in the near future.
Secretary's A,.,."g/ Report
It is a great pleasure to report that

MARTHA ROOT IN CHINA
Photograph taken in Shanghai, July I, 1937
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LEITER FROM THE GUARDIAN
Concerning the problem 0 f increasing the number of delegates at the Annual BaM'i Convention; the Guardian
wishes me to reaffirm the message he
cabled to the N. S. A. a few days ago
stressing the necessity of revising the
basis of the national elections at this
and subsequent conventions. He is
convinced that the expansion of the
American Baha'i Community, involving the increase in the number of its
Assemblies and other administrative
institutions, necessitates a similar increase in the size of the electoral body
responsible for the election of the N.
S. A.
It is obviously unfair and
mathematically impossible to apportion
ninety-five delegates among the seventy or more Assemblies already instituted. The principle of proportional representation governing the election of Convention delegates therefore
can no longer operate, and unless a
definite increase in the number of representatives is made the election of
the N. S. A. itself would oease to rest
on a secure foundation.
The advantage which such an increase presents is to broaden the basis
of the N. S. A. by making it a truly
representative body, and thus heighten
the confidence of the believers in its
authority. The National Assembly,
being the highest administrative body

within a country, is in absolute need
of the full trust of the believers, who
have the right as well as the obligation
to see that the body under whose jurisdiction they serve should be a truly
representative body.
In view of these considerations the
Guardian feels that the time has come
to revise the basis of the present representation at the Convention, by raising the number of the delegates from
9S to 171, which number represents
nine times nineteen.
The question of the added expense
and strain which this increase in the
number of delegates entails can be
solved by having those delegates who
cannot afford to pay the expenses of
the trip send their votes by mail. Aside
from that, no financial consideration
is of any importance when compared
to so vital an issue as that of Convention representation which admittedly
affects the very welfare and future
growth of the Cause ...
The Guardian wishes me to convey
to your Assembly his deep appreciation of their gift of the Temple model
which, he hopes, will reach him in
good condition, and which he plans to
fit in a place that wou Id be accessible
to both the Baha'iFi and non-Baha'i
visitors.-)Jovember 25, 1937.

"NOW IS THE TIME"
Letter 1m". the Nation4l Sfriritual Assembly
Beloved Friends:
In the Tablet revealed on April 8,
1916, inaugurating the mighty Plan

by which the Faith is to be spread
hom America throughout the world,
'Abdu'l-Bah:l. declared: "Therefore,

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION-l
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now is the time that you may divest
yourselves from the garment of attachment to this phenomenal realm, be
wholly severed from the physical
world, become angels of heaven and
travel and teach through all these
regions."
The Cause of Baha'u'Uih has survived in America and increased in power and capacity during all these years
solely because many Baha'is have, to
some degree at least, attained the station of inward obedience to the Master's assuranCe. For in effect He promised that the time has come when it
would at last be possible to achieve
the inward, spiritual condition requisite to service in the Faith of God.
The whole trend of human events
since that date has been a vioJent,
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forceful and involuntary pressure upon
the human soul to abandon reliance
upon the material reality and seek the
realm of spirit. War and revolution,
hunger, disease and death have constituted the instruments through which
the Truth has demonstrated its resistless might to them who could not or
would not heed its gentle plea. The
same Will which voiced the supreme
paean of love in that passage beginning: uRelease yourselves, 0 nightingales of God," has likewise ordained
dire suffering and the overthrow of
civilization if the majority of men remain deaf and blind. The true believer and the unbeliever live physically
side by side in this material world, but
while the believer stands in the garden of blessed assurance, the unbeliever bows as before a raging storm.
These are the considerations which
the National Spiritual Assembly feels
should be uppermost in the minds of
the friends in this hour. How to animate the body of the Cause with unswerving conviction, steadfast assurance and the blessedness 0 f severance
from the movements of the ego-this is
the first, the supreme issue the American Baha'i community is called upon
to meet and solve.
The seven Year Plan is )lot self-op~r:lti ng. No scheme can be devised in
the name of religion which can prorhote uuiversal ideals bj"selfish, fearful and self-centered h·earts. Every
task given the Baha:is is for our own
Purification and spiritual reinforce",ent.
Its blessed results for the
t.orld mean that the task has found
workers imbued with motives raised
bigh above the level of the worldly.
Any individual believer, and any
community of believers, remaining
aloof and iudifferent to the Plan iutended to unify and concentrate our
souls and our resources is not walking upon the path that leads to inner
success. The nature of fire is to burn.
The nature of faith is to strive-strive
endlessly and without discouragement
--at the simultaneous spiritual and 0 bjective task. Where there is no striving there is no faith. No man can
await the moment when he becomes
perfect enough to serve the Cause of
God. The intentiou of service is the
only perfection human beings can ever
attain. Has not the Master assured
us over and over that knowledge
comes as the result of loving the
Teachings, that eloquence comes as the
result of loving to convey the Truth,
that courage comes as the result of
upholding the Faith in an unbelieving
world? No one is denied the superhuman results of faith, whether by
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poverty, lack of education or lack of
social influence, but anyone who IS
deprived has deprived himself.
What the National Spiritual Assembly longs to witness is a deepening of the inner life of the individual
believers throughout the land. A number of communities give no evidence
of the power of unity which is the
fusion of the state of faith within the
individual believers. Does any believer really wish to deprive himself of
the· blessing derived from parti.cipation
in the most important task ever given
to the American Baha'is ? We may
be ill, but the Cause is health; we rnay
be poor, but the Cause is wealth; we
may be downcast, but· the Cause is
joy; we may be dispirited, but the
Cause is the source of life.
Can we not, therefore, in the spirit
of real humility, turn back to the fundamental issues of the life of faith on
ea'rth and begin more consciously to
demonstrate the reality of our acceptance of His Call? If we have attended meetings in an attitude of indifference or complaint, can we not
feel a responsibility to bring enthusiasm and radiance? I f our service has
principally been one of objection and

criticism, can we not bring loyalty and
cooperation?
A Baha'i community, large or small.
is intended to be a garden, plan ted by
the divine Gardener, revealing its
blooms and releasing its fragrance to
those lost in the arid desert of th.
world. These blooms and that fragrance reveal the presence of faith and
consecration. Without them, a Bahi'i community is but a new name for
the unredeemed waste of the desert
itself. By the linking up of all the
Baha'i communities of East and West,
the new World Order is to be attained.
In that World Order lies the healing
of all human ills.
These swi f tly passing years write
indelibly the story of our lives in the
Day of God. Either that story will
be one of faith or of unfaith. It will
be one of service or one 0 f im!X)tence
and stagnation. Noone else can dictate to us the record of our inner life,
for- outer circumstance never restricts
the motives of the soul. ~fAnnounce
unto yourselves the joyful tidings:
'He Who is the Best-Beloved is come'
He hath crowned Himself wi th the
glory of God's Revelation, and hath
unlocked to the face of men the doors
of His ancient Paradise.' "

"IT MUST GO ON ; CONTINUALLY GO ON"
The spirit increasingly animating
the American believers is summed up
in the quotation ahove from the Guardian's recent le-tter to the Kational Spiritual Assembly. l\.iore and more the
Friends are realizing the need for intensification of their efforts in the
short time left us to accomplish the
goal set before us. While the momentum our teaching services is gaining, is carrying the Faith ever wider
and wider t yet we all must agree, the
efforts most of us are putting forth,
are not yet in keeping with the high
standard desired by the Guardian. Let
us keep ever before us, these dynamic
calls of the Guardian, so that each and
everyone of us, to the extent possible,
may arise, that the outposts of our Beloved Faith, already persecuted in Europe and Asia, rna y in America steadily ad vance, adding new luster to the
World Order of Baha'u'llah.
The Teaching Committee wishes it
were possible to bring to each and
every Baha'i in America, a fun consciousness of the almost unbelievable
manner in which the Confirmations of
the Holy Spirit are reaching those
actively serving in this pioneer work.
Reports from one end of the country
to the other carry account after account of the manner in which doors
are opening, and the teaching work

confirmed. In not one in stance of the
efforts to introduce the Faith into virgin territory, has there been failure;
and in most instances the results are
truly astonishing. Where are those
souls who leaving their home ties will
go forward as pioneers of the New
Day of God, and through sacrifice become the media for the quickening
power of the Word of God for struggling humanity today. Greater numbers of inspired souls must arise if we
are to carry knowledge of the Faith of
BaM'u'lIah to every state in the United States, every province of Canada,
and every Republic of Ceutral and
South America before May 23, 1944.
The outposts of the Faith have been
extended, since the reports published
m the January BAHA'i NEWS, into
Wyoming, North Carolina, and Nevada; while in States having Spiritual
Assemhlies, the Faith has been introduced into new cities, in Scranton,
Pennsylvania, and Celina, Ohio.
Mrs. Ruth Moffett, of Chicago.
spent approximately one month in Laramie and Cheyenne, \Vyoming. Despite severe weather, and numerous
obstacles which had to be met and
overcome! a series of public meetings
were held in Laramie and Cheyenne.
displays of Baha'i literature held, and
a detailed broadcast concerning the
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Faith made from the largest station in
the Inter-Mountain Territory, from
Greeley, Colorado. As a result of
these sacrificial services of Mrs. Moffett, assisted so capably by the Lillywhites of Laramie, there is now an active study class in Laramie and an inquirers· group in Cheyenne.
Mrs. Edna Johnson and Mrs. Oni
Finks of Los .Angeles, are now in Las
Vegas, Nevada, actively teaching the
Faith. Mrs. Finks visited Las V <gas
early in December, doing "follow up"
work with the interested ones left there
by Mrs. Terah Smith last spring. The
reports indicate active interest in the
Faith, and it is hoped an enthusiastic
study class will be established.
Just now Mrs. Terah Smith, with
1\iiss Marguerite Reimer are in Raleigh, North Carolina, working diligently to establish the Faith. Insufficient time has elapsed since their arrival to know the results of this teaching effort, but it will be shared with
the Friends in subsequent statements
in the BAHA'i NEWS.
The Spiritual Assembly of Lima,
Ohio, carrying out the plan of the National Assembly that each Spiritual
Assembly introduce the Faith in a new
city this year t has conducted a series
of public meetings in Celina, Ohio. A
study class has been formed and i.s being actively followed up by the Friends
in Lima.
The Binghamton, New York Assembly, has undertaken the establishment of the Faith in Scranton, Pennsylvania. A lecturer in popular psychology friendly to the Faith, has
turned her classes over to the Baha'i
Teachers. Assisting the Binghamton
friends, was Mr. Harlan Ober; and
now Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ives. Mrs.
I ves has condocted a series of public
lectures, and it is interesting to note
that the attendance increased as the
lectures proceeded.
Lectures have
been given before other organizations
and group meetings organized by interested ones.
Miss Marguerite Reimer, and Mrs.
Gale Woolson, as reported in the J anuary BAHA'i NEWS, spent six weeks in
North and South Dakota doing "follow-up" work, and teaching in new
cities. This trip covered 4.500 miles
by automobile; over 33 lectures given;
the Faith introduced into four new cities; the study dass in Lead, South
Dakota, strengthened with five new
members, and a class left in Huron,
South Dakota. Of outstanding interest
is the fact that many lectures were
given in schools and colleges. At
Spearfish, Sooth Dakota, for instance,
a lecture was given before the student
body of the Black Hills Teachers Col-
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"GREATER AND VITAL
ISSUES"
The various rulings and regulations recorded in the "BahaJi
Administration" and the supplementary statements already is-

sued by the National Assembly,
he feels, are for the present sufficiently detailed to guide the
friends in their present-day activities. . . . The American believers, as well as their national
representatives, must henceforth
direct their attention to the
greater and vital issues which an
already established Administration is called upon to face and
handle, rather than allow thei r
energies to be expended in the
consideration of purely secondary administrative matters.Shoghi Effendi, through his secretary, November 25, 1937.
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in presenting Ihe "iessage. The Governor not only listened intently, but
gave the impression that he was
glimpsing a new world; a world he
could not comprehend, perhaps, yet
felt was real. The following evening
he called me on the phone, asking if he
might call, as he wanted to hear more
about the New W arId Order. He
came and we talked solidly for two
hours."
. Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Ober have
been most active in spreading the Message. Mrs. Ober's services in Toronto were outstanding, even to the ·extent
of attracting new souls to the Faith,
so it may be possible for the Toronto
friends to organize into a Spiritual Assembly in April of this year. Mrs.
Ober is now in Louisville, Kentucky,
where she will remain for some time.
to renew the teaching work in that important city. Mr. Ober visited Binghamton, Syracuse, Ithaca, New York;
Scranton, Pa.; Toronto, Canada, and
~ number of cities in northern Mich19an.

lege; attended by 175 students, 25
members of the faculty, and 2 clergymen. Free literature was distributed
to those present; while a photograph
of the Temple, exhibited on the Bulletin Board for a week, was placed in
the collection of famous art and architectural pictures of the School. One
of the clergymen present entitled his
sermon the following Sunday, "Christ
and Baha'u'llah," reading to his co_ngregation from the pamphlet "Principles of the Baha'i Faith." The other
clergymen present invited our two
youthful teachers to speak to the Epworth League and then to the entire
congregation at the evening service.
When questions were asked after the
services, and some seemed antagonistic, this minister assisted by saying, III
am satisfied with Christianity, but not
with Christians. I f this is right, we
want to know about it."
The Dakotas seem to be responding
to the influeoce of the spirit released
through the teachers who have visited
those States. Mrs. Margarite Breugger is now teaching in Fargo, Bismarck, Valley City, and Northwood,
North Dakota. The following quotation from one of her recent repo rts,
will prove of intense interest to all the
Friends:HI think the greatest confirmation I
have had thus far happened in Bismarck. After I had finished speaking
at one of our meetings, one of the
ladies came to me and almost insisten
that I met Governor Longer. She
said she would gladly arrange it.
Needless to say it was the most extraord inary reception I ever experienced

Louis Gregory is now at Tuskegee
Institute, Alabama, where many doors
are opening for the spread and establishment of the Faith. A few extracts from recent reports will convey
the manner in which the work is going
forward. "The President of Tuskegee has twice invited me to his home,
the second time for a dinner .conference which lasted two hours. At the
close he warmly shook hands and said
it was a very helpful message." "The
chief assistant to the Chaplain, a Baptist clergyman. has done wonders to
help, even leaving me in charge of his
pulpit while away, with freedom to
give the Message." "During the meet·
ings, the Y.M.C.A. Secretary, who
has the Esslemont Book and accepts
the message, prayed a most eloquent
prayer of thankfulness for 'the New
Star of Bethlehem that has arisen.' "
"Passing by a home one day I was
called by a lady student who had heard
a Baha'i lecture in one of the classes.
'Come in and meet my husband, Prof.
Otis, who is head of the Agricultural
Department.'
This led to an im·
promptu meeting; and ruso led to a
lecture today before the Agricultural
Department. Now we have started

two regular weekly meetings mtd are
hoping for another. There appears to
be a considerable number who are more
than superficially interested." "I feel
that the :\fost High, Baha'u'llah, who
has showered so many signs of His
Blessings on this famous community,
is now willing to give them a further
blessing of Divine Knowledge and
spiritual outpouring."
One of the most outstanding exam-
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pies of the divine confirmations is the
manner in which the FaIth has found
deep roots in Monct~n •. New B,runswick. Twelve have sIgmfied theIr acceptance of the Faith by sending in
the usual registrati~;m cards. ~ re~
tar class of 25 is bemg held, whIle children's class is held each week. Following the intensive teaching work 0 f
Mabel Ives and Rosemary Sala, Mrs.
Dorothy Baker is spending the month
of February in Monct~n. to aSSIst t~e
friends in their deepemng processes m
the Faith of Baha'u'llah. The following extracts from letter from the first
new Baba." of Moncton, Mr. W. F.
Byrne, will indicate how deeply the
spirit has touched these new souls:"I am the first declared Baha'i in
this district and am very proud of it.
. . . This' Faith is the biggest and
grandest thing ~hat ha.s ever entered
my life, somethmg which I had been
in search of for twenty long years;
and I, indeed, feel it an honor to be
associated with this great work. Words
cannot describe how I feel about It,
but perhaps when I tell you I intend
to dedicate my hfe to thiS noble Cause,
you will more readily understand than
any words I might use."
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE.

ANNUAL BAHAI CONVENTION
lJ/38

Participating
Comtnunities
Delegates
Phoenix, Arizona ..........
2
Berkeley, Calif,?mia .......
1
Geyserville, California ......
1
Glendale, California ........
2
Los Angeles, California ..... lO
Oakland, California ........
2
Pasadena California .......
2
San Fra~cisco. California ...
5
Montreal, Canada .........
2
Vancouver, B. c., Canada ..
2
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
1
Denver Colorado ..........
1
New Haven, Connecticut....
2
Washington, D. C. .........
5
Jacksonville, Florida .......
I
Miami, F10rida ............
2
St. Augustine, Florida . . . . . .
1
Augusta, Georgia ..........
2
Honolulu, Hawaii .........
1

Maui, Hawaii .............

1

Chicago, Illinois ...........
Evanston, Illinois ..........
Park Ridge, Illinois ........
Peoria, Illinois ............
Springfield, Illinois .........
Ur,bana, Illinois ...........
Wilmette, Illinois ..........
Winnetka, IIlinoi s .........
Indianapolis, Indiana ..... ,.
South Bend, Indiana .......
Eliot, Maine ..............

18
1
1
3
I
I
2
1
1
1
2
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DAY OF THE COVENANT OBSERVED BY NEW YORK BAHA'I
COMMUNITY, NOVEMBER 28, 1937

Baltimore, Maryland ...... .
Cabin John, Maryland ..... .
Boston, Massachusetts .. , ..
Springfield, Massachu setts ..
\Vorcester, Massachusetts .,.
Detroit, Michigan ......... .
F1intJ Michigan .......... .
Lansing, Michigan ........ ,
M uskegan, Michigan ...... .
Minneapolis. Minnesota ... ,
St. Paul, Minnesota ., .. " ..
Kansas City. Missouri ..... Jersey City, New Jersey ... .
Montclair, New Jersey .... .
Kewark, New Jersey ...... .
Teaneck, New Jersey ..... .
Binghamton, ~ew york ... .
Buffalo, :-lew York ....... .
Geneva, New York ....... .
:-lew York, New york ..... .
Yonkers, New York ...... .
Cincinnati, Ohio , ......... .
Oeveland, Ohio .......... .
Columbus, Ohio .......... .
Dayton, Ohio ............ .
Lima, Ohio .............. .
Toledo, Ohio ............ .
Portland, Oregon ......... .
Philadelphia, Pa. . .. .
Pittsburgh, Pa. . ......... .
Nashville, Tennessee ...... .
Monroe, Washington .. '
Seattle, \Vashi~gton ...... .
Spokane, Washm!)!on ..... .
Kenosha, \V tsconSIn .,",.,'
:\{ilwaukee, Wisconsin
Racine, \Visconsin ........ .

1
I

5
1

2
3
I
1
2
1
1

I
I
2
2

5
2
I
I

17
1
1
4
I
I
4
1
3
2
1

1
1
3
1

3
11
3

171

RADIO COMMITTEE
Too often in our travels we hear the
words "I have ne,"'er heard of your
Faith.:' Could a nation-wide radio effort lift the veil of obscurity still hovering over some of the areas of .this
continent? Figures lead us to believe
that it could. In the United States
and Canada there are 741 radio stations. It is estimated that there are
about 24,414,300 radio families in all.
The Radio Committee suggests a
plan, approved by the National Spiritual AssemblYJ for carrymg on,. under the supervision of the R~onal
Committees, a canvass of radiO stations, with a view to initiating regular
and sustained radio efforts everywhere. Regional secretaries are invited to write to the committee (care
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, 615 W. Elm St.,
Lima, Ohio), for lists of stations and
operators in their areas, and for talks
ready for distribution. A thorough
canvass 0 f stations rna y reveal many
stations, which, like 1\10n50n, Mass.,
and Lima, are. happy to accept, free of
charge, educatIonal, and devotlo~al rnaterial for unfilled tIme on the air.
In addition to the thirty talks listed
in December BAHAJf NEWS and the
1937 :-lew York series, the following
talks are offered: "The Principles of
the Baha', Faith," "The Law of the
New Day:J HO nce Again God," Four
hundred and fifty talks have been se!'t
out to twenty cities, and some splendtd
reports have come in from individuals
and groups.
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"CERTAIN VITAL REQUIREMENTS"
"The Seven Year Plan, with which
the immediate fortunes of the American Baha'i community are so closely
interwoven, demands, at this critical
stage in its development. serious and
prayerful consideration of certain vital
requirements, without which such a

stupendous task can never be brought
to a successful completion. The evolution of the Plan imposes a three-fold
obligation, which all individual believers, all local Assemblies, as well as the
National Assembly itself, must respectively recognize and conscientiously fulfil. Each and every believer, undaunted by the uncertainties, the perils
and the financial stringency afflicting
the nation, must arise and ensure, to
the full meaSUre of his or her capacity,
that continuous and abundant How of
funds into the national Treasury, on
which the successful prosecution of the
Plan must chiefly depend. Upon the
local Assemblies, whose special function and high privilege is to facilitate
the admission of new believers into the
community, and thereby stimulate the
infusion of fresh blood into its organic

institutions, a duty no less binding in
character devolves. To them I wish
particularly to appeal, at this present
hour, when the call 0 f God is being
raised throughout the length and
breadth of both continents in the New
World, to desist from insisting too

down, the members of each and every

Assembly should endeavor, by their
patience, their love, their tact and wis~
dom to nurse, subsequent to his admission, the new-comer into Baha'i
maturity, and win him over gradually
to the unreserved acceptance of whatever has been ordained in the teachings.

As to the National Assembly, whose inescapable responsibility is to guard the
integrity, coordinate the activities, and
stimuJate the life, of the entire community, its chief concern at the present moment should be to anxiously de-

liberate on how best to enable both individual believers and local Assemblies
to fulfil their respective tasks. Through
their repeated appeals, through their
readiness to dispel all misunderstandings and remove all obstacles, through
the example of their lives, and their
unrelaxing vigilance, their high sense
of justice. their humility, consecration
and courage, they must demonstrate to

those whom they represent their capacity to play their part in the progress
of the Plan in which they, no less than
the rest of the community, are involved.
May the al1-<:onquering Spirit of Bah:i'u'lI:ih be so infused into each component part of this harmoniously functioning System as to enable it to con-

tribute its proper share to the consumof the Plan."-Your true
brother, Shoghi. (January 30, 1938)

mation

has been received in good condition,
and will be plaoed shortly in the International Baha'i Archieves on Mt. Car-

mel for the benefit of aU the visitors."
In reply to a question concerning

the authority to approve a bust of
'Ahdu'I-Baha: "He feels that for the
present neither he nor the National and

local Assemblies should take any action
by laying down any regulation in this
matter. Individuals should be left free
to exercise their discretion and to act

as they deem best."
"All those believers who are talented
in music and desire to make some con-

tributions along this line should be encouraged and advised to send their
musical contributions to the Editorial

Committee of The Bahti'! World for
reproduction in that book."
"In conclusion the Guardian wishes
me to express his satisfaction at the

progress which the Seven Year Plan is
making as a result of the cooperation,
energy, selflessness and perseverance

displayed by the entire body of the
American believers. He is continual1y
praying that their efforts for the consummation of this two-fold task may
be blessed and crowned with complete
success."

ASSEMBLY ROLL

Springfield, Illinois, the new address
of the Secretary, Mrs. Anna K. Jurgens, is 1136 North 4th Street.

rigidly on the minor observances and

From the same Jetter, in the portion

beliefs, which might prove a stumbling
block in the way of any sincere applicant, whose eager desire is to enlist
under the banner of Baha'u'llah. While
conscientiously adhering to the fun·
damental qualifications already laid

written by the Guardian through his

ELECTION OF NEW ASSEMBUES

secretary, the following excerpts are

The National Spiritual Assembly
has authorized the election of a local
Spiritual Assembly on April 21 by the
~aha'[ groups resident in the following

published for the information of the believers :-

"The Temple model prepared by Mr.
Earley which you had shipped to Haifa

CItIes:

Sacramento,

CaUL,

Grand

2
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Rapids, Mich., Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Maywood, Ill., Topeka, Kans., Glendale, Ariz., St. Lambert, P. Q., Toronto, ant., and Rochester, N. Y. This
means seven new Assemblies and the
restoration of two formerly existing.
The love and best wishes of the
American Baha'i community will surely
flow out to these believers on the occasion of the election on April 21.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Milwaukee~ four,
Detroit, three.
Racine, one. Los Angeles, sixteen.
Miami, one. New York. four. Urbana, two. Chicago, eleven. Flint, five.
Kansas City, one.
Buffalo, one.
Spokane, one. Washington, six, Binghamton, three. Vancouver, one. New
Haven, one. Columbus, one. 1lonroe,
one. San Francisco, one.
IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto every confident believer the cup that is life indeed. It bestcnveth joy, and is the
bearer of gladness. It confereth the
gift of everlasting life.~BaIui'u'lI{Zh.
Mrs. Laura L. Drum, Washington,

D.C.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stein, Lima.
Gordon Hall, Fernandina.
James Coo (former member of Racine Baha', community).

J. B.

A BAHA'I GUEST FROM TIHRAN
Mrs. Bahiyyeh Hakim, whose father
is a member of the National Assembly
of Iran, and whose husband, Dr. Lotfullah Hakim, is a member of the
Spiritual Assembly of Tihran, arrived
at N ew York on March IS from Paris.
Mrs. Hakim will spend some weeks in
America, and in addition to New York
will probably proceed to Chicago and
see the Temple. It is most graifying
to receive this visit from a fellowBaha'i of Iran.
AMENDMENT TO BY-LAWS
The American believers are informed
of the following amendment to the ByLaws of the N. S. A., duly adopted at
the meeting held February 19 and 20,
1938:"Re;solved. that in accordance with
the instructions given by Shoghi Effendi in his letter to this body dated
November 25, 1937, to the effect that
the number of delegates at the Annual
Convention number 171 instead of 95,
Article VIII of the By-laws be amended by striking out the word 'Ninetyfive' in the second sentence of said
Article, and substitute therefor the
words lone hundred seventy-one.' "

TOMB OF THE GREATEST HOLY LEAF

PRESS BOOK REPORT
March 14th: Since the last Press
Book report, written November 24th,
many clippings have been added to the
Press Books.
Phoenix, Arizona have, in addition
to their many clippings, sent in an
article written by Willard Hatch which
was published by PaX', a monthly
magazine. They have also branched
Qut into Coolidge, Arizona, this year
where they did some splendid publicity
work, and an article on the Youth Symposium was received from them published in EI Imparcial, a Spanish paper.
Mrs. French in Pasadena, is still
having wonderful results with her column the "Loom of Reality." A thousand copies of her recent contribution
"Our Intellectual and Spiritual Heritage" was reprinted by the Lambda
Sigma Pi Society and widely distributed.
Santa Paula~ California, has sent in
very newsy clippings. Los Angeles
and San Francisco have kept up their
usual activity in the publicity field.
Miami, Florida, still sends in their fine
educational articles which are published
in a Forum column. Maywood, illinois, is still doing outstanding work
The Evanston News-Index recently
published a picture of the Temple
taken by their own staff photographer,
with the caption "Towering Baha'i."
Wilmette Life, among its regular writeups published a picture of the new
model of the Temple. Gertrude Struven reports that in 52 weeks, 55 notices
have appeared in the Wilmetle Life,
Winnetka Talk and Glencoe News
which includes regular notices of week-

ly Sunday lectures, and in addition
other .articles and an editorial praising
the Baha'is' honorable character; and a
letter about the Temple from a school.
child visitor. Many photographs were
also used, some as cover designs.
The international section contains an
amazing amount of dippings sent in
by Martha Root from India, where
long articles on the Faith were printed
in the Rangoon Times; the Ceylon
Daily News and others. On February
4th, a radio talk captioned "American
Journalist's Experiences in Shanghai"
given by Martha was published in The
Hyderabad Bulletin.
From Baltimore, Maryland, the clippings are outstanding because they
give so much of the teachings. Muskegon, Michigan, is another city using
the Forum Column successfully. Doreene Holliday, of the comparatively
new Omaha, Nebraoka, group has done
some splendid work in a series of
articles in The Omaha Guide some of
which she has written herself.
Mr. C. H. Pettit of Bucyrus, Ohio,
very tactfully answered an article in a
forum column, headed '<What i!!!i"to Become of Us/' and suggested that the
Esslemont book be read. He later
placed a notice in a News Flash column to the effect that after reading the
Esslemont book, to read -"Some Answered Questions." The very evening
of its publication the book, Answered
Questions, was taken out of the public
libra!'}'.
Elsie Miller in Dayton is having UIlusually splendid success this year with
the Forum columns. Lima publicity is
also most outstanding this year. A
paid advertisement has been run an-
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nouncing the subject and speaker and work, delivered Jan. 24-29, in Springin addition a quotation f rom the field, Mass. Six talks given in daily
Teachings.
series attracted wide attention, and in~
In the Pittsburgh C01trier. an attack quiries are still coming in to the Monon the Cause by Dr. DuBois was an- son and Springfield friends from Chesswered most effectively by the National ter, West Springfield, Westfield, Three
Assembly, thus giving the Faith some Rivers and Palmer. Newspapers have
very favorable publicity. From Monc- been unusually cooperative. The talks
ton, New Brunswick, we had a deluge were based largely on di rect quotations
of clippings covering the period of from the utterances of Baba'u'lIah,
Mabel I ves' work from October 18th 'Abdu'I-BaM, and Shoghi Effendi, and
to December 14th and Dorothy Baker's cover the following subjects:
work in February. There is every inThe Divine Physician, BaM'u'llih.
dication that the group will continue
The Search After Truth.
this fine work. From Scranton, Pa"
U ni versa! Peace.
The Agreement of Science and Recomes numerous outstanding clippings
as more evidence of Mabel Ives' splen- ligion.
did work. An attack on the Cause.
The Equality of Men and Women.
Principles of the Baba'i Faith.
labeling it as Communistic, was anThe talks given recently in Vancouswered by Mr. and Mrs. Ives in a masver and reported in the last issue
terful manner.
Louise Caswell's work in Tennessee of the NEw s LETTER are listed below:
Present World Crisis.
shows persistent effort.
Kathryn
War vs. International Cooperation.
Frankland has interested the editors of
Cancer of Prejudice.
the Daily Voice in Corpus Christi,
Social J ustiee.
Texas, in publishing the "Goal of the
Religious Unity.
New World Order" by Shoghi EffenCan Human Nature Change?
di, in a series. Practically all releases
Confusion of Language.
sent out by Baha'i News Service have
A Short History of the Baha'i Faith.
been published verbatim by this paper.
Unfoldment of World Civilization.
Lorro1 Jackson in Helena, Montana,
Attention is called to the current
continues to send in well-written clippings of all her activities. Clippings articles by Mr. Mountlort Mills in
received from Ruth Moffett's activities World Order Magazine, February,
come from Freemont, Ohio; Grand March and April issues, covering the
Rapids, Michigan; Kankakee, May- subject "World Crisis." These articles
wood and Oak Park, Illinois; Spring- were used successfully as radio talks in
field and Kansas City, Missouri; November in New York, but will not
Topeka, Kansas; Laramie and Chey- be mimeographed for general use, due
enne, Wyoming as well as from cities to their immediate availability in the
magazine.
where there are Assemblies.
Mrs. Florence Morton reports plans
Chelan, Washington, was successful
in getting the entire release of Decem- for the summer broadcasting from
ber 25th published in their paper. Eliot, near Green Acre, and from the
Ma4ison, Wisconsin, while still a . largest Portland station; and expresses
group, have been successful this year great faith in the medium of radio for
in publicity work. Racine, Wisconsin, general teaching and publicising our
has pages showing results of continu- Cause.
ous and persistent effort.
Requests have come from New OrThe visit of Lidia Zamenhof to this leans, Denver, Kansas City, Edgecountry has brought the Cause some water, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
An article headed Beverly Hills, Cleveland, Miami,
nice publicity.
"High Priestess of the Esperantists" Honolulu, Milwaukee, Chicago, Auwas syndicated by Seven Arts Feature gusta, Urbana, Nashville, Boston,
Syndicate and sent out to about 100 Ashuelot, Binghamton, Moncton, JackJewish papers. One paragraph of the sonville, Baltimore, and Philadelphia.
article was devoted to the Baha'i Faith. Final reports would be welcomed on
work done in these and other centers.
BAHA'i NEWS SERVICE COMMITTEE
NINA l\ofATTHlSEN, Chainnan
Regional secretaries are arising rapV,RGIN,A CAMELON
idly to carry out a canvass throughout
EDNA EASTMAN
the country with an eye to systematic
C. W. LA ROCQUE
campaigns in teaching.
A radio talk, "What Future For
Youth" has been chosen for circulation
RADIO COMMITIEE
this month. :vIiss Marion Holley here
We have recently received from outHnes a vigorous viewpoint on world
Mrs. Wendell Bacon of Monson, affairs.
DoROTHY BAKER, Chairman
Mass., an encouraging report of radio
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MEXICO
Mrs. Frances Stewart, Secretary of
the Inter-America Committee, sends
the following account of her experiences in taking the Bah,,'; Message to
Mexieo last summer.
When on July 15 last, our ship approached the harbor of Vera Cruz, and
we saw the scars lei t by cannons that
had bombarded the city in former
years, Our prayer was that we might
be privileged to bring to the people
of Mexico the great Bahal Message
of Unity and Love. This prayer was
granted, for Baha'u'lIilh had prepared
a group to receive this Message in a
most wonderful manner.
.
In Mexico City, while speaking to
a Woman's Club on the subject of:
'f Peace in aNew W orId Order" and
quoting from the Writings quite freeIy, I noticed the deep interest 0 f a
lady not far from me. After the
meeting she hurried to beg me to go
with her that evening to the home of
a friend where a group met weekly
for study and discussion. I felt impelled to break a former engagement
and gladly went with Miss Aurora
Gutierrez to meet nine Mexican people, who later became the first Believers in Mexico. My friend explained that for several years this
group of seekers had met regularly
to discuss spiritual questions and to
study the increasing turmoil in the
world. After a beautiful prayer given
by Mr .. Pedro Espinosa, the group
I~a~er, 10 which he asked for spiritual
VISIon and understanding, they asked
me to repeat the message I had given
at the club in the afternoon. I then
asked if I might tell them of the Babitti Message.
Way into the morning hours they
listened and asked questions about the
Cause and asked that I meet with them
often and they would bring to the circle all of their group. After three
such meetings with an ever larger
group, the leader told me that they had
for some time been convinced that
somewhere in the world a New Manifestation had appeared to give the
Truth for the New Era. So convinced
had they been that they had sent their
leader, Mr. Espinosa, to the U oited
States where he traveled from New
York City to California in search of
evidence of this New Mani f estation.
He did not find it but returned to
Mexico convinced: "That from a foreign country a Teacher would bring
them the Good News 01 a New Manifestation." They had continued their
regular studies and when they heard
the Baha'i Message. they were convinced it was the Truth they had long
sought. At this meeting Mr. Espin-
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osa handed me a paper on which were
written the names of the nine I had
first met saying they wished to be
received as Believers of the Baha'i
Faith and would become the center for
spreading the Message throughout
Mexico. I later learned the leader
has had experience in the po bJishing
field and he was enthusiastic when
asked if he could help to translate the
writings into Spanish for use in all
Latin America.. He is now assisting
in the translation of the book of Prayers Baha'i Procedure and the Baha'i
SU;dy Course and soon these will be
ready for use among the many inquirers throughout South America.
The Mexico Baha'i Group will elect
their first Spiritual Assem~ly on n~xt
April 21st the first 10 Latm Amenca.
They me:t each Friday evening for
study and discussion and new friends
are being attracted to the Cause. One
of the group is a primary teacher and
she is teaching the Cause to a group of
children. Weekly letters tell of the
radiant Baha', spirit that inspires this
group and already a teaching fuud is
being saved to spread the Message
throughout Mexico.
A true Baha', Feast was held the
evening before I left Mexico City.
Roses, red and white, banked the table,
the music of violin and piano spoke
the universal language of harmony
and radiant faces gave evidence of
hearts and minds united in Love and
Understanding to build the New
World Order of Bahl'u'11ah. That
night I told the story of Quarratu'lI A yn
and among those l?re~nt were
women who had been acttve 10 securing the recently enacted laws giving
greater freedom to the women of
Mexico.
At six-thirty the next morning the
f fiends went to the station to say,
"Hasta la vista," (till we meet again)
as my train sped away. That night,
as the ship slowly moved out of the
port of Vera Cruz, I knew an?ther
link had been forged m the cham of
Love and Service that shall unite aU
peoples and aU nations in Goodwill
and Peace.
Therefore, as we rejoice over the
new groups studying the BaM'i Faith
in Canada and in new centers throughout the United States and in other
nations may we include in our
thoughts and prayers our new friends
and co-workers in old Mexico, who
unite with us in the Baha'i prayer:
"0 God! Raise the banner of the oneness of humankind.
o God! Establish the Most Great
Peace.
o God! Weld our hearts into one
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heart.

Thou kind Father I"

MARTHA ROOT IN INDIA AND BURMA
FTf>m Bah,,'. News Lrlter PubUsb.d by tbe N. S. A. of India and BUTma
Miss Martha Root arrived in India
from Ceylon on October 15th. The
believers of Bombay accorded her a
right royal reception. The National
Spiritual Assembly had also fixed their
half-yearly meeting to be held in Bombay in order to meet the beloved sister. Miss Root stayed in Bombay for
5 days and these 5 days were gala days
for the believers of the place. While
the Bombay friends held meetings and
arranged for lectures, which were fully
reported by the press the N. S. A. in
consultation with Miss Root, chalked
out a programme for her.
A fter attending the public meeting
on the Birthday of the Bab, which was'
presided over by an ex-Mayor of the
Town, Miss Root left for Sural.
S Ul'AT-During her two days' stay
here Miss Root met lawyers, judges
and other notables of the town at the
home of Mr. Vakil and delivered a public lecture in the Arya Sarnaj Hall.
This was attended by 250 to 300 people-students, lawyers and other notables. The press published elaborate
articles and thus a good publicity was
achieved for the Divine Faith.
PooNA-Owing to her brief stay
here no public lecture was arranged;
but she met press representatives and
the believers of the place. She visited
the BaM'i School and the Baha'f
Cemetary. To the friends she delivered a talk on teaching. Miss Root
l\o;l1 visit Poona again when she returns from her tour in South India.
BURMA
RANGOON-Leaving Poona on Oc-

tober 26 she stayed one day at Bombay and then left for Burma where
she arrived on November 2. The believers of Rangoon had chalked out a
husy and elaborate programme for her.
She spoke at the Y. M. C. A. (Town
Branch), Arya Sarna j (Central), Theosophical Society, Brahmo Samaj,
:\IIalahar Oub and Rotary Club. Press
pUblicity had preceded her arrival and
when she arrived aU the leading dailies
of Rangoon published glowing articles
about her and ahout the Cause she had
come to teach. Rangoon Times, widely circulated English daily, published
an interview with her about Bahai
work in Shanghai. Rangoon Times
has been devoting weekly two to three
column space to Baha'i articles for the
last 11 months. Rangoon Gazelle, an-

other English daily, had an equally fine
interview of more than a column and
in addition there was an editorial about
the history of the Baha', Faith. Her
lectures attracted large number of hearers and were presided over by religiously inclined public men. In fact,
Miss Martha Root created a stir in
the religious circles of that great city
of 500 thousand souls comprised of
almost all civilized nations of the world.
Miss Root had two meetings with
the BaM'is of Rangoon in the Haziratul-Qods (Bah,,', Hall). The meetings
with the children was very interesting.
She started a children's class and gave
first lesson to youngsters. This class,
the Rangoon Spiritual Assembly is determined to continue in remembrance
of the visit of our beloved sister.
MANDALAy-Miss Root arrived in
this ancient city of Upper Burma on
November 10. She was received at
the station by the believers led by our
revered BaM', teacher Syyid Mustafa
Roumie. She delivered a public lecture in Mandalay Muuicipal Library.
The attendance was the largest of any
public Baha'i lecture given up to this
time in Mandalay. The Headmaster
of the Normal School U. Thet Swe,
B,A., B.L. was the Chairman. Some of
the hearers came later on to see Miss
Root and asked questions. Baha'is who
live in towns near Mandalay came aU
the way to see thei r beloved guest.
TouNGoo-On leaving Mandalay
Miss Root detrained at this town of
about 23,000 inhabitants. No Bam',
teacher has ever before visited this
place. It was through the efforts of
Dr. M. A. Latiff, that the town was
opened. He had gone to the place and
had arranged for a lecture in the Jubilee Library. Dr. Bahl, Civil Surgeon of the district presided. He also
gave a dinner in his home after the
lecture and four interested people came
to meet the Baha'i teacher. Miss Root
took the train that same night and nine
people who had attended the lecture
were on the station to see her off. It
is a great thing for our Faith that
Toungoo is opened and we have our
dear brother Dr. M. A. Latiff to thank
for it.
DAIDANAw (Kungyangoon) -Accompanied by Syyid Abdul Hussain
Sherazi and Mr. Siyyid Ghulam Murtaza Ali Miss Root reached this Baha'i
village of 800 believers on November
20. The believers of the place had made
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INVITATION FROM
CHICAGO ASSEMBLY
The Spiritual Assembly of Chicago extends an invitation to
delegates and visiting believers
who will arrive before the Convention opens, to attend a dinner
meeting at 6.30 P. M., Saturday,
April 23, at Central Y. M. C. A.,
19 South LaSalle Street, Chicago. Informal dress. Dinner
tickets, for adults, $1.00, for
minors, 8Sc. The purpose is to
assist in producing constructive
pUblicity for the Convention and
the Baha'i Faith. Those planning
to attend are requested to make
reservations through Mrs. Kathryn Mortensen, 6053 Eberhart
Avenue, Chicago, as soon as possible. A Baha'i program will be
carried out after dinner is served.

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION-3

They laid out the heavenly table for
us for supper that night and each lamil y brought in their share to feed us.
We were immensely touched and we
thanked Baha'u'llah for the love and
spirit of service which He has taught
to His followers. We spent onc heavenly night in this village 01 'Abdu'lBah.i who used to call it fondly "Deeda-Naw" which in Persian means the
'{New Sight."
Miss Root returned to Rangoon on

Sculptors at Work on Original Model

Nov. 21 and attended the farewell
meeting at the Hazrit -ul-Qods (BaM'i
Hall).
On Tuesday, Nov. 23, Miss Root
sailed for Calcutta. The friends came
to the Wharf to give her a hearty sendoff.
(To be Continued)
NOTE :-Miss Martha Root will tour
South India during the latter part of
December. 1937, and the whole of January and February, 1938.

elaborate preparations for reception of
their beloved guest. A special roadway was cut through the grass from
the main road to the Assembly Hall,
which was tastefully decorated. The
Assembly Compound was full of believers when Miss Root's car arrived.
Mrs. Kahn garlanded her amidst the
acclamations 01 Ya Bah.i-EI-Abhl.
She met these friends and they chanted
holy songs and prayers. M iss Root
writes: "What a royal welcome we reeei ved ! Never shall I forget their
THIRTIETH ANNUAL CONVENTION
chanting and the reverence and love
in their kind faces."
Information Bureau: 112 Linden
The Annual Convention will be held
At 4 p. m. Miss Root drove to Kun- in Temple Foundation Hall on Wed- Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.
gyangoon, an important town of 6,000 nesda y, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Headquarters 01 National Spiritual
people situated about 3 miles from the and Sunday morning, April 27 to May Assembly: Hotel Evanston.
Bah.i'i Village. The lecture was held I, inclusive. The Public Congress will
Agnula
in the National School under the Chair- be held Sunday afternoon.
Temple Foundation Hall will be
manship of Dr. Gurbaksh Singh. It
open Tuesday evening for delegates
was translated into Burmese by U.
Sein, the headmaster of the School.
C ...vetttitm C_mitt ...
who arrive hefore the opening of the
There were about ISO people present
Devotional Program: Ella G. Coo- Convention Wednesday morning, April
including the Township judge, the per, Chairman; Mary Rabb, Lena Lee. 27, and the Temple Program CommitRidvan Feast: Refreshments served tee will be present to receive them and
staffs of the National and Board Girls'
High Schools. The lecture was well by the Spiritual Assemblies of Chica- conduct an infoTmal social meeting.
1. Prayer and meditation, Wednesreceived. Dr. and Mrs. Gurbaksh go, Evanston, Wilmette, Park Ridge
day, April 27, nine to nine-thirty
Singh called on Miss Root that evening and Winnetka. Chairman of program,
A. M.
and had a long talk with her.
Corinne True. Brief addresses by re2. Opening of Convention by PreNext day the friends again met in cent Pilgrims to Haila: Mr. and
siding Officer of the National Spirthe Assembly Hall. After the usual Mrs. Sutherland Maxwell, Ruhangiz
itual Assembly, 9 :45 A. M.
prayers; Mr. M. I. Kahn read a beau- Bolles, Amelia Collins, Marjorie Mc3. Roll call of delegates.
tilul address of welcome to which Miss Connick, Agnes Alexander, Mildred
4. Election of Convention Officers.
Root replied in suitable words and the Mottahedeh. Emeric Sala.
S. Annual reports of the National
meeting closed in an atmosphere of
Housing Committee: Mrs. Carl HanSpiritual Assemblv.
spiritUal joy and happiness. Mr. Mur- nen, Chairman, 536 Sheridan Road,
A. Secretary's rePort.
taza Ali describes the scene of Daida- Wilmette, Ill. This Committee will arB. Treasurer's report.
naw as follows:
Tange accommodations in private homes
C. Report of Trustees.
The friends of Daidanaw gave a in the vicinity of the Temple. The Tates
6. Convention message to the Guarright royal reception to our sister Miss are about $2.00 for single and $1.00 to
dian.
Martha Root. She was deeply moved.$1.50 per person in double room.
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7. The Seven Year Plan.
9. Thursday evening session. talks on
A. Building the Temple, Siegfried
Temple construction, Allen B. McSchopflocher.
Daniel and John J. Earley.
B, Placing the Temple Contract, 10. Annual election, Friday, April 29,
L. W. Eggleston, Chairman of
9:30 A, M.
Technical Committee.
11. Sunday afternoon, Baha'i ConC. Our Financial Responsibility.'
gress (public meet ing) .
The Individual,' Ruth RandallBrown.
Subjects Suggested for C"""ultiltitm
The Community, William DeForge.
The Regional Teaching Method.
D. The Divine Plan.
Youth. and the Baha'i Community.
North America, Leroy C. 1005.
Teachmg and Training Children.
South America, Loulie A.
Assembly Teaching Responsibility.
Summer Schools,
Mathews.
Effective Publicity.
B. Feast of Ridvan, Saturday evening, April 30.
Radio Teaching.

ANNUAL COMMITIEE REPORTS
1.937-1.938

ARCHIVES AND HISTORY
As early as 1903 the first step was
taken in America toward the collection and preservation of BaM'i Archives. At that time permission was
granted by 'Abdu'l-Baha to gather
copies of His Tablets to American believers in order that they might be
published.
In more recent years many of the
original Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha with
their original translations, many of the
letters of Shoghi Effendi addressed to
National and Local Spiritual Assemblies and to individual believers, numerous sacred objects which were the
possession of Baha'u'ltah, 'Abdu'lBaM, or the Greatest Holy Leaf, and
numerous manuscripts and record s
bearing upon the history of the Cause
in America have been flowing continuously into the National Baha'i Archives.
Following a recommendation of the
National Spiritual Assembly in 1935,
an increasing number of Local Spiritual Assemblies have been establishing
local BaM'; Archives for the preservation of various Assembly records, and
for assistance in the collection and forwarding of materials suitable for the
National Archives.
For the information of the friends,
a partial Jist is given below of materials received for the National Archives during the current Baha'i year,
or since March 21, 1937.
2 original, illuminated Tablets of
BaM'u'llah, in His Owu Hand-Writing, addressed to 'Abdu'l-Baha. These
are gi f ts 01 the Guardian, and were
sent through Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher for presentation to "the N alional
Spiritual Assemblv at the last Convention.
-

232 original Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
almost all of which are accompanied
by original translations. One of these
is the first Divine Plan Tablet to the
Western States. The original and
translation were written on post cards
and mailed in Haifa on April 4, 1916.
They bear the stamp of the military
censor. Several groups of Tablets received this year were addressed to believers who have passed on, such as
Mrs. Helen S. Goodall, Mrs, Isabella
D. Brittingham, and Dr. Getsinger.
Among Tablets received during the
year are those addressed to the Portland, Seattle and Spokane, and to the
San Francisco, Oakland, U rhana, and
Cincinnati Spiritual Assemblies or
communities.
108 original letters of the Guardian,
a number of which were addressed to
Local Spiritual Assemblies.
Some of the Sacred Relics which
have come into the Archives since the
first of the year include:
A Baha'i seal and ring- containing a
ruby blessed by BaM'u'lIah, (These
,,"'ere given originally to Thornton
Chase in Acta.)
A rosary used bv 'Abdu'I-Baba,
(Given to an American pi1grim in
1899.)
A ta j and a turban belonging to
'Abdu'I-Baha.
A collection of original photographs
taken in Acea and Haifa which are
authenticated in the hand-writing of
'Abdu'l-Baha.
A copy of the Greatest ;.,rame hand
done by Mishkiu-Qalam ~i"en to a heliever by a member of the Holy Family.
A shawl made by the Greatest Holy
Leaf.
The fo\1owing publications and his-

torical records are among .materials of
this nature ~eceived during the year:
Two COplCS of each of the publications issued by authority of the National Spiritual Assembly,
Historical Record Cards from about
sixty per cent of the American believers.
Questionnaires on local BaM'i history, which were filled out and returned by a~roximately one-half nf
all the Baha'I Assemblies.
The . committee has .the following
suggestions to make With regard to
sending material to the National Archives.
(I) It is recommended that f nend.
who have Tablets or other sacred objects (See BAHA'i NEWS No. 103 for
classification), *which they wish to
place in the National Archives should
bring them or send them by a delegate
to the Convention. The Secretary
will be on hand to issue receipts and to
see that objects presented are immediately placed in safe-keepiug.
(2) It is the Guardian's wish that
original Tablets and original translatIOns be preserved in the Archives~
Friends who wish photostatic facsimilies of Tablets or of the Guardian's
letters may obtain them at a cost of
ISc per page, or double this amount,
If both negative and positive copies are
desired. Assemblies wishing copies of
the framed, Divine Plan Tablets may
order them- at a cost of 35c per positive
copy.
( 3) If objects are sent by mail, they
should be registered. Address Mrs.
May T. Scheffler, Secretary, 1821 Lincoln St., Evanston, Ill.
( 4) Relics should be accompanied
by as compl"te a description as posSIble of the Circumstances under which
the gi It was originally made, to whom
and when the object was given, and
the hands through which it has su bsequentIy passed,
CS) If photographs are sent, they
should be labeled with the name or
names of persons shown and should be
dated.
In the name of the National Spiritual Assembly, the Archives and History Committee wishes to extend most
heart-felt thanks to those believers and
Assemblies who have parted with their
most precious possessions in order that
they might be safely kept lor the, observ~tion and reference of future generations.
EDWIN W. MATTOON, Chairman
MRS. MAY T. SCHEFFLER, Secretary
MRS,
M,SS

R. D.
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EDITORIAL COMMITTEE, THE
BAHA'I WORLD, VOL. VII
Immediately following the appointment of the Staff of Editors for The
Baha'I World, Vol. VII, the chairman
and executive secretary consulted at
length upon the problems which had
been encountered in the preparation of
former volumes and it was decided to
assign to the various members of the
staff certain areas for which they
should be responsible, thus bringing
the whole staff into closer relationship
and dividing up the work of corres'\>Ondence. By this method we seem
to be more nearly approaching a system which will be more efficient, more
generalized and more complete; in fact
the results have proven this to be the
case, for the cooperation of the National Spiritual Assemblies of other
countries, except those where communication has been cut off, has been
definitely satisfactory.
We mention with special appreciation the reports from India, 'Iraq,
Egypt and even Iran which have given
us splendid resumes and have observed
most painstakingly the marks of accent to which detail it is essential that
all closely adhere. And a propos of
the accent marks, although we have
many times calIed the attention of the
friends to this important matter. we
have still to accustom ourselves to taking up a pen and going over everything
which is written where Baha'i terminology is employed. To be sure there
are many words for which we have had
no written precedent in this country
and thus the accents must be put in by
those ~ho go over the manuscripts in
Haifa, but we do have rules for almost
all of the words and names and with
a little more attention to detail we
could arrive at the usage which the
Guardian desires us to adopt.
The most perplexing matter is that
of punctuality, and once again we seek
to explain the method which must be
employed in order to comply with the
instructions of the Guardian.
All
manuscripts have been requested for
the 15th of October of the year preceding the actual expiration of the
Baha'; year. This is because much
time is needed to prepare the manuscripts, for wherever it happens that
work which is sent in is not presentable for the hands of our Guardian
re-typing must be done, accents placed,
etc. The executive secretary does this
preliminary work, without of course~
deleting or editing anything. The
whole collection is then forwarded to
the chairman in New York, who makes
, additions and carefuUy scrutinizes the
manuscripts and then the whole cottec-
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tion is forwarded to the Guardian. Until this year the Guardian has required
us to have the manuscript in his hands
by January first. This year because
of certain delays, he has accorded us a
brief extension of time, but he is very
insistent upon punctuality and everything has been done to observe this.
Once again let us stress these facts:
First-The editorial staff neither
alters nor deletes manuscripts.
Second-The friends should not be
actnated by hearsay regarding the
dates when manuscripts are due. Much
liberty has been taken in this matter
and it has become very difficult to adhere to the Guardiants instructions because of this.
Thi rd-It is by special instruction
of the Guardian that all manuscripts
are requested to be sent to the ,executive sC{:retary. This is the channel
which he has established and unless it
is adhered to the secretary cannot
know whether manuscripts are in
which have been solicited or are due
under the general plan of the work. It
is extremely embarassing to write for
a second or third time for a manuscript
and then to be told that it has been sent
to Haifa direct. When this is done
there is danger that it rna y not find
its way into the general collection when
it is received from New York and thus
may not appear in the book through no
fault of anyone but the writer himself
who has ignored the instructions.
Perhaps the most haffling thing is
the preparation of the address list especially from foreign countries. II the
friends could realize the amount of correspondence which is carried on by the
member of the staff of editors who is
responsible for this important work
they would be more particular in fnlfilling the requirements. It seems not
to be the custom in some countries to
give the initials of believers, but it is
one of the details which should claim
closer attention for it is not enough
to say, nor is it good form to write
HM rs. Smith't or HM r. Jones" with
their respective addresses but 'It'';'thou.t'
the initials of the names,
II yonr secretary in making this report has seemed to be rather too meticulous you are urged to consider that
anything done for the Guardian must
be done the very best possible. This
is a training which we all need and
which, when recognized, will lead to
the improvement which the Guardian
hopes for in our work. But while
pointing out the weak places, your secretary is not unappreciative of the very
splendid cooperation which has been
received and for which she and all the
staff wish to express their deepest
gratitude. But may there be still bet-
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ter results in the preparation of future
books!
HORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
NELLIE S. FRENCH, Secretary
RUTH BRANDT
MARJORY MORTEN
ELSA BLAKELY
CORALIE COOK
MARION HOLLEY

LOUIS G. GREGORY
AGNES ALEXANDER
HELEN BISHOP

MARZIER CARPENTER
VICTORIA BEDIKIAN

BRAILLE TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR
THE BLINJ)
The work of transcribing in Braille
the Revealed Words fur the blind has
progressed, and the committee has satisfactory results to report, notwithstanding the limited number of Braillists. We hope that an increase in our
workers will enable us to extend the
future program for this much needed
service, and that many Braille circu·
lating libraries will be illumined by the
Sacred Books.
. The libraries already approached are
interested and have accepted with appreciation the books we have been able
to donate.
Following is a list of the Baha'i
Books transcribed by this committee.
The names of the libraries where they
are placed we hope to furnish soon to
anyone seeking information.
From our earnest and indefatigable
worker, Miss Ella Quant, I have to
report an achievement of great meritt
the transcription of:I. Baha'u'lIih-A· nineteenth ceo.
tury Prophet and His Message.
2. Baha'; Peace Program. .
3. Hidden Words and Words of
Wisdom.
4. La Bahaa Revelacio (the No.9
in Esperanto).
5. Baha'i Teachings on Economics.
6.. Hidden Words of Baha'u'llah.
7. Divine Philosophy-' Ahdu'-Baha.
8. Revelation of Baha'u'llah-(Mrs.
Brittingham) .
9. Golden Age of the Cause of Baha'u11:i.h-(Shoghi Effendi).
10. The Goal of aNew World Order
(Shoghi Effendi).
11. Baha'u'llah and His Message.
12. Observations 01 a Baha'i Traveller (c. M. Remey).
13. Oneness of Mankind.
14. Seven Valleys and Words of Wisdom; Four Valleys.
Miss Mabel Menn, a Baha'; friend
and ccr-worker has contributed:
I. The Reality of Man-(Compilation) .
2. The Reality of Man-(Excerpts
from above).
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. 3. The Hidden Words-BaM'u'lbih.
4. A collection of Baha'i Prayers.
Mrs. Constance Rodman reports the

the Baha'i transcriptions would have

following transcriptions:

gratifying enthusiasm, become one of
our co-workers on the committee. She

1. The Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Baha
(Paris Talks).
2. The Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Baha
(Paris Talks).
3. The Hidden Words-Baha'u'llah.
4. The Hidden Words-Baha'ullah.
5. The Hidden Words-Baha'u1Iah.
6. The Goal of aNew World Order
-Shoghi Effendi.
7. The Iqan-The Book of Certitude
-Baha'u'llih.
8. A Collection of Baha'i Prayers
and Meditations.
9. Baha'u'llah Kaj la Nova Epoko-Esperanto translation of Bahau'llih and the New Era, by Dr.
J. E. Es,lemont.
Miss H11da Stauss, although unable
to add any transcription to_ our list t is

doing a splendid work in contacting
the Braille Libraries and Gubs.
I would like to remind the friends
that the metal plates given by Mrs.
Nellie French of the "Iqao" and
"Baha'u'll3.h and the New Era" are a
pennanent asset in the possession of

the Publication Committee, and from
these plates, new editions can always
be reproduced. These Books are in all
the large Braille Public Libraries in the
United States. The members of BraIlle
Gubs in those cities will find them
available.
The snggestion has been made that
the Assemblies at their meetings, give
out this information and so further this
line of teaching. The committee will
be faithful in their efforts to produce
the transcriptions and wiU welcome

this assistance from the Assemblies.
From the International correspondents of the Baha'i Braille Committee
very gratifying promises of cooperation
have been received. Beyond this spirit
of hearty rooperation very little is to
be expected at present, as the relationship is too young to be well organized.
From Mr. Thilander of Stocksund,
Sweden, we have only to report his sincere regrets that excess of work will
prevent his accepting the invitation extended to him. His work is the editing and publishing of a magazine with
other literary work conducted in Esperanto and Swedish for the blind of
any country where these two languages
are understood. Mr. Thilander, however, says: "I am interested in the
Baha'i movement, because it is as I

know it, a movement of love and brotherhood."
We had hoped for his cooperation,
as through his magazine and papers,

la Bahaism," N ou velie Edition-by
Hippolyte Dreyfus. This contains also,
some part of one letter of the Guardian,
and a portion by Horace Holley on
World Economy. This transcription
has been presented to the "Livre de

esting accounts of the work being done
for the blind in Japan.
In 1917 Mr. Torii translated the
Japanese writings of BaM'u'lIah. These
w~re published in Braille in one volume w hieh was spread among the blind
of Japan. Mr. Torii, at the time he
did this, was teaching in a small school
for the blind. His only helper was his
devoted wife who spelled the words
to him; these he copied in Braille.
This is the way the first Japanese
Baha'i Braille book was transcribed-

J'Aveugle" for publication.

Mr. Torii has transcribed into Braille:

been widely spread.
Madame Hesse of Paris has, with
reports the completion of a French
Braille transcription of the "Essai sur

Madame

Hesse writes that "Ie livre de I'Aveugle
will gladly circulate her Baha'i transcriptions in French Braille." Also,
"L~Association

Valutin Haney, known

the world over, for which she hopes to
transcribe another Baha'i Book." This
association has a large circulating

library for the blind, and Madame
Hesse thinks they will be glad to be
presented with Hidden Words, or
Seven Valleys.
From Mr. Vuk Echtner 01 Prague
very cordial letters have come, expressive of his desire to cooperate in all

ways possible lor the benefit of the
blind and to promote the BaM'1 Teachings in Czechoslovakia. Mr. Echtner
is the publisher and editor 01 a small
Esperanto magazine called "Auroro,"

which is complementary to Mr. Thilander's magazine in Sweden.
In
"Auroro" at times appear Bah..i'i arti-

cles needful for the blind and to spread
the Bah,,'i teachings. Mr. Echtner
seeks some special manner to waken

the interest of the blind in the Baha'i
Cause. Messages from foreign lands
do this more quickly than messages
from their own country. He adds:
"The dear Guardian, Shoghi Effendi,
seriously considers the work for the
blind. Theref ore, it is almost a duty
of his faithful ones to learn the writing
for the blind. Our Braille copy of the
Esslemont book in Esperanto is completed, but a very regrettable error has
occurred. The copyist misread the
name of BaM'u'llah and misspelled it
-the colossal labor lost much of its
value. I intend to recopy the book
from time to time.

"A pacifist magazine begs of me an
article on the Baha'I faith. I am very
anxious to cause this to appear with

a photo of Mashriqu1-Adhkar and
'Abdu1-BaM."
From Mr. Tokujiro Torii of Japan
we have received a cordial response~

In his own words, which I quote, he
says: 'lIt is a great privilege and honor

The Hidden Words.
The Iqan-the Book of Certitude.
Some Answered Questions.

Besides these, they have now the
Esslemont book in Japanese Braille.
Now it is his desire this year to translate the Hidden Words into Japanese.
(From a report of Miss Alexander.)
Following, are some of the words
of approval and encouragement re-

ceived by the committee:
Shoghi Effendi, in a letter to a member of the committee has written: uPer_
severe, nay redouble your efforts.

I

am planning to establish in the Mansion of Baha'u'llih at Bahji, a special
section wholly and exclusively devoted
to Baha'i literature in Braine."

(Signed) SUOGBI.
To another he has written:
"I am deeply appreciative of your
recent service and wish to urge you to
persevere in this notable and promising

field of Baha'i activity. I will pray
for you from the bottom of my heart.
Persevere and do not feel discouraged
however great the obstacles which may
con front you in the days to come."

Martha Root gives us courage by
her words: HEvery year I am more

impressed how important it is to get
books into Braille for the blind. It
brings such a Ii{(ht to them, and they
in turn, may translate and give the
Baha'i teachings throughout the
world."

Miss Adelia Hoyt, Service for the
Blind, Library of Congress, Acting Director of Braille A. R. C, has said:
"I think most of our libraries will be
glad to have some of this literature."
The field is extending and the work
increasing. The Committee begs the
prayers and sympathetic support of the
friends.
CONSTANCE MARTHA RODMAN,

Chairman
ELLA C. QUANT
HILDA STAUSS
"'ELLIE S. FRENCH

for me to be appointed by the Guardian
as an International correspondent of
the Baha'i Braille committee."

In the letters and reports of Miss
Agnes Alexander may be read inter-

CONTACTS
To date, during the current Baha'i

year, 753 letters and several thonsand
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pamphlets have been sent out. The
favorable replies, including those requesting to receive regularly the national teaching bulletin, number S3 and
unfavorable replies number 17. The
total amount of cash received from the
N ationa! Treasurer was $35 and total
amount expended $46.63. Each one
who spent in excess wants to take care
of the balance. These several thousand
pamphlets have been distributed with
covering letters~ to eminent people
and to names of people furnished by
Baha'is, one list coming from the Sydney, Australia Spiritual Assembly.
Names were also taken from such
books as "Young Men of America,"
"Women of America/~ "Who's Who in
Education," etc.
Some replies show considerable interest and the following are extracts
from the cream of the crop:
A Professor of Sociology writes that
he first heard of the Baha'i Faith as a
student in Toronto in 1907 and that
he has explained its inception, organization, growth and purpose to the
students in his classes. Another professor acknowledges with thanks the
books sent to the college library, and
says he has used them at a Seminar
group, the students voting to devote
an erening to the study of the subject,
and one student having taken a book
home over the week end, said her
father had read it with great interest.
A columnist of Los Angeles writes:
"I thank you sincerely. 1 have made
the pamphlet 'Homoculture' the theme
of the weekly article 1 have just written." An official of the U rhan League
sends the following note: "May I extend my deepest appreciation for your
thoughtfulness in sending me the leaflet
'A New World Order.' 1 would be
interested in additional information regarding the Baha'i Faith." A student
of religion says: uThank you so much
for the literature which I assure you
1 shall read with much interest."
An employee of the Department 0 f
Commerce writes: UPermit me to assert my sincere interest in the Baha'i
Faith and my concurrence with the
principles of Baha'u'IIah ... I should
indeed like to see a group of BaM'is
organized in this locality but of course
do not feel capable of attempting such
an undertaking myself without first
contacting authoritative leaders of the
movement . . . I am not an entire
stranger to the aims and teachings of
the Faith, since I am already the possessor of several of their publications
and have received a world of encouragement and spiritual uplift from them
... 1 feel that were I allowed to play
even a very small part in the furtherance of such a movement I would have
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accomplished a worthy deed."
Another important gift was the
An inmate of a penitentiary, having transfer of the so-called Ball cottage
seen an article OD the Baha' is Faith in and land to the Green Acre Trustees,
an Omaha newspaper, wrote to ask for a donation involving a large house on
more information.
the main highway of Eliot and a strip
More of these BaMi seeds will un- of land ruoning from the highway to
doubtedly spring up into flourishing the Ole Bull property on the river
growth, as more believers go forth into hank. This land joins the largest presnew districts and work for the fulfil- ent area of Green Acre property and
ment of the Seven-Year Plan.
greatly increases its usefulness for fuGERTRUDE ATKINSON
ture development.
MARION HOLLEY
The present report deals with the
MRS. STANLEY KEMP
Summer School program, conducted
SARA KENNY
from August I to September 3, the
MRS ALLEN B. McDANIEL
program maintaioed during July being
ETHEL REVELL
reported by a separate Committee.
MRS. EM ERIC SALA
The 1937 Baha'i Summer School
Lucy J. MARSHALL, Chairman
opened with Y outh Week, the subject
for the daily classes being "The Baha'i
GREEN ACRE SUMMER SCHOOL Administrative Order." The discusThe Green Acre program of 1937 sion was led by Horace Holley. The
marked a definite transition in the his- attendance this year was double that
toric activities and functions of the of any previous Youth Week at Green
center established by the late Sarah Acre. A notable result was a much
J. Farmer in 1894. From a Green Acre closer association with the young peowhich had upheld a public platform ple of Eliot, .t>rougllt about ;by the
dedicated to the investigation of reality, Youth Committee through special sowith lectures representiog a wide va- cial gatherings.
August 9, 10 and 11, Bishop Brown
riety of philosophic and religious views,
sympathetic to but uncontrolled by the conducted morning and afternoon sesBaha'i Faith, the forward march of sions on "The Rise and Fall of Civilisustaining interest produced a Green zations," a scholarly presentation of
Acre firmly established as a Summer fundamental social movements in the
School for the inculcation of the Baha'i light of the Baha'i teachings.
teachings, with, however, admirable faA Conference OD Teaching was held
cilities for service in the field of pub- both morning and afternoon of August
lic Baha'i teaching.
12 and 13. Members of Rqrional
Green A<:re today may therefore be Teaching Committees, and experIenced
viewed as a BaM'i Summer School, pioneer teachers, carefully surveyed the
with a sufficiently extended season to problem of effective teaching methods
permit a supplementary program of in the spread of the Faith throughout
lectures and discussion groups of ex- the United States and Canada.
treme interest to non-Baha'is.
The week of August 16-20 had two
The concentration of effort necessary different classes, one in the morning
oyer several years to clarify the nature and one each afternoon. Kenneth
of Green Acre has temporarily sacri- Christian led a class on "Essentials of
ficed certain of its more cultural possi- World Religion" and Ali Kuli-Khan
bilities, for example the activities of lectured on uIslam." The material
the Arts and Crafts Studio, but it is made available by these classes was a
confidently expected that these possi- significant contribution to Bahati
bilities will in the long run be more thought.
effectively realized on the firmer founFrom August 23 to 27 the morning
dation of policy which has been laid.
sessions
were devoted to the subject of
The 1937 season opened with great1y increased physical facilities, thanks "The Dispensation of Baha'u'l1:ih" unto jienerous gifts from interested der the leadership of Mrs. Emogene
Baha'is. A new Baha'i Hall, located Hoagg, while the afternoon meetings
near the river on the main plot of were conducted by Marguerite Reimer
ground, provided a beautiful and con- with the subject of Public Speaking,
venient auditorium for lectures, con- a new development of the Green Acre
ferences and study classes. The top School much appreciated by those parHoor of the Inn was rebuilt prior to ticipating. The outline prepared by
the opening of the season with many Mrs. Hoagg covered the fundamental
new rooms available at dormitory rates. subjects of the Faith.
Dr. Genevieve L. Coy conducted a
Second floor accommodations had also
course
on "Human Qualities in the
been added to two of the adjoining
cottages, with the result that Green N"ew Age" each morning from August
Acre today can take care of about one 30 to September 3, a psychological approach to the vital problem of response
hundred iuests.
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to the implications of faith. The afternoon sessions during this final week
brought another richly experimental
course to Green Acre, the class in
Writing planned and conducted by
Mrs. Doris McKay. The basis of this
'Course was the art of self-expression J
with the technical features of literary
composition made subservient to inner
development.
Sunday devotional services and Friday evening discussion groups were
conducted weekly, the speakers being:
Carl Cartwright, Marion Holley, Kenneth Christian, Rosemary Sala, Ali
Kuli-Khan, N. D., Elsie Austin, Archie
G. Tichenor, Raphael Pumpelly, Chester Davison, Louis G. Gregory, Harlan
Ober.
The outlook for Green Acre as a
Baha'i institution is exceedingly bright.
Its historic tradition developed during
forty-three years, its impressive facilities in land and buildings, its charm and
beauty, and above all, the public trend
in the direction of spiritual truth, a
strongly-anchored inner-life and a true
World Plan, are factors makiog for a
future that must be far greater than
any portion of its past.
For overlooking Green Acre, a
promise and an assurance, stands Monsalvat, on which 'Alxlu'l-Bah!. stated
in 1912 a great University and a Baha'i
House of Worship are destined to

arise.
HORACE HOLLEY,
PHILIP SPRAGUE

Chairman

GENEVIEVE L Cov

JULY ACTIVITIES
AT GREEN ACRE-19l7

In accordance with the plan of the
National Spiritual Assembly the Regional Committee for New England
\JIanned the program of activities for
July at Green Acre, which consisted
of a series of I ntemational Conferences
held each Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening.
The first of the conferences was conducted by Mountfort Mills on the subject: "World Crises and World
Needs" July 3rd, 53 present, Amelia
Bowman, chairman; since this was the
first meeting held in the new Hall, Mr.
Mills expressed the appreciation of the
National Spiritual Assembly for this
splendid gift and dedicated it to the
Baha', Faith.
July 4th, Mrs. Florence Morton,
chairman, 66 present; Mr. Mills discussed the Future World Federation.
July 5th the meeting was in the nature
of a concert by the members of the

Worcester Philharmonic Orchestra interspersed by readings from the Writings read by Mr. M ills. There were
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33 present at this meeting.
The second conference was conducted by Prof. Stanwood Cobb on the subject: "Universal World Culture Based
on Universal Education." July 9th,
30 present; (preceding Dr. Cobb's
lecture a commemoration for the Martyrdom of the Bab was held) Amelia
Bowman, chairman. July 10th, 28
present, :Mrs. Grace Ober) chainnan;
July 11th, 3S present; Dr. Cobb read
from the Writings at intervals during
a concert by the members of the War·
cester Philbarmonic Orchestra.
The third of the series was conducted by Prof. Glenn L. Shook on
"Development of Church and State in
Our Civilization." July 17th, 12 present, Amelia Bowman, chairman; Jul)'
18th, 15 present, Hishmat Alai, cbairman; July 19th, 35 present, Dr. Shook
read from the Writings and musical
numbers were given on the Harpsichord by Miss Betty Shook and Mrs.
Lionel Loveday accompanied by the
members of the Worcester Philharmonic Orchestra. Prof. Shook opened
the meeting with a short talk on the
Harpsichord.
The fourth of the series was conducted by Mr. Horace Holley on "The
Coming of World Order." July 23rd,
39 present, Miss Agnes O'Neill, chairman; July 24th, 42 present, Fred
Schopfiocher, chairman. July 25, 35
present, Mr. Holley read, musical
numbers on the Harpsichord with OTchestral accompaniment.
On July 30th Hishmat Alai spoke30 present-1I.l.iss Marguerite Reimer,
chairman. July 31st Mr. Fred SchoplIache' sbared with the friends his
notes taken on his recent visit in Haifa,
66 present, Horace HoUey, chairman.
Publicity was secured before and
after each of these series of talks; however no radio time was avai1able free
of charge this year for Baha'i speakers,
because the commercial programs used
all available time.
The orchestra
which was furnished by Mrs. Florence
Morton during July, added great!y to
the interest of the week-end conferences, and to the success of the July
program.
After the lectures during July visitors were invited to the Ole Bull Cot<
tage for further discussion of the subject and a cool drink of punch. These
little fireside groups with a teacher for
each three or four inquirers proved a
great success; the little personal contact and informal discussion opened the
way for questions from the visitors.
These groups varied in numbers from
4 to 30.
The additional programs were: a
lecture with colored slides of the Holy
Land given by Mrs. Nancy Bawd itch

on July 8th. ~Iusic was furnished by
members of the Worcester PhiTharmonic Orchestra. This program was
given Dn a very hDt night; the attendance 33; Horace Holley, chairman.
Mrs. Bowditch gives a very delightful
lecture with her slides which are beautifully colored.
There were three evening parties
during July aside from the week-end
fireside groups; at one the 14 members of the Public Health Ass'n. were
entertained, at another local community
of Eliot to meet new member of com-

munity-Hazel Bowman, discussion
centered on ways in which community
could be a f assistance to Green Acre,
about 30 present; a surprise party
given for the manager of the Inn and
others having birthdays in July, this
was just a jolly get-together with a
program of entertainment for the 40 or
more guests, birthday cakes, gifts, etc.
Tbree teas were given during this
month~ two for non-Baha'i guests at
the Inn, and one tea for the Current
Events Dept. of the So. Berwick Women's Club at which Dr. Stanwood
Cobb and Mrs. Lorol Schopfiacher
spoke. Two supper parties and a dinner party at which ten youog married
couples from towns in vincinity were
entertained. Mr. Manny Reimer and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bowman spoke
on j~Future Wor1d Commonwealth."
Aup.t Activities
at Ole Bull Cottage
During Youth Week various young
people entertained from surrounding
towns of Portsmouth, Dover, So. Berwick and Salmon Falls Supper party
the Friday evening of that week and
fireside groups after Marion Holley's
lectures August 8th and 11th. Miss
Holley added a great impetus to the
work during Augnst and spoke to
many groups at teas and evening meetings at the cottage during Augnst. A
party for the Youth group and young
people from surrounding towns was
held August 4th; this meeting was entirely conducted by the Youth group
with Marguerite Reimer, chairman and
Kenneth Christian, Dr. Edris RiceWray and Miss Marion Holley, speakers. There were 75 or more present
at this meeting, which was held on the
porch of the cottage.
The Fire-side groups continued the
same during Augnst after the lectures
in the Hall, and at the teas and supper
parties the guests were from Manchester, N. H., Portsmouth, Dover, Swanzey, Mass., Kingston, N. Y., Berwick,
Maine, So. Berwick, Me., Somersworth, N. H., etc., as wen as Boston
and New York and the larger centers.
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The work this year at the Ole Bull
was more concentrated and intensive
than last year, the key people f rom surrounding towns who showed greatest
response to lectures last year, entertained. Also many young married
couples were- attracted to meetings this
year. Having the lovely new Hall for
the meetings left the cottage freer for
the small intimate groups and was a
great boon to. the work in every way.
We have newly interested persons
reading now in Manchester, Northwood, Dover, Somersworth, Salmon
Falls and Portsmouth, N. H., and
Eliot, York, Portland, Kennebunk, So.
Berwick, Berwick, and Sanford, Me.;
Attleboro, New Bedford and Boston,
Mass., Billings, Montana, Naples, Fla.,
and Elmira, N. Y. The names and
addresses of these people will be sent
to the Regional Committees.
Mrs. Schopflocher was untiring in
her efforts to aid the teaching work
and carried on the follow up work at
her Studio at Nine Gables. We are
still carrying on this work and have
our last meeting Oct. 8th to hear
Madame Orlova speak. Expect thirty
or more as there are women coming
from all the surrounding towns as well
a.s from Manchester, N. H., and North
Berwick, Maine. We appreciate very
deeply the splendid assistance and cooperation of Mrs. Schopflocher in allowing the use of their summer home
and assisting constantly in the work.
From the accounts kept of numbers
during the summer. we have the total
attendance during July at the Hall 562,
which we are told has not been done
in July in Green Acre for years. The
total f or the Ole Bull Cottage for July
and August attendance is 509 as nearly
as we can figure it, this is not counting little informal calls of which there
were too many to try to keep account
of.
The teachers assisting in the Green
Acre teaching work besides Mrs.
Schopflocher and Mrs. Marguerite
Bruegger, were: Miss Marion Holley,
Mrs. Mabel lves, Mrs. Harlan Ober,

Mr. Reimer, Miss Marguerite Reimer,
M TS. Alice Bacon (who spent a week
with me assisting as member of the
Regional Teaching Committee), Mr.
H ishamt Alai, Mr. Kenneth Christian,
Prof. Stanwood Cobb, and Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf.
The work at Ole Bull has opened the
way for follow-up work in this vicinity during the entire winter months
and up to next season when we hope
we shall have twice the attendance at
all the lectures. I appreciate more than
I can say, the marvelous opportunity
for service to the Cause we have had
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during the season at the Ole Bull.
AMELIA

S.

BOWMAN,

For New England Regional
Teaching Committee
GREEN

ACRE YOUTH WEEK,
AUGUST 1-7, 1937
Sunday: Afternoon Feast at 4:00
given by the Eliot Assembly. Talk at
8 P. M. by Marion Holley.
Monday: Devotions at 9 :IS-Elsa
Noska. Forum at 9:30 to 1O:1SKenneth Christian-"Changing Personality." Study Class at 10:30 to 12
- Mr. Holley. Beach Party at 3 at
Olgunquit. Supper on the beach.
Tuesday: Devotions at 9:15Mann Reimer. Forum at 9:30 to
10 :15 - Hishmat Ala'; - "Current
Events." Study Class at 10:30 to 12
-Mr. Holley. Talk 2-4 P. M. by Mr.
Schoflocher on Haifa, reading of Haifa
notes. Dance in evening from 9 to 12.
Wednesday: Devotions at 9: ISAnn Cutler. Forum 9 :30 to 10 :1SRosemary Sala-"Marriage." Study
Class at 10:30 to 12-Mr. Holley.
Forum at 2 on the Guardian's recent
cables and on pioneer teaching, led by
Rinaldo Quigley and Mrs. Howard
I ves. Youth Symposium at 7 :30 at
Ole Bull Cottage, Speakers: Kenneth
Christian, Dr. Edris Rice-W ray, Marion Holley.
Thursday: Devotions at 9: I 5-AIlen Tichnor. Forum at 9:30 to 10:15
-Hishmat Ala'i-"Moral Aspects of
the Baha'i Teachings." Study Gass
at 10:30 to 12-Mr. Holley Afternoon Free.
Evening Marshmal10w
Roast at the Shook Cottage.
Friday: Devotions at 9 :IS-Grace
Shepard. Forum at 9 :30 to 10 :15Emeric Sala - "Economics." Study
Class at 10 :30 to 12-Mr. Holley.
Talk by Dr. Rice-Wray on sex conduct and morality. Stunt Night at
8:30.
Saturday:
Devotions at 9: 15Marvin Newport. Discussion at 10 of
the National Youth Program for the
coming year. Afternoon Beach Party
at 2 at Olgunquit. At 7:30 a supperdance for the youth of Eliot and other
near~by communities.
Sunday: Talk at 8 P. M. on
"World of Tomorrow" by Kenneth
Christian.
The foregoing is a corrected outline
of the activities of Youth Week. It is
impossible to put on paper any indication of the splendid content of the
study course and of the fine ideas
brought out in discussion at the forurns; and it is not possible to describe
the exceptional spirit prevailing all the
week in aU the activities.
Several Baha'i and non-Baha'i
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youth in attendance have told me since
that Youth Week meant a great deal
to them. Such an effect upon individuals is one excellent criterion of
judgment.
We f eel that a good balance was
achieved between play and study. In
fact, the members of the National
Youth Committee in attendance met
before the week was up and drew up
a list of suggestions for next year's
committee.
The high point as far as actual teaching goes was the supper-dance held at
the Inn on Saturday night with almost
one hundred young people from the
surrounding to'WllS as our guests. And
they thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
;I,'[arion Holley sppk~ briefly on "The
New Frontier." From the point of s0cial mixing the dance that followed was
a great success.
On every hand we were accorded
the finest cooperation.
The members of the National Youth
Conunittee feel that we have laid the
foundation for great youth activity in
the future.
KENNETH CHRISTIAN

INDEX
This past year the work of the Index Committee has been mainly that
of cataloguing the results already obtained from the individual indexing.
By this means a card index of the
authentic writings of Bahci'-u'1lan,
'Abdul'I-Baha, and Shoghi Effendi can
be obtained. From this card index a
printed index in pamphlet form can
easily be made whenever it is deemed
advisable.
Besides cataloguing results there has
been some indexing carried on too. Mrs.
Stebbins continues her index of the
BAHA'f NEWS LETTERS and there is a
short index of Baha'i Procedure in a
form similar to the pages in the present
volume and hence can be inserted in it.
In reviewing the work of the Index
Committee deep gratitude is felt for the
hearty response of manl' individuals
and committees to the call for assistance in indexing. There were many
manuscripts offered. Some were very
detailed and no doubt can be used later
when a more complete index is made.
The manuscripts used in this card
index have been shorter ones. Many
of these have been made by persons
trained for such work. Surely Shogtli
Effendi expects us to secure as able
productions as possible from our
Baha'i fellow workers.
Thanks are also due the friends who
so generously offered their servict.:s in.
typing and mimeographing. A list of
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their names will be given to the incoming Index committee for there will be
need for considerable typing before a
complete index of all the volumes about
the Faith is completed.
It is a source of constant joy to learn
of the eagerness of the Baha'i friends
to assist this Great Cause in even the
more technical lines of service. "Blessed
be he who serves with love.
ESTHER S. HARDING, Chairman
OJ

MABEL PAINE

~RS. JOEL STEBBINS
BERTHA HYDE KIRKPATRICK
~ARY RABB
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antists, and for the month of December
of the New York Spiritual Assembly.
During January and February she was
in Philadelphia and the guest of ~r.
and Mrs. Joseph W. Dubin, the president of the Philadelphia Eperanto Society. At present she is in Detroit, to
which she went ~arch 1 and will there
be the guest of ~r. and ~rs. Robert
L. Davis, members of the Detroit Community.
The following are the organizations
before which she has spoken. In New
York, the Womens Press Oub; in
Philadelphia, the Drexel Institute; in
Detroit, the Women Lawyers Association, the Zonta Club and True Kindred.
The Chairman 0 f the Committee having occasion to write Shogbi Effendi
to request his prayers for the solution
of difficulties which had arisen, wrote
also of the very hearty welcome and
cooperation given ~iss Zamenhof by
the New York Spiritual Assembly. In
the replies received are expressed his
appreciation and his expectation of the
results her work will accomplish. We
quote from these letters:November 1Oth-"He is most pleased
to know of the hearty welcome extended to ~iss Lidja Zamenhol by the
friends in New York. ... He has every
reason to hope that the outcome of
Miss Zamenhof's work will be to
awaken a deep and sustained interest
in the Cause in many important circles.
He will ardently pray that the highest
success may crown her efforts for the
wider dissemination of the Teachings
throughout the States."
February 12th-"He again wishes
me to express his profound sense of
appreciation . . . to the friends in New
York for the continued and valuable
assistance you have extended to her
throughout her travels. He cherishes
the hope that as a result of your united
endeavors the Cause will make increasing and steady headway in Esperanto
circles throughout the States." To
this was added in the Guardian's hand
_UMay the efforts you are exerting
yield the richest fruit, and enable you
to attract increasingly the best, the
worthiest and most devoted souls to the
Cause of God."
DELLA QUINLAN, Chairman,
JOSEPHINE KRUXA

INTERNATIONAL AUXlUARY
LANGUAGE
The Committee reports greatly increased activity during the past season,
due to the visit to America of ~iss
Lidia Zamenhof and the classes in Esperanto which she has taught.
She has visited three cities, New
York, Philadelphia and Detroit and in
each one has made many contacts for
the Cause. Everywhere she has appeared she had heen received with interest, as she is a speaker of ability
and power.
Articles on her visit to America and
her work appeared in the following
newspapers and one magazine : the
New York News, New York Sun, NIJtianal Jewish Daily, Philadelphia Record Detrmt N C"Ws, Detroit Free Press
and the Chicago Sentinel. One of these
newspapers in each city carried a large
cut with their article. The account in
the Sentinel, a monthly magazine devoted to Jewish interests, was exceptionally good and mentioned the Cause
sympathetically. Another bit of publicity of a related kind, was the folders
announcing her classes gotten out by
the Detroit Esperantists. This folder
carried the announcement that her visit
had been made possible through the cooperation of the National Spiritual Assembly.
The Detroit society also
arranged for her to speak over the
radio, twice in Polish over WJBK, and
once as the guest of the Drlrait News.
Besides the above mentioned cities,
she has spoken in Newark and West
Englewood, N. J., in Baltimore and
LOTHAR SCHURGAST
Washington, on the invitations of the
local Spiritual Assemblies. In Balti- CotlS1,/ting M emhersmore, in spite of a very stormy night,
CHARLES WITT
she was able to contact some Polish
SARA WITT
people.
A. E. REGAL
ELSA CHASLON
~iss Zamenhof was in New York
Lucy MARSHALL
from her arrival from Poland on September 29, 1937 to the 3rd of January,
1938. She was the guest from that
LEGAL
date until the first of December, of ~r.
Incorporation
of
Local Assemblies
and Mrs. Herbert H. Harvey, Esperl

The principal work of the Legal
Committee for the current Baha'i year
has been the examination and approval
of the incorporation papers of a number 0 f Baha'i Assemblies. There has
been considerable delay in this work
owing to the fact that the Committee
has not been supplied with all the data
necessary to pass upon the sufficiency
of the papers due to the difference in
the laws of the various States governing religious corporations. It was
therefore necessary during the year to
issue the fonowing instruction :-"AJ1
local Assemblies desiring to incorporate
should submit copies of their proposed
Certi ficate of Incorporation and their
local By-laws together with a copy of
the State Statute under which they intend to incorporate in order to facilitate approval of such action. The advice of a local attorney is recommended
for the legal procedure of drafting the
Certificate or Articles of Incorporation."
In some States the law governing
the incorporation of religious bodies is
not satisfactory to Baha'; organization
which vests the authority in the Assembly, or nine Trustees, and it is then
necessary to use the sections of the
law controlling "Corporations Not For
Profit."
The committee wishes also to call
attention to the importance of preparing a proper set of minutes of the Assembly meeting which approves of the
incorporation of that body. An approved set of By-laws for the administration of a local Assembly may he
found in the latest edition of The
Baha'i W arid. It is not necessary to
file these By-laws with the Articles of
Incorporation when they are submitted to the State office which handles
such matters. Photostatic copies of
the recorded articles should he forwarded to the National Spiritual Assembly for use in futore Baha'i publications as the Guardian has made
such a request.
The following Assemblies have completed their papers and have had them
approved during the past year: Los
Angeles, Kenosha, Binghamton, Racine, ~ilwaukee, Oeveland and Seattle.
Other Assemblies are in the course of
completing their papers including Minneapolis, Boston, San Francisco and
Portland. The Kansas City Assembly
has submitted a set of By-laws for approval but does not intend to incorporate at this time.
Owing to the increase of the electoral body of the N alional Spiritual
Assembly it has been necessary to
make the following amendment to the
By-laws of' that body:-"Resolved,
that in accordance with the instruction
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gIven by the Guardian to this body
dated November 25, 1937, to the effect that the number 0 f delegates at
the Annual Convention hereafter number 171 instead of 95, Art. VIn of the
By-Laws be amended by striking out
the word 'ninety-five' in the second
sentence of said Article, and substituting therefor the words 'one hundred
seventy-one.' "

l'etnple l'roperty
An agreement between the Trustees
and the owners of the property adjoining the triangular piece of prope<.!y
across Sheridan road over the eqUlt.able division of the vacated stub-end of
Sheridan Road has not yet been coneluded, but is in the process of negotiation.

Palestine Bran< h of N. S. A.
Two title deeds of land on Mt. Carmel situated between the Shrine of the
Bab and the Tomb of the Greatest
Holy Leaf transferring this property to
the Palestine Branch of the N. S. A.
were received from the Guardian during the year, and placed in the records
of the National Treasurer's office. It
is desirable for the American friends
who still own property in Haifa to coITo'plete their plans for the transfer of thIS
property to the Palestine Branch in
order to protect the title against the
Ottoman law which prevents a foreigner from disposing of his property
after death according to his Will.
BaM', l'emple Unity
It is interesting to note that t,he
charter of the Baha'i Temple Umty
has been retained since the time when
it transferred all the property it held
to the Trustees of the National Spiritual Assembly a number of years ago.
The wisdom of this action became apparent this year as a legacy in the estate of the late Ada C. DeVine was
established for the Baha'i Temple
Unity and Mr: Carl Scheffler .was able
to accept service of the CItatIOn from
the Conrt where a final accounting of
the estate had been issued by the executor, in Tompkins County, N~w
York. In this way gifts and legaCieS
which have been bequeathed in old
wills in favor of the Cause through the
Baha', Temple Unity will not be lost.
In conclusion the committee wishes

again to remind the friends that a modern form of bequest was prepared and
published in the August, 1936 BAHA'!
NEWS No. 102, page 2* for the benefit
of all those who wish to leave a legacy
to the Cause. Baha'u'Uah has declared that HIt is incumbent upon every

* See Baha'i
Sheet 17.

Procedure,

Section

One,
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person to write (his) Will," and this
action is recommended to every believer.
GEORGE LATIMER, Chairman
MOUNTFORT MILLS
CARL SCHEFFLER

LIBRARY

The total num beT of books donated
by this committee during the yea~ to
libraries is 399; these books were gJven
to 26 colleges and universities, to 83
public libraTies, and to the Geyserville, Green Acre, and Louhelen Summer Schools:
The books gi ven were:
Number
The Baha'i World, volume 1.
2
"

"

"

..

.

H

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8
6
4
60
27
5

Book of Assurance ..... .
Baha'i: Spirit of the Age ... .
7
Baha'i Revelation .......... . 10
Gleanings from the Writings
of Baha'u'llah.. . ... . . . .. 64
Baha'u'llah and New Era. . .. 79
Promise of all Ages. . . . . . . . .
3
Security for a Failing World. 15
(These Securities are part
of the fifty bought for the
Library Committee some
time ago.)
Life Eternal. .............. .
1
Some Answered Questions .. . 46
Foundations of World Unity. 53
Goal of a l\' ew World Order ..
1
Baha'i Peace Program ...... .
I
Unfoldment of World Civilization _.. ___ . __ .. _ . . . . . .
1
Dawn Breakers .... __ .. _ . .
I
Iqan ....................
I
I
Hidden Words.
Baha'i Administration.
I
Baha'i Prayers .. _ . . ... ....
1
Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Baha....
I

399
The Committee's expenses for the
year amounted to $88.53. This was
for stationery, stamps, and miscellaneous items. and for packing, postage,
and shipping the books.
We now have Baha'i books in at
least one public library in all but the
following states and provinces: Arka.nsas, Delaware, District of Columbta,
!O\\'a, Louisiana, I'\evada. North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Sou.th
Dakota Utah, Vermont, West VIrginia: Alberta. Manitoba. Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island.
We also have Baha', books in at
least one college or unh!ersity library
in all but the following states and
provinces: Arkansas, Delaware, Dis-

trict of Columbia, Idaho, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Rhode
Island, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Utah, Virginia, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming; Alberta,
Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island,
Saskatchewan.
Will Baha',s living in these places,
also travelling teachers, keep this in
mind and tackle the librarians at the
most opportune time?
MARTHA WOODSUM Chairman
GRACE PROVOST BASTEDO Secretary
J

J

PUBLICITY
This report of the Baha'i News Service Committee dates from MaTch 10th
of 1937 to March 10th of 1938.
The replacing of the name of Baha',
Publicity Committee with that of
Baha'i News Service we feel was an
important step forward as it gave our
work prestige in the eyes of the news·
paper world.
More and more, publicity committees
and traveling teachers have made use
of the service which this committee is
prepared to give, through suggestions,
photographs and mats. The committee has endeavored to be prompt at all
times in replying to such requests and
acknowledging press dippings.
Twenty-seven releases have been issued this past year, compared to three
of the year before. This increase in
releases has been made possible
through the use of a mimeograph machine plaoed at the disposal of Baha';
News Service.
The following releases were issued this year to date:Ad vance release in March, of the
celebration of the 25th Anniversary of
'Abdu'l-Baha's arrival in America;
April 11 th, a release announcing the
nation-wide celebration of 'Abdu'l_
Baha's arrival on that date; April, a
release reviewing advance of civilization since 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit; April
14th, release issued by National Assembly on the marriage of Shoghi Effendi; April 25th, the Convention release; May 1st, after-convention release; Strikes; announcing publication
of Portals of Freedom; Advanoe release on Summer Schools; Release
on opening of Youth Session at Louhelen: July session 0 f Louhelen ; July
9th, Martyrdom of the Bab: The
Baha'i Faith is not a Cult, released to
publicity committees and teachers for
their files, to be used if necessary; Release on review of article on "Language and World Unity" published in
May and June issues of "World Order": Review of article on "Soul.
Mind and Spirit" published in "World
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Order"; A series of 5 releases which
include, two on the Temple, What is
the Baha'i Faith?, When and Where
did the Baha'i Faith originate and who
was its Forerunner? Who was the
One promised by the Bab?; 'Alxlu'lBaha, the Servant of God; October
20th, a release on the 118th Anniversary of the birth of the Bab; October
13th, Placing of Temple contract for
work on gallery section; Release on
Lidia Zamenhof; December 25th release; February 12th, Oneness of
Mankind; (this release was sent out
by the United Press office of Chicago
to some 475 papers, We were told
it was also used by a Chicago radio
station, and over a Honolulu station by
Mrs. Matthews.) March 15th, Resumption of actual work on gallery section of Temple.
In addition to these releases, calls
have been received for aid from traveling speakers. A series of 10 releases
covering the entire "Goal of a New
World Order" was requested by Mrs.
Kathryn Frankland and is now being
published in the "Daily Voic~" at
Corpus Christi, Texas.
The Baha'i News Service recently
compiled a few of the outstanding publicity clippings into a planographed
sheet. This sheet has been sent out to
pUblicity committees, regional committees and some of the traveling teachers,
to assist them in securing publicity.
As a further project Baha', News Service is sending this sheet, to newspapers throughout the country, together with a letter inviting them to call
upon us for the series of articles on the
Temple and the Faith. In making the
editors more familiar with the name
l'Baha'i Faith this serves as an advance agent for teachers going into
these areas.
A questionnaire Bulletin was recently
issued to publicity committees, asking
for an annual report. From the reports
:eceived we have gleaned the followmg:In most in stances it has been reported that publicity was easier to obtain than last year, and the Press
Books are a proof of this; that the
Faith is being given greater recogoition, as it becomes bette_T known, proving the value of persistent effort. Problems were presented such as, difficulty
in trying to convince editors that we
have the solution for World Order.
Some reports have said that the re1eases sent out bv Baha'i News Service
are too long. T~ this we must answer
as we have in the past, that each community has their own particular problem to handle in thi s connection, and
if releases are too long for their use,
they should be re-written by the local
U
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committee and local color always
added. One teacher reported using
the releases in her teaching work.
Some newspaper editors state they receive complaints for giving too much

space to the Baha'is. This is discouraging in a way-but brings to mind the
words of BaM'u'lIih, that no one tries
to extinguish a lamp that is not burn-

ing.
Our file of photographs, cuts and
mats has been continuously added to
and we are now prepared to furnish

mats and glossy prints of 'Alxlu'I-Baha,
views of the Temple aod mats or
glossies of many of the speakers. We
will always try to get the ones needed
which are not on file and we ask teachers to send in at least three glossy
prints of themselves. We also have
two cuts of the Temple for use on pro-

grams, which can be borrowed.
We wish to take this opportunity
to express our deepest appreciation for
the splendid cooperation which we
have received. from publicity committees and speakers alike. Also, for the
assistance given us in our work by
Mary Haggard of Wilmette, Gertrude
Eisenberg and William Pulley of
Chicago.
NINA MATTHISEN, Chairman
VIRGINIA CAMEWN
EDNA EASTMAN
C. W. LA ROCQUE

PUBLISHING
In submitting the report for the first
year of the Seven Year Plan, the Committee wishes to express its grateful
appreciation for the privilege of sharing in the work of the Plan. The
making and distributing of the books
and pamphlets is of paramount importance; without them the teaching work
could not go on.
It is only by serious study of the
Words, that a true understanding of
the Faith may be obtained and the
books are the primal source for all
Baha'i teaching aod for living in accord with Baha'i principles.
The Committee has had invaluable
help from the Editing Committee,
Marie B. Moore, Helen Campbell and
Teresita Ryan, for which they are most
appreciative. Their devoted efforts in
revising, editing, indexing and proofreading have been of inestimable value.
We have sold and distributed for
teaching, Committee work, etc., for the
year ending March I, 1938:
12,343 books
94,229 pamphlets
3,177 outlines
and in addition to ahove:
I copy of The Dawn·Breakers,
Limited edition
31 copies of The Dawn-Break-

ers, Standard edition
bringing total sales to date
Standard edition .1,423 copies
Limited edition.. 140 copies
Only ten copies now available of the
Limited editioo.
1Vew publications
The outstanding event of the year
is the publication of Prayers and Meditations by Baha'u 'lIih, translated by
the Guardian. After much careful
editing and consultation with the
Guardian, this important work was
ready for distributioo late in February. We are very grateful for the generous gift of a friend for financing the
production of this sublime book.
The BaM'. World, Volume VI was
published May, 1937. This v~lume
covers the period; April, 1934 to April
1936.
'
Baha'u'llah and the New Era revised edition with index, published
May, 1937.
Baha'i Procedure, a compilation of
secondary administrative material compiled by the National Spiritual Assembly, published April, 1937.
Three Obligatory Daily Prayers,
translated by Shoglji Effendi, published
June, 1937. Reprinted Augnst, 1937.
Economics as Social Creation by
Horace Holley, teaching pampWet' reprint from article in W orld O~d...
magazine, published November, 1937.
The Bab's Address to the Letters
of the Living, hand lettered copy reproduced in small pamphlet form by
photographic process, published November' 1937. Reprints December,
1937 and Jaouary, 1938. Donation
from a friend made possible the less
than cost price, at which it is sold.
Outlin~s

Study Ontlines on Public Speaking,
prepared by the Outline Committee,
published April, 1937. Reprinted June,
1937 and March, 1938.
Study Outline on the Essential
Principles of Creative Writing, pre-

pared by the Ontline Committee, published April, 1937. Reprinted Augost,
1937.
Index for BAHA'i NEWS, Nos. 80104, covering period. January, 1934December, 1936, pubhshed April, 1937.
In process
The World Order of Bahil'u'llih:
This important work comprising the
seven World Order leiters received to
date from Shoghi Effendi, is now in
process of making. Will probably be
ready in time for the Convention.

Reprints,

Purchases

and

Binding

orders
April, 1937-Portals to Freedom by
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Howard C. I ves. Re-ordered February, 1938. Do'a: The Call to Prayer
by Ruth Moffett.
May, 1937-Bahi'; Lesson Outlines
for Children. Epistle to the Son of
the Wolf.
June, 1937-Baha'; Study Course,
36 lessons, Revised edition March,
1938. The Most Great Peace, Marion
Holley, teaching pamphlet.
July, 1937-Homoculture, Stanwood
Cobb, teaching pamphlet. Foundations
of World Unity, paper binding, to be
used with Study Course. Index for
BAHA'f NEWS, Nos. 1-79, December,
1924-November, 1933. Life Eternal,
from Mrs. Movius, additional copies
November, 1937.
Aug., 1937-Dispensation of Baha'u'llah, paper binding. Small prayer
books, .IOc edition. Additional printing February, 1938.
Sept., 1937-The World Order of
BaM'u'llah, pamphlet. The World Order of Bahi'u'Uih, Further Considerations, pamphlet.
Nov., 1937-0neness of Mankind,
Hussein Rabbani, teaching pamphlet.
Security for a Failing World, Stanwood Cobb.
Dec., 1937-Path to God, Dorothy
Baker, teaching pamphlet. Goal of the
New World Order, pamphlet. Hidden Words, paper binding.
Feb., 1938-Principles of the BaM';
Faith, teaching pamphlet.
March, 1938--Study Guide for The
Dawn-Breakers. Wisdom of 'Abdu'lBaM, paper bound from sheets on
hand.
In October, 1937, a new catalog
v.~s issued in convenient pocket size.
The edition is about exhausted, and
a new printing with additions to date
will be ready for the Convention.
In January, 1938, the National Spiritual Assembly notified the Publishing
Committee of a new ruling in regard
to discounts. The higher discounts
given in the past have not allowed
enough margin to cover manufacturing
costs, overhead, etc., therefore in fu ~
ture only 10% discount will be allowed
on orders of $10.00 or more (but this
total must not include net items) to
Assemblies, Groups and Individuals.
Postage, however, will be paid by the
Committee on all orders.

Braille Transcriptions
Mrs. Stuart French had plates made
of BaM'u'nah and the New Era, and
Kitab-i-Iqan, and donated many sets to
institutions for the Blind. The plates
were shipped to the Publishing Committee, New York. Having had inquiries for these BraiUe transcriptions,
the Committee asked for estimates
from Eastern firms who do this work,
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but prices were much too high. Price publishing work may increase in powquoted from the firm who made the er and usefulness and we need the cooriginal plates in Los Angeles, was also operation of all the friends.
too high for practical handling. It was
HORACE HOLLEY, Chairman
decided that this matter shonld be reCLARA R. WOOD, Secretary
Roy C. W,LHELM
ferred to the Braille Committee, as it
seemed to be a purely philanthropic
BERTHA HERKLOTZ
undertaking and the BraiDe Committee
M ARI E B. MOORE
should submit the question to the NaWILLIAM DE FORGE
tional Spiritual Assembly.
]. T. WOOD
Special offer good for ninety days
EMMA F, SMITH
from March I, 1938, of The Baha'i
World, Volumes 1 to 6, has been made.
Six volumes for $7.50 net, postage preRADIO
paid. The selling price of several of
The National Radio Committee
the volumes has been below cost, there- wishes to extend thanks to the friends
fore this offer is a most generous one. for their hearty response to this year's
These volumes have great value as a effort.
progressive history of the Baha'i
Taking inventory of possible unused
Faith.
capacities throughout America, the
Radio Committee in September sent
World Order
seventy-five invitations to individuals
The most important happening in to submit radio talks, and issued a like
the year regarding the magazine, is invitation in NEWS LETTER. It has not
the registration of the name "World been the policy of the committee to
Order" at the Patent Office, Washing- write the talks, but rather to encourage
ton, D. C. This means that the name and use the talents of the believers at
belongs exclusively to the BaM'is, and large. Fifty-six talks have been acit is a name destined to become most cepted and most of these are obtainable
important in the future of the world. in mimeographed form. They have
We must build the circulation of the been listed in BAHA'i NEws as they
magazine to broaden its influence.
have appeared. They include three
We sent a letter to all Assemblies World Order series written and used
and Groups in January, 1938, and are by New York, Vancouver, and Monreally gratified at the awakened inter- son, a series on Progressive Revelation
est. The Introductory subscriptions, written and used by Lima, and a variseven months for one dollar are popu- ety of single talks on World Order and
lar and a large percentage renew as spiritual subjects. Approximately five
regular subscribers. The special offer hundred copies have been sent out by
of seven copies of anyone issue for one the committee between December first
dollar, has also met with response, and and March first, leaving a fair supply
we hope that the friends will continue on hand. A complete set will be given
to use this means of introducing the to each Summer School. The national
magazine to both Baha'is and non- cost of issuing these talks has been
Baha'is.
slight because of the cooperation of the
Subscriptions for University and friends in mimeographing, and of the
Public Libraries have grown, due to believers generally in accepting the obthe generosity of many Assemblies and ligation of a minor charge for each
individual friends. Many libraries have talk. After an in itial expense of sixty
dollars, the department became selfalso subscribed direct.
Several plans have been tried out to supporting.
Under consideration at the present
enroll newsdealers as selling agents,
but with little success so far. However, time is a HBaha'i School of the Air/'
a few are selling copies regularly and part of which will be devoted to lecture
a prominent bookstore in New Eng- and part to questions and answers.
land, has recently sent in a monthly The School of the Air when completed
order. The Assemblies in many in- will be offered to the committee for all
stances order in quantity, placing or- centers able to carry regular weekly
ders in advance for a certain number programs throughout a season.
Information has been obtained covmonthly.
The Publishing Committee has re- ering location. power, and name of
ceived a donation of World Unity operator of every radio station in
magazines. Fifteen complete sets are America, and several regional secreavailable, covering a period of seven taries are already using this informaand one-half years, price $15.00 per tion to canvass for radio oppoortunity in
set net. The National Spiritual As- their areas. It is hoped that by this
sembly is donating a set to each of the means the World Order of Baha'u'llih
will command wide-spread and jncrea~
summer schools.
We are constantly striving that the ing attention throughout the United
1
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States and Canada.
DOROTHY K.

BAKER, Chairman
ELSIE AUSTIN
RUTH RANDALL-BROWN

STUDY OUTLINES
Our work of the past year has culminated in the approval of the Reviewing Committee of two outlines. One,
a very splendid piece of work, was sub-

mitted by Mrs. Emogene Hoagg. It is
the outline she used for her course at
Green Acre in the summer of 1937, entitled The Three Worlds, and will
prove a rich guide to study for the advanced Baha'i student. The other outline is the work of this committee. Its
scope is restricted to the material in
the Guardian's letter, The Dispensation
of Bahd'u'lIcih. We have ventured, in
this outline, an innovation in the form
of tests. These tests are of the mooem type familiar to all young people;
we believe older people will find them
stimulating even though unfamiliar.
At present our efforts are concentrated on a series of six or eight lessons whose purpose is to direct the
study of the person who has been attracted to the Cause by a traveling
teacher. When the teacher goes on,
this outline will guide the student in
his effort to answer the question, Am
I a Baha'i?
The committee would appreciate suggestions from both Local and National
Assemblies as to types of outlines that
are needed. Such suggestions would
be very helpful in planning the future
work of the outline committee.
GRETCHEN WESTERVELT,

Chairman
DORIS McKAYE
MAYE HARVEY GIFT
JUNE MILLER
I M OGENE TALBOTT

TEACHING LITERATURE
During the past year this committee
has reported four new articles for publication in the series of teaching
pamphlets. One 01 them "Economics
As Social Creation" by Horace Holley
has been recently published. Two
other articles, "The Manifestation" by
Albert P. Entzminger and "The Laboratory of Life" by Louise Boyle have
been approved by the :\rational Spiritual Assembly and will soon appear in
print. The fourth manuscript titled
"The Approach Throngh Religion" by
G. Townshend, recently submitted,
shows how religion down through the
ages has ever been the chief source for
the peace and unity of the world. This
article had been recommended to the
National Spiritual Assembly as a
snlendid introduction to the Baha'i
Faith.
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Last year we reported the sales by
the Publishing Committee 01 the various small leaHets and teaching pamphlets as approximately 52,000 in number. This year the following list of
sales has been supplied to February
28th:
Homoculture ................ 1,730
The Most Great Peace. . . . . . .. 2,365
The Path to God. . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,780
The Oneness of Mankind ...... 1,457
Economics As Social Creation .. 5,633
Baha'i House of Worship ..... 4,086
Principles of Baha'i Faith ..... 11,518
The World Religion .......... 10,076
What is the Baha'i Faith? .... 19,885
Total .................. 59,512
In addition to the amount of pamphlets sold, 18,400 more have been furnished to the Teaching, Publicity, Contacts and Temp1e Program Committees
through budgets arranged by the N ational Assembly, making a total of
nearly 78,000 leaflets and pamphlets
distributed for the teaching work this
year. Thi s is an increase of several
thousand over last year and the corning year should find at least a 100,000
in demand.

With the publication 01 the new
pamphlets that have been approved,
the following subjects will have been
covered-Education, Peace, Unity of
Mankind, Economics, Science, Religion, the Spiritual Path, the Manifestations and the Baha'i Temp1e-nine
in all, besides the introductory leaflets.
This wide range, we feel, should be
sufficient at this time to meet the requirements of a seeking public. We
recommend that every believer who
has dedicated himself or herself to the
prosecution of the Seven Year Plan
will keep a supply of these pamphlets
on hand at all ti mes so that the seeker
can be given one that will tend to further increase his interest in the Faith
of Baha'u'llih. All the Baha'i communities should have them on display
at an meetings. In this manner we
can help to prosecute the great
teaching task still before us. The
Guardian has stated: "There is undoubtedly no higher call than that 01
bringing the Message to a world tormented and torn on every side by the
forces of destructive materialism. It
is for us to realize the full measure
of the responsibility that has been laid
upon our shoulders in this matter, and
having attained full consciousness of
our responsibi1ity to unitedly arise to
contribute all that we can towards its
discharge."
GEaR.GE LATIMER, Chairman
LOUISE CASWELL
ALICE ROBERTSON

TEMPLE PROGRAM
'Abdu'I·Baha said: "Temples are
symbols of that unifying force, in or?er tha.t when the people gather there,
m a gIven edifice of God, they may
recall the fact that the Law has been
revealed for them and that the Law
is . to unite them. That just as this
edIfice was founded for the unification
of ~ankind, the Law preceding and
creatmg thiS Temple was issued therefor.'J
It was to in form the public of this

Law of Baha'u'Uah that the following
local people spoke at the Baha'i House
of Worship during the past year:
Mr. Monroe Ioas
Mrs. Niua Matthisen
Mrs. Ruth Moffett
Mrs. Mahdah Paton
Dr. R. D. Pettet
Mr. Carl Scheffler
Mrs. Corinne True
Mrs. Margarite Ullrich
Mrs. Sarah Walrath
Mr. Albert Windust

The following speakers lrom outof-town were enthusiastically welcomed
and were an inspiration to the audience:
Mrs. Dorothy Baker
Prof. Stanwood Cobb
M iss Pearl Easterbrook
Miss Marion Holley
Mr. Horace Holley
Mrs Mabel Ives
Mrs. Margaret Lindstrom
Mr. Allen McDaniel
Mrs. Harlan Ober
Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher
Mrs. Mamie Seto
Mr. Roy Wilhelm
The youth were in charge of the
public meeting at the Baha'i House of
Worship on Annual Baha'i Youth Day,
February 27th, and their efforts met
with great success. The speakers were
Willrid Barton, Florence Mattoon
Linda Taylor and Clarence Stigall:
Mr. Albert Windust acted as chairman for these splendid young speakers, setting the stage for them, so to
speak, and in conclusion summing up
the four addresses into a perfect whole.
It was an inspiring occasion and the
Baha'is may feel justly proud of the
sincere and earnest young people who
are preparing themselves for service in
the Cause 01 Baha'u'lhih.
A very special program was arranged under the supervision of the
Spiritual Assembly 01 Chicago at the
Baha'i House of Worship for April
ll-the 25th Anniversary 01 'Abdu'lBaha's arrival in America. We were
privileged to have Mr. Allen McDaniel
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of "Vashington as our Baha'i speaker,
and there were guest speakers from
clubs and churches where 'Abdu'l-Baha
spoke when He was in Chicago. The
Temple was filled to over-Howing and
it was felt that great benefit was derived from this meeting.
Programs for the Holy Days celebrated in the Baha'i House of Worship, while under the jurisdiction of the
Temple Program Committee, were arranged by the various communities
surrounding the Temple, Chicago,
Evanston, Park Ridge, Wilmette and
Winnetka, and refreshments were provided by these same communities when
necessary. Recently Maywood has
been added to the hst of communities
serving in this capacity.
The guide service this year has been
under the capable supervision of Mr.
Hilbert Dahl and his assistants, Miss
Gertrude Buikema and Mrs. Anne
Bartholomew. Several new ideas were
inaugurated in the guide work which
proved very effective. During the year,
there were 3,589 groups totaling 14,510
people conducted through the House
of Worship by Guides. This number
included about 2,300 people in 60
groups scheduled by appointment
through the guides, the caretaker, Contacts Committee and other service committees. The latter groups represented
churches, schools, universities and
other educational institutions, Women's Clubs, boys' clubs, fTatemal organizations. business and industrial
groups, WPA-Chicago Board of Education Free Tours and other groups.
At the suggestion of Mr. Daql and
under his direetion, all, however. under the supervision of the Temple Program Committee, was the forming of
a Teachers' Training Gass at the
Baha'i House of Worship, for BaM'is
in, the vicinity of the Temple. This
project was enthusiastically and successfully carried forward and has been
very helpful to the participants.
I! was felt that a library at the
Baha'i House of Worship would be of
great benefit to the guides, as perchance some question might be asked
that it was not possible to answer in
detail. The guides felt, if such a contingency arose and they could turn to
the books in the lihrary and refer the
inquirer to the 4lw ritten word," the impression made would be deeper and
more lasting. Accordingly donations
of books were solicited fTOm nearby
Spiritual Assemblies, and the generou s
response from communities and individuals has resulted in a fine collection
of books for reference purposes. Having the books on hand has helped the
guides and has also given them the
opportunity to invite visitors who are
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interested to sit and read awhile.
At the Free Literature table, under
the guidance of Mrs. Nina Matthisen
who has faithfully served in this capacity for many years, free 1iterature furnished by the National Spiritual Assembly has been distriboted, and many
questions have been answered.
Active and growing classes for children are conducted at the Bahi'i
House of Worship on Sunday morning
from 11:00 to 12 :00, under the supervision of Mrs. Clair Gillespie and Mrs.
Mary Haggard.
I! has been the aim and hope of this
Committee to make the meetings at the
Baha'i House of Worship a source of
infQrmation and inspiration to the public and to the Baha'is. We hope we
have succeeded.
SOPHIE LOEDING, Chairman
MARGARITE ULLRICH, Secretary
:vIRS. ENOS M. BAllTON
R. S. HAYMOND
DR. R. D. PETTET
EDNA TRUE

TEMPLE GUIDES
Your Guide Committee respectfully
submit this report of activities during
the year ending February 28, 1938,
including progress made and suggestions for future goals to be achieved.
During the year, there were 3,589
groups totalling 14,510 people conducted through the House of Worship
hy Guides. This number included
about 2,300 people in 60 groups scheduled by appointment through the
Guides, the caretaker, Contacts Committee and other service committees.
The latter groups represented churches,
schools, universities and other educational institutions, Women's Clubs,
boys' clubs, fraternal organizations.
husiness and industrial groups, WPAChicago Board of Education Free
Tours and other groups.
The activity during the year has
been harmoniz.ed and inspired by a
message from our beloved Guardian
with reference to Guide work, to wit:
"The Guardian attaches the highest importance to it (the Guide work), inasmuch as it affords a splendid opportunity for presenting the Message on
a very large scale. The responsibilities which this function calls for are
as vital and far-reaching as the privileges and bounties it confers on the
individual believer. The Baha'i Guide
has indeed a very sacred obligation to
discharge. Not only has he to perfect
his knowledge of the Cause, but should
develop all those qualities of tact, wisdom, and of ahility to present the Message which every Baha'i teacher requires. It is the duty of those who are
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in charge of organizing the guide work
at the Temple to make every effort to
widen its scope, raise the standard of
its personnel, and thus increase its
effectiveness.

"The Guardian very deeply values
the steps that have already been taken
in that direction ... " H. RABBANI
Thus inspired, and with the consultation, appro'\o'd.1 and encouragement
of the Program Committee, guide activity during the year included the following:
I-Conduct of normal guiding with
renewed sacrifice and vigor.
2-Increase of Guide Secretaries from
one to three--one in each of three
regional districts-to facilitate
the machinery of activity.
3-Establishment of a Guide Committee consisting of nine rnem bers :
the chairman, the regional secretaries and five other guides--an
effort being made in the scheduling of guides to have a committee member on duty each day.
The purpose of the committee is
to act as a clearing house of consultation between the Program
Committee and the individual
guide and as a medium for harmonizing guide activity in accord
with policies of the Program
Committee.
4--Institution of a reading library at
the House of Worship of books
contributed by Assemblies and
individua1s. At present there are
some twenty-five volumes.
5--Establishment of Teacher Training
Classes at the House of Worship.
Meeting weekly, the Class started on July I, 1937, for a
one month program. Averaging
twenty to forty in attendance, interest was so intense as to continue the activity to the present,
with frequent demand for expansion of the activity to additional
classes for specialized study. A
moving characteristic of the class
has been its unity, sincerity and
universal spirit.
6---An effort to establish a study class
for non-Baha'is indicated lack of
proper publicity due, largely, to
lack of time.
7-Regulations for Guides we r e
brought into accord with needs
and harmonized with the policy
of the Program Committee.
8---Tncorporation of Temple usher service under the j uTisdiction of the
Guide Committee.
HILBERT DAHL, Chairman
GERTRFDE BUIKEMA
ANNE BARTHOLOMEW
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REGIONAL TEACHING
operation is being given by teachers
and prominent citizens of Tuskegee,
COMMITTEES
Mr. Gregory reports having several
AJabafIM, Florida
students ready to declare themselves.
Our current committee year begin- . Alabama was one of the states listed
ning July 1st, 1937, found a listing at the beginning of last year as having
obtained from various sources of sev- no known believers. At present Mr.
enteen isolated believers in widely Walter H. Blakely is residing and
scattered areas in Florida. None were working in Birmingham, having gone
to be found in Alabama. There was there during the winter for the puralso a list of fi Iteen who had been pose of settling in order to give the
studying the Baha'i teachings at vari- Teachings. He now reports that he
ous places and periods during the past has made connections which will entwo years with the. aid of scme of the able him to remain permanently and
isolated believers and traveling Baha'is that he is placing books in the Public
but who have not yet registered as de- Library in Birmingham and preparing
clared believers. Of these latter, ten for study classes.
are in West Palm Beach where some
A number of books have been diswork was done last year by Orcella tributed during the past few months
Rexford, but so far nothing has been in our area-mainly the liNew Era/'
done to follow it up since we know of "Answered Questions," "Wisdom of
no one resident there who can take a 'Abdu'I-Baha" and "Gleanings from
lead in unifying and teaching in that the Writings of Baha'u'llah," and also
locality. However, progress is being many pamphlets partly through the help
made. At Bristol, Florida, in the north- of traveling Baha'is during personal
western part of the state, Mr. Edward visits to places where study groups
H. Young, formerly of Washington, or isolated believers are known. We
D. c., has settled and has found many wish also to acknowledge and thank
eager for the Teachings. Three so far Mrs. Victoria Bedikian for her loving
have recently enrolled and a number of work in corresponding ,with and enothers are studying.
Miss Alma couraging the isolated believers and
Knoblock is also spending some time students.
LUCILE H. HOKE, Secretary
in Bristol assisting Mr. Young in forming study classes, especially among the
MRS. WALTER B. GUY
young people, and reports much inDR. W. C. THOMAS
terest throughout the whole county.
A number of Baha'is from other loLouisM.na aM Miss;uiJIlri
calities have reported to me their work
In submitting the report of the work
during short visits in Florida this season. Among them I have listed Mr. done in this territory, I can best deF. G. Hale of Oearwater, Mrs. K. M. scribe it as being only pioneer work.
My first elIorts therefore were to
Breymann at De Land, and M iss Bessie M. Garrison in Gainesville, all of make the teachings known to as many
whom have reported their intentions of people as possible; making them familsettling permanently in the State. The iar with the word Baha'i, and the
study group in Orlando, while not yet names of the Founders of the Faith,
having the required nine believers to the Bab, BahO.'u'lIah and 'Abdu'lform an Assembly reports (in March, Baha. The principles of the Faith as
1938) that they have arranged to share well as the word Baha'i were absolutely
a hall with' the Theosophical Society unknown to the majority of the people.
Work was concentrated in New Orin that place on alternate weeks and
advertise public meetings. They will leans. New Orleans is a city of trabe assisted by Dr. and Mrs. Walter B. ditions, tradition in thought, customs,
Guy of St. Augustine, who plan to es- .and laws; this tradition is Latin and
tablish a full teaching circuit as quickly therefore Roman Catholic.
as possible for points between Jackson- 1. Method of approach had to be
based on a spiritual point of Unity.
ville and Orlando.
Stressed the historical truth in proMost encouraging reports have come
gressive revelation, as the foundafrom Mr. Louis G. Gregory who has
tion of the teachings of Baha'u'llah.
been working at Tuskegee, Alabama,
2.
Spoke to many di IIerent types
since early in December. The way has
and groups of people. Some lisopened for Mr. Gregory to continue
tened without prejudice or anto teach and remain at Tuskegee as
tagonism, many listened with
long as he feels it advantageous and
both, but all were attentive and
he has announced a series of lectures
Many
listened just the same.
and study classes there which are being
1istened with deep interest, but
well attended and given much favoronly a few have responded with
able comment. The meeting place is
the sense of the answer to their
donated by the Institute and good coI

3.

4.
5.

6.

doubts or as the case might be their
search for truth. These few have
met with me each week, and I am
happy that a few new people have
been added to the original number.
I gave one Radio Talk over station
W.S.M.B.N.O., subject: "T h e
Voice of Today." A few inquiries
have resulted from this talk. I
hope to get a popular hour on a
local station next week, and will
give a series of three talks.
Gave one talk in Gulfport, Miss.
Gave a Book Review at a prominent Book Uu b. The book was "I
Yaweh" by Robert Munsen Grey.
And is an interesting subject, relating to Baha'i teaching of progressive revelation. It is the {{au_
tobiography" of Jehovah. Through
this I had many openings to speak
of the Cause.
A great deal of literature has been
distributed, in New Orleans as
weU as sent to remote districts· in
this territory. This phase of the
teaching work has been most encouraging and the response most
edifying. One outstanding example
was a letter received from someone
in Mississippi, who lives on a cotton plantation far from any big center. She writes: "I had been
searching for a long time fer the
Truth, I feel now that I have found
it in learning about the Baha i
Faith. I have felt an inner sence
of peace and security which passeth
all understanding, and the world
seems a very different place to me."
These are the highlights which
come to light the path of the "lone
worker" in the field and brings inestimable joy.
Gi ven several talks to a group in
Covington, La., who are already
familiar with the teachings. It' is
an interesting group composed of
Thesophists, Rosacrucians, Oxford
Group, Unity, New Thought and
Christian Science, many interesting
and stimUlating friendly discussions
invariably take place in the quest of
illuminating differences.
There is much yet to be done in
this territory. I have only just
touched the surface of the Uni versity groups. One or two of the
professors who have heard of the
Cause, showed decided interest perhaps prompted by the historical
and educational value in the teachings rather than religious. I feel
that this must be followed up by
stressing the full understanding of
the spiritual importance of a new
revelation as well as the intel1ectuaI
understanding.
7

7.

,/;.
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Literature
response:

which

brought

greatest

Pamphlets
1. Radiant Acquiescence
( reprint
from World Order by Orcella Rexford).
2. Most Great Peace-Marion Holley.
3. Path of God-Dorothy Baker.
B. Books
1. Promise of All Ages (used as introduction) .
2. Baha'i Revelation (used as next introduction) .
3. BaM'u'llah and the New Era (used
for study).
I am listing the above pamphlets and
books in hopes that it might be helpful for follow up work in this territory.
Each district seems to respond to different presentations of the teachings.
In my very limited experience I have
found that the most important thing
for a teacher who is opening a new
A.

territory, is to first study very care-
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to spread the Cause in that city. Miss
Ebbert has become a confirmed believer. They were preceded by Mrs.

and new ones have been added to this
list.

Furbush. who made quite a few con-

been added to the membership list of
the citizens of the World Order of
Baba'u'llah and two more have made
applications which will have reached
the National Assembly ere this report
is received. The acquisition 0 f these
new believers and the formation of two

tacts for the Cause. Mr. Louis Gregory also visited Atlanta, giving talks
in schools and churches. Mrs. Tehrah
Smith is in Atlanta assisting the teaching work. She is planning to give a
series of public meetings.
There are two people who have declared their belief but have not joined
the community in Augusta, Ga. The
third, Miss Gene Cappus, has joined
the Buffalo Assembly alter receiving
the Message in Augusta. Two weeldy
public meetings at the Baha'i Center.
The two newspapers publish regularly
the weekly programs and, in most instances, the special articles of national
interest. Permission has been granted
for time on the radio. Dr. Morris and

Miss Alma Knobloch spent some time
teach ing in and near Augusta.
Teachers visiting this region have

fully the types and environment of the
field of work.
MARION LITTLE

been Mrs. Caswell, Mrs. Little, Dr.
Morris, Miss Alma Knobloch, Mr. Agnew, Mrs. Haag and Kruka, Mrs.

Te1I4UlSee, Georgid, Ke1IIucky

Wiles, Mrs. -Smith, 11iss Finke, Mrs.

Mrs. Caswell has spent the winter in
Knoxville at the suggestion of the
Guardian and reports two enrolled believers, two more declared believers,
a study class 01 seven people who have

purchased the study outline and are
earnest students and show signs of ac-

cepting the. Faith. Every Monday
evening a group of 15 or 20 people
gather at a Baha'; dinner to hear talks
and talks relating to the Baha'i teachings. These meetings attract people to
the Teachings and later express their
desire to study. Mrs. Caswell says she
thinks the work of Lida Ross deserves
speciaJ mention as she is a great leader

Ober, Miss Marion Holley,
Schopflocher and Mrs. Seto.

Mrs.

GEORGIE WILES} Secretary
E. VOGT
MRS. THELMA ALLISON

calif"'""'"", Ariz.,..., N ",ada
The objeclive 01 the regional teaching committee for thi s district has been
the furtherance 0 f the Seven Year

Plan with special emphasis on teaching
in new territory and each local Assem-

bly has assisted greatly by assuming
the responsibility of the teaching work
in the fields of its sphere of influence.
At the beginning of the year several

in the Knoxville society and a philanthropist. She has had two fireside

rna j or cities were selected as special

meetings in her home and given a beau-

efforts of the resident believers in one

tiful book review on God's Heroes, by
Lura Clifford Barney.
Nashville community reports two
study classes weekly and four new believers. Albert James, one of our be-

of these cities in California, the cooperation of a near-by Assembly and

lievers, has gone to Newnan, Georgia.

to teach in the high school there.
Mrs. Grace Ober has been teaching
since January in Louisville, Ky., and
reports marvelous confirmations in that
city. She has been serving Persian

dinners followed by round table discussions, also two weekly study classes a
week attended by from 8 to 10 people.
Private interviews are being constantly

held with teachers, authors, and people
of capacity; men, as well as women,
old and young.
Miss Olga Finke has !,;one to Atlanta, Ga., accompanied by Miss Dori s
Ebbert to open a Nursery School attd

projects and owing to the concentrated

the regional member in that district

this city has applied for permission .to
elect an Assembly. In Arizona, by the
same technique, another, though small-

er city has also applied for this privilege, making two new Assemblies in
thi s territory.
Books have been placed in the
libraries of Las Vegas and Boulder
City, Nevada, and other libraries in
California and Arizona.
Seven new cities have been added

where regular classes are being taught
and in several of these cities no Baha'is
lived but non-Baha'is have opened their
homes for the convenience of these
classes.

Groups and isolated believers, busy
last year, are continuing their efforts

Four new isolated believers have

new Assemblies seems to be the outstanding events of this year's activities
and second to this is the new territory

opened to the teachings.
All details have been reported to the
National Teaching Committee and the
success of any achievement reported to

the regional teaching committee is credited to the harmonious activity of the
whole---committee, believers, groups

and Assemblies--under the direction
of the Spirit of Baha'u'nah.
aNI A. FINKS, Secretary
FLORENCE H. Cox
MARIAM BUGBEE
BRAY

JOSEPH

Washi#gttnl, Oregfnl., Idaho.
British Columbia

The committee wishes it could show
more definite results than this report
will show, but here at least is a report
of efforts made since last summer.
Washington
Everett-a city of 30,567 (30 miles
north of Seattle, 15 miles west of
Monroe). The committee decided to
concentrate on this city first, since an

afternoon weeldy study class condncted
by Monroe and Seattle friends had
been making progress. This afternoon
class has now just about completed a
course of 36 lessons under the guidance of Mrs. Laura Luther. Beginning
the 7th of October a series of weekly
evening meetings were presented in a
rented studio, covering the aims and

principles of the Faith. Mrs. Dorothy
Baker gave a talk in this studio when
she was in the Northwest, and later
Mrs. Lorrol Schopflocher spoke to an
audience of 95 in the Everett Masonic
Hall. * Much free literature has been
distributed or mailed to Everett people
and occasional notice of meetings has
been secured. At the present time
Mrs. Gale Marsolais of Monroe has
rented a house in Everett for the sole
purpose of opening her home for the
weekly evening meetings and following
up on contacts made over the Jast year,

also making all possible new contacts.
One person has become a Bel iever
(Mrs. S. D. Smith) and has made
such progress that before very long

* Rowland Estall of Vancouver also gave
a talk "World Order" in Everett 011 January
lJrd.
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she will be able to take over the study
classes and release Mrs. Luther for
another project.
Wenatchee (a city of 11,726)-Mrs.
Gale Marsolais and Mrs. Levina Sprau
went to Wenatchee the week of January 9th and were successful in making
several good contacts. Eight people
expressed a desire to investigate the
Teachings and would like to follow a
study course when presented in Wenatchee. Mrs. Sprau, with the assistance
of Mrs. Luther, is going to carryon this
teaching project, traveling over there
for two weeks at a time to make contacts and gather together a class for
study and discussion. The regional
teaching committee has secured books
for the Wenatchee Public Library, a
regional lending library to assist the
teacher and free literature.
Mrs.
Charlotte Gillen and Mrs. June Harris t isolated believers at Chelan, Wash.,
are cooperating in contact work ?vlrs.
Sprau plans to make another trip within a week or so and there wiD be- much
more to report Jater.
Ta<oma-At the present time the
Seattle Friends are making plans for a
Symposium on the order of the very
successful Youth Symposium which
was held in Seattle on Feb. 27. The
local teaching committee, with the assistance of teachers interested in working in Tacoma, is preparing a definite
program, budgett etc., for submission
to the regional teaching committee for
okeh. It is hoped that by means of a
symposium to introduce the Faith, and
a series of weekly talks to follow up
the symposium, the Cause will be definitely introduced and established.

Oregon
Aside from corresponding with
isolated believers in Oregon and sending literature for free distribution
when requested, there isn't any definite teaching work to report.

Idaho
Boise-There is a group in Boise,
but the committee has had no report
of any new members. There is need
for a teacher there to spur things up
a bit.
ocur d' Alene - Begi nn ing this
month this city is now considered as a
definite proj ecl. Dr. Lewis Speno of
Spokane spends a day or two a week
in Coeur d'Alene on business, and we
have supplied him with books for the
public library, a regional lending library
and free literature to begin his pioneer
work in Coeur d'Alene.
British ol"mbia
Victoria--Several of the Vancouver
Baha'is have made contacts in this city
and a lending librar}' and free liter-

e

l
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ature has been supplied for teaching
work this spring. However. as is the
case in opening up any new city, there
is a need for a resident teacher.
Annstrcmg-Mr. Austin Collin of
Vancouver is conducting a class of ten
young people in this town and we are
eagerly awaiting news of progress. He
has been supplied with books and literature.

days in Toronto; and Dorothy Baker,
whom we had with us for two days.
The Committee wish to express their
profound gratitude to these friends and
to Lorol Schopllocher who helped to
get the Group under way in Septemher, 1936; also to those who through
their financial contributions via the
National Fund have made this campaign possible. The members of the
Committee wish to thank also those
* * *
The secretary has wri tlen all isolated distant friends who through their praybelievers in this region offering any ers and through the inspiration which
assistance possible, books for a lend- they supplied, have helped to sustain
ing library, study courses, free liter- and confirm the efforts extended.
ature, etc.; has asked for suggestions.
Public talks are given at the Babit'i
names of contacts, but only a few have Hall in Toronto every Sunday and
responded. The committee, besides Study Classes are held there every
lacking representation in Oregon and Tuesday night. Newspaper publicity
Idaho, has been handicapped in avail- has been ohtained locally on various occasions and a1so once in London, Onto
ahle teachers.
$150.00 has been sent this regional
Over a period of six months or so~
teaching committee, of which $55.00 copies of the bi-monthly teaching bulhas been spent to date for rent, travel- letin of the National SpirItual Asseming expense, postage, etc.
bly, entitled "A New World Order,"
DORIS FOVE, Secretary
and other literature have been sent to
LEVlNIA SPRAU
editors of Canadian national magazines
ROWLAND ESTALL
(MacLean's and Liberty) and to a
STANLEY KEMP
selected list of some fifty progressive,
LOUISE CAS WELL
public-spirited clergymen with a view
of expanding their ideas and through
them, consciously or subconsciously,
o.tario
the minds of their congregations and
In their last year's report the Com- the reading public. The results have
mittee had pointed out as their imme- been checked by a careful and steady
diate objective the creation of a vigor- observation of the religious section and
ously functioning Baha'i community in of the editorials of the local press. As
Toronto which would be able to take the headquarters 0 f most Canadian reover local teaching and adiministrative ligious and other organizations are lo~
work so as to set the energies of the cated in Toronto, the repercussions of
Regional Teaching Committee free for this move should have been felt
the initiating and organizing of teach- throughout the Dominion. However,
ing campaigns in the province. This realizing that in Canada the Baha'i
Faith is as yet not in a position to
objective has been fully reached.
There are now nine active believers capitalize upon rapidly multiply ing opresiding within the city limits of To- portunities, this activity has been susronto and there is in the hands of the pended until more vigorously functionwriter a declaration of faith of a tenth ing groups will have been set up
prospective Baha'i for the considera- throughout the Dominion.
In the meantime the Committee will
tion of the Committee at their next
meeting. The National Spiritual As- have ample opportunity to enlarge their
sembly have granted their permission scope of activities by following the sugfor the election of a spiritual assembly gestions of the National Radio Comin Toronto on April 21. The Group mittee.
GERRARD SLUTER, Secretary
is already functioning vigorously and
ST. GEORGE SPENDLOVE
promises to develop into a dynamic as\VILLIAM St:TER
sembly. Amongst the new believers is
one who was a clergyman-the first
Canadian minister to embrace the
ObU>, lndimw
Baha'i Faith without any reservation.
Our committee instead of sponsoring
These results have been made possible only through the whole-hearted a pioneer effort rather urged our Asand self-forgetful cooperation of such sem blies to undertake pioneer work in
teachers as Grace Dber who taught ten localities sufficiently close to permit
weeks in Toronto; Harlan Ober who consistent follow-up work.
The Oeveland friends have estabassisted Grace Ober during her last
two weeks in Toronto and who also lished a study class at North Oldstedt,
gave an excellent indirect radio ad- Ohio, South Bend and Indianapolis
dress; May Maxwell who spent ten h'ave been active in placing library

* *
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books and Indianapolis has planted
seeds in six surrounding towns and is
preparing members for public teaching work. The Bexley friends are
sponsoring two study groups in Circleville.
Lima believers conducted a
series of public lectures in Celina which
were followed up by making weekly
trips calling on those who showed interest. A fireside grou p has now been
developed in the neighboring town of
Coldwater. Contacts have been made
in many towns surrounding Lima and
three weekly radio broadcasts help diffuse the Divine Fragrances in this area.
Assistance has also been given isolated
believers in Fremont where public reaction has been very favorable. Lima
and Cincinnati have had success f ul
Youth Forums and Cincinnati has
made contacts in Covington, Kentucky.
Weare grateful for the privilege of
serving and pray that the continued
bounties of Bah,,'u'llah will bring to
fruition the widely scattered seed of
His Word.
ELMA MIESSLER. Secretary
DALE S. COLE
CHARLOTTE LINDENBURG
DR. LILLIAN SIELKEN

Kfl.1Utn, Missouri

Weare very happy to be able to report that due to the work of visiting
teachers and the enrolled older believers, the membership of the Topeka
Group has increased, several new believers having been enrolled, and is
ready for reorganization of an Assembly on April 21. This will make another state which has an Assembly,
and, with Kansas City, Missouri~ gives
us an Assembly in each state of our
Region.
We endeavored to arrange to open
one other larger city to the Faith during the past year, but it could not have
been done without a teacher from outside our Region, and seemingly the
teacher was not available at the time
we thought the work should be done.
A considerable increase in the activity in teaching is noticed in the Kansas City Assembly and in the Topeka
Group. Several study classes are being held each week, and more visiting
between the believers of Topeka and
Kansas City has been done during the
past year. We may soon be able to do
more work outside the two cities, but
there have been so few of us that we
have not been able to do a great deal
of outside work. The Kansas City
Assem bl y, however, is conducting a
study class in Kansas City, Kansas.
which is the only new city opened to
the Faith in this Re~on during the
year.
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Considerable correspondence has
been carried on with isolated believers
and much literature has been sent to
contacts. 125 to ISO of each issue of
World Order leaflets were sent out, at
times with other literature enc1osed.
The response has not been what we
hoped, and in none of the new cities
where literature has been sent have
our contacts developed to the point of
starting a study class, although we
have a few reading "The New Era."
No pioneers have gone from this territory to live during the year and no
groups of believers have been formed
in new places.
We have been favored with the following visiting teachers during the
year:
In Kansas City: Orcella Rexford,
two lectures; Marion Holley, one evening lecture; Mrs. Moffett, three
weeks; Loulie A. Mathews, three days;
Dorothy Baker, one evening; Lorol
SchofHocher, three eveni ngs; Mamie
L. Seto, one afternoon and one evening.
In Topeka: Orcella Rexford, one
public lecture, and helped in teaching
study classes; Mrs. Moffett, 12 days;
Dorothy Baker, one evening; Lorol
Schofflocher, one evening.
Since we have no gifted public
speakers within our Region, we feel it
helps us a great deal in our teaching
work to have the visiting teacher stop
occasionally, for a public lecture, as it
lets those who attend know that we do
have some good speakers in the Cause,
and it sometimes puts across a point we
had been unable to get over.
OPAL HOWELL, Secretary

1. B.

:r. J.

BECKTEL

W,LL,AMS
PAUL H. BROWN

New York, New leney,
Pe1f.1fs.ylvaft.ia

The Regional Teaching Committee
has devoted much time and effort this
year to promulgating the first step of
our new Teaching Program. Our efforts have met with considerable success although the full fruits of them
will not be apparent until the coming
vear. Effort has been made to estab1ish new centers and to proceed as fast
as possible with the work. as teachers
and money were available.
S crQ-fl f a-Jl
The Regional Teaching Committee,
after consultation at a meeting-. authorized its member, Mrs. Helen Indedied,
to proceed with the opening of this
city. With the assistance from Binghamton they got a group together and
after a few lectures Mrs. Mabel Ives
was sent there to carryon the work.
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There are about eight people who
probably will be ready to declare themselves within a very short time and
with the one believer we had there it
is our hope that a Spiritual Assembly
will be established in this city.
Philadelphia and Envirtm$
At the special request of the Philadelphia Assembly the Regional Committee sent Marion Holley to follow up
the work initiated by Orcella Rexford.
This is now being carried forward by
the Philadelphia Assembly and they
expect to add some new believers in
the immediate future.
In addition to that the Regional
member, M iss Revell, has been contacting groups in Manoa, MorrisviUe,
Lansdowne, Norristown, Chester West
Chester, and Bethlehem. A study
group is in progress at Manoa. Pennsylvania is one of the largest states and
it is most encouraginl{ to see the prog~
ress of the work there as at the present time there are only two Assemblies
in the entire state.
The New Jersey Regional member
reported that they decided to consolidate the forces of the four assembies
in their region rather than to try to
open new places and this work had
been carried on; also that fireside
groups had been started in some adjoining places and plans were under
way to go into some new places including Ridgefield. N. J.. in the near
future.
A t!antic City
The Regional member from Philadelphia, Miss Revell, and Mr. deForge,
of Teaneck, have been working with
the Atlantic City friends and six persons have declared their intention of
becoming believers. With those al~
ready enrolled there this will constitute
a new Assembly.
Syracuse
Miss Ida Noyes and Mrs. Edgecomb
went to Syracuse. sent postcards to
the members of Mrs. McCollum's psychology class. After the initial publicity work was done Philip Marangella
was sent up there to do the teaching
work which he has done with great
success. There are now seven people
seriously interested in the study course
and three have already announced their
intention of joining. This will also
mean a new Assembly in the near future for Syracuse. \Ve are planning
to send a teacher back there to continue the work of confirming the study
group.
AlballY
A series of public lectures was given
by Mrs. Mildred Mottahedah and the
j

l
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initial work has been done towards
starting a group there. Miss Zeah
Holden, who was active in promoting
the activities there has been temporarily unable to continue, due to a serious

illness in the family but this work will
again be vigorously undertaken in the
near future. After a few more lectures
we plan to start a study group there.
Rochester and Buffalo
The Regional Teaching Corrunittee
is nUw making plans for special teaching efforts in Rochester and Buffalo.
Westchester County
Mr. Robert Fuller has been hol<ling
a fireside group meeting in his office
in New Rochelle every Sunday evening
for several months. Another group
drawn from New Rochelle, Larchmont,
and Armonk have been meeting on
Tuesday afternoons. This group have
been actively studying and has had an
average attendance of ten. They have
been using a regular study ouUine,
varying the program occasionally with
talks by Baha'is. This work owes its
success to the continuous effort of Mrs.
Renee Welsh who has been assisted by

Miss Martha Heber and Mrs. Marion
Mills (also Mrs. Marie Hopper during
the winter). From this group, two
have already declared themselves and
a third will do so within a very short
time.

West H empslead
Meetings have been held weekly at
Mrs. Vaughn's home in West Hempstead; the average attendance was ten.
At the same time a children's group
met every week. This group was
taught by Mary Bower, one of the
junior youth, of New York. About
the middle of December the Vaughns
moved to N ew York and the meetings
were continued at tbe home of one of
the interested friends wbo had been attending the Vaughn meetings. These
are now being continued with the cooperation of Mrs. Vanghn. Our Regional member, Mr. Sprague, and the
New York young people have been
most enthusiastic in their support.
BaM'i books have been placed in two
colleges and several of tbe libraries.
Many of the schools were contacted
and Marion Holley spoke in the Hempstead High School to 1,200 students;
also in the Williston Women's Dub to
40 women. In addition to placing

books in the library much literature
was distributed to newspapers, clubs
and churches. Mrs. Hoagg and Marion
Holley did outstanding work in this
group.
Southampton
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg spent some
time in Southampton and gave a series
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of six Public Forum Discussions to
which the entire Southampton Colony
were invited. This group had oneeighth of a page of advertising in three
of the local papers, with 3,500 circulation each, approximately. Then Mrs.
Hoagg conducted a study group at the
home of Mrs. John Anderson. The
Andersons moved away a month ago
and we are uncertain whether this

group is still meeting but this work
will be taken up again immediately.
New Hcrven
(This City was especially assigned to
our Committee)
Digest of Report sent by the New
Haven Community:-The work of
this community was vitalized and accelerated by a visit from Miss Marion
Holley, who spent a week in this City.
Mr. Sprague started a study class, and
a speaker was invited once a month to
speak on the subject studied at that
time. This was a public lecture and
many of the New York and visiting
teachers participated in these meetings. Three new members joined the
community, as a result of -this work;
and a fourth will be added to the list

from the Youth Group at the Feast
of Naw-Ruz.
MILDRED MATTAHEDEH,
SPRAGUE
HELEN CAMPBELL
JESSIE E. REVELL
HELEN INDERLIED
DR. ALBERT HEIST

Secretary

PH ILlP

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
EJitrm.u Deparlment
The annual report of the Editorial
Committee is concerned with the gathering, selection and publication of the
material contained in V o]ume Three,
which includes the twelve monthly issues beginning April, 1937, and concluding March, 1938.
During that period, one hundred
and forty-five manuscripts were re-

ceived, read separately by each editor
and then considered at a monthly conference. Volume Three represents the
work of sixty-eight different authors.
The serial articles published this
year were: concluding chapleTS of
"The World Order of Baba'u'lIiLh," by
Mary Collison, and of "A Study of
Church Organization," by G. A.
Shook; "The New Creation," by Alice
Simmons Cox; and "Philosophy and
Revelation," by G. A. Shook; A symposium entitled "The World Outlook"
was projected for Volume Three in
February, 1937, but contributions have
been so delayed that it has been possible so far to publish only three articles;
and "The World Crisis," by Mountfort
Mills.

It is a privilege to point out the variety and excellence of individual articles published in Volume Three, for
example: "The

~fanifestation,"

by Al-

bert B. Entzminger; "Language and
World Unity," by R. F. Piper; "Mankind the Prodigal," by Alfred E. Lunt;
"The Hidden Words of Baha'u'UiLh,"
by G. T ownsbend; "Radiant Acquiescence/' by Or.cella Rexford; "Unity,"
by Benjamin Schreibman; ~'Citizens of

the World," by Mariou Holley; "Peace
Realists," by Kenneth Christian; "The

Laboratory of Life," hy Louise D.
Boyle; "Precept and Practice," by Dale
S. Cole; "The Art of Living in a Social
World," by Kirtley F. Mather; "Till
Death Do. Us Part," by M. N. Carpenter; nThe Swiftest Century," by

Garreta Busey; "The Church and the
World," by Hussein Rabbani; and
Divjne Consciousness," by Howard

Luxmore Carpenter.
Through the kind cooperation of
Norman F. MacGregor, a new and
more effective front cover design and
inside typographical scheme has been

adopted for the volume beginning
April, 1'38.
The editors are by no means satisfied, despite continuous effort to increase the number of contributors, that
the entire Baha'i community is yet

represented. For the first time in
known history a worldwide community
has been established, resl"'nding to one
Source of truth and inspiration and developing vital aspects of the future
social and spiritual philosophy in the
realm of action. Such a community,

combining unity 0 f aim with variety of
background of experience, sbould be
capable of producing a magazine whose
contents will challenge the attention
and command the respect a f a great
proportion of those who reject violent doctrines on the one hand and are
unwilling on the other to drift passively
with the stream. The earth is replete
with public mediums serving as instruments for partisan plan.. We renew
our fervent plea that the Baba'is, not
only in America but in all other countries, will more deeply realize their
collective opportunity to join forces
in the extension of Warld Order Mogazin. as one element in the teaching
work of the Faith of Baba'u'\lllh.
In conclusion, the editors express
special appreciation of tbe increasmgly
important part being played by the
Summer Schools in developing deeper
thought and clearer expression in the
literary field. Were all the lectures
and study courses made available by
the Summer School teachers for subsequent publication in the magazine,
this source alone would represent an
invaluable contribution to the work.
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For each monthly issue goes to about
six hundred university and public li-

braries in America and abroad, and in
ado;lition a special gift makes it possible tl) donate each bound volume to
the sixteen most important libraries
of the entire world.
STANWOOD COBn
HORACE HOLLEY

MARJORY MORTEN

YOUTH
The Third Annual World Baha'i
Youth Symposiums, publicized four
months in advance by 200 monthly
news letters to Baha'i youth throughout the world and to all National Assemblies for publication in their news
bulletins and magazines, were held
Sunday, February 27. The number of
groups and the number of countries
participating are not yet known, but it
is believed that there was a deci ded increase over last year's 24 Symposiums

in 5 countries. Reports

50

far show a

much higber standard of effoct and enthusiasm, and printed programs, newspaper clippings, and radio news all indicate a most extensive and glowing
celebration of Baha'i Youth Day. A
permanent record of these world-wide
Symposiums will again be compiled by
the National Youth Committee and forwarded to Shoghi Effendi in the form
of a scrapbook containing a general
message signed by young Baha'is at
each Symposium, photographs, publicity, and detailed accounts of every
session.
Previous to the Symposiums, interregional conferences were held for the
different areas in New York, Chicago,
and San Francisco.
A survey of 90 letters sent out to all
Baha'i Assemblies and Groups in the
United States and Canada early in
March, 1937, showed that out of sixtyeight answers, 44 communities have
youth groups, 28 of which have youth
committees; 7 communities have I or 2
Baha'i youth, 1 has 8 interested youth
(non-believers), 1 has 3 non-believers,
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and the rest reoort "no youth." Ac· sion. Sixty-five young people attended
cording to reports, 621 youth in this Green Acre's second annual Youth
country, 334 Baha'is and 287 non- Week, almost double the number of
Bahai!s, are studying the Baha'i teach- last year.
Geyserville youth again
ings at the present time,
adapted their activities to the life of
To deepen the understanding and the regular sessions. Specialized courses
help organize the knowledge of en- of study were given in all three Sumrolled Baha'i youth and those begin- mer Schools, and this with the fun and
ning a serious study of the Teachings, fellowship and priceless advantages to
and to prepare youth more thoroughly be gained means that more Baha'is and
for life in the Baha'i community and their friends are being attracted each
for youth work and effective teaching, year.
youth groups in this country held a
The pUblication of Baha'i Youth has
series of ,five concentrated Study Days been moved to the East, and a new
as part of the basic program of Baha'i business manager is doing everything
youth activity during the year. These possible to induce all Baha'i youth to
were held once a month with as long a lend a hand in making this internatime as possible, two sessions in many tional youth bulletin self-supporting.
instances, devoted to study.
The
The National Youth Committee is
teacher best qualified was obtained about to prepare a compilation on the
through consultation with local Spirit- spiritual Teachings as they apply to
ual Assemblies to take charge of each individual character in human relaStudy Day. Outlines for study were tionships, to be entitled "The Baha'i
prepared by the N ational Youth Com- Life," this to be recommended as one
mittee.
of the subjects for next year's Study
Four more members were added to Days, seven of which will be proposed
the Youth Committee this year, and in the new program.
a second international secretary was
I n answer to a cablegram sent on
appointed to take care of our increas- Baha'i Youth Day, the Guardian called
ing correspondence from abroad. What for a "nobler standard of Baha'i virBaha'i youth in foreign countries are tue." Baha'i youth hope to be the first
doing and thinking will he more widely to accent to the world this greater decirculated in BaM'i Yau/h. To develop velopment in Baha'i Ii ves.
international corres{X)ndence through
KENNETH CHRISTIAN,
the youth bnlletin, a page or two has
Chairman
occasionally been devoted to the printZEAH
HOLDEN!
Secretary
ing of names and addresses of youth
TAHIRIH MA~NJ
who wish to correspond internaInternational Sec.
tionaUy.
ANNAMARIE KUNz
New contacts and newly enrolled
International Sec,
Youth, particularly ""..hen isolated, are
FLORENCE MATTOON
receiving special attention through
F ARRUCK IOAS
regu]ar communication and the disMARGUERITE REIMER
semination of n'ews by a newly apDOROTHY WEVER
pointed correspondent for this branch
SAMUEL Fox
of youth work.
CLARENCE LA ROCQUE
The first meeting of the National
FREDERICK ASCAH
Youth Committee was held this year
EVELYN CLIFF
at the Youth Session at Louhelen
GRACE SHEPARD
Summer School; eight members atMAE GRAVES DYER
tended. Eighty-two young people and
WILFRID BARTON
numerous counselors and teachers were
LLOYD SCHOENY
registered for the Louhelen Youth Ses-
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"A YEAR HAS ALMOST ELAPSED"
Letter from Shoghi Effendi
A year has almost elapsed since the
Seven Year Plan has been launched
with characteristic vigor and noble enthusiasm by the American Baha'i Community. For no less than six consecutive years this two-fold and stupendous
enterprise, which has been set in operation, must, if the American believers
are to prove themselves worthy of their
high calling. be wi sel y conducted, continualy reinforced and energetical1y
prosecuted to its very end. Severe and
unpreccdentetd as rna y be the internal
tests and ordeals which the members of
this Community may yet experience,
however tragic and momentous the external happenings which might well
disrupt the fabric of the society in
which they live, they must not throqghQut these six remaining years, allow
themselves to be deflected from the
course they are now steadily pursuing.
Nay, rather, as the impelling forces
which have set in motion this mighty
undertaking acquire added momentum
and its potentialities are more fully
manifested, they who are responsible
for its success must as time goes on
evince a more burning enthusiasm,
demonstrate a higher sense of solidarity, reveal greater depths of consecration to their task, and display a more
unyielding determination to achieve its
purpose. Then, and only then, will the
pleas, the hopes and wi she, .of "Abdu'l-Bahi, eternally enshrined' in the
Tablets of the Divine Plan, be worthily acknowledged and fulfilled. "Let
YOUT exertions, henceforth, increase a
thousandfold H is the earnest appeal

voiced by Him III those Tablets.
"Summon the people/' He exhorts
them, "in these countries, capitols, islands, assemblies and churches, to enter the Abha Kingdom, The scope of
your exertions must needs be extended. The wider its range 'the more titriking will be the evidences of Divine assistance." "The moment," He solemnly affinl1s, "this Divine "Message is
carried forward bv the American believers from the shores of America and
is propagated through the continents
of Europe, of Asia, of Africa and of
Australasia . . . this community will
find itself securely established upon the
throne of an everlasting dominion ....
Then will the whole earth resound with
the praises of its majesty and greatness." The Seven Year Plan. to which
every American believer is fully ~nd
irre'\locably pledged, during the closing
years of the First Century of the Baha'i Era, is in itself but an initial staE!'e
in the unfoldment of 'Abdu'I-Bahi,'s
vision of America's spiritual destiny~
a destiny which only those who will
have successfully accomplished this
preliminary task can enable the rising
generation who willlahor after them to
fulfil in the course of the sllcceeding
century.-April 14, 193R.
LETTERS FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI

The Guardian wishes me to hring
to your attention the fact that in the
Baha'] Calendar recentlv issued hv the
Publishing Committee ihe year 1938-

1939 has been indicated as synchnonizing with the 94th year of the Baha'i
era, while in reality it corresponds with
the 95th and not the 94th year of the
Baha' j Calendar.
On the 21st of ~lar<h last (1938)
the BaM'i world entered the year 95
since the Declaration of the Bab in
Shiraz.-A prill, 1938.
As to the question raised by the
Spiritual Assembly· of Los Angeles
concerning the best English translation
of the Qur'an, the Guardian would
recommend Sales' translation, which is
the most accurate rendering available,
and is the most widespread.
In dosing he wishes me to stress
once more the urgency and paramount
importance of the two-fold task which
lies before the N. S. A., namely, the
completion of the exterior ornamentation of the Temple and the expansion
and consolidation of the teaching wOTk
throughout Korth and South America.
For the attainment of those two high
objectives! the entire American Baha'i Community should strive with one
accord, and should express its perfect
readiness, in both words and deeds, to
undergo every possible sacrifice. Not
until such measure of unity is attained
can they hope to achieve, at its appointed time, the heavy task that has
been entrusted to their hands."-April
14, 1938.

IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto e'llery confident believer the cup that is life i"deed.
It bestoweth ioy, and is the bearer of
.qladness. It confereth the gift af everlasting /ife.-Baha'u'llih.
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Mrs. Hanna Matthisen. Chicago.
Mrs. Rosa V. Winterburn. Ventura,
Calif.
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:\Irs. Grace Ober, Beverly, ~Iass.
l\'Irs. Evelyn Kamerzel, K e,,,.· Haven, Conn.

"ON THIS AUSPICIOUS OCCASION"
The Guardian's Cablegram to the Convention
On this auspicious occasion when
number elected representatives American Baha'i Community is wen-nigh
doubly reinforced moved convey on
e,,-e Thirtieth Convention to all delegates friends expression most loving
welcome stop Gathered ,,,... ithin House
of Worship which enterprise persevering loyalty seH-abnegation American
believers reared and adorned summoning their aid vitalizing influence prayers meditations which Author their
Faith Himself revealed let them delegates visitors alike draw nigh unto
Bahi'u'lhih that lIe may draw nigh
unto them stop Community American
believers whose hearts have been
stirred by tragic tale events immortal-

izing early history their Faith whose
minds have been enriched by further
measure fundamcntal Baha'i Teachings
whose hands have heen furtified by
fashioning instruments wherein embryonic \Vorld Order can mature must at
so critical stage in fortunes declining
civilization seek purge galvanize their
souls through daily prayer meditation
that can best sustain them in discharge
task still initial stage development stop
As token my gratitude to such community entrusted beloved co-worker ~{rs.
Coilins locks Baha'u'llah's most pfecious hair arranged preserved hy loving
hands Greatest Holy Leaf to rest beneath dome of Temple nobly raised by
dearly beloved believers in AmcrIcan
continent.-April 27, 1'138.

THE GUARDIAN'S SECOND CABLEGRAM TO
THE CONVENTION
On April 27 the Convention cabled
the following message to the Guardian:
"Unspeakably grateful sacred Relic
and most precious gift to American
Archives lovingly preserved by Greatest HoJy Leaf. Historic Convention
rejoices in bestowal increased participation realizing singleness of purpose
achieve goal set by Master's Will and
Guardian's impassioned appeals. Supplicating renewed po\ver selfless devotion arise complete Temple structure
ann fulfil Guardian's expressed wish

infuse new blood throughol1t Americas.
Lovingly awaiting expression
your unerring guidance."
On April 30 this reply was received
from Shoghi Effendi: "Heartily welcome evidences high resolve as direct
consequence increased participation
stop Immediate task challenging combined resources delegates and incoming Assembly anxious deliberation provide means push further frontiers
Faith ensure speedy completion existing contract Temple ornamentation."

"A LONG, AN UNINTERRUPTED VIEW"
In "The \Vorld Order of Baha'u'llih," page 148, Shoghi Effendi has
stated that without the institution of
the Guardianship, "the integrity of the
Faith would be imperiled, and the stability of the entire fabric would be
gravely endangered.
Its prestige
would suffer, and the means required
to enable it to take a long, an uninterrupted view over a series of generations would be completely lacking. "
It is this ('long, uninterrupted view"
of the development of the Faith that
characterizes the Guardian's general
letters in that volume, the first dated
Februarv 27, 1929, the last, ,,[arch
11,1936; and it is this clarity of vision
and breadth of uutIookto which Ba-

ha'is 111Ust turn for strength whenever,
for any reason, thei:r .collective energy
momentarily weakens and their aim is
obscured. There have been several
brief periods since the first of the successive Temple contracts was completed \"Then the ~ a tional B aha' i Fund enc.ountered difficulties and the teaching
effort appeared to relax. After an interval. the flame of ardor and zeal became re-ignited, and the temporary reces::;ion left behind.
In reading and p<Jndering these general letters today. in their more convenient and dil:~ified form of the published hook, it \vould seem as though
Shoghi Effendi had anticipated all such
periods of recession and abundantly

ASCENSION OF
MUNIRIH KHANUM

Holy Mother Munirih Khanum ascended A bha Kingdom
stop \OVith sorrowful hearts Baha'is world over recall divers
phases her rich eventful life
marked by unique servjces which
by virtue her exalted position she
rendered during darkest days
'Abdu'I-Baha's life stop AU Ridvtm festivities suspended stop
Ad vise Convention delegates devote special session her memory
hold befitting gathering Auditorium ~!ashriq'ul-Adhkilr.
(Signed) SHOGHI. (Cablegram
received April 30, 1938).
prepared sources of ardent understanding to supply our every ~eed. How
majestic is the vision of the Faith he
upholds! How illimitahle the Power
he informs us is conducting it to eventual victorv! How hannonious the elements whkh, as he explains, constitute
the framework and body of the Faith!
How one and indivisible its sustaining
Spirit, raised 50 high above our human
tendency to reduce even Spirit to
duality!
"The \Vorld Order of Baha'u'lhih"
possesses a ·vast inward movement, like
the surging of a mighty sea. Its kingIv truths rise above all human limitattons like a continental mountain chain.
H~re, indeed, is the inspiration we all
need in order to resume the great task
set for us by Shoghi Effendi a year
ago and reaffirmed in words of fire
by his letter of April 14, 1938. Wen
is it if we can take from this source
the mental, moral and spiritual guidance so necessary for concentration
upon that part of the supreme effort
to be made throughout this present
Haha'i year!
I

The Nati<JnaJ Budget
The general plan adopted for the
year ending April 30. 1935, is based
upon the definite instructions cabled
by Shoghi Effendi on July 4, 1937, in
which were outlined the five successive steps necessary for the successful
operation of the Temple enterprise.
The first two steps \'!"ere taken last
year.
"Third, redirect with added
force natiom'{icie appeal to entire community insure uninterrupted completion first unit ann a.ccumulation sufficient funds enable placing without
delay final contract. Fourth, place final
contract as soon as half required sum
available in National Treasurv. Fifth.
re-emphasize supreme oblig<i"tion tri~
umphant consummation so vital a part
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TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION--4
Finished Units Awaiting Shipment to the
Temple.

of American believers' twofold task by
May, 1944."
Although the Budget fixed for the
first year of the Plan fen short, the
National Assembly feels confident that
the present .contract for exterior decoration of the gallery section can be
financed from funds now in hand and
require no further special appeals, This
feeling, however. realizes that under
economi.c and industrial conditions. so
unsettled, there is always the possibility that the present estimate of cost
may have to be reviserl.
Nevertheless, relying upon the successful outcome of this part of the task
by January. 1939, the National Spiritual Assembly has included no further
item for the gallery section in the CUfrent Budget.
The largest item in the Budget this
year is the sum of $75,000 representing one-half the estimated cost of
the contract tor the exterior decoration
of the first story. If we are to assure
an uninterrupted progress in this work,
it is dear that the sum of $75,000
should be availahle before Fehruary I.
1939. To make a definite beginning
on this vital part of the Budget, the
Assembly has set up a nt'''' Temple
Construction Fund and made an initial
appropriatiun to it of $1.000.00.
For the year May I. 1938-April 30,
1939. the following Budget has been
adopted:
For International Fund.
Administrative Expense
and ~ational Cornmittee Budgets .......... $30.000.00
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For teaching work in
North and South America ................. . 30,000.00
For next Temple contract
(one-half the estimated
cost of exterior decoration of first story) ..... 75,000.00
For contingency reserve 15,000.00
---Total Annual Budget . $150,000.00
The elements oj this Budget are
simple. It contains three classifications of expense, representing the three
necessary fanns under which all our
Baha'i activity are conducted: Administrative, which sustains the National
Assembly's functions, the Annual Convention and all National Committees,
and likewise the five Trustee properties,
as well as the funds sent to the Guardian; the special Teaching Budget required under the Divine Plan for
spreading the Faith throughout North
and South America; and the new Temple Construction Fund already explained. These three activities are entirely interdependent and none can exi::;t \",,·ithout the other. Therefore, contributions made to the )J"ational Fund
without restriction assure the halance
of all its important responsibilities.
The \\-'ork of Teaching, and definite
plan::; and policies for the coming year,
based upon all previous experience, is
still under careful consideration, and
hefore another month, \vhen the new
Committee appointments are announced, this equally essential aspect
of the Seven Y car Plan will he emphasized in suitable announcements to the
friends.
The recent messages from the
Guardian, published in this issue, reveal the importance of the task and
make their unique appeal to the souls
of the Bah,,'is. May we faithfully and
unitedly respond to his sacred plea 1
XATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Honolulu, two.
1'\ashville, one.
New York. six. j\'liami, one. Augusta, one and two youth. Los Angeles,
two. Seattle. one. Cleveland, two.
Binghamton, two and one youth. ~iil
\...·aukee. one. Cabin John, one. Berkeley. one. Oakland, five. :Muskegon,
two. :!:\"ew Haven. three. Cincinnati,
one. Springfield, l\iass., one. Lima.
seven. Philadelphia, three. Vancouver, one.
BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOLS
There is no need now to stress the
value and importance of attendance at
a Summer SchooL They are the most
effective instruments we have for
preparation to become well qualified
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ANNUAL ELECTION
April 29, 1938
Dorothy Baker
Allen B. McDaniel
Horace Holley
Roy C. Wilhelm
George O. Latimer
Siegiried Schopflocher
Amelia E. Collins
Harlan Ober
Leroy Ioas

Officers:
Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman
George O. Latimer, Vice Chairman
Horace Holley, Secretary
Roy C. \¥ilhelm, Treasurer
Siegfried Schopflocher, Assistant
Treasurer

General Offices:
130 Evergreen Place
West Englewood, N.
Treasurer's Office
As above
Secretary's Office
119 vii a verly Place
New York, K. Y.

J.

teachers, and the social actiVIties provide a means of Baha'i association with
friends from many other cities. For
the isolated believer. or the member of
a small group, attendance at one of the
Schools means an opportunity for
making contact with the pulsing life
and spirit of the American Baha'i community.
Green Acre

A preliminary announcement was
published in the February issue of BAHA'I ~EWS. The printed program recently issued contains the following revisions: July 11-16, Dr. Glenn A.
Shook, "Education for the New Humanity"; July Ig-23, JIilarion Holley,
"Internationalism, Path to Peace"; Lidia Zamenhof's Esperanto dass, July
11-22, will be for beginners as well as
for those already familiar with Esperanto; August 1-6, Dorothy Baker,
"Spiritual Development and Law";
August 8-13, "Comparati\Te Religion,'~
Doris and vVillard :McKay: August
22-27, Horace Holley, "The Transformation of Human ·Society"; August
29-September 3. Mamie L. Seto. subject to be announcerl.
Green Acre Youth \Veek, Julv Z431. The weekly ratc will be $10.00 if
forty or more youth enrollments are
received.
~
The season runs from July 2 to September 5. Rate for adults. and for
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youth at times other than Youth \Neek,
$12.00 to $20.00 per week. Make reservation through :Mrs. Flora Valentine, Manager, 142 Regent Street, Saratoga Springs, )J. Y., until June 15,
aft~rwards at Green Acre Inn, Eliot,
Mame.
Geyserville

July 4 to 16, 1938. Devotions, 9.15
daily. Classes, 9.45 A. :'If. to 12,00
noon. Teaching Seminar, 3.00 P. M.,
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Round
Tables, (Baha'i youth), 2,00 p, M.,
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. Children's activities, study classes. 9.45
A. M. daily. Supervised recreation
afternoons and evenings. Educational evenings, Mondays, \Vedncsdays
Fridays.
'
Housing rates, $2,00 to $4.00 per
week.
J\lake reservation through
Miss Ruth Westgate, Chairman of
Housing Committee, care of The
Huntington, 1075 California St., San
Francisco, Calif.
Course One-U ..foldment of World
Civilization
July 4, The Meaning of Civilization,
George 0, Latimer,
5, The Meaning of Culture,
Helen Bishop,
6, Rise and Fall of Civilization,
Charlotte Linfoo!.
7, Forms of Civilization and
Culture, Marzieh Nabil
Carpenter.
8, The Age of Transition, ::\lay
McKenna.
9, The Maturity of the Human
Race, N. F. \:\'ard,
10, Religion as a Basis fOT
World
Order,
Clinton
Bugbee,
11, The Bahit'i Faith, Rouan Ella
Carter.
12, The World Order of Baha'u'll<ih, Ali Yazdi,
13, Bahi'i Procedure, Irvin Somerhalder,
14, The World Commonwealth,
A, y, Seto.
15, Summary and Review, J, G.
Bray,
Course Two--Rise a..d Expansum of
Christianity

July

4, The Background, Siegfried
SchopAocher.
5, Spheres of Influence at Time
of Christ, Virginia Orbison.
6, Establishment of the Church,
Joyce Lyon Dahl,
7, Development of Theocracy,
Helen Bishop,
8, The Dark Ages, Marion Holley,
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CABLEGRAM. TO
NEWLY ELECTED
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
The incoming National Spiritual Assembly addressed to the
Guardian this cablegram on
April 29:
"Reconsecrated to
Master's 'NiH renewed determination promote Seven Year Plan
humbly appeal supplications of
revered Guardian.
Incoming
Assembly Baker McDaniel Holley Wilhelm Latimer Schopflocher Collins Ober loa5."
Shoghi Effendi replied to it
on April 30: "Greatly welcome
reconsecration lVlaster's Vlill fervently supplicating realization
highest hopes."

9, 'I'he Influence of Islam, Leroy loas.
10, Divisions in the Church,
Siegfried Schopflocher.
11. :Modem "Isms," George O.
Latimer.
12, Mormonism, Beulah Lewis.
13, Christian Science and New
Thought :r,.·lovements, :Mamie L. Seto.
14, ;vrystic and Psychic Movements, Beatrice Irwin.
15, The Oxford ",Iovement, etc.,
",ramie L. Seto.
Lmtbelen

The Louhelen program was also reported in the February BAHA'i ;.JEWS.
The following revisions or additions
have since been made: Laboratory
Session, July 9-19, leaders of discussion, II. Emogene Hoagg, :'Ifarguerite
Reimer Kenneth Christian; Louise
Caswell will give the course on Divine
Government in the General Session,
Aug-ust 20-28.
Summary: First Youth Session,
June 26-30; Second Youth Session,
July 3-7; Laboratory Session, July
9-19; General Session, August 20-28.
A hernDon classes on Studies· in the
Qur':m and Islam, by Hishmat Aai,
have been added.
Rate for Youth Sessions, $6.00 per
person. Rate for J..ahoratory Session,
$19.00. Rate for General Session, per
day per person, single, $2,15, double
room, $1.80; dormitory, $1.50.
il.lake reservation through :Mrs. L.
W, Eggleston, Louhelen Ranch, Davison, lvlich. Those coming by bus or
train to Flint will be met at Flint if
advance notice is sent to I\Irs. Eggleston.
JVote: Those attending the General
I

Session in August are requested to
bring their copy uf "Baha'i Administration," The "\'V orld Order" Letters,
including "The Dispensation of Baha'u'lIah," and "Baha"i PrO{':edure."
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE

The World Order of Baha'u'llah,
Shoghi Effendi. This volume contains
the Guardian's general letters, received
since the publication of BahrYi Admt"tlistration, which have hitherto been
available only in the form of separate
pamphlets. The arrangements of the
present hook were an submitted to the
Guardian and approved by him before
its publication. To the "\VorId Order" letters have been added the Guardians own summary of the Faith, and
at his request an Index has been .prepared. $1.50 per copy,
S pa-nish translations now available:
Los Siete Valles, $0.25,
£1 Kitab-I-Iquan, $0.75,
EI Objeto de un Orden Nuevo
",[undial, $0,10.
La Republica Venidera :'ITundial,
$0.10,
Stud" Outlines
The -Three Worlds, Introductory to
the Revelation of Baha'u1Iilh, by H.
Emogene Hoagg, $0.50,
The Dispensation of Baha'u'IJah,
Study Outline Committee, $0.15,
ANNUAL SOUVENIR
OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
The Committee announces the following program fOT the Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'I-Bahil to be held at
Evergreen Cabin, \Vest Englewood,
Saturday afternoon, June 25.
2.00 P. M" an hour of music by
the Bergen County Music Project of
the WPA,
3.00 P. M., public program. William de Forge, Chairman.
Reading
by Carl Krug of the Address given by
'Abdu'I-Bahi in 1912, Subject for the
meeting, "This Wondrous Age." Addresses by On::ella Rexford, Horace
Holley and Gita Orlova,
The Committee has arranged to
serve box lunches with coffee, tea or
milk and ice cream at 5.00 P. M. No
formal evening meeting will be held.
COMMITTEE LIST
Regional Teaching Committee for
Oregon, \Vashiigton and British Columbia: Doris Skinner added to the
Committee.
COMMITTEE ON UNIVERSAL
AUXILIARY LANGUAGE
From reports of the Committee on
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Cniversal Auxiliary Language are
taken these interesting excerpts concerning recent activities of 1·liss Lidia
Zamenhof.
The classes in Detroit are the best
that she has had, so far. She wrote
me the other day that 62 people are
taking the course. She has spoken
over the radio three times, twice in
Polish over Station W JBK on their
Polish Hours Program and once over
'WWJ as guest of the Detroit N e'ws,
The Esperantists arranged three invitations for her to speak, the Zonta
Club where ~O persons were present,
The Women's Lawyers' Association
,,"yherc 20 were present (this was a
luncheon given to Miss Zamenhof),
and another luncheon at a vegetarian
restaurant where there were present
40 persons. I am not clear whether
this was given by a Vegetarian Society
or not. There were between 100 and
120 people at the propaganda meeting
for the course.
The last report sent to you concerned the preliminary activities in Detroit and were very encouraging. She
has had the largest classes there that
she has had so far; and she has been
able to address important audiences
for the Baha'i Cause in short trips
from that city. Mrs, Bertha Kirkpatrick arranged for her to speak before
the Michigan League in Ann Arbor on
March 20th; she spoke on Esperanto
at the Burton High School in Roscville on March 31st. The talk before
the Michigan Lea~e \..~as on the Baha'i Revelation. She made a short
trip to Urbana, IlL, and spoke there
April 3 and 4; twice on the Bahi'i
Revelation and once before the UTbana Esperanto Society on their subject. She wrote me that the attendance ran between 40-50 and 30, on the
different occasions. I suppose this
was good considering the size of the
Assembly there. At both the Baha'i
talks there were a large number of
non-Baha'is and some Esperantists.
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Mailed at

WILMETTE
ILLINOIS

BAHA'I TEMPLE ILLUSTRATIO,N FOR AIR MAIL WEEK
As reproduced a~~e in enlarged f?£m, the Temple was selected by tbe Post Master
of .Wllmette, IlltnolS~ for the ~pedal each,ct. or cancellation, imprmted upon all air
mail letters sent out from Wtlmette dunng the celebration of National Air Mail
Week, May IS-21, 1938

ship of non-Baha'is as well as Baha./is
in the society. Thus putting into effect
the command of Bahci'u'lliLh's to "consort with all the people with joy and
fragrance."
INVITA nON FROM
CLEVELAND ASSEMBLY
The Oeveland Bah,,'i Community

extends a cordial invitation to all visiting Baha'is and Espei"antists attending the International Esperanto Convention in Oeveland, July 1st, 2nd and
3rd, to use the BaM'i Center at 665
Hippodrome Building, during their
stay in the city, The room will be
open for the convenience and fellowship of all.

SupplNfUni to Annual Reprn-t

In submitting the Annual Report of
the International Auxiliary Langnage
Committee for this year a serious oversight occurred, No mention was made
of the founding of the fiTst Bahi'i Esperanto Society in America. The Committee regret this omission and \",ould
appreciate it if some mention can be
made in the News Letter of this addition to their report.
The society was organized last fall
under the auspices of the Baha'i Spiritual Assembly of Boston, was named
Esperanto-Rondo Amika, (Esperanto
Friendly Circle) and adopted a constitution which permitted the member-

"APPRECIATE YE THE VALUE OF THIS TIME"
U\Ve must not sit inactive for one
moment; we must sever ourselves from
composure, rest, tranquillity~ good,
property, life and attachment to material thipgs. \Ve must sacrifice everything to His Highness, the Possessor
of existence, so that the [Xlwers of the
Kingdom may show greater penetration and the brilliant effulgence in this
Ne",,,. Cycle may illumine the worlds of
minds ard ideals," (,Abdu'I-Bahi in
America'.r; Spiritual Alission.)
"vVorld crisis inexorably moving

toward climax, challenging torch-bearers 0 f Baha'i civilization (to) scale
loftier heights (of) individual heroism,
(to) scatter more widely throughout
length and breadth (of the) American
continents, (to) participate more strenuously (in) concerted effort organir.ed
by ),Jational, Regional, local agencies
dedicated (to the) prosecution (of)
noble enterprise . . . ," (Cablegram
from Shoghi Effendi, October 29,
1937, )
Viewing in the light of the present
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world happenings the two foregoing
quotations - one from 'Abdu'l-Bahi
and the otber from tbe Guardian-are
not our hearts and minds deeply stirred
by the realization of the tremendous
opportunity and responsibility which is
now OUTS to raise aloft the Teachings
of Baha'u'llih as the only source of
hope and guidance to distressed humanity? When Baha'u'llih prayed:
"This is the hour, 0 my Lord, which
Thou hast caused to excel every other
hour, and hast related it to the choicest among Thy creatures," He mllst

have foreseen crises such as the present time when His followers would
have the exceptional opportunity to
promulgate His faith and Teachings.
Under the Guardian's guidance, the
American Baha'is have launched upon
a Seven-Year program for the expansion of the Faith to every part of the
continent. Already one year of the
seven has passed, and while there has
been marked expansion and intensification of our teaching work, it is not
yet enjoying to the extent it should
the unceasing sacrificial effort necessary to its success on the part of all
Baha'i communities and believers.
Since the last report in BAHA~t
N EWS ~ another new state has been
opened to the Faith through pioneer
service. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ewing
of Lima, Ohio, and Dr. E. Lenore
Morris and Dr. A. L. Morris of Chicago, have settled in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. A Baha'i group of seven
is DOW established in that city and
regular meetings are being held.
The enrollment of seven believers in
the city of Lead, South Dakota, has
established the first Baha'i Group in
that state where pioneer teaching work
was carried on in the summer and fall
by Mrs. Mamie Seto, Miss Marguerite
Reimer ,and Mrs. Gayle Woolson.
The formation of a BaM', group in
San Antonio, Texas., adds another city
to the list preparing for BaM', community life. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Smith, who moved there from :Moline,
Illinois, were recently joined by :'fr.
H. R. Hurlbut of San Francisco and
to their group there has already been
added one new believer. In Austin,
Texas, too, a lively study class has
been organized and is receiving assistance from IVfrs. Kathryn Frankland
now residing in Corpus Christi.
·Mr. Walter Blakely of Worcester,
l\:iassachusetts, who -mm:ed to Birmingham, Alabama, as a pioneer teacher about five months ago, has interested severaJ seekers in the Teachings.
In Tuskegee Institute, in this same
state, great confirmations continue to
descend upon Mr. Louis G. Gregory
whose Baha'i work in the Institute has
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SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
1938-1939

April 29, 39, May 1, 2, 1938Evanston, Ill.
June 10, 11, 12, 1938West Englewood, N. }.
August 12, 13, 14, 1938Green Acre, Eliot, Jrlaine
October 7, 8, 9, 1938Urbana, Ill.
December 9, 10, II, 1938Los Angeles, Calif.
Februarv 3, 4, 5, 1939Knox~'ille, Tenn.
March 24, 25, 26, 1939West Englewood, N. ].
Pre-Convention M;eetingEvanston, Ill.
In reporting this schedule, the
National Assembly wishes to explain that the meetings held at
Urbana, Los Angeles and Knoxville will include public meetings
and also regional conferences to
be arranged by the Assembly itself, with the cooperation of the
various administrative bodies in
each region.

become nationally known through the
publications of that organization. One
of Mr. Gregory's students recently became the first Baha'i in Montgomery,
Alabama.
In Raleigh, North Carolina, Mrs.
Terah Smith and );Iiss :Marguerite
Reimer, with the assistance of Mrs.
Sarah :Martin Eason, an isolated believer in that city, were able to lecture on the Faith in Shaw t,Tniversity,
the oldest colored university in the
United States. Fireside and puhlic
meetings have created much interest
both in lJ niversity circles and among
other individuals. New contacts at Durham, ~orth CaTolina, are promising.
Since the last report, :Mrs. Grace
Ober has undertaken pioneer WOTk in
Louisville, Kentucky, and conducted
a study class meeting- twice weekly.
In addition to these new states,
teaching work has been accelerated in
several states having isolated helievers.
In Atlanta, Georgia. where Miss Olga
Finke and Miss Dorris Ebbert have
established themselves as pioneer
tea{:hers, a series of m.eetings were recently held with Mrs. Terah Smith as
speaker. A Baha'i study class will
soon be established.
1\.1r. Edward H. Young ha~ established his home in Erisol, Florida, and
as a result of some months of devoted
effort there are now six Baha'is in
that city. Jrfiss Alma Knoblock is

spending nvo months there to fOllow
up ,Previous contacts and to generally
aSSIst :Mr. Young with his teachin~

work.
b
Mrs. Laura Robarts, Coolidge, Arizona, with the assistance of the Phoe~ix Baha'is, has arranged several pubhc meetings in that city during the fall
~n? winter. Excellent newspaper pubhClty has helped to stimulate interest
in a study class.
Through the preparatory work of
Orcella Rexford, Mr. Charles Mason
Remey addressed a group of twenty
mterested people in Wilmington, Delaware, in February-the first public
Baha'i meeting to have been held in
that .city. Mr, Remey also addressed
meetmgs arranged by isolated believers
with the cooperation of the Regional
Teaching Committee in Richmond and
Arlington, Virginia.
In. Santa Ana, California, where
Mrs. Sara Witt of Los Angeles has
been quietly working for some time,
a well-attended public meeting was
held in February with Mrs. Sylvia
Matteson as speaker. As a result, several new people indicated thei r desire
to study.
1\·l1ss Muriel \oVarnicker of Vancouver, British Columbia, recently went
to Victoria for a few days for the
express purpose of making Baha?i contacts. The opening sentence of her report is typical of those that come from
all pioneers: "It was positively miraculous the way in which I was led to
people-key people who could give us
entree to other organizations." One
contact opened the way to others and
within three or four days fifty or sixty
people heard of the Cause for the first
time in that city.
A very interesting report from
South Bend, Indiana, indicates how
extension work may be carried on
through the distribution of Baha',
books, especially the Warld Order
Magazine. One member has personally sent out 125 copies of the Magazine
with covering letters. Subscriptions
have been fornished the public libraries
in five cities in three states and a COnsiderable amount of teaching by COrrespondence is constantly going on by
those who are not free to travel to
other parts.
Vancouver Assembly reports that
its series of eleven radio broadcasts.
reported in detail in BAH ..Vf KEWS~
has resulted in the establishment of a
new study class of forty-five non-Baha'is. A twelve weeks' course has been
planned to prepare the students for
Baha'i membership.
Springfield, Massachusetts, reports
having had opportunity to give a Series of six devotiotcl radio broadcasts
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in January. A number of people wrote
for copies of the talks, several of the
requests coming from outside the city,
thus making new contacts for extension work.
Through a high ochool member of
its Youth Group, the Oakland Assembly recently sponsored three showings
of the Temple slides before classes in
art appreciation and history in the high
ochool in Richmond, California, each
class consisting of approximately one
hundred fifty students. The following
week pictures of the Temple and Baha'i hooks were displayed in the corridors for all students to see.
So unexpectedly success f u1 have
been all efforts to sow the seeds in new
soil that there should no longer be any
doubt or hesitancy on the part of any
community or individual to carry the
Teachings into surrounding as well as
distant fields. Sincerity of purpose, a
well-conceived plan, perseverance and
prayer are among the chief requisites
fo r all types of teaching work, and as
each individual and each Assembly
adds its strength and momentum to
this service all will 'be the recipients
of greater JX>we:r and confirmation in
all their teaching efforts.
. "A person declaring the glad tidings
of the appearance of the realities and
significances of the Kingdom is like
unto a farmer who scatters pure seeds
in the rich soil. The spring cloud will
pour upun them the rain of bounty,
and unquestionably the station of the
farmer will be raised in the estimation
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of the lord of the village, and many
harvests will be gathered.
"Therefore, ye friends of God! Appredate ye the value of this time and
be ye engaged in the sowing of the
seeds, so that ye may find the heavenly
blessing and the lordly bestowal."('Abdul-BaM in America's Spiritual
Alission. )
-NATlONAL TEACHING

CO:i\.UUTTF.E,

ANNUAL REPORT
National Spiritual Assembly uf the Bah,N, of the United State, and Canada
1937-1938

Dear Baha'i friends:
This, the Thirtieth Annual Convention of American Baha'is, establishes
a considerable extension of the principle of consultation as applied to our
national Baha'i affairs. By the increase in the number of delegates, the
Baha'i community has utmost representation in the annual meeting. The
Convention can, therefore, fully and
faithfully reflect the spirit and action
of the body of the believers and, as
the Guardian stated, constitute a firm
foundation for the organic Baha'f institution it is called upon to elect,
It is for lack of this principle of
consultation, whose roots draw sustenance from Divinely revealed truth t
that the civilizations and cultures of
the non-Bahi!'i world have during this
past year suffered further disintegration, 1iass feelings and needs, divorced from the spirit of oneness, seek

in violence umier misguided leadership a solution of problems which but
augments their difficulties and destroys
their basis. There is not one active
Bahi'i teacher who will not testify to
the fact that individual souls are more
receptive to the :\!Iessage of Bahi'u'llah than ever before, driven from their
former allegiances by the realization
that societies, "''''hether large or sma1l,
which are imbued with suspicion or
prejudice, hatred or fear, offer no
refuge to the conscious human being in
this age. Far more than any eloquence,
the deeply-laid. providentially protected unity of the Baha'i body itself
stands ;5 the visible proof that Jreligion
has heen renewed bv Go(fs ,,,,,·i11.
The most dramatic, the most moving
evidence of the degree to \vhich the
,,,,,'orld has turned awav from the Path
of Truth can he found in the Baha'i
history of this current year. \Ve be-
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lievers of the \Vest have long admired
the heroism and steadfastness of our
fellow-Bahi'is in the Orient, whom
successive waves of persecution both
ecclesiastical and secular have failed to
disturb in their sublime faith, For ourselves, however, we have assumed that
such conditions could never arise. relying upon a greater prevalence of
public enlightenment or tolerance and
upon the historical tradition of the separation of church and state. When,
there fore, word came that the sacred
Faith of Bahit'u'l1ah had been denounced and its institutions and meetings forbidden in the very heart of Europe, we could not but realize the instability and impermanence of all things
dependent upon human will and aim,
and t.he need for a !P'eat deepening
of faith m our own ltlner lives and
a reconsecration to the unity 0 four
spiritual community. The increase in
the number of delegates thus may be
appreciated as no mere arit hmetical
change, but a strengthening of the
very foundations of the administrative
order in America.
This referenoe to the Guardian's
protective action during the current
year brings us to another subject vitally connected with the mainsprings
of our faith-.his.translation of HP~ay_
ers and MeditatIOns By Baha'u'llah.,r
Here, indeed, in the devotional realm
-in the outpuuring of the Holy Spirit
--eXists that Divine Elixir \'It'hich can
alone transmute the base metal of human nature into pure gold, This bounty has; been given us at the crucial
hour of need. Only as we enter into
the new heaven of His Spirit can we
live and strive free from the subtle or
brutal influences of a misguided world.
Our pur,it,r of aim, our unity of spirit
and actIvity, must realize this new
heaven up::m earth, An else is subsidiary to that victory in the realm of
heart and spirit,
It is! moreover, no coincidence of
mate~ial fact but another working of
the hIgher Will which during the same
Baha'i year presents us with the
Guardian's "World Order" letters in
book form, For this work is the expression of the Guardianship itself, a
degree of consecration and inspiration
to which none other can attain, and the
view of truest wisdon;t upon the present condition of the world and the futUTe of Bah!t'u'l1;\h's Faith. There is
consequently a direct tie for us in our
present development between the book
of prayers and meditations and the
Guardian's letters dealing with the
character and evolution of the Cause.
For our understanding of and our
loyalty to the latter must be taken to
represent the extent to which the spir-
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it of devotion has truly entered OUT
Ii ves. For the first time in recorded
history ~ revcalcu religion has combined and united the regeneration of
the inner life with a social proyram
fulfilling human personality in al degrees. No longer can piety and devotion assert ways of action or attitudes
of thought as justification of anti-social
fomls of life. The Baha'i knows well
that he will not evolve sIJiritually if he
spends his whole time in isolated
prayer without association with other
believers. He kllo\...·S well that the end
of worship today is not solitude on the
mountain. He knows that he is not
free to invent his own cosmic or social philosophy to express a personal
and subjective religion. The religious
life in this age can be lived under guidance, and the fears or ambitions secretly cherished in the soul have their healing as we forget ourselves in the task
of establishing the World Order of
Bah;1'u'Uith.

The Twof,,/J Task.
The plans and achi evemen ts 0 f the
current Baha'i year were oorn of the
Guardian's message to the last Convention and the deep and abiding response that message evoked_ "Dual
gift Providentially conferred (up<ln)
American Baha'i community invests
recipients with dual responsihility fulfil historic mission. First, prosecute
uninterruptedly teaching campaign inaugurated (at) last Convention in accordance (with) Divine Plan. Second,
resume with inflexible determination
exterior ornamentation (of) entire
structure (of) Temple. Advise ponder message conveyed (to) delegates
(through) esteemed co-worker, Fred
Schopflocher. No triumph can more
befittingly signalize termination (oi)
first century (of) Baha'i era than accomplishment (of) this twofold task.
Advise prolongation (of) Convention
sessions (to) enable delegates consult
National Assembly to formulate feasible Seven Year Plan (to) assure success Temple enterprise_ No sacrifice
too great for community so abundantly blessed, (so) repeatedly honored,"
In the clear light of this call to action and sacrifice let us trace the steps
by which the powers of the Holy Spirit have been set in motion and a foundation laid for the mighty victory to be
realized by 1944,
1. A pledge of $100,000 was made
at the Convention_
2. We were informed that the
Guardian wished a special committee
of technical experts to make a thorough study of the project, involving
consideration of all avai1able contractors and the costs and contractual ele-
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TEMPLE MODELS
AVAILABLE
(~ocal Assemblies arc informed
that a second order for ten models has. been completed, and models are therefore available at the
cost of $95.00, plus shipping
charge. Orders are to be sent to
the Treasurer of the Xational
Assembly.

ments of each successive stage In the
\",,-ork.
3. The incoming National Spiritual
Assembly issued, as an insert to BAH_.\'·f ~EWS of June, 19.37, the items
of the annual Budget and an explanation of the first portion of the Seven
Year plan.
4. The technical committee reported lts findings at the meeting of the
National Assembly held on August 28,
29 and 3D, ami after consultation with
the committee and with 1Ir. John J.
Earley a contract was placed for the
ornamentation of the gallery section_
Mr. Earley began the work at once,
and the progress report dated April 6,
1938, conveyed the following information: "On -:\iarch 25, the first car was
shipped from the Earley Studio and
arrived at \Vilmette, Illinois, the last
of the month_ This car contained contractor's equipment, reinforcing steel
and the wooden molds for the placing
of the ornamcnta,tion that wi11 be
p<lured at the building. On March
2R, the second car ,"vas shipped from
Rosslyn, Virginia. This car contained
54,000 pounds of crushed stone and
sand to be used in the pouring of the
ornamentation at the building; 28 (finishecl) columns, 51 im1XJsts, 2 sections
of cornice ornamentation and 2 sections of window band ornament.
"The original clay models were completed by the sculptor during the early
part oi the month (March). The
plaster models were being completed
during the latter part of the month;
the canring of the surfaces of the plaster cast of the pylons will be completed
during the early part of April. Similarly the plaster casts for the spandrel
ornamentation at the corners of the
main arches will be completed during
ApriL.
\Vork will continue uninterruptedly at the Temple, and will be
in full swing by the end of the month
and during the forthcoming Annual
Convention_" The engineering- supervision of Temple construction has been
carried on bv 1\:1 r. lHcDanicl without
cost to the Fund.
This is a truly gratifying- and inspiring ,-ecord of progress. for it means

that before the end of 1938 or soon
after all units of the gallen- section
will have been placed upon the Temple, and the unique effect already
achieved by the dome and clerestory
sections will be vastly enhanced_
The Gual-dian's joy on learning of
the plans reported to the friends in
Jline was expressed in the following
cablegram: "Immeasurably gratified
;..rational Assembly's initial step presentation Seven Year Plan . __ redirect
with added force nationwide appeal to
entire community insure uninterrupted
completion first unit and accumulation
,suffi·cient funds enable placing without
delay final contract." His approval of
the technical committee's recommendations was received on September 2:
"Approve committee's decision. Place
contrad immediately."
As we consider this development of
the Temple work, and recall the fact
that the 1937 Convention resolved to
rededicate itself "to the achievement
of the holy task before the enel of the
first century of the Baha'i era." we
should be pro f o1.\ndlY grateful for the
conditions of complete unity and continuous guidance under which the
tremendous undertaking has begun.
!\' othing could testify more strongly to
the general progress of the Baha'i community than the certitude prevailing
now in contrast to the hesitation and
uncertainty which accompanied the
launching of the first "Plan of Unified Action" in 1926.
The arena of social confusion and
fear in which this concentration of Bahi'i faith and energy has proceeded
was once more interpreted for us by
the Guardian in his cablegram dated
August 4, 1937:"Much heartened (by) compelling
evidences accelerated speed with
which teaching campaign inaugurated
throughout Americas (is) now progressing.
. In a world perilously
near cataclysmic convulsions destined
experience, at a time when forces of
repression are launching their assau1ts
and conspiring (to) undermine foundations (of) most powerful strongholds (of) Faith (of) Bahit'u'llith in
land of its birth and in heart of both
Asiatic (and) European continents, an
inescapable, well-nigh staggering responsibility rests on America, its one
chief remaining citadeL "VVho among
its stalwart defenders will arise, untrammelled (and) unafraid, to implant
its banner in those States, provinces
(and) Countries where its standard is
still unhoisted? Entreat afresh American community heed vital urgency
(of) my impassioned plea (and) spur
efforts bring speedy termination (of)
first Stage in evolution (of) so imp<lr-
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tant (a) phase of dual task they have
so enthusiasticall,,· sllOulJered."
The progress
the teaching ,,,"'ork
carried on during the year cannot be
reported as definitely as the developments in Temple construction. The
activities of even: committee, every
Assembly, every 'g~roup and oE individual believers from day to day have
their direct relatiun to the promotion
of the Faith. Thus, for example. one
should not overlook the work of the
Committee on Braille Transcriptions

o[

which brings light to the cye of the
soul, nor the achievements of the Summer Schools, nor the special opportunities resulting from the program
maintained by Miss Zamenhof, Orcella
Rexford and others, many details of
which come to us in the periodic reports of the Teaching Committee and
in the annual reports just published in
BAHA'f NEWS.
That each established Baha'i community should undergo continuous
growth in numbers as well as in experience and capacity must be assumed.
The spiritual reinforcement augments
miraculously f rom year to year, and
upon that rising tide even a small and
fragile craft will dare to leave its
moorings. There are, however, certam
fixed standards wbich can be applied
to the progress of teaching each year:
first the formation of new Spiritual
Ass~mb1ies. and second, the establishment of groups in ne"" areas. At the
date of this writing, nine local groups
are authorized to form an Assembly
on April 21, and one former Assembly
may be re-established. This is truly
a notable record. Such a result can
not be achieved without the most vigorous action on the part of the N ational and Regional Teaching Committees, traveling teachers and, in the
case of sucb centers as Oklahoma City.
a most impressive response to the
Guardian's call for pioneers. The essential characteristic of teaching work
at present is its quality of accelerat.i.on.
A decade passed from 1912 to 1922
when, separated from the Master by
the War and then bereft by His ascension, the American Baha'i community struggled to maintain its place.
Under the Guardian there followed a
remarkedly brief period of readjustment to the Administrative Order, anrl
the progress of Temple construction
has svmholized that new force of accelera-tion which will surely increase
each day until the \Vorld Order is
firmly e;tablishcd. Already our teaching area· is the Americas amI not the
United States and Canada alone. Already we are acquiring experience in
dealing with problems of language, nationality and cultm·al differences which
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contains the potentiality of the universal outlook of world citizenship. The
sphere of our collective responsibility
has been extended by Shoghi Effendi
to fill that vast social area to which
Baba 'u 'Hah extended His gaze and
upon which He laid His blessing when
He revealed that Tablet addressed to
the "Rulers of America, and Presidents of the Republics therein."
But the forward movement also has
its tests requiring us to examine the
character of our community life from
time to time. The Assembly Roll this
year omitted Santa Barbara, Akron,
Rockford and Rochester, while adding the new Assembly of Jersey City.
The
Guardian's
message,
sent
tbrough Mr. Schopflocher, calling
upon local Assemblies to incorporate,
acquire capacity for handling practical
affairs, and place themselves in a position to receive endowments, has resulted in a great increase of legal incorporation.
The necessary papers
bave been worked out by the Assemblies of Cleveland, Kenosha, Racine,
Milwaukee, Seattle and Minneapolis,
and those submitted by Binghamton
and Boston are in process at the present time. Perhaps we have not. yet
fully realized the power and importance of a local Assembly in the maturity of its oevdopment. Together
they \"rill in future control far more
pro~perty than the National body of
Trustees. Each will have its House
of \Vorship and accessory buildings;
each "I,rill maintain facilities for education and the humanitarian functions
of the Faith. \Vhether that maturity
is near or remote in time, the outcome
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is .inevitable, and consequently the
haSIS for that further development
must be laid a.s soon as possible.
American believers who have served
under the Inter-America Committee
in foreign lands have been Beatrice
Irwin, Eve Nicklin and lUrs. Frances
Stewart. Louis Gregory's activities
in Haiti belong partly to this and partly to the record of last year. Miss
N"icklin proved that a believer with
p~ofessional training can establish
hImself financially in another country,
but unfortunately found SOOn alter she
had established herself in Bahia that
her residence as a foreigner had become unten.a}?le. As reporte4 in April.
1938 BAHA I NEWS, an acllve group
has been. formed in. ~exico City, and
the elect,.on of a Spmtual Assembly in
that capital of a neighboring people
was authonzed by the Guardian. Here
i~deed, is an even.t .of the utmost sig~
Olficance .. A Spmtual Assembly in
l\lexlco CIty can only be realized as
the strong pi liar of a bridge that will
eventually link together in the Baha'i
Order all the nations and peoples of
the New \'11orld.
American believers residing in other
lands are: Leonore Holzapple, in Bahia, Mrs. Clara Sharp and Adelaide
Sharp in Tihran, Marion Jack in Sofia, Mrs. Isobel Stebbins Dodge in Peru, Bertha ~iatthisen in Europe, and
Martha Root, now in India. During
the year, Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell returned from Haifa, Agnes Alexander
returned from Japan, Mrs. Louise
Gregory from Belgrade, .M rs. Rouhanghiz Bolles and Miss Bolles from
Europe, Iv~r. and Mrs. Charles Bishop,
lfrs. Anme Romer and 1\-Irs. Gita Orlova from England and the continent
of ~urope. Miss l\·fargaret Lent. after
servmg at the International Baha'i
Center in Geneva, Switzerland has
again established herself in the United
States. Let us pay homage to these
d~voted Bah~'i workers for their sigmficant serVIces to the Faith. Mark
Tobey, member of the National Spiritual Assembly of the British Isles is
now in the United States for a visit- of
some months.
Direct or indirect fruits of their activities are: the institution of Summer
Schools in Iran and England, the formation of a Baha'i group in Budapest,
and extensive pUblicity as well as the
quickening of the spirit of faith in
many European countries, South Africa and the Orient.
Mr. ano Mrs. E. R. Mathews returned after an extensive journey, during which Mrs. Mathews established
distribution or reference centers for
Baha'i literature in Rio de Janeiro,
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Cape Town, J ohannesberg, the Seychelles Islands, the Islands of Java and
Bali, Manila and the Island of Zangopango, the Philippines.
Although Siegfried Schopflocher's
teaching work in the Orient was carried on last year, a picture of the results, in the form of newspaper. and
magazine clippings, was not avallable
when last year's annual report was
prepared. These clippings and programs reveal a most impressive public
presentation of the teachings before
many audiences. It is hoped that
copies will be made available for the
scrapbooks maintained by the Publicity
Committee.
Between August 18 and Octoher 4,
1937, Mrs. Nellie S. French served
the Cause in Honolulu, New Zealand
and Australia, fim1ing many opportunities for interviews and publicity and
responding to the call of the Baha'i
communities for public meetings. An
interview was given over the radio at
Melbourne.
The powers of the spirit seem to accompany Martha Root wherever she
goes. Sailing from San Francisco,
May 20, she visited the :E:Ionolulu believers and after effective teachmg
work in Japan, she arrived at Shanghai immediately prior to the mIlitary
invasion and attack upon that city.
Sent to Manila with other American
citizens for safety~ Martha there experienced the great earthquake.. U ndaunted, she proceeded to India and
Burma. and for many months has carried out a most extensive program arranged by the BaM'i Assemblies. We
understand that the Guardian wishes
her to continue serving in India until
the fall of 1938.
Another teaching work achieved by
an American believer in the foreign
field resulted from Mrs. Joel Stebbin's
visit to Peru during the summer of
1937, where, with her daughter, important contacts were made.
Miss Lidia Zamenhof, daughter of
the founder of Esperanto, has been in
the United States. since September,
1937, arriving on invitation extended
by the National Spiritual Assembly
and warmly endorsed by the Guardian.
Her distinguished services have been
shared with the Esperantists. Miss
Zamenhof has held Esperanto classes
so far in N ew York, Philadelphia and
Detroit under the auspices of the local
Esperanto groups but with the cordial
cooperation of the Baha'i Assemblies.
She has made a number of direct
Baha'i addresses and in her Esperanto
contacts has turned many to consideration of the BaM'i Faith. The ptans
made with her by our Committee on
Universal Language call for meetings
J
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ably extendeu through the generous
gifts of a number of American believers.
Ruy Wilhelm', original giit of property at West Englewood, blessed by
the Unity Feast held by the :VIaster in
1912, has been extended by additional
property donated by him toward the
end of the last Baha'i year, and hy two
lots transferred to the Trustees by
Mr. and :'>irs. Walter Goodfellow. The
Baha'i Summer School at Geyserville,
the monument to the ardent love of
Mr. and Mrs. John Bosch, has been
greatly enriched by the new and beautiful dormitory presented by Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Collins. The Green
Acre property has been extended and
consolidated by the acquisition of the
so-called Ball cottage and land given
by Mr. and Mrs. Siegfried Schopflocher. Its facilities have furthermore been considerably developed by
:\frs. Flurence l\1:orton's donation of·
the new Baha'i Han and the accommodations added to the Inn and two of
the adjoining cottages. The publication cost of the .Guardian's translation
of "Prayers and Meditations by Bahi'u'Uilh" was also met by a generous
and loving gift offered by an American
Baha'i.
in Lima, Ohio and a class in EsperanIn the model produced by John J.
to at Green Acre in July. These Es- Earley we have our first glimpse of the
peranto classes are not only for begin- Bahit'i House of Worship as it will apners but also the v are to prepare E!=iper- pear with comp1eted external decoraanto students ~to become proficient tion, and scaled to the proportions of
teachers. This honored guest empha- the present structure which represents
sizes the truth that a believer who be- an alteration made by Mr. Bourgeois.
comes technically expert in any branch at the direction of 'Abdu'l-Baha, in his
of lmow ledge or activity based on original design, Twenty reproductions
idealism, thereby opens a door by of the model have been ohtained. Of
which the teachings of Baha'u'IJah may these one was presented to the Guardenter the consciousness of some large ian, one is for exhibit in Temple
special group. Perhaps we have not Foundation Hall, several have heen
sufficiently realized the degree to transferred to the Teaching Commit,,,{hich Baha'is are expected to acquire tee for temporary traveling exhibit by
knowledge and attain capacity in fields local Assemblies and groups, and modoutside as well as within the Cause. els have been purchased for permanent
The Esperantists, inspired hy their exhibit by the Spiritual Assemblies of
founder. Dr. Zamenhof, are idealists New York, Olicago, San Francisco,
who have already asserted their accept- Los Angeles, Montreal and Buffalo.
ance of one of the laws revealed by The model sent to Montreal was a gift
Baha'u'llah.
Those present at the from Ruhiyyih Khanum to the local
Convention will surely wish to meet Babit'i community. Other Assemblies
and greet this hon()red fellow-believer are urged to consider the desirability
and co-worker, Lidia Zamenhof, trans- of possessing a Temple model, which
lator of Baha'i books into Esperanto so clearly depicts the form and appearand Baha'i speaker at a number of ance of the House of Worship and
International Esperanto Congresses in thus creates visible evidence of the unirecent years,
versal significance of the Faith.
The American Baha'i community
On August 30, 1937, the members
has rea1ized how much of the Seyen of the National Assembly gathered at
Year Plan has come into the realm of the grave of Alfred E. Lunt in Bevpossibility through the donation of erly, Massachusetts, by request of the
$100,000 to the Fund. The Fund has Guardian, whose cabled message realso this year received another munifi- ceived August 16 declared: "Future
cent gift of $25,000. Our Baha'i generations will appraise his manifold
properties have likewise been consioer- outstanding contributions to rise and
ELECTION OF
LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
On April 21, seventy-eight local Baha'i communities were authorized to elect a Spiritual Assembly, eight of these being new
communities, two being reinstatements of former recognized communities, and sixty-eight being in
existence over a period of years.
Seventy-one Assembly Rolls,
reporting the elections, have been
received up to ~1ay 21. Seven
Assemblies are still to reIXJrt.
Of the new Assemblies, rcpo rts have been receti ved f roOl
Glendale, Arizona; Sacramento,
Calif.; Moncton, N. B.; Toronto.
Ontario ; Maywood, 111.; Grand
Rapids" Mich.; Oklahoma City,
Okla., and St. Lambert, Quebec.
Rochester, N. Y. and 'Topeka,
Kansas • have restored their Assemblies.
The seven Assemblies not yet
reported are requested to do so
at the earliest possible date.
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establishment (of) Faith (Ol) flaha'u'Uah (in the) American continent.n
Gratitude for distinctive and important services to the Cause impels special mention of the passing of :vIr.
Thomas Collins, whose name will ever
be associated with the American Pilgrim House at Haifa and with the
Hall and dormitory at the Geyserville
Summer School, though he was not
enrolled officially as a Baha'i.
Com1JJu1Iicatitms jr&m the Guardian

Our knowledge of the Baha'i teachings, and our capacity to act under
guidance, have been enriched and stimulated by a number of letters and
cablegrams from Shoghi Effendi, some
of which have already been cited in
this report. Reviewing now their publication in l\AHA'f NEWS, Nos. 108 to
115, we have:Shoghi Effendi's cablegram to the
1937 Convention.
His interpretation of Baha'u'lhih's
law on daily obligatory prayer.
H is explanation of the command
concerning daily work.
An observation and direction with
reference to teaching in the Southern
States.
Plea for complete rededication to
the ideals of the teaching campaign
during the observance of the Twentyfifth Anniversary of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
visit to America.
The cablegram received April 5,
1937, accepting the donation made by
the National Assembly for alI local
Assemblies ('for immediate strengthening new tie binding American Baha'is
to instit:ution of the Guardianship."
Shoghi Effendi in his acceptance declared: "Noblest contribution individua] believers can make at this juncture . . . is to promote with added
fervor (the) unique plan conceived for
them by 'Abdu'l-Baha."
Published after the 1937 Convention
also were the Guardian's words Concerning Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi: "His exemplary faith, audacity, unquestioning
loyalty, indefatigable exertions unforgettable. "
The Guardian's message to the incoming National Assembly.
The letter dated June 4, 1937. Containing these words: Hthe twofold task
they have arisen to perform will, if
carried out in time, release the potentialities with which the community of
the Greatest Name has been so generously and mysteriously endowed by
'Abdu1-Bahi."
An explanation of the Baha'i attitude toward Esperanto.
The cablegram of July 4: "Immeasurahly gratified National Assembly's
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A SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
IN MEXICO CITY

•

The first definite achievement
in the field of Inter-America
teaching is the formation of a
Spiritual Assembly by the new
13aba'i comrnunitv of :\lexico
City.
~
A heart-felt \""elcome is extended to the members of this Assembly by their co-workers
throughout the United States
and Canada. For their success
in firmly establishing the Faith,
first in .rvlexico City itself and 1ater in other cities of the nation,
with the cooperation of the Inter-America Committee, the
American believers will surely
pray ardently.

initial step presentation Seven- Year
Plan" and setting forth five successive
steps upon which its successful operation depends.
The cablegram of August 4 pointing
out the "inescapable, well-nigh staggering responsibility" resting upon
America and appealing for individuals
to arise, ('untrammelled and unafraid,
to implant its banners in those States,
Provinces and Countries where its
standard is still unhoisted," concluding
with a moving appeal that we heed
afresh tbe vital urgency of his impassioned plea.
On September 2 was received the
cablegram approving the recommendations of the Technical Committee and
Jirecting tbat the Temple contract be
placed immediately.
The October, 1937 issue of BAHA'i
~ EWS reported the Guardian's statement that Baha'I meetings should not
coincide with the time of church services; and the message which the
Guardian sent through Siegfried
Schoptlocher for local Assemblies on
the subject of incorporation and endowments.
The cablegram directing that hereafter 171 delegates be elected to the
Convention, received November 21,
was published in BAHA'! NEWS of
January. In the same issue was made
known to the friends the Guardian's
cablegram of December 20: "Hand
Omnipotence removed arch breaker Baha.'u'llah's Covenant. His hopes shattered. his plottings frustrated. society
his fellow-conspirators extinguished.
God's triumphant Faith forges on. its
unity unimpaired. its purity unsullied,
its stahility unshaken. Such death calls
for neither exultation nor recrimination but evokes overwhelming pity so
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tragic downfall unparalleled in religious history."
That event turned the bearts of the
believers to those texts in the \·V ill and
Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha which recounted the actions of His enemies and
established their disobedience to the
Manifestation of God, especially the
violation enacted by Muhammed-Ali
50n of Baha'u'llah.
'
\Vhenever the Guardian's letters to
the National Assembly contain passages of general instruction and interest, they are reported to the entire
commWlity, and such references are
found in BAHA'i ~EWS of January,
February and April, 1938. The explanation of the Baba'i attitude on
pacifism, on the matter of reproductions of the Master's likeness on Baha'i music and on his view of the progress of the Plan may be found therein.
Shoghi Effendi's letter of November
25, 1937, wbich developed the theme
of the "increased number of delegates
was publisbed in February, 1938. Th~
challenging issues with which the
American believers as a body are now
being confronted were outlined in his
own words as. postscript to that Jetter,
and no doubt the believers have given
these words their most careful attention.
We were informed in the body of
that same letter that the details of the
administrative order have been sufficiently developed, and that both individual believers and the ~ational Assembly must "henceforth direct their
attention to the greater and vital issues
which an already establisbed Administration is nOw called upon to face and
handle."
Finally, up to the date of the preparation of this report, we have the
Guardian's words of January 30 on
"certain vital requirements," of the
Plan, with the prayer, "May the allconquering Spint of Baha'u'ilah he So
infused into each component part of
this harmoniously functioning System
as to enable it to contribute its proper
share to the consummation of the
Plan."
In conclusion, the National Spiritual
Assembly feels it incumbent to ask for
consideration of the fnndamental fact
that the Faith of Baha'u'Jlah is not a
static creed but a dynamic and worrdrenewing Power. At each stage of its
evolution a higher and more conscious
inner understanding, consecration and
sacrifice is required of every believer.
Attitudes, feelings and methods that
might have seemed proper and su fficient in an earlier stage may be harmful and destructive when that stage
has been ended and a new phase of the
Faith begun to unfold. The degree
J
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of discipline ine.....-itably increases from
childhood to maturity as responsibility n:plat:cs the care and protection extended to the helpless child. All around
us, discipline has become entirely a
matter of force and external power,
frequently brutal and brutalizing in its
effects Up:Jll hum,an beings. In the
Faith of Bahit'u'llah, love and worship
precede discipline! making it possible
fOT
each devoted soul to respond
voluntarily to the organic laws and
precepts; and this capacity for selfimposed discipline transforms the ageold concept of social power from material force to spiritual authority, spiritually accepted and willingly obeyed.
Moreover, while the springs of action
within disbelieving persons release the
urges of nature or reRect prevailing
human values, the follower of Baha'u'llah can draw upon an illimitable
Source of dynamic energy in his will
to serve. Both on the side of discipline
and on the side of self-expression, the
believer is expected to rise above what
is called the human condition and show
forth the realities of the true man. But
these mysteries are not so much attributes of knowledge as attributes of
will. \Vhen the Faith enters every
new stage 0 f developmt 1t, it is. our
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will ...vhich must become re-directed
and re-inspired. Argument and discussion can not invoke the mvsterious
pott:ncy released only as we purify the
elements of intention and will. If we
...vill anything less than unity, disunity
must inevitahly result.
It is by a deepening realization of
the responsibility laid upon the American Baha'i community that we can
make the transition to the new stage of
reality indicated by the Guardian this
year. The resolution to adopt and fulfill the Seven-Year Plan, amidst the
general darkening of the world's
hurizons, must survive everv conceivable test before the resolution can become fi,~'11ly established. The task surpasses the capacity of human emotion
and thought, as faithfulness to the
achievement of the task saves us from
the limitations of human nature as they
have existed in the past. Solely by
concentration upon the two aspects of
the Plan in our daily lives and meetings can we hope to become worthy of
its ultimate success.
Faithfully yours,
),J'ATIONAL SPIRITL"AL ASSEMBLY,

By:

HORACE HOLLEY,

Secretary.

ANNUAL REPORT 1937-1938
Trustees for tbe Natkmal Spiritual Assembly (Jf the Baha';'
Df the United States atu! Canada
A year ago the Trustees reported
for the first time a detailed summary
of the origin, development and management of the various corporate
trusteeships that ha"ve been created to
control and supervise the different
properties that have been acquired
either by gift or purchase by the Kational Spiritual Assembly over a period of years, and which are l(}cated in
the States of Illinois, Maine. ),few Jersey, California and :Massachusetts. It
was puinted out in that report that it
had been necessary to form these separate trusts in order to protect the National Fund from any contingencies
that might possibly involve one of
these properties.
The officers and
members of these corporate bodies are
the same as those of the ),fational Spiritual Assembly and are elected each
year by the same vote that elects the
National Assembly_ In this manner
the Baha'; community of the United
States and Canada is assured that all
of the affairs of the Baha'i Faith are
under the direction of their duly qualified representatives.
Owing to the ever-increasing responsibilities in connection with these

estates it has been necessary to appoint special :11aintenance Committees
to assist in their management. These
committees have rendered most valuable services this past year and merit
the gratitude of the friends. As the
Cause grC'ws, and more use is made of
these properties, it may be necessary to
place them under the supervision of
a general manager.
This year the National Assembly
appointed a Committee on Financial
Records of all Baha'; Properties in
North America. This committee is
preparing a set of records that will
contain photostats of all the Indentures of Trust, survey maps and photographs of the properties, inventories,
annual tax and insurance records, payrolls and terms of employment. leases
and development plans as ,".. ell as a list
of the lands held by the Palestine
Branch with the names of their donors. A new financial set-up is being
made that will provide for a rapital account and an accounting of the annual
maintenance. alterations, and improvements, which have to be provided from
the National Baha'i Fund. This record will be made in duplicate and one

copy will be forwarded to the Guardian, the other will be available for reference at all meetings of the National
Spiritual Assembly. It will assure a
more effective supervision of all these
sacred trusts which are valued in
America alone at more than a million
dollars.
The annual report of the National
Treasurer will give the exact figures
of income and expense involved in the
management of these tntsteeships as
related to the ),fational Baha'i Fund.
This record will give the salient points
connected with the supervision of the
five properties 'for the current Baha'i
year and the approximate fixed
charges of each trust,-the Temple,
Green Acre, Vvilhelm, Bosch and Malden, to March 1, 1938.
Temple Trustees
The trustees received a new responsibility when the memorable and inspiring cabled ;VIessage from Shoghi
Effendi was received during the 1937
Convention, investing the American
Baha'i community with a dual task to
continue the teaching campaign and
"resume with inflexible determination
exterior ornamentation entire structure (of) Temple. Advise ponder
message conveyed delegates (through)
esteemed co-worker, Fred Schopfiocher. No triumph can more befittingly
signalize termination first century Bahit'i era than accomplishment (of)
this twofold task."
Mr. Schopfiocher further reported
that the Guardian hoped that the exterior ornamentation would be completed before the end of the first Baha'i century, 1944, and that a committee of experts, Baha'i and non-Baha'i,
should I>e appointed to submit costs
and make recommendations to the National Assembly about the contract for
the next step in the construction. A
committee was appointed of three Baha'ls and three technical experts, consisting of L. \V. Eggleston, chairman,
E. Roger Boyle, Frank R. McMillan,
Stuart W. French, Frank A. Baker
and C. Herrick Hammond.
This committee considered the most
efficient, economical and satisfactory
methods to be employed in the completion of the entire exterior ornamentation of the Temple, the nature and
terms of the contract and to whom it
should be g-iven, and after a careful
survey of the problem made a unanimous recommendation that the contract be placed with Mr. John J.
Earley, who had so successfully completed the Dome and Clerestory ornamentation. After consideration of the
type of contrad, whether on a cost-
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plus basis or a fixed amol1nt, it was
found that the latter would run nearly
$50,000.00 higher, and the cost-plus
basis was recommended. The: technical committee further recommended
that the Research Sen·ice, Inc_, be
employed to supervise the construction
work, on behalf of the Trustees.
With these recommendations before
it the ;-,rational Assembly met with
both the Technical Committee and ;\'Ir.
Earley during its August meeting at
Green Acre and voted to accept the
recommendations and to enter into a
contract with Mr. Earley for the completion of the gallery section of the
Temple at an estimated cost of $140,000.00, whkh inc1udes all materials,
labor, insurance, social security taxes
and freight charges at actual cost, and
which should a1so cover a contingency
reserve for unforeseen conditions and
raises in wages and the 15 per cent fee
of the Earley Studios. )"lr. Earley
stated that he would like to purchase
all the necessary steel and quartz and
cement necessary to complete the contract as soon as possible. He also
gave an estimate ot $350,000.00 for the
completion of the entire outer Ornamentation. The 1\ational Assembly
then cabled the following message to
Shoghi Effendi: HUnder recommendation Technical Committee contract
next Temple unit given Earley. Estimated cost his work $125,000, total estimated cost $145,000 including contingency reserve." The following reply was received on September 2nd.
"Approve Committee's decision. Place
contract immediately."
\\Then this information was received
by the Trustees they voted to appoint
a committee of :lrlountfort Mills and
Allen McDaniel to prepare the terms
of the contract in accordance with the
standardized type: of agreement used
by the American Institute of Ar<hitects and to authorize any five Trustees to sign it on behaIE of the T rustees. :Mr. Earley was further authorized to make an immediate purchase of
the materials needed for the performance of the work at an estimated cost
of $20,000. This was done on the advice of the National Spiritual Assembly that the sum of $76,000 was available aml that an additional $50.000
would be available in January, 1938.
The contract was signed on October 5,
1937.
It was further voted to appoint Mr.
Al1en IlrfcDaniel the representative of
the Truste~s in supervising the execution of the agreement entered into with
:Mr. Earley and that the treasurer be
directed to vay the expense incurred
by Mr. ~icDaniel in connection with
the supervision of the work at the
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Earley Studio as well as at the TempIe, including the preparation 0 f detailed monthly reports and travelling
expenses. It was likewise voted to pay
any expense incurred by the Technical Committee in connection with its
survey.
.
The Trustees are happy to report
that this committee is available for
consultation at any time in connection
\vith any technical problems that might
arise during the construction work and
that they made no charge for their prof ess ional advice. A full report 0 f the
work of this Committee will be given
by its chairman, Mr. Eggleston, during
the 1938 Convention.
The purchases of materials was
started in September, and during the
early part of October. Mr. Earley had
trained assistants make the measurements at the Temple necessary for the
working drawings from which the
models and moulds are prepared. The
work has continued for six months at
the Earley Studio aud all clay models
and casts were completed the first part
of April. On March 25, the first car
containing contractor's equipment, reinforcing steel and wooden moulds for
the placing of the ornamentation that
is to be poured at the Temple, \vas
shipped. On March 28, a second car
"",as shipped containing 54,000 pounds
of crushed stone and sand, 28 columns,
51 imposts, 2 sections of cornice ornamention and 2 sections of window
band ornament. The friends attending the 1938 Convention will have the
renewed inspiration of again seeing the
Temple under construction.
A detailed monthly report oj all operations has been furnished the Tnlstees bv !VIr. IVTcDatliel which includes
every item of expense from the reinforced steel down to a whitewash
brush. This progress report divides
the work into three sections; A. Cost
of Models and Moulds, B. Cost of
precast Ornament, C. Cost of materials and work at the Temple. The estimated cost of the work to ),,!arch 31,
1938, according to figures supplied by
Mr. Earley was $45,162.28, while the
total expenditures to the same date
have amounted to $43,354.34, showinl;
that up to the present time the work
has advanced according to outlined
schedule antl the actual cost is running
reasonablv \vithin the estimates. The
system ot accounting- is the same as
that installed in the 'Earley Studio by
the auditor of the City of 1\ashville
,,,,·hen ~f r. Earley completed a contract
with that city some years ago. The
entire gallery section should ·be COmpleted within a h,,·o year period from
the signing of the contract. The tnlstees visited the Earley Studio on DeJ
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eember 11th and found the work proceeding ahead of' the outlined schedule. They also viewed the splendid
Temple Model made by Mr. Earley
and which can be purchased by local
Assemblies for $95.00. One of these
models was sent to Shoghi Effendi,
one will be on display at the Temple
and one was sent to the Concrete Institute; others will be available for
Teaching campaigns.
Two most generous gifts, one of
$100,000 and another of $25,000 gave
a great impetus to the start of the
Temple construction fund the early
part of the Baha'i year. The friends
throughout the land have arisen to the
great task before us inspired by the
Guardian's cablegram of July 4, 1937:
"Immeasurably gratified National Assembly's initial step presentation Seven- Year Plan. Successful operation
Temple enterprise necessitates carrying out faithtully, energetically following successive steps. First, expedite
preliminary investigations.
Second,
utilize Fred's historic mWlificent donation by immediate signature contract
for next unit. Th.ird~ redirect with
added force nationwide appeal to entire community insure uninterrupted
completion first unit and aC1:umulation
sufficient funds enable placing without delay final contract. Fourth, place
final contract as soon as half required
sum available in :-Jational Treasury.
Fifth~ re-emphasize supreme obligation triumphant consummation so vital
a part of American believers' twofold
task by May, 1944. Advise communicate above message all believers stimulate universal response Assembly's future endeavors." The Trustees feel
confident they will not have to make
any further loans to complete payments for contracted work on the Temple as the believers will be ever mindful that "No sacrifice (is) too great
for community so abundantly blessed,
repeatedly honored. ,.
Considerable attention has been given to the prohlem of the Temple
grounds this past year. A preliminary survey of the landscaping plans is
under way so that the nature and
amount of fin necessary for the ultimate ground plan can be determined.
The Trustees bave informed the United States Engineer's Office that they
are in a position to build the necessary
bulkheads and arrange for the fill
,,,,·hen dredging operations in \Vilmette
harbor are started.
For the' information of the friends
the following: complltation of the area
of the Temple grounds was made by
J\Jr. McDaniel last October:
Acres
Triangular plot adjacent to
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Marshall Studio ..... .
Burgeois Studio plot .. .
Temple plot ......... .
Total area

0.1763
0.9105
5.8335
.. 6.9708

The Trustees have spent much time
trying to arrive at an equitable settlement of the division of the stub-end
part of the old Sheridan Road upon
information from the VVilmette Village authorities that it has been abandoned, and that they will cooperate
with the Trustees in making a settlement with the Goldblatt family which
have acquired the adjacent Marshall
property. This matter should be terminated in the near future, as three
Trustees, Mr. Wilhelm, Mr. Holley
and Mr. Scheffler met with the owners last Fall and reported that a settlement has been proposed.
Upon the advice and instruction of
the Guardian, an agreement has been
entered into with Mrs. Pemberton for
the purchase of the interior designs of
Temple at the cost of Forty Dollars a
month, payable to her during the term
of her natural life. Payments started
in January, 1938, under this agreement. The drawings will be forwarded to Shoghi Effendi after a set of
prints have been made.
The following necessary repairs and
improvements were made this past
year: a new steel rolling door was installed in the foundation wall at a cost
of $251.00; plastering $150.00; screen
and storm doors, $101.77; grading and
seeding the ground, $558.%; and roofing, relacing the walls of the Temple
Studio and caretaker's cottage, $738.68
-a total of $1,800.41. Travelling expenses of the Technical Committee
amounting to $297.84 and legal expense of $88.35 have been paid. Insurance was rene""'ed on the Temple
Studio, Liability and Workmen's Compensation and the Boilers in the Temple, this latter at a saving of $74.25 for
three ",ears. The annual maintenance
costs ,",ill be found in the Treasurer's
report. Beginning March 1st, Mr.
Hannen's salary \vas increased to
$125.00 a month. Allen McDaniel and
Carl Scheffler acted as the llbintenance Committee.
Green Acre Trustees
Prior to the opening of Green Acre
for the Summer School sessions for
1937, the rebuilding of the third floor
of the Inn was completed! second floor
accommodations had been added in
two of the cottages adjoining the Inn,
and the new Baha'i Ilall. overlooking
the Piscataqua River-the generous
gift to the Cause by Mrs. Florence
Morton-was finished and ready to
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provide a beautiful and necessary auditorium for lectures, classes, conferences and feasts. In addition to her
greatly appreciated giit of the Bahi'i
Hall,
:Mrs.
)'forton
contributed
$1,500.00 for the third floor improvements in the Inn.
Another important gift to Green
Acre was the transfer by deed of the
so-called Ball cottage with its three
acres, running from the main highway to the Ole Bull property, by Mr.
and Mrs. Schopflocher. In addition
they donated $250.00 for the repair
of the roof and paid the current taxes
on this property, which is a valuable
addition to Green Acre because of its
year-round rental opportunity, when
necessary repairs and improven1ents
are made in the amount of $3,000.00.
The following cottages have produced income for the Trustees:
:\.IcKinney Cottage - annual
rental .................... $ 10.00
Rogers Cottage-annual rent30.00
al .................... .
Reeves Cottage-annual rent25.00
al ........ , ........... .
Lucas Cottage-season rental 100.00
Ball Cottage-August, 1937
75.00
rental ................. .
Total .................. $240.00
Repairs in the amount of $100.00
were expended on the Lucas Cottage
and $115.00 on the Ball Cottage. Additional repairs will be necessary to
the Ball Cottage to make it rentable
during the ,"vintcr months. Besides
the third floor improvements at the
Inn, it will he necessary to repair and
paint the roof over the kitchen and
dining-room at a cost of $260.00.
The Trustees voted to expend the balance oi the Yandell Art Fund, of
$375.00 for installing a toilet and making improvements in the Arts and
Craft Studio and Mrs. Nancy Bowditch has been appointed to conduct
classes in drawing, painting and" designing this coming season. The taxes of $662.72 and $9.75 on McKinney
Cottage for 1937 have been paid. In
this connection, the Trustees felt that
the Bah,,'i Hall, Fellowship House and
the Arts and Crafts Studio are subj ect
to tax exemption as they are used exclusively for religious purposes and a
committee of I\ir. Harold Bowman,
:Mrs. Emma Flynn and l\.fr. Horace
Holley met with- the Village Selectmen
and presented a request for exemption
in the valuation of $6,000.00, the limit
allowed bv the laws of the State of
:\.Iaine. Favorable action on this request is hoped for this year. It will be
necessary to make certain repairs on
"Fellm.vship House roof and also on

the interior supports in Rogers Cottage.
The matter of insurance became another serious problem to the Trustees
this past year, as notice of an increase
of rate on Fellows.hip House :tram
$1.75 to $3.75 per hundred was published by the New England Insurance
Exchange. Mr. Latimer, who has been
authorized by the Trustees to handle
all insurance items, met with the
Agents last August at Green Acre and
had them file an application for revision. Finally in March of this year,
word was received that the old rate
had been restored and this amounted
in a savings of $200.00 to the Trustees. Owing to the improvements to
the Inn and 'Cottages, additional insurance has been placed on these buildings
and the amount reduced on Fellowship
House. Total insurance paid this year
amounts to $666.98 on the buildings,
liability and workmen's compensation.
!\frs. Ormsby managed the Inn for
the Trustees in 1937. The Inn was
thoroughly fumigated at a cost of
$175.00 and new beds and equipment
installed on the third floor and in the
cottages at a cost of $534.80. A station wagon, costing $353.00 was purchased for the use of the Inn and its
gnests. Mrs. Marguerite Bruegger
served as a Baha'i hostess during the
season. Food r pay-roll, supplies and
miscellaneous expense for light, water,
coal, ice, laundry, amounted. to $4,412.27, while the income from gnests,
cottage
rents
and
miscellaneous
amounted to $3,979.51, leaving a
deficit for the season of $432.76.
1I.1rs. Flora Valentine has been engaged to manage the Inn and cottages
for July and August, 1938, at a salary
of $100.00 a month. The manager is
to send in a weekly financial report
this coming season to the Trustees and
sltpply a copy for the Maintenance
Committee. The Trustees adopted a
policy that Green Acre is to be recognized as a Baha'i summer school, the
aim of which is to train and inspire
believers to become Baha'i teachers,
and plans made to attract non-believers are to conform in all respects to
the highest interests of the Faith. It
is hoped a deeper spiritual appeal will
promote greater unified effort and enthusiasm, to the end that it may become financially seli-supporting. The following committee was appointed jointly by the National Assembly to combine the functions of program antI maintenance: Florence 1\-'I"orton, chairman, Alice I3acon, Harold
Bowman, Amelia Bowman. Roushan
Wilkinson, Harlan Ober and Glenn
Shook. Emma Flynn was appointed
supervisor of properties and directed
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the caretaker's duties.
Mr. Edwin l..a. Pointe served as caretaker for the year at a part time
monthly salary at $76.80. It is the
hope of the Trustees that the attendance at Green Acre this coming season
will increase to such an extent that
there will be no operating deficit and
a great spiritual contribution be made
to the furtherance of the Seven-Year
Plan.
Wilbelm Trustees
The Trustees are happy to report
that another welcomed gift has been
made to this property which witnesses
each year the most memorable event
connected with the visit of the Master
to America in 1912-the Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'I-Baha. Mr. Walter
Goodfellow and Jessie Goodfellow, his
wife, presented to the Wilhehn Trustees two lots adjoining the present
property. This indenture was executcd December 31, 1937 and recorded on
January 4, 1938, in the office 01 the
clerk of Bergen County, in Book 2097,
page 482 01 Deeds. These lots make a
"aluable addition to the present property, and our deep and a biding a ppredation is extended to J\.ir. and Mrs.
Goodfellow.
Last year Mr. Samuel Shure, attorney for Mr. Wilhelm, advised the
Trustees that the Teaneck Township
assessor stated that the lots located in
the pine grove were not tax exempt
because they are separated from the
property used for religious purposes.
Mr. Wilhelm paid the taxes on these
lots for 1937. The town has agreed
to give exemption on lots No. 8 and
No.9 for 1938 and sucoessive years.
. The Cabin has been leased for
meetings to the Teaneck Spiritual Assembly at a monthly rental of $30.00,
and this Assembly pays for its portion
of the liability insurance, light and
heat. This past year Mr. Wilhelm installed a separate oil tank to supply
oil to the Cabin for determining exactly the costs to the Teaneck Assembly. The only costs to the Trustees
have been $18.40 for legal expenses
and about $10.00 for insurance, Mr.
W ilhe1m having borne all other costs.
Bosch Trustees
Since our last report the beautiful
dormitory at Geyserville was completed and its dedication took place on
Tuly 4th, the opening day of the Summer SchooL It was an occasion of
great joy to have Mrs. Thomas Collins present at these services. She and
her husband, who was deprived of see-·
ing the culmination of hIS devotion to
this institution, have complemented
the wonderful gift of John and Louise Bosch, with their endowments of
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the Baha'i Hall and the dormitory.
The tv,'o-story dormitory, with thirteen rooms on the main floor and beds
for fourteen on the second floor, will
accommodate about fifty people. This
beautiful building will stand as a memorial to Mr. Thomas Collins.
:&.fr. Joe Borzoni was employed as
careaker last May at a salary of $50.00
per month, for part time services. An
arrangement has been made that whatever work he does for the friends who
have cott~es on the property in his
spare time shall be deducted from the
wages paid by the Trustees and assumed by the other parties. These
services are not available during the
period of the summer school.
The summer school and maintenance
of the property have been conducted
up to the present time without any
budget from the National Fund, the
only costs being the caretaker's salary
which amounted to $521.66 and workmen's compensation of $34.05. Mr.
and Mrs. Bosch and Mrs. Collins have
taken care of the taxes, water, light,
and other insurance items. Other
friends have contributed sums to carry
on the summer school work. Last year
there was a deficit of $20.00, which
included a nominal weekly charge for
the Tooms to cover laundry, etc. This
deficit was made up by the friends.
The Trustees appointed the following :Maintenance Committee to supervise the management on their behalf:
George Latimer, chairman, Leroy .C.
loas, secretary, John Bosch, Amelia
Collins, N. Forsvth Ward and Harrv
R. :&.funson. This commitee will render an annual report to the Trustees.
Malden Trustees
The friends are aware that this
house was turned over to the National
Spiritual Assembly by 5hoghi Effendi
because of its memorable association
with the l\{aster's visit to America in
1912. On June 4, 1937, the following
word was received from the Guardian:
'~Concerning the house at :Malden,
Mass., the Guardian leaves all the
questions related to its restoration and
renting to the discretion of your N. S.
A., but wishes only to emphasize the
absolute necessity of keeping this
house as the property of the Cause.
Under no circumstances should it be
sold or given to non-Baha'is, though
it may be rented to them, in view of
the references 'Abdu'I-Bahit has made
to it in His Tablet, Whatever arrangement the Assembly decides upon
should be made after due consideration
of this important fact."
Owing- to the ag-e of the house many
repairs are necessary. The fol1owingmost urgent ones have been taken care
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of at a cost of $390.15, a new hot-air
furnace, replacement of old window
frames and sashes, new modern electric wiring throughout, plumbing and
plastering of ceiling. Ta.."Ces amounted
to $204.04 and water $18.96. Rent was
received amounting to ~17I.00. Other
repairs will be made when necessary.
The following Maintenance Committee was appointed by the Trustees:
Victor Archambault, chairman, Florence Morton and Vvendell B aeon. This
committee has taken over the work formerly entrusted to the Boston Assembly.
C01tclusion
This detailed report is rendered to
the friends in order to show what is
required to maintain these various
properties which are the manifest signs
of an ever-growing Faith and also to
indicate the responsibility on the part
of the Trustees in their care and management of these sacred trusts. To
recapitulate: the operating costs for
the past year t including caretakers·
salaries, taxes, light, heat, water, telephone, insurance, legal expense, repairs and capital expenditures for improvements, are divided as follows:
Temple Maintenance ..... $ 7,596.23
Repairs to Studio and
Caretaker's Cottage and
Ground ..............
1,833.72
Green Acre '" $6,435.78
Less new
equipment .....
887.80
$5,547.98
Less special
co n trributions .....

1,750.00
$3,797.98

$3,797.98

Geyserville ............ .
West Englewood ...... .
Malden, less $171.00
rent received ........ .

555.71
33.40
452.00

Total ............... : $14,269.04
The cost of Temple construction to April 1,
1938. including Technical Committee expense
of $297.84 is ......... $44,036.03

It will be noted from the above figures that the monthly withdrawals
from the National Bahi'i Fund have
averaged $1,189.00 for the past year.
:Next year some heavy insurance renewal items for the Temple will be due
but there should be a correspcnding
reduction in repairs in the other trusteeships. If the applications for tax
exemptiQn are approved there win be
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another reduction. However, with the
increasing needs of an expanding
communi tv, the friends should realize
that at least $14,OOOJlO, annually, or
$1,200.00 a month will be required
from the ,",atiunal Bahal i Fund, for
the next few years.
.These institutions are definitely a
part of the Seven-Year Plan as the
Summer Schools bear a most important relationship to the Teaching Activities. Therefore! they must be considered as an integral obligation of the
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:'-Jational Baha'i Fund. There is almost the needed amount in the Temple
Fund to insure the payment of the balance that will be due on the completion
of the (;allery Section of the Temple.
The friends must now bea r in mind
the following stage, the completion of
the main story, in their budget plans.
The Trustees feel sure that the friends

will not fail in their task. The Guardian has pointed the \vay in his most
recent communication: "Each and
ever), believer, undaunted by the un-

ccr~ainties,

the perils and the financial
strIngency afflicting the nation, must
arise and enSllre, to the full measure of
his or her capacity, that continuous and
abundant flow of funds into the national Treasury, on which the successful prosecution of the Plan must
chiefly uepenu."
Respectfully submitted,
Trustees for the benefit of the National Spiritual Assembly
By GF..oRGE O. LATIMER,
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"A MORE BURNING ENTHUSIASM . . .
A HIGHER SENSE OF SOLIDARITY . . "
Teaching plans for the Second Year
The most essential element in teaching is the deep, inward response to the
Guardian's s~ccessive appeals, warnings and instructions. All minor considerations and hampering personal issues must he swept aside, and the ,souls
turned with pure intention to Baha'u'llah. Baha'is are assured that the spiritual powers are all-encompassing, and
but await every opportunity to reinforce true efforts to serve the Faith.
Plans and policies depend upon the
"burning .enthusiasm" :and "solidarity" of the friends. They are means
and not ends, and no plan can serve
as substitute for the consecration of
those who seek to promote the Faith.
The following outline of plans adopted
by the :National Spiritual Assembly is
nothing else than a sincere and considered effort to make available for
teaching work all possible resources of
individual initiative and unified consultation. It is but the framework in
which individual believers, local Assemblies and National Committees can
best combine their activities and concentrate their powers.
1. The two principal teaching methods in the national field are to be.
first, settlement by pioneers in unoccupied areas, and second, the approval of
definite proJ'ects involving the use of
teachers for a specific time and under
a specific budget. Pioneers intending
to establish permanent residence in ordeT to found a new Baha'i community
will be assisted financially for a defi-

of

the Seven Year Plan

nite period, ",,,,hi Ie they arc finding
means of self-support.
2. A National and a number of Regional Teaching Committees ha '!,Ie been
aPIXlinted. All requests for teaching
literature, and all projects involving
a budget, are to he submitted to the
)Jational Teaching Committee and
transmitted hy that Committee to the
Kational Assembly for approval. Budgets for administrative expense will be
given the Regional Committees, which
are to arouse teaching activity among
groups and isolated believers. Regional Committees are not to pass upon requests for budgets or teaching literature but refer these to the National
Teaching Committee, with reports of
teaching work in their region. Regional Committees are to make use of available teachers who can function without
a hudget for traveling- expense.
3. The fundamental importance of
teaching under the direction of local
Assemblies is cmphasizeci. Local Assemblies are urged to extend their efforts to adjoining areas. They can
notify the Regional Committee of the
area for which they will assume teaching responsibility throughout the year.
It is of the utmost importance for
every local Assembly to deepen and
enlarge its sense of responsibility and
its capacity for carrying out carefully
considered plans,
4. Individual believers arc urged to
realize that teach.ing is inseparable
from true iaith. Capacity comes from

CABLEGRAM FROM

SHOGHI EFFENDI
Received June 6, 1937
Rejoiced thankful initiative resourcefulness newly e1ected National Assembly prompting them
signalize inauguration period
stewardship by launching third
stage in progressive unfoldment
seven )T.ear plan. Such far-sighted action evokes in me deepest
longing that they will not alone
accomplish placing final contract
but will have also ere expiry allotted year embarked on concluding stage by insuring uninterrupted prosecution of closing
phase of an enterprise ,vhich for
no less than thirty years has engaged attention and challenged
resources of entire American Baha'i community. Praying instantaneous response sustained support aU those whom destinv has
primari1y associated with R~vela
tion in so gloomy epoch of this
luminous symbol of Bahil.'u'llih's
transcendent Sovereignty.-SHOGHI.

sincere effort. Those who are free to
travel, however, without nepending
upon administrative assistance, are not
thereby to feel free of proper administrative direction and jurisdiction~ but
will be held responsible to the local
Assembly, the Regional Committee or
the :National Teaching Committee, depending upon the jurisdiction immedi~tely concerned. The effective teacher
is immersed in spirLtual matters and
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stands aloof from any internal prob1ems of the Faith. The [\ ational Assembly welcomes and appreciates individual initiative, but initiatiye must not
be expressed at the sacrifice of the
fundamental principle of consultation
and the obligation of all Baha'is to
recognizecl spiritual and administrative
principles. All Ba/ufis are teachers:
there is >10 special group of "official"
teachers; but too 'manv hm.!(' bef'1l content to wait foy others to arise and
'll.1Ork,

Baha'i teaching is the sharing of
loving re-".'erence for the ::\1:anifestation
and His New World Order; it is a
quickening of the spirit and a form ol
education and training until the soul or
group is fully confirmed. We should
endeavor to turn the souls to Bahfm'll;ih and make them independent 0 f all
save Him. The )J"ational Assembly
feels that pressure of personal influence and organized methods of the
American promotion type should be
scrupulously avoided.
Constant reference to the Divine
Plan set forth in the pamphlet which
. reprints the ~iaster's Tablets on teaching under the title of "America's Spiritual ::\'Iission," and no less constant
reference to the Guardian's messages.
will produce the mlghty momentum
needed for the task <lefined by Shoghi
Effendi in the cablegram received !\'lay
1, 1936:-"Would to God every State
1J..ithin American Republic and e1.!ery
Republic rn Am.-cr1can continent might
ere tertnitzat·l:on (of) tll1:S glorious centun embrace (the) light (of the)
Fm"th of Balul'uJltdh a11d establish
structural basis of His tVorld Order.
N

NATIONAL SPRJTUAL ASSE:MBLY.

"PRAYING INSTANTANEOUS
RESPONSE"

The members of the Kational Assembly are deeply touched by recent
letters from local Assemblies reporting action by the community after receiving the general statement of Temple plans issued early in May.
From San Francisco comes word
that the community has voted to collect
and transmit as soon as possible a special contribution of $1,000 for the new
Construction Fund. Phoenix. Oklahoma City, ~ ew Y mk, Topeka and Eliot \vrite that the local community
stands unitedly in support of the n~w
plans. The Los Angeles commumty
prayed for the National Assembly during its rec.ent meeting.
Such electric flmv of spiritual and
material forces symbolizes the true, dynamic nature of the Faith. ,. . . hich is fulfilled in Jeeds ancl not in wnrns.
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The new Temple Con~~ruction Fund,
staned with a balance oi $1.000. has
hern increased bv the ::.r. S. A. to
S2.000 by an appropriation from the
National Fund. Thus an the believers
\. . . ho contribute directly or indirectly to
the Kational Fund ar~ fully a~soci;ted
with the great enterprise. Shoghi Effendi's caulegram of June
6 on the subject uf this enterprise, already issuecl to local Assemblies, is reprinted here so that his words can be
ill the possession of every helieycL
Each further step in these developments v'I"ill be shared ,,,,rith the (riends.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Los Angeles, nine.
]}iihvaukee,
four. \Vorcester, one. Geneva, three.
Chicago, three. Peoria, two youth.
Kenosha. two. Philadelphia, one. Miami. one. Lima, two. Vancouver,
one. Kew York, seven.
IN MEMORIAM
Death profferelh unlo e'Very cOl1fidetlt believer the c-u..p tha·t is life indeed. It bestmveth jo·y, and 1:S the
bearer oj gladness, It confereth the

gift oj n'fJYlasting life.-Balui'u'lirih,
Mrs. Mathilde Gale, Chicago,
Mrs. Blanche Alonzo, New York.
JULIET THOMPSON'S BOOK

A Correcticm
In BAHA'i ~EWS of Feuruary, 1938,
the ),J"ational Assembly announced the
early publication of the novel written
and illustrated by Juliet Thompson entitled "I, Mary Magdalen."
It is now reported that the book is
on the pre~s, for publication in July,
but the publisher is not the Robert
Speller Company, as announced, but
Sovereign House, 16 East 41st Street,
~ew York, N. Y.
Believers wishing copies of this
book, of which the Guardian has written, "He hopes and prays that through
this publication many people of ~apac
itv and of true spiritual insight will he
attracted to the Message," may order
it from the publisher or through their
local hookstore at $2.50 a copy.
GREEN ACRE NEWS
V{ ord has been received that Orcella

Rexford \. .·ill take the study course
program during the week July 18-23
instead of Slarion Holley as announced.
The Crafts HOllse and Potten· \"'ill
be open during July and A~IRust.
Cla"es will be held in P,)ttery. :'.Iodeling. Lettering, Pen and Ink ·Drawing,
and Painting in Oils and \\-ater Color.

The arts and crafts work is to be unuer the dire-c:tion of Kancv D. Bowditch, Agnes 0';-': eill and Harold Bowditch. For further information, address I\hs. Harold Bm,.ditch, Green
Acre, Eliot, Maine.
LOUHELEN NEWS

The Laboratory Session, July 9-19
is for intensive study of the Teachings
and of the theory and practice of
teaching work ~1rs. H. Emogene
Hoagg, "The Baha'i Teachings." Kenneth Christian, "The Baha'i. Teachings." I\-1arguerite Reimer, "Practical
Contact 1.1ethods." :'.Irs. Wendell Bacon, "Publicity and Radio."
:Mrs.
Maud Stuart Beagle, "Public Speaking." General session, August 20-28:
Pearl Esterbrook, "Prayer and lvIeditation." Allen McDaniel, "The Laws
of Baha'u'lIah." Mrs. Louise Caswell,
;'Divine Government." Harlan Ober,
"What is the Babit'i Faith I" Hishmat Alai, HStudies in the Qur'fm."
Youth Session, see February BAHA~.i:
!\EWS. Prof. Stanwood Cobb will conduct the course on "The Bahi.l'i Life"
at the second Youth session.
QUESTIONNAIRE ON
LOCAL HISTORY

Up to the present time one-half of
the Local Assemhlies have responded
to the Questionnaire on Local Baha'i
History and Records which was mailed
to ea~h Local Spiritual Assembly
something over a year ago. This fonn
contained numerous questions, answers
to which "".'QuId constitute a brief summary of the local history of the Cause
in each Community, and which '",ould
contribute to it nationally.
Assemblies which have not filled out
and forwarded this Ouestionnaire afe
urged to do so. DU"plicate copies of
the form can be supplied if nel.:essary.
ARTICLES FOR
WORLD ORDER

The editors of World Order feel a
great responsibility in their effort to
make the magazine fully and truly representative of the best availab1e writing in the international Baha'i Community. They therefore request that
this communication be shared with the
believers, in the hope that the following explanation of editorial plans and
neeus will lead to a great increase in
the number of manuscripts received.
Our aim is to produce a balance of
interest in each issue bv the selection
of articles and poems under the following classifications:A t least one direct Baha'i article,
carefully expounding some aspect of
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the Teachings, with appropriate quotations.
A "human document/' conveying the
sense of intimate inner experience.
Material imbued with the esthetic
and cultural quality.
A practical application of spiritual
truth to the problems of daily life.
Prose or verse conveying the joy
and freedom of the spiritual life.
Articles based upon factual knowledge of sociological or scientific character and informative value.
Articles presenting constructive international themes, the relations of
East and West, etc.
In addition, the editors plan to include a new department, devoted to
correspondence from readers, in the
hope that this will lead. to interesting
and valuable Baha'i comments on topics of current public interest.
It is gratifying to note that World
Order is being more and more used
as teaching material in making contacts
with new friends,

and religion.
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Per 100 copies, net,

$1.75.
TEMPLE MODEL
The Temple models assigned to the
Teaching Committee have begun to
render very effective service. One is
on display at Urbana; another has been
exhibited at Cornell University in the
lobby of the students' social center
\. . .here it was seen by three thousand
students. Allen B. McDaniel gave an
illustrated Temple lecture in connection
with this exhibit, and the faculty wish
him- to return. Excellent publicity was
obtained in the Cornell student newspaper. Another Model has been exhibited under the auspices of the
Binghamton Assembly, and Mr. McDaniel gave his Temple lecture at the
Art Gallery, Arlington Hotel, Binghamton, on June 8. The Teaching
Committee reports that plans are under way in Nashville and Knoxville
for a Temple model exhibit at an early
date.

PUBLISHING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Treasures of the East, by Dr. Zia
}d. Bagdadi: Copies ()f this book have
been donated by :\frs. Rose Russell to
be sold for the Temple Fund. It is a
travel book, with many photographs,
and of interest to believers. It was not
issued as a directly Baha'i volume. Per
copy, net, $0.50.

The Manifestation, by Albert P.
Entzminge-r: A new title in the series
of pamphlets prepared under the auspices of .the Teaching Literature Committee. Per 100 copies, net, $1.75.
The Laboratory of Life, by Lou;se
D. Boyle: Another new title in the series of Teaching Leterature pamphlets.
It deals with the relations of science

"DISTINGUISHED WORKER
BELOVED GRACE OBER"
On May 3, after the Convention, the
following cablegram ,,,,'as received from
Shoghi Effendi: "Profoundly grieve
great loss sustained teaching fie1d
through passing distinguished worker
beloved Grace Ober. Advise delegates
pay worthy trihute her glowing spirit
eminent services. Joining them fervent pTa yeTs."
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels that the prayers and chants rendered in Foundation Hall after this
tragic event, and the grief of the
friends. fulfilled the spirit of the
Guardian's advice.

ANNUAL COMMITTEE REPORTS
1937-1938
(ConthuteJ)
REVIEWING
The following manuscripts have
been approved:
Booklet on Prophecies, by Dorothy
Baker.
Statement on Publishing Compilations, Publishing Committee.
Bab's Address to the Letters of the
Living, hand-lettered, by :VIarie B.
Moore.
Study Outline on Dispensation of
Baha'u'llah, by Study Outline Committee.
Study Outline of the Three ''\Iorlds,
by Emogene Hoagg.
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Laboratory of Life, by Louise
Boyle, pamphlet for Teaching Litera-

ture.
Economics as Social Creation, by
Horace Holley, pamphlet for Teaching
Literature.
The Manifestation, by Albert Entzminger, pamphlet for Teaehiig Literature.
Compilation on Divine Healing, by
Marian F. Wilcox.
Questions and Answers for the Unfoldment of World Commonwealth
(Shoghi Effendi), outline by Mr. and
:Vlrs. R. L. Moffett.

"AM PARTICULARLY
REJOICED"
"I heartily welcome and am
deeply touched by the assurances
conveyed in your last communication, and am particularly rejoiced to learn of the steps already taken by your Assembly
to insure the uninterrupted progress of the ornamentation work
on the Temple. The determination and zeal whi.ch you have so
clearly evinced in taking these
initial steps augur well for the
continued expansion and ultimate fruition of the two-fold enterprise you have undertaken to
accomplish. Individual believers
and local Assemblies will assuredly be great! y heartened and rei nvigorated by the splendid in itiative that has marked the beginning of your year's stewardship in the service of this glorious Cause. The high expectations
we all cherish will no doubt be
fulfilled.-SHOGHI. (In letter to
the National Spiritual Assembly,
May 25, 1938.)

Suggested Compilation for Meditation, Rcva R. Belcher.

D. HOLLEY, Secretary
GENEVIEVE L. COY
ADELLA QUINLAN
GEYSERVILLE SUMMER SCHOOL
The opening session of the eleventh
annual Baha'i Summer School at Geyserville was held under the Douglas fir
landmark on the Bosch place, Sunday,
July 4th. Some 210 people were in
attendance to enjoy the sumptuous
Unity Feast and the joyous messages
from persons from every part 0 f the
United States and parts of the world.
Mr. George Latimer of Portland
acted as chainnan of the day and introduced Mr. J. D. Bosch, of Geyserville, who welcomed the guests to the
school and said in part, "The study of
the principles and belief in Baha'u'llah,
will regenerate mankind." Through
the gift of 37 acres of their property
)"i[r. and 1.frs. Bosch set in motion the
means, some ten years ago, for a school
for Baha'i learning which has shown a
steady growth.
Imposing buildings
known as Baha'i Hall, completed last
year, and the Collins dormitory, occupied for the first time this year, have
increased the facilities and conveniences for advancement of the public
knowledge of the BaM'f Faith.
Mrs. T. H. Collins, of Pacific 1'al-
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isades, Calif., whose gift with her recently deceased husband, was the new
dormitory, thanked the assembled
friends for their comfort and remembrance in their prayers during her recent bereavement.
There were many expressions of interest by telegram and persons in the
welfare of this first Baha'i summer
school on the American continent~
which carry the fame of Geyserville
beyond its own boundaries because it
leaves the lasting impressions of a
friendly town in the hearts of these
former students.
Messages of greeting impressed
many attending at this opening session.
Mrs. Nell Griffith Wilson of Kenwood,
Calif., welcomed the guests for the
Geyserville Assembly. Mr. Chas. Bishop of London, England, and formerly of Portland, Oregon, told of his
joy in being present and said that his
spirit would always be here although
an ocean stood between. Mrs. T. C.
Smith brought greetings from Binghamton, N. Y. Mr. Chas. Reimer, of
Milwaukee, Wis., had a word of greeting and expressed his satisfaction in
finally being able to arrive after attempting the trip for three years past.
Other appropriate expressions were
given by Mrs. E. G. Cooper of San
Francisco, Miss Y. Isobe of Japan,
who is in Los Angeles for a short
time. Both of these students spoke in
Esperanto, their most Huent method of
expression, which was translated by
Miss Lorrol Jackson of Spokane,
Wash., Mr. Gerge Sterris, an artist
from Italy and France, spoke in
French, which Miss Virginia Orbison
of Hollywood, interpreted for the
gathering.
Mr. S. Schoflocher, of Montreal
Canada, recounted vividly his happiness in returning to Geyservi11e after
his trip around the world. His nrst
experience with Geyserville was -hi~
meeting with John Bosch in Haifa,
Palestine, when he (Schoflocher) was
not yet a Baha'i. Mrs. Louise Caswell of Portland told brieRy of her
teaching work in Nashville, Tenn.,
from which she had just returned.
The accompanying printed schedule
of the courses given at the \Vestern
States Baha'i Summer School were
built around fundamental subjects by
speakers chosen from wide fields of
experience in the Baha'i Faith:Islam: Its teachings,
The Unfoldment of World Civilization.
Supplementing this program on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturday
afternoons was the teaching seminar
in which the classes discussed six subjects by experienced public speakers,
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TEMPLE CONSTRUCTIO!'l-7.
Carving an Original Model.

Miss C. Lin font and Mrs. Buelah
Lewis, N. F. Ward, Mrs. Mamie Seto
and Mrs. Louise Caswell. The subjects of the six seminars were:
The Baha'i Teacher-Prime requisi te s for teaching.
Technique, and relation to Baha'i
Community.
The Public Addres.:;,-Prcparation,
presentation and supporting elements.
The Class Work-Types and objects, teacher's place, student participation.
Teaching Opportunities-In Baha'i
community, new fields, and national
teach ing program.
Introduction of the Faith in new
States-Survey, contacts, publicity,
lectures, classes, follow-up.
In addition to the formal classes the
program provided four public meetings
in the Baha'i Hall at Geyserville, and
one meeting in Santa Rosa at the Masonic Temple.
The attendance at the summer
school session were as fonows: De,,·otionals, maximum 68, minimum 28;
at the teaching seminar, maximum 74,
minimum 40; at daily meetings ma.ximum 82, minimum 47; public meetings
approximate average of 61.
Provision for study of correlated
non-Baha'i and Baha'i literature was
made in the rear space of Baha'i Hall
as a library. By personal gifts and
discount from Baha'i books sold by
\Vestern division of Baha'i Publishing
Committee. The value of this assistance to teachers has amounted to nearly $100. This convenience of up-todate literature for the teachers at the

school has proved invaluable for the
reference of teacheTs and students. It
will remain a perpetual gift for the
progress 0 f the Faith.
Other important features of the
summer school program included a
complete course of study of the Baha'i
Faith for all of the children in attendance. The children's program included short recreation periods and handicraft during the morning and supervised play in the afternoon. Some
twelve children were in attendance
daily during the two weeks.
The youth program on Baha'i subj ects was held Tuesda ys, Thursdays
and Saturdays. An additional responsibility of the youth group was the
planning and execution of two public
meetings at the Bah,,'i Hall. These
meetings proved to be of very high order and a credit to the youth in attendance.
J. D. BOSCH, Chairman
::-l. F. WARD. Secretary
MRS. E. G. COOPER
CHARLOTTE LIN FOOT
SEIGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER

MRS. AMELIA COLLINS
IRVIN SOMERHALDER.
GEORGE LATIMER
RUTH WESTGATE

LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
Last summer your committee for the
Louhelen Summer School located at
Louhelen Ranch, Davison, Michigan,
planned and carried out three sessions,
First was the youth session, June 27J ul y I, with the following program
daily: Devotions; The New World
Order, Forum conducted by Willard
:\fcKay; History and Principles of the
Faith, conducted by Annamarie and
Margaret Kunz for_ new inquirers;
Study of The Dispensation of Bahil'u'lIah, conducted by Miss Garreta
Busey; The Baha'i Teachings applied
to Daily Life, talks by Emeric and
Rosemary Sala, Marion Holley, Kenneth Christian. These courses were attended almost a hundred percent. Each
a f ternaan was a forum conducted by
different young people which was particularly vital. There was opportunity
in the afternoons far swimming and
other recreation.
In charge of the sports and evening
programs was the Lima youth group
and they had their plans well worked
out in advance. An effort was made
to have the evening entertainments
more distinctively Baha'i both in character and excellence of presentation,
for our Guardian urges that our summer schools gradually develop into
u true cultural and educational Baha'i
centers." The pageant which the U r-
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bana group put on Monday evening is
especially worthy of mention. This was
a presentation of "The Gate of Dawn,"
the pageant arranged by Mrs. Bowditch and Kenneth Christian. Although the equipment and costumes
were quite limited the presentation was
dignified and impressive and created
an atmosphere of reverence and inspiration. It made it evident that in the
line of pageantry and drama is a great
field for presenting the Cause. Tuesday evening the Chicago and North
Shore groups gave a varied program
of music and readings. Wednesday
evening the Flint group showed us
some of the wonders of chemistry and
electricity and Thursday evening put
on an original play which gave the Baha'. message. This was well worked
out and impressive. An these programs had been planned at home.
Over ninety young people were in
attendance at this session besides many
more part time visitors and we feel
that it was outstanding in earnestness
and purposefulness. One thing that
helped greatly in bringing high standards to this session was the presence
of the National Youth Committee
which chose this time and place for its
annua1 meeting. The unexpected arrival of Mrs. Seto and Mr. Carl
Schemer Sunday afternoon gave opportunity for inspiring talks from
them. A vital innovation was the quiet
hour just before retiring when dormitory groups gathered with a counsenor
for questions, reading and prayer. The
honor system of sel f ~government was
successfully continued this year.
Immediately following the youth
session was the July general session,
July 3-11. This group was rather
small, but there was something vital
about the session. In general we have
found before that small groups were
especially blessed. Several wrote back
after reaching home that they had never had so great a desire to spread the
Cause as after returning home from
this session. Whi1e the enrollment was
small there was an unusually large
number of visitors.
The following unusually rich program occupied the morning daily from
nine to twelve: Devotions; The World
Order of Bahil'u'lliih, Allen McDaniel;
Pinars of the New Civilization, Dr.
Garreta Busey; The Science of the
Love of God, Marion Holley. In the
a f temoans was round table discussion
at which various teaching problems
were discussed. How to use prophecy
jn teaching the Cause, How to present
the Cause to the agnostic or atheistic
type, How to present the Cause to the
deeply religious type,-these were
some of the subjects discussed. The
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future and that we should strive in
every way for their growth and improvement each year. Jt.1oreover, in a
letter dated November 8, 1937, he
places responsibility for this growth
upon each believer. "Every believer/'
he says, "no matter what his gifts and
position, has something to contribute
to the growth of the school, and it is
only by means of such collective support that Louhelen can gradually develop into a true cultural and educational Baha'i center." Here are words
for reflection f or every believer.
The committee greatly appreciates
the cooperation 0 f the various communities and individuals which have made
possible the work and growth of the
school. Those who come to teach and
those who come to learn and those who
remain at home and send others and
those who pray are all essential to the
continued growth and improvement of
the school.
L. W. EGGLESTON, Chairman,

GLENDALE, ARIZONA.
Members of the Spiritual Assembly newly
established on April 21, 1938.

period proved most valuable.
The especial purpose in the evening
meetings was to present the Cause to
new people. On two evenings Mr. M cDaniel gave illustrated lectures on religious architecture and the Bah,,'i
House of Worship. One evening there
was a symposium on the subject of immortality and on another the story of
Mulla Husayn from The Dawn-Breakers was beautifully told by Miss Neysa
Bissell of Buffalo. The evening of
July ninth was devoted to a memorial
service in memory of the B.ab.
In August (July 31-August 8) another group gathered, larger than the
July group. At this time, too, a rich
and inspiring program was presented; Devotions; The True Relation between Religion and Government, Dr.
Glenn Shook; The World's Debt to Islam, Mr. N. M. Firoozi; The Divine
Art of Living, Mrs. Dorothy Baker.
An especial favor for the August
session was the presence of Miss
Agnes Alexander who had recently
visited Haifa and had much to tell us
of the Guardian's words and wishes.
Before she left Haifa the Guardian
had instructed her to visit summer
schools. Many of the afternoon meetings were devoted to hearing her notes
and others to discussing teaching
methods.
It is impossible to put into words
what these summer schools, even in
their still undeveloped state, mean to
those who attend. Our Guardian has
told us that these schools are the
foundations of the universities of the

MRS. DoROTHY BAKER
GARRETA BUSEY

E. J. MIESSLER
BIS HOP BROW N
BlmTflA H. KIRKPATRICK~

Sec'y

NATIONAL TEACHING
"Prosecute uninterruptedly teaching
campaigu inaugurated at last Convention"""in accordance with Divine PLan."
(1937 Convention message from the
Guardian.)
HIn a world perilously near cataclysmic convulsions ... well nigh staggering responsibility rests on America.
. . . Who among its stalwart defenders will arise, untrammelled (and) unafraid, to implant its banner in those
states (and) provinces where its standard is still unhoisted. Entreat afresh
American community heed vital urgency (of) my impassioned plea ... ."
(Cablegram from Shoghi Effendi,
August, 1937.)
"World crisis inexorably moving
toward climax, challenging torchbearers of Baha', civilization (to) scale
loftier heights (of) individual heroism, (to) scatter more widely throughout length and breadth (of the) American continents, (to) participate more
strenuously (in) concerted effort organized by National, Regional, 10cal
agencies dedicated (to the) prosecution (of) noble enterprise." (Cablegram from Shoghi Effendi, October
29, 1937.)
HThe seven-year plan. , , must at all
costs be prosecuted with increasing
force and added consecration. All
should arise and participate. . . . The
American believers must gird up the
loins of endeavor and step into the
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arena of service with such heroism as
shall astound the entire BaM'; world."
(Letter from the Guardian, November, 1937.)
These impassioned pleas 0 f the
Guardian to the American Baha'is reveal, step by step, a picture of the
grave responsibility resting on us all
during the seven remaining years of
the first Baha'i century. That they
call for greater sacrificial unity, more
enthusiastic display of individual heroism, and much loftier standards of service than we have ever known, is evident; as is also the assurance that such
services will be attendant with the
blessings of divine confirmation.
The believers, to an individual, have
arisen to play their part in the divine
drama now being enacted on the horizon of America's spiritual, destiny.
The progress of the teachmg work
during the first year of the Seven ~ Y ear
Divine Plan, if intensified as it gains
momentum, will surely bring such spir·
itual motion in the life of the American continents that the Faith of Ba~
h:i'u'Uah will achieve renown as to

"astound the Baha'i world. t.

It is impossible to recount the un~
ceasing sacrifices, the untiring efforts,
the heroic deeds, and the depth of spir~
itual consciousness developed by the
friends during the past year. Nor is
it possible to gain more than a slight
impression of this great collective action, carrying forward, as it did in all
directions, the divine Banner of Baha'u'Jlah. In not one instance has the
effort of even the humblest been with~
out result. Certainly such a standard
of service and such an outpouring of
divine confirmations have never been
witnessed in this country.
Pioneers have arisen and, forsaking
their home ties. have moved into new
areas and established the Faith. Many
singly and alone have entered areas of
spiritual darkness and brought the
Light of Guidance. Others have dili~
gently carried on the work of devel~
oping these new centers of attraction,
while one and all have continuously increased their efforts to expand the
Faith and strengthen the institution of
its New World Order.
At Convention time
year ago the
Faith of Baha'u'll;ih had not yet been
established in seven states of the United States and two provinces of Canada. At this time, there are still seven
states and two Canadian provinces
without any known Baha'is.
A year ago there were twenty-six
states without Assemblies or Groups.
while at this time this number has been
reduced to eighteen, and in six of these
eighteen states there afC flourishing
study groups. It is encouraging to

a
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TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION-S.
Sculptor at Work

note that active teaching work has been
carried iorward during the year in
twenty of the hventy-six states which
were without Assemblies or Groups in
May, 1937.
At Convention time a year ago, seven of the Canadian provinces were
without Assemblies.
An Assembly
now having been authorized in Toronton, Ontario, the number after April
21 is reduced to six. Another Province
has a Baha'i Group, and teaching work
has been done in two others.
Twelve Baha'is have moved to new
states as pioneer teachers, and extension pioneer teaching work has been
actively carried on by thirty·eight oth~
ers. The Regional Teaching Com~
mittees, too, have labored diligently to
open up new cities, to assist isolated
bel ievers in thei r teaching efforts, and
to cooperate with Baha'i Groups in increasing their numbers. Add to this
the unrecorded pioneer teaching work
of all the Bahi'is and we may gain a
slight idea of the momentum that is being gained in the teaching branch of
the Seven~Year Plan.
Thirty~four of the fifty~five Assem~
blies sending in reports show a total
increase of 177 new believers during
the year. In addition, fifty~three new
isolated helievers were enrolled in
twenty states. Also nine new Spiritual
Assemblies have been authorized this
year, bringing the number of cities
where the Faith is established up to
342 is against 303 last year. Worthy of
note as an indication of the deve10ping
strength of the Faith, is the fatt that
of this large number of new Raha'is,
most of them are able and anxious to
become active supporters of the Cause,
rather than only believers impressed

with the spiritual gifts of Bah;i'u'lI<ih.
. Of the fifty~five Assemblies reporting, twenty-six opened eighty-two new
cities to the Faith, with active followup work being done in forty~one of
them. One of the 11)ost encouraging
features of this work is that twentyfive of these Assemblies used local
teachers for introducing the Teachings
into new localities.
Fifteen Assemblies report teacher
training classes where definite training
is being given prospective Baha'i
teachers.
A new type of teacher training for
Baha'i youth was developed this year
in the service rendered by Miss Marguerite Reimer who accompanied older, more experienced teachers into new
areas, making arrangements for the
pubilc meetings, taking care of public~
ity and handling all details in connec~
tion with the pioneer work.
All Assemblies are unanimous in
their views that the most successful
method of teaching is still the fireside
method.
Public lectures and radio
talks are the means of attracting souls.
and while producing greater results
than previously, they do not provide
the opportunities to confirm the stu~
dent that are offered in the infonnal
study courses of the fireside meetings,
As the world draws nearer the hOllr
of its greatest travail, the hearts of all
are seeking more and more a true basis
of spiritual life and a sound solution to
the world's ills. Thus the public is
more receptive than ever before to the
Bahi'i Faith. Evidence of this is borne
out in the attitude of the press toward
Bahi'i articles. Most reassuring is the
liberality of the press in the new cities
where the Faith has been established,
some of the very best of newspaper
articles appearing in these virgin areas.
It is regrettable that there is not
sufficient opportunity to record the
great sacrifices of the pioneer teachers,
to outline the many problems and obstacles in their paths, how the doors of
guidance have opened to them, and the
confirmations of the Holy Spirit have
reached them. Anyone, contacting in
the least degree the field of sacrificial
service of all the friends, and particu~
lady the teachers on the frontiers, can
do no other than carry continuously in
his heart a feeling of deep gratitude
for their exemplary devotion and a
continuous prayer for their success.
\Vitb this conscious and spiritual unity
of all the friends, both in deed and
spirit, surely the Faith of Baha'u'llah
will move forward to ever new fron~
tiers, achieving, ere the close of this
century, the goal set before us by the
Guardian.
LEROY IOAs~ Chairman
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CllARLOTTE 11. LINFOOT. Sec'y
GEORGE O. LATIMER
MRS. THOMAS H. COLLINS
FORSYTH N. ;,VARD
I\lRS. ARTHUR L. DAHL

REGIONAL TEACHING
New England
The teaching work in this region
reflects the fine \.... ork done by our
speakers and teachers in our Summer
School at Green Acre, and we are frequently hearing of its far-reaching effects. And during the many travels
of Mrs. Greenleaf throughout this
country, she has interested a great
many people who are constantly coming to Green Acre in the summer time
to enjoy her famous hospitality and
talks upon the Faith, carrying away
with them many books and pamphlets
to their far homes. \Ve have again
with reluctance loaned her to Florida
this winter. With these two influences, New England has tentacles
reaching into many of our states, far
and wide.
Maine:In the mountains of Maine an extensive teaching work is still being carried out among summer people and
interesting vacation travellers from
manv states, as well as the surrounding -towns people. Books and pamphlets have been widely distributed,
and addresses given by National Assembly members to large groups from
Men's Clubs and Women's Societies
of the larger towns. Several requests
have already been received from many
residents of those centers for group
meetings this summer. This is a most
successful and unique venture.
Contacts were made in two new localities, North Berwick and Lewiston.
Mrs. Ives went to Lewiston en route
to Moncton, N. B., to speak to a
group of 12 students of Bates College
and a professor and wife. All were so
interested that a set of books was sent
to the Department of Religion at the
college for the use of students who
had been requested to write theses on
the Baha'; Faith.
).fme. Orlova gave a lecture to the
North Berwick group. Questions followed which enabled her to speak on
The }lew World Order for half an
hottr to abottt 30 new people. Next
day an invitation was extended to 50
friends in different towns, and JVlme.
Orlova spoke upon "~Vhat the World
Is \I,faiting For." To a group of 20
at Eliot she spoke on Prayer. It is
encouraging to see so many inqui~ers
from the towns surrounding Green

MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
Members of the Spiritual Assemb1y newly estabHshed on April 21. 1938.

Acre becoming more and more interested.
Mrs. Greenleaf followed up the
Summer School at Eliot this autumn
with Sunday afternoon meetings for
the study of "Gleanings."
Mason Remey and Horace Holley
also have helped with many of the
groups and new contacts are alwa~s
being increased. The young people m
this region have been very active and 6
of them have joined the Eliot community as the result of a half-year's
efforts, in and around Green Acre.
A set of six books has been placed
in the Portland Librarv for the use of
interested residents. ~
}lew Hampshire:Several people have been interested
in the Baha'i Faith in Manchester amI
Dover, and groups are forming. Six
books have been placed in the libraries
of each city for their use.
In Ashuelot, the large group bas
been broken up on the eve of forming
an Assembly, by the death of three believers and five others have moved
away. These were all believers. This
leaves three be1ievers now with two
interested to study with them. The
Feasts have been regu lar Iy he ld here
among the believers for several years.
V"ermont:A public meeting was arranged in
1'\ewport at The \Vomen's Oub, and
Loroi Schopfiocher gave an interesting

and well-received talk, and "Baha'u'\lah and the New Era" was sent to the
Library for the use of those who had
expressed interest, which was announced at the meeting. This is new
territory.
Massachusetts : An interesting Inter-Community
Teaching 'Conference was held last
autumn in Boston 1 Eliot and \V orcester participating. A most helpful series of talks and discussions was followed by refreshments, and Roy Wilhelm spoke on "Making Contacts." In
the evening Mme. Orlova spoke to a
large audience in the Victoria Hotel,
on "The Baha'i Faith." This Conference was so enthusiastically received
that Boston decided to continue with
public meetings twice monthly.
}If orthfield:-Marion Holley of Visalia, California, spoke to a group of
.30 from surrounding towns, after a
picnic lunch held on the grounds of
The Youth Hostel. The two in charge
of The Hostel were deeply interested
and have asked for another meeting
there. lvlarion also spoke to a large
group gathered at :Monson, who greatly enjoyed her intelligent presentation
of The Faith, and they have all kept
up their interest.
Agnes Aliexander made a brief visit
to Boston, Springfield and Worcester,
telling us of her experiences at Haifa.
U pton:-A new group of seven
deeply interested people was recently
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Members of the Spiritual Assembly newly estabJisbed on April 21, 1938. Photograph
.
shews tree under which 'Abdu'l-Baha stood in 1912.

formed here, and a meeting well attended was held for questioning. They
decided to begin the study of "Bahci'u'llah and the New Era" with "Promulgation of Universal Peace" for
reading and reference.
Amherst :-A new territory is being
opened. An interested friend arranged
with the librarian of a large, beautiful
Memorial Library, a true community
center for all town activities and educational work, for Mountlort Mills to
speak on "The World Crisis and 501utions.n The audience was most representative of this famous old college
town. One in the audience was so interested that he wrote a long detailed
report of Mr. Mills' talk and sent it to
the Amherst and Springfield newspapers. He ended his report by saying
that of all the series of lectures lasting
through the college year, he considered
Mr. Mills' talk the most excellent.
I have omitted our large annual Inter-State picnic gathering which is always held in June in the large, beautiful Forest Park near Springfield. In
the spacious Mansion we meet, children, young people and older, to lunch
together which provides a happy reunion of many members of the various
Baha'i Communities, groups and isolated believers, with all possible of
the newly interested friends, which is
building up a fine fellowship in New
England. Lunch was followcd liy a
public meeting in the afternoon when
Mountfort Mills gave a most stirring
address which was thoroughly enjoyed

by all.
Another new study group has been
formed with believers in Salem, Beverly and Wenham at the home of Mrs.
Clarence Lunt, and by her invitation
friends who became believers at the
time of 'Abdu'l-Baha's visit in this
country, will be gathered for a regular fireside study, reading and discussion. This is an entirely new plan and
is by invitation only, to be worked out
with the aim of bringing together all
the believers in these regions for The
Feasts, and to seek out all those representative friends whom 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Himself taught, for the study of the
New World Order and the Guardianship. This group is to be constantly
under the supervision of the Regional
Committee which is aiding them with
all possible plans. We feel this is the
beginning of a most promising venture. Very soon a member 0 f the N ational Assembly is to address them.
Providence, Rhode Island :-A new
state,
Much very active and constructive
work in disseminating literature has
been done by the very able Three Rivers Croup, and out of it, contact has
been made in Providence, and a group
of II young- teachers was formed last
autumn. We were privileged to have
Dr. Shook give a series of talks to
them, They were all enthusiastic and
are now waiting for a meeting for
questions with other of their friends,
soon to take place.
This series was extended to W orces-

ter and Palmer fireside gatherings of
newly interested people, some well attracted, and friends from surrounding
towns. This series was designed to
confirm those who do not study themselves, on Administration and the
Guardianship, and resulted in three believers forming a group in Three
Rivers.
We have made out a new teaching
plan for this region :-we have turned
our attention to the radio, to prepare
to arrange a series of talks that shan
extend over a large area of New England, hoping to find a great many
through one series of broadcasts, given
in five different centers, as near the
same time as possible, in order to {onn
groups more quickly than formerly
and more extensive1y, \Vinter weather
prevents effective work all winter long
here, so we are working to get this
plan wen on the air and groups formed
before another autumn.
While considering the work and outlining our talks, an opportunity came
surprisingly soon.
The Springfield
newspaper announced that a new station WSPR, a small station, had
opened in Springfield, offering 15 minutes each morning for a devotional pe~
riod. . By the kind and complete cooperation of the announcer, the station
was opened to the Baha'i Faith. Then
two hectic weeks preparing the six
talks followed, using mostly the direct quotations of Baha'u'lhih and
'Ab?u'l-Baha, under the subject, "The
Dtvme Remedy Brought by The Divine Physician, Baha'u'llah."
Each
talk was linked with the preceding one
by the announcer in place of music,
and at the end an invitation was given
by WSPR to those interested to send
for a copy of the talks, and several
responses were received. Personal calls
keep up their interest, and even further
journeys will be made to meet others
who sent for talks.
Encouraged by this success, we are
now preparing a series of talks for
the educational periods which The National Radio Corporation has announced in the newspapers recently,to be ready as soon as possible to give
these broadcasts from five central
points of New England, that we may
the better take advantage of the
time :-A series consisting of a most
impressive framework of Baha'i information to hold "The Pearl of Great
Price" is the ideal toward which we
are striving, so when the Mes5a.ge is
given, the public will receive it with
reverence, understanding and interest.
We believe with the aid of Bah"u'l!ah
this will be done.
'
Vie have tried to plan wherever possible close, sustained follow-up work
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Pa.:.rton:-Arrangements were started last summer for group teaching in
Paxton, which will be carried forward
extensively this summer. This is also
a new area,
A new kind of search has been carried out by us in this district:-\Ve
have tried to gather home groups from
the surrounding towns through friends,
their relatives, and their newly interested inquirers, in two of our homes
this past year, which give fine promise
for another year.
Connecticut : A new representative group including men of high position has been
formed in Hartford at the home of an
early believer, and Mountfort Mills is
the speaker and teacher. W", are anticipating great results from this -successful beginning.
The work in Hartford has suffered
greatly as we have not been able to
find a teacher to settle there and teach,
as we had planned to do.
Another Inter-Community Teaching
Conference is planned for March 26th
in New Haven, with basket supper,
and two sessions,-one in the afternoon, one in the evening, so we may
have the help of the men. Worcester,
Springfield and isolated belie,:,ers. as
well as the groups are parhClpatmg.
A very fine program is .ready, and in
the evening Mrs. Bolles 15 gomg to tell
us of her experiences in Germany
Teaching work, and in Haifa. The fellowship at supper is most enjoyable
for all and renews old friend'hips. We
have work and pleasure, happily combined.
FLORENCE I\10~TONJ Secretary
AMELIA BOWMAN
HELEN ARCHAMBAULT
ALICE BACON
HEBE STRUVEN

IUi1wi.s, WisCQ1S.Sis, Michiga.

During the' year now drawing to a
dose, the Regional Teaching Committee of the states of Illinois, Wisconsin
and Michigan has been able to render
assistance to a number of communities
just opening to the Baha', Cause.
'Varrenville, III., a village of about
250 inhabitants in the Fox River Valley, has three vitaIly interested sou Is,
through whom two weIl attended public meetings were arranged. The responsive friends are now attending
study classes in nearby Batavia and
Aurora.
Batavia. III., a town of 5000 inhabitants, has one declared Baha'i. This
friend has arranged public meetings
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and weeKly study classes, which are
attracting the key men and women of
the community.
Aurora, Ill., another city in the Fox
River Valley has two Bah"'is. No
public meetings have been held as yet,
but weekly study classes are m progress and these are attracting a small
but fine group of people. Yorkville,
IlL, has two believers, this is a small
village, also in Wheaton, Ill., there is
one believer. 1\0 public meetings have
been held in these twa. towns, but these
friends meet with the Batavia and Aurora Baha'is, they also have meetings
in their homes, and together they are
doing splendid inter-group work which
shows promise of developing real Baha'i centers.
In Waukegan, III., a group of eight
fine men and women have been attending a weekly study class during. the
winter months, and aU ha ....e SIgnIfied
their desire for membership as fullfledged Baha'is as soon as they have
reached the proper stage of development.
Maywood .. Ill., Group and Grand
Rapids, Michigan Group, as you know
have been progressing beautifully until
now they are ready for real Spiritual
Assembly Life. The Committee has
given assistance to both groups on various occasions.
The North Shore communities of
Kenosha, Racine and I\filwaukee have
been furnished with speakers for near-

ly all Sunday public meetings.
1'.'Iadison, \Vis., group has been very
busy and energetic all winter. Teachers have been sent monthly to assist
and many people have been deeply attracted to the Cause.
Peoria, Ill., Milwaukee, \Vis., have
opened up new towns as the Assembly
questionnaires no doubt will convey to
vour committee,
Chicago, Ill., although not having opened up new territory, continued work in Oak Park
this year with most satisfactory results.
The Committee will not report on
local Assemblv activities as the questionnaires sent directly to each Assembly wiIJ completely cover work done in
each instance.
The Committee is happy indeed to
have been permitted to serve in this
\o,.'ork of opening new territory and
assisting those communities already established, and wishes to express its
deep appreciation of the privilege.
FLORENCE ROLFE
EDRIS RICE- VVRA y CARSO:'\f
ROBERT TRIESS
MONROE IOAS
CHARLES REIMER

SARAH S. WALRATH, Sec'y.
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New York, New Jersey,
P""my/va1f/a

(Continued)
At the first meeting of the Regional
Teaching Committee, which met at the
home ·of Mrs. Mildred ).iottahedeh,
plans were formulated for carrying out
the teaching program of the National
Spiritual Assembly.
It was suggested that each member
of the Regional Committee bring to
the attention of the Local Spiritual
A ssem blies the result 0 four consultation and ask their cooperation in helping to carry out the plan. The plan
was brought to the attention of the
Spiritual Assemblies of Montclair,
}iewark, Jersey City and Teaneck,
}i. J.
All of the Assemblies decided that
the best way they could help in the
teaching work this year was to concentrate on plans they had already
developed and also that if, during the
year, anyone was free to do additional
work it would be brought to the attention of the Regional Member of New
Jersey.
One of the friends from the Jersey
City Assembly, Mr. Bernard B. Gottlieb, took charge of a class held at
Elizabeth, New Jersey, and the work
here has been carried on with a number of people attending these classes
about once every two or three weeks.
Mr. Gottlieb was also assigned to
work with two friends in Paterson,
N. J., Mr. James Morten and Mr. Mason and plans wefe arranged to carry
on a series of classes at one of the hotels. This work was finally started
during the first part of March and is
coming along very ni<:ely.
At Redbank, N. J., a class has been
formed and Mr. Archie Tichenor took
charge of this class and several friends
here are becoming actively interested
in the work.
At Atlantic City, N. J., two or three
friends in cooperation with Mr. William De Forge have been holding a
class meeting about once a month and
this work is still active.
At Colonia, }i. J., a class has been
held at the home of Mrs. Pattison.
:\Hss Esther Foster and Mrs. Louise
Talbot have been cooperating with
Mrs. Pattison and Mrs. Olivia Kelsey
has given several publi~ talks to this
group and good newspaper publicity
was given to these meetings. This
group is active and is continuing their
work.
A class was started at the home of
Mrs. Hoar, at Montclair, N. J.. and
one or two meetings have been held
there. Mr. Philip Sprague of New
York spoke.
.
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Tentative plans were formulated to
begin a series of lectures at Ridgewood, N. J., under the supervision of
~1r. Charles Krug and the committee
hopes to carry these plans Qut in the
very near future.
The teachers from the Spiritual Assembly at Teaneck, carried on Fireside
Groups in Bogota, N. J., Englewood,
N. J. and Haworth, N. J,
All of the friends in these different
groups have cooperated enthusiastically in this work and while the committee is not able to report the possible
formation of any new Assemblies this
year, the friends as well as the committee, feel that the work will result
in several new groups and possible formation of Assemblies during the coming year.
Baha'i literature for all of these
meetings has been supplied by different groups and members cooperating
in the teaching work.
INTER-AMERICAN
TEACHING
The written instructions of our
Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, have inaugurated a new chapter of Inter-America Committee work. A definite program has been outlined and it
is hoped that all the believers
will read carefully the following
9uotations hom letters received durmg the past Winter from the
Guardian and thus become informed
of Shoghi Effendi's earnest desires
and hope that the friends cooperate
with the program and help to carry
forward his exact instructions,
November 18, 1937
"The Guardian hopes that the National Spiritual Assembly has given
careful consideration relative to the various aspects o-f the teaching plan, especially the question of Baha'i publications in Spanish which is, of course,
of paramount importance. It is quite
indispensable to have a sufficient quantity of literature in Spanish if the
friends wish to effectually teach in
South American states. The ways and
means for meeting this problem the
Guardian prefers to leave to the discretion of Inter-America Committee,
working under the dose supervision
and guidance of the National Spiritual Assembly, He hopes that a satisfactory decision wilt be soon reached
in thi smatter."
December 19, 1937
"The matter of Spanish Bahit'i publications is, indeed, most vital, as the
teaching work in South and Central
Amerka cannot possibly advance until
there is a sufficient supply of books
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and pamphlets available for distribution among the Spanish speaking masses throughout that continent.
"It is also most important that those
\,\rho undertake to teach in South
America should have a sufficient
knowledge of Spanish, so that they
may be able to reach the masses, and
not merdy a few individuals.
"The National Spiritual Assemhly
in conjunction with the Inter-America "Committee mu st endea VOl' to carry
out these two points, preliminary to
any extensive teaching campaign
throughout Latin America,
The
ground should first be carefully prepared, so that the revenues which the
friends are ready to expend for the furtherance of the teaching work in that
continent may yield the best and maximum result."
Jammry 14, 1938
r<The Guardian has just received
your very \'\o'elcome communkation of
the 27th of December and is pleased
to know that you have taken up with
the National Spiritual Assembly the
Cluestion of the publication of Baha'i
literature in Spanish, He hopes that
the outcome 0 f your joint efforts will
be to expedite the publications of the
Spanish translations now available and
thus prepare the way for the intensification of the teaching work in Latin
America."
FebnWTY 11, 1938
"Your letter of January 20th addressed to our beloved Guardian has
just come, and the news has greatly
rejoiced and refreshed his heart. The
Guardian hopes that you will meet
with increasing success in Inter-America work, for the extension of which,
he trusts, you will succeed in arousing the interest and in obtaining the
whole-hearted and effective support of
our American believers."
"
In order to prepare .Spanish literature for the teaching \vork of the coming year, Miss Leonora Holsapple, 1iving in Bahia~ Brazil, contributed her
own translations, prepared by tbe
Guardian's wishes and published "in
Brazil. Of these we have two pamphlets, "'The Bahii'i Revelation" and
"\:Vhat Is the Baha'i Movement?" Also
the longer works of "Baha'u'llah and
the New Era" and the "Iqan." Si~
nor Pedro Espanoza, chairman of the
Spiritual Assembly of Mexico City,
has translated the book of prayers, and
this will be avai1able in the near future.
Our teacher, ~irs" Frances
Stewart, who has clone such sublime
work alreadv. contributes "The Adminbtration." The committee prepared
and multigraphed "The Seven Valleys," "The Goal of the New ''Vorld

Order" and "The Future World Commonwealth." Thus we have a small
quantity of literature ready for the
coming months (imfXJl'tant in South
America because it is the \-Vinter season) and therefore the best time for
teaching. Our task in translation has
only begun and a more strenuous effort
is yet necessary before we can rest from
this all important work.
During the past year, since the Convention of 1937, our teachers have
given outstanding tribut~ to their zeal
and perseverance. An interesting account of Baha'i pioneer work comes
from Isabel Stebbins Dodge who is living in Peru, South America:
Peru

"On Monday, June 21st, Sra, Garcia
Rosell and her son, Dr. Rosell, introduced us to Senorita Leonora Salvatierra, one of the very few women in
Peru before whom one could speak
freely of liberal ideas, We discussed
some of the chief principles of the Baha'i Cause with which both of the women were in complete accord, Sra.
Garcia Rosell explained to her friend
in Spanish that these doctrines were
the highest, the most elevated in the
world. As she continued to talk about
the Baha'i Cause, its world-wide significance and vision of the future, Dr.
Rosell translated into Spanish, with
some help from me, on the meaning
of the English. His mother became
intensely interested and was eager to
plan a meeting. She would put notices
in the papers and send out invitations
so that as many people as possible
could hear mother speak. Some would
be able to understand English, and her
son would translate for the benefit of
the rest. A meeting was planned for
July 10th and mother prepared a paper
on the principles of Baha'u'llah (Oneness of ~Iankind), Dr, Rosell read
'Baha'u'nah and the New Era' and
thought it a magnificent plan for the
world. His mother said that he could
be a Baha'i because he had tbe essential qualities of simplicity and sincerity,
disliked all ostentation and was not
ambitious for money. ~In his" work he
treats the poor as well as the'rich and
does not care if they can not pay him.'
This confirmed our previous impression of Dr. R(}seH's modesty, kindheartedness and patience. By seventhirty, Saturday evening, July 10th,
twenty persons, all Penlvians, had assembled in the salon of the Garcia Rosell home to hear the Baha'i message.
How we longed to be able to speak to
them in their own language or througIl
all international language!
After a
short introduction by Sra, Garcia
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Rosell, mother gave her talk stopping
after everv sentence or two to enable
Dr. Rosell to translate. He had already written out a complete translation into Spanish of mother's paper, so
he was able to interpret rapidly. It
was a distinguished company of men
and women, engineers, business men,
. naval, and military officers, and their
wives, and also a number of young
men and girls. After mother had finished, I gave my talk on the Temple
which Dr. Rosell translated almost extemporaneously.
and
we
pas.sed
around pictures of 'Abdu'l-Baha and
the Temple. The meeting was then
thrown open for questions. A naval
captain, relative of the Garcia Rosells,
inquired about the type of services to
be held in the Temple. He was pleased
to hear that there was no clergy in the
Baha'i Faith 'because as vou have already told us,' he said, we{ must 'know
with our own understanding and not
by the understanding 0 f any in the
world! There were questlons concerning immortality and wh.ether the Baha'is believed in reincarnation.
One
young man wanted to know the Baha'i
definition of religion. Dr. Portal, a
physician who had lived twenty years
in Cerro de Pasco, remarked to me
that these principles were very good,
very important. There seemed to be a
considerable amount
of
interest
aroused as people began to discuss our
answers, more questions were asked
and the engineers present were especially interested in the construction of
the Temple. A young lieutenant and
his wife were especially interested to
find out more about these teachings, so
I gave them a copy of Esselmont. We
had brought only a half a dozen copies
with us which were distributed jn no
time, but we said if they would come
back the next Saturday, we would
have more books and would tell them
more. A young man studying to be a
lawyer said that absolutely nothing was
known about this in PeTtI. He suggested that I write an article about it for
the newspaper. I told him that I had
written one, sent it to the leading
newspaper hut had received no answe ....
He said there were many fanatical ann
conservative people her; and suggested
that if mv article were translated into
Spanish, "some newspaper would publish it. I have complete confidence
in DI'. Ovidio Garcia Rosell. VVe had
been somewhat anxious about offending anyone in this very Catholic country. but no one criticized or attempted
to argue with us on any point. This
was larget:y due to Sra. Garcia Rosell's
wisdom in selecting the audience. She
said there were few liberal people in
Lima, hut she would try to secure the
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most receptive: ones, and we found
them to be intelligent, charming and
responsive. All thanked us for our
efforts and many said they "I··ould bi::'
interested and grateful if ..ve could
give them mOfe of our time. Sra.
Garcia RoseJl promised to advise them
of the next meeting. \Ve were delighted that our audience had been entirely Peruvians and if it were not for
the Rosells we would have met only
Americans . and English in Lima.· (f
a Baha'i teacher could come here with
a knowledge of Spanish, a great work
could he done. We are hoping :\1rs.
Ste\,\,'art can come soon. There is also
a crying need for more Spanish translations of Baha'i literature. \Ve have
only the Esselmont buok so far but
hope to get Shoghi Eflendi's, 'World
Religion' translated and printed here
this summer.
"Another meeting was beld on Satunl.y, July 24th, at the Garcia RoseU
home. Again the group was comprised
of about twenty people, some the same
as in the first audience and other new
ones. J.,lother read a paper which was
a book review of 'Security for a Failing \Vorld,' which Dr. Rosell translated sentence by sen tenee as she went
along. Then I read a paper on •Science and Religion' in Spanish. \Ve
gave away five more Essehnonts and
proposed the formation of a study
group to take up •Bah:!' u 'llith and the
New Era' chapter by chapter. A professor of economics from San ~'iarcos
Gniversitv said he would read Bahit'u'llah''; teachings on the subject of
economics with much interest. Sra.
Rosell promised to carryon after we
left."

Bahia
Also an act of selfless devotion was
given to the Baha'i Faith, by IVriss
Eve Nicklin of New Castle, Penn.,
who set sail for Brazil intending to
make it her home permanently and to
assist J\1iss Leonora Holsapple in carrying out the work in Bahia. Immediately upon her arrival, she began
studying Portuguese and teaching kindergarten, thus becoming self-supporting. Just as she was establishing hersel f and preparing to tea<:h the Cause,
which was the purpose in gj"ving up
both her home and her prufession, the
Brazilian government announced that
all persons not resident two years in
Brazil must leave. Thus ..vas her career abruptly ended, and the return
journey taken \.."ith the knowledg-e that
her old affiliations were no more.
Nevertheless, this intrepid soul immediately started a ne\v life by .:icTying
and teaching in \;Vest V-irginia at \Vay-
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side Farm in Parkersburg. Here she
combined teaching in a pioneer state,
,,,,,·itb earning her living, and is ready
tu go to a foreign country ...vhenever
another opportunity offers.
Mexico

110re news comes from l\.Iexico
through ::VIis!=i Beatrice I rwin our brilliant teacher:'
'
"Through the medium of illustrated
ne ...vs articles, four Baha'i Forums held
at the International Club (April and
I\·lay last), a three weeks' window exhibit of Baha~i literature at J\'lisrachi's,
also an address and world broadcast
on the Baha'i Temple, given before
1,000, at Brotherhood Festival, Institute of Impersonal Life, Mexico City
on July I, 1937, it was possible not
only to attract hundreds of souls to the
Faith, but also to estab1ish a more serious study of the Baha'i teachings
among a few progressed souls. In this
connection some recent comments may
be of interest. Dr. Gonzale Z. Burns,
Director of the 'Institute for Impersonal Life' writes: 'We are very glad
to know of the Tea~hings of Bahit'u1lith and the high principles they embody.' Senora Palassio writes: 'I like
the "Gleanings" best of those books I
have studied. This is really a sublime
Revelation, and claims my deepest respect.' Senora Rodriguez of the International Club says: 'Thank you for
the receipt of recent literature.' The
Secretary of the Grand Lodge of Masonic Library says: 'I am eager to improve my English, so that I mig htbe
aLle to translate Abdu'I-Baha's "Promulgation of Peace.".'
HThese persons number among the
five regular subscribers to World Order resident in ::Vlexico City, and are
doubtless promulgating knowledge of
Bah"'I1'l!ith's Teaching within the wide
sphere of the various activities."
1frs. Frances Stewart, Secretary of
the Inter-America Committee, sent a
most interesting account of her experiences in taking the Baha'i :rvressage to
:J.'lexico last summer, which was published in full in BAHA'I :\IEWS for
April, 1938.
The result oi this visit has been the
founding of the first Latin-American
Assembly. The elfftion of officers
took place under the direction of our
National Spiritual Assembly and on
April 21 st the f ollowi ng offices were
voted upon: Signor Pedro Espinosa,
Chairman; Signora 1\laria del Refugio
Ochoa, Vice-chairman; Signor Andres
·Ba~urto, Secretary; Signorina }faria
LUlsa B de Jurado, Corresponding
Secretary; amI Signorita Zenaida Jurad, Treasurer.
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A signal victory for the Seven YeaT
plan is thus gained. Shoghi Effendi
in his plea to the believers at the 1936
Convention spGke uf the progress of
the faith in both North and South
America. During the remaining years
of that Plan they are to advance in
knowledge of the Baha'i Faith together. The unity of the Guardian's
expression must be made OUr own.
~fan-made boundaries have naught to
do with the Divine Plan. The Oneness of mankind must become OUf pattern and he who advances along this
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path, fully cognizant of Shoghi Effendi's wishes, will find sacrifice the gateway to spiritual achievement.
In the Tablet to the Americas, Bahi'u'llith says:
"0 people, avail themse1ves of the
Day of God, Verily it is better for
you to meet Him in this Day than in
any upon \~'hich the sun rises, \vere
you of those \",ho know t"
LOGLIE A. 1'VtATHEWS, Chairman
E. R. MATHEWS
FRAKCES STEWART, Secretary
SIGNOR F. CALDERON

MUSkegon, Michigan, Mrs. Iva Smack,
132 Allen Avenue.
~.finneapolis. l\,'linnesota. l\·lrs. Helen
W. FTink, 1216 Nicollet Avenue.
St. Paul, :VIinnesota, Julian Abas. 235
Fuller Avenue.
Kansas City, ::\1issouri, 1tliss Betty
Becker, Hotel Ricardo.
Jersey City, New Jersey, Arthur W.
Foster, Baha'i Center, 41 Tonnele
Avenue.
Montclair, ~ew Jersey, ]I,'Iiss A. E.
Van Blarcum, 19 \VaInu! CTescent.
Kewark, New Jersey, Mrs. F, 'V.
Clark, 21 Milford Avenue.
Teaneck, l\ ew Jersey, Mrs. Ethel
Crane, 116 Cane St., Bogota, N. J.
Elected April 21, 1938
Binghamtun, New York, ,,[iss Roberta
Maybin, 178 Court Street.
Glendale, Arizona, :Vlrs. Emma Jones, Honolulu, Hawaii, Mrs. Elma Adolph- Buffalo, K ew York, :\1 rs. Morris S.
Route 1, Box 4ffi.
son, 712 17th Avenue,
Bu sh, 406 VI' est Utica StTeet.
Phoenix, Arizona, :Mrs. Zabrah Schn- 1faui, Hawaii, 1\·lrs. l\.fary T. Fanton, Geneva, New York, :Mrs. Lucy Heist~
eny, P. 0, Box 4053.
Sprecklesville,
46 Park Place.
Berkeley, California, Mrs. Laura Kel- Chicago, lllinois, :vIrs. H. E. Walrath, New York City, X Y., Miss BeTtha
sey Allen, 537 Santa Barbara Road.
4639 Beacon Street.
Herklotz, Room 615,119 West 57th
Geyserville, California, Mrs. John D. Evanston, Illinois, Miss Virginia RusStreet.
Bosch.
sell, 2622 Prairie Avenue,
Rochester, Kew York, Mrs, p, R.
Glendale, California, Mrs, Zuna S. Maywood, Illinois, Mrs. Gladys M.
Mcinhard, 335 Wilmot Road.
Larson, 461 \Vest Vine Street.
Amerson, 1413 'vVashington BouleYonkers, New Yurk, MTS. Dorothy
Los Angeles, California, :'>.irs. Marvard. Box 123.
\V. Jackson, 72 Rossiter Avenue.
garet Campbell, 7058 Hawthorne Park Ridge, Illinois, Mrs. J. H. RedCincinnati, Ohio, Miss Hilda Stauss,
Avenue.
son, 612 S. Washington Street.
3640 Epworth Avenue, \Vestwood.
Oakland, California, Mr. Lome H. Peoria, Illinois, :i\frs. I\.larion Rhodes,
Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. Dale S, Cole,
142 High Street.
Matteson, 160 Athol Avenue.
3174 Corydon Road, Cleveland
Pasadena, California, l\·liss Emmalu Springfield, Illinois, Mrs. Anna K.
Heights,
Wever, 402 Waldo.
Jurgens, 1136 North 4th Street.
Columbus,
Ohio, :'>.Irs. 11argarete AeeSacramento, California, :Miss Elizabeth Urbana, Illinois, Mr. H. J. SnideT,
bo, R. F. D. 1, ReynoldSburg, Ohio.
L. Duffy, 1821 M Street,
506 \'11. Penn Avenue,
San Francisco, California, :Miss Na- \Vilmette, Illinois, Mrs. Virginia Cam- Dayton, Ohio, Mrs. Helen McCoy,
24 Lexington Avenue.
deen G. Conper, 748 Page Street,
eIon, 125 Fourth Street.
Apt. 7,
Winnetka, Illi nois, Mrs, Willi s H il- Lima, Ohio, Mrs. Elma l\liessler, 1019
Montreal, P. Q., Canada, Miss Anne
pert, 455 Chestnut Street.
Lima Trust Building.
Savage, 99 Guilbault Street.
Indianapolis, Indiana, Mrs. Golda Toledo, Ohio, William Thiele, 402
Rockingham Street.
1foncton, N. B., Canana, William F.
Mae Cooper, 1 West 28th Street.
Byrne, 234 Dominion Street,
South Bend, Indiana, Mrs. Sarah M. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. YIrs. /I.,
Russell, 1031 Li ncoln Vol ay \Vest.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, .\Villiam
P. Entzminger, 423 N. E. 10th St.
Suter, 301 Metropolitan Building.
Topeka, Kansas, Miss Fern Latimer, Portland, OTegun, J, W. Latimer, 1927
814 West 8th Street,
St. Lambert, P. Q., Canada, Mrs. Em·
N. E. 40th Avenue.
eric Sala, 194 Riverside Drive.
Eliot, ::\'faine. Miss Louise Thompson. Philadelphia, Penna., Miss Jessie E.
Vancouver, B. C .. Canada, Miss Doris Baltimore, Maryland, Miss Mildred
Revell, 2531 North 19th Street.
Elmer, 838 Park Avenue,
Skinner, P. O. Box 744.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Mrs. Bishop Brown,
P. O. Box 9, IngomaT, Penna,
Colorado Springs, Coloradn, :Mrs, Cabin John, Maryland, Mrs, Margaret
Nashville, Tennessee, Miss Nellie J.
R. Patzer, P. O. Box 133.
Gladys Roberts, 915 Korth Hancock
Avenue.
Boston, Mass" Miss Louise D. WTight,
Roche, 713 Nashville Trust Bldg,
82 Ivy StTeet, Brookline, Mass.
~{onroe, \Vashington, ~frs. Levina
Denver, Colorado, Dr. C E. :vIeyer,
Springfield, Mass., Mrs. Wendell E.
Sprau, Box 277.
44950 Perry Street,
Bacon, Route I, lVlonson, Mass.
~ew Haven, Connecticut, 1fr5. Elsa
Seattle, Vvashington, :vIiss Doris Foye,
Worcester, Mass., :'>.1 iss Fanny M.
P. 0, Box 228.
Isaacs, 559 \'It'halley Avenue,
Holmes, 103 Webster Street.
\Vashingtnn, D. C, George D. Miller,
Spokane, Washington, Mrs. Isabelle
Detroit, Michigan, Mrs, Jessie E, Hall,
1717 Kilbourne Place, K, W,
Yl. Campbell, 1427 Suuth ]\'Iadison
49 E. Willis Stred.
Street.
Jacksonville, Florida, Miss Kathryn L.
Flint, Michigan, Miss Elizabeth J, Kenosha, \Visconsin, Louis ]. Voelz,
Vernon, 707 Post Street,
Phelps, Box 355,
6108 Sheridan Road,
~fiama, Florida. Miss Dorothy Loge·
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Miss Virgin- Milwaukee, \Visconsin, 1\lrs. Jeannette
lin, 2020 S. \V, 6th Street.
St. Augustine, Florida, ~Irs, Allston
ia :-Jel, 2446 Cherrywood Court,
A, Clark, 1814-A North Oakland
\\'yoming Park.
Avenue.
Speisseggcr 20 River Road.
Augusta. Georgia. :.'I.1rs. C. T. Sego, Lansing, :Vfiehig-an, George E. Angell, Racine, \Visconsin. Harold R. Oisen~
R, F. D. 3, Box 540.
Bransford Road.
1332 Russet Street.
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"THAT RARIFIED ATMOSPHERE OF
SELFLESSNESS AND DETACHMENT"

To the American Baha'i Community.
Beloved friends:
Let us consider together dispassiunately but devotedly an aspect of our
Bahit'i life which over a period of
years has by Shoghi Effendi heen repeatedly emphasized.
"Again I earnestly appeal to every
one of you, and renew my only request
with all the ardor of my conviction,"
he wrote more than ten years ago, "to
make, before and during the coming
Convention, yet another effort, this
time more spontaneous and. selfless
than before, and endeavor to approach
your task-the election of your delegates, as well as your national and local representatives-with that purity
of spirit that can alone obtain our Beloved's most cherished desire. Let us
recall His explicit and often-repeated
assurance that every Assembly elected
in that rarified atmosphere of selflessness and detachment is, in truth, appointed of God, that its verdict is truly
inspired, and that one and all should
submit to its decision unreservedly and
with cheerfulness.'1
Later the Guardian employed this
significant phrase: "the elector is called
upon to vote for none but those whom
prayer and reflection have inspired
him to uphold."
These appeals, these instructions, reveal the spiritual character of the Baha'i commlUlity in its sacred effort to
fonn the nucleus and trace the pattern
of the World Order of Bahil'u'llith.
\Vhile our methods resemble those by
which political bodies are elected and
maintained, the spirit and intention is
utterly different. Every individual believer is expected to arise to a higher
realm in his or her passjonate devotion
to the Faith in these, its days of infancy and tender growth.
\Vhenever, thereforc, the clement of
electioneering enters thc life of the
Baha'i community, its effect is prostrating and harmhd until by their loyalty and their courage the believers,
with the aid of their aclministrative
institutions, overcome such a negative
condition through the positive force of

unity and understanding, Aside from
the consideration that electioneering
involves denial of the elector's right,
aside also from the undoubted fact that
it sceks influence unduly for or against
individuals in the election, the most
important and grievous aspect of the
matter is that 1t involves the integrity
of the Baha'i institution itself. Nothing could be more serious in this Formative Period than efforts to transform the character of the organic Bahi'i institutions by surrounding them
with a political atmosphere, The task
they are called upon to perform cannot
he accomplished without the sustaining
and guiding power of the Holy Spirit.
The present hour in human history i3
too crucial, the future too dark, for the
realization of our col1ective hopes by
any but spiritual intentions.
Indeed, we have likewise these
warning words 0 f Shoghi Effendi to
point out the sad result of failure to
attain the Bah ..'\'i goal: "Should such a
representative and responsible body
fail to realize this fundamental requi::;ite for all successful achievement, the
whole structure is sure to crumble, and
the Great Plan of the Future, as unfolded by the Master's Will and Testament, 'lI,~il1 be rudely ci.isturbcd and
grievously delayed."
At all times, the Baha'i community
stands between the two opposed possibilities of glorious success and lamentable failure. \Ve are not passengers on a ship being passively borne
to the goal, but responsible workers,
and the pure intention and energetic
loyalty of the whole community is required jf either local or National Assemblies aTe to play their part.
That a real deepening of spiritual
life is required at this time was revealed to us all by the Guardian's
cablegram to the Convention, in which
he sairl: ", , , sumllloning- (to) their
aiel vitalizing influence prayers meditations which Author their Faith Himself revealeci, let them, delegates, visiturs alike, draw nigh unto Baha'll'l1ah
that He may dra",,' nigh unto them,"
But the sltbject of electioneering
methods is itself but one aspect of the

larger problem involved in the attitude
which makes for rumor and suspicion
within a community consecrated to
truth and responsible decision, If that
attitude can be removed by spiritual
means, the question of electioneering
,,'!,I ill never arise.
The unique importance of prayer and meditation lies in
its power to make the soul firm and
steadfast, immune to negative suggestion in any form, No administrative
action in the form of penalty and punishment can serve as substitute for
that immunity within the body of the
believers themselves.
Therefore the }lational Spiritual
Asssembly, "whose inescapable responsibility is to guard the integrity . . .
of the entire community," as Shoghi
Effendi stated in his letter of January 3D, 19.38, wishes to emphasize the
spiritual nature and origin of true integri ty, and make appeal for a more
conscious and widespread realization
of what citizenship in the \\Torld Order of Baha'u'Il{-th means, The power
to act through Baha'i institutions does
not consist of the authority vested in
those institutions, but of the general
power of unity existing among the entire community of believers. That
unity is the ultimate source of achievement in all the affairs of the Baha'i
Faith.
If there be any who have offendell
in the past, let them r~pent in prayer
to Bahit'u'llith. Let them learn to employ their God-given opportunities to
huild and not to destroy, to share truth
and not to instigate rumors or to seek
to conceal personal motives behind a
mask of fine words.
The Guardian's cablegram, quoted
above, carries both assurance and
warning to every American Baha'i.
His words arc to be pondered and
cherished in the depths 0 f the heart;
and this communication from the National Spiritual Assembly is intended
solely as a reminder to all individuals
and not made a fresh occasion for rumors concerning personalities.
Yours faithfully,
i\TATJONAL SPIRITUAL i\SSEMBLi",
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EFFORT IN CONTINUITY
In this issue of BAHA'i NEWS is presented the 1'\ ational Committees appointed for the year beginning July 1.
The friends, and particularly the local
Assemblies, are requested to acquaint
themselves with the wide range of activities which the various Committees
include, and take all possible steps
toward useful contact and cooperation.
The year is all too brief in which to accomplish the truly vital and difficult
tasks already set under the previuus
announcements reporting the Temple
and Teaching plans.
Likewise is this issue begins a new
and important department entitled
"The Charter of the New World Order" consisting of e.xcerpts from the
\Vill and Testament of 'Abelu'l-Baha
and the Guardian's written and authoritative interpretation of the \\lill. Study
and meditation upon these words will
deepen Ollr conception of the universal
character of tbe Faith and purify our
understanding of and service to a Revelation blending a spiritual and a social Teaching. The full capacity of the
Baha'i community will attain the field
of action when we succeed in reconciling within ourselves and among ourselves these two aspects of life in the
New Age, conjoined after so long a
period of historical separation.
The Guardian~s explanation of two
important current questions raised by
the Natiunal Spiritual Assembly, already reported to the local Assemblies
in the Bulletin, is also reprinted here
for the informaton of all believers.
A-hsence from local communities on
account of attendance at the Summer

Schools and other reasons has made
the summer months a time of somewhat slackened effort, even though devoted to intensive planning for the
year's work. If the community is fewer in numbers at this time, that does
not mean relaxation of effort by those
who remain. It is effort in continuity,
conscious of the definite tasks to be
performed, that alone can produce the
concentration of will able to accomplish othen,\rise impossible results. Let
us also be on our guard lest our attention become directed to minor developments during the year, losing sight of
the essential aims carefully explained
in the first two issues of BAnA'i NEWS
published since the Convention. Those
1\'1,0'0 statements, dealing first with the
Annual Budget and the Temple construction plan, and second with details
of teaching, must be kept present in
conscioltsness throughout the year.
I'vlemory is the foundatiun of spiritual
progress and social achievement.
The Guardian, fully aware of the
Divine powers always a\'{aiting to assist the efforts of unity and pure attention, has plainly stated over a penod of years his expectations with respect to the American Baha'i communitv. He knows what can be accumpli~hed ".,.hen the requisite spiritual
conditions have been prepared. The
most unassuming individual and the
most unassuming'local community may
well surpass all amI set a tlew and
higher standard of action for all their
co-workers. The 1\-"- ational Spiritual
Assembly will reinforce with all possible resources and power the efforts of

the friends. Let us humbly seek to be
as flowers of fragrance or fruit of attainment upon the Tree of Life.
Yours faithfully,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

LETTERS FROM THE GUARDIAN

1. To Ihe N aliotlai S pirifual Assembly.
"The Guardian has read very carefully the letters your Assembly has received from the Spiritual Assemblies
of Urbana and Chicago reporting the
criticisms that have 'been advanced by
Rev. John Elder, a missionary from
Idin. \OVhile he is certain that such attacks from Chun:::h missionaries are
destined to increase in number and
force in the future, he feels that for
the present they do not constitute a
challenge so grave and widespread as
to justify any strong action by your
Assembly. Later on, when the very
progress of the Cause on the one hand,
and the corresponrling decline in ecclesiastical organizations on the other,
will inevitably incite Christian ecclesiactical leaders to vehemently 6ppose
and undermine the Faith, the believers will then have a real chance to defend and vindicate the Canse. Under
present conditions it would be inadvisable for the Ameri<':an Community to
give such issues too much prominence.
"It would, however, be very helpful
for the friends to know that the question which the above-mentioned missionary has raised in connection with
the marriage of Bahiiu'llith and the
provisions in the 'Aqdas' regarding the
institution of marriage have been explained by 'Abdu'l-Raha in a Tablet
l"rhich the Guardian hopes to have
translated and published in ~Qnjunction
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with the 'Aqdas'. "foreover, as regards
Bahil'u'llah's marriage, it should be
noted that His three marriages were all
contrat:ted before Here vealed I I is
Book of Laws, and eve'n before His
declaration in Baghdad, at a time when
Baha'i marriage laws had not yet been
made known. and the Revelation not
yet disclosed."
"As regards those Persian or Oriental non-believers who become genuinely interested in the Cause in America,
they can be admitted to study classes,
but every care should be taken by the
Assemblies to fully test their sincerity
and the genuineness of their desire to
join the Community before they are
given the necessary facilities that will
enable them eventually to be regal'cied
as voting members of the Faith. " May 25, 1938.
.

2. To Individual Believers (published
with~the

Guardian's consent).
"You have asked whether our prayers go beyond Bah!!' u 'lIah; it all depends whether we pray to Him- directly or through Him to God. We may
do both, and also can pray directly to
God, but our prayers would certainly
be more effective and illuminating if
they are addressed to Him thmugh
His Manifestation Bahi'u'llih.
HUnder no circumstances, however,
can we, while repeating the prayers,
insert the name Baha'u'llah where the
word 'God' is used. This would be
tantamount to blasphemy."-October
14, 1937, to A. W. Bodmer.
"You have asked as to what point
in man's evolution he becomes conscious of self. This consciousness of
self in man is a gradual process, and
does not start at a definite point. It
grows in him in this world and continues to do so in the future spiritual
world.
"~Ian can certainly recall past experiences in his evolution, and even
when his soul leaves this world it \vill
still remember the past.
"The Guardian wishes me to answer
you that he sees no objection to the
friends coming together for meditation
and prayer, Such a communion helps
in fostering fellowship among the believers and as such is highly commendable.
H\Vith reference to psychic phenomena referred to in your letter;
these, in most cases, are an indication
of a deep psychological disturbance.
The friends should avoid as much as
possihle giving tmdue consideration to
such matters."-November 20, 1937,
to Amelie Willard Bodmer.
liThe believers ought to give the
Message even to those who do not
seem ready for it, because they can

MA YWOOD, ILLINOIS
Members of the Spiritual Assembly newly established on April 21, 1938

never judge the real extent to which
the Word of God can influence the
hearts or minds of the people, even

those who appear to lack any power of
receptivity to the teachings."-January
14, 1938, to Amelie Willard Boomer.

"THE CHARTER OF THE NEW WORLD
ORDER"
"The creative energies released by
the Law of Baha'u'Ilah, permeating
and evolving within the mind 01 'Abdu'l-Bahi, have, by their very impact
and dose interaction, given birth to an
Instrument which may be viewed as
the Charter of the New World Order
which is at once the glory and the
promise 01 this most great Dispensation."-SHOGHI EFFENDI.
In order to promote a more direct
and intimate spiritual association with
the provisions of the "laster's Will
and Testament on the part of the
American Baha'i Community, the National Spiritual Assembly will publish
a series 0 f excerpt s f rom the Will, together with selections from the interpretive writings of the Guardian, The
friends are urged to give deep thought
to this new department in BAHA'i
NEWS.
'THE GCARDIANSHIP

"Divoreen from the institution of the
Gltardianship the World Or~er of Baha'l1'll<ih would be mutilated and permanently deprived of that hereditary
principle which, as 'Abdu'l-Bahil has

written, has been invariably upheld by
the Law of God. 'In all the Divine
Dispensations,' He states, in a Tablet
addressed to a follower of the Faith in
Persia, 'the eldest son hath been given
extraordinary distinctions. Even the
station of prophethood hath been his
birthright.' Without such an institution the integrity of the Faith would be
imperilled, and the stability of the entire fabric would be gravely endangered. Its prestige would suffer, the
means required to enable it to take a'
long, an uninterrupted view over a series of generations would be completely 1ack,ing, and the necessary guidance
to ~efine the sphere of the legislative
action of its elected representatives
woul~ be totally withdrawn."-SHDGIll EFFENDT.l

uO my loving frienos! After the
passing away of this wronged one, it is
incnmhent upon the Aghsim (Branches), the Mnan (Twigs)of the Sacred
Lote-Tree, the Hanels (pillars) 01 the
Canse of God and the loved ones of the
Ahh!! Beauty to turn unto Sl10ghi Effendi-the youthful branch branched
The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah.
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from the two hallowed and sacred
Lote-Trees and the fruit grown from
the union of the two offshoots of the
Tree of Holiness,------as he is the sign of
God, the chosen branch, the guardian
'of the Cause of God, he unto whom all
the Aghsan, the Afnan, the Hands of
the Cause of God and His loved ones
must turu. He is the expounder of the
words of God and after him will succeed the first-born of his lineal descendants.
"The sacred and youthful branch,
the guardian of the Cause of God, as
well as the Universal House of Justice,
to be universally elected and established, are both under the care and protection of the Abha Beauty, under tlje
she1ter and unerring guidance of HIS
Holiness, the Exalted One (may my
life be offered up for them both).
Whatsoever they decide is of God.
Whoso obeyeth him not, neither obeyeth them, hath not obeyed God; whoso
rebelleth against him and against them
_hath rebelled against God; whoso op. ;'oseth him hath opposed God; whoso
'contendeth with them hath contended
-- with God; whoso disputeth with him
hath disputed with God; whoso denieth
him hath denied God; whoso disbelieveth in him hath disbelieved in God;
whoso deviateth, separateth himself
and turneth aside from him hath in
truth deviated, separated himself and
turned aside from God!'-'ABDU'LBAH ..\.2'
":>/0 Guardian of the Faith, I feel
it my solemn duty to place on record,
can ever claim to be the perfect exemplar of the teachings of Bahit'll'lJith
or the stainless mirror that reflects HIS
light. Though overshadowed by the
unfailing, the unerring protection of
Bah;i'u'lhih and of the Bab, and however much he may share with 'Abdu'lBah;;' the righ.t ,and obligation to interpret the Baha'I teachmgs, he remams
essentially human, and cannot, if he
wishes to remain faithful to his trust,
arrogate to himself, under any pretense whatsoever, the rights, the privileges, and prerogatives which B~
ha'u'llah has chosen to confer upon HIS
Son. In the light of this truth, to pray
to the Guardian of the Faith, to address him as lord and master, to designate him as his holiness, to seek his
benediction. to celehrate his birthday,
or to commemorate any event associated with his life would be tantamount
to a departure from those established
truths that are enshrined \'I,dthin our
beloved Faith."
.. 'He is the Interpreter of the Word
of God,' 'Abdll'I-Bahit, referring to the
functions of the Guarrlian of the Faith.
~ V.rill and Testament.
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asserts, using in His VVill the very

ness

term which lIe Himself had chosen
when refuting the argument of the

Guardian of the Cause of God.' " -

Covenant-breakers who had challenged
His. right to interpret the utterances oi

Baha'u'lIah,

'After him,' He adds,

'will succeed the first-born of His lineal descendants.' 'The mighty strong-

hold,' He further explains, 'shall remain impregnable and safe through
obedience to Him who is the Guardian
of the Cause of God.' 'It is incumbent upon the members of the House

of Justice, upon all the Aghsin, the
Ainan, the Hands of the Caus~ of God,
to show their obedience, submissive-

and

subordination

unto

the

SnOGHI EFFE:.lDJ. 1

"0 ye the faithful loved ones of
'Ahdu'I-Baha! It is incumbent upon
you to take the greatest care of Shoghi

Effendi, the twig that hath branched
from the fruit given forth by the two
hallowed and Divine Lote-Trees, that
no dust of despondency and sorrow
may stain his radiant nature, that day

hy day he may wax greater in happiness, in joy and spirituality, and may
-grow to become even as a fruitful tree,

. . . The Glory of Glories rest upon
yoU."-'ABDU'L-BAHA. 2
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Mrs. Frank A. Baker, Chairman, 615
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Mrs. Violet Tuttle.
Miss Elcore Georgenson.
Harry E. Ford.
Mrs. Harry E. Ford.
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Temple Program
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i'.liss Annamarie Kunz, International
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IN MEMORIAM
Death proffereth unto every confident beli,,'" the cup fhat is life indeed.
It bestarl1.!eth jo'y~ and is the bearer of
gladness. It confereth the gift of everlasting life."-Baha'u'llah.
\Villiam H. Winn, Toronto.
Mrs. Ellah Agnes Rice-Wray, Los
Angeles.
Mrs. Mabel Jannings, Seattle.
Mrs. Carol Johnson. Cleveland.
Mrs. Ella Filkins, Cleveland.
ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Pittsburgh, one. New Haven, one.
Los Angeles, one. Chicago, one. Cincinnati, one. lVlilwaukee, one. ~ew
York, two Youth.

Youth
Clarence LaRocque, Chairs-nan.
Miss Florence l\.iattoon, SecreJarJ ', 10j
Sixth St., Wilmette, Ill.
\Vilfrid Barton.
Miss Fayrook Ioas.
Mrs. Mae G. Dyar.
Fred Ascah.
Emanuel Reimer.
James McCormick.
Miss Betty Shook.
Joseph )loyes.
Frederick Laws.
John Eichenhauer.
Miss Margaret Kunz.

ADVICE TO LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
The friends are reminded that care
should be taken to make sure that travelers applying for financial assistance
as Baha'is are actually recognized believers and not imposing upon the Baha'i community.
The Kational Assembly feels that
the time has come "",hen traveling believers \vho visit established Baha'i
centers should give consideration to the
fact that Spiritual Assemblies should
not be expected to arrange meetings
unexpectedly and on inadequate notice.

It is for the believer to adapt to the
plans of the Assembly and not for the
Assembly to adapt its arrangements to
the individual believer.
FOR CONSULTATION

The following questions are suggested by the l\ ational Assembly for
consultation at Nineteen Day Feasts,
in accordance with the announcement
published in BAHA'i NEWS a few
months ago.
Does the Assemblv make certain that
the sick and distressed among the believers are given comfort and solace?
Has the Assembly given due attention to the vital importance of the
Seven Year Plan and discussed it frequently ,,,.. ith the community?
Are the Assembly Minutes and
Finane ial Records care fully maintained?
FlRST BAHA'I
SUMMER SCHOOL IN
AUSTRALIA
From Haifa News Letter
The first Baha'i Summer School in
Australia was held at "Bolton Place,"
Yerrinbool, N. S. W .. at the kind invitation of Drs. Stanley and :VTariette
Bolton. It was with the greatest joy
that the sessions '''''ere opened on Sunday, January 9, 1938. The chairman,
Dr. Stanley Bolton asked Mr. and Mrs.
Hyde DUrin, Australian pioneers, to
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open with prayers, after which he welcomed all friends assembled.
The following greetings were read
and joyously received: "Convey Summer School attendants hearty congratulations loving fervent prayers success
deliberations.-S II OG IT I.
"Greetings and love to all assembled
at first Baha'i Summer School. May
all your deliberations be under the
guidance of the Kingdom of Abhi.Mr. and Yrrs. Hyde Dunn."
Greetings were also con'veyed to the
School by Mrs. Maysie Almond of
. Adelaide, S. A., and Miss Gretta
Lamprill of Hobart, Tasmania, and
~'many others. These two souls had
:. traveled hundreds of miles to be prestent at the first Summer School. These
'two ladies had corresponded for the
~past twelve years and had never met
nntil this precious time. Both spoke
of the joy in being able to be present
with the other friends to study this
great Cause of Baha'u'llih. The meeting then closed with prayer.
On Sunday afternoon, January 9, all
the friends, residents of the local community and visitors afar, gathered at
the Yerrinbool Public Hall to attend a
lecture given by Mrs. L. Gapp of Sydney, the subject being "Cnity_" The
chairman, Dr. r-rfariette Bolton, before
introducing the speaker, complimented
the local residents of Yerinhool, for
ha'ving completed their hall to correspond with opening of the Baha'i
. Summer SchooL The hall was built
by the local community of combined
volunteer labor. She extended to them
a Baha'i welcome and announced that
the ledure was given under the auspices of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Australia and
_New Zealand, Mrs_ L. Gapp most
ably spoke on "Unity," and being a
delegate to the Pan Pacific Conference
at Vancouver, Canada, gave a word
description of her impressions received
while journeying through Canada and
the United States. During her trip
across the continent, she contacted numerous Baha'i communities and was
received with love and harmony. Mrs.
Gapp informed the friends that she
wished to declare her belief in the
Manifestation and intended studying
the Teachings so as to help the Cause
of Baha'u'llah. After the lecture, Baha'i literature was di!=itributed to all
present, and then all assembled outside
the hall for a photograph to be taken_
Commencing on lVfonday morning
and continui ng for two weeks, the program arranged by the Yerrinbool Ea,ha'i Summer School Committee was
followed. Those who had been allotted subjeCts and unable to attend, most
H
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willingly compiled their lectures on
paper and forwarded them to the
School to be read, The sessions were
opened each morning at 9 :30 with
prayers for fifteen minutes and then
the subjects followed for two hours,
each speaker taking an hour on the selected subject, At the commencement
on Monday morning, four dear souls
of the local community came to "Bolton Place" and expressed a desire to
learn of the Teachings.
On Friday evening, January 14, the
local community of Yerrinbool held a
social evening in order to raise funds
for their hall. To this function the Baha'IS were inyited and attended, and a
most enjoyable evening was spent. Sev·
eral of the local community mentioned
that this time of the year is their busy
season with their fruit, but that they
would like to be able to attend some of
our sessions but could not do so during
the daytime. They then suggested that
if we cared to hold a night session as
well as our day session, they would attend and that they would grant us the
use of their hall. This was carried out
the following night when Dr. Mariette
Bolton gave them a talk on Baha'i history, after which community singing
was en joyed by aiL
On Sunday morning, January 16,
the regular fortnightly Yerrinbool Baha'i Sunday School was held at "Bolton Place," at which time the visiting
Baha'is spoke to the children. On
Sunday afternoon, a round table talk
and di scu ssion was enjoyed and then
followed by singing.
On 'Monday, January 17, we commenced the studying of the Tablets of
'Abdu'I-Baha, after which Mrs_ Hyde
Dunn spoke to us on Baha'i Administration. In the afternoon, the Baha'is
were invited to the home of a local
resident where all spent a pleasant time
talking of the Teachings and completed
the afternoon by saying healing prayers for the host,
On Tuesday, January 18, the Baha'is
journeyed by motor car to Canberra,
the Capital of Australia, which is 120
miles from Yerrinbool. Upon entering
Canberra, the prayers "upon entering a
city" were recited, after whieh the
Greatest Name was said 95 times.
On Wednesday, January 19, after
two hour session, a picnic \"'as given
to all the children of the local commu·
nity, at which 23 children were present,
all having a happy time_ The Feast
\",,'as then conducted and in the evening all journeyed 12 miles to Bovolral
at the invitation of an investigator.
A most pleasant hour was spent in
spreading the Teachings.

ACTIVITIES IN
IRAN

From Haifa News Letter
In our News Letter of March, 1938,
we referred to the services of Agha
Mowhebat'u'llah Hi'i, in Iran.
It
will be remembered that a group of
seven young Baha'is, including Agha
Ha'j himself, obtained permission, last
year, f rom our Beloyed Guardian to
travel to Haifa. The Government authorities in Tihran having re fused to
grant passports to these belieyers, the
latter decided to make it possible for
one 0 f them to go On a teaching tour
in Iran. In this noble and praiseworthy
way they turned their disappointment
into a new determination. Thus in
compensation for their profound sadness in being deprived of their visit to
Haifa, there sprang in their hearts a
new vision-the vision of visiting fellow-believers in distant and lonely
spots of the land, revitalizing their spirits in the Faith and conveying the
Message to souls thirsty for heavenly
Truth_ The National Spiritual Assembly of I ran approved of their plan
and appointed Agha Hi'i to go on a
teaching tour for seven months.
Onr beloved Guardian has recently
re<::eived a detailed account of the successful teaching tour undertaken by
this faithful and devoted believer. The
gist of this account is as follows:
Agha Ha'i visited 27 towns and villages, some of the latter being in remote and unfrequented localities, In
all these places, he met the believers,
revived their spirits, organized their
activities and established Spiritual Assemblies where none existed before. '
The Baha'i population of these villages varies from twenty-five to as
many as 1,450 in a single village. It
is noteworthy that in two villages near
Abadeh, non-believers refer their difficulties and disputes to the Spiritual
Assembly of the believers, and beg the
latter to act as a court of justice for
them. The said Spiritual Assemb1y
also helps the poor and the needy nonbelievers from its own charity funds.
The last two BAH ..\'i NEWS LETTERS
of the National Spiritual Assembly of
Iran are replete with glad-tidings about
the growth and uevelopment of Bahi'i
institutions. V,le gather that according
to instructions given hy our beloved
Guardian a Central Baha'i Youth
Committee has been organized, The
duties of this Committee are as follows:

1. To be informed of the activities
of Baha'i Youth throughout Iran.
2, To be in communication with 10·
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cal Baha'i Youth Committees appointed by the Baha'i Spiritual
Assemblies,
3. To translate into Persian, foreign news and subject matter
that is of. interest to the Bahi'i
Youth and an encouragement to
them to serve the Faith.
4. To suggest useful projects for
the progress and upliftment of
the Bahi'i Faith in Iran.
In accordance with the instructions
given by our beloved Guardian, a "Baha'i \Vorld" Committee has been
formed in Tihran for the purpose of
collecting the necessary materials~
such as. appropriate articles and photographs-and sending them to the Editorial Committee, in America, of this
very valuable biennial Baha'i publication.
The Spiritual Assembly 0 f Tihr;}n is
actively engaged in devising proper
means and methods of inculcating in
individual believers the desire and enthusiasm for spreading the l\.iessage.
At the same time trained Baha'i teachers are fearlessly promulgating their
Faith throughout the hreadth and the
length of the country.
We learn that the International
Symposium of the BahO:i Youth of
Tihrim was held in that city with great
success, A special program previously
approved by the Spiritual Assemhly
was carried out in an atmosphere of
love and spirituality.
The Nineteen Day Feasts are celebrated regularly by the friends.
W e have received a list 0 f 58 resol utions that were passed by the Baha'i
Youth Groups of Iran when the International Symposium was held on the
25 01 February, 1938. The following
are some of the most outstanding resolutions:
'- To correspond with the Baha'i
youth throughout the world.
2. To edit a monthly magazine and
call it "The Bahi!,i Youth lvIag'azine."
3. To establish a Translation
Board for the purpose of translating Baha'i sacred literature
from Persian into foreign tongues and vice-versa.
4. To enlarge the field of promulgating the Bah,,'i Faith by publishing appropriate articles in
daily newspapers.
5. To prepare a registration card
giving full information about
every individual 'believer.
6. To appoint a special census
committee for the Baha'i Youth.
7. To centralize in various localities Baha'i books and literature
so that beginners in the Faith
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may benefit thereby.
8. To establish Baha'i reading
rooms and libraries.
9. To collect the writings and the
poems of the early believers.
10. To inculcate in the minds of
every individual believer the independence of the Bahit'i Faith
from all other faiths.
11. To prepare and edit a Persian
"Baha'i vVorld," concerning
Baha'] activities in Iran.
1Z. To organize a Baha'i Summer
SchooL
13. To send more Baha'i teachers
throughout Iran.
14. To appoint a oCommittee for the

15,

16.
17.

18.
19.

purpose of finding employment
for those believers, if any, ,'Ilho
are ,'\rithout work.
To collect funds in order to
build a Baha'i Hospital in Tih·
rim.
"
To organize classes [or the purpose of training Baha'i teachers.
To acquaint the Baha'i Youth
with the wonderful plan of
World Order according to the
Teachings of Baha'u'llah.
To familiarize the believers
with the Bahi'i Calendar.
To organize an Esperanto
Class.

MARTHA L. ROOT IN INDIA
(Ctmtmuea)

Reports of the leaching work
through Southern India from October
15, 1937-when I arrived in Bombay,
the short visits and lectures in Bombay, Surat, Poona, the trip across the
continent of India from Bombay to
Calcutta and across the sea of Bengal
to Burma, and the ,vor"k in Burma
have been written. Also a report was
given of the work in Calcutta, .December 3-12 at the Second Indian Cultural
Conference and the First Convention
of Religions held in Calcutta. Likewise the work of the Baha'is of Calcutta, the press articles and the public
lectures.

CALCUTTA
However, I should like to add another word about Calcutta. There is a
reference to Bengal in the Tablet which
'Abdu'I-Baha wrote to :Mr. Pritam
Singh which is very encouraging-I
cannot quote it and there is not time to
send and get it before I mail this, but
it was to the effect that spreading the
Cause in Bengal will help in spreading
the Cause an over India. It was beautifully expressed, in a couplet, which
translated reads : The Indian nightingales will all
break forth into sweet songs.
By the Iranian sweet that will be
carried to Bengal.
I should like to emphasize what
great opportunities come in presenting
the Baha'i Faith in great congresses.
The call is raised to thousands, the
ne"wspapers carry the resume of the
lectures and there are innumerable opportunities to speak individually with
people of capacity, the thinkers of In<iia; for it is usually the prog-ressive,
liberal souls, those dcterminen to help
make a better wurld, who go to such
congresses.

A great ;;cholar, Professor 1vI. H.
Hidayat Hosain of the Royal Asiatic
Society Library of Calcutta, a leading
Qrientalist of the world, has written
about Qurratu'I-Ayn. Perhaps he is
Qne of the first great Indian scholars
to write about the Faith. He said that
he had met the fine Iranian Baha'i
teacher, Ibn Asdaq, who came to India about 1902 or-03. "He was so
charming, so spiritual, so cultured"
said Professor Hosain, "and we read
the Iqan together in Persian]" This
very sentence throws an illuminating
light to us to-day, on the qualities tbat
a Baha'i teacher should possess. We
must all be Baha'i teachers to-day, and
the great Scholars of this and the coming generation will be quickened or left
unawakened perhaps by the way we.
present the cause to them.
Another fHJint, if some Baha'is from
fran, Baha'is of capacity. would give
up their businesses in Iran and come
and settle in Southern India and build
up their busines~es in all the different
cities of the South here, it might advance the Cause tremendously in these
critical days. People in our United
States have given up their businesses
to move and settle in other States. It
is an important goal. There is a great
cultural affinity between Irtm and India, Iranians could do a glorious work
here.
The Baha'i Cause has made remarkable strides in Calcutta since I visited
that city in 1930. They have a !,ood
hall, fine meetings and the membership
seems to have increased five times its
number in 1930.
SHA~TINIKF.TAN. India, at the
International UniveTsity"of Dr. Rabinrim Nath Tagore.
sIr. Islandiar Bakhtiari of Karachi.
a member of the Kational Spiritual
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\Vhcn can a Chair of· the Baha'i
Assembly of India and Burma, and I
visited Shantiniketan on February 13, Faith be established at Shantiniketan?
14, 1938. We were guests in the School Baha'is must help in this.
TRIVA)JDRL:M, TRAVANGuest House. It was a great privilege
to meet Dr. Tagore and to hear him CORE. :VI r. Bakhtiari and I worked
talk with deep love and appreciation of in Trivandrum, December 19-23, 1937.
'Abdu'l-Bahi whom he had met in I do not know that any Baha'I teachers
Dlicago in 1912. I am writing the in- had ever visited Trivandrum and given
terview for Baha'i World, volume VII, lectures and press interviews before.
Dr. Tagore said that the Bahi'i Faith It is a very progressive State where the
is a great ideal to establish and that young- Maharaja uf Travancore, twenthey in Shantiniketan welcome aU the ty-six years uld, has recently opened
great religious aims and will be most the Hindu State Temples to peoples
glad if a Baha'jChair of Religion can of all castes-a most courageous, thrilbe arranged in their school.
ling move that may help untouchables
He and Mr. Bakhtiari spoke of Iran in other States likewise to receive simi(Mr. Bakhtiari is an Ir.:'mian, he came lar privileges,
from Yezd to India about twenty years
\Ve had a charming, illuminating auago), and of Dr. Tagore's trip to Iran. dience with the l\iaharaja of TravanThe Poet asked particularly about the core and his very cultured progressive
progress of the Bahi'i Faith in the mother the 1\laharani of Travancore~ at
Land of Its Birth, and praised the tol- the Palace. I am sure they know very
erance and fineness of the Baha'is.
well all the modern religious moveDr. Tagorc's School has a very ex- ments, for they are most liberal Hincellent selection of Baha'i books in the dus, most awake to the needs of world
Lihrary and they take'<gr""t interest to unity. (I am writing an article about
have it as complete and up-ta-date as the audience.)
:\1r. Clarmont P. Skrine, British
possible.
A lecture was given in the hall be- Resident of :Madras States, received us
fore the whole student body and the graciously, at the British Residency in
professors. Questions wefe asked and Trivandrum. He has known much
answered. They brought aU the Ba- about the Baha'i Teachings and met
ha'i books for an exhibition in the han, many Baha'is during his visits to Iran,
and near the dose of the lecture I ex- We learned from him that the late
plained the books, one by one. Mr. F. H. Skrine of London who wrote a
Bakhtiari was invited and chanted book about the Bahi'i Faith nearly
some Baha'i prayers in Persian. thirty years ago was his father. The
(Many of the cultured people of India Resident told us his father had been
know Persian, and the Urud language, very interested in the Cause.
We lectured in the Theosophical
which is used by several millions of
Hall of Trivandrum. The President
people, is akin to Persian).
The Associated Press and the Unit- of the Lodge, Professor R. Srinivasan,
ed Press used interviews and one pro- Principal of the Maharaja's College oj
fessor whom I had known in :Marburg Science -arranged it. Dr. and 1\1:r5.
University and who knows the Cause Jayaram Cousins were present and
well wrote an article about the lectures both spoke a little. Dr. Cousins, one
of the great scholars of Travancore,
for the Associated Press of India.

said that thirty years ago they had been
given Eric Hammond's LlOok "The
Splendour of God" and that they have
always loved this Baha'i book. _Mrs.
Cousins who is a friend of Lady Blomfield stupped over in Haifa on her way
to India and visited Shoghi Effendi.
She spoke with enthusiasm of Shoghi
Effendi, his spirit, his culture, his
charm. Dr. Cousins sometimes accompanies the Ivtaharaja on the latter's
trips abroad. I hear from others, but
I do not knuw, that the great Dewan
(Prime J\·linister) of Tra-vancore is a
fervent Theosophist.
One reason that we went to Trivandrum just at this time was because the
Ninth All-India Oriental Conference,
which convenes only once in two years,
was to be held there December 20-22,
and it seemed most important to try to
get the Baha'i Teachings to as many
Oriental scholars as possible-----for who
will be the Professor Edward G.
Browne, the Count Gobineaus, the
Baron Rosens of India if we do not interest the scholars; \\' e wish the great
Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist, Zoroastrian
scholar.s to write about the Baha'i
Faith in its relation to their own
Faiths. I gave a very short talk in the
Conference on the Baha'i Faith from
the standpoint of great Oriental scholars. 1'1r. Bakhtiari gave a short talk
about Qurratu'I-'Ayn, Iran's great woman poet.
Articles about the Cause were prepared for the press from the very first
day we arrived, and then the Travancore Journalists' Association gave a
tea in our honour in their clubhouse.
They wrote several articles and they
'"v ill write articles in future about the
Cause. They wish news of the progress of the Cause in different parts of
the world.
(To or cOlltillued)
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"DRAW NIGH UNTO BAHA'U'LLAH"
Put a,,,,ray the cups of Paradise alld
all the life-giving waters they contain,
for 10, the people of Baha have entered the blissful abode of the Divine
Presence.-Gleaningsr pg. 32.
He Who is everlastingly hidden
[rom the eyes 0 f men can Ilever be
known except through His :\'Ianifestation, and His rVlanifeslation c~ adduce no greater proof of the truth of
I-lis ThlIission than the proof of His
own Person. Gleanings!· pg. 49,
It behooves us, therefore,'- to make
the utmost endeavor
that \'\o'e may
recognize Him only by His own SelL
Gleanings. pg. 27.
Meditate diligently upon the Cause
of thy Lord. Strive to know Him

through His own Sell and not through
uthe-rs. For no one else besides Him
can ever profit thee. Gleanings, pg.
148.
...
Say; The first :'atld foremost' -testimuny establishing H is truth is His
own Self. Next -to this testimony is
H is Revelation. Fo'i- whoso faileth to
recognize either the one or the other
He hath established the words He hath
revealed as proof of His reality and
truth. Gleanings, pg. 105.
This is the Day when the loved
ones of God should keep their eyes
directed towards HIs Manifest'ltion,
and fasten them upon whatsoever that
:\:lanifestation may be pleased to reveal. Gleanings, pg. 171.

"MARCHING TOWARDS THEIR GOAL"
Letter fr_ Shoghi Effendi
Dear co-workers:
I wish to reaffirm in person my
sense of joy and gratitude, as expressed in my last .cable to your Assemhly, at the ncw spirit of alertne.-';;s
and determination which you have so
clearly demonstrated while yet on the
threshold of your year of stewardship
in the service of the Cause of Bahi'u'llith. I am filled with fresh hopes,
and yearn to witness, ere the prescnt
year draws to a close, not only the
fulfilment of an unexampled record
of service but the revelation of such
depths of consecration as win astonish, nav thrill" both the members of
your o\vn community and the rest of
the Bahit'i world. - Pregnant indee,1
are the years looming ahead of us all.

The twin processes of inte:rnal disintegration and external chaos are being
accelerated and every day are inexorably moving towards a climax. The
rumblings that must precerle the eruption of those forces that must cause
"the limbs of humanity to quake" can
already be heard. "The time of the
end," Hthe latter years." a.'"i foretohl
in the ScrIptures, are at long last upon
us. The Pen of Baha'u'llih, the voice
of 'Ahdu'l-Baha, have time and again,
insistently and in terms unmistakable,
warned <i"n unheeding humanity of im~
pending- disaster. Tbe Community of
the Most Great K arne, the leaven that
must leaven the lump. the chosen remnant that must survive the rolling IIp
of the old, discredited, tottering order.

and assist in the unfoldment of a new
one in its stead, is standing ready,
alert, clear-visioned, and resolute. The
American believers, standard-bearers
of this world-wide community and
torch-bearers of an as yet unbo~n civilization, have girt up their loins, unfurled their banners and stepped into
the arena of service. Their Plan has
been formulated. Their forces are
mohilized. They are steadfastly marching towards their goal. The hosts of
the Abhi Kingdom are rushing forth,
as promised, to direct their steps and
reinforce their power. Through their
initial ·victories they haye provided the
impulse· that must now surge and, with
relentless force sweep over their sistercommunities and eventually overpower
the entire human race. The generality
of mankind, blind ann enslaven, is
wholly unaware of the healing power
with which this community has been
endowed, nor can it as yet suspect the
role which this same community is
destined to play in its redemption.
Fierce and manifold will be the assaults which governments, races, classes and religions, jealous of its rising
prestige and fearful of its consolidating strength, wiII seek to silence its
voice and sap its foundations. e nmoved by the relative obscurity that
surrounds it at the present time, and
undaunted by the forces that will be
arrayed against it in the future, this
community, I cannot but feel confident, will, no matter how affiicti"ve the
agonies of a travailing age, pursue its
destiny, undeflected in its -course, undimmed in its serenity. unyielding in
its resolve. unshaken in its convictions.
Your true brother,
July 5, 1938.
SHOGHI.
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THE. ANNUAL BUDGET
During the first three months of the
present tlahi"i year the SUlIl of $14,477.77 was received by the National
Baha'i fund. The budget calls for
$100,000.00 per year or $J7,500.00 per
three month period, leaving a shortage
of $23,022.23. In other words, we
are getting less than 45 per cent of the
requirements.
In analyzing these figures.. and in
consideration of the number of recognized believers, we find that the aVf[age contribution amounted to $4.80
f~r the three month period, or $1.60
per month, or exactly 5 cents per day,
for each believer, which is no more
than the cost of a cup of coffee.
II every believer will help to bring
the average up to 11c or l2c per day,
our obligation toward the completion
of the Temple will be fulfilled, the
teaching work will progress and the
heart of our beloved Guardian will be
gladdened.
Shall we fail in this, our most sacred
obligation? Shall we be confronted
with remorse and sorrow for having
missed our opportunity, which will
never reoccur, the greatest privilege of
our generation, and which will be remembered and revered in millenniums
of Baha'i history?
It is toward this end that our prayers and meditation must be directed,
which will give us happiness in the
realization that all and each have
united to exercise our greatest privilege. If we do this we cannot fail.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

FAITH AND DEEDS
o Son of My Handmaid!
Guidance hath ever been in words,
and now it is given in deeds. That is,
everyone must strive to show forth
deeds that are pure and holy. for in
words all partake, whereas such deeds
:is these are special to Our loved ones.
Strive then with heart and soul to distinguish yourselves by your deeds. In
this wise We counsel you in this holy
and resplendent Tablet.-BAHA'u'LLAH
He wishes you particularly to impress the believers \" . . ith the necessity
of maintaining the flow of their contributions to the Temple, and also to
stress the importance of the institution
of the National BaM'i Fund which, in
these early days of the administrative
development of the Faith, is the indispensable medium for the growth and
expansion of the ~iovement, Contributions to this fund constitute, in addition, a practical and effective way
whereby every believer can test the
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measure and-character of his faith, and
to prove in deeds the intensity of his
devotion and attachment to the Cause.
-SHOGHI EFFENDI.

Each and every believer, undaunted
by the uncertainties, the perils and the
financial stringency afflicting the nation,

must arise and insure, to the full measure of his or her capacity, that con~
tinuolls and abundant flow of funds in~
to the :National Treasury on which the
successful prosecution of the Plan
must chiefly depend.-SHoGHI EFj·ENDI.

TEACHING-"Unto Every One the Duty"
Teaching the Cause of God has ever
been the basis of vital existence for
the followers of Baha'u'llih. The inshuetions of 'Abdu'l-Bahi on this
point multiply in memory and expand
in meaning as one attempts to recall
them, reaching their great summation
in the closing paragraphs of His Will:
"Of all the gilts of God the greatest
is the gift of Teaching. . . . Of such
a gift how can we deprive ourselves?"
~or may we understand this in a narrow sense.
"God hath prescribed
unto everyone the duty of teaching
His Cause. \Vhoever ariseth to discharge this duty, must needs, ere he
proc1aimeth His :\iessage, adorn himself with the ornament of ~n upright
and praiseworthy character, so that his
words may attract the hearts of such
as are receptive to his ~al1. Without
it, he cail never hope to influence his
hearers. . . . If he be kindled with
the fire of His love, if he forgoeth all
created things, the words he uttereth
shall set on fire them that hear him."
The Guardian re-stated it in these
terms to Baha'i youth: "They should
attract people to the Cause not so
much through the exposition of its
prindples and teachings but through
the power of their individual lives."
But penetrating as our insight may
bave been in the past through the aid
of such instruction, and however dedicated our lives to the diffusion of His
holy Faith, surely the heart of every
believer must quicken with fresh joy
to the opportunities of these present
days, so "unutterably precious." \~/e
have been prepared in thought and
resolution for some years for this
hour. \Ve have come gradually to understand, without the shock or paralysis of fear to which an unwitting
world must be subject at the climax,
that Hnothing short of the fire of a
severe ordeal, unparalleled in its i11tensitv. can fuse and weld the discordant ~entities that comititute the elements of present-day civilization, into
the integral components of the worlrl
(-nmmonwealth of the future .
"
These words of Shoghi Effendi date
b~ck to 19?d ; the continuo liS influence
of others like them, growing imper~
ceptibly in emphasis and scope, have

brought us safely to the last enunciation, the gravity of which we know in
ou r inmost beings cannot be overweighed. "'The time of the end:
'the lafler years/ as foretold in the
Scriptures, are at long last upon us."
And now at long last, too, the "gift
of teaching" becomes a diviner gift,
a more cherished mission, the privilege to carry the essence of life to
cavernous reaches of death, to replace
despair by faith, hopelessness by
knowledge, and stricken terror by the
strong courage of attachment to God's
unfailing Will. This is the distinction ot the closing years of Baha'u'llah's initial century. This is the spirit
which will inform an whom the Divine Plan has claimed as instruments
of its fulfillment. This consciousness
is the spring of sustained, uncieviating
action, from its first surge' to the
mighty culmination,
"The American believers, standardbearers of this world-wide communitv
and torch-bearers of an as yet unbor~
civilization, have girt up their loins.
unfurled their banners and stepped
into the arena of service, Their Plan
has been formulated, Their forces are
mobilized. They are steadfastly marching towards their goal. The hosts of
the Abba Kingdom are rushing forth,
as promised, to direct their steps and
reinforce their power. Through their
initial victories they have provided the
impulse that must now surge and. with
relentless force sweep over their sistercommunities and eventuall~o\ overpower
the entire human race.""
They
must not throughout these six remaining years, allow themselves to be deflected from the course they are now
steadily pursuing."
~re are far today from that fecundity of eff'ort which will "astonish,
nay thrill. both the members of your
own community and the rest of the
Baha'i world."
However great the
achievements of the past. they are but
traces, merest foreshadowings· of a mature ~tride. Yet the news from every
part of the American continent 1S already f{athering momentum. and to
f"vcry Assembly, grouu and individual
believer. this record is sure to bring
re-inforcement, stimulation, and the
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releaiiie of energy into a host of ne,,,,"
and varied patterns of accomplishment.
The Faith continues its penetration
into Virgin States and areas. From

Laramie comes the enrollment of 11r5.
Ada :I!!. Fadner, first Bahit'i of Wyoming, who learned of the Cause
through the joint efforts of the Lillywhites and Mrs. Ruth Moffett. She
writes: "Christ's Teachings were very
penetrating and vital to my life and I
thought I really knew Christ, but I
have found out that I really did not
fully understand until I became a
Baha'i. . . . Signing the card is the
most sacred duty I have ever donein my life. . ," This warm attraction
is already being turned by our new

friend into teaching, for a study group
meets weekly in her apartment.
Exceptional results have been obtained by Miss Rezsi Sunshine, during a three-months' stay in Arkansas.
Several weeks were spent in Little
Rock, Eureka Springs, and Hot
Springs, and in each city books were
requested by the public libraries. ;\{jss
Olive Black, librarian in Eureka
Springs, wrote to 1I.liss Sunshine: "I
have read the book, SeclU'ity for a
Failing World,.
. and I think it
should be in every School, College,
University, and Public Library in the
United States. It is the sanest exposition of the Divine purpose of life I
have ever read . . . I shan not miss
an opportunity to recommend it to all
my friends and patrons." In addition,
contacts were made with five or six
presidents of \Vomen's Gubs, and
with the Rabbi of the Reformed Temple of Little Rock, all of whom promised speaking opportunities in the Fall.
Because of the summer heat, Miss
Sunshine is temporarily in 1'lassachusetts. but plans to return to Arkansa:i
to continue her outstanding work
A final report of the visit of Mrs.
Terah Smith and ]l.Ess ;\Iarguerite
Reimer to ~orth Carolina includes
some interesting episodes. In addition
to contacts in Raleigh previously reported here, Miss Reimer spoke to the
student body of the :North Carolina
State College for Negroes in Durham
which, like Duke University, is endowed by the Duke fortune. Also in
this city, .Mrs. Smith made Han address before the personnel, number-

ing about eighty, of the North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Co. This
company i!> capitalized and directed
entirely by l\" egroes. Each Saturday
they hold a Forum which fosters all
types of eoucation. The previous lectures

had

been

on

the

Prophets:

Moses, Buddha. Confucius, and Muhammad.

So the stage was properly

set for the introduction of the Faith.

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION-9
The architect's beautiful vision emerges into more impressive outer expression as
the units of the gallery section are assemb1ed in their final position.

The enthusiastic interest was thrilling.
After open discussion one of the officials gave a summation which showed
a remarkable understanding of the

Teachings and the inner reality of the
Cause,"

Mrs. Ruth :vroffett has also reported extensive teaching activities in the
South. During April she and two
friends travelled more than 3400 miles
in eleven States and fifty cities. Lectures were given before twenty-five
universities and colleges and over ten
radio stations, A Baha'i study group
was organized in j\·tontgomery, Alabama, and visits were made to twenty
libraries to discuss the placement of

Baha'i literature. The cities visited by
Mrs. Moffett included: New Orleans,
Mobile, Fairhope, Pensacola, Montgomery, Tuskegee, Binningham, Telladega (Alabama), Atlanta, Chattanooga, Nashville, and Camner (Kentucky) .
A method which might well serve
as a model for many individual believers has been adopted by Miss Mil-

thrilled with this privilege of serving

Bahi'u'llah in this my beloved Maine
where I was born and my forebears
,,,,,'ere among its pioneers."
A somewhat similar plan is being

followed by Miss Marion Holley in the
San Joaquin Valley, California, a territory in which her mother, Grace B.
Holley, did pioneer work. Two teach,
ing circuits were arranged in April and

May for Mr. Joseph Bray and Miss
Beatrice Irwin, with fireside groups

in Woodlake, Bakersfield, and Fresno.
Miss Irwin also spoke to the High
School senior class and to three hundred Grammar students in \V oodlake,

as well as to a study class of the Congregational Church in Bakersfield.
There have since been several exchanges between this class and the
Baha'is, The success of these circuits
has grown out of the efforts of three
isolated believers, Mrs. Estelle \\'aqtser, ]"1rs. Horace Tillyer, and Mrs.

Sylvia Dewey.
::\'105t stimulating news has come
from ll"[r. and Mrs. Ward- Calhoon

dred F. Varnum, a member of the
Baha'i community of Ne,,,, York City.
She has returned to her 'lhome town'!
in Bangor, Maine, and intends to remain until the Cause is established.
The local newspaper gave her excel-

of the 11ilwaukee community, who
turned a vacation trip to Cuba into a
teaching campaign, They were assisted in every decision by the inspiration
of Baha'u'lliih, choosing in this way
a steamship agency in Miami where

lent publicity, featuring the Faith as

they met the President of the Cuban
Ch~mber of Commerce, and by him

the reason for her return, and a meeting is planned for August in the Town

Hall or Church supported by her
grandfather.
She writes:
"I am

were given several valued introductions in Havana. This gentleman had

published an article on the Calhoons
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May. i\ series of five public talks
were arranged at the Spalding Hotel,
and in adclmon :l'.lr. :\farangeJJa spoke
at the Y. 1\'1. C. A., the morning ser-

··In Memory of Her Late Majesty Queen
Marie of Rumania, from the Friends of
the Baha'i Faith in America"-a floral
tribute designed and contributed by Mr.
Charles Mason Remey for the Memoria1
Service held at Washington Cathedral
on July 25, 1938. "To those searching for
light, the Baha'i Teachings offer a star
which will lead them to deeper understanding, to assurance, peace and good
will with all men."-Marie, 1936. (Reproduced as frontispiel:c to The B4h,,'i
World, Vol. VI)......

and the principles of the I-~aith in the
Sunday Ad7.'ance, .a large newspaper
of Havana, and_artidBs--were .alsu carried by the only English newspaper,
the Hm'alla Post,and by three Cnban
papers.
Several important : co,:,tacts
were made in Havana and deep' mterest was aroused.
\Vhile passing
through Florida, the Calhoons spoke
to the Bahi'is in Jacksonville, St,
Augustine, and Miami, showing motion pictures of Baha'i activities and
the Temple,
Other believers have also reported
the extension of Baha'i contacts ,,,,,·hile
on vacation. :Mrs. John Beckte1 of
Kansas City, accompanied by Miss
Carolyn Christensen, visited relatIves
for three days in BillingsJ ~'rontana.
and was able to speak of the Cause
and distribute literature to thirteen
people. Mr, and Mrs. Paul Schoen),
of Phoenix cooperated with the Teaching Committee by calling on isolated
helievers in Santa Rosa and Las Vegas, New :Mexiro.
.
Another vital phase of teachl.ng
progress is the consolidation of. Baha'i Groups throughout the contment.
Perhaps the most notable ~vork during tbis period was done III Duluth,
1-1inn., when the believers cooperated
with IVIT, Philip }:Iarangella and Miss
Josephine Kruka fOT thTee weeks in

a three-day exhibit of the Temple
;v[ode! in Willard Straight Hall lobby,
and it is estimated that 3CXJO people
saw it. Several hundred leaflets ''''ere
distributed, good publicity in three pa')crs was obtained and the faculty has
:nviteJ :\:1r. McD~nif"1 to return next
year.
A report from the Regiunal Tecu:hing Committee of \Vashington, Oregon, Idaho, British Columbia, and
.-\laska demonstrates a splendid cooperation behveen this Committee and
the individual frienns, in carrying the
Faith to new areas. Several study
groups are being formed in British
Columbia, in Victoria hy ~\:riss Audrey
Applegate of Vancouver, in \Vestminster, in \Vest Vancouver through
Mrs. IVTonroe, and in towns of the
Okanagan Valley such as Armstrong,
where there are already four believers. Both 1\.1 iss Doris Skinner and
Mr, Rowland Estall have planned
teaching visits to the Valley, where
they will extlCnd Baha'i contacts in
Vernon, Penticton, Nelson, 1.:rail, and
Kampoole. Also in this region pioneer work is being advanced 1n Tacoma, to which city .Mr. Charles
Knight of Seattle has recently moved,
in Wen.tchee, and through weekly
visits of Dr. and l\.1rs. Speno, in Coeur
d' Alene and Sandpoint, Idaho. 1fr.
and Nlrs. Harry Seymour of !l.1onrm:
have gone to Juneau, Alaska, for the
summer.
Thus do 'we see in every part of this
great continent the evidences of the
self-sal;;:rificing efforts of the believers.
1\·lore '~nd more are finding in action
the gift of confirmation, in teaching
the light of inspiration and guidance,
in concerted effort under the standard
of the Divine Plan a strength and
blessing which only unity confers. For
the American Baha'is, spiritual heirs
uf the heroic founders of our Faith.
inherit too that glorious promise of
the Bib: "God will assist all those
who arise to serve Him!" Our gratitude for the opportunity of service in
such unequalled days can recognize no
bOllPlis,

vice of the A. M, c., and the Saturday
Luncheon Club of business men and
women. The Duluth Group "now
numLeTs eight declaretl believers, and
with the new students whu were attracted we hope to have an Assembly."
Two new enrollments have been
listed for Knoxville, and 'with the
transfer of Mrs. Louise Caswell's
lllemuership, the Knoxville Group now
has seven members. ivlr. and Mrs.
Walter Guy have repoTted the establishment of a Group In Orlando, Floritla~ which includes residents of Pine
Castle. It is hoped that membership
may be sufficiently increased in one or
the other of these cities to allow the
election of an Assembly by next April.
Scranton, Pa., has a new Group of
ten, resulting from the teaching work
uf :\'1r. and .Mrs. Howard Ives and
Mrs, Inderlied of Binghamton, Long
Beach, California, has reorganized a
lJroup of seven. and is receiving ltmch
help. from the Los ;o\ngeles Assembly.
Roseville, ::\.li-chigan, now has five
members and recently an·anged meetings for .:\.iiss Lydia Zamenhof:"1\-1adison, VVisconsin, has reported,"ils fifth
enrollment. In Helena, Montana, a
Group was organized last April with
ele'ven believers.
1\·1 eantime a great number uf devoted Baha'is in isolated areas arc carrying ton'\'ard the banner of the Divine Plan. Although it is it,npossible
to nlf'ntion them an, these ie",· rderences may hearten other isolated
friends. l\:lrs. Elizabeth Carpenter of
Santa Paula, with the help of Mrs.
;"'larzieh Carpt'nter, has arranged
weekly meetings throughout the year
in her home which reached a high
point with a violin cOllcert by ::\fr.
Roderick \Vhite, foll6wed by a
talk on "Bah"u'llan.· the GTeatest
Musician," hy 11rs. "Beulah Lewis.
The sl'londid exhibit of Baha'i books,
pictures, and Persian and Arabic texts,
which is represented by a J--lhotograph
NATJO~AL TEACHING COMMITTEE.
in this issue, was .arranged in Santa
Paula at the Dean Hobbs Blanchard
I\.femorial Library.
.1fT. Kenneth Christian ann two . STATUS OF ASSEMBLIES IN CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
fellow Baha'i students at Cornell l)niversitv. Stuart Curlv and Henrv Setz.
. RegaTding the Spiritual Assembly
with ~the couperatiO"n of friend~ from of Mexico City, the general principle
nearby centers, scheduled public lec- is that the N. S, A. of America shollld
tures during the school yeflr of 1937- stri_ vt to prepare and train all groups
3R for !\"lr. Harlan Ober. Dr. Heist, in 'Central and South America to atM r. Ph,liu MaranQella. ;v[ rs. Terah tain the statils of an Assemhl-v, and.
Smith. 1\.{r. Emer'ir Sala. and 1\-,Tr. OTlCf' formed,'
endeavor to ~onsoli
Allen IVlcDaniel. AccolTlJ)anying !\'-1r. date their position. These Assemblies,
l\fcDaniel's talk . on ,the Temple. was however, as soon as established, ",,·ilI

to

cease to he formally under the jurisdiction of the N. S. A. of the U. S.
and Canada.-SIIOGHT EFFENDI, May
25, 1938.
MEETINGS OF
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
It has been found desirable to revise
the schedule of meetings published in a
recent issue of BAHA'i Nliws. The new
schedule fo!1ows, and it is pDinted out
that the plan calls for the formal public meeting on the evening before the
business sessions of the Assembly begin, and a regiunal conference on the
Sunday afternoon falling within the
dates given. wherever local cDnditions
make a conference feasible.
October 7, 8.9, Knoxville, Tenn.
December 9, 10, 11. Urbana. Ill.
February 3, 4, 5, Los Angeles.
PUBLIC TEACHING BULLETIN
"A NEW WORLD ORDER"
For several years the National Spiritual Assembly has issued occasional
numbers of a bulletin containing only
excerpts from Baha'i literature and intended for non-believers. Copies have
been mailed (Jut to lists of interested
persons compiled by the ·Contacts Committee and received from other sources,
and copies have also been purchased
by a numbn of local Assemblies.
The Assembly has decided to develop
this bulletin in order to make it more
useful for teaching work. Hereafter it
will be issued as a single sheet, printed
on both sides, and carry~ng no date but
merely a serial number. which will
greatly extend the period of time in
which copies can be used. 1\.1 oreove r •
the bulletins will he sold in quantity,
not less than 50 copies per order, at a
cost of 1c each.
Orders and payments should be sent
directly to the Treasurer of the Kational Spiritual Assembly. This bulletin is nol handled by the Publishing
Committee.
Advance orders are desirable. in order tu detemline how many to print.
ECONOMY IN TEACHNG PLANS

While the requirements of the National Fund are not being met, and the
future progress of Temple constructiDn
not yet assured, the National Assembly
wishes to advise National and Regional
Teaching Committees, Summer Schools
and local Assemblies to exercise all
possible economy in teaching work. by
giving preference to nearby teachers
where invitations involve traveling and
living expenses. The budget suppDrting the Seven-Year Plan is our first
concern.
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l\irs, :Marne Brown, New York.
Waller H. Petersen, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Rose A. \'Vindover. Grand
Rapids.

REFERENCES TO THE FUND
AT NINETEEN DAY FEASTS
Questions having arisen as to prDpriety of mentioning the Baha'i Fund,
and receiving contributions, at Nineteen Day Feasts, the 1\'"ational Assembly is of the opinion that under the
Guardian's explanation of the threefold
character of this Feast, the consultation period should be used as much as
possible for promotiDn of the Seven
Year Plan in all its phases. But the
regularity of contributions to the Fund
should not be contingent upon personal
attendance at the Nineteen Day Feast.

New Haven, three. Lima, three. St.
Paul, one. Chicago, ten, Urbana, one.
Yonkers, one. Los Angeles, five and
one youth, New York, three. Augusta,
two. Lansing, one. Glendale, Calif..
o.ne youth. Columbus, one. San FranClSCD, one.

IN MEMORIAM
Death profferth unto every confident
believer the cup that is life indeed. It
bestoweth joy, and is the bearer of
gladness. It confereth the gift of everlasting life.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
Chades Johnson, ),Iauston, Wisc.
Miss Dorothy A. Fleu, SI. Paul.

Oakland. Calii. Change of address.
I\~ e,,,,,· address, Lorne H. l\fatteg-on, Secretary. 217 Bank of Commerce Bldg.
Indianapolis, Ind. Change of address.
New address, Mrs. G. M.
Cooper, Corresponding Secretary, 2116
Central Ave.

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS

ASSEMBLY ROLL

"THE CHARTER OF THE NEW
WORLD ORDER"
"The creative energies released by
the Law of Bahil'u'llih, permeating
and evolving within the mind of 'AbdU'I-Baha, have~ by their very impact
and close interaction, given birth to an
Instrument which mav be viewed as
the Charter of the ~e;\' \Vorld Order
,"vhich is at once the glory and the
promise of this most great Dispensation."-SHOGHI EFFENDI.
In order to promote a marc direct
and intimate spiritual association with
tht" provisions of the 1\·1aster's \·ViIl
and Testament on the part of the
American BahA'i Communitv. the ::Jational Spiritual Assembly ,;ill publish
a series of excerpts from the \·Vill, tu-

gether with selections from the interpretive writings of the Guardian. The
friends are urged to gi \'e deep thought
to this new department in BAHA~i
NEWS.

The HO'Use o-f Justice

It would . . be helpful to bear in
mind certain basic principles with reference to the \\fill and Testament of
'Abdu'l-Baha, which together with the
Kitab"Ti-Aqdas, constitutes the chief
depository wherein are enshrined those
priceless elements of that Divine Civilization, the establishment of which is
the primary mission of the Baha'l
Faith . . . .
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To dissociate tlle administrative
principles of the Cause from the purely spiritual and humanitarian teachings
would be tantamount to a mutilation
of the body of the Cause, a separation
that can only result in the disintegration of its component parts, and the
extinctioin of the Faith itself. _ .1
It hath been ordained by God that
in every city a House. of Justice shall
be established; the members must be
according to the .i'-Jumber of Baha, and
if the number exceed this, no matter.
. . . The-members of the House must
regard themselves as trustees and representatives of God in the created
world.
And when they enter the
House. they must consider themselves
as being in the Presence of God, the
Supreme, the Most exalted, as seeing
Him \oVho is unseen, and strive to fulfill fQr the good of the public the Trust
placed in them for the sake of God, as
though they were managing their own
affairs and choosing that which is
best ... 2
That the Spiritual Assemblies of today will be replaced in time by the
Houses of Justice, and are to all intents and purposes identical and not
separate bodies, is abundantly confirmed by 'Abdu'l-Bah:i Himself. . . .
Xot only will the present-day Spiritual
Assemblies be styled differently in future, but will be enabled also to add to
their present functions those puwers,
duties and prerogatives necessitated
by the recognition of the Faith of Baha'u'lIah, not merely as one of the recognized religious systems of the world
but as the State Religion of an independent and Sovereign Power. And
as the Bah,,'i Faith permeates the
masses of the peoples of the East and
\\Test. and its truth is embraced by the
majority of the peoples of a number ot
the Sovereign States of the world, will
the Universal ·House of Justice attain
the plenitude of its power, and exercise, as the supreme organ of the Baha'i
Commonwalth, all the rights, the duties, and the responsibilities incumbent
uIX>n the world's future superstate. 1
And now, concerning the House of
Justice which God had ordained as the
source of all good and ireed from all
error, its members must be elected by
universal stdfrage, that is, by the believers. Its members must be manifestations of the fear of God and daysprings of knowledge and understanding, must he steadfast in God's faith
and t he well wi shers of a11 mankind.
By this House is meant the Universal
House of Justice, that is, in all coun1 Shoghi
Effendi, The \Vorld Order of
Baha'u'llah.
2 Baha'u'lIab, Aqdas.
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tries, a secondary House of Justin:
must be instituted, and these secondary Houses of Justice I\-1ust elect the
members of the Cniversal one. Unto
this body all things must be rderred.
It enacteth all ordinances and regulations that are not to be found in the
explicit Holy text. By this body all
the difficult problems are to he resolved and the guaruian of the Cause
of God is its sacred head and the distinguished member for 1ife of that
body. Should he not attend in person
its deliberations, he must appoint one
to represent him. Should any of the
members commit a sin, injurious to
the common weal, the guardian of
the Cause of God hath at his uwn discretion the right to expel hinl, whereupon the people must elect another
one in his stead. This House of Justice enacteth the laws and the government enforceth them. The legislative
body must reinforce the executive the
executive must aid and assist the legislative body so that through the close
union and hannony of these two
forces, the foundation of fairness and
justice may become firm and strong.
that all regions of the world may become even as Paradise itself. .. ento
the Th-iost Holy Book everyone must
turrt and all that is not expressly recorded therein must be referred to the
Universal House of Justice.
That
which this hody, whether unanimously
or by a majority doth carry, that is
verily the Truth and the Purpose of
God -himself.
"
An attempt, I feel, should at the
present juncture be made to explain
the character and functions of the twin
pillars that support this mighty Administrative Structure - the institutions of the Guardianship ami of the
Universal House of Justice. . . .
Their common, their fundamental
object is to insure the continuity
of that divinely-appointed authority
which flm..·s from the Source of our
Faith, to safeguard the unity of its
followers and to maintain the integrity and flexibility of its teachings.
Acting in conjunction with each other
two inseparable institutions administer
its affalrs, coordinate its activities, promote its interests, execute its ]aws
and defend its subsidiary in.<;titutions.
The interpretation of the Guardian.
functioning- within his own sphere is
as authoritative and binding as the
enactments of the International House
of Justice, whose exclusive right and
prerogative is to pronounce upon and
deliver the final judgment on such
j

3

'Abdu'(-Baha, \Vill and Testament.

laws and ordinances as Baha'u'Uah
has not expressly revealed. Keither
canr nor will ever, infringe upon the
sacred and prescribed domain of the
other. Neither \'l,IiU seek to curtail the
specific and undoubted authority with
\vhich both have been Ji vinely invested ..
No wonder that He Who through
the operation of His Will has inaugurated so vast and unique an Order and
Who is the Center of so mighty a
Covenant should ha·ve written these
\"Ilords: "So firm and mighty is this
Covenant that from the beginning of
time until the present day no religious
Dispensation hath produced its like. ,.
H\Vhat50ever is latent in the innermost
of this holy cycle," He wrote during
the darkest and most dangerous days
of His ministry, "shall gradually appear awl be made manifest, for now is
but the beginning of its growth and
the day-spring of the revelation of its
signs."t

COMMITTEES OF THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
1938-1939
Revisions and Further Appointments
Contacts

Add itional members:
l1rs. Vera Eisenhart
Mrs. Ethel Furbush

RegUmal TetUbmg
For Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. Mr. Stanley Kemp unable to serve.
Additional members:
Mrs. Louis Speno
Mrs. Alta Kruger
Mrs. ~1ae McKenna
For Ohio, Indiana, -VVestern Pennsylvania. Mrs. Myron Potter unable to
serve. One or two new members to be
added.
For Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin.
Mrs. Dudley Blakeley unable to serve.
Additional member:
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
For New York, New Jersey, Eastern
Pennsylvania,
Additional member:
Archie G. Tichenor

The Baha'i World-Volume VIII
Additional members:
:vr rs. l\lariam Haney
J.!iss Florence Matioon
~lrs. Victoria Bedikian
f Sboghi
Effendi,
Baba'u'tlall.

The

Dispensation

of
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Study Gutli""
).Irs. Alice Cox, Chairman
~liss Imogene Talbott
Mrs. :VIarion Rhodes
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg
Teaching ami Training ChfJdren
Additional member:
Miss June Miner
Green Acre Summer School-19,;9
l\frs. Amelia Bo\,"'man, Chairman
Miss Marj~ry Wheeler
~hs. Mary Francis Baral
~f.rs. Beula Proctor
Harlan Ober
Harold Bowman
Miss Lorna Tasker

Green Acre Youth Week-19)9
Mrs. Evelyn Loveday, Chairman,
Eliot, Maine
Duncan McAlear
Miss Betty Shook
1\.'1: iss Hazel Bowman
Rinaldo Quigley
Geyserville Summer School-I 9 ) 9
John D. Bosch, Chairman
Leroy Toas, Vice-Chairman
N. F. Ward, Secretary
George O. Latimer
Mrs. Amelia Collins
Mrs. Ella G. Cooper
Siegfried Schopftocher
Irwin Somerhalder
Miss Joy Allen
Mrs. Sara Kenny
Rowland Estall
Clarence Iverson
Louhelen Summer School-l9) 9
L. W. Eggleston, Chairman
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.
Secretary
Mrs. Dorothy Baker
~'Iiss Gareta Busey
Bishop Brown
Edmund Miesler
Ylrs. L. W. Eggleston
Carl Scheffler
Clarence C. Niss
Kenneth Christian
Mrs. Dorothy Graf
Temple Lihrarian

Harry E. \Valrath
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Committee is pleased to report a
new title added to the series of Teaching- Literature pamphl,:ts :-Reliqi<>n and The ;vew Ai/e, by A.
G. B. Sold Duly in lots of 100 coples.
Per hundred, $1.50 net.
r=qitions h;lV~ also been obtained of

BAHA'tS OF THE NEWLY ESTABLISHED COMMUNITY
OF MEXICO CITY

two pamphlets in wide demand:Tests: Their Spiritual Value, by
Mamie L. Seto. Per hundred, $1.50
net. Radia~'t Acqu,iescence~ by Orcella
Rexford. Per hundred, $1.50 net.
Since the Guardian has recommended
Sale's translation of the Qur'an as most
suitable for study by believers, the
Publishing Committee informs the
friends that they can order a copy at
any local bookstore. Ask for "The Koran," translated into English from the
original Arabic by George Sale. The
Publisher is Frederick Warne and Co
Ltd., London, with an American office
at 381 Fourth Avenue, New York.
This New York office does not sell
single copies retail, hut sells only to
hookstores. The work can be obtained
for $1.00 per copy, but including illustrations and Preliminary Discourse the
cost is $4.00.

ARCHIVES ANNOUNCEMENTS
In 1936 the Kational Spiritual Assembly requested the Archives and
History Committee to make an etfo.~!
to ohtain a history of each local Raha I
Community, prepared unner the auSpices of the Local Assembly.
Following this, a request was ma~e
through BAHA'i NEWS for local hlStories to be prepared and forwarded
to the Committee, and some suggestions 'were given as to the particular
sub iects to be emohasized in the historical write-up. To date fifteen Assemblies have responded. Some of the
local histories received have been quite
detailed and complete. narticularly the
one prepared by the Philadelphia AssembI v ,
The request is renewed that each

Local Assembly which has not already
done so, apJXlint a committee or an
historian to prepare a history of the
Cause in its own Community. Perhaps the most valuable sources of information will be files of Assembly
minutes and correspondence or memories of the early beJievers. The committee would greatly appreciate receiving many more of these records during the current Baha'i year.
Thirty-two of the seventy-eight local
Spiritual Assemblies have filled out and
returned the Questionnaire which waS
mailed by the :-.!ational Spiritual Assembly last year and to the Secretaries
of the newly formed Communities
after April 21st of this year. While
the information entered in the Questionnaire supplies only a brief summary of local history, the cumulative
information which would be available
should all Assemblies respond would
be considerable.
Approximately half of the communities that have returned the Questionnaire indicate that a local archives
committee is included among the
standing committees of the Commuity. Such a committee or a loea1 archivist in each Assemb[v, wouln, in time,
prove very useful, not only in organizing and preserving local records but in
assisting the National Committee in
the collection and preservation of the
Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baha. the letters of
the Guardian and sacred relics orought
hack bv American believers who have
visited ~ the Holy Shrines.

Recent Gifts to the Arcbives
The most orecious Baha'i possessions of the National Baha'i Archives
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consist of the following gifts of the
Guardian, coming from the International Archives:-Three original illuminated Tablets in the Hand-Writing
of Bahil'u'lIih, one a prayer, and two
Tablets to 'Abdu'I-Bah' from His
Father. The last gift received was
the Locks of the Hair of Bahl'u'lIah,
which were arranged and preserved by
the hands of the Greatest Holy Leaf.
These gifts have come from Haifa
within the last four years.
Within that time the number of the
Master's original Tablets which have
been given to the National Archives
has increased from a pproximatel y
1,000 to 1,600. Four years ago, aside
from the Guardian's letters to the N ational Spiritual Assembly, there were
few letters from the Guardian in the
National Archives. Now there are
several hundred.
Since the Convention a gift from
Mr. Ernest Harrison of IVTontreal has
been received, consisting of what he
believes to be a complete Baha'i library
in English. Also the original negative
and positive copy of the motion picture film of 'Abdu'I-Baha taken in
K ew York City has been sent to tbe
archives by the National Spiritual Assembly. This was formerly in the
possession of Mr. Roy Wilhelm.
ARCHIVES AND
HISTORY CO::\-lMITTEE

YOUTH ACTIVITIES
The K ati ona1 Y out h Committee
urges each local Youth Group to participate in the adivities planned for
the _cu rrent year.
Study Days. In development of the
plan adopted last year, the following
Study Days have been arranged:
Septem ber ~ The Dispen sa ti on 0 f
Bah"u'llih. First half.
October~The Dispensation of Bah;\'u'llih. Second half.
(Use the Study Outline on this subject published by the Publishing Committee.)
November-Some Answered Questions_ Part I.
January-Some Answered Questions. Part II.
l\farch-Some Answered Questions.
Part III.
April-Some Answered Questions.
Part IV.

May-Some Ans,..'ered Questions.
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BOOK EXHIBIT
An exhibit of Baba'i books placed on view at the Dean Hobbs Blanchard Memorial
Library in Santa Paula, California. The Jibrarian, Mrs. Gladys Kennedy. cooperated.
in making this display possible, which included recent Baba'1 books pub1ished in the
U. S., pictures of 'Abdu'l-Baha and the Temple. some texts in Persian and Arabic
enhanced in attractiveness by flowers and Persian art objects. The exhibit attracted
much attention.

Part V.
(Study Outlines and questions are
being prepared for use in connection
with the ave parts of Some Answered
Question s, and will be made availa ble
by the Youth Committee.)
Youth Bulletin. This will be continued, and young people are requested
to assist by obtaining subscriptions and
manuscripts.
lVfid-ninter Conference. Sub-sE"cretaries have been requested to arrange
at least one con fere-nce on a regional
basis this winter.
Sub-secretaries are also requested to
arrange a meeting of area members,
submit Study Day reports obtained
from all groups and report all youth
activities.
Two meetings. These are to be held
locally as Feast or public meetings,
hased on The Dawn-Breakers, with
about three talks. Possible subjects:
1, on the Fore-runners of the Bab;
2, on Tahirih, Vahid, Quddus. This
is an international effort.
Fourth Annual International Bah6/i
Youth Duv. The date is to be February 26, 1939, the subiect "The Unfoldment of vVorld Civilization." Com-

plete uutlines will be published
ha'i Youth for Decemhe~.

In

Ba-

ESPERANTO CONGRESS
The Congress held at Cleveland,
JuIy I. 2 and 3 was of exceptional intere~t to Baha'is as well as to Esperantists on account of the presence of
J.1iss Lidia Zamenhof. Miss Zamenhof was listed in the program as Baha'i speaker, and found many opportunities to promote the Faith. A
letter from the N atiunal Spiritual Assembly was presented to the ddt-gates.
The following two resolutions were
unanimously adopted:
"To Miss Lidia Zamenhof, talented
daughter of tbe beloved founder of
our language, we wish to express our
deepest gratitude for the inspiration
of her presence and for her unselfish
cooperation in the various C()ngress
activities.
"To the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States
and Canada, \'\o'C convey our feeling of
appreciation for the great part they
have played in making it possible to
have 11iss Zamenhof in America to
spread the Cause of Esperanto throughout this country."
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"DRAW NIGH UNTO BAHA'U'LLAH"
Shake off, a heedless ones, the Cause.-Glca"i"gs, p. 186.
slumber of negligence, that ye may
behold the radiance which His glory
hath spread through the world.Gleanings, p. 103.
They whom neither merchanoise nor
traffic beguile from the remembrance
of the Almighty, they that speak not
till He hath spoken.-Glea>lings, p.
129.
Meditate on what the poet hath
written: "\Vonder not, jf my BestBeloved be closer to me than mine
own self; ' ...·onder at this, that I, despite such nearness, should still be
so far from Him," . . . By this he
meaneth-his heart, which is the seat
of the All-Merciful and the throne
wherein abideth the splendor of His
revelation.-Gleanings, p. 185.
That the heart is the throne, in
which the Revelation of God the AllMerciful is centered, is attested by
the holy utterances which \'ie ha>:e
formerly revealed. Among them IS
this saying: HEarth and heaven cannot contain Me; what can alone contain Me is the heart of him that believeth in Me, and is faithful to :'fy

Were any man to ponder in his heart
that which the Pen of the Most High
lm th revealed and to taste of its sweetness, he would, of a certainty, find himself emptied and delivered from his
own desires, and utterly subservient to
the Will of the Almighty.-Gleanings,
p . .143.
I have moreover, with the hand of
ciivine power, unsea1ed the choice wine
of IVI v Re\'elation, and have wafted its
holy, 'its hidden, and musk-laden fragrance upon all created things.-Gleani"gs, p. 328.
How great the multitude of truths
which the garment of words can never
contain! How vast the number of such
verities as no expression can adequately describe, whose signifi.cance can
never be unfolded, and to which not
even the remotest allusions can be
made !-Gleanings, p. 176.
I beseech Thee, a my God, by Thy
N arne ... to write down for eY'ery one
who hath turned unto Thee . . . the
recompense decreed for such as speak
not except by Thy leave.-Prayers a-nd
M ,dilalions, p. 293.
l

"THE GRACE THAT SUSTAINS"
With this issue of BAHA'i KEWS is
included a special insert reprinting the
Guardian's messages received since
January 10, 1936. The friends aro
asked to note carefully that the last
two messages in the series-the letter
dated September 10 and the cablegram dated September 24, 1938 are

now published in BAHA.'i ~E\"".s for
the first time, though both were immediately sent to the local Assemblies.
\\,'ith reference to these successive
messages, establishing ami developing
the Seven-Year Plan, the National
Spiritual Assembly sent to local Assemblies the following statement in the

October bulletin:'"\Vhile we have all reau and meditated on these messages singly, their
meaning and power as a whole afe
overwhelming. In letter after letter,
cablegram after cablegram, Shoghi Effendi has developed the theme of devotion, sacrifice, understanding and
mighty action for this very period of
the severest danger humanity has ever
suffered. The existence of the Baha'i
Community itself, and its destined capacity to become the instrument for
the release of God's blessing of world
order and peace, depend entirely upon
our individual and collective response
to these directions, warnings and supreme appeals, Nothing can diminish
the authority and influence of Divine
truth, but that authority can and will
be exercised through others if we, the
present community of believers and
servants, fail to perform our holy task
'ITherefore the National Spiritual
Assembly, profoundly conscious of the
gravity of the hour, implores the local
Assemblies, communities and groups
to grasp and incorporate in their very
souls the vital import of the Guardian's words. Shoghi Effendi has created a new and higher reality for the
American Baha'is. He summons us to
such heroism and such unitv as we
have never achieved be fore. This station of the true Baha'i and of the true
Raha'i community must now be realized on earth, here and now.
"Let the Spiritual Assemblies appreciate the vital nature of their responsibility; let all individual Baha'is,
without exception. seek consecration
for service to the World Order of Baha'u'lI1Lh. Let suitable occasions be
made at once for the study of Shoghi
Effendi's words. Let individuals steep
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themselves in the successive messages,
for the enclosed reprint will be sent to
the entire American Baha'i commu~
nity in the next issue of BAHA'i
NEWS. Let there be daily prayer. Let
the Nineteen Day Feasts, the Anniversaries and e""ery teaching meeting be
illumined with the Light of Faith and
the melting enthusiasm of determinen
action.
'I What lethargy has seized liS, to
permit the Seven-Year Plan to lag so
seriously behind its schedule? Are we
sick or crippled, in this, the Day of
God? Is there not a Remover of difficulties, a Healer, a Di"'ine Physician
Whom we clai m to love and obey? Beloved friends! The religion of God has
been revealed not to make us complacent, but to teach and inspire us
how to act and how to achieve! A few
Assemblies, stirring with this new influx of power, have already raised their
standard of sacrifice for the National
Fund. Can any Assembly, community, group or individual believer dare
to remain outside the creative, protective and accomplishing spirit which the
Guardian symbolizes and by his words,
conveys?

A ..";versary of tbe Birtb
of Bah,.'u'lI,.b
"Now, in order to unite and concentrate the devotion and energy of the
entire American Baha'i community,
the National Spiritual Assembly appeals to have November 12, the Anniversary of the Birth of Bahi'u'llih, observed with an ardor that will consume
every veil 0 f irresolution and of spiritual ignorance, that by the Divine
power the American Baha'i community may be completely transformed.
Every believer should resolve to attend, and attend in that humility which
is essential in those who approach the
Throne of God. Not words but inward and outward deeds now determine the station of faith in Bahi'u'lh\h.
The National Spiritual Assembly longs
for the privilege of sharing with the
Guardian the news that his repeated
appeal has at last enkindled the flame
of sacrifice in the heart of America!"
"Loyalty to World Order"
The cablegram received September
24 is dearly more than any re-emphasis laid on the importance of the Seven-Year Plan. The Guardian here
calls upon the American Baha'i commWlity to separate itself in_ heart and
soul from the disturbances seizing upon
the peoples, Taces and nations, and
manifest t individually and collectively, the true Bana'i attitude upon current world events.
One realizes that the channel of

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION-IO
Four sides of the gallery section were completed by October 1, and the remaining five
sides are expected to be finished before winter weather interrupts the work

grMe that sustains the System of God's
... Order will be clogged if we fail to
heed this vital command. It is apparent that Baha'is are to act and speak
as true Baha'is during these crucial
times, not descending into the dark
vortex which is, actually, separation
from God. It is not our part to be victims of mass psychology in these days
of despair, but to reflect that Light
that shines to illumine the regeneration
and the unification of the worM of
mankind.
To a lesser degree, the same forces
sundering the peoples and nations are
like ...vise making for division within
each nation, and therefore the command applies to conditions in this continent and not merely to international
affairs. The spirit of the Faith implies voluntary and (omplete aloofness
from all elements of dissension and po-

litical influence, local, national or
worldwide.
But co-equal to the warning stands
the all-powerful assurance that obedience widens and deepens the channel
of that Divine grace! Baha'is are to be
amazed by the power of the Faith in
these times, awed by its victory
through any and every pure instrument, even the weakest and humblest
soul.
The Guardian's cablegram is a message to the entire American Baha'i
community. :May we all be completely loyal and responsive to this impressive command.
N ATTONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
"HEARTENED (BY) MESSAGE"
The following cablegram was received from the Guardian on October
14, in reply to a cabled message sent to
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him from the National Assembly gathered at Knoxville, Tennessee.
"Heartened (by) message. Praying
added fervor, deepened longing, acceleration Temple construction, increasing momentum teaching force. :\Iay
both culminate (in) pla,cing, (at) appointed time, final contract heralding
consummation (of the) hopes born
thirty years ago (in the) hearts (of
the) American believers,"-S IIOGH!.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
TEACHING BUDGET
The friends will have noted in the
June issue of BAHA'i NEWS that one
of the three major items of the 193839 Budget is $.30,000 for teaching in
North and South America. Due to
past confusion in our understanding
of the teaching budget, the National
Spiritual Assembly has thought it well
to point Qut that budgeting is based,
not upon the actual possession of
funds, but upon the analysis of what
amounts are needed to accomplish the
work. Budgeting does not make such
amounts available, and teaching projects can be financed amI funds voted
only as the believers make this possible.
Last year, for example, the National
Budget called for $30,000 for teaching; yet only $11,000 was actually
spent. It might be of further interest
to know that the teaching fund must
cover all expenses connected with the
National Teaching Committee, the
Regional Committees (twelve in number), the Inter-America Committee,
the distribution of free literature, the
Library Committee with its placements
of literature in public libraries, and the
financing of Summer School programs.
Surely it is evident that we, as
American Bahi'is, cannot fulfill the
Guardian's great hopes for us, nor
transpose into the world of actuality
the glorious pattern of the Divine Plan,
without that supply of funds which
"constitutes, at the present time, the
life-b1ood of these nascent institutions
you are laboring to erect." And these
are the further words which Shoghi
Effendi has addressed to us: "C ontributions to this fund constitute, in addition, a practical Gltd effective 'lW)'
whereby every believer can test the
measure and character of his faith, and
to prO'lJe in deeds the intensity of his
devotion and attachment to the Cause."
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

"THIS OPPORTUNITY
OF TEACHING"
It is now some three months since
the arrival in this country of Shoghi

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION-ll
Closer view of completed gallery sections. One or two pylons may also be finished before
winter. The final work on this ~ntraet will go forward rapidly in the spring of 1939

Effendi's stirring announcement that
'the time of the end,' 'the latter
years,' as foretold in the Scriptures,
are at long last upon us." In the heart
of every believer the impaet of these
words has reverberated for weeks, and
each of us is seeking to understand
them, to relate them to the events
which surround us, to discover those
"depths of consecration" which conceal
the secret of our future persistence,
obedience and faith. Now, at this mo.,
ment, the prophetic warnings of the
Old Testament arrest us as never before, since we are the very people of
this Book, that "generation of the halflight" whose lives are set, by the will
of God, in the midst of "a time of
trouble, such as never was since there
was a nation even to that same
time .... " (Daniel, 12)
One miracle of this opportunity of
teaching, the immense scope of which
we can gradually perceive as we meditate upon the Tablets of the Divine
H

Plan, is that our exertions are now,
and will increasingly become, the very
source of life to this fated generation.
"Behold, the days come, saith the Lord
God, that I will send a famine in the
land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst
for water, but of hearing the words of
the Lord: And they shall wander from
sea to sea, and from the north even to
the east, they shall run to and fro to
seek the word of the Lord, and shall
not find it." (Amos. 8) To ease this
restlessness, to assuage the pangs of
such distress, to be providers for the
hungry offspring of earth's most terrible famine-this is to teach the Cause
of God today. Shall we not, therefore,
receive in eagerness the news of every
advance along the vast frontier of our
teaching program, as it penetrates not
only into pioneer territories but into
new areas of deprivation, wherever
they exist?
The news of greatest import fOT the
unfoldment of the Seven-Year Plan is
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the growing activity of groups of the
friends. For not by individual effort
alone, no matter how sacrificial, can
this monumental labor be accomplished. The heights to which heroic
individuals may arise will continue to
stimulate, to shame, or to inspire us
all to a like standard of dedication.
But only when each unitof our Administrative Order attains'"tge full orbit of its activity, when 'every local
Sp.idtual Assembly is reaching' out for
wider responsibilities of teaching, when
Committees are functioning in wholeness and efficiency, when each Baha'i
Group is pressing forward to achieve
its natural goal of Assembly status, and
when the whole bodv of the Cause in
America. is performrng in vigor, part
linked to part in a mighty movement
of coordination-only then will these
two continents feel the full pressure of
the Faith of Bah:i'u'llah. It is thus
with great joy that we note the signs
of this very symphony of motion.
The Binghamton Assembly has extended its interest from its own community to neighboring cities, notably
Scranton, Syracuse and Ithaca. During June and Jul)' speakers including
Mrs. Inderlied, Mrs. Terah Smith,
l\frs. Palmatier, and Mrs. Vcrgason
were sent on several occasiuns to
Scranton, and hvo carloads of the
Binghamton friends joined the new
Scranton Baha'IS in a farewell picnic
for the I yes. A three-day youth conference was held in Binghamton the
end of May, with an average attendance of fifty. including representati ves
from New York City, Syracuse. Scranton, and Ithaca, five of whom became
confirmed believers during- the sessions. Nor has this \'\o·idened scope
lessened the local activities of the
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community, for Binghamton was able
to send forty-seven to the annual picnic at the 11cDanid Farm, to meet for
informal suppers and discussion on an
average of three times a week at the
summer cottage of .M rs. I\' oyes, and
now starts the coming season with a
new Center, seven students preparing
for membership, and the determination
to double its numbers within the year.
In this resolve Scranton and Syracuse
likewise share.
The Lima Assembly maintains a
Contacts Committee of nine which last
Fall began pioneer work in adjacent
towns. Lima now reports the acceptance of the first three believers from
Celina and 11ontezuma. Also, a home
has just recently been opened for a
Baha'i study course at \Vapakoneta.
Atlantic City has been added to the
roll of Raha'i Groups through the tireless efforts of the Philadelphia Assembly and seven believers are now meeting weekly.
Anew Group has al so been announced at Hinsdale, N. H., as the result of the fusion of seven isolated believers of Hinsdale, Ashuelot, and
Bernardstown.
An application for Group status has
come from Arlington, Va., a pioneer
state, where several former Baha'is of
\Vashington are now living.
It is hoped in each of these localities that the friends mav find such
stimulus in commnnity fu~nctioning as
to enable them speedily to grow into
local Spiritual Assemblies. As Hinsdale has written: "\Ve have consiuered ourselves a Group for some time,
but believe we feel more a unit already
for just getting ourselves organized."
While on this subject, the work of
the I\.fadison Group claims mention, in
arranging two fifteen-minute broadcasts for Marguerite Reimer on Sta~
tions WIBU and WIBA. Her subjects were "The Baha'i House of
Worship" and "The Objectives of the
BaM') Faith." It was estimated by
the latter station that its broadcast had
a listening audience of seventy thousand.
Perhaps the most interesting use
which any of us has yet made of radio
is planned jointly by the Vancouver
Assembly and the Regional Teaching
Committee of that area. By employing a larger station than ""'as last year
used in the series preparerl by the Vancouver Assembly, it \""'ill be JXlssible to
reach all fireside groups in British
Columbia simultaneouslv with ten
weekly broadcasts. devel~p-jnR a presentation of the Faith which can be
used as a basis for further local stud"
and discussion.
ConRratulations to
Vancouver for initiating a teaching

method of prime importance!
The report of the Regional Committee of Alabama and Florida contains heartening news of the penetration of the Cause into the South. A
weekly newspaper for colored people,
The Flor1'da American? has recentlv
been started in Gainesville, Fla., by
two Baha'is, ),,1 iss Bessie l\.iarie CarrIson and Mr. L. M. Bennett, with the
hope that it will become a real teaching medium. A front-page column was
de1,'oted in the second issue to HThe
History of the ~[artyrdom of the
Bab." In Hollywood, Fla., Mrs. Amelie \V. Bodmer is using the opportunities of a Trailer Park to scatter the
Message throughout America. During
the past year eighty-seven visitors,
who came to inspect her trailer. have
heard of the Cause and received literature. Six of these, actual residents of
Hollywood, are now seriously studying it and two of her students, \VilIis
and Hannah \Vhite of Dania, have
j lIst regi stered as believers.
Miss Alma Knoblock recently spent
several months in Bristol, Augusta,
and Taylor, S. C. Beside many fireside groups, a direct presentation of
the Faith was arranged for two hundred students of the Theological Class
of Cook's College, given jointly by
Miss Knoblock and Miss Clair Glover
of Augusta.
Pioneer work is now being carried
on by Miss Virginia Taylor of Cheviot,
Ohio, in Louisville, Ky., to follow up
the line contacts made there by Mrs.
Grace Ober. Five visits were made
in :May and June, two Baha'is were
located, and the campaign was closed
for the summer with a picnic of fifteen interested women. A study class
was planned by Miss Taylor to begin
in September.
A model of the Temple was recently
displayed in a furniture store in AIbuq uerque, N. M., resulting in an opportunity for a further showing at the
New :>'{exico State Fair. October 916. The following 'voluntary letter
was addressed to Dr. ::\.forris by the
store: "It may interest you to know
that your temple model displayed in
our window has drawn a lot of comments, and while at first we put it in
our window merely to accommodate
you, frankly it has surpassed all expectations from a publicity angle."
Surely another talking point for local
Publicity Commitetes!
Thus'do the followers of Baha'u'llah.
singly and in groups, advance in the
teaching program they have set themselves. «In these days," the Master
wrote many years ago. ((the most important of all things is the guidance
of the nations and peoples of the
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world." How much truer have these
words become in our own tumultuous
period. How much more apparent
that every believer "is holding in his
l~and a trumpet, blowing the breath oi
hfe over all the regions." In these
times of war and the rumor of war
should we not read again that last
magnificent teaching Tablet addressed
"To the believers of God and the maidservants of the Merciful of the Baha'i Assemblies in the United States
of America and Canada"?l For here
is the true definitions of the "armies
of God," and these are the sole instructions to ensure the victory. May each
of us become an active soldier in the
army of Bahi'u'lIah, worthy of the
title of His "apostle," and eager for a
part in His conquest-the establishment of the Kingdom of Heaven on
earth!
NATIONAL

TEACHING COMMITTEE.

MEMORIAL TO
KEITH RANSOM-KEHLER
The National Spiritual Assembly
has recently transmitted $1,000 for the
cost of constructing the Memorial to
Keith Ransom-Kehler at lsphan, Iran,
where this heroic Baha'i soul ascended
to the Kingdom.
The believers will recall the illustration of the design made by the late
Myron Potter which was reproduced
in BAHA~l NEWS some years ago and
likewise reproduced in The Baha'i
World.
The conditions which appeared to
make it impossible to carryon the construction work have recently changed;
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and the )lational Assembly hopes to
have news from Iran that \'\o'ork on this
first International Bahi'i I\lemorial has
hegun.
GERMAN EDITION OF
REVISED ESSLEMONT BOOK
With the Guardian's consent, the
National Spiritual Assembly has sent
funds sufficient to purchase and save
for the Calise the types of the new edition of the Esslemont book in German
translation which had to he abandoned
in Europe some time ago on account
of unfavorable conditions. It is hoped
that the edition can soon be printed in
Switzerlaml or some other countrv
where copies could be circulated,
~

"THE CHARTER OF THE NEW
WORLD ORDER"
"The creative energies released by
the Law of Bah,,'u'llilh, permeating
and evolving within the mind of 'Abdu'l-Bahi, have, by their very impact
and close interaction, given birth to an
Instrument which may be viewed as
the Charter of the )lew World Order
which is at once the glory and the
promise of this most great Dispensation."-SHOGHI EFFENDI.
In order to promote a more direct
and intimate spiritual association with
the provisions of the :VI aster's Will
and Testament on the part of the
American Bahati Community, the 'National Spiritual Assembly will publish
a series of excerpts from the \Vill. together with selections from the interpretive writings of the Guardian. The
friends are urged to give deep thought
1

"America's Spiritual Mission," p. 22.

to this

new department in

e~rery ~ainglorious

one that purposeth
dlssenslOr: and. discord will not openly
declare h.IS eVil purposes, nay rather~
even as Impure gold, would he seize
upon diverse measures and various pretexts that he may separate the gathenng of the people of Bahi. My object is to show that the Hands of the
Cause of God must ever be watchful
a',1d so soon as they find anyone beginmng t.o oppose and protest against the
guard13n of the Cause of God cast him
out from the congregation of the people of Baha and in no wise accept any
excuse from him, How often hath
grievous error been disguised in the
garb of truth, that it might sow the
seeds of doubt in the hearts of men!
o ye beloved of the Lord! It is
incumbent upon the guardian of the
Cause of God to appoint in his own
life-time him that shall become his. successor, that differences may not arise
after his p~ssing: H~ that appointed
must mamfes.t III himself detachment
from all worldly things, must be the
essence of purity, must show in himself the fear of God, knowledge wisdom and learning. Thus, should the
first-born of the guardian of the Cause
of God not manifest in himself the
trllth of the words :-"The child is the
secret essence of its sire," that is,
should he not inherit of the spiritual
\'nthm hI111 (the guardian of the Cause
of God) and his glorious lineage not
be rnatched with a goodly character,
then must he (the guardian of the
Cause of God), choose another branch
to sllcceed him.
The Hands ul the Calise of God
n~ust dect from their own number.
mne persons that shall at all times he
occupied in the important services in
the work of the guardian of the Cause
of God. The election of these nine

rs
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The Hatu/, of the Cause &1 God
It is incumbent upon the members
of the House of Justice, upon all the
Aghsim, the Afnin, the Hands of the
Cause of God to show their obedience
submissiveness and subordination unt~
the guardian of the Cause of God, to
turn unto him and be lowly before him.
lIe that opposcth him hath oppose,",
the True One, will make a breach in
the Cause of God, will subvert IIis
\Vord and will become a manifestation
of the Center of Sedition, Beware, beware, lest the days a her the ascension
(of Baha'u'lIah) be repeated when the
Cente; of Sedition 'waxen haughty and
rebelhous and \vith Divine u nitv for
his excuse deprived himself and' perturbed and poisoned others, No doubt
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must be carried either unanimously or
by majority from the company of the
Hands of the Cause of God and these
whether unanimously or by a majority
vote, must give their assent to ~he
choice of the one whom the guard] an
of the Cause of God hath chosen as his

successor. This assent must be given
in such wise as the assenting and dissenting voices may not be distinguished. (secret ballot)
friends! The Hands of the Cause
of God must be nomina ted and appointed by the guardian of the Cause
of God. All must be under hi s shadow
and obey his oommand. Should any,
within or without the company of the
Hands of the Cause of God disobey,
and seek division, the wrath of God
and His vengeance will be upon him,
for he will have caused a breach In
the true faith of God.
The obligations of the Hands of
the Cause of God are to diffuse the
Divine Fragrances, to edify the so.uls
of men, to promote learnmg, to Improve the character of all men and tn
be at all times and UDder all condlti~ns sanctified and detached from
earthiy things. They must manifest
the fear of God by their conduct, their
manners, their deeds and their words.
This body of the Hands of the Cause
of God is under the direction of the
guardian of the Cause of God. ~e
must continually urge them to strt,:"e
and endeavor to the utmost of their
ability to diffuse the sweet savors of
God, and to guide all the peoples of the
world for it is the light of DIVIne
Guida~ce that causeth all the universe
to be illumined. To disregard, though
it be for a moment, this absolute command whkh is binding upon everyone,
is in no wise pennitted, that the existent world may become even as the
Abhi Paradise, that the surface of the
earth may become heave~ly, that contention and conflict amIdst peoples,
kindreds, nations and governments
may disappear, that all the dwellers on
earth may become one people and one
race, that the world may become even
as one home. 1
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COMMITTEES OF THE
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
Revis;"'" and Further AJtprm.tmenls
The State of Kentucky has been added to the area of the Regional Teaching Committee of Tennessee, Georgia,
Louisiana and :Mississippi.
The Regional Teaching Committee
of New York, New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania has been divided into
1

Will and Testam~nt of 'Abdu'l-Balla.

TEMPLE MODEL DISPLAYED BY
LOU HELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
This display was held at the Flint Flower
Show early in September. The· Flint Assembly afterward had tbe model displayed
in a store window

two committees, as follows;Upper New York, Rex Collison,
Secretary, 681 Castle Street, Geneva,
N. Y., Mrs. Mabel Edgeoomb, Dr. A.
D. Heist, Mrs. Morris M. Bush, Mrs.
~farguerite FiroozL .
New Jersey and Easfern Penns}'lvania l Curtis Kelsey, Secretary, 499
Grenville Avenue, West Englewood,
N. J., Arthur Foster, Mrs. Dorothy
Graf, Archie G. Tichenor, Mrs. Ida
Huff.
Western Pennsylvania and Ohio,
additional members: Mrs. Helen McCoy, Miss Ruth Phillips.
. ..
Publicity Committee: Mrs. Vugm,a
Camelon appointed Chairman; new
member added Miss Edna True.
Committee ~n Aunt-tal Souvenir of
'Abdu'l-Baha: William de Forge,
Chairman, Anthony Jochim, Bertha
Herlilotz, Ophelia B. Crum, Carl
Krug, Bernard Gottlieb, Norman
Smith, Miss Jean Silver.
GeyserviUe Scho-ol Commitee: new
members added, l\fiss Charlotte Lin~
foot, Miss Ruth Westgate.
Inter-America Committee: Secretary's new address, Miss Myrtle
Dodge, 2112 Jackson Street, San Francisco, Calif.
MEETINGS IN KNOXVILLE
The city 0 f Knoxville was added to
the schedule of National Assembly
meetings this year on account of the
cordial and welcome invitation extended by Mr. Nils Chrisander, who so
kindly and generously arranged the
public meetings.
The meetings were held Thursday
and Friday evenings, October 6 and 7,
the speakers being, Thursday. Horace
Holley and Dorothy Baker, Alle~ B.
:'fcDaniel presiding; and, Fnday,
George O. Latimer, Git~ Orlova, I-:oulie Mathews, Marion LIttle presldmg.
The meetings were held in the Andrew
Johnson Hotel, before nearly one hundred guests invited by Mr. Chrisander.

:Mr. Chrisander presented the Assembly to the audience.
A regional conference brought together believers from Knoxville, Nashville, Atlanta, Georgia, Fort Worth
and Dallas, Texas, Covington, La., and
Colorado Springs, Colo.
The members of the National Assembly and the other Baha'is were
guests at a reception given by Mrs.
William Ross, Friday evening following the public meeting.
Another conference was held with
the Knoxville group, now numbering
eight, resulting from Louise Caswell's
teaching work. StiD another experience was the visit paid to a mountain
estate which Mr. ChrisandeT hopes to
develop along interesting lines helpful
to the Faith.

SUMMER SCHOOL LECTURES
IN BOOK FORM
The Study Course given by Prof.
Stanwood Cobb at Louhelen Summer
School in 1938 has been published serially in Warld Order. This valuable
material, with additional chapters, is
now· appearing in book form, under
the title of "Character: A Sequence
in Spiritual Psychology" and copies
may be obtained from Avalon Press,
P. O. Box 4026, Washington, D. C.
The list price is $1. 50 per copy, but
an announcement states that orders
will be filled at $1.25 per copy until
December I, 1938.
The fact that a Baha'i Summer
School Study Course has eventuated
in a vo1ume which will find many readers outside the Faith as well as among
believers is significant of the increasing importance of these Schools as Baha'i educational institutions.
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
Conditions of Existence: Servitude,
Prophethood, Deity-the new title of
the Study Outline by Mrs. H. Emogene
Hoagg, originally published as The
Three W urlds. Per copy, $0.50 net.
The Baha'i Movement. Abcut 5,300
copies of this pamphlet have been sold
since March, 1931. The friends are reminded of its value for teaching. Per
eepy, $0.10.
The Publishing Committee requests
hack numbers of the Suw of the West:
Vol. I, Nos. 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 18, 19;
Vol. II, No.1.
The Committee reminds the believers that it does not supply any free
literature for meetings, teaching .activities, etc., but only ships out such. 1it~
erature on order from a committee
whose literature budget has ·been approved by the National Assembly. The
teaching plans announced by the Na-
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tional Assembly after the Convention
explain how free literature can be obtained.
Another source of confusion arises
in connection with orders for Baha'i
photographs, Greatest N arne cards,
ringstones, etc. These are to be obtained from the Photograph and Sales
Committee, H. E. Walrath, Chairman.
The most important work published
by the Committee thi s year is the
Guardian's translation of "Prayers and
Meditations by Baha'u'lab." Together with "Gleanings From the Writings
of Baha'u'Uah" it constitutes the
source of inspiration and guidance to
Baha'is.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Los Angeles, eight. Columbus, one.
New York, eight. Seattle, five. Toronto, one. Baltimore, one. l\.1ilwaukee, five. Glendale, Ariz., one. Philadelphia, four. Binghamton, five and
three youth, Pasadena, one, "Miami,
two. Oakland, two. St. Paul, one.
IN MEMORIAM
Death proffN'lh unto every confident
belie.!er the cup that is lile indeed. It
bestO'Wl!th jov, and is the bearer 01
gladness. It con/ereth the gilt of everlasting life.-BAHA'U'LLAH_
Frank J- Phelps, Washington, D. C.
Howard Kinney, New York.
George S. Hopper, Washington,

D.C.
John L. Shonts, Milwaukee.
LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL,
1938

The first of May, Mrs. Emogene
Hoagg came to Louhelen Ranch, and
before the first summer school session
conducted a study class two nights a
week for the Flint community, and
also spoke before a number of groups
in nearby towns.
The two youth sessions attracted
more young people than previous years
and from a greater number of cities.
The laboratory session through the
contact and publicity courses and public meetings made it possible to reach
several hundred people. Twelve towns
were contacted by members .of the session and resulted in Kenneth Christian's
speaking before two Rotary Clubs and
in engagements being made for August
speakers.
There was.a demand for our Raha'i
speakers. so Mr. Carl Scheffler came a
week before the August session, and
spoke before Rotary Clubs in Lapeer,
Imlay City and Port Huron, to the
Carvan Club in Saginaw, and to groups
in Flint, Clio and Marysville.
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ANOTHER TEMPLE MODEL ON
EXHIBIT
This display was arl"anged by Drs.
A. L. and E. Lenore Morris in the
American Furniture Compaoy store at
Albuquerque, N. M.

Robert Gaines of Urbana also gave
several infonnal talks in August to
youth groups.
During the August session Mr. McDaniel and Mr. Ober each spoke before men's clubs in a number of towns
previously contacted. ML M.cDaniel
spoke over the radio in Port Huron.
During the entire season through
these many contacts and the meetings
at the summer school between 850 and
900 people heard of the Faith of Baha'u'llah. Efforts are being made to
continue the follow-up work in these
many places.
In September, at the Flint flower
show, the Louhelen Summer School
displayed a model of the Baha'i Temple surrounded by flowers. This attracted much attention.
The week following the August session Mrs. Caswell and Mr. Ober made
contacts and did follow-up work in
Saginaw, Pontiac, Port Huron and
Fenton. Mr. Dber gave a talk over
the radio in Port Huron.
MISS ZAMENHOF
IN DETROIT
A detailed report of Miss ZamenhoI's work in Detroit has just been
received b-y her Esperanto Committee
and as it contains some further Baha'i news, I am sending in a short report at this time.
Y Ott will remember that one of the
Detroit groups that she addressed
upon her' arrival was called True Kindred and we had no explanation as ,to
the sort of organization this might be.
This report explains that it is an auxiliary Masonic organization.
She
spoke to another Masonic group later
on, called "Higb-Twelve."
I also learn that her newspaper publicity included the f onowin g: 32 eli ppings from 19 presses of 7 languages.
They are mailing me photostat copies
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of this publicity for forwarding to the
National Publicity Committee. Apparently, no one took care of this, at
the time, for the Baha'is, so that the
photostat copies are to take the place
of the originals.
A vacant store in Convention Hall
on the ground Hoor was hired for the
class. It had two windows and in one
was put an exhibit of Baha'i literature
and in the other that of Esperanto.
Many people passed by these windows
daily and stopped to watch the classes
in session and to examine the display
of unusual literature. Some pictures
were sent me, one showing the people
at the window, which I shall turn over
to the Publicity Committee.
Miss Zamenhof gave four public
Baha'i. talks in English in this class
room. They were announced to her
classes, and outside of a few Bahci'i
friends they constituted the principal
part of her audience. 'Abdu'I-BaM's
portrait was placed on the wall of the
class room.
Practically all of the talks she gave
in nearby cities were arranged by the
Baha'is. I will add to those already
reported, Flint and Marysville, Mich.
This fact, together with those mentioned herein, show a remarkable cooperation between the twq groups of
Baha'is and Esperantists.
The report ended with an eloquent
testimonial to Miss Zamenhof herself.
DELLA C. QUINLAN, Chairman,
International Auxiliary Language
Committee.
REGIONAL TEACHING
COMMITTEE
of &ut",..,. Call1Uk
Through a suggestion made by Mrs.
Loveday in Green Acre during 1937
that Moncton, her former home, would
be a fertile ground for pioneer work,
Mrs. Howard Coby Ives after communicating with the National Teaching
Committee went to Moncton. She
opened a vigorous campaign availing
herself of every opportunity.
Through her untiring efforts an Assembly was formed in Moncton on
April 21st and this we feel was the
most outstanding event in Canada during the past year. During the first six
weeks of her stay Mrs. Ives gave pulr
lie lectures, radio addresses and formed
a study class. One of the radio broadcasts was given from Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island where in a few
hours visit she was able to contact the
Mayor and several other leading citizens. This visit by air was due entirely to the efforts of Miss Ruth Wilson (then a non-BaM'i).

•
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We felt privileged to assist in this
YOUTH STUDY DAYS
work through the service of one of
The Youth Committee, in accordour members, 1hs. Sala, for a few ance with its plan for seven Study
months. \Vhen she arrived at the end Days, has prepared Study Outlines
of November a study class of mOre than
based on five sections of "Some Antwenty deeply interested people were swered Questions" for use by local
meeting twice a week. while two had Youth groups. The other two Study
already declared themselves. In the Days are to be devoted to "The Disfollowing six weeks five more joined pensation of Baha'u'lih" by Shoghi
this New World Order of Baha'u'llih. Effendi, and Study Outlines for that
A"'Yduth Group and children's class topic can be obtained from the Baha'i
were leu bv I\1rs. Sala, who also as- Publishing Committee for IOc per
sisted at the study class during Mrs. copy.
lves's enforced rest in the Moncton
Hospital where she still continued winning the hearts of her associates: By Stuay Outline for s-e Amwerea
Questitms
the end of February two more had
been confirmed and the whole group
Sect/tm I
",,~ere assisted greatly by a visit from
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, who assisted I. Preliminary readings:them in studying Baha'i Administra1. HFour Cr'iterions of Proof."
tion for the purpose of forming an
Foundations of World Unity.
Assembly. Since that time Mr. Har2. "Scientific Proof of the Existrison has made two visits to Moncton
ence of God."
and t he last news we heard from this
Baha'j
Scriptures.
new and radiant group was that their
3. "The Need of the Perlect
Study class numbered over thirty and
Master."
that they were eagerly awaiting a visit
Baha'i Scriptures.
from ::\ir. and ::VIrs. rYes.
4. "Supplementary Biole InterThis work 1s a proof of \'Vhat can
pretations."
be accomplished if \ve have sufficient
A. The Promise of all Ages.
faith and will branch out into new
B. The Baha'i Revelation,
fields feeling that Bahi'u'llah will open
Thornton Chase.
the doors for us and show the way.
Canada has been favored with
visits from many Baha'is from other II. General Questions Answered by
Section 1;centers during the yeaT. ::VIiss Alexan1. Is nature a law nnto itself?
der and Mrs. MoCormack returning
from Haifa. Mrs. Bolles and family,
2. Does man's existence prove a
Creator superior to himself?
Miss Marion Holley, Mrs. Dorothy
Baker, Mrs. :Mamie Seta, ]\.'Irs. Loral
3. Does not man have innate
knowledge of right or wrong
Schopflocher and many others.
l\fiss ~1arion Holley assisted us with
sufficient for his progress?
our celebration on the 25th anniversary
4. Is Abraham considered a
of 'Abdu'l-Bahi visit to Montreal. She
Manifestation?
spoke at several large gatherings and
5. How did Moses' knowedge afgave a short radio address.
fect the scient; sts and Greek
Mrs. Loral Schopflucher accepted an
philosophers and doctors of
invitation to speak at the ),J"ewport Wothat time'
6. Did OIrist abrogate Moses'
men's club in January.
Radio and Publicity reception was
Teachings by His own?
very favorable and especially the
7. Explain Muhammad's Teachamount and type of publicity and radio
ings on warlare, polygamy.
broadcasts Mrs. Ives received in
8. 'Vbat effect did Muhammad's
Moncton. This is an unexplored field
Teachings have upon the
in many of the provinces in Canada
world at large?
and would no doubt, be a fresh source
9. Who taught the Bib?
of teaching.
10. Was Bahi'u'llah a Babi?
Another step in the progress of the
n. Did Baha'u'l1;ih perform mirCause in Canada was the forming- of
acles as proof of His Staan Assembly in St. Lambert, a comtion?
munity adjacent to l\1ontrea1.
12. \"rho sent Baha'u'llih from
Persia and where was He
MRS. RUTH LEE, Secretary
sent?
MISS ANN SAVACE
13. 'Where was Baha'u'llih when
MRS. MAY MAXWELL
He wrote to the crowned
ERNEST HARRISON
heads of the world?
SEIGFRIED SCHOPFLOCHER

."

14. What was His purpose in writing to them?
15. Do only the friends oi the
Cause agree upon His greatness?
16. What qualifies a true seeker
after truth?
17. How do we know that the
world is awaiting two lvlanifestations?
18. \Vhen is lunar time used in the
interpretation of the Bible?
To what time does it refer?
19. To what does the "Reed"
mentioned in the Bible refer?
20. Explain "measuring the Temple of God:'
21. Are there symbolic and outward meanings for all the
verses in the Bible?
22. Were the same physical phenomena apparent with the
martyrdom of eve r y
Prophet?
23. To whom does the term HFour
and twenty Eders" refer?
24. Doesn't the 11th Chapter of
Isaiah refer to Christ?
What is the "Holy City of
Jerusalem" ?
26. What prevented the people
from knowing Christ when

He came?

27. How does our material life
going in cycles show a spiritual impetus?
28. What is the perfection of development for each of the
kingdoms - mineral, vegetable, animal and man?
29. What is True Wealth?

III. Review Questions;1. Summarize each chapter. dividing Chapters 10, 11, 12,
13 if necessary.
2

Use preceding Questions for
review also.

ASSEMBLY ROLL
The following corrections are made
on the list of local Assemhlies;Grand Rapids, Mich., the C<>rresponding Secretary is now Mrs. Ella
Edge Eaton, 1865 Plainfield Ave., NE.
CORRECTION
The Guardian's cablegram received
September 24, 19'>8, was received in
garbled form.
The word Hsuprational" was intended to be "supranational", and the believers are requested to correct their copies of the
text accordingly.

MESSAGES FROM THE GUARDIAN
From Letters and Cablegrams Received by the National Spiritual Assembly,
January 10, 1936-September 24, 1938
"THIS IS TRULY
PROVIDENTIAL"
Dearly~belovcJ co-workers: This De\V
stage in the gradual unfoldment of the
Formative Period of OlIr Faith into
which we have just entered-the phase
of concentrated teaching activitysynchronizes " . jth a period of deepening gloom, of universal impotence, uf
ever-increasing destitution and widespread disillusionment in the fortunes
of a declining age. This is truly providential and its significance and the opportunities it offers us should be fully
apprehended and utiliz.ed. ;.Jow that
the administrative organs of a firmly
established Faith are vigorously and
harmoniously functioning, and now that
the Symbol (i. e., the Hou,e of Worship) of its invincible might is lending
unprecedented impetus to its spread, an
effort unexampled in its scope and sustained vitality is urgently required so
that the moving spirit of its Founder
may permeate and transionn the lives
of the countless multitudes that hunger
for its teachings. That the beloved
friends in America. \o,'ho have carried
triumphantly the banner of His Cause
through the initial stages of its development, will in a still greater measure
prove themselves capable of meeting
the challenge of the present hOUT, I,
for one. can never doubt. Of the evidences of their inexhaustible vitality I
am sufficiently and continually conscious. My fervent plea will not, I feci
certain, remain unanswered. For them
I shall continue to pray from all m)'
heart.-SHOGfIJ.
January 10, 1936.

THE GUARDIAN'S MESSAGE
TO THE 1936 CONVENTION
Convey (to) American believers
abiding gratitude efforts unitedly exerteci (in) teaching field. Tnallgurated
campaign should he vigorously pursued,
systematically extended. Appeal (to)
assemuled delegates ponder historic appeal "oiced by 'Abdu'I-Baha (in) Tab1ets (of the) Divine Plan. Urg~ earnest deliberation with incoming National Assembly (to) insure its complete fulfilment. First century (of)
Baha'j era draw'ing to a close. tlumanity entering outer fringes most
perilous stage its existence. Opportunities (of) present hour unimaginably precious. \\Iould to Goci every

State within American Republic and
every Republic in American continent
might ere termination (.of) this glorious century embrace (the) light (of
th~) Faith of Bahi'11 1liih anJ estaolish structural basis of His \Vorld
Oruer.-SnOGHI.
Cablegram received May 1, 1936.
"FRESH CONQUESTS AND
UNPRECEDENTED TRIUMPHS"
I fervently hope and pra), that the
year into wl1ich ,. . c have just entered
may be signalized by fresh conquests
and unprecedented triull1phs in the
teaching field '''''ithin the UniteJ States
and bey()nd its confines. A systematic,
carefully conceived, and well-established plan should be devised, rigorOLlsly pursued and continuously extenrled. Initiated by the National representatives of the American believers,
the vanguard and standard-bearers of
the radian~ army of Baha'u'lLih, this
plan should receive the whol~-hearted.
the sustained and ever-increasing support, both moral and financial. of the
entire body of His followers in that
continent. Its supreme immediate objective should be the permanent establishment of at least one center in every
stat~ of the American Republic and ii-I
every Republic of the American Cotltinent not yet enlisted under the banner
of His Fahh. Its ramifications should
gradually be extended to the European
continent, and its scope should be
tllarle to include those countries, such
as the Baltic states, Poland, Greece,
Spain and Portugal, where no avowed
believer has established any definite
residence. The field is immense, the
task gigantic. the privilege immeasurably precious. Time is short, and the
obligation sacred, paramount and urgent. The American community must
tlluster all its iorce. concentrate its re-sources, suml1lon to its aid all the faith,
the Jcterrnination and energies of
which it is capable, and set out, singleminden and unctaunt~d. to attain still
g-reater heights in its mighty exertions
for the Cause of Bahi'u'll;:th.-SHoGHI.
May 30, 19.16.
"THE UTMOST EFFORT"
"I cannot refrain from adding a few
\vords to renew and reaffirm mY' f~r
vent ple.a to you, and through
to

you

c·very individuallllemher of the American Baha'i community, to exert the utmost effort in order to further the
cause of teaching throughout the
American continent. Every possible
assistance, whdher moral, financial, or
administrative, should be continuously,
generously, and systematically extended to this most urgent. this sacred and
meritorius Cause. ),'1 y heart yearns
to learn of any speedy and effective action which the valiant members uf that
community may determine, whether
collectivelv or scveraHv, to undertake
The invis!hle hosts of the Abha King~
dom are arrayed and ready to rush
forth and ensure the triumph of every
stout-hearted and. persevering herald of
the Faith of Baha·u'lh'h.'"-SHoGHI.·
July 5, 1936.
TIME IS SHORT
(I) entreat (the) American believers (to) ponder afresh (thc) urgency (to J rededicate themselves (to
the) task (of the) complete fulfilment
(uf the) Divine Plan. (The) National
Assembly's energetic leadership (and)
careful planning (are) ineffectual unless supplemented by vigorous action
by every believer, however humble
however inexperienced. Time is short:
(The). sands (0£ aJ chautic, dcspairlIlg cIvlitzatIOn (are) steadily running
out. Founded on (the) unity (and)
understandmg so splendidly achieved
functioning within (the) framework
10£ the) administrative Order (so)
labonouslC( erected, inspired (b)' the)
v'Slon (at the) Temple edifice (so)
nobly reared, galvamzed 1I1to action
(by the) realization (of the) rapidly deten?ratmg world SItuation, (the)
Amencan Baha'i Communitv :should
rise as never before (to th~) height
.( of the) opportunity now confronting
,t. AudaCIty, resolution (and) sel£abnegation (are) imperatively demanded. Impatiently and praverfully
waiting.-SHOGHI.
~
Cablegram received July 30, 1936.
"INTENSIFY TEACHING WORK
A THOUSANDFOLD"
I am e-agerly awaiting the news of
the progress of the activities initated to
promute the teaching work within, and
beyond, the confines of the American
continent. The American believers, if
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they wish to carry out, in the spirit amI
the letter, the parting \vishes of their
beloved Master, must intensify their
teaching work a thousand fold and extend its Tamifications beyond the confines of their native land and as far as
the most distant outposts of their farflung Faith. The Tahlets ot the Div;ne
Plan invest your Assembly \,,·ith unique
and grave responsibilities, and confer
upon it privileges which your sister Assemblies might well envy and admire.
The present upportunity is unutterably
precious. It may not recur again. Undaunted by the perils and the uncertainties of the present hOUT, the American believers must press on and prosecute in its entirety the task which now
confronts them_ 1 pray for their success from the depths of my heart.SHOGH!.

July 28, 1936.
"UNSPEAKABLY
GRATEFUL"
American Baha'i Community,
c/o Baha'i, New York:
Overjoyed, unspeakably grateful
(for) American believers' signal response (to) my reiterated appeal.
(The) inaugurated campaign (is)
fraught (with) consequences involving
(the) immediate destinies (of the)
American community. (The) shadows
encircling sore-tried human society
(are) noticeably deepening. (The)
world crisis (is) inexorably moving
towards climax, challenging (the)
torchbearer (of) Baha'i civilization
(to) scale loftier heights (of) individual heroism, (to) scatter more widely
throughout (the) length (and) breadth
(of the) American continents, (to)
participate more strenuously (in) concerted effort organized by ::.Jational,
Regional (and) local agencies dedicated (to the) prosecution (01) nohle
enterprise. (to) pour forth more abundantly (their) resources in support (of
the) fund created for its furtherance,
(and) resolve more determinedly (to)
conquer v.rhatever obstades might retard its ultimate fruition. (The) DawnBreakers (in) previous age have on
Persian soil signalized hy their acts
(the) birth (of the) Faith (of) Bahi~u'llah. :\'Iight not American believers,
their spiritual descendents, prove themselves in turn capable (of) ushering in
on world scale the civilization of \...·hich
that Faith is (the) direct source and
sole begetter.-SHCX:;HI.
Cablegram received October 29. 1936_
"THE SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE UNDERTAKING"
Dear and prized co-workers:

I cannot allow this commumcation
to be sent without adding a few \vonls
in person and stress afresh the significance of the unuertakLng in \. . hich
the entire Balla'i community has embarked. The promulgation of the Divine Plan. unveiled by our Jeparted
J.·Iaster in the darkest days of one of
the severest ordeals ,,,,'hich h\.1manitv
has ever experienced, is the key which
Providence has placed in the bands
of the American believers whereby to
unlock the doors leading them to fulfil their unimaginably glorious Destiny.
As the proclamation of the Message
reverberates throughout the land. as
its resistless march gathers momentum,
as the field of its operation widens. and
the numbers of its upholders and champions multiply, its potentialities will
correspondingly unfold, exerting a
most beneficent influence not only on
every community throughout the
Baha'i \'\rorld, but on the immediate
fortunes of a travailing society. The
repercussions of this campaign are already apparent in Europe, India~
Egypt, Iraq and even among the soretried communities in Persia and :Russia. The Faith of God is gaining in
stature, effectiveness and pm't'er. Not
until, however. the great enterprise
\\-'hich you are now conducting runs
its full course and attains its final objective, at its appointed time. can its
\·vorld-encompassing benefits be fully
apprehended or revealed. The pcrseverance of the American believers will.
no doubt, ensure the ultimate realiztion of these benefits.-SHOGHI.
Novemher 14, 1936.
"A COMPLETE
REDEDICATION"
Dearly-beloved co-workers: Pressure of work in connection with my recent tI-anslation of the prayers and
meditations of Baha'u'llah has been
re.-.ponsible for the unfortunate delay
in acknowledging the receipt of your
communications all of which testify
most strikingly to the vigor, the efficiency and the exemplary loyalty \vith
\. .·hich you are conducting and coordinating the manifold teaching and
adminit;trative activities of our beloved Faith. The progress of the teaching campaign is most remarkable and
reassuring: the uninterrupted prosecution of this huly enterprise and its extension to the South American continent and the islantls of the Pacific
\Ivill no doubt attract unimaginable
blessings and must entail far-reaching
consequences. In the course of this
vear. "... hen the American believers are
commemorating the 25th anlllversary
of 'Ahdu'l-Baha's visit to Amet·ica. a

mighty impetus should be lent to this
campaign which YOll have so splendidly initiated. A complete rededication
to its ideals, its purposes and requirements un the part of all individuals and
Assemblies. can alone befit such a nation-wide celehration. I pray that you
may fulfil your high destiny.-SnoGTII.
"'[arch 22, 1937.
"NOW FURTHER
REINFORCED"
Deeply movt."'fi your message. Institution (of) Guardianship, head COrnerstone (of the) Administrative Order
(of the) Cause (of) Baha'u'lIih, already ennobled through its organic connection \",,'ith (the) Persons of Twin
Founders (oi the) Bahi'i Faith, is now
further reinforced through direct association with \Vest and particularly with
(the) American believers, whose spiritua destiny is to usher in (the) \Vorld
Order (of) Bahi'u'llih. For my part
(I) desire (to) congratulate community (of) American believers on acquisition (of) tie vitally binding them to
so weighty an organ of their Faith.STIOGHJ.

Cablegram received March 30. 1937_
"WITH ADDED FERVOR"
Accept. Deeply touched (by) American believers' spontaneous expression
of ever-increasing devotion to crowning institution (of) World Order (of)
Bahft'u'llih. Noblest contribution individual believers can make at this
juncture to consecrate newly-acquired
tie is to promote with added fervor
unique plan conceived for them by
'Abdu'I-Baha.-SHoGHl.
Cablegram received April 5. 1937_
THE GUARDIAN'S MESSAGE
TO THE 19J7 CONVENTION
Dual gift Providentially conferred
(upon) American Baha'i community
invests recipients with dual responsibility fulfil historic mission. First,
prosecute uninterruptedly teaching
campaign inaugurated (at) last Convention in accordance (with) Divine
Plan. Second, resume with inflexible
determination exterior ornamentation
(ot) entire structure (ot) Temple. Advise pontler message conveyed (to)
delegates (through) esteemed co-workers, Fred Schopflocher. No triumph
can more befittingly signalize termination (ot) first century (of) Bah,,'i era
than accomplishment (at) this twofold
task Advise prolongation (ot) Convention sessions (to) enable delegates
consult Kational Assembly to formulate
feasible Seven-Year Plan (to) asst1re
success Temple enterprise. No sacri-
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fice too great for community so abundantly blessed, (so) repealedly honored.-STIOGHI.
Cablegram receiveu }lay I, 19.17.
"THE CALL HAS GONE FORTH
, , , THE PATH IS CLEAR"

The responsibilities which, unfler
your direction and in response 10 my
plea, the American community is now
assuming. over and above the task they
have already undertaken in connection
with the Divine Plan, proclaiming in
unmistakable terms their unswerving
determination to prove themselves
worthy of the sublimity of their mission, and of their privileged position
among their sister communities in both
the East and the West,-the twofoln
task they have arisen to perform will,
if carried out in time, release the potentialities with \o,:hich the community
of the Greatest Name has been so generously and mysteriously endowed by
'Abdu'l-Baha., To carry out in its entiretv and to its final consummation
this ~dual enterprise . . 'muld shed on the
dosing years of this first century of the
Baha'i Era a luster no less brilliant
than the immortal deeus which have
signalized its hirth, in the heroic age
of OUf Faith. To the American believers, the spiritual descendents of the
heroes of God's Cause, I again address
my plea to arise as one soul and to
prosecute with unrelaxing resolve the
high mission with which their immediate destiny is inextricably interwoven. The call has g-one forth, the
path is clear, the g-oal manifest and
within their reach. Though their responsibilities be pressing and heavy and
the obstacles formidable and manifold,
yet the spirit of our invincible Faith
will enable them to conquer if they
arise unitedly and determinedly and
persevere till the very end.-SHOGH I.
June 4, 1937:
SEVEN YEAR PLAN
Immeasurably gratifierl )J"ational Assembly's initial step presentation SevenYear PJan, Successful operation Temple enterprise necessitates carrying out
faithfully energetically following successive steps. First, expedite preliminary investigations, Second, utilize
Fred's historic munificent donation bv
immediate signature contract for ne;t
unit, Third, redirect \vith added force
nationwide appeal to entire community
insure uninterrupted completion first
unit and accumulation sufficient funds
enable placing without delay final contract. Fourth, place final contract as
soon as half Tequired sum available in
National Treasury. Fifth, re-emphasize

supreme obligation triumphant consummation so vital a part of American
believers' twofold task by May, 1944.
Advise communicate above message all
IJelievers stimulate universal response
Assembly's future endeavors.-SHOGHI.
Cablegr';m received July 4. 1937.
"AN INESCAPABLE , , ,
RESPONSIBILITY"
1Iuch heartened (1,),) compelling
evidences accelerated
speed \'I"ith
which teaching campaign inaugurated
throughout Americas (is) nm'l,l progressing. Greatly cheered (by) realization no more than five States and
three Canadian Provinces remain still
deprived (o[) radiant Light which unfolding, divinely conceived Plan is rapidl), diffusing. In a world perilously
near cataclysmic convulsions destined
experience, at a time whcn forces of
repression are launching their assaults
and conspiring (to) undennine foundations (of) most pm.... erful strongholds
(oi) Faith (of) Bah<i'u'llah in land of
its ·birth and in heart of both Asiatic
(and) European continents, an inescapable, well-nigh staggering res(Xlnsibility rests on America, its one chief
remaining citadel. Who among its stalwart defenders . . ,,·ill arise, untrammetlcd
(and) unafraid, to implant its banner
in those States, Provinces (and) Countries ,,,",here its standard is still unhoisted?
Entreat afresh American
community heed vital u"gency (of) my
impassioned plea (and) spur efforts
bring speedy termination (of) first
Stage in evolution (of) so important
(a) phase of dual task they have >0
enthusiastically shouldercd,-SHoGH I.
Cablegram received August 4. 1937.
CONVENTION DELEGATES
INCREASED TO HUNDRED
SEVENTY -ONE
Election of hundred seventy-one
delegates for this year's and future
Conventions absolutdy essential. Admitted expansion American community
vitally demands it. Appeal delegates
unable attend in person exercise conscientiously ballot right by mail. Increased participation by believers in
Convention proceecl.ings reinforces authority and broadens basis body national representatives and knits them
closer to entire body electorate, Advise
share message American believers,SnOGHr.

Cablegram

received

)Jovemher

21,

1937.
"ALL SHOULD ARISE"
To this letter.
I \'I,.. i~h to add a
few observations connected \vith the
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wider and more challenging issues with
\',:hich the A1l1erican believers as a body
are now being confronted. As I lift up
my gaze beyond the strain and stresses
'","'hich a struggling .Faith must necessarily experience, and view the wider
scene which the indomitable will of the
American Baha OJ community is steadily unfolding, I can not but marvel at
the range which tbe driving force of
their ceaseless lahors has acquired and
the heights which the sublimity of their
faith has attained. The outposts of a
Faith, already persecuted in both Europe and Asia, are in the American
continent steadily advancing, the visible
symbols of its undoubted sovereignty
are receiving fresh luster every day
and it~ manIfold institutions are driving their roots Jeeper and deeper into
its soil. Blest and honored as none
among its sister communities has been
in recent years, preserved through the
inscrutable dispensations of Divine
Providence for a destiny which no
mind can as yet imagine, such a community cannot for a moment afford to
be content with or rest on the laurels it
has so deservedly won, It must go on,
continually go on, exploring fresh
fields, scaling nobler heights, laying
firmer foundations, shedding added
splendor and achieving added renown
in the service and for the glory of the
Cause of Baha'u'llah, The seven year
plan which it has sponsored and with
which its destiny is so closely interwoven, must at all costs be prosecuted
with increasing force and added consecration, All should arise and participate, Upon the measure of such a participation will no doubt depend the
welfare and progress of those distant
communities which are now battling
for their emancipation. To such a
priceless pri"'ilege the inheritors of the
shining grace of Bahci'u"llah cannot
surely be indifferent. The American
believers must gird up the loins of
endeavor and step into the arena of
service \'vith such heroism as shall
astound the entire Baha'i world. Let
them be assured that 111V prayers will
continue to be offered o"i-t their behalf.
-SHOGHI.
November 25, 1937.

"CERTAIN VITAL
REQUIREMENTS"

The Seven Year Plan, with \",,'hich
the immediate fortunes of the American Baha'i community are so closely
interwoven, demands. at this critica1
stage in its development, serious and
prayerful consideration of certain vital
requirements, without which ~uch a
stupendous task can never be urought
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to a successful completion. The evolution of the Plan imposes a three-fold
obligation, which all individual believers, all local Assemblies, as well as the
National Assembly itseli, must respectively recognize and conscientiously fulfil.
Each and every believer, imdaunted by the uncertainties, the perils
and the financial stringency affiicting
the nation, must arise and ensure, to
the full measure of his or her capacity,
that continuous and abundant flow of
funds into the national Treasury. on
which the successful prosecution of the
Plan must chiefly depend. Upon the
local Assemblies, whose special fum:tion and high privilege is to facilitate
the admission of new believers into the
community, and thereby stimulate the
infusion of fresh bluod into its organic
institutions, a duty no less binding in
character devolves. To them I wish
particularly to appeal, at this present
hour, when the call of God is bting
raised throughout the length and
breadth of both continents in the 1'\ ew
World, to desist from insisting too
rigidly on the minor observances and
beliefs, which might prove a stumbling
block in the way of any sincere applicant, whose eager desire is to enlist
under the banner of Baha'u"llah. While
conscientiously adhering to the fundamental qualifications already laid
down, the members of each and every
Assembly should endeavor, by their
patience, their love, their tact and wisdom to nurse, subsequent to his admission~ the new-comer into Baha'i
maturity, and win him over gradually
to the undeserved acceptance of whatever has been ordained in the teachings.
As to the National Assembly, whose inescapable respon:sibility is to guard the
integrity, coordinate the activities, and
stimulate the life, of the entire community, its chief concern fl.t the present moment should be to anxiously deliberate on hm",' best to enable .both individual believers and local Assemhlies
to fulfil their respective tas-ks. Through
their repeated appe.als, through thtir
readiness to dispel aU misunderstandings and remove all obstacles, through
the example of their lives, and their
unrelaxing vigilance, their high sense
of justice, their humility, consecration
and courage, they must demonstrate to
those whom they represent their capacity to play their part in the progress
of the Plan in which they, no less than
the rest of the community, are involved.
l\-lay the all-conquering Spirit of Bahi'u'll<ih be so infused into each component part of this harmoniously functioning System as to enable it to contribute its proper share to the consumtnation of the plan.-SHOeHl.
January 30, 1938.

MESSAGES FROM THE GUARDIAN
"A YEAR HAS ALMOST
ELAPSED"

A year has almost elapsed since the
Seven Year Plan has been launched
"'lith characteristic vigor and noble enthusiasm bv the American Bahit'i Community. For no less than six consecutive years this two-fold and stupendous
enterprise, \''I'hich has been set in operation, must, if the American believers
are to prove themselves ""orthy of their
high calling, be wisely conducted, continually reinforced and energetically
prosecuted to its very end. Severe and
unpreceuented as may be the internal
tests and ordeals which the members of
this Community may yet experience,
howe"ver tragic and momentous the external bappenings which might well
disrupt the fabric of the .society in
which they live, they 111m! not throughout these six remaining years, allow
themselves to be deflected from the
course they are now steadily pursuing.
Nay, rather, as the impelling forces
""hich have set in motion this mighty
undertaking acquire added momentum
and its potentialities are more fully
manifested, they \,,,rho are responsible
for its success must as time goes on
evince a more burning enthusiasm,
nemonstrate a higher sense of solidarity, reveal greater depths of consecration to their task, and display a more
unyielding determination to achieve its
purpose. Then, and only then, will the
pleas, the hopes and wishes of 'i\bdu'I-Bah<i, eternally enshrined in the
Tablets of the Divine Plan, be worthily acknowledged and fnlfLiled. '·Let
your exertions, henceforth, increase a
thousandfold" is the earnest appeal
voiced by Him in those Tablets.
"Summon the people," He exhorts
them, "in these countries, capitols,
islands, assemblies and churches, to
enter the Abhit Kingdom. The scope of
your exertions must needs be extended. The wider its range the more striking will be the evidences of Divine assistance." "The moment," He solemnly affirms, "this Divine ~'Iessage is
carried forward hv the American believers from the sh-orcs of America and
is propagated through the continents
of Europe, of Asia, of Africa and of
Australasia . . . this community \. .,ill
find itself securely established upon tfle
thrune of an everlasting dominion ....
Then will the whole earth resound with
the praises of its majesty and greatness." The Seven Year Plan, to which
every American bdiever is fultv and
irrevocably pledged, during the closing
years of the Firs! Century of the Baha'i Era. is in itself hut an initial stage
in the unfoldment of 'Abdu'l-Bahi's
vision of America's spiritual destiny-

a destiny which only those who will
have successful1y accomplished this
preliminary task can enable the rising
generation who will labor after them to
fulfil in the course of the succeeding
century.~SHO{;'HI.

April 14, 1938.
THE GUARDIAN'S MESSAGE
TO THE 1938 CONVENTION

On this auspicious occa::;:ion when
number elected representatives American Baha'i Community is well-nigh
doubly reinforced moved convey on
eve Thirtieth Convention to all delegates friends expression most loving
welcome stop Gathered within House
of \Vorship which enterprise persevering loyalty self-abnegation American
believers reared and adorned summoning their aid vitalizing influence prayers meditations which Author their
Faith Himself revealed let them delegates visitors alike draw nigh unto
Bahlt'u'llah that He may draw nigh
unto them stop Community American
believers whose hearts have been
stirred by tragic tale events immortalizing early history their Faith whose
minds have been enriched by further
meaS'Ure fundamental Baha'i Teachings
whose hands have been fortified by
fashioning instruments wherein embTYonic \Vorld Order can mature must at
so critical stage in fortunes declining
civilization seek purge galvanize their
souls through daily prayer meditation
that can best sustain them in discharge
task still initial stage development stop
As token my gratitude to such community entrusted beloved co-worker Mrs.
Collins locks Baha'u'lhih's 1110st precious hair arranged preserved by loving
hands Greatest Holy Leaf to rest beneath dome of Temple nobly raised by
dearly beloved believers in American
continent.-SHOGHI.
Cablegram received April 27, 1938.
"AM PARTICULARLY
REJOICED"

I heartily welcome and am deeply
touched by the aSSurances conveyed in
your last communication, and all1 particularly rejoiced to learn of the steps
already taken by your Assemhly to inSUre the uninterrupted progress of the
ornamentation work on the Temple.
The determination and zeal which YOU
have so cleaTly evinced in taking these
initial steps augur well for the continued expansion and ultimate fruition
of the two-fold enterprise you have undertaken to accomplish. Individual believers and local Assemblies wiH assuredly be greatly heartened and rein-
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JANUARY 10, 1936-SEPTEMBER 24, 1938
vigorated by the splendid initiative that
has marked the beginning of your
year's ste\'r'ardship in the service of
thi:; glorious Cause. The high expectations we all cherish '''''ill no doubt be
fulfilled.-SHoGHI.
May 25. 1938.

"PRAYING INSTANTANEOUS
RESPONSE"
Rejoiced thankful initiati've resourcefulness newly elected I\~iitional Assembly prompting them signali7.e inauguration period stewanlship by launching
third stage in prugresive unfoldment
seven year plan. Such tar-sighted action evokes in me deepest longing that
they ",ill not alone accomplish placing
final contract· but ,,,ill have also ere
expiry allotted year embarked on concluding stage by insuring uninterrupted
prosecution of dosing phase of an enterprise which for no less than thirty
years has engaged attention and challenged resources of entire American
Raha'i community. Praying instantaneous response sustained S'upport all
those whom destiny has primarily associated with Revelation in so gloomy
epoch of this luminous symbol of
Baha 'u 'l1ah' s transcendent Sovereignty.
-SHOGHI.

Cablegram received June 6, 1938.

"MARCHING TOWARD
THEIR GOAL"
Dear Co-\\-·orkers =
I wish to reaffirm in person 111y
sense of joy and gratitude, as expressed in my last cable to your Assembly, at the new spirit of alertness
and determination v,:hich you have so
clearly demonstrated ,',,:hile yet on tl~e
threshold of your year of stewardshlp
in the service of the Cause of Bahit'u·llah. I am filled with fresh hopes,
and yearn to \'vitness, ere the present
:year draws to a close, not only the
fulfilment of an unexampled record
of service but the revelation ot such
depths oi consecration as \",ill astonish, nay thrill, both the members of
your own commnnity and the l~e::;t of
the Baha', world. Pregnant tndeed
are the years looming ahead of l1S all.
The twin processes of internal disintegration and external chaos are being
acceleratecl amI every day are inexorablv moving towards a climax. The
rur;lblings that must precede the eruption of those force,:; that must cause
"the limbs of humanity to quake" can
already be heard. "The time of the
end," "the latter years," as foretold
in the Scriptures, are at long- last upon

us. The Pen of Baha'u'lhlh, the voice
of 'ALdu'I-Baha, have time and again,
insistently and in terms unmistakable,
warneJ an unheeding humanity ot impending disaster. The Community of
the Mos.t Great I\~ame, the leaven that
must leaven the lump. the chosen rcmnant that must survive the rolling up
of the old, discredited, tottering order,
and assist in the unfoldment of a new
one in its stead. is stancling ready,
alert, clear-visioned, and resDlute. The
American believers. staooanl-bearers
of this \'\o·orld-wide community and
torch-bearers of an as vet unhorn civilization, have girt up ~their luins, unfurled their banners and stepped into
the arena of service. Their Plan has
heen formulated. Their forces are
mobillzed. They arC" sleadfastl}' marching towards their goal. The hosts of
the Abha Kingdom are rushing forth,
as promised, to direct their steps and
reinforce their power, Through their
initial victories tbey have provided the
impulse that must now surge and, with
relentless force sweep over their sistercommunities and eventually overpDwer
the entire human race. The generality
of mankind, 'blind and enslaved, is
wholly unaware of the healing power
with , . . ,hich this community has been
enduwed, nor can it as yet suspect the
role which this same community is
destined to play in its redemption.
Fierce and manifold will
the assaults \. .,hich governments, races, classes and religions jealous of its rising
prestige and feariul of its consolidating strength, will seek to silence its
voice and sap its foundations. Unmoved hy the relative obscurity that
,:;urrounds it at the present time, and
undaunted by the forces that \",ill be
arrayed against it in the future, this
communitv. I cannot but feel confident, witt: no matter how afflictive the
agonies of a travailing age, pursue its
destiny, unde-flected in its course, nndimmed in its serenity, unyielding in
its resolve, unshaken in its convictions.

velops the storm-tossed peoples and
nations of the Old vVorld, invest the
Seven-year Plan, now operating in
both the northern and southern American continents, with a significance and
urgency that cannot be overestimated.
Conceived as the supreme agency for
the establishment, in the opening century of the BahaJi Era, of what is but
the initial stage in the progressive realization of 'Ahdu'I-Baha's Plan for the
American believers, this enterprise, as
it t'xtends its ramifications throughout
the entire New \¥orlu, is demon~irat
ing its puwer to command all the t·esources and utilize all the facilities
which the machinery of a laboriously
evolved Administrative Order can place
at its dispm;al. However we view its
aspects, it offers in its functioning a
sharp contrast to the workings of the
moribund and ubsolescent institutions
to which a perverse generation is desperately clinging. Tempestuous are the
winds that buffet and will, as the davs
go by, fiercely assail the very structu~re
of the Order through the agency of
which this twofold task is being performed. The potentialities with which
an almighty Providence has endowed it
will no doubt enable its promoters to
achieve their purpose, Much, however
will depend upon the spirit and manner
in which that task will he conducted.
Through the clearness and steadiness of
their vision, through the unvitiated vitality of their belief, through the incorruptibility'of their character, through
the adamantine force of their resolve.
the matchless. superiority of their aims
and purpose, and the unsurpassed
range of their accomplishments, they
who labor for the glory of the Most
Great Name throughout both Americas
can best demonstrate to the visionless,
faithless and restless society to which
they belong their power to proffer a
haven of refuge to its members in the
hour of their realized doom. Then and
only then will this tender sapling, embedded in the fertile soil of a Divinelv
--SH(xau.
appointed Administrative Order, a~d
July 5, 1938.
energized by the dynamic processes of
its institutions, yield its richest and
destined fruit .. That the communitv of
the American believers, to "V hose k~eep
"UNBROKEN SOLIDARITY,
UNQUENCHABLE ENTHUSIASM" ing so vast so delicate and precious a
trust has been committed \.... ill. severally
Dear and valued co-workers:
and collectively prove themsdve·s
I feel truly exhilarated as I , .... itness vvorthy of their high calling, I for one,
the ever-recurrent Illaniff:stations of \.'I/ho in my association with them have
unbroken 501iuarity and unquenchable heen privileged to observe more dosely
enthusiasm that distinguish every stage than perhaps anyone else the natllre
in the progressive development of the of their reactions to the momentous
nation-\",icle enterprise which is being issues that have confronted them in
so unflinchingly purslted by the whule the past, witt refuse to Joubt.
American Balla 'j communitv. The
-SHOGHI.
marked deterioration in world affairs,
Septemher 10, 1938.
the steadily deepening gloom that ell-

ue

J
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MESSAGES FROM THE GUARDIAN
LOYALTY TO WORLD ORDER
OF lIAHA'U'LLAH
Loyalty ,""orId order 13ah.i'u'lhih,
secuflty ltS uasic institutions, iJoth imperatively demand all its avuw't:u supporters, particularly its champiun builders American continent, in these clays
......·hen sinister uncontrollable forces are
Jt'epening cleavage s-unctering peoples,
nations, (Tt'eds, classes, resolve despite
pressure fast crystallizing public opinion abstain individually collectively in
word, action. inionnallv as well as in
all ofticial11tterances pU'blications from
assigning blame, taking sides, hmvever
indirectly, in recurring political crises
now agitating, ultimately engulfing human society. Stop. Graye apprehension
lest cumulative effect such compromises
ciisitltegrate fabric. clog channel grace
that sustains system God's essentially
~uprational (super-rational [?] ) supernatural order so Jaboriously evolved.
so recently establisheo.-SHOGHI.
Cablegram received September 24,
19.18.

BAHA'I NEWS
Ptab1iUecl by
The N atioaal Spiricaal Assembly of doe ... , 'is

of doe UDitecl Sta_ ....t Caaad.
Geaeral OI&ce, 130 E?eI'I"- Place, Wac Ealle...ood, N ....
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"DRAW NIGH UNTO BAHA'U'LLAH"

Little do we realize the complete coordination of a multitude of parts, the
harmony of adj ustment of diversified
"Blessed is the man that hath ac- held within the grasp of His power. elements and the unity of action reknowledged his belief in God and in 'All things lie imprisoned within the quired for the operation of an electric
His signs, and recognized that 'He hollow of His mighty Hand; all things system. A closed valve, a thrown
shall not be asked of His doings.' Such are easy and possible unto Him.' He switch or a missing cable may throw
a recognition hath been made by God accompli sheth whatsoever He willeth, an entire community into darkness and
the ornament of every belief, and its and doeth all that He desireth. 'Who- despair.
very foundation. "Cpon it must de~ so sayeth 'why' or 'wherefore' hath
Communities are still dependent
pend tbe acceptance of every goodly spoken blasphemy.' . . . Have they not largely on local generating stations.
heard that which He hath revealed:
deed. Fasten your eyes upon it, that 'He shall not be asked of His doings?' To ensure dependability of service, eshaply the whisperings of the rebellious In the light of these utterances how pecially in case of possible damage
may not cause you to slip . .. . Whoso can man be so -bold as to question Him, from storms and breakdowns from unhath not recognized this sublime and and busy himself with idle sayings?" foreseen sources, systems are being
connected and developed into 50-called
fundamental verity, and hath failed to KitalJ-i-I qrin, pgs. 170-17l.
"grids"
which cover a region or secattain this most exalted station, the
"Thine is the authority to command
winds of doubt will agitate him, and whatsoever Thou wil1est. I bear wit- t ion 0 f the coun try. Thus the various
sources of JXJwer are inter-connected
the sayings of the infidels will distract ness that Thou art to be praised in 50 that the production of electric enhis soul. He that hath acknowledged Thy doings, and to be obeyed in Thy ergy is augmented, assu red, and prothis principle will be endowed with the behests, and to remain unconstrained tected for every part of the region;
most perfect constancy." Gleanings, in Thy hidding." Prayers and M edi- any person or family may have light,
pgs.86-87.
lations, pg. 319.
heat or power anywhere and at any
.. Had this people attained unto a
"I beseech Thee, 0 Thou Who art time.
drop of the crystal st reams flowing my Companion in my lowliness, to
The Baha'is scattered throughout
from the words: 'God doeth whatso- rain down upon Thy loved ones from America, as isolated believers in
ever He willeth, and ordaineth whatso- the douds of Thy mercy that which groups, or in communities, are potenever He pleaseth: they would not have will cause them to be satisfied with Thv tial units of spiritual power. As isoraised any unseemly cavils.. . The pleasure." Prayers and M editatt~on;, lated believers, they are thenudei for
Cause of God, all deeds and words, are pg. 17.
the. development of power centers,
whICh expand with the growth of the
communities. Such growth is a measPOTENTIAL SPIRITUAL POWER HOUSE
ure of the harmony and unity of action
among the believers. who constitute
The potential power resources oi of steam and ior the production of elec- the elements of the spiritual power
America are being studied and sur- tric energy. As our material civiliza- house. Personal antagonisms, selfish
veyed with a view to their more ef- tion expands, its daily needs multiply actions, disobedience of the Adminisficient utilization through development, and we become increasingly dependent trative order and lack of cooperation
coordination and integration.
Vast on the electric current to light our bring about maladjustments and even
resources of water power now lie idle homes, offices, factories and farms. to breaks in the spiritual power systemin the streams which course down the furnish transportation and communi- often to such extent that spiritual pow-·
mountain slopes--east and west. Un- cation from place to place. and to move er is not rad iated out to the commuderground are large areas of coal, gas our machinery in the home. workshop, nity, but the community itself becomes
inert, inadive and darkened.
and oil; fuels for the future generation mine or field.
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What a mighty task has been set before us by our Guardian in the Seven
Year Plan 1 Each and every believer
must begin with the self, cleansing and
purifying and raising the self to the
plane of selfless service, obedience and
cooperation. Then, and only then, do
we become suitable units to function
in the spiritnal power house. The Local Spiritual Assemblies have the re-.
sponsibility of so uniting and harmon':'"
izing these elements into a smoothly
funning, efficiently operating generating station of spiritual power, which
should gradually radiate the Power of
th~ Spirit throughout their communities.
In time, these spiritual power houses, the Baha'i communities will spread
throughout the length and breadth of
the land and through the ~ational
Spiritual Assembly become interconnected into one great spiritual superpower system.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Vancouver, one, Los Angeles, six.
Pasadena, six. )Jew York, three, San
Francisco, one. St. Lambert, one.
Worcester, one. Glendale, Calif., one.
Berkeley, two. Spokat1e, two, \Vashington, one. Philadelphia, five. Colorado Springs, three. Milwaukee, three.
Peoria, two. Phoenix, one.
IN MEMORIAM
Death {Jrofferth unto ...~ery confident
believer the cup that is life indeed. It
best[Tweth joy, and is the bearer of
gladness. It confereth the gift of everlasting life.-BAHA'U'LLAH.
Charles Walline, Kenosha.
~.frs. Emma Lindstrom, Kenosha.
B. Frank Bierly, Seattle.
ASSEMBLY ROLL
Detroit, Mich., change of address.
Mrs. Jessie B. Hall, Secretary, new
address, 4121 Mitchell Street.
FOR CONSULTATION
Occasional questions are suggested
by the ~ational ,Spiritual As~mbly
for discussmn at Nmeteen Day Feasts.
Do your tea(hing methods refled
full studv of all local possibilities? Are
there B~ha'i books in the Libraries?
Is publicity sent to the press? Can
more Fireside studv groups be e~tab
Ii shed ? Do' you have copies of all
Baha'i books and -pamphlets on hann
for sale to believers ano.· inquirers?
\j\fhat proportion of the community
contributes to the Fund? Why does
any Baha'I refrain from assisting the

NEWS

"THIS DECISIVE HOUR"
Cablegram from Sbogbi EUm;
(The) vir t 11 a 1 termination
(within the) appointed time' Cof
the) ornamentation '( of the)
gallery section (of the) Mashriqu'l-Adhkar triumphantly ushers in (the) final phase (0 f the)
major task courageously shouldered (by the) champions (of the)
Seven Year Plan. (The) accumulation of no more than one -third
(of the) funds required (for)
completion (of the) last remaining unit (is) sufficient prerequisite (for) placing contract.
On such (an) auspicious occas.ion
in (the) evolution (of the) divinely-ordained Institutions within (the) Faith (of) Bahl'u'llah,
and at so ~ritical (a) stage in
(the) disintegration (olthe) manmade institutions beyond its pale,
(the) American community (is)
summoned afresh ( to ) rise ( to
the) level (of the) heroism this
twofold opportunity demands.
(The) poigoant memory (of the)
ever-loved Greatest Holy Leaf,
inseparably linked to (the) American believers' Temple exertions,
impels me (to) offer, (at) this
decisive hour, one thousand
pounds in her name and as token
(of) her debt of gratitude for
their response (to) her last appeal addressed to them (in the)
evening of her life. (I am) confident (that the) Temple Construction Fund, which [rom now
on will ever bear her name and
be consecrated (to) her memory.
will, following this offering,
swell (to) such proportions as
will carry forward (the) stupendous undertaking (to a) glorious consummation.-SHOGHI.
Cablegram received November
29, 1938.
Faith, even if he can contribute only
one penny a month?
"THE OUTSTANDING BUILDING
, . , OF THE WORLD"
In reply to the letter .written the
Postmaster of V{ilmette by the National Spiritual Assemhly conveying
the appreciation of the Con'Y'ention for
the Wilmette design for Air :\fail
\Veek, the Postmaster wrote on Septcmber 7: "vV c felt that in choosing
this (Temple) for our design. we were
taking the outstandi-ng building not
onlv of iVilmelte. but of the world.
seeing that there is no other to com-

pare ",. ith it in architecture,
"\Ve also wish to thank vou and
your followers for the intere;t shown
by them in mailing thesc cachets to
their .Ariends during Air Mail \oVeek."
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Publishing Committee announces
a new pamphlet, copies of which have
been secured from the National Spiritual Assembly oi the British Isles:
Baha'u'lhih, by H. M. Balyuzi. Paper covers.' Per copy, $0.20
The following books and pamphlets
are emphasized:
Will and Testament of 'Abdu'/Baha) excerpts made under instruction
of Shoghi Effendi. Paper covers. Sold
in lots of ten copies' only. Ten coPies,
$1.00

.

Balui'l Peace Program, 'Abdu'lBah,,' s Tablet to the Committee on
Durable Peace, the Hague, and His
Tablet to Dr. Fore!' Bound in fabrikoid, $1.00. Paper covers, $.50
Baha'u'/lcih and The New Era, J. E.
Esse1mont, revised edition. Copies
bound in fabrikoid are once more available. Per copy, $0.75
Foundations of World Unity, selections from the Public Addresses delivered bv 'Abdu'I-Baha in America as
reprodl"tced in the two volumes of "The
Promulgation of Universal Peace".
Bound in cloth. Per copy, $0.75
A World Faith, nine articles by different authors presenting various aspects of the Teachings for inquirers,
recommended by the Guardian for
teaching work. Paper covers. Per
copy, $0.25
:>IOTE: The manuscript on prophecy
approved by the Reviewing Committee
last year has not yet been turned over
to the Pu hlishing Committee for publication in the series of Teaching Literature pamphlets. This information·
given on account of numerous inquiries
received.

is

RADIO COMMITTEE
The Radio Committee urges eooperation from Assemblies, groups and
individual teachers. They are requested to send the Radio Committe.e copies
of aU radio talks that are presented,
not, of course, including those that may
have been se(ured from the Radio
Committee itself. The Radio Committee is developi ng as many talks as possihle and act~ as dearing house for this
type of tcaching material.
Assemblies, groups and teachers are
also requested to report their broadcasts. mentioning the results secured,
what subjects are most successft1l, how
many inquiries are received for copies

BAHA'I

LAST APPEAL OF
THE GREATEST HOLY LEAF
And finally, dearly-beloved
brethren, let me once more direct
your attention to the pressing
claims of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar,
our beloved Temple, Need I remind you of the imperative necessity of carrying Qut to a successful condusion, while there is
yet time, the great enterprise to
which, before the eyes of a watching world, we stand committed?
And in this fervent plea, my
voice is once more reinforced by
the passionate, and perhaps, the
last, entreaty, of the Greatest
Holy Leaf, whose spirit, now
hovering on the edge of the Great
Beyond, longs to carryon its
flight to the Ahhi Kingdom, and
into the presence of a Divine, an
almighty Father, an assurance of
the joyous ronsummation of an
enterprise, the progress of which
has so greatly brightened the dosing days af her earthly life.SHOGHI EFFENDI. (The World
Order of Baha'u'llih, pp. 67, 68.)
of the talk, how many inquiries for in. formation about the Cause, whether
study classes or fireside groups are
formed as result, etc. Also whether
the radio talk leads to inquiries at the
Public Library for BaM'; books,
New fifteen minute talks now available are:
A series of six on "The Philosophy
of Bahi'u'lIah", presenting the subjects
of Prayer, Immortality, Faith, etc,
A series of six on "The Divine Physician'J for devotional hour.
"Peace Realists."
Byou Have Come 0 f Age."
'{Opening Doors to True Freedom."
HEtemal Life and Immortality."
H
f< Jewels in the Crown of Faith.
"Prayer: The Key to Real Success,"
"Love: The Key to World Unity
and Peace. 'J
('Atheism and the Existence of a
Creator of Law."
"The First Woman Suffragette of
the East,"
f<Biblical Prophecies Referring to
This. Day."
"A Calendar of Needs for World
Peace."
"Good-Will and the Baha'i Faith:
A n Interview."
"The Temple of Light: A House of
Prayer." This talk is especially intended for use in {;onnection with displays of the Temple model.
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"The Old Frame House is Failing."
A series on the subject of "Civilizations and Their Founders."
l\·limeDgraphed copies of these and
many other radio talks will be supplied
at cost of 10e per copy,
The Radio Committee has increased
its facilities through the cooperation of
the following staff of workers: Mrs,
Loulie A. Mathews, "frs, Marion Little, Mr. and Mrs. Willard McKay,
Mrs, Hattie Chamberlain, ~r r, Rowland Estall, Mr. Stanley R. Morton,
The teaching opportunity afforded
to believers by Radio are boundless,
Where local Assemblies are able to
provide for a series of radio talks, the
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interest and value to the believers
themselves are as important as the results upon the public. It is suggested
that the Announcer be requested to
state that copies of the talk will be
mailed to those reque~ting them, and
the Committee will provide the extra
coples.
Vancouver last year and Montreal
this :rear hav~ provided fireside group
meetmgs dunng the broadcasts, with
discussiun of the material presented
over the air.
FLORENCE

R.

Chairman,
5 Wheeler Avenue,

MORTON,

\oVorcester, Mass.

"THE CHARTER OF THE NEW
WORLD ORDER"
UThe creative energies released by
the law of Bahi'u'llah, permeating
and evolving within the mind of •Abdu'l-Baha J have, by their very impact
and dose interaction, given birth to an
Instrument which may be viewed as
the Charter of the K ew World Order
which is at once the glory and the
promise of this most great Dispensation."-SHOGHI EFFENDI.
In order to promote a more direct
and intimate spiritual association with
the provisions of the "faster's Will
and Testament on the part of the
American Baha'i Community, the National Spiritual Assembly will publish
a series of excerpts from the \ViIl, together with selections from the interpretive writings of the Guardian. The
friends are urged to give deep thought
to this new department of BAHA'i
NEWS.

W",U Unity
"Should differences arise they shall
be amicably and conclusively settled by
the Supreme Tribunal, that shall include members from all the governments and peoples of the world.
"0 ye beloved of the Lord! In this
sacred Dispensation, conflict and contention are in no wise pennitted.
Every aggressor deprives himself of
God's grace. It is incumbent upon
everyone to show the utmost love, rectitude of conduct, straightforwardness
and sincere kindliness unto an the peoples and kindreds.of the world, he they
friends or strangers. So intense must
be the spirit of love and loving-kindness that the stranger may find himself
a friend, the enemy a true hrother. no
difference \vhatsoever existing between
them~ For universality is of God and
all limitations earthlv. Thus man must
strive that his reality may manife,;;t
virtues and perfections, the light

whereof may shine upon everyone.
The light of the sun shineth upon all
the world and the merciful showers of
Divine Providence fall upon all peoples, The vivifying breeze reviveth
every living creature and all things endued with life obtain their share and
portion at His heavenly board, In
like manner, the affections and lovingkindness of the One True God must
be bountifully and universally extended to all mankind. Regarding this, restrictions and limitations are in no wise
permitted.
H\Vherefore, 0 my loving friends!
Consort with all the peoples, kindreds
and religions of the world with the utmost truthfulness, uprightness, faithfulness, kindliness, good-will and
friendliness; that all the world of being may be filled with the holy ecstacy
of the grace of Baha, that ignorance,
enmity, hate and rancor may vanish
from the world and the darkness of
estrangement amidst the peoples and
kind reds of the world may give way
to the Light of Unity. Should other
people and nations he unfaithful to you
show your fidelity unto them, should
they be unjust toward you show justice toward them, should they keep
aloof from you attract them to yourself, should they show their enmity be
friendly toward them, should they poison VOtl r lives sweeten thei r souls}
should they inflict a wound upon you
be a salve to their sores. Such are the
attributes of the sincere! Such are the
attributes of the truthful. , , '
"0 ye beloved of the Lord! It is incumbent upon you to be submissive to
all monarchs that are just and show
your fidelity to every righteous king.
Serve ye the soverei~s of the world
with utmost truthfulness and loyalty.
Show obedience unto them and be
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their well-wishers. Without their leave
do not meddle with political affairs, for
disloyalty to the just sovereign is disloyalty to God Himself.'"
"'In every Dispensation,' writes
'Abdu'l-Bahi, 'tbe light of Divine
Guidance has been focussed upon one
central theme. . . , In this wondrous
Revelation, this glorious eentury, the
foundation of the Faith of God and the
distinguishing feature of His Law is
the consciousness of the Oneness of
Mankind.' . . .
.
"Let there be no mistake. The principle of the Oneness of Mankind-the
pivot round which all the teachings of
Baha'u'llah revolve-is no mere outburst of ignorant emotionalism or an
expression of vague and pious hope.
... It does not constitute merely the
enunciation of an ideal, but stands inseparably associated with an institution
adequate to embody its truth, demonstrate its validity, and perpetuate its
influence. It implies an organic change
in the structure of present-day society,
a change such as the world has not yet
experienced . . . . It calls for no less
than the reconstruction and the demilitarization of the whole civilized world
-a world organically unified in all
the essential aspects of its life, its political machinery, its spiritual aspiration t its trade and finance, its script
and language, and yet infinite in the
diversity of the national characteristics of its federated units_
"It represents the consummation of
hwnan evolution-an evolution that
has had its earliest beginnings in the
birth of family life, its subsequent deve10pment in the achievement of tribal
solidarity, leading in turn to the constitution of tbe city-state, and expanding later into the institution of independent and sovereign nations.
"The principle of the Oneness 0 f
Mankind, as proclaimed by Bahi'u'llah carries with it no more and no less
than a solemn assertion that attainment
to this final stage in this stupendous
evolution is not only necessary but inevitable, that its realization is fast approaching, and that nothing short of a
power that is born of God can succeed
in establishing it.
I~SO marvellous a conception finds
its earliest manifestations in the efforts
consciously exerted and the modest
beginnings already achieved by the
declared adherents of the Faith of Baha'u11ah who, conscious of the sublimity of their calling and initiated into
the ennobling principles of His Administration, are forging ahead to estahlish His Kingdom on this earth.'"
t Will
:t The

Effendi.

and TestameTlt of 'A\ldll'l-Babii._

World Order of Baha'\.1'lh\b, Sboghi

NEWS

"THAT MYSTIC CHAIN"
Did not the attitude of the
Greatest Holy Leaf, as she approached the close of her life,
bear eloquent testimony to the incomparable share which her
steadfast and self-sacrificing lovers in that continent have had in
lightening the burden which had
weighed so long and so heavily
on her heart? And finally who
can be so bold as to deny that the
completion of the superstructure
of the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar-the
crowning glory of AmeriCa's past
and present achievements-has
forged that mystic chain which is
to link, more finnly than ever, the
hearts of its champion-builders
with Him Who is the Source and
Center of their Faith and the
Object of their truest adoration?
-SHOGHI EFFENDI (The World
Order of Bahi'u'llah, pp. 93, 94).

LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
From July 9 to 19, the Louhelen
Summer School Committee conducted an unusual course of stud y~a Laboratory course which was designed
to prepare individuals for the teaching
field. The response from those in attendance at this experimental session
was so great that plans are already under way to gradually pattern all the
Louhelen sessions in the future after
the Laboratory Session this summer.
Four basic courses made up the program of study. Mrs. H. Emogene
Hoagg gave her course on "The Three
Worlds." Kenneth Christian gave a
course on the organization and systemati~ study of the teachings. This com-

pleted the work of the morning. In
afternoon a course in public speakmg was .conducted_ In the evening
Mrs. Alice Bacon and Marguerite
Rel~er gave a course in pUblicity.
racilO, and per sonal contacts.
The chief difference between the
Laboratory Session and other sessions
was the emphasis on personal study
by all the students present and the absence of the lecture-note-taking method. It was this practical, supervised
study and research that brought such
enthusiastic response from those present at the Summer School. Some individuals literally studied into the
morning hours_
The success of this new venture has
caused the Louhelen Committee to
start more definite pre para tions whereby Louhelen may actually become a
school for intensive and scholarly study
of the Faith. In view of this, the first
major need which presents itself is an
adequate library. The following works
are needed:
1. Books and materials on Comparative Religions, especially books and
materials on Christianity and Isl;im.
2. Books and articles on the subject
of Science and Religion, the Influence
of Religion, etc.
3. Books, pamphlets, magazines,
and articles on the History of the Baha'i Faith.
4. Copies of all Baha'i pUblications.
5. Copies of compilations made by
individua1s.
The aim of the Louhelen Committee is to build up a large extensive, and
complete library which will meet all
the needs of the BaM 'f student. As
soon as such a library is established as
part of the School, there will be a
place for intensive research and study.
~he

LoUHELEN

SUMMER

SCHOOl,

COMMITTEE.

"ENDEAVOR TO SPREAD
A NETWORK OF BABA'IS"
To the believers of the U. S. and
Canada:
There has lately been referred from
the National Spiritual Assembly a resolution adopted by the last Convention
requesting "the National Assembly to
endeavor to spread a network of Baha'is in virgin territory of North
America." Beloved friends, the National Teaching Committee has no
choice but to refer this resolution back
to you 1
To establish such a network is one
of the two avowed purposes of the
Seven Year Plan, the very aim of the

Guardian in his series of impassioned
messages, dating from that first historic cablegram of May I, 1936.
"Would to God," he appealed "every
State within American Republic and
every Republic in American continent
might ere termination this glorious
century embrace light Faith of Baba'u 'Uah_ .. _ "
Beloved friends, our Guardian is
never vague in his claims upon us, nor
does he under-estimate the power
which is ours for the asking. Not one
of us presumes that, of himself alone,
he is equal to the standard of hero-
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ism required, Yet not Ime of us would
dare to doubt Shoghi Effendi's confidence that we can attain it, through
the help of A Imighty God! Our goal
is plain to us all; how shall we reach

it?
Fortunately we have the answer
from the Guardian himself, and it is as
a reminder that the Committee pul>lishes again excerpts from his memorable words.
May 19, 1936: "Convention plea
addressed to American believers cannot achieve its purpose unless dauntless pioneers promptly arise and,
forsaking homeland, permanently reside countries where light of Faith
not yet penetrated."
June 4: "To the American believers, the spiritual descendants of
the heroes of God's Cause, I again
address my plea to arise as one soul
and to prosecute with unrelaxing resolve the high mission with which
their immediate destiny is inextricably
interwoven."
June 26: "As the Guardian's telegram clearly reveals, this teaChing plan
has two chief objectives: first, to establish a .:enter in every State within
the U. S. A. and then in every State
throughout the American continent.
"What the Guardian would strongly
ad vise is, first, to concentrate heart and
soul on the first part of this teaching
program, namely, to have at least one
center established in those States of
the American Republic where there are
as yet no believers. This task can best
he accomplished by means of settlement in these States by at least one
believer. "
November 14: "An effort should
he made to facilitate, as much as possible, the extension of the teaching
work by helping those who are finandally unable to reach their destination,
and once there to encourage them to
settle and earn the means of their livelihood."
August 4, 1937: "Who among its
stalwart defenders will arise, untrammelled (and) unafraid, to implant its
banner in those States, Provinces
(and) Countries where its standard is
still unhoisted I"
Shoghi Effendi has stripped the
blindness of inertia from our eyes, has
directed us toward an unquestionable
goal, and has defined the means whereby we may assuredly succeed_ What
more is there for him to say? The
Cause needs pioneers! The Cause
needs single-hearted individuals who,
with pure motives and simple faith, accept the promise of Divine assi sta nee
in establishing new ties and homes. It
needs young couples whose lives are
not yet entrenched, and who helieve
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that in obedience to the Will of God God to win such laurels and to confer
they may discover their deepest happi- such distinction on the generation to
ness, and win their most enduring se- which they belong." (World Order of
curity. It needs us all, and not one BaM'u'lIah, pp. 87-88),
of us wishes to escape! But above all,
The National Teaching Committee
i [ the network is to be laid down. and waul d direct attention also to a statethe initial stage of the Divine Plan ment previously prepared and issued
consummated, there must be volunteers in BAHA~i NEWS~ September. 1937,
who, like the early followers of the page 3. It is prepared to lend every
.\faster, dared to risk their futures heaid in its power to those friends who
cause He asked it.
H Forsaking
home, kindred, friends gallantly arise in this pioneer serand position a handfull of men and vice. May not our generation, too,
women, fired with a zeal and confi- earn the praise of the Guardian? Are
dence which no human agency can kin- we not also faithful to the mandate
dle, arose to carry out the mandate of 'Abdu '1-Bah;; 1
Beloved friends, the following artiwhich 'Abdu'l-Baha had issued . . . .
cle
was written for us by Albert andThese men and women have been instrumental in extending, to a degree Alice Entzminger, who have preceded
as yet unsurpassed in Baha'i history, us in the arena of service. Our love
the sway of Baha'u'llah's universal do- and gratitude go to them for their
minion. . . . It would be impossible dauntless spirit in establishing the
for me to unfold in this short compass Faith in the pioneer State of Oklathe tale of such heroic actions. Nor homa. :May their account inspire us
can any tribute of mine do justice to to follow in this path!
the spirit which has enabled these
Faithfully yours,
standard-bearers of the Religion of
TEACHING COMMITTEE

"THE GREAT URGE"
"Let your exertions, henceforth, increase a thousand-fold. . . . " "The
scope of your exertions must needs be
extended. The wider its range the
more striking will be the evidences of
Divine assistance. , . . "-'Abdu'lBah ...
HThe moment this Divine Message
is carried forward by the American
believers ... this community will find
itself secnrely established upon the
throne of an everlasting dominion ....
Then will the whole world resound
with the praises of its majesty and
greatness." - ' Abdu'l-Baha.
It was during the late summer of
1936 when Shoghi Effendi's first appeals had stirred the American believers, that we felt the great urge to
respond to his call. But the fact that
we were both new and inexperienced
in the Cause made us hesitate. Also
at the same time we were bound in an
unhappy situation, release from which
seemed well-nigh impossible. But the
urge persisted and finally through inspiration we addressed our first letter
to the Guardian, expressing to him the
joy that was ours in having received
in this Day the glorious Message of
Baha'u'llah. In our letter, also, we
made mention of our great desire to
serve, however humble that service
might be, saying nothing, however, of
the obstacles which lay in our path.
It was but a few weeks later when
sudden! y in a most miraculous manner
things began to happen, and almost

before we realized it we found ourselves freed from the difficulties that
had bound us. It was then we laid our
entire problem before the National
Teaching Committee. offering to them
our services wherever they might think
it hest for us to go. Soon their suggestion was received that we, a family,
take up our residence in Oklahoma
City where, according to their records,
BahaJi work had been done some years
previously.
So it was that in January, 1937,
through the assistance of both the National Teaching Committee and our
own Geyserville Community, we left
Califorma to become Oklahomans. Just
the day before our departure came the
reply from the Guardian, and we recognized through what Power these doors
had been opened to us.
A week later we found ourselves, a
family of four, in Oklahoma City in the
midst of winter, without acquaintance
and without means of livelihood. On
the train the four of us had contracted
the flu and we were ill on arrival; so
our first thought was to rush to a hotel
and to bed. Our pTayers for healing
brought response and a few days later
our problem became one of finding a
home. Having left OUr furniture and
practically all our personal effects in
California, we required a furnished
house; but just at that time, with two
children, without work, and without
the needed references, this was no easy
matter. But again Baha'u'llah was with
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US. One day during a blizzard we set
out, and at the first place we called we
found not only a clean, delightful little
cottage, but a genial landlord who
hesitated not at all that we were strangers and who also welcomed children.
You may be sure we made great haste
to move our baggage to our new home.
From the first the children adapted
themselves marvelously to the different
climate, to the new school system and
the city life. Almost immediately we
were able to make contacts, and we
were amazed at the surprising number
of instances we were able to give the
Message to strangers who came to our
door.
At once we started to look up the
contacts which had been furnished us
by the Teaching Committee and found,
much to our surprise, true believers.
Our joy knew no bounds. These devoted souls had responded to the fine
work done by Orcella Rexford and
Edwina Powell, and although they had
not communicated or been in touch
with the Bah,,'i world and were thus
completely isolated, their faith in Daha'u'llah remained firm. With their immediate cooperation we were soon able
to form a study~class, meeting each
Sunday afternoon, to be followed later
by still another class on week-day afternoons. Later, in the month of September~ these small classes evolved into a
registered Baha'i Group of nine.
Significant also was the manner in
which, after five months of fruitless
effort, employment was finally obtained. Here definitely there was another lesson that we were to learn. \Ve
had felt that the first thing was to find
work, and because this was our understanding we brought upon ourselves
many moments of anguish which could
well have been spared us, had we fully
realized that the paramount thing was
really submission to God's will. For
undoubtedly God had other plans. Not
until our stuay classes were welt
launched, and a physical infirmity of
long standing, incorrectly diagnosed by
California doctors, was completely and
miraculously corrected by our newfound Baha'i friends, was a position
finally secured. And this long sought
position, with a newly-organized company, could not under any circumstances have been available before; it
became so on the very first day that
we were physically able to accept it!
l\IIany, indeed, were the other evidences of Divine Aid that we received,
-in our contacts, in our material
needs, in the many beautiful and inspiring messages of encouragement and
support. Never shall we forget these
first months in Oklahoma, for indeed
it was then that we were privileged to
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feel the exhilaration of His :Nearness
and receive the assurance of His neverfailing help. Always there was response
to our prayers for strength and guidance, and this response came to us in
such manner that we lived in a veritable uvalley of astonishment."
As we write these words Qur stay in
Oklahoma City has been but eighteen
months, and the Group of nine which
was organized in September, 1937, is
now a Baha'i Community of ten, for
on April 21st of this year was elected
the first Spiritual Assembly in this
State. Also we are hopeful that very
soon our number will be increased.
During this time, Baha'is from all parts
of the country have come to our assistance. ]\.{any were the letters that
we received, often with names of
friends for us to contact. The Teaching Committee has kept us well supplied with literature and has written
frequent I~tters of advice and stimulation.
"How great, therefore, is the bounty
of the Abhit Beauty Who, notwithstanding our utter unworthiness, hath
through His grace and mercy breathed
into us jn this divine1y-illumined cen-

tury the spirit of life, hath gathered us
beneath the standard of the Beloved
of the world, and chosen to confer upon us a bounty for which the mighty
ones of bygone ages had craved in
vain." "The souls of the well-favored
among the concourse on high, the sacred dwellers of the most exalted Paradise, are in this day filled with burning desire to return to this world, that
they rnay render such servi<:e as lieth
in their power to the threshold of the
Abha Beauty."-(Dispensation of Bah,,'u 1l<ih, p. 18).

PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
The National Publicity Committee
is tremendously impressed by the number of individual believers who singly
and alone have opened up new public4
ity channels over variol1s parts of the
country. A great deal of this new publicity material which has come to the
National Press Books since May first
th is year has been the result 0 f long
and arduous effort.
From the newspapers of Eagle
River and IVfanitowoc, \Visconsin,
have come long articles on the Temple
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and the Cause through the efforts of
Mrs. Ruth Moffat. Some of these carried a picture of the Temple.
Miss IVlarguerite Reimer wi'th th~
assistance of Mrs. William Russell,
was successful in having numerous
articles on the Cause published in connection with her radio talks given this
summer in Madison, Wisconsin. These
articles gave summaries of her talks.
This type of publicity was effectively
negotiated also by Mrs. Olivia Kelsey
in Columbus, Ohio.
The Corpus Christi (Texas) Daily
Chronicle rewarded Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland's continuous efforts, last
August, by giving her a permanent
column under the name, Loom of Reality. This column is a compilation of
quotations from outstanding public
figures on subjects of general interest
which always inc1ucle quotations from
the Teachings.
Many of the believers have given
good publicity to the Cause by contributing to Editor's columns which
are open to comments from the paper's
readers on any subject. Mr. C. H.
Pettit of Bucyrus, Ohio, has had several such articles on various phases oi
the Teachings as well as direct articles
in the news space of Bucyrus papers.
Mrs. Margaret Atwater of ·Miami.
Florida, has continued. in her success
during the summer in having articles
published in a "To the Editor" column which give the Teachings without men tioning names. One 0 f Mrs.
Atwater's articles on "Baha'u'lIah, the
Manifestation of God" was printed
with her by-tine in Phoenix, Arizona.
Clinton Bugbee of Phoenix has been
instrumental in having published a picture of the Temple with a long deseript ion of the building as well as other accounts of the Cause. It is interesting
to note that a very long article on the
Temple and the precepts of the Cause
was reprinted from the Duke City
News of Albuquerque, New Mexico
in a Fernandina, Florida newspaper on
.Tune 24th mentioning that Dr. Lenore
Morris had moved and opened Baha'i
headquarters in Albuquerque.
So far, we have heard from two of
the three Summer Schools. A great
deal of fine publicity was obtained in
newspapers of seven communities
neighboring the Geyserville Summer
School as well as many outstandin~
articles on the sessions, personal and
the Faith in the Geyserville paper. A
part of the splendid publicity received
in the papers in and around Davison,
Michigan, concerning the activities at
Louhelen
Ranch
was
stimulated
through the efforts of Mrs. \\Tendell
E. Bacon, who directed a laboratory
course in publicity. This gave prac-
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PANEL
With text on the World Order of Baba'u'1Wt, part ,of the BahA'i Exhibit,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto,
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tical experience to those who attended
this session in July. The members of
the class went to work on articles and
releases and were successful in having
some of them publi shed in the papers
of neighboring communities. Davison,
Michigan, last month celebrated its
founding; in connection with the celebration, the DCivison newspaper printed a long article by Mr. Eggleston on
the history of the Baha'i Summer
School at Louhelen Ranch.
Among the pioneer workers who
have succeeded in obtaining effective
publicity during the summer months is
Mrs. C. N. Wells of Pinekuot, California. She had had several articles published on the Cause. Mrs. Catherine
Hall of San Diego, has had great success by having the picture of the T empIe published in seven newspapers with
accompanying articles of explanation.
in San Diego and Ocean Beach.
Maywood, Illinois, has received publicity through the published list of its
monthly Baha'i activities as well as the
picture of the Temple. Lima, Ohio,
had a similar idea in making up an article on the weekly Bahi'i activities.
The meetings of Lidia Zamenhof
brought a good deal of notice from the
papers there.
In the International section of the
Press Books there are many pages
given over to the tremendous volume
of publicity that our beloved 'Martha
Root has obtained in India. Len!'lhy
articles, some 0 f which are in Engl ish
from no less than nine East Indian
cities on phas~s of the Cause, its prinI

dpies and laws, give us added incentive to strive in this country for greater publicity results.
Mrs. Stuart
French~s Cape Cruise resulted in an
article about the Faith in a paper of
Oslo, Norway. Several clippings from
the lVorth-China N e'"t.lJS gIVe accounts
of the Teachings and also a review of
Loral Schoffiocher's book, "Travel and
Adventure the World Over."
.
. Mrs. Esther Sego of Augusta, G,,;'rg1a, has found effective the reporting
of the Nineteen Day Feasts giving a
short discussion of Baha!i beliefs or
activities all over the world. She uses
a short line quoted from the Teachings
or from other Holy Books as the closing paragraph of these notices and
articles.
The newspapers of Omaha, N ebras,
ka, have used many articles on the
Cause and several pictures through the
efforts of Dorene Halliday. Marvin
Newport succeeded in opening new
channels for publicity in Liberty, New
York. Lake Placid and Stamford, New
York, published items on the Faith. The
Drs. Morris are receiving more and
more notice for the Cause in the press
of Albuquerque, New Mexico. One
long article was a direct quotation from
Baha'u'Uah. Through the efforts of
Mrs. Mathews and Mrs. Little a newspaper in Chattanooga, Tennessee, published a long article on the .Cause.
Many more believers have succeeded
in spreading the Cause through this
m~ns during the summer months;
),f rs. JohnsoD of Batavia, Il1inois;
Mrs. Bertha Kirkpatrick in Ann Arbor, Michigan; Mr. and Mrs. Meese
in Benton Harbor, Michigan and Mrs.
Loral Jackson and ),frs. Edwina Powell in Helena, Montana.
Although only forty Assemblies out
of seventy-eight have been heard from
thus far, since May first. this year,
there is evideoce of great .activity ~
greater than in previous years. We
would like to mention some of the outstanding work· accomplished during
the summer which is usually a slow
season.
Flint, Michigan, published
five outstanding- articles on "World
Economics-a Solution" which ran as
a series. Scranton, Pennsylvania, has
reported many Bahi'i activities and
meetings through the efforts of l\.1rs.
Helen Interlied. Boston and Springfield, 1vlass.; 5t. Paul. )"iinnesota;
Teaneck, New Jersey 3.!ld many others.
The National Publicity Committee
issued a general· bulletin in August.
It includes a general survey of the services offered to any· and aU believers
whn have any opportunity to obtain
pUblicity openings. These services include releases on .the Cause and pictUres of the Temple. This picture ser-
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vice includes both mats and glossy
prints. There is an advance publicity
service for Baha.' i speakers and teachers to help build up meetings and to
interest the public.
We urge the local listing of Bah!t'i
Centers, groups and isolated believers
as a means both 0 f spreadiug the Cause
and 0 £ assisting visiting believers in
locating the friends.
We have outlined the valuable possibilities of reviewing articles from the
World Order Magazine for use in local papers. There are many digoified
ways of publicizing the Cause when
one sets one's ingenuity to the task,
may we all become conscious of this
need.
The Bah!t'i News Service address
has been changed to 125 Fourth Street,
Wilmette, Illinois. Those desiring the
last bulletin may reeeive it upon request through this address.
BAHA'i NEWS

SERVICE COMMITTEE,
VIRGINIA CAMELON, Chairman
NINA MATTHISEN
EDNA EASTMAN
MARY HAGGARD
EDNA TRUE

YOUTH STUDY DAYS
As reported last month, the Study
Outlines prepared for use hy the local
Youth groups are being published in
BAHA'i NEWS so as to be ava1lable to
all. The second Outliue follows : Study Outline for Some Answered
Questions
Section II
I. Suggested Preliminary Readin::;
from other Bah,,'i Sources:
1. BaM', Scriptures, pp. 7-11; 1719; 21-23; 31-32; 34-36; 124130; 379-383; 447-448; 478;
495.
2. BaM'u'lltlh and the New Era,
Esslemout, pp. 145-147; 247273.
3. Gleanings from the Writings of
Bahrfu'llrih, iu index see
Adam, Christendom, Christians, Fulfilmeut of Prophecies, Gospel, Jesus Christ,
Judgment Day, John 1 :1,
Manifestations. Prophecies.
Return.
4. Security for a Failing World,
Cobb, pp. 32- 51; 184-190.
5. The Divine Art of Living,
'Abdu'I-Bah", ch. VII, "The
Power of the Holy Spirit."
6. The Kitab-I-Iqan, revealed by
Bahi'u'llaJr, 20-22; 24-28,
56-58; 61-62; 64-65; 80-81;
89; 118-121; 130-134.
7. The Promise of aU Ages, Christophil, pp. 70-119.

FIRST BAHA'I SUMMER SCHOOL IN INDIA AND BURMA
Believers (including M;" Martha L. Root) who attended the sessiOIlS 01 the First
Balli'! Summer School 01 India and Burma, held at Simla, September 19-30, 1938.

8. The Promulgation of Universal
Peace, VoL 1., 'Abdu'I-Bahi.
pp. 51; 55-56; 148-150; 162;
168-169; 192-197; 187l 214215. Vol. II., 240; 285-287;
445-447.
9. The Wisdom of 'Abd,.'I-BaM,
pp. 40-43; 48-53; 73-75.
II. General questions which the public might ask which could be answered from this section.
1. Is knowledge of only one kind?
Explain.
2. How do Bana'is regard the virgin birth of Christ?
3. Wherein does Christ's true
greatness lie? Was He more
than a splendid man?
4. Why do Baha'is not use baptism
when Christ considered it fitting for man?
5. Why is it necessary that certain
laws given to man by the
Manifestations be abrogated
at a later time? Are not the
words in the New Testament
as true today as they were
nineteen hundred years ago?
6. Do Baha'is believe in the "bread
and wine" tradition? Explain.
7. How should we regard the miracles in the Bible?
8. Why has there so often seemingl y been a conflict between
science and religion?
9. Do you believe in the second
coming of Christ?

10. Do B,aha'is consider learning
and knowledge as important?
II. Do Bah,,'is believe in the Trinity? Why?
12. What can we believe abeut the
story of Adam and Eve?
13. Are Que sins forgiven today
because Christ died upon the
cross?
INTERNATlONAL AUXnIARY
LANGUAGE CX>MMITTEE
The International Auxiliary Language Committee has the following to
report for the summer and the beginning of the new season of 1938-39.
The Esperanto course at Green
Acre was not well atteuded, only ten
persons enrolling as reported by Miss
Orloff, who was assisting Miss Zarnenhoi. These ten, however. were very
euthusiastic and enjoyed both the
course and Green Acre. The Committee wish to thank the National
Spiritual Assembly and the Green
Acre Committee for their co-operation
for the course itself and the hospitality
extended to Miss Zamenhof, and for
the welcome given to the Esperantist
visitors from Boston.
After leaving Green Acre, Miss Zamenhof visited Boston from September
6th to the 13th and had a very busy
program there. The following is a
schedule of her time:
Tuesday, Sept. 6-Talk on Dr. Zamenhof _ under allspices of the
Boston Esperantists.
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Wednesday, Sept. 7-9:30 A.M,-Radio Broadcast, interviewed by
Station WORL.
11:00 A,M.-Received at the
City Hall by the Mayor of Boston.
8:00 P.M.-Attended the regular
Nineteen-Day Baha'i Feast.
Thursday, Sept. 8-8:00 P.M.-Talk
before Discussion Group, composed 01 young Jewish men and
women, graduates of college.
Friday, Sept. 9-5:45 P.M.-Worldwide radio interview over Short
Wave Station WIXAL.
8 :00 P.M.-Talk under auspioes
of Boston BaM'is.
Saturday, Sept. 10---10:30 A.M.Talk from pulpit of Temple Israel, by special invitation of Rabbi Harry Levi, a great friend of
Esperanto, and admirer of Dr.
Zamenhof.
7 :30 P. M.-Reception by group
of Polish Jews.
Monday, Sept. 12---1l :00 P.M.-Talk
under auspices of Boston Baha'is.
Tuesday, Sept. 13--8:00 P.M.-Talk
before group of Jewish girls, high
school graduates.
These were her formal engagements,
but there were many others sandwiched in between these, when Miss
Zamenhof talks to individuals on the
Cause.
From Boston she has gone to Cleveland to give her Esperanto course
there. Her address is c/o C. R. Cairns,
1861 East 86th Street.
Some interesting information has
just come to me from Oklahoma City,
A New York Esperantist was out there
this summer on business. Having advertised for contacts with persons interested in learning Esperanto he was
able to start a class of from 40 to SO
persons from the responses he received. Mrs. Entzminger got into
touch with him and the family joined
the class, so that these contacts will be
open to this very alive Baha'i Community. I will quote from her letter
to me-"Onr joy, at this opportunity
of making new acquaintances of this
type, is indescribable and we give
thanks to Bahil'u'llah with all our
hearts for this miraculous opening.
... When we came here to Oklahoma
City over a year ago we tried to fi'nd
cont,acts through Peace groups, RaceAmity groups, etc., but we could find
nothing that was not controversia1. In
fact the Race Amity Society were
forced to disband almost hefore they
could meet, due to threatening letters
repeatedly seot to members. So you
see with what joy we welcome this new
activity." Mrs. Entzminger mentions
a Latin teacher in a Junior High
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School and an attorney, as active in
this Esperanto group. If this is a
fair sample of the people contacted,
they will present a fine opportunity for
the Entzmingers who are 50 well able
to take advantage of it.
DELLA C. QUINLAN, Chairman.
MARTHA L. ROOT IN INDIA
(Cantinued)

Madras.
Mr. Bakhtiari aDd I
worked in Madras, December 25January 3, 1938. We met the few
friends and talked about how to promote the Falth, and had the Feast.
We visited all the large libraries to
see what Baha'i books they have. The
University of Madras Library has an
excellent collection and the Ubrarian,
Mr. S. R. Raugauathan, is keenly interested to build up the department
of Baha'i books. He is in correspondenCe with American Baha'is, the N. S.
A., but up to this time he had never
met a Baha'i. His faoe is full of
light. He said tbe Baha'i books are
drawn out and mucb read. (We Jater
found many who have been reading
the books.)
Adyar Theosophical Ubrary, at Adyar, Madras, has also a good collection
of Baha'i books, and we found tbat
many university students living in that
section have been reading these books.
We visited editors of all the leading
newspapers of Madras and all used
interviews followed by other articles
about the Faith and resumes of our
lectures later.
Over two hundred
articles about the Baha'i Faith have
appeared in the newspapers of Ceylon
and India from September 13 to February 13, 1938, (I urge all Baha'i
teachers when possible, to carry a typewriter and make out good resumes of
all lectures and give out to all newspapers. When one speaks, one may
speak to hundreds, but through the
press ODe can reach tens of thousands
and sometimes hundreds of thousands).
A large public lecture was given in
Ranade Hall, a cultural centre whose
directors are connected with the university and some newspapers, Dewan
Bahadur K. S. Ramaswami Sastri, retired District Sessions Judge and one
of the brilliant scholars of Madras presided; the lecture was under the auspices of the South Indian Cultural
Association. In introducing us :'he
spoke concisely about the Cause, quoted the "Dawn-Breakers" and Words
of 'Abdu'l-Bahah-has since presided
again and has written for me to use
in the West, two short articles, which
were real1y his introducti~s ; these are
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most interesting because they show the
Baha'i Faith in its relation to Hinduism. He is a great Hindu Indian
scholar who has arisen to write about
the Faith. I lectured in the Y. M.
C. A. in Madras, Mr. Bakhtiari chanted and we both spoke before the
Brahmo-Samaj Society of Madras.
Brahmo-Samaj is a very quickened
splntual movement of India, a little
like our Unitarianism C?f the West, its
members are always fTlendly and very
sympathetic to the BaM'i Teachings.
The Madras Brahmo-Samaj has since
translated into Telegu language "Whatis the Bahi i Movement ?" 'booklet
and one thousand copies are being distributed. This is the first booklet I
think, that has ever been published' in
Telegu, and it is a fruit of the visit to
Madras.
Also, two thousand booklets, "The
Dawn of the New Day" translated
into Tamil language are being published (were to be finished by February IS), Mr. Ishaq Pahlavan, a devoted faithful Baha'i in Madras helped
with this. The Tamil newspaper tbat
published the booklet used the history
and principles in a nearly three column
article that has a circulation of twenty
thousand. We felt very happy about
these booklets because Tamil is much
used in Southern India, Ceylon, Straits
Settlements and a large colony in Durhan, Sonth Africa.
Mr. Bakhtiari, Mr, Pahlavan and I
went out to Adyar to three sessions of
tbe International Theosophical Convention held December 26 to January
3, 1938; we met many friends. The
Vice-President of the International
Theosophical Society, Mr. Datta, said
to me that the Baha'i Teachings are
the highest essence of Hinduism. Mr.
Bakhtiari who did such great work returned to Karachi the evening of January 3rd.
As Madras is such an important
spiritual and cultural centre in Southern India, Mrs. Shirin Fozdar and I
came to Madras when we were returning from Colombo and stayed for
six days, January 18 to 23, met the·
press, lectured in Pachaippa College of
Madras University, also gave a public
lecture in the P. S. High School, Myla pore Section, to several hundred
students; 1ectured at an annual meeting of the Brahmo-Samaj ladies, and
Shirin spoke at an evening meeting
of the Brahmo-Samaj and broadcast.
Some of the young men who had
been interested in the Cause when
Shirin went to Madras in March of
last year, arranged a meeting in their
school wbere we spoke and they said
they would form a study class. Mr.
Pahlavan has a meeting sometimes for
J
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a little group of fine young men who
before had been Muslims. A group
had been formed last year, mayan
Assembly soon be started.
I was so touched: a BahiL'i had gone
from Calcutta nearly two years ago
to spread the Faith. He was very poor
and lived on seven rupees (less than
three doIlars a month).
Baha'i
friends, I think, the N .S.A. of India
and Burma had given him a present
of money to buy a buIlock and a cart
to help him in his earning a livelihood.
The bullock and cart were stolen from
him and for several days he had no
food, then Mr. Pahlavan found him,
but later this most devoted seJ! -sacrificing Baha'i whom everyone who
knew him praised took dysentery and
passed on in Madras, a month before
we arrived. Mr. Bakhtiari has had a
tombstone erected over the grave and
Mr. Pahlavim has had the lot made
beautiful with flowers. To me that
Baha'i was as great as the widow with
her mite (in the New Testament) for
he too gave his all! Because of his
self-sacrifice, Baha'u'llah will open the
doors at Madras to the Baha'i Faith!
Jamal Effendi. a BaM'i teacher
from Iran, in 1877, gave the BaM';
Message to one young Madrasi, Siyyid Mustafa Roumie, and Siyyid Roumie has been efficient! y and faithfully
promoting the Baha'i Faith in Burma
for sixty years! {'Where the acorns
fall, the oak trees grow": BaM'u'llah
is doing all.
Baha'i teachers are needed for Madras and all Southern India cities.
Christianity spread very well in Southern India, is it not a portent that the
BaM'i Faith too, will be accepted there
rapidly in this day? Much more has
been done to promote the Baha'i
Teachings in Northern India than in
the South. Who will hear the Call
to the South?
(To be continued)

ANNUAL REPORT, IRAN
The following reference to the Annual Report of the National Spiritual
Assembly of Iran was written by the
editor of the circular letter issued by
tlie H'aifa Spiritual Assembly in August, 1938: .
The Report is divided into nine sections. The first section deals with the
teaching of the Faith. vVe learn that
no less than thirty-three Baha'i teachers wer~ engaged in different parts of
the country in the promulgation of the
;l<aith. These teachers included three
women .volunteers and three memhers
of, the· National Spiritual Assembly.
In addition, the said Assembly, on nu-
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merous occasions, encouraged the bel,ievers in various ways to convey the
,Message to soub thirsty for it. The
Spiritual Assembly of Tihrim passed a
number of resolutions urging the believers to redouble their efforts in fulfilling their paramount duty of teaching the word of God.
The Report quotes from a number
of communications addressed by various Baha'i teachers, and local Spiritual Assemblies to the National Spiritual Assembly, recording the results of
their activities in their various fields
of service. The gist of their contents
is a tale of love and devotion and sacrifice mirroring forth the unity of the
believers, the strength of their organizations, the spirituality pervading their
activities and above all their courage
and steadfastness in conveying the
Message in an environment charged
with persecution and evil intentions.
The results of the teaching activities have been very encouraging, indeed, as a number of new believers
have joined the Faith and seven new
Spiritual Assemblies have been established.
In the second section of the Report
we learn that twelve historical sites in
various parts of the country-sites con·
nected with the hallowed history of
the Faith-have been acquired by the
Kational Assembly. These sites include part of a house in Shiraz known
for having been occupied at one time
by the Bab. and a number of burial
places of Baha'i martyrs. Steps have
been taken to purchase similar sites,
one of them being the shop in which
the Bab sold merchandise in Shiraz.
The following excerpts from the
third section of the Report will convey to the friends in the West the conditions under which their brothers and
sisters live and labor -in many parts of
Persia.
In Sangsar, nine believers including
five members of the Spiritual Assembly of t ha t town were imprisoned for
sixty-two days, the reason beinl'( the
closing of their shops on the Anniversarv of the Proclamation of the
Bab--a Baha'i Holy Day. On being
released the beHevers were threatened
that should they take. another Baha'i
Holy Day and close their shops they
would not be allowed to open them
a!;"in and would be forbidden to conduct the same type of business anew.
In a village in the district of Khuzistan, there lived five Baha'i famities.
One day, all of a sudden and without
the slightest warn-in~, these families,
men, women, and children were set
uoon hy the ·entire inhabitants of the
village and cruelly beaten with clubs,

shovels and picks, nine of the believers receiving severe head injuries in
addition to ,cuts a,?-d wounds in every
part of their bodies, As the wives
mothers and sisters threw themselve~
on the bodies of their husbands, sons
and brothers) they too were dastardly
beaten and severely wounded.
In the districts of Khurasan and
Fars a number of believers, old and
young, were critically beaten with
::;ticks and stones.
In Jahrom, a town in the district of
Fars, a Baha'i child was stopped in
the market place by a group of people
and cruelly beaten. As the father ran
to protect his child he too was set upon
and beaten.
.
In the village of Marwast, near
Yazd, while a handful of friends were
gathered in the house of a believer
who was sick in bed, all of a sudden
a number of policemen and two soldiers all armed, entered the house and
attacked the believers with sticks and
dubs and the butt of their rifles inflicting painful injuries. Having satisfied their fiendish natures, they left
the house taking away with them two
Baha'i books, a carpet and some articles of furniture.
In Kinnanshah, the authorities have
forbidden the believers to hold their
meetings. It was in this town that
Dr. 'Abdu'llah Jawid, a Baha'i and an
officer in the anny, was demoted to
the rank of an ordinary soldier and
sentenced to two years service in the
army. In OUr News Lefter of February, 1938, we reported the case in
detail. It was in this connection that
the officer questioning Dr. Jawid made
the remarkable statement: "Well, let
us put the truth aside now, To-dav
His Majesty the King says tbat no on~
has the right to use the word Baha'i
in the column headed by 'religion'
(in the identity card). Anyone who
disobeys this rule will be punished."
In all the foregoing cases, no action
was taken by the Government to redress the injustice done to the believers or to put a stop to further oppressions. Having made in vain several
representations to the Government
concemi,ng the persecutions suffered
by the believers, the National Spiritual
Assembly wrote directly to the Prime
M,inister exposing the situation clearly
and courageously. The letter to. the
Prime Minister brings out the following points:
~
(a) Discrimination is made between
believers and non·believers by the officials in every government department. \Vhenever a Baha'i app1ies, for
a position, as soon as he says that he
is a Baha'i, his application is rejected,
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no matter how qualified he is for his
work. His only "crime" is that of
being a ··Haha·i." Should a Baha';
report to the authorities an injustice
suffered by him, no matter how clear
_and well-established his case might be,
.as 5{X)n as it is known that he is a
Bahi'i, the case is dismissed, the defendant is freed and instead the plaintiff is subjected to vile humiliations
and even imprisoned!
(b) When the public notices such
gross cases of flagrant injustice and
-deliberate distortion of truth, inspired
by and emanating from high government circles, it will naturally conclude
that the authorities condone acts of
destruction, pillage and murder perpetrated by non-believers at the expense of their feHow-countrymen who
happen to be Baha'is. Thus, the believers will be looked upon as "outlaws" and consequently, acts of violence will grow in number and intensity and cause untold misery, suffering
and sorrow.
Baha'i marriages still remain an
outstanding problem of all the Baha'i
communities in Persia. The Government requires by law that all marriage.:.
and divorces be registered in official
Register Books provided by the Ministry of Justice. Anyone disobeying
this law is liable to be imprisoned
from one to six months. But the Government provides four Registers only,
for the four recognized religions:
Islam, Christianity, Judaism and Zoroastrianism. The Baha'i Faith is not
·recognized and, consequently, no government office, not even the Census
Bureau, accept to take note of Baha'i
marriages. Thus, technically speaking, all Baha'i marriages in Persia
are considered illegal and the parties
involved are subject to severe penalties. The National Spiritual Assem·
bly has written in this connection to
the Prime Minister and to the :Minister of Justice.
In another section of the Report we
learn that Persians living in Russia
have been asked to leave for their
country of origin, Among them are
a number of believers. The National
Spiritual Assembly in cooperation with
a n umber of local Assemblies have
taken steps to insure the comfort and
safety of their brothers and sisters
arriving in this country from the U. S.
S, R" after great difficulties and much
suffering. It has also been reported
that a number of believers are in prison in Askabad and Baku.
The work of building the Hazieat·
ul-Quds (Baha'i Hall) in Tihran is
progressing satisfactorily, The roof
of the central Hall is now in process
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of construction.
The Nineteen-Day Feasts are being observed morc and more diligent-
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ly in most Baha'i centers in the country. In Tihril11, sixty-four such meetings are held regularly.

TABLET OF BAHA'U'LLAH
He 1, the Almighty

My hair is IU y Ambassador. P TOclaiming at every moment upon the
Branch of Fire in the Rose Garden of
Holiness and Light, perchance the people ot the world become severed from
the dust. .soaring toward the Seat of
Nearness, the Station wherein the
Light emanated from the Beauty of
God, the Mighty, the unconstrained.
o Thou, ye servants of Fire! Sing and
praise, then becume rejoiced and hasten
ye towaird tpe Adored One while crying; There is no God but God, the
Knowing, the vVise, the Loving.

He Is the Wise
l\ly Hair is I\·ly Fire. Therefore it is
enthroned upon the seat of ~l y cheek
and is pasturing uIXln the Rose Garden
of Illy Face. This is the station wherein the Son of Imron stripped from
himself the garment of all save Him,
and attained to the Lights of Holiness
from the Fire of God, the Powerful,
the Mighty, the Forgiving.
He 1, the Mighty, the Beloved
Lock is :My Chain-whosoever
clings to It shall never err from everlasting to everlasting, for therein is
hidden the Guidence which leads to the
Light oi Beauty.
.~\:Iy

He 1, God
),fy Hair is :\,Iy Attributes-in
which My Beauty is Concealed! Perchance the Eyes of the strangers from
among My servants may fall (rest) on
it. thus have vVe hidden from the Infidels the Beauty which is Shining and
Exalted.
He Is the Eternal
My Hair bears witness t6 My Beauty-that I am God and there is no
God beside. Verily I have been Single,
the Unique, the Omnipotent, the Loving, the Unending, the Self-Subsistent
God before the beginning of Creation.
o ye people of Immortality. Listen ye
to what emanates from those dIsheveled, waving, flying locks (tresses)
upon the Sinai of Fire in the Tabernacle of Light on this throne of "Manifestation.
Verily, there is no God beside :t\·le.
Veri Iv I have been the King, the Sovereig~, the Peerless, the Everlasting,

the Ex[mustless, the Ancient, the Holy.
In the Beginning before there was
no Beginning. 0 ye Inhabitants of the
heavens and the earth, should ye puri~
fy your ears ye would hear f:rom My
Tresseg, that verily there is
.God
but He. He is unique in His Essence,
and harred {roin any reference; not
withstanding this how did they oppose
this Beauty when His Bounty encircled all those who are in the seas of
command and creation. \Vherefore be
ye just in yourselves in judging this
Faith which is firmly founded in love
for this Youth who. is riding uJX>n the
snow white camel between the heaven
and earth, and be firm and steadfast in
Truth.

no

This is the Tablet read by Mrs.
Thomas Collins in presenting at the
Convention the Guardian's gift of locks
of Baha'u'llih's Hair. The Tablet is
shared with the believers with the
Guardian's permission.
ANNUAL CONVENTION
IN IRAQ
(From the BAH A'! NEWS Letter
published quarterly by the N. S. A., at
Baghdad.)
A.nual C01IlIentifnt
The eighth Annual Convention of
the Baha'is was held in Baghdad on
Friday evening, April 22, 1938. Fifteen delegates and a number of friends
attended. All those present felt the
soft breezes of Divine guidance dom·
inating and directing their deliberations for the promotion of the interests of the mighty Cause of Bahi'u'llih. Who, through Hi. infinite grace
and pmver, has -caused us, His weak
and lowly servants, to gather together,
in the midst of an unbelieving and cha~
otic world, to praise His Name and
participate in the establishment of His
unique New World Order.
The Convention lasted four hours,
during which the secretary of the
". S. A. first read the Beloved Guardian's foregoing telegram and his letter
of April 1, 1938; then the Annual Report was delivered--<litferent recommendations being submitted, in the
course of the discussion that ensued,
for consideration by the incoming N.
S. A.; and last. but not least, the new
N. S. A. was elected.
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The Annual Report, which was
brief. revealed the efforts of the outgoing N. S. A., which were mainly, direeted toward the constnlctl0n of the
new Haziratu'I-Quds, (i. e~t Baha'i
Headquarters); the formation of the
tirst Spiritual Assembly in Huwaydir
and Ya'qubiyyih; and the safeguard- ......
jug of the interests of our beloved
Faith in this country.

A,...:....J Election
The result 0 f the election of the :-I.
S. A. for 1938-1939 was as follows,
the officers being elected in the tirst
meeting of the Assembly at the close
of the Convention:
Mr. Munir H. Wakil, Chairman;
Mr. David S. Toeg, Vice-Chairman;
Dr. Jamil I. Baghdadi, Secretary; Mr.
Salim E. Joory, Treasurer; Mr. Adib
R. Baghdadi, Mr. Ja1il Shirin, .Mr.
'Abdu'r-Razzaq 'Abbas, Mr. Husayn
A. Shihadi, Mr. Salman Dloomy.
The vacancy in the membership of
the N. S. A., recent! y occasioned by
the transfer of Mr. A. R. 'Abbas to
Mosul, has been tilled by Mr. Ibrahim
Shmi', who was elected by the delegates.

Now H dz;rtrl..' I-Qwls: Letters
tbe (hura;.,,.

ff"OfS

The great importance which the Beloved Guardian attaches to the new
Haziratu'l-Quds at Baghdad can be
realized from his letter, in Arabic,
dated April 1, 1938, addressed to the
N. S. A. It reads:
"I am directed by the Beloved
Guardian to write you that a sum of
ISO is enclosed herewith as a contribution toward the completion of the
Haziratu'l-Quds.
He tirmly hopes
. that.th<t entire believers and Spiritual
Assemblies of that region will, with utmost earnestness, unity and concord
exert their efficacious endea.vors to
procure the means for the achievement
and completion of this great enterprise.-N. Zeine.
"May God, through His all encompassing power, aid you to complete this

momentous enterprise, "-Shoghi
In a subsequent letter dated May 13,
1938, Shoghi Effendi stresses the urgency of the undertaking as follows:
"He (the Guardian) said, 'To complete this momentous enterprise dUT-
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ing this year, without delay or retard-

,ian, State School of Agriculture, Morrisville, :-I. Y., all. possible information
concerning reft'rences to the Faith in
the Nationa Assembly of that region. current books and magazines.
The Baha'i communities of New
'Steadfastness, earnestness and inducement of the friends in all the Baha'i York, Chicago and Vancouver were
Centers in 'Iraq: he further pointed recently favored by a brief visit from
out, 'are attractive of steady Divine .:'I.Iiss Kitty Carpenter, a Baha'i of New
Zealand.
confirmations.' "
On Sunday, October 2, 1938, the
-----W. P. A. Federal Music Project of
NEWS ITEMS
"'ew York City rendered a Swedish
A magazine published at Karachi, Program which was broadcast over a
India, entitled ., Mira" (East and local station. This program rendered
West), contains in its issue dated July "Persian Legend: QuaTrat'ul-Ayn,"·
and August, 1938, a Frontispiece re- composed by Count Axel Wachtmeisproducing a photograph of 'Abdu'l- ter, whose inspiration was received
Bahit, and the following articles of from the noble life of that Babit', marBahit'i interest: The Babit'·' Faith' and tyr and pioneer.
the Modem World, by T. L Vaswani;
Mrs. Frances Stewart, who sailed for
A University of the Spirit, Martha L
Buenos Aires some weeks ago for sevRoot; and Thr.ee Baha'i Leaders, a re- eral months of teaching activity on beport of a meeting held by Miss Root. half of the Inter-America Committee.
A significant (:ontributlOn to Baha'i has begun to send interesting accounts
periodicals is "Penda Siperore," a mag- of her experiences. The Inter-Amerazine founded by Refo Chapari at Ti- k..a Committee will report her activirane, Albania, and printed in the Al- ties in Baluf! News as soon as possibanian language. The title is the Al- ble.
banian translation of "The Supreme
Miss Josephine Kruka sailed for FinPen." Mr. Chapari, who translated land on June 22, with the ardent intensome Baha'i books into Albanian while tion of establishing the Faith in the
a resident in New York many years land of her family origin. In letters
ago, has been most active in service written since her arrival there, Miss
Kruka reports that in Finland the nasince returning to his native land.
The Committee on International tional religion is closely associated with
Auxiliary Language reports that the national patriotism, which has preventarticles on International Language pub- ed the use of newspaper or radio faciliDespite these obstacles, Miss
lished in recent issues of World Order ties.
have been very helpful to the Spiritual Kruka has confirmed a young minister
Assembly of Oklahoma City in making and has held meetings in the home of
a friend who received the Message
new contracts.
"With a heart overflowing with ex- from her in Duluth some years ago.
ultation and love from this Blessed
~liss Beatrice Irwin has returned
Spot, I am sending," writes Miss Ade- after several months spent in London,
laide Sharp from Shiraz, "the greetings where she presided at a Unity Feast
and love of the friends and the Spiri- held August 31. Miss Irwin reports
tual Assembly of this city·: - Last nigl\l that she is still receiving communicaa number of believers and myself light- tions from contacts she made in Mexico
ed candles at the Holy Shrine and during 1937.
Several months ago a group of the
prayed in behalf of the National Spiritual Assemblies, and each represented Cleveland friends became interested in
Braille. Since then nine of the smaller
a different country.'?
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Colby Ives, books have been transcribed including
who have traveled and taught so ex- Hidden Words. The copies are used
tensively in many parts of America in locally but it is intended to place others
recent years, have established residence at the disposal of libraries. Mr. A. C.
in Toronto_ and become members of the Engelder, member of the N ationa!
Braille Committee is directing the
local community.
The Editorial Committee of The work and Mr. Aolph Feher and Mrs.
Ba/ui'{ W Mid wishes the friends to co- Carrie Turner, Braille experts, serve
operate by sending to Kenneth Chris- as coaches and editors.
alion, is one of the paramount, sacred
and boundefl duties of the trustees of
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"TRIUMPHANTLY USHERS IN FINAL PHASE
OF THE MAJOR TASK"
New Temple Crmtract Placed-Summary of Seven Year Plan
The Guardian's cablegram of 1\-0vember 29, 1938, quoted in the last issue of BAHA'i NEWS, establishes for
the American Baha'is a new and higher
spiritual summit from which to survey
t he progress already achieved and the
task still to be completed in fulfilment
of the Seven Year Plan. The hour is
fateful and propitious, calling for complete understanding of all the elements
of the Plan, both in Temple construction and in teaching effort, and summoning all believers to a supreme consecration of spirit in service to the
Faith of Bahil'u'llilh.
Local Assemblies, Kational Committees, groups, traveling teachers, members cif organized communitics and isolated believers-all alike are to grasp
the essential Lacts, assist in clarifying
the vital issues and seize this potent occasion to create the means of final victory in the courageous and steadfast
soul of the American Baha'i community.
Surpassing is the confirming
power that has been released; unequalled must be our determination to
be ...vorthy instruments in the hand::; of
that world-transforming Destiny manilested by Bahi'u'Uih.

Gallery Section Near Completion
Work Begi1u on First Story
\Vhen the Seven Y car Plan was
created for us bv the Guardian, only
the Temple donie ami derestory ha~l
received their exterior decoration. The

gallery, first story, sUlTounding stairs
and metal doors and window grills
. . . . ere all still to be undertaken. Th~
total cost ot these successive contracts,
as reported in the special announcement inserted til BAHA'i :.JEWS of
June, 1937, was $350,000.
During that ycar the contract for
decorating the gallery section was
placed at an estimated cost 01 $125,000,
and at the present time this contract is
completed except for portions of the
nine pylons, which will be done in the
spring o[ 1939.
The !\ational Spiritual Assembly recently was informed that savings both
in time and cost could be effected if a
contra-c1 were placed for the execution
6f the hand-carveu. models required in
the exterior decoration of the first
story; if, in other words, instead of
waiting until a contract could be given
for all the work on the first story, a
contract were given for the first stage
in that ". .·ork. Such a contract has
been given to Mr. Earley by the Temple Trustees, in the amount uf $21,000, and the believers are therefore
informed that "lo'Ork on the first story is
nmv under way.
Betore taking this important step,
the opportunity was reported to the
Guardian, and his approval was received in the following cablegram on
Kovember 29: "Approve placing immediate contract (for) models.
Delighted.
Unhounrled gratitude. ~

Shoghi." InciJentally, a further saving in cost has been effected in the
decoration of the first story by purchasing all the quartz in advance under a special agreement with the ownCrs of the quarry.
Future Temple Ccmtracts
The unfinished Temple work is to
proceed under the following schedule:
. 1. Models for first story
(already contracted)
$21,000.00
2. Quartz
[or
first
story ( al ready con·
tracted
5,000.00
3. :Vlolds for first ,tory
29,000.00
4. Casting and applying
units to first story ..
95,000.00
5. External
staircase,
and -metal work, including {} u t 5 ide
doors ........... .
75,000.00

r ........ .

Total future cost in
Seven Year Plan..
Plus gallery contract
(funds on hand)..
Total Temple cost in
Plan .............

Considering nm",' that
figure of future cost
"Ve have on hand in the
Bahiyylh Khanum
Fund as of December 10, 1938......

$225,O{))'OO

125,000.00
5350.000.00*

$225,000.00

37.047.20
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Halance necessan' from
comriLlltions ~ hetore
end uf Seven Year
Plan (for Temple)

SlS7,~)52

80

Tbe Annual Budget
The Annual Budget reported for the
current Baha'i year contains the item
of $75,000 for Temple construction, and
this itern stands unchanged either by
the Guardian IS cablegram pub1ished
last month or by the placing of the new
contract for models. \Ve must bear in
mind that each 'year of the Seven Year
Plan is charged with its vital share at
the total responsibility_ The successsive cOlltracts arc placed as funds are
available, and consequently there must
be a certain rate of income during the
first five years of the Plan if the work
is tu be completed by the end of the
first century u[ the Baha'i Era. Th.at
rate, the Temple work alone, is $75,~
000 each for the third, fourth and fiith
years of the Plan,
. . From the 1938 Convention to the
October meeting of the X ational Spir~
itual Assemhlv at Knoxville. the con~
triblltions received under the Annual
Budg-et provided but little surplus for
the new Temple Fund, The following
message addressed hy the Guardian to
the National Assembly on October 14,
sent in reply to a heartfelt cablegram
despatched to him from that meeting,
augmented the determination of the
mell1b~rs to strive for the success of the
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~eYen Year Plan: "Heartened (by!
lllessage, !Jraying I, ior) added ft'l'Yor,
deepened lOllging, acceleration (of)
TCHlple construction (aml) increasing
momentum (in) teaching force. ..\lay
hath culminate (in) placing, (within)
appointed tiLllE', final contract hcrald~
ing (the) consummatiull (of the i
hopes born thirty ycar~ ago (in the)
hearts (of the) American believers,·'

A Twofold Task
.. Increasing momentum" lllust also
be our determined ideal in the field of
teaching, Are we collectively respond~
ing even yet tu that appeal cabled to
the Convention in 1936: "Would to
God every State "{ithin American Republic and every Republic in American
continent might efe termination (of)
this glorious century embrace (the)
light (of the) Faith of Baha'u'llfth and
estahlish structural basis of His \Vorld
OrdeL"
In Ollr inexpressil)le gTatituue ior t1L(,
bount~v "re have received from the
Guardian's recent donation to the
Funn, and his association of future
construction with the Greatest lIoly
Leaf, may we hold the balance bet"..-een
our serv;ces to Temple and those we
are privileged to render in promoting
the teaching work
:L\ATIO:'fAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

* Es.timated

cost. The estimate uf eost tor
gaHan' section was higher than actua.l cost
_~o far.

"MY HEART BRIMS OVER WITH
GRA'FITUDE"
Letter from Sbogbi Effendi
Dear and valued (o-workers:
I had scarcely dispatched my cable
expressing my approval of your written
suggestion to enter into a contract
soon as one~third of the estimated cost
of the First Story of the: Temple is in
hand when the most "",ekome news
reached me of your readiness to placc
an immediate contract for the making
of the lllouels, thus effecting consider~
able saving of time and expense in oC()n~
nection with the ornamentation of the
remaining unit. I am thrilled by the
news, and mv heart hrims over ,,\-'ith
gratitude as ( witness on the one hand
the evidences ui vour resourcefulness
and unrelaxing vLgilence, and observe
on the other the ready and genf'roll~
response of the indivi(lual believers at
t'vet·y critical stage in the prosecution
01 this magnificent enterprise, I feel
so happy and thallkful to have hel.!ll
ahle to .\::,~ocitlte, ;It thi5- juncture,

as

\\'itil eVt'ry fr~;:ih crisis that plunges a
ltalJless hlllllamty deeper and deeper into
the morass of despair and degradation,
the pioneers of the naSoCent Faith of
l:ah;l'u'Wlh are elevated to nobler
b:~jghts of triLU~lph, evince a rarer spirit
of self-almcgatlOn and cOllrage,. and disclose morl' compelling evidences of
their capacity and power,
Every operation, no matter hO'w indir~c.tly, conm.'cted with the dual responslbllttles assumed by the American belieHT~, must continue to be conducted
and supported with that self-::;amc as~
suidity, sternness of purpose and
steadiness of vision that have garnered
them thus far so rich a harvest
A.
\ ...·ork so auspiciously hegun, s~ ef~
ficiently organized, so rapidly extended,
50 uniquely blessed, can never be al100ve(1, however somber the clouds
louming on the intet·national horizon,
to iail into obeyance or to even appear
to have sustained the least injury from
the ...vorId-shaking forces that now batter on the tottering institutions of I1ULllan society, The adamant determina~
tion of those who support it will enable
it to yield at the appointed time its des~
tinen fruit. Your tr11e and g-rateful
brother, SHOGHL
Kovember 27, 1938.

through my recent offering to the Tel11~
pIe Construction Fund, the name of the
Greatest Holy Leaf. with the noble
exertions of those who, through their
unstinted support, iJoth moral and
financial. are So valiantly acquitting
themselves of their task under the
Seven Year Plan,
The initial cOlltract, proclaiming the
opening of the final pha,<;,e of a work
that embodies the fmest contrib11tioll
ever made bv the \\! est to the Cause of
Baha'll'lbh, ~is now rcady for your signature, The fourth of the successive
steps ot1tlinen in my previous message
is ptmct11tllly being taken. The fond
hopes cherished all the ass11mption of
your exalted office are being amply flll~
fiLed. The heroism displayed hy the
IllE.'mbers of the ALllerican Bahil'i COLllmunity in the face of these recurring,
con~tantly widening opportunities is
growing more apparellt ('very <lav.

"THIS HISTORIC ENTERPRISE"
A Letter from Sbogbi Effendi
",\\Yith reference to the ornamenta~
tlOIl of the gallery section 0 f the Tem~
pIe; the Guardian wishes rne to express
his entirc satisfaction at the rate at
wbich the work is progressing, and also
to assure your Assembly of his ap~
pro val of the suggestion made bv l\1 t"Earley, which ""ill have the effect oj
expfditing con~idl'fably the work of the
orllamentatiton of the first story.
"He furthel· ' ...·ishes me to stress the
importance of placing the contract for
the models and molds before the COlL1pletiun of the present contract, as this,
he strongly feeb, will save much time,
and would in addition enable your .\s·
sembly. in the meantime, to ac~umulate
more funds and thus insure the t1l1in~
terrupted progress of the ornamcnta~
tion of the rest or the Temple.
"He would, in closing. urge your
Assembly, tlTld wishes. through YOll, to
rene,;,,: his plea to the entire bocty of
die .-\ merican believers, to spar~ nu
effort to bring this historic enterprise
to final consummation at the appointed
!ime. They wuuld certainly he failingIII one of their most vital obligations,
at this crncial period in thl' developmellt of the Cause, if thE'Y allow the
\vark of that sacred edifice to suffer any
:=;etback Rut thf"re is surely no gr011nd
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for any such doubt. Rather, there is
every reason to believe that the American Baha'i Community, the range and
quality of whose achievements have
raised it to so unique and enviable a
position among its sister communities
throughout the West, will, as in the
past, endeavor with one accord to fulfil, to the very last and with that selfsame spirit of abnegation and heroic
resolve that have characterized its previous accomplishments, all ib obligations and responsibilities under the
Seven Year Plan."
November 27, 1938.
BAHA'I ANNIVERSARIES
A Lett<r frrnn Shoghi ED...ai
"The Baha'i day starts anJ ends at
sunset} and consequently the date of the
celebration of Baha'i feasts should be.
adjusted to conform to the Baha'i calendar time. For further, partIculars on
this subject you should refer to the section entitled 'Baha'i Calendar' in 'The
Baha'i World.'
"The Guardian would advise that. if
feasible, the friends should commemorate certain of the feasts and anniversaries at the following time:
"The anniversary of the Declaration
of the Bab on May 22, at about two
hours after sunset.
"The first day' of Ridvan, at about
3 :00 P. M. on the 21st of April.
"The anniversary of the Martyrdom
of the Bab on July 9 at about noon.
"The anniversary of the Ascension
of Baha'u'llah, on May 29 at 3:00
A. M.
"The Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha on
November 28, at 1:00 A. M.
"The other anniversaries the believers arc free to gather at any time during the day which they find convenient."
November 27. 1938.
By November 11,

1938,

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION-12
the gallery section had been completed except lor the pylon •.

"THE CHARTER OF THE NEW WORLD
ORDER"
Arne and Teach
"0 }'e that stand fast in the Covenant r When the hour cometh that thio;
wronged and broken winged bird will
have taken his flight unto the celestial
concourse, when it will have hastened
to the Realm of the U n::;een and its
mortal frame will have been either lost
or hidden neath the dust, it is incumbent upon the Afnan, that are steadfast
in the Covenant of God. and have
branched from the Tree of Holiness;
the Hands. (pillars) of the Callse of
God, (The Glory of the Lord rest
upon them), and all the friends and
loved ones, one and all to bestir them-

selves and arise with heart and soul
and in one accord, to diffuse the sweet
savors of God, to teach His Cause and
to promote His Faith. It bchooveth
them nut to rest for a moment. neither
to seek reposc. They must disperse
themselves in every lamI, pass by every
clime and travel throughout all regions.
Bestirred. without rest and steadfast
to the end they must raise tn every lanel
the triumphal cry "0 Thou the Glory
of Glories"! (Y<.,\-Baha'u'l-Ahhi), must
achieve renown in the world wherever
they go, must burn brightly even as a
candle in every meeting and must kin-

dIe the flame of Divine love in every
assembly; that the li!(ht of truth may
rise resplendent in the midmost he-art
,of the world, that throughout tbe East
anJ throughout the West a vast concourse may gather under the shadow
of the Word of God, that the sweet
savors of holiness may be diffused. that
faces may shine radiantly. hearts be
filled with the Divine spi~it and souls
be made heavenly.
"In these days, the most important
of all things is the guidance of the nations and peoples of the world. Teach.
ing the Cause is of utmost importance
for it is the head curner-stone of the
fOllndation itself. This wronged servant has spent hi,", days a.nd nights in
promoting the Cause and l1rging the
peoples to service. He rested not a mo-
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ment, till the fame of the Cause of
God was noised abroad in the world
and the celestial strains from the Abha
Kingdom roused the East and the
West. The beloved of God must also
follow the same example. This is the
secret of faithfulness, this is the requirement of servitude to the Threshold of Baha!
"The disciples of Christ forgot them~
selves and all earthly things, forsook all
their cares and belongings, purged
themselves of self and passion and with
absolute detachment scattered far anu.
wide and engaged in calling the peoples
of the world to the Divine Guidance
till at last they made the world wothe;
world, illumined the surface of the
earth and even to their last hour
p~m"cd self-sacrificing in the pathway
ot that Beloved One of God. Finally
m vanous lands they suffered glorious
martyrdom. Let them that are men of
action follow in their footsteps !"1
"The promulgation of the Divine
Plan, unveiled by our departed )'Iaster
in the darkest days of one of the severest ordeals which humanity has ever
experienced, is the key which Providence has placed in the hands of the
American believers whereby to unlock
the doors leading them to fulfill their
unimaginably glorious Destiny. As the
proclamation of the Message reverherates throughout the land, as its resistless march gathers momentum, as the
field of its operation widens, and the
numbers of its upholders and champions multiply, its potentialities will
correspondingly unfold, exerting a
most beneficient influence not only on
every community throughout the Baha'i world, but on the immediate fortunes of a travailing society. The repercussions of this campaign are already apparent in Europe! India
Egypt, Iraq and even among the sore~
tried communities in Persia and Russia. The Faith of God is gaining ill
stature, effectiveness and pmver. Not
until, however, the great enterprise
which you are now conducting runs it5
full course and attains its final objec1
tive, at its lappointed time, can its
world-encompassing benefits he full v
apprehended or revealed. The perseverance of the American believers will.
no doubt. insure the ultimate realization
of these benefits_"
r~To the American believers, the spiritual descendants of the heroes of God's
Cause. I again address my plea to arise
as one soul and to prosecnre with unrelaxing- resolve the high miss Lon v,dth
which thcir immediate destiny is inextricably tnterv.mven_ The can has gone
forth, the goal manifest and ".,.. ithil1
1

''''ill and TE:s.tamE:nt of 'Abdu'(-Baha.
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their reach. Though their responsibilities be pressing and heavy and the obstacles formidable and manifold, yet the
spirit oi our invincible Faith will en-

abl_e them to conquer if they arise
u1lltedl~ and determinedly and persevere tin the very end-'!-SHOGHI
EFFENDI.

EXTENSION TEACHING
BY LOCAL ASSEMBLIES
The ..\rational Teaching Committee is
overjoyed to report a nation-wide
movement on the part of Local Spiritual Assemblies to undertake extension teaching.
Although for some
years this method has been discussed
as a likely one for creating new centers of Baha'i life, never until now has
it really been tried on a large scale_ In
the past weeks letters have poured in
telling of plans, naming prospectiv~
cities, reporting with enthusiasm new
efforts made. Of one thing there can
be no doubt, those Assemblies that
have dared to pioneer are speedily
transformed. Their rewards are an
unprecedented vitality, the zest of hope
in untouched horizons, the discoverv
of prayer as a constant guide, and th;t
same unfailing confirmation which the
J\1:aster has promised to every "fearless
warrior, who armed with the power
of true Knowledge, hastens unto the
field ... "
But more than this, the entrance of
Assemblies, of whole BahaJi communities into the extension of the SevenYear Plan guarantees a security in
achievement, a solid, steadily-advancinggrowth which no onslaught can hope to
obstruct or impair. If your own Assembly has not yet awakened to its
part in this mighty program, perhaps
the following news will arouse it. And
surely these words written by Shoghi
Effendi, as he defined in 1923 the
structure of "National and Local Assembly life, bear also on the requirements of our day most pointedly: UBut
let us he on our guard-so the "l\:laster
continually reminds us from His Station on high-lest too much concern
in that which is secondary in importance. and too long a preoccupation
with the rletails of our affairs and activities, make us neg-Iestful of the most
essentiaL the most urgent of all OUf
oblit.;attons. namely, to burv our care.;;;
and teach the Cause, delivf'"ring far
amI "\...·ide this l. . {cssag-e of Salvation
to a sorely-stricken ".,.. orlcL"l
The Assembly in Glendale, Arismra. has voted to sponsor pioneer
·work in :Mesa, a I\,formon communi tv
ahout hvcnty miles rlistant.
~
1
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. Los Angeles has agreed to carr:y forward the work begun last year by the
Regional Committee in Las Vegas,
~evada. At the same time San Frann-sco will work in Reno, Nevada. Thus
two majur efforts will converge on this
new State. Los Angeles has an active
Extension Committee which is introducing a course of six lectures by different teache:s in several nearby towns,
as well as 10 Bakersfield, 125 miles
away.
. Oakland has undertaken responsibilIty for new contacts in Lodi, Stockton,
Turlock, Modesto, Fresno and Woodlake, all cities of the San Joaquin Valley. It has also offered its help in
Reno_
In the K orthwest the Assemblies
have assumed teaching responsibilities
as follows: .:.Wonroe in Everett Washington; Vancout'er in \\Test Va'ncouver
and New \oVestminster; Seattle in Tacoma; Spokane in Coeur d'Alene and
Sandpoint, Idaho; Partia.nJ, in a cirCUlt of Oregon cities including Salem,
Eugene, and Medford. In this area
the Regional Committee is cooperating
~vith Assemblies in coordinating, rottt109, and maintaining up-to-date information on available teachers. It has
been suggested that local teaching programs he so planned that speakers mav
also work in outside territor·y, whe;ever possible on circuits, as this has
proved the most promising way of
making new contacts.
Oklahoma City will extend its work
to EI Reno, about twenty-five miles
away. The believers here have been
thrilled at an astonishing development
?f Esperanto ~lasses, and by cooperatmg on committees have made many
new and liberal friends. Esperanto i's
now bemg taught not only in eight city
districts, but in outlying- cities such as
EI Reno, Edmond. and Shawnee.
Detroit has beg-un weekly study
g-rouos in Grosse Pointe amI Dcarhor~,
and has plans for Highland Park. Det:oit h~s likewise emphasized· cooperatIOn With thE" Esperanto Society, as a
follow-up of :\-fiss Zamenhof's visit.
. Jf1:ami, F1Q~i.Ja. is discussing exten~
SlOn work "'''''Ith lIluch interest. with
defin.ite pla~s expected soon. Weekly
public meetmgs have been greatly stim-
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ulated by a display of the Temple
model.
St. Paul, . Minn., is sponsoring extension work in Hudson and Eau
Claire, \Visconsin. The friends are
also helping the new Group in Duluth.
Toronto has arranged a series of
twice-monthly public meetings in Hamilton, Ontario. Speakers during- October were !vlarzieh Carpenter ami
Mabel Ives.
LinUJ. has an Extension Committee
of thirteen, now at work in \71{ apakoneta. Van 'v\'ert, Celina, ]\,iontezuma,
Delphos, and Bluffton. The following
suggestions from the chairman, :11r5.
Kepfer, will assist us all: The members plac~ their chief reliance upon
prayer, usmg the Teaching Tahlets, the
Tablet of Ahmad, and prayers for
gUidance at every meeting and during
contacts by co-members. Calls are
made upon new contacts frequently,
~nd a record is kept noting the reactions. Pamphlets are sometimes left
with the offer to return to discuss them.
The new friends are invited to public
and fireside meetings in Lima, are referred to their local libraries for books,
and speakers are provided for their
various clubs. According to the Committee, the spirit of faith which animates them is their most important
technique. Another interesting note
from Lima tells of the "Bah".'i School
of the Air," a daily morning radio program in the form of questions and
answers designed to interest the average person.
There is a variety of other notable
news from Assemblies. One of the
m.ost stimulating reports has come from
JV Mil IIa:uen, where "many events have
conspired to turn an ineffectual, lukewarm community into a virile, awakened, inspired group
.. A!('lin
the real secret is prayer. The 1938-39
teaching program is all-inclusive, with
its study classes, fireside and youth
groups, and public meetings. Extension
work by fireside teaching is carried on
in Milford, Washington, \Vallingford.
Norwich, and \Vaterbury. It is New
Haven's goal to have nine functioningAssemblies or Groups in Connecticut
by 1944! The community is also acti ve in its association with non-Baha'i
organizations, an especially fruitful
contact having been made at an interfaith discussion at the Te\vish Com111lmity Center. The celehration \If
Ridvan also demands mention. Dur··
ing each day of this period a gathering
was held in a different home. each host
inviting his own guests ~md· arranging
his own program. 1\luch diversity resulted, -including a Persian dinner. a
memorial for the Holy Mother, read-
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CABLEGRAM FROM
THE GUARDIAN
The folluwing message "vas
received after the Guardian had
been informed that the contract
for mudels of first story had been
placed.
"Inexpressible gratitude most
welcome nevl-·s. Deepest love."SHOGIII.

ing of the Creative \V·ord with recordings of Wagner's hParsifal," original
poetry, etc. Another interesting meetmg was a talk Oil the early history of
the Faith in I'\e",,' Haven, by the chairman of the Archives Cummittee. The
proof of vitality is growth; in the past
year nine new believers have enrolled
and two have been re-instated!
Springfield, Ill., has written enthusiastically of a month's visit from Marguerite Reimer t during September and
October. Three radio broadcasts were
given, four public talks! and a lecture
for a negro Forum. ):1iss Reimer also
met twice a week with the believers!
giving valuable teaching suggestions.
Cincinnati has developed many fine
contacts this past year through public
and fireside meetings scheduled for visiting teachers. These have includecl
Mrs. Dorothy Baker. :Vlrs. :VTargery
McCormick, 1'1rs. Louise Caswell,
Mrs. Grace Ober, l\11r. Louis Gregory
and :\Ir. Harlan Oher. A study class
has been formed which pronllses a
bright future.
Pasadena, Calif., is experiencing a
rebirth as a result of community prayer. Three weekly study classes are
now conducted for inquirers; a monthly public meeting is fast growing in attendance; three ne,,".r members have
heen accepted; and on December 3rd a
wonderful Amity Dinner was given.
the iull account of which has not ·yet
reached us. This Assembly also hoPes
to begin extension work soon.
Spn:ngfield, Mass., has reported the
visit of 1\'lrs. Amelia Collins, who spent
some time in Paxton. A guest at one
meeting was the daughter of E({,,,,,'ard
Bellamy.
Various other informal
groups' met \'Vith 1\lrs. Collins at lv1onson, Three Rivers. and Paxton. and
many new friends were introduced to
the Call.<:;e from these amI other nearby
cities.
.
A comnrehensive report from Binghamton. ;V. Y., for Aug-ust and Sentembcr hring-s news of this ;'\ssemhly's
far-flung- interests. Binghamton believers are asststinl! in Scranton. Svracuse, Ithaca, and Norwich. Six have
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enrolled during this period and others
are studying, \',:ith new classes also for
teen-age girls and children. The most
interesting activity was the Baha'i parti;:ipation in the H.lorld Congress of
lOHth held at Vassar College, August
16t~-23rd_ }Iis.' Ida Noyes, Binghamton s youth chaIrman, spent the entire
week, as did l\lrs. Frances Stev\1art of
Utica, ,'\:ho was hostees for the South
Amer~can delegation. A Temple model
~'as dLsplaycd and over 3,000 pieces of
literature were distributed. President
and )"-Trs. MacCracken of Vassar became t;lt'quainted with the Faith, ):Irs.
Roosevelt inspected the Temple model.
P.r0fes~0.r Howson of the Department
ot RehgtOn asked for a picture of the
Temple to be hung in the Vassar Library, and books are to be sent also.
Several other Baha'is from Binghamton and ~ew York City visited the
conference J and two informal discussion groups were held. One of the
guests was a Chinese girl, the "heroine
of Shanghai."
Baha'i participation in the CUfwdian
National Exhibition was also most
noteworthy. This Exhibition, from
August 26th to September 10th, is the
world's laTgest annual one and this
year it had a record attendance. \\Tith
the help of :VIontreal and Toronto a
beautiful exhibit of the Temple ";'as
arranged (photograph in December issue), designed by Mr. W. S. Maxwell. About 5!000 pieces of literature
were given to visitors from as far
afield as South Africa. It is hoped
that this effort will result in increased
Baha'i activity throughout Canada.
In Michigan exceptional work is being done by I\.laTzieh Carpenter and the
Eggelstons. Conta<:ts have been made
in eleven cities and Mrs. Carpenter has
spoken before thirty-two groups, including Rotary, Kiwanis, Shrine, Exchange, Vii omen's, Church, and school
groups.
Eighty-eight Bahi'is from sixteen
communities of California and Arizona
met in a Reqional Conference at Bakersfield, California, on the weekend of
October 15th-16th. The a.<tivities included a tea f~r new people; two radio
talks; a teachmg conference on HPio_
neer Teachine- in the Seven-Year
~lan"; a Rah~'i luncheon in the open
alr; and a pubhc meeting Sunday afternoon. when }frs. Reulah Lewis and
"'\f r. I.e-roy Ioas sooke on r'A Raha'i
Internretation of \Vorld Crisis." The
tta<:"hinfr con [erence has led to a remarkable impetus in spirit and extension work, in those communities which
sent delegates. All were happy at the
following- cable from 5ho)(hi Effendi.
in reply to a conference greeting: "Ap-
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preelate mes:-,age.
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Praying (oJ11IJlete

reahzatlOn hIghest hopes."
The San Joaquin Valley \vas alsu
visited during August by ).·liss Claudia
Coles Aldridge of London, England,
....VllO spoke four times at fl~eside groups
in BakersfIeld on the radiO there, and
in Fresno, V.Toodlake. Three Rivers,
and Atascadero.
The reports from our smaller Groups
and pioneer areas and teachers are as
brimful of good news as all of the others. There Groups have recently organized in Eexie), and Circleville, Ohio,

and in lvfarys-uille, .J."fichigmJ. The
~larysville and Port Huron Baha'is
have sponsored four radio broadca.sts
since spring, with Allen McDaluel,
Harlan Ober, and Marzieh Carpenter
as speakers. They also arranged a hV?week exhibit of the Temple model In
three business localities, and during
this time an article was prepared on
the Temple which was read over the
local radio station.
In Jamestov,}'H,
1\1. Y.! there are six registered believers. Re<:ently a talk was sponsored on
the practical function of religi~n in tl~e
life of a business man. to which bUSIness acquaintances were invited. The
Group in Three Rivers~ llfass.~ now has
a children's study class.
Kno:rt-ille~ Tenn., plans to form an
Assem bly next ApriL All Feasts and
anniversaries are observed, several
regular classes and meetin.gs are held,
and a fine stimulus was gamed as a result of the National Spiritual Assembly
meeting there. Recent Baha'i visitors
have included :VIme, Orlova, Mr, and
Mrs, Frank Warner, and Mr, and Mrs.
Floyd Sparr of Lima. Mrs. Caswell
writes, "\Ve are beginning to get the
lively spirit of the Cause here,. The
heLicvers are beginning to come mto a
new radiance and we now have a nudeus on which to base our work."
A pioneer campaign was carried on
by :vr r s, Gertrude S tru ven, and Mrs,
Gavle \Voolson in the tn-CIty area of
Davenport, ]ov...'a.; .J.~loti1Je and Rock
Island, Illinois, from November 6th to
24th, After a public meeting a study
group was formed, which wi1~ .?e con~
tinue<l bv the two local Baha \s; five
radio talks were given; a dub of young
\. . orking girls invited a speaker, and
many contacts were made for future clu 1)
dates. These pioneer teachers repo~t
that "with h",,-o working together 111
perfect harmony it seems as though
we had done-' more than double
work . . . "
Exceptional results have been ob~
tained bv ~frs. Leonard King (S.y1 via
1\·tatteso~) in rVl:nn-ipeg, .1Iamtoba.
during- her two visits there in June and
July and in September and October,

NOTICE TO GROUPS
All groups planning to torm a
Spiritual Assembly on April 21
are requested to report their intention to the :National Spiritual
Assembly by February first, in
order to allow time for the l\'ational Assembly to discharge its
responsihility in preparing the
group.
Some years ag-o a letter received from Haifa stated that
.. Shoghi Effendi feels that i,:
any locality where the number ot
adult declared believers reaches
nine, a local Assembly should be
established, He feels this to be
an obligation rat!~er than a purely voluntary act.

A contact with the Phoenix Club, a liberal group! opened many doors. \'Veekly meetings with an attendance of twenty to fifty persons were held .at . the
Marlborough Hotel and the Wmntpeg
Free-Press gave much space for publicity. There were also eng-d.gements
at various clubs, with invitations for
the Spring. Mrs. King met sever~l
people who had con!acted t~e Cause In
other cities. A JeWIsh rabbI had hea~d
of it in Buffalo, a newspaper man In
Cleveland; three Junior College teacher,.;
had known Mrs. I yes in .f!tT oncton; an
Esperanto teacher had met ~aha'is in
Minne.apolis, Study classes WIll be carried on by .Miss Lillian Tomlinson,
\vho already has motored with several
friends to visit the Temple, and a loan
library is established at her home.
There arc also Baha'i books at the
Phoenix Club and in the Metaphysical
Library,
Mrs, Loulie Mathews recently spent
three weeks with :VIrs, R. D. Little in
C &ViHglo-n, La., during which tit~e two
intensive study <:lasses ,",,'ere earned on
and several talks were given. A lovely
gift was made by Mrs. Mathews of a
Fellowship House, to be used not o~ly
bv the Baha'is but as a Commumty
Center, The huilding was dedicated
on the anniversary of the Ascension of
'Ahdul'-Baha.
1\.frs. Little writes:
"Although the little house. seems ~er.y
unimportant in size we all teel.that It lS
destined to achieve great thm,{!"s. It
will supply a gre~t nee~ and will
through this make It pOSSIble..~o promote and demonstrate the Baha 1 teach"
ings. All are deeply touched
The Group in AUmquerque. N . .IlL,
has reported its activities at the ::..Ie\\!
11cxica State Fair, October ?t~ to
16th in connection with an exhlhit of
the Temple model. One heliever was

in constant attendance and hunnreds of
registrations were obtained, which are
being catalogued for future work. Two
thousand picture postcards of the Temple were given and on Children's Day
each child received one. :Man,,- of the
visitors spoke of having seen the Temple in \\!ilrnette. The friends report
that the Fair was attentlcd by many
who had spent their lives in isolated
ranch and mountain homes, and also
by those of varied racial groups, such
as Spaniards, :vrexicans, Indians, and
l\egroes. These were delighted with
the universal vie''''point of the FaIth
and accepted literature with gratitude.
Buffet suppers are now being held. for
those newly-interested, and the hehevers report a great stimulation to their
work since the Fair. Surely these few
Baha'is have won the admiration of us
all with their real sacrifice of time ann
means.
Other new areas ha·ve their pioneer
teachers. Tn Huntington, ff'est Virgim"<t, Harold Hunt of Washington,
D. C,! has found employment and 15
making many fine contacts. Speaking
engagements have been arranged for
Stanwood Cobb at the International
Cluh of :Marshall College and the
YMCA Forum, Mr, Hunt was also
able to introduce the Faith to Commander Hughes of the U.S.S. Panay.
Miss Nayan Hartfield has been working in Greenwood! A·liss., with an i.solated believer, Mrs. Bivins. Dunng
October new contacts were made in
Little Rock, Ark" by Mrs. Iva Smack
of IVfuskegon, during a short-·visit. !he
Teaching Committee has also received
advice that Miss Rezi Sunshine has returned to Arkansas. In Fort Sam
Houston, Texas, a weekly study class
is held. according to Mr. H. R
Hurlhut.
A teaching tTip through Ohio was
made by Charles Mason Remey in O~
tober. He also spent several days In
Urbana, speaking four times at the
University of Illinois, and for ~he first
public meeting to be arranged m Danville. a city in which Urbana has begun· extension te-aching.
.vr rs, Ruth :>foffett was scheduled
nn the Ohio-Pennsylvania circnit in
October. when fi ve new study grau ps
were formed. In August she made
fortv-two talks in Eagle Riv(!T. H-'i.c,
1eadlng to a study class of about tw~n
tv-five persons of great capaCIty.
Classes were also held for ten days on
the Puza Estate. outsine of Eagle
River which was dedicated as a future Baha'i Summer School.
J\n extensive trip through the Southern States was made by James Stone.
Jr., of Tenafly, N. J.. in connection
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with his business, from July to SeptemLer. During his short trip in each
city ~-1r. Stone attempted to locate the
isolated believers, traced through the
libraries those who had read Baha'i
books, and developed many new contacts. His report will greatly assist in
future plans for these undeveloped
areas.
LorTol Jackson is now in Butte._
lv/ ontana, holding weekly study classes
and assisting an Esperanto group of
young people. She iorwarded in October the regi,tration of Irene Caldwell, age seventeen, who has been
reared in the Faith.
Beatrice Irn. in writes from London,
where she arrived on August 14th, that
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she spoke about the Temple during a
tdcvision bruadi:ast arranged oy the
British Broadcasting Company_
This acc-ount by no means 'completes
the important and exciting new:) on
hand. Especially the splendid organization oi our Regional Committee ''\o'ill
have to be considered in a later review.
But enough has been related to thrill
us all with the move-m·ent alive in the
Cause, as it advances in its quest for
the men and women of the future, Potential wad d ci tizens: America is filled
with them! ,'Ie have only to be diligent and faithful in the search, and
Baha'u'lJah Himself will surely guide
us.
~T ATION AL TEACHING COMbo1ITTEE.

"DRAW NIGH UNTO BAHA'U'LLAH"
" 'Supreme asccndency is to be attributed' this Day, to none except God,
He Who hath no peer nor equal, Who
is the Most Powerful, the All-Subduing!' "-Gleani1!gs, pg. 36.
"Should any created thing lay claim
to any existence, when confronted with
the infinite wonders of Thy Revelation,
so blasphemous a pretension would be
more heinous than any other crime in
all the domains of Thine invention and
creation,"
Prayers and lHeditations,
pg. 133.
"Thou art, 0 my God and the Exultation of my heart, the One Who hath
adorned Thy Tablet, of which none is
aware except Thee, with the mention
of this Day which Thou didst call after
Thy name, that haply none mayan that
cia.y be seen save Thy most august S~lf.
a11(1 naught else be brought to mmd
except Thy most sweet rememhrance."
Pra-vers and ]vleditations.
pg.277.
"This is the Day, 0 my Lord, which
Thou didst announce unto all mankind
as the Day whereon Thou , . .·ouldst reveal Thy Self, and shed Thy radiance,
and shine brightly over all Thy creatures." P'ra'yers aHd AI editatioHs, pg.

275.
"This is the Day whereon naught
can be seen except the splendors of the
Light that shineth from the face of Thy
Lord, the Gracious, the 1\·lost Bountiful." Gleanings, pg. 29.
"Deny not Thy loved one" 0 my
Lord, the sweet savors of this Day
whereon the mysteries of Thy name,
the Self-Subsisting, \vere unraveled,
and all that had been enshrined w ithin the treasuries of Thy wisdom was
revealed. This is the Day, 0 my Lord,
"".. hereon every atom of the earth hath
been made to vibrate and to cry out:
'0 Thou Who Art the Revealer of
signs and the King of Creation! I,
verily, perceive the fragrance of Thy
presence. 1'Iethinks Thou has revealed
Thyself, and unlocked the door of reunion with Thee before all who are in
Thy heavens and all who are on Thy
earth," Pra}wr's and ill editati01ts, pg.
279.
"Canst thou discover am,' one but
Me! 0 Pen, in this Day? . -. La, the
entIre creatIOn hath passed away!
Nothing remaineth except J\.fy Face,
the Ever-Abiding, the Resplendent, the
All-Glorious." Gleanings, pg. 29.

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS

bearer oi gladness. It confereth the
gift of everlasting liie.-BAH"\'l.1'LLAH.
Mr. Mark Grass, Omaha.
Mr. Edward Angell, Atlanta, Mich.
Mr<. )Jettie L. ~apier. Nashville.
l\'irs. E. B, Zimmermann, 1'1iiwaukee.
I\·1rs, .Anna Eliza Ripley, Milwaukee.
Mr. J. F. Blazek, Sr., San Francisco.

Seaule, eight. Urbana, one. Nashville, one. Portland, one. Buffalo,
three,
New York, fonr.
Spokane,
three. Los Angeles, one. Eliot, one.
Clendale, Calif., one. Augusta, three.
Rochester, one. Toronto, seven,
IN MEMORIAM
Death proffcreth unto every confident believer the cup that is life indeed. It hestoweth joy, and is the

ASSEMBLY ROLL
Eliot, I\'Iaine. Until further notice,
address communications to :Mrs. Lionel
Loveday, Acting Secr etary.

7
Toronto, Ont. .New Secretary, )'-1iss
Elsa Beecroft, 443 Jarvis Street.
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

IHdex
Dishop Brown, Chairman, P. O. Box
9, Ingomar, Fa.
}{iss Alice X. Parker
Mrs. Ruth Randall Brown
Kenneth Chapin
Library
A ppointmcn t 0 f another Officer:
Mrs. S. H. Sims, Secretary, Leroy
Apartments, Red Bank, 1\. J.
Child Education
Jr'Irs. Robert I,.ewis arltled to committee.
1'ofew England Regio>w.I Teaching
}[rs. H. Chamberlain added to COI11mittee.

CHILD EDUCATION
Five outlines have been prepared and
reviewed for the teaching and training
oi children in study dasse:) and in the
home. One of these, ~'To Live the
Life," is now available in mimeographed iorm, and deals with the code
of life as given by the Master. These
twenty-four lessons are adapted to
children of ages 7 to 10. or more. Each
lesson includes an introduction to the
lesson. a story from scriptures or accepted Baha'i sources, and memory
passages irom the Words of Bah"u'1lah. Each lesson is prepared in two
sheets, attractively designed in the outline of the House of Worship, and is

BAHA'I EXHIBIT AT NEW
MEXICO STATE FAIR
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arranged as to make a complete

book of 4S pages for each child when
the course has been completed. \Vhen
ordering, ask for one complete set for
each child in the group, price 20c per
set. Suggestions for the teacher will
he included without extra charge and
without special mention. The committee requests that the complete 0 rdef be
~ent at one time whenever possible in
order to effect a saving in postage. The
twenty cent rate includes postage. Address orders to the secretary, l\.-liss EIcore Georgenson, 615 W. Elm St.,
Lima, Ohio.
Four more outlines are in the making and notices will appear when they
are ready for distribution. They will
cover the following subjects:
Bahi!,i Principles; 12 lessons, adapted to aU ages.
Baha'i Founders; 18 lessons, ages 9
to 15.
Dawn Breakers; 12 lessons, ages 7
to 12.
Creation; 15 lessons, ages 5 and 6.
A column in BAHA'i ).JEWS entitled:
·jFor Parents and Teachers~' has been
provided for use by the Child Education Committee, The friends are invited to contribute freely to this department.
DoROTHY BAKER, Chaintum
Er.CORE GEORGENSON, Secretary.

SUMMER SCHOOLS
Green Acre
The following courses will be given
during the 1939 season. The teachers
wi 11 be announced next month,
Islam; The Meaning of Life; Positive Living; The Dawn-Breakers; The
Seven Valleys; Some Answered Questions; Administration; Humanity's
Coming of Age; A Laboratory Course
on Teaching.
There will be two teachers each
week, morning courses, with afternoons
free for study, and interesting lectures,
panel discussions, open forum group,
etc., in the evenings.
The summer school will run for nine
weeks. Youth week comes July 2429, and is under the direction of the
Youth Week Committee.
The Green Acre Committee is making a special effort to have plenty of
activity over the ,veekends, and to
make the Sunday meetings a magnet to
interest new friends from nearby towns
anel cities.

Loubelen
Preliminary Announcement (sl1bject
to change)
First Youth Session, June 24-29
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1\{orning
I. Character: a sequence m a spiritual psychology
(Raha:i standards of conduct)
.11 iss Flora Hottes of Kenosha
] 1. a. The promise uf All Ages
(Baha'i Principles and History)
Rinaldo Quigley of -'lew York
(proposed)
b. The Prophet of Arabia.
(Facts auout Muhammad and His
Teachings)
]\'1.:..r. Firouziof Geneva,N.Y.
Afternoon
Ill. Laws of Baha'u']lith
(Social as distinguished fro111
spiritual Laws)
Clarence >riss of 11:ilwaukee.
The above courses to continue
through four days. The fiith day to be
given over to a forum conducted by
Mr. Niss on the subject Building CO»k
mun-it)1 Life. This is designed to introduce young people to Baha'i Administration and to a\'I,.aken the consciousness of the privilege and meaning of
becoming citizens of the \"\rorld Community of the :1'lost Great ).Jame.
Laboratory Session, July I-II
Morning
I. 9-11 Applied Administration
(Actual practice in selecting a Local
Assembly, appointed committees of
which will do publicity and contact
work in neighboring towns, hold a
Nineteen Day Feast, arrange a puhlic
meeting; also <conduct an annual convention and deal with other typical administrative prob1ems. This is an opportunity for obtaining a deeper understanding of both the spirit and application of Baha'i Administration and for
establishing a closer link between Local and -'l adonal Assemblies.)
To be in charge of N. S. A. and conducted by one of their members appointed by the N. S. A.
II. 1 ]·12 Study
Afternoon
ITT. 1 :30-3:00 The Three Worlds
(Research in Baha'i Teachings)
Teacher to be announced.
IV. 4 :00-5 :30 Public Speaking
Mrs. ~iaude Beagle of Flint.
General Session, August 6-13
Morning
1. The Administrative Order of Raha'u'lliih
Teacher to be announced.
II. Islamic Culture and Rr:ligion
Mrs. Helen Bishop (proposed)
III. The Art of Living (As illustrated
by lives of historic Baha ~is.)
:Mrs. Alice Bacon of Monson,
Mass. (proposed)

Afternoon
IV. What is the Hah!!'i Faith'
(a sel-ics of talks un variuus
phases of the Faith)
Albert Windust of Chicago (proposed)
St'cond Youth Session, August 16-20
(Titles of courses as in nrst youth session, above)
Proposed teachers1. :1hs. Virginia Camelon, \Vilmette
II. a. Robert Gaines of t: rhana, []lirmis
h. Mrs. Helen Bishop of San
Francisco
[[I. Carl Scheffler, of Evanston. Illinois
PUBLISHING
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Baha'i Scriptures-After the last
few copies are sold, no more of the
hook in its present form \"'ill be available, as the ·Guardian wishes certain
alterations to be made before a new edition is printed.
Portms of Freedom, by Howard C.
Ives-less than 100 copies of this book
are on hand, and friends wishing it are
urged to send orders immediately. Per
copy. $2.25,
T ahirih The Pure, by Martha L.
Root-A study of the great Bahi'i
heroine by onc who has traveled to the
places in Iran which are consecrated
to her rnemorv. ~fiS5 Root's book was
completed in-India and published in
that country. Per Ctlpy, paper covers,
$0.50; cloth binding, $0.75.
INTER-AMERICA
COMMITTEE
Mrs. Francis Benedict Stewart has
arrived in Buenos Aires, South America and has begun her arduous labors
as a Baha'i teacher in Latin America_
The Inter-America ·Committee wishes
to share with all the friends extracts
from her first two letters:
"My heart knows that next April
21st a Spiritual Assembly will be
formed here. I only had to suggest that
I had conic to make plans to bring the
people together to teach the Bahi'i
Faith, the response was immediate.
They are arranging that I may have
an exhibit of Baha'I literature. A very
fine man has been elected Presidertt
with many liberals ahout him, I have
an introduction to him as well as to
many of the foremost educators."
w(..ast week I addressed six different
groups, besides having countless personal interviews. This week has bef'1l
glorious! A group of well known men
in the field of science and education invited me to address them and all are
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3. Why must the manifestation have
kr~O\vledge

of the realities u i all

thmgs?

The Uni'uersai eyrles.
Preliminary Questions1. \\fhat are cycles? \·Vhat causes
them? How often does a new
cycle begin?
2. How old is the world?
3. \\'hat happens to people who lived
in cycles past-:
Review Questions1. Explain the meaning of cycles?
2. \Vhat is the relationship Letween
a cycle and a manifestation?
3. What has happened to past
cycles?
4. Vv'hat cy.c1es are we in now?

TEMPLE MODEL IN FLORIST SHOP AT PORT HURON

clamoring ior the books. A well known
astronomer spent an evening fascinated
with the cycle of manifestation and the
evolution of ci"vilization. I have appointments for every hour of next
week as I am gathering together those
who have expressed the desire for
deeper study and from this we shall
hritlg forth our permanent group J
feel sure."
LoULIE A. MATHEWS, Chairmatl.

YOUTH STUDY DAYS
The third Outline in the senes prepared for the Youth Study Days is as
follows : The Five Aspects of Spi,,:!
Preli!ninary Questions1. Is there any difference between
your soul, mind, and spirit?
2. How is one aware of spirit?
Review Questions1. V\rhat are the five divisions of the
spirit? Describe them. \~rhat art'
the differences between them?
TI,,' ni,"·".-t)' Con Only He Compre.
hended Through the Dipine
Manifestations.
Preliminary Questions1. Can ' ' 'c know God?
2. \Vhat do Baha'is helif've abOll~
divinity?
3. \~rtlV is it necessary to have
prophets of maniiesta'tinlls come
to mankind?
Review Questinu51.ean \,,'e comprehenu Goel.? \Vhy?
2. \Vhat 15 the only \'\:ay we call
learn about Cod?"
3. Il ow does the Bah;}."'f belief ahont
clivinity difff.'r from Anthropomorphism?

The Three Stations of the Divine
J.~1 anifestat-ions,
Preliminary Questions1. Are some prophets of manifestations greater than others?
2. vVhat is the difference between
a manifestation and an ordinary
man?
.
3. Have there ahvays heen rnani festations?
4. Does a manifestation die like
other men?
Review Questions1. \Vhat are the three statiuns of divine manifestations?
2. Does God think in terms of time?
The Hu.man Conditions mtd the Spiritual C mrdit1:on of the Dirljne
AI an-ifestatl:on.
Preliminary Questions1. Do manifestations have oistinct
personalities as mankind does?
2. Are manifestations different from
other people throughout their
lives?
Review Ouestions1. H m:; can a manifestation he comparen to a mirror?
?
Is the spirit affected hy hardship)
The K-no'wledge of the Di'v£ne
J-[amyestat/oJts.
Prf'liminarv Ouestions*
1. Is th~ k~Qwledgc of a manifestation limited:'
2. How do they g-et their kno'\'ledge?
3. \\!hy must the manifestation have
knowledge of all things?
Review Questions1. \Vhat are the h ...·o kinds of knowledge?
2. \Vhat are the differences between
them?

The Pmc'" and Influence of the Divillf'
,ittanifestations.
Preliminary Questions-1. Of what importance is a manifestation in the daily life of man?
2. \~lhat causes mankind to be more
enlightened at some times than at
others?
Review Questions1. \~lhat causes the enlightenment of
mankind?
2. How can one compare the apvearance of a manifestation to the
coming of spring?
The Tv.'O Classes of Prophet.,
Preliminary Questions1. Is one prophet as great as another?
2. \Vhy is it neces~arv to have reIi gion renewed?
~
Review Questions1. 'Nhat are the two kinds of
prophets)
2. To what category do Buddha and
Con fuci us belong?
3. What is the relationship between
the two kinds of prophets)
4. \Vhy must religion be renewed?
F.rplanation of th~ Rebukes Addressed
by God to the Prophets
Preliminary Questions1. In the Bible and other holy book;
we read rebukes addressed to the
prophets. Since they are our inspirations to whom we are to look
for guidance, why is this?
?
The prophets are supposed to he
faultless, yet they often con tess
their sins and faults-whv?
Review Questlons~
1. Vv'hv does God address rebukes h,
the prophets?
2. For whom are these rebukes
meant?
have
3. Docs
a
manifestation
faults?
ExNmw.fiolt of the Verse of fhe Kitabu!l-Aqda.s, "There is no associate for
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the Oa\"ming-place of command m the
Supreme Sinlessness."
Preliminary questions1. Explain sinlessness.
2. Are the manifestations free from
sin?
3.Can a human being Lccollle sinless?
:Review Questions1. \\-'hat are the two kinds of sinlessness? Explain them.
7.. ,"Vhat body besides the manifestation may have essential sinlessness:
3. What is the meaning of "He does
what He wishes"?
INTERNATIONAL AUXILIARY
LANGUAGE COMMITTEE
Although the report of ~1iss Zalllenhors work in Cleveland has not been
sent in yet and for this reason a final
report on that phase of the activity of
this Committee cannot be made, we
have something of real interest to report which took place during her last
days in America.
Miss Zamenhof arrived in New
York, N"ovembcr 15 and was here for
two weeks awaiting the sailing ot her
BAHA'I FELLOWSHIP HOUSE, COVINGTON, LOUISIANA
steamer for Polann. During the secomi week of her stay she addressed the
first meeting arranged by the Brooklyn ing interest in our Faith, cannot be ,1 Europe as well. The headquarters of
Teaching Committee, to which the Es- cuincidence-. It must be the "Assist- this movement are in Northampton,
perantists of that Borough were in- anCe of the Blessed Perfection." Such I\.ia.ss., if you wi:.-;h to get -in touch with
vited. They responded so well and an opportunity ..."ill not come our way them.
Baha'is will find that the people whu
showed such interest and attraction again; an upportunity \'I,:hich can be use(l
that this Committee wish -to bring it to in the smallest town as well as in the join their Esperanto classes in turn bethe attention of the Baha'is; as it im- largest city. \Vhne there are Espe- long to other groups and societies. with
plies, that now is the time for us to in- rantists in a dty, they will be glad to whom contacts can be made. For interest the Esperantists in the Baha'i cooperate by teaching the class. \~'here stance, the Quakers and International
Faith. They were more receptive than there is none, it is a simple matter for Rotary endorse Esperanto. In Boston,
formerly, and this is due undoubtedly a Baha'i to teach the class by studying \'Vhen the Esperantists observed the
to )of iss Zamenhof's devoted and self- a lesson or two ahead of the students. birthday of Dr. Zamenhof, the Baha'is
sacrificing service during the last year. An easy textbook can be bought trom cooperated with them, and Dr. Ali·
Now, while this condition exists, is the the Esperanto Association in \Vashing- K uli Khan ,"vas the principal speaker on
time to contact them. And very fortu- ton, for 20c each, with a reduction for the program. One of the younger Esperantists, who is president of a Pornately, an occasion has just arisen by an order of 20 hooks.
which the Baha'is can not only contact
Another opening which the Commit- tuguese organization consisting of fifty
the Esperantists but also reach entire tee would urge the Baha'is to use persons, has asked that Dr. Khan come
strangers by means of classes in this through Esperanto, is the YOL1th Hos- and speak to them.
Certainly, "This is the Day whereon
auxiliary language.
tel 1vlovement. It originated in GerThey have been filming in Holly- many over twenty years ago, but is not naught can be seen except 'the splenwood a play in which the Lunls ap- more than five years old -in this coun- dors of the Lig-ht that shineth from the
peared on Broadway about two years try. It is growing rapidly and has a iace of thy Lord, the Gracious, lhe
ago, caIled 'Idiot's Delight.' To avoid definite need of members ,,,,,ho can }fost Bountiful."
DELLA C. QUINLAN". Chairman.
a difficulty which would have prevented speak Esperanto. Any young person
the film's being shmvn in one of the who can speak it who became a memEuropean countries, parts of this film ber would he considered a definite asset
are spoken in Esperanto and the scene and welcomeJ accordingly. Becansf'
THE SONG CELESTIAL
transferred to a mythical country. of the small tlt1mhers of Esperantists
Clark Gable and ),J"orma Shearer are in /\1Jlerica, none of them young with
Letter from the Guardian
lhe stars. Anyone win readily appre- the exception of the Cleveland mem\Vith Shoghi Effendi's consent is
ciate the pUhlicity that this will give bers, this need cannot he met by them.
to Esperanto and the large number of \\ihich leaves the field clear for the puhlisbed this excerpt from his letter
strangers that one can attract to a class Baha'is. It 15 needless to stress the to Mr. Howard Colhy lves dated June
advertised -in a local paper. To have value of this opportunity for uur young 30, 1939:-"The announcement of the forthcolTIthis happen just at the moment when people who wish to spread the Cause,
the Esperantists themselves are show- not alone in our O\",'n country but in ing publication of The Song Celestial
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has rejoiced alld refreshed the heart ot
uur helm'ed Guardian. He fervently
hopts that this latest pnXlUdiotl (;i
your able pen v.:ill bring wide re",ponse
trom the believers. and that tbev \"r'ill
cooperate in giving it tht publicity it
truly deserves, and thus help it realize
the purpose for which it has been \\'ritten, namely. to introduce the Faith
thruugh tht presentation of the TeadLings in an attra<:tiveiy artistic iorm,"

MEETING AND CONFERENCE
AT URBANA
The Decembn meeting of the ;.J ational Spiritual Assembly included a
public meeting. luncheon with the
Spiritual Assembly and a regional Conference representing friends from a
large number of centc-rs.
The public meeting, held in a parlor
of the \Vuman's Building, Cniversity
uf Illinois, was arranged by the Baha'i Youth Group of the University_
The speakers were introduced by Miss
Sweeney, an undergraduate_ Allen E_
:\!cDaniel presided, Harlan Ober spoke
on The Spiritual Remedy for World
Strife, and Horace Hollev on \;Vorld
Community: ANew Creation. Reauti luI and ~ppropriate music was contributed by Sol Cohen and Julius
Cohen.
~lrs. ~1arjory McCormick presided
at the Conference Sunday afternoon,
\vhich concluded with a buffet supper.
\bout seventy Baha'is wefe present,
representing the following cities: Urbana, Chicago, !VI ilwaukee, Kenosha,
Peoria, \Vilmette, \Vinnetka, Springfield, Detroit, VVashington, Boston,
~lontreal,
D11buque, Los Angeles,
\Yest Englewood, ).lew York. Twentv-five different helievers spoke briefly
O"n some suhject provided in the agenda. ,,;hich is evidence of the true ~pirit
of consultation_
i

BAHA'I FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
At Covington
From )'Trs. Loulie l\Jathn,'s come~
tlJe following g-raphic report on the establishmt:ut of a public meeting- place
de\-isecl to accomplish a difficult teach·
ing task ill a prejudiced f'tlYironment.
Covington, Louisrana. is a small city
sevelltv-fi"T miles from ;.Ie",' Orleans.
)fario;l Little makes hE'l' home there
and there is no group or i\ssembly in
rhe state and in orner to have a focal
point from \",'hieh to spread tht' teachings, it was deciderl to estahlish a small
c0I11l1111t1ity house here in order to
make a practical demonstration of Raha'i icteals.
_\n old unused shop stamlillg at th('
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elLtrance of St. Paul's College \vas
lL,asetl very im:xpt:l1sivt'ly. A woodeu
tract uurdt'rcJ by a slllall stream made
a natural bonndary line; it ,vas dilapidated but not irredeemable, so \'ve went
to work painting and planting and raking while a fireplace. pantry and a tight
roof ",vere built by a local carpenter.
Long steps "'...·ere placed at the entrance
so that in summer with the doors open
the meetings could take plcv.::e under
the trt't's.
The newspapers gladly ran articles
describing it amI praising the enterprise, but they refused to use the word
"Bah:l'}" as this section of the country is dominated by clergy and they did
not think it a wise move, On December 10, 1938. it was completed and invitations to the dedication were sent to
all the ministers and priests as well as
to the peopJe,
As "YTarion Little is well known and
looked up to by all the various religions
bodies, she \yas elected as chairman.
The name of "Fellowship" according
to the Raha'i use of the word was e.xplained and the quotation \'I:hich inspired it was reaJ: "Consort with all
the people \...,ith love and fragt-ance for
fellmvship is the .cause of unity and
unity is the source of orucr in the
world." The twelve Baha'i principles
followed, with a short explanation of
each.
Then the ~favor of the city was introducer!' lIe -graciollsly thanked us
for Ollr gift to Covington of such a
center and recommended all citizens to
help- make it a success_
There followed a splendid address
by I\lr. Pitcher, the superintendent of
schools. He stressed the need in every
communitv ot such a center actuated
by the Biha'i spirit and ~aid that he
had caught a little of its fire. rVIiss
Olga Kaufmann, a moving spirit in the
Tht'osophic group, read the golden rule
as gi ven down the ages_ Mrs. Anna
Smith, a tormer teacher of Latin in the
high schools ann a believer, read a
paper showing the tn'ncl towards universality in many centers today, the
cOLlling of age of the people and snpported her condusions 'i.....·ith many' quotations from the Baha'[ writing-so In
clusing Loulie l''lathews spoke on the
clifff'rences between the ideals of iellmvship in the ne\v day, and thosf' to
which we wt're accustollled, the depth
of insight that must he lLseo to bring
a spil-itual atllalgamation (\hout. and
read from Tile Bahli'i [Forld :\:lr.
Holle,"s article. a pnrtioll of which was
printed in the .)'f. Tallllllall'l.'·J FanJ1C1-.
}"lrs. Ellis, \...·ell knmyn as lecturer and
teacher. and who has come into the
Faith. read fAhdl1'I-DahfL's prayer ior
the America:>:,

1J
,-\bout sixty attended and all exprt'ssnl enthusiasm for the project
and entered mto the spirit, difference::.
\vere laid aside and a spirit of felIow:,hip appeared among those present.
Baha'i meetings and classes have
been arranged and the rooms have been
offered to other groups. It is hoped
that all the friends will pray that it
may be the means or attracting the people of the state of Louisiana and bringing to them the knowledge of the future \\'orld Order of Baha'u'lIah,

NEWS ITEMS
The ;.Iational Assembly requests believers who send in copies of letters
received from the Guardian to submit
also a copy of their letter to him.
The Nineteen Day Feast falling on
December 31 was this vear observed
by the New York Bahi\ Community
from 9 P. :VI. to midnight. Following
the program of readings and the consultation, a buffet supper was served
until eleven-thirty, _when the moving
picture film of 'Abdu'l-Baha was
shown, His ,,'oice record played, and
the me.eting enned with prayers.
An mterestcd group was gathered
together by Orcella Rexford at \Vilmington. Delaware. a few months ago.
and a study class organized which has
been conducted bv 1Trs, Huff of Philadelphia_
~
The Spiritual Assembly of Yonkers
has arranged to ha,,'e one of the believers listed in the telephone directorv
under f'Baha'i" as well as under th~
believer's personal name, thus enabling
traveling- believers and interested local
persons to make contact readily with
the Faith. The general question of a
permanent local ,address for Balja';
correspondence is still unsolved in the
majority of communities. It is hoped
that each Assembly will make effort to
establish some address not subject to
frC(lUent alteration as secretaries move
or nevI: officers a.re ele.cted.
Local i\,:;semblies are requested to
notify the Xational Teaching Committee which members of the community
reside in nearby towns. This information will enable the Committee to de~
vdop helpful plans and suggestions for
the extension of Assembly teaching
Tilt'" data is helpful also in connection
with the election of new Assemhlies
where nLne or more Baha'is, nm\- voting members of a community, reside
OLttside its civil limits_
From I\fr. Ouskol1lie, our Baha'i
brnther of Shanghai, has come some
copies of a leaflet he has prepared contai1ling e'tTl "Equation uf Raha'i and
(~r~gorian Calendar" \" . . ith explanatorv
text. He is also <listriLuting the panl-
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phlet "Some Principles uf the 13ahft'i
Faith;' and this tea-ching \',.'ark will
have the loying pI-ayers and uc::.t ,:vishes
of all the friends.

ACTIVITIES IN THE
BRITISH ISLES
Teaching Report
In acconlance with the plan made by
the" .S.A. at the beginning of the year.
teaching bas been arranged in Bradford.
and Torquay. In Bradford, :\If. K orton
has given a room in his warehouse for
Baha'i meetings, and several have already been held. The plan is for a
teacher to go there every two weeks.
The Manchester Spiritual Assel1lbly
will send one every month and the
N.S.A. will do the satne. Tn Torquay
]\.1r5. Stevens is holding meetings, and
will be assisted by Mrs. Slade for a
short while in November. The secretary of the K.S.A. recently visited Manchester, Bradford J Torquay
(where an address was given to the
Psychology Club) and Brighton. . An
invitation has been received to present
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the Faith to the Hournemouth Psychology Club.
The London Spiritual .-\s.scllIbly ha::;
appointed regional teaching groups to
\".-urk in their own di:stricts. and sevefrll fireside meetings are held regularly. Four new believers have heen
declared.
In .1-1anchester new people are coming to the meetings, and the children's
class on Sundays is very popular.
Three new believers have been declared.
Three new believers wefe declared
at Summer Schuul, and we take thi"
opfXlrtunity of welcoming them. They
\..·ere I\·frs. \Vard of Torquay, rvlrs.
Rosalind Vance of Sowberry Court,
and :Miss Bonney of. London.
Summer Schoo', 19 J 9

The following plans have already
been made for next year's Summer
SchooL The date is July 22nd to
August 12th, and the place is High
Leigh,
Hoddesdon,
Hertfordshire,
about thirty miles north of J~ondon.
A prospectus and full programme will
be published later, but in the meantime

the [ricnus are urged to try and come
eluring the bank holidar week-end, as
we have to guarantet' a~l attendance ot
fifty during that periorl. The rates are
eight shillings per day inciustye. anJ
there are plenty of single rooms available.
A Baha';' Newspaper

The )J ational Spiritual Assembly has
approved plans for the publication or
a monthly newspaper. It will be called
The .J.Ve1fJ fVoyld Order and a design
for the front page has been made hy
~Ir. Donald Millar.
It will be sold
for threepence per copy or an annual
subscription of three and sixpence including postage. The paper is chiefly a
means of .contact and publicity, and the
first number will be sent to five thousand people. It will contain an editorial, short articles, quotations from the
Bahi'i \Vritings, excerpts from current
speeches and other material which will
help to .create a body of opinion in favor of the universal principles of Baha ·u'llih. It is intended to follow up
the contacts which will be established
by those people who respond to the
fi rst number.
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"THE RAREST PRIVILEGE EVER CONFERRED BY PROVIDENCE
UPON THE AMERICAN BAHA'I COMMUNITY"
Letter from ShQghi Effendi
Dearly beloved co-workers:
I have, in a reoent cable addressed
to your Assembly, felt it necessary to
stress the paramount need of maintaining the proper balance beh"een the
Temple construction work and the
teaching activities which have been initiated and are being so energetically
conducted under your direction in accordance with the Seven Year Plan.
The twofold aim you are now pursuing should at no time become obscured,
nor should either one of the dual responsibilities YOll have assumed be allowed to preponderate over the other.
The urgency of the task connected \vith
the ornamentation of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar has been rightly recognized,
and its immediate needs have been generously and promptly met. A similar,
nay a mightier effort should now be
deliberately and persistently exerted ,in
the field of pioneer teaching, in both
the United States and Canada. Every
facility and encouragement, moral and
material, should be extended to the :-.rational Teaching Committee and its
auxiliary agencies to insure the speedy
terminat~on of the first stage in the
teaching campaign to \vhich every
American believer is now pledged.
Very soon we shall be entering the
second half of the last decade of this.
the first centurv of the Baha') Era. The
five remaining -years should esse:ntial1 r
be consecrated to the imperative, the
spiritual needs of the remaining Repub-

lies uf both Central and South Amer(ca, for whose entry into the fellowship
oi Baha 'u'llah the Plan was primarily
fonnulated. The prime requisite for
the definite opening oi what may Come
to be regarderl as one of the most brilliant chapters in American Baha'i History, is the comptt'tion of the initial
task which American Baha'i pioneers
must perform in the nine remaining
States and Provinces as yet unassociated with the organic structure of the
Faith.
The period ahead is short, strenuous,
fraught with mortal perils for human
society, yet pregnant with possibilities
of unsurpassed triumphs for the pmver
of Baha'u'lhih's n::demption Cause.
The occasion is propitious for a display, by the American Baha'i Community. in its corporate capacity, of an
effort which in its magnitude: character, and purpose must outshine its past
endeavors. Failure to exploit these
present. these golden opportunitie3
\,,-ould blast the hopes \·.,rhich the prosecution of the Plan has thus far aroused,
and would signify the loss of the rarest privilege ever conferred by Providence upon the American Baha'i COtIlmunity. It is in view of the critical~
ness of the situation that T was led to
place at the disposal of any pioneer
willing to dedicate himself to the task
uf the present holtr such modest resources as \vmlld facilitate the discharge of so enviable a duty_

The Baha'i World, increasingly subjected to the rigors of suppression, in
both the East and the West, watches
with unconcealed astonishment, and derives hope and comfort from the rapid
unfoldment of the successive stages of
God's Plan for so blest a community_
Its eyes are fixed upon this community,
eager to behold tl~e manner in whieh
its gallant" members will break down,
one after another, the barriers that obstruct their progress towards a divinely-appointed goal. On every daring
adventurer in the se:rvice of the Cause
of Bahi'u'lI"h the Concourse on high
shall descend, "each ~aring aloft a
chalice of pure light." Every une of
these adventurers God Himself will sustain and inspire. and will "cause the
pure waters of wisdom and utterance
to gush out and flow copiously from
his heart." "The Kingdom of God,"
writes 'Abdu'I-Baha, His possessed of
limitless p:1tency_ Audacious must be
the army of Hfe if the confirming aid
of that Kingdom is to be repeatedly
vouchsafed unto it . . . . Vast is th:::
arcna, and the time ripe to spur on th~
charger within it Now is the time to
reveal the force of one's strength, the
"itoutness of one's heart and the might
of one's soul."
Dearly-beloved frienus! What better
field than the vast virgin territories, so
near at hand. and \vaitin~ to receive.
at this vcry hour, their full sh..'ll"e of the
onrushing tide of Bahi'u'llih's redeem-
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ing !:race? ,Vhat theatre more befitting than these long-neglected nine remaining states and provinces in \vhich
the true heroism of the intrepid pioneers of H is \~r orId Order can be displayed? There is no time to lose.
There is no room left for vacillation.
Multitudes hunger for the Bread of
Life. The stage is set. The firm and
irrevocable Promise is .given, God':;
own Plan has been set m motion. It
is gathering momentum with every
passing day. The powers of heaven
and earth mysteriously assist in its execution. Such an opportunity is irreplaceable. Let the doubter arise and
himself verify the truth of such assertions. To try, to persevere, is to insure ultimate anti cumplete victory.
SIIOGHI.

January 28, 19.19.
LETTER FROM THE GUARDIAN

The Guardian's letter of January 21\,
1939, the postscript of which, in hi,
own hand, is reprinted above, contains
other passages here brought to the attention of the friends:Regarding Ahmad Schrab's recent
compilation of the reported vmrds uf
'Abu'l-Baha published under the title
"[ Heard Him Say," the Guardian
wishes the believers to ignore this book,
as it is wholly unreliable, a~ evidenced
by a passage in which the 1\{aster is reported to have indirectly stated that
Babu'l-Bab, the First Letter of the Living. had survived the Bab.
Concerning the nature at the activit ies to be cand ucted in the Foundation Hall; for the present, the Foundation Hall can be used for the holding
of administrative gatherings, feasts,
and public meetings, but the auditorium
should be reserved exclusively for purposes of worship.
He is also delighted at the progress
of the ornamentation work on the Temple and has every reason to hope that
the recently inaugurated Bahiyyih Khanum Fund will receive snch steady
flow of contributions from the individuals, groups and Assemblies as to insure the completion of the entire external decoration on that unique edifice even before the time fixed under
the Seven Year Plan. He wishes vou
to send him t\vo large size photographs
showing the latest progress of the ornamentation, for the Mansion in Bahji
and [or the International Archives of
!;!t. CamleL
In conclusion, I wish to renew once
more his plea com:eyed in hi~ successi\'e messages to tbe l\merican believers regarding the paramount \1r~ency
of intensifying the campaign- of teaching in ~orthem and particularly in

Regional Conference. Los Angeles, February 5, 1939, Held During Sessions of
the N. S. A.
Southern America. 1\0\.... that the Temple work is progressing so satisfactorily and may well be completed befOl'e
the year 1944, the American believers
should concentrate with added determination on the fulfilment of the second task they have pledged themselves
to accomplish under the Seven Y car
Plan. The teaching campaign which
under the guidance and exemplary
leadership of your Assembly has been
steadily advancing is far from having
attained the objective and ""rill require
much greater self-sacrifice ann resourcefulness than have so far been displayed. The remaining five years will
have indeed to witness a renewed and
added consecration bv each and e,,'crv
one of the friends in -the supreme task
of opening up not only the remaining
states and provinces in the United

States and Canada, but also the Latin
countries of South America, where the
difficulties of language, and the age-old
religious conservatism of the masses,
coupled with the growing economic and
political nationalism of their respective
governments, create barriers which the
combined anu united exertions of the
American believers, reinforced by Divine confirmations, alone can remove.
The Guardian ""rill ever pray that the
American Baha'i Community may continue to be sustained in its efforts for
the attainment of this high and noble
objective. For there can assuredly be
no victory more brilliant and befitting
with which thev can celebrate the hundredth anniver~ary of the Declaration
of the Faith, than the triumphal termination of the inter-American campaign of teaching.

A DEEPENING OF SPIRIT
To the American Baha'i community
has come from the Guardian three
communications which call for a deepening of our personal and collective life
in the Faith: the cablegram of January 26, a general letter dated December
25, 1939, and the letter dated January
28, reprinted above.

"N,ne Holy Souls"
\Vithin the brief veriod from the receipt of the cahlegram to the meeting
of the National Spiritual Assembly at
Los Angeles on Fehruary 3. the inspiration to arise as a pioneer teacher had
seized upon a number of friends. These
offers were received with gratitude and
admiration. In audition, one believer
has offered to contrihllte the expense
of settling a teacher in Alaska for ont:'
or t\'{O vears. This effect is evidence
of the spirit of consecration which has

been quickened in the Baha'i community.
It was found possible to take action
on three unoccupied areas, and other
actions will be reported after the next
meeting.
1\-lis5 Honor Kempton ,,,,,·ill proceed
to Alaska, ~fiss ". Grace Bissell to
Vermont, and IVliss Helen Griffing.
to Nevada, with the loving best wishes
and full cooperation of the Teaching
Committee and the ).Jational Assemblv.
Their sacrifice and devoted efforts to
establish the Faith -in those areas will
no doubt be prayerfully followed by all
their coworkers.
These facts w.ere reported to the
Guardian bv cableg-ram, and on Februarv 11. Shag-hi Effendi sent the following cabled rcply;.. Heart flooded (with) joyous gratitude (at) realization American believ-
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ers (are) rising magnificently (to meet
the) challenge (of this). unutterably
preciolls hour. ~ Convey .(to) Alaska,
~\J" evada (and) Vermont plOne<:Ts (my)
immense appreciatiun (of their) marvelous~ instantaneous, exemplar}' response.
Prayers continually accompany them."

Advent of Divine Justice'
This is the title of the Guardian's
general communication to the AI!Ierican Baha'is, in the form of the pnnted
pamphlet which will be sent as soon as
possible to all the behevers. Members
of communities will rffeive them
through their Spiritual Assembly,
members of groups through thelr correspondent, and the isolated friends
direct.
It would appear that in .. Baha'i Administration" the Guardian had described and created our functions and
duties within the community, in HThe
World Order of Baha'u'Uah" he had
revealed the relations of the community
to the entire world, and now he creates
the realities of the spiritual life in
action to obtain the universal goal ot
the Cause of God.
~rThe

Temple C"""tructUm
The February meeting acted also to
further the other precious aim, that of
completing the exterior of the Honse
of Worship before the end of the first
century of the Baha'i Era.
From the National Fund the sum of
$3,000 was appropriated to the Bahiyvih Khanum Fund, and the Ten:ple
Tr~stees were authorized to enter mto
a contract with the John J. Earley Studios for making the molds required for
the first story.
Thus, there are three contracts proceeding simultaneously: that for the
gallery section, almost completed; that
for the first story models, begun 10 De·
cember, 1938; and the new contract for
tnolds. In addition, the quartz neet1~d
for the castings of the first 8tory Units
is being acquired by monthly purchases
under very favorable condItions, an
economy that will not show until the
next contract, that fOT castmg the umts
and applying them to the first story
surface, IS under way.
The January is~ue o~ BAHA'i }JE\VS
summarized the steps m Temple construction. To bring the report to date,
the financial statement of March 1
gives this information about the Dahiyyih Khanum Fund.
Cash on hand Feb. 1 ..... $53,460.41
Received in February . . . .
3,199.91
Expended in Fehruary...

$.16.660.32
4,820.30

CABLEGRAM FROM THE
GUARDIAN
Recent s\\'ift progress (of)
Temple ornamentatiOl_l pr0111l!t:;
me entreat American Commumty
(ro) focus immediate attention
(and) center energies. (upo~)
corresponding acceler~tlO~ (m
thc) Teaching enterprIse ton:nulated (in) Seven Year Plan. FlIlal
phase (in) constructwn ( of)
.1.fashriqu'I-Adhkar already entered. Initial stage (In the) maugurated Teaching Campa~gn
still untraversed. End (of) FIrst
Century rapidly approaching.
Alaska, Delaware, :Kevada, Soutll
Carolina, Ctah, Vermont, \Vest
Virginia, ~danitoba (and). )Java
Scotia stitl unsettled. Umvcrsal,
prolonged . i~ltens~fication (~n)
pioneer activity (IS the) crymg
need (of this) fateful hour. (The)
establishment (of) one reSident
believer (in) each vir~i~l territory (is the) precondItIOn (to
the) full launching ~f the) subsequent, eagerly-ar:'t~Clpated stage
aiming (at the) spIritual conquest
(of the) Southern Half (of the)
Western HemIsphere.
(fhe)
Concourse on high expectantly
await, ready (to) assist (and)
acclaim ( the) nine holy souls
who, independently or as deputies, will promptly, fearlessly volunteer
(to)
forsake
(theIr)
homes, cast a\'I,ray (their) atta:hments (and) definitely settle (10)
these territories (to) lay fiml
anchorage (of the) Administrative Order (of this) undefeatable
Faith. (I am) irresistibly urged
(and) proud (of the) priVIlege
(to) pledge nine hundred pounds
(to) facilitate (the) permanent
settlement (of) pioneers (in)
these States (and) Provinces
whose acts (and) heroic selfabnegation will mark (the) Conclusion (of this) Shining Epoch
(in) American Baha'i History;.

!
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lhat they show that the Gallery and
..\Iodels 'contracts are financially provided for in full, and of the $29,000
needed for the J\·folds contract the sum
of $22.137.36 is now on hand. The
purchase of quartz need not alter the~e
figl1res, as the monthly payment 15
small and can readily be appropriated
from the >J"ational Fund.
Hmvl'ver, gratifying as it is, the
question of Temple construction still
requires the following sums through
new donations;Balance needed for Molds
contract ............. $ 6,862.64
K eeded for casting and
applying units .......
95,000.00
Needed for external staircase and metal work..
75,000.00
$176,862.64
The first of these three items will be
payable in four or five mont~s, and. the
second item will be needed lmmed1ateIy after the models and molds are completed, unle~s t~e contrac! ~or c~ting
and applicatIOn IS to be dIVIded Into a
series of smaner and partial contracts.

FormatUm of New Assemblies
The February meeting considered a
verv large number of applications from
gro~lps requesting authority to form a
new Assembly on April 21.
Of these, authority was given to ~he
groups of Huntington Park, Cahf.,
Scranton, Fa., Helena, ~font., Knox'ville, Tenn., Jamestown, 1\"-. Y., East
Cleveland, 0., and Wauwatosa, 'Vise.
Since the meeting, the group in Eagle
River, Wisc., has qualified. At the
March meeting it is hoped that author·
i ty can be given several more groups.

Annual Ctmllenticm
Plans for the Convention were
adopted, and the Convention ·Call has
already been issued to the local Assemblies.
The Thirty-first Annual
COllvention will open Thursday morning April 27, and continue through
Su~day morning, April 30, with a public meeting in FoundatIon Hall Sunday
afternoon.

L", Angele, Meeti"g
Cash on hand, March I ... $51,840.02
Reserved for
Gallery contract ...... $13,091.71
Reserved for
Models contract ...... . 16,610.95 29,702.66
Available for 1lDlds C011tract ................. $22,137.36
These figures arc very impressive. in

In addition to the regular meetings
of the National Spiritual Assembly, a
rich and varied program had been prepared. Thursday, F.ebruary 2, a ra·
dio broadcast shared Jomtly by Horace
Holley, Allen B. McDaniel and Roy C.
Wilhelm This was the last in the ra·
dio series conducted by the Los Angeles Assembly leading lip to the public
meeting Thursday evemng. ThlS meeting wa~ held in the ~,.fu.sic R.oom, Hotel
Biltmore, and those attendmg ex-ceed-
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ed 550. Allen B. McDaniel presided,
Horace Holley spoke on "\,loTld COt1l~
munity: A Divine Creation" and
George O. Latimer on '"The Future
Civilization:' On Saturday, the members han the pleasure of luncheon '''''ith
the Spiritual Assembly of Los Angeles.
Sunday afternoon was devoted to the
Regional Conference, which dealt , ...·jth
an agenda containing fourteen interesting topics. About 200 believers were
present, and all remained for supper
after the conference, ~1onday afternoon
a number of believers with the mem~
bers of the National Spiritual Assembly gathered for prayer and devotion
at the shrine of Thornton Chase and
the graves of Thomas Collins and Elmore Duckett.
These few words fail to rlescribe the
importance of such gatherings for consultation and for fellowship and devotion, which tend so much to unify the
deeper consciousness of the believers
and make them an instrument for more
inspired service.

The World', Fair,
The World's Fairs being conducted
this year at San Francisco and Kew
York are a remarkable coincidence in
relation to the vast stimulus given to
teaching at the present time. The
Teaching Committee presented a beautiful design of a Baha'i exhibit, and
this was authorized. Further interesting details will be available very soon.
The ;srew York Assembly through its
Committee reported a number of projects under way. The space necessary
for a paid exhibit at the latter Fair is
extremely expensive, but it is hoped to
surmount this obstacle and also have
the Faith represented in several other
ways.

Inter-A1tUrica Teaching
Reports were presented which show
that Mrs. Stewart has had far-reaching results from her mission carried out
under the direction of the Inter-America Committee. Study groups have
been established at Buenos Aires, Montevideo and Valparaiso, the details of
which \vill be reported as soon as possible. It is hoped that Mrs. Stewart
can prolong her visit to South America and consolidate the results already
achieved.
Action was also taken to adopt a
regular schedule for printing Spanish
translations of the Baha'i literature,
and a member of the newly formed Assembly in Mexico City is 'being inviteJ
to attend the Convention as the guest
of the National Assembly, thus bringing this group into closer touch ""ith
the American believers and enahling
their representative to consult "'o.. ith

Philadelphia Baha'i Community at Opening of New Public Baha'i Center

the Inter-America Committee and the
K ationa] Assembly on plans tor extending the Faith throughout Latin
America.
May \.... e all become $0 open to the
power of the Spirit that we (an begin
to realize what confirmations await
every sacrificial act, and every ardent
effort, every increase in the unity of the
Baha'i Community!
NATION AL SPIRITL' AL ASSEMBLY.
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A Baha'i N C\\I'S E.ditorial Committee,
consisting of Allen B. McDaniel, Harlan Ober and Horace Holley, has made
recommendations to the National Spiritual Assembly which have been approved and adopted, as follows:
1. That the contents of each issue
he arrangeci according to the following
departments:
A. The Guardian.
B. The National Spiritual A~sem
hlv.
e. The Temple.
D. ~ational Committees, beginning
with the Teaching Commirtee.
E. Summer Schools.
F. International.
G. IVliscel1aneol1s items.
2. That the National Assembly request committees, in preparing their reports intended for publication, to g-ive
the right value to news items, as at
present some committees write extcn-

sive1y about comparati,,'e1y unimportant matters, anrl other committees will
deal with an important matter in a few
words.
3. That news concerning local Assembly activities be solicited and published.
4. That a summary of the actions
be published after ;srational Assemhly
meetings.
5. That the Convention issue be no
longer called "Baha'i News" but be a
bulletin carrying the Annual Reports
and be entitlecl "Annual Reports of the
Kalional Spiritual Assembly, Trustees
and Committees"; that the first page
contain the Guardian's words about the
Convention, and that any special statement concerning the Convention which
th.e National Assembly might issue
wlth the Convention Call be also included.
HOW TO SUBMIT ITEMS FOR
PUBLICATION IN BAHA'I NEWS

The National Spiritual Assemblv
wishes BAH:Vi NEWS to reflect the
ried activities of the American Baha'i
Community, and at the same time constitute the means bY' which the Guardian's messages, th~ plans of the ).J"ational Assembly itself, and" important
news from other lands, can be brought
to every Ameri('an Baha'I.
In order to stimulate the flow of
news items available for pUblication,

va-
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the following procedure has been tion, and the Committee 011 Internaadopted an d LS now r{'commen ded to tional Auxiliary Langnage, should rethe fTi~nds.
ceive from individual behevl'fs, group:-i
1. All activities conducted directly and Assemultt's such news items as are
under the jurisdiction of the local SpiT"- specialized in each committee. For exitual Assembly should be reported by ample, make reports on pUblicity direct
the Assembly itself! and submitted as to the Baha'i ~ews Service; and each
news and not as part of a communica- uf these committees will then, as fretion to the Kational Assembly dealing quently as possible, prepare. general
with other matters. Intlividual mem- news reports for BAHA'i NEWS.
bers of the local community should re4. The remaining I\ ational COlllmitport their activities to the local Assem- tees, like the Summer Schools and
bly, which can work them into the,r Publishing Committees, \,,·ill prepare
general news reports.
their own news items and submit them
2. Teaching activities conducted un- for publication.
5. In order to fix a uniform tmulishder a Regional Committee should be
reported to that Committee, which in ing date for TIARA>i NEWS the friends
turn should forward all teaching news are informed that hereafter it will apto the National Teaching Committee, pear the first of each month. and all
and the I\ational Teaching Committee items intended for a certain isue must
prepares regular news reports for be received not later than the t\,,·entyBAHA~i ~ EWS based upon all this inthird day of the preceding month.
6. The National Spiritual Assembly
formation.
3. Other National Committees, like prefers each issue to consist of eight
the Baha'i ~ews Service, Radio Com- pages, which calls for simplicity and
mittee and Child Education Committee, brevity of treatment in the handling of
the Committee on Braille Transcrip- all items and reports.

"DRAW NIGH UNTO BAHA'U'LLAH"
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The Life," adapted to ages 7 to 10, two
more courses are now in mimeographed
form and ready tor distribution. ·'Baha'i
Principles," adapted to children from
8 to 15, is offered in twelve lessons,
each lesson stating a suggested presentation for the teacher, an applicable
story from scriptural Books or accepted
Bahi'i publications, and a suggested
memory passage in keeping with the
theme ot the lesson, This outline
should he purchased for the teacher
only. For the children themselves,
however, a set is offered of twelve pictu res for coloring, port raying the theme
of each lesson. Each individual child
may have one of these sets at lOe per
set. Each le::lson will deal with one
of the principles, and the color plates
will coincide with the lesson in every
case.
"Bahi'i Founders," ages 9 to 15, in
18 lessons, is a text book course, based
on "Baha'u'll<ih and the New Era."
The chapters on the Bib, Bahi'lI'llih,
'Abdu'l-Bahit, and the Guardian, and
the chapter on the qualities of a Baha'i,
are used with stimulating questions
and memory passages. It is suggested
that each child have both text book
and course. No hand work. Course
25e.
The frienrls are requested to order as
nearly as possible each time in full
amounts because of the very definite
saving in express costs. Address orders to the secretary. Miss Elcore
Georgenson, 615 W. Elm St., Lima,
Ohio.
A careful study of the teaching of
tiny tots is being made, with the view
of making definite recommendations in
a spring number of the N"EWS.
The Parents and Teachers column,
to begin in the April issue of BAHA'i
NEWS, will seek to discuss, in the light
of the Baha'i Faith, our common problems in teaching and training children.
The friends are invited to submit questions of general interest, or to contribute to the column. For this department, address the chairman, ~1rs. Dorothy Baker, 615 W. Elm St., Lima,
Ohio.

I render Thee thanks, 0 Thou Who been so inebriated ",,,·ith the wine of Thy
hast lighted Thy fire within my soul, manifold wisdom that they forsake
and cast the beams of Thy light into their couches in their longing to celemy heart, that Thou hast taught Thy brate Thy praise and. extol Thy virservants how to make mention of Thee, tues, and flee irom sleep in their eagerand revealed unto them the wavs ness to approach Thy presence and parwhereby they can supplicate Thee, take of Thy bounty. (Prayers and
through Thy most holy and exalted Meditations, p. 143).
My remembrance of Thee, 0 my
tongue, and Thy most august and
precious speech. But for Thy leave, God, queneheth my thirst, and quietest
who is there that could venture to ex- my heart. ~'ly soul delighteth in its
pTess Thy might and Thy grandeur; communion with Thee, . . . I give
and were it not for Thine instruction, thanks to Thee, 0 my God, that Thou
who is the man that could discover the hast suffered me to remember Thee.
ways of Thy pleasure in the kingdom \Vhat else but remembrance of Thee
of Thy creation? (Prayers and Medi- can give delight to my soul or gladness
to my heart? Comrnunicm with Thee
tations, p. 283).
In all Dispensations the law of enableth me to dispense ",,,·ith the re~
prayer hath constituted a fundamental membrance of all Thv creatures, and
element of the Revelation of all the my love for Thee empowereth me to
P . . ophets u f God. . . . Moreover, in t 11 e endure the harm which my oppressors
traditions the terms 'sun' and 'moon' inflict upon me. (Prayers and ~iedita
have been applied to prayer and fast- tions p. 195).
Commune intimately with'His Spirit,
ing. even as it is said: 'Fasting is ilFINAL REPORT ON MISS
lumination, prayer is light.' (Kitab-i- and be thou of the thankful. (GleanZAMENHOF
ings.
p.
2RO).
Iqan, p. 39).
That which Thou didst ordain for
A very good report of I\·liss Zamen·
such of Thv handmaidens as circle
hoi's activity in Cleveland has been
ronnd the th~rone of Thy majesty. and CHILD EDUCATION COMMITTEE scnt in lately, making it possible for this
A correction of last month's ne,,,"'s Committee to complete their report of
gaze, at eventide and at Ja,,,"'n, on Thy
beauty. (Prayers and ~:feditations, p. column is regretfully offered. The her work.
price of each course, including "To
79).
The Cleveland Spiritual Assembly
For Thine ardent lovers Thou hast. Live The Life," posted in the January arranged a reception and public meetaccording to Thy decree, reserved, at :.Jews at 20c per copy, will be 25c. ing for 1\,iiss Zamenhof at International
each daybreak, the cup of Thy remem- )':failing eharRes in the Pnited States House, which \\'a.,,- well attenrled. She
hrance, 0 Thou \\'ho art the Ruler and Canada are indudefl in this rate.
also spoke at their rooms one evening
In addition to this course, "To Liyc and at a meeting which she herself arof Rulers t These are they who have
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Baha'[ Children's Party, New York Baha'i Center

ranged, on a Sunday afternoon at the
home of one of the Esperantists. 'There
were 20 persons present and :Mrs. Mof~
fat was the second speaker. I under·
stand that this Esperantist is definitely
interested and is corresponding with
Miss Zamenhof about the Revelation.
The following quotation from the letter sent from the Cleveland Spiritual
Assembly is relevant to the interest
aroused: "Miss Zamenhof during the
entire (Esperanto) course included
some hint of the teaching so near to our
hearts and I am sure we shall see the
maturing of the many seeds planted
during her stay.-'
Her Esperanto propaganda, in the
charge of a group of young High
School and college students, was very
well planned and an immense amount
of work went into it. Unfortunately,
they did not reap the reward which
such labor merited, as her arrival in
Cleveland coincided with the breathless
days before the Munich Conference_ Although she was interviewed by the 3
principal papers, ·Cleveland Press, Plain
Dealer, and Cleveland N e\"'S, also U rban Newspapers, Inc., nothing appeared_ In spite 01 the fact that one
paper had an illustrated artide all set
up, ready to print. Hm"",'ever, she did
receive generous pub! ici ty from the
foreign language press and foreign
English publications. A representative of the Polish press met her at the
Union Station on her arrival. Another
pUblicity item is her interview ovcr
Station ~rHK by Professor Frank
Tomich of Fenn College.
This last is representative of the good
arrangements that the Esperantists
made for her talk,. She spoke for them
at Cleveland College, SchauRkr College, Henry George School, Shaker
Heights High School, Lincoln Boule-

yard Club of Cleveland Heights, Intaglio Youth Club of the 1st Unitarian
Church and the Epworth League of the
Epworth Euclid Methodist Church.
This work shows how much the young
Esperantists of Cleveland would he
worth cultivating by the Baha ~is.
They sent in to the Esperanto Committee a cornial appreciation of the
generous support of the Cleveland
Baha.. is for the use of their rooms and
chairs.
The Committee is glact to send in
this interesting news regarding Cleveland, as the difficulties that Miss Zamenhof encountered while there, relative
to her remaining longer in America.
had unconsciously thrown their shadow
over her Cleveland work. So that we
were pleasantly surprised to receive
such good reports from the Baha'IS and
the Esperantists.
DELLA QUINLAN Chairman!
International Auxiliary
Language Committee

Ollr ancestors were apes? How long
has man existed? Has man always had
a soul? Cod "lVladc man in His image." Are we then not all parts of the
Divine Spirit: Is the Christian doctrine of the Holy Trinity accepted by
Baha'is?
Can human nature be
changed? Are all men burn with equal
capacities? Can we know God? Does
God forgive sin? 1£ a man consciously
performs good deeds throughout his
life, is this sufficient for salvation? Is
the course of our Jives predestined?
Has man frce will? Can we speak with
the dead? (See pp. 206, 215, 223, 229,
230, 239-67-74, 241, 249, 247, 256-58,
261-77-82, 269, 276, 283, 287, 292.)
Review questions: How does 'Abdu'l-Haha
explain our evolution
through various forms? p. 225. lIas
man always been a distinct species? p.
214. \·Vhat great gift does man possess which is not (X)ssessed by the animal? pp_ 218-272. What is the reality of man? pp. 228-291. What is the
relationship between man and the
world? p_ 234_ Between God and
man? p. 236. Explain Emanation
Manifestation.
pp_ 237-239.
Int~
what categories is spirit divided, and
how does it differ from mind? p. 243.
Vlhat are the five outer and the five inner powers possessed by man: p. 246.
VVhat differences exist between the
J\·lanifestation and man? pp,253-257,
Explain "second birth." p. 260. Are
,,,"'e permitted to pray for the dead? p.
268. Can we supplicate Bah<i'u'll<ih to
intercede before God for us? p. 269.
C pon what great crossroad does man
stand? p. 273. What is the meaning
of eternal Ii 1e , p_ 28 L Does chapter
69 imply a belief in astrology? p. 281.
What are the four kinds of healing
without medicine? p. 293.

t

YOUTH STUDY DAYS
The Fourth Outline in the series
prepared for the Youth Study Days is
nased on Part IV of "Some Answered
Questions."
Suggested Preliminary Readings:
Reality of Man, pp. 6-36: index referencf'S to Evolution. Soul, ~Iinr1 and
Spirit, Immortality and Healing, in
"Baha!i Scriptures" and "The Promulgation of Universal Peace,"
Questions raised by non-believers? Do
Baha'is accept the Darwinian theory of
evolution? Is not man a species of animal, sharing the same powers and
senses? In man's vertebral column
there is an incii.cation that he once possessed a tail. Does this not prove that

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Los Angeles, twenty-two, Boston,
h"ro and onc youth. San Francisco, one.
Philadelphia, two. :-lew York, ten.
Jersey City, three. Topeka, two_ Oklahoma City, two. Maywood. three.
Eliot, one. Urbana. two. \Vorcester,
one. Teaneck, two. Pasadena, four,
Chicago, nine. rvlilwaukee. one. South
Bend, one. Phoenix. one and one
youth_ Glendale, Calif, one. South
Bend, one. Peoria, two. Cincinnati.
eight.
ASSEMBLY ROLL
Denver, Colo., change of address.
New address, Dr. C. E.11eyer, Secretarv, Route 2. Box 226, Arvada, Colo.
Oakland, Calif .. change of acldress.
New address, IVlr. Lorne H. 1ratteson~
Secretary, 1082 East 33,,1 Street-

BAHA'I
Torontu, Ontario, ne"" Secretary.
Address correspondence to I\iiss Elsie
Heecroft, Secretary, 443 Jarvis Street.
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
Regional Teaching Committee for
Alabama and Florida. Change of name
and address. Address corresponci.encf'

to Mrs. Maxwell E. IJuffin (formerly
Mrs. Lucille Hoke), Secretary, 49 S. E.
6th Street, Miami, Fla.
IN MEMORIAM
It is clear and evident that \-,,-hen the

veils that conceal the realities of the
manifestations of the Names and Attrihutes of God, nay of all created things
visible or invisible, have been rent
asunder, nothing except the Sign of
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God \'vill remain-a sign \vhich He.
Himself, hath placed within these realities. This sign will endure as long as
is the wish of the Lord thy God, the
Lord of the heavens and of the earth.
If such be the blessings conferred on
all created things, hm.v superior must
he the destiny of the true believer,
whose existence and life are to be regarded as the originating purpose of
all creation.-BAH,\ 't:'LLAH.
l\-1iss Margaret Klehs, Augusta, Ga.
l\·liss Frances Starr, Santa Barbara,
Calif.
.M rs. hoLel ChalllDl:daili t Oakland,
Cali!.
Ivlrs. Charlotte Dixon, \Vashingtoll.
Mrs. Alletta B. Martin, Long Beach,
Cali!.
~-Irs. Olga )Jiemcier, ~·lilwaukee.
Mr. Otto Heyden, Green Bay, Wis.

TENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION, INDIA
AND BURMA
Every year the days of RiJvan are
days of happiness and joy for the Baha'is. They hold their annual Convention in these days to consult together on recent deve1poment::i in the Holy
Cause in India and Burma. \Vith a
world full of chaos and class hatred and
a country torn \"Iith communal riots
and charged with a spirit of division
and disunity on all sides these lovers of
the Abha Beauty gather together calmly and without any regard to the struggle that rages around them, to discuss
ways and means to promote the Divine
Teachings of "Oneness of Humanity"
and of "World Peace" in a world
which, though yearning lor such beneficial Teachings, yet ignores them out
of sheer craze for ""ar \""'hieh seems to
be the sure and culminating enn of the
present muddle.
The delegates and visitors all arrived
a day previol:;; to the date of the Convention. The representatives had come
from Bombay on one side and from
Rangoon on the other.
One of the distinguishing features
of this vear's Convention was the presence of our most beloved sister, '1'fiss
~{artha L. Root. She is love incarnate
and her loving influence gave the delegates and the visitors a fresh impetus.
She joined us in public lectUl-es and
inspired us with a spirit of sacrifice
that is peculiar to her.
After the office-bearers of the Convention had been elected a cablegram
was sent to the beloved Guardian supplicating for his blessingo;;; and prayer:;
for the success of our de1iberations. He
sent us the followitig- encot1ra~ing reply
and Ol1r hearts flow with gratitude for

his unique favors lor u.s:Assure Convention Delegates Loving Fervent Prayers Success Deliherations Dearest Love 1-1artha.
-SHOGHI.
Telegrams were also received from
Bombay and Calcutta Baha'is, congratulating the Conventiun and the incoming National Spiritual Assembly_
Mr. R. K. Oliani read the Annual
Report in the Iranian on behalf of the
National Secretarv, The Tr-easurer
abo presented his~ report. The delegates then took up the general discussion of the Report and after discussing
the various propositions suggested in
the Report recorded them as recommendations for submission to the new

X. S. A.
The most important of these recommendations are orobahly those of a
Summer School in lndia and Burma
and of the 6-year Teaching Plan.
Evenings ,.,'ere deyoted to public lectures in the various public halls of the
tm.vn. The subjects ,vere ...vell chosen
and the speakers gave interesting and
impressive talks to the audiences.
On April 27 these lectures were arrang:ed in Khaliqdina Hall in the heart
of the citv nnder the chairmanship of
1\1 f. Hati~ Alvi, present 1-1ayor of Karachi. Miss :Marth::t Root sDoke on the
Teachings of the Divine Educator, Bahi'u'lIih: Abbas Ali Butt spoke on
Baha'i Faith and thf> Oneness of Humanity and Prof. Pritam SinKh reeounted 11le Historv of the Baha'i
Faith. Tht'" Chairman wound Ul) with
:'111 elaborate exposition of the Divine
Faith and impressively SUPDortert the
views expressed by the speakers.
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On April 21>, Theosophical Hall had
a iairly good audience and the lectures
began under the chairmanship of .1'lr.
Durgadass Advani, the then l\·lavor of
Karachi. Miss :Martha Root ga'·ve an
account of her \'. . orld tours in the interest of \~.'orld Peace; Mrs. Shirin
Fozdar explained the Baha'i Faith in
its bearing on the VVorld Unity; and
Mr. II. M. Manji addressed the audience on Divine Remedy for Economic
Ills. April 29 was the 9th day of Ridvan and the Friends of Karachi were
all on holiday. They all gathered in
the Hazirat-ul-Qods and we had a
sumptuous dinner followed bv a teaparty in the afternoon to whi~h about
500 of the important personages of the
town were invited. The garden of the
Baha'i Hall was gaily decorated and
tables were laid on the lawns. Bv 5
p.m_ the guests had all arrived and tea,
pastry, ice-cream and aerated waters
were served.
Beloved Martha all
aglow· with divine splendor moved
here and there among those noble
guests and talked to them about the
Divine Faith in her own sweet manner.
The President of the local Spiritual
Assembly thanked the guests for their
presence there; Mr. Mehrban Jamshedi on behalf of the local Baha'i
Youth Group presented an address of
welcome to Miss Martha Root in which
glowing tribute was paid to her incomparable services for the Holy Cause.
In her moving reply Miss :vrartha Root
surveyed the progress of the Baha'i
Faith in the five continents of the
world. She was followed by Abbas
Ali Butt who traced the progress of the
Faith in India and Burma. l\h. Pradhan, the first Principal of the Shivaji
High School, moved by a loving remembrance of his meeting with 'Abdu'l-Baha while returning from Europe, rose up and in ...vords expressivC'
of his noble emotions thanked the Baha'is of Karachi for their hospitaEty
and incidentally spoke of the greatness
of the Baha'i Faith and of its suitability for the present-day world.
On April 30 public lectures were
again held in the Theosophical Hall
under the chairmanship of Mr. Jamshed Nusserwaniee "'[ehta, a great
citizen of Karachi and for a long- time
the :VIayor of that town. Miss Martha
Root spoke on "How we can work
for World Peace": Prof. H. C. Kumar spoke on the "Oneness of Humanity" and ProF. Pritam Singh delivered
a speech on "The relations of Baha'i
Faith with other Religions."
On ~ray I two of the interested
HinJu friends arran~et1 for public lectures in the Jain Temple under the
chairmanship of their chief religious
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leader, Muni :'VIah.raj.
The temple
was full to its capacity and the audience heard the Baha'i Message with
wrapt attention. 1\·1iss 1-1artha Root,
Mrs. Shirin Fozdar and Mr. H. :'VI.
~lanji spoke impressively and conveyed
the Message of Bahi'u'llih to those
noble souls. In the afternoon public
lectures were held in the Bah<i~i Hall
under the chairmanship of Prof. H. C.
Kumar. ,j:Iiss :>{artha Root spoke on
"Teaching the Baha'i Faith"; Mr.
Hishmat'u'llih Koreishee spoke on the
"New World Order" and Abbas Ali
Butt spoke on the "Power of the Holy
Spirit."
:>fay 2 was the last day of Ridvan
and once more the friends of Karachi
had gathered in the Baha'i Han to observe the Day. After the formal meet~
ing they dispersed in groups in the gardens, chanted prayers and recited the
Holy \Vord. Their sonorous voices
rose in varying cadence once from one
corner of the garden and then from the
other and it seemed as if the whole atmosphere ,'\-'as charged with the spirit
of real joy and happiness. Dinner was
served and was followed by chanting
of prayers in the garden. Meanwhile
some of the Hindu friends came and
carried }"liss Martha Root, I\·1rs. Shirin
Fozdar and Mr. H. 1{' Manji to Sharda MandaI ,,\-'here to an audience of students and scholars they spoke on the
"Progress of the \Vorld of Humanity"
and delivered the Message in most interesting and attractive words. At G
p.m. il-f~ssrs. Hishmat'u'll<ih Koreishee
and n. M. ~lanji were invited to speak
at the Karia High School to the students and tcachers of the school. They
spoke on the History and Teaching-s oi
the Baha'i Faith. At 7 p.m. ~lr. Sohrab Katrik, one of the lcaliing Par sees
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ot Karachi and President of the Young
j.-[en's Zoroastrian Association, had arranged for Baha'i lectures under the
auspices of his Association in Katrik
Hall under the chairmanship 01 ]\·1 r.
P. C. Tarclpore, editur of the iJaily Gu2ette. l\-1iss Martha Root spuke un the
Challenge (If Tomorrow and 1\·1rs.
Shirin Fozdar spoke on the Baha'j
Faith and its relation with the Zoroastrian religion. ::\:lr. Sohrab Katrik
thanked the lecturers and the chairman
and garlanded them, presenting them
ea<:h with a copy of the Jubilee Book
as a memento of the occasion.
On !\lay 3 at 7 :30 p.m. Mr. Momenzadih gave a tea party to which he invited the Iranian Consul-General H. E.
Aqa Fahimi and his wife, l\Ir. Hatim
Alvi, l\iiss 1'lartha Root and members
of the :--.r. S. A. Alter the tea Miss
::\:Iartha Root gclve an account of her
impressions of Iran during her tour in
that holy country.
On :'VIay 4 Mr. Sohrab Katrik invited ..I.\{iss )fartha Root, Dr. and fIr'lrs.
Fozdar and the President of the local
Spiritual Assembly, Mr. Isfandiar
K. B. Bakhtiari, to a tea party to which
he had also invited some of the notables
of the town. After refreshments conversation turned on the Baha'i Faith
and the guests and the host all expressed their appreciation of the Divine Tea-chings.
On :'VIay 5 \1 r. Pradham gave tea
to l\-iiss ~J artha Root, Mrs. Shirin
Fozdar and some of the delegates to
the Convention. He was verv kind and
his lovely daughter left nothing undone
to serve her guests with the delicacies
whieh she had prepared with her own
hands. The talk about the Diyine
Faith. was rcally very uplifting and impress1ve.

MARTHA L. ROOT IN INDIA
Colombo, Cevlon.-Dr. and Mrs.
Fozdar and J v{ent to Colombo, Ceylon, for ten days, January 5 to 16,
1938. It was my second trip to Colombo since September 13. The press
used many favorable and long articles
about the Raba'i Faith. the editors and
journalists were our true friends. 1\
newspaper in Tami1language also published the history and principles translated into Tamil. J spoke before the
Rotary Club of Colombo and the speech
was broadcast from the luncheon table.
Shirin spoke over the radio about
Quarrtu'l-'Ayn and sang one of the
latter's' poems. A gramophone recon]
was made of this song. Both hroadcast speeches were printqt in !ull in the
Colombo papers. One publIc lecture

was given in Colomho University under the auspices of the University College Economics Society, and another
public lecture took place at the Ramakrishna Mission SchooL \Ve spoke before the teachers o[ a Buddhist school
for girls, and Dr. and J-frs. Fozdar
spoke at the Parsi Club. Some very
fine l'vJ uslim people invited us to their
homes, so also did some Christians,
Hindus and Buddhists. \Ve invited a
number of friends to our hotel. Tht.'"
Mayor of Colombo called.
Shirin
spDke hefore the V\'omen's International Club. It was all a most worthwhile visit to Colombo. Dr. Fozdar
after helping us much, returned frolll
Columbo to his hospital work at A.jmer.
Rangaloye.-~-1rs.
Fozelar and I

came 'l!ia ~IaJras to Bangalore and M vsore where she had been ten months
before. Three Baha'i lectures were
;cheduled for the three days of our
stay, January 24, 25, 26, at the Mytbic
Suciety, a high Cultural Society in
Bangalore, in Daly :>lemorial Hall, a
building given by the :>laharaja of :'Vlysore. The Secretary o[ the Mythic Society, a lawyer. Ivlr. S. Srikantaya, ably
presided at the three lectures; all were
reported in the Bangalore Post. Questions were asked and answered and
each day the audience increased.
Teachers from the Fort High School
present invited us to come over to their
schoul and speak to seven hundred
boys. The Dewan of Mysore, an Iranian, a Muslim, is so fine in his character that Baha'is could well say he is
"Baha'i" in spirit, in the sense that he
seems to have f'all the human perfections in activity." He received us and
did everything to help us-he helps the
Muslims~ the Hindus, the Jews, the
Christians. He invited us to a great
garden party where he was the guest
of honor and introduced us to some
friends as Baha'is. The Vice-Chancellor of 11ysore University and his wife
were in Bangalore and invited us to
their home; he was; most kind and helpful both times Mrs. Fozdar came. One
of the 1'lagazines in Bangalore promises to publish three articles about the
Cause. One man in Bangalore said in
fun: "The people swarm like locusts to
eat the Baha'i Teachings [" It was not
quite like that, but certainly people
were interestcd and you can see from
this account that we found friends
everywhere who helped llS to spread
the Fragrances of the Teachings.
M ysore City.- The next days, J anuary 27, 28, 29, were spent in :\'lysore
City. Mrs. Fozdar and J each g-ave
two lectures in the University and she
spoke to an Educational Association.
One Professur who presided at my lecture said that he had rl'ad seven or
eight Bahi'i books carefully, and that
"",hen a distinguished Ramakrishna
Swami s!X=lke in that same L'niversity
Hall on "\fodern Religions" and did
not mention about the Baha'i Faith,
this Professor who was acting as
Chairman said that one of the most
important modern religions had been
leit out and he gave the history of the
Baha'i Moyement.-J told the audience
it was like that in our countrv: at the
\Vorld's Parliament of Religions, in
Chicago, Exposition, in 1893. a Professor, founder of Beirut University.
has spoken about the Baha'i Faith and
now ,ve have thousands of Baha'is itl
America.
(To be continued)
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"POTENTIALITIES OF GOD'S CREATIVE
PLAN"
preliminary to the crusade destined to
Dearly-beloved co-workers:
I was deeply ::;tirred by the ne\,>'s embrace the . ."hole of Latin America
conveyed in your recent cable. The is now in full s\"'ing and is being t'apabiding assurance I derived from its idly carried out. A further step, decontents eases the burden of mv cares signed to hasten the conclusion of the
and fortifies me in my tasks. The il- final phase of the ornamentation of the
1ustrious community of the American Temple, has also been taken. As the
believers, contemptuous of risk or peril, days roll by. as the perturbations of
is driving ahead, relentlessly and with an imperiled civilization are more
its whole vigor, towards the dual goal alarmingly mani fested, the potentialiwhich the Seven Year Plan has set be- ties of God's creative Plan correspondfore it. The virtual completion of the ingly unfold, and the valor and heroism
contract for the gallery section of the of its intrepid supporters are more
I\-fashriqu'l-Adhkar, the inauguration widely and convincingly demonstrated.
of the First Story Construction Fund, \Vith every successful effort to muster
the signature of the contract for the its young and scattered forces, to permodels of the Main Story, the prompt fect its methods. to extend the range
response to the Fund newly associated of its operations, to deepen it~. spiritual
with the memory of the Greatest Holy life and to scale loftier heights of inLeaf. the consequent placing of a f ur- dividual heroism, there will, I cannot
ther contract for the construction of the but feel confident, be granted to this
molds. the acceleration of pioneer community a greater opportunity to
teaching activity and the resultant prove its worth, and a fuller measure
penetration of the Faith into practically of celestial strength to enable it to reevery State and Province in the Uniten enact, on the soil of the Unite(l States
States and Canada-all these have, in and Canada and throughout the entire
the course of the second year of the \\restern Hemisphere, those stirring
Seven Year Plan, follo\'lled in amaz- exploits that have shed such lustre 011
ingly swift succession. \'Fith dramatic the apostolic age of the Faith of Bahaswiftness, with unyielding resolve, \vith 'u'nah. Though much has thus far
uncompromising fidelity and superh been achieved, yet the processes now
courage, the community responsible set in motion througb the evolution of
for such a unique demonstration of the Plan are still far too rudimcntarv to
Baha'i initiative and enterpl-ise is over- permit even a faint g-limpse of the brilcoming the barriers, whether material liancy of the epoch in \\'hich 'Ahdu'}or moral. that threaten to intertere Bahit's own Plan lllust comE' to fruition.
with the execution of its dedared pur- 1'\"ot ours to attempt, at the present moment, a survey of the distant scene. ur
pose.
The task regarded as an essential to seek to visuLllizt: its glories, or 10
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d ...\rell un the cun:;equcllccs of the eventual attainment of an as yet far-off goal.
Ours is the solemn, the inescapable
duty to labor faithfully and unremittingly to insure that no opportunity is
being mi.5sed, that no avenues are left
unexplored, that might, however indirectly, contriuute to the furtherance
of those tasks that claim so insistently
our immediate attention. That those
into whose hands this dynamic Plan
has heen entrusted are aware of the essential character of their obligations

and will discharge worthily their duties, no one, viewing the range and
quality of their achievements, can entertain the slightest doubt.
Your true and grateful brother,
SHOGHI.

February 8, [939.
THE ONENESS OF MANKIND
The Guardian, in uThe Advent of
Divine Justice," has created a new and
higher standard of loyalty to the prin,
ciple 0 [ the Oneness of Mankind on
the part of the American Baha'i Com,
munity, and has specifically declared
that this standard must become the
keynote of the policy of the National
Spiritual Assembly in its capacity of
the national representative and the director and coordinator of the affairs of
the community. The )J"ational Spiritual Assembly must set the example and
facilitate the application of this vital
principle to the lives and activities of
those whose interests it safeguards and
represents_
This new standard involves the obligation to encourage and protect the
members of the racial, reiigiolls and
class minorities comprising the Ameri-
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can Baha'i Community.
Its application in Baha'i affairs requires the participatiun oi. and tlw
sharing of responsibility by, these
minority elements in the conduct uf
the activities of the Faith thruugh the
various institutions. including A.ssemblies, Conventions, COllferences am.1
Committees.
The Guardian declares that in cases
where individuals belonging to these
minorities are already qualified and
fulfil the necessary requirements the
communities are to arrange their affairs so that representation of as many
of these divers elements a..<; possible j~
to be secured.
It 1S recorded that the ~ational Assembly has alreauy taken a number of
actions in accordance with the spirit of
this instruction, namely, in preparing
the program of the Annual Baha'i Congress following the 1~39 Convention,
and in publishing two leaflets compile(l
from the ::vraster's words concerning
race amity and the reconciliation ~f
Christians: Jews. and :\fuhammedans.
The ~atiollal Assembly understands
that this recent instruction from the
Guardian b to be considered bv the
believers in the light of his previous
dear instructions concerning the character of Baha'i elections and the qualifications of the memocrshtp of Assemblies, described in the following wurds:
"only those \'I,lho can best comhine the
necessary qualities of unquestioneclluyaity, of selfless devotion, of a welltrained mind, of recognized ability and
mature experience."
It is for the believers to realize each
for himself the extreme desirability of
fostering the minority elements in the
Cause and contributing to the safeguarcling of human life in America as
a vital spiritual privilege and responsibility in the light of the Guardian',
urgent appeal. The horizon of our
Baha'i love is to be extended, and our
understanding of the true nature of
Baha'i unity is to be deepened and
demon strated in action. The ideal is
so to develop the Bahi'iCon:munity
that it will become the ha,'en 01 refuge
for the grief-stricken and oppressed of
all religions, races and classes 111 the
land.
The l'\ational Assembly is confident
that the belie·vers ",rill take the Guardian's counsel to heart, and pray for wisdom in their effort to apply it to every
aspect of their individual and collective
Baha'i life.
The American Baha'i
Community must needs take a great
step forward toward the goal of the
\Vorld Order of Bahl<'u'llih.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSE:\-IBLY.
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Baha'i Exhibit, Temple of Religion, Golden Gate International Exposition

TEACHING ACTIVITY
"The cumpanions of God are, in this
day, the lump that must leaven the peoples of the world. They must show
forth such trustworthiness, such truthfulness and perseverance, such dee-us
and character that all mankind may
profit by their example .. , . Vie ye with
each other in the service of God and
of His Cause."
These ,Vords of Bahi'u'llih, drops
only from the ocean of new bounties
showered upon us by uur Guardian,
speak to us simply but directly of the
respunsibility which, for so many years,
we have negligently carried, "Children of the half-light" \ve have been
in many ways, content to serve this
precious Faith \",:ith half our minds and
hodies. loathe to loosen out" grasp upon
tht> world aro1tnd us and sail "on the
ark of complete inuependence, with, , .
faces set toward the Day-Spring of
Beauty." Such is our history; but to-

day is there one soul among us,
throughout this American continent,
who can any more doubt that the time
for chousing has come? Js this not
truly the judgment. when God is requiritlg us to judge ourselves and elect
our destiny -: "How great is the Cause.
hm'l," staggering the weight of its ::\{esGOLDEN GATE INTERNATIOOAL ExPOSm(Xo..l
TEIV.PlE "f RElIGlct-.I

BAHA'I HOUSE OF WORSHIP
..... ll.METTE. IlL.INOIS

u,'1rrv

OF REUGION

ONENESS OF MANKIND

Descriptive Card for Baha'i Exhibit Prepared by Direc.tors of Temple of Religion.
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sage !"
The news of practical iLl1portance is
that all are pioneers, all are teachers.
Not one of the army of Baha'u'llah is
excepted by our Guardian as he rallies
us to the destined combat. "All must
participate, however humhle their origin, however limited their experience,

however restricted their means, ho\",,'ever deficient their education, however
pressing their cares and preoccupations,
however unfavorable the environment
in which they live, 'God,' Bah,,'u'llilh,
I Iimself, has l1nmistakahlv revealed,
·hath prescribed unto eve~y one the
duty of teaching His Callse,' "
What shall be our plan, what the
myriad points of attack, in what effective channels we shall pour out these
energies of spirit quickened to birth by
Shoghi Effendi's vitalizing document.these are questions for our private
meditation and for the sober consideration of our representatives, in these
next weeks, the most serious, the most
priceless in our collfi"'tive life as American Haha'is.
We need to revie,,,,' every accomplishment, scrutinize e"'ery effort, as a
groundwork for the formulation of futUre developments. The teaching reports are the ncressary materials for
such study, and in this issue many new
facts are added to the store already accumulated. May the exploits of our
fenow-believers first in the fiekl stimulate our thoughts, and cause in our
hearts a yearning to join in the front
ranks of "gallant members" who "will
break down, one after another, the barriers that obstruct their progress towards a divinely-appointed goaL"
Arkansass has been the center of
many efforts in these past nwnths.
Through an opportunity created by
Miss Lydia J. ",lartin, the A.M. and N,
College, a state college of five hundred
students located at Pint! Bluff? invited
Mr. Louis Gregory to be their speaker
during Religious Emphasis Week. beginning January 8th. It is believed tbat
this is the first American college to

CABLEGRAM SENT
MARCH 26, 1939
Assembly deeply moved world
situation portrayed your cable.
Arrangements conduded settlement remaining virgin areas. also
sending pioneers strengthening
weaker areas.
Baha'i Exhibit
San Francisco Fair opened
March 24th, :,Jew York Exhibit
authorized. Devoted love.
NATIOKAL ASSEMKLY.
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CABLEGRAM RECEIVED
MARCH 24, 1939
Fresh,
onllnous
rumblings
demonstrate (the) inevitability
(and) foreshadow (the) approach (or the) final eruption
involving (the) dissolution (of
a) lamentably defective international order. (The) privileged
community (of) American believers forewanled, undisiliayerl,
spiritually equipped.
N otvl'"ithstanding (the) gravity (of the)
times, (they) \'I,o'ill pursue nnswervingly (the) divinely-chartered course, their attention Ul1distracted (their) objective unobscured, (their) re:solve unimpaired, (their) support undiminished, (their) loyalty unsullied.
(The) immediate .obligation (is
to) complete settlement (of)
Delaware, Ctah, ll'!anitoha, (and)
N ova Scotia before termination
(of) Baha'i administrative year.
Responsibility solemn, pressing,
unavoidable.
SHOGHI.

gIve its entire religious week program
to the Baha'i" A very fruitful program ,vas arranged, during which )"-1r.
Gregory spoke each Sunday at vespers.
each noon at chapel. and maintained
conference hom·s. In addition, he has
addressed Sl1ch groups as the ParentTeachers Association, a conicrcnce on
High School Education. a college class
in government on the Baha'i Administration, the Colored :Ministers' Alliance,
the Catholic School. City High School
and various grade schools, and five
joint sessions of the college Y.1LC.A.
and Y.W.C.A, He has also conducted
a study class of about eighteen students. and was invited to tell some
thirty faculty members of the Faith,
including the President and Dean_
Miss Rezsi Sunshine returned to
Hot Sprr'ngs? Arkansas, in October and
immediately established herself in the
dressmaking business, through which
she is making some of her most interesting contacts. Hot Springs, a resort
city, "is like a melting pot. People
from all over the country come here.
And 1 am contacting many." Also :Miss
Sunshine advertises tbree public meetings weekly. and has spent three weekends in Little Rock, speaking at the
IIotel ~larion and once on the radio.
The puhlic librarian in Hot Springs.
,,,,,·hose comment on Prof. Cohb's book
was previously mentiot1('d, no\v counts
herself a Baha'i.

Another visitor to Arkansas is l\:[arvin Newport, lately of the ;\lew York
community, \. . ·ho ...;pent ten days in
early January in Little Rock? en route
to California.
Through meeting a
prolllinent young lawyer. talks were arranged for the Kiwanis and Rotary
Cluhs which aroused great interest and
received outstanding pUblicity. -:vrany
receptive persons were intrmluced to
the Faith, including a columnist on the
Arkansas Democrat who discussed it
for four hours ann asked for literature.
.Mr. Newport also spoke in Hot
Springs to a group of eighteen. brought
toge-ther by Miss Sunshine, and to several classes of the Synagugue in Little
Rock. He reports that future prospects are promising, especially as many
liberal leaders stated they were aware
of the need for illtt:r-racial amit"v. if the.
State is to progress.
Prior to arriving in Arkansas, :Mar,,·in :'\1ewport dio other important work
in Co/enn-ne, 111i1"l1l., where he had attended school. He was "invited to
speak be!ore the Women's Club, Chamber of Commerce, the College Assemhly of two hundred students, and the
College class on comparative religions.
The Superintendent of Schools became
so interested that he requested books
for the College and public libraries, and
the "whole town was buzzing Bahi'i.?'
:Vir. )Jewport also made personal contacts and addressed clubs and schools
in Gra~~d Rapids? Sf. PO/d, J.~[;'mea"o
lis? and Peoria_
Texas is another fertile region at
this time. Five new believers have
been listed at Dallas and four at Fort
Worth. Mme. Orlova has been for
some weeks in this area, addressing
several large groups, one of more than
a hundred in the home of Mrs, Roy
Curhy, Tn El Paso, Miss Myriam
Grahler has secured employment and
lS hoping to establish a study class.
H ou.ston has hecome, since December, the home of Mr. and Mrs, Ward
Calh.oon of J\·filwaukee. Having chosen
to pIOneer, these friends have received
J

CABLEGRAM RECEIVED
APRIL 1, 1939
Assure each pioneer immeasurahle gratitude_
Such "'igor0115
response (at) such perilous times
to so vital (a) call opens brilliant epoch (in) Formative Age
(0 f the) Faith (of) Bahil'u'liah.
(I am) impelled (to) congratulate (the) Assembly (ior its)
wise, efficient trusteesnip.
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most 'Nonderiul confirmations.
Th-Ir.
Calhoon found illll11eciiate employment
as directur of public relations in a
large store, and in this positiun has
met many persons who were later in-

vited to fireside groups. These are
held almost nightly and in addition,
a room has been rented in the Y. \V,
C. A. where weeki}' study classes are
now held. The first class had an attenr.lance of eleven, the last reported
drew nineteen. \Vith the aid of Mrs.
Kathryn Frankland and Mr, Kluss, the
work is progressing rapidly and we
have just had a report of two newlyconfirmed believers.
The following sentences written by
Mr. Calhoon carry to us all the inspiration which descends so bountifully
upon the " daring ad venturer in the
service of the Cause." "Baha'i work
is progressing wonderfully; in fact the
miraculous, or rather apparently miraculous \....ays new prospective truth
seekers are being ushered into my presence would sound like a fairy tale, if
I had the time to relate the many
Baha'i Youth, Los Angeles, February, 1939
such instances which are happening
here almost daily..
. The unusual
speed in acceptance has almost startled and interest obtained could not have twentY-h'v'o meeting in Independence,
us. Last night at a fireside meeting, been duplicated, it was felt, had Mrs. under the chairmanship of a welltwo stated their desire to become vot- Carpenter spoken from Baha'i plat- known Unity leader.
ing Baha'is, and at a previous meeting forms. The Committee attributes much
This year finds a new and thriving
another stated that he felt like a poten- of this success to a combination of Baha'i community at Eagle River,
tial Baha'i . . . Bahii'u'llah has show- efficient business methods and especial U7 is., where the work of Mrs. :Moffett
ered such significant bounties and as- reliance upon prayer. "Every hour for has resulted in a Group of eleven besistance on our humble efforts we are some ten hours daily, members of the lievers. The Regional Secretary~ Mrs.
almost ashamed to lift our faces in nearby Flint community and others ~iargery McCormick, recently visited
prayer to Him, when we consider how have offered successive prayers; every them and reported almost twenty-five
undeserving we are of such unques- contact made, and every talk given, has people studying the Cause faithfully
tionable help as seems to be coming to been preceded by especial supplication." since last Octoner. These friends have
us from the invisible realm."
This drive included exhibits of the applied for Assembly ,tatus, because
The words ui Shoghi Effendi take on Temple model and placement of books "the majority felt that with world connew meaning ",,,·hen related to experi- in libraries. It i, hoped to follow with ditions being as grave as they are, they
ences like these: "God's own plan has another speaker before the coming would like all the spiritual assistance
been set in motion. .. The powers Summer School sessions.
that might come from functioning as a
:\Olrs. Gayle Vvoolson has spent the Bahi·j Assembly."' Thus do our new
of heaven and earth mysteriously assist
in its execution . . . Let the doubter months of December and January in friends set us an example in Adminisarise and himself verify the.: truth of Cedar Rapids, Ier,,-'a. where she has trations r
found many opportunities for teaching
Baha'is arc spending the winter seasuch assertions."
which have carried her also to the near son in two cities of Sou.th Carolina.
A wonderful report has been forIn Columbia are .Miss Maud .:\.iickle
warded ~y :VIr, and :\1rs. L. W, Eggles· communities of rvIarion, ::vIto Vernon,
ton of a teaching campaign conducted and Iowa City. Her public engage- and Miss Alta ,Vheeler of Buffalo,
from October 16th to December 16th, ments have included such groups as who are holding two fireside groups
in cities surrounding Louluden Ranch. Rotary, Optimists. High Twelve (Ma- weekly. They have also contacted key
A total of 43 talks were scheduled ior sonic). Hi- Y Clubs of four high individuals, including the President of
Mrs. I\farzieh Carpenter in thirteen schools. Coe College, and Phonetian Allen University, the professor of sociology at the University of South Cartowns, before non-Baha'i or~anizations Club of Syrian girls.
lYleantime in Davenport, Iowa, Mrs. olina, and the secretary of the Espesuch as Rotary, Lions, Exchange.
Shriners, University \\0' omen's, Zonta, Gertruoe Struven has been following ranto society. lvleantime in Charleston
other 'Nomen's Clubs, amI High up the \'\Iork ,1,:hich she and rvIrs. \Vool- !"t,:Iiss Louise Thompson and her sister,
Schools. She was booked as a Baha', son did, uy spending at least one 'Neek of Eliot, are continuing the work hegtlll
and at all times delivered riirect Baha'i a month there. During each visit a a year ago hy Mrs. Hoagg, :Vlrs, Bodtalks. The results were most outstand- study class is held, a radio talk given, mer, and IVEss 0'1'\ eill, \..·ith personal
ing, from the .:;,tanupoitlts of llt'\\'spaper and ~ personal teaching is carried on contacts and small study grotlps. I\oiuch
publicity, response, requests by other '\'ith eight or ten persons. Then: are stimulation to their teaching is anticipated from tht' visit of 1\'lr. Charles
clubs for similar talks. and a greatly now two believers registered.
Also in Iowa, ",ve arc informed hy l\·lason Remer, \\Iho left \Vashillgton in
increased interest in the Faith and the
Summer School. In fact. the publicity 11 rs. Ruth Moffett, is a study group of late January for a month's trip to the
I
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groups and isolated believers of Florida, Georgia. ami the. Carolinas. l\·lenti011 should also be made of Mrs. Olga
l\-lills, who has settled for the winter
in TT'\'on, North Carolina.
~frs. I\]abel Ives has furwarded a
nne report of teaching in Toronto and
Hamilton, On/an'o, in \"'hich she and
1\·1 LIves have assisted since their move
to Toronto the middle of October. Tvv'o
or three study classes are held weekly,
one of these at the King Ech...·ard Hotel
with an attendance of fifteen to twenty.
A Youth class is following the 36-1esson course, and some seventeen young
people are vitally interested. To ~his
work Miss Elsie Beecroft, lately of l\ew
York City, is valuably contributing. At
the Sundey public meetings, attractmg
capacity audiences, Howard and .:\·label
I ves have been alternating as speaker:;.
Three new believers recently enrolled.
The Toronto Assembly is also conclucting extension work i~ Hamilton, and
hopes to open two or three other neighboring cities.
The S ealll e A 55embl y has accepted
thirteen believers this year, as the result of intensive fireside groups, and reports that "their vision and understanding- of the New World Order was marvelous."
Seattle has also begun a
correspondence campaign for developing out-of-dty contacts.
Eliot, .lWainc, is sponsoring extension
teaching in Portsmouth, Dover, and
Salmon Falls, N. H.; and in South
Berwick JlIllU'ortland, Me. A weekly
studyAass of eight or nine has been
forn1ed in Portland. On l'iovember
6th- a dinner was given at Nbs. Gre:-nleaf's home, \'I,.. hich was attended by SIXrsons from these cities and visitors from Boston and Buffalo.
he New England Regional Co".'t Uee is cooperating with the RadiO
ommittee to open Vermont through
radio. A registration was recently received from a new Baha'i who first
heard the Cause mentioned on the
Springfie1d radio broadcast some
months ago. Radio talks are also being arranged in Portland, 1\.'lanchester,
and Bangor.
These notes by no means represent
the scope nor do they impart the full
momentum of the Seven-Year Plan, as
it surges forward on the teaching- front.
They are a cross-section merely ~ attesting nevertheless to the exertions,
the ambition the ingenuity and devotion of hund;eds of our fdtO\\1- Baha'is.
Reloved friends, even this is not
enough. The Gltardian is reql1inng
more of us; indeed, we have been as a
people asleep to this very hour. No,"\"
hy the bounty of Bahil'tt'llah, he wakens us 1
"The field is indeed so immense, the
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period so critical, the Cause so great,
the workers so fev. . , the time so short,
the privileg-e so priceless, that no follower of the Faith of Bahil'u'llah, worthy
to bear His name, can afford a momem's hesitation." "There is no time

5
to lose. There is no room left for vacil:\lultitudes hunger for the
lation.
Bread of Life.. . To try, to persevere, is to ensure ultimate and complete victory"
I\~ ATIONAL TEACHI~(; COM).oIITTEE.

"DRAW NIGH UNTO BAHA'U'LLAH"
., Every man of insight ,,,,rill, in this
o.ay, readily admit that the counsels
which the Pen of this \vrongecl One
hath revealed constitute the supreme animating power for the advancement of
rhe world and the exaltation of its peoples." (Gleanings, p. 93.)
"The ordinances of G au have been
sent down from the heaven of His most
august Revelation. All must diligently observe them. 1'lan's supreme distinction, his rcal advancement, his final
victory, have always depended, and \\'ill
continue to depend, upon them. \\Thoso keepeth the commandments of God
shall
attain
everlasting
felicity."
(Gleanings, p. 289.)
"They whom God hath endued with
insight wiH readily recognize that the
precepts laid down by God constitute
the highest means for the maintcnance
of order in the world and the security
of its peoples. He that turneth away
from them, is accounted among the ahject and foolish . . . .
·'Know assuredly that my comniandments are the lamp-s of f".1y loving providence among My servants, ami the
keys of 1\·ly mercy for 1·ly creatures

... \~;ere an", man to taste rhe sweetness of t11e5 \~·ords which the lips of the
All-ylerciful have willed to utter, he
would, though the treasures of the
earth be in his possession, renounce
them one and all, that he might -vindicate the truth of even one of His commandments, shining above the day
spring of His bountiful care and lovingkindness.
"Sav: From 1\IIv laws the sweet
smelli~g savor of 1\1: y garment can he
smelled, and by their aid the standards
of victory will be planted upon the
highest peaks. The Tongue of My
power hath, from the heaven of My
omnipotent glory, addressed to My
creation these words: 'Observe 1'1:y
commandments, for the love of My
beauty' .. . Think not that We have
revealed unto you a mere code of laws.
Nay, rather, \Ve have unsealed the
choice \i\line ,.,. ith the fingers of might
and power" (Gleanings, pp. 331-332.)
"Happy is the lover that hath inhaled
the divine fragrance of his Best-Belnved from these \"'ords, laden with the
perfume of a grace which no tongue
can describe." (Gleanings, p. 332.)

~

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
Sculptor carving central panel over doorway.
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BAHA'I EXHIBITS AT
THE WORLD'S FAIRS

At this date, only a preliminary announcement can be made on the important subject of these two Baha'i Exhibits. Tn a later issue, illustratiuns
and full descriptions will be given the
friends.
Goldl'1I Gale htternationai Expo.}'t"tion: Here there are n,,"'o different exhibits, one in the Baha'i booth taken in
the Homes and Gardens Building, and
one in an accessory building of the
Hall of Religion. The latter exhibit
consists of the Temple model, accepted
for display by- the Exposition witbout
cost to tbe Fund. The photograph of
this model appears in the present issue
of BAHA'i NEWS.
The booth in the Homes and Gardens Building includes an area of 19
feet by 7Y, feet, beautifully designed.
as will appear ,,,,:hen an illustration is
availalJle. This exhibit features tht:
Temple model and also includes Baha'i literature and free literature for distribution to visitors.
A public meeting will be held in the
Auditorium of the Hall of Religions
once a month. Baha'is will also conduct frequently the Inter-Dt'nominational Vesper Services held Sunday
afternoons.
A broadcast of the Haha'j Exhihit
and the Temple was given from the
Fair grounds on February 28, arranged
by Mrs. Silvia Matteson King and
Miss Claudia Coles Aldridge. The
script, in the form of a fifteen-minute
interview, was prepared by 1\-1r5. King
and Miss Aldridge, and nelivcred by
the latter.
He'", Y&rk Warld's Fair: A contract has been signed for a space measuring fifteen by ten feet, in the Communications Building. Mr. John J.
Earley is preparing the design, for installation hefore the Fair opens on
April 30.

-----

. LETTER FROM THE GUARDIAN
\Vith regard to the Racine Assembly's request for an explanation of the
passage un page 231 of the "Gleanings," beginning \"ith the words:
"From it (the earth) have We created you," etc., this is a verse from the
Quar'an and the quotation mark has
been wrongly omitted from the text
and should be added after "time."
Baha'u'llilh in quoting this passage
: seeks to refute the argument of the
Muslims, who attach a purely literal
interpretation to this verse of the
Qur'an, ann therefore consiuer it as
implying bodily resurrection.
To
these Muslims! He says, that you \'\lho
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literally believe that the hUlllan body
will return to dust anu will uc raised
frulll it again, and therefore attach so
llluch importance to this mortal world,
how then can you wax so proud, and
boast over things which are hut perishable and consequentlv void of anv true
and lasting value.
~
The Guardian is delighted at the
steps which the )1. S. A. has taken to
arrange for a Baha'i exhibit at the
Wurld's Fair to be held in San Francisco next spring, and also at the :"-Jew
York V\lorld's Fair, on both of which
occasions, he hopes, the Faith will he
befittingly represented and given effective and widespread publicity. He
\'IlQuld urge your Assembly never to
miss snch opportunities of presenting
the Cause to the general public, am.l
would, in particular, recommend that
such Bahit'i exhibits should in future be
frequently and regularly helu in various parts of the country, as they can
he of far-reaching benefit to the teaching work in America.
In conclusion, he wishes me to stress,
now that the Temple Fund is swelling
through the munificent and steady flow
of contributions from the believers, the
necessity for the .N. S. A. to exert
every effort to pla-ce the contract for
making the molds* before the coming
Annual Convention, so that the assembled delegates, who will be meeting
under the glorious dome of our beloved
Temple next April, may have the full
assurance that the ornamentation work
on that Edifice will continue to progress
with full pace throughout the coming
year, and that they may abo have a
tangible proof of your Assembly's unswerving determination and inexhaustible resourcefulness to carry out that
task to full and speedy completion.
February 7, 1939.

Virginia; '\lr. Harold Hunt, \Vest VirIVlarguerite Reimer Sears,
and Mrs. Allah K. Kalan·
tar, Delaware; ]\'lr. Rowland Esta1l,
\Vinnipeg; ~'fiss Doris Skinner, Cal~
gary; !'.lrs. Beulah S. Proctor, Nova
Scotia; Miss Evelvn Cliff. Nova Scotia; IVlr. and lIlrs~ Thomas McNally.
Rhode Island; Mrs. H. Emogene
Hoagg, South Carolina.
"Assure each pioneer immeasurable
gratiturle" was Shoghi Effendi's immec1iate cabled response.
The signifi.cance of this achievement
is douhtless not clearly realized by any
believer at present, but we may with
reverence note that one great step has
been taken in the prosecution of the
Master's Divine Plan. The way is open
for concentration of effort upon the
other American nations and peoples.
and the international responsibility of
the American Baha'i Community ha:;s
definitely hegun.
g~l1ia; ~lrs.
L tal.; ]I,-[ r.

FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS
The Importance

1>, Child

Trai"'nK

Bahoi.'u'lloi.h enjoined education upon
all. During the days of the historic
visit of our beloved ~1.aster on this continent, He spoke many times of the
training of Bahi'i chillren. He said,
"Encourage the children from early
childhood in the study of every science,
and urge them to acquire every art, in
order that through the favor and assistance of God, the heart of everyone may
become a mirror reflecting the mysteries of bdngs, and fathom the reality of everything, and that he may gain
world-wide renown in sciences, knowledge and arts."
The Baha'i parent knows that scientific education is not enough. The
spiritualization of character to the point
at which it dominates one's manner of
SETfLEMENT OF TIlE NINE
living is in great achievement." "DiAREAS
vine education," staten 'Ahdu'l-Baha.
\Vithin two days after the Guardian
"is the sum total of all development.
cabled that the immediate obligation is
It is the safeguard of humanity. The
to complete the settlement of the un- world of nature is a world of defects
occupied areas, the ~at10nal Assembly
and incompleteness. The world of the
found it possihle to announce that the
Kingdom is reached by the highway of
necessary arrangements had been made.
religion and is the heaven of all divine
Three pioneers were reported in BAHA'i
virtues." "Make ye an effort" He fur~ EWS for i\farch. The action taken at
ther writes, "so that these children may
the meeting held March 24, 2S and 26,
be trained and educated and that each
in consulatation \vith the Teaching
ot them may become perfect in the
Committee's representative, authorized
world of humanity."
the following settlements.
A child is like a green branch, tender
Mr. and "Irs. Hilbert Dahl, West
and easily trained. The sacred duty of
* In the PfIstscript to this letter. written every Baha'i parent is the development
the next day, the Guardian refers to the of the little children under the supreme
cable&ram sent him to announce the placiLlf2" guidance of the ~'lanifestation of God
of thIS contract fo!'" the molds. The post+ through His life-giving Word. And if.
script is quoted at the beginning of this issue
through the eli vine education, belief is
of BAHA'I NEWS.
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attained, the highest of all gifts is hestowed upon the children. Baha'll'llah remarks: "Such is the station 0[uaincd for the true believer that if to an
extent smaller than a needle's eve the
g-lory of that station were to be Ut~veilecl

to mankind. everv beholder- would be
'Consumed away tn his longing to attain it."
OUf chil(lren form the front rauks of
the spiritual army of tomorrow. In
their days divine fustice must cover the
earth; it is our supreme privilege to
prepare them for the part that they ,,,.·ill
play.
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Ad'l.'olt of D1'Z/rne Justice. by
Shoghi Effendi; In addition to tlie
paper-covered edition. dbtrilmterl uy
the National Spiritual Assembly without charge, a permanent edition. hound
in fabrikoid. is nuw available. Per copy,
$0.75.
Character: A Sequence in Spiritual
Psvchologv, by Statnvood Cohb: This
\vo-rk, consisting of Inaterial preparerl
originally for a Course at Louhelen
Summer School, and in part puhlished
serially in rr orld Onler J[ aga::i-nr, can
now be obtained in book form through
the Publishing Committee. Per copv,
$1.25.
VolulHe I V~ rVorld Order Alaga2ine:
The annual bound volume is now ready·
The price is $2.50, postage additional.
If the twelve copies of the magazine
are furnished, the binding {:ost is $1.25.
For details, \vrite the Publishing Committee.
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THE CONVENTION
Time and Place: Thursdav
April 27, tu Sunuay noon, APl~ii
30, at Foundation Halt! Daha',
House of \VOl-ship, \·Vi!mette.
Housing Committee: ~Irs. Carl
Hannen, 536 Shf'riclan Road,
Wilmette, !II.
Hotels: Evanston Hotel (beadquarters or the :.J"ational Spiritual
Assembly), Ilotel Orrington,
Ridgeview lIotel, The Evanshirc.
COHvenlioJ/ Photograph: 2;00
P. M .. Saturday. April 29, on
Temple grounds.
Ridvan Feast: Saturday evening. April 29.
Bah,,'·, Congress (Public \1 eetmg) : Sunday afternoon.
Pre-C am/entiou:
Founuation
Hall will be open \~'ednesrla}' evening for rielegates who arrive that
day and wish opportunity for an
informal gathering. The Chicago
Assembly also invites delegates
and friends to attend an Amity
ban q uet
\\! ednesday
evetll ng
(April 26) in the Blue Room.
Auditorium Hotel. 11ake reservations through :Mrs. Kathryn
:\[ortensen. 430 South Michi!:an
Avenue. Chicago. Tickets, $1.25.
Post-C0n7..10ltfon: Reception by
Chicago Assembly ·Monday eve·
ning, ~'lay 1. at Baha'i Center,
116 South ::\'Iichigan Avenue.

GREEN ACRE SUMMER SCHOOL

:\ug. 7-12: '·Seven Valleys."' D,·. AliKuli Khan.
•,Spreading the N e. .vs Behind the
New,." Elsa Blakely.
Aug. 14-19: "Answered Questions,"'
Archie Tichenor.
"History in the :Making," Dr. Glenn
Shook.
Aug. 21-26: "Administration,·' Horace
Hollev
'·Humal1ity's Coming of Age:' Lorol Schopfloeher.
Aug. 2B-Sept. 2: Esperanto Course.
directed by Roan Orloff.
"Laboratory Teaching Course," Dr.

July 3-B: "Laboratory Course:· directed by Alice Bacon and Helen
Bishop.
July 10-15; "The Guardian·, Letters."
Allan R. McDaniel.
"Islam." Prof. Stanwood Cobb.
J ltly li-22: "Meaning of Life.'· George
Spendlove.
"Positive Living.·' Orcella Rexford.
July 24-29; Youth Week.
July 31-Aug. 5: "The Dawn-Breakers.'· Rinaldo Quigley.
"Prayer and ~'ledi.tation," ~{r. anti
:\Irs. Willard MacKay.

Genevieve L. COy.
Sunday Devotional meeting at 11:00
A.M., Agnes O·Neill. Chairman.
Wednesday from 3;00 P.M. to +;00
P.M., course on "Pointers on Public
Speaking" to be arranged.
Saturday afternoons, a Teaching Seminar, Lurol Schopflocher, Chairman.
July 15: Bahit·, Convention (Labora·
tory Course) directed or Harlan
Ober.
Aug. 26: Baha " COTlvention (Laboratory Course) directcu by· Harlan
Ober.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
The Baha·, \Vorld. Editorial Com·
mi!tee: The add ress 0 [ ;vI rs. S. W.
French, Chairman, 15 now 786 Chester
Road, San Marino, Calif.
Inte~national Auxiliary Language
Committee: IVrrs. Luella Beecher has
been added to the Executive Committee.

i

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
Completing the clay model of a unit to go
on the first story.

Prayer and J\·leditation daily, 9 to
9 :15 A.;vl.
Classes; 9:30 to 10:45 A.M., and II
A.M. to 12 :IS P.M.
Evening Activities
Stories from Dawn-Breakers
-Lonis Gregory, Chairman.
Tuesday: Open for visiting \...·ith 10cal
community.
\Nednesday: Cult111·al Subjects-Color
Organ, etc., Dr. Glenn Shook, Chm.
Thursday: A Baha'i Views the Nc\,,·s
-Lorna Tasker, Chainnan.
Friday: Panel Discl1ssions - Amelia
Bowman. Chaiflllan.
Saturday: Resume of courses given
during the week hy teachers .
Sunday: Concerts. interspersed with
readings from the \V ritings, poetry,
etc.
~londay:

Y t>Uth Weel<
~ ote: A special rate uf $10.00 will
be given youth, up to twenty-five years
of age, . . ,,·ho enroll for Green Acre
Youth Week.
Sunday, July 23;
8:00 P.M.-Symposium.
Subject and speakers to
be announced.
Monday through Saturday. July 24-29:
9:00 A.M.-Devotions.
9 :30 A.M.-"Bah"·' Life.'· (Talks
to he based on recent
Compilation made by
National Youth Committee) Norman Smith.
to :45 A.IVI.-"Transfonnation of Human Societv," Horace
lIolley.
2:00 P.~I.-Labo~·ator\' Course 011
the Orga~lizatjon and
Systematic Teaching of
the Bah ,,', Fa i t h.
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Tt:achcr to be announced.
8:00 P.~l.-Social Activities.
ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Lima, seven.' San Franciscu, five.
Los Angeles, five. Lansing, two . .:.Je\'!,:
Haven, two. Indianapolis, three. Vancouver, two. :New York, two. Detroit,
one. Geyserville, one. Chicago, one.
IVlol1treal, one. IVlilwaukee, one, Philadelphia, one. Spokane, one, Teaneck,
one, Jersey City, one. Peoria, one and
one youth.
IN MEMORIAM
It is clear and evident that \~'hen the
veils that conceal the realities of the
manifestations of the Names and Attributes of God, nay of all created things
visible or invisible, have been fflll
asunder, nothing except the Sign of
God will remain-a sign \"r'hich He,
Himself, hath placed within these realities. This sign will endure as long as
is the wish of the Lord thy God, the
Lord of the heavens and of the earth.
n such be the blessings conferred on
all created thing.'::i, how superior must
ue the destiny of the true believer,
whose existence and life are to he regarded as the originating purpose of

all creation.-BAHA.'U'LLAH.
Mr. Otto Schneckloth, ~-!uskegon.
),[rs. Molly ),[osher, Foster, Quebec.
l\·lrs. Janette Niles, Miami.
!Iolrs. Gladys Eldora, Husted, 1Iuskegon.
l\!rs. Nellie King, Teaneck.
~Ir. Gree.wilie Talbott, K ew York.
1\1r5. ~'larion L. Vernon, Jacksonville.
ITEMS OF NEWS
The calendar issuerl this year by
Conklinr:, Price & Webb, of 175 West
Jackson Boulevard. Chicago, contains
a beautiful reproduction o( the Temple
dome.

The Temple model is to be displayed
permanently in the ~Iusel1m uf Science
and lnrlustry, Chicago.
A monthly magaine ~ntitled Emir,
publisbed in Mexico Citv, contains in a
recent issue an illustrated article entitled "Un )Juevo IVlensaje EspirituaJ
)los Ilega de Oriente," presenting the.:
Faith cJir~ctly and reproducing- a picture of the Temple and of the Spiritual
Assembly of Mexico City.
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The :.Iatiunal SpiritLtal Assembly of
the British Isles has begun pl1hlication
of a monthly entitled The Neil' ff'orld
Urdu intended for nun-believers. This
inten.'sting and ambitious Baha'i vehicle ,,,",ill surely receive the best wishes
and cooperation of the friends, The
subscription price is 3 shillings, 6 pence
a year. Postal orders are to be sent
to "The Editor," 46 Bloomsbury Street,
l.ondon, W. C. 1, England.
A booklet entitled "Mrs. Eddy's
Successor" by Saxby Vauler Penfold,
has been issued by 1\ e\..,· Canaan Publications, K ew Canaan, Conn. The
author, a student of the Baha'i Teachings, but not an enrolled believer, is
seeking to bring the Cause to the attention of Christian Sientists. The booklet was issued without consultation with
any American Baha'i body, and therefore has no recognition as a Baha'i
publication. The text, however, does
disclose excellent knowledge of 11lany
aspects of the Teachings.
MARTHA L. ROOT IN INDIA

(Continued)
One Professor said: ","Vhat we prof e~sors and students need is a great
quickening of religion in OUT inner
life. If the Bahi'i Faith brinR' that,
"'\'~ will study it."
\\fe met one Protessor who is a relative of Qurratu'l- Ayn and he has
~11ade a deep study of the Raha'i Teachmgs.
The .f\.'1ysorc University Library in
the past year has gathered quite a good
selection of Baha'i books and these arc
being read by the students. The Librarian and the former librarian are:
most friend Iv to our Cause.
I
believc that great scholars from M ysore will write about the Teachings,
One Professor in the University is
the Director of Broadcasting and 1\,1 rs,
Fozdar and I both gave radio talks
which were sent out to six newspapers
and magazines in India. A young private secretary from a neighboring state
told us that when he visited the Hill
Palace of the Maharaja of Mysore in
1933, there was a book on the table,
the life of 'Abdu'l-Baha which he carefully studied. The ~'Iysore University
Library \vill have rictures of 'Abclu'lBah~l and a picture of the Baha'i Temple at \Vilmctte to hang on th<.' Library
wall.
:\hs. Foz-dar, as I said, had heen to

Bangalore and .Mysore ten months earlier and made many friends and this
helrcu us very much. ~\ray she go again
and many tunes to Southern India!
She is not only a very fluent speaker
Lut they called her the Rahi'i nightingale of India when she sang the
Qu rratu '1-' Ayn songs!
Hyderabad~ Decca.n.-Then we came
to Hyderabad, Deccan where ..,,,.-e were
the guests of the State and stayed in
the State Guest House. \Ve arrived at
5 p.m., and at 6 :30 o'clock T broadcast.
This radio talk was published in full in
their newspapers.
I broadcast again and Mrs. Fozdar
gave a radio speoch about Qurratu'l-' Ayn and sang. A gramophone
record was made of her speech and
song and the talk was published. We
gave J. public lecture the second ev~
ning under the auspices of the Writers'
Association of Hyderabad. We spoke
before the Hyderabad Ladies' Association to two hundred and fifty members
and the wife of the second son of the
Kizam presided. This beautiful young
Princess is a grand-niece of the late
Sultan Abdul Hamid of Turkey. Lady
Akbar Hydari, wife of the Prime Minister is President of this Association,
I spoke in Osmania University and at
the same hour Shirin spoke at the
Kizam's College. Excellent articles
appeared in the newspapers. The Socretary of the Prime Minister, a Cornell
man, had attended a Baha'i Conference
in Geneva, :t\, Y., where he had been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willard McKay. There he had met Miss Mary
:'Iaxwell; he said he felt even then she
had a very high destiny and that she
was the most radiant girl he had ever
met. \·Ve were invited to the home of
the Prime I\,finister and to the home of
Sir Amin Jung; the latter had received
M ". Schopflocher, later myself, then
Keith and then Mr. Schopflocher. He
loves the Teachings and ·says they do
not take away from any other Faiths.
Says if he would be able, he would RO
to the Baha'i Convention in Karachi in
April, but he is quite ill. The Bahi';s
of Hvderabad met us at the train,
helped us, and came with us to the station when we left. They came to the
public lectures and brOtlght booklets
[or distribution, l\hs. Fozdar spoke to
a large group in a private home the
last evening anti T broadcast. \1tl e ..,\·ere
in Hyuerabacl only three Jay~, evening
of January 31 to early morning of Feb··
ruary 4.
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THE GUARDIAN'S CABLEGRAM TO THE
THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL CONVENTION
Brtlliant conclusion (of) second year
(in) Seven Y car Plan evoke:; universal
admiration (of the) Baha'i wurld,
deepens (its) spiritual cun::;-ciol1sness
(and) mitigates (the) hardships (of)
its increasingly harassed communities.
Closing phase (of) Temple ornamen~
tat ion already entered. Initial stage
(of) Intercontinental Teaching Campaign succr::::;sfully terminated.
Firm
anchorage (of the) institutions (of
the) Administrative OnJer permanently established (in) every State (and)
Province (of) North American .continent. [\1 exico, lying (in the) forefront (of the) soutiwv'anl marching
army. recently enlisted. Pedro Espinosa's auspicious attendance (at the)
Convention (i~) \,",'ek0111e evidence.
Settlement (of the) Central American
republics (is) next step (in) progressive, systematic penetration (of) Latin
America. Upsurge (of) Baha'11'llah's
impelling Spirit can not. will not, he
stemmed (nor) impeclecl. Methoclical
advance along (the) line traced (by)
pen (of) 'Abdu'I-Baha irresistible. Guatamala. Honduras, Salvador. I\ icaragua, Custa Rica, Panama. Cuba, Domin-

ica (and) Haiti immediate objl:ctives,
Though politically ttnsettleJ, religio11sly intolerant, socially backward (and)
dimatically inhospitable, these unexplon:d territories hold forth inestimaule prizes (for) audacious adventures
(in the) path (of) Baha'i service.
Dearly-beloved :\1 artha's unrivalled experience, indomitable faith (and) inddatigahle labors \\'ill soon reinfurce
(the) pm-vers relea5ed (for) contemplated campaign. Task aULllittedly lahorious, hour laden with fate, privilege
incomparable" precious divinely-promised aid unfailing, re"vard predestined
immeasurable. /\.ppea! all helievers,
"""hite ami Xcgro alike, (to) arise
(and) assume rightful responsibilities.
erge prolong'ation (of) sessions (of)
Convention (to) enahk uelegate.s (to)
exercise (their) inalienable right (to)
deliberate (and) formulate n:com111en~
dations designeu (to) aid incoming
~ational Assenibly rr.:-sulutely
(to)
prosecute (tbis) momentous enterprise.
Feryor (of") prayers intensified.
SHOGHJ.

Received ,\pril 28. 19.N.

"STERNER, MORE GLORIOUS CHAPTER"
THE THIRD YEAR OF TIlE SEVEI\' YEAR PLA"J
"-:\Iomentous (]('liheratioll:-' (lr ThirtvFirst Cunvention," Shoghi Effell~di
cabled in reply to the message sent him

h.Y tht' Con"vention, ""lx'ning stt'rnt'r.
more glorious chapter in corporate life
of ever-atlvauring, steadily-expanding

Anlericall Baha'i communitv."
The third year of the Seven Year
Plan transports us to a greatly enlarged theatre of Baha'i activity calls
for a ,correspondingly increa;ed resronsihility and effort, and gives us
assurance of a preuestined reinforcement from the Divine PO\"rer.
This new intercontinental area of
Da~la.'i teaching .has been clearly descnbed by Shogln Effendi in "The Advent of Divine Justice," which brings
into full action the :Master's Plan for
America, and the Guardian has also
strongly accented the purer attitudes
and higher qualities that must characterize the new humanitv created by
the Faith of Bahi'u'Uith:
.
"Brilliant conclusion of seconJ year
1tl Seven Year Plan evokes universal
admiration of the Baha."i world,"
Shag-hi Effendi assureu the delegates
a:1d friends in his message to the Convention. All present were immersed
in the mighty sea of the vision 0 f
achievement, and the hearts of delegates and visiting friends were shaken
by the forces released for the gllidallce
of the American Baha'is throughout
the coming year. At the Convention
?ur Baha'i h()st was augmented by
lour members of the Spiritual Assemhly of .l\.1cxico City. the first LatinAml'Tican Hah,l'ls to attend the annual
meeti1lg. and also by the hOllored :\1 r.
and ::\:Irs. Sabet of Tihran, thus creating an international gathering.
"\row the \Tational Spiritual AssemIlly, after studying the recommendations vf thE' delegates ann the rl'ports
uf C01ll111itte-::s. prcsenrs to the American Baha'i community the schedule of
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tasks deemed vitally illlpurtant for the
third year of the Seven Year Plan, the
1)6th year of the Daha'i Era.
1. The A IIl1lwl iJ!tdgei laid heiorc the
believers is ............. $150,000.00
Of this, $35.000 is re({uired for Inter~
natiunal and Administrative Activities,
including property maintenance and
committee budgets other than teaching:
to be de"voted to teaching in ).1orth and
South America, $40,000; and for continuance
of
Temple
construction
through the Bahiyyih h:hantlt11 Fund.

the amot1llt Ilecessary to maintain the
schcdule is $75,000.

II. f Iller-A I1Icrica Teaching.

These

activities include the follm,,-ing itellls:
Training or teachers; Spanish correspondence; buHetins in English and
Spanish; a Reference Library; translation and publication of Baha'i literature in Spanish; projects for settlement
of new cuuntries; publicity for LatinAmerican press.

III. Teaching ill .North Amaica, UnJer this general title the .\mcrican believers are responsible fur the maintenance of a large number of facilities
and activities. These must he properly
coordinated and made to function vigorouslv in concentratiun of effort upon
the cOlllmon aim. Among the items to
be lloted arc:A. The lievelopmellt of administrati \'e
communities in the areas which still
lack a Spiritual Assembly.
ll. \Yorld's Fair Exhibits, These are
in active operation, and are producing
lists of interested persons.
C. State Fair Exhibits. A traveling
exhibit is in preparation, and a schedule of Fairs is being developed to the
extent of our financial capacity.
D, Teaching literature-a field '\'hich
can be greatly developed. It includes
special bulletins, study outlines, the series of teaching literature pamphlets,
the use of The Baha'i World, Vol.
VII, etc.
E. Establishment of Latin-American
activities in the United States and Canada. The Latin-American cummunities in many of our cities offer a remarkable teaching opportunity, and a
beginning is to be made during the
current year.
F. Special projects hy the :\ational
Tea.clling Cnmlllittee,
G. Developrnent of groups and isolated believers hy the Regional Teaching
Committef>s.
H. Radio. Publicity,
J. Local Assembly extension teaching.
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K. Summer Schools.

L. Baha'i amity.

The function of tlle
race amity acti"itic~ of forlller years is
to be enlarged ill order to fuIfill the
(~lIrtl"(1ian's Ll1structiullS ·cullcerning all
111 in oriti es.
~1. ·Youth activities.
Child training-.
IV. Temple CUllstructiun. The annual
budget contemplates the completion of
the exterior decoration by 1942, and
the: success of this schedule of operations represents a vital aspect of the
Seven Year Plan. For the coming
year, the follm\'ing task is assigned:
:\. Completion uf gallcry cuntract,
D. Completion of first story models
contract,
C. Completion of fir:;t story molds
contract.
D. Completion of purchase of quartz
neeJed fur first story.
E. Begin casting and application of
external decoration to first story, This
item has paramount importance, jor
delay in beginning this pali of the
' ...·ork v.rould interfere with the schedule adopted for the Seven Year Plan.
The keynote of naha'] effort and
policy for the current year has heen
sounded by Shoghi Effendi in his
worJs: "Stenwr~ more .glorious chapter." The element of self-uiscipline
and sacrifice replaces the irresponsible
happiness the American Baha'is have
enjoyed in the past, \...·ith their freedom
from physical oppression and the social
ostracism heaped upon their co-workers in other lanus,
"The Advent of Divine Justice" prepares us for the mighty task, strengthens our courage, centers our energies.
and guides our stevs along the true
path. The Guardian has given a vast
boul1tv to the AlllerL.can Baha'i coml11unit)r. Our only adequate gratitude
lllust be expressed through the carrying out of each year's allutment of the
Seven Year Plan.
The ::\ational Spiritual Assembly

pla~e.s thi.s brief statemcnt uf plans and
111 the hands of the Baha'i
cOlllmunity with a heartfelt prayer that
t:aeh local .:\6semlJly will continuullsl\"
strive to prolllott' its schedule, th:t
gruups \'{ill identif), themselves with it:;
. . . uccess, and that each individual Bahil·i ,...·ill fe-el that upon him or her thJ:.:"re
lies a weighty responsiuility throughout the year,
Alone among the peuples of earth.
the Baha'is are an urganic body, moved
oy one Spirit. If we fail in the least
part of the COlllmon task. it can only
he bf'CallSe "\ie uurselves prevented the
Spirit from accomplishing its mission,
Therefore, kt us deepen our Baha'i
lives from day to day, and contribute
\,,·ith all our power to that unity which
is the sole instrument througli which
the Spirit works.
"The one chief remaining citadel.
the mighty arm which still raises aloft
the stan(lard of an unconquerable
Faith, is none other than the blessed
community of the followers of the Most
Great Kame in the North :\.merican
continent. By its works, and throug-h
the unfailing protection vOlichsafeJ to
it by an almighty Providence, this distinguished member of the body of the
-constantly itlteracting Daha 'j commutlitics of East and \Vest, hids fair to be
universally regarded as the cradle, a-..;
well as the stronghold. of that future
Xew \Vodd Order, which is at onc~
the promise and the glory of the U:spensation associated \\. ith the name of
Dahci:u·llah." "The community of the
organizeu promoters of the Faith of
Baha'u'll.ih in the American cotltinent
--the spiritual descendants of thl..::
dawn-breakers of an heroic Age, whu
by their death proclaimed the birth uf
that Faith-must, in turn usher in, not
by their death but through living sacrifice, that promised VI/orld Order. the
shell ordained to enshrine that pricd',:-,,;s
jewel, the world civilization, of which
the Faith itself is the sole begetter. "SnOGlll EFFENDI, Th£' Advent, pp.
S, 6.

IJohcws

CONVENTION CABLEGRAM TO THE
GUARDIAN
Thirty-first Anllual Convention (of)
Amt'ri-c3.lI Baha 'is, one hundred sixteen
assembled delegates with host (uf) visiting friends, reverently greet belovecl
Guardian, deeply conscious (of their)
increased responsibilitie.s (at) opening
(of) tbird year (of) inallgurated Seven
Year Plan. sttpplicate renewed power
(to) fulfil your highest hopes, consolidate establi::;hed foundations and meet

challenging issues (uf) Baba.'u'llah's
glorious Faith in western hemisphere.
Rejoiced Ihy) historic event (of)
pre:-;ence (of) two believers (from)
Tihran and four Illf'lllhers ~lf'xico City
Assembly. Thrilled (by) report (of)
eightY-aile. vo}[tnteers (f or) pioneer service. Entreat prayers your unerring
gltirlance extend rapidly re-vivifying influence (ot) Revealed \Vord to surely

BAHA'I
distracted humanity (and) thus achieve
America's spiritual destiny. Und}:ing
love, loyalty and obedience.
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all discussion and remarks, ''''''ould fail
utterly to re-create the quality 01 the
radiant and soaring spirit which so
~~mty united the delegates and visiting
tnends.

Sent April 27, 1939.

THE GUARDIAN'S CABLED REPLY

~

Inexpre~sibly moved, grateful (for)
stirring, unique message. ~Iol11t:ntol1s
deliberations (of) Thirty-fmt Convention opening sterner, more glorious
chapter in corporate life (of) ever~ad
vancing, steadily-expanding American
Baha'i cOl11munity. Adrniration height-

ened, con fidence immensely fortified
(~Y! fresh revelations (of) commumty 5 latest strength hastening inn'itable hour signalizing spiritual conquest
(of) entire \Vesterll Hemisphere.

THE THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL
CONVENTION

Asselllhly extensiOll activities.
Hegional activities.
Special proje,ets.

Potent and fl·uitful for the future
promotion of the Faith of Bah{t'u'Jtfi.h
wefe the sessions of the 1939 Anmml
j.teeting. The spirit of action, the inspiration of service through teaching
and Temple construction, seized u{Xln
the hearts of those fortunate enough to
he present during this memorable Convention and made of them willing instnnnents for consultation and testimony.
The first roll call disclosed the presence of 107 delegates. Before the end
of the clay, 117 had registered, and at
election tirne Friday aiternoon the second roll call was ans\'. . cred by 125.
The Convention was formally opelled
hy Allen K :McDaniel, Chairman of
the outgoing )Jati~nal Spiritual Asscmhlv. ::\''1r. McDamel was elected Convention Chairman and Horace Holle)'
its Secretary. 1\1i5s Julia Sobel servcd
as reporter of the transactions.

The Agenda
Opening of Convention by Presiding
Officer of the ~ational Spiritual ;\ssembly.
Roll call 0 f delegates.
Election of Convention nfficers.
Convention message to the Cl1al'oian.
Supplementary Repot·ts of the :.rational Spiritual Assemhly: Secre-tary,
Treasurer, Trustees.
Annual election. Friday, April 28.

3 :30 P. :\1.
Convention

photograph.

Saturday.

April 29. 2 :00 P. ~!.
Rirlvan Feast, Saturday evenl11g,
April 20
HallOO\'! Congress. Sunday :\pril .10,
.1 :]0 P. ~L
For Consultation
The SevC'n "ear Pbn: Entering the
Third Year:
Temple constrt1ction sche(1111e.
Teaching Plans:
Pioneer Settlement.

SnO(;HI.

Receiver! May 1. 1939.

Inter-America Teaching:
,,\1 exico
Central America.
Sl)utli America.
Loyalty to \Vorld Order of Bah(l"tll1ih:
Cahl~gralll of September 24. 193X.
Cahlegram of ~Iarch 24. 14),1Y.
Child Ed11cation.
Puhlic Exhihits:
\Vorld's Fairs.
State Fairs.
Tea{:her Training:
SUlllmer schools.
Local communities.
The Advent of Divine
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These items were follo\ved, ami time
\vas found for consultation on each of
the topics. By vote of the delegates,
the Saturday afternoon session was
continud until 6 :.30 P . .1-f. The message to the Guardian. hmvever, \'Vas
transferretl to the opening, in the hope
that his reply COltle! he n.--ceivf'd before
1he Illceti1lgs concluded.

The GuardJall's Cablegram
The two messages received from
Shoghi Effendi are reprinted in anoUler section of this issue. The second
cablegram indicates that the first was
110t sent in reply to the Convention's
message to the Guardian, but was his
o-reetil1g and aovice to the delegatcs.
His reply \\.-as not receiv.ed in time to
announce- at the ConventlOn.
Early in the meeting it \'. . as voteo to
precNle consultation on each subject
with a reading frum appropriate passages in "The ;\dvent of Divine Jttsti.ce," the rH1\'\:er and majesty of which
sustained the cUllsciousness of the helit'YCTs on a high level
A description of the sessions written
aftef\vanl. even a verbatim report of

An Inter-Continental Gathering
The presence of iour members of the
Spiritual Assembly of ~lexico, and of
t \\'0 honored guests from Tihran. symholized the widening of the horiz()~ of
Daha'] effort by the American Baha'-i
community in prosecution of the
Seven Year Plan,
Their remarks.
their prayers. their graciolls presence.
all contrihuted to the inspiration of the
swiftly passing day.
IHdeed, a grt~at part of the discussion centered upon the topic of Inter.\Illeriean teaching, which now ranks
eql1ally with the teaching \'I,:ork to he
accomplished in J\Torth America.
The Teaching COlllmittee's report
that eighty-one Baha'is have volunteered for piolleer work, and that twen·
ty-seven pione<.:rs have been sent out.
\vas concrete evidence of the new motion which the Guardiall has communicated to the Faith in America.
The walls of Foundation Hall were
specially arranged with a display of the
.:\Jaster·s Tablets of the Divine Plan.
and \1I... ith a most interesting exhibit
Lllade hy the COlllmittee on Child Eci.ucatio(1,
&ports
The publication of the Annual Reports in advance of the Convention left
hut few to be presented during the sessions ~ a supplementary report of the
National Assembly, its financial statement! and remarks concerning' the
properties administered by the Trustees. The Seven Year Plan was flln{lamentallv the sale concern ot the
Thirtv-Fi~st Convention. with its
threelold branches of Teaching in
:.rortll Amercia, Teaching ill Latin
;\l11eri-ca, and completion 01 the exterior decoration of the Temple.
Significant was the sOllnd of actual
construction wotk proceeding on the
gallery contract during the sessions,
and joyous was the sight of the new
work 50 far advanced sinre the Seven
"'{ear Plan was adopted only two years
ago. VVithin two years, the friends
have contributed almost one-half of the
entire sum estimated for the entire construction work to he achieved he fore
IY44.
Ba.ba'; Amity
The Guardian's vital statement on
th~ Bahi'i responsibility for the applicatioll of the principle of the onene.';;s
of mankino had impressed the friends
d(~eply before the Convention openecl,
amI the passages tn "The Advent of
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Dtvilll:" Ju~tice" hearing upun this urgent matter \.,'ere pondered and di::-cussed at length. A resolution calling
upon the .0J at ion a} Assembly to COH5titute Baha"i Amity activities "\-vas the
fruit

of

this

consultation.

\",,'hieh

brought forth the sincere Vie\\'5 of
white and colored friends.
Amung the matters ...vhiclt came up
during the sessions reference can he
made to the following:The need for a more informativt'"
and complete form of annual financial

statement.
Tlie availability of a number of Ba~
hiL'] designns, architects and engineers
for consultation and recommendation
in connection ",'I,:ith the function of the
Temple Technical Cummittee.

The recolIllllendation that the annual
budget for the coming year- be flxed at
as large a figure as feasible.
The suggestion that lucal Assemblies
provide Latin American Teaching
Committees, and that contacts be made
with Latin American students III
Aillcrican universities.
Presentation of the spiritual principle of donating to the Baha'i Fund.
The recommendation that the principle of the onenness of mankind be applied to the living conditions of delegates during the Convention period.
Consultation on the first cablegram
received from the Guardian. Consultation on his cahlegTam received September 2+. 1938. "",·hich stresseu the need
of believers rising above the level of the
subtle waves of propaganda now engulfing the world.
Consideration of the Guardian's wish
as reported by pilgrims, that a ~atjon
al headquarters be estahlished in the
vicinity of the Temple.
Presentation of the Guardian's
views on the attitude of helievers in the
event of wa.r. with the recommendation that the ~ational Assembly publish these views.
The Baha'I attitude on voting in eivil
elections was discusseci.
The Chi1ci Education Committee reported three new outlines for the
year. and offered a fe"v simple instructions for their use. The outlines were
presented merely as techniques for
reaching the child mind rather than as
ntles and teachings of a fLnat nnture.
The freedom of cvery teachet· to proceed with itlgenLtity and variation ,,{as
made clear. and it was pointed out that
CLny course of the kind had only reiative value and per[f"ction. Fnnnal arrangements as tlse-d in Sunday Schools
were discouraged.
Parent education is the nc\\' trend of
this committef'. An cJLtorial C011111111 in
BAHA'i :-h"vs will sugge.;;,t to parent."
from time to time new ways of in(:ul-

CONVENTION GUESTS AND NEWLY ELECTED NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

April 29, 1939
•
Mr. P~dro Espinosa, Mrs Refugio Ochoa, Miss Zenay da Jurado. Mrs. Maria Luisa
Jurado of Mexic.Q City. Mr. and Mrs, Sabet of Tihran, Mrs, E. R Mathews
Chairman, Inter-America Committee, with the National Assembly.
•

eating faith in the heart of a child, and
of prouucing those attributes so necessarv to the Bahai life.
Discussions on children\; dubs and
activities, devotion, home prohlems,
aIld technlCJ.ucs for the scientific approach to creation added greatly tu the
general stimulus to child training. The
committee voiced the bope that the
friends "'lOuld continue to make suggestions throughout the year.
:Members of the Youth COllllllittee
also ably described the important activities fostered by the youth of the
Faith, who have' hrought about the
special Youth programs at SUllllller
Schools, the puhlication of a Youth
quarterly, and many special local activities as well as the International Youth
Dav.
Explallations about the Rahfl'i exhihits at the two \\lurld's Fairs, and a
n':'port on the preparation ot a traveling exhibit for State Fairs \vere pre~.cnted.

The three Sllllll11f:r Schnob 1,-\'ere disClt.;;;sea. and rf'presel1tativcs of each
Summer School COlLllllittee rrpnt·terl
011 current plans.
Consultation on the work of the Radin Committpe.
[L1 greater cletail was presemerl tbe
various activtties uf the :..rational
Tead1illg COlHmittf'P, with relXlrts on
\'arious phasf's (If the \.\'ork hy individ-

ual members and teachers.
Ridvan Feast
Foundation Hall was thronued b ....
Baha'is and attracted friends for th~e
celehration of the Feast of Ridvan.
Saturday evening. A beautiful program had been arranged by the local
Assemblies of the Temple area, with
readings, remarks from a number of
friends, and ~lddresses by 11T. Sabet
and ~-1r. Espinosa. Then followed material refreshlllent and fellowship
among the friends.

Locks of Baha'u'llah
\Vith reVf'rence the bclievf>rs heard
the reading of the Tablet on the Hair
of Baha'u'lIith, and gazed upon the
preciolls locks \vhich the Guardian last
year committed to the -care of the
American Baha'is.
LTnforgettablc- were the presentations
of teaching ,"\'ork in varioLts parts of
Latin America hy individual believers
who fotltlci the do'ors open for establishing the lIaith in the hearts of ilHlividnab. The recommendation that pi0tleer
tf'::t.rhers be settled in Central .;\meric-(l
vva:', an il11lllf'rliatf' result of the [;ua1"(lian's cahled advice and instruction. :\
number of pioneer offers were e(o(fllenlly presented to the gatherillg.
Ilbpiriug also ,yere those l-el11a"ks
hy teachers who ha"e sen-cd the Caltse
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Allen D. McDaniel, Chairman
Dorothy Baker, Vice-ChaLrman
Horace Hollev. Secretarv
Louis G. Gregory, Rff~rding
Secretary
Roy C. \V il helm, T reasu TeT
Siegfried SdlOpflochcr, Assistall t T reaSllrer
Amelia E. Collins
Leroy Ioas
Ilarl;n Ober
in France, Belgium, Hungary, and
accounts of pilgrimages to Haifa.
Annu.al Election
The tellers reported that the nine
highest names recorded as reSlllt of the
counting of hallots wefe: Allen B. :V1cDaniel, Horac:e Holley. Durothy Baker, Roy C. \Vilhelm, Amelia E. Collins,
Leroy Ioas. Louis G. Gregory, Siegfried Schopflochcr, Harlan Ober.
Thanks and appreciation were recorded for the services rendered by
~liss ] ulia Sobel, the \Vilmette Housing Committee, the Puhlicity Committee, and the Assemblies of the Temple
area,

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT
National Spirjtual Assemb1y of the
Baha'is of the United States
and Canada
The month covered hy this supplementary report has been notable in the
swift development of events, signifying
a great acceleration in the field of Bahai action,
Communications from the Guardian
received in this period include, first,
the following cablegram dated April 1 :
"Assure each pioneer immeasurahle
gratitude. Such vigorolls response, in
such periluus times. to so vital a call,
opens brilliant epoch in the formative
age of the Faith of Baha'u'liah. Impelled congratulate Assembly for its
\'\dse. efficient stewardship."-And second, a letter dated :Vlarch 17. which
infonns us that the l'On of pioneers has
heen augmented hy the names of l\·ir.
and l\Irs. \\,'. T. Bidwell, who had informed Shoghi Effendi that they have
c::;tahlislwrl residence in Greenville,
South Caroli11a, in orrler to raise up a
Baha'i community -in that State.
To the munbe; of local gwU!)S £]uali fled to form nE'\V ,-\ssemhlies. the
groups at AHmquerque can nm'l" he
added.
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FrfJ111 l\Jis:-; :\ilartha Root has C0111e
a bundle of newspaper dippings de,..;c:ribing her acrivities in Australia, \',1ith
a scherlule indicating some thirty public meetings during the first fe~,,' \vet'ks
a fter her arrival from lndia.
The tar country of Lapland has been
illumined with the light of the Faith
uy the indomitahle energ-y of :\"f rs. Lorol Schopflocher, who has been traveling in that land and spreading the l\'lessage in recent months.
The reprint of the :\J aster's address
at the Conference of the ;..rational Association for the Advancement of Colored People at Chicago in 1912, already mentioned, has 110\".' heen made
and' copies are available
delegate~
anu frienus. In a few words. 'Abdu'lBaha gave the American people so
many ye.ars ago the reality of human
oneness, and now it is our privilege to
ponder His message on race amity with
de-eper understanding, and share it
\'..-ith the leaders of opinion throughout
the country. Similar reprints of striking Baha'i texts are to {u1lm" as rapidly as conditions justify, thus adding to
our teaching literature a series of expositions that cannot fail to command
the attention of awakened souls.
The present Convention is privileged
to receive visits from co-workers from
uther lands. Mr. and ).frs. Sabet arc
here from Tihran, on a visit that \\·ill
take them to a few of the larger cities
and perhaps also include both \\.'orlci.'s
Fairs.
Moreover, we have as honored
guests not one. as had been anticipated,
but four memLers of the new Spiritual
Assembly of l\·1exico Citv: Pedro Espinosa, :r\·lrs. Refugio Ochoa, :'\fiss Zenay da Jurado, anrl }frs. 1Iaria Luisa
Juradu, radiant in their enthusiasm and
ardent in their servi<:c tu the Faith.
This visit is a great historic. event. for
it marks the trne beginning of that new
inter-continental teaching task which
the Guardian has expounded for 11S in
"The Advent of Divine Justice." \Vc

to

NEWLY ELECTED ASSEMBLY
CABLES GUARDIAN
)) ewly elected Assembly infinitely grateful your exposition
Divi~e Plan, invokes guidance
Dah;i'u'lIah (for) nev. . enterprise
Inter-American era.
Rejoiced
report development pioneer plans
Panama. Braz.il. Honduras, Cuha.
(signed) McDaniel. Hollev. Baker. Wilhelm, Collins,
Toa::,. Gre~ory, SchopRocher. Ober.
Sent April 30, 19.19.

THE GUARDIAN'S CABLE
TO INCOMING ASSEMBLY
\Ve1come (with) deepest satis~
faction Convention's vigorous,
instant response. Confident ne\vly elected AssemLlv ...,,·i11 with still
greater distinction ~discharge twufold obligation meet subsequent
neetls Temple constructiun (and)
insure cOInplete success newly undertaken carnpaign (in) Central
America. Prayers. Love.
SHOGHI.

Received May 5, 1939.
jom hands and hearts with these coworkers from Bahci'u'll<ih's own native
land, and '''''ith the co-workers from the
11t'\Vest country blessed with the institution of a Spiritual Assembly. The
I\-iaster, surely. beholds with joy from
on higb a gathering- so hlessed and so
pregnant with promise of future
achievement.
Our foundation has been firmly laid
in nearly ninety local Spiritual Assemblies, in the H011se of Vv'orship rapidly
nearing completion, in three Summer
Schools, and in a Baha'i community
\'lo·hich has acquired a great diversity of
experience and manifests a rich variety of gifts. Each sllccessive general
communication from the Guardian has
clarified our vision, deepened our aims
and extended our horizon of consciousness. And now, as the world trembles
on its collpasing basis, the American
Baha'i communi ty , numbe ring some
thirty-five hundred souls. is bidden to
exemplify the coming of the Kingdom
to mankind, In reverence and in true
humilitv we can hut turn to the words
of Bahft'u'11ah:
"0 people of Bah:t! Ye are the
breezes of spring that are wafted over
the world. Through you Vv'e have
adornetl the world of heing with the
ornament of the knowledge of the
':\lost Merciful. Through you the countenance of the world hath been
..."reathed in smiles, and the brightness
of His light shone forth. Cling ye to
the cord of steadfastness, in such wis.e
that all 'lain imaginings may utterly
vanish. Speed ye forth from the horizon of pmver, ill the narne of your
Lord, the Lilcotlstrainerl, and announce
unto His servants, \",,·ith wisdom and
eloC]uence, the tidings of this Catlse,
\\'hose splendor hath heen shed upon
the world of being."
"This is the clav in which to speak.
It is incumbent uPon the people of Baha to ~trive, with the utmost patience
ann forbearance. to gtlide the peoples
of the world to the 1fost Great Ho-
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rizol1. Every body calleth aloud for a
soul. I.-Ieavenly souls must needs quicken, wIth the breadth of the Word of
God, the deau bodies with a fre;;,h
spirit."
HORACE HOLLEY, Secretary.

THE STATUS OF
PILGRIM'S NOTES
I t was moved, seconded and voted to
record the view that in the light of the
Guardian's general instruction, as quoted helow, the National Assembly can110t sanction the puulication and distrihution through official Baha'i channels
of notes and records of pilgrims, as"Baha'u'llah has made it clear
enough that only those things that have
heen revealed in the form of Tablets
bave a bitlding power over the f fiends.
Hearsays may be matters of interest
can in no \'o'ay claim authority. This
basic teaching of Bahit'u'lliLh was to
preserve the Faith from being corrupted like Islam \'\lhich attributes binning
authority to all reported sayings of
!\1uhammad. This being a basic principle 01 the Faith we should· not conInse Tablets that were actually revealed
and mere talks attributed to the founders of the Cause. The first have absolute binding authority while the latter
can ill no way claim our obedience.
The highest thing this can achieve is to
influence the activities of the one \,,'ho
has heard the saying in person."
"He would also urge you to attach
no importance to the stories totd about
'Ahdu'l-Baha or to those attributed to
Him hy the f riends_ These should be
regarded in the same light as the notes
and impressions of visiting pilgrims.
They need not he suppressed but they
should not also he given prominence or
offY.:ial recognition."
"He has also said that ,,,:henever he
has something of importance 10 say, he
invariahlv communicates it to the N ational A~sembl)' or in his general letters. His personal letters to individual
friends are only for their personal benefit and even though he docs not want
to forbid their publication, he does not
wish them to he used too much by the
BAH_',.'i )JEWS_ Only letters with special significance should be published
there."
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the puhlic meetings and regional conferences the schedule provides_
Apnl 29. April 30. ~1ay I. 1939Evanston.
June 16. 17. 18. 1939-West Englewood.
July 15. 16. 1939-Green Acre_
September 2, 3, 4, 1939-Toronto.
Puhlic meeting September L
October 13, 14. 15, 1939-San
Francisco. Public meeting October 12.
December I, 2, 3, 1939-West Englewood. Public meeting and regional
conference at New York, 1'< ovember
30_
January 19, 20 and 21, 1940---Chicago. Puhlic meeting, January 18.
Fehruary 29. ~larch I, jl,larch 2.
1940-West Englewood_
April 5,6 and 7, 1940------,Vest Englewood,
April 24. I 940---Evanstoll.

"NEWLY UNDERTAKEN CAMPAIGN CENTRAL AMERICA"
A strong foundation has been laid
for Inter-America teaching work during the past few years, with the establishment of a Baha'i community in
~-1exico City, the formation of study
~roups in South America by ~"1rs.
:::'tewa.rt, the teaching and publicity accomplIshed by Miss Beatrice I n,,·iu,
Mrs. LOlllie Mathews, :VIrs_ Nellie S_
French. :\T rs_ Joel Stehbins, Mr. Philip
Marangd1a qnd Mr. \Villiam deForge,
and. the schedule of translation and
publication into Svanish developed
with the cooperation of the Spiritual
Assembly of Mexico Citv_
A new and more po,,~crful impulse
has been given this activity by actions
taken in consultation with the TnterAmerica Committee since the Com,'ention. It has been decided to apply the
language qualification as indicated by
the Guardian, and also to make certain
that each pioneer can enter the countrv
under conditions making it possible to
remain long enough tu estahlish a Daba'i group.
The definite projects already approved include: :\r rs. Louise Caswell
to remain six months in Panama for
study and survey of conditions. Mr.
Philip i\.larangella is to proceed to
Cuba. ;\·li5s Eve Kicklin will return
to Brazil for settlement in Rio de JanMEETINGS OF THE
eiro. Antonio Rocca will go as pioneer
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
to Honduras. l\fr. J."lathe\v Kaszah
ASSEMBLY
has notified the Kationa1 Asscmblv of
~
The ::Jatiunal Spiritual As:o;;emhlv hi!'> departure for Panama.
Other important projects are- umler
has adopted the following schedule of
meetings for the current Baha'i year. ronsideration and in process, and will
One more meeting- is incl11ded tha'; has he reported as soon as pos~ihle.
An entirely new phase in the developheen held in recent vears. Detailed
plans \,.,.-i11 be reported 'later concerning ment of the Seven Year Plan is flefi-

nitely under way, and its success reyuires the most ardent support of the
entIre i·\mencan Baha'i community.
GEYSERVILLE SUMMER SCHOOL
Program ot Thirteenth Annual
Session

July 2-23, 1939

Devotions: 9:00 A. :\1. dailv Hah.i'i Auditoriulll.
~,
Unity Feasts: The annual reullion
ot believers and guests, 12 :00 noon,
Sunday, July 2 and July 16.
Study ciasses: 10:00 A. M _ to 12 :00
noon daily, except Sundays, in Baha'i
Auditorium.
Courses of Study: The Advent of
Divine Justice.
1. The Spiritual Unfoldment of
Humanity.
2. R~(dge-s of Human Relationships.
3_ World Order of Baha'u'lhih_
Program oi first week to be repeated
the third week.
Public meetings: Ttlesday an,t
Thursday evenings, 8:00 P. 11.
~hildrents activities: Study classes
dally, 9 :45 A. M_, except SlIndays.
Youth Panel discussions: 'Daily
except Sundays.
Subjects-The Young Raha'] in the
\'vorlcl. today; The practice of Haha'i
teaching.
Accommodations
Reservations should be made immediately throllgh Miss Ruth Westgate.
Herhert Hotel, 161 Powell Street. San
Francisco.
Rates per person: $2_00 per week in
out.slde rooms; $3.00 per week in upstaIrs. rO?111 of dormitory; $5.00 per
week m first floor rnoms of dormitory.

GREEN ACRE RESERVATIONS
Special rate during Youth \Veek for
young j>eople up to 25 years of age.
$10.00_
The rate for room and hoard at
Green Acre Inn, $13_00 to $22.00 pel'
week. Corner rooms on second or
third floor, $22.00 single, $20_00 as
double room.
Front rooms. second floor, 520.00
'ingle. SI R_OO double_
Other main hall rooms, second fiflor.
$18.00 single, $16_00 dOli hle_
. Rooms in \II,:ing. secoJl(l floof, $16.00
s1l1gle. $14.00 double.
Rooms on third floor, $14.00 tn
520_00.
Inn dormitory rooms, $1.100 douh!e,
Cottage rooms, first floor, $15.00
single. $1.1.00 dOllble_ Seeon{1 floor,
S1.l.00.
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April 27, 28,

Tbe above rates include mum and
buanl per week.
Reservations should he made as soon
as possible through :'\Irs. Flora Valentine, )'Ianager, 142 Regent Street, Saratoga Springs, 01. Y., to June 1. After
June 1, address Green Acre Inn, Eliot,
)'Iaille,

LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
SPecial Notice

Z9~

30, 1939

lJlease study 10 advance pages G-9 ;11
this outline (formerly cnlitled "The
Th,'ee Worlds").

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
The Library Committee annOllnces
that the following books are available
for pt-esentatiotl to ne\..' public. college
and univet-sity librarict;; The Balun
If' orld (current volume). Some A nsit!ered Questions, Hahci'u'lldh a.Hd the

Laboratory

.:Ve1i.' F:ra-, Foundatiulls of J-Vorld
[In-ity. Security for a Faifirl[J leForld_

Session of Louhelcn Summer School
are requested to bring as far as possible: "Some AnS\,.. el'ed Questions",
"Baha'i
Scriptures",
"Gleanings",
.. Promulgation of Universal Peace,"
"Foundations of \Vorld Unitv", "Hiddent \~!ords", .:o..hs. Hoagg's outline
entitled "Condition:; of Existence; Servitude, Prophetboou, Deity".
Also

Several of these titles will he sent to
any librarian ...vlto will place our bouks
un her circulating shelve~.
\-Ve sttggest that traveling teachers
contact 11S for lihrary information 011
the states ...vhich tIll:::)' plan to visit.
Also, ...vould the teachers tTy to drop a
card immediately upon making a library contact giving the lihrarian's

Those coming

to

the

name and address to facilitate placing
books? Books will reach the library
\\o'ithiLl a week or so.
All library information is welcumed
bv tbis committee; lists of Baha'i book!)
already on the shelves; reports of circulation; librarian and reader receptivity; a brief summary of local Baha'i
activity. This enables us to judge library needs. It is al..,o important that
we do not duplicate books already
available_
\'\"e supply hook reviews to be puhlished in local newspapers_ V\,'e advisl'
that you ~ccure the librarian's approval
and cooperate ...\.. ith her at all times he[ore publishing any annoucement or revie\\'s. 1fake the librarian a friend of
the Cause whenever possible.
This committee would like to make
our library records as complete as possible to be oi greater service to the
teachers, and to enable us tu indicate
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where library pioneering is needed.
:May we have a record of all presentations for our files?
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For this committee. address the secretary, :\:1r5. Stuart Sims, Leroy Apartments, Red Bank, )Iew Jersey.

NO GREATER DEMONSTRATION
A STATEMENT BY THE NATIONAL YOUTH COMMITTEE
"N 0 greater demonstration can be
given to the peoples of both continents
of the youthful vitality and the vibrant
power animating the life, and the institutions of the nascent Faith ot Baha'u'llah than an intelligent, p'ersistent,
and effective participation of the Bah'j Youth, of every race, nationality,
and cIass, in both the teaching and administrative spheres of Baha'i activity."'
Who among the Baha'i yuuth of
America has failed to thrill at these
stirring words of OUT Guardian in
"The Advent of Divine Justice", as he
calls us to active participation in the
teaching program of the National Spiritual Assembly?
"Though lacking in experience and
faced ,',,:ith insufficient resources, 'ret
the adventurous spirit which they possess, and the vigor, the alertne~s, and
optimism they have thus far so consistently shown, qualify them to play
an active part in arousing the interest.
and in securing the allegiance, of their
fellow youth in those countries."
Thus does he tell us that we. too,
have a part to play in the establishment
of the Faith in the countries of Latin
and South America.
"Through such a participation the
critics and enemies of the Faith, ,,,"'atching with varying degrees of skepticism
and resentment, the evolutionary processes of the Cause of God and its institutions, {:an best be convinced of the
indubitaLle truth that such a Cause is
intensely alive, is sound to its very core.
and its destinies in safe keeping. I
hope, and inueed pray, that such a participation may not only redound to the
glory. the power, and the prestige of
the Faith, but may also react so powerfully on the spiritual lives. and galvanize to such an extent the energies
of the youthful members of the Baha'i
community, as to empower them to display, in a fuller measure. their inherent
capacities, and to unfolrl a further stag-e
in their sriritual evolution under the
shadow of the Faith of Raha·u'lhih."
How_, then, can "''''e best prepare our-

selves to carry out th~se new responsibilities? For an answer to this question we have but to turn again to page
41 of that same book.
"Those who participate in such a
campaign, whether in an organizing ca, pacity, or as workers to whose care the
execution of the task itself has been
committed. must . .
thoroughly familiarize themselves with the various
aspe·cts of the history and teachings oE
their Faith.. _ They must strive to
obtain, from sources that are authoritative and unbiased, a sound know 1eu.ge of the history and tenets of Islam_
_ .. They must devote special attention
to the investigation of those institutions and circumstances that are directly connected with the origin and birth
of their Faith, w-ith the station claimed
by its Forerunner, and with the la,'Vs
revealed by its Author.
"Having acquired, in their essentials, these pn.:requisites of success in
the teaching field, they must . . . . endeavor, whenever feasible, to aCfluire a
certain proficiency in the 1anguages
spoken by the inhabitants of those
countries, and a knowledge of their
customs, habits, and outlook."
First, then, we must bocome thoroughly familiar with the history and
teachings of our own Faith. as well as
that of Islam, and next we must ·'acquire a certain proficiency" in the
Spanish and Portuguese languages_
It is to this second requirement that
the ~ational Youth Committee wishes
to call attention at this time. Some
young people" no doubt, arc already
familiar with Spanish, having studied
it in high school or college. :\{any others who are still in school will make it
a point to include this in their program
of study when returning to classes
next year.
For the henefit of the remaining
young people who have finished their
schooling, we recommend that each
Youth Group, wherever possible. provide its m<.:mbers with the l1li'ans for
stLtdying these two languages. It may

be pD5sible to. do this by empluying'
teachers, or by sharmg the cost of lessuns once or twice
each week. Vlhatever method is used,
we should keep alvvays in mimI our objcctiv<.:, "... hieh is to prepare ourselves
for sen:ice unoer the Inter-America
Committee.
There can be no doubt that if we do
this \"r'e shall have taken another signil1cant step toward the fulfillment of
our destin" "under the shadow of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah", and it is hoped
that every young Baha'i in America
will arise to "intelligent, persistent, and
effective }Jarticipation ... in both the
teaching and administrative spheres of
Baha·i activity_"
~()vernment-pald

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Tndianapolis, 8.* New York. 6.
Rochester, 1. Baltimore, 1-. "\/ashington, 1. Muskegon, 3. Binghamton', L
Pasadena, 1. Hoston, L Detroit, 4_
Peoria, 1. Chicagu. 9. Los Angeles,
2. eJew Haven, 1 and 1 youth. Winnetka, 2 amI 1 youth. San-Francisco, 5.
~.jilwaukee, 2. Seattle, 1.

* III
was

b~'

the Marcb issue this enrollment of 8
error assigned to Cincinnati.

IN MEMORIAM
It is dear and evinent that when the
veils that conceal the realities of the
manifestations of the N ames and Attrihutes of God, nay of all created things
visible or invisible. have been rent
asunder, nothing except the Sign of
God will remain-a sgin which He.
Himself, hath placed within these realities_ This sign will endure as long as
;, the wish uf the Lord thy God, the
Lord of the heavens and of the earth.
If such be the blessings conferred on
all created things, how superior must
he the destiny of the true believer.
whose existence and life are to be regarded as the originating purpose of
all creation.-BAH.",-'u'LLAH.
:\frs. Corinne \~,resterman, Peoria_
:\hs. Elrna l\.fiessler, Lima_
:\f rs_ Cora Lyon Houston-Brmvn,
San Antonio.
:"Ir. \ViII C. Allen, Berkeley.
:\1r. Omar \;\'olfe, Racine-_
1I.h. :\olathew A. \Vhite. Phuenix.
),,1 rs. Eli7.aheth Rudlsile, Bellingham.
\Vashington.

)
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MY PLEA, MY SUPREME ENTREATY
Letter from Shoghi Effendi
Dear Co-workers;
I have in two recent. successive messages, cabled to your Assembly, giving
expression, as far as it lay in my power, to the feelings of overpuwering
gratitude \'I,:hich the Tcspon:se of so
many pioneers to the call of teaching
has evoked in my heart. I have moreover felt impelled to convey my congratulations to the members uf your
Assembly who, through their resource,
unity and single-mindedness, have lent
so needed and timely an impetus to the
mighty work associated with the second year of the Seven Year Plan.
There can be no doubt whatever that
what the American believers. no less
than their elected national representa~
tives, have accomplished. the long and
assiduous care 0 f the fonner and the
potent methods employed by the latter,
have witnessed to the uprising of a new
spirit on whieh the defamers of the
Cause may well pause to reflect, and
from which its lovers cannot but derive deep joy and solace. I again \vish
to thank with all mv soul those whose
acts have stirred the imagination of
friend and foe alike.
In my desire not to omit anything
that might help to spur on or reinforce
the community of the American believers as they mOVe on to their flestiny, I
feel it necessary to add a \'Imrd of
warning in .connection with the ,:vork
that has been 50 splendidly begun lest
it should be jeopardized or frustrated.

'The initial phase of the teaching work
operating under the Seven Year Plan
has at long last been concluded. They
\,\rho have pushed it forward have
\,:ithstood the test gloriously. By their
acts, whether as teachers or administrators, they have written a glorious
page in the struggle for the laying of a
continent-wide ioundation for the administrative Order of their Faith. At
this advanced stage in the fulfilment of
the purpose to "I,:hich they have set
their hand there can be no turningba{:k. no halting, no respite. To launch
the bark of the Faith, to implant its
hanner, is not enough. Suppm-t, ample, organized and unremitting, should
be lent, designed to direct the course
of that 'Nork and to lay an unassailable
foundation for the fort destined to
stand gltard oyer that banner.
The ;";ational Spiritual Assembly,
the Kational Teaching Committee, the
Regional and local teaching committes,
no less than the itinerant teachers.
should utilize every possible means calculated to fan the zeal. enrich the resources and insure the solidity and. permanency of the \",,"ork, of those whu,
actuated by so laudable and shining a
spirit of self-sacrifice, have arisen to
face the hazanis and perils of so holy
ann historic an adventure. Indeed every
heliever. however hum hie and ine~pe
rit'llced, should sense the obligation to
Viay his or her part in a missiol1 that
involves so very deeply the destinies

not only of the Ameri.can Baha'i CUlIlmunity Lut of the nation itself.
Whether through the frequency of
their visits, the warmth of their correspondence, the liberality of their support, the wisdom of their counsels, the
choice of the literature placed at the
disposal of the pioneers. the members
of the community should, at this hour
when the sanus of a moribund civilization are inexorably running out, and at
a time when they are preparing themsel yes to launch yet another stage in
their teaching activities, insure the security and provide for the steady expansion, of the work initiated in those
territories so recently. set alight from
the torch of an inextinguishable Faith.
Thls is my plea, my supreme entreaty.
Your true and grateful brother,
April 17, 1939.
SHOGHI.
The fullowing portion of the same
letter was written by the Guardian
through his secretary:Before closing I wish to express
once again the feelings of unbounded
satisfaction and gratitude that fill the
heart of our beloved Guardian at the
repeated evidences of the steady extension of pioneer teaching in both the
Northern and Southern America. and
at the unanimous and unconditional response made to his recent teaching appeals uy the individual believers, local
Assemblies, regional and national
teaching committees and last, hut not
least, by the distinguished members 0
vour O\,I,.'n Assemhly who have assure
ly spared no effort -to coordinate. gl'
and reinforce the activities and
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sources of the entire community
tmvards the accomplishment of the collossal task set forth hy the Seven Year
Plan. Such exemplary response, truly
reminiscent of the intrepid faith, fearless courage and irreproachable fidelity
so characteristic of the immortal pioneers of the Heroic Age of the Cause,
indeed befits the high ,piritual rank
which the American believers so deservedly and incontestably enjoy. It
surely cannot hut excite the envy anu
the admiration of all their sister cummunities, whether in the East or in the
\Vest, and, in particular, offer true and
abiding solace to those of their co-religionists who, though harrassed and
persecuted, turn their eager and confident hearts to their dear American
brethren, whose inestimable privilege it
is now to compensate, througl~ their
heroic exploits, what their disabled
fellow-believers are prevented from accomplishing for the further spread and
greater glory of their faith_
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"OFFICIAL INAUGURATION •.. WORLD MISSION"
Cablegram from Shoghi Effendi
Nc~"..ly-lallndl{:u Central American campaign marks official inauguration (of) long-deferred World :'>!ission constituting 'Abdu·l-Baha's distinctive legacy (to the) Baha'] Community (of) North America. Chosen
Community broadening its basis, gaining (in) stature, deepening (in) COnsecration. Its "\."'anguard now entering arena monopolized (by) entrenched
forces (of) Christendom's mightiest ecclesiastical institutions, Laboring
amidst race foreign in language, custom, temperament embracing vast proportion (of) New \\forld-'s ethnic clements. American uelievers' isolated
oversea teaching enterprises hitherto tentative, intermittent, now at end.
~ew epoch opening. demanding exertions incomparably more strenuous,
unflinchingly sustained, centrally directed, systematically organized, efficiently comlucted. Upon alacrity, tenacity, fearlessness (of) present prosecutors (of the) unfolding mission depend speedy (and) fullest revelation,
in the First (and) Second Centuries. (of the) potentialities (of the) hirthright conferred (upon) American believers. Convey (to) pioneers (in)
North, Middle (and) South America my eagerness (to) maintain with
each direct, personal contact. Assure Teaching (and) Inter-America Committees (my) delight (at) successive testimonies (of) believers' glowing
spirit reflected (in) IVTinutes, letters (and) reports recently received. Entreat every section (of) community (to) labor unremittingly until every
nation (in) Western Hemisphere (is) illumined (by) rays (and) woven
(into) fabric (of) Bah§.'u'llith triumphant Administrative Order_
Received May 28. 1939.

PRAYER FOR
THE TEMPLE

o God! 0 God! We implore Thee
with throbbing heart and streaming
tears to aid each one who strives in the
erection of the house of the Lord
wherein Thv )Jame is mentioned at
morn and ev~ntide.
Lord, send down Thy benediction
on whosoever serves this edifice and
aids in the upraising 0 f this Templ~ for
the unity of all sects and relIgIOns.
Confirm him in every good deed among
mankind; open. the doors of rich~s and
wealth unto hIm; and. make hIm an
inheritor of the treasures of the Kingdom which perish not; cause him to be
a sign of giving unto the people; uphold him by the sea of Thy bounty and
generosity which forever surges \vlth
the waves of Thy grace and favor.
Veri Iv Thou art the Generous, the
Bountif"i, the All-Glorious!

o

-'AEDU!L-BAHA,

"MUST USHER IN ... THROUGH
LIVING SACRIFICE"
The objectives chosen for the Third
Vear of the Seven Year Plan ,~'ere prc' . . d to even' American believer in
"V issue -of BAHA'i )JEWS.
-.bjectives are nothing else
vital steps of progress
~ican Baha'i Commu-. undertake in the
.gnificent goal set
,nd clearly defined

SHOGHI.

The first step -consists in thorough,
widespread understanding of the rletails of the Plan of Action involving
the extension of teaching in Korth and
South America, and the steauy prosecution of Temple construction. The
Annual Budget required, as reported,
is $150,000. or an average of $12,500
in contributions each month from Mav
1, 1939 to April 30, 1940_
'
Until this first step is taken, the
necessary foundation for true collective
effort will nut be laid_ Therefore the
National Spiritual Assemhly appeals to
every local Assembly, group, National
Committee and isolated believer to seize
every opportunity to impress the
friends with the need of consideration
of the details of that Plan. The entire
American Baha'i Community. and not·
merely parts of it here and there, must
be fullv conscious that the value and
signific~nce of the present Baha'i year
depend upon uur success in achieving
this minimum of result.
The next step beyond knowledge of
the Plan is the spirit of consecration hy
\'r'hich every oormant faculty will be
t(uickened and the latent capacities
awakened to the plane of decisive action. \Ve are Lut dimlv aware of what
one consecrated person;lity can accomplish through the pmver of the Holy
Spirit, though . . \'e have Lefure \1S the
inspiring record of the Baha'i heroes .
saints and martyrs to attest the validity
uf the supreme ~mirade. Even less hav-e

,,,,,'e become aware of what a united Bahi'i Community can achieve, \'Io'hen imbued with one spirit, resolved upDn one
goal, concentrated upon one effort and
advancing along one path.
The Seven Year Plan, marking the
successive stages to the Advent of Divine Justice, is not a period of time
which we can traverse passively as passengers in a ship, It is a field of spiritual struggle, each soul with itself, for
the attainment of that Victory which
the Divine \\Till can alone achieve
through humble and devoted servants.
The Third Year is already advanced.
V'le now have but eleven months Temammg. The task can not be laid
down a single day, but every hour has
its vital part. ThTough living sacrifice
we are to reveal ourselves as Baha'is,
amI not by doctrinal belief alone.
The necessities of the Seven Year
Plan, in fact, are our Divine protection
from the visible and invisible onslaughts of a collapsing civilization.
Our tasks anti difficulties are our mvsterious endowment of grace from 'on
High. Tn single-heartedness of dc\'otion and consecration of effort \ve shall
stand \",.. ithin the Provitience of assurance in this Dav when the foundations
of the nations t;emhle and are laici low,
Therefure let us employ, more unitedly, more cOllragt"otlsly and more determinedlv than ever hefore, those
ble:::;scd n{eans given us to acquire capacity to serve the Faith oi Baha'u·l-
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lah: prayer and me<iitatinll, study of
the Holy Texts, consultation, loyalty to
the Fund, and daily teaching by word
and deed.
These days are days of continuous
emergency, not relaxation, striving, not
passivity, unity, not aloofness, consecration, not division of soul.
The National Spiritual Assembly
prays in all earnestness that the flame
of zeal will enkindle the hearts and produce a conflagration that shall ignite
the continents and islands of the \~rest
ern V\r or Id !
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
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CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Progress reflected (in) re<:ently published I'\ational Re}..lurts inspiring, significant. Cunvey (to) responsible Commitees
abundant
gratitude,
heartfelt
congratulations. Advise mail one
copy (to) each ·Community (of)
Baha'i \-Vorld as example \""'orthy
emulation, as source (of) abiding cumfort, as stimulus (of)
greater exertions, nobler persevcrance.
SHOGnr.

CONVENTION GREETINGS AND
GRATITUDE TO PIONEERS
The following greeting was prepared
and adopted by the 1939 Convention
with the recommendation that it be
dispatched to all pioneer teachers who
have set forth into new areas as result
of the Guardian's appeals:"Guardian cables joy over earnest
Teaching Campaign, urges 'resolutely prosecute momentous enterprise.
Fervor prayers intensified: Convention assembled also wishes you God
speed. Holds prayers for your success and expresses gratitude your services."
The teachers to whom this message
was addressed are: Mr. and :\1rs. Allah K. Kalantar, Delaware,; :\1<. Wilfrid Barton, \¥ichita, Kansas; IVTis~ N.
Grace Bissell, Vermont; Mr. and :Mrs.
Hilbert Dahl, West Virginia; Mr.
Rowland Estall, \Vinnipeg; Miss Helen Griffing, Kevada; rv'liss Honor
Kempton, Alaska; Mr. and );1rs. Don
T _ Mac)/al1y, Rhode Island; Miss
Lydia J. );Iartin, Arkansas; Mrs. Beulah Proctor, Nova Scotia; :Mrs. Marguerite Reimer Sears, Utah; rvIiss
Doris Skinner, Calgary; Mr. and :VIrs.
F. G. ,Vade, :-.rova Swtia; Mr. Harold
Hunt, West Virginia; Mr. and );[ rs.
W. T. Bidwell, South Carolina; Mr.
~fathew
Kazsab,
Pananla;
11 rs.
Frances B. Stewart, Buenos Aires.

Recei,·ed :\Iay 9, 1939.

finnation and assistance!
o Lord 1 Have pity on my weakness
and strengthen me with Thy power!
o Lord! Have pity on my impotency
and assist me with Thy might and
majesty!
o Lord! Should the breaths of the
Holy Spirit confirm the weakes~ of creatures, he shall attain to the highest station of greatness and shall possess anything he desireth. Indeed Thou hast
assisted Thy servants in the past, and
they were the weakest of Thy creatures, the lowliest of Thy servants and
the most insignificant of those who
lived upon the earth; but through Thy
sanction and potency they took precedence over the most glorious of Thy
people and the most noble of Thy mankind. \Vhereas formerly they were as
moths, they became royal falcons and
whereas 'before they were as bubbles,
they became seas. Through Thy bestowal, Thy mercy and Thy most great
favor they be<:ame stars shining in the
horizon of guidance, birds singing in
the rose-garden of immortality, lions
roaring in the forests of knowledge
and wisdom and \""hales SVI'·i1TI111ing in
the oceans of life.
Verily, Thou art the Clement, the
Powerful, the Mighty, and the most
Merciful of the Merciful!
-'AEDUJL-BAH~'\.

PRAYER
FOR TEACHERS
-0 God! 0 God! Thou seest my
weakness, lowliness and humility
amongst Thy creatures; nevertheless I
have trusted in Thee and have arisen
in the promotion of Thy Tcachi'!~s
amongst Thy strong servants, relYIng
on Thy power and might!
o Lord! I am a broken-winged bird
and desire to soar in this Thy space to
which there is no limit. How 1S it possible for rne to uo this save through
Thy providence amI grace, Thy con-

"THE GREATEST
DIVINE INSTITUTE"
The Mashriqu'l-Adhkar is the most
important matter and the greatest divine institute. Consider how the first
institute of His Holiness ~Ioses, after
His exodus from Egypt, ':vas the "Tent
of :Martyrdom" \,,·hich He raised and
which was the traveling Temple. It
was a tent \\-'hich they pitched in the
uesert, wherever they abode, and wo~
shipped in it. Likc\vise, after H1S

3
Holiness Christ-may the spirit of t!le
world be a sacrifice to Him !-the first
institute by the dbciple::s was a Temple.
They planned a church in every country. Consider the Gospel (read it)
and the matter of the :\1ashriqu'I-Adhkar will become evident.
In fine, I hope that all the beloved
of God, collectively, in the continent of
America, men and women, will strive
night and day until the Mashriqu'lAdhkar be erected in the utmost solidityand beauty.-'ABDu'L-BAHA (Tablets, III, pp. 633, 634).
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
Announce-me-nt
Among the gifts made to the National Archives during the Convention
were two collections of the Tablets of
'Abdu'l-Baha one of these comprising
thirty original Persian Tablets addressed to Mrs. Agnes S. Parsons, and
the other, eighteen original Persian
Tablets to Mrs. Marie A. Watson.
Both collections are accompanied by
typed copies of original translations,
and both were presented by Miss
Leone S. Clair Barnitz of Washington,
in whose keeping these Tablets had
been placed by Mrs. Parsons.
A number of sacred relies which belonged originally to members of the
Holy Household were presented by
Mr. Roy Wilhehn and by Miss Jessie
E. Revell. The gifts made by the latter were formerly the possessions of
Miss Elizabeth H. Stewart, who received them from Persian believers.
J

FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Prayer
There is no habit as necessary to the
spiritual well being of our children as
the habit of prayer.
From Mr. Harry Ford, superintendent of schools in Little Falls, New
York, comes a helpful statement based
on his own c.xperience. "Prayers may
come as naturally from the child as the
songs that flow through his lips when
he feels physical and mental happiness.
... Prayer may be a part of helping a
child catch happy thoughts or see lovely things. When he is filled with joyous feelings, it is easy to instill the idea
of a kind God, a just God, a loving
God. . . . Early be may feel the need
of help in being good, in heeding the
instructions of parent or teacher, in being kind and gentle. What greater
help Can he find than talking it over,
conversation with God \\o'ho has given
the promise of help?
"Teach the child the value of the
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pause, the 'rest' in the symphony uf
life. (Later we may call it meuitation.) The pause renders the suul receptive toward God.
"The child loves the rhythmic
sounds that come from the read Of repeated ''''ord, even before he can understand them. There arc many simple prayers from Baha'u'll:ih and 'Abdu'l-Bah:i. They may be read to tbe
child. If he \'vants to repeat or learn
some of them, it is an indication that
his capacity has developed to a point
where he can benefit by such learning."
As children grow older, sit clown
with them until prayer becomes a habit.
Baha' u 'llih enjoins: .. Chant ( or recite) the Words of God every morning
and evening. The one who neglects
this has not been faithful to the Covenant of God and His agreement, and
he who turns away from it today is of
those who have turned away from
God."
However, it is well, even as adults,
to meaSUTe our capacity; how much
more the capacity of the childl Baha'u'llah makes this further statement:
"To chant but one verse with joy and
gladness is better for you than reading
all the Revelations of the Omnipotent
God with carelessness . . . Burden not
the soul so as to cause exhaustion and
languor, but rather refresb it that thus
it may soar on the wings of Revelation,
to the dawning place of proufs. This
brings you nearer to God, were ye of
those who understand." This is very
important, for the child's spirit should
be made bright witb prayer.
To the Baha'i child there is a world
of meaning in one short prayer. A
mid-western mother reports that Carol,
aged five, astonished a neighoor by
taking the hand of her small child who
was unhappy, saying-, "Come, we will
sit down and have a prayer to remove
difficulties, and you will be happy
again ["
Every child is a little bundle of
growing habits, and every day is important in torming them. You may
use a verse from the supplications of
'Abdu'l-Bahi, or even a single line
from the matchless utterance of His
Holiness, Bahi'u'llih; it is all good.
The important thing is to get started.
Summer Reading
Vacation days for the children are
heTe, and summer reading offers innumerable opportunities to broaden the
sympathies, appreciations and qualities
desirable in child mind and heart. A
hrief story and oook list is suggested
below, and to this every mother or
teacher, with the help of a good reference librarian, may add.
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NAW-RUZ FEAST, NEW YORK BAHA'I COMMUNITY
March 21, 19-39

The Islamic countries, forever en- Vol. 1. and "Daniel In the Lion's
deared to us as the natural cradic of Den," Vol. 4.
Collections of legends and other short
our Faith, are often disliked and even
feared by the American child. Stories stories offer bases for teaching many deinclined favorably toward M oslern life sirable attributes of the young Baha'i.
and background will begin the long "The Flying Dutchman," by Scudder_
trek toward full appreciation of Islam. "The Bird of Truth:- by Wiggin, and
"The Story of Rustem the Hero of "Truth's Triumph." by \Viggin, stress
Persia," by Firdusi, retold from the the quality of truthfulness, most funda"The Brazen
Bouk of Kings, may he found in Book mental of virtues.
House, Vol. 5, and the stury, "Hassan Hean," by Scudder, HCasauianca.'~ in
the Arab and His Horse,"' in Vol. 2 of the Baldwin collection, and "A Son of
Book House. HAli Lives In Iran" is AJam," by Jacobs, are fine examples
an interesting little hook publisherl by of stories whose theme is obedience.
One further word_ While the sugthe Holliday Press. "The Quest of the
Funr Leaved Clover," by Walter Field, gestive power oi the story book is not
is adapted from the French Labou- to be minimized, again and again let
laye's "Abdallah." "Children of the us remind ourselves that familiarity
House Tops," by ::\Iirza Ratzer, and with the words of Bah,,'u'll:ih, 'Abdu'l"The Lance of Kanana," by French. Baha, and our Guardian are more efconclude our list of suggestions for this fective in moulding character than
every other branch of learning. Before
division.
In Compton's Encyclopedia for chil- introducing these meaningful stories to
dren may be founu delightful stories of the children, it is suggested that some
great lives, snch as that of Booker T. of the more simple, direct quotations
vVa..shington and Dr. George Carver; t ha t seem related to the themes of the
stories be read to them, and a few lines
lesson in race appreciation.
The Book House, present on most memorized. Summer lessons in faith
may thus be combined with the happy
library shelves, offers a great variety
Patience is the theme of "Boyhood of reading hour.
CHILD EDUCATION CO)..L\UTTEE.
Fulton," in Vol. 4, "The Bo); of Cadver," Vol. 4, "The Little Engine," Vol.
1, "Ilow the Finch Got Her Colors,"
Vol. 2. Cheerfulness is the theme of PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Piccola" and f'Old Johnny AppleThe B~ha'i World, Vol, VII
seed," in Vol. 2. In Vols. 4 and 5 may
The international Baha'i rocord for
be found stories on trllst\''iorthiness;
"The Exile of Rama," "The Rough the period 19.36-1938 is now in print.
Riders," and .fKnights of the Silver The current volume is larger than all}'
Shield."
The protection of God is previous volume, containing 920 pages.
strongly Sltggested in "The Sand- There are 152 illustrations, frontisPiper and I," Vol. 4, "Joseph and His piece in six colors of the Seal of BaBrethren," Vol. 5, "The Babe 110ses," hi'u'Hah, map showing teaching areas,
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S4 ft'prodUl::tiul1s of documents and 58
reproductions of music-, a total of 294
halftone rlates.
The Guardian has given special emphasis to this work. both in its . . alue
to believers in keeping them informed
of events throughout the Baha'i world.
and as an impressive medium for
teaching. Bound in cloth. Per CopYt
$3.00 "et.
Advent 0/ Divine Justice
This is now available in faurikoid
at $0.75, and in paper cover at $0.25
per copy.

Goal of New World Order
An Esperanto translation of the
Guardian's letter has been made by
Miss Lidia Zamenhof. A mimeograph
edition. Per copy, $0.15.
Th. Image Qf GQd

A four-page folder reproducing the
Master's address on the oneness of
mankind to the Annual Convention of
the ~ational Association for the Aovancement of Colored People in 1912.
Prepared by the National Assembly
for Baha'i amity teaching. Sold only in
lots of 100. For 100 copies, $2.00 net.

TEMPLE MODEL EXHIBITED IN SACRAMENTO FLOWER SHOW
April 22, 23, 1939

deavor to use it in their studies. and
also as a means for the tea.ching and
spread of the Cause." Per copy, $1.25.
The Song Celestial

Security fr>r a Failing World
The well-known book by Stanwood
Cobb brought out in a paper-bound
edition at a lower price which shuuld
make it possible to lise it more extensively in teaching. Per copy, $0.75.
Character
This work, by Stanwood Cobb, the
Publishing Committee can now supply,
but as the Cornmittee does not carry
stock, but fills orders through another
source, -cash should be senf in ordering it.
Concerning this book, the Guardian
wrote to Prof. Cohb the following on
December IS, 1938, which is published
with the Guardian's consent:"He fully approves of the method
you have adopted of presenting the
teachings indirectly in that book, and
in a way that would not seem propagandic, and trusts that this will serve
to attract the interest of the non-Baha'i leaders to the Cause.
"The book, the Guardian feels, is not
only of considerable value to the teaching work, but should also prove of
special interest to the believers, amI. in
particular to the young Baha'is, who
can derive from its perusal the knowledge and guidance nece~sary for the
training and upbuilding of their character. The friends should therdore
welcome this new publication. and en-

The Publishing Committee can now
receive orders for this poetic work by
Howan1 Colby Ives, inspired by the
author's deep study of words of Bah.1.'u']I.1h, Please send cash with orders, Per copy, $1.10 Ifd, \'\:hich includes postage.
Baha'i Catalog
A ne . .v catalog is available, corrected
to April 1, 1939. Copies will he suppUed to Assemblies on request, and
A.ssemblies are urged to make use of
them. but with discrimination.
Study Outline
Tbe Di.spensation of Babd'u'lltib
The compiler requests the friends using this Outline to note the fullowing
corrections: Page 13, Lesson I, No.4,
False p. 9; Lesson VI, ;\10. 4, True p.
40; Lesson VIII. ;\10. 5; False p. 56,
No.7, True p. 55.

INTER-AMERICA
TEACHING
The
Inter-America
Committee
shares with the bdievers the follm,,-ingexcerpt from a letter written by ~Irs.
Frances Benedict Stewart dated Buenos Aires. slay 19, 1939.
"The group here is delighted that I
am remaining one more month and I

spend one aftenlOon a week with the
people helping in translations and then
we meet every Friday evening for our
regular Baha'i Study Group, meeting
at the home of Miss Elizabeth Howard
Saavedra-a wonderful young woman,
widely known and dearly loved here.
Her ancestors are of the old colonial
families and her grandiather an ad1lliral of the Argentine Navy. She is
tireless in introducing me to very important people and the Baha'i interest
grows every week. 1 have met with
Swedish. Norwe?;ian, Danish, English,
German, Jewish and American groups
and out of each are people prepared
for this message and anxious to write
uf it to friends in their respective home
lands. Tonight I am invited to the
home of he who was the Ambassador
from Czechoslovakia. He and his wife
and two wonderful sons have invited
a group of friends to hear me speak of
the Baha'i Cause. Among their guests
will be some French, Belgians and
Yugoslavs. May ilahi'u'llih give me
the right words, for these arc all very
important people in this city and can be
a great force for the Cause here. Somehow my heart is very happy and I feel
much will come from this gathering.
A iter every group meeting people
come up to me and urge tne to meet
other groups-to come to their homes
to meet individuals they knm.f..' "","'OlIld
be interested in this message and so the
Blesseu ).Iame is being repeated more
and more each day and I feel so (rrtain
the C ausc will have ueep roots here
and grow into a great Tree () r Blessing
to the whole nation."
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NATIONAL PRESS BOOK REPORT
Since the last Press Book report of
November 1938, many news clippings
have been mailed in to this Committee
indicative of a great increase of publicity work in pioneer territory.
From the state of Arizona, Phoenix
and Glendale have mailed in a large
number of splendid ne\'.·~ articlt:s from
Coolidge, Mesa, and Tucson as well as
from Phoenix and Glendale. A picture
of the Temple with a long article on
the Temple appeared in the Co olidye
Examiner. Such an article and picture
appeared also in the Glendale News
among other articles of explanation on
the Faith. Mesa is a new project, and
the friends have succeeded in obtaining
space for pUblicity in the Mesa J o"rnal
Tr£bune.
Miss Georgy Fitzgerald of Los
Angeles has been most successful
in obtaining publicity for the Cause
during the National Assembly meeting
there in February. l\'lany, many articles, pictures of the Temple and National Assembly members were printed
not only in Los Angeles papers but
also in Santa Monica, Hollywood and
Huntington Park papers This year,
news clippings have also come from
Riverside, Whittier and Long Beach
through the efforts of the Lus Angeles
friends. Los Angeles has covered a
large amount uf territory with very
effective publicity.
Mrs. French still writes her column,
Loom of Reality, with great success.
Most outstanding was the newsaper
publicity in connection with Pasadena's
Amity Banquet last December. Both
the Pasadena Sfar-.l'Vr e'l.f.!S and the Pasadena Post carried long accounts of the
speeches after the dinner amI long articles about the dinner before the event.
Glendale, California, through the efforts of Mrs. Shirley Warde succeeded
in obtaining newspaper space concerning the meetings of Mrs. Helen Bishop.
San Francisco obtained pUblicity in
large amounts for their January meeting on the Oneness of Mankind. Miss
Lucy Marshall has now taken over the
publicity work of Mrs. Kevah Mllnson
who has moved to Los Angeles. yT any
papers in towns near and far have been
successfully contacted by the San Francisco publicity committee. VVe covered
the splendid work done for the Geyserville session in the last report. San
Francisco also reached. as far as Reno,
K"evada where the papers carried
Baha'i publicity at the time of Mrs.
Seto's teaching visit there. The papers
of Budde carried a picture or the Temple with au article.

1n Canada, the Hamilton and ToOntario, papers have carried a
great deal of pUblicity due to the successful efforts of 1\1 r. and :\'1rs. Howard
I ves. Mrs. Gertrude King of San
Francisco stopped last year in \Vinnipeg, Manitoba, and stopped at the editor's office. The result was a short notice of her visit and a mention of the
Cause.
Mrs. Anna L. Duffy has consistently
obtained space for long articles on the
Cause. in the Norwich, Connecticut,
BulletIn.
W .,hington, D. C., obtained space
for a picture ()f the Temple showing
the actual work on the gallery section.
Margaret Atwater of Miami has been
successful in her efforts in Gainesville
as. ,"veil as l\fiami. Long articles signed
With her name have appeared from time
to time all this last year. Jacksonville,
Florida has obtained space for meeting
notices with quotations from the writings in the Tiuws-U nion. There also
appeared in a German paper, the Florida's Deutsches Echo~ in :rvliami, two
articles on the Cause by :1ofargrtret At""rater; one article on the Temple with
a picture and one on Baha'u'llah, the
J\·tanifestation of God, also with a picture.
Outstanding work is being done in
Key West, Florida by Mrs. Elizabeth
Greenleaf who is the only Baha'i in
that city. Recently she was successful
in having the picture of the Temple
printed with a long article on the Temple and the Faith.
Our international section of the Press
Book has grown to include an article
on Esperanto appearing in a South
African paper written by I\lIiss Roan
Orloff of Boston. Phillip Marengello
made a teaching trip to Havana, Cuba
and obtained publicity in a Cuban paper. The picture of 'Abdu'l-llaha was
printed and notices about Ivir. l\:larengello. "Vhile in Duluth last spring, he
,,,,"'as instrumental in receiving a great
deal of publicity for the Cause in a
Finnish paper.
William DeForge of Teaneck made a
trip to Santo Domingo last fall and was
responsible for a publicity article in
Spanish. A.:Jong article in a San Juan,
Puerto Rica paper also was due to his
effort.
1larvin K ewport who was responsible for such splendid publicity work
last summer in Liberty, New York,
has done equally fine work in many
places since then. In the early autumn
he visiteu. Coleraine, :Minnes(;ta "",here
he obtained space for a picture of the
ronto~

Telllple and an article. He visited
Pekin and Carlinville, Illinois where he
in terested the local papers in carrying
~rtic~es on the Cause. Later he stopped
m LIttle Rock, Arkansas, and was instrumental in having an item printed
a bout the Cause.
In Illinois there are several pioneer
~entures that have included newspaper
mterest. Some clippings from .Moline,
came from the effort of Mrs. Gertrude
Struven of Wilmette and Mrs. Gayle
'Noolson of St. Paul. Newspapers of
Batavia, Aurora and St. Charles carried many articles and pictures both of
the Temple and of Mr. Holley who
spoke at a large pioneer public meeting
in St. Charles. This great amount ()f
pUblicity was due to the efforts of the
members of the publicity committee of
Maywood. Maywood has also d()ne a
splendid piece of pUblicity work in the
local papers arranging the reproduction
of the Temple picture many times as
well as various articles on the Cause.
:Nina Jr-Iatthisen of Bristol, \Visconsin, gave a set of Baha'i books to the
public library of Antioch, Illinois-a
neighboring town-and was responsible
for placing the book reviews of these
bo()ks with the local paper, which Were
printed. Newspaper clippings ()n the
Cause have also been received from
Marion, Illinois.
Many neighbmhood papers in Chicago have printed notices, reports and
articles on the Cause through the efforts of .Mrs. Katherine ::\lIortensen
1\-1 r s. Gaines of V rhana did an o~t
standing piece of pl1hlicity work in
Champaign and Urbana when the National Assembly met there in December. Long articles on the meetings,
the personalities and the Regional
Teaching Conference were printed in
the three local papers. Danville, Illinois, is a pioneer teaching project of
Urbana, this year, and the Danville
Commercial-Nru.rs has carried quite a
number of pictures of speakers and the
reports of meetings held there.
Mrs. Gertrude Struven has been
most successful in obtaining space for
progress pictures of the Temple and a
number of articles on events at the
Temple as well as explanatory articles
on the Cause in the Wilmelle Life. This
publicity has come about after years of
patient and consistent work.
Peoria and Springfield have had publicity in relation to a number of public
meetings ""rith out-of-town speakers,
some of them members of the National
Assembly.
It is \I,rith great deference that we
speak of the very splendid work being
Jone by Mrs. Gayle W001SOll in Iowa.
She has spoken to a large number of
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organizations. These meetings have
been reported in the papers with some
principles of the Cause mentioned from
time to time. Long articles on the
Temple \'!,:itll pictures have heen printed
in many papers. She has sent us innumerab-Ie clippings from papers of five
Iowa towns near Cedar Rapids. Des
Moines, Mt. Vernon, IVrarion, Davenport and Iowa City papers have carried
a number of articles on the Cause .
.1{rs. \\foolson was also instrumental
in obtaining publicity for the Cause in
Hudson, Minnesota, where she and
I\.iiss Steinmetz held meetings anti did
pioneer work under the auspices of the
St. Paul Assembly. St. Paul itself bas
been successful in having notices of its
meetings printed and several large pictures of the Temple.
In a St. Louis, ~IissouriJ paper there
appeared a large picture of the Temple.
A number of Baha'i groups and Assemblies in 1\.1 ichigan have obtained
publicity for the Cause through the
public meetings held with Mrs. Margery McCormick and ).o[rs. Ruth Moffett. Battle Creek, Ludington, Grand
Rapids, Grosse Point, Detroit, Graun
Haven, I\fuskegon, Ann Arhor and
Marysville have all carried on publicity
work through the work of circuit
teachers.
Butte, I\:fontana, has received numerous mentions in ne'\'spapers through
the agenq of Baha'i public meetings
and other activities. :Mrs. LorDI Jackson and M TS. Ed wina Powell have assIsted in this effort.
The Red Bank, New Jersey, Standard has carried a large number of articles on the Cause as a result of the
successful efforts of Mrs. Stuart Sims.
Teaneck, N ew Jersey has continued its
usual persistent and continuous publicity effort by arranging for the printing of notices, and articles.
In New York state, Ithaca, Washington Heights. Syracuse, Rochester,
Yonkers, Geneva, Binghamton and
Buffalo have been active in obtaining
publicity for the Cause in local papers.
Mrs. II..farzieh Carpenter assisted with
public meetings in Ruffalo. Her picture and a report of the meeting were
printed.
In a Plaine sville , Ohio, paper there
was space given to the principles of the
Cause. 1'1rs. Ruth :'I-foffett "vas responsible for this work. The Lima
School uf the Air is given much space
in Lima, Ohio. The friends have been
ingenious in arranging- effective rlisplay
ads for the newspa.pers. They h:1ve heen
most sllccessful also in obtaining- space
for long articles on local activities with
pictures of speakers.
The newspaper:; of Columbus, Cin-
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Baha'i Exhibit. Communications Building, New York World's Fair

cinnati, Toledo and Dayton, Ohio~ have
carried notices of Baha'i activities and
notices about the Cause through the
efforts of the fTiends in each of these
CIties. The items about Convention
delegates seem to be of special interest
to newspapers.
Philanelphia and Scranton, Pennsylvania, have been consistently active in
arranging for space for comment on
Baha'i activities and explanations of
the principles of the Cause.
Knoxville, Tennessee, papers have
accepted items on Bahi'i activities and
ideals through the successful efforts of
.vIrs. Louise Caswell. :vir. Klus of Chicago has received mention for the Cause
in a HOl1ston, Texas, newspaper.
Sound Bend, Indiana has been active
ann successful in obtaining newspaper
space for the reporting of Baha'i meetings, notices of activities and explanations of the Baha'i principles.
In the state of \oVisconsin ,',",e have
Teceived many publicity clippings from
Kenosha, }{acine, and l\·lihval1kee.
Kenosha has found effective publicity
in reporting in some detail the outline
of Forum discussions held every ". 'cek.
:1frs. Russell of l\·fadison has continued to receive space for articles on
the Cause.
Although the National Press Book,
so far this year. has had clipping-s from
onlv fiftv-one Assemblies, nevel·theless
its ~pages are filled \vith ne\\'spaper articles ami notices from many piont:er
centers ...",here there are only groups or
isolated helievers.

The Press Book that will go to
Shoghi Effendi will be on display at
the Convention. We hope that the
Friends will take the time to look
through its pages and share with us the
thrill of watching the growing interest
in the Baha'i Cause.
BAHA'i NEWS SERVICE.
IN MEMORIAM
By the sorrows which afflict the
beauty of the All-Glorious! Such is
the station ordained for the true believer that if to an extent smaller than
a needle's eye the glory of that station
,";ere to be unveiled to mankind, every
beholder would be consumed away in
his longing to attain it.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
l\.1r. Henry Grasmere, liontclair.
Mrs. Shahnaz Waite. Los Angeles.
:\.Iiss Emma Reed, Boston.
"M rs. Doris Richard::;, Yonkers.
ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
I\fiami, 1. Evanston, 1. Kenosha,
I. Los Angeles, 3. Eliut. 2. South
Bend. 1. Glendale. Calif.. 1. Yonkers.
1. Philadelphia, I. New York, 1.
NEWS OF THE EAST AND WEST
The monthly news letter of the ;.;rational Spiritual Assembly of Iran contains the iullov.;ing excerpt from a letter received from the Guardian on the
characteristics of a Baha'i.
I'Today the grf'atest foundation and
most reliable criterion is good deros,
not words. \Vhatt:ver body of men ha'S

8
this basis is confirmed and has Truth
on its side, and whatever group lacks
it is depri ved of God's bounty. All
fame, all argument, if not suppurted
and accompanied by good deeds and
conduct and worthy murals, is rejected
and reprobated by the entire world.
"Good conduct, a spirit of feIlO\\'~hipt affection, union, cooperation~ purIty of heart and honesty are the distinguishing characteristics of the friends.
1'or these qualities, of which the people
uf the world are deprived, are the first
and last convincing proof of this Cause.
This is the reliable touchstone, amI the
only distinguishing feature of Baha'is
as compared with other peoples. It is
the prime object of all Prophets, and
the sole purpose and the greatest desire
of the Bab, Bahi'u'lhih and 'Ahdu'lBahi. For the purpose behind the
martyrdom of the Bab, the banishment,
imprisonment and captivity of Baha!u'l1cih, the sacrifice of the martyrs,
and the innumerable disasters borne by
'Abdu'l-Baha, is not the creation of a
new sovereignty, a new name and repute, and the propagation of a special
religion, but the real object is rather
the realization of the ohlest desires of
the past, that is, the brotherhood of
man."
The following account of Youth Activities is taken [rom the Daha'i ~ews
Letter of tbe l\ ational Spiritual Assembly of Ind~a and Burma, ':\larch,
1939.
"V\'e are overjoyed to report that
five of our youth groups participated in
the 4th Annual Youth Symposium on
FebruaTY 26th. The program chalked
out by the American Youth Committee
was adopted at aU centers with some
modifications suited to our Country.
Youth Plans for the whole vcar have
also been formulated. The;e will he
three meetings during the year and
weekly study classes in which 'Some
Answered Questions' will be studied
according to the outline published in
the BAH,Vi NEWS of America. Iranian
and Urdu translations of this outline
may he called for direct from the l\ ational SecretaTY. We give below the
proceedings of those Groups' meetings
which have come to our hands befnre
going to press.
"Karachi:- The Sytllposium \"'as
held on February 26th; and although
the weather was ahnormallv bad. the
attendance was most satisfactory. Press
publicity had preceded the meeting.
Prof. H. C. Kumar was in the chair.
The following program \'\oTas gone
through ; "1. Opening Prayer by Jamshid
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Pur-i-Khursandi; (2) PO€I1lS and
Prayers by Children; (3) Ibrahim
Manji, Duties of the Youth (in Guj rau); (4) Shah Behram :VTazkori, Universal Faith (in Iranian); (5) Faridoon Yazamedi. Lost Horizon and the
History of the Baha'i Faitb (in Urdu); (6) Azizullah Rasti, Oneness uf
Religiuns (in Iranian); (7) Mehrban
Jams!ledi-Oneness of Religions (in
English); (l:~) The President summed
up and concluded his speech w'ith the
foJlm'. . ing words: 'The Remedy for the
ills of the \"'orld today is the Teachings
of Baha'u'lIah.' The meeting came to
a clo.se with. a chanting of pra}'ers in
Enghsh by Rustom ATdshir Janshadi
and in Persian by Faridoon Yazamedi.
Light refreshments were served.
"Bombay. - The Baha'i Youth
Group of Bombay observed the Fourth
Annual World Baha'i Youth Symposium on February 26; in the Baha'i H~ll
when Mr. Jamnadas :'vTehta, M. L. A.,
presided. The Hall was packed to its
utmost capacity and many prominent
ladies and gentlemen were present.
"The proceedings opened with a
prayer by Miss Daulat Jamshid Hakimian. In explaining the real significance of the Symposium the president
said that the Baha'i Youth all over the
world today observed this ciav with
great eclat and the real ubject ot doing
it was to convey the IVlessage of Peace
and Unity, as propagated hy Bah"'l\'Ilah, the FoundeT 0; the Baha'i Faith,
to the leading citizen of the world. He
further said that it was a praiseworthv
object and we should all greatly admire and encourage their efforts in this
direction.
"Mr. K. B. Manavi spoke in Gujerati on the 'Horizon Regained.' Dr.
K. M. Irani explained in English the
fundamental Teachings of the Baha'i
Faith, Miss 1\-1 eherangiz Boman Irani
told the audience what real leadership ought to be like. She was followed by Mr. Shaukat Hashmi who
spoke in Crdu on the Baha'i Teachings.
"The President in his closing remarks, said that what greatly attracted
him towards the Baha'i Faith \"'as its
principle of the Independent Investigation o[ Truth. This same Teaching
is in the Bhagwat Gita but as it is not
followed in practice it needed reiteration and therefore Bahi'u'llah has laid
great stress on it. There is no coersion
whatever in the Baha'i Faith. Everv
one is frec to investigate and find .ottt
the Truth for himself or herself and
then to accept it.
"Miss Roohangiz Kaiomars proposed a vote of thanks to the chair and

)'fiss. Behia Boman Irani garlanded the
PreslCtent. After Mr. Rustom .M. Nail.n~ had recited the closing prayer, the
tnenJs partook of light refreshments
and the meeting dispersed.
"Poona.-The Baha'} Youth, as
usual, showed cxct'ptional zeal and devotion in the observance uf the Annual
Yout.h Symopsium.
An impressive
meetmg was helc-l at the ;"Jational Hotel, opposite Railway station. Extensive press publicity had been done and
the meeting was well attended. Baha'i Literature was tastefully exhibited
and the display roused the interest of
s?me sincere seekers who finally earned away some books wlth them. The
following program was gone through:
~(I) PrayeT; (2) The Baha'; Faith
(a lecture); (3) Thy Remembrance is
my Remedy (a song); (4) Words of
'Abdu'I-Baha; (5) World Order (a
ledure); (6) Reading from the Hidden words of Babi'u'll:ih; (7) Benediction (with music). Light refTeshments were served."
"Baha'i l\.1agazine: Herald of the
South" is published quarterly by the
)Jational Spiritual Assembly of the Bahi'is of Au straTi a and New Zealand at
Box 447 D, G. P. O. Station, Adelaide,
South Australia, subscription rate five
shillings. The Editors are L. V. Clark
and D. M. Dugdale.
The latest issue received, dated JanuaTY, 1939, contains an Editorial, 'Abdu'I-Bah:l.'s Warning To the Jews (the
mtervIew WIth a Jewish Rabbi in
Washington, D. C.), Answered Questions, a series of questions with brief
answers taken from Baha'i literature
Aims and Purposes of the Baho.';
Faith. continuation of Esperanto translati on of "The Goal of aNew World
Order," words of BaM'u'lhih on This
Day, Current Topics, by E. A. Blundell, Thou Hast Asked, bv BeTtha
Hyde Kirkpatrick.
OUf
distinguished
International
Baha'i teacher, -:\'liss Martha L. Root.
is arriving at San Franciscso from
Auckland, 1'. Z., on board the Mariposa, due in that city on June 13. The
N' ational Spiritual Assembly will consult with her as to how best may be
fulfilled tbe Guardian's wishes as expressed in theGuardina's first cablegram
to the Convention. ),:li55 Root plans tu
spend two weeks at the Geyserville
Summer School after a stay' in San
Francis'Co. She is accompanied by Dr.
amt 1-1r5. Bolton. two Baha'is of Australia. who will leave the boat at Los
Angeles. They also will attend the
Summcr School.
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"PROVE THEMSELVES ... WORTHY OF
THAT PRICELESS HERITAGE"
Letter from
Dearly-beloved friends:
The concerted activities of the followers 01 Baha'u 1lilh in the North
American continent assume, as they
multiply and develop, a dual aspect,
and may be said to fall into hvo uistinct categories, both equally vital and
complementary to each other. The one
aims at the safeguarding and consolidation of the work already achieved;
the other is designed to enlarge the
range of its operation. The former depends chiefly for its Sl1ccess upon the
cayacity, the experience and loyalty of
W1se, resourceful and judicious administrators, who, impelled by the very nature of their task, '",. . ill be increasingly
called upon to exercise the utmost care
and vigilance in protecting the interests
of the Faith, in resolving it. problems,
in regulating its life, in enriching its resources, and in preserving the pristine
purity of its precepts. The latter is essentially pioneer in nature! demanding
first and foremost those qualities of renunciation, tenacity. dauntlessne!>is and
passionate iervor that can alone brave
the dangers and sweep away the obstacles with which an infant Faith.
struggling- against vested interests ano
face to face with the entrenched forces
of prejudice. of ignorance and fanaticism. must needs contend. Jn both of
these spheres of Baha'i activity the
community of the American believers,
it is becoming increasingly evident, is

As to those into whose valiant and
trusted hands-and no believer, however humble is to think himself debarred from joining their ranks-the
Shoghi Effendi
standards of a forward marching Faith
have been entrusted, they too with no
evincing those characteristics v"'hich less zest and thoroughness are pushing
must be regarded as the essential foun- farther and farther its frontiers, breakdation for the success of their dual ing new soil, establishing fresh outposts, winning more recruits, and contask.
As to those ",,·hose function is essen- tributing to the greater diversification
tially of an administrative character it and more harmonious hlending of the
can hardly be doubted that they are elements comprised in the world-wide
steadily and indefatigably perfecting society of its followers.
the structural machinery of their Faith.
The Edifice of this New World Orare multiplying its administrative agen- der, which the Bab has heralded, which
cies, and are legalizing the status of the the mind of Baha'u'ILih has envisioned,
newly established institutions. SIO\vly and whose features 'Abdu'l-Bahi, its
and patiently they are canalizing the Architect, has delineated, we, whatspirit that at once directs! energizes ever our capacities) opportunities or
and safeguards its operation. They are position, are now, at so precarious a
exploiting its potentialities, broadcast- period in the world's history, suming its message, publicizing its litera- moned to found and erect. The comture, fostering the aspirations of its munity of the Most Great :Name in the
youth, devising ways and means for the \'Yestern Hemisphere is, through the
training of its children, guarding the nature of its corporate life and the
integrity of its teachings, and paving scope of its exertions, assuming, bethe way for the ultimate codification of yond the shadow of a doubt, a preponits laws. Through an the resources at derating share in the laying of such a
their disposal, they arc promoting the foundation and the erection of such a
growth ami consolidation of that J-lio- structure. The eyes of its sister comneer movement for which the entire munities are fixed upon it. Their praymachinery of their Administrative Or- ers ascend on its behalf. Their hands
der has "been primarily designed and are outstretched to lend \,.hatever aid
erected. They are visibly and progres- lies within their power. I. for my
sively contributing- to tht:': enrichment part, am determined to reinforce the
of their unique community life. ann are impulse that impels its memhers forThe
insuring, \. .·ith magnitLCellt COl1ra~e and' ,yard to meet their destiny.
rharacteri5tic promptitlloe. the comple- Founders of their Faith su[\'ev from
tion of their consecrated Edifice-the the Kingdom on high the range ~f their
embodiment of their hopes and the su- achievements. acclaim their progress.
and are ever ready to speed their
preme symbol of their ideals.
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eventual triumph.
Far be it from me to underrate the
gigantic pruportiuns of their task, nur
do I for one moment overlook the urgency and gravity of the times in which
they are laboring. Nor do I wish to
minimize the hazards and trials that
surround or lie ahead of them. The
grandeur of their task is indeed commensurate with the mortal perils by
which their generation is hemmed in.
As the dusk creeps over a steadily
sinking society the radiant outlines of
their redemptive mission become sharper every day. The present world unrest, symptom of a world-wide malady,
their world religion has already affirmed must needs cuIminate in that
world catastrophe out of which the consciousness of world citizenship will be
born, a consciousness that can alone
provide an adequate basis for the organization of world unity, on ''\o'hich a
lasting world peace must necessarily
depend, the peace itself inaugurating in
turn that world civilization which will
mark the coming of age of the entire
human race.
Fortified by such reflections, the
American believers, in whichever section of the Western hemisphere they
find themselves laboring, whether at
home or abroad, and however dire and
distressing the processes involved in
the disintegration of the structure of
present-day civilization, will, I feel convinced, prove themselves, through their
lives and deeds, worthy of that priceless heritage -which it is their undoubted privilege to proclaim, preserve and
perpetuate.
Your true and grateful brother,
SHOGHL

May 22, 1939.
The following passages are also
from the Guardian's letter of Mav 22:
In connection with the Baha'i exhibition at the San Francisco Golden
Gate Exposition, he feels deeply appreciative of the efforts exerted by the
N. S. A. in conjunction with the San
Francisco Assembly for the arrangement of such an attractive and impressive display. and has every reason to
hope that the exhibit your Assembly
is now holding- at the \oVorld's Fair in
New York will prove equally successful. and result in giving the Faith a
befitting and ,videspread publicity. He
welcomes your offer to send him photographs of this last exhibit at N e,,,"'
York. and would also appreciate your
givin~ him a report on the public intere~t shown on both occasions.
He wishes me. in conclusion. to
stress the p-a_ramonnt importance. now
that the teaching campaign in the
United States and Canada has been
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"The National Spiritual Assembly prays, and urge::i the
Amerit:a!J believers to pray, that
the American Baha'i community
will by its cl.evotion, faithfulness
and activity for the fulfillment of
the Seven Year Plan, merit the
blessing of the Guardian's presence in North America. The
Guardian is aware of the fact that
our hearts and homes are his to
command."
(A statement prepared and
adopted by the National Assembly to transmit to Shoghi Effendi
and publish for the information
of the believers.)

successfully extended'to embrace every
State and Province in these two countries, of insuring by all means available
the systematic and vigorous penetration of the teaching force in the Latin
Republics of Central America-the
opening up of which he has, in his re~
cent cabled message to the Annual Convention, set as the chief immediate
teaching objective facing the Community of the American believers during
this year. Since the nine hitherto unoccupied territories in the North American Continent have at last been definitely settled, and following the formation during this past year of the first
local Spiritual Assembly in the heart of
Th-fexico, this southward penetration of
the teaching campaign is but a natural
and logical step which should now be
resolutely and unfailingly pursued.
That this new and crucial stage in
the InterwAmerican teaching campaign
is infinitely more difficult and challenging than any teaching attempt undertaken so far collectively by the American believers, fraught as it is with problems which they have never had the opportunity to tackle before, and might
for this reason appear at first quite beyond their present-day resources and
strength, the Guardian himself has
readily admitted in his "Advent of Divine Justice." But though ft1lly alive
to the existence of such obstacles and
difficulties. whether religious, political,
racial. or otherwise, he feels aosolute1y
confident that these harriers. no matter
how insuperahle they may prove to
purely human attempts and endeavors.
cannot in the long run offel' any effective resistance to the onward nFlrch
of the indndble arm v of Bah'u'lhlh
which, hOWfYf"r illsignific<1ntlv ~mall
am1 poorl~'- t'<Jl1ipped tllateriallv it III a ,~
appear. is endmved nevt'rthele~s with
such celestial strength as ''''ill umloubtedly enable it to break down Olle by one

every barrier it may encounter in its
spiritual conquest for the redemption
and guidance of human souls.
It ~s the ~ssurance of such divinelypromised victory, stressed time and
again and in language indeed unmistakable by BahiL'u'l!iLh and 'Abdu'lBCl:ha, coupled ~ith the ever-growing
eVIdence of the Incomparably glorious
teaching achievements accomplished by
the ~merica.n believers in recent years,
and 1n partIcular during the last two
decades following the ascension of 'Ahdu'I-Bahit, that fill the Guardian with
confidence and courage, and impel him
to set up such an admittedly high goal
before the American Baha'i Communit~, thus leading it, resolutely and infallibly, ever onward towards the high
spiritual destiny which has been, irrevocably and yet so deservedly, chosen
for it by God in this glorious age and
dispensation.
The supreme objective of the American believers in the year just entered
i~ to insure the uninterrupted prosecuhon of the Temple construction work
and to accomplish the present and perhaps the most difficult stage in the inter-American teaching campaign recently amI officially inaugurated. The
scope of the dual task ahead is now
clear and defined. It is now for the
newly·e1ected Assembly to devise ways
and means for its efficient t complete and
speedy execution.
SHOGHI.

May 14, 1939.
THE BAHA'I WORLD
VOLUME VII
The National Assembly expresses
the hope that every believer will make
effort to own a copy of this international record of the Faith for the pe.
riod 1936-1938. Nothing gives us a
more impressive view of the Baha'i
VI,r orld Common \""'ealth in its crucial
early days. The two Frontispiece illustrations, the maps and great variety
of photographs, the special articlesall have their part in deepening in believers their sense of solidarity with
Baha'i communities in all lands.
The importance of this work has
been stressed by the Guardian. HThis
unique record of world-wide Bah:'\'{
activity attempts to present to the g-eneral pUblic. as well as to the student
ann scholar. those historical facts and
fllnd~mental principles that constitute
the distinguishing- features of the -:\les~ag{' of Bah{,'l1'lIfth to lhis a~e. I have.
ever since its inception. taken a keen
and active interest in its development.
have personally participated in the col-
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lection of its material, the arrange- of Bahi'u·H£Lh. , .. It stand::; LlIlexment of its contents, and lhc du:;e celled alld lIllapproacilt'tl II)' any 11uhliscrutiny of whatever data it contains.
cation of its kind in the ~'arieu litera"I confidently and emphatically rec- tUfe of our beloved Cause. It will,
ommend jt to every thoughtful and without the slightest doubt, if genereager follower of the Faith~ whether in ously and vigorously supported, arouse
the East Of in the \·Vest, whose de- unprecedented interest among all classsire is to place in the hands of the es of civilized society."
critical and intelligent inquirer, of
These words indicate what possiwhatever class, creed or color, a work bilities the volume has for local Asthat can truly witness to the high pur- semblies to promote the Cause by placIX>se, the mo-ving history, the endur- ing copies in local Libraries and preing achievements, the resistless march senting them to influential persons or
and infinite prospects of the Revelation organizations_

UNDER DIVINE GUIDANCE
The thoughtful American Baha'i can
discern three successive stages_ in the
evolution of the Baha 'j community
since the Ascension of 'Abdu'I-Baha,
The first stage represented the formation of the Administrative Institutions and the Administrative Order on
a local and national scale_ We learned
how to establish Assemblies, conduct
the Convention, coordinate the activities of Committees and individual believers, and realize our Baha'i life in
terms of a new, spiritual Society.
During the second stage, the Guardian, through his "World Order" letters, enlarged our conception of the
Faith and created the vision of the Administrative Order as the fulfillment of
the universal ideal of World Peace,
We came to realize that the institutions
formed during the first stage, and the
community fostering them and protected by them, constituted the pattern and
nucleus of the future World Commonwealth the creation of which is the
unique mission of the Faith of Bahii.'utllah.
In f<The Advent of Divine Justice"
we are witness to a third stage, now
coming- to consciousness throughout the
Baha'i community, characterized by the
spiritualization of our persotull alld collective will-the consecration of our
lives, together with our Administrative
Institutions, to the essential task of establishing the Faith of BahiL'u'liah
throughout the Americas and eventually throughout the world,
This present, third stage, now in its
preliminary phases, is to gather the
real fruit of all that has gone before,
It represents the culmination of our intentions as declared believers_ It challenges the capacity of our concentrated
energies_ It tests our sincerity_ It
claims the utmost from every Assemhly and Committee_ It promises the
way of spiritual glory, but it demands
a greater sacrifice than we have ever
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maue before.
As new conditions become manifest
in the successive seasons of the year,
and in the successive stages of individual life, so new conditions have been
created for our Baha'i lives and activities which we must each make effort to
realize, appreciate, and to which inwardly and outwardly we must learn
how to respond.
The mighty aims laid down for us
by the provisions of the Seven Year
Plan are not a program nor schedule
which we ourselves adopted and which,
therefore, we might later choose to
abandon. They were created by Bahi'u'lIilh Himself, and made implicit in
His Tablet to the Americas; made explicit hy 'Abdu'I-Baha in His series of
Tablets we now term "America's Spiritual Mission," and they were brought
into the field of action by the Guardian
in HThe Advent of Divine Justice" and
those preceding and later letters and
cablegrams which unfold the Seven
Year Plan,
The Amerkan Baha'i community is
therefore under Divine Guidance. Unlike other communities, groping their
v.. ay through the wilderness of confusion and error, the believers tread the
path illumined by the Sun of Truth.
The end is known and assured, The
means are at hand. It is for us to
proceed steadily, and in perfect unity,
along that blessed Path through all the
days of life on earth,
Can we not, realizing the stupendous
nature of this blessing, learn how to
conduct our Baha'i affairs in a profounder spirit of awareness, live our
Baha'i lives in a more powerful station
of assurance, and perceive the successive plans and hudgets adopted by the
National Spiritua1 Assembly as nothing' else than those steps by which the
entire community is to advance toward
the ultimate goal? Without this awareness that there is no end without

IlH.'ans, 110 collective action \,,·ithout instrulllentalities, the plan alld hudget reported by the National Assemuly in the
)"'1ay issue of BAHA'I NEWS have no
likelihuod of success. They must be
viewed and felt in the light of the Oi,
\' i ne Plan itself, They must be upheld
as the only existing, the only possible,
means of transforming faith and loyalty into visible achievement.
The capacity of local Assemblies to
quicken the consciousness of the
frienus, ennoble the daily processes of
Baha'i community life, stand firm on
the necessity of complete success in our
collective undertaking - this is the
foundation we are to lay if we be of
those truly elected to serve the Cause
of God_ To teach in America and Latin America, and to complete the Temple-these are the twofold aims given
us under Divine Guidance_ "Vhen we
undertake these aims with unity and
consecration, success will be achieved.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

BAHA'I TEXTS FOR THE NINE
OUTER DOORS OF THE
MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR*
L The earth is but one country; and
mankind its citizens.
2, The best beloved of all things in
My sight is Justice; turn not away
therefrom if thou desirest Me,
3. My love is My stronghold; he that
entereth therein is safe and secure.
4. Breathe not the sins of others so
long as thou art thyself a sinner,
S, Thy heart is My home; sanctify it
for My descent.
6, I have made death a messenger of
joy to thee; wherefore dost thou
grieve?
7, Make mention of Me on My earth
that in My heaven I may remember
thee,
8, 0 rich ones on earth! The poor in
your midst are :My trust; guard ye
My trust,
9. The source of all learning is the
knowledge of God, exalted be His
glory,
CHILD EDUCATION
OBEDIENCE

'Ahdu'I-Baha once said: "The fathers and especially the mothers, must always think how they can best educate
their children; not how to fondle and
embrace them and thus spoil them, By
every means at their disposal they must
inculcate into their growing bodies.
minds and spirits, the principles of sin• Selected by Sho~hi Effendi at tbe reques.t
of the National Spiritual Assembly_
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eerity, {m"e, trustfulness, obedience,
true dcmucracy, amI kindlless tm'vanl
all races; thus hereafter the \'vorld of
civilization may flow in one mighty
current and the children of the next
generation may make secure the tOU11d~ti~!lS of human solidarity and good
\\"I1J.
As ' ...·e read these words of 'Abdu'l~
Baha, we note that in enumerating the
various attributes He would have -parent.s cultivate in their children, He includes obedience. It is well to consider, in this New Day, when enlightened
parents are breaking away from the old
idea of blind obedience on the part of
the child and are attempting to set him
free from too much adult dominance in
order that he may develop his own personality and initiative, that parents rio
not make the mistake of too little
restnctlOn an d become lax,
The
more obedient a child is, the more true
freedom he may enjoy, for extreme liberty is licence. Of this Bahiiu'llih
wrote: "Know ye that the emboniment of liberty and its symbol is the
animal. That which beseemeth man is
submission unto such restraints as will
protect him from his own ignorance,
and guard him against the harm of the
mischief-maker."
Mrs. Amy Dwelly, formerly associated with the Merrill-Palmer :-,rursery
School, writes for us: "From infancy
on, obedience can and should be taught.
This magnificent 1esson, however, cannot be learned suddenly or without effort. One of the secrets of teaching a
child to obey is to begin when he is
very young by giving him a few important commands that he understands
perfectly and seeing to it that he ah",,'ays
obeys them. Too many don'ts; no's
and can'ts confuse and puzzle a smail
child with the result that he usually ignores them all. The few well chosen
commands given to a child should be
related to his health, safety and spiritual well being, but these should be always obeyed. The successful parent
does not nag, but he i..;; consistent."
'Abdu '1-Baha said to the children
one day, "Be obedient and kind to ·thy
father and mother, caressing brother
and sister, and day by day adding to
thy faith and assurance."
Elsewhere He says, tiThe integrity
of the family bond must be-, constan~ly
considered and the rights of the individual members must not be tTansgressed. The rights of the son, the
rights of the father, the rights of the
mother. none of them must be transgressed, none of them must he arbitrary," This sort of mutual respect
and understanding. such as one expects to fint! in every Baha'i family, is
the soil in which sincere obedience win
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Spiritual Assembly of Helena,

Montana~

flourish.
U pun all Baha'is entrusted with the
training of a child, is placed the divine
responsibility of teaching him obedience to God's Commands so that he
will indeed be, "fully prepared to render instant, exact and complete obedience." This is beneficial to himself.
Baha'u'llih wrote: "0 ye peoples of
the world l KnO\v assuredly that My
commandments are the lamps of .M y
loving providence among l\'ly servants,
and the keys of :VI y mercy for My
creatures." "Observe ),Ily commandments, for the love of l\'ly beauty. Happy is the lover that hath inhaled the divine fragrance of his Best Beloved
from these ",,·ords. laden with the perfume of a grace which no tongue can
describe." "Think not that We have
revealed unto you a mere code of laws.
Nay, rather, '-IVe have unsealed the
choice \Vine with the fingers of might
and power.H
More important still, as your child
grows older, he will take his place in
the great army of Haha'u'l1£th in this
Day of God. The victories of any army
are commensurate "."ith the obedience
of its soldiers. Consider an army 0 [ a
country. Hmv impossihle to capture
a city jf each soldier were occupied with
his own concerns! Even v. .·hen a man
is sincerely sure that he is right. his
disobedience can cause loss to the entire army.

Newly Constituted, April 21, 1939.

Vahi<.l at Yazd commanded his servant Hasan to convey the treatises of
the B ab to a certain place on the road
to ::\'fihriz, warning him that in no wise
must be change his course. Nabil tells
us: "K a sooner had Hasan mounted
his horse and prepared to leave than
the cries of the sentinels . . . reached
his ears, Fearing lest they capture him
and seize the precious manuscripts in
his possession, he decided to follow a
different route from the one which his
master had instructed him to take. As
he \",,'as passing behind the fort, the sentinels recognized him, shot his horse,
and captured him. Meanwhile Vahid
... chose the same route that he had
advised his servant to take, and, arriving safely at that spot, was surprised to
find that Hasan was missing. Vehid
knew immediately that he had disregarded his directions and had been captu red by the enemy." And so the
treatises penned by the hand of the
martyred Bab were lost.
Obedience! To the words of Bahi'u'llih, the Master, the Guardian!
Obedience to the Administrative channels of their grace! A reverence for
law; nay, a love and gratitude for law:
this, parents. is the greatest protection.
the most profound benefit. and the
fondest heritage that you can bequeath
to your child. the spiritual soldier of
tomorrow.
CHILO EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

BAHA'I
WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
\~~ith the intensification uf teaching
effort, the friends are urged to realize
how rVorld Order illagasine provides
material adapted for the presentation
of the Faith to special groups or P::Tsons with spe<.:iaJ interests aud backgrounds.
In the May issue, for example,
"Transition in \hlorid Economy" by
Emeric Sala and "The World of To~
morrow," by Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
are of distinct interest to those who
follow international affairs.
"The
D~stiny of .-\merica,'· an excerpt from
the Guardian's "The Advent of Di~
vine Jllstice:-' in the June issue has
unique value in clarifying one of the
major issues of the day.
The June issue also presents "Rejoice, 0 Israel," by l\lice Stmmons
C ox, admirably suited for the cnlight~
ened Jew who feels overwhelmed by
the tragic condition of his race in so
many parts of the world. A series of
Questions and Ans,""ers by Bertha
Hyde Kirkpatrick began in June with
a brief statement on "Is Pacifism the
Answer to \Var?" In the July issue
the questions answered is "How Can
Capital and Labor Be Reconciled ?"
Coinciding with the first pioneer work
among the lnJians is published "The
Vanishing American," by Pasupuleti
Gopala Krishnaya in July, an article
casting a new light on the social and
religious consciousness of this indigenous race. "~{ankind Is One," by
Doris ::\.1cKay, also appearing in July,
can be used effectively in connection
with Race Unity teaching.
This
article concludes ~her series entitled
"The Oneness of Religion" ,"""hich
(based upon the course given at Green
Acre in 1938) has assembled i111PDr~
tant excerpts from many Holy Books
in relation to the Revelation of Bahii'u'lIah, and darified the unity amI
progressive character of religion.
For the student oi psychology, "The
Crisis of the Worln Psyche," by Wil~
{rid Barton, in the July issue, offers
material of extreme importance. A series on the Seven Valleys, begnining
in July with "The Valley oj Search,"
by Zoe :\'Teyer, will successively present studies, by different Baha'i authors. of the spiritual truths revealed
by Hahit'uWth ·in "Seven Valleys."
"Do \Ve Believe in God," by C;. }\.
Shook, hegins a series of philosophic
es.says dealing with f ltlldamental concepts of thought and experience. <11&_
lam," by Ali-Kuli Khan represents the
fullest eX]Josition of the history of that
Faith which has yet appeared through
Baha'i channels.
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NEW PLANS FOR
PIONEER TEACHING

The latest developments in Pioner teaching and settlement in
areas \'.mich require assistance:)'1r. Gerrard Stuter is proceedillg tu Guatamala, and !VIr.
Antol1lu Roca to Honduras. l\:1rs.
S(e\vart is extending her stay in
Buenos Aires, ,""hich the Guardian desired. l\:lr. Philip j\1arangella has gone to Cuba. Miss
Nayan Hartfield is to establish
herseif in St. Louts, .110. 1\1 iss
.\an Reasoner will work among
the Blackfoot Indians, near Calgary, Alberta.
.11iss Honor
Kempton has transferred her
residentCe to Anchoragc, Alaska,
from Juneau.
~I r. "lathew Kazsab has s~t~
tled in Panama, and is nO\...· ...vorking under the supervision of the
Inter-America Committee.
Other important plans for
teaching in Latin America and
North America are in progress.
and further reports ,""ill be made
from time to time.
In the light of the Guardian's
recent message, the historic importance of these valiant efforts
i8 manifest.

LOUHELEN
SUMMER SCHOOL
GENERAL SESSION
August 6-1 J, Inclusive
(Classes Begin Sunday. August 6, at
9 a. m.)
Morning Program
Devotions (Before Breakfast)

1. The Administrative Order of BahiL'u'lhih, ~!r. Curtis Kelsey.
(Presentation and rliscussion of
the spirit and procedure oi Raha'i
auministration)
2. The Culture of lslam, Mrs. Helen
Bishup.
(Arabia before )'luhafilmad, the
revelation of the Qur'am, institutions and culture of Islam)
3. The Art of Living. 1frs. Alief'
Bacon.
(Bahfl'i standard;.;. of c01lduct)
Afternon Program

4. \Vlmt is the Baha'i Faith'
(A scric~ of talks on varions phases of the Faith)
5. Recreation, sociability, study.
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Evening Program
Talks on The Bahi'i Peace Program,
l\'lrs. ~rarzieh Carpenter.
Rates for General Session
(Induding Meal,)

Per day, per person, single room $2.15
Per day, per person, douhle room 1.80
Per day, per person, dormitory 1.50
SECOND YOUTH SESSION
August 16.20, Inclusive
(Classes Hegin at 9 a. m., Wednesday,
August 16)
Morning Pragram
Devotiuns (Before Breakfast)
1. Character Building, I\·irs. Virginia
Camelon
(Bah; " standards of conduct)
2. a. The Promise of All Ages, Mr.
Ed. :'.Iiessler
(Bahit'i principles and history)
h. The Prophet of Arabia. Mrs.
Helen Bishop
(Facts about :M l1hammad and His
Teachings)
Afternoon Program
3. Laws of Hahi\'n'll"h. "1r. Carl
Scheffier
The present day application of the
laws of Bahi'u'lhih and how they
lead to the 1\ ew World Order.
The abo'll£' courses to continue
through four days, the filth day to
be given aV(,r to an all day forum
co-nducted by Afr. Scheffler on the
subject Bu.ilding Communit~y Life.
This u!1:11 introduce young people
to Balla-'f Administration and to
the pri'uileges and responsibilities
of Ba}ur'i citizenship.
4. Recreation, forum, conferenres.

Evening Pro-gram
5. World Order Letters of Shoghi
Effendi, ::\frs. Marzieh Carpenter.
6. Entf'rtainlllent.
Rates
(lncluding !lleals)
Per day, per person, $1.20.
General In/ormati()1t
Please make reservations as soon as
possiule with y[ rs. 1.. W. Eggleston,
Louhelen Ranch, Davison, Michigan.
Louhelen Ranch is located on 1.'1-15
about 50 miles frum Detroit, 10 mil.es
from Flint, and 3 miles south of
Davison.
Those coming by bus or tr~in to
Flint can be met at Flint if notice is
sent to _Mrs. Eggleston in ad~'ance.
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Mrs. Violet Tuttle.
Mrs. Florida SanIOl·d.
Elcore Georgensoll .
Harry E. Ford.
Mrs. Robert Lewis.
Tune Miller.
·Jt.trs. Amy Brady D\...·elly_
~Irs.

Temple Progl-am
):1 on roe Ioas. elwin-Han.
}Irs. :\'Ia1-guerite Uflrkh, Secretary,
904 Hayes Avenue, Oak Park, Ill.
}[rs. W. Hilpert.
lohn McHenrv.
Sophie Loedillg.
R D. Pettet.
Jahn Haggard.
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Temple Guides
:VIrs. :\Iary Haggard, Chairman, 243\1
Beechwood Lane, \~rilmette, Ill.
Edna True.
Carl Scheffler.
Temple Librarian and Sales
Harry E. Walrath, Chairman, 4639
Beacon Street, Chicago, 111.
Mrs. Flora Ernst.
Gertrude Buikema.

W Mid Order Magazine
Editorial St aIJ
Stanwood Cobb.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.
Horace Holley, 119 vVaverly Place,
New York, N. Y.

C<mtributi"gEditors
Mrs. Alice Simmons Cox.
Genevieve L. Coy.
G. A. Shook.
Dale S. Cole.
Mrs. :\Iarzieh Carpenter.
Mrs. lVlarcia Atwater.
Annamarie Kunz.
Hasan M. Balyuzi.
Mrs. Shirin Fozdar.
Mrs. 1'.·lax Greeven.
Y<>utb

Robert Gaines, Chairman.
Margaret Swengel, Secretary, 507 \'1.
Illinois Street, Urbana, Ill.
Margaret Kunz, Editor, 714 W. Iowa
Street, Urbana, Ill.
Florence Mattoon.
Peri Zia.
Betty Scheffler.
Associate Members
Oarence LaRocque.
Betty Shook.
I oseph Noyes.
Iohn Eichenauer, Jr.
Fayrook Ioas.
Charles McAllister.
Taormina Irani.
Margaret Mosher.
Chester Davison.
Teachjng

Spiritual Assembly of East Cleveland, Ohio, Newly Constituted April 21 1939
with members of the Baha'i Community'
•
~

Mrs. Mary Collison.
Mrs. Loral Schupflocher.
Miss Lydia J. Martin.

C. :\fason Remey
Stanwood Cobb
Mrs. H. C. Langrall
Samuel Green

REGIONAL TEACHING
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode I,land
l\1rs. Amelia Bowman, Secretary, Salmon Falls, N. H.
"1'irs. Florence ]l.1ortol1
~1rs. Elsa Isaacs i
:Vlrs. H. Chamberlain
Cliarles Paul
Duncan MacAlear
Lou Keller
:\farjorie Wheeler

Tttnnessee, Kentucky, Georgia,
MississipPi, Louisiana
Nellie J. Roche, Secretary, 713 Nashville Trust Bldg., Nashville, Tenn.
\Vinston Evans
Mrs. Georgie Wiles
Dr. :1-Iarie Kershaw
Mrs. Tera Smith
Virginia Taylor
George W. Henderson
Mrs. Andrew J. Allison

Upper New York Stale
R. C. Collison, Secretary, 681 Castle
Street, Geneva, N. Y.
lVIrs. Marguerite Firoozi
A. D. Heist
Mrs. Morris M. Blish
Mrs. Minnie Setz
Ida Noyes

Winifred Richards
Frederick Babo
Mrs. F. L. Drye

Leroy Ioas, CJwirman.
Charlotte :V!. Linfoot, Secrriary, 376
60th Street, Oakland, Calif.
George O. Latimer.
Mrs. Amelia Collins.
N. F. Ward.
Mrs. Loulie A. Mathews.
Mrs. Joyce Lyons Dahl.
Marion H 011 oy.
Mrs. Isobel Belyea.

New Jersey, Eastern. Pennsylva.nia
Curtis Kelsey, Secretary, 499 Grenville Avenue, \'1est Englewood, K. J.
Arthur Foster
Mrs. Dorothy Graf
Archie G. Tichenor
Mrs. Ida Huff
S. H. Sims

Associate Members
Mrs. Mamie L. Seto.
Charles Reimer.
Mrs. Marion Little.

Virginia
Nlrs. F. Woodward Hipsley, Secretary,
14 vVyndcrest Drive, Catonsville,
Md.

Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West

Alabama, Florida
Mrs. Maxwell Buffin, Secretary, 49
S. E. 6th Street, Miami, Fla.

1:1 rs. F ranees Guy

OhiO, Indiana, WestiNn Penmylva1Sia.
Mrs. Florence Reeb, Secretary, 2512
Bryden Road, Bexley, Ohio.
Frank Warner
Mrs. Helen McCov
Mrs. Mary E11110r~
Lothar Schurgast
Wisccmsin, Michigan, Illinois

Mrs. J\.largery :McCormick, Secretarv~
503 Chestnut Street, Winnetka, In.
Charles Reimer
Pearle U. Easterbrook
Mrs. Ruth Cornell
Mrs. Bertha H. Kirkpatrick
:VIrs. Oscar Ketels
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Kansas, Missouri

Opal Howell, Secretary, 1302 East
36th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
~irs. W. S. Amos
Paul H. Brown
J. B. Becktel
J. J. Williams
Califorma, Arizona, Nevada

Mrs. Valeria Thornton, Secretary, 301
North Foothill Road, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Mrs. Miriam Bugbee
Mrs. Shirley Warde
Mrs. Edna Iohnson
Virginia Orbison
Gladys Linfoot
John Quinn
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Oregon, Washington, Idaho, British
Columbia
Doris Foye, Secretary, P. O. Box 228,
Seattle, Wash.
Mrs. Louis Speno
Mrs. Alta Kruger
Mrs. Mae ",IcKcnna
Stanley Kemp
Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince
Edward l,larui, Newfoundland,
Nova Scotia

Emeric Sala, Secretarr,}', 194 Riverside
Drive, St. Lambert, P. Q.
Mrs. Grace Geary
Mrs. John De Mille
John DeMille
Ernest Harrison
Fred Ascah

ASSEMBLY ROLL
1939-1940
Glendale, Arizona, ~fiss Donna Braden, Box 172.
Phoenix, Arizona, Mrs. Marietta
Wilson, Box 4053.
Berkeley, Miss Helen B. Rutledge,
2710 Regent Street.
Geyserville, California, Mrs. Edith
Whitton.
Glendale, California, Mrs. Zuna S.
Larson, 461 West Vine Street.
Huntington Park, California, "'[rs.
Hazel Jackson, R. F. D. 1, Box 762.
Los Angeles, California, Mrs. Margaret Camphell, 7058 Hawthorne Ave.
Oakland, California, Miss Gladys
Linfoot, 376 60th Street.
Pasadena, California, ~1iss Emmalu
Wever, 402 Waldo Avenue.
Sacramento, California, Miss Elizabeth L. Duffy, 1821 M Street.
San Francisco, California, l\:liss
Myrtle Dodge, 2112 Jackson Street.
Montreal, P. Q., Canada, Miss Alberta Tims, 1472 MacRay St., Apt. 4.
Moncton, N. B., Canada, Mr. W. F.
Byrne, 234 Dominion Street.
Toronto, Ont., Canada, Miss Elsie
Beecro ft, 44 Chestnut Park.
St. Lambert, P. Q., Canada, Mrs.
Emeric Sala, 194 Riverside Drive.
Vancouver, B. C, Canada, Miss
Ma. McKenna, 1530 13th Ave., West.
Colorado Springs. Colorado, Mrs.
Gladys Roberts, 915 North Hancock
Avenue.
Denver, Colorado, Mr. Ned Meyer,
3441 West 34th Avenue.
New Haven. Connecticut, Mrs. Elsa
Isaacs, 559 Whalley Avenue.
Washington, D. e., Mrs. Mariam
Haney, 1763 Columbia Road.

Jacksonville, Florida, ",Iiss Kathryn L. Vernon, 707 Post Street.
"'Iiami, Florida, Mrs. Dorothy Logelin, 2020 S.W. 6th Street.
St. Augustine, Florida, 1\-lrs. Frances
A. Shaw, 139 Central Avenue.
Augusta, Ga., Mrs. C. T. Sego,
Bransford Road.
Honolulu, Hawaii, I\1rs. Elma
Adolphson, 712 17th Avenue.
Maui, Hawaii, Mrs. Mary T. Fantom, Sprecklesville.
Chicago, Illinois, Mrs. H. E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon Street.
Evanston, I11inois. Miss Virginia
Russell, 2622 Prairie A venue.
Maywood, Illinois. Mrs. Gladys
Amerson, 1413 Washington Blvd.,
Box 123.
Park Ridge, Illinois, Mrs. 1. H. Redson. 612 South Washington Street.
Peoria, Illinois, Miss Zoe r,.,feyer,
102 Alice Avenue.
Springfield, Illinois, Mrs. Anna K.
Jurgens, 1136 North 4th Street.
Urbana, Illinois, Mr. H. J. Snider,
506 W. Penn. Avenue.
\Vilmette, Illinois, Mrs. David Came1on. 125 Fourth Street.
Winnetka. Illinois, Mrs. Willis S.
Hilpert, 455. Chestnut Street.
Indianapolis, Indiana, IVfrs. Helen
Patterson. 2725 Station Street.
South Bend, Indiana, Mrs. Sarah
M. Russell. 1031 Lincoln Way West.
Topeka. Kansas, Miss Fern Latimer,
701 West 5th Street.
Eliot. lVlaine, 11rs. Georgia (rGarcie,
P. 0. Box Ill. Portsmouth, N. H.
Baltimore, Maryland. Miss Mildred
Elmer, 838 Park 'Avenue.
Cabin John, Maryland, Mrs. Mar-

garet R. Patzer, Box 133.
Doston, Mass., Mrs. 1-1. C. Ogksuy,
30 Holyoke Street.
Springfield, Mass., Mrs. R. A. llates,
99 Princeton Street.
Worcester, Mass., Miss Fanny lIL
Holmes, 103 Webster Street.
Detroit, Michigan, Mrs. George R.
True, 104 Moran Road Grosse Pointe
Mich.
'
,
Flint, Michigan, Miss Elizabeth J.
Phelps, Box 355.
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Miss Cora
e. Edge, 1865 Plainfield Avenue.
Lansing, Michigan, ~Ir. George Angeli, R. F. D. 3, B(}x 540.
",[uskegon, Michigan, Mrs. Iva
Smack, 132 Allen Avenue.
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Mrs. Helen \V. Frink, 1216 Nicollet Avenue.
St. Paul, Minnesota, Julian Abas,
235 Fuller Avenue.
Kansas City, IV1:issouri, Miss Velma
Vetter, 2815 Forest Street, Apt. 1.
Helena, Montana, Mr. Charles
Adams, 106 South Main Street.
Jersey City, New Jersey, Mr. Arthur
Foster, 41 T onnele A venue.
Montclair, New Jersey, Miss Anna
E. Van B1arcum, 19 Walnut Crescent.
Newark, New Jersey, Mrs. F. W.
Oark, 21 Milford Avenue.
Teaneck, New Iersey, Mrs. Ethel
Crane, 116 Cane Street, Bogota, N. ].
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Miss
",rary L. Ewing, 3417 Campus Blvd.
Binghamton, New York, Miss Ida
L. Noyes, 43 Davi s Street.
Buffalo, New York, Mrs. Morris S.
Bush, 406 West Utica Street.
Geneva. New York, Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi, 22 DeLancey Drive.
Jamestown, N ew York, Mr. John
Stearns, 518 E. 6th Street.
New York City, New York, Miss
Bertha Herklotz, Baha'i Center, 119
W. 57th Street.
Rochester, New York, Mrs. P. R.
Meinhard, 335 Wilmot Road.
Yonkers, New York, Miss Muriel
Stilson, 10 Halcyon Place, Yonkers
Baha'i telephone address: N epperhan
842 (Mrs. Weill.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Miss Hilda Stauss,
3640 Epworth Avenue, Westwood.
Oeveland, Ohio, Mrs. Dale S. Cole.
3174 Corydon Rd., Cleveland Heights.
C(}lumbus, Ohio, ~1rs. Margarete
Acebo, Box 102, Galena, Ohio.
Dayton, Ohio, :Miss Kathrvn Alio,
259 Louie Street.
•
East Cleveland, Ohio, Prof. William
Sandoz. 1770 Delmont Avenue.
Lima, Ohio, Mr. Floyd B. Spahr,
504 Orena Avenue.
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Toledo, Ohio, Mr. William Thiele,
402 Rockingham Street.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Mrs. A.
P. Entzminger, 423 N.E. Tenth Street.
Portland, Oregon, Mr. 1. W. Latimer, 1927 N.E. 40th Avenue.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Miss
Jessie E. Revell, 2531 North 19th St.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Mrs.
Bishop Brown, Lindsay Lane, Ingomar~

Fa.

Scranton, Pennsylvania, Mrs. Zenobia Dorsey, 1312 Linden Street.
Knoxville, Tennessee, Mrs. Lessie
McMichael, Reid Hotel.
Nashville, Tennessee, Miss Nellie J.
Roche, 71J Nashville Trust Building.
Monroe, \Vashington, Mrs. Levina
Sprau, Box 277.
Richmond Highlands, Washington,
Mr. B. W. Schneider, Box 15.
Seattie, Washington, Miss Doris
F oye, Box 228.
Spokane, Washington, Mrs. Margaret Stange, 207 Mohawk Building.
Eagle River. Wisconsin, Mrs. Joyce
Schiddel.
Kenosha, Wisconsin, Mr. Louis J.
Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Road.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Th-frs. Jeanette Clark, 1814 A North Oakland Ave.
Racine, Wisconsin, Mr. Harold R.
Olsen, 1332 Russet Street.
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, ),fr. Emil
Gross, 7044 Maple Terrace.

Local Bah';'i Group,
(The following list includes those local
groups who have appointed a secretary.
Additions and corrections will be made
from time to time, and any errors or
omissions should be repqrtcd.)
Alabama. Mrs. Fannie !\'fcEnge, care
of Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
Arkansas. Miss Lydia J. Martin, Arkansas State College, Pine Bluffs,
Ark.
California. Mrs. Flora M. Clark, P. O.
Box 47, Clearlake Highlands, Calif.
Mrs. Helen R. Somer halder, Knightsen, Calif.
Mr. Alexander Kisch, 701 East 3rd
Street, Long Beach, Calif.
Mrs. Marie Lowell, 226 East Padre
Street, Santa Barbara, Calif.
11r. and Mrs. V. E. Oldsen, Atascadero, Calif.
n.irs. Frances L. \OVelles, Box 215,
Pine Knot. Calif.
Connecticut. 11iss G. Palmer, 148
Grove Street. Rockville, Conn.
Mrs. Alice R. Taylor. 10 Westford
Avenue, Stafford Springs. Conn,
Florida. Mrs. C. Frank Kcwtun. P. O.
Box 1468, Orlando. Fla.
Geo'gia. Mrs. Tera C. Smith, 819
Clermont Drive, N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
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Idaho. Mrs. Ethel Thompson, Route
1, Boise, Idaho.
Illinois. Edward L. Fernald, 607 Empire Bldg., Rockford, Ill.
,\! assachusells, Diantha Crisp, Bradford Street, Provincetown, .Mass,
)'lrs. Harold A. Chamberlain, 11
Maple Terrace, Three Rivers,
Mass.
Mrs. Wendell E. Bacon, Monson,
Mass.
Michigatl. Mrs. William M. Parker,
1601 Pontiac Street, Ann ,Arbor,
Mich.
Mrs. Arthur Page, 18450 Hazelwood A'venue, Roseville, :Mich.
Mrs. Oscar Ketels, Marysville,
Mich.
Mitlncsota. 1frs. Annie Berridge, 923
West 9th Street, Duluth, Minn.
Nebraska. Mrs. Eunice M. Baker, 530
Medical Arts. Bldg., Omaha, Neb.
New Hampshire. Mrs. Lome L. Kendrick, Northfield Street, Hinsdale,
N. H.
Mr. Harold Bowman, Jr., Salmon
Falls, N. H.
New Jersey. Jane Durant, 1305 Comstock Street, Asbury Park, N. J.
Mrs. Sara Terry Taylor, 25 N. Ohiu
Street, Atlantic City, N. J.
New Yark. Zeah Holden, 48 Terrace
Avenue, Alhany, N. Y.
Lois W. Clark, 714 James Street,
Syracuse, N. Y.
2li[rs. Clayton Crandall,. 241 Cayuga
Street, Ithaca, N. Y.
Ohio. Mrs. ""V. W. Robinson, 315
South Pickaw~y Stoeet, Circleville. Ohio.
Charlo·tte Lindenberg, 2512 Bryden
Road, Bexley, Ohio.
South Dakota. Mrs. Ethel C. Ayer, 826
West Main Street. Lead, S. Oak.
Virginia. Feny E. Paulson, 614 23rd
Street, South, Arlington, Va.
Wisconsin. 2\lrs. Joel Stebbins, Observatory Hil1~ Madison, Wise.
Florence Delamy, 1101 South Weh·
ster-Avenue, Green Bay, \Visc.

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Toronto, seven. )Jew York, five.
Vancouver, six. East Cleveland, two.
St. Lambert, one. Los Angeles, four.
Pasadena, four.
Philadelphia, one.
Urbana, one. Glendale. Calif., one.
Lima, three. Cleveland, five. Phoenix,
one and two youth. San Francisco,
two, I\:Iilwaukee, one. \;Vashington,
one,
IN MEMORIAM
It i::. clear and evi<"ient that when the

yeils that conceal the realities of the
manift.'Stations of the Names and Attributes of God, nay of all ereated thin!,:s

9
visible or invisible, have been rent
asunder, nothing except the Sign of
God will remain-a sign which He,
Himself, hath placed within these realities. This sign will endure as long as
is the wish of the Lord thy God, the
Lord of the heavens and of the earth.
If such be the blessings conferred on
all created things, how superior must
be the destiny of the true believer,
whose existence and life are to be regarded as the originating purpose of
all creation.-BAH.CULLAH.
Mrs. Marie B. Moore, New York.
Mr. Joseph G. Gray, San francisco.
SHAHNAZ WAITE
On June 2, the Spirtiual Assembly
of Los Angeles received the following
cablegram from Shoghi Effendi:HPassjng Shahnaz, beloved pioneer,
deeply lamented. Record· (of her) outstanding services imperishable.
Re
ward assured. Ardent prayers."
ADDRESS FOR
CORRESPONDENCE
Time will be saved if letters intended for the National Assembly or World
Order Maga.zine will be addressed,
during 1uly and August, to Green Acre,
EI iot, 1\01 aine.
NEWS OF EAST AND WEST

"'0.

Baha'i ",ews Letter
2, issued by
the National Spiritual Assembly of
Egypt, is devoted to an account of the
remarkable events accompanying the
Baha'i burial of Mohammed Effendi
Soliman at Ismailia, on December 9,
193K
This believer has informed his friends
and ·relatives that a Baha'i funeral
service should be performed after his
departure. He also drew up a will
stating that his heirs should submit to
the jurisdiction of the Spiritual Assembly. Arrangements were made for
the funeral ceremony, and the police
department \vas informed. A nonBaha'i hrother of the deceased then attempted to persuade the believers that
the Muslim ceremony should be performed. The dispute was taken to the
police .....,,·ho upheld the documents prepared hy the deceased and turned over
to the Assembly. The relative then became so infuriatecl and threatening- that
he was detained in the police headquarters. and the Raha'i ceremony vias duly
carried ont.
However, a crm. . d of some 3.000
persons gathered and despite police
protection, the Baha'is could not carry
the coffin into the cemetery. The po-
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lice then ordered it taken back to the
The Spiritual Assembly of Paris has
deceased's home. That night the cof- issued a circular letter from which the
fin was removed to police headquarters fulluwing passages are gleaned:
"Cette annee) qui suit celle de l'Examid such angry protests frum the
.M uslim party that eight police ",vere in- position 1 a amene moins d'Amis a Paris. N ous avons pourtant eu la visite,
jured.
On the third day, at 12 :30 A. M., non seulement de plusieurs Amis iranthe coffin was transported by the police iens mais aussi du Dr. J\fac Cormick,
on a motor truck to a place in the des- de M r. et Mrs. Greeven, de Miss
ert out of to\II"n, and interment ''''''as Story, de Mrs. Lynch et tout demierement de ~:1rs. Dary, de VVisconsin, revmade.
The home of the deceased was bit- enant d'Halffa.
"Le groupe de Lyon continue son
terly attacked by the mob, and demonstnitions were continued in the streets action et dcploie toujours Ie memc arthroughout the night. The upshot was deur pour abtenir des adherents. 1\1adethat this incident served to demonstrate moiselle Migette est allee a Geneve
the spirit of the Faith to the entire pour as sister a la Semaine de la Paix
city. "In short, this historic event, .. au l'ontraitait des religions christianwill produce far-reaching results in the iques; Mrs. Lynch et elle-meme y parfinal stability of the Cause in Egypt." 1i~rent de la Cause, la faisant ainsi conThe BaM'i J ow-nal of the National naitre en un nouveau milieu.
I'Le petit -cerc1e de lVlarseille est touSpiritual Assembly of the British Isles
reports the fonnation of two new Spir- i ours ardent pour son a vancement ; des
itual Assemblies on April 21, at Tor- Amis travaillent a Orleans et sur la
quay and at Bradford. The first pio- Cote d'Azur Otl nous esperons bientot
neer undertaking in England has been avoir un groupe tres interessant a"vec,
the settling of Mr. and Mrs. Lee in a sa tete, un homme eminent.
"NOllS
continuons notre oeuvre
Brighton with the intention of estabd'edition de nos precieux livres, Les
lishing a Baha'i Center.
The :-.ISA of the British Isles have Entret-iens d'Abdtt'l-Baha a Paris en
published five issues of the new month- 1911 et 1912 viennent d'etre publies en
ly The New World Order, of which langue fran~aise, traduits de I'anglais
the Guardian has \'IHitten: "He also J.Xlr Madame Hesse et roncographies
wishes me to express his feelings of par Mrs. Lynch. Le prix de eet oUvdeep satisfaction at the efforts of your . rage, qui fonne un fort volume, est de
Assembly in connection with the publi- 1S francs plus Ie port.
HN ous venons de faire paraitre la
cation of New World Order, which
paper, he hopes, will prove of increas- Dispensation de Bah(lu/lIah~ ecrite par
ing value as a medium for the spread Ie Gardien Shoghi Effendi et traduite
en fran~ais par 1\1. Karakaya. Cet ouvof the Cause throughout England."
A preliminary announcement of the rage, roneographic, comprend quatre
Fourth Annual Baha', Summer School parties: Ie Bab, Baha'u'll:ih, 'Abdl1'lLe
in England lists a program to run Baha, et l'Ordre Administratif.
from July 22 to August 12, at High prix en est de 5 francs plus Ie port.
H~lonsieur Fernandez, un de nos
Leigh, Hoddeston, Herts. Study classes will be conducted on "The Book of grands sympathisants, ",ient d'ecrire
Certitude," "The Dispensation of Ba- un article documente sur la Cause qui
ha'ullith," and "'Abdu'l-Bah:'t-The paraitra prochainement dans une imExemplar of the Baha', Faith." Morn- portante encydopedie des Religions.
"Un livre qui remporte un grand
ing and evening lectures "","'ill be given
by Lady Blomfield, David Hofman, sl1cces, Islam, par l'orientaiiste univerFlorence Pinchon. H. M. Balyuzi, sellement connu Henri ::\:iasse. donne
George Townshend, Marguerite Well- un apercu fort reussi sur Ie Baha'isme.
"La Conference de la Teunesse haby, Ursula Newman, Arthur ~orton,
S. H. Ali, Alfred Sugar, Mary Basil hiL'ie qui devait se tenir - pendant Ies
Hall. Bernard Leach. Richard St. vacances de Noel. a ete remise a la
Barbe Baker, Captain Basil Hall, Pat- Pentec6te. en ?\l ai .."ur la rlemande de
rick Synge, Louise Soelberg, Marjorie grmmf'S et Amis habitant la province
au I'etranger. :J uus 11C doutons pas
Gayton.
J

qu'il aura le meme succcs q~e les annees precedentes et nou~ invltons taus
les Amis qui pourront se deplacer a ce
moment, a nous iaire la grande faveur
d'y assister et de nous aider de leur
prb::ieux concours."
The Spiritual Assembly of Mexico
City has taken steps to secure legal
recognition from the government. "The
study of the laws has been terminated
according to the instructions received
from the Guardian through the medium
of "ir. and "'[rs. Mathews, and they
have been presented to the Mexican
Government. \Ve had an interview
with the chief of the Department so
as to render the usual declarations, and
we are only waiting for their resolutions. We also inaugurated the winter
courses for the Baha'i teachers on the
6th of February and these will end on
April 15, so we will soon have expert
and excellent teachers."
The Spiritual Assembly of Cincinnati dedicated its new public Baha'i
Center, 206 East University Avenue,
on May 23. "The Assemblies in this
region have been asked to send a representative to assist in the service and we
also wrote to Shoghi Effendi asking for
his special prayers." The Cincinnati
Assembly was incorporated on November 22, 1938.
'While in Bedmuda this spring, Mrs .
Louise Erickson succeeded in having
the local newspaper, Royal Gazette,
publish the text of "Treasured Memories," by Lilian McNeill, which appeared in the January issue of World
Order At agazi'ne. This artide was an
intimate account of the late Queen l\larie's acceptance of the Baha'i Faith.
\Vith the cooperation of the Boston
Assembly and the :-.Iational Library
Committee, Duncan McAlear has accomplished a remarkable sen·jce in
placing Baha'i literature in Libraries
of 1iassachusetts. "During the past
few months I have interviewed the Librarians of 21 Libraries in Eastern
"lassachusetts and placed . . . a total
of 49 books. There are now Baha';
hooks in 32 Libraries in 26 cities and
towns in :Massachusetts. . . . I find
most of the Ltbrarians very receptive
to the Baha'; l\-!essage and willing 10
cooperate with us in the placing of
the books."
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NATIONAL OFFICE IN THE TEMPLE AREA
The National Spiritual Assembly announces to the America Baha'i community that beginning O<:tober I, 1939,
the Office of its Secretary will be maintained in the former Bourgeois studio
(now part of the Temple property) at
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, Illinois,
This action was taken subject to approval by the Guardian! whose endorsement was conveyed in the following -cablegram, received June 22:
"Delighted welcome transference (to)
Temple area. Loving appreciation."
The members wish to point out that
this step, which represents the beg-inning of the establishment of a National
Administrative Office in the Temple
area, conforms to words of 'Ahdu'lBaha revealed in the series of Tablets
now knowh as "America's Spiritual
l\fission," and to several passages in
the Guardian's general communications, Of these latter, the following
are cited:
uThe seat round which its spiritual,
its humanitarian and administrative activities will cluster are the J\·lashriqu'lAdhkar and its Dependencies,"-The
World Order of Balufu'llrih, pp. 156-157,
"But however inspiring the conception of Baha 'f worship, as witnessed in
the central Edifice oi this exalted
Temple, it cannot be regarrlerl as the
sole, nor even the essential, fador in
the part which the Mashriqu'l-Adhkar,
as designed by Baha'u'!liLh, is destined
to play in the organic life of the Baha',

community. Divorced from the s-ocial,
humanitarian, educational and scientific
pursuits centering around the Depenrlenries of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar,
Baha'i worship, however exalted in its
conception, however passionate in ferVOT, can never hope to achieve beyond
the meagre and often transitory results
produced by the .contemplations of the
ascetic or the comlTIunion of the passive worshiper. It cannot afford lasting satisfaction and benefit to the \,",orshipcr himself, much less to humanity
in general, unless and until translateci
and transfused into that dynamic and
d1sinterested service to the cause of
humanity which it is the supreme
privilege of the Dependencies of the
1.fashriqu'I-Adhkar to facilitate and
promote. ~or will the exertions, no
matter how disinterested and strenuous,
of those who within the precincts of
the Mashriqu'l-Adhkir will be engaged in administering the affairs of
the future Baha'i Commonwealth. fructify and prosper unless they are brought
into close and daily communion with
those spiritual agendes centering in
and radiating from the central Shrine
of the :\fashriqu'l-Adhkar. :-.!othing
short of direct and constant interaction between the spiritual forces emanating from this H01lse of \;Vorship centering in the heart of the :VTashriqu'lAdhkar. and the en~rgies consciot1s1y
displayed hy those ...,.. ho administer its
affairs in their service to humanity can
possibly provide the necessary agency

capable of removing the ills that have
so long and so grievously afflicted humanity_ For it is assuredly upon the
consciousness of the efficacy of the
Revelation of Baha'u'llah, reinforced
on one hand by spiritual communion
with His Spirit, and on the other by
the intelligent application and the faithful execution of the princi pIes and
laws He revealed, that the salvation of
a world in tra'..ail must ultimately depend, "-General leiter dated October
25, 1929, included in Baha'i Administra.timt.
THE VISIBLE EVIDENCE
Every member of the American
Baha'i community is urgently requested
to ponder the importance-nay, the
immediate necessity-of meeting the
requirements of the Annual Budget
adopted in order to achieve the tasks
set for us this year under the Seven
Year Plan.
As reported in BAHA'f KEWS for
May, the total Budget of $150,000 falls
into three separate classifications: $35,000 for Administration; $40,000 for
teaching in North and South America;
and $75,000 for new Temple construction.
What is apparently not yet clearly
realized is the iacl that the essence of
the Seven Year Plan consists of the
Guardian's clarion call for two tremendous tasks in add-ition to all those activities which a few years a~o represented our nonnal Baha'i schedule of
undertakings. These "normal" activities Can be maintained on an Annual
Budget of $35,000, or less than $3,000
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in contributions per month.
The
growth of the American Bah,n community has been such that an average
of $.1,000 per month can be can fidentl y
anticipated by the National Spiritnal
Assembly from year to year. It is the
difference between this $35,000 and the
total Budget of $150,000 which represents the vital distinction between collective spiritual success and our mutual
failure to meet the Guardian's appeals.

Co"..".utUty Prayer and Crnuu/tatu".
And now. that this paramount issue
may be energetically handled, the National Spiritual Assembly wishes each
aud every local Assembly to devote
three successive Nineteen Day Feasts,
beginning with that to be observed on
August 20, to prayer and discussion,
during the consultation period, for the
furtherance of the Budget for the Third
Year of the Seven Year Plan. A
spirit of deep devotion is needed, and
such a unified re~ponse that the members of the community will feel that
they are, indeed, drops in the one
Ocean of a regenerated mankind, and
leaves on the one Tree of fruitful service under the heat and light of the
arisen Sun.
The members of the National Spiritual Asesmbly likewise make appeal
to the local groups and isolated believers to ponder their own capacity
to join in the mighty effort, whose aim
is the continunace of Temple construction beyond the present contracts
which will soon be completed, and the
sending and maintenance of pioneer
teachers to all areas which Shoghi Ef. fendi has nameu for settlement this
yeaI' .
:NATIONAL SPIRlTUAL ASSEMBLY.

CONTRIIIUTIONS TO THE
INTERNATIONAL FUND
The friends are informed that the
National Spiritual Assembly has increased its monthly offering to the International Fund, through the Guardian, from $190 to $285. The heartfelt hope is expressed that the sacri fice
of the believers will make it possible to
increase greatly its contribution.
SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
The schedule of National Assemhly
meetings has been revised as follows":
The meeting to be held February, 1940,
will be on the 23, 24 and 25. at Wilmette.
The 1940 Convention will be held on
April 25, 26, 27, and 28, with the Public Meeting on Sunday evening instead
of afternoon. A meeting of the National Assembly will precede, on April
24, at Wilmette instead of Evanston,

View of Model of First Story Pylon at
Earley Studios

"EVENTS OF UNIMAGINAIILE
MAGNITUDE , • , ORDEALS
MORE SEVERE"
There is, in The Advent of Divine
Justice, one passage which calls for the
most profound understanding and
most powerful response the American
Baha'i community can achieve at the
present time .
After disclosing the teaching tasks
and reformation of character the Divine PJan re<ll11res, the Guardian
states :"Such, beloved friends, is the vista
that stretches before the eyes, and challenges the resources, of the American
Baha'i cunununity in these, the concluding years of the First Century of
the Baha'i Era. Such are the qualities
and qualifications demanded of them
for the proper dischage of their responsibilities and duties. Such are the requirements, the possibilities,. and the
objectives of the Plan that dalms every
ounce of their energy, \'1ho knows but
that these few remaining, fast-fleeting
years, may not be pregnant with events
of unimaginable magnitude, with ordeals more severe than any that humanity has as yet experienced, with
conflicts more devastating than any
which have preceded tbem. Dangers,
however sinister, must, at no time, dim
the radiance of their new-born faith.
Strife and confusion, however bewildering, must never befog th~ir vision.
Tribulations, however afflictive, must

never shatter their resolve. Denunciations, however clamorous, must never
sap their loyalty. Upheavals, however
cataclysmic, must never deflect their
course. The present Plan, embodying
the budding hopes of a departed Master, must be pursued, relentlessly pursued, whatever may befall them in the
future, however distracting the crises
that may agitate their country or the
world. Far from yielding in their resolve, far from growing obli"'ious of
their task, they should, at no time,
however much buffeted by circumstances, forget that the synchronization
of such world-shaking crises with the
progressive unfoldment and fruition of
their divinely appointed task is itself
the work of P(ovidence, the design of
an inscrutable Wisdom, and the purpose of an all-compelling Will, a Will
that directs and controls, in its own
mysterious way t both the fortunes of
the Faith and the destinies of men.
Such simultaneous processes of rise
and fall, of integration and of disintegra tion, of order and chaos, with thei r
continuous and reciprocal reactions on
each other, are but aspects of a greater
Plan, one and indivisible, whose Source
is God, whose author is Baha'u'llah,
the theatre of whose operations is the
entire planet, and whose ultimate objectives are the unity of the human
race and the peace of all mankind.
.. Reflections such as these should
steel the resolve of the entire Baha'i
community, should di ssipate their forebodings, and arouse them to rededicate
themselves to every single provision of
that Divine Charter whose outline has
been delineated for them by the pen of
'Abdu'l-Baha."
That message was not conceived to
be directed to a community tllu:ertain
of the fundamental Teachings, divided
as to the form or operation of the administrative order or victim of the bewildering doubt that confuse and betray the chi ldish and the immature. On
the contrary, the very fact that we have
been honored by such portentous
words is the true evidence that the
community has arrived in its course
at the very portals of mature acr:omplishment. -The day of words is done.
The day of deeds has dawned.
What the Guardian points out with
such impelling power is that, by Divine
decree, the American Baha'i community has been given a great, a significant
task to perform, and perform within an
allotted time. Our thoughts and our
feelings must be subdued to the end of
performance. They are no longer subjective activities which can be consid~
ered ends in themselves. The long
march of the Faith in America has now
forever passed those older landmarks
I
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of belief, inevitable and right for an
early stage of development, which began and ended with the expression of
the sincerest sentiment.
One meaning of this present, so
crucial era, is that Qur personal and
group faith must be raised from feeling
and mental speculation to the plane of
will. We must learn how to live religiously, in the vital vigor of work and
sacrifice for one common aim, and not
merely select from our religion a few
attitudes that seem best fitted to our
human personality. Only when it arrives at the fusion of will is faith mature and complete. Resolution brings
thought and fee1in~ to their degree of
fruitfulness.
ActlOn, imbued with
thoughtfulness and pure sentiment, has
become the criterion of faith.
The Guardian has patiently prepared
the community for fitness to fulfill the
Seven Year Plan. The letters published in BaHi.'i Administration expounded the principles of the administrative order. The letters more recentModel for detail of First Story of
ly published in The World Order of
Bahit'u'llith revealed the larger implications of the institutions which had diately obtain from the Local Spiritual
been raised. There is no turning back Assembly its filed information.
to the era of details and procedures
III. The party at interest is given
now that the Plan has been begun, We opportunity to point out any miscarare committed to a definite and a su- riage of justice in the verdict.
preme task. By achieving each portion
IV. The K ational Spiritual Assemof it within the allotted time we cling bly may then sustain the decision of
to the robe of His mercy and blessing. the L.S,A. or indicate to it, points
We make our destined contribution to justifying reconsideration, or it can rethe victory of His Faith upon earth.
verse the original decision.
The newer and younger believers
V. The Katio11al Spiritual Assemcan assimilate the essential truths of the bly acts directly only in matters which
Teachings and of the administrative it considers of national importance and
order far more swiftly and more read- concern.
ily than those who were obliged to
For additional information the
learn them by experience and in rela- friends are urged to study the followt ion to actual problems that existed ing references in Baha'i Procedure:
and had to be sol ved. We can not turn
Sec. 4; Sheet 15, 16, 17, IS.
back to the past, nor can they who now
in increasing numbers join our ranks.
The third year of the Seven Year
THE FORMATION OF NEW
Plan is already one-quarter gone, and
ASSEMBLIES
we have not yet responded adequately
The National Spiritual Assembly
to its allotted task. Haw 10 create
capacity far action is the paramount completes the details of procedure to
be followed when new Assemblies are
question of these days and weeks,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.
formed.
1. Groups having nine or more declared believers aU ,resident in the
BRIEF OUTLINE OF
same civil community} are to apply
before February I for authority to
PROCEDURE ON APPEALS
form an Assembly on April 21 of
L When a Local Spiritual Assemthat year.
hly acts in its juridical capacity, the
final verdict and the points in brief 2, Any member of the group who is a
voting believer in an already estabshould be given to the party concerned
lished adjacent community must
in writing and placed on the Assem bl y
withdraw from that community befile. The party at interest is encourfore ioining the group applying for
aged to accept the decision.
the right to form a new Assembly.
II. 1£ appeal is made, the N .S.A.
will acknowledge .the appeal and imme- 3. When a group is qualified to form
J
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an Assembly} all its members are
obliged to join in asking for the
authority to elect.
4. All estahlished Assemblies are to
report their voting list to the National Assembly by February 1
each year, and the voting list is not
to include the names of any believers who have joined a group
w hic:::h is planning to form a new
Assembly on April 21.
S. Applications from groups, and voting lists of established communities,
mllst he in the hands of the N ational Assembly by February I.
6. Groups which form a new Assembly on April 21 cannot be represented at the Convention held that
same year.
7. Groups authorized to form a new
Assembly will receive notice from
the National Assembly not later
than April 1, together with copies
of the proper form for use in reporting its formation to the N ational Assembly.
In a recent letter written by the
Guardian to the National Assembly he
emphasizes one aspect of the matter oilS
follows: uHe wishes me to stress the
fact that from now on any group that
is formed must belong to one civil
community, as otherwise endless confusion and misunderstanding would
ensue. The limits of each civil community must be dearly recognized, and
no overlapping should be allowed under any circumstances."
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY,

.,
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(Corrections and revisions of list published in BAn A'; NEWS of July, 1939)

Library
Duncan :'IacAlear added,
Inter·America
Myrtle Dmlge appointed Recording
Secretary.
Baha'i News Serv'ke
Mrs, Edna Eastman (now Mrs, D,
Lindsey Atkins) and Robert Thiess
linable to serve.

Reviewing
Mrs. Patrick Quinlan and Helen
Campbell added, Mrs, Doris Holley
unable to serve.

Chjld Education
Mrs. Peggy True added.

Youth
Ma rgaret K UI1Z, C hair'ma 11.
Mrs.

Annamarie

Kunz

Honnold.

Editor.
Mrs. :Mae Dyer, Busineu

.l\:la~wger,

Regi01<al Teacb{ng
Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, West
Virginia
)'1rs. F. Woodward Hipsley, Secretarv. New address, 4512 Wentworth
Road! Baltimore! JVld.

Oregon, Wasbingtrm, Idaho, Brifhh
Columbia
Stanley Kemp unable to serve.
ASSEMBLY ROLL
(Corrections and revisions)
Montreal, P. Q., Canaoa, Wm. Suter, 1396 51. Catherine Street, \If.
Baltimore, Maryland, )'-liss ~·tildred
Elmer, 2214 Roslyn Avenue.
St. Paul, Minnesota, Kenneth K.
Kadrie, 2021 Randolph Street.

weal Baha'i Groups
(Additions and corrections)

California, ~'Iiss ~fary Lillian Fenn,
1744 Serond Avenue, San Diego; :Mrs.
Juanita Storch, 4770 Sonoma Highway, Santa Rosa.
Georgia, Miss M. Doris Ehbert,
1049 Juniper Street, :N. E., Atlanta.
fIlinois, Mrs. G. E. Terry, 1522
1\.ielrose Avenue, Waukegan.
.iv/ol/fona, .Mrs. Evalina Caldwel1.
1345 Hobson Street, Butte.
Texas, )'Irs. C. W. Nichols, 317
East :\lyrtle Street, San Antonio.
A MESSAGE FROM THE
TEMPLE PROGRAM COMMITTEE
"The Baha'i House of Worship

.

"
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stallds as a flaming beacon ~nd a symhoi of hope amidst the ;:Iooln of a despairing \\'orld'." \Ve are wondering if
those who are asked to speak in that
halluwed spot and proclaim the I\·'1essage. of Baha~ll'llah to a suffering hull1amty realize 'the great privilege that
is theirs. One of the prayers revealed
by "Abdu'I-Bab.i-- is that "our voices
may be raised :'from great assemblies
and from our lips may stream the flood
of God's praise." Here, in our Temple, this oppurtunity is presented to the
speaker. It is our earnest plea that
any of the friends \""'ho is invited by
the Temple Program Committee to address a public meeting in the Baha'i
House of Worship will. exert every effort to accept this invitation, even to
the point of personal saqifice.
As the Guardian deelares in The
Advent of Divine Jtfstice: "Every instrument in the administrjltive machinerv which. in the' courSe uf several
ye~rs, they have so laborously erected
must be fully utili7.ed, ami suhordinated to the end for which it was created.
The Temple, that proud embodiment
of ~ rarc a spirit .of self-sacrifice, must
likewise he made to play its part, and
contribute its share to the teaching
campaign designed to embrace the entire V\~estern Hemisphere."
MISS MARTHA L. ROOT RETURNS
FROM THE EAST
\Vith grateful joy is announced the
fact that Miss Root, after heroic and
most remarkable teaching activities in
India, China, Japan and Australia,
will arrive at San Francisco from
Honolulu during August. After her
arrival the National Spiritual Assembly will consult with her in order to
carry out the Guardian's wish that her
great experience be drawn upon for the
promotion of Inter-American teaching.
ARTICLE ABOUT
BAHIYYIH KHANUM
The institution of the Bahiyyih Khanum Fuml for Temple constnlction has
led to many interested inquiries for
copies of the beautiful article concerning the Greatest Holy Leaf written by
"Irs. Marjory :'Iorten for The BaMi
H7 orld. It is readily available in a recent volume of that work. As the
Guardian has written through his secre-tarv, "the friends who are keen to
ha"e~ a copy of the article \...·ill rIo ...vell
to purchase the volume in \vhich it
appears."
RECENT OBSERVANCES OF
BAHA'I ANNIVERSARIES
Following the date of 'vlay 29, when
the Anniversary of the Ascension of

Baha'tt'llcih \...·as observed by a number
of cor~lm,:-mities at the early, morning
hour mdlCated by the Guardian the
National Assemblv has received 'com_
munications ernp}lasizing the confirmations which came to those who found it
feasible to carry out the Guardian's
wishes.
By conducting the Anniversaries at
the definite hour given by Shoghi Effendi, the observance is made continuous for twenty-four hours around the
world, an unbroken chain of holy devotion !.Iinding the members at the
vVorld Faith more firmly to its Author
and Source.
CHILD EDUCATION
TRUTHFUL::-lESS

"Truthfulness," 'Alxlu'I-Baha asserts, "is the foundation of aU human
virtues. Without truthfulness progress
and success in all the worlds of God
are impossihle for any soul. \-Vhen
this holy attribute is established in
man, all the divine qualities will also
be acq ui red."
.'.frs. Amy Dwelly sends us the four
following suggestions for teaching
truthfulness:
1. Always be truthful with the child
himself, even in the smallest details.
2. kefrain from teasing him when
he is too young to understand that you
are joking. It is taking an advantage
of a little child to tell him fabulous
tales just because he is gullible enough
to believe anything a grown person
tells him.
3. Guard against accusing a child
of untruths. Often he may simply be
telling a manufactured story about
something he has imagined. Pleasantly help him to see the difference.
4, Refrain from unduly harsh discipline which makes the child afraid to
tell the truth. Examples such as the
following are numerous. Little Jenny,
an orphan, spilled some pudding on her
ell·ess.
Dismayed, she stared with
frightened eyes at the nurse. "I didn't
do it," she exclaimed. A few da:ys
later, we had Jenny in an ice-cream
parlor, \",·here she again dropped food
on her dress, making a stain, This
time she looked up not with fear but
with regret in her eyes and said, "I
did it. I'm so sorry." In the first
instance the child was afraid of punishment and therefore attempted to escape
by denial. In the s,",ond, she had no
{ear and therefore responded naturally.
It is especially important to separate
fear fro111 the adveHtures in truthfulness in order that courage and fearlessness may uecome the habit. Dr. Stanwood Cobb, in relating' his early ex-
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perience at Roberts College ;n Turkey,
!lpeaks often oi the hablt of untruth
into which his fearful anJ oppressed
young students had fallen, and of their
complete emancipation from this furm
of spiritual illness when unnecessary
causes for fear and distrust were removed, and encouragement to fearlessness replaced them.
Long before
adulthood the young soul may become
conscious of the sovereignty of standing alone if necessary against a world
for the sake of truth. Consider how
the mother of Ashraf is immortalized
by Baha'u'llab Himself for urging her
·son to the highest act of truthfulness,
a testimony of his faith even in the
face of death it sel f.
"Call thou to mind the behavior of
Ashraf's mother, whose son laid down
his life in the Land 01 Zi (Zanjan).
He, most certainly is in the seat of
truth~ in the presence of One \·Vho is
the Most Powerful, the Almighty.
"When the infidels so unjustly decided to put him to death, they sent
and fetched his mother, that perchance
she might admonish him, and induce
him to recant his faith, and follow in
the footsteps of them that have repudiated the truth of God, the Lord of
all worlds. . . .
"And when addressing him she
said: 'My son, mine own son! Fail
not to offer up thyself in the path of
the Lord. Beware that thou betray not
thy faith in H ion before Whose face
have bowed down in adoration all who
are in the heavens and all who are on
the earth. Go thou straight on, 0 my
son, and persevere in the path of the
Lord, thy God, Haste thee to attain
the presence of Him \Vho is the \\lellBeloved of ·all worlds.'
"On her be My blessings, and My
mercy, and :\'1y praise, and 11y glory.
I Myself shall altone for the loss of
her son-a son \\o'ho now d\"Y'el1eth within the tabernacle of My majesty and
glory, and whose fa-ce beameth with a
light that envelopeth with its radiance
the Maids of Heaven in their celestial
chambers, and heyond them the inmates of 11y Paradise, and the denizens of the Cities of Holiness. \Vere
any eye to gaze on his face, he would
exclaim: 'Lo. this is 110 other than a
noble angel.'
So closely, then. is truthfulness
hound to our loyalty to God Himself!
Even a young child could be taught
to say and to practice these admonitions of His Holiness, Baha'u'll<ih:
"Let your eye be chaste, your hand
faithful, your tongue truthful, and your
heart enlightenec1." "Let truthfulness
.and courtesy he your aoorning."
CHILD EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

.".1
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BOOK EXHIBIT NEAR TEMPLE ARRANGED DURING CONVENTION
BY WILMETTE ASSEMBLY
LIBRARY COMMITTEE

The Library Committee is happy to
report that librarian receptivity is far
greater than at any previous period,
Believers write that they are finding no
difficulty in placing books in new libraries.
We should like to avoid all misunderstandings with librarians concerning these glft sets, Therefore, will the
believers always interview the head librarian and try to secure her written
confirmation that she will accept thc
books before writing to this committee? \Ve also ask you to try to judge
the library needs closely Lefore offering the complete gift set. In less important libraries, we suggest that the
librarians are offered the basic set of
Foundations oj World Unity and
Bal"i'u'/{cih and tire IV (!W Era. Follow
up the circulation 01 these books before
placing additional books on lihrary
shelves. In this way. \Vc can meet the
book demands where the need amI receptivity is g-reater.
The friends have responded entllUsiasti.cally to the appeal for library
pioneering, and our activities have
more than" douuled in the past several
months, A total of 84 libraries have
accepted books for their shelves. These
libraries included 16 college and university libraries, and fi8 public libraries.
It is gratifying to report that much
of this activity was in the Southern
and New England States. One of the
most outstanding library pioneers is

Duncan McAlear of the Boston Assembly who has devoted a day a week
to library interviews for some time.
Through his efforts, a survey was
made of ~iassachusetts and New
Hampshirc, and about forty libraries
were supplied with books. He is now
planning a similar survey in Vennont.
Maine, and Rhode Island; in cooperation with the Korth Eastern Regional
Committee. I Ie reports excellent· receptivity everywhere, and has sent in
many written confirmations from librarians. and Library Boards.
The Vermont project \"v'ill interest
other groups. They are planning to
place an Esslemont furnished by the
Regional Teaching committee in 25
important libraries! and will call on the
library committee for other books
where the need is greatest, This is a
splendid idea, and the library committee is willing to cooperate with other
A~semhlies or committees undertaking
similar I)rojects.
Southern college amI university lihrarians have been most responsive.
The librarian at Southern University.
Baton Rouge, wrote that there was
great interest in the Baha'i teachings
there. A professor in the Department
of Religion at Goucher College. Baltimore has asked for two sets of books,
one for Goucher College and the other
for the university of Virginia. He intends to study the teachings during his
summer vacation. Dillard University.
Tuskegee Institute, Telledega College,
Atlanta Lniversity, Fisk Cniversity,

,.
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Miles Memorial College, and others
have graciously accepted books.
We are also happy to tell the believers that the Department of Education for the Philippine Islands accepted a set of books for the National
Library at Manila. A set 01 books was
sent to Finland recently. Books have
also been requested for the J unea u,
Alaska, library, and for the Canal Zone
Library, Panama. Another request is
for the Chinese Embassy at Washington.
This brief .ummary indicates the
widespread activities of library pi-

NEW LIBRARY BUILDING
AT LOUHELEN SUMMER SCHOOL
Gifts from two believers have made
it possible to erect and partially complete a simple library building at Louhelen Ranch. This will fill a real need
for even in its unfinished condition it
will furnish a quiet place for study
which will be greatly appreciated by all
attending the school. It is called the
Memorial Library.
The school is also grateful lor gi Its
of Baha'i hooks which have been made
hy a few individuals and Assemblies.
It is the wish 01 the committee to build
up a good working library to include
Baha'i books and general books for
reference in subjects related to the BaM'i teachings. Gifts of new or used
books in good condition will be acceptable.
LOUHELEN SCHOOL COMMITTEE.

THE GUARDIAN'S WORDS
ABOUT "CHARACTER"
BY STANWOOD COBB
The following excerpt is reprinted
with Shoghi Effendi's permission, from
a letter written to Prof. Cobb 00 January 9, 1939:nHe has noted ''with particular satisfaction the references made to the Master and the Cause, and trusts this will
serve to attract the attenti on of many
thoughtful leaders to the Faith, and
awaken widespread and genuine interest in the teachings. A single seed
when planted at the right time and the
right way will take root, grow well,
and yield abundant fruitage. Your
book, likewise, is of such simple and
beautiful expression, and presents the
spiritual ideals and teachings of the
Cause in an indirect hut most effective
and convincing language that every
serious and unbiased reader is bound
to be impressed by its perusal, and to

INTER-AMERICA
REFERENCE LIBRARY
The following works have been selected for the new Inter-America
Reference Library, established by
Mrs. Mathews at Colorado Springs.
They are recommended to believers
preparing themselves for later teaching work in the Inter-America field:
The South American Handbook for
1939, by Wilson.
The People and. Politics of Latin
America, by Prof. Williams.
The Other Spanish Christ, by John
A. Mackay.
Union Now, by Clarence K. Streit.
Venezuela, by Erma Ferguson.
Guatemala, by Erma Ferguson.
Handbook 01 Latin American Studies, edited by Lewis Hanke.
Some. if not most 0 f these titles, can
doubtless be found in the local public
library.
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS

Prayers Revealed by BaM"u'llah,
The Bab and 'Abdu'I-BaM, translated
by Shoghi Effendi. A new compilation, assemMing the Guardian's translation of prayers given hitherto in different sources. Pamphlet, 24 pages
and linen cover. Per copy, $(1.10.

Translation of French Foot-Note.s in
The Dawn-Breakers, by Emily M.
Perigord. A necessary reference to accompany the reading and study of The
Dawn-Breakers, with reproduction of
letter written by the Guardian to the
translator, induded with Shoghi Effendi's approval. Paper bound. Per copy,

$0.75.
Christians,

Je"',.tlS
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be stimulated to investigate and study
the Cause, This volume represents
your experiences of many years as a
Baha'i, and is the fruit of your labors
as a student of the teachings in the field
of educational philosophy. May it serve
to inspire the educationalists of our
·time to assist in spreading and vindicating those spiritual ideals which Baha'u'lIiih and the Master have set as the
highest and noblest goal of every edu·
cation."

oneers.

~..

and l,,fuhamlnalians,

Baha'i Reprint I\'o. 2, consisting of excerpts from the Address delivered by
'Abdu'I-Bahii in Temple Emmanuel,
San Francisco. Pamphlet, 8 pages,
paper cover. Sold in lots ot 100 only.
F<>r 100, $2.50 net.
The above are new titles. The Committee also refers particularly to A
Traveller's lVarrative, translated by
Edward G. Browne from the manuscript given him by 'Abdu'I-Bahii as an

accurate source of information about
the early days of the Faith. Per copy,
$2.50.
CREDENTIALS FOR
TRAVELING BELIEVERS
In view of the fact that an imposter,
claiming to be a Baha'i, has recently
\·isited several communities and obtained funds from Lelievers, it is again
pointed out that traveling believers
should ha"'e credentials from their local
Assembly or, if they aTe isolated believers or members of unorganized groups,
credentials from the National Assembly. In cases of doubt, local Assemblies and groups should always request
credentials from visitors.
BRAILLE TRANSCRIPTIONS
This Committee reports the helpful
work being undertaken tiy the Cleveland group of volunteer workers who
are transcribing into Braille for the
blind, and proof-reading and binding
the transcriptions.
This group, which is composed 01
members of the Cleveland community,
have organized to establish a Reserve
Braille Library where transcriptions of
some of the smaller pamphlets can be
held in readiness to send out on short
notice, for loan or donation, to blind
believers or seekers.
Mr. A. C. Engelder is the organizer
of this group and the teacher of bookbinding. The proof-readers of Braille
literature are Mrs. Turner and Mr.
Adolph Feher.
ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Augusta, one. Glendale, Calif., two.
N ew Haven, one. Vancouver, four.
Philadelphia, one. Milwaukee, one.
Washington, one. Phoenix, two and
two youth. Spokane, two. Pasadena,
two. Detroit t two and one youth.
Huntington, Park, one. Indianapolis,
three. Jamestown, one. Sacramento,
one.
IN MEMORIAM
It is dear and evident that when the
veil s that conceal the realities of the
manifestations of the Names and Attributes of God, nay of all created
things visible and invisible, have been
rent asunder. nothing except the Sign
of God will remain-a sign which he,
Himself, hath placed within these realities. This sign will endure as long as
is the wish of the Lord thy God, the
Lord of the heavens and of the earth.
II such be the blessings conferred on
all created things, how superior must
be the destiny of the true believer,
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The Spiritual Assembly of Wilmette
Schenectady Museum and before the
Syracuse Society of Architects early in kindly shares with the friends the folJune. 'These meetings were arranged lowing news:
creation.-BAHA'U!LLAH.
"During the Convention this last
Mrs. Margaret Campbell. Los An- by the Regional Teaching Committee.
The lectures were so enthusiastically year, Mrs. Mineola Hannen who has
geles.
received that other invitations were ex- s~rved as housing chairman for several
Miss Lillian James J Chicago.
years was able to arrange for the ac~
tended to Mr. McDaniel.
A Religious Unity Service was held commodations of 125 friends in the
by the Baha'is of the San Francisco homes of 34 Wilmette residents.
THE NINETEEN DAY FEAST
Bay Region at the Temple of Religions
"After the Convention, each of these
FOR ISOLATED BELIEVERS
and Tower of Peace, Treasure Island, residents was personally contacted and
The isolated believer must celebrate on Sunday, July 16. The program as thanked for her and his hospitality and
the Nineteen Day Feast alone unless he issued included: Mrs. E, G. Cooper, kindness to the visiting Baha'is and
is fortunate enough to be able to meet Chairman, address on The Unity of tactfully given an opportunity to exwith a believer in a nearby city 0[" Religion by Willard Hatch, The One- press any opinion.
town. When we are alone the Cause ness of Mankind, by George O. Lati"We were delighted when they alI,
is apt to take secondary importance in mer, and The Era of Peace, by Leroy without exception remarked upon how
our daily lives, but when we know that loas. It is hoped that further details happy their relations with the Baha'is
we are a part of the great body of iso- of this meeting at the San Francisco had been and how exceptionally graclated believers all celebrating the Feasts International Exposition will be re· ious and courteous they felt the Baha'is
there is an added warmth and nearness ported.
always were.
in the hour devoted to it. It might be
What is termed the "first interna"As a result of these contacts the
advisable to recall to mind some of the tional Baha'i picnic embracing Canada Wilmette Community decided to invite
instructions about Nineteen Day Feasts and the United States" was held at those who had indicated a special interand their observance.
Queenstown Heights, near Canadian est to a special meeting at the Hannen
"Only members 'of the BaM.'; Com- Niagara, on Sunday, June 25: . Two home to hear more of the Teachings.
munity, and visiting Baha'is from other Canadian and four New York cltles co"On the evening of June 2nd, such
Communities, may attend these meet- operated, with an attendance of 74. The a meeting was held when 39 guests and
ings, but young people of less than program carried Qut, with Wil1ard Mc- resident Baha'is attended. Mr. Ed.
twenty-one years of age, who have Kay as chairman, provided talks by Struven introduced the subject with a
stndied the teachings and declared their Doris McKay, John Stearns, Mrs. Pet- brief talk on the Temple. Mrs. Corintention of joining the Community on tibone, Elizabeth Brooks, Mrs, Mar- inne True and Mrs. Maxwel1 carried
reaching the age of twenty-one may guerite Firoozi. Lulu Barr, Mrs. Enos on the theme with short talks on the
also attend.
Barton, Mr, and Mrs. John Robarts Teachings.
"Regular attendance at the Nine- and Mr. and Mrs. Howard I yes. '4The
"The social period which followed
teen Day Feast is incumbent upon day was perfect and the enthusiasm of when refreshments were served was
every Baha'i, i1lness or absence from the believers and their friends knew no opened to questions from the visitors
the city being the only justification for bound." Four students of the Teach- and guests. Their response was of in~
absence. Believers are expected to ar- ings applied for enrollment as result terest and the Community feels that
range their personal affairs so as to en- of this meeting. The invitations were the meeting was successful.
able them to observe the BaM'i Calen- issued by the Toronto Assembly, and
"Another such meeting will be held
dar .... (BAHA'! NEWS, Aug" 1925.) arrangements are under way fC!f a simshortly
for those who showed a particShoghi Effendi has said that the Ba- ilar picnic at Queenstown HeIghts on
ular
interest
in the Cause and more
ha'is should regard this Feast as the Sunday, August 13. Baha'is will note
very heart of their spiritual activity, the significant fact that a hattie was particularly for some of those who had
their participation in the mystery of fought on this site during the Revolu- been invited but expressed regret because of a previous engagement. Some
the Holy Utterance, their steadfast tionary War.
of these we know to be genuinely inunity one with another ix: u.niv.ersality
The Twenty-seventh Annual Souraised high above the hm.tatlOns of venir of the Unity Feast given by 'Ab- terested.
"We expect a fireside group to marace, c1ass, nationality, sect, and per- du'I-Bah" at West Englewood, N. J.,
terialize
from these contacts. Many of
sonality, and their privilege of contrib- was held Saturday afternoon and early
uting to the power of the Cause In the evening, June 24, under the auspices of the friends who attended the Conven!ion assisted with these contacts, probrealm of collective action.
the National Committee appointed for
HTheir privilege of contributing to that purpose. The topic selected for ably unbeknown to themselves."
A number of interesting letters have
the power of the Cause in the realm of the principal meeting was "This
collective action," can be the thought Changing World." Mrs. Dorothy Bak- been received by Mrs. Lorol Schopof every isolated believer as he cele- er delivered the address, before an au- Aocher testifying to the quickening efbrates the Nineteen Day Feast. dience of several hundred believers and fect of the teaching work she has carThroughout the country and world the guests, who re~~nded dee~l~ to her ried on in Finland, Lapland and other
Communities celebrate the Feasts but beautiful exposltlOn and splTltual ap- countries of Northern Europe. From a
great power could he added if the hyn- peal. The chairman was \\Tilliam De- letter written by a clergyman is quot~
dreds of isolated hehevers would Jom Forge. A later meeting was devoted cd: "Allah-u-Abba. I wish you all
them in praying for the estahlishment to hrief remarks by a number of be- the greatest blessings in the Prophet's
of the World Order of Bah"'u'll,,h,
lievers, including ~ime. Laura D~cy name, You (addressing the Green
fus-Barney of Paris, Mountfort )'lI11s, Acre belie,,'ers) are so fortunate to be
Mrs. Walter Guy, Orcella Rexford, gathered together to discuss the most
NEWS OF EAST AND WEST
Mrs. Barry Orlova, Dr. Albert D. important present-day affairs under the
Heist,
Roy C. Wilhelm, Kenneth leadership of those inspired through the
Illustrated Temple lectures were degrace of the Prophet. It is now a year
livered by Allen B. McDaniel at the Christian, Horace Holley.
whose existence and life are to be regarded as the originating purpose 0 f all
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since my eyes opened to behold these
great truths (Miss Kruka first gave
him the ivlessage) and since then I
have been a thirsty deer searching
deeply in order to quench the thirst."
A gathering at Green Acre was privileged to hear details about 11rs.
Schopflohcer~s
unusual expenences.
which it is hoper! will be made available in a later issue of BAH,\'i ::.JEWS.
From :Mrs. Bertha I'datthiscn come6
a letter relating recent phast:s of hef
teaching activities in Europe.
"Following Shoghi Effendi's If[structions I spent three months in the
North, one month in Copenhagen, two
in Stockholm, and due to a hotel strike,
only a few days in K orway. The North
offers opportunty for a more or less
free teaching field. It takes long residence, however, to accomplish satisfactory work.
"I returned to Budapest via Vienna
and on the evening of April 21, in
Alag, Hungary, we established a Spiritual Assembly. There were present
twelve believers, one of whom is a
minor. There is a wonderful opportunity for a worker in Hut'gary. but it
should be one who understands European conditions.
j'After Budapest I reL1:aine.1 in Vienna for a month and was often with
the friends, individually uf course."
From the N alional Spiritual Assemhly of the British Isles we have this
news of the annual election.
"Immediately following the election.
the N.S.A. met to elect its officers with
the result that it is now organized as
follows:
Chairman: ::Vliss Grace Challis.
Vice-Chairnwl1: 1\lr. Arthur Norton.
Secretary: Mr. David Hofman.
Treasurer: Mrs. K. V. Brown; .Mr.
Balyuzi, Mrs. Langdun-Davies, Mr.
Lee, :>.ir. Sugar, Miss \Vellby.
"The Ridvan Feast on Saturday
evening was a happy occasion when
the friends were entertained by Ladv
Blomfield at her home in Hampstead"
The N.S.A. of Australia and New
Zealand reports the sessions ui the Second Annual Summer SchooL
"The second Baha'i Summer School
in Australia was held at Bolton Place,
Yerrinbool, from January 7 to 15.
1939. Friends from other States arrived at Yerrinhool on Jan, 7th, and
those from Sycillcy on January 8th. It
was most gratifying that there \\'as an
increase of numbers over last year. On
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Sunday. January 8tll all friends gath- Gretta Lamprell. YIiss F. de Lisle,
ered at Bolton Place at 11 a. m. The Miss D. Burns, Miss E. A. BlundelL
Chairman. lVlr. Stanley Bolton. upened
"The sessiun began each morning at
the first session, asking ~lr. U. Whit- 9.30 a. m. with a devotiunal period folaker to recite the Prayer for all Na- lowed by the subjects and helpful distions, after which :\hs. Mariette Bol- cussion. On IVlonday evening, January
ton spoke and extended a welcome to 9th, the friends visited the home of a
all present. The following cable from local resident. During this happy time
our Beloved Guardian was read:- many subjects on the Summer School
"Assure attendants Summer School Programme were discussed, closing
special prayers, signal success, urge in- with prayer.
tensely study Teachings, deepen spirit
"On Tuesday afternoon, January
Baha', Fellowship, extend scope activi- 10th, the friends journeyed to Mittaties. SHOGHL"
gong, seven miles from Yerrinoool,
"Our Guardian's words of encour- where they had been invited by an inagement ann assurance of his prayers vestigator to attend a Conference of the
\"ere received \·",ith gratitude and joy Student Christian :v!ovement, held at
by the friends. The chairman then read Frensham CollegeJ one of the State's
greetings fro111 the :National Spiritual leading colleges for Ladies. There
Assembly of Australia and New Zea- ''''ere 300 attending tbe Conference, and
land, the local Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is were asked and answered
Sydney, also from Mr. and Mrs. Hyde many questions on the Baha'i teachDunn, the Australian Pioneers, Miss ings, The Conference was also told
Margaret Stevenson, 11iss D. Burns. of the coming of 1fiss Martha L. Root
Miss E. A Blundell and Miss F. de to Sydney. In the evening the Baha'is
Lisle of Auckland. New Zealand; Mrs. were invited to the home of Mr. and
Miller of Perth, W. A.; Mrs. M. Dix- Mrs. Dains of Bowral, where they
on and Mrs. \~rheeler of Melbourne, had invited some 20 people, among
Vic.; Miss Effie Baker of Goldsbur- whom were Clergy and a representaough and Mrs. M. Almond of Ade- tive of the local newspaper. Here
laide. S. A ; Miss Gretta Lampren and again questions were asked, during the
"fiss Jensen ()f Hobart, Tasmania. evening discussion, which were an:>'f rs. M. Dewing of Auckland, N. Z.; swered by the Baha'is.
Miss Dorothy Dugdale and Miss Ethel
HOn \~lednesday, January 11th, at
Da we of Adelaide. who attended the 3.30 p. m., the friends gathered at the
Summer School, personally gave greet- home of a local resident to hear a radio
ings and love from their respective broadcast by Miss Ethel Dawe of Adecommunities. The meeting then closed laide. In the evening a round table
with a Prayer for Cnity. Afterwards discussion took place, followed by
luncheon was served.
prayers.
"On January 8th at 2.30 p. m .. the
"On Friday evening the local resifriends and local residents assembled in dents held a Social in their Hall to
the Yerrinboul Public Hall where a '''''hich the Baha'is were invited. A
lecture entitled, 'The Baha'i .:vIessage most enjoyable e~ening was spent by
to Mankind' , ...'as given by Mrs. O. all.
Routh of Sydney. Although it was a
"On Sunday, January 14th at 10
very hot day everyone listened most at- a, m,. the children of Yerrinbool resitentively. The chairman, Mr. O. Whit- uents were invited to the Baha'i 'Rose
aker, invited all visitors to attend the Garden' Sunday School, held at 'BolSummer School sessions. Baha'i lit- ton Place.' Some of .the visiting Baerature was. distributed. Afterwards, hi!'is spoke to the children. On Sunoutside the Hall, all gathered to be day afternoon a picnic was held at
photographed. .
w-hich over f>O friends were present.
"Some of the friends in Australia This brought the 1939 Baha'i Summer
amI K ew Zealand who were unable to School to a close in the spirit of love
attend the Summer School kindly con- and harmony in which the session betributed to the programme by sending gan. All those who have had this privin papers on Rahid subject:s which liege of time set apart for 'intense'
\'I,iere read and much enjoyed, Those study of the 'Teachings' will go away
sending in papers were: Mr, 1\·liller, strengthened to 'extend their scope of
Mr. David Miller. Mrs. M. Almond, activities,' which is our beluved Guardl\Irs. Dixon. J\'liss YI. Rowling. :>.iiss ian's desire and prayer for us all."
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"THIS, THE MOST FATEFUL HOUR IN THEIR HISTORY"
LETTER FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
Dearly-beloved co-workers:
A triple call, clear-voiced, insistent
and inescapable, summons to the challenge all members of the American·
Baha'i community, at this, the most
fateful hour in their history. The first
is the voice, distant and - piteous. of
those sister communities which nmv,
alas, are fettered by the falling chains
of religious orthodoxy and isolated
through the cruel barriers set up by a
rampant nationalism. The second is the
plea, no less vehement and equally urgent, of those peoples and nations of
the Kew \Vorld, ,.,.hose vast and unexplored territories await to be ,varmed
by the light and swept into the orbit
of the Faith of Baha'u'llah. The third.
more universal and stirring than either
of the others, is the call of humanitv
itself crying om for deliverance at
time ,'!,:hen the tide of mounting evils
has destroyed its equilibrium and is
now strangling its very life.
These imperative calls of Bahi'i duty
the American believers can immeuiatdv
if only partially answer, Their presen't
status, their drcumscrihed resources.
debar them. hm"vyver great their eagerness, from responding- completely and
decisively to the full implications of this
threefold obligation. Thev can neither,
individually nor throlIgh their concerted efforts, impose directl'll their will
upon those into whose hands the immediate destinies. of their persecuted
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brethren are placed, K or are they as eXpDsition, .,:henever circulllstam:e:o. are
yet capable of launching a campaign propitious, of the issues invoked; hva
of such magnitude as could capture the vigorous defence of the rights anclliLerimagination and arouse the conscience ties denied; by an accurate and digniof mankind, and thereby insure the im- fied presentation of the eyents that
mediate and full redress of those griev- have transpired: by eyery manner of
ances from which their helpkss co- encouragement \. . hich their sympathies
religionists in both the East and the may suggest, or their means permit. or
\Vest are suffering, They cannot moree: their consciences dictate, to succor the
over hope to wield at the present time outcast and the impm'erished: and
in the councils ot nations an inrluence abO"\~e all 11\" their tenacious adhen:nce
commensurate with the stupendous to, and ,v{de proclamation of, those
claims advanced. or adequate to the principl~s, laws. ideals, and institution::=.
greatness of the Cause proclaimed, by which their disahled fellow-believers
the .-\uthor of their Faith. Xor can arc unable to affirm or publicly espollse;
they assume a position or exercise such and lastly, by the energetic prnsecution
responsibilities as "ivould enable them of those tasks which their oppressed
bv their acts and. decisions to reverse feltow-\yorkers are forbiddcn to initiate
the process ,... hich is urging so trag-ical- or conctuct. the privileged cOtl1llll1nity 01
ly the ciedim: of human society and its the American Daha'is can playa COnspicllous part in the great drallla ;11institutions.
And yet. though their influellce be .... olving so large a company of their Ullat the present hour indecisive and their emancipated brethren in the .-\siatic. the
divinely-conferred authority unreco,g-- European and African conttnems.
nized, the role they can play in both
Their duties towards mankind in
alleviating the hardships that afflict g-eneral arc no IcS;': distinct an(l vital.
their hrethren an(l in attf'nuatillg" the Their impotence to stem tlH:- tidl' of
ills that torment mankind is none tht: onrushing calamatil's. their .·K'l'll1iLlg
less considerahle and far-reaching. By helplessness in face of those catachiSthe range and liherality of their (on- lllic forces that are to convulse huni:lIl
triimtions to mitigate the distress of the socil:'"ty, do not in the Iea~t detract from
bereaved. the exiled and the impris- the urg~ncy of their unique missiun. lwr
olled: by the persistent. the wi::;c and CXOllorate tbem from those wl.'"ig'hty rejudiciou.;; inttTH.'lltion of their elected sponsibilities \vhich they alone can and
representatives through the authorities must assume, Humanitv, heedless [J,lld
concerned;" by a clear and convincing impenitent, is admittedly hovering on
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the edge of an (l".. ful aby::.s! r('a~ly to
precipitate itself into that titanic strLlg~
gle. that crucible ,yhose chastenillg fires
alone call and will weld its antagonistic
elements of race. class. religion and na~
tiull into 011e coherent s\'stem. 01H~_
world COnmlOt1\\Ti:dth. "Tire hOHr 1'S
ar/,roarh111(/' is Raha'lt'lhh's UWLl testimony. "'(('hcl1 Ih(' most !Veal {0I1'1'J({Si011

'((,ill ha.'i.'c appeared . .. I swear 1)"

Cod.' The pr(ll)llsrd da" is (ome, the

day

'<J..'IiCH

fOrJllCHtiHY

';'iols '(~Iill ha·7.-e

surged abO'Z'c Jour hrads, mld bcneath
::ow· jcct, saying: 'Taste )'C, 'z.dwt ;.'ow'

hands 11m'£' v.YOl(ght.
Xot ours to
question the almigh,ty ,,,.·isuotll or fathom
J

J'

the inscrutable ways of Him in whose
hands the ultimate- destinv of an unregenerate yet potentially 'glorious race
must lie, Ours rather is the duty to
belie\'e that the "'orld-\yide community
of the ~fost Gl'eat Kame. and in particular, at the present time its yanguard
in Korth America. howeyer huffeted hv
the po\yedul currents of these troU"blous times. and howcyer keen their
awareness of the inevitabilitv of the
final eruption, can, if they wilt, rise to
the !eyel of their calling and discharge
their functions. both in the period
which is wit11essing the confusion ancI
breakdowll of human institutions, and
in the ensuejug epoch uuring which the
shattered basis of a dismembered societv is to be recast, and its forces reshaped, re-directed and unified. \Vith
the ag-e that is still Ull born. with its
herculean tasks ami
unsuspected
glories. we need not concern ourselves
at present. It is to the fierce struggle.
the imperious duties, the distinctive
contributions which the present generation of Baha'is are summoned to undertake and render that I feel we should.
at this hour, direct our immediate and
anxious attention. Though powedess
to ayert the impending contest the followers of Bahil'u'll:lh can. hy t;le spirit
they e"ince ano. the efforts they exert
help to circumscribe it,;, range. ~ shorten
its dllration. allay its hardship~. proclaim its salutary conseq11ences, and
demoll5trate its l1ecessary and vital role
in the shaping of human ~destiny. Theirs
is the duty to hold. aloft and undimmed. the torch of Di\·ine Guidance.
as the shades of night descend upon.
and ultimately envelop the entire human race, Theirs is the function.
amidst its tmlll1lts. pcrils and agonies.
to witne:::::; to the yj::;ion. and nroclaim
the app:,nac:h. of that fe-created .".ociety.
that Chri:;.t-promi:;.ed Kingdom. that
\Yorlel OrJer whose g:-enerative illlPul~e
is the spirit oi none ~ther than Balla't1'll<ih Himself, whose dominion is the
entire planet. whose watchword 1S
unity. whose animating power is the
force of Justice, \,,:hose directive pur-
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pose is the relgn of righteousness and
11'l1tll. and whose supreme glory is the
complete, the ul1uisturbed, and everlasting felicity of the ,\'hole of human
kind. By the sublimitv and serenity of
their iaiik hy the steadiness and cIa-rit\'
of their yision, the incorruptibility O"f
their character, the rigor of their discipline, the sallctity of their morals, and
the unique example of their community
life, the\' ('an and indeed must in a
world polluted with its incurable corruptions, paralyzed by its haunting
lears, torn by its deyastating hatreds.
and languishing under the ·weight of its
appalling miseries demonstrate the validity of their claim to be regard en a~
the sole repository of that grace upon
whose operation must depend the complete deliverance, the fundamental reorg-dnization and the supreme felicity
of all mankind,
Though the obstacles con fl'onting the
followers of Baha ·u'lliJ.h in the American continent in their efforts to completely emancipate their fellmv-Baha'is
dn the one hand. and to speedilyl rehabilitate the fortunes of their fellowmen on the other, be in the main unsurmountahle. sllch impediments cannot as vet be said to exist that can
frustrate their efforts to fully discharge
the second duty now incumbent upon
them in the imer-continental sphere of
Hahit'i teaching. The field, in all its
Yastness and fertility, is wide open and
near at hand. The harvest is ripe. The
hour is oyer-due. The signal has been
given. The spiritual forces, mysteriou~
ly released, are already operating with
increasing momentum, unchallenged
and unchecked. \'ictorr, speedy and
unquestioned, is assured to whosoe\'er
will arise and respond to this second.
this urgent and "ital call. In this field,
as in no other. the American helievers
can most easily evince the full force
01 the:r latent ~ enegies. can exerci5C'
in their plentitude their conspicuous
talents. and can rise to the highest level
oj their Goel-given opportunities.
Fired by their zeal, their 1m'e for and

faith in Bahit'u'llflh: arll1cu with that
Holy Charter, wherein ·,\b<lll'l-B.ha·,
mamJate invt'sting th<..'111 with their
,yorld mission is i1lscrihed; piloted
throug-h the il1.-:=trullwlltality of those
agencies which a di\'ine,
smoothly
functioning adlllillistrative Order h;s
providentially placed at their (li~posal;
Jisciplined and im·jgorateu Jw thost'
immutable veri tie", spiritual pl~inciples
and administratiyt· r<..'gulations that distinguish their religious beliefs, govern
their individual conduct and regulate
their community life; aspiring to emulate the example of those heroes and
martyr;, the narrative of whose exploits they have admired and pondered.
it bebouves all members of the American Baha', community to gird themselves as neVer before to the task of befittingly playing their part in tbe enactment of the opening scene of the First
Act of that superb Drama whose theme
is no less than the spiritual conquest
of both the Ea5tern and \\~estern Hemispheres. Their immediate task under
the Seven Year Plan, the object of
which is tbe establishment of a minimum of one Baha'i center in each of the
Republics oj :\criddle and South America, has 11m. .· been gloriously ushered
in through the settlement of one
pioneer in most of the Central American Republics. and hids fair to be recognised by posterity as the original impulse imparted to an enterprise that
will go round the world. That impulse
must, as time goes by, communicate
itself to the farthest extremities of
Latin America, and must be reinforced
in every manner. bv as many of the
American be1iev~rs ~ as possibie. The
broader the basis of this campaign . the
ci.eeper its roots, the finer the flower
into which it shall eyentllally blossom.
That its call rna\' be heede<!. that its
implications may -be recognized and its
potentialities progrcssi Y ely unfold. is
my earnest prayer. and the supreme
longing of my heart.
Your true 'brother.
July 28, 1939.
SHOCHI
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"FULFIL UNFLINCHINGLY THE
REQUIREMENTS"
Lett.," from Shoghi Effendi
Dear ann yalued co-wnrker:-.:
The- rC<lclinf'::'s of vour ..:\s5emhlY,
as exprc::-;sec1 in your ~ r('celltly cablecl
message, to trallsfer the National Hahit 'j Secretariat to the yicinity of the
Temple in \Villllttte has evoked within
me the deepest feelings of thankfulness
and joy. Your historic decision. so
wise and timely, 50 surprising in its

suddenne:;s. So far-reaching in its consequences. is. onc that I catl110t but
heartily and unresen'ecll~' applaud. To
each one of yOtlr hrethren ill the Faith.
throughout the enited States and Canada, who are witnessing. from day to
day and at an ever-hastening speed. t'1e
approacbing completion of their J\ational House of \Vorship, the great
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~Iother Temple oi the West, your resolution to establish within its hallowed
precincts and in the heart of the Korth

.-\merican continent tbe Administrative
Seat of their beloved Faith cannot but
denote heneetor'ward a closer association, a more constant com11111nion. and
a higher degree of co-ordination between the t,...·o primary agencies providentiallv oT(lained for the enrichment
of their spiritual life and for the conduct and regulation of their adminisJ

trative affairs. To the far-Hung Baha'i
communities of East and \Yest, most
of .which are being increasingly prosCribed and ill-treated. and none of
,,,,rhich can claim to have had a share
of ~he dual blessings which a specially
destgned and constnlcted House 0 f
\Vorship and a fullv and efficientlv
functioning Administ~ative Order in-variably conier, the concentration in
a single locality of what win come to be
regarded as the fountain-head of the
community's spiritual life and what is
already recognized as the mainspring 01
the administrative activities, signalizes
the launching of yet another phase in
the slow and imperceptible emergence,
in these declining times, of the model
Baha'i community-a community divinely ordained! ~ organically united,
dear-visioned, vibrant ,'vith life, and
whose ,"ery purpose is regulated by the
twin directing principles of the ''I.'Orship of God and of service to one's
fellm.."-men.
The decision you have arrived at is
an act that befittingly marks the comrnencement of your allotted term of
ste''I,'ardship in service to the Cause of
Baha'u'llah. I\loreover. it significantly
coincides with the inauguration of that
world mission of which the settlement
of Baha'i pioneers in the virgin territories of the Korth American continent
has been but a prelude. That such a
decision may speedily and without the
slightest hitch be carried into effect is
the deepest longing of my heart. That
those who have holdly carried so
weighty a resolution may- withotlt pause
or respite continue to labor and build
up, as circumstance permit, around this
administrative nucleus such accessories
as the machinery of a fast evolving admini strati ve order, functioning under
the shadow of, and in such close proximity to, the 1Iashriqu'1-Adhkar, must
demand, is the object of my incessant
and fervent prayer. That such a step.
momentous as _ it is, may prove thc
starting point for acts of still greater
renown and richer possibilities that \vill
leave their distinct mark on the third
year oi the Seven Year Plan is a hope
which I, together with all those who are
eagerly foUO\,,-inv, its progress, fondly
and confidently cherish,
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July 31, 1939

The American believers, ..."hile
straining to accomplish befittingly this
particular task, n1.ust simultaneously
brace themselves for another sublime
effort to discharge, ere the present year
draws to a dose, their manifold responsibilities allotted to them under the
Seven Year Plan. The placing of yet
another contract for the casting of the
ornamentation of the First Storv of the
Temple, the permanent settlel~lent of
the six remaining Republics oi Central America, and the extension of continual support, both material and moral,
to those ,,,-eaker States, Provinces amI
Republics that have been recently incorporated in the body of the Faith,
combine to offer. at this hour when the
fatc of civilization trembles in the balance, the boldest and gravest challenge

that has ever faced the conutlunitv of
the American believers both in - the
propagative and administrative spheres
of Baha'i activity. In the field of pioneer teaching, and particularly in connection with the opening of the Repuhlics of Haiti, Salvador, Costa Rica.
::.Jicaragua. Dominica and Guatamala.
the utmost encourag-ement should at all
times he vouchsafed by the elected representatives of the communitv to those
who, Out of the ahundance ot their
hearts, and in direct response to the
call ot their Faith and the dictates of
their consciencc. ha\"c renounced their
comforts. fled their homes, and hazarded their fortunes for the sake of bringing- into operation the majestic Plan of
'Abdu'l-Baha. while special support
should he extended to those who ap-
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::-:urcd that with c"ery step it takes and
with cach stage it traYerses, a fresh
re:\'Clati~Jn of Diyine light and strength
\\"111 gUlde and propel it lOf\\'ard until
it consummates, in [he fulness of time
.and in. the plentitl1de of its power, the
Plan mseparably hOlllld up with its
shining destiny.
Your true and gratt"iul brother,
SHOGHI

July 4. 1939.

CLOSER VIEW OF COMPLETED GALLERY SECTION

pear to ue best qualified jor the strenuous labors which pioneering under
such exacting circumstal1ces demands.
Care should be exercised lese any hindrance, should, for an,Y H.'ason be placed
in the 1,-yay oi those wbo hayt, whether
young or ~old. rich or poor, so spontaneously dedicated themselves to 50 urgent
and holy a missio11.
TO\\'ards this newly-appointed enterprise a more definite reorientation
j~ needed.
To its purposes a more
complete dedication is demanded. III
its fortunes a more widespread COllccrtl is required. For its further (011solidadon and speedy fulfilment a
larger number and a greater variet_y of
particip~'1nt:;. an: indi::.pensable. For it::;
success a more abundant Mm\' of l11a~
terial resources should be assured,
Let the priyileged jew. the ambassadors oj the .\lessagt' oi Bah,i 'u'llah,
bear in mind His words as the-y go
forth on their frrands of service to His
Cause. "It hehoycth wbosoever wiUeth 10 journey for the ~ake of God, and
,. . .·hose intention is to proclaim His

\\'ord and quicken the dead, to bathe
himself "with the ",.·aters o( detachment.
and to adorn his temple with the ornaments of resignation and submission.
Let trust in God be his shield, and reliance on Gud his prO\"ision, and the
iear of God Ilis raiment. Let patience
he his helper, and praise-worthy conduct his Sllccourer. and goodly deeds
his arJllY. Tht'n will the concourse on
high su~tain him. Then will the denizens of the Kingdum of X ames march
forth with him, and the banners of Di"Vine guidance and inspiration bt: unfurled on his right halld and Lefore
him:'
Faced \'",itll sllch a challenge, a community that has scaled thus far sllch
peaks' ()j enduring achie\'ements can
neither falter nor recoil. ConfLdent
in its destiny. reliant on its God-givt'll
power. fortified b}.' thl'" (onsciou."ness ot
its past victories, galvanizt'd imo action
at the sight of a slowly disrupting civiliz.ation, it will-I can have no dOllhtcontinue to fllifil unflinchingly the 1111mediate re(Jl1irClllcnts of it~ task, as-

LETTERS FROM
THE GUARDIAN
. The Guardian wishes me to express
hlS approyal of the budget of S150,000
[Lxed by the :..I. S. A. tor teaching work
and Temple construction during the
current Baha'i Year, and trusts that
the individual believers as well as all
the local _-\ssemulies '''''ill cooperate in
r~ising that sum, and thus make it posSIble for your Assembly to carryr on,
regularly and uninterruptedly. its twofold national tasks in this third vear
of the Sl'Yen Year Plan,
~
The Guardian also wekomes your
Assemblv's decision to maintain the
plan of -holcl.ing public meetings and
regional conferences in various parts
of the country, and also views with approval your decision to include the
citv of Toronto in the schedule of the
X.- S. A. meetings for this year.
In closing 1 wish to express the
Guardian's unoounded satisfaction at
the most gratifying news of the opening up of the three Central American
Republics of Cuba, Panama and Honduras to the light of the Cause, and to
urge your Assembly, on his behalf, to
make a special, and indeed supreme
effort for the settlement, in the course
of this year, of the six remaining RepuLlics of Central America. \Vhateyer
the cost and sacrifices which such admittedly difficult campaign would entail, and bo\\'ever tentative the efforts
oi those pioneers who offer themselves
for service in these religiously conservative, politically unsettled. and climat~
ically inhospitable countries, the one
supreme and immediate objective is to
insure laying down, ere the termination
of the current year, and in each one of
these Repllhlic-s such foundations, rudimentary though they may he. as
would provide iuture Baha'i teachers
working in these regiotls such means
and openings as would considerably facilitate their task of further extending
the scope and (onsolidating the foundations ot the Cal1~e in Central America,
\VhoeYtr feels the urge to volunteer
for pioneer ...,..ork in either one of these
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Central A.lllerican State's ~h()lllC! be encouraged to Ju so and ,vhile the ::-\. ,S,
.'-\.. is conscientiously b')ulld to facilitate
his settlement it has al:-:o the [ight or
excrci"ing it::. own discretion ..."hCne\"er
there are a llUllllH.:-r llf silllilar applicam~. thrlll1gh e:"tel:diLlg :-ip~cial tlllallcial support to all tllo:-;e pi()llt:l'r~ WhOlll
it cotl.':'iucrs to he best qllaiiJied inr the
task.
This prCSCLlt phase of tile illtl'r-cutltinental tcaching Gllllp;:l.ign. coillciding
as it doe::; with tIl(:' stcJchl \' rising tide
of uncertainty and g']oom- rhrougl:c:ut
the world, acquires a special Siglllhcance, ann otter:': indeed a unique challenge to the community of the American believers. \'1,;[10. as the undisputed
"vanguards of the "Faith in the \rest"
are no\\' raIled 1lpon tn demonstrate,
in fields hitherto um:xpiore(l and
through exploits a::: yet unrivalled, .by
anv
of
tht'lr
:-;i~ter-c01l1l11urut1es
th;oughollt the \Vest, the efficacy of
thl::: new saving grace or God re\'ealed
in this age through the person of 8aha'u'llih.
The CuarJiaIl will continue to pr:l)'
that the 111clllhel's oj the .-'\1l1erical1 Baha'i cOLllllllln:tv llla\' arise al1J llleet the
challenge 01 tlit presem hour with such
audacity. such self-sacrifice and such
unfiinclling determination as tru~y. befits their incontestably high splflwal
position. aml in a manner that \""ould
eyoke the admiration and excite tbe
ell . . . y not onh' or the entire LoJy of
thei'r co-relig{ol1lSb, h1tt of tbe whole
ullbelie\'illg \vorld Olltside.
July +. 1939.

lIe wishes VOl1 no,\' to ask all the
ne,yh'-incnrpnrated lm.:al ~\::;;semhlies to
han'- a phutograph uf their ~\sselllbly
taken and sent through your ..\sselllbly
to Haifa. TIH.:::.e Assembly pictures
are needed to ac-cumpany the (:~rti5cates 0 f inc()rpnratiol1 wltel~ puhh::;;heJ
in the next i::sne of The Bahit'i \\~()rlt1.
In closillg he wishes me to .-;tre:-;s
once ag'ain the vital lmportallc-E' of ~ht'
pre~em sta~'e in the collective te~clllng
umlerta:"::ill<T of thl.." . \alerican helJeycrc;
repre-sente(l in the Ilpening up an(1 (~cJi
llite ~ettlelllCL1t Ilf t:1C Central .\lll~ncall
Repuhlics-whicb, as t'lllpha:-:.ized only
recently in his cabled lue::osag-e to tile
:.::. ,s. \. ',,:ol1stiture the chiei and 1111lllediate teacilitH! l)iJiec:i\'e 01 thl.."
.\merican l)(:lil.',~ers thrul1~hnL1t the
pre:;ent HaUL'! year.
~\o effort. Ite
feds, :-:.hould hI.." :.-;part'd to open up,
hllwever tcmati\'ck, l'::tch of the remai11ill"
l\'lltral \1l1t'riC<111 Rt'[)Uh1ic-s
M
.
in till' C(lur:-:'e '11 tlH~ lTtllailli1l~ eight
m01lths. "lid L'U.,!,\' lacilit ... ~L1Hl e11coura;:.!(,:'lllcnt l'xtell;lcd Iw tl~l' ~. S .. \.
to aU'tho:;e who volunLeer tl) settle and
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work in these territories. Only through
::.ucll sy ..:tematic teaching effort, "guided
h,' the 1\'. S. A., and cnllecti"velv sup-

purted by th<: cntirt' body ~f the
iriends, can the Tmer-,\1l1erican teaching call1lkLign. "which ushers in the periud of the world ::;piritllal llli:.-;:,illtl of
the .-\llleric<lll helievers, forge ahead,

ue

steaJlIy extended in its southward
penetratio'n, and' th~ high teaching ,uoal
set lip by the Sevell Year Plan C0111rletely attaineJ at the appointed time.
Let us take courage, and consecrate
onr all to the furtherance of thi:, di~
yinely-appuintl'd task.

July 29, 1939,

WORK BEGUN ON TEMPLE MAIN STORY
New Contract ApprfWed By the Guardian
Gallery Section Completed
A mighty at'hievement has been accomplished by the American Baha'i
COlllmunity in the completion, by AugUSt, 1939, of the external decoration
oi the g-allery section of the House of
\V ursllip, Despite rising costs of labor
and freight rates during the work. the
contract has been completed at a total
co.=;t of $126.250. the original estimate
having been $125,000, Had these additional costs not been offset by rigorous
economy, the final figure \\'ould haye

been about $130,000.
The believt'rs can reioice that so
great a st~p to\yard the final goal has
lJt'en taken. \Ve enter now the final
::.tage in the vast undertaking ,yhich. as
the Guardian has emphasized. has been
before us ror not less than thinv vears.
L- ndoub~edlv spiriUlal bless~ngs~ will
descend even 1110re abundantI v to inspire all our activities for tl1e Faith
\vith the completion of such a large part
of the external decoration.
Continuous Construction Imperative
The fttndamental meaning ot the
Seven Yeal' Plan is that it requires, anel
makes possible a continuous. even accelerating. march toward its tWO objective::; of Teaching and 'Temple completion. There can he no spiritual clepres~iot1 to interfere with this rapid march,
no tl1atter ,,.."ltat conditions exist in the
social world.
Therefore the plan had been adopted,
submitted to the Guardian and approyed
by him, ot continuing Temple cunstruction ...vitilout interruption tbroughout
the calendar veal' of 1939, "Cnder a new
COtltract aLll(JUnting to S 10.000, the
Earley Studios ..,,·ill complete., bv Decemh~r 31. the ornaillentatioll
the
l,)wer one-thinl ot all nine PVl0I1S ot
tl-:C' maill Aoor or the HOl1:::;e I;f \\'orship. O[her contracts Illade from tinle to
titlle thereafter will no doubt bring the
t'xternal decoration to entire completion
\yell before the eml of the First Raha'i
Century.
Considenlble Sa1.-·zng In Contracts For
Models and Molds

of

'1'lw final t'stilllated cost of these two
contracts fur making the models and

molds called for by the external de~igll
of the first, or main, story, is $..J.O,OOO.
or $lO,OOO less than the original e:::timate, due in large measure to the tact
that the Temple Trustees found it financially possible to place both the:::e
contracts at practically the same time.
These hvo contracts apply directly to
the external decoration of the first story
and bring the work to the point where
the units can be cast and applied to the
sUrIace of the structure. From no-..,,· on,
beginning 'with the modest contract for

$10.000 already reported, the results oi
this expenditure of $-lD.OOO will proJuce results visible to the world.

Donations of $1 J ,000 Required
To mee( the terms ot the new contract, amI at the same time carry out
necessary filling and It'\'eling of
grounds, an amount estilllatfd at $13.357.94 is required through contributions to ~he Xational Fund Ol:t\\'t'cn
now and December 31. That SUln is
much less than was set up ior Temple
construction for the period )'lay t ~
December 31, 1939 in the current Annual BuJgt't. The I3udget was in fact
adopted to pro\·iJ.e for the neCl's:::ary
expenses ot Teaching and Temple. If
the Budget is maintained, there will be
no occasion for special appeals.
HO\vever, in ad\'ance ot receipt of
funds sufficient to maintain the Budg-et,
the National Spiritual ,-\ssemLly .reports that it has assumed the ooligatloll
to meet Temple construction costs by
December 31 to the extent oi $13.357.9-1-, in full confiJence that the guidance of the Guardian. and the readine:::~
of the Bah;i'i communi(v to sacrifice
for the fulfilment of the Seven Year
Plan, will discharge this obligation to
the penny.
The G'uardian's Approval
Tbe Guardian's appnwal. conveyed
in a cablegram receiyed August 7,
1939. is as follovl.'s"Delighted approve placing cuntr.act
(tor) pylons (of) main story. PraYl11g
respollse (of) belie\'ers (,,,ill) insltre
utlinterrupted completion entire edifice.
Loving gratitude."-SHOGHI
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TEACHING ACTIVITIES
Since Convention time, when the
areat news was released of the completion of the initial phase of the Seven
Year Plan, OLLr Daha'i pioncers hm'c
pressed forwaru irresistibly in thei,r
spiritual conquest of the North Amencan continent.

}liss Honor Kempton. \"ho stopped
in Juneau, :\la~ka, from April 18tb
until }lav 30th. bas now moved to
Anchorage, \\'he~e she is maki~g a~
rangements to open a circulatIng bbrarv. Her \vhole jounley has been
an adventure in stimulating and important contacts, including Alaska's mo.::;t
famous aviator; the owner of a Bank m
Fairbank::;; an Engineer of ~line::; 'Nho
\vorked on the Temple in the early
days; a Finnish \yo,man to WhOl~l the
Faith came as thnllIng ne\"..:., of mterest not onl'iT to herself but to her
brother still living in Finland. In
Seward ~Iiss Kempton attended the
marriarre of a boat friend from Juneau,
en route to her new home in :J.IcKinley
::\ational Park. "I got up early the
morninO" of her \veuding dav and ",yent
to her ;tateroom and read Baha'i Tablets on l\·larriage to her .... Later she
told me how it had moved her and had
made her think." In Anchorage ~Iiss
Kemptun has received the friendly interest and advice of the ne''''spaper publisher, the president oi the First Xationai Bank, and a number of others,
She has met Sidney Laurence, Alaska's
famous artist, a member of the Royal
Academy with ""ork in the Louvre. She
has also visited Palmer, in the ~lata
nuska Vailey colony, \,:here literature
\...'as presemed to Dr. Albrecht, one of
the colony's best-knmvn pioneers, and
to the minister of the United Protestant Church. Perhaps 1\liss Kempton's
happiest occasion was her first fireside:
meeting, when slle spo.ke at length or
the Faith to the young \voman , ...·l~o
manages her apartment building. '"I
shall never forget my exultati~m and
joy. I tried to be c.alm. an,d qUIet, but
oh, how I was seethmg ltl.51de for pure
joy . " . I am ~H?r5ng she will b~ the
first Alaskan Bah,n. , .. As she lett she
turned and said: 'This is my birthday
and I think VOlt have given rue the
most beamiiufiJirthday gift I have e\'er
received: "
In cOlllH.:ction with this stirring n.:port of :\laska, mention should he made
uf the liberal (Jffer oi ),1 r. and :11r5.
Rafiollah Y. ),.{ottahedeh oi l'\ew York
City, 10 defra.y the expenses of a pioneer in ,\la:-;ka for a y'ear.
Anuther l1Lost important Alaska
news item is that )"'1iss l)etty Becker

of Kansas Cit\' sailed for funeau the
end of July, after a visit tn the Geyserville Summer School. She \\'i11 settle
tlu:rc as the secol:d piOLH.'t':' fur ~\laska.
The pioneer ",,"ork in Canada has received tremendous impctu.s through the
settlement of l\Iiss Doris Skinner in
Calgary in ~\pril; :J.Ir. Rowland Estail
in \Vinnipeg ill )'fay; [drs, Beulah
Proctor and daughter in Hali faxin Apnl,
iolJowed later bv the Grenville Wades
ot :?Ifontreal; a ~ross-contil1ent business
and teaching trip of 1\1r. Emeric Sala;
the visit of IVI r. and ~Irs. Leonard I(ing
to \Vinnipeg and Regina; and ne,v
plans of the Regiunal Committee ol
Eastern Canada and Xe\Yioundlancl
ror teaching in the ~laritil11e Provinces.
Three weeks after his arrival in
Winnipeg, ~Ir. Rowland Estall wrotc
that these 'vere \veeks "of the most
rapid and astounding development of
a Baha'i communi tv that I have ever
witnessed, Two h{;llrS after I arrived
I met Emeric Sala \vho had .come here
from I\Iontreal the day before, Half
an hour later "ve were' talking to ::'I.Ii5s
Lillian Tomlinson, in her home, about
the Cause and the future development
here just as though we were any other
Teachiong Committee, meeting to consider ways anJ meaIl~ for a teaching
campaign: in a long-established Baha'i
city." 'Csing contacts made by .Mrs.
Sylvia King "during her previous visit
in which she laid such a remarkable
foundation fur this \yor k" l\-1r. Sala
arranged a lecture berore the Phoeni::'\
Cluh on May 31st. Charles Clay. literar" editor of the Fra Press, "was
chai~lllan and gave one of the best introdw:torv talks on the Faith I have
heard froi11 anvone." ~[r. Estall spoke
brieflv on the principles. HTowarJs
the end of the meeting in walked Sylvia and Leonard King 'r"ho had just
arrived, so SYlvia '''Olmd up a successful evening ",;ith a talk on Baha."i methods of attaining these objectives, You
can hardly imagine the impression it
created in the minds of the audience
to have three speakers, from 1IontreaL
San Francisco and V"ancouver respectively, converge on their little club in
one evening to tell them abum the Baha'i Faith. I felt as though Bah{t'u'lbh was taking no chances, like a g'eneral marshalling all his forces at one
point fur a simultaneous and decisi . . . e
attack \'. . hlch c01lld onl" result in victory. \\,innipeg- \'. . a:' -'taken' for the
Faith that night.!' T\\"o students are
about rca(lv to accept the Faith, and
will he the' hrst to join with }[r. Estall in forming a B'aha'1 Group, He

?

\\-Tites: "~I V earlin doubts and hesitation, even" at this short distan.ce, appall me I"
Other reports from .:?Ifr. Sala anu
1\1rs. King describe the pioneer ,vark
which was next arranged by thc...-e pioneer workers, 0]1(' Jay was spent in
.Regina by tbe I(ings, during \v11icl1
plans 'were completed for a public lecture at the Hotel Saskatchewan, with
~-1r. A. T. Hunter, past president of
the Institute of International :\ffairs.
as chairman. ~. . . telephone call to an
interested student in Saskatoon laid the
ba~is for )OIr. Sala's visit there al:::o, on
June 19th. Through a chain or circumstances after his arri\"al. he was invited to speak to nine members of the
Fello\vship of Reconciliation, '·r knew
that I ' ...·as assisted, for these intelligent
young men and women listened with
real interest to the most challenging
claims of the 19th Century's Revelation .
. . They took all rhe I,,{Lllphlet, I had
and expressed interest in a study
group."
The lecture in Regina. which ". . as
announced over tlIe radio. was attended hy about fiit)' people, '"and it was
one oi the most successful meetings I
have ever had." 11r. Sala continues,
"1 spoke about forty minutes, beginning ',""Lth an indirect approach, but
feeling, as I \vent on about the statiun
and the mission of Bahri'u"lhih, that the
audience continued to folIo . .v me and
that the challenge made met with no
resentment. The question period lasted another forty minutes .... \Ye had
about 100 pamphlets on hand. Every
one was taken." So far as teaching
records are concernt'd, no public Baha'[ work has ever been done previously in these two ci ties of Saskatchewan,
:?IIiss Doris Skinner secured a pusition within two week.::. after her arriyal
in Calgary. Alberta. Both )'Ir. Estall
and ?dr. Sala have stojJpecl over for
fireside meetings and contacts. An isolated believer in the southern part of
..\1utTt.a, ),1 iS5 Elizabeth Conlon, has
nfTered to invite a group for ~Iiss
Skinner to teach. The latter writes:
".RealI . . . I don't know why more Baha'is ([on't do pioneer work; it is quite
the tIlost exciting experil.!nce r haye
ever ha.d. r wou!c1n't go home again
fur anything-... "
~[rs. Beulah Pructor ha:,; been joined
in Halifax, :\ova Scotia, b.... ]'1r. and
:\1 rs. Grenvilll.! \Vade. transferred from
:J.[untreal. ":J.[r. \Vade ha::: made some
excellent contacts with proiessors of the
L:niversitv lwre ,vhich \vill materialize
in the ilLll whell Cb~S6 open again,
fllf be ha:: been iLlvitl.'d to gi\'{' :-il.)llll'
round table taIks to the men. ,. In connection with a new position~ ,\1t·s. Pruc-
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tor spent ten days in LiYcrpool. making
man\' contacts. "1 should say that
ther~ are about twdye people ~ really
interested in the Cause there. .' One
man, a chef in a small place where I
went to eat, accepted the Cause as soon
as I had finished telling him the stor\'.
I have heen invited to g-ive a taik
about the Baha'i Faith to the \Votllen's
Institute later on and also to give a
talk to men and women of the tmvn
some Sunday afternoon."
Teaching in Hamilton. Ontario, has
continuect through the efforts of the
Toronto Assembly ,vith ~'lrs. }[abel
h'es and )"Irs. '\lary Barton, resulting
in the first declared Bahi'l, \'vith at
least four others "on the wav," ~rrs.
Barton \\Tites; "There is a ~great joy
and thrill in being out in the pioneer
teaching field. indescribahly re\varuing; but certainly it makes one tremendously humble about one's O\vn poor
efforts in relation to the importance and
greatness of the work. and without
turning constantly to Bah.1'u'l1cih, one
couldn't go on, for there is no adequate
sufficiency in one's o\,·,:n strength and
capacity," The iriends will be happy
to know that. through the generositv
of one of the believers, ~I [s. I Yes \vill
be able to continue her teaching- \\'ork
uninterruptedly ior anuther year.
Our pioneers of Providence, Rhode
Island, ~lr. and :\Irs. Don T. McKally,
are nm,,' holding \Yednesday fireside
meetings for a young group. Contact
\vith the radio station has resulted in a
suggestion from its managers that "",:e
bring in talks on science, religion and
education, and they would try to introduce the Cause from that angle. They
are from Chicago and have seen the
Temple. \Ve are trying to arrange for
a Temple display in October. . . . The
experience of coming here has been the
most glorious adventure ot our lives
and we are now so fully aware of the
power of Haha 'u 'llah and of our inahility to do anything' ourselves. , .. One
really must get out in the ,vorld to
kn'ow the real value of being- a Bahoi'i and experiencing- the fellowship
that exists within those sacred twelve
principles. "
~Ir. and JIrs. \Villiarn Sears are
now well established in Salt Lake City,
where they have recently purchased' a
home, ~Ir. Sears has been made assistant manager 0 f radio station,
KL'TA in Salt Lake Citv. Recent Baha'i visitors have incll1~led ~[rs. Svlyia King, ,,,-ho spent twelve days, a~d
:Mrs, Helen Bishop, who spoke ueffJre
the young people's group at the L~nL
tarian Cl1ltrch, "\\, e love Salt Lake
City and feel that a slow beginning is
a fIrm ending, So far I have a small
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;'Ht: bopes, and \vill speci.atly
pray, that tbis final drive to complete the exteriur ornamen ta tion
of the Temple will prove com~
pletely successful, and \vill serve
to demonstrate once ag-ail1 those
qualitit's 01 heroit..: self-sacrifice
and of resourcefulness evinced in
the COL1rse of building operations
on that L1ni(lUe and sacred Edifice. "-From a letter of the
Guardian to the ::.Jational Treasurer,

list of about fifteen ""ho have been
giyen a picture of thl2 Cau.<=e . . . • \Ve
expect in (he rall to do some extensive
radio work. Until then we will continue doing ground work"
}fiss Helen Griffing, in Reno, KevaJa, has had the assistance of three Baba'i teachers, )'Irs, :\lamie Seto, :\[r:;.
Helen Bishop. and ;'!iss Joy AJlen.
"For a pioneer who is supposed to be
enduring suffering anti hardships I'm
having the ttme oi my life," Excellent
contacts are being made among- all
classes of people, and it is rer~)[ted
that ..\liss Griffing already has many
friends, as she is taking an active part
in communi tv life. Three of these new
iriends atte~ded the Geyserville Summer School with I\·lis.;;, Griffing in July.
From Charleston, \Vest Virginia,
come the first reports from ~Ir, and
~1rs, Hilbert Dahl.
Preliminary ('ontacb are being made, and books have
been accepted by the Y\VCA library.
".-\iter we have become more settkd

7
the war will. undoubtedly open ior the
mStltutlOll ot a coordinated e-ffort
Remember \Vest Virginia in '\.'o~;
prayers, that this rugged, barren, industrial beehive may blossom as a rose
garden,"
.J.liss ::.Jevso Grace Bissell, \vho
has settled ~n Rllt[and, \-ermont, reported in April that "contacts have
been made with the city librarian. the
newspaper editor, and the Zonta Club,
as well as 'Nith several private individuals."
She continues, .. I am overwhelmed when I think of the great
bounty of being allowed to come to
Vermont. I love this State and even
today, with a heavy snm\'faU-unseasonabl)' late-it is glorious to me."
This sampling of the reports \\'hich
are flowing into the Teaching Committee from all parts of .\merica, not
only from pioneer teachers, but from
the whole army of Baha 'u 'Hih's followers, is a striking proof of the confirmations vouchsafed to Baha'is in this
chaotic time, Almost alone among peoples, we who are dedicated to the unfoldment of the Divine Plan, have reason to anticipate the future with eagerness. For these are the very words of
;:\bdu'l-Baha, addressed to" u:s in the
Divine Plan: ;'The full measure of
your success is as yet un revealed, its
significance still unapprehended. Ere
long, ye will, \'\.. ith your own eyes, witness how brilliantly eyery one of you,
even as a shining star, will radiate in
the firmament of your country. the
light oi Divine Guidance. and will bestow upon its people the glory of an
everlasting life."
:':.-\TIO~AL

TEACHI:-';G

CO~)flTTEE.

INTER·AMERICA TEACHING
Since the Conv(:miol1, several of the
plans that were in the offing, have become events, and others have been ratified by the Xati-onal Spiritual Assembly, to be carried oU( in the coming
months,
Three sub-cotllmittees have heen
formed: Eastern Scates, 1\1 irIdIc. ann
Pacific Coa:-.t area, respectively. These
co-workers will discover contact;;;
among the Pan-American societie::;,
which are reaching- out to our southern
neig-hbors, and fostering good will or
material reciprocity.
In August, :J,[is::; Eva Xicklin, cooperating with the Administrative Order. will settle in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. as a permanent resident,
?vIr.
Philip ~[arangello is leaving for Havana; and, ior at least one year, will

acl\-ance the );ew \VorId Order m
Cuba. ,,[ r. Gerrard Sluter, now of
Toronto, has left for Guatamala.
In :\Iexico City. Mr. Pedro Espin·
osa, and the friends, are working
on the translations into Spanish of

Some AHs'wered Qt~c.'itiol1s,· FOlordatiolls of World Unity; Wisdom of 'Abdu'/-RaJui; Bah6'·i Procedttre, The
booklet of Prayers may be bought
from the Publishing Society or from
the Assemhly in ').[exico.
Our repr~sentativc to Panama, ~[r.
}[athew Kaszab. is gaining newspaper
publicity of excellent type. and is giving a series oi lectures in the S('hool of
Arts and Trades. \Ve are watching
the post for the next page of his refreshing, "Tropical Ne\vs-published
9 negrees north of the Equator , , ,"

s
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"1 had a good announcement in all
three neVI.·spapers about my lecture ill
the Theosophical HalL This was not
in the relig-ious secti()l1 oi the paper, so,
happily, I wa:;, not lllc::;sed up with the
sectarians.
The suhject was C:rch~s
of CiL!ili.~atiol1 .. I went out to (jam~
boa this afternoon, Sunday, the 4th of.
J un<::, IJut my audience hac] gone to an
1ll1J-lortam funeral, su there wel-e only a

few high school children. 1 also belieye in burying the dead: I did talk
to a few of the live ones.-who were
not ioilmying corpses .. ,"
In Seial1o, ::\ueva Vizcaya, Philippine Islands, .Jlr. ,Felix ~lacleila is \vaitlI1g for the Spanish regi~tration cards
to. gh'e studems in the class. Already,
he has petitioned for letterheads print(;'d with the suggested form; "The Philippine Spiritual Assembly, The ::\'e\\'
Scientific and Spiritual Keligiol1) the
KNOXVILLE BAHA'! COMMUNITY
Haha'i Teaching \Yhich Is Bringing
:\"e,\" Life to a Spiritually Dead
(Spiritual Assembly Newly Established April 21, 193(j)
\\"orld." He writes: "1 am proud to
inform you that one of my co-workers
on the Baha'] 1'10\'ement "",ill donate at
least six hectares or land on a beauti- and possibly this man can do it!
wishes me to stress the all-importance
ful site on the top of a "ery low hill
"Then last week I "\'as gi .... en a book. of the teaching work in Central Amerand along the sides of a :\ational Road
Dr_ Ricardo Rojes, the professor in ica. \Vbile the teaching campaign in
.. to help us start and rush to put Latin-America and Spanish literature South America should be continuallv
up a temporary, semi-permanent build- of the Cniyer.sity here. and a tamous and ytgorollsly prosecllted, special ating and to buy an adjacent suitable lot writer wrote, The Christ Im.'isib[C'. 1 tention, he feels, should be directed to
for our Reading Baha'J-RooLl1 . . .,
read it and found the last few chapters Central America, aiming at the permaFrom Buenos _'\ires, comes another a wonderful prophecy that these are the nent estahlishment oi at least one beletter from ;"lrs. Frances Benedict days of the _\pocalypse and Revela- lieyer in each one of its republics, beStewart, in part. as follo\\"s: "~lay tlons, that chaos is engulfing a wander- fnre the end ot the present year."
r KTER-A )'fERJCA CO)'T :"IITTEE.
25th ,vas celebrat~d as the great, na- ing hUlllanity and only '_\ Kew Spirittional patriotic holiday oi Argentina- ual ~Iessel1ger and a K ew :11essag-e
the winning of the Re\'olution against adapted to this Kew Age' could save
Spain. Early in the morning a friend humanity J L of course. used his hook
and I (1Iaria Casati of the Bahit'] as my in-troduction and then r gaye him
BAHA'I DIRECTORY
Group) . .vent to see a parade of poor, the gloriolls "\lessage, that both 'the
miserable, exploited Indians that came new Prophet' and 'The ).Ie",,- Spiritual
The following changes are reported:
from Patagonia, and from the northern ~I essage' haye been given to the ,,,odd!
Local Assemblies.
forests, to beg schools, lands, and food \Vell. he was fa~cinated and then I told
Los
Angeles, ~r rs. }:Iary Hotchkiss
for their tribes . . . _ The Committee him I was soon :::.ailitlg. he stood up
in charge in . . ·ited me to meet the In- and said, 'X o. not yet. for I 11111st Dode, Corresponding Secretary, 963
dians and I held a long interview . ."ith know more of them! "
X o. Doheny DrLye.
thern, and told them tbat the great
Shog-hi Effendi, in a letter elated
Berkeley, !\1rs. Helen B. Rutledge.
Prophet for the I\ e\\' _\ge had demand- May 12, 1939. sends the following in- ,2'828 StLtart Street.
ed Justice for them also, and that a stnictions through his secretary, "_ . _
,\lbuquerque, K. ~L. ~Tiss Elizaheth
ne\\' spirit oi unity and loye was per- the importance of establishing the Faith R. Cox, 410 So, Pine Street.
yading and silently vwrking in all cor- in that republic (i. e. Panama) as al!\fiami, :Mrs. Dorothy B. Logelin,
ners of the earth. One Indian said he reach- ::.trcssed b,' tbe Guardian in his
wanted to talk to me alone, for he is a last" general let-ter. cannot be over- p, 0, Box 197;,
San Francisco. J\liss ),h'rtle Dodge,
des<:endam of an ancient chief of the eIllpha~ized. and whate .... er the obstacles
.
Incas, and he wanted to tell me of an that ·will have to he faced bv fut11re 2139 Pacific A.yenue-.
ancient leuend when all mankind ",.'QuId Baha'i pioneers in that couritr.Y. the
.\~a.tional COlJlnlitl{'{'s.
unite anel worship the Great Spirit task nf insuring the spiritual conquest
Teaching COLllmittee, ), Ti~s Charlotte
together! . His wife. a German W(l- of that territor\', of \\'hos(' far-reaching
;"1. Linioot. Secretary. 1.16 I\(H'a Drive.
111~1l, soon after I began unfolding the
possibilities as' a radiating center for
Great J.lcssage, interrupted me, saying. the diffusion of the light of the Cause Piedmont, Calii.
Reyie"'ing Committee, Genevieve L.
'Yes. I heard of the Bab. of Daha'tt'l- throLlRhotlt Central and South Amerlah. of (Ahdu'l-Baha in Germany, and ica '.\bdu'l-Bah{L has so exnlicitly '''''rit- COY, Chairman. 117 \Ve5t 10th Street,
have longed to know more of their mis- ten in the Tablets oi the Divine Plan, Xe'w York. :J_ Y.
Tnternational .-\ uxiliary Language,
sion," The .... feel the l\·fessag-e must be must he- yigorollsly and ::.ystcmaticallv
Mr.
Hugh Rouse.
.
pursued
....
Tn
closing.
Shoghi
Effendi
carried to the Indians of
America

an
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PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Work Is Worship

Fall

~tlldy

cla:o=.ses fur childrell arc
_\11 inttTc~t
ing suggestion cOllles - to llS froL1l the
Children's \Vorkshop Community at
Bilthoven. Holland. Here chilJren ot
mixed ages, sexes, religions, and social
opportunities arc gathered in a communin: life oE \'.,:ork. studv and plav,
with Partial responsibility' in govern-

:snOtl to he Ilnder \\"ilL

ment.

The little citizens ha . . . e built their
furniture, hoc-houses and equip-

0\\"11

ment, and each vear raise flowers and
\'egetables in the~ir ganlcns.
They learn many la1lguages. l)eing-

European children, among them Esperanto, \,. . hich they speak fluently amI
use as a medium of correspondence
\\"ith children everv·where.
The natural bents of the childn. . n are
studied and fostered, and ah"'avs \vith
an emphasis on cooperation ratlier than
competition.
The success of the experiment is eyi-denced bv the increase in numbers from
a mere "handful to one hundred and
t,yenty in a short space of time.
This experiment is interesting to Bahi'is both from the point or view of irs
cosmopolitan nature, and becanse of its
emphasis on happy, cooperative \vork.
:\merican Baha 'J groups may find it
possible to experiment in some small
wav in this direct method of teaching
the~ ideal of work is worship. Baha'i
parents, if not group leaders, arc in an
excellent position to do this mo:>=.[

happily,
A. few simple rules should be of assistance to parent and teacher.
1. Choose worK as nearly as

POS:;l-

hIe adapted to the child,
2. "f'eep the spirit or it happy.

3. Insist upnn regularity,
4. Encourage ah",·ays. hut praise the
"'~'ork only when the praise can he
Sincere.
S, Compare new work with old, thus
den:~loping the urge for improvement
and ne\'v achieveLllents.
6. Cultivate the lm'e of doing hani
thing-s, but never strain a child heyonJ
his actual ahility.
7. "\T miYate the \\"f)rk; that i:-;. plan
ahead with the ,..'orker wbat shall be
done with it WhCLl finished.
g. J.::eep the- ~piritllal h<J.si~ ::l.lway:-:.
alive. Teach thelll a few of the Utterances of B,dl{l'tl'lbh and ':\hdu'lBaha on work.
"\\"ork (lone in tile -"pirit of se-rvice
is wor~llip."-' Al)(\u'l- Bahel.
"The best of men are they that earn

tllt'ir liveliililod hy a pl·llf(,~:-ii(ll1. and expend 1111 tlwillselvb alld Oil ~he-ir killrhfcl, for tile loye of Cod, the Lord of
all worlds."-Baki'u'llilh,
"It is inCllluiJent upon eyery one of
you to ~ngage in some one occupation,
such as arts, trades. and the like. \Ve
have made this your occupation, identical with th~ worship of God, the
True One. Reflect. 0 people, upon
the mercy 0 f God, and upon IIis iavors;
\Vaste not your time in idleness anu indolew.:e. and occupy yourselves ,\·itb that which will rrofit yourselves and others besides yourselves,
EYer)" soul who occuptes himself
in an art or trade, this will he accottnteel an acr of wl}1'ship before Cod.'·Bahi'u'lliLh.

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
}[ontreaL two. Portland, one. Topeka, one. r .os Angeles. three. Pef)ria. three. Toronto, one. Glendale,
Calif.. one. Philadelphia. one. Kansas
City, one.
IN MEMORIAM
Tbe true belie"\"er. whose existence and life are to be regarded as the
originating purpose of all creation.UAHA'u'LL\H.

.J.[rs. Georgie \Yiles, ::';ashville.
.J.[rs. \Valter Covington. Xew York.
~lr.
\\,illiam Patzer. \\·aterbur.}~,
Connecticut.
~Ir. Joseph C. Bray. San Francisco.*Dr. \\'illiam YOUIlg _-,\llell. Herkeley.*

MANUSCRIPTS FOR REVIEW
Tbe Sational Spirirual .\sselll)ly requests Bah;"t'i authors to SUblllit rheir
manuscripts for reo;.'ie\v to the ::\ ational
.-\ssemhlv and not directl\-" til the R~
\'iewing Cotllll1ittc-e. The ~llaterial is tf)
he in final forLll. as the function oi correcting manuscripts ami improvl11g
the writing has not been extcl1uc-d to
the Re .... iewing COlllmittee.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Xational C01l1111ittee:-- art' reqLLeS~t'(l.
through their chairll1an. !\) [xO\·iuL.' .ten
copies of tJ~c :\Tinl1t{'.=:, of ~ach meetl1?g,
one copy 101' the Gl1anb~n .and nme
for the l11emhers of the i\atlUn~l :\~
:-=.et11bl\". Committees which do not meet
for con:;ultatioll are to provide tcn
progress reports every thiee months,
;< In
cnrrcctiOt~ nf name misspelled in a
previous :mnouncemCllL

9
PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Puhlishing Cummittee wi:::ihes to
anllounce that the twu yolumes of ProIIl1dgatir)H

of

[~!!iI.'crsal

Peace.

th~

.'\lllerican talks of <A.bdu'l-Baha, hithl'rto :--old ~eparatf'l_~: at 52.50 per Cl)p~',
{:an now hI.: ~uJlplied bULlllU hlg"erher
as one volume, with cloth Coyer. for
$2.50 complete---olle-half the fO~11lcr
cost.
These are tbe days 'I-\'ben the fundamental verities which the )'Iaster released for the American continem have
become the outstanding problems and
topics for discussion. The combining
of these rwo volumes into one will
make it easier for every actiyc heliever
w possess a copy.
An Tnde.r to Balun Proadure has
heen supplied by the Innex Committee,
ann copies will be inserted in all unsold
copies of the Procedure, but the friends
who already possess a copy can obtain
the Index ior 5c. Assemblies are requested to stock a supply for local sale,
as the Committee is not efluipped to sell
these small cost items on individual
order.
Bahi'i Procedure. with Index. $0.75
The Reality of lUan, a compilation. ne'rv edition .....
0,50
'VoL TJ of Promulgation of
Universal Peace (onh- a iew
copies on hand) at ~ special
price of .. , , ........... Jlel
1.25

Study Outline on Puhlic Speak1I1g ....... , , , , .....•.. Het

0,10

Stud v Outline on the Essential
'principles of Creative \\"ritlng ................... He!

0,10

MARTHA ROOT
IN INDIA

(Continued)
P00I111.-\VC left on an earl v train
for Poona and arrived there ~ in the
.night. Poona is a Baha'i paradise and
one of tbe high spiritl1al lights in India.
The first morning, February fifth, \'Ve
had a beautiful program of \"r'eIcome
in the Bah:t'; Hall in the Xational HotcL The pupil:::; from the Baha'i school
marched to the hall. All Baha'is were
present. and after the program tea
was served.
The entire stav was so \. .·ell arranged
t:tat en~1l -:\ ew \" ork and TLhrim \'voukl
say "Bravn~" r think the plan could
with proht he carried Ollt in other citics. :\t 7 P. "\f. tlLat fir::-;t da\'. the
Pre~idellt of the Local Spiritual .-\ssembI), gave a tea in the Bahft'i Hall
for twenty-fOLlr journalists of India.
I had prepared my speech, (the
re~ume), to journalists very carefully
and made carbon copies. I spoke on

10
Journalism and the Cause and then
read to them mv intervic\\' and distributed it to theil1. Shirin spoke and
there was a resume of I1l.:f talk. Questions ''''ere asked and some of the journalists came each dav atten,\rarcb and
were yerv interested.~ I It it had been
a big reception we c;uld not have
spoken intimately of journalism and
the Cause and what Bahil said about

the press,)
The next forenoon, Sunday, at ten
o'clock, a great lecture \,,-as stag-ed in
the cinema theatre, .. Deccan Talkies"
to more (han a thousand people, 99
per cent of \\'hom were university and
college students.
"J.Iany came ,,\'ho
could not get into the hall. \ Ve had
the loudspeaker. ~[r. K. F. Karima11,
one of the very popular men in 1ndia.
was the Chairman, and be \'!,:as sympathetic to the Faith_ Fourteen copie::.
of the resumes of Ollr speeches . ."ere
given to the journalists whose papers
represented several different languages_
A number ot students and journalists
came to the hotel afterwards to ask
further.
In the afternoon wt: visited ,the
Baha'i School to mcet the pupils.
The follO\,,-ing morning, ~[onday,
the Baha'i school presented a Peace
Play and Baha'i Songs for us_ In the
afternoon a tea was given in the
Baha'i Hall bv the Local Spiritual
Assembly President to the educators
of Poon~_ I spoke to these profes;';ors
about the Baha:i Faith in various uni\'ersities of the ,,,,'orId and what great
scholars ha\'e said and written about
it_ At each tea there was a fine and
beautifully arranged exhibition of
Baha'i books and we explained the
books for thev were interested_ Shirin
spoke on Qu;atu'l-Ayn and sang, and
we both gave resumes to the rt:porters_ The professors said they . . ",ould
gladly arrange lectures in their schools
when we come again,
The third afternoon the tea bv the
President was for the lawyers o(Poona, \Ve had a talk and di~ussion followed; they, too. said they would arrange lect~res \'!,'hen \ve ~ return. for
most of them belong to clubs_
Gne la"...yer said in fun: "I belong
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to Brahmo-Salllaj hut we are a little
lazv ill working, (but I say 'if' is all
right. for the Bal;it'h. are promoting
all the ideals for which \ve ~tal1d!'"
That night the Dahit'is gavt: a farewell party for lb_ I tl the times in
iJetween lectures and imeryiL."\-s we had
a number of heart to heart talks ahnut
Haifa and about promoting (he Cause.
The Bahil'} School in Poona i::; a
model and I believe great Baha'i spiritual tea('hers for the Cause will come
ont from thLlt schooL They are getting
a marvelous training there.
The Secret of the verv wonderful
Baha', \.... ork in Poona ~s mobilized
L nitv for service! The HOI\' Spirit is
\'..-ith - them, attract:eo. bv th~eir unit\"
The Baha'i . .vorld over -tbe five cont~i
nents has been gTipped at times hy
Poona's work. and tra\"etling over India three times as I have, 1 haye met
a number of fine people who said they
first beard of the Teachings \vhen
staying for a few days in the Xational
Hotel of Poona_ I must give tribute
to Poona because since 1915, \vhen I
first met the-m, T feel they are "livingthe life" up there_
Bomba-v_-Earlv the mormng- of
Februarv~ ninth . . .:e entrained down to
Bomhav~· Bombav is the "~[other
City" ~f all the B~h[l'i work in India.
~Ianv dear Baha'! friends met us at
the station with smiles and garlands
of s"\veet jasmines and roses and fragrant bouquets.
Such a great program was planned, but alas, as all
the chairmen and most of the journalists of Bombay were at IIaripura for
two ·weeks to the fifty-first Congress of
India it \,,-as thought best by all of
that \ve postpone the intensi·ve campaign in Bomhay until :\Iarch twent:yfirst_ However. in these three or four
davs there we had a glorious ',velcome
re~eption in the Bah;i'i Hall and they
asked us to tell ahout the tOllT. \Ve
lectured in C L. High School, Dadar,
Bombay, to more than five hundred
students and met with the Baha'i
friends \vho are arranging our program_
\Ve spoke Sunday in Baha'I
Hall to a large audience_ \Ve . . '..-ere
so happv to see all the friends. There
are nearly eight hundred Baha'is in
Bonlbay,

ns

J.ly baggage:; from Shanghai-thosesuitcases that I had to leaye behind
\vltell I fled as a refugee from Shang~
hai bombings on .-\ugust Ii-arrived
in Bombay. Februarv fourth, thank.-:to our dear Raila -1 b-rnther ~·Ir, OU5knuli uf Shanghai who san;(l tht:m fllr
lllt: and sent them on_ I '...'as ven·,
very thankful to get those bags,
~
I received a telegram from our beloved Guardian_ He approves the publication in India of my little book.
Tahirih_ Iriin '5 Greatest· \ Voman_ He
suggesred I stay in India until about
January first and then proceed to .-\ustralia and Xe ..",," Zealand for prolonged
tour. So I expect to sail December
29 for .-\ustralia and :\ew ZCLllaml.
disembarking first at Perth,
Our Guanlian wishes Shirll1 Fozdar
to go to l~nited States to speak, and I
hope she can leave in December_ The
Bahil-is of Ollr country will be so happy
to have her come, She left February
14, ior her home in Ajmere and I hav~
1.:0111e to Surat to visit the blessed familv, 1\1r. N. R_ Vakil and his wife and
(\;'·0 daughters and to do some writing_
It i~ heavenlv to be with them and a
very great llelp to my work. )lr,
Vakil was the first Hinc1n in India
to become a believer and he is one of
the great Baha'is of this world, Our
lm'ed Guardian has said he hopes the
two young daughters will some day
come to Iran and to the united States
as Baha'i teachers, He is a verv distinguished lawyer ami deeply spiritual.
The,,; will come some time when his
health will permit, ~Ir. Vakil and
family with a few others may go to
America on their next trip_ I shall
write about the . . vork in Surat and in
Bomhay in my next report,
I thank from the depths of my heart
and soul the X _ S_ A, members in India and Burma for their love and thcir
wonderful help and the splendid way
they have planned the work in India,
The Cause is progressing yery much
in India, and I trulv believe that India
will become a stro~1g Bahil'i country,
standing in line witb the nations lead~
ing in the new world order, _-\lb'h-uAbha! Deep and abiding love to all
of you,
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HEIRS OF BAHA'U'LLAH'S COVENANT
a

"Lauded be Thy name,
Lord my festation of the Divine Will, are imGod! Darkness hath fallen upon every mersed in mystery. Beneficent powers,
land, and the forces of mischief have supremely enthroned above the world
encompassed all the nations. Through of violence and denial, await to employ
them, however, 1 perceive the splen- the Baha'i community for the steauy
dors of Thy wisdom, and discern the consolidation of The Most Great
brightness of the light of Thy provi- Peace. We must be more conscious of
the sustaining power of God than ever
dence.
"They that are shut out as by a veil . before, more humble, more expectant
from Thee have imagined that they of spiritual victory, more alive in the
bave the power to put out Thy ligbt, world of the soul than in the realm of
and to quench Thy fire, and to still the physical personality.
That ours collectively is a significant
winds of Thy grace. Nay, and to this
Thy might beaTeth me witness! Had and noble mission the Guardian atnot every tribulation been made the tested in these words, written July
.
bearer of Thy wisdom, and every or- 28:HThough
powerless
to
avert
the
imdeal the vehicle of Thy providence, no
one would have dared oppose us, pending contest the followers of Bah,,'though the powers of earth and beaven u'llah can, by the spirit they evince and
were to be leagued against us. Were I the efforts they exert, help to circumto unravel the wondrous mysteries of scribe its range, shorten its duration,
Thv wisdom which are laid bare be- allay its hardships, proclaim its salutary
fore me, the reins of Thine enemies consequences, and demonstrate its
necessary and vital rote in the shaping
would be cleft asunder.
"Glorified be Thou, then, 0 my of human destiny. Theirs is the duty
God! I beseech Thee by Thy Most to hold. aloft and undimmed. the torch
Great Name to assemble them that of Divine Guidance, as the shades of
love Thee around the Law that stream- night descend upon, and ultimately eneth from the good-pleasure of Thy will. velop, the entire human race."
In part, this unique mission given to
and to send down upon them what will
a small and unassuming body of human
assure their hearts.
beings must be exemplified in the
"Potent art Tbou to do what pleas- world of public action, through the
eth Thee. Thou art, verily, the Help steady proRecl1tion of Temple construcin Peril, the Self-Subsisting."-BAHA'- tion and the activities of the Teaching
U'LL ..... H.
and Inter-America Committees. N othBeloved friends:
ing can divert our attention from the
Our lives, in these days of tbe mani- oit-reiterated command to continue the

twofold task throughout the remaining years of the Seven Year Plan.
In part, this unique mission is spiritual, SUbjective, exemplified by capacity to attain a purer consciousness
and a more consecrated being. Without this deepening of our lives, this individual striving for union with the
Holy Spirit, the public work of the
Cause will fall lamentably short of its
full pnrpose. Therefore, pending the
formulation and announcement of any
particular general plans that might appear to be proper and befitting for the
community of the faithful in time of
war, let us give each one full attention to the need of fresh inspiration for
our inner life. Let us ponder again the
mighty Teacbings on the regeneration
of the sou\. Let us strive for worthiness to drink of the Elixir that is the
source of manfs real existence. Let us
realize that without inspiration from on
high we can not exemplify the firmness, the courage, the radiance and the
wisdom of those who, in the very hour
of battle, carry within themselves the
evidences that God has ordained the
Most Great Peace.
Our guidance for these special days
IS. of course, derived from the words
of the Guardian. Nevertheless there
is a Tablet revealed hy the Master,
translated by Shoghi Effendi on January 28, 1919. perusal of which cannot
but illumine our hearts at so crucial a
time.
"This world war has come to an end.
\Ve trust that at least it will lead to
the preliminaries of Universal Peace,
just as it is plainly foretold in the

2
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Blessed Tablets.
at the meeting, presenting Mr. Harlan
"The greatest means for its realizaOber who spoke on "The Oneness of
NATIONAL BAHA'I OFFICE
tion is in the entreaty and supplication
Mankind--the Foundation" and Mrs.
Cummunications intended for
of the friends to the Kingdom of God.
Dorothy Baker whose subject was
the National Spiritual Assembly
Ye should all implore and pray, sup"The World Tomorrow." A beautiful
arc hereafter to be addressed to
plicate and beseech that through the
spirit ,.,.'as manifest, and the gathering
that body at 536 Sheridan Road,
Grace of God this world-consuming
dissolved into small groups who reWilmette, Illinois.
war may be changed into a world-ilmained in intimate discussion long
Contributions, however, and all
luminating Peace. It is certain that the
after the meeting was over.
correspondence with the Treasentreaty and supplication of these serAnother public meeting, specially arurer, should be addressed to the
vants will be acceptable at the Divine
ranged, consisted of an illustrated lee:Treasurer's Office at 130 EverThreshold, for we wish naught save the
ture by Mr. McDaniel on the Baha'i
green Place, West Englewood,
House of Worship, delivered at the
tranquillity of the world of existence,
N.J.
Theosophical Center on Saturday evepurpose nothing but unity among men
ning, September 2.
and aim at nothing save the eradication
A regional teaching conference, with
of ignorant prejudices, so that all religions and races, embracing one an- cated. At present many of the friends Mr. George Spendlove presiding, was
other, may gather under the shade of have been imprisoned, including wo- held at the King Edward Hotel, Sunthe pavillion of the Oneness of God.
men, and some have died in incarcera- day afternoon, September 3. The con"0 ye sons and daughters of the tion, while the majority have been de- ference dealt with many vital quesKingdom! the most pressing need to- ported to I rim and a few to Siberia, tions, with chief emphasis laid on the
day is harmony and unity among the Baha'i activities and teaching are for- meaning of the Guardian's latest cable. gram, the needs of the National Fund,
friends of God. Strive your utmost . bidden.
for this. Not until this intimate unity
The American Baha'is can assist at and the importance of developments in
is realized can universal harmony be this time only through such contribu- the National Teaching and Interestab1ished. Therein lies the reasons tions as the National Assembly rna y America activities.
of Christ's saying: 'Ye are the salt of find it possible to olIer for the relief of
the earth; but if the salt has lost its the Bahi'i refugees within Irim. As
savor, wherewith shall it be salted.' evidence of the unbroken and unbreakMEETINGS OF THE
Exert ye a great deal of effort on this able solidarity of the believers throughNATIONAL SPIRITUAL
momentous question."
ASSEMBLY
out the world, it is hoped that sums
Since that Tablet was revealed the adequate to the importance of the case.
To assure the necessary concentraorganic unity of Baha'is has forever and commensurate with the number of tion of elIort at meetings of the Nabeen established by the Guardian as those in want, may from time to time tional Spiritual Assem~ly, when matHead of the administrative order. The be dispatched with the love of the ters of such extreme importance rephrase "intimate unity," however, re- American friends.
quire attention, it has been de<:ided to
veals deeper layers of spiritual associaA contribution in the amount of one publish the following memorandum as
tion that must be attained in prayer hundred pounds sterling for the relief notice to the friends.
and communion.
of these believers was recently cabled
No interruption whatsoever in the
In essence, we have come to a great to the Guardian as a donation from the business of the National Assembly is
and mighty hour in the history 0 f man- American Baha'is through the Nation- to be permitted during sessions. Plans
kind. All things are to be changed, and al Spiritual Assembly.
for consultation and interviews are to
all things will be in perturbation. The
be submitted in advance. Individual
condition of pure. conscious faith alone
members of the Assembly are not to
PUBLIC MEETING AND
will be immune to the forces of demake personal engagements during
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
struction.
business sessions. the pressure upon inAT
TORONTO
"Glorified be Thou. 0 mv God! I
dividual members having proved detriThe
meetings
at
Toronto
coincided
beseech Thee by Thy Most Great
mental to the transaction of Assembly
Name to assemble them that love Thee with the receipt of the Guardian's business. In dealing with the believaround the Law that streameth from cabled message of August 28, and with ers, the Assembly expects to receive
the good-pleasure of Thy will. and to the outbreak of international war.
matters in written or documentarY
A deep sense of responsibility persend down upon them what will assure
form and not submitted in the form ot
their hearts." These words. taken from meated all the meetings, those of a puh- oral statements reported to an Assema Prayer of Baha'u'1Iah, may well be lie or regional character as well as the bly officer or member.
reaJized as the expression of that con- business sessions of the Assembly
stant prayer our sou1s must learn how itself.
On Friday evening. September 1. a
to bf"come.
RECTITUDE OF CONDUCT
public meeting was held at the King
NATIONAL SPIRTTUAL ASSE'MBLY.
Such a rectitude of conduct must
Edward Hotel. arranged in consultation with the Toronto Assembly. The manifest itself, with ever-increasing
SUFFERINGS OF THE BELIEVERS subject announced was HOrder for a potency, in every verdict which the
IN TURKISTAN AND CAUCASUS Chaotic World."
elected representatives of the Baha'i
The lecture han was well filled when community, in \vhatever capacity they
The National Spiritual Assemblv
has learned with deep grief of the suf- the meeting began, and a large number may find themselves, may be called
ferings of the Baha'i communities in of newly attracted friends. as well as a upon to pronounce. It mllst be conTurkistan and Caucasus. Some years number attending their first Baha'i stantlv t"eAected in tIle· h11siness dealago their Assemblies and Committees gathering. sbared with the Baha'i ings O"f all its members, in their domeswere dissolved, as reported at the time. community in constituting the audi- tic lives, in all manner of employment.
and their literature and records confis- ence. Mr. Allen B. McDaniel pl'esided and in any servic"e they may, in the fu-
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ture, render their government or people. It must be exemplified in the conduct of all Baha'i electors, when exercising their sacred rights and fum::tiun~.
It must characterize the attitude 0 f
every loyal believer towards non-ac-

ceptance of political posts, non-identification with political parties, non-participation in political controversies, and
non-membershp in political organizations and ecclesiastical institutions. It
must reveal itself in the uncompromising adherence of all, whether young or
old, to the clearly enunciated and fundamental principles laid down by .Abdu'l- Bah..! in His addresses. and to the
laws and ordinances revealed by BaM'u'llah in His Most Holy Book. It
must be demonstrated in the impartiality of every defender of the Faith
against its enemies, in his fair-mindedness in recognizing any merits that enemy may possess, and in his honesty
in discharging any.obligations he may
have towards him. It must constitute
the brightest ornament of the life, the
pursuits, the exertions, and the utterances of every Baha'i teacher, whether
laboring at home or abroad, whether
in the front ranks of the teaching force,
or occupying a less active and responsible position. It must be made the
hall-mark of that numericaly small. yet
intensely dynamic and highly responsible body of the elected national representatives of every Baha:i community.
which constitutes the sustaining pillar,
and the sole instrument for the election,
in every community, of that Universal
House whose very name and title, as
ordained by Baha'u'lIah, symbolizes
that rectitude of conduct which is its
highest mission to safeguard and enforce.
So great and transcendental is this
principle of Divine justice, a principle
that must be regarded as the crowning
distinction of all Local and National
Assemblies, in their capacity as fore~
runners of the Universal House of
Justice, that Baha'u'llah Himself subordinates His personal inclination and
wish to the all-compelling force of its
demands and implications. "G od is M V
witness n He thus explains, "were it
not contrary to the Lccw of God, I
would hwe kissed the hand of My
would-be murderer, and would cause
him to inherit My earthly goods. I am
restrained, hou.lever, by the bindin[l
Law laid down in the Book, altd am
Myself bereft of all worldly possessions. n uKno'W thou, of a truth," He
significantly affirms, "tltese great oppressions that have befoJlen the world
are preparing it for the advent of the
Most Greai Justice." "Say," He again
asserts, "He hath appeared 'with that
J....;/ice wherewith mankind /talh been
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Exhibit, Golden Gate. International Exposition, San Francisco

adorned, and :i'et the people are, for Ihe
most part, asleep."
is lu.stice/' He

uThe light of fn-en
moreover states.

"Quench it not with the conlrary winds
of oppression and tyra.... y. The purpose of il<stice is the appearance of

unity among men," "No radiance," He
declares, a can compare with that of
justice. The organization of the world
and Ihe tranquillity of mankind depend

upon it."-SHOGHI EFFENDI, The Advent of Divine Justice, pp. 22-23.

CONSOLIDATION OF TEACHING
IN SETTLED AREAS
\OVhile news from our Baha'i
"front" continues to mount in zest and
achievement, including recent registra-

a week's display, Milwaukee arranged
for space at the Wisconsin State Fair

tions of the first resident Baha'is of
Delaware, Rhode Island, and Alaska,

al Committee is planning a series of ex-

the consistent consolidation of teaching

throughout the rest of the American
continent cannot be neglected.
Its
scope has now outgrown our reports;
th~ foHowing items are but brief sam-

ples of the splendid work of Assemblies, Groups, and individuals in every

part 0 f the land.
The Temple models are gaining
greatly in usefulness. In upper New
York State a model was exhibited at
the Syracuse Museum of Fine Arts
and at the Museum in Schenectady,
with accompanying talks by Mr. Allen
McDaniel. It will also be shown at the
New York State Fair from Au~st

26th to September 9th. In Wichita
during March, an exhibit at the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company prepared the way for a lecture series by
Mrs. Gayle Woolson, and in April
this model traveled to Kansas City for

in August. The New England Regionhibitions in the Fall, A picture <>f the
prize-winning floral display at the Sacramento Flower Show, in connection
with a Regional Conference there in

April, has already been reproduced.
From Redbanks, N. J., Mrs. Ellen
Sims has sent a thrilling account of the
display in the local newspaper office,
and later in a miniature World's Fair
at the largest department store in N ew-

ark. She writes: "All small commnnities would be pleasantly surprised at
t he good will which results from the
exhibition of our beautiful Temple ... ,

I believe that this display promoted a
better spirit on the part of the business
men and local citizens towards the Baha'i Faith, Publicity was secured in
two newspapers. . . . The radio talk
was also most successful. ... We have

just received word from Newark that
the Temple is the outstanding display
at the Fair-o-Scope, and has attracted
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great attention."
,,-ith the Santa Barbara Group and
Interesting work has been accotl1~ lI-i1-s. C. E. Carpenter of Santa Paula.
plished by Mr. Duncan :)'1(Alear, with ,,,,'as a weekend campaign in the new
the active help of the Boston Assembly. territory of OJ ai and Ventura. Printhe New England Regional Committee. cipal speaker was Miss Virginia Orbiand the National Library Committee. son 0 f Los Angeles.
Early this year he contacted libraries in
In Knoxville, Mrs. Louise Caswell
many towns and cities of suburban was invited to address 200 delegates
Boston, placing books and receiving re- to the Business and Professional Woquests for book reviews amI autobiog- men's Convention on i'Woman's Place
raphical sketches of the authors. Later in the New World Order." Many inhe placed literature in twelve New quiries resulted from her account of the
Hampshire libraries in cities of over life of Tahirih.
lO,(X)(} circulation. He now plans to
Orcella Rexford has reported a Bacontact 25 to 30 other libraries ha'i talk in Miami to 300 persons, in
throughout the Region, especially in Jacksonville to 250, and in Atlanta to
Vermont.
over fifty. Study classes have been orOUT Baha'i Groups have flourished
ganized as a result of each lecture.
during the new year, Atlanta has orThe visit of Stanwood Cobb to
Montreal and St. Lambert in Februarv
ganized a Group of eleven members.
Omaha has increased to nine with the deserves special mention. 1n lecture-s
registration of a teacher of Spanish. to the Faculty Club of McGill UniverSan Diego has added a member to be- sity, Sir George Williams College, two
come five. Through the recent assist- high schools, and at several Baha'i puh~
ance of Mrs. Nellie S. French and Mr. lie meetings, "a vision of the beauty
Marvin Newport, Madbon now num- and scope of the Baha'i ideal of euubers seven. Waukegan has organized cation was presented for the first time
with eight. After two years of patient to many people." It is felt that Dr.
teaching by Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Wells, Cobb "will leave a lasting impression in
with visitors from Los Angeles and !VI ontreal."
As an example of the spirit of selfelsewhere, Big Bear Lake is a Group
of eight believers.
In Atascadero sacrifice which motivates our Baha'i
(California) nine registered Baha'is teachers, it is recorded that Mr. Walter
are preparing for Assembly status in H. Blakely has returned to the Teaching fund three hundred dollars adApril.
The teaching campaign in Wichita vanced to him for pioneer work in
was a fine success. Mrs. Gayle \Vo01- Alabama.
A report of 1938-39 has been reson spent a month tbere until April
22nd. giving three· public lectures after cei ved from the New York reaching
careful advance publicity arranged by Committee, and may well serve as a
the Regional Committee. A study model to Assemhlies of well-directed
class was formed, and also four direct and intensive work. "The region was
Baha'i talks were given to civic clubs.
Mrs. Woolson wrote: 'IEveryone
seems hungering for the Divine Teachings of Baha'u'liah . . . . So many say
that they have always had such ideas
The
Inter-America
Committee
but did not know there was a great
world organization representing them. through its chairman has received the
There are sO many openings to be ·had following thrilling letters from different
that one' wishes he could be ten per- parts of the world. The first from
Wilfred Barton on his way to Montesons."
From Santa Barbara Mrs. :>.1arzieh video.
"The passengers on the S.S. Uruguay
Carpenter has reported a talk to the local chapter of the American Society for are German, English, Freoch, Spanish.
the Hard of Hearing. About 3.5 mem- Brazilians, colored and white. They are
bers heard the Baha'i teaching for the friendly ami seem to have no hostility
first time, using auditory equipment to each other, the predomina.nt attitude
provided. Similar groups throughout and atmosphere is dejection and hopethe country would doubtless welcome lessness. I have had ·opportunity to
lectures. !Vlrs. Carpenter also carried give the l\fessage to a number of them.
on a teaching circuit of Central Cali- received with sympathetic attitude of
fornia cities in April, speaking twelve mind. I think we should all bear in
times in eight days to service clubs, mind, whenever the war passions and
church, public meetings and firesides. sabre rattling threatens. that 'Abrlu"lunder the joint sponsorship of the Baha'i predicted future glory tor the
Oakland and Sacramento Assemblies, German nation. of course spiritual
and the Regional Committee. A f"rther glory. When we stopped at the Baractivity of Mrs. Carpenter, cooperating bados I asked a colored boy. Mr. Rid-

cl.ivirl~d into six sections with separate
committees . .. . The activities included
all kind.s of .llleetings, public meetings
of varymg SIZes, study groups~ fireside
meetings, indirect approaches and intimate spiritual meetings. All have their
uses and values.... About ten different fireside groups have been held each
week (in Manhattan). Most of these
were for new seekers. . " . In Har lern
five fireside groups have been held
with one Sunday meeting .... Enthusiastic meetings have also. been held in
Long Island and there will soon be an
Assembly in this section."
The three believers of Covington, although a contrast in size to large communities Ii ke New Y or k, are setting a
potent example by meeting each morning at Fellowship House for prayer.
Mrs. :VIarion Little writes: "This I feel
will cause the [lOwer of the Holy Spirit to radiate through this region by the
usc of the Word of Baha'u'lIah."
Such an example is perhaps the best
conclusion to a teaching survey. Incomplete though it must be, the account
of our corporate activity is a thrilling
one, certain to impart vigor and freshness to future work Beloved friends,
may we not push on with highest confidence, remembering the promise of
Shoghi Effendi: "I, for my part, am
determined to reinforce the impUlse
that impels its members forward to
meet their destiny. The Founders of
their Faith survey from the Kingdom
on high the range of their achievements, acclaim their progress, and are
ever ready to speed their eventual
triumph."
NATIONAL TEACHING

COMMITTEE.

INTER·AMERICA TEACHING
ley Wento, to have lunch with me and
he asked to have Baha'i literature sent
him. I think the Barbados will be a
wonderful post for teachers in the
Faith. Besides your many contacts in
Trinidad I have made a new one. C. O.
'Waterman, Trinidad, he would be glad
to attend a study class when a teacher
goes to that island. Arriying in Rio de
Janeiro I found Mrs. C. M. Cooper at
home and had a splendid evening with
her, whenever a new library can he
formed here, she will be glad to take it
again. I expect to meet Miss Holsapple
and the Worleys tomorrow.
"The New York believers gave me
a very special send off, I cannot express how deeply their presence and
their demonstration touched me, and
what I felt for that group of staunch
and devoted believers. perhaps ""e shall
some day attain to the station set for
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us by the Master when He says 'The
bel ievers should become enamored of
each other.'"
From the Philippines have

CUJlic two
recent letters, one from Felix Maddela
and the other from Alejandre N. Maza.
From the former comes the following,
"We have hard time here to finish our
work, some members want to wait to
hear more suggestions before enrolling
in Spiritual Assembly, maybe you
think this is best? However, I have
suggested to the group that if we desire
to be a part of Inter-America work we
should write a joint letter to the
Guardian of the Baha'i Faith, Shoghi
Effendi, and hear good advice and good
words that would help us to wait till
Hterature and enrollment cards come.
We desire the authority to translate
Principles and ,\\r orld Religion, then
we take ooat and go forth to convert
other islands, these arc the dialects into which they must go, Ilocano, Tagalog, Vi sayan, Cagayan and others. We
could not finance printing but gladly
do the work. Please write quickly and
not wait at a] I as all eager to hear from
you." From Sr. Maza.
"I am now vice-chairman of our
group and therefor write to tell you so,
I wish to call your respective attention
to send me many books and pamphlets
so 1 could study night and day the
beautiful scientific, and spiritual principles of my religion. Then 1 would
be able to tackle all questions asked
nle even by the clergy and our many
antagonists.
Hoping for immediate
action I remain," (signed) ALEJANDRE
N. MAZA.
And the following touching letter
from the Argentina.
"I am disposed to work upon your
hooks here. 1 am not looking so much
for the benefice the sale would bring,
hut because 1 am sincerely and deeply
interested in di vulgating the Baha'i
spirit, myself 1 am not able to make
material sacrifies~ for the motifs already expressed, but be assured when
1 can 1 wiII do more.
"I beg to state that 1 am of Swiss
nationality, and came to the Argentina
in 1915, here 1 have to fight very hard
for living never having learned the
knavish tricks that lead to making
money. Reading your letter .and the
booklet that you sent to me. a new ray
of hope entered by soul. Since a boy
1 have loved goodness that speaks to
me of God. But now since reading of
the Baha'i Faith new ideas come into
mv mind all of a sudden I am awake
and ali,,; and I live to promulgate the
hi£:: Faith ana science 01 Bahi'u'llah.
This is my sincere wish to work for
this cause-please help me to do it,
EXCllse my bad English, but hope you

Temple Model on Display at

will understand my meaning. Awaiting
your good news, I remain yours,"
( signed) F. S CH NW EI SER.

Recent appointments ratified hy the
N.S.A. are:
Mrs. Louise Caswell and Mrs. Cora
Oliver· arriving in Panama City in time
for Congress of Nations to be held
there.
Mrs. Gayle Woolson and Mrs. Ford
sailing in October for Costa Rica:. Mr.
Antonio Roca going overland to Honduras. John Eichenauer, Jr. leaving
for San Salvador to enter school in
that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw of San Francisco have sailed for Haiti.
From Balboa in the very heart of the
Canal Zone comes news of our first believer in that country, the first believer
from central America, he is Sr. Joseph
Wantuk taught by our first pioneer to
Panama, :Mathew Kazsab. He is an
American citizen married, with one
child and in active business, He is the
first fruit of the Divine Message and
will surely assist the teachers and visitors to that land. Speaking both English an d Spanish he will be able to
form groups of both races, He has
written a full declaration of Faith.
We are thrilled to announce the departure for Montevideo of Mr. Wilfred
Barton. He will assist the group left
by Mrs. Francis Stewart and endeavor
to find vvork in some orchestra so that
he can remain.
o

j

j

Joseph'liI~

Florist, San FranciB4:o

Our great pioneer teacher Mrs.
Francis Stewart has just returned from
South America after an intensive effort which has left six groups and
countless individuals studying the Faith
of Bah:l'u'llah. Her last letter written
from sea is quoted in part:"It was surely the will of Baha'u'llah
-my staying on these additional weeks
in Buenos Aires-and I am so happy
I did. The Baha'i work became an
endless chain, as newly interested
friends told others and our own weekly
meetings finally had up to 60 attending
the study sessions and still when 1
spoke at the last meeting, the evening
of July 7th, several new peopl~ were
present, telling me not to go yet for
they knew of so many others tbat are
prepared for this Cause. On this occasion, July 7th, I refered to the Martyrdom 0 f the Bab and translated passages from that glorious message to the
Letters of the Living. I had announced
the names of the local committee that
would remain in charge of the regular
study work and urged all to cooperate
and assist them in all ways so that soon
it may be possible to establish the first
Baha'i Spiritual Assembly of Argentina that in turn would take the Cause
to the entire Republic.
"On July 11th Our ship statted the
all day journey down the great rivers
of Argentina and at 10 P. M. we
passed the distant lights of Buenos
Aires at an hour that the BaM'i Com-
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mittee in charge of the splendid Study
Group were meeting for the first time
without me. On Sunday, July 9th, the
friends had given me a very lovely
farewell tea in the famous Chinese
Restaurant 'La Pagoda.' July 9th is
the Argentina '4th of July: or their
day of independence. One of the
friends had gone early that morning to
reserve a private tea room for our
group and at first the manager said it
could not be done, as they would be
overcrowded and it was the one day
when no special parties could be
booked. Then thi s friend told him it
was a farewell party for me, who had
brought to Buenos Aires the Baha'i
Message. Immediately all difficulties
were swept aside and it was really a
lovely affair. In speaking to the group,
I of course referred to their historic
day of liberty, then easily took their
thinking to the larger' liberty from
prejudice and inherited errors that enslave our minds and spirits. I told
them of the glorious life of the Bab
and how Baha!is the world over recalled on that day His martydom and
rededicate their lives to greater sacrifice for this Cause. One woman who
never before had heard of the Cause
(having come with an interested
friend) wiped tears from her eyes and
said to me 'Oh, something has happened to me. I feel the truth of this
great Message and when you mention
the names of the Bab and of Baha'u'nah a thrill of joy went through my
being and I am eager to know of this
Cause.' 0, Mrs. Mathews, how very
great has been my privilege to see this
awakened joy in so many faces, to witness a change from a blank wondering
to that R adiant Certainty of Knowing
that 'God is mindful of His own' and
that He MS sent again a Shepherd to
guard and guide His children_ So
rapidly did events follow on each other,
so filled were about 19 hours out of
every 24, that when I relaxed on board
my ship I was for 48 hours almost
collapsed physically."
By:

INTER-AMERICA COMMITTEE.
LaULIE A. MATHEWS, Chairman.

PIONEERING AT HOME
One of the friends has justly remarked that each local Baha'i community is in reality a miniature America.
a microcosm for the application of the
Divine Plan. Each has its virgin areas,
unexplored territories, and populations
of varied custom and belief. Each is
surrounded by its own Alaska, West
Indies_ and Latin American Republics.
It is plain, then, that all may pioneer,
if not by journeying to distant places,
then through the application of the
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spirit and principles of the Divine Plan
to a home region.
The suggestion is that each Assembly, alive to its responsibility within its
own oity limits and in nearby communities, should survey these areas which so
literally depend upon its resourceiulness and conscientious administrations
of the teaching program for that news
which is the priceless introducton to
God's guidance and Word. Through
the use of a map, mounted on cardboard and displayed for all to see, the
soldiers of the campaign could he charted, just as we chart the centers of Bahi-i life throughout the continent.
Based on the position of each bel iever,
as well as upon those factors which determine normal regions of activity in
any city, the Assembly could then outline its pioneer plan. Contacts could
be made, neighborhood newspapers
utilized, firesides established, teaching
circuits arranged; in fact, all the techniques of our national and international work could be locally applied. Such
a program, comprehensive in scope, effective in method, aimed to cut down
and eventually to obliterate the blank
spaces on our Baha'i maps, could well
rally and direct the energies of every
individual. Thus each Spiritual As~embly, at the head of its own "army of
life," might join the heroic campaigu in
which our valiant hrothers are already
engaged.
This, or a similar project, the National Teal:hillg Committee would recommend to Assemblies and Groups for
study and action. For it must surely
be apparent that the intent of the
Guardian, already written in "The Advent of Divine Justice," is for each one
of us to carry his full weight in the tremendous pioneer opportunity vouchsafed to America.
"It is the bounden duty of every
American believer, as the faithful trustee of 'Abdu'l-Baha'is Divine Plan, to
initiate, promote, and consolidate, within the limits fixed by the administrative
principles of the Faith, any activity he
or she deems lit to undertake for the
furtherance of the Plan. _ .. All must
participate, however humble their origin, however limited their experience,
however restricted their means, however deficient their education, however
pressing their cares and preoccupations, however unfavorable the environment in which they live. . . . Let
these words of 'Abdu-l-Baha, gleaned
hom the Tablets of the Divine Plan,
ring- likewise in their ears, as they go
forth, assured and unafraid, on His
mission: . . . 'Exert yourselves: your
mission is
unspeakably glorious.
Should success crown your enterprise,
America will assuredly evolve into a

center from which waves of spiritual
pmver will emanate, and the throne of
the Kingdom of God will, in the plenitude of its majesty and glory, be finnly
established.' "
NATION AL

TEACHING COMMITTEE.

CHILD EDUCATION
Justice
"Each man has been placed in a post
of honor which he must not desert,"
wrote 'Abdu'I-Baha. "A humble workman who commits an injustice is as
much to blame as a renowned tyrant.
Thus we all have our choice between
justice and injustice. I hope thaf each
one of you will become just and direct
your thoughts toward the unity of
mankind, that you will never harm
your neighbors nor speak ill of anyone;
that you will respect the rights of all
men and be more concerned for the
interests of others than for your own."
This is the standard that we desire for
our children. Let them memorize it!
The first justice is concerned with
their thinking.
Baha'u'Uah wrote:
"The source of all these utterances is
justice. It is the freedom of man from
superstitions that he rnay discern the
Manifestations of God with the eye of
oneness, and consider an affairs with
keen vision." With this statement in
our minds, how are we to apply the
principle of justice? Yesterday the
basis of child guidance was a set of
rules set down by great-grandmother.
grandmother, and a whole host of
anxious relatives.
Today we have
Teachings direct from God. Let us,
then, as 'Abdu'I-Baha has said, "Be
willing to clear away all that we have
previously learned, all that would clog
our steps on the way to Truth; we
must not shrink, if necessary, from beginning our education an over again."
The first step to justice for a Baha',
child, then, is to grow in the knowledge
of the ''{ord, so that he will possess a
true measuring rod of Truth.
The second justice has to do with the
child's social relations. Baha'u'Uih has
told us, "Consort with the foUowers of
all religions in a spirit of friendliness
and followship." And again, "Close
your .eyes to racial differences, and welcome an with the light of oneness."
"The purpose of justice," He declares,
"is the appearance of unity among
men." ".No radiance can compare with
that of justice." Does this not mean,
then, that our children should be permitted to play with all of the little children of the earth t regardless of color,
race. or creed?
The third justice must regulate the
child's affairs. To allow our children
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to work and play with many others is
not enough. If the children quarrel,
for instance, we have no right to prefer
our own to other children, for this is
detrimental to all. BaM'u'lIah reminds
us, "Decide justly between men and be
ye the emblems of justice amongst
them." Mrs. Peggy True, in a recent
letter to this column, reminds us that
justice can be taught from a window!
We often see one child taking advantage of another. This is the ideal opportunity to teach justice by insisting
upon fair play, whether the child be
our own or a friend. Very often, in
quarrels, she writes, children have
their own methods of establishing justice. One boy who was playing selfishly
with a steam-shovel, aroused the animosity of the group with his own
greediness. "We will not play with
you," they insisted, "unless you take
youT tum with the rest of us." Soon
he was left to himself, and in due time
was quite willing to divide fairly with
the group, in order to have the enjoyment of their company. The rights 0 f
others are a very important part of
justice. BaM'u'lIah tells us. "Lay
not on any soul a load which you would
not desire for yourself." And again,
"They who dwell within the Tabernacle
of God, and are established upon the
seats of everlasting glory, will refuse,
though they be dying of hunger, to
stretch forth their hands and seize unlawfully the property of their neighbor.
however vile and worthless he may be."
From Mrs. True comes also the suggestion that a common injustice on the
part of parents is comparison. It is not
fair to either child to say, "John isn't
as bright as Mary," or, "Henry can
play the piano and swim beautifully.
but Jack can't do either." Instead of
comparing one child with another, let
us praise aU of the gifts quite impersona1ly as to their relation to others.
Let us also compare each child's progress with his own past record; as,
"How much better Mary swims now
than she did last year." Baha'u'Uah
points out this type of justice in
'~Gleanjngs" wherein He says, "The
whole duty of man in this Day is to
attain that share of the flood of grace
which God poureth forth for him. Let
none, therefore. consider the largeness
or smallness of the receptacle. The
portion of some might lie in the palm
of a man's hand: the portion of others
might fin a cup: and of others even a
gallon-measure. "
Reward and punishment is an everpresent prohlem. The parent, being in
a position of authority. hecomes the expunent of the ,,,"'orris, "0 people of
God! Tha.t which traineth the world
is Justice, for it is upheld by two pil-
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lars, reward and punishment.

7
These

two pillars are the sources of life to
the world." Neither flabby lawlessness
on the one hand, nor unreasoning dic-

tation on the other, shuuld be regarded
as \"Itholesome. Divnie Justice will exact from a whole world obedience to divine la w, and the pillars of reward and
punishment will "maintain the world in
uprightness and protect the nations."
How can the child understand Divine

Justice, if these pillars are entirely unknown to himJ and his relations to society is fundamentally lawless from the
beginning?
Every child is a potential governor
in the New World Order. Will he be
ready? Will his every thought and
deed be just? \'1i1l he have regard for
law? Win his membership exalt his
House of Justice to a God-like stature?
Will he be a "Trustee of God on
earth"? "Bestir yourselves, 0 people,
in anticipation of the days of Divine
Justice, for the promised hour is now
come."
We will be aided in all of our elforts
to establish justice among this new little generation, for Baha 'u '11ah says)
"Should thou cause the rivers of justice to spread their \vaters amongst

thy subjects, God would surely aid thee
with the hosts of the unseen and the
seen, and would strengthen thee in
thine affairs."

We would find this as

true today as when spoken to Sultan
'Abdu'l-Aziz. The Kingdom of God is

primarily the Kingdom of Jtlstice; let
us then prepare ourselves and our children for this Kingdom. so that the

Most Great Peace may be established
in the world.

to the porch to see the perf~ct arch of
the rainbow,. and we joyfu11y accepted
It as a promise of many confirmations
on our journey.
. l\.1 onda y afternoon we enjoyed an
mformal meeting with Baha'is and
non-Baha'is at the home of Mrs. Earl

Shedderly. In the evening, at the
Andrew Johnson Hotel, with Mrs.
Louise Caswell presiding~ some 18
persons heard the Message, given un-

der the general subject of "This
Changing World."
Mrs. Terah Smith, of Atlanta, spoke
on :. ~;eing Beyond the Impending
C.f1SIS,
Mrs. GeorgIa Wiles, of Nashv 111e, on "The Individual's Responsibility to the Kew World Order," and
Nellie Roche's subject was "The New
World Order." This program, in general, was carried out in Atlanta and

Augusta. I n both these cities Louise
Caswell spoke also. Characteristic 0 £
Baha'i meetings there was much conversation after the program) and all

seemed 10th to separate.
Leaving her classes in Spanisb at the
University of Tennessee for the most
important work, Louise Caswell went
with us to Atlanta. where we first en-

joyed a delightful supper as guests
of Miss Rena Gordon, a radiant Baha'i
from Montreal, whose business has

taken her to Atlanta.
Later, there were present a com-

pany of 21, 8 Baha'is and the others
present members of the new class

studying the Teachings under Terah
Smith. Orcella Rexford has conducted classes in Atlanta, reeen tly, and

most of those present had beoome
interested in the Baha'i Faith through
her.
Arriving in Augusta for luncheon.
we were welcomed by Dr, Marie Ker-

MAKING BAHA'I HISTORY
Four women of the era of Baha'u'llah may together, develop almost any

shaw,

constructive idea t Returning from the
Convention in Georgia Wiles's car a

guest, Miss Alma Knobloch. A delicious luncheon and much conversa-

plan was discussed that has already

tion inspired us all.

borne fine fruits.

Then to the lovely and hospitable
home of Esther Sego, set among the

A Summer School fur the South
has not yet seemed a possibility, so
why not try a traveling Baha'i Institute? So after much consultation and

the
gia
left
ing

careful laying of local plans, GeorWiles and the Regional Secretary,
Nashville, Tennessee. on the mornof Sunday, June 18. with Knox-

'ville as the first objective.
We were received with open arms

by the Knoxville Baha'is and their
friends, about thirty in a11. (including two babies of seven months each
and their grandmothers 1) at the suhurban home of ~1rs. Eva \Veiss. \Ve
had a beautiful meeting. an abundant
picnic supper ~ eaten indoors because
of a sudden storm, then were called

our

hostess, and her house

fragrant pine trees, where we were

her guests for the night.

At five, a

company of some thirty women, mostly non-Baha'is, came in for tea. Miss
Alma, and aU four of us spoke, and

the company lingered until after seven
o 'c1ock \
Then hack to the Baba'i Center.
which serves also as the office and
home of Dr. Kershaw, and an audience of twenty-five. in terrific heat,
listened most attentively to our talks.
\Ve were delighted to have in that audience one colored believer, a teacher.
who had brought a young friend with
her.

At Georgia Wiles's suggestion, sev-

8
eral of us stopped on our way home
at the grave of Dr. Zia Bhagdadi for
prayers, and we all felt a strong spiritual sense of oneness.
N ext morning we held a meeting of
the Regional Teaching Committee at
the office of Dr. Kershaw, with much
discussion and much work accomplished.
Arriving in Atlanta too late to
dress, we went travel-stained to the
home of Mrs. Whittaker, the mother
of Mrs. Thelma Allison, a colored be~
liever of the Nashville Community,
and had a· most impressive meeting
with twelve present, three non-Baha'is, five colored persons, and seven
white.
Due to the activities of Communists, laws in Georgia and especially
Atlanta, are drastic prohibiting interracial gatherings t even in private
homes, but a beautiful spirit of love
and unity was felt here by all 0 f us.
Everywhere we found the greatest
spirit of enthusiasm and dedication to
the Cause of Baha'u'Uilh. In Knoxville, we found that the helievers are
rapidly developing themselves to administer the affairs of the Community,
that they may he prepared for the day
when Louise Caswell leaves them, and
great things can he expected from that
Community.
In Atlanta and Augusta, we found
earnest groups of highly intelligent and
well-educated people, 0tally interested
in the study 0 f the Teachings, and in·
the application of the Teachings to
their daily lives.
And when in Atlanta and in Augusta, in the heart of the deep South, we
find the colored and white races meeting together in love and unity, and now
in this New Day, seeking to create
between themselves and for the example of others, a new interpretation of
their older relationship of mutual dependence, and of loving service one to
the other . We believe that through
the power of Bahi'u'llilh, we of the
South are greatly blessed that to us has
been given the delicate task of leading
others to a realization of the Oneness
of Mankind, when, given more time,
we can bring together, under the Shield
of Baha'u11ah, the two races most
widely separated, and yet most closelv
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knit together by man) precious ties! Harlan Ober, Mr. Howard McAu,It is one of the Mysteries and Boun- land.
ties of God!
Lonhelen Summer School-Mr. L.
This is all a long way from a Sum- W. Eggleston, Chairman, Mr. Carl
mer School~ but everything must ha\'c Scheffler, Mr, Edmund Meisler, Mr.
a beginning, so at least our pioneering Clarence Niss, Mrs. Bertha Hyde
has hegun, and the Summer Schuol Kirkpatrick, Miss Flora Hottes, Mrs.
even now has a small savings account Florence Holsinger, Mrs, Dorothy
in the bank!
Graf, Mrs. Helen Eggleston, Mr. KenAs we rode along at high speed over neth Christian, Miss Gareta Busey,
a fine road, and in safety, we, four Mrs. Dorothy Baker. (Committee Secwomen, felt awed at our priceless priv- retary to be appointed.)
ilege of being granted this opportunity
Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'I-Bahaof contributing our time, money, and ~'lr. William deForge, Chairman, Mr.
energy to spread the Baha'; Faith. For Andrew Joachim, Miss Jean Silver,
Who but Baha'u'llih has given women Mr. Bernard Gottlieb, Miss Ophelia B.
their opportunities in this day for self- Crum, Mr. Norman Smith, Mr. Carl
development, for the freedom of Krug, Miss Bertha Herklotz.
thought and action made possible by
Youth - International Correspontheir financial independence?
dent, Miss Betty Shook, Norton,
It was a loving and joyous service in Mass" Acting Regional Secretary for
His Name, and Georgia Wiles and the the West, Miss Fayrook loas, 12 Tenth
Secretary arrived home after trave11ing Avenue, San Mateo, Calii., Regionnearly twelve hundred miles, tired, but al Secretary for the East, Jo,eph
jubilant!
Noyes, 43 Davis Street, Binghafllton,
NELLIE J, ROCHE,
N, y" Miss Ann Rutledge added 01;;
Secretary, Regional Teaching Com- Associate ],iem ber.
mittee, Kentucky, Tennessee, GeorRegional Teaching Committee of
gia, Mississippi, Louisiana, City of !vlissouri and Kansas-Miss Velma
Birmingham, Ala.
Vetter added.
World Order Magazine, Edit01;al
BAHA'I DIRECTORY
Office--Address changed to 536 SherThe following additions and revi- idan Road, Wilmette, Ill.
sions should be noted:
Local Assemblies
National Committees
Montreal, Quehec - Until further
Inter-America-Mrs. Sara ]\1[, Ken- notice send communications to Mr, E,
ny, Secretary, new address, 1941 I'\orth V. Harrison, 30 Staynor Avenue.
Oakland, Calif.-Change of address.
Serrano Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Regional Teaching Committee of :lIiss Gladyce Linfoot, Secretary, 156
.
California, Arizona and N t'vada-:\:Irs. Nova Drive, Piedmont, Calif.
Eliot, Maine--Change of address.
Valeria L. Thornton, Secretary, new
address, S06 No. Rexford Drive, Bev- ~'lrs. Georgie d'Garcie, Mountain View
erly Hills, Calif. Mrs. Shirley Warde Fann. Springvale, Maine.
Baltimore, Md.-Change of address.
unable to serve. Miss Emmalu Wever
:liiss lIIildred Elmer, Secretary, 3302
added to Committee_
.
'
Green Acre Youth Week-Miss Ida Clifton A venue.
Noyes, Chairman, Miss Betty Shook.
Norton, lvlass., Secretary, ::Yiiss Hazel
Bowman, Miss Deane Raitt, Miss Jane ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Carton, Miss Zabelle Ogasapian, LuLos Angeles, four. Vancouver. two.
cien McComb ...
Maui, three. Miami, one. New York,
Green Acre Summer School-Mrs. five and one youth. New Haven, one
Harold Bowman, Chairman. Miss youth. Cabin John, one. Indianapolis,
Marjorie Wheeler, Secretary, 84 two, St. Lambert, one, Eagle River,
Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass .. two. San Francisco, one and two
Miss Lorna Tasker, Mr. Harold Bow- youth. Huntington Park, one. Cincinman, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ford, Mr. nati, two. Augusta, one, Urbana. one.
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"VIGOROUS, CONSTANT INTER.ACTION"
In a cablegram received October 3, and discipline, between love and justice
1939, the Guardian hails as an "historic -the unique achievement of the Baha'i
act" the action of the National Spiritual life.
For the Mashriqu'I-AdhHr may be
Assembly in transferring its central Office to the Temple area, "signalizing . likened to a projection of the profound
auspicious conjunction (in) heart (of) level of spiritual reverence which God
N ortb American continent (of the) in- has established as the endowment of the
stitutions (of) Haziratu'I-Quds (and) human soul; and the Haziratu'l-Quds
Mashriqu'I-Adhkar, the twin foci (of) similarly may be likened to a projection
steadily evolving American BaM'i com- of that social relationship which arises
munity life". The remainder of that during the maturity of the human race.
message specifically describes and in- We can feel and realize the correspondterprets their distinctive and also their ing aspects of reality in our own personal lives, and this sense of intimate
joint significance.
The resulting condition, in the con- association between the person and the
sidered view of the National Spiritual community is the sign of the Kingdom.
For no citizen nor subject of any
Assembly, is one which involves not
merely the national Baha'i institutions political body on earth can experience
and a relatively few believers, but like- the working of a Divine destiny in his
loyalty to that political entity.
wise the local Baha'i institutions and
The occasion, indeed, calls for a new
the entire Baha'i community. What
and
clearer understanding of some of
we now witness is a symbolic representation of the ever·deepening relation- the passages which the Guardian has
ship between the social and the spiritual inserted, like gems, in the pure gold of
Teachings revealed by EaM'u'Mh. his exposition of the World Order of
What we are to realize is that this rela- Baha'u'llah : "Those priceless elements of that
tionship is no mere formal tie between
institutions, but a blending of motives Divine Civilization, the establishment
in every Baha'i heart. We Baha'is are of which is the primary mission of the
being summoned to a higher plane of Baha'i Faith ... the essential unity that
conscious faith, a new reality created underlies the spiritual, the humanitarby Baha'u'lhih for the inauguration of ian, and the administrative principles
that 'Vorld Civilization, His Kingdom. enunciated by the Author and the InterWe must, each one, and day by day, preter of the Baha'i Faith ... To disendeavor with all our hearts to attain sociate the administrative principles of
balance between personal fcding and the Cause from the purely spiritual and
social responsibility, between freedom humanitarian teachings would be tan-

Novenilier, 1939

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGm EFFENDI
Hail historic act signalizing
auspicious conjunction (in) heart
(of) North American continent
(of the) institutions (of) Haziratu'l-Quds (and) Mashriqu'lAdhHr, (the) twin foci ( of)
steadily evolving Americao Baha'i
community life. (The) former
henceforth regarded (as) national
Seat upon which all administrative channels (of) Baha'i activity
must increasingly converge.
(The) latter permanently recognized (as) ordained Source from
which rays (of) spiritual guidance will radiate. Upon (the)
vigorous, constant inter-action
(of the) dynamic forces which
these complementary institutions
embodying administrative machinery and incarnating (the)
Soul (of the) Baha'i community
can release (the) effectual prosecution (of the) Seven Year Plan
as well as (the) success (of) ultimate World Mission unquestionably depends. May (the) community responsible (for the)
establishment (of) these nasoent
institutions progressively contribute (to) acceleration (of) their
growth and derive fullest benefit
(from) their eventual fruition.
SrrOGHI RABBANI.

Received October 3, 1939.

2
tamount to a mutilation of the body of
the Cause, a separation that can only
result in the disintegration of its component parts, and the extinction of the
Faith itself . . . Not only will the
present-day Spiritual Assemblies be
styled differently in future, but they will
be enabled also to add to their present
fWlctions those powers, duties, and prerogatives necessitated by the recognition of the Faith of Baha'u'Uah, not
merely as one of the recognized religious systems of the world, but as the
State Religion of an independent and
Sovereign Power . . . The admini stration of the Cause is to be conceived
as an instrument and not a substitute
for the Faith of Baha'u'llah ... it should
be regarded as a channel through which
His promised blessings may flow . . .
For Baha'u'Uah ... has not only imbued
mankind with a new and regenerating
Spirit, He has not merely enunciated
certain universal principles, or propounded a particular philosophy ... In
addition to these He, as well as 'Abdu'lBaM after Him, has, unlike the Dispensations of the past, clearly and
specifically laid down a set of Laws,
established definite Institutions, and
provided for the essentials of a Divine
Economy ... a pattern for future society, a supreme instrument for the es-

tablishment of the 'Most Great Peace,'
and the one agency for the unification
of the world, and the proclamation of
the reign of righteousness and justice
upon the earth ... this priceless gem of
Divine Revelation . . . shall evolve
within the shell of His law, and shall
forge ahead . . . till it embraces the
whole of mankind ... That the Cause
associated with the name of Baha'u'llah
feeds itself upon those hidden springs
of celestial strength which no force of
human personality, whatever its glamor,
can replace; that its reliance is solely
upon that mystic Source with which
no worldly advantage, be it wealth,
fame, or learning can compare; that it
propagates itself by ways mysterious
and utterly at variance with the standards accepted by the generality of mankind, will ... become increasingly apparent ... "
Therefore as each one makes a

mighty effort to attain his own degree
of perfection, may we never overlook
the truth that all sincere effort, of every
kind and quality, is for a BaM'i distinguished by its useful effects upon the
unity and power of the entire community. May the American Baha'i
community become as one body striving,
with thousands of ardent hands, to fashion the Mashriqu'l-Adhkir as its supreme instrument of prayer. and aug-
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CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
rvlartha's unnumbered admirers
throughout Baha'i world lament
with me (the) earthly extinction
( of) her heroic life. Concourse
on high acclaim her elevation (to)
rightful position (in) galaxy (of)
BaM'i immortals. Posterity will
establish her as foremost Hand
which 'Abdu'l-Bahi's will has
raised up (in) first Baha'i century. Present generation (of)
her fellow-believers recognize her
(to be the) first, finest fruit
(which the) Formative Age (of
the) Faith (of) Bahi'u'llih has as
yet produced. Advise hold befitting memorial gathering (in)
Temple (to) honor one whose
acts shed imperishable lustre (on)
American Baha'i community. Impelled share with National Assembl y expenses (of) erection (of)
monument (in) symbolic spot,
(the) meeting-place (of) East
(and) West, to both (of) which
she unsparingly dedicated (the)
full force (of her) mighty energies.
SHOGHI HAHBANI.
Received October 3, 1939.
ment its social institutions as its instrument of brotherhood and of peace.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY.

IN MEMORIAM
MARTHA L. ROOT
The N' alional Spiritual Assembly
shares with the American friends a
spirit of profound grief in the recent
loss of our co-worker, Miss Martha
Root, whose days of service 011 earth
ended September 28, in Honolulu,
while a guest of Mrs. Kathryn Baldwin.
Her passing significantly took place on
an island between the eastern and westem continents; this great Baha'i hero
belonged to the world.
The following heart-stirring message
came from our Guardian on October 3:
"Martha's unnumbered admirers
throughout Baha'i world lament with
me (the) earthly extinction (of) her
heroic life. Concourse on high acclaim
her elevation (to) rightful position
(in) galaxy (of) Baha'i immortals.
Posterity will establish her as foremost
Hand which 'Abdu'I-Baha's will has
raised up (in) first Baha'i century.
Present generation (of) her fellow-believers recognize her (to be the) first,
finest fruit (which the) Formative Age
(of the) Faith (of) BaM'u'Uih has as

yet produced. Advise hold befitting
memorial gathering (in) Temple (to)
honor one whose acts shed imperishable
lustre (on) American Baha'i conununity. Impelled share with National
Assembly expenses (of) erection (of)
monument (in) symbolic spot, (the)
meeting-place (of) East (and) West,
to both (of) which she unsparingly
dedicated (the) full force (of her)
mighty energies."
The Honolulu Advertiser wrote:
"Miss Root was born in Richwood,
Ohio, Angust 10, 1872. . . . She was
an international Baha'i teacher, journalist, author, and lecturer, who literally carried the teachings of Bahi'u'Uih
to every part of the earth.. •. She
was an ardent Esperantist, and attended their congresses both in Europe
and America. . . . Some idea of the
scope of her work may be glimpsed
from the fact that she lectured in more
than 400 universities of the world. She
was received by kings, queens, princes
and princesses, presidents, statesmen,
and writers. . . . The Baha'is of
Tihran regard her as an angel of purity
and as a true Baha'i-that is--a possessor of all human virtues. One fruit
of her visit to Persia was the writing
of the life of Iran's greatest woman,
fTahirih, the Pure'. She also prepared for publication a story called,
'\Vhite Roses of Persia.' . . . This
disciple of Baha'u'llah started life as a
newspaper woman, and in that career
achieved exceptionally high rank by virtue of unusual intelligence and extraordinary energy. . . . The amount of
good she did can not be overestimated."
It would be impossible for the Baha'i
world to trace in its full and rich detail
her untiring services. In 1919, we find
her visiting every important South
American city. Possessing no Spanish
or Portuguese literature, and without
speaking knowledge of these languages,
she was, with the help of translators,
heard' and read by thousands, and because of her, the first Baha'i booklet in
Portuguese was prepared by Brazilians
for publication.
In Europe and Asia, thousands heard
her message, from the humblest firesides, to the palaces of royalty. To
Thomas Masary k, first president of the
Republic of Czechoslovakia, Martha
gave the Baha'i Teachings; and to King
Frusal of Iraq; to Y. S. Tsao, president
of the Tsing Hua University, who translated many Baha'i writings into Chinese; to Prince Paul and Princess Olga
of Yugoslavia; to Nishuama, head of the
Board of Religions of Japan; and to
Queen Marie of Rumania, of whose interview the Guardian himself wrote:
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"One of the visible and potent effects
which this historic interview proved
capable of achieving was the remarkable appeal in the fonu of open letters
which Her Majesty freely aod spontaneously caused to be published to the
world at large, testifying in a laoguage
of exquisite beauty to the power and
sublimity of the Message of Bahi'-

u'lhih."
With what tenderness our hearts
follow her on her journey of October,
1933, to Adriaoople, where the Blessed
Perfection had "plaoted a seed under
every stone." Through her we are welcomed by the Governor and Mayor.
With her we kneel reverently in the
Muradiyyih Mosque and sense "how
far Baha'u11ah had come to meet our
Western World!" Through her eyes,
many times tear-dimmed in that city,
we see the gentle Mustafa Big, who
had been in the Presence of the Beloved and was able to tell us of His
gardens, His house, His great geneTosity, and of the reverent esteem of His
fellow citizens. Between the Hnes of
Martha's gentle pen appears the persuasion of her own indelible impression
upon Adrianople.
Martha even traveled to the outposts
of civilization. In 1935, she journeyed
to Iceland, where a radio station turned
over its News Hour to her dynamic
message, and where newspapers printed
for the first time Baha'i utterances in
Icelandic.
A last touching tribute comes to us
from the Baha',s of India and Burma,
who, unaware of her approaching departure from this life, wrote in their
Convention report the news of her spiritual victories in the present year. "The
most outstanding feature in the year
under report has been the teaching
activities of our beloved sister, ~fiss
Martha L. Root. This star servant of
BaM'u'ltah toured from Bombay to
Mandalay, and from Srinagar to Colombo. Wherever she went, she delivered the message of Baha'u'llah in
her own convincing way, and published
the divine Cause amongst almost aU
of the educated people of this great continent. . . . In Sindh, she visited
Karachi and Hyderabad. In Karachi
she attended the tenth Convention of the
BaM'is of India and Bumm, and probably did the greatest service of her life.
She stayed in that town for three
months, and got the book 'Tahirih, the
Pure' printed and mailed the world
over. It was here in this city that she
met Sadaq Viswaoi and made a deep
-impression on the mind of that saintly
man. . . . In Simla she graced the
first Baha'i Summer School of India
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MEMORIAL GATHERING FOR MARTHA L. ROOT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

PROGRA)'f
Baha', House of Worship
11 :00 A. M. October 29, 1939
Prayer-Prayers and Meditations by Baha'u'Uah, page 3
Mary Lesch
Reading--:-Gleanings fr?m the Writings of Baha'u'Uah, pages 155-6,
MarjOry McCormIck
Reading-America's Spiritual Mission, first two pages
Carl Scheffler
Reading-America's Spiritual Mission, pages 9-11
Albert Windust
Reading-Tablet revealed to Martha L. Root, Star of the West, Vol. X,
page 29, Corinne True
Reading-National Assembly's Tribute
Horace HoUey
Voice Record-l\-Iartha's Farewell to Baha',s of Australia
Reading-Shoghi Effendi's cablegram concerning Martha's passing
Horace Holley
Reading-BaM'u'lIah's Prayer for the Departed
Gertrude Buikema

and Bunua with her presence and drew
down the blessings of God on this institution. In Peshawar, Rawalpindi,
Gujrat. Gujranwala, Sialkot, Lahore,
Amritsar, Jullundur, Ludhiama, Delhi,
Patiala, Aligarh, Lucknow, Allahabad,
Benares, and Patna, she visited colleges
and universities, and delivered the
Message of Bah,ru'ltah to students J
professors, and intelligensia of the universities of India. . . . Miss Martha
Root has opened the whole of India for
us, and it now devolves upon us to so
utilize these openings as to produce the
best of results."
American hearts today find thaukfulness mingled with their grief as they

view in retrospect the Divine bounty
of such a life. Baha'i pioneers of the
entire planet, and more especially those
from among her own countrymen, find
themselves the spiritual beneficiaries of
one to whom 'Abdu'l-Baha wrote:
"Thou art really a herald of the Kingdom and a harbinger of the Covenant
and doest self-sacrifice. Thou showest
kindness to all nations; thou art sowing a seed that shall in the long run give
ri se to thousands of harvests; thou art
planting a tree that shall till eternity put
forth leaves, blossoms and fruits, and
whose shadow shall day by day grow in
magnitude." .
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

OUR BAHA'i PIONEERS
J

That our Baha i pioneers, in the field
and at home, are resolved to support
the Guardian's call to "hold aloft (the)
Torch whose infant Light heralds birth
( of) effulgent World Order," no one
who reads the swiftly-mounting file of
teaching reports cau doubt. The American community is at work with the
highest determination to spread the
Faith in every part. The following
uotes are but highlights, inadequate
representations of the achievements and
spirit which the stress of OUT times calls
forth.
In Rhode [s[mld the Cause has been
established through the ceaseless efforts
of Mr. and Mrs. Don T. McNally, reinforced by the confinuing power of the
session at Green Acre. Mrs. Helen
Wilson of Pawtucket and Miss Elena
Marsello of Providence have registered
as believers, and enrollment cards have
been requested for two others. Mrs.

McNally has been invited by a colored
Episcopal minister to teach a class of
fifteen gi rls in the church. Library
books have been placed and are in use.
·{It is interesting to riote that the Cause
has attracted both Negroes and whites,
Catholics, Christian Scientists, and two
who tenned themselves atheists, in addition to our Jewish friends. Your
prayers and those of the many friends
are being answered and the true seekers are being attracted, as though to a
center, by a mutual gravitation to our
great Cause."
Mrs. Beulah Proctor in Nova Scotia
was successful in arrangi~ a Baha'i
exhibit at the Halifax ExhibItion beginning August 28th, featuring a large
picture of the Temple, with book display and Persian prints. She is also
conducting an enthusiastic youth class
which met for five weeks during the
Summer and has voted to continue this

4
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mention in America.

Another testi-

mony to the joys of pioneering is added
by Miss Fettig: "I have found 'America's Spiritual Mission' a great help
in spiritual stimulation and read parts

of it every day. I will also say that on
reaching Birmingham I felt an indescribable inner happiness which no

doubt was due to the prayers of the
friends."

Another new pioneer is Mrs. Katherine

Moscrop of Vancouver, who

began in September a visit of several
months to Regina, Saskatchewan. She
arrived just in time to arrange a small

Ii reside on September 8th for Row land
Estall, who was passing through the
city on business. Miss F ranees Menzies and two fonner members of the

Central Office of the Nationsl Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, nlinois

Fall. Two of the larger department
stores with rental libraries have agreed
to place Baha'i books on their shelves.
A Temple model was displayed without cost in the Fine Arts building of
the Utah State Fair in September,
through arrangements of Mrs. Marguerite Sears of Salt Lake City. Fireside meetings have resulted in two
study groups, and Mr. and Mrs. Sears,
who recently bought their home, have
invited visiting teachers to stop to assist in this work. Much of their early
success is due to the fine contacts made
in the city by Mr. Sears, through his
work in radio.
In far-away Juneau, Alaska, Miss
Betty Becker is seeking employment
and establishing contacts, both with
those whom Miss Kempton had met
and with new people. She has reported
an initial fireside group with five inquirers, who have asked for weekly
study. Despite certain unfavorable e1emen ts, such as the clannishness and
transiency of many residents in this
capital city, Miss Becker is working
with the greatest confidence in future
results.
Meanwhile in Anchorage Miss Honor
Kempton has opened her bookshop and
lending library, calling it "The Book
Cache." She writes: "You know what

a cache means in Alaska. They are
familiar landmarks throughout the
whole country. A little thatched hut
built high up on stilts, to store tbe food
away from the bears and wolves and
to keep it dry. The law is that you may

open up a cache and eat, but must never

leave it empty; always leave something
for the trapper Or prospector who is
lost or starving. So my cache will store
books and I pray that it will never be
empty." Her most thrilling news, however, is of the first Alaskan Baha'i,
Miss Janet Whitenack, who had gone
to Anchorage from New York to open
a bookshop! On meeting Miss Kempton she relinquished her plans. During
this meeting it was discovered that Miss
Whitenack had studied the Cause in
New York and she was immediately
fired with renewed interest. A young
woman, graduate of Syracuse University, she has moved to Fairbanks where

she is already fonnulating plans for
spreading the Teachings. In her own
words: "The more I think about it,
the more convinced I am that my whole
life experiences, family background,
training, education and travel all point
to one thing-Baha'i sen-ice in the Far
North."

A name recently added to our pioneer roll is Miss Martha Fettig, who
reached Birmingham, Alabama, on
August 1st. Immediate employment as
a nurse was found and accepted, although it was in a branch of nursing
particularly uncongenial. This job
ended the middle of September but l\Iiss
Fettig has every expectancy of placement. She has discovered two friends
who sponsored a fireside for Ruth Moffett in 1938, and who were present at
the 'World Parliament of Religions in
1893 when the Faith received its first

Winnipeg Phoenix Gub assisted her.
"Nothing was allowed to go unchallenged, and it was most evident that
these people were greatly impressed by
the logical, sane and wonderful T eachings. I am indeed most fortunate to
have such fine friends so early, and may
God help me to lead them to their goal."
A few days before this meeting Mrs.
Moscrop, Mr. Estall, Miss Mae McKenna of Vancouver, and Miss Doris

Skinner met together in Calgary, AI- .
berta, to discuss the progress of the
Faith in Canada. They represented
four provinces. During this time a
meeting of fifteen non-Baha'is was ar-

ranged by Miss Skinner, from which
a study class is developing. Recently a
radio talk was given in Calgary by Dr.
Mariette Bolton. Many BaM'; books
are being circulated.
Recent! y the Teaching Committee
has been advised of Baha'i work done in
Regina by Mrs. Garice Blair of Los
Angeles, shortly after she became a believer a few years ago. Many people
",'ere interested and Baha'i literature
was widely circulated. Undoubtedly
this earlier effort will contribute to

the spread of the Faith today.
The activities of Mr. Rowland Estall
are heroic in scope. During his first
business trip through western Canada
as a manufacturers' agent, in addition

to the talks in Calgary and Regina mentioned above, he spoke in Vancouver
ann ,"Vest Vancouver. He had earlier

laid the foundation of his business in
visits to Toronto and Montreal in both
of which dties he lectured, as wen as in
J

St. Lambert. He also made excellent
contacts with two University professors who, with a few others, have
started an important social and religious
reform movement in Canada and have

published a popular textbook of the
movement. During July Mr. Estall
taught regularly in Winnipeg a study
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group of six to eight inquirers, following an outline of seven teen lessons
which he developed on the \Vorld
Order. using as a basis of each discussion a different free literature pamphlet
which was distributed. The first result of his \~linnipeg work is the registration of ~fiss Lillian Tomlinson. Dr.
Mariette Bolton also visited and spoke
in Winnipeg to the Quota Club.
In Reno, Nevada, Miss Helen Griffing is constantly widening her contacts for the Faith through active cooperation and membership in public
welfare and civic organizations. On
August 27th a "magnificent meeting"
with fifteen new people was arranged
on short notice for Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bishop and Mrs. Forsyth
Ward, returning to California from
Louhelen. Mrs. Bishop, who had
spoken in Reno during May as well,
reported the group much enlarged. "We
were astonished that the work was
so promising and the questions so keen
. . . Helen's moving spirit is drawing
the one Spirit to the work in Reno.
Now she is making contacts at the
University." Other recent visitors to
Reno were Miss Dagmar Dole, who
addressed the first weekly study class,
and Mr. Frederick Kluss.
Cheering news has come from Mr.
and Mrs. Hilbert Dahl in Charleston,
W. Va. A number of contacts have
been made with individuals and libraries in this City, Beckley and Parkersburg. Books were accepted by the
\'\Test Virginia State College and its
president has expressed his interest to
have a Baha'i speaker. HWe are very
happy, and thank God for the privilege of having become settled here for
the purpose of endeavoring to serve in
solidifying the outposts of the Cause
on this continent. In the A EF in France
I pioneered in going over the top ahead
of the infantry as an observer and
scout, but there victory was problematical, whereas it is now assured, as our
goal is God-given and victory already
established by Baha'u'llah's Word."
Nearby in Huntington, W. Va., Mr.
Harold Hunt is expanding his teaching
work. Fine publicity was received from
a columni st of the leading newspaper
who wrote at length and very favorably
of the Faith and its representative. As
a result, literature was accepted by the
Public Library and the librarian, as
well as the librarian of Marshall College, have shown considerable interest.
Recently 1iT. Hunt spoke before the
Townsend Club. He has been able to
distribute a great deal of Baha'i literature.
Miss Neysa Bissell has reported the
J

CABLEGRAM TO
THE GUARDIAN
Deeply impressed your Message
hailing significance historic act
conjunction administrative and
spiritual elements of Faith in
America. National Assembly realizing its importance hum bly supplicates that Divine wisdom will
bring to American community
blessing and consecration )"Our
revered presence during this critical period.
NATroNAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY.
From San Francisco meeting, October 13, 14 and IS, 1939.
deep interest in the Faith of two women
of Rutland and Woodstock, Vermont.
The Rutland Free Library has received a donation of books from the
Regional Committee.
\'\Torking against unfavorable conditions of intense swnmer heat and the
opposition of two ministers who publicly warned their congregations of the
Cause, Mrs. Ruth Moffet! has achieved
notable results in Iowa. After a series
of daily meetings, a study group of
fifteen was begun in Independence, She
then traveled to Waterloo where her
campaign consisted of four public lectures and broadcasts on the radio, resulting in a regular class of ten. Both
of these groups are meeting twice
weekly. In addition, Mrs. Moffett gave
several talks at Iowa State College,
Cedar Falls,
The New England Regional Committee' through its very active secretary, Mrs. Amelia Bowman, has for\varrled registrations of two new members in the Three Rivers Group and
the fourth believer in the Portland
Group. A Group also exists in Dover
and another has just been formed in
Portsmouth. Much impetus was given
to this Region hy the splendid courses
at Green Acre, The Committee is planning a circuit for the Temple model
through perhaps ten New England
cities, and is also financing the placement of 2S copies of Esselmont in
Vermont libraries by Mr. Duncan
McAlear.
A teac hing campaign \vas carried on
one week in August by the Group at
Big Bear Lake, California. Nightly
public meetings were scheduled in the
Community Auditorium featuring Mrs,
Beulah Lewis of Los Angeles. A display of the Temple model was arranged
near the post office of this mountain
Tesort, which became "the center of attraction with the vacationists," So, effective was this work that it is planned
J
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to follow a similar schedule next year.
A multitude of items remain, before this teaching summary can claim
even the most superficial completeness.
There is nothing for it but to "continue
in our next." Yet as we await further
news of far-flung activities, may not
each of us ponder these words of our
beloved Guardian, anxious to discover
how we may yet exert our forces to
win and merit the heights his faith discerns for us:
"With every fresh crisis that plunges
a hapless humanity deeper and deeper
into the morass of despair and degradation, the pioneers of the nascent Faith
of Baha'u'llah are elevated to nobler
heights of triumph, evince a rarer spirit
of self-abnegation and courage, and disclose more compelling evidences of theiT
capacity and JX>wer." . . . "Theirs is
the duty to hold, aloft and undimmed,
'the torch of Divine Guidance, as the
shades of night descend upon, and ultimately envelop, the enti re human race."
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE.

INTER·AMERICA TEACHING
Louise Caswell sailed for Panama
from San Francisco on September 25th,
on the S. S. City of Norfolk. John
Eichenhauser, Jr., embarked at Los
Angeles bound for San Salvador by the
same steamer.
Antonio Roca left by motor for Honduras via Mexico, Mrs. Cora Oliver
sailed from New York September 29th
bound for Panama City. The N. S. A.
has ratified the appointment of Mrs.
Gayle Woolson and Mrs. Ford for
Costa Rica in October.
~irs. N OUTse has arrived in Montevideo for a three-months stay with her
son, and Mr. Wilfrid Barton is there
also ... living at present with the leader
of our study group, Sr. Simon Rosenzweig. In Santos, Mr. BaTton spent
an evening with our friends from Washington ... Mr. and Mrs. Worley. On
his way to the Argentine here he also
found Miss Holsapple had come down
from Bahia to greet the Worleys.
Our teacher - fresh from Latin
America Mrs, Frances Benedict
Stewart, has been asked to go to
Washington and confer with the State
Department. Also, she has had the opportunity of taking the pUlpit Sunday
night in a Presbyterian church. The
ministers and rabbis of Utica all know
that Mrs. Stewart is a Baha'i and all
ask her help in their work without any
o b j ections.
(Quotations from letters)
Guatemala City, 7 A Ava, S 63.
HI am having splendid assistance
from all three of the Theosophical So-
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CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Deeply touched (by your) message. Gratefully appreciate Assembly's renewed evidence (of)
devotion (and) solicitude (for)
beloved Faith.

py Ions and the foundation structure
and grounds were cleared of material
and debris so as to leave the structure
in a presentable appearance until work
is resumed next April."

THE MASTER'S TABLET ON
TEMPLE ACCESSORY BUILDINGS

SHOGHI RABBANI.

Through his honor, Dr. Ameen U.
Fareed to Mrs. Emma and Mr. J. F.
Carmichael, Chicago, Ill.
HE IS GOD!
cieties. I have been informed of their
ye two attracted ones of the Reality:
resolution, namely, to put at my disposal
... I am hopeful by Divine Bounty
their hall ... and have invited me to
and
Grace, that the beloved ones of
give a talk on the Baha'i Faith from
their platform. . . . Last night Sr. God rna y be confi rmed in the building
Baldizon introduced the Baha'i Faith of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkar and all its
in a ten minute talk, quoting from the accessories, for the Mashriqu'I-Adhkir
Spanish "No.9". About 35 persons has important accessories, which are
were present and many of them came accounted by the basic foundations.
afterwards and offered to join a class These are:
School for orphan children.
when I opened one."
Hospital and Dispensary for the poor.
(Signed) GERRARD SLUTER.
Place for the incapable (i. e. home
6S Bucareli, Mexico City.
for the crippled).
"A new public Baha'i Center has
College for the higher Scientific Edubeen opened at the above address. \Ve
cation.
had far outgrown the small apartment
The meaning is this that in every
in which my mother and I lived. Here
we have children's classes, a youth place first a Mashriqu'I-Adhlcir must
group combined with our regular ac- be founded; then a School for the edutivities made our first week register cation for orphan children, and the
poor; then the Hospital and Medical
fifty-five persons."
(Signed) PEDRO ESPINOSA. Dispensary must be founded; then the
R ecd ved October 17, 1939.

o

PROGRESS IN TEMPLE
CONSTRUCTION
The Temple Trustees are gratified to
report that the contract given to the
John J. Earley Studio in August, for
the external ornamentation of the lowest third of the nine first story pylons,
has been completed well ahead of the
schedule date of December 31, and with
a saving on the estimated cost.
From the progress report dated
November 2:"The entire quantity of 600 tons of
the white quartz from Annapolis Rock,
Maryland, has now been accumulated,
at the rate of fifty tons per month for
one year. Thi s material is stored and
on hand in the yard of the Earley
Studio at Rosslyn, Virginia and wilt be
available for the ornamentation of the
main story of the Temple next year.
liThe casting of the last section of the
lowest lift of the main story pylons was
completed about the middle of the
month (i. e., October). Subsequently,
Mr. Earley's men have pointed up,
cleaned and finished the surfaces of the
nine sections of the pylon ornamentation. Before leaving the work, the
scaffolding was removed about the
J

CABLEGRAM TO
THE GUARDIAN
Assembly encouraged San Francisco meetings.
Contribution
Bahiyyih Khanum Fund assures
continuance Temple work. Latin
American teaching expanding.
Pioneers now settled Panama
Salvador, Guatamala, Honduras'
Nicaragua, Cnba, J amaica. Plan~
concluded Dominican Republic,
Costa Rica. Porto Rica, Columbia
and Trinidad. Prepared settle
Haiti, delayed pending investigation conditions there. Very successful public meetings. Devoted
Love.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

From San Francisco meeting~ October 13, 14 and 15, 1939.
Home of the Cripple; then the College
of higher Scientific Education. In every
city a great Mashriqu'I-Adhkir must
be founded after this order. Now we
hope, the Mashriqu'I-Adhkir may be
founded in Chicago. After its foundation the important accessories may
gradually be founded . . . .
(Signed) 'ABDU'L-BAHA ABBAS.
Translated by Dr. Ameen U. Farced,
Mount Cannel, Haifa, Palestine,
November 2S, 1908.

"THE NECESSARY FOUNDATION" FOR
INTER-AMERICA TEACHING
I. "These undertakings ... require
... on the part of the National Spiritual
Assembly and of both the National
Teaching and Inter-America Committees, painstaking investigations preparatory to the sending of settlers and
itinerant teachers .....
2. "The number of Baha'i teachers,
be they settlers or travelers, must be
substantially increased."
3. "The material resources to be
placed at their disposal must be multiplied, and efficiently administered."
4. "The literature with which they
should be equipped must be vastly augmented."
S. "The publicity that should aid
them in the distribution of such literature should be extended. centrallv organized, and vigorously conducted."
6. "The possibilities latent in these
countries should be diligently exploited,
and systematically developed."
7. HThe various obstacles raised by
the widely-varying political and social
conditions . . . should be closely surveyed and detenninedly surmounted."

8. "The careful translation of such
important Baha'i writings as are related to the history, the teachings, or
the Administrative Order of the Faith,
and their \",,;de and systematic dissemination ... would appear to be the chief
and most urgent measures to be taken
simultaneously with the arrival of the
pioneer workers in those fields.'~
9. HIn countries where no objections can be raised by the civil authorities or any influential circles, this measure should be reinforced by the publication, in various organs of the Press,
of carefully worded articles and letters,
designed to impress upon the general
public certain features of the stirring
history of the F ai th, and the range and
character of its teachings. I t
10. "Every laborer in those fields,
whether as traveling teacher or settler,
should ... make it his chief and constant concern to mix, in a friendly manner, with aU sections of the population
... study the approach best suited to
them, to concentrate ... on a few ...
and to endeavor . . . to implant such
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love, zeal and devotion in their hearts
as to enable them to become in tum
self-sufficient and independent promoters of the Faith in their respective
localities."
11. "An effort . . . can and should be
made, not only by representative Baha'i
bodies, but also by prospective teachers,
as well as by other individual believers
. . . to seize every opportunity . . . to
make the acquaintence, and awaken the
genuine interest. of such people who are
either citizens of these countries, or are
in any way connected with them ..."
12. "Care ... should ... be exercised
lest in their eagerness to further the international interests of the Faith they
frustrate their purpose, and turn awaYl
through any act that might be misconstrued as an attempt to proselytize and
bring undue pressure upon them, those
whom they wish to win over to their
Cause."
13. "I would particularly direct my
appeal to tho,e American believers . . .
who may find it possible, whatever be
their calling or employment ... to establish permanently their residence in such
countries as may offer them a reasonable prospect of earning the means of
livelihood."
14. "Should they find it impossible to
take advantage of so rare and sacred a
privilege, let them ... determine ... to
appoint a deputy who, on that believer's
behalf, will arise and carry out so noble
an enterprise."
15. "As to those who have been able
to leave their homes and country ... a
special duty ... devolves upon them .. .
to keep ... in constant touch with the
National Committee specifically entrusted with the promotion of thei r
work, and to cooperate ... with their
fellow-believers in those countric$."
SHOGHI EFFENDI,

The Advent of Divine Justice,
pages 53-56.

HOW TO liST BAHA'I
PUBliCATIONS
A recent letter from the Guardian advises the National Assembly that all
Assemblies, in issuing programs or any
pamphlet contaiuing a list of authorized Baha'i literature, should place the
writings of 'Ahdu'l-Baha before, and
not after, the works of any Baha'i, including those of the Guardian himself.
This is a mark of respect and in de-

ference to the Master's unique station.
MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
AT SAN FRANCISCO
Between October 12 and 15 the National Spiritual Assembly, with the help

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGID EFFENDI
,Veighty resolutions San Francisco meeting call forth emotions
too deep (for) expression.
Fondest hopes excelled. Indomitable courage (and) overflowing
energy (of the) firmly-welded,
providentially-directed American
Baha'i community impelling them
outstrip pace (and) surpass (the)
limits (olthe) theatre (of) action
assigned (to the) third year (of
the) Seven Year Plan. Weleome
particularly recent action designed
expedite termination ( of) Divinely-founded Temple ordained
(to be the) Ark destined (to)
ride triumphant (the) tidal wave
(of) world-encircling calamities
and offering sole refuge (to)
stonn-tossed sufferers of sinful,
steadily sinking civiHzation.
Kindly renew (to) every established ( and) intending pioneer
(in) enumerated Republics (and)
dependencies (my) ardent plea
(to) resolve (to) refuse, despite
( the) deepening world confusion
to abandon their posts ( and)
surrender (the) responsibilities
solemnly assumed under (the)
Mandate conferred by 'Abdu'l-

Baha.

SHOGHI RABBANI.

October 23, 1939.
and cooperation of the Assemblies of
the Bay region, conducted three public
meetings, a regional conference, and
also met in consultation with the Teaching and Inter-America Committees on
important current projects.
The first public meeting was held
Thursday Evening, October 12 at the
Fairmont HoteL The program inc1uded: Leroy Ioas, Chairman, and addresses by Dr. Herbert 1. Priestly, Mrs.
Dorothy Baker and Horace Holley.
On Sunday, October 15, a Vesper
Service was held at the Temple of Religion and Tower of Peace, Treasure
I sland, and a public meeting was conducted in the same hall that ",·ening.
The Vesper Service program: Mrs.
Charles M. Cooper, Chairman, address
by Harlan Ober, and readings by Mrs.
Thomas Collins. Music by Roberta
Butler McDonell, Soprano, Esther
Hjelte, Organist and Laura Kelsey
Allen, Violinist.
The Public Meeting: Mrs. Stuart
W. French, Chairman, addresses by
Louis G. Gregory and Allen B.
McDaniel. Music, Alexander Davis,
Baritone, George Nyklicek, Organist.
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Sunday, October 15, 1939 was designated Baha'i Day at the World's
Fair.
The Regional Conference, with Mr.
A. Y. Seto presiding, brought together
a good number of believers with the
members of the National Assembly, and
an extensive agenda was presented for
consultation, the essential items being;
recent :&'Iessages from the Guardian, the
Plans for the Third Year of the Seven
Year Plan, progress of Temple construction, and current Teaching activities in North and South America.

CREDENTIALS OF BEIJEVERS
FROM THE ORIENT
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels that Oriental believers visiting
America should transmit their credentials to the Secretary of the National
Assembly, so that proper credentials
may be issued by the National Assembly
for their use while in America. If, therefore, a Baha'i from the Orient should
hereafter present his credentials to any
local Assembly, that Assembly is requested to see that the credentials are
transmitted.

BAHA'i liTERATURE
The Publishing Committee announces
two new pamphlets.
Assurance of Immortality, a brief
compilation on immortality very suitable for giving to non-Baha'is who suffer bereavement and need Divine assurance. Four pages, sold in lots of ten
copies only. Price per ten copies .. $0.50
The Baha', Teachings On Universal
Peace, a statement by the National
Spiritual Assembly submitted to the
United States Government in 1934 and
to the Government of the Dominion of
Canada in 1935 as hasis for any necessary subsequent appeal for the exemption of Baha'is from active military duty
in war. Sold in lots of ten only. 12page pamphlet. Price per ten copies
. ......................$0.50
The friends are reminded of the extreme importance of the Guardian's
The Goal of a New World Order as
the Baha'i exposition of the vital question of international order and peace.
Shoghi Effendi himself has attributed
special importance to this pamphlet for
public teaching use. Sold in lots of ten
only, Price per ten copies ............ $0.50

BAHA't ruNG STONES
For a long time, Baha'i ring stones
have not been available, but notice is
now given that the Photograph and
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Sales Committee is again in a position
The stones are oval,
-Some brown and some green, with the
Baha'i text gold inlaid. The price each
is $2.50 or $3.00, according to size.
The ring stones can be obtained from
Mr. Harry E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

to fiU orders.

PROPERTY AT COLORADO
SPRINGS TRANSFERRED BY
MRS. LOULIE A. MATIlEWS TO
BAHA'i TRUSTEES
On September 4, 1939 Mrs. Loulie
A. Mathews executed an Indenture of
Trust under which title to property at
Pine Valley, Colorado Springs, is to be
vested in Trustees for the benefit of the
National Spiritual Assembly, Mrs.
Mathews retaining full use and control
of the property dnring her life.
This munificent donation is an important contribution to the facilities of
the American Baha'i community for
service to the Faith, Mrs. Mathews having plans for developing at Pine Valley
a School for the training of Baha'is for
international teaching.
This plan was welcomed by the
Guardian in a letter addressed to Mrs.
Mathews 00 December 14, 1938: "The
Guardian feels also deeply appreciative
of your generous offering to the N .S.A.
of your ranch in Colorado Springs.
Your idea to tum this property into a
training school for Inter-America teaching work, he feels, is splendid."

IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT
MATERIAL FOR TIlE BAHA'i
WORLD VOL. VDl
In order to comply with the instructions of the Guardian all material for
The Baha', World Vol. VIII, must be
ready and in the hands of the chairman
of the editorial staff by December first.
Any manuscripts received after that
date cannot be assured of either safety
in transmission or acceptance by the
Guardian. Many important assignments are still unfulfilled and the editors
would emphasize the need for careful
attention to the instructions of Shoghi
Effendi.
Address all manuscripts to: Mrs.
Nellie S. French, Chairman, 786
Chester Avenue, San Marino, CaJifomia.

FALL CLASSES OPEN FOR
CHILDREN
The Child Education Connnittee extends its thanks to the forty-three com-

View of Property at Pine Va11ey, Colorado SpriDgS, Colorado, Transferred by Mrs. E. R.
Mathews to Trustees for the Benefit 01 the National Spiritual AssemWy

munities who responded to roll call this
fall. Many expressed real regret that
no organized work for children had yet
been started in their cities, although a
number of Baha'i children could be
counted among their numbers. We call
the attention of the friends to the appeal
of the beloved Master during His sojourn among us, for active teaching
among the children. For as few as two
BaM'i children, He would often say,
classes in spiritual education should be
fonned. These children are the next
line of defence; they will become BaM'i
teachers!
From, New York, Chicago, Milwaukee, Oklahoma City, East Cleveland,
Peoria, Urbana, Racine, Riverton,
Philadelphia, Manoa, Cincinnati, St.
Paul, Binghamton, Maywood, Helena,
Flint, Wilmette, Toronto, and Lima,
reports of organized work were received, and in addition to these have
come encouraging accounts of work
done by some parents with individual
children removed from group life.
A few of Our groups have kindly permitted us to share their pictures with
the friends. We hope for many more
pictures, and reports of their noble and
inspiring work.

WINTER SESSIONS AT
LOUHELEN SCHOOL

days, December 26th through January
1st, instructors, experience.d in the field.,
they represent, will give courses in:
(I) Pioneer Teaching, especially in
Central and South America. This will
include practical information for those
who wish to prepare themselves to
teach, sooner or later, in those localities.
(2) Study Methods jar Deepening
in the F ailh, a course which will provide a frame of reference for an orderly
study of the teachings.
(3) Methods of Teaching withoul
Public Speaking. This will be valuable
to local communities wishing to conduct classes in which the members
themselves can take part. It will include instructions for actual study during the class period.
( 4) The P syc hology of [ndividual
and Group Approach, a study of
methods for attracting persons and
groups of persons to the Faith.
Because winter accommodations at the
ranch are at present limited, not more
than ten students can be registered for
this session, and these must be willing
to sacrifice a measure of personal comfort for this opportunity to increase
their understanding of the Cause of
Baha'u'llah and to teach iL
To make reservations for this session,
write to Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Louhelen Ranch, Davison, Michigan. The
rates are $2.25 per dsy.

Louhelen is no longer merely a summer school! A winter session has been
arranged, for those Baha'is who have
sufficient pioneer spirit to face the inconveniences of December weather at
the ranch in order to learn how to study
and to teach the Faith of BaH'u'llah,
both at home and abroad. For seven

What is without doubt the most detailed and carefully prepared "BaM'i
Reminiscencesu to be written by any
American believer, has been completed
and placed in the National Archives by
Mr. Charles Mason Remey. This work

CHILD EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
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was typed in duplicate on standard letter size paper, and consists, at present,
of fifty-one bound volumes. It will
grow in size as time goes on. In addition to the typed material this work is
profusely illustrated with facsimiles of
many historic Balul'i manuscripts and
with numerous photographs.
As time goes on Mr. Remey's Reminiscences will increasingly be regarded
as an invaluable source book for futu«
historians and biographers of the
Cause.
It is hoped that this important gift
will encourage many of the believers,
particularly those who have been active
as international teachers, to place a
complete collection of their Baha',
papers and cOrTespondence in the N ational Archives. It is particularly important just now, in order that the history of tbe achievement of the Seven
Year Plan may be complete and may
be preserved for posterity, that the Baha', papers or manuscripts of the pioneer teachers in Central and South
America, in Mexica, in Alaska, and
in the United States and Canada, may
come into the Archives of the National Spiritual Assembly under which
these teachers are functioning. Doubtless this can be arranged in cooperation with the Teaching and InterAmerica Committees.
Tbe Archives and History Committee wishes to correct a former announcement with reference to the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baba addressed to Mrs.
Agnes S. Parsons, which were presented to the Archives recently by Miss
Leona Bamitz of Washington. In this
collection were forty-one original Tablets to Mrs. Parsons with an original
translation of one Tablet and typed
oopies of original translations of the
others; also, six original Tablets to
other members of Mrs. Parson's family.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
The Library Committee would like
to make the following suggestion to the
various Assemblies in order to increase
the circulation of the collections of Baha'i books in Main Public Libraries.
Many readers do not visit the Main
Libraries excepting for further reference study, and being unaware of the
teachings, do not call for our books
which are frequently not placed on open
shelves. If these books are to be used
more extensively, it seems necessary to
call attention to them by placing more
basic books in Branch Libraries. Some
time ago, the Philadelphia Assembly
made a survey of the thirty-six Branch
Libraries in that city and presented a
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Baha'£ Exhibit, Wisconsin State FairJ August 19th to 27th, 1939, Maintained by the Bahl'i
Communities of Kenosha, Racine, Wauwatosa and Milwaukee

copy of Esslemont or Spirit of the Age
to each of these libraries. The National
Teaching Committee has asked this
committee to bring this matter to the
attention of the Assemblies in the hope
that more Assemblies will try to arrange to place at least one hasic book in
as many Branch Libraries as possible
this year. Since the library systems
differ in their distribution of books to
Branch Libraries, it is suggested that
the Main Public Library be contacted
before presenting books. In some large
cities, as New York City, the Branch
Libraries will accept books for their
shelves which have been previously approved and accepted in the Main Library. In such library systems, the
presentation can be made directly to the
Branch Libraries. This committee will
be glad to assist the Assemblies in giving information which will aid them in
making the contacts and attracting the
interest of the librarians to our books.
Such a project would of necessity take
a long period of time before its accomplishment, especially in the larger cities;
but no matter how small a beginning is
made, it will fill an urgent need.

ENROLLMENT AND TRANSFERS
Cincinnati, one. Flint~ two and one
youth. Detroit, two. Peoria, four.
Wilmette, four. Los Angles, five. Chicago, five. Cabin John, one. New York,
two. Eagle River, two youths. Toronto, four. Jamestown, one. Kenosha,
one. ::rVlilwaukee, two. Washington,
one. Muskegon, one. Philadelphia,
two. Teaneck, one and one youth.
Miami, one. Huntington Park, one.
Pasadena, one. Glendale, Calif., one.

Boston, one.
Helena, one youth.
Phoenix, one youth. Binghamton, one.
Pioneer area enrollments: Rhode
Island, three. Alaska, one. Manitoba,
one,

IN MEMORIAM
.. It is clear and evident that when the
veils that conceal the realities of the
manifestations of the Names and Attributes of God, nay of all created things
visible or invisible, have been rent
assunder, nothing except the Sign of
God will remain-a sign which He,
himself, hath placed within these realities. This sign will endure as long as
is the wish of the Lord thy God, the
Lord of the heavens and of the earth. If
such be the blessings conferred on all
created things, how superior must be
the destiny of the true believer, whose
existence and life are to be regarded as
the originating purpose of all creation."
BAHA'u'Ll.A.H.

Miss Martha L. Root, Honolulu.
Mr. George Burbank, Flint.
Mrs. Pauline Harmen, Cabin John.
Mrs. Carrie C. Peterson, Lead, South
Dakota.
Mrs. J. H. Thurber, Dexter, Michigan.
Mrs. J. O. Whicker, Barston, California.
Mrs. Carol Falin, Jacksonville.
:\iIrs. Charles Davies, Jacksonville.
Mrs. Gertrude Christine, Louisville,
Kentucky.
Mr. Clarence Cline, Glendale, California.
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BAHA'i DIRECTORY
Local Assemblies
Albuquerque, N. M., newly elected
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Amy
Brady Dwelly, P. O. Box 185, Albuquerque, N. M.
Eliot, Maine, newly elected Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Dorothy Cress,
Eliot, Maine.
Groups
Burbank California. Correspondent,
Mrs. Shirlq Warde, 927 Lima Street,
.
Magnolia Park, Burbank. Calif.
West Haven, Connecticut. Correspondent, Mrs. J. H. Steed, Sr., 505
Main Street, West Haven, Conn.
National Committees
Bahi'i News Service.
Members
added: Mrs. Laurence LaRocque, Mrs.
Hazel Rawitsch, Melvin Rawitsch.
Gertrude Eisenberg unable to serve.
Mrs. Virginia Camelon unable to serve
as Chairman. New officers to be reported later.
Regional Teaching Committee of
Tennessee. New member, Mrs. George
Creech.
Regional Teaching Committee of
Kansas and Missouri. New member,
Mrs. Paul H. Brown.
Inter - America Committee.
Miss
Myrtle Dodge, Acting Secr~tary, 2139
Pacific Avenue, San FranCISCo, Cahf.
The Associate Members of the Race
Unity Committee have been transferred
to the Inter - America Committee,
where their contacts with Latin American groups and individuals in the
United States and Canada can be developed as a contribution t~ the prom?tion of the teaching work m the Latm
American nations.
Geyserville Summer School Committee. John Bosch, Chairman. Leroy
loas Vice-Chairman. N. F. Ward,
Sec";'tary, 2330 Rose Street, Berkeley,
Calif. Mrs. Ella G. Cooper. Mrs.
Amelia E. Collins. George O. Latimer.
Charlotte Linfoot. Joy Allen. Mark
Tobey. Irvin Somerhalder.
Geyserville Maintenance. Committee.
George O. Latimer, Chairman. Leroy
loas, Secretary, 12 Tenth Avenue, San
Mateo Calif. Charles Bishop. N. F.
Ward.' John Bosch. Mrs. Amelia E.
Collins.
Youth Committee. Miss Fayrook
1005 12 Tenth Avenue, San Mateo,
Calif., previously announced as Acting
Regional Secretary for the West, IS
now Regional Secretary. Miss Barbara Rutledge added as Associate Member. This corrects the erronious annOWlcement of the addition of ~riss Ann
Rutledge to the Committee.

Louhelen School Committee. The
Secretary is: Mrs. "Valter Holsinger,
3319 Berwyn Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

NEWS OF EAST AND WEST
Page 8 of an attractive illustrated
booklet published by Universal Atlas
Cement Company consists of an illustration of the Temple, with accompanying description. Page \3 is a colored
photograph of the Reception Room of
the Company in New York, showing a
mural of the Temple directly behind the
reception desk.
American Astrology Magazine for
November, 1939 contains an article entitled "New World Religion" by Dane
Rudhyar in which the author writes
many excellent ideas about the Faith.
Writing of the Bahi'i Exhibit at the
Wisconsin State Fair (illustrated in this
issue of BaM', News) the local Teaching committee says: "The Temple was
a magnet and with the added potency
of the Creative Words of Baha'u'llah,
attracted many people. One of ~he
great barriers of World Peace, Pre l. udice was broken down 1U many lUstan~es through contact with visitors at
the Booth. A number of books were
on display and attracted great attention. Some 190 names were registered
in the guest book, many of whom expressed the desire of attending classes
and lectures, and about 1800 people
stopped and asked questions about the
Temple itself and the Cause."
From far-off Baghdad on October 12
came this cablegram: "Sudden passing
beloved Martha Root caused inexpressible grief. National Assembly extend heart-felt condolences (to) dear·
American Baha'is."
The new Assembly of Helena, Montana writes that {'Helena is awakening.
We recently moved into a centrally located room and have attracted several
new people of capacity. They have
purchased books and study outlines and
have attended study class regularly and
show a genuine interest in the Cause.
Already they have expressed their desire to become able to tell the world."
Nearly ninety believers attended the
meeting conducted by the Oakland Assembly on October 16 to commemorate
the Visit made by 'Abdu'I-Baha to the
Goodall home at Oakland in 1912. Dinner was served at the Women's City
Gub, after which remarks were made
by Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper, J. V.
Matteson, Miss Ella Bailey, Mrs. S. W.
French, Louis G. Gregory, Mrs.
Katherine Frankland, Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, Lorne Matteson, Mrs.
Matteson, Horace Holley, and Leroy

Ioas. Arthur Ioas presided at the
meeting.
The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Bah,i'is of the British Isles incorporated under The Companies Act,
1929, as an unlimited company without
a share capital, on August 5, 1939. The
incorporation papers are published as
a Memorandum of Association, accompanied by Articles of Association corresponding to By-Laws. This action
is an important achievement by the
National Assembly. The document
will no doubt be published in the next
issue of The Bah,j'j World.
Correction is made of an error on
page S of B aha' i News for August.
The correct name should have been
Miss Bertha Matthiesen.
Oglethorpe University, Georgia, has
selected the Book of Certitude (Tablet
of I qrin) for preservation in the Crypt
of Civilization. "The world's most authentic sources of knowledge contained
in books are being selected by a committee of experts for microfilming, page
by page, so that they may be preserved
for the world of the future. This work
has been going on now for near! y two
years and will culminate when the
records are sealed with the closing of
the Crypt in May, 1940. It is to remain inviolate until the year 8113
A. D."
I implore Thee, 0 my God, by Thy
Most Great Name, to enrapture the
nations through the potency of the
Word which Thou didst ordain to be
the king of all words, the Word
whereby the goodly pearls of Thy hidden wi sdom were uncovered, and the
gem-like mysteries which were wrapped
up within Thee were unraveled. Deprive them not, by Thy grace and
bounty, of the things Thou didst desire
for them, and suffer them not to be far
removed from the shores of the ocean
of Thy presence.
Every existence, whether seen or unseen, 0 Lord, testifieth that T~y mercy
hath surpassed all created thIDgS, and
Thy loving-kindness embraced the entire creation. Look upon them, I entreat Thee, with the eyes of Thy mercy.
Thou art the Ever-Forgiving, the Most
Compassionate. Do with them as beseemeth Thy glory, and Thy majesty,
and Thy greatuess, and Thy bounteousness and Thy grace. Deal not with them
according to the limitations imposed
upon them, or the manifold vicissitudes
of their earthly life.
BAHA'U'LLAH~

Prayers and M edilations, pages
1\3-114.
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BAHA'iS AND WAR
The following letter from the Guardian on this important subject was
addressed to the N. S. A. of the British Isles, and is reprinted from the
bulletin of that Assembly dated September, 1939:
"His instructions on this matter, conveyed in a letter addressed to your Assembly during last November were not
intended for that particular occasion,
but were meant for present conditions J
and for any such emergncy as may arise
in the immediate future."
"It is still his firm conviction that the
believers, while expressing their readiness to unreservedly obey any directions
that the authorities may issue concerning national service in time of war.
should also, and while there is yet no
outbreak of hostilities, appeal to the

government for exemption from active
military service in a combatant capacity, stressing the fact that in doing so
they are not prompted by any selfish
considerations but by the sole and supreme motive of upholding the Teachings of their Faith, which make it a
moral obligation for them to desist from
any act that \"'ould involve them in
direct warfare with their fellow-humans
of any other race or nation."
"There are many other avenues
through which the believers cau assist
in times of war by enlisting in services
of a non-combatant nature-services
that do not involve the direct shedding
of blood-such as ambulance \vork, antiair raid precaution service, office and

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGm EFFENDI

administrative works, and it is for such
types of national service that they
Blessed remains (of) Purest
should volunteer."
Branch and Master's Mother
Hit is immaterial whether such activisafely transferred (to) hallowed
ties would still expose them to dangers,
precincts (of the) Shrines (on)
either at home or in the front, since
:lIount Carmel. Long inflicted
their desire is not to protect their lives,
humiliation wiped away_ Machibut to desist from any acts of wilful
-nations (of the) Covenant-Breakmurder,"
ers (to) frustrate plan defeated.
"The friends should consider it their
Cherished wish (of) Greatest
conscientious duty I as loyal members of
Holy Leaf fulfilled. Sister,
the Faith, to apply for such exemption,
Brother, Mother (and) Wife (of)
even though there may be slight pros'Abdu'I-Baha reunited (at the)
pect of their obtaining the consent and
one spot designed (to) constitute
approval of the authorities to their petifocal center (of) Baha'i Administion. It is most essential that in times
trative Institutions at Faith's
of such national excitement and emerWorld Center. Share joyful news
gency as those through which so many
(with) entire body (of) Americountries in the world are now pasS
can believers.
ing that the believers should not allow
-SHOGHI RABBANI.
themselves to be carried away by the
December 5, 1939.
passions agitating the masses) and act
in a manner that would make them deviate from the path of wisdom and mod- beloved Martha was a great shock to
eration, and lead them to violate, how- the Guardian, who feels unutterably
ever reluctantly and indirectly, the spirit sorry at this heavy blow sustained by
as well as the letter of the Teachings." the Cause. Her departure constitutes
the heaviest blow which the teaching
force not only in America but through"THE PASSING OF DEAREST
out the entire Baha'i world has sus~IARTBA"
tained since the passing of our beIn a letter dated October 20, 1939, loved Master. :l.fay the memory of the
addressed to 'koy C. Wilhelm, Treas- distinguished services it had been her
urer, the Guardian, through his secre- unique privilege to render in so many
tary, refers to the passing of !\.1iss fields and over such a long and uninMartha L. Root.
terrupted period of years seNe .as a
"The very sad and indeed distress· source of continued inspiration to the
ing news of the passing away of our present-day and future generations of
w
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Baha'i teachers, to whom she will indeed ever be the very embodiment of
those teaching qualities which only a
few Baha'i teachers, whether in the
East or the West, can claim to have
attained.
"To you, and to all the dear American friends who are now so profoundly

deploring beloved Martha's passing,
the Guardian feels moved to convey the
assurances of his deepest and most loving sympathy in your great bereavement. May Baha'u'Uah comfort your
grief-stricken hearts, and cause this
calamity to further cement the unity,
deepen the devotion and increase the
resourcefulness of the American believers, and in particular those dear
pioneers who are so indefatigably laboring in foreign and distant fields."
In the Guardian's hand: "The passing of dearest Martha and the circumstances of her severe and painful illness have brought profound sorrow,
but I rejoice at the glory and joy that
must be hers and which she fully deserves in the Abba. Paradise."

BAHA'i ANNIVERSARIES
A. Leller from S hoghi EDendi
"The Baha'i day starts and ends at
sunset, and consequently the date of the

celebration of Baha'i feasts should be
adjusted to conform to the Baha'i calendar time. For further particulars on
this subject you should refer to the section entitled 'Baha'i Calendar' in The

BaM'. World.
"The Guardian would advise that, if
feasible, the friends should commemorate certain of the feasts and anniversaries at the following time:
HThe anniversary of the Declaration

CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Praying (for) success (of)
legal measures taken by Assembly. Convey deepest, abiding
gratitude (to) donors (of) property gifts enriching resources
(and) enhancing prestige (of)
American community. Delighted
(at) success (of) Regional Conference. Overjoyed (at) further
extension (of) Inter-America
teaching, heart overflowing (with)
gladness (for) evidences (of)
multiplicity (and) diversity (of
the) beneficent enterprises simultaneously undertaken (by) elected
representatives (of) progressive,
dynamic community.
-SHOGHI RABBANI.

December 13, 1939.
of the Bib on May 22, at about two
hou rs after sunet.
"The first day of Ridvan, at about
3:00 P.M. on the 21st of April.
f'The anniversary of the Martyrdom
of the Bab on July 9 at about noon.
"The anniversary of the Ascension of
Haha'u'llah, on May 29 at 3 :00 A. M.
"The Ascension of 'Abdu'I-Baha on
November 28, at 1 :00 A.M.
f'The other anniversaries the believers are free to gather at any time during the day which they find convenient."
(November 27, 1938.)
The National Spiritual Assembly reprints this letter from Balui'i News of
January, 1939, with the request that
local Assemblies study its clear instructions and, as far as possible under present conditions, put them into effect.

THE SPIRIT OF COMMUNITY
For more than two years the attention of the Bahi'i community has been

concentrated upon the twofold task of
the Seven Year Plan. The surge of
spiritual devotion has successively carried pioneer teachers into the unsettled
areas of North America, made possible
extensi ve contracts for the external
ornamentation of the Temple, and dispatched gallant souls into the countries
of Latin America. Our responsibilities
have multiplied and our opportunities
become infinite in service to the Faith.
The strong and solid foundation upon
which must be supported all Baha'i enterprises is the character of the Baha'i
community here in North America itself. -With every step the community
takes in the direction of spiritual ma-

turity, or ethical improvement or social
unity, the power available for the tasks
of the Seven Year Plan is augmented in
a most mysterious way. The National
Fund can only be repleuished out of
this great reservoir of Baha'i unity;
and from this same reservoir also come
those quickened souls who arise to
plant the banner of His Faith in foreign lands.
It is the quality of our local community life which determines the mighty
outcome of the forces struggling to
establish the "advent of Divine Justice" in this age. \Ve cannot hope for
heroic souls to be nourished out of collective indifference, nor funds to he sacrificed in an atmosphere of personality,
nor our numbers to be augmented by
teaching aimed to bring groups under

personal influence rather than within

the orbit of Divine law.
From time to time~ therefore, prayerful attention should be turned upon the
character of our local community life,
holding its every aspect and element
up to the standard laid down by the
Master and by Shoghi Effendi, to see
what we might do to exalt these daily
activities to the plane of radiance and
understanding.
Have we by Assembly and community consultation adopted teaching plans
reflecting the full wisdom and capacity of the believers? Are the members
of the Spiritual Assembly fully conscious of the nature of their trusteeship
in an institution created to serve the
highest interests of the people? Do we
each one individually contribute to the
spontaneity and enthusiasm of Baha'i
gatherings, or come to them cherishing
some secret resentment or hope? Have
we come to realize the duty laid upon
us to keep informed of the Guardian's
messages and the national plans and activities reported through BaM', N <ws
and other channels?
Special consideration might be given
to the importance of the spirit that
should animate all Baha'i teaching,
''''''hether in one's own home as a fireside group or in groups and audiences
not yet part of the Baha'i community.
The rights of the individual believer
were analyzed by the National Spiritual
.Assembly some years ago and a statement on the subject published in Bah,fi
N ews~ later reprinted in Baha'i Procedure (Section Two, Sheet 20). This
has apparently been taken by some of
the friends to mean that the element of
Assembly authority does not apply to
groups taught in one's own honIe. If
this were so, then groups could be maintained whose activities and aims might
lie entirely outside the local Baha'i
community. Teachings could be given
out which might incline many new
friends in the wrong direction.
The truth is, of course, that the qualification of faith under which we pledge
«close association with the spirit as
well as the form of the present day
Baha'i administration throughout the
world" renders any artificial separation of the individual from the community impossible. It is as the Guardian
declared: "Shoghi Effendi would urge
every Baha'i who feels the urge to exercise his right of teaching unofficially
the Cause, to keep in close touch with
the Local Spiritual Assembly of the
locality in which he is working. The
Local Spiritual Assembly while reserving for itself the right to control such
activities on the part of individual
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Baha'is, should do its utmost to encourage such teachers and to put at
their disposal whatever facilities they
would need in such circumstances.
Should any differences arise, the Na-

tional Spiritual Assembly would naturally have to intervene and adjust matters." (Baha'i Procedure, Section One,

Sheet 16).
But all this is means to an end, and
the end consists in developing the
Baha'i community to become an everincreasing power to establish the truth
on earth. Let us open our minds and
hearts, and pray for capaci ty to confirm and bring in persons of character, intelligence and spiritual vision.
The Cause of God is for all mankind.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

THE DETERMINATION OF
MEMBERSHIP
The National Spiritual Assembly
reels it desi rable to record a brief explanation of the twofold authority involved in the question of voting membership in the Baha'i community, the
authority of the local Assembly, and
that of the National AssemLly.
The By-Laws vest original authority
over membership in the local bouy, with
the National Assembly serving as final
authority when local de<::isions are appealed. However. in Baha'i Procedure
is found the statement tbat local Assemblies, before removing names from
the voting list, should refer the matter to the National Assembly and obtain its advice before taking action,
To remove any impression that this
supplementary ruling involves a discrepancy in view of the statements in
the By-Laws, the National Spiritual
Assembly wishes to point out the following facts:
1. It is possible for a local Assembly
to exercise original jurisdiction over
the admission of believers to the voting
list because the Guardian has laid down
a set of qualifications of membership
which is unifonn throughout the entire
Baha'i community, and the effect of
which is to provide the local Assembly
with a clear and simple code.
2, There are general qualifications
covering the removal of members from
the voting list, but nothing in the nature
of a clear and simple code which all
local Assemblies could apply in a uniform manner. Lacking anything in the
nature of a judicial code, each Assembly
would have to base action upon its own
degree of experience and understand·
ing; and the resu1t would inevitably be
to involve the matter of expulsion in
overwhelming complication. In one

View of Balli'i House of Worship from National Baha'i Office (Haziratu'l-Quds)
536 Sheridan Road, WHmette. lUinois

locality a believer would be expelled for
reasons which in another locality might
seem entirely insufficient, In one city
the factor of sentimentality might prevent the operation of any discipline.
while in another city a rigid insistence
upon Baha'i laws and principles might
result in the operation of discipline

at the expense of unity and spiritual
truth.
3. The National Spiritual Assembly
therefore retains the right and duty to
give definite permission before the local
Assembly can either suspend or expel
any member of the BaM', community.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

THE FORMATION OF NEW ASSEMBLIES
Official Notice to A. ..embUe. arul Group.
The Kational Spiritual Assembly
completes the details of procedure to
be followed when new Assemblies are
formed.
1. Groups having nine or more declared believers, all resident in the
same civil community, are to apply
before February 1 for authority to

form an Assembly on April 21 of
that year.
2. Any member of the group who is a
voting believer in an already established adjacent community must
withdraw from that community before joining the group applying
for the right to form a new Assembly.
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3. When a group is qualified to form
an Assembly, all its members are
obliged to join in asking for the
authority to elect.
4. All establishtXl Assemblies are to
report their voting list to the National Assembly by February I each
year J and the voting list is not to
include the names of any believer s
who have joined a group which is
planning to form a new Assembly
on April 21.
5. Applications from groups, and voting lists of established communities,
must be in the hands of the N' ationa! Assembly by February I.
6. Groups which form a new Assembly on April 21 cannot be represented at the Convention held that
same year.
7. Groups authorized to form a new
Assembly will receive notice from
the National Assembly not later
than April 1, together with oopies
of the proper form for use in reporting its formation to the N ational Assembly.
In a recent letter written by the
Guardian to the NatiQnal Assembly he
emphasizes one aspect of the matter as
fol1ows: 'IHe wishes me to stress the
fact that from now on any group that
is formed must belong to one civil
community as otherwise endless confusion and misunderstanding would
ensue. The limits of each civil community must be clear!y reoognized, and
no overlapping should be allowed under any circumstances.~'
J

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY.

PUBLIC MEETING AND
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
AT NEW YORK
The latest in the series of public
meetings held by the National SpiritUal Assembly in oooperation with
local Assemblies was oonducted at the
Baha'i Center in New York City
Thursday evening, November 30, the
hall being thronged with an interested
and sympathetic audience.

CORRECTION IN
TEXT OF CABLEGRAM
In the September (Special
Issue) number of BaillY; News a
cablegram from the Guardian
dated August 30, 1939, was
quoted, the first sentence of which
read: "Shaded night descending
(upon) imperilled humanity inexorably deepening." The Guardian infonns the National Assembly that the original text, as sent,
read as follows: "Shades (of)
night descending (upon) imperilled humanity inexorably deepening," etc. Will the friends kindly correct their copies of this important message.
With Roy C. Wilhelm presiding,
talks were given by Horace Holley,
Lows G. Gregory and Mrs. Dorothy
Baker on the following subjects: Religious Unity, Race Unity, and World
Unity and Peace. A considerable portion of the audience was Latin American, and the music also was furnished
by Latin American artists-Clotilda
Arias, pianist, and Victoria Martines,
soprano.
The Regional Conference was held
at the Baha'! Center from 3 to 9 P. M.
on Saturday, December 2, the local believers providing a buffet supper to
about two hundred guests.
Philip Sprague, chairman of the N e\V
York Assembly, presided at the Conference, which followed an Agenda giving a wide basis for discussion and consultation. Each subject was briefly presented and then thrown open for general discussion. Baha'i communities
represented were, beside New YorkBoston, New Haven, Binghamton,
Jamestown, Teaneck, Newark, Jersey
City, Montclair, Yonkers, Philadelphia
and Baltimore. The result was a valuable sharing of experience and a ooncentration of aim upon the tasks of the
Seven Year Plan.

AFIELD WITH OUR REGIONAL COMMITI'EES
For some months, so great has been
the volume of news received from every
part of the Vnited States and Canada,
the National Teaching Committee has
found it impossible to include in its
month1y surveys an adequate description of the far-flung work of its thirteen Regional Committees. Yet the
responsibility which has been imposed
upon these units of the Administrative

Order by Shoghi Effendi is great and
serious. Writing on April 17th, 1939,
he said: "The National Spiritual Assembly, the National Teaching Committee, the Regimwl and local teaching
committees . . . should utilize every
possible means calculated to fan the
zeal, enrich the resources and insure
the solidity and permanenc), of the
work, of those who , . , have arisen to

face the hazarus and perils of so holy
and historic an adventure." And in
Tire Advent of Divine Justice, addressing all who "are holding administrative
positions" on any of the above-mentioned bodies, he admonished them "to
bear in mind the vital and urgent n~es
sity of insuring, within as short a
time as possible, the formation . , . of
groups, however small and rudimentary' and of providing every facility
within their power to enable these
newly-formed nuclei to evolve, swiftly
and along sound lines, into properly
functioning, self-sufficient, and recognized Assemblies." (p. 46.)
The role of the Regional Teaching
Committees, in cooperation with their
co-workers, is thus clear-cut and dynamic. It is in an effort to clarify their
vision, strengthen their organization.
and widen the scope of their indispensible and historic services, that this
series of articles has been undertakelL
Each month we shall visit a different
Regional Committee and by first-hand
observation discover its method of operation and its achievements, confident
that in each example there lies an important contribution for its fellows.
The Committee for Ohio, Indiana,
and Western Pennsylvania, with membership of Florence Reeb, Secretary,
Frank Warner, Helen McCoy, Mary
Elmore, and Lothar Schurgast, was organized on July 16th. Its functions it
conceived as assistance to the fifteen
isolated believers, development of areas
not taken over by Assemblies, and consultation with Assemblies or Groups
(two as of July, 1939) at their request.
A letter was therefore addressed to each
Assembly in the region, stating the
Committee's readiness to discuss teaching plans. A second letter was sent to
each isolated Baha'i, offering similar
consultation as well as to provide
teachers and free literature.
As a result, four joint meetings were
held with the following Assemblies ill
their home communities: Columbus,
Ohio, on Angust 13th; Dayton, Ohio,
on September 10th; Indianapolis, Ind.,
on September 17th; and Pittsburgh,
Pa., on October 22nd. Public meetings were sometimes scheduled in connection with the Committee's visit.
Growing out of the teaching oonferences were innumerable suggestions,
most of them generally applicable,
which are summarized below. In describing one such meeting, the Secretary wrote: A wonderful and inspiring consultation period followed, each
one expres.'iing himseJf freely and
frankly."
If
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JANUARY MEETINGS OF
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
Clumge 0/ Date
The next meeting of the N ational Spiritual Assembly will be
held January 20, 21 and 22, instead of January 19, 20 and 21
as originally announced. These
meetings will be held at the
Haziralu'I-Quds, 536 Sheridan
Road, Wilmette.
A public meeting will be held
Friday evening, January 19, at
Kimball Hall, 306 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, and a Regional
Conference, tn which all the
Baha'is of the area are invited,
will be conducted in Temple
Foundation Hall, Wilmette, from
!O A. M. to 1 P. M., Sunday, January 21.

Troy, Piqua, and Chillicothe, all in
Ohio.
As previously noted, the Committee
also addressed a letter to the fifteen
isolated believers, enclosing a questionnaire on the present status of their
Baha'i work and covering such points
as the opportunities for speakers or
fireside groups, and the need for literature in public libraries or for personal distribution. Two pamphlets \\-'cre
enclosed in each letter, one for the isolated believer and one to be given to
a friend.
Seven replied to this preliminary inquiry, and to these a second letter was
sent, including further 1iterature and
offering to forward The Advent of
Divine Justice if not already received.
To those who had not replied, the
Committee wrote a second letter, asking the following questions:
(1) Have you signed a registration
card as an isolated believer?
(2) Have you ever been registered
with a Baha'i Community?
(3) If so, which Community?
(4) Is the address we have used your
present address?
(5) Are you receiving the Baha';
News regularly?
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(6)

Has it been possible to interest
anyone in the Baha'i Faith in
your region?
(7) If so, please list names and addresses.
( 8) Have you been able to form a
study group?
(9) Have you access to a public
library ?
(10) Are there any Baha'i books
therein? Please list them.
In addition to correspondence, a plan
has been made to visit each of the isolated believers during the year.
Perhaps the best conclusion for this
progress report would be to quote from
the Corrunittee's own appeal to the isolated friends:
"Since this Revelation is not only
a 'spi ritual Revelation for the renewal
of the inner life but also the social
Revelation for the attainment of citizenship in the world community: we need
to weld together as world citizens in
this world community. 'The world is
moving on. Its events are unfolding
ominously and with bewildering rapidity.' How great the need to become
'stalwart pioneers of the World Order
of Baha'u'lLlh'."

The work of organized communities
was found to be of three kinds: consolidation' attraction of new people I
and opening new cities.
(I) Consolidate the community
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE.
throngh: (a) spreading the teaching
responsibility among more believers;
TEACHING ACHIEVEMENTS
(b) classes for training teachers; (c)
Report oj National Teaching Committee
definite responsibilities for youth members; (d) quizzes on essential AdminWith the passing of one who was the recently of New York City. Miss Berk
istrative principles.
foremost exemplar, "lhe first, finest and Mr. Babo have both found em(2) Attract new believers by: (a) fruit" of the Formative Age, every plOYIllent and are beginning their cona contacts committee; (b) building up Baha'i pioneer and indeed, every ser- tacts for a fireside group. The public
a mailing list of progressive and hu- vant of BaM'u'lhih who in action or librarian bas requested the Esselmont
manitarian people; (c) enclosing life is a teacher of the Cause, must feel book for her own use.
teaching pamphlets with mailed invita- a deepened determination to take up
Salt Lake City has acquired a new
tions; (d) asking each BaM'; to mail some measure of the great work to believer in the person of William Sears,
a selected nwnber of pamphlets which she was dedicated. To Martha frequently mentioned in these colmnns
monthly, according to a predetermined Root the ~raster wrote His glorious for his work with his wife, Marguerite
sequence; (e) fireside meetings to sup- promise: " ... thou art sowing a seed Reimer Sears. On December 2nd he
plement public meetings, which should that shall in the long run give rise to wrote: ' f 1\1 y common sense tells me
be viewed only as a starting point; (f) thousands of harvests. . . . H Yet to that there can be no other answer to
"spilling out'· into new sections of the each of us, however circumscribed, our manifold problems than the teachcity.
comes the solemn assurance that to ings of Haha'u'l1ah. The simple, over(3) Open new cities by: (a) find- "proclaim unceasingly His Cause . .. whelming logic of these teachings has
ing a few sympathetic people and shall be better for you than all the been growing on me since the first time
strengthening their interest by personal treasUTes of the past and of the future, 1farguerite introduced me to their recontacts, rather than promoting large if ye be of them that comprehend this freshingly new, and practical applicapublic meetings; (b) utilizing club COn- truth," And from the efficacy of these tion; till now, frankly, I am powertacts; ( c) making regular calls; ( d) words of Bahi'u'llah no least follower less to withstand the urge to acquaint
providing articles for newspapers; (e) is debarred.
others with the warm, stimulatiog and
establishing a strong nucleus as a founFresh interest, then, must attend us essential truths they encompass . . . . .,
dation for later public work; (f) re- as \ve turn to the innumerable stimu- Lloyd Byars, former Bakersfield Baha'i,
membering at aU times that H\Ve are lating accounts of our co-\vorkers is also Jiving in Salt Lake City and
the planters; Baha'u'llah the Reaper: throughout America.
these three are sponsoring study classes
there is no way of measuring our work."
Miami has contributed two more on Administration and the Thirty-six
As proof of the efficacy of these prin- teachers to the pioneer roll, Mrs. Doro· Lessons. In September the Temple
ciples, teaching has been developed in thy Logelin and her brother, Frederick model was displayed at the Utah State
the following new cities of the Region Babo, who moved to New Orleans the Fair: "At first it seemed that we were
this year: Gahana, Groveport. Gran- last week of November, in time to cele- going to buy space and have a booth,
ville, Lithopolis, Urbana, Springboro, brate the Feast with Miss Pearl Berk, but after much investigation we found
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and sometimes answers to questions
wi 11 come to me in a miraculous fashion,

truly the promises of the Master made
manifest." She hopes to return to
Regina after January 1st.
In CalgfJYY, Alberta, a regular study
group has been meeting since September. "Among the different beliefs represented are Christian Science, Unity J

Theosophy, Buddhist, Catholic, and
British Israe1, so you can see for your-

self that anything can happen at our
meetings, and it generally does!" It is
apparent that our pioneer, Doris Skinner1 has a nice sense of humor for she
continues: "It is amazing, isn't it,

this power the Cause has to disrupt our
quiet existence and transplant us in
strange cities among strange people. I
was discussing this with one of my
class when she said she didn't see how

anyone had the courage. I carefully
explained that it was not courage that
was required, but rather that certain

something called faith. She promptly
replied, 'That's not faith you've got,
that's sheer luck,' and thus blasted not
Temple Model Exhibited at Big Bear Lake, California

that we could enter it in the Fine Arts
Buildingt free of charge since it was

the Unitarian Church, whose minister
is an Icelander. "Incidentally there are

not in competition. The model is placed
at a very strategic place in the build-

peg. which is second only in number

ing, in the center of the floor on a
rather large table. Surrounding it are
rows and rows of oil paintings coveT-

some 10,000 Icelandic people in Winnito the population in Reykjavik. capital

lowing a course worked out with the

of Iceland."
Katherine Jt.·loscrop left nine to twelve
persons interested in the Faith and
ready for a fireside meeting, as she departed from Regina, Sask., on December 8th to return to her home in Vancouyer for the holidays. Two very

President of the Phoenix Club which is
built on the principles that "the average person does not think from ideas
and principles to method and practice

helpful friends have been the public
librarian, who accepted books for the
library, and the retired Dean of Women
of Regina College. A proprietor of a

but in the reverse order, from practical things, institutions, methods back to
principles and motives; that most peo-

camera shop Hwas so interested in the

ple are better observers than philosophers and grasp the nature of causes
only after observation of thei r elIects;

to Wilmette this winter just to see it.
.. . He is a world traveler and has seen

ing the walls. They make an interesting background for the model!"
In Winnipeg, Rowland Estall is
teaching an enlarged study group, fol-

hence, that we can best introduce them
to the Baha'i Faith by outlining first,

the nature of the Baha'i World Community as it exists today and its past
achievements, secondly, its ultimate

purpose and principles and, only lastly,
its motivating influence and source."
His course is thus divided into three

parts: (1) Structure of the World
Community; (2) World Civilization,
the Goal; (3) A World Faith, the
Foundation. A report will be made
later as to the success of this method.
1vleantime many important contacts are

being made. Me. Estall bas been invited to address the congregation of

architecture (of the Temple) and what
it stood for that he is making a trip
all the world's important buildings, but
nothing to compare with Our own Temple." On Annistice week-end Mrs.
Moscrop visited Vvinnipeg and was able
to assist Rowland Estall with several
of his students. In summarizing her
Regina experience. Mrs. lVloscrop, who
celebrated her first Baha'i anniversary

in October, wrote: HI don't think I
have ever been so happy and uplifted
as I have been here. The spiritual joy
and satisfaction experienced at times
has been nearly overwhehning, and

often I have felt strength and help coming to me when I need it most. Especially when teaching, I try to leave the
channels free for power from above,

only my masterly explanation but me
too 1 The trials of a pioneerl H

Mrs. Beulah Proctor has forwarded
a long and fascinating report of her
BaM'; exhibit at the Provincial Exhibition in H alijax, N. S. For a week
beginning August 28 she Was the only
attendant, working from morning to
11 P. M. Persian prints were used, with
the Greatest Name and a large sigo
captioned "Baha'i Faith." Much interest was aroused and many people have
continued to follow up their contacts

by calling upon Mrs. Proctor to borrow
literature and discuss the Faith. Although Halifax is living under war
conditions, with blackouts, planes over-

head day and night, survivors from torpedoed ships arriving, and the city full
of soldiers and sailors,--our pioneer
is having fireside groups almost every
night. Her most successful work continues with the youth, and the follow.ing account of one member seems too
stimulating to omit, of 'fa student from
Dalhousie University, an East Indian
from Trinidad. . . . His father is the
11issions minister for the United
Church there and it was through the
missions that he was sent to Halifax to
get his letters so that he could continue teaching in Trinidad. After our
friendship ripened he told me, 'To
listen to the missionaries there you
were under the impression that you
would be treated as an equal here, hut
I have been sadly awakened to the opposite of this.' He had managed to go
along for a year without mixed friendships. . . . Last 'vVednesday we (the
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youth group) got onto the subject of
oneness and equality of races .... They
all bad certain limitations and believed
in oneness up to the point of marriage,
and then thought the line should be
drawn there.... R. asked if he might
speak and said, 'I for one believe in
different races mauying and since
reading the Baha'i books I notice that
BaM'u'Uah has said that He would
raise up a race of men that our present
people could not realize in their greatest imagination. It might interest you
to know that the beginning of his promise is taking place in Trinidad. There is
not racial prejudice and the offspring
of these mixed marriages are beginning
to show a finer type of mind and even
appearance.' He went on to say that

he was in love with a girl who was
three-quarters Chinese and one-quarter
colored, a musician, graduated from
college with high honors . . . . He told
the story of his social life here and then
said, ~I am going to study the Baha'i
Cause because it is the only religion
that lives what it teaches. The only
happiness I have had in your country I
have had through ~I rs. Proctor. . . . I
hope with aU my heart that the N ational Teaching Committee will send a
pioneer to Trinidad as they have one
point they will not have to struggle

with, and that is racial prejudice."
The arrival of Mabel and Howard
Ives and Mary Barton in Memphis,
Tenn., brings another demonstration of
the confinnations promised by
Baha'u'IIah. On their first Sunday in
this new city, Octoher 15, they attended the Unitarian Church. "The
greatest thrill was hearing the minister
read for a Scripture lesson from the
words of 'Ahdu'l-Baha, quite a long
selection; no credit given to the author however!' The minister has since
asked Mrs. I ves to take the pulpit in his
ahsence. Many friends were made at
the Church that first day and five
women wereJound who had previously
contacted the Faith, two in Wilmette,
the others in Yonkers, Urbana, and
through Marie Hopper. Later while
dining in a restaurant, Our pioneers
were approached by a young woman
who introduced herself as a former resident of Portsmouth; she was most eager
to hear of the progress of the Cause
and, although living twenty miles distant in Hernando, ),·Iiss., came for a discussion one evening. ';Yith this auspicious beginning, )'1rs. Ives began the
real work of arranging a campaign of
six lectures for the first week of November, which drew an attendance of
thirty to thirty-three. Fireside meetings were then held at the apartment

Baha'i! in Panama. Front row; Mrs. Louise Caswell, Mrs. Cora H. Oliver. Back
J08eph Wantok, John Eichenauer, Jr., Mathew Kawb

of 1lrs. Barton, and latest advice is
that two study classes are meeting

weekly. Thanksgiving week-end was
spent with friends in Gulfport, Miss.,
where Mr. and Mrs. I ves were invited
to conduct the Sunday morning service
at the Gulf Park College.
West Virginia received a tremendous
impetus with the visit of Stanwood
Cohh, November 8-12, under the auspices of the Regional Committee. In
Huntington Harold Hunt arranged a
series of meetings, obtaining five excel1ent newspaper accounts. The first
lecture was before the YMCA weekly
forum of seventy-five representative
professional and business men, on
"America's Destiny of World Leadership." A return engagement has been
asked hy the forum. Twelve. younger

row~

men met for infonnal di scussion of the
Faith in the studio of the society editor
of the leading paper. A direct Baha'i
talk to the International Club of Marshall College; a public lecture that evening at the Governor Cabell Hotel, \vith
about twenty-five inquirers; and a talk
for the children of the City Home for
Derelict Children completed the formal
engagements, but in addition personal
contacts were made with several leading
citizens.
In Charleslon Mr. Cohh addressed
a luncheon meeting of the Civitan Cluh,
directly on the Faith, and received excellent publicity which included a summary of the Teachings. This meeting,
plus two fireside groups in the Dahl
home, \'\oTere arranged by 1fr. and Mrs.
Hilbert Dahl. We quote from Mr.
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Cobb's report: ,j . . . the individuals
and groups interested in the Cause in

both cities are people of culture, capacity and leadership. Any gains made
will furnish splendid foundations
for future expansion of the Cause in
these cities. The work of the Dahls
and of Mr. Hunt is especially to be
commended.... The Dahls have made
one great gain for the forwarding of
the Baha', work in finally finding an
ideal home high up on a hillside overlooking the city, where they can invite
friends_ ... It should be noted ... that
the western part of the State, dominated by Huntington and Charleston
is markedly progressing in wealth
industry. . . . There is every indication
that this region will advance very rapidly in the next twenty-five years." Mr.
Hunt has already been invited to speak
to the youth group of the Congregaltonal Church on the Baha'i Faith and
is planning a regular study class ~s an
outgrowth of this teaching campaign.
Just prior to Mr. Cobb's arrival
Louis Gregory spent three days i~
Charleston and talks were arranged for
him at the First Baptist Church (where
Mr. !=lahl had ~poken the week before),
at a Jomt meetmg of two High Schools,
before a thousand stndents of West Virginia State College at Institnte and
for the students of Bluefield 'State
Teachers' College (also addressed by
Mrs. Dahl). Bluefield College and the
library at Beckley accepted books.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, although losing
Gayle Woolson to the Latin America
work, has gained as an isolated believer

anci

Marrin Newport. During N ovembe:
these two worked jointly for nineteen
days, dnring which period Mr. Newport spoke to nine dubs and schools
with other engagements arranged later:
"Our aim has been to attract members
of ~inority groups such as Negroes,
Mexicans, Syrians, and in this aim we
have met with success ... " Contacts
were also made with several influential
citizens who are reading literature, Two
study classes, averaging nine or ten

members predominantly youth, have
been established. Mrs. Woolson summarized the work as follows: "Much

was accomplished and I am so very
happy over the excellent follow-up
work Marvin is doing. He has attracted many people by his fine presentalton of the Teachings, and by his
zeal and untiring efforts. I am sure he
will remain in Cedar Rapids until a
firm Baha'i group is well established,"
Although there is much other ne\,,'s
of our pioneers, from Alaska, Vermont,
Missouri, Rhode Island, etc., the limi-

tations of our space demand that this

account be closed. The splendid work
done in Oklahoma City during the
month', visit of Miss Roan Orloff
which resulted in many joint

meeting~

of the Esperantists and Baha'is, will be
left for the International Auxiliary
Language Committee to report. Our
Regional Committees have been most
active, but their work, too, will be reported in another place, with the inauguration this issue of a monthly colunm devoted to the methods and
achievements of each Committee. The
news. from our Assemblies, Groups,

and Isolated believers we shall have to
postpone unti1 the next survey, since it
would minimize their exceptional contributions to hasten over them now.

As the teaching program has developed these past months, many believers

have been reminded of earlier work
done in pioneer areas. The Committee

would ask that all accounts of such
w~rk be sent directly to the Secretary,
MISS Charlotte Linfoot, 156 Nova
Drive,

Piedmont, California

rather

than to the pioneers thems~lves, in

order that the record of American
teaching achievement may be permanently preserved.
u Bles~ed

is the

spot~

and the house

J

and the place, and the city, and the
heart, and the mountain, ami the refuge,
and the cave, and the valley, ami the
land, and the sea, ami the island, and
the meadow where mention of God
hath been made, and His praise glorified."
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE.

INTER·AMERICA PIONEERS
From San Salvador comes the news

of our first believers through John
E,chenauer, Jr. He says Luis O. Perez
is the first declared believer; Emilie
Bermudez, a city worker, is the second,

and Jose Manuel Vela, a school teacher
is the third. Mr. Eichenauer expect~
to have a group as soon as Clarence
Iverson reaches San Salvador.

On October 27, 1939, the Mexican
formal opening took place.

Ass~mbly's

Their new Assembly rooms consist of
two large meeting rooms, a library,

gnest room and kitchen at a central
location, No. 6S Bucareli, Apartment
2. They are now incorporated as the
Spiritual Assembly of the BaM';s of
),fexico City.
The Chairman is Sr. Pedro Espinosa
de los Monteros, and the Secretary,
Senora Marie Luz Guinchard, As there
is no word for "chairman" in Spanish,
the word Hpresident" has to be used.

They have a class for children registenng twenty, and a youth group with
more than thirty members. . Literary
and musical evenings are interspersed
between classes and several times a
week a lunch is served.

Our hearty congratulations on this
extensive program. We may well emulate the spirit and enterprise of our
first Latin American Baha'i Assembly,

From Panama, through Cora Hit!
Oliver and Louise Caswell, came a
little article on in justice towards minority groups and as this is one of the
main issues with the Baha'is today
~d

one which we are constantly work-

mg to overcome----not only the world's
intolerance but indifference-the friends
will be deeply interested in their reactions in Panama,

Mrs. Louise Caswell has already en-

tered the University of Panama.

. Mrs .. Cor~ Hitt Oliver had a very
mterestlng Journey on a Grace Line

boat. She wrote in part:
"I have been able to give the Message to the ship's Doctor, a young scientific engineer, on his way to Peru
and the wife of an army officer on he;
way to Panama. . . . .. have found in

the library here (on the ship) two
Baha'i pamphlets.... The trip has been
very pleasant, smooth sailing and beautIful weather. I will write you frequently and keep yeu informed of all
that I am doing. to
Gerrard Sluter has another article in
the Simcnte on the Baha'i Faith. He is
certainly very active.

Extract of letter received from Antonio Roca on his way to Honduras:
"I spent eight days among the Baha'is
of Mexico City. Their new center is
beautiful. I found it impossible to take
my car any further. I had to sell it
and proceed by train. Crossing the border of Guatemala I was received in a
very friendly manner and encountered

no difficulties. There I stayed with our
Baha'i brother, Gerrard Sluter. We
were indeed happy to meet in a foreign
land knowing that both of us have the
mission to spread the New Faith to

the people of Central America, those
people so in need of this illumination.
We exchanged ideas and talked over
how ,we could best serve the Cause.
Gerrard introduced me to his acquaintances and I believe that his work will
soon result in the establishment of an

Assembly though greatly hampered by
lack of Spanish literature."
Central American posts now filled

by the following:
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Antonio Roca, Care of U. S. Consul, T egucegalva. Honduras, C. A.
Gerrard Sluter, 7 A Avenue S, 63, Guatemala
City. Guatemala, C. A.
John Eichenauer, J r" Care of U. S. Consul,
San Salvador, E1 Salvador, C. A.
Mrs. Louise Caswell and Mrs. Cora Hitt
Oliver, P. O. Box 1296, Ancon, Canal Zone,
Panama.
Matthew Kaszab (on his way to) Managua,
Nicaragua, C. A.

Mrs. Amelia Ford and Gayle Woolson left in
November for San Jose, Costa Rica, C. A.

From San Salvador comes a report
by John Eichenauer, Jr. :
"I made many stops in a small freight
boat in which I journeyed. I was able
to give the message in each one of these
ports.
"The question people asked me here
was jIs it different from Catholicism?"
With none of them did I find active
opposition, just indifferent conservatism. They had little race prejudice and
I find there is every imaginahle com·
bination of races.
"Valuab1e indeed was a letter of introduction which I obtained from Secretary of State Hull and a letter of introduction to a local bank official obtained from the Consul in Los Angeles.
Travelers ought to remember how important are these matters. I really think
it saved me hundreds of dollars."

PUBliSHING ANNOUNcEMENTS
The Publishing Committee wishes to

report the preparation of two new
Study Outlines, which are now pu blished with the approval of the Study
Outline Committee and the Reviewing
Committee.
Fundamentals of Baha'i Membership, prepared by Study Outline Commi ttee. This Outline fills a very important purpose, serving on the one hand
to enable local Assemblies, groups and
individual teachers to prepare students
for enrollment in the Baha'i community, and on the other hand providing
a most interesting survey of the fundamental Teachiugs for further study by
believers already enrolled. M imeographed. Per copy, 35c net.
Deepening the Spiritual Ufe, prepared by Horace Holley. "The purpose of this Outline is to suggest an
approach to the Baha'i Teachings by
which the believer's awareness of the
spiritual life will be intensified. The
aim is not to increase the believer's
intellectual knowledge, but to stimulate
his capacity for realizing truth in terms
of inner experience." References are
given for daily meditation and weekly
readings over a period. of six weeks,
with suggestions on how to use the
Outline for groups or by single individuals. Sold only in lots of ten copies.
For ten copies, SOC net.

SpirituaJ Assembly of Richmond Heights, Washington,
Newly Constituted April 21, 1939

RACE UNITY
In The Advent of Divine Justice
Shoghi Effendi has called to our attention the dangers of racial prejudices
and the great need in the world for
freedom from these prejudices. These
are his words:
As to racial prejudice, the corrosion
of which, for well nigh a century, has
bitten into the fibre, and attacked the
whole social structure of American
society, it should be regarded as constituting the most vital and challenging
issue confronting the Baha'i community at the present stage of its evolution. The ceaseless exertions which this
issue of paramount importance calls
for, the sacrifices it must impose, the
care and vigilance it demands, the moral
courage and fortitude it requires, the
tact and sympathy it necessitates, invest
this problem, which the American be·
lievers are still far from having satisfactorily resolved, with an urgency
and importance that cannot be overestimated.
"To discriminate against any race,
on the ground of its being socially
hackward, politically immature, and numerically in a minority, is a flagrant violation of the spi rit that animates the
Faith of Baha'u'll:ih. The consciousness
of any division or cleavage in its ranks
is alien to its very purpose, principles,
and ideals. Once its members have fully
recognized the claim of its Author, and,
by identifying themselves with its Administrative Order, accepted unreservedly the principles and laws embodied in its teachiugs, every differentiation of class, creed, or color must
(f

automatically be obliterated, and never
be allowed, under any pretext, and
however great the pressure of events or
of public opinion, to reassert itself. If
any discrimination is at all to be tolerated, it should be a discrimination not
against, but rather in favor of the minority' be it racial or othenvise."
o'Freedom from racial prejudice, in
any of its forms, should, at such a time
as this when an increasingly large se<;:tion of the human race is falling a
victim to its devastating ferocity, be
adopted as the watchword of the entire
body of the American believers, in
whichever state they reside, in whatever circles they move, whatever their
age, traditions, tastes, and habits. It
should be consistently demonstrated in
every phase of their activity and life,
whether in the Baha'i community Or
outside it, in public or in private, formally as well as informally, individually
as wen as in their official capacity as
organized groups, committees and Assemblies. It should be deliberately cultivated through the various and everyday opportunities, no matter how insignificant, that present themselves,
whether in their homes, their business
offices, their schools and colleges, their
social parties and recreation grounds J
their Baha'i meetings, conferences, conventions, summer schools and Assemblies.
"Let them call to mind, fearlessly and
determinedly, the example and conduct
of 'Ahdu'I-Baha while in their midst.
Let them remember His courage, His
genuine love, His infonnal and indiscriminating fellowship, His contempt
for and impatience of criticism, tem-
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pered by His tact and wisdom. Let
them revive and perpetuate the memory
of those unforgettable and historic episodes and occasions on which He so
strikingly demonstrated His keen sense
of justice, His spontaneous sympathy,
for the down-trodden, His ever-abiding sense of the oneness of the human
race, His overflowing love for its members. and His displeasure \,,,.. jth those
who dared to 60ut His wishes, to deride His methods, to challenge His
principles, or to nullify His acts."
The following are words of •Abdu'lBaha: "God is no respecter of persons
on account of either color or race, All
colors are acceptable unto Him, be they
white, black, or yellow. Inasmuch as
all were created in the image of God,
we must bring ourselves to realize that
all embody divine possibilities . . . In
the estimation of God, all men are
equal. There is no distinction or preference for any soul, in the realm of His
justice and equity . . . God did not
make these divisiuns; these divisions
have had their origin in man himself.
Therefore, as they are against the plan
and purpose of God they are false and
imaginary."
Again 'Abdu'l-Baha says: "The diversity in the human family should be
the cause of love and harmony, as it is
in music where many different notes
blend together in the making of a perfect chord ... If you meet those of a
different race and color from yourself,
do not mistrust them, and withdraw
yourself into your shell of conventionality, but rather be glad and show them
kindness."
These words of Shoghi Effendi and
'Abdu'I-BaM are clear. The :-Iational
Spiritual Assembly has at once acted
upon them and established the Race
Unity Committee. One purpose of this
committee is to help all Baha~is overcome our prejudices, for we all have
prejudices in one degree or another.
Shoghi Effendi tells us that freedmn
from racial prejUdice "should be deliberately cultivated" by each of us in our
every -day contacts. We must exert ourselves ceaselessly; we must sacrifice ourselves; we must use care and vigilance,
moral courage and fortitude, tact and
sympathy in solving this problem. The
Race Unity Committee, in a series of
short articles, will attempt to present
material which will help us to nnderstand and appreciate minority groups
many of which are suffering very unjustly today. It is the hope of the Race
Unity Committee that freedom from
racial prejudice may really become the
watchword of the entire hady of the
American believers.
RACE U~ITY COMMITTEE.

PRESS BOOK REPORT
Reflecting the ever increasing fervor

amI activity of the friends, the 19391940 National Press Books are adding
more new leaves between their already
bulging covers. Ne\".. groups of th~
reading public are being reached
through the endeavors of pioneers in
Central and South America as well as

des

used

personalities

vIslhng

the

school as lead paragraphs and lengthened into a discussion of what Baha'IS

thought of various of the world's problems.

Other

articles

used

straight

Baha'i material on the Temple and
phases of the Cause or Courses being

presented at the School. We list these

in the C'nited States and Canada.
Unique is the work being done by

techniques because so many of the
friends ask this Committee for suggestions.
Lack of space prevents us from de-

Elsa Vento of the Toronto community in her articles taken from the

scribing more of the splendid publicity
which has come to the Press Books

Wisdom of 'Abdu'/-Bahri and the Foundations of World Unity which she has
translated into. the Finnish language.
These have appeared in full length in
the Vapaa-Sa>la, the independent Finnish paper of Toronto; the Canadan-

since last Convention. However, we
would like to mention other conununities and cities represented in these

books. They include: State of Arizona-Glendale, Coolidge, Mesa and
Phoenix; State of Califomia-Ventura,

Uutiset, a weekly Finnish language

Santa Barbara, San Francisco, Berk-

paper of Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada
and the New York Times~ a Finnish

eley, Santa Paula, Pasadena, Los Angeles, and Woodlake-Tulare County;
State of Montana-Helena and Butte;
lIIinois-Chicago, Antioch, Wilmette,
Waukegan, and Evanston; Michigan-

paper with the largest circulation of
any Finnish paper in the United States.
Through these mediums the Teachings
are reaching a new reading public.
Farther afield, hvo Panama papers,

the S Iar and Herald and the Panama
Tribune have published brilliant articles
on the Cause by Mathew Kasza!>. These
were printed in English.
Gerrard Sluter has written articles

in the Spanish language which have
appeared in S';miente! a paper as well
as in the magazine, Diogenes. He in-

cluded many paragraphs directly from
the Teachings.
Pioneer work in the United States
and Canada has achieved the publication of articles on the Cause in the following papers and localities: Charles-

ton, N. c., through the Hilpert Dahls;
the Lemder Evening Post of Lander,
,",'yarning, through Mrs. Loml Jack-

son; Edmonton Journal~ of Edmon-

ton, Alberta, through Mrs. Bolton, of Sydney, Australia; Cape-Cod
Standard Times of Hyannis, Mass.,
through ~ii5S Rezsi Sunshine; Rutland Daily Herald and N orlh Adams
Transcript of Rutland, Vt., through
:V[r5. Louise Erickson of Brooklyn,

N. Y., and Miss Bissell of Rutland, Vt.;
Delta, Colorado; Asheville, N. c.,
through

~frs.

Atwater of 1fiarni, Flor-

ida; the Olathe Mirror and lohman

Grand Haven ... Grand Rapids, Clio,

Davison, Flint, Muskegon and Detroit;
IVlassachussetts - Three Rivers and
Springfield; Wisconsin-Racine, Eagle
River, Kenosha, and Madison; New

Jersey-Teaneck and Red Bank; Oklahoma-Oklahoma City; Ohio---Dayton,
Columbus and Bucyrus; Georgia-Augusta; Tennessee - Knoxville; Connecticut - \Vaterbury and Norwich;

Hawaii, T. H.-Honolulu; FloridaJacksonville and

Miami;

Indiana-

South Bend; New York-Yonkers;
Colorado-Colorado Springs; Missouri
-Kansas City; also the North China
N e1SJS.

There is a great deal of publicity
,,,,,·hich we have not yet received from

the friends. \Ve urge you to send in
three copies of all clippings with the
name of the papers and dates cut from

the papers themselves to the Baha';
Kews Service, 125 Fourth Street, Wilmette, Illinois.

As these reports appear, they will
feature various of the outstanding publicity received for the Press Books.
Since there are so many splendid clippings, the Committee will report often.
BAHA'I NEWS SERVICE.
December 2, 1939.

County Democrat of Olathe, Kansas.

The amazing quantity and great
versatility of the publicity received in
connection with the Geyserville School

impells us to describe it here. The
Geyserville Press and CID'l..!crdale Re'lle1lle both carried innumerable long
articles on the Cause and the School.
Some uf these articles \vere signed by
the Baha'is who '''Tote them. Some arti-

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The monthly issues from August to
October contain much material which
can be used for teaching, and as background for the individual teacher meeting different types of inquirer.

"The Valley of Love", by Juliet
Thompson, in the August number, was
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the second in the seri es of seven art ides
by different authors based on Bahi'u'llah's Seven Valleys. In the same issue
we note: "Can Education Bring World
Peace", by Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick,
"A Meeting With 'Abdu'I-Baha", by
Martha L. Root, "Garnering Among
the Gleanings", by Dale S. Cole, "\'{isdom of the Ancient Chinese", by Shao
Chang Lee, "St. Catherine of Siena",
by Anna McClure Sholl, and "The
Universe in Prayer", by Maye Harvey
Gift. The book review by Alice Simmons Cox of "The Good Society", by
\,{alter Lippmann hrings the reader
into touch with important currents of
thought.
The September issue reprinted Shoghi Effendi's references to Race Unity
in The Advent of Divine Justice. "The
Scriptures of Different Faiths", by Pritam Singh, deals interestingly witb
comparative religion. Other articles
are: HHas America International Responsibilities ?", by Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick, "The Spiritual Element in
Education", by Richard D. Mosier,
"The Valley of Knowledge", by Horace Holley, "The Divine Art of Living", by Marcia Steward Atwater,
"Giving Up the Self", by Jessica Levine Russell, and the concluding article
on "Islam", by Ali-Kuli Khan.
A compilation on Immortality, pubHshed in the October number, has since
been reprinted as a leaflet. "They Met
the Dawn," by Alice Simmons Cox,
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begins a series of three chapters presenting a study of the spiritual effects
of Reve1atiun upon the culture of the
times. "The Valley of Unity," by Helen
Pilkington Bishop~ continues the series
on the Seven Valleys of Baha'u'llah.
G. A. Shook's r'Science Contributes" is
another study of the relations of culture,
science, philosophy and religion in his
series. Other articles are: "lVIan's Illusion," by Pearle U. Easterbrook, "The
Concept of Federation," by Sirdar D.
K. Sen~ "The Time Has Arrived" by
Ben Ellison, and "Truth and Society,"
by Horace Honey.

PARENTS AND TEACHERS
RACE ATIITUDES
Every Baha'i parent will be interested in Bruno Lasker's book, Race
Attitudes in Children. We quote from
it: "We may get a hint as to the
sources of childish attitudes by carefulI y
noting how children themselves describe their feelings towar..-l other peoples. The following quotations are
from the replies of boys to a questionnaire which asked them to write down
the names of any peoples that they did
not like and to state why they did not
like them. . . . The test under review
was taken by a teacher in the choir
school of a church known throughout
the country as a center of liberal Cbristianity in a cosmopolitan city; the answers, therefore, might be expected to
be more tolerant tban those which a
similar questionnaire ,,,"'ould produce
under average conditions in a pub1ic
school. This is what the boys say (in
thei r own spelling) :
co 'Italians, Chinese, ~'iexicansJ Japs
and Portuguese and Germans (Spaniards and Russians being crossed out

again after reflection). The Italians are
a very unclean and sneaking race. The
Chinese and Japs are a stealing and
distrustful people. The Mexicans are a
stingy and conspiracy people. The Portuguese are a very blood -thi rsty and
dishonest people. Germans are hateful
because of their love for war and bloodshed.
H rJews.
Because they live in dirty
places. Chinese. Because they have
such a had reputation. Niggers. Because they are crooks and too free ,vith
razors. Italians. Because they are such
a nasty and dirty people.
" rN eagro. 1 do not like the Neagro
because he fits with rasers and are
verry sly. Chinese I dont know but I
dont like they thats all. Mexican are
verry sly they sneck upon you. Japanese I dont like them. Jews I dont
like them. Indians kill the white people and that is why I dont like them.
'Chinese Because I do not like to
be knifed.
,l

U 'Thofexican
Because they are lazy,
like some of us.
" 'N egroe, - U nrea.sonable dislike
probably. (This, to judge from the
language and handwriting, from an
older boy.)
"'black race-think thay own the
country
red race-thay kill
Chinese- " "
J apiness thay steal
Irish-thay swair and lie
Germans--croks
Chinese-to crafty
Cannibal-Eat up people
Senans-not clean peopl e
Germans-War makers
Turkeys-torturers
r< 'I don't like Chinese because they
stab you with knives
"'I don't like Italian's because they
robb.
" 'Jewish A race that believes Jesus
. . vas not on earth
Italian to dirty
Black race. Do not know.
Chinese You can never tell what
they are going to do next'."
1fr. Lasker mentions, as three of the
causes of such attitudes, fear, cornbati veness, and ridicule. Of the first,
he writes: "One can fancy the lasting
impression made upon children who
have often been frightened by the warning, 'If you are not good the black man
will get you'." Describing combativeness as an incentive to prejudice. he
quotes a high school teacher: "I remember a scene at a roadside in southern New Jersey where one set of children, from 4 to 10 years old, was standing on a bridge anci stoning another set
of children who had been driven underneath the bridge, and were not allowed
to come up. One of the groups was
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colored, and the other white." Ridicule you all from the same dust? That no ,ion, John Eichenauer, Jr.; Green Acre
is the most subtle and, according to Mr. one should exalt himself over another. Youth Session, Betty Shook; T~ird
Annual Week-end Youth Conference;
Lasker, is "a weapon of self-assertion." -BAHA'u'LLAH.
Life-long wounds often result, as in
'-'Regard ye not one another as Getting Acquainted With Our Persian
his stated case of Georg Brandes, the strangers. Ye are the fruits of one tree; Brothers, book review, 1..fargaret
Danish writer, who. when walking in the leaves of one branch."- Swengel.
the street as a child, encountered the BAHA'u'LLAH.
BAHA'i DIRECTORY
first ridicule of his Jewish blood. "I'd "Light is good in whatsoever lamp it is
like to see a Jew," he later said to his
Additions
am CorrectiolllJ
burning,
mother, whereupon she held him to a
A rose is beautiful in whatsoever gar- Local Assemblies
mirror. He cried out, terrified, and
den it may bloom,
Miami, Fla. The Secretary is now
with that cry, "became different."
A star is as radiant whether it shines Mrs. Constance Miletrich, P. O. Box
Baha'i parent, these subtle social
from the East or the West."- 1975.
weapons are all around your child. No
'ABDU'L-BAHA..
Kansas City, Mo. Change of adsuasion of parent or teacher can alone
dress. Miss Velma Vetter, CorreCHILD EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
effect protedion. Constant recourse to
sponding Secretary, 3108 Brooklyn
the Holy Utterances can protect him.
Street.
LOUHELEN
SCHOOL
Every child has a clean beginning. He
Detroit, Mich. The Secretary is now
Program
of
Wimer
SeniOR
is, at first, not soiled by prejudices. A
Mrs. Charles B. Hall, 4121 Mitchell
young mother writes confidently to this Pl:oneer Teaching, especially in Latin Street.
colwnn : "Very little children have no
America.-:Mrs. Frances Stewart.
Milwaukee, Wis. Change of address.
prejudice against other little children, 1VIethods of Bahri'iStudy.-Mrs. Bertha Mrs_ Claire Fricke, Secretary, 1128
no matter what race or color. It is a
H. Kirkpatrick.
North 21 Street.
common sight to see small children in Methods of Teaching
Groups
the nursery schools playing happily
(a). The Bible Approach.-11rs.
Norwich, Conn. Correspondent,
with each other."
Ethel Neale furbush.
Mrs. Anna Duffy, R. F. D. No.6, NorThe burning passages included in
(b). Direct Approach through the wich, Conn.
The Advent of Divine Justice point out
Creative Word.-Mr. Harry Jay.
Dearborn, Mich.
Correspondent,
to the discerning the travesty of presThe rate of $2.25 a day covers every- Mrs. Gerald M. Howe, 5624 Harding
ent-day American life. Every Baba' j thing. Please make reservations with
parent sees again in them the need of Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Davison, Michi- Street, R. R. No.1.
N atianal C ommillees
waging honest war against the hosts of gan.
Race Unity. The Secretary is Mr.
prejudice, "those strange illusions that
1940 Summer Seni ..""
Clarence C. Niss, 2039 North Third
take possession of the human heart." A
The dates of the regular sessions to Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
few of these and other simple passages
he
held at Louhelen Ranch next sumReviewing. Dr. Genevieve L. Coy
are suggested for your children. Do
unable to serve. The Chainnan is now
you think that they could memorize mer are as follows:
them? They will make your children First Youth Session - June 26th Mrs. Helen Lielnors. Manuscripts are
through June 30th.
sent to Miss Helen Campbell, Secreproud of the garment of unity which is
their great distinction. Keep the gar- Laboratory Session-July 3rd through tary, 15 West 9 Street, New York,
July 12th.
N. Y.
ment always shining and new with a
General Session-August 11th through
few of these thoughts:
August 18th.
ENROLLMENTS AND
'lClose your eyes to racial differences,
Second Youth Session-Angust 21st
TRANSFERS
and welcome all with the light of onethrough August 25th.
ness."-BAHf..'u'LLAH.
Los
Angeles,
eight. Miami, one. New
The ranch will be open to guests who
"God maketh no distinction between stay on between the Laboratory Session York, sev,tn. Cincinnati, four. Chicago, one youth. Boston, three. Toronto,
the white and the black. If the hearts and the General Session.
seven. Pasadena, three. San Francisco,
are pure, both are acceptable to Him."
five. Portland, two. Winnetka, one.
-'ABDu'L-BAHA.
BAHA'i YOUTH
Richmond Highlands, three. Washing·'~In the estimation of God, there is
The October issue of B ahtl'l Y oul II
no distinction of color; all are one in is Volume V, Number Three of the ton, two. Glendale, Calif., one. Columthe color and beauty of servitude to Quarter!y published by the National bus, two. Berkeley, one. Peoria,. one.
Eliot, one. Maywood, two. Detroit,
Him."-'ABDU'L-BAHA..
Youth Committee. Its contents are one youth. _ _ _ _ __
"The establishment of unity between commended to the friends, and not
the colored and white will be an assur- merely to members of local youth
IN MEMORIAM
ance of the world's peace."- ' ADDU'L- groups.
. The true believer, whose exBAHA.
In the October issue we find: ExHLet all associate, therefore, in this cerpts from Baha'i Writings; Up- istence and life are to be regarded as
great human garden, even as flowers heavals Must Not De/lect Our Course, the originating purpose of all creation."
-BAHA'u'LLAH.
grow and blend together side by side Editorial, by M. R. K.; The New ComMr.
Hans
Silver,
Racine.
without discord or disagreement be- munity, Hiram Hoskin; Baha'i Intertween them_"-rABDUJL~BAHA.
Mr. C. Joe Viallace, Denver.
nationalism, Herhert Berman; Plans
Mr. John Landus, Chicago.
"This handful of dust, the world, is and Suggestions for Youth Groups;
Mrs. Ada C. Divine, Ithaca, N. Y.
one home. Let it be in- unity."- Baha'j Study Day Outlines Nos. 1 and
Mr. Jim Stone, Fernandina, Fla.
2; Louhelen Youth Sessions, 1939,
BAHA'u'LLAH.
Mrs. Mary B. Martin, Cleveland.
"Know ye not why we have created Betty Scheffler; Geyserville Youth Ses-
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"THE SEAL OF COMPLETE TRIUMPH"
Leifer From Shoghi Effendi

Dear co-workers:
The association of the First
Mashriqu'I-Adhlcir of the West with
the hallowed memories of the Purest
Branch and of 'Abdu'I-Bahi's mother,
. recently re-interred under the shadow
of the Bab's holy Shrine, inaugurates
a new, and at long last the final phase of
an enterprise which, thi rty years ago,
was providentially launched on the very
day the remains of the F oreronner of
our Faith were laid to rest by our beloved Master in the sepulchre specifically erected for that purpcse on M t.
Carmel. The birth of this holy enterprise, pregnant with such rich, such
infinite possibilities, synchronized with,
and was consecrated through, this historic event which, as 'Abdu'I-Baha
Himself has affirmed, constitutes the
most signal act of the triple mission He
had been prompted to perform. The
site of the Temple itself was honored
by the presence of Him ""ho, ever
since this enterprise was initiated, had,
through His messages and Tablets, bestowed upon it His special attention and
care, and surrounded it with the marks
of His unfailing solicitude. Its foundatiou-stone was laid by His own loving
hands, on an occasion so moving that
it has come to be regarded as one of
the most stirring episodes of His historic visit to the NOIth American con4
tinent. Its superstructure was raised
as a direct consequence of the pent-up
energies which surged from the breasts

of 'Abdu'l-Baha's lovers at a time when
His. sudden removal from their midst
had plunged them into consternation,
bewilderment and sorrow. I ts external
ornamentation was initiated and aC4
celerated through the energizing influf"p.-:es which the rising and continually
c.ullsolidating institutions of a divinely
established Administrative Order had
"eleased in the midst of a community
that had identified its. vital interests
with that Temple's destiny. The measures devised to hasten its completion
\...·ere incorporated in a Plan which derives its inspiration from those destinY4
shaping Tablets wherein, in bold relie!,
stands outlined the world mission entrusted by their Author to the American Baha'i community. And finally, the
Fund, designed to receive and dispose
of the resources amassed for its prosecution, was linked with the memory and
bore the name of her whose ebbing life
was brightened and cheered by those
tidings that unmistakably revealed to
her the depth of devotion and the tenacity of purpose which animate the
American believers in the cause of their
beloved Temple. And now, while the
Baha'i world vibrates with emotion at
the news of the transfer of the precious
remains of both the Purest B ranch and
of 'Abdu'I-Baha's mother to a spot
which, watched over by the Twin holy
shrines and in the close neighborhood
of the resting-place of the Greatest
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Holy Leaf, is to become the focus of the
administrative institutions of the Faith
at its world center, the mere act of
linking the destiny of so far-reaching
an undertaking with so significant an
event in the Formative Period of our
Faith will assuredly set the seal of complete triumph upon, and enhance the
spiritual potentialities of, a work so
significantly started and so magnificen t1y executed by the followers of
Baha'u'llah in the North American
continent.
The Plan which your Assembly has
suggested to raise the sum of fifty thousand dollars by next April, which will
enable you to place the necessary contracts for the final completion of the
entire First Story of the Mashriqu'lAdhkar, meets with my unqualified approval. It was specially in order to
initiate and encourage the progress of
such a plan that I felt impelled to pledge
the sum of one thousand pounds in the
memory of these two glorious souls
who, apart from the Founders of our
Faith and its Exemplar, tower together
with the Greatest Holy Leaf, above the
rank and file of the faithful.
The interval separating us from that
date is admittedly short. The explosive forces which lie donnant in the
international field may, ere the expiry
of these fleeting months, break out in
an eruption that may prove the most
fateful that mankind has experienced.
It is within the power of the organized
body of the American believers to further demonstrate the imperturbability
of their faith, the serenity of their confi-
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dence and the unyielding tenacity of
their resolve.
We stand at the threshold of the
decade within which the centenary of
the birth of our Faith is to be celebrated.
Scarcely morc than four years stand
between us and that glorious consummation. No community, no individual,
neither in the East nor in the West.
however afHictive the circumstances thai
now prevail, can afford to hesitate or
falter. The few years immediately
ahead are endowed with potencies that
we can but dimly appreciate. Ours is
the duty and privilege to utilize to the
full the opportunities which these fateladen years offer us. The American
Baha'i community J already responsible,
over such a long period, for such heroic
acts, under such severe handicaps, cannot and will not hesitate or falter. The
past is a witness of their splendid triumphs. The future will be no less a
witness of their final victory.
Your true brother.
SEDGE!.

December 30, 1939.

LEITER FROM mE GUARDIAN
Dear BaM'i brother:
On behalf of the Guardian I grate·
fully aclmowledge the receipt of your
communications written at the direction of the N. S. A. and dated July
3, 11, 17, 18, August 3, 3. 11. 21.
September 20 and November 16 (two
letters)) together with their enclosures,
and of various other materials sent
under separate cover, all of which
reached him safely, and for which he
wishes me to heartily thank your Assembly.
Illness, and his pressing Juties and
preoccupations, have unfortunately delayed his acknowledgment of your welcome communications. The multitudinous duties that have pressed upon him
have become so complex, urgent and
vital that he finds it difficult, at times.
to cope with his correspondence with
the believers and the Assemblies.
He wishes me to special1y convey to
you and your fellow-members his deep
sense of appreciation and gratitude for
the message you had, in response to the
suggestion made by the local Assembly
of New York, been prompted to convey to him, expressing the earnest hope
of the American believers that he would
undertake a visit to the United States.
He is profoWldly touched at this fresh
evidence of the close ties of loyalty and
devotion that so inseparably unite the
American Baha'i conununitv with him,
and will pray that the passing of years
may further strengthen this bond and

'~DUAL,

VITAlLY
URGENT OBUGATION"
Urge Assembly focus attention
( at its) forthcomi ng meeting
(upon the) dual. vitally urgent
obligation: (the) conservation
(of the) vigor ( and) spi ritual
health (of the) community and
(the) intensification (of) effort
aiming (at) realization (of) recently approved Temple Plan.
Sleepless vigilance (to) ward off
subtle attacks (of) enemies (is)
first prerequisite (to) sound unfoldment (of the) processes (of
the) enterprise already operating.
(The) fateful forties, pregnant
(for) weal (and) woe (are)
ushered in. (The) American believers enter them firmly rooted
(in the) fertile soil (of the) administrative order (and) bountifully nourished (by the) vital sap
(of the) animation (of) its institutions, spreading its sheltering
shadow (to the) fart hest corners
(of the) Western Hemisphere.
Centenary (of the) Birth (ofthe)
Faith (is) approaching. Victories
unsuspected (are) within reach
(of) community. (The) sooner
(they are)
achieved, (the)
sharper (the) contrast offered
(with) distracting miseries afflicting (a) generation (which)
Faith alone can (and) must even·
tually redeem.
(Signed) SHOGHI RABBANI.
Haifa, Palestine
Received January 18, 1940.
increasingly deepen in the hearts of our
dear American friends their sense of responsibility for the well-being and protection of the Faith at its wodd center
in the Holy Land.
The Guardian particularly welcomes
the appointment by your Assembly of
a new Race Amity Committee, and
fervently hopes that this will enable
the friends to make the fullest possible
response to his vital call for interracial amity and understanding and
specially to his instruction regarding
the treatment of colored minorities
within the Community.
It was also a matter of deep gratification to him to know that the number of recognized local Spiritual Assemblies throughout the United States
and Canada had reached eighty-eight
on the 21st of April of last year. and
would urge that special effort be exerted
by your Assembly to increase that numI

ber to one hundred by the next meeting
of the Annual Convention.
\Vith reference to the pennission
granted by the Marriage License Bureau of the City of Chicago to the
Chicago Assembly to perform BaM',
marriages, the Guardian considers this
indeed as an historic achievement, and
trusts that it will open the way for the
accordance of a similar recognition to
other local BaM'i Assemblies throughout the States. He would certainly
approve that all incorporated local Assemblies make similar representations
to their respective civil Marriage Bureaus for the legal recognition of Baha'i
marriage ceremonies. In the performance of a Baha'i marriage, the chairman
and secretary of the local Assembly
should act as its representatives. The
ceremony itself must be very simple.
The marriage certificate, copies of
which in Arabic and Persian are published in the Balun World and
which bears the signatures of both
parties and of their parents, should be
translated and adopted by the American friends. This is indeed a tremendous step forward in the ultimate
adoption and enforcement of the laws of
Bah;\'u'llah in the West.
With regard to Munirih Khanum's
account of her life, concerning which
certain questions have been raised by
one of the believers; what has been
written by Munirih Khanum herself in
that account, and also the references to
the subject made by Nabil in his N arrative should be taken as the accurate
standard and not what has been reported in Dr. Esslemont's book.
Regarding the time for the holding
of the Nineteen Day Feasts and elections; the Guardian would advise your
Assembly to urge the friends to hold
such gatherings on the prescribed day
before sunset. If impossible, then it is
pennissible to hold them on the preceding day. In connection with the
nine holy days, however, the friends
should consider it obligatory to celebrate them on the prescribed day before
sunset.
The Guardian wishes your Assembly
to abandon the practice of appointing
associate members to some of the committees, as reported in the July news
letter. Such a practice, he feels, tends
to create confusion and misunderstanding. Those already associate members,
however, may at the discretion of the
N.S.A. be added to the full membership of the committees.
I n connection with the request received by your Assembly from a Chicago believer for permission to be married in the Temple, Shoghi Effendi
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wishes your Assembly to abide by his
directions on the subject as contained
in his letter of January 29, 1939.
The news of the donation of two hundred copies of the last issue of the
Baha', World made by our very dear
Mr. Schopflochcr to various national
and local Assemblies outside of the
United State~ was received with deepest appreciation by the Guardian, who
feels confident that this action wilt create widespread enthusiasm throughout
the Baha'i world, and will also considerably help in giving due publicity to
this invaluable international record of
the Faith.
He also wishes me to express his
deepfelt appreciation of the increase recently made by the N.S.A. in its
monthly contTibution to the International Fund. He will pray that your
Assembly may be richly rewarded for
this truly generous assistance you are
extending towards the promotion and
safeguarding of the interests of the
Cause at its world-center in the Holy
Land.
Regarding the construction of a memorial dedicated to the late Miss
Martha Root at the cemetery in Honolulu: Shoghi Effendi highly approves of
your Assembly's proposal, and hopes
that the contribution of one hundred
pounds he has already cabled through
Mr. Wilhelm for that purpose will
serve to stimulate the friends to send
in further donations that would enable
the N.S.A. to erect a befitting monument in honor of our departed si ster.
He wishes you to impress upon the
friends the necessity of their acting
promptly and generously in this matter.
He is eagerly awaiting for a copy of
the design of the proposed monument.

Baha'i Exhibit, New York State Fair, Syracuse, 1939

As to the design itself he prefers to
leave it to the discretion of the N.S.A.
With reference to the matter of the
consent of the parents to a Baha'i marriage: as this is a vital binding ohligation, it is the duty of the Assemblies
to ascertain, before giving their sanction, that the consent obtained has been
given freely by the parents themselves.
The Guardian approves of the recommendation made by the edi tOTS of
World Order to publish in that magaz.ine hitherto unpublished material
from the Tablets of BaM'u'lIih and
'Abdu'l-BaM, and hopes that in response to your request he will also be
able to send you, from time to time,
any such material he can gather from
the Sacred Writings.
Decem beT 24, 1939.

"VIGOR AND SPffiITUAL HEALTH OF THE
COMMUNITY"
On January 19 the =-<ational Spiritual
Assembly received from the Guardian a
cablegram containing this significant instruction: "Urge Assembly focus attention (at its) forthcoming meeting
(upcn the) dual, vitally urgent obligation: (the) conservation (of the) vigor
(and) spiritual health (of the) community and (the) intensification (of) effort
aiming (at) realization (of) recently
approved Temple Plan. Sleepless vigilance (to) ward off subtle attacks (of)
enemies (is) fiTst pTeTequisite (to)
sound unfoldment (of the) proce."es
(of the) enterprise already operating

"

The believCTs in aU lands are under
the supreme favor of guidance from
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on High. They stTive to uphold day
by day, ideals and principles which relate to their own development and the
illumination and harmony of mankind.
But on the otheT hand, to aid the endeavors of those who out\vardly claim
allegiance but secretly try to destroy
the Divine Edifice through enmity to
its leader, \,",ould manifestly be the most
grievous of errors.
Historically such disloyalty, synchro·
nizing \II{ith the expansion of the Faith,
had its appearance when some who
were professedly loyal to the Bib, disobeyed His Covenant by refusing to
accept Baha'u'lhih as the expected One
of the Be'j'aJ-t. They were urged on by
a sordid ambition which brought them

ignominy, oblivion and loss. LateT the
same condition became apparent after
the ascension of Baha'u'llah when a
few corrupt people violated His solemn
Covenant by Tefusing to accept its Center, jAhdu'I-Baha. Again, a diminishing few, urged on by vaulting ambition
and an obvious desire to organize
within the Cause, a group that would
circle around themselves, have refused
to acknowledge the station of our beloved GuaTdian, Shoghi Effendi, and
the New \Vorld Order of administration called into being by the Will of
'Abdu '1-Baha.
Undcr the authority of the Guardian,
the time has now come to act against
these "insidious adversaries" who have
even gone so far as to flout the Beloved's Will and Testament, the very
pillar of our unity, by claiming the Tight
to use the term "Baha'i" to designate
their personal activities. The matter is
therefore being taken to the courts, and
as soon as possible their excuses will
be made a matteT of public record. It
will be seen whether the present enemies of the Faith can succeed any better than those enemies who have preceded them: Subhi- Ezel, Mohamet Ali,
Kheirella and their like, whose denial
of the Truth became histoTic facts beyond recall.
In connection with this lega1
action, we have this message from
Shoghi Effendi in his cablegram of
January 23: "Praying victory similar
(to the) one. recently won (over)
Covenant-breakers (in) Holy Land be
achieved hy American believers over
insidious adversaries (in) City (of the)
Covenant."
Our community health and vigor consists of an abounding faith-a deep,
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immovable conviction as to the fundamental truths which constitute the Revelation of Baha'u'llih. These fundamental truths are precisely those which
the Guardian set forth as the qualifications of Baha'is:
"Fu1l recognition of the station of
the Forerunner, the Author, and the
True Exemplar of the Baha'i Cause,
as set forth in 'Abdu'I-Bahi's Testament; unreserved acceptance of, and
submission to, whatsoever has been revealed by their Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of our
Beloved's sacred Will; and close association with the spirit as well as the
form of the present day Baha', admin·
istration throughout the world . . . "
Bahi',s who have accepted these qualifications and not wavered in their devotion to them; Baha'is who realize that
each individual believer should study
and pmy in order to remain in the
spirit of the Faith, and whole·heartedly
nphold the general activities of the
Cause-these believers have health of
spirit because they remain within the
area of nearness where the Holy Spirit
sends its beneficent rays.
Baha'is have this solid foundation for
spiritual health: that their status as followers of Baha'u'Uih and members of
the Baha'i community is safe and secure
until they, themselves, create dear evidence that they do not accept the fundamental qualifications of a Baha'i. Reflection upon this truth will reveal what
a mighty blessing it is to belong within
the Community of the Greatest Name.
Every denier removes himself from
the Cause.
Let us recall the Guardian's words
two years ago: draw nigh to BaJui-

'u'1l6h, that He may draw nigh to us.
Therefore prayer and meditation are an
element of health; association with the
Bahi'i community is an element of
health; sacrifice for the promotion of
the great objective of the Seven Year
Plan-Temple completion and teaching
throughout the Americas-this, too, is
an element of health. Finally is to be
cited the mysterious truth that to retain
spiritual health we must not associate
with any person who has ever been
definitely pronounced a violator of the
Divine Covenant.
The Bib's holy words to the Letters
of the Living whom He was sending on
their missions-these words are of the
essence of health. Or tum again to
page 63 of The Advent of Divine Justice, where the Guardian directs our
attention to passages in the Writings of
Baha'u'11a.h which "cannot fail to produce on the minds and hearts of any
one . . . who approaches them with
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befitting humility and detachment, such
powerful reactions as to illumine his
entire being and intensify tremendously
his daily exertions."
Moreover, we have the unique bulwark of the Guardian's successive
World Order Jetters to surround us
with protection against the ignorance
or malice of non-believers and against
our own negative suggestions. A distinct part of the aim and purpose of
those Letters was to reveal the futility
of the arguments of the deniers and
violators. Thus, on the very first page
of the first World Order letter: "I
am indeed inclined to welcome these
expressed apprehensions inasmuch as
they afford me an opportunity to familiarize the elected representatives of the
believers with the origin and character
of the institutions which stand at the
very basis of the ,Vorld Order of
Bahi'u'llih. We should feel truly
thankful for such futile attempts to
undermine our beloved Faith--attempts
that protrude their ugly face from time
to time, seem for a while able to create a breach in the ranks of the faithfill, recede finally into the obscurity of
oblivion, and are thought of no more.
Such incidents we should regard as the
interpositions· of Providence, designed
to fortify our faith, to clarify OUr vision, and to deepen our understanding
of the essentials of His Divine Revelation."
This theme is developed further in
passages to be found in The World
Order of Bahd'u'lldh on pages: 4, 5,

8, 10, 15, 17, 18, 51,73,89,90.
In conclusion, let us recall the Guardian's summary of the first four decades
of the history of the Faith in America,
in America and the Most Great Peace.
Therein Shoghi Effendi shows us how
the Cause progresses and evolves
through a succession of trials and tests,
victories and achievements. Each time
a test is met by the friends, they are
prepared for a new and greater victory.
It may be that another period of test
is being initiated. If so, let us meet
it, not merely with courage but with
the very flame of passionate devotion
to Him, the Most Powerful, the Most
Mighty, the Most Merciful!
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

TEACHING IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES
Since receipt of the dynamic call to
a higher level of Bahi'i Service by the
beloved Guardian in his magna charta
of the l\ew Hour of the Faith, the
National Assembly, \vith the assistance

of various Committees, has been studying most carefully all the aspects of our
teaching work under the Seven Year
Plan.
Undoubtedly the most challenging
issue in connection with our teaching
work in this country is that of the expansion of the Faith in the Southent
States. The National Assembly, therefore, has asked the Regional Teaching
Committee for the Southern States, the
Race Unity Committee, and the National Teaching Committee t() study
this problem anew in the light of the
Guardian's stirring appeal and instruction in The Advent of Divine Justice,
and publish for the friends, the results
of their survey to serve as a general
basis for our immediate teaching work
in that area.
It is axiomatic that within the cirde
of the Faith itself, no such thing as color
distinction can exist. There is only one
standard, that of devotion to Baha'u'lIih, and of seeking His grace.
Within any Baha'i Community, worthy
of its name, there can be no consciousness of division or cleavage of any type
within its ranks. "Once its members
have fully recogoized the claim of its
Author, and by identifying themselves
with its Administrative Order, accepted
unreservedly the principles and laws
embodied in its teachings, every differentiation of class, creed, or color must
automatically be obliterated, and never
be allowed, under any pretext, and
however great the pressure, of events or
of public opinion, to reassert itself."
To bring to the world at large, this
ideal state of society, is the most delicate and difficult of our teaching tasks.
After careful study, the three Committees find their concerted view to be
that the method approved by Shoghi
Effendi, in the following excerpt from
his letter to the National Assemblv of
March 22nd, 1937, is still the best way
to meet our serious responsibilities in
this Section"Regarding the problem of teaching
in districts of mixed colored and white
p()pulations, the Guardian fully approves of the policy adopted by the
N .S.A. to the effect that the teaching
work sh()uld be carried simultaneously
with the two races in the south without the slightest discrimination. For
the Teachings are obviously not intended for only one race or one class.
Your Assembly's suggestion that
Baha'i public meetings should henceforth be conducted separately for
whites and colored and that study
classes resulting from such meetings
should likewise be conducted separately
until individuals of both races are truly
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confinned believers is splendid as it
will undoubtedly help in removing the
misunderstandings and obstacles that
have thus far stood in the way of the
expansion of the Faith in the Southern
States. To alienate either the white or
the colored race would be indeed unfair and unjustifiable. The solution proposed by your Assembly thus marks a
step in advance over the methods which
the friends have hitherto enforced in
their teaching work in the Southern
States. The Guardian therefore trusts
that it will be brought fully to the attention of the friends, and that they
will each and all arise to apply it in
their future teaching activities.
"In this connection, however, he
wishes me to stress the fact that the
two races should ultimately be brought
together, and be urged to associate with
the utmost unity and fellowship and be
given full and equal opportunity to
participate in the conduct of the teaching as well as administrative activities
of the Faith. Nothing short of such
ultimate fusion of the two races can
insure the faithful application of that
cornerstone principle of the Cause regarding the oneness of mankind."
(March 22, 1937. BaM'i News No.
108, June, 1937).
In developing our public teaching
work in this specific area, the National
Teaching Committee and the Southern
Regional Committees will take active
steps to see that the directions of the
Guardian that teaching should be carried forward simultaneously with both
groups is carefully and rigidly adhered to.
The following concrete suggestions,
approved by the National Assembly, are
offered by the three Corumi tlees for
the application of the Guardian's instructions1. Teachers shall work in close consultation with the Southern Regional
Committees and shall undertake no
public teaching projects without first
receiving the Committee's approvaJ and
cooperation.
2. Teachers should be fully cognizant of the problems of the South.
3. Before making final plans for pub-

A Se88ion of the Annual Conference of the Baha'i Youth of the Central States, beld at
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, January 6, 1940

lic speaking, the Teachers should survey the field of local race groups and
liberal leaders, and contact them alike.
4. The general theme of public
teaching should be the world ideal of
the Faith as a whole, rather than one
of the social principles, which might
prove provocative, such as race union.
The best results will be achieved if the
Manifestation is established as rapidly
as possible, as the Center of the Faith,
and the Source of spiritual life today,
as well as the Establisher of the true
principles of living.
5. The most effective method of
teaching in new areas is the Fireside
Gathering, and discussion with friendly
groups, rather than public campaigns.
When fireside gatherings grow into
study groups, they should be developed
in consultation with the Regional Committees.
6. All public presentations of the
Faith, such as radio talks, newspaper
publicity, etc., should be developed
through local Assemblies or Regional
Committees.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

"A NEW FAITH RISING

. . ."

Report 01 the National TeaclUng Committee

In 1853 an American lecturer,
William Salter, anticipated \vith such remarkable clarity the rise of the Faith
of Baha'u'Hah and the activities which
characterize the Baha'is even today.
that we are here reprinting his words.
doubly interesting to us all because
they were used to introduce Rowland

Estall for his recent talk to the Unitarian Church in Winnipeg.
"I see a new faith rising in the hearts
of men, and organizing itself in human
.society. It will have the human interests, the practical sense, the sanity of
Confucius, but in the service of the
grand ideals of a Marcus Aurelius or

a Jesus; it will, with Buddha, loosen
the cords that bind men so tightly to
the earth, and master all other loves
than the love of right and the love of
love; and yet it will seek to organize
right and love in the daily work of the
world, and no service to man shall be
so material or so low that it may not
also be holy; it will, with Socrates, inspire to all science, but the darling effort of science shall be to find the way
to those far and shining heights that
shall be anew the object of the aspirations and worship of men---to ascertain
the laws and true methods of adv"""e.
Under the stress of the new faith,
wrought organically out of the present
and the past, men will again look beyond themselves, will again be sanctified, will again feel a glow in the heart,
and feel themselves happy in oontribut·
ing ever so little to so divine a result."
Certain it is that Mr. Estall was
happy in his address to the combined
Unitarian and Federated loelaudic
Churches, on October 29, 1939. His
subject was "A New World Order,')
and he says: "I have never fe1t more
inspired or free to speak without reservation of Baba'u'lJ.ah's principles and
plan for world regeneration." About
seventy-five Icelanders heard him,
while the Icelandic weekly, Heims-·
kringia, carried a three-column article
on the Faith. Several other speaking
dates resulted from this contact. Mr.
Estall is most enthusiastic about these
new friends, for, as he writes: "The
Icelanders . . . have a background of
one thousand years of democracy and
peace and it is evident in their lives
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other is now ready to register as a
believer.
In the far South our pioneers are
progressing rapidly in New Orleans.
Frederick Babo wrote on December
25th: "Last week I visited Dillard
University and had a most interesting
talk with the librarian and learned that
the four Baha'i books in the library
are out most of the time ... The uni-

Temple Model Diaplayed in Window of Red Bank Register, the Local Paper of'
Red Bank, N. ]., 1939

which seem to have a strikingly noticeable spiritual refinement and integrity."

His talk coincided with the publication
in Iceland of BaM'u'l16h and the New
Era, two pages of which arrived in
printer's proof for the occasion! Mr.
Estall is also conducting a weekly study
class, has been asked to speak for the
Theosophical Society, and has again
resumed his business as manufacturer's
agent.
The Regional Committee for Eastern Canada has forwarded a heartening account by Mrs. Emeric Sala of
her visit to the Maritime Provinces
from Nov. 14th to Dec. 8th. A highlight was her four-day stay in H alifar,
N. S., where she was deeply impressed
by the selfless devotion of our pioneer~j,
Mrs. Beulah Proctor and her daughter Shirley_ Each evening after work
these two keep open house for all who
wish to learn of the Faith, and there
are many inquirers, especially as a result of the Halifax Exhibition. Other
contacts are the officers from the warships in port. "As a naval base the city
swarms with young French and English
sailors. Beulah has contacted these
young men over the counter. Though
she is not permitted to speak of the
Cause in the store, she invites them for
tea ... She speaks of the Faith, giving
them a Baha'i book or pamphlet, writing in it the Greatest Name, explaining
its meaning. She says, as I heard her
say with such quiet dignity and spiritual
power: 'Call upon God by this Name
if you should ever be in grcat danger
and He will most assuredly help you.
And if you must die, die with this word

on your lips. You will be comforted
and this comfort and protection will
reach all those you love whom you
leave behind: I was shown a grateful
letter of tbanks for her hospitality written by a young officer. Below his signature he bad written, 'AUah-u-Abhi!'
Here in Beulah, as strong as her deep
faith, is the safety-zone for Halifax ...

u

Mrs. Sala then visited the M oneton,
N. B,~ community. Three very active
children's groups (ages five to fourteen), which include fourteen children,
are led by three adults_ The children
celehrate the Feast days at their own
meetings. Two members have had opportunities to teach the Faith a, the
fulfilhnent of the Bible, to Bible classes
which they lead. "One of the ministers
went so far as to say tbat should there
be a fuller revelation of truth he did
not wish to deprive his congregation or
himself of it J" Mrs. Sala gave the initial talk to one of these groups. She also
spoke for Moncton's fiTst public meeting. Part of the program was a panel
discussion in which seven of the b~hev
ers took part. Excellent publicity was
obtained, one paper running well over
a balf-column.
The Committee also forwarded the
report of a teachiug visit to Sherbrooke
last July, by Mr. Ernest Harrison and
Mr. W. Suter, to contact two men who
have been studying Baha'i literature for
some time. One of them has introduced
the Faith to about fifty citizens of Sherbrooke, although he has had to work
slowly because of the Church. The

versity is non-sectarian and the result
of the contact was that the committee
of public assemblies is going to act
upon a lecture on the Baha'i Movement before the entire student body
... " Mr. Babo, who is employed by a
radio station as announcer, was able
to broadcast Baha'i radjo scripts three
nights a week for almost a month. This
privilege was later withdrawn, but not
until he had encouraging response from
the audience. He and Mrs. Loge1in are
in close touch with the Theosophical
group. They and Miss Berk have been
recently reinforced by Eloise McAllister, a Baha'i from Miami, to whom
Mr. Babo was married on January 6th.
Louisville, Ky., has bad several
Baha'i speakers this Fall through the
help of Miss Virginia Taylor. These
include Mr. and Mrs. Clarence La
Rocque; Miss Davison, who spent a
month in the city; Mrs. McCoy, Regional Committee member; and Mrs.
Lorene Dustan of Cincinnati. A Baha'i
library has been established for the
study class through a legacy from Mrs.
Christine, to which the friends contributed in her memory.
Atlanta, Ga., now numbers seven believers, with a regular study class conducted by Mrs. Terah Smith. A lecture was scheduled for Mrs. Dorothy
Baker on January 2nd.
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg has returned
to Charleston, S. C., for the winter,
a weekly firewhile in Columbia, S.
side has been started, since the arrival
of Miss Maud MickIe and Miss Alta
Wheeler, building on fine work done by
a local believer, Mrs. Moore.
A Baha'j Youth Group has been organized in Augusta, Ga., under the
leadership of Miss Betty Shook. Many
of these youth were first attracted to the
Faith by Miss Ahna Knobloch_
Recently a meeting was held in Chattanooga, Tenn., during the stay there
of the Shetterlys. Several members of
the Regional Committee for thc South
participated, and there are now seven-

c.,

teen contacts for future ,,,,,·ork.

Three new believers have registered
in Raleigh, N. C., Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Payne and Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey.
In Decatur, Alabama, Miss Martha
Fettig, although closely confined by her
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------------------------------------------------------work, is seeking radio openings and
maintaining contacts made there and in
Birmingham. She writes: HWC do
need more pioneers in the South !"
Harold Hunt held the first of his
weekly puhlic classes in Huntington,
W. Va., on December 21st.
Difficult business conditions have
been the lot of Miss Nayan Hartfield in
St. Louis~ A.la.: "I will not be discouraged, however~ and will continue in
obedience to prayers." Miss Opal Howell of Kansas City has spent a weekend in St. Louis, and several inquirers
are studying the literature. The hardihood of our pioneers is reHected in
these \jVords from Bahi'u l1ah, sent to
us by Miss Hartfield: "It behovcth thee
to consecrate thyself to the Wilt of
God .. , Do thou beseech God to enablc
thee to remain steadfast in this path,
and to aid thee to guide the peoples of
the world to Him ''''ho is the manifest
and sovereign Ruler .... "
Winter in Alaska is no deterrent to
our three Baha'i heroines. Miss Janet
\Nhitenack in Fairbanks has asked for
literature and registration cards, as she
anticipates a study group shortly. "The
University Library near here and the
Public Library have both agreed to
place a set of Baba'i books on their
shelves. Through my bookstore, I think
I shall have many opportunities to reach
people who are ready to become believers when they understand the Faith. It
will be a wonderful experience to me
and I am looking forward to it eagerly."
Miss Honor Kempton is delnged
with opportunities to speak of the Faith
in Anchorage. As proprietor of a bookshop she contributes a weekly article
on books to The Alaskan and has
becn able to mention Baha'i books occasionally; she has also spoken before
the Women's Club. At a formal dinner
given by the U. S. Commissioner, she
was able to discuss the BahaJi view of
racial prejudice, in connection with the
nl0ve to bar Jewish refugees. She writes
humorously: "Another thing is the surprise at myself-how positively fluent I
am becoming in speaking of the Cause.
I fiud myself waiting eagcrly for a
cue-it always comes . . . It is a joyous experience and I anI truly grateful
for such privileges." Several individual, are studying the Faith with deep
attraction.
In Juneau ),fiss Betty Becker has
been conducting a study group since
early Fall; her problem is that regular
residents are difficult to reach, and
nlany of the students aTe transients.
Two recent friends, however, have offered to arrange home meetings for her.
On Christmas Day Miss Becker was
J

invited to the Government Hospital for
Indians, and a nurse there has taken
literature to distribute. Other interest·
iug -contacts have included the President of the Federation of Women's
Clubs of Alaska, and the sister of ),fiss
Green, former Baha'i librarian of
Juneau.
Teaching in Montana has had a renewed impetus this year. The Spiritual
Assembly of Helena has opened a
Bahi'i Center and sponsors weekly
study classes which arc well attended·;
a children's class is also held. Arrangements have been made to exhibit
the Temple model at the Placer Hotel.
On November 3rd, six of the believers
visited Butte for an inter-community
day of great happiness to all. In October Harlan Ober did fine work in
Helena. :Mrs. Lorrol Jackson is carrying forward her indefatigable teaching
in Butte and reports that a two-weeks'
book display in a downtown window
has resulted in a number of inquiries.
Six new students of the Faith formed
a study class last Fall in Laramie}
Wyo., according to Raphael Lillywhite.
Two of these have since asked to register as believers. There are already three
adult believers in this city. Mr. Lillywhite is also assisting two students in
Walden, Colo., with literatnre.
Mrs. Kathryn Frankland has returned to Texas and is now in San
Antonio, where Mrs. W. C. Nichols
is working with her for the establishment of a Baha'i Group. Mrs. Mary
Edson has established her home in
Houston.
The Assembly 10 Albuquerque,
N. M., was active even through the
summer months, when three weekly
elasses were conducted by Dr. Lenore
Morris. Six of the believers visited the
Bressetts in Las Vegas for a fireside
meeting in the Fall. Listing in the Religious Directory of the University of
New Mexico has bcen obtained.
Several travelling teachers have sent
most interesting reports, only the highlights of which can be sununarized in
our allotted space. Mrs. Ruth Moffett
advised us in September that she had
just given a series of lectures in Eagle
River and had organized a youth group
of twelve members. Somewhat earlier
she placed Baba'i books in the public
libraries of Independence, \VaterIoo,

Des Moines, Rhinelander, and Eagle
River, presenting book reviews in each
case to the librarians and local newspapers.
During the past months Miss Alma
Knobloch has worked intensively in
Georgia, at Augusta and Forest Hill;
and in South Carolina, at Columbia,
Spartonburg, Greenville, and North
Augusta. She has bcen especially successful with youth in several of these
communities.
During 1939 Miss Beatrice I rwin has
assisted in the public teaching work of
many Assemblies throughout the
United States, particularly in New
York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Washington, Baltimore, Wilmette, and
California. Twenty-one talks were given
in the East. She is at present in Southern California, where she has been able
to contact several important men.
Mr. Louis Gregory was able to lend
his support to innumerable corrununities, during his journey to and from
San Francisco for the October meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly.
Talks were given in the Bay Region,
Southern California, Denver, Kansas
City, Evansville, West Virginia, and
Philadelphia. He has recently spent
some time in Wilmington" Del.) where
he addressed the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, and spoke for three firesides in the
Kalantar home.
From Fairbanks to New Orleans,
and from Halifax to San Francisco, the
followers of Bahi'u'llah on this continent are pressing forward with unprecedented ardor and concentration. While
the reports of this mighty effort must
arouse, in each one of us, a certain
confidence, our overwhelming sense is
of hummty, in the face of such responsibilities as only the Guardian can adequatel y deseri be: "What the American
believers have, within the space of almost fifty years, achieved is infinitesimal when compared to the magnitude of
the tasks ahead of them. The rumblings
of that catastrophic upheaval, which is
to proclaim, at one and the same time,
the death-pangs of the old order and
the birth-pangs of the new, indicate
both the steady approach, as well as
the awe-inspiring character, of those
tasks." (Advetlt at Divine Justice,
page 9).

AFIELD WITH OUR REGIONALS
II, New England
The Regional Committee for i.iaine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, 1\lassachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island,
consisting of .1'1 rs. Amelia Bowman,

Secretary, lVlrs. Florence: Morton, 1\1r5.
Elsa Isaacs, Mrs. H. Chamberlain, Mr.
Charles Paul, Mr. Duncan MacAlear,
Mr. Lou Keller, and Miss Marjorie
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Wheeler, listed at its business meeting
in September fourteen Groups and
twenty isolated believers. Seven of
these Groups had been newly organized since sununer: Portsmouth, Dover,
Salmon Falls, Portland, Providence,
Norwich, and West Haven. This rapid
expansion can be traced to the Committee's constant emphasis on the importance of teaching in one's own city.
As a consequence, many believers who
had been traveling from lorty to sixty
miles as members of nearby communities, determined to pioneer at home;
the election of a Spiritual Assembly in
West Haven this April will be a major
result.
As its chief function, the Committee
determined to aid these local Groups
in several specific ways:
1. By making available a series of
four lectures, as follows: October"The Pathway to Peace and Freedom";
November-"The Torch of Divine
Guidance"; December-"The Promise
of All Ages"; and January-"The
Promised Kingdom". We quote from
the letter of announcement: "I n these
four talks it is hoped the entire picture
of the New World Order will be unfolded and many new inquirers listening to these talks will be attracted to
study and investigate and get a glimpse
of the wonderful vision we have of the
future, and 'the approach of that recreated society, that Christ-promised
Kingdom~.t'

2. By cooperation in arrangements
for exhibits of the Temple model.
3. By correspondence throughout the
year. The first general letter, outlining
these plans, was mailed to twenty-two
believers and Groups on October 5th,
and brought immediate replies.
The circuit of the T empte model
tbronghout New England was most
ably executed. During October the
model was exhibited in Providence,
R. L, in the Simmons Florist Shop,
surrounded by a Persian garden; it
attracted such notice that the proprietor
was enthusiastic in his praise and assisted in publicity. It was then displayed at the Library in West Haven,
Conn., from October 26th to November 3rd, "beautifully decorated with
smilax and white asters and Baha'i
books encircling it." Rutland, Vt., arranged the next exhibit, followed by
Keene, N. H., in November, During
the first week of December it was placed
in a Nature Food Store in Springfield,
:Mass., and was then moved to Boston,
to be exhibited at the Baha'i Center
until January 2nd. Portsmouth, N. H.,
next had the model for two weeks.
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Future plans include stops in Dover,
~. H., Portland and Bangor, Me.
The Committee has been active in
many other ways as well. Its pian for
Vermont included placement of twentyfive copies of B alui' u' lldh and the New
Era in public libraries by Duncan
.:vlacAlear, who had previously carried
out a similar project for the Library
Cornmittee in twelve libraries of New
Hampshire:. "Inasmuch as we hope in
the future to have some radio broadcasts this seems very important groundwork to be done, for surely those who
are interested will turn to their libraries
for information too. "
Another successful enterprise has
been the arrangement of I oter -Community Conferences t at Worcester in May,
Springfield on June 18th, and Green
Acre the last week of August (a Regional Teaching Conference). Then in
November, the pioneers of Providence
and Rutland met with the Salmon Falls
Group, after which a second meeting
was scheduled in Portsmouth, which all
these friends attended.
The Committee is also undertaking
to write to each name fonvarded from
the New York World's Fair Exhibit.
An impressive feature of the work in
this Region is the Committee's effort
to keep every believer, no matter how
isolated, closely in touch with the activities of his fellows and the progress of
the Cause. Many letters have been sent,
informing the friends of the year's plans,
the services available through the Committee, asking them to correspond with
pioneers, advising them of the Green
Acre program, and of the ~ew Yark
Regional Conference and Louhelen
Winter School. Full cooperation was
extended to the National Radio Com-

mittee, whose chairman is also a Regional member, and the Green Acre
Summer School was made to play a
central role in the development of the
entire area. As a direct result of attendance at School, three believers enrolled in Rhode Island, a pioneer state,
and three In Portsmouth, to fom] new
Groups.
1\"0 Committee has given more
thoughtful consideration to the needs
of pioneers; Miss Neysa Bissell and
Mr, and Mrs. Don McNally have received every help and encouragement,
and the remarkable growth of the Faith
in Rhode Island, particularly, is attributable in a large measure to the cooperation between the pioneer teachers
and the Regional Committee,
In estimating the accomplishment
this year, it is plain that the New England Committee has excelled in spreading the Cause to new areas, through
radio, publicity, library placements, and
public or fireside talks. In addition, it
has, through the consolidation of Baha'i
Groups, laid the foundation for future
teaching and Administration, the uses
of which must needs increase through
such effective labors.
"Praise be to God, that the Northeastern states are in the utmost capacity.
Because the ground is rich, the rain of
the divine outpouring is descending.
Now you must beccme heavenly farmers and scatter pure seeds in the prepared soil. The harvest of every other
seed is limited, but the bounty and the
blessing of the seed of the Divine
Teachings is unlimited. Throughout
the coming centuries and cycles many
harvests will be gathered."

(,Abdu'I-BaM in The Divine Plan.)

INTER·AMERICA TEACHING ACTIVITIES
From the Ivlexican Assembly comes
our tirst copy of Bahffi News in Spanish, (Novedades BaM'is). It is a sixpage illustrated chronicle of their activities, which will be translated and
sent to the Assemblies. \Ve ccngratulate them on this splendid achievement.
They have recently entertained Oarence Iverson and his mother t and previous visits have been made by Miss
Maria Bertha Bohman of Chicago,
lIIinois, Gerrard Sluter, and Antonio
Roca. Printing, translating, and teaching takes all their time. Maria Luz
Guinchard is planning to teach in
Guadalapora, Jalisco, Mexico.
Mr. Gerrard Sluter writes that he is
greatly restricted by governmental
rules. He has been informed recently
that no outsider can obtain employment

in Guatemala, nor has he secured the
hoped-for permission to hold public
meetings, but he is carrying on his
work in the Theosophical Society,
which is naturally difficult.
It may be remembered that' Abdu'lBaha prophesied of the pioneers, "Many
a test will be visited upon you. Troubles will befall you, and suffering afHict
you."

From San Salvador, where John
Eichenauer, Jr., is in charge, comes
overwhehlling news. He has eleven
Central American believers and our first
Central American Indian. For the formation of an Assembly, he is ~waiting
Clarence I verson of Phoenix, }\.rizona,
who expected to arrive in San Salvador
by January first.
Antonio Roca of Tegucigalpa, Hon·
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durns, hoped to display a Temple model
at the ~ational Industrial Exposition,
but due to the character of the exhibit,
he could not accomplish it, so he had a
picture painted of the Temple, 3x5 feet.
This he has promised to photograph
and send to us.
To Nicaragua Mr. Mathew Kaszab
was sent. On the Pad fie Coast are two
cities, Managua and Granada, separated only by thirty-five miles. Ho
found these cities backward with illiteracy predominating, the people with
no clothes, nor proper environment. By
bus he crossed to B1uefelds on the
Atlar.tic side to look over the teaching
field. His address is, care of Anna
Crowdell, Bluefield, Nicaragua.
Miss Gayle Woolson, 235 Fuller
Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota, has at
last started for Costa Rica, where she
will be joined by Mrs. Amelia Ford.
From Mrs. Louise Caswell and Mrs.
Cora Hitt Oliver, who are attending the
University of Panama, we have excellent reports: great interest in the faculty in the University; a recent trip
throughout the Canal Zone; and the
initial step taken towards a journey
into the interior to teach the Indians.
Miss Margaret Lentz has reached her
post in San Domingo, where her address is Pension Marti, Avenida Independencia 115, Ciudad Trujillo,
Santa Domingo R. D., West Indies.
She spent three days with Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Marangella in Cuba, where they
are enthusiastically teaching the Faith.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw from San Francisco are now in Jamaica. Their address is 45 Shorwood Drive, Constance
Spring P.O., Jamaica.
Letters have been received from
South America from Sr. Tormo in which
he speaks of the growing group. Wilfrid Barton has been visiting Buenos
Aires and will now return to Montevideo. Mrs. Stewart has given us an
address, Mr. Charles O'Hanion in Rio
de Janeiro, who will, she thinks, act
as an agent in sending hooks through
to Montevideo and Buenos Aires. Mr.
Filipac took three Balun Warlds on his
recent trip to the city of Rio de Janeiro.
He finds it difficult to get packages and
books farther. Miss Leonora Holsapple
has left Bahia to teach throughout
Brazil. Mr. Wilfrid Barton of Winnetka Illinois, has paid a visit to our
group in Buenos Aires. He reports
most enthusiastic and active teaching
work. Vie have in Mr. Salvador TomlO
a cultivated and very spiritual man in
whom we have great confidence as a
leader.
7

INTF.R-AMERICA COMMITTEE.

Loulie A. Mathews, Chairman.

OPPORTUNITY PRICELESS
Christmas eve, ( the) beloved
remains (of) Purest Branch and
Master's Mother laid in state (in)
Bab's Holy Tomb. Christmas day,
en trusted (to) Carmel's sacred
soil. (The) ceremony (in) presence ( of) representatives ( of)
Near Eastern believers profound1y moving. Impelled associate
America's momentous Seven Year
enterprise (with) imperishable
memory (of) these two holy souls
who, next (to) Twin Founders
(of) Faith and (its) Perfect Exemplar, tower, together with
Greatest Holy Leaf, above (the)
entire concourse (of the) faithful.
Rejoice privilege (to) pledge
thousand pounds my contribution
(to) Bahiyyih Khanum Fund designed (for) inauguration ( of )
final drive (to) insure placing
contract next April (for) last remaining stage (in) construction
(of) Mashriqu'I-Adhkir. Time
(is) pressing, opportunity priceless, potent aid providentially
promised unfailing.
-SHOGHI RABBANI.

Cab1egram received December
26, 1939.

FIRST MEETING IN
HAZiRATU'L-QUDS
The first meeting of the National
Spiritual Assembly in its new :--rational
Office or Haziratu'l-Quds took place
on January 20, 21 and 22, 1940, and
in order to give suitable recognition
to the occasion in the light of the Guardian's words concerning the conjunction of the Mashriqu'I-Adhkir and
Haziratu'l-Quds, the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly carried
out a special program of readings. The
first part of this program was conducted in the National Office, and the
second part in the Auditorium of the
House of Worship, on Saturday morning. On Sunday morning, the Regional
Conference being held in the Foundation Hall added its prayers to those
aheady recited in celehration of the new
establishment.
This program of readings will be
compiled and issued to the Assemblies
and groups as a memorial of the occasion.
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BAHA'i CALENDAR
Under this title in BaltG'1.1~{eu}s hereafter, the National Spiritual Assembly
will list an Feasts, Anniversaries, National and Regional Meetings for the
period of two months beginning with
the date on that issue of BaM'i News.
For example, in the present issue dated
February, 1940, the Calendar lists all
events of February and March.
Since it would not be feasible to include meetings of a merely local character, the regional classification will
cover all meetings which concern three
or more neighhoring local Assemblies
(Inter-Assembly meetings) as well as
all such regional meetings as concern
the entire area of any region.
National Committees, Regional Committees and local Assemblies should
report items for the Baha'i Calendar
by the twentieth of the month preceding date of issue (i. e., February 20
for March, March 20 for April, etc.).
Nineteen Day Feasts: February 7,
Dominion; March 2, Loftiness; March
21, Splendor.
Anniversary: March 21, Feast of
:--raw-Ruz.
Period of Fasting: l\ ineteen days
beginning March 2.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assemhly: February 23, 24, 25, 536
Sheridan Road, Wilmette; March 29,
30, 31, West Englewood, N. J.

TRUTH AND RUMOR
A society as large and diversified as
the American Baha'i Community will
from time to time inevitably encounter
the problem of rumors about happenings and personalities.
The National Assembly points out
that there is a way by which every
believer can detennine whether a story
involving the Cause is true or false.
Through what channel has the story
come? If international in scope, then
the only authentic source of infonnation is the Guardian. If national, the
channel is the National Assemhly. If
local, it is the local Assembly.
By applying this simple test, believers can concentrate upon fact and
truth and avoid the waste of energy
which results from reliance upon unfounded rumor and gossip.

EXPLANATION OF TRANSFER
OF MEMBERSmp
Questions are frequently asked ahout
the details of the proper transfer of
membership when a believer changes
his residence.
1. From a community to a community. \;Vhen a believer moves from a
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city which has a Spiritual Assembly to
another city \ll,Ihich also has an AssemPRAYL"iG VICTORY
bly, his local Assembly of the city he
Delighted (at) ceremony celeis leaying should give him a letter adbrating (the) union (of the) twin
dressed to the Spiritual Assembly of
institutions. Praying victory simithe city where he is establishing his
lar (to the) one recently won
residence, certifying that he has been
(over) Covenant - breakers (in)
a voting member of that community.
Holy Land be achieved by Ameri·
This letter enables the Spiritual Ascan believers over insidious adsembly in the city of his ne,,,,,' residence
versanes (in) City of (th~)
to enroll him as a voting member withCovenant.
out questioning his Baha', status. Both
(Signed) SHOGHI RAEEA"I.
the Assemblies concerned in such transReceived
January 23, 1940.
fers should report them to the National
Assembly.
2. From a community to the iso- for a letter certifying that he has been
lated list. \Vhen a believer moves from enrolled as an isolated believer, and
a city which has a Spiritual Assembly this letter when presented to the local
to a city which has no Assembly, his A"embly will enable the Assembly to
Assembly should report this fact to the enroll the bel iever as voting member of
National Assemhly, and give the be- the community without questioning his
liever's new permanent address. The Baha'i status. The Local Assembly is
N alional Assembly then requests the to report this transfer to the National
Teaching Commi ttee to send the be- Assembly.
4. Travelling believers. A travelling
liever au enrollment card applying for
recognition as an isolated believer. believer should carry credentials from
-when the record is completed, the be- his local Assemhly if he is a voting
liever will receive Baha'i News from member of an organized community, or
the National Assembly direct. In this from the National Assembly if an isoconnection the word "isolated" is used lated believer. AU American Baha'is,
whether the believer is alone in the city however, who travel outside the United
or whether the city has a group. The States and Canada, should hav~ creLocal Assembly is to report this trans- dentials from the National Assembly.
fer to the Kational Assembly.
Travelling believers, if members of an
3. From the isolated list to a com- organized community, receive their
munity. Any believer moving into a copies of Bahcfi News from their own
city which has a Spiritual Assembly, local Assembly; if isolated, from the
should apply to the National Assembly National Assembly.

BOOKS ON RACE RELATIONS
HO contending peoples and kindreds
of the earth! Set your faces towards
unity, aud let the radiance of its light
shine upon you. Gather ye together,
and for the sake of God resolve to root
out whatever in the source of contention amongst you. Then will the effulgence of the world's great Luminary
envelop the whole earth, and its inhabitants become the citizens of one
city, and the occupants of the same
throne ... There can be no doubt whatever that the peoples of the world, of
whatever race or religion, derive their
inspiration from one heavenly Source,
and are the subjects of one Gou."
-BAHA~U!LL.'\H! Gleanings, p. 217.

The need for racial unity is perhaps
more apparent today than at any other
time in the world's history. Bahi',s
everywhere are engaged in working for
true brotherhood among all the races
of the world. In our '·... ark we discover
that one 01 the biggest obstacles to
understanding between the various

races is ignorance of each other. The
White race knows very little about the
actual accomplishments of the Negro
race. The Yellow race is uninformed
about the achievements of tbe White
race. It is believed by many students
of race prob1ems that greater harmony
and good-will cannot exist between the
various races until they are better acquainted with each other's peculiar
cultures. We must study the backgroumt, history, progress, accomplishments, and peculiar problems of every
race. Only then can we achieve a deep
and lasting appreciation for each other.
Only then will we have a strong foundation on ",...hich to build race unity.
\Vearefortunate today to have many
books from which we can 1earn much
about other races. This month we
shall mention a few buoks which will
give us considerable insight into the
Negro race.
In a small book cal1ed Negro Americans What Now t by James \-Veldon
Johnson, the author calls attention to

the fact that white people must be educated to an understanding of their
Negro brothers. These are his words:
"The ignorance of '''''hite people concerning us constitutes one of OUT greatest obstacles.-The greater part of
white America thinks of us in stereotypes; most of these stereotypes coming
to them second-hand by way of the
representation of Negro life and character on the stage and in certain books.
In the main they are exaggerated, false,
and entirely unlike our real selves . ..
White people must be educated. They
must be taught the truth about us ...
White America must not only be made
th?roughly conscious of the handicaps,
inJustices, and wrongs under which
Negro Americans struggle, it must also
be made familiar with the elements of
strength aud of excellency possessed by
the race. And white Americans must
learn not only about the material but
also about the artistic and spiritual
contributions that :t\"!"egro Americans
have made to our common cultural
store."*
In the book the Negro Genius by
Ben Jamm Brawley we get a good picture of the artistic and spiritual contributions of the Negro race. 1fT.
Brawley describes the works of Paul
Lawrence Dunbar, William S. Eraithwaite, VV. E. C. DuBois, Countee Cullen, Roland Hayes, Mariau Anderson,
and other Negroes of rare talent and
genius. Race Relations by W. D.
Weatherford and C. S. Johnson is a
large volume ghring many concrete
facts and statistics about the achievements of the Negro people. The following paragraph telling of their recent
progress is an example of what may be
gleaned from this book: "In 1863,
the year of emancipation, from between 8 to 1570 of the Negroes were
able to read and write. In 1930, less
than 1870 were unable to read and
write. In 1870 there were 3,300
schools for Negroes with 149,581
pupils enrolled. In 1930 in eight southern states there were in the public elementary schools 2,133,353 Negro students, in the high schools, 106,275,
and in the colleges approximately
25,000. In 1911 there were 5,000
Negro graduates of colleges and nine
doctors of philosophy; in 1933, the
number of these graduates had mounted
to 16,000 and the doctorates in philosophy to 90. There are 89 Negroes
listed in Who's Who in America. Up
to 1930 Phi Beta Kappa had elected
116 Negroes to membership. Since
1890 the number of Negroes in the
JohnSGn, J. ''Y., NegrQ AmericlltU W/t.at NO'ftJr
I'P. 52, 53.
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professional class had increased from
32,879 to 137,263, or 417.40/0. This
number includes 3,805 doctors, 56,829
teachers, 430 artists and art teachers,
210 librarians, and 425 authors and
editors.t
America's Tenth Man (published by
Conference on Education and Race Relations, 710 Standard Building, Atlanta,
Georgia) is a pamphlet describing the
Negro's part in American history. Figures are given showing what advancement N egroes have made in the fields
of industry, education, business, religion, music, literature, art, and health.
This is a pamphlet which every Baha'i
should own.
What Ihe Negro Thinks by R. R.
Moton is a very poignant portrayal of
the discriminations, insults, humiliations, and abuses suffered daily by
Negroes in theatres, restaurants, barber
shops, hotels, and swimming pools. In
politics, housing, employment, law
courts, and in government, they are not
given their full rights as American citizens. Likewise in railroads, street cars,
elevators, waiting rooms, the Negro is
usually given poorer accommodations
than white travellers. Moton makes us
aware of the problems of the Negroes.
We cannot overlook these, but rather
we must be informed of them and then
strive to correct them.
It is the hope of the Race Unity
conunittee that every Baha'{ will be
stimulated to read some of. these books.
Bah:i'u'llah says: ··Close your eyes
to racial differences, and welcome all
with the light of oneness."
RACE

UNITY COMMITTEE.

PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Book. Around l/w W orbl
"The world is one country, and mankind its citizens. H
This month we have received from
Miss Flora Hottes of Kenosha a wel1selected book Ii st. "For at least ten
years or more," writes ~1:iss Hottes,
"children's books have been reflecting,
in ever-increasing measure, the deepening world awareness of the fundamental unity of human kind. Now, a
great and growing number of children's
bo()ks, dealing with life in different
countries, are real story books of high
literary merit, exquisitely illustrated.
These depict, with sympathetic knowledge, the racial spirit, national cultures,
and religious faiths, not as antagoni.stic, but as essentially human and fundamenta1ly similar. This is indeed a sign
of the times."
tW=therford

454, 455.
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BOOK

AUTHOR

*Singcr
Stevens
ALASKA,
Mallette (Alaska)
and points FARTHEST
NORTH
*Sperry (:-.!orth)
and SOUTH
'Carroll (South)
ARABIA
French
AUSTRALIA
Ross
*\Viese
AGSTRIA
*Bemelmans
*Morley
BALKANS
Davies
Dragoumis
Miller
Miller
Shannon
CA:-.!ADA
'De Angeli
O'Brien
CHINA
'Handforth
Hollister
Hess
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
'Trinka
ENGLAND
Kipling
Ransome
FINLAND
Adams
Brink
FRANCE
*Emerson
GERMANY
'Hill
Peck
HUNGARY
*Petersham
Seredy
*Bose
INDIA
Mukerji
*Singer
IRAN
Ratzesberger
*Ratzesberger
IRAQ
Angelo
ITALY
'Wheeler
Coatsworth
JAPAN
'Wood
*Bannon
MEXICO
*Simon
Troelstra
KETHERLANDS
• Van Stockum
Rihbany
PALESTI:-.!E and
Rubinstein
SYRIA
Kellogg
POLAKD
'Kelly
RGSSIA (U.S.S.R.) Daugherty
Fischer
Burglon (Sweden)
SCANDINAVIA
'D'Aulaire
Hamsun
Owen
SCOTLAND
Atkinson
'Leaf
SOUTH AMERICA 'Steen
Tschiffely
SPAIN
Irving
Savvyer
SWITZERLAND
Cormack
'Spyri

Boomba Lives in Africa

Lion Boy
Chee-cha-ko
One Day with Tuktu
Luck of the Roll and Go
Lance of Kanana

Back of Time
Buddy the Bear
Hansi
Donkey John of the Toy Valley
Boy in Serbia
Under Greek Skies
Pran of Albania
Young Trajan (Rumania)
Dobry (B ulgaria)
Petite Suzanne

Silver Chief
Mei-Li
Beggars of Dreams

Castle Camp
Jenik and Marenka
Stalky and Co.
Swallows and Amazons
Vaino, Boy of New Finland
Anything Can Happen on the River
Jacques at the Window
Rudi of the Toll-Gate
Young Germany
Miki
Good Master
Totaram, a Village Boy
Jungle Beasts and Men
Ali Lives in Iran
Jasmine
Camel Bells
Nino

Giotto Tended the Sheep
Cat Who Went to Heaven
Great Sweeping Day
Manuela's Birthday
Fopo's Miracle
Afke's Ten

Day on Skates
Hidden Treasure of Rasmola
Adventuring in Palestine
Girl Who Ruled a Kingdom
Christmas Nightingale
Broken Song
Palaces on Monday
Children of the Soil
Children of the Northlights
Norwegian Farm
Denmark Caravan
Greyfriars' Bobhy
Wee Gillis
Red Jungle Boy
Tale of Two Horses
Tales from the Alhambra
T ono Antonio
Jacques the Goat-Herd
Heidi

*Books for younger children, through fourth grade.
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COUNTRY

UNITED STATES
of AMERICA

*Peck

BOOK

AUTHOR

Young Americans from Many
Lands

"Kyser
(Afro-Americans)
Little Cumsee in Dixie
Means
(Afro-Americans)
Shuttered Windows
"Buff
(Indians of Dancing Goud
• Sperry
America) Little Eagle
.Stong (north)
Honk, the Moose
Govan (south)
Those Plummer Children
Waller (east)
Daughter of the Rich
·W ilder (middle west) Little House on the Prairie
James (west)
Smoky
ONE GREAT FELLOWSHIP
Heroes of Civilization
Cottier
Book of Courage
Hagedorn
Cease Firing
Hulbert
Men Are Brothers
Taylor
"Books for younger children, through fourth grade.

PUBLIC MEETING AND
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
The concluding public meeting and
regional conference of the current
BaM'i year were conducted by the N ationa! Spiritual Assembly with the assistance and cooperation of the Spiritual Assembly of Chicago on January
19 and 21, 1940.
The public meeting was held in Kimball Recital Hall, 306 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago. The program, under
the title of "World Crisis and Universal Peace," inc1uded a talk on ·'The
Spirit of the Americas" by Mrs.
Dorothy Baker; on "Religion Plays Its
Part" by Leroy loas; and on "The
Structure of World Peace" by Louis
G. Gregory. Harlan Ober presided as
chairman of the meeting. A large
audience of Baha'is and non-Baha'is,
the former from many different cities,
contributed to the spiritual importance
of the occasion.
The Regional Conference was held in
Temple Foundation Hall, Sunday,
January 21, from 10:00 A. M. to 1:00
P. M., Miss Sophie Loeding presiding.
Among the subjects considered were:
Teaching (Community, Pioneer, Regional, Youth) ; and National Fund in
relation to the aims of the Seven Year
Plan. Despite the severe weather, Assemblies, groups and isolated believers
in the area were well represented. Each
topic was first briefly presented by a
chosen representative, then opened for

general discussion.
I, MARY MAGDALEN
The friends are informed that the
book by Juliet Thompson, references
to which by Shoghi Effendi have pre-

viously appeared in Balun News, will
be published during February, 1940,
by Delphic Studios, New York
Orders maybe placed through the
Baha'i Publishing Committee at the
Pre-publication subscription of $2.50
per copy.
As long ago as July 31, 1935, the
Guardian wrote Miss Thompson
through his secretary: "Shoghi Effendi
is pleased indeed to learn of the possibilities of having this work published
very soon. Its importance, as he has
already assured you, as an indirect
medium for the spread of the Teachings
is very great and will surely be appreciated by the believers. It is hoped that
with their whole-hearted support and
cooperation this Ii ttle volume wilt
reach many circles and will serve to
draw the attention of many distinguished and spiritually-minded people
towards the beauty, power and effectiveness of the Message."

IN MEMORIAM
Death profferetll unto every confident believer the cup that is life indeed.
It bestoweth joy, and is the bearer of
gladness. II confereth the gift of everlasting life.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
Mr. Walter L. Bacon, Jacksonville.
Mrs. Harry Prutting, Brooklyn.
Mrs. Grace Krug, New York
Mrs. Lura Ackerman, Montclair.
Mr. :Magnus Poulson, Racine.
Mrs. Cora Reed, Lansing.
1I.hs. Fannie Gadson Tombs, Augusta.
Dr. Elizabeth Ambrose, vVashington, D. C.
Dr. Clara Sterling, Chicago.
Mr. J. H. Pacquin, San Francisco.
Mr. George E. Ostburg, Boston.

"THE SPIRITUAL
POTENCIES OF THAT
CONSECRATED SPOT"
On December 21, 1939, Shoghi
Effendi addressed a general communication "To the beloved of
God and the handmaids of the
Merciful throughout the West"
which is being issued as soon as
possible to all the believers in the
form of a printed pamphlet entitled The S pirituaI Pol encies of
That Consecrated Spol. In this
communication, which has the
general character of such letters
as have been published in The
World Order of Baha'u'llllh, the
Guardian conveys to us the spiritual mysteries surrounding the
transfer of the sacred remains to
Mount Carmel.

NOTICE TO DELEGATES
All believers elected to be delegates to the Annual Convention
are reminded of their right to recommend topics for the Convention Agenda. Recommendations
from delegates should be received
by March 27, 1940.

ANNUAL COMMITfEE
REPORTS
The National Committees are
reminded that their Annual Reports should be in the hands of
the l\ational Assembly by March
14, for publication in advance of
the Convention. Reports received
later than March 14 can only appear in monthly issues of BaM',
News. The }.!ational Spiritual Assembly wishes the special Annual publication of reports to include at least a summary of tbe
activity of every Committee.

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Miami. four. Los Angeles, sixteen
and oue youth. Chicago, seven. San

Francisco, six. New York, seven. St.
Lambert, one and one youth. Muskegon, one. East Cleveland, one. Washington, one. Cabin John, one. Augusta,
one. Binghamton, three. Helena, four.
Indianapolis, one. JacksonviHe, one.
Milwaukee, one. Pasadena, one youth.

(Insert-BAHA'i NEWS, February, 1940)

"WELCOME PARTICULARLY RECENT ACTION DESIGNED EXPEDITE
TERMINATION (OF) DIVINELY-FOUNDED TEMPLE . . . "
SHOGm EFFENDI CONTRIBUTES TO BAHiyym KHANUM FUND
The Guardian of the Faith of
Baha'u'llih has by his cabled and
written encouragement and approval,
and by his munificent donation, assured
the success of the next great undertaking in the completion of the House of
Worship.

''ORDAINED (TO BE THE) ARK"
As reported in BAHA'i NEWS of November, the Guardian referred significantly to the Temple construction work
in his message dated October 23 : '·We1come particularly recent action
designed expedite termination (of)
Divinely-founded Temple ordained (to
be the) Ark destined (to) ride triumphant (the) tidal wave. (of) world-encircling calamities and offering sole
refnge (to) storm-tossed sufferers of
sinful, steadily sinking civilization."
This heart-stirring message was soon
followed by the cablegram received December 26, which forever associates the
House of Worship with the sacred
memory of the Purest B ranch and the
Master's Mother, and gives us one more
example of the Guardian's self-sacrifice
in his unique service to mankind : -

"PLEDGE THOUSAND POUNDS"
.. Christmas eve, (the) beloved remains (of) Purest B ranch and Master's
Mother laid in state (in) Bab's Holy
Tomb. Christmas day, entrusted (to)
Carmel's sacred soil. (The) ceremony
(in) presence (of) representatives (of)
Near Eastern believers profoundly
moving. Impelled associate America's
momentous Seven Year enterprise
( with) imperishable memory ( of)
these two holy souls who, next (to)
Twin Founders (of) Faith and (its)
perfect Exemplar, tower, together with
Greatest Holy Leaf, above (the) entire
concourse (of the) faithful. Rejoice
privilege (to) pledge thousand pounds
my contribution (to) Bahiyyih Khanum
Fund designed (for) inauguration (of)
final drive (to) insure placing contract
next April (for) last remaining stage
(in) construction (of) Mashriqu'lAdhk:ir. Time (is) pressing, opportunity priceless, potent aid providentially promised unfailing."

"THE PLAN , •. MEETS WITH MY
UNQUALIFIED APPROVAL"

and molds for the first story practiea1ly
completed, part of the nine first story
pylons completed, and the quartz and
This vital matter is more fully ex- steel needed for completing the expounded in the Guardian's letter dated terior decoration of the first story purDecember 27 :
chased and paid for.
"The Plan which your Assembly has
What remains to be done is the castsuggested to raise the sum of fifty thou- ing and application of the ornamentasand dollars by next April, which will tion to the first story, and the casting
enable you to place the necessary con· of the units which will constitute the
tracts for the final completion of the surrounding staircase.
entire First Story of the Mashriqu'lIn the Babiyyih Khanum Fund as of
Adhkar, meets with my unqualified ap- January 22, we have a balance of
proval. It was specially in order to $14,259.99 which can be devoted to the
initiate and encourage the progress of cost of this new construction.
such a plan that I felt impelled to
The Guardian has given full appledge the sum of one thousand pounds proval to the signing of a contract for
in the memory of these two glorious completing the first story and the sursouls who, apart from the Founders of rounding steps by April 1 provided the
the Faith and its Exemplar, tower, to- National Spiritual Assembly has
gether with the Greatest Holy Leal, $50,000 on hand.
above the rank and file of the faithful.
Deducting the $14,259.99 from this
"The interval separating us from necessary $50,000, we have the amount
that date is admittedly short. The ex- that must be contributed to the National
plosive forces which lie dormant in the Fund by April first, over and above
international field may, ere the expiry what is required for current expenses
of these deeting months, break out in ----$35,740.01.
an eruption that may prove the most
The work Ie be done under this Dew
fateful that mankind has experienced. contract will require about two years.
It is within tbe power 01 the organized During tbat two years, beginning April
body of the American believers to fur- 1, 1940, there must be accumulated the
ther demonstrate the imperturhability balance required to meet the cost, or
of their faith, the serenity of their con- $55,816.78.
The execution of this proposed confidence and the unyielding tenacity of
tract means that all the exterior ornatheir resolve."
mentation of the House of Worship,
"FINAL COMPLETION OF THE and the surrounding steps, will have
been completed by 1942, and this will
ENTIRE FIRST STORY"
leave two years more to take care of the
Since the Seven Year Plan was in- metal doors and some beautifying of the
itiated, a vast amount of work has been grouods.
The exact figures determi ning the
done on the House of W'orship: the
gallery section completed, the models new contract are as follows ;I.

2.

Cost of casting and application of units to first story..
. .... $ 95,000.00
Cost of external stairs. ...................
.................... .. ..........
30,000.00

....................... $125,000.00
Total cost ............ .
Deductions for items already paid:
External decoration on pylons, (lower portion) . . $10,104.65
5,175.00
Quartz already purchased .
3,903.57
Steel and wire already purchased ..
$19,183.22

4.

Amount of con tract to be placed April 1, 1940.
Less cash on hand before can tract can be placed.

5.

Amount to be contributed in 1941..

3.

(OVER)

19,183.22

...... $105,816.78
50,000.00
..$ 55,816.78
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''TIME PRESSING,
OPPORTUNITY PRICELESS"
The inauguration of this vitally important Temple work means that between now and April I, 1940, the
National Fund must receive donations
(in addition to the amount needed for
maintaining all other activities) amounting to $35,74O.0l.
It is for each American Baha'i to
realize the urgency of the Guardian's
call and determine the degree of his or
her sacrifioe.
It is for the newer believers, who
have entered into the blessings and opportunities provided for them by the
sacrifices of those who preceded them,
to realize that they have a special privilege.
It is for the Spiritual Assemblies to
augment and intensify the effort of the
National Spiritual Assembly to impress

OUR BELOVED TEMPLE
Words 0/ Shoghi EDemli
It seems befitting, in connection with
the Temple completion plan announced
as an insert in this issue of BaM' i
N ows, to ponder again those words
wbich the Guardian addressed to the
American Baha';s on March 21, 1932,
in the letter reprinted as The. Golden

Age of th. Cause of BaM'u'lltih.
"And finally, dearly-beloved brethren. let me once more direct your attention to the pressing claims of the
Mashriqu'I-Adhkir, our beloved Temple. Need I remind you of tbe imperative necessity of carrying out to
a successful conclusion, whi1e there is
yet time, the great enterprise to which,
before the eyes of a watching world, we
stand committed ? Need I stress the
great damage which further delay in the
prosecution of this divinely-appointed
task must, even in these critical and
unforeseen circumstances, inflict upon

the Guardian's deepest hopes upon
every member of the local community.
It is for the Correspondents of groups
to discuss the Plan with all other members of the group and take action.
It is for the pioneers in the field, who
are so close to the realm of sacrifice
where the Divine Will is all-potent, to
reinforce the efforts of their fellowbelievers with daily prayer.
Finally-to provide the occasion for
consultation and collective action that
the holy flame ignited in the hearts by
Sboghi Effendi may enkindle the entire Baha'i community of North America-the National Spiritual Assembly
requests the cOlJ5ultation periods of the
Nineteen Day Feasts on February 7,
and March 2 to be concentrated on the
fulfilment of the Plan, and the nineteen day period of the fast to be devoted
to supplication for the attainment of the
true spirit of sacrifice for the Faith of
Baha'u'llih.
J

the prestige of our beloved Cause? I
am, I can assure you, acutely conscious
of the stringency of the circumstances
with wbich you are faced, the embarrassments under which you labor, the
cares with which you are burdened, the
pressing urgency of tbe demands that
are being incessantly made upon your
depleted resources. I am however,
still more profoundly aware of the un·
precedented character of the opportunity which it is your privilege to seize
and utilize. I am aware of the incalculable blessings that must await the termination of a col1ective enterprise
which, by the range and quality of the
sacrifices it entailed, deserves to be
ranked among the most outstanding examples of Baha'i solidarity ever since
those deeds of brilliant heroism immortalized the memory of the heroes of
Nayriz, of Zanjan, and of Tabarsi. I
appeal to you, therefore, friends and
fellow-disciples of Bah:i'u'll:ih, for a
more abundant measure of self -sacriJ

Local Assemblies which, in addition,
feel the need for additional meetings of
the friends at more frequent intervals,
can unquestionably contribute powerfully to the achievement of the migbty
task.
The Guardian's most recent word of
instruction and counsel is in his cablegram received January 18;
"Urge Assembly focus attention (at
its) forthcoming meeting (upon the)
. . . vitally urgent obligation . . . intensification effort aiming realization
(of) recently approved Temple Plan
... Victories unsuspected (are) within
reach (of) community. (The) sooner
(they are) achieved, (the) sharper
(the) contrast offered (with) distracting miseries afflicting (a) generation
(which) Faith alone can (and) must
eventually redeem."
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

fice, for a higher standard of concerted
effort, for a still more compelling evidence of the reality of the faitb that
glows within you.
HAnd in this fervent plea, my voice
is once more reinforced by the passionate, and perhaps, the last, entreaty, of
the Greatest Holy Leaf, whose spirit,
now hovering on the edge of the Grea'!
Beyond, longs to carry on its flight to
the Abhi Kingdom, and into the presence of a Divine, an almighty Father,
an assurance of the joyous conswnmation of an enterprise, the progress of
which has so greatly brightened the
closing days of her earthly life. That
the American believers, those stouthearted pioneers of the Faith of
Bah:i'u'U:ih, will unanimously respond,
with that sanle spontaneous generosity,
that same measure of se1f -sacrifice, as
have characterized their response to her
appeals in the past, no one who is
familiar with the vitality of their faith
can possibly question."
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"A POIGNANT REMINDER OF THE
RESISTLESS MARCH"
Beloved Friends:
There aTe events in a spiritual Cause
which have the special characteristic
that they seem luminous with the light
of inner significance. They shine
through the twilight of our ignorance
and incapacity. They are revealing of
the vital importance of intention as well
as of truth.
Such an event has now transpired in
the Baha'i Community of America.
Let us endeavor to rise above the inw
evitable human feeling of grief and seek
to apprehend it through the higher
understanding that comes to us from
the Manifestation and from those whose
mission was created by Him.
Concerning those who leave their
country to teach in foreign lands,
Bah;\'u'llah has said: "They that have
forsaken their country for the purpose
of teaching our Cause-these shaU the
Faithful Spirit strengthen through its
power. A company of Our chosen angels shall go forth with them, as bidden by Him Who is the Almighty, the
All-\Vise. How great the blessedness
that awaiteth him that hath attained the
honor of serving the Almighty! By
My life! No act, however great, can
compare ",ith it, except such deeds as
have been ordained by God, the AlIPowerful, the Most Mighty. Such a
service is, indeed, the prince of a1l
goodly deeds, and the ornament of
every goodly act. Thus hath it been

ordained by Him Who is the Sovereign
Revealer, the Ancient of Days."
Again, we have these gemlike words
from 'Abdu'l-Baha: "If you plant a
seed in the ground a tree win become
manifest from that seed. The seed sacrifices itself to the tree that will come
from it. The seed is outwardly lost,
destroyed, but the same seed which is
sacrificed will be ahsorbed and embodied in the tree, its blossoms, fruit and
branches. If the identity of that seed
had not been sacrificed to the tree
which became manifest from it, no
branches, blossoms or fruits would have
been forthcoming."
It is in the light of such utterances
that we should approach the message
from Shoghi Effendi which conveys to
us the mystery associated with the passing of May Maxwell in Rio de Janei ro
while teaching the Cause:"'Abdul-BaM's beloved handmaid,
distinguished disciple May Maxwell
(is) gathered (into the) glory (of the)
Abha Kingdom. Her earthly life, so
rich, eventful, incomparably blessed,
(is) worthily ended. To sacred tie her
signal services had forged, (the) priceless honor (of a) martyr's death (is)
now added. ( A) double crown dese rvedly won. (The) Seven Year Plan,
particularly (the) South American
campaign, derive fresh impetus (from
the) example (of) her glorious sacrifice. Southern outpost ( of) Faith

March, 1940

"SACRIFICE WORTHILY,
ENDURE RADIANTLY"
Congratulate alike (the) National Representatives,
(the)
uewly fledged Assemblies, (the)
recently dispatched pioneers (and
the ) freshly enrolled believers all
concurring (in) common mission
(to) energize processes propelling Plan along destined course.
Appeal once again (to) every participant' uotwithstanding (the)
threatening tempest, (to) steadily maintain high aim, dare
greatly, toil unremittingly, sacrifice worthily, endure radiantly,
unflinchingly tiII very end. Harvest to be reaped (is) foreordained' incalculably rich, everlastingly glorious, visibly approaching.-SUOGIII RABBANI.
Cahlegram received Feb. 27, 1940.
greatly enriched through association
(with) her historic resting-place destined remain (a) poignant reminder
(of the) resi stless march (of the) triumphant army (of) Baha'u'llah. Advise believers (of) both Americas (to)
hold befitting memorial gathering."SUOGHI RABBANr.
Cablegram received :March 3, 1940.
And as to the radiant heroism that
must characterize those who sen'e the
Faith of God, how could it be more
nobly expressed than in these words of
Ruhiyyih Khanum:"Humhly grateful beloved mother
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answered Guardian's call, turned southward (and) sacrificed (her) life (for
the) Holy Faith. Beg prayers (her)
daughter may follow her footstcps."RUHIYYIH KHAKl.1M.

Cablegram received March 4, 1940.
Now, we may be assured! there are

no longer separations and divisions between the peoples of )lorth and South
America for Baha'is. For Baha'is, a
oneness has been established by virtue
of the sacrifice ""'hich has been laid
before the Throne of God.
NATIONAL SPIR1TUAL ASSEMBLY.

LEITERS FROM SHOGHI EFFENDI
The following excerpts from letters
written by the Guardian through his
Secretary to individual Baha'is are
published with Shoghi Effendi's consent.
"Regarding the five steps of prayer
outlined by the Guardian, and recorded
by Mrs. Moffett in her booklet, the
Call to Pra'yer, these, he wishes me to
explain, are merely personal suggestions and need not, therefore, be
adopted st rictl y and universally by the
believers."-To Wilfrid Barton, June
30, 1938.
HIn connection with your question
regarding the reference made by
'Abdu'l-Bahi to 'His Highness Emmanuel' in Vol. III of His Tablets; this
obviously refers to the Bab, as the
text shows it clearly, and is in no way
a reference to Swedenborg."-To Willard P. Hatch, May 9, 1938.
"\Vith reference to your son's request for advice regarding the observance of the Bahi'i Fast; much as
the Guardian realizes the difficulty
which a believer of his position, attending a military school, will have to encounter if he wishes to stricti)1 canfart»
to the regulations of the Fast, he nevertheless would advise him to make every
effort to obtain from the school authorities the necessary permission. In
case his request is refused the only alternative for him would be to obey his
superior."-To Mrs. Louise Cas\"lell,
October 27, 1938.
"Such hindrances (i.e., illness and
outer difficulties), no matter how severe and insuperable they may at first
seem, can and should be effectively
overcome through the combined and
sustained power of prayer and of determined and continued effort."-To
Mrs. Alice S. Cox, February 6, 1939.
"As regards the celebration of the
Christian Holidays hy the believers; it
is surely preferable and even highly advisable that the friends should in their
relation to each other discontinue observing such holidays as Christmas and
New Year, and to have their festival
gatherings of this nature insteao during
the intercalary days and Na\v-Ruz, . ..
Concerning the question how long it

takes for the spirit to properly disconnect itself from the body; there is no
reference to that in the \Vritings . . . .
The healing prayers rcvealed by
Baha'u'llah can be effectiyc even though
used by non-believers. But their effectiveness is of course greater in the case
of those who fully accept the Reyelation."-To Mrs. Elizabeth Edwards,
March 19, 1939.
«Concerning the idea of the Baha'i
World Order and the proper emphasis
which should be laid on the social aspect of the Faith; the Guardian feels
the necessity for all teachers to stress
the fact that the \",orld Order of
Bahi'll'llih can, under no circumstances, be divorced from the spiritual
principles and teachings of the Cause;
that the social laws and institutions of
the Faith are inseparably bound up and
closely interv,fOven with the moral and
spiritual principles enunciated by
Bah,,'u'lhih, Who, Himself, indeed,
has time and again emphasized the
underlying oneness and the identity of
purpose of all His spiritual, doctrinal,
and social teachings. The Friends,
while emphasizing both of these aspects, should, in particular, point out
that they constitute parts of one and
the same plan, and elements of a single,
divine and world-embracing system."
-To Leroy Ioas, April 14, 1939.
HConceming your question as to the
status of those individuals whom the
local Assembly or the N. S. A. have
considered it necessary to deprive of
the voting right and to suspend from
local meetings and gatherings; such
action which local and National Assemblies have been empowered to take
against such recalcitrant members,
however justified and no matter how
severe, should under no circumstances
be considered as implying the complete expulsion of the individuals affected from the Cause. The suspension
of voting and other auministrative
rights of an individual, ahvays conditional and therefore temporary, can
never have such far-reaching inlplications, since it constitutes merely an administrative sanction; whereas his expulsion or excommunication from the
Faith, which can be effected by the

TIlE MEMORIAL IN HONOR
OF MARTHA L. ROOT
"With regard to the Memorial
which the )l.s.A. is proposing to
erect in honor of our beloved
Martha, the Guardian is hopeful
that the fund which is now being
raised for that purpose will receive the full support of the believers, and that the donations
which will be sent in will be sufficient to enable your Assembly to
erect a befitting monument in
memory of our departed sister.
The friends should be impressed
with the importance and significance of this undertaking, and
should seize this opportunity of
paying their last tribute to so outstanding and indeed matchless a
pioneer and servant of the Cause
in the \Vest."-SHOGHI EFFENDI,
through his Secretary, to Roy C.
Wilhelm, Treasurer.
Haifa, January 3, 1940. (Delayed in transit).
Guardian alone in his capacity as the
supreme spiritual head of the Community, has far-reaching spiritual implications affecting the very soul of that
believer. The former, as already stated,
is an administrative sanction~ whereas
the latter is essentially spiritual, inyolving not only the particular relationship of a believer to his local or
l\ational Assembly, hut his very spiritual existence in the Cause. It fonows,
therefore, that a believer can continue
calling himself a Baha'i even though
he may cease to be a voting member
of the Community. But in case he is
excluded from the body of the Cause
by an act of the Guardian he ceases
to be a believer, and cannot possibly
identify himself even nominally with
the Faith."-To Harlan Ober, May 8,
1939.
"It is certainly most difficult to
thoroughly grasp all the Surihs of the
Qur'an, as it requires a detailed knowledge of the social, religious and historical background of Arabia at the
time of the appearance of the Prophet.
The believers cannot possihly hope,
therefore, to understand the Surihs
after the first or even second or third
reading. They have to study them
again and again, ponder over their
meaning, with the help of certain commentaries, and explanatory notes as
found, for instance in the admirable
translation made by Sale, endeavor to
acquire as dear and correct under-
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standing of their meaning and import
as possible. This is naturally a slow
process, but future generations of believers will certainly come to grasp it.
For the present, the Guardian agrees,
that it would be easier and more helpful to study the book according to subjects, and not verse by verse and also
in the light of the Bib, Balli'u'llah and
jAbdu'I-Baha's interpretations which
throw such Ooods of light on the whole
of the Qur'an."-To Mrs. Gertrude
Struven, August 22, 1939.

MOVING PICTURE FlLM
OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
Assemblies and individual Baha'is
can obtain copies of the moving picture
film of 'Ahdu'I-Bahi, taken in 1912 at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
MacNutt, Brooklyn, for $10.00 per
copy, in the 16 mm. size which is now
most convenient. It is non-inflammable
film, can be sent through the ordinary
mails, and exhibited without fire hazard
or requiring a licensed operator. It can
be shown on any standard 16 mm.
projector.
The availability of the historic film
of 'Abdu'I·Bahi will no doubt lead
many Assemblies to obtain a copy.
Orders should be placed through .M r.
Harry E. Walrath, Photograph and
Sales Committee, 4639 Beacon Street,
Chicago, Illinois.
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes this film to be shown only under
conditions of dignity and reverence.

MEMBERsmp IN
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
The National Spiritual Assembly
asks the friends to give careful and
prayerful thought about their contlec·
tion with non-Baha'i organizations,
and endeavor. each for himself, to make
any adjustment necessary in order to
consolidate his spiritual and social life
in the new World Order of Bahi'u'llah.
For, as the Guardian has instructed in
recent years. it is not merely ecclesiastical or political organizations from
which Baha'is are to withdraw, but
also any other type of organization
whose aims and infiu-ence are incompatible with the nature of the Faith.
Thus, in the tetter reprinted in
Baha'i ProCfdurc? Section One, Sheets
7 and 8, the Guardian explained:
"Formal affiliation with and acceptance of membership in organizations
whose programs or policies are not
wholly reconcilab1e \",;jth the Teachings
is, of course, out of the question. In
the case of the World Fellowship of

The Purest Branch

Faiths, ho-.",:ever, Shoghi Effelldi sees
no objection if the American National
AssCll1bly decides to appoint one or two
Haha'i representatives to address some
of the public meetings held under their
auspices. To merely address such gatherings on a subject which is in harmony
with the spirit of the Teachings does
not constitute acceptance by the
Baha'i speaker of the entire program

of the Fellowship. We should welcome and seize every opportunity that
presents itself, however modest it may
be, to give a wider publicity to the
Cause, to demonstrate its all-inclusiveness and liberal attitude, its independence and purity J without committing
ourselves, whether by word or deed,
to programs or policies that are not
in strict conformity with the tenets of
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the Faith. Shoghi Effendi hopes that
this principle win guide your distinguished Assembly in its dealings with
various associations which \vill increasingly seek, in the days to come, the
support of Baha'i individuals and Assemblies for the attainment of their
ends."

AMENDMENT TO
DECLARATION OF TRUST
Article V has been amended to read
as follows: The central office of this
trust shall be located in the Vinage of
Wilmette, State of Illinois, U S. A.,
site of the Bahi"! House of Worship.

BAHA'I SCHOOL AT PINE
VALLEY, COWRADO SPRINGS
In answer to inquiries, the annotulcement is made that there will be
no sessions of the School to be established on the Mathews property open
to believers this year. The activities
at the School will be in the nature of
consultation on future plans. Notice
will be published when the School is
open to Baha'is.

-----

FIRST WINTER SESSION
LOUHELEN BAHA'i SCHOOL
Dec_ 26, 1939-Jan. I, 1940
All those who attended the first winter session at the Louhelen Baha'i
School were deeply impressed with the
inspirational spirit, the atmosphere conducive to concentrated study and the
objective program of this session.
During the week, seventy-one different people. representing twelve towns of
four states, were present.
The theme of this session was
"Methods of Training for Acceptable
Service." The program included a series of lectures by Frances Benedict
Stewart, on Latin American conditions
and peoples, their history and culture,
giving to all present a better understanding of these neighboring countries. The first part of the week was
devoted to Study Methods and actual
work on a frame of reference of Baha'i
literature, directed by Bertha Hyde
Kirkpatrick. The latter part of the week
was spent discussing Teaching J,.iethods, the various factors which condition the approach, and the points of
contact. Ethel Keall-Furbush presented the Bible and Christian Science approach. Frances B. Ste\'vart discussed
the Catholic, Theosophical and Rosicrucian points of similarity and disagreelllcnt \vith the Baha'i teachings. Harry
Jay demonstrated his methods of eon-

NEW ASSEMBUES
Of the eighty-eight Assemblies
elected April 21, 1939, three have
dissolved by reason of lack of
numbers - :Moncton, N. B.,
Toledo, Ohio, and Knoxville,
Tenn.
The following groups have been
authorized to fonn an Assembly
this coming April 21: \'{aukegan
and ~1adison, Wise.; Santa Rosa,
Big Bear Lake, Beverly Hills and
Burbank, Calif.; \'{est Haven,
Conn.; Omaha, Neb., and Atlanta, eia.
In view of the Guardian's desire that 100 Assemblies be elected this year, the National Assembly will receive and act on petitions from groups up to the last
possible moment.
ducting group study of the direct Word.
He also proved his method of transferring this ability, by way of self-help outlines, to others ,,,,,.ho have no teaching
training. A discussion of methods of
developing teachers systematically was
indicative of a felt need.
At the conclusion of the session, the
students enthusiastically expressed an
appreciation of the benefits derived
from the exchange of ideas and they
felt a very special stimulus to carryon
their work.
Of this first winter session, one student stated: "This experiment is a real
contribution toward the further development of the Baha'i school."
Florence Holsinger
Corresponding SecretaryJ
Lou HELEN BAHA'i SCHOOL
J

COMMITTEE,

INTER-AMERICA NEWS
Mrs. Lorol Sehopflocher is visiting
our Centers in Mexico and Central
America, and will report her journey
through the Inter-America Committee.
Mrs. May Maxwell and Miss J.
Bolles have gone to South America
for a short visit.
~Iiss Leonora Holsapple left Bahia
this winter for an extensive teadling
tour. She placed Baha'i literature in
seven different book shops in Pernambuco, and- also distributed literature in
).iaccio, holding meetings in both cities.
She has translated and published Esselmont in Portuguese.
1.11r5, Frances Benedict Stewart is
lea'ving soon to spend a year in South
America; we may, therefore, expect our

first South American Assembly in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
M r. and Mrs. Emeric Sala of Toronto have left N ew York to settle in
Caracas, Venezuela.
Mr. John Stearns goes this month to
Quito, Equador.
Mr. Gerrard Sluter, after excellent
teaching efforts in Guatemala, reports
formation of a study group.
Mr. Antonio Roca has completed
his six-months' teaching in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, and through his efforts,
the noted poetess, Angela Ochoa Velaquez, became attracted to the Baha'i
principles and has written a splendid
article in the foremost publication of
Honduras on the Faith.
Mr. Clarence Iverson has arrived in
EI Salvador and is assisting Mr. John
Eichenauer, Jr .• in the teaching work
of San Salvador.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Laws of Seattle, Washington, are sailing on the
Rakyuou Maru on the 21st of March
for Santiago, Chile, where they will
make their home.
Mr. Filapac, steward on the S.S.
Uraguay now carries Bam;:';' Worlds as
far as Rio de Janiero where Mr. Charles
O'Hanion distributes them through the
countries of South America. This is a
definite gain since such large books
take four to six months, otherwise, to
reach their destination.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Blackwell
are going to Haiti in the near future.
Miss Margaret Lentz of San Domingo writes of our first believer there~
Maria Teresa Martin de Lopez. She
intends to help Miss Lentz with Baha'i
\"r'ork and, as soon as it can be arranged,
will live \",ith her and give all her time
to the Cause.
The Assembly of the Philippine Islands is being formed with eighteen
believers.
The new Inter-America Address
Book has been completed.
LoVLIE A. MATHEWS, Chat·rman.

A STUDY COURSE FOR
TEMPLE GUIDES
The greatest attraction of the Baha'i
Faith in the Western World is the
Temple. Those who come to it look to
you and to me to tell them about the
Baha'i Cause. ~or can we leave it to
the select few who voluntarily come in
as guides and shoulder the load of the
guide work. Nor will we if we look
upon this as the golden opportunity
that it is-a real test of our knowledge
of the Teachings, and a real test of our
loyalty to the Cause, to lay aside a
part, a definite part, of our time and
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devote it to this marvelous outlet for
advancing the Teachings.
,~rhether you are a lecturer of note,
whether you teach in your home,
whether you have ever guided, whether
you live near Dr far, the Temple stands
there where you can give of your best
efforts to those ,,,,-ho are eager to hear
and to know.
Shoghi Effendi has made it clear that
a very high standard is set for guides
for the Temple, and this standard has
been followed in making up a Study
Course for guides, seasoned or new,
to study so that they may attain this
standard, and use it as a means of
making a proper presentation of the
Cause and the interesting features of
the Temple.
This course has been prepared by the
Temple Guide Committee, under the
direction of the National Spiritual Assembly, and gives in concise and complete form all the essential details that
a guide must know to function properly, based upon the rapid advances
being made in the Cause. This Course
is up-te-date and contains not only
useful and essential but interesting
points about the Temple and excerpts
from the Teachings that are an invaluable aid in guiding the many and
varied types of people who come to the
Temple, either through interest or
curiosity.
Very shortly this Guide Course will
be announced, wi th complete details as
to place the meetings will be held,
dates, etc.
The cooperation of believers in the
Temple area is requested.
TEMPLE GUIDE COMMITTEE_

RADIO ACTIVITIES
During the past year nearly 700 radio
talks were sent out to all the Assemblies
and Regional Committees at request of
The National Teaching Committee.
These included a different series to each
Assembly in a State, suggesting in following letters, that these Talks might
be exchanged beh,,-een the Assemblies,
thus securing a series acceptable to each
different locality. "We also expressed
the wish that each Assembly try to
secure small stations which cover their
localities, which pennit easier access
to the public because their programs
offer more free time. ,\' e did hope also
10 receive reports as to thei r successes,
which Talks proved to be acceptable
and effective in secnring good response,
and what Talks did meet with the approval of the most stations _ To date,
only a few comments 11a ve been received

Temple Model on Exhibit at Illinois State Fair, 1939

",\,hich leaves us guessing as to what
kind of material to usc, or what kind
of Talks to compile to !1wct differing
conditions.
In a few cities the Talks sent were
most successful in opening the stations
for frequent broadcasts during the year,
one every week ever since the first contact, and several more series were C0111piled in accordance , ..-ith their ,suggestions anti sent to them for further use.
A few sample Talks have been sent IlS
by different teachers who were Sl1ccessful ...vith them, for which we a.re yery
grateful. Others have written us that
the names, "Baha'i Faith," "Baha'u'lhih," "'Alxlu'l-Baha." could not all
be useu in anyone Talk, but it is generally agreed that "The Baha'i Faith"
and "Baha'u'lhih, The Founder of The

Baha'i Faith" were permitted to which
all our separate Talks confonn_ Some
stations are willing to accept the Principles and Teachings without any restrictions; others will grant time for
only the most indirect approach which,
wherever used, has gained for us the
growing confidence of the radin officials
so that later, more direct Talks were
kindly permitted.
\Ve have educational talks; a series
on the essentials for ,vorId peace; several interviews that are popular; hyo
different ones on The Temple, compiled from our Temple pamphlets, for
use especially with the exhibition of
The Temple model, which gives an
important opportunity to introduce the
public to our Faith even in quite new
places, doubly impressed by The Tem·
J
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ple, with its accompanying exhibition
to prove itself as established in the
world; another series on "The Philosophy of BahiL'u'lliLh" requested by one
of the station program directors; a
series on "The History of The Faith"
is being prepared,-<me ready for order,
-"The First ''Voman Suffragist of the
\'Vorld, Famed in The East" ;-this
series can be given on such periods as
"Lives of Gt"eat I\lIcn and \;Yomen,"
which many stations have. A series
on "The Prophecies" has just been prepared for us by Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf which has been requested several
times, and this series win soon be ready
for order; it is in two parts. We are
anxious to have a series on "Comparative Religion"-a better subject might
be given -and this wi 11 announce that
we are about to invite Mrs. Bishop to
compile this series for itS, as it has
been requested in some places, and he. cause our Committee is busy on the
historical series and elrama.
J

We shall welcome any and all Talks
proven successful in order that we may
build a Library for "the practical and
scientific presentation of our Faith,
built upon actual experiences over the
country. Do let us have the cooperation
of every Assembly and Regional Committee, and please give us your criticisms freely and frankly. This is all
pioneer work with unique and limitless
opportunity and responsibility, but we
are groping blindly because only by
our combined efforts can we be successful in attracting all over this great
continent our unseen audiences; and to
do this most efficiently we believe we
have to carry the Creative Words themselves which radiate their own powers.
Therefore we have compiled as much
as possible our Teachings in quotations,
conforming to 1imitations set by stations. Vve are trying to be a clearinghouse of an kinds of Radio Broadcasts.
~Iay we give you a suggestion arising
from our experiences in New England:
Here it has proven effective to choose
a good center, a well-known station,
and also one small station in one of our
big cities, and I\1assachusetts led in
this plan,-to succeed if possible in the
presentation of our Jnterviews on
""Vorld Peace" ,-at a time when a
peace~o.riye was planned throughout
the state, \"hile The Temple model ,,,"'as
being exhibited also,-HThe Temple of
Light: A House of Prayer" and "Amer·
ica's Great Opportunity." The prestige
of one large, well-known station in one
city, and one small station in another
lat-ge city, opened the '''''ay for other
broadcasts in a Vermont city. If Man-

Baha'i Children's Classes
1. Kenosha. 2. Maywood. 3. Lima. 4. San Francisco. 5, Binghamton. 6.

agers or Program Directors in one
large city have carried our Talks, their
names could be used as references, and
other stations will listen to our stor"
\vithottt so much criticism 01' objection:.
It has proven easier by choosing a
Baha'i who bas had experience in meeting objections \,.,rith the faith of the
Dawn-Breakers, because program directors give us all kinds of \vild objections, and doors do not open readily at
best in the radio field, unless you pay
lor time. Tt calls for fearless rdutation of their objections together ,,,,,ith
earnest prayers to Gml to open prejudiced ears. They are anxious to have
all new material possible and do not
like to be out-done by other stations.,
\vhich is in oltr favor.
The follow-up wurk of these Talks is
exceedingly important, or else our ef-

Phi1ad~lphia.

forts arc lost. This cannot he done
unless at the end of the Talk, the announcer adds this,-" All those who
\,. . ish a copy of this Talk, please send
promptly to this station, their names and
addresses," which fortunatelv is their
custom. This brings immedi~tely to us
those who are interested, who are ready
for a wise system of contact and teaching, \,,:ithout the long, laborious efforts
trying to find them. This work may be
done by hoth Assemblies and Regional
Committees, covering groups, isolated
believers as well as individuals especially filted for this type of work, together
with the prayers of the Assemblies and
all not participating. for the success of
tbe broarkasts in their region. It also
gives opportunity for believers to invite to their h0111es those they know '\'vill
he interested in the Talk, or the groups
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studying, to meet, hear the broadcast,
then follow up \'vi th some read iug perhaps, and discussion. Here is opportunity for a systematized effort o[ the
Regional Committees to notify Groups
everywhere to form fireside groups for
neighbors and friends \\'ho would be
impressed by a broadcast of the :'Ifessage and distribution of our little pamphlets if thought Wlse,-a united
C Dunt)1 program.
From what has been learned in this
field, we find that with the help of the
Regional Committees, groups could easily multiply with every broadcast.
\Vith the cooperation of all Assemblies,
and their 1110St experienced teachers
for first contacts with the stations, preparing the way for those with good
voices, to be ready to read familiarly,
as though sreaking, the Talks, there is
nothing we cannot expect from the vast
resources of the radio to reach all the
inhabitants of this \~'hole country. And
no one can experience this work without coming to find that the Radio is
Bah<i'u'lIah's Own created mouthpiece
given to us to spread His Revelation
to the world, especially this Continent.
We of the Committee fully believe this
work has not yet begun to scratch the
surface of its destined place in the prelitninary work of teaching in new areas,
and for the development of those cities
where there are Assemblies, where consultation and legislation are a wise
equipment for anyone starting out to do
the broadcasting of our Faith in this
difficult time of transition, when everything is SUbjected to doubt.
"Vho h-nows what vast results woul(]
accrue to our Beloved Faith if we all
cooperated in this pioneer field in our
own cities and states, to send the echo
~f the Call of Bahi'u'llih here from
the West back to the land of The
Dawn-Breakers! Alld by air!
NATIONAL RADIO COMMITTEE.

Florence .11:orton, Chairman.

PARENTS AND TEACHERS
Spring CIas..,. Open for Children
The Child Education Committee is
happy to learn of the increased number
of groups now participating in the
spiritual education of young Baha'is
and their friends.
The parent~ are reminded by 'Alxlu'lBaha: "It is incumbent upon you to
train the children from their earliest
babyhood! It is incumhent upon you to
beautify their morals!" To one of the
teachers of the children in \Vashington,
D. C, He said: "The Sunday School
for the children, in which the Tablets
are read, the Teachings of His Holiness

Bahii·u·llah explained, and the \Vord
of God read to the children, is exceedingly blessed." "Undoubtedly meetings should be held regularly and invested with importance, so that day
unto clay its circle may be enlarged and
be quickened with the breaths of the
Holy Spirit ... hut firmness and steadfastness are necessary, that it may not
continue for a few day~ and later on
little by little he forgotten. Its continuation depends upon firmness."
Baha'i parents are challenged by the
lack of moral emphasis in the public
schools. A news summary of \;VHCC,
reporting on the article "Religion and
Child ren in a Democracy" prepared
for presentation and group discussion
at a recent \~,1hite House conference
states: "Approximately one-half of the
children and youth of America receive
no formal religious instruction .. yet
religion is presented as one of the fundamental essentials of the preservation of
a democracy. Teaching religion to the
youth of the land is termed an unsolved
problem ... serious question- is raised
as to how the child's religious nceds
shall be met as he grows older. It is
pointed out that religion was once a part
of the integral education of children in
this cowltry, the first schools having
been religious schools. But as a result
of several factors, such as the rise of
the district school, increasing curriculum demands, and sectarianism of
American religion, teaching of religion
was excluded from public schools . . .
The report then estimated that approximately half the child population received
no religious insl:-ruction whatever, citing as an authority the Department of
Research of the International Council
of Religious Education which has calculated that in 1926 of an estimated
30,000,000 children between the ages
of 5 and 17, approximately 16,000,000
received no fonn of religious instruction."
This 1110st important factor, then, of
our children's preparation for life is
lacking in the educational system.
Baha'i parents do not accept this dcfeat. ),Jo day is without its precious
benefit to the Bahi'; child who knows
that before he sleeps at night there
will be time to draw near to Bah<i'u'llah
with the loving and sympathetic help of
a devotetl Baha'i parent. Perhaps there
is in his city a group of children ,,,,ho
come together during the \,,'eek in a
class for study as welL With what joy
must our beloved Master look upon
such children. "Th-Iake ye an effort:~ He
\-Hote, «so that these chiluren may be
trained and educated and that each of
them may become perfect in the world

of humanity." "There comes. a time in
the development of character \...·hen nobility of expression becomes habitual.
We then hardly have to try to be good."
('Cultivation by the farmer maketh of
the grain the harvest, and the effort
of the gardiner maketh of the seed a
noble tree. The gentle teacher prollloteth the children of the school to a
lofty altitude ann the hestowal of the
trainer placeth the little child upon the
throne of ether." "Therefore, the beloved of God and the maid servants
of thc Merciful must train their children with life and heart and teach them
in the school of virtue and perfection.
They must not be lax in thi smatter;
they must not be inefficient."
CHILD

EDUCATION

COMMITTEE.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
A simple picture course for tiny tots
is now in the bands of the Secretary,
:Miss Elcore Georgenson. This course
has for its theme, God the Creator, and
its pictures are designed for five-yearolds, having to do only with God's crcations as the child knows them. Simple
q uotations accompany the pictures. Suggestions for their use will accompany
each order. Each child will need his
own set of pictures. Price, per set, ten
cents. N anle of course, HCreation."
A Baha'i Prayer Booklet for children, in mimeographed fonn, is also
ready for distribution through Miss
Georgenson, 615 \'Vest Elm Street,
Lima. Ohio. Price, ten cents.
.
CHILD

EDUCATION

COMMITTEE.

PUBLISIDNG ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bahd'u'IUih and the New Era, Esslemont-French laoguage edition. The
Publishing Committee has received 200
copies of this work from the International Baha'i Bureau, Geneva. Paper
covers, Price per copy ............ $0.75

Study Oulline, The World Order of
BaJui',,'lIdh, Horace Holley-Based on
the volume of this name containing
the Guardian's letters and on the excerpts from the Master's Will and
Testament available in pamphlet form.
This Outline was planned for use by
Baha'i study classes and individual believers already familiar with the Guardian's book but desiring further knowledge of its most important topics. Sold
only in lots of ten. Price per 10
copies ............................................ $0.50

NATIONAL PRESS
BOOK REPORT
Newspapers are mirrors r~fl.ecting
the consciousness of a people. An increasing awareness of the Baha~i Community is being reflected in these fllir-
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rors of the western hemisphere indicating a steady and vigorous growth of
the Community.
A new field for publicity activity is
opening ulJ to many of the friends who
have been changing their mode of living from city dwellers to country folk.
Seyeral of the friends have become
"fann-minded" and have moved into
isolated districts. Usually such locations are within easy driving distances
of not one but several small fanning
communities which support weekly
papers with a good sized circulation.
To attract people in these localities
whose lives necessarily differ in routine
and interest challenges the ingenuity of
the believers.
Among others, the Matthisens, formerly of Chicago, have gone into an
isolated farming district in northern
11linois. They have been successful in
obtaining generous responses. fr?m the
papers of both Antioch, IlhnOls, and
Bristol. \oVisconsin. Articles on the
Cause and more specifically on personal
Baha'i activities have been printed as
well as pictures of the Temple. With
the cooperation of the near-by Kenosha Assembly a large amount of Baha'i
publicity has been obtained in the Kenosha papers about the Bristol-Antioch
group. Kenosha papers have large
country circulation.
Allen McDaniel in Waterford, Vir·
ginia has done much the same type of
work from his fanning community
where he has become isolated. The
Blue-Ridge Herold of Purcellville, Virginia, through the efforts of Mrs. C. 1..
Robey printed a picture of the Temple
and comments on :1\1r. McDaniel's lecture there. The Loudmtn Times of
Leesburg, Virginia. pTinted several
articles about Mr. McDaniel's Temple
lecture.
Isolated believers can take heart from
the work that is being done in finding
,"..ays to approach ne\'IIspapcrs. The
February bulletin issued by this Committee gives suggestions to isolated believers and can be obtained upon rcquset.
A noticeable amount of new publicity
is coming in from the southern part of
the United States through the efforts of
pioneers. The Columbia (S .c.) Rec·
ord through the efforts of Miss Alta
\Vheelcr has printed Baha'i notices.
The Fayelteville (W. V.) Tribu>lC
printed a Jong article on the Cause
through the efforts of the Hilbert Dahls.
Both the Commercial-Appeal and the
Press-Scimitar of :l\'lemphis, Tenn.,
have carried many articles on Bahi'i
activities and personalities with exJ

cerpts from the Writings through the
endeavors of .1'irs. ::\:IalJd Ives.
The Rutland (Vt.) Daily Ilerold
printed notices of activities through
l\·tiss Neysa Bissell who is pioneering
in Vermont. Papers at both Saranac
Lake and Lake Placid have carried
articles through the efforts of n.frs.
Louise Erickson. The enterprising
group in Circleville, Ohio. has obtained
sustained re~ponse from the local paper
concerning the Cause. Both the 0 maha
(Ncb.) Slar and World Herald have
printed splendid long, signed articles
by Doreene Holliday.
In addition to those who have contributed to the Press Books as listed
in the last report we \I'muld like to mention the following towns and friends:
State of California-Hollywood, Huntington Beach, South Gate and San
Diego; State of Connecticut-New
Haven and West Haven; State of
lllinois-lI!aywood and Vrbana; State
of Miclligan-Ann Arbor, Grosse
Pointe and Dearborn; 110ncton, New
Brunswick and Toronto, Ontario,
Canada; State of New YorkJamestown, New Rochelle, and Syracuse; Tennessee, Chattanooga; State
of Washington, Spokane.
Among newspapers fro111 ot her parts
of the world, the Rangoon Times (India) has a long article in English by
Mrs. Shirin Fozdar. The Norges
Kvinder, Noyember 17th and the AfIC>!/>olten of November 24th of Oslo,
:Norway, carried articles on the passing
of :vrartha Root.
This Committee has ready 1\",,'0 new
releases for general newspaper use and
a six-page bulletin on publicity. These
may be obtained by request. The Na·
tional Press Books will close March
31st. We nrge all the friends to mail
in all their clippings by that date so
that the Bocks may be arranged for
Convention. If you do not know how
to paste the eli ppings in preparation
for lllounti ng, we beg of you to ask us.
I t is very simple to paste the name of
the paper and the date from the paper
on to the top of the clipping. cutting
the edges of both clipping and heading
even "lith the column lines.
If we can be of any assistance please
write us.
BAHA'i

;..J"EWS SERVICE
COMMITTEE.

February 22, 1940.

CINCINNATI BAHA'i CENTER
The house at 206 E. University
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio, was given to
the Cincinnati Baha'i Assembly in
December, 1938, by :VIiss Josephine

E. Vogler in memory of her mother,
"'Irs. Carolyn Vogler. an early Bahi'i
in Cincinnati, amI Adelle Stuber, their
spiritual mother, another early Baha'i
of Cincinnati.
In order to accept this property the
Assembly incorporated under the laws
of Ohio, receiving papers under date
of Oct. 17, 1938.
This meeting place is now known as
the Baha'i Center, and is used for our
Feast meetings, weekly public meetings and has a fairly complete library
of Baha'i books, which the public is
invited to use. The Center is used constantly for dinner meetings for attraction, discussion meetings, study classes
and youth meetings.
The house was dedicated as the
Bahi'i Center on May 23, 1939, and
has been the means of increasing the
activity of the Baha'i community and
the resulting increase in membership
from 19 to 26.

JAMESTOWN ASSEMBLY
ADOPTS PLAN TO INCREASE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO
NATIONAL FUND
A special report has been received
from the Spiritual Assembly of James·
town describing how it worked out
ideas and plans to increase the community's support of the National Fund.
This report reveals so much concentration of effort upon the important
task, and such cooperation among the
friends, that an outline is published
for the information of other Assemblies.
Consultation started on receipt of
general communications from the National Assembly reporting Budget
needs and requesting assi stance from
local Assemblies. Suggestions included
desirability of each believer contributing at every Nineteen Day Feast, even
though the sum had to be small, that
a local Budget be planned, and that
there be unified action from the com·
munity in raising funds by personal
effort. The Assembly figured the pro·
portionate share of the local community in the National Budget of $150,·
000 by showing that this means an
average contribution of $50 for the
year frollt every American Bahi'i. This
made it amount to $750 for the year
for Jamestown, or about $40 per
Baha'i month. Consultation at the
Nineteen Day Feast brought out a
number of ways in which believers
could carn extra money for the Fund,
and above all gave emphasis to the
spiritual elements in the relationship of
Baha'is to the progress of their ad-
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ministrative institutions. The result of
this extensive and cooperative effort
was to intensify the feeling of responsibility and devotion throughout the
community.
INVITATION FROM
CHICAGO ASSEMBLY
Pre-Convention:
The Chicago Spiritual Assembly
extends a cordial invitation to delegates, visiting believers and friends
who will arrive before the Convention
opens, to attend a banquet at half past
six, Vvednesday evening, April 24, at
Chicago Women's Club, 72 East Eleventh Street, Chicago, We have secured
well !mown and interesting speakers.
Banquet tickets, $1.25. Music. Make
reservations before April 17th through
Mrs. Fred Mortensen, 6223 Eberhart
Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Post-Convention:
Following their long-established custom, the Chicago Spiritual Assembly
will tender a reception to all visiting
and local delegates and friends, in the
Chicago Bahi'; Center, 116 South
Michigan Avenue, on Monday evening,
April 29, at eight o'clock. We look
forward to this annual event with
pleasure of welcoming all visitors to the
Convention in the Chicago Center on
that evening.
BAHA'i CALENDAR
March and April, 1940
Nineteen Day Feasts: March 2,
Loftiness; :V[arch 21, Splendor; April
9, Glory; April 28, Beauty.
Anniversaries and Festivals: Feast
of Naw-Ruz, March 21 ; Feast of Ridvan, April 21-May 2.
Period of Fasting: Nineteen days
beginning March 2.
.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: March 29, 30, 31, Alicia
Avenue and Evergreen Place, \'1est
Englewood; April 24, 536 Sheridan
Road, Wilmette.
Annual Election of local Spiritual
Assemblies: April 2l.
Annual Convention: April 25, 26,
27, 28, Foundation Hall, Baha'; House
of Worship.
BAHA'i DIRECTORY

Local Assemblies
Phoenix. Arizona. New address,
Baha'i Center, 302 \'1est Portland
Street.
Ma)'"Wood, Illinois. New address!
Mrs. Gladys "1'1. Amerson, Secretary,
901 South 7th Avenue.

Cincinnati Baha'1 Center

Nashville, Tennessee. New address,
:Miss Kellie J. Roche, Secretary, 703
Commerce Union Bank Bldg.
Jamestown, New York. New Secretary, Mr. Fred H. Reis, Corresponding
Secretary, 518 East 6th Street.
Detroit, :Michigan. New address,
Mrs. Jessie B. Hall, Corresponding
Secretary, 2910 Superior Street.
Kansas City, :1'1issouri. New address,
':\fiss Velma Vetter, Corresponding
Secretary, 6400 Paseo Street.
Columbus, Ohio. New address, Mrs.
Margarete Acebo, Secretary, 77 Taylor
Avenue.
Los Angeles, Calif. The Secretary
is now Mrs. ani Finks, 453 East Avenue 28.

Groups
Bristol, \Visconsin. Correspondent,
:VIrs. Kina Matthisen, Haven Heights
Farm, Route 1, Box 240.
Pine Castle, Florida. New Correspondent, Mrs. Layli E. Hickey.
Roseville, :VIichigan. Mrs. Katherine
Page, Correspondent, 18450 Hazelwood Street.
l\"loncton, N. B. Correspondent,
Mrs. ,V. H. McEwen, 92 North Street.
Toledo, Ohio. Correspondent, Mr.
William Thiele, 402 Rockingham
Street.
Knoxville, Tenn. Correspondent,
Mrs. Lessie McMichael, Reid Hotel.
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]It ational

Committees

Teaching-Mrs. Mamie L. Seto
added.
Radio-Mrs. Nina Matthisen added.
Temple Guides-Carl Scheffier unable to serve.
International Auxiliary LanguageDavid Ear Ie added.
Regional Committee of Tennessee,
etc. New address, Miss Nellie J. Roche,
Secretary, 703 Commerce Union Bank
Bldg., Nashville.
R<:gional Teaching Committee of
Wisconsin, Michigan and 111inois. New
member added: Mrs. Edward Struven.
Convention Committee: Chaimmn,
Miss Edna True.
Sub-Chairman,
Housing, Mrs. Carl Hannen. SubChairman, Information Bureau, John
Haggard. Sub-Chai rman, Committee
to provide meals during Convention,
Mrs. H. E. Walrath.
Committee on Devotional Service
at Convention, Clarence Niss, Chairman, Dr. James W. Lewis, Dr. Malcolm M. King.
Ridvan Feast: Program by Urbana
Assembly. Feast by Chicago Assembly.

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Grand Rapids, two. Eliot, five.
Pasadena, two. Philadelphia, three.
Maywood, two. Los Angeles, eleven.
Milwaukee, one. Berkeley, five youth.
Cincinnati, one. Chicago, onc. Peoria,
one. Helena, one. Oakland, one. Glendale, Ariz., two. New York, three.
Pittsburgh, two. Dayton, five.

IN MEMORIAM
The tnu: believer, whose exist(IKe and life are to be regarded as the
originating purpose of aU creation.",i

•••
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Mrs. Sutherland Maxwell, Montreal.
Miss Julia Threlkeld, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Florence Price, Colorado
Springs.
Mr. Robert S. Abbott, 01icago.
Mrs. Janet French, Montreal.
Mrs. Alfredo \Varsaw, Washington, D. C.
Mr. Charles Matthews, Seattle.
Mrs. Myron Potter, Oeveland.
:\1r. Lester J. Kaley, Binghamton.

NEWS OF EAST AND WEST
The volume on Illinois, in the American Guide Series (the WP A books on
the various States) entitled Illinois, a
Drscripfive and Hislorical Guide, published by A. C. McClurg and Co., Chicago, has art article on the Temple on
page 414, and a photograph between

pages 586-587. Although an effort is
being made to correct an inaccuracy in
the next edition, the Baha'i references
in this work, prepared and issued under
Federal auspices, are most gratifying.
The text was prepared by the staff of
writers engaged in preparing the book.
EI Eco de Mexico, a magazine published at Los Angeles in Spanish, contains in the issue dated ),J'ovember 1.
1939, an article on the Cause entitled
"Una Nueva Doctrina, EI .Moyimento
Baha'i," with illustration of the Temple
aud of Mrs. Charles R. Witt, Los Angeles Baha'i.
The Bahii'i Faith is represented in a
new handbook entitled "Where Do You
Belong?" which lists modem religious
and philosophical movements. It is pub·
lished by Marya Mason, care of Fellowship of Divine Truth, 219 S. Broad
Street, Philadelphia, and copies can be
obtained for 30e.
Another reference to the Cause in
connection with the \VP A is the leaflet.
Tour Topics, Volume 3, Number 78,
November 12-16, 1939, which an·
nounced WPA Free Educational Chicago Tours for Chicagoans. Adult
Educational Program of the \-Vorks
Progress Administration, sponsored by
the Chicago Board of Education. The
Baha'i Temple is on the list of these
tours.
A .second article on the Faith has
appeared in Amrrican Astrology, December issue, entitled "The New \Vorlel
Religion. 2, Bal",', World Order," by
Dane Rudh,rar. Here is the result of
an independent study of Baha'i books
by a non-believer who uses his o\"""n
channel to convey his i111pl'ession..~ to the
public. Undoubtedly many are being acquainted with the Cause by this series
of articles in Amm~an Astrology who
might not otherwise have learned of it
for many years.
1\1rs. Frances L. "'ells. Correspondent of the gronp at Pine Knott, Calif.,
sends an interesting account of the display of the Temple model (see illnstration in a late issue) ""rhkh the group
arranged for the last week in August.
1939, and extended h",,'o more weeks.
The group, Mrs. Wells writes "took
advautage of this wonderful opportunity by holding four public meetings,
one of which was for youth. l\11r5.
Beulah Storrs J...ewis was our guest
speaker for the occasion and we have
had wonderful response as result of

these fruitful gatherings ... It is estimated that hundreds saw the Temple
model and all the pamphlets we could
get ''''"ere given alvay. The map fro111
the Year Hook showing our man)' Centers in the world was framed 011 the
door together with a card setting forth
the twelve basic Baha'i Principles.... "
The Universal Atlas Cenlent Co. has
issued a bulletin to architects entitled
Architectural COJ,crete Slabs which illustrates and describes the Baha'i
Temple as an example of the use of this
material. The bulletin is also incorporated in the well-known reference
book, Sweet's Calalog.
The Peoria Assem bl y conducted a
meeting for Race Unity on January
25, the program of which was printed
on the outside back cover of Baha'i
Reprint No.1, Tire Image of God, an
excellent idea. The speakers were Mrs.
Dorothy Baker and Mr. Louis C. GregOfY, ~[rs. Alice Cox presiding.
The New York Assembly continued
its Latin-American teaching activities
with a program given at the Baha'i
Center on January 17 entitled An Eveuing i11 Puerto Rico. Patria Aran
Gosnell spoke 011 I!PueTto Rico--Its
Culture ann People"; a puppet show
based on a child's stOTY entitled PerfS
& M arfina was given by Pura Belpre;
illustTations from the story }XX::)k were
exhibited by Querco-Chiesa; a travelogue film was shown, dance selections werc rendered by Mercedes
Virella and piano selections by Alicia
l\:lorales. A program for Inter-Racial
Unity was carri ed out by the K ew
York Assembly on January 31, ,\o·ith
addresses by Mr. James A. Rogers and
Dr. Ali-Kuli Khan, Mr. Bruce Wendell presiding.
The Indianapolis Assembly began
an Esperanto class on January 15,
with an able instructor secured
through the WP A Adult Education
Project. The friends believe that this
class will provide many contacts for
the believers.
The weekly publication 1'>l ett1SUJeek
included in its Februarv 19 issue an
article reprinting the Baha'i marriage
of Oscar P. Stone and Eleanor Samuels at Teaneck. The National Assembly bas written the editor of IVe-tl'Sweek in order to correct errors of fact
and omission in their references to
Haha'1 marriage.

NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
BAHA'iS OF IRAQ
The Ninth Annual Baha'i Comtention was held Saturday evening, April

22, 1939, in Baghdad. Fourteen delegates attended, three others sending
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their votes by mail. Munir \Vakil,
Presiding Officer and Chairman of the
out-going National Spiritual Assembly,
opened the meeting, addressing a word
of welcome to the audience. Then the
permanent officers of the Convention
were elected, with the result that M W1ir

H. Wakil was elected Chairman, Adib
R. Baghdadi, Secretary; while Salim E.
Juri and Kamil 'Abbas acted as Tellers.
ANNUAL REPORT: The Acting-Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly, Adib R. Baghdadi, then proceeded
to read the brief, annual report on the
activities of the out-going Assembly.
The following is an extract of it:
"The chief and outstanding accomplishment which, for the most part, absorbed the attention of the National
Spiritual Assembly during the year
just ended has been, as you are well
aware, its constant endeavor to carry
out the cherished wishes and expressed
directions of our beloved Guardian
relating to the Haziratu'l-Quds. He
found it necessary to communicate with
the National Assembly on three different occasions during that period, in
which he strongly urged the enti re
Baha'i community of this country to
make the utmost sacrifice, so that this
significant enterprise might be completed within the appointed time. You
are surely informed that the ~ational
Assembly has, through the gracious aid
of Bahi'u'liah and the generous cooperation of the friends J succeeded in
accompl ishing, to date, the greater pa rt,
of this divinely-appointed task, and the
Baha'i Hall, though still incomplete,
stands now so attractively beautiful
and stately.
"It is worthy to note that this noble
undertaking has not only been responsible for enhancing the dignity and the
good reputation of the Cause in Iraq
but has proved a pmverful factor in reinforcing the spiritual ties and genuine love uniting the members of the
Baha'i community.
In fact, this
Haziratu'I-Quds can rightly be regarded
as the sign of our unity and the center
of our c()()peration and sacrifice in our
attempt to carry out the guiding instruction~ of our beloved Guardian."
NATIONAL COMMITTEES: The activities of the different national commit-

tees ". .·ere then discussed and explained,
These committees arc those of the:
Haziratu'I-Quds; Youth; Archives;
History; Dawn - Breakers (Arabic
translation of Egypt).
Other affairs of the Cause were also
surveyed J particularly the all-important
question of teaching; inasmuch as the
underlying purpose of the various
Baha'i institutions and organizations is
solely for the diffusion of the Divine
Fragrance and the attraction of the
receptive souls to the Fountain of Everlasting Life. And as the Haziratu'lQuds will, as witnessed by the Guardian's messages, play an important role
in the field of teaching it was unanimously agreed and recommended that
the building operations be speeded up
and completed without any further delay. Individual teaching efforts, however, will have to be continued in the
meantime. Organized teaching campaigns, similar to those conducted by
our esteemed co-workers in the V'ttr cst,
might not be a far distant task which
the community of the Blessed Beauty
in this country might be called upon
to shoulder and carry out.
In view of the general mourning in
which the whole country was plunged
on the occasion of the tragi c death of
His Majesty The King, the Convention
did not think it wise to send a telegram
of Ridvan greetings to the Guardian;
and in order that it might not be deprived of the privilege of receiving the
usual divine blessing at this time of the
year, the Secretary thought it apprupriate to read the latest message received from Shoghi Effendi on :'I-larch
23, 1939, which was:
"Loving appreciation. praying unprecedented victories."
ANNUAL ELECTION: The delegates
then pra ),erfully proceeded to elect the
in-coming National Spiritual Assembly
for 1939-1940, and the result was the
election of the following nine believers t
who during the first session elected the
officers of the Assembly:
1\olunir H. \~lakil. Chairman; David
S. Tuwayq. Vice-Chairman; Arlib R.
Baghdadi, Secretar),; Salman J. Dlumi,
Treasurer; Jalil Shirin, Salim E. Juri,
Kamil 'Ahhas, Ibrahim R. Shmi', Haji
'Abdu'r·Ra.zzaq Qassabchi.

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
BAHA'is OF INDIA AND BURMA
The 1 I th Annual Convention of the
Baha'is of India anu Burma was held
on April 27, 28, 29 and 30, 1939 at
Calcutta. The Now \'11orld Order of
Baha'u'llah is unique in all its aspects.

One thing that distinguishes the Baha'i
Faith from all other institutions and
movements \vhich are founu to have
l·iscn up in almost all the religious systems of the "world is that Baha'u'Uah
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bas not only enunciated beneficial principles for the good of humanity. He
has at the same time brought a fun
scheme and powerful organization to
help in administrating and practising
those principles. The Annual Convention is one of the potent factors of this
administration. It provides an occasion
for the whole body of the believers of
a country to take part in the affairs of
the Faith and to elect a body through
their delegates to manage and carry out
the wishes of the entire Community
throughout the year.
The delegates to the II th Annual
Convention hailed from all parts of
India and Burma. There "vere Messrs.
I sfandiar Bakhtiari and Khasrove Ardshir Izadyar from Karachi, J\olessrs.
Siyyid Mahmud Hassan and Ahmed
Yazdani from Delhi, Mr. Siyyid
Ghulam Morta.za Ali from Rangoon,
Messrs. Siyyid Mahfuzul Haq I1mi and
Habib Mehrali Manji from Bombay
and :'Iir. Mujibur Rahman from Calcutta. These, with visitors from Bombay, Delhi, Lahore, Simla, Jaipur and
the whole community of Calcutta, constituted a congregation whose hearts
were washed clean of the hatred that
seems to have gripped the wo rid, by
the throat and is killing it by strangulation.
The Convention was opened by Prof.
Pritam Singh, the senior member of
the outgoing National Spiritual Assembly and Mr. Isfandiar Bakhtiari
read the opening prayer.
Mr. Isfandiar Bakhtiari and 11r.
Habib Manji were elected President
and Secretary of the Convention,
respectively.
M r. Habib :'Ibn j i read the special
prayer for the Convention and the proceedings began.
The following cablegram was then
despatched to the beloved Guardian:
"Rabbani. Haifa. Convention supplicates confirmations, directions Sixyear Teaching plan."
The Secretary of the outgoing K.S.A.
then read the armual report in Urdu
and a discussion followed ending in several recommendations based on the Annual Reports and on the suggestions of
the delegates. These recommendations
related to the prosecution of the SixYear Plan of Teaching and to other
important affairs concerning the Holy
Faith. Those of the recommendations
that were accepted hy the N. S. A. appear as resolutions in the Proceedings
of the Annual Meeting of that body.
The election of the N. S. A. took
place on April 28 at 3 :30 P. M. Messrs.
.:vrujiour Rahlllan, Khusrove Ardshir
Izadyar and Siyyid Morta.za Ali were
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selected as tellers. As the name of each
delegate was called out he placed his
ballot in the box; the ballots of the
absent delegates received by post were
thrown in the box by the National Secretary. The results which were as follows were declared at 5 P. M. the same
day:1. N. R. Vakil.
2. Mrs. Shirin K. Fozdar.
3. Miss Hia Hla.
4. Isfandiar K. B. Bakhtiari.
5. Prof. Pritam Singh.
6. S. H. Koreishec.
7. Mahfuzul Haq IImi.
8. Habib M. Manji.
9. Abbas Ali Butt.
The most encouraging feature of this
year's Convention was the Cablegram
from the beloved Guardian, which ran:

uu rge delegates' earnest deliberations

aiming

settlement

unoccupied

provinces, wider dissemination (of)
Literature, deeper consecration (for)
service. Fervently praying (for) un·
precedented victories."
SHOGHI.

This blessed Cablegram showed us
once more the way to prosecute the

Six-year Plan of Teaching and how to
conduct the affai rs of the Holy Faith
in general.
A telegram was recei ved from Dr.
M. E. Lukmani on behalf of the Spir-

newly-elected National Spiritual Assembly.
Dr. K. K. Bhargava of Jaipur offered
to buy at cost price the whole stock of
BaM',,'lIdh and rhe New Era in Hindi
for free distribution while Mrs. Shyama

Prices fixed were P.T. 25 (5 shillings) for each ordinary copy and P.T.
70 (14 shillings) for the De Luxe Edition besides postage.
It is hoped tbat early subscriptions
will help its early appearance and be a

Bhargava sent a telegram requesting
the Convention to accept a feast from

cause of great service to the spread of
the cause.

her on the 9th Day of Ridvan. The

CABLEGRAM FROM THE
GUARDIAN
"Praying (for) richest blessings
(for) the Convention (and) unprecedented victories (for the) emancipation (of the) Faith."

fea..;;t was both grand and sumptuous

and the friends enjoyed it very much
more so because these detached souls
from different parts of India and Burma
had the occasion to meet at one tab1e

with the whole Community of Cal·
cutta and to have joyous talks with each
other. To see these shining faces thus
engaged in conversation was a real joy
and a foretaste of the time when the
Faith of Bala,,'u'llah will have its full
sway in this world.
Evenings during the Convention days
were devoted to public lectures and
some very interesting and impressive
speet:hes were delivered in BTahmo

Samaj Hall, Theosophical Society's
Hall and the Baha'i Hall. On the whole,
the Convention created a very good
impression in the minds of those who
came in contact with- the servants of

Bal''''n'lkih. These lectures were held
during the days and at a time when the
All-India Congress Committee had met
to decide the affair of the Congress
President. Naturally the whole atmosphere was charged with the political
issue of the day and the attention of

itual Assembly of Bombay offering

the people was diverted to these hap-

greetings and congratulations to the

penings.

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
BAHA'iS OF EGYPT
The annual convention for 96 was
held in Cairo on April 29 and 30, 1939,
antI considered many questions of great
interest, to the cause.

THE ANN'UAL REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
From the annual report of the National Assembly it was learned that the
greatest part of the activities was devoted to the consolidation of the Cause
in Egypt. Matters of personal status
still absorb the greatest care of both
National and local Assemblies. Events
of last year served to draw the status
of the Cause nearer to official Tecogni·

tion. Most of the Laws of Bah"'u'l!,,h
are being applied and efforts are being
made to obtain legalization of Baha'i

As a justifying document, a copy of
the marriage contract of Dr. Saleh is·
sued by the Spiritual Assembly of
Haifa and legali7.ed by both Palestine
authorities and the Egyptian Consulate
in Jerusalem was enclosed with that
petition. It is earnestly hoped that the

year 96 shall, through Abha conlirmations and the guidance of our Guardian,
inaugurate a far-reaching stage in the

history of the cause.
NEW PUBLICATIO:\fS (THE
DAWN -BREAKERS)
The National Spiritual Assembly announces with lnuch delight the start of

publishing the Arabic translation of
:\fabil"s history.
Needless to remind the friends of

A petition was

the importance of the work undertaken

lodged with the Authorities with a view
to legalize those contracts in the same

by Judge Abdul-Galeel Bey.
This wonderful volume will consti-

Inanner as enjoyed by other religious
cOlrununities.

and Tablets.

marriage contracts_

tute over 600 pages besides illustrations

SnOGHl.

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY OF 96
Abdul Jalil Bey Saad, Chaimlan;
Mohd Elf. Saieed Adham, Vice Chairman and Treasurer; Ahdulfattah Sabry
Elf, Secretary; Dr. Mohamed Saleh,
Khalil Elf. Ayad, Abdul Rahim Yazdi
Elf., Ahmad Eff. Husni, Youssef Eff.
Mustapha, Iskander Eff. Hanna.

MARTHA L ROOT
IN INDIA AND BURMA
(C ont;"..ed)
I came from Surat to Bombay,
March 15.* \Vrote a radio speech and
broadcast it over The All-India Radio,
March 17. Finished some writing for
BaM', World Volume VII. Beginning
March 21, Naw-Ruz, the Balaa'is of
Bombay had arranged a remarkable
program. We had a Feast in Baha'i
Hall in the forenoon and another Feast
for several hundred in the evening. The
youth gave a Baha'i play and original
poems to welcome me. March 22, the
former Mayor presided at a large gathering where I spoke under the auspices
of the Social Workers' Society of
Bombay.
Mrs. Shinn Fozdar arrived in Bom-

bay March 23, and we spoke together
on every program in that city. March
23, the 1.. S. A. of Bombay gave a reception in Baha'i Hall for two hundred
guests,-journalists, educators, statesmen and others. The Mayor of Born·
bay came and he acted as Chairman
for our short talks. The press took
photographs and used good articles.
I ~ectuTes were gi vefl before Theosophical Societies, Brahmo-Samaj, Buddhist
Society, Arjra Samaj. and an Oriental

Institute, High Schools and a number
of public lectures were given in the

large Baha'i Hall, centrally located. The
Bal"i'i community in Bombay is the
"mother" group, the largest, the oldest,
and all the friends did glorious work.
(To be contim<cd)
+1938
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crance in order to realize the suprapersonal nature of the new creation,
and sacrifice in order to evolve with
its needs.
Guardian's letters published with the
The more we realize the nature of
title of BahJ'f Administration have by Bahi'i institutions in terms of spiritual
no means been absorbed into the coi- quality, th~ better we \,. . ill understand
lective mind and heart. They are a them in terms of constitutional funcsource of knO\vledge and inspiration to tions. In fact. the two are inseparable.
which \"'e should turn time and again.
Consequently, as the day approaches
Knowledge, of necessity, begins as a when the Baha'i community ,vill be
catalog of facts, and then traverses a tested for its faith, firmness and effichapter of basic definitions. First the ciency by organized opposition from
alphabet, then the words, then the sen-~ outside, let us lay stronger foundatences: and finally, the capacity to use tions in the 'rvorld of spiritual experilanguage creatively as an instrument ence, drawing so near the divine source
of feeling and thought. This experi- that no human power can ever prevail
ence we repeat when we enter the Faith. against us.
It is a new ,YorId, a ne\y medium, and
The station of the local Spiritual
the final test of our knowledge lies in Assembly is very great. Its endO\vment of purpose and function is
the way we act.
At the basis of Baha'i community B aha' u' ilah' s blessing to mankind.
life there lies the principle of trustee- Every Baha'i Assem~ly is destined to
ship. Every Bah,,'i is first of all a work miracles of social recreation, solvtrustee in relation to his capacity to ing problems and remo,,;ng hardships
serve the Faith. The divine law that and anxieties beyond the capacity of
conscious man serve His Cause brings any other type of human institution to
about a complete reorganization of per- remedy. There is no sptritualla\v under
sonal character. Secondly, every mem- which the time for these blessings is
her of a Baha'i institution, whether deferred to a far-off iuture. On the
Assemblv or Committee, is a trustee contrary, the dire need is now. \Vith
in relation to the acti,,;ties of that in- radiance of spirit, unity of pnrpose.
stitution. Noone can serve a divine complete trust in the Author and
institution \\'ith the primitive personal Source of all power and authority in
instincts. The principles of personal the new day, let us fulfill our trusteepossession, personal control and per- ship by the-way we approach and consonal influence. legitimate in their own duct the election of the local Spiritual
limited fields, do not pertain to a Assembly on April 21.
KATIONAL SPIRITl.'A(' ASSEMBLY.
Baha'i institution. There mllst be sev-

THE PRINCIPLE OF TRUSTEESHIP IN THE
BAHA'i COMMUNITY
Beloved Friends:
On April 21, as the American believers gather for the election of their
local Spiritual Assemblies, it \vill be
well if \,;e make effort to realize once
more, and more deeply! the nature of
our association ,,{ith these divinely-created institutions of the future world
order. A diyine institution can never
be assumed nor taken for granted: its
potent force continues to exert itself as
a commanding influence upon all its
members throughout the duration of the
cycle it was established to serve. Therefore, although there have been years
of study and thought devoted by the
Baha'i communities to the subject of
administration. no one can feel that
for him the subject is exhausted and
his knowledge complete.
This is the year when the Guardian
has urgently appealed for effort to elect
one hundred local Assemblies in the
United States and Canada. This call
will bring many ne\"l Assemblies into
existence. \Vhatcver their present
knmvledge of Baha'i community affairs
may be, actual experience is required
before that knmvledge can ripen into
understanding. The first requisite.
nevertheless, is the factor of knowledge
-knowledge of what 'Abdu'l-Bahi
and what Shoghi Effendi have said
about the local, national and international institutions of the Faith. The
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"THIS SUPREME, THIS
INFALLIBLE ORGAN"
Words of Shoghi Effendi
The passing of 'Abdu'l-Baha, so

5'IElclen in the circumstances \.yhich
cau:--f'd it, so dramatic in its conse-

quences, could neither impede the op('ration of such a clvnamic force nor
obscure its purpose. -Tbose fervid appeals. embodied in the \Vilt and Testament of a departed 11 aster, could not
hut confirm its aim. define it.s character and reiniorce the promise of its
ultimate success ..

Out of the pangs ot anguish "lhich
Hi.<=, bereaveo followers have suffered,

amid the heat and dust which the attacks launched hy a sleepless enemy
had precipitated. the Administration of
Baha'u'llih's irn:incible Faith was born.
The potent energies released through
the ascension of the Center of His
Coyenant crystallized into this supreme,
this infallible Organ for the accomplishment
a Divine Purpose. The
\\~ill and Testament oi 'Abdu'l-Bahi
unveilf'd its character, reaffirmed its
basis. supplemented its principles, asserted its indis.pensability, and enumerated its chief ins.ritutions. \'Vith that
selfsame spontaneity which had characterized ber respon-se to the 1\.fessage
proclaimed by Baha'u'llih, America had
nmy arisen to espouse the cause of the
.·\dministration which the \Vill and
Testament of His Son had unmistakabl:y established. It was given to her,
and to her alone, in the turbulent years
following the revelation of so momentous a document. to become the fearless
champion of that Administration, the
pivot of its new-born institutions and
the leading promoter of its influence.
To their Persian brethren, ",.,ho in the
heroic age of the Faith had "mn the
CTO\\'n of martyrdom, the American
believers. forerulmers of its golden age,
were now worthily succeeding, bearing in their turn the palm of a hardwon "ietor\'. The unbroken record of
their illust~ious deeds had established
beyond the shadow of a doubt their
preponderating share in shaping the
destinies of their Faith. In a world
writhing with pain and declining into
chaos this community-the vanguard
of the Jihcrating forces of Baha··u'llah::'llcceecled in the years fonm:~:ing
'Abdt1'I-Bahi's passing in raising high
above the institutions established by its
sister communities in East and \Vest
what may well constitute the chief pillar of that future House-a House
\!,.'hich posterity will regard as the last
refuge of a tottering civilization.
In the prosecution of their task

or

'fE'fORIAL GATHERING
1"1 HONOR OF
MRS, ,fAY i\LUWELL
The local Assemblies of K ortb
.'\merica, and the pioneers and
groups throughout Central and
Sou~h America, as well as the
Spiritual Assembly of lvfcxico
City, haye been infonned that Friday evening, April 26, at 8 :00 P.
::0.1., is the time set for the memortal meeting requested by the
Guardian in his cablegram of
~Iarch 3.
Regret is expressed for the
error bv \·;hich the citv in ,\'hich
Mrs. ~Iaxwell ended her earthly
life was given as Rio de Janeiro
instead of Buenos Aires. It was
the former city which was mentioned in the ~ telegram first received by the Kational Assembly.
This gathering \vill constitute
the first unified action on the part
of Baha~is throughout the Americas. From it great blessings will
flO\v forth for the fresh impetus
of Inter-America teaching.

est breach in the rallks of its "aliant up~
holders.
The treacherous schemes
v,.·hidl the ambition of a perfidious and
still lllore recent enelllV has devised
and through 'which he is 'still striving to
deface 'Abdl1'I-Baha's noble handiwork
and COHupt its administrative principles are being once morc: completely
trustrated, Thcse intermittent and
abortive attempts on the part of its
assailants to force the surrender of the
nC\""ly built stronghold of the Faith its
defenders have from the verv beginning utterly c]isdained. X 0 111a~tter how
fierce the assaults of the enemv or skilful his stratagem the v have r~fused' to
yield one jot or one tittle of their cherished convictions. His insinuations and
clamor they have consistentlv ignor~d.
The motives \...·hich animated his actions! the methods he steadily pursued,
the precariollS priviIcges he seeme-d
momentarily to enjoy they could not
but despise, Thriving for a 1:ime
through the devices which their scheming minds had conceived, and suppOtied
by the ephemeral advantages which
fame. ability or fortune can confer)
these notorious exponents oi corruption
and heresy have succeeded in protruding ior a time their ugly features only
to sink, as rapidly as thev had risen,
into the mire of an igtlO~inious end.
--The World Order of Balui'u'l/ah.
pages 89 and 90 .

neither the whisperings of the treacherous nor the virulent attacks oi their
ayowed enemies were allowed to deflect
them from their high purpose or to
undermine their faith in the sublimity
TRUE VICTORY
of their calling, The agitation provoked bv him who in his incessant and
Shoghi Effendi's effort to free us from
sordid pursuit of earthly riches \vould the political practices and methods of
have, but for 'Abdu'l-Baha's \,\-Taming, the old order is intended to develop us
sullied the fair name of their Faith, to that station of unitv which Divine
had left them in the main undisturbed. Guidance uses as its elitrance into this
Schooled bv tribulation and secure troubled world. The true yictorv of
\vithin the ~ stronghold of their fast Baha'i life is victory over self. so e~alt
evolving institutions the.y scorned his ing us above the personal plane that our
insinuations and by their tms\verving participation in the choice of Bahi'i
loyalty were able to shatter his hopes. \'mrkers may e.."{press the \Vill of Baha'They refused to allow any considera- u·lIah.
tion of the admitted prestige and past
\Ve glimpse this tremendous victor",
services of his father and of his associ- in The Advent of Dit!il1{, Justice. wbich
ates to weaken their determination to stands like a mighty gate at the entrance
ignore entirely the person ,"vhom to the Kingdom-a gate that bars the
'Abdu'l-Baha had so emphatically con- way to the weak anrl the insincere-the
demned, The veiled attacks \vith -which gate flung open to all who expend thema handful of deluded enthusiasts sub- selves in service to His Faith.
sequently sought in the pages of the~'r.(TJOXAL SPIRlTL"AL ASSEMBLY. ~
periodical to check the gro·wth and
" "
blight the pros~ectsnf ,,:n.iniant Adl:'in~
THE BAHA'i CONCEPTION OF "
lstr.atlOn had ltkewlse ta~led to ac.h,e\c
M4..RRL\GE
their purpose. The attItude \vhlch....a
..
hesotted woman later on assumed) her
The following paragraphs are taken
ludicrous assertions. her boldness in from a letter \yritten b,' the Xational
flouting the ,ViII of 'Abdu'I~Baha and A"emhly to the Eclitor of N 'wmwk
in challenging its authenticity and her in order to correct and complete its
attempts to subvert its principles were article on Baha'i marriage puhlished in
again powerless to prodlKC the slight- its issuC' of February 19. They are rec
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printed here for the information of the
believers.
"The Baha'i conception of marriage
is a reconciliation of three vital principles: obedience to God, personal freedom of dll11ce, and social responsibility.
:"Iarriage in the Bahi'i community is a
divine institution; the t\\'o persons concerned marry because it is their will
and desire; and before the Baha'i Assembly will sanction the marriage it
must have the ,,,..ritten consent of all
four parents. or of all parents \vho have
survived. The followers of Baha'u'llah
believe that marital Jove can not be isolated from the '.'I,;hore texture of personality, and therefore this love, to be
real arid permanent, must be subordinate to the love of the soul for its
Creator.
"This conception, the Baha'is believe, renews and re-creates the institution of marriage, ridding it of any
merelv ecclesiastical ritualism and
priestly authority on the one hand, and
of all superficial civil license on the
other. Baha'i marriage has been obseryeo in this country for many years,
but always, until recently, in addition
to the civil ceremony, Of late years a
number of local Assembli<.:s have incorporated as religious bodies. and authority to conduct a legal marriage derives
from this new status.
"It might be added that Baha'i marriage also reflects the underlying spirit
of the Faith of Baha'u'llah. \.\'hich aims
to produce a unified, harmonious society
and not simply a ne\'\.' religious sect.
\Ve regard the teachings of Baba'u 'Hih
as the psychological and sociological
laws of the new era of history-the era
characterized hy \\'orld problems and
the ultimate conflict bet\veen the human
soul and materialism. The faith of the
Baha'is is that the older. provincial
culture amI ethics can r.lOt. solve \vorld
problems, an~l when thiS t.~, mo~e ge~crC!-lly recogmzed! the Baba 1 Falth WIll
be accepted as the \Vorld Faith of
\.

"

lllan."

Baha'i Home of Worship showing stage of c:ompletion at end of tbird year of
Seven Year Plan

Reading, GleaniHgs pages 12-16.
Reading, Gleanings, pages 294-297.
Prayer p.ra'w?ys and ill editatioHs, pages
42-43.
~Saturday 1[orning, April. 2i~h, :940--Prayer, Prayers and 111edttatrolls, pages

DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM
FOR CONVENTIO'"
Thursday 1forning, April 25th, 1940Prayer, Prayers and llfeditations, page
190,
Reading, Gleanings, pages 35-40.
Reading, G/I~anrngs. pages 215-216.
Prayer. Pnl)'erS and Jfedilalions. pages
57-58.
Friday 1[ornillg, April 26th, 1940Prayer, Prayers olJd Jfcditalions. pages
132-134,
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172-174.
Reading. Clrallings, pages 27-35,

Prayer, Prayers and JIeditatiolls. pages
240-242.
Sunday :\lorning, April 28th, 1940Prayer, Prayers and Afeditations, pages
310-312.
Reading, GleaHinys, pages 264--270.
Prayer. Pra}las and Jlcditat,loHs, pages
130-132.

LOCAL ASSEJmLIES
Digest of Annual Teaching Reports
~'lany years ago the friends in East
and \\.' est \'. . ere instructed by Shoghi
Effendi to establish local Spiritual Assemblies. in a series of letters which
grow in value and meaning as our experience unfolds. Certain memorable
phrases may well motivate us today,

as 'we labor to strengthen the support
of these basic institutions and to increase the scope of their teaching responsibilities. "The members of the
Spiritual Assemhly must day and night
endeavor to create love and unity
among the believers, to glorify the
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Cause of God and to propagate the
Divine Faith/' the Guardian \. . ·rote to
YOUTH LUNCHEON
the Eastern Baha'is in 1923. And to
The eighth annual Baha'i Youth
.'\runica on Februarv 23. 1924: "The
Luncheon will be held Sunday,
various Assemblies, local and national,
April 28, at 12 :3() noon, in Hotel
constitute today the bedrock upon the
Orrington, Evanston.
Tickets
strength oi \d1ich the Universal House
(S5c)
may
be
obtained
at
the
Conis in future to be firm!"., established and
vention or held without deposit up
raised. Not -until thes~ function vigorto Saturday evening, April 27, on
ously and harmoniously can the hope
application to 1\Iiss Julia Regal,
for the termination of this period of
12124 :;.Jonnal Avenue, Chicago,
transition be realized."
ll1inois.
In vie,,,,, uf these clear statements, ,",,'e
rejoice to discover in the annual reports recei"ved frqm the local Spiritual
Assemblies, the evidences of original come believers; many of the nonand active work on the part, not only Baha'is are spreaciing the Faith in their
of our larger Assemblies, but of the clubs, making Baha'i openings, and
smallest and most remote. Confident sending literature by mail to friends
that every community \-"ill profit by throughout the world.
(3) Publicit),: regular news artides;
these reports, we have therefore compiled a number of excerpts v..·hich will programs and literature sent to selected
mailing list and to Fair contacts,
certainly be useful to us all.
(4) Luncheons, visits, gifts, attenBerkeleJ'.. California, inaugurated a
campaign of pioneering at home this tions to those shO\,,·ing friendship for
year "which has served to stimulate, 'the Faith.
(5) Three exhibits of the Temple
as ,,"veIl as concentrate, the energies of
each individual member in one organ- model: at Architecture Hall of the Uniized drive. For over nine months the versity of California from January 22
Berkeley Baha'is have been playing a to February 5, with an illustrated Temgame, Just as children accomplish dif- ple lecture in conjunction with this at
ficult tasks \'i'hile pretending, we de- a professor's home; at ':The Flower
cided each to act the part of a pioneer Shop", February 5 to 12; and at the
Baha'i at home. \Ve tried to imagine Yazdi Shop beginning February 12,
(6) 'Opening up' the "Cniversity of
what could happen in Berkeley if all
of us who have worked here so long California, with the Temple exhibit,
were remoyed, and one fresh pioneer short news items in the student ne\vsBaha'i arrived to 'open up' Berkeley. paper, and a weekly discussion group
It positively hurt to realize that 'i. .·ith at the YWCA sponsored by Baha'i
new courage, new vigor, and a new youth,
Los Angeles, California, also reports
approach, this little city could soon
hum ,\·jth the news of the Cause. So that its firesides have been the most
we agreed to pretend that each one of successful teaching work. Eight reguus was a lone pioneer moving into lar groups are held, three of these in
Berkeley bag and baggage with two sections of the city not previously acobjectives uppermost: to spread the tive. ""'\Ve have diyided the city into
nine sections \\·jth the intention o{ open~Iessage widely, and to make new
Baha'is. Thus we started on the ing at least one fireside group in each
project unencumbered, with no past to section. Have chosen teachers of expull us down, with no despair or dis- perience, preferably the newer ones,
accompanied by a relatively inexpericouragement. "
The foIlo",ing methods were used in enced assistant. \vho reads and gives a
short talk on the subject, developing
this united campaign:
(I) Daily prayer at a stated time by confidence." These groups stress "hosall members of the Teaching Commit- pitality and \. .·anllth" and their success
can be judged by the fact that thirty
tee,
(2) A series of firesides in different ne'",,' Baha'is have been enrolled!
1\~ cw H a'l/rl~, C omrecticu.t, writes: "/\5
homes, with each host inviting his O\",n
circle of friends plus persons interested our Guardian has informed us that
at former meetings. Fourteen firesides ireedom from racial prejudice should
were given by Baha'is and five by non- be adopted as the watchword of the
Baha'is, with a total attendance of 393, entire body of the American believers,
of whom 225 were non-believers. This and in accordance with the suggestions
project constantly gathers momentum; .. , for pioneering at home, a deliber·
it has spread the Cause to many parts ate attempt has been made to attract
of town and to many different ty.'pes the negro race in this city, About forty
of people; several inquirers have be- homes of members of this race have

been visited with the result that man\'
friends have been made, several ar~
making a study of our Baha'i books,
and one has become a mernber of our
Community' and is on our Local Spiritual Assemblv." On November 16th
Mrs. Bechtold spoke to thirteen colored ,"yomen of a :\Teighborhood Reading Circle.: also two belicyers spoke on
the Faith at the African Methodist
Episcopal Church. "Another attempt
at pioneering has been an effort to
bring the Baha'i Braille books for the
blind to them, and a set of fifteen volumes of the 'New Era' has been accepted at the State Board of Edu·
cation for the Blind at Hartford."
] amesto'll.t1t, ]\I/?U) York, has started a
Baha'i L'niversity, the plan of which
l11t'Tits some detail. "In a more than
serious attitude, we conceived in the
early days-of our Community the necessity of a more deep and thorough
study on certain of the Teachings, To
no this, and not impair our regular
public teaching work, we felt a distinctive title ,vas necessary to understand
the purpose of this efforL The word
University stands for a comprehensive further study on a variety of subjects , , . The first tem1 began September 17th with the following courses and
instructors: Esperanto--1-1iss Onolee
Eddy; Public Speaking and Teaching
Practice (induding reading aloud)ML John P. Stearns; Prayer and
Meditation-:\IL and ~Irs, - Willard
}!cKay. The Holiday Season intervened between the fi rst and second
term, which began January 7th and
will continue through April 14th. The
courses follow:
Esperanto - :JrIiss
Eddy; Bahi'i Administration -11r.
Fred Reis; Baha'i Expression-nhs,
Doris McKay; Dispensation of Baha'u'lhih-),IL Willard McKay.
"Baha'i Expression is a continuation
of the public speaking, with emphasis
on the Baha'i application. It includes
analysis of the seeker, psychological
effects of teaching, background of
seeker, and fireside efforts and methods. The University courses are presented every other Sunday evening,
beginning at 7 :15 and ending about
]() :3(), This gives us eight three-quarter hour courses a term. Class methods
vary with lesson matter and there are
practically no rigid teaching methods.
\Ye find this a very successful venture in enlightening and deepening our
Community membership's understanding of their Faith, Certain 'almostpersuaded' contacts are also permitted
to attend University classes," Students
gain practical experience through the
monthly public meetings and fireside
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groups \vhich are sponsored by the
Assemblv.
Youth~ activities in Binghamton, New
York, deserve special notice. The most
notable project was the ';June vleekend Vdlich was n:portcd in BalHl-'i
Youth. \Ve had thirty-two young
people from out oi tm-Yn, S0111e of them
isolated youth to whom such an event
was a source of inspiration, and some
newly interested ones to " ..-hom it . . vas
a p;actical demonstration of Bahi'}

fellowship.

To

OUf

own friends it

served to shov·, that the Baha'i Faith

is something much bigger than just OUf
local group. We hope this will be an
annual affair. Since the Jamestown
community gave the meeting at our
] une week-end, our youth group returned the favor by spending a \veekend in their city in the early fall . . .
\ Ve also cooperated "'' 'i th Geneva in a
series of three picnic meetings at which
talks and discussion ,vere led bv members of our group, for which a iroup of
young people from Geneva and Canandaigua were the audience ... One
other thing, A group of twenty-two
members of a young people's Sunday
School clas,; from Endicott attended
one of our youth group meetings early
in December. They had been studying
Comparative Religions, and wrote to
ask if they might learn of the Baha'i
Faith by coming to us, instead of having someone come and speak to them
. . . This seemed quite significant to
us, as it was our first taste of the time
,,,,,hen groups would come seeking!"
Chicago has based its most successful teaching project on the ne,... contacts made ...,. . ith visitors to the Temple
Exhibits at Treasure Island and the
vVisconsin State Fair. Last summer
personal letters were sent to these
names \,... ith enclosures of literature. A
musical and reception ...vas then arranged to which they were invited.
"The response was most gratif)''ing,
about 150 people being present." Each
month since a similar type of reception
ha.., been held, H,\·ith an enlarging and
an increasingly interested audience."
Entertainment has included technicolor
pictures of Hawaii and the Holy Land.
"At these gatherings the Baha'i Faith
was not specially stressed, although at
each of them a few minute::; 'Nere devoted to remarks about the Cause. The
purpose of the meetings was primarily
to establish a contact with people who
had expressed an interest in the Exhibit and to further a friendly feeling
between them and ourselves." The next
event was the public meeting arranged
[or the National Spiritual Assembly, at
which time announcement was made of

a series of four lectures beginning Janu-.
ary 29th, a comprehensive outline of
the Faith by ~[r. Horace Holley. The
Teaching Committee nc...xt plans to arrange a class for intensive study. "V{e
a:-e greatly encouraged \1,.'lth the re;:,;ult
of the continuity of effort \vith the same
group of people and we are hopeful that
at the close of the year the l\·Iessage will
have taken root in nevv soiL"
I ndianapolis, Indiana reports: "In
the broadest sense ,..'e consider the
complete reorganization of this Community to be the most successful
achievement this year, , . \Ve carefull V reviewed the effort.s and methods
of the past two years , . . and took
effort to create the necessary steps to
evolve from a fireside group into one
of larger dimensions. H These steps included leasing a BahiL!i hall, sponsoring a public meeting for :lIr. Holley in
the American Legion Auditorium, and
organizing a study group in Esperanto
for which a teacher was provided by
the \Vork Projects Administration.
"You will note that our efforts are
very definitely those of a group rather
than individuals; this is one of the elements which ,ve have striven to develop as much as possible ... \Ve are
beginning to feel a greater sense of
assurance and too, a closer and more
intimate relationship of individuals as
a Communi tv. and believe that the
fruits of this -better organized and systematic action will be evident in the
coming year."
Detroit~ Jiichigan, produced hvelve
new believers this year "by fireside
group or personal contact \vork," and
has also supplied thirteen members for
pioneer \vork. "At the close of 1939
five of the communi tv ...vi thd rew to start
a group in Grosse P~inte, five in Dearborn and tv,.·o in Lincoln Park all at
the same time, which meant re-election
to the Spiritual Assembly and reorganizing of committees. \Ve have supplied
one pioneer, .Mr. S. C. Brandon, who
...,'ent to Houston. Texas ... " In addition, many activities have been carried
on at the Baha'i Center, which was
acquired "for the first time in years"
after the Temple exhibit at the Detroit
Flm,;er Shm," last I\Jarch. These activities included a class in public speaking.
two series oE public meetings addressed
by local believers, various public meetings for visiting teachers, Sunday afternoon teas bi-monthly, open feasts to
attract inquirers, a children's group.
and a youth group, Considerable radio
work has been done and "we are now
working on a special series of Esperanto programs for radio."
"Teaching work in Flint and at Lou-
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Miss Honor- Kempton (at left), Bah3.'i
Pioneer at Anchorage, Alaska, with Miss
Jane Whitenack, firs.t AJaska believer.

helen (Michigan) is closely related and
with cooperation the entire year. The
Sunday meetings at Louhelen make
contacts for study classes in Flint , ..
and have also made contacts in two new
towns near here . . . ::\.Irs, Furbush
has been doing good work at Lapeer,
a number of people definitely interested
and studying ... After :lIarzieh Gail's
teaching and speaking, doors were open
everywhere for good speakers,"
Grand Rapids, J.\lichigan~ a newly organized Assembly, has set a fine example in its first year, Two new members ,vere added and many others are
attracted, :r...Iost successful' activity was
the weekly fireside meeting, an outgrmvth of a tea attended by twentyfive. From October through January
the firesides were attended bv sixtvsix inquirers and twenty-seven ~Baha.'fs,
Open Forums are held regularly and
local believers are usually the speakers,
A stud .... class for Baha'is has covered
the Tllirty-Six Lessons and is no\...·
studying the Advent of Divine Justice.
There is also a youth group.
Teaneck, .1\'' ' . J., reports that its outstanding success this year was the ··performance of a Bahin marriage ,vithout
the civil ceremony recognized by the
State." This community's membership
represents thirteen to\vns!
N e'Zv York Citv concentrated its efforts this year upon the Exhibit at the
\Vorld's Fair and counts this its most
successful \'rork. Also at present Orcella
Rexford is teaching a class, after a presentation of the Faith to three hundred
students. New York has many opportunities to provide Baha'i speakers to
churches, clubs, museums, Latin American groups, etc., and is also carrying on
extension work in nine nearbv communities. )1ineteen of its members have
become isolated believers and nine have
undertaken pioneer teaching by settlement.
Yonkers, N. Y., arranged an exhibit
of the Temple model with a book dis-
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play, for a month at the Public Library,
A fine meeting \vas held for 11r5. Dorothy Baker last June, \vith seventy people present.
Jackson'l.!ille~ Fla., obtains long articles each . .yeek in the largest newspaper which reaches three-quarters of
the State. A monthly period for radio
broadcasting is also being arranged. A
new city opened is Green Cove Springs,
about sixty miles distant.
Da)rtOH,- Ohio, a community totaling
only sixteen members, added five of
these this year. "OUf most successful
effort is what \ve tenn l\feetings of Attraction, designed to further the interest of ne,'\rly-contacted peop1e and also
to attract new ones, A social and informative time is combined, using our
m . . n talent as 'Nell as Baha'is from
nearby towns. These meetings, along
\vith the firesides, have resulted in the
enrollment of five new Baha'is."
East Clet'eland, Ohio, has its individual method of making contacts. ",Ve
attend every Sunday a group of modem thought people, at which time the
chairman alwavs asks us to read Baha'i
prayers, to take part in their discussion.
and they announce regularly our Baha'i
meetings. As a result, seven of their
members are coming to our weekly
meeting, very much interested in our
Baha'i acti·vitics. They have manifested
the desire to study and come with us to
the Convention."
Oklahoma Cily, with only twelve
members, has been without any outside

help this year, except for the visit of
~,liss Roan Orloff on behali of Esper'anto. )Jeverthe!ess, through :\[iss Orloff. a subsequent opportunity for IVIr.
Entzminger to address the Esperantists,
and much individual ,"york, the Bab{l'is
have \...·on many friends. :\ recent contact was made \...·ith the president of
the Pan-American club which opens a
new field of endeavor. "Trulv manv.
many people here know of the ~Baha'rs.
and now it is for our Assemblv to ,,-:ark
on a plan to get those who·are truly
interested into classes." Outside of
Oklahoma City. contacts exist in Yale,
Claremore, Tulsa, Lawton, and Chickasha, and interest is maintained through
correspondence. Recently the Spiritual
Assembly has offered to assist some fine
ne\y contacts in Tulsa. resulting from
the visit of a Peoria believer, and the
devotion of our Oklahoma co-\'\'orkcrs
is reflected in this personal comment
on the action: "\Ve are so eager to
assist them that I, for one, would be
willing to walk there. Oh, I mean it!
Sometimes I get so .full of the Bahi'j
spirit that 1 could burst! Then J take
up my pen, or put on my hat and coat
and make a call on someone \vith .vhom
I can talk about the Teachings!"
Here then, in the challenging reports
of our local Spiritual Assemblies, \ve
may observe pioneering in a variety
of aspects - at home, among minority
groups, with the blind, in outlying communities, and through the working out
of diverse teaching and study methods.
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Let us be taught by such exploits, that
the threshold of the year may find us
prepared, quickened i~ vision -and zest,
to take our ptaces in the resistless
march! For "no . .,' 1:::; the time, the appointed time. for the American believers, the vanguard of the hosts of
the :Most Great N ame to proclaim,
through the agencies and channels of
a specially designed Administrative
Order! their capacity and readiness to
rescue a fallen and sore-tired generation, that has rebelled against its God
and ignored His warnings, and to offer
it that complete security '""hich only the
strongholds of their Faith can provide."
SHOGHI EFFE1\Dl, ("'Ad'l.lc-nt of Divine
Iustice/' p.40).
J

~-ATIO::-':AL TEACHI}:,G COM:i'J.fITTEE.

PUBLISffiNG ANNOUNCE.cmNTS
Three more titles have been added to
the new series of Baha~i Reprints \"hich
have proved so useful in teaching work.
Industrial Justice, bv 'Abdu'l-Baha.
Baha'i Reprint No.3. This makes
readily available the famous chapter
on Strikes in Some ~..olnsl(.rered Questions. Sold in lots of 100 only. Price
per hundred, net
$2.00
Religion a Living Organism, by
Shoghi Effendi, Baha'i Reprint Xo, 4,
The Guardian's explanation of how the
Baha'i Faith differs from Christianity
or Islam by virtue of its teachings on
world order. Sold in lots of 100 only,
Price per hundred, nel . ......... $2.00
A Pattern for Future Society, by
Shoghi Eifendi. Baha'i Reprint No.5.
The Guardian's brief but most sugges·
tive summary (from Unfoldment of
HI arId C i't'ilization) of the elements
making the future world commonwealth. Sold in lots of 100 only. Price
per hundred. nel
. $1,50
The announcement made t.vo months
ago about advance orders for copies of
I, Mary AIagdaien, by Juliet Thompson, is amplified by the statement that
cash must accompany the orders.

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The April number, the first of Volume VI, is an adaptation of the magazine to a nev.,' and more direct teaching
function. The magazine aims at present to: 1. convev iniormation to
Baha'is a~ut the Jteachings as they
apply to important social problems and
as they make possible a higher order
of spiritual experience; 2, provide believers with material whjch they can
use in their own teaching v..ark; 3
give study material to groups and
communities; 4, maintain a forum for
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correspondence on matters pertaining
to the teachings; 5, develop means to
sente the ),Jational Committees which
produce material intended for the believers to convey to the public-the
Teaching. Inter-America. Radio. Race
Unity and other Committees; 6, reflect'the growth of the organic Baha'i
community. which will develop more
and more knO\. . ledge, insight and dramatic activity; 7, offer an instrument
for the administrative body to publish
any official statements \.... hich might
have interest for the public as well as
the Ba.h.i"s; 8, publish hitherto unpublished Tablets and Baha'i Writings
as they may be received from the
Guardian.
The annual subscription has been
reduced to $1.50, single copies 15c.
eight copies of anyone issue ior $1.00.
Foreign subscriptions, Sl.75.

RACE UNITY
A Reading Li.t
How Odd of God by Lewis Browne
is a thoughtful analysis of the factors
that have produced prejudices bcn'I,reen
the so-called Jews and Gentiles. Mr.
Bro'Vlo'l1e presents a concise, clear history of the Hebrew people, and explains
the significance of the Torah or book
of the Law, and the Talmud which is
an extensive compilation of rabbinic
la,,,,,· written through the centuries. :&lr.
Browne later analyses the constant segregation which the Jews have endured
during the last 1900 years. He states:
"In each instance it is clear that the
segreation persists because of external
pressure rather than internal wilfulness. "1 The Je\v 5 have longed to be
assimilated and accepted, but repeatedly
they have been rejected and despised
by those around them. The fate of the
")Jew Christians" in Spain after 1492,
of the "n.Jarranos" in Portugal, and the
unfortunate "Chuetas" in IVlajorca are
good examples of the ceaseless persecutions suffered by the Jews. Mr. Browne
says that "ahvays everr..vhere they (the
Jews) remain distinct from the rest of
the population as though recent immigrants. H2 The author finally points to
Russia where race barriers no longer
exist and where the Jews are accepted
on an equal basis with all other peoples.
This he sees as the ultimate solution
of this age-old problem-a complete
breaking dmvn of racial pre judices
coupled with a striving ior true brother~
hood. This. too, is the Baha'i vision
and hope.
IBrownc, Lewis, HoLt' Odd of God, p.56.

2Browne, Lewis, How Odd of God,

p.6,().
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C ommmJ Ground by ]..Iorris S.A Laz~
aron is an attempt to poim to the common beliefs and spiritual values of
Protestants, Catholics, and Jews. The
Bahi'i reader \"'ill profit greatly by
reading this volume. for he 'Nil! gather
much iactual material about the re~
lations hips beh..'een these three groups,
and he will gain a new feeling of the
need for a renewal of religious life in
the world. ~Ir, Lazaron states the following: "\Ve need a ne . .".. dynamic in
American life; something that win set
us on our ieet again; something that
\vill override the selfish interests that
tear the nation asunder; something so
great and compelling that it \. .·ill sweep
us up by its life so that we may see beyond the Jesser loyalties of personal or
class interest, give us a vision of what
we might be as a people and the
strength to realize that vision. a - It
must be, it can only be a dynamic of
the spirit-that will bind the masses
and the classes into one brotherhood- ;
that will sweep away old prejudices
and mold us into one peopie-, ~'4 All
the way through thi s book the reader
feels that the author has caught the
Baha'i idealism, He says: "Let us try
religion in the largest sense, \Ve have
had churches and synagogues and
cathedrals; we have had preachers and
rabbis and priests-perhaps we have
not had enough real religion."·' Again
3Lazaroo. )'1orris S., p.259.
4.Lazaroo, Morris S" p,262.
:i LazaroD, Morns S., p.302,

27.,

6Lazaron, Morris S., p.293-294.
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he remarks that aH religious groups
have two tasks which they can accomplish together: "Insistence upon the
spiritual values as the basis of human
life and the expression of those values
in economics and politics and in human
relations.HI}. The influence of the Faith
of Bah:i'u'llih is spreading, and many
of our \\OTi ters are catching the new
spirit of this day.
There are a great many other books
on this subject which will throw light
on the problems of wiping out antisemitic feelings. Professor Herbert A.
.1Iiller recommends the following: AntiS emitism Yesterday and Tomorrow by
Lee J. Levinger; ] e'lJ..."I'sh E.xperiences
in America by Bruno Lasker; Christians Only by Heywood Broun and
George Britt; and .J..~lr. Emmanuel by
Louis Golding. You are sure to find at
least one or two of these books in your
local library. The Race L' nity Committee urges you to read as widely as
possible on this subject so that your
understanding of its many problems
may grow.
Shoghi Effendi wrote these words to
a Baha'i youth about a year ago:
"Above all they (Ballii youth and of
course, all Baha'is) should strive to get
rid of all their ancestral prejudices,
whether of race, creed, or class, and
thus attract through the example of
their lives manv outsiders to the Cause.
At a time when racial prejudice is becoming so widespread and intense, it
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should be their constant endeavor to
associate and mingle with the members
of all races, and thereby demonstrate to
the ,,,:orld at large the hollowness, nay
the stupidity 01 the racial doctrines and
philosophies 'Nhieh are so increasingly
poisoning the minds of individuals,
classes and nations throughout the
world." Only by the example of our
lives can be achieve a lasting solution
to the race problem. \Ve 1111.1st constantly "endeavor to associate and
mingl~ with the members of all races_"
Finally ",,"e must unceasingly pray: "0
111)' God, enite the hearts of Thy servants, and reveal to them Thy great
purpose. }lay they follow Thy commandments. and abide in Thy law_ Help
them, 0 God, in their endeavor, and
grant them strength to serve Thee.
God, leave them not to themselves,
but guide their steps by the light oi
Thy knowledge, and cheer their hearts
by Thy love. Verily, Thou art their
helper and their Lord l"

a

RACE CKITY CO::o.DHTTEE.

BAHA'i CALENDAR
April and 2\lay, 1940
)Jineteen Day Feasts: April 9, April
28, May 17.
Anniversaries and Festivals: Feast
of Ridvill1, April 21-}1ay 2. Holy Days
on which ,,",ark should be suspended,
first, ninth and twelfth day of Ridv:in.
Declaration of the Bah, May 23. 1844.
Birth of 'Abuu·I-Bah!t, May 23, 1844.
Ascension of Baha'u'llih, :Y[ay 29, 1892.
\Vork should also be suspended on these
two anniversaries.
Annual election of local Spiritual
,-\ssemblies: April 21.
Annual Convention: April 25, 26, 27,
28.
J.leecing of Kational Spiritual Assembly: April 24, 536 Sheridan Road,
\Vilmette, Illinois.
Kote: In this issue of Balta'-! :.VC1.OS
the first two instalments of the Baha'i
Calendar co-related with the Gregorian
(civil) calendar are reproduced. The
other seventeen Baha'i months "{ill appear similarly in the course of the coming year, These monthly calendars have
been designed by Mr. Irving \V. Stevens of the Chicago Bahi'i Community
and the drawing were made by I\.fiss
\ViHiam, James of Toronto.
Frequent reference to this type of calendar will begin to give us the habit of
thinking of dates in terms of the Baha'i
calendar. To use it correctly, follma,· the
Guardian's instructions as to the hours
when some of the Anniversaries are to
be observed, the fact that the Bah!t'j
day begins at sunset, etc.

THE BAHi'i SCHOOLS
The Baha'i Schools are assuming an
increasingly important function in the
educational program of the Fai~h. They
have bct'n steadily evolving from more
or less general lectures, to the point
where they pruvide definite Study
Courses, attuned to the requirements
ot the Teaching Plan and to life in the
'.Jew World Order.
Each of the Schools drav. -s from a
large section of the country and provides the opportunity for those broader
and deeper contacts which mean so
much in the development of the Baha'I
life. Xot only have minds been stim-

ulated and horizons expanded, but
many dccp and lasting friendships have
had their beginning in the happy and
constructive atmosphere of a Baha'i
School.
In planning your vacation have you
considered the possibility of attending
one of the Schools, sharing in its activities, and renewing your enthusiasm
through contact with those who are
finding the heavenly confirmations that
come from service in the Cause?
The programs for the various sesSlOns are as tollows:

GREEN ACRE
luly-August, 1940, Green Acre, Eliot, Maine
1\1orning Devotions Daily.
Classes, 9 :30 (0 10 :45 and 11 to 12 :15. !Homing', except Sundays.
July 1-6--"Bahi'; Ethics,'· ~Irs. Elizabeth Greenleaf. "The Dispensation of
Bahi'u'llah," Mr. Rinaldo Quigley.
lulv 8-13-"The Laws of Bahi'u'llah," Mr. Allen B. MacDaniel. "Science and
- 'Religion," Mr. and Mrs. Don T. ~lacKa1ly.
July 15-20--" Some Answered Questions," :Y[r. F. SI. George Spendlove. "Character Building." Dr. Stanwood Cobb.
July 22-2i-"Points of Approach," Mr. and Mrs. Willard MacKay. "Islam."
Mr. ~fahdi Firoozi.

J111y

29-Aug, 3-"Functioning In A Baha'i Community," 1\·1r. Clarence Niss.
"TO\,-ard A Divine Administration," Dr. Glenn Shook.
August 5-10---"Race Unity," Mr. Louis Gregory and teacher to be announced.
"Education," J.Ir. and 11r5. Harrv Ford.
August 12-17-Youth Week. "The Guardian's Letters," ~lrs. Doroth), Baker.
"Administration," Teacher to be announced.
August 19-24--"Letters of the Guardian," Mr. Harlan Ober. "Life In The ~ew
Age," Mrs. Orcella Rexford.
August 26-31-"Fulfillment of Prophecy," Mrs. Loml Schopflocher. "Deepening The Spiritual Life," l\h. Horace Holley.
Sundo'J! AIorning J1 ectings.
E'Z--'cnillg Acti'1'itics.
IVIonday evenings, "Fellowship Night," Chaim1an, The Ho..,tess.
TuesJay evenings, Open for visiting with local community.
\\Tednesdav evenings, Fireside Groups, Chainnan. l\frs. Harold 11. Bowman.
Thursday ~evenjngs, Panel Discussions. Chairnlan, Dr. Glenn A. Shook.
Friday evenings, "A Baha'i Viev{s The I\ew5," Miss Lonla Tasker.
Saturday e"venings, i;Resumes," by Teachers of the week.
Sunday evenings, Concerts, Readings, Lectures. Chairman, The Hostess.
C,-cen Acre Program Committee: }irs. Harold 1-1. Bmvman, Chairman, Miss
illarjorie Wheeler, Secretary, :Ylr. Harlan Ober. Mr. and ~!rs. Harry Ford.
Mr. Harold ~I, Bowman, Miss Lorna Tasker. ~Ir. Howard ~IacCausland.
Rates, Students-Room and board~ $13-$22., according to size and location of
room, 15% higher for guests not attending class,e-s.
Daily rates, $2.00-$3.50.
Half rates for children under twelve years of age.
Special rates available for gue;;:,ts remaining the C'ntire season.
Youth Week-August 12-17.
Students. $11.00. (Regular rates above apply to Youth not attending classes.)
The Baha'i School at Green Acre, Eliot, 1\·laine. had its beginning in 1894-,
when Sarah T. Farmer established conferences for the discussion of all aspects
of spiritual tr~th, This school is under the supervision of trustees for the 1\"'ational
Spiritual Assembly of Baha'is of the United States and Canada. The property
includes an Inn, cottages, Auditorium. Baha'i Hall. and large tracts of pine grove
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and land beside the beautiful Piscatequa River. The weekly rate for board and
room is intended to make the classes available to the greatest number of studems.
GREEK ACRE YOUTH WEEK
August 12-17
Sunday, August 12~ 8 P,}!., Symposium, Subject and speakers to be announced.
Party afterward, to \n:~lcome all Yourh.
J! GIlday Through Friday;
il..~L 7 :45 Devotions.
9 :30 "The Guardian's Letters," I\Irs. Dorothy Baker.
10 :45 "Administration," Leader to be announced.
P.:..r. 2:00 Forum, "Attitudes of Baha', Youth," Leader to be announced
8:00 Social Activities.
Saturday. August 3
10:00 A.M. "Our Part In The Teaching Program." A Conference. Leaner
to be announced.

GEYSERVILLE
Fourteenth Annual Session
Bosch Place, Gey.enille, California, July i to July 23, 1940
lIadv F fast: The annual reunion of the Friends and their Guests at 12 :00 noon,
Sunday. July 7. 19+0.
Devotions: 9 :15-9 :30 A.M. daiil'.
Study Classes: 9:45 to 12:00 no~n daily except Sundays, in Baha'i Auditorium.
Courses of Stud}':
I. The \Vorld Order of Bah;:\'u'llah.
II. The Cultures of Racial and National Groups in America.
The program for the first \veek is repeated during the thin! ,yeek.
Childre,,'s Program: Study at 9 :45 A.:'L daily except Sunnays.
Public meetings: Tuesday and Thursday Evenings at 8:00 P.}1.
Round Tahles: Discussion on :Mondavs, \Vednesdavs ann Fridays at 2 :00 P.i\L
Youth Panels: Discussion. daily exce~pt Sundays. ~
Accommodations: Reservations should be made immediately through 1-frs. X. F.
Ward, 2330 Rose Street, Berkeley. Calii.
Rates per person: $2.00 per \veek in outside and upstairs in the Dormitory, $5.00
per \veek in first floor rooms of the Dormitory.

LOUHELEN
First Fouth Session-June 26-30, inclusive:
Course on Baha'i Ethics. bv Horace Hollev.
Course on Study :\'fethods, 'bv Kenneth Ch~istian.
Course on Fundamentals. bv' Arnold Ketds,
Forums conducted bv l\Irs,-Kenneth Christian.
Spanish will be taught through all sessions.
Laboratory SessioH-July 3-12. inclusive:
Central theme: Prerequisites for teaching.
ThIethod5 of Studv and Research, bv Kenneth Christian.
Courses on Comparative Religions. ~
Course on Latin American Histon' and Cultures.
Course on Teaching 'Methods,
Fonlms.

General S("Hion~Aug. 11-18, inclusive:
"Tbe \Vorld of Tomorrm,'." A. Tichenor.
Course on the "Qur'an," :'farzieh Gail.
Course on Latin American History and Cultures.
1.ectures.
Second Youfh Sl?ssion-Aug. 21-25, inclusive:
Course on Baha'] Ethics,
Course' on The \Vorld of Tomorrow, A. Tichenor.
Course on Fundamentals, Flora Rottes.
Course on Latin American Riston' and Cultures. bv 1Iarzieh Gail.
Forums,
_ .
At the Youth an(l Laboratory sessions, all attending \.\,i11 take part in an
inter-America project shO\\'ing the outstanding contribution of each of nine
nations to the spirit of the new age.
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ESSLE~IONT

BOOK
Ii'." BRAILLE

List of Libraries in each of which
has been placed one set (3 volumes)
of the Braille edition of ten sets of
the book Bahd'u'f/lih and the ~Yez;:.' Era.
YVayne County Library, Department
for the Blind, Detroit, ).Iichigan.
St. Louis Public Library. St. Louis,
}[issouri.
Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Illinois Free Circulating Librarv.
School for the Blind. Jacksonvil1~,
Illinois.
Perkins Institute for the Blind,
\Vaterto\.vn. }Iassachusetts.
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania.
State Librarv for the Blind. Sagina . . v, ),:!ichigan.Schenectadv Public Librarv, SchenectadY, :-Ie\",; York.
..
Indiana State Library, Indianapolis.
Indiana.
Miss O. B. Crulll. Baha'i Exhibit.
Xe ...v York \Vorld's Fair. :0.,-ew York.

R-\DIO TALKS
A V ..\ILABLE FROM
R-\DIO COMMITI'EE
Series A :-Introductorv:1. i'Federation of the- ~ations and
Peace."-Talks 1 and 2.
2. "Peace Realists."
3. ;'\Vorld Peace: America's Great
Opportunity. "
+. "The Baha'i Goal of \\" orld Peace."
5. "Justice and Universal Peace."
6. "The Basis of the Brotherhood of
:\fan."
7. "The Dawn of a :0;ew Day." (Historical. )
Series B:L "Character the Goal of Education:'
2. "Communion with the Infinite."
3. "The ~[ost Modern Man."
+. "True :1lotlcrnism."
5. "Humanity Has Come of Age."
6. "The First \VOIllan Suffragist of
the East." (HistoricaL)
Series C : - '
.
Talks one and t\vo :-"' Prophecies Fulfilled in This )Jew Age."
1. "Progressive Revelation" :
2. "The Nev..' ).!amc,"
~[ore intimate Talks to follow:-

1. "The Philosophy of Baha"tt"1lab."
Talks 1. 2. and 3.
2. "Eternal Life and Immortality."
3. "Prayer: l\Tan's Approach to God."
4. "Submission-Radiance."
5. "Je . . .vels in the Crown of Faith."
Series D :-(Another introduction.)
1. "Atheism and Laws at Nature:'
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2. "Can Human Xature Change ?~~
An intervie,v.
3. "The Fusion of Human and Divine
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GREETINGS FROl'rl NORWAY

Dear Bahii:r Friends:
JJready three years have gone since
~ature."
I sent my last greeting. It is difficult to
4. "The Spirit oi This Age and Its
get time for .1.11 one wants to do. but in
Laws."
llly prayers every day my thought;;:, and
S. and 6 as in Series A, if desired:
good \vishes emhrace you alL
and 7,
There is as vet little visible result of
\Ve shall "\...·e!come most heartily all
those Talks which have been effectIvely the Baha'i '\Tork: done in Korway. However, I am going on translating and
presented in any of our stations, as ~
telling about the Cause \vhenever I
great help in our collection for a Radio
find people wanting to lisren. Copies of
Librarv. These Talks could be very
the l\"Torwegian Esslemotlt are freely
well u~ed in Group teaching, as man~r
distributed, The pamphlet The rVarid
report, in \vhich case they ,.,:ill be 10
Religion by our beloved Guardian is
cents for each.
published in K orwegian and is also
NATIONAL RADIO CO~I~IITTEE,
freely distributed.
Florence 1Iorton, Chairman.
For more than a vear there is a new
Baha'i in Nonvay, }Irs. A_agot Kranrz
BAH.4.'i DIRECTORY
Ramsli. Vaagevei 7, Kristiansund X,
Local Assemblies
11rs. Krantz Ramsli has learned oi the
St. Lambett, Quebec. New Secre- Baha'i Faith in America and she writes
tary, Miss Blanche )'losher, 278 De- me that she distributes literature and
promulgates the Teachings whenever
sauliuers Street.
possible.
Groups
Arlington, Va" ~[iss Fenv E, PaulSeveral dear friends, )'Irs, Schopson, Correspondent. 851 )J,{, Jefferson floeher, 11r. and f,.1rs. French, 1-[i.ss
Street.
Bertha "1Iatthiesen and 1\1r. and 1\[r5.
::'[edina. Ohio" )'Irs, Burt Beach, Stebbins and their daughter Mrs.
Correspondent, R. F. D. 7,
Dodge have made very \".·dcome, alGrosse Pointe, 1[ich, Mrs. George rhough short. visits in Oslo these last
R, True, Correspondent.
Years.
Fruitport, Mich, (After April 21) - Last summer I \vent to England for
J\Jrs, :11ary Frazier, Correspondent_
the Baha'i Summer School, and it ".vas
National Committees
a feast to meet so man", of the English
International Auxiliary Language- believers as well as hearing the good
former Associate J\·Iembers made full lectures and talks.
members of the Committee: Dr. C. R.
\Vords have just now come to me
Witt, Mme, Elsa Cbaslon, ~Iiss Lucy about the passing of our beloved sister
J. Marshall, Mrs, Anna Kincaid, ),J r. i\Iartha Root. r cannot express my
A. E. Regal, 1lrs. ~labellc Davis.
feelings of loss and sorrow, and I send
to all the friends, and especially to the
IN MEMORIAM
American believers. her dear compatdeepfelt ,sympathv
and con.. Th e true be I·tever "loT h OSC ---, riots, my
•
-.~.
. t
d l'f
t b ' r d J Jolence. I have succeeded In gettmg a
eXlshence.at; .t e are 0 e /e,f e
necrology oi our dear sister in one daily
as. t e ongmc:t,m'p" p'urpose 0 a cre- paper and in a women's weekly, as 'well
atlon,"-BAHA C LLAH.
Dr, Jeanette ~Iatilskv, Portlancl, as In an Esperanto paper.
,
.
I gratefully acknowledge the receIpt
U
gon
r,ol .,1
R th G h
C' 1 '11
of l\ ews Letters and other communica~
1" rs. LV' ay
U
ra am, lrc CVl e.
.
f
H"f T'h
B d d I
Oh'
t10ns rom al a. 1 .ran, ag a, nTO.
H
"
. 01'
dia and Bunna, Poona, Cairo, Geneva,
"Mrs. ),[abel uno. Cmcmnat..
110,
IT'
~
mte d .::::tates
an d Cana d a. _Aun t"le \,.
. tCtoria, Albuquerque, K )'I.. England,
ENROLUIENTS AND
France, Australia and from Youth
TRANSFERS
Groups in Iraq and America. Some
Boston, t",-o. Vancouver, one. Pasa- time ago T received a copy of AdlNnt
dena, h",~o. \Vashington. three. ~Ills of Drr·rnt Justice by Shoghi Effendi,
kegon, 1'"..0 and one youth_ K e...v York - which T have read and am rereading
one. Jamestown, one youth. Detroit, -.,.\-ith the greatest interest and admirathree. San Francisco, three. Topeka, tion. As there \vas no name of the
one. East Cleveland, one. Kansas City, sender I take this opportunity to ext\. .·o and one youth. \Vauwatosa, one press my appreciation. boping the kind
youth. Los Angeles, t\\'o. Huntington sender in some way . . yill read this.
\~lith loving greetings to each and
Park, two_ Oklahoma City, one and
all of my dear Baha'i brothers and sisone youth,

ters I am. humbly m His Service,
~
faithfully yours,
- )OHA!'."XA SCHCBARTH,

MARTHA L. ROOT
H'I' ICliDIA AND BURMA
( Continued)
April 5, I came \yith }lrs. Shirin
Fozdar to her home in Ajmer for one
week's visit. Dr. FozJar had arranged
everything so well. They have interested many friends. \Ye spoke at the
Ajmer \Vomen's Cluh. and I lectured
in Government College. _-\jmer. {~1rs.
F ozdar had spoken there a short time
hefore.) Everv day friends came or \ve
went t~ their homes. In .-\jmcr I '.v rate
my speech, "\Vhat the Baha'] Faith
Can Do For Povertv," for the Inuorc
Conference.
April 14, I arrived in Indore to take
part in the All-Faiths' League Convention. The Poona friends had so kindl"..
mimeographed five hundred copie~ df
my speech and forwarded them to
Indore. The l.."nited Press in Indore
sent out hvo humlred copies of my
speech ",:ith advance interview to newspapers throughout India_ It is still appearing in ne\"'spapers: only yesterday
I received The Rangoon Times, ,:.,rith
the entire speech. four columns, printed
in the July 1, edition. In the first hvo
weeks it came out in ne\vspapers aggregating 300,000 copies altogether, In
Indore I also published seyen thousand
copies for distribution, and Bombay
gave us two thousand "Dawn ot the
)Jew Dav" for distribution at the Conierence_ ~l\lrs. Fozdar arrived in Indore
April 17. She is Honorary Secretary
or this Le~uue. Interviev.'s and her
speech were sent out that day all over
India.
We both spoke at the opening of the
Convention, April 18. more than fifteen
hundred people were present. I read the
following cablegram from our beloved
Guardian: "),[artha Root, Care of Postmaster, Indore, Convey All-Faiths'
League Convention expression my best
wishes for success deliberation. }Iay
divine Guidance enable assembled representatives achieve their high purpose
and extend range their meritorious
activities. Shoghi." Baha'i literature
was given out at every session during
the fOLlr days. All religions \,,·ere repre_senteJ in the audiences, delegates coming from an parts of India; rhe thinkers
of India ,"vere there t 1,50Q people were
present at every evening session and
often more than 1,000 at the day sesS1Otl. There were 1.500 present -, .... hen
Shirin spoke and \vhcn I spoke 011
Ap"il 20,
(To be col1ti""ed)
w
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DEDICATION OF THE CONJUNCTION
OF
,
THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE
HAZiRA TU'L-QUDS AND MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
BY THE "ATIONAL SPIRITCAL ;\SSEIUBLY OF THE BAHA'iS OF THE UMTE[) STATES A"D CAXADA

JANUARY 20, 1940
AT HAZIRATU'L-QUDS
I. TABLET OF VISITATION,
BAHA'L'LLAH
The praise '.vhich hath da\'med from
Thy most august Self, and the glory
\\'hich hath shone forth from Thv most
effulgent Beauty. res[ upon Tl;ee, 0
Thou \\'ho art the ~Ianifestation of
Grandeur, and the King of Eternity,
and the Lord of all who are in heaven
and on earth! I testify that through
Thee the sovereignty of God and His
dominion, and the majesty of God ann
His grandeur, ,vere l-eve-aled. and the
Day-Stars of ancient splendor have
.shed their radiance in the heaven of
Thine irrevocable decree, and the
Beauty of the Unseen hath shone forth
above-the horizon of creation. I testify.
moreover, that with but a movement of
Thy Pen Thine injunction «Be Thou"
hath been enforeed, and God's hidden
Secret hath been divulged, and all
created things have been called into being. and all the Revelations have been
sent dmyn.
I bear witness, moreover, that
through Thy beauty the beauty of the
Adored One hath been unveiled, and
through Thy face the face of the Dcsired One hath shone forth, and that
through a word from Thee Thou hast
decided between all created things. causing them who are devoted to Thee to
ascend unto the summtt of glory, and
the infidels to fall in the lowest ahv".
. I bear 'witness that he \"ho l;ath
known Thee hath known Goel, and he
\...·ho hath attained unto Thy presence
hath attained unto the presence of
God, Great, therefore, is the blessedness of him who hath believed in Thee,
and in Thv signs, and hath humhled
himself before Thy sovereignty, and
hath been honor~d "\';ith meeting Tl:ee,
and hath attained the good pleasure of
Thy will, and circled around Thee. and
stood before Thy throne, ;,Voe betide
him that hath transgressed against
Thee, and hath denied Thee, and repudiated Thy signs, ann gainsaid Thy
sovereignty and risen up again:-:.t Thee,
and waxed proud before Thy face, and

hath disputed Thy testimonies, and fled
from Thy rule and Thy dominion, and
been numbered with the infidels \\'hose
names have been inscribed by the fingers
of Thy behest upon Thy holy Tablets,
\Vaft, then, unto me, 0 my God and
my Beloved, from the rigl;t hand of
Thy mercy and Thy loving~kindness,
the holy breaths of Thy favors, that
they may draw me a,".ray from myself
and from the ,vorld unto the courts of
Thy nearness and Thy presence. Potent art Thou to do ' .... hat pleaseth
Thee. Thou, truly, hast been supreme
over all things.
The remembrance of God and His
praise, and the glory of God and His
splendor, rest upon Thee, 0 Thou who
art His Beauty! I bear ,vitness that
the eye of creation hath never gazed
upon one \"..ronged like Thee_ Thou
wast immersed all the days of Thy life
beneath an ocean of tribulations_ At
one time Thou \vast in chains and fetters; at another Thou \vast threatened
by the sword of Thine enemies_ Yet,
despite all this, Thou did,t enjoin upon
all men to observe \vhat had been prescribed unto Thee bv Him \Vho is
the All-Knowing, the -All, Wise,
~{ay my spirit be a sacrifice to the
wrongs Thou didst suffer. and my soul
be a ransom for the auversitie:; Thou
didst sustain. I beseech God, bv Thee
and bv them whose faces ha\:e been
illumined with the splenrlors ot the
light of Thy countenance, and \'1,'ho. for
love of Thee. have observed all whereunto they 'vere hidden! to remove the
evils that have ('0111e in between Thee
and Thy creatures, and to supply me
with the good of this ,vorId and the
world to c'Ome. Thou art. in truth. the
Almighty, the Most Exalted, the ·A11GloriOlv;" the Ever-Forgiving, the :1fo:-;t
Compassionate.
Bless Thou, 0 Lord my God, the
Divine Lote-Tree and its leaves! and
its boughs, and its branches, and its
stems, and its offshoots, as long as Thy
most excellent titles \vill endure and
Thy most august attributes will last.
Protect it, thcn. from the mischief of

the aggressor anu the bosts of tyranny.
Thou art, in truth, the Almighty, the
,,[ost PowerfuL Bless Thou, also, 0
Lord my God, Thy servants and Thy
handmafdens ~vho' have attained unto
Thee, ThOll, truly, art the All-Bounti,
fuI t \\rhose grace is infinite. K 0 God
is there save Thee, the Ever-Forgiving.
the :Most Generous_

II, PRAYER FOR THE PUREST
BRAl'llCH, BAHA'U'LLAH
Lauded be Thv name, 0 Lord mv
God! ThOll seest me in this day sh1;t
up in my prison, and fallen into the
hands of Thine adversaries, and beholdest my son (The Purest Branch)
lying on the dust before Thy face, He
is Thy servant, 0 my Lord, whom
Thou hast caused to be related to Him
\\1110 is the Manifestation of Thyself
and the Day-Spring of Thy Cause,
, At his b~rth he was afflicted through
hIS separatIOn from Thee, accorclin.:r to
\vhat had been ordained for him thro~lgh
Thine irrevocable decree. And \yhen
he had quaffed the cup of reunion ,,,-ith
Thee, he ,vas cast into prison for having believed in Thee and in Thv signs
He continued to serve Thy BeaU'ty untii
he entered into this 1\·10st Great Prison.
Thereupon I offered him up, 0 mv
God, as a sacrifice in Thy path. Tho~l
\vell knmvest what they who love Thee
have endured through this trial that
hath caused the kindreds of the earth
to wail, and beyond them the Concourse on high to lament .
I heseech Thee, 0 my Lord, by him
and by his exile and his imprisonment.
to send down upon sueh as loved him
what will quiet their hearts and bless
their works_ Potent art Thou to do as
Thou willest. K 0 God is there but Thoe
the Almighty, the Most PowerfuL
'

m, PRAYER FOR MEMBERS OF
THE HOUSE OF JUSTICE,
'ABDU'L-BAHA

o God, mv God! Weare servants ot
Thine: that [lave turned with devotion
to Thy Holy Face, that have detached
ourselves from all beside Thee in this

glorious Day. \Ve have gathered in
this Spiritual Assembly, united in our
,"ie\\'s and thoughts, with our purposes
harmonized to exalt Thv \\'~ord amidst
mankind. 0 Lord, our· God' !v[ake us
the signs of Thy Divine Guidance, the
Standards oi Thy exalted Faith
amongst men, servants to Thy mighty
Covenant. 0 Thou our Lord Most
High! ~Ianifestations of Thy Divine
Unity in Thine Abha Kingdom, and
resplendent stars shining upon all regions. Lord' Aid us to become seas
surging \vith the billmvs of Thy \vondrous Grace, streams flowing from Thy
all-glorious Heights, goodly fruits up-

on the Tree of Thy heavenly Cause,
trees waving through the breezes of
Thy Bounty in Thy celestial Vineyard.
o God! ~Iake our souls dependent upon the Verses of Thv Divine L"nitv.
our hearts dleered witl; the outpouring~
of Thy Grace, that we may unite even
as the waves of one sea and become
merged together as the rays of Thine
effulgent Light; that our thoughts, our
vie"ws, our feelings may become as one
reality, manifesting the spirit of union
throughout the world. Thou art the
Gracious, the Bountiful~ the Bestower,
the Almighty, the :Y[erciful, the Compassionate.

AT l\IASHRIQU'L.ADHKAR
IV. "BLESSED REMAINS
SHOGID
EFFENDI

swelled in her breast as she greeted
'Abdu'l-Baha on His triumphant return from the \\Test, I will not venture
to describe. She \vas astounded at the
Blessed remains (of) Purest Branch vitality of which He had, despite His
and Master's ~Iother safely transferred unimaginable sufferings, proved Him(to) hallowed precincts ( of the) self capable. She \'\-'as lost in admiraShrines ( on) :M ount Carmel. Long tion at the magnitude of the forces
inflicted humiliation wiped away. Mach- 'iNhich His utterances had released. She
inations (of the) Covenant-Breakers was filled with thankfulness to Baha'(to) frustrate plan defeated. Cherished u'llih for having enabled her to witness
wish (of) Greatest Holy Leaf fulfilled. the evidences of such brilliant victory
Sister, Brother, Mother (and) \Vife for His Cause no less than for His
(of) 'AMu'I·Daha reunited (at the) Son . . .
The ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha, so
one spot designed (to) constitute focal
center (of) Baha'i Administrative In- tragic in its suddenness, was to her a
stitutions at Faith~s \Vorld Center. terrific blow, from the effects of which
Share joyiul news (with) cntire body she never completely recovered. To her
He, \Vhom she called "Aga," had been
(of) American believers.
a refuge in times of adversity. On Him
V, TRIBUTE TO THE GREATEST she had been led to place her sole reHOLY LEAF, SHOGHI EFFENDI liance. In Him she had found ample
compensation for the bereavements she
No sooner had 'Abdu'I-Bahi stepped had suffered, the desertions she had
upon the shores of the European and witnessed, the ingratitude she had been
American continents than our beloved shown bv friends and kindreds. No one
Khanum found herself \vellRnight over R could ever d ream that a woman of her
whelmed with thrilling messages, each age, so frail in body~ so sensitive of
betokening the irresistible advance of heart, 50 loaded with the cares of almost
the Cause in a manner \vhich, not with- eighty years of incessant tribulation,
standing the vast range of her experi- could so long survive so shattering a
ence, seemed to her almost incredible. blm,,·. And yet, history! no less than
The years in which she basked in the the annals of our immortal Faith, shall
sunshine of 'Abdu'l-Baha 's spiritual vieR record for her a share in the advancetories were, perhaps, among the bright- ment and consolidation of the worldest and happiest of her life. Little did wide community which the hand of
she dream when, as a little girl, she 'AMu'I-Balli h;d helped to fashion,
was running about, in the courtyard of which no one among the remnants of
her Father's house in Tihran, in the His Familv can rival ...
company of Him \Vhose destiny was
Bear tho~l this my message to 'Abdu'lto be one day the chosen Center of Baba, thine exalted and divinely-apR
God's indestructible Covenant, that such pointed Brother: If the Cause for
a Brother would be capable or" achiev- which Baha'u'llah toiled and labored,
ing, in realms so distant, and among for which Thou didst suffer years of
races so utterly remote, so great and agonizing sorrmv! for the sake of which
streams of sacred blood have flowed.
memorable a vi ctor),.
The enthusiasm and joy \·,rhich should, in the days to come, encounter
TR.~~SFERRED,"

stonns more severe than those it has
already weathered, do Thou continue to
overshadow, with Thi ne all-encompassing care and \'1,:isdom, Thy frail, Thy
unworthy appointed child.
[ntercede, 0 noble and well-favored
scion of a heavenly Father, for me no
less than for the toiling masses of Thy
ardent lovers, \vho have sworn undying
allegiance to Thy memory, whose souls
have been nourished by the energies
of Thy love, whose conduct has been
molded by the inspiring example of
Thy life, and whose imaginations are
fired by the imperishable evidences of
Thy lively faith, Thy unshakable con·
stancy, Thy invincible heroism, Thy
great renunciation.
\Vhatever betide us, however distressing the vicissitudes which the nas·
cent Faith of God may yet experience.
we pledge ourselves, before the mere\'scat of Thy glorious Father, to hand 0-;'.
unimpaired and undivided, to generations yet unborn, the glory of that
tradition of which thou hast been its
most brilliant exemplar.
In the innennost recesses of our
hearts, 0 thou exalted Leaf of the
Abha Paradise, we have reared for
thee a shining mansion that the hand
of time can never undermine, a shrine
which shall frame eternally the match·
less beauty of thy countenance, an
altar whereon the fire of thy conSUt11 R
ing love shall burn forever. ~

VI. TABLETS FOR THE PUREST
BRANCH, BAHA'U'ILAH
;; At this very moment," Bahi'u'llih
testifies, HIV[y son is being washed before 1iy face, after Our having sacrificed him in the ~10st Great Prison.
Thereat have the dwellers of the Abha
Tabernacle wept with a great weeping,
and such as have suffered imprisonment with this Youth in the path of
God, the Lord of the promised Day,
lamented. Under such conditions ~l v
Pen hath not been prevented from r~
membering its Lord, the Lord of all
nations. It sunmloneth the people unR
to God, the Almighty, the All-Bounti·
ful. This is the dav whereon he that
was created of the'light of BaM has
suffered martyrdom, at a time "when he
lay imprisoned at the hands of his
. "
enemIes.
"Upon thee, 0 Branch of God!" He
solemnly and most touchingly, in that
same Tablet, bestows upon him His
benediction, ('be the remembrance of
God and His praise, and the praise of
all that dwell in the Realm of Immortality, and of all the denizens of the

Kingdom of Kames. Happy art thou in
that thou hast been faithful to the Covenant of God and His Testament, until
Thou didst sacrifice thyself before the
face of thy Lord, the Almighty, the
Unconstrained. Thou. in tnlth, hast
been \,,'ronged, and to this testifieth the
Beauty of Him, the St'lf-Subsi~[ing.
Thou didst, in the first days of thy
life, bear that which hath caused ail
things to groan, and made every pillar
to tremble. Happy is the one that rememberetl1 thee, and dra\vcth nigh,
through thee, unto God, the Creator of
the nIom."
"Glorified art Thou, 0 Lord, my
God 1", H~" in a prayer, astoundingly
proclaIms, Thou seest me in the hands
of 1:Iine enemies, and :;\{y son blood-

stained before Thy face: 0 Thou in
Whose hands is the kingdom of all
names. I have, 0 my Lord, offered up
that which Thou hast given Me, that
Thy servants may be quickened and
all that d\vell on earth be united."
"Blessed art thou," He, in another

Tablet affirms, "and blessed he that
tumeth unto thee and visitetl1 thy
grave, and draweth' nigh, through rhe~,
unto God, the Lord of all that was and
shall be, ,I testify that thou didst
return in meekness unto thine abode.
Great is thy blessedness and the blessedness of them that hold fast unto the
hem of thy outspread robe ... Thou art,
verily, the trust of God and His treasure in this land, Erelong will God
reveal through thee that which He hath
desired. He, verily, is the Truth, the
Knower of things unseen. \Vhen thou
'''last laid to rest in the earth. the earth
itself trembled in its longing to meet
thee, Thus hath it been decreed, and
yet the people perceive not, , ' , Were
\Ve to recount the mysteries of thine
ascension, they that a're asleep \"ould
waken, and all beings would be set
ablaze ,vith the fire of the remembrance
of :'ly Name, the :'lighty, the Loving,"

vn.

TABLETS FOR THE )iOST
EXALTED LEAF, BAHA'U'LL.\H
'ABDU'L·BAHA

Concerning the IIIost Exalted Leaf,
the mother of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Baha'u'!lah has written: "The first Spirit
through which all spirits were revealed
and the first Light by \'I... hich an light~
shone forth, rest upon thee. 0 n-Iost Exalted Leaf. thou \vho hast been mentioned in the Crimson Book! Thou art
the one ,,;hom God created to arise and
serve His own Self, and the ?\Ianifestation ~f His Cau.se, and the Day Spring
of HIS l\t'vc-hholl. and the Dawnin rr •
Place of Hi:; signs, amI the Source ~f

CABLEGR4.i1I FROM
SHOGHI EFFENDI
Hail historic act signalizing
auspicious conjunction (in) heart
(00 1\. orth American continent
(0; the) institutions (of) Haziratu'l-Quds (and) Mashriqu'lAdhkilr, (the) twin foci (of)
steadily evolving American Baha'i
community life. (The) former
henceforth regarded (as) national
Seat upon ,·,rhich all administrative channels (of) Baha.'i activitv
must increasingly converge,
(The) latter permanently recognIzed (as) ordained Source from
which rays (of) spiritual O"L1idance will radiate, Upon (the)
VlgOroUS,
constant inter-action
(of the) dynamic forces ,·",hich
these complementarv institutions
embodying admini~trative machinery and incarnating (the)
Soul (of the) Baha'i community
can release (the) effectual prosecutIOn (of the) Seven Year Plan
as well as (the) success (of) ultimate \Vorld 1Iission unquestionably depends. May (the) commumty responsible (for the)
establishment (of! these nascent
institutions progr~ssive1v contribllte (to) acceleration (of) their
growth aml derive fullest benefit
(from) their eventual fruition.
SHOGHI RABBAKL

Received October 3, 1939,

His commandments; and \\'ho so aided
thee that thou didst turn , . . . ith thy ,....hole
being unto Him, at a time 'when His
servants and handmaidens had turned
away from His Face . . . . Happy art
thOll, 0 ~[y handmaiden, and ~[v Leaf
and the one mentioned in 1\-1y. Book:
and inscribed bv M \' Pen of Glory in
My Scrolls and Tablets, , ' , Reioice
thou, at this moment. in the most
exalted Station and the All-highest
Paradise, and the Abha. Horizon, inasmuch as He \Vho is the Lord of
~ames hath remembered thee. \Ve bear
witness that thou didst attain unto all
good, and that God hath so exalted
thee, that all honor and glory circled
around thee."
"0 Navvab l" He thus, in another
Tahlet, addresses her, "0 Leaf that
hath sprung from IVI), Tree, and been
J.[y companion 1 ~Iy glory be upon thee,
::l.nd ~r.y loving-kindness, and 1Iy
mercy that hath surpassed all beings.

\Ve announce unto thee that ",,-hich will
gladden thine eye, and assure thv soul
and rejoice thine heart, Verily, th):
Lord ?,:; the Compassionate, the AllBountllnL God hath been and will be
pleased With thee, and hath singled thee
?Llt for Hi;:; O\vn Self. and chosen thee
tn:>t11 among His handmaidens to sen.~e
H1Ill,.and hath n;ade thee the companion
of Hl~ Person In the day-time and in
the mght-season."
('Hear thou 11e Once again/' He re·
assures her, "God is \rell-pIeased with
t~ee! ~s a token of His grace and a
SIgn at I~is mercy. He hath made thee
to. be HIS companion in everyone of
H.Is 'w~rlds, and hath nourished thee
\vlth ~lS meeting and presence, so long
as HIS name, and His Remembrance
and His Kingdom, and His Empir~
shall endure, Happy is the handmaid
that hath mentioned thee, and sought
thy good-pleasure, and humbled herself before thee, and held fast unto the
cor~ of thy love, \Voe betide him that
de.meth th~ exalted station, and the
thmgs ordamed for thee from God, the
Lord of all names, and him that hath
turned ~way from thee, and rejected
thy statton before God, the Lord of
the ll1lghty throne,"
"0 faithful oDes!" Baha'u'llah
specifically enjoins, "Should ye visit
the resting-place of the ~Iost Exalted
Leaf, who hath ascended unto the Glor~ous C~mpanion, stand ye and say:
SalutatlOn and blessing and glory upon thee, 0 Holy Leaf that hath sprung
from the Divine Lote- Tree! I bear
witness that thou hast believed in God
and in His signs, and answered His
Call, and turned unto Him and held
fast u;;to. His cord, and cI~ng to the
hem ot HIS grace, and fled thy home in
His path, and chosen to iive as a
srrarwer, out of love for His presence
and m thy longing to serve Him. May
God ~ave mercy upon him that draweth mgh unto thee, and remembereth
thee through the things which My Pen
h.ath vot~ed in this, the most great statlOn, \Ye pray God that He may forgIve llS, and forgive them that have
t~trned unto thee, and grant their desI~es, and bestow upon them, through
H.Is wondrous grace, ,\'hatever be their
WIsh. He, verily, is the Bountiful, the
Generous. Praise be to God. He Vfho
is the Desire of all worlds; and the
Beloved of all who recognize Him."
And, finally, 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself in
one of His remarkably significant
Tablets, has borne witness not only to
the exalted station oi one whose '{seed
shall inherit the Gentiles," ,,,hose Husband is the Lord of Hosts, but also to

the sufferings endured by her \vho was
His beloved mother. "As to thy question concerning the 5-1-th chapter of
Isaiah," He \vrites, "This chapter refers to the Most Exalted Leaf, the
mother of 'Abdu'l-Bahi. As a proof of
this it is said. : 'For more are the children of the desolate, than the children
of the married wife.' Reflect upon this
statement, and then upon the following: 'And thy seed shall inherit the
Gentiles, and make the desolate cities
to be inhabited.' And truly the humiliation and reproach which she suffered
in the path of God is a fact which no
one can refute. For the calamities and
affiictions mentioned In the whole
chapter are such afflictions 'which she
suffered in the path of God, all of which
she endured \vith patience and thanked
God therefor and praised Him, because
He had enabled her to endure afflictions
for the sake of Bahi. During all this
time, the men and 'i\"omen (Coyenantbreakers) persecuted her in an incomparable manner. \,. hile she 'ivas patient,
God-fearing. calm, humble and contenteo through the favor of her Lord
and by the bounty of her Creator."

''III.

PRAYER FOR THE
Bl'ILDERS OF THE
]\o1..\SHRIQU'L-ADHK.4.R,
'ABDU'L-BAHA

o God! 0 God! We implore Thee
with throbbing heart and streaming
tears to aid each one "",ho strives in the
erection of the house of the Lord wherein Thv Kame is mentioned at morn
and e\:entide.
Lord, send down Thy benediction
on \".·hosoever serves this edifice and
aids in the upraising of this Temple
for the uniting of all sects and religions.
Confirm him in every good deed among
mankind: open the doors of riches and
wealth unto him; and make him an
inheritor of the treasures of the Kingdom which perish not: cause him to be
a sign of giv-ing among the people; uphold him by the sea of Thy bounty and
generosity which forever surges \vith
the waves of Thy grace and favor.

o

Verily, Thou art the Generous, the
Bountiful, the All-Glorious!

IX. TABLET OF VISITATION,
BAHA'U'LLAH
The praise which hath dawned from
Thy most august Self, and the glory
which hath shone forth from Thy most
effulgent Beat:ty, rest upon Thee, 0
Thou \Vho art the I\Tanifestation of
Grandeur, and the King of Eternity,
and the Lord of all who are in heaven
and on earth! I testify that through
Thee the sovereignty of God and Hi._
dominion, and the majesty of God and
His grandeur. were revealed. and the
Day-Stars of ancient splendor have
shed their radiance in the heaven of
Thine irrevocable decree, and the
Beauh" of the Unseen hath shone forth
above~ the horizon of creation. I testifv.
moreover, that 'ivith but a movement of
Thy Pen Thine injunction "Be Thou"
hath been enforced, and God's hidden
Secret hath been divulged, ann all
created things have been called into being-. and all the Revelations have been
sent down.
I bear witness. moreover, that
through Thy beauty the beauty of the
Adored One hath been unveiled, and
through Thy face the face of the Desired One hath shone forth, and that
through a word from Thee Thou hast
decided between all created things, causing them who are devoted to Thee to
ascend unto the summit of glory, ann
the infidels to fall in the lowest abyss.
I bear witness that he who hath
known Thee hath known God. and he
who hath attained unto Thy presence
hath attained unto the presence of
God, Great, therefore, is the blessedness of him who hath believed in Thee.
and in Thy signs, and hath humbled
himself belore Thy sovereignty, and
hath been honored with meeting Thee,
and hath attained the good pleasure of
Thy will, and circled around Thee, and
stood before Thy throne. \Voe betide
him that hath - transgressed against
Thee, and hath denied Thee, and repudiated Thy signs, and gainsaid Th)'
sovereignty, and risen up against Thee,
and waxed proud before Thy face. and
hath disputed Thy testimonies, and fled
from Thy rule and Thy dominion. and
been numbered with the infidels whose
name have been inscribed by the fingers
of Thy behest upon Thy holy Tablets.

Wait, then, unto me. 0 mv God and
my Beloved, from the right hand of
Thy mercy and Thy loving-kindness,
the holy breaths of Thy favors, that
they may draw me away from myself
and from the world unto the courts of
Thy nearness and Thy presence. Potent art Thou to do what pleaseth
Thee. Thou, truly, hast been supreme
over all things.
The remembrance of God and His
praise, and the glory of God and His
splendor, rest upon Thee, 0 Thou who
art His Beauty 1 I bear \\;tness that
the eye of creation hath never gazed
upon one wronged like Thee. Thou
'i't.'ast immersed all the davs of Thv life
beneath an ocean of tribulations~ At
one time Thou wast in chains and fetters; at another Thou wast threatened
by the sword of Thine enemies. Yet,
despite all this, Thou didst enjoin upon
all men to observe what had been prescribed unto Thee bv Him "Vho is
the All-Knowing, the -All-Wise.

],oray my spirit be a sacrifice to the
wrongs Thou didst suffer, and my soul
be a ransom for the adversities Thou
didst sustain. I beseech God, by Thee
and by them whose faces have been
illumined with the splendors of the
light of Thy countenance, and who, for
love of Thee, have observed all whereunto they were bidden, to remove the
veils that have come in between Thee
and Thy creatures, and to supply me
with the good of this world and the
world to come. Thou art, in truth, the
Almighty, the 1\Iost Exalted, the AllGlorious, the Ever-Forgiving, the ~Iost
Compassionate.
Bless Thou. 0 Lord mv God, the
Divine Late-Tree and its ~Ieaves, and
its boughs, and its branches, and its
stems, and its offshoots, as long as Thy
most excellent titles 'ivill endure and
Thy most august attributes v.;I1 last.
Protect it, then, from the mischief of
the aggressor and the hosts of tyranny.
Thou art, in truth"the Almighty, the
1\Iost Powerful. Bless Thou, also, 0
Lord mv God, Thv servants and Thv
handmaidens who ~bavc attaineJ unto
Thee. Thou, trulY, art the All-Bountiful. \Vhose grace~ is infinite. )10 God
is there save Thee, the Ever-Forgiving.
the "Most Generous.
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"THE AMERICAN BELIEVERS ... PURSUE THEIR
GOD-GIVEN TASK"
Letter from SOOgb; Effendi
Dear co-workers:
The fourth year of the Seven Year Plan
enters upon its course in circumstances
that are at once critical, challenging, and
unprecedented in their signficance. The
year that has passed has in so far as the
rise and establishment of the Fai.th of
Baha 'u 'IJah in the wes tern hemisphere is
concerned~ been one of the most eventful
sUnce the Plan began to operate and exercise its potent and beneficent influence.
Both within and without the Community
of the Most Great Name, the eveots
which the last twelve months has unfolded have in some mysterious way,
whether directly or indirectly, communicated their force to the Plan's progres·
sive unfoldment, contributed to the ori·
entation of its policy and assisted in the
consolidation of the diversified undertak·
ings, both primary and subsidiary, that
fall within its orbit. Even the losses
which the ranks of its stout-hearted upholders have sustained will~ when viewed
in their proper perspective, be regarded.
as gains of incalculable value, affecting
both its immediate fortunes as well as its
ultimate destiny.
The successive international crises
which agitated the opening months of
the year that has elapsed, culminating in
the outbreak of the war in Europe. far
from drowning the enthusiasm or daunt-

ing the spirit of the prosecutors of God's
Plan. served by deflecting their gaze from
a storm-tossed continent, to focus their
minds and resources on ministering to the
urgent needs of that hemisphere in which
the first honors and the initial successes
of the heroes of the Formative Age of the
Faith of Bah:i'u'llah are to be scored and
won.
The sudden extinction of the earthly
life of that sur-servant of the Cause

of Baha'u'll"h, Martha Root, who, while
on the last lap of her fourth journey
round the world - journeys that Car·
ried her to the humblest homes as well 3S
the palaces of royalty - was hurrying
homeward to lend her promised aid to
her fellow -countrymen in their divinely ~
appointed task-such a death, though it
frustrated this cherished resolution of her
indomitable spirit, steeled the hearts of
her bereaved lovers and admirers to carry
on, more energetically than ever, the
work which she herself had initiated, as
far back as the year 1919 in every important city in the South American continent.
The subtle and contemptible machinations by which the puny adversaries of
the Faith, jealous of its consolidating
power and perturbed by the compelling
evidences of its conspicuous victories,
have sought to challenge the validity and
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misrepresent the character of the Administrative Order em bedded in its teachings
have galvanized the swelling army of
its defenders to arise and arraign the
usurpers of their sacred rights and to
defend the long-standing strongholds of
the institutions of their Faith in their
home country.
And now as this year, so memorable in
the annals of the Faith, was drawing to a
close, there befell the American Baha'i
community, through the dramatic and
sudden death of May Maxwell, yet another loss. which viewed in retrospect
will come to be regarded as a potent blessing conferred upon the campaign now
being so diligently conducted by its members. Laden with the fruits garnered

through well-nigh half a century of toilsome service to the Cause she so greatly
loved, heedless of the warnings of age

and ill-health, and afire with the longing
to wonhily demonstrate her gratitude in
her overwhelming awareness of the
bounties of her Lord and Master, she set
her face towards the southern outpost of

the Faith in the New World, and laid
down her life in such a spirit of consecration and self-sacrifice as has truly merited the crown of martyrdom.
To Keith Ransom-Kehler. whose dust
sleeps in far-off Isfahan; to Martha Root,
fallen in her tracks on an island in the
midmost heart of the ocean; to May Maxwell, lying in solitary glory in the southern outpost of the Western Hemisphereto these three heroines of the Formative

Age of the Faith of Bah,,'u'Ulh, they who
now labor so assiduously for its expansion
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and establishment~ owe a debt of gratitude which future generations will not
fail to adequately recognize.
I need not expatiate on other, though
less prominent, events that have contributed their share to the furtherance
of the Seven Year Plan, or marked its
systematic developm.en t. The association
of the Fund, specifically inaugurated for
its prosecution, with the hallowed memories of both the Mother and Brother of
'Abdu'l-Baha; the establishment: of at
least ODe pioneer in each of the Republics
of Central and South America; the ushering in of the last phase of the external
ornamentation of the Temple; the CODjunction of the institutions of the Hazi·
ratu'l-Quds and the Ma~!uiqu'I-AtII1kar
in the heart of the North American cootinent; the founding of yet another institution designed as a training school for
Inter-America teaching work; the steady
rise in the number of groups and Assemblies functioning within the Admini-

strative Framework of the Faith of
Bahi'u'llah---these stand out as further
evidences of the animating Force that
propels the Plan towards its final consummation.
Varied and abundant as have been the
past manifestations of this driving, resistless Force, they cannot but pale before
the brilliant victories which its progressive and systematic development must
achieve in the future.
The American" believers, standing on
the thre.hhold of the fourth year of the
Seven Year Plan~ pursue their God-given
task with a radiance that no earthly
gloom can dim, and will continue to
shoulder its ever-growing duties and responsibilities with a vigor and loyalty
that no earthly power can either sap or
diminisb.
Your true brother,

SHOGHI RABBANI.

Received April 25, 1940.
Section (of Temple) ornamentation
(has been) pl.ced (in the) precincts (of
the) Bib's Shrine. Magnificent reminder

Haifa, April 15, 1940.

(of) American believers' stupendous efforts.
SHOGHI RABBANJ.
Received April 27, 1940.
Congratulate re-elected Assembly (for)
last year's magnificent record (of) stewardship. New year auspiciously begun
(by) rapid extension (of) Temple contract.
SHOGHI RABBANI.

Recei\'ed May 1, 1940.

CONVENTION CABLEGRAMS
On April 25 the delegates sent the following message to the Guardian:
"Greetings to beloved Guardian (of)
Bahi'i Faith. Delegates joyously assembled (in) thirty-second annual convention turn for guidance, supplicating Bahi'u'U"h to strengthen (and) confirm them
in promulgation (of) Faith and completion (of) Mashriqu'l-Adhkar. Confident
peace of God will triumph in (this) wartorn world."
The cablegram received from the Guardian was sent on April 24 and was a message to the Convention and not a reply
to the foregomg cable.
"Overjoyed. elated (that) dynamic energy ~ invincible valor (of) American believers impdled them far outstrip (the)
goal fixed (for) third year (of) Seven
Year Plan. Temple ornamentation (has
been) uninterruptedly pursued. (The)
theatre (of) operation (of the) teaching
campaign (is) already embracing entire
Central America and every South American Republic excepting Paraguay (and)
Colombi.a. Number of countries within

Delighted (at) immediate action
(on) pylons. Prompted urge if
not too uneconomical proceed
(with) completion (of) one face.
Complete remainder (of Temple)
(in) manner most advisable. Welcome con templa ted Memorial
gathering. Moved jnvite National
representatives (and) community
join me contribute (to) construction (of) grave being designed (by)
Mr. Maxwell at such a significant
spot, for so outstanding (a) pioneer
during such momentous stage (in
the) dynamic expansion (of the)
Faith of Bah"u'llah.
SHOGHI RABBANI.

Received April 11, 1940.

SHOGHI.

CABLEGRAMS FROM SHOGm EFFENDI
Marvel, rejoice, thankful (for) manifold blessings, accomplishments signalizing opening auspicious year (for)
American Baha'} community.

CABLEGRAM FROM
THE GUARDIAN

(the) orbit (of the) Faith (is) now exceeding sixty. Intercontinental crusade,
through path broken (by) Martha Root
and seal set (by) M.y Maxwell's d .. th,
yielding destined fruit. Galvanized. permanendy safeguarded. Together with
Keith they forged through sacrifice (a)
triple cord indissolubly knitting (the)
community (of) North American believers to cradle (of) Faith (in) every continent (of) Old World and Latin America.
Unperturbed (by) gathering gloom (of)
tottering civilization without) contemptuous (of the) assault (of the) perfidious enemies within, (the) executors (of)
'Abdu'l-Bahi's mandate must (and) will
strain every nerve (in the) course (of
the) ensuing year (to) multiply (the)
number (of) enrolled pioneers, (to) consolidate work achieved (in) newly opened
North American States (and) Provinces,
(to) insure prompt settlement (of) remaining Republics, (to) prosecute unremittingly ornamentation (of) last unit
(of) Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, (to) expedite
formation in isolated centers (of) nuclei

capable (of the) es"bUshment (of) local
Assemblies. Urgently plead, fervently
pray (that) all ranks (of the) valiant
forerunners (of) Baha~u'llah's commonwealth may, ere expiry (of) allotted
term., bring fruition (of) mission (to)
insure ascendancy (of) Bahi'u'l1:ih's spiritual sovercignty over entire Western
hemisphere."
SHOGHI RABBANI.

"THE GRACE THAT SUSTAINS"
The friends are urged to bear in mind
the Guardian~s words concerning the necessity of remaining aloof from those controversies which now agitate nations,
races, creeds and classes. The Bahi'i community, as Shoghi Effendi has made clear,
is a supranational and supernatural order
fostering a new and universal consciousness. If we fail to adhere to this COllsciousness, we are warned, the result wiU
be to clog the channels of divine grace.
It was on September 24, 1938 that the
Guardian's direct mstruction in the matter was received in a cablegram.
"Loyalty (to) world order (of) Bah.'u'nah, (the) security (of) its basic institutions, both imperatively demand (that)
all its avowed supporters, particularly its
champion builders (on) American continent' in these days when sinister, uncon~
trollable forces are deepening (the) cleavage sundering peoples~ nations, creeds,
classes, resolve, despite (the) pressure (of
a) fast-crystallizing public opinion, abstain, individually (and) collectively, in
word, action, informally as well as in all
official utterances {and} publications from
assigning blame, taking sides, however indin~ct1y, in (the) recurring political
crises now agitating (and) ultimately engulfing~ human society. Grave apprehension lest cumulative effect (of) such com-
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promises disintegrate (the) fabric (and)
clog (the) channel (of the) grace that
sustains (the) system (of God's essen-

tially supranational (and) supernatural
order so laboriously evolved, so recently
established ...
An earlier instruction from the Guardian is found in BabJ'i Procedure, Section
One, Sheet 17: "The Guardian wishes me
to draw the attentlon of the friends
through you thac they should be very
careful in their public addresses not to
mention any political figures--either side
with them or denounce them. This is the
first thing to bear in mind. Otherwise

they will involve the friends in political

matters, which is infinitely dangerou-s: [Q
the Cause."
Such advice is to be viewed as urgent
and imperative, Local Assemblies will
sure1y see that the Guardian's words ace
upheld. But the supreme matter is to .render those positive and constructive services to the Faith which win attract CODfirma tions, not try to a void mistakes and
errors which involve penalty. As the
Baha'i conununity endeavors to achieve
the goals set for each year of the Seven
Year Plan, we will all come under the protection of unity.
NATIONAL SPrRrrUAL ASSEMBLY.

FUNCTIONS OF THE NATIONAL OFFICE
LeIlIT from Shoghi Effendi

While the National Office in Wilmette,
designated by the Guardian as Haziratu'lQuds, is primarily an administrative center, its use should by no means be confined
to purely administrative work, but should
include such activities of a social and intellectual character, both local and national, as can best establish its character
as the foremost teaching and administrative center of the Faith throughout the
States.
In the conduct of any social activity
at the National Office, however, great
care should be taken to maintain strictly
the dignity of the place, particularly in
view of its proximity ro the House of
Worship, which makes it doubly essential for all the believers to conform to
the standards of conduct. and of social

intercourse set up in the Bahi' i Teachings.
As a teaching center, where Baha'i lectures, conferences and meetings, whether
local. regional or national, could be held,
the Haziratu'l-Quds can also prove of
invaluable help, and the N.S.A. should
indeed see to it that the necessary facilities are provided in the building for that
purpose.
By thus combining these three features,
namely teaching, administrative and social, the Haziratu'l-Quds can best fulfil
its mission. as the visible symbol of the
steadily-growing national Baha'i,Community in Northern America, and as the
chief rallying center for all its activities
and plans throughout that Continen t.SHOGHI EFFENDI t through his secretary,
February 27, 1940.

"THE EXECUTORS OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA'S MANDATE
MUST AND WILL STRAIN EVERY NERVE"
The Guardian'.!! Instructions for Fourth Year of Seven Year Plan
The message from Shoghi Effendi to
the 1940 Convention has created the basis
for
plans intended to promote the
Faith of Bah"u'lhlh throughout the
Americas during the Baha'i year begun
May 1, 1940. The National Spiritual Assembly, therefore, at the very opening of
the year, seeks to transform these instructions into the structure of achievement
which our coUective efforts are to raise
on that foundation by April 30 next.
"Overjoyed, elated (that) dynamic energy, invincible valor (of) American believers impelled them far outstrip (the)
goal fixed (for) third year (of) Seven
Year Plan ... Unperturbed (by) gathering gloom (of) tottering civilization
without, contemptuous (of the) assault
(of the) perfidious enemies within, (the)
executors (of) 'Abdu'l-Baha's mandate
rnus-r (and) will strain every nerve (in

an

the) course (of the) ensuing year.
U
I. "Multiply (the) number (of) enrolled pioneers."
2. •'Consolida-re work achieved (in)
newly opened North American
States (and) Provinces."
3. "Insure prompt settlement (of) remaining Republics."
4. "Prosecute unremittingly ornamentation (of) last unit (of) Mashriqu'l-Adhkar."
5. "Expedite formation in isolated centers (of) nuclei capable (of the)
establishment (of) local Assemblies."
For the attainment of these ends, the
National Spiritual Assembly reports a
budget of $150,000 for the Fourth Year
of the Seven Year Pian.
International, Administrative
and Property Maintenance.
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including all C omrn i ttee
budgets except Teaching in
North and South America $35,000.00
Teaching activities throughout
the Americas
JO,OOO.OO
For Temple construction, to
complete the external ornamentation of the first story,
including the circular stairs 80,000.00
For contingency reserve.
5,000.00

"Baha'u'lIah's Spiritual
Sovereignty"
The Guardian's Convention message
concludes: "Urgently plead. fervently
pray (that) all ranks (of the) valiant
forerunners (of) Baha'u'llah's commonwealth may, ere expiry (of) allotted
term, bring fruition (of) mission (to)
insure ascendancy (of) Baha'u'llah's spiritual sovereignty over entire Western
hemisphere...
Beloved friends! The American Bahi'is
are called upon to rise to the great height
required if we are to become ff executor:s
of ~AbduJl-B(1hti':s numdaleU-the most
glorious privilege offered to mankind in
this generation. ~'All .ranks" are needed.
Every Baha'i has a vital part to play.
Every administrative body has its function
to discharge. The formative agencies of
His World Order can only acquire
strengt:h and wisdom as they now meet
the challenge of a war-torn world. Above
and beyond the pressing demands of each
passing day let us keep our gaze upon the
ultimate goal of the Seven Year Plan: the

establ;sbment of the first pilIMs which
must susttUn the Most Great Pe«e.

The Five Step. of Service
Multiply pi_en. The Guardian', resounding call to the souls of the Bahi'is~
that pioneers arise for the settlement of
new areas throughout the Americas,
though it has evoked magnificent response, continues to press its appeal.
What he wrote on July 28, 1936 must
still be our spiritual standard: ~'The
American believers, if they wish to carry
out, in the spirit and the letter? the partjng wishes of their beloved Master? mwt
intensify their teaching work a thousand
fold ... " Believers who desi.re to respond
to the call for pioneers should communicate with the National Teaching Committee for posts in North America and
with the Inter-America Committee concerning settlement in Latin-American
fields.
Consolidate work in North American
States and PrQVinces. The settlement of
pioneers in these new areas is but the firs-r
step, the aim being the establishment of
Baha'i communities qualified to form a
Spiritual Assembly. Three new States are
now represented in the Baha'1 Administrative Order: South Carolina? Nebraska
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and Utah. Teaching plans and projects
planned to intensify this work will be
reported from time to time throughout
the year.
Prompt settlement of remaining Republics. The Inter-America work this
past year exceeded the Guardian's hopes.
Spanish literature, the most urgently
needed element in this teaching field, is
now rapidly becoming avai.lable. Copies
of the Esslemont book in Spanish, the
Master"s Will and Testament (the excerpts published in pamphlet form) and
Some Answered Questions are expected
during May and June. Plans for the additional settlemencs wanted by Shoghi
Effendi will be reported.
ONU/mentation of la,t unit of Mashriqu'I-A#!kJr. This means the completion
of the nine pylons, the casting and application of tbe units to the first story, and
the construction of the surrounding staircase. On April 29 the National Spiritual
Assembly had a Bahiyyih Khanum (Temple construction) Fund amounting to
$30,000.00, and contracts have been authorized for the completion of the pylons,
the external decoration of three of the
nine faces of the first story unit, and for
the casting and application of certain
units to the other six faces, the plan being to continue the operations both in the
Earley S-rudio and at the Temple site
simultaneously. The item of $80,000.00
included in this year's budget, plus the
$30,000.00 cash on hand, will complete
all the construction caUed for in the
Seven Year Plan except metal work~ including outs.ide doors, and whatever grading is done on the grounds, including cost
of fill and bulkheads.
Let us heed this vital point: the budget
item of $80,000.00 covers the estimated
cost of completing the entire first story,
including pylons and stairs. This work
can be done by the summer of 1941 if the
Temple Trustees are supplied with sufficient funds to place the contracts on the
most economical basis.
As for the cost of doors and metal
work and grounds, to be met in later
annual budgets, no estimates are yet in
hand.
formation of nuclei capable of establi,hmrnt of local Assemblies. The formation of sixteen new Assemblies in one
year is an indication of the mighty power
which is consecrating the teaching efforts of committees, Assemblies and individual bdievers. The possibilities for
the current year will be carefully examined, and measures taken to con tin ue this
development of the organic American
Baha'i community into a body of influence and power for serving His Revelation.
"On the thmhoU of the fourth year"
"The American believers," the Guar-
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THE FIRM FOUNDATION
CABLEGRA'I FROM
THE GUARDIAN
Mailing first part (of) new translation (of) Efrhtle (To the) Son (of
the) Wolf. Hoping (to) mail rest
this summer.
SHOGHf RABBANI.

Received May 10, 1940.
dian writes in his communication dated
April 1 5, "standing on the threshold of
the fourth year of the Seven Year plan,
pursue their God-given task with a radiance that no earthly gloom can dim,
and will continue to shoulder its evergrowing duties and responsibilities with
a vigor and loyalty that no earthly power
can either sap or diminish.?'
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

MAY MAXWELL MEMORIAL
AT BUENOS AmES
The Guardian has given the American
Baha'is the rare privilege of contributing
to the expense of the monument to be
constructed at the I!rave of Mrs. Maxwell
in Bueno~ Aires, shrine and symbol of
the unity of the Americas in the spirit
of the Faith of Baha'u'ILih.
The National Assembly will, when details of the construction arc availahle,
make an aopropriation from the National
Fund. and the friends are free to make
special contributions for this purpose.
Shoe-hi Effendi's cable~ram on this subject will be found elsewhere in the present issue.

NEW SPIRITUAL ASSE:\IBUES
The National Spiritual Assembly reports the formation of new local Spiritual
Assemblies by the Baha',s of the following cities:
Alhambra. Calif.
Burbank, Calif.
Big Bear Lake. Calif.
Beverly Hills. Calif.
Santa Barbara~ Calif.
Santa Rosa, Calif.
Hamilton. Ontario, Canada
West Haven, Conn.
Atlanta, Georgia
Oak Park. Ill.
Waukegan, Ill.
Brookline. Mass.
Omaha. Nebraska
Salt Lake City, Utah
North AU1!"usta, South Carolina
Madison, Wise.
The total number of local Assemblies
in the United States and Canada, as result of the elections held April 21, 1940,
is 102, fourteen more than in 1919.

"The importance, nay, the absolute necessity of these local Assemblies is manifest when we realize that in the days to
come they will evolve into the local House
of Justice, and at present provide the firm.
foundation on which the structure of the
Master's Will is to be reared in future.'·
-SHOGHI EFFENDI.

The formuion of sixteen new local
Spiritual Assemblies in one year is an
event of far-reaching importance in the
evolution of the Administrative Order of
the Faith. Despite the pressure of earthshaking happenings around us and the
concentration upon our own vital plans
for the coming year, we must not fail to
realize this accretion of power and energy,
and this multiplication of the agencies
serving the Faith. For in sixteen new
cities of North America has the element
of spiritual authority been established,
that sole instrument through which the
ignorance. the disunity and the sufferings
of mankind are to be remedied. In sixteen cities have magnets of divine attI'3Ction been created, and sixteen doors of
confirmation have been opened from the
world of darkness to the world of light.
This new body of administrators will
not need the years of effort required by
the older communities to understand the
nature of a Spiritual Assembly and employ it in consecrated service for the
promotion of the Cause. They have before them the Guardian's clear words of
instruction, and around them is an ocean
of infinite spiritual power which can be
drawn upon according to their collective
capacity.
That the foundation now being laid in
these new communities may be
and
strong, the National Spiritual Assembly
recommends a careful review of the
Guardian's formative words as recorded
in Baha'i Administration.
"To it (the local Assembly) all matters pertaining to the Cause must be direedy and immediately referred for fuU
consultation and decision . . .
"The matter of Teaching, its direction,
its ways and means, its extension, its
consolidation. essential as they are to the
interests of the Cause, constitute by no
means the only issue which should receive
the full attention of these Assemblies ....
"It is incumbent upon them to be vigilant and cautious, discreet and watchful.
and protect at all times the Temple of
the Cause from the dart of the mischiefmaker and the onslaught of the enemy.
"They must endeavor to promote
amity and concord amongst the friends,
efface every lingering trace of distrust,
coolness and estrangement from every
hean, and secure in its stead an active
and whole-hearted cooperation for the

nnn
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service of the Cause.
uThey must do their utmost to extend

at all times the helping hand to tbe poor,
the sick, the disabled, the orphan, the
widow, irrespective of color, caste and
creed .. on
By such explanation and exhortation
has the Guardian, since the Master's As-

cension, fostered, encouraged and guided
the rise of the institutions which prepare

the way for the new world order of
Let us serve these institutions in the spirit of their essential purpose, develop our capacity by study of
the Guardian', instructions, and realize
Baha~u']I:ab.

that initiative does not mean the right to
substitute our human conceptions for the
organic teachings which we have received.
The spirit of initiative is a most precious
asset, but its energies are to be released in
ways that reflect the principle of unity
and consultation.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

ADVICE CONCERNING SOLICITA·
TION OF FUNDS AND RECEP·
TION OF ORIENTALS
The National Spiritual Assembly reminds the friends that the institution of
the Bahi'i Fund is a protection for the
believers as well as their instrument for
serving the Faith. Under this institution,
the only appeal for funds is that which
comes from the local or National Assembly and tberefore is for purposes which
have been investigated and fully authorized. None of the believers have responsibility to contribute funds through any
other than the official channel, and no local Assembly need concern itself over
solicitations received from foreign lands
except through the National Assembly.
As for those who: seek financial assistance
and claim to be Baha'Is, the friends before taking action should assure themselves that such persons have proper credentials. Finally, the friends are reminded
once more that the Master. and after Him
the Guardian, warned us to be vigilant
and not receive Orientals as believers unless they carry with them a letter of authentic credentials from a local or N ational Assembly. The -purpose of this
advice is not to dampen the ardor of sympathy, but to emphasize those teachings
which hold us responsible for determining
the difference between true and counterfeit obje<:ts of our solicitude,

TEACHING AT THE TEMPLE
The record of visitors who are guided
through the House of Worship, in addition to those attending the weekly public meeting, is very impressive and perhaps not appreciated by the majority of
the friends.

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY-1940·1941
Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman
Dorothy Baker, Vice-Chairman
Horace Holley, Secretary
Louis G. Gregory, Recording
Secretary
Roy C. Wilhelm, Treasurer
Siegfried Schopflocher. Assistant
Treasurer
Leroy loas
Harlan Ober
Amelia E. Collins
The fonowing information about the
first four months of 1940 reveals how
important the Temple guiding activity
has become.
First, it is to be understood that the
House of Worship is open daily only in
the warmer months, May to October, and
all groups who COme at other times do so
by special arrangement with the Chairman of the Guide Committee, :Mrs. John
Haggard. In January, 1940, there were
43 different groups including 288 individuals; February, 49 groups, 180 persons; March, 201 groups, 910 persons.
Eight hundred eighty-nine persons visited
the Temple during April, and the number would have been much larger if guiding had not been suspended during the
Convention period.
To illustrate the variety of interests
represented by the groups: during the
same four months the Guide Committee has received wives of delegates to the
National Convention of American Tobacco Distributors, 13 OJ apprentice seamen from Great Lakes Naval Training
Schoo1. 5 5 in one group, 48 in another,
242 in seven additional groups; WPA
tour sponsored by Chicago Board of Education, 129; high school students from
three Indi ana towns, 162; young people
from Wilmette Methodist Episcopal and
Evanston First Presbyterian Churches,
70; an Evanston hiking club, 35.
Total number of visitors in the four
months. 2,267, an increase of 784 more
than during the same period last year.
The special classes for guides enrolled
forty-six believers volunteering to serve
in this important Na.tional teaching
activity.

PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
Study Outlines and Aids for World Or·
der Letters of Shoghi Effendi, prepared
by the Study Outlines Committee, Photooffset edition, 64 pages. This Outline
covers the six letters reprinted in The
World Order of Bahd'u'Udh, and makes
possible a thorough study of this great
work. which is (he Guardian's own inter-
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pretation of the F lith in relation to the
present breakdown of civilization.
Per copy
........... $0.50
Compr<hens;v. Study Outline for Children, prepared by Child Education Com.
mittee. Mimeographed edition, j 3 pages.
This Outline makes it possible to conduct
a group of older children. and ground
them in the fundamentals of spiritual
know ledge. There has long been a demand
for this material. Per copy.
. . $0.50

PRESS BOOK REPORT
The Baha'i News Service Committee
in making its final survey of recent clip-

pings before the close of the Press Books
would like to share interesting publicity
news.
The Montana: Standard of Butte, Montana carried a splendid article on the
Temple written by the head of the Art
Center in Butte in connection with the

display of the Temple model.

Lo(£ol

Jackson of Butte reports that a similar
article with a mat is making the rounds
of SOme seventy-five newspapers throughout the state as an attraction of the Art
Center, She has been told that this publicity may continue for several months.
Because of the difficulties in obtaining
space in metropolitan dailies for material
on the Cause and the Teachings, two long
articles appearing this Jast year are of in-

terest. The New York W",JrJ-Telegr#m
and the W asbing/on Post in their reader's contributors columns carried long
articles on the Cause. The World-Telegram article incorporated a lengthy quota tion from the Teachings which is most
unusual. Margaret Atwater of Miami,
Florida bas had great success in using
such columns for Baha'i articles. This
last year in addition to the North China
Daily News, papers in Asheville, S. C.,
and Miami! she has contributed a long
article on the Faith to the Egyptian
Gazette of Cairo, Egypt. This appeared
in English. The Italian paper~ L'Eco of
Springfield, Massachusetts published two
long articles on the Cause in its outside
contributor column - one article by
Bruno Lasker on Race Attitudes in Children which was also published in the
January Bahd'i News and an article on
International Language by Alice Bacon.
Bah.i'l of Monson, Mass.
The Regional Teaching Committee of
Kansas and Missouri obtained splendid
publicity in towns new to the Cause by
placing Dr. Esselmont's book in the Public Libraries and releasing a splendid book
review to the papers, The Dodge City,
(Mo.) Journal, Lexington, (Mo.) AJverliser, St. Charles Banner and News, and
St. Charles Cormos-Monitor carried these
articles.
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ll; Baha'i answers to world questions;
The Internationalism of a Biologist. book
review, by Maye Harvey Giftj studyoutline material; With Our Readers, etc.

CHILD EDUCATION
Tablet, and Pro),"'

Temple Model on Djsplay at Meyers, Florist, New Haven,. Conn.

Clippings from new localities include
Tolleson, Arizona; a series of articles appeared in the T otleson News; Manitowoc,
Wisconsin; Medina, Ohio; Monrovia,
California j Ve.rnon, British Columbia;
and Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. The Ward
Calhouns recently moved into Oconomowoc and released a short article on
their new residence with some comments
on their activity and interest in the Baha']
Faith.
The following Assemblies and group'
now represented in the Press Bools have
not been listed in former reports: Peoria,
Illinois; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Indianap-

olis, Indiana; Santa Rosa, and Turlock,
California.
A great deal of space has been obtained
for material on the Temple, Baha'i activities and the Teachings in Wilmette and
in other N ortb Sbore papers througb the
tireless efforts of Mrs. Gertrude Sttuven.
This has not been an easy task and has
taken much effort~ tact and wisdom.
Evidence of Baha'i tact and ingenuity
appears in a short item from the Red
Bank (N. J.) Stand",d. Mrs. Ellen Sims
wrote the publisher a note of thanks for
the cooperation of the Standard in publicizing Baha'i activities during the year.
This note which was published ment:ioned the appreciation of
National
Baha'i: News Service for the clippings
from the Standard, which Mrs. Sims
had submitted, for the National Press
Books which are being preserved in
both the International Center at Haifa~
and in the National Archives.
The Baha'i News Service Committee
wishes to express its own appreciation to
t:he friends for their great assistance in
mailing in their clippings on time and

me

also for their help in arranging the cli.ppings for mounting.
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LOU HELEN SCHOOL
Y ooth Se••ioDS
Mrs. Cynthia Powell is expecting to be
present at the Youth sessions and will be
glad to consult and advise with any young
people wishing counsel in regard to fucure vocation. This is not vocational
guidance in the usual sense. Mrs. Powell
is at present studying at Columbia University along the line of what fields show
promise for openings and development in
the future.

Reservations
Please make early reservations with
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Davison, Mich.
Those arriving by uain or bus in Flint
will be met if request is made in advance.
Louhelen Ranch is on Michigan State
Highway M-I ~ three miles south of
Davison.

Laboratory Session
The course on Deepening in the Teachings will be conducted by Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg.

WORW ORDER MAGAZINE
Contents of April issue: Religion and
Society. by Hussein Rabbanij Will and
Testament, Marzich Gail; Nabil's History, part IV, George Townshend; The
Divine Art of Living, compilation, part I;
Baha'i answers to world questions, study
outline material, With the Reader, etC.
Contents of May issue: The Question
of Religious Unity, by Horace Holley;
Reveille, poem, by Elizabeth Benchley
Murray; The Divine Art of Living, part

The fonner generation of American
Baha'i. parents and children received many
Tablets and prayers penned by 'Abdu'lBaM Himself. A few of tbese are given
below for the Babi"i children of this important time.
o my Lord! 0 my Lord!
I am a child of tender yeus. Nourish
me from the breast of Thy mercy, train
me in the bosom of Thy love, educate me
in tbe .chool of Thy guidance and develop
me under the shadow of Thy bounty!
Deliver me from darkness, make me a
brilliant light; free me from unhappiness,
make me a flower of the rose-garden; suffer me to become the servant of Thy
Threshold and confer upon me tbe disposition and nature of the .righteous ones;
make me a cause of bounty to the human
world and crown my head with the diadem
of eternal life!
Verily, Thou art the Powerful, the
Mighty, the Seer. the Hearerl
(Vol. m, Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Bahi.
p. 595)
o tbou darling dear!
Turn thy face toward the Supreme
Kingdom and chant thou this commune:
o Thou Pure God! I am a little cbild;
make Thou tbe bosom of Thy Gift • dear
resting-place of comfort, and suffer me
to grow and be nurtured with the honey
and the milk of Thy love and train me
under the breast of Thy knowledge; bestow Thou freedom while in a state of
childhood and grant Thou excellence!
o Thou Incomparable One! Make me
the confidant of the Kingdom of tbe Unseen! Verily, Thou art the Mighty and
the Powerful!
(Vol. m, Tablets of 'Abdu·l-Baha,
p. 588)
o thou Glorious Lord!
Make thou this little maid-servant a
brilliant-starred daughter of tbe Kingdom; endear ber in the Threshold of Oneness and overflow her with the cup of
Thy love, in order that she may raise the
cries of joy and ecstasy and mix ambergris with musk. '*
Verily, Thou art the Powerful and the
Mighty, and Tbou art the Wise. the Seer!
(Vol. III, Tablets of 'Abdu·l-Babi,
p. 551)
o thou plant of the Garden of the Love
of God!
Thy letter was received. Its content
was of utmost grace and sweetness. As
'I-

This metaphor mezru the st.ate of prayer and

communion with God.
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thou hast turned thy face toward the
Supreme Kingdom, I hope tby disposition
and nature will prove agreeable and comforting to thy brother and sister~
Altbough thou ut ,mall, yet I hope
thou wilt become great in the Kingdom.
His Highness Christ sayeth: HHappy is
the condition of children!" God willing,
thou art one of those children.
Be obedient and kind to thy father and
mother, caressing brother and sister, and
day by day adding to thy faith and assurance.

(Vol. III, Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Bah.,
p. j j \ )
To the children in tbe Sunday School.
I am glad to 'ee these bright, radiant
children. God willing, all of them may
realize the hopes and aspirations of their
parents.
Praise be to God! I see before me these
beautiful children of the kingdom. Their
hearts are pure, their faces arc shining.
Baba'i Group at Tegucigalpa, Honduras, with Antonio Roca, Pioneer Teacher, and
They shall soon become the 'ons and
Mrs. Lorol Schopflocher. Traveling Teacher
daughters of the kingdom. Thanks be to
God! they are seeking to acquire virtues
IN MEMORIAM
March 21, 22, 23, Wilmette.
and will be the cause of the attainment
ff • • • The true believer, whose existence
April 22, 23, Wilmette.
of the exce11ences of humanity. This is ana Ii!e are to be r.g.,JeJ ., the origiAnnual Convention,. April 24, 25,
the cause of oneness in the kingdom of nating purpose of all CT~fI#on."
26, 27.
God. Praise be to God I they have kind
-Baha'u'nab.
and revered teachers who train and eduMr. Joseph Henry Inglesby, New York.
BAHA't CALENDAR
cate them well and who long for conDr. Alfredo W Usa w , Washington.
Nineteen Day Feasts: May 17, June
firmation in order that, God willing, like
Miss Etbelbert E. Jackson, Geneva.
j, June 24.
tender plants in the garden of God they
Mr. Fred J . Woodward, Washington.
Anniversaries and Festivals: Declaramay be refreshed by the downpour of tbe
Mrs. Zoreh Lathrop, Seattle.
tion of the Bab, May 23. Ascension of
clouds of mercy, grow and become verBaba'u'llah, May 29. The Declaration of
dant. In the utmost perfection and deliSCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
the Bab is to be observed on May 22, at
cacy may they at last bring forth fruit.
Tbe National Spiritual Assembly has about two hours after sunset. The ascenI supplicate God that these children adopted the fonowing schedule of meet- sion of Bah:i'u'll:ih is to be observed, if
rna y be re2.red under his protection and ings for the yeu 1940-1941.
possible, on May 29 at 3.00 A.M.
that they may be nourished by his favor
April 27, 28, 29, 1940, Wilmette.
Meeting of the National Spiritual Asand grace until all, like beautiful flowers
June 7, 8, 9, Wilmette.
sembly, June 7, 8 and 9 at 5J6 Sheridan
in the garden of human hopes and aspiraJuly 2, 3, 4, Wilmette.
Road, Wilmette.
tions. shall blossom and become redolent
August 17, 18, 19. G.reen Acre.
Bah:i'i Schools: First Youth Session,
of fragrance.
October 4, 5. 6. Wilmette.
Louhelen Ranch, June 26-30.
o God! Educate these children. These
November 15, 16, 17, Atlanta..
Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'I-Baha, at
children are tbe plants of thy orchard,
December 27. 28, 29, Wilmette.
Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, N. J.~
the flowers of thy meadow. the roses of
February 7, 8, 9, 1941, Wilmette.
2.00 P.M., Saturday. June 29.
thy garden. Let thy rain fall upon tbem;
let the Sun of Reality ,hine upon them
"With tby love. Let thy breeze refresh
THE THIRTY·SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION
them in order that they may be trained,
Another Convention has written its senting many backgrounds of culture, ragrow and develop and appear in the utmost beauty. Thou art the giver! Thou scroll of deathle~ achievement, welding cia] varieties and schools of thought; but
art the compassionate! (Vol. I, Promul- into oneness, by its spirit, many peoples above all, the mysterious atmosphere of
gation of Universal Peace, pp. 188-189.) of the earth. Sublimity and beauty in- oneness, sanctity and blessed confirmation
spire those who approach the Temple, all to be found in the Masltriqu'l-A<llikar,
the more as its outward dress nears COm- visible representation of the body of BahaENROLLMENTS AND
pletton. The impression grows wlth the u'llih, the Universal Manifestation of
TRANSFERS
signs found within. The Bourgeois model, God. What a favor to mingle freely with
the friends of Godl What a blessing even
Jamestown, three. Chicago, five and showing the consummation of the Temple
to be linked with those who attain this
two youth. Vancouver, two youth. Glen- ideal; the book display amidst artistic setdale, Calif., one. Los Angeles. eight. tings; the various maps, charts and pic- blessed meetingl Happy are those in every
land who see the signs of God.
Augusta, two. Racine. two. Pasadena,
tures illustrating every phase of Bahi'i
activity in the western world; the OrienDuring the sessions of the Convention
one. Dayton. one. Phoenix, one. Teaneck,
one. Milwaukee, two youth. Seattle. tal rugs, drapery and sacred relics which the workmen, bringing the pylons to
seven. MaUl, one. Washington, two. In- link the Cause with its place of birth; a completion, were always busy, yet they
throng of joyous, loving friends repre- caused no disturbance to the friends in
di.anapo\is~ one.
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consultation in the foundation below.
The harmony among the workmen, the
fine cooperation given by the authorities
of the Village of Wilmette and the State
of Illinois, shows the growing attraction
and power of the Faith.
The Convention was opened as is usual,
by the Chairman of the National Spiritual
Assembly, who eloquently voiced weI·
come to delegates and friends, stressing
the great needs and responsibilities of such
an hour, as well as elation over the signs
of victory. The Convention organized by
electing by ballot the chairman and sec-

retary of the National Spiritual Assembly
as its officers.
The Convention cabled the Guardian
as follows: "Greetings to (the) beloved
Guardian (of tbe) Baha'i Faith. Delegates joyfully assembled (in) thirty-second annual Convention, turn for Guidance, supplicating Baba'u'llih (to)
strengtben (and) confirm them in (the)
promulga60n (of tbe) Faith and the comple60n (of the) Mas1>riqu'I-A~kar. Confident (the) Power of God will triumph
in (this) war -torn worJd:~
To a message from the outgoing Assembly the Guardian replied: "(I) marvel
(and) rej oice (and) am thankful (for
the) manifold blessings (and) accomplishments signalizing (the) opening (of) awpicious year (for the) American Baha'i
Community."
Even earlier came our Guardian~s long
cablegram (quoted elsewhere) which was
immediately transcribed and circulated
among the friends and served as inspiration, light and guidance for the consultation of those memorable days.
As illustrating the world-wide penetration of the Faith. greetings and love
came by letter or cablegram f.rom many
parts of the world:
Tihran, Irw; the Canal Zone, Panama;
Kingston, Jamaica j San Antonio, Texas;
Colorado Springs, Colorado; Charleston,
West Virginia; Monroe, Washington; San
Francisco, California; Fairbanks, Alaska;
Honolulu, Hawaii; Mexico City; Montevideo, Uruguay; San Salvador, C. A.;
Buue, Montana.
These beautiful messages were redolent
of devotion, fait~ sacrifice, service and
t.he universal love which is the reality of
existence.
The roll call showed III of the 171 accredited delegates present in person. This
number was later increased to 121. Of
the full number of delegates, 167 were
counted 2S voting either in person or by
mail. The remaining four ballots, sent by
mail, arrived too late to be counted in the
election of the National Spiritual Assembly.
The supplemental report of Mr. Holley,
the secretary of the National Spiritual
Assembly, showed the fine progress of the
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work on the Mas1>riqu'I-A~k:ir, which
bids fair to be completed, in outer ornamentation within two years less than the
tUne generously set by the Guardian; the
work of filling in and grading the
grounds; the organization of Spiritual
Assemblies in various cities. bringing the
total up to 102; plans for a tunnel from
the street to the Temple entrance; the
purpose by them stated, of Mr. and Mrs.
Siegfried Schop£locher to give their valu.
able properties in Eliot, Maine, to wit: Ole
Bull Cottage and Nine Gables estate, to
the Trustees of the National Spiritual Assembly, retaining only their present inter·
est during their joint and several lives; the
purpose to make the Warld Order Magazine serve the believers in such a way as
to make it self-supporting; the extended
teaching services rendered by the Baha'i.
exhibits at various expositions; the presen·
tations of the Teachings on peace and the
New World Order to the President of the
United States; the contemplated transfer
of the National Treasurer's Office from
West Englewood to the Haziratu'l-Quds;
recent messages from the Guardian; new
publications of the teachings in Spanish
to meet the needs of the Inter-America
Committee; the defense of the Cause
against outside attacks by authentic
teachings and constructive actions; the
progress of the plan for the Martha Root
Memorial; the work on the Temple pylons in progress and rapidly going ahead;
the spirit of love and sacrifice which
makes concerted action possible.
An especially interesting phase of can·
sultation centered around reaching the
scientific world with the teachings on
peace and a new world structure. The
possible results of such an effort seem
measureless. Many incidents were told as
indicating the heart-hunger and veiled
mentalities of many eminent people, these
conditions expressed in speeches, radio
talks, magazine articles and various other
ways. As one savant put it: '~Can man
live without God?" The BaluN World,
which has the Guardian's own review and
approval, was suggested as the best appeal to the minds and hearts of scientists
and educators, in the presentation of the
Baha'i Teachings. The advisability of
preparing a new and brief compilation on
peace was also considered.
At this mOment the friends at Fruitport, Michigan, expressed their love and
understanding in a very pleasing way,
favoring the Convention with a tribute
in beautiful flowers.
Some time was given to the status of
Baha'i youth, who, although reaching
maturity at fifteen, according to the revealed Words of Bah"u'llah, do not attain voting membership in Baha'i Communities until reaching the age of twentyone. The matter is a complicated one,

due to the requirement of twenty-one as
the age of maturity by the laws of the
country and the question whether a departure from this at this time would aff ect property holdings; also whether or
not a change in America would not involve a corresponding change in many
lands. It was felt and expressed that all
the laws of Bahi'u'IIah that are known~
should be applied without delay. But information reached the Convention that
this particular matter had been referred
to the Guardian for his elucidation and
instructions.
Amid much pleasantry. mingled with
serious thought, the Treasurer and the
Assistan t Treasurer made supplementary
reports and addresses, commending the
sacrifices of the friends which were ac.
complishing such marvelous results. The
"Green Bag" of the Treasurer, never ag·
gressively projected, but ever discreetly
in view, appeared to conceal a magnet
which had an attraction for cash. Green
is said to be the color of happiness. N ea.r
the close of the Convention, the Treasurer
reported that about six thousand dolla.rs,
formerly limited to personal use, had been
drawn in to universal service by the allurement of his bag.
During consideration of the Treasurer's
report one wise in the ways of the world
made an eloquent address in comment
upon what is revealed of the sacrifices of
the workers, who as far as they were able,
were defraying their own expenses and
when unable to do so, were accepting little or nothing beyond the cost of simple
Jiving. The few who found a stipend
necessary were receiving what oil day Ja·
borer would often despise, although the
type of work they were doing required
for it years of preparation. A case in
point was the Treasurer's reference to two
of the most eminent and useful workers
who had recently made a reduction in
their expenses which would save the Cause
six hundred dollars per year.
The Treasurer averred that no one
should be told how much he should give,
this being a matter entirely left to the
individual and to God. Those moved by
the spirit of generosity should make their
connection with the Great Power House.
Many blessings are promised. them. Time
was also suggested as :m element of sacrifice. Now is the time to use the labor and
material needed to complete the Temple,
lest later their availability become difficult
through the exigencies of warfare.
The Chairman for the Trustees and the
Maintenance Committee, told of the
progress of the Temple work, unveiling
its transcendent beauty and general praise
it is attracting from architects and builders and their acknowledgment that when
completed it will be the most beautiful
building in the world. Already it has
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progressed two years ahe.ad of schedule,
this through the sacrifices and loving cooperation of the frieDds. The pylons are
rising like pillars of light into the world.
One of the many signs of favor is that in
a contract for $29,000.00 with the architect, Mr. Earley, $10,000.00 had heen
saved. At this point the Temple Prayer
was read.
Another member of the Maintenance
Committee stated that the said committee had been authorized to purchase fill
for the grading of the Temple ground.
at 35 c per yard. Later, through the
wrecking of an old building at the Northwestern University, it had been found
available at 13 cents per yard. Still later,
now, it is costing but 6 V2c. Since the
purchase of the land that fonns the site
of the Hariratu'l-Quds, Lake Michigan
gave that land a beach. Now that beach
is being fiUeo in without cost and will,
in time, become a beautiful lawn or be
used for additions to the Office. May tlUs
not illustrate how the things of the earth,
which avoid those who tum away from
God, seek to serve those who love Him
and obey Hi. behests?

Teaching
The National Teaching Committee~
through its officers and workers, gave a
fascina ring recital of the expansion of
this vital service in North America, relating stories of pioneers to make the
work more humanistic and interesting~
and referring to the sta tistics in the
printed report, showing actual and relative gain. Twenty-five States and Provinces are still without Spiritual Assemblies, an incentive to new effoct and struggle. Forty-four pioneers are now working in the vast area comprising Alaska.
Canada. and the States, with a forward
march on every front, a powerful enthusiasm and the noblest of purposes.
Spiritual tributes were paid the Regional Teaching Committees, through
which many new centers have come into
being. There has been a large circulation
of literature and many visits made by
traveling teachers with much follow-up
work. The Temple models and book exhibits have had a major part in attracting
inquirers and impressing them with the
value and beauty of the Teachings. Much
interest has been aroused in virgin territory by these models. Traveling libraries
are another impressive feature. The number of Baha'i centers is now 102, exceeding the Guardian's expectations. Despite
this praiseworthy attainment? there arc
yet hundreds of cities untouched, so there
must be no rest, but continued effort.
Pioneers in Salt Lake City, Albuquerque?
Miami, a returned teacher from Germany and Hungary and others, lent variety and interest to the discussion. The
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First Declared Believer of Cuba, Perfecto Perez Toledo, with
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Marangella

friend who had traveled abroad warned
against mailing or sending literature into
countries where its circulation is forbidden by the government~ as it will under
such conditions only increase the difficul·
ties of the loyal friends.

Baha'i. and the World War
These thoughts were brought before
the Convention by those especially praying for peace. The prayers of the friends
may have a wonderful effect upon the
state of the world. By praying aod holding meetings to pray for peace, by concentrating upon the great activities outlined by the Guardian. Temple construction and teaching, they may be the means
of shortening the duration of the war and
limiting its scope. According to an ancient prophecy, in this day confirmed,
f'Unless these days are shortened there will

be no P.esb left ./i,·e. But for the ,ake
of the elect they will be ,!:mytened."
This blessing is manifestly promised to
the Community ·of the Greatest Name.
It does not appear inevitable tha. t we
should be drawn, as a nation, into the
present war, But we must~ as a nation,
take part in the social and economic re·
lations of the world.

Teaching Method.
A reading from the Holy Words on

"The Will (to teach) the Plan anel the
De~d/' drew out an interesting consideration of methods. There was some advocacy of a public speaking school to be
orglnized in each center. Another was
the nice distinction to be observed between talks intended for Baha'ls and those
for inquirers. The idea of learning to
teach by actually teaching was impressed.
Teaching by service, the right approach
to minority groups, such as Filipinos, etc.,

by knowing their utmost longings and
hopes; putting into practice in every day
living the prayers and revealed Word;
"Treating the mystical way with practical feet/' as a great educator said of
'Abdu'l-Bahi, were other expressions of
teaching wisdom.
One of mature wisdom in world affairs as well as the Cause, warned against
a Babel of Words in giving the message.
Deeds, he averred, count most of aU. Give
to people what they lack. Teach the new
administrative order. This is now very
important, in view of the visible failure
of the old. Science is a vital part of the
dynamics of the Cause. People must be
trained to be wise in electing the universal House of Justice. Stress the unique
and universal features and then others,
that transform tbe life of the individual.
The happiness of teaching was another
point driven home. No real joy without
it! Here the Treasurer, Green Bag and
Company, all beaming and lovable, suggested teaching by sacrifice!
Traveling teaching tours and firing
new souls with Baha'i enthusiasm; sup·
plying book, to isolated believers; social
contacts and refreshments, dinners en_
tertainments, each and all with the noble
purpose of spreading the teachings; each
in turn received due emphasis. Every sincere effort counts on the part of the exponents of the Faith.
A beautiful and impressive picture of
the fine cooperation, mutual confidence
and understanding of the two races in
the Baha'i. community of Nashville, Tennessee, was placed before the Convention
by its de1egate, who also pointed out that
the region of the Soutbern States is as
large in area as" all of France. that the
problems there are complex and difficult;
that there are many social and economic
7
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changes in progress. She expressed the
conviction that Nashville bid, fair to lead
the nation in racial adjustment. Outsiders who know nothing of conditions may
do more harm than good by making headon coUisions with what they know not.
Do not ignorantly attack a problem. C0operate, but do not antagonize, was her
thought.
Still anotber view was, look ever to the
Higher World for Guidance. Accept and
apply the Divine Teachings 4lw(l.Ys, avoiding only their occasiQ1U11 use from day to
day.
Race Unity
An unusually interesting item of consultation was the vital subject of race

erences between races is at most entirely

superficial, if not entire! y imaginary, and
their conviction of the essential unity of
the human family, are powerful aids to
the logic of workers. As the popular
mind largely adheres to the old superstitions, the work of dislodging them is
a vital step toward unity. The Divine
Teachings are wondedul, perfect and
complete. Happy therefore ace those who
discern clearly and follow tbe vision.. One
delegate suggested as a tactful method of
presenting the teachings was to link all

unity. The committee, as one result of

(aces together. Another was~ as far as
possible. to present the Revelation in its
universal aspects and as a whole. The
mysterious Power that aids those who
work for this end is a sign of victory.

its surveys, 'gave the numbers of the va-

The American Indian

rious minority groups as follows:
Negroes ........ 12,000,000
Jews
......... 4,500,000
Indians
337,000
Esquirnos
30,000
Each of the above groups except the
Esquirnos, h .. been contacted by the committee during the past year. The Spirit
of Bahi'u'llih, given to the body of mankind, is the fire of attraction in souls for
the higher and all-embracing unity. The
wise approach to the various minorities,
first to contact, and then deepen their
knowledge of the Faith and to draw them
gradually into the various Baha', communities, is the evident gnal. Many Baha'i
communities as well as outside organizations are asking for real knowledge along
this line. The discovery by many of the
world~s great scientists, that the difler-

2Z

Milwaukee reported work among the
Indians and it was brought to the attention of the Convention that a young Indian was in the meeting as a visitor. IiBoth the chairman and the delegates accorded him so enthusiastic a welcome that
it resulted in his acceptance of the Faith,
w ruch for some time he has been investi·
gating. He has long been seeking '~a reli·
gion that would work." He is a very in·
telligent, thoughtful and serious young
man, an Indian of full blood and feels
that God is now calling him to a great
understanding and mission. What he
knows and teUs of his own people, their
religion, history and culture, is most interesting.
.. He has since been enrolled as m.erober- of the
Milwaukee Rahi'i Community.
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The brilliant work for race unity done
in Pasadena, New York, Peoria, Chicago
and other centers was told by various
friends.

The Election
The cruef and central purpose of the
annual Convention is the election of the
National Spiritual Assembly. The time
appointed for this was Friday afternoon,.
April 26, the second day of the Convention, which would give time for the
newly elected body to consult with the
delegates. At the hour appointed the Di·
vine Instructions were read: prayers were
uttered; a period of meditation followed;
and in an atmosphere signally free from
the turmoil and agitation which usually
accompany such a matter in many other
gatherings, the ballots were cast. The
next morning the committee whose task
it was to count them and who were commended for their work, announced the
reelection of the body of last year.

Inter-America Teaching
This committee deplored the enforced
absence of its Chairman to whom it ascribed an aura of inspiration. It related
the great happenings in South and Central America as an inspiring chronicle
of dreams and visions. Latin-America,
it felt, must be reached first of all,
through the heart; later the head. Mencion was made of the eminent services of
Mrs. Frances Benedict Stewart, who is
again setting out on a trip to this vast
area; of the stimulating effect and results
of the recent visit of Mrs. Lorol Schopflocher ro all pioneers in Central America;
of the work of Miss Leonora Holzapple,
the first resident pioneer in Brazil; of Miss
Martha Root, first Baha'i of all to visit
these countries to the South; and of all
the brave pioneers now settled in the
many countries of this vast region. It is
the wish of the Guardian that those who
go should not return until they have established a real foundation. The promised
confinna tions are ready ro descend upon
those who make the effort. The beautiful book compiled by the chairman, Mrs.
Loulie A. Mathews. and containing the
photographs and other material about
those who have pioneered during past
years in Latin-American countries, was
on exhibition. It is intended as a gift for
Shoghi Effendi. It was much admired.
Real pioneers, not mere travelers, is now
the appeal of this committee for these
countries, aU of which save two, are now
entered. The courage, faith, vision, severance and heroic sacrifices in overcoming trials, were vividly pictured and
brought home to the listeners in the wonderful report of this committee. The gift
of Temerity Ranch, Colorado Springs.
and its availability and use as a training
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school for teachers in the Latin-American
countries, is a sign of Providence to those

lands.

Baha'i Schools
The three established Schools, Green
Acre, Louhelen and Geyserville, had their

plan. and programs ably set forth by their
respective committees. Their special work
is the training of Baha') teachers in the
corre1ation of religion and science; deep-

ening the knowledge of the Cause, especially among the youth. offering the relaxation of a vacation in which the mind
rests by change of labor; promoting

physical, mental and spiritual health; encouraging sociability; confirming those
who come to them in the joyousness of
real life and the acceptance of the Glorious Message. Laboratory courses are
coming more and more into favor. The
importance which the Guardian attaches
to these schools and their future evolution
into Baha"i universities would impress all
who came to avail themselves of their
present facilities.
"

Olher Education Plans
The Braille work among the blind
which makes the Teachings available to

technique of spiritual approach to educators. Go to them with love and a wish
to serve them in your heart. Do not be
discouraged, if bowing to vested interests
or public sentiment they refuse your of~
fer. All such conditions are in a state of
change. A statement is more likely to
be taken if someone can be quoted as ha ving made it, as this takes the responsibility
off the paper. The chainnan told how
he had an article about the New World
Order published by sending it to the editor coupled with a letter of praise for
an editorial in which the editor was trying to find a way out of the glooms and

shadows of the day.

The Spirit of the Convention
The whole Convention was spiritual,
as so well attested by the unity, love and
harmony of those who composed. it. But
special emphasis was given to the mysti~
cal and spiritual by the half hour given
each morning to the reading of Creative
Words and Prayers preceding each session;
laying a solid foundation in the hearts for
the light of consultation. The committee
which arranged this also planned the Memorial to the late Mrs. May Maxwell.

them; suggesced plan. to reach the deaf
and dumb, and even the insane, were" proposed during this very sympathetic -spiritual consultation. Hearts that are moved
with such tenderness toward the unfortunate reflect the Divine Compassion which
showers gifts upon all:

Radio
The spread of the Faith through radio
talks,. in the opinion of its committee, was

foretold in the Book of Revelation by
mention of the Ange. who poured his
vials upon the air. How important has
this now becomel It may, if wisely conducted, f;ven in a short time triple the
number of people in our communities. It
will therefore be wise to make a national
effort at broadcasting. Stations object to
politics and matters of a partisan nature.
But that which is on the universal plane
attracts them. Be careful to make all
such talks simple, so as to reach a sixth
or eighth grade mind. Newspapers in your
area will accept the Temple picture and
publish interviews about it. Dare greatly
and expect results. This is truly the day
when "the word uttered in secret shall be
declared upon the housetop."

Baha'i News Service
Baba~i

News Service is the committee
for publicity. It features the news of the
American and Inter-American campaign
of teaching and all growing works. It
distributes rna ps, T empJe pictures, also
those of promment workers and teachers.
It prepares and offers releases on various
phases of the work. It has worked out a

May Ma>;well Memorial
This Memorial consisted of the read"ing of Tablets and Prayers, the chanting
of the Victory Tablet by our Persian
brother~ Dr. Ali-Kuli Khan, and eulogies
by a few among her many loving friends,
of those who were closest to her in service
and association during past years. Those
who had a part were Charles Mason
Remey, Miss Juliet Thompson, Philip
Sprague, Miss Marion Holley, Miss Agnes
Alexander. Mrs. Frances B. Stewart and
Ernest Harrison.
How glorious the life that sacrificed a11

in the Path of God and took its flight
while in the arena of service in a strange
and distant land! Forever blessed is she.

·'Under the shadow of the Favor of her
Lord."

II
The Feast of E1-Ridvan
This greatest of all Baha"i celebrations,
the joyous festival commemorating the

Declaration of Bahi'u·lUh at Ba&hd:\d
in 186 J, had its program planned by the
Spiritual Assembly of Urbana and its
feast prepared by that of Chicago. As
planned, the significance of the Feast was
the subject of the first address. Others
were spiritual joy and sacri£.ce. centering
around the Ii ves of the Purest Branch, the

Exalted Leaf, and the Greatest Holy Leaf.
souls who were trained by the Manifestation; also that unique expression of love
and sacrifice manifested in Bahi"u 'l1ih
Himself. Among those who spoke were

Mrs. Corinne True. Miss Juliet Thompsoo, Dr. Ali-Kuli Khan, Mrs. Dorothy
Baker ond Mr. Albert Windust. Speech
was followed by presentation in tum of
the film and voice record of 'Abdu·lBaha, following which refreshments were
served to about seven hundred visitors and
friends. This was, as fated to be, an impressive, joyous and memorable occasion.

The Teaching Meeting
This Convention, unprecedented by
previous ones, lasted four days and had
the grand finale in the public teaching
meeting of Sunday evening. George O.
Latimer of Portland, Oregon. presided
and with his usual genial and affable
grace, pointed to and expressed reality.
The two speakers were Miss Elsie A ustin of Washington, D. C., former assistant Attorney General of Ohio, and Mrs.
Helen Bishop of GeyserviUe~ California,
BahaJi teacher and internationa1 traveler.
This program was praised very highly by
those who heard it and the hope was expressed ilia t the addresses in a condensed
fonn might later appear in the next vol-

ume of The BaM'; Warld.
Thus passed into history the thirtysecond Convention, with a record of love,
happiness, hannony and constructi.ve
service unsurpassed, rarely equa11ed.
LoUIS G. GREGORY, Reporter.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPQRT
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA.'IS
OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
1939-1940
Beloved Friends:
A few days before the opening of the
Thirty-second Annual CODvention, work
was resumed on the ex.terior decoration
of the House of Worship. The nine pylons will be completed during the next
few months under a contract made pos-

sible by the balance in the Babiyy\h
Khanum Fund. Those attending the Convention, moreover, have noted that the
grounds have been filled in and a new
level attained corresponding to the level

of the exterjor stairs, almost around the
edifice. The approach to Foundation Hall
from Linden A venue is being left ungraded for a time, as it will be necessary
to provide a tunnel from the street to
the entrance jnto what will then be the
underground basement of the Temple.
The Temple Maintenance Committee has

been able to obtain all this fill at a
cost of only one-third the quotation obtained a year ago.
In the April bulletin the friends were
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informed of the Guardian's cablegram received March 31! "Suggest jf feasible
place immediate contracts for completion (of) pylons and ornamentation (of)
one whole face. Praying early success. u
Investigations have been made to determine bow best to carry out this wish.
and bow to proceed with the balance of
construction as funds are made available

from time to time. The result of these
investigations, Dot determined at the date
of this writing, can be reported orally to
the delegates and later issued to the entire Baha'i community.
The important matter at this time is
to realize the present status of the amount
of Temple construction work definitely
allocated to the seven years ending 1944.
Financially, the work to be undertaken
amounted to $350,000 in June, 1937.
The work to be comp]eted henceforth
amounts to $79,680. 5O~ plus an esttmated

$50,000 for metal doors, grilles and landscaping. Within three years of a period
covering seven years the American
Baha'IS, with those munificent donations
made by the Guardian himself, have thus
accomplished Temple construction work
amounting to about $220,000.00.
Through contracts amounting to less than
$40,000 a year for the next two years.,
the exterior of the House of Worship can
be completed two years before the termination of the Seven Year Plan. This,
truly, ls a notable achievement to contemplate, and a high standa.rd to set for future generations of believers.
Another current accomplishment comparable in importance is the addition to
the number of local Spiritual Assemblies
made at the time of the annual election on
April 21. While all reports are not yet
received, the National Assembly can state
that since mentioning the eleven appli.ca-

tion, on hand by the middle of March,
groups in Oak Park, 11linols, North Augusta, South Carolina, Hamilton, Ontario~

Salt Lake City, Utah, and Albambra,
California, have developed to tbe point
of electoral capacity, the group at La
Crescenta, California may have likewise
qualified, while Knoxville, Tennessee has
resumed Assembly status and Scranton,
Pennsylvania, has emerged from the dlfficulties caused by the loss of two active
believers who moved to another city.
These conditions mean that the American
Baha'is have in all probability met the
Guardian's expressed hope that one hundred Assemblies exist after April 21, 1940.
In a previous section of the report, reference was made to the new properties
donated to the Faith this year. This information can now be amplified by the
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provision that they retain full use and has been sent to the Guardian. The Nacontrol during their lifetime, the same tional Assembly hopes that it will soon be
provision written into the gift of prop- able to provide a proper form for use by
erties at Geyserville and at Colorado those Assemblies which have satisfied the
Springs. The Eliot property includes the legal requirements laid down by their
cottage known a.s "Ole Bull" house and state codes. The Guardian is also being
the famous "Nine Gables" house, studios consulted concerning any changes in the
and farm.
local By-Laws necessary to define [his new
The Assemblies of Boston, Honolulu, authority of local Assemblies. A standard
Peoria, Binghamton and Helena have re- By-Low will he added to the approved
cently incorporated, and By-Laws have local By-Laws when the Guardian's inbeen approved for the Newark Assembly.
structions have been received.
Beginning with t.he April number.
The Assembly is pleased to report that
World Order Magazine has worked Out a through its Chairman. Baha'i Teachings
more directly Baha'l function and is pre- on peace have been conveyed to the Presipared to provjde material for study as dent through his Secretary, and assurwell as artjcles based on the Teachings or ance received that the material was placed
on personal experiem:e of avowed Baha'IS. in the President's hands.
This change was made under authority
New publications under way since the
given by the National Assembly, with the publication of the Annual Reports intwofold aim of serving the believers and dude: Spanish edition of Esslemont~s
of making the magazine self-supporting. Bab.'u'Ual"'md the New Era; Spanish ediThe essential point to note in the change tion of excerpts from the Master's Will
is that experience has proved the only and Testament; Study Outline an4 AiJ,
effective way to reach non-Baha'IS is for the GUMJian's World OraN' Letfets t
through Baha'IS.
prepared by the Study Outline CommitThe two World's Fair Baha'i exhibits, tee; a Comprehensive Study Course for
at New York and San Francisco, will be children, prepared by the Child Education
conducted again this year. New exhibit Committee; and three &ht:Ii Reprints
material has been prepared by the Baha'i which make it possible to hand out imExhibit Committee and is to be seen at portant excerpts from the writings of
the Convention. The element of visual 'Abdu'I-Baha and words of Sboghi Effendi
education is being rapidly developed for in attractive and convenient fonn.
Baha'i teaching, and no doubt the numActions taken at the meeting of the

new, that Mr, and Mrs, Schopflocher are

ber of regional and local exhibits will

National Assembly beld immediately prior

prepared to execute an Indenture transferring to the Green Acre Trustees title to
their property i.n Eliot, Maine, with the

greatly increase during the coming year.
Material on Baha'} marriage certificates.
with request for advice and instruction,

to the Convention include authorizations
for continuance of Temple work. decision to transfer the Treasurer~s Office to
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the National headquarters at Wilmette,
and approval of the brief prep.red by the
attorney in connection with the legal suit
against the parties misusing the name

uBaM'L"
The friends are urged to give their careful attention to the passages in which the
Guardian refers to the nature of attacks
against the Master and His WilJ and
TestamentJ appearing on pages 89 and 90
of The World Order of Bahd'u'llih. Here
we find the clearest statement in the
writings for discussion of the New History publication dated April, 1940 with
n~ believers and with those attracted to
the Faith who have not yet gained the
background of understanding and experience to discern the hollowness of any
argument and claim based upon failure
to accept the Will and Testament of
<Abdu'l-Baha. The matter will soon come
to trial, and the friends can rest assured
that the true nature of the Baha', Faith
and of its Administrative Order will be
established in accordance with the power
and scope of the written and authentic
Teachings.
Let us realize now the significance of
the first collective spiritual gathering of
the Baha'is of all the Americas as meetings are held in all Baha'i Centers on
April 26 to commemorate the martyrdom
of Mrs. May Maxwell. It is indeed a
historic occasion, a point of renewal and
fresh beginning in the Inter-America
teaching work. We recall Baha'u'llah's
mighty Tablet to the Presidents of these
Republics, the Master's call sounded in
<he Table" of America', SpiritJUl/ Mi.<sion, and the Guardian's vision of the future expounded in The AJvent of Divin~
Justia. The Baha'is of America stand
at the converging center of the m~t tremendous power ever to stream into the
hearts of mankind. This is the power ordained to remove mountains of prejudice
and cross all the seas of ignorance and
division. Ours but to make ourselves instrumen ts to serve those ends and be used
by that power! While the world is engaged in political debate and struggle,
may the friend, of God drink the cup of
unity which contains the mysterious ingredient of all success.
In conclusion, the recent messages from
the Guardian are recorded.
Cablegram received February 27~
"Congratulate alike (the) National Representatives, (the) newly fledged Assemblies, (the) recently despatched pioneers
(and the) freshly enrolled believers .11
concurring (in) common mission (to)
energize processes propelling Plan along
destined course. Appeal once again (to)
every participant, notwithstanding (the)
threatening tempe:§.t, (to) steadily maintain high aim~ dare great1y~ toil unremittingly, sacrifice worthily, endure ra-

diantlYt unflinchingly till very end. Harvest to be reaped (is) fore-ordained, incalculably rich, everlasting glorious, visibly approaching."
In 2 letter sent to the T rearorer on
January }, but delayed in transmission,
Shoghi Effendi, through his secretary, emphasized again the Memorial to be raised
in honor of Martha L. Root: "With
regard to the Memorial which the N. S. A.
is proposing to erect in honor of our beloved Martha, the Guardian is hopeful
that the fund which is now being raised
for that purpose will receive the full support of the believers, and that the donations which will be sent in wiIJ be sufficient to enable your Assembly to erect a
befitting monument in memory of our
departed sister. The friends should be
impressed with the importance and significance of this undertaking~ and should
seize this opportunity of paying their last
tribute to so outstanding and indeed
matchless a pioneer and servant of the
Cause in the West."
A letter dated Februry 23 made it clear
that the Teaching and Inter-America
Committees have different jurisdictions
and distinct fields of work.
Excerpts from a number of letters
written by the Guardian to individual believers were published with his consent in
the March issue of Baha'i News. These
explanations cover a wide field of Baha'i
interest, and add to our understanding
of the Faith.
The most reCent communication at this
date (April 23) is the cablegram received
April 11: t!Delighted immediate action
(on) pylons. Prompted urge, if not too
uneconomical, (to) proceed (with the)
completion (of) one face. Complete (the)
remainder (in) manner most advisable.
Welcome contemplated memorial gathering. Moved (to) invite national representatives (and) community join me
contribute (to) construction (of) grave
being designed (by) Mr. Maxwell at
such (a) significant spot for so outstanding (a) pioneer during such momentous
stage (in the) dynamic expansion (of the)
Faith (of) Bah.'u'll.h."
It is in the spirit of such words that
the Baha'is convene at their Annual Convention and prepare themselves to enter
the fourth year of the Guardian's Plan.
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL SPlflITt.'AL ASSEMBLY.

BAHA'i EXHffilTS
About two years ago, in view of the
projects for an exhibit at each of the
World Fairs in 1939, a committee, Consisting of Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman, Carl Scheffier and Rex and Mary
Collison, was appointed by the National
Spiritual Assembly, with special consid-
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eration to the preparation of a plan and
program for a pennanent Baha'i exhibit
which could be transported from place to
place and shown at State Fairs, annual
meetings of educational, religious, peace
and similar organizations, at conferences,
conventions and other gatherings.
Data were collected and studied of the
experience of 1hha'i communities which
had held exhibits. Outstanding was the
Baha'i Exhibit at the National Canadian
Exposition at Toronto in Augwt-September of 1938 and 1939,
Mr. Carl Scheffler prepared a de,ign for
a portable exhibit, which was used for the
Baha'[ exhibit at the New York State
Fair at Syracuse in September, 1939.
In August, 1939~ an exhibit was maintained at the Wisconsin State Fair, by
the Baha'I. communities of Kenosha, Racine, Wauwatosa and .Milwaukee.
During the summer and fall of 19} 9,
the National Spiritual Assembly with the
active cooperation of the Bahi'i communities of New York and of the Bay
region of San Francisco, maintained the
beautiful and unique exhibits at their
respective World Fairs. Many thousands
of visitors were met and contacted. large
quantities of free literature were distributed and many peopJe attracted to and
interested in our Faith.
In view of the expense involved in the
two Worlds' Fair exhibits, no definite
steps have been taken toward the COnstruction of the proposed traveling exhibit. Further studies are being made,
however, with a view toward the gradual
development of a workable program for
this form of teaching medium, which has
been enthusiastically endorsed by our
Guardian.
Faithfully submitted,
ALLEN B. McDANrEL, Chairman
MRS. REX COLLISON

REX COLLISON
CARL ScHEFFLER

CENTRALIZATION OF THE
NATIONAL OFFICE
About two years 2g0, the National
Spiritual Assembly appointed a committee consisting of Allen B. McDaniel,
Chairman, Leroy Io08 and Siegfried Schopflocher to consider the practicability,
method and expense involved of combining and centralizing the administrative
activities and offices of the National Assembly in one 10cation presumably within
the area of the Universal House of
Worship.
Consultation was had with the various
national officers maintaining full time
offices and personnel. consideration was
given to the housing of a national office
in Wilmette, and finally approval of our
Guardian was sought in such an impor-
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tant step in the development of our Faith
in America.
The National Assembly with the cooperation of this Committee and of the
Temple Maintenance Committee arranged

for the removal of the office of the N ational Secretary from New York City to
the Bourgeois Studio on October I, 1939.
Provision was made for a home for Me.
and Mrs. Holley in addition to the Secretary's office.
On October 3, 1939, the Guardian, in
a cable message, hailed a.s an "historic
act" this significant step taken by the
National Spiritual Assembly, and as "signalizing auspicious conjunction (in)
heart (of) North American continent

(of the) imtitutioos (of) Haziratu'l-

Quds (and) Mashriqu'l-Adbkar, tbe twin
foci (of) steadily evolving Ametican
Baha'i community life."
On January 20, 21 and 22, 1940, dur-

ing the sessions of the National Spirirual
Assembly at its first meeting in the Haziratu'l-Quds, recognition of this memorable occasion, in the light of the Guardian's message, was given by special programs of readings in the National Office,
in the Auditorium of the House of Worship and at the opening of the Regional
Conference in the Foundation Hall.
Study is now being made of the next
step in the program for the centralization
of the functions and activities of the National Office; a step that will involve the
business and financial affairs of the F
with special relation to the maintenance
and operation of our various Trustee
properties.

aim

Faithfully submitted,
ALLEN B. McDANIEL, Chairman
LEROY lOAS
SIEGFRJED SCHOPFLOCHER

REGIONAL TEACHING COMMITIEES
UPPER NEW YORK
At a meeting of the committee early
in the year i.t was decided to concentrate
efforts on the city of Syracuse as a nujor
project. For some time there has been a
small group thete whicb had finally heen
reduced to five believers. After studying
conditions it was thought that an entirely
new effort should he made through an
initial series of public Baha'i talks followed by regular meetings and instruction by a resident teacher of any nucleus
whicb might he formed as a result of tbe
public talks. Mrs. Helen lnderlied of
Bingham ton moved to Syracuse for the
winter and rented an apartment where
such instruction classes could he held,
A budget of $8 ),00 was granted by
tht National Teaching Committee to
cover costs of hall rental and publicity
for the public meetings and also to help
out in a small way the extra expenses of
the resident teacher. Up to the present
time $50.00 of this has heen received and
used for these pillposes.
On the evenings of Nov. 3rd, 4th and
5tb, Mrs. Dorothy Baker gave tbree
public addresses to good audiences. Her
subjects were '~Government Looks
Ahead,'~ ~'Religion Plays Its Part,U and
uThe Conquest of the West.~· The~ were
given at the Hotd Syracuse. A week
later the management of the Hotel Syracuse donated the use of a smaller room for
a second series of three talks given by Mr.
Kennetb Christian of Morrisville, N. Y.
As a result of these two series of public
talks a group of about 20 people wete interested in the Faith to the extent of attending meetings at the apartment of
Mrs. Indedied on one or more occasions.
Such meetings have been held twice a

week ever since with an average attendance of about ten. The group includes
a number of people connected with Syra~
euse University. Many phases of the
Faith have been presented from time to
time by Mr. Christian, Mr. and Mrs.
Bdcher and occasionally other friends
from nearby places. One of the group
has registered as a believer and it is expected that these efforts will in time result in a strong Syracuse community.
Whi1e on this same trip Mrs. Baker
spoke in three places where teaching work
is being carried on by nearby Baha'i communities and thereby stimulated interest

and progress at Hamburg (Buffalo), Canandaigua (Geneva) and Norwich (Binghamton). The meeting at Hamburg was
entirely arranged by Mrs. Edith Mc-

several interested people in Canandaigua
as well as meeting the Little Falls group
already referred to.
During the year the Temple model
loaned by the Teaching Committee was
used by several Assemblies and also exhibited in the following places: several weeks
at the Museum of Fine Arts at Syracuse

followed by a lecture on the T ernple by
Mr. Allen McDaniel before the Society of
Architects of Syracuse; several weeks at
the Schenectady Museum fol1owed by a
Temple lecture given by Mr. McDaniel
at the Museum and arranged by Miss Ella
Quant, the one believer in Schenectady;
and also several weeks at the Hi.storical
Museum at Auburn.
Early in September tbe model was also
used in connection with a Baha~i Exhibit
at the New York State Fair at Syracuse.
This exhibit sponsored by the Baha'i Exhibits Committee, was designed by Mr.
Carl Schefller and built and installed by
Rex and Mary Collison with the help in

putting it up of Edward Belcher and
Mehdi Firoozi. During the two weeks of
tbe Fair the exhibit was in constant
charge of one or more of the following:

Ed Belcher and Ida Noyes from Binghamton, Elizabeth Brooks from Rocbestet and
Mary Collison from Geneva. Among the
many people wbo saw the exhibit about
100 names were given by people who

wisbed t<, be notified of any future public Baha'i lectures in Syracuse. This list
was of course used when the series of
public lectures was given in November.
We were disappointed t(} find that there
was almost no response from these people
but they will be given another chance
later. The repetition of the exhibit this
coming summer will no doubt add to the
teaching efforts in Syracuse and bear
more fruit next year.
MR. R. C. COLLISON, Secretary
MRS. MARGUERITE FIROOZI

Laren. the one resident Baha'i.

DR. ALBERT D. HEIST

Mrs. Baker also visited Little Falls
where Mr. and :Mrs. Harry Ford are carry-

MRS.

ing on a most interesting experiment in
indirect teaching through a public peace
forum which is drawing together a large
number of leaders of thought in that city.
This forum, which averages 100 in attendance, has had several Bahi'i speakers
on its platform-Mr. Mountford MiJls,
who opened the series of lectures. Mrs.
Frances Stewart and Mr. Stanwood Cobb.
Besides the forum Mr. and Mrs. Ford also
have a smaller, more intimate group to
whom they speak directly of the Faith. It
was this group who heard Mrs. Baker and
also Kenneth Christian. Mr. Louis Gregory and the Baha'i forum speakers.
During February Mr. Gregory while
visiting several Bahi'i communities in
this region, also spoke most successfully
to the study group in Syracuse and met

MRS. MORRIS

M.

BUSH

MINNIE SETZ

MISS IDA

N DYES

ONTARIO
The commencement of Baha'] teaching
work in Hamilton was the uadoption u
of that city by tbe Spiritual Assembly of
Toronto. Twice-monthly public meetings were begun, and speakers were Mrs.
Marzieh Carpenter and "Mrs. Dudley
Blakeley. Later a series of public meetings and study classes was undertaken by
Mrs. Howard lves. In February, 1939,
Mrs. lYlary Barton of Winnetka arrived
in Hamil ton and remained for four
months, undertaking the supervision of
study classes and the confirmation of individuals. Occasional visits were made

by F. St. G. Spendlove of Toronto. The
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newly-attracted friends in Hamilton were
encouraged to come to Toronto frequently, and when they expressed a desire
to accept the Teachings were added to the
membership of the Toronto Community.
In November, after consultation with the
Toronto Spiritual Assembly, the Hamilton group decided to elect its own officers and apply for group status. In October, after the departure of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard I yes from Toronto, Mrs. Doris
McKay began a series of monthly visits

to Hamilton and Toronto, and Mr. Willacd McK.y spent the weekend of March
2nd in Hamilton. The group now numbers four, with several applications
pending.
After consultation with the National
Spiritu.l Assembly, the Spiritual Assemblyof Toronto applied for its second representation in the Canadian National Exhibition, with a display of the Temple
model lent by the Montreal Community
exhibited in the effective setting designed

by W. S. Maxwell. The Exhibition is
the largest annual exhibition in the world,
with the largest average daily attendance.
As a result the name ~'Baha'i" was
brought to the attention of a substantial
proportion of the visitors to the Exhibition, numbering more than a million and
a half. One new Baha'i was added to the
Toronto Community, and the attendance
at study classes and public meetings was
improved. As the Exhibttion is truly national in character. it is hoped that a
knowledge of the Cause will be canied
to aU parts of the Dominion by returning
visitors.
A teaching trip to Oshawa, Ontario,
was made by Mrs. Howard I yes in the
early summer. The Toronto Spiritual
Assembly hopes to be able to undertake
regular teaching activities in Oshawa in
the future.
SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY OF THE
BAHA'is OF TORONTO

By: F. St. G. Spendlove, Chairman

WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS AND
MICHIGAN
On July 1) a meeting of the members
of the Regional T eacrung Committee of
Wisconsin, Illinois and Michigan was held
in Chicago in the attractive rooms of the
Chicago Baha'i Center. Our subsequent
meetings have been held there during the
current year and we ace most appreciative of tbis convenient place in which
to hold our discussions. We immediately
endeavored to formulate ways and means
for assisting isolated believers, Bah.i'i
Groups and study-groups which constitute our particular responsibility in this
region. As a preliminary survey, letters
were sent to all people listed with us. inviting suggestions as to what form our

help might take that might best serve
their particular needs.
Almost unanimous were the replies in
expressing desires for teachers prepared
to give public talks or those who could
remain for a considerable period of time,
to teach and conduct study classes. As
a result, members of the Regional Teaching Committee have traveled extensively,
covering our en tire region, visiting isolated believers, giving public lectures and,
most worth while of all. remaining in
some places for several weeks at a time,
to encourage and help deepen the friends
in their knowledge of the Faith.
Many of the isolated believers were
limited in their supply of Baha'i literature so some of the most essential books
were secured and are now serving as a
circulating llbrary. They are sent by
mail to be held for one month and are
rep6ced by others as desired. We found
tOO, that tbe isola ted believe rs, depri ved
for the most part of association with fellow-believers, are full of questions regarding the teachings of their Faith. To answ~r these, we have secured the coopera~
tion of some of the older believers who
long to teach but are unable to absent
themselves from their homes, to correspond with these isolated ones, answering
their questions or explaining just where
in the teachings the desired information
may be found.
It was felt that the Regional Teaching
Committee should sponsor exhibits of the
Temple model at the various State fairs.
Local Baba'l Communities had already
undertaken this in some places but we
did p1an for such an exhibit at the State
fair in the State capitol at Springfield,
Illinois. We were assisted in this responsibility by the Bahi'is of the Urbana.
Springfield and Peoria com m u nit i e s.
These communities were happy to report.

that with the help of Baha'u'llih, tbey
were able to dispJay the model in a particularly attractive place, the center of
the large floricultural room. Surrounded
at a little distance with beautiful cutflower displays of all sorts, our lovely
model was daily the center of attrac;tion.
It is estimated that a hundred thousand
people passed through this room during
the nine days of the fair. We feel that
many, many hundreds were contacted in
this way and heard the message of Baha'-

u'Uih, as symbolized by the Temple, for
the first time.
"How beautiful! What do you suppose
it is?" were some of the questions and
exclamations heard. «Have you seen it?"
we would immediately respond. "That is
the Baha'i Temple at Wilmette. Illinois.
It is open to the public daily during the
summer months and on Sundays all the
year round. We are sure you will enjoy
a trip through it." Thus with various
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questions and answers, and to the interested, pamphlets appropriate to their
tastes, did three or four believers who
daily served beside this most stimulating

project, joyously teU the glad tiding. of
the advent of a Prophet of God come
once again to this worn and weary world.
Later on, at their own initiative, the

Baha'i Group of Madison displayed a
model of the Temple in the lobby of one
of their leading hotels. Mrs. Sarah Walrath was invited to give a pub1ic talk
upon the Temple and several people were
interested and joined a study class as a
result of this project. Newspapers gave
this event considerable publicity. Among
others who have contributed their time
and ability to the work of this region, are
Mr. Carl Scheffler, who together wi.th Mr.
Clarence Njss, have traveled far and wide
through the three states. Mrs. Margo
Johnson. who has labored valiantly in
her home city of Batavia, Mrs. Virginia
Camelon and Mrs. Ruth Moffett, who
have served in many places.
Situated near the Temple as we are, we
have many inquiries sent by mail regarding the history and beliefs of our Faith
and send out much printed rna tter as wen
as personal letters in reply.
We take great happiness in announcing
that two of our Bab3~1 Groups have developed community status. Waukegan,
Illinois and Madison, Wisconsin will be
organized as Spiritual Assemblies on April
21st. Four new Baha'i Groups in our
region, Grosse Pointe and Kalamazoo, in
Michigan, Antioch and Manitowoc in
Wisconsin, enthusiastically anticipate
their speedy growth and development.
MRS. MAKGERY MCCORMICK,

Secretary.

MRs..

RUTH CORNELL
MISS PEARLE EASTERBR.OOK
MIlS. EDNA KETELS
MRs. BERTHA K.m.KPATIlTCK
:MR.. CHARLES REIMER

MARTHA L. ROOT IN INDIA
AND BURMA
The Dewan (like a Prime Minister) of
Indore who opened the Conven tioD. Sir
S. M. Bapna. invited Shirin and me to bis
home to tea. For twenty years he has
tried to interest the people of Indore in
establishing courses in the study of Comparative Religions in all tbe schools of
Indore. He has had a textbook written
and published for the children and another is being written for the boys and
girls, and a third tex.tbook on Comparative Religions for the College students.
How we hope the Bah.'i Faith will be
included in those textbooks! If you have
any Bah:i~l books that you think would
help him. please send them. Thanks. His
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address is just Indore. India. He belongs
to one of the foremost families of Rajputana and Central Inwa. His ideals are
most lofty and he has set his heart on
having these textbooks as perfect as possible--and representative of all the religions.
Our Bahi' i. Faith was eri ticised by one
ultra-orthodox group at the Convention.
I answered it, Shinn answered it another
time, and non-Baha'is championed our
Faith! Really the criticism did no harm!
One man had a paper on the need of
a great universal religion, and explained
what it ought to inculcate. A great
Hindu professor arose and said: "The

Baha'i Faith we have been hearing so
much about in this Convention is a universal religion and it inculcates all your
suggestions and more. The Baha'i Faith
is ready) why not accept it for a univer·
sal religion?" The man who had prepared
this paper bad not beard of the Baba'i
Te3.chings until he came [0 this Conven·
tion; he was very 'much impressed by the
Message. It is remarkable how many Religiow Conventions are being held in different pans of India, and the N. S. A. of
India and Burma are invited to send, and
do send, Baha'i. speakers to every one of
them. The N. S. A. is very efficient and
very, very spiritual; they work almost
beyond human endurance and they are as
united as one soul in nine bodies.
From Indore, Shinn and I came to
Karachi arriving April 25. Here the
N. S. A. of India and Bunna held tbeir
annual Baha'i Convention during Ridvan.
There was a stir throughout Karachi that
week, every one was talking about the
Baha', Faith. Everything was so well
planned in advance both by the N. S. A.
and the L. S. A. of Karachi. We had a tea
for the journalists and our chairmen the
day after our arrival. The Convention
opened the following day, April 27. A
great meeting was held in the largest h311
in Karachi, Khalikdina Hall, that same
evening. The man who became Mayor of
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Karachi a few days later was our Chairman. Mr. Abbas Ali Butt of Simla, Prof.
Pritam Singh of Lahore and I spoke.
April 28, the Mayor presided and Shirin
Fozdar and I spoke at a public lecture in
Theosophical Hall. Mr. H. Manji of Bombay also spoke. April 29, the L. S. A. of
Karachi gave a great garden party, inviting 350 guests to Baha'i H31l Gardens.
It was a beautiful event and almost all
religions were represented. Here, too,
Abbas Ali Butt and I spoke. April }O, another public lecture was held in Theosophical Hall. Mr. Jam,hed Mehta, Mayor
who had been my Chairman when I was
in Karachi in 193 0, acted as Chairman.
Prof. Pritam Singh and I were the speakers. Sunday, May 1, we spoke in a Jain
Temple at 8.30 a.m. and in Sharda Mandir, a large school, 3t 6 p.m., and a great
public meeting was held in Bahi'i Hall in
the evening when the speakers were Abbas
Ali Butt, Mrs. Hashmatullah of Delhi and
myself. May 2 we were invited to speak
at a public lecture arranged by the Parsis
and held at Katrak Hall. The Managing
Editor of 'The Daily Gazette" presided.
Mrs. Fozdar and I spoke. Some of the
N. s. A. members and Mr. Manji spoke in
a school at 6 p.m. These were only some
of [he events. Mr. Momenzadih gave tea
for the delegates to meet the Iranian Consul and his wife. The L. S. A. rented a
large bungalow next to Baha'i Gardens as
the home for all delegates during that
week. The Baha'is had breakfasts and
teas and dinners for the Baha'i friends to
meet onc another and several people of
Karachi had dinners or teas where we
spoke informally. During the eight days
the N. S. A. held their sessions.
Then the N. S. A. members left, and
I began thee task of printing my book

Tahirah the Pure, Iran's Greatest Woman.
Mr. Isfandiar Bakhtiari helped me every
day, always going with me to the printer.
It was so difficu1t to get the accent marks,
etc., and it has taken three months, but
patiently at last it is finished, three thou-

sand copies. It is announced in Appendix
III that some of the copies have gold leaf
letters-we couldn't get the gold Jeaf.
and I could not delay my scheduled tour
any longer, 50 they are printed in two
styles only, red with gold-dust letters
and in blue paper covers. One thousand
copies have just been mailed out. Fifteen
hundred will be used in India. Very reverently I say it-my drcam was to have
the B:lb, Bah:l'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
Shoghi Effendi and Tahirah go together,
in this book, On a teaching tour around
the whole world! A preacher preaches to
.l few hundred or thousands or tens of
thousands, but a book can be a preacher
for centuries and to millions yet to be
born. I hope you will speak of T ahirab
in women's clubs, in universities and high
schools, over the radio--just tonight a
college boy of Karachi said to me: '<1 read
the book yesterday and I could not sleep:
I was thinking all night of tbe glory of
Tabirah's beautiful life." You will see
that I tried to make the book complete
for non-Baha'is, so they would know of
the Cause. The book is a '~Baha'i teacher"!
It has been sent to several rulers, statesmen, universities. I believe it will be
translated into several languages.
During the three months here in Karachi, besides the book, I have spoken several times each week, or met people in
smaU groups. In Baha'i Hall there were
two public meetings each week and one
Youth Group meeting. I was invited to
speak again in several societies and to
some new organiz3tions. Some of the
Baha'is had groups in their homes, and
I invited people to my place. The Mayor
came and he invited us to his home and
to several events where he was the guest
of honor. He is 3 Muslim, a liberal Muslim, and he bas read a number of our
books. He asked me to speak in the discussions at the meeting in Municipal Corporation Court Hall which he called to
foem a Universal Peace Brigade in
Karachi.

DEDICATION OF THE CONJUNCTION OF
THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE
HAZiRATU'L-QUDS AND MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
BY THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'iS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

JANUARY 20, 1940
AT HAZiRATU'L-QUDS
I. TABLET OF VISITATION,
BAHA'U'LLAII
The praise which hath dawned from
Thy most august Self, and the glory
which hath shone forth from Thy most
effulgent Beauty, rest upon Thee, 0
Thou Who art the Manifestation of
Grandeur, and the King of Eternity,
and the Lord of all who are in heaven
and on earth! I testify that through
Thee the sovereignty of God and His
dominion, and the majesty of God and
His grandeur, were revealed, and the
Day-Stars of ancient splendor have
shed their radiance in the heaven of
Thine irrevocable decree, and the
Beauty of the Unseen hath shone forth
above the horizon of creation. I testify,
moreover, that with but a movement of
Thy Pen Thine injunction "Be Thou"
hath been enforced, and God's hidden
Secret hath been divulged, and all
created things have been called into being, and all the Revelations have been
sent down.
I bear witness, moreover, that
through Thy beauty the beauty of the
Adored One hath been unveiled, and
through Thy face the face of the Desired One hath shone forth, and that
through a word from Thee Thou hast
decided between all created things, causing them who are devoted to Thee to
ascend unto the summit of glory, and
the infidels to fall in the lowest abyss.
I bear witness that he who hath
known Thee hath known God, and he
who hath attained unto Thy presence
hath attained unto the presence of
God. Great, therefore, is the blessedness of him who hath believed in Thee,
and in Thy signs, and hath humbled
himself before Thy sovereignty, and
hath been honored with meeting Thee.
and hath attained the good pleasure of
Thy wiU, and circled around Thee, and
stood before Thy throne. Woe betide
him that hath transgressed against
Thee, and hath denied Thee, and repudiated Thy signs, and gainsaid Thy
sovereignty and risen up against Thee,
and waxed proud before Thy face, and

hath disputed Thy testimonies, and fled
from Thy rule and Thy dominion, and
been numbered with the infidels whose
names have been inscribed by the fingers
of Thy behest upon Thy holy Tablets.
Waft, then, unto me, 0 my God and
my Beloved, from the right hand of
Thy mercy and Thy loving-kindness,
the holy breaths of Thy favors, that
they may draw me away from myself
and from the world unto the courts of
Thy nearness and Thy presence. Potent art Thou to do what pleaseth
Thee. Thou, truly, hast been supreme
over all things.
The remembrance of God and His
praise, and the glory of God and His
splendor, rest upon Thee, 0 Thou who
art His Beauty! I bear witness that
the eye of creation hath never gazed
upon one wronged like Thee. Thou
wast immersed all the days of Thy life
beneath an ocean of tribulations. At
one time Thou wast in chains and fetterg; at another Thou wast threatened
by the sword of Thine enemies. Yet,
despite all this, Thou didst en join upon
all men to observe what had been prescribed unto Thee by Him Who is
the All-Knowing, the AU-Wise.
May my spirit be a sacrifice to the
wrongs Thou didst suffer, and my soul
be a ransom for the adversities Thou
didst sustain. I beseech God, by Thee
and by them whose faces have been
illumined with the splendors of the
light of Thy countenance, and who, for
love of Thee, have observed all whereunto they were bidden, to remove the
evils that have come in between Thee
and Thy creatures, and to supply me
with the good of this world and the
world to come. Thou art, in truth, the
Almighty, the Most Exalted, the AlIGlorious, the Ever-Forgiving, the :Most
Compassionate.
Bless Thou, 0 Lord my God, the
Divine Lote-Tree and its leaves, and
its boughs, and its branches, and its
stems, and its offshoots, as long as Thy
most excellent titles will endure and
Thy most august attributes will last.
Protect it, then, from the mischief of

the aggressor and the hosts of tyranny.
Thou art, in truth, the Almighty, the
Most Powerful. Bless Thou, also, 0
Lord my God, Thy servants and Thy
handmaidens who have attained unto
Thee. Thou, truly, art the All-Bountiful, Whose grace is infinite. No God
is there save Thee, the Ever-Forgiving,
the Most Generous.

IL PRAYER FOR TIlE PUREST
BRANCH, BAHA'lJ'LLAH
Lauded be Thy name, 0 Lord my
God! Thou seest me in this day shut
up in my prison, and fallen into the
hands of Thine adversaries, and beholdest my son (The Purest Branch)
lying on the dust before Thy face. He
is Thy servant, 0 my Lord, whom
Thou hast caused to be related to Him
Who is the Manifestation of Thyself
and the Day-Spring of Thy Cause.
At his bi rth he was afflicted through
his separation from Thee, according to
what had been ordained for him through
Thine irrevocable decree. And when
he had quaffed the cup of rennion with
Thee, he was cast into prison for having believed in Thee and in Thy signs.
He continued to serve Thy Beauty until
he entered into this Most Great Prison.
Thereupon I offered him up, 0 my
God, as a sacrifice in Thy path. Thou
well knowest what they who love Thee
have endured through this trial that
hath caused the kindreds of the earth
to wail, and beyond them the Concourse on high to lament.
I beseech Thee, 0 my Lord, by him
and by his exile and his imprisonment,
to send down upon such as loved him
what will quiet their hearts and bless
their works. Potent art Thou to do as
Thou wi~est. No God is there but Thee,
the Alnughty, the Most Powerful.

m. PRAYER FOR MEMBERS OF
TIlE HOUSE OF JUSTICE,
'ABDU'L.BAHA

o

God, my God! We are servants of
Thino that have turned with devotion
to Thy Holy Face, that have detached
ourselve.5 from all besid~ Thee in this

glorious Day. We have gathered in
this SpiTitnal Assembly, united in our
views and thoughts, wi th our purposes
harmonized to exalt Thy Word amidst
mankind. 0 Lord, our God! Make us
the signs of Thy Divine Guidance, the
Standards of Thy exalted Faith
amongst men, servants to Thy mighty
Covenant. 0 Thou our Lord Most
High! Manifestations of Thy Divine
Unity in Thine AbM Kingdom, and
resplendent stars shining upon all regions. Lord! Aid us to become seas
surging with the billows of Thy wondrous Grace, streams flowing from Thy
all-glorious Heights, goodly fruits up-

on the Tree of Thy heavenly Cause, storms more severe than those it has
trees waving through the breezes of already weathered, do Thou continue to
Thy Bounty in Thy celestial Vineyard. overshadow, with Thine all-encompassGod! Make our souls dependent up- ing care and wisdom, Thy frail, Thy
on the Verses of Thy Divine Unity, unworthy appointed child.
our hearts cheered with the outpourings
Intercede, 0 noble and weIl-favored
of Thy Grace, that we may unite even scion of a heavenly Father, for me no
as the waves of one sea and become less than for the toiling masses of Thy
merged together as the rays of Thine ardent lovers, who have sworn undying
effulgent Light; that our thoughts, our allegiance to Thy memory, whose souls
views, our feelings may become as one have been nourished by the energies
reality, manifesting the spirit of union of Thy love, whose conduct has been
throughout the world. Thou art the molded by the inspiring example of
Gracious. the Bountiful, the Bestower, Thy life, and whose imaginations are
the Almighty, the Nlerciful, the Com- fired by the imperishable evidences of
passionate.
Thy lively faith, Thy unshakable constancy' Thy invincible heroism, Thy
great renunciation.
AT MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR
W'hatever betide us, however distressing the vicissitudes which the nasIV. "BLESSED REMAINS
swelled in her breast as she greeted cent Faith of God may yet experience,
'Abdu'l-BaM on His triumphant re- we pledge ourselves, before the mercyTRANSFERRED," SHOGm
turn from the West, I will not venture seat of Thy glorious Father, tn hand on,
EFFENDI
to describe. She was astounded at the unimpaired and undivided, to generaBlessed remains (of) Purest Branch vitality of which He had, despite His tions yet unborn, the glory of that
and Master's Mother safely transferred unimaginable sufferings, proved Him- tradition of which thou hast been its
(to) hallowed precincts ( of the) self capable. She was lost in admira- most brilliant exemplar.
Shrines (on) Mount Carmel. Long tion at the magnitude of the forces
In the innermost recesses of our
intlicted humiliation wiped away. Mach- which His utterances had released. She hearts, 0 thou exalted Leaf of the
inations (of the) Covenant-Breakers was filled with thankfulness to BaM'- Abba Paradise, we have reared for
(to) frustrate plan defeated. Cherished u'll:ih for having enabled her to witness thee a shining mansion that the hand
wish (of) Greatest Holy Leaf fulfilled. the evidences of such brilliant victory of time can never undermine, a shrine
Sister, Brother, Mother (and) Wife for His Canse no less than for His which shaIl frame eternally the match·
(of) 'Abdu'I-BaM reunited (at the) Son . . .
less beauty of thy countenance, an
The ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha, so altar whereon the fire of thy consum·
one spot designed (to) constitute focal
center (of) Baha'i Administrative In- tragic in its suddenness I was to her a ing love shall bum forever.
stitntions at Faith's World Center. terrific blow, from the effects of which
Share joyful news (with) entire body she never completely recovered. To her
He, Whom she called l'Aga," had been VI. TABLETS FOR THE PUREST
(of) American believers.
a refuge in times of adversity. On Him
BRANCH, BAIIA'U'LLAH
v. TRIBUTE TO THE GREATEST she had been led to place her sole re"At this very moment," Bah.a'u'ltah
HOLY LEAF, SHOGm EFFENDI liance. In Him she had found ample
compensation for the bereavements she testifies, "My son is being washed beNo sooner had 'Abdu'l-Baha stepped had suffered, the desertions she had fore My face, after Our having sacriupon the shores of the European and "~tnessed, the ingratitnde she had been ficed him in the Most Great Prison.
American continents than our beloved shown by friends and kindreds. No one Thereat have the dwellers of the Abba
Khanum found herself well-night over- could ever dream that a woman of her Tabernacle wept with a great weeping,
whelmed with thrilling messages, each age, so frail in body, SO sensitive 01 and such as have suffered imprison.betokening the irresistible advance of heart, so loaded with the cares of almost ment with this Youth in the path of
the Cause in a manner which, not wi th- eighty years of incessant tribulation, God, the Lord of the promised Day,
standing the vast range of her experi- could so long survive so shattering a lamented. Under such conditions My
ence, seemed to her almost incredible. blow. And yet, history, no less than Pen hath not been prevented from reThe years in which she hasked in the the annals of our immortal Faith, shall membering its Lord, the Lord of all
sunshine of ~Abdu'I-Baha's spiritual vic- record for her a share in the advance- nations. It summoneth the people untories were, perhaps, among the bright- ment and consolidation of the world- to God, the Almighty, the Ali-Bountiest and happiest of her life. Little did wide community which the hand of ful. This is the day whereon he that
she dream when, as a little girl, she 'Abdu'I-BaM had helped to fashion, was created of the light of Baha has
was running about, in the courtyard of which no one among the remnants of suffered martyrdom, at a time when he
lay imprisoned at the hands of his
her Father's house in Tihran, in the His Family can rival ...
company of Him \Vhose destiny was
Bear thou this my message to 'Abdu'l- enemies."
to be one day the chosen Center of Baha, thine exalted and divinely-ap"Upon thee, 0 Branch of God 1" He
God's indestructible Covenant, that such pointed Brother: If the Cause for solemnly and most touchingly, in that
a Brother would be capable of achiev- which BaM'u'ltah toiled and labored, same Tablet, bestows upon him His
ing, jn realms so distant, and among for which Thou didst suffer years of benediction, "be the remembrance of
races so utterly remote, so great and agonizing sorrow, for the sake of which God and His praise, and the praise of
streams of sacred blood have flowed, all that dwell in the Realm of Immormemorable a victory.
The enthusiasm and joy which should, in the days to come, encounter tality, and of all the denizens of the

o

Kingdom of :-.lames. Happy art thou in
that thou hast heen faithful to the Covenant of God and His Testament until
Thou didst sacrifice thyself befo~e the
face of thy Lord, the Almighty, the
Unconstrained. Thou, in truth, hast
heen wronged, and to this testifieth the
Beauty of Him, the Self-Suhsisting.
Thou didst, in the first days of thy
hfe, hear that which hath caused all
things to groan, and made every pillar
to tremble. Happy is the one that rememhereth thee, and draweth nigh
through thee, unto God, the Creator 01
the Mom."
"Glorified art Thou, a Lord my
God!" He, in a prayer, astoWldinglY
proclaims, "Thou seest me in the hands

of Mine enemies, and My son bloodstained hefore Thy face, 0 Thou in
Whose hands is the kingdom of all
names. I have, 0 my Lord, offered up
that which Thou hast given Me, that
Thy servants may he quickened and
all tqat dwell on earth he united."
"Blessed art thou," He, in another
Tablet affirms, "and blessed he that
turneth unto thee, and visiteth thy
grave, and draweth nigh, through thee,
unto God, the Lord of aU that was and
shall be . . . I testify that thou didst
return in meekness unto thine abode.
Great is thy blessedness and the blessedness of them that hold fast unto the
hem of thy outspread robe ... Thou art
verily, the trust of God and His treas:
ure in this land. Erelong will God
reveal through thee that which He hath
desired. He, verily, is the Truth, the
Knower of things unseen. \Vhen thou
wast laid to rest in the earth, the earth
itself trembled in its longing to meet
thee. Thus hath it been decreed, and
yet the people perceive not. ... Were
We to recount the mysteries of thine
ascension, they that are asleep would
waken, and all beings would he set
ablaze with the fire of the remembrance
of My Name, the Mighty, the Loving."

vn, TABLETS FOR THE MOST
EXALTED LEAF, BAHA'U'LLAH
'ABDU'L-BAHA
Concerning the Most Exalted Leaf,
the mother of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Bah,,'u'Uih has written: "The first Spi ri t
through which all spirits were revealed,

and the first Light by which aU lights
shone forth, rest upon thee, 0 ~'lost Exalted Leaf, thou who hast been mentioned in the Crimson Book 1 Thou art
the one whom God created to arise and
serve His own Self, and the Manifestation of His Cause, and the Day Spring
of HIS Revelation, ami the DawninR~
Place of His signs, and the Source of

CABLEGRA1+1 FROM
SHOGm EFFENDI
H~il historic act signalizing
ausp1cious conjunction (in) heart
(of) North American continent
(of the) institutions (of) Haziratu'l-Quds (and) Mashriqu'lAdhkar, (the) twin foci ( of)
steadIly evolving American Baha'i
community life. (The) fonner
henceforth regarded (as) national
Seat upon which all administrative channels (of) Bah,,'i activity
must increasingly converge.
(:rhe) latter permanently recogOIzed (as) ordained Source from
which rays (of) spiritual guidar:ce will radiate. Upon (the)
VIgorous, constant inter-action
(of the) dynamic forces which
these complementary institutions
embodying administrative machinery and incarnating (the)
Soul (of the) BaM'i community
can release (the) effectual prosecution (of the) Seven Year Plan
as well as (the) success (of) ultimate World Mission unquestionably depends. 1:Iay (the) communIty responsIble (for the)
~sta~lishment (of) these nascent

mstitutlons progressively contri-

bute (to) acceleration (of) their
growth and derive fullest henefit
(from) their eventual fruition.

S HOGHI

RABBA:'iI.

Received October 3, 1939.

His commandments; and Who so aided
thee that thou did.t turn with thy whole
being unto Him, at a time when His
servants and handmaidens had turned
away from His Face . . . . Happy art
thou, 0 My handmaiden, and My Leaf,
and the one mentioned in My Book,
and inscribed by My Pen of Glory in
My Scrolls and Tablets . . . . Rejoice
thou, at this moment. in the most
exalted Station and the All-highest
Paradise, and the Abha Horizon, inasmuch as He Who is the Lord of
Names hath remembered thee. We bear
witness that thou didst attain unto all
good, and that God hath so exalted
thee, that all honor and glory circled
around thee."
('0 Navvib!JP He thus, in another
Tablet, addresses her, "0 Leaf that
hath sprung from My Tree, and been
:Vly companion! My glory be upon thee,
and My loving-kindness, and My
mercy that hath surpassed all beings.

We announce unto thee that which will
gladden. thine eye, and assure thy soul,
and rejOIce thme heart. Verily, thy
Lord IS the Compassionate, the AlIBountifuL God hath been and will be
pleased WIth thee, and hath singled thee
out for His own Self, and chosen thee
fn;m among His handmaidens to serve
HIm, and hath made thee the companion
of His Person in the day-time and in
the night-season. n

"Hear thou Me once again
assures her, "God is

U

He re-

well-p]e~sed with

t~ee, as ': token of His grace and a
sIgn of HIS mercy. He hath made thee
to. be HIS companion in everyone of
H,s worlds, and hath nourished thee
with His meeting and presence, so long
as HIS name, and His Remembrance
and His Kingdom, and His Empir~
shall endure. Happy is the handmaid
that hath mentioned thee, and sought
thy good-pleasure, and humbled herself before thee, and held fast unto the
cord of thy love. Woe hetide him that
demeth thy exalted station and the
things ordained for thee fro~ God, the
Lord of all names, and him that hath
turned ~way from thee, and rejected
thy statIOn hefore God, the Lord of
the mIghty throne."
"0 faithful ones !" Baha'u'llih
specifically enjoins, "Should ye visit
the resting-place of the Most Exalted
Leaf, who hath ascended unto the Glorious Companion, stand ye and say:
'Salutation and blessing and glory upon thee, 0 Holy Leaf that hath sprung
from the Divine Lote-Tree! I bear
witness that thou hast helieved in God
and in His signs, and answered His
Call, and tu:ned unto Him, and held
fast unto. HIS cord, and clung to the
hem of HIS grace, and fled thy home in
HIS path, and chosen to live as a
stran.ger out of, love for .His presence
and 10 thy longmg to serve Him. May
God have mercy upon him that draweth nigh unto thee, and remembereth
thee through the things which My Pen
h.ath voiced in this, the most great stabon. We pray God that He may forgive tiS, and forgive them that have
turned unto thee, and grant their deSl ~es, and bestow upon them, through
H!s wondrous grace, whatever be their
":'lSh. He, verily, is the Bountiful, the
(J"enerous. Praise he to God. He Who
is the Desire of all worlds; and the
Beloved of all who recognize Him."
And, finally, 'Abdu'I-BaM Himself in
one of His remarkably significant
Tablets, has borne witness not only to
the exalted station of one whose {'seed
shall inherit the Gentiles," whose Husband is the Lord of Hosts, but also to
t

the sufferings endured by her who was
His beloved mother. "As to thy question concerning the 54th chapter of
Isaiah," He writes, "This chapter refers to the Most Exalted Leaf, the
mother of 'Abdu'I-BaM. As a proof of
this it is said: 'For more are the children of the desolate, than the children
of the married wife.' Reflect upon this
statement, and then upon the following: 'And thy seed shall inherit the
Gentiles, and make the desolate cities
to be inhabited.' And truly the humiliation and reproach which she suffered
in the path of God is a fact which no
one can refute. For the calanrities and
afflictions mentioned in the whole
chapter are such afflictions which she
suffered in the path of God, all of which
she endured with patience and thanked
God therefor and praised Him, because
He had enabled her to endure afflictions
for the sake of Babi. During all this
time, the men and women (Covenantbreakers) persecuted her in an incomparable manner, while she was patient,

God-fearing, calm, humble and contented through the favor of her Lord
and by the bounty of her Creator."

vrn.

PRAYER FOR TIlE
BUILDERS OF TIlE
MASHRIQU'L-ADHKAR.
'ABDU'L-BAHA

o God! 0 God! We implore Thee
with throbbing heart and streaming
tears to aid each one who strives in the
erection of the house of the Lord wherein Thy Name is mentioned at mom
and eventide.
o Lord, send down Thy benediction
on whosoever serves this edifice and
aids in the upraising of this Temple
for the uniting of all sects and religions.
Confirm him in every good deed among
mankind; open the doors of riches and
wealth unto him; and make him an
inheritor of the treasures of the Kingdom which perish not; cause him to be
a sign of giving among the people; uphold him by the sea of Thy bounty and
generosity which forever surges with

the waves of Thy grace and favor.
Verily, Thou art the Generous, the
Bountiful, the All-Glorious!

IX_ TABLET OF VISITATION,
BAHA'U'LLAH
The praise which hath dawned from
Thy most august Self, and the glory
which hath shone forth from Thy most
effulgent Beauty, rest upon Thee, 0
Thou Who art the Manifestation of
Grandeur, and the King of Eternity,

and the Lord of all who are in heaven
and on earth! I testify that through
Thee the sovereignty of God and His
dominion, and the majesty of God and
His grandeur, were revealed, and the
Day-Stars of ancient splendor have
shed their radiance in the heaven of
Thine irrevocable decree, and the
Beauty of the U nseeo hath shone forth
above the horizon of creation. I testify,
moreover, that with but a movement of
Thy Pen Thine injunction "Be Thou"

hath been enforced, and God's hidden
Secret hath been divulged, and all
created things have been called into being, and all the Reve1ations have been
sent down.
I bear witness, moreover, that

through Thy beauty the beauty of the
Adored One hath been unveiled, and
through Thy face the face of the Desired One hath shone forth, and that
through a word from Thee Thou hast
decided between all created things, causing them who are devoted to Thee to
ascend unto the summit of glory, and
the infidels to fall in the lowest abyss.
I bear witoess that he who hath
known Thee hath known God, and he
who hath attained unto Thy presence
hath attained unto the presence of
God. Great, therefore, is the blessedness of him who hath believed in Thee,
and in Thy signs, and hath humbled
himself before Thy sovereignty, and
hath been honored with meeting Thee,
and hath attained the good pleasure of
Thy will, and circled around Thee, and
stood before Thy throne. Woe betide
him that hath transgressed against
Thee, and hath denied Thee, and repudiated Thy signs, and gainsaid Thy
sovereignty, and risen up against Thee,

and waxed proud before Thy face, and
hath disputed Thy testimonies, and fled
from Thy rule and Thy dominion, and
been numbered with the infidels whose
name have been inscribed by the fingers
of Thy behest upon Thy holy Tablets.

Waft, theo, unto me, 0 my God and
my Beloved, from the right hand of
Thy mercy and Thy loving-kindness,
the holy breaths of Thy favors, that
they may draw me away from myself
and from the world unto the courts of
Thy nearness and Thy preseoce. Potent art Thou to do what pleaseth
Thee. Thou, truly, hast been supreme
over aU things.

The remembrance of God and His
praise, and the glory of God and His
splendor, rest upon Thee, 0 Thou who
art His Beauty! I bear witness that
the eye of creation hath never gazed
upon one wronged like Thee. Thou
wast immersed all the days of Thy life
beneath an ocean of tribulations. At
one time Thou wast in chains and fet-

ters; at another Thou wast threatened
by the sword of Thine enemies. Yet,
despite all this, Thou didst enjoin upon
all men to observe what had been prescribed unto Thee by Him Who is
the All-Knowing, the All-Wise.
May my spirit be a sacrifice to the
wrongs Thou didst suffer. and my soul
be a ransom for the adversities Thou
didst sustain. I beseech God, by Thee
and by them whose faces have been
illumined with the splendors of the
light of Thy countenance. and who, for
love of Thee, have observed all whereunto they were bidden, to remove the

veils that have come in between Thee
and Thy creatures, and to supply me
with the good of this world and the
worJd to come. Thou art, in truth, the
Almighty. the Most Exalted, the AIlGlorious, the Ever-Forgiving, the Most
Compassionate.

Bless Thou, 0 Lord my God, the
Divine Lote-Tree and its leaves, and
its boughs, and its branches, and its
stems, and its offshoots, as long as Thy
most excellent titles will endure and
Thy most august attributes will last.
Protect it, then, from the mischief of
the aggressor and the hosts of tyranny.
Thou art, in truth, the Almighty, the
Most Powerful. Bless Thou, also, 0
Lord my God, Thy servants and Thy
handmaidens who have attained unto
Thee. Thou. truly, art the Ali-Bountiful, Whose grace is infioite. No God
is there save Thee, the Ever-Forgiving,
the Most ~erous.

~
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"BEFORE THE THRONE OF BAHA'U'LLAH"
Cablegram fr"", Shogbi Effrndi
(The) stupendous struggle now cnn·
vulsing (the) major part (of the) European continent (is) progressively revealing
(the) ominous features, (and) increasingly assuming (,he) proportion., (of)
(the) titanic upheaval foreshadowed
seveuty years ago (by the) prophetic peo
(of) Bah"u'll.h. (The) disruptive force.
associated (with) humanity', world-shaking ordeal (are) closely interrelated (wi,h
the) constructive potentialities inherent
(in the) American believers' Divinely-ordained Plan. Both (are) directly hastening (the) emergeuce (of the) spiritual
Wodd Order stirring (in the) womb (of
a) travailing age. (I) entreat (the)
American Bah2:~i Community, whatever
(the) immediate or distant repercussions
(of the) present turmoil on their own

continent, however violent its impact
(upon the) World Center (of) their
Faith, (to) pledge themselves anew, hefore (the) Throne (of) Bahi'u'llih, (to)
discharge, with unswerving aim, unfailing courage, invincible vigor, exemplary
fidelity (and) ever-deepening consecra~
tion, (the) dual responsibility solemnly
undertaken under (the) Seven Year Plan.
(I) implore them (to) accelerate (their)
efforts, increase (their) vigilance, deepen
(their) unity, multiply (their) heroic
feats, maintain (their) distant outposts
(in the) teaching field (of) Latin America, (and) expedite (the) termination (of
the) last stage (in the) ornamentation
(of the) Temple. (I am) praying continually (with) redoubled fervor.
Received June 13, 1940.

"CONTINUOUS CONSECRATION"
Letter from Shogbi Effendi
Dear and valued co-workers:
To these words, written on my behalf,
and i'n answer to- your particular questions
relating to the administrative issues that
confront you in these days, I wish to add
my own tribute to the magnificent manner in which you face the problems, both
spiritual and administrative, which the
expansion of the Faith is continually raising, and to the way in which you resolve
them, explain their nature, and derlve
fresh strength from your experience of

anyone of them. The text of the annual
reports, demonstrates this fact, and establishes for 311 time the high standard
according to which 'the administrative
machinery of the Faith is functioning,
developmg and consolidating itself under
your able and energetic direction. As the
administrative processes expand, as their
operation steadily improves, as their necessity is more fully and strikingly demonstrated, and their beneficent influence correspondingly grows more apparent and

July, 1940
evident, .50 will the blessings, the strength
and guidance bestowed by Him Who animates and directs these processes be more
abundantly vouchsafed to those who. have
been called upon to utilize them, in this
age, for the execution of God's Purpose
and for the ultimate redemption of a sore~
stricken travailing humani.ty. Many will
be the setbacks, the shocks and the disturbances, which the commotions of a
convulsive age must produce, yet no force,
however violent and world-wide! in its
range and catastrophic in its immediate
consequences, can either halt these processes or deflect their appointed course.
How great, thou, the privilege, and how
staggering the responsibility, of those who
are destined to guard over tbem and to
bring them eventually to full fruition.
Nothing short of utter, of continuous
consecration to His Will and Purpose Can
enable them to fuUill their high destiny.
Haifa, May 15, 1940.

BAHA'IS AND MILITARY
SERVICE
The further .pread of the area of hostilities, involving now the Baha'i.s of so
many countries, including Canada, makes
it imperative for the believers to understand tbe principles which control the relation of Baha'is to military duty. The
National Spiritual Assembly therefore
summarizes the different points at issue
for the informa'tion of aU Bahi'is.
1. Baha'is are obedient to tbeir government. The Baha'i teachings do not
sanction any principle of pacifism under
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which, for the sake of individual conscience, citizens claim the right to repu-

basis on which formal petition might be
made for exemption of Baha'is from com-

diate their obligation for military service
when required.
2. Baha'is, however, belonging as they
do to a Faith whose essential purpose is to
manifest the oneness of mankind and establish world order, are by their Teachings
required to apply for exemption f.rom
combattant service whenever such exemption is legally provided by their government in time of war. Whenever possible
the military duty of Baha'IS is to be ren-

ba ttant service in view of the nature of

dered through fields not involving the act
of killing.
1. Such exemption is granted under
statutes enacted in connection with the
actuaJ state of war and cannot be obtained before the state of war exists.
4. This exemption, for Baha'is, is
claimed £0£ them by their administrative

bodies and is not sought by the individual
believer for himself. Until there is a draft
act, or the enactment of compulsory

military duty, the conditions under which
exemption can be officially granted do not
exist.
5. In the case of the United States
and Canadian governments, the National

Spiritual Assembly some years ago filed a
statement on the Bahi'i Teachings concerning international peace, to provide a

their Faith. Since September, 1939. local
Assemblies of Canada have petitioned for
exemption of Bahi'Js on the basis of that

statement filed by the N. S. A. The reply
made has been to the effect that Canada
has not yet adopted compulsory service.
hence exemption is not necessary.
6. Military service may be voluntary
as well as compulsory. The principle laid
down by the Guardian controlling voluntary enlistment is found in the following
excerpt from his letter to the National
Assembly of the British Isles as reprinted
in Baha'I News for January, 1940: ~'There
are many other avenues through which
the believers can assist in times of war by
enlisting in services of a non-combattant
nature-services that do not involve the

direct shedding of blood-such as ambu·
lance work, anti-air raid precaution service, office and administrative works, and
it is for such types of national service that

they should volunteer.
"It is immaterial whether such activities would still expose them to dangers,
either at home or in the front, since their
desire is not to protect their lives, but to
desist from any acts of wilful murder."
N AnON AL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

"THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY MUST, AS ONE MAN,
ARISE TO FULFILL THEM"
Beloved Friends:
The American Baha'is have come to the
hour of their most glorious destiny. While
others see only the manifestations of violence ruining the old civilization, the fol-

lowers of Bah:i'u'll'h behold the signs of
regeneration and reformation of the human world. Their faith assures them that
nothing can prevail except the Divine decree. Their spiritual knowledge embraces
the understanding of current world events

interpreted by 'Abdu'l-Bah' and the
Guardian in countless passages and texts.
Now we must translate this unshakable
faith into such vigorous teaching efforts

human policies, and in the immortality of
the soul above all instruments of destruction which hate and ignorance can devise. It is that universal faith which we
are to demonstrate in this hour for a humanity fallen prey to the false gods of
national, racial and se<;tarian prejudice.
This universal faith is not a philosophy
but an inner experience. Without this inner experience the most learned of men is
impotent. while as the Guardian has assured us, the simplest of men, imbued
with true faith, can move the hearts of a
multitude. Unlike former religions, the
faith of the Bah:i~1 can mature in spiritual

that thousand, will hasten to drink the

know ledge given by the teachings, and be

cup and join our ranks.
A deeper zeal for teaching, me National Spiritual Assembly is convinced,
constitutes the essence of the Baha'i life
in this hour. The very life of the spirit is
nothing else but a continuous: testimony
to the Victory which Bahi'u'Uah manifested in the power of the Greatest N arne t
Bahi'i faith is no. mere creed-its basis is:
complete conviction that the oneness of
mankind is now being established upon the
earth. Bah:i'1s believe in the superiority
of the power of God over all other forces,

perfectly demonstrated through the unity
of the new social order which Bah:i'u'IHh

and the fulfillment of His policy over all

has established.
Therefore it is the plea of the National
Assembly that the American Baha'IS arise
in active teaching service. "It is . . . to
the teaching requirements of the Seven
Year Plan that the community of the
American believers must henceforth direct their careful and sustained attention.
The entire community must, as one man,
arise to fulfill them. To teach the Cause
of God, to proclaim its truths, to defend
its interests, to demonstrate, by words as

wen as by deeds, its indispensability, its
potency, and universality, should at no
time be regarded as the exclusive concern
or sole pz.:ivilege of Baha'I administrative
institutions, be they Assemblies or committees. AU must panidpate, however
humble their origin, however limited
their experience, however restricted their
means. however deficient their education,
however pressing their cares and preoccupations, however unfavorable the environment in which they live. ~Gr:J/ Baha'u'll'h, Himself, has unmistakably re-

vealed, 'hath prescriber! unto "'ery ane
the duty of teflching Hil Came.' ~S4y/
He further has written, fTeach ye the
Cause of God, a people of n.b.i, foo God
htlS prescriber! unto every one tbe duty of
proclaiming His Message, and regtlTdeth it
as lbe most meritooious of all Jeer!,:"
(The Advent of Divine Justice, pp. 37,
38)
The more desperate the condition of the
world. the more penetrating is His Word.
The more incapable men become of solving their problems, the more convincing is

the new World Order of B.ha'u'llah. Let
it be the first concern of ea<;h believer~ to
seize this Divine opportunity to teach.
Let it be the first concern of each Assembly and each committee, to inspire,
prepare. reinforcet assist and consolidate
a vastly enlarged teaching acti.vity.
Who, of those we know, are prepared
for the Message? What fireside meetings
can be held? What more potent public
meetings arranged? Which teaching literature is best adapted for this person or
that group? Is our community Conse~
crated to continuous study of the Teachings? Are we using our opportunities for
publicity and radio? These are the questions we should be raising at this time,
leaving behind as much as possible all
those minor issues of personality which
consume time and strength without ad~
vancing the essential interests of the
Faith. Those who are consecrated to
teaching effort enter the world of the
spirit where higher laws protect us from
our negative self.
~(The field is indeed so inunense, the
period so critical, the Cause so great, the
workers so few, the time so short, the
privilege so priceless, that no follower of

the Faith of Baha'u'llah, worthy to bear
His name, can afford a momenes hesitation. That God-born Force, irresistible in
its sweeping power, incalculable in its
potency, unpredictable in its course, mysterious in its workings, and awe-inspiring
in its manifestations-a Force which, as
the Boib has written, 'vibrates within the

innermolt being of all created things,'
and which, according to Bahi'u~llah, has
through its fvibrating influence,' 'upset the

equilibrium 0/ lbe WlYTIt! and revolutianized its ordered life/-such a Force, acting
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even as a two-edged sword, is, under our
very eyes, sundering, on the one hand, the
age-old ties which for centuries have held
together the fabric of civilized society,
and is unloosing, on the other, the bonds
that still fetter the infant and as yet unemancipat<d Faith of Baha'u'IHh. The undreamt-of opportunities offered through
the operation of this Force,-the American believers must now rise, and fully
and couraj;<OUsly exploit them. 'Tbe holy
realities of the Canrourse 00 big b,' writes
'Abdu~l-Baha, fye-4TH, in this Ja.y, in the

Mosl Exalted PMoJise, to return unlo lhis
world, so thai lbey may be aiaea to renaer some service 10 the threshold of tbe
AbhrJ HeMY, and arise to Jemanstrate
tbe" servituae to Hi, sacrea Thr"hoId.'''
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

COMMUNICATION FROM
TIlE GUARDIAN
For the information of the believers,
the National Assembly cites the following
passages from a letter written by the
Guardian, through his secretary, dated
April 15, 194 O.
uIn the matter of the use and distribution of prayer beads, in this and other
rna tters of secondary importance he does
not wish that any hard and fast rules be
set up. The believers should not be required to use prayer beads, nor should they
be prevented from doing so, as the Teachings do not contain any specific instruction on the subject."
ul'he letter received by the Vancouver
Assembly from the Department of N ationa! Defence acknowledging their letter
on the subject of the exemption of Baha'is
from combattant military duty has been
read with gratification by the Guardian
who, indeed, welcomes this action as yet
another step forward in the consolidation
and recognition of the admini.strative inThe Monuments Marking the Resting-Places of the Purest Branch and of the
Mother of fAbdu'l-Bahi
stitutions of tbe Faith:"
"Regarding the question of Baha'i
membership in secret fraternal organiza- similarly summarized in Baha'i News of tutions.
5. How often . . . have the lowliest
tions: he thinks that for the present this November, 1919.
1. Superb and irresistible as is the adherents . . . been capable of winning
matter should be left to the discretion of
the friends, and that no. statement on the beauty of the Fint Mas)uiqu'l-Adhkir of victories for their Cause.
6. The field . . . so immense, the
subject, defining in a rigid and uniform the West • . . itshould be regarded . . .
way their attitude towards such bodies, as no more than an instrument for the period. so critical, the Ca.use so great, the
more effective propagation of the Cause workers 50 few) the time so short,. the
would be necessary."
privilege so priceless, that no follower
2. In this respect it should be viewed . • . can afford a moment's hesitation.
THE TEACHING REQUIRE.
in the same light as the administrative in7. So precious an opportunity. . .
MENTS OF THE SEVEN
stitutions of the Faith which are designed may never again recur. Now is the time,
YEAR PLAN
as vehicles for the proper dissemination of the appointed time, for the American believers • . . to proclaim, through the
The Guardian's exposition of this sub- its ideals, its tenets. and its verities.
ject in Tbe Advent of Divine !,,!tice (pp.
1. It is . . • to the teaching require- agencies and channels of a specially de37-48) is summarized here in order to ments of the Seven Y car Plan that the signed Administrative Order, their capaclend supreme emphasis to the subject of community . . . must henceforth direct ity and readiness to rescue a fallen and
sore-tried generation.
teaching, which the National Assembly their careful and sustained attention.
wishes to make paramount this year. The
4. To teach . . . should at no time be
8. The teaching campaign . . . acfriends will recall that the Guardian's regarded as the exclusive concern or sole quires . . . an importance . . . that can
references to Inter-America teaching were privilege of Baha'i administrative insti- not be overestimated.
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9. Launched . . . through the creative energies released by the Will of
~Abdu~J-Bahi . . . it must . . . be carried out in conformity with certain principles.
10. Those who participate • . . must
. . • thoroughly familiarize themselves
with the . . . history and teachings . . .
study . . . the literature . . . delve into
its teachings, assimilate its laws and principles, ponder its admonitions, tenets and
purposes, commit to memory certain of its
exhortations and prayers, master the essentials of its administra tion . . . keep
abreast of its cu.r.rent affairs.
11. They must . . . obtain . . . a
sound knowledge ..• of "Hm.
12. They must, whenever they cootemplate any specific mission in the countries of La tin America . . • acquire a
certain proficiency in the languages . • •
of those countries.
13. No participator of this interAmerican campaign must feel that the
initiative .•. must rest solely with those
agencies, whether Assemblies or committees, whose • . . concern is • • • this
vital objective.
14. It is the bounden duty of ev.ty
American believer . . • to initiate, promote and consolidate, within the limits
fixed by the administrative princip1es
. . • any activity he or she deems fit to
undertake.
15. Neither should the threatening
world situation, nor . . . lack of material resources, of mental equipment, of
know1edge, or of experience • . . deter
any prospective pjoneer teacher.
16. Having on his own initiative . . .
.resolved to arise • . . let him carefully
consider every avenue of approach • . .
survey the possibilities .•• devise such
methods as association with clubs . . . or
participation in social, cultura1, humanitarian 1 charitable 1 and educational organizations.
17. Let him .•• preserve its digni.ty,
and sution •.• safeguard the integrity
of its laws and principles . • • decide
. . . the suitability of either the direct or
indirect method of teaching.
18. Let him • . • shower . . • kindness upon the seeker ••. refrain at the
outset from insisting on such laws and
observances as might impose too severe a
strain . . . Let him, as soon as that stage
(maturity of faith) has been attained,
introduce him to the body of his feUowbelievers, and seek . . • to enable him to
contribute his share to the enrichment of
its (the Baha'i community',) life.
19. Let every participator • . . bear
in mind the necessity of keeping in dose
and constant touch with those responsible
agencies designed to direct, coordinate,
and facilitate the teaching activities of the
entire community.

Sbrine of Greatest Holy Leaf at Top of Steps; Shrine. of tbe Pure.t Branch and 01
the Mother 01 'Abdu'l-Bahi at Right

20. They .. _ should, through constant interchange of ideas, through letters,
circulars, reports, bulletins... insure
the smooth and speedy functioning of the
teaching machinery of their Administrative Order.
21.. U ppn every participator . • . rests
the spiritual obligation to make of the
mandate of teaching ..• the all~pervad
ing concern of his life.
22. If he be member of any Spiritual
Assembly I.t him encourage his Assembly
to consecrate a certain part of its time
• . . to . . . consideration of such ways
and means as may foster the campaign of
teaching.
23. If be attends his summer school
. . . let him consider such an occasion as
a . • . precious opportunity ..• to enrich . . . his knowledge.

24. Let him . . . se.k . . . through
inter-community visits to stimulate the
zeal for teaching.
25. Let anyone who feels the urge
· .. direct in particular the attention
· •. of the Negro, the Indian, the Eskimo, and Jewish races to his Faith.
26. Let those •.. holding administrative positions . • . bear in mind the
vital and urgent necessity of insuring
· .• the formation • . . of groups ••.
and enable these . . . nuclei to evolve
· . . into properly functioning . . . Assemblies.
27. To implant ..• the banner of
Bahi'u'Uih in the heart of these virgin
territories, to erect the structural basis of
His Administrative Order in their cities
and YiI1ages . . • constitute . • • the
first and most significant step.

TRANSLATION OF THE TABLET
OF "THE EPISTLE TO THE
SON OF THE WOLF"
In the June issue of BaIxi'i News, a

CONCERNING TIlE POSITION
OF AMERICA IN THE
WORLD WAR
With the Guardian's consent, the Na-

cablegram from the Guardian was published which announced tha t he was sending the first part of his translation of

tional Assembly publishes an excerpt from
the letter written by him to Miss Juliet
Thompson on November 21, 1940. In
giving permission, the Guardian informed
the Assembly that "it should be published
only fo[' the information of the friends,
and does not imply any collective action
to be taken by them."
"With regard to your question concern.
ing the future position of America in the
coming world war: it would be certainly
premature to make any definite forecast
at the present time, and the imp['ession *
that the Guardian meant that America
would b. necessarily drawn into the field
of hostilities is also not correct. One
thing, however, is absolutely certain, and
which the Guardian himself has more than
once emphasized, namely that nothing
short of a full assumption by America of
the grievous burdens, responsibilities and
duties that naturally fall upon h.r as one

-----

Epistle To the Son of the Wolf.
This was received in a letter dated May
7, 1940, with the following comment:
"A careful comparison of this new translation of the Guardian with that of Mrs,
Chanler's dearly reveals how inadequate
and misleading the latter is both from the
point of view of accuracy and of faithfulness. It further shows how unconscientious Ahmad Sohrab has been in comparing that old translation with the original Persian and Arabic text of the Tablet.
His description in the preface of the book
of Mrs. Chanler's rendering as "accurate'
and 'faithful' is altogether untrue, as not
only her translation abounds with mistakes, but also reveals many important
omissions. The term "Fear of God' has
apparently been deliberately changed in
some cases into tLove of God' towards the
end of the book, as the French version
which she translated proves (it)."

imp.re~sion

that the last se<:tion of The
Divine lustier m(',ilRS thn Ameriu wiD
ipuVit/Jbl-y enter the war,
"" The

AJ%~nl of
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of the leading nations of the world can
enable her to fulfil the high political mission whir;h she has been called upon to
play in the future political and social reconstruction of mankind. The destiny of
America. is inseparably bound up with
that of the rest of the world, and it would
be impossible therefore to conceive of her
taking, in the long run, a purely passive
attitude in regard to political and social
developments that transpire in and agitate
the remaining four continents of the

globe."

INTER·AMERICA TEACHING
Among the important items of current
news:
A Spanish edition of the excerpts from

the Master'. Will and Testament has been
pub!;.hed by the American Baha'i Pub·
lishing Committee from the translation
made by Mrs. Frances B. Stewart, the title
being "La Ultima Yo/un tad Y Testamento De rAbdu.'I_Bahd." Copies can be
obtained for 2 0 cents.
Work is being hastened as rapidly as
possible on the printing of the following Spanish translations: Dr. Esslemont's

BaW'u'lldb !mil tbe New Era, &nne
Answered Que>tions, Tbe Wisdom of
'Abdu'I-B4bd. When these books are
ready, no time will be lost in getting
copies to the pioneer teachers and groups.
Cub., Mr. and Mrs. Phi~p Marangella
have reported the confirmation of four
Baru.'1& in Havana. This makes a strong
group for development of a Spiritual Assembly. The address for correspondence
is uncertain at this time, on account of a
cyphoid epidemic which has apparently
compelled Mr. and Mrs. Marangell. to
seek residence in another quarter of the
city. The arrangement for extending Mr.

Marangella's stay in Cuba for tbree
montlu after July 15 had just been made
when he advised by cable of the need for
change of residence. The new Baha'is are:
Mr. Jack Zoller, Mr. Eugenio Gines, Mr.

Detail of Monuments Erected by the Guardian to Commemorate the Purest Branch
aDd the Mother of 'Abdu'l·Baha
nosa and all the other friends were very
friendly and explained to me the future
plans they had for developing the Faith.
"Tegucigulpa i. a town of about 45,000
inhabitants, the only capital in the world
without railway connection, the main

Domingo S3ntos del Rio, and Mr. Perfecto

transportation facilities being trucks but

Perez Toledo.

mostly ox-carts. The town is small, colonial style, mostly one and two story buildings and some of the streets are still not

Hcmauras; The following excerpts
from reports prepared by Mr. Antonio
Roca after his return give tbe salient features of this pioneer's accomplishments.
"I left Milwaukee September 2}, 1939
by automobile via Laredo, Texas, arriving
in Monterey, passing Mexican border September 27th. I immediately started giving

the Message con <acting people who I had
contacted on my previous trip to Mexico.

I reached Mexico Cicy on September 28th,
1939 at 9 P.M.
uO n the 29th of September I visited
Mr. Espinosa and had a real treat and surprise to find a beautiful four room Center
and was very happy to see that the Bahi'i
Cause in Mexico had made such a great
progress in such a short time. Mr. Espi-

paved. In the main Plaza there stands the
great 'Colonial Time Cathedral' which my
ancestors had given to the Central Amer-

ican Republics. I Was overjoyed to be the
chosen one to be able to give the message
to th"". people so vecy much needed in
this 20th century.
"Well prepared and fortified with an
overflow of the spirit, I went to the newspapers, <EI-Crosnista~ and tLa Epoca,' the
only two there. They printed an article
on my arrival and on the principles of the
Faith, and extended a welcome to me and
wished that my visit to their city would
be pleasant, which is customary in that
country.

"I first contacted the Spani.h people,
h.a ving to take my meals in a Spanish Restaurant and had a room in the Hotel Honduras. People showed an astonishing and
surprising attitude that a born Spaniard
would dare to come into a country where
tbe Catho~c Religion had ruled for 400
years, and was still extremely strong and
teach such a Message as I had. But, nevertheless, with the Great Power of Baha'u'llah was able to travel all over the city
and teach the Cause without any inter-

ference. After being there about ten days
contacted the president of a Spiritual Society, 'Nuevo Oriente/ a Mr. Gonzale~
and he gave me addresses of those who he
felt might be interested in the Cause. I
was quite elated, they having sent three
delegates to greet me on my arrival, and

felt that perhaps here was a group who
would become the Center for a group of
seekers. They came three times to my
room, that is as a group, and asked ques-

tion •. They believed that what we taught
was true, but it would be unable for them
to carry on their commercial methods
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which they had been using with ,heir
society. They recognized that the •Book
of Certitude' could only have been revealed by a Prophet of God and I continually pray that B,h:i'u'lLih will nurture those seeds and that they may even-

tually bear fruit. Some of the people I
talked to had been censured by the Govemment and they were afraid to come to
the meetings. There were many Theosophists, Rosecrucians and Masons. and
after hearing of the Message would ask for

bigger books, not just pamphlets. None
of the people I contacted made any effort
to put at my disposal facilities where I
could teach and some even said that I was
teaching Anti-Christ. I visited people at

their places of business and homes and
they would promise that they would come
to my room for classes but never showed
up. The entire clothing business was controlled by Palestinians from Bethlehem.
After being there a short time every one
seemed to know the word 'Baha'i' and it
was discussed by many people among
themselves and some of tbem would call
me into their stores and ask me what I
had. These people from Bethlehem after
finding out that we were proclaiming the
New Manifestation, they being Orthodox
believers, were prone to deny and even
laugh at the Cause and they were very
antagonistic. There were many hours and
days when I felt that my efforts would be
a complete failure and that it would be
impossible to establish the F ,;th in such a
small town where every one knew every
one else and particularly in business, and
all business being controlled by different
colonies, Gennan, Spanish, Arabians. The
natives are either very rich or very poor,
being 50% Indian or Indian descent. In
less than three months many hundreds of
people heard about Bah:l'u'lI.h and His
teachings. It was about two months after
being there that I contacted the first believer, a famous writer and poetess, Mrs.
Angela Ochoa Velasquez, and she was the
instrument in bringing the rest of the believers. A group came to my hotel room
to study and 7 of tbem declared themselves, three of them dropping out again
when they realized the great purity of tbe
Cause. It was then necessary to start all
over again looking for new souls who
would see tbe Light. Realizing that an
Assembly should be established in Central America we all made an extra effort
to contact souls who had already shown
an interest in the Cause. When they realized that they would be the first to establish such a group and knowing that it
would be necessary to register with the
Government they feared it and we were
unable to accomplish forming such an
Assembly.. But we were able to again contact three souls who became real believers.
'~On March 10th we were privileged to

BaM'l Youth at 1940 Convention. View Taken on Roor of Hotel Orrington,
Evanston. Ill.
meet at the Airport, Mrs. Local Schotlocher who stayed with us three days and
helped us tremendously with our teaching
work. She gave three lectures at the Hotel
Asia, the attendance being 22, 35, 20.
Everyone hearing her was so pleased and
enthusiastic, some of them later attending
our classes, but as yet not confirmed.
"I am happy to report seven steadfast
believers, who have attended dasses for
over three months,· two or three times a
week, and we feel that they will carryon
with some little help. I left with them the
necessary books and pamphlets sent to me
by the National Publishing Committee.
They all need our pta yees for their spiri tual growth and steadfastness. They promised earnestly to strive to establish an
Assembly and Centre in Tegucigulpa.
uTh.e greatest hindrance of all my
teaching work was the lack of translations
of Raha'i books~ such as the New Era,
Some Answerea Questions, and PTocedur~.
"I estimate that over 2,000 people heard
the Message of Baha'u'Uih in Teguci-

gulpa.

JamaiclI: Mr. and Mrs. John Shaw,
"The memorial meeting for Mrs. Max.
well was held with reading from the Hidden Words and prayer book, and I also
spoke of her service to the Cause of
Baha.'u'l1ah and sacrificing her life in His
Cause.. It was indeed a very spiritual
meeting/'-Rosa L. Shaw.
Hlliti: Mrs. Ruth Blackwell, "r ha.ve no
memorial service to report except that I
had a prayer for Mrs. Maxwell moi-mem~.
She was the sacrifice for this work."
Dominican R~public: Miss Margaret
Lentz, "There is nothing to report except
that I read for myself the cables and reports and recited the prayers for the De-,
parted. Maria Teresa did the same, as I
had sent her copies and given her the hour
that was indicated for the memorial gatherings."
El Salvador: Clarence Iverson, John
Eichenauer, Jr., '~ . . • on Friday evening,
April 26th, we held our memorial meetmg. We began at 7 so as to be the same
time the Convention held theirs. We read

All the Government employes

the Victory Tablet first, the N. S. A.'.

were very cordial to me personally and
gave me full freedom of expressing the
purpose and greatness of the New World
Order."
The following pioneers report on May
Maxwell's Memorial Services:
Cast4 Rico: Mrs. Amalia Ford and Mrs.
Gayle Woolson, UWe started our Baha'i
study class on Friday, April26~ the same
evening that we, as well as Baha'is the
world overt observed the memorial meeting for May Maxwell. At our first meeting there were four Costa Ricans present:
Senora Amenida de Castillo, Senorita
Marta Guerra, Senor Edgar Saenz Bleu,
Senor Jose J. Unoa. The person who has
been most cooperative with us, Senor Julian Castillo, was not able to be present at
that meeting •.• :~

letter, with the Guardian's cables about
her station, me cable Ruhiyyih sent us
'Loving Gratitude Lorol Clarence Yourself' which she sent us March 16th when
Lorol was here, pg. 279 of P. and M. and
Teaching report of Mrs. Maxwell of
Baha'i News No. 48, Feb., 1932. At 8 :00
P.M., Mr. ltiliguel Angel Canales, one of
our students joined us :and we held aflother meeting at the time specified in the
N. s.. A.'s letter. We read the N. S. A.'s
letter again. 140, 34f, 169-171 from
Gleanings, and 2f4 from P • .& M."
The first Baha'i baby born in South
America, is Anthony Roy Worley, in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, March 29, 19'40. The
Chainnan of the Inter-American Committee presented an engraved cup to our
first pioneer baby.
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Gerrard stuter reports that there are
twenty -one believers in Guatemala and he
is now in San Salvador visiting Clarence
and Johnny on his way to Honduras to
take Antonio Roca's place who has returned to the United States.
Mrs. Stewart is doing excellent work in
Mexico City, first stop in her year's teaching journey. She proceeds next. to EI

Salvador.
Quote, part of a letter from John Eich-
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people we meet at school, at dances, of
the Faith and give pamphlets. About two
weeks or so ago we held a meeting suggested by the National Youth Committee, an International evening, attended by
about 28 young people. I presented some
ideas about youth's responsibility today
and we had a nice discussion and Clarence furnished accordian music, and we
served refreshments; we held it in a near-

by college."

enauer, Jr. '~Another letter I received was

Under the title of "Ambassadors of

from Dorothy Can,dale, 3 Bahn youth of
London, England, secretary of the assembIy' dated March 5th. I had told her of
my activities here and she wrote of their
work, especially in the north of England,

Peace and Brotherhood," the following

and of the darkened streets, sandbagged

buildings. Also, Antoinette Bolton, a
Baha'i youth of Sidney, Australia, whose
parents I met last year at Geyserville, in a
lettet" dated February 21, wrote us of
their summer school Jan. 6 to 21. Sixty
in attendance.
"In our activities here. Clarence and
I have been doing more individual work
as Lorol advised us to forget about the
fonner group of persons whom I thought
were really interested and work with the
ones she met. Through one of these, Ana
Rosa Ochoa, we met Mr. F.rancisco Gavi-

dia, a well educated Indian who studied in
Paris, a historian, author, school teacher,
whose complete works the Government is
publishing. He has invented a Universal
Language called 'Salvador,' about which
he gave us a book and he gave us another

about philosophy. We talked of Esperanto
and other principles of the Faith and left
BtIbJ'u'llah and the New Era with him.
Miss Ochoa also introduced us to Mercedes Maiti, another Indian lady who is
interested in the Faith and has charge of
two pages devoted to education each week
in the same paper, ILa Prensa Granca,' and
who wants to help us find a group of
young people to give the message to. Miss
Ochoa has read The Iqdn in Spanish and
i. reading BnbJ'u'/lah and the New Era;
she recently wrote an article about us
tEmbassadors of Peace and Fraternity;
three copies of which I enclose for the
Publicity Committee Press Book. Also
through her, we met Salarrue, who Lorol
also talked to, an artist, painter, author,
well known in Central America and possibly to a certain extent in South America
and he showed us a painting of his published in aU. S. magazine. Many of his
books have been published and he gave u.s
his latest, 'Eso y Mas' (That and More:).
He speaks English and we have given him
Baha'i Teaching, on U. P., G. of N. W.
O. and B. N. E., and a compilation of
Lorol's on U. W. C.; he said he has been
a Baha'i for a long time when we told him
the principles and is sincerely interested.
Then, too, we teU as always different

article appeared on Friday, April 19,
1940, in La Pr~ma Grafica, San Salvador.
Some months ago there arrived in El
Salvador, two emissaries of the Baha'i
Faith, that is to say, ambassadors of a
fai.th which we are not to believe concerns aged philosophers of alien tongues,
attired in long tunics with heads enwrapped in turbans; neither is their Cause
to be considered as a new religion. Rather
is it a synthesis of all the good sought
after by the religions.
John Eichenauer and Clarence Iverson
are simply two youthful ambassadors of
Peace and Brotherhood, convinced that,
in a not too distant day, men, wearied of
rending each other to pieces, will arrive
at the conclus.ion that mankind is ·none
other than the integration of one great
family, the members of which ought not
to conceive of themselves as citizens of
ODe country only-but also of the world.
That is to say, there will come a day in
which aU men, after cruel wars, will be
horrified to contemplate, from the height
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of a new ideal, the pestilential ruins of a
corrupt civilization which went down before the assault of cannon and machinegun.
From those horrors there will arise, according to the faith of the Baha'is, the
new era of peace and fraternity, the principles of which are the breaths of life
from the Holy Spirit that creates men
anew.
If we do not believe in the (ultimate)
realization of this nohle cause inasmuch
as it is far too noble for this epoch of
cannibalism, we appreciate at the least the
sincerity and purity of the ideals sustaining these two youths of twenty years
-which is, of itself, something rare at
this hour when humanity suffers the react ion of all pass.ions.

-By ANA ROSA
(Translation by H. P. B.)

RACE UNITY
NConsorl with all the people with love
.". fragrance. Fellowship is the source of
order in the world. Blessed are they who
are kind and serve' with love."

-Baha'u'llah.
A small but important minority group
to whom the Baha'i Teaching' waI be
spread in the future are the Eskimos,
'Abdu'l-Bahi has written, UDispatch ye
teachers to Greenland and the home of the
Eskimos . . . God willing, the call of tbe
Kingdom may reach the ears of the Eskimos ... Should you display an effort, so
that the fragrances of God may he dif-
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fused among the Eskimos, its effect will
be very great and far-reaching. u
How much do you know about the
Eskimos? Here are a few facts to arouse
your interest 50 that you will want to read
further about these northern brethren of
ours:. There are estimated to be about
30,000 Eskimos in the world today. These
Eskimos inhabit the Arctic regions extending from the Bering Straits over the
northern coast of America and its groups
of Arctic islands to the east coast of
Greenland. Anthropologists do not agree
as to the origin of the Eskimos, but the
greater number today accept the view
that the Eskimos are merely one kind of

North American Indian, both in blood
and language.
The living conditions of these people
are very simple. Seal is their staple winter
food and their most valuable resource supplying them with dog food, clothing,
boats, tents) harpoonlines, light, and heat.
The walrus, narwhal, whale, bear, and to
:a smaller extent the deer, fox, and hare,
also afford important supplies. Thousands
of birds are stored for winter use. In
summer caribou are hun ted, the skins of
which furnish the clothing for the next
winter.
Dwellings are of two kinds; tents for
summer use and houses or huts for winter use. The tents ace made of sealskin.
The igloos or winter houses are varied in
structure among the different groups.
Usually they are built of stems chinked
and covered with moss and banked up
with snow. Many of the western and

Laborador Eskimos, however, build their
houses chiefly of wood.
The Eskimo family sometimes consists
of from 40 to 60 people. Voluntary members who are blind, crippled or ill are
taken into the household. The head of the
family is proud of these, for by supporting
them he proves that he is a capable breadwinner. The Eskimos are known for their
great generosity and hospitality. They are
friendly to strangers. On the whole the
Eskimos are a happy people who are
naturally fond of song and music. We are
told that they laugh as much in a month
as ordinary civilized people do in a year.
In the societal life of the Eskimo.s public opinion is a strong force. There are
no chiefs, soldiers, police or prisons, and
there are practically only two punishments: the disapproval of the community
and death.
If you will read anyone of the following books, you will learn a great many
more facts about the Eskimos told in delightful fashion by these various authors:
D#ylight Moan by Elizabeth Chabot
Forrest, Frederick A. Stokes Co" N. Y.,
1937.
Eskimo Year by George Miksch Sutton,
The Macmillan Co., N. Y., 1934.
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RACE UNITY COMMITrEE.

BAHA'i CHILDREN AND THE
CALENDAR
"Thank tho" God th#1 thou hasl
stepped into the arena of existence in luch
• blessed Age and hasl opened el11'5 and
eyes in such II Day of Promise."
-Baha'i Scripture, 850.
Let us look at the Baha~l Calendar in
relation to our children. What significance does it have for them?
Before attempting to answer this question, we must first consider what is the
child's idea of time. A very young child
has no time concept at all. Gradually he
begins to learn through concrete experiences that the time of activity is called
day-time and the time of inactivity (that
is when he is asleep) is called night-time.
Light and dark are not always associated
with day and night for him. Frequently a
small boy or girl upon awaking from his
afternoon nap thinks that a new day has
begun. All during the pre-school years
there is much confusion in his under·
standing of this matter. Finally the day
becomes associated with the light-giving
sun (Why can~t we have the sun all the
time? a small girl asks, concluding that
then there would be only day and activi.ty) and the night becomes associated
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with the darkness and also with the mOon
and the stars if the child~s attention is
drawn to the contents of the night sky.
But even after this simplest division of
time is clarified for him, the pre-school
child is still confused about yesterday;
today and tomorrow. Remarks such as,
"Mother brought me new shoes tomorrow," (meaning yesterday) or '~I will
drink all my milk yesterday'~ (meaning
tomorrow) are very common during this
period. From a child's point-of-view a
minute is a very small amount of time; an
hour a very great amount of time, while
a day is endless.
When a child talks about time his concept is of something concrete exactly as
though he were speaking of a piece of
cake or an apple. A child once covered a
sheet of paper with his scribblings and
called it, "a piece of the day.'~ Children
know that somehow clocks and watches
are used for telling time but their concept is not that of a mature person. For
example when Mary's mother told her she
might get up at three o'clock and showed
Mary just where the two hands of the
clock would be at that time, Mary age
five, a few minutes later set the hands in
that position and innocently insisted that
it was three o'clock.
However the child whose day is well
planned and run on schedule will understand the division of time more quickly
than one whose day is irregularly spent.
The same is true of the days in the week.
After the bours, days and weeks are fairly
well understood the child will then be
ready to understand months and here ls
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where the Bah ... 'i Calendar can be introduced to advantage.
There are two special appeals that trus
calendar will make to the child if his
parents will use them. One is the fact
that a child likes to ha ...·e names for every
and anything. True the months of our
current civil calendar do have names but
they ace not the attractive and understandable names such as the Baha'i months
have. Secondly, the child delights in celebrations. Each name on the Baha'i Calendar such as Glory, Light, and Splendor
and others suggest a celebration. Take
for example, the month of Rahmat (translated MerCYJ though Kindness is more
wi. thin the experience of the child); this
month, the child or children in a Baha'i
family could celebrate by being especially
kind to his family, his friends; his pets;
yes and even his garden (we remember
that 'Abdu'I-Baha used to speak to the
flowers) in 50 far that he will not neglect
its care. Now he goes on to the month of
Kalimat (words). This he will celebrate
by giving especial attention to the words
he uses. They will be kind, comforting
and full of praise for others; and so on
through the year.
Just as the child on a regular schedule,
around the clock, through the day, develops into a srronger, sturdier child physically than one whose physical habits are
ignored or irregular, so will the child who
goes through the year month by month
practicing spiritual qualities as suggested
by the Baha'i Caleodar grow stronger
and firmer spiritual1y than a child who
neglects: this practice. A wise puent will
help his children to recognize and to follow the Baha'i months on through the
Baha'i year.
An additional advantage is tbe fact that
the child will develop the habit of thinking in Baha'i terms relative to time. There
needs to exist no confusion between the
Civil and the Baha'i Calendars no more
than a child's language is handicapped if
he learns another language as wel1 as his
own provided of course that he is wen
grounded in his own language before he
is taught another. Similarly, when a child
is capable of grasping the idea of a month
he will have no difficulty in recognizing
the difference between the two calendars.
It would be interesting to help him find
his own birthday date on the Baha'i Calendar or any other date that is especially
interesting to him. The more he thinks in
terms of the Baha"i Calendar the more
familiar he will become with it.
When the child has celebrated all the
Baha"i months at the end of the year and
begins all over again he wi1I better grasp
the idea of a year and its possibilities.
Then as the years go by he will be pre·
pared to think in terms of cycles and
particularly spiritual cycles. Great then

will be his appreciation of the fact that
he is living in the Greatest Spiritual Cycle
of all time.
"This is a new cycle of human powerThe gift of God to this enlightened age is
the knowledge of the oneness of mankind
and of the fundamental oneness of religion. War shall cease between nations and
by the wjll of God the Most Great Peace
shall come; the world will be seen as a
new world, and all men will live as brothers.'~ CAbdu'I-Baha, BahJ'i Scriptures,
page 2n.)
CHILD EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

By: Amy Brady Dwelly.

PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The spiritrul Potmei" of That Coos<crated Spot, by Shoghi Effendi. This communication dated December 21, 1919. bas
been given to aU members of the American Bahoi·l community, and now copies
of the pamphlet can be obtained at 10c
per copy.
La Ultimo Vo/unttld Y Testamenlo De
'Abdu~I-Bt1hJ. Spanish translation of the
pamphle-c containing excerpts from the
Master's Will and Testament. Per copy,
20c.

I, Mary Magdal"", by Juliet Thompson.
This novel of the early days of Christianity has now been published, and advance
orders have been filled. Some of the
Guardian~s favorable comments have already been published. Excerpts from other
letters are here reproduced for the information of the friends. uAs regards the
drawings you have specially prepared for
incorporation in the book-the Guardian
bas noted with much interest the explanations you have given regarding it and
wishes to assure you of his full approval
for its publication. u "I am wen pleased
with the manuscript of your book, its
style, its general presentation and subject
matter. I will continue to pray for its
early publication and complete success."
uThe kind and welcome assistance which
the N. S. A. has extended in advertising
the book through the medium of the
BahJ'i Nf!WS is particularly appreciated
by the Guardian, who hopes that as a result the friends will be stimulated to cooperate in increasing its sale and thereby
help, however indirectly, in spreading the
knowledge of the the Baha'i. teachings."
The Publishing Committee will continue
to fill orders at $2.50 per copy, cash with
order.
The address of the Western Division
was inadvertently inserted in a recent issue incorrectly. The correct address of
the West Division is Mrs. Emma F. Smith,
6732 Geary Blvd., San Francisco. New
York address: P. O. Box 348, Grand Central Annex, New York, N. Y.
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BAHA'I CALENDAR
Nineteen Day Feasts: July 13, August
1, August 20.
Anniversaries and Festivals: Martyrdom
of the Bab, July 9.
Meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly: July 2, 1, 4, at 5) 6 Sheridan
Road~ Wilmette; August 17, 18, 19, at
Green Acre, Eliot, Maine.
Baha'i Schools: Green Acre, weekly
courses, July 1 to August 31; Geyserville.
July 7 to 2.8; Louhelen, Laboratory session, July J to 12; General session, August
11 to 18; Second Youth session, August
21 to 25.

TEACHING PRINCIPLE APPLIED
TO WRITI'EN WORD
The National Spiritual Assembly wishes
to point out -Co the believers that the principle under which teaching work is conducted as a spiritual obligation and not
for financial return applies to that type
of teaching work done through writing as
well as that which is carried on through
classes and lectures. Particularly in the
case of Baha'i compilations, graded lessons and study courses or outlines, the
Assembly feels that the important principle concerning the basis of BaM.'i. teaching laid down by the Guardian a few
yeus ago should now be generally adopted
throughout the Baha'i. community. Written and printed teaching~ therefore, is not
to be sold under conditions providing
financial return to the author or compiler.
This type of study material, when approved by the Reviewing Committee and
recommended for publication, should be
regarded as the author's donation to the
progress of the teaching work, a service
performed in the spirit of devotion to the
Faith. No doubt there will be great
sp.iritual reward for those who make such
contributions as their sacrifice for the
Cause.

BAHA'i NEWS GIVEN TO
ENROUED YOUm
The National Assembly wishes all duly
enrolled Baha'i youth hereafter to receive
copies of Baha'i News, through their local
Assembly, if they reside in an organized
community, through their group correspondent, or as isolated believers direct
from the National Secretariat.
Assemblies and groups are requested to
:see that their youth members (between
fifteen and twenty-one) receive copies
regularly. If this caUs for additional copies
to be sent to the Assembly or group, the
National Assembly should be informed as
soon as possible.
The cooperation of the Nattonal Youth
Committee is also requested in order that
,II isolated enrolled youth m,y be provided with copies, which means that a
complete list of names and addresses must
first be made.
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ASSEMBUES REQUIRING
SPECIAL TEACHING
ASSISTANCE
Any local Assembly whose communtty
membership falls below the minimum of
nine believers required to maintain the
Assembly status, and any Assembly which
feels that there is danger that the number
will drop to less than nine. are requested

to notify the National Spiritual Assembly
at once, so that effective teaching work
can be arranged in order to increase the
local membership.

WORLD ORDER FOR JULY
The July issue of WarlJ OrJ..,. Magazine contains as special feature some excerpts from the Guardian's translation of

Epistle to the Son of lb. Wolf. This passage is published under the title "With the
Waters of Detachment."
The July issue also contains: uThe Human Soul in This World of Chaos," Alice

Simmons Cox; '~The Fortified City,"
William Kenneth Christian; Bahi'i Answers to World Questions; '~t Is Secure?'~ Gertrude D. Schurgast; another
chapter in the new compilation on The
Divine An of Living; Book Review of
uToward the Christian Revolution/' Garreta Busey; Baha'i Lessons, a study outline; and With Our Readers.

Exhibit Maintained in Shaw-Walker Store. July 1 and 2, 1939, and in Stouffer's
Store, Philadelphia, Week of August 6, 1939

TEACHING AT THE HOUSE
OF WORSmp

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS

During May, 1940, 1,581 persons visited the Temple and were guided through
the edifice. This brings the total of visitors

Evanston, one. West Haven, one. Buffalo, one. Los Angeles, four. New York,
ten. Milwaukee, three and one youth.
Boston, three. Chicago, six. Washington,
two. Lima, twelve. Kansas City, two
and one youth. Miami. one. Wilmette,
one. Columbus, one. Teaneck, one. Racine, one and two youths.

since January 1, 1940, to 3,848. In May,
19 J 9, the visitors were less than 1940

by lOS.
Some of those who came this May were

from Cbile, Poland and India. The Baha',
Temple is becoming a world institution.
A large number of dubs and organizacions brought their membership to the

Temple:
Great Lakes Naval Training Station,
:five groups of apprentice seamen,. total,
180. Muncie and Trafalgar, Indiana. high
school students on Millers Tours, two
groups, total, 70. Bohemian Women's

Club, Chicago, 2;. Women', Club of
Waukegan, 3i. Beacon Club, Chicago

Y. W. C. A., 35. Convention of Illinois
Federation of Women's Clubs, delegates,
29. Girl Scouts, Evanston, 19. Young
Peoples

Society,

St.

Lukes

Episcopal

Church, Evanston, 12. Sunday School
class, Third Unitarian Church, Chicago,
5. Young Peoples Society, Protestant

Church, Libertyville. 25. WPA Adult
Education Tour, Chicago Board of Education, 168. Y. W. C. A., Waukegan, 19.

P5ychology Class, National College of
Education. Evanston, 9.

IN MEMORIAM
Death proff..,..th unto <very confident
believer the cup tbat is life indeeJ. It
bestoweth joy, anJ is the bear..,. of glad"'!SS. It confer.tb tb. gift of everlasting
/ife.-Bahi'u'IIah.
Mrs. Caroline Lehman, West Gravenhurst, Canada.
:Mrs. Rosa B. Espey, Chicago.
Mr. D. C. Wickham. Pentwater, Mich.
Mr. Joo. A. Roberson, St. Augustine.

Mrs. Helene Bagg Maxfield, Muskegon.
Mr. Louis Feltz, Milwaukee.

NEWS OF EAST AND WEST
The Library Committee has received
from Mrs. Shirley Warde a very appreciate letter written by the Secretary of the
Library Bo.rd of Burbank, Calif.
"The Burbank Librarv Board wishes to
thank you and your organization for the
four lovely Baha'i books recently received.

These are the first books of this kind that
we have received and they are a distinct
addition to our library of which we are
so proud."

The Twenty-Eightb Anm",1 Souvenir
of 'Abdu'I-Bah,', Unity Feast at West
Englewood was held Saturd.y afternoon
and evening, June 29. The program as
announced consisted of a concert from
two to three P.M., address on The Oneness of Humanity by Annamarie Honnold and on Universal Peace by Harlan

Ober, Roy C. Wilhelm pre5iding. A special Pan-American program followed. At
the pine grove where the original Feast
was held a period of prayers and meditations was conducted by Bernard B. Gottlieb. The evening session was devoted to
informal talks. Word has been received
that Mme. Laura Dreyfus-Barney, recently arrived from Paris, was among the
distinguished Baha'i guests present from
other countries.
The most recent News Letter (April,
1940) received from the Haifa Assembly
states that "It is our privilege to convey
to you the glad tidings that our be10ved
Guardian is in the best of health. We
are certain that this good news will always gladden the hearts of the believers
throughout the world."
Copies of the phonograph record of
Martha Root's message of farewell to the
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bdievers of Auckland, N. Z. This recording was made at the request of the local

Assembly, which has very kindly made
arrangements to f urrush r;opies foe fifteen
shillings sixpence, postage additional, in
New Zealand currency. Send orders to
Miss Margaret B. Stevenson, Secretaryt 3

Cowie Road, Parnall, Auckland, S. E. 1~
New Zealand.
Postcard size illustrations of the Baha'}
Exhibit at the Golden Gate World', Fair,
San Francisco, can be obtained from the
Photograph and Sales Committee, H. E.
Walrath, 46}9 Beacon Street, Chicago.
Copies of The R4ngQGn Times have
been received containing reproductions of
extensive Baha"i articles filling several
columns of this paper. One is entitled

"New Faith for Old," by Shirin Fozdar;
another, "The New World Order," by
Ormsby Monier.
In these days the receipt of bulletins
and news letters f.rom the believers of

other countries is a twofold blessing. The
American friends can weU appreciate the
difficulties under which most National

and local Assemblies throughout the
Bahi'l world are obliged to maintain their
activities, the slowness of communication,
the im::reased economic pressure and also
the clement of supervision and censorship
imposed in so many places during the War
pe['iod. But the spirit of oneness within
the Bahi'i community will resist these
divisive influences and eventually overcome them and replace them with cooperation and harmony.
Among the news letters recently received are: Babri'; News of the National

Spiritual Assembly of Egypt and Sudan,
March-April, 1940; Bahd', News Letter,
N .tional Spiritual Assembly of India and
Burma, March, 1940; Tix New WorM
Order, public teaching bulletin of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the British

Isles; &W'i Magazine, Herald of fix
South, published quarterly by the N.donal Spiritual Assembly of Australia and
New Zealand; &W'i QU4rleriy, also issued by the NSA of Australia and N. Z.;
Baha'i News Lf!'tter, De<:-ember, 1939,
published by the National Spiritual Assembly of Iraq; and BahJ" Jaum.l, the
organ of the NSA of the British Isles,
issue of April, 1940.
From Egypt we cull the following
noUs:
Baha'i books and documents brought
from Palestine by One of the believers
were seized in customs on charge of political character and sent to El Azhar University for examination. At the University it was decided to destroy the literature. The NSA then made formal protest
to the Prime Minister and the local autborities. The books were then returned
to the Customs department. The matter
is still in process of final settlement. A

plot of land will be purchased in an important quarter of Cairo for the construction of a Haziratu'l-Quds. The NSA used
the copies of The BahJ'i World received
as a gift from Siegfried Schoptlocher for
distribution to leaders of the Egyptian
government, to the various consul tates,
and to the British Embassy.
From India and Burma~
A six~year teaching plan has been
adopted which the Guardian emphasizes
strongly. Among the current teaching
activities we note that the Bombay AssembI y has held an important public
meeting in the Municipal Han, Kalyan,
presided over by Mr. Ganesh Krishna
Phadke, member of the Legislative Assembly, and the speakers listed were H. M.
Man j i, N. K. Bhagwanc, M. H. Ilmi. and

Mrs. Shirin Fozdar. Prof. Pritam Singh
was invited to attend the Jubilee Cdebra-.
tions of the Quadian Movement and
found opportunity to give the Baha'i message to many. He was accompanied by

Moulvi Abdallah Vakil, who also taught
activ,ly. Prof. Singh has addressed the
Multan Government College on the sub-

j oct of Religion and Youth. At Lahore,
many Hindu friends are becoming interested. The International Baha'i Youth
Day was observed in many cities of India,
notably Karachi and Bombay. At Kadvai,
a small town near Bombay, tbe believers
are undergoing persecution. After tWO
weeks of public agitation the Baha'i are
being boycotted by the other residents.
The difficulty seems to arise from the fact
that some believers have been Muslim
priests who now realize the significance of
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the administrative order. Copies of a
Baha'I calendar can be obtained for one

movements, some harmless and some, under the guise of humanitarian or religious
purposes, actively seditious, are coming to

awn each~ postage additional~ from Na-

tional-Book-Stall, Deepchand Ohja Road,

birth. It is the ,acred dury of all follow-

Bunder Road Extension, Karachi, India.
From a letter received by the NSA of
Iraq from the Guardian: "The Guardian
expressed utmost gladness and delight over

ers of Baha'u·JIa.h to remain aloof from all
such movements, to withhold themselves
from political entanglements, and to engage, with single minds and high resolve,
in the dissemination of the (divme fngrances.~ While consorting 'with all peo-

the glad tidings of the completion of the
Haziratu'l-Quds ..• and said, 'The region of Iraq wil1 be ao arena where lights
will shine, and the first connecting link.
between Iran, which is the cradle of the
F.1ith, and the Holy Land, the PoiDt of
Adoration of the peopJe of Baha'i. This
momentous institution, therefore, is to be
regarded as the first of the great preliminaries and glorious institutions which will
be established in that blessed land, culmina ting in the recovery of the House of
God, the hoisting of the Banner of His
Faith, and the proclamation of His Dispensation in that region. • ."

From Australia and New Zealand:
Deep consideration is being given T be
Adveni of Divinr lusiice. A very moving
ID Memorian notice of Martha L. Root
has been published. The Guardian's letter
of instruction to the NSA of the British
Isles (published in a recent issue of Ba/ui'i
News) has been adopted with the request
it be observed by the believers of Australia
and New Zealand. Appreciation is ex-

pressed for the gift of copies of The Baha'i

ple with joy and fragrance' they should be
on their guard lest they be led., however
unintentionally, to compromise the Faith.

In all cases of doubt, the friends should

Temple
Model and Book E'f:~>i:9.ii:~~~~
Public Library, December
ary 20, 1940.

World made by Mr. Schop/locher. The
subscription of Herald of the South is five
shillings per year.

Address: Secretary,

Herald of the South, P. O. Box 447D,
Adelaide, South Australia. The Baha'i
Summer School at Yerrinbool, New South
Wales, was in session from January 6 to
20, but no report concerning it has yet
been received.
From the British Isles:
The National Assembly has issued the
following instruction. '~During these days
of turmoil there are many conflicting influences at work. Many new societies and

consult their local Spiritual Assembly of
the National Spiritual Assembly."
In a letter from the Guardian to an
English believer, the following excerpt

was published by the National Assembly
of that land. "The latest news he has received from the Britisb NSA reguding
the general conditions of the Cause in
England, and in particular with reference
to the extension of the Teaching work has
been most exhilarating, and he indeed will
pray that whatever hardships and privations which our dear English believers
may come to endure in the course of this
war, their vision of their high and essential duties and responsibilities towards the
Faith, and their zeal to further extend and
consolidate its interests, may increasingly
deepen, and thereby enable them to be-

fittingly acquit themselves of their high
task:~

"WHILE THERE IS YET TIME"
UThe American believers. standing on
the thresbold of tbe fourtb year of the
Seven Year Plan, pursue their God-given
task with a radiance that no earthly gloom
can dim, and will continue to shoulder
its ever-growing duties and responsibilities
with a vigor and loyalty that no earthly
power can either sap or diminish.'~
With these words, our beloved Guar·
dian, in his letter of April 15, 1940, blazes
the trail that the American believers are
to foUow in the prosecution of the Seven
Year Plan in the days to come. In a world
filled with travail and terror, amid political, economic and social convulsions of
increasing intensity and extent, the path
will not be easy nor the way plain. As
our Guardian has intimated in recent letters, communication with our World
Center may be cut off in the near future
by the spread of the war to the Mediterranean area. While the severance of communications would bring temporary isola-

tion, there Can be no separation in the
world of spiritual realities, and the power
of the spirit of Baha'u'l1ah, flowing to us
through the channel of our Guardian wiU
unite us in deeper consecration and greater

self-sacrificing efforts to fulfill our Godgiven task.
As the exterior ornamentation of the
glorious symbol of our Faith. the Universal House of Worship, draws toward completion, there becomes an increasing need
for the improvement of the grounds, so
that this glorious structure will have a
suitable setting. During the past year ad·
vantage has been taken of the opportunity
to secure about 20,000 cubic yards of :fill
at a very low cost. Reinforced concrete
entrances and areaways must be built soon
'0

that the spreading of the fill and grad-

ing of the grounds may be completed.
Add.itional funds in the amount of about
$9,000 will be required for this work.
Never before in the life of mankind on

this earth has there been such need for

tbe word of God a, today. Everywhere
humanity is seeking spiritual food. Our
spiritual opportunities and responsibilities
are pressing and unlimited. Regular inflow of funds to the extent of $12, S00
per month to meet the budget requirements of the National Fund is necessary
to carry on the teaching work throughout the American continent.
May we arise to demonstrate our Guardian's standard of service as expressed in

hi, cablegram of June 17:
(!(Feel joyous gratitude (that) American believers (are) unfalteringly displaying (the) shining qualities (whicb) pos-

terity (will) appraise (and) glorify; (1
am praying (that) deepening gravity (of)
world situation may nerve them (to)
stili greater efforts (to) attain nobler
h~ights."
NATIO:"Il'AL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

d)oJI,
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VITAL REQUIREMENTS OF
SUPREMELY CHALLENGING HOUR
(The) long-predicted world-encircling

Provinces (of the) Republics (of the)

conflagration, essential pre-requisite (to)'
world unificatioD, (is) inexorably moving
(to its) appointed climax. Its fires, first

Western Hemisphere.-SHOGHI RABBANI.

Cablegram received July 21, 1940.

lit (in the) Far East, subsequently ravaging Europe (and) enveloping Africa, now

LETIER FROM THE GUARDIAN

threaten devastation both (in ) Near East

(and) Far West, respectively enshrining
(the) World Center and (the) chief remaining Citadel (of the) Faith (of)
Baha'u'llih. (The) Divinely-appointed
Plan must (and) will likewise pursue unde:tlected (its) predestined course. Time
(is) pressing. (The) settlement (of the)
two remaining Latin Republics, (the)
sounder consolidation through fonnation
(of) firmly-knit groups in newly-opened
territories, (the) provision (of) adequate
means (for the) ornamentation (of) last

six .faces (of) first story (of ) Temple,
stand out (as) vital requirements (of)

approaching supremely challenging hour.
(My) eyes (and) heart (are) anxiously,
longingly turned (to the) New World
(to) witness (the) evidences (of a) new,
still more heroic phase (of) enterprise
confidently entrusted (to) vigilant care

(of the) American believers by (the)
ever-watchful, powerfully-sustaining

Mas"r. (I) refuse (to) believe (that a)
community so richly endowed. (so)
greatly envied, (so) repeatedly honored,
will suffer (the) slightest rdaxation (of
its) resolution (to) jeopardize (the) spiritual prizes painstakingly (and) deserv-

edly won throughout (the) State, (and)

In connection with the selection of particular photographs of 'Abdu'l-Bah. for

September, 1940
ing to insufficient number of members.
I t will, on the other hand, serve as a
stimulus to those outside these limits to
establish a group and eventually an Assembly of their own. This principle
should be closely adhered to, otherwise it
will lead to confusion and overlapping.

Regarding the age of fifteen fixed by
Baha'u'llah: this relates ouly to purely
spiritual functions and obligations and .is

not related to the degree of administrative
capacity and fitness which is a totany difcirculation among the friends, the Guarferen t thing, and is, for the present, fixed
dian strongly feels that no de:fi..nite ruling ~ at twenty-one.
should be laid down establiahing the suRegarding Naw-Ruz: if the vernal
periority or distinction of any particular equinox falls on the 21st of March before
photograph. The friends should be left sunset, it is celebrated on that da.y. If at
quite free to use their individual indepen- any time after sunset, Naw-Ruz will then,
dent judgment in this matter.
as stated by Baha'u'ILlh, fall 00 the 22nd.
The Guardian does not advise your As- As to which SpOt should be regarded as the
sembly to authorize for the present the standard, trus is a matter which the Uniuse of Bahi'i historical material in the versal House of Justice will have to deradio program ... ; nor does he think the cide. The American N.S.A. need not
time is ripe to translate and publish Baha'i
therefore take any action in this matter
certificates of marriage and divorce. He at present.
prefers to wait until a sufficient number Haifa, May 15, 1940.
of Assemblies have been empowered to
conduct legally these Baha'i rites. When
INFORMATION NEEDED
the time comes he will fonnulate the
The Guardian has requested the N;1proper fonn of certificate for universal
tional Spiritual Assembly to send him the
adoption by the American believers.
In connection with the formation of origin.l of the Tablet from 'Abdu'l-Bah'
new ASSeIn blies and the maintenance of published in Vol. I, pages IO§-108 of the
their Assembly status, the Guardian wishes Tablets.
From the Archives Committee we learn
to reaffirm the general principle that only
those who reside within the city limits of that this Tablet, on the subject of the
:my given locality have the right to either Mother of jAbdu'I-Bah2~ was revealed to
Mr. Hans ChristL1n Anderson, then of
vote or be elected as member of the AsRacine. and the copy of the translation
sembly, even though this may involve frequent dissolution of the Assembly ow- on file bears the notation: t4Received from
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If any of the believers can supply information as to the present location of
this Tablet, it will be greatly appreciated.

translator :May 29, 1901."
l\.ir. Anderson l'iraS later associated v,·jth
the Baha'I community of Los Angeles, and
died in California some years ago.

NATIONAL

SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

"THE END OF THIS VALLEY"
Beloved Friends:
The followers of Bahi'u'llih h,,'e been
given the privilege which, as the Mauer
Himself declared, was the highest <I.$piration of the great souls of past times.
Baha'is alone can understand the unfoldment of world events in accordance with
a schedule and a consummation Jaid down
by the Divine power and beyond the control of any earthly force. Baha'is alone
can make a direct spiritual contribution
to the new World Order which inwardly
is the oneness of man and outwardly is a
scheme of institutions and relationships
consecrated to the Most Great Peace.
As we know from the statement made
in The Goal of a New World Order, the
beginnings of peace will have been
achieved by 1963. By that date the Lesser
Peace will have been established. After
that date, the hosts of lAbha. will augment
their mighty task of spiritual education
until the whole earth is confirmed and The
Most Great Peace realized.
In contrast to the present world outlook, such a consummation appears utterly impossible. Today violence rides
the tempest and destruction hurls its fires
from the clouds.
The supreme issue between faith in
Bah"u'llih and theological belief or
scientific conviction is that faith receives
awareness of the Power behind all human
events and transcending all human knowledge. The Bahi' i accepts revealed Truth
as a mightier force than any combination
of interests, belias and worldly authorities exerting economic or political influence. The Baha'I. rises above the temptation and the blindness of materialism. In
his purity of motive he is permitted as it
were to stand on the same height as truth
itself.
Thus the Baha'i feels secure and safe
within the very whirlwind of violent
struggle and change. He knows that the
Plan will prevail, and that individuals,
nations, races and classes cannot prevent,
pervert nor exploit the Justice which
B.hi'u'llah has brought down from the
Mountain of God. There is a limit placed
upon evil and violence beyond which they
cannot go. When the world has been purified for T.ruth, the denier's sword will be
broken and the schemes of the materialists
brought to naught. The only liberty man
has today is to choose whether he shall
give his life to the destructive or to the
constructive phase of the same Divine
Plan. It is illusion to trunk that there can

~

be any liberty asserted outside the dominance of His Will.
But to contribute our lives to the constructive phase of world transformation
demands more than the passive reading of
Sacred Writings or the mere acknowledgment that certain principles, like the continuity of Revelation, are true. We must
be 50 transmuted by the Power itself that
our lives are in spiritual movement and
convey the ardor and the light of Truth.
Then will more and more believers arise
and join the ranks of the Baha'is as they
witness the eHects of Baha'u'Ilah's Revelation on the lives of His followers. For the
world is confused, weary and sick to death
of words. Its healing depends upon a release of spiritual energies more potent than
any other force encountered on earth.
Are not many of the Guardian's recent
appeals directed to this point: that we
deepen our spirituallives~ until Bahii'u'lJah
can use us as instruments to impress His
Will upon the whole world?
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

A PLEA FOR PERMA."iENT
LOCAL ADDRESS
Many years ago the National Spiritual
Assembly requested the local Assemblies,
whenever possible, to establish a pennanent address for correspondence, that
changes in the office of Secretary or the
address of the Secretary. might not interrupt the flow of correspondence, bulletins and Baha'i News from the National
body to the local Assembly and community.
In response to this request, a few Assemblies have taken a Post Office Box address for correspondence, and in other
cases a local Baha'i. Center maintained
year after year has provided the necessary
continuity and pennanence. However,
with the great growth of Assemblies to
the number of one hundred and two, the
need for efficiency becomes urgent.
The plea is therefore renewed. that local Assemblies consult at their earliest opportunity on this question, and take some
action toward assuring a more or less permanent address for correspondence.
Counting changes of address of Secretaries, and changes in the office of SecretalT. the National Spiritual Assembly is
obliged to take account of, and duly report, as many as twenty corree rions in
the Assembly Roll each year.
Not only will a permanen t address
make it possible for the National Assem-

ATTAIN NOBLER HEIGlITS
Delighted (at) Collins' magnificent donation. (feel) joyous gratitude (that) American believers
(are) unfalteringly di.playing (the)
shining qualities (which) posterity
(will) appraise (and) glorify; (I
am) praying (that) deepening gravity (of) world situation may nerve
them (to) still greater efforts (to)
attain nobler heights.
SHOGHI RABBAxr

Cablegram June 17, 1940

bly to have addresses cut on stencils, and
envelops and labels addressed in quantity
by mechanical means, saving hours of
clerical assistance, but there will be little
or no further necessity for the friends to
report the non-receipt of 112M'; News.
Besides, a permanent address will symbolize the continuity and institutional character of the local Assemblv more effectively than a constantly-';arying street
number.
This plea is particularly timdy at this
time, when the Guardian's instruction
that only those resident in the civil community Can be voting members of the
Baha'i community is bringing about
many changes in long-established Assemblies.
NATIONAL SPIRITL'AL ASSEMBLY

SUGGESTIONS FOR BAHA'i
CORRESPONDENCE
The methods adopted for correspondence in a great body like the Baha'i
community have an increasing importance as our numbers steadily increase.
Local Secretaries, Committee Secretaries
and individual believers are requested to
adopt the following suggestions, based on
experience and commonsense.
1. Every communication to be headed
with the date and the address of the
writer. It is not enough to see that the
address is on the envelop. The National
Assembly :files letters, not envelops.
2. If the writer is writing in an official capacity, the letterhead should indicate this, even if the name of the Assembly or Committee is inserted in handwriting.
3. If the writer is acting for a Committee, do not use the letterhead of the local
Assemblv and viceversa.
4. Ii possible, write separate letters
about matters which represent different
classes of activity; for example, one
might be writing about local Assembly
matters, Regional Committee matters and
matters to be referred to other National
Committees.
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The standard letterhead size of 8 ~

by 11 inches is oot for official correspondence~ and should noc be exceeded. Letters
from individuals need not conform to the
business standard.
The purpose of these suggestions is twofold: to make for greater clarity and convenience in handling current correspondence, and for greater efficiency in filing.
Sometimes it is necessary to consult a letter written many years ago.
N AnON AL SPIRITU AL ASSEMBLY

BAHA'i CALENDAR
Nineteen Day Feasts: August 1 and 20,

September 8 and 27.
Meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly: August 17, 18 and 19, at Green
Acre~ Eliot, Maine.
Baha~i Summer Schools:

Green Acre,

weekly courses throughout August.

Y oum Week, August 12 -17. Louhelen,
General Session, August 11 to 18. Second
Youth Session, August 21-25.

IN MEMORIAM
Grant,O my Lord, that they who have
ascended unto Thee may repair unto Him
Who is the most exalted Companion, and
abide beneath the shadow of the Tabernacle of Thy majesty and the Sanctuary
of Thy glory. Sprinkle, 0 my Lord, upon
them from the ocean of Thy forgiveness
what will make them worthy to abide, so
long as Thine own sovereignty endureth,
within Thy most exalted kingdom and
Thine all-highest dominion. Potent art

Thou to do what pleaseth Thee.-BA1ti.'U'LLAH.

Miss Sarah R. Windust, Chicago.
Mrs. Rosamond Baxter, Dunedin, Florida.
Mr. James Brittingham, New York.

Unit of Exterior Decoration, Main Story of Baha'i Temp~ Presented to Sboghi
Effendi and Now on Exhibit in the Gardens Adjacent to the Holy Shrines

Mrs. Aseyeh Dy"', Washington, D. C.
:Mrs. Mary Rabb, San Francisco.
Mr. Ethelbert E. Jackson, Geneva, New
York. (Correction of error in name as
previously listed.)

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Phoen~ three; Teaneck, one; Boston,
two; Chicago, One youth; Beverly Hills,
twO; Flint, two; Washington. one; Jacksonville, one; Baltlmore, twO youth; Spo.,.
kane. two; Pasadena, three; Los Angeles,
two.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Among the qualifications of faith aC-

cepted by every Baha'i is "Full recognition of the station of the Forerunner, the

Author, and the True Exemplar of the
Baha~l

Cause," but how many of us can
actually claim full ",cognition? Would

we not be blinded by a Light more brilliant than any sun if we gazed directly
at it rather than saw it by reflection?
One of the signs of Revelation is the
power to change the prevailing society.
This sign is of surpassing importance today, when the whole chain of Revelation
is to be consummated by the World Order

of Bah"u'll'h.
Let us think of the institution of the

local Spiritual Assembly as a pillar of the
world civilization of the future - as
Baha'u'lLih's own instrument for bringing in the new qualities and the new capacities which mankind needs in order

to live in a condition of peace. Baha'i
institutions are identified with justice,
and to reflect that quality the members of
the Assembly must realize that a Baha'i
institution progresses by the sacrifice of
its members' personal interests and opinions.
With one hundred and two local Assemblies existing in Nonh America at
present, there are nine hundred and eighteen souls called upon to be an active and
responsible part of the structure of the
Faith. The development, the capacity
and the consecration of this great body
of administrators is of vital importance
to the welfare of the Cause. These believers are, first of all, responsible for
knowing the Baha'j teachings concerning
the origin. nature and functions of a local Spiritual Assembly.
"In the Most Holy Book IS revealed:

'The Lord hath ordained that in every
city a House of Justice be established
wherein shall gather counsellors to the
number of Bam, and should it exceed this
number it does not matter. It behooveth
them to be the trusted ones of the Merciful among men and to regard themselves

as the guardian' appointed of God for .11
that dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon
them to take counsel together and to have
regard for the interests of the servants of
God, for His sake, even as they regard
their own interests, and to choose that
which is meet and seemly. Thus hath the
Lord your God commanded you. Beware
lest ye cut away that which is cleacly re-

vealed in Hi, Tabkt. Fear God, 0 ye that
perceive.'
"Furthermore, 'Abdu'l-Baha reveals the
following: 'It is incumbent upon every
one not to take any step without consult.

ing the Spiritual Assembly, and they
must assuredly obey with heart and soul
its bidding and be submissive unto jt~
tmt things may be properly ordered and
well arranged. Otherwise every person
will act independently and after his own
judgment, will follow his own desire, and
do harm to the Cause.'
« 'The prime requisites for them that
take counsel together are purity of motive, radiance of spirit, detachment from
all else save God, attraction to His Divine Fragrances~ humility and lowliness
amongst His loved ones, patience and
long-suffering in difficulties and servitude

to His exalted Threshold. Should they
be graciously aided to acquire these attri.
butes, victory from the unseen Kingdom
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of Baba shall be vouchsafed to them. In
this daYt assemblies of consultation are of
the greatest importance and a vital necessity. Obedience unto them is essential
and obligatory .. :., (Bahd'i Administration, p. 21.)
Before we consider the duties and functions of an Assembly, it is imperative that

we immerse ourselves in the spirit of these
words of 'Abdu'l-Baha which the Guardian brought to our attention in one of
his earliest communications. It is the
"victory from the unseen Kingdom" for
which every local Assembly must pray
unceasingly these days.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

TEACIDNG ACTIVITIES IN NORTH AMERICA
Beloved Friends:
Could the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha carry
more weight than at this present hour:
" . . . This world-consuming war has set
such a conflagration to the hearts that no
word can describe it. In all the countries
of the world the longing for Universal
Peace is taking possession of the consciousness of men. There is not a soul who does
not yearn for concord and peace. A most
wonderful state of receptivity js being
realized. This is through the consummate
wisdom of God, so that capacity may be
created, the standard of the oneness of the
world of humanity be upraised, and the
fundamentals of Universal Peace and the
divine principles be promoted in the East
and the West."
Our Canadian pioneers, undaunted by
war conditions and "the deepening pessi~
mism and preoccupation with day~to-day
events:' are strengthening the Faith
throughout the Prairie Provinces. On
April 2nd a conference was held in CalgaTY by Doris Skinner, Katherine Moscrop, and Mrs. Pine. The last-named, a
resident of Vermilivn, had seen no Baha'ls
for [en years; through this stimulation she
is now actively spreading the Faith and
has placed books in tbe public library.
Doris Skinner has been invited to speak
to a new group in Vulcan, and in Edmonton she has another excellent contact.
Meanwhile, :Mrs. Moscrop proceeded to
Regin6 for another stay of two months;
in Mav she held her first fireside of ten
pe.rson~, and at least five other meetings
are planned. She has also been asked to
Su-mmeTberry to introduce the Faith.
Row land Estall has summarized his
year's work in W inni peg, through which
over 300 people in 9 public meetings (including clubs and churches) heard a
comprehensive introduction to the Teachings, some 10 firesides were held, a study
group met for several months, and one
believer enrolled. Commenting on a comparison of work achieved in an organized
Baha'I community with rus progress in
Winnipeg, Mr. Estall writes: HI begin to
think that I must have been asleep before,
and that probably most believers in the
Community (and perhaps in most other
Communities) were-too . . .U
In British Columbia, Austin Collin is
pioneering in Vernon and Pentieton, while
the Armstrang group meets weekly.

Glowing reports of Toranto have come
from Doris McKay, who spent ten days
in May in that city and Hamilton. uI
have never known such a high degree of
capacity as that community are showing
forth. I feel they have a great destiny . • ." Thirteen meetings were held
in the two localities, and in Toronto almost fifty new people were met in fireside, youth, and public meetings. fumilton has invited Mrs:. McKay to return
as often as possib1e, to strengthen the
work of our new Assembly.
Further north Honor Kempton,
"'through an accident in which her ankle
was broken. has discovered what "grand
people there are in Anchorage." She is
now up and making splendid progress in
widening her contacts. A minister has
begun active opposition. Itl am definitely
mar ked in town and I am glad of it. The
time has come, I feel, for me to take my
stand for the Baha'i Faith, especially in
these difficult and stormy times. Nothing
can hurt me and no matter how they try
to hurt the Book Cache. it will only serve
to deepen my own experience of the confinnations from unseen sources. n :Miss
Kempton has referred many Alaskans,
traveling Outside, to Baha'is in various
cities.
Betty Becker moved to Situ in February, leaving five or six persons in Juneau
deeply interested in the Faith, with some
fifty others informed of it. She is now
hoJding firesides in this new area, and has
the cooperation of the local editor to publish articles when Hwe feel the time is
appropriate. "
Moving to the South, we note many encouraging reports. In New Orleans about
eleven are attending the Friday night
meetings of Fred Babo and Dorothy Logelin; recently all drove to Covington for a
meeting at Marion Little's, uthe largest
single meeting of people interested, almost
to the point of declaration, held in this
section.... At last the thick ice of indifference is cracking and melting perceptibly toward the Cause," A new believer,
Rex Naugle, Jr., is radio's Vagabond Poet.
An isolated believer of Greenwood,
Miss., Mrs. Evelyn Bivins, was able as
delegate to the Mississippi Congress of
Parents and Teachers to bring the Baha'I
program before the conference as the

blueprint for world society. She is now
planning a radio series as "an introduc~
tion [0 the Cause" to succeed her program, Parent's Forum.
In February Allen McDaniel visited
West Virginia, v... here he addressed the
West Virginia Society of Professional En.
gineers in Charleston, and later spoke to
a local chapter of this organization in
Huntington. About eighty men i.n
Charleston heard his Temple talls with
slides. Public meetings were also he1d in
both cities with :fine publicity. In May
Mason Remey did fruitful work in public presentations of the Faith in the two
cities, also making interesting contacts.
Our pioneers, Harold Hunt and the
Dahls. are "encouraged and making progress." Exhibits of the Temple model are
now planned, and speaking dates for the
coming year with the Charleston West
Side Women's Club have been obtained
for Mr. Cobb, Mr. McDaniel, and Mr.
Dahl.
Charles Mason Remer recently completed a tour by trailer coach of the
Southern States, during which stops for
meetings and contacts were made in
Augusta, Ga.; Charleston, S. C.; Jacksonville, St. Augustine, Daytona, Pahn Beach,
Miami, Orlando, and Pine Castle, Florida;
Atlanta, Ga., Knoxville and Nashville,
Tenn.; Indianapolis; Huntington and
Charleston, W. Va. Among his interest·
ing conunents are the foUowing from
Nashville: "There is a very beautiful and
fin, Assembly there well supported by
superior types of bOrb the colored and
white races. During the four days I was
in Nashville there were two meetings in
the homes of believers, one large meeting
in the Chapel of Fiske University and anorher in rhe Industrial and Agriculture
College for the colored . . . with about
1,100 students and faculty .... I also met
Prof. Bromfield's class in the study of
religion at Fiske University ... and talked
with Dr. Jones. President of the Univer.
sity .. :~
Olivia Kelsey has moved to Loui$vilI~,
where a program on May 2Jrd was attended by twelve, including a Swedenborgian minister. A local reporter has prepared an article on the Faith for the Sunday Magazine section.
Three public meetings were arranged
in Daytona, FlO1'ida, in March and April
by Winifred Richards and Mrs. Guy, who
plan to continue the plan ,·.reekly. They
have also placed books in public libraries
of Daytona, Daytona Beach, and Ormond.
In West Palm Beach a Miami believer,
Miss Esther Webster t is now living and
with Nellie Hope Lloyd is conducting
weekly classes. Hollywood (Fla.) has become a center for contacts with individuals from all parts of the country,
through Mrs. Bodmer who resides perma-
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nendy at the Hollywood Beach Trailer
Park. Two colored friends have accepted
the Cause in Columbia, S. C., and have begun a children's group, according to l'.1aud
Mickle who will return there in the Fall.
In Hoi Springs, Ark.., the first believer of
that State, Miss Roberta 'X!ilson, has registered through Rezsi Sunshine.
We have re<:eived the story of Salt lAke
City's winning in one brief year through
the solid and faithful efforts of our pioneers, Mr. and Mrs. William Sears, and a
whirlwind campaign for Mrs. Ruth Moffett, with support of Mr. Reimer. From
Feb. 18th to March 28th fifty-seven public lectures were given by Mrs. Moffett at
the Hotel Newhouse, with a total attendance of almost a thousand. The Temple
model was displayed at the Hotel during
this entire period, remarkable radio advertising was procured by Mr. Sears without
cost, over a thousand books and pamph.
lets were distributed, and seven lectures
on the Faith for clubs and radio were arranged. The result was a study dass of
twenty-nve which met thrice weekly,
until enough students had enroJIed to
organize a Local Spiritual Assembly. This
class, a fireside, and a youth group are
carrying on.
Two new Baha'IS have registered in
Pargo, N. D., through the efforts of Marguerite Breugger and Charlotte Wright.
who arranged weekly classes throughout
the winter. About £ifty persons have
learned of the Cause and many are reading. (·1 have spoken at the Unity Center
bere many times at tbe request of their
leader,n writes Mrs. Breugger; she has
also been invited to address a Lodge. This
summer the Faith will be introduced to
Colu.mbus, Mont., by Mrs. Wright. Meantime in Bis11UI1'ck. a Bahi'} library has
been maintained by a new believer, and
three have accepted the Cause. according
to Mrs. Breugger.
Lorrol Jackson has forwarded the registration of Mrs. Joan Palmer of Butte,
Mt:mt., and tells of a youth group and
children's class just started by Irene and
Eveline CaldweU, the latter only fifteen
years old. Mrs. Helen Wilkes of Seattle
stopped en route from Convention, giving
splendid help. The Temple exhibit at me
Butte Art Center eadier in the spring was
a great success, and the director commented "'that groups are coming in from
the little towns around just to see the
Temple. n Publicity was sent out to some
75 newspapers in the State.
Marvin N ewpoL't, on leaving Cedar
RapUs in April, had enrolled two _believ_
ers and attracted some nineteen students:
he will return in a few weeks. During
his .six-months' teaching effort, 26 classes
were held with an average attendance of
eight, 17 civic and religious groups were
addressed, and over }OO persons read

Another View of Unit of Temple Exterior Decoration Placed by the Guardian
in the Gardens on Mount Carmel
Baha'i literature. Mr, Newport won the
friendship of one minister, was publicly
attacked by another.
Gertrude Struven is also teaching in
Iowa, having visited Dilvenpcwt, Moline
and Rock Island, lit., nve times last winter. "A very good group, quite promising" of about twelve students has developed, with the active aid of a young
Australian Baha'i, Jim Heggie, now

liever held a fireside on the same night,
that the Convention recommended similar action for the entire countey.
The annual report of the New Y O'Tk
City Assembly is a fascinating porerayal
of the program which a large community
may sponsor. Its Baha~i Center is always
busy: weekly public lectures attracting
150 people; a teacber's class; prayers daily
at noon; discussion groups; a children's
studying at the Palmer School.
class based on Baha'i lessons, handicrafts
Ruth Motlett has forwarded the en- and entertainments; special public meetrollmen t of Mrs. Helen M~Laughlin of" ings arranged on Inter-Racial Unity, preIndf:prnJence, Iowa, therebY ··irfCreasing senting Baha'i speakers coupled with such
the number of believers to six. Registrapersonalities as Lyman Beecher Stowe, Roy
tions have also come from Mr. and Mrs. Wilkins, editor of "Crisis," Joel Rogers,
George Worthington, members of a class negro historian. and Bruce Wendell, negro
started in Fort Wa)lne, Ind., by Mrs. Mofpianist; Esperanto classes (the Lidja Zafett. During the past year this energetic menhof Studrondo); and National Nights
teacher conducted 265 Baha'I lectures and for Latin Americans arranged by the
Amity Committee.
classes in twenty cities of six Scates, addressed 19 non-Baha'i organizations and
This last-named Committee consists of
gave two radio talks. She was able to
twelve members representing every mistart three Bahi'l groups in Iowa and con- nority element of the community. Decidtribute remarkably in Salt Lake City.
ing to concentrate on Latin American
Thrilling news from the McNally, of work, the members arranged monthly
Providence, R. I., is the registration of programs including these features: "a
Angela Morgan, American poetess and speaker of the country chosen who would
author of those lines so well-known to command attention and respect among his
countrymen residing in New York," "an
Baha'is-"To be alive in such an age ... "
A conference of New England Baha'is exhibition of typical paintings and drawwas held in Providence on March } 1st,
ings poreraying the contemporary art
which included the first public presentalife and feeling/' a travel film, music "in
song and dance form," "some light retion of the Faith in that city.
f reshment typical of the country," a
Since Convention the activities of the
Milwaukee Assembly in "pioneering at Baha'I chairman to make a brief statehome" and planning a "Fireside Night"
ment of the Faith. "These meetings have
have passed into Baha'I. history. So sucbeen brilliant successes, the Hall nl1ed
to capacity, over 50 per cent of the :aucessful was the scheme whereby every be-
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dience being of the Latin American country presented. . . . We strongly urge
other communities with Jarge foreign
elements to attempt these programs as
part of their teaching work . . ." New
York reminds us, however, that such
plans require careful groundwork, while
contacts should be made only by «members who are skilled in dealing with de~
cate situations calling for tact and instant discrimination."
Charged with Regional responsibility
for Long Island and Westchester, New
York reports three Groups functioning
in New Rochelle, Larchmont, and Armonk. There are .-also public meetings in

Brooklyn, and some fifteen firesides
throughout the City. The Assembly also
maintained the Baha'i Booth at the
W orId'5 Fair. This is by no meaDS a complete record; in every :field the New York
believers were extraordinarily active, and
have set a high standard for Baha'i teaching in this country.
We long to share every item of news
from our co-workers; yet the fact that
the deeds of the American believers have
at last outstripped the limits of our space
is surely a thrilling sign. For f'tbe-se souls
are the armics of God and the conquerors
of the East and the West!"
NATIONAL TEACH[)\G COMMITTEE.

URGENT CALL FOR INTER·AMERICA PIONEERS
The virgin field of Latin America is
calling. The time has come, and the need
of Pioneers for this field is uppermost.
The vibrant call given in "The Advent
of Divine Justice" is ringing through the
Baha'i world. Every Bah.'i tbat hears
it, answers, deep in his heart: "Here am I,
Here am I," and many, overlooking everything, try to put this answer into practice..
It is because of this fervent response
that the Inter-America Committee feels
it must point out a few of the conditions
that sbould be considered by those preparing themselves for this important
work.
Besides the obvious need of deep undersu.nding of the Baha'i teachings and
knowledge of the Spanish language, the
pioneer must be able to present our glorious Faith with utmost tact, keeping always in mind that Baha ~lS do not mix in
politics and being careful not to antagonize the ruling classes, for this might
close doors before any effective work is
done.
Pioneers should study carefully the
fundamentals of the Catholic and Protestant Churches to be able to present the
Baha'i teachings as the glorious culmination of the teachings of Christ, as weU as
of the teachings of all the other Manifestations of God, and to answer clearly
and convincingly any questions made by
the Catholics and Protestants that form
the majority of the inhabitants of the
Latin American Countries.
The pioneers should also be prepared
to overcome by their universal love, unsel£shness and the complete absence of
national, racial and social prejudices the
rather uni :lvorable impression given by
some investing companies, business men,
tourists and even some of the missionaries sent from this country to Latin
America.
The Inter-America Committee will
gladly help, with all the information at

~

its disposal, any inquirer intending to
volunteer for this most important pioneer work. The Inter-America Committee numbers among its members :Mr. Octavio Illescas who is a native of Peru and
a graduate of the University of Minnesou. and therefore well qualified to offer
the most valuable advice to those contemplating service in this glorious field.
Beside Mr. Illescas there are several who
have visited South America and Mexico
and the West Indies and Pioneers are
urged to communicate with the committee for all particulars. Correspondence
until further notice should be addressed
to the chairman, Mrs. S. W. French, at
786 Chester Ave.~ San Marino, California.
INTER-AMERICA COMMITTEE.

RACE UNITY
Baha~i

communities everywhere, in accordance with the Guardian's wishes
about minorities as given us in the Advent of Divine Justice. are attempting to
spread the Baha'i Faith to minority groups
living in their vicinity. Recently we
have learned of the acceptance of two
members of the Indian race by the :Milwaukee Assembly. On May 7th the Milwaukee Baha'i Assembly sent the following message to the Guardian: "Admitted
today full-blooded Oneida Indians man
woman and American wife Fired to
spread cause Indians pray Success."
Shoghi Effendi replied as follows: HAssure
Welcome Delighted Praying Increasing
Success." This is a thrilling piece of
news for all of us, for we recall iAbdu'l.
Bahi's words in the Tablets of the Divine
Plan: "You must attach great importance
to the Indians, the original inhabitants of
America. For these souls may be likened
unto the ancient inhabitants of the Arabian Peninsula, who, prior to the Revelation. of Muhammad, were like savages.
the Muhammadan Light shone
forth in their midst, they became so en-

When

kindled that they shed illumination upon
the world. Likewise, should these Indians
be educated and properly guided, there
can be no doubt that through the Divine
teachings they will become so enlightened
that the whole earth will be illumined."
In other parts of our country, in Los
Angeles. Albuquerque, Phoenix, and Chicago~ conu,cts are being made l'io'ith the
Indian groups. We learned recently that
the Blackfeet Indians in Montana have
been presented seven Baha'i books for
their library at Browning, Montana. A
letter welcoming these Baha'i books has
been received from the Blackfeet Indian
Agency.
Many Baha'i Assemblies have conducted interesting race unity programs
this winter. In Pasadena~ California,
"Interracial Panel Chats" were conducted
once a month at the Baha'i Center. Mr.
Ellison writes: "The term 'Panel Chat' is
used instead of discussion group in order
to a void lengthy dissertations which
might cause misunderstanding. Since interracial groups, Baha'is and non-Baha'is,
participate, everything is done to keep a
spirit of amity. The purposes of the meetings are to bring about Race Unity, to
acquaint new people with the Cause, to
bring to the attention of the Baha'is those
people in the fields of Science, Medicine,
Social Welfare, Education, Recreation,
Engineering, Industry, Cultural and Y 0cational pursuits-who are more or less
fulfilling the practical application of the
prophecies of the Teachings in their daily
work."
Peoria, Illinois, reports a race unity
banquet held January 25 in alar ge dining room of the Peoria Women's Club.
There were about 100 people present including many representatives of various
races and nationalities. The program ""as
as follows:
Chainnan, Alice S. Cox
Vocal Solos-Mrs. Esther Bush
Deep River.
. .... Harry T. Burleigh
Steal Away. . . .
. . . Will M. Ramse"
Address-Foundations of Human
'
Oneness.
. .. Mrs. Dorothy Baker
Vocal Solos-Mrs. Leila Antonson
Cielito Lindo. .
. .. Arr. by L. Nuno
La Golondrina ..
. Arr. by J. Rosamunde Johnson
N oehe de Ronda ...... Maria Teresa Lara
(Each number was introduced by Damasco Harnandez~ Mexican artist who
teaches at Btadley College.)
Address-Adventuring in Race Unity
.... Mr. Louis Gregor:'
Community Song..
. .. America
We are reprinting this here because it
may offer helpful ideas to other Baha'i
communities who may wish to conduct
similar meetings. Peoria writes that their
dinner has brought them remarkable results. One confirmation came about
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through this gathering. The Baha'i community as a whole developed a new fire
of enthusiasm and a clearer understanding of the importance of human oneness.
Mrs. Cox writes: t'The effect of the effort
on the race unity committee was most remarkable. In practical experience and in
experience in war king together the committee did not begin 'the project with
many advantages. Enthusiasm gave birth
to great effort, however, and the very
consciousness of lack of ability made it
necessary to turn to Bahi'u'll:ih with
trust and confidence. Fine consultation
and cooperation within the committee,

and with other members of the community, close contact with the Assembly,
too, grew out of this situation. Apparently there were some wasted steps, many

persons had to be invited before a few
could be found who cared to attend, etc.
-but the result of application of ardor,
prayer and coordinated effort was: proof
that the aid of Baha'u'llih comes to those
who work in His Light."
Miami, Florida, has recently established
a n.ce unity committee. Chicago again
held 1. very successful race amity banquet
this :spring. New Haven, Conn., has been
contacting the Negro race by visiting

about fifty homes during the winter and
giving the Message personally to the occupants of these homes. The Race Unity
Commit.cee would like to hear what your
community is doing. Have you perhaps:
new methods or techniques: to suggest by
which minority groups may be reached?
Please write us of your activities so that
we may share you.r experiences and ideas
with all the Baha'is.
RACE U1\,TY CoMMITTEE.

LIHRARY REPORT
A number of librarians have reported
in the newspaper recently that there is
an increasing demand for books along
spiritual lines. The time is r"ipf: for placing a basic Baha'i book in as many libraries as possible during the coming year.
Those who think they have little teaching capacity might render the Cause a
great service by placing a basic book in
their own local libraries. It would be interesting to know how many of the
friends first contacted the Cause through
library books. Such information would
stimulate us to. greater library pioneering.
Reports coming to this Committee
from all over the country show
the
teac:hing committees, assemblies and
groups are working ardently to COntact
more libraries. Projects have been
launched in New Jersey and Massachusetts to place a copy of Esslemont in fifty
new libraries. The New York Assembly
has just plac:ed an Esslemant in every public library in greater New York. It is

mu

Baha'i Temple Model Exhibited in Kno:z Flower Shop, Helena, Montana, January, 1940
most important that the books are kept
in constant circulation to keep them on
open shelves and to create a demand for
funher Baha'i literature. Enc:ourage
vour friends to borrow books from the
public: libraries instead of lending your
personal copies.
An excerpt from a recent letter fram
Duncan McAlear, member of th:: N. E.
Regional Teaching Committee states;
"The Baha'i Faith loses prestige when our
books are not found on local library
shelves. On securing the New England
names from the World's: Fair, we found
to our chagrin that more than half of the
people came fram towns where we had
no Baha'i books in libraries, and therefore
lost a good poin 1; of con tact. "

Do not overlook the importance of
placing books in Hebre'w libraries. Rabbi
Falk, Regional Director of the Union of
American He brew Congregations, wrote
to' a member of this committee some time
ago, saying, "Many of our older classes in
our religious schools conduct courses in
Comparacive Religions and I know chat
they would welcome information abaut
the Baha'i Faith," We have a number of
copies of Adt-'ent of Divine Justice (fabricoid) for presentacion to Hebrew libraries, and will include another title or
twO from aur regular list.
We now have quite an impressive list
of colleges and universities that h3ve accepted sets af Baha'i books. If the friends
contact any students fram le3ding
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schools, do not hesitate to send them
along to their own libraries for further

information on the Baha'i teachings.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

AFIELD WITII OUR REGIONALS
Although the Regional Teaching Committees have not as yet been organized for
1940-41, post-Convention news is proof
that the work goes on, and in that very
spirit which jAbdu'l-Bahi enjoined for the
progress of the Divine Plan: '~In short, a
ye believers of Godt Endeavor ye, so that
you may take hold of every -me~ns. in
the promulgation of the religion of God
and the diff us~on of the fragrances of

God."
The New England Committee has recently sent to aU its Groups and isolated

believers copies of the Victory Tablet and
of a prayer of Bah"u'H.h (po 14 of Prayers and Meditations). HIt has been suggested that Baba'is might do well to ...
invite their neighbors and friends in each
week for an hour of prayer for the establishment of Universal Peace." A new
Group has been formed at Hamden bY
withdrawals from New Haven, and believers have transferred to Wells, Maine,

for monthly meetings. Southgate has now
become a Group and Bakersfield is planning to do so. Since the organization of
six new Local Spiritual Assemblies in
California this year, our Regional Committee faces: almost a virgin territoryl
It is our hope that these events are but
a foreshadowing of incomparable successes in the coming months:. May isola ted
believers, Baha'i Groups, and Regional
Committees weld their efforts to the
Guardian's goal: a Spiritual Assembly in
every State and Province of N arch Amerie. by 1944!
fr • • • All the regions in the estimation
of the True One are one region ttnd all tbe
cities and Villages are ideally eqU41 and
similar to each_ other. Neither bolds distinction over another. AU of them are tIM
field, of God and the habitation of the
of men." ('Abdu'l-Bahi.)

,,,,,,I,

NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE.

and Pittsfield, N. H. The Temple model
was exhibited at the University of Maine
in May. went to Norwich, Conn.~ on
June 10th, and will next be routed to
New London. Bates and Bowdoin Colleges have asked for the model next year.
In Springfield Mrs. Bacon gave a week~s
radio broadcast each morning) beginning
May 27th, on subjects related to the Faith.
The annual picnic of the Springfield Assembly was scheduled June 16th, with
Harlan aber as speaker, and as usual all
the New England friends were invited.
The Committees for Kamas and Missouri continued in May its placements of
Dr. Esselmont's book in public libraries,
accompanied by book reviews in local
papers. Earlier in the Spring placements
had been made in Dodge City, Kansas; St.
Charles and Lexington. :i\.fissouri. :Miss
Howell noW reports that books have been
accepted in Jefferson City and Sedalia.
Mo.; and Hutchinson and Emporia, Kans.
The librarian of Missouri Teachers College
has requested any available Baha'i. litera·
ture, and Miss Howell observed that
bound volumes of World Order 11agazine
in this library have "been checked out
more tban the Baha'i books in any other
library I have visited in this region.'~
The Committee for CilifQmia, Nevada
and Ari=ona is making fine use of the
traveling library in conjunction with its
teaching effort in San Diego. (There are
two such libraries, containing twenty
books and eight study outlines, now in
use by Regional Committees.) As a result of a fireside for 'tWelve new persons

in early June, addressed by Mrs. Beulah
Lewis~

a non-Bahi>i home has been opened

CHILD EDUCATION
"0 Friend! In tbe garden of thy heart,

teach him to ignore outward appearances
such as color of skm, poverty. physical
disabilities and to see rather only spiritw.l
qualities among his associates? My son
often finds disobedient, objectionable children very exciting and amusing. He frequently imitates them in his own behavior.
Perhaps the answer to this mother
might be put into a single word-appreciation. If, for example, we want children
to distinguish between good and poor
music, we begin early to expose them to
good music and thus lay a foundation for
a true appreciation of music. Later when
they hear a1l sorts of music, they will be

able to distinguish between the good and
the poor.
Coming back to our small boy, we may
say that if he is going to appreciate real
values in human relationships) he must
be taught this appreciation early. Those
who are with him while he is young, must
endeavor to show forth the atttibutes of

God. The child must be treated honestly,
fairly, kindly and sympathetically. The
Golden Rule must be the rule of the home
in which he lives. He too must be ex.
pected to be as just in his dealings with
others as they are with him. This includes

plant not but the rose of love and from
the nightingale of desire and yearning
loosen not thy hold. Treasure the companionship of the righteous and withdraw

his treatment of the grov,m-ups as well
as children both older and younger than
himself. 'Abdu'I-Bah:1 has said: uThere
are also sacred duties of children toward
parents; these duties are written in the

theyself from fellowship wirh the ungodly." (Hidden Words.)

children's prosperity in trus world and

How, a mother asks, can I teach my
child to distinguish between desirable and
undesirable companions? How can I

pleasure of parents, and without this they
will be in manifest loss." (Star of the

QZ

Book of God, as belonging to God. The
the Kingdom depends upon the good
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Children should, of course, have com.
panions early in life. Fortunately young
chLldren are not prejudiced against one
another for any artificial reason. This
comes later and these prejudices will be
few or many depending upon the child's
appreciation of spiritual values. Children
do show preferences among each other.
These preferences rna y be determined by
outward factors, as for example little
Lupe's fondness for Fanny because. as he
expressed it, "Fanny has such yellowy
hair." However, children have an appreciation of deeper qualities and it is our
duty as Baha'i parents and teachers to
intensify and expand this appreciation.
One must of course protect young
children against companionships that are
detrimental but later the child will be on
his own responsibility to choose from a
greater variety of children. If the child
has been brought up in an atmosphere of
love, justice and tolerance, he will resent
hatred, injustice and intolerance. A child
may go through a phase in which he seems
to prefer the child whose objectionable behavior is more dramatic than that of
others but this admiration is only on the
surf ace. The child who has been given
an eady appreciation of spiritual qualities
will recognize them and look for them
in his companions. Like attracts like.
This law functions in the animal kingdom
among the various species and it functions
also in the human kingdom where spiritual qualities are to be found.
We as adults must be ever ready to
recognize the spiritual qualities we see
developing in our children and appreciate

2Z
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them. This does not me:ln perpetual
praise which is of course: objectionable,
and ~ay even act as a stumbling bl~ck to
further spiritual development. Children
naturally like to be singled out for special attention. However, it is well to
teach them that real distinction lies in
possessing spiricuallttribuces. Older children should memorize the following
words given to us by 'Abdu'I-Baha:
"I desire distinction for you. The
Baha'is must be distinguished from others
of humanity. But this distinction must
not depend upon wealth - that they
should be more affiuent than other people.
I do not desire for you financial distinction. It is not ordinary distinction I desire; not scientific, commercial, industrial
distinction. For you I desire spirimal
distinction; that is. you must become distinguished in morals. In the love of God
you must become distinguished from all
else. You must become distinguished for
loving humanity; for unity and accord;
for love and justice. In brief, you must
become distinguished in all virtues of the
human world; for faithfulness and sincerity; for justice and fidelity; for :firm~
ness and steadfastness; for philanthropic
deeds and service to the human wocld;
for love toward every human being; for
unity and accord with all the peoplej for
removing prejudices and promoting international peace. Finally you must become distinguished for heavenly illumination and acquiring the bestowals of God.
I desire this distinction among you. This
must be the point of distinction for you."
(Promulgation of Universal Peace, page
185.)
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When the chad, then, has gained an
appreciation of true values for himsdf and
for all of mankind, he will have become
truly discerning which is of tremendous
importance in this prejudice-ridden world
as we find it today.

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The leading article for August, by
George O. Latimer? is on the subject of
The Lesser and the Most Gn:at Peace. This
theme is of the utmost importance. and
Mr. Latimer's presentation will be helpful to Baha'i students and teachers. The
subject of peace is further developed in
the August number by Annamarie Kunz
Honnold in a most interesting article?
World Order: Hrnv?
What the editors hope is the first in an
extensive series of contributions presenting the experiences and achievements of
pioneers is To South America in 1919,

edi ted by Helen Bishop from Martha
Root's diary notes.
The compilation by Mrs. Busey on The

Divine Art of Living deals in Chapter V
with Prayer and Meditation. Other contributions are: &WJ'; Answers to Wr:JTld

Question, Book &view by Horace Holley,
a Study Outline, and editorial comment,
With Our Read"".
Specially featured is an excerpt from

words of Shoghi Effendi entitled Universal Fermentation.
The editors note with gratification the
increasing use of the magazine by groups
as source of study material, and by active
teachers as free literature.

BACK NUMBERS OF BAHA'i
MAGAZINE
The Publishing Committee has been
authorized to announce a special offer on
back numbers of Star of the West, Baha'i
Magazine. and World Order. These

periodicals have been published through
a combined period of thirty years, and
make available valuable Baha'i material
not to be found elsewhere.
The Committee proposes that each be~
Iiever, and especially the newer friends!
consider carefully the:importance of adding files of the magazine to his or her
BaM'; Ubrary. It should be realized that
when any issue is sold out, it will never
again be available. Already some of the
earliest numbers are entirely out of print.
The special price is 10c per copy, postpaid. On this basis, any Baha'i can acquire his set of magazines gradually, five
or ten copies at a time. The complete inventory as of August 1, 1940 is as

follows:
Baha'i Magazim>, SIn of the West
Vols: I.III, March 21. 1910 to March
2, 1913. Nineteen issues per volume.

Inc<mIplete.
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No.2, Christians, Jews, Muhammadans,

2, 1922. Nineteen issues per volume.

word, of 'Abdu'I·Bahi about ,he

Complete.
Vols. Xlll-XXV, :March 21, 1922 to

oneness of religion. Per 100 copies.

March, 1935. Twelve issues per volume. Complete.
W <>rId Order Magazine

No.3, Industrial Justice, words of 'Abdu'I-Baha about the partnership of
capital and labor, Per 10(1 copies,

Vol,. IV-XlI, March 21, 191J to

VoIs. I-V, April, 1935 to March, 1940.
Twelve issues per volume. Complete.
There are 444 individual issues, less
those in the first three volumes no longer
obtainable. At lOc per copy, a set can
therefore be obtained for $44.40.
For those who wish their copies bound,
the bound volumes can be obtained at the
following special rate: Baha'i Magazine,
Vals. IV to XXV, $2.00 per volume.

World Order, Vol,. I to V, $2.00 per volume. The total cost of 27 bound volumes
is therefore only $ 54.00 under the special
rate.
The Publishing Committee is also authorized [0 present a special offer on a few
complete :files of World Unity Magazine.
received by the Committee as a gift. at
[he rate of $15.00 per complete set of 90
single issues in the fifteen volumes.

CHIlDREN'S COURSES
The courses for -children prepared by
the Child Education Committee are now

sold only through the Publi,hing Committee.

Cr~ation. How to present the theme of
divine creation to small children. With
pic-tures. Fifteen lessons. Per copy, 10c.
To Live the Lif~. Lessons and stories,
with cut-outs of the Temple. Twentyfour lessons for children of six to ten.
Per copy, 25c.
&hi'i Principles. Lessons and stories
with pictures to color. For children of
twelve to fifteen. Per copy, 25c.
Comprehmsive Study Outline l<>r Children. In three parts, Creation, Progressive
Revdation, Baha~i World. Twenty-five
lessons. For children in intermediate and
upper grades. Per copy, 25c.

PUBLISHING AA"NOUNCEMENT
Hidden Words.

By bringing out a

larger edition, the price has been reduced.
Per copy, paper covers, 25c. Bound in
fabricoid, per copy, 60c.
The Deltmy of America. Bah.PI Reprint No.6. From the last pages of the
Guardian's The Advent of Divine Justice.
Pamphlet. Sold in lacs of 100 only. Per

hundred, $2.50.
Bahd'; Reprints.

The previous five
pamphlets; in this series, which are selected
by the National Spiritual Assembly for
special use as free literatur~ at this time,
are as follows:
No.1, The Image of God, words of 'Abdu'l-Baha about race unity. Per
1 00 copies~ $2.00.

S2.50.

$2.00.
No.4, Religion a Living Organism,
words of Shoghi Effendi about the
Baha'i Faith as a foundation of
new society. Pcr 100 copies, $2.00.
No.5, A Pattern for Future Society,
words of Shoghi Effendi outlining
the nature of the future world
civilization. Per 100 copies, $1.50.

TE;\IPLE TEACHING
The Temple Guides Committee reports
that during June t 864 visitors were
guided through the House of ""X' orship. In
June, 1939 the number was 1478. The
total from January I to June 30, 1940
was 5879, an increase of 1332 oyer the
number who came during the same period
last year.
During June nine large groups visited
the Temple, seven of which were of sailors from the Great Lakes Naval Training
Station on tours, sponsored by the YMCA
of Waukegan, Illinois. These seven groups
numbered 347.
The other two groups received in June
included two teachers and 12 children
from the Summer School of the Lincolnwood Public School, Evanston, and 14
adults from the Evanston YWCA.
It thus becomes apparent that the
House of Worship is evolving into the
most important teaching center in North
America. In order to take advantage of
this unique opportunity to receive the
blessing conferred upon all who serve the
Holy Edifice, more Temple guides arc
needed.
A class in practice guiding is held at
the Temple all day on Friday of each
week for those who wish to become Temple Guides. All who wish to become
guides are invited to attend.
The following is an excerpt from a letter received by the Guide Committee
from the National Spiritual Assembly. It
shows the importance that body attaches
to the work that the guides are doing
in the Temple.
'[The teaching work carried on a t the
Temple is clearly representative of the
Cause to a degree exceeding the teaching
work carried on anywhere else in North
America. Those who apply for information about the Faith while visiting the
House of Worship are justified in assuming that they are in touch with the vital
spirit of the Baha'i Faith. The National
Assembly hopes that your committee can
secure full cooperation from believers in
the Temple area~ and the members point

out thac the result of the world calamities must be the intensification of public
interest in the Faith,"
The visitors to the Temple seem to be
more favorably impressed with these
Teachings this year than ever before.
It is a great privilege to ser .... e by giving
God's Word to the world in God's House,
In June people from 29 different states
and from the following foreign countries
came to the Temple: Chili, Haiti, Toronto
and Calgary, Canada, Philippines, China
and Palastine. Those who can take part
in this work are indeed fortunate.

PHOTOGRAPHS NEEDED FOR
~L4.KlNG SLIDES
The National Spiritual Assembly has
recently authorized the Archives and
History Committee to prepare a series of
fifty small, 2 x 2 inch, slides on the
Temple. Most of these are copies of Mr.
Allen McDaniel~s series of lantern slides.
The small slides will be much less expensive, and can be shown in a kodascope
type of projector.
This committe is also authorized to
make a collection of photographs for
conversion into slides on the following
subjects:
1. Views of the Holy Land, particu-

hrly of the Shrines in AU. and
Haifa; also places of historic interest to the Cause in Iran.

2. Photograph, of the Bah"i Schools,
of Evergreen Cabin and Ma.lden
House.
3. Views of local Baha'i centers, and
of places of historic interest to the
Cause in this country.
4. Photographs related to the travels
of Martha Root, Keith Ransom-

Kehler, and May Maxwell.
5. Photograph, of 'Abdu'l-Baha',
travels in the United States and
Canada.
The Archives Committee will be very
grateful if the friends who have such
photographs will loan them for copying.
The name of the lender should be written
on the back of each photograph, and, if
possible, a brief description should ac·
company each picture, indicating when
and where it was taken, names of people
shown, et cetera. Of course, if some of
the f!'iends wish to make gifts of these
photographs to the Archives. this will be
very acceptable.
No snapshots should be sent which are
Dot quite sharp and clear and which are
not approximately 3 x 4 inches or larger
in size. A prompt response to this request
will mean that pioneer teachers and local
assemblies mav have such visual material
as an aid to te~ching wimin a few months-.
Pleasemail photographs to:
Edwin W. Mattoon, Chairman

105 Sixth S,., Wilmer«, Ill.
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1.
Se'CTetaries
Glendale, Ariz., 1{cs. Helen Burnett, Box
245.
Phoenix, Ariz., )'1rs. Sadie Ellis, 302 'W:<!st
Portland Street.
Alhambra, Calif., Miss Emmalu Wever,
18 Hidalgo, South.
Berkeley, Calif., Mrs. Helen B. Rutledge,
2828 Stuart Street.
Beverly Hills, Calif., Mrs. Jnga Illescls,
P. O. Box 794.
Big Bear Lake, Calif., Mrs, Frances L.
Wells, P. O. Box 215, Big Bear Lake,

P. O.
Burbank, Calif., Mrs. Shirley Warde, 9) 0
N. Ontario Street.
Geyserville, Calif., Mrs. V. Edith Whitton.
Glendale, Calif., Miss Virginia Orbison,
1505 E. Windsor Road.
Huntington Park, Calif., Mrs. Hazel
Jackson, R. R. 1, Box 762, Downey,
Calif.
Los Angeles, Calif., Mr. Willard P. Hatch,
Acting-Seey., 4367 West 8th Street.
Oakland, Calif., Miss Gladys Linioot, 156
Nova Drive, Piedmont, Calif.
Pasadena, Calif., Mr. Ben Ellison, 1197
Sunset A venue.
Sacramento, Calif., Miss Eliz.abeth L.
Duffy, 1821 M Street.
San Francisco, Calif' J Miss N adeen G.
Cooper, 748 Page Street.
Santa Barbara, Calif., Mrs, Angela Connaughton, 16}6 Anaeapa Street.
Santa Rosa, Calif., Mrs. Juanita Storch,
4770 Sonoma Highway.
Hamilton, Ontario, Can., to be reported.
Montreal, P. Q., Can., Ernest V. Harrison, Acting Secretary, 30 Staynor Ave.,
Westmount, Que.
St. Lambert, P. Q., Can., Miss Blanche
Mosher, 278 Desaulniers Blvd.
Toronto, Onurio, Can" :Miss Jean Abernethy. 44 Chestnut Park Road.
V ancou ver, B. C., Can., Miss Mae McKenna, 1530 11th Avenue. W.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Mrs. Gladys Roberts, 915 N. Hancock Avenue.
Denver, Colo., Mr. Ned H, Meyer, 3441
West 34th Avenue.
New Haven, Conn., Miss Gertrude Duell,
561 Whalley Avenue.
West Haven, Conn., Mrs, J. Harold Steed,
Sr., 305 Main Street.
Wa.shlngton, D. C, Mrs. Mariam Haney,
1763 Columbia Road.
Jacksonville, Fla., Miss Katheryn L. Vernon, 707 Post Streee,
Miami, Fla., Mrs. Constance G. Miletrich,
P. O. Box 1975,
St. Augustine, Fla., Mrs. Frances A. Shaw,
1J9 Central Avenue.
Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. P. D. Cunningham,
Acting Seer., 1262 Euclid Avenue.

i/-;-

ASSEMBLY ROLL

Augusta., Ga., Dr. Marie Kershaw, 217
13th Steeet.
MaUL, Hawaii, Mrs. Mary T. Fantom,
Sprec kelsv ilIe.
Honolulu, Hawaii, Miss Hcnr:ett:l From,
36 Bates Scre~L
Chic.go, Ill., Mrs. H. E. Walrath, 46)9
Beacon Screet.
Evanston, m., 1...1iss Virginia Russell, 2622
Prairie A venue.
Maywood, Ill., Mrs. Gladys Amerson,
P. O. Box 12l.
Oak Park, Ill .• Mrs. L. W. bRocque, 401
Wisconsin Ave.
Park Ridge, Ill., Mrs. J. H. Redson, 612
S. Washington Street.
Peoria, Ill., :\'1iss Zoe Meyer, 102 Alice
Avenue.
Springfield, II!., ~-1iss Ruth Engelbretsen,
1326~/i S. 11th Street.
Urbana, III., Mr. H. J. Snider, 506 W.
Penn Avenue,
Waukegan, Ill., Mrs. G. E. Terry, 1522
Melrose A venue.
Wilmette, Ill., Iv1rs, David Camelon, 125
Fourth Street:.
Winne! ka, Ill., Mrs. W. S. Hilpert, 45 5
Chestnut Street.
Indianapolis, Ind.~ Mrs. Helen Patterson,
2725 Station Street.
South Bend, Ind., Mrs. Sarah \1. Russell,
IOn Lincoln Way West.
Topeka, Kans., Miss Fern Latimer, Acting-Seey., 52 5 Clay Street.
Elioc, Me., Mrs. Dorothy C. Cress,
Baltimore, Md., Miss ~fildred Elmer, 1618
Park A venue.
Cabin John, Md., Miss Adline S. Lohse,
4700 Dover Road, Brookdale, Md.
Boston, Mass., Miss Lelia Miller, 106 r
Saratoga St., East Boston.
Brookline, Mass" :\fiss Louise D. Wright,
82 Ivy Street.
Springfield, Mass., 1\oliss Harriet E. St.
Laurent, Highland Sta., Gen. Del.
Worcester, Mass" Miss Fanny M, Holmes,
103 Webster Street.
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Charles Hall, 2910
Superior Screet,
Flint, Mich., ::\fr. Ralph A. Garner, 406
E. Court Street.
Grand Rapids, Mich., ~frs. Laura Welsh,
526 Jefferson Avenue.
Lansing. Mich .• Mr. George E. Angell,
R.F.D. 3, Box 4)7.
Muskegon, Mich., :\frs. I'la Smack, 13 2
Allen Avenue.
Minneapolis, Minn., Miss K. H. A. MacCutcheon, 1806 La Sa.lle Avenue.
St. Paul, Minn., Mr. Ken Keith Kadrie.
40 Park A venue.
Kansas City, Mo., Miss Velma Vetter,
6400 Paseo.
Helena, Mont., Mr. Charles Adams, 106
S. Main Street.
Omaha, Neb., Mrs. Doreene Holliday,
)014 N. 28th Avenue.

Jersey City, -:-;. j., .:vir, Arthur W. Foscer,
41 Tonnelle Avenue.
Montclair, N. J., :Miss Anna E. Van Bl.ucum, 19 Walnut Crescent.
NewJrk, X. J., :\Irs. F. W. Clark, 21 Milford A venue.
Teaneck, N. J., Mrs. Ethel Crane, 116
Cane St., Bogota, N. J.
Albuquerque, N. M., :\tIrs. 1\hry Lou
Ewing, 310 S. 4th Streec.
Binghamton,1\':. Y., t.,·Iiss Ida 1. Noyes,
43 Da vis Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Mrs. Morris S, Bush, 406
W. Utica Street.
Geneva, N, Y., Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi,
R.F.D.2.
Jamestown, N. Y., Miss Onolee Eddy, 30
Blanchard Street.
Xev.- York City, :'\fiss Bertha Herklotz.,
Room 615, 119W. 57th Street.
Rochester, N. Y., Mrs. Robert Meinhard.
3 } 5 Wilmot Road.
Yonkers, N. Y .• Mrs. R. L. Rogers, 82
Hamilton A venue.
Cincinnaci, Ohio, Miss Hilda Stauss, 3640
Epworth Avenue, Westwood, Cincinnati.
Cleveland, Ohio, Mrs. Dale S. Cole, ) 174
Corydon Road.
Columbus, Ohio, Mrs, Gladys Lemmon,
654 Wiltshire Road.
Dayton, Ohio, Miss Katheryn Alio, 259
Louie Street.
East Cleveland, Ohio, Dr. William Sa.ndoz, 1770 Delmont Avenue.
Lima, Ohio, Mrs. Francis Cotman, 9}2
West High Street.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Mrs. A. P. Entzminger, 423 N, E. 10th Street.
Portland, Ore., Mr. J. W. La timer, 1927
N, E. 40 th A venue.
Philadelphia, Pa., Miss Jessie E. Revell,
2 53 1 North 19th Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Mrs. Bishop Brown,
c/o Mrs. H, Seker, 538 ~. Homewood
Avenue,
Scranton, Pa., Mrs, Zenobia Dorsey, 1312
Linden Street..

North Augusta, S. C., :Mrs. Helen :Michaels, Gen. Del. Clerk, P.O., Augusta,
Georgia,
Knoxville, Tenn., Mrs. Lessie McMichael,
Reid Hotel.
Nashville, Tenn., Miss Nellie C. Roche,
703 Commerce Union Bank Bldg.
Salt Lake City, Miss Grace L. Mansfield,
c/o 2667 Beverly Street, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
Monroe, Wash., Mrs. Levina Sprau.
Richmond Highlands, Wash., Mr. B. W.
Schneider, P. O. Box 15.
.
Seattle. Wash., Miss Doris Foye, P. O.
Box 228.
Spokane, W ash.~ Mrs. Marget Stwge,
E-920 )6th Avenue.
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Eagle RiYer, 'X-'is., ?-'1rs.

Jorce

Schiddd,

Box 684.

Kenosha. Wis., Mr. Louis J. Voelz., 6108
Sheridan Road.
Madison, Wis., Mrs. Joel Stebbins, Obseryatory Hill.
lv1ilwaukee, V;!js., l\-irs. Jean Clark, 1814A
North Oakland A venue.
Racine, Wis., :"'1r. Harold R. Olsen, 1)32
Russet Street.
\\7auwatosa, ~7"is., Ivlr. Emil Gross, 7044
l\'1aple Terrace.

n. LOCAL GROrpS
Alabama
TusJugCl'-1\.frs. F. L. Drye, Tuskegee
Institute.
California
At,ascadero--Mr. V. E. Oldsen.

Clearlake Higblal1ds-\1rs. Flora M.
Clark, P. O. Box 47.
Knightsen-Mrs. Helena R. Somerhalder.
Long Bracl:--Mr. Victor Alexander,
701 East 3rd Street.
San Diego--:Miss Mary Lillian Fenn,
1744 2nd Avenue.
Southgate-Mrs. Frances Donald, 8664
Garden View.
Canada
Moncton, N. B.-Mrs.
H. !vlcEv.en,
92 North Street.
.A.rmstrong, B. C.-l\:1r. Aust:n Collin,

"?

P. O. Box 49.
Winnipeg, Manitoba - Mr. Rowland
Estall, P. O. Box 121.
Connecticut
Hamdro--Mrs. Louis Keller, 114
Wakefield Street.
NoruJich-!-J.rs. Anna Duffy, R.F.D. 6.
Delaware
Wilming/011-Mr. A. K. Kalantar,
2312 Market Street.
Florida
Pine C::ntlc-Mrs. Layli Hickey, Box
501.

Idaho
Boise-Mrs. Ethel Thompson, Route 1.
Iowa
Independena-Mrs. Lillian Cooke, 607
6th Avenue.
Louisiana
Cot·ingion-:vIrs. :rvlarion Little, P. O.
Box 61.
New Orleans - Mr. Frederick Babo,
nos: Prytania Street.
Maine
Portltmd - Miss Blanche Corliss, 47
Vesper Street.
Massachusetts
Momon-Mrs. Wendell Bacon.
Three Rit-TT5-Mrs. Harold A. Chamberlin, 11 Maple Terrace.
Michigan
Ann Arbor-Mrs. ~rilliam ~I. Parker.
1601 Pontiac Street.

Dcarborn -lvlrs. Gerald ;".1. Horne,
5625 Harding Street, R.F.D. 1.
Fruitj'Jor/-1-1rs. n·iarl' Frazier. R.F.D.
1, Box. 138.
Pointr-?vlrs. George R. True,
1 32 Moran Road.
Mar)sdlle-).1rs. Oscar J. Ketek
Ro~cz..ill('-Mrs. Arthur Page, 18450
Hazelwood Ayenue.
Van DJke--;"h. Elya Green, Box 515.
GroS5C

ivlinnesoLl
Dullltl::~Mrs.

Annie
West 9th Street.

Berridge,

923

:\lontana
Butte-l\-1rs. Evelina Caldwell, 1345
Hobson Street ..
New Hampshire
Dot·er-Mr. Malcolm Clay, 51 11t.
Vernon Street.
Hi11sdalc-Mrs. Lorna Kenrick, Northfield Street.
Salmon Falls-Mrs. Harold Bowman.
New Jersey
Atlantic City-Sirs. Eva Barey, 23
~orth Ohio Avenue.
New York
Albany-1iiss Zeah Holden, 48 Terrace
Avenue.
Larchmont-Mrs. Luda Dabrowski, 13
Bronson A venue.
New Rochelle-Mr. Robert Fuller, 271
North Avenue.
Syracusc-!vliss Lois Clark, 714 James
Street.

Ohio
Akron-Mrs. Russell Brooker, 34 Castle Blvd.
Bexle)~Mrs. Florence M. Reeb, 2512
Bryden Road.
Cirdel--·ille-Mrs. \\7. ~r. Robinson, 315
South Pickaway Street.
Cu)'ahoga Fall.I-Mr. T. H. S,mer,
2876 Northland Avenue.
J\feJina-Mrs. Anna Beach. R.F.D. 7.
Urbana - Miss Beulah Jones, 1040
S~)Uth Main Street.
Pennsvlvania
W ('~t Chester-Miss Margaret Lear, 20
Chesmut Street.

Rhode Island
Prol'idcncr- later.

address

to

be reported

South Dakota
Lead-Mrs. Ethel C. Ayer, 826 West
Main St reet.
Tennessee
Memphil-Mrs. J. B. Kelly. 456 Stone·
wall Place.
Texas
Sau Antonio--M.rs. ~'7. C. Nickols, 317
East Myrtle Street.
Virginia
Arlington-Miss Feny Paulson,
Noeth Jefferson Street.

851

\\lisconsin
Bristol-Mrs. )l'ina MatthiseD. R.F.D.l.
Green Bay-:Miss Florence Delany
1101 South Webster Avenue.
,,'
\Vyoming
Laramie-address to be reported later.

III. NATIONAL COMMITTEES
Accountant
A. F. Matthisen, R.F.D. 1. Box 240,
Bristol, Wisconsin.
Archh'fS and History
Edwin W. Mattoon, Chairman.
J..·lrs. Carl Schcffier, Secretary, 1821 Lincoln Street, Evanston, Illinois.
Miss Julia Sobel.
Miss Sophie Loeding.
William S. Pulley.
H. Hassan.
Miss Jessie E. Revell.
Ernest V. Harrison.
Miss Bertha Her klotz.
Baha'i Exhibits
Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman.
Carl Scheffler, SecretaryJ 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, Illinois.
Mrs. Mary Collison.
R. C. Collison.
Clarence Niss.
Baha'i News
Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman.
Horace Holley , Secretary. 5 3 6 Sheridan
Road, Wilmette, Illinois.
Hdrlan Obert
Baha'i News SenJice
Mrs. David Camelon, Chairman,
Fourth Street, Wilmette, Illinois.
Miss Virginia Russell, Secretary.
Mrs. Laurence LaRocque.
Mrs. Hazel Rawitsch.
Melvin Rawitsch.

12 5

The Baha'i World, Volume IX, Editorial
CommitteeMrs. S. ~'7. French, Chairman, 786 Ches.
tee A venue, San :Marino, California.
Miss Virginia Orbison, Secretary.
Mrs. Ruth Brandt.
Louis G. Gregory.
Mrs. Enos M. Barton.
Mrs. John Honnold.
Mrs. J. E. Kirkpatrick.
Mrs. Mariam Haney.
Mrs. Victoria Bedikian, Photograph Edi.
tor, P. O. Box 179, Montclair, N. J.
Braille T ranscripti()t1..s
Mrs. Samuel Rodman, Chairman. 24 Ros~
Street, Batavia, New York.
Miss Ell, C. Quant.
Miss Hilda Stauss.
A. C. Engelder.
Mrs. Lothar Schurgast.
Mrs. H. O. Bolton.
Mrs. H. W. Pettibone.
Mrs. Amadee Gibson.
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Child Education
Harry E. Ford, Chairman.
:'\frs. Harry E. Ford, Secret:ny, Little
F.lls_ N. Y.
:Miss Flora Hottes,
:Mrs. Floridl Sanford.
:Mrs. Amy Brady Dwelly, Editorial Contributor.
:\irs. George R. True.
Mrs. Herbert Suhm.

Contact!
.Vliss Lucy J. :Marshall, Chairman, 20
Broderick St., San Francisco, Calif.
Mrs. Catherine Hall.
Miss Charlotte Lindenberg.
Mrs. George R. True.
Miss Ethel Revel!.
Editorial
Mrs. E. B. Paine, Chairman, 605 \\'t. Penn
Avenue, Urbana, Illinois.
Miss Elizabeth Hackley.
:Mrs. H. A. Harding.
Hospitality 10 English Children
~. . 1rs. W. O. Inglis. 4641 Grosvenor Avenue, Fieldston, New York City, N. Y.
~-1iss Jean Silver.
Wm. DeForge.
ll~dex

Miss Alice M. Parker, Chairman, King
Edward Apartments, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Miss Louise D. Wright.
(Third member to be appointed.)
Inter-America
:'\frs. S. W. French, Chairman, 78 6 Ches~
ter Avenue, San Marino, California.
Mrs. Charles Bishop.
Miss Bertha Ma tthiesen.
Octavio Illescas.
David R. Rubin.
:'>Irs. Isabelle S. Dodge.
~frs. Thomas Collins.
~frs. E. R. Mathews.
International School
'Mrs. E. R. Machews, Chairman, P. O. Box
1064-, Colorado Springs, Coloc3do.
E. R. Mathews.
Mrs. Charles Bishop.
Mrs. Enos M. Barton.
Mrs. Robert Kenny.
George O. Latimer.
International Auxiliary Language
~frs. Patrick Quinlan, Chairman.
30
Joralemon St., Brooklyn, New York.
James Morton.
.Miss Roan U. Orloff.
Mrs. Luella Beecher.
Hugh Rouse.
C. R. Witt.
Mrs. Elsa Chaslon.
Miss Lucy J. Marshall.
Mrs. Anna Kincaid.
A. E. Reg.!.
:Mrs. Mabelle Davis.
Miss Josephine Kruka.
Mrs. Mabel Vicarl"

3

Legal
George O. Larimer, Chairman, ]927 N. E.
40th Avenue, Portland, Oregon.
Horace Holley.
1\.·1iss Elsie Austin.
Chester F. Barnett.

George O. latimer.
ivirs. Thomas Collins.
X. F. \\'7 ar d.
:i\-liss Marion Hollev.
Mrs. Valeria Thor~ton.
~. . lrs. lena lee.

Library
ivIes. S. H. Sims, Chairman, Leroy Apart-

Regional Teaching
Alaska
Miss Honor Kempton, Secret;HT,
General Delivery, Anchorage.
Miss Janet "",....,hitenack .
l\11rs. Joy Allen.
:Miss Betty Becker.

ments, Red B3nk, ~. J.
Ivfiss Florence King.
Miss BeryJ Edgecomb.
Duncan McAlear.

Publishing
Horace Holley, Chairman, 5J 6 Sheridan
Road, Wtlmette, Illinois.
Harry E. \},';'alrath.
George O. Latimer.

Publisbing Staff
Y!rs. Clara R. Wood
Thomas R. Wood.
::\lrs. Emma F. Smith, "\';restern Division.
Wm. H. Smith.
Race Unity
Mrs. Frank A. Baker, Chairman.
Louis G. Gregory.
~rs. Fred :\[ortensen, Secretary, 6223
Eberhart Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
:Miss Margaret Kunz.
Clarence N iss.
Hury Wh.ng.
Lothar Schurgast.
Radio
llis. F. S. Morton, Chairman, 5 \\.'7heeler
Avenue, Worcester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell E. Bacon.
J>.Irs. Harold Bowditch.
Mrs. A. F. ),,1atthisen.
William Sears.

Ret.'iffl.'in g
Mrs. Helen lielnors, Chairman, 40 East
9th St., New York, K Y.
1-1rs. Patrick Quinlan.
Miss Gretchen ~resteryelt.
Souvenir of ~Abd1~'I-Bahd
William DeForge, Chairman, 654 Suffern
Road, Teaneck, N. J.
Mrs. Bishop Lewis.
Carl Krug.
Norman Smith.
Miss Ophelia B. Crum.
Bernard Gottlieb.
1{iss Jean Silver.
Andrew Jochim .
Stud), Outline
Mrs. L. C. Cox, 1109 West Gift Avenue,
Peoria, Illinois.
Hury Jay.
Miss Zoe Meyer.
Te.ching
Leroy loas. Chairman.
Miss C. M. Linfoot, Secretary, 156 N 0\1;)
Drive, Piedmont, California.

Quebec, New Brunswick, Prince Ed.
ward Island, Newfoundland and Nova
Scotia.
l\11rs. John DeNfille, Secretary, Box
480, Rouyn, Quebec.
John DeMille.
Ernest Harrison.
:;\Irs. Grace Geary.
Fred Ase.h.
1\·lrs. Beulah Proctor.
Ontario
Miss Elsie Beecroft, Secretary, 44
Chestnut Park Road, Toronto.
John Robarts.
F. St.G. Spendlove.
Mrs. Sarah Davies.
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatche·
wan, Manitoba.
Miss Mae McKenna, Secretary, 1530
13th Avenue, W., Vancouver.
:;\fiss Doris Skinner.
Mrs. Katherine Moscrop.
Row land Estall.
Miss Evelyn Cliff.
Bruce Hogg.
~Jontana,

Wyoming, Utah and Colo~

ndo.
Mrs. W. Sears, Secretary, 2667 Bey.
erly St., S.lt Lake City, Utah.
Raph.el Lillywhite.
Mrs. Helen Robinson.
Charles M. Bryan.
Mrs. Ghdys Roberts.
Mrs. Lorrol Jae;kson.
North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Iowa.
Henry Brainerd, Secretary, 3540 N.
40th Sr., Omaha, Nebraska.
Mrs. Eunice Baker.
:\-frs. Marguerite Bruegger.
Mrs. Ethel C. Ayer.
Miss A. Zella Smull.
Mrs. Marie T etu.
Texas, except northern Texas.
Samuel Brandon, Secretary, 1415
Nevada St., Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Dwight J. Edson.
:Mrs. Kathryn Frankland.
Mrs. Leslie Hawthorne.
C. E. Hamil ton.
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OkhhomJ., X ew Mexico and ?-.~ onhern
Texas.
Dr. E. Lenore 11orris, Secretary,
310 S. 4th St., Albuquerque, Xcw
\kxlcQ.
A. L. ~Iorris.
Thomas Ewing.
~trs. Albert Entzminger.
Albert Entzminger.
~.fr. and !vIrs. Charles Ittner.
James S. Henninger, Jr.

Kentucky, Eastern Tennessee, Nonhern Alabama, Northern Georgia, including Atlanta.
Miss Nellie J. Roche, Secretary, 703
Commerce Union Bank Bldg.,
N ashville, Tennessee.

Mrs. Terah Smith.
\\'!inston Evans.
.Mrs. Andrew J. Allison.
iviiss Martha Fettig.
~Irs.

1laybellc :Moore.

Mrs. George Creech.
Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and
Wesc Tennessee.
Mrs. R. D. Little, Secretary, Box 61,
Covington. Louisiana.
Frederick Babo.
:.\1r5. Dorothy Logelin.
Mrs. Howard C. I yes.
IvIes. J. F. Watkins.
Miss Lydia J. :Martin.
Miss Rezsi Sunshine.
Norch Carolina, South Carolina, Southern Georgia, including Augusta.
Mrs. Esther Sego, Secretary, Bransford Road, Augusta, Georgia.
~'{iss Louise Thompson.
1>\i" Maud Mickle.
Dr. Marie Kershaw.
::'\frs. Sarah Eason.
Florida and Southern Alabama.
:Mrs. Maxwell Buffin. Secretary, 49

S. E. 6th St .• Miami, Florida:
Mrs. Frances Guy.
~iss Winifred Richards.
Mrs. F. L. Drye.
:Miss Kathryn Vernon.

:\faine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
:\iassachusctts, Connecticut, Rhode

Harry Taylor.

Island.

.;\lr5. Helen Wilks.
:\-1rs. Alt;]. Krueger.
~:lrs. Levina Sprau.
1'1rs. 1\'1. R. Cassey.
Kansas and 1'1issouri.
\:liss Opal Howell, Secretary, 13 02
East 36th St., Kansas Ciry, :\10.

J. B. Beckt.!.
)"Ess V elm:l Vetter.
~lrs. Cora Schulte.
1'1rs. Bertha Cam pbd!.
. :\1rs. Enna Coburn.
Illinois, ::\lichig:ln and \Y"isconsin.
)"'1rs. J. ~.f. McCormick, Secretary,
SO} Chestnut St., 'W'innetka. IlL
}"lrs. Ruth Corne 11.
Charles Reimer.
Dr. Katherine True.
Mrs. Gertrude Struven.
lewis Eggleston.
.Mrs. L. LaRocque.
Ohio, Indiana and \'/ estern Pennsylvania.
)'lrs. Florence Reeb, Secretary, 2 S I.2
Bryden Road, Bexley, Ohio.
Frank \\'7 arner .
:Mrs. Charleen Warner.
:Mrs. Mary Elmore.
)''1iss Charlotte Lindenberg.
Miss Virginia Taylor.
lothar Schurgast.
\larybnd, Delaware, Virginia and \Vcst
Virginia, and District of Columbia.
Charles :'\fason Remey, Secretary,
2440 Ivlassachusetts Avenue,
Washington, D. C.
~rs.

H. C. Lang"l!.

:.v1iss Mildred Elmer.
Samuel Green.

Hilbert Dah!.
New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania.
Curtis Kelsey, Secretary, 499 Grenville Avenue, "W'est Englewood,
~.J.

Archie Tichenor.

California, Neyada and Arizona.
~frs. Valeria Thornton, Secretary,
506 N. Rexford Drive. Beverb..

Hills, Calif.

1\11rs. Clara B. Rainboth.
Mrs. Myrtle CampbelL

' .

~rs.
~1iss

:Miriam Bugbee.
Virginia Orbison.
:'\fiss Gladvs Linfaot.
Mrs. Elea~or Adler.
Frederick Laws.
:.\frs. Sylvia loas.
Mrs. Alice Dudley.
Robert L. Gulick, Jr.
Oregon, Idaho and v;.' ashington.
:.\1r5. Louis Speno, Secretary, 313 E.
Baldwin A venue, Spokane, Was hingron.

;\\rs. Ida Huff.
S. H. Sims.
Yliss Helen Reynolds.
Benjamin Schreibman.
\1iss' Jessie E. Revell.
Mrs. India Haggerty.
Carl Krug.
l\11rs. Dorothy E. Graf.
V pper New York.
Kenneth Christian, Secretary, '!o.-lor-

risville, New York.
R. C. Collison.
1'lrs. I\llarguerite Firoozi.
Mrs. 1-1orris Bush.
?-r'1iss Ida Noyes.
1\·lrs. Helen Indedied.
Miss Zeah Holden.

~-1rs.

H:Lrold 1'1. Bowman, Secretan",
.
Salmon Falls, X. H.
),lr5. F. S. )"'1orton.
~lrs. Elsa Isaacs.
)"1rs. H. Chamberlin.
:\-irs. '\f/. E. Bacon.
Duncan McAlear.
Louis Keller.
Miss 1hrjorie Wheeler.
Dr. Elizabeth M. Kidder.
Richard Gladding.

Temple Guides
:\'1rs. John Haggard, Chairman, 1229
Cleveland Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
:vfiss Edna True.
Edwin W. :Ma ttoon .
Robert Hammond.

Temple Libraria1J and Sales
Harry E. "WF alrath, Chairm;m, 4639 Beacon St., Chicago, Illinois.
1\.·1r5. Flora Ernst.
Miss Gertrude Buikema.

Tonple Program
?vlonroe Ioas, Chairman.
i\.·frs. Clarence Ullrich, 904 Hayes A\'enue, Oak Park, Illinois.

Mrs. W. S. Hilpert.
Miss Sophie loeding.

John Haggard.
Irving C. Hansen.
Miss Etta Steckler.
Miss Edna True.

Youth
\'1iss Margaret Kunz, Chairman.
..\1iss :Margaret Swengel, Secretary, 507 \'L
Illinois St., Urbana, Illinois.
Mrs. John Honnold, Editor, 277 Eastern
Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
lvles. Mae Dyer, Business Manager, 211
Schermerhorn St.) Brooklyn, N. Y.
Robert Gaines.
i\.·liss Pari Zia -W alra tho
Miss Betty Scheftler.
Allen McCormick.
Mrs. Otto Zmeskol.

Regianal Secretaries
Eastern Area-Maine, New Hampshire~
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania.
West Virginia. Virginia, New Jersey,
Maryland. Delaware, Ontario, Quebec,
Labrador, New Brunswick.
Mrs. K. Christian, Morrisville, N. Y.
Southern Area-Tennessee, South Caro_
lim., North Carolin:!., Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and
Arkansas.
Chester Davison, 311 N. W. 30th
Street, Miami, Florida.

BA~'i

Middle West-Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa? Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky.
Miss Betty Schemer, 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, Illinois.

Sauth West-Oklahoma. Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, California,

Nevada, Utah.
Marshall Eichenauer, 2445 East Culver Street, Phoenix, Arizona.
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North West-Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Montana, W yarning, Yukon,
Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Northwest Territory.
Member to be appointed.

W wid Order Magazine-Editorial Staff

Stanwood Cobb.
Mrs. J. E. Kirkpatrick.
Mrs. 1. C. Cox.
Horace Holley, 536 Sheridan Road,
Wilmette, Illinois.
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Contribltting Nilan:
Dr. Genevieve L. Coy.
Glenn A. Shook.
Dale S. Cole.
Marzieh Gail.
~tJ.rcia S. Atwater.
Annamarie Honnold.
Hasan M. Balyusi.
Shirin Fozdar.
Inez Greeven.
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The Baha'i. National Office is located at 536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, Illinois, and all communications intended for the National
Spiritual Assembly, or for the Temple, Green Acre, Wilhelm, Bosch, Wilson and Mathews Trustees, should be sent to this
address.
After October 1, 1940, communications intended for the National Treasurer are also to be sent to 536 Sheridan Road, Wil4
mette, Illinois.
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THE SEVEN YEAR PLAN AT MIDPOINT
"In this new cycle, education and training lITe- T~C'orJeJ in. the Book of God
lIS obligatory ttnd not vQ/untIlTY."
-'Abdu'l-Baha.

Beloved Friends:
We come now to the midpoint of the
Seven Yea.r Plan, that supreme and culmina ting effort of this generation of Bahi' is
in America to serve the Faith of Baha~
u'llih. May we not pause a moment for
renewed vision of the importance of our
great enterprise, and for deeper consecra-

ti.on to the discharge of tbe responsibili,ies which the beloved Mas'er has laid
upon our souls.
Within the brief span of 'hree and onehaJf years the American Baha'I communJty has surpassed all expectation in meeting the schedule of T emp]e construction.
In rapid succession we have witnessed the
application of the ornamentation to the
gallery floor of the House of Worship,
then to the nine pylons of the main story;
and now at this hour the ornamentation is
proceeding swiftly on the first of the nine
faces of the main story. Moreover, the
grounds themselves are being graded! preparatory to seeding, and the entrance tunnels and areaways arc to be completed in
October. By establishing the grade at this
time, the earth will settle and be ready for
the laying of the sidewalks in 1942, preceded by the building of the surrounding
5tairs. Last of all will come the placing of
the nine permanent doors, the signal to the
world that the exterior of the House of
Baha'u'll'h has been completed!
Likewise, in the realm of teaching the

American community has made miraculous advance in this same period of time.
Our unoccupied areas have pioneers, or
groups, or Assemblies, Spiritual Assemblies have been formed in Mexico City,
Bahia, and Buenos Aires, groups raised up
in Havana, Tegucigalpa, Guatemala,
Montevideo and Panama, and pioneers are
striving heroically in other nations of
Central and South America.
The world, however, as the Guardian
has been warning us for many years, has
drawn inevitably to the verge of prostration; and we behold now t with the eye of
the spirit, that the only real life in mankind is that new spiritual life which
Baha~u'llah confers. The contrast between
the wor1d and the Kingdom is overwhelming. It compels us to attain maturity of
soul in order to serve the Faith with the
whole power of our capacity.
CODvinced that the Temple work is progressing satisfactorily, the N acional Spiritual Assembly now wishes the friends to
grasp the necessity for concentrating on
teaching work during the second half of
the Seven Year Plan. Here there remains
unfulfilled the mightiest opportum ty ever
offered to a sman, inconspicuous and humble group of human beings.
The teaching work calls for a movement of the entire Baha'i community~ the
utmost concentration of effort on the part
of all Assemblies, Committees, groups and

October, 1940
individuals along wi.th all the enthusiasm
and initiative the community Can summon
to its aid.

The National Spiritual Assembly,

'0

open the way to a more widespread, free
and unified teaching e1fort. indicates the

path which the Guardian has laid down
for the administrative relationships involved, and thus makes it possible for
every worker to see clearly the plan of
action as a whole.
As Shoghi Effendi has written: "The
local Spiritual Assembly can not delegate
to anyone of the local committees the
authority to exercise any control or supervision over any other committee or body

which it has itself appointed. All local
committees are Jirrctiy and sQ/ely responsible to the local Assembly which alone
can exercise the power of supervision over
them"-an explanation which applies
similarly to the National Committees.
Nil/ronal Co-mmitlt:es: The National
Spiritual Assembly appeals to every Committee to energize its labor, study its possi-

bilities and apply for any necessary budget
or approval of plans. Whatever coordination may be needed between the services,
functions or fields of effort of various
Committees will be supplied by the N ational Assembly in accordance wjth the
Guardian~s
administrative instruction.
Any Committee encountering problems or
conditions requiring the exercise of au~
thority is to report the rna tter to the
National Assembly without delay.
Regi0n41 C<»nmittus: These are to be
regarded as independent committees, not
controlled by any other Committee but
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"RESISTLESS MARCH"
Cablegram 1m.. Shogh; Elfend;
Ismailiyyih reports believers assigned cemetery, Authorized building. Rejoicing with American Community (at) striking evidence (of
the) resistless march (of the) ever-

expanding, consolidating Baha'i
world order.
SHOGHI RABBAN[

Received August 22, 1940.
Note: .Believers in Muslim countries have Dot previously been permitted to have separate Baha'i
cemeteries. The building authorized
is the supplementary administrative
building now under construction at
Wihnette.

under the constant supervision of the Nati0D21 Assembly itself. Their functions
include:
I. Coordination of Inter-Community
conferences.
2. Cooperation with local Assemblies in
organizing teaching circuits.
3. The routing of traveling teachers
within the region.
4. Rendering assistance to groups and
preparing groups for the election of a
Spiritual Assembly.
5. Encouraging and stimulating teaching
activities of isolated believers.
6. The extension of teaching work to
areas within the regions where no Assemblies or groups exist. The Regional
Committee is to exercise initiative in
the areas outside the jurisdiction of
local Assemblies. A local Assembly
wishing to carryon extension teaching
in nearby centers should notify the Regional Committee. which will then
leave those centers for development
by the Assembly.
7. The Regional Committee should inform itself of all the facilities which
are at the disposal of groups and isolated believers for teaching workteaching literature, lantern slides, material for public exhibits, radio talks,
publicity, books for placement in pub¥
lie libraries, etc. The use of the many
facilities which have been developed in
recent years is to be encouraged among
groups and the active isolated friends.
8. Enrollment cards of new believers are
to be carefully recorded by the Re¥
gional Committee and the signed card
then sent to the National Office at
536 Sheridan Road. Wilmette.
In later issues of Baha'i News, the Na¥
tional Spiritual Assembly will endeavor to
point out some of the teaching functions
of local Assemblies. Not until the whole

body of the Baha'; community is filled
with the same blessed spirie of radiant
enthusiasm can we be assured that We are
actually meeting the high expectations
which the Guardian cherishes for the community. May we fully understand and
faithfully obey the great spiritual law of
this Cause: In this new cyclt?, ~ducation

and training ar~ recorded in the Book of
God lIS obligatory and not voluntary.
(,Abdu'I-B.ha.) Without basis in this
Divine command, our teaching activities
might lose their inner spirit and reflect too
much the promotion methods of the society surrounding the American Baha'is.
May our understanding be purified and
our souls filled with passionate resolve to
hold aloft the banner of His Faith!
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

A MOST BEFITI1NG AND DIGNIFIED EXIDBIT
"The stone casting representing the
window head of the main story ornamen tation of the Temple which you had shipped
on board the American Export Liner tEx_
calibur' was safely received only two days
ago, and was found in excellent condition.
It has already, at the Guardian's direction,
been placed at the entrance to the garden
adjoining the Shrine of the Bab. The size
of the casting. and the intricate and beautiful designs, and the excellent location
it has been given, are such as to highly impress all visitors. It makes indeed a most
befitting and dignified exhibit, and is
bound to awaken considerable interest in
the Cause. The Guardian feels most grateful to the N. S. A. for their gift, which
constitutes indeed one more tangible proof
of the bonds of undying devotion and It-

"INEXPRESSIBLY REJOICE"
Cablegram Irom Shoghi Elf",';
August twenty-third sent following: "Congratulate Florence
Morton (on the) imperishable honor
(of) association through magnifi_
cent donation (with comp~etion of)
last faces (of) remaining units (of)
historic House (of) Worship. Inexpressibly rejoice (at) simultaneous
evidences (of) astounding acceleration (of) ornamentation. vigorous
prosecution (of) teaching enterprises, (and) visible expansion (of)
newly-formed nucleus (of) Administrative Seat. Baha'i world vibrates
(with) emotion (at) phenomenal
successes enabling, in (a) declining
age, (the) high-minded, greathearted champions (of) Faith (to)
enlarge limits, reinforce fabric (and)
insure future greatness (of) Divinely¥ordained institutions. n
SHOGHJ RABEANI

Received September 23, 1940.
Note: The National Assembly did
not receive the message when first
sent on August 23.

tachment that so indissolubly unites them
with the world-center of the Faith in the
Holy Land. "-SHOGHI EFFENDI. through
his secretary, to Allen B. McDaniel, Cbairman of the National Spiritual Assembly,
April 22, 1940.
Two views of this casting in the garden
at Haifa were published in Baha"'; News
for September, 1940.

"THE VOICE OF TRUTH, NEVER TO BE
CHALLENGED"
In our effort to be fully informed of the
teachings and principles that explain the
nature of the local Spiritual Assembly, we
come upon many extraordinary statements compelling profound reflection on
our part before we can realize their meaning. For example. the Guardian wrote
many years ago: "And, when they are
called upon (i.e., the members of the local
Assembly) to arrive at a certain decision.
they should. after dispassionate, anxious
and cordial consultation. turn co God in
prayer. and with earnestness and conviction and courage record their vote and
abide by the voice of the majority, which
we are told by our Master to be the voice
of truth, never to be challenged, and al¥
ways to be whole-heartedly enforced.'~
Such is the high and unique sta tion
given to the institution established by
Baha.'u'Uih as the basis of His world order!

But that station is one we must achieve by
our ardent individual and collective efforts. It is the fruit of a condition that
is attained, and not a power which Can
be exercised by the ignorant. the superficial and the divided souls.
In previous statements on the subject of
the local Spiritual Assembly we have cited
the functions with which it has been endowed and for which it is responsible.
One of the most vital functions of an
Assembly is to maintain the unity of the
believers in the community. Success in this
weighty responsibility resting upon each
and every elected member is absolutely
essential to the corning of the Most Great
Peace. The unity of Baha'is, however.
is and must be conscious, sincere, wholehearted and joyous t and not merely that
outward lack of discord resuking from
the application of authority and power.
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Baha'is unite in and through their Assembly~ not under its dominion. Bahi'!.s cherish and protect their Assembly because if
they allow it to be destroyed they will become victims to the terrible and implaca-

ble disorders of the world. It is the truth
and the spirit whicb uni.tes Baha'is, not
personality by charm nor government by
force. The source of all unity is Baha'u'llah. The unique Stations He created
and the institutions He established are
sacred because of their connection with
and dependence upon Baha·u~llih. From
that connection and dependence they exercise miraculous powers-powers which
originate in Baha'u'llih and are sustained
by His Spirit.
That is why a true Bahi'l is in full and
continuous union with other Bahi'is in
any city or any country where he mingles
with them. In turning to Baha'u'lIa,h, in
becoming Baha'is, we consciously and
resolutely leave behind every human tie
or consideration which could prevent us
from being in unity with all other Baha'is.
Thus, there is not such a thing as a
'~hyphenated"
Bahi') - an AmericanBaha'l~ a German-Baha'i, a white-Baha'i,
a colored-Baha'i, a rich-Baha'i, or a
poor-Baha'i in the sense of aoy group
li.mitation. The quality of our Bah;]:i relationship is from our soul and not from
our family, our race, our class, our nationality or our former creed.
This is the root of the matter, infinitely
important for us to realize at this stage
of human history, when the edUice of
mankind draws so near to the point of
destruction.
The kind of Baha'i Assembly we should
all strive f()r in our city or town is one
in which and through which the unity of
Bah::i.'u'll::i.h is achieved-the universal
unity binding in spirit all who sincerely
turn to Him. Thus, even in a small Baha'i
community, the friends should include
and reconcile types of persons which, in
the world, are in mutual enmity, bitterness and conflict. By sacrificing, for
Bahi'u'llih, any opinion or condition at
variance with His teachings. we attain the
right and the privilege to associate with
aU other sincere believers in the realm of
faith and progress, On the other hand,
the Faith does not seek to unite discordant
elements which represent rejection of
Baha'u'llih. We do not throw open the
doors of Baha'i membership to any who
might wish it without meeting the conditions of faith which the Gua.rdian has
explained. The door through which believers enter His Cause is the door of
spiritual experience. We Can enroll only
those whom Bah;!'u'llih Himself accepts
to he His servanr.s and workers in His
Kingdom!
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Completed Pylon, Main Story, Baha'i House of Worship.
Photograph taken August 23, 1940.

INTER·AMERICA TEACHING
Montevideo - Wilfrid Barton writes
from Montevideo: "You will be glad to
know that we have several new contacts
here which are very promising indeedpersons of real capacity. Besides, a 5mall
nucleus of the group interested by Mrs.
Stewart is continuing to- show interest.
Through the assistance of one of the latter
we have succeeded in obtaining a very
nice room located conveniently in the Center of town to hold our public meetings,
We have had three meetings so far, and,
though the attendance has been modest in
proportions, the quality of those few attending and the eager interest they have
shown have been a source of great encouragement to Simon and me, The problem
which will now occupy our attention is
how we may increase the numbers of those
attending and enlarge the circle of our

contacts. As for me, the most fertile fidd
for Baha'i contacts bas proved to be
through my musical interests and activities. One of these I feel is worth mentioning here. 'When the famous Lehner
quartet was here in Montevideo a short
while ago, I put myself in touch with Mr.
Imre Hartman, •ce1list of the quartet, to
arrange to take a few lessons. In the
COUl'se of our first interview I had occasion
to mention the Cause to Mr, Hartman and
he immediately showed considerable interest, asking me various questions and accepting the leaflet which I offered him.
Llter I had dinner with Mr. Hartman and
Mr. Roth, violist of the quartet, and the
occasion again arose to discuss the Cause
at even further length, I am keeping in
touch with Mr. Hartman, who is now in
Buenos Aires, and I hope soon to have the
opportunity to put him in touch with the

4
Baha~is there when the circumstances
prove favorable."
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BEAR ALL, DARE ALL
Cablegram {mm 500gb; Effendi

Quito - From Quito7 Ecuador, John
Stearns writes us: "At the beginning of
the month I transferred residence from
the Pens.ion, taking over part of a house
in the north residential section together
with four other young men. Before undertaking this arrangement the matter of
my religious status was, of course, care-

emb.rking (on) holy task

fuUy discussed. I occasionally have op-

Southern Republics, (and) reinforc·

portunity to talk with them of serious
matters. The change of address gives me
a kitchen in which to pursue experimental
work with the native tnaterials for candy
and provides several other advantages. I
continue to eat at the Pension occasionally and keep my acquaintances there .••.
I did not visit Gu.ayaquil as anticipated.
in the last report. Instead I attended the
tea given at the American Legation here
in Quito on July 4th. There were about
H 0 present, of these about 25 Americans.
There are more Americans in Quito but
not the type that enthuse over such
"stuffed shirt" affairs. The afternoon was
a pleasant one, expressing strongly interAmerica feeling. Present were the staff
and band of an American warship which
was visiting Guayaquil at the time. Also
the city has been honored by the visit of
a squadron of six planes from the Canal
Zone the past week."

San Jose, Costa Rica-Mrs. Ford and
Mrs. Woolson report four confinned believers on August 1st, 1940. Since April
26th, 1940, weekly classes h.ve been held
at which the average attendance has been
five or six persons. On May 2nd Mrs. Fo.rd
presented the Baha'i Message before the
Theosophical Society, and this lecture was
advertised by the Society in the newspapers. Th-e editor of the Spanish magazine ~'Alrna Tica," which has a circulation of 3 000 copies in Central and South
America~ has consented to publish the
Spanish translation made by Mrs. Ford of
the Guardian's pamphlet, "World Religion."

Hearts uplifted (by) realization
(that the) increasing turmoil (of
the) great testing hour is stiffening
resolution (and) giving fresh resilience (to) splendid spirit animating
American believers. (The) pioneers

(in)

ing (the) teaching work On tbe)
Southern States (are) object (of
my) special prayers. Assure each

(my) deepest gratitude (and) loving admiration.

(1) renew (my)

plea (to) bear .11, dare all (in) patb
(of) service (to thi,) m.tchl.ss
Cause.
SHOGHI RABBANJ

Received October 15, 1940.

Mr. MarangeUa writes that the :first believer to register was
Sr. Perfecto Perez y Toledo, Oguendo
358, Apto 52.
2nd was Eugenio Gines, Escobar 107,
Altos, Havana.
3rd was Domingo Santos del Rio, Sitios
256, Havana.
These friends appear in the photograph
with Mr. and Mrs. Marangella.

Port-au-Prince', Haiti-Mrs. Ruth
Blackwell writes of conditions in this
country in which she says the Catholic
influence is like a vise and she is forced
to remain almost in seclusion. She has
been living with :l native family, speaks,
reads and writes French. She requests literature in French and hopes to rent a
house when her husband joins her.
Te'gucigalpa, Honduras-Mr. Gerrard
Sluter wrote before leaving for Colombia
that the first Unity feast was held on June
5th at which five Baha'is attended. Professor Tany Vjana heM the fourth feast
in his home. Professor Viana has dedicated

the International Club. A quotation from
the Writings was inserted in Cypactly, one
of the main Jiterary magazines. A socialsports club has been contacted, a. number
of whose members have expressed interest
in the principles of the Teachings. Meetings are held each Saturday afternoon and
Sunday morning and ideas about how to
get people out would be appreciated.

Jamllictl--Mr. and Mrs. Shaw. who have
recently returned to this country, report
difficulties in teaching in Jamaica. on account of class distinctions. A customs
official who saw their Baha'i books let
them through without .ny trouble because h< h.d beard .bout the Faith. Mrs.
Shaw fell into conversation with three
ladies on a street corner who were waiting
for a car and discovered one of them had
lived in Montreal where she worked for
Mrs. MaxweIJ, who took her to Baba'i
meetings.
Drnninican Republic - Miss Margreo:
Lentz writes from T raj illo. Republic of
Domingo, that another young woman has
been confirmed there. Her name is Sra.
Ana Margrit Schaefer. Miss Lentz is very
happy in her work, and having been for
some years attached to the International
Bureau at Geneva, Switzerland. she is a
very accomplished linguist and understands pioneer work.
Bahia - We learn from Bahia, Brazil
that a Spiritual Assembly has recently
been formed there with Miss Leonora

Holsapple and Mr. and Mrs. Worley as
teachers. This is indeed good news.
New T ",,,,lali,,,, - The Publishing
Committee announces that the Spanish
translation of uBahi 'u~lIah and the New
Era" is now ready and shipments have
been made to pioneers and groups. (See
Publishing Committee report in this
issue. )

Applic4lion, /ram Volunl...,.,-The In-

America" as the beginning of a Baha') ref.
erence library.

ter-America Comm.ittee wishes to inform
all applicants to the field of pioneer service in Latin America that pending the approval of the applicants by the Committee
and their acceptance by the National Spiritual Assembly no move whatsoever

writes that a Baha'i Center has been estab·

The 10c.1 B.ha'i Fund has been est.b-

should be made by the applicants toward

Ii,hed ;n • beautiful old Spani'h colonial

1ished to which all are) 10yaUy, contributing small sums. Thus the group was in
a position to buy some flowers and send a
delegate to the funeral of a son of one of
the Bahi'ls. A Teaching Committee has
been fonned which is a kind of Executive
Committee for the community. There are
now six active Baha'is in Tegucigalpa. and
public meetings are to be held every Saturday night, which are given publicity.
San Salvador-John Eichenauer writes
that good use has been made of the extra
copies of World Order, putting them in
the two main social dubs, the Casino and

securing Consular advice. The observance
of this instruction is of the utmost importance since premature action may lead to
complications which would frustrate the
plans entirely.
When an application has been approved
the applicant will be advised immediately,

HIIV""a, Cuba-Philip Marangell.
building in Havana. The room has been
furnished and the bookcase stocked with
all available literature. There are now six
declared. believers in Havana. He sends
the folIowing names and as.ks that some
of tbe friends send them words of welcome. These are the latest:
Mr. Jack Zoller, Malecon 671, Havana,
Cuba.
Sr. Librado Gonzalez Benavides, Ami-

stad 162 (Altos), Havana.

Sr. Jose de la Luz V, Perez, F actoria No.
155, Havana.

a book shelf and a "History of Central

hi, post will be determined .nd he will then
receive definite instructions as to how to

proceed by the duly appointed representative of the Inter-America Committee with
whom hewill establish the necessarycorrespondence. By following this plan aU arrangements will be facilitated and a uni-
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form procedure will be established which
is absolutely essential to tbe carrying out
of successful entry into the various countries. Visitors to these countries also, even
though not engaged in pioneer scrvice, ace
invited to avail themselves of the facilities
offered by the Inter-America Committee
through their representative. In this way
the Inter-America Committee will be able
to inform the various Baha'I Centers of

the propooed visits.
Pioneers are needed in Peru where a
married couple would be most acceptable,
and there are posi.tions to be had for men
in Panama where no knowledge of Spanish
. is necessary. In the case of women in Panama only expert stenographers or trained
Durses ;U'e in demand.

Inler-America Bulletm - A regular
bulletin has been inaugurated which will
be sent to all pioneers by air mail as often
as occasiOn warrants, and certainly once a
month. In this bulletin there will. be a
page devoted. to Spanish translation of
some of the wrttings. The remainder of
the conteDts will serve to keep the pioneers in touch with each otber and with
us, and will carry information regarding
the translations which are ready for use
as well as news items about the progress
of tbe Temple and any news of particular interest.
All friends contemplating pioneer service or those intending to make a visit to
any of the counnies coming within the
range of the work of this Committee are
requested to communicate at once with
the Committee through the Chainnan.
NELLIE

S.

FllENCH~

ChtJirmm

786 Chester Avenue
San Marino, California

INTER·AMERICA ADDRESSES

'0

(Rerised
September 30, 1940)
Mexico--Spjritual Assembly, Pedro Espinosa, Secretary. Calle Bucareli 65, Bajos
2) Mexico City.
G1UItemala-Sr. Francisco Acker, 15 Cane
Peniente No. 24, Guatemala, C. A.
Nic~rfZg1l4 - Mr. Mathew Kaszab, c/o
Mrs. Anna CrowdeD, B1uefields, Nicaragua, C. A.
P"""ma-Mr•. Cora H. Oliver, P. O. Box
1296, Ancon, Canal Zone; Mrs. Louise
Caswell, P. O. Box 1296, Ancon, Canal
Zone.
San Salvador-Mr. John Eichenauer, Jr.,
11a Ave. Sur No. 43, San Salvador,
C. A.; Mr. Clarence Iverson, 1 Ia Ave.
Sur No.4), San Salvador, C. A.
HonJuTas-Sr. jose Leon Ruiz~ Secretary,
Ba. "El Socorro," Comayaguela, D. C.,
Honduras, C. A.
Co,a Rica - Mrs. Gayle W ooloon, 100
varas Sur Teatro N acional, Calle 3a,
Avenidas 2a y 4a, San jose, Costa Rica;
Mrs. Amalia Ford, 100 varas Sill' Tea-

.

Main Story Ornamentation Under Way.

This photograph, taketl; October 3, 1940, shows a number of castings already in

place along the wmdow bases. It also shows 'progrelils in the contract
for grading the land.

teo Nacional, Calle la, Avenidas 201. y
4a, San Jose, Costa Rica.
Cuba-Address later.
Dominican Republic-Mi.. Margaret
Lentz, P. O. Box 65, Cuidad Trujillo,
Rep. Dominica.
Uruguay - Mr. Wilfrid Barton, Yaco
1478 Dto, 2 Nueve Malvin, Montevideo, Uruguay.
ECU4Jor-jr. John Stearns, Pension Neumann, Calle Flores 12, Quito, Ecuador.
Venezuel..-Mr. and Mrs. Emeric 5ala,
Paraiso de Sabana Grande, Calle del
Medio 5, Caracas, Venezuela; Miss PrisciDa Rhodes, Paraiso de Sabana Grande,
Calle del Medio 5t Caracas, Venezuela.
Haiti-Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Blackwell,
c/o American Consul, Port-au-Prince,
Haiti.
Brazil-Mr. Roy L. Morley, Caixa Postal
659, Bahia, Brazil.
Argentina-Sr. Salvador Tormo, Sarandi
140, piso 7, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
Senora Maria Casati. Calle Espana 362,
Formosa, Argentina.
Chile-Senora Elisa Espinosa. c/o Associacion Christiana Femenina, Calle McI vor. Santiago, Chile.
Puerto Rico-Mis. Ruhiyyih Jones, P. o.
Box 213 O? San Juan, Puerto Rico; Mrs.
Katherine Disdier, P. O. Box 2130. San
Juan, Puerto Rico.
Philippine Island, - Sr. Felix Maddcla,
Bintawan St. Solano, Vizcaya, P. 1.
Colombia-Mr. Gerrard Sluter, Carrera 7,
No. 18-68, Bogota, Colombia.

F1RST LATIN·AMERICAN
SESSION
The first Baha'i Latin-American Session
was held at Temerity Ranch in Pine Val-

ley, near Colorado Springs, Colorado, from
June 12th to June 24th, 1940. A cahle
received just before the opening from
Shoghi E:ffendi brought with it innumerable blessings. It was significant that the
number of believers able to accept the invitation to attend the Session was nine..
teen. Perfect weather aided our material
plans as we had set a tent on the lawn and
thus had an at fresco dining room from
which could be glimpsed the plains that
stretch to the East of the mountains.
There are no boarding houses or restaurants in the neighborhood and the city
of Colorado Spr~gs is fourteen miles
distant.
A circulating library of Latin-American books and the maps of these countries
had been prepated.
Two periods were set aside daily for
prayer and meditation which was followed
by consultation lasting an indefinite time.
The Committe has edited the discussions
and has sent the report in pamphlet form
to the Assemblies.
Our first evening was arranged for a
meeting between the Colorado Springs
Assembly and the friends from afat, who
had come from many directions: Louisiana, California, Honolulu, Chicago, Wilmette, New York, and New Hampshire.
With considerable trepidation we had
sent out five hundred invitations to the
public of the city, though they had never
evinced any interest either in our public
Baha'i. meetings nor responded to invitations to fireside groups. There was no
doubt that our Guardian's prayers for the
success of these meetings was answered.
for, to our utter astonishment. every
meeting was well attended; we had never
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less than fifty and towards the end of the
Session more than a hundred
anee.
Our program included two
Latin-American music by well
thoritie5~ Prof. James Sykes

in attend·
lectures on
known auand Prof.

Nicolas Slonimsky. Added to which we
had a concert of South American com-

pooe". Prof. C. W. T. Penland added
greatly to our program by a lecture with

colored slid" of the "Flora of the High
Andes." And we had Mrs. Louise Caswell
who showed slides of the Temples of the
world and afterwards related her experiences in Panama as a Pioneer.
We had four Baha'i Talks held in the
Half Way House, Colorado Springs, which
is a lovely building dedicated to recovering patients, able to work here and sell
their handicraft. OUf first talks were
given by Horace Holley and George Latimer on the Baha'i remedies for world conditions. The second evening we had a
symposium of four fifteen-minute speakers on '~Progressive Revelation," given
by Raphael Pumpelly, Mrs. Charles
Bishop, Marion Holley and George Latimer. "The Historical Background of the
First Baha'i Latin-American Session at the BaM'i International School,
Baha'I Faitb'~ was next presented by Miss
Temerity Ranch, Colorado Spring8, June 12-24, 1940.
Marion Holley and Mrs. Chari", Bishop.
Our firsc symposium was so successful
tbac we chose this form of presenting the must, as a result of this steady, this grad- Miss Becker left, is an open field for anFaith for our last public talk.
ual. and inevitable absorption in the mani- other Baha~l pioneer. "I left behind me
"Deepening the Spiritual Li.fe" in four foJd perplexities and problems afflicting many friends and a]so several people who
separate aspects were given by Mr. Pum- humanity, be dark and oppressive for that are heartily in sympathy with the teachpelly I Mrs. Mary Barton, Mrs. Bishop and nation. n But while this certainty op- ings. . .. It seems to me that if we bad a
Mn. Loulie Mathews. We closed the two- presses our contemporaries, it can but en- Bahi'i couple who had money to invest
week Session with a Baha'i picnic.
ergize the active Baha'i, Indeed, Baha'is and could establish themselves in Sitka,
The committee appointed to deveJop everywhere are already busy at building they should not be so very long in forming
plans for the school and a course for teach- a new world!
a Spiritual Assembly.""
ers will submit p]ans to the N ationa] SpirKatherine Disdier and Rourueh Jones
Mrs. Moscrop has reported three meetitual Assembly as soon as is feasible.
arrived in San J1km, Puerto Rico, on July ings. with an average attendance of eight,
It is hoped that as a means of advam:ing
24th. where they hope to obtain teaching during her recent campaign in Regin41
knowledge and understanding of teaching
posts.
Through Miss Disdier"s former stay Sask., which laid the foundation for a
in Latin-America, the school will take its
place among Baha'i institutions and ful- there, many doors are already open and regular group in autumn. Her comments
their arrival was heralded with a compre- are timely: "Altogether, there are approxifill a special destiny.
hensive article on the Faith in '~EI mately twenty-six who are willing to
BAHA'i INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Mundo," the '~most important newspaper study .... There are dozens of others who
COMMITTEE
in all the islands of the Caribbean . . ." have received literature and information.
LOULlE A. MATHEWS,
Fine contacts were made on shipboard.
... So far I baven~t met anyone who is
Chnirmrm
G rea[ strides mark progress in Alaska, antagonistic to the Teachings; in fact
MARY BARTON
where Betty Becker and Myrtle Dodge there is a noticeable difference in the outHELEN BISHOP
of San Francisco have ]ately found em- look of the general populace from that
GEORGE O. LATJMER
ployment. thus bringing the number of which I found in my first visjt. Men and
E. R. MATHEWS.
our pioneers to five. Appreciative words women of all classes are beginning to woncome from Fairbanks and Anchorage of der what is ahead of them and are consethe work and influence of Joy Allen. A quently far readier to listen to a construcTEACHING ACTIVITIES, NORTH Regional Committee has been appointed. tive, world-embracing program such as
AMERICA
In Fairbanks Betty Becker and Janet the Baha'i Faith offers ... :' Mrs. Moscrop
Whitenack "are now studying with two also made a weekend visit to WinniPeg,
Be10ved Friends:
We in America cannot, if we would, prospects regularly (with) quite a few where she found Rowland Estall "well and
neglect the part we are now called to play others lined up. In addition, we have happy and full of great plans ... !~
Mr. Est.1I himself forwarded in June
in this planetary crisis. Whether within talked to a number of people who travel
from
one
part
of
Alaska
to
anotherthe
enrollment of Miss Winnifred Harvey,
or without the Ark of the Faith, our
hearts admit the logic of the Guardian's Honor sends us people to follow up, -and a former Winnipeg resident who is now
diagnosis that "the immediate future we send some to her. . . ." Sitka, since permanently located in OttrlWa. '~This
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NOTICE CONCERNING
TREASURER'S OFFICE
The Office of the T reasucer is located at 11 0 Linden A venue, Wilmette, Illinois, instead of 536 Sheridan Road as previously announced.
The National Assembly has
opened a Canadian Bah .. ' i Fund as a
department of the National Baha>i
Fund, to function during the period.
when transmission of funds from
one country to another is under special restriction. All donations in
Canadian currency in tended for the
National Baha'i Fund, Bahiyyih
Khanum Fund. etc" ace hereafter to
be sent to Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher, Assistant Treasurer, 1102
University Street, Montreal, P. Q.
Checks and postal orders should be
made payable to Canadian Bahi' i
Fund.
Appropriations made by the National Assembly for activities in
Canada
be paid from this bank
account in Montreal.

wm

news is doubly thrilling because it signifies
not only the acceptance of Bahi'u'Uih's
mandate by another awakened soul, but
means as well the pioneer estab1ishment
of the Faith in a flew Canadian city, this
time tM Capital of the Dominion• . . . "
Steady progress is being made in Fargo,
N. D., where the Baha'i group has been
joined by "a very fine man of rare qualities••. :~ The new believers are active,
and "through their efforts many names
have been added to the list of inquirers."
Mrs. Breugger also sends an enthusiastic
account of her opportunity to speak for
Station KVOX on "What is the Baha'i
Faith?" HA very marvelous response ...
many cards, leners, and telephone calls
came in requesting more talks on the same
subject .•.. 1 do firmly believe that it will
be through this medium that the Cause
will be more fully publicized in this particular State . . .n
Since Convention Mrs. Ruth Moffett
has achieved wonderful results in several
cities. A chance contact at the Temple led
her to visit Fort Wayne, Ind., in May
where in three days of intensive teaching,
with the fun cooperation of this new
friend, Mrs. Worthington, a study group
was formed with nineteen members. The
registrations of Mr. and Mrs. Worthington have already been reported. The next
campaign was for nine days in Danville,
Ill., during June, a project whic;h the Urbana Assembly sponsored. After nineteen
public lectures, two study classes were
formed. Urbana writes: "We consider
these results very remarkable; also very
spiritual was the atmosphere of the meet-

ings."

Mrs. Moffett then proceeded to

Kalamazoo, Mich., where three resident
believers and Miss Mae Servais, Chicago

Bahi'i, cooperated in a seventeen-day
c;ampaign of thirty-three lectures, accompanied by daily publicity. The meetings
culminated in a Baha'i fellowship picnic
on July 6th, attended by ten believers and
twenty-four new friends. There are fifteen persons in the continuing study class.
In addition to such intensive work, Mrs.
Moffett found time to spend three days in
Grimd RApids, Mich., early in June, where
various well-attended meetings were he1d
through arrangements of the local Baha'is.
On July 21st the Kalantars were hosts
for a Baha.'i Youth Conference in Wilmingtcm, attended by about thirty young
people from Washington, Baltimore, Red
Bank, Philadelphia, Newark, West Englewood, Tenafly, and New York City. After
two conference periods, a wdl-publicized
public meeting was held, featuring Mrs.
Sims, Mr. Lucien McComb, and Miss
Hamideh NabH, 00 "Youth's Place in a
Chaotic World." A permanent result was
the election of an inter-community committee .I to arrange similar gatherings in
the future." The previous day several of
these young Bahi'is accompanied Mr. Kalantar to a Baha'i picnic in Philadelphia,
where he introduced nine or ten of them
for brief talks. Other reports from the
Kalantus show steady growth in Wilmington; through persistence in arranging meetings and widening contacts, and
with help in obtaining publicity from Mrs.
Snyder, the Faith is becoming much more
widely known. Guest speakers at Baha'i
meetings have included Miss Doris Lohse
and Mr. George Miller of Washington,
Mrs. Walter B. Guy of St. Augustine, Mrs.
Stone and James Stone of Teaneck, and
Miss Gretchen Westervelt of New York
City.
Augusla's annual report outlined a diversified and stimulating program, including meetings coupling a Baha'i speaker
with a Theosophist, a Rabbi, and an Episcopal minister; exhibits illustrating Baha'i.
principles, such as dolls dressed in various
national costumes, the flags of many nations, books of the great religions, and an
exhibit on How to Attain Happiness; considerable race unity work; and extension
teaching in North Augusta.
The special project at Vogel Park,
Cleveland, Ga., June 8-15, with delegates
from eight southern States, has given a
thrilling impetus to teaching throughout
the South. Four new believers have been
reported, two as direct result of this conference, from Louisville, Memphis
(Tenn.). New Orlean" and Nashville.
Mabellves writes of a special confirmation class in Memphis, and of their hopes
for a week's campaign in the Fall to widen
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contacts for next year, and perhaps to win
several representative men now studying
the Teachings. In July Mrs. I ves joined
her husband, who has been working in Hoi
Springs, Ark., at the invitation of our new
believer, Roberta Wilson.
N dIie Roche has reported an interracial
meeting, the first of a series leading up to
a teaching project for November in Nash~
v#le. Twenty-five representatives of the
two races attended, only half of tbem
Baha~ls, and "what was first intended as
a local affair developed into an interstate,
even an international occasion!" There
were guests from Mississippi, Alabama,
and a young graduate of the University
of Montana "on his way back to his native Liberia.~:
From Louisvill~ Olivia Kelsey reports
that two students have asked to enroll.
Despite summer heat, a new study group
has been started with an interesting membership, induding a lawyer and an architect. The bead of tbe Urban League bas
asked Mrs. Kelsey to address some forty
women at the Y.W.C.A. She has also been
asked to review "1, Mary Magdalene" for
the Penwomen~s League. In June Mrs.
Kelsey visited Lexington to make preliminary arrangements for a study class in the
Fall, finding several who w~re eager to discuss the Teachings. While carrying on
this ambitious program, Mrs. Kelsey is also
employed and is studying business opportunities for next year.
Reports of unusual interest have come
from many of our teachers. Orcella Rexford, who was an instructor at Vogel Park,
has forwarded some good publicity obtained io a Newnlln, Gil., paper. She had
spoken at Jacksonville, and planned to return north via GreenvHle, S. C., and
Huntington, W. Va., for Baha'i work.
Last year) according to her annual report,
Miss Rexford taught large audiences in
Atlanta, Boston,. and New York City,
leaving classes for local follow-up.
Louis Gregory has served in the teaching field most actively these past months,
speaking to many meetings arranged by
the friends throughout New York State,
in the Chicago area, Peoria, Lima, Detroit, and other centers. He was guest in
the pulpits of three churches; spoke on the
radio in Peoria and assisted with an outstanding Race-Unity dinner there; and
most recently was featured in two lectures
and a radio talk on May 11 th, at "The
Sevemy-Five Years of Progress Exposition)' arranged by the colored citizens of
Detroit.
Dorothy Baker is another whose teaching activities have taken her to widelyseparated groups in such cities as Findlay,
Ohio; Buffalo, Syracuse, Hamburg, and
Canandaigua, N. Y.; Washington, D. C.;
Key West, Atlanta; Ann Arbor and Ypsi-
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lanti. In May she visited St. Louis where
our pioneer, Nayan Hartfield. arranged a
meeting from which a study class has resulted. Notable race unity work was
achieved in Peoria, Chicago, and Urbana,

where Mrs. Baker shared the platfonn
with the president of the Hillel Foundatioo of America.
Beatrice Irwin wrote on July 10th that,
during her nine weeks in R~dondo, Calif.,
she has interested nineteen people and is
carrying on a weekJy reading meeting.
There are now twelve Baha') books in the
public library, with such interest that the

librarian has accepted "World Order u for
"current service in the reading room. ,.
Earlier in the spring Miss Irwin gave two
lectures at Lake Elsinore, and in March

addressed 4fO people at the Los Angeles
Public Library on "Peace and Progress in
Palestine," using many slides of 'Abdu'lBaM.~ the Shrines, and the Baha'I Temple.
Charlotte Linfoot combined a business
trip through the N octhwest with Bah:i' i
teaching last Spring, giving valuable help
at Monroe and Everett, Wash., and Vancouver. B. C. She had a half-hout's interview with the editor in Everett, who is
reading Esselmont because "he reaUy
wants to know what it is about." Miss
Linfoot observed that Everett, like other
cities in which extension work is carried
on, could profit best with a resident Baha'l
for follow-up and to provide a meeting

place.
A set of Baha'i books has been placed
in the library of the Blackfeet Indian Reservation at Browning, Montana.
Be10ved friends, let us pursue the work
Rahi'u'llah has set us, and with confident
hearts embrace the vision of our Guardian: "Both the community of the American be1ievers, who are aware of that
Source,. and the great mass of their countrymen, who have not as yet recognized
the Hand that directs their destiny, are
contributing, each in its own way, to the
realization of the hopes, and the fulfillment of the promises, voiced in the . . .

wotd. of 'Abdu'l-Bah' , .. 'The American ""lion i, <quippeJ and em powenJ 10
acromp/ish Ih.t wmch will darn the
pagts of history, 10 become Ih. envy of
the world, tmd be blest in both the Easl
and the West for the lriumph of ii,

people . ..'"
NATJONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE.

COMMfITEE NEWS ITEMS
Each Committee appointed by the National Assembly is expected to submit
news items and reports directly to the
N. S. A., while Committees appointed by
locaJ Assem blies report through their
local Assembly. Traveling teachers submit items through the Regional or National Teaching Committee, whiche"'er
has sponsored the work.

NOTICE CONCERNING
PUBLISHING OFFICE
The Office of the Publishing
Committee is now located at 110
Linden A venue, Wilmette, Illinois,
and all correspondence dealing with
orders for books and pamphlets, as
well as subscriptions to World Order
Magazine, should be sent to that address instead of the New York address used for so many years.
The Western Divi5ion, San Francisco, is not affected by this notice.

PUBLISHING ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Glori""" Kingdom of the Father
F Qr~told, by Virgie Vail. dealing with
prophecy referring to the Cause of Baha"u'llah. Bound in dark blue fabrikoid,
stamped in gold. 262 pages. Per copy,
$UO.

Spanish editian, Bahi'u'llih and the
New Era, bound in green paper. This
Spanish translation is primarily intended
for Inter-America teaching, but should be
very useful also for teaching activities in
the United States and Canada which make
contact with Spanish-language groups.

The friends are reminded of 1, Mary
Magdalen, by JuJiet Thompson, a detailed
notice of which was published in the July,
1940 issuC" of &hajj N~s. Copies can be
obtained thtOugh the Publishing Committee at $2.50 each, cash with order.
Study Outlines, on The World Order of
Bahi'u'llah (the Guardian', World Oroo
letters) and on Deepening the Spiritual
Life (based on the Gleanings) planned for
study classes with or without a specia1
teacher in charge, sold only in lots of ten.
For ten copies, either Outline, $0.50.
Comprehensive Study Outline fOT Cmldren. The correct price of this Outline
which includes twenty-five lessons, for
children in intermediate and upper grades,
is $0.50 and not $0.25, as wrongly announced in the September issue.

TEMPLE TEACIDNG
The number of visitors in the month of

July, as reported by the Temple Guides

New Era, bound in paper. Per copy,
$0.50. Bound in cloth, $O.7f.
French editian, Baha'u'Uih and the
New En, bound in paper. Per copy,

Committee, was 2,479. Since January 1,
1940, the total number of persons who
have been guided through the House of
Worship is 8,358.
In July eight different groups of apprentice seamen from the Great Lakes
N aval Training Station, with a total of
539 young men, were reccived. It is
highly interesting to note that nearly
every Saturday and Sunday two or three
bus loads of these sailors arrive on tours
sponsored by the Y.M.C.A. of Waukegan,

$0.75.

Illinois.

Per copy, $0.7f.
German eJitimt, Bah"u'll.h and the
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Other groups during July were 42 children from a child's camp, 16 from the
Summer School for teachers, Northwestern University, 54 girls from Wilson Avenue Y.W.C.A., Chicago, 26 children from
the Y M.C.A. of Waukegan, Illinois, and
30 women from the Y.W.C.A. of Highland Park, ruinois.
The foreign countries represented were
Mexico, Palestine, France, Cuba, Germany, Uruguay, Inn, Greece. Visitors
also came from 40 states of the United
States and from five Provinces of Canada.
These brief facts present one of the
most impressive and far-reaching teaching
activities being conducted in N ortb
America today. The House of Worship,
our spiritual inspiration and the dynamic
center of all Bahi'i action, will unquestionably more and more assume a commanding position with respect to the promotion of tbe Faith In the West.
Fortunate those believers who caD serve
as TempJe guides, since they have all the
opportunities of the pioneer who settles
in a foreign land, but here the world comes
to the teacher. Important, likewise, that
the Committee has prepared special teaching material for the guides~ since this assures accuracy.
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an urgency and importance that cannot be
over-estimated.~'

RACE UNITY CoMMITTEE

Mrs. Fred Mortensen, Secretary
6223 Eberhart Avenue
Chicago, III.

BAHA'i EXIDBIT AT AMERICAN
NEGRO EXPOSmON
Havana Baha'i' Group.
Six confinned believers with Mr. and
Mrs. Philip MarangelIa, J'ioneer teachers from the Unite States.

ing 40c per year to Mrs. Mae G. Dyer, 211
Schermerhorn. Brooklyn, N. Y.

RACE UNITY

The Race Unity Committee at a recent
meeting passed a motion to urge the
friends in each Baha'i community to
make race unity the topic at the consultation period of one of the feasts. We suggest the following items for your discussion:
1) Has your group made a special appeal to any of the minority organizations
of your city?
2) What approaches do you feel would
be
most effective?
THE BAHA'i WORLD, Volume IX
3) What is the essential difference beAn-nvuncement
tween the Baha'i ideal of unity and other
Will aU Bahi'is please make a Dote of efforts in that direction?
any reference to the Baab'i. Faith which
4) Is your group infonned about the
they see or hear about in current papers major gifts of tbe great American minorand magazines, or in books, in order that ities?
the Editorial Committee may have as Com5) Have you suggestions or recommenplete a section as possible containing such dations to share with us?
references for publication in Vol. IX,
We hope that each Baha'i community
which covers the period April 1940 to will cooperate with the Race Unity ComApril 1942. Notification of such refer- mittee in carrying out this suggestion.
ences should he sent to Mrs. Bertha H. Plan now to consult on race unity at your
Kirkpatrick, Olivet, Mich.
next feast. Please let us hear about your
plans and acti vicies so that we may share
BAHA'i YOUTH BULLETIN
them with the en tire Bah:i ~l community.
The National Youth Committee hopes (Write to Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Chairman.
that the forthcoming issues of the Bahd'i 615 West Elm Street, Uma, Ohio.)
Yautb Bulk tin wjll be of greater interest
The importance of our race unity work
to all "youthersu and also to many adults cannot be over-emphasized. Let us again
than they have ever been before. The recall the words of our Guardian in the
Bulletin policy has changed: the young Advent of Divine Justia: "As to racial
people want more news. This means that prejudice, the corrosion of which, for well
less space wi1l be given to essay artic1es. nigh a century, has bitten into the fibre,
All young people who h.ve "'news" of spe- and attacked. the whole social structure of
cial and outstanding interest, whether in American society, it should be regarded as
the isolated, cornrnunjty~ or pioneer fields, constituting the most vital and challeng. who have a Dovel teaching idea or a unique ing issue confronting the Baha'i commuplan of work, should send such items to nity at the present stage of its evolution.
Mrs. Annamarie K~ Honnold. 277 Eastern The ceaseless exertions which tbis issue of
Parkway, Brooklyn, N. Y. Thus it is paramount importance calls for, the sachoped that more young people will want rifices it must impose, the care and vigito subscribe to the Bulletin; the editor lance it demands, the moral courage and
wishes that Baha'; Y ooth would become fortitude it requires, the tact and sympaas indispensable to '~youthers" as Baha'i thy it necessitates, invest this problem,
News i3 to the entire Bahi'i community. which the American believers are still far
Subscriptions can now be made by send- from having satisfactorily resolved, witb

The Temple Model Exhibit at tho
American Negro Exposition which was
held at the Chicago Coliseum, July 4th
to September 2nd, attracted those in attendance by the hundreds each day and
proved to be a wonderful teaching medium to this great minority group.
The attendance to August 15 was 80.000 and it was estimated that 200,000
would attend during the two~montb
period. This Exposition celebrates the
75th year since the Emancipation and is
a great demonstration of the progress of
the Colored Race.
On Thursday, August 22, we arranged
with the management to have a Baha'i
program for the evening and it was advertised Baha~l Night. The program lasted
for one and one-ba1f hours and two speakers. one white and one colored to carry
out the idea of mutual co-operation, explained the Faith and its Principles, etc.
A musicale was also to be arranged. This
idea of -the cooperation of these two
groups, white and colored, has been car_
ried out at the exhibit, the attendants being arranged in this representative way.
It also brings to everyone the idea and
shows the power of the Word of Bahiu'llah in bringing us together in tbe spirit
of Oneness. I wish to quote from a letter received A ugwt 10th from the African-American Emancipation Commission: "Your exhibit at the Exposition has
caused favorable comment, particularly
because of the very fine representatives
that have been in attendance there. The
American Negro Exposition is very anxious that your Faith present a program
developing your fundamental beliefs." etc.
The week of August 5-11 was Roman
Catholic Week and many contacts were
made with this group. A number of Priests
and Nuns stopped at our exhibit, asked
questions and accepted the leaflets offered
to them. Some even expressed the desire to
visit the Temple. Many other groups have
also been en tour and at times it has taken
as many as five attendants to handle the
visitors at our exhibit.
There have been many interesting contacts, one especially I wish to relate. A
man came to the exhibit and after listening for a few moments, said, "Several years
ago, 1 had the pleasure of riding from
Haifa to Cairo, in the same compartment
with Shogbi Effendi." A lady said, "I
have prayed at the Tomb of Bah"u'lhIh."
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Perbaps the questions most commonly
asked., are: "What is this TempJe doing
::I.t th.ls Ne~ro Exposition? Do you believe In Chnst? Do you accept the Bible?
What is Truth? Why do you have white
attendants? What kind of service do you
have?"
Pictures of the Temple exhibit have
been taken.
I believe that this is the first time the
Bah:ris have had an exhibit at a minority
activity.
MRS. FRED MORTENSEN.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
The Library Committee has the foHewing books for presentation to public, college and university libraries: Bah:i'u'llih
and the New Era, Foundations of World
Unity J Some Answered Questions, World

Order of Bahi'u'Uih, Promise of AU Ages,
Baha', World, Volume 7. The first donation to a new library consits of Bahi'u'llah
and the New Era and Foundations of
World Unity. A more comprehensive set

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Omaha, Nebraska, newly estabHshed

April 21, 1940.

their local libraries. The public libraries
offe~ one of the greatest indirect teaching

medIUms. Most librarians do not have a
budget for religious Jiterature and will
readily accept books offered to them.

LIBRARY COMMlTIEE
Mrs. S. H. Sims, Chairman
Leroy Apts., Red Bank,
N.].

will be sent, however, when local interest
in the Faith and the teaching activity
warrants additional titles.
Will the friends make certain that they
do not suggest other tides than the above
to librarians) as we often receive requests
from librarians for books not available for
presentation from this committee?
Copies of Advent of Divine Jwtice are
available in fabricoid for Hebrew libraries. Contact your local synagogue,

Y.M.H.A. and Y.W.H.A. libraries. Many
of these groups have classes in Comparative Religion and would accept some

Baha'i books.
We have learned that some of the State
Library Commissions have traveling libraries to provide books upon request to readers who do not have access to local public
libraries. They also send books to supplement the titles in township, county and
other libraries. Would the Regional Chairmen investigate such state Jibrary facilities? We understand that there is a wide
circu1ation of books through these channels, especially in sparsely populated states
where the residents receive packages of
books regularly upon request. The Library
Committee will cooperate in placing comprehensive sets in such traveling libraries.
We shall be happy to assist the many
new groups and isolated friends who are
now engaged in widespread teaching activities. Time is pressing and many people
are becoming aware of the Faith through
the many exhibits, radio talks and other
projects which are spreading the knowl-

edge of Bah"u'Uih rapidly throughout the
country. We cannot reach each soul personally but we can make certain that these
people wiH have access to our books in

CHILD EDUCATION

o

het!'al~Sl

ones! Think not the secrets
of hearts are bidden nay) know ye of a
certainty that in clear characters they are
engraved and stand manifest in the holy
Presence. (HiU"" Wont,.)
When do our children begin to have
Hsecrets of the heart" which they believe
are hidden? The new born babe brings
his sec.ret with him which even his parents
cannot completely fathom. They feel. in
his presence~ as though they were before
something sacred; something mysterious;
something indescribably precious, a bit of
heaven perhaps. But this is not the kind
of secret or secrets to which we refer. We
mean, of course, conscious secrets. When
does the child first hide from his parents
some of his thoughts and his feelings? No
one really knows. What we do know is

that the type of cruld training that he
has in the precious early years hastens or
retards the desire for him to keep back his
thoughts and feelings from others.
The young child is natura1ly frank and
spontaneous. The amount of frankness
and spontaneity will vary largely between
individual children but confidence and
trust are characteristic of childhood.
Gradually these qualities are modified; in
some cases, alas, to be lost almost entirely
while in other cases to become tempered
with judgment.
The child who becomes secretive is usu~
aUy one who has lost confidence in those
about him. This may have been brought
about through a number of channels. The
child's serious remarks may have been

l~u.ghed at too often; he may have been
ndu;uled; or given a sense of insecurity
or of f~ilure or of shame. Perhaps the
l~rgest smgle factor in producing an undestrable form of secretiveness in children is
a sense of guilt. He has done something
perhaps quite natural to childhood. ye~
he has been taught that the thing is bad;
so when) inspired by his natu.ral instinct
he again commits the act (it may be ~
harmless a thing as playing in wa ter) he
has a sense of guilt. This then becomes a
secret thing which he must not reveal. It
becomes hidden.
.
The building up in a child of a sense
of guilt is poor child psychology. Baha'i
parents know that 'Abdu'l-&ba has
taught that~ "Everything in existence is

good and only the lack of goodness makes
a thing evil. The being is created good
but when the lack of good is to be seen in
it) then it becomes bad. Evil is not created
by God." (Baha'. Scriptum, par. 96J.)
Since evil is not created by God why
should we give Ii ttIe children a sense of
guilt or evil, especially when this does not
act as a deterrent but leads only to a fed.
ing of necessity for keeping secret his
thoughts, words and deeds?
This does not mean, of course, that a
child should be left to do whateyer his
fancy dictates regardless of results. It
means simply that we shall emphasize
right behavior. Our efforts will be to
encourage such attributes as justice, kindness, obedience, love for others and many
other such characteristics. Thus the child
will grow up free from any devastating
sense of guilt but rather he will have a
sense of satisfaction when he lives up to
these ideals (according to his age and understanding of these ideals) and he will
have correspondingly a sense of disappointment rather than guilt if and when

he fails.
Those

children

who

already

have

shadowy secrets which they think they
are hiding completely and which for the
sake of their own spiritual development,

should not be kept rudden, need to be
taught that: "whatsoever ye have concealed within your hearts is to Us open
and manifest as the day" (HUldrn W orJ,) .
This thought should never be used to
frighten the child such as has been done
so often in past generations. The child
needs to think of Baha'u'llih as one who
is ever preseot like a kind and tender
father who gives to the child comfort and
security. He should never conceive Him
as a sort of Ghostly Guard spying upon
the child at all times. Such were the
thoughts of the smaU boy who after pilfering an apple, hid under the porch to
eat it, where, as he said, "God. can't find
me."
Briefly then, with our young children,
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the matter of hiding guilty thoughts or
deeds is :a question of training through
sympathy and understanding by the adults
50 as to eliminate any real or imagined
necessity for such secrecy. With older
children it becomes necessary to give them
instructions directly from the teachings

of Bah:i'u'Uih and 'Abdu'I-Bahi, thus
helping them to realize the uselessness of
trying to hide that which is impossible to
hide from Them. Rebuild the child's confidence and broaden his conception of
goodness. Encourage him to learD by beart
the following prayer and to meditate
thereon. "Hold Thou my right arm, 0
God! and dwelJ continually with me.
Guide me to the fountain of Thy knowledge, and encircle me witb Thy glory. Set
Thine angels on my right hand, and open
mine eyes to, Thy splendor. Let mine ears
harken to Thy melodious tone, and Com~
fort me with Thy Presence. For Thou art
the strength of my heart and the trust of
my soul and I desire none other beside
Thee.'~

WORLD ORDER IN PUBUC AND
UNIVERSITY UBRARIES
For about five years, gift subscriptions
of World Order were presented to approximately 600 Public, University,
YMCA and YWCA Libraries in many
countries by a non-Baha'i friend.
This generous assistance is no longer
available~ and it is therefore suggested
that local Assemblies consider how they
can assist in this important kind of
teaching work. The donation of sub~
scriptions to Lbraries and Colleges in the
city or in the vicinity, if done by our
102 Assemblies, wiJI mean no burden of
expense for anyone Assembly but in the
total of results will maintain contact with
a great number of non-Baha'is.
For further information, write the
Business Manager of the magazine, C.
R. Wood, 110 Linden A venue, Wilmette,

III.

NEWS OF EAST AND WEST
No. 23 of Baba'i ,,,,,,,,,,I, published by
the National Assembly of the British Isles
under date of June, 1940, outlines a Four
Year Teaching Plan which was recom·
mended by the Convention to the
incoming NSA in principle, and by the
Assembly immediately approved and set
under way. The Convention recommendation read: '~That the whole Baha'i
Community should engage in a four year
plan of Teaching, with the object of
having nineteen local Spiritual Assemblies
established by Ridvin, 1944." Words of
the Guardian recently received by the
Britisb NSA: "May the Almighty bless,
sustain and protect the English believers,

who in these days of unprecedented
turmoil, stress and danger, are holding
aloft so courageously the banner of the
Faith, and who will, in the days to come,
contribute, through His grace and power,
a notable share to its establishment and
recognition in the West." The National
Spiritual Assembly elected for 1940-1941
-Mr. Arthur Norton, Chairman and
Treasurer, Mr. Hasan Balyuzi, ViceChairman, Mr. David Hofman, Secretary,
Miss Marguerite Wellby, Assistant Secretary, Mrs. Langdon-Davies, Mrs. Brown,
Mr. Sugar, Miss Grace Challis, Mr. Asgarzadeh.
A circular letter dated May 15 has
been received from the Spiritual Assembly
of Paris. This communication expresses
thanks for all the acknowledgments recei ved since the Assembly issued its last
letter in January, 1939. "From this
gigantic struggle in which are plunged
the forces of Evil and of Good must
arise a humanity regenerated by suffering.
It is Good which will conquer; once again
the Angel will lay the Dragon low. That
is why we, the Bahi'i groups of France,
we who are in this tragic hour wholly
involved in the terrible battle? we shall not
abandon our efforts and we shall continue
our activity as much as possible. During
the year 1938-1939 we had to suffer the
departure from Paris of all our young
Persian students who had been the faithful friends of our meetings. . . . Consequently, the opportunity of arranging
the Annual Conference for the young
Baha'is temporarily disappeared. Nevertheless, the idea was maintained and we
succeeded in organizing some special
meetings . . . on May 28 and 29, 1939,
with our young believers from the
Provinces." New believers were enrolled
in a number of cities, and the French
translation of Gleanings has been completed. "We cry with one ardent faith
upon the protection of God and of
Baha.'u'llih." Of special interest to American believers is the French pamphlet
entitled "Etude Sur Portes de 1.1 Liberte
du Pasteur Howard Colby Yves par
Jeanne Montefiore, donnee en conference
a Paris en Mars 1939."
The progress report of Temple construction dated July 1, 1940 stated that
Mr. Ealy and his assistants at the Temple
have continued to make good progress in
the casting of the ornamentation of the
nine pylons of the main story. "During
this time the second lift of the nine
pylons has been completed and two
sections of the third lift have been
finished. At the present rate of progress,
Mr. Earley should complete the ornamentation of the pylons about the middle
of next September and within the estimate
for the entire cost of this phase of the
work.

11
"Excellent progress has heen made at
the Ear ley Studio at Rosslyn, Virginia,
in the continuation of the casting of the
sections of the ornamentation for the
three faces between the pylons. Up to
June 28 the following castings have been
made and are being seasoned in the yard
of the Studio, preparatory to shipment
to the Temple: 9 large left-band window
grillesj 3 large right-hand window grilles;
3 small left-hand window grilles; 3 small
right-hand window grilles; 12 small
arches for window openings; 3 soffits for
main entrance doorways; 7 large columns;
39 cornice brackets; } large central panels
above main arch. It is planned to ship a
carload of the casts to Wilmette in about
two weeks ( July 15), so that Mr. Earley
can get surted on the erection of this
material during the course of the next
two months."

BRAILLE WORKERS
Volume III of &ha"u'll.h anJ the New
Era, Braille edition, was left at the Convention Exhibit and taken home by
Chairman of the Braille Exhibit after the
Convention. The owner can obtain the
book by notifying Mrs. Gertrude Schurgast, 6213 Coleridge Avenue, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

BAHA'i CALENDAR
Nineteen Day Feasts: November 4, November 23, December 12.
Anniversaries and Festivals: Birth of
the Bab, October 20; Birth of Baba'u'U.h,
November 12; Day of the Covenant,. November 26; Ascension of 4Abdu'I.Baha,
November 28, which is to be observed at
1:00 A.M.
Meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly: November 22, 23,24, at Atlanta,
Georgia.

ENROLLMENTS AND TRANSFERS
Indianapolis, two; Beverly Hills, two;
Lima, seven; Milwaukee, two; Washing- '
ton, two; Chicago, ten and one youth;
Pasadena, two; Burbank, one; Atlanta,
one; Newark, four; Peoria, one; Minneapolis, one; San Francisco, one; Oak1and,
one; Teaneck, one; Los Angeles. nine;
Berkeley, one; Yonkers, one; Phoenix,
two; Detroit, four; Flint, three; New
York, sevenj Sacramento, two; Honolulu,
one; Kansas City, two; Maywood, one and
one youth; Evanston, one.

BAHA'i DIRECTORY
The following additions to, and revisions of, the Directory published in the
September issue are now reported.
Local Assemblies: The foHowing Assemblies are dissolved as a result of the ap-
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Green Acre Y out h Weeft
Joseph Noyes, Chairm.n, 4 J D.vi.
Street, Binghamton) N. Y.
Mi.ss Ida N ores
Miss Jane Carton
Miss Lois Keller
Ch.r1 .. Kilmer
Miss Betty Kaley
Miss Deane Raitt

Geyserville School
George O. Latimer, Chairman
N. T. Warde, Secretary, 2JJO Rose
Street, Berkeley, Calif.
M.rk Tobey
Ali Yazdi
Miss Gladys Linfoot
Irvin Somerhalder
Mrs. Oli.ve Meyer
John D. Bosch
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plication of the Guardian's instrul;tlon
concerning the residence of voting believers - Glenadale, Ariz.;- Burbank, Calif.;
Geyserville, Calif.; Huntington Park,
Calif. j Santa Rosa, Calif. i Colorado
Spring~ Colo. j Denver, Colo.; Monroe,
Wash.; Eagle River, Wise. The members
of these communities now belong to
groups, the list of which will be published
as soon as possible.

Changes of address, Local Assemblies:
OokJanJ, Calif., Mrs. ]. J . O'Neill, 3 8 5
Jayne A venue. HIJ-millon, Ontario. Mrs.
Sarah Davjes, 16 Gibson Avenue. MontTf:J, Quebec, Assembly Secretary, c/o
Mrs. D. Ward, 1548 Pine Avenue, West.
Augusta, Ga., Mrs. Ailene V. Fletcher, 418
6 th Street. Peoria, Ill., Mrs. 01"Ville Simmons, 802 H.maton Blvd. Sauth Bend,
Ind., Mrs. Florence Bowers, 228 South
St. Peter Street. Topeka, Kans., Mrs. Erma
Coburn, 72} West 10th Avenue. B05tan,

M .... , Mrs. M. C. Oglesby, JO Holyoke
Strr:et. Flint, Mich., Miss Margaret A.
Tracy, 406 East Court Street. Lansing,
Mich., Miss Vio]a Evans, R. E D. 4, Box 8.
St. Paul, Minn., Mr. Ken Keith Kadrie,
2021 Randolph Street. Kansas City, Mo.,
Mrs. J. B. Becktel, 202 West 36th Street.
Newark., N. J., Mrs. Jack Steed, 83 Milford Avenue. Teaneck, N. ]., Mrs. Amy
G. Raubitschek, 122 Evergreen Place,
West Englewood. Geneva, N. Y'J Mrs.

Lucy Heist, 46 Park Place. New York,
N. Y., Mrs. Patrick Quinlan, Bahi'i Center, 119 West f7th Street. Rochester,
N. Y., Miss. Elizabeth Brooks, 49 Row ley
Street. Clev~ltmd, Ohio, Mrs. Beatrice

full

Ul

IN MEMORIAM
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Ashton, 1956 East 75th Street. Dayton,
Ohio, Miss Hazel Volz, 259 Louie Street.
Pittsb#rgh, P•. , Mr•. Henry Seker, 538
North Homewood Avenue.
Committees:
1. Revisions: Inter-America, add Miss
Dagmar Dole, Miss Edna True, Mme.
Inga I1lescas. International Auxilu.ry
Langt<4ge, .dd D.vid Earle. Con/flcts, .dd
Edward Pharo, Albert Werneken. Youtb,
Regional Secretary for Pacific N ortbwest,
add furry Wilkes. Archives, add Mr.
George B. Miller. Radio, add Mrs. Frank
Meese. Regional Teaching CommitteesLouisiana. etc., Miss Lydia J. Martin unable to serve in that area, Mrs. Margaret
Elli., Miss Anna Smith added. North Carolina, etc., Dr. Marie Kershaw unab1e to
serve in that area. Miss Alta Wheeler
added. Kansas, etc.~ Mrs. J. B. Becktel
added. Maryland. etc., Secretary is Mrs.
Margaret McDaniel, Waterford, Va. New

Jersey, etc.! Mrs. Dorothy E. Graf

Death proffereth unto every confident
believer the cup that is Ii!e indeed. 11 he,tr;weth joy, and ;, the beM.,. of gladness.
11 confereth the gift of everlastmg life.
BAHA'VILAH.

Mrs. Thomas Macmecha~ Brooklyn.
Miss Amalie Tyler, Brooklyn.
Mrs. Adelia Bartlett, Racine.
Mrs. Licla Harvey, Peoria.
Mrs. Louise Leavett, Detroit.
Mr•. V. E. Shelford, Urbana.
Mr. Robert Harrison Weeks, Waukegan.
Mr. Clarence YOUDt, Huntington Park.
Mr. Otho Wright. Huntington Park.
Mr. George Kuhlman, San Francisco.
Mrs. Doris Leete, Lima.
Mr. Frederick R. Swift, FI",hing, N. Y.
Mrs. E. Ledwell, Chicago.
Dr. W.lter B. Guy, St. Augustine.

un~

to serve.
2. Committees appointed:

Green Acre School
Miss Lorna Tasker. Chairman
Miss Marjorie Wheeler, Secretary, 84
Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.

Mrs. H. Chamberlin
Glenn A. Shook
Louis G. Gregory
Miss R.chel Small
Harlan aber
Mr. -and Mrs. Harry Ford
Mrs. Amelia Bowman

Balui'i Exhibit

Bohnert's Flqral Shoppe, Charleston,
W~st Virginia.
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"THE ONE REMAINING COMMUNITY"
Present world t:haos. exhibiting (the)
impetuosity, follies, rebelliousness characteristic (of) humanity's adolescent
stage (of) development, and harbinger
(of the) long-promised Golden Age (of
the) maturity (of the) human race, (is)
rekntlessl y .preading (and) distressingly
intensified. (The) ahernating victories
(and) reverses, heralding parallel transition (of) proscribed Cau., (of) Bah"u'llib struggling towards emancipation,
world recognition (and) spiritual universal dominion, (are) simultaneously
multiplying. (The) recrudescence (of
the) chronic persecution afflicting (the)
cradle (of the) Faith, (the) grave donger
threatening (the) appropriated Temple
(and) disbanded centers (in) Turkistan
(and) Caucasus, (the) repressive measures successively choking (the) life (and)
paralyzing (the) action (of both the)
long-standing (and the) newly-fledged
communities (of) Central, Western
(and) South-Eastern Europe, (the) intermittent outbursts (of) religious fanaticism directed (against the) North Afrj-

can Assemblies, (and the) aggravati.on
(of the) situation (at the) world Spiritual
(and) Administrative Center, contrast
with, (and are) outweighed by, (the) surging spirit, (the) startling expansion, (the)
sweeping conqueslS, (the) superb consolidation (of tbe) swiftly-accumulating
resources (of the) one remaining community singled out (for the) proclamation (of the) Administrative Order
throughout (the) length (and) breadth
(of the) Western Hemi.phere. (I) appeal (to the) New World champion. (of
the) New World Order (of) B.ha'u'liah
(to) stand fast (at) this tragic hour (in
the) fortunes (of) mankind (and the)
challenging state (of the) evolution (of
the) Faith. (I) beg thern (to) close
their ranks jointly. severally (and) vow
themselves (to) incomparably sublime
task whose operation must hasten (the)
ascendancy (of the) beloved Cause (and
the) spiritual redemption (of a) reconstructed mankind.
-SHOGHI RABBANI.

Cablegram received October 29, 1940.

"ITS NECESSARY AND VITAL ROLE"
The American B:lhi'is, under the guidance of Shoghi Effendi, are being educated [0 understand the mystery unfolding so rapidly in this Day of God, when
the nations and peoples are summoned
before the high court of destiny to answer

for their failure to atuin peace.
Far removed from the attitude of the
pacifist on the one hand, and that of the
nationalist on the other, is the view
which the Guardian has been expounding
over a period of years with increasing

December, 1940
emphasis. Only by rising to the clear
height of his spiritual insight can we hope
to avoid entanglement in one or other
of the extreme positions which today are
irreconcilable by the forces of human
reason or will.
"'Though powerless to avert the impending contest,!) the Guardian pointed
out in hi. letter dated July 28, 1939,
"the followers of Bah"u'U.h can, by the
spirit they evince and the efforts they
exert, help to circumscribe its r:ang~
shorten its duration, allay its harclships,
proclaim its salutary consequences, and
demonstrate its necessary and vital role
in the shaping of human destiny. Theirs
is the duty to hold, aloft and undimmed,
the torch of Divine Guidance, as: the
shades of night descend upon, and ultimately envelop, the entire human race.
Theirs is the function, amidst its tumults,
perils and agonies, to witness to the
vision, and proclaim the approach, of that
re-created society, that Christ~promised
Kingdom, tbat World Order whose generative impulse is the spirjt of none other
than Baha'u'Uih Himself, whose dominion
is the entire planet, whose watchword is
unity) whose animating power is the force
of Justice, whose directive purpose is the
reign of righteousness and t.ruth, and
whose supreme glory is the complete, the
undisturbed, and everlasting felicity of
the whole of human kind."
The essence of the insight we need as
Baha'is is to be found in these words.
While detesting war, the Baha'i recog~
niz:es the destructive phase of Divine
power as the counterpart of its construc-

2
tion. There can be no peace as the mere
perpetuation of all the organized disunities which preceded, led up to and made
inevitable, the present world conflict.
Peace means the harmonious relationship

of all peoples and all social agencies in
one organic world order. Evil must be
destroyed, mankind must be purified,
before the Kingdom can be revealed to
human sight.
Though the Baha'I elea yes to the constructive phase. he must recognize [he
dual process wh;ch Shoghl Elfend; de.ermed ;" The Unfoldment of W mU
Civilization: "As we view the world
around us, we are compelled to observe
tbe manifold evidences of that universal
fennentation which, in every continent
of rhe globe and ;" every department of
human life, be it religious, social, economic: or political, is purging and reshaping humanity in anticipation of the Day
when the wholeness of the human race
will have been recognized and its unity
established. A twofold process, however,
caD be distinguished, each tending, in its
own way and with an accderated momentum, to bring to a climax the forces
that ace transforming the face of our
pLmet. The first is essentially an integrating process, while the second is
fundamental1y disruptive. The former,
as it steadily evolves, unfolds a System
which may well serve as a pattern for
tbat world policy towards which a
strangely-disordered world is continually
advancing; while the latter, as its disintegrating influence deepens, tends to
tear down, with increasing v iolence, the
antiquated barriers that seek to block
humanity's progress towards its destined
goal ..."
In The Goal of • New World Onier,
written more than eight years ago, Shoghi
Effendi declared: "'We have but to tum
our gaze to humanitys blood-stained
hi~to.ry to realize tbat nothing short of
intense mental as well as physical agony
ha, been able to precipitate those epochmaking changes that constitute the
greatest landmarks in the history of human civilization..•. That nothing short
of the fire of a severe ordeal, unparalleled
in its intensity, cm fuse and weld the
discordant entities that constitute the
elements of present-day civilization, into
tbe integral components of the world
commonwealth of the future, is a truth
which future events will increasingly
demonstrate."
The Baha'i, therefore, is able to balance and reconcile truths and events
which to others mean but hopeless agony
and supreme defeat. What makes tbe
unbe1iever cry out that tbere is no Justice
in the universe, makes tbe Baha Yi realize
that nothing can happen except what
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CABLEGRAM FROM
SHOGm EFFENDI
Delighted (at) comple,;on (of)
pylons, overjoyed (at) Fred and
Lorol's valuable, generous donation.

A"ure them (of my) deepfelt appreciation.-SHoGHI RABBANI.
Cablegram received October 21.
1940.

words and by deeds ...
According to the exhortations of the
Supreme Pen and the confirmatory explanations of the Covenant of God~
Baha'is are in no way allowed to enter
into political affairs under any pretence or
excuse; since such an action brings about
disastrous results and ends in hurting the
Cause of God and its intimate friends.

(Words of Shoghi Effendi publ;shed ;n
Baha'I News Letter of the NSA of India
and Burma, December, 1939).

divine Justice decrees. We must try to
convey these convictions to the public.
This is the type of teaching to which
masses will respond. The Baha'i view
enhances the intensity of prayer without
confounding reason. It recognizes the
depth of tbe tragedy moving human
hearts, but joins tragedy itself with the
inmost virtue of faith in God.
But when understanding has been attained, we as Baha'is make only the beginning of obedience to the urgent call.
The supreme and vital matter .is to
teach. Never again can there be just this
combination of forces on earth which
makes it possible to establish a Faith
which is the fulfilment of the entire
prophetic era! Our capacity to teach is
the pure :flame of all action, all worship
and all prayer. N 0 believer. and no
Baha'i body, can afford to hesitate;1 single
instant. Divine reinforcement wiU come
to every person and every agency striving

to spread the Fa;th of Baba'u'Uih.
"Would it seem extravagant . . . to
expect that in the midst of so enviable
a region of the earth and out of the
agony and wreckage of an unprecedented
crisis there should burst forth a spiritual
renaissance which, as it propagates itself
through the instrumentality of the American believers, will rehabilitate the fortunes of a decadent age?"-SHOGHI EFFENDl,

America and the Most Great

Pella.
NATIONAL SPIRlTUAL AS5EMBLY

REMAIN ALOOF FROM
POUTICAL AFFAmS
We should--eve.ry one of us-remain
aloof, in heart and in mind, in words and
in deeds, from the political affairs and disputes of tbe Nations and of Governments.
We should keep ourse1ves away from such
thoughts. We shouJd have no political
connection with any of the parties and
should join no faction of these different
and warring sects.
Absolute impartiality in the matter of
political parties should be shown by words
and by deeds, and the love of the wbole
humanity, whether a Government or a
nation, which is the basic teaching of

B.hi'u'llih, should also be shown by

IN SERVICE TO THE SPIRIT
The Baha'i community represents the
coming together and perfect blending of
two orders of reality-the reality of the
Spirit. and the reaJity of the Fonn. What
we see in the individual as the struggle
between body and soul is true also for
society. Perfect heahh for tbe individual
is the condition of harmony. Humm
society today is in torment because its
form no longer corresponds to the needs
of the spirit, and hence a new form must
be created.
This creation is the miracle of our experience as Bahayis. The unified Baha'i
community is nothing less than the sole
type of social healtb existing in the world
today. Its form, that is, its institutions
and procedures, offers itsdf as channel to
the dynamic force of the Holy Spirit
without which civilization is dead. The
fonn of itself is nothing, like the wooden
form of a violin. But in the hands of the
Musician, its instrumentality becomes the
channel by which tbe higher world can
interpenetrate tbe lower and raise tbe
lower from dream to waking, from death
to life.
In every phase of existence, the Form
is necessary to the Spirit, but it is the
Spirit wbich establishes the aim, the purpose and the activity of the Fonn. The
child is man in the body-building period.
When the Form is complete, the Spirit
descends in the fulness of its power. Likewise, a period of time is needed for new
communities to adjust co their Baha'i institutions and learn how to operate them
for Baha'i ends. But we must take care

lest the t;me of body-bu;ld;ng be extended
too long.
In this crucial hour, with the Guardian's successive messages resounding in
our hearts, each local Assembly is caUed
upon to examine carefully its plans and
methods in order to concentrate upon
constructive measures for the entire community. Each meeting should devote
time to the subject of teaching locally,
and to support of the national Temple
and teaching plans. This is the paramount
aim of the Administra ti ve Order today,
and should not be obscured or deferred
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on account of relatively unimportant
matters. By establishing an order of
business in which the important matters
come first, local Assemblies. can prevent
their time and strength from being wasted
by lesser questions presented by individual believers. The principle of spiritual
efficiency surely means that Assemblies
give first consideration to the Guardian's
wisbes, then to national needs, then to
matters affecting the whole local community, and only then deal with personalities.
Miraculous achievement is assured the
people of BaM" but on condition that
they do tbe wiU of Baha'u'll.b and not
substitute their own wishes and desires.
If a conununity has not accomplished
any services to the Cause for a period. of
years, but has simply existed in a passive
condition, Jet the friends honestly face
the situation and attempt strongly to become an instrument for the Spirit. No
i.n.stitution, no group, no person is ever
an end to itself. Its vital life depends on
capacity to become a means for some
higher end. This is wby the new Revelation produces such perturbation in the
old society: it rends the veil from those
conventional and materialistic methods
by which self-interest has long remained
concealed.
Many Assemb~e. would be. surprised
and gratified to learn bow many different
kinds of teaching material has been provided by the devoted effort of National
Committees in recent years. For example,
to list some of them, we have:
Exhibit and di.play material, including
a Temple model,
Braille ~terature for the blind.
Radio scripts on a number of subjects.
Slides for illustrated lectures.
Moving picture film of 'Abdu'I-Bah •.
The Master"s voice record.
Baha'i News Service, providing publicity material.
Child education material.
World Ordor Magazine,
Books for Library Placement.
Study Outline •.
Pamphlets and leaflets presenting the
Cause in many different ways.
NATIONAL SpmrrUAL ASSEMBLY

TEACHING ACTlVmES, NORm
AMERICA
Regional Teaching Committees report
news of constructive activities of many
different types in all parts of the United
St:ates and Canada.

From Nellie J. Rocbe, Secretary of the
Regional Committee for Kentucky, Eastern Tennessee, Northern Alabama and
Northern Georgia. we learn of the special
teaching project developd at Vogel Park,
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Main StOry Ornamentation No.2. This view, taken October 23, 1940 shows how much
has been done since tbe first picture was taken October 3. A number of units are io
place on face to rigbt, and the grading nears completion
Cleveland, Georgia last June, already
mentioned briefly in HahJ'; News:

"The history of tbe spread of tbe Baha'i
Faith in the South entered a new phase
during tbe week of June 8-15, 1940,
when, in all, twenty-nine Baha'i.s and
their friends, from seven southern states
and Ohio, were privileged to live together
in spiritual love and unity in Vogel Park
near Cleveland. Georgia. There were
nineteen in residence, the others being
guests for a day or so,
"The high point was on Friday evening, the last one together, when two persons declared themselves Baha'i.s! What
joy there wast
'~The program of in.struction was brilliantly conceived and as brilliantly presented by Mrs. Howard Ives, Mrs. Or-

cella Rexford, Dr. Glenn Shook and Mrs.
Torah C, Smith, chairman of program.
Two phases of Bahi'i life were stressed:
(1) tbe development of tbe individual

Ives.

Tbe New World Order-Dr. Glenn
Shook.
"Several sessions of a most helpful
teaching seminar were held with ¥n.
lves. Mrs. Rexford, and Mrs. Smith taking
part,U
The adjoining area of North Carolina,
South Carolina and Southern Georgia,
through Esther Sego, gives particular
mention to tbe teaching work of Mrs.
Amalie Bodmer and of Louis G. Gregory.
"Mrs. Bodmer has done excellent work

in and near Asbville, N. C. Ou September
6 she wrote that she had made 68: contacts since her arrival June 22, all of
whom received a copy of Baha'i Principles and The Wi>Jom of 'AbJu'I-BIIh4
. , . Eigbt people in Asbville proper bave
had the message. . . In the three years
she has been teaching from the trailer,
221 persons have been contacted and only
ten refused to take copies of Bilhd.''U'lldh

Bahi'i on all planes of life as a preparation for his greatest personal participation

.and the New Era."

in (2) tbe World Order of Babl'u'lI.b,

briefly at Benedict and at Allen University. He also spoke at Mrs. Pearl Dixon's
home where there were eleven present and
a fine spiritual atmosphere. Interest in a
further meeting was expressed•.• Miss
Mickle and Miss Wheeler were invited to
the church of a minister present. Augusta
had the great privilege of having Lows in
their midst the following day. He made
several valuable contacts, among them a
Methodist minis ter and professor at Paine
College who opened two classes to him
although it was during the examination
period."
"A class of seven to ten Baha'is and
non-Bah a/is has been meeting at Mrs.

as presented from Bible prophecy, various
historic concepts of government and religion, and their relationships, culminating
in Baha'i Administration.
"Program:
Standards for the New Age, Mental

and Physical Health-Mrs. Orcella Rexford.
Standards for the New Age, Prayer
and Spiritual Health-Mrs. Terah C.

Smith.
Prophecy Fulfilled-the Promise of All
Ages-Mrs. Howard Ives.
Building the New Government for the

Golden Age of Bab"'u'lI.h-Mrs. Howard

"In. Columbia, Mr, Gregory .poke

4
Sego's home to study and discuss race
origins, race relations and similar topics
under the direction of Prof, Fred Steely
of Paine College... Mrs. Eason of Raleigh
reports that there will be five believers
in Raleigh this winter."
The Regional Teaching Committee of
Mary-hnd, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia and Distrier of Columbia has lacked
:1 Secretary for some months, but interesting news comes from individual
teachers.
From Harold Hunt, Huntington, West
Virginia:
HThe Huntington group of interested
pupils and believers on October 27th were
greatly favored by the visit to this beautiful city of Mrs. Frank Baker.
"The meeting was held in the large dining room or ballroom of the Frederick
Hotel. Only two dollars was asked for
this privilege, and the hotel further graciously accorded Mrs. Baker the use of a
private mezannine parlor without charge
for the evening circle of interested ones.
HAt the conclusion it seemed that no
ont' wished to leave. It was very striking.
'~The meeting was an entire success. interesting contacts being made, and a deep
impression of the value of the Baha'I
Teachings, their effectiveness being left
with aJI present.
"That evening a group met including
Mr. Long, Miss Jessie Burgess, a newcomer) Mrs. Edwards and an occasional
visitor, Mr. Mortison. This circle went
further .into the teachings for the purpose
of a more intense diffusion of the power
of the Cause. It was regrettable that
Nason Adkins, the first one here to verbally declare himself, had cut his foot
with an ax, and Miss Hazel Bragg, also
studying and ready for declaration was
sick. forced to remain at her post in a
Kentucky Hospital. She works at Riverview Hospital, Louisa, Ky.
"Plans are under way for group conuets for Stanwood Cobb on November 9
and 10. The Superintendent of schools.
Mr. Nutter, is endeavoring to have a
group meet Prof. Cobb at a Dutch Treat
luncheon. And Mrs. Pritchard, a social
leader, (the leader) has expressed a desire
to meet him also. Later preparations will
be started for interracial contacts for Mr.
Schurgast of Cincinnati."
The New England region is being
stirred up through visits from Amelia
Bowman, Secretary of the Regional Committee, who is carrying out a comprehensive teaching plan. Her first repore
deals with rcsulrs in a number of cities
in V ermon t. From October 11 to } 1 she
was active in Rutland, Springfield, Chester, Brattleboro, Bellows Falls, Korthfield, Randolph. \l;!indsor, Montpelier and
Barre.
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The Twelfth Annual Convention of the Baha'is of India and Burma,
held at Poona, April 29, 1940
In Rutland Mrs. Bowman met the
Rabbi of the local Synagogue who had
visited the Temple at Wilmette and was
sympathetic. He will help promote her
plans for talks before organizations on
The D(!stiny of Americ4. The radio station broadcast the entire text of A Pattern fOT Fulur(!' Societ·y by Shoghi Effendi
in connection with her local meetings.
On October 28 she spoke before the Lions
Club on the Baha'i Peace Plan, giving out
literature and discussing the theme a half
hour beyond the usua l time.
Mrs. Bowman also spoke at a m(.."Cting
of the Lions Club in Barre on the 2 9rh,
with over forty young business men present. The rheme of world federation produced a wonderful response. She presented a number of books to the Public
Library. and has arranged a later public
meeting in the city for Florence Morron.
Two public meetings were held in
\1ontpelier. at the Kiwanis Club and at
the Montpelier Tayern. The latter meer·
mg attracted tbe president of the
Women's Club. Mrs. Bowman is laying a
foundation for increased Baba'i activity
in Vermont, and incidentally creates interest in Green Acre in this nearby but
hitherto inactive state,

INTER.AMERICA TEACHING
The Bahi'i Community of Korth
America will rejoice with the Incer-Amer~
ica Commirtee at the acceleration of the
Larin-American work. Tn obedience to
rhe call of Qur beloved Guardian for more
pioneers in South and Central Ameri.ca,
the Committee reports the followmg
pioneers and visitors who are sailing t~is
historic month of November for sen'ice

in this field.
Two pioneers from Los Angeles, Mrs.
Eleanor Adler and Mrs. Marcia Steward
Atwater, are sailing together from New
Orleans on the 5.5. Santa Marta, November 16. Mrs. Adler is to settle in Bolivia
at La Paz. She is the first to carry the
message of Bahi'u'Hah to this country.
Mrs. Atwater disembarks at Valparaiso~
but intends to establish residence in Santi·
ago, Chile.
Miss Elizabeth Cheney of Lima, Ohio,
is sailing November 30 on the S.S. Uruguay. She will disembark at Buenos Aires
December 17> where she will spend a few
days before going on to Asuncion, Paraguay, to settle.
Miss Gertrude Gewertz is leaving
shordy for Costa Rica, where she will
assist in the pioneer work in Port Limon.
Mrs. Enos Barton sails on November
1 5 on the 5.S. Brazil, for a visit with her
son, Mr. Wilfrid Barton. Mr. Barton is
a pioneer in Uruguay.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Wood of Cabin
John, Maryland are prospective pioneers.
They have been accepted by the N ationa1
Spiritual Assembly to go to Rio de
Janeiro.
Mrs. Sara Ellen Peake left in October
to marry Mr. John Stearns, who is pioneering in Ecuador. She will be able to
a.s~isc greatly in the work of spreading the
Cause in that country.
Panama-Mrs. Louise Caswell writes
asking rhat all the believers assist in the
Latin-American work: "I believe that
kindness, hospitality and true warmth
(we should never stop shorr of a hand·
shake with a Latin) will bring forth spiritual fruit seven hundredfold." (She re-
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fees to the reception which the LatinAmericans should receive In North
America.)
Mrs. Caswell also reports that her son
Peter, who returned to Panama with her,
obtained a job just eight days after applying for i[. She says there are jobs for
able-bodied men and an immediare need
for women stenographers who speak
Spanish. Anyone interested should correspond wjth Mrs. Oliver, (Mrs. Cora Hitt
Oli.ver, P. O. Box 1296, Ancon, Canal
Zone) giving their qualifications, to be
presented by her to the Head of Personnel
in the Canal Zone.
UrugUA)'-Wilfrid Barton reports a recent visit in Montevideo by Miss Jeanne
Bolles which has given a fresh impetus
to the Baha'i work.
HiwIJna-Mr. Philip Marangella has
returned to this country and Mrs. H.
Emogene Hoagg has gone to Havana to
supp]ant him. Mrs. Hoagg is one of our
most distinguished international teachers.
She has spent long periods in the Holy
Household when ~Abdu'l-Bah:i was in our
midst and has been greatly valued by the
Guardian with whom she worked in typing The Dawn Breakers. She Was also in
charge of the International Bureau at
Geneva, Switzerland for some years. We
feel that Cuba is especially fortunate.
The address of the Center remains the
same as listed in the last Bulletin.
Before lea ...·ing Havana Mr. Marangella
reponed the names of three new believers:
Mrs. Irene Brauchbar, Calle E. No. 50),
entre 21 y 2}, Vedado, Havana.
Sr. Jose Cevedo, San Miguel, 22, Havana.
Sr. Carlos Ortiz Portas, Aguilar~ 368,
Havana.
T~gu.cigalpa, Hondliras--:-Before leaving
Tegucigalpa, Mr. Gerard Sluter writes
that newspaper publicity brought an inquiry from Sr. David Medina Benegas in
Tela, on the north coast of Honduras.
Sr. Benegas said that he is secretary of a
Masonic Lodge and a Theosophist. He
asked for literature and offered his cooperation. He had previously heard of the
Cause and was interested in learning of
the work being done in Honduras.
Mr. Sluter reports stopping at Costa
Rica on hi~ way to Bogata, Colombia. A
meeting was arranged by Mrs. Woolson
and Mrs. Ford where he spoke to a group
of twenty. He tells in glowing terms of
the work being done by these Pioneers
and reported four new believers.
Philippine Islands-Sr. Fc!;x R. Maddela, Chairman of the Spiritual Assembly
in Nueva Vizcaya, writes that there are
twenty members in their community.
Regular classes are held for those interested in learning about the Cause, having
an average attendance of eight persons.

There is also a children's class of nine
young people.
Buenos Aires-A letter received just in
time to be briefly mentioned before sending off the news of the Inter-America
Committee for Bahd'i Nm's tells of the
"Very fine reception which Philip Sprague
had on his arrival in Buenos Aires. He
speaks: of the cordiality of the friends
there. of their delight to receive the
Teachings which Mr. Sprague is so well
qualified to present, and of the faCt that
many of the friends speak English perfectly and therefore should have a larger
number of Baha'i books. Mr. Sprague
sends a splendid clipping from a newspaper in Buenos Aires which for want of
time we cannot now translate even in
brief, but suffice it to say that the Cause
was given wide publicity and very well
received and many valuable contacts
made.
Rio de Janriro--From Mrs. Mathews
we have received a copy of a most delightful letter from Mr. Cecil Best of
Rio who thanks Mrs. Mathews for the
copy of the Proceedings of fix First
Latitt-American Scbool BamFi Session and
expresses his pleasure at the visit of Miss
Jeanne Bolles and Philip Sprague and says
that it is their intention to remain in Rio
to form a Spiritual Assembly there. Miss
Holsapple was with them, and having
been so long a resident of Brazil, she will
be most helpful.
Quito, ECUildOT-Mr. John Stearns still
retains the same address for his mail although he has taken up other quarters.
His address is: Pension Neumann, Calle
Flores No. 12, Quito. Ecuador.

INTER·AMERICA ADDRESSES
A correction should be made in the address of Mr. Mathew Kaszab. It is now:
~fr. Mathew Kaszab, c/o American Consul, Managua, Nicaragua, C. A.

TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION
From the progress report dated October
29, issued by Allen B. McDaniel as Supervising Engineer for the Temple Trustees, we note the following items which
can be read in connection with the illustrations which graphically show how
much has been done.
"The remaining work involved in the
preparation of the models and molds has
been continued . . . and consists of the
canTing of the inscriptions over the main
arches. As soon as these inscriptions are
completed * the molds w ill be prepared.
This method of making the molds of the
main arches will delay the final completion of the erection of the ornamentation
of the first three faces of the main story
this calendar year. This method is being
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MESSAGES FROM THE
GUARDIAN
Cablegrams and postcripts written by the Guardian since 1932,
published in Bahd'i News as they
were received, but not a"Vaiiable in
book form, have been compiled and
printed as a pamphlet. Copies have
been sent as gifts by the J\Tational
Spiritual Assembly to all believers
in North America and to pioneers.
Members of organized communities
receive them through their local
Assembly; copies were sent to organized groups through their Correspondent, while the is 0 I ate d
friends were sent a copy direct. The
friends who are so conscious of the
spiritual power flowing through the
Guardian's messages will appreciate
what inspiration this pamphlet conveys.

fonowed by the contractor, however, in
order to effect a saving of several hundred
dollars. as this additional expense would
be required if separate molds were made
for each one of the faces with its respective inscription.
"During this four week period. (i.e.,
October), the casting of the various sections of the ornamentation for the nine
faces of the main story has been continued and excellent progress has been made.
"All of the small columns have been
cast; the last of the nine doorway arches
was cast during the last day of the period
(i.e., October 31), and the large panels
over the nine main -entrances have been
completed . . . . The casting of the large
columns will proceed during November.
"On October 1, a car containing eight
small columns, six arches. 12 large grilles
and six small grilles was shipped from
Rosslyn. On October 1, a similar car
containing 87,084 Ibs. of crushed stone
and 12 small columns, 10 pieces of ornament and 40 pieces of reinforcing steel
was shipped. . . "

BAHA'i CALENDAR
Nineteen Day Feasts: December 12,
December 31, January 19.
Anniversaries and Festivals: Day of
the Covenant, November 26; Ascension
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, November 28 (to be
observed if feasible at 1: 00 A. M.)
Meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly: December 27, 28, 29 at Wilmette,
Illinois.
"Th~ inscriptions· OD the nine texts sel~ct~d by the
Gu~rdLan from Hidden Words of Babi'u·llah. They
..... ere published in 8.JJ,n Neu.·J No. 127, July. 1939:
lnd in W' odd Order Magazine 101 Ma}·. 1940.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH
FRENCH ESPERANTISTS
The National Spiritual Assembly has
been advised that for the present it will
be better for the friends to discontinue
any correspondence with Esperantists in
France, Baha'i or non-Baha~L

TEMPLE TEACHING
From tbe August report of the Temple
Guides Committee the following excerpts
are taken for the infonnation of the
friends:
etA brief resume of the visitors attending the Temple will show the results secured jn guide work. During August.
1940! there were 2,609 visitors guided
through the Temple. Although this is
192 fewer than in August, 1939, the explanation, I believe, is quite obvious;
namely, that people coming Onto tbe

Temple grounds on the East side of the
building, and finding no proper sign to
instruct them where to find the entrance,
leave without knowing they C3D go
through the Temple or that guides will he
provided. July and August, 1940, are the
only months of this year that have shown
a decrease over the ,\lame months of 193.9.
We should have had from 2,000 to 3,000
more visitors during these two months.
And yet, despite this Joss, the first eigbt
months of 1940 shows an increase of 478
over the same pericxl of 19 J 9, the total
during the eight months of this year being
10,900.
~'A very interesting point is the widespread area from which visitors come. The
Augwt visitors were from 3) different
States and also from the following foreign
countries: Kingston. Jamaica, B.W.I.,
Plymouth, B.W.I., Montague, P. E. I.,
Manila, P. I., The Hague, Holland.
"Apprentice seamen from the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station are coming
to tbe Temple -in increasing numbers, 63)
of them having visited the Temple in
A ugust. A total of 2,046 seamen have
visited the Temple since January 1, 1940.
"Other visiting groups include: The
Phi Beta Kappa Society of Chicago and a
Teachers' Class from the summer school
of Northwestern University were shown
tl-.rough the Temple <luring August.
'~A further idea of how the total of
v:isitors through the Temple is mounting
i<; shown by the fact that since July I,
1932, the number of visitors totals

Arch Over Each of the Nine Entrance Doors. Two of these beautiful units were set
in place dudng the last week of October and first week of November. 194D
voted to study methods and teaching
methods. A course will be offered on the
Foundations of W arid Unity, as outlined
fOl the Youth Study Days.
Here is an
opportunity to spend an enjoyable winter
holiday at the Ranch while getting intensive training, in preparation for the task
ahead.
Regarding the Baha'i school, the
Guardian has written: "everyone without exception is urged to take advantage
of attending it-let him consider such an
occasion as- welcome and precious opportunity so to enrich, through lectures,
study, and discussion, his know ledge of
the fundamentals of his Faith as to be
able to transmit, with greater confidence
and effectiveness, the Message that has
been en trusted to his care. n
"The field is indeed so immense, the
period so critical, the Cause so great, the
workers so few, the time so short, the
privilege so priceless, that no follower of
the Faith of Bahi·u·llih, worthy to bear
His name, can afford a momenes hesitation."
All those who are at .all interested in
attending this winter session or who have
any suggestions to offer regarding the session, please communicate as soon as possible with Mrs. 1. W. Eggleston, Davison)
Michigan. (Rate-$2.00 per day.)

113,63)'''

LOUHELEN WINTER SESSION
ANNOUNCEMENT
A Winter Session at the Louhelen
Baha'i. School is being planned for the
week of December 26th to January 1st,
inclusi:ve. This winter session will be de-

WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE
The November number, devoted to the
theme of prophecy, offers the friends an
unusually interesting and helpful treatment of one of the most difficult subjects
in connection with teaching work. By

the Mouth of His Prophets, by Maye
Harvey Gjft, the leading article, preseQt.5
a Bahi'i approach and explanation which
no doubt has been gratefully noted by
the friends as valuable teaching material
The remainder of the issue also contributes to the same theme. For example,
The Epic of Humanity reprints a chapter
from Townshend·, The Prami,. of All
Ages; the book review consists of excerpts
from the new book by Virgie Vail, The
Glarious KingJam of the Father FoutolJ;
the Study Outline deals with references
to Spiritual Prophecy; &zha'; Answers to
Warid Questions selects passages on Is
Baha'u'lJah the Pramisea One? and on
What Attitude Far the Seek.er? The compilation on The Divine Art af living
deals with the subjects of Faith and Certitude.
For December, the magazine revolves
around the theme of Civilization and Culture. The leading article, with this title,
is by Helen Bishop, and reproduces the
remarkable address she delivered at the
1940 Convention public meeting. Bell'Uty
muJ Couduct, by Florence DeBell Keemer,
presents the subject of the esthetic aspect
of the inner life, while Alta M. Gaines,
in For Him Who We>uJJ FmJ God, emphasizes the vital part filled by character
in promoting the Faith. This number contains two poems: Vision, by Gertrude W.
Robinson, and Infinitudes, by Henry C.
Beecher. The book review is by Robert
Gulick, Jr., on Anthropology 4nJ Religion by Peter Henry Buck. M4teri.1
and Divine Civiliution is the subject of
the monthly Study Outline.
The Editorial Committee hopes that
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both these numbers are proving useful,
especially to the groups and isola ted
f.riends woo welcome means of fresh information and contact with other Baha'is.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PREPA·
RATION OF BAHA'i
MANUSCRIPT
When a manuscript is sent in to the
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Suggestions for the Prep""atw.. of IJahJ'i
Manuscript to facilitate the work of the
author and of all committees concerned
and to Save time and expense in handling
inadequately prepared manuscripts.
The Reviewing Committee has tbe right
to assume that there will be no need for
them to verify statements and quotations
or to alter or correct construction, spelling, punctuation, or ·capitalization. Before
the writer has typed the final draft he
should carefully revise his manuscript in
terms of the preceding suggestions.
Only typewritten manuscript can be
accepted for review. It should be typed
on the standard commercial sheet 8 Yz
inches wide by 11 inches high; neither
onion nor paper of similar weight should
be used; an original. not a carbon copy,
should be presented to the Reviewing
Committee.
The following definite instructions are
given for the final draft.
1. Page Arrangement:
a. The maximum length of line should
be six inches.
h. The main text should be doublespaced.
c. One side only of the sheet should be

used.
d. Leave a margin of about an inch on
aU fOill sides of the typing.
e. Do not economize too much on
paper, as this makes the reading
di1licult.
f. Type the same number of lines to
each page, if possible.
g. Do not divide a word at the end of
~he line, go over to the next line
with the who1e word.
2. Paragraphing:
a. Paragraph indentation should be
uniform and four or five spaces are
sufficient.
b. If block typing is used there must
be a triple space between paragraphs.
3. Chapter Headings:
a. Begin each chapter or other large
division of manuscript on a new
page.
b. Omit periods after centered heading.
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Reviewing Committee to be passed on for
Baha'l content and literary style, an
author often has to spend a great deal of
time in revision because he has been unacquainted with the acceptable procedures
for preparing manuscript. We offer these
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c. Headings in the Table of Contents
and the text should agree in wording, sequence and number.
4. Titles Quoted:
Titles of books, poems, periodicals, etc.,
mentioned in the text should be underscored, not quoted.
5. Quotations:
a. Quotations exceeding two lines in
length should be typed without quotation marks, with lines singlespaced, in separate paragraphs, indented on each margin about six
spaces more than the normal margin.
b. Quota dons of two lines or less
should be included in the body of
the text.
c. Mark carefully open and close
quotes and open and close parentheses and brackets, to be sure that
they are always present in pairs.
d. Brackets should be used, not parentheses, when words are inserted in a
quotation for the sake of clarity.
e. The source of a quotation should be
made clear either in the context or
by a reference. The reference should
include author, title, page, and date
of issue. The date of issue is especially impo.rtant if the quotation is
from a magazine article. If few
quotations: are used in the manuscript the source can be given di.rectly after the quotation. But if
there are many, they should be numbered and 1isted with corresponding
numbers in an index at the end of
the manuscript.
f. All quotations from Bahi'i books
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should be taken from the latest edi.
tion. If the latest edition is not
available, the edition used should be
stated. In quoting follow the text
exactly. No quotation should be
taken from another quotation; the
original source must be used. It is the
custom of the Reviewing Committee to check a few quotations for
accuracy. If they are badly quoted,
the manuscript is returned at once
to the writer for correction, without further reviewing consideration.
6. Transliteration of Oriental Words:
In order that the spelling and marking
of Baha'i words conform to the rules
for the transliteration of Oriental
words, a sheet of these transliterations
should be obtained from the Publishing
Committee before tbe last typing of
manuscript (or refer to transliteration
section in The Baha'i. World).
7. Inserts:
Any page that needs inserts or has material scratched out, should be retyped.
No author's comment should be left in
the margin.

REVIEWING COMMITIEE

RACE Ul'i"lTY PROJECTS
Milwaukee was recently the scene of
unusual activity among minority groups
of the city. On Saturday, September 28,
the community entertained fifty Indian
friends, representing the Indian councils
of Milwaukee. On Sunday the Race Unity
Committee were guests of the city, and a
public meeting was held at the Center,
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KNOWLEDGE lQt)

the Blessed Bea u ty. I'
RACE UXITY COMMITTEE

MRs.

FRED MORTENSEN, S~cretary

(HRIHlA"I

ERA

BAHA'i DIRECTORY
Kindly note the following corrections:
Assemblies
Boston. Mrs, M, C. Oglesby. Corresponding Secretary, A., Tyler Hall, Trin~
ity Court, 175 Dartmouth St., Boston,
Mass,
Springfield. 1tvfiss Harriet St. Laurent~
Secretary, Box 105, Highland Station,
Springfield, Mass.
O.k Park. Mrs. L. W. LaRocque, Secretary, 915 Augusta Street, Oak Park.

III.

Oakland. Mrs. J. J. O'Neill, Secretary,
c/o Baha'i Assembly, 1454 Alice Street,
Oakland, Calif.
Groups
Santa Rosa. Dr. G. Sadler Pittock. Correspondent,

6}1

4th Street, Santa Rosa,

Calif.
LAramie. Mrs. Ada M. Fadner. Corre-

with friends from many race groups attending. Indian guests offered music; a
Jewish friend acted in the genial capacity
of chaicman; and the speakers re-presen ted
the white and colored groups of American
life. At the close of the meeting, one of
the visitors said: "There can be no question; this is a proof." On Monday evening, Rev. Battles acted as host to tbe
speakers in his own church, the Cal vary
Baptist. Milwaukee's busy week-end impressed every heart with the reality expressed in the vivid words of 'Abdu'lBaha; that "all are one in the color and
beauty of servitude to Him." An Eskimo
speaker was announced for the coming
week at the Center.
The Temple area was particularly
heartened by [he outstanding accomplishment of Chicago this summer, when the
friends were permitted to display a
Temple model at the National Negro
Exposition, celebrating the 75th year of
Negro freedom. It is estimated that
12,500 pamphlets were distributed. An
evening of the Exposition was given over
to the Bahi'i Faith, and 600 attended the
program. Fireside meetings have resulted

tlclpants associate with each other with
perfect love, unity? and harmony, the
angels of the Kingdom praise them, and
the Beauty of Bahi'u'Uih addresseth
them, 'Blessed are yel Blessed are ye t· ...
When a gathering of these two races is
brought about, that assemblage will become the magnet of the Concourse on
high~ and the confirmations of the Blessed
Beauty will surround it."
Every Assembly and group is urged to
send in to the Race Unity Committee,
reports of projects in race fellowship. All
are urged to use the direct message at
such meetings, and to present the Faith
of Baha'u'llih as the common meeting
place of every heart, for "opposition, enmity, and prejudice among the white and
colored cannot be effaced except through
faith. assurance, and the teachings of

spondent, 31212 Garfield Street, Laramie,
Wyoming.
Glendale, Ari=-. Mrs. Helen Burnett,
Correspondent, 521 East E Avenue, Glen·
dale, Ariz.
East Orange. Mrs. Arnie B. Wright?
Correspondent. 105 Leslie Street, East

Orange, N. J.
Haworth. A. G. Tichenor, Correspon-

dent, Hennessy Street, Haworth, N. J.
Aforlrr)('. Mrs, Levina Sprau, Correspondent, Monroe, Wash.
Sultan. l\1iss Lillian Marsolais, Correspondent. Sultan, Wash.

ENROLLMENTS Al'iD TRANSFERS
Chicago, eight and one youth. Evanston, one. Los Angeles, three. San Francisco, four. South Bend, three. Washington, two. Nashville, two. Vancouver, one
youth. Milwaukee. one youth. New
York, three. Worcester, one. Philadelphia~
two. Phoenix, three. Flin t, three.

for the fall, and a fine public follow-up
meeting was held at the Center On October 3rd, when members of the Race
Unity Committee were invited to share
in the program. The committee feels
deeply the high significance of these
meritorious deeds at the ,,'ery heart :md
center of the Bahi'i Faith in America,

for 'Abdu'l-Bahi has said: "When such
meetings are established, and the par-

This casting of the Greatest N arne fits the under side of the arch over each entrance
door. Two are now in place (November 9, 1940)
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"THE TORCHBEARER OF THE NEW, THE
WORLD CIVILIZATION"
Letter from Shoghi Effendi
Deady-beloved friends:
My hean i, thrilled with delight as I
witness, in so many fields, and in sucb
distant outposts, and despite such formidable difficulties, restrictions, obstacles
and dangers, so many evidences of the
solidarity, the valor, and tbe achievements
of the American Baha'] conununity. As
the end of the First Century of the
Baha'i Era approacbes, as the shadows
descending upon and enveloping mankind
steadily and remorselessly deepen, this
community, which can almost be regarded as the so~tary champion of the
Faith in the Western W or Id, is increasingly evincing and demonstrating its
capacity, its worth,. and ability as the
torchbearer of the New, the World Civilization which is destined to supp1ant in
the fulness of time the present one. And
more particularly in the virgin and £arflung territories -of Latin America, it has
in recent months, abundantly given
visible evidence of iu merits and competence to shoulder the immense responsibilities which the carrying of the sacred
Fire to all the Republics of the Western
Hemisphere must necessarily entail.
Through these initial steps, which, in
pursuance of the Plan conceived by
'Abdu'l-Baha. this community has taken,
through the settlement in each of these
sovereign states of the New World of

American Baha'i. pioneers, through the
formation of Baha'i groups and the establishment of two Assemblies in Buenos
Aires and Bahia,. the American National
Assembly, as well as its Inter-America
Committee~ and all subsidiary agencies, no
less than the individual members of the
North American Baha'i community who
have sacrificed and are still sacrificing so
much in their support of this Divine and
momentous Plan, have earned the unqualified admiration and the undying
gratitude of sister Assemblies and fellowworker, thr<>ughout the Bah.'i World.
Their work, however, is only beginning. The dispatch of pioneers, the provision of adequate means for tbeir support, their settlement and initiation of
Baha'i. activities in these far-off lands,
however strenuous and meritorious, are
insufficient jf the Plan is to evolve harmoniously and yield promptly its destined
fruit. The extension by tbe Parent Assembly-the immediate source from
which this vast system with all its ramifications is now proceeding--of the necessary support, guid anee, recognition and
material assistance to enable these newlyfledged groups and Assemblies to function
in strict accordance with both the spiritual and administrative principles of the
Faith of Bahi'u'llah, would seem as
essential and urgent as the preliminary

January, 1941
task already achieved. To nurse these
tender plants of the Vineyard of God, to
foster their growth, to direct their development, to accord them the necessary
recognition, to help resolve their problems, to familiarize them wi. th gentleness,
patience and fidelity with the processes
of the Administrative Order and thus enable them to assume independently the
conduct of future local and national
Bah:i'i activities, would bring the plan to
swift and full fruition and would add
fresh laurels to the crown of immortal
glory already won by a community that
holds in tbese day, of dark and dire
calamiti.es, valiantly and almost alone, the
Fort of the Faith of Babi'u'U:Ih. Fortified
by tbese reflections, let tbem gird up their
loins for still mightier exertions and more
brilliant victories.
SHOGHI.

December 3, 1940.

GLAI).TIDING FROM THE
HOLY LAND
"It will certainly rejoice your heart to
know that notwithstanding the difficulties created by the war situation~ the
Cause in the countries neighboring the
Holy Land is making steady headway. In
Damascus where the friends are well advanced with their plans for the purchase
of a plot of land as site for their future
Haziratu'l-Quds, and in Egypt where
the authorities have at last granted,
though only to two of our communi ties
in Cairo and Isma'liyyih, special burial
grounds, the prospeCt appears to be par-

2
ticularly bright and pCOlIllSlIlg. This
glad-tiding will assuredly impart infini te
joy to aU our American friends, and stir
them to scale still nobler heights of self-
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Divine Teachings give no sanction for the
use of force and violence even in the matter of separating souls from idolatry.
From time to time reports reach us
sacrifice in service to our Cause."about some of the friends, mostly the
SHOGHI EFFENDI, through his secretary,
younger Baha'Is, clinging to such idols as
November 7, 1940. in letter to Mrs.
reincarnation, numerology. astrology and
Thomas Collins.
occultism expressed in psychic phenomena,
for all of which there is no sanction in
the Divine Teachings. The Master in his
BANISH SUPERSTITION
wonderful Book, Some AnswITd Que,The great purpose of Divine Revelation
tions, demolishes every basis of faith in
is the education of mankind. The Teach- reincarnation. In a signed Tablet, circui.ngs written by the Supreme Pen, now
lated among the early believers, He points
authoritatively translated to us; also their
out in the clearest terms, its ruinolL5 effect
interpretation and applications first by the as superstition, limiting human progress.
Master and now by the Guardian, are rePsychic practices, condemned in both
lated universally to the peace, well-being the Old and New Te.staments of the
and progress of all mankind. They are
Christian Bible, are also discouraged and
also 1ike a sharp sword which separates
forbidden by the Revelation of this new
truth from error, light from darkness, life day. It is apparent what havoc they now
from death. Man attains that for which play in the world at large, enabling demahe struggles on the basis of his faith in
gogues and charlatans to exploit the
tbem.
unsuspecting, magnifying the ego and
banishing capacity for spiritual guidance.
Alas for mankind, submerged in a sea
When spreading the teachings, the most
of superstition, the waves of which ue
vital and confirmed of a11 human activiincreasingly violent and destructive! The
hold of illusions upon people can be ties, should not the effort be to reach
normal and balanced people, who will not
realized only by those who~ divinely
aided,bave wbolly or partially escaped. veil others by their personal oddities and
eccentricities? Who will not try to make
One superstition is the belief in and fear
the Faith revolve around themselves?
of death, despite the fact that all nature
in its variegated forms and all true reWhy waste precious time with numerligion as well, impress the continuity of ology, which has no basis in science,
life. One formerly in close contact with
reason or .revelation? Why not study inthe Master, registered the observation,
stead algebra, geometry, calculus or even
possibly inspired, at any rate true, of
plain old arithmetic, confining "numerhow a man will sleep in a place with other
ology" to concentration upon Nine, the
men who are perfect strangers to him, at
symbol of the Greatest Name, which,
times. without fear of injury to body or
with its derivatives and significances, has
possessions. Yet tbe same man would fear
a message for all the beings?
the nearness of a corpse during bis hours
Astrology, but the restatement of
of s]eep~ although it can neither slander,
ancient beliefs and superstitions, should
heat nor kill him, all of which a man with in this wondrous day give place to asphysical life can do. This illust,.. tes the
tronomy, science of tbe outward heavens,
hold of superstition upon most people.
which wonderfully conveys to us the
Ie is obvious that could humanity free
Glory of God.
i.tself from a11 such weights, it might
The Divine Sun that is Manifestation
easily soar heavenward in executing the
sheds light upon all true sciences and arts,
Will of God.
rather creates them for man~s use and
enjoyment. Reflect upon what light and
Man must apply himself to true
sciences, especially those, as Baha'u~lIah
inspiration are shed upon the fine arts,
says, Hwhich do not begin aDd end in
architecture, painting, sculpture and
mere words," for such studies will power~
music; upon the liberal arts, ruch as
poetry, eloquence, language, logic. psyfully aid his release from superstitions.
chology; upon the industrial arts, such
But the education of mankind is progressive. In the light of religion and science . as trade, business, agriculture, aviation,
shipping, etc.; upon the natural sciences,
he is destined to make ideal prog.ress. But
the people of this stage of human developsuch as biology, physics. chemistry, healing, pioneering, invention, and discovery;
ment, even tbough guided by the gladupon the social sciences, such as sociology.
some Light of Revelation and trained by
scientific studies, sometimes unconsciously
anthropology, history, statescraft, adbring into Baha'I centers the gloomy
ministration; upon the greatest of all
tales and attachments of their previous
sciences, Theophany, the science of
Manifestation. When there is so much
associations. All such veils we must
that is real within the reach of man, an
patiently and lovingly, yet very thorinexhaustible plan of development and
oughly, try to remove. Of course the

power, why should he concentrate upon
darkness and superstition? His Maker
constantly beckons him and confirms his
efforts to advance. Bahi'u'Uah says:

"The he",1 must be free from the fire
of superstition, that it may obI';" lhe
light af a""rmee <md that it may /JeTeeive lhe Glory of God."
NATIONAL SPIlUTUAL ASSEMBLY.

IN THE SpmIT OF
ACHIEVEMENT
The community of the Faith in
America has been given a particular mission and a definite task to achieve by the
end of the first Century of the new EI"3.
This mission, described by the Guardian
in his successive communications on the
subject of the Seven Year PIan, is not
mere]y paramount in importance, it is
likewise all-inclusive, its needs aDd demands embracing every Assembly. every
Committee, every Insti.tution and every
individual in the entire American Baha'i
community. By our collestive and our
individual relationship to this mission, we
have access to .the very Spirit of Divine
Victory establishing peace and justice on
the earth. As we bend our energies in its
service, as we respond to its enlarging
opportunity, as we strive to understand
its profound implications, so do we receive
capacity to achieve, for in the Faith of
Baha'u~ll:lh it is not our personality that
renders service, but the Spirit w hicb can
use it for higher than personal ends.
The Seven Year Plan is both our supreme test and our supreme opportunity.
It fixes the scope and also the time of
the task. It means continuous effort, not
simply an occasional activity, and a
whole-hearted, united effort, not merely
vague wishes and pious hopes.
The Plan, as all have noted, includes
two tasks of equal importance: Temple
construction, and Teaching.
Temple construction, by its very
nature, is a concentrated work. It requires resources provided by all believers,
but the individual believer can not partici.pate in the actual work of construction.
Teaching, however, is only partly an
effort which can be concentrated by
either local or national authority. Baha'i
teaching is the sum total of our inner
lives reflecting spiritual truths into the
world about us, and not a mechanism for
psychological promotion along lines of
American economic or poli tical enterprise.
We need teaching facilities) li.ke pamphlets, and we need plans as well as authorita ti ve supervision, for the F ai th does
not tolerate a jungle of conflicting personal activities, but the most elaborate
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of plam: and the most advanced of advertising methods, alone, will not result in
the confirmation of souls and the formation of spiritual communities.
Thus our teaching must always represent a balance between the vital power of
faith and intelligent consultation on
means, methods and occasions for collective enterprises. On the one hand. we
cannot abandon teaching to the mystical
element in individuals, and on the other
hand we Cannot concentrate teaching into
the authoritative actions of local or Na-

tional Assemblies and their many Committees.
The individual believer must always
strive to live in the spirit of tea<.:hing,
and we are assured that whosoever attains
this station will be wi.tness to miraculous
achievement. Baha'u'IJah gave trus assurance; the Master repeatedly emphasized
this promise; and the Guardian has in
many passages given it definite application. The whole conception of pioneer
teaching is based on the heroism of the
pioneer and not on the efficiency of the
administrative order, though this too
plays- an essential part after the heroism
has been manifested in the -field of action.
It is imperative that local Assemblies
attain full understanding of the nature
of Baha~i teaching, both as an expression
of the inner life and as the fruit of
mature- consultation. The purpose of this
statement is to offer a few suggestions to
local Assemblies, and call attention to
their heaven-sent opportunity to vitalize
their communities, transfonn inertia into
enthusiasm, and depression into radiant
action.
1. Every believer has a teaching mission which can be expressed in wise use
of daily contacts as well as in participation in community plans. The foundation of unity and vigorous spiritual life
is encouragement of this Divine gift~ and
provision of all possible opportunities by
the Assembly for its active use. But the
individual believer should not depend

upon tbe Assembly for opening the doors
to service. Faith is that inner activity
which the Holy Spirit employs to create
occasions for teaching. Each of us is
responsible for the character of our own
inner life.
2. Teaching plans should arise from
careful analysis of the available local
resources and conditions and not simply
imitate some method which has proved
successful in some other city. The local
communities are different in size; they
also differ in experience, maturity and in
the distribution of talents and capacities.
The spirit of teacbing is a conquest, not
a technic learned at second-hand. Thus~
in one community the important meeting
may be a weekly or monthly public lec-

Main Story Ornamentation No.3. By December 5, 1940~ four of the nine faces were
well advanced., tbe grading was completed and the Temple property protected by a
fence extending along Sheridan Road and Linden A venue and connected with both
canal bridges.
ture, while in another city the Spirit may
raise up an intimate fireside group which
accomplish what a formal lecture
fails to achieve.
3. The aim of teaching is to enlarge
our numbers with confirmed followers of

wm

Baha'u'lhih, people of zeal, knowledge
and capacity. Any community pausing
too long in its growth displays a danger
signal which every believer as wen as

the Assembly should heed. Life is growth.
Absence of motion is absence of life. To
overcome such a condition I we should
first of all 100k to our own inner lives
and not try to find in criticism a means
of silencing our own conscience. Even
a few truly consecrated believers in :a
community can be a channel for a renewal
of general activity and enthusiasm. To
possess intensity without sacrificing the
principle of consultation-to recognize
authority without sacrifice of initiative
and enthusiasm-this is the balance which
all believers might wen strive to attain,
and the balance without which the community can scarcely survive.

4. After setting in motion the forces
of teaching for service to the Faith in

'he community, the Assembly should
strive for additional energy which can be
applied in establishing the Cause in
nearby localities. Indeed the privileges
are boundless and offer fulfilment to every
devoted Baha'i in the land. For 3S we
examine the teaching field we realize how
many varied types it needs, from tbe
pioneer who can stand aU alone in his
faith, to the enthusiastic believer able to
make contacts, and from the educator
who can expound the laws and principles
to the administrator whQ can assist in
coordinating the efforts and releasing the
capacities of all the friends.
As the Guardian wrote in The- Advent
of Divine I",tice (pages 44, 45) : "Upon
every participator in this concerted effort,
unprecedented in the annals of the American Baha'i community, rests the spiritual obligation to make of the mandate of
teaching so vitally binding upon all, the
all-pervading concern of his 1ife.•.• If
he be member of any Spirjtual Assembly
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let him encourage his Assembly to consecrate a certain part of its time, at each
of its sessions~ to the earnest and prayerful
considera tion of such ways and means
as may foster the campaign of teaching,
or may furnish whatever resources are
available for its progress, extension, and
consolidation."
NATIONAL SPIIlrrUAL AS.SEMBLY.

ETCHING OF "SMILING PHOTOGRAPIf" OF 'ABDU'L-BAHA
The Photograph and Sales Committee
is glad to announce a new edition of the

etching which reproduces the photograph
of the Master known as the' 'smiling photograph." No copies of this etching have
been available in recent years. The quality of this reproduction makes the etch-

ing beautifully .dapted for framing. The
price, induding postage and packing, is
$1.65 per copy. Order from Mr. H. E.
Walrath, 4639 .Beacon Street, Chicago,

Ill.

View of Supplementary Administrative Building, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, wbere
the Treasurer's Office, Publishing Committee and additional facilities for the National
Assembly have been maintained since December 2, 1940.

PRESENTING THE BAHA'i FAITH
IN THE SOUTH
PUBLIC TEACHING IN ATLANTA

On the afternoon of Sunday, Nov. 24,
1940, an historic meeting devoted to the
National Spiritual Assembly held in At- . varied prob1erns of teaching the Baha'i
Faith in the South, was held at the
lanta, Georgia, on November 22, 23 .and
Atlanta Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
24. 1940, opportunity was taken to hold
another in the series of public meetings
There were present seven members of
which the Assembly has heen holding in the National Spiritual Assembly, and one
di.fferent cities over :a period of several or more representatives from each Re.
gional Teachlng Committee located east
years.
of
Texas. Other Baha'b from Atlanta,
Particularly important have been those
and from Augusta, Ga., and GreenvHle,
meetings held in cities of the South,
S. C., brought the total number to
where the number of believers is fewer
twenty-seven, coming from six different
and the teaching opportunity overwhelmsouthern states.
mg.
Never before have so many Baha'i
The Atlanta meeting was held Sund.y
gathered together for the one purpose of
evening, November 24, in tbe Biltmore
discussing the varied problems that
Hotel, which had given assurance that no
race restriction would be imposed. The Baha'i. teachers have to face, and it was
first speaker, Mr. Harlan Ober, developed recognized by all those present as markthe theme of The Need for • Spirit""l ing a new era in this most important
Renllhsance. This was followed by an work.
In connection with the meetings of the

address by Mrs. Dorothy Baker on The
World Tomorrow. Horace Holley presided.
Meanwhile, the local B.ha', Committee
had worked out plans for radio addresses
and also for a ta1k in the First Congregational Church to a Negro congregation.
Mr. AUen B. McDaniel spoke over the
radio Friday afternoon, November 22,
Mrs. T erah Smith spoke at the same station Saturday afternoon, while Mrs.
Dorothy Baker delivered the .ddress in
the church Sunday morning.
The Regional Conference held Sunday
afternoon is reported in a separate
article.

Mr. Allen McDaniel, Chairman of the
National Spiritual Assembly, presided,

and read from America's Spiritual Mission, 'Abdu'l-Baha's Prayer for the Southern States, Then the meeting was opened

for discussion, led hy Nelhe j. Roche,
Secretary of the Regional Teaching Committee.
An informal report on the Special
Baha'i Teacbing Conference held in
June, 1940, at Vogel Park, Ga" was
given, and permission to hold a similar
conference in the summer of 1941 was
granted by the National Spiritual As-

sembly, with financial support pledged.
It was agreed that the secretaries of the

four Regional Teaching Committees east
of Texas be asked to serve as the General
Committee to make arrangements for the
1941 Speci.1 Baha'i Teaching Conference.

If possible, a brief Youth Meeting will
be held during this time, and arrangements wiJ] be made for a fuU exhibit of
Baha'i literature, and teaching materials

of .U kinds.
The problems of presenting the Faith
in a bi-racial society as exists in the
South, to two races bound together by
many ties of mutual dependence and personal affection, but separated in many
ways by differences in racial development
and experience, by custom and tradition,
and by legal enactments, were discussed,
dividing themselves into three groups,.
(1) The White Majority; (2) The Colored Minority; (J) The jewish Minority,
with the accent on the first two as offering the greatest challenge to us.
The discussion established the fact that
the greatest problem is that of presenting
the Faith to the majority group, and that
the importance of reaching this group in
large numbers cannot be overestimated.
It is they, who to a very great extent set
the pattern of life, establish customs, and
are responsible for the enactment of laws.
Our second group, the Colored Race,
present us with grave responsibilities for
offering the Pattern for Future Society,
and because an alert and forward-looking
minority is apt to be more immediately
responsive than any majority group, this
problem is quite different in many ways.

The jewish group probably offer the
greatest difficulties because of their con·
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servatism, and their racial solidarity in
social, business, and religious activities.
The recent tour made by Mrs. Dorothy
Baker through sevecal Southern States
was c:ommended, and the National Spiritual Assembly was asked to make arrangements for more such tours.
Telegrams and letters of greeting from
several friends unable to attend the meeting were read.
NELLIE J. ROCHE, Secretary,
Regional Teaching Committee Kentuck y, Middle and East Tennessee,
Northern Georgia and Alabama.

INTER-AMERICA NEWS
1be Inter-America Committee desires
to correct the impression that It.ir. and
Mrs. John Shaw in visiting Jamaica met
with difficulties growing out of dass distinction as was stated in BlimP; News No.
139. Mrs. Shaw reports that they were
treated with every courtesy. Her account
of the various meetings which were held

Bahi'i Youth of Helena. Montana observe International Bahi'i Youth Day

February 25. 1940 wltb a Sympo";um

and the cUppings received by the InterAmerica Cnmmittee give every evidence
of awakened interest, and of their gracious reception, and tactful method of
introducing the Faith.

Argentine
Philip Sprague writes that within a
fortnight a class w mch began with
twenty or so members has developed into
a membership of seventy who are enthusiastic and studying with great interest.
He feels that there is much that can be
accomplished in Argentina. Mr. Sprague
has sent an additional order for books to
supp]y the ever increasing demand. He
speaks "f tbe very delightful reception
which the Friends tendered him on his
arrival and the excellent newspaper pub-

news was received from Philip Sprague
who visited in Rio de Janeiro and sent an
enthusiastic account of his reception
tbere. A later letter from Miss Bolles
confirms his report of the interest and
enthusiasm recently shown in the Cause.
She also reports that all of the centers
througb which Miss Cbeney will pass on
her way to Paraguay have been notified
of her coming.

Chile
Mrs. Marcia Steward Atwater will
reach Valparaiso on December tenth and
will proceed to Santiago, where we have
a registered believer and where Mrs. Atwater has many letters of introduction.

Coota Ri""

Ucicy.
Mr. Sprague's account was further
elaborated by a lotter from Mr. Salvador
Tonno, who gives a stirring account of
the increasing interest in the Cause. Mr.
Tormo speaks of an inspiring meeting at
which a retired Commander of the Argentine Navy and his wae declared
themselves. He also reports a contact,
which may prove exceedingly valuable, of
a chemical engineer, who is a member of
one of the oldest and most important
families in the Argentine.

Bolivia
Mrs. Eleanor Smith Adler has been en
route to her destination in La Pa~ Bo]ivia, where she was due to arrive about
the tenth of December.

Brazil
Word of the most encouraging kind
has been received from Rio telling us
that Miss Jeanne Bolles is there and plans
to remain for some time; she is being
assisted by Miss Leonora- Holsapple. This

Word from our two pioneers, Mrs.
Woolson and Mrs. Ford, brings us the
intelligence that Matthew Kaszab has
been visiting them. He spoke at a meeting of the group in Costa Rica and was
very weU received. They mention the
establishment of a Baha'i Library and
from the encouraging reports which they
send, we have every reason to believe that
a firm foundation is being laid in Costa
Rica.

Cuba
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg is at present located in Havana and is devoting her time
to deepening the consciousness of the six
Friends she found there. She speaks of
their great friendliness and their admiration for Mr. Marangella who recently
returned. to New York.

Guatemala
Mrs. Stewart is now in Guatemala and
has submitted to the Committee a suggestion that it might be well for her to

spend some time in the Central American
Republics to conso]idate the work there.
This suggestion has been forwarded to
the National Spiritual Assembly as the
Inter-American Committee feels that this
will be a fine move.

Nicaragua
Mr. Matthew Kaszab writes that he bas
discussed with the Friends in Costa Ric. a
very tentative plan for a radio hook-up
nf Panama, Nicaragua and Costa Rica
giving weekly talks on the Cause alter~
narely in Spanish and English. Mr.
Kaszab, whose plans are somewhat uncertain is now in Managua, Nicaragua.
His address is in Care of tbe American
Consul

Paraguay
Miss Elizabeth Cheney sailed on November thirtieth for Paraguay, stopping
en route at Rio for one day, one day at
Montevideo, and arriving in Buenos
Aires on December seventeenth. She plans
to remain there for a few days before
proceeding to Asuncion, Paraguay.

Uruguay
Mrs. Enos Barton of Chkago sailed for
Montevideo to join her son, Wilfred, on
November fifteenth and is due to arrive
on December second. Mrs. Hanon will
cross over to the West Coast and visit
the various centers there en route home.
Miss Gertrude Gewertz, to our regret,
has been unable to obtain a visa to Costa
Rica and will not sail as previously re-

ported.
Mrs. Sara Ellen Peake has also been
unable to get away as planned.

Tramlation8
The translations which are now in print
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are being carefuHy reviewed by a specially
appointed committee and reports will be
submitted to the N 3tiooal Assembly in
case any revisions or corrections arc
necessary.

Pioneers
The Inter-America Committee asks
that any of the Friends considering
ploneer work in South or Central
America, make plans to stay for more
than a year. The National Spiritu.al
Assembly feels that it is too expensive
to finance brief visits. This ceq uest applies particularly to those who need
financial aid in reaching their posts:.

LIST OF SPANISH
TRANSLATIONS
The following BaM', books and
pamphlets have been translated into
Spanish and printed. Not aU are now
avaiLa hIe. and some translations will be
revised before a new edition appears.
However, the list illustrates the great
progress made in this very difficult field
of Inter-America teaching.
Principles of the Baha'i Faith; What Is
the Baba'i Movement?; Prayer Book;
Future World Commonwealth; The
Goal of a New World Order; Seven Yalleys; Will and Testament of 'Abdu']Bah:i (the pas.sages included in the
pamphlet printed in English); Kitab-iIq"'; Temple pamphlet; Baha'u'ilah and
the New Era; Some Answered Questions;
Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i.

IN MEMORIAM
De.th pwffe" unto "'"1 confidrnt
be/i",.,. the cup tb..1 js life indeed. 11
besloweth ;oy, ami is lhe beMer of gladtu"" II conf"eth the gifl of everlasting
life.-BAHA'u'LLAH.
Mrs, Elizabeth Schwab, New York.
Mis, Elizab<th Muther, Honolulu.
Mr. Le Roy Rainboth, Richmond
Highland"
Mr. Adolph Chapman, Racine.

Miss Elizabeth Poulson, Racine.
Mrs. Effie M. Snyder, Seattle.
Mrs. Aura G. Gordon, Tucson.
Mrs, Ella Beemer, Kenosha.
Mrs. Ella Bennett, Wauwatosa.
Mr. Roscoe Lamb, La Canada, Calif.
Mrs. Elizabeth Farnier, Monroe, Wash,

BAHA'I CALENDAR
Nineteen Day Feasts: Sovercignty,
January 19; Dominion. February 7, Loftiness, March 2.
Period of the Fast: nineteen days beginnWng ~arch 2.
Meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly: February 7, S, 9 at Wilmette,
Illinois.

BOOK DISPLAY IN MAIN LOBBY OF RACINE PUBLIC LIBRARY
April 19 to April 26, 1940

BAHA'i EXHmlT AT THE NEW
YORK WORLD'S FAIR
The Baha'i experiment. of bringing the
teachings to the world on a wholesale plan
was a very gratifying success. Not only
did the literature go into thousands of
homes through the public school children,
who came in groups from every district
of New York and New Jersey and other
nearby states, hut several thousand per-

sons passing leisurely through the building
were attracted by the glorious utterances
of Baha'u'ilah and 'Abdu'I-Baha upon the
wall and by the Temple Model. Many
stopped to ask questions of the attending
Baha'i. The Fair opened in April, 1919,
and continued until October 10 of that
year, reopened on May 10, 1940, and
continued until October 27. During
those periods three thousand persons
signed the register and the following distribution was made of literature. Two
hundred and forty thousand booklets
which were made especially for Fair distribution. ten thousand of the large
Temple pamphlet, ten thousand post
cards of the Exhibit at the Fair, five
thousand printed notices of lectures at
the New York Center and some three
thousand programs of the Souvenir at
West Englewood~ one thousand World
Order M3gazines, and five hundred Youth
Mag3Zines.
Realizing the power of the Word one
catches some vision of the extcn t of this
work in His name.
NEW YORK. WORLD'S FAIR COMMITTEE

By: Ophelia B. Crum.

PUBLISHING ACTIVITIES
The friends are reminded that the new
address of the Publishing Committee is
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
Messages From the Guarditm. This
pamphlet of 80 pages contains the messages w blch the Guardian addressed to
the American Bah:i'ls collectively and to
the N ationa] Spiritual Assembly and Annual Convention from 1932 to 1940, in
the form of cablegrams and as postcripts
to letters written through his secretary.
Compiled from &tha" News. Paper coyer.
Index. Per copy.
. .......... $0.20
The Hearl of the Gospel, The new
work by George Townshend, author of
The Promise of All Ages, clearly and
beautifully expounds the mysteries of the
Christian Revelation in the light of the
continuity of Religion fulfilled in the
faith of Bah"u'll.h, 188 pages. Bound
in f.brikoid. Per copy.
$!.50

STATES AND PROVINCES
LACKING A SPffilTUAL
ASSEMBLY
"First century (of) Bah3~i era drawing
to a close. Humanity entering outer
fringes most perHous stage its existence.
Opportunities (of) present hour unimaginably precious. Would to God every
Sea. te within American Republic and
every Republic in American continent
might ere termination (of) this glorious
century embrace (the) light (of the)
Faith of Baha'u'llah and establish structural basis of His World" Order:'SHOGHI EFFENDI, May 1, 1936.
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Examining now the map of North
America alone] we find that after traversing moce than half the allotted seven
years we still lack a local Spiritual Assembly in the following States and Provinces.
The fonnation of groups, however, and
the registrati.on of isolated. believers has
proceeded vigorously, and the basis for
oue collective success has been established.

New

Hampshire,

Vermont,

Rhode

Is1and, Delaware, Virginia. West Virginia.

Nonh Carolina, Alabam3.t Mississippi,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, North Dakota, South Dakota, Colorado. W yorning,

Idaho, Nevada, Alaska, Porto Rico, Canal
Zone.
Newfoundland, Labrador, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick,
Manitoba. Saskatchewan, Alberta, Yukon.

TEMPLE MODELS
In view of the many demands upon the
Budget for Temple construction and
teacbing work, the National A~sembly
advises the friends that there are several

Temple models available for exhibits, but
that any local Assembly, Regional Teaching Committee or other Committee wanting the use of a model, must be prepared
to assume~ from its Down budget, the cost
of transportation to and from the designated point. The National Exhibits Committee takes care of the rouring of models
and their repair when necessary. Address
Mr. Allen B. McDaniel, Chai.rman of
Exhibits Committee, Waterford, Va.

TEMPLE POSTCARDS
A very attractive postcard with iJ1us-

tration of the Baba', House of Worship
is now available. It reproduces the photograph showing the Temple reflected in
water. Price per copy, Sc.
Another new Temple card consists of
a small, double card with the reflection
picture in halftone and the nine texts

of Baha'u'Uah selected by the Guardian
to be inscr.ibed over the nine entrance
doors. This was designed as a souvenir
for

the

nOll~Baha'i

visitors

guided

through the House of Worship. Price,
two for Sc, or $2.00 per hundred, postpaid.
Orders filled by Photograph and Sales
Committee. Address Mr. H. E. Walrath,
4639 .Beacon Street, Chicago, Ill.

A BAHA'i GLOSSARY
Mr. Ali-KuIi Khan is acting for the
Nation .. ] Assembly in the preparation of
a new and more complete Baha'i glossary.
In order that this glossary may contain
the definition of all words and terms required by believers in their study of the

Baha'i Youth Regional Conference held in Hall of Religious Conference,
Los Angeles City College, June 2, 1940
Writings, the friends are requested to
suggest words and terms they wish defined. The suggestions can be sent to the
National Assembly. which w.i1l assemble
them for the use of the special Committee.

UBRARY ACTIVITY
The Library Committee would like to
can the attention of the friends to the
C.C.c. Camp Libraries and the Army
Post Libraries which are making urgent
calls for gift donations and offer a field
for Baha~i book placements. Several requests have already come to this Committee for books for these important
libraries and we hope to receive many
more such requests.
Other libraries which might be contacted more frequently by the friends

are the Y.M.C.A: and Y.W.C.A. Libraries, Women's organizations, Jewish
Community Clubs and other Hebrew
Libraries. A number of Jewish Libraries
have accepted copies of Advent of Divine
Justic~ recently and asked for additional
volumes. It is encouraging to report that
a number of splendid opportunities for
further teaching work resulted from
placing books in these libraries.
Suggestions have been given by this
Committee in past issues of Baha'i News

which would be helpful in making library
co~tacts and will answer many of the
questions sent along to us concerning
library donations and methods of ap~
proach.
Several splendid tributes to our books
and teachings have been received from

librarians and we should like to share a

few excerpts from recent letters with the
friends. Mr. James McMillen~ Dire<::tor
of Libraries at Louisiana State University
writes: "We are indeed grateful for the
four works on the Baha'i Faith which you
so kindly presented to the Library. The
life and teachings of Baha'u'Uih are of
great interest to the layman as well as to
the student of theology. The compre_
hensiveness, power and beauty of the
Baha'i doctrine. lend a ray of hope to
this troubled and war tom worM. . . •
We consider oursdves fortunate to be the
recipient of these publications and in vice
you to visit our collection in the near
future."
Miss Eyangeline King, Librarian of the

Cheyney State Teacbers College, Cbeyney,
Pa., writes: t'Personally I am deeply interested in the Baba'i. teachings and you
may be sure I shall try to capture the
interest of others. I should say that
nothing could be more timely for us than
this clear pure gospel."
Mrs. Miriam Kemp, Librarian of the

Cook County School of Nursing Library,
Chicago, writes: t'The book (Bahi'i
World, Volume 7) is very interesting
indeed and we appreciate your generosity
in giving us such a valuable book. I'm
sure that we are all eager for worM
brotherhood, peace and unity, to which
this book is devoted."
Mrs. Brown~ Librari.an of the T ennes'see State CoUege, Nashville, wrote some
time ago: UThere are a number of our
students who do get a great deal of in~
spiration out of reading these books. U
The Library Committee has an ample
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supply of books avaiJable for presentation
and would welcome many more ceq uests
from the friends. Contact librarians with

confidence tha< our books will appeal to
them and will be accepted readily.
LTBRAR Y COMMITTEE.

By: Ellen Sims, Chairman.

THE BAHA'i WORW
References 10 the Baha'i Faith
for Volume IX
Will all BaM',s be em tbe lookout for
references to the Bahati. Faith in books or
periodicals by non-Baha'i authors or
articles by Bah,,'i's in non-Baha', pub~

tion, remarked: nThe Baha'i Faith has the
spirit of sincerity and is without some of
the usual limitations of rdigion." The
inter-racial commission at Atlanta was
interviewed, and in this city the National
Assembly held a mixed public meeting,
preceded by a most interesting conference
with Southern teachers and friends.
A Milwaukee member of the Commit-

tee recently addressed the Twilight Forum
of the Jews of Milwaukee, and has been
privileged to collaborate with Mr. Gould,

cations? Please send these references to
Mrs. Bertha H. Kirkpatrick, Olivet?
Mich., for use in Baha'i World volume

editor of the Wisconsin Jewish Chronicle.
Milwaukee is also very busy with the
Indian group. It is recorded tbat 16 hoy.
and girls attend youth group regularly,
and that Mr. Powlas, now a member of
the Milwaukee community, is in correspondence with Indians throughout the

IX. The information should include
name, author and pub~sher of the book
with page on which reference occurs. If
the reference is in a magazine or periodical the infonnation should include the

Detroit recently entertained the Race
Unity Committee at a very lively community dinner, where a few of the following suggestions were made, md

name, publisher and place of publication
of the magazine as well as the date of the
issue and page on which reference occurs.
This request does not refer to newspaper
pub~city

to

whicb sbould be sent as usual
the Bahi'} News Service. The refer-

ences may be favorable or otherwise.
THE BAHA'i WORLD,
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE,

By: Bertha H. Kirkpatrick.

RACE UNITY ACTIVITY
A recent project in the South success-

fully opened up for mombers of the Race
Unity Committee, contacts with clubs,
schools and universities among the colored

population of the entire South. In N ashville, the T eoness.. State College, as well
as Fiske, opened its doors to two successive
BaM'l speakers and formed srudy groups
for adults and students. Dr. William
Hale, president of State College, said to
his student body, "This program is un-

answerable." At LeMoyne College and at
Henderson Business College: in Memphis,
Baha'i: talks were enthusiastically re-

ceived. City College of Louisville beard
the world order message, and bigh scbools
at Greenwood, Mississippi; Suffolk and
Holland, Virginia. In Augusta, Haines
Institute; in Columbia, Benedict College
and A11en University were addressed.
Seven talks were given in Liberty City, a
government housing project with },~OO
inhabitants in Miami. Colored churches
in Jacksonville and Atlanta, home groups,
and general public meetings were held

throughout the Soutb. The noble old
scientist, Dr. George Carver of Tuskegee,
said: "I am very partial to the Baha'i
Faith; the spirit of Christ is in it." Dr.
Fred Pa ttersOD, president of that institu-

United States.

recorded by Mrs. George True:
1. Use tbe family approacb. Children are
democratic, and through neighborhood play, often bring families of
varying races together.
2. Fairs and expositions held by minority
groups in a city are open to friendJy

cooperation and display of a model of
the Bab,,'1 Temple.
J. Visit Urban Leagues, Indian Councils,

and inter-racial centers. Many of
these are now receiving the World
Order Magazine. Invite dub gro.ups
to attend special Bahi'i events in your
city.
4. Use good BaM', speakers who happen
to pass your way, to address such

groups in schools and clubs. Tbese
groups are often segregated from the

This sheet displays a variety of types
of publicity to illustrate ways of writing
up publicity material for newspapers.
Each clipping is identified as to its type
by the printed headings. The illustrations
include articles on the following: an~
nouncements of meetings, radio broadcasts, Commemoration services, follow-up
after a lecture series, various phases of
the Faith,. letters to editors, weekly column, and presentation of books to
libraries.
These samples are only suggestions of

how to write publicity. It is better for
you to write your own.
We have removed the names and dates

from the headings of the clippings in
order to emphasize the material in the
articles themselves.
The bottom of this same sheet is devoted to the right and ummg .... aY'
to paste the names and the dates of the
newspapers to the clippings themselves,
when sent to this Committee for mount-

ing in the

5. Read some of the books listed in the
bib~ography supplied by thi. Committee, to increase your understanding
and sympathy.
6. It is suggested that when reaching
minorities the whole world order program be given, so that the friends
reached will not confuse us with mere
racial movements.
7. Cwtivate the friendship of editors of
minority papers and periodica1s.
RACE UNITY CoMMITTEE

BAHA'I NEWS SERVICE
To assist the friends who are isolated or
who have formed new groups since the
Guardian's change of Assembly jurisdiction, the Baha'I. News Service has arranged a planograph sheet.

boolu. We hope that

attention. Publicity clippings are histoty
in the writing. They are perishable and
when improperly glued together have to
be re-arranged. The clippings suffer, the
Press Books are most untidy and the
Committee is unable to adequately cope
with the increased task. May we tbank
the increasing number of friends who
have found it p05Sible to belp us in this
great matter.
The Baha'i News Service has available
for your use:
1. Book review releases.
2. Releases on Baha'i attitude toward
certain controversial subjects.
1. A series of six articles on the "Goal

of a New World Order."

general How of your city's life and
would otherwise never nnd you.

press

the friends will give this matter some

4. MiscelIaneous articles on t·Worid
Peace," '".Baha'i is Not a. Cult,'~ '~Or
ganization of a New Assembly:~ and
a short history series.

Bulletins for isolated believers, groups
and Publicity chairmen of Assemblies.
6. Relea... on the Temple, Temple
L

model aDd supplementary information
about the national headquarters~
7. Mats and glossy prints of tbe Temple,
Temple model and Haziratu'l-Quds.
We suggest that the friends use news
items that appear in the News Letters
for publicity releases.
A series of reports of the outstanding
publicity work being done as reHected in
the Press Book dippings is being pre~

pared.
BAHA'i NEWS SERVICE COMMITTEE.

.By: Virginia Cameion, Chainnan.
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RADIO TALKS
AVAILABLE
The following new talks have been
mimeographed and are ready for distribution to the friends desiring radio material:
America's Place in a New World Order
The Future We Face

Search for Truth
Progressive Revelation
The Wisdom of Tests

Faith is Fellowship
Fellow-Feeling in Wartime
Requests for radio material have re-

cently been received from such widely
divergent places as:

New Zealand; Alaska; Atlanta, Ga.;
Jacksonville, Fla.; Knoxville, Tenn.;
Jerome, Arizona; Esmeralda, Argentina;
Nashville, Tenn.; Augusta, Ga.; San
Francisco, Cal.; Columbus, Ohio; Decatur, Alabama; San Antcnio, Texas. Baltimore. Md.; Madison, Wisconsin.
Announcement will be made when the
transcriptions or records of radio talks

now under way are completed.
Please Dote change of address-from
now until March 1 hh, requests for radio
material should be sent to Mrs. Wendell
E. Bacon, Monson~ Mass.) instead of to
Mrs. F. S. Morton, 5 Wheeler Ave.,
Worcester, Mass.
RADIO COMMITTEE

By: Florence Morton, Chairman.

BAHA'i

SCHOOL

ACTIVITIES

The N ationa! Spiritual Assembly bas
listed the following functions as suitable
for the Baha'i. Schools jn the present or
future stages of their development.
1. Instruction in Subject Matter of
Baha'i. Literature.
2. Instruction in Technic of F unc·
tioning as a Baha'i Teacher:
A. Public Speaking, Preparatioo of
Talk. and Lectures.
B. Fireside Teaching, Preparation
and Use of Study Outlines.
c.. Publicity, Its Functions, Preparation and Contact With the Press.
D. Radio Teaching.
E. Contacts. Opening New Cities.
F. Pioneer Settlement.
G. Regional T eacbing.
H. Infonna!, Intimate and Occasional Teaching.
I. Organization of Forums, Round
Table Discussions, Question and An·
swer Periods.
3. Provision for Study and Research.
4. Youth Activities.
5. Children's Activities.
6. Area or Regional Teaching: Development of Meetings and Classes in the
Vicinity of the School, to Spread the

BAHA'I BOOK EXHIBIT, PEORIA
Arranged by the Spiritual Assembly, this exhibit was displayed in the window of
Jacquin & Co. during tbe autumn of 1940.

Cause! Give Practice to Speakers Attending the School, and to Establish the Influence of the School as 3. Pennanent Baha'i.
Institution.
6. Committee Facilities and Instruction. Special Meetings For Representatives of various National Committees to
Explain Their Work and the Teaching
Facilities They have to Offer. Committees like Radio, Race Unity and Publicity,
as wen as Child Education, can be Regarded
as
Invaluable
Institutional
Teachers whose Capacity Should be Used
at the Schools.
7. Assembly Instruction and Training.
Facilities for the Improvement of Local
Assembly Functioning and Activity are
an Important Asset of the School.
8. Social Activity: Including Am
and Crafts, Singing, Dram'atic Work.
Recreation.

CHILD EDUCATION
.. One hour's reflection is preferable to
seventy years of pious worship."- (Iq:1n, p.
238) •

The' art of meditation needs to be pr'actised if it is to have its fullest .results. One
who has never learn,ed trus art finds it
difficult of accomplishment at first. The
person becomes fidgety and his mind
wanders away from the subject upon
which he is tryiog to meditate. However,
by persistent effort and practice he can
finally master the art. Then as the
periods of meditation lengthen the;' wal
increasingly yield rich, full spiritual ex·
periences. Children too can learn to medi.
tate. Of course the desire must be there.
How can that desire be built up? It is
a matter of time and spiritual growth.
The very young child is too active and
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too absorbed in the world about him to
take time out for the silent consideration
of things spiritual and yet in his small
way he does meditate. His are not usually
spiritual thoughts but rather of things he
sees and loves, in his world. "Why," he
asks,

~'don't

fishes sing too like little

birds?" or t'Does that apple mind getting
bumped when he faUs from the tree?"
or "Are flowers afraid to stay in the

garden all alone at night?". So on and on
goes his questions. only, alas, in many
cases to be laughed away much to the
child's chagrin and disappointment. But,
you say, there ace no answers to such
foolish. childish questions. So the matter
is dismissed and an opportunity to start
the child off on a simple experience in
meditation is lost. Yet anyone of these
questions and thousands of others like
them could be the means of directing the
child's attention to God and His Creation
and His plans as far as we know them.
A four year old girl once asked a
bumble bee which was buzzing over the
tall hoUy-hocks, "Are you talking to the
flowers, Mr. Bee?" and her Baha'i grandmother, standing in the garden near by
answered, .. 'Abdu'l-Baha used to talk.
with the flowers." Thereupon the child's
eyes became as stars and she ran up to
her grandmother, saying, uTcH me more."
So the old lady and the Iitde girl sat down
and talked of 'Abdu'I-Bah.. And when
the grandmother left, the child remained,
sitting 9n a large stone, in a pensive mood.
Since we cannot enter into the thoughts
of our chlldren we cannot say of what
thi, child was thinking but to .11 appearances she was lost in meditation.

So much for the spring-board, if we
may use tbat expression. Now we come
-to the question of time and place. No
child can meditate unless tbe environnlent is right. The young child should be
provided with a place where he can be
quite alone and undisturbed where he can
think things out for himself. He will
not meditate on spiritual things during
his early years but he will be establishing
the habit of thinking things through even
though in the beginoing it may be largely
a matter of physical experimentation with
things in his environment. The mechanical p.ttern will be there. Then as his
interests tum to spiritual things, the child
will meditate upon them. All of this does
not mean that he shall be set off in the
yard or in his room or nursery to be completely forgotten. He will (and rightly)
resent that but it does mean that he wiU
not be constandy shadowed or hovered
over by some overly concerned parent or
guardian. He will have his God given
right to be alone.

As the child grows older he can be
encouraged [0 meditate on some definite
subject taken from the Baha'i writings.
For example this from the Hidden Words:
·~O Son of Beingl Attribute not to any
soul that which thou wouldst not have
attributed to thee, and say not that which
thou does not. This is My command unto
thee; do thou observe it."

The older child may be taught that
through meditation inspiration for the
improvement of life on trus plane may be
accomp~shed, for 'Abdu'l-Bahi has told
us that, "0 people of BaM! The faculty
of meditation is the depository of crafts,
arts and sciences. Exert yourselves, so
that the gems of knowledge and wisdom
rna y proceed from this ideal mine and
conduce to the tranquillity and union of
the different nations of the world."
(B.Iui'; Scriptur." par. 122.)
Since meditation is of such vital importance to the spiritual development of
mankind, let those who have been divinely
entrusted with the rearing and guidance
of children assist the child in developing
this faculty remembering that tAbdu'lBahi said that, ~'Through this faculty
man enters into the very Kingdom of
God." (Wi,Jom of 'AbJu'J.BahJ, page
164.)

ASSEMBLIES IN RURAL AREAS
Hitherto, the only area in which a
Baha'i community of nine or more could
establish a Spiritual Assembly has been
the locality bounded by the civil limits
o.{ the town or city. Now, with the
Guardian's approval and advice, we have
a new type of area in w ruch Baha?l communities located in agricu1tural districts,
outside of towns and cities, can also form
an Assembly.
As, however, there must be some definite limitation for the jurisdiction of
Assemblies in rural areas, the National
Assembly has chosen the logical one of
the township.
Beginning April 21, 194], wherever
there are nine or more declared believers
residing in the same township, but outside any of the towns or cities located
in the township, they will be authorized
to estab~sh a Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha.'Is of that township, and the area
of jurisdiction of such Assemblies will be
the entire township, leu the portions of
the township occupied by towns and
cities.
Thus, there can be a Spiritual Assembly
of the Bahi'is of the township, and at
the same time, Assemblies for different
towns and cities within the township, all
these Assemblies having definite areas of
jurisdiction entirely separate and dis-

tinct, and
believers.

easily

determined

by the

B.aha~l groups qualifying under this
new principle are requested to report to
their Regional Teaching Committee with
a detailed explanation of the residence of
each member of the group, and the Regional Committees in turn will report
such applications, with a recommendation, before April 21, to the NSA. In
the event that confusion is caused by the
fact that a township might have the
same name as a town within it, the.
National Assembly will endeavor to suggest a solution of the problem.

Furthermore, in those States (mostly
in the South) which do not have the
[Ownship form of political division, the
believers living in the same county, but
outside of any town or city in the county,
can establish a Spiritual Assembly under
the same conditions as apply to the township area already mentioned.
The number of isolated believers in the
United States and Canada is now about
fourteen hundred, many of them resident
in rural areas outside of any municipal
government. The Guardian's permission
gives to every isolated Bahi'i, no matter
where he lives, the responsibility for striving to establish the Faith in his area so
that a Spiritual Assembly can eventual1y
be fonned. This broadening of the basis
of our collective participation in the
world order of Bahi'u'Uah transforms the
relation of all isola ted believers to the
Bahi'i community. Their separation from
it is a temporary condition, not a permanent principle as hitherto. They are
nothing else than pioneer teachers in
their locality, and every such believer is
urged to ponder his new and enlarged
spiritual privileges as a Bahi'i.
The sooner that Regional Teaching
Committees can report on groups of nine
or more believers, the more effectively
can steps be taken to prepare them for
the important step of the election of a
Spiritual Assembly on April 21.

REGISTRATION CARDS OF
ISOLATED BELIEVERS
Individual teachers who confirm an
isolated friend are req uested to see tha t
the registration (enrollment) card when
filled out is sent through the Regional
Teaching Committee and not direct to
the National Assembly. These cards provide space for a counter-signature, and
this is to be filled out by the Regional
Secretary and not by the teacher. The
purpose is to center responsibility for the
status of the new isolated believers in
the administrative body acting for each
area outside the local Assemblies.
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Worcester, two. New York, five.
Flint, one. Spokane. six. Springfield,
Mass., two. Miami. three. Madison, three.
Los Angeles, teo. Ch.icago, two. Evanston, one. Portland, two. Lima, one
youth. Knoxville, one. San Francisco,
foul". Seattle, two. Baltimore, one youth.
Philadelphia, three. Milwaukee, two
youths.
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The friends are requested to correct
their Directories in accordance with the
additions and alterations here reported.

As.emhlieo

age, 1 S4 8 Pine A venue, West.
Flint, Mich., Miss Margaret R. Tracy.

P. O. Box 434..

•

NAMES

8.13 Fayette Street.

Baltimore, Md, Miss Mildred Elmer,
P. O. Box !55.
Rochester, N. Y., Mrs. Florence Hand
1600 South Avenue.

'

Groups
Danville, Ill., Mrs. L. M. Underwood,
404 Gilbert Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., Mrs. Edward Belcher,
909 Ackerman Avenue.

Salmon Falls, N. H., the members of
this group have moved from the city
and the group is therefore dissolved.
Denver, Colo., Mrs. M. Rita Wallace,
2448 Humboldt Street.
Portsmouth, N. H., Mrs. Margaret
Loveday, 1Q79 Maplewood A venue.
Laramie~ Wyoming, Mrs. Joe J. Homalos~ 262 Railroad Street.
River Forest, Ill., Mrs. A. R. Kessler,
605 Keystone Avenue.
Grand Haven~ Mich., Miss Cora C.
Edge, 614 Lafayette Street.
West Vancouver, B. C., Canada, Mrs.
M. E. Fry, 2264 Inglewood Avenue,

Hollybum, P. O.
New Rochelle, N. Y., Roberts E. Fuller, ; 7 Brookside Place.
Mwkegon Heights, Mich., Mrs. Jose-

phine Spink,.; 2; Fifth Street.
Ten.lly, N. ]., Miss A. H. Land, 4
Huyler A venue.

J., Mrs. William Lef-

kowitz, 115 McLaren Street.
Huntington Park, Calif., Peter Dickson, 7633 State Street.
FindiaYI Ohio, Loring K. Ebersole,
1122 No. Main Street.
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Spokane, Wash., Mrs. Marget Stange.
211 Mohawk Bldg.
Lansing, Mich., Mrs. Earl Shetterly,

Red Bank, N.

WORD,

4

POWER.

Knoxville, Tenn., Mrs. Lessie McMichael, 711 y, So. Gay Street.
Montreal, Quebec, Miss Anne M. Sav-
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Wilkensburg, Pa., Mrs. Olive Chapin,
110; Walnut Street.

Index: Miss Lelia Miller added to Committee.

Seville, Ohio, George Wells.
Committees
Inter-America: Miss Bertha Matthieson

Contacts: Mrs. David Earl, Mrs. Hilbert Dahl, Miss Vera Richter added to

unable to serve.

Geyserville

School:

Chairman,

Ali

Yazdi; Miss Charlotte Linfoot and Miss
Fayrouk loas added to Committee.

Regional T caching Committees: Missouri and Kansas, new address, Miss Opal
Howell, Secretary, 302 No. Spring Street,
Independence, Mo. N~ England;> new
address, Mrs. Amelia Bowman, Secretary,
c/o Chamberlin, 11 Maple Terrace, Three
Rivers, Mass., and Miss Jeanne Steed added
to Committee. West Virginia transferred
to region of Obio and Western Pennsylvania. Delaware transferred to region of
New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania.
Westchester County, N. Y. (a new
region) Committee: Mrs. Clarence L.
WeIsh, Secretary, 216 Old Bedford Road,
Port Chester, N. Y., Miss Gertrude Atkinson, Miss Gladys Fox, R. E. Fu1ler.
Maryland and Virginia, Distrid .f Columbi,,: Mr. Wm. Burns Patzer, Secretary, Cabin John, Md. Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas ana Wed Tennessee: new
members added, Mrs. Evelyn Bivins and
Mrs. Eugene Keller. T eXdS, except northern Texas: Mrs. Donald L. Corbin, General Delivery, Palacios, is now Secretary.
North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnf'sota,
Nebraska, Iowll: Mrs. Eunice Baker, Secretary, no Medical Arts Bldg., Omaha,
Neb. Californi., Nevada and Ariz"",.:
Mrs. Edward Bode, Miss Dagmar Dole.
Artemas D. Lamb added to Committee.

Committee.

lnterntltianal Auxili4ry Lang-uQge~
David Earl added to Commiuee.
Race Unity: Miss Nellie J. Roche
added to Committee.
Yauth: Harvey Wilkes added to Committee as regional member for Pacific
Northwest.
Green Acre Youth Week.: Nonnan
Smith added to Committee.

REQUEST

BY GREEN
COMMI'ITEE

ACRE

The Green Acre School Committee,
desiring to develop facilities for classes
in the study of Spanish. would like to
inquire whether any believer can present
to Green Acre a Linguaphone or records
for teaching Spanish. Address the Committee Secretary, Miss Marjorie Wheeler.
84 Pleasant Street, Worcester, Mass.

WORLD NEWS
1. Iran
The close of the year 96 and "the
inauguration of the Baha'i New Year 97
were doubly blessed and sanctified for
the friends in Iran by the receipt of the

following cablegram by the N.S.A. of
Iran from the Guardian on the eve of

the Ridvao Festival:
"Beloved friends (of) Inn remembered
(at the) Holy Shrines. (I am) fervently

.
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p.... ying (for the) speedy fulfilment (of
the) divine promises.-SHOGHI. u
The N.S.A. for the coming Baha'i Year
was elected by 94 votes out of the statutory number of votes for Iran fixed at 95.
The members are as follows:
1. Jenabi Valiullah Varqa.
2. Jenabi Ali Akbar Furutan.
3. Jenabi Shu'a Alai.
4. Jenabi Fazil Mazandarani.
j. Jenabi Nurreddin Fath A'zam.
6. Jenabi Enayatullah Ahmad Pur.
7. Jenabi Ahmad Yazdani.
8. Jenabi Dr. Yunis Afrukbtih.
9. Jenabi Muhsin Asasi.
A number of pilgrims were able this
year to reach the haUowed precincts of
the Shrines in Palestine and to partake of
the blessings of a visit to the Central
Bahi ~i Institutions in Haifa and the
Guardian. The glad tidings they brougbt
back as to the steady headway the beloved
Cause is making throughout the world
were of great cheering effect for the
Baha'is of Iran.
The Youth Committee in Tihran is
going to renew its untiring efforts of
last year for the up-keep of a Baha'i
Summer School in Haji Abad some 39
kilometres outside Tihran. The School
will be opened toward. tbe end of June
and will be of great success if administered on lines similar to those of last
year.
Scheme is being worked out by a devoted Baha'i of Tihran, Mr. Abdul Hussein Zargham for the up-keep and education of a number of Baha'i orphans in
hi. farm outside Tihr.n. The Youth
Committee is sparing no effort to make
this proposition a success. Already a
number of orphans have been collected
from the provinces a.nd Tihran, and the
work is started with excellent promise of
future success.
An alarming fire recently broke out at
night in the stores of the Rice Company
in Bandar Jaz t a small port on the Caspian Sea. It threatened to desuoy an
extensive neighbouring quarter of the
t.own. A Baha'i youth named Aqa Mohammad Sangi, member of the local S.A.,
who beard of tbe news, immediately left
his bed and went out to figbt the fire with
no interest except his Baha'I love for his
- fellowmen. Wbile owners of endangered
properties left their premises in the face
of the inevitable peril, he simply threw
htmself into the flames and with heroic
sacrifice and extraordinary suffering succeeded in subduing the nre and cutting
it off from the rest of the town. He
reached his goal but lost his life in a
glorious task watched with awe and admiration by hundreds of spectators. The
inhabitants of the town, deeply moved by
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this disinterested and heroic sacrifice, paid
• pathetic homage to the departed .oul
and more than 400 of them followed his
body to the cemetery and attended the
Baha'i interment rites, which as Muhammadans, they avoided so far. The admirable self-sacrifice shown with spontaneous
impulse by this Baha'i young man had its
immediate recompense in the form of the
interest of the spectators in Baha'i teachings and is bound to bear in future other
fruits of great importance. The:fire and
the heroic e£f orcs of this departed soul in
such a neglected corner of the world may
in themsdves not appeal to the outside
world but the spontaneous and disinterested character of the self-sacrifice is
instructi.ve for us in showing in bow
many different ways the true Bahi'i spirit
can find. expression capable to awaken interest in our fellowmen.
The foregoing items have been selected
from recent issues of the News Letter
published by tbe N .S.A. of Iran.

2. Iraq
From the News letter issued by the
N.S.A. of Iraq the following reports are
reproduced.
The Tenth Annual Baha'i Convention
was held on April 26, 1940 in the
Haziratu'l-Quds of Bagbdad, and was
attended by seventeen delegates. The
meeting was opened by the chanting of
a Tablet, which was followed by a wo,d
of welcome addressed to those present by
the Presiding Officer of the N .S.A. Then
the permanent Chairman and Secretary
of the Convention were elected. The annual report of the activities of the out-

going N.S.A. was then read by the Secretary (a brief summary of the Repon is
given below). This was followed by •
discussion by the delegates of urgent
matters of the Cause, particularly the
question of teaching and the establishment of new centers, according to the
expressed wishes of the Beloved Guardian ..
A number of other recommendations
were made for consideration by the incoming N.S.A., which was elected at
the end of the session.
N.S.A. for 1940-41:
Munir H. Wakil ............ Chairman
Daoud S. T oeg.
. Vice-chairman
Adib R. B.gdadi.
. .. Secretary
. .... Treasurer
Sulman J. Dloomy. .
J alil Shirin. .
. Member
Hasan S. Bagdadi.
. ... Member
. .Member
Kamil Abbas..
Ibrahim Qa ...bchi. .
Membe,
Abdu'r-Razzaq Qass.bchi.
Member
The main items in the N .S.A.·s Report
were:
•. Completion of balf of tbe building of
the Haziratu'l-Quds of Baghdad.
b. Gradu.l purchase of modem furniture for the completed h.lf of the
Haziratu'l-Quds t including the National and local Assembly rooms., the
Archives and library rooms, and the
meeting hall.
c. The start to institute a befitting National Archives and N ation.l Library.
d. Subscriptions in the Arabic translation of tbe uDawn_Breakers,n being
printed by the N.S.A. of Egypt.
(T a he continued)
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"I SHARE YOUR SORROW IN THE
LOSS ••• OF BEWVED FATHER DUNN"

Haziratu'l-Quds, which constitutes the
nucleus around which the entire administrative machinery of the Cause will have
eventually to be set up and function.
Such development does not entail the

No. 142

I sbare (your) sorrow (in tbe) loss,
(and) participate (in your) rejoicings

(for tbe) triumpb, (of) beloved Father
(The) magnmcent career (of
this) veter.n warrior (of the) Faitb (of)
Bahi'u'nah reflects (the) purestluster (of
the) world historic mission conferred
(upon) American community by 'Abdu'l-Baha. To (the) three heroines wbose
dust reposes (in 'the) heart (of) Iran, (in
the) Pacmc Island. and southern extremity (0£ the) American continent, a fourth
Dunn.

witness in far-off Australasia (is) now

added, attesting (the) first vital sparks
(of) far-flung spiritual dominion American believers (have been) commissioned

(to) establisb. (I am) moved (to) congratulate them (for the) resplendent successes (of the) Plan destined (to) encircle
(the) entire globe. Advise hold National
Memorial Gathering (in) Masl!riqu'lA\Q>Hr befitting (the) rank (of) AusttaIia)s spiritual conqueror.
SHOGHI RABBANI.

Cablegram received February 21,1941.

LETI'ER FROM THE GUARDIAN
Excerpts from Letter Written to the National Spiritual
Assembly Through His Secretary
The copy of the Convention photograpb, as well as copies of the photograph
showing the Temple reflected in water
which he had specially requested you to
mail to him have also safely arrived. The
Convention photograph be has already
placed in Bab"u'lIlli's Mansion in Bahji.
And as to the Temple photographs, they
are being distributed to various Bahn
centers and individuals.
The Guardian warmly welcomes the
step tbe N .S.A. has taken with tbe view
of transferring the headq uatters of the
national Treasurer and of the Publishing
Committee to Wilmette-which action
he thinks will effectively help in funher
unifying, coordinating and consolidating

the activities of the N .S.A. This is the
type of action which he contemplated

when making the statement mentioned in
his letter of July 4, 1939. As the Cause
steadily expand. throughout America the
need for a center in which most, if not
all, of the national activities of the Faith
would be visibly concentrated becomes
apparent, not only because this would
mean greater efficiency and coordination
in the activities of the N .S.A'J but also in

view of the added prestige which the
Cause would acquire through the establishment of such a center. Whenever
feasible the Guardian would recommend
that more national committees should
transfer their offices to the vicinity of the

slightest departure from the principles of
Bahi'i Administration nor should it imply
further centralization, and is only a step
forward in the evolution of the national
administrative center of the Faith in
America.With reference to the suggestion made

in your letter of July IJth that group
status should be defined as beginning with
five believers in the .same city, or town;
the Guardian considers this regulation
inadvisable and unnecessary. Next to an
isolated believer any number of confinned
Baha'is less than nine persons should be
considered as automatically constituting a
Baha'I group. No regulation, however,
need be introduced regarding this matter".
In this connection he wishes me to reaffirm his previous vital instruction that
extreme care should at all times be taken
by your Assembly not to introduce into

the Cause any additional rules and regulations, even in the form of suggestions,
that would tend to make the Bahi'i administrative order a highly complex and
codiJied system. Only when absolutely
required, and with the Guardian's previous approval, should any new regulations be laid down.
Tbe Guardian does not think it would
be necessary to obtain his approval before
granting recognition to the newly-estab-

lished Assembly in Buenos Aires, or to
any group in Central and South America
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that seek, to organize a local Assembly.
For the present it devolves upon the
American N.S.A. to initiate, guide, encourage and nurture all Baha'i groups and
Assemblies established in these territories.
This is a vital part and an admittedly arduous task of the teaching campaign
which the N .S.A. has undertaken and is
now so relentlessly pursuing in Centra]
and South America. However temporary
such a jurisdiction on the part of the

crease the value of the land of the Haziratu'l-Qud,.
In closing he wishes me to stress again
the urgency and all-importance of the
teaching campaign in Central and South
America which, he is most happy and encouraged to note, is proceeding with full
vigor. The self-sacrifice, resourcefulness,
and pioneering spirit displayed by 80 many
Baha'i teachers-. coupled with the guidance and continued encouragement given

N.S.A. may be, it should nevertheless b.

them by your Assembly, he confidently

exercised with the utmost caret tact and

hopes, will insure the successful prosecution of this campaign of unprecedented
magnitude in the history of our beloved
Cause.

vigilance.
The Guardian wishes me also to express
his gra. tification at the action taken by the
Temple Trustees for the purchase of fill
for the Temple grounds. He is delighted
to know that this has contributed to in-

Haifa, Palestine.
December J, 1940.

"VOW mEMSELVES TO INCOMPARABLY
SUBLIME TASK"
Beloved friends:
The Guardian'. cabled message of October 29, 1940, is a call for positive action
from the very depths of our hearts. "I
beg them to d""e their ranks jointly, severally and vow themselves to incomparably sublime task whose operation must
hasten the ascendancy of the beloved
Cause and the spiritual redemption of a
reconuructed mankind.~'

Such a call impels us to pray and re-

:8ect :as individual believers. It likewise
impels us to enter every meeting of Baha'i consultation and devotion with chastened spirit. Through the years the
American friends have penetrated deeper
and deeper into themysteryof oneness. We
have tried to unify on the basi, of agreement with a number of liberal principles.
We have attempted to unify on tbe basis
of outer cooformity with an administrative order. We have had mystical experiences of unity, and agreement on the artides of a world Faith. But now a truer
unity is required, such as arises from the
penetration of one Spirit through all the
bodi~ when minds and hearts are no
Jonger assertions of independence but

servants of one higher Will.
The Guardian's call is both the reiteration of assurance such as the Master expressed and a warning that eventS and
circumstances are at hand when our community will be subjected to severe test.
What favored children the American believers have been, protected from persecu-

tion and physical ordeal ,uch as kindled
the flame of sacrifice in Eastern lands!
Soon, perhaps, the period of childhood
will end and the eternal foe of Revelation,
the ecclesiasticism which denies the Manifestation from age to age, will find ways
of challenging our beliefs~ our institutions
and our social order.

We have but to turn back to the Guar-

dian's Itter of June 15, 1935 (reprinted
in Mess4g" from the GU4rJinn) to realize that such a chal1enge is predestined
and indeed necessary for the greater

growth of the Faith in this stage of development. Straws that show the blowing

of tbe wind are the .rticle by William M.
Miller in The Moslem World, reprinted
in pamphlet form and also reprinted in a
magazine promoting inter-church unity,
and the significant fact that in Iran it appears from the press the government has
taken over the educational and missionary
establishments maintained by a Christian
sect, thus bringing their influence to an
end. Repercussions of this event will no
doubt be felt more and more in America
in the form of increased attacks on the

Cause of Bahi'u'llih.
Moreover, the climactic cbaracter of
civil events approaches culmination, augmenting confusion and violence during
the interval before world order can be

created. Thus the small community of
believers, like a boat in a great sea, may

be tossed about on tbe angry waves, calling for the utmost loyalty of the crew
to the Captain's commands.
Whatever realm we survey, the call to
unity is of the utmost importance to one
and all the friend.. At every turn in the
road, the Guardian gives us the true counsel and the supreme opportunity to grow
in capacity to serve. May we now,
"jointly :and severally," realize what jt
means to vow ourselves to the "sublime
task.'~

N AnON AL

SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

and train the local Assemblies by brief
statements in Bah,,,,; News.
This month let us consider the institution of the local Assembly as a door
through which the true civilization, gift
of the Spirit, is to enter the world of
humanity and displace those limited and
competitive societies of the past that now
come to their end of unbridled authority
and unmoral power.
"The importance, nay the absolute necessity of these local Assemblies is manifest when we realize that in the days to

come they will evolve into the local House
of Justice, and at present provide the firm
foundation on which the structure of the
Master's Will is to be reared in future."

(BobJ'i Mminisiraticm, page 32)
~'In order to avoid .division and disruption, that the Cause may not fall a prey
to conflicting interpretations, and Jose
thereby its purity and pristine vigor, that
its affairs may be conducted with efficiency and promptness, it is necessary that
every one should conscientiously take an
active part in the election of these
Assemblies, abide by their decision,
enforce their decree, and cooperate with

them wholeheartedly in their task of
stimulating the growth of the Movement
throughout all regions. The members of
these Assemblies, on their part, must disregard utterly their own likes and dislikes,
their personal interests and inclinations,
and concentrate their minds upon those
measures that will conduce to the welfare

and happiness of the Bab.,! Community
and promote the common weal:' (&hti'j
Administration, page 36)
"With these Assemblies, local as well
as national, harmoniously, vigorously.
and efficiently functioning throughout
the Baha'i world, the only means for the
establishment of the Supreme House of
Justice will have been secured." (..me
page)
And finally, these words, written November 14, 1923 (page 41): "Let us
pray to God that in these days of worldencircling gloom, when the dark forces
of nature, of hate, rebellion, anarchy and
reaction are threatening the very stability
of human society, when the most precious
fruits of civilization are undergoin-g
severe and unparalleled tests, we may
all realize, more profoundly than ever,
that thougb but a mere handful amidst
the seething masses of the world, we are
all in this day the chosen instruments of
God's grace, that our mission is most
urgent and vital to the fate of humanity,
and, fortified by these sentiments, arise
to acbieve God's holy purpose for man-

THE DOOR OF CIVILIZATION

kind."
The very sublimity of the mission car-

For many months, the National Assembly has been endeavoring to encourage

ries with it a grave responsibility. The
administra ti ve order is the instrument for
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the transmission of a Divine will to man~
kind. The Baha'l community is the arena

in which we demonstrate our faith. Thus,
all that concerns the local Assembly js of
great importance. It must have a wisdom
commensurate with its power. As it con~
tributes to unity, the Assembly helps
~e1e .. e the forces of the Kingdom, but if
It prevents unitY1 then it resists those
illimitable powers.
Let us realize that tbe quality of our
spiritual lives is determined locally. It
is in our own community that we meet
the vital issues of truth and error, justice
and injustice, love and pre judice. The
occasions may appear small and insignificant, but t~ey nevertheless contain every
test by which God tries and disciplines
His servants. Could we behold with a
spiritual eye, we would recognize how and
why the Master, on one occasion, could
warn a group of believers that their COntinued disunity would lead to the ruin of
the city. Similarly, where reverence,
knowledge, humility and sacrifice exist
bloosing. will deocend beyond huma~
capaci:ty to create. While gloom encircles
humanity, can we not reflect more and
more of His glory of Light?
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY.

INTER·AMERICA NEWS
Coota Rica
Glorious news has come from Mrs. Ford
and Mrs. Woolson in Costa Rica. UWe are
very happy with the progress of the work
here and overjoyed to have ten Baha'is.
They are all great souls. The Moosage has
beer.t given in five of the seven Provinces
of Costa Rica and everybody seems to be
waiting to hear of the Glorious Teachings
of Baba'u'llih. There is so much to be
done tbat it makes one wish she were an
infinite number of person. and that there
were no such thing as time and space. u
The whole Ba.bi'i Community rejoices
with our Pioneers in Costa Rica and will
add their prayers for their continued
growth.

Niearagua

Mr. Mathew Kaszab writes of a successful lecture given at the Masonic Temple
at which there were thirty-one persons
present. He i. hoping to have Mrs. Stew.
art assist him in the near future as he is
assu.red by friends in Nicaragua that a
much larger crowd can be gathered for a
meeting at the International Club. He reports several people reading the Baba'i
books and a few definitely interested.

Ecuador
We learn from Mr. Jobo Stearns that
the Cause is slowly, but surely progressing and ever greater opportunities for presenting the Teachings are being made. He

Grave of Mrs. May Mn:weI1. Buenos Aires, Argentine, where the memorial
is to be constfl.lcted..
encloses a registration card for Sr. Les
Gonza1es, one of the four young men with
whom he is sharing a house.

Havana, Cuba
Word has been received from Mrs.
Hoagg that Miss Josephine Kruka arrived
in Havana about the middle of December
[0 assist her with the work of spreading
the Cause.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Miss Leonora Holsapple writes that she
has taken an apartment with JIillss Jeanne
Bolles to have a convenient place to hold
meetings. The first was heJd on the Ba b's
birtbday. The meetings are small. but
representative of several nationalities and
tbe people seem very open minded and
sympathetic to the Cause. They promise
to develop into a regular study group.
Miss Holsapple speaks of the great pie ...
ure derived from the visits of several visiting Baha'i teachers, Mrs. Barton, Miss
Cheney and Mr. Sprague.

Argentina
Word of the most-encouraging sort has
come from Mr. Sprague in Buenos Aires.
He reports that his classes are assuming
tremendous proportions and that the quality of their belief is very wonderful. In
addition to the classes already held several times a week in his apartment, a
Youth Group has started which meets
twice a week. The Youth Group is led by
Mr. Carl", Foos.
A Temple model has been ,hipped to
Buenos Aires to aid in the teaching.
Miss Elizabeth Cheney on her way to
Paraguay writes of her stay in Buenos
Aires: "Mr. Sprague bad scheduled ber to
speak on Divine Unity and to my amazement about sixty people came piling in
until every foot of space on chairs or
cushions on the floor, seemed to be completely occupied." From the Buenos Aires
Friends she secured introductions to jm-

portant persons in Paraguay which may
prove of great value in her work there.
Philip Sprague sends the enrollment
card of Mrs. Gladys Sharpe from Buenos
Aires and states that there are several
others who are uniting with the Community at once. He also asks for a mat
of tbe Temple .. now completed and sends
copies of an iUustrated paper-from Buenos
Aires which contains a lovely article in
Spanish with tbe photograpb of tbe Cen·
ter of the Covenant and a large picture of
the Temple under construction. A1so
tbere is a photograph reproduction of the
group meeting in his apartment, a large
group only h.lf of whicb is shown in
the picture. He further states that all
but one of the radio talks have been translated and that in about a week tbey will
be baving two half-hour periods a week
for their programs for one month. This is
glorious news!

Venezuela
With regret the Inter-America Committee reports the return to Canada of
two valued pioneers, :Mr. and Mrs. Emeric

Sat..

Santiago, Chile

Mrs. Marcia Steward Atwater reports
very satisfactory developments in Santiago. She has taken a house for three
months and has started weekly meetings.
At the first, nine guests were expected.
Mrs. Atwater is learuing Spanish rapidly
as the resident Ba.ha~i, Senora Espinoza,
doeo not .peak English. Senora Espinoza
has been cooperating in every way. Mrs.
Atwater has made many important contacts and reports that exceUent publicity
has been promised. She has found the
Chileans vety gracious and kind.

Panama
Mrs. Oliver again writes from Panama
asking for more Baha'is in that territory.
'"With all of us working tbe doors will
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surely open for some to come to Panama.
More and more men are needed. Another
Civil Service examination will be given
soon, for men only. Panama offers an opportunity for employment, learning Spanish and travel to other Latin American
countries . . . an

excellent

trammg

ground. We hope t1ut this month will
bring the good news that others are on
their way. 1941 brings a challenge to us
aU:' She reports that the relationships
with the University are most satisfying
and that they are able to hold open Feasts

there. Mrs. Oliver is to spend her vacation in Costa Rica, visiting our Pioneers
in that country.
Bolivia
We have received very good news from
Mrs. Adler in Bolivia. She reports: HThe
people who know about the Cause are represented thus: An American woman, soci111eader-people in the diplomatic service, individuals in Bolivia on mining projects--the man and his associates who have
done the welfare work of bringing 10,000
refugees into Bolivia-Manager of the
American Cable Co .• an Englishman. The
people in whose Pension I am living, the
man is a Lieutenant Colonel in the Bolivian anny, his wife, who is French, besides
several others to whom I have" spoken
briefly, but who have pamphlets, and two
young Bolivian men, about thirty in all.
~'A1most everything at the dinner table
here is discussed from the Baha'i. angle.'
"They have all had the Cause presented to
them in detail, and it is practically a
Stody Group.
"The city is beautiful, adobe walls
throughout, against which brightly
garbed Indians lea.~ so still they remain
when squatting or leaning; they are almost as decorative as a mass of flowers.
They are to be seen in every section of
the city. The better class of them are
strong and straight and proud in their
bearing. Among themselves their spirit is
not crushed: how to reach tbem I I acbe
to be able to speak Spanish. I am afraid I
shaH miss much because I do not. I am
trying, but it is difficult. Please encourage
the study of Spanish among the Baha'is."
The Inter-America Committee wishes
other applications for consideration, but
such as know the languages and can
promise to remain in a post for one year
or longer (prefer. bly permanently), will
be given preference.

Inte....America Addre8ses
Mrs. Eleanor Smith Adler, PensiDn
Cuellar, 899, 6 de Agosta, La Paz, Bolivia.
Mrs. Marcia Steward Atwater, 2759
Calle Cannen Silva, Los Leones, Santiago,
Chile.
Sr. Felix Fopp, Apt. 32, Escalera f,
Pasoje Rubio, Guatemala Ci.ty, Guate~
mala.

Fireside Study Meeting Conducted by Pbilip Sprague at Buenos Aices-A Notable
. Contribution to the Inter-America Work.

Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg. Calle C, No.
307, Cor. 15, Vedado, Havana, Cuba.

AN ATrACK UPON THE CAUSE
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes to share with the friends its correspondence in connection with the book
entitled ('The Red Network, A Who's
Who and Hand Book of Radicalism for
Patriots,'· by Elizabeth Dilling.
1. Letter written December 2B, 193j.
Mrs. Albert W. Dilling,
n West J.ckson Boulevard,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dear Mrs. Dilling:
The members of the National Spiritual
Assembly have noted with surprise your
reference to the Bahi'i Faith on page 128
of your book entitled '·The Red Network,
A Who's Who and Hand Book of Radica1ism for Patriots."
Your description of the world religion
founded by Bahi'u·llih is one that cannot
be recognized by any person at all acquainted with the teachings and spirit
of this faith.
No official Baha', body, nor any recognized believer, has ever taken pan in conferences of the War Resisters international. Furthermore, the quotation. from
The WmU TomwT(;w, July, 1933 issue.
referring to the imprisonment of Baha'i.s
in Turkey was inaccurate and incomplete
in that the editors were unaware of the
fact that the Turkish government after
full investigation. dismissed the charges
and freed the prisoners. As it happens,
the National Spiritual Assembly sent representatives to call on the Turkish Am-

bassador at Washington in connection
with this episode, and the records at the
Embassy will fully bear out tbe facts I
bring to your attention..
In conclusion I would like to state that
the Baha'i Faith is the only revealed religion which specifically charges its members with obedience to government as a
spiritw.l and not merely a civil du"ty" and
obligation. This principle, together with
the other principles which have been upheld by American Baha'is for more than
forty years. make it perfectly clear to
any unbiased pe.r:son that your statement
about the Baha'i Cause is a complete
deviation from the truth.
We bring these facts to your attention
on the assumption that you intend your.
book to be sufficiently accurate to command the respect of intelligent and sincere persons.
2. Leiter to Defhlrtment of Justice written December 28, 1931.
Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.
Gentlemen:
We respectfully request you to place
on file tbe enclosed copy of letter we have
sent to Mrs. Albert W. Dilling, .uthor of
the book entitled "The Red Network. A
Who's Who and Hand Book of Radicalism
for Patriots."
The National Spiritual Assembly is
ready at all times to supply the Federal
Government with any infonnation concerning the Baha ~i Faith that may be
desired.
3. Letter wrillm Dec<mber 13, 1940.
Mrs. Albert W. Dil~Dg,
53 West Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, IJIinojs.
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Dear Mrs. Dilling:
Our attention has been called to the
fact that editions of your book entitled

"The Red Network" issued since 1931
contain the same erroneous references to
the :&.bi"i Faith which we corrected in
the letter written you on December 28,
I~H.

We still assume that you intend your
book to be a statement of facts and not
a compilation of unfounded rumors or
suspicions, and this being the case we are
glad to offer to provide you with authentic statements about the aims and

purposes of the Hahn Faith which prove
to any unbiased person tbat this Faith
could not possibly be listed among the
Communistic and radical movements
your book is intended to expose.
We are also very glad to extend you

an invitation to visit our national office
recently established at the above address
(i.e., j J 6 Sheridan Road, Wilmette) ,
where all our records are avaiIahle.
For your information I would like to
state that a copy of the letter we wrote
you on December 28. 1935, was sent to

the Department of Justice at Washington
on the same date.
4. No reply has been received, up to
February 27, 1941, to either of the two
communications sent to the author of
the book, which therefore makes it clear
that accurate information a.nd truth are
not part of the author's intention in its

Bahi'is and Friends. at Panama, December, 1940. The American Believers Are: Mrs.
Cora Oliver. Mrs. Louise Caswell, Mrs. Eleanor Adler and Mrs. Marcia Atwater.

publication.

lip's Junior College in San Antonio came

The friends will find a reference to
Bah";s of Turkey in tbe Guardian', letter
of February 12, 1929, in uBahi'i Administration." In &ha"fNews of April,
19JJ, page 4, there is a cablegram from
the Guardian stating that the friends in
Istanbul bad been acquitted, but j J belivers were still imprisoned in Adana. In
the following month's issue reference is
made to a later cable from t'be Guardian
reporting the friend. in Adana had been
released.

these words: "You have turned our heart,
and minds to that ideal whicb transcends

j.

NATIONAL SPIRrrUAL ASSEMBLY.

TEACHING PROJECI' IN SOUTHWESTERN STATES
Not many months ago Shoghi Effendi
vividly described the spirit which he
hoped would motivate our American

model, slides for Temp1e lectures, travel-

community in 1940. ~'1be American believers,'J he wrote, "standing on the

mats and publicity on the Temple, photo-

threshbold of the fourth year of the

books for library placements and ,ale. Especially useful as gifts in ContaCt work

Seven Year Plan. pursue their God-given
task with a radiance tru:t no earthly
gloom can dim, and will continue to
shoulder its ever-growing duties and responsibilities with a vigor and loyalty
that no earthly power can either sap or

diminish."
Surely tbe teaching efforts just CODcludrd in tbe Southwest, by the joint Iabon of Beatrice Irwin and the Bah"is of
Alhuquerqne, Kansas City, Oklahoma
City, San Antonio, Phoenix, and G lendale, in the period from October 12 to
December 4, are :a. surpassing witness to
the vitality which animates our Faith in
these cri.tical days.
The campaign was c.refully prepared
in each city, with the cooperation of variow National Committees, to obtain
wide publicity and personal contacts, and
to consolidate with adequate Hterature

and plans for follow-up study. Among
the materials provided were Temple

ing library for display, divmified free literature,. radio transcription~ radio talk,
graphs and publicity of the speaker, and
were World Order Magazine and Miss Irwin's own pamphlet, '~Heralds of Peace."
A tangible measure of results is preserved
in generous columns of publicity accorded

in every city, often accompanied by headlines and pbotographs.

the many forces which are at work among
men .•.. May the light whicb you have

brought us he our guide until we ,ball
have reac.~ed the mountain top of a new

day..••
The following are highlights of the
campaign in each city.
Albuquerque: The Temple model was
exhibited in the central window of the
Albuquerque Gas and Electric Company,
u attnc tive1y arranged with palms and a
book disp1ay," in '~the most prominent
spot in the city:' The exhibit was regularly announced on the radio, together
with the public meetings, and "gained a
great deal of comment." There were three
lectures at the Hilton Hotel on successi.ve
nights, which attracted about a hundred
inquirers. Many outstanding people met
Miss Irwin through interviews, lunch.eon~
and dinners. These included an Indian
leader and his wife, none-time Pueblo
spokesman for New Mexico in government affairs;tJ a distinguished ethnologist
who plans to indude a section on the Baha';: Faith in his forthcoming cultural

world history; the state leader of the

It is not as easy to measure the human
results; we are assured omy that countless
new persons, significant in their various
communities, were reached in the preliminary arrangements for ll:!ctures and exhibits, and that hundreds heard news of our
Faith in a presentation which linked it

Townsend society; a women"s editor; a
Rabbi" '~one of the most stimulating encounters of the week""; two professors;
and several others. UThis we definitely
know. U the Assembly secretary wrote,
Hpersonal contacts wl:!re successful :tnd
Miss Irwin in her intelligence and spirit-

dynamically with the unfolding destiny
of our embattled world. nIt was one of

Cause in this city."

the most interesting assembly pericxls we
have had in a long time," the principal of

Kansas City: The F.ith was directly
presented in three public lectures at Jour-

Sumner High School in Kans.s City

nal Centre and the Municipal Auditorium,

ualiry and breadth, lent prestige to the

The importance of the mes-

which drew abont 120 inquirers. The fin-

sage of the Great Teacher • . • made a
lasting impression on our boys and girls
.. And from the president of St. Phil-

est opportunities, however, were in lectures for the Kansas City Advertising

wrote,

u •••

Club (approximately seventy), Sumner

6
High School (1,000 colored students),
the Presidents and Past Presidents of
women~s clubs (about eighty-live
women), a men~s fraternity, and the
Theosophists. "In every instance Miss
Irwin gave the Baha'i Cause first mention; she was received most favorably."
Her talk for the Advertising Club received alm"'t a column in the Ad Club
News, including announcement of all Baba'i lectures, and in the next issue :Miss
Irwin's photogtaph and talk were f ..tured on the COver. This poblication
reaches several hundred readers. Baha ',s
from Topeka and Independence also met
Miss Irwin. In summary the Local Assembly wrote: uThis has been a very satisfactory campaign.•.• There were many
new faces and entire new groups which
we were unable to contact. . . • We feel
that .he has given prestige to our Assembly and to the Cause."
Oklahoma City: uThis city is vigoroos-minded, and to a considerable extent
open-minded," Miss Irwin remarked, and
in her week thete she was able to reach
many diverse sections of the community.
Hot engagements included 600 students
en Oklahcma Ciry Univetsity (Methodist), 300 students of Douglass High
School (colored), Inman-Page School
(about 35 faculty and students), University Women's Forum of seventy members,
the Pen-Women', Club, Hadassah Society
nf Jewish women, and department heads
and patrons of Harbour Longmire Furnitule Co. At all of these meetings the
Faith was outlined, and at some of them,
as with the University Women, '~slie presented it with such power and dlgnity
that there can be no doubt of the deep
impression it left. . . ." There wue ols<>
tWo poblic meetings at the YWCA and
Hotel Biltmore, attracting about 120
sttangus. The Temple model was displayed at the John A. Brown Co., • leading departmeot store, which "distributed
abont seventy-five of the Temple pamphlets, enclosing one with every new book
sold while the model was on display"; and
for more than a week at Harbour Loogmire, Uin a very attnctive setting" just inside the main entrance•••• " The Assembly secretary concluded that "much good
has been accomplished in publicizing the
• Faith in this city. The Terilple model attracted a great deal of atteotion and ·comment, and Mus Irwin.·s presentation ~ve
digitity to our Cause. Quite a "number of
contacts have expressed intereSt to study

...n
San Antonio:" TIle campaign here was a
1ine opportunity Jor pobliciry which our
further~

Baha'i Group had been un.ble to obtain
previously .. Chief features were five hun.
dred personal invitations, a wealth of publicity in three dany papers. eight large
postets displayed in leading hotel. and
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Exhibit Conducted by Winnetka Aasembly in W'umetka Community House
During Annual Community Week, 1940.

centers, a fifteen-minute talk over KTSA,
and a large po.stet with "a beautiful20xlO
picture of the Temple, which stood in
tbe Auditorium lobby for many days."
The Tempi. model was displayed at
Joske's leading department store of Texas,
Uin a niche window all to itself with fine
gold background ..•" and Miss Irwin had
two interviews with the store manager.
Mrs. Frankland's adventure in obtaining
this beautiful location is a tale in itself I
Two public meetings were schedu1ed at
the Municipal Auditorium, with book. dis-plays. There were also lectures for the
International section of the Women's
Club, the International Institute of tbe
YWCA, and St. Phillip', Junior College
(colored) , as well as several informal
meetings in Baha'i bomes. As Mrs. Frankland wrote, "All of this . . . is bound to
bring results~ ~ .•"
Phoenix and Glendale: Three public
meetings were held in Phoenix,. attracting
about 15 0 persoos, at tbe YWCA, Adams
Hotel, and Westward Ho Hotel, the lastnamed Ita very fine ga thering ~ ~ • and a
real gift for tbe Cause in Phoenix." There
was also a public meeting for about forty
at Vetetan's Hall, Glendale. Broadcasts
were arranged" on stations KTAR and
KPHO .. The Temple model was displayed
for a few days at the Pboenix Floral and
Seed: Co., and later at Dorris-Heyman,
leading furniture store~'~in a 20-foot window with· draped backgtaund." The
Brackett-Darrow Book Shop arranged "a
fine book display. "Miss Irwin also addressed about 500 ·students of Phoenix
Junior Colkge, " •. high-spot of the stay
.•. ~' Many personal interviews were hdd
with public citizens, including the Episcopalian Dean, a" Rabbi, the manager-" of

Town Hall, the Dean of Phoenix Junior
College, and other.. "As a result of Miss
Irwin's campaign, a Monday evening
study class is operating for seek.ers. u
One of the most interesting aspects of
this campaign was Miss Irwin's report of
"finding the public, on the wh<>l., extremely responsive. • • ." She continued,
~'The work was always a source of joy
and refreshment, and education in methods of more penetrating contact with a
bewildered world, that has no other solution than this for its increasing problems."
Certainly this is the know ledge which
will spur us on in months to come. The
labors and real "sacrifices required. for
teaching are great; in every city of tim
campaign the way was prepared by many
believers, nameless in our report, without
whose devotion no success could have been
woo. Yet all who participated share in
the rewards, and their example quickens
us all to nobler effort.
"The Founders of their F<1ith !Ul'1Iey
from the Khsglmn on high the range of
their achievements, dcclaim their frrogrtss,
tmtl are ever ready to speel their eventMoI
triumph."-Shoghi Effendi.
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE

PROGRESS IN TEACHING
The following items have been gleaned
from reports and correspondence representing Regional Teaching Committees,
Assemblies and individual teachers who
have been ·acrive in the field. Taken together, they reveal a widespread, intensive teaching effort embracing all of
North America, a general advance made
possible by the acrion of the enrire Ametican Baha'i Community including Na-
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tional Committees, local Assemblies and
teachers both resident and traveling.
as/ern C."ad4
The regional activities for fall and
winter were planned at a general conference held at Montreal on October B.
1+ and 15 in three sessions, one for the
committee and two open to all the friends.
-The report from Moncton mentioned

particularly the class of fourteen children
conducted by Mr,. King and Mrs. Geary.
From a Sunday School class taught by
Mrs. King, five women enrolled in a
Bab.'i class and of the,e two were later
confirmed. In Halifax, Mrs. Proctor has
maintained open house for the drafted
men and taught by her 'pirit of hospitality as well as by discussion of the message. Miss Winifred HarveyI pioneer
teacher in Ottawa, told of her work in
gathering a nucleus of interested friends.

Mrs. SchopBocher ,poke on the problem
of public teaching -under present world
conditions.

Reports on Mrs. Beulah Proctor's activities in Halifax and on Mn. Doris McKaY's visit to Moncton give further inte .... ting details.

7
subjects were Anne MacNally, Betty

Murray, Ellen Curram, Joel Marangella,
Dororhy Champ, Norman Smith, Frances
Bacon, Ben Kaufman, Jeanne Steed, Jack

Steed. Mrs. Bowman also took part.
During the first half of January, 1941,

the Regional Committee mentions a meet4

ing with Mrs. Bowman and Mr. Duncan
MacAlear speaking at Providence, ~

talk

for the Rotary Club of Brandon, V t., by
Mrs. Bowman, a week's visit in Rutland
Baha'is and Friends at Montevideo, ]anu4
ary, 1941. The American Believers Are:
Mrs. Mary Barton, Mis. Elizabeth Cheney
and Wilfrid Barton.

with the pioneer teacher, Miss N. Grace

Bissell, and a talk for the League of
Women Voters in Portsmouth.

Upper New York

of the activities conducted by the Regional Committee in Vermont. During
November Mrs. Bowman arranged a dis-

Reviewing the many activities reported
from this: area, we begin with the picnic
at the Morrisville community grounds

play of Bait'" books in a window of rhe
Kellogg Free Library, with an enlarged
photograph of the Temple and posters

held in May for believers of Central New
York. After planning for an attendance
of forty, eighty~:five frjends came, rep-

with texts explaining the Cause, effective

resenting Geneva, Syracuse, Canandaigua,

publicity for Burlington. In the same

Auburn, Little Fall" Binghamton, Earl-

cjty a public meeting was held at the
Van Ness Hotel on November 6. An
unusual experience was a forum at :a

Spring" New York City and Newark.
Four members of the faculty of Syracuse

ville, Morrisville, BuJfalo, Rich6.eld

fraternity house of the University of

University attended, bringing a student

Vermont where :Mrs. Bowman answered

who i. from India. Mr. Kenneth Chris-

Mrs. Proctor made excellent contacts
at the Exhibition and gave out IDOl"C than

questions for two hours. Several of the

tian writes that eleven racial and national

three hundred pamphlets. One young
East Incfun accepted the Faith. Her work
brings her in touch with men called upon
for heroic service in rime of war. She has
explained the Faith to many of these,

students are now studying the teachings,

one of rhern having been a pupil of
Kenneth Cbristian a few years ago. Organizations contacted include the Cleefer
Club. There is one resident believer in
the city, Mrs. Elizabeth VanPatten.
Other cities visited by Mrs. Bowman in

groups were embraced in the gathering.
Under the general theme of The BaM';
Look. at the World Today, informal talks
were made by Mrs. M2ry Collison, Mr.
Joseph Noyes, Mrs. Helen Inderleid, Miss
Ida Noyes, Dr. Albert D. Heist and Mrs.
Roberta Chri,tian. An illustration of this

given them literature, selected prayers for

them and conveyed the meaning of the
Greatest N arne. (Some have returned
after service at the front, where the Faith
was a living reality in their hearts.) In
order -to continue tbis pioneer service,
Mrs. Proctor has conducted a rooming

house and held a position in a department store. "Every moment in this house
has been most valuable to the Cause."

In Moncton, Mrs. McKay cooducted a
study class in Administration, with demonstrations of group consultatioo in action. Some weeks there were -three or
four' evenings a week. during which Mrs.

McKay took up other phases of the teaching.. Including fireside meetings, children's classes, public meetings and the
study classes, an average of teo meetings
a week was held for ,ix weeks. On one

occasion • group of the Moncton friends
drove to Halifax and joined wirh Mrs.
Proctor in two meetings. They found a
number of attracted friends and consider
that her activity has been true pioneering
for the Cause.

The Moncton friend, now feel that
when they again have nine resident believers, the basis for a permanent Bahi~i
community has been laid.

New Engi4m
Previous reports have described some

the state were St. Albans, VergenneSt

Middlebuty, Brandon, Pittsford and Rutland. A symposium on World Citizenship was held by Mrs. Bowman and Mrs.
F]orence Morton in Montpelier and Rutland, where books were placed in: the
library. Fireside meetings and many personal contacts are reponed by Mrs. Bow4
man during the rest of November in

Portsmourh and A,huelot, N. H., Eliot,
Maine, and Springfield and Three Rivers,
Mass. The World Citizenship symposium
was also given at Hotel Bridgeway,

Springfield.
Other cities where the two believe18
gave the symposium in December were
Boston and Worcester. Mrs. Bowman's
talk on The Destiny of America aroused
great interest at meetings jn Three Rivers,

Mos .. , and Providence, R. L Talk. on
the Faith were made at Providence by

Dr. Elizabeth Kidder and Mr. Harlan
Ober, as well as at Marblehead, Mass.

New England yourh held a Teaching
Clinic at Hore! Garde, New Haven, December 8, with an attendance of 39. The

program included discussion of subjects
on inspirational teaching, chairma.ns~ip,
model round table, questions and answer~
I'3ce unity, visual educati.on, contacts and
administration. Youth dealing with these

gathering appean in the current issue of
BIfhd'{ News.
Since the present Regional Committee
was appointed, news and plans of the
area have heen made available to the
communities, groups and isolated friends
throughout the reglon by means of a
Bulktin for Region of Upper New York.,
and the following items ate taken from
this bulletin.
The second inter-community picnic
was held Sunday, August 4, at East Mexico Point on Lake Ontario, with about
sixty believers and friends present. Mr.
Ned Blackmer presided, MrS. Inderkid
discus,ed The Spiritual Meaning of the
Cause, as outlined on pag~ 61 of The
Advent of Divine Justice, Miss Ida
Noyes s~ke on Ba.lance~·' and questions
md answers followed.
, The Hamburg, New York group
greatly enjoyed public meetings addressed
by Mrs. Robert Wilkin of Niagara Falls
and Mrs. Doris McKay, atten,<\ed by about
twenty inquirers. Mrs. Edith Mclaren ",f
Hamburg hopes to have one speaker 'a
month and a weekly adults' and children'. study groups hereafter. At Li=
• meeting has been held in the Tollis
hOme wjth 'friends from Rochester, with
Mrs. McKay as speaker. From Litde
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Falli, where Mr. and Mrs. Ford conducted
such an interesting public forum last
winter comes the report that informal
social gatherings each Sunday evening
during the summer kept the interested
friends together. Dr. Townshend's The
He",t of the Gospel was read aloud from
week to week. In Schooectady Miss Ella

Quant has given out Braille literature
for the blind, called on minority groups,
addressed a meeting i.n a Negro cburch,
whose minister suggested that a class be
formed to study the Baha'i teachings,
and Miss Quant has kept in touch with
this congregation. The weekly meetings
in Syracuse have been well attended.
Among the visiting speakers have been:
Mrs. Harry Ford, Miss Elizabeth Brooks,
·Miss Ida Noyes and Mr. Kenneth Christian.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Eggleston traveled
t~ugh N ew York state recently and
visited a number of groups, including
Batavia. Geneva, Morrisvi.l1e, Binghamton and Buifalo.
Forty-five believers from upper New
York met at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Bevan early in November, representing Albany, Saratoga Springs, Bal.ston Spa, Schenectady, Little Falli, Morrisv~e, Syracuse,. Geneva, Waterloo, Linw:QOCi, Rochester, Buffalo, Jamestown,
Binghamton, and conducted a program
containing ten subjec.tsJ followed. by an
informal symposium. This conference led
to two plans: the placing of books in public libraries throughout the region; and
the establishment of regular teaching circuits. Places from Geneva west are to be
under the direction of Mrs. Mehdi. Firooz.i;
places from Elmira and Syracuse east to
be handled by Mr. Kenneth Christian. The
first speaker arranged for tbe Eastern
New York circuit was Dr. Glenn A.
Sbook, whose meetings will be reported
later.

Mr. Allen B. McDaniel presented an
illustrated lecture on the Temple in Syra-ewe on November 8 which the Regional
Committee reports was very impressive

to the audience. Dr. Piper of Syracuse
University reviewed The D~WlJ-Brtllkrrs
at the first meeting conducted by Mrs.
Inderleid as a cia .. to study that work.

West Virgmia
Before the Regional Committee could
organize after cbanges in its membership,
three resident Rahi'is in West Vir·
ginia, Mr. Harold Hunt in Huntington,
and Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Dahl in Charlestoo, took advantage of opportunities and
have been :able to report much constructive activity.
Mr. Hunt arranged a Bah:i'[ Children's
Parry in bonor of Mrs. Dorothy Baker at
Huntington on October 27, and an inter.
ested group of adults also heard Mrs.

me

Baker at Frederick Hotel the same day.
The H,,#ld-Advertiser of Huntington
carried an illustrated notice of Mrs.
Baker's visit in its edition of October 20.
Though her time in both Huntington
and Charleston was brief, Mrs. Baker
had opportunity to carry the local con·
tacts a step forward and to bring enthusiasm to the resident workers. The
West Side Women's Club of Charleston
has listed three Baha'i speakers for the
current season: Stanwood Cobb, Hilbert
Dabl, and Allen B. McDaniel. Tha DlJily
Mail and the GIJzette, in issues dated
November 3 and 9, featured the talk
on uAmenca's Destiny in Leadership of
the World" by Mr. Cobb, who also addressed the children's class conducted by
Mr. and Mr•. Dahl. With Dr. and Mrs.
Lehner of West Virginia State College,
the three believers drove to Huntington
to meet with Harold Hunt and his group.
The Temple model was displayed at the
Postal Telegraph office in Parkersburg,
and this enabled Mrs. Dahl to answer
m:a.ny questions about the Faith from the
District Superintendent.
During the fall semester, Hilbert Dahl
conducted talks and discussions on alternate Sundays at the West V uginia State
College, the result of tactful contact with
faculty members for a year and a half.
This meeting is by invitation of the col·
lege Religious Activities Committee. Mr.
Dahl hopes
t the result is to make an
opening for traveling teachers to give
the message more and mMe openly.
The Huntington Advertiser on November 9 carried an excellent notice of the
talk by Stanwood Cobb ac Hotel Frederick.
SQUth Atlantic Slates
Mrs. Dorothy Baker's circuit through
the south Atlantic states through Novem·
ber. included nine different cities. In
addition to the reports concerning Huntington and Charleston, West Virginia,
given above, we have the fonowing in·
tef"ejiting notations.
In Louisville, Kentucky, Mrs. Baker
spoke at a public meeting on her way
south and again on returning north.
which resulted in more intensive study
on the part of six or eight attracted
friend •.
In Nashville tbere were two public
meetings open to both races, two talks
at Tennessee State College. one at Fiske
U ni venity and two fir~~.ide gro\lp
meetings.
In Knoxville, the ~sembly arranged
a public dinner meeting f,or Mrs. Baker
and a few personal contacts for intensifying interest.
At Memphis Mrs. Baker gave two talk,
at the Henderson Business School and
held one meeting foe the col~red friends.

tm

In addition, two hotel meetings, two fireside groups, two youth meetings and participation in a panel discwsion at the
YWCA were carried out.
In a brief visit to Hot Springs, Mrs.
Baker spoke at a public meeting and
carried out a number of contacts, besides assisting three advanced. students of
the Cawe to organize their study for
admission into the Rahi'l community.
At Greenwood she addressed a colored
High School, a fireside group and a public
meeting, and noted an unusual response
from Jewisb people who attended.
At Twkegee, the famous Negro University, Mrs. Baker found an eager re.ponse from faculty leaders, but bad to
decline an invitation to address the stu·
dent body because of previous engage.
ments in A tl:a.nta.
News of other regional areas wiD be
digested. for the next issue.

WORLD NEWS
2. Iraq
(Continued)

e. Contribution to the Spiritual Assem-

bly of Damascus, for the purchase of
a plot for their Haziratu'I-Qudsf. The publishing of tbe quarterly
uBaha~l News Letter."
g. And ]as1., but not ]east, vigilance over
the integrity of the body of the believers, and safeguarding the interests
of the Cause.
Among tbe expressed wishes of the
Guardian, conveyed. by the visitors to
Haifa, was that the friends should assist
the believers of Damascus in purchasing a
plot of land for tbe building of their
Haziratu'l-Quds, which, as the Guardian
had pointed out, was very signittcan"t.
Accordingly, a sum of ahout £\40 Was
immediately raised by the believers of
Baghdad, for this blessed purpose.
A further sum of £26 was recently
transmitted to the N .S.A. as advance subscription in the Arabic translation of
Nabil's Narrative. which is still under
print in Cairo. We hope this important
publication will soon be availabl••
The Fifth Annual Baha'i Youth Symposium was held in tbe Haziratu'l-Qud.
of Baghdad on tbe 25tb of Februaty,
1940. A group of young believers and a
number of their non·Bahi'i friends attend~d, and some photos of the Bahi'l
youths were taken. The programme of
the meeting was as follows:
1. A Word of W dcome ..
.. Jamil I. Bagdadi
2. Opening Prayer (Tablet)
. Abdu'r-Razzaq Abba.
3. Summary of Bah,' i History and
. Kami! Abba.
Principles
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4. Unity in Diversity (by 'Abdu'lBaha) ........... Jamil T. Bagdadi
S. A Tablet of Baha'u'llah .
. . . . . Abdu'r-Razzaq Abbas
6. The World Needs the Bahn Faith
....... Ni'mat Saooor
7. Effect of Superstitions and Ignorance on Religion .
. . . . Ahmad Najrnu'd-Din
8. Closing Prayer (Tablet) .
. ____ . ___ ......... Ibrahim Shmi'
It is generally felt that the Symposium
was fairly successful, and a few nonBaha"i youths have shown keen interest
in the Teachings. They are now studying
the Cause.

3. India and Burma
The National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'i. of India and Bunna has published
the proceedings of its Twelfth Annual
Convention in pamphlet form containing
English and Iranian translations of the
text. A few excerpts follow:
The convention was held at Poona and
as regards attendance it was probably the
most remarkable in recent years. Believers
from such far-off places as Karachi had
come in numbers to attend it.
The election of the National Spiritual
Assembly was held on the afternoon of
the 28th April. Messrs. Khosrow Ardshir
Izadyar, H,bibuIlah Manji and Shah Bahram Mobedzadih were selected as tellers.
A. the name of each delegate was called
out he or she placed his or her ballot in
the box; the ballots of the absent delegates received by post were thrown in the
box by the N arional Secretary. The results which were as follow. were declared
at 6 p. m. the same day:
Mr. N. R. Vakil .... ____ .
12
Mrs. Shirin K. Fozdar ____ .
10
Mr. Isfandiar K. B. Bakhtiari_
14
Prof. Pritam Singh
..... _ _ _ _ 12
Mr. Mehfuzul Haq I1mi
10
Dr. S. Hishmat Ali ___ .
8
Mr. S. H. Kereshi
7
Mr. Habibullah M. Manii
5
Abbas Ali Butt __________ , . , _ _ _ _ _ 14
The 9th Day of Ridvan, the 29th of
April was a gala d.y for oil who had
gathered there. The believers of POOD.
had prepared 0 feast unprecedented both
in its sumptuousness and spirituality. It
wa.s a sight that is hardly met with in
these doy. in the world. The Bah.' is had
gathered together and were partaking
from one table. They were drawn from
different communities. There were Hindus, there were Muslims, and there were
Parsees all mingled together as members
of one great family.
PUBLTCITY.-In compliance with the
resolution passed last year 19 copies of
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the World Order Magazine have been
regularly supplied to the Universities of
India and Burma. In addition to these 19
copies 3 copies of the magazine have been
contributed by the Bombay Youth Group
and Service Committee and supplied on
their behalf to a college and to two insti'!Utes· of learning, 3 copies were subscribed
by the POODa Spiritual Assembly and
supplied to three colleges of their town;
one copy was supplied on behalf of Mr.
J. M. Rustom to a leading library in
Nagpur. We altogether subscribed for
49 copies last year and have sent remittance for 50 copies this year. Out of the
50 copies of Baha'i World Vol. VII presented to the N.S,A. by Mr. Siegfried
Schoptlocher about 25 were presented free
to the libraries and coUeges of India,
Bunna and Ceylon; others were presented
to the leading citizens who are sympathetic toward. the Holy Faith. The gift
has been very much appreciated by all to
whom it has been made and we hope that
this splendid publication will prepare
many souls to search for more knowledge
about the Divine Faith.
Some of the friends wrote articles and
published them through the press. Mr.
H. M. Manji's two articles in Hindi appeared in the Satyug with 0 photograph
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. lIombay and Karachi
local Spiritual Assemblies made f.requent
use of the local press to publish notices
of functions followed by a brief description of the function and the Divine
Teachings. Through Karachi local Spiritual Assembly Sadhu Viswani's papers

published beautiful "In Memoriumu articles for our dear sister Miss Manha L.
Root.
TEACHING.-Owing to abncrmal
conditions having broken out much AllIndia work could not be done this year.
:Mrs. Shirin Fozdar, toured the Punjab
and deli.vered lectures in Labore, Amritsar, Ferozepore Jammu, Rawalpindi and
Ludhiana. Prof. _ Pritam Singh made
similar lecturing trips to Ferozepore,
Jammu, Amritsar and Multan.
Local Spiritual Assemblies however had
been more active. Bombay, Kanchi,
Delhi and Calcotta all did their best to
teach the Faith in their respective jurisdictions.
An appeal was issued in the beginning
of the year concerning the Six-Year Plan
of Teaching and most of the friends responded most generously. Some promised
to go and settle in places where the
Divine Faith has not yet penetrated.
Others gave liberal donations in money
and literature. Owing to the disturbed
conditions during the year, however,
nothing tangible could be done.
Mr. M. H. IIrni visited Kadwai near
Bombay where many old believers lived.
Many of them possess tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha. They had been dormant for
all these years. Mr. I1mi roused them to
action. This incited fanaticism among
the Moslems of the place and the usual
persecutions began. They started a hue
and cry against the believers which terminated in their socia1 boycott which
frightened a number of tbe believe['S to
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go back to the Moslem community; but
a greater number of them are finn. It is
hoped that this eruption of popular
fanaticism will soon die down and the
friends of the place will form themselves
intO a local Assembly.
BAHA'I YOUTH.-The organization
started 4 years ago has now developed into
a strong body and its activities have become more and more organised. The Annua1 symposium was again held this year
\>n February 2f whit:h syncbronized witb
the date on which the same function was
hdd by Bah.'i Youth organizatioos all
over the world in accordance with the
programme published by tbe World
Bahi'i Youth Committee of America. A
Plan for tbe year 1940-41 has been
chalked out and if the youtb are assisted
in carrying out this Plan tbey will have
advanced many milestones before the end
of the Plan is reached.

4, Australia and New Zealand
These items appear io the BabJ'J QU4rterly published by the N.S.A. of Amtralia
and New Zealand:
Only one meeting of the N.S.A. was
possible during the pas< Bab.'i year. This
took place in Sydney, 9tb and 10th December, 1939, and was attended by the
Australian members only, Mrs. Jackman,
Miss Brook. and Mr. Brown of Adelaide,
Mrs. Routb, Mr. Whitaker and Mr. Bolton of Sydney. At this meeting, after
careful deliberation, the National Book
Depot was voted as impracticable, but it
was decided to assist the Spiritual Assemblies of Adelaide, Sydney and Auckland,
by advancing them eacb a stock of books
for whicb they need pay the N .S.A. only
as their sale. enable tbem to do so. The
N.s.A. bopes that from tbis small beginning these Spiritual Assemblies will gradually be able to enlarge their stock. until
each has its own depot. Arrangements are
being made to give these Assemblies
further assistance, orders for books having
been sent to botb England and America
for that purpose.
Letters expressing gratitude for parc~h,:
of books given to them by the N.S.A.
have been received from the Mdbourne,
Perth and Hobart groups.
.
A fire proof safe has been purchased
in which all historical and important
documents will be placed for ..fory during these calamitous times.
The uHerald of the South" committee
continues its praiseworthy efforts to,make
the magazine a useful and popular teacbing medium, and has been greatly encouraged by the many expressions of
appreciation from subscribers that have
been received. The committee appeals to
all believers to subscribe and to do their
utmost to increase the circulation of this
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publication. The Auckland Spiritual Assembly has set a fine example by sending
12 subscriptions from the Spiritual Assembly itself, this quite apart from individual subscriptions from the Auckland
friends. From Hobart there are three
times as many subscriptions as believers.
Owing to the unsettled times tbe National Teaching Committee has been only
partially successful in carrying out its
plans. Visits to Melbourne have bun
made by Mr. Brown, Mrs. Axford and
Miss Brooks and valuable te.chiog work
done there. The Teaching Committee is
particularly grateful to tbe Melboome
Secretary, Mrs. Eleanor Wheeler, who has
been indefatigable in her efforts to arrange meetings for the Baha'I teachers
to give talks and lectures in Melbourne.
The eurollment of Mr. W. Cover in Melbourne has been the Cause of great rejoiciog to tbe National Teaching Committee.
The committee hopes to widen its sphere
of activity during the present year.
The N .S.A. has been in consultation by
correspondence througbout tbe year and
has functioned vigorou.ly and efficiently.
All tbe Assemblies have contributed fredy
and spontaneously to the National Fund.
Reports from tbe variow Spiritual Assemblies and groups have been carefUlly
s<udied and a vigilant cye bas been kept
on the manner of the growth of the
Cause. By means of the news letter,
"BaM'i Quarterly" tbe N.S.A. continues
to keep the beHevers informed of the
affairs of the Cause.
Mr. S. ScbopBocber's gift of thirty-five
volumes of the "Baha'i World" Vol. VII
was tremendously appreciated by the
N.S.A. and tbe best possible use made
of tbe book,. Our love and gratitude to
'<Freddie."
AdeWe: The advertised monthly public lectures by Mrs. Dobbins and Miss
Brooks continue to attract - large audiences. The third year of the Baha'i
Youth Group has been marked by an extension of activities and considerably increased attendance at the Meetings.
Esp~ranto classes are held regular1y.
SyJtury: Father and Motber Dunn hold
a regnlar Saturday night Fireside Group,
and their home has an open door for
visitors who wish to discuss the Baha'i
Teachings. The advertised public talks
given every first Sunday in the month
have found excellent response, and as a
result, inquiren have attended the Monday nigbt study class and other meeting•.
Six new members were enrolled during
the year.
Auckltmd: Thirty -one Public Libraries
in New Zealand were circularised with a
view to supplying them with Bah.rl
literature. The "Herald of the South"
is sent to all the University College

libraries and the t~World Order magazine to the Auckland Municipal Library.
Seventy-two copies of a special leaflet for
newspaper. prepared by the N .S.A. of
U.S.A. and Canada have been distributed
to N ewspape.r Offices with a request that
they be filed for reference.
HobllTt. Tasmania.: We are slowly acquiring books and other literature which
we trust will be the nucleus of an adequate library in the future. Feasts and
anniversaries are observed by this small
group and weekly meetings are held for
devotion and study. Four talks are being
prepared to be given at intervals of two
weeks to selected peopJe to whom written
invitations wjll be sent.
U

FUNCTIONS OF TEMPLE DURING
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
The Baha'i House of Worsbip has been
endowed with a glorious spiritual mission
in the Revelation of Baha'u'nah. The
friends are well aware of the words of
BaM'u'lI.h and 'Abdu'I-Bahi on this subject, as well as of the Guardian on many
occasions. In order to clarify the views
as to what functions the Temple is to discharge during the present construction
period, the National Spiritual Assembly
has bad the matter studied by a special
committee. and now shares with the
friends the following explanation.
The House of Worship is to serve the
two great ends of worship and of teaching. The Temple Program Committee, in
addition to the present Sunday afternoon
public meeting, the purpose of whicb is
teaching rather than worship, has been
authorized to inaugurate a meeting of
worship and devotion for the friends, and
also to resume the holding of the Baba'i
Anniversary meetings for the nearby communities, groups and isolated ftiends. The
Anniversaries, however, are to be held in
accordance with the Bahi'i calendar, not
only as to date but also as to the hour
when this has been specified by the Guardian. In case this provision makes it impossible to hold anyone Anniversary. in
the Temple, it should be arranged locally
by each Assembly. The use of tbe Temple
for individual worship is also emphasized.
At such times as the building is open, believers are urged to enter it for individual
prayer and meditation.
A. for the purpose of teaching, the
House of Worship exercises a widespread
inBuence througb tbe services of the
guides, _and guiding is to be continued.
In addition, the building can be used for
classes for guides and for continuance
of the present cbildren'. class until the
nearby Assemblies can each maintain its
own local children~s class.
The Temple can also be used for meetings of those Committees now closely
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identified witb the House of Worship:
Temple Program Committee, Temple
Guides Committee, and Archives and History Committee.
Relevant to this general subject is the

use of the Temple by group. of believers
who come from a distance. TIle National
A ......bly feels that such groups em he
given the use of the kitchen but that tbere
should be no picnicing on the grounds.
F'mally, the matter of storage of Baha'i
material in tI.e basement has been con·
sidered, aod the feeling of the Assembly
is tbat Archive. material, and some publishing stock, can be at least temporarily
held in tbe foundation structure pending
final arrangements.
The Temple Program Committee has
jurisdiction over all meetings in the
House of Worship, except the Archives
Committee meetings or the committee
meeting. and .tudy c1asse. of tbe Temple
Guides, while the Temple Maintenance
Committee is in charge of the physical
equipment.

----

PUBUSHING ANNOUNCEMENfS
Revised Catalog
The Publishing Committee bas issued
a new catalog, corrected to January,
194 I, and Assemblies are requested to
notify the Committee how many copies
they wisb for local use.

Baha'i Prayer.
The newest pub1ication is a new prayer
book, containing a selection of puyers
revealed by Bahi'u'llih, the Bib and
'Abdu'l-Bahi translated by Shogbi Effcodi. 72 page.. Paper cover, $0.35.
Bound in leather, $0.75.

World Order Magazine
Bound volumes of Vol. VI, from April,
1940 to Much, 194 I, can 1l0W be provided. The cost for the volume is $2.50.
When the believer provides his own copies
of the twelve monthly issues, the binding
cost is $1.10. In the latter case, write to

the Publishing Committee for instructions where to ship the twelve issues.

Appreciation. of the Baha'i Faith
The- series of remarkable statements
nude about the Cause by prominent persons in many countries, which have been
a feature in successive volumes of The
BahtI'1 WorM, bave been reprioted in
pamphlet fonn at the Guardian's suggestion. This pamphlet will be widely used
for publicity and special teaching purposes. The cost: per copy is $0.15, but it
can ooIy be sold in lots of ten. For ten
copies, $1.50.

Publishing Offiee
The work of the Pub~shing Committee
is conducted in the supplementary ad-
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OUR BAHA'I SCHOOLS

enue, Wilmette; Illinois, and the Western
Divislon is discontinued as of March 1.

As the winter adventures in teaching
draw to a close we might ask ourselves,
"What is the greatest adventure of summer?U No answer could be more :fitting
than that summer schools are again offering the greatest of all opportunities for
deepening our know ledge, improving our
techniques, and drinking in the refreshing
atmosphere of Baha'i association.
In The Advent Of Divine Justice, the
Guardian. speaking of each American believer, says: c'If he attends his summer
school--and every one without exception
i, urged to take advantage of atteoding
it-let him consider such an occasion as a
welcome and precious opportunity so to
enrich, through lectures, ,tudy, and discussion, his knowledge of the funw.mentals of his Faith as to be able to transmit
with greater confidence and effectiveness,
the Message that has been entrusted to his

Correspondence witb Mr.. Emma F.
Smith in connection with the settlement
of outstanding accounts of the Western
Division should he addressed to her at
1495 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco.

THE BAHA'i WORlD
Volume IX-1940-1942
The editorial committee of The B(JbtfJ
World Vol. IX, with the permission of
the National Spiritual Assembly, is appealing to all pioneers who have served
the Cause in foreign countri~5 to send at
once to the chairman of the committee a
persooal photograph to be accompanied
with a list of dates and countries in which
eacb bas ,erved. A small photograph, if
clear, is sufficient. but we prefer a photograph of the individual and not one in
a group.
The object in soliciting these is to preserve tbe records for future historical use
but in this issue of The B.M', WorM
'pace will not permit the publishing of
the valuable historical accounts which
sbould never-tho-less he prepared and
placed in the archives. A very interesting
section of this volume will be devoted to
pioneer service in South and Central
America and the Islands as well. It is
hoped tbat the friends will respond immediately to this urgent call.
NELLIE S. FRENCH, Cbainnan
786 Chester Ave., San Marino, Calif.

ca.re.~·

Plans are already under way for the
summer sessions of our four schools. An
insert will he placed in tbe April &bo~,
NcwJ, giving the programs in full; a.nd it
i. felt that by this means the friends will
not only bave a complete schedule for
thcir own .reference,. but every Baha'i may
literal1y become a publicity committee
for non-members..
The Green Acre Scbool this year plans
to feature tbe study of Spanisb in every
way possible. A recent letter from Shogbi
Effendi to one of the schools, states: 'c. ••
the study of Spanish, the Guardian feels,
should henceforth become a regular feature of all existing Summer Schools and
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Reference and Lending Library. an Institution of Louhelen Baha'i SchooL
provide all prospective pioneers with •..
training in Spanish history and customs
••• n
A request has come from the- Green
Acre Committee for any contribution
that the friends can make, such as, a
linguaphone, Spanish victrola lessons, and
instruction books. Last year a Spanish
table added greatly to dining room pleasure, and this yeat the committee bopes
that through the generosity of those interested, even more participation. will be
stimulated. Infonn.tion regatding cost
and type of needed equipment may be had
by writing to the secretaty of the Green
Acre Committee~ Miss Marjorie Whee1er,
84 Pleasant St., Worcester, Mass.
The Louhelen School has continued to
hold out • warm welcome through the
winter months in the form of :a. cozy library where approximately 1,800 books
a.re kept. These books cany a wide range
of material on religion, philosophy, psychology, sociology, philology, the useful
arts, science, literature, history, and fic-

tion. The public librarian in charge of
cataloguing for Detroit and vicinity
maintains that this library has by far the
finest class of books in the area. Baha'i
books are, of course, the major attraction.
There is never a time when Baha'i books
are not in circulation, and far oftener
they are loaned to non-Baha'is. Mr. Howatd Scahill, a real friend of the Cause, has
given his services in building up the Iibraty, cataloguing the books by the
Dewey -Decimal system, and attracting
the people of the vicinity to its hospitable
,helter.
An average of 25 or 30 books circulate
constantly to the public in the winter
months, and considerably more in the
summer, and this does not include study
within the w.lls. The library is equipped
to insure and carefully preserve all literary
relics as wen as up-to-date books. Old
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letters of an interesting nature, or copies
of such letters, out of print volumes,
pamphlets, calendars, outlines, and other
papers, would be received with gratitude
by the LouheIen Committee. Every book
is given a. presentation plate bearing the
name of the donor. Volumes autographed.
by Baha'i authors are particularly valued
gifts. Subjects are carefully indexed under such headings as Temple teaching, pioneer developments, pilgrimages, pictures,
maps, records of Baha'i teachers, the Holy
Land, and of course special subjects for
study. All reference work in connection
with schoo1 courses is made quickly accessible. A unique feature of the library is
its attraction to local children, who seem
to spring up from everywhere. Plans for
a Saturday group are under consideration.

BAHA'i CALENDAR
Nineteen Day Feasts: Loftiness, March
2; Splendor, March 21; Gloty, Apra 9;
Beauty, April 28.
Period of the Fast: Nineteen days beginning Match 2.
Feast of Naw-Ruz: March 21.
Meetings of the N.tional Spiritual Assembly: Match 21, 22, 23 at Wilmette;
April 22, 23, at Wilmette.
Annual election of local Spiritual Assemblies: April 21.
Annual Convention: April 24, H, 26,
27.

YOUTH MEETING
IN NEWARK
A Teaching Clinic for Baha'i youth
was held at the Hotel Douglas in Newark, N. J., on October 27, 1940. Arranged and sponsored by the communities of Newark and East Orang~ an
audience from New Y ork, New Rochelle,
Binghamton, Philadelphia, Washington,
Florida, Ohio, and many parts of New
Jersey attended. The entire teaching field
from the Baha'i viewpoint was covered
in an ambitious program which won an
enthusiastic reception. The interesting
experiment of fullowing the example of
a radio program in respect to continuity
proved extremely successful. Music, meditation, annOUDcements, and questions
were provided through the mediums of a
loud speaker and a microphone in an adjoining cODtrol room. Results were high1y

gratifying; many departed determined to
repeat the Clinic in tbeir own communities and already plans are being made for
another in February in West Englewood.
About 60 believers attended this conference. The program as issued included
interesting subjects assigned to .Benjamin
Kaufman, Gertrude Gewenz, Jack Steed,
Shirley Quigley, June Wright, Betty Murray, Ellen Sims, Norman Smith and Mae
Dyer. Curtis Kelsey conducted a "model
round table.~'

ENROLLMENTS AND
TRANSFERS
Clevdand, four. Vancouver, three and
one youth. Chicago, three and two youth.
New York, three. Lima, one. Boston,
three. San Francisco, one. Oakland., one.
Peoria, one. Baltimore, one.. Jamestown,
one. Wilmette, one. Flint. one youth.
Milwaukee, one. Pittsburgh, one. Montreal, one.

IN MEMORIAM
Grant, 0 my Lord, th.t they who hfWe
ascended unto T bee may repair unto Him

Who ;, the "",,/ ex.lled C"",pankm, tmJ
.bide bene.th the ,hoJaw of the Tabern.cIe of Thy maje!ty .nd the Sanctuary
of Thy glory.-BAHA'u'u.AH.
Mrs. Annie Bartholomew, Wilmette.
Mr.. S. Shuey, Oakland.
Mr. Rowland Howard, Santa Moruca.
Mrs. Katie A. Ellinger N yo, Topeka.
:Mrs. Irma Johnson, Montclair.
:Me. Peter Eckert, Mil waukee.
Mr.. Ella Beemer, Kenosha.
Mrs. Ella Bennett, Wauwatosa.

BAHA'i OffiECTORY
Assemblies
Beverly Hills, C.lif., Mr.. Edwatd 1.
Bode, Secretaty, P. o. Box 794.
West Haven, Conn., Douglas P. Hillhouse, Secretary, 462 First Avenue.
Seattle, Wash., Miss Zara Phanco, Curresponding $ectetaty, P. O. Box 228.
Knoxville, Tenn., :Mrs. Lessie McMichael, Secretaty, 711 y, So. Gay Street.
Cabin John, Md., Mrs. Carol R. Wood,
Acting Secretary, R. F. D. 3.
Salt Lake City, Utah; Assembly dissolved. for lack of necessary number of
believers within the city limits.
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"Now is the moment in which to
cleanse thyself with the waters of
detachment that have flowed out
from the Supreme Pen, and to p0nder, wholly fOT the sake oj God, those
things which, time and again, have
been sent down or manifested, and
then to strive, as much as lieth in
thee, to quench .. through the power
of wisdom and the fOTce of thy utterance". the fire of enmity and hatred
which smoulderetn in the. hearts oj
the peoples of the world. The Divine
Messengers have been sent down,
and their Books were revealed, for
the purpose of promoting the knowledge of God, and of furthering unity
and fellowship amongst men. But
now behold, how they have made the
Law of God a cause and pretext faT
pe..-ver"ity and hatred. How pitiful,
how regrettable, that most men aTe
cleaving fast to, and have busied
themselves with, the things they
pos,..ess, and are unaware 0/, and
shut out as by a veil from, the things
God possesseth!"" - BAHA'U'LLAH,
Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, page 12.

The Guardian's Messases
to the 1941 Convention
(The) Fifth Year (of the) Seven
Year Plan (is) opening (under) circumstances (of) utmost gravity (in)
Eastern (and) Western Hemispheres.
(The) fever of the times (is) steadily
mounting, throwing (into) sharper
relief (the) contrast between (the)
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rising greatness (of the) Faith (of)
BahO.'u'llah (and the) falling forlunes (of a) moribund civilization.
(The) American Baha'i Community,
rapidly pursuing (the) career traced
(by) unerring finger (of) 'Abdu'lBahia, can neither halt nor waver. (1)
cannot forbear address my particular plea (to) focus, owing (to) virtual
termination (of) Temple ornamenta~
tion, attention (on) teaching requirements (of the) Plan. (I) appeal (to)
incoming National Assembly. its
auxiliary Teaching Committees and
subsidiary agencies (to) deliberate
(and) devise means (to) insure
prompt reinstatement (of the) Assemblies recently disbanded (and)
formation (of) Assembly (in) each
newly-opened State (and) Province
(of) North America and continuity
(of the) consolidation (of the) pioneer work initiated (in) every Latin
Republic. Undismayed (by) aggra·
vation (of the) fury (of the) world
tempest threatening their shores,
scornful (of the) agila tion stirred up
(by their) adversaries, (the) breakers (of the) Covenant, (the) resolule
upholders (of the) Divine Plan will,
indeed cannot but, persist (in their)
ordained task (to) propagate (the)
flame, enlarge (the) administrative
limits, (and) strike deeper roots (of
the) world-encircling, world-redeeming Faith (of) Bahil'u'Jlah.
SHOGHI RABBANI

Cabtegram received April 23, 1941_

MAY, 1941
Delighted Convention's noble determination.
Fervently
praying
(for) increasing capacity, still more
brilliant exploits. Deepest love.
SaOOHI RABBANI

Cablegram -received Aprif 28, 1941.

Convention Message to
Shoghi EJlendi
Convention determined fulfil Master's hope (for) Temple, accelerate
consolidation newly born groups, extension Beloved's Faith. Yearn capacity (to) receive your guidance
(and) strength. Entreat prayers.
Gra tefu! (for) bounty (of) service.
Send our hearts' love (and) devotion.
Cableg1'am sent AprH 24, 1941_

Messages to the
National Spiritual Assembly
Assure Marion Jack. (my) loving,
fervent prayers (and) high admir·
a tion (of) her heroic perseverance,
noble courage (and) exemplary
stewardship (of the) Cause (of)
Babil'u'llilh. Much impressed (by)
superbly conceived. courageously
outspoken, truly inspired statement
embodied in general letter pages two
to four in Australian Baha'i Quarterly. Advise pUblication (in its) entirety this letter (in) American
Baha'i News. Regard it best answer
to certain believers requesting clarification
(of)
statement entitled
"Grace That Sustains" in June
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BaM', News. Advise read full text
(of) letter (at) Convention.
SHOGlU RABBANl

Cablegram received April 19, 1941.

Newly elected Assembly's supreme
objective (is) steadily direct energies, energetically coordinate enterprises, fan (the) flame (of) enthusiasm, remove impediments (in) progress (of the) teaching activities (of
the) Baha'i communities (of the)
Americas. Praying unprecedented
success.
SRoom

RABBANI

Cablegram received May 2, 1941.

and moved him, and he wishes me to
assure you that no casualties whatever have been suffered by any of
the believers here, and that all
Baha'i properties and institutions,
including the Holy Shrines, have
been spared. No doubt, Baha'u'llah
will continue to vouchsafe His unfailing protection to the believers in
every land~ how much more to those
who are directly and more particularly associated· with the administration of the affairs of His Faith,
whether at its world-center in the
Holy Land or a broad.
From letter dated Novembe-r 20 1940,
written through the Guardianls SecretaTY
to Allen B. McDaniel.
1

It is his considered view that the
Regional
Teaching
Committees,
though appointed by the N. S. A.,
should be directly responsible to the
National Teaching Committee,. inasmuch as this body's specific task is
to supervise, direct and coordinate,
under the general guidance of the
N. S. A., all teaching activities
tlrroughout the U. S. A. and Canada.
The N. S. A.'s final jurisdiction
over both the National Teaching
Committee and the Regional Teaching Committees is certainly indisputable, and is of the same nature and
character as the authority to which
it is entitled over all other national
committees.
The Regional Teaching Committees should henceforth be asked to
send their reports directly to the
National Teaching Committee, and
to ask for their directions as to the
most effective way they can carryon
their respective teaching tasks. By
so doing, the National Teaching
Committee will undoubtedly help in
relieving the N. S. A. of unnecessary
details, and will also avoid duplication and congestion of work, partit.--ularly now that the N. S. A. is assuming such great responsibilities under
the Seven Year Plan.
From letter dated February 2, 1941, WTitten thTOUgh the Guardian's Secretary.

The Guardian will pray that the
general conditions outside the Cause
and the inevi table repercussions
which further deterioration in the
international situation might bring
on America? will not reach such a
point as to seriously hinder the
friends in bringing this enterprise
(i.e., Temple construction) to full
completion.
The concern you have expressed
for the Guardian following recent air
raids on Haifa, has deeply touched

Dear and Valued Co-Worker:
The successive communications,
whether letters or cables, that have
lately been received from the States,
whether from the National Assembly
or individual believers, eloquently
proclaim the magnificent spirit and
the remarkable achievements of the
American believers_ I rejoice and
feel deeply thankful for these blessings of Baha'u'llab vouchsafed to
them in these days of ever-increasing stress and turmoil . . .
SHOGm
The Guardian's postcript to this letter.

He has been again most pleased
to note that the Temple work is
making steady and speedy progress,
and that the Trustees hope that the
nine faces of the main story ornamentation will be completed by the
latter part of next year.
The news of the completion of the
reinforced concrete walls, of the entrance ways and areaways, has also
been most encouraging to him, and
he too hopes that this will now make
it possible to go ahead with the grading of the grounds, and also with
their seeding, so that by next spring
the Temple grounds will look as attractive as possible, especially in
view of the great flow of delegates
and visitors which the Temple would
attract at that time of the year.
As regards the construction of the
accessory building, adjacent to the
caretaker's house in the Temple
area the Guardian would urge that
eve~ effort should be made to have
the building ready as soon as possible for use as headquarters of both
the Treasurer and of the Publishing
Committee. The transfer of these
committees to the vicinity of the
Temple and of the Hazirat'sul-Quds

is indeed a step of historic significance, and one which is bound to increase the efficiency and heighten
the prestige of the national administrative institutions of the Faith in
America.
From letter dated December 13, 194.0 1
written thTough the GuaTdian's Secretary
to AHen B. McDaniet.

He is fully pleased with the work
far accomplished, and hopes that
by now the first tlrree faces of the
main story have been duly completed. He has now every reason to
believe that should the present rate
of progress in the ornamentation
work be maintained throughout the
coming year, and should the flow of
contributions be as steady and substantial as it has been so far, the
entire edifice will be completed far
ahead of the schedule, thus giving
still another striking evidence of the
unremitting zeal and inexhaustible
resourcefulness that have been so
remarkably and so consistently displayed by the American believers in
their collective exertions for the termination of this unique, and indeed
historic enterprise.
The photographs you had kindly
sent showing the progress of the
various construction activities were
indeed excellent, and the Guardian
has distributed some of them to
various pilgrims from Iran who, upon their retUIn home, will no doubt
share them with the rest of the be-lievers. They will all derive much
needed comfort and encouragement
from these pictures, and will surely
be further strengthened in their resolve to courageously face and
patiently endure the many trials and
tribulations to which they are being
increasingly subjected.
~o

FTom letter dated Janua.TY 18, 1941, writ·
ten through the Gua.rdian's Secretary to
AUen B. McDaniel.

--Kindly assure the National Assembly of his deepest appreciation of
their very generous offering which
he will use for the promotion of vital
international interests of the Faith.
A separate receipt duly signed by
him is enclosed for your files . . .
He hopes and will continue to pray
that the flow of contributions to the
Temple Fund will remain uninterrupted, nay, will so increase as to
insure the full consummation of this
glorious and sacred undertaking at
the appointed time.
FTom letteT dated December 2, 1940, writ·
ten through the Gua-rdian's Secretary to
Roy C. Wilhelm.
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Regarding the state of the National Fund, which you have reported as
suffering from a general slackness in
contributions from both individual
believers and the local Assemblies
and groups. It is only evident that
unless the flow of donations is regu~
larJy maintained by means of generous and continual support by all
the believers, individually and

col~

lectively, the National Fund will
never be able to meet the needs and
requirements of the Cause, particularly in these days when the national
activities of the American believers
are assuming such wide and increasing proportions.
From tetter dated February 3, 1941, written through the. Guardia.n's Secretary to
Roy C. Wilhelm.

"The Promised Day Is Come"
A general letter addressed by the
Guardian to the Baha'is of the West
will shortly be published as a
pamphlet entitled The Promised Day
Is Come. Advance proofs of the first
part of the letter have been given
delegates and local Assemblies. Final
publication can not be made until the
entire text, mailed in installments,
has been received. The scope of
this great document is indicated by
the excerpts here reprinted. Undoubtedly the study classes maintained by local Assemblies and
groups for believers will revolve
around this message in which Shoghi
Effendi
upholds the
Faith of
Bah..i'u'lIah as supreme challenge to
civilization and to man.
HA tempestt unprecedented in its
violence, unpredictable in' its course,
catastrophic in its immediate effects,
unimaginably glorious in its ultimate
consequences, is at present sweeping
the face of the earth. Its driving
power is remorselessly gaining in
range and momentum. Its cleansing
force, however much undetected, is
increasing with every passing day.
Humanity, gripped in the clutches
of its devastating powert is smitten
by the evidences of its resistless fury.
It can neither perceive its origin, nor
probe its significance, nor discern
its outcome. Bewildered, agonized
and helpless, it watches this great
and mighty wind of God invading
the remotest and fairest regions of
the earth, rocking its foundations,
deranging its equilibrium, sundering
its nations, disrupting the homes of
its peoples, wasting its cities, driving
into exile its kings, pulling down its
bulwarks, uprooting its institutions,

Main Story Ornamentation No.4, April 7! 1941, sbowUt& point ['cubcd at end of
Fourth Year of Seven Year Plan.

dimming its Ught, and harrowing up
the souls of its inhabitants . . . .
"This judgment of God, as viewed
by those who have recognized
Baha 'u'lliLh as His Mouthpiece and
His greatest Messenger on earth, is
both a retributory calamity and an
act of holy and supreme discipline.
It is at once a visitation from God
and a cleansing process for all mankind. Its fires punish the perversity
of the human race, and weld its component parts into one organic, indivisible, world-embracing communHy.
Mankind, in these fateful years,
which at once signalize the passing
of the first century of the Baha'i Era
and proclaim the opening of a new
one, is, as ordained by Him Who is
both the Judge and the Redeemer of
the human race, being simultaneous-

ly called upon to give account of its
past actions, and is being purged and
prepared for its future mission. It

can neither escape the responsibilities of the past, nor shirk those of
the future. God, the Vigilant, the
Just, the Loving. the All-Wise Ordainer, can, in this supreme Dispen~
sation, neither allow the sins of an
unregenerate humanity, whether of
omission or of commission, to go
unpunished, nor will He be willing
to abandon His childen to their fate,
and refuse them that culmina ling
and blissful stage in their long, their
slow and painful evolution throughout the ages, which is at once their
inalienable right and their true
destiny."
The friends will be informed when
copies of the pamphlet can be .ob-
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tained from the Publishing Committee.

The Fifth Year of the
Seven Year Plan
To the Spiritual Assemblies, Communities and Groups 01 the Baha'is
of the United States and Canada.
Beloved Friends:
In the Guardian's cabled Message
to the Convention we have the clear
and foreeful expression of his plea
addressed to the American BaM'i
Community at this great hour of
destiny.
Whatever may befall,
throughout this Baha'i year we are
to pursue steadfastly the "career
traced by unerring finger of Abu'lBaha." and can "neither halt nor
waver.u
We are to consider that the Temple
ornamentation has been reduced to
the final stage of performance, that
of contracts executed by the Temple
Trustees with the J obn J. Earley
Studios, payment for which is to be
provided through the Annual Budget
outlined below.
We are to concentrate all our resources, national, regional and local,
upon the teaching aspect of the Seven
Year Plan. Before us lies the spiritual map of North, Central and South
America. We are to- strive unceasmgIy until on that map is indicated
in glowing light the existence of local
Spiritual Assemblies in all States and
Provinces of North America, and of
active and vigorous Baha'i groups in
all other American nations.
The first charge upon the current
Budget is the sum of $30,000 set up
for teaching work, about twice the
amount devoted to that purpose in
any previous year. Detailed plans
will be announced as soon as possible. Meanwhile all the friends can
prepare themselves inwardly by
prayer and supplication for worthiness and capacity to be instruments
for the promulgation of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah.
With that inward and spiritual
preparation our National Committees, the Regional Committees, the
valiant pioneers, the local Assemblies, communities and groups-all
the American Baha'is, individually
and collectively - will be charged
with irresistible zeal and enthusiasm
for the sacred task.
If any local community has been
divided, any Assembly weak and
ineffective, such a condition can and
must be overcome, for such condi-

~

Baha'i Display arranced by Marperite Bruegger in Shotwell's Floral Shop, Faqo,
North D.ko .... SpriDg, 1941.

tions cut us off from the Power which
confirms the teaching effort of the
humblest soul. Teaching, indeed, is
the supreme test of our faith, our
knowledge, our unity and our love
of the Cause. For teaching must be
motivated by pure spirit and at the
same time must be made effective
by the coordination of the whole
community through the various
teaching agencies and administrative
institutions. Teaching is the health
and strength of the Hahit'i community.
Annual Budget
May 1, 1941-ApriI30, 1942
The Budget adopted for the Fifth
Year of the Seven Year Plan contains the following items:Teaching, North and
South America ..
. . $30 ,000
Completion main story
ornamentation
.. 35,000
Repayment loan for
Temple construction
..... 20,1]00
Administration, including contribu·

tions to International Fund, all
committee budgets except teaching, and all property maintenance and operation........ .... 40.000
Printing cost, The Baha'i World,
Vol. VIII ......
. .. 6,000
Contingent and unforeseen items .. 19,000
$150.000

Schedule of Meetings

of National Spiritual Assembly
In publishing its schedule of meetings, including the dates of the 1942
Convention, the National Assembly

'Wishes to announce that important
matters should be submitted to the
Assembly a week in advance of the
meeting and in writing. This will
enable the members to deal with
their agenda more effectively than
when matters are rushed to the meetings af~er sessions have begun. The
business of the Cause increases yearly. The believers will surely cooperate in contributing to the efficiency
of the N. S. A. It must be borne in
mind that its members, in addition
to the affairs of the American Baha'i
community and the teaching work in
South -America, bear responsibility
for Temple, Green Acre, Wilhelm,
Bosch, and Wilson (Malden) properties as trustees for the Baha'is.
May 30, 31, June 1, Wilmette. July
4, 5, 6, Wilmette. August 15, 16, 17,
Green Acre. October 3, 4, 5, 6, Wilmette. November 14, 15, 16, Wilmette. January 2, 3, 4, 1942, Wilmette. February 21, 22, 23, Wilmette.
April 3, 4, 5, Wilmette. April 29, Wilmette. 1942 Convention, April 30, May
I, 2, 3.
Communication With
the Be liev ers
The National Assembly will this
year concentrate on Bahli'i News as
the organ of communication with Assemblies, groups and communities,
with special letters from time to time
as may be required. In Baha'i News
we have the instrument which brings
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all the believers together in one
great audience. It will publish as
much current news as possible. and
news reports should therefore be
brief, to leave room for others.
In conclusion: the National Spiritual Assembly will strive to stand behind and assist all its Committees in
their important undertakings. It
will encourage and assist the local
Assemblies in their performance of
their great Baha'i mission. It will
serve the teachers and pioneers with
all available spiritual and material
resources. At Nineteen Day Feasts

and Anniversaries let us pray for the
removal of all difficulties which stand
in the way of our teaching, and for
the rending of all veils of mistUlderstanding which may prevent full cooperation among the friends. The
greater our privilege, the more we
will all be held to account for our motives and action in His Cause.
Faithfully yours,

in service to the Cause ..

LuncheoD held in 4:ODnection with the Week of Science at Ia UnivenidBd in PanalDHl~
(Third from the Jeft is Senorita Emerita Guevara, student of the Baha'i Faith who
has just won the Latin Am.erican Fellowwp of the American Associ.tion of Universiay
Women for the academic year 1941-42~)

NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY

The Annual Election
At the Friday evening session of
the Convention, April 25, the tellers
reported the result of the an;nual
election as follows:162 ballots were cast. Votes were
not received from seven delegates.
Tvio Assemblies were dissolved for
lack 01 numbers after they had elected one delega te each~ and this disqualified the two delegates.
Louis G. Gregory received 132
votes; Horace Holley 131 votes; Allen
B. McDaniel, 130 votes; Roy C. Wilhelm, 125 votes; Siegfried Schopflocher, 122 votes; Mrs. Dorothy
Baker, 116 votes; Mrs. Amelia E.
Collins, 90 votes; Mr. Leroy loas, 89
votes; Mr, George O. Latimer, 83
votes.
This Assembly proceeded to organize with the following officers:
Allen B, McDaniel, Chairman; Mrs.
Dorothy Baker, Vice - Chairman;
Horace Holley, Secretary; Roy C.
Wilhelm, Treasurer; Siegfried Schopflacher, Assistant Treasurer; Louis
G. Gregory. Recording Secretary.
Communications intended for the
National Assembly should be addressed to the Secretary or to the
National Baha'i Office, 536 Sheridan
Road, Wilmette, Dlinois. Communications intended for the Treasurer
should be addressed to the Treasurer, or to National Baha'i Fund, 110
Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Dlinois.

The Baha'i Cause Today
The special attention of the friends
is called to the May, 1941 issue of
World Order Magazine. It contains
the reply written by Mrs. Marzieh
Gail to the attack on the Cause written by Rev. William McElwee Miller,
former missionary in Irim. as published in the October, 1940 issue of
The Moslem World and later reprinted as a pamphlet circulated for some
reason among members of the Baha'i
Faith.
Mrs. Gail's admirable exposition
of the issues raised by the Rev.
Miller is preceded by a brief statement prepared by the National
Spiritual Assembly. Extra copies of
the May number have been printed,
as many believers will doubtless
wish to give a copy to some nonBaha'i friend still unable to rise
above the standpoint of traditional
creed. In localities where the Cause
is attacked by religious leaders, the
friends can also make excellent use
of this reply, a long with the Guardian's own clear statement reprinted
under the title of Religion a Living
Organism.

Copies of the May number of Wor1d
Order can be obtained from the
magazine business office, 110 Linden
Avenue, Wilmette, for 15c each or
eight copies for $1.00. Religion a
Living Organism, by Shoghi Effendi,
Baha'j Reprint No.4, sells for $2.00
per 100 copies. The friends are urged

to give special study to this question
of the true relation between the
Revelation of Christ and that of
Babit 'u 'lIah.

Temple Construction
As could be seen by the delegates
present at Convention, the important
matter of Temple construction under
the Seven Year Plan has entered its
final phase. The land graded last
fall has been sown with rye grass
seed to provide rootage and bind the
soil against erosion as well as to
cover the earth with verdure. The
parking place has been arranged
along Linden Avenue just west of
the Temple property. The truck entrance to Foundation hall from Sheridan Road, near the bridge, needs
completing the surface of the road
inside the fence and also a concrete
approach from the curb to the fence.
This can not be done until Sheridan
Road has been realigned.
As Mr. Earley explained to the
Convention, the exterior ornamentation of the main story can be finished
this calendar year, and work has already begun. The next and perhaps
final contract under the Seven Year
Plan is for the steps, and work has
been authorized under an arrangement which will call for monthly payments beginning January, 1942, with
the steps completed by July or August of that year.
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The Legal Case
The friends are inform ed that with

the Guardian's approval an appeal
has been taken on the decision made
by a judge of the New York Supreme
Court on April 1, and the matter is
therefore still in process of settle-

ment.
In response to inquiries received
from many believers who wish to
know what they should do with the
literature received unsolicited from
the New History Society, the National
Assembly advises the friends to
mark the envelopes "refused 1/ and
drop them in the nearest post box or
post office, for return to the sender.

Inter-America News
UCenter your eneTgies in the
propagation of the Faith of God,
Whoso is worthy of so high a calling, let him arise and promote it,
Whoso is unable, it is his duty to
appoint him who wilt, in his stead,
proclaim this Revelation, whose
power hath caused the fOttndations
of the mightiest structures to quake,
every mountain to be crushed into
dust and every soul to be dumbfounded," - Baha'u'lhlh,
The
Inter·America
Committee
wishes to bring to the attention of
the Baha'i Community of North
America the eagerness with which
they await new applications for pioneer posts in Central and South
America, It is the obligation and the
very great privilege of this community to eventually form an indissoluble chain throughout the entire Western Hemisphere. New cities
must be reached and pioneers are
needed to take the place of others
who have been forced to return to
this country, It is important that as
much continuity as possible be maintained in the teaching work.
ASWlcion, Paraguay
Miss Elizabeth Cheney reports
that she has received a permit that
will allow her to stay indefinitely in
Paraguay. She writes that just four
weeks after arriving in Asuncion the
first Baha'i meeting was held in
Paraguay. A former National Minis~
ter of Education acted as chairman.
There were about thirty people pres~
ent, among them persons of prominence in the country. Of particular
interest was that about a third of the
audience were women, which in
Paraguay is very unusual as they
are inclined to take very little in~

Message to the Guardian
On April 27, the incoming Na~
tional Spiritual Assembly sent
the following cablegram to
Shoghi Effendi:"Assembly consecrated (to)
intensified teaching effort. Greg~
ory, Holley, McDaniel, Wilhelm,
Schopfl.ocher, Baker, Collins,
loas, Latimer. Same officers.
Owing impending severe cur~
tailment private construction
projects, delighted (to) report
arrangement (to) complete exterior ornamentation and steps
(at) total cost (of) $65,000 (with)
payment spread (over) two
years. First appropriation (is)
$30,000 (for) teaching. Convention radiant, infused (with)
teaching enthusiasm, determined fulfil your cabled appeal,
Devoted love."
terest in religious matters outside
the narrow round of the Catholic
Church. The subject of the talk was
HLa Paz Universal." All of those
present expressed real interest and
a desire to attend other meetings.
Wonderful letters have been re~
ceived from Miss Cheney. She recently inclosed a picture of the Ba~
ha'i Class in Paraguay. Due to the
disturbed political conditions in the
Country she has made no effort to
secure publicity but has a regular
attendance at the weekly meetings
of approximately thirty people. Two
of the members of the class are
starting a Youth Group.
A noted sculptor of Paraguay has
been studying a picture 01 'Abdu'lBaha to assist him in making a head
of the Christ. He said. "The Christ
would have looked like that, except
that He did not suffer for so many
years."
The Group sent Naw~Ruz greet~
ings to the Baha'i's of North Amerl~
ca,
Panama
Mrs. Louise Caswell has sent in a
card for Srta. Guevara, winner of
the University Women's Fellowship.
She will attend the University of
California at Berkeley. She attended
the BaM'i classes held by Mrs, Oliver and Mrs. Caswell.
Mrs. Oliver and Mrs. Caswell report that they have had several visitors from home who are passing
t h r 0 ugh the Canal. They again

stressed the need for men pioneers.
Brazil
Miss Leonore Holsapple reports
that she has completed the Iranslation of "The Goal of a New World
Order" into Portuguese. This trans.
lation will prove of great value to
the teaching work in Brazil.
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Mr. Philip Sprague has returned
from Buenos Aires where he has
been conducting a most successful
group of classes. He reports that in
one class there were seventeen
young people, five of whom are believers. This brings the total num~
ber of believers to fifteen. Mr,
Sprague was able to obtain radio
time for sixteen talks. Two halfhour periods a week for eight weeks.
He has also been instrumental in
having the "Dispensation of Baha'u'llilh" translated into Spanish. This
is indeed a great service as it will
a ssist immensely in the teaching
work throughout Latin-America.
Havana~ Cuba
Mrs. Hoagg writes encouragingly
of the work in Havana where she
has been holding classes regularly.
She has planned to stay in Cuba
until the middle of ApriL
Mrs. Hoagg ha s sent in a newspaper account, which included a
Temple picture, of her talk before
the Women's Club of Havana, She
reports two new believers.
Chile
A complete report has been received from Mrs. Marcia Atwater on
her work in Santiago, the following
is a quotation from her letter and
will bring joy to the hearts of the
friends in North America~
"First let me say that the work is
being done in five distinct directions
-the Theosophical Society, whose
President yesterday offered me the
T,S, platform for early in March and
assured me of his efforts to effect a
complete turn-out to hear the lecture
-then secondly, a group of people
whom Baha'u'llah has seen fit to put
in my path and who come under no
particular heading-these are the
people who gather for the Sunday
classes, which become larger and
better each time. Thirdly is the Chi·
lean Government, which doors have
been opened through my connection with the Press. Am having tea
tomorrow with the Minister of Information and Propaganda. Fourthly is
the University group, which connec-
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tions are due to mature the end of
this week a s we have an engage·
ment to meet the woman who is
most important in t his connection,
who speaks English and through
whom I hope to secure permission to
speak from the University platform.
The latter introduction comes from
two sources, the head of the Theosophical Soc. and a personal introduction I already had. Fifthly is the
American Newspaper group which
will act, or I should say re-act, back
in the U.S. to help the Cause there.
We have been interviewed, picture
taken, whole story of Cause given in
connection with pioneer work here,
by a tra veIling press man from Denver, Colorado. . . To be short and
clear we must say that Baha'u'llah
has done nothing I e s s than set on
fire the entire city of Santiago. . .
The man I mentioned from Colorado
had been to the Holy Land SOme
years ago and was telling me about
it-it seemed that one day while in
Beirut College he was sitting wondering which route to take to Egypt,
when a young man came up to him
and spent an hour helping him plan
the nicest journey possible. Then
this man disappeared. My friend
turned to SOme others and said,
"who in the world was that helpful
stranger"; and the reply was that
he was a Baha'i and it is a part of
his religion to help others without remunera tion. The man from Colorado
could not forget that incident, and it
was that act of t hat dear Persian
brother which was responsible for
my interview, pictures etc. and ena bled me to interest the young
American in the F ai th enough to
promise to read and study it! . . . I
have met with such extreme kindness and courtesy that I can't describe it-what a tribute it is to Baha'u'llah.
. Books have been
placed in a key bookshop-and the
owner has undertaken to m a i lout
some of the pamphlets to certain
favored customers."
Mrs. Marcia Steward Atwater has
had excellent publicity and has
found great courtesy and consideration among all types of people. She
enclosed f 0 u r registration cards
which make a group of six: believers
in Santiago. She is more than
pleased as all those who have signed
cards are people of great capacity
and understanding. One is a Chilean
professor who speaks five languages. Two of the men of the group plan
to go South of San tia go where they

Publishing Notice
Orders can now be filled on
Epistle To the Son of the
Wolf," translated by Shoghi
Effendi. This Tablet is beautifully bound in two-tone cloth,
the type style being similar to
that used in the "Gleanings."
185 pages, with Index kindly
prepared by Miss Flora Hottes.
Per copy, $1.50. Address Baha'i
Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
H

own a ranch to establish a Baha'i
Summer School. Mrs. Atwater has
sent some articles to the Pasadena
Star News which are expected to be
published in the near future. She
also spoke of enj oying a three day
visit from Mrs. Barton who is on her
way home to the United States.
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goes on to tell of her lecture at the
Casino, the finest social club in Honduras, the University and in several
schools w her e special programs
were arranged for her. The Director
of the School of Fine Arts was greatly interested in the Cause and asked
for several pictures of the Temple,
as he desired to put them in the Art
Gallery as an inspiration to his students. He plans to be in the U.S.
next fall and hopes to visit the
Temple.
" Now I tell you the best news! I
add to this a list of the people that
attended nearly all of my fourteen
BahA'i talks while I was in Teguci·
galpa, from Jan. 21 to Feb. 25, 1941.
There were 27 in all but -this does not
include the many, many persons
who heard of the Cause or of one or
more aspects of it. Many persons
were constantly at my Hotel for personal interviews on all kinds of social problems and to them I explained the Baha'i attitude on these problems. Among these were the Ministers from Peru, from Mexico, a famOllS Historian and the President of
the First Inter-American Congress
of Indians held in Mexico last
spring. People from Belgium, Spain,
England, A r a b i a; Russia and
France as well as many Latin
American nations.
"On February 15 the study group
elected their permanent Committee
to carry on the study preparatory to
the day when they can elect a Spiritual Assembly. I am so very happy
over that Committee J for it is composed of outstanding people of great
capacity and who stand before the
Community as leaders in thought."

Honduras
Mrs. Frances Stewart has written
a very interesting and encouraging
account of her recent teaching work
in several of the Central American
countries; it can perhaps be best
presented in her own words.
"Before going further I want to report of my very happy time in lovely
Honduras! In a former letter I wrote
of my having so many doors opened
by friends from Washington and
from these other nations and so I
was most cordially welcomed a s I
arrived in Honduras. Women connected with our Peace organization,
these women opened all doors for
me and I was soon lecturing in aU
kinds of women's organizations and
schools. I had three long visits with
the President of Honduras, Sr. T.
Carias and his family, his car was
Guatemala
at my disposal during my stay and
Mrs. Stewart also reports that the
he later sent me to the great Maya group in Guatemala is meeting reguruins at Copan in his plane ... I had larly and shows splendid signs of
to return to the city, for I was to be progress.
guest of the Rotary Club at a spe·
Nicaragua
cial dinner where the wives and
Mr.
Mathew
Kaszab is being aswomen friends were also guests. It
was a most happy occasion and one sisted in the teaching work in Nicathat will be long remembered. . . . ragua by Mrs. Frances Stewart, who
The following day a wonderful group reports that she has received much
of men and women met in the Ro- favorable publicity and hopes to be
tary Club rooms and the Honduras able to give many talks while in the
Committee on Inter-American CUl- country.
Mrs. Stewart informs us that she
ture was established. . . . From
among these new friends r found has been able to contact many
several who were ready for the people in Managua and that many
Greatest Bond, spiritual reality, and have been attracted to the Cause.
they came to hear my Baha'i talks The newspapers have given her
and joined ~p wit h the permanent much space. She hopes to get to
group of students." Mrs. Stewart Costa Rica in the near future.
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San Jose, Costa Rica
Mrs, Cora Oliver writes from
Costa Rica of the excellent work being done by Mrs. Woolson and Mrs.
Ford. She considers the work they
are doing in Costa Rica outstanding
in the pioneer field.
Port Au Prince, Haiti
Good news has been received from
the Blackwells. They have sent in
three registration cards, a Mr. and
Mrs. McBean and Miss Muriel Johnson. The McBeans have opened their
home for meetings. They report it
very difficult to spread the Cause in
Haiti because they are handicapped
by the lack of literature in French.

Baha'i Study Class in San SalvadoJ'

Uruguay
Mr. Wilfred Barton writes that he
has moved to a more central location at Convencion 1487, Apartment
3. He also enclosed the names of two
new believers. Srta. Emilia A. Martinez Morente and Sr. Abraham Kassabian. He reports regular classes
being held in Montevideo.
Mazatlan, Mexico
Mrs. Pilkington, who is visiting in
her native city, Mazatlan, says that
she has interested several people in
the Cause. She is most fortunate in
being able to give the Cause in the
language of the Country.
Quito, Ecuador
The Inter-America Committee has
received Naw-Riiz greetings from
John Stearns in Quito with a report
that the spreading of the Cause is go-

ing steadily forward. His new address is Aptdo. 696, Quito, Ecuador.
San Domingo
Miss Gertrude Gewertz is expecting to go to San Domingo to be with
Miss Lentz and if she can find employment will remain. Miss Margaret Lentz is delighted with the
prospect of having assistance in the
!lioneer work.
Peru
Miss Eve Nicklin, who at one time
worked with Miss Holsapple in Brazil, is preparing to go to Peru as a
pioneer.
La Paz, Bolivia
We regret to say that Mrs. Eleanor Adler who has been in La Paz
for the last few months is obliged to
return home.

"Know that he is truly learned who
hath acknowledged My Revelation,
and drunk from the Ocean of My
kn.owledge, and soared in the atmosphere of My love, and cast away
all else besides Me, and taken firm
hold on that which hath been sent
down from the Kingdom of My wondrous utterances. He, veTily, is even
as an eye unto mankind, and as the
spirit of life unto the body of all cretion."-BAHA'U'LLAH, Epistle to the
Son of the Wolf. page 83.

Our Baha'i Schools
"Indeed it is v e r y important for
the Faith, to extend the teachings
of Baha'u'Uah amongst the youth, as
it is through their activities that the
Cause of our beloved Master will in
future spread all over the American
Continent. They have upon their
shoulders all the responsibilities for
the progress of the Movement; it is
our duty to rear their spiritual feelings, and enlighten their hearts with
the light of guldance which has been
shed upon us by the Master.
"It is very interesting to follow up
the development these institution 5
make from year to year and the way
they attract attention more and
more. Before long, Shoghi Effendi
hopes, they will become powerful
and well-established organizations
that will train innumerable young
men and women to go out into the
world and spread the message of
Baha'u'llilh. Definite courses should
be given along the different phases
of the Baha'i Faith and in a manner
that will stimulate the students to
proceed in their studies privately
once they return home, for the period of a few days is not sufficient to
learn everything. The y have to be
taught the habit of studying the
Cause constantly, for the more we

Haziratu'I.Quds
of Egypt
The National Spiritual Assembly has cabled the sum of
ninety-five pounds to the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly of
the Bahii' is of Egypt and the
Sudan a s a contribution from
the American friends toward
the cost of constructing their
Baha'i headquarters. The gift
was made in order to associate
the American believers with
this historic enterprise.
read the Words the more will the
truth they contain be revealed to
us."-Shoghl Effendi.
The International School has added a new feature for 1941; a youth
session. As the Ranch accommodates
only 19 persons, the sessions must be
divided. The first concern of the International School last year was the
study of the Latin American mind;
its religious background and psychology. The second concern was
the study of the culture, history,
and music of the Latin Americans,
so that a sympathetic basis of apprecia tion would be formed in the
mind of the student. The third interest of the school was the effort to
rea ch the people of Colorado Springs
who, through the long years previously had exhibited little or no int~rest in the Faith. Symposiums,
given by 4 teachers, were immensely helpful and from a handful of
people the audiences grew to well
over 100. This year the first session
will be held from June 20 to June 30
the youth session from July 1st ~
10th.
The Geyserville School is making
plans for a busy session this year.
We hear from Mrs. Louise Grager of
that committee tha t a special fea~-_
ture is again being arranged for the
children who attend. Last year, 24·
children attended the school; 9 of
the;rn from non-Baha'i families in
Geyserville and vicinity. The effect
is best expressed by the remark of
one eleven year old girl, who said,
"Isn't it funny, during summer
school I am a Baha'i, even if I am
a Catholic the rest of the year."
Classes were held regularly every
day for the first tw"o or three weeks
of the school. Hours were from 9 :30
a.m. to 12:00-. One hour and a quarter was given to outlined work, and
one hour and a quarter to art and
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handicraft. Outlines use d were,
Creation, Baha'i Principles, and Baha'i Founders. The Children's Committee sponsored a ROWld Table, at
which the following ideas and suggestions were brought forth:
1. Give chlldren a place on the
program at home and school whenever pes sible.
2. Use pageants and simple plays
as simple mediums of childhood expression.
3. Develop neighborhood p I a y,
with Baha'i supervision.
4. Let traveling teachers qualified
to do so, assist in starting children's
classes wherever possible.
5. Use Baha'i books as awards.
6. There is a need for songs,
plays, pageants, handicraft suggestions, and more study outlines. Such
original material, successfully developed in the schools, should be
submitted to the Child Education
Committee for further use.
The Children's Committee of the
Geyserville School calls the attention of the public to the fact that the
youth group age ranges from 15 to
25, and those responsible for children under 15 are requested to see
that these students enter the children's classes. Ai; special facilities
are provided for children at this
school, it is urged that every family
try to bring at least one chlld. Every
boy and girl at Geyserville enj oys a
summer vacation, increased good
health, a growing knowledge of the
Cause and the spirit of Baha'i living.

International Bahii'i School
Second Inter-American Se.sion
Teachers' Se•• ion June 20-30
Youth Se.sion July 1-10
On June 20, if plans remain illl
changed, the Session will be host
to Conductor Skolanski and his orchestra of sixty young people from
all the countries of Latin America.
On June 21, Prof. Richard F.
Behrendt, recently of Panama University, will speak on The Drama of
Today As Seen in Latin America.
He will be available all day to answer questions and talk over teachR

ing problems with the Baha'is.
On Sunday the 22 we plan to have
a joint lecture by Horace Holley and

George O. Latimer. Their subjects
will be concerned with the deep
causes of human upheaval.
Prof. James Sykes will again speak
on the music and culture of Latin
America (this lecture will be re·
peated during the youth session).
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Children's C1ass 9 GeyservilJe Baha'i Scboo], July, 1940.

There will be one concert in each
Session gratis by the Colorado College. Dales not yet selected. There
will also be in each Session colored
slides shown of Latin American
Cities, flora of the high Andes and
some paintings done by South
American artists, (This feature provided by a local professor). George
0, Latimer will speak on the Wlfold·
ing of the future program of Baha'·
u'llilh. Date not yet determined.
Wanden La Farge will give two
talks in each Session on FlUlda·
mental Psychology needed in deal·
ing with groups of people.
Two symposiums with four Baha'i
speakers will be held in a public
hall in Colorado Springs. Dates have
not yet been decided.
Each day a professor will give a
lesson in the Spanish language. For
this there will be a charge according to the number of pupils that
attend.
For the Youth Session, Prof.
Hayes of Salt Lake City University
will speak on Practical Philosophy
in teaching work.
During the youth Session each attending member will be asked to
prepare facts in regard to one country, for a talk from which notes can
be taken. Also our Baha'i teachers
from Latin America have sent in
papers to be read.
The Pan American Union have
made available literature and facts
of vital importance for study.
There will be meditation followed

by discussion with a special emphasis on clarifying points in the teaching thai might be misunderstood by
alien thought. (What 10 put forth
and what to explain in detail. What
will enable teachers to state the
Baha'i teachings in a manner clear,
comprehensible and conclusive to
Latin American minds).
The effort of the Committee during the first few years of the School
is to invite teachers of the Cause
and set a high standard that can be
a model later when the school is
open to students.
As accommodations are limited,
attendance has been filled by two
means: first, by invitation; and second, by application. This year both
Sessions with capacity of 22 persons
are filled.
During the formative period there
has been no charge but after the
present Session the Committee will
announce plans, prices and details
for the coming year.
LouJie A. Mathews
George O. La timer
Mary Barton
Helen Bishop

Teaching Conference
In Georgia
Vogel Park, near Cleveland, Georgia, in the foothills of the Blue Ridge
Mountains, will be the meeting place
again this year for the Special Ba·
ha'! Teaching Conference during the
week of June 14-21.
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This conference is really an en·
larged fireside group. The program
is not quite complete, but classes
will be given by Mrs. Howard Colby
Ives, Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, and
Mrs. Terah C. Smith.
During the week-end of June 14-15
a Youth Program will be given under the direction of Miss Virginia
Taylor and Miss Betty Shook. In addition, Vogel Par k offers excellent
swimming, boating, hiking, horseback riding, and fishing. Ample time
will be given for Baha'i fellowship,
sports, and recreation.
All cottages face the beautiful
lake, and are equipped with electricity, shower, fireplaces, fire wood,
and are suitably furnished for housekeeping. Ice and milk are delivered
daily. Each group of friends had better bring their own food, but short
orders can be gotten there in the
Park, and Walasayi Inn and Trading
Post some three miles away serves
meals.
Vogel Park is reached by U.S.
Highway No. 19, the Appalachian
Trail which traverses the Park from
Murphy N.C., on the north, and from
Dahlonega, Ga., on the south.
Friends coming from Kentucky and
Tennessee may find some gravel
road between Chattanooga and Murphy, N.C., but the road is good.
Cottages rent for five dollars a
week for each person t and reservations should be made through Nellie
J. Roche, 703 Commerce Union
Bank Bldg., Nashville, Tenn., as
soon as possible.

Teaching by Local Assemblies
From time to time, striking and ef·
fective teaching methods are developed by local Assemblies which
should be made known to other Assemblies, and BaM', News this year
plans to give all possible space to
teaching reports and news.
From recent correspondence five
different teaching plans worked out
locally in different parts of the country are selected for brief mention at
this time.
Richmond Highlands, Washington
This young Assembly has opened a
"Baha'i Fellowship House" (see ilR
lustration) which stands under towering trees on a highroad making for
easy access. From a clipping from
the Aurora Herald we quote:
"Work was started last week on
the Baha'i Fellowship House on the
property of Mr. and Mrs. B. W.
Schneider, 180th and Aurora. The
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Bulletiu for
Drafted Baha'is
Believers called for military
service tmder the draft should
have a copy of the special bulletin prepared by the National
Spiritual Assembly under date
of March, 1941. This bulletin
enables the Baha'i to fill out
his questionnaire in accord·
ance with the Baha'i teachings
and principles. Isolated believers can obtain a copy by writR
ing the National Baha'i Office.
Extra copies will be sent to
local Assemblies on request.
building, 20 x 22, will include a meet·
ing room and small kitchen. The
BaM'i meetings will be held every
Wednesday evening and courses in
Esperanto, Research and Comparative Religion will be offered."
This preliminary notice was soon
followed by an item, "Dedication of
Home of Bah3.'i Group is Told" . . .
"Guests from Portland, Seattle, Chelan, Everett, Kirkland, Monroe and
Richmond Beach were present.
c'Hilldore Jellsett, chairman of the
local Assembly, introduced the
speakers. Geo. Latimer) of Portland,
was the principal speaker of the occasion, representing the National
Assembly. Mark Tobey, of Seattle,
followed the guests of other towns in
speaking. Mrs. Schneider, of this
Baha'i Community, then formally
dedicated the edifice. Her untiring
efforts, assisted by local supporters,
made the achievement of this undertaking a crown of glory to her and
the Cause of Baha'u'llilh in this section."
Topeka
This Spiritual Assembly inaugurated the last Baha'i year by the
preparation of a very complete booklet combining its Baha'i Directory
with the Baha'i calendar for the
year. Of convenient pocket size, the
booklet consisted of sixteen pages,
multigraphed on one side, all bound
with the Temple postcard as front
cover.
The first sheets listed the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of
the members of the community, followed ~by the names of the Assembly
members with their offices, then the
list of local Committees.
The successive sheets carried
each one a calendar for one month,
with the list of Baha'i meetings,

F e a s t s, Anniversaries, Assembly
meetings and other Baha'i gather.
ings under the calendar.
The booklet thus provided each believer with the information needed
for efficient partiCipation in the 10-cal activities of the Faith.
Wilmette, Evanston, Winnetka
These three adjoining Assemblies
of the Temple area set up an Inter.
Assembly Committee with a budget
and authority to carry out a combined teaching program. As worked
out, the program included, first, a
weekly study class for all North
Shore believers; second, a printed
bulletin issued to a special list of
about one thousand persoru; in the
three towns, giving informal news
about Temple construction; third, a
series of paid notices in the three
lac a 1 papers announcing public
meetings; and fourth, a series of
meetings, one in Evanston, one in
Wilmette and one in Winnetka, with
the dates of November 15, December
6 and January 22 respectively. These
were held in Orrington School AUdi.
torium, Evanston, in Temple Foun.
dation Hall, Wilmette, and in Community House, Winnetka.
Teaneck
This Assembly issued a program
announced as CIA Comprehensive
Series of Lectures on The Baha'i
Revelation," covering subjects and
speakers for a series of Sunday eve.
ning public meetings from October
6, 1940 to February 9, 1941, nineteen
successive weeks. With the program
was embodied an "Outline of Baha'i
History," "Basic BahaJi Teachings/'
and a map and train schedule for
the convenience of new friends.
This program appears unusually
interesting in that its subjects, planned as a unified whole, presented the
seeker with a real opportunity to
learn about the fundamental purposes and teachings of the Baha'i
Faith, yet each subject was also a
unit in itself and therefore the visitor
felt under no obligation to commit
hi mself for the whOle course.
A well conceived and attractive
program of this type is the best kind
of teaChing material, because it impresses and also informs even those
who for any reason do not attend the
meetings.
Toronto
Another Assembly which developed a series of nineteen subjects last
year was Toronto. Among the subjects listed were: New World Order
in Action, The Oneness of Mankind,
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The Search for Truth, etc.
The impressive method adopted
for conveying these subj eets to the
public consisted in a series of small
mimeographed
bulletins
entitled
"New World Order," containing excerpts from the Baha'j Writings, and
each one also developing a sepa rate
subject in the form of a brief article
by one of the friends.
This plan is well conceived whether intended to supplement public
meetings or be a substitute for them.
A good mailing list is an important
asset for any Assembly. especially
as there are now so many small
Baha'i leaflets, like the uBaM'i Reprint" series, which can be used
along with programs and announcements prepared locally.

We Cannot Take Sides
The following statement is reprinted from the January, 1941 issue of
BaM', QuarteTly published by the
BaM'!s of Australia and New ZealaOO in accordance with the instruction cabled by the Guardian on
April 19, 1941, as cited above.
A most important mat t e r for
Baha'is at this time, when world
convulsions assume daily more destructive proportions and national
hatreds are more bitterly fostered,
is to get a clear vision, a balanced
perspective of the attitude we should
hold towards the situation. For some
years the Guardian. through his
messages and World Order letters
(Goal of aNew World Order, etc.)
has been preparing us for just the
conditions we are now experiencing.
In dear and emphatic utterances he
has been educating our minds and
steering our thoughts into channels
calculated to keep us clear of personal bias and inherited patriotisms. Our patriotism must be always to world citizenship, world
brotherhood, and the lesser loyalties
must be subordinated to this supreme loyalty. In these countries of
the antipodes, where loyalty to
Britain is stronger, perhaps, than in
Britain itself, it requires real spiritual insight and understanding to be
able to rise above our limited inherited loyalties and the clamor 01
conflict and see beyond it the inevitable and ordained outcome of organized peace and a reconstructed mankind.
We m u s t see in the conflict a
breaking down of old ideas and
forms which no longer serve man7

Assembly Ron
All local Assemblies, those
first esta blished this year and
those re-elected, are requested
to report their Assembly roll
before the meeting of the N ational Assembly on May 29. At
that meeting the National Assembly must adopt the list of
local Assemblies duly recognized for the current Baha'i
year. Many Assemblies have
already reported. Any Assembly not having a copy of the
form to be filled out in order
to report its election can obtain
one from the National Baha'l
Office.

kind, but which are a distinct menace to his security, "antiquated barriers that seek to block humanity's
progress towards its destined goal."
It would be well to study again the
"World Order" letters of Shoghi Effendi, and in the light of the tragic
drama in which we are enmeshed,
try to get a deeper insight and a
surer ground of understanding of the
"mystery unfolding so rapidly in this
Day of God, when the nations and
peoples are summoned before the
high court of destiny to answer for
their failure to attain peace," We
cannot take sides or assign blame
to any particular nation. The causes
leading up to the war are many and
deep rooted.
Groups of nations leagued together against other groups can only
result sooner or later in open conflict.
Never can such methods result in
peace. To Baha'is peace means the
harmonious relationship of all peoples, through their governments.
their educational systems, economic
systems and other social agencies.
Only a world outlook, one organized
world order as set out in the BaM'i
Teachings, can establish and maintain peace in our time. Now is the
supreme opportunity of every Baha'i
teacher to stress at all times this
consummation as the sole remedy
for the tragic plight the nations are
experiencing at this moment of humanity's history.
Political Entanglements

Attention is again directed to the
Guardian's repeated instructions concerning non-participation in political
propaganda. Baha'i teaching insists
on the removal of barriers of class,
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nation and race; political parties
represent the interests of certain
sections of the community and their
legislation is directed primarily to
foster and enhance those interests.
Bah.i'is cannot logically identi.fy
themselves with or support any
brand of class legislation. Therefore
party politics should be viewed as
an anachronism. As far back as 1932
Shoghi Effendi wrote, "Let them refrain from associating themselves,
whether by word or deed, with the
political pursuits of their respective
nations, with the policies of their
governments and the schemes and
programs of parties and factions. In
such controversies they should assign no blame, take no side, further
no design and identify themselves
with no system prejudicial to the
best interests of that World Fell<>wship which it is their aim to guard
and foster. Let them affirm their unyielding determination to s tan d ,
fIrmly and unreservedly, for the way
of Baha'u'.llah, to avoid the entanglements and bickerings inseparable
from the pursuit of the politician,
and to become worthy agencies of
that Divine Polity which incarnates
God's immutable purpose for all
men. To enter the arena of party
politics is surely detrimental to the
best interests of the F ai th and will
harm the Cause. n
During election campaigns, when
party feeling runs high, it is essential
that all Baha'is, more especially
those who in the past have had strong
party leanings, should discipline
themselves and not be led by mass
emotion in to controversies which
would belittle the world-wide scope
of the Cause with which they stand
identified. On September 24, 1938, the
following message was cabled by
Shoghi Effendi to the N. S. A. of
U. S. A. and Canada:-"Loyalty (to
the) World Order of Baha'u'llah, security of its basic institutions, both
imperatively demand all its avowed
supporters . . . in these days when
sinister uncontrollable forces are
deepening (the) cleavage sundering
peoples. nations, creeds (and) classes, (to) resolve, despite (the) pres·
sure (of) fast crystallizing public
opinion, (to) abstain individualiy and
collectivelyt in word (and) action.
informally as well as in all official
utterances and publications, from assigning blame7 taking sides, however
indirectly, in recurring political
crises now agitating (and) ultimately
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engulfing human society. Grave apprehension I est cumulative effect
(of) such compromises (should) disintegrate (the) fabric, clog (the)
channel of grace that sustains (the)
system of God's essentially supranational, supernatural order so laboriously evolved, so recently established."
The latest news from Haifa tells
of the compulsory disbanding of Assemblies in Europe, Palestine and
Iran, thereby, temporarily at least.
crippling the Cause in those countries. We pray that our brothers and
sisters in these lands may be sustained and strengtherred in their
time of trial and difficulty. It behooves us, therefore, to put forth a
supreme effori to strengthen the
foundations and build up the structure of the faith in these far-<lff regions, as yet comparatively untouched by drastic war measures, in
preparation for the time when we
shall be called upon to vindicate our
faith and take our part in the esta blisbment of the complete Administrative Order, the Commonwealth of
Nations. To voice prejudiced opinions
on either local, national or international policies will tend to retard the
progress of the Cause. Divine justice
will be served. Our plain duty is to
work for the reconstructed world
that is to be.

Enrollments and Transfers
Los Angeles, eleven and one youth.
New York, seven. Portland, four.
Chicago, two and t h r e e youth.
Detroit, three and one youth. Montreal, four. Urbana, three. Lima,
two, Cleveland, two. Grand Rapids,
two. Flint, two. Washington, D.C.,
two. Jamestown, two. Boston, two.
Waukegan, two. Teaneck, two. Toronto, one. Oakland, one. San Francisce, one. Kansas City, one. Spring~
field, nlinois, one. Oak Park, one.
Beverly Hills, two. Vancounr, two.
Columbus, one. Binghamton, one.
Racine, one. Miami, one. Minneapo-
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Bahi'i Fellowship Hoase on property of Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Sdmeidut Biclunond
Bichlands., Washington, dedic.led November 10, 1940.

lis, one. Philadelphia, one youth.
Berkeley, one. Pasadena, one.
Isolated believers enrolled between March 3 and 31, twenty·one.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: May 17,
June 5, June 24.
Anniversaries: Declaration of the
Bah, May 23; Ascension of BahA'u'lliih, May 29 at three A.M.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: May 30, 31, June 1, at
Wilmette.
Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'l.Baha,
West Englewood: June 28.
Baha'i School Sessions (to July 1):
Green Acre, June 30 beginning
courses by Dr. Genevieve L. Coy
and Dr. Glenn A. Shook; Louhelen
Ranch, first Youth Session begins
June 29 with courses by Elsie Austin
and Mrs. Virginia Camelon; International School, Temerity Ranch,
Pine Valley, Colorado, Teachers'
Session, June 2Q to June 30, Youth
Session follows.
Teaching Conference for Southern
Baha'is, Vogel" Park, Georgia: June
14-21.

In Memoriam
I ha.ve made death a messenger

Of

joy to thee; wheTefoTe dost thou

grieve?-Bahd'u'Udh.
Mrs. Margaret Mills Sprague,
New York.
Mrs. Rowena Cotton, Sacramento.
Mr. De Witt Wickham, Pentwater,
Michigan.
Mrs. Katherine Fishback, Chicago.
Mrs. Peter Eckert, Milwaukee
(not Mr. Peter Eckert as previously
reporied).
Mrs. Mary E. Lane, Baltimore.
Miss Augusta Bachmann, Baltimore.
Miss Alma Albertson, Greenville,
Michigan.
Mr. Charles Bonner, Peoria.
Mrs. Emily Keeler, Lowell, Arizona.
Dr. Nathan W. Collier, Sl. Augastine.
Mrs. Anna Ketterer Foster, Chi.
cago.
Mrs. Emma Lundberg, Chicago.
Mrs. Belle L' Amourex, Binghamton.
Mrs. Harriet Gibbs Marshall,
Washington, D.C.

Afternoon Program:
3. Forum: "Youth Today," Mrs. Rexford C. Par.
malee
4. Getting Acquainted With Our Latin Americon
Neighbo,., Mrs. Lotte GraelIe
a.Informal Talks at 5:15
b. Exhibits-renewed daily
Evening Program:
Entertainment, brief talks, devotions under the
guidance of the Milwauke Youth Group.
RATES, (including mea1.) per day. per p ....on, '1.35;
(Youth Rates for Youth ooly).

LABORATORY SESSION

July 8&h

&0

July 17th, lnelu.i.,..

becln Tu""da:r, July 8th, at 9 a..... )
This session i. designed especially for those who
wish an opportunity for ten days of intensive study.
Morning Program:
1. The Study of the Qur'tin, Harry Jay. (Please
bring your copy of Rodwell'. translation of
the Koran, Everyman', Edition.)
2. Pnblic Speaking, Solon Fi.ldman
Afternoon Program:
3. The Admini.tration in Praetice
4. Getting Acqu4inted Wilh Our Latin American
Neighbors, Mrs. Lotte Graeff.
a. Informal Talks at 5:15
b. Exhibits-renewed daily.
Evenings:
5. Committee Coordination: A Symposium on
National and Local Committee InteractionLed by members of various National Com·
(CIa ....

mittees.
RATES FOR LABORATORY SESSION,
(INCLUDING MEALS)
Per day. per person, Bingle room ...•....•.....•.... 12.35
Per day, per pe1'S0D, double room .........•.....•.•• 2.00
Per day. per person, dormitory .....•••.•........•.. 1.60

GENERAL SESSION

"UfIU' 1lhh eo "ug.."

17ch, Inchui.,..

Morning Program:
1. The Hearl of the Ba1ul', Faith, Albert Winduot
2. Highlights of the Qur',;n, Mrs. Alice Simmons
Cox
Afternoon Program:
3. Forum: "Vital Need. in the World Today."

Especially designed for those who desire a vaca·
tion combined with informal study. A resident
Baha'i teacher will conduct informal meetings. It
will be po.sible to arrange for practice in Spanish
conversation and to learn more about Latin American culture.
RATES (INCLUDING MEALS)
Per day, per penon. Bingle room ..........•...•... 12.85
Per day, per perSOD, double room ................. 2.00
Children 12 ye8nl old and under. per day, per ebild •. 1.50
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1. GREEN ACRE, ELIOT, MAINE

a.lleI,

Mornl... Devotlono, dall:r. 9.00 a.m.
9130 a.m.. to 10145 a.m., and IltOO a.m. to
}2,15 p.m.. daily••.-p' S....da:ro

CLASSES

4. Getting Acquainted With Our Latin American
Neighbor&, Mr•. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick

5. What

HM

World?

the Baht1i Faith

Social Relad",uhipi
June 30.July 5

a. Informal Talks at 5:15
b. Exhibits-renewed daily.
Evening Program:

Social Attitude., Dr. Genevieve Coy
The Creative Word, Dr. Glenn A. Shook
10

00..,. " Chaolic

July 7·12

The Divine Art of

Liv~, Mr. and Mrs. Her·

bert La Vey

RATES FOR GENERAL SESSION (Including M..u.)
Per day, per penon, aingle room .....•••••••••••••• $2.35
Per day, per periOn, double room •...••.•........... 2.00
Per day, per person, dormitory ..................... 1.60

SECOND YOUTH SESSION

A.ugust 20th to

,{u,IU' 26th,20thlnel
...i""
•• 9

(CIa..... begin Wedue,da:r, A.......t

1

a.m.)

Morning Program:
1. Charader, Robert Gaines

2. The Heart of the Baht1, Faith, F. St. Georgs
Spendlove
Afternoon Program:
3. Forum: "Youth Today," Mrs. Margaret Rube
4. Getting Acquainted With Our Latin American
Neighbors
a. Informal Talks at 5:15
b. Exhibits renewed daily.
Evening Program:
Entertainment, brief talks, devotion•.
RATES, mcludiug meal.. j>er day, per person, '1.35.
(Youth rates for youth oDly.)

VACATION SESSION

1uly 19th to Au,...t 8th, Incl ...i.,..

Baha'. School Programs

(Classea b..1n Sanday. A_t 10th at 9 a.m.)

RESERVATIONS
Please make reservations 88 BOon as pol!l8ible with Mrs.
L. W. Eggleston, Louhel"" Sehoo~ Davilou, Michigan.
Louhelen School is located on MIS, 3 miles aouth of
Davi!on. Thoee coming by bUI or train to fliDt. can be met
at Flint, ij notice is &eDt to Mrs. Eggle8ton in adwmce,
,iving stalioD (bus, railroad or airport) and time of arrival.

LOUHELEN SCHOOL COMMITTEE:

Mr. Edmund Mi ...l.r, Chairman, Mfa. L. W. Egg\eoton,
Socretary; Mr.. Dorothy Baker, Mr•. Berth. Hyda KIrk.
patrick, Mn. Dorothy Graf, L. W. Eggl..ton, Mr.. Flor·
ence Holeinger, Pbilli8 Hall, Kenneth Chriatim.

The Spiril of Islam., Mahdi Firoozi
Jnly 14-19

Three Relationship. of Man, Archie Tichenor
Amerim. Spiritzud Mission, Clarence Niss
The Pattern lor Future Society
Inly 21·26

Administration, Harlan Ober
The Fusion of Science and Religion, Harry
Ford
July 28-August 2

Blueprint. of D••tiny, Prof. Stanwood Cobb
The Guardi4118hip, Philip Sprague
Angust 4-9

The Emergence of lhe World Order of
Ba1ul'u'Udh, Mrs. Annamarie Kunz Honnold
The Raciol Basis of the New Civilization, Louis
G. Gregory
YOUTH WEEK CUSSES

Technique. of Ba1ul', Teaching
A BaM', View. Current Hislory
Special Discussion Groups and activities for
Youth

The Creali"" Spirit in Modern Society
August 11·16

TM Dawn.Breakers, Mrs. Harry Ford, Mrs.
Harriet Pettibone

The History of the Ba1ul'i Faith, Curtis Kelsey
August 18·23

Epislle to the Son of the Wolf, Mirza Ali.Kuli
Khan, N.D.

A.6urance. of Immortality, Mr. and Mrs. Wil.
lard MacKay
August 25·30
Prophecy, Mr•. Robert Lee Moffet!
Kitab·i-Iqan, Horace HoUey

CONFERENCES
July 6, 2:00 p.m.·5:00 p.m.-Regional Teaching
Conference
August 9, 10-Race Amity Conference
A pageant, "Fountain of Ught" prepared and direeted by
Mra. Harold Bowditch, will be presented July 19, if a cast
of about thirty Is availahle.
If a su1licieut number are interested in the study of Spani8h during the season, classes may be arranged.
Daily informal afternoon meetings for inquiry and discussion may he arranged.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Sunday morning public meeting at n:oo a.m.
Sunday evening meeting at 8:15 p.m.
Weekly evening activities: Mondays, Activity plan·
ning; Tuesdays, open for visiting with local coma
munity; Wedne.day, Fireside groups; Thuradays,
Open; Fridays, TIw Culnual Background 0/
South AmericlJ, Lorna Tasker; Saturdays,
Resumes, by teachers of the week.
RESERVATIONS
STUDENTS, Room and board, $14.00-$22.00, according to
Irize and location of room. 10% higher for gne&t& not
attending cluse8. • • • Half rates for children under
twelve years of age. • • . Daily Rates. $2.00-$3.50••••
Special rates available for guests or students remaining the entire ,eason.
YOUTH WEEK, August 4-10. Studen.., $12. (Regular
rates above apply to youth not attending Claue&.)
Make l'eIiervatioll8 through Mrs. flora Valentine, 142 Regent Street, Saratoga Springs, New York. After June 15th
address Mra. Flora Vallmtine, Manager, Green Acre Inn,
Eliot, Maine.
GREEN ACRE COMMITTEE
Loma TaBker Chaimum; Marjorie Wheeler. Secref4ry;
Mrs. Harold Bowman, Mrs. Harold Chamberlin, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Ford, Loni!! C. Gregory. Harlan Ober, Dr.
Glenn A. Shook, Rachel SmaU.

2. BOSCH PLACE

Geyserville. California
Joly 6th to Jnly 26th
Unity Feasl-Snnday, Joly 6th

MORNING CLASSES

July 7 to 13, '""lrui.,.,
9:45 a.m.·10:45 a.m.-THE DIVINE MANIFESTATIONS
Monday-Zoroa.!ler, Marzieh Gail
Tuesday-KriahM and Buddha, Mark Tobey
Wednesday-Moses (and tlw Sabeam), Joyce
Dahl
Thuraday-I......, Willard P. Hatch
Friday-Mu'-'ammod, Marzieh Gail
Saturday-The Bab, Marguerite Sears
Sunday-BaIui',llltih, Beulah Storrs Lewis

11:00 a.m.·12:00 noon-EsSENTIALS OF THE BAHA'I
FAITH
Monday to Sunday, inclusive
Leaders: Helen Bishop, Marion Holley

July 15 to 20,

'""lm'.,.,

9:45 a.m.·10:45 a.m.-THE PLACE OF RELIGION IN
MODERN LIFE
Tuesday-Religion and CluJracter, Charlotte
Linfoot
Wednesday-Religion and SocUd Development,
Helen Bishop
Thursday-Religion and Education, Robert
Gulick
Friday-Religion and Race RelatiollJ, Artemus

Lamb
Saturday-Religion and Economics, Arthur
Dahl
Sunday-Religion and Worid Order, Leroy
Ioao
a.m.·12:oo noon-ESSENTIALS OF THE BAHA'I
FAITH
Tuesday to Sunday, inclueive
Leader.: Helen Bishop, Marion Holley

n:oo

July 22-26, 'nd..,i"e
9:45 a.m.·10:45 a.m.-BAHA'I ETHICS
Tuesday to Saturday, incluBive
Leader: Virginia Orbison
Associates: Dagmar Dole, ArtemuB Lamb,
Emmalu Wever
n:oo a.m.·12:oo noon-ISLAM
Tnesday to Saturday, inclusive
Leaders: Helen Bishop, Marzieb Gail, Robert
Gulick
AFTERNOON CLASSES

Ju.ly 7-25,

',..,hui.,.,

PuhlleSpeaking
2:()(}'3:00 p.m.-Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
Leadere: Marion Holley, Virginia Orbison,
Marguerite Sears

Baha'i Writing
2:00-S:00 p.m.-Tueodays, Thuredays, Saturdays
Leaders: Joyce Dahl, Marzieh Gail, Margaret
Rutledge, Marion Y..di
Spanioh
3:15-4:15 p.m.-Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays

Baha'i Laboratory in Baha'i Teaehing
Aetlvitleo and Admlnlstrative Procedure
3:15-4:15 p.m.-Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays

DISCUSSIONS
2:00 p.m.-8unday-Panel Diacu...ions--Open to
the Public
July 13---Leaders: Marzieh Gail, Charlotte
Linfoot
July 2O-Leaders: Marion HoUey, Mark Tobey
YOUI'll SECTION

July 6-20, '""lu.;""
Using the adult program as a major resource,
the Youth Sootion will supplement with two cour.es:
First Week-lruroduction to the BaM'; Faith
(for beginner.)
Second Week---Comparative Teachings of the Bi·
ble, Qur'an and BaIui', Literature
Leaders: Marieth Gail, Artemus Lamb, Marion
Holley
A project in public teaching will he planned by
the Section acting as a committee of the whole and

carried out through public meetings, social activities, publicity and community contacts,
Youth Week.End comes July n.13, the high
point for Baha'i Youth and their friends. The cal en·
dar will include a campfire picnic, dance, youth

luncheon, swimming, study and panel discussion.
CHILDREN'S CLASSES

July 7.26, Inclu.;""
9 :45 a.m.·12 noon daily
Leaders: Louise Groger and Committee
RESERVATIONS
For reservations, write: Mrs. J anet Ward, 2330 ROBe Street.
Berkeley, California
RATES-Dormitory, two persons, onc room, $5.00 per week
per petl!!on; Dormitory Upitairs, or outside roome, '2.00
pel' week per peI!lon.
GEYSERVILLE SCHOOL COMMITIEE
Ali Yazdi, Chairmanj N. F. Ward, Secretary; Ceorge O.
Latimer. Charlotte Linfool. John D. Bosch. Mark Tobey,
Cladyce Llnfoot, Irvin Somerhalder, Mrs. Olive Meyer,
Fayrouk loas.

3. LOUHELEN RANCH,

Davison. Michi,an
FIRST YOUI'll SESSION

Ju.ne 29th to July 5th, Inclu"""
(Claaoe. bec1n Sunday, Jane 291h, 9 a.m.)

Morning Program:
1. CluJracrer, Elsie Austin

2. TIw Heorl
Camelon

0/

the BaIui', Faith, Mrs. Virginia

BAH
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No. 144
. "Praying Signal Victories"
To the Spiritual Assemblies, Com·
-munities and Groups of the Bah<i'is
of Ihe United States and Canada.
;Beloved Friends:

This month it is our joyous privilege to announce that the Fifth Year
01 the Seven Year Plan has been
inaugurated with a notable spiritual
achievement. The entire amount reqUired -to complete the exterior deeoration of- the main soory under the
revised estimate of cost presented
to the Convention by Mr. John J.
Earley, has been received. Our collective obligation to meet the cur~
rent Annual Budget reported last
:month· has been lessened by the
amount of $35,000.
The Guardian's cablegram referring to this donation is published in
this issue of Baha'i News.
We may well pause a moment to
-reflect upon the importance of terminating this year the ten-year· effort
of carrying out the exterior decoration of the House of Worship. In
July, 1931 was announced the plan
for establishing the fund necessary
for giving the contract for the dome
unit. Steadily all this time the effort
has been maintained, until not only
the dome but, successively, the
clerestory unit, the gallery unit, the
main story pylons and now the main
story faces can be considered as~
sured.
There but remains to us of Temple

YEAR 98, BAHA'i ERA
work before 1944 the outside steps
and perhaps some of the sidewalks
forming part of the approach to the
edifice. We are to pay for the cost
of the reiiifordng steel entering into
the steps this calendar year, and the
remaining cost of the steps, in a
total cost of $30,000, will be payable
beginning January, 1942.
Truly,- it is an historic moment,
closing a long and a rduou~ undertaking, and opening the new era of
concentrated teaching work. For as
the Guardian declares in his latest
message: "Greatly y.velcome opportuni ty afforded Assembly concentrate henceforth entire resources
(on) all-important national and
inter~America teaching c-ampaigns
. . . Praying signal victories."
This means that it is not a time
for relaxed but intensified effort. To
support the vast teachi~g enterprise
embracing the twenty-one nations
of Central and South America, and
the unoccupied areas of North
America, the minImum budget
sought by the National Spiritual Assembly for the Fifth Year of the
Seven Year Plan is $30,000, which
includes such related activities as
the Baha'i School programs, Race
Unity projects, etc.
Teaching the Focal Point
A study of the Guardian's me3sages received in recent years
makes it clear that teaching is to
be regarded as the focal point of our
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collective effort-the fultilment of
those opportunities and privileges
granted us by reason of prior and
preparatory work done in developing
the- administrative order and in constructing the House of Worship. The
mighty ""Wings of the Spirit are outspread in support of those who now.
jn consecration and in devotion and
in knowledge, a'rise to teach the
Cause of God.
In- entering upOn the local, regional, national and Inter-America plans
and projects' made available to all
the friends, let us prepare ourselves
by -turning again and again to the
towering waves of spiritual power
with which the Guardian has inundated our souls since the Seven Year
Plan began .
"Appeal (to) assembled delegates
ponder historic appeal voiced by
.'Abdu'l-Bahit (in) Tablets (of the)
Divine Plan ... Would to God every
State within American Republic and
every Republic in American continent might ere termination (of) this
glorious century (i, e., the First
Bah;"! Century ending Marcb 20,
1944) embrace (the) light (of the)
Faith of Bah;,'u'llilh and establish
structural basis of His World
Order." (May 1, 1936)
"A systematic, carefully conceived, and well-established plan
should be devised, rigorously pur.sued and cQntinuously extended. Initiated by the- National representa~
tives of the American believers, the
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vanguard and standard-bearers of
the radiant army of Baha'u'llah, this
All.Important
plan should receive the whole-heartTeaching Campaign
ed the sustained and ever-increas"Extremely delighted (at) Florsupport, both moral and finanence Morton's magnificent, timely
cial, of the entire body of believers
donation. Assure her (my) deepin that continent.
est appreciation. Greatly welcome
"Its supreme immediate objective
opportunity afforded Assembly
should be the permanent establish(to) concentrate henceforth entire
ment of at least one center in every
resources (on) all-important nastate of the American Republic and
tional (and) Inter-America teachin every Republic of the American
ing campaigns and expedite pubcontinent not yet enlisted under the
lication (of The) Baha'i World.
banner of His Faith. . . The field is
Praying signal victories. n
immense, the task gigantic, the
SHoom RABBANI
privilege immeasurably precious.
Cablegram received May 22, 1941.
Time is short, and the ohliga tion
sacred, paramount and urgent. The
American community must muster
all its force, concentrate its re- Plan, unveiled by our departed Mas-sources, summon to its aid all the ter in the darkest days of one of the
faith. the determination and energies severest ordeals which humanity has
of which it is capable, and set Qut, ever experienced, is the key which
single-minded and undaunted, to at- Providence has placed in the hands
tain still greater heights in its of the American believers whereby
mighty exertions for the Cause f)f to unlock the doors leading them to
fulfil their unimaginably glorious
Baha'u'llih." (May 3D, 1936)
"The American believers, if they destiny." (November 14, 1936)
wish to carry out, in the spirit and
Teaching--« Coordinated
the letter, the parting wishes of their
Activity
and a "Measure of
beloved Master, must intensify their
Accomplishment
teaching work a thousandfold ... The
Tablets of the Divine Plan invest
11he aim of the Guardian's succesyour Assembly with unique and sive messages has been, first, to
grave responsibilities, and confer up- quicken the hearts and fill them
on it privileges which your sister with longing to render service, and
·Assemblies might \veIl envy and ad- second, to set forth a definite promire. The present opportunity is un- gram of action to be accomplished
utterably precious. It may not recur by the end of the first Baha'i Cenagain." (July 28, 1936)
tury in 1944.
"(I) entreat (the) American beIn appointing its Committees this
lievers (to) ponder afresh (the) year, the National Assembly is :,ot
urgency (to) rededicate themselves
merely indicating their respective
(to the) task (of the) complete ful- functions but also supplying each
filment (of the) Divine Plan." (July
Comm,ittee as far as possible, with
30, 1936)
a definite' measure of accomplish"(The) world crisis (is) inexorment on which it is to report progably moving towards climax. chal~ ress from month to month. Activity
lenging (the) torchbearers (of) Baand accomplishment, in a great coha'j civilization (to) scale loftier ordinated Plan, with responsibility
heights (of) individual heroism, (to)
to the believers collectively through
scatter more widely throughout (the) their National Spiritual Assembly, is
length (and) breadth (of the) Ameri- the note to be struck by Committees
can continents,
(to)
participate this jrear.
more strenuously (in) concerted efLikewise, the local Assemblies are
fort organized by National, Regional
called
upon to assign themselves
(and) local agencies dedicated (to
actual
measures
of accomplishment
the) prosecution (of) noble enterthis
year,
with
specific tasks. asprise, (to) pour forth more abundantly (their) resources in support signed to their locally appOInted
(of the) fund created for its further- Committees and regular reports reance, (and) resolve more deter- quested from each.
The groups of believers, eve~ each
minedly (to) conquer whatever obindividual
Baha'I, might well In the
stacles might retard its ultimate
same way layout for themselves
fruition." (October 29, 1936) . .
cCThe promulgation of the Dlvme some program of effort and some

ing

definite tasks to accomplish. The
Guardian has shown Us the key to
Baha'i service by pressing so vigorously for the fulfilment of the Seven
Year Plan. That Plan is like the
construction of a house, requiring
blueprints for each detail and coordination of many skilful workers.
Shoghi Effendi cabled on May 1
a message to the National Assembly which gives a survey of the area
of effort assigned to that body this
year: "Newly elected Assembly's
objective (is) steadily direct (the)
energies, energetically coordinate
(the) enterprises, fan (the) fla.me
(of) enthusiasm (and) remove Impediments (to) progress (of the)
teaching activities (of the) BaM:!
communities (throughout the) AmerIcas. Praying unprecedented success."
This is a very great responsibility as well as a very great privilege.
Its fulfilment requires the unified
effort of the whole body of believers
and every institution of the Faith in
America. The National Assembly
pledges itself to aid and assist ~
the workers, and bespeaks the aId
and prayers of the friends.
"There is no time to lose. There
is no room left for vaCillation. Multitudes hunger for the Bread of Life.
The stage is set, The firm and irrevocable Promi~e is given. God's
own Plan has been set in motion. It
is gathering momentum with every
passing day. The powers of heaven
and earth mysteriously a ssist in its
execution." (January 28, 1939)
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

The Splendid Spirit
The following excerpts are from a
letter addressed by the Guardian
through his secretary to the National
Treasurer:
"Indeed the splendid spirit that
animates the American believers
these days is a great source of joy
and inspiration of the Guardian, and
as the good news comes in Of. ~ew
victories won and new sacnflces
made, one can see his spirits rise
and a wave of new strength sweep
over him.-tired and over-burdened
as he so often is.
'CIn this connection the letter you
so thoughtfully enclosed from that
dear Baha'i who gave the differe~ce
in the price of a cheap or expensIve
coffin to tpe Fund of the C~~se,
greatly touched him. Such sacrifIces
prove the caliber of the friends and
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insure the very foundations of the
Faith.
"In view of the increasingly dark
c-ondition of the world t the Guardian
feels that the N. S. A. should direct
all its energies to fostering the
teaching work, that no time may be
lost in the fulfilment of their ta sk
which is of such paramount importance for the future."
Haifa, May 4, 1941.

THE THffiTY-THIRD
CONVENTION
Various signs of progress and happiness greeted the delegates and
friends who reached Wilmette for
the Thirty-third Annual Baha'i Convention. First of all was the welcome accorded by Wilmette, whose

stores displayed large placards, circulated by the Chamber of Commerce, to this end. The progress of
Temple construction, releasing greater sublimity and beauty, moved some
to express wonderment; others
smiles or tears. Love has many signs.
The grading of the grounds brings
the majestic structure into bold relief.
In the Hall itself, besides the familiar rugs and books, were to be
seen suspend'ed from the walls and
largely printed, the nine quotations
selected by the Guardian, from the
writings of Bah .. 'u'lIilh and later intended to adorn one each of the nine
Temple faces outside and soon to
be completed. And here was the
great joy of visiting the Temple of
God and mingling in joyous communion with His devoted and loving friends.
The Chairman of the National
Spiritual Assembly opened the Convention, referring feelingly to the
duties of the friends to a world so
grievously shaken by calamity and
approaching chaos.
Following the roll call, the Convention organized by electing George
O. Latimer of Portland, Oregon, Convention Chairman and Horace Honey
of Wilmette, Secretary.
Thereupon was expressed by a
delegate the keynote of the Convention: The closing of ranks; harmony
and peace; concentration upon the
activities of the Cause.
Mr. John J. Earley, the contractor of the exterior decoration of the
Temple, was introduced. He expressed profound admi ration for the Baha'is whom he knows by their fruitful deeds. He praised the genius of
the late Louis Bourgeois, architect

Baha'i Group of Tecucigalpa, Honduras, during visit of Mn. FraDcis Benedict Stewart,
January 21 to FebJ'Uary 25~ 1941.

of the Temple, and mentioned his
contacts with him and the National
Spiritual Assembly years prior to
the work of exterior decoration. The
Temple is the symbol of a new faith
in a new day. Both its architecture
and poetry seem an invention of the
Celestial Sphere.
Looking carefully over the ten
thousand forms used in the Temple
there is an error of but one and a
half inches, so near is it to perfec:.
tion! In contrast to this he pointed
out that St. Peter's, one of the
world's greatest domes, is nothing
less than fourteen hundred tons out
of plumb, and would fall, were it not
for chains which prevent the walls
from spreading. This Temple reflects the feeling as well as the cuI.;.
ture of its architect. Its unique plan
has caused a revolution in building
construction. It is a great laboratory~ built with slabs and pieces, its
ornamentation being poured into its
own skin. In its first twenty-five
years of development it has inspired
ten million dollars expenditure for
the uses of the same kind of material in other structures, It has thus
influenced building, the greatest industry in the United States.
Mr. Earley next spoke of the mystical fire that burns within the
senses, discovering new values and
the joy and service of life. During
all the years not a single workman
has lost interest.
There will be two and one-half

miles of steps with a tread of six
and one-half inches, surrounding the
entire enclosure. It will be built
with such an amount of mobility as
to be proof against rain, snow, freez·
ing, ground swells and contractions.
Its material for construction has
been tested for a temperature as
remote as twenty degrees below
zero-this by Government expertsand has been found intact. Also a
very high official of another branch
of the Government examined its
dome minutely and did not find a
defective slab. The old architecture
and materials would not have lent
themselves to such requirements. I
have undertaken to do what the
Saha'is wish and feel assured that
I can write your Faith in the walls
of your Tern pIe.
The address of Mr. Earley seemed
to fire all with a new enthusiasm
and a vote of thanks was tendered
him.
Always first in point of interest,
significance and value, is what
comes from the Guardian, His Con·
vention cable, already printed, was
circulated among the delegates. Extracts from his letter, "The Promised Day is Come," were most impressively read to the Convention.
Reverential and a we-struck we lis...
tened as our Guardian, armed with
the mighty Tablets of Baha'u'llah,
and the repeated warnings of the
Master, pronounced the Judgment
of God upon a heedless and trou.
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bled world. He tells us the true
meaning of the present greatest upheaval, which no man not favored
by God can fathom.
"It is both a retributary calamity
and an act of ho~y and supreme
discipline. It is at once a visitation
from God and a cleansing pToce·')s
faT aU mankind. Its fires punish the

perversity of the human race and
weld its component parts into one
organic, indivisible, world-embracing community."
Every created thing has a center,
whether it be of rotation, gravity,
radiation, dynamic energy, feeling,
intelligence, spiritual perception,
guidance, as the case may be. The

appointed Center was the Master in
His ministry. By His command His

followers turn to the one appointed
by His Will. While hosts are wandering, knowing hearts fill with gratitude for such a center and such a
leader.

"The Mosquito of Violation"
The Convention considered with
approval the Master's instructions
with regard to the protection of the
Cause against Covenant-breakers.
The Word of God is a spirit that
overcomes all things, a power that
uirltes the sincere of heart. It is also
a sword that divides truth from error, light from darkness, genuineness from pretense. Seeing that conditions of apostasy and Covenantbreaking which harassed His own
ministry would continue or be renewed from other quarters, He gave
very definite instructions of protection in His Will and various Tablets. Thus He writes in His very
last Tablet:
"0 ye beloved ones! Guard the
Cause of God! Let no sweetness of

tongue beguile you-nay. rather consider the motives of every soul, and
ponder the thought he

cherisheth.

Be ye straightway mindful and on
your guaTd. Avoid, yet be not aggressive. Turn away from censure
and tram slander. Leave him in the
Hand oj God . Upon you rest the
Glory of the Glories I"~
The Master, who numbered among
His other marvelous qualities a delightful sense of humor, once asked
a friend: "Can the mosquito of violation withstand the Eagle of the
Testament?' ,
"Beware of the sagacity of the
faithju!! FOT he seeth with the Light

Divine."

Spirilual Assemhl,.. of Boston, inororporaled April 5, 1940

The Convention cabled Shoghi Effendi:
"Con ven tion
determined
fulfill
Master's hopes Temple. Accelerate
consolidation newly-born groups, extension believers' faith and yearn
capacity to receive your guidance,
strength. Entreat prayers. Grateful
bounty privilege service. Send our
hearts' devotion."
A report was made orally by the
National Secretary covering the last
weeks of the current Baha'i year,
to supplement the written report already published. Among the topics
presented were: messages from
Haifa since March 15; new Assemblies formed on April 21; and
revision of Temple construction
costs.

Affairs and Means
The Treasurer spoke quite serious.
ly of the increasingly disturbed state

of mankind. He reported a deficit,
due to the speeding up of construction and the noble effort to complete the Temple two years ahead
of schedule, because of the times.
It matters very little where people
are during such a time of universal
disturbance, but how happy they ar-e
in active service matters greatly.
There appeared a hidden spring in
the finances. From various sources
a sum aggregating $10,750.00 flowed

into his coffers, one of the best f01"
several years over a similar brief
period.
The Supervising Engineer men~
tioned the saving of ten thousand
dollars, the original estimate for
moulds. The pylons were erected under rapidly changing conditions of
construction, but for the present
there are not such great changes in
the cost of labor. Savings have been
made over the cost of three years.
But on the other hand, there is extra
necessary material which increases
the original cost of four years ago.
The over-run is about $8000.00, a remarkable showing. This over-TUn in
some structures has been as much
as fifty percent. The Temple is being
built most economically, as testi~
fied also by Mr. Earley.
The grading of the grounds, now
about completed, is preparatory to
seeding with rye grass. A lovely
green mound will appear over the
basement floor. The accessory administration office building, the new
fence and the increasing land space
behind the Haziratu'l-Quds should be
noted; also the increase of our land
holdings on the East side of Sheridan Road. On the other hand, the
transfer of ownership to the Village
of Wilmette of a strip of Temple
land bordering Sheridan Road, so
as to change the curve of the said
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road to avoid accidents, will bring
to us a financial indemnity from
the said Village as well as the addition of land before mentioned.

Inter-American Teaching
One of the most fascinating periods' of the Convention was that devoted to reports from and consider-

ation of work in Latin-American
countries. This showed how heroic

This Crucial Hour
"Delighted. Convey (to) Milly
Collins (my) ever-deepening appreciation (of her) historic, exemplary contributions (in) this crucial hour (for the) Faith (of)
Baha'u'lIah."
SHOGffi HABBAN!

Cablegram received June 3, 194.1.

and devoted pioneers, facing tre-

mendous difficulties, such as changes
of climate, customs, laws, uncertainties and upheavals and sometimes
revolutions, remoteness from home,
relatives and friends, meagerness of
funds and support, suspicions aroused
against foreign visitors, etc., are yet,
under the mighty Confirmations of
Baha'u'lliili, blazing a pathway of
light in the most wonderful service
that can engage human endeavors.
Stories of these pioneers, thrilling

and humanistic. were heard with the
most profound admiration and high
praise. One such story is about a
very delicate and refined American
woman who is just now in a country
swept by revolution. Yet she thinks
as clearly and writes as calmly as if
describing an opera, continuing her
work and not apparently thinking of
flight, although in a situation entirely new to her.
Another pioneer recently returned,
pictured. the great love and attraction newly enkindled in the hearts
of many souls, a class formed for
teaching whose number of inquirers
soon became so large that il had to
bf" divided into two sections. One enthusiastic friend caused twenty-two
of his friends to attend meetings
five nights a week.
""~e visits of three American
ladies to Mexico City and their activities; the more recent visit for
the second time of another American teacher to Mexico City, this
time to aid that new Center to hold
a Baha'i election according to established procedure; the campaign
of three teachers in Haiti, one of
whom is now touring in a truck and
giving the Message to all she can
reach; the thrilling experience of
flying across the Andes in the line of
service ~ the work in Cuba, gem of
the Antilles, where the nucleus of a
Center was formed in a few months
and the work is being continued;
and many other detailed recitals,
created an interest which could not
be equalled by the most fascinating

romance.

One who had many times traversed this vast Inter-America region described most vividly the
needs of the people to achieve religious ideals and their willingness
to advance. Apparently their ideas
about the old religions are very
limited and they have had little
chance or stimulus to improve.
A returned pioneer related a story
of being accosted by a government
official, who apprised him that he
had been informed of his activities
and thought him quite deserving of
being sent to jail. His reply was:
"All right! Put me in prison and I
shall be only too eager to give the
Baha'i teachings to the two thousand prisoners who are already
there!"
He was not molested.
A vote of appreciation and thanks
to this Committee was passed by
the Convention. Eloquent tributes
were also paid the workers, and the
instructions of the Guardian to the
administration, to stand by the pioneers, was brought to view. It was
further stated by the Chairman that
the National Spiritual Assembly.
with limited funds, could provide
for pioneers only in the most meager way; so that those listing for
such a service should strive to the
utmost, if not prepared with means
for self-support, to obtain employment where they serve. The further
from base, the mightier the confirmations seem to be.

The Election
The election of the new National
Spiritual Assembly, was set by the
agenda for late afternoon of the
second convention day. The result
has already been reported.

North America Teaching
The Committee Chairman stated,
as the aim of this most vital plan of
service, to establish a nucleus in
each state and province with actively functioning Assemblies. These
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will ~ecome power-houses of spiritual Influence and stimUlate new
movements of service. The intensification of the work in certain areas
received special emphasis. There is
a pressing demand for teachers. No
?ther human activity can. be more
Important at such a time. The continued work of devoted souls shows
very marked and appreciable gains.
The number of isola ted believers
now a bout fifteen hundred, should
prove a great stimulus to teaching
and the spread of the Cause. since
every true believer wants to share
his faith with others. Many new
centers and groups are now begging
the assistance of teachers.
The work in the South is especially
difficult, due to extreme orthodoxy
and racial traditions, yet the Divine
Plan has overcome far more diffi?ult conditions in other lands. Those
m ~e vanguard of service in this
regIon report steady gains .in the
work and much joy in the fellowship
of service.
. A Southern delegate expressed the
VIew ~at much of Our grief and
alarm IS of our own making. We
~hould ~ot rush, but take our time
m entermg the Cause. But. having
entered. do our utmost to close our
ranks. Smooth sailing will come in
future, however difficult the way
may now seem.
A youthful Baha'i, who spoke like
an oracle, observed the tendency on
the part of many people to become.
tense and constrained whenever
~~race" in its limited sense. is mentioned. The situa lion, though dIfficult, is not impossible of solution.
The solid South shows uomistakable
signs of gradually melting, as indicated by happenings both within and
without. Various organizations are
preparing the way for the acceptance of the full program of the
Baha'is. Those who know Baha'u'Iliili should, with confidence and
courage. do even more. Let us depend upon Guidance, and yield not
to compromise. which makes great~
er and greater demands and stifles
resolution. Let us work with a will'
but never feel tense about it b~
cause this betrays a lack of balance.
The Guardian enjoins the workers
to take their stand and do their appointed task, no matter what conditions betide. The sacrifices of the
friends will be the means of freeing
humanity from its yoke and bring
the ultimate triumph of the Cause.
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The vastness of Canada, as yet

practically untouched by the Cause,
.was presented by a western pioneer

"THE PROMISED DAY
IS COME"

who has traveled and taught there
extensively. Recently he had the
pleasure of contacting an Icelandic

The general communication by
Shoghi Effendi already reported
wlll appear before the end of June
in pamphlet form, with Index. Its
length is about 129 pages.
The NatJonal Spiritual Assembly
will present one free copy to each
Assembly, group and Regional
Committee, but a special edition
has been ordered so that individual
believers may purchase a copy at
low cost. Hereafter, only such commonica tions as can be reprinted
in '~Baha'i News" will be given
general free distribution, in vJew
of the rapid growth in the size of
tbe American Baha'i community.
Assemblies and groups are urged
to place orders as soon as possible,
to- be HUed when the pamphlets
are 00' the press. Note that thr.pe
edlUons are being provided by "the
Publishing Committee, as follows:
Se1f-cover. per copy, $0.25; Bound
in heavy paper, $0.40; Fabrikoid.
$0.75. Send orders to Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110 Linden A Ve~
Due, Wilmette, Illinois.

gr01,lP, among whom he found rare
souls who seemed ready to lay down
their lives for the Cause.

A

New

York

friend

ideas for coordinating the

presented
teaching

work by stressing (1) the spiritual,
non-political unity of all mankind;
(2) to invite others in regions to
speak at various meetings; (3) the
Spiritual Assemblies should send out

a questionnaire to all of its community members with a view to
finding out all their potentialities of
service.

Race Unity
A survey of the South presented
by the Chairman of this committee,
as the result of .a comprehensive
tour, was summarized as follows:
1. The vast majority of people
have no thought about minority
groups. To them it seems that matters of race should be handled only
with extreme delicacy. Their ideas
and system are a combination of
paternalism and the feudalism of a
past age. The problem is so close
to them that they cannot see it in
perspective.
2. The awakening South, as indicated by the Southern Interracial
Commission and the liberal attitude
of many southern colleges and universities. They advocate social reform and a bi-racial culture. But any
plan or suggestion for the races to
meet upon an equal social plane
causes a panic among them.
3. Those who, fewest in numbers,
are like the Baha'is. They see that
even the rise of a bi-racial culture
will not end perpetual conflict, unless there is a strong spiritual bond
and a pattern for future society
adopted.
She was able to visit thirty colleges in the South which expressed
interest in the Baha'i Faith and appreciated its literature, especially
the excerpt known as the pattern
for future society.
It was stated that Jews are passing through a period of transition as
to faith. Increasing numbers are
abandoning orthodoxy. It was estimated that approximately a million
.Jews have become Christian Scientists, and so the Jews would seem to

present a fertile field for Baha'i cultivation.
The presence of eighteen lUnerican Indians of the Oneidas, a Wisconsin tribe, as visitors to the Convention, aroused much interest.
Their coming was due principally
to the work of our Baha'i Indian
brother t Eli Whitney Pawlas, a
member of the tribe, and the cooperation of Clarence Niss of the
Race Unity Committee. These fine
Indfan friends were introduced by
name and given a cordial welcome.
They took a keen interest in what
they saw and heard. It is hoped that
these contacts will result in the
spread of the Baha'i F ai th among
a long neglected people, with
heavenly results.

Reviewing Committee
The Reviewing Committee made
brief mention of its work with manuscripts, the difficulty and delicacy
of the task assigned and the progress noted. It makes an annual report, very succinct and clear, dealing 'With the number of manuscripts
reviewed and with what results. It
is very important that the right sort
of literature shall reach the public.
presenting the Faith in a way both
clear t attractive and dignified. The
value of thifi; patient and able service cannot well be overestimated.

Mexican Visitor
Pedro Espinoza, secretary of the

Spiritual Assembly of Mexico City,
as a Convention visitor, was invited
to speak. He expressed the loving
greetings of his center and gratitude
for the loving cooperation and services they have received from the
American friends. Good deeds and
actions should be directed to all peoples, with much patience also. We
must cultivate more than an intellectual grasp of the Teachings.
Strive that the light of assurance
may penetrate each and every heart,
was the gist of his discourse.

For a Completed Temple
A plan suggested by the Supervising Architect, which met approval, was one for completing the outer
decoration and steps of the Temple
in 1941 and 1942, under a budget
extended over two years. This can
be done at an approximate cost of
$65,000.00. The completion of the
faces, already planned for this year,
will be at a cost of about $35,000.00,
The remainder will cover the steps.
The completion of the Tern pIe stairs
will bring the entire outward structure to perfection next year. In the
meantime there is to be no pause in
pressing the teaching campaign
which means so much to a bewildered world.

The Eternal Covenant
A seasoned veteran of service laid
great emphasis upon firmness in the
Covenant (which now means loyalty
to the Guardian) t not only as a
means of protection to the loyal
friends, but as one of purifying the
Cause itself. The Holy Land is the
Center of Illumination and its brightest reflection is now in the West.
In past revelations, we have had no
such established Centers of interpretation as are found today. Quite
clear is the Station of the Expounder
of the Verses, that of the Guardian
today, who leads us under his unerring guidance from on High. Thi s
divine institution protects our faith
from being rent by schisms. It is
the power of cohesion and. unity.
This amalgam will bring to naught
all opposition. Any healing that can
come to Covenant-breakers rests
with God. False teachings and sedi·
tious literature are among the signs
of Covenant-breaking.
The raising of obstacles has its
bearing in the ultimate healing of
mankind. Tests purify the faith.
Such an experience ushers in the
next great period of spiritual power.
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Sacrifice for a Cause makes us a
part of it. People of deviation know
this not. If the true friends allow
nothing to disrupt their unity, the
attacks of foes wlll bring to us the
richest blessings of peace and victory.

Braille
A very earnest plea was made
for the blind, who should not be left
without the solace of the heavenly
teachings. Sometimes their insight
sees much further than the eyesight
of their neighbors. The Red Cross
offers a course of ten lessons in
Braille for $1. 65. It deepens our OWn
knowledge to study Braille. A fine
service is that of transcribing the
Baha Pi Teachings into Braille. Blind
people in Los Angeles, instructed
through the Baha'I Teachings in
Braille, were the means of bringing
their families into the Faith.

Newness in Life
Besides being represented by
some duly accredited delegates to
the Convention, Baha'i Youth held
their ninth annual luncheon for the
Convention period at an Evanston
Hotel, attracting a large attendance
among which were some elders. The
scene was a brilliant one, which included variety. beauty? talents, joyfulness, enthusiasm and inspiration_
They wish to be taken more seri·
ously by their elders and given more
responsibilities. Undoubtedly their
elders sympathize with such aspirations and want them to advance.
Certainly no obstacles can rightly
be placed in their paths.
.
Our American Youth are doing
things. Their program of music and
addresses was charming and they
spoke with wisdom and insight.

Education
The Child Education Committee
expressed the need for greater uniformity in child education, according to the program stated in the
Teachings.
A friend from Kansas, introduced
by a delegate. read to the Convention teaching inspiration that had
come to her, in the form of an original composition, blending of music
and verse, called Light at Dawn or
Early Concourse of Destiny. It
proved to be a plan for presenting
the Baha'i Message and was wen
received.
Public speaking as a study and
art was advocated as a means of

Temple Model on display in Colllmbia, S. C.

effectively spreading the Baha'i
Faith. Eloquence is a divine gift,
especially when it is used in testimony for God. The art of vocal expression, with intelligence to direct
it. is specialized to man. He should
know its value and put it to the best
use.
The Convention voted its thanks to
its Officers and to the National Spiritual Assembly.

Good News from Haifa
Those who have so long and ·well
known William Sutherland Maxwell t
the father-in-law of Shoghi Effendi,
will appreciate information about
him and his dearest interests, shared
with the Convention by a Canadian
friend. He lives comfortably in the
Pilgrim's House_ at Haifa and js
working on the design of Mrs. May
Maxwell's monument, so as to
please Shoghi Effendi and Ruhiyyih
Khanum; and so he deems it a co·
operative service. The Khanum garden, cuI ti va ted under the instructions of Shoghi Effendi, is in a wonderful shape and is developing even
greater perfections. The -monuments
are in white marble, representing
the Guardian's own wishes and design. The house in the garden has
been improved and will contain
Baha'i archives in future. Shoghi Effendi is reported working at such a
rate and for such long hours as
wou1d exhaust any other person.
He reports a steady flow of visitors from Persia and the good health

of Shoghi Effendi, Ruhiyyih Khanoum and himself.

Feast of EI·Ridvan
The greatest of all Baha'i Feasts,
that of El-Ridvim, commemorating
the declaration of Baha'u'llab, was
observed on Saturday evening April
26. The entire Convention covered a
part of its period of twelve days.
The entire ca pa city of the hall was
taxed by the audience of friends and
visitors. The Spiritual Assemblies of
Peoria and Chicago cooperated in
the arrangements, the former planning the program and the latter
refreshments. Mrs. Alice Simmons
Cox was chairman.
The general theme was:
The Significance of the Manifestation and His Declaration:
Prayer read by Mrs. Chester F.
Barnett.
Announcements and explanatory
of Ed-Ridvan
Reading: The Promised Day.
Address, Intimate Pictures of
Baha'u'l!ah, from the Four Periods
of His Life, George O. Latimer.
Address, Significances of the Manifestation, Ali Kuli Khan, N. D.
Address, The Days of Ridvan with
'Abdu'l-Baha at Haifa, 1921, Mrs.
Nellie s. French
Closing prayer read by Mrs. Chester F. Barnett.
Moving oicture of 'Ab::iu'l-Baha
taken in 1912.
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Mr. Latimer's knowledge of the
Manifestation was enriched by some
unpublished sources. Mirza Khan's
address wa s a deep study of the
spiritual significance of the Manifestation.
Mrs. French was favored with being with 'Abdu'I-BahO. during the last
three days of Ridvim, 1921- The
world in travail is now being prepared to grasp the meaning of Hthe
Great Announcement," the Declaration of the True One.

Hyde Dunn Memorial
Half an hour each day, preceding
the Convention sessions, the Committee on Devotions selected readings and prayers which were impressively and beautifully read by
various friends.
On Sunday morning, the last day,
this period was extended to an hour,
and a simple program redolent of
beauty and spirituality was arranged to commemorate the late
Hyde Dunn, American Baha'i pioneer in Australia, whose sacrificial
life in cooperation with his faithful
wife, is used by the Most High as
the means of enlightening a continent.
A close friend spoke lovingly in
reminiscence of this very noble life,
telling how hard and laborious was
his daily task, yet how fully he gave
his weary hours during the nights,
making contacts with souls and guiding them to the path, traversing a
wide area of labor and service. The
hour proceeded with reading of a
Tablet of Bah;i'u'llab followed by the
Guardian's cablegram: "Beloved Father Dunn: reflecting parent luster:
fourth witness."
Prayers for the departed; Baha'u'lIili.
Tablet on Immortality: "Death
cannot invade that Holy Seat," Baha'u'Uith.
Tablet of 'Abdu'l-Bahit to Mr. and
Mrs. Hyde Dunn, pralsmg their
teaching services and their firmness
in the Covenant of God.
Prayers for the departed, Baha'u'Uah.
Prayer for the departed, fAbdu'lBahit.
The program was concluded by the
Tablet of Visitation of Baha'u'llah
chanted in the origina1 language,
with its resonance and beauty.

Fragrances frOID Afar
Friends and workers at a distance,
wired or cabled their Ridvan greet-

ings and love, and thus made themselves a spiritual part of the glorious
Convention, also illustrating their
far-flung Baha'i activities. Messages
reached us from: Butte, Montana;
Miami, Florida; Phoenix, Arizona;
Washington, D. C.; San Francisco,
California;
Monroe, Washington;
Alaska; Denver, Colorado; Honolulu,
H. I.; New York, New York; Port
au Prince, Haiti; Les Cales, Haiti;
Tiliran, Persia; Santo Domingo; Haworth, New Jersey; Muskegon,
Michigan; Muskegon Heights, Michigan; Fruitport, Michigan; East
Fruitport, Michigan; Lake Harbor,
Michigan; State of Washington;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Mexico
City; Canal Zone; Laramie, Wyoming; Huntington, West Virginia;
Richmond Highlands, California.

Public Teaching Congress
The final meeting was the teaching congress in Foundation Hall.
Alan McCormick of Winnetka, Illinois, presided. The Armour Jubilee
Singers, composed of fifteen male
voices, sang inspiring and beautiful
Negro Spirituals.
The first speaker wa s Albert Windust, with the subject: uThe Ark of
the Covenant. H He dealt with prophetic succession from the Adamic
Day and quoted many prophecies,
now fulfilled in the appearance of
Baha'u'JIah and the new and urn·
versal cycle of this great Day of
God.
The concluding speaker was Mrs.
Dorothy Baker on the subject: "The
Great Fulfilment."
This address was a portrayal of
the diffusion of scientific knowledge,
with the appearance of many inventions and discoveries as needed
preparation for the unity of mankind.
Its conclusion was a bright vision
of the coming world super-state.
The light and cheer of these glorious Ridvan days were in striking
contrast to the deepening shades of
earth. Traditional differences were
fused by the fires of divine love,
with strangeness banished and one··
ness enthroned. New heights of
Baha'i consultation were reached;
new altitudes of sacrifice attained.
There was a mightier resolution to
spread the Message while there is
yet time. Elevation of the standard
of justice which our Guardian so
much admires. Wisdom as well as
love. Clearer understanding of the
duty of guarding the priceless jewels
which God has deposited in minds

and hearts. Penetration of ancient
mysteries. It is all clear now how
Eden, which accorded a welcome to
all, yet had its entrance guarded by
cherubim after it had been vandalized by Sa tan. Loyalty to the ancient Commander. Firmness in His
Covenant. Full confidence of victory
through His favor and confirmation
which are more powerful amid
trials. Greater understanding of Reality and the part of Baha'i Administration in its true and. effective
unfoldment. Clearer vision of the
city of God, the New Jerusalem, descending with increasing volume and
power~ to transform mankind..
LoUIS G. GREGORY,
Convention Reporter
"This vital force (i. e., the vital
force of belief in God) is dying out,
this mighty agency has been scorned. this radiant light is obscured,
this impregnable stronghold abandoned, this beauteous robe discarded. God Himself has indeed been
dethroned from the hearts of men
and an idolatrous world passionatel;
and clamorously hails and worships
the false gods which its own idle
fancies have fatuously created, and
its misguided hands so impiously
exalted. The chief idols in the desecrated temple of mankind are none
other than the triple gods of Nationalism, Racialism and Communism,
at whose altars governments and
peoples, whether democratic or totalitarian, at peace or at war, of
the East or of the West, Christian or
Islamic, are, in various forms and
in different degrees, now worshipping. Their high priests are the politicians and the woridly-M.se, the
so~called sa ges of the age; their sacrifice, the flesh and blood of the
slaughtered multitudes; their incantations outworn shibboleths and insidious and irreverent formulas;
their incense, the smoke of anguish
that ascends from the lacerated
hearts of the bereaved. the maimed,
and the homeless."
-SHOGIU EFFENDI,

In '·'The Promised Day Is Come."

Publishing Announcement
The Promised Day Is Come, by
Shoghi Effendi. general communi·
cation addressed to the believers
throughout the West, dated March
28, 1941. 129 pages and Index. Selfcover edition, per copy so. 25 ; paper
cover edition, $0.40; fabrikoid edition, $0.75.
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Procedure-Spanish text,
selected excerpts from Parts One
and Two of the American edition,
translated into Spanish by Mrs.
Frances Benedict Stewart. Mimeographed, 80 pages, per copy, $0.75.

Teachings on the Covenant
At this time it is incumbent upon
members of the Baha'i -community,
particularly the newer friends, to
realize the unique nature of the Station which Baha'u'llllh conferred upon 'Abdu'l-Baha t for it is through the
mission which the Master fulfilled
Utat Ute Faith or Bahi!'u'lliili can
evolve into a worldwide community
with those majestic institutions of
Guardianship and House of Justice
through which His blessing is to flow
to mankind ga Utered into Ute Kingdom of God.
"When the ocean of My presence
haUt ebbed, and the Book of My
Revelation is ended, turn your faces
towards Him Whom God haUt purposed, Who hath branched from this
Ancient Root." (Kit<ib-i-Aqdas)
"It is incumbent upon .. , my kindred to turn, one and all, their faces
towards Ute Most Mighty Branch."

Spiritual Assembly of Oakland, inoorporated MBnb II, 1941

American Baha'is know, ~Abdu'lBaha on occasion found it necessary
HRender thanks unto God, 0 peo- to expel from the Baha'i community
ple, for His appearance; for verily certain believers whose actions and
He is the most great Favor unto YOu, attitudes had become a source of
the most perfect bounty upon you; contamination to the friends. The
and Utrough Him every moldering history of faith has no parallel to the
bone is quickened, Whoso turneth mission which ~Abdufl-Baha pertowards Him hath turned towards formed. Under His leadership and
God, and whoso turneth away from guidance the Cause spread to Europe
Him haUt turned away from My and America, its literature was
Beauty, hath repudiated My Proof, translated. its influence enlarged and
and transgressed against Me. He is its significance made to penetrate a
the Trust of God amongst you, His growing community of believers.
charge within you, His manifestation 'Abdu'l-tBaha Himself produced a
unto you and His appearance among great body of writings which clarify
His favored servants . . . They who Ute fundamental teachings of Bahadeprive themselves of the shadow of 'u'lliili and relate His Faith to all asthe Branch, are lost in the wilder- peets of social activity and individual
ness of error, are consumed by the experience. Throughout His 1 i f e •
heat of worldly desires, and are of 'Abdu'l-Baha exemplified Ute unity
those who will a ssuredly perish, t, of the Faith of Baha:u'llilh and pre- •
served the unity of the Baha'is,
(Tablet of the Branch)
While in America during 1912, He
Thus did BaM.'u'lliili Himself declare Utat 'Abdul'I-BaM was to be explained His mission and station to
the criterion of truth and error after the Baha'is:
"Today the most important affair
Him, the embodiment of authority
among the believers and the instru- is firmness in the Covenant, because
ment for the preservation of the unity firmness in the Covenant wards off
of His Faith. Membership in the differences.
~jln former cycles no distinct CoveBaha'i community was entirely dependent, during 'Abdu'l-Baha's life- nant was made in writing by the
time after the Ascension of Baha'u'- Supreme Pen; no distinct personage
nab in 1892, upon the Master's ac- was appointed to be the Standard
ceptance and approval. As the differentiating falsehood from truth,
(Kitdb-i-'Ahd)

so that whatever he said was to
stand as truth and that which he repudiated was to be known as falsehood .. ,
"But in this Dispensation of the
Blessed Beauty (Le., Baha'u'llah)
among its distinctions is that He did
not leav~ people in perplexity. He
entered into a Covenant and Testa~
ment with the people. He appointed
a Center of the Covenant. He wrote
with His own pen and revealed it in
the Kitab-i~Aqdas, the Book of Laws,
and Kitab-i-'Ahd, the Book of the
Covenant, appointing Him (i.e., {Abdu'l-Baha) the Expounder of Ute
Book. You must ask Him (Abdu'lBaha) regarding the meanings of the
texts of the verses~ Whatsoever He
says is correct. Outside of this in
numerous tablets He (Bahi!'u'llilh)
has explicitly recorded it with clear,
sufficient, valid and forceful statements. In the Tablet of the Branch
He explicitly states: 'Whatsoever the
Branch says is right, or correct, and
every person must obey the Branch
with his life, with his heart, with his
tongue. Without His will, not a word
shall anyone utter.' This is an expIieit text of the Blessed Beauty. So
there is no excuse left for anybody ... " (Star of the West, Vol. 12t
No. 14)
"One of the enemies of the Cause
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is he who endeavors to interpret the

be degraded."

Words of Baha'u'Uah and thereby

of the We.,t, Vol. 14, No. 15, page

('Abdu'I-Baha, Star

colors the meaning a c cording to his
capacity. and collects around him a
following, forming a qifferent sect,
promoting his own station and making division in the Cause." «Abdu'lBahil, Star of the West, Vol. 3, page
8.)
•'Were it not for the protecting
power of the Covenant to gua rd the
impregnable fort of the Cause of
God there would arise among the
Baha'is, in one day, a thousand different sects as was the case in former ages, but in this blessed Dispensation, for the sake of the permanency of the Cause of God and the
avoidance of dissension amongst the
people of God, the Blessed Beauty
(may my soul be a sacrifice to Him)
has through the Supreme Pen written
the Covenant and Testament; He appointed a Center, the Exponent of
the Book and the Annuller of disputes.
"Whatever is written by Him is
conformable to the truth and under
the protection of the Blessed Beauty.
He is infallible.
"The expres s purpose of the last
Will and Testament is to set aside
disputes from the world.
"Praise be to God that the believers in America are steadfast, but the
firmer they are the better, that no
one may be able to intrude and introduce disputes, for disputes destroy
the foundation of God's Institution."
('Abdu'I-Baha, in Tablets to R<>y C.
Wilhelm, August 12, 1914)
"As to the most great character··
istic, and it is a specific teaching of
the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, and
not given by any of the Prophets of
the past, it is the teaching concerning the Center of the Covenant. By
giving the teaching concerning the
Center of the Covenant He made
provision against all kinds of differences, so that no man should be
able tp create a new sect.
'~To guard against that state of
things, He entered into a Covenant
with all people of the world, indicating the Person of the Interpreter of
His teachings, so that no man should
be able to say that he explains a certain teaching in this way, and thus
create a sect revolving around his
individual understanding of a part
of the teachings . . . Whoever shall
say a word from his own self shall
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"My purpose is to convey to you
that it is your duty to guard the
Religion of God so that none shall
be able to assail it either outwardly
or inwardly. If you see injurious
teachings coming from an individual,
no matter who that individual may
be, even though he be My own son,
know ye verily that I am quit of him.
"If ye see anyone speaking
against the Covenant, even though
he be My own son, know ye that I
am averse to him." ('Abdu'l-Baha,
Star of the West, Vol. 14)
"Any soul who violates the Covenant and Testament in the least degree, immediately he is cut off. Even
in this material world he will becom·e afflicted with remorse and regret." (,Abdutl-Baha, Star of the
West, Vol. 6, page 94)
"But the Covenant of God and His
Testament is a bounty to the righteous and a curse to the wicked."
('Abdu'I-Baha, Tablets of 'Abdu'!Bahci, page 438)

INTER-AMERICA NEWS
Chile
Mrs. Marcia Atwater writes that
she has been accorded the utmost
courtesy by the press of Santiago,
that she has lectured in the Spanish
language before an audience at the
University of about three hundred
people and that the group is functioning beautifully. It was announced
that there would be a Spiritual Assembly elected on the 21st of April,
but this was premature. However
the group has elected its officers
and the number of believers is increasing so that by next spring there
will surely be a Spiritual Assembly.
Mrs. Atwater is returning home very
soon and hopes that some visiting
teacher or some resident pioneer
will soon succeed her.

Bolivia
The Inter-America Committee together with all the believers throughout the world· welcome the first
confirmed believer in Bolivia, Mme.
Yvonne de Cuellar. In that far off
land we are assured of a constant
and brilliant lCl.mp which will continue to shed its rays with increasing brilliance after the departure of
Mrs. Eleanor Adler who must return home.

Brazil
Miss Holsapple writes that she is
planning to spend some time now
in Sao Paolo and Santos and will
then return to Bahia. The teaching
force is being happily augmented in
Rio de Janeiro by the presence of
Mr. and Mrs, R. L. Wood of Bethesda, Maryland, who are leaving as
soon as possible to take up their
residence there. Miss Beatrie Irwin
is also there at present.
San Salvador
John Eichenauer has become interested in the study of Naturopathy
and hopes to make this his pro-fession. He plans to visit Nicaragua
very soon and may possibly make
that his headquarters. He assures
us that the main object of his life
is to teach the Cause and he will
assist Mathew Kaszab. John also
writes that any young man desiring to pioneer in San Salvador could
be assisted to find occupation by
Clarence Iverson. This committee
will be happy to furnish addresses
to those interested.
Guatemala
A beautiful letter from Sra. Barrientos tells of the earnest study of
the group in Guatemala City and
speaks with deep feeling of the Guardian's Convention cable which was
translated into Spanish and printed
in our la st bulletin. The group is
eager for more books and for the
establishment of a Baha'i library
and a school for the Youth. What a
glorious opportunity for some resi-:dc:nt pioneer!
Venezuela
Priscilla Rhoads' plans for teaching have been somewhat frustrated
by the upset condition of the coun.:
try. She says she longs for someone
to talk to. An interchange of letters
between the pioneers is very valuable. and certainly those who are so
far away from home would appreciate letters from any of the friends
who may be able to write.
Nicaragua

Congratulations and welcome to
the first declared believer in Nicaragua. He is Mr. Henry S. Wheelock
and his card was sent in by Mathew
Kaszab.
Panama
Our young worn en there are still
hoping for reinforcements but they
are a host in themselves and a great
source of joy to the Committee as
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are also the friends in Costa Rica
where the Cause is growing under
the new Spiritual Assembly.

Paraguay
At last accounts the class of Miss
Cheney numbered thirty people.
Miss Cheney has handled the situation in Asuncion in the wisest and
most commendable manner. It has
been found best to teach entirely by
the fireside method as publicity is
apt to be misinterpreted.
From a recent letter written by
Miss Cheney we quote:
"The class of thirty Baha'i students is progressing rapidly in spite
of terrifically upset social conditions. Am hoping to open a special
membership class next week. This
matter will be taken up for consultation when we celebrate the Feast
of Ridvim following the regular
meeting on Monday, April 28th.
There are five now who have asked
for Baha'i membership, and who
would sign the little Baha'i membership cards, if I should tell them
that such things existed. But I am
praying, if it is the will of Baha'u'llah, that perhaps at least nine may
be able to come in together, and my
hunch is to go slowly -'ind to make
very certain that they are well prepared and have a good foundation
in the teachings, for the establishment of an Assem bl-y, or even of a
smalle_T group, will be certain to a ttract great tests in a country such
as this one.
"The first meeting of the new
Youth Group was held Saturday night
in the midst of our most recent
revolutionary upset. There was no
way to notify the prospective members of a postponement. for telephone service had been shut off by
the govermnent. Fortunately only a
few came, bringing apologies from
nine more whose parents, luckily,
would not let them venture through
the streets. We had a short but interesting meeting, and hope to begin full force this Saturday, since
the present revolution appears to be
abortive."
Peru

Miss Nicklin is anxiously awaiting
her permit to enter Peru. The difficulties now arising necessitate great
patience but the Guardian never relaxes in his urge for more pioneers.
Montevideo

The very helpful visit of Mrs. Barton is being reflected in that city

Temple Model displayed in Sean-Roberts store, Augusta, Ga.

where her son Wilfred has now been
residing for many months. Bright
.hopes arise from the reports of the
work there. Montevideo is such a
lovely city that it should have spiritual capacity with its beauty.

Haiti
No recent word from the Blackwells but we know they a Te doing
splendid work and have several
registered believers.
Cuba
Mrs. Hoagg has returned to this
country for some special teaching
work leaving Miss Josephine Kruka
in Havana. The friends in Havana
will retain their center during the
summer and this committee will
hope to send another teacher there
in the fall.
Argentina
We are looking for the translation
of the Dispensation from Buenos
Aires a s the details were arranged
by Philip Sprague before he left. If
this should be a satisfactory trans~
lation after review it will probably
be printed forthwith. The Baha'i Procedure in Spanish is now in process
of being made ready for circulation
in mimeographed form. The cost
will be announced by the NSA.

San Domingo

Dear Miss Lentz is still waiting
patiently for a visit from Gertrude
Gewertz. We hope this may soon
eventuate.
Applications
The committee will be glad to consider any and all applications and
make recommendations to the NSA.

Our Bahii'i Schools
Louhelen E%tend. Season
This year at Louhelen an informal
vacation season, July 19 to Augost 8,
will be offered between the more
formally planned sessions previously held. It will be possible to take up
in this session a more prolonged
study of Spanish, and to enjoy in a
leisurely way the bountiful gifts of
the new library. This is regarded as
a family session. Special children's
classes will be organized, if needed,
as well as fireside chats, teaching
discussions, and study groups for
adults.
The life of Qurratu'l-'Ayn has been
written in the form of a play by Mrs.
Earl Andrews of Lima. The teaching
spirit is in this little play to a profound degree, and we are happy to
announce that the author has offered
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it to Louhelen for use at both Youth
sessions.
The Louhelen committee calls attention to a change of program for
the Laboratory session. In lieu of
the proposed public speaking course,
Mrs. Virginia Camelon will present
"The Heart of The Baha'i Faith," a
course tracing the historic Covenant
and Covenant of Baha'u'llah in the
present day. Attention is also called
to the emphasis upon the study of
the Qur'ci.n in this session. This study
will be intensively carried on with
daily assignments. The friends are
requested to bring copies of the lqan
and the Rodwell Qur'an if possible:
. Concerning this illuminating study
the Guardian has written: uThe
knowledge of this sacred Scripture
is absolutely indispensable for every
believer who wishes to adequately understand, and intelligently read the
writings of Baha'u'llili."

Geyserville Celebrates Fifteenth
Anniversary
The Geyserville School Commi!tee
:umounces that the 1941 season will
be the fifteenth anniversary of the
founding of the School on the property made available by Mr. and Mrs.
John Bosch. From a circular letter
issued by' the· Committee. we quote
the following excerpts:
"It seems 'only a short time ago
that our beloved John and Louise
Bosch stood under the now famous
'Big Tree' and announced to an astonished and delighted audience that
they were donating their property to
establish a Baha'I Summer School.
Since then much has happened.
Thanks to the devotion and generosity of the believers, new and
beautiful buildings have been added,
attendance has grown, activities
have multiplied, and in general, the
school has assumed unity and dignity, and has become a rallying center to which believers gather yearly
to seek lmowledge and inspiration
for the spread of the Cause.
"As we stand before this fifteenth
milestone, we are greatly encouraged by the past growth; but as
we' look ahead we realize that we
have only started on the long path
which ultimately leads to the World
Order of Baha'u'llah. We must multiply our efforts, increase our knowledge, perfect our methods, and
withal revitalize ourselves with new
power through the ever-insplnng
words of the Manifestation for this
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day. Where could we do this better
than in the Baha'i SUmmer Schools
throughout the land' The Bah'; 'f
Schools have become a vital factor
in the march toward a divinely ordained .world aider:
"It is· in this spirit that wet the
members of the Geyserville Sum~
mer School Committee, wish to join
hands with every' believer in the
Western States to make the 15th
Anniversary Session a 'great leap
forward in the progress of this institution. "
"The Committee welcomes any
suggestions that will contribute to
the growth and success of the Summer School. We are especially in
need of volunteers, people who have
the welfare of the school at heart,
who definitely plan to be at Geyserville as long a s possible, and who
are willing and able to shoulder specific responsibilities."

International School
The program for the International
School is outlined to cover the following points of interest;
1. Study of health and hygiene for
Latin America.
2. Behavior and responsibility to
the Cause, of individual teachers.
3. Techniques
of
speaking
to
groups, with knowledge of their
. psychology and background.
4. Importance of having a consecu~
tive plan of. teaching.
5. Danger of introducing advance
teaching which migh t be misunderstood.
6. NeCessity of taking each LatinAmerican country and stUdying
the geography, history. religion,
racial characteristics, cultural
background, and government.
For helpful reading this month the
International School Committee suggests "The Donkey Inside, I t a book
by Ludwig Bemelman, and the
magazine,
"Pan-American
Good
Neighbor Forum. H Particular attention is called to the March num·
her of the latter, in which a stimulating article on Brazil gives good
advice to those looking forward to
visiting that country.
The Committee reports that Professor Stephen Torney, of the University of Utah, will replace Professor Hayes on the program. He
will speak on uPractical Philosophy
In Teaching Work."

Baha'i Directory
The list of Committees appointed
by the National Spiritual Assembly
for the year beginning July 1, 1941
is. 'published as BaM'i D-rectoTY:
Part I, with this issue of Baha'i
News. On account of changes and
additions, the list will be supplemented in the fall with corrections
to bring it up to date. Please note
the brief description of functions accompanying the Committee list.
Part II of the Directory will include the local Assemblies arid
Groups of the United States and
Canada and appear as an insert to
Baha'i News of July .

Enrollments and Transfers
Atlanta, three. San Francisco, one.
Binghamton, one. Philadelphia? four.
Lima, one. New York, seven. West
Chester, one. Vancouver, one. Washington, one. Chicago, three. Flint,
one YQuth. Seattle, one. Portland,
two. Los Angeles, three.
The enrollment of twenty isolated
believers is reporte~ for April.

In Memoriam·
Grant, 0 my Lord, that they who

have ascended unto Thee may re~
pair unto Him Who is the most exalted Companion, and abide beneath
the shadow Of the Tabernacle of Thy
maiesty and the Sanctuary of Thy
glory.-Baha'u'llili.
Andrew Bowhill, Portland, Oregon.
John Sherman, Milwaukee.
Mrs. Ada Lammersen. Chicago.'

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: MeTi:Y, June
24; Words, July 13; Perfection, August 1.
Aoniversary: Martyrdom of the
Bab, July 9.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: July 4, 5, 6.
Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Baha
at West Englewood : June 28.
Summer School sessions: Green
Acre, season opens June 30; Geyserville, July 6 to 26; Louhelen Ranch,
first youth session, June 29~July 5;
laboratory session, Jnly 8-17; Temerity Ranch, teachers' session,
June 20-30, and youth session, July
1-10.
Southern Teaching Conference;
Vogel Park, Georgia, June 14-21.
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"I Urgently, Insistently
Plead"
(The) fate-laden world ordeal (is)
moving in steady, pre-ordained
crescendo. (The) blaze (of a) seemingly uncontrollable fire (is) leaping, ravaging last remaining great
Power (on) European continent.
Shadows (of) God's retributive act
(are) fast gathering. As (the) arena
(of) world convulsing contest broadens; as wounds it inflicts deepens;
as issues it raises aggravate (and)
multiply, so will (the) operation (of
the) spiritual forces, destined (to)
cast (the) burden (of a) travailing
age, be accelerated. As (the) old
world sinks beneath (the) weight
(of a) crumbling old order, so
must new world exponents (of)
Baha'u'Uah's nascent, integrating
World Order climb loftier summits
(of) their sublime calling. (I) urgently, insistently plead (that) all
American believers,
particularly
(the) National Teaching (and) Inter-America Committees, above all
(the) National elected representatives, arm their souls, labor more
resolutely, coopera te more closely,
scatter more widely, sacrifice more
abundantly, (to) insure, during remaining years (of) Seven Year
Plan, (the) brilliant discharge (of
the) one remaining obligation (of)
their dual task, whose consummation
must signalize (the) termination
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(and) seal (the) triumph (of) First
Baha'i Century.
SHOGHI RABBANI

Cablegram received July 4, 1941.

"Intensity Our Resolution"
Lefler from Shoghi Effendi
Dear and Valued Co-Workers:
The internecine struggle, now en·
gulfing the generality of mankind,
is increasingly assuming, in its
range and ferocity, the proportions
of the titanic upheaval foreshadowed as far back as seventy years ago
by Baha'u'IHih. It can be viewed in
no other light except as a direct
interposition by Him Who is the Ordainer of the Universe, the Judge
of all men and the Deliverer of the
nations. It is the rod of both the
anger of God and of His correction.
The fierceness of its devastating
power chastens the children of men
for their refusal to acclaim the century-old Message of their promised,
their Heaven·sent Redeemer. The
fury of its flames, on the other
hand, purges a way the dross, and
welds the limbs of humanity into
one single organism, indivisible,
purified, God.conscious and divinely
directed.
Its immediate cause can be traced to the forces engendered by the
last war of which it may be truly
regarded as the direct continuation.
Its first sparks were kindled on the
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eastern shores of the Asiatic continent. enveloping two sister races of
the world in a conflagration which
no force seems able to either
quench or circumscribe. This cataclysmic process was accelerated by
the outbreak of a fierce conflict in
the heart of Europe, fanning into
flame age-long animosities and un·
chaining a series of calamities as
swift as they were appalling. As the
turmoil gathered momentum it
swept remorselessly into its vortex
the most powerful nations of the
European continent-the chief protagonists of that highly-vaunted yet
lamentably defective civilization.
The mounting tide of its havoc and
devastation soon overspread the
northernmost regions of that afflicted continent, subsequently ravaged
the shores of the Mediterranean,
and invaded the African continent
as far as Ethiopia and the surrounding territories. The' Balkan countries, as predicted by 'Abdu'l-Baha t·
were soon to sustain the impact of
this tragic ordeal, communicating
in their turn the commotions to
which they had been subjected to
both the Near and Middle East,
wherein are enshrined the heart of
the Faith itself, its Cradle, its chief
center of Pilgrimage, and its most
sacred and historic sites.
Its menace is overleaping the
limits of the Old World and is
plunging into consternation the
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Great Republic of the West, as well
as the peoples of Central and South
America. The New World as well
as the Old is experiencing the terrific impact of this disruptive force.

Even the peoples of the Antipodes
are trembling before the approaching tempest that threatens to burst
on their heads.
The races of the world, Nordic,
Slavonic, Mongolian, Arab and African, are alike subjected to its con·
surning violence. The world's religious systems are no less affected by
the universal paralysis which is
creeping over the minds and souls
of men. The persecution of world
Jewry. the rapid deteriora tion of
Christian institutions, the intestine
division and disorders of Isl<im, are
but manifestations of the fear and
trembling that ha s seized humanity
in its hour of unprecedented turmoil
and peril. On the high seas, in the
air, on land, in the forefront of ba ttie, in the palaces of kings and the
cottages of peasants, in the most
hallowed sanctuaries, whether secular or religious, the evidences of

God's retributive act and mysterious

discipline

are

manifest.

Its

heavy toll is steadily mounting-a
holocaust sparing neither prince nor
peasant, neither man nor woman,
neither young nor old.
The Faith of Baha'u'llah - that
priceless gem of Divine Revelation
enshrining the Spirit of God and incarnating His Purpose for mankind
in this age can neither a spire
nor expect to escape unhurt amid
the hurricane of human disasters
that blows around it. By most men
unnoticed, scorned and ridiculed by
some, feared and challenged by
others, this world redemptive Faith,
for whose precious sake the world
is undergoing such a gonies, finds
its virgin strength assailed, and its
infant institutions hemmed in, by the
dark forces which a godless civilization has unloosed over the face
of the planet. In the Old World,
whether in Europe, Asia or Africa,
it is being buffeted about, ostracized,
arraigned and repressed. In certain countries its community life is
being extinguished, in others a ban
is severely imposed on its propa~
ga tion, in still others its members
are denied all intercourse with its
World Center. Dangers, grave and
unsuspected, confront its cradle and
surround its very heart.
Not so, however, with the countries of the Western Hemisphere.

The call of Baha'u'lhih summons,
at this challenging hour, the peoples
of the New World, and its leaders
to redress the balance of the old.
HO Rulers oj America,'.' He thus
addresses the Chief Magistrates of
that continent, Hand the Presidents
of the RepubHc therein.
Adorn the temp~e of your dominion
with the ornament of Justice and of
the feaT of God, and its head with
the crown of the remembrance of
your Lord, the Maker of the
heavens," The Great RepUblic of the
West, an object of special solicitUde
throughout the ministry of the Center of the Covenant, whose soil has
been hallowed by His footsteps, and
the foundation of whose edifice the Mother Temple of the West has been consecrated by His hand,
has been singled out through the
opera tion of His Will. and been invested by His Pen with a unique,
an inescapable, a weighty and most
sacred responsibility. The Mission
entrusted to the community of the
North American believers in the
darkest days of the last war. is,
after a period of incubation of well
nigh twenty years, and furough the
instrumentality of the administrative agencies erected after 'Abdu'lBaha's passing, efflorescing under
our very eyes. Already, since the
inception of the Seven Year Plan,
this community can well claim to
have attained, through its deeds. a
stature that dwarfs its sister communities, and can glory in a parentage that embraces every Republic
of Latin America. The first Mashriqu'l-Adhkar of the West, its beauteous and noble handiwork, is virtually completed. A nucleus for a future flourishing local community is
already formed in every state and
province in North America. The administra ti ve structure, following the
pattern of its prototype in the U.S.A.
is, through the agency of that same
Plan. raising its triumphant head in
the Central and South American Republics. The Plan itself, propelled
by the agencies released by those
immortal Tablets which constitute
its charter, bids fair, in the fifth
year of its operation, to exceed. the
highest expectations of those who
have so courageously launched it.
lts consummation, coinciding with
the termination of the first century
of the Baha'i Era, will mark the
opening of yet another phase in a
series of crusades which must
ca rry, in the course of the succeed-

ing century, the privileged recipients of those epoch-making Tablets beyond the Western Hemisphere
to the uttermost ends of the earth t
to implant the banner, and lay an
unassailable basis for the administrative structure of the Faith of
Baba'u'llah.
The quality and magnitude of the
work already achieved by these stal~
wart champions of God's New World
Order are inexpressibly exhilarating
and infinitely meritorious. The immensity of the task still to be performed staggers our fancy and inflames our imagination. The potentialities with which these tasks are
endowed elude our shrewdest calcu~
lations. The promise they enshrine
is too dazzling to contemplate. What
else can we do but bow our heads
in thanksgiving and reverence. steel
our hearts in preparation for the
strenuous days ahead, and intensify
a hundredfold our resolution to
carryon the task to which our hands
are set at present?
8Hocm
Haifa, Palestine. May 25, 1941

Excerpts From Letter
From the Guardian
It is in view of this constant expansion and increasing complexity
of the inter-continental activities of
the Faith, for which your Assembly
has assumed a primary responsibility, that the Guardian has lately
re-emphasized the necessity of
avoiding over-centralization in the
conduct of the affairs of the Cause,
thereby relieving your Assembly of
an unmanageable amount of detail
and routine work, which would interfere with its clear and paramount
duty of maintaining a thorough
and vigilant supervision over the
work of the Cause as a whole. Excessive decentralization, on the other hand, would tend to nullify the
principle which places ultimate
authority and responsibility in the
hands of the National Spiritual A2,sembly. His recent instruction regarding the relationship of the Regional Teaching Commi Itees to the
National Teaching Committee safeguards this principle which lies at
the very basis of the Administrative
Order. The Regional Committees,
although appointed by the N.S.A.
should, unlike all other commi ttees,_
be viewed as special ad.jWlcts created specifically for the purpose of
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helping directly the National Teaching Committee in its all-important
task of stimulating the teaching
activities of the Faith in North
America. In a sense they are sub-

committees of the National Teaching Committee, to whom their reports and all details of the national
teaching activity should be constantly and directly referred.
At the present timet in view of
the emphasis placed by the Guard
ian on the tea ching pha se of the
w

Seven Year Plan, the National
Teaching and Inter-America committees acquire great importance
and assume added responsibility
I

and should be supported and encour-

aged by both the N.S.A. as well as
the rank and file of the believers.

The resources of the entire community and of the National Fund
should be consecrated to this supreme and sacred purpose. The importance

acquired

by

these

two

committees, however. does not
make of them independent bodies,
or give them the right to disregard
the advice and the general directions of the N.S.A. Otherwise a conflict of authority would ensue within the administration, introducing an
evil as pernicious as the tendency
to over-centralize the affairs of the
Cause in the hands of an over-burdened N.S.A., depriving it thereby
of the vision and the necessary
leisure required to ponder the policies, the problems and enterprises
which the growth of the Administrative Order engenders.
The Guardian is very pleased to
learn of the sucC€ss that has attended the sessions at Atlanta and the
removal of the disagreement within
the community of that city and the
wcrk achieved by the regional conference and the public meeting open
to both races. A special effort, he
feels, should now be made to lay
a foundation (If urritv between the
white and colored Baha'is and weld
the groups into communities capable of forming Assemblies representative of both races.
The action taken by your Assembly in connection with rura]
areas, such as township and county,
as different from towns and cities,
meets with his approval. He hopes
that a special effort will be made to
increase the number of Assemblies
in these rural areas. This, he believes, is one of the major functions
and duties of the National Teaching Committee this year.

Baha'i Exhibit at Canadian National Exposition, Toronto, 1940

The fifty photographs showing the
recent progress in Temple construction have been safely received and
he has already distributed them
among the many pilgrims that came
this year from Persia, 'Ira.q, Syria
and Egypt. He would appreciate another fifty copies of the Temple
photograph as soon as sufficient
faces are completed to represent a
finished and unobstructed view of
the entire edifice.
The rna terial sent to him regarding the legal action taken against
the New History Society, as well as

copies of their monthly publication,
have been received and the Guardian feels that Ahmad Sohrab is increasingly revealing his latent
opposition to the spirit as well as
the letter of the Master's Will and
Testament. His references to ex·
communication flatly contradict the
Master's own actions and attitude,
of which he is personally fully
aware. and are irreconcilable with
some of the most emphatic and tul~
mistakable injunctions of 'Abdu'lBaha in His Will and Testament. His
increasingly bold criticisms of the
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Hemisphere. Any progress achieved
in this most vital field at so critical
a stage in the secular affairs of the
American nations, will vi tally affect
the spiritual destinies of these republics, though the inter-action of
the forces at work in both fields,
spiritual and temporal, may not be
apparent at the present time. Bahau'llith, the Guardian firmly believes,
is releasing through this inter-continental campaign, at a time when
decisions vital to the interests of the
Western Hemisphere are b e in g
taken, forces which, as they reveal
their potentialities, will increasingly
assist in shaping that World Order
which the American peoples of the
New World are being called upon to
proclaim and establish.
With the assurance of the Guardian's continued prayers for the success of your historic services.

Yours in His Service,
H. RABBANI
Spiritua] Assembly of the Baha'is of Peoria,

action taken by the Guardian
amounts to a repudiation of the
authority of the Guardianship, and
is thus an open and flagrant Vi06
lalion of the Will establishing that
authority. In fact the more he writes
and the more he gives vent to his
true feelings, and discloses his real
attitude to what 'Abdu'l-Bahil has
regarded as absolutely essential to
the unity the integrity and protection of the Faith, the more will
he clearly demonstrate his disloyalty to the Master whom he professes to uphold and defend. He is
no doubt the most subtle, resourceful and indefatigable enemy the
Faith has had in America, and the
retribution he will in the end suffer
will be correspondingly grievous and
devastating. Every effort should be
made by your Assembly to protect
the new believers from the poison
which he is trying to instil into their
minds and souls, and to reinforce
their confidence in his ultimate
downfall and complete obliteration.
Regarding the Master's public
talks, copies of which you have sent
under separate cover, the Guardian
approves of their being made available to the friends as excerpts in
"World Order" magazine.
Will you kindly assure Miss Kruka
that the Guardian has received a
few copies of the Finnish version
1

In~orpo:rated

Haifa, Palestine, May 25, 1941
April 8, 1940

of "Baha'u'llah and the New Era,"
and wishes her to arrange to have
more sent to him for distribution.
He would appreciate it if Mrs.
Lynch could arrange to send
through you a few copies of the Polish version recently published, that
the Guardian may place them in
the various libraries he has estalJ..
lished in the Holy Land.
Regarding the design for the door
of the Temple, the Guardian
approves your decision not to proceed with any plan for these doors
before the exterior ornamentation is
completed. Nor should the question
of metal grilles for some of the windows be considered at present. Care
shOUld be exercised lest the Trustees
b€' led to enter into any new subsidiary contracts in the course of
this year t as this would entail a
diminution of the funds that should
now be devoted to the vital teaching
work to be carried out throughout
the Americas.
Every endeavor should be made in
the course of the year by the National
Assembly,
the
National
Teaching and Inter-America committees, as well as the pioneers in
various fields, and indeed by each
and every individual believer. to extend the scope and consolidate the
basis of the teaching campaigns initiated throughout
the
Western

The Work to Be Done
To the Spirituat Assemblies, Communities and Groups of the Bahci:'is

of

the United States and Canada.

Beloved Friends:
The American Baha tis have left
behind the era of vague aspiration
and entered that of definite accomplishment. The Guardian has given
us an exact measure of our collective teaching responsibility during
these three remaining years of the
Seven Year Plan. This measure is:
the establishment of a Spiritual Assembly in each unoccupied State
and Province of North America, the
reinstatement of every local Assembly dissolved for lack of numbers, and the formation of an active Baha'i nucleus in each country
of Central and South America.
This task involves a large part of
the entire world,-the whole of that
area not yet submerged by war.
Consideration of the teaching
work to be done in Central and
South America will be given in the
next issue of BahtiJi News. Let us
concentrate now on the task in
North America.

Unoccupied Siales and Provinces
As of July 1, 1941, there are
twenty States of the United States
and nine Provinces of Canada lack-
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ing a Spiritual Assembly. These
are: New Hampshire, Vermont,
Rhode Island. Delaware, Virginia.
West Virginia, North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, Nevada. To these
States should be added the three
territories of Ala ska. Porto Rico
and the Canal Zone.
The nine Canadian Provinces to
be enlisted for Baha'u'llah are:
Newfoundland, Labrador, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New

Brunswick, Manitoba,
wan, Alberta, Yukon.

Saskatche-

A •• em"l"" to Be Reinstated
From April 21, 1940 to July 1,
1941, fifteen Assem hUes were dissolved for lack of numbers. The resulting Groups represent the most
favorable point of attack for a vigorous teaching campaign. but the
reinstatement of all fifteen former Assemblies will not of itself
settle all the unoccupied States and
Provinces, It is a second teaching
problem to be undertaken simultaneously with the settlement of those
areas listed above.
The fifteen former Assemblies (to
which should be added the Assembly of Moncton, N.B., dissolved
prior to 1940) are: Glendale, Ariz.,
St. Lambert, Quebec, Canada, Alhambra, Burbank, Huntington Park
and Santa Rosa, Calif., Colorado
Springs and Denver, Colo., Augus~
ta, Ga., Topeka, Kans., Lansing,
Mich., Knoxville, Tenn., Salt Lake
City, Utah, Monroe, Wash., and
Eagle River, Wis. (Two Assemblies
have not yet reported,)
The National Spiritual Assembly
emphasizes the fact that there are
only three years left in which to
complete this vast teaching program in North America. Each year
must witness a definite measure of
accomplishment, which means that
each month, each week .and every
single day offers its responsibility
to us all.
Concentration of effort by each
participating Committee, Assembly
or Group is the key note of success
in such a vast program. Let us remember that every Baha'i is a
teacher and therefore no Group or
Assembly can merely sit passively
while awaiting help from outside.
Teaching projects are of vital importance, but they are not a sub-
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stitute for the continuous activity of
every consecrated Baha'i.
Besides concentration upon specific tasks until each is accomplished, there is great need for coordination of all available Committee
resources. and to this end the N ational Assembly is in communication with the Publicity, Radio, Library and Race Unity Committees in
order that each Committee can contribute its material or advice in
connection with the teaching activities conducted by the National
Teaching Committee, the Regional
Teaching Committees, local Assemblies and Groups for the settlement
of Assemblies in the unoccupied
areas and the reinstatement of the
dissolved Assemblies. The purpose
is to bring about a constantly developing technic of teaching work,
with the use by the field teacher
of all possible Baha'i resources.
These days are the great days in
the history of mankind. They are
days of prayer and consecration,
days of unified action, days for
achieving the superhuman aims of
the Faith of Bah§.'u'llah. Therefore
let us devote time at each successive Nineteen Day Feast to intensive discussion on ways and means
to share in the teaching work.
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL

SPnUTU AL ASSEMBLY

Proceedings of the
1941 Annual Convention
To the Convention delegates, to
the Assemblies and to the individual believers, the National Spiritual
Assembly reports those Proceedings of the Convention which represented recommendations or suggestions to the National Assembly,
together with the action taken On
them by the Assembly at its meeting held May 30, 31, June 1 and 2,
1941.
1. Voted that the speech of Mr.
John J. Earley be edited by him
for publication. Action. Voted to
send Mr. Earley a transcript of
Miss Loeding' s notes on his addre 5 s
and ask him if he will put them in
shape for a brief article in World
Order Magazine at as early a date
as possible.
2. Voted, a recommendation to
the incoming National Spiritual Assembly to consider the feasibility of
appointing regional sub-committees
to the Inter-America Committee.
Action. Voted to report that this
recommendation has been consider.
ed but it is not yet feasible.
3. Voted to recommend the publication of !'Jrs. Mamie Seto's compilation on contributing to the
Baha'i Fund. Action. Voted to take
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no action on this recommendation
because this subject has been
covered by instructions from the
Guardian which aTe available in
printed form.

4. Voted to recommend a letter of
appreciation to the Wilmette Chamber of Commerce for their cooperation and welcome extended to the
Baha'; delegates. Action. An appropriate letter has been sent.
5. Voted that it be the sense of
this Convention that we urge the
Temple Trustees to complete the
contract for the nine faces and enter into a new contract to simultaneously do the work for the comple-

tion of the steps. Action. The necessary contracts have been executed and the work is actively under
way.
6. Voted to recommend that foreign language literature be provided for the large number of refugees
now coming to this country, especially in Jewish and German, the
suggested works to translate being
jAbdu'I.Baha's address to the Jews,
and His talk in the synagogue at San
Francisco. Action. Voted that until
the Baha 'f literature in Spanish is
complete no new language be undertaken.
7. Voted to recommend that the
National Assembly consider the
feasibility of spreading the work of
the National Committees. adding
additional members, making the
personnel of such Committees as
representative as possible of the diverse minority groups or elements
in the Cause. Action. Voted to report that for two years the Assembly has been applying as much as
possible the principle that no believer should serve on more than one
National Committee, and that racial elements are used as much as
possible.
S. Voted to approve draft of cablegram to be sent to the Spiritual Assembly of Mexico City. Action. A
loving greeting was sent the Assembly by letter after the Convention.
9. Voted to recommend to the
Teaching Committee that in future there be some kind of a written agreement between the pioneers
and the National Spiritual Assembly. Action. The Assembly has
plans in preparation relating to the
purpose of this resolution.
10. Voted that the National Assembly establish a meeting for
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prayer and meditation to bring
about peace, making it one of the
essential activities of every Spiritual Assembly,
community
and
group throughout the land. Action.
Voted to report the view that the
members of the National Assembly,
with the body of Baha'is, should
concentrate on the Most Great
Peace and work diligently toward
that end.
11. Voted to recommend that as
many members of National Committees be appointed from within the
Temple area as possible. Action.
Voted to report that the Assembly
is fully aware of the Guardian's instruction that Committee headquarters be established around the Hazlratu'l-Quds as a nucleus and has
been carrying out this principle as
rapidly as possible. Since the National Office was moved in 1939, the
Treasurer's Office, the Publishing
Office and the work of the magazine have been successively transferred, and this ha s necessitated the
construction of an accessory Administrative Building. The Baha'i
News Service, in its membership,
has been in the area for some
years. What the Guardian established is a trend, and the working out
of the trend to its ultimate fulfilment may well involve a considerable period of time. As the way
opens for further consolidation of
the national administrative work in
the Temple area, the Assembly will
act promptly. It is pointed out,
meanWhile, that National Committees are dependent on capacity, and
capacity is to be used wherever it
is found, a limitation which makes
it impossible to transfer Committees to anyone point until the
requisite capacity and experience
are a va ila ble.
12. Voted to recommend that as
the problems have gro\VIl with the
increase of the teaching work, the
National Assembly meet at least
once a month. Action.. Voted to explain that the members of the National Assembly themselves realize
the demands this Office makes upon
them. The present average schedule of meetings calls for about seventy-five days a year on the part
of the individual members spent in
travel and in the successive three
and four day meetings. The believers will appreciate what this
amount of time means to members
who have their own personal responsibilities to make a living.

13. Voted to recommend that if
Committees do not function. the Assembly should not retain them but
appoint new ones. Action. The Assembly explains that in recent
years, Committees have been reporting their work at regular intervals, and the responsibility involved
in supervising the Committees is
realized.
14. Voted to recommend that pub.licity material be supplied to isolated believers and groups. Action.
The Baha'i News Service has suitable material on hand, and will be
requested to make it available.
15. Voted to recommend that the
Assembly look to the Guardian for
guid ance in the preparation of the
Convention agenda, Action. Voted to
point out that the Guardian's instructions underlie all plans of the
National Spiritual Assembly and
their essence is always reflected in
the Convention agenda.

Teaehings on the Covenant
(Conclutktl )
W?en IAbdu'l-Baha Himself passed
on III 1921, He in turn left a Will
and Testament which named the
person of an Interpreter and Guardian to guide and unify the Baha'i
commtUlity after Him, and direct
within that community the development of the organic institutions created by Baha'u'lhlh.
Concerning this Will, we have the
following significant words of comment by Shoghi Effendi in The Dispensation of Baha.'u'llcih:"'Abdu'l-Baha, Who incarnates
an insh tution for which we can find
no parallel in any of the world's
recognized religious systems, may
be said to have closed the Age to
which He Himself belonged and opened the one in which we are now
laboring. His Will and Testament
should thus be regarded as the perpetual, the indissoluble link which
the mind of Him Who is the Mystery
of God has conceived in order to
insure the continuity of the three
ages that constitute the component
parts of the Baha'i Dispensation ...
Bein~ the Child of the Covenantthe Heir of both the Originator and
the Interpreter of the Law of Godthe Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lBaha can no more be divorced from
Him Who supplied the original and
motivating impulse than from the
One Who ultimately conceived it.
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Baha'u'llah's inscrutable purpose,
we must ever bear in mind, has been
50 thoroughly infused into the conduct of 'Abdu'l-Baha t and their motives have been so closely wedded
together, that the mere attempt to
dissociate the teachings of the former from any system. which the ideal
Exemplar of those same teachings
has established would amount to a
repudiation of one of the most
sacred and basic truths of the
Faith."
From the Will and Testament of
'Abdu'l-Baha we quote:~'O ye beloved of the Lord! The
greatest of all things is the protection of the True Faith of God, the
preservation of His Law, the safeguarding of His Cause and service
unto His Word. Ten thousand souls
have shed streams of their sacred
blood in this path, their precious
Youth Week Picnic, Green Acre, 1940
lives they offered in sacrifice unto
Him, hastened wrapt in holy ecstasy Cause of God from the onslaught of hooveth tr.em to be the trusted ones
unto the glorious field of martyr- the insincere, for souls such as these of the Merciful amongst men and
dom, upraised the Standard of God's cause the straight to become crook~ to regard themselves as the guardFaith and writ with their life-blood ed and all benevolent efforts to pro- ians appointed of God for all that
upon the Tablet of the world the duce contrary results."
dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon
verses of His Divine Unity . . .
As to the nature and validity of them to take counsel together and to
"0 my loving friends' After the the elected Assemblies which repre- have regard for the interests of the
passing away of this wronged one, sent the local and national Baha'i servants of God, for His sake, even
it is incumbent upon the Aghsan communities throughout the world, as they regard their own interests,
(Branches), the Afnim (Twigs) of these are described in the following and to choose that which is meet
the Sacred Lote-Tree, the Hands passages taken from Baha~i Ad- and seemly . . .'
~'Furthermore,
'Abdu'l-Baha re(pillars) of the Cause of God and ministration, by Shoghi Effendi. The
the loved ones, of the Abhit Beauty administrative bodies here mention- veals the fonowing : - ' I t is incumto turn unto Shoghi Effendi . . . as ed, however, had existed in rudi- bent upon everyone not to take any
he is the sign of God, the chosen mentary form during the lifetime of step 'Without consulting the Spiritual
'Abdu'l-Baha, and were nurtured, Assembly and they must assuredly
branch, the guardian of the Cause
of God, he unto whom all the fostered, encouraged and confirm- obey with heart and soul its bidding
Aghsan, the Afuan~ the Hands of the ed by Him. There never has been and be submissive unto it, that
Cause of God and His loved ones the slightest justification for any things may be properly ordered and
must turn. He is the expounder of per son in America to conceive of the well arranged. Otherwise every
the words of God and after him will Faith of Baha'u'llah as an unguard- person will act independently and
succeed the first-born of his lineal ed treasure to be seized and ex- after his own judgment, will follow
descendants . . . The mighty strong- ploited for the ends of personal am- his own desire, and do harm to the
Cause.'
hold shall remain impregnable and bition.
"A perusal of some of the words
~~In this day, assemblies of con~
safe through obedience to him who
is the guardian of the Cause of God of Bahatu'lhlh and 'Abdu'l-Baha on sultation are of the greatest impor. . . He 'that opposeth him hath the duties and functions of SpirituaJ tance and a vital necessity. Obediopposed the True One, will make Assemblies in every land (later to ence unto them is essential and
a breach in the Cause of God, will be designated as the local Houses obligatory . . .
"Regarding U:-e establishment of
subvert His word and will become of Justice), emphatically reveals the
a manifestation of the Center of sacredness of their nature, the wide 'National Assemblies, r it is of vital
scope of their activity. and the grave importance that in every counSedition ...
"And now, one of the greatest and responsibility which rests upon try, where the conditions are favormost fundamental principles of the them.
able and the number of friends has
"In the Most Holy Book (i. e., the grown and rea ched a considera hIe
Cause of God is to shun and avoid
. that a 'National Spiritual
entirely the Covenant-breakers, for Kitab-i-Aqdas) is revealed :-'The size.
they will utterly destroy the Cause Lord. hath ordained that in every Assembly' be immediately estabof God. exterminate His Law and city a House of Justice be establish- lished, representative of the friends
render of no account all efforts ed wherein shan gather counsel- throughout that country.
lors to the number of Baha (i.e.,
"Its immediate purpose is to
exerted in the pa st . . .
stimulate, unify and coordinate by
"0 ye beloved of the Lord! Strive nine), and should it exceed this
with all your heart to shield the number it does not matter. It be- frequent personal consultations, the
I
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manifold activities of the friends as
well as the local Assemblies, and
by keeping in close and constant
touch with the Holy Land, initiate
measures, and direct in general the
affairs of the Cause in that country.
"This National Spiritual Assembly, which . . . will have to be
re-elected OIice a year, obviously assumes grave responsibilities, for it
has to exercise full authority over
all the local Assemblies in its province, and will have to direct the
activities of the friends t guard vigilantly the Cause of God, and control
and supervise the affairs of the
Movement in general.
UVital issues, affecting the interests of the Cause in that country
such as the mattter of translation
and publication, the Mashriqu'l-

Adhkar (i. e., the Baha'i House of
Worship)' the Teaching Work, and
other similar matters that stand dis~
tinct from strictly local affairs. must
be under the full jurisdiction of the
National Assembly."

Revision of By-Laws
Notice is hereby given to all incorporated local Spiritual Assemblies that revision has been made by
the National Spiritual Assembly in
the standard form of By-Laws in order to conform to recent general instructions from the Guardian.
Art. III. Aiter the sentence reading, "It shall have fuJI and complete
custody of the headquarters or meeting place of the Baha'i community, U
the following new text is inserted:
"It shall have exclusive authority to
conduct Baha 'f marriage ceremonies
and Issue Baha'i marriage certificates within the area of its jurisdiction."
Art. IX. Amended to read as follows: "The sphere of jurisdiction of
the Spiritual Assembly, with respect
to residential qualification of membership, and voting rights of a believer in the Baha'i community, shall
be the locality included within the
civil limits of the municipality, township or county." Delete the portion
which begins: "but Baha'is who reside . . . , t l etc.
The latter amendment was necessarily made in a form to meet the
three different types of civil area in
which a Spiritual Assembly can now
exist: a municipality (incorporated
village, town or city), a township,

or a county. The township area is
available when there are nine or
more Baha'is resident in the same
town~hip but all resident outside of
the incorporated villages, towns or
cities in that township. In the same
way. the county area is available
when there are no civil township
areas in the State but the counties
are small enough to enable an Assembly to meet conveniently. In revising the By-Laws, each local Assembly must use the proper wording to fit its own case, defining its
area accurately in terms of the civil
unit selected. For example: . . . the
locality included within the civil
limits of the municipality of Chicago (New York, or whatever city or
town it may be); or this other wording: ~ .. the locality included within
the civil limits of the township of
Cloverdale (or whatever nam e the
township may have). No set of local
By-Laws should refer to the three
alternatives of municipality, township or county, but only to the one
actually employed.
Unincorporated Assemblies are
equally responsible for following the
standard By-Laws of a local Spiritual Assembly, and such Assemblies
should also note the revisions published above.
Similarly, the By-Laws of the National Spiritual Assembly have als,?
been revised, to preserve uniformity
with the definition of functions and
areas given in the local By-Laws.
The friends are advised that at the
meeting held March 21, 22 and 23,
1941, -the National Spiritual Assembly revised its By-Laws as follows:Art. VII. This has read: "Whenever in any locality of the United
States and Canada, be it city, town
or village, the number of Baha'is
resident therein recognized by the
National Spiritual Assembly exceeds
nine . . . ," etc. Amended to read:
"Whenever in any locality of the
United States and Canada, be it
municipality, township or county,
the number of Baha'is resident therein recognized . . . t" etc.
Art. VII. Second paragraph amended to read: IIWhen, however, the
number of Baha'is in any authorized
civil area is exactly nine, these may
on April 21st of any year . . . ," etc.
Art. VII. Section 12. Amended to
read: "The sphere of jurisdiction of
a Local Spiritual Assembly, with respect to residential qualification of

membership, and voting rights of iI.
beJiever in any Baha'i commtmitYt
shall be the locality included within
the civil limits of the municipality,
township or county." Delete the part
of this section which read: "but
Baha'is who reside in adjacent, outlying or suburban districts . . . ,"
etc. The second paragraph, beginning: "All differences of opinion concerning the s ph ere of jurisdiction . . . ," etc., remains unchanged.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Words,
July 13; Perfection, August 1;
Names, August 20.
Anniversary: Martyrdom of the
Bab, July 9.
Summer School sessions: Green
Acre, successive weekly courses,
June 30 to August 30. Race Unity
Conference, August 9, 10. Geyserville, program maintained daily,
July 6 to 26. Louhelen Ranch, Laboratory session. July 8 to 17, General session, August 10 to 17. Second Youth session, August 20 to 26.
Vacation session, July 19 to August 8.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: at Green Acre, August
15, 16, 17.

Latin-American Assemblies
Three local Spiritual Assemblies
now exist in Central and South
America-at Mexico City. San Jose,
Costa Rica, and Buenos Aires.
The addresses for correspondence
are: Sr. Antonia Gonzales Mora,
Secretary, Bucareli 65, Bajos 2,
Mexico, D.F.; Sr. Salvador Torma,
Chairman, Sarando 140, 7th Piso,
Buenos Aires. Argentine; Sr. Guido
Contreras, Secretary, Box 99, San
Jose, Costa Rica.

The Latin-Americans Among Us
Wheras the friends who are interested in setting out as pioneers in
Latin-American countries address
themselves to the Inter~America
Committee, those who are interested in working with Latin-American
minorities in thi s country are requested to communicate with the
International School Committee.
We anticipate that Latin-American conferences may be launched
in various localities under the auspices of the Local Spiritual Assem-
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bly, but we shall be pleased to pro·
vide data on Latin-American affairs
for the use of such conferences.
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Wanted: Back Numbers
of Baha'i News

Besides, those who are studying

Any believer, or Assembly,
able to supply ba ck numbers
of Baha'i New.,> No. 10, or No.
14, is requested to communicate with National Baha'i Office, 536 Sheridan Road, Wil·
mette, Illinois.

Spanish and are hopeful of being
able to attend the Pine Valley
School next year are invited to
make themselves known so that we
can coordinate the efforts of all the
friends working for Latin-American
activities within the orbit of the

Cause in this country_
The brief reference to a book
about Ecuador entitled "The Don·
key Inside," appearing in the June
issue of Bahci'i News, was condensed
to save space and the full statement
is now given:
Another example~ is the book by
Ludwig Bemelmans.
The Donkey Inside, which was

very widely read and considered to
give a picture of the life and customs
of the people in Ecuador, and which
we think a most charming t origin3.1

and interesting account of travel impressions of some of the South American West Coast countries ... On the
other hand the E cudorian has found
it a most incorrect account of the
country and is highly displeased by
the American press comments referTing to our neighbor's countries as
"comic opera republics."
"It would be a good policy as well
as good tact to take account in OU.T
printed utteTance about our neighbors in the South."-{Pan-American
Forum)
It should also be a warning to
Baha'i pioneers not to accept too
readily impressions 01 tourists which
are not always accurate from the
point of view of the native of the
country.

International Baha'i School
Committee
Loulie A. Mathews, Chairman

A Call for Original Tablets
There are numerous translations
of Tablets of 'Abdu'I·Baha in the
National Baha'i Archives which are
not accompanied by the original Persian Tablets.
The Guardian has indicated that
in the future no Tablets will be pub·
llshed of which the authenticated
original is lacking. Thus many glorious texts may be sa crificed unless
the holders of the original Tablets
take steps to assure their preservation in the official Archives.

The National Spiritual Assembly
has authorized the Archives and History Committee to explain this important matter to the friends, with a
plea that Tablets be turned over to
the Committee. It is hoped that each
A:!?sembly will take the question up
for discussion at a Nineteen-Day
Feast.
The. Guardian has said that the
work of collecting and publishing the
Tablets is one of the most important
tasks of this generation. The hope is
that most of the originals still being
held privately can be received during the next few months. The Com·
mittee will make available the list
of Tablets needed on request.
Send original Tablets by registered
mail to Mrs. May T. Scheffler t Secretary, 1821 Lincoln Street, Evanston,
Ill.
ARCHIVES AND HISTORY

COMMITI'EE

The Baha'i World
The Baha'i World Committee for
VoL IX is earnestly soliciting brief
accounts of the work of pioneers in
foreign fields with the dates and
names of countries and a photograph to accompany each. The
value of these records cannot be
over-estim a ted and those who have
been privileged to serve in any such
capacity will contribute to the happiness of the Guardian and render
to the Cause a most valuable service by complying with this request
at once.
The Committee is resorting to this
means of reaching all pioneers of
both past and present as a personal
letter entails much extra labor and
in many cases the addresses are
not kno'Wll.
NELLIE S. FRENCH, Chairman

Library Committee
The Library Committee has anum·
ber of encouraging things to report
since compiling the Annual Report.

The number of requests for bOOks
have been vastly increased and
books have been presented to libraries which will reach many people.
as State Libraries, State Library
Commissions and Traveling Libraries. We hope to receive more requests for these types of libraries
which supply books over large regions.
Also, we are happy to report that
books were donated to the Service
Libraries in the Seventh Corps Area
through the efforts of Mrs. Alice
Dudley: Camp Joseph T. Robinson,
Arkansas; Fort Riley, Kansas; Fort
Francis E. Warren, Wyoming; FOl."t
Leonard Wood, Missouri; Jefferson
Barracks, Missouri; Fort Crook, Nebraska and Fort Omaha, Nebraska.
:Mrs, Dudley received a letter from
the Headquarters which stated:
"The commanding gene:ral directs
me to extend his appreciation of this
generous contribution to the camp libraries. Following is a list of the
posts and camps to which you might
direct these books. All correspondence addressed to the commanding
officer will reach the proper person." A tactful approach is necessary in contacting these libraries,
as, in most cases, the books must
be approved by the Army Chaplains
who are in charge of the libraries.
The Library Committee hopes to
contact many of the Forts during
the coming year and present books
to these important libraries.
Duncan McAlear, a member _of
this committee, has been given the
opportunity of speaking at a luncheon of Ii brarians from Southern
Massachusetts on the "World Order
of Baha'u'llah" during April. He is
planning to present a number of copies of "Baha'ullah and the New Era"
at that time and will doubtless make
many valuable contacts.
Miss Virgie Vail has presented
over a hundred copies of "The Glorious Kingdom of the Father Foretold"
to leading college, university and
divinity school libraries. She has al·
so offered copies for distribution to
libraries
through the
Regional
Teaching Committees. Miss Vail also plans to present this book to Navy
and Army Libraries and to the Inter- America Committee for distribution to libraries in South America.
Books were presented to eighty
libraries since March 16th. Thes.e
included ten theological school libraries and the Departments of Reli·
gion of ten colleges and universities.
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In several cases, the heads of these
departments stated that they would
use the volumes in their Comparative Religion Courses. The Helena
Assembly did outstanding work in
contacting the School of Religion at
Montana University. Rev. Baty, the
head of this Department, not only
accepted a complete set of books
but also asked for pamphlets to distribute to his students. In his letter,
he stated: "I teach a new course
"Modern Religious Movements" in
which some time can be spent on
an analysis of the Baha ti Faith . . .
The last three weeks of the rour se
will be spent in building an adequate
religion for to-day. It is my expect<ltion that all the world's religions
will have something to contribute to
such a faith."
A printed slip with tributes to the
Faith is now being pasted on the
flyleaf of each book presented "'0
libraries. It is hoped that this slip
will attract the attention of library
patrons and inspire them to read our
books.
The Library Committee is also
planning to send copies of the
pamphlet "Appreciations of the
Baha'i Faith" to the leading libraries throughout the country.
MRS. STUART SIMS, Chairman

Study of Islam
The Study Outline Committee is at
present preparing a study course on
Islam, its history and its teachings,
for the use of Baha'is. It is the hope
of the committee members, in view
of the fact that as long as two years
ago the Guardian urged the American believers to study Islam, that
the course may be completed by the
end of this committee year, June or
July, and ready for the believers
by fall.
The Committee finds it needs the
co(.peration of fellow-believers in the
gathering of material for the course:
1) If there are Baha'is who received Tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha, or
have received letters from the Guardian on any phase of Islam will
they share these with the rest of us
by p1acing copies in the hands of
the Study Outline Committee? If
these have been published, perhaps
the receivers can send us notations
concerning book and page.
There was such a letter sent to
Miss Rosenberg which 'Abdu'l-Baha
refers to elsewhere. Does anyone

know where a copy of this letter can
be secured?
2) If there are believers who, in
a position to be acquainted 'With IsM.m, 'Wish to make any suggestions
whatsoever to the Committee, these
suggestions will be most gratefully
received. They may be concerning
bibliography, personal experiences
in traveling or in teaching, or results of personal and class study.
3) In preparation of the new
course it has been found wise to
include in each lesson references
to non-Baha'i sources; that is, to
books by historians and Orientalists.
As some of the most interesting and
valuable books would be unavailable
to most Baha'i communities it is
necessary, therefore, to quote occasionally from these books. Space
limits prevent any very voluminous
quoting, however. Therefore, the
Committee suggests that Baha'i communities begin to build up their own
libraries of Islamic literature.
4) The Study Outline Committee
itself is eager to build up a central
collection of Islamic materials to
which Baha'is throughout America
could refer, and which right at the
present would furnish a basis for
preparation of the new course. Believers who find books that they are
willing to pass on, please then notify
the Committee concerning price and
place where they may be obtained.
The entire course will be based
on Baha'i literature references, of
which there are many. For this use
communities will need at least one
copy of Mysterious Forces of Civilization, Tn.e Dawn-Breakers, Some
Answered Questions, and A Traveler's Narrative; but of The Iqan,
Baha'u'llabts Book of Certitude, there
should be one copy for each student.
A few non-Baha'i books useful in
the course will be: Edward Gibbon,
Decline and Fait of the Roman Empire; H. G. Wells, Outline of History;
Ameer Ali, Spirit of Islam (this is
very hard to get: published in England); Dwight W. Donaldson, The
Shi'ite Religion
(out of print);
George Sale, The Koran (with "Preliminary Discourse" if possible.
This is a large volume); Alfred Guillaume, The Traditions of Islam; Dr.
Sprenger, Life of Mohammed (from
original sources); Simon ackley.
History of the Saracens (from original sources); Sir John Chardin, Voyages, ii.(quite Persian); Sir Percy
Sykes, Persia, and A History of Per-

sia, also The Glory of the Shi'ah
Stanley Lane-Poole, The
Moot's in Spa'in; Sir Thomas Arnold,
The Caliphate, and The Preaching
of [slam; Hyat-ul-Kuloob, trans. by
the Rev. James Merrick (Book of
Shi'ih tradition).
Note: Consult public libraries, especially for biographies of Muhammad.
World;.

STUDY OUTLINE

COMMITTEE

By: Alice S. Cox, Chairman
1109 West Gift Avenue
Peoria. Ill.

In Memoriam
Gr"ant, 0 my Lord, that they who
have ascended "Unto Thee may Tepair unto Him Who is the most exalted Com.panion, and abide beneath
the shadow of the Tabernacle of
Thy majesty and the Sanctuary of
Thy glory. -Baha'u'llah.
Mr. Henry R. Hagemann, Miami
Beach, Florida.
Mr. John W. Shirk, Denver.
Miss Gertrude Elizabeth Parvene
Bohanan, Kenosha.
Mrs. Bertha West, Clearlake
Highlands, California.
Miss Selma Paulson, Chicago.
Dr. John F. King, Chicago.
Mr. Howard Colby Ives, Little
Rock.
Mrs. Sylvia Bishop, San Francisco,

Enrollments and Transfers
San Francisco, four. Waukegan,
one. Geneva, one. Kansas City, one.
Buffalo, two. Madison, one. Flint,
one youth. Washington, one. Columbus, one and one youth. Wauwatosa, one. Chicago, three. Los Angeles
four. Miami, one. Philadelphia, one
youth. Cincinnati, one.
Twenty-three enrollments of isolated believers "Were reported in
May, and twenty-two in June.

News of East and West
Through the courtesy of the Los
Angeles Assembly we are able to
share a most interesting account of
teaching work by Sydney Sprague,
who wants the friends to know what
a demonstration of the po-wer of
prayer was disclosed in the recent
enrollment of six believers by his
local Assembly.
~lLast December I was reading a
copy of Baha'i News which told of
the pa ssing of May Maxwell in South
America. She was my spiritual
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moth~r and brought me into the
Faith forty years ago in Paris, I
thought back of the time when I
taught and lectured in France, England and Germany, in India and
Burma, and I wished in my heart
that I might teach and lecture in the
Argentine where she passed away.
But since my stroke I could scarcely
phrase an intelligible sentence. It
A cablegram was sent to the Guardian asking him to pray that Mr.
and Mrs. Sprague be strengthened
to serve the Cause, to which he replied: "Assure prayers success
Cause,"
Unexpectedly Mr. Sprague then
heard from a friend whom he had
not seen for a number of years, and
this friend invited him to pay a visit
to his ranch, where Mr. Sprague's
health greatly improved. Dnring
that visit he taught and confirmed
his friend and five others. Moreover
this new believer, Mr. Shafer, has
been planning to open a school for
boys at Buenos Aires. He and his
four boys are studying Spanish in
order to prepare themselves to carry out this intention.
In January and February, the San
Francisco Assembly presented a
series of "Educational Evenings" at
560 Sutter Street. The program lists
nine topics of extreme interest which
are reprinted here as suggestions
for other Assemblies.
Effect of Superstition on Religion;
The Signuicance of the Last Century. The World Needs the Baha'i
Faith. Developing Qualities for the
New Civilization, Principles for
World Order. The Mission of the
Americas. This Transitional Period.
World Brotherhood. What Value Has
Prayer and Fasting?
A territory of deep public interest
is covered by this succession of subjects, which are so well suited to attract people of capacity to the Faith.
The Teaneck Assembly has inserted two pages
the BaM'i Faith
in a pamphlet issued by the local
Board of Commerce under the title
of "Facts About the Township of
Teaneck:," in the nature of a handbook about the community. The Asse:mbly fe€ls that the cost of this insertion is well justified as a teaching
expense, since a copy of the pamphlet is given to every property owner
in the town.
The two pages were made up with
a photograph of the Temple, a brief
description of it, the nine texts of
Baha'u'llah which will appear over

on
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the Temple doors, some quotations
from the literature, and announcement of local meetings.
A reprint of a letter written by
Mr. Ouskouli of Shanghai to the editor of North-China Daily News and
published in its issue of March 9,
1941 under the title HWorld Crisis:
Religion Is the Remedy," has been
received. Mr. Ouskouli quotes from
the different Holy Books and lists
five points taken from the precepts
of Bahit 'u 'llith which should be adopted by responsible statesmen.
Two recent issues of The Rangoon
Times have contained extensive Baha'i articles. On March 7 this influential journal published one and a
half columns on the Baha'i world
order. On April 3 it reprinted the
Guardian's well known passage on
the pattern of the future society.
From London has come the November number of the bulletin is·
sued by the N-S.A. under the title
"The New World Order." It is listed
as Vol II, No. VIII, which indicates
that the bulletin has been published
regularly despite the difficult conditions. This number contains excerpts from words of Baha'u'llah,
IAbdufl-Baha and the Guardian, an
editorial on "The Definite Goal, I'
and basic principles of the Faith.
The Bahel'! Magazine: Herald of
the South, the organ of the N.S.A.
of Australia and New Zealand, also
comes regularly every quarter the
most recent copy being dated January, 1941. The contents include: Editorial, by D. M. Dugdale, Esperanto
text, ((La Maturigo de In Homaro/'
Answered Questions, Christianity
and the New World Order, Bahel'!
Prayers, A Brief Statement of the
Baha'i Attitude to War, Gleanings
from the Writings of Baha'u'llci:h,
The Promulgation of Universal
Peace, and 'Abdu'l-Baha's words on
Meditation.
1

The follOwing material comes to us
through the News Letter of the Haifa
Assembly:
HIt gives us great pleasure to re·
port to you the translation of the gist
of a letter addressed to the Guardian
recently by Mr. David S, Toeg, a
member of the Baha'i Spiritual Assembly of Baghdad. The letter contains news of unusual interest for
the friends throughout the world. It
describes in detail a most remarkable and successful journey undertaken by Mr. Toeg from Baghdad to
the Sar-Galu mountain for the pur-

pose of locating the historical grotto
in which Baha 'u'llcih lived in retirement between 1854 and 1856 upon His
leaving Baghdad for Sulaymaniyah.
The latter is a mountainous region
about 170 miles northeast of Baghdad, inha bi ted mostly by Kurds.
"Mr. Toeg went from Baghdad to
Kirkuk by rail, traveling all night,
then from Kirkuk by car to the town
of Sulaymaniyah in the province
which bears that name, a trip which
took two and a half hours; thence to
a small village called Shadalah, another two and a half hours' drive in
an automobile. From here, two
hours' ride on horseback through
mountainous country took the author
to Sar-Galu.
HAt Sulaymaniyah, the help of a
faithful guide was obtained through
the kindness of one of the notables of
the town, a personal friend of Mr.
Toeg, who had learned with great
interest of the purpose of his visit.
"In Shadalah, the author was very
weI! received by the Sheikh of the
village to whom he explained the
aim of his visit and conveyed Balla'u'llah's Message. The Sheikh was extremely kind and helpful.
"Leaving Shadalah on horseback,
Mr. Toeg and his guide reached the
village of Sar-Galu, in the very heart
of the Sar-Galu mountain. Here they
were very kindly received in the
home of the village chieftain and for
six hours talked with the oldest inhabitants of the village, who had
gathered there for the occasion, trying to learn u they had any knowledge of the location of Baha'u'll3h's
grotto. Among those present there
was a man reputed to be 110 years
old. Unfortunately, he was not very
clear in his thinking, at tha t age; but
he said that he did remember having
seen a venera hle old man in one of
the four caves in that mountain-and
he named the cave. '1 cannot recall
now the name of that venerable personage,' he added; 'but I do remember that one day I heard people saying that a holy man had come to
that cave. So I went with the crowd
to have a look at him.' At the end of
the meeting, a large party set out
with Mr. Toeg, including the Sheikh
or chieftain, and proceeded to the.
caves. Of the four caves in that
mountain, one looked to have been
man-made, but the other three are
works of nature.
"As no reliable information could
be obtained concerning the identity
of Baha 'u'll3h's cave, Mr. Toeg
photographed all the four caves.
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These photographs properly marked
and labeled are now in the posses·
sion of the Guardian.
"The inhabitants of the Sar-Galu
region are of Kurdish descent. Mr.
Toeg writes very highly of them. He
found them very hospitable, warmhearted and sincere. They greatly
rej oiced when told that they were
living on a holy mountain, since
Baha'u'llah Himself had selected it
for His residence for two years.
j'Thanks to the Kurdish translation
of "Baha'u'lUth and the New Era,' the
Baha'i Faith is already known in the
Sulaymaruyah region.
Mr. Toeg
hopes that ways and means may soon
be found to bring the light of
Baha'u'llah's Message into the hearts
of those strong and sturdy people of
that holy mountain."
From the BaM'. Quarterly of the
N. S. A. of Australia and New Zealand we select this interesting report:
"Following the success of the Preliminary Summer School held in
June, 1940, and previously reported,
the First Baha'i Summer School was
held in Easter week at Mr. and Miss
Blundell's summer cottage, Denewood, and the adjoining cottage at
Browns Bay.
"The school was formally opened
on Thursday evening by Miss Blundell, in the absence of the Chairman,
Mrs. Axford, through illness. Miss
mundell extended a warm welcome
to the seven members present. The
convener of the Summer School Committee, Miss Burns, read an article
on "Spiritual nlumination." After
the reading she expressed the special pleasure it was to have two isolated believers with them for the
period of the. School session-Mrs.
Lane of Weymouth and Mrs. Parkin
of Whangarei, 150 miles distant. Although the numbers were small, Miss
Burns said, this must not be compared with the immeasurable value
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the school offered for study and fellowship with each other, especially
those prevented by distance from
close association with the community. Owing to Mrs. Axford's inability
to fulfill her allotted part thc program was rearranged, provision being made for a fresh chairman at
each session, thus enhancing the interest and giving opportunity for
what was to some initial experience
in chairmanship.
"Thursday evening passages. from
the Teachings were read. Mr. H. K.
Blundell was the chairman at Friday
evening's session. The speaker, Mr.
J. H. Bennett, read his most interesting and carefully compiled essay
on the lives of five of the outstanding
heroes in "The Dawn Breakers,"
Nabil's Narrative.
"Saturday: Mrs. Lane presided at
the morning session and four consecutive articles entitled "Tbe FutUre Religion" by Howard Hurlbut
were read by four of the students.
These articles explaining many Bible
prophecies in the light of the Teachings proved an enlightening contribution. Two more visitors arrived
during the day and in the evening
J. M. Barrie's one-act plays, "The
Twelve Pound Look" and "The Will"
were read.
"Sunday: Mrs. Parkin opened the
session with prayer and reading.
Miss Blundell spoke on the subj eet
of "Prayer and Meditation" in her
customary beautiful and practically
helpful manner. Two other members
arrived for the afternoon meeting
which was addressed by Mr. Garth
Ballantyne. Mr. Ballantyne has been
doing social work amongst boys for
a number of years and was in residence at his summer cottage next
door to Denewood with 20 boys. His
account of his work, the methods
employed and the results achieved
proved intensely interesting. His
volWltary service for the adolescent

youth of his district is worthy of the
highest praise. God will assuredly
continue to bless it.
"The evening session was opened
with prayer and appropriate read~
ings. Mrs. I. Robe-rtson who was un~
able to attend the school kindly prepared a fascinating lecture on 'National Music' illustrated by gramophone records. Mr. and Mrs. B. Collins conducted th j s session.
"J!.'1onday: Six friends from Auckland arrived during the morning but
had to return before the evening
session. Mrs. Parkin, as chairman,
welcomed the visitors and read a
letter from Miss Leighton, another
absentee. Prayers and reading preceded the speaker, Miss Blundell,
whose subject was 'The Dawnbreakers.'
"The afternoon session was conducted by Miss Burns, the subject
being Hahit'i Admini stra tion. The In~
stitutions of the New World Order,
the basis of their structure, unity
and consultation, were ably dealt
with. Miss M. Borrows was chairman at the evening session which
was opened by the reading of the
Lord J s Prayer of the Moslem and a
Healing Prayer by Baha'u'llith. Miss
F. deLisle was the speaker and her
subject 'The History of Islam' Was a
fascinating miniature of this vast
subject.
"The Committee owes a deep debt
of gratitude to all who contributed
to make the school the success it undoubtedly was-to Mrs. Dewing for
selecting the prayers, to Mr. Blundell
for meeting the bus and conveying
the friends to the school in hi scar;
to those who prepared the cottages
for occupation and those who undertook house duties and cooking, and
to Mr. and Miss Blundell for the free
use of their cottage. The opportunity
the school afforded for fellowship and
spiritual refreshment was inestimable, the spiritual confirmations immeasurably great."

/
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BAHA'I DffiECTORY·
Part II
Local Spiritual Assemblies and Groups
1941.1942
(Corrected to July 1, 1941)
A. ASSEMBUES
Arizona:
Phoenix-Mrs. Marietta Wilson, 332 W. Moreland Street.

California:
Berkeley-Mrs. Helen B. Rutledge, 2828 Stuart Street.
Beverly Hills-Miss Barbara Dean, 433·A North Oakhurst

Drive.
Big Bear Valley Township - R. Bruce Munro, Big Bear
Lake, P.O.
Cloverdale Township-Mrs. Olive Meyer, Geyserville.
Glendale-Miss Virginia OrbisoD, 1505 E. Windsor Road.
Los Angeles-Willard P. Hatch, 4367 West 8th Street.
Oakland-Mrs. Carmen D. O'Neill, 385 Jayne Avenue.
Pasadetl2.-John E. Falk, 525 N. Lake Avenue.
Sacramento-Miss Elizabeth Duffy. 2223 E Street,
San Diego-Miss Mary L. Fenn, 1744 Second Avenue.
San Francisco-Miss Nadeen G. Cooper, 748 Page St., Apt. 7.
Santa Barbara-Mrs. Marie Lowell, 226 E. Padre Street,

Springfield-Mrs. Gretchen Schultz. 1326~ .S. 11th Street.
Urbana-Mrs. H. A. Harding, 704 W. Nevada Street.
Waukegan-Mrs. G. E. Terry, 1522 Melrose Avenue.
Wilmette-Mrs. Virginia CameloD, 125 Fourth Street.
Winnetka-Mrs. Harriet Hilpert, 455 Chestnut Street.
Indiana:
Indianapolis-Mrs. Helen Patterson, 2725 Station Street.
South Bend-Mrs. Florence Bowers, 228 S. St~ Peters Street.

Maine:
Eliot-Miss Deane Raitt.
Maryland:
Ca bin J ohn-not TepOTted.
Baltimore-Miss Mildred Elmer, Box 855.
Massachusetts:

Canada:

Vancouver, B.C.-Miss Evelyn Cliff, 3590 Pine Crescent.
Hamilton, Ontario-Mrs. G. Robinson, 108 Hadden, So.
Toronto, Ontario-Miss Helen Gidden, 44 Chestnut Park Rd.
Montreal, P. Q.-Mrs.. Thomas Lee, 1548 Pine Avenue, W.
Connecticut:
New Haven-Miss Gertrude Duell, 561 Whalley Avenue.
West Haven-not reported.
District Columbia:
Washington-Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, 4700 47th St., N.W.
Florida:
Jacksonville-Miss Kathryn L. Vernon, 707 Post Street.
Mi ami-Mrs. Lucille Buffin, 49 S.E. 6th Street.
Si. Augustine-Mrs. Frances A. Shaw, 139 Central Avenue.

Boston-Miss Alice N. Park~, Room 419, 25 Huntington Ave.
Brookline-Miss Louise D. Wright, 132 Ivy Street.
Springfielci-Miss Harriet E. St. Laurent, Box 105, Highland
Station.
Worcester-Miss Fanny M. HoImes, 103 Webster Street.
Michigan:
Detroit-Mrs. Charles B. Hall, ·2910 Superior Street,
Flint-:Mrs. Esther Prehn, 1020 Hammond Street.
Grand Rapids-Mrs. Laura D. Walsh. 526 Jefferson Avenue
S.E.
'
Muskegon-Mrs. Iva Smack, 132 Allen Avenue.
Minnesota:
Minneapolis-Miss Elsa H. Steinmetz, 1425 La Salle Avenue.
St. Paul-KelUleth K. Kadrie, 2021 Randolph Street.
Misscuri:

Georgia:
Atlanta-Mrs. P. D. Cunningham, 1262 Euclid Avenue.

Hawaii:
Honolulu-Miss Henrietta From, 36 Bates Street.
Maui-Mrs, Mary T. Fantom, Sprecklesville.
Dlinois;
Chicago-Mrs. H. E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon Street.
Danville-Mrs, Dorothy Underwood, 404 N. Gilbert Street.
Evanswn-Miss Virginia Russell, 2622 Prairie Avenue,
Maywood-Mrs. Gladys Alnerson, 9(]1 S. 7th Avenue.
Oak Park-Mrs. Ruth P. LaRocque, 915 Augusta street,
Park Ridge-Mrs. J. H, Redson. 612 S, Washington Street.
Peoria-Mrs. Jacqueline Summers, 425 New York Avenue.

Kansas City-Mrs. J. B. Becktel, 2.02 W. 36th Street,
Montana;
Helena-Charles Adams. 106 S. Main St.
Nebraska:
Omaha-Mrs. Doreene Holliday, 3014 N. 28th Avenue.
New Jersey:
Haworth-Miss Betty D. Rustay. 12 Valley Road.
Jersey City-Arthur Foster, 41 Tonnelle Avenue.
Montclair-Miss Anne· E. Van Blarcum, 19 Walnut Crescent.
Newark-Mrs. Jack Steed, 83 Milford Avenue.
Teaneck-Mrs. Amy G. Raubitschek. 122 Evergreen Place.
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New Me:dco:

Oregon:

Albuquerque-Dr. A. L. Morris, 310 S. 4th Street.

Portland-J. W. Latimer, 1927 N.E. 40th Avenue.
Permsylvania:

New York:

Binghamton-Wdbor Edgecomb, 70 Walnut Street.
Buffalo-Mrs. Morris S. Bush, 406 West Utica Street.
Geneva-Mrs. Mary G. Collison, 681 Castle Street.
Jamestown-Miss Onolee Eddy, 30 Blanchard Street.
New York City-Mrs. Patrick Quinlan, 119 W. 57th St .•
Room 615.
Rochester-Miss Christine McKay, 2(}1 Rutgers Street.
Syracuse-Mrs. Edward B. Belcher, 909 Ackerman Avenue.
YonkerS-Mrs. Samuel Newman, 59 Mulford Gardens.
Ohio:
Cincinnati-Miss Hilda Stauss, 364(t Epworth Avenue. West·
wood, Cincinnati.
Cleveland-Mrs. Beatrice Ashton, 1566 Mistletoe Drive.

Columbus-Mrs. Margaret Acebo. 65S Oak Street.
Dayton-Mrs. Hazel Volz, 259 Louie Street.
East Cleveland-Prof. Wm. Sandoz, 1770 Delmont Avenue.
Findlay-Loring K. Ebersole, 924 No. Main Street.
Lima-Mrs. Marie Krammer, 436 Kenilworth Avenue.
Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City-Mrs. A. P. Entzminger, 423 N.E. 10th St.

Philadelphia-Miss Jessie E. Revell, 2531 North 19th Street.
Pittsburgh-Mrs. Bessie F. Seker, 538 Homewood Avenue.
Scranton-Mrs. Zenobia Dorsey, 1312 Linden Street.
West Chester-Mrs. Margaret J. Lear, 15 College Avenue.
Box 215.
South Carolina:
North Augusta-Mrs. Daisy Moore, 550 Carolina Avenue.
Tennessee:
Memphis-Mrs. Thomas H. Watkins, 733 N. Bellevue BlVd.
Nashville-Miss Nellie R. Roche, 703 Commerce Union
Bank BUilding.
Washington:
Richmond Highlands-Mr. B. W, Schneider, Box 15.
Seattle-Miss Zara Phanco, Box 228.
Spokane-Mrs, Marget Stange, East 920-36th Avenue.
Wisconsin:
Kenosha-Mr. Louis J . Voelz, 610B Sheridan Road.
Madison-Mr. Wm. D. Russell. IB05 University Avenue.
Milwaukee-Mrs. Claire Fricke. 1128 N. 21st Street.
Racine-Mr. Harold R. Olsen, 1332 Russet Street.
Wauwatosa-Mrs. Harry Nelson, 9615 Harding Boulevard.

B. LOCAL GROUPS
NAME
CORRESPONDENT
Tuskegee, Ala-.-Mrs. F. L. Drye, Tuskegee Institute.
Anchorage. Alaska-Miss Honor Kempton, The Book Cache.
Glendale, Ariz.-Mrs. Helen Burnett, 521 East E Avenue.
(Municipal Area)
Glendale, Ariz,-Miss Donna Braden, Box 172.
(Township Area)
Glendale, Ariz.-Mrs. Emma Jones, R. 1, Box 460.
(Township Area)
Hot Springs, Ark.-Mrs. Roberta Wilson, Arkansas National
Bank.
Little Rock, Ark.-Mrs. Lucy Hawkins, 2111 Louisiana Street.
Alhambra, Calif.-Miss Emmalu Wever, IB Hidalgo, South.
Atascadero, Calif.-Mr, V. E. Oldson, Atascadero, California.
Burbank, Calif.-Mrs. Shirley Warde, 930 N. Ontario Street.
Burlingame. Calif.-Mrs. Valera F. Allen, B31 Walnut Avenue.
Clearlake Highlands, Calif.-Mrs. Edith Clark, P. O. Box 47.
Huntington Park, Calif.-Mrs. Lauretta C. Peterson, 7659 State
Street.
Inglewood Township Group-Mr. Christy Petersen, 10134 Fulton
Avenue, Lennox, California.
Knightsen, Calif.-Mrs. Helena R. Somerhalder.
Long Beach, Calif.-Mr. Victor Alexander, 701 E. 3rd Street.
Lynwood, Calif.-Isabelle Belyea, 3700 Cedar Avenue.
Mariposa, Calif.-Mrs. Patricia Lilly, Box 2,
Piedmont. Calif.-Miss Gladyce Linfoot, 156 Nova Drive.
San Marino, Calif.-Mrs. Louis Blodgett, 1735 Ramiro Road.
Santa Rosa, Calif.-Dr. G. Sadler Pittock, 631 4th Street.
South Gate, Calif.-Mrs. Frances Donald, 8664 Garden View.
Verdugo City, CaIif,-Mrs. Harriet M. Cline, Box 203,
Armstrong, B. C., Can,-Austin F. L. Collen, Box 149.
Moncton, N. B., Can.-Mrs. W. H. McEwen, 92 North Street.
York County, P. Q., Can.-W. Frank Harvey, 21 Brooke Avenue, Lorento.
St. Lambert, Can.-Miss Blanche Mosher, 278 Desaulniers
Boulevard.

Westmount, P. Q., Can.~Mr. E. V. Harrison, 30 Staynor
Avenue.
Verdun, P. Q., Can.-Mrs. Sherman, 336 Fifth Avenue.
West Vancouver, B. C., Can.-Mrs. M. E. Fry, 2264 Inglewood
Avenue.
Winnepeg, Man., Can.-Mr. Row]and Estall, P. O. Box 121.
Delbert, Nova Scotia, Can.-Miss Ruth E. Mosher, Delbert, N. S.,
Colchester COWlty.
Colorado.$prings, ColO.-Mrs, Gladys Roberts, 915 N. Hancock
Avenue.
Denver, Colo.-Mrs. M. R, Wallace, 2448 Humboldt Street,
Hamden, Conn.-Mrs. L. Keller, 114 Wakefield Street.
Hartford, Conn.-Miss Ghfdys Pa~er, 57B Blue Hills Avenue,
Norwich, Conn.-Mrs. Anna L. Duffy, R. F. D. 6,
Orange, Conn.-Mrs. J. Harold Steed. Dogwood Road.
Washington, Conn.-Mrs. J. Randolph Bolles.
Wilmington, Del.-Mrs, Emily Kalantar, 3100 Monroe Street.
Pine Castle, Fla.-Mrs. Layli Hickey, Box 501.
Augusta, Ga.-Miss Betty Shook, 418 Sixth Avenue.
Boise, Idaho-Mrs. Ethel Thompson, R. 1.
Champaign, nL-Miss Sylvia Sendenburgh, SID W. Church
Street.
Creve Coeur, I1l.-Mrs. D. H. Fraser, 121 Wagner Drive,
Freeport, TIl.-Miss Ella M. Bokof, 51B.W. Galena Avenue.
Morton, m,-Mrs. Hazel L. Foster, Morton, lllinois.
Northbrook, ill.-Mrs. Helen S, Becker, Northbrook, Illinois.
Pekin, IlL-Mrs. N. B. Antonson, 700 S. 5th Street.
Peoria Heights, Ill.-:Mrs. Iris Austin, 217 E, Duryea Street.
River Forest, Ill.-Mrs. A. R. 'Kessler, 605 Keystone Avenue.
Rockiord, In.-Dr. E. L. Fernald, 608 Empire Building.
Wildwood Hts. Twp.-Mrs, Fred Vallery, R. R. 1, Peoria,
Illinois.
Fort Wayne, lnd.-:Mrs. Maye Worthington, 2800 Winter Street.
Independence, la,-Mrs. Lillian Cooke, 607 6th Avenue, S,W.
Topeka. Kansas-Miss Fern Latimer, 822 W. Bth Street.
Topeka, Kansas-Mrs. Paul Brown, 4200 W. 19th Street.
(Mission Township Group)
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Topeka, Kansas-Miss Ruby Sinell, 2535 California Avenue.
(Topeka Township Group)
Covington, La.-Mrs. Marion Little, P. O. Box 61.
New Orleans, La.-Mr. Frederick Babo, 526 st. Peter Street.
Portland, Me.-Miss Blanche Corliss, 47 Vesper Street.
Chevy Chase, Md.-Miss Hanna Lohse, 6 Quincy Street.
Dundalk, Md.-Mrs. Geo. W. StaUings, 6734 Railway Avenue.
Hyattsville, Md.-Mrs. Shirley P. Lassiter, R. I, Powder Mm
Road.
Arlington, Mass.-Mrs. Victor Archambault, 2 Pilgrim Road.
AubuTIl, Mass.-Mrs. Kermeth N. Bennett, 5 Forest Drive.
Avon, Mass.-Mrs. Alexander Mapp, Box 526.
Beverly, Mass.-Mr. Richard S. Gladding, P. O. Box 63.
Cambridge, Mass.-Louise S. Waterman, 7 Centre Street.
Fort Devens, Mass.-First Lieutenant H. M. Bowman, ..Tr., Co.
G., F. C. A., R. R. C.
Malden, Mass.-Mrs. Orville Brandon, 26 Webster Street.
Monson, Mass.-Mrs. Alice Bacon, Monson, Massachusetts.
Needham, Mass.-Miss Helen M. Stevens, 1069 Central Avenue.
Newton, Mass.-Miss Helen A. Miller, 3 Church Street.
Norton, Mass.-Mrs. G. A. Shook, Norton, Massachusetts.
Princeton, Mass.-Mrs. Leslie C. Russell, Worcester Road.
Provincetown, Mass.-Miss Diantha Crisp, Bradford Street.
Salem, Mass.-Mr. J. P. Crowley, 18 Mt. Vernon Street.
Three Rivers, Mass.-Mrs. H. E. Chamberlin, 11 Maple Terrace.
Wenham, Mass.-Mrs. Clarence H. Lunt, Main Street.
Woburn, Mass.-Mrs. Anthony Corea, 213 New Boston Street.
Allen Pk., Mich.-Mrs. Anna Eldridge, 15417 Thomas Avenue.
Ann Arbor, Mich.-Mrs. Wm. M. Parker, 1601 Pontiac Street.
Clio, Mich.-Mrs. Elba Higgins, Field Road.
Davison, Mich.-Mr. L. W. Eggleston, Louhelen Ranch.
Dearborn, Mich.-Mrs. Gerald M. Horne. 4423 Kingston St. RD4.
East Fruitport, Mich.-Mrs. Mary Frazer, R. I, Box 133.
Flint, Mich.-Mrs. Stanley Bagley, 3828 Claude Avenue, R. S.
Fruitport. Mich.-Mrs. E. McManamey, Box 95.
Grand Haven, Mich-Miss Cora C. Edge, 614 La1ayette Street.
June 12 to Aug. 31, 1941, send mail to Miss Edge at 1365 Plainfield Ave., N. E., Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Grosse De, Mich.-Mrs. Dorothy E. Stephenson, 9464 Parkway.
Grosse Pointe, Mich.-Mrs. George True, 132 Moran Road.
tGrosse Pointe Farms Group)
Highland, Mich.-Ziaollah Fazlollah, 241 Buena Vista.
Kalamazoo, Mich.-Mrs. Grace Wood, 523 Portage Street.
Lansing. Mich.-:Mr. David Earl, 312 N. Holmes Street.
Muskegon, Mich.-Mr. Louis H. Keller. R. R. I, Box 187.
(Lake Harbor Group)
Lansing, Mich. Delhi Twp.-Mrs. Verma Jones, R. F. D. 3,
Box 440.
Marysville, Mich.-Mrs. Oscar Ketels.
Muskegon Heights, Mich.-Mrs. Josephine Spink, 525 5th Street.
Pentwater, Mich.-Mrs. Marie Wilder, R. R. l.
Port Huron, Mich.-Ellerton- V. Harmer, 1519 Wells Street.
Port Huron, Mich.-Mrs. Shirley Bowie, R. R. 2.
(Smith's Creek Group)
Van Dyke, Mich.-Mr. Elva Green, Box 515.
Roseville, Mich.-Mrs. Katherine E. Page, 18450 Hazelwood
Avenue.
Wyoming Park, Mich.-Mr. Wm. C. Nel, 2446 Cherrywood Court.
Ypsilanti, Mich.-Miss Charlotte Palmer, 113 Perrin Street.
Duluth, Minn.-Mrs. Annie Berridge, 923 West 9th Street.
Independence, Mo.-Miss Opal Howell, 603 W. College Street.
Butte, Mont.-Mrs. Betty Nelson, 315 W. Granite Street.
Ashuelot, N. H.-Mrs. Hiram Bolton, Box 55.
Hinsdale, N. H.-Mrs. Lorna Kendrick, Northfield Street.
Dover, N. H.-Malcolm Clay, 51 Mt. VeInon Street.
East Derry, N. H.-Mrs. Josette G. Staples, Box 47.

Goffstown, N. H.-Mrs. Lionel Loveday, 36 S. Main Street.
Portsmouth, N. H.-Mrs. Margaret Loveday, 1079 MapleWOOd
Avenue.
Atlantic City, N. J.-Mrs. Eva Batey, 23 N. Ohio Street.
East Orange, N. J.-Mrs. Paul W. Wright, 105 Leslie Street.
Englewood, N . .I.-Mrs. Frances McCombe, 88 La1ayette
Avenue.
Fair Haven, N. J.-Mrs. Sophie Bent, 81 Church Street.
Red Bank:, N. J.-Mrs. Rose Lefkowitz, 115 McLaren Street.
Tenafly, N. J .-Miss A. H. Land, 4 Huyler Avenue.
(Several Youth)
Weehawken, N. J.-B. B. Gottlieb, 21 50th Street.
Albany, N. Y.-Miss Zeah Holden, 48 Terrace Avenue.
Eden, N. Y.-Miss Evelyn Gene Kappen.
Geneva, N. Y.-Mrs. Laura Gates. R. D. 2.
(Seneca Township Group)
Larchmont, N. Y.-.Mrs. Luda Dabrowski, 12 Bronson Avenue.
New Rochelle, N. Y.-Roberts E. Fuller, -57 Brookside Place.
Schen~ctadyJ N. Y.-Miss Ella Quant, 1089 Glenwood Boulevard.
Waterloo, N. Y.-Mrs. Eliz. F. Hughey, 14 Seneca Street.
Fargo, N. Dak.-Mrs. T. O. Morrill, 1110 8th Street. North.
Akron, Ohio-Mrs. Russell Brooker, 34 Castle Boulevard.
Bexley, Ohio-Mrs. Florence M. Reeb, 2512 Bryden Road.
Bucyrus, Ohio-Mrs. C. H. Pettit, 412 River Street.
Celina, Ohio-Mrs. Agnes Mae Ayers, 415 E. Livingston Street.
Circleville, Ohio-Mrs. Louie H. Crayne, 152 E. Franklin
Street.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio-Mrs. Dale S. Cole, 3174 Corydon Road.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio-Mr. T. H. Sauter, 2876 Northland Street.
Dayton, Ohio-Mr. Raymond T. Didier, 2115 Victoria Drive.
(Harrison Township Group)
Medinah, Ohio-Mrs. Ed. Riedel, R. F. D. 7.
(Granger Township Group)
Brunswick, OhiO-Mr. Maurice Ferrell, R. F. D. 2.
(Hinckley Township Group)
Springboro, Ohio-Jozef W. McCoy, Springboro, Ohio.
Springfield, OhiO-Mrs. Phoebe L. Jones, 148 Kewbury Road.
Toledo , Ohio-William Thiele, 402 Rockingham Street.
Urbana, Ohio-Miss Beulah Jones, 1040 S. Main Street.
Cambridge Springs, Pa.-Ethel M. Kelly R. D. 1.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.-Mrs. Kenneth Chapin, 1105 Walnut Street.
PawtUcket, R. I.-Mrs. Helen F. Wilson, 75 Dunnell Street.
Providence, R. I.-Miss Elena l'4arcella, 5 Congdon Street.
Columbia, S. C.-Miss Alta Wheeler, 91 S. Ravenal Street.
(Summer Address 01 Miss Wheeler: Farmer Road Eliot
Maine.)
,
,
Lead, S. Dak.-Mrs. Ethel C. Ayer, B26 W. Main Street.
Lubbock. TeX.-Mr. James Henninger, 211118th Street.
San Antonio, Tex.-Mrs. Kathryn Frankland, 228 E. Pecan
Street.
Salt Lake City, Utah-Mrs. W. B. Sears, 2667 Beverly Street.
Arlington, Va.-Miss F. Paulson, 851 N. Jefferson Street.
Waterford, Va.-Mr. Allen McDaniel, P. O. Box 96.
(Loudon County Group)
Newport News, Va.-Mrs. Stella P. Hill, 3107 Roanoke Avenue.
Kirkland, Wash.-Mrs. Blanche Larson, Box 72.
Monroe, Wash.-Mrs. ChrisselIa Newell, Monroe, Washington.
Sultan, Wash.-Miss Lillian Marsolais, Sultan, Washington.
Tacoma, Wash.-Mrs. Harry Taylor, 412 S. 4th Street.
Charleston, W. Va.-Mrs. Hilbert E. Dahl, 1502 Camden Drive.
Bristol, Wis.-Mrs. Nina Matthisen, R. F. D. I, Box 240.
Eagle River, Wis.-Mrs. Agnes Puza, R. R. 1.
(Cloverland Township Group)
Eagle River, Wis.-Mrs. Joyce Schiddel, P. O. Box 684.
Green Bay, Wis.-Florence Delany, 1115 S. Webster Avenue.
Oconomowoc, Wis.-Ward Calhoon, R.I., Box 10.
Laramie, Wyo.-Mrs. Joe Homalas, 262 Railroad Avenue.
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This Sacred Trust
To the Spiritual Assemblies, Communities and Groups of the Bahci'is of

the United States and· Canada.
Beloved Friends:
In the July issue of Baha'i News
we considered the teaching task
throughout North America to be accompJished during the three remaining years of the Seven Year Plan.
Now let us turn to the other Ameri~
can peoples and republics of Central
and South America. The teaching
task there is even more varied and
demanding, for the Guardian has
called for the establishment of a
definite group, a nucleus of believers, in each nation of Central and
South America by 1944. "Would to
God every State within American
Republic and every Republic in
American continent might ere termination (of) this glorious century
(i.e., Baha'l century) embrace (the)
light (of the) Faith of Baha'u'liith
and establish structural basis of His
World Order," the Guardian cabled
on May 1, 1936, to the Annual Con·
vention. "The promulgation of the
Divine Plan, unveiled by our- departed Master in the darkest days of
one of the severest ordeals which humanity ha s ever experienced, is the
key which Providence has placed in
the hands of the American believers
whereby to unlock the doors leading them to their unimaginably glori-

YEAR

98.
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ous Destiny," he declared in his
letter dated November 14, 1936. "The
seven year plan which it has sponsored and with which its destiny is
so closely interwoven, must at all
costs be prosecuted with increasing
force and added consecration." Thus,
on November 25, 1937, Shoghi Effendi
sealed his explanation of the mission
entrusted to the American Baha'is.
By 1939 the Inter-America teaching work had attained the stage of
"progressive, systematic penetration" as was emphasized by the
Guardian's cablegram to the Convention held that year. "Upsurge
(of) BaM'u'llah's impelling Spirit
can not, will not, be stemmed (nor)
impeded. Methodical advance along
(the) line traced (by) pen (of)
'Abdu'l-Baha irresistible .... Though
politically unsettled, religiously intolerant, socially backward (and)
climatically inhospitable, these unexplored territories hold forth inestimable prizes (for) audacious adventurers (in the) path (of) BaM'l service . . . Appeal all believers, white
and Negro alike, (to) arise (and)
assume rightful responsibilities. P'
ANEW

WORLD

Our teaching activity has reached
the point where, to follow the development of current plans, the believers should have recourse to maps
of North and South America. On
such maps we can begin by noting
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the States and Provinces of North
America still lacking an Assembly,
and the republics of Central and
South America where pioneer settlement is still open. In The Advent of
Divine Justice, twenty republics are
mentioned.
The National Assembly is happy to
announce that one of the remaining
areas, Peru, will soon receive Miss
Eve Nicklin as its pioneer Baha'i.
Guatemala has a group but no resident American teacher. Honduras is
in the same status. Venezuela has
had pioneers but lacks an active
teacher at present. Mrs. Eleanor
Adler has accomplished much in
Bolivia} but her obligation to return
to the United States leaves the new
group in need of experienced direction. Brazil, that immense empire,
has a number of American workers,
and an Assembly at Bahia was
formed a year ago, but the field calls
for more pioneers, just as more can
be used at Panama.
This Inter-America teaching is not
merely an enlargement of our teaching area-it stands for a new s.piritual world to be won for Baha'u'llah.
Deathless glory goes to every worker who contributes to such a glorious victory t
THE MANDATE CONFERRED

BY 'AEDU'L-BAliA
Indeed, the more we contemplate
the nature of this unique mission.
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the more we come to realize the fact
that the Inter - America teaching
field is a solemn responsibility laid

upon the American Baha'is. The
basis of Baha'u'llah's
World Order must be formed by
1944, and in the whole world the only
workers free to undertake the task
are members of our own BaM'i community. When the Bab arose in
Persia, His mission attained its public influence only after the Letters
of the Living had penetrated into the
spiritual world created by their Lord.
Similarly there are potent blessings
and powers still latent in the Revelation of Bahi'u'llah, awaiting the capacity of our community to make
right use of such heavenly gifts, as
evidenced by our sa crifice and heroism in settling the twenty republics
o! La tin America.
The work already done is miraculous. We have the memory of Martha Root's journey to South America;
we have the infinite blessing of May
Maxwell's martyrdom; we have a
growing company of heroic souls
laboring in the field; we have the
services of a committee in constant
touch with all teachers and groups,
a committee whose experience and
facilities are becoming each year
more adapted to its challenging task;
we have the cooperation of three
active Spiritual Assemblies which
represent Latin American believers;
and we have, above all, the Revela~
tion itself available in an increasing
number of Spanish, Portuguese,
French and other translations.
"I, for my part," the Guardian
assured us in his letter of May 22,
1939, Ham determined to reinforce
the impulse that impels its members
forward to meet their destiny. The
Founders of their Faith survey from
the Kingdom on high the range of
their achievements, acclaim their
progress, and are ever ready to
speed their eventual triumph."
structural

F aith!ully yours.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
• I Indeed,
the essential prerequisites of admittance into the Baha'i
fold of Jews, Zoroastrians, Hindus,
Buddhists, and the followers of other
ancient faiths, as well as of agnos~
tics and even atheists, is the wholehearted and unqualified acceptance
by them all of the Divine origin of
both Islam and Christianity, of the
Prophetic functions of both Muhammad and Jesus Christ, of the legiti-

Advise cable American Consulate (in) Cairo authorize on
behalf American National As.
sembly transfer remains (of)
Lua Getsinger to Baha'i Cemetery through Egyptian National
Baha'i Assembly.
SHOCm RABBANI
Cablegram Teceived June 15, 1941

macy of the institution of the 1ma.
mate, and of the primacy of St.
Peter, the Prince of the Apostles.
Such are the central, the solid the
incontrovertible principles that' con.
stitute the bedrock of Baha'i belief,
which the Faith of Baha'u'llah is
proud to acknowledge, which its
teachers proclaim, which its apologists defend, which its literature dis~
semina tes,
which
its
summer
schools expound, and which the rank
and file of its followers attest by
both word and deed.
"Nor should it be thought for a
mom e n t that the followers of
Baha'u'llab either seek to degrade Or
even belittle the rank of the world's
religious leaders, whether Christian,
Muslim, or of any other denomi·
nation, should their conduct conform
to their professions, and be worthy
of the position they occupy." -SHoom
EFFENDI, in The Promise<i Day Is
Come.

Call for Teachers
A little more than two years ago
our hearts were stirred by an ur.gent and overwhelming call from
our beloved Guardian-a call for
~'nine holy souls who, independently
or as deputies, will promptly, fear·
lessly volunteer (to) forsake (their)
homes, cast away (their) attachments (and) definitely settle (in)
these territories . . . " What then occurred is history in our Cause and
eternal glory to dauntless ones who,
without any hesitation, responded to
win for the American community
these virgin States and Provinces .
The Guardian had asked for nine
pioneers. There were eighty-one who
volunteered to go, whose blessed
privilege it was to evoke in the Guar·
dian's heart "feelings of overpower·
ing gratitude (at) the response of so
many pioneers to the call of teaching . . . "
Beloved friends, are we to say
that those thrilling days are past,

that opportunity comes no more to
waken and seize us? Or rather, are
we not already overwhelmed by a
new task, a hundred times greater
and more challenging in its magnitude? Is not the prospect now before us, since the Guardian's cablegram to the Convention, charged
with a weightier responsibility?
To your Committee, faced by the
facts of an initi.al survey, the Guar.
dian's wo-fold assignment to the
American believers seemed at first
crushing and beyond our strength.
With less than three years remain.
ing, we are to establish Local Spirit..ual Assemblies in twenty-eight States
and Provinces, which number includes two of the fourteen Assemblies recently dis banded and now to
be promptly reinstated! Need we remind ourselves that the Faith first
penetrated this continent over forty
years ago, and yet the job is only
half done!
•
This time success can be assured
not alone by the ardent response of
individual believers. Indeed we need
such response desperately, for these
States and Provinces must have ad.
ditional teachers-teachers of every
kind, pioneer, resident, circuit, and
visiting-to assist the devoted friends
already living there. We must gain a
solid foothold and put down our
roots. But after that, the Cause must
be extended, numbers increased believers confi.rmed~ Assemblies t~ain
ed and elected. If every State and
Province is to have its delegate at
the centennial Convention of 1944
then we must elect these Assemblie~
by 1943!
Such prodigious effort calls for
heroic response from us all, not as
individuals alone, but as an Ameri·
can community. Into this battle we
must throw our every resource. "To
launch the bark of the Faith, to implant its banner, is not enough, "
says Shoghi Effendi. "Support, am~
pIe, organized and unremitting,
should be lent, designed to direct
the course of that work and to lay
an unassailable foundation for the
fort destined to stand guard over
that banner. . . This is my plea, my
supreme entreaty." (April 17, 1939)
Beloved friends, let us pledge ourselves to the months ahead! Let us
act with unity, prayer, and utmost
endeavor, through the instruments
of our national and regional com~
mittees, our local Spiritual Assemblies, the sacrifice of funds, the burn-
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ing energies of believers everywhere. Under the leadership of the
National Spiritoal Assembly and the
guidance of our beloved Guardian,
we are summoned to surpass all our
past and finest triumphs.
Your committee is anxiously and
eagerly waiting to hear how it may
assist you in this immensely urgent
task. NATIONAL TEACIIlNG CoMMlTI'EE

lnter.America News
"They that have forsaken their
country fOT the purpose of teaching
Our Cause-these shall the Faithful
Spirit strengthen through its power.
A company of Our chosen angels
shall go forth with them, as bidden
by Him Who is the Almighty, the
All-Wise. How great the blessedness
that awaiteth him that hath attained
the honor of serving the Almighty!
By My Life! No act, however great,
can compare with it, except such

deeds as have been ordained by God,
the All-Powerful, the Most Mighty.
Such a service is, indeed, the prince
of all goodly deeds, and the OTnament of every goodly act. Thus hath
it been ordained by Him Who is the
SoveTeign Revealer, the Ancient of
Days."-BAHA 'U'WH, in The Gleanings, page 334.
Paraguay
The reports from Paraguay will
bring great joy to the Baha'i community of North America. Miss
Cheney writes: "Next week we open
the class for deeper stody of the
Teachings in preparation for Baha'i
membership. There are 15 in the
adult class who have expressed their
intention of taking this course. Will
you help me pray that, if it is the
will of Baha'u'l1ab, Paraguay may
have an Assembly, one truly confirmed and well grounded in the
Faith? It is a serious thing to take
the name Baha'i in a new land, especially one that suffers from such
turmoil as Paraguay. These people
must be able to really live the life,
to demonstrate the power of
Baha'u'llah through their actions
every day. If at lea st nine can really
do this, then I feel that the Cause
will grow here by leaps and bounds,
and that new members coming in
later will have a bulwark upon
which to lean.
"The Youth Group was born two
weeks ago in the midst of our latest

Share deepgrie! (of) bereaved
community (at) passing (of)
Elizabeth Greenleaf, beloved
handmaid (of) BahO.'u'lliili. Her
radiant spirit, staunch loyalty,
noble character, effective teaching method (were) distinguishing features (of her) consecrated life. Praying abundant
blessings (in) life beyond.
SHOGm RAlmANI
Cablegram received. August 7. 1941
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Chile
Mrs. Atwater writes from Chile:
"We are madly stodying the English 'Procedure.'
Our chairman,
Dr. Leibenschein, is a master linguist. Our Group is so universal that
he has to translate in four languages,
Spanish, German, French and English. Many new people of capacity
are being attracted now that we
have a fine nucleus-for of course it
is the power of unity that attracts."
Mrs. Atwater reports having been
invited to speak before several clubs
and to contribute aricles for a newspaper.

revolutionary attempt. The group is
growing and the revolution seems
over for the time being.
Montevideo
"Perhaps it is not altogether surMr. Wilfrid Barton writes enthusiprising that I lack physical strength astically of the progress of the Cause
after making a total change of hemis- in Montevideo and of the interest of
pheres, food and surroundings, and a number of influential people, which
living for four months 'in an has opened the way for wide spread
intensely humid climate with an publicity. He reports that Uruguay
average temperature of 110 0 F., often is one of the most liberal countries
creeping up to 120° F. in the after- in South America in regards to its
noons. We have had only three or atti tode towards religion. Weekly
four days of cooler weather, though classes are being held in his apartMarch and April are supposed to ment.
be the beginning of fall. The people
say it has been an unusually hot
Cuba
season even for Paraguay, a land
The
Inter-America
Committee has
of torrid climate, for the most part
low-lying and 1200 miles from the received "With joy two new registranearest sea breeze. There is so much tion cards from Havana, and togethhumidity that, even with the sun's er with the Baha'i community welrays boiling down, furniture, my comes Sra. Di vina P astora Gonzalez
typewriter case and kid gloves lock- and Nadji S. Bairn as new friends.
ed away in a clothespress for protection, become moldy."
Haili
Another letter from Miss Cheney
A recent letter from Mr. and Mrs.
from which we also quote: liThe Blackwell encloses a registration
young people ha va asked for classe. for Mr. Willis Lubin. We are happy
in English as a service, since almost to welcome Mr. Lubin into the Baha'I
no one in this country can speak Cause.
English. These ela sses proved so
Mr. and Mrs. Blackwell report that
popular that there was a demand
for adult classes also. At present, the elasses being held at the home
I have four English classes a week. of Mr. and Mrs. McBean are atEach lesson is built around a tracting more and more persons.
story concerning 'Abdu'l-Baha, or
Baha'u'llah, or a Baha'i principle. I
Bolivia
use Lydia Zamenhof's method of ilMrs. Eleaoor Adler writes that the
lustrating words with actions and objects, and after the class has recog- opportonities to tell of the Cause in
nized the meaning of each, then I Bolivia are very great. She tells
tell the story, pointing to the words of an educator from the United
in torn, and they translate it into States who mentioned Bah<i'u'llah
Spanish. In this way, some 20 peo- and His teachings before an audiple are getting a taste of the ence of several hundred persons. He
Baha'i Cause. Just how it will work is reading a number of the books
out as a means of attracting them and has evinced great interest. Mrs.
to further study, still remains to Adler planned to sail from Lima,
be seen, since it is quite a new Peru on the sixteenth of July for the
United States.
experiment.' ,
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Remarks on Publicity by a
Pioneer Teacher

During four years this servant
was editor of a daily newspaper, and
for three and a half years served
as news service committee chairman of the :;Saha.'i group in Lima,
Ohio. As a result of editorial work,
I attained a wholesome respect for
publicity and its power over the public mind, but as news service chairman and while doing pioneer teaching for three years in cities within
reach of my home, I gained a new
slant on this subject. More recently,
during six months as a pioneer in
Paraguay, additional angles of the
publicity problem have come to my
attention, and it has been suggested
that I share my conclusions with
other Baha' lS.
When I came to South America
the end of December, I found a new
set of problems to be met. The Roman Catholic Church is powerful
and jealous of the entrance of any
other spiritual teaching. It no longer
possesses the power to teach love
and brotherhood and to maintain
peace, but it has quite sufficient
power to crush new movements, if
its opposition is attracted. Also,
many of the Latin American countries, even when ostensibly republics, are ruled actually by various
dictatorships, whether the dictator is
an individual, as in Brazil and the
Argentine, or is the power of the
local army, as in Paraguay~ Such
governments are incapable of understanding the new world order.
I found that in Rio publicity had
been used, with the result that Bah,,'i
meetings were forbidden by the gov·
ernment, and later were permitted only on a very restricted basis
in the form of friends dropping in
for tea and discussing spiritual sub-jects. The substitution of the word
"universal" in place of "international" had helped to clear up some
of the problems there.
In Buenos Aires I found a strong,
active group meeting in the apartment of Philip Sprague, a champion
pioneer tea c her. and growing
through personal contacts. Later,
when a public Baha'i center was
opened and publicity was used by
this group, the government promptly suspended the meetings, and
closed the center. After a short time,
however. meetings were again permitted, pending obtaining a govern-

Main Story Ornamentation No.5, August 2, 1941.

ment license. Word arrived from
Buenos Aires recently that this license has at last been granted.
I arrived in Asuncion, Paraguay,
during the aftermath of a particularly bad revolution, to discover that
the people to whom I had letters of
introduction from friends in other
countries, were now political prisoners or exiles. When I called. upon
one, who was still available, he looked at me with tears in his eyes,
and said quite frankly, "This is the
strangest time in my life. I do not
expect to live more than 24 hours.
I know that God has sent you to
me." To people living in the comparative security of the United
States, the social turmoil in a country such as this one, which has suffered from some 65 to 70 revolutions
in its 128 years as a republic, is
practically unimaginable.

A brief investigation showed that
meetings of the Theosophical Society here had been suspended by government order, following the opening of a public meeting place and
the use of publicity. All Baha'i work
in Paraguay has been done through
prayers for guidance and personal
contacts, one person sending me to
another, until on January 28 classes
opened in my pension, with 30 persons attending, representing some
of the most prominent and highly
regarded people of the city in educa tional, artistic and business fields.
The members include the three most
outstanding authors and poets of
Paraguay, a noted portrait painter,
a fine sculptor, three university professors and a former public minister
of education, high school teachers,
the owner of the principal commercial airline, a scientist, the general manager of the railroad, and
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other well known people. Five have
asked for Baha'i membership and
a special class is being conducted
for deeper study in preparation for
such membership, with 15 attending.
During the first weeks there was
one case of opposition, in which the
local priest called upon the owner
of the pension and protested against
the display in my rooms of the picture of a "strange temple" and
against a "new teaching" going out
from her house. I had already taken
care that Sra. Leonar de Morinigo,
a woman of good family, who operates the pension, should be acquainted with the Bah.i'! principles. She
replied to this protest with spirit,
"There is nothing in the Baha'i
Teachings that is contrary to the
truth in Catholicism. They are beautiful and I believe they are true."
It is my feeling that, as long as
Baha'i teaching is kept to the basis
of friends coming to discuss spiritoal
subjects, and publicity and public
meetings are avoided, there will be
great protection, and opportunity for
a group to grow strong enough to
meet the problems which may arise
later.
Based on experience and observation, it would be my advice to all
pioneer teachers in North America
and especially in South and Central
America, to strictly avoid the use of
publicity until after they have become well entrenched in the cities
where they settle, have become ae·
quainted with conditions there, and
have the means of judging whether
publicity will help or hurt their work.
It is my belief that they will always
find the method of personal contacts productive of far better results
in the forming of new groups on
both continents. Personal contacts
attract people of high caliber and
avoid wa sting time with the idly
curious and those who lack capacity.
This method also avoids attracting
unnecessary opposition.
In most of the cities of North
America teaching began in little pri·
vate groups in the homes of individual believers. In the United
States the Faith has gradually
evolved for some forty years. At
first we had only the spiritual teachings, and it was quite recently that
we were given Baha'i administration and the new world order. It is
scarcely reasonable to expect Otlr
Latin American brothers and sistet's
to assimilate in a moment all the

MEMORIAL TO MAY MAXWELL
View of Model of Monument Desl80ed by W. S~ Maxwell and Appro"ed by Sh.o8bJ
Effendi. To be Erected in Buenos Airelii~

things that we have required some
forty years to learn.
The people of South America, who
have spiritual capacity. are very sincere and warm-hearted. As they
grow in understanding, they will
malte great contributions toward the
growth of the Cause in the Americas.
They have the hearts of poets, lovers
and martyrs. But because of this
very enthusiasm, this swiftness in
being attracted, they need time to
grow and very careful guidance in
developing a strong foundation for
their Faith, in order that they may
not lose it, when the winds of trials
assail them.
Baha'i teachers, coming from the
north into these southern countries

among people whose civilization,
whose life experience and ways of
thought are totally different from
our own, should make a careful study
of their new environment and the
people whom they are to teach and
assist by the grace of God to find
the Beloved of the worlds. Such
teachers, if they have any pride in
their native country, must forget
this, and develop a deep appreciation and love for the pe<Jple and
the country, where Bah<i'u'IHlh has
sent them. Because of the arrogance
of the average North American in
foreign lands t South Americans are
always watching for some of this to
appear in all of our people. Only
profound humility and perfect love
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on our part, can disarm their fear
and open a path to their hearts.
Programs should be formulated
only after real study and observation of the people, their capacities
and their needs. In a majority of
Central and South American countries, the teaching of world order
must be kept on a definitely universal plane, in order to a void un':'
necessary misunderstandings. It is
better to begin with spiritual subjects, and to use this angle in dealing with universal peace, the unity
of mankind and the unity of all
faiths under God.
The most important thing for a
pioneer·teacher to remember twentyfour hours per day, is the fact that
in himself he is nothing. If teaching is done in that spirit, then whatever comes is good. The other three
essential requisites for such a teacher are universal love. constant and
gentle persistence and unfailing patience. He must love all with a pure
spirit, and teach the friends how to
love one another and appreciate the
perfections in one another, even
when they are people who are not
naturally a ttrac!ed to each other. He
must be persistent and yet never
push. He must be unfailing in his
efforts, and yet never in too great
a hurry in performing spiritual tasks.
He must have wisdom and patience
to listen as well as to speak. He
must deal with the most personal
and intimate problems of those
whom he teaches. He must learn
to accept everyone at the point where
he now is, without judgment and
without blame, and with perfect love
assist that soul to grow toward God.
Only the wisdom of Baha 'u'llah is
sufficient for this task, and His
unfailing guidance always comes
through prayer.
-ELIZABETH H. CHENEY

Regional Teaching Activities
Our Guardian has, in his challen~
ging message to the 1941 Convention, disclosed a vast new phase of
the teaching program for North
America, which calls for a display
of heroic persistence in these next
three years surpassing all our for~
mer efforts. We dare not relax until
a Spiritual Assembly has been assured for every State and Province.
As "resolute upholders (of the) Di·
vine Plan/' Shoghi Effendi tells us,

Group of distincuished men and women who 81!lIsmted MI'8. Marcia Atwater on Ihe
o(!C8sion of her Conference held Wore a lar.e audience in the SalOon de Honor of
the University of Chile at Santiago. The lecture wal!l delivered in Spanish the titJe
being "El Ideal De La Fraternidlld Humana," on May 12th t 1941.
The ahoue photograph was taken the evening before the ConjeTence in the
Otpice of the Chilean newspaper "La Nadon"

we "will, indeed cannot but persist
(in) ordained task (to) propagate
flame, enlarge administrative limits,
strike deeper roots (of the) worldencircling, world-redeeming Faith
(of) Bahii'u'lIiih."
Acting on this exhortation many
of the Regional Teaching Committees of the U. S. and Canada have
been conducting conferences during
June and July, in the South at Vogel
Park, in the North at Vancouver and
Montreal, in the East at the Green
Acre Baha'i School, and in the West
at the Geyserville School, designed
to focus the thoughts and energies
of all the friends on their two-fold
teaching mission.
"The responsibility of each member of the region in the completion
of the Seven-Year Plan, and the establishment of an Assembly in three
of the four Provinces of the region, 'J
comprised the first part of the Con·
ference held at Vancouver, B. C.,
early in June, followed by discussion of qualifications and training of
teachers, purpose and policy of the
Regional Committee, materials and
teachers available, and methods of
pioneering for the communities of
that area. Mrs. Moscrop, Miss Cliff,
Miss McKenna, Miss Wylie, Mrs.
Liddeil, and Mrs. China led the dis7

cussion -on the various topics and
Bruce Hogg spoke at a public meeting in the evening.
In Montreal there were 25 representatives attending the Conference
from the Eastern Provinces. The
program of the five-day session,
June 28 to July 2, included discussion on "The Promised Day Is
Come;u and the Baha'i attitude to.wards the World: Morals and
Characte-r, Baha'i Administration,
Baha'i attitude toward Christianity,
Justice, and Post·War Reconstruction. Each believer attending was
asked to prepare a fifteen-minute
talk suggesting how to comply with
the Guardian's wish for the fulfill·
ment of the Seven-Year Plan. Picnics at the Salas' in St. Lambert and
the Schopflochers' in Montreal were
also a part of the program. Rowland
Estall, pioneer from Winoipeg, and
Mr. and Mrs. Emeric Sala, just returned from Venezuela, assisted with
the conference.
At the week's session of the Vogel
Park Tea ching Conference in Geor·
gia, June 14-21, there were study
courses in the morning on uS ome
Answered Questions" given by Mrs.
H. Emogene Hoagg, and liThe Master Key to Life" led by Mrs. Mabel
lves and Mrs. Terah Smith. At the
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afternoon sessions the youth conducted round-tables and "spent hours together discussing different phases
of the Teachings~ n Thirty-one persons attended the meetings with a
regular attendance of nineteen
through the week. Four Regional
Secretaries of the South collaborated
in planning the Conference, including
a special discussion of teaching on
opening day, conducted by Miss
Charlotte Linfoot.
On .July 6, a Regional Conference
was held at the Green Acre Baha'I
School with 49 representatives from
eighteen communities and groups,
including many isolated believer•.
Music by Lois Keller and Henry
Austen was followed by an "exceilent talk on teaching techniques by
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert LeVey of Boston." A panel discussion of Baha 'f
Attitudes toward World Affairs was
then led by Miss Lorna Tasker,
chairman of the School Committee.
At the Geyserville Baha'I School,
.July 19, a teaching conference was
conducted by the Regional Committee for California and Nevada, in
conjunction
with
the . National
Teaching Committee and the School
Committee. Mr. Leroy Ioas spoke of
the tasks which the Guardian has
set before the Baha'I Community for
the coming year? and Miss Marion
Holley outlined the National Teaching program. Mr. Artemus Lamb
then presented the needs for the
region, which resulted in a general
di scussion. At the close Mr. Ali
YaZdi, chairman of the School Committee, analyzed the contributions
of Geyserville to the teaching work.
Another Regional Committee reports that "the Baha'is of Western
Michigan held an later-Community
meeting at the horne of Mrs_ Mary
Frazer in East Fruitport which was
so successful they decided to hold
one once a month to get together
for consultation on their problems.
Mrs_ Thomas Collins gave a talk on
the national teaching program and
E dna True on the Inter- America
work, so the believers were able to
get a picture of the teaching program as a whole,-local, national,
and Inter-American."
A three - day Inter·- Community
meeting was held on .July 4-6 at the
home of Mrs. Beth Holden in North
Miami, Florida, with an attendance
of fifteen to twenty-three. Joe I
Marangella was present from Camp
Blanding and consulted with the
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friends on plans for giving the
Teachings to the men in Camps.
Plans are under way for additional
inter-communi ty conference in August at Milwaukee; over the Labor
Day holiday at Vernon, B. C., and
Lake Chelan, Washington; and on
September 6 at Foundation Hall,
Wilmette.
Many successful picnics have also
been arranged by Local Assemblies.
At Springfield, Mass., the 15th Annual Baha'i Picnic was held at For·
est Park on June 15 with over sixty
present. Wm. Kenneth Christian
spoke on "The Promised Day Is
Come." At Syracuse the Upper New
York picnic was held at Green Lake
Park and talks were given by Mr.
and Mrs. Christian and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Ford. "Two new believers resulted." An Inter-National Picnic
was given at Queenston by the Toronto Assembly to which fifty New
York State and Ontario Baha'IS and
their friends came. Speakers during
the afternoon were Mr. Fred Reis,
chairman, Victor Davis, Amy Putnam, Burton Dezendorf, Mary ColJison, Helen Inderlied, and Doris McKay.
Santa Paula's annual picnic sponsored by Mr_ and Mrs. G. E. Carpenter on .June 15 drew a crowd of
over eighty from Southern California, San Francisco and Berkeley.
Speakers were Mrs. Sylvia King and
Mrs. Marion Yazdi. Open house at
the Carpenters' climaxed a gala day.
A fruitful technique for attracting
newcomers to the Faith has been devised and successfully applied by
Mrs. Sylvia King in two inter-racial,
inter-faith song fests at Fresno
and Bakersfield, Calif., to commemorate respectively Naw-Ruz and
the Declaration of the Bab. For each
occasion Mrs. King, with the assistance of the Regional Committee and
isolated believers, especially Mrs.
Edna Tillyer, was able to enlist the
voluntary cooperation of many community groups, resulting in programs rich and diverse in interest,
in exceptional attendance (about 250
in Bakersfield) t and almost no expense. Participating groups or representatives
included the High
School Mixed Chorus, Mt. Zion Baptist Church, Mennonite Brethren
Church, Japanese Christian and
Buddhist groups, Lighthouse Full
Gospel Choir, A.M.E. Church, and
the Chinese group. Under BaM'1

Gronp of Sludenlll of dte Faith D
Manqua, Niearagna, June, 1941_

leadership and with a keynote Baha'i
speaker, the program Uresulted in a
great many people becoming Interested in finding out more about
the Cause, and in fact stirred up
the Whole city. . . Because of the
great success of the affair, all the
local newspapers gave us wonderful .
publicity afterward." Mrs. King has
suggested the plan as especially
adapted for Baha'l fete days, when
'·Christians, Jews, Buddhists, Zorn-astrians, Muhammadans and Bin·
dus. . . may be gathered together
to celebrate with beautiful and lofty
music and with the Creative Word,
and with prayer and spiritual greetings from leaders, the general
theme of 4The Oneness of Mankind'
and 'The Fundamental Harmony o:f
Religions' . .. Thus the Baha'i Faith
may be proclaimed to the assembled
throngs. . . brought together by the
love of God and the Message of
Baha'u'llith."
la these and a hundred other ways
the Faith is moving forward at the
present crucial hour. Happy indeed
are the children of Baha'u'llah who,
in the midst of confusion and sorrow,
have
found
their
constructive,
eternally-uoiolding work!
NATIONAL TEACHING COM:MI'lTEE

"Not ours, puny mortals that we
are, to attempt, at so critical a stage
in the long and checkered history of
mankind, to arrive at a precise and
sa lisfactory understanding 01 the
steps which must successively lead
a bleeding humanity, wretchedly oblivious of its God, and careless of
Baha'u'llah, from its calvary to its
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ultimate resurrection. Not ours, the
living witnesses of the all-subduing
potency of His Faith, to question,
for a moment, and however dark
the misery that enshrouds the world,
the ability of Bah;' 'u'llah to forge,
with the hammer of His Will, and
through the fire of tribulation, upon
the anvil of this travailing age, and
in the particular shape His mind has
envisioned, these scattered and mu·
tnally destructive fragments into
which a perverse world has fallen,
intn one single unit, solid and indivisible, able to execute His design
for the children of men.

"Ours rather the duty, however
confused the scene, however dismal
the present outlook, however circumscribed the resources we dispose of,
to labor serenely, confidently and
unremittingly to lend our share of
assistance, in whichever way cir-

cumstances may enable us, to the
operation of the forces which, as marshalled and directed by BaM.'u'llah,
are leading humanity out of the valley of misery and shame to the loftiest summits of power and glory."
-----SaoGm EFFENDI, in The Promised
Day Is Come.

Race Unity
The National Race Unity Committee concluded its public programs
for the season as guests of the Cincinnati Assembly. The friends of this
city held a dinner on March 29 at
the Cincinnati Y.W.C.A., with a number of visiting guests as participants.
The following evening a large, mixed
group met at the Center to hear Mr.
Louis Gregory speak on "The Races,
One or Many," and Mrs. Dorothy
Baker, on uThe Baha'i Peace Plan."
An unusual blessing was bestowed
upon the Convention this year, during the period of consultation on
racial unity, when, through the efforts of Mr. Clarence Niss of that
Committee, thirty Oneida Indians of
the Wisconsin area visited the Convention and were introduced on the
floor. Mr. Eli Powlas, the first of
their number to actually join the
ranks of the fai thfuI band of followers of Baha'u'llah. assisted in introducing these friends and making
them feel at home. Mr. Ni ss conducted, for delegates coming from
locations near reservations, a seminar on techniques of approach to the
American Indian. The committee
feels that a great beginning has been

of Baha'i community life, is surely
an achievement the contemplation
of which must warm and thrill every
Baha'i heart. U (Advent of Divine
Justice.)
-RACE UNITY COMMIITElC

World Order Magazine
The general make-up and plan of
contents adopted la s! year has been
continued in Volume VII, the friends
having given such approval to the
changes made in Vol. VI.
Exhibit of Temple Model iD Yazdi Shop,
Berkeley.

made in this field, and expresses the
hope that those friends having helpful suggestions will write in often.
Work with the great Negro minority of America has also gone steadily
forward. The Baha'i Faith has been
presented this year to nineteen Negro schools and colleges, as well as
to a number of adult Negro organizations.
The Race Unity Committee deeply
appreciates the -noble and inspiring
cooperation of the friends at large
with these activities. Every Baha'i
is an unofficial member of such a
committee~ Already, numbers of the
stalwart defenders of Bah.i'u'llah's
invincible standard have arisen to
accept the cordial invitation of their
Guardian: ,jLet anyone who feels
the urge among the participators in
this crusade, which embraces all
the races, all the republics, classes
and denominations of the entire
Western Hemisphere, arise, and, circumstances permitting, direct in particular the attention, and win eventually the unqualified adherence, of
the Negro, the Indian, the Eskimo,
and Jewish races to his Faith. No
more laudable and meritorious service can be rendered the Cause of
God, at the present hour, than a
successful effort to enhance the diversity of the members of the American Baha'i community by swelling
the ranks of the F ai th through the
enrollment of the members of these
races. A blending of these highly
differentiated elements of the human race, harmoniously interwoven
into the fabric of an all-embracing
Baha' j fra terni ty, and assimilated
through the dynamic processes of a
divinely appointed Administrative
Order, and contributing each its
share to the enrichment and glory

Believers not seeing the magazine
regularly can judge of the variety
of its contents from the articles published in the las! three issues.
July, 1941: The BaM'i Faith
Offers; These Prophets and Chosen
Ones, BaM'u'llah; Religion for Our
Time, William Kenneth Christian·
From a Panama Diary, V, Louis;
Caswell and Cora H. Oliver; The
Bab, Grace Griffith Harris; Tests
and Afflictions, Compilation; Study
Outline on Reincarna lion; With Our
Readers.
August, 1941: Crime and the Treatment of Criminals, Chester F. Barnett; Song of the New World, Angela
Morgan; Love and Unity, Compilation; The Kings nf Earth, Shoghi
Effendi (excerpts from The Promised Day Is Come); The Divine
Way of Consultation, Alma Sothman;
Living Religions and a World Faith,
Book Review, Garreta Busey' The
Bab, poem, Elizabeth Hacldey;
Stndy Onlline on Muhammad, Prophet of God; With Our Readers.
September, 1941: A Scientific Approach to Religion, Howard Luxmoore Carpenter; The Crumbling of
Religious Orthodoxy, Shoghi Effendi
(excerpts from The Promised Day
Is Come); Fal th, Henry C. Beecher;
Compensation, Vir gin i a Moran
Evans; What We Go Through, Julia
Robinson; Abandon Not the Everlasting Beauty, Lorna Tasker; The
Earth Is One, Opal Howell; How to
Achieve Love and Unity, Compilation; Baha'i Lessons; With OUr
Readers.
Of unusual interest to Bahit' is is
the article by Jnlia Robinson in the
September number. It is a reprint of
an address giyen by Miss Robinson
at the Town Hall, San Francisco,
in opening the 1940-1941 lecture series. In her remarks as chairman of
the meeting, Miss Robinson outlined
clearly and forcefuliy the Baha'i
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principles as the basis of world
order.
The Editorial Committee wishes to
appeal to the friends for a greater
flow of material suitable for use in
the magazine. Besides accurate and
well written expositions of Baha'i
truths, the magazine needs statements of personal experience reflecting growth in faith, poems, treatments of topics like Baha'i Summer
Schools, Bah'; '\ Assemblies and other
institutions in the Cause, and interesting incidents in the teaching field.
Address the Committee at 536
Sheridan Road, Wilmette, m.

Temple Teaehing
In January, 1941 there were 289
visitors, or one visitor more than in
.January, 1940. These visitors were
from nine states, and from Canada
and Persia. The groups that attended
in a body during January were:
14 colored girls from the Evanston
Y.W.C.A.
28 members of the Young People's
Society, Oak Park Baptist Church.
29 soldiers from Fort Sheridan, m.
26 Girl Scouts, Evanston.
In February, 1941, there were 425
visitors from eleven states, and none
from foreign countries. Large groups
that attended in February were:
18 members Evanston Y.W.C.A.;
11 members Kappa Delta Sorority,
Northwestern University Alumnae;
60 members of rural boards of education from Michigar. attending institute at Northwestern University;
55 members of rural boards of education from Michigan attending institute at Northwestern University.
The Temple is open every day
from 10:(}(} A.M. to 4:(}(} P.M. from
May 1 to October. We can't stress
too much the fact that there always
is an urgent and great need for
guides during the summer. For those
who wish to prepare themselves for
this important teaching work, there
is a class for guides in the Temple
every Sunday from 11: 00 A. M. to 3: 30
P.M. This study class is open to everyone who feels the obligation or who
may wish to do so, to study and
qualify as a guide. In this class can
be acquired informa lion a bout the
Temple and answers to questions
often asked by visitors during actual
guiding.
There is no better way to benefit
oneself 01" pI'omote the spread of the

Spiritual Assembly of Berk.eJey9 Incorporated April II, 1941.

Teachings, than to guide in the Temple. Think what a fertile field this
represents 1 Nearly 17,000 visitors
came through the Temple voluntarily
last year from all over the world.
Prepare now to guide yOUT share
through the Temple in 1941.
TEMPLE GUIDE CoMMl'lTEE

By Mary Haggard, Chairman

Requests for Temple Models
The BaM.'1 Exhibits Committee has
received a number of requests for
the loan of a Temple model. In order
to supply models on a schedule which
will permit the utmost use of each
on a minimum cost for shipment,
the Committee requests all believers
who now have a Temple model on
loan to report this at the earliest
possible date. This, request is directed to local Assemblies, groups, Regional Teaching Committees and pioneer teachers.
Kindly address your report to Carl
Scheffler. Secretary, 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, m.

North America in action for the
promotion of the World Order of
Baha'u'lIah.
Gratitude and appreciation is due
the contributors and the successive
editors and business managers
whose service has contributed to the
development of such an interesting
and helpful organ for the National
Youth Committee and the many
local youth groups.
The June number listed in its Contents the following titles: Baha'I
Youth Must Study, editorial; Book
Review by Benjamin Kaufman of
"The New World Order" by H. G.
Wells; Faith Sustains Baha'i Youth
in England; Youth and the Baha'I
Summer Schools: Green Acre, by
Joseph M. Noyes; Geyserville, by
Adrienne Ellis; Loubelen, by Margaret Rube; Mondlingvo Por Mondordo, by Della C. Quinlan; San
Francisco Youth Conference; With
Young Babit'ls in Central and South
America; From Here and There;
Important Notice Concerning The
Baha'i Worltl, Vol. IX.

Youth Bulletin

Publishing Committee

The issue of June, 1941 wa s the
second number in Volnme VII. During its seven years of existence the
Bulletin has been a powerful instrument in establishing the unity and
understanding of BaM.'i youth in

The Publishing Committee, acting
on a recommendation approved by
the National Assembly, has developed facilities to make up and sell
two assortments of teaching literature as listed below. The Committee
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understands that there is a great
demand for assortments and is
pleased to be a b1e to cooperate.
Assortment No. 1 includes five
copies each of The World Religion,
BahB.'1 House of Worship, Destiny
of America, Pattern for Future Society, Principles of the Baha'i Faith,
and one copy of Assnrance of Immortality. Per assortment, $0.50.
Assortment No.2 includes one each
of seven titles as follows, Appreciations of the Baha'i Faith, America's
Spiritual Mission, Baha'i Prayers,
The Image of God, Christians, Jews
and Muhammadans, Radiant Acquiescence, Baha'! Teachings on Universal Peace. Per assortment, $0.50.

Records of Pioneer Teaching
for the Baha'i World
In collecting data regarding pioneer services in Central and South
America~ the Editorial Committee
of The Bahli'l World, Vol. IX, found
that several of the pioneers had done
memorable service in other countries as well, and this led to a general invitation to aU who had pioneered
in foreign countries, as well as those
who had served in the Latin-American field, to write brief accounts of
those services.
A letter received from the Guardian restricts these narratives to the
teaching work done since the initiation of the Seven Year Plan in the
year 1937. Those records, however,
which deal with the period before
the Seven Year Plan was inaugurated, will be used later as "historical material for future use" to quote
the Guardian's own words. With the
permission of the writers of these
narratives of earlier date, all such
material will be sent to the Archives
Committee with the accompanying
photographs.
EDlTORIAL COMMIT'I'EE,
Tm: BAHA'f WORLD

By: Nellie S. French, Chairman.

Child Education
Security
"In this marvelous cycZe~ the earth
will be transfOTmed and humanit!!
aM"ayed in peace and beauty. Dis-

putes, quarrels and murders will be
replaced by harmony, truth and concord; among the nations, peoples I
races and countTies, love and amity
witt appear. Cooperation and union

Spiritual A,srunbly of· Findlay, Ohio, &tahlished Apn"l 21, 1941.

will be established and finally war

will be entirely suppressed. n-Some

Answered Questions.
'Abdu'l-Baha has told us that when
we hear others speaking of war, we
should think peace. How difficult it
is to do that today when the discussion of war is on the lips of everyone we meet. However, let us proteet our children from lengthy discussions of the subject and pnt the
emphasis, more than ever, on the
need of kindly relationships toward
one another. Now of all times children must feel serene and secure.
Child psychologists are preaching
this need up and down the land.
Even the youngest child (the babe
in arms) can sense this feeling of
unrest so prevalent today. In no
home is there a greater opportunity
to give children peace and tranquillity than in a Baha'I home. Here
parents have the assurance of the
Most Great Peace and they can look
beyond these perilons days and know
that Peace will come eventually
when mankind fs ready for this
blessing.
It is as though you were walking
down a long dark hall leading a little child. If you falter and are afraid
then he too will stumble and be
filled with your fears. However if you
walk along calmly and unafraid
knowing full well that the lighted
room lies ahead, then the child, holding your hand, will trudge along

confidently even though he knows
not whither he is going.
How shall we maintain this calm
in the midst of the storm all a bout
us? There are many ways. Perhaps
the most important is prayer? in
conjunction always with complete
faith in the promises of Baha'u'IUh
and 'Abdu'l-Bahii and reliance upon
Them. We must often turn to the
Writings for help and inspiration and
for the calm they bring to our own
souls which we in turn can transmit
to our children. The child himself
may have a part in this spiritual
program. On the mechanical side of
life it is necessary to continue the
child's daily program, keeping it as
nearly as possible as it has always
been regardless of how much our
own routine of life may be inter·
rupted. This is important to good
mental health. Children soon get a
feeling of insecurity when the routine habits of their young Ii ves are
broken. Let us preserve the security
and integrity that children need at
all times but which they particularly
need during such times as these. So
with our children, we shall: HRely
upon God, thy God and the Lord of
thy Fathers. For the people are wandering in the paths ot delusion, bereft of discernment to see God with
their own eyes, or hear His Melody
with their own ears. Thus have We
found them a s Thou also dost witness."-Tablet of Ahmad.
CmLD EDUCATION CoMMITTEIl
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Our Baha'i Schools
Louhelen Summer Session Takes
on Latin Em phnsi.
The Eighth International Conference of the New Education Fellowship, held at Ann Arbor this season,
has provided an ideal opportunity
for contact with Latin American and
other international leaders of education. Through the efforts of Mrs.
Annie Romer, Mrs. Orcella Rexford
Gregory and others, a number of
foreign visitors have attended classes
and public meetings held at Louhelen.
Foreign visitors during the vacation session alone represented a number of countries. among them Austria, England, Belgium, Holland,
Korea, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Central
and South America, and the Philippines. On Thursday, July 10th, Professor Edelberto Torres, Director of
the Technical Council of the Ministry
of Public Instruction of Nicaragua,
spoke on "Latin American Relations
with the United States." On Sunday,
July 20th, Mr. Kh-I-Hashimi, head
of the Normal Schools of Iraq, addressed the friends on I'The New
Education in a Changing World."
The following Sunday, Mr. Alberto
C. Leao, Instructor in English at
the University of Rio de J anerio,
spoke on "My Country, Brazil." On
August 3rd, an International Day
was planned, with both Baha'!
speakers and guest speakers. Senora
Ofelia Mendoza of Tegucigalpa, Honduras, spoke about Qur relation to
Latin American problems and progress. Mr. Harry Whang and Mrs.
Dorothy
Baker
introduced
the
Baha'i Peace Plan, and a brief word
was added by Mr. Jon F aily 01
Teheran, and Mr~ Habib Kuram, of
the American University at Beirut.
Piano selections of South American
Folk Songs were rendered by Senora
Ortiz Aulestria, Director of Educational Publications for the Minister
of Education, Quito, Ecuador.

Latin Am.erican Visitors at Louhelen School, August 3, 1941

We should like to call the attention
of the Baha'!s to the following list
of libraries, which incindes 21 State
Libraries, 3 Provincial Libraries and
the Library of Parliament in Ottawa,
Ontario. Any inquirers may conta ct
their local libraries in these states
and provinces and if books are not
available, ask their local librarians
to send for the books available in
the State Libraries: Alabama, Arizona, California, Florida, illinois,
Iowa, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Nevada,
New Jersey, New Mexico, Ohio, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia,
Wa shington, Wyoming; Provincial
Libraries of Quebec, British Columbia and Manitoba; Library of Parliament, Ottawa, Ontario. Books will
be placed in the remaining sta tes
and provinces during the coming
year. We should appreciate it if the
friends will place requests for these
books both in the states already supplied and in the remaining states
and advise interested inquirers at
their meetings to obtain books from
these important libraries and State
Library Committee Activities
Library commissions.
The aim of the National Library
The total number of books donated
Committee has always been to place' by this committee during the past
our books in the libraries where they three months is 392; these books
would attract the greatest number were presented to 34 college and
of readers. With that aim in mind, university libraries and to 115 pubbooks have been presented to a num- lie libraries. During this period the
ber of State Libraries. Provinci3.l library work has increased vastly
Libraries and various Library Com- as can be seen through comparison
missions and Traveling Libraries. with last year'~ Annual Report with

a total presentation of 482 volumes
to 40 college and university libraries
and 137 public libraries during the
entire year.
Baha'I World, Vol. 2 requested by
Boston Public Library and Vols. 4,
5,6 by Crozer Theological Seminary
to complete their files.
The copies of Advent of Divine
Justice were given to 4 Jewish libraries, 8 negro colleges and Branch
Libraries; 3 divinity schools and 1
public library (Boston).
The public libraries listed above
included 7 Army Post libraries and
23 State libraries and 3 Provincial
libraries; also the Library of Parliament in Canada. We hope to be able
to place books in more of the state
and provincial libraries during the
coming year which will make our
books available to many readers.
The acceptance of books by the Library of Parliament will no doubt
assist the Canadian believers in
their local library presentations.
A complete set of pamphlets was
given to the Chicago Public Library
at their request; a subscription of
the World Order magazine was donated to the Navy Y.M.C.A. Library
at Bremerton, Washington; and 200
copies of ApPTeciations of the BaM'i Faith have been mailed to 110
leading public libraries and 90 college and university libraries, incIud·
ing a number of theological semi·
naries.
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Foundations of World Unity was
sent to the University of Hawaii and
to the Honolulu Public Library at
the request of the Honolulu Spiritual
Assembly.
A copy of Some Answered Questions (Spanish) was recently sent
to the Head of the Foreign Language
Department of Bradley College, Peoria, Illinois, to be used as required
supplementary reading by students
enrolled in the Spanish Courses.
The college and university libraries included 14 theological seminaries and a number of Departments of
Religion in various universities.
Several splendid tributes were received from Army and Navy Chaplains and officers as previously reported.
L:nm.ARy COMMITTEE
By: Ellen Sims, Chairman

Baha'i Directory
Revisions
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NATIONAL COMMITl'EES

Archives and History. Members
added, Mrs. Mineola Hannen, Mrs.
Doris Holley, Mrs. Florence Zmeskal, Harlan Scheffler.
Baha'i World, EditoriaL Omitted
in List, Mrs. Ruth Brandt.
Contacts. Miss Marshal! unable to
serve as Chairman. New Chairman
appointed, Ethel Revel!, 2531 North
19th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Inter-America. Edna True, Chairman, Mrs. S. W. French, Secretary,
786 Chester Avenue, San Marino,
Calif. John Keith, Recording Secretary.
Race Unity. Harry Whang unable
to serve.
Green Acre. Omitted in list for
1941 Committee, Louis G. Gregory.
International School. Members
added, Mrs. Florence Morton, Mrs.
Marion Little, Philip Sprague.
REGIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEES

British Columbia, etc., Anne Wylie
added.
New Jersey, etc., Mrs. India Haggerty, Mrs. Ida Huff, Jessie E. Reve1i added. Mrs. David Ruhe unable
to serve.
Kansas, etc., change of Secretary's
name and address, Mrs. Claude K.
Winans, 421 Norlh Spring Street,
Independence, Mo. Mrs. Bertha
Campbell unable to serve.

Inter-Community Teaebiog Conference at Frazer

hom~

Fruitport, Mich., May 24, 1941.

Western Ontario. F. SI. G. Spendlove unable to serve.
North Carolina, etc. Mrs. Daisy
Jackson Moore added.
Louisiana, etc. Mrs. David Ruhe
added.
Oklahoma, etc. change of address,
Mrs. Doris F. Corbin, Secretary, 1516
6th Avenue, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Wyoming, etc. Velma Vetter unable to serve. Pearl Ward added.
Montana 1 etc. Mrs. Helen Robinson
added.
LocAL ASSEMBLIES

East Phoenix Township, ArizonaMrs. Lorretta Engelder, R. 2, Box
394, Phoenix.
West Haven, Conn. - Douglas
P. Hillhouse, 562 Forest Avenue.
Cabin John, Md. - Mrs. Margaret
R. Patzer.
GROUP

Correction of error in address,
Mrs. Lionel Loveday, 36 S. Mast
Street, Goffstown, N. H.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Might, September 8; Wi!!, September 27; Knowledge, October 16.
Anniversary: Birth of the Bab,
October 20.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: at Wilmette, October 3,
4, 5, 6.

"The Promised Day" in
Public Teaching
In response to inquiries, the National Assembly advises that the be-

lievers are free to make use of the
Guardian's letter entitled "The
Promised Day Is Come" as a teaching medium, and the Assembly relies on their discretion in its use.
Indeed, the Guardian was requested to inform the National Assembly
of his wishes, and on June 1 cabled
as follows: "Approve selective public distribution according (to) judgment (of) National Assembly. Praying divine guidance. Jt The friends
are requested to note that the Guardian wishes the NSA to employ a
selective and not a general public
distribution such as by radio or
press.

Enrollments and Transfers
Vancouver, three. Chicago, four.
Washington, two. Maui, two. Los An·
geles, two and one youth. Wilmette,
one youth. Hamilton, one. Jacksonville, one. Teaneck, one. Kenosha,
one. San Francisco, one. New York,
nine. Racine, one.
Fifteen enrollments of isolated believers were reported in July.

In Memoriam
I have made death a messenger
of joy to thee; wherefore dost th.ou
grieve?-BAHA'rr'LLAH.

Mrs. Jeanette Hiatt Nash, Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. Hasan Abas, St. Paul.
Mrs. Lida S. Marryott, Jacksonville.
Mrs. J. M. Eaves, Minneapolis.
Mrs. Elizabeth Greenleaf, Elio!.
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"A Threefold Sense of Gratitude"
Letter from Shoghi Effendi
Dear and valued co-workeTs:
As I survey the activities and accomplishments of the American believers in recent months, and recall their reaction to the urgent ca U
for service, embodied in the Seven
Year Plan. I feel overwhelmed by
a threefold sense of gratitude and
admiration which I feel prompted
to place on record, but which I cannot adequately express. Future generations can alone appraise correctly the value of their present services t and the Beloved, whose mandate they are so valiantly obeying,
can alone befittingly reward them
for the manner in which they are
discharging their duties.
The virtual completion of a thirty
year old enterprise, which was initiated in His days and blessed by
His Hand, is the first and foremost
accomplishment that must shed imperishable luster not only on the
administrative annals of the Formative Age of the Faith. but on the
entire record of the signal achievements· performed in the course of
the First Century of the Baha'i Era.
The steady expansion and consolidation of the world mission t entrusted by that s arne Master, to their
hands and set in operation after His
passing, constitutes the second ob-

j ect of my undying gratitude to a
community that has abundantly
demonstrated its worthiness to
shoulder the superhuman tasks with
which it has been entrusted. The
spirit with which that same community has faced and resisted the onslaught of the enemies of the Faith
who, for various reasons and with
ever-increasing subtlety and malice, have persistently striven to disrupt the administrative machinery
of an Order, foreshadowed by the
Bah, enunciated by Baha'u'llith, and
established by 'Abdu'l·Baha. is yet
another testimony to the unri valied
merits and the eminent position a ttained by its privileged members
since the ascension of the Center
of the Covenant.
The extinction of the influence
precariously exerted by some of
these enemies, the decline that has
set in in the fortunes of others, the
sincere repentance expressed by
still others, and their subsequent
reinstatement and effectual participation in the teaching and administrative activities of the Faith, constitute in themselves sufficient evidence of the unconquerable power
and invincible spirit which arumates those who stand identified
with and loyally carry out the pro-

October, 1941
VISlons and injunctions of the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
And now more particularly concerning the prime mover of this
latest agitation, which. whatever its
immediate consequences, will sooner or later come to be regarded
as merely one more of those ugly
and abortive attempts designed to
undermine the foundation, and obscure the purpose t of the Administrative Order of the Faith of Baha'u'll8.h. Obscure iIi his origin, ambitious of leadership, untaught by
the lesson of such as have erred
before him, odious in the hopes he
nurses, contemptible in the methods he pursues,· shameless in his
deliberate distortions of truths he
has long since ceased to believe in,
ludicrous in his present iSolation
and helplessness, wounded and exasperated by the downfali which his
own folly has precipitated, he, the
lates~
protagonist _ of a spurious
cause~ cannot but in the end be
subjected, as remorselessly as his
infamous predecessors, to the fate
which they invariably have suffered.
Genera ted by the propeJliog and
purifying forces of a mysterious
Faith~ born of delusion or malice.
winning a fleeting notoriety derived
from the precarious advantages of
wealth, fame or fortune, these
movements sponsored by deluded,
self-seeking adventurers find them-
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selves, sooner or later, enmeshed
in the machinations of their authors,
are buried in shame, and sink eventually into complete oblivion.
The schism which their foolish
leaders had contrived so sedulously
to produce within the Faith, will
soon, to their utter amazement,
come to be regarded as a process
of purification, a cleansing agency.
which, far from decimating the
ranks of its followers, reinforces its
indestructible unity. and proclaims
anew to a world, skeptical or indifferent, the cohesive strength of
the institutions of that Faith, the
incorruptibility of its purposes and
principles, and the recuperative
powers inherent in its community
life.
Were anyone to imagine or expect that a Cause, comprising within its orbit so vast a portion of the
globe, so turbulent in its history,
so challenging in its claims, sc.- diversified in the elements it has assimilated into its administrati~e
structure, should, at all times be
immune to any divergence of opinion, or any defection on the. part of
its- multitudinous followers, it would
be sheer delusion, wholly urireasonable and unwarranted. even in the
face of the unprecedented evidence
.of the miraculous power which its
rise and progress have so powerfully exhibited. That such a secession, however, whether effected by
those who apostatize their faith or
preach heretical doctrines, should
have failed, after the lapse of a
.century, to split in twain' the entire
body of the adherents of the Faith,
or to create a grave,
permanent
and irremediable breach in its orgame structure, is a fact too eloquent for even a casual :observer
of the internal processes of its administrative order to either -deny
or ignore.

a

Therein, every loyal and intelligent upholder of Baha'u'Jlah's mcomparable Cqvenant-a Covenant
designed by Him as the sole refuge
against schism, disruption and an·
archy - will readily recognize the
hall·mark of His Faith, and will ac·
claim it as the supreme gift conferred by Him Who is the Lord .,f
Revelation upon the present and future generations who are destined,
in this greatest of all Dispensations.
to flock, from every creed and religion, to the banner, and espouse
the Cause, of His Most Great Name_

Dear friends! Manifold, various,
and at times extremely perilous,
have been the tragic crises which
the blind haired, the unfounded presumption, the incredible folly, the
abject perfidy, the vaulting ambition, of the enemy have intermit·
tentiy engendered within the pale
of the Faith. From some of its most
powerful and renowned votaries, at
the hands of its once trusted and
ablest propagators, champions, and
administrators, from the ranks of
its most revered and highly·placed
trustees whether as companions,
amanuenses or appointed lieuten·
ants of the Herald of the Faith, of
its Author, and of the Center ~f
His Covenant, from even those who
were numbered among the kindred
of the· Manifestation, not excluding
the brother, the sons and daughters
of .Bahit'u'll3.h, and the nominee of
the Bab Himself, a Faith, of such
tender age, and enshrining so price-less a promise, ha s sustained blows
as dire and treacherous as any recorded in the world t s religious history.
From the record of its tumultuous
history, almost every page of which
portrays a fresh crisis, is laden with
the description of a new calamity,
recounts the tale of a base betrayal,
and is stained with the account
of unspeakable atrocities, there
emerges, clear and incontrovertible,
the supreme truth that with every
fresh outbreak of hostility to the
Faith, whether from within or from
without, a corresponding measure
of outpouring grace, sustaining its
defenders and confounding its ad·
versaries, has been providentially
released, communicating a fresh
jmpulse to the onward march of
the Faith, while this impetus, in
its turn, would, through its mani·
festations, provoke fresh hostility in
quarters heretofore unaware of its
challenging implications - this increased hostility being accompanied
by a still more arresting revelation of Divine Power and a more
abundant effusion of celestial grace,
which, by enabling the upholders of
that Faith to register still more bril·
Hant victories, would thereby generate issues of still more vital import and raise up still more formidable enemies against a Cause
that cannot but, in the end, resolve
those issues and crush the resistance of those enemies, through a
still more glorious unfoldment of
its inherent power.

The resistless march of the Faith
of Baha'u'llah, viewed in this light,
and propelled by the stimulating influences which. the unwisdom of its
enemies and the force latent within
itself, both engender, resolves itself
into a series of rhythmic pulsations,
precipitated, on the one hand,
through the explosive outbursts of
its foes, and the vibrations of Di·
vine Power, on the other, which
speed it, with ever· increasing momentum, along that predestined
course traced for it by the Hand
of the Almighty.
As opposition to the Faith, from
whatever source it may spring,
whatever form it may assume, however violent its outbursts, is admittedly the motive-power that galvanizes on the one hand, the souls of
its valiant defenders, and taps for
them, on the other, fresh springs
of that Divine and inexhaustible Energy, we who are called upon to
represent, defend, and promote its
interests, should, far from regarding any manifestation of hostility as
an evidence of the weakening of the
pillars of the Faith, acclaim it as
both a God-sent gift and a God-sent
opportunity which, if we remain undaunted, we can utilize for the furtherance of His F ai th and the routing and complete elimmation of its
adversaries.
The Heroic Age of the Faith, born
in anguish, nursed in adversity, and
terminating in trials as woeful as
those that greeted its birth, has
been succeeded by that Formative
Period which is to witness the gradual crystallization of those creative
energies whic.h the Faith has re-leased, and the consequent emergence of that World Order for which
those forces were made to operate.
Fierce and relentless will be the
opposition which this crystallization
and emergence must provoke. The
alarm it must and will awaken, the
envy it will certainly arouse, the
misrepresentations to which it will
remorselessly be subjected, the setbacks it must, sooner or later sus·
tain, the commotions to which it
must eventually give rise, the fruits
it must in the end garner, the blessings it must inevi ta bly bestow and
the glorious, the Golden Age, it
must irresistibly usher in, are just
beginning to be faintly perceived,
and will, as the old order crumbles
beneath the weight of so stupendous
a: Revelation, become increasingly
apparent and arresting.
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to attempt

to survey the distant scene; ours

rather the duty to face the trials
of the present hour, to pouder the

meaning, to discharge the obligations, to meet its challenge and utilize the opportunity it offers to the
fullest extent of our ability and
power.
Your true brother I
SHOGm.

Angmt 12, 1941, Haifa, Palestine
To the Spiritual Assemblies, Communities anci gTOUps of the Baha'is
of the Uniteci States and Canada.
Beloved Friends:
In previous issues of Baha1i News
we have surveyed the tasks to be
accomplished before 1944 and those
definitely assigned to this Baha'i
year. Those tasks are not less than
overwhelming. considered in the
light of our human capacities and
resources. But because they are
steps in the Divine Plan, and not
merely political or economic activities, their eventual accomplishment is fixed and certain. It is of
the essence of the Divine Plan_ that
the task and the power to perform
it are two facets of the one same
reality. Indeed, a Divine Plan is accomplished in the spiritual world
before it is announced and proclaimed in the world of human personality.
Not ODe believer in this Cause is
required to make personal sacrifices beyond his capacity, that is,
in excess of his passionate desire to
serve Baha'u'llab.. We have no col·
lecti ve financial problem to solve,
no problem of teaching work. The
one single issue before us individ·
ually and collectively is the spiritual problem of how much we re·
spond to the mysterious forces and
powers offered us when we advance
on His path. He has all knowledge
and all wealth. This surrounding
spirit of perfect accomplishment
rushes to our aid when we have attained the station of true obedience.
It will not confirm us in any ignorance, selfishness, ambition nor lack
of union with the Baha'i community.
These days are days of exalted
mystery, for they are so imbued
with omnipotent Power that the
feeblest soul can exert mighty
forces and the simple mind express
profound wisdom.
Therefore the National Spiritual
Assembly can but urge the friends

Main Story Ornamen.tation No.6, September 22, 1941.
Completion of fint of the nine facef!l.

to lay aside all hesitation and doubt
in connection with the successful
carrying out of the schedule of Baha'i tasks. These tasks are signs and
indications that a great company of
souIs have turned to God and seek
to obey His will. They are not burdens nor obstacles to be avoided for
the sake of passive ease, but proofs
that a community of faithful souls
has been raised up by the power
of the Greatest Name.
What the Cause needs today is the
spirit of the hero in every community, group and meeting. Our
gc:rtherings should reflect the fire of
zeal which reveals the acceptance
of the soul into the Kingdom. This
zeal, this tUlconquerable conviction
of success, combined with intelligent study of the tasks to be done,
will create new standards and ca-

pacities. Having done what the
Guardian wishes, we will tum to
Him and appeal for more and harder tasks!
Who will raise this banner at the
Nineteen Day Feasts, at the meetings of Assemblies and Committees?
Who will give proof that his love
for God has attracted God's love for
him? Who will assist in transforming the Seven Year Plan from a
difficulty to the rarest of privileges?
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Inter-America News
"Darkness hath encompassed ev·
ery land, 0 my God, and. caused
most of Thy servants to tremble. I
beseech Thee, by Thy Most Great
Name, to raise "in every city a new
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creation that shall turn towards
Thee, and shall remember Thee
amidst Thy servants, and shall unfurl by virtue of their utterances and
wisdom the ensigns of Thy victory, and shall detach themselves
from all created things.
"Potent art Thou to do Thy pleasure. No God is there but Thee, the
Most Powerful, He whose help is
emplored by all men.u-Baha'uJlhlh.
The Inter-America Commitlee has
received with great joy an inspirational report from Mr. and Mrs.
Rafi Mottahedeh, telling of their recent trip through Central and South
America. We quote from their report some of the high lights.

Rio de Janeiro
; "Rio is a large, beautiful city and
could have a s stirring a center as
New York, if the right pioneers are
sent there. The people are very liberal minded and there are many
refugees eager and willing to listen
to the Faith.
"One meeting was held at
Leonora's apartment and was attended by approximately twenty·five peo·
pIe; newspaper men, physicians, refugees; one couple who had heard
of the Baha ti Faith in Vienna and
several charming people of capacity. They seemed to be deeply in·
terested and were eager for more
meetings. When we returned from
Sao Paulo we had a meeting at the
Hotel Gloria in our suite which was
very well attended., and several
seemed to catch the fire of the Faith.
A young newspaper reporter working for one of the most important
papers in Rio, said that he would
like to be considered a Baha'!. He
had heard of the Faith from Jeanne
Bolles. We know that he will be a
help to whoever will come there as
a pioneer."

Bahia
uMr. Worley met us at the airport and he and his wife were extremely kind and cooperative. Our
trip to this city was solely for the
purpose of visiting the Baha'is.
"One man who can read knows
Bana'u'lltih and The New Era by
heart, and his devotion and faith is
beautiful to see. The leader of this
small community is a Donna Antonia, an intelligent elderly lady.
She lives in a hut with mud floors
and does not even have the necessities of Hie. The sale decoration
is a picture of 'Abdu'l-Baha. We

Buenos Aires, Argentina

"Heartily, Joyously
Congratulate"
Heartily, joyously congr a tula te
entire body (of) American
Baha'i community (on) remarkably rapid completion (of) ornamentation (of) first main story
Temple unit. Whole Baha'i
world joins me (in) expression
(of) undying gratitude. (The)
conclusion (of) external dec()o
ration (of) sacred, historic edifice must needs signalize (the)
intensification (of) concentration (of) unbounded efforts (of)
victorious community (on) early
fulfilment (of) teaching requirements (of the) Seven Year
Plan. (I am) prompted (to)
consecrate, (in the) course (of
the) remaining years (of the)
Plan, the National Assembly's
loving contribution destined
(for) International Fuods, (on)
furtherance (of) intercontinental teaching campaign. Appeal
(for) nobler, wider, more sustained efforts (to) insure (the)
a tlainment (of the) one remaining striving goal.
SHoGm RAsBANI
Cabl.egram received Sept. 29, 1941

brought with us a Persian rug with
the
Greatest Name and Baha'i
poetry woven in it and we felt that
the best place to put it was in
Donna Antonia's home. We held one
meeting ather house which wa s attended by the Worleys, the Brazilian
believers, and their neighbors. The
friends of these Brazilian believers
fully realize how. necessary it is for
them to be Bah;" 'is, but have not yet
reached the point of confirmation.
One Indian man among them was
very keen and during the period of
question and answer said, 'Christ
did not mean this carnival of religion that the Church' has made.' "
Mrs. Mottahedeh especially mentions a meeting which was held at
the British Club in Bahia and attended by about ten people. One of
the persons most interested was a
prominent doctor who is planning to
attend Johns Hopkins in Baltimore
this winter. ,jHe is a native Brazilian, highly regarded in Bahia and
we feel that his confirmation will
give a great impetus to the work in
that city. PI

we arrived at the airport
there were about thirty people waiting to greet the passengers of the
plane. About twenty-five of them
were Baha'is who had come to meet
us. Their excitement and ours was
greater than we can .describe to
you." Mrs. Motlahedeh here tells of
the wondertuI spirit infusing this entire community, and the wonderful
work done by' Mr. Sprague. on his
recent trip to Buenos Aires. "Their
kindness to us and their love was
overpowering. - They have a very
nice' 'center and conduct r.neetmgs
two or three times a week. They
have a young people's group which
is very much alive.
"Mr. Torma, the chairman, has.8
country home at Ezeiza where the
Baha'is and their friends gather almost every Sunday. This is really a
sort of Baha'i summer. s:chool and
has some of the spirit of Green Acre.
Its Sunday population varies from
seventeen to seventy arid eV,eryone
is welcome.
"We were thrilled to hear that the
Buenos Aires .believers are planning
a new group in Patagonia. Mr. Tormo, is instructing a girl from Rio
Negro in the F ai tho She seems close
to confirmation and will. go back
home to teach. They do, however,
need a pioneer to go to that city to
do the final work of confirmation.
"Another member of the Buenos
Aires Local Assembly has gone to
the north. oi Argentina to Corrientes
and hopes to start a group there.
"The high point of our visit to
Buenos Aires was the trip to Qui!mes to visit the grave of Mrs. Maxwell. We covered the grave with
flowers, then said prayers in Persian and English and Spanish. There
were nine of us there."
(~WheJ(

Santiago, Chile
"Marcia Atwater has a group of
about eleven, most of whom have
been Baha'is for only two months.
They are all souls of capacity and
we feel that the groundwork has
been done to establish the Cause
firmly in Chile. . . . She receives
much favorable publicity and all of
the newspaper men that she comes
in contact with, know of the Faith~
She is working for one of the newspapers besides' doing her Baha'I
work.
• 'We held several meetings a t Marcia's house and were able to give
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the Message. to a _s_mall- group. These
meetings were well attended. We
were able to give the Message to a
young Austrian refugee woman who
seems to have great capacity.
"When Marcia presented Baha 'f
literature to some Government offi~
cials and told them the purpose for
her visit and stay in Chile, she received encoura gement to go on. n
Peru
uWe were delighted with this COW1~
try and found it the most mteresting
of all the places we visited. Despite
the fact that here too you could
reiterate the details of the miseries
the people endure. Here you find the
living remnants of Inca civilization.
These people have never lost the
greatness of this ancient civilization
which was given them. There are
many intelligent, wide·awake Peruvians and we felt this country is a
fertile field for the F ai tho The climate in most places is equi table
and the people are as progressive
as they can -be~ considering their
economic condition. Peru is a land of
enchantment bo-th from the scenic
point of view, its great past and
the latent power that you feel in the
people. . . . The Indians have noble
faces and many of them are very
beautiful. Lima, their capital, has
the air of a busy cosmopolitan city.
"'We regret "that our limited time
prevented us from making contacts for the Faith although we did
lIleet an English woman connected
with the British legation who seemed
ready. We are sending her litera-

ture."

Spiritual Assembly of the Baba'is of San Jose, Costa La,
newly established April 21, 1941.

plane could not come over the
mountains to Quito from Quayaquil,
so we had to stay another day. We
spent this day with Eduardo, the
Ecuadorian Baha'i, and John. That
evening we held the first public
BaM'j meeting in Ecuador which
was attendea by about twenty-nine
people who listened with great at·
tention and who accepted with
alacrity the
Balla'i
principles.
One of the heads of the school
said you may count me the second
Ecuadorian Baha'i. His co.-worker
will follow him also, I think. We
said to the group that if they thought
these principles were good they
should start a weekly study class;
which suggestion was eager1y accepted."
Panama
Caswell met us at the plane
and we were so happy to see her
and. to be in the Canal Zone.
"Mrs. Oliver was working. so we
spent most of our time with Louise
Caswell. Both of them are working
hard there under difficult conditions.
There is much co10r prejudice and
much natural feeling on the part of
the Panamanians. We feel that their
work has progressed extremely well
considering the difficulties at hand.
We held one meeting at the house
of a Panamanian in the Canal Zone,
which was attended by several
young people as well as two co10rej
teachers from La Boca School."
Mr. and Mrs. Mottahedeh then
told of another meeting which was
very well attended and of their vis~
its to several other Baha'is throughout the Canal Zone. Also of the dif~~Mrs.

Quito. Ecuador
Mr. and Mrs. Moltahedeh tell of
their _arrival in Ecuador and of our
pioneer, Mr. .John Stearns, taking
them to meet the heads of an English cultural center. The three teachers are Ecuadorians and have start~
ed this -cent~r to promote better
feeling between Britain and South
Am.eric~. "We invited two of these
heads to meet at John Stearns'
house at his suggestion. About nine
people came to that meeting inclUding the first Ecuadorian Baha'i upon
whose face his faith can be read.
He is a young boy, intelligent and
with an inquiring mind. His famIly approve of his being a Baha'i and
know the Teachings.
"We were supposed to leave the
morning after this meeting? but the

ficulties the Bahit' is have in getting
together for meetings, as the heat,
transportation and the distances between their homes all contribute
to the slowness of progress in the
Teachings.
In . closing, Mr. and Mrs. Mottahedeh say; "We feel that it was a
great privilege for us to be able to
make this tremendous journey and
feel that it has contributed to our
own development. We also hope
that we will De able to pass on to
the believers here the urgency for
their support of the South American work at any sacrifice."
Miss Beatrice Irwin has written
an interesting account of her trip
to Rio. On the boat she says that
she was able to give the Teachings
to a group of thirty young Morman
Missionaries and has given two BaM'i talks at the Gloria Hotel in Rio,
since her arrival.

The Inter-America Committee has
received the registration cards of
two new believers from Cuba and
one from Haiti. Each name added
to the Bahia'i Community of North
and South America gives great joy
to all the Baha'is throughout the
Western Hemisphere.
The inter-America Committee is
very glad to report that Mr. Arthur Rotunno from the Yonkers Assembly expects to move to Bermuda. and will remain there at least
two years.
Cuba
Miss Josephine Kruka writes that
she expects to return to Havana in
the early part of October to resume
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her teaching of the Cause in that
country. She asks that the prayers
of the believers in this country go
with her to Cuba and help establish
a Baha'i Assembly by April of 1942.

Costa Rica
John Eichenauer reports much
splendid activity in Central Ameri·
ca. He is at present in Costa Rica,
and writes as follows; uThese have
been glorious days having Louise
Caswell with us in San J ase! She
has been very well received by the
Community and has spoken at several meetings. It's been quite a reunion of pioneers . .. Last night several members of the Community
gave Louise and me a farewell dinner here in Gayle Woolson's apartment. A delicious dinner, we were
nine by coincidence. Tomorrow
Gayle, Louise and I are going down
to Puntarenas on a teaching trip
to form a group there where the
chairman is staying for a time.
From there I will go to San Juan
del Sur and up to Managua in time
to meet Louise who will come back
to Jose and take the plane next
Wednesday for Managua. _ . She
plans to stay in Nicaragua about
tbree days and I will try to take
her also to meet the group and contacts in Masaya and Granada. Then
she will go for several days to San
Salvador where Clarence will show
her around, arriving I judge around
Saturday a week from the coming
one. Then, as she has probably told
you, several weeks in Guatemala
and about the time she leaves Guatemala I will head north after finishing some teaching work in Nicaragua to Honduras where we plan
to meet again. I plan to arrive a
few days before her and notify them
of her coming so as to have a nice
crowd out to meet her and stay
there in Tegucigalpa and surrounding territory as long as the Committee sees fit. " John writes that
. his younger brother Marshall, a Baha'i Youth, is planning to join him
in Central America. He says: "It
is my plan, may Baha'u'llB.h if He
sees fit, confirm it, for us to go to
Panama to pioneer and assist Louise and Cora and at the same time
take jobs in the Canal Zone which
Louise says are very plentiful."
Mrs. Amalia Ford who has been
for some time in San Jose as a pioneer, is returning home for a well
earned rest. She has done a great

Cablegram
Assure (Eve) Nicklin prayers
(for) success (in) Peru. Convey (Eliabeth) Cheney loving
concern, fervent prayers (for
her) recovery (and my) deepest admiration.
Smx:GI RABBANI

Cablegram received Sept. 30, 1941

deal in the establishing of the fir;;t
Baha'i Assembly in Costa Rico.
Haiti
The Committee has received
great joy another registration
from Port au Prince) Haiti.
card has been forwarded by
and Mrs. Blackwell.

with
card
The
Mr.

Uruguay
Mr. Wilfrid Barton reports the
registration of two splendid Baha'is
of great capacity in ~ Montevideo.
The slow but steady growth of the
Cause throughout South and Central
America is a cause for deep joy in
the hearts of all believers.
Mrs. Ca swell and Mrs. Oli vee
have sent in the registration card
of a new believer in the Canal Zone,
The registration of this believer ~s
'a cause for great rejoicing as he 1::3
the leading Negro Educator of the
Canal Zone. In view of the important place held by Panama as the
crossroads of the world it is of inestimable value that the Baha'i
Community present within itself a
cross section of the human race.
From Qui to Mr. J olm Stearns
writes a short account of the visit
of Mr. and Mrs. Mottahedeh.
uTheir arrival was virtually without any forewarning. . . the cable
from Lima reached me after their
plane was supposed to have. De·
spite this in a hasty way we gathered together an interested ha~dful
for a small meeting Sunday nlght,
really the first of such held in Ecu~
dor. BaM 'u'llilh saw fit to detam
them a second night by making
landing conditions impossible for
their plane north Monday. Monday
evening they again talked to a larger group, assembled by the process.
of uniting the meeting classes at the
English Center to hear- them. Among
these were many whom I was anx·
ious to have reached. My only re·

gret and the only regret of the
friends they left was that it was
impossible on such short notice to
assemble all the people who should
have met and heard them. Anyway
we now have a study group, and
their visit was like a drink of fresh
water to me personally. Their stopover was a big lift in Ecuador. U
An inspiring report on the work
in Chile has been received from
Mrs. Marcia Atwater, who is living
in Santiago. She writes of the
steady progress made by the group
of six Baha'is in their studies of the
Cause and the constantly growing
circle of people who are being
made aware of the Teachings. She
enclosed a copy of the talk given in
Spanish by her, at the University of
Santiago. The talk attracted a great
deal of favorable publicity and interest. Mrs. Atwater intends to remain in Chile indefinitely.
Mrs. Frances Stewart writes of
her return to Utica, New York, after a trip of many months through
Central America. Mrs. Stewart was
able to make many contacts and
formed study groups throughout
this part of the American Continent. Enclosed was a Spanish translation of the Tablet of Ahmad. Mrs.
Stewart is also assisting in the
translation of the new Spanish
prayer book.
Veneznela
Miss Priscilla Rhoads writes that
she is able to include the Baha'l
ideals in her educational work. She
is planning to remain in Caracas indefinitely and to quote from her
letter: iiI simply can not imagine
myself living in New York again.
Life here is so much pleasanter, the
people are so 'simpatico' and after
awhile I shall be accepted as a person and not an 'extrariero.' "
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Woods sailed
from New Orleans on July 23rd,
for Rio de Janeiro, where they intend to reside indefinitely. They
will undoubtedly prove of great assistance in the teaching work already begun in that city.

Bolivia
Mrs. Eleanor Adler has returned
from La Paz, Bolivia, having dis·
embarked at New York, July 28th.
She was welcomed by a member of
the New York Community, Mrs.
Helen Lielnors. In Bolivia, which
first heard of the Cause in December, 1940, there are three Baha'is
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of great capacity carrying on the
work of Baha'u'llilh. Another strong
link has been added to the growing
chain of believers on the American
Continent. The prayers of the North
American Baha'i Community are
asked, that they may assist all of
the new groups in South America.

North America Teaehing
Weigbted down though we all have
been by the consciousness of the
appalling task yet before us, in the
prosecution of the Seven-Year Plan
throughout North America, a task
demanding not less than the crt!ation of an organized Spiritual A<Ysem bly in every State and Province
of this vast land, yet on the other
hand we are thrilled and overjoyed
by the evidences of our Guardian's
good. favor and confidence in our
ability to prosecute our chosen
work. uThe quality and magnitude
of the work already achieved . . .
are inexpressibly exhilarating and
infinitely meritorious," he has written us recently t and again, I'The
Plan itself. . . bids fair, in the
fifth year of its operation, to exceed the highest expectations of
those who have so coura geously
launched it."
It is indeed well that we should
feel some confidence and hope, in
an hour when we are privileged to
pour out new gifts of spirit and
sacrifice to our "world redemptive
Faith., for whose precious sake the
world is Undergoing such agonies"
. . . We are, by the inconceivable
grace of God, physicians to the
peoples of this world. As such, our
field is enormous and our spirits,
too, surge with an enormous eagerness, a very restlessness of zest to
conquer it!
From a hundred points the National and Regional Teaching Committees are flooded with proofs of
the new life and vigor which stirs
the friends, evidence surely of that
promised "operation (of) spiritual
forces u which Shoghi Effendi tells
us is accelerating in proportion to
the world's travail. The following
paragraphs are only a sample of
those proofs, but enough, we believe, to carry to each of us the
conviction of succe ss.
Two of the virgin States have already yielded a fruit of enough believers to establish Spiritual Assem-

Group of Believer8 and Student8 of the Faith in

blies in April. The cities are Arling-

ton, Virginia, and New Orleans,
Louisiana, both testimonies to indefatigable Baha'i

service~

In Arkansas Mabel Ives and Reszi
Sunshine are striving to accomplish
the same goal, and recent figures
show five believers in Hot Springs,
three in Little Rock, with several
other close friends for the Cause.
These results have grown from two
energetic campaigns in January
and February, in which Howard
I ves also wonderfully helped. One
stimulating contact was Dr. Janet
Miller, author of "Camel Bells of
Baghdad, J J who as a medical missionary spent a year in Persia, several times visiting the Tarbiyat
School.
A major project this Fall will be
conducted by the Regional Committee to strengthen New Orleans in
October, then to open Moline, Alabama, and probably Gulfport, Mississippi. The technique will include
contacts and advance publicity by
Marion Little, a public campaign
by Mabel Ives, and carefully-planned follow-up using many of the
Southern friends.
In Texas the Faith has taken root
in several centers and is progressing steadily. San Antonio nOW counts
eight Baha'is with a twice-weekly
study group. Both here and in Dallas Kathryn Frankland is doing historic work. Our new Dallas Baha'i.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey, sponsors a

SaD'tia&~

Chile, 1941.

study class which Mrs. Frankland
has twice visited, and this plan will
doubtless continue in the Fall. Ruth
and Leslie Hawthorn of Winterhaven
have been rewarded with three recent registrations, including the
first Mexican-American believer of
Texas, the five of them scattered
through Dimmit County which is
larger than Rhode Island! In Corpus Christi our Regional secretary,
Doris Corbin, is diligent in tying
these and other efforts into a teaching program of ever-widening opportunity.
Still another virgin State is responding to the ceaseless efforts of
Regional Committee and hard-working Baha'is: Rhode rsland now
boasts a group of five at Pawtucket,
and four in Providence. In JuI,v
Terah Smith arrived to reinforce,
during the next weeks, their progress.
The Canadian friends, faced with
the prodigious challenge of five virgin Provinces, have launched a nation-wide campaign which, througb
the medium of regional conferences
in or ne~1" Montreal, Toronto, and
Vancouver, has already enlisted the
best thought and services of every
available believer. During the next
months the Maritimes will be bombarded with such teachers as Lorol
Schopllocher, Doris and Willard McKay, Rosemary and Emeric Sala,
Amine and John DeMille, Ernest
Harrison, Elizabeth Cowles, Grace
Geary! not to mention the original

8
pioneer of Nova Scotia. Beulah
Proctor. It is hoped that Moncton
will soon be reestablished as an As~
sem bly, while Halifax and Prince
Edward Island are more difficult
gOals. In Ottawa the Cause is stoutly represented by Winnifred Harvey, While in Winnipeg Ernest Court
carries on a group in the absence
of Rowland Estall. Mr. Estall himself is busy from Coast to Coast,
sharing his unique grasp of the
Faith and its teaching necessities,
"raised up'" in the words of one
friend, "to stimulate Canada to an
enlarged service." After September
he will concentrate especially in the
PraiTie PTovinces which have recently gained a new pioneer in Lulu
Barr, now living in Saska toan. Plans
are also under way to send another
pion"eer to Saskatchewan, while in
Alberta Doris Skinner is pushing the
work in Calgary and Edmonton, and
looking eagerly to British Columbia
for increasing aid.
The vitality of the Faith in faroff Alaska was tangibly displayed
at the Geyserville School in the person of Janet Whitenack of Fairbanks, who has now returned to
the North with her first experience
of BahA'i community life, and immeasurable affectionate greetings to
warm our three pioneers of Anchorage. We have learned of two study
groups in that outpost spot, with at
least six students very close to active membership. "The spiritual
conquest of Alaska is a much greater undertaking than I ever realized, U Honor Kempton writes, "but
it will be done." On that point we
are none of us in doubt!
After two discouraging years in
that difficult State, Nevada, Helen
Griffing is at la.st gathering in her
. harvest. A group of six believers
in Reno will join forces in September with Sylvia King, bent upon the
addition of sufficient members to
achieve their Assembly as soon as
possible.
We are thrilled, also, to know that
Ruth Moffett ha s undertaken new
work in South Dakota, which she
surveyed in June through flying
visits to Sioux Falls, Rapid City,
Deadwood, and Lead, giving two radio talks and several public lectures. At first, she writes, HI will
confess that I did not consider it
worthwhile to go up among the ra ttlesnakes? buffalo grass, and treeless distance . . . t " but through
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this survey she is now convinced
of the opportunities for fruitful
teaching, especially in Sioux Falls,
Mrs. Moffett has also been devotedly at work in Iowa, a State to which
Shoghi Effendi directed her efforts,
with intensive campaigns during
May and June in Waterloo, Cedar
Rapids, Cedar Falls, and Independence. The heartfelt hope of the
Guardian for Local Assemblies is
yet to be fulfilled in both these
States.
Orcella Rexford has just proved
convincingly that pioneering in Latin America may also be done at
home! While teaching at Louhelen,
she made several visits to the International Conference of Progressive
Education at Ann Arbor, to which
the American government had
brought as guests some thirty-two
Latin American delegates. One carried an introduction from Elizabeth
Cheney in Paraguay, while Senor
Torres of Nicaragua was a Baha'i
who had assisted Frances Stewart.
Several of the delegates accepted
invitations to Louhe1en, including a
distinguished Honduras WOman educator, awarded life membership in
Phi Lambda Theta for her conference work. Other fascinating friends
were made in Ann Arbor, whose
coming to the School contributed
richly, including a group of scholarship students from the Philippines
and an' eminent Philippine artist.
With only thirty months until our
centennial Convention, we. are
pressed to discover every talent and
wisely administer every resource.
Southerri California, in an inter-com·
munity conference on August 4rd,
has developed a valuable contribution to the problem of clarifying and
coordinating the relationships of all
agencies responsible for teaching.
Some fifty believers, members of
local teaching and extension committees, devoted an earnest session
to a discussion among themselves
and with representatives of the Regional and National Teaching Committees, of these relations and functions. Remarkable were the insight
and enthusia sm gained by al1 who
took part, and indeed the entire conference received the confirmation
so abundantly promised us,
Surely, dear friends, the achievements of the past weeks are but a
splendid foretaste of the bounties
vouchsafed to our American community. ~'God's own Plan has been

set in motion," our beloved Guardian assures us. wrhe powers of
heaven and' earth mysteriously assist in its execution.~' May not these
words of the Master continue to
lead us on to the last step of our
chosen Path?
'~The Kingdom of God is possessed of limitless potency. Audacious must be the aTmy of life if
the confirming aid of that Kingdom
is to be repeatedly vouchsafed tlnto
it . . . Vast is the arena~ and the
time ripe to spur on the charger
within it. Now is the time to reveal
the force of one' oS strength, the
stoutness of one's heart and the.

might of one's souL'"
--NATIONAL TEACHING COMMI'I"I'E!l

Bah..'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Knowledge,
October 16; Power, November 4;
Speech~ November 23.
Anniversaries: Birth of the Bab,
October 20; Birth of Baha'u'1.lah,
November 12; Day of the Covenant,
November 26; Ascension of 'Abdu'lBaha, November 28.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: at Wilmette, October 3,
4, 5 and 6; at Wilmette, November
14, 15, 16.
In lUemoriam
I have made death a messenger
of joy to thee; whereftYre dost thou
grieve? -BAHA~U'LLAH.
Mrs. Ida Mae Gillis" Chicago.
Mrs. Millie Moorman, Muskegon.
Mrs. Charles Redeen. Millbrae,
California.
Mrs. Martha Macbean, Montreal.
Mr. M. L. Mereness, Helena .
Mr. Henry Jersey, Lansing.
Mr. Will Graham, Circleville, Ohio.
Mr. Rowland M. Knight, Santa
Rosa (1940).
Mr. Harry Raver, Los Angeles.
Mrs. J. M. Eaves, Indianapolis.
(not Minneapolis as previously reported).

Enrollments and Transfers
Helena, three. Glendale, four. Los
Angeles, three. Chicago, three.
Richmond Highlands, one, Pasa~
dena, two and one youth. Atlanta,
two. San Diego, two. San Francisco, one and one youth. Berkeley1
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one-. ,- Washington, one. Yonkers,
one.' Lima, one. Montreal, one. Vancouver, one. Baltimore, one. Cleve..:
land, one, Haworth, one. Toronto,
one. Scranton, one. Detroit, one.
Oakland, one.
Five ·enrollments of isolated believers were reported in August,
twenty-one in September.

Baha'i Directory
Additions and RevisioQs to

Sep~mber

24

ASSEMBLIES
Musgekon. Mich. Change of address.
Mrs. Iva Smack, Secretary, 1675 Ray

Street
Yonkers, N. Y. Correction at name.
Mr. Samuel Newman, Secretary, 59 Mul·
lord Gardens.
Madison, Wise. New Secretary. Mrs.
Mae Clark, Secretary, 629 Mendota Court.
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Memphis,
newly established April 21, 1941.

GREEN ACRE ScHOOL

Lorna Tasker, Chairman
Helen Marjorie Wheeler, Secretary. 84

Pleasant Street. Worcester, Mass.
Hattie Chamberlin, Recording
Secretary
Louis G. Gregory

Mrs..

Glen A. Shook
Rachel Small

Harlan Ober
Mrs. Harry Ford
Harry Ford

Jeanne Steed
Justin Williams
GEYS£BVD,..LE SCHOOL

A M. Yazdi. Chainnan
Gladys Linfoot. Secretary, 100 Nova
Drive, Piedmont, Calif.

John Bosch
Mrs. Olive Meyer
Irvin Somerhalder
Louise Groger
Mrs. Marian Yazdi
Anita loas
LollHELEN SCHOOL

Edward Miessler, Chairman
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston., Secretary, Louhelen Ranch, R. D. Davison, Mich.
Miss Phyllis Hall, Recording Secretary
Mrs. Beatrice Eardley
Harry Whang

L. W~ Eggleston
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Mrs. Dorothy Graf
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Mrs. E. R. Mathews, Chairman, P. O.
Box 1064, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mrs. Charles Bishop, Secretary
E. R. Mathews
Mrs. Enos M, Barton
George O. Latimer
Mrs. Marion Little
Mrs. Florence Morton
Philip Sprague
Mrs. R. Y. Mottahedeh
ANNUAL SOUVENIR OF' 'Mmr'kBAHA

Philip Sprague, Chairman
Mrs-. Carl Krug, Secretary. Abbott
Court Road. Radburn, N.J.

Mrs. Edith Inglis
Mrs. Amy Raubitschek
Mrs. Annie 1{, Lewis
Mrs. Archie Tichenor
Benjamin Schreibman

Mrs. Lulu Lux
Mrs. Jean Sharpless
COMMlTl'EE ADDITIONS AND
REVISIONS
BAHA'i NEWS SI:RvtcE
Address for correspondence;
Mrs.
David Camelon, Chairman, 125 Fourth
Street, Wilmette, m.

BAHA'i WORLD EDITORIAL
Member -added: Mrs. Marzieh Gail.
LImwiy
Address for correspondence: Mrs. S. H.
Sims, Chairman, Box 116. Avon, N. J.
New member added: DWlcan McAlear.
REVIEWING

Helen Campbell unable to serve.
YOUTH

Appointment of more Officers: James
Hammonq. Editor; Robert Gaines, Business Manager; Mary Hammond, Regional Secretary for Eastern Area; Lloyd
Gardiner, Regional Secretary for Middle
West Area; Anita Ioas, Regional Secretary for Western Area; Pari Zia-Wallrath, Foreign Correspondent.
REGION AI. TEAcHING CoMMITI'EES

Southern New York. Mrs . .fohn Honnold unable to serve, Kansas-Missouri.
Mrs. Cora Schulte unable to serve. Western Ontario. Lulu Barr, Elsie Beecroft,
Mrs. Sarah Davies unable to serve. New
members added: Mrs. Laura Davis, Amy
Putnam.

Baha'IS in Army Camps
The National· Youth Committee
wishes to keep in touch with all be-

Tennessee~

Hevers who have been called under
the draft. To carry out this plan,
the Committee must ,have a complete list of such Baha'is. Kindly
send name and present address
(and previous address of Baha'i
connection) to Miss Betty Scheffler,
Secretary, 1821 Lincoln Street,
Evanston, m.

Publishing Announcement
The World Moves On To Its Destiny, by Shoghi Effendi, a four-page
leaflet reprinting excerpts from recent words' of the Guardian, including passages from The Promised
Day Is Come ~ explail').ing the spiritual significance· of the·'~ present
world-struggle.' This leaflet iff' expected to .be widely used for teach-·
ing work, and the N a tiona! Assembly ordered a large edition. The
leaflet folds to fit standard size envelopes, Sold in lots of 100 only.
Price, 100 copies for $0.50.
Feast Day and Anniversary Calendar. This four-page, card-size
pocket reference contains the list
and the dates of the BaM'! Anniversaries, Festivals, Days of Fasting,
Holy Days on which work should be
suspended, dates of the Nineteen
Day Feasts, and the Guardian's letter of explanation. For Assemblies,
Groups a- n d Regional Secretaries,
100 cards for $1.00 for resale at 2
cents each. Or 25 cards for 50 cents
if the larger quantity can not be
used.
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the privilege of contributing 10 this
responsible and far-reaching activity.
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Race Unity at Green Acre

S
0<.5

Twenty
years
a go American
'"1;.4friends, following the instructions of
~ 3
'Abdu'I-Baha, held' the first conven1:2
tion for the solution of America's
S
1
greatest
problem, that of race.
-1:
I I
Green Acre, over a period of many
years, has nobly responded to the
ideal of human oneness. A bright
feature of last summer's program
was the Race·Unity conference
held in August. It consisted of a succession of seven meetings over a
period of three days, the entire record of which wonld make a readable and fascinating book. A more
detailed report is being made for
future use. Herein is but brief menStatus of Virgin States and Provinces
tion of some of its high spots.
As of September 15, 1941
Horace Holley as chairman, openThis graph, very simply, meas· Kentucky.
Mississippi,
Wyoming ed with a prayer; HMany a chilled
heart has been set a blaze by the
ures the work we have to do by and Idaho.
fire
of Thy Love, etc." Loving wel1944. It gives us the "temperature"
A study of the graph reveals
of every virgin State and Province, other areas which eouId and must come was voiced and a graphic picby showing the number of declared be greatly strengthened by teachers ture was presented of the Master's
visit to America, with its transbelievers in each one's largest -resident, circuit, or visiting.
forming ideals and wide range of
group. In some areas, you will see,
Only twenty-nine months remain! human attraction.
there are no groups but only one
Mrs. Harriet M. Kelsey served as
uThe field is indeed 80 immense,
or two Baha'is. Yet our Guardian's
goal is a Local Spiritual Assembly! the period so critical, the Cause so musical director of the conference.
Briefly, a careful survey con- great, the workers so few, the time utilizing the capacities of various
vinces· us that supplementary pio- 80 short, the privilege so priceless, instruments, contributing her own
neers are urgently required in these that no follower of the Faith of Ba· talents and that of her three chil·
places: Alberta, Prince Edward Is- h(Pu'llah, worthy to bear His Name, dren, Mary Louise, June and Carol
and arranging for other numbers
land, Vermont, Kansas, North Da- can affoTd a moment's hesitation,'"'
from Misses Lois Keller and Mone-NATIONAL TEACHING CoMMIT'l'EE
kota, South Dakota, North Carolina,
var Bechtold.
Miss Lorna B. Tasker, responding
Elmhurst, Wheelan Church, Evans· to the subject, uRacial Adjustment
Temple Teaching
America,"
impressed.
The Temple Guide Committee re- ton, Hope Lutheran Church, Chi· in Latin
ago,
Women's
Society,
Carey
Mem~
much
of
spiritual
value
by
bringing
ports the following figures showing
Church,
Wheaton,
Great vividly to our attention the way our
number of visitors
in recent orial
Naval
Training
Station Latin American neighbors regard
months: April, 451; May, 1103; Lakes
.June, 1317; .July, 2391; total, four (W.P.A. Education Tour), Grand- human values and are utterly free
months, 5262. This represents a de- mothers Club, Chicago, Lincoln- from racial prejudices as pertain~
cline from the previous year, the re- wood Public School. Evanston, Tus- ing to Indians. Spaniards or Portuguese and Negroes.
sult, it is said, of the lack of an kegee Institute.
Visitors
registered
during
this
peMrs. Annamarie Kunz Honnold on
adequate number of direction signs
locating the entrance and making it riod from many parts of Canada HThe Emergence of the World Orand the United States, as well as der of Baha'u'lliIh" shed light upon
clear that visitors are welcome.
foreign
countries: Mexico, Japan, the growing feeling of human soli·
Organizations and groups which
sent a body of visitors included: France, England, China, India, darity, illustrating the unknown tal·
ents of various groups and comparNorth Park College, Bethel Sunday Australia, Nicaragua, Peru.
In numbers affected, and by its ing mankind to a great chord in
School, Baptist Union of Chicago,
Howard Public School, Newcomers direct association with the Baha'i which many notes are needed to
Club,
Evanston, Women's Soci- House of Worship, Temple guiding make a perfect blend.
Louis G. Gregory emphasized
the
most important
ety, Church of the Atonement, Chi· represents
cago, Nit Wit Club, Evanston, Wom- single teaching project maintained jjThe Racial Basis of the New
en's Society, Epiphany Lutheran by the American believers. Fortu- Civilization," bringing to view what
Church, Elmhurst, Methodist Church, nate are those who as guides have exploration, history, science and Di-

I I aI.
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vine Revelation have now proved of
equal capacities in all races.
Miss Mary Jacobs, an American
Indian, told of the kindness of the
Indians to the Pilgrim Fathers,
who would have left their new
homes had it not been for such encouragement.
Roy Wilkins, Editor of the Crisis
Magazine, spoke of "Hopeful Trends
in Race Relations," presenting from
the viewpoint of his broad horizon.
both the realism and idealism of
racial contacts. He paid a tribute
to the Green Acre atmosphere.
Mrs. Mary Coristine. chairman,
sounded a note of warning against
old viewpoints and quoted the stirring Words of 'Abdu'l-Baha on the
uNew cycle of human power."
Hermann Smith paid a tribute to
the Chinese for their inventions, cu1~
ture and contributions to human

welfare.
Matthew W. Bullock related some
unknown chapters of Negro history
and expressed gratitude for his attraction to the Baha'i Faith.
Mrs. Mary R. Swift read from the
poems of the Negro poet, Dunbar,
and one of the American addresses
of 'Ahdu'I·Baha. Carl Cartwright
advocated the
identification of
oneness with each race and the
abandonment of the thought of childhood a mongst races.
Miss Jeanne Bolles mentioned the
warmth of heart found among the
South American people upon her
late visit.
On Sunday morning, August 10th,
the meeting especially planned to
emphasize spiritual values, Mrs. S.
E. G. Oglesby, chairman, read
prayers and extracts from the Sacred Words. Mrs. Dorothy Baker
gave a talk on "The Spiritual Bond
of Unity," how it had created great
past civilizations and today is trans·
forming mankind. "If we turn our
hearts to the Gift of the Holy Spirit,
the 'little horned devil' of prejudice,
separation and animosity may be
overcome." She laid eloquent stress
upon the blessedness attended with
working for unity, as affecting not
only the individual, but the world
influence and spiritual station of
America.
At the closing session Mrs. Ludmila Bechtold, chairman, impressed
the importance of Ii ving true race
relations, relying upon the power
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Teaching Conference

Notice to Canadian
Assemblies and Groups

Vogel Park Cleveland, Georgia

On
receivmg
information
from a Canadian Assembly that
shipments of Baha'i News were
held up in Customs, the National AssemblY communicated
with the Customs Division and
has assurance that these copies
may be delivered without payment of the War Exchange Tax.
The package, however, must
be labelled "Baha'i News" and
steps are being taken to provide this stamp on future shipments. Assemblies or groups
having any further delays or
difficulties are requested to report details to the National
Baha'i Office.

The high spiritual atmosphere,
unexcelled instruction, and the joys
of Baha'i fellowship will linger long
in the memories of those who attended the Special Baha'i Teaching
Conference held again this year at
Vogel Park. A total of thirty-one
persons were present, Baha'is and
non-Baha'is, and nineteen remained
throughout the week.
In addition to her scholarly classwork on Some Answered Questions,
Mrs. Hoagg most generously shared
with us one evening many of her
most precious memories of the Master, of her visits to Akka and Haifa,
and of the early days of the Faith
in this country. Mrs. Ives's course
was interrupted when she was called
back to Mr. Ives, but Mrs. Terah C.
Smith stepped into the breach, and
gave us a wonderful series of lessons.
The younger people were most
active, and spent hours together discussing many phases of the Teachings. Swimming, boating, driving,
and picnicking together were our
chief diversions, and all served to
give us a greater appreciation of
the joys of Baha'j fellowship.
A note of greeting signed by all
present was sent to the Guardian,
and later a more detailed account
telling him of our fine classes, our
living arrangements, our sports, Our
picnics, and of the great beauty and
serenity of Vogel Park and Lake
Trahlyta, named for an Indian princess.
At a meeting of the National
Spiritual Assembly held in Atlanta,
Ga., in November, 1940, the four
secretaries of the Regional Teaching Committees in the South were
asked to undertake the responsibility of conducting this Conference.
NELLIE J. ROCHE, Secretary

and guidance of Baha'u'llah. Matthew Bullock told of his own quest
for truth and how delighted he now
felt with the Baha'i Teachings, al·
most moved to declare himself a
believer. Curtis Kelsey recommended ceaseless activity and firmness
in the divine teachings. Mrs. Edith
Inglis deplored the darkness of the
past and hailed the great change
in the world now taking place. Mrs.
Hilbert Dahl gave the Baha'i teach·
ings on harmony in diversity. Mobry C. Oglesby advocated wisdom
and moderation in teaching.
Horace Holley, in this clear vision
of reality gave final expression, as
quoted in part: IIWe have left the
old world behind. We cannot return
to the faith of our fathers. We must
rise above the level of the past and
build in our hearts a superconscious
reservation of strength. There is a
perfect judgment from a Higher
Power and now we are called to
be a part of the universal unity.
Laws in future will regulate universal values. The cycle of separation is ended and now all may swi"ill
in the Great Ocean of Unity."
Warm thanks- were expressed to
all who gathered, some drawn from
long distances, for their presence,
prayers, talents, expressions, and
heart responses to this universal
theme. The Green Acre Program
and National Race Unity Committees cooperated in this service.
RAcE UNITY COMMITTEE

By Louis G. Gregory

June

14-21, 1941

Preparation of Publicity
As the Cause becomes more widely known and publicized in this
country in the press the greater
will become the margin of error.
Our experience has been that er·
rors in newspapers concerning the
Cause come through ignorance of
the Cause and its principles rather
than the malice of newspapermen.
First. our own copy must be prepared. with great care, accuracy

12
and simplicity. This Committee
thought a short resume of what
happens to "copy" after it leaves
our hands would a SSlst the friends
to understand why some of our articles appear as they do.
Metropolitan papers have little
room for anything besides "news. n
So far, our own activities have not
grown to the point of becoming
"news." Smaller papers, particularly small town weeklies do not use
so large a proportion of their space
for Uspot-news," of war and national activities and welcome "feature" material.
Whatever the size of the paper,
the copy for that paper must be
edited. First, it must fit the space
designated for it. If the space is
too short for the original copy, the
copy must be either rewritten or
cut down to fit. On large papers,
a re-write man rearranges this
material. On small town papers, the
editor often rewrites the articles.
Whoever writes or cuts down the
article is simply doing his job and
does not intentionally misrepresent
the material he handles. In most
instances, since he does not know
about the Cause or its principles,
his manner of rewritiog the facts
will convey a meaning different
than our own. Most editors do not
like to print what they consider
"editorial" matter. Statements of
our principles and quotations from
the Writings are considered editorial in relation to our a ctivities which
are considered news. So, often
statements about the Faith, which
we cherish above the news of our
activities, do not appear in the
paper.
After an article has been edited
it must have a headline or heading
written to fit a space. The heading
must contain a certain number of
letters in the words used for good
spacing and must as well convey the
meaning of the article. To the average newspaperman the word "cult"
is a four letter word meaning "religion. n Since we are being taught
the more minute meanings of
words, we cannot be careless of our
words. The problem of the Newspaperman is different. He often relies upon certain words because of
their number of letters to fit aline.
After an article has been edited
it is turned over to a printer who
sets it up in type. He too can make
mistakes. Considering the number
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of the people who handle an article
and the number of processes it goes
through, it is remarkable that more
mistakes do not appear in papers
all the time.
If we are to continue to use the
press as a teaching medium we will
have to be willing to use patience,
tolerance and understanding of the
newspaper problem and of newspaper editors as human beings. If we
have written our own copy with
grt!~t accuracy and simplicity, we
will have to leave the rest to Baha 'u 'llan.. We can bring the errors
to the attention of the editors with
a friendly letter or personal call.
However, if the editor does nothing
about our correction, it is usually
best to forget the incident.
Never start an argument or controversy with an editor. Never make
a personal call to scold or reprimand him.
An actual attack on the Cause is
a different matter and should be
handled through national channels.

BAHA'i

NEWS SERvICE

Baha'i News Service
The Baha'i News Service Committee has been authorized by the National Spiritual Assembly to compile a plano graph sheet of newspaper clippings concerning Baha'i
books placed in public or private
libraries and E aha' f talks given
over the radio.
This sheet has been planned as a
teaching aid for the friends.
We believe that there are many
such clippings which the friends
have not yet mailed in to this Committee for the Press Books and have
been tucked a way in personal or
local files. May we ask the friends
to help us by mailing to this Committee, immediately. any such clippings which would effectively serve
this purpose.
MRs. VIRGINIA CAMELON ~ Chairman

125 Fourth Street, Wilmette, ill.

Library Committee
Library requests have been coming
in very slowly during the summer
months. Will the friends contact
more libraries and help us to esta b!ish a splendid record this year?
Assembly Library Committees: Our
records a re scanty for the leading
cities in which there are established
Assemblies. In many cases, we have
records of the Baha'i books in the

Main Library but very little data
concerning branch libraries and. other types of libraries to Which books
have been donated in the past. Will
the Assembly Library Committees
kindly assist us in bringing our records up-to-date? We should appreciate copies of your reports for our
files. Have you made a complete
library survey of your city? In how
many branch libraries have Eaha'i
books been placed? Have you presented books to other librariesWomen's Clubs, Peace Organizations, Jewish Libraries, Y.M. and
Y.W.C.A. Libraries etc.? We hope
to be able to make a general report
of your library activities later to
the friends passing along suggestions, plans and methods of library
contacts which you have Qsed successfully. Address all correspondence to Mrs. Frances McComb, 88
Lafayette Avenue, Englewood, New
Jersey of this committee who will
try to bring our records up-to-date
with your assistance during the
year.
Regiona~
Teaching Committees:
Have you sent along requests for library books for the new communities in which you are now working?
Are there Baha'i books in the libraries in the cities where there
are disbanded Assemblies? Have
you considered presenting books to
the outlying libraries of these cities
to attract new people to the meetings? Will you kindly cooperate with
Mrs. Carl Krug, Abbot Court So.,
Radburn, New Jersey of the Library
Committee in presenting books to
the Army Service libraries in your
region? You will receive a letter
from Mrs. Krug concerning this
Army library project giving further
details and we hope that books will
be donated to at least a hundred
of these libraries during the year
with your aid.
BarnPi Gr01tpS and Pioneers: The
presentation of books to your public
libraries is a basic teaching activity
which will give you local publicity
and bring people to your Fireside
Meetings. Contact the National Library Committee for books after interviewing your local librarian. Offer Baha'u'Ucih and the New ETa
and Foundation.s of World Unity as
a gift set. Other titles are available
if the librarian is receptive or local
teaching activities warrant the offer
of other volumes.
MRS. STUART SIMS~

Chairman
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PUBLISHED BY THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHtfs OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
GENERAL OffiCE: 536 SHERIDAN ROAD, WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
No. 148
To the Spiritual Assemblies, Communities and Groups of the Baha'is
of the United State. and Canada.
Beloved Friends:
This communication is issued after
ani exchatJ.ge- oI cablegrams with
Shoghi Effendi on a most urgent
situation which has arisen in con·
nection with the completion of the
·Temple exterior. The matter is sufficiently urgent to justify the Assemblies in arranging for an immedia te~ special meeting with the community. It is imperative for the realization of our collective determination to live up to the Guardian's
explicit appeals that all American
Baha'is be informed of the latest
developments, and that the local
communities pray and act vigorously upon them without delay.
"Unhesitatingly advise insure completion by December (of) sixth and
seventh faces. Urge contractor (to)
redouble efforts during win t e r
months (to) prepare two remaining
faces to
placed as soon as weather permits next spring. Owing (to)
international situation strict economy (in) administrative expens:es and
supreme sacrifice needed (to) complete nine faces by end (of) spring."
-8hoghi Effendi, in cablegram received October 14.

be

This clear and emphatic message
was in reply to word cabled to him
that work would have to cease by
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November, 1941

October 31, when five of the nine
mainstory faces will be finished, on
account of another revision in the
estimate of cost. The contractor has
informed the Temple Trwltees that
the cost of completing the work will
be a bout $.22,000 above the estimate
made as late as the middle of August.

ment means that, in addition to
what the Guardian wants done by
December, the Trustees must be
able to maintain monthly payments
of between $1,000 and $1,500 for fourteen months.
-'l }~.-.

Temple Schedule

In another cable received from the
Guardian on this subject, he declared. . . "feel however absolute necessity (to) refrain (from) interruption
(of) teaching work. Appropriations
(for) National and Intercontinental
teaching activities must remain undiminished. Otherwise repercussions
(on) pioneer work (would be) deplorable."
Thus we perceive that both branches of the Seven Year Plan-the Tem·
pIe and teaching activities-are to
be maintained with all possible vigor. The end of Temple construction
under the Seven Year Plan is now
in sight. The costs have been increased to the estimated total of
$67,000 since the middle of April,
1941, and this considerable expense
would have put a stop to construction work of any ordinary type. Because we are raising Baha'u'llah's
House of Worship, We are willing to
sacrifice ourselves as evidence that
we know and worship Him.
While, therefore, the National Spiritual Assembly is obligated to present facts and figures bearing upon

The schedule made by the Guardian calls for continuance of the
work into December, until two more
faces are completed, and this- part
of the work will cost $6,500, of which
some $4,200 will be received by the
Temple Trustees from the sale of
land for the realignment of Sheridan Road. The balance, $.2,300, is
dependent on contributions from the
believers between now and January
10, 1942.
The second part of the schedule
means that work on the last two
faces is to begin early next spring
and be carried forward as rapidly
as possible until finished. The cost
for the work next spring is estimated at $13,500. Meanwhile, to take
care of the extra cost of $10,000 on
work done in August, September and
part of October, plus costs incurred
under the contract for the steps, an
arrangement has been made with
the contractor for a series of monthly payments from October 31, 1941
to December 31, 1942. This arrange-

Maintain Both Teaching
and Temple Construction
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all phases of the Seven Year Plan,
it is the National BaM'i Fund in
general that we are called upon to
support, since this Fund is the "life
blood" of all our collective activities. Could we but see the meaning
of these passing days as they will
be' evident to the whole world in
later generations! Could we but realize', each for himself, the blessing of
subordinating one's own personal affairs for the affairs of the Kingdom!
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take into special consideration the
Latin temperament and character,
should exercise a general, though
not top rigid, supervision over newly
formed groups and Assemblies, and
should, by every means in its power,
maintain, nay, increase, the flow of
pioneers and financial assistance to
these countries, that constitute, in
these critical years, the greatest
trust delivered into the hands of the
champions of the Bah~Pf" Faith in
North America. He is delighted to
Tests of Devotion
learn that there is a possibility of
What the Guardian calls for, that one or more Spiritual Assemblies
we must give in full measure, with- . being formed in South America, beout stint or limitation. How much sides those of Buenos Aires, Costa
can we increase our capacity t 0 Rica and Bahia. There is no doubt
serve during the few remalnmg that in this particular field the North
years of the Seven Year Plan? These American believers are exceeding
unexpected difficulties that come to the expectations of "the Guardian
u" 'ai-i.buLtests of,our siJ;l~etity and when he conceived and formula ted
devotion. They will be surm~ted the seven Year Plan. What he would
when, in a spirit of reverence· and' urge at the present sta ge is to inmrity, we come together in our meet- sure that an anchorage for the Faith
ing of consultation and pray for be firmly laid in every Latin Repubassistance to do our share of the lic. This need not involve the formation of an Assembly, but presupposmighty work.
May we ask each Spiritual Assem- es the formation of a group of resibIy to report on the results of the dent believers, who will safeguard
meeting called to discuss this letter permanently and definitely the in-not a financial report so much as terests of the Faith during the critia presentation of the spirit of the cal years which lie ahead of the Confriends. and the degree of their re- tinent of America.--8hoghi Effendi,
solve to meet the Guardian's appeal. thTough his secTetaTY~ August 12,
1941.
Faithful1y yours,
NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY
The paramount and urgent importance of the teaching work both in
the North American continent and
Letters From the Gnardian
throughout Latin America cannot be
Regarding the· question whether it over-emphasized. The attention of
is necessary to obtain the .~onsent. ~f the entire company of the American
the parents of a non-Baha I particI- believers should be focussed on the
pant in a marriage with a Baha'i; • reqirirements of this vast undertakas Baha'u'llah has stated that the ing tha t has been so gloriously jniticonsent of the parents of both par- ated, and which must be pursued,
ties is required in order to promote extended and consolidated by every
unity and avoid friction, and as the means in their power. This is the
Aqdas does not specify any excep- National Assembly's supreme objections to this rule, the Guardian feels tive, upon which must depend the
that under all circumstances the success of the Seven Year Plan. I
consent of the parents of both par- will pray that this goal may be atties is required.
tained and this great mission be noThe Guardian approves the use of bly fulfilled.-To Allen B. McDaniel,
the form of report to be filled in by Chairman, July 18, 1941.
all Latin-American Assemblies. This
It is such a"pleasure to learn from
form, however, should be closely
considered by your Assembly, and your letter that the extremely generneed not be forwarded to him, as ous donations of our dear and esthe final action in such rna tters rests teemed Baha'i sisters, Mrs. Collins
with the N. S. A. This body should and Mrs. Morton, will enable the
exercise the utmost patience, good N. S. A. to concentrate its attention
will, care and vigilance in such deli- on the vital requirements of the incate and vital matters, should stress ter-continental teaching campaign,
the importance of the institution of which during t..... e remaining years of
the local Spiritual Assembly, should the Seven Year Plan constitutes the

predominating and decisive issue
confronting the American believers.
I feel certa,in that you will continue,
as it has been your wont ever since
its iJ;Iception and long before it Was
initiated, to lend your outstanding
assistance to the historic task entrusted by our Beloved to the American Baha'i community. I will continue to pray for your precious
health.-To Roy C. Wilhelm, TreasUTeT~ August 13,1941.

Canadian Baha'i Fund
The Canadian Bahit'i Fund came
into existence in October 1940
made necessary by Forei~ Ex~
change Board regulations restricting the sendiog of money out of the
country. It was started by two contributions totalling Six Hundred Dollars and at the time of the last Convention had increased to about Nine
Hundred Dollars.
At the time of the Convention the
Assistant Treasurer, Mr. Schopfiocher, presented a proposition to spend
part of the money to propagate
teaching in Canada. The pioneer
from Winnipeg, who was present at
the Convention, consented to act also as a teacher at large throughout
Canada. Meanwhile other proj ~cts
came up such as the pioneer work to
settle Saskatchewan, so that in spite
of regular contributions by the end
of July the amount had dwindled to
about Five Hundred and Fifty Dollars. Other projects came into operation such as teaching work in the
East. To keep up the traveling teacher work until May, 1942, the pioneer
work in Saskatchewan and teach·
ing in the Eastern Provinces, an
expenditure of about Three Hundred
Dollars a month is called for, starting this month. After two months a
monthly budget of One Hundred
and Fifty to Two Hundred and Fifty
Dollars will be necessary.
The Assistant Treasurer is glad to
report that in consequence of the
la st letter rel~a sed from the N.S .A.,
contributions have increased substantially by some Assemblies formerly somewhat delinquent. 0 ri 1 Y
yesterday, September 6, a letter was
received by an individual believer
enclosing a check for Two Hundred
Dollars to be followed by regular
contributions of One Hundred Dollars a month. The letter is most encouraging as the Assistant-Treasurer
feels that this contribution and the
promise of more to come plus in-
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creased contributions from groups
and Assemblies will insure the teaching program and fulfill the obligation of the Seven Year plan to establish the Faith in every Province
of Canada.
In future regular monthly statements will be released and will be
included with receipts issued by the
Assistant Treasurer.

Inte....America News
"The disciples of Christ forgot
themselves and all earthly things.
forsook all their cares and belongings, purged themselves of self and
passion and with absolute detachment scattered far and wide and engaged in calling the peoples of the
world to the Divine Guidance, until
at last they made the world another
world, illumined the surface of the
earth and. even to the last hour
proved self-sacrificing in the pa thway of that Beloved one of God."

Guatemala
Mrs. Lou i s e Caswell, who is
traveling throughout Central America, has written enthusiastically regarding the Bah .. 'i work being done
by the pioneers. She says, "It has
been a rare privilege to visit these
countries where the fires of God's
struggling Faith have been so recently kindled, and to watch the
gentle, precious pioneers faithfully
fanning the flames which are rising
to unsuspected heights. Already
there is the promise of a second As-

sembly in Costa Rica. Baha'u'llclli's
banner is firmly planted in Nicaragua, a country which is a center of
spiritual power. Salvador has already yielded more than enough Baha'is for an Assembly, believers who
yearn for deeper knowledge and
study regnjarly. In Guatemala the
enthusiastic believers are scattered
because of the lack of a pioneer
teacher. For two weeks my room
is their center where they can come
for meetings. Last night we were
ten in spite of the rain. Tonight
others will come. I wish I couId stay
six months, but surely some one will
come and enjoy the high privilege
of teaching in Guatemala. If the Bah .. 'is at home knew the joy that is
here for them in these Republics of
Central America they would drop
everything and come to help the
new brothers and sisters. The call
of the newly-born Baha'is will reach
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the listening ears of some Baha'i
teachers who will be unable to resist the urgency and win rush here
to gather the ripe harvest!'
"On August ninth at the Cristobal
Y.M.C.A. an Ecuadorian evening
was held. Among other things I gave
a talk on Ecuador, quoting 'Abdu'lBaha~s words on American Indians,
also mentioned a Baha'i, John
Stearns, who was pioneering there.
A young man in the audience had
been to Quito and knew John weil
so Cora and I were thrilled to hear
news of John and Quito."
"Now is the time for eloquent
traveling teachers to fly through
here."

tember 5 and by Mrs. Louise Cas~
well from Augnst 12 to September
10, and greatly appreciate the splendid cooperation they both gave us. H
"It is a great joy to be able to
report to you the formation of a
splendid Baha'i study group in Puntarenus, one of the provinces of Costa Rica. and the registration of the
first Baha'i of that province .... The
group is very enthusiastic and surprisingly eager, for such a YOWlg
group, to be able to form a Spiritual
Assembly in 1942. There are six
others studying hard, preparing
themselves to become declared Baha'is."

Costa Rica
Gayle Woolson has sent a brief report of the progress of the Cause in
Costa Rica where there are now
thirteen believers including hersell.
Thirteen of them live in San Jose,
and formed an Assembly last April,
1941. She expressed great enthusiasm about the new work which they
have started in another part of Costa Rica, and enclosed a report written by the Secretary of the Spiritual
Assembly in San Jose, who writes
as follows: "We were very, very
happy to have been visited by Johnny Eichenauer from July 9 to Sep-

Mr. Torma, Chairman of the
Spiritual Assembly in Buenos Aires,
writes of the painstaking care that
some of the members of that Assembly are taking in making new translations. He also tells of extension
work being done by their Assembly
in the southern part of Argentina.

Argentiua

Niearagna
It was formerly published in the

Baha'i News that Mr. Henry Wheelock was the first registered believer in Nicaragua. This should be corrected, as Senora Blanca Mejia
registered first. after hearing the
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A. Group of the Friends iD P.nama at the time of the visit of
Mn. Marcia Atwater and Mrs.. Eleanor Adler.

Teachings from Mrs. Frances Stewart.
San Salvador
Clarence Iverson reports great
progress in the Cause in San Salvador and writes that it received much
impetus from a visit by Mrs. CaswelL We quote from his letter:
"Louise was well pleased with our
group and thinks that it was time
we were having an Assembly. . . .
They are all enthused about doing

something for the progress of the
work, and by having an Assembly
mOTe interest and unity would be
created and they would be able to
do more. There have been eleven
(including two youths who have
signed the registration cards) and I
think that there are three or four
mOre in the study class who want
to sign the cards." "It would be
grand if more pioneers would be
able to come and also visiting teachers would be very much appreciated
and could do a lot of good."

Brazil
Miss Beatrice Irwin writes that
she has found many sympathetic listeners in Brazil. She tells of speaking to two groups arranged by Mrs.

Leonora Holsapple Armstrong and
Miss Eisenberg, and of giving an illustrated lecture on Palestine and
the Master's life before about 100
people at the English Cultural Forum. Miss Irwin has been in South
America for the past few months

and has made many interesting contacts among South Americans.

Paraguay
The Inter-America Committee has
heard with great sorrow of the serious illoess of Miss Elizabeth Cheney, our pioneer in Paraguay. This
necessitated her leaving Asuncion
immediately in order that she might
secure proper medical care. Miss
Cheney has been doing valiant work
for the Cause of Baha'u'llfth under
the most trying conditions, but
greatly regrets leaving Paragnay
and the small, but well grounded
group of Baha'is without a pioneer
teacher.
The
Inter-America
Committee
knows that the Baha'i Community
will add their prayers for the speedy
and safe recovery of Miss Cheney
and for the continuation of her fine
work in Asuncion, Paraguay.

If they do not arise others will be
called in their stead and will seize
the opportunity and gain the bounty. Baha'u'llllh has testified that
"They who have forsaken their COtmtry for the purpose of teaching Our
Cause, these shall the Faithful Spirit
strengthen through Its power. By
My Life! No act however great,
can compare with it except such
deeds as have been ordained by
God, the All-Powerful, the Most
Mighty. Such a service is indeed the
prince of all goodly deeds and the
ornament of every act."
The Inter-America Committee is
prepared to furnish information and
as much assistance financially as
the sacrifices of the friends will juS'
tily but we cannot work without pioneers, and we cannot send pioneers
without funds! We are at a complete
standstill! Where are those lamps
that are "lighted by the Fire of Thy
love and ablaze with the flame
which is ignited in the tree of Thy
mercy"?
Any day we may learn that it is
too late! We cannot know what obstacles will arise in our path which
will plunge us into everlasting sorrow or wound us with the consciousness of failure! The pioneers are the
Dawn-Breakers of the western hemisphere: j'their assistance is the assistance of the Blessed Perfection;·
it is a sword which can never be
dulled, a magazine which will always be full." Let them stand forth!
INTER-AMERIcA COMMITl'EE

By Nellie S. French,

Corresponding Sec'y

Temple Teaching

The latest report of the Temple
Guides Committee presents some
impressive figures. (·Since July 1,
1932, records show that 130,307 visitors have made tours of the Baha'i
House of Worship. In August of this
Appeal for
year 4,027 visitors were shown
Inter-America Pioneers
through the building, representing
The divine purpose as manifest in 44 of the 48 states, the District of
the Tablets, commands and utter- Columbia, and in addition visitors
ances of Baha'u'llith,- 'Abdu'l-Baha from Ottawa, Riverside, Toronto,
and the Guardian, is the spread of Burlington and Niagara Falls, Onthe Glad Tidings of the coming of tario; Vancouver, B. C.; Buckingthe Promised Day and the quicken- hamshire and Glollcestershire, Enging of the souls in Latin America land; Manila, P. I. ; Montevideo;
through the outpouring of His Divine Panama; Puerto Rico; and Cuba."
The August registra tion compares
Grace. Those who are to be the
torchbearers and the advance guatd . with the 2,609 visitors who came in
in this glorious adventure are August, 1940. Among the guests
among us! How can we find them? were groups including 65 students
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from Northwestern University Summer School, 34 women from the
First Christian Church of Waukegan,
and 28 women from the Presbyterian Church of Waukegan, illinois.
A class for prospective guides will
be held in the Temple each Sunday
beginning January 4, 1942, the hour
now being set from one to threethirty p.m. All believers wishing to
take part in this far-reaching and
thrilling activity are invited to attend this class and enroll on J anuary 4.

World Order Magazine
In its October issue the Baha'i
magazine presented the following:
The Development of the Creative Individual, by Genevieve L~ Coy; His
Highness Christ Called All Men, 'Abdu'l-Balta's Tablet to South America; The Basic Principle of Truth, an
excerpt _from The Promised Day Is
Come, by Shoghi Effendi; Youth
Looks Abead, by Horace Holley;
Book review of The Social Role of
the Man of Knowledge, by G. A.
Shook; Study Outline on The Continuity of Revelation, prepared by
Alice S. Cox from an outline made
by Harry Jay; and With Our Readers, the department of editorial comment.
The November number contains:
The White Silk Dress, by Marzieh
Gail, on the great Baha'i heroine
and martyr, Tahirih; poems by Ella
Louise
Rowland
and
Blanche
Young; Why I Am a BaM'i, by Zeah
Holden; The Real Life of Man, a
hitherto unpublished public talk of
'Abdu'l-Baha in America; Whom I
Worship, a prayer revealed by Baha'u'llah; A Baha'i Pioneer in Paraguay, by Elizabeth H. Cheney, the
first" of a series; and With Our Readers, the department conducted by
Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick.
World Order Magazine, the business department reports, is arousing
believers to a broader appreciation
of its monthly array of instructive
and stimulating articles reflecting
the teachings of the Faith.
The
steadily-increasing enrollment of new subscriptions from Bahit'is, supplemented by subscription
gifts to non-Baha'I friends, gives evidence that the magazine is proving
helpfui for teaching work. One active worker last year sent in 51 gift
subscriptions and has already renewed 26 of these gifts for a second
year.

Our Opportunity
Since the Temple exterior is
to be completed in 1942, the individual believer has only a
limited time to make his contribution-his final contribution
-to this great enterprise entrusted to the American Baha'i
community. The House of Worahip will stand to future ages
as the dawningplace of the Most
Great Peace, the evidence of
our faith and the sign of our
worship in deeds not words.
Such a glorious opportunity will
not return to this generation.

Raee Unity
Ou Saturday, September 27, an
area gathering of Baha'i friends met
at Foundation Hall to discuss ways
and means of reaching racial minorities and their leaders with the Bah;§, 'i call to unity.
Mr. Eli Powlas announced the
good news that he will be free from
his former work for one year, during which he, together with his wife,
will visit western and south western
Indian communities for the purpose
of spreading the Faith. Indian developments near Milwaukee resulted from such contacts, and with the
aid of meetings and social events,
ha,ve been carried steadily forward.
Mr. Powlas attended in August the
tenth annual American Indian Exposition, at Anadarko, Oklahoma.
Delegates and visitors from more
than fifty tribes were present, numbering in all approximately ten thousand. Baha'i literature was given to
many leaders. Mr. Powlas himself
is the chief of the Milwaukee Council of Indians.
Work among the Negro minority
will be carried forward this month
by the visit of Mrs. Dorothy Baker
to Kentucky and North Carolina,
where she will address the student
bodies of nineteen colleges, twelve of
which are white groups, six Negro,
and one Indian.
Discussion moved around the
Good Neighbor policy and the need
of more individual friendships with
the Jews and understanding of their
present-<lay problem. Mrs. Sarah
Walrath reported attending a semina r conducted by the Quakers of
New Hampshire, where eighty refugees from six European countries
were guests. It was possible to en-
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tertain many of the Jewish friends,
who responded not only to this
friendiy gesture but to the BaM'i
Teachings as well. Mrs. Corinne
True quoted 'Abu'l-Fad'l in his
warning that it would be necessary
to know the Prophets of Israel and
their Teachings~ in order to point out
to the modem Jew the limitations
in the old Christian philosophy concerning Bible fulfillment, and the
wonderful consummation of God's
plan in the present day.
RACE UNITY·CoMMrrrEE

Coordination of Raee Unity
With Other Committee
Activities
1. Mr. Gregory has been asked to
write an article based on the course
he gave on Race Unity at Green
Acre, wth special emphasis upon
the contribution of the Jewish people
to the world in ancient and modern
times. It is recommended that this
article be used in the World Order
Magazine and that extra copies be
given to this committee for Jewish
distribution and to Regional Committees and Assemblies on request.
2. Our surveys are at the disposal
of individuals, groups, and committees who find themselves geographically located favorably to working
with one or more of the American
minorities.
3. We are aware of the need of coordination with the National Publicity Committee, and will make a
special effort this year to tie up the
winter's activities with their timely
news releases. Mr. Powlas and Mrs.
Baker have especially been urged to
send in not o,nly news but pictures of
notable minority groups and leaders
whom they conta ct in their oncoming projects.
4. The Race Unity public meets
and group conferences should stirn ulate general teaching as well as special Race Unity work, and it is our
intention to turn over all contacts,
public and private, to Regional Committees and Assemblies, for followup.
5. We suggest that the National Radio Committee be encouraged to
make up fresh and timely little
talks on such themes as ours, as
wen as on the other spiritual and
social principles of the Faith, and
send us notices when something especially adapted to our work is published.
RACE UNITY COMMlTTEE
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Lonhelen School
Winter Session
The Loubelen School Committee
has planned a winter session to be
held from December 26 to January
1, inclusive. The morning program
will be devoted to deepening in the
Baha'i teachings through study,
prayer and meditation, and the afternoons to discussion of some of the
fundamental questions taken up in
The Promised Day Is Come.
Believers wishing to attend this
session should apply as soon as possible to Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Secretary, Louhelen Ranch, R.D., Davison, Mich.

A morning study claM.. GreeD Aere.,

Braille Transcription
The Committee on Braille Transcriptions wishes to correct the statement published in Baha'i New. for
June, 1941, that the Red Cross
charges $1.65 for a course of ten lessons in Braille transcribing. In a letter f:om j'Service for the Blind,"
Amencan Red Cross, Washington,
D.C., r am informed that there is no
charge for this instruction. The only
charge for a student is that of $2.73
for necessary equipment which includes manual, slate, stylus, and
one hundred sheets of Braille paper
and an eraser. If there is no local
Red Cross Braille teacher, each lesson is sent (free of postage) to
Washington, corrected and returned.
The local Red Cross Chapter must
assume charge of the proofreading
of the books transcribed by the student after completing the course
and receiving the certifiea te of
"Certified Braille Transcriber"; or,
if the local Chapter is small, the individual may pay for his own proofreading-which, at three cents a
page, would amount to $3.00 for a
book of one hundred pages, with
$0.50 extra for binding.
A book transcribed by a Red
Cross certified Braille transcriber,
proofread by a certified Red Cross
proofreader, after binding may be
offered to any Braille Circulating
Library that the transcriber wishes,
or will .be placed in some Braille
Library by the National Red Cross.
It takes 35 to 45 minutes to transcribe a page of Braille on the slate,
and a certain degree of concentration is necessary.
Shoghi Effendi has always stressed the importance of the Braille
work, and a believer who has inte!'-

national contact told me recently
that many taking partin the great
tragedy of war are becoming blind
and deaf from the shattering of the
nerves. What a bounty it is to be
able to braille the Holy Writings for
such souls, that their spiritual sight
and hearing may be quickened.
CoMMITTEE ON BRAILLE TRANSCRIPTION

By Ella C. Quant, Chairman

Yonth Activities for
The Baha'i World, Vol. IX
Today Baha'i youth are helping to
mold Baha'u'IHlh's new world order.
They are quietly but certainly mak·
ing history: Shoghi Effendi desires
a permanent record. Volumes of
The Baha'i WOTld, appearing every
two years, will tell the future how
the new world order was established.
One small division in the ninth volume of The Baha'i World will portray youth's part during the period
April 21, 1940 to April 21, 1942. It is
not known just when the Guardian
will ask for the delivery of the manuscript, and therefore material must
be gathered and written up now,
though it will not cover the entire
period. The international secretary
for Baha.'{ youth has received very
little information from abroad.
These trouhled times call for a double responsibility from the Americas.
All readers of Baha'i News who
have any news, reports, articles,
photographs (glossy print, if pessible), helpfnl letters, newspaper
clippings and editorials, which pertain to Baha'I youth anywhere in the
world, should send them immediately to Mrs. Annamarie Honnold, 902
S. Orme Street, Arlington, Va. It is
thought that some I individuals may
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have received letters containing valua ble information on youth work during the above-mentioned period from
friends abroad. "This material is most
important, and the cooperation of
all Baha'15 7 not only the youth, is
sought.
What are young people doing in
the pioneer field?~ What do you hear
from friends in distant lands, and
in Central and South Americas? How
are Baha'i men facing the draft?
What experiences are they having?
What organizations are listening to
Baha'i youth speakers? How do the
newspapers react? What are some
new approaches and some outstanding achievements of our youth? Do
you have any group pictures? These
questions should receive many answers. And many others could be
asked. Children are not to be forgotten.
Please help make this issue of The
Baha'i World informa live and helpfnl. Informa lion must be sent to
the already~mentioned address now.
THE B ...... 'f WORLD
EDITOlUAL COMMITrEE

By Annamarie Honnold

West Chester Assembly
Observes Anniversary
On September 14, 1941, along the

historic Brandywine, a picnic was
held at the summer home of Mr.

and Mrs. Fred Lewis, to celebrate
the first anniversary of the opening
of the Baha'i Center, by the West
Chester Community of BaM'is.
The large gathering was compris~
ed of thirty-one Baha'is and twenty·
five non-Baha'is from New York,
Philadelphia,
Wilmington,
Del.;
Clifton Heights, Pa.; and West Ches-
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ter; who were greatly impressed
with the spirit of friendship and
brotherhood.
The following speakers of the day
were introduced

by

Mr. William

Bowers, chairman; Mrs. Mary Belle
Hammond, West Chester, Pa; Mrs.
Charles Hornung J West Chester, Pa.;
Mr. Benjamin Shreibman, Philadelphia, Pa; Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Kalantar, Wilmington, Del.; and Mr. But1er, one of the colored friends from
Philadelphia, Pa.; Miss Nancy Lee
Bowers, one of our Baha'i Youth,
brought to a close the speaking part
of our program by reading the Prayer for Unity.

In Memoriam
I have made death a messengeT of

joy to thee; wherefore dost thou
gneve?-Bw'u'WH.
Mrs. Mary D.

O'Shea~

Pebble Beach, Calif.
Spiritual A8smnbl,.. of the Bahi'is of West Cliester, Pennsylvania,
newl,.. established April 21, 1941.

Enrollments and Transfers
Baltimore, five. Los Angeles, four.
Chicago, three . New York, four.
Newark, two. Peoria, two. St. Paul,
two. Richmond Highlands, two.
Seattle, two. Springfield. Mass., one.
Indianapolis, one. Boston, one.
Glendale, one. Washington, one.
Phoenix, one. New Haven, one. Urbana, one. Syracuse, two and one
youth.
Enrollments of isola ted believers
reported in October-fourteen.

Bahit'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: PoweT, November 4; Speech, November 23;
Questions, December 12; H onoT, De·
cember 31.
Anniversaries: Birth of Baha'u'·
llall, NovembeT 12; Day of the Covenant, November 26; Ascension of
IAbdu'I·Baha. November 28.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: at Wilmette, November
14, 15, 16; at Wilmette, January 2,

3, 4, 1942.
BalUt'! Schools: Louhelen School,
Winter session, December 26, 1941
to January 1, 1942.

Bahit'i Directory
Additions and RevlsJons 10 October 29
ASSEMBLIES

Honolulu, T. H. Change of address.
Miss Henrietta From, Secretary, 70
North Judd Street.
Scranton, Pa. Until further notice ad-

dress Mrs, Rachel Lloyd, Acting SecretaT'Y, 325 Adams Street,
Oak Park, m., Omaha, Neb., and
Pittsburgh, Pa. Dissolved for lack of
numbers,
OOMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
CoMMITI'EE ON· THE AMERICAN MEMORIAL

TO •ABDU'L·BAHA

Mrs. Edith Inglis, Chairman, 4641
Grosvenor Street, Fieldston, New
York. N. Y.
Miss Juliet Thompson
Curtis Kelsey
Roy C. Wilhelm
Philip Sprague
Mrs. Carrie" Kinney
COMMl'ITEE ADDITIONS AND
REVISIONS
BRAILLE TRANSCRIPTIONS

New members added: Mrs.
Duckett, Mrs. Mayme, Jackson.

Frank

WORLD ORDER EDITORIAL

. Editorial correspondence to be conducted by Mrs. Alice S. Cox, 1109 West
Gift Avenue, Peoria, Ill. New member
added: Miss Garreta Busey.
CHILD EDUCATION
Mrs, George R. True unable to serve,
CONTACTS

New member added: Mrs. George R.
True.
GEYSERVILLE

ScHOOL

New member added: Mrs. Amelia
Bowman. Mrs. Olive Meyer unable to
serve.
REGIONAL

TEACHING

COMMITTEES

The title of the committee appointed
as the Regional Teaching Committee for
Western Ontario changed to Committee
for Ontario,
Southern New York. New member

added: Miss O. B. Crum. Mrs. Jolm O.
Honnold unable to serve.
Maryland, Virginia, District of Colum·
bia. New members added: Mrs. John O.
Honnold, Miss Elsie Austin,
California, Nevada. Mrs. Violet CUrrie
unable to serve. New member added:
Robert Willis.

International News
1. A.ulfralia and New Zealand
The N.S.A. teaching campaign has
been uppermost in our thoughts during the last weeks and the friends
in all centers have prayed earnestly for its success. The main effort
was centered on Brisbane which no
Baha'i Teacher has visited since
Father and Mother Dunn worked
there some twenty years ago. They
met with very little response at that
time notwithstanding the great effort put forward. Miss Brooks, her
sister Mrs. Hawthorne, Mrs. Moffitt
and later Mrs. Routh made a frontal attack with nothing more than
a few introductions from friends to
people they thought might be· interested in the message. As soon as
they arrived in Brisbane unexpect·
ed doors opened and, reinforced by
the prayers of the Guardian and
friends, they went from victory to
victory. After the classes and lectures several sought membership
and- an enthusiastic group was
formed. The enormous distances,
the scarcity of teachers and lack
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of adequate funds have been factors
preventing much teaching work being undertaken in the past. This new
group in Brisbane must be nurtured
into the Faith and we believe that
the means both in personnel and
funds will be forthcoming for further follow-up work.
It was amply demonstrated during the campaign that the time is
noto for a can centra tion of effort
on introducing the message to new
districts. The Sydney Assembly is
increasing its membersbip rapidly
and we feel confident that both from
here and Adelaide teachers will be
raised up for the spreading of the
great glad tidings all over Australia.
Miss Brooks and Mrs. Routh, the
two lecturers, deserve the thanks
and congratulations of all the friends
for their fine work, also Mrs. Moffitt
and Mrs. Hawthorne for their wonderM support and help in organiz·
ing the campaign. Surely Baha'u'IlMl
has blessed abundantly their selfless
labors.
A Study Group has been formed
in Brisbane, Queensland, and is now
functioning with Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, as a result of
the teaching campaign in that city
undertaken by Mrs. Moffitt, Mrs.
Hawthorne and Miss Hilda Brooks,
for one month, and Mrs. Moffitt and
Mrs. Routh for another three weeks.
Ably organized by Mrs. Moffitt
and Mrs. Hawthorne the work went
with a swing from the first days.
Contacts were made, :invitations to
lectures sent out and the lectures
impressively advertised. In the first
week the as sistance and advice of
Mr. O'Bryen Hoare, poet and teacher of public speaking, opened many
doors. He had heard from a nonBaha'i source that the Baha'is were
in Brisbane and although unacquainted with them he 'phoned soon
after their arrival and proffered his
advice and assistance. In him the
Baha'is found
a
good
friend
whose advice and introductions enabled them to make many contacts.
Miss Brooks was the lecturer·
Her first lecture, •'Baha 'u'1.1ih and
a New World Order," was given on
the evening of May 12th, and was
attended by sixty people. The lecture was most enthusiastically received and proved to be the prelude
to a successful campaign. The press
report of the lecture enhanced the
prestige of the Baha'is, assisted in
spreading the knowledge of the
Teachings in Queensland and led to
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inquiries and requests for literature. This report was also broadcast
over the air, and as a result an
interview was requested by the
Social Editress of "Queensland
Country Life," a weekly publication
which reaches the graziers and primary producers throughout Queensland. A report of this interview appeared later in that paper. The Social Editress arranged an interview
for Miss Brooks with. the Assistant
Manager of The Queensland Primary Producers' Co--operative Association.
In addition to the advertised lectures Miss Brooks gave talks at
meetings for .inquiries and at social gatherings. A Study Group was
quickly formed and by the end of
the month three Brisbane men and
one lady had spoken at Study Group
meetings. At one Study Group meeting, Mr. Jim Heggie, a Baha'i of
Sydney who was in Brisbane for
some days, delighted all with his
fluently expressed viewpoints. Mr.
Bedgood was elected Chairman of
the Brisbane Study Group, Mr.
Richards Secretary and lolrs. Donald Treasurer.
Many people visited Miss Brooks
ather hotel for personal interviews,
one of these being a representative
of 4BK Broadcasting Station. Miss
Brooks gave a lecture at the Theosophical Society's meeting after
which there were many requests for
literature.
Baha'i books were in great demand throughout the visit. Miss
Brooks said, "Although we took a
parcel of books with us we had to
send for three more parcels."
Beginning June 2nd Mrs. Routh
gave a series of lectures and talks
all of which were cordially received.
Whilst making new contacts Mrs.
Routh and Mrs. Moffitt energetically followed up and consolidated the
work done in the first month. The
good attendances and interest were
fully maintained and the Study
Group placed on a firm footing. The
two ladies were given a farewell Social by the Study Group on the eve
of their departure from Brisbane.
On this occasion Mrs. Routh took
'Abdu'l-Bahii. as the subject of her
talk and so vividly did she portray
His exemplary life her hearers were
deeply moved.
The splendid organization and pub- .
!icity work of Mrs. Moffitt and Mrs.
Hawthorne in the first weeks contributed largely to the success of the

campaign and the united prayers of
the dear believers of Australia and
New Zealand and the beloved
Guardian at the Holy Shrines, assu:ed the teachers of protection,
guIdance and success. They felt assisted every moment.
The election results have been delayed owing to a tie vote necessitating a second ballot for one member.
This has caused the publication of
the Quarterly to be later than usual.
The full list is not yet 10 hand but
the following are declared elected
to the National Spiritual Assembly
for 1941-42,
Miss Hilda Brooks, Mrs. Emily M.
Axford, Mrs. Silver Jackman, Mrs.
Charlotte Moffitt, Mr. Robert Brown,
Mrs. O. J. Routh, Mr. O. A.· Whitaker, Miss Ethel A. Blundell, (9th
name not yet received).

2. Brili.h

,0/".

Summer School was held in Bradford from July 26th to August 4th,
and was a great success. For a long
while we searched for a snilable
place in the country in which to hold
itt but in vain; and t as a last resort
and in some doubt, we decided U;
have it in one of the big t~s where
there is a Baha'i Center. There
seemed to be difficulties in such a
scheme, and we were afraid it wmild
not be nearly so successful as in
previous years, but these fears were
unjustified. In spite of the fact that
most of us liveit in a hotel qnite a
walk away from the Baha'i Center,
which meant a great deal 01 coming
and going through the town, and in
spite of the fact that the Bradford
friends did not, of course, Ii ve with
us at all, but went to their own
homes each night - in spite of all
this, Summer School was all we
hoped for and more, and was a truly
wonderful experience for those who
attended it.
During Summer School the following cable was sent to the Guardian:
uSummer School opens auspiciously public attracted friends happy. Hearts warmed your loving messages. Beg continual suppliea tion divine assistance. Deepest love."
And just after Summer School
closed the following reply was received:
'COverjoyed
success
attending
ever expanding institutions Fait.."1.
Continually supplicating unfailing
protection ever increasing blessings. Eternal gratitude."
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Daily Inspiration for
the Teaching Task
"Dearly·beloved friends! i can do
no better, eager as I am to extend
every one" of you any assistance in
my power that may enable you to
discharge more effectively your divinely-appointed, continually multiplying duties, than to direct your
special attention, at this decisive
hour, to these immortal passa ges,
gleaned in part from the great mass
of Baha'u'll3h's unpublished and untranslated writings. Whether in His
revelation of the station and functions of His loved ones, or His eu·

logies of the greatness of His Cause,
or His emphasis on the paramount
iInportance of te a chin g , or the
dangers which He foreshadows, the
counsels He imparts, the warnings
He utters, the vistas He discloses,
and the assurances and promises
He gives, these dynamic and typical examples of Baha'u'llah's sublime utterances, each having a
direct bearing on the tasks which
actually face or lie ahead of the
American Baha'i community. cannot fail to produce on the minds and
hearts of anyone of its members,
who approaches them with befitting
humility and detachment, such
powerful reactions as to illuminate
his entire being and intensify tremendously his daily exertions."Shoghi Effendi, The Advent 0/ Divine
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Justice, page 63.
This passage is followed by the
Guardian t s translation of selected
passages of the writings of Baha'u'J.Iah to the extent of about nine
pages, constituting our source of inspiration during these crucial times.
Deeply impressed by the Guardian's loving wisdom in making available such a wellspring of the divine
utterance, the National Spiritual Assembly calls the special attention of
the friends to the passages in The
Advent, and urges the Assemblies
to use selections from them as part
of the readings to be given during
the spiritual portion of the Nineteen
Day Feasts until the end of this
BaM'i year. The friends, one and
all, are reminded of the bountiful
gift which the Guardian has prepared for us all--a gill beyond the
power of any king or state to equal.
As conditions grow severe, let us
use this door through which we may
pass for some moments each day
into the illumined world of the Spirit.
"0 friends! Be not careless of the
virtues with which ye have been
endowed, neither be neglectful of
your high destiny . . . Ye are the
stars of the heaven of understanding, the breeze that stirreth at the
break of day, the soft-flowing waters
upon which must depend the very
life of all men, the letters inscribed
upon His sacred scroll. "-Baha'u'llah,
cited in The Advent of Divine Ju.stice,
page 63.

December, 1941

Communications from the

Guardian
"Much gratified. Praying speedy
success. Persevere." (Signed) Shoghi
Rabbani.
(Cablegram received -NOtJember 7, 1941.)

This message was in reply to a
cablegram sent to the Guardian by
the National Assembly on October
28: "Proceeding completion sixth
(and) seventh faces (by) December.
All castings needed completion eighth
{and} ninth faces (in) 1942 already
finished and stored at Temple."
"Substitute 'shining' for 'striving'
in detailed cable dated September
29." (Signed) Shoghi Rabbani.
(Cablegram received NovembeT 8, 1941.)

"Ruhi's sister married covenantbreaker Feyzi, whose mother joined
and supported arch-enemy Muhammad Ali and whose father 'Abdu'lBaM denounced openly and repea tedly as His deadly enemy. Ruhi's
family concurred. Inform all believers (that) all manner (of) commtinication (with) excommunicated
family (is) forbidden." (Signed)
Shoghi Rabbani.
(Cablegram received No'Vemb';T 10, 1941.)

"(The) fiagrant disloyalty (of)
Ruhi's familY compels me (to) disclose information so long (and) patiently withheld (from) American believers concerning his failure (to)
obtain my approval (of) his second
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visit (to) America. His subsequent
conduct regarding his marriage
which I refrained from revealing (to)
anyone except your Assembly, as
well as Foad's departure (to) England without my knowledge, should
now be made known (to) believers.
Confident (of) unshakable steadfastness (of)
exemplary American
Babit'i Community." (Signed) Sboghi
Rabbani.
(Cablegram Teceived November 10, 1941.)

To these messages the Assembly
sent this cable on November 17: "In_
forming friends (of your) message
(about) Rubi's family. Assure complete obedience protection unity (of)
sacred Faith."
On November 21, 1941, this reply
was received:
"(My) confidence (in) immovable
steadfastness (and) unstinted loyalty
(of) American believers (is) reinforced." (Signed) Shoghi Rabbani.
On November 17 also this cable
was sent to Haifa: uFive faces complete, two more approaching completion. Planning concentrated, intensive campaign North America fulfilment (of) Seven Year Plan."
On November 22 came the following message for the believers:
"Heart thrilled (with) pride (at)
message announcing (the) approaching completion (of the) ornamentation (of) seven faces (of) Ma,!!:!riqu'lAdhkar, proclaiming (an) intensification (of) North American teaching
campaign, (and) revealing (the)
adamantine resolution (of the) Temple builders (and) stalwart crusaders, tn face (of the) perfidy, ingratitude (and) opposition (of the)
enemies both within (and) without
(the) Holy Faith. As (the) fury
(and) destructiveness (of the) tremendous world ordeal attains (its)
most intensive pitch, so (the) Mission conferred twenty years ago by
'Abdu'l-Baha's sacred Will on (the)
worldwide, indivisible (and) incorruptible body (of) His followers unfolds its fullest potentialities. Securely a biding (and) confidently
battling within (the) impregnable
structure (which) that Will has
divinely established, (the) dwellers
(in the) ark (of the) divine Covenant
(the) wodd over watch with awe,
pride and delight (the) evidences (of
the) mounting momentum (of the)
eternal process (of) integration (and)
disintegration hurrying (the) Faith
along (its) predestined course. The
royal adversary, personally respon-
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sible (for the) recrudescence (of)
persecution closing all Baha 1i schools
(in) Baha'u'llah's native land, (has
been) humbled (to the) dust. (The)
sufferings endured by (the) builders
(of the) first MaILhriqu'I-Adhkar (are)
being avenged. (The) cornerstone
(of the) National Administrative
Headquarters (of the) Egyptian
Babit'i community (has been) ceremoniously laid. (The) first officially
recognized Babit'i cemetery (is)
ready (to) receive (the) precious
remains (of the) illustrious AbulFadl (and the) immortal Lua. (The)
Hazira't-ul-Quds (in) Baghdad (has
been) extended (and is) nearing
completion. (The) property dedicated (as) first Administrative Center (of the) Syrian Baha'is (has
been) purchased. (A) group (of)
families (of) Persian believers Muslim, Jewish) Zoroastrian (in) ~rigin,
afire (with the) example set (by)
American pioneers, (are) settling
(the) adjoining territories (of) Hejaz,
Yemen, Mghanistan, Baluchistan
(and) Bahrein Island. (The) spiritual
competition galvanizing (the) organized followers (of) Baha'u'IlBh
(in) East (and) West waxes keener
as first Babit'f century speeds to (its)
close. With bowed head, exultant
spirit (and) thankful heart I acclaim
these recurrent, increasingly compelling manifestations (of the) solidarity, loyalty (and) unquenchable
spirit animating, throughout five continents, (the) community (of the)
followers (of the) Most Great name. ,.
(Signed) Sboghi Rabbani
(Cablegram received November 22, 1941.)

Finally, under date of October 26,
1941, the Guardian wrote these words
to the Treasurer of the National
Spiritual Assembly:
,jConscious of the state of the National Fund, and.realizing the urgency
of the task facing its administrators.
I have felt the urge to devote the
offering of the American believers
to the International Fund to the work
which is now vitally facing and challenging the friends in the teaching
field. Much as I appreciate the spirit
prompting you and your felIew members to make this monthly contribution to the Cause at the WorW Center,
I felt that it was my duty t9 consecrate this offering while the Seven
Year Plan is still operating, to that
vital aspect of teaching upon which
its success must ultimately depend.
May the friends in view of the vast~
ness of the field that stretches before

them, and the potentialities of their
labors within it, and of the glowing
promise of future blessings which
such a labor must yield, rise to still
greater heights of self-sacrifice and
evince nobler manifestations of solidarity in the face of the critical situation that so insistently demands
their support."
(Signed) Sboghl

The Spiritual Quarantine
Warnings have come to the American Baha'is from the Master and the
Guardian in turn, at odd intervals
over a long period of years, to avoid
association with Covenant-breakers.
Our latest instruction about this veIY
grave matter comes by cablegram,
a copy of which appears in this issue
and names Rubi Afnan and his
family as now to be included in the
list of bad eminence-persons. for
the protection of the Cause, to be
avoided.
That a scion of the Holy Famiiy
and a close relative of the Guardian
should fall into such error and loss
cannot be surprising to those aware
at some happenings in past cycles.
Those records, however fragmentary,
afford ample proof that the real bond
between the Holy Manifestations,
their appointed successors and those
whom they gnide and teach, is spiritual rather than one after the flesh.
It is recorded that God had no respect for Cain, one of the sons of
Adam. A son of Noah likewise became apostate. The brethren of
Joseph, the Beloved of God, sold that
Holy One into exile and slavery.
Aaron, the brother of Moses, misled
by his wife, joined her in murmuring
against his Lord whom he had long
so faithfully served. Both were
grievously punished and Aaron was
for given and restored only after his
repentent plea for mercy.
Perhaps few persons recall that
Jesus Christ had four brothers after
the flesh. Their brief mention in the
Gospels implies that they were quite
unaware of the station of their illustrious kinsman; while strangers, attracted by the power of His Word,
attained high rank in the spread of
Christianity. Subh-i-Azal, half-brother of BahO.'u'ltah, became the Evil
Tree and center of death in opposing
the Tree of Life. Mirza Musa, an. other brother, was loyal.
Christ prophesied:
UMany shall come from the North
and the South, the East and the West
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and shall sit down in the Kingdom of
God with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
while the children of the Kingdom
shall be in darkness."
This prophecy was directly fulfilled
in the lives of Mohammed Ali and
BadPUllah, the two sons of Baha'u'll:B.h who became the fallen
branches, influenced by pride and
greed and opposing 'Abdu'l BaM..
High in birth, they were abased to
the lowest depths.
And now our Guardian utters the
word which means the spiritual
quarantine of the excommunicated
family of Ruhi Afnan. The Guardian
has been extremely patient and longsuffering. In making this special requirement be but fulfills his sa~ed
duty of Guardian to all the friends.
He counts upon our discernment and
loyalty. We on our part know that
our" faith in the Cause of God, divinely aided and confirmed, is far too
precious a pearl for us to imperil by
our disobedience to such commands .
. Not only is the Guardian's right to
direct us revealed by the highest
authority, but for fully a score of
years, with supreme wisdom, ardent
devotion, prOficient services and high
courage, be has guided the ship of
the Cause through troublous seas to
the havens of victory after victory.
Unitedly, heartily, devotedly, reverentially, we hear and beed his behest.
NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY

To the Spiritual Assemblies, Communities and Groups of the Bahti'is
of the United States and Canada.
Beloved Friends:
The Guardian's cablegram of October 14, quoted in the November
issue of Balui/i News, conveys an
instruction which calls for consulta~
tion and decision by each local Assembly and by each Committee, as
well as by the National· Assembly
itself. "Owing to international situation strict economy in administrative
expenses and supreme sacrifice
needed to complete nine faces (qf
Temple) by end of spring." The
word Ilneeded" shows us clearly that
Without such economy and sacrifice.
the objectives of the Seven Year
Plan might not be attained.
Therefore we are under obligation
to ponder this counsel in our hearts.
discuss it in meetings, and do what
lies in our power to realize economy
in all the administrative activities.
Without a sound definition of all
items coming under this heading of
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"administrative expenses u it would
be difficult to adopt new measures
without perhaps impairing a collective capacity to serve the essential
aims of teaching and Temple construction to be achieved. It is not
economy to cripple a community or
Committee and prevent it from rendering its full measure of service.
However, a Committee in drawing up its budget needs might check
its items very carefully t to see ff
certain savings can be made without weakening the efforts to achieve
the real aims. Perhaps the Committee records and minutes have
become too detailed, in which case
a simplification will be desirable.
Often traveling expense can be
saved by using teachers living in or
near the area of activity.
Economy, in the true sense, is
adapting means to ends and not
sacrificing the ends to the means.

Our 0 bj ectives are vast and majes~
tic. We cannot be niggardly in our
plans to establish the Faith of BaM'u'll8.h in twenty-one Latin American
countries and in many North American States and Provinces. There has
been nothing small and mean in the
design of the House of Worship.
However, if economy is not nig~
gardliness, neither is it extravagance nor selfish materialism. The
Cause has been served best by those
who have sacrificed most, and this
will always be true.
The increasing international difficul ties require us to change our
scale of living and working expense
if we wish to continue serving the
Cause.
There will be a great blessing for
us to the degree that we all do Our
best to carry out the Guardian's decisive instruction. The National Assembly has already made a begin-
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ning, and feels assured that all the
friends will continue their efforts in
the direction of sacrifice, May the
entire American corom unity achieve
a higher standard in carrying out the
Guardian's decisive instructions.
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Inter-America News
"0 God! Be Thou their supporter
and their helper, and in the wilderness, the mountain, the valley, the
forests, the prairies and the seas be
Thou their confidant-so that they
may cry out through the power of
the Kingdom and the Breath of the
Holy Spirit! . . . "
The Inter-America Committee is
deeply appreciative of the response
which has been received to their circular letter with the selected readings for the Feast. Several Communities have written us, and one in
particular is inquiring a bout the expense of deputizing a pioneer to some
of the less distant posts now either

left vacant by the necessary return
of the teacher or not yet suflicienUy
provided with resident teachers. The
vacancies now occurring are those of
Bolivia, Guatemala, Honduras and
Paraguay with assistance needed in
Venezuela which is a difficult country for a young woman alone to
work in.
Th!s Committee is now prepared to
provide information on questions rela ling to climate and other physical
conditions in Latin America and Mr.
Edward Bode has been delegated to
supply this information. Mr. Bode's
address is 256 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, California, or the inquirer may
write to the Corresponding Secretary.

committee. It has a beautiful symbol of the Greatest Name upon it
and has deeply impressed them.
The reports of this Assembly and of

We are happy to announce that
Miss Cheney has arrived safely at
her home in Lima, Ohio. Her serious
illness had occasioned us great
anxiety but she is now in good hands
and will receive such medical atten
tion as will, we hope, completely restore her health and enable her to
resume her remarkable service in
South America.
M

Costa Rica
The Spiritual Assembly of San Jose
has acknowledged with gratitude the
receipt of the lovely copper plaque
which was a gift to them from this

on those who pioneer.

their expansion in other cities of the

Peru

Republic are wonderful and a recent

letter received by them from our be-

Miss Eve Nicklin is now estab-

loved Guardian expresses his great
joy in their work and contains the
most gratifying promises for the
future.

lished in Lima, Peru, is becoming
acquainted and writes of the beauty
of the city and of her happiness in

Costa Rica also has been favored
with the splendid publicity which
Senora de LaFrank has sustained
for the Cause in various issues of
her magazine "Alma Tica." The October number contained an article on

the Temple with an illustration of it,
and a former number reproduced the
photograph of the Spiritual Assembly and of •Abdu'l-Bahii, with a long
article on the Cause.

Senora de

LaFrank is a member of the Spiritual
Assembly and a devoted believer.

Publicity
Speaking of pUblicity we must not
forget to mention the many interesting articles which have appeared in
the press of other Republics of Central America which are due to the
energy and wisdom of John Eiche-

nauer. John has used great tact and
has written all his valuable contributions in excellent Spanish.

Ecuador
News has been received from Mr.
Hans Dory who is a new believer,

acting now as Secretary of the group
in Quito, that the group celebrated
their first Nineteen Day Feast on
October 16. Their happiness was
reflected in the letter which came
to the Committee.

Pnerto Rico
This

Elisabeth Cheney

spread of the Cause in Latin America
bears ample evidence of the bounty
of BaM 'u'lJah which is bestowed up-

COWltry

has recently been

added to the list of Latin American
countries which come within the
province of this committee. We are

informed by the National Assembly
that the teaching field there has recently been enriched by the presence

of Mrs. Ella Guthrie, Mrs. Edith
Marangella, Lucien McComb, Jr .•
and Mrs. Ayned McComb, so we

shall expect great results from the
forces gathered there.
Prospective Spiritual Assemblies
Several of the centers have now
reached a membership which will
enable them to organize on ApriJ 21,
1942, we trust. The growth and

being there.

Chile
Our pioneer in Santiago, Mrs. Marcia Atwater. has expressed her determina lion to remain indefinitely in
Chile where she has met with wonderful success. She will extend her
teaBting also to Valparaiso and we
hope elsewhere in time, as Chile is
a very large country being three
thousand miles long, but very narrow; however we must sometime
reach its most southern city, Magallanes, which is the most southern
city in the world; and the Guardian
has mentioned "The length. and
breadth of South America."

Spanish Broadcast
It is with joy thaI we announce a
Radio address which we hope will
have occurred on November 26 at 6
p.m. over station KGEI in the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco. Mrs.
Amalia Ford, recently returned pioneer from Costa Rica, the speaker,
will speak on the Cause and Costa
Rica and all La tin American countries will be able to hear this address. In our monthly Bulletin we
have informed the pioneers and
groups and are asking all who may
hear to write a word of appreciation
to the Station; in this way we hope to
secure further privileges.

Our MaU Bag
If the friends could see the amount

of interesting letters which come to
us day after day they would be convincedof the fact thaI Latin America
is no longer a vague hope but a definite reality. And the mail which
goes out from this Committee has
marked us in our local postoffice
which is doing a wholesale business
in the matter of stamps. All leiters,
as well as our Bulletin, must be sent
by air mail and we have learned to
confine our communications to the
limit of one air mail stamp by the
use of very thin paper and carefully
written text. We try to write frequenUy to all the pioneers and by
means of the Bulletin to keep them
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Anyone

wishing to learn the address of a

pioneer may commWlicate with us
and we shall be happy to inform him.

Visitor!!
Recently one of the former members of the Assembly in Costa Rica
has arrived in California and is expecting to make his home here. He
was met at the dock when his boat
touched in Los Angeles harbor and
shown BaM'i courtesy by some of
the friends. This and his cordial reo
ception in San Francisco has made
him very happy and has impressed
the members of his family and the
believers in San Jose who are realizing what Baha'i unity means.
NELLIE S. FitENCH,
Corresponding Secretary

Teaching Activities in Canada
Of all the news which comes to the
National Teaching Committee, the
reports of the Canadian friends are
most exhilarating. "Tbe giant Canada is now awake and on his feet,"
writes Rosemary Sala. It is certain
that the 1941 Convention marked the
opening of a dynamic chapter in the
fulfilJrnent of the Divine Plan and its
goal for Canada. Tbe promises of
the Master seem now to be visibly
approaching: I I . • • The believers of
God must become self-sacrificing and
like unto the candles of guidance become iguited in the Provinces of
Canada. Should they show forth such
a magnanimity, it is assured that
they will obtain universal divine confirmations, the heavenly cohorts will
reinforce them uninterruptedly, and
a most great victory will be obtained."
With the coming of war and consequent limitations on travel, the
Canadian Baha'is had perforce to
organize their own summer teaching conferences. The following excerpts are drawn from reports by
Regional Committees, the Toronto
Assembly, and most liberally from
Rowland E stall, who visited the three
sessions in Montreal, Toronto, and
Vernon, B.C.

1. Eastern Canada
The conference in Montreal, June
28th to July 2nd, the first summer
session of its kind in Canada, received the Guardian's recognition in
a thrilling cable stating that he
was overjoyed at first Canadian Summer Session and assuring those present of his deepest appreciation and
fervent prayers ..

Baha'i Temple Model, Central Feature of San Frandsco Flower Show Held in Rotunda
of San Franciseo City Hall on August 21 and 28, 1941.

"In all, seventeen Baha'is and
friends came to this historic Conference from out of town, in addition
to the presence of the Montreal and
St. Lambert believers. Four people
came from Moncton, four from Hamilton, five from Toronto, two from
Ottawa, one from Rouyn, and one
from Winnipeg ... Three non-Baha'is
who attended this Conference .
have since declared themselves believers, a striking evidence of the
confirming spirit so markedly present throughout these five days • . .
uThe Regional Committee had assigned to the Salas the job of
organizing the Conference, Emeric
in charge of the program and Chairman of the Sessions, and Rosemary
as hostess. Both did a wonderful job,
with the result that, although they
had very short notice, everything ran
very smoothly . . .
"The varied program provided
daily talks and discussions based on
the outline IDeepening the Spiritual
. Life'; study of the first part of 'The
Promised Day Is Come' (led by Miss
Winnifred Harvey); separate talks
on 'Baha'i Administration' (Siegfried
Schoptlocher, Ragnar Mattson, and
Lou Boudler); 'Baha'i Attitude
towards Christianity' (Mrs. Agnes
King); and 'Post-War Reconstruction' (John De Mille). Lorol SchopHocher contributed an account of her

journeys to Central America and the
British West Indies, and Emeric and
Rosemary Sala gave us stories of
their experiences in Venezuela and
Columbia. A Teaching Forum, to
which all contributed, was conducted
daily by Rowland Estall. A Public
Meeting at the Maxwell house drew
about ten interested friends in addition to the thirty or more Baha'is
present) and Emeric Sala and Rowland Estall spoke on 'Post-War Objectives', with Winnifred Harvey,
Chairman.
eeSessions were held in the Maxwell
house, at the Schopflochers and the
Salas, interspersed with lighter moments of fellowship and recreation,
and with the bountifuJ hospitality
dispensed in these three BaM'l
homes. An all-day visit to the
Laurentian Mountain cottage of Mr.
and Mrs _ Lou Boudler concluded an
eventful Conference.
"Pervading the whole Session was
the consciousness of a new spiritual
adventure begun; the happiness of a
new unity forged, a new strength
created between hitherto scattered
units of the Faith; the freshness of
new discoveries made of fellow-~
lievers from other p] aces. The mee.tings opened in the Maxwell house,
where so much of historic im~
tance to the Cause in Canada·~
originated. The spirit evoked" thexre
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stayed with us throughout the various sessions as we enlarged and
deepened our knowledge of the Faith;
as we consulted, and understood
more clearly the nature of OUr present tasks, and prayed for guidance
and strength to carry them out."
It is not possible to detail here the
wide-spread activities which so many
of the Conference delegates have already undertaken, throughout Canada and especially in the Maritime
Provinces of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, and Prince Edward Island.
Future reports will underscore that
a new responsibility was implanted
at this session, and that truly "all
went away ... with a realization ...
of the urgency for the speedy construction of the great Edifice of spiritual peace and social unity which the
Baha'is build in the midst of the debris of a tottering world."

2. Ontario
The Toronto Spiritual Assembly
eldid a magnificent job" in arranging
this region's first Summer Confer"ence, held August 3rd to 9th at Glen
Lynden Farm, Rice Lake, under the
general theme of ClOur Colossal Responsibility." Here too the delegates
were blessed by a cablegram from
Shoghi Effendi saying that he was
delighted, and praying for success of
the Ontario Summer Session.
". . . Twenty-nine guests attended
lectures, seventeen guests staying
at Glen Lynden Farm for the complete Conference . . ." Present were
"Baha'is from Toronto and environs,
Hamilton and Parry Sound, in Ontario· from St. Lambert, Riviere
Beaudette and Rouyn in Quebec; and
from Boston and Winnipeg."
"The locale chosen was ideal, a
large farm fronting on the Lake . . .
The view was magnificent, looking
out over green lawns, through white
cedar and white pine trees to a
green-gray, island·studded lake, extending to distant rolling hills beyond. It was a spot for inspiration.
"There were daily readings and
·meditations which began each day;
a course in Applied Administration,
conducted by Harlan Ober, which
drew long discussions on administrative ways and problems . . . ; a
daily Teaching Forum, conducted by
Rowland Estall along the same lines
as the one held in Montreal, but with
special application to requirements
of the Ontario Region which has no
other Province to consider as a di..
reet teaching responsibility; talks

given by Rosemary Sala On 'The
Baha'i Pioneer', by Emeric Sala on
. Post-War Reconstruction', and by
William Suter on 'Baha'i Attitude
towards Christianity.' These were
the scheduled sessions on the program.
"But of no less value were the unplanned experiences. There were
Harlan Ober's stories of 'Adu'l-Ba.hci,
told with intimate knowledge and
feeling by one who knew and loved
the Master; Paul Sala's arrival from
his farm in Quebec and his talk on
'Agriculture in the BaM'i World';
Priscilla Waugh's open declaration
of faith, which thrilled all hearts; a
motor-boat cruise across· the Lake to
an Indian Reservation where some
of the friends had a brief chat with
members of the Otonabee tribe; the
inquiries made by Mrs. Harris, OWIler of the farm, about the Cause and
her interest in it . .. It was an unforgettable week and one which will
have lasting infiuence on the future
of the Cause in Ontario.!7
"From all aspects, the Conference
completely exceeded the expectations of the Conference Committee.
The Ontario Baha'is, for the most
part young in the Faith, were completely amazed at the tremendous
spiritual force genera ted at such a
gathering . . ."
Perhaps the words of John Robarts,
present at both the Montreal and
Rice Lake sessions, most vividly epitomize their powerful benefits to the
Seven-Year Plan. "I wouldn't have
missed either of those sessions for
worlds, and that is the feeling of
everyone who attended either Or both
of them. We got to know each other,
and to realize the spirit of unity lives
in all Baha'l gatherings. We are
different people as a result of those
sessions and we pray that we may
attain that station of heroism and
sacrifice mentioned by the N.S.A."

3. Western Canada
Vernon, B.C., was host from Au·
gust 29th to 31st for the third of these
Swnmer Conferences. In it "the Regional Committee essayed what was
perhaps the most difficult Conference
to organize. They undertook to combine the opportunity for study and
consultation with an active program
of public teaching in Vernon and
Armstrong, two cities in the beautiful Okanagan Valley, some three
hundred miles iuland from the Coast
. . . As in the case of the other two
Canadian Conferences, cables were
exchanged with the Guardian. U

"The Conference lasted two-and-ahalf days. From 17 to 20 people participated in the various private sessions, and perhaps 15 to 20 others
residents of Vernon and Armstrong:
attended ODe or more of the three
public meetings. Visitors from other
cities included two from Portland
Oregon; seven from Vancouver and
West Vancouver; one from Calgary
and two from Winnipeg.
"The Public Meetings, addressed
by George Latimer and Rowland
Estall, had been well advertised . . .
and excellent publicity obtained. A
printed program had been sent out to
250 people. A window display on the
main street in Vernon (at the Chamber of Commerce) had been arranged
with a large framed picture of the
Temple, and BaM'i books and posters of the meetings." One memorable episode of the meetings occurred when a Canadian officer in
the audience arose, 'upheld the
Baha'i ideals and said the reason for
the present troUbled world conditions
was that we had been too concerned
in talking about Christianity rather
than Christ. It developed that he
had heard of the Cause in Palestine
after the last war and had tried to
see 'Abdu'I-BaM." As a result of all
this public activity, Austin Collin has
reported that he has now "increased
his study group to eleven people . . .
and that interest has grown so much
that he could now guarantee an audi.
ence of 50 people for a public meeting ...
"Austin Collin was Chairman of
the Conference Sessions which, in
addition to the Public Meetings, consisted of three periods of study of
'The Promised Day Is Come,' led by
Mrs. Liddell, Mae McKenna and Evelyn Cliff, and an evening of consultation on Teaching ...
"Headquarters for the Conference
was the Kalamalka Hotel in Vernon.
The Vernon friends had generously
decorated all our rooms with many·
colored gladiolas and chrysanthemums, sign of the affluence with
which nature has endowe9 this fertile valley in the heart of the Canadian
Rockies. One felt that the
seeds of the spirit were equally well
planted in the hearts of the believers
in these two cities, and would produce an abundant harvest for the
Faith in time/'
And so was inaugurated this summer of 1941 a "new phase of Canadian. teaching activity," through
three gatherings conspicuous, in the
j
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words of Mr. E stall, for their mitia·
tive, inspiration, and action. Not
large in numbers, they yet signalized
the unity of the Canadian friends in
the historic duty conferred upon them
by 'Abdu'l-Baha. For Canada is on
the march, and our fellows there are
serving and sacrificing by a new
measure. Might not they lead us all
to a new and vigorous phase in our
glorious mission?
"0 ye believeTs of God! Do ye not
look upon the smallne.s of your numbers and the multitudes of the na·
tions •.. The plain is covered with

pebbles, bu.t pTecious stones aTe rare.
One pearl is better than a thousand
wildernesses of sand; especially this
pearl of great price, which is .....
dower:! with divine blessing."
-NATIONAL TEAcHING COMMITTEE

Temple Construction
Cost Increased
The reasons for increases in the
estimated cost of completing the exterior decoration of the Temple main
story are simple.
In the main story the contractor
has found technical problems which
did not arise in his work on the
Temple dome, clerestory, gallery or
pylons. The main story faces were
designed by the architect with both
vertical and horizontal curves. The
process of fitting the castings to this
type of surface involved unexpected
delays in preparing the surfaces for
the castings, and adapting the castings to their respective positions on
the surfaces. To fit each casting, or
completed unit, to the other castings in place or to be placed required much more working time on
the part of the crew, and the cost
increases have been for labor time
and not for the purchase of mate·
rial.
Finally, the casts which carry the
nine texts are all different, since one
text is not repeated nine times but a
different wording appears over each
of the nine entrances.
This is the first time in the contractor's experience when the cost
of applying the casts has been greater than the cost of making them.
What the Temple Trustees pay for
is not the estimated cost but the actual cost, and this actual cost is
checked by the Trustee's supervis·
ing engineer each month and only
the cost certified by the engineer is
payable by the treasurer.
In the case of ordinary construe·
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tion work the form of contract calls
for a fixed cost estimate, and the
contractor loses if this estimate is
exceeded. In the case of the Baha'i
House of Worship that type of contract was employed for the construction of the superstructure? but the
cost-plus contract is preferable for
the exterior decoration as otherwise
the contractor, to protect himself
against uneXpected costs
would
have to make a maximum cost estimate, much larger than the present
contractor has made.
Before the contracts for the gallery, pylons and main story sections
were executed, the Trustees had the
advice of a Technical Committee
whose members included leading
experts, and the selection of Mr ..
Earley as well as the form of contract and the system of cost accounting to be employed was all
examined and recommended by that
Committee, as was reported in
BaM'i News several years ago.
On the other side of the picture
stand the very considerable savings
which the Trustees have effected in
connection with Temple construction
work. One, the supervising engineer
has given his services without fee.
Two, the entire supply of quartz
needed during the past three or four
years was bought in advance .at an
extremely low figure. Three, the ex~
pert workmen needed for certain
types of the work are classified lor
a wage scale much lower than would
be the case if a new crew had to be
hired. Four, the reinforcing steel
needed for the steps was bought
nearly a year ago, before war conditions produced higher costs and
priorities.
In conclusion, the Temple Trustees
are happy to report that all the precast units and. all the materials
needed to complete the last two
faces next spring are finished and in
storage, at the Temple, ready for
operations as soon as weather permits. Moreover, if funds are availa hIe, the outside steps can also go
forward rapidly in 1942, as the steel
is on hand, the cement on order,
the plans complete and much preliminary work accomplished.
To bring this divine Temple to
completion, and give to the world
this unique symbol of the Revelation of Baha'u'llah, the unity and
sa crifice of the friends is now needed . .
The technical problems of construc·
tion, considered insuperable twen~y
years ago, have all been solved.
7

Publishing Announcement
The World Moves on to Its Destiny
by Shoghi Effendi, a four page leaf~
let reprinting excerpts from recent
words of the Guardian, including passages from The Promised Day I.
Come, which explains the spiritual
significance of the present world..
struggle. Sold in lots of 100 only.
Price, 100 copies for 50 cents.
Feast Day and A nniveTsaT1l Calen.dar. This four page card, pocketsize reference, contains the list and
the dates of the Baha'i Annivers~ries;
Festivals, Days of Fasting, Holy
Days on which work should be suspended, date. of the Nineteen Day
Feasts, and the Guardian's letter of
explanation. For Assemblies, Groups
and Regional Secretaries. 100 cards
for $1.00 for resale at 2 cents each.
Or 25 cards Jor 50 cents if the larger
quantity can not be used.
Spanish tTanslations, not listed in
catalog.
Baha'u'lliih and the New Era .. $ .75
Wisdom of Abdu'I-BaM ........ .50
Some Answered Questions ..... 1.50
Will and Testament of
Abdu'l-Baha ................. .20
BaM'i Procedure .............. .75
Baha'i Prayers ................ .25
Promulgation of UniveTsal Peace:
In case any one has a copy of Vol.
II, of this title and wishes to complete the set, there are a few copies
of Vol. I still a valla ble at $1.25 per
copy.
Tablets of Abdu'l-Balui. (large size)
In case anyone has a copy of Vol I,
of this title and wishes to secure a
copy of Vol. II or Vol. III to complete
their sets, a few copies of Vol. n or
Vol. III are still available at $1.50
per volume.
11 is of more than passing interest
to note that World Order, The Baba'i
Magazine, is steadily enrolling Public and University Libraries to its
subscription list.
.
.
Baha'i Assemblies, Groups and individuals, impressed by the value of
the magazine for interesting nonBaM'is in the teachings of Bah ..'u'lliih, as well as being a medium of
progressive enlightenment and comfort for Baha'is themselves, are donating gift subscriptions to one or
more of their local libraries. One
Southern Baha'i Assembly, for example, has recently renewed its annual subscription gift to five local
Public and University Libraries.
BAHA'i PUBLIl;HING COMM1'l'1'I!>!
110 Linden Avenue
Wilmette, ill.

/
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Green Aere News
. The Green Acre School completed
its 1941 session on August 31. How
can one measure the effect of the
nine weeks of teaching, learning, and
living? Twenty-two regular, and as
many incidental, ihstructors gave
twenty approaches to a new society.
Using as a basis the Divine Products
of Baha'u'llah's inspired Pen, they
gave the pattern for living today and
tomorrow. Then teachers and students went forth intellectually and
spiri~lly inspired to live the pattern. Perhaps it is that "living"
which is the best measure. It is
!ometimes called "the spirit of

Green Acre."
The physical needs of man were
not neglected. Mrs. Valentine and
her able corps created the substance
for three of each day's Itlost pleasant
hours. There were plenty of opportunities for recreation. The waterfront was improved with a substantial float and a fireplace; boat
rides in Portsmouth harbor, square
dancing on Monday evenings, music
by a resident group of musicians and
by record, walks in the pines and on
Monsalvat, picnics at the beaches
were some of the things enj oyed by
many; Mrs. Street, Spanish, taught
the language and coached a play for
Youth week.
A heart-warming sight was the
ChilcIren's Class under the pines. The
nine or ten children of several ages
living at the Inn gathered to hear
and learn the teachings under the
guidance of Mrs. Swift or Louis
Gregory.
The facilities of the School were
placed at the disposal of the Regional
Teaching Committee. Besides using
BaM'i Hall for a Regional teaching
meeting, they used many of the instructors as speakers at public meetings in New England cities.
Some arranged flowers in the
rooms and halls; others served refreshing teas; there were many late
lunches after the evening meetings.
There is another measure of edu~
cation. It is the creation of a desire
to learn. It may be that Mr. Ashton's sale of four htmdred dollars
worth of books is a tangible indication of a creation of that desire!

Information for Radio
Committee
The Radio Committee needs the
cooperation of the friends in order to
work out new, plans for the extension
of this important branch of public
teaching activity.
Will the believers who have given
radio talks, the Committees and
local Assemblies who have conducted
radio programs, kindly send in the
following da ta :
Date of talk; topic (this not imperative); call letter of broadcasting
station; picture (if possible) of the
station and whatever information
you have about the size of the radio
audience which the station claims
to have for its programs. The phot<>graph can be of the studio or the
building in which it is located, whichever the station itself gives out for
publicity purposes. With the photo
should come word that the sta lion
permits the photo to be used.
Kindly furnish this information at
your early convenience. Address
Mrs. Wendell E. Bacon, Secretary,
Munson, Mass.

Bahii'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Questions~
December 12; Honor, December 31;
Sovereignty, January 19.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: at Wilmette, January 2,
3, 4, 1942.
BaM'1 Schools: Louhelen School,
Winter session, December 26, 1941 to
January 1, 1942.

BaM'i Directory
Additions and Revisions to
November 28
ASSEMBLIES
Santa Barbara, Calif. Change of
address_ Mrs. Marie Lowell, Secretary, 36 West Valerio Street.
New York, N. Y. New Secretary
elected. Rinaldo Quigley, Corresponding Secretary! Bah.3.'i Center,
119 West 57th Street.
Maywood, lli. Dissolved for lack
of numbers.
Montreal, Quebec. New Secretary
elected. Miss Anne Savage, Secretary, 99 Guilbault Street.

RADIO COMMITl'EE

In Memoriam
Death pro:fjeTeth. unto ellery confident belielleT the cup that is life
indeed. It bestoweth joy and is the
bearer of gladness. It confeTTeth the
gift of eveTlasting life.-BaM'u'Il<ih..
Mr. George L. Tarot,
San Francisco.
Mr. Amos Hostetler, Lima.
Mr. Ali Mazloom, Chicago.
Mrs. William F. Slater, Chicago.
Mr. Edward H. Luberger,
Milwaukee.
Mrs. Anna Peterson, Kenosha,
Wisc.
Mr. Elmer E. Miller, Atascadero,
Calif.

Enrollments and Transfers
Los Angeles, seven. San Francisco, two. Wauwatosa, one. New Hav-

en, two. Chicago, one. Richmond
Highlands, one. West Chester, one.
Hamilton, two.
Enrollments of isolated believers
reported in November-twelve.

COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
Committee on Miscellaneous Materials: Harry E_ Walrath, Chairman, Mrs. Flora Ernst, Mrs. May
SchefIJer, SoheH Hannen_
This new Committee has been appointed to serve as a central distributor for teaching material such
as Displays, Lantern Slides, Moving
Picture Films, Phonograph Records,
Photographs, Ringstones and reproductions of the Greatest Name. A
detailed announcement will be made
later.
COMMITTEE ADDITIONS AND
REVISIONS
BTaiUe Transcriptions: Correction
of error. New member added, Mrs.
Elmer Duckett.
Youth Bulletin: Richard McCurdy
appointed Editor. James Hammond
unable to serve.
Regional Teaching Committee of
Ontario: Mrs. John Robarts added.
Regional Teaching Committee of
Texas. Change of address. Mrs.
Doris Corbin, Secretary, 5011 Lindsay
Street, Houston, Texas.
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one: Washington, one. Yonkers,
one. Lima, one. Montreal, one. Vancouver, one. Baltimore, One. Cleveland, one. Haworth, one. Toronto,
One. Scranton, one. Detroit, one.
Oakland, one.
Five 'enrollments of isolated believers were reported in August,
twenty-<>ne in September.

Baha'i Directory
Additions abd RevisiobS to

Sep~ber

24

ASSEMBLIES
Musge.kon, Mich. Change of address.

Mrs. Iva Smack, Secretary, 1675 Ray
Street.

Yonkers, N. Y.

Correction of name.

Mr. Samuel Newman, Secretary, 59 Mul~
ford Gardens:,
Madison, Wise. New Secretary. Mrs.
Mae Clark, Secretary. 629 Mendota Court.
COMMl"lTEE APPOINTMENTS

Spiritual Assenmly of lhe Baba'is of Memphis, Tennessee,
newly established April 21. 1941.

GREEN ACRE SCHOOL

Lorna -Tasker. Chairman
Helen Marjorie Wheeler, Secretary. 84

Pleasant street. Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Hattie Chamberlin, Recording
Secretary
Louis G. Gregory
Glen A. Shook
Racbel Small

Harlan Ober
Mrs. Harry Ford
Harry Ford

Jeanne Steed
Justin Williams
GEYSEIlVILLE ScHOOL

A. M. Yazdi, Cbairman
Gladys Linfoot, Secretary, 156 Nova
Drive, Piedmont, Calif.
John Bosch
Mrs. Olive Meyer
Irvin Somerhalder
Louise Groger
Mrs. Marian Yazdi
Anita loas
LoUHEI.oEN ScHOOL

Edward. Miessler, Chairman
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Secretary, Lou·
helen Ranch, R. D. Davison. Mich.
Miss Phyllis Hall, Recording Secretary
Mrs. Beatrice Eardley
Harry Whang
L. W. Eggleston
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Mrs. Dorothy Graf
INTERNATION AI. SCHOOL

Mrs. E. R Mathews, Chairman, P. O.
Box 1064, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mrs. Charles Bishop, Secretary
E. R. Mathews
Mrs. Enos M. Barton
George O. Latimer
Mrs. Marion Little
Mrs. Florence Morton
Pbilip Sprague
Mrs. R. Y. Mottabedcb
ANNUAL SoUVENIR OF' 'AsDU'L·BAHA

Philip Sprague, Chairman

Mrs. Carl Krug, Secretary, Abbott
Court Road, Radburn, N.J.

Mrs. Edith Inglis
Mrs. Amy Raubitschek
Mrs. Annie l{. Lewis
Mrs. Archie Tichenor
Benjamin Schreibman
Mrs. Lulu Lux
Mrs. Jean Sharpless
COMMITTEE ADDITIONS AND
REVISIONS
BAm'i NEWS SERvIcE
Address for correspondence: Mrs.
David Camelon, Chairman, 125 Fourth"
Street. Wilmette. Ill.
BAHA'i WORLD EDITORIAL

Member added: Mrs. Marzieh GaiL
LmIlARY

Address for correspondence: Mrs. S. H.
Sims, Chairnian, Box 116. Avon, N. J.
New member added; Duncan McAlear.
~E\!IEWING

Helen Campbell unable to serve.
YOUTH

Appointment of more Officers: James
HarnmoruJ.. Editor; Robert Gaines, Busi
ness Manager; Mary Hammond, Region·
al Secretary for Eastern Area; Lloyd
Gardiner, Regional -Secretary for Middle
West Area; Anita loas, Regional Secretary for Western Area; Pari Zia-WaUrath. Foreign Correspondent
M

REcroN AI. TEACHING COMMIl"l'EES

Southern New York. Mrs. John Hon·
nold unable to serve. Kansas-Missouri.
Mrs. Cora Schulte unable to serve. Western Ontario. Lulu Barr. Elsie Beecroft,
Mrs. Sarah Davies unable to serve. New
members added: Mrs. Laura Davis, Amy
Putnam.

Baha'is in Army Camps
The National· Youth Committee
wishes to keep in touch with all be-

lievers who have been called under
the draft. To carry out this plan,
the Committee must. have a complete list of such Baha'ls. Kindly
send name and present address
(and previous address of Baha'i
connection) to Miss Betty Scheffler,
Secretary, 1821 Lincoln Street,
Evanston, Ill.

Publishing Announcement
The World Moves On To Its Do.tiny, by Shoghi Effendi, a four-page
leaflet reprinting excerpts from recent -words of the Guardian, including passages from The PTomised
Day Is Come, explaining th.e spiritual significance of the' present
world-struggle. This leaflet is" expected to .be widely used for teaching work t and the National Assembly ordered a large edition. The
leaflet folds to tit standard size envelopes. Sold in lots of 100 only.
Price, 100 copies for $0.50.
Feast Day and Anniversary Catendar. This four-page, card-size
pocket reference contains the list
and the dates- of the Baha'i Armiversaries, Festivals, Days of Fasting,
Holy Days on which work should be
suspended, dates of the Nineteen
Day Feasts, and the Guardian's letter of explanation. For Assemblies,
Groups and Regional Secretaries,
100 cards for $1.00 for resale at 2
cents each. Or 25 cards for 50: cents
if the larger quantity can not be
used.
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the privilege of contributing to this
responsible and far-reaching activity.

Race Unity at Green Acre

I I II.

I

I

Status of Virgin Stales and Provinces
As of September 15, 1941
This graph, very simply, measures the work we have to do by
1944. It gives us the "temperature"
of every virgin State and Province,
by showing the number of declared
believers in each one's largest
group. In some areas, you will see,
there are no groups but only one
or two Baha'is. Yet our Guardian's
goal is a Local Spiritual Assembly!
Briefly, a careful survey convinces us that supplementary pioneers are uTgenUy required in these
places: Alberta, Prince Edward Island, Vermont, Kansas. North Dakota, South Dakota, North Carolina,

Temple Teaching
The Temple Guide Committee reports the following figures showing
number of visitors
in
recent
months: April, 451; May, 1103;
June, 1317; July, 2391; total, four
months, 5262. This represents a decline from the previous year, the result, it is said, of the lack of an
adequate number of direction signs
locating the entrance and making it
clear that visitors are welcome.
Organizations and groups which
sent a body of visitors included:
North Park College, Bethel Sunday
School, Baptist Union of Chicago,
Howard Public School, Newcomers
Club,
Evanston, Women's Society, Church of the Atonement, Chicago, Nit Wit Club, Evanston, Women's Society, Epiphany Lutheran
Church, Elmhurst, Methodist Church,

Kentucky,
Mississippi,
Wyoming
and Idaho.
A study of the graph reveals
other areas which could and must
be greatly strengthened by teachers
-resident. circuit, or visiting.
Only twenty-nine months remain!
leThe field is indeed so immense,

the period so critical, the Cause so
great, the workers so few, the time
sa short~ the privilege so priceless,
that no followeT of the Faith of Baha'u'lllih, worthy to bear His Name,
can afford a moment's hesitation."
-NATIONAL TEACIDNG COMMITTEE

Elmhurst. Wheelan Church, Evanston, Hope Lutheran Church, Chiago, Women's Society, Carey Memorial
Church,
Wheaton,
Great
Lakes
Naval
Training
Station
(W.P.A. Education Tour), Grandmothers Club, Chicago, Lincolnwood Public School, Evanston, Tuskegee Institute.
Visitors registered during this period from many parts of Canada
and the United States, as well as
foreign countries: Mexico, Japan,
France,
England, China, India,
Australia, Nicaragua, Peru.
In numbers affected, and by its
direct association with the Bahtt'i
House of Worship, Temple guiding
represents
the
most important
single teaching project maintained
by the American believers. Fortunate are those who as guides have

Twenty years
ago American
friends, following the instructions of
'Abdu'I.Baha, held' the first convention for the solution of America's
greatest problem, that of race.
Green Acre, over a period of many
years, has nobly responded to the
ideal of human oneness. A bright
feature of last summer's program
was the Race-Uuity conference
held in August. It consisted of a succession of seven meetings over a
period of three days, the entire record of which would make a readable and fascinating book. A more
detailed report is being made for
future use. Herein is but brief mention of some of its high spots.
Horace Holley as chairman, open.
ed with a prayer; "Many a chilled
heart has been set a blaze by the
fire of Thy Love, etc." Loving welcome was voiced' and a graphic picture was presented of the Master's
visit to America, with its transforming ideals and wide range of
human attraction.
Mrs. Harriet M. Kelsey served as
musical director of the conference,
utilizing the capacities of various
instruments, contributing her own
talents and that of her three children, Mary Louise, June and Carol
and arranging for other numbers
from Misses Lois Keller and Monevar Bechtold.
Miss Lorna B. Tasker, responding
to the subject, "Racial Adjustment
in Latin America,"
impressed
much of spiritual value by bringing
vividly to our attention the way our
Latin American neighbors regard
human values and are utterly free
from racial prejudices as pertaining to Indians, Spaniards or Portu·
guese and Negroes.
Mrs. Annamarie Kunz Honnold on
"The Emergence of the World Or·der of BaM'u'llah" shed light upon
the growing feeling of human solidarity, illustrating the unlmown tal·
ents of various groups and comparing mankind to a great chord in
which many notes are needed to
make a perfect blend.
Louis G. Gregory emphasized
·'The Racial Basis of the New
CiviIization,t' bringing to view what
exploration, history, science and Di-

Teaching in
North ilnaerica
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PUIUSHED BY THE NATIONAL .SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA'.S OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
GENERAL OFFICE: S36 SHERIDAN ROAD, WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
No. ISO

Communications From the
Guardian
The following cablegram, recei ved December 13, 1941, refers to
a message cabled the Guardian by
the National Assembly informing
him that the sixth and seventh mainstory faces of the Temple had been
completed:
"Extremely grateful (and) delighted (at) completion (of) two
more faces (of) Temple. OWing developments advise deliberate (to)
insure (that) nothing whatsoever
prevents or delays (the) erection
(of) last two faces (at the) earliest
possible opportonity. Deepest love."
(Signed) Shoghi Rabbani.
The next communication is a ca~
blegram. received on the same day.
December 13, and reproduced elsewhere in this issue.
On December 14 this message
came: "Kindly cable news (of the)
safety (of the) Honolulu friends. Assure them (my) prayers." (Signed)
Shoghi Rabbani.
On December 10 a cablegram had
been sent to the Honolulu Assembly
expressing loving prayers and best
wishes from the National Assembly. On December 14 the message
from the Guardian was cabled and
on December 20 the Honolulu Assembly replied: "Deepest loving
gratitude (for) assurance (of the)
Guardian's (and the) Assembly's
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prayers. BaM'is (of) Maui (and)
Honolulu (are) safe." Thereupon
the Guardian was cabled the news
of their safety.
On January 1, 1942 this message
arrived from Haifa:
"Faithless sister Mebrangiz (has)
followed (the) example (of) Rubi's
sister. All ties (have been) severed.
No consideration (of) family relationships can ever be allowed (to)
interfere (with the) dictates (of)·
justice or (to) supersede supreme
fidelity (to) Center (of) BaM'u'llah's
Covenant. Inform believers." (Signed) Shoghi Rabbani.
Two days later, January 3, a second message came on the same subject: '·Parents strongly condemn
Mehrangiz's action." (Signed) Shoghi Ra b bani.
In publishing these two messages
from the Guardian, the National Assem bly reminds the friends of the
statement on I'The Spiritual Quarantine" prepared for the December,
1941 issue of Baha'i N eros in connection with the Guardian's two previous

cablegrams reporting Cove-

nant-breakers within the family.
From the January meeting of the
National Spiritual Assembly three
ca blegrams were sent to the Guardian. as follows:
"American _Baha'is will employ
every possible occasion (to) demonstrate fidelity (to) Center (of) Baha'u'Uah's Covenant."

January, 1942
"Baha.!u'llili's call resounding in
(our) hearts, (we are) praying (for)
fitness (and) capacity (to) maintain
sacred trust unimpaired through
time (of) supreme spiritual trial until glorious light (of) God's ancient Promise floods thls darkened
earth. Confident (of) upsurge (of)
devotion (and) service from rededicated community."
"Intensive teaching ca mpaign inaugurated (with) seven projects (in)
North America, race unity program
(among) Southern colleges, new pioneer, Flora Hottes, for Bolivia. Collins' second annual gift five thousand (for) teaching work receiVed.
Extending direct assistance (to) inexperienced AssembUes ; issuing
special teaching number (of) Baha'i
News.. planning (for) completion
(of) Temple construction (in) 1942."
The final cablegram to share with
the friends came January 8:
"Comforted (and) fortified (by)
fervent messages testifying (to) solidity (of) bonds (of) spiritual kinship uniting me (with) true upholders (of the) Covenant. (I) prize their
loyalty, glory (in) their achievements, hail their resolve, invoke still
greater blessings (upon) their superb exertions." (Signed) Shoghi
Rabbani.
The following excerpts are taken
from a letter written by the Guardian through his secretary to the
Chairman of the National SpiritP11
Assembly on October 26, 1941:

2
"He has recently cabled the National Assembly that he considers
it of the utmost importance that the
faces of the Temple be completed
and placed in position on the main
story with as much expedition as
possible. This matter has aroused
his grave concern, as the Guardian
believes that in view of the relation
of the U.S.A. to the international
situation, the rising costs, labor
shortage, etc., it may be both increasingly difficult and expensive to
complete this work with every
month that goes by. He, therefore,
would urge you to impress on Mr.
Earley-who, he realizes, is always
eager to cooperate in such matters
-the necessity of completing whatever ornamentation of the main
story remains, during the winter
months, so that at the earliest moment next spring. when the weather
permits the work at the Temple itself to be resumed. the last faces
may be placed in final position.
, 'Next to this in consideration
should be the teaching work. Nothing must be permitted "to hamper
or slow down this apostolic campaign which the believers have undertaken. It represents the discharge of their moral duty towards
their fellow men. that of permittin~
them. in these cataclysmic times.
to hear the Message their Lord has
sent to them and the ways He h~s
prescribed for them to solve their
problems and heal their ills.
HThe Guardian feels confident that
the great devotion which so evident~
ly inspires both the body of the believers and their National representatives will carry them on to victory, in spite of the difficulty of
achieving it. His prayers and· his
hopes are with you all the time."
In the Guardian t shand: "Now
that the construction of the steps of
the Temple has had to be postponed
and in view of the increa sing gra vity of the international situation, a
special and pressing responsibility
rests on the National Assembly to
insure, with the aid of the contractor and through every other possible means, the completion of the
nine faces of the edifice before the
end of next spring. During the coming winter months the work at the
studio should be (so) conducted
tha t no delay whatever will be incurred when the time for the placinf of the remaining faces arrives.
During these same months, while
thE' teaching work is being strenu-
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Prayer for Teaching

o Thou Incomparable God! 0
Thou Lord of the Kingdom r These
souls are Thy heavenly army.
Assist them and with the cohorts
of the Supreme Concourse, make
them victorious; so that each one
of them may become like unto a
regiment and conquer these countries through the love of God and
the illumination of divine teachings.
o God! Be Thou their supporter
and. their helper, and in the wilderness, the mountain, the valley, the
forests, the prairies and the seas,
be Thou their confidant-so that
they may cry out through the
power of .the Kingdom and the
breath of the Holy Spirit!
Verily Thou art the Powerful,
the Mighty and the Omnipotent,
and Thou art the Wise, the Hearing and the Seeing.
'ABDU"L- BAHA
ously pursued, the most effective
measures for the construction of
the steps should be carefully considered, and. thus insure tl)e uninterrupted progress of this vital a spect of the Seven Year Plan."
NOTE: The Temp~e worle has been so
planned that all work: at the studio has
been completed. and it 1S estimated that
faces eight and nine, completing the main
story ornamentation, t!"an be completed in
about five weeks as .soon as weather
permits.

America's Spiritual Mission
1, Excerpt. From Tablet. oj
'Abdu'I·Baha

a ye believers of God! Endeavor
ye, so that you may take hold of
every means in the promulgation of
the religion· of God and the dillusion
of the fragrances of God.
Strive ye that the Collective Center of the sacred religions-for the
inculcation of which all the Prophets were manifested and which is
no other than the spirit of the Divine Teachings-be spread in all
parts of America, so that each one
of you may shine forth from the
horizon of Reality like unto the
morning star, divine inumination
may overcome the darkness of na·
ture, and the world of humanity
may become enlightened. This is the
most great work!
You must become heavenly farm-

ers and scatter pure seeds in the
prepared soil. The harvest of every
other seed is limited, but the bounty and the blessing of the seed of
the Divine Teachings is unlimited.
Throughout the coming centuries
and cycles many harvests will be
gathered.
At this time and at this period
we must a vail ourselves of this most
great opportunity. We must not sit
inactive for one moment; 'We must
sever ourselves from composure,
rest, tranquillity, goods property,
life and attachment to material
things. We must sacrifice everything
to His Highness, the Possessor of
Existence, so that the powers of the
Kingdom may show greater penetration and the brilliant effulgence
in this New Cycle may illumine the
worlds of minds and ideals.
o ye friends of God! Exert ye
with heart and soul, so that association, love, unity and agreement
be obtained between the hearts, all
the aims may be merged into one
aim, all the songs become one song
and the power of the Holy Spirit
may become so overwhelmingly victorious as to overcome all the forces of the world of nature. Work!
This is the great Work, should ye
become assisted therein. Thus Amen ca may become the fulcrum of
merciful susceptibilities, and the
throne of the Kingdom of God be
esto blished upon earth with the
greatest joy and majesty.
j

-

2. Excerpt. From LeUer.
oj the Guardian
Heart thrilled (with) pride (at)
message announcing (the) approaching completion (of the) ornamentation (of) seven faces (of the) Ma,!!!riqu'l-Ac;lbkar, proclaiming intensificalion (of) North American teaching
campaign . . . As fury (and) destructi veness (of the) tremendous
world· ordeal attains (its) most intensive pitch, so Mission conferred
twenty years ago by 'Abdu'I·Baha's
sacred Will on worldwide, indivisible, incorruptible body (of) His followers unfolds its fullest potentialities. . . . (The) spiritual competition galvanizing (the) organized followers (of) Baha.'u'llah (in) E a s t
(and) West .waxes keener as first
Baha'i century speeds to close. With
bowed head, exultant spirit (and)
thankful heart I acclaim these recurrent, increasingly compelling manifestations (of the) solidarity. loyal-
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ty (and) unquenchable spirit animating, througbout five continents, (the)
community (of the) followers (of
the) Most Great Name. (November
22, 1941)
To carry out in its entirety and
to its final consummation this dual
enterprise would shed on the closing
years of this first century of the
Baha'i Era a luster no less brilliant
than the immortal deeds which have
signalized its birth, in the heroic
age nf our Faith. To the American
believers, the spiritual descendents
of the heroes of God's Cause, I again
address my plea to arise a s one
soul and to prosecute with unrelaxing resolve the high mission with
which their immediate destiny is inextricably interwoven. The call has
gone forth, the path is clear, the
goal manifest and within their reach.
Though their responsibilities be
pressing and heavy and the obstacles formidable and manifold, yet
the spirit of our invincible Faith will
enable them to conquer if they arise
unitedly and determinedly and perservere til! the very end. (June 4,
1937)
To the Spiritual Assemblies, Communities and groups of the Baha'is
of the United States and Canada.

Beloved Friends:
The American followers of Baha'u'llih have entered that time when
maximum disturbance and upheaval
in the world without will be counterbalanced by the release of spiritual
powers of surpassing potency in the
world of spirit. Our faith, our knowledge, our training have all prepared
us for achievement in this time
when the illumination of the Kingdom is to be revealed on earth.
The Guardian's Message
Consider this mighty call from the
Guardian of His Faith, coming to
us on December 13, 1941 to rally our
.forces, unify our souls a nd afford us
a great historic occasion for a reconsecration in service to the Cause.
"(The) most great convulsion envisaged by (the) Prophets from Isaiah to Bahlt'u'llah, catastrophic in
violence, planetary in range, (is) assailing, at long last, (the) predominating nations (of the )Asiatic (and)
American continents. (The) leading Power (ot the) Western Hemisphere which, together with sister
republics, Baha'u'IHih's ringing call
significantly summoned in His Most
Holy BOOk, (the) object (of) 'Abdu'l-

Main Story Oroamentation No.9, November 28, 1941.
(Completion of Fourth. and Fifth Faces).

Baha's tender solicitude (and) ardent prayers, (the) center of His
hopes, (the) recipient (of) His promises (and the) beneficiary (of) His
blessings,
(has been) suddenly
though not unexpectediy plunged (into the) crucible (of) world con1lagra tion. Purged, tested, galvanized,
coalescing with its sorely-tried sister nations (the world over, (the)
great Republic (of the) New World,
(the) enviable parent of System heralding (the) World Order of BaM.'u'lhih, must assume through adversity its preponderating share (of)
responsibility (to) lay down, Once
for all, broad. worldwide, unassailable foundations (of) that discredited yet immortal System. Though
(the) immediate future be dark, critical (and) fraught (with) anguish,
(1) feel it my bounden duty (to)

appeal (in) this hour as never before (to the) Trustees of Baha'u'llilh's p ric e I e s s Revelation
whether teachers or administrators,
individuals or Assemblies, North (or)
South, white (or) colored, young
(or) old, (to) refwle at all costs (to)
surrender (their) solemn spiritual
responsibilities, refrain (from) relaxing (their) teaching efforts, determine never (to) slacken (their)
sacred task (of) building (the) institutions whose progress destiny
(has) indissolubly linked with (the)
fortunes (of the) most disastrous,
most challenging, most pregnant period (of) human history."
-SHOGRI RABBANI

The Sacred Task
It is for each community, each

Assembly,

e a c h Committee and
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North Am.eric:a Teaching Map: Twenty.three UosettJed States? January I, 1942.

every individual Baha'i to pray and
. meditate upon this message, since
it is a supreme, a final call to the
arena of spiritual vitality and dynamic action.
For the Guardian's call releases
the power for the launching of
a
concentrated teaching effort
throughout North America for the
achievement of the tasks given us
in the Seven Year Plan for accom~
plishment by Convention time, 19M.
These tasks are: To establish a
local Spiritual Assembly in each
American State and Canadian Province, and also in Alaska; To restore
every local Assembly once existing
:mt dissolved because the community fell below the requisite number
of nine recognized adult Baha'is.
As of January 1, 1942, the unsettled States and Provinces are: Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Delaware, Virginia, West Vir
R

ginia, North Carolina, Kentucky,
Alabama, LouiSiana, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Kansas, Texas, Iowa,
Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota, Nevada, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho t and Alaska; Alberta,
Saskatchewan,
Manitoba,
New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Isla:r::td,
Nova Scotia. With Alaska, a total
of thirty States and Provinces.
As of the same date, the dissolved
Assemblies are: Maywood and Oak
Park, illinois;_ Omaha, Nebraska;
Toledo, and Findlay, Ohio; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Moncton, New
Brtmswick; Glendale, Arizona; St.
Lambert, Quebec; Alhambra, Burbank, Huntington Park and Santa
Rosa, CalifoITlia; Colorado Springs
and Denver, Colorado; Augusta,
Georgia; Topeka, Kansas; Lansing,
M i chi g a n; Knoxville, Tennessee;
Salt Lake City, Utah; Monroe, Washington; Eagle River, Wisconsin, during the past two years. Going far-

ther back we have also Portsmouth,
New Hampshire and Akron, Ohio.
A total of twenty-four Assemblies
to be restored.

The Great Progress Made
Though the task is immense, nevertheless our collective resources
are ample if we make full use of
them in an intense, unremitting and
whole-hearted effort.
For example, in North America
a s of January 1, 1942 there are sev·
enty local groups containing five or
more Bah" 'is. The germ of spiritual
growth already exists in most of the .
unsettled States and Provinces t as
shown by the following list:
Tuskegee, Alabama; Glendale.
Arizona; Hot Springs, Little Rock,
Arkansas; Atascadero, Burbank,
Verdugo City, Huntington Park,
Lennox, Knightsen, Piedmont and
South Gale, California; Armstrong,
and West Vancouver. British Colum-
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North Ameriea Teacbing Map: Six Unsettled Canadian Provinces, and Territory of Alaska, January I, 1942.

bia; Moncton, New Brunswick; St.
Lambert, Quebec; Colorado Springs
and Denver, Colorado; Hampden,
Connecticut; Wilmington, Deleware;
Pine Castle, Florida; Augusta, Georgia; Maywood and Oak Park, lllinois; Fort Wayne, Indiana; Indepen
dence, Iowa; Topeka, Kansas; New
Orleans, Louisiana; Beverly and
Three Rivers, Massachusetts; Ann
Arbor, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Lincolri
Park, Muskegon Heights, Nirvana
and Roseville, Michigan; Duluth,
Minnesota; Independence, Missouri;
Butte, Montana; R e n 0, Nevada;
Portsmouth, New Hampshire; Atlantic City, East Orange, Avon, Red
Bank and Tenafly, New Jersey;
w

Geneva (rural) and New Rochelle,

New York; Fargo, North Dakota;
Akron, C ire 1 e v ill e, Cleveland
Heights, Medina (rural), Brunswick
(rural), Toledo and Urbana, Ohio;

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Pawtucket, Rhode Island; Lead, South Dakota; Knoxville t Tennessee; Dimmit County, Houston and San Antonio, Texas; Salt Lake City, Utah;
Arlington, Virginia; Sultan, Washington; Green Bay, Sommers Township, and Shorewood, Wisconsin.
Our Instruments and Facilities
In addition to these seventy
groups, all of which are potential
communities with a local Spiritual
Assembly, the American Bahatis are
blessed with the developed administrative and teaching facilities which
can combine, unify. direct and coordinate all the capacities of the entire Baha'i community.
For example, the National Teaching Committee, with capacity and
experience in planning important
projects, the Regional Teaching

Committees, working under the direction of the National Teaching
Committee and carrying on intensive work in their twenty-three
areas which together cover North
America, the eighty-nine local Baha'i
communities with their Assemblies,
the other National Committees, each
of which has a function related more
or less directly to teaching activity,
and the large number of isolated believers, including the groups of less
than five Baha'is.
Since this date of January 1, 1942
will be used for measuring progress
throughout the remainder of the Seven Year Plan, we should examine
the statistics of Baha'i membership.
Baha'is in organized local communities ....................... 2637
Baha'is in groups, , .. , .. , ..... 853
Isolated Baha'is, ............. 871
There are 89 local Assemblies,
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and 203 groups containing two or

more believers.
Let us open our own hearts, and
all the institutions of which we are
a part, to the inflow of a powerful,
a pure and a regenerating spirit,
that the American Baha'i community may accomplish even more
than the Guardian requires.
Coordination of Facilities
All who become active in teaching have access to- many important
teaching aids and facilities, each
supervised by a separate and independent National Committee, but all
directed and coordinated by the N ational Spiritual Assembly.
The friends are urged to study
anew the possibilities of help at their
disposition on request. To refer to
some of these:
Publishing Committee - teaching
literature; Baha'i New8 Service press relea ses ; Library Committee
-book placement in public and university libraries; Radio Committee
-prepared talks on many different
subjects; Miscellaneous Materials
Committee - for photographs, picture slides, etc.; Study Outline Committee-for study material distributed through the Publishing Committee; Baha', School Committees-faT
instruction in the fundamental Baha'i
teachings, and for practice in applying them; Race Unity Committeefor valuable material, bulletins, etc.,
and pub Ii c meetings and conferences; Exhibits Committee-to create display material, and conduct
exhibits at State Fairs. The Baha'i
Directory published a few months
ago lists all the Committees and des cribes their functions.
Extension Tea ching
The local Communities are urged
to realize their great responsibility
in contributing to the success of the
Seven Year Plan. Their communities contain much more than half the
Baha'i population of North America.
Therefore, each Assembly able to
provide for Extension Teaching in
addition to the local activities is requested to appoint a Committee for
Extension Teaching as soon as possible. This Committee is to serve
exclusively outside the civil area of
the local community,. cooperating
with the Regional Teaching Committee in the great task of settling
the areas with Asemblies, restoring
the dissolved Assemblies and developing groups to the pc;lnt of forming their own Assembly.

First CaoBdian Summer -Confe:rence~ June? 1941.
Group photographed in garden of Maxwell home., Montreal.

The Extension Teaching Committee will report to the Regional Committee, while !be local Assembly
will continue as hitherto to report
to the National Spiritual Assembly
concerning its local work. Extension
teaching affords the local community the privilege of carrying on
pioneer work.
The teaching part of !be Seven
Year Plan has many aspects. Will
the believers give full attention to
the important statements contributed by the National Teaching Committee to this issue of Baha'i News.
4 I So precious an opportunity.
. .
may never again recur . Now is the
time, the appointed time, for the
American believers . . . to proclaim, through the agencies and
channels of a specially designed Administrative Order, their capacity
and readiness to rescue a fallen and
sore-tried generation." (The Advent
of Divine Justice.)
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Intensification of Teaching
in North America
Beloved Friends:
The Seven-Year Plan, so confidently undertaken by the American
community, is now rushing -to its
close. To consummate its dual objecti ves ha s been our driving hope,
the end of all our labors, and we
have won already proud and shining victories. Yet today the National

Spiritual Assembly is summoning us

to an I'intensification of the North
American teaching campaign" because, if we do not intensify, concentrate, and focus the whole of our
energies, we shall in the final balancing find ourselves short of the
goal.
Surely the essence of our problem
is time! {'There is no time to lose,"
wrote Shoghi Effendi in 1939, but in
this hour with thirty virgin States
and Provinces challenging what
may be accomplished through
teaching in twenty-seven months.
our position is inexpressibly critical.
There is no way to overstate this,
no possible language in which to
exaggerate. For teaching is delicate, painstaking work, and to implant securely in men's hearts the
eternal truth of God is a process
which seldom can be quickly done.
Moreover, what is always difficult
becomes the more so by two essential requirements: (1) to root the
Cause in specified areas. (2) and to
do this within the limits of a predetermined time.
Between now and April 21, 1944
lie little over two years. The course
of the Seven-Year Plan has carried
us from brave inception, through
months of vigorous action, into Ute
final and decisive chapter. We are
already far beyond the climax in
time, but the climax or peak of our
strength is yet to be scaled. We have
poured out individual resources and
energies, but the future requires an
inconceivable pouring forth of col-
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lective power. Could we not foresee
this in the Guardian's earliest instructions?
They must not
throughout these six remaining
years allow themselves to be deflected from the course they are now
steadily pursuing. They must as
time goes on evince a more burning
enthusiasm, demonstrate a higher
sense of solidarity, reveal greater
depths of consecration to their task,
and display a more unyielding dejj.

•

•

termination to achieve its purpose. n
It is with these facts in mind, and
in utmost soberness of heart, that
the National Teaching Committee
declares to the friends a condition of
emergency, and at the same time
proposes a plan to surmount it.
Twenty-seven months remain. The
outlines of the goal are clear. Our
status is summarized in other columns of this issue. Our problem is
evident from a simple comparison.
We are confronted by the only possible choice. It is now the hour to
gather and direct the force of the
American community; to resolve
that no other work shall absorb us
except this work; to focus completely, whole-heartedly, unstintingly on
the supreme objectives of the SevenYear Plan. We shall not succeed
with less. We aTe bound to succeed
if we do.
The National Teaching Committee
cannot visualize just what or how
much each individual, Assembly,
and Regional Committee can con·
tribute in the next twenty-seven
months. We bear, each one of us, a
unique and essential relationship to
the whole overwhelming task. The
Committee can and will suggest, assist, and support the friends, and various proposals are outlined below.
But in the long run we must each
delve to discover in mind and heart
the particular share we can carry,
the relationship we shall bear to the
Guardian's vision and our own oftrepeated pledge. The primary matter is that we are all involved!
13eloved friends, while we measure
the formidable difficulties
ahead, we can never for a moment
dissociate them from the marvels to
which they lead. "The promulgation
of the Divine Plan," Shoghi Effendi
has said, I'is the key which Providence ha s placed in the hands of the
American believers whereby to unlock the doors leading them to fulfill their unimaginably glorious destiny." What we build now in the

Temple Model Exhibit Conducted

lit ThOl'8led

Seveo-Year Plan is but the first dimension of that destiny, our generation's c;hief endowment and merit.
We have not chosen it, for God has
chosen it; nor can we be free of its
responsibility. But what we can do is
to strive, in prayer and work, for
that assurance which sustains our
Guardian, who knows immediately
and without trace of doubt that
Baha 'U 'nab directs His Faith and intends for it complete and final victory.
"I am deeply conscious of the
many obstacles that stand in the
path of the American believers in
their stupendous endeavor to attain
their goal. I cannot, however, overlook . . . the mysterious power that
resides in the united will and concerted action of all the members of
that self-sacrificing community. . . "
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITI'EE

The Twenty-Seven Month
Teaching Program for
North America
When the most important work is
before our sight, we must let go the
important ones ... 'ABDu'L-B~
Shoghi Effendi has set as the goal
for teaching in North America un~
der the Seven-Year Plan the establishment of a Spiritual Assembly in
each State of the United States and
each Province of Canada, and in the
Territory of Alaska, as well as the
re-establishment of the disbanded
Assemblies.
Extreme emphasis is laid upon

Floral

Co.~

Oakland, April, 1940.

this aspect of the Plan at this time
for the reason that the Temple construction has proceeded rapidly and
defioite plans are under way for
the completion of the exterior ornamentation in 1942, while the teaching work in Central and South
America has also 'proceeded ahead
of schedule. In the United States
and Canada, however, there remains but twenty-seven months for
the accomplishment of a tremendous,
an overwhelming task.
To envision this task as a whole is
to realize its vital importance and
to feel consecrated to its entire fulfilment within the allotted time, for
the goal is nothing less than the
erection of the administrative order
of the Faith upon the whole foundation of areas and peoples in the two
countries of des tin y, the United
States and Canada.
The 27-month program of teaching, briefly, is:
1. The establishment of a Spiritual
Assembly in each of the 30 States
and P:rovinces still without one.
2. And the re-establishment of the
24 disbanded Spiritual Assemblies.
The specific needs to accomplish
this are:
1. 15 new pioneers.
2. Teachers,-and more teachers:
a. those who can remain for extended periods,
b. those who can remain temporarily,
c. those who can assist in teaching circuits.
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3. Daily prayers for the success of
our teaching program.
4. Continuous and liberal support of
the Baha', Fund.
The following suggestions indicate
the manner in which individuals,
groups, and Assemblies can best assist in this tremendous and glorious
task:

Individuals:
1. Focus all thoughts and prayers
daily on the success of the SevenYear Plan.
2. Orient all BaM.' i services to the
remaining specific tasks of the
plan.
3. Intensify teaching services a
thousand fold-giving first consideration to the needs of the Seven Year Plan.
~
4. Who will arise to fill the 15 important posts for which new pio-

neers are needed?
5. All teachers contact at once.
either the Regional Committee involved, or the N ationa! Teaching
Committee so that their activities
may be directed to the points of
greatest need and importance6. If unable to go oneself - then
deputize someone who can fill one
of these posts.
7. Support the BaM.' i Fund freely.
Groups and Assemblies:
1. The Baha'i Communities are the
spiritual reservoirs of the Faith,
and must provide the spiritual
energy and dynamics to bring in~
creasing vitality to the Campaign. They should lend support
through prayers, encourage pioneers and teachers to arise, and
increase support of the National
fund.
2. Extension work should be carried
on in one of the virgin areas
where accessible, or in restoring
dissolved Assemblies, or raising
up new groups, rather than in
just a I 'new" city.
3. Train new teachers as rapidly as
possible, so as to enable us to
meet the ever-increasing demands
for teachers.
4. Actively support Inter-Assembly Teaching Conferences to assist in arranging teaching circuits
to cover virgin areas~

5. At Nineteen-Day Feasts encourage the friends to center their
thoughts, prayers and deeds of
devotion on the goals of the Seven
Year Plan.

Regional Committees:
1. Regional Committees, in consultation with the National Teaching
Committee, have developed definite plans to concentrate their efforts both on the points in the virgin areas where Spiritual Assemblies may be formed, and on the
re-establishment of the disbanded
As sem bUes.
2. They will arrange regular and
continuous teaching meetings in
these areas.
3. They will cooperate closely with
Assemblies in their Extension
work in these virgin areas.
4. They will arrange Inter-Assembly
Conferences, and cooperate in
carrying out the teaching circuits.
5. They will assist all teachers and
pioneers in their arduous tasks.

a ye beloved of God! Repose not
yourselves on your couches, nay bestir yourselves as soon as ye ,.ecognize your Lord, the Creator, and
hear of the things which have befallen Him, and hasten to His assistance. Unloose your tongues, and
proclaim unceasingly His Cause.
This shu lZ be better for you than all
the ITeasures of the past and of the
futuTe, if ye be of them that comprehend this truth.-BAHA'U'LLAu.
NATIONAL TEACHIN'"G CoMMITTEE

Inter-Assembly Circuit

Teaching
The Assemblies of a given state
or region may, in consultation, at
any time, arrange a circuit for one
or more traveling teachers, a practice followed by some for anum ber
of years. Informally, it is the practice of some to relay information
to other centers about the availabIlity of teachers who may have
agreed to serve them, so as to widen the scope of such services. Although Regional committees have
no jurisdiction over Spil'itual Assembbes, they may often aid them by
di~seminating information about the
nearness and availability of teachers. The larger centers do not to
the same extent need outside speakers as those of smaller or more recent development. But generally all
of them, large or small, give a cordial welcome to visitors and find a
use for any talents that may come
to them in some meetings, public
or fireside.

Traveling teachers should rigidly
avoid interfering with the local affairs, the administration of which.
belongs 10 the local Spiritual Assembly. To whatever extent they allow themselves to be drawn into
local problems or expressing partisar.. opinions, they weaken their influence and effectiveness as teachers. Should the local Spiritual Assembly of its own motion ask. for
consultation, advice or aid? it is another matter. Under such circumsttinces the traveling teacher- may
sometimes shed light on national
and international problems or unfold the teachings which pertain 10
Baha'i Administration, the application of which still rests with the
Local Spiritual Assembly.
As the coming of a traveling
te~cher is usually a stimulus to the
local teaching activity, moving the
friends to unusual efforts in reaching and attracting people; also increasing the number of special
meetings for reaching and contacting outside groups and individuals.
key people and their followers: his
stay should not be unduly prolonged,
nor a\Iowed to overtax the strength.
endurance and teaching resoUrces
of a center, whether large or small.
He should readily yield to the wishes of the local friends as to the
tenure and utilization of his services.
Itinerant or traveling teachers as
well as those who do resident or
pioneer work, have been mentioned
with appreciation in Ihe letters of
Shoghi Effendi. They may be the
means by which, as channels, spiritual refreshment and energy may
How to the local centers; and they
should, as far as possible, keep in
motion. This type of teacher, among
the Occidental Baha'is, had its highest exponent in the late Martha L.
Root, whose ceaseless energy and
devotion earned for her the title,
Hand of the Cause. As the Cause
expands and new centers are started and developed there will be a
growing need for workers of this
kind.

Duty and Responsibility

of Baha'is
Believers are anxious to know
what attitude and course of action
they should take in view of the facl
that their country is at war and the
national energies are being coneen-
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trated upon that great and fateful
issue.
The Guardian's instructions are
definite and illuminating. They show
that the individual Baha'i can serve
in non-combatant capacities and
render aid in programs of civil defense concerned with aid to the injured, fire protection, etc. Baha'is
are permitted to volunteer, as the
Guardian explained to the N aliona!
Spiritual Assembly of the British
Isles in a letter reprinted here in
January, 1940:
"There are many other a venues
through which the believers can assist in times of war by enlisting in
services of a non-combatant nature
-services that do not involve the
dtrect shedding of blood-such as
ambulance work, anti-air raid precaution service. office and administrative works, and it is for such
types of national service that they
should volunteer.
"It is immaterial whether such
activities would still expose· them to
dangers, either at home or in the
front, sjnce their desire is not to
protect their Ii ves, but to desist from
any acts of wilful murder."
The Baha'i community itself, and
its administrative bodies, the local
Spiritual Assembly,
committees,
etc., are not to participate officially
and collectively in such· activities,
but tu confine their efforts to direct
Baha'! work and the discharge of
the functions definitely assigned
them in the teachings.
Shoghi Effendi has been clarifying fundamental issues for us over
a period of years, and excerpts from
statements relevant to present conditions are published elsewhere in
this number of Bahci.ti News. The
believers, and especially the local
Assemblies and the Regional Committees, are requested to familiarizC" themselves with these instructions and explanations.

The Guardian of the
Most Great Peace
Words of Slwghi Effendi
Much suffering will still be required ere the contending nations,
creeds, classes and races of mankind are fused in the crucible of
universal affliction~ and are forged
by the fires of a fierce ordeal into
onE.' organic commonwealth, one
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Canadian Regional Sum.mer Conferen~, AUIJU.!lt, 1941,
at Glen Lynden Farm, Rice Lake, Ontario.

vast, unified, and harmoniously
functioning system·
. . . The Faith of Baha'u'lliIh is
now viSibly succeeding in demonstIating its claim and title to be regarded as a World Religion, destined to attain, in the fullness of
time, the status of a world-embracing
Commonwealth which would be at
once the instrument and the guardian of the Most Great Peace announced by its Author.
The Faith of Baha'u'IHih has assimilated, by virtue of its creative,
its regulative and ennobling energies, the varied races, nationalities,
creeds and classes that have sought
its shadow, and have pledged unswerving fealty to its cause. It has
changed the hearts of its adherents,
burned
away
their
prejudices,
stilled their passions, exalted their
conceptions,. ennobled their motives,
coordinated their efforts, and transformed their outlook. While preserving their patriotism and safeguarding their lesser loyalties, it has
mClde them lovers of mankind, and
the determined upholders of its best
and truest interests. . . . Of such
men and women it may be truly
said that to them u every foreign
land is a fatherland, and every fatherland a foreign land." For their
citizenship, it must be remembered,
is in the Kingdom of Baha tu'llah.
Though loyal to their respective
governments, though profoundly interested in anything that affects
their security and welfare, though
anxious to share in whatever prometes their best interests, the Faith
with which the followers of Baha'u'llah stand identified is one which

they believe God has raised high
above the storms, the divisions, and
controversies of the political arena.
Their Faith they conceive to be essentially non-political, supra-national in character, rigidly non-partisan, and entirely dissociated from
nationalistic
ambitions,
pursuits,
and purposes. Such a Faith knows
no division of class or of party. It
subordinates, without hesitation or
equiv.ocation, every particularistic
interest, be it personal, regional, or
national, to the paramount interests
of humanity, firmly convinced that
in a world of interdependent peoples and nations the advantage of
the part is best to be reached by
the advantage of the whole, and that
no abiding benefit can be conferred
upon the component parts if the general interests 'of the entity itself are
ignored or neglected.
These directing and regula ling
principles of Baba'i belief the upholders of the Cause of Baha'u'llHh
feel bound, as their Administrative
Order expands and consolidates itself, to assert and vigilantly apply.
The exigencies of a slowly crystalliz:lng Faith impose upon them a
duty which they cannot shirk, a responsibility they cannot evade. (The
World OTder oj BaM'u'llah, pages
193, 196, 197)
The Community of the Most Great
Name, the leaven that must leaven
th,· lump, the chosen remnant that
must survive the rolling up of the
old. discredited, tottering order, and
assist in the unfoldment of a new
onf- in its stead, is standing ready.
alert, clear-visioned, and resolute.
The American believers, standard-
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bearers of this world-wide community and torch-bearers of an as-yet
unborn civilization, have girt up
their, loins, unfurled their banners
and stepped into the arena of service. Their Plan has been formulated. Their forces are mobilized. They
are steadfastly marching towards
. their go,!l. The hosts of the Abhio
Kingdom are rushing forth, as
promised, to direct their steps and
reinforce theix power. Through their
initial vielories they have provided
the impulse that must now surge
and, with relentless force~ sweep
over their sister-corilmunities and
eventually overpower the entire human race.
The generality of mankind, blind
and enslaved, is wholly unaware of
th" healing power with which this
community has been endowed, nor
can it as yet suspect the role which
this same community is destined to
play in its redemption.
Fierce and manifold will be the
assaults with _which governments,
races, classes and religions, jealous
of its rising prestige and fearful of
its consolidating strength, will seek
to silence its voice and sap its foundations, Unmoved by the relative
obscurity that surrounds it at the
present time, and undaunted by the
forces that will he arrayed against
it in the future, this community, I
cannot but feel confident, will, no
matter how afflictive the agonies of
a travailing age, pursue its destiny,
ur:.~flected in- its course, undimmed
in its serenity, unyielding in its resolve, unshaken· in its convictions_
(July 5, 1938)

''The Spiritnal Potencies"
On December 21, 1939, the Guardian addressed a general commWlication to' the believers throughout
the West which the National Spiritual Assembly issued in the form
of a pamphlet entitled uThe Spirit-.
ual Potencies of That Consecrated
Spot."
This communication unveiled for
us the profound mystery associated
with the transfer of the sacred remains of the brother and mother 01
'Abdu'I-BahO. to Mount Carmel and
their final interment "within the hallowed precincts of the Shrine of the
Bab, and in the immediate neighborhood of the resting-place of the
Greatest Holy Leaf,"
In view of Shoghi Effendi's recent
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Baha'i Tem.ple Model on Display in Window of A. G. Hagopian, Mohemmedan Turkish
RUK Dea]er, Houston, Texas, in 1940. Exhibit ArTanced by Mrs. Dwicht Edson.

cablegrams concerning Covenantbreakers within the Holy Family,
the friends will find illumination in
contemplating the mighty blessings
released to the Faith through the
sacrifice of these great souls who
became the very symbol of obedience to their Lord. Moreover, the
Guardian on December 26, 1939 cabled that he "felt impelled (to) associate America's momentous Seven
Year enterprise (with) imperishable
memory (of) these two holy souls
who, next (to) Twin Founders (of)
Faith and (its) Perfect Exemplar,
tower, together with Greatest Holy
Leaf, above (the) entire concourse
(of) the faithful."
• 'The Purest Branch, the martyred son, the companion, and amanuensis of Baha'u'IM.h, that pious
and holy youth, who in the darkest
days of Baha'u'llah's incarceration
in the barracks of 'Akka entreated,
on his death-bed, his Father to accept him as a ransom for those of
His loved ones who yearned for, but
were unable to attain, His presence,
and the saintly mother of 'Abdu'lBaha, surnamed Navvab by Baha·:·
'u'llah, and the first recipient of the
honored and familiar title of 'the
Most Exalted Leaf,' separated in
death above half a century, and
forced to suffer the humiliation of

an alien burial-ground, are now at
long last reunited with the Greatest
Holy Leaf with whom they had so
abundantly shared the tribulations
of one of the most distressing episodes of the Heoic Age of the Faith
of Baha'u'IH"th. rr
" . . . The conjtulction of the resting-place of the Greatest Holy Leal
with those of her brother and mother incaIcula b.ly reinforces the spiritual potencies of that· consecrated
Spot which, under the wings of the
Bab's overshadowing Sepulchre, and
in the vicinity of the future Ma@.riqu'l-A<Lhkiir, which will be reared
on its flank, is destined to evolve
into the focal center of those worldshaking, world-<!mbracing, world-directing administrative institutions.
ordamed by Baha'u'llili and anticipated by 'Abdu'I-BahO., and which
are to function in consonance with
the principles that govern the twin
institutions of the Guardianship and
the Universal House of Justice.
Then, and then only, will this momentous prophecy which illuminates
the concluding passages of the Tablet of Carmel be fulfilled: 'Erelong
u:iU God sail His Ark upon. thee
(Carmel), and will manifest the people of BaM who have been mentioned in the Book of Names·'"
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Inte....America News

Lima, Peru

The Inter-America Committee is
extremely gratified at the very kind
response of the friends to its appeal
for pioneers and interest in this very
important work and wishes to thank
those Assemblies and groups who
have so kindly written the Committee. Financial assistance through the
regular charuiels has been assured
in some cases? but the Committee
still needs more volunteers.

Miss Eve Nicklin has opened a
Nursing School in Lima, Peru and
at the first session there were fourteen children. It is hoped that this
may develop into a Kindergarten
but as yet Miss Nicklin is known
only as a student and not yet a
teacher. She is studying Spanish at
the lovely old University and is
about to take up her residence in a
private home.

Radio Broodcrul

Honduras

On November 26 at six P.M. a
Radio broadcast from San Francisco
over KGEI carried the Baha'i Message in Spanish over short-wave to
the South and Central American Republics. Mrs. Amalia Ford was the
speaker and we have just learned
that the talk was picked up in Santiago, Chile, by our large group there
where Mrs. Atwater has been doing
such wonderful work, and that they
were tremendously impressed to
hear the name of Baha'u'llSh vibrate
over the ether. Although the broadcast was not very clear they are
asking for others and we hope they
will write to the Station and mention the reception of the talk.

Rio de Janeiro

News comes to us from Rio de
Janeiro that Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Wood are now wen located and are
very happy in their new home. 11
is not the policy of this Committee
to give addresses in the News Letters but we will gladly supply them
on request.

Santiago, Chile
Santia go, Chile is a rranging to
carry on extension work in Valparaiso where already they have sev,;.
eral contacts. Mrs. Atwater has declared her intention of remaining in
Chile for some time and she has
taken into her apartment a young
lady of great accomplishments who
speaks beautiful Spanish, and together they are working out a teaching plan for other cities. Word has
just come of the acceptance of the
Faith by Sra. Lucha Garrido de
Padilla, who is the wife of the former
Consul representing Chile at Los
Angeles. Sra. Padilla will make her
home in Antofagasta, Chile, and will
try to establish a study class there,
and so the Cause is spreading.

John Eichenauer is still maintaining his reputation for energetic
teaching work and is now in Honduras. He has ingratiated himself with
the Press of Central America and
sends us many clippings. Lately he
has had the opportunity of introducing the Faith into Rosario which is
an important mining town where
many American families are living;
Rosario is also in Honduras.
COBia Rica

Costa Rica still forges ahead. The
Spiritual Assembly of San Jose has
accepted the responsibility of introducing the Faith into Ptmtarenas
and we have received several registration cards from that city as well
as others from San Jose. The growth
is truly rem arka ble.

Cuatemala
Guatemala does not write us often
but recently we received a copy of

a local magazine in which Words of
'Abdu'l-Baha are printed in specially
black type. We do not know to whom
we are indebted for the courtesy of
this complimentary copy.

Puerl.o Rico
We are happy to announce that
four believers from New York have
now taken up their residence in
Puerto Rico where they expe~t to
remain and assist Miss Jones and
Mme. Disdier in teaching. The four
are Mrs. Ella Guthrie, her daughter,
Mrs. Edith Marangella, her daughter's son-in-law, Lucien McComb, Jr.,
and Mrs. Ayned McComb.

Ecuador
John Stearns writes of having secured a very comfortable apartment
where he conducts his business and
also has pleasant rooms for meetings and for the display of the Baha'i
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books. His health is very good and
he and the two young men believers
are working steadily in the teaching
work.

Havana
Miss Josephine Krnka was delayed
in leaving for Havana because of
illness but by now should be esta blished there for the winter. She has

made some new friends and we expect good news soon.

San SaltNUlor
Recently a registration card came
from San Salvador signed by Senorita Clara Luz Montalvo. We congratulate Clarence Iverson. on this
additon to the group and hope for
more soon.

Trarulalwn
We understand that the Dispensa-

tion is now .in process of being reviewed and we hope sOOn to have
this wonderful book to place at the
disposal of the friends. The translation into Spanish was made in Buenos Aires and is due to the kindly
offices of Philip Spragoe.

San Domingo
Miss Lentz in San Domingo has
been restricted in teaching the
Cause on account of the location of
her work in Sosua. However, recently the doors have opened and. Margaret Lentz is now in the capital
city, radiant at the opportunity for
wider service which has come to
her after her long sacrifice and difficult labor.

Panama
Our two lovely teachers in Pana~
mat Mrs. Caswell and Mrs. Oliver,
are now established in a new apartment with all conveniences and they
are very happy and particularly so
because they have a suitable place
for meetings and classes. Mrs. Caswell asks if it would be possible to
secure a Baha'i rosary for someone
who is very near to the acceptance
of the Faith and uses the prayers
and greatly desires. a rosary· We
are appealing in this way in case
some of the friends may have one
to contribute.
Mrs. Caswell urges that a member
of this committee or one of the N.S.A.
members make a trip to Central
America to visit all the Republics.
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We hope that conditions will permit
such a visit.

Eluabeth Cheney
Miss Cheney writes from Lima,
Ohio that rest and clean food are
causing great improvement in her
health and that after Christmas she
will undergo some severe surgery
which she hopes will completely restore her health. We ask the prayers of the friends for her as she is
a very valued and important maidservant whose services we need
badly.
EnroUment Carth
The Committee has issued new
registration cards which are printed
on very thin paper so that they may
be sent by air mail. We have suggested that aU Centers keep a book
as registry which those who accept
the Faith may sign. This book will
constitute a valuable addition to the
archives of each country, while the
enrollment cards themselves may be
sent to us for filing.
In/ormalu,n fo .. Pioneers
The committee has been filing all
information received in reply to our
Questionnaire asking for all particulars about the physical conditions of
each nf the Latin-American Republics. A great deal nf valuable information has been received which will
enable us to provide abundant data
about the various posts to which our
pioneers will go.
.
In Inter-America Bulletin for July,
we printed the Spanish translation
of that potent statement made by
Mrs. Axford in the Australia and
New Zealand Quarterly which bears
the heading "We Cannot Take Sides"
which the Guardian had commended sa highly. We sent the Guardian
a copy of this Bulletin and he expresses his great approval and
thanks us for the promptness with
which we acted in this matter and
the speed with which he received
our Bulletin. The Baha'i Inter-America Bulletin is sent to all pioneers
and centers in Latin-America and
carries news of the progress of the
Faith and messages of encouragement to our beloved pioneers and
with this issue of Baha'i News we
wish them a very happy and prosperous New Year with every blessing.
NELLIE S. FRENCH,

Corresponding Secretary

Schedule of Meetings of
National Assembly
The friends are informed that
the schedule of meetings adopted
by the N ationa! Spiritual Assembly and announced in BaM', News
of May, 1941, has been revised.
The dates of February 21, 22 and
23, and of April 3, 4 and 5, 1942,
have been rescinded, and in place
of them a meeting will be held
March 6, 7, 8 and 9.
This revjsed schedule reflects
the increasing need for concentration of effort on the most important things, and for administrative economy.
The meeting date of April 29 is
retained, and the Convention will
be held April 3D, and May 1, 2 and
3, in accordance with the original
schedule.

Reproductions of the
Guardian's Cabled Appeal
The friends are informed that the
National Assembly is arranging for
the distribution nf a card-size reprint nf the Guardian's cablegram
received December 13, 1941, to each
believer. Distribution will be made
in the same way as Baha'i News,
in bulk to Assemblies and groups
for the local believers, and direct
to the isolated list. Since this message calls for reconsecration of ev~
ery American Baha'i, the National
Assembly wants the friends to have
a COpy in a form suited to frequent
reference.
IN MEMORIAM
Grant, 0 my Lord, that they who ha.ve
ascended unto Thee may repair unto Him
Who is the m08t exaJted Companion. a.nd
abide beneath th.e 8'hadow of the Ta.bernacIe of Thy ma.jesty and the Sanctua.ry
of Thy glory.-BAHA'u'r.rJ.:H.

Mr. Frank Osborne, New York.
Miss Emma Claus, Springfield, ill.
Mrs. Louise Talbott, Freeport, N. Y.
Mrs. Bessie McCauley, Danville, Ill.

Baha'i Directory
Additions and Revisions to
January 5, 1942
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
Committee on Assembly Develop~
ment: Louis G. Gregory, Secretary,
421 Broadway t Cambridge, Mass.
(After May, address is Eliot, Maine.)
Mrs. Amelia Collins, Mrs. Dorothy
Baker.

This new Committee will assist in
the development nf Assemblies by
arranging for personal visits by
members of the Committee or by
selected teachers, in order to take
up with the Assembly the essential
rna tters on which its services to the
Cause and the growth of the community depends, and help outline
teaching plans, etc.
COMMITTEE ADDITIONS AND
REVISIONS
Green Acre Baha'i Schoo!: Change
of address, Miss Marjorie Wheeler,
Secretary, 59 Davidson Street, Worcester, Mass.
Temple Program: New members
added. Miss Sophie Loeding, Secretary, 4318 Greenview Avenue, Chicago, ill., Mrs. Sarah Walrath, Mrs.
Janet Lindstrom. Mrs. Clarence
Ullrich unable to serve.
Regiona! Teaching Committee of·
California and Nevada: New member added, Mrs. Jessie Kemper.
John Keith unable to serve.
ASSEMBLIES
Springfield, ill. Change of address.
Mrs. Gretchen Schultz, Secretary,
1628 So. 16th Street.
Detroit, Mich. Change of address.
Mrs. Jessie B. Hall, Secretary, 2387
WODdstock Drive.
Rochester, New York. Change of
address. Miss Christtne McKay, Secretary, 1410 Highland Avenue.
Findlay, Ohio. Dissolved for lack
of numbers.
.

Enrollments and Transfers
Chicago, seven. Jamestown, four.
Minneapolis, four.
New Haven.
three. Miami, two. New York, two.
Washington, two and one youth. Los
Angeles, two. Richmond Highlands,
two. Urbana, two. San Diego, two.
Baltimore, two. Spokane, one. Vancouver, one. ·Phoenix, one. Milwaukee, one. Worcester, one.
Enrollments of isolated believers
reported in December-eleven.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Sovereignty, January 19; Dominion, February 7.
Period of the Fast: Nineteen days
beginning March 2.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: See special announcement in this issue.

~
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The Enviable North American Baha'i Community
Must, if Necessary, Hold the Fort Alone!
Cablegram from the Gunrdian
. (The) immersion (of the) ma teri·
ally most powerful (and) spiritual·
ly most endowed nation in mankind's most critical (and) pregnant
ordeal tests (the) spirit (and) chal·
lenges (the) audacity (of the) promoters (of the) Divine Plan. (The)
privileges conferred (are) immeasurable. (The) time (at) their disposal (is) h 0 urI y shortening.
(Their) respon.sibilities (are) commensurately mounting. (The) first
froi ts already garnered (are) unbelievably rich. (The) Baha'i world's
attention, focussed (upon the) winners (of) such prizes, (is) more
firmly fixed. (Their) sister communities (in the) European continent
(are) engulfed (and) severed (from
their) World Center. Other communities, Australia, India, Persia,
Egypt, not excepting (the) Holyland, (are) facing (an) increasingly
grave situation. (The) enviable
North American Baha'i community
must support (its) daughter Assemblies (in the) Western Hemisphere
(and) hold (the) fort alone if necessary. (I am) prompted (to) direct
special attention (to the) Bab's clarion call addressed (to the) people
(of the) West (to) issue forth (from
their) cities (and) aid (the) Cause;

February, 1942
same Century, and Whose unqualified success can alone befittingly
crown it?
(Cab!.egram Tecei-vea FeOTUaTll 9, 1942)

(to) Bah.i'u'll3h's subsequent, spe-

cific (and) unique summons (to) all
(the) Presidents (of the) Republics
(in the) . New World; (and to)
'Abdu'l~Baha's still more
specific
formulation (of the) Plan entrusted
(to the) North American contioent.
(I am) impelled (to) urge all believers (to) give henceforth (their)
urgent, sustained, primary consid.
eration (at) all Assembly meetings,
Summer School sessions, Convention deliberation.s, Nineteen Day
Feasts, Regional Conferences (and)
Teaching gatherings (to the)
speedy accomplishment (of the)
specific teaching tasks (in the)
North American States (and) Provinces (and in the) Central (and)
Soutbern
(American)
Republics.
(The) seventh year (of the) first
BaM'l Century Witnessed (the) termination (of the) last of three successive upheavals involving (the)
sacrifice (of the) lives (of the) majority (of the) dawn-breakers (of
the) Heroic Age. Can sacrifice (of)
home, possessions, comfort (and)
security by their descendents, (the)
champion builders (of the) Formative Age, be deemed too great for
(the) sake (of the) Plan associated
(with the) last seven years (of the)

Complete Temple Exterior
in 1'94.2
To the Spiritual Assemblies, Comm.unities and groups Of the Bahli'is
of the United States ~nd Canada.
Beloved FTiends:
This communication will present
to you the facts and schedules which
enter into our great Temple construction proj ect under the Seven
Year Plan-completion of the exterior decoration and making the outside circular steps. As the Guardian
has urgently advised, we must carry out all the unfinished work in
1942 as afterward it may be impossible on account of international conditions.
Our understanding and our determination, therefore, must (as far
as the Temple ;s concerned) focus
on the plan to complete the Temple
exterio-r in 1942.
The Guardian~s Instruction
"This matter has aroused his
grave concern, as the Guardian believes that in view of the relation
of the U. S. A. to the international
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situation, the rlsmg costs, labor
shortage, etc., it may be both increasingly difficult and expensive to
complete this work with every
month that goes by. He, therefore,
would urge you to impress on Mr.
Earley . . . the necessity of com·
pleting wbatever ornamentation of
the main story remains, during the
winter months, so that at the earliest moment next spring, when the
weather permits the work at the
Temple itself to be resumed, the
la 51 faces may be placM in final
position." (October 26, 1941)
"Now that the construction of the
steps of the Temple has had to be
postponed and in view of the increasing gravity of the international
situation, a special and pressing responsibility rests on the National assembly to insure, with the aid of
the contractor and through eyery
other possible means, the completion of the nine faces of the edifice
before the end of next spring. During the coming winter months the
work at the studio should be (so)
conducted that no delay whatever
will be incurred when the time for
the placing of the remaining faces
arrives. During these same months,
while the teaching work is being
strenuously pursued, the most effective measures for the construe·
tion of the steps should be carefully
considered, and thus insure the uninterrupted progress of this vital aspect of the Seven Year Plan." (October 26, 1941)
The Work to Be Done
Before winter weather interrupted the work of applying the finished
units to the main story faces in December,. 1941, seven of the nine faces
had been completed, and the last
two faces were partly done. In addition, the finished units for completing these last two faces were
shipped· to the Temple and are
stored there for use this spring.
Besides the exterior ornamentation, there is the important matter
of the steps. A good deal of the preliminary work on the steps was done
in 1941, and the reinforcing steel
was purcpased.
Before we can regard the Temple
exterior as fully completed, the
dome and clerestory units should be
carefully cleaned, so that the entire
outer surface of the House of Worship may be uniformly white and
free from discoloration. The dome
and clerestory. it might be pointed

out, were discolored by the dust
storms which raged some eight or
nine years ago, an unusual condition not likely to be repeated. The
Temple Trustees have no estimate
for the cost of cleaning, and therefore this item is not included in
the schedule below. It should not..
however, be more than a few hundred dollars.
Time and Cost Schedule
It is imperative to begin work as
soon as weather permits, which
means some time in April. The Temple Trustees must be able to authorize the contractor to proceed with
the work on the last two faces and
also with the work on the steps,
and the Trustees must therefore
be assured of sufficient funds.
The following schedule of costs
includes estimates on the uofinished
work, and likewise it lists the schedule of monthly payments which the
Trustees and the contractor mutually agreed upon in October, 1941,
when the Trustees were unexpectedly informed of another increase in
the estimated cost of finishing the
exterior ornamentation.
1. Estimated cost of complet.ing faces eight and nine,
mainstory ...... , .......... $ 7,800.00
Estimated cost for casting
and placing the outside
steps ...................... 21,800.00
$29,600.00

n. Cost of completing sixth
and seventh faces by De1941 ...... ,....... 6,024,97

cember~

III. Monthly schedule tor 1942 of
payments on costs incurred
on mainstory faces prior to
faces six and seven, and on
steps up to the middle 01
August, 1941, when this
work had to be suspended:
Malnstory ,Faces
January .... ~ ... _.$1,000.00
February .. _... ... 1.000.00
March
1,000.00
April
1.000.00
May .............. 1.000.00
JlIDe ... , .. ,., ..... 1.000.00
July .............. 1.500.00
August ...
1.500.00
September .
1.500.00
October ....
1.500,00
Steps
November ....
1.277.98
December .
1,277.98

January 15. on faces
six and seven ... 6,024.97
7.024.97

Total payable in 1942 from
February 1 to December 1 $43,155.96
VI. Cash available from sale of
strip of land to WIimette
Village for realignment of
Sheridan Road ............ 4,200.00

VII. Total needed from contributiOllB of Baha'is ........... $38,955.96

A Glorious Victory
The completion of the relatively
small amount of work still to be
done on our magnificent House of
Worship will be a glorious victory
for the Cause of Baha'u'llilh! We
would be denying the meaning of
the Master's loving assurances, we
would be overlooking the sigoificance of the Guardian's messages
on the subject of the Temple over
a period of many years, if we do
not thrill at this prospect of bringing the construction work to an end
this calendaT yeaT, and fail to con~
centrate our resolves upon this historic task.
To summarize: in order to com~
plete the unfinished Temple work
in 1942, the Trustees must be assured of some $5,500 per month during April, May, June, July, August
and September, and of $1200 to $1500
monthly in October, November and
December. Such a schedule is much
less than the annual expenditure on
Temple construction in recent years.
The task is within our capacity. Let
us accomplish it, and thereby succeed in raising a monument to
Baha'u'llah's Most Great Peace in
a time of conflict and suffering
throughout the world. This will stimulate teaching and will release all
energy and resources for accom·
plishing the teaching tasks of the
Seven Year Plan,
F aitnfully yours,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Organic Thrift

$14.555.96

IV. Total estimated cost for
Temple
construction
in
1942 ....................... $50.180.93
V. Less
payments
already
made in 1942:
January 31, on
man thly schedule $1,000.00

The awareness of our being an
or ganism, every part of which
draws life-sustenance from its center, should permeate our planning
in the va,rious fields of Baha'i serv·
ice. All lines of work should continue; but - at certain times, under
supreme
guidance,
concentrated
emphasis may make one goal far
more important than others. Under
the Seven Year Plan our present
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primal duty is clearly set by directions from Shogbi Effendi. The capacities of the friends as well as
the state and needs of mankind are
well known to the supreme guidance
which inspires our- efforts.
The
attention of Assemblies,
groups and Baha'i schools is again
called to the need of exercising a
wise economy in the selection of
teachers and workers t until the Sev-en Year Plan, which yet has but
little more than two years to run,
i'5 brought to a victorious and joyful completion. Nobly and generously have the friends responded at
every call, meriting unstinted praise
for their zeal and sacrifices in the
Path of God. The residuum of the
task challenges our utmost endeavors-prayers, loving service, active
teaching. sustained efforts, contin·
ued sacrifices, Wise economy. What
we give is vital; what we save, with
suc.cess in view, no less so. In consideration of the latter, the various
administrative bodies, such as Assemblies,
committees,
groups,
schools, should improve the capacities of· local workers as far as
possible, so a s to save the travel
and Ii ving expenses of those who
may come from a distance, in order
to conserve more resources for the
completion of the Seven Year Plan
as a whole.
This of course is not to be a requirement to be enforced with rigid10, December 18, 1941. (Com.pletion of Sixth and
ity. The flexibility and guidance of Main Story Ornamentation No.
Seventh Main Story Faces)
administration, its adaptability to
serve varying conditions and needs
These words of the Guardian will wood. These will add to our very
are signs of its organic life. Cold- apply to each and everyone of the ir.teresting display of articles in the
ness and rigidity express death. But
pioneers who have gone into the Inler-America booth at the next
the supreme value of completing,
foreign fields of service, they are Convention.
for service to humanity and obedian encouragement and a promise
Translation
ence to God, the great plan in the
to all; but we must recognize that
The Committee is rej oiced at the
time ordained, should keep us mindsome fields are more easily cultiful of our first duty, one to be ful- vated than others. The Guardian has news of the completion of the Spanish translation of the uDispen~a
filled not only by giving means,
also said that the spiritual and in· tionH which was made in Buenos
strength of will and devotion, but
tellectual nature of the Latin peo- Aires by Sr. Tormo and Sr. Ricci.
by the exercise of a wise frugality
ples should tend to make them proexpressed in simple living and a found and excellent Baha'is. The It was brought to the United States
by Sr _ Ricci and has been reviewed
wise and prudent selection of helpGua·rdian has the highest hopes for by. him and Mrs. Anduaga in New
ers.-NATIONAL SPIRlTUAL ASSEMBLY
their future services to the Cause York so that it is now ready for
. of God and the important contribu- publication. We are all indebted to
Inter-America News
tions they will make to its unfold- Philip Sprague for his very generIn a letter from the Guardian ad- ment and establishment.
ous as sistance in this matter.
dressed to the pioneers in Costa
Cosl« Rica
Havana
Rica he congratulated them most
. The Costa Rica Assembly continFrom Havana we learn that Miss
heartily on such a wonderful and ues to send in registration cards
glorious achievement, and declared and recently we have received a Kruka is very encouraged by the
that future generations will extol gift of native craftsmanship in the number of new inquirers who have
their labors, follow in their foot- form of a lovely little mosaic box come to the meetings. She writes of
steps and derive inspiration from made of various native woods and a class of young people from the
their pioneer activities.
a paper cutter made from coffee ages of ten to seventeen who are
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being taught the Cause together with
English.

Uruguay
A long and interesting letter has
come from Wilfrid Barton from
Montevideo enclosing registration
cards of two new believers and
relating the interest of others. He
mentions a move taken toward legal recognition which is required in
Uruguay and seems to be meeting
with success in that as well as other
things.

Dominican Republic
Miss Lentz has returned to Trujillo and is definitely located there
again. Her health is iinproving and
she is not restricted in her teaching
activities as she was in Sosua.

Panama
OUr anxiety a bout our pioneers
in Ancon seems to be unfounded as
they write that Mrs. Oliver's employment in the Laboratory of the
Gorgas Hospital would probably necessitate her remaining there under
any conditions and Mrs. Caswell
would not leave unless required to
do so by the Government in which
case she will try to get permission
to go to another of the Republics.
. They send us the registration card
of the first resident of the Canal
Zone upon which we congratulate
them and await Mrs. Rudy's photograph for The Baha'i World. We are
collecting the photographs of the
first believer in each of the Republics as they will make a valuable
addition to the historical records of
The BahlI'; World.

Hondura;'
A letter just received from John
Eichenauer tells of his very inter·
esting and successful extension
work in Honduras. He writes: "On
receipt of the Guardian's cable 01
December 13 as contained in the
Bulletin of December which reached
Honduras on January 1, a special
meeting was called to read the cahIe and to pray for the succes s of
the teaching work and the friends
generally. At this meeting eleven
people signed a note of greeting
which I enclose herewith. I t
John's travels have taken him
again to the mining town of Rosario
and then to another mining center
named Agua Fria. Later he visited
the cities of Comayagua and Siguatepeque on the north coast of Hon-

This Apostolic Campaign
HNothing must be permitted
to hamper or slow down this
apostolic campaign which the
believers have undertaken. It
represents the discharge of their
moral duty towards their fellow men. that of permitting
them, in these cataclysmic
times, to hear the Message
their Lord has sent to them and
the ways He has prescribed for
them to solve their problems
and heal their ills. n
-SHOGHI EFFENDI

duras. He then made the acquaintance of the editors of two newspapers, Diario Comercial and Et
NOTte of the city of San Pedro SuJa
and received recognition after which
hf; visited La Lima, center of the
United Fruit Company's holdings in
Honduras. From La Lima he went
to Progreso, Tela, and La Ceiba
where he introduced the Faith to an
official 01 the Standard Fruit Company and the American Vice Consul. En route back to Tegucigalpa
he was to stop at Puerto Cortes.
The Inter-America Committee is
deeply impressed "With this remarkable report and feels that John is
becoming thoroughly
acquainted
with Central America.

Chile
Such glowing accounts of the
growth of the work in Chile come
from Mrs. Atwater each month, and
the wonderful part of it is the many
ramifications 01 the teaching which
have come about by those from Santiago who have either moved or been
transferred to other cities in Chile.
The receipt of the registra !ion card
of Senora Padilla is very encouraging. Senora Padilla is going to make
her home in Antofagasta and her
husband who was the former Con·
suI in Los Angeles is very much
interested in the Cause and has been
very helpful. Beside this ~ Mrs. Atwater tells of a large piece of property which Sr. Herrera desires to
give to the Cause as soon as the
Spiritual Assembly may legally take
possession of it and that the plan
is to cultivate it and plant productive things there. The area of the

land is about forty acres. Extension
teaching work was to begin at once
in Valparaiso. Also Mrs. Atwater
tells of a very fine letter which they
had received from John Eichenauer
which rejOices both them and the
committee as· it is highly advisable
that the pioneer communities should
communicate with each other and
thus lend encouragement.
Bra:oil
An interesting letter has been reocei ved from Beatrice Irwin telling
of her many interesting contacts in
South America. Miss Irwin's journey was undertaken in the interests of her profession but she utilized every moment and every opportunity to advance the knowledge
of the Faith. Her lectures drew
fine audiences and she was able to
distribute Baha'i literature to many
important people among the intellectuals of Brazil both in Rio and
Sao ·Paulo.

Bolivia
The Committee hopes very soon
to be able to announce that a new
pioneer has gone into the field of
Bolivia where already Mrs. Adler
has left three very ardent believers
with whom we are in regular correspondence. But the need for pioneers is very great and if we are
to carry forward the work which
the Guardian has indicated afld
which 'Abdu'l-Bahii so strongly enjoined upon us we must have other
applicants. We do not intend to relax one moment in the pursuit of
our objective unless we are definite--ly prevented by war conditions) and
then it would not be from our desire but because as obedient servants to our Government, we must
follow their decrees. We believe
however that there will be no cessa·
tion to the forward march of the
Faith notwithstanding international
conditions.

Peru
We must not bring this report to
a close without mentioning Miss
Nicklin and the success which she
is having in Lima, Peru. Although
she has been located only a short
time she has already established a
Nursery School which is meeting
with the greatest approval of the
Peruvian mothers who are sending
their little children to her. She is
living in the family of some delightful refugees and is making
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many valuable acquaintances. The
initia ti ve which is manifest in the
work of our pioneers is something
truly remarkable and it fills our
hearts with admiration and rejoicing.
NELLIE S. FRENCH
COTTesponding Secretary

This, the Most Fateful Hour
in Their ffistory
jiA triple call, clear-voiced, insistent and inescapable, summons to
the challenge all members of the
American aaha'i community, at this,
the most fateful hour in their history. The' first is the voice, distant
and piteous, of those sister communities which now, alas, are fettered
by the falling chains of religious orthodoxy and isola ted through the
cruel barriers set up by a rampant
nationalism. The seeond is the plea,
no less vehement and equally urgent,
of those peoples and nations of the
New World, whose vast and unexplored territories await to be. warmed by the light and swept into the orbit of the Faith of Baha'u'llah. The
third, more universal and stirring
than eitller of the others, is the call
of humanity itself crying out for deliverance at a time when the tide of
mounting evils has destroyed its
equilibrium and is now strangling
its very life.
"These imperative calls of Baha'i
duty the American believers can im~
mediately if only partially answer." . . .
"And yet, though their influence
be at the present hour indecisive
and their divinely-conferred authority unrecognized. the role they can
play in both alleviating the hardships that afflict their brethren and
in attenuating the ills that torment
mankind is none the less consider~
able and far-reaching. By the range
and liberality of their contributions
to mitigate the distress of the bereaved, the exiled and the imprisoned; by the persistent, the wise
and judicious intervention of their
elected representatives through the
authorities concerned; by a clear
and convincing exposition, when~
ever circumstances are propitious,
of the issues involved; by a vigorous defence of the rights and liberties denied; by an accurate and dignified presentation of the events that
have transpired; by every manner
of encouragement which their sympathies may suggest. or their means

Mrs. H. Emogene Haagc with Baha'18 of Havana, Cuba, 1940.

permit, or their consciences dictate,
to succor the outcast and the impoverished; and above all by their
tenacious adherence to, and wide
proclamation of, those principles,
laws, ideals, and institutions which
their disabled fellow-believers are
unable to affirm or publicly espouse; and lastly. by the energetic
prosecution of those tasks which
their oppressed fellow-workers are
forbidden to initiate or conduct, the
privileged community of the American Baha'IS can playa conspicuous
part in the great drama involving so
large a company of their unemancipated brethren in the ASiatic, the
European and African continents.
"Their duties towards mankind in
general are no less distinct and vital. Their impotence to stem the tide
of onrushing calamities, their seeming helplessness in face of those
cataclysmic forces that are to con~
vulse human society, do not in the
least detract from the urgency of
their unique mission, nor exonerate
them from those weighty responsibilities which they alone can and
must assume." ...
"Though powerless to avert the
impending contest the followers of
Baha'u'Uah can, by the spirit they
evince and the efforts they exert
help to circumscribe its range,
shorten its duration, allay its hardships, proclaim its salutary consequences, and demonstrate its necessary and vital role in the shaping: of

human destiny. Theirs is the duty to
hold, aloft and undimmed, the torch
of Divine Guidance,- as the shades of
night descend upon, and ultimately
envelop the entire human race.
Theirs is the function, amidst its tumults, perils and agonies, to witness
to the vision, and proclaim the approach, of that re-created . society.
that Christ-promised Kingdom, that
World Order whose generative impulse is the spirit of none other than
Baha'u'IIa.h Himself, whose dominion is the entire planet, whose
watchword is unity, whose animating power is the force of Justice,
whose directive purpose is the reign
of righteousness and truth, and
whose supreme glory is the complete, the undisturbed, and everlasting felicity of the whole of human
kind. By the sublimity and serenity
of their faith, by the steadiness and
clarity of their vision, the incorruptibility of their character, the rigor
of their discipline, the sanctity, of
their morals, and the unique example of their community life. they
can and indeed must in a world pollutted with its incurable corruptions,
paralyzed by its haunting fears, torn
by its devastating hatreds, and languishing under the weight of its appalling miseries demonstrate the
validity of their claim to be regarded as the sole repository of that
grace upon whose operation must
depend the complete deliverance,
the fundamental reorganization and
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the supreme felicity of all
kind,H

man-

-SHOGm EFFENDI

(From letter dated Juy 28. 1939)

The Race Unity College Project
The Race Unity Committee has
sponsored, over a period of eighteen
months) a project for reaching the
colleges of bi-racial areas with introductory presentations of the
Baha'i Faith. Louis Gregory, Lothar
Scliurgast, and Mrs. Dorothy Baker
assisted in initiating the project. Approximately sixteen thousand students have been reached at the present time. Mrs. Baker will add thirty
new colleges, eighteen white groups
and nine Negro schools, bringing the
project to a total of weIr over sixty
colleges and thirty thousand student
hearers~

In the fall of 1941 the circuit i.-:teluded eleven white colleges, f i v e
colored, and two Indian. The theme
01 the lecture was the world as a
single organism, motivated by a
world faith. The Pattern tOT Future
Society, by Shoghi Effendi, supplemented by The Image of God, was
distributed throughout the schools>
and a book will be presented to ea cit
library_
There were Baptist schools, Presbyterian schools, Methodist schools,
and State colleges; colored schools,
white schools, Indian schools; city
schools and hill schools t - and one
was a large and beautiful Quaker
college. Only one white man was to
be found on the fall circuit who hadever heard of the Baha'i Faith. He
was a student at the Quaker college, and had made the Baha'i Faith
the subject of his term theme. Taking the pamphlet of Shoghi Effendi
in his hands he said, "These writings
are very great. Does one leave one's
church to become a member?" The
reply Was given that to be truly universal, one could not permanently
remain in a segment of the old order.
uThis is right," he said wistfully.
"perhaps if I befriend this Faith
now I can belong later."
The talented head of an Indian
Normal College, where no speaking
appointment had previously bee n
made, said, after scanning the "Pattern For Future Society," that if
necessary, cIa s ses could be disbanded to hear this subject. As a
matter of fact, a tuberculosis clinic
was postponed on the following Monday, to make room for it. School men

are vitally attracted by the writings tion and The World Or cl e T oj
of Shoghi Effendi.
Buha'u'll<ih. Contents: PaTt One,
One could never tell where the in- The Individual Believer; Part Two,
terest would flare most brightly. The Local Spiritual Assembly; Part
Here an aristocratic college in the Three, National Spiritual Assembly;
.... eart of the blue-~rass, there a four- Part Four, Annual Convention; Part
year business college of a practical Five, Declaration of Trust and Byturn of mind, and again one of the Laws of the National Spiritual Asstate colleges, colored or white, sembly, By-Laws of a Local Spiritwould press the speaker to stay on ual Assembly.
for a day or two. It is to be regretted Per copy, in fabrikoid ......... $1.00
that this was never possible.
Per copy, bound in paper ...... $0.75
The race question came up occaThree Spiritual Truths FOT a
sionally but never -offensively. Men- World C i v i liz a t ion, words of
tion of this basis of unity was al- Baha 'u ~llah with explanation and
ways made in thE' lecture. but it application to current conditions
seldom took the center of the stage taken from the Guardian's World
in discussion. However, one young Order letters. 12-page leaflet for use
dt.an, a Negro of unusual thoughtful. as teaching literature. Temple illusTlf!OS
and charm. seemed doubtful tration as frontispiece. Sold only in
of the wisdom of the uncompromis- lots of 100. Per hundred copies.$2.00
ing. unity required in Baha'i comClassification of Baha'i Study
munity life. When assured that Sho- Sources, by William Kenneth Chrisghi Effendi t and the Master before tian. A list of all available Baha'i
him t had upheld that pattern as the texts in the English language, clasclearest demonstration that we could sified according to their source. A.
lead the world to peace, he said, guide to the literature for- all Baha'i
"But don't you think you might com- students. Paper pamphlet, eight
promise a little because of organi- pages. Per copy ............... $0.10
ZE tions like the Ku Klux Klan? I, One
Study Outline and Aids for The
of our companions replied: "The Advent of Divine Justice. Prepared
speaker has said that this Faith is by the Study Outline Committee,
the Kingdom of God. If this is true, this Outline supplies for groups and
you cannot compromise it or divide study classes, as well as the isolated
it." The dean became thoughtful and
student, a method of using the
then said, "This Faith may be worth Guardian's The Advent of Divine
dying for."
Justice as a study text. The Outline
RACE UNITY COMMITTEE
contains 26 mimeographed pages,
bound in heavy paper. Its arrangement includes: Tablet revealed by
Publishing Announcemeuts
Bahieu'llah to the Americas; formal
The Publishing Committee calls outline of the text with page referattention to the following list of new ences for each subject; topical study;
titles, including The Bahci'! WOTld, questions about matters arising from
Vol. VIII.
'considera tion of the text; references
The Bahci'i World, Vol. VIII, .1088 for further study; glossary.
pages, with special Frontispieces Per copy ..................... $0.35
and about 200 illustrations. See sepIn Spanish
arate description of its contents.
Publication date,
February 16.
La Religion Mundial, translation
Bound in cloth· with gold title. Per of the Guardian's World Religion.
copy ....................... >. $5.00 Sold only in lots of one hundred
Baha'i Procedure, revised edition. copies. Per hundred copies .... $1.50
Address orders to Bahii'i PublishThis compilation of the Guardian's
instructions
and of procedures ing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue,
adopted by the National Spiritual Wilmette, m.
Assembly has been completely reStar of the West
vised. It contains new material not
Back Number Wanted
available when the work was originally prepared, the order of contents
The Publishing Committee needs
has been altered 1 and all material copies of Star of the West, Vol. III,
not representing definite rules of ac- No.1. Friends able to supply one
tion has been eliminated. The size or more of this issue are requested
has also been changed. This revised to communicate with the Commitedition has the same page size and tee at 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
appearance as Bahci~i Administra- Ill.
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Radio Exhibit for Convention
The National Radio Committee is
planning an Exhibit for the Convention that all present may get an inclusive view of actual work done by
all the Assemblies and Regional
Committees of the United States and
Canada, and their indomitable pioneers in far lands.
In order to make this exhibit
a complete success, it will be necessary for each Assembly and every
Regional Committee and every pioneer teacher to send in their information just as soon as possible to
the Secretary of The National Radio
Committee t Mrs. Wendell Bacon,
Monson, Mass.
We shall need to have the call letters of each station used and their
station folder giving the radius covered by each station, as we intend
to show the actual coverage of each
station broadcast on a large map of
the United States and Canada. together with others reaching South
America. and broadca sts also given
in South America through the efforts
of our pioneers, that no single
broadcast may be left out. Please
give us your full support in this Exhibit, so that this map may be a
truly inclusive bird's eye view of our
work.
RADIO COMMITI'I:l::
By Florence Morton. Chairman

The Baha'i World

Vol. VIII
The biennial international record
whose contents are chosen and arranged by the Guardian has rcopidly developed not only in its importance as the organ of the Baha'i
world commonwealth but also in the
scope and variety of its contents.
The current issue, Volume VIII,
covers the two-year period April 21,
1938 to April 20, 1940. It is the largest book yet to appear in the series,
containing 1088 pages and 200 illustrations, including special frontis
pieces and also maps.
Only a few brief references can
be made here to its impressive
wealth of picture and of text,
The Frontispieces are: The Purest Branch, Monuments of the Moth·
er and Brother of 'Abdu'l-Baha, letter from the late Dowager Queen
Marie of Rumania addressed to Shoghi Effendi. In P art One is found
selections from the Baha'i Sacred
Writings. annual reports of the National Spiritual Assemblies, aims
e

Display of TempJe -Model in Floril!ll Shop of Louise Bales, Beverly
November t 1940

and purposes of the Faith, account
of the transfer of the remains of the
Brother and Mother of 'Abdu'l-Baha
to Mt. Carmel, the passing of Munirih Khanum, Part Two, the World
Order of Baha'u'llim, with numerous
selections and documents including
newly incorporated Assemblies, the
Mashriqu'l-Adhkar, Baha'i Calendar
and Festivals, Youth Activities, References to the Faith, In Memoriam
articles and photographs. Part
Three. Baha'i Directory, bibliography, with titles of publications
printed in 43 different languages.
Part Four, articles and reviews, mUsic, poems, contents of all previous
volumes, and maps.
The Guardian has said that The
Buha'i WOTld is the best means by
which the individual believer may
keep abreast of the steady development of the Faith throughout the
world. To pilgrims he has declared
that it is one of the best mediums
for teaching.
The price of the current volume,
as reported in the Publishing Com-

Hi~

mittee announcement, is actually
less than the cost of each book.
It is hoped that plans can be made
for placing a certa in number of
these books in important Libraries,
giVIng review copies to newspapers
and magazines. etc. Local Assemblies can assist greatly by arranging
for the distribution of some copies
in their city.
The friends will appreciate the unusual difficulties under which the
Editorial Committee worked to secure the articles and illustrations
from various parts of the world due
to international conditions, and what
a great proof and testimony of the
power of the Cause has been created
by the Guardian out of the material
he has had available.

World Order Magazine
As we approach the Baha'i new
year, March 21. the business department of World Order (the Baha'i
Magazine) is hopeful that the event
will be marked by a peak sub scrip-
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tion enrollment bringing the magazine within sight of its goal, to become self-sustaining.
This would indeed be a glorious
and inspIrmg accomplishment to
the editorial department, contributing friends and Baha'is throughout
the world.
Monthly visits of the magazine
bring to its Baha'i subscribers an
ever broadening know ledge of Ba-

ha'i teachings, most comforting to
Bah .. 'is and' enlightening to non-Baha'is.
The yearly Sllbscription rate continues at $1.50 for single individual
SUbscriptions or, five or more yearly subscriptions, on one order may
be enrolled at $1.25 each. Address:
World Order Magazine, Subscription
Department, 110 Linden avenue,
Wilmette, Illinois.

Photograph_Ringstones
The Committee on Miscellaneous
Materials, the appointment and
function of which wa s announced
two months ago, is pleased to make
the following report:Steel engravings of the Hsmiling"
photograph of 'Abdu'l-Bahil are
again

available in

an edition of

about 200 copies. When these are
gone the Committee is uncerlam
when another edition can be struck
from the plate, as this engraving requires use of a special quality paper the manufacture of which has
been suspended.
Each engraving is mailed in a special. wrapping to assure safe delivery. Per copy, postpaid, $1.75.
A few Baha'i ringstones are also
available, at two prices, $2.50 and
$3.25 each, depending on size' and
qu aJity of stone.
Address orders to H. E. Walrath,
4639 Beacon Street, Chicago, Ill.

Winter Session Lonhelen Baha'i
The Winter Session at the Louhelen Baha 'f School, December 26, 1941
through January 1, 1942, demonstrated the integrating force of the
Faith of Bah!! 'u'llilh. The believers
who gathered there from Ohio, Indiana, nlinois, New York, Maryland,
and Michigan centered their energies uponlhe propagation of tlie Bah.a'i teachings. The power of attraction when believers stand shoulder
to shoulder is great. Seekers from
Flint came to the school. Some arrived at breakfast and stayed

through until bedtime. This was the
first Winter Session that we were
unable to house all who wished to
stay at night.
At the after-breakfast devotions,
the friends shared with each other
trea sures they had mined from Shoghi Effendi's translations of the
j. Prayers and Medita Hons." These
led up to the forenoon focus upon
the best ways of "Developing the Inner Life Through Prayer in Action,"
with topics arranged by Mrs. Bertha H .. Kirkpatrick and based on
Gleanings From The Writings of BahlPu'llcih and the Prayers and Meditations. The give and take of thought
between Baha tis during these meetings further stimulated those who
had come out to investigate the
teachings.
This inspiration was augmented
by the afternoon Forums, under the
guidance of Mr. Frank Warner, who
ably coordinated the developing
thought surrounding the subject of
"Baha'i Understanding of World
Conditions and Baha'i Responsibilities." The PTomised Day Is Come
and other letters of Shoghi Effendi,
together with Foundations of World
Unity, were the basis of study.
Twenty-six seekers gathered the
opening night to hear the Baha'i
message from the lips of Mr. Warner.
Speaking on the subject ,jFacing
Facts Today," on Tuesday, December 30, Mr. Warner spoke to the
Flint Shrine at a luncheon meeting.
On Saturday afternoon, following
the Forum, representatives from
the Child Study Groups in nearby
communities came to the school to
hear Prof. Stanwood Cobb speak on
"New Horizons for the Child." Sunday afternoon found the group again
devoting their time to a meeting oriented to the attraction of the public.
More than fifty Baha'is and their
friends heard Mr. Cobb, Miss Rafealita Hilario from Manila, Sr. A.
Leao from Rio- de Janeiro, and Mr.
Frank Warner speak on different aspects of the uOneness of the World
of Humanity." The audience responded with keen and intelligent
questions that were most stimulating.
Cars full of inquirers drove in for
the informal evening meetings, and
light refreshments were served. The
first evening was devoted to a demonstration fireside group; the next
night Dr. Cobb told some of his famous stories; then at another~ Mr.

Warner chatted with us about his
trip through fourteen European
countries and showed pictures taken
in the Holy Land; music and book
rE:views' .took up a fourth after dark
program; the Nineteen Day Feast of
Honor was celebrated on the 30th.
and on the 31st, we had an old tim~
stunt party that was knit together
with reminiscenses and songs.
One of the winter session students
brought out the thought that "here
is a spirit of deep consecration, of
firm resolve, of staunch fearless~
ness, and of level-headed balance
that is most invigorating;" and to
the truth of this expression of the
theme of the Louhelen Baha'i
School, a II present concurred.
Throughout the seven days we spent
together there was a warmth of
companionship that gave us all an
awareness of the protection of Baha'u'llah. and the ever-present guidance of our Guardian, whose prayers for us were answered -in the
opening of our minds and hearts, in
the deepening of our sense of responsibility toward the spiritual democracy of which we are a part.
LoUHELEN BAH.t\'f SCHOOL CoMMrrI'EE

Green Acre
Spooial IValice
The friends a re informed that the
name jjGreen Acre Inn" was adopt~
ed for the building at Green Acre
many years ago l before Green Acre
became a Baha'i institution, in fact
even before Sarah J. Farmer initia ted her great lecture sea sons . Now
that Green Acre is functioning as a
Baha'i School, the National Spiritual
Assembly prefers to designate the
property as i4Green Acre Baha'i
School" dormitory, dining room, etc.
There is also a legal reason involved, as Green Acre has recently been
recognized by the Federal Treasury
Department as a religious and educa tional institution not required to
file the reports submitted by commercial hotels. Furthermore, by not
conducting anything resembling a
hotel or inn or public boarding
house, the Green Acre Trustees will
not become involved in litigation
over claims for damages arising
from accidents, etc.
The Baha'i Schools are open not
only to believers but to persons who
wish to take the Baha'i courses offered each season, but they are not
public resorts of ordinary summer
01' winter vacation type.
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Baha'i Youth Bulletin
An issue of the BaM'l Youth Bulletin is to appear early in February. Its contents include: Actions
Today, by Ruhiyyih Kbanum; Challenge and Opportunity, Winnifred
Baker; The Guardian. Ruth Moffett;
Teaching in the Colleges, Dorothy
Baker; Youth in Paraguay, Elisabeth. Cheney; Youth Notes; Symposium Outlines.
The subscription rate to Baha'i
Youth Bulletin is 40<: per year,
or four consecutive issues. Its function is to unify, coordinate and give
expression to Baha 'j youth. The present number has special importance
in supplying the rna terial needed for
the Youth Symposium which has become such· an important annual affair.
Send subscriptions to Robert A.
Gaines, Business Manager, Brighton, Mich. Send articles and news
items to Editor, Baha'i Youth Bulletin, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,

m.
Spiritual Assembly ;'f the Baha'is of WankegaD, Illinois, newly estahlbhed

Inquiry About French
Literature
The National Spiritual Assembly
requests believers who have Baha'i
books and pamphlets in French to
send the titles of each to the National Baha'i Office, 536 Sheridan
Road, Wilmette, Ill. There is need
of French literature in connection
with teaching activities in both
North and South America, and when.
the available texts are known and
listed, arrangements can be made
to reproduce certain texts by the
photo-offset process directly from
the printed pamphlet or book. Kindly report only the titles of such texts
as are in clear type and on clean
paper, as old books do not reproduce well by this method.

Library Committee Activities
J

The total number of books donated
by this committee during the past
three months is 239; these books were
donated to 78 libraries, including 44
public libraries, 6 college and university libraries, 2 state libraries, 1
provincial library in Canada, the
American Unitarian Association, a
Veterans' Hospital Library, 2 State

Penitentiaries, and 20 army, naval
and air-field libraries.
L There is not much of interest to
report for these past three months;
however, it is encouraging to report

April 21, 1940

the ready acceptance of our books by
the various types of army libraries,
includingsQI!le .:>e",i~e Clubs. Camp
Stronach, established for Conscientious Objectors, is the second important camp of this type to accept
all ample supply of books. In Alaska,
five libraries accepted books: Fort
Richardson, 2 Naval Bases and 2
Army Defense Projects. The California and Nevada Regional Teachirlg Committee has been especially
active in army placements.
2. Several Assembly Library or
Teaching Committees have reported
that they are surveying library needs
in their cities and are planning to
place a basic book in their Branch
libraries and that they are bringing
the collections up-to-<Iate in the Main
Libraries.
3. The Librarian of the South Carolina State Penitentiary wrote that
several of the men had been inquiring about the BaM.'! Faith. After
books had been sent to that library,
Mr. Norris, the librarian, wrote the
following interesting letter: c'Your
book IBaha'u'llah and the New Era'
• rrived to-day and I wish to thank
you for such a very interesting book,
and I'm sure that the men here also
wish to thank you. It is really one
at the most interesting books I have
ever been fortunate enough to read.
Since reading the book I agree with

Miss Helen Kelier whole-heartedly,
and I wish you and the Baha. 'i Faith
all the luck in the world in these
troubled times." Our Committee seldom receives such a frank expression
of appreciation from a librarian.
4.
Miss Beryl Edgecombe of
this committee has kindly supplied
us with a copy of the American Library Association National Bulletin
and the New York Library Directory
which should be helpful in the library work and will assist us with
library records and in determining
the size and importance of public
libraries to which books are sent.
ELLEN SIl\.lS1

Chairman

Braille Committee
The Baha'i Committee on Braille
Transcriptions wishes to express its
appreciation of the remarkable
achievement of Mrs. Bahiyyih Valentine of New York City in completing the Braille Course and receiving a Certificate as Certified
Braille Transcriber from the National Red Cros s.
Mrs. Valentine writes that she has
attained the age of 86 years - she
has indeed proved the promise of
good found in Isaiah 40th chapter
and last verse; - "But they that
wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up with
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wings as eagles; they shali run, and
not be weary; and they shall walk,

and not faint."
We send greetings in the Greatest
Name to Mrs. Valentine, and her
blind teacher.
ELLA C. QUANT, Chairman

an administrative nature no longer
exists when the status has been altered, temporarily, to that of a
group. A group, as the Guardian
advised us recently, is not an administra ti
body.

ve

Enrollments and Transfers

Local Assembly
Letterheads
In Baha'i Administration is ~ letter
from the Guardian which instructed
the National Spiritual Assembly concerning the correct title or designation it should use on its letterhead.
The same instruction applies to
the local Spiritual Assemblies in
their field. As at present there is a
wide variety of letterheads being
used, the National Assembly wi!ilies
to point out ilia t the title or designa. tion of a local Assembly is it. corporate name, and in this title all the
words should be of the same size and
style of type.
For example:

Los Angeles, seven. Chicago, four.
Seattle, three. Cincinnati, two. Toronto, two. Washington, two and one
youth.
Buffalo,
two.. Oklahoma
City, one and one youth. Kansas
City, two. West Haven, one. Lima,
one. Cleveland, one. San Diego, one.
Binghamton, one.
Enrollment of isolated believers
reported during January, seventeen.

In Memoriam

Before ordering a new supply of
letterheads will each local Assembly
kindly consider this explanation.

Grant, 0 my Lord, that they who
have ascended unto Thee may repair unto Him Who is the most ex·
alted Companion, and abide beneath
the shadow of the Tabernacle of Thy
majesty and the Sanctuary of Thy
glory. -BAaA'u'LLAH.
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Peters, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Clark Gable, Los Angeles.
Mrs. ·George Ostburg, West Quincy,
Mass.
Mrs. Ida Watson, Chicago.

Records of Dissolved
Assemblies

Addition. and Revi.ions 10

SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE

BAHA'is

OF CHICAGO

Or:
SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE

BAHA'is

OF CLOVERDALE TOWNSHIP

To assist in the preservation of
the records of local Spiritual Assemblies, including Minutes, files of
press clippings, programs, correspondence, etc.; the National Spiritual Assembly has authorized the
Archives Committee to provide for
the keeping of the records of all
dissolved Assemblies pending the
restoration of the Assembly in each
case.
The believers who have in their
personal custody. the records of a
dissolved Assembly are requested
to send the records to the National
Baha'1 Office, 536 Sheridan Road,
Wilmette, Ill., and the National Assembly will turn them over to the
Archives Committee for custody.
It is understood that all such records pertaining to local comm unities are properly preserved by. the
local Assembly, and this plan has
been adopted in view of the fact
that authority and responsibility of

Baha'i Directory
February 6, 1942
COMMITTEES
Mrs. Charles Bishop, Secretary,
International Baha'i School. Address changed to 476 South Euclid
Avenue, Pasadena, Calif.
ASSEMBLIES
Binghamton, New York. New Secretary appointed: Miss Ida Noyes,
Corresponding Secretary, 43 Davis
Street.

Baha'i Calendar
Period of the Fast, nineteen days
beginning March 2.
Feast of Naw-Ruz, March 21.
Nineteen Day Feasts: Dominion,
February 7; Loftiness, March 2;
Splendor, March 21.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: March 6, 7, 8 and 9, at
Wilmette.

The Baha'i World Community
Each bulletin and each letter arriving from a Baha'i Assembly in
some distant land has in these days
become a cherished token of His
Grace in raising up one body of believers among mankind, an undivided body of incorruptible oneness,
immune to onslaught of prejudice
and of fear.
From current correspondence is
gathered the intensely interesting
notes and reports reproduced here
for the readers of Baha'i News.

1. From Haifa New. Letter
The Summer School report of the
Baha'i youth of Iran has been received by the Guardian. The report
describes the work of the school·during the second summer of its existence. It is an outstanding example
of fruitful and praiseworthy Baha'i
activities in Persia.
The Summer School was held in
Hadji Abad, forty kilometres outside
Tlhran. The period of study was divided into five sessions of ten days
each. The program included morning and afternoon classes. The
morning classes studied regularly
the History of Nabil- "The DawnBreakers," and "Some Answered
Questions." These classes were primarily for Bahit'i students who Were
receiving their education in high institutions of learning and who were·
desirous to prepare themselves for
serving the Cause in the near future.
In the afternoons, the meetings were
in the form of conferences conducted by Baha'i lecturers and educators. They dealt with Bahit'l subjects in general. Not only were these
conferences instructive as a medium of interchange of ideas, but they
proved to be socially valuable occasions for all believers to come to~
gether as one body and foster the
spirit of Bah .. 'i fellowship and communion among all those present. A
number of discussion groups con·
ducted by old believers were also
held and were very enlightening and
helpful.
The reerea tional side of the Summer School was not neglected.
Mountain climbing and other outdoor sports and outdoor games were
organized and enjoyed by many.
There was also a special program
arranged for younger Baha'is between five and fifteen years of age.
This included a Kindergarten attached to the School.
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We have also .received the annual
report of the National Assembly of
the Bah,,'is of Egypt. After referring to the unsettled wor14 conditions and their effect on Egypt
and the believers there, the report
states that towards the middle of
last May, the Egyptian police confiscated from the press, where they
were being printed, the Arabic
translations of Nabil's Narrative,
4iThe Dawn.Breakers." After many
efforts by the National Assembly,
the confiscated copies were released on condition that this book should
not be distributed in Egypt or sent
out of the country. The Censorship
Bnreau of the Egyptian Ministry of
the Interior has requested the Assembly to renew their guarantee every fifteen days that the said book
will not be put in circuIa tion. The
secretary of the il,ssembly is faithfully carrying out this request.
Meanwhile, the Assembly is continuing its efforts to remove the ban on
this famous book of the Baha'i Faith.
The Guardian has also received
the minutes of the Eleventh Convention of the Baha';s of Iraq. We learn
from these minutes that seventeen
Baha'i representatives met in Baghdad on the 24th of April, 1941. Reports on Baha'i activities in Iraq
were read and discussed. The Baha'i
situation in various Baha'i centers
in the country-specially the condi·
tion of Baha'i Assemblies in those
places-was fully reviewed with the
representiatives at the Congress and
measures were recommended for
further progress and development of
Baha'i organizations there. The con~
·vention considered specially the importance of having a Baha~i Guest
House in Baghdad and recommended to the incoming National Spiritual Assembly the building of such a
House so that it could be used by
the believers pa ssing through Iraq
instead of their having to board in
hotels. It was noted with pleasure
and satisfaction that the number of
Baha'i travelers passing from Iran
on their way to the Holy Land had
increased lately. It was also recommended that efforts must be redoubled to acquire a plot of land in
Baghdad for the pUrPose of having
a private and independent cemetery for the Baha'is there. Towards
the end of the meeting, the mem~
bers of the new National Baha'i
Assembly for the coming year were
elected.

II
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The Baha'i Summer School of India and Burma was held this year
in Lahore from 15th to the 22nd of
October. Dyal Singh Public Library
Lecture Hail which has seating arrangements for 80 persons was engaged for holding the classes. The
morning sessions were devoted every . day to the study of the Word
of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'J·BaM . . .
The evening sessions were open to
the public and a course of 6 lectures
on Comparative Religion were delivered with a paraliel course on Baha'i topics such as the true significance of the Day of Judgment, the
New World Order of BaM'u'll8.h, God
and His Manifestations, and the History and Teachings of the Baha'i
Faith . . ~ Lectures on Hinduism,
Buddhism and religions of China and
Japan were delivered by Prof. Pritam Singh. The Religion of Zoroaster was dealt with by Mr. Isfandiar
Bakhtiari and the Religion of Islam
by Mr. TImi. The history and teachings of the Baha'i Faith were taken
up by Prof. Pritam Singh and Abbas Ali Butt.
Short appreciative notes on the
Baha'i Faith appeared in the Civil
and Military Gazette of Lahore and
a note on Baha'i Summer Schools
appeared in the Tribune.
News letters published by the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Iran contain encouraging
news of the believers in that land.
In recent issues, which we have received with pleasure we have read
the following items which will be of
interest to the Friends throughout
the West.
The flow of eager Iranian pilgrims
to and from Haifa has imparted a
new life to the gatherings and activities of friends in this country.
The spiritual refreshment so a bundantly manifest in their faces, the
life-giving messages of encouragement that they convey from our Beloved Guardian and the glad-tidings
that they bear to us of the divine
order and regularity prevailing in
the world's spiritual centre, com·
bine to give us strength to bear the
bnmt of what remains in store for
all in the near future.
A class of a new type was recently inaugurated in Tihran by the Central Teaching Committee. It consists
of an outline of condensed data necessary for an average Baha'i teach~
er who may tour inside Iran. Four
months of intensive teaching are re-

quired for the study of this course.
Those who pass the examinations
are to travel to places to be designated by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Mr. Meyvan reports progress
from Isphahan on the work which
is being done in the new cemetery
for the remains of the twin~brother
martyrs of Isphahan, . Sultan and
Mahbub-ul-Shuhada, and of the late
Mrs. Keith Ransom~Kehler.

2. From Balui'i Journal, London
"Rejoice saiety, admire dauntless courage, marvel unquenchable
spirit English believers. Sharing joyful news noble perseverance with
pilgrims arriving in increasmg num~
bers from Near and Middle East.
All praying continued safety, extension activities, sore tried exemplary
servants Faith Baha'u'll8.h throughout British Isles. Urge persistent ef~
forts utilize utmost limit priceless
spiritual opportunities pre sen t
hour."
DeaT Friends:
Above is the cable which the
Guardian sent to the Annual Convention, and it was in an atmosphere of joy and encouragement engendered by such an exhilarating
message that the Convention began
and continued. Over thirty believ~
ers, fourteen of them delegates,
were present during all or some of
the meetings, and the whole Convention was notable for its vitality
and for the increasing unity among
the friends. We can surely say this
was the best one yet.
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
ChaiTman ..• MR. A. NORroN

ViceChairman . , _MR. A. SUGAR

Secretary ..• MIss D. CANSDALE
Assistant
Secretary . .. MIss A. E. BAXTER
TreasuTeT ... MH. A. NORroN
MH. H. M. BALYUZI
MHs. K. V. BROWN
MH. D. HOFMAN
MHs. C. LANGDON-DAVIE.
MH. P. WILKINSON

Durmg Convention, the following
cable was sent to the Guardian:
'~Convention radiant, record at~
tendance, deeply grateful your message, resolves intensify teaching to
achieve greatest effort yet made
British Isles. Deepest love."
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And two days after the end of
Convention came the following reply:
"Exhilarated resolution intensify
teaching, admiration heightened,
praying redoubled fervour."
Surely nothing more can be saidit is deeds, not words, which are
needed now.
The World Congress of Faiths held
a series of lectures and discussions
in London on "World Religions,"
each Faith being given one of the
sessions. The BahiL'j session was the
last one, and aroused interest and
comment. Through this an excellent
contact was made with the National
Adult School Union.
It was unfortunately necessary to
abandon the plans for Summer
School. This was a great loss, as
we had come to anticipate the vivid
and rich experience which it offers,
and it was also an important part
of our Teaching. Two week-ends
were arranged, one in Nottingham
and one in Orpington, which were
attended by friends from other parts
of the country, and these helped, in
a small way, to make up for the
major loss. The N.S.A. has determined to Iry to hold Summer School
for a week this year.
During the year an attempt was
made to evacuate a number of BaM'l children to America. The American friends, wit h characteristic
generosity, offered hospitality to the
children. It was unfortunate thai aft..
er the work of the American N.S.A.,
which resulted in numbers of offers
from the American believers, and
after the work done on this side, the
scheme should have fallen through,
due to the difficulties faced by the
Government. We wish, however, to
record our gratitude to the American believers.

3. From Balui'i Quarterly, Adelaide, SDUth Australia
The Winter session of Yerrinbool
Bah .. 'I School was held at "Bolton
Place," Yerrinbool, N.S.W., 14th to
20th June, 1941.
Our Guardian, Shoghi Effendi, has
set as objectives of OUT Summer
Schools: "To deepen the knowledge
of' the Cause; to strengthen the
Unity of the Cause; to teach the
Cause and prepare teachers; to attract new souls; to arouse enthusi~sm
for continued study at home; 10 WIden
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acquaintance and friendship; to
19th The need of a Divine Edugain knowledge of other problems cator-Mrs. Hall
and find light through consultation
20th Life after Death - Mrs.
on our own; We think there was no Bolton.
one there who failed to inhale the
OFFICERS OF N. S. A.
fragrances tha t are diffused when
sincere souls are gathered together
The following have been elected
in the name of Baha'u'llah or to for the current year:
feel the love that spreads from
Chairman: Mr. R. Brown
Unity in the love of God. 17
Vice-chairman: Mr. O. A. WhitOwing to the cold and short days
aker
of winter r study sessions were held
Secretary: Miss Hilda Brooks
in the afternoons from 2 to 5 p.m.
Treasurer: Mrs. S. M. Jackman.
The opening of the school commenced on June 14th when the num- Dear friends and co-wo-rkeTS:
ber of souls present totalled 30, not
The war continues. The resultant
counting the children of whom there strains and stresses become more
were about nine. All present regis- lense and are reflected in the mentered their names in the visitors' tal atmosphere of our daily lives.
book.
As Baha'is we must endeavour to
Picnic lunch was held outside un- counteract this by an intensified efder the trees on the long table, and fort to express complete unity and
the sun was shining'brillianUy, which harmony in our own ranks. Such
added 10 the enjoyment of the feast. harmony is an essential background
After lunch, all gathered under the of all successful effort and its
erected marquee for the opening, achievement a concrete example of
when Mrs. Bolton took the chair in the possibility of a unified world.
the absence of the Chairman. After
The hearts of the Melbourne Baha'i
welcoming all present and reading Group were gladdened and retelegrams of greeting from those un- freshed by the visit of Miss Hilda
able to be present, Mrs. Bolton Brooks and Mrs. Hawthorne during
called upon Mrs. Hyde Dunn for the April and June. Two lectures were
opening prayer and talk. Mrs. Hyde arranged. The first took the form of
Dunn's pray~r and talk impressed a reception for which the Gold Room
very much all those present, and was engaged at the "Victoria."
some very appropriate words were Miss Brooks' address on uBaha'uuttered.
'llah and the New World Order"
The next speaker was Miss Mar~ aroused deep interest with requests
garet Rowling, whose subject was for literature on the Teachings. SupBah(Pi Administration. Miss Rowl- per was served and a pleasant hour
ing very ably prefaced her reading followed. The second lecture was arfrom Baha/i Procedure with an ·out.. ranged when Miss Brooks and Mrs.
line of the reason and wisdom for Hawthorne passed through MelAdministration being a necessary bourne on their return from Brispart of the BaM.'1 Faith. She ~en bane. This was an advertised pubread that portion dealing with Uruty. lic meeting at which 40 strangers
Mr. Cornwell read an article from were present. A well thought out
the newspaper SydneY Morning Her- address on "This New Age" was
ald dated 14th June by Rhoda Astair received with sympathetic attention
entitled, "Reform and the Spirit," by the audience. Quite a number
which had a bearing on the New slayed after the lecture to ask quesWorld Order. A sbart discussion tions and request literature and
took place, and the meeting closed further lectures. We feel grea fly indebted to Miss Brooks and her very
with prayer.
able
helper, .Mrs. Hawthorne, and
Following is the Roster of Devoextend our deep thanks to both.
tional Meetings:
ELEANOR WHEELER,
June 14th Unity-Mrs. Hyde Dunn
Secretary Melbourne Group
15th Justice-Mrs. Hyde Dunn
The N .S.A. is grateful to the Mel16th Power-Mr. Cornwell
bourne friends for their co-opera lion
17th Wisdom and Undersland- and their tireless efforts to assist
Miss Brooks in spreading the Glad
ing-Miss Gilbert.
Tidings in Melbourne.
18th Charity-Mrs. Chalker
>
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Communications from
the Guardian
"(My) overburdened mind reliev-

ed, (my) saddened heart c~mforted,
(by) Amerlcan Baha'i Community's
high resolve (and by) National Assembly's dual decision (to) comsummate exterior ornamentation (and)
authorize construction (of) steps
(of) Ma§briqu'I-Adhkar. UndismaYed
(by) vastness (of) unfinished tasks,
undaunted (by) physical obstacles
raised (by) world-encircling conflict,
fortified (by) consciousness (of)
past victories, spurred on (by)
urgency (and) solemnity (of the)
hour, undenected (by) machinations
(and) faithlessness (of the) break·
ers (of) Baha'u'uab's (and) 'Abdu'l·
BahR's Covenants, American believers must unanimously pledge
themselves (to) subordinate every
activity, canalize every resource,
exert every ounce (of) effort (to) insure befitting discharge (of their) suo
preme one responsibility (to) carry
(the) light (of the) Faith (and) cast
(the) anchor (of the) administrative
order (in) every Canadian province,

every North American state, every
republic (of) Latin America. (The)
Concourse on high applaud, bless
(and) envy (the) mission fallen (to
the) lot (of) such stalwart cham·
pions laboring so ably, (so) valiantly, for so mighty (a) Cause, under
such tragic circumstances, in so
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promising (a) field, at so significant
(a) period (in) Baha'i history."
-SHoom RABBANl.
CablegTBm received Marcn 14. 1942.

Dear and valued co-workeTs:
The entry of the United States of
America into the war invests it with
the character of a truly worldembracing crisis, designed to release world-shaking, world-shaping
forces, which, as they operate, and
mount in intensity, will throw down
the barriers that hinder the emergence of that world community
which the World Religion of Baha'u'llith has anticipated and can alone
permanently establish. It marks a
milestone on the road which must
lead the peoples of the North American continent to the glorious destiny
that awaits them. It confronts the
American Baha'i community, already so well advanced in the prosecution of their Seven Year Plan,
with a challenge at once severe and
inescapable. The exterior ornamentation of their consecrated Edifice
has been providentially expedited to
a point where its completion is now
assured. The intercontinental and
national teaching campaigns, that
constitute the second and even
more vital aspect of that plan,
though progressing magnificently in
the States, in Canada and throughout La tin America, are still far from
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having attained their consumation.
The obstacles which the extension
of the war to the Western Hemisphere has raised are, I am well
aware, manifold and formidable.
The heroic self-sacrifice exhibited by
the North American Baha'i community will, I am confident, surmount
them. The Hand of Omnipotence,
which has led so mighty a member of the human race to plnnge into
the turmoil of world disaster, that
has provided thereby the means for
the effective and decisive participation of so promising a nation in the
immediate trials and the future reconstruction of human society, will
not and cannot allow those who are
directly, consciously and worthily
promoting the highest interests of
their nation and of the world, to fall
short of the accomplishment of their
God-given task. He will, more than
ever before in their history, pour
out His blessings upon them, if they
refuse to allow the present circumstances, grievous though they are, to
interfere with the full and uninterrupted execution of this initial
undertaking in pursuance of the i r
world mission. The coming two
years must witness, fraught as they ,
may well be with the greatest ordeal "
afflicting their countrymen, a manifestation of spiritual vitality and an
output of heroic action, commensurate with the gravity and afflictions
of the present hour, and worthy of
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the concluding years of the first
Baha'i century.
-8Boom.
Haifa, Palestine
January 15, 1942.
Shoghi Effendi, much as he deeply appreciates the donations of the
N.S.A., representing as they do the
contribution of the friends to the
World. interests of the Faith, feels
very strongly that from now on the
N.S.A. should concentrate all their
resources on the fulfilment of the
Seven Year Plan, including any
money they might, in their love and
devotion, wish to send to him for the
Faith here. Will you kindly convey
to your fellow-National Assembly
members both the expression of his
deep gratitnde for this latest contribution, and his wish that it be the
last from them until the Plan is completed in triumph?
Haifa, Palestine
January 13', 1942.

T ..blel

10

lhe Amerka.o

Regarding the efforts tha t have
been made by Mr. Remey in connection with the Tablet supposed to
have been revealed by Bahit'u'llith
to the Americas: the Guardian has
already written Mr. Remey that no
such Tablet was revealed. In the
Aqdas, however) Baha'u'lliili addresses the rulers and presidents of the
American Republics.· This has given
rise to the misapprehension that
He addressed a Tablet to them similar to His' Epistles to some of the
rulers in Europe.

Acceplance oJ EleClion
Concerning the question of refusal
by certain believers to accept election to an administrative post~ the
Guardian strongly feels that criti-

hortations, pleas, and warnings ad~
dressed to them by their Assemblies,
should action be taken in removing
them from the voting list. This is a
measure designed to sustain the institutions of the Faith at the present
time. and to insure that the abilities
and talents of its, as yet, limited
number of supporters are properly
consecrated to its service. The believers, for the sake of the Cause,
now in the period of its infancy,
should accept their duties in a spirit
of self-sacrifice, and should be animated by the desire to uphold the
verdict of the electorate, and to lend
their share of assistance, however
difficult the' circumstances, to the
effective administration of the affairs of the Faith.
The same sanction should apply
to those who persistently refuse to
dissociate themselves from political
and ecclesiastical activities. This is
a general principle which is being
maintained throughout the Baha'i
world, and the believers throughout
the East are already aware of the
absolute necessity of refusing any
political or Moslem ecclesiastical
office.

Formation oJ Asselnblies
in Village8
The Guardian approves the action
taken by your Assembly recognizing
villages as civil units suitable for
the formation of local Assemblies in
States where there are no townships,
and the county unit is too large
for united action by a Baha'i community.

A ..elnbly Melnber. and

Commillee Appoinllnenls
Regarding the non·appointment of
Assembly members to membership
cism, opposition, or confusion do not on national committees, the Guardiprovide sufficient grounds feir either an firmly believes that no such prinrefusal or resignation. Only cases of ciple should be recognized. Those
physical or mental incapacity, who are best filted for the specific
which, by their very nature, are ex· work assigned to the committees
treme1y rare, constitute valid rea· should be elected, irrespective of
their membership on either nationsons for such an act. The difficulties and tests involved in the ac- al or local Assemblies. The greater
ceptance of administrative posts, far the pressure on those who shoulder
from inducing the believers to dis- both committee and Assembly resociate themselves from the work of sponsibilities, the greater the reward
the Cause, should spur them on to· and the richer the blessings vouchgreater exertions and to a more ac- safed to those who willingly and
tive participation in the privileged gratefully sustain this double burtask of resolving the problems that den.
Concentratwn on
confront the Baha'i community.
Seven·Year Plan
Only in cases where individual beIn
conclusion,
the Guardian wishes
lievers, without any valid reason,
deliberately refuse the repeated ex- to re-emphasize the necessity of con-

centrating during the remaining two
years, and in spite of America's entry into the war, all the resources of
the Community on the final aspect
of the Seven Year Plan, which can
alone bring it to a successful consummation. The difficulties that have
arisen should stimulate the friends
to greater and still more heroic exertions on behalf of a Cause which
they have served and are still serving with such exemplary tenacity,
fidelity, vigor, courage and devotion.
January 15, 1942.

Corrections in Cablegram
Received February 9, 1942
The cable company has corrected
one sentence in the text of this cablegram received from 'Shoghi Effendi,
and the friends are advised to note
the following sentence which re-places the sentence as phrased in
the February issue of Bah,Pi

News"The enviable North American
Baha'i community must, supported
by (its) daughter Assemblies in the
Western Hemisphere, hold the fort
alone if necessary. I I

Letters to Believers
With the Guardian's consent, the
two following excerpts from letters
written by him to believers are
shared with the friends.
"There is a fundamental difference between Divine Revelation as
vouchsafed by God to His prophets,
and the spiritual experiences and
visions which individuals may have.
The latter should, under no circumstances, be construed
constituting
an infallible source of guidance, even
for the person experiencing them. J.
-From letter to Mrs. Kathryn Frank-

as

land, NovembeT 1, 1940.

.

"In the matter of teaching, as repeatedly and emphatically stated,
particularly in his 'Advent of Divine
Justice', the Guardian does not wish
the believers to make the slightest
discrimination, even though this
may result in provoking opposition
or criticism from any individual,
class or institntion. The call of
Baha'u'llab., being universal, should
be addressed with equal force to all
the peoples, classes and nations of
the world, irrespective of any religious, racial, political or class distinction or difference.
'~In America, where racial prejudice is still so widely prevalent, it is
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the responsibility of the believers to
com bat and uproot it with all their
force, first by endeavoring to introduce into the Cause as many racial
and minority groups as they can approach and teach, and second by
stimulating close fellowship and intercourse between them and the rest
of the community.
"It should be the paramount concern of your committee to foster this
aim through every means available.
Not only the colored people, who because of the increasing receptivity
they are evincing to the Message
truly deserve special attention, but
all other minorities, whether racial
or religious, such as Jews or Red
Indians, all alike should be contacted and confirmed. The greater the
receptivity of a particular class or
group, the stronger should work the
desire and determination of the believers to attract and teach its members. In a time when the whole world
is steeped in prejudices of race, class
and nation, the Baha'is, by uphOlding firmly and loyally this cardinal
principle of their Faith, can best hope
to vindicate its truth, and establish
its rigbt to bring order and peace
out of the chaos and strife of this
war-tom world." - From letteT to
MTS.

DOTothy Ba1<er, Chairman,
Race Unity Committee, February,

1941.

"A Challenge at Once Severe
and Inescapable"
To the .spiritual Assemblies, Communities and groups of the Baha'is
of the United States and Canada.
Beloved Friends:
The revered Guardian bids us
measure our spiritual responsibility
by the unit of the single hour. Each
span of sixty minutes allotted to us
brings its own unique opportunity
and its challenge. To rise into this
new and holier atmosphere of light
we must leave personal preoccupations and treasures behind.

"The Hand of Omnipotence . . .
will not and cannot allow those who
are directly, consciously and worthily promoting the highest interests
their nation and of the world, to
fall short of the accomplishment of
their God-given task."
How can we grasp, and utilize, an

of

occasion for service to the Cause of
Baha'u'llah whose immensity is so
far beyond our limited powers?
Obedience to a spiritual command
implies, first, a turning of the ~hole
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Temple model displayed at Keen's Flower Shop, Phoenix.. ArizoDII,
February 16 to M.reIl 4, 194Z

being to the command, then a complete readiness to permit the command to use our lives for its perfect consummation. We need not
lament that we are not wiser, stronger, more learned, younger or having
more liberty of action. For that
lament is in itself a distraction from
the command. All we can give is
what we have and are at the moment the command comes.
If the power behind the command
were not greater than we, it would
not be a spiritual summons. That
power knows us better than we know
ourselves. It simply asks for obedience--not for reasons why we are
unable to obey conveniently until
some later time. The spiritual power has but one criterion, whether
the incIividuai believer wills to obey
or interposes the veil of self-will
which would bar the spirit out.
For the institution likewise, the
command brings supreme challenge
and test. Does our Assembly, our
Committee, our fireside group, our
Nineteen Day Feast concentrate all
its forces upon response to the com·
mand. to teach; or do we allow our-

selves to be diverted by secondary
matters which blind us to the Divine
command that we establish His
Cause throughout North, Central and
South America?
The teaching work has become our
first concern. "The exterior orna~
menta lion of their consecrated Edifice has been providentially expedited to a pOint where its completion is now. assured." The value of
each institution will be estimated in
these days by its capacity to contribute to the intercontinental teaching campaign. The administrative
elements of consultation, authority
function-all today must bear
in the spreading of the Faith of
Baha'u'lI9.h in the North, in the
South, in the East and in the West.
Great and mightY tasks have been
done in the history of the Cause in
America, but the past has been the
making of the tools and the acquirement of capacity to use them, for
the Victory which is to crown the
conclusion of the first Century of
the BaM'i Era in 1944.
May we all become more mindfnl
of the teachings and the sacred

:fruit
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nature of consultation and unity for
service to Baha'u'llilh. "He will,
more than ever before in their history, pour out His blessings upon
them, if they refuse to allow the
present
circumstances,
grievous
though they are, to interfere with
the full and uninterrupted execution
of this initial undertaking in pursuance of their world mission."
Faithfully YOUTS,
NA'l"lONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY

Annual Convention
Annou"""",enu
Dates of Convention sessions:
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, April 30, May 1, 2 and 3, 1942,
to be held in Foundation Hall, Baha';
House of Worship, Wilmette.
Public meeting , Wednesday evening, April 29. Plans are under way
for a Race Unity dinner and public
program in Chicago, Wednesday
evening, April 29, conducted by the
National Race Unity Committee and
the Chicago Assembly jointly at the
request of the National Spiritual Assembly. Tickets to the dinner are
$1.50, and orders should be sent at
once to Mrs. H. E. Walrath, Secretary, 4639 Beacon St., Chicago, Ill.
Convention
Committee:
Edna
True, General Chairman; Mrs. Carl
Hannen, Chairman of Housing and
Hospitality Committee, 112 Linden
Avenue, Wilmette, TIL; John Haggard, . Chairman of Information Bureau; Mrs. Harriet Hilpert, Mrs.
May Scheffler, Committee on dining

arrangements.
Ridvan Feast, Friday evening,
May I, after sunset. Program by
Milwaukee Assembly; Refreshments
by Chicago Assembly.
Morning devotional period, conducted by Waukegan Assembly.
Convention photograph, early Saturday afternoon, May 2.
Public meeting in Foundation Hall
of the Temple, Sunday, 3:30 p.m.
May 3.
Believers wishing rooms in Wilmette should make reservations
through the Housing and Hospitality
Committee. The Committee will also
secure rooms at a hotel in Evanston
for those who prefer these accommodations. Believers who make
their own hotel reservation can select any available hotel they prefer,
among them being: North Shore Hotel, Hotel Evanston, Orrington Hotel, The Homestead, and the Georgian.

Convention theme: "The Unfinished Tasks of the Seven Year
Plan"a. Unoccupied States and Provinces of North America.
b. Restoration of Dissolved Spiritual Assemblies.
c. Latin American Countries Without Pioneers or Groups.
d. Completion of Temple Construction.
For presentation of reports) plans
and proj ecls for the coming year in
relation to these tasks, as well as
general discussion, a session has
been assigned to the National Teach. ing Committee, the Inter-America
Committee, the Committee on Assembly Development and the Temple Trustees respectively.
The general subject of "Our Facilities for Accomplishing These
Tasks" is assigned in the Agenda
to three consecutive sessions, with
reference to the functions and activities of the following Committees:
Race Unity, Baha'i Schools, Publicity, Radio, Contacts, Library, Exhibits, Child Education, Youth, and
World Order Magazine.
A printed Agenda will be sent each
delegate with a blank ballot about
April 1.

Cauadian Baha'i Fund
Since its inception in OctoberJ
1940, a total of $2,875.03 was received. On January 31, 1942, there
was a bank balance of $653.44, with
two outstanding checks amounting
to $150.00, leaving a net balance of
$505.44 on hand. During this period,
five pioneer teachers were maintained in the Middle West and Maritime Provinces. A great deal of work
has been accomplished by these devoted and sacrificing friends; a
great deal remains to be done to
fulfil our obligations to establish an
assembly in every Province of the
Dominion before April, 1944. There
are excellent prospects that before
long a few of the remaining Provinces will be settled but some of the
other Assemblies are working and
need strengthening and the help and
assistance of outside teachers is indicated in order not only to keep
alive these Assemblies but to insure
their strength and endurance.
In order to a !tain our goal, a constant flow of funds is necessary and
we are confident that the sacrifice
and devotion of the believers will
not fail in answer to the repeated

appeals made by our beloved Guardian and the reward of happiness
promised for us who have proven
and are proving their sacrifice and
devotion is so great as to dazzle our
greatest imagination.
The writer wishes to express his
gratitude and satisfaction and would
like to refer to a letter received
lately from one of the largest contributors to the Fund which stated
that ever since he contributed, his
business is prospering and the more
he contributes the more his business

is increasing.
SIEGFRIED SCHOPFLOCBER,

Assistant Treasurer

How to Send Contributions
In sending contributions to the N ational Fund, the friends are advised
to use checks or postal orders and
not to send cash. A number of letters have been received inquiring
a bout contributions sent by believers which have failed to arrive at
the Trea surer's Office. Lost postal
orders or checks can be replaced,
but if ca sh disappears in transmission it is difficult to recover.

Notice About Status of
Believers Absent from Their
Community for Civil Defense
or Draft Service
The important question has arisen
whether to transfer to the isolated
list the believers who leave their
community temporarily in connection with civil defense or military
duty. The National Assembly has
adopted the principle that such believers should not be transferred,
but listed as voting members temporarily absent, where the intention
is to return and permanent residence
has not been established elsewhere.
Their local Assembly is urged to
keep in close louch with these friends
and see that their copy of Baha'i
News is forwarded.

Village Unit a Recognized
Civil Area
Shoghi Effendi has approved, in a
letter published in this number of
Baha'{ News, an action of the National Spiritual Assembly taken in
August, 1941, in order to meet a situation reported by a Regional Teaching Committee.
The question was, whether to approve the formation of a Spiritual
Assembly in an unincorporated vil-
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lage loea ted in a State which has no
townships, and in a COWlty too large
to serve as area for one local Spiritual Assembly.
The National Assembly, recognizing the need for clarification of this
important matter in localities hav·
ing conditions not met by any previ.
OUB definition of areas of local jurisdiction,
recorded
the following
view:"Voted to adopt the principle that
in the matter of Assembly areas in a
COWlty which is too large to be a
Baha'i administrative unit, and
which COWlty contains no townships,
in such cases the National Spiritual
Assembly will recognize a permanent unincorporated civil community
having definite geographical boundaries as an area suitable for the establishment of a Spiritual Assembly."
The action was then referred to
the Guardian and approved by him.
This means, in brief, that nine or
more Baha'is living in an unincorporated village can form a local Spiritual Assembly, provided the village
has a definite area for establishing
the fact of residence, and provided
the county has no township which
could serve as an Assembly area for
believers residing outside any incorporated town or city in the township.

Passages Suitable for Reading
Prior to Baha'i Elections
1. Baha'! Administration, p. 21, par. 1
2. Baha'i Administration J p. 21, par. 3,
uThe prime requisites ... Threshold."

3. Baha'l Administration, p. 78, par. 2,
sentence 5, 6, 7, "How great . . .
experience."
4. Baha'i Administration, p. 126, "The
elector is called upon . . . uphold."
5. Baha'i Administration, pp. 55, 56,
"Again ..• fulfilled."

Prayers
BahB.'l Prayers, ed. 1941, p. 55, par. 1
Baha.'l Prayers, ed. 1941, p. 56
Prayers and Meditations, p. 173, "I
beseech Thee . . . p. 174, the SelfSubsisting. ,t

Inter-America News
The whole Baha'i world should be
very gratified at the reports of our
pioneers in the Latin - American
field. We may, with security, expect
to see the or ganiza tion of Spiritual
Assemblies in several of the coun-
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Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Atlanta, Geoqja

tries on April 21.

Clarence Iver-

son has sent us several new registration cards and assures us that San
Salvador now has the required number for organization. Clarence also
reports that he was recently invited
to be the announcer of a Salvadorian
Radio program which went to 62 stations over CBS.
John Eichenauer will remain in
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, until after
the organization of a Spiritual Assembly in that country when he will
proceed to Guatemala to take up the
teaching work there. These two
young men have made a very estimable reputation in Central America
and we find them becoming valuable factors in the life of the countries apart from their actual teaching efforts.
Chile
Mrs. Atwater sends the most
cheering news from Chile. Several of
those who have accepted the Faith in
Santiago have removed to other cities and are planning to establish
study classes there. Mrs. Atwater
has been at her post for some time
over a year and she has returned
home for a change but will make arrangement to go back. Work js now
going on in Valparaiso and the Assembly in Santiago will organize on
April 21.

Brazil
As mails are very slow we do not

hear regularly from the cities on the
east coast, but a recent letter from
Mrs. Leonora Holsapple Armstrong
offers to any pioneer to Brazil the
use of her apartment in Rio or of
part of her house in Bahia. We are so
greatly .in need of pioneers in that
huge country and with the Guardian t s words still ringing in our ears
to do everything to fa cilita te the
teaching work in Central and South
America we are earnestly appealing
to the friends to give this subject
their prayerful consideration.

New Spanish TralUlation
Very recently the manuscript of
the Spanish translation of the Dispensation of Bah.ci'u'lhih was receiv~
ed. The work of translating was done
in Buenos Aires by Dr. Torma and
Sr. Ricci with some assistance of
Miss Lillian McRae. After that was
completed the manuscript was
brought to this country where Sr.
Ricci and Sra. Arias of New York
reviewed it together., We are assured
of the excellence of the translation,
and hope that it will soon be in
print. (The book is now on the
press.)
Radio Broadcast.
We are reminded by Mrs. Sylvia
King that she has arranged two
Spanish broadcasts which are the
first which have occurred and that
Mrs. Amalia Ford and she were the
speakers. Word has been received
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from Chile and also from Brazil that
they were picked up and although
not very plain, furnished great joy
to the listeners among the Baha'!s
when they heard for the first time
the name of Baha'u'IIa.h spoken over
the air.

teachers, Mrs. Cora Oliver and Mrs.
Louise Caswell, P. o. Box 1296,
Canal Zone.
NELLIE S. FRENCH

Publicity

The
Inter-America
Committee
begs the friends to consider the fact
that in all the vast continent of South
America we have only about ten
teachers t yet the Guardian has so
stressed the work of Inter-Continental teaching that he has contributed
towards its success! Our pioneer
teachers have done and are doing
yeoman service, but we must have
assistance. We seek young people
and particularly request that even if
it is not possible to go into the field
at once that any intention to go be
made known to us and that it be
borne in mind that in Brazil, where
the greatest need seems to be, only
Portuguese is spoken. We are assured of financial a ssistance from the
National Fund and there is work for
those who are prepared and are resourceful.

San Jose (Costa Rica), Havana and
Santiago have recently had fine publicity a bout the Cause and there is
scarcely a month passes that we do
not receive word that John Eichenauer has written an article for some
Central American paper; and also
Buenos Aires has done her share of
bringing the Cause before the reading public. To all centers recently
we have sent copies of the planograph of the Temple hoping that this
may awaken interest and can be
used in the news.
HafJa1UJ

Miss Josephine Kruka writes from
Havana that the Center is used every
day for meetings of one kind or another and that she has a class for
children which is quite remarkable
as they are learning English and at
the same time learning about the
Cause, that they are very enthusias~
tic and as we have seen a photograph of the group we are assured of
the radiance of their faces.

Bolivia
Arrangements have been made to
send Miss Flora E. Hotles as a pioneer to Bolivia and we understand
that she will depart about April 2 on
her important mission.

Ye_eM
The matter of Venezuela is still
concerning us and we are hoping to
hear of someone who will take up
this work. This country is said to be
so lovely and we know that Miss
Rhoads loves it, but she finds it
difficult to introduce the Faith and
we feel that we would like to assist
her by sending someone who has
a profession by which he would be
able to support himself.
Opemng in Panama
Word has come that a new believer
in Panama has a photograph studio
which he offers to a pioneer wish·
ing to settle in that country, one who
can conduct the business. This
seems to be an opportunity for some
American Baha'i to enter the pia.
neer field under conditions enabling

him to become self-supporting. For
details, write the established pioneer

Corresponding Secretary

Appeal for Pioneers

INTER-AMmIcA COMMlTl'EE

Publishing Committee
Study Oulline.
Announcement is made of two new
Study Outlines which offer a helpful group approach to study and
discussion of subj ects of ftmdamental BaM.'1 importance.
IntTodliction to the Study of the
QuT'an, prepared by Study OUtline
Commi tlee. This 25-page outline enables a group to take up the study of
the Qur'im, knowledge of which is
so important for Baha'is. It includes:
The Guardian's words on how to
study the Qur' an, Explanation of
Qur' artic symbols, and 10 Lessons preceded by a Plan of Study which explains that certain general and important topics of the Qur'im have
been selected as subjects for the 10
lessons, which may be studied by
individual believers or made the
basis of group discussion. References
are to the Rodwell translation of the
Qur'im. Price per copy, $0.35.
The
Kitcib-i-Iqan, Baha'u'llah's
Book of Certitude, prepared by
Horace Holley. This outline carries
the student through the work which
the Guardian described as "this book
of unsurpassed preeminence among
the writings of the Author of the
Baha'i Revelation," not by dealing
with the book consecutively but con-

sidering it as a number of fundamental subjects: The Path of Faith,
Prophecy and Symbol, God in Manifestation, The Presence of God, The
Return. Each subject indexed with
sub-subjects and their references in
the text. 6 pages. Per copy, $0.20.
Send orders for these and other
books and pamphlets to Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, lli.

World Order
With the publishing of the March
1942 issue, World Order Magazine
completes its seventh yearly volume, and subscribers can now send
in their 12 copies dating from April,
1941, to and including March, 1942
for binding.
Bound copies of Vol. VII, dating
from April 1941-March 1942 are obtainable at $2.00 per copy, postage
prepaid to any address in the United
States, American possessions, Canada, or wherever postal service is
available. Subscribers who wish
their own copies bound, can mail
them to World Order, 110 Linden
Ave., Wilmette, IllinOis, and have
them bound for $1.20, return postage
included. Missing copie s are supplied at lSc each.
The new volume is bound in dark
green pebbled fabrikoid, head and
foot band, gold letter stamping on
back-strip, uniform in style and finish with previous volumes.
Complete index of titles and name
of authors covering all articles in
this volume, appears in the March?
1942 issue and illustrates the wide
scope of the many all-important features reflecting the teachings 'of
Baho.'u'llilh and of lasting value to
all believers of the Baha'i Faith.
Address Business Manager, World
Order Magazine, 110 Linden Avenue,
Wihnette, ID.

NHtional Press Book
The American press is responding
to the increased activities of the
American Baha'i Community in
their Seven Year Plan. The Press
Books of 1941-1942 as of February
15th this year carry clippings from
30 states and provinces of the United
States and Canada as well as from
Alaska, Hawaii, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Nicaragua, Argentina, China and
India. The English, Spanish, German
and Finnish languages are represented.
Four factors predominate in local
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news items about which long and
short articles have been written.
These include Convention activities,
Regional
Teaching
Conferences,
Summer School Sessions and Tem~
pIe progress.
The Press Books close March 31
this year to be prepared for the Convention. Many publicity clippings
will be mailed in on or before that
date which we will report later as
the Press Books grow.
In May last year our friend Dave
Hoff of the Associated Press asked
for material on the Temple for a
special article to be released
through their special feature department. In November the Associated Press released Mr. Hoff's
well-written article with a picture of
the Temple which was timely last
May. Since November 16 we have
received in clipping form this article from eleven different papers. In
many cases the local editors had
changed the wording. The article appeared in Birmingham, Alabama; New Haven, Conn.; Springfield, Mass.; Rochester, N.Y.; Portsmouth, N. H.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Allentown, Pa.; Omaha, Neb.; Indianapolis~ Ind.; San Francisco, Cal.;
and New York City in a German language paper.
The Chicago metropolitan papers
a re taking an increased interest in
tr~ Temple as it nears completion.
During last Convention all four papers ca~ed good articles on the
meetings and personnel. In June, one
paper carried a short story on tIie
nine texts over the entrances. In
September the Tribune carried a
long article in its Sunday metropolitan section. In October this same
paper carried material on the Temple twice in the "Line '0 Type" column on the editorial page. The first
quarter column was given to this at
one time, later a poem written by
an-outsider appeared in this column~
At present three papers have SPIicial material and pictures for releases of their own later in the year.
In lliinois new towns appear on
the index sheet as a result of the
Regional Teaching Committee. These
include, Lake Forest, Skokie, Glenview and Moline. Morton, Illinoi s
published material on Baha'i meeting through efforts of Hazel Foster
of Peoria. Dixon, carried picture of
the Temple with an article through
a Baha'! friend of the editor, Mrs.
Hopper of Port Chester, N. Y. The
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Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of HODolulu, ineorporated under marter
granted July 12, 1940, amended 1942

friends of Oak Park, Urbana and nu merous activities at the Louhelen
Peoria have been successful in their School as well as many interpublicity efforts. Mrs. Matthisen Community Conferences are reflecthas been successful in many types ed throughout the Baha'I publicitY
of publicity in the Antioch paper; of the state. Mrs. Bertha Kirkannouncements
of radio talks, patrick, alone in Olivet, has sent us
BaM.'! prayers published without clippings on the Cause. One unusual
comment, Library book gift, Tem- article on the Baha'! attitude toward
ple activities and meetings. The war appeared in Grosse Pointe.
The Canadian friends found their
Waukegan friends have been very
successful in using a great deal of Western Canadian Regional meeting
publicity in two papers for every of August 29 lucrative in publicity.
The papers of Vernon, B. C. Armmeeting.
In Indiana both the Fort Wayne strong and Enderby replied to their
and South Bend groups have report- efforts; The Calgary Herald of Winied notices of meetings in clippings. peg reported this Conference a.
The Indianapolis friends found a well as other activities of Rowland
Race Unity Conference a successful Estall. The Edmonton papers reported Baha'! work of Emeric Sala in
medium for publicity.
In Iowa, the Davenport papers that city. The Vancouver paper recarried a number of articles on the ported the Baha'I marriage of Ann
activities of the Regional Committee Wylie and Roland McGee.
This report will be continued
there.
From Wisconsin, our Press Books monthly to include an the publicity
have pages of publicity from Mil- which has come to the files of the
waukee and Racine. The Racine BaM.'! News Service Committee. We
friends have been unique in their sincerely hope -that the friends will
consistent success in having notices, send all their material in, as it
will be invaluable in the future as
articles and pictures published.
"archives
material when history is
Michigan state reports material
from the papers of Ann Arbor, De- rewritten.
BAHA'I NEWS SERVICE COMMlTTEI!:
troit, Grosse Pointe, Flint, Davison,
Grand Haven, Grand Rapids, MusStudy Outline!!
kegon and Ludington. New this year
As there are no study outlines on
is the report of an Inter-Community
conference in the Hart .Journal. Also several important· books and subnew is the clipping from the Hough- jects at the present time the Study
ton Mining Gazette resulting from Outline Committee wishes to suggest
Miss Josephine Kruka' s work. The to believers that contribution of out-
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lines on the following would be gladly received for consideration as to
suitability and usefulness for Baha'i
study: The Promised Day is Come,
a letter from Shoghi Effendi; The
Epistle to the Son at the Wolf, hy
Baba.'u'lllili; Will and Testament of
'Abdu'l-Bahu; and on the subject of
the Baha'i Covenant.
If there are other subjects to
which any students or teachers have
given particular time and effort in
the matter of outlines these would
also interest the Study Outline Committee. All outlines should cantain
references that include page numbers of the text or texIs being studied. Outlines may be of tbe formal
type which follow a text in its
natural sequence or they may be of
topical nature which sometimes requires several texts. Aids other than
the outline itself are often also useful.
The use of study outlines by the
believers is increasing as Baha'I
communities become
acquainted
with this helpful means of studying.
The Study Outline Committee takes
this opportunity to encourage wider
use of the many outlines that can
now be secured from the Publishing
Committee.
\
Snrny OUTLINE CoM~
By Alice S. Cox, Chairman
1109 W. Gift Ave., Peoria, It!.

SprlDg Session of Geyserville
School Program
The Geyserville School Committee,
unable to use the school property
for a Spring Session this year, has
arranged a most interesting study
program for the San Francisco Bay
area. The purpose is to "review the
background of our Faith, the
prophecies that are being fulfilled,
and the pattern of the new world."

NEWS

Trends and forecasts.
The Babj·Baha'i Era.
Prophesies of this day.
Marion. Holley
Tuesday. March 3:l
The Baha'i in the World Crisis.
Attitudes toward current issues.
Participation in current activities-.
Contribution to the present and future.
Charlotte Linfoot
Wednesday. April 1
The Coming WOTld Order.
Lesser Peace-Most Great Peace.
Baha'i Solutions.
Administration'Abdu']·Baha's Will, etc.
Leroy 100-8
Thursda.y. AprU Z
Application in Teaching.
How to use this material in teaching

the Faith·.

AFTERNOON CLASSES
2-4 P. M.

Techniques of Teaching.
General assignment: Prepare a 15 to
20 minute Baha'i talk.

Monday, March 30
Purpose of tbe course: Theory and
Practice of effective presentation of
the BaM'i Faitb.
Brief analysis of some factors that con. tribute to effective teaching.
1. Spiritual Pre·requisites.
2. Psychological cons-ideraticms.
3. Essentials of Public Speaking ..
4. General considerations.
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday
Building the taUc.
Discussion of principles involved.
Friday. AprU 3
Giving the talk
To be followed by discussion based on
above requirements.

Library Committee

Spring Session

The Library Committee would like
to make it clearly understood by the
friends that books cannot be sent out
to libraries -unless the requests received by us are accompanied by
written evidence that the books will
be received and used in the libraries.
Will the friends kindly cooperate
with us in this matter to prevent any
return of book shipments to the Publishing Committee? Always make
certain that the librarian knows that
the books will be sent as gifts, that
they will be shipped from the Publishing Committee and will not come

GRAND OPENING
Sunday. March 29t~ P. M.
BahA'i·Center, San Francisco.
1. Explanation of the purpose and
method of tbe Spring Session.
2. News of current Baha'i activities.
Wm. Sears, Chairman-Short talks to
be given by selected _speakers.
Refreshments.

EVENING CLASSES
8-10 P. M.

3.

Monday. March
Review 01 events tea.ding up to the
present world crisis.

'!!dh and the New Era, Foundations
of Warld Unity, Warld Order of
Bah<i'u'lluh, Some Answered Questions, Advent of Divine Justice,
Pramise at All Ages, and The Promised Day Is Come.
Address for correspondence: Mrs. S. H.
Sims, Cbairman, Box 116, AvoD, N. J.

A- summing up and a plan for action.
FrIday, April 3
Public Meeting.
In cooperation with ihe -3 Bay Assemblies.
A first application of the knowledge and
enthusiasm"gathered from the Spring
Session.

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

March 29-April 3, 1942

directly from the Library Committee and thaI our books are primarily
religious publications of the BaM'j
Faith and not merely treatises on
world unity and universal peace.
Baha'; World, Volume 7, is no longer available for free distribution to
libraries. Again, may we list the
books which are on our donation list
Ie prevent offering other titles to
librarians with subsequent delays
and cross-correspondence: Bnha'u.-

Notice
During the chaIlging of the editorial office for Warld Order magazine from Wilmette to Peoria in December a memorandum bearing the
name of the author of a manuscript
was lost. Will the writer who contributed "The Synthesis" make his
name known to Mrs. Alice S. Cox,
1109 West Gift Ave., Peoria, TIL
He will then receive delayed acknowledgment of his manuscript.

BaIui'iNews Service
Announcemenl
The friends are requested to send
to Bah".'! News Service all the clippings which are intended for the permanent publicity record of the current year. The Committee wishes to
complete two Press Books by Convention time, and as several weeks
are needed for this work the clippings should be sent as soon as possible. Kindly address them to Bah,,'!
News Service~ % Virginia Russell,
2622 Prairie Avenue, Evanston, TIL

Baha'i Youth BnUetin
Baha'i

Youth, dated February,
1942, is Vol. vn, No. 4 of the bulletin
issued by the National Youth Committee through its editorial member.
The Contents include: Actions- Today, Ruhiyyih Khanum; Challenge
and Opportunity, Winifred Louise
Baker; The Guardian, Ruth Moffett;
Teaching in the Colleges, Dorothy
Baker; Youth in Paraguay, Elisabeth Cheney; Youth Notes; Symposium Outlines.
Subscriptions, 40 -cents a year,
ten cents a copy, received by Robert
A. Gaines, Brighton, Mich.

BAILi'i
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Ala8ka Pioneer Receives

Eskimo Teaching Post
The National Teaching Committee
has received a letter from the Secretary of the Alaska Regional Teaching
Committee which reports a most
interesting situation, and the news
is shared with the friends.
"Janet Whitenack has actually received a temporary probational appointment with the Office of Indian
Affairs to teach at Tulaksak on the
Kuskokwim River, about 80 miles
east of Bethel. It is near Akiak and
is a 100% Eskimo community - no
whites at all and no liquor.
IIJanet writes 'I cannot tell you
just how it affects me, but I feel that
my destiny is there, and that I shall
make that my life work. I'll be entirely on my own, and will be nurse,
doctor, etc. as well as teacher~ The
responsibility is tremendous but I
am praying for guidance and help.
If I am satisfactory, apparently I
can stay there indefinitely. . .will be
able to build the lives of about 100
Eskimos, with practically no interference from any other whites.' .•.
Janet was very frank with the Supervisors and spoke of the Cause.
They had heard of the Baha'i Faith
but knew nothing about it.
I'Janet will write and tell you
more particulars. We talked over
long distance today and she said it
was extraordinary, the interview
with the Supervisors of the Office of
Indian Affairs. (The Office of Indian
Affairs covers the whole Terri tory of
Alaska - both Indian and Eskimos.)
A month or so ago I had an interesting talk with Mr. Hirst, who is the
chief supervisor of the whole of Alaska. Doctor Ruth Gruber arranged
for us to meet. We talked of Janet
and of her splendid qualities and of
her desire to serve with the
Eskimos. He was impressed and
said he would do what he could. No
doubt he approved the appointment.
Dr. Gruber is in Alaska for one year
-appointed by Mr. Harold Ickes,
Secretary of the Department of the
Interior. She is presumably writing
a book on Alaska and possibly working on the possibility of evacuees
colonizing 'in Alaska later on. She is
an exceptionally fine person and is
already deeply interested in the
Baha'I teachings. So you see she was
partly instrumental in bringing
about this great happening.
". . .How pleased our Beloved
Guardian will be to know that this

Spirituul Assembly of the Bahi'u of Junesaown

minority race is to be included under
the Banner of Baha 'u'llah... "

Latin America Activities of
New York Community

great pleasure.in saying that we had
an overflow audience so large that
it. is estimated that between seventyfive and one hundred people were
turned away, despite the fact that
both the library and the hall were
crammed full and all of the BaM'is
were asked to stand and give their
seats to the guests. A rough count

The Latin America Committee of
New York has this year continued
its series designed specially to COntact the Latin American residents showed the audience present to be
of this City. The first of this series between three hundred seventy-five
was an evening devoted to the Inca and four hundred people.
Civilization. The program presented
After the formal presentation of
"Highlights of Inca Ci viliza tion, "
featuring Godfrey Macdonald, au- the program, everyone inspected the
thority on South America, with mu- exhibits of Inca Art, including potsic, moving pictures, and an exhibit tery, silver, Peruvian dolls and a
of modern Inca handcraft. The print- comprehensive display of photoed announcement carried, in Spanish, graphs showing the ancient art of
the "basic principles of the Bahi'i the Inca Kingdom and scenes of present-day Peru and Ecuador.
Revelation.' ,
Three ads were Inserted in the best
We were fortunate in being able
to secure all of the talents for the Spanish newspaper of New York,
evening without charge. The Grace jjLa Prensa/' and this paper also
Line very kindly presented a sound gave us three very nice write-ups.
and color film of the west coast of Everyone was 'unanimous in saying
South America and also sent us a that this evening was one of the
speaker who was well versed in the finest of its type that we have had
subject of Inca Art. Bearing in mind in New York.
the fact that a large part of the
The Inca Evening is to be followed
audience spoke better Spanish than by a Mexican Evening on March 26
English, one-half of the Baha'I talk at which time it will be announced
was given in Spanish. The chair- that those who have been attending
man of the evening gave the mes- these various Latin American prosage in English and it was very grams and are interested in knowwarmly received. Much literature ing more about the BaM'i faith can
was taken and many of the smaller attend a special weekly study class
pamphlets sold. The New York Latin which will be given in both Spanish
American Committee takes very and English.
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As a suggestion to other Centers
attempting this variety of program,
we would like to say that the success has been due to the building up
of a good mailing list, proper advertising, and careful preparation so
that each of these affairs is a fini shed professional job. These Assemblies will find that the travel
bureaus are very helpful in offer~
ing material for such evenings, and
that in many cities where there are
consulates, help can be obtained
from this agency also.

MILDRED R.

MOTTAHEDEH,

Chairman

Temple Guides Committee
The following report presents the
activities of this Committee for the
months of September, October, November and December, 1941:
'l'be following are statistics on visitors
to the Temple for the last four months
of 1941:
In September the total number of visitors was 2,838, wbich was greater than
any number that previously visited in

September. These came from 39 states,
the District of Columbia, Winnipeg and
Manitoba, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Uru-

guay. Straits Settlements, Monterey and
Mexico City, Mexico, the Philippines and
Puerto Rica. Included among the September visitors were the following or·
ganizations. each of which attended as
a group:
22 members Women's Society, Lutheran
Church. Waukegan, III
40 members Chicago Ass'n. of the Blind.
12 students National College of Education, Evanston, nl.
51 members Women's Society, 1st M. E.
Church, Waukegan. m.

In October, in spite of the heavy
rains, the total number of visitors
was 1.782. These came from 33 states
and from Jamaica, British West Indies, and Mexico. Attending in a
group were these organizations:
28 students National College of. Education, Evanston, lll.
12 public school pupils, Western Springs,

m.

109 members Art Institute, Chicago.
2() soldiers, Fort Sheridan, Ill.
20 Zeta Tau Alpha Alwnni, Chica go
Area.
57 Senior Class, College of Civil Engineering, Univ. of Illinois.
40 delegates to U. S. Postmasters' O:mvention. Evanston, m.
In November there were 847 from 22
states, the District of Columbia, Windsor and Winnipeg, Canada, Vienna, Aus-

tria, and Manila, P. I. Orgaruzations
visiting were:
39 youth Union Church, Kenilworth, ill
21 youth Congregation Israel, Glencoe, ill
13 members Unitarian Church, Hinsdale,
lll.

In December there were 427 - a
large number for this cold month.
They came from 14 states, District
of Columbia, Ingersoll, Ontario,
Canada. and from Brussels, Belgium.
The only organization visiting was:
9 members Class in History of Religion, College of Naperville, Naperville, Ill.
The number of Sunday visitors in
September and October was much
greater than in previous years, the
larger attendance numbers including, per Sunday, 490, 468, 258, 294,
378, and 218 as examples.

Baha'i Calendar
Feast of Ridvim: April 21-May 2.
The first day of Ridvim to be observed at about 3:00 P.M., April 21.
Declaration' of the Bab: May 23.
To be observed on May 22, at about
two hours after sunset.
Nineteen Day Feasts: G!oTl/, April
9; Beau.ty, April 28; Grandeur, May
17.
Annual Election of local Spiritual
Assemblies: April 21.
Meeting of National Spiritual Assembly: April 29, at Wilmette.
Annual Convention: April 30, May
1. 2, 3, in Foundation Hall, Baha'i
House of Worship, Wilmette.
National Race Unity Banquet,
April 29. (See Convention announcements).

Baha'i Directory
Additio... and Ret1isionB to
March 9, 1942
COMMITTEES
CoNTACTS - Mrs. Catherine Hall unable to serve.
RACE UNITY-Mrs. Alice S. Cox added
to Committee.
REcroNAL TEACHING CoMMrITEI>-

Ontario. Lucille C. Giscome and
Lloyd. Gardner added to Committee.
Dr. Thelma Colman and Frank Harvey unable to serve.
California" Nevada. Virginia Orbison appointed Secretary. Address for
correspondence, 1505 East Windsor
Road, Glendale, Calif. Mrs. James

E. Crouchley, Mr. and Mrs. William
Sears and Charles Bishop added to
Committee. Artemus Lamb unable
to serve.
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming. Artemus Lamb added to Committee.
Washington, Oregon. Mrs. Harry
Taylor appointed Secretary. Address
for Correspondence, 412 South 4th
Street, Tacoma, Wash. Mrs. Janet
Ward added to Committee.
Ohio, Indiana,. Western Pennsyz.-.
vania, West ViTginia. Mrs. Addie T.
Miller added to Committee.
New JeTsey, DelawaTe, Eastern
Pennsylvania. Francis H. Bent added to Committee.
ASSEMBLIES
Rochester, N. Y. Change of address. Christine McKay, Secretary.
201 Rutgers Street.
Park Ridge, m.. Scranton, Pa.,
and Albquerque, N. M., dissolved
for lack of numbers.

Enrollments and Transfers
Los Angeles, eleven. San Francisco, four. East Cleveland, three, Li~
rna, three, Detroit, three. West Chester, two, Peoria, three. Washington,
two, Chicago, two. Wilmette, two.
Danville, one. New Haven. one. Urbana, one. Madison, one. Memphis.
one. Philadelphia, one. Berkeley,
one.
Eighteen isolated believers enrolled in February

In Memoriam
Grant, 0 my LOTd. that they who 114".
ascended unto Th.ee ma.y repair unto Him
Who is the mo.st exalted Companion, and

abide beneath the .shadow of the Tabuof .Th.U majesty and the Sanctua1'1l
of Thy 9wTlI.-BAHA'tr'LLAH.

1I.acZe

Mr. Thurston Vaughn, New York.
Miss Charlotte E. Bingham, New
York.
Mr. A. W. Randall, Vista, Cali1ornia.
Mr. Will Stewart, Topeka.
Mrs. S. D. Montgomery, Santa Maria, California.
Mrs. ReveIla Ackerman, Riverside.
California.
Miss Ethel Byler, San Antoruo.
Mrs. Alma Russell, Evanston.
Mr. Johannes Anderson, Chicago.
Mr. Herman Huber, Chicago.
Mrs. Lonis Keller. Lake Harbor,
Michigan.
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Messages From the Guardian
1. To the 1942 ConmmtWn
Last phase (of) Seven Year Plan
so auspiciously begun, so vigorously
prosecuted, (is) opening. (The) first
Baha'i Century (is) fast running out.
(The) agonies (of a) travailing age
(are) culminating. (The) Bilb's stirring, unique injunction, directing
(the) peoples (of the) West (to)
leave their cities (to) insure (the)

triumph (of the) Divine Cause (was)
recorded (a) century age (in the)
Qayyumi-Asma'. Bahii'u'llah's significant summons calling upon all (the)
Presidents (of the) Republics (of
the) western hemisphere (to) champion (the) Cause (of) Justice (was)
issued seventy years ago (in) His
Most Holy Book. (The) broad outlines (of) IAbdu'l-Baha's matchless
design, conceived twenty-five years
ago (for the) benefit (of the) North
American believers, (was) transmi tted (to) posterity ( in the)· Ta blets (of the) Divine Plan. (The) Seven Year Enterprise, regarded (as
the) initial stage (in the) execution
(of a) World Mission, (has been) already launched.
(The)
gigantic
Temple undertaking, constituting
(the) major obligation (of) this enterprise, (has been) virtually consummated. (The) vast Intercontinental Teaching Campaign (is) visibly yielding first fruits (in) every
Republic (of) Latin America. Upon
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(the) crucial year ahead hinge
(the) fortunes (of this) historic crusade. From Alaska to Chile, (the)
Americas (are) astir (with the)
leavening influences (of the) rising
Order (of the) newbl>rn Revelation.
(The) great Republic (of the) West
(is) inescapably swept (into the)
swelling tide (of the) world tribula·
tions, presaging (the) assumption (of
a) preponderating share (in the) establishment (oithe) anticipated Lesser
Peace. Invisible hosts (are) mar-

shalled, eager (to) rush forth (and)
crown every effort, however humble,
however belated, exerted (to) speed
(the) unfinished tasks. Again (I) renew plea (for) closer communion
(with the) Spirit (of) Baha'u'llilh,
(for) more passionate resolve, (for)
more abundant flow (of) material
resources, (and for) wider dispersion, intenser concentration, by (a)
still greater number (of) pioneers,
settlers (and) itinerant teachers
(to) insure for (the) Plan (a) termination commensurate (with and)
wondrous as (the) exploits marking
(the) opening decade (of) first Baha'i Century. Myself deprived (of)
personal participation (in the) task
allotted (to the) prosecutors (of the)
epoch-making Plan, (I am) impelled
(to) deputize five members (of the)
American Baha'i community (to)
help fulfill (in) my behalf whats()ever pioneer field (is) most vital
(to) its urgent requirements. Pledg-

June, 1942

ing five thousand dollars (for) accomplishment (of) this purpose.
SBOGHI RABlIANl

Cablegram received April 26, 1942.

2. To the National Spiritual
Allembly
Rejoice (in the) formation (of the)
new Assemblies, Extend cordial welcome. Praying still greater success,
Urge concentration (on) potential
Assemblies, particularly (in) States
(and) Provinces where none exist,
SHOGHI RABBANI

Cablegram received April 30, 1942.

Welcome renewed determinaUon
rellecied (by) Assembly. Praying
befitting discharge (of its) solemn,
urgent responsibilities, Love.
SHOGHI RAsBANI

Cablegram recei.ved May 5, 1942

First copy (of The) Baha'i World
received. Deepest loving appreciation (to) all contributors (for this)
magnificent production.
SHOGHI RABBANI

Cablegram T€ceived May 12, 1942.

3. To Officer.

0

t the IV. S. A.

He also hopes that the National Assembly, aided by the Teaching and
Inter-America Com mit tee 5, will
strengthen the work of the pioneers
and exert their utmost endeavor that
they not only remain at their posts,
but that new ones go out to strengthen and reinforce th~ work.
It is hard to conceive of a time
which will demand greater dedica-

2
tion and sacrifice, endurance and
courage, than the period at present
ahead of the American Baha'is. All
those noble traits of dedication and
eagerness to devote all their energy
to promoting the Cause of Bahii.'u'lliLh, which they have increasingly
demonstrated these past years,
must now rise to meet the challenge
of the ordeal which they now. in
common with the vast majority of
their fellowmen, must support and
pass through.

BAHA'i NEWS
A National Broadcast
Juue 14

The National Radio Committee
informs the friends that Mrs.
Lethia C. Fleming of the Cleveland Baha'i community is to be
the guest speaker on the Wings
Over Jordan program Sunday
morning, June 14. Her subject is
"Beauty and Harmony in Diversity" from one of 'Abdu'l-Baha's
talks.
(From letter dated December 21, 1941,
written through. his secreta-ry. to Allen. B. '
This program is given over the
McDaniet)
.
CBS stations throughout the counThe prosecution and completion of
try. The hour differs from East to
the task to which the American beWest, but the central time is
lievers have pledged themselves
9:30 a.m.
must be insured, despite and in the
This important occasion will not
very midst of the ordeal which they
only be of great interest to beare now facing. The greater the anlievers but an excellent opporguish which this ordeal must entail,
tunity to bring the Baha'i message
the more formida hie the obstacles
to the attention of friends. The
it will raise. the more meritorious
Committee suggests that BaM'is
their achievement, and the greater
write appreciative letters to the
the spiritual power which their enstation after the talk.
terprises must and will exert in the
future. I will pray that their efforts
will be crowned with success that
over vast regions; raising with full
will cause the whole Baha'i world to
faith and confidence, the Call of
marvel.
God; pointing the Way.
(The Guardian',s postsCTipt to the above
Whenever two or more Baha'is
letter)
meet there are signs of eternal felIt does indeed seem strange that
people who have seen literally prop- lowship. But especially significant of
hecy after prophecy fulfilled, and all spiritual attraction and power are
that the Baha'is were led to antici- these annual gatherings which draw
pate, come to pass, still remain together remote regions of the Earth
veiled from the reality of the Faith into harmonious and loving brother~
and spiritually lethargic. How deep- hood, through their chosen represenly they will rue their lost opportuni- tatives. Such was the Thirty-Fourth
ty when once their eyes become Annual Convention of the -Baha'is of
the United States and Canada,
open!
Shoghi Effendi hopes that the which had both the seen and unseen
N. S. A. and Teaching Committee Favor of God. The place was the
are meeting with a wider response foundation hall of the Ma'lb.riqu'lto the call for pioneers and teachers. Ao;!bki>.r, Dawning Place of the MenThe American believers have car- tions of God, and the time overried on with such enthusiasm and lapped the end of the Ridvim period,
devotion, and established such a rec- the great Festival which commemoord, that now all the Baha'is the rates the Declaration of Baha'u'llilh,
a period of supreme happiness
world over have the impression that
they can do almost anything! They throughout the Baha'i world.
Contact with influential people outmust exceed their own past records
side of the orbit of the Faith brings
for speed and accomplishment in orto light their increasing respect and
der to triumph in the Seven Year
reverence for the Baha'i. The quiet,
Plan.
unobtrusive dignity, large-hearted(From letter dBted February 28, 1942,
ness and sincerity of the friends,
tDTitten through h.is secreta-ry. to Roy C.
Wilhelm)
their patience and steadfastness
through the period of derision and
scorn, the marvelous beauty unfold·
The Spirit of the Convention
ed with the progress of Temple conThe Divine Cause moves majesti- struction, have all been factors in
cally onward, enlightening darkened this changed attitude in the greater
horizons; diffusing its fragrances Chicago area.

Race Unity Banquet
A prelude to the Convention was
the Race Unity Ba~quet the evening
before, held in the Chicago Woman's
Club and seating about two hundred
and seventy-five among the most
talented people of Chicago and its
environs. It was sponsored by the
National Spiritual Assembly, with its
program and arrangements worked
out jointly by the National Race
Unity committee and Chicago Assembly. Mrs. Dorothy K. Baker
Chairman of the National Rac~
Unity Committee, presided and following the pleasing repast, introduced about a score of speakers for
short addresses. The chairman her..
self voiced hearty welcome to all
extending the warm greetings of th~
National body which had delegated
two of its members to attend in
view of its own enforced abs~ce.
The scene of the banquet was one of
harmony and beauty in diversity.
Two American Indians, one of whom
spoke in English and the other
chanted a prayer in his native
tongue; a Chinese; a local American
journalist who formerly worked in
Japan; an Esperantist who spoke
in the tongue that seeks world service; two very prominent colored edj.
tors, who gave unqualified approval
to Baha'i ideals and working plans'
a Latin American representative;
three Persians of rank and various
Baha'i speakers, whose golden glow
of heavenly teachings inspired all,
were among the high lights of this
beautiful setting. Besides all this, a
rich musical program presented by
a variety of artists from many
groups, augmented the pleasure of
entertainment and instruction. Although this banquet is now an annual event, this particular effort
seemed to mark the spring tide of
such noble endeavors serving the
world of humanity.
The Convention Begins
The Convention's first and successive days were enriched by the early
morning prayers and readings, selections especially made for their
beauty and creative power. A spiritual atmosphere is the best incentive
to work.
Allen B. McDaniel, chairman of
the National Spiritual Assembly,
calling the convention to order, expressed in feeling terms the blessed
privilege of being identified with
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service in this the ninety-ninth year
of the Baha'i era, now begun. Elation was expressed over the completion of five years of the Seven
Year Plan and confidence that the
western heirs of the Dawn-Breakeril
would overcome the tears and ordeals which the future may bring
and, through Divine Favor, pave the
way for the coming of the Most
Great Peace.
The convention organized with the
election of George O. Latimer as
chairman and Horace Holley, secretary. The first roll-call showed a
majority of the delegates present,
with about two-thirds answering
la ler calls.
The secretary read the Guardian's
cablegram to the Convention, which
is reprinted in this issue of Baha~i
News.
The Convention, after due considera tion, cabled the Guardian as follows: "Delegates, friends grateful,
overjoyed your soul-stirring message
and bounty bestowed, example set
for American Baha'i commtUlity.
With hearts overflowing with love
(we) long to lighten your burden.
Resolved rededicate ourselves (with)
intense concentration (on the) accomplishment (of the) goal. Supplicating your prayers."
The world currents' and influence
of the convention may be illustrated
in part by inspiring and beautiful
greetings received by wire or cable
from Allentown, Pa.; La Paz. Bolivia; Rutland, Vt.; San Francisco,
CiUif.; San Jose, Costa Rica; Laramie, Wyoming; Anchorage, Alaska;
Pentwater, Mich.; Beverly, Mass.;
East Orange, N. J.: Birmingham,
Ala.; Honolulu, H. I.; Denver, Colo.;
Seattle, Wash.; Plainville and Wrentham, Mass.; Westmount, Montreal,
Canada.
Early on the first day, the passing of Mr. Ben Taylor of Cincinnati,
one of the oldest Baha'is in service,
was announced and the convention
paused in silence while prayers for
the departed were read.

National Secretary Reports
The National secretary presented
his supplementary annual report,
setting forth various activities not
previously mentioned.
The approach of the Contacts Committee to a thousand prominent
.Americans, through letters and excerpts from the Sacred Writings; the
Race Unity Banquet under National
.Auspices; the availability to the
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Memorial to Martha L. Root,. Honolulu, T. H., Designed. by C. Mason Bemey and
Constructed Under the Supervision of the Spiritual Assembly from Funds Contributed
by the Americao Bahi.'is.. "The Foremost Hand Which 4 AbdU'l-Bah.i 's Win Bas
Raised Up in the First Bah8.'i Century...

friends of photostat copies of the
Wills of Baba.'u'llah and of 'Abdu'lBaha, at small cost; the formation
of new Assemblies and restara tion
of others; the organization of five
new centers in Latin America; the
increasing effectiveness of regional
committees among isolated believers
and the service rendered by the
Bulletin; the activities of the Race
Unity Committee in carrying the
message
to
seventy
Colleges;
Baha'i schools and their expanding
curricula; the activities of the Radio
and Children's committees; the
various messages from the Guardian,
the belief, relayed from the Orient
and gaining ground in that area,
"that American Baha'is can accom~
plish anything; the burial of two
famous Baha'is, Mirza Abul Fazl and
Lua M. Getsinger, in a Baha'i cemetery in Egypt, and assurance that
the grace and bounty of the Holy
Spirit descends to pure hearts, were
the features of this luminous report.
tp

The National Trea:surer

Next came the National Treasurer,
with an exhortation not to lean upon
the past, but to be alive to the duty
of today and the joy of sacrifice.
One hundred percent of cooperation

would make all things possible.
While the Treasurer's homily continued in this strain, with expression of regret that the annual budget was still thousands short - his
faithful assistant, who was stationed
at a favored spot, brought him the
joyful news that during the brief
session of the convention the budget
deficit had not only been made up,
but receipts now put the annual bndget a thousand or more dollars over
the top! Thus the tears of the Treasurer were turned into laughter, in
which the delegates heartily joined.
The convention registers outpourings in ways more than one!
National Teaching

This was especially a teaching
convention and the National Teaching Committee, a body noted for
great devotion and efficiency, had
its interesting and thrilling time of
demonstration. They gave a graphic
picture of the vast field of action,
supported by names of workers and
statistics, showing the victories of
the past five years and the need of
more intensive. and sustained efforts during the residuum of two,
during which the completion of the
Seven Year Plan as outlined by the
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Guardian. puts a responsibility upon
every soul. The destiny of manklnd
is affected by these efforts, since
only the Divine Relief can assuage
universal suffering. The call of the
Guardian some years ago for nine
souls to volunteer brought a re~
sponse from eighty-one. Now there
is an urgent call for sixteen to do
pioneer service, the yet unfinished
task. Who will hear and heed this
call?
This report precipitated a prolonged discussion in which many futile suggestions of methods and approach, wisdom, sacrifice, the eloquence of deeds above words, prayerfulness. service, harmony. intense
concentration, etc. received warm

and earnest mention. Some of those
willing to fill the needed quota were
found present. So the appeal is
heard and the work progresses.
The convention gave a cordial welcome to Mr. and Mrs. Habib Sabet
and their two children, visitors from
Iran. Another distinguished visitor
was Senor Pedro Espinoza, of the
Spiritual Assembly of Mexico City
who is most enthusiastic over the
spread of the teachings in that great
country, which already has a good
teaching unit.
Inter America Teaching
This great arm of service made an
inspiring report of the teachlng work
in various Latin American countries, all of which requires tact,
wisdom and perseverence. Mention
was made of many brave souls,
who are overcoming unusual difficulties and are attracting by Divine
Favor, the hearts.
The matter of obtaining passports,'
visas, transportation is not easy at
such a time of upheaval. It is the
duty of every believer to support
this great campaign. A wealth of
the Creative Words, bearing upon
teaching gave many quotations.
The freedom of South Americans
from racial prejudice is in their
favor in accepting the teachings. The
Inter America School plays a noble
part in training teachers. Mr. and
Mrs. Rafi Y. Mottahedeh gave an
interesting accotUlt of their flying
trip to South America for teaching.

The Temple
The Temple supervising engineer,
Mr. McDaniel, whose gratuitous and
faithful services have been a bounty to the friends over so long a period of years, spoke happily of the

dream-reality now become a physical fact. The epic of transformation, from the ugliness of the undressed foundation to the temple's
present loveliness, struck a poetic
vein. The work of completing the
two remaining faces, to go forw-ard
simultaneously with that on the two
miles of steps started May 18. The
former will be completed in about
two months, the latter by November. The steps will be of the sa me
material as the rest of the Temple.
The designs for interior decoration, purchased years ago from Mrs.
Bourgeois, are now with the Guardian. The inscriptions over the doors
will eventually become visible so as
to be read at a reasonable distance.
How great is the victory that ternpIe construction should go forward
during the years of world-wide depression and amidst the greatest upheaval known to mankind. On Mr.
McDaniel's suggestion a word of
loving appreciation was sent Mr.
John A. Earley, with prayers for his
early recovery.
Annual Election
At the time appointed, and following Baha'i procedure, the election
was held for the new National Spiritual Assembly. This resulted, by report of the tellers in the reelection
of the former body. The tellers who
spent several hours in counting the
ballots were voted the thanks of the
convention. The new national body
was later announced by Mr. Holley, organized a s follows; Allen B.
McDaniel, chairman; George O.
Latimer, vice-chairman; Horace Holley, secretary; Louis G. Gregory,
recording secretary; Roy C. Wilhelm, treasurer; Siegfried Schopflocher, assistant treasurer; Dorothy
K. Baker, Leroy loas and Ame1ia
E. Collins.
The Southern Field
The cooperative services of the
Race Unity and Southern Regional
Committees was
an interesting
phase of the convention story. Brave
pioneers and itinerant teachers in
their efforts to spread the teachings
in a region largely fundamentalist
in religion and reactionary in racerelations are meeting with notable
successes. Slow but quite marked
progress is made. The first definite
instructions of the Guardian about
the work in the South, to wit, that
teachers in that region should consult with the minority group, find
out from them who are the liberals

among the majority, and then proceed with teaching, is fraught with
divine wisdom and if followed would
greatly facilitate the progress of the
cause. The world is now in a state
of rapid change and those who are
just and are genuinely interested in
human we1fare are obviously the
most likely to be attracted by the
Great Message.
The chairman of the Race Unity
Committee spoke of her committee's purpose, under instructions,
of the Guardian, to reach as many
minority groups as possible. We are
not to let old traditions guide us;
nor let discredited ideas and leadership swerve us from service. Strike
out into new paths and pursue new
ideals under the Supreme Guidance
of Baha'u'llah.
Firmness in the Covenant
The most important task of teaching firmness in the Covenant and
avoiding association with Covenantbreakers, was assigned Albert R.
Windust, chairman of the Spiritual
Assembly and veteran Baha'i of Chicago. His was one of the ablest elucidations of the subject ever made on
such an occa sion, replete with illustrations and authorities quoted.
Covenant-breakers,
animated by
pride and disobedience, attack the
principle of Prophetic succession
and direct their· bitter hatred
against the appointed Center or
Guardian of the Cause. Quoting the
memorable words of the Master:
"They aTe indeed' counted as dead.
Anc! the deac! disintegTate and
spread infection. U ~'He that sits
with leper catches leprosy."
In the region of Chicago there is a
man who for perhaps forty years
has carried on a one-man propaganda, trying to show that Subhi E zel,
the apostate half-brother, and not
Baha'u'llab, was the rightful successor of the Bab! Behold how obstinacy
and absurdity march together in this
strange and impossible mind! Other
Covenant-breakers, professing loyalty, attacked the Master. Others in
the same way, because he has
balked their greed and corruption?
now attack our Guardian, although
pretending loyalty to the Master.
Can the beetle love the rose or the
bat the sunshine? Even the density
and obstinacy of such souls have an
effect the least suspected by themselves. Their futile efforts to destroy
the Cause focus a searchlight upon
their own motives which results in
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greater faith and higher attainments
among united, loving and loyal
friends.
Various Committees

The

Radio

committee

reported

broadcasts over a wide area which
:made use at one hundred and sixtysix stations. A planograph was distributed which equips workers to obtain a favorable hearing from
broadcast station program directors.
The Publicity committee reported
upon plans for press notices and ap-

peals. The convention recommended the use of a publicity expert to
aid this work.
The Contacts committee has a ree·
ord of approaches by leiter to many
prominent people. It is not too much
to hope that at no distant day, many
very clever people will be drawn into the Faith.
The Archives and History Committee gave explanation of the Sacred relics displayed on the walls.
The Exhibits Committee offered
the Temple itself as the greatest
exhibit. Two beautiful pictures of it,
made by Carl Scheffler, adorned the
walls. In the corridors were impressive exhibits of practically all the
various committees, with many pictures, charts and explanations.
The Study Outline Committee reported, among various labors, an
outline for the study of IsJIun. Now
available to the friends.
The various school committees,
Green Acre, Geyserville, Louhelen
and International unfolded the expanding curricula of their scientific
and spiritual training.
The Child Education Committee
reported progress in tha t fascina t·
ing field of work.
The chairman whose genial spirit
both guided and entertained the
delegates, brought its business ses·
sions to to its close by a prayer read
by Mrs. Sarah Walrath.
Prior to this however, the Assembly Development Committee had a
hearing which was improved to impress the progress of the Cause
which would be very rapid through
a full functioning and active administration, as a stimulus, guide and
guard in each and every center. A
strong, virile, Spiritual Assembly
makes a live, active community.

El Ridvan
This greatest of all Baha'i festivals was observed on Friday evening of the convention. It was ar-

Bahi:i Display in Window of Lyman Pharmacy, Linden A.venue at Fourth Street,
WUmei1e. During the ConventiOD of 1942. Arranged by .John Haggard.

ranged by the Spiritual Assembly of
Milwaukee, whose chairman presided. First came the reading of
Tablets of Baha'u'llah addressed to
Kings, Statesmen and important
personages of the world. Then came
an address by Mr. Habib Sabet, visi·
tor from Iran, whose quaint humor
and powers of description drew a
vivid contrast yet oneness of spirit
between East and West. Miss Elsie
Austin presented the Baha'i teachings in language of such originality,
spirituality and charm as to attract
all hearls.
Ali-Kuli Khan, N. D. was at his
best, givirig with rare eloquence a
spiritual and philosophical explanation of the meaning of Ridv[m. The
Baha'i friends were very inspired
and happy, a state that was shared
by the visiting friends.

successive calls to mankind. A bright
future for America is indicated and
all were invited to enter the Divine
Cause as the Realm of Life.
Mr. Ali M. Yazdi, third generation Baha'i, spoke on uThe Challenge of the Times." He said in part:
We become aware of values by
losses. Now, while mankind suffers,
is the time to do good work. We
must build real harmony out of the
false unity created by wars, a new
world designed for peace. This
means one world neighborhood and
the coordination of all human endeavors. Baha'u'llah has revealed
to us the plan. Life will become a
noble and exciting adventure under
His New World Order. To live in
this day is a privilege from God.
We witness the birth of an age for
which men have longed.

Public Teaching Meeting
Carl Scheffler was happy as chairman. Mrs. Loulie A. Matthews presented "The House we Ii ve in."
That house, she said) is your identity. It must be in order and lighted
by faith. As with the individual so
must it be with the nation and the
world. She then related the stories
of the Bab and Baha'u'llab and their

Summary

The convention is now a bright
memory_ But it is certain that its influence lives and grows. The bounties from the Abha Kingdom descended in such abundance as to inspire gratitude and reverence in
hearts. Those who witnessed the difficulties of the past year may well
marvel at the victory's magnitude,
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due to the secret forces of Celestial
Strength. Divine Promises give the
assurance of greater victories.
May we not cherish the hope that
the love, loyalty and approved activities of the American friends may
be as a magnet, divinely charged,
to attract ere long, the presence in
our midst of our well-beloved Guardian? His coming at some time is
indicated. At such a tinie as he
deigns to make the journey. the
Temple of God, in its transcendent
beauty, will welcome him. A thousand homes will offer him service.
Thousands of hearts gladdened by
his presence, will overflow with love.
Ten thousand times ten thousand
minds will be enlightened by his
mature wisdom.
Lours G. GRECORY,
Convention Reporter

The Sixlh Year of the
Seven Year Plan
Beloved Friend3:
The Guardian has inaugurated the
last pha se of the Seven Year Plan
by his cablegram of April 26 addressed to the Convention. The delegates and Baha'i friends present at
the Convention felt themselves inspired and renewed by the experience of rededication to the Faith of
Baha'u'llah. As from a throbbing
heart, the potent impulse generated
in tha t experience ha s been COmmu~
nicated throughout the American
Baha'i community-to the Assemblies, to the believers, to the local
and National Committees.
It is for us now to direct this holy
and passionate zeal into definite undertakings for the fulfilment of the
Seven Year Plan. We have but two
yea rs in which to make our individual and collective effort and reveaJ the degree of our longing to
serve His Cause.
Important projects are already
under way, for both the Inter-America and National Teaching Committees held continuous consultation
with volunteer teachers and pioneers
during the Convention period, and
the incoming National Spiritual Assembly acted at once on the recommendations prepared by these two
Committees
In its successive messages to the
friends in BaM.'i News, the National
Spiritual Assembly will concentrate
on the vital needs and steps of progress in the teac~ing work and in the
Temple construction, and report the

condition of the National Fund in relation to the current annual budget.

Annual Brulget
1. Teaching, including North and
South America and providing
for all Committees related to
teaching work or teaching
fa('iIities ...................... $ 50.000
2. Temple construction, to provide all ne('essary funds for
completion of main story exterior oroaJIlentation, for the
surrounding steps. and for payment of balance due on work
done in 1941 .... ...
. . . . . 40,000
3. Administrative expense, including all Committees not financed
from the budget for teaching,
the Convention, BahcPi News,
etc.
.. .... ......... 20,000
4. Maintenance of Baha'i Trustee
properties. including insurance,
taxes, repairs and caretaking.. 20,000
5. Repayment of balance due on
loan incurred in 1940 for Temple construdion ... , .... ,..... 14,000
6. Reserve for contingent. items..
6,000
TOTAL

................ $150,000

In announcing this budget, the National Spiritual Assembly must
again emphasize the basic importance of the National Fund as the
<llife blood" of our unified Baha'i
activity, and the symbol of our sacrifice to the common goal. The indi~
vidual believer is urged to ponder
his own responsibility, and the local Assembly is requested to present the needs of the F'und at meetings of community consultation.

Temple Construction
On Monday, May 18, work was

resumed at the House of Worship.
The plan is to complete the last two
main story faces and the steps by
November, 1942, thus exemplifying
the Guardian's words in his Convention message: uThe gigantic Temple undertaking~ constituting the
major_ obligation of this enterprise,
has been virtually consummated,"
Photographs illustrating the progress of the work will be published as
frequently as possible in BaM'i
News. All the materials, including
the carved castinE{s. are in readiness. and the final responsibility of
the Baha'i community in this historic undertaking is to meet the construction expense set fortlt in the
budget. For details, consult the article in Baha'i News for February,
1942.

North America Teaching
Last January the friends were given in Baha'i News two maps showing the unsettled States and Prov-

inees of North America. Twentythree States, six Provinces, and the
Territory of Alaska were listed.
Now, from reports of local elec~
tions held April 21, it becomes possible to remove from that list the following areas: Louisiana, Texas,
Utah, Virginia, Manitoba, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia. But New
Mexico has since been placed on the
tuloccupied list.
This leaves twenty States, three
Provinces and Alaska to settle with
a Spiritual Assembly by 1944.
In January there were twenty-four
dissolved Assemblies to be restored.
The recent elections restored the Assemblies of Moncton and St. Lambert, Canada, Lal1sing, Michigan,
and Salt Lake City, Utah, but transferred Brookline, Massachusetts, to
the number of Assemblies gone out
of exi'stence. All the election reports
are not yet received, but the full
and final Assembly roll for 1942-1943
will be published next month.
Lalin .America Teaching

As stated elsewhere in this issue,
seven new cities and one existing
Assembly reported this year, and
reports are awaited from two other
Assemblies, making a total of ten
local Spiritual Assemblies.
This comes to us as impressive
evidence of the spiritual power
which the devotion of the pioneers
and the energy and planning of the
Committee has released in the InterContinental teaching field.
Plans are under way to settle pioneer teachers in Venezuela, Columbia and Brazil, while Dr. Malcolm
King of Milwaukee has arisen to
volunteer to settle in Jamaica two
years for teaching activity. A detailed survey of current work will
be reported next month.

"Again 1 Renew Pia?'
The Guardian's message identifies
each of us with the full success of
the teaching work. "Invisible hosts
are marshalled, eager to rush forth
and crown every effort, however
humble, however bela ted, exerted to
speed the unfinished tasks. Again I
renew plea for closer communion
with the Spirit of BaM'u'llah, for
more passionate resolve~ for more
abundant flow of material resource s, and for wider dispersion, intenser concentration, by a still greater
number of pioneers, settlers and
itinerant teachers to insure for the
Plan a termination commensurate
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with and wondrous as the exploits
marking the opening decade of the
first Baha. 'i Century."
The all-loving Father, Bah:i.'u'llilh,
offers His children the supreme heavenly Gift-the privilege of sacrificing themselves for the Cause of God.
We will search the whole world over
.and find nothing in palaces, universities, factories or legislatures to
compare with the blessing bestowed
upon the Baha'is. Pure intention heroism, spiritual knowledge - every
form of capacity any believer may
possess in any degree--are in these
days to be fulfilled, assuring to the
faitbful servants an eternal blessing.
Centering our firm vision upon the
radiant goal, assured of success, rejuvenated in spirit, may we redouble
our effort to accomplish definite
tasks in this, "the crucial year
ahead" upon which "hinge the fortunes" of the Divine Plan.
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NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Annual Election
The election held Friday, May 1,
1942, resulted in the following vote
for. members of the National Spiritual Assembly:
Horace Holley, 131; Louis G. Gregory, 125; Roy C. Wilhelm, 115; Mrs.
Dorothy Baker, 112; Allen B. McDaniel, 110; Siegfried Schopflocher,
100; George O. Latimer, 98; Leroy
Ioas, 85; Mrs. Amelia E. Collins, 84.
These members organized by the
election of the following officers:
Allen B. McDaniel, Chairman;
George O. Latimer, Vice Chairman;
Horace Holley, Secretary; Roy C.
Wilhelm, Treasurer; Louis G. Gregory, Recording Secretary; Siegfried
Schopflocher. Assistant Treasurer.

Newly-Established and
Restored Assemblies
The result of teaching efforts
made last year has been gratifying
in the number of new Assemblies
established and .former Assemblies
restored to the roll.
The restored Assemblies are:
Lansing, Mich., St. Lamber!, P. Q.,
Moncton, N. B., Sal! Lake City,
Utah.
The new Assemblies: New Orleans, La., Halifax, N. S., Houston,
Texas, East Orange and Englewood.
N. J., Winnipeg, Man., Ann Arbor,
Mich .. Shorewood, Wise., Arlington,
Va., Beverly, Mass.
This adds fourteen Assemblies to

Baha'i Center Dedicated by the Spiritual Assembly and Baba'i Community of
Honolulu, T. B., October 20, 1941.

the number of established Baha!i
Communities, and from the unoccupied areas it removes the following States and Provinces: New Orleans. Texas. Utah, Virginia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia.
The Baha'is of Snohomish County,
Washington, also formed an Assembly, but the recognition of such a
large area for a local Assembly has
raised an important administrative
principle which has been referred
to the Guardian. If the Guardian directs the National Assembly to accept this county community, the
number of new Assemblies elected
on April 21, 1942, will be eleven instead of ten.

Latin-American Assemblies
The Faith of Bahit'u'lhlh has made
remarkable progress and achieved
signal victories in Central and South
America in the fourth year of the
Seven Year Plan.
It is a great privilege to announce
that election reports have been received from eight cities.
These reports have made it possible to recognize the Spiritual Assemblies now existing in the following
cities:
Montevideo, Uruguay; Tegucigalpa, Honduras; Port au Prince, Haiti; Havana, Cuba; Puntarenas, Costa Rica; San Salvador, EI Salvador;
Mexico, D. F.; and Puebla, Pue.,
Mexico. To these eight Assemblies
may doubtless be added the two Assemblies existing last year-Buenas
Aires, Argentina, and San Jose, Cos-

ta Rica-whose current election reports have not yet been received.
The Assembly of Puntarenas was
developed by teachers from San
Jose, and the Assembly of Puebla
by Sr. Pedro Espinosa of Mexico
City. showing how much can be expected of the new friends in La tinAmerica as their numbers increase
and they are supplied with comprehensi ve selections from the tea chings in their native tongue.

The Crucial Year Ahead
Already the sixth year of our Plan
is rushing on its way. Almost three
months have vanished from the
"crucial year ahead" on which,
Shoghi Effendi has cabled, "hinge
(the) fortunes (of this) historic crus ade." Those who attended the Convention have now returned to their
home communities, bearing the sober news of immense teaching requirements, the recognition of which
implanted in every delegate an urgent resolve to "speed (the) unfinished tasks.
The nature of these tasks was
clearly defined during the Convention sessions. In North America we
learned of the formation in April,
1942, of eleven Spiritual Assemblies,
seven in virgin territories, thereby
bringing the total of remaining virgin States and Provinces to twentyfouT. Included were three disbanded Assemblies, leaving twenty-three
yet to be re-established. To complete
this gigantic work the National
Teaching Committee asked for sixtp
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teen pwneers and the participation
of the entire American community.
REMAINING VIRGIN STATES
AND PROVINCES
Alberta
Mississippi
Prim~e Edward Island
Arkansas
Saskatchewan
Iowa
Alaska
North Dakota
New Hampshire
South Dakota
Rhode Island
Kansas
Vermont
Nebraska
Delaware
Colorado
West Virginia
Wyoming
North Carolina
Idaho
Kentucky
Nevada

Alabama

New Mexico

An immediate attack upon these
pioneer fields was made by the Regional Teaching Committees, meeting jointly for a half day with the
National Teaching Committee at
Convention time. Sixteen Committees sent forty-eight representatives
to this meeting for survey and planning. Each Committee determined
to study its area in relation to the
Seven-Year Plan, to subordinate
every activity to the completion of
the unfinished tasks, and to measure its progress by selecting specific objectives to be reached within
stated times. Thus, the initial survey and outline for the year's work
will be completed and submitted to
the N.T.C. by June 1, 1942.
It was the hope of all Regional
Committees that Local Spiritual Assemblies would take an active
share in the pioneer effort this year.
Through the appointment of Extension Committees, as requested by
the N.S.A. last January, innumerable reservoirs of strength and assistance will become available to
the Regional Committees. The Assemblies have also been called upOn
to provide teachers, to urge those
already qualified to volunteer their
energies, and to train the younger
and less-experienced friends to undertake their 'Cart in pioneer and
circuit work. The Regional Committees stand ready to coordinate the
efforts of both Extension Committees and teaching volunteers, and to
guide them into the most essential
fields.
Above all, however, the one essential in this vast campaign is the active support of the whole body of
the friends. uAmerican believers
must unanimously pledge themselves,)J cabled Shoghi Effendi in
March. Unanimous work, unanimous prayers, unanimous giving,such are the claims upon our devotion and faith in this critical hour t
Dear friends, we who participated

in the Convention sessions, seeking
and finding beneath the dome of our
wondrous Temple a fresh spirit with
which to conquer the obstacles
ahead, can never doubt that victory
awaits us in 1944, if we but take the
steps that lead to victory. Is not the
path to be found in these words of
our Guardian: "Invisible hosts (are)
munhalled, eager (to) rush Jorth
(and) crown every efJort~ however
humble, howeveT belated~ exerted
(to) speed (the) unfinished tasKs."
NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITl'EE

Inter-America News
Publicity
The Cause is receiving the most
gratifying publicity in the publications of both Central and South
America, and many clippings are
coming in which we are preserving
as an historical record. These clippings show the wisdom and tact
which our pioneers are using and
evidence. by the amount of space
involved, the willingness of the
Press to present our purpose and
carefully composed articles telling
of the work of the pioneers.
Recently an article appeared in
a magazine in Havana, and while
not entirely correct. it was intended
to be friendly and interested. John
Steams has sent us some copies of
the Voice of E cuadOT in which his
article appeared in both Spanish and
English, whereupon we promptly
subscribed for the Magazine feeling that our interest might be helpful in fostering continental unity.
Cuba
A most enthusiastic letter has recently been received from Josephine
Kruka telling of the celebration of
Youth Day in the Baha'i Center in
Havana which has resulted in the
formation of a study clas s of young
people who are very eager to learn
of the Faith. Before Youth Day
Miss Kruka had already esta bJished
a small class for young people of
from ten to seventeen years which
was meeting with the greatest success.
San Domingo
Margaret Lentz also observed
youth Day with a party which was
attended by a large group of young
students, some of whom are living
in the same house where she is, and
this, too, will result in a study class.
She was really overwhelmed by the

reception which they gave to her
suggestions and the appreciation of
her hospitality.

Puerto Rico
San Juan is certainly blest since
now it has six American pioneers
residing there. Beside Rouhiyyib
Jones and Mrs. Katherine Disdier.
Mrs. Guthrie, Mrs. Marangella and
Mr. and Mrs. McComb have taken
up their residence in San Juan and
are assisting in the activities of the
commtmity in Red Cross work and
social welfare. This is a splendid
way to become acquainted and to
demonstrate the Baha'i love for humanity and willingness to be of assistance wherever possible.
Chile
Mrs. Marcia Atwater arrived in
California on March 13 from Santi~
ago by plane since her health had
suffered somewhat from the change
of climate. Mrs. Atwater is radiant
about the growth of the Faith in
Chile and the unity which is coming about in the country itself which
is subj ect for comment everywhere
there. She will return in a short
time and will remain indefinitely
there where now the work is extending to Valparaiso as well as Antofa ~
gasta and other cities. A great deal
of publicity has been given to the
Faith and some of the foremost
writers and educators have evidenced their interest in most gratifying
statements.
Mrs.
Atwater
has
brought quantities of clippings as
well as many fine translations of the
Baha'f Writings in Spanish. There
are now four native Chileans pioneering in various parts of the
country.
Argentina
A letter from the chairman of the
Assembly of Buenos Aires has written for fifty registration blanks as
they wish to make a new list of
membership. We are not sure whether this means that there are now
fifty members, but the number looks
very promising and the zeal of the
friends there is wonderful.

Panama
Our two pioneers in Ancon have
now realized their hearis' desire
since recently they have been reinforced by the arrival of Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Hamilton who are going
to reside in Cristobal and thus they
can meet and study together even
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though they are not in the same
city.
Yene:mela
Priscilla Rhoads writes that there
are openings for young people in
Caracas if they have some profession. She says that all the work is
done by young people and we are
very eager to see other pioneers
there at once. After the Guardian's
last cable we are confidently expecting applications to come in!

C ...ta Rica
There are now two beautiful magazines of the highest order whose
columns are open to the Faith. Alma
Tica magazine has for months been
bringing out articles accompanied
by photographs of 'Abdu'I.Baha, the
Temple and the first Spiritual As- BaJu\'is of Kansas City. Mo., Gathered Togetber for Ridrin Feast, 1940. Six of
sembly in Costa Rica; but now the These BeHevers Were Among Those Who EstabUsbed the Kansas City Assembly Ob
April 21, 1935.
RepeTtorio America?W of Sr. Joaquin
Garcia Monje, which is a leading
literary publication with wide circu- cation of a new organ in one of the ceive but the friends are assured of
lation,' will print articles in both. churches and that the priest has the wonderful growth of the Faith
Spanish and English on the Cause asked him to teach music. He says in the field we represent.
and Mrs. Woolson will write for it. the priest knows he is a Baha'i but
Bah,,'i School Programs
Alma Tica Magazine is edited by that "he doesn't seem to mind."
Senora de La Frank who is a memI.
Gree. Acre Bahcli" School
Bolivia
/ul,., August, 1942
ber of the Spiritual Assembly and
Mrs. Adler, who returned from
in no othe~ publication that we know
Devotions, 7:45 A.M.., Libra..,.
has the Cause been so beautifully Bolivia last August, left three ardent
Morning Classes
believers in La Paz and Flora
presented.
June 29 through July 16-Essentials of
Hottes,
who
went
there
some
weeks
Due to the extension work which
The BaM'i Faith, Helen Archambault.
has been done by the San Jose be· ago as the latest of our pioneers,
Isttim, Louis G. Gregory.
lievers themselves there is to be a will surely augment the number. She July 13 through July 24-Essen.tia.ls of
The BaM" Faith, Wm. Kenneth and
second Spiritual Assembly in Costa is a librarian by profession and will
Roberta Christian.
Rica in the city of Puntarenas. try to introduce some work for chilThe Influence Of BaJui'u-'!lWt In Modern
This certainly is cause for rejoicing. dren's books there.
Civilization, Harlan Ober.
The friends in San Jose hope that
July 27 through August 7-Essentials of
Lileralure
The BaJt.a'{ F aitn, Dr. Glenn A. Shook.
the beautiful magazines may find inEstablishing a Baha'i Community,
We are advised by the National
terest among the believers in this
Mary Collison.
country. Since they are published in Assembly that a copy of The Baha'i August 10 through August 21-E'ssential.s
World,
vol.
VIII,
has
been
sent
to
Spanish and English, this committee
of the Baha'i Fa.ith, Rexford and Sylvia
Parmelee, Harriet Pettibone, Jessie
will be glad to furnish particulars. the largest Public Library in each
of the Latin- American countries.
Revell.
BahO.'i Proofs, Ali·Kuli Khan, N.D.
Honduras
We are also to distribute copies
August 24 through Sept. 4-Essentials of
The 21st of April has seen the for· in Spanish of the Obligatory Prayers,
the BarnPi Faith, Ruth Moffett.
mation of a Spiritual Assembly in and the "Basis of Baha 'j Commu- August 24--28--Pra.ctica! Appticatiom of
the BaJui'i Faith, Mamie Seto.
Tegucigalpa where John Eichenauer nity. to The Spanish translation of
the "Dispensation" is now with the August 31..sept. 4--~Abdu!I-Ba.M and the
is now working . John sends "miles"
Divine Plan, Horace Holley.
of newspaper clippings from various Publishing Committee and is awaited
with great eagerness. We are grieved
A jlerrwon Class"s
parts of the Republic and recently
that we cannot produce the French July 13 through July 24--Ch.Ud Education,
the arrival of John's brother Marand Portuguese translations also at
Harry Ford.
shall who, he says, is there on a
August 10 through August 21-Discoverthis time.
visit, has been the occasion of aning the Most Great Ocean, Willard
Copies of our State Department's
and Doris MacKay.
other burst of newspaper publicity
certification of the Declaration of August 24 through Sept. 4--PTophecy Fulwhich is something splendid. John
Trust and By-Laws have been sent
filled in This Day, Ruth Moffett.
ha s visited many of the towns in
to our pioneers as a further eviHonduras and success attends him
YOUTH WEEK
dence qf their credentials in case of
everywhere.
AIlp.s:J 2 ~hroa;glr. Al&glU~ 8
need.
San Salvador
We sincerely regret that space
Youth DiscussiolU and Activities
Clarence Iverson writes that he does not permit us to write more Activities and classes arranged for children throughout the season.
has recently officiated at the dedi- fully of aU the fine reports we re-
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Evening Meeting.
Mondays-Fellowship Night, in charge of
Bahiyyib Ford.
Tuesdays-Open.
Wednesdays-Activity Night, in charge of
Harry Ford.
ThuTsdays--Open Forum. Chairman, Dr.
Glenn A, Shook.
Fridays-The Bahd.'f Concept of Unity, in
charge of Lorna Tasker.
Saturdays-Panel Discussion for students.

Afternoons- Specialized Courses

2:00- 3:30 -

3:15- 4:15 -

at the Hall,

Sunday Meeting.
11 A.M.-Public Meeting at the Hall. Spe·
cia! Speakers and Music,
8 P.M.-Music and Art Programs.

3: 15~ 4: 15 4: 30- 5:00 Evenings -

8:00- 9:00 -

Conference.
July 4, 5-Teaching Confe-rence, Chairman, Helen Archambault.
An Inter-Commu.nity Conference under
the direction of the Green Acre Program Committee, in cooperation with.
the New England Regional Committee,
the Eliot Assembly Extension Teaching

Committee and the Boston, Mass., Extension Teaching Committee.
July 25, 26-Inter-America., Chairman,
Mrs. Frances B. Stewart,
August 9, to-Youth Conference, Chairman, Jeanne Steed.
August 15, 16-Ra.ce Amity, Chairman,
Louis G. Gregory, assisted by Dorothy
Baker.
A series of Lecture Recitals on Music
will be given during the season by
H. R. Austin.

Rates:
$16 to $24, weekly, room and board:
slighUy higher for corner rooms, $3 to
$4 daily. Special rate for entire season.
Half rate for children under ten years.
$14, rate for Youth Week.
.
Due to war conditions no dogs WIll
be allowed at the summer school dormitories or cottages.

Please make reser'Mlions early!
Apply to Mrs. Flora Valentine, 142
Regent St., Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
After June 15tb, address Mrs. Flora
Valentine, Manager, Green Acre Baha'i
School, Eliot, Maine.

9: 15- 9: 30
9:45-10: 45

11: 00-12: 00
Afternoons

2:00- 3:00

3: 15- 4: 15

3: 15- 4: 15
4:36- 5:00
Evenings
8:00· 9: 00

Lorna Tasker, Chairman; Marjorie Wheeler, COTTesponding Secretary; Hattie

-

General Courses - open to
everyone.
....:. Devotional Meeting.
- Basic BaM'i Teacnings 1.
Spiritual Teach.ings, God
and the Manifestations. The
concept of Progressive
Revelation. The nature of
man. Immortality. Prayer,
etc.
- Baha'i Administration.
Principles and practice.
- Specialzied Course's for
Baha'! Students-by enrollment.
- Questions Most Frequently
Asked by Inquirers. Assignment, study and discussion.
- Teaching Techniques. How
to present the Cause e1l'ectively. Spiritual pre-requisites. Psychological considera liOD. Essentials of
public speaking.
- Spanish,
- Half Hour oj Music.
- General Sessions-open to
everyone.
- The BaM'i' Faith in Practice. Baha'i character Attitudes toward eurrent issues. Participation in current activities. Social and
administrative standards.

Third Week: luly 20.25, inclusive
Mornings

-

9:15- 9:30 9:45-10:45 -

2. Geyserville Baha'i School
Juiy 5 '" July 25, 1942

Bosch Place, GeY"erviile, CaHf.
First Week: July 6-12, inclusive
Mornings

-

9:15- 9:30 9:45-10: 45 -

11:00-12:00 -

General Courses - open to
everyone.
Devotional Meeting.
High-tights of Baha'i Historl/. Showing main events
and the thread running
through.
Islam Its history and
teachings.

for
Baha'i Students-by enrollment.
Influence of the Manifestations of God. IDstorical analysii showing their relation to cycles of civilization.
Research and discussion.
Channels of Teaching,
Radio, Publicity, Pioneering, Fireside, Public Meetings, etc.
Spanish.
Half HOUT of Music.
General Sessions-open to
everyone.
The Bahd'i World. 'Abdu'lBaha in America. Early
Days of the Cause in the
West. Great Baha'i Women.
Baha'i activities abroad.

Second Week: luly 13.19, inclusir>e
Mornings

Green Acre Baha'i Sclwol
Committee:
Chamberlin, R e cor d i. n g Secretary;
Louis G. Gregory, Harlan Ober, Dr.
Glenn A. Shook, Rachel Small, Harry
Ford, Bahiyyih Ford. Justin Williams,
Jeanne Steed, Youth Representatives.

NEWS

11:00-12:00 -

General Courses - open to
everyone.
Devotiona~ Meeting.
Basic Baha'i Teachings II.
Social Teachings.
Marriage. Community Life.
Principle of Consultation,
Foundations of the new
economy. World Order of
Baha'u'l18h.
Humanity's Coming

of Age.

Biological Evolution-current scientific data and the
Baha'i concept. Social and
political evolution. Religious evolution, etc.
Afternoons - Specialized Courses for
Baha'i Students-by enrollment.

2: 00- 3:00 -

3: 15- 4: 15 -

3: 15· 4: 15 4:30· 5:00 Evenings -

8:00- 9:00 -

The Three Conditions oj
Existence. The World of
God. The World of the
Kingdom. The World of
Creation.
Teaching Lab01'atory. Actual presentation of the
Cause by members of the
class before hypothetiCal
groups, followed by discussion.
Spanish.
Half Hour

of

Music.

General Sessions-open to
everyone.
The BaM', Faith in PTactice. (Continuation of second week.)

Special Ermnts:
Latin-American Week-end. Sunday afternoon panel discussions. Public Meet·
ings in Santa Rosa and Healdsburg.
Radio Broadcasts. Picnics, Dancing.
Swimming, Concerts, Community singing, etc.

Reser"atwns :
Write to: Miss Gladyce Linfoot, 156 Nova
Drive; Piedmont, Cali1omia.
Rates: Donnitory-two persons, one room
$5.00 per week per person. Dormitory,
upstairs, or rooms in near-by houses,
$2.00 or $2.50 per week: Pet" person.

Geyserr>ille School CfJmmUlee:
Ali M. Yazdi, ChaiTma.n; Giadyce Lin.
foot, Secretary; John Bosch, Amelia
Bowrn.an. Louise Groger, Anita loas,
Irvin Somerhalder, Marion Yazdi.

3. Louhelen Bah6'1 5 ... 001
Program, Summer 1942
Laboratory Session
luly 4 to July 13, irrelusitre
"The Law of
Consultation" .. Wm. Kenneth Christian
'''The Promised Day Is Come". ,Alice Cox
Forum" ................. Rinaldo Quigley
Rates, per day, including meals:
Per person, single room ........ $2.35
Per person, double room ....... $2.00
Per person, dormitory ...... , .. $1.60

Midsummer Session
July 15 to AU:gu.Bt 7, inel-.uSI'e
•'The Spiritual Responsibilities
of the Americas"
... Marzieh Gail
This session designed for tutorial study
and informal teaching work.
Rates, per day, including meaIs-:
Per person, single room ........ $2.35
Per person, double room ....... $2.00
. Children 12 years old and lDlder,
per day, per person
..... $1.50

General Session
August 9 to AugK.IIlf 16~ indusWe
"The Spiritual Evolution of
Mankind" .... F. St. George Spendlove
"The Baha'i in Everyday
Life" .".....
. ......... Mamie Seto
"The Law of
Consultation" ........ Elisabeth Cheney
Forum" .................. Teaching Staft
Rates, per day. including meals:
Per person, single room ........ $2.35
Per person, double room ....... $2.00
Per person, donnitory ......... $1.60
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Y ordh Session
Au,gusl 19 to A"'fPU1. 25, ind,uive
"The Law of
Consultation" __ . _...... Philip Sprague
"'!be Concept of

Progress" .. _. _. _.... _.Stanwood Cobb
"Fundamentals of the Baha'i
Faith"
.... Arnold Ketels
"Reading for Radio" , .... Teaching Staff
uChorus" . _.. _.... __ ... _.. Esther Wilson
Forum· , .. , .. _. _...... Edmund Mlessler
Counselors-Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Suhm.
Miss E. Wilson.
Rates including meals, per day per
person, $1.35. Youth rates for Youth
I

only.

*Forum Subject-an sessions:
"How Can the Individual Baha'i in the
Present Emergency Best:
a. Help His Country,
b. Serve the World of HlUIlanity,
c. Teach Effectively?"

Re.ertJations :
Please make reservations with Mrs. L, W.
Eggleston, Louhelen Baha'i School,
Davison. Michigan. The school is located on MIS, 3 miles south of Davison
Michig'an.

Lou,..,u,n Sclwol Commiltee:
Edmund .Miessler. Chairman; Mrs, L. W.
Eggleston, SecTetary; Phyllis Hall. Recording Secreta.ry; Mrs. Beatrice Eardley. Harry Whang, L. W. Eggleston,
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick, Mrs.
Dorothy Graf.

Schedule of Meetings of the
National Spiritual Assembly
All meetings during the current
year will be held at the l;Ia+iratu'lQuds, 536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Il1inois. On account of the increasing difficulty of the problem of
transportation, and for the sake of
economy in travel expense as well
as the time of the members, the
schedule adopted calls for longer
meetings, with a slightly larger interval between meetings.
The current schedule, it will be
noted, contains five more days of
business sessions than would be provided if the Assembly met for two
days at monthly intervals. For most
of the members, the schedule of
twenty-nine days in session at the
I;Ia,pratu'l-Quds means that an even
greater number of days will be spent
in travel.
May 2, 3, 4; June 12, 13, 14, 15;
July 17, 18, U, 20; September 11, 12.
13, 14; November 12. 13, 14, 15;
January 8, 9, 10, 11, 1943; March 5,
6, 7. 8; April 27, 28.

Bulletins for Believers Subject
to the Draft
Local Assemblies have received
copies of two special bulletins, is-

Spiritual Assembly of the

Bahi.~is

of Ann Arbor, Mich •• Newly Established
April 21, 1942.

sued by the National Spiritual Assembly for the information of Baha 'is who wish to apply for noncombatant service in connection
with their draft questionnaire.
The fi~st bulletin was dated March,
1941. In April, 1942 a second bulletin was distributed informing believers how to proceed with an appeal in
the event that the local draft board
denied them the status of noncombatant.
Each bulletin has also been sent
to individual believers asking for
copies, and a copy has also been
filed with the Regional Teaching
Committees to ad vise them in meeting questions from isolated friends.
In June, 1942, two more bulletins
are being distributed, which deal
with a change in the form of the
draft questionnaire bringing the matter up to date for Baha'is of the
United States.
The special committee has also
drafted a bulletin for Canadian believers which will be distributed as
soon as possible. The bulletins previously issued have not dealt with
the subject in relation to Canadian
statute and practice since that country has not had a compulsory draft.
To sum up: Assemblies in the
United States have access to four
bulletins and should study these in
order to assist members of their
community. These three bulletins
will be sent to any isolated believer
subject to the draft. In a brief time
a special Canadian bulletin will be

distributed to Assemblies and Regional Teaching Committees of that
country. Isolated believers of Canada subject to the draft will receive
a copy on request.

Baha'i Statns for Believer in
Military Scrvice
From the Regional Teaching Committee of New England we have this
excerpt from a letter written by Ashley King~ now serving in the medical detachment at Lovell General
Hospital, Fort Devens.
' l Recently they decided to include
our religion on the little identification tags we wear aroWld our necks:
lP' for Protestant t jC' for Catholic,
I J'
for Jewish. They were somewhat at a loss what to do in my
case. They kept suggesting that 'Baha 'ism' must be an offshoot of one
of the other three Faiths, but I insisted that it was independent but
embraced them all, so finally they
had the full word 'BaM.'i' printed
on my tags "
,.

Annual Souvenir of
'Abdu'l-Baha
Subj eet to any changes found necessary, the Committee has prepared
the following program for the Annual Souvenir of 'Abdu'l-Baha to be
held at Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood, N. J., Saturday, June 27,
the thirtieth annual gathering of Baha'is to commemorate the Unity
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Feast and address given by the Master in 1912.
2:30 p.m. to 3:20 p.m., Symphony
orchestra; solos by Walter Olitski of
the Metropolitan Opera Company.
3 : 30 to 4: 30 the meeting: Theme
-The PTomised Day Is Come. Readings from - the Master's talk by the
chairman, Philip Sprague. Address
of welcome, Roy C. Wilhelm. Speakers to be announced.
4:45 to 5:00 p.m. Prayer meeting
in the grove conducted by Mrs.
Maud Gaudreaux.
5:15 p.m. Refreshments served at
Evergreen Cabin.

1943 Convention
The next Annual Convention has
been scheduled for the four-day period of April 29, 30, May 1 and 2,
1943.

Publisbing Announcements
I. In Spanish
The Dispensation of Baha'u'Hlih,
translated into Spanish. Paper cov-

er. Per copy, $0.75.
Obligatory Prayers (Las Oraciones ObHgatorias), translated into
Spanish. Paper cover. Per copy,

$0.15.
Catalog.

2. I .. English
A new catalog, corrected

to April I, 1942, is available and
copies will be sent free on request.
A Child's Prayer Book. Compiled
by Child Education Committee and
issued as a pamphlet reproducing
the hand-lettered original pages of
the compilation. Paper cover. Per
copy, $0.15.
I, Mary Magdalene, by Juliet
Thompson. Copies of this novel of
the days of Christ formerly sold at
$2.50 can now be obtained for $2.00.
The Publishing Committee can
supply copies of Rodwell's Koran,
the translation recommended by the
Guardian for Baha'i students of 1shim. Per copy, $1.00.
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.

Teaching Bulletin,
"A WorM Failh"
The friends are reminded that the
public teaching bulletin, formerly
entitled A New World Order, now
called A World Faith, is obtained
from the National Baha'i Office and
not from the Publishing Committee.
These leaflets are furnished at the

rate of 50 for SOc, 100 for $1.00, etc.
Make check or postal order payable
to National Baha'i Fund.

Cases of Mental Dlness
In view of the fact that delegates
raised at the Convention the question of how local Assemblies are to
deal with believers who appear to
suffer some degree of mental illness, the National Assembly wishes
to advise the friends that this matter was referred to the Guardian
some years ago.
His instruction, contained in a letter dated May 30, 1936, makes it
clear that expert medical opinion is
to be obtained, and that prayer alone
is not sufficient
HRegarding persons whose condition ha s not been defined by the civil authorities after medical diagnosis, the Assembly on the spot must
investigate every case that arises
and, after consultation with experts,
deliver its verdict. Such a verdict ..
however, should, in important cases, be preceded by consultation with
the N.S.A. No doubt, the power of
prayer is very great, yet consulta·
tion with experts is enjoined by Ba·
ha 'u'llah. Should these experts believe that an abnormal case exists,
the withholding of voting rights is
justified.' ,

Temple Model Display
at Phoenix
From Mrs. Miriam Bugby we have
this interesting report:
"The first week the Model was
flat in the window with the flowers
around and we thought much more
attractive than on the pedestal but
we could not very well a sk her to
change it for the picture. However
the picture is quite good.
"On Wednesday before the Youth
meeting on Feb. 22nd, Adrienne talked over the radio, the announcer
over K.P .H.O. introduced her: 'Miss
Adrienne Ellis, Chairman of the
Baha'i Youth Group of Phoenix, will
speak on The ArchitectuTe and Significance of the Baha't Temple which
is being erected in Wilmette, Illinois, and dedicated to the promulgation of Universal religion and Universal Peace.'
"Her talk wa 5 love1y and the annOWlcement at close was: 'A Model
of this beautiful Temple is on display at 838 North Central Avenue.'
"Then he announced the Youth
meeting by saying: 'The Baha'i

Youth of Phoenix will observe International Baha'i Youth Day by presenting a Symposium on The
Ideals of Baha'i Youth on Sunday
afternoon, Feb. 22nd, at 3 o'clock at
the Young Women's Christian Association club room. The public is cordially invited to attend.'
"They were very nice at K. P .H. O.
and we were grateful for time on
the air."

Enrollments and Transfers
Chicago, twenty-two. Maui, four.
Minneapolis, four. Detroit, ten.
Lima, three. San Francisco, three
and one youth. Syracuse, two and
one youth. Los Angeles, three. Indianapolis, two. Helena, two. Springfield, Mass., two. Binghamton, two.
Phoenix, two youths. Sacramento,
one. Jacksonville, one. Montreal,
one. Pasadena, one. Cincinnati, one.
Urbana, one. Muskegon, one. New
Orleans, one. Milwaukee, one youth.
New Haven, one. Miami. one. Boston, one. West Chester, one. Vancouver, one. Kansas City, one.
Fourteen isolated believers enrolled in March, forty-four in April.

In Memoriam
Grant, 0 my Lord, that they who
have ascended unto Thee may repair unto Him Who is the most exalted Companion, and abide beneath
the shadow Of the TabeTnacle of Thy
majesty and the Sanctuary of Thy
glory.-BAIIA~u'LLAH.

Mr. William J. Burnett, Glendale,
Arizona.
Mr. Richard Marshall, San Francisco.
Mr. George Drum, Washington, D.C.
Mrs. Idelia Shirkey, Vista, California.
Mrs. Frieda Kalfus, Los Angeles.
Mrs. Samuel Rodman, Batavia, New
York.
Miss Gertrude Buikema, Chicago.
Mrs. Alvina Ayres Celena, Ohio.
j

BahB'i Calendar
Declaration of the Bab: May 23.
To be observed on May 22, at about
two hours after sunset.
Ascension of Baha 'u'llah: May 29.
To be observed at three A.M. (standard time).
Nineteen Day Feasts: Grandeur,
May 17; Light, June 5; Mercy, June

24.
Meetings of National Spiritual Assembly: May 2. 3, 4; June 12, 13, 14,
15, 1942, at Wilmette.
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PUIUSHED BY THE NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BAHA1fS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
GENERAl OFFICE: 536 SHERIDAN ROAD, WILMETTE, ILUNOIS
No. 154

YEAR 99, BAHA'i ERA

''The Prosecution of the
World Mission"
A LeUer from SlwglU Effendi
DeaTly Beloved Co-WorkeTs:
Viewed in the perspective of Ba-

ha'i history the Seven Year Plan,
I

associated with the closing years of
the First Baha'i Century, will come
to be regarded as the mightiest instrument yet forged, designed to enable the trustees of a firmly establisbed, steadily evolving Administrative Order to complete the initial
stage in the prosecution of the world
mission confidently entrusted by the
Center of the Covenant to His chosen disciples. The Divine Plan, thus
set in operation. may be said to have
derived its inspiration from, and
been dimly foreshadowed in, the injunction so significantly addressed
by Baba'u'llah to the Chief Magistrates of the American continent. It
was prompted by the contact established by 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself, in

the course of His historic journey,
with the entire body of His followers
throughout the United States and
Canada. It was conceived, soon after that contact was established, in
the midst of what was then held to
be one of the most devastating crises in human history. It underwent
a period of incubation', after His ascension, while the machinery of a
divinely appointed Administrative

Order was being laboriously devised
and its processes set in motion. Its
initial operations were providentially made to synchronize with the final
years of a century that witnessed
the birth and rise of a Faith of which
it is the direct consequence. The
opening stage in its execution has
been faced by, and will survive, the
severe challenge of a crisis of still
greater magnitude than that which
baptized its hirth. The conclusion of
the first phase of its tremendous and
irresistible unfoldment is now approaching. The hopes and aspirations of a multitude of believers, in
both the East and the West, young
and old, whether free or suppressed,
hang on its triumphant consummation. The Temple itself, that fair incarnation of the soul of an unconquerable Faith, and the first fruit
of the Plan now set in motion, stands
in its silent beauty, ready to reinforce the strenuous endeavors of its
prosecutors. Towering in grandeur
and resplendent in its majesty it
calls aloud incessantly for a greater,
a far greater number of pioneers
who, both at home and in foreign
fields, will scatter to sow the Divine
seeds and gather the harvest into
its gates. The Author of the Plan
Himseif, looking down from His retreats above, and surveying the pro-digious labors of His defeatless disciples, voices, with even greater insistence, the same call. The time in

July, 194.2
which to respond to it is relentlessly shortening. Let men of action
seize their chance ere the swiftly
pa.sIDg days place it irretrievably
beyond their reach.
SHoom
Haifa.

Pale8tine~

May 26, 1942

Thi8 Crucial Year
Prope.. Report No.1 I•• ued by tire
NaJional Spiritual AIBembly for tire
Period May 4--June 30, 1942
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes to present to the entire BaM'i
community of North America a definite and a continuous picture of the
plans and activities undertaken this
year for completing the unfinished
task of the Seven Year Plan. There
need be no time spent on appeals or
explanations. Our s p i r its, our
strength, our resources, are pledged
to action and to action alone.
1. Recognition has been extended
to 101 local Assemblies, with a possi~
bility that the question involving the
area of another Assembly can be
settled in favor of its continuance,
thus giving us 102 Spiritual Assemblies as the basis of the Administrative Order in the United States and
Canada.
2. The National and Regional Committee appointments have been made
for the year beginning July 1, 1942,
and the list is published, with ad-

2
dresses for correspondence, in Baha'i
News for July. Each Committee list
is accompanied by a brief description of its function, for the guidance
of its members and the information
of the believers. Our National and
Regional Committees are instruments for activity of increasing
scope and variety. Let us learn better how they can as sist.
3. At the May and June meetings,
the National Spiritual Assembly acted upon a great number of projects
submitted by the National Teaching
and Inter-America Committees. Not
all such projects can be reported
definitely at the time they are approved, because some are contingent
upon later conditions, and many activities now contributing to the success of the Seven Year Plan are the
result of projects initiated some
months ago. Still more are being carried out by Regional Committees and
by the Extension Committees of local
Assemblies without need of specific
approval.
4. The following teaching projects
approved since the Convention, however, can be presented as a progress
report, with fuller details in the form
of news items later on:
Eastern Canada Regional Teaching proj ect for Ottawa; Mrs. Doris
McKay, teaching in Prince Edward
Island; Teaching Conference for
Southern areas at Vogel Park; Mrs.
Beulah Proctor, .teaching in Halifax;
Mrs. Annie Romer, teaching in Iowa;
Mrs. Margaret Ellis, teaching in
Jackson and Greenwood, Miss.; Mrs.
Marguerite Bruegger, teaching in the
Dakota area; Mrs. Ruth Moffett,
project in the Kansas-Missouri region; Wm. Kenneth Christian for
teaching in Ontario; Harlan Ober,
teaching in Eastern Canada; Helen
Griffing, pioneer teaching in Reno,
Nev.; Artemus Lamb, teaching in
the Wyoming-Utah area; Mrs. Marion Little, teaching in the Mississippi
area; Virginia Came1on, teaching in
Tennessee area; Mark Tobey, project
for Denver and Colorado Springs;
Muriel Stillson, teaching in North
Carolina; Evelyn Cliff and Mrs. Ann
McGee, project for Western Canada;
Mildred Elmer, pioneer teaching in
North Carolina; Mrs. Della Quinlan,
teaching in Omaha; Mr. and Mrs.
William Sears, project for the Dakotas; Farrukh Ioas and Sally Sanor, pioneer teaching in Boise, Idaho; Mrs. Valeria Thornton, pioneer
teaching in Laramie, Wyoming.
5. Inter - America teaching pro-
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Cablegrams from the
Guardian
"Remaining copies (of
Baha'i World received."

The)

-SHOGHI RABBANI

Received June 17, 1942_

"Overjoyed impetus (given to)

pioneer activity (throughout the)
Americas, completion (of) ornamentation (and) commencement
(of) steps. Assure pioneers and

Mrs. Collins (of my) profound admiration, abiding gratitude (and)
special prayers."
-SBOGm RABBANI
Recei~ed

June 20, 1942.

j ects have been planned and all pos~

sible preliminary steps taken for Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, Jamaica, Colombia, Venezuela, Nicaragua, Chile;
and continued teaching activities arranged for Havana and San Domingo.
The matter of passports for travel
to Central and South America has
become extremely difficult. Restrictions are rapidly increasing. All our
plans for settling new pioneers are
subject to their receipt of passports.

Until applications made during May
and June are definitely settled no
detailed report can be made of the
new projects. It can be stated, however, that if all pioneer projects now
approved are able to proceed, the

Teachings in their majesty and pow-

er: The translating work has begun.
It

IS

hoped that this work can appear

before the end of 1942.
8. The exterior ornamentation of
the main story faces of the House of
Worship has been completed except
for a few hours of work which are
to be done at times when it will not
interfere with the rapid progress of
the work on the steps _ One of the
Jast two scaffolds can be taken down

shortly, but the scaffolding with the
hoist must remain in place until the

steps are finished. If the friends will
go back Over their files of Bahci'i
News and trace the successive contracts under which the dome, clerestory, gallery, pylons and main story
ornamentation have been completed,
and to these contracts add those
made necessary for grading the
grounds and providing tunnels and
areaways, they will be overjoyed at
the contemplation of a tremendous
task now complete except for the

steps. May our joy be transmitted
into increased determination to teach

the Cause.
As of June 19, the total of the additional funds needed to finish the
Temple construction work in the
Seven Year Plan is estimated to be
$25,757.53. This SUm must come into
the National Fund at the rate of
about $5,000.00 per month from June
15 to October 15, that there may be

basis for fulfilment of this vital part
of the Seven Year Plan will have

no interruption this calendar year.

been laid.

this summer and early fall will mean
a complete suspension for an indefinite period, probably a number of
years, too late for the Seven Year

6. In order to stimulate the teaching activities with a powerful spiritual reinforcement, the National

Assembly has authorized the publication of three special pamphlets as
soon as possible. One to be a com·
pilation of words of Baha'u'Uah; one
to contain words of 'Abdu'I·Baha;
the third to inclUde selections from

the writings of the Guardian. The
plan is to print a large quantity and

make the cost low enough to free
these compilations for widespread

teaching use. Titles and price to be
announced.
7. A special committee consisting

of Mrs. Loulie Mathews and Mrs.
Helen Bishop has made a general
compilation of the Baha'i Writings

to be translated into Spanish for
Inter-America

teaching

use.

This

project was initiated by the National
Assembly in order to provide, in
Spanish, a one-volume selection giv~
ing ,students and believers in Latin
American countries access to the

Any interruption of the contract

Plan.
9. The resolutions voted by the
Convention have been respectfully
considered by the National Assem.
bly, and definite decision made on
each one.- The record of the resolu.
tions and the subsequent action is to
be presented to the believers in
BaM'i New. for August as the July
number is taken up with the list of
committees and other current items.
10. A summary of current financial
items. From May 1 to June 30, the
National Fund received $16,131.47.
Contributions came in from 76 Assemblies, 70 groups and 79 isolated
believers, in June. Expenditures included: for Temple construction,
$7,232.95; National and Regional
Teaching, $2,185.00; Inter-America
Teaching, $1,263.77; Deputizations,
$225.00; The Baha'i World, Vol. VIll,

$8,249.59.
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of the

Hchosen disciples" of jAbdu'l-Baha,

each progress report will present
more and more record of action and
accomplishment. From time to time
the work of National Committees other
than Teaching and Inter-America
will be featured.
N A'I10N AL SPIRrrUAL AsSEMBLY

Letters from the Guardian
The following excerpts are taken
from a letter written by Shoghi Effendi, through his secretary, to Roy
C. Wilhelm, Treasurer, on May 15,
1942.
"The Convention response, as well
as 'all the recent news from the
U. S. A., have greatly encouraged
him. He feels the strong, purposeful
determination of the believers as
well as of their representatives, to
see Ute Plan through to complete
victory. In view of his own burdens
and cares, this greatly cheers him.

HHe hopes that every available
agency of the administration will be
used to insure Ute speedy fulfilment
of this year's teaching requirements
and Uta t everyUting will be done to
encourage new pioneers to volunteer
and go forUt while Utere is yet time.
As he already pointed out in his Convention cable, this year is the year.
The major part of the work must be
gotten under way now, so that before 1944 it will have yielded its
fruit; otherwise it will be too late."
With the Guardian' s permission,
this excerpt is published from letter
written to Mrs. S. W. French, Secretary of Ute Inter-America Committee, on November 21, 1941.
"I wish to add a few words to
what has been written on my behalf
and stres s afresh the vital importance of increasing by every means
in our power the number of -pioneers who for however short a periad are able to· help in promoting the
establishment of the Faith in South
America. The utmost encouragement, moral and material, should be
extended to those heroic workers
who are willing in these days of uncertainty and turmoil to travel to or
settle in those regions. You will, I
am sure, with your co-workers,
strain every nerve to stimulate the
friends and facilitate their journey
and reinforce their endeavors in
such a vital sphere of Baha'i activity ."
With the Guardian's consent also
are published these excerpts from

Temple Steps p~ Piclure No. I, July 1. 1942. At riaht, wood form for ~stin«
the concrete supports on which the rompleted step 8e(!tione are to reI!Il.

letters written to Mrs. Amelia ColSimilarly, Ute National Assembly
lins on October 5, 1941, and Febru- is permitted· to share wiUt the
ary 3, 1942.
friends these excerpts from a letter
"Mrs. Greenleaf's passing de- written to Mrs. Marie Hopper on
prives the friends of yet another vet- October 26, 1933.
eran and outstanding teacher. The
"Perhaps the reason why you have
Guardian hopes and prays that
among the younger Baha'is many not accomplished so much in the
will train themselves to follow her field. of teaching is the extent you
example and profit by the meUtods have looked upon your own weakshe used so successfully in spread- nesses and inabilities to spread the
ing Ute Cause. Deep knowledge of Message. Bah.i·u'llah and the Masthe teachings, profound human sym~ ter have boUt urged us repeatedly
pathy, a heart which mirrored the to disregard our own handicaps and
Master's love, and a winning sweet- lay our whole reliance upon God.
ness and friendliness were hers. She He will come to our aid if we only
arise and become an active chanwill indeed be greatly missed."
nel
for God's Grace.
"His thoughts are increasingly
"Do
you Utink it is the teachers
turned to the American believers as
Ute end of the First BaM'! Century who make converts and change hu~
approaches, as he feels so strongly man hearts? No, surely not. They
the tremendous, worldwide impor- are only pure souls who take the
tance which their success involves. first steps and then let Ute spirit of
Bahit'u'llith move and make use of
They are not merely struggling for
the furUterance of the Cause in their them. If anyone of Utem should
native land, but for the achievement even for a second think, or consider
of parts of a Divine plan which in- his achievements as due to his own
volves the progress and happiness capacities t his work is ended and
of all men. Their individual and col- his fall starts. This is the fact why
lective responsibility is, therefore,
so many competent souls have, after
very great, very precious, and pre- wonderful services. suddenly found
sents them with an opportunity to themselves utterly impotent and
serve mankind which they may nev- perhaps thrown aside by the spirit
er again have because mankind's of the Cause as useless souls. The
life may never again pass through criterion is the extent to which we
such critical years. His ardent pray- are ready to have the will of God
work through us. n
ers continual1y surroWld them."
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NATIONAL AND REGIONAL BAHA'i COMMITIEES
1942.1943
American Memorial to
, Abth.'l-Balui.

Balui'i News
To edit Baha'i Ne.ws for the Na-

To maintain in Evergreen Cabin,
West Englewood, N. J., an exhibit
of books and photographs commem()rating the visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to
North A~erica in 1912; to recommend other a ppropria te acti vi ties
such as meetings and lectures which
will contribute to the Memorial in
perpetuating the spiritual significance of the Master's mission; to
conduct the annual gathering which
has been known as the °Souvenir of
fAbdu'!-Bahit" on the anniversary of
the Unity Feast held in 1912.

tional Spiritual Assembly.
Horace Holley, Secretary, 536

Mrs. Edith Inglis, Chairman, 474
West 238th Street. Fieldston, N.Y.

Juliet Thompson
Curtis Kelsey
Roy C. Wilhelm
Philip Sprague
Mrs. Carrie Kinney
Mrs. Charles Krug
Mrs. Amy Raubitschek
Mrs. Archie Tichenor

Archive. and History
To receive Tablets and other material suitable for the National Archives; to maintain the National Archives and organize its contents; to
assist local Assemblies to develop
local Archives; to obtain and organize historical data on special sub-j ects as may be required from time
to time.
Edwin Mattoon. Chairman
Mrs, Florence Zmeskol, Secretary,
418 Tenth St" Wilmette, ill.
Mrs. May Scheffler
Bertha L. Herklotz
Hashim Hassan
Mrs. Doris Holley
Mrs. Mineola Hannen

A ..embly Development
To assist in the development of
Assemblies_ by arranging for person~
al visits by members of the Committee or by selected teachers, in order
to take up with the Assembly the essential matters on which its services to the Cause and the growth of
the community depends, and help
outline teaching plans, etc,
Mrs, Dorotby Baker. Chairman
Louis: G, Gregory, Secretary, Eliot,

Maine

Mrs. Amelia Collins

Balui'i E""hibila
To prepare material suitable for
use in public exhibits; to supervise
and conduct exhibits in state Fairs
and regional or national Expositions.
Carl ScheIDer, Chairman, 1821 Lincoln St., Evanston, TIL

Betty Scheffler

Clarence Niss

Sherj~

dan Rd., Wilmette, 111
Mrs. Dorothy Baker
Louis G. Gregory

8ahO.'i N ew".f Service
To release articles suitable for
publicity use by local Assemblies;
to insert approved articles in the
press direct on a national scale; to
provide information on publicity for
Assemblies,
groups
and
active
teachers; to provide data and illustrations on special subjects.
Mrs. Sarah WaIra th, Chairman, 4639
Beacon St .• Chicago,

m

Virginia Russell, Secretary
Mrs. Hazel Rawitsch

Balui'i If'orld Editorial
To obtain material from all parts
of the Baha'i world community, including reports, articles, historical
data and illustrations, suitable for
use in the successive volumes of
The Baha'i World, which material
is then sent to the Guardian and the
selection of the contents is made by
him.
Garreta Busey, Chairman
Mrs. Mabel Paine, Secretary, 606
West Pennsylvania Ave., Urbana,

TIl.
Mrs. Anna Kunz
Jessie E. Revell
Rex Parmelee
Mrs. Marzieh Gail
Robert Gulick, Jr.
Mrs, Annamarie Honnold
Virginia Orbison
Louis G. Gregory
Mrs. Victoria Bedekian, Photograph
Editor

Braille Transcriptions
To provide Baha'i literature in
Braille for the hlind; to place Bah!>.'1
Braille literature in libraries and
other institutions; to encourage the
formation of groups of Baha'i workers to increase the supply of Braille
transcriptions.
Ella Quant. Chairman, 1089 Glen~
wood Blvd., Schenectady, N.Y.
Hilda Stauss
A. C. Engelder
Mrs. Lothar Schurgast
Mrs. H. O. Bolton
Mrs. Amedee Gibson
Mrs. Elmer Duckett
Mrs. Paul Schoeny
Mrs. Mayme Jackson

Child Education
To compile the Baha'i teachings
on this subject; to prepare lessons
suitable for classes of Baha'i chil·
dren; to cooperate with Baha'i child
education activities maintained in
local communities.

Harry E. Ford, Chairman, Fairfield
Rd .• Little Falls, N. Y.
Mrs. H. E. Ford
Mrs. A B. Bevan
Mrs. Reva Belcher
Mrs. Roberta Cbristian

Contact.
To mail selected literature to nonbelievers of capacity and influence;
to develop the mailing list for the
public teaching bulletin, A World
Faith.
Ethel Revell, Chairman, 25:31 No.
19th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lucy J. Marshall
Mrs. Florence Keemer
Mrs. David Earl
Mrs. Hilbert Dahl
Mrs. Evelyn Kemp
Mrs. J o1m DeMille

Mrs. Gel1rge R. True

Julia Goldman
Inter~America

To plan and supervise teaching
activities throughout Central and
South America; to assist the pio-neers; to encourage the formation
of local groups and guide their development in administrative practice; to supervise the translation of
Baha'i literature into Spanish, Portuguese and other languages as re.
quired.
Dagmar Dole, Chairman
Mrs, S, W. French, Secretary, 786
Chester Ave., San Marino, Calif.
Edna True, Legal Adviser and
Travel Agent.
Mrs. Edward Bode
Edward Bode

Mrs, Octavio Illescas
Octavio Illescas
Mrs. Shirley Warde
Charles Wolcott
Gwen Bell
Mrs. E. R. Mathews

International AU!I<Uiary Language
To develop and encourage the interest in the Baha'i principle of an
international auxiliary language,
without giving endorsement to any
of the existing languages in this
field; to make possible effective cooperation with other workers in the
field of international language; to
provide Bahati literature in Esperanto and other languages.
Roan U. Orroff, Chairman, 73 Stan·
ton St., Dorchester, Mass.
Mrs. Patrick Quinlan
Mrs. Luella Beecher
Hugh Rouse
Dr. C. R. Witt
Mrs. Elsa Chaslon
Lucy J. Marshall
Mrs, Anna Kincaid
A. E. Regal
Mrs. Mabelle Davis
Josephine Kruka
Mrs. Mabel Vicary
David Earl

Legal
To examine the incorporation papers prepared by local Assemblies;
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to provide information needed for

local incorporation; to assist the
National Assembly in meeting any
other legal questions that might
arise.
George 0, La timer. Chairman
Horace Holley. Secretary, 536 Sheri·
dan Rd" Wilmette, Ill.
Elsie Austin

Judge Chester F. Barnett

Library
To place literature in public and
university libraries; to encourage
local Assemblies to provide books
for local libraries; to maintain a
record of all Baha'i literature in
public libraries as far as can be determined.
Mrs. S. H. Sims, Chairman, Box 116,
Avon, N. J,
Florence King
Beryl Edgecomb
Mrs. Charles Krug
Mrs. Frances McComb
Duncan MacAlear

Publishing
To print and sell the literature approved and authorized by the N ational Assembly_
Horace Honey. Chairman
H. E. Walrath

Carl Schemer
stall: Clara R. Wood.' Manager, 110

Linden Ave .• Wilmette, Ill.
J. T. Wood

Race Unity
To compile the teachings on this
subject; to prepare bulletins of information for local Assemblies and
active teachers; to plan race unity
activities and programs; to conduct
special meetings; to cooperate with
Assemblies in race unity activities;
to bring the Baha'i teachings to the
minority groups in America.
Mrs. Frank A. Baker, Chairman

Mrs. Eleore Ebersole, Secretary. 924
No. Main St, Findlay, Ohio.
Louis G. Gregory
Mrs. Sarah Walrath
C1arence Niss

Lothar Schurgast
Eli W. Powlas
Mrs, Alice S. Cox

Radio
To make available approved radio
scripts on a variety of Baha'i subjects; to cooperate with local Assemblies,

groups

and

traveling

teachers in the extension of radio
work; to stimulate the use of radio
for teaching.
Mrs. Florence Morton, Chairman, 5
Wheeler Ave .• Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. W. E. Bacon
W. E. Bacon
Prof. Glenn A. Shook
Mrs. A. F. Matthisen

Reviewing
pass upon the accuracy of
manuscripts submitted through the
To

Temple Steps Progress Picture No.2, July I, 1942. Six concrete suppOrt8 are bolted
to the sloping d~k between each pair of pylons, making fifty.foor sopperts for the
complete cirde of steps. The next pietnres will show step sections east and in plaee.

National Assembly; to examine
manuscripts for literary quality and
effectiveness and their usefulness as
contributions to the published literature.
Mrs. Mary Collison, Chairman, 681
Castle St., Geneva, N.Y.
Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi
Gretchen Westervelt

Bahti'i School.
To provide instruction and study
courses; to train teachers; to conduct the school program; to encourage attendance at the school.
COMMITTEES FOR
1942 SUMMER SESSIONS
GREEN AC-RE

Lorna Tasker, Chairman
Helen Marjorie Wbeeler, Secretary,
59 Davidson Rd., Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Hattie Chamberlin, Recording
Secretary
Louis G. Gregory
Glenn A. Shook
Rachel Small
Harlan Ober
Mrs. Harry Ford
Harry Ford
Jeanne Steed
Justin Williams
GEYSERVILLE

A. M. Ya zdi, Cha irman
Gladys Linfoot, Secretary, 156 Nova
Drive, Piedmont, Calif.
John Bosch
Irvin Somerhalder
Louise Groger

Mrs. Marian Yazdi
Anita loas
Mrs. Amelia Bowman
LOUHELEN

Edmund J. Miessler, Chairman
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Secretary,

Louhelen Ranch, R. D. Davison,
Mich.
Phyllis Han, Recording Secretary
Mrs. Beatrice Eardley
Harry Whang
L. W. Eggleston
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Mrs. Dorothy Graf

International School
To provide instruction for the
training of Baha'i teachers wishing
to serve in other lands, especially,
at present, in Central or South
America; to stimulate Latin American contacts and activities by local
Assemblies in North America.
Mrs. E. R. Mathews, Chairman, P.
O. Box 1064, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Mrs. Charles Bishop, Secretary
E. R. Mathews
Mrs. Enos M. Barton
George O. Latimer
Mrs. Marion Little
Mrs. Florence Morton
Philip Sprague
Mrs. R. Y. Mottahedeh

Study Outline
To compile outlines suitable for
Baha'i study classes; to examine
and recommend outlines submitted
to the committee; to encourage and
promote the practice of organized
Bahia.'i study.
Dr. ~nevieve L. Coy. Chairman, 117
West 10th St., New York, N. Y.
Helen Campbell
Mrs. Frank Dyar

Selective Service Advisory
To

prepare

bulletins

explainini

how drafted believers are to fill out
the questionnaire; to advise on ways
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and means for obtaining non-combatant status under the draft.
Allen B. McDaniel, 1000 Chandler
Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Paul Haney

Teaching
To prepare plans for and assist
the National Assembly in the execution of: nation-wide teaching projects; inter-regional teaching projects; preparation of information,
rna terial, plans and methods that
will lead to more effective teaching.
Supervision of Regional Teaching
Committees; receipt of reports from
them.
Leroy loas, Chairman
Charlotte M. Linfoot. Secretary, 156
Nova Dr .• Piedmont, Calif.
George O. Latimer
Mrs. Amelia Collins
Ali M. Yazdi
Marion Holley

Mrs. Amelia Bowman

Temple Guide.
To conduct visitors through the
House of Worship; to hold classes
for training Temple guides.
Mrs. Jolm Haggard. Chairman, 1229"
Cleveland Ave.. Wilmette, Ill.
Edwin W. Mattoon
Mrs. Mineola Hannen
Mrs. Harriet Hilpert
Edvard Lindstrom
Laurence LaRocque

Temple Library and Sales
To maintain the sale of literature
in Foundation Hall; to provide ·facilities for the purchase of Baha'i
photographs,
ringstones,
display
and exhibits material, slides, and
other facilities for teaching.
Harry E. Walrath, Chairman, 4639
Beacon St.. Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. Flora Ernst
~rs. !day Schebtler

Temple Program
To conduct the weekly public
meeting in Foundation Hall; to conduct such other devotional or public
meetings as may be approved from
time to time by the National Assembly.
Edna True, Chairman.
John Haggard, Secretary, 1229
Cleveland Ave., Wilmette, III.
Monroe loas

Mrs. Janet Lindstrom
Dr. James Lewi s

Mrs. Edna Coleman
Mrs. Harriet Hilpert

Youlh
To stimulate and coordinate activities of Baha'i Youth throughout
the American Baha'i Community;
to initiate worldwide Youth Symposiums; to issue a quarterly bulletin
of youth news and information; to
provide study material.
(Members to be announced)

IVorlJ Order lIfagaoine

Mrs. Wendell Bacon

To edit the periodical representing
the American Baha'is.
Mrs. Alice S. Cox, Secretary, 1109
West Gift Ave., Peoria, Ill.
Garreta Busey
Mrs. J, E. Kirkpatrick
Horace Holley

Mrs. Victor Archambault·

Regional Teaching
To coordinate inter-community
conferences; to cooperate with local
Assemblies in organizing teaching
circuits; to route traveling teachers
within the region; to assist groups
and prepare them for the election
of a Spiritual Assembly; to encourage and sUmu1a te teaching activities of isolated believers; to extend
teaching work to areas within the
region where no Assemblies or
groups exist; to supervise the work
of the Extension Teaching Committee of local Assemblies; to exercise
initiative in the areas outside the
jurisdiction of local Assemblies; to
endorse applications for enrollment
and transfer of isolated believers.
The Regional Teaching Committee
reports to the National Teaching
Committee on all teaching matters
and is U1)der its supervision. On matters concerning enrollments, transfers and other administrative details
it reports directly to the National
Spiritual Assembly.
BRITISH =LUMBrA, ALBERTA
Mrs. Katherine Moscrop, Secretary,
6009 Alma Rd., Vancouver, B. C.
Mae McKenna
Doris Skinner
Austin Collin
Evelyn Cliff
Harold Moscrop
MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN
Rowland Estall, Secretary, P.O. Box
121, Winnipeg. Man,
Ernest Court
Elizabeth Brookes
Mrs. Sylvia King
ONTARIO
John Robarts, Secretary, 4 Millbank
Ave., Toronto, Ont.
Mrs. Laura Davis
Amy Putnam
Lucille Giscome
Lloyd Gardner
Mrs. John Robarts
QUEBEC, NEW BRUNSWICK,
PRINCE EDWARD ISLE, NOVA SCOTIA
Mrs. Rosemary Sala, Secretary. 423
Riverside Dr., St. Lambert, P. Q.
Ragnar Mattson
Margaret Mosher
Ernest Sala
Siegfried Schopflocher
John DeMil1e
Winifred Ha rvey
Mrs. Beulah Proctor
Ml's.

Agnes King

MAINE. NEW HAMPSHIRE, VERMONT,
MASSACHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND,
COI\'NECTICUT
Mrs. H. E. Chamberlin, Secretary,
II Maple Ter., Three Rivers, Mass.

Mrs. Florence Morton

Richard Gladding
Roushan Wilkinson

Harlan Ober
Ralph Bates
NEW YORK
W. Kenneth Christian, Secretary,
M orrisvilIe, N. Y.
Mrs. Roberta Christian
R. C. Collison
Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi
Mrs. Morris Bush
Ida Noyes
Mrs. Helen Inderlied
Zeah Holden
Elizabeth Brooks
Mrs, Gertrude Atkinson

~f:~~~~~fELAWARE,
Curtis Kelsey, Secretary. 502 Grenville Ave., West Englewood, N. J.
Archie J. Tichenor
Stuart H. Sims
Helen Reynolds

Charles Krug
Mrs. Ida Huff
Jessie E. Revell
Frances H. Bent
Mrs. Ruth Randall Brown
MARYLAND, VIRGINIA,
WEST VIRGINIA
Mrs. Anoamarie Honnold. Secretary,
902 South Orme St., ArJington, Va.
Wm. Burns Patzer
Mrs. Hazel Langrall
Mildred Elmer
Mrs .. J. E. Rice

Mrs. Sarah Eason
Elsie Austin
Allen B. McDaniel
Paul Haney
OHIO, INDIANA, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Florence Reeb, Secretary, 2512
Bryden Rd., Bexley, Ohio.
Mrs. Mary Elmore
Charlotte Lindenberg

Lothar Schurgast
Mrs-. Addie Miller
Arthur Patterson

Mrs. ArthUr Patterson
. ILLINOIS. MICIDGAN,
WISCONSIN, IOWA
Mrs. Margery McCormick, Secretary, 503 Chestnut St., Winnetka,
Ill.
Clarence Niss
Charles Reimer
Mrs. Gertrude Struven
Dr. Katherine True

Mrs. Adelaide
Phyllis Hall

Dun

Monroe loas

Chris Leins
KANSAS. MISSOURI, NEBRASKA
Mrs. Bertha Campbell, Secretary,
403 Huntoon St., Topeka, Kans.
Mrs. Opal Winans
Mrs. Paul Brown
Mrs. j. B. Becktel
j. B. Becktel
N. Forsythe Ward
Nayan Hartfield
Velma Vetter
Bertha Matthisen
Mrs. Eunice Baker
MINNESOTA. NORTH DAKOTA,
SOUTH DAKOTA
Elsa Steinmetz, Secretary, 3950

Aldrich Ave., So., Minneapolis,
Minn.
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Mrs. Marguerite Bruegger
Mrs. E. C. Ayer
Mrs. Marie Tetu
Maria Montana
Mrs. O. E. Bergstrom
NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA,
GEORGiA
Mrs. Terah Smith, Secretary, 572
Page Ave., N.E., Atlanta, Ga.
Mrs. P. D. Cunningham
Frederick Ba bo
Mrs. Frederick Baba
Mrs, Elsie Robertson
Mrs. Esther Sego
Maud Mickle

Betty Shook

Mrs. Daisy Jackson Moore
Mrs. Christine Bidwell
Mary Ann Leslet
FLORIDA
Mrs. M. E. Buffin, Secretary, 49 S,E.
6th St.. Miami. Fla.
Mrs. Frances Guy
Winifred Richards

Kathryn Vernon
Esther Webster
Eugenia Meyer
TENNESSEE, ALABAMA
Nellie J. Roche. Secretary, 703 Commerce Union Bank Bldg.. Nashville, Tenn.
Winston Evans
Mrs. Elizabeth Walker
Martha Fettig
Virginia Taylor
Mrs. Eugene Keller
Gertrude Gewertz
Mrs. F. L. Drye
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, ARKANSAS
Mrs. Marion Little, Secretary, Box
55, Covington, La,
Mrs. Dorothy Logelin
Mrs. W. H. Bivins
Mrs. Margaret Ellis
Mrs. Anna SmiUl
Reszi Sunshine
Roberta Wilson
Mrs. Dorothy Campbell
OKLAHOMA, TEXAS
Mrs. Doris Corbin, Secretary, 3409
Mt. Vernon St., Houston, Tex.
Mrs. Dwight Edson
Mrs. Kathryn Frankland
Leslie Hawthorn
Max Greeven
Albert Entzminger
Mrs. Chas. Ittner
Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey
Charlotte Stirratt
ARIWNA, NEW MEXICO
Mrs. Miriam Bugbee, Secretary,
1738 W. Van Buren St., Phoenix,
Ariz.
Dr. E. Leonore Morris
Mrs. Amy B. Dwel1y
Paul Schoeny
Mrs. S. Ellis
Mrs. Nancy Phillips
Mrs. L. Engelder
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA
Robert Thiess, Secretary, 4575 Fin·
ley Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Marion Longear
Virginia OrbiBon
Mrs. Sylvia loes
Mrs. Jessie Kemper
Mrs. Nan Crouchley
Mrs. Valerie Allen

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Arlin«1-on, Virginia, newly established
April 21, 1942.
Mr s. Helen Robinson
David Mayberry
William Sears
WYOMiNG, UTAH, COLORADO
Artemus Lamb, Secretary, 405 Felt
Bldg., Salt Lake City, utah
Mrs. Gladys Roberts
Raphael Lillywhite
Theresa Lillywhite
Mrs. N. R. Wallace
Mrs. Florence Lilliendahl
Mrs. Hazel Roberson
Mrs. Valeria Thornton
MONTANA, IDAHO
Charles Adams, Secretary, 106 So.
Main St., Helena, Mont.
Charles Bryan
Mrs. Lorrol Jackson
Mrs. Mildred Cossey
Mrs. Betty Nelson
Mrs. Ethel Thompson
WASHINGTON, OREGON
Mrs. Harry Taylor. Secretary, 412
So. 4th St., Tacoma, Wash.
Mrs. Louis Speno
Mrs. Clara Rainboth
Mrs. Myrtle Campbell
Mrs. Hilda Wilks
Mrs. Alta Kruger
Mrs. Lavina Sprau Walters
Harry Taylor
Mrs. Margaret Stange
Levi Munson
ALASKA
Honor Kempton, Secretary; Tempo·
rary Address, e'/e' Charlotte Lin1'oot,
156 Nova Drive, Piedmont, CaUl.
Janet Whitenack
Myrtle Dodge
Betty Becker
Mrs. Beatrice Edmonds

Publishing AnnOlmcements
Tabtets of 'Aodu't-Bahri, Vot. II.
The Committee is able to supply a

few copies of Vol. II in the large
size in which the original edition was
printed. No doubt a number of the
friends would like one of these in
order to complete their set of three
volumes in uniform size and binding.
While available per copy ...... $1.00
Mysterious Forces of Civilization,
'Abdu'j-Baha. Only a few copies of
this work are available, and the
Committee does not know when a
new edition will be made. Baha'is
who wish to possess this text for
their collection of the literature are
urged to order a copy at this time.
(This title was not included in the
recently revised Baha'i catalog because the Committee believed· that
the supply will soon be exhausted).
Per copy ...... , ... ".,., ...... $1.50
Heart of the Gospel, by George
Townshend. This book has proved
helpful in presenting the Faith to
students of the Christian Revelation.
A new printing has been made and
copies are once more available. Per
copy ....................... , .. $1.50
Se.curity For a Failing World, by
Stanwood Cobb. This interesting and
helpful introduction to the teachings
has been revised. The omission of
several chapters dealing with as·
peets of the Cause found in other
books has enabled the author to concentrate attention upon the vital issue suggested by the title of the
book. (It is now published by the
Baha'i Publishing committee). Per
copy, paper cover, 140 pages .. $0.50
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friends there and enclOSing some excellent snapshots.

Guatemala
The believers will be glad to hear
that John Eichenauer is now well
established in Guatemala City and
plans to remain there until an Assembly is formed in this important
Republic.

Peru
Reports from Eve Nicklin in Lima
bring very interesting news of her
Ii ttle school for children which continues to work so successfully. She
also tells of some very heartening
and encouraging results from some
former work and contacts which she
had thought had been in vain.
INTI:R-AMERICA COMMITI'EE

Mr. and Mrs. PbUip Maran&eJIa, pioneer teschen, with Baba'i study group in Havana,
May, 1940-foundation of the prel5ent :flourishing community.

Study Courses
Course of Study Based on Bahti'u'Uah and the New Era, prepared
by Mrs. Gertrude Robinson. This
material enables an individual or a
group to study the teachin gs with
one text, the Esslemont book. It is
recommended to communities for
use in preparing all their members
to face the task of teaching the
Faith. Per copy ............... $0.25
Children's Study Course for Baha'u.'!hih and the New Era, compiled
by Child Education Committee. This
course was designed for a class of
young people averaging twelve to
fifteen years of age. It gives the

adult teacher a simple, direct and
flexible outline for use· in taking up
the Esslemont book with the children. The sheets a re punched to fit
any standard 8'h by ll-inch threering binder. Per copy .......... $0.50
Stllily Outline on The World Order
of Bahci.'u'lhih, sold in lots of five
for $0.25.
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.

Iute....America News
The Inter-America Committee was
greatly heartened and deeply touched by the immediate and enthusiastic response of the friends to the
Committee's appeal, at the recent
Annual Convention, for pioneers in
the Latin-America teaching field.
Each offer was most gratefully re-

ceived and has been very careful1y
considered by the Inter-America
Committee and the National Spiritual
Assembly. The Committee's only regret is that it has not been possible
so far to accept the valued services
of all who so selflessly offered themselves in this tremendously important phase of the Seven Year Plan.
Because of the increasing difficulties
in obtaining passports and the neces·
sary visas, and even in procuring
transportation during the international crisis, the outcome of the efforts now being concentrated on the
vital Inter-America work is still uncertain. but the Committee hopes, in
the next Baha'i News, to be able to
give some definite report to the
friends on the posts being filled at
this time and on the pioneer chosen
for each post.

Bolivia
Recent letters from Flora M. Hottes
mention her increasing happiness in
her work, the new acquaintances she
is making, her progress in Spanish,
and report a beautiful contribution
to the Temple Fund fro"m one of the
Baha'is of La Paz, Sra. Yvonne de
Cuellar. As the first contribution
from a Bolivian. this is tru1y an historic event.

Ecuador
The Committee is delighted to receive an enthusiastic letter from
Hanz Dore, secretary of the group in
Quito, reporting the activities of the

Library Committee
The Library Committee is planning to present copies of The Baha'i
World, Volume VIII, to some of the
leading college and. university libraries throughout the country.
However, we cannot furnish copies
to the main public libraries in some
of the large cities as we have in the
past. Several of the Gift Departments of leading libraries have expressed the desire to receive copies
of new pUblications as released to
keep their collections up-to-date. It
would seem important to place a
copy of this volume in such libraries
as the Main Library in Boston, Chicago, New York, San Francisco, etc.
Such a gift would have to be made
through local Assemblies. Any Assem blies making such a gift of this
important volume might drop a card
to the national1ibrary committee for
our files.
MRS. STUART SIMS, Chairman
Box 116, Avon, New Jersey

Race Unity Banquet
The Convention Race Unity

Ban~

quet this year inspired a new sense
of ieliowship. Like the International
Nights of New York, the banquet
sought to produce, under Baha'i aus~
pices, a unity in diversity of gifts.
There was the varied music of
Beatrice Hammett, Walter Deppe,
Dorothy Rice, Robert McFerrin and
Walter Oli Izki. There were represented six languages; among them
the Esperanto greeting of Mrs. Etty
Graeffe, the Indian prayer of Mr. Asa
Hill, and the musical flow of Persian
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as spoken by Mr. Habib Sabel and
interpreted by Marzieh Gail. The
brief talks of Albert Windust, Marian Steffes, AIi-Kuli Khan and Mrs.
Stuart W. French imbued the meeting with Baha'i spirit and gave background to a number of guest speakers, each of whom represented a
racial or national group of importance.
The banquet is typical of what
every community can do. The oneness of mankind, our watchword and
uncompromised standard, is graphically ta ugh t by such efforts of the
friends. These gatherings are prototypes of the new society. They are
the proof that a new race is slowly
growing up.
RACE UNITY COMMrrrEE

Two years later, April" 1942, the Havana be1ievers formed their own ·Spiritual
Assembly. This group was taken at the Feast of Ridvan.

The Third Latin-American
Session
The International School Commi ttee announced a program of grea t
interest for the sessions of its third
season at Temerity Ranch, Pine Valley, Colorado Springs, the property
dedicated by Mrs. Loulie Mathews to
the Cause.
July I, public meeting at Halfway
House J Colorado Springs, a Round
Table discussion by Mrs. W. M. LaFarge, Mrs. R. D. Little and Max
Gre'even.
July 2, a t the School, talk on Appreciation of Art by Percy Hagerman and showing of paintings of the
Renaissance by Mrs. LaF arge.
July 3. at the School, Symposium
on The Rhythm of Creation by Mrs.
R. D. Little, Mark Tobey and Velma
Vetter.
July 5, at the School, lecture by
Raphael Lillywhite on The Inlluence
and Evolution of Art.
July 6, at Fine Arts Center, Colo·
rado Springs, talks by Mrs. Gladys
Wells and Mrs. W. M. La Farge on
Bringing Spanish American Appreciation to our children.
July 7, at Fine Arts Center, read·
ings on Prophecies for This Day
from All Religions and all Ages, and
Summary, Pattern for Future So·
ciety, by Mrs. E. R. Mathews.

National Press Book
The a wakening of La tin America
reports itself in the few but excellent
articles on the Cause mailed to the
Baha'i News Service in recent
months. The magazine, Alma Tica

from Costa Rica, carried long arti- of war. A number of clippings recles on the Baha'i activities there in port their dedication service and
its September, October and Decem- other activities including the dona·
ber issues with pictures of ~ Abdul- tion of books to the Public Library.
Bah§., the Temple and the friends, The Fairbanks, Alaska, News-Miner
The papers, LaRaron and Dearto de carried several articles on the
Costa Rica, published articles on the School at Geyserville an'd Janet
activities of John Eichenhauer. A Whitenack's trip to the States. Their
paper of Managua, Nicaragua, also articles included many details of
carried an article on John's work, the Faith.
Just after last year's Press Books
From Washington state we have
closed we received copies of the Ar- a long article in the Chelan Valley
gentine magazine, Aqui Esta, for M irTor reporting the successful
January, 1941, which printed a Northwest Regional Teaching Conlengthy article on Baha'i activities ference. The Spokanesman-Review
in connection with Philip Sprague's of Spokane carried a very good survisit. The Havana Post of Cuba re- vey of the four Baha'i schools.
ported the work of Mrs. H. E moThe California friends have had
gene Hoagg,
unusually consistent success with the
The NOTth China. Daily News of medium of publicity. The activities
Shanghai, China. is represented of the Geyserville School are reportagain this year with four long arti- ed in many papers in and near Geyc1es on the Faith. Mrs. Margaret serville as well as farther south.
Atwater of Miami, Florida, sent The Geyserville Press carries full
Baha'i material to this paper. The pages of ads and the detailed proRangoon Times of Burma also car· gram of c1asses and meetings. The
Tied a long article which has come merchants welcome the Baha'is in
their advertisements.
to our files.
Several non-Baha'i magazines pub·
The Berkeley Gazette reported
lished material on the Cause. HeaUh many local Baha'i activities. The
News used the Ureflection picture Jl Burlingame paper carried the Temof the Temple for its cover of the ple picture, The Sacramento Union
April 11, 1941 issue. The Christian reported Geyserville activities. The
Century carried a short notation of Pasadena Star-News consistently
the Faith in its October 22, 1941 carries Mrs. Stuart W. French's fine
issue. Pure Oil News for Novem- articles under the heading of "Loom
ber, 1941 published a picture of the of Reality". The San Francisco
Temple and Wilmette Harbor taken Chronicle and the News both carfrom the air with an accompanying ried long and short articles on the
local and Geyserville activities,
explanation.
In October the friends of Honolulu printing pictures of 'Abdul-Baba" and
dedica ted their new Center before the Temple. The Mission Merchant's
Hawaii became active in the theater News carried a picture of the Tem-
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pIe and several short reports of
meetings. The Chinese Press reported the Inter-Faith, Inter-Racial Music Festival sponsored by Baha'is at
the. Caiifornia Club. The Philippine
Interpreter of San Francisco reported at length a Race Unity meeting.
The Examiner carried Dave Hoff's
article of the Associated Press on the
Temple.
So far this year we have splendid
clippings also from Cloverdale. Palo
Alto, Engelwood, Healdsburg, Santa
Paula, Santa Rosa, Woodlake, and

Ventura.
The state of Colorado is represented by clippings from the Denver
Post reporting our International
School activities and the Colorado
Springs Gazette and Telegraph printing fine material not only on the
personnel and activities of the School
but also local Baha'i meetings.
BAHA'i NEWS SERVICE CoMMITTEE

Regional Teaching BuUetius
The National Spiritual Assembly
is impres sed by the increasing usefulness of the bulletins which a number of Regional Teaching Committees have been distributing. They
can more and more render important service by unifying the teaching
efforts of groups and isolated friends.
In order to set a standard to which
all the Regional Committees can conform in preparing and distributing
such bulletins in future, the National
Assembly has adopted the following
principle ; 1. Size - not over four 8'h by 11inch pages a month, or eight pages
of half that size. 2. Contents - the
essential feature of these bulletins is
the presentation of Regiona~ plans
and Regional activities. Anything
further is duplication of National
bulletins or News, but excerpts from
plans reported by the National
Teachin'g Committee or the National
Spiritual Assembly might be permitted, with some excerpts from the
Baha'i teachings, the Guardian's
messages, etc. 3. Distribution - to
groups and isolated believers in the
region; to Extension Teaching Committees in the region; to the National Teaching Committee; and eleven
copies to the National Spiritual Assembly for the Guardian, the mem~
bers, and the permanent files.

Teaching Project at Sau Jose
The San Francisco Assembly Extension Teaching committee in con-
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junction with the Regional Teaching
committee of California planned an
"all out" teaching campaign for the
city of San Jose, California, for October, 1941.
It was their plan to utilize all the
teaching facilities which had been
developed by the various National
committees, and to synchronize
these activities into a workable and
impressive method of introducing
the Faith into a new city.
The plan worked out included the
following activities:
1. Publicity in Newspapers.
2. Sending out of invitations to build
up the public gatherings.
3. Exhibit of Baha'i Temple model.
4. Placing of Literature in the Public
Library.
5. Radio broadcast.
6. Assemblies, groups and Isolated
Baha'is, holding Fireside meetings,
the night of the Broadca st using
the Broadcast as a basis of the
discuss-ion.
7. Public Meetings.
8. Distribution of Free Literature,
9. Follow-up study class.

The Committee surveyed the entire situation very carefully well in
advance, and worked out in detail,
just how and when each element of
the project was to be carried forward.
The Public Library was visited,
and when it was found appropriate
Baha'i books were not available. arrangements were made to place
books in the Library. Books were
also placed in the Hospitality House.
which had been established in the
heart of San Jose, for army and
navy men.
A survey was also made of the
newspapers in San Jose. as well as
the surrounding area. Contacts were
made with Editors of Newspapers,
to be sure that the notices of activities would he published. Releases
concerning the public meetings were
sent to 11 local papers; while releases were sent to an additional 21
newspapers in Northern California
as well as 2 newspapers in Nevada,
of the Radio Broadcast. Of the 32
papers to whom releases were sent,
11 printed the notices. In addition
to this, the Floral company using the
Baha'i Temple Model. as a part of
their exhibit in the County Fair. also
sent releases to newspapers, some
of which mentioned the Temple, and
the Faith.
The efforts to have the Temple
Model exhibited finally met with the
request of one of the most important Floral companies of San Jose
for permission to use the model, as

the center of a booth they had
planned at the Santa Clara County
Fair to be held in San Jose, at the
time of our Teaching Campaign. The
Fair is attended by all the people
of San Jose and the surrounding
area. The Exhibit arranged by the
Floral Company, in conjunction with
the Baha'is, prominently portrayed
the Temple on 'a most attractive
pedestal, with a prayer altar before
it; all imbedded in a bower of
beautiful white flowers. The theme
of the exhibit was "United Prayer
for the Peace of All Nations'!. This
exhibit took the Blue Ribbon for the
best theme.
The radio talk was arranged for
7·30 p.m., October 28, over station
KQW, two days hefore the first of
the public meetings. The subject of
the Baha'i talk, HAfter this War",
was for 15 minutes. KQW is one of
the large stations of the coast, and
therefore the talk could be heard
from Arizona to Oregon, and inland
through Nevada. Letters were sent
in advance to all Isolated Believers,
Groups and Assemblies, notifying
them of the Broadcast, and encouraging them to hold Fireside Gatherings, making the Subject matter of
the Broadcast the theme of their
discussion at the Fireside Gather·
ings. There were 16 Fireside Gatherings, in 15 cities and towns. These
cities extend from Phoenix, Arizona
to Reno, Nevada to centers throughout Northern California. Thus it will
bE" seen how a Baha'i talk over a
Radio station, can be made a teach·
ing medium for all our groups and
Isolated Believers, who are normalIv deprived of outside teaching help
because of their location, etc. One
interesting aftermath of the Radio
project was the "Fan Mail" which
was received by the radio station.
There were a bout 75 who wrote in
asking for further data, or expressing appreciation for the broadcast.
The public meetings were held in
a Hall of the Civic Center. Invitations had been sent to some 700
selected people in San Jose and surrounding area; including educators,
business people, those interested in
Universal matters as well as students of the State College. The
theme of the campaign was '·Securi·
ty for a Failing World".
Follow-up meetings were announced, and study class arranged. The
class is: now in progress, and it is
confidently expected a nurn ber of
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people will become Baha'is as a result of this program.
The opportunities for publicizing
the Faith, as well as carrying forward active direct teaching, through
the excellent facilities the National
Assembly has been making available through their various committees, go far beyond the average
thought when a plan is worked out
for coordination and synchronization

of these facilities into a general program of acti vi ty.
The time is short, and we must
make coordinate use of each and
every facility made available to us,
so as to insure reaching the goal
set by Shoghi Effendi for the Seven
Year Plan.
REGIONAL TEAcHINC COMMITTEE

By: Sylvia Ioas

------

Supplement to Annual Report
of the National Spiritual

Assembly 1941-42
A few words are offered in order
to bring the report up to the end of
Temple Model displayed at San J03e Count,.. Fair, California, Oetober, 1941
the current Bahit' j year.
expressing lhe theme of United Prayer for All Nations.
~
Realizing the extreme importance
of the Guardian's The PTomised Day public meetings and regional con- of hand written originals. How can
Is Come, the Assembly turned to the ferences in different cities, and this any human being realize the priviContacts Committee for assistance has been a matter of regret, but lege of being able to draw near to
in the compilation of a list of one the press of business and the in- and behold for himself such docuthousand persons outside our Baha'i creasing difficulty of the times has men ts of universal meaning and di~
ranks in the United States and Cana- made it necessary to concentrate its vine power! It is by Their authority
da, to whom complimentary copies meetings upon its own agenda of that we serve the Cause, and under
of this work might be sent. The Con- work. However, the decision to Their protection that the communi·
tacts Committee responded with a recognize the Race Unity banquet ties and institutions of a World Faith
list. representative of all regions, which the Chicago Assembly has survive world chaos in order to lay
and we need not doubt but that held for years on the evening pre- the basis of the Most Great Peace!
spiritual influences and outcomes ceding the Convention. and consider
The formation of new Assemblies
resulted from this direct mode of this a national activity conducted represents the harvest of all teach·
teaching.
jointly by the Chicago Assembly and ing and administrative effort dur·
Similarly the Assembly has con- the National Race Unity Committee, ing the year. Although the returns
tinued its distribution oJ the public has resulted in a most gratifying eX- are not yet complete, nevertheless
teaching bulletin, now entitled A tension of the Convention period to the list of new Assemblies and of
World Faith, to a public list of a bout include a second public meeting.
those which have been restored is
two thousand persons. Through
most impressive.
To
contribute
to
the
influence
of
other channels such as the Contacts
In North America the newly esthe
Cause
in
Latin
America,
the
and Regional Committees, local Assemblies and a few individual be~ Assembly has donated a copy of The tablished Assemblies so far reported
lievers, several thousand more cop- BaM'i World (Vol. VIII) to eighteen are: New Orleans, Halifax, Houston,
East Orange, Winnipeg, Ann Aries are placed in the hands of po- leading Public Libraries in the vari·
bar,
Shorewood, Arlington, Engleous
countries
as
well
as
to
the
Litential Baha'is. Years ago the Guarwood,
Beverly.
•
brary
of
the
Pan
American
Union
in
dian urged us to concentrate on a
Assemblies restored are: St. Lamfew persons of capacity as part of Wa shington.
It will be of profound interest to bert, Moncton, Salt Lake City, Lanthe general teaching effort, and one
the
friends to note that local As- sing.
method of doing so is to make use of
From Latin America comes ferthis brief reprint of words of Baha 'u' semblies and also individual believvent
greeting from newly-formed As·
ers
may
now
obtain
a
photostatic
llah, utterances of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and
copy 01 the Will and Testament of semblies in Port au Prince, Haiti;
writings of the Guardian.
The National Assembly has found Baha'u'llah, and 01 the Will and Tes- San Salvador, El Salvador; Havana,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras;
it impossible to maintain its teach- tament of 'Abdu'l-Baha, reproduced Cub a;
ing program during the past two from certified copies sent us by the Puebla, Mexico; Puntarenas, Costa
years consisting of a schedule of Guardian in the form of photographs Rica; Montevideo, Uruguay. As a
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small dial may show a reading of
the power of a mighty current, so
these reports from our sister Re-publics are an indication of how
rapid has become the flow of the
spiritual force in these days of destiny for the friends of God. A new
Assembly may be outwardly weak
and inexperienced, lacking facilities
for public teaching work, but inwardly it is a drop in the ocean of the
new World Order of Bahll'utllah, and
a pillar in the advent of divine Justice on earth.
But the number of Assemblies
alone is not a full measure of growth
in the American community. Indivi~
dual initiative and community or
committee resourcefulness also disclose the degree of development.
Glancing back over the whole field
of activity of the year we discern
clear signs that the power to live
and to spread the Faith has been
greatly augmented.
Among these signs are: the use of
the regional conference as a source
of unity and power for increased
teaching by groups and isolated
friends; the regional bulletin, a di·
reet commtmication to groups and
isolated believers; the Race Unity
Committee's presentation of the
Message to more than sixty colleges; the preparation of new types
of Temple display by the Exhibits
Committee and of colored slides for
illustrated lectures by Edwin Mattoon; the extension of Bahit'i Summer School activity to winter and
spring sessions; the publication of
unpublished Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha
in WOTld OrdeT Magazine; the Radio
Committee's
more
concentrated
method of presenting Baha'i material to broadcasting stations; the beginning of a Memorial of ~Abdu'l
Baha at Evergreen Cabin, under a
new National Committee; the Child
Education Committee's attractive
hand-lettered prayer book for children and youth; the development of
Latin American programs by some
of the larger Assemblies; the step
taken by the Temple Program Committee in emphasizing the national
character of the Temple public
meetings by means of a new type of
printed announcement.
In conclusion we report the latest
messages received from the Guardian.
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Writing to Mr. McDaniel on December 21, 1941, the Guardian declared: "The prosecution and completion of the ta sk to which the
American believers have pledged
themselves must be insured, despite
and in the very midst of the ordeal
which they are now facing. The
greater the anguish which this ordeal must entail, the more formidable the obstacles it will raise, the
more meritorious their achievement, and the greater the spiritual
power which their enterprises must
and will exert in the future. I will
pray that their efforts will be
crowned with success that will cause
the whole Baha'i world to marvel.
To Mr. Wilhelm, through his secretary, the Guardian wrote on February 28, 1942: "Shoghi Effendi hopes
that the N.S.A. and Teaching Committees are meeting with a wider
response to the call for pioneers and
teachers. The American believers
have carried on with such enthu·
siasm and devotion, and established such a record, that now all the
Baha'is the world over have the impression that they can do almost
anything! They must exceed their
own past records for speed and accomplishment in order to triumph
in the Seven Year Plan."
On April 25, after cabling Shoghi
Effendi that the amount of the AbulFad! Memorial Fund had been
cabled to the National Assembly of
Egypt, he sent this reply: "Deeply
appreciate your efforts. Abul-Fadl
(has been) buried (in the) BaM';
cemetery."
This brings us to the great message cabled to the Convention as
received April 26. Copies have been
made for delegates and Baha'i
guests. Comment is not made here
as the National Assembly has been
merely the channel through which
the message could be conveyed to
the Convention itself. No doubt its
effect will be so profound that the
character of the coming Baha'i year
will be reflected in the pure mirror
of the Guardian's sacrificial participation in the pioneer teaching work.
By Shoghi Effendi's wisdom we
have this year learned that it has
been destined for America to be immersed in the world disturbances in
order to have a preponderant share
in the achievement of the Lesser
t)

Peace. We have learned that the
part played by the Baha'is will affect the future of the American Republics. We have learned that divine
assistance comes to every worker
through whatever obslacles of difficulty and hardship may exist. As
the light of the sun is transmitted
through space as energy, to be transmuted into heat and light when it
meets the atmosphere of the earth,
so the Holy Spirit penetrates all substances and resistances exerted by
human conditions, revealing itself as
grace and mercy wherever it en·
counters the pure heart of faith. Not
in spite of difficulties but on account
of them does His work proceed. If
we can but learn the deeper mystery of faith, the tasks of the coming year can all be done.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AssEMBLY

Baha'i Calendar
Martyrdom of the Bab, July 9, at
about noon (standard time).
Nineteen Day Feasts: Words, July
13; 'Perfection t August 1; Names,
August 20.
Meetings of National Spiritual Assembly: July 17, 18, 19, 20, at Wilmette; September 11, 12, 13, 14, at
Wilmette.

Enrollments and Transfers
Chicago, three and two youth. Los
Angeles, three. Milwaukee, two.
Washington, two. Halifax, one. Flint,
one. Cabin John, one. Boston, one.
Miami, one. Scranton, one. Wauwatosa, one. Yonkers, one youth. Salt
Lake City, one. East Cleveland, one.
Isolated believers enrolled in May,
12; in June, 10.

Corrections
Immediate opportunity is taken to
correct three errors which were inadvertently overlooked in proofreading the pages of Baha'i News for
June, 1942.
Page 1, in date of issue. Instead
of "Year 98" it should be "Year 99."
Page 4, lines 14 and 15 of first column. Instead of u many futile suggestions" it should be "many fertile
suggestions.' ,
Page 7, second column, lines 4 and
5. Instead of "New Orleans" in the
list of unoccupied States and Provinces, it should be . 'Louisiana. n
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"Still More Compelling
Manifestations of Valor"
Communicalion from
Shoghi Effendi
(My) heart (is) aglow (with)
pride (and) gratitude (for the) formation (of) ten Assemblies (in) Latin-America (and) establishment (of)
fourteen additional Assemblies (in
the) United States (and) Canada.
Howevermuch elated (I) refuse (to)
believe (that the) stout-hearted, farsighted, sternly-resolved American
Baha'i community will be willing
(to) rest, at so critical (a) juncture,
(on the) laurels toilsomely, deservedly won. Spurred (by) newly
achieved victories, roused (by) sight
(of) progressive restriction (in)
teaching field (in) Eastern Hemisphere, galvanized (by) ceaseless assaults (of) deluded adversaries,
(the) dauntless defenders (of) Bahil'u'IUhts (and) ~Abdu'l-Bahats indestructible Covenants (in the) New
World must, will arise (to) insure
further deployment (of) forces (on
the) pioneer front extending (the)
l~ngth (and) breadth (of the) Americas. Immediate unprecedented multiplication (of) pioneers (is) imperative. Extension (of) facilities (for)
further encouragement by all ad·
ministrative agencies (is) urgently
required.
Nothing
short
(of)
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prompt, wide, systematic, sustained
dispersion can properly safeguard
(the) fruits (of) past labors (and)
sacrifices, can compensate (for the)
disabilities afflicting (the) incapaci·
tated communities (of) other Continents, can adequately fuIfi] {the)
purpose for which entire administrative machinery (was) painstakingly
fashioned, can conclusively confound
machinations (of) contemptible enemies, can substantially reinforce impetus already imparted (to) pioneer
activities (of) Oriental believers, can
sufficiently empower (the) American Baha'is (to) discharge (their)
paramount obligation (to) contribute (to) fulfilment (of) America's
spiritual destiny, or can precipi tate
(the) flow (of) spiritual energies enabling (the) soul (of the) community and individuals comprising it
(to) draw nigh (to), imbibe (the)
Spirit (of) BaM'u'llah, prove worthy
(of the) untold blessings (of) 'AbdulBaha, (and) hand down unimpaired
(to) future generations (the) torch
transmitted (to) them (by their) heroic spiritual predecessors (of) Persia. (I am) eagerly, prayerfully
awaiting still more compelling manifestations (of the) invincible valor
(of the) executors (of the) Divine
Mandate now approaching (a) fateful milestone (in) Baha'i history.
(Signed)

SHOGHI

Received Ju1s.r 14, 1942.
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Letters from the Guardian
The Guardian has already acknowledged the receipt, by cable, of
the 100 photographs of the Temple,
some of which were sent him air
mail, and he has distributed a considerable number already amongst
the believers of the Near East, and
he feels sure so impressive a photograph of the exterior ornamentation
will greatly stimulate the friends in
their various activities in the service
of the Cause.
He has been informed by the Baha'is in Egypt of the receipt of the
sum cabled by your Assembly to
them for its Memorial to Mirza
'Abu'I-Fac;ll, and he deeply appreciates your prompt response to his request in this connection. The remains of that illustrious teacher
have already been ceremoniously
transferred to the new Bah.a'i cemetery allocated by the Egyptian government to the Cairo Baha'is. The
believers in other centers in Egypt
are now negotiating with the authorities concerned for similar cemeteries to be established in their respective localities. The Guardian is
sending you under separate cover a
photograph of the ceremony in connection with the reinterment of
Mirza 'Abu'l-Fagl's remains, for
pUblication in Bahd'i News.
Regarding the question of inserting the names of the translators of
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sacred writings: the Guardian feels there is no objection to
this. As to the manner in which the
names of the translators should ap-pear in a book such as "Baha'i
Scriptures" he prefers to leave this
rna tter to the discretion of your Assembly.
The Guardian is cabling you today acknowledging the receipt of 96
copies of The BaM'i World to date.
Re has already started distributing
them to eminent sympathizers and
friends of the Cause in various countries, who? he feels, cannot but be
deeply impressed by the steady eXpansion of the institutions of the
Faith in both the East and the West,
as witnessed by this book. For such
a publication to be brought out and
distributed far and wide in time of
war is in itself a remarkable testimony to the irresistible march of
the Faith and the vitality of its indomitable spirit. He would suggest
that thtee copies of this valuable
biennial be sent to every National
Spiritual Assembly. The copies for
Persia should be sent through the
N.S.A. of 'Iraq.
Shoghi Effendi ha s been grea tiy
heartened and cheered by the news
of the splendid Convention held this
year and its complete consecration
to the unfinished tasks of the Seven
Year Plan. The character of its sessions, the expansion of its subsidiary
activities, the spirit which animated
its deliberations and the number of
delegates and friends that participated in its praceedings J are a befitting commencement for a year
that must witness unprecedented
victories in the national and intercontinental teaching fields, as well
as the consummation of the thiriyyear enterprise of the Temple of
Baha'u'llil.h.
The newly elected National Assembly must, in the course of this
crucial year t keep in the closest possible touch. with the two major
teaching committees on whom the
prosecution of the twin teaching enterprises of the American believers
directly devolves, In conjunction
with them, the National representatives of the American Baha'i community must, by every means in
their power, insure an unprecedented

increase in the number of pia:..
neers and visiting teachers, bath at
home and in foreign fields, for this
constitutes the bedrock ·on which the
structure of these enterprises can

Cablegram
Abdul Jalil Bey Saad, AbulFadI's renowned disciple, foremost champion (of the) Faith (in)
Egypt, outstanding Baha'i administrator, brilliant author, indefatigable teacher, ascended (to)
Abha Kingdom. Loss irreparable,
hearts grief-stricken. Advise hold
befitting Memorial gathering (in)
Temple to associate American believers (in the) universal mourning (for the) distinguished hand
(of the) Cause (of) Bahil'u'llilh.
SHoom RABBANI
Received June 28, 1942.

ble evidence of the power of the
American Baha'i Community, few in
numbers, but mighty in the spirit
they draw from their Faith.
(The Guardian's postscript) Dear
and valued co-worker: The completion of the Temple shonld, and I
feel confident will, release tremendous and unprecedented forces of
spiritual energy destined to be wholly
consecrated to the teaching tasks
now confronting the American helievers. The concentrated, the sustained, and undivided attention of
the individual believers and all
Baha'i agencies, local. regional, as
well as national, should he directed
to the attainment of this supreme,
this shining goal, The increase in the
number of pioneers, of every class,
race, age and outlook is the vital
need of the present hour. May the
Beloved bless richly and continually
this mighty and glorious endeavor.
(Signed) SHOGBI.

alone rise and be firmly established.
The Guardian's contribution of five
thousand dollars to finance five pioneers, is designed to provide an incentive to those who are in a position to either provide the rna terial
means or to arise themselves in
person for the furtherance of pioHaifa. Ju.ne 17, 1942. (Addre"ssed to
AUen B. McDaniel)
neer activity in virgin territories.
In large rural areas such as exist
in the State of Washington, recogLet Men of Action
nized voting districts may be conSeize Their Chance
sidered as units for the formation of
Spiritual Assemblies. The National
Twenty-one months remain in
Assembly, the Guardian feels, may which we, the followers of the Faith
follow .in such ca seg the election dis- of Baha'u'liah in the United States
trict divisions. The application of and Canada, can fulfill our spiritual
this principle he leaves to your As- opportunities of the Seven Year Plan.
sembly.
The Temple, resplendent in its radiHai/a, May 26, 1942
ant beauty, is nearing completion
and is a glorious challenge to us beHe was happy to hear that the lievers individually and collectively
work on the Temple is going to be to arise for renewed efforts and for
carried out without delay t and that greater sacrifice and service to setat last we are in sight of our goal tle the virgin areas in each and evand have every assurance of its
ery state and province of the United
speedy accomplishment.
States and Canada.
He feels that all concerned should
Functioning in some 100 organized
exert their utmost endeavor to asBaha'i
communities, and as groups
sure that the remaining faces and
or
isolated
believers throughout this
the circular staircase will be finished this year. This will not only broad land, each and every believer
free Bahil'f funds for the now all- has a pa rt to play in achieving this
important teaching work, but act as important phase of the world misa tremendous advertisement of the sion entrusted by the Master to His
disciples in the western bemisphere.
Faith and its principles.
No channel should be left unex- To play his part every believer must
plored in the endeavor to exploit to strain every effort and concentrate
the full the teaching and publicity every resource of time and energy
value of our first western House of and capacity on the task of teachWorship. It has been so long in the ing.
In our Assembly life and group
building that ihe friends themselves
are scarcely aware that their hour activities let us remember that the
of triumph is at hand! Both they and administrative order is a means to
the public at large should be stimu- the achievement of our goal, and
lated into a fresh realization of what not an opportunity for the clash of
they have achieved. It is the tangi- personalities, a form of contentious
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dissension, or an arena for the display of human ambitions and personal advancement. Our Assembly

and group meetings, the Unity
Feasts and Committee meetings,
are the collective means provided
for us to work together toward our
spiritual objective. Only as each individual in due humility and with
severance submerges the self in
harmonious and unified group ac-

tivity can progress be made and results achieved. Our beloved Ma ster

while referring to the establishment
of the local Assembly in this country, declared that its members
should associate "like a flock of
doves" with amity and devotion.
The Guardian in his recent letter
has issued a clarion call for believ~
ers to H seatter to sow the Divine
seeds and gather the harvest." The
days of these remaining twenty-one
_months are swiftly and relentlessly
passing. Soon it will be too late, unless we arise as one great soul in
many bodies to do our Master's
work. "Let men of action seize their
chance ere the swiftly passing days
place it irretrievably beyond their
reach."
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AssEMBLY

Enrollment of Baha'i Youth
The procedure under which a person of from 15 to 20 years of age is
accepted and registered as a Baha!i
youth seems to require a little explanation. It is based upon the principle that the youth, while accepting the Cause, does not assert his or
her qualifications for voting membership as does the adult applicant,
but asserts the intention of applying
for membership when he or she
reaches the age of 21 years.
The Baha'i youth, therefore, does
not automatically become a member of the cemm unity when reaching the age of 21, but to become an
adult voting member the youth fulfills his or her intention by applying
for membership in the usual way.
Where the youth lives in an organized community, he or she appea rs before the local Assembly.
Where isolated, the youth signs a
new form of Youth Registration card
and transmits it through the Regional Teaching Committee to the National Office. This new form of card
is being printed, and copies when
ready will be sent to· tbe Regional
Secr~taries,
.

Race Ubi?, Banquet h~ld by Nati~al Race Unity Co~iUee and Chicago Assembly
at Cblcago Woman s Oub, April 29, 1942, precedml" the Annual Convention.

Request to Committees
1. The National Spiritual Assembly requests each National Committee to report its definite recommendations and also to provide news
items, but to discont!Jlue the practice of sending copies of minutes of
Committee meetings. Committees
are urged to study their functions
and their possibility of service continually. and to recommend such activities and projects as each Committee feels will enable it to render the
utmost service to the Cause. What
the National Assembly seeks is concentration upon capacity to work
and elimination of unnecessary detail and routine in this crucial time.
2. Wherever a Committee budget
is voted or an activity permitted,
the Committee carrying out the activity is requested to follow the activity through to a conclusion, and
then make a report on the results;
and in general Committees are requested to render an accounting of
the acti vi ties each conducts with the
specific approval of the NSA.

Youth Activity
Local Assemblies and Regional
Teaching Committees are requested
to encourage youth activity. News of
youth is wanted for publication in
Baha'i News. No appointment of a
National Youth Committee has been
made this year but the Committee
will be resumed when the National
Assembly ha~ sufficient information
G-bout local and R~gional. groups,
the~r lleecls·,· and.. tr.e.nds in ttifs.im-

portant field. Youth groups are
urged to study the Guardian's references to their ideals and work in
Advent of Divine Justice~ in the first
edition of Baha'i Procedure and elsewhere as far as possible.

1942 Convention
Resolution. and R""omfR6IJations, With Action Taken by the
N alional Spiritual Assembly

1. That Assemblies endeavor to do
pioneer work outside their community, carefully budget their funds
. new tea cher s, plan publIc
. lec-'
tram
tures and select a place in which to
establish the Faith.
The NSA is happy to record the
fact that the general teaching program s in operation for anum ber of
years have included this important
item for local Assemblies.
2. That the Convention request the
incoming National Spiritual Assem·
bly to set up machinery in connection with the proper committees.
which would ·expedite matters of
emergency.
The National Assembly cannot delegate its own authority and function.
3. 'rha t the NSA urge each newly
elected Assembly to read and study
Baha 'i P·r·o~edure.
This recommendation is brought
to the attention of the friends.
4. That believers who are troublemakers in their local community
shQuld 119t be.. appoint~d fis membe:r:s
of N a t4o'nal c9!llmjt~ees.
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In appointing the National Committees, the effort of the Assembly
is to include only the believers who
appear to be qualified by capacity
and who fu))y conform to the principles of consultation.
S. That the NSA appoint Regional
Race Unity Committees.
The race unity work is highly specialized. Every believer is expected
to remember that this is a cardinal
principle of his teaching effort.
6., That a list of Race Unity refer_.
ences be published in Baha'i News.
Lists of race unity references have
already been published in Baha'i
News and also made avaiJable by
the Race Unity Committee in bulletins. See Baha'i News for January,
February and April, 1940, and elsewhere in the present issue.
7. That a press representative be
engaged. (To work out Temple publicity when the construction work
has been completed.)

VVhenever techr.Ucal experience is
required, the Assembly will make
suitable connections with professional press experts, but the organic
function of preparing Baha'i material can only be done by an experienced Baha'i Committee. The Assembly has already appointed a special committee in its own body to
deal with the press in important
rna tters which cannot be referred
to a committee in the usuai way.
8. That a compilation of Teachings and Baha' f principles be made,
concerned with the subject of world
development after the war, and that
copies be made available to local
Assemblies for distribution to representative persons in their locality.
The Assembly realizes the need
for such a compilation and has the
matter under advisement.
9. That the Convention go on rec·
ord as endorsing a project to index
the principal Baha'i books of reference by subject or topic, the mechanics to be worked out and ar·
ranged in the immediate future.
The matter of indexing Baha'i
books is indeed important at this
time, and the Assembly is taking
steps to appoint a committee to complete the indexing work going on
over a number of years.
10. That in preparing the Agenda
for the 1943 Convention. the NSA
consider the introduction of all Committee chairmen to the Convention
body on the opening day in order to

start them working at once; (c) that
committees be appointed on the baThe Temple Program Commitsis of ability and expert action and
tee has announced that on August
that committee members be dis16, at five p.m., a memorial meet·
charged who do not carryon the
ing will be conducted in Temple
work; (d) that 3 advisers be apFoundation Hall in order to assa.
pointed by the NSA to coordinate
ciate the American believers with
and intensify the work of the major
Baha'IS of other countries in
National committees.
mourning the passing of a distinA. The NSA points out that the
guished Egyptian believer, Abdul
Committee term of office has been
JaIiJ Bey Saad. This meeting is
definitely established as from July
held at the request of Shoghi
1 to June 30 of each year and each
Effendi as cabled to the National
Commi tree is expected to continue
Spiritual Assembly on June 28.
its full functions up to the end of its
term of office. B. The same princifacilitate the work which the Com- ple applies here as in A above. C.
mittee might accomplish by consul- The Assembly hopes that it will nevtation with the believers during the er be called upon to discharge a
Baha'i committee member for failConvention.
This matter will be considered ure to serve the Cause. D. As stated
when the Assembly prepares the in a previous paragraph a hove, the
Assembly cannot delegate its own
Agenda for the next Convention.
11. That the NSA appoint a Na- authority but must exercise it as a
tional committee of artists to pass body of nine members.
upon photographs of 'Abdu'l-Baha
In reporting these Convention recfor reproduction and use by the be- om menda tions, the N a tiona] Spirilievers.
tual Assembly wishes to express its
The Assembly would like to men- gra ti tude for the spiritual height a ttion the fact that it inquired of the tained by this Convention, the ardor
Guardian some years ago which of of the delegates and their clear dethe photographs of 'Abdu'l-Baha termination to make possible a comshould be preferred for general use plete response to the Guardian's apamong the friends. In reply he peal for a successful consummation
wrote, through. his secretary. as fol· of the Seven Year Plan.
lows: "In connection with the selection of particular photographs of
National and Regional
IAbdu'l-Baha for circulation among
Teaching Activities
the friends, the Guardian strongly
Ever
since the Convention, which
feels that no definite ruling should
be laid down establishing the supe- opened the sixth and "crucial year"
riority or distinction of any particu- of our Seven Year Plan, the Ameri~
lar photograph. The friends should can community has experienced in
be left quite free to use their indi- the teaching field the impetus of that
vidual independent judgment in this Iltremendous and irresistible unfoldment" which is hurrying the Plan
matter."-May 15, 1940.
12. That the NSA request the In- to Hits triumphant consummation."
ter-America Committee to write As- Stirred to a well-nigh unbearable imsemblies, groups and pioneers in patience by the Guardian's heartCentral and South America to con- moving words. and affected by the
calls to teaching which he tells us
vey the love and greeting of the Convention delegates, and their wishes a re flowing from the Temple and
for success in the teaching work.
our beloved Master, it is small won·
The Assembly will prepare a para- der tha t our efforts everywhere are
graph to be distributed by the Inter- finding a new momentum and earnAmerica Committee in its Bulletin ing a rapidly-consolidating success.
in order to give effect to this recomAlready since Convention some
mendation.
twenty-one pioneers and resident
13. That (a) the delegates recom- teachers have entered the field, or
mend that the NSA appoint the ma- will do so by September, and many
j or committees now and not July 1,
others are working out their plans
on account of the emergency condi- with the Committee. Yet these are
tions; (b) that the National Assem- only the vanguard of that greater,
bly ask the local Assemblies to a p- "far greater number of pioneers"
point their committees noW anu whom the Plan requires to "sow the
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Divine seeds and gather the harvest
into its gates." May the early news
which is outlined here awaken an
army of believers to the wondrous
victories which await them in twenty-four States and Provinces still unconquered by the Faith!
Some of the most impregnable
Provinces of Canada are soon to feel
the redoubled efforts of Baha'i pioneers. Evelyn Cliff of Vancouver ha s
secured a teaching transfer to Calgary, A!berta; accompanied by
Anne McGee, a member of the Vancouver youth group, these two will
greatly strengthen Doris Skinner's
persistent work. Sylvia King will
also concentra te on this center in
October .. The newly-formed Winnipeg Assembly, still further increased in numbers from May to
July through a nine-lesson course on
4 'The Power
of Reconstruction," is
extending its interest to Regina, Saskatchewan. A Winnipeg believer,
Ernest Court, will spend four months
in that city, and frequent assistance
will be sent him by his home com~
munity. The Maritime Provinces.
which include the virgin Prince Edward Island, will be visited by Harlan Ober in August, to supplement
Doris and Willard McKay. The key
city of Ottawa, where Winnifred
Harvey has alreadY attracted a
large circle of friends, will be fur·
ther developed by the help of Helen
Gidden, who is moving from Toronto. Four Summer Conferences are
scheduled throughout Canada in August, in Riding Mountain National
Park, Manitoba; Rice Lake, Ontario; Quebec; and New Brunswick.
May these gatherings open the doors
for Prince Edward Island, the two
other virgin Provinces, and the
whole of this Dominion of great destiny!
Pioneers and Regional Com mi ttee
of New England are concentrating
on study classes in New HampshiTe,
Rhode Is!and, and Vermont. Mrs.
Harry Ford at Portsmouth and Mr.
and Mrs. Ober in Rutland and Providence have assisted their work. A
campaign to re-establish the Assembly of Brookline is planned for Ruth
Moffett, and the Teaching Commi ttee is anticipating the valued help
of Dorothy Baker for Vermont. and
Rhode Island in the near future.
The Southern States are the focus
of almost unbelievable confirmations. Greensboro. N. C., was opened
to the Faith by Ruth Moffett in
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Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'ie of Winnipeg, newly est.blisbed April 21, 1942.

March and April, through a series
of lectures inaugurated during "the
worst blizzard of the year." Lectures in colleges, a Temple display,
radio broadcasts every other day for
a month on Station WGBG, all contri buted to develop a study group of
seventeen with three believers. Mur~
iel Stilson of Yonkers Will move to
Greensboro to continue this work.
In October two outstanding Bah,,',
youth, Eva Lee Flack of Los angeles and Adrienne Ellis of Phoenix,
are planning to settle in Asheville,
N. C., the former home of Miss
. Flack. Many Baha ti contacts were
made in DUTham, N. C., in JtUle by
Joy Earl, who spoke to eighty teachers attending the HWorkshop." Mrs.
Earl also spoke with students and
facuity of Fiske University, Nashville, and Tennessee State Teachers
College, where she addressed 500
teachers at summer session.
The Group in Jackson, Miss., is
preparing for Assembly status next
spring with the aid of Margaret Ellis
of Covington, La. Intensive teaching
is going forward in Birmingham,
Ala., where Virginia Camelon is
spending several months to supplement the resident pioneers. A teaching circuit is bringing regular assistance to Arkansas, including Ruth
Cornell, Dorothy Logelin, Pearl
Berk, and Esther Klein, while Reszi
SWlshine is remaining this summef
to cooperate with the circuit and
strengthen the work.
Now that Texas has an Assembly,
Kathryn Frankland is moving to AI-

buquerque, N. M., where the Assembly must· be re-establlshed. Other plans for the South this year include teaching campaigns in Louisville. Ky., Huntington, W. Va., Delaware, and Knoxville, Tenn.
The Faith's momentum in the
South may be measured by the re-.
port from the Teaching Conference
at Cheaha Park, Alabama, that
forty-nine participated, "twice as
many as had ever attended Vogel
Park conferences." ··Our general
theme for study wa s 'Some Steps
Toward Permanent Peace' ; the
first part, 'The Divine Plan,' was
given by Mrs. MolIett, and the second part, 'Building the Consciousness for the New Day,' was presented by Miss Virginia Camelon
. . . At Cheaha we were on the
mountain top. . . . Twice we had
prayers at the Tower . . . which
marks the highest spot in Alabama.
It is also higher than any other place
in Georgia, Mississippi, Arkansas,
Louisiana, or Florida."
Our Regional ,Committee assures
us that Iowa will form its first Assembly next April, as teaching has
been steadily carried on by Annie
Romer in Waterloo, Cedar Rapids,
and Davenport for some months.
Great impetus was given the Ba~
ha'is of St. Louis, Mo., and Topeka,
Kan., after Convention by the visit
of Ruth Moffett, whose lectures resulted in new study classes and the
enrollment of three believers in and
around Topeka.
Supplementary pioneers are adding great strength in the Western
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States. Ruth Westgate and Mildred
Hiatt of San Francisco have just

moved to DenveT, Colo., and Artemus Lamb also plans to live there,
thus centering the Regional Committee in this area. Both dis banded Assemblies of Denver and Colorado
Springs were much stimulated by
contact with Mark Tobey this summer, and Mr. Tobey reports that
Colorado Springs now has enough
believers to re-organize. Laramie,
Wyo., has received many visiting
teachers of late, and Valeria Thornton and her mother, Mollie Young,
have established residence there. In
Boise~ Idaho, an· extended teaching
campaign was conducted this spring
by Alta Krueger of Portland, yielding three new believers and a study
class. Two Baha'i youth of San Francisco, Farrukh 10as and Sally Sanor,
have become resident pioneers in
Boise, bringing the Group to six
members; they will be assisted for
several months by Mr. and Mrs.
Harry M un son. Supplementary
teaching has been added in Reno,
Nevada, where Eleanor Adler will
stay for three months. In California
the disbanded Santa Rosa Assembly
has attracted four resident teachers,
Mr. and Mrs. William Sears, and
Roan Carter and Ella Duffield of
Los Angeles.
Although Alaska is surrounded by
difficulty, Honor Kempton reports
that the Faith is forging ahead and
two friends have recently enrolled.
Miss Kempton, who had to come,
"Outside!! for medical aid, hopes to
return to Anchorage in the Fall.
Dear friends, confronted by these
exemplars of devotion to the goals
of our Seven Year Plan, how can we
resist the incessant call to join them
at the front lines of our expanding,
conquering Faith? Of this call and
the priceless opportunities it spreads
before us, the Guardian himself reminds us: HThe time in which to respond to it is relentle8sly shortening.
Let men of action seize their chance
ere the swiftly passing days place it
irretrievably beyond their reach."
NATIONAI. TEACmNG COMMIT'I'EE

Inter-America News
Peru
Letters from Miss Nicklin are evidence of her happiness and success
in her work in Lima. Beside her
little school which is now very comfortably'located, she is teaching in

the finest hospital in Peru, in Bea
Vista. Her class in English consists
of 22 nurses. It is a French Catholic
Hospital and provides many interesting contacts but the work of
establishing a study group has still
not been successful. Her income in
the various activities brings in a
good living and she feels tha t there
is more work there than she can
undertake. Peru would therefore be
a good opening if it were pas sible
now to secure passports. This, however, is becoming more and more
difficult as the flood of travel,
especially since the air ways are the
only means, is tremendous and
therefore permission is rarely granted except to those who are assured
of employment before going.

Guatemala
Johnny E ichena uer is now Ioea ted in Guatemala City, has a fine
position with the Pan American
Airways Construction Co. and has
also been appointed Prof. of English in the Government Orphan Institution, which appointment came
to him from the Governor himself.
John has a u way with him" which
procures for him the cordial relations with people of prominence and
especially with the Press. There is
a fine study group in Guatemala.
large enough now to form an Assembly and by April 21st will no doubt
be a record breaker.

Nicaragua
Mathew Kasza b has been given
permission to return home for rest
and change. His future plans are
uncertain, but he has had a strenuous time in Nicaragua where he
has served faithfully and well.

drank it and sank to his knees in
prayer, was spared and thus was
released from prison and never
troubled again. The young brother
of Perfecto is the greatest assistance to Mis s Kruka in tea ching the
children in her Baha'i class.

HoruluratJ
The new Spiritual Assembly is
functioning splendidly and we learn
of a new registrant. Also Sra. Maria
Teresa TueUs is leaving for Mexico
City and another member of the
Spiritual Assembly has been elected
to fill her place.
EClUldor

News from Quito is always brief,
but always very reassuring. The two'
companions of John Steams are
working with him in furthering the
Faith.
Venezuela
Miss Priscill~ Rhoads has been
quite ill, but we have heard indirectly that she is much better. We
are hoping soon to send another
pioneer to Caracas to help her, but
here again we shall not he certain
until we receive favorable report
upon the passport.

Haiti
After the successful formation of
a Spiritual Assembly the B1ackwells
have offered to remain until the
community is en I a r ge d and
strengthened.

San Domingo
Miss Lentz has employment in
Trujillo and is working on translations for the committee during the
time that her Baha'i students are
enjoying their vacation from the
University.

Cuba

Jamaica

Miss Kruka has sent some very
interesting photographs and one especially is noteworthy; it shows the
Perez family, the first Baha'i family in Cuba, of which Perfecto Perez
is the first believer to have accepted the Faith in Cuba. The history of
the family is very interesting. The
grandfather was a very spiritual
man and because of his unu'sual
powers he was a'ccused of witchcraft and put in prison. While a prisoner he was offered a cup of poison
with which to end his life but he
told the authorities that his faith
was such that he was sure if he
t.ook the poison he would not die. He

Dr. Malcolm King of Milwaukee
is returning to his native home in
Jamaica to reside permanently. He
proposes to devote his time to
teaching the Faith.

BoUvia
Radiant letters from Miss Rottes.
She has found a truly Baha'i welcome among the friends whom Mrs.
Adler left in La Paz and they are
earnestly studying and teaching all
the time.

Sau. Sal"aMr
Clarence Iverson is enjoyiqg having his mother with him .and he is
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working steadily for the promotion
of the Faith and has a fine posi-

tion.

Co.la Rica
The two Assemblies in Costa Rica,
at San Jose and Puntarenas, and
the two in Mexico J Mexico City and
Puebla, are thus far in the lead
towards a National Spiritual Assembly. But the knowledge of the Cause
is widely spread in the Argentine
and in Chile and if we can strengthen
the Centers in all of the Republics
we shall certainly attain the goal of
a Spiritual Assembly in each of the
countries by the expiration of the
Seven Year Plan. This is our goal.
This must succeed. We must not disappoint the Guardian for only he
can tell how serious the consequences would be if we were to fail.

Uruguay
An enthusiastic letter from Mr.
Barton states that there are now
thirteen registered members in
Montevideo. They have almost completed the translation of the thirtysix lessons on the Foundations of
Worhl Unity which when completed
and reviewed will. we hope, be
found approved and recommended
for pUblication. Mr. Barton tells of
three of their members who have
embarked upon the translation of
the "Dawn-Breakers"
with immense enthusiasm. This is indeed a
gigantic task which will greatly increase the knowledge of the Faith
and the growth of the translators.

Spanish Translations
Our authorized translator, Mrs.
Clotilde Aria s of New York, now
has in hand the compilation made
by Mrs. Mathews and Mrs. Bishop
of excerpts from all the Writings
which will provide for our Spanish
believers a book much the same as
our Scriptures was for us in the beginning.
NELLlE S. FRENCH, Secretary

Committee List
ADDITIONS AND REVISIONS
Reviewing: Mrs. Marion Mills
added.
Baha'i News Service: Clarence
Niss appointed Chairman.
Inter,America: Mrs. Octavia IDescas unable to serve.
Regional Teaching· Committees:
Ontario--George Spendlove added.
California and Nevada-Virginia Or~

Monument at the ,p-ave of the late Dr. Susan I. Moody, Tihran, Persia.

bison unable to serve on account
of plans to go as pioneer teacher to
Chile. Dr. Clyde Longyear added.
New Eng!and-Mrs. Harlan Ober
added. North and South Carolina,
Georgia-correction in spelling of
name of Mrs. Mary Ann Lefler. New
York-Mr. and Mrs. Roland Hughes
and John Wools ton added. Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi and R. C. Collison
unable to serve. New Jersey, Delaware and Pennsylvania-Mrs. Jean
Sharpless, Mrs. Ethel Crane and
Mrs. Harriet Kelsey added.

Publishing Announcement
Selected Writings of Baha'u'llah,
Selected Writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
Se!ected Writings of Shoghi Effendi:
a compilation of the ftmda mental
Baha'i teachings in the form of
three pamphlets sold only in the set
of three and not by the individual
pamphlet. 48 pages each, bound in
strong paper covers. Price for the
set of three pamphlets, postpaid,
$0.25.
Study Outline, Mu(tammad and
the Founding of IsMm, prepared by
Study Outline Committee. This is a
mimeographed bookie! containing 53
pages. The Outline is based on Eaha'i literature. There are five seQtions and an Introduction which explains how the Outline is to be used
and giving titles of the essential Baha'i books needed for reference. References are also to the Qur'an. This
Outline follows and supplements the
Outline on Introduction to the Qur'an
announced a few months ago, and
the two together offer American believers a thorough grounding in

Islam. Mul:tammad and the Founding
of Islam, per copy, $0.60.

Race Unity
An Up-to-dale Bibliography
GENERAL READING
Francis J. Brown and J. S. Roucek,
Our Racia! and Nationa! Minorities, 1937.
Lows Adamic, From Many Lands,
1940.
The Atlantic presents We Americans, 1939. (Statements are from
such leaders as Franz Boas, Edward P. Cheney, Frank H. Hankins, Alfred H. Holt, E. A. Hooton,
Ales Hrdlicka, Julian Huxley, and
James Weldon Johnson.)
THE ESKIMO
W. B. Van Valin, Eskimo Lan d
Speaks, 1941.
THE NEGRO
Alain Locke and Bernhart J. Stern
(co-ed.), When Peop!es Meet, 1942.
W. E. Burghardt Du Bois, Dusk of
Dawn, 1940; also, Btack. F 0 1 k,
Then anci Now, 1939.
Horace R. Cayton, Black WOTkers
and tlte New Unions, 1939.
Walter A. Adams, Buford H. Junker, and W. lloyd Warner, Color
and Human Nature, (Negro Personality Development in a Northern City), 1941.
Alexander (Will W.), "The C a lor
Line Cracks a Little," The New
Republic, September 22, 1941.
Pearl S. Buck, "The Asiatic Problem," Vital Speeches, March 1,
1942; and "The Heart of Democracy," Vital Speeches! Apr i I 15,
1942.
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THE JEW
Gerhart Saenger, Today's Refugees,

reporls received indicale a public
meeting of considerable interest. The
Symposium session, held Sunday
evening, May 31 at the Roof Garden
of Royal York Hotel, included the
representatives of Buddhism and of
Theosophy as well as Baha'i,
The pages of Promulgation of Universal Peace record the many occasions on which the Master spoke as
guests of Theosophists.

TomoTTow's Citizens, 1941.
Isaque Gra eber, and S. H. Britt,
(eds.), Jews in a Gentile World,
1942.
J. W. P arkes, Jewish Question, 1941.
Conference on Jewish Relations, Essays on Antisemitism, 1942.
B. A. Rosenblat, Federated Palestine and the Jew i 8 h Com man-

wealth, 1941.
I. Unterman, Jewish Youth in America, 1941.
R. B. Gittlesobn, Mod ern Jewish

Problems, 1941.
Samuel W. McCall (and others),
For the Honor of the Nation, 1939.
I. Goldstein, Toward a Solution,
1940.
L. W. Schwartz, Where Hope Lies,
1940.
S. Goldman, Undefeated, 1941.
THE INDIAN
Clark Wissler, Indians of the Unit·
ed States, 1940.
L. B. Priest, Uncle Sam's Step Children, 1942.
G. D. Harmon, Sixty Years of Indi-

an Affairs, 1941.
RACE UNITY CoMMrrrEE

Honoluln Baha'is Dedicate
New Center
On October 20, 1941, the Anniversary of the Birth of the Bab, the
Herald and Inaugurator of the Baha'i Dispensation, the Honolulu Baha'! Center was dedicated.
-After the prayer of, HGod testifieth that there is none other God but
Him . . . " from P1'ayers and Meditations, offered by the chairman, the
ceremony of embedding a box containing important data on Ihe history
of the Baha'i Cause in the Hawaiian
Islands took place.
The chairman then welcomed all
present and gave a special message
to the children of the Bahe.'! Children's Classes and their parents (the
parents are not Baha'is) and then
dedica-ted in simple impressive
words the Honolulu Baha'i Center to
the service of God and Mankind.
Our deeply appreciated message.
and greetings from our Guardian,
Shoghi Effendi, our National Spiritual Assembly as well a s greetings
from the Assemblies of San Francisco and Maui were then read. It
was a great joy to us to know that
these Friends were unite~ with us

Beginninc" of eonslrUelion of Uliziratu'l.
Qadi by the N.s..A.. of the Baha'is of
E.ypt and the Sudan al Cairo.

Latin-American Assemblies
Last month there were listed eight
Assemblies 'whose election had been
reported from Central and South
America. Since then reports have
been received from the Spiritual Assemblies of San Jose, Costa Rica,
and Buenos Aires, Argenline Republic.
A fervent welcome, and loving best
wishes, is extended to these stalwart
new co-workers by the Baha'is of the
United. States and Canada.

in olll' prayers that God would accept and bless our dedication in the
service of the Cause of Bahit'u'lli>h.
Miss Agnes B. Alexander, who
forty years ago was the first to bring
the Baha'i Message to the Hawaiian
Islands, read a dedicatory prayer
from Prayers and Meditations by
Baha'u'llith.
Mr. A. Y. Selo as guest speaker
from San Francisco, prefaced his
address by a tribute to the early
In Memoriam
Christian missionaries to the IsGrant. 0 my Lord. that they who' have
lands. uA new missionary work is ascended unto Thee may repai.r unto
needed .. now/' he said, "needed for Him Who is the most exalted Companion,
and abide beneath. the shadotv of the
the edu';ation of the people toward Tabernacle
of Thy majesty a.nd the Sanca new way -of living and thinking to tua.TY of 'nl1l GIOTlI.-BAHA'u'LLA.H.
prevent future wars, a new way that Mr. Benjamin Taylor, Cincinnati.
will lead to World Unily and Coop- Mr. Emil De Litz, Racine.
eration."
Mr. Ferdinand Peterson, Racine.
Mr. Selo spoke of the Ba b, the Mr. Howard Russell Hurlbut, Fort
aerald and Inaugurator of the Faith,
Sam HoustonJ Texas.
and explained the Baha ti under- Mrs. Lillian Viehsladt, East Clevestanding of the oneness of Humanity
land.
and the oneness of all the Prophels Mr. Harry Mory, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
of God.
The Program ended with a prayer Mr. Hildore Jellselt, Seattle.
by Mrs. S. A. Baldwin, who repre- Mrs. Harriet Cline, Verdugo City,
sented the Maul Baha'i Assembly
California.
and Community.
A social hour with refreshments
Enrollments and Transfers
served in the library concluded our
Washington, four. New Orleans,
happy ceremony.·
two. Chicago, two. Richmond HighHONOLULU ASSEMBLY
• A photograph of the Honolulu Baha'i lands, one. Winnipeg, one. San
Center was reproduced in BaM" News, Francisco, one. Springfield, Ill., one.
June, 1942.

Tenth Theosophical
Fraternization Convention
An invitation was given the National Spiritual Assembly to provide
a Babit'i speaker for the program of
the Symposium concluding the sessions of the Tenth Theosophical
Fraternization Convention at Toronto.
F. St. Gear ge Spendlove was requested to represent the Baha'is, and

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Names,
August 20; Might, September 8;
Wi!!, September 27.
MemOrial Gathering in honor of
Abdul Jalil Bey Sa ad, Temple Foun·
dation Hall. August 16, at 5.00 P.M.
Summer School Sessions: see programs published in June issue.
Meeting of National Spiritual As·
sembly: September 11, 12, 13, 14, at
Wilmette.
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YEAR 99, BAHA'i ERA

"An Intensification of
Balui.'i Activity"
DeaTly-beloved CO-IDorkeTS:

I am thrilled with admiration as
I contemplate, at this advanced
stage in the .unfoldment of the
Seven-Year Plan, the vastness of the
field already covered by the pioneer activities of its stalwart and
valiant prosecutors. The heights of
heroi-c self-sacrifice to which they
have attained, the depths of faith
and devotion they have plumbed in
the course of their ceaseless eXertions are no less noteworthy than
the immensity of the task they
have already performed. An effort
so -prodigious. a mission so sublime,
a solidarity so truly remarkable, an
achievement, which in its scope and
quality, s tan d s unparalleled in
American Baha'l history, provide a
befitting climax to the century old
record of magnificent accomplish-

ments associated with the rise and
progress of the Faith of Bahil.'ull9.b.
Such a glorious century, so unique
in the annals of mankind's spiritual

history, is. however, not yet completed. The gigantic enterprises
which the American believers are
pledged to consumma Ie are as yet
but partially concluded. The remaining two years tDust witness
an intensification of Baha'i acti vi ty,
throughout the entire Western Hem-

isphere on such a scale as to eclipse
the splendor of all past achievements, and worthily crown this initial phase in the progressive evolution of the Divine Plan. An unprecedented multiplication in the number
of pioneer teachers and settlers; an
unexampled flow of material resources for their maintenance and
the extension of their labors; a still
wider dissemination of Baha'I literature, to aid and support them in
their presentation of tt-e Faith to
Latin American peoples; an immediate increase in the number of
groups and Assemblies in Ihe States
and provinces of North America; an
increased awareness on the part of
all believers, whether in the North
or in the SQuth, whelher newly enrolled or of old standing in the
Faith, that every one of them
shares, vitally and directly and
without any exception, in the responsibility for the successful prosecution of the Plan; a still firmer
resolution not to allow a world-convulsing conflict, with its attendant
miseries, perils, dis1ocations, and
anxieties, to deflect them from their
course or distract their attention;
these are the crying needs of this
critical, this challenging, this swiftly passing hour; to exploi I its possibilities, to meet its challenge, to
grasp its implications. is the manifest, the inescapable and urgent
duty of every member of the Baha'i

October, 1942
communities now laboring so assiduously in the Western Hemisphere.
May the cumulative effect of their
concentrated and sustained labors
shed further lustre on the concluding years of this, the first century
of the Baha'i Era.
SHOGm

Haifa. Palestine
August 15, 1942

Pioneers to Retain Their Posts
He is fervently praying that the
new pioneers, who have volunteered
to teach in Colombia, Venezuela,
Chile and Nicaragua, will be able to
complete the necessary arrangements for their voyage to South
America, and will be enabled, without interruption or delay. to consolidate and extend the range of the
activities inaugurated in those coun·
Iries. Every effort should be made
to increase the number of such pioneers, to facilitate their departure,
to insure their settlement in vir gin
territories, to keep in close and con':'
stant touch with them, and to reinforce their activities through visiting teachers, adequate financial assistance, and constant moral encouragement. The Guardian wishes
to urge them, and those who have
preceded them, to retain their posts
at all costs, to face the obstacles in
their path with courage, faith and
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confidence in the future outcome of
their work. The National Assembly,
on the other hand, must do everything in their power to enable these
self-sacrificing workers to continue
their pioneer services, and to dis·
courage their return until the results
of their labors are so substantial as
to insure the continuity of the BaM'l
Community after their departure.
This is their greatest responsibility, their immediate task, and
the most meritorious service they
can render the Cause, at this juncture, in the American Continent.
E.rce1'])t trom letter written btl Shoghi
Effendi, through his secretaTl/, August 15,
1942. to the National Spiritual As3emblll.

Pioneer Activity of Utmost
Importance

.,.

He considers that at present pioneer activity is of the utmost importance and that the NSA should
d9 everything in their power to insure that those who have gone to
Central and South America, as well
as those who are going there, remain there and consolidate their
work-<>therwise all the efforts and
all the money, sacrificed by the be"lievers for this effort, will have been
spent practically in vain. The same
applies to a lesser degree to the
work in the United States and Canada. Whereas in these parts the difficulties of pioneer settlement for the
purpose of teaching the Faith are
not so great, the work still remaining to be- done is tremendous. The
Guardian feels that the paramount
need is to get the people to settle
in these virgin territories as quickly as possible, and that if too much
emphasis is laid on the highest pos-

sible requirements for pioneers, the
work may risk remaining unaccomplished. The believers have future years in which to improve on
the groundwork done at present, but
they only have about two years left
to do this all-important groundwork
In. Speed should be your motto.Excerpt :!Tom letter written. b1j Shoghi
Effendi, through his secreta-Ttl. AugtLSt 15.

1942. to the National Spbitua.I Assembly
through _the Trea.surer.

This Crucial Year
Progress Reporl No.3 Issued by
tlu. National Spirilual Assembly lor
1Iu. Period July 1-Aug. 31, 1942
The National Spiritual Assembly
continues its series of reports of

plans and activities aimed at completing the unfinished tasks of the
Seven Year Plan.
n. The Inter-America teaching effort increases in intensity and scope.
Passports have been issued to Ruth
Shook for Colombia, to Virginia Orbison for Chile, and to Gwenne D. Sholtis for Venezuela. Each of these pioneers is prepared to settle in the
country and strive for the establish·
ment of a Spiritual Assembly. There
has been much delay In obtaining
airplane reservations, due to serious
restrictions imposed on civilian
travel. The final report is that Miss
Sholtis left New Orleans by boat for
Canal Zone on August 25 with the in,
tention of flying from Canal Zone to
La Guaira. Miss Shook has been
waiting at Brownsville, Texas, for
plane reservation. Early in September she left for Guatemala City by
rail, hoping to take a local plane to
Colombia. Miss Orbison flew to
Mexico City on August 20 and took
train from there to Guatemala City,
hoping to find local plane reserva·
tions available for the remainder of
the journey. The National Spiritual
Assembly approved a project for
pioneer settlement by Mrs. Eleanor
Adler for Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, but
necessary papers have not been ob·
tained.
12. Plans for construction of the
Memorial to May Maxwell at
Quilmes Cemetery, Buenos Aires, .
have proceeded rapidly since the
Convention. With the invaluable co·
operation of Salvador Tormo of the
Spiritual Assembly In that city, a
block of Carrera marble has beel!
selected and purchased. With the
marble assured, the greatest obstacle in the way of the project has
been removed. Now we are' fortunate in having the placing and
execution of the contract super·
vised by a representative Qf the
National Spiritoal Assembly, Mrs.
Amelia E. Collins, in consultation
with Mr. Tormo and Wilfrid E.
Barton. Mrs. Collins has had three
reservations taken away since July
25, due to priorities .for passage,
and now will proceed by boat from
New Orleans September 24 for Valparaiso, Chile, from where she can
obtain passage to Buenos Aires.
13. The exterior ornamentation
of the Temple has been completed.
All work on the nine faces of the
main story was finished in July.
Work on the steps is well under way,
and we have the contractor's assur-

ance that the steps will be done this
calendar year. Progress photographs reproduced in Baha'i News
from month to month will enable the
friends to follow the course of this,
the concluding con,struction work on
the Temple calied for under the
Seven Year Plan.
14. The National Spiritual Assembly ha s approved a number of
recommendations and projects submitted by the Race Unity Committee.
These include: effort to establish editorial columns in newspapers and
periodicals published by minority
groups in order to promote the subject of the oneness of mankind; reprint of Louis Gregory's article entitled BaM'. To Jew In World Order
Magazine in an edition of 2,OOn
copies; intensive follow-up work by
Louis Gregory and Elsie Austin in
Negro colleges in the South; racerelations talks by Mr. Gregory in
white colleges of the South; visits to
Indian and white colieges by Mrs.
Baker in the Southwest; monthly
one-page letters on race unity work
addressed to local Assemblies j a
Race Unity Conference to be held at
Green Acre. A compilation on Race
Unity, made by Mrs. Alice S. Cox
and Mrs. Maye Harvey Gift, part
from Bah3.'i sourceS and part from
non-Baha'i scientific and sociological
sources, has been referred to the
Reviewing Committee.
15. The drive for accomplishment
of the teaching tasks in North America gains great momentum with each
passing month. The following....-projects h~ve been started, or approved
for immediate action, since those
listed in paragraph 4 of the report in
BaM'. News for July:-Neliie Roche,
Regional Secretary, follow-up work
in Birmingham; intensive teaching
campaign in Saskatchewan and Alberta; Mrs. Eleanor Adler, teaching
work in Reno, Nevada; "Lulu Barr?
continued teaching work in Saskatoon; Mrs. Ruth Cornell, teaching
work in Hot Springs for two months;
Ruth Westgate and Mrs. Mildred Hi·
att, settlement in Denver; Mrs. Ruth
Moffett, additional work in Greensboro, S. C.; Mrs. Clara Rainboth,
work with groups in Washington;
Muriel Warnicker? teaching in Edmanton;
Mrs. Marcia Atwater,
teaching in Edmonton; Regional
Teaching project in Wilmington, Del.,.
and Ridgewood, N. J.; Regional
Teaching project for Denver; Mrs.
Kathryn Frankland, settlement in
Albuquerque; Mrs. LorDI Jackson,
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settlement in Lead, S. D.; Mrs. Charlotte Grover, settlement in Lead 1
S. D.; Mrs. Sara Ellen Peake, settlement in Louisville, Ky.; Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Walters, settlement in
Albuquerque; Mrs. Mable Ives,
teaching in Cedar Rapids,-Iowa, and
Omaha, Neb.; Mrs. Ruth Moffett,
teaching in Wilmington, Del.
16. An inter-regional radio campaign has been approved, under
which stations will be selected in various parts of the country for a series of five or six talks. A monthly
budget has been appropriated. The
pUrpose is to reinforce the present
teaching activities of Assemblies, Regional Committees, groups and National Committees by providing an
additional public presentation of the
Faith. Definite plans will be reported to all concerned. The first series
was arranged over WAIT, Chicago,
and includes six five-minute talks at
1.20 P.M. Sundays beginning September 13. Mrs. Nina Matthisen, member
of the National Radio Committee,
worked out all the detailed arrangements of this program.
17. A summary of current financial items. From May 1 to Augnst 31,
the National Fund received $30,671.15: In August donations a rri ved
from 75 Assemblies, 77 groups and 91
isolated believers, to the amount of
$8,861.53. Augnst expenditures included: Temple construction, $5,000.00, National and Regional Teaching.
$840.00; Inter - America Teaching,
$1,196.07, Administrative expense, $1024.55; Temple maintenance, $61)3.28,
Green "cre maintenance, $133.35.
~

NATIONAL SPlRI'TUAL AsSEMBLY

The Call to Pioneer
The call to pioneer, to "seatter to
sow the Divine seeds," has summoned the· American believers
throughout the course of the Seven
Year Plan. In fact, it has claimed
us since the earliest days of our
mission under· the Divine Plan. But
with Convention, 1942, this call
became an insistent challenge,
pres·sed home continuously by the
Guardian's emphatic words. ulm_
tnediateunprecendented multiplication (of)" pioneers imperative," -he
cabled. "Nothing short (of) prompt,
wide, systematic, sustained dispersion can properly safeguard (the)
fruits (of) ·past labors (and)· saeri-

3

Main Story Ornam.entation No. II, Jul,.- 31, 1942. (Completion of Ninth Main Stor:r
Face.) All scaR'olding has been removed f:ram the buDding except the hoist needed
Cor work on the IItep8 contnilct.

fices. . ~ ." "The time in which to
respond to it is relentlessly shortening. Let men of action seize their
chance ere the swiftly passing days
place it irretrievably beyond their
reach."
Although many believers have felt
the impact of this call and have
hastened to carry our beloved Faith
to distant places, the vast majority
of us are still to be found at home.
Disturbed though we may be by the
Guardian's ceaseless pleas, we have
not as yet visualized our personal
role in this mighty effort, nor imagined ourselves capable of any heroic
endeavor. Yet Shoghi Effendi is asking for Ita _greateT, a faT greater

number of pioneers."
To the Teaching Committee it appears that the present need is for
a new type of worker. In every State
and Province the preliminary steps
have been accomplished. Resident
pioneers have settled and in some
localities groups are now established. The call tOday is not so much
for public speakers, not even for
teachers of long experience, but
rather for believers of faith and
dedication. Bah a 'f families· are
want-ed who will move to new hom-es

to strengthen the "pioneer front. n
Believers are needed who will carry on study classes, reflee! through
their lives the light and warmth of
the Faith in darkened communities,
who by their very presence will
widen the basis and stimUlate the activities of newly-formed BaM'i Cehters. These are assignments which
every Baha'i can undertake. All are
wanted. "The increase in the number of pioneers, of every class, race,
age and outlook is the vital need of
the .present hour." the Guardian
writes. Our paramount need is for
such believers who, by settling in
virgin States and Provinces., will
constitute the strong second line in
the army of Baha'u'lIilh's 'Ida"bnt_
less defenders."
It is the Committee's deepest belief that now is the time when we
must respond to the Guardian's can.
Now is the Hcrucial year" on which
"hinge (the) fortunes (of this) historic. crusade." Now is the ._y~.ar
when the foundations must b.e .laid
for Spiritual Ass.emblies in· ~e"ty
three virgin areas. Beloyed .fri.e;r;uJs·,
the call today is for acti.Qn. The.CaU
is for pioneers.
NATlONAt T&AtI!ING CoMMmEE
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Inter-American News
" 'Neath the shade of Thy protecting Wings let them nestle and cast
upon them the glance of Thine allprotecting eye."
Four pioneers a re literally poised
for flight! Mrs. Collins whose destination is Buenos Aires, Miss Shook
who is to work in Colombia, Miss
Virginia Orbison whose destination
is Chile and Miss Sholtis who will
settle in Venezuela. Besides these
there will be another wave of travelers in the faU as Philio S"rague
hopes to visit practically all centers on the continent of South America; and Mrs. Barton plans to go to
Montevideo? while we have a special pioneer for Brazil and severa]
applications on file which will be
accepted as soon as it is possible
to foresee the granting of passports
for them.
Recently we received the dec1~r
ation of intention to join the Faith
from Paul Bravo of Santiago. C"ile
who is now fonrteen years old. Paul
is a wondetfuI believer and ha s
done some very fine translating notable among which is the Guardian's
long cablegram received some
months ago. We are hooing to establish correspondence between the
beautiful groun of young people in
Havana and Pflul. for we believe
this would be of- great value es')ecially in future years. The group in
Havana are studvin!! with t'l-te
avowed intention of becoming Bahi'i teachers.
John Stearns has also sent us the
declaration of a youth in Quito, Ecuador whose name is Hans Levy and
whom we welcome with true Baha'i
joy and hope he will soon be of the
age to become an active member.
John Eichenauer has an excellent
position in Guatemala City and his
brother Marshall also is employed
and both are doing fine work.
Clarence Iverson has had his
mother with him for a few months
but she has been ill and will
shortly return to Phoenix.
We note with great satisfaction
the adherence to the Administrative
Order which the friends in Honduras are observing. Their letters
are beautiful, also those of San Juan,
Puerto Rico where steady work is
going on and our pioneers are interesting themselves in the activities
of the local people and gaining a
real place in their affections.

T..he friends in Montevideo are
diligently working on the translation
of the Dawn-Breakers. They have
already completed the translation of
the Thirty-six lessons which should
give them a wonderful knowledge
of the Cause.
When all cur prospective pioneers
are settled and the visiting teachers
have passed through the different
centers and held public meetings,
then we shall expect very great results. We have still ten groups to
brim:! to the point of becomin~ Assemblies before tl,e" exoiration of
the Seven Year Plan. This must be
our goal and our constant prayer.
INTER-AMERICA COMMITrEB

By: Nellie S. French, Secretary

The Dispensation of
Bahli'u'lLih in Spanish
The appearance of this fundamental exoosition of the Faith by the
Guardian in a Spanish edition symboHzes the T)Ower we attain through
Baha'i consultation, since this important work was made possihl" by
the combined effort of many.
The original translation was made
by Miss Lillian MacRae in Buenos
Aires, and then reviewed by a Committee consisting of Salvador Tormo, Miss MacRae. and Sr. Ricci
and Sr. Barrows. all members of the
S-oiritual Assembly of Buenos Aires.
This Committee revised the translation.
The translation was then brought
to New York by Sr. Ricci and was
again gone over to put in final form
by Sr. Ricci and Sra. Anduaga, after
which the Guardian's words were
printed for use in the Inter-America
fi eld. Incidentally, the cost of translation' was met by a special donation from Philip Sprague.

Race Unity Conference
The Race Unity conference at
Green Acre had five meetings over
a period of three days. Two of these
meetings, the second and last, were
conducted as forums for general
discussion. in addition to formal addresses. It was held under the joint
auspices of the Race Unity and
Green _ e Program, Committees.
The chairmen of the' iVario\j~meet
inEZs in order were. Horace Honev.
Miss Lorna B. Tasker. AH-Kuli
Khan, N. D., Matthew W. Bullock

and Harlan F. Ober. These devoted
workers held their meetings to a
high plane of di gni ty, mov.ement,
courtesy. scientific illumination and
spirituality. Presentation of the
prayers and teachings, with a univ{:rsal outlook for all races and" nations, and the leading part to be
played by America in the guidance
of the nations to world harmony and
peace, brought a stimulus, sustained interest and cheerful atmosphere to the entire conference.
There wa s a good attend ance despite the difficulties of travel.
Mrs. Dorothy K. Baker made
three scheduled addresses, her subjects being: "Achievements of Minority Groups."
"The Cause and
Cure of Prejudices," and "Sharing
Civilization." Among many principles of reality, she advocated a better adjustment between nations,
races and classes, universal education. the diffusion of spiritual as
well as scientific knowledge and a
far more universal outlook for all
mankind.
Another fea tore of the program was
the address of Miss Mabel I. Jenkins
on uTwo Great American Poets."
These
were
Phyllis
Wheately,
black slave girl who was a contemporary of George Washingion
and won praise from him for her
poetry. and from other illustrious
people at home and abroad. She was
caned the poet laureate of Greater
Boston, in her day. The second noet
mentioned was James Weldon Johnson. author of "Gflrt's Trombones"
and "The Negro National Anthem."
Readin,l!s from their lines and something of their life stories were of
deep interest and great value.
Various phases of freedom as advocated by men of genius were examined in the light of the Baha'i
Teachings by Louis G. Gregory.
Among other speakers were Mrs.
Doris McKay of Moncton. Canada,
who told of the enlargement of her
outlook and interests to include all
races. by the illumination of the Baha'i Teachings. and what happiness
this brought her. Mrs. Ethel Hunt
of Washinl(ton D. C. spoke for the
Jewish minority. A voice or universality and good will was that of Mrs.
Jane Kellv. of Birmingham, Ala .. a
new Baha'i from the deep South and
one greatly pleased with Green
Acre. where all races, nationalities
and faiths are drawn to~ether.
An interesting phase of forum dis-
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cussion was on the best names for
minorities. Much of interest and
value from the standpoint of approaches, customs and usages, past
and current, with scientific and spiritual significances in a rapidly
changing and evolving world, occupied the- attention of the conference.
The deep earnestness of the workers and the spiritual harmony which
prevailed and the genuine sociability of all present were most impressive as among the signs of the New
Day when freedom. peace and happiness are to be the heritage of all
mankind through Divine Providence
which brings the Revelation of Baha'u'llMl.
Letters of regret came from Dr.
Leslie Pinckney Hill, Editor Roy
Wilkins, Dean W. M. Menchan. Dr.

W. N. DeBerry, Prof. R. Augustus
Lawson, Dr. Edward F. Goin, who
were prevented from attendance
only for what seemed the most cogent reasons. These are all distinguished leaders among the largest
minority group, They are prospects
for another year.
The music of the conference was
rendered by Mrs. Eula Fritz of
Schenectady, N. Y., and Miss Monaver Bechtold of Brooklyn, adding
much to the joy of the gatherings.
"If ye meet the abased or the
down-trodden, turn not away disdainfully

/Tom them, for the King

of Gtory watcheth over them and
suTToundeth them with such tenderness as none can fathom except
them that have suffered their wishes
and desires to be merged in the Will

01 your Lord, the GraciDus~ the AU·
Wise." (Gleanings, P. 314.)
RACE UNITY COMMITTEE

Appeal for Bahii'i Students
A letter has been received from
Miss Margaret Lentz, pioneer teacher in Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic, urging young believers to
consider enrollment as students in
the University of Santo Domingo.
For those able to do so, the information is reported that the entrance requirements include a high school degree, but the chief difficulty would be
in obtaining transportation. Living
expenses would be about $50.00 a
month, in addition to the university
fees.
The address of the University
Registration Office is Rodolfo Bonetti Burgos, Director del Registro Uni-

Temple Steps PI'oI'ft88 Picture No.. 3. The conerete uni18 are ami iD forms (u at
right), polished, eared, and moved from the Temple floor to be placed on the ItelK-

versitario, Trujillo City t Dominican
Republic.

Temple Slides for
Dlustrated Lectures
The National Spiritual Assembly
has recently approved the preparation by the National Archives and
History Committee of a set of 46
(size 2x2 inch) slides for still projection, showing the historical background, the progress of construction,
and various details in the exterior
ornamentation of the Baha'i House
of Worship in Wilmette.
These slides will be available in
October, and they will be supplied in
the form of a roll or positive, 35 mm.
film strip containing 36 black and
white transparencies or separate
views, to be cut apart and mounted
between glass covers by the user,
together with 10 natural color transparencies ready for mounting.
For projection of the slides after
mounting, an S.V,E., Eastman, or
Argus kodaslide type projector is
recommended, the light strength
used (from 100 to 300 Watts) depending upon the size of the audience.
For mOlUlting the transparencies,
"S.V.E. slide binders", which may
be had in local photo shops, are at
50c per dozen, are suggested.

The cost of the black and white
film strip (36 views) is $1.50, and of
the color transparencies (10 views),
the cost is $2.50. Either group A or
B of the color slides (5 views each)
may be had for $1.35. A check or
money order for the total amount
plus 25c to cover postage and insurance should accompany each order.
Orders may be placed by local assemblies, Extension Teaching Committees, or teachers in the field
through the Temple Library and
Sales Committee, Mr. Harry E. Walra th, Chairman, 4639 Beacon St., Chicago, TIl.

Publishing Announcements
Baha'i Writings-Prayers revealed
by Baha'u'lliih and 'Abdu'I-Baha, and
Excerpts from Baha'l Writings: this
very attractive new compilation is
intended particularly for the new
friend and the seeker who requires
spiritual food, The prayers and other selections have been carefully
chosen for their appeal and help to
those who have not yet accepted the
Faith. An exquisite gift. Bound in
red leather with gold title) 56 pages,
four by six and a quarter inches in
size, $1.00. Bound in red paper, $0.50.
Believers who have· ordered -copies
of the Qur'an are advised that the
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American firm handling this work by
importing copies from England has
been out of stock tbougb a fresh supply was ordered some months ago.
They expect tba t tbeir order will arrive by tbe next ship, and tbe Publishing Committee will fill all outstanding orders as soon as possible.
(This refers to tbe Rodwell translation, recommended by tbe Guardian.
Price per copy, $1.(10)
Address orders and inquiries to
Ba!tlt'; Publishing Committee, no
Linden Avenue, Wilmette, ill.

World Order Magazine
The steady day-by-day enrollment
of new and renewal subscriptions
brings to the business office many
appreciative letters_ One active
teacher writes: "Save me a complete
series of tbe Star of the West, tbey
contain so much splendid, inspiring
and impressive teaching material.??
The magazine today, as World OrdeT,
continues this mission of spiritual
reinforcement, knowledge and guid-

ance.

Leading articles in recent months:
-April, Charter for World Peace, by
Alice Simmons Cox; May, Unchallengeable Victory, by Maye Harvey
Gift; June, The Souvenir of ~Abdu'l
Baha, by Shirley Warde; July,
.ijahti'u.'Udh as PTotecWr, by Mabel
lIyde Paine; August, A Calendar for
a World Faith, by Horace Holley;
September, 'Abdu'I-Baha's Call for

Firmness in the Covenant.
The business office shares with the
friends this significant incident: on
the very day that the newspapers
reported the bombardment and invasion of Burma, the office received
advises from a New York bank that
they had received cabled instructions
from tbe National Spiritual Assembly
of tbe Baha'ls of India and Burma to
pay for seventy yearly subscriptions
to the magazine.
Subscriptions, $1.50 a year. Address Publication Office, World Order
Magazine, 110 Linden Avenue, Wil..:
mette, ill.

'Abdu'l-Bahii's Call
The American Baha'i community
was profoundly stirred by the Master's Tablet calling to firmness in the
Covenant, His last and final exhortation addressed to tbe American
friends. The text was translated and
certified by Shoghi Effendi in J anuary, 1922, after the Ascension, and

this Tablet came to America at
about the same time as the text of
tbe Will and Testament.
This great Call has been made
available to the new believers by reprint in tbe September number of
World Order Magazine, accompanied
by a brief compilation of relevant
passages.

Temple Guiding
From January to August, 1M2,
there were 10,423 visitors guided
through tbe Temple, only about 200
less tban in tbe same period of
1941, which is a remarkable showing in view of the limitations on
transportation this year.
In May J 1942, visitors came from
33 states, tbe District of Columbia
the Province of Ontario, Canada:
Cuba, Brazil and Bolivia; in June,
from 42 states, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Bulgaria, Bolivia,
Colombia, Mexico and India; in July,
from 34 states, tbe District of Columbia, the Provinces of Saskatchewan
British Columbia, and Alberta, Can:
ada, Brazil, Bolivia, India, Ger~
many, Afghanistan, Turkey and
Korea; in August, from 38 states,
the District of Columbia, tbe ProvInces of Manitoba and OntariO, Can·
ada, Costa Rica, India and China.
There have been more guides to
help in this work in 1942, due partly
to the assistance of six from Mil·
waukee, Wisconsin, five from Waukegan, Illinois, and one each from
Bristol, Wisconsin, Kenosha, Wisconsin, and Batavia, illinois. These
guides have spent considerable time
and money in traveling to do this
work. They say they consider guiding in the Temple a privilege and a
joy and feel sustained all the next
week. Some of tbe guides from Chicago spend four hours traveling to
and from the Temple each day
they come and some guide one
or two days each week. The radiance
of their beautiful spirits shines in
their faces.
More with such a spirit will be
needed soon, for the National Spiritual Assembly, as well as some of
the contractors and periodicals, will
publicize this Temple when the outside is finished late tbis year. Guide
classes will be started during the
first part of October, at whatever
times and places are most convenient for those interested in attending. In order to cover tbe material

in the course it will be necessary
for classes to meet every week until

May 1. Please notify a member of
the Guides Committee if you wish to
join a class. The Chairman's address
is 1229 Cleveland St., Wilmette, ill.
The telephone is Wilmette 5039.
A booklet covering the portion of
the Guide Course dealing witb tbe
Temple itself its architecture
symbology, history, materials and
construction, and other information
has been approved by tbe Reviewing
Committee and can be ordered
tbrough tbe Baha'i Publishing Committee, no Linden Ave., Wilmette
TIL This should be useful to thos~
displaying the model or wishing to
give a lectnre on the Temple. (The
Publishing Committee will announce
this course when the edition is
ready).
Many people all over the country
who are now Baha'is first learned
of tbe Faith through coming to tbe
Temple. About 17,000 a year are
given the message there. From forty
to eighty people come each week
day, and hundreds on Sundays and
holidays. It should be remembered
tba t this is perhaps the only place
in tbe world where tbe Baha'i teachings can be presented every day to
so many voluntary and willing listeners. In these chaotic times when
it is so necessary that mankind know
about the solution Baha'u'llab has
given them for the problems of the
world, we can do teaching work in
the Temple on a large scale. The
Guardian has said guides must have
a sound knowledge of the Teachings
and know all tbe facts about tbe
Temp1e. We hope more Baha'is in
the Chicago area will prepare for
this work by enrolling in the classes
in October.
Assemblies and Groups wishing to
organize Guide Classes may obtain
study outlines from tbe Guides
Committee.
TEMPLB GUIDES COMM1TI'EE

By: Mary J. Haggard
Chairman

Revision of Bulletin on Change
in Draft Questionnaire
With reference to the Bulletin en·
titled "Change in Draft Questionnaire Affecting Baha'is Subject to
Selective Service, " issued by the
NSA in May, 1942, this Bulletin is
being reprinted with one alteration
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suggested by the Selective Service
Advisory Committee.
In the original text, the final paragraph on page 2 reads as follows:
"I wish to 'apply for noncombatant
ser.1tlce,jn accordance with the provisions of Section 5(g) of the Selective Training and Service Act of
1940, and of Local Board Release
51. u
In the revised text. the sentence

quoted above is preceded by the
words: "If and when I am cla ssilled
as available for service." The alteration has been made in order to
make it clear that the believer is
stating hi. attitude about noncombatant service after he has been called up, and is not volunteering his
services in a noncombatant capacity.
In this connection, it might be well
to call attention to paragraph 363
under Section XXV, entitled "Procedure on Claims of Conscientious
Objectors." This paragraph is in Vol.
III of the Selective Service Regulations, and reads as follows:
"A registrant who claims to be a
conscientious objector shall offer information in substantiation of his
elaim on a special form (Form 47)
which when filed shall become a part

of his questionnaire. The local board,
upon request, shall furnish any person claiming to be a conscientious
objector, a copy of such special form
(Form 47). In the case of any registrant who claims to be a conscientious objector, the local board shall
proceed in the ordinary course to
cia ssify him upon all other grounds
of deferment and shall investigate
and pass unon his claim as a conscientious objector only if, after physical examination, but for sucl,. cJaim
he would have been placed in Class
I-A. Class I-B. Class I-D, or Class
I-E. The procedure for appeal from
a decision of the local board on a
claim for conscientious objection is
provided for in paragraph 375."

Hospitality Extended to
Latin American Visitors
The members of the Inter-America
Committee are finding many ways
to extend hospitality to visitors from
South and Central America, who are
passing through Southern California.
Recentl~,il ijl¥'Ir~five young men
from the different countries ot Central and South America, who are in
this district in order to study the

Temple Steps Propoe88 Picture No. 4, September 2, 1942a The eichteen steps are built
up by pladol' the units in the concrete snpporh t eacb step interlocking wilh the step
below and ahovea There will be 900 units in the completed step!!. These units have the
same appearan(!e 8S the exterior ornamentation itself.

different branches of a via tion, were
extended the hospitality of the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wolcott, of
the Los Angeles Baha'i community.
and were met and entertained there.
The evening proved to be a tremendous success as a gesture of
friendship and a tactful way of showing our Baha'i interest and desire
to further friendly relations with
South America. Mrs. Helen Bishop
gave a little address of welcome in
Spanish and read from the words of
'Abdu'l-Baha, the Baha'i attitude
towards strangers, expressing our
eagerness to foster friendly relations.
Mr. Wolcott, the host, has been
very active in meeting these young
men and entertaining them both individually and collectively in his
home since this occasion.
The evening was spent in dancing
and singing and many opoortunities
were afforded to explain the Baha'i
attitude toward members of other
nations and other systems of
thought.
As an example of the universality
of the meeting, one of the Committee
members had in her car a Venezuelan, a Brazilian, a Panamanian and
two Guatemalans. and the exchanlte
of Soanish and En!!lish was hi"hly
amusing and contributed to the festival spirit of th e evening.
INTER-AMERICA COMMITI'EE

Enrollments and Transfers
Hereafter, the National Spiritual
Assembly will publish enrollments of
new believers, and transfers of believers, as separate items, and Assemblies and Regional Teaching
Committees in their reports are requested to keep the same distinction.
San Francisco, four. Milwaukee,
four. Los Angeles, three. Nashville,
two .. Chicago, two. Washington, two.
Miami, one and one youth. Berkeley,
one. Grand Rapids. one. Pasadena,
one. Portland, one. Honolulu, one.
Flint, one. Teaneck, one. Phoenix,
one.
Isolated believers enrolled in July,
1942, nine. Enrolled in August,
eleven.

In Memoriam
Grant, 0 my Lord, that thell who "ave
ascended unto Thee ma.", rI"'Pa-iT unto Him
Who is the most exalted Companion. and
abide benpath the shadow of the Ta.bernacle of Thy Ma.;eS't'rl and the Sanctuary
of Thy GIOTll.-BAH.'/u'ILIiH.

Mr. Al bert E. Lewis. Los A;'geles.
Mrs. George L. Loeding, Chicago.
Mrs. Mary A. Hoyt, Denver.
Mr. Rudolph Steinmetz. MinneapoliS.
Mr. Oscar O. Winter, Minneapolis.
Mrs. Faith Amberg. Baltimore.
Mrs. Coralie Franklin Cook,
Washington, D. C.
Mr. Richard Barnitz, Washington,
D. C.
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Mrs. Theresa Hill, Circleville, Ohio.
Mrs. Nancy Brown Van Riper.
Circleville, Ohio.
Mrs. ~lecta Timmerman,
Sprmgfield, Mass.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Will, September 27; Knowledge, October 16,
POWeT I November 4.
Anniversaries: Birth of the Bab
October 20; Birth of Baha'u'llah'
November 12; Day of the Covenant:
November 26; Ascension of 'Abdu '1Baha, November 28.
Meeting· of the National Spiritual
Assembly, November 12, 13, 14, 15,
at Wilmette.

Annual Reporls--Concluded
April. 1941-April. 1942
Regional Teaching Committee for
California and Nevada
This Committee has tried earnestly to carry out the many exhortations and injunctions of the Guardian - for the Seven Year Plan. The
Regional Committee's part in this
plan is to assist isolated Baha'is and
Baba'i groups with their teaching efforts, the re-establishing of disbanded Assemblies, and the establishment of the Faith "in new cities outside the areas in which Local Spiritual Assemblies are carrying on extension work. It is to exercise initi·
ative in the areas outside the juris·
diction of local Assemblies. and coordinate Inter-Community Conferences. In accepting these responsibili ties, this Committee has sponsored and performed the following
activities:
.

Firesides and Public Meetings
Regular firesides were held at
Inglewood, Huntington Park. Alhambra. Riverside, and Santa Rosa,
Bu.rbank and Claremont, California;
also Reno and Las Vegas, Nevada.
The ·attendance was small, numbering about five to twenty-five. Sporadic firesides were held at Santa
Barbara: Monrovia, Ojai, Arcadia.
F res n 0, Bakersfield. Knightsen,
Long Beach, Santa Maria. and
Healdsburg, with an average attendance of around twenty.
Public meetings were given in
Fresno, Bakersfield, Lower Lake,
Healdsburg, Santa Rosa, PaCific
Grove; Reno, Las Vegas, Alhambra
and Burbank. All of these were

small also, with an average audi~
ence of about twenty, but as high
as eighty-five.
This committee wishes to express
its gratitude to the following friends
for their generous contribution of
time and services as speakers and
teachers at the above meetings'
Valeria Thornton, Sara Kenny:
Sarah Witt, Eleanor Adier Helen
Bishop. Willard Hatch, Marion Holley. Leroy loas, Sylvia King, Shirley Warde, Dagmar Dole Marzieb
Gail, ~r. Sabet of Per;ia, Charlotte Llnfoot, Robert Gulick Marguerite Sears, and Mrs. Ameiia Collins.
Attendance became so poor at
firesides and public meetings that
constant effort was devoted toward
evolving new ways and means of at·
tracting the public. Some of these
method.s are described hereafter in
this report.

Youth "Flying S qundron"
This proved to be ODe of the most
stimulating of the many ideas pre·
sented. The Youth Group of the San
Francisco Bay area offered to send
out monthly a flying squadron on
week-end trips to points within
the area for the purpose of presenting public symposiums on the
Cause. This was immediately accepted and a schedule worked out
covering Santa Rosa, Reno, Sacramento, Pacific Grove, Fresno Modesto, and Pacific Gro~e ag~in in
the order named. Through the combined efforts of the Youth Group,
parents, Isolated Believers, and Regional Teaching Committee, meeting p lac e s, audiences, sleeping
accomodations and transportation
were arranged for, and the trips
made with most successful results.
Both the inquirers and believers
were most inspired by the splendid
talks and sincere enthusiasm of
the youth. Those participating were:
Anita loas, Ferouk Ioas t Sally SanorJ Frances Nowlin. Barbara Rutledge, Jack Fatoh, Margaret Rutledge, and Alex Holcombe.
This committee hopes that it will
be so blessed as to always be able
to have such a project under way.

U nily Festivals
This method of spreading the
name, spirit, and foundation principles of the Cause was found to be
particularly effective in· those cities
·having several different r a cia 1

groups such. as are found on the
Pacific Coast.
The anniversary of the Declara·
tion of the Bab was celebrated in
this manner in Bakersfield in the
beautiful Palm Room of the' Bakersfield Motel given for the occasion
by the management. The Chinese
Japanese Christian, .Japanese Bud:
dhist, Mexican, Neg r 0 Baptist
A.M.E. Church, and Mennonit~
groups participated, each contribut~g m?-~ic or dancing or both, and
In addItIon many individuals and the
splendid High School Mixed Chorus.
E~a Tillyer was Chairman and
Chl~ pro.moter of the evening, and
SylVIa Kmg, Valeria Thornton, and
Artemus Lamb gave brief Baha'i
messages. About lwo-hundred and
llfty attended, of whom only ten
were Baha is so it can be seen that
this proved to be a most successful
w:',y ,t~ spread the teachings of Baha u llah. The affair attracted much
attention among the citizens of Bakersfield and· wa s much played up in
the local Jilress. This idea was originally obtamed from Sylvia King last
~ear when Naw-Ruz was celebrated
m such .manner in Fresno.
7

Club Solicitation
An attempt was made to interest
~e

various service and social clubs
u sin g Baha'i speakers on
their platforms. Attractive b r 0chures were made up on four
of the outstanding Baha'i gpeakers
and distributed by mail to the clubs.
In many cases these were followed
up by additional leiters or by telephone or personal calls and attention directed to future dates and
places at which the speakers could
be heard. Als9t at the Women's Club
in Beverly Hills, in Southern Cali~orn.ia the local Assemblies assisted
the Regional Teaching Committee
in arranging an audition of the
speakers being publicised by holding a public meeting, Mrs. Stuart
French and Mrs. Shirley Warde
were the speakers, to which were invited the Program Chairmen of the
clubs and at which these speakers
talked. About two hundred and fifty
clubs were circularized and of these
eight .have so far used one or more
of our speakers. Of course, all of
those c.o n. t act e d were made
acquainted with the word "Baha'i
and ma~y were given the messa~~.
In

Radio
A detailed radio report has been
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furnished to the Radio Committee.
In brief, however, Baha'i talks were
given over nine different stations
under the complete or partial supervision of the Regional
Committee, most of which were presented by the studios as sustaining
time. In some cases a known a udienee was built up by notifying the
believers and friends in the area
ahead of time I but in most instances
this was impossible because of the
shortness of the notice given by the
station. This is the chief disadvant·
age of using sl!staining time. This
committee is particularly indebted
to Edna Tillyer, and Marion Yazdi
in this phase of teaching and also
to Kenneth Christian, and Marzieh
Gail.
Literature
A personal survey was made (by
Artemus Lamb) of all the Public
Libraries in tile whole region from
Geyserville south to the border. Baha', books were placed in all the
most likely towns. Fifteen of such
Libraries as well as those of two
colleges accepted Baha'i literature
for the first time and additional
books were added to the Libraries
of eight more tcwos. At the request
of the National Library Committee
all the Army and Navy Camps in
the region were contacted and Bahi'i books accepted in nineteen of
them. This committee greatly appreciates the splendid cooperation of
the Ubrary Committee and the Publishing Committee in this work.
One conscientious objectors' camp
received a set. of books at the request of an -I linmate " .
In addition, World Order Magazine subscriptions were presented to
two public and three college libraries. Also, at the suggestion, and
with the generous help of, the Publishing Committee, World Order
Magazines were placed on sale in
magazine stores in some cities. So
far the circulation has been chiefly
limited to Baha 'fs but we believe
that it is well worth while to
continue this experiment, so long as
the dealers win consent to receive
the magazine, as a very inexpensive but dignified way of keeping
the Cause before the public. Upon
the arrangement of Mrs. Leroy loas
with the Librarian. books were sent
to the San Mateo County Library.

New. paper Publicity
No particular projects pertaining

9

Baha'is cathered on the occasion of the re.inlermenl of the remains of
Mirza Abu'I-FadJ in the new Bahii'i. cemetery in Cairo, E«J'Pt.

to this very fertile field were undertaken although where possible articles announcing and following-up all
possible events were submitted to
the newspapers. Two isolated believers, Edna Tillyer and Estelle
Wacaser, gained splendid publicity
by writing regular columns for their
local papers. This would seem to be
a teaching phase worthy of further investigation and efforts. Many
inches have been obtained as a result of the public meetings h..,ld.

Teaching Conferences
Only one teaching conference was
sponsored by the Regional Teaching
Committee itself, and this was so
sucoessful that more are being
planned. In this one held in Alhambra in Southern California, the local Assemblies of Los Angeles, Beverly Hills, Glendale, and Pasadena,
gave generous and valuable assistance. The program consisted of a
morQing conference devoted particularly to the isolated believers and
their activities, buffet lunch, and
afternoon public meeting. L e roy
Ioas gave a stirring talk to open the
morning session and acted. as the
final court of appeals for all knotty
problems. Ralph Brown and Helen
Bishop gave the talks in the afternoon and Edward Bode presided.
About one hundred and fifty attended in the morning and approximately two hundred and fifty in the afternoon. The spirit of enthusiasm and
unity was very marked and more
are being looked forward to, as the
Guardian asks the believers 10
persevere in holding such meetings.
In such a report it is impossible

to clescribe in detail the worthy efforts made by the believers and
teachers in many places. A few out~
standing ones may be mentioned:

Fresno
The Naw-Rliz meeting held in
Fresno by Mrs. Delia Brandin, a
new believer. This meeting was not
as large, nor did it include as many
participants as last year, on account
of· the war. A banquet, with Mrs.
Valeria Thornton of Beverly Hills
and Mrs. Edna Tillyer of Bakersfield as speakers succeeded in interesting 'about seventy-five people.
jjFriendship rat her than form
seemed to be the' order of the whole
evening."
Ojai
Mr. Sabet with Virginia Orbison
as interpreter spoke to- the Community Art Center of Ojai in March.
About eighty-five people listened.
asked questions and had tea. More
Baha'i speakers were asked for also
literature. This meeting was held by
the efforts and financial assistance
of Mrs. Elizabeth Carpenter and Mr.
and Mrs. M. Carter of Santa Paula.

lmer-America Friendship
Meeting
An Inter-A mer i c a Friendship
meeting held on April 12, just before Pan-American Day, at the Brazilian Room near Berkeley, had as
participants and speakers the Mayor of Berkeley, Mr. F. Gaines; La tin American musicians; Consuls; a
speaker in the person of the Honorable Fernando Berckemeyer, Consul General of Peru; Marzieh Gail
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read a passage from 'Abdu'l-Baha
on Sympathy Towards Strangers.
The meeting was financed by Mrs.
E. R. Mathews. Over twenty-f i v e
inches of publicity was obtained,
and over a hundred people attended.
Seventy-eight were non-Baha'is. I t
was probably the largest meeting
north of Fresno ever sponsored by
the Regional Teaching Committee.
Mayor G a i n e s of Berkeley remarked that the Baha'is were to be
congratulated for sponsoring such
an admirable program.

Burbank Meeting.
As part of the Regional's activity
in re-establishing disbanded Assemblies, a series of five public meetings were held on Sunday evenings
in Burbank during March. The
speakers were Mrs. Charles R e e d
Bishop, who spoke twice. Mr. Habib
Sabet, Persian visitor (with Marzieh
Gail as interpreter), Mrs. Shirley
Warde, Miss Virginia Qrbison, and
Mrs. Valeria Thornton.
The attendance was from twentyfive to fifty persons. The Temple
model was displayed in the hall for
two weeks where about five hundred
persons saw it, and could read the
literature. It was later displayed in
the Police Officers' League street
window. Fairly good newspaper
publicity was obtained in Burbank
and Glendale.

Santa Rosa
During the month of March, Mrs.
G. A. Finks of Los Angeles made a
stay in San ta Rosa for the purpose
of trying to re-establish the Spiritual
Assembly there. It was a very difficult task valiantly essayed,
many special problems are involved. Mrs. Finks succeeded in
many new contacts, and some of
her experiences were remarkable.

as

Las Vegas
Mrs. Sarah Witt was sent by the
National Teaching Committee for
regional teaching in Las V ega s.
Many valuable contacts were made,
and the Regional Committee hOlJes
that this will be followed up by "another teacher soon.

Work progressina: on the dome of the lI.Qiralut}·Quds of Ihe N S Aof the Baha'is or Persia ~t Tihran.
. .

Rena
Through the courageous efforts of
the pioneer in Reno, Helen Griffing,
and assisting traveling teachers,
there are now seven believers in
Reno.

Regional Bulklin
As transportation has become in·
creasingly difficult, a Regional bulletin called Baha'i Pioneering was
started for the purpose of keeping
the isola ted believers and groups informed of the activities of the Cause
in our region, and in stimUlating
them and giving them ideas for
teaching, and for carrying out their
duties for the Cause. This bulletin
was started in January and appears
(almost) monthly. About one hundred and forty copies are mailed. .

Regional Changes
In January, Mr. Artemus Lamb
resigned as Secretary, after having
performed prodigious work in tra·
veling throughout the region, and in
directing the affairs of this Committee. Virginia Orbison was appointed
to succeed Mr. Lamb for the rest
of the term.
Mrs. James Crouchley and Mr.
Charles Bishop were appointed to
succeed Mrs. Isabel Thompson and
Mr. John Keith.
While no new Assemblies h a v e

been established in this Region during the year, still, we know that
multitudes of persons have heard of
the Cause have declared interest
and many are studying earnestly ~
few have signed cards. While the
task set to us by the Guardian
seems nearly impossible surely
we shall be aided in accompliShing
all that IS expected. In so doing, we
shaU ourselves grow in efficiency
good will, and harmony puttinli
aside all issues but the o~e all.important issue of carrying out the will
of the Guardian, who says U ~ • •
American believers m u s t unani·
mously pledge themselves to subord~nate every activity, canalize every
I~~ource, exert every ounce of effort to insure befitting dishdharge of
theIr supreme one responsibility to
carry the light of the Faith. . . ."
J
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Supremely Urgent Call
Stupendous Exertions Required
Me..age From lite GlUJ.rdian
Fate (of) Seven Year Plan (is)
perilously banging (in the) balance.
(This) pivotal year, born amidst
high hopes (of) unprecedented upsurge (of the) unbreakable spirit (of
the) American Baha'i community,
(is) already half spent. Obstacles,
engendered by steadily-deepening.
world-convulsing
conflict,
(are)
hourly increasing. (I am) moved (to)
plead afresh (for) immediate multiplica tion (of) pioneers in teaching
field, North, South, (on a) scale far
surpassing anything hitherto contemplated. (The) present tempo (of)
teaching activities (is) clearly insufficient (to) insure definitive? all-embracing victory. (I am) impelled by
extreme gravity (of this) swiftlypassing hour (to) address (an) appeal (to) individuals, groups (and)
Assemblies, (to) embrace (an) irrevocable resolution, gird themselves (for) superhuman effort, and
deputize pioneers (at) whatever
cost, however inadequate (their)
qualifications, for immediate settlement (of) areas needing assistance.
Strictest economy (in) all administr a ti ve departments henceforth imperative. Still more abundant flow
(of) resources (to the) National
Fund, involving still nobler self-sacrifice, (is) demanded. Definite re-
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moval (of) every' restriction, (the)
extension (of) every facility, (for)
encouragement (of) prospective settlers, (is) urged. (The) adversaries
(of the) Faith (are) jealously vigilant. (The) sister communities (are)
watching (in) anxious suspense (to)
behold befitting consummation (of)
America's epoch-making achievements. Swift action, boldly conceived, unanimously supported, systematically conducted, can alone retrieve present situation. (The) time
(is) too short, conditions too critical, need too great, opportunity too
precious, issues at stake too momentous, to justify slightest complacency, allow least relaxation (in the)
stupendous exertions required (to)
seal (the) triumph (of the) greatest
collective enterprise launched during (the) fifty years (of) American
Baha'i history. Prayerfully, longingly awaiting decisive answer. at this
late hour, (to my) supremely urgent
call.
October 3, 1942

"Heroism Is Needed"
These, indeed, are the days when
heroism is needed on the part of the
believers. Self-sacrifice, courage, indomitable hope and confidence are
the characteristics they should show
forth, because these very attributes
cannot but fix the attention of the

November, 1942
public and lead them to inquire
what, in a world so hopelessly chaotic and bewildered, leads these people to be so assured, so confident,
so full of devotion? Increasingly, as
time goes by, the characteristics of
the Baha'IS will be that which captUres the attention of their fellowcitizens. They must show their aloofness from the hatreds and recriminations which are tearing at the
hearts of humanity, and demonstrate
by deed and word their profound belief in the future peaceful unification of the entire human race _Shoghi Effendi, in letter written
through his secretary to Willard P.
Hatch on October 26, 1941. This excerpt is published with the Guardian's consent.

This Crucial Year
Progreso Report No. 3 I •• ued by
the Nalwnal SpiritwJ A..,embly lor
the Period Sept. 1· Ocl. 31, 1942
The message from the Guardian
which precedes this progress report
places the teach~g activities on a
basis of spiritual obligation which
can but intensify the zeal and quicken the conscience of every true believer. Our collective undertaking
becomes nothing short
a mighty
crusade in which the American Baha'i community is thrown against
the spiritual ignorance, the social
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chaos and the ethical blindness of
the entire human race. The Sun of
the new day has risen above the horizon: who are its rays by whose sacrifice alone the glory of the Light
can be shed upon this world?
18. The Exhibits Committee has
been authorized to prepare one hundred cut-<luts illustrating the Temple, approximately twenty by !wenty-one inches in size. The Committee furthermore has been requested
to order fifty copies of the same il-.
lustration in a larger size? approximately twenty-eight by thirty inches,
in a form suitable for banging on a
wall, like a map. This display material shows the Temple with exterior
completed, and besides being most
attractive it is light, easily transported, yet very durable. When ready,
copies will be given to a number of Committees for teaching use,
and the price at which Assemblies
can obtain them will be announced.
19. The Archives and History
Committee has been authorized to
proceed with the preparation of a
set of Temple slides, in black and
white and also a set in color, for
general teaching use. An announcement about these slides was published in BaM'i News for October.
20. Urgent efforts are being made
continuously by the Inter-America
Committee to place available pioneer teachers in the field. Philip
Sprague left New York in October
for an extensive tour of cities in Cen~
tral and South America. In connection with business affairs he will
visit as many Baha'i centers as possible, and make contact with the val~
iant pioneers. Mrs. Enos M. Barton
is planning to visit her son, Wilfrid,
in Montevideo during N ovem ber if
the necessary passport and reservations can be secured, and take advantage of the journey to visit Baha'i centers en route. After much delay, Dr. Malcolm King h as been
able to secure papers enabling him
to proceed to Jamaica, his native
land, where he wishes to settle and
serve the Cause. At the September
meeting the National Assembly approved the following pioneer projects: Mrs. Marcia S. Atwater, to return to Chile; Jean Silver, to pioneer
in Sao Paulo, Brazil; Mrs. Vivian
Wesson to pioneer in Bahia, Brazil.
21. The teaching plans for North
America have been greatly devel~
oped by the proposals advanced by
the Teaching Committee in the bul-
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A Statement on the
Master's Will and Testament
This issue of BAHA'i NEWS contains an insert published in con~
nection with the distribution of the
text of the Will and Testament of
'Abdu'I~Baha. The insert consists
of a statement prepared by the
National Spiritual Assembly to assist new believers to grasp the
meaning of the Will. The insert,
if removed from the issue, can be
used as a separate pamphlet.

the Spirit that ye may mount the
Ark of Safety, set forth the evident
signs, impart the spirit of life, declare the essence of His commands
and precepts, guide the sheep who
are straying from the fold in all di.
rections, and give the blessings. Ye
have to use every effort in your
power and strive earnestly and wisely in this new century. By God, verily the Lord of Hosts is your support,
the angels of heaven your assist.
ance, the Holy Spirit your companion and the Center of the Covenant
your helper. Be not idle, but active,
and fear nol. Look unto those who
have been in the former ages -how
they have resisted all nations and
suffered all persecutions and afflictions, and how their stars shone,
their attacks proved successful,
their teachings established, their regions expanded, their hearts gladden~
ed, their ideas cleared and their motives effective. Ye are now in a great
station and noble rank and ye shall
find yourselves in evident success
and prosperity, the like of which the
eye of existence never saw in for~
mer ages..
El-Baha and salutations be upon
everyone who is firm in the Covenant, free from dissension, sanctified from deceits and steadfast in
the path - Tablets oj 'Abdu'''Bahd
page 162.

letin recently sent to all the mends.
Every believer can now examine the
list of unsettled states and provinces
and determine, not whether to help,
but how - by settlement, by traveling teaching, Or by contribution to
the National Fund so that others
may go. The projects approved since
our last progress report, item 15, in
October Baha'i News, are:- Adrienne Ellis and Eva Lee Flack, settlement in Greensboro, N. C.; Mrs.
Marcia S. Atwater, follow~up teach·
ing in western Canada; Evelyn
Cliff, Anne McGee, settlement in
Calgary; Mrs. Mabel Ives, intensive
teaching in Louisville, Ky.; Mrs. Sara Ellen Peake, settlement in Lou~
isville; OrcelJa Rexford, intensive
teaching in Omaha and in Colorado
Springs; Mrs. Valeria Thornton. intensive teaching in Laramie, Wyo.;
Nellie S. Roche, Regional Secretary,
War Department Approves
fonow~up teaching in Birmingham,
Baha'i Symbol
Ala., and Knoxville, Tenn.
A letter written by the Quarter22. To September 30 from May 1,
the National Fund received $38,601.54. master General, War Department,
The September contributions Washington, August 14, 1942, to the
amounted to $7,930.49. Seventy-four National Spiritual As. e m b I y,
Assemblies contributed in Septem- through its Chairman, is reprinted
ber, sixty~four groups contributed, in Bahd'i News for the information
and seventy-six isolated believers of the friends. This letter, written
sent donations to the Fund. Septem- ir. reply to application made by the
ber payments include: Temple con~ National Spiritual Assembly, apstruction, $12,752.46; Temple main- proves the use of the Baha'i symbol
tenance, $1,289.70; Administration, (the Grea test Name) on . stones
$1,214.58; Na tionalTeaching, marking the graves of believers
$1,253.50; Regional Teaching, $687.00; killed in the war and buried in mili~
tary cemeteries or private cemeInter-America teaching, $992.76.
teries.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEM:BLY

Arise with every power to assist
the Covenant of God and serve in
His vineyard. Be confident that a
confirmation will be granted unto
you and a success on His part is
given unto you. Verily, He shall support you by the angels of His "holiness
and reinforce you with the breaths of

"War Department
•'Office of the Quartermaster General
"Washington
"August 14, 1942
''Mr. A. B. McDaniel

1000 Chandler Building,
Washington, D,C.
Dear Mr. McDaniel:
Receipt is acknowledged 01 your letter
of August 4th. requesting authority for
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the use of the Baha'i symbol on the
stones which will mark the graves of the
followers of the faith of Baha'u'Ua.h. who
may be killed in this war and buried in·

military cemeteries or private cemeteries.
The authorized design for the Government headstones of the general type is
the Latin Cross for those of Christian
Faith and the Star of David for those
of the Hebrew Faith. However. if the
emblem of the Baha'i is desved on any
Government headstone to be placed in a
Military Cemetery or a Private Ceme-

tery and information to that effect is
furnished at the time the decedent is
interred in the case of a National Cemetery or when application is made !or a

headstone in the case of a Private Ceme.tery, the space for the emblem on the
Government stone will be left blank in
order that such emblem may be pIa ced
thereon at private expense.
For the Quartermaster General.
Very truly yours,
(signed) C. G. Reynolds,
ColoneL Q. M. Corps,
Assistant' .

Teaching Activities
in North America
As the few remaining months of
the Seven Year Plan speed relentlessly by, and we become increasingly concerned over the magnitude
of the tasks still to be done, we cannot but take renewed hope and courag e from the many evidences of the
increasing momentum of teaching
work in all parts of the country. Unfortunately space does not permit
the publication of any of the reports
in detail, but the following brief review of the accomplishments of the
past two months will serve ~o iHustrate to what degree "a company of
His holy angels go forth H with those
who have arisen to establish our beloved Faith in the pioneer states and
provinces.
Since September first ten Bah.. 'is
have moved to pioneer area s, seven
intensive teaching campaigns have
been launched, six follow-up teachers have been established in the
field, and many others are gIVIng
generously of their time and energy
to circuit teaching.
To further accelerate the teaching
work, teaching conferences have
been held in sixteen of our twentythree regions, each giving special
consideration as to how the- Baha'is
of that region can best contribute
to the accomplishment of the unfin-

Spiritual A.demb]y of the Baha'u of San Salvador, EI Salvador. newly eI!Ilablished
April 21, 1942. CJarenee Iverson, pioneer leaeher, eeated. in front row.

ished tasks of the Seven Year Plan.
The three Provinces of Canada
are receiving the special attention
of all of the Saha'is in the Dominion. Marcia Atwater spent September and October in Edmonton, Alberta, supplementing the teaching
work of Muriel Warnicker, who had
already attracted 35 persons in the
Faith. Two believers have already
been enrolled with the promise of
several others soon. Unfortunately,
it is necessary for both Miss Warnicker and Mrs. Atwater to leave
soon, but it is hoped that other resident Baha'is will soon settle there.
In the meantime the follow-up work
will be ca rried on by the Calga ry
group.
Lulu Barr, who has been pioneering alone in Saskatoon, Sask" for
more than a year, continues her
weekly study class for five individuals who have become interested.
Two members of this class attended
the week's teaching Conference in
Riding Mountain National Park,
Manitoba, in August.
Sylvia King is devoting three
months to intensive teaching work
in Regina, Sask. An excellent exhibit of the photograph of the House of
Worship and Baha'i books, together
with newspaper publicity and radio
announcements preceded a public
meeting which attracted over 40
new people. Following this meeting
Miss King was invited to address
two large important local organiza-

tions. Beginning October 20 Miss
King, in collaboration with Mr. Robert Beath of the Canadian Institute
for the Blind, conducted a series of
four radio forums over Station
eJRM on the subject of "World Reconstruction'! .
In Eastern Canada, Prince Edward Island is still without a Baha'i
group. Doris McKay, Grace Geary
and Rosemary Sala each spent several weeks in Charlottetown making
contacts and new friends for the
Faith. Harlan Ober, armed with letters from Service Clubs in the
United States, made many excellent
business contacts resulting in arrangements to speak before certain
organizations on "Post War Recan·
struction,tt on his return visit to
Charlottetown the last of October.
Through contacts which Doris McKay had made in Charlottetown,
she was· invited to address a newly
organized Writer's Club on the subject of "Creative Writing." The ten
who were present included a wellknown artist, librarians, and other
leading people of the Island. Mrs.
McKay was asked to return and
give a course on this subject this
fall. In her report she writes: "Now
for the right pioneers to move there
and carry on the social contacting
while providing a home for fireside
meetings. u
Gladys Anderson, our pioneer in
Brattleboro, Vt., was assisted in increasing her (:ontacts by a week's
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lecture series by Mrs. Ruth Moffett
in September. An average of 16 nonBaha'is attended the series which
resulted in the organization of a
study class.
The Baba'i Group in ProvidenceJ
R. 1., ha s recently enrolled another
new member. Mrs. J. R. Bolles
and Miss Jeanne Bolles addressed
public meetings in both Providence
and Pawtucket in October.
Following her work in the New
England region in September, Mrs.
Moffett spent October in Wilmington, Dela., giving an average of two
lectures daily. In response to the
call for additional Baha'i settlers for
Wilmington, Cynthia Powell of New
York City has moved to that city
and will be joined November 1st by
Dorothy Champ also of New York
City.
Our pioneers in West Virginia will
have the assistance of Virginia
Camelon for the next two months.
Public meetings, fireside meetings,
college contacts and radio programs
are being planned in both Huntington and Charleston.
On October 15 Mrs. Mabel Ives began a two month's teaching program
in Louisville, Ky. This city has a
group of five Baha'is, including Mrs.
Sara Ellen Peake of New York City
who moved to Louisville to as sist
Mrs. Olivia Kelsy in the preliminary
work for Mrs. Ives' campaign.
Although it was necessary for
Muriel Stilson to leave Greensboro,
North Carolina, due to ill health,
prior to her departure three new believers were added to the Baha'i
group there. The addition of Eva
Flack and Adrienne Ellis of Los Angeles the middle of October brings
the number of Baha'is in Greensboro up to seven.
The teaching work in Birming·
ham, Ala., started by Mrs. Mabel
Ives early in the year has gone forward steadily since May under the
leadership of Virginia Camelon and
Gertrude Gewertz. In September the
activities were greatly accelerated
as the result of the visit of Mrs.
Dorothy Baker who gave two public
lectures with an attendance of 50
and 70, respectively. Winston Evans
made many prior contacts with key
people and secured outstanding pub.
licity in newspaper columns that are
read widely throughout the South.
Mrs. Joy Earl spent a week in Birmingham in October assisting with
the follow-up work among the Ne-
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gro contacts. She addressed a number of women's groups and started
a study class of ten key Negro leaders.
In Jackson, Miss., where a year
ago there were no Baha'is, there is
now a group of eight. Mrs. Margaret Ellis of Covington, La., who has
spent several weeks in Jackson
from time to time, has now settled
there for a four months' period. Two
public meetings held in conjunction
with the Regional Teaching Conference on October 3 and 4, resulted in
excellent newspaper publicity which
stressed the fact that the conference
was attended by Baha'is from five
states.
Following her work in Denver.
Colo., Orcella Rexford conducted a
campaign in Omaha. Nebraska in
early October. Her three Baha'i lectures were attended by 125, 75 and
50 people respectively. The followup work is going forward under the
leadership of Mrs. Florence Holsinger of Chicago who conducts two
classes daily. The afternoon meetings are attended by seven to ten
students and the evening attendance
averages 25. To further stimulate
the work there, the Regional Teaching Committee for that area will
hold a teaching Conference and public meeting in Omaha, November 8.
The enrol1ment of fourteen new
Baha!is in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, during Mrs. Mabel Ives' visit there in
September, brought to fruition the
teaching work carried on by Mrs.
Annie Romer and circuit teachers
since last fall. Thus Iowa is assured
of at least one Assembly next April.
New Mexico is another unsettled
State that has acquired enough
Baha'is to re-establish the Assembly
in Albuquerque next April. This was
made possible by the response to
calls for pioneers by Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Walters of Brooklyn, N. Y.
A Regional Teaching Conference
scheduled for that city for October
18 fea tured a s the guest speaker,
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, who is visiting
colleges in the Southwest.
Colorado is still another State that
will no longer be listed as a pioneer
area next year. The two dis banded
Assemblies in Colorado Springs and
Denver have now increased their
membership beyond the required
nine, and flourishing study cIa sses
are under way in both cities.
Mrs.
Valeria
Thornton,
who
moved to Laramie from California

in July, has reported at length on a
very successful Inter-Racial Musicale which brought the Bah,,'i Faith
to the attention of many leading citizens of that city. Appropriate followup is being carried on through fireside meetings. A study class of
twelve meets weekly and in October
the group welcomed Mrs. Clair Gillespie of River Forest, Dlinois, who
answered the call for Baha'i settlers. Commenting on her arrival
Mrs. Thornton writes: "One can already feel the power that comes with
the addition of another Baha'i."
The recent enrollment of another
new member in Boise, Idaho, brings
that BahA'i group up to seven. Farru..IQl Ioas and Sally Sanor, the
young California pioneers who set·
!led there in July, report that a
strong study is held weekly. Twenty-six attended an informal meeting
addressed by Leroy loas in Boise in
September.
Lead, S. D., has also received two
new Baha'i settlers,-Mrs. Charlotte
Grover of Glendale, Calif., and Mrs.
Lorrol Jackson of Butte, Montana.
Although this addition brings the
Baha'i group membership to eight,
there is a possibility that the number may be reduced owing to the
impending transfer of four members
to other parts of the country.
In North Dakota a Baha'i group of
9 adults and 4 youth has been
formed in the Muhammadan com·
munity of Glenfield through the efforts of Mrs. Marguerite Bruegger,
our Fargo pioneer. This young
group is to be given further teaching assistance by Mrs. J. Stapleton,
and Miss Dahela Abas, of Minneapolis.
Mrs. Alice Dudley of Detroit ha s
moved to Fargo to assist with the
establishment of an Assembly there.
With the a ssistance of the Regional
Teaching Committee Mrs. Bruegger
will conduct a series of 13 radio
broadcasts beginning in November.
The five members of the group in
Reno, Nevada, have had the assistance of Mrs. Eleanor Adler since
the middle of July. Several fine
inter-racial meetings have resulted
in fine publicity for the Faith.
Mter four months of medical care
and rest in California, Honor Kempton has returned to Anchorage,
Alaska, being one of only two women who were able to secure passage.
By an odd coincidence her companion wa s found to be an acquaintance
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made this summer who is going to
Anchorage to live.
Although these brief sketches are
indicative of the confirma fions
which attend the teaching efforts of
our pioneers the task is still far
from being accomplished. Of the 24
pioneer states and provinces only
three at this point have promise of
Assemblies by next April! The need
is for more and more Baha' i set~
tiers.
"The gigantic enterprises which
the American believers are pledged
to consummate are as yet but par~
tially concluded, the remaining two
years, must witness an intensification of Baha'i activity . . . on such a
scale as to eclipse the splendor of
aU past achievements . . . "
-Shoghi E fjendi
NATIONAL T~G CoMMITl'El:

Inter-America News
"Be not concerned with the smallness of your numbers, neither be oppressed by the multitude of an unbelieving world . . . Exert yourselves; your mission is unspeakably
glorious. Should success crown your
enterprise America will surely
evolve into a center from which
waves of spiritual power will emanate, and· the throne of the Kingdom
of God will, in the plenitude of its
majesty and glory, be firmly esta blished." (The Advent of Divine Justice, p. 52.)

Bolit>ia
Miss Hottes writes that she has
not suffered from the great altitude
of La Paz and that she is working
constantly and with the assistance
of Mme. de Cue1la r and three other
confirmed believers they foresee a
great future for the work there.
They are longing to establish a
sChool for teachers and hope to open
up a line of well chosen publicity
which has not been attempted be·
fore.

Brrml
Leonora

Holsapple

strong is finally, we hope, to see the
consummation of her hopes for the
arrival of a resident teacher in Bahia for plans are underway for such
a tea cher, and possibly for two
teachers beside Mr. Sprague, who
plans to spend some time in Bahia
which wa s especially mentioned
with significance by 'Abdu'l-Bahi!.

Coda Rica

. Argentina
Such glorious work is going on
in Argentina and Sr. Torma writes of
study groups in three other cities
which are being taught by the visiting friends from Buenos Aires. The
friends are looking forward with
great eagerness to the proposed visits of Mrs. Collins and Mr. Sprague.

Mrs.

Spirilual Assembly of the Baha'ilil of TeguclgaJpa. Bondlll'll~
newly earabJished Apl'il 21, 1942.

Arm-

We have not heard recently from

the two Assemblies in Costa Rica
except word which has come from
Miss Orbison who stopped in San
Jose en route to her destination in
Chile. We know however that the
friends are very active and very
devoted due to the teaching efforts
of Mrs. Gayle Woolson whose work
speaks for itself.

Chile
Miss Virginia Orbison, after much
delay due to being many times "offboardedt! from the planes which
were to have carried her but were
required for army transports, arrived at Santiago de Chile late in September. She has been especially fortunate in her connections which will
open many a venues and permit her
to carryon the beautiful work begun by Mrs. Marcia Atwater who al·
so hopes to return to Chile in the
near future.

Cuba
Miss Josephine Kruka has been in
Washington for a much needed rest
but is eager to return to Havana
where she has left a group of children who are our pride and joy; besides there is a splendid Assembly
in Havana where they have a center of their own and are strictly observing all Feasts and holding classes.

Colombia
Our newly appointed pioneer for
Colombia, Miss Ruth Shook, after
weeks of waiting for her plane res.
ervations to be made good, finally
decided to proceed by rail to Mexico City and from there she proceeded via Guatemala and San Salvador.
Great courage and great perseverance is being displayed by these intrepid pioneers of which Miss
Gwenne Dorothy Sholtis is also one.

Dominican Republic
Miss Lentz is again pleading for
some young university stUdents to
join her and assist her with the
splendid group which she has brought
together from the ancient university
of Trujillo. We hope it is not too late
to get exchange students into the
Republic, but if it is there are other
young people who should be thinking
of this opportunity.
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Ecuador
Three young men are now working with John Stearns and eagerly
awaiting the arrival of visiting
teachers who will put the finishing
touches to their splendid endeavors.
We confidently expect great results
from this corner of the world.
Guatemala
John Eichenauer and his brother
Marshall are now located in Puerto
BarriOS, Guatemala, where they are
employed by the Pan American Airways Construction Co. No one of all
our pioneers has had the amount of
splendid newspaper publicity that
John has had for the Cause. All his
articles have been written in Spanish and translations sent to the committee and we are impressed with
the good judgment which John has
used in publicizing the Cause.

HonJurru
News has come to us that Sr. Tany
Viana, who was the first to accept
the Faith in Honduras, is not only
teaching the Faith but has organized
a class in Esperanto which is very
commendable.
Mexico

The two Spiritual Assem bIies in
Mexico, i.e "- Mexico City and Puebla, are doing splendid work. Bulletins or news letters are sent to all
believers every nineteen days announcing the various classes and
urging the friends to bring their acquaintances and take up some of
the subjects which are being taught
preparatory to uniting with the
Cause;

Peru

Jamaica

In Lima where Miss Nicklin is
working she is having great success
wi th he~ little school and her cia ss
at the hospital but the interest in
the Cause is slow and she is longing
for assistance. She has recently
moved to a new address but will
shortly have a post box which she
will be able to use and will send us
the· number if anyone wishes to
write her.

Although not within the category
of the Latin American Republics
Jamaica is to have a resident teacher in Dr. Malcolm King who is returning to his native land to teach
the Cause and has promised to keep
the Inter-America Committee informed of the progress of his work
there.

PafUlma

Panama is having all the visitors.
Announcement by
They are happily on the path of all .
Child Education Committee
pioneers whether they travel by
To Groups and Isolated Believers:
steamer or by plane, but they are
The Committee on Child Educastill urging us to send them some
permanent residents to bring their tion has been working for some time
membership up to the nine required. formulating a plan for the education
of Baha'i children in accordance
with the Teachings of Baha'u'llilh
Puer'~ Rico
and
'Abdu'l-Bahii. We have the beThe friends in San Juan have entered unsparingly into the life of the ginning of such a plan.
Now we need to know our children.
country and are making friends and
gaining the confidence of the people Your part in helping to set up this
plan for universal education is to
which is a s"ll:re way of progress.
send us the information a bout them.
Sa .. Salmulor
Please send this speedily.
Clarence Iverson writes that his
This is a child census. It is im·
organ programs are to be broad- portant that it be complete.
cast each Sunday morning and we
For each child up to and includare inquiring the wave length hop- ing fifteen years we need to know:
ing to be able to tune in. He sends a
Child's name
fine photograph of the Spiritual AsChild's age
sembly and says his mother is still
Date of birth
with him and in good health.
Parent's name
Address
Uruguay
Whatever other information' will be
Wilfrid Barton always sends inter- helpful, grade in school, interests,
esting reports of the teaching and etc. may be added.
translating work which is being done
Please send to the Committee
in Montevideo and makes us long to within a few days.
visit that lovely city and know these
HARRY E. FORD, Chairman
zealous friends.
Little Falls, N.Y.

Nicaragua

P"","",uela

At last reports Mathew Kaszab
was about to return home for a visit but he has been requested to remain if possible in view of the
Guardian's urgent appeal. Mr. Kaszab's teaching work has been extending rapidly in recent months.

Miss Priscilla Rhoads has been
quite ill but we are happy to know
that she has recovered and has anticipated the arrival of Miss Gwenne
Dorothy Sholtis who arrived in
Caracas late in September. Mis s
Sholtis gave up her plane reservations because of the many delays
and travelled by steamer to Panama braving the perils of the GuIl
of Mexico, but she arrived safely in
Panama having made some very interesting contacts on the steamer
despite the terrific storm which they
went through. These two pioneers in
Venezuela should be making good
returns in the near future judging
from their zeal and devotion.

Haiti
Very encouraging news has come
from Mr. and Mrs. Blackwell and at
last they have been able to acquire
some more French books. These
have been very much needed and
they are now asking for French
translations of the Dispensation and
the Will and Testament.

Radio Teaching Activities
A most successful series of weekly radio broadcasts is being spon-

sored by the Baltimore Community
in that city over station WFBR on
Sunday afternoons at 5 o'clock.
After earnest consideration of
teaching plans, the radio was chosen as the best means for bringing
the Cause to public attention, and a
sum of money was given by one of
the believers for that purpose. In cooperation with the National Radio
Committee which supplied the
scripts, the series was started on
August 9 and the final talk will be
giyen on November 8.
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Intensive preparatory work was
done, not only in the city, but in all
the surrounding towns and cities, by
the Baltimore friends and the Regional Teaching Committee for that
area. Ten-minute talks were prepared under the general title "The
Future We Face" and the radio an·
nouncer at the end of every talk
gives briefly the Baha'i principles.
as well as the subject for the following week. As requested by the
national committee to anyone giving
radio talks, copies of the script are
offered at the close of every broadcast. This is most important, and
already the Baltimore friends have
reaped the results by getting in contact with several new people who
have written to the station for the
talks. New classes are being formed
Spiritual A88emhly 01 the Ba~a'i. of Havana, Cuba, Estahlillhed April 21, 1942
with these people for further study.·
Before the series was arranged,
Promulgation 65, 315 t 217, 229;
Baha'i References
very interesting meetings were held
America's Spiritual Mission,
A.
Spiritual
truth
of
the
oneness
of
with station officials. The salesman
17-18; Advent 45-46.
mankind.
took two of the believers in charge
2,
Bah"'u'll,,h brings to world the
1. All men are created in the
of radio arrangements to meet the
power
of the Spirit.
ima
ge
of
God.
program manager, who In turn beGleanings, 95-96, 28E)..7, 254,
came interested. Finally when the
Gleanings, 65-66; Promulga255; Promulgati<>n 159, 197;
series was arranged, these two betion, 66-67.
World
Order of Baha'u'lIdh,
lievers were asked to meet with
2. Color variations not important.
197-8; Promised Day, 128.
eight men of the station's planning
Star of West, 13:307; PromulTo Jews, Promised Day, 78board who asked questions about the
gation, 65, 42, 54, 227; Racial
Faith for an hour and a half. The
79; to Eskimos, ASM 49-50; to
Amity,8.
Baha'i attitude toward war, the colwhite and Negro, Star of West
3. Diversity in unity.
ored race, and what was meant by
11:167; to Indians, ASM 10; to
Advent, 32; Wisdom, 46-47.
';world executive U and "internationLatin America, ASM, 18, 19; to
4. Capacities and character the
al force" were among the questions
world, ASM 12.
true distinctions.
asked by this planning board before
3. Understanding of unity in diPromulgation,
422-3,
227-8;
the series was accepted.
versity important.
Some Answered Questions, 247A different speaker almost every
World OrdeT of Baha.'u'Uah, 41,
51; Wisdom, 138.
week has added to the publicity
197.
value of the series, and fifteen news5. Human unity manifest in
4. Courageous action commandpapers in and near Baltimore have
World Order of Baha'u'llab.
ed.
World Order of Bahti'u'Uah, 41,
carried both paid publicity and news
Unity a law today.
156-7.
articles about the series each week.
A complete report will be given on B, Grave importance of modern race
Gleanings, 286-7; ESW 2; WOB
this effort when the series is fin36; Promulgation 316. Responproblems.
•
ished, so that the experience and
sibilities for development, as1. All prejudice harmful.
value of the work may be shared
sociation, marriage, etc., WisPromised Day, IS, 117-118;
with all the friends.
dom,
11-12, 33; Promulgation,
Promulgation, 293, 310, 281.
43, 108-9; Advent 31, 32; Racial
RADIO CoMMITl'EE
2. Negro-white discord critical.
Amity. 20; Baha'i AdministraBy: Mrs. Alice Bacon
Advent, 33.
tion, 120-121; Baha'i News, No.
3. Unity a prerequisite of peace
90, p. 1.
and welfare of mankind.
Race Unity Committee
5. Challenge to America.
Advent, 33; Gleanings 286, 96;
ASM, 18; Promulgation, 54, 33Requests have come to us for
Epistle to the Son of the Wolf,
34.
statements on the subject of racial
14; Promulgation, 259; Racial
unity from the direct Bah,,'; Writ6. World-wide suffering to fuse
AmitY,ll.
ings. A more complete study can
peoples.
C.
Solution
of
race
problems:
acbe made from references, and it is
WOB 193-4; Promised Day, 127.
complishment of human unity in
suggested that Feast readings or
the Kingdom of God upon earth.
7. Baha'u'lhih's World Order plan
general presentations may be chosessential to unity.
1. Spiritual power, ideals, necesen from the same references. A
WOB 19-20.
sary for achievement of oneness.
helpful list is here supplied;-
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D. Guardian calls for immediate

ac~

tion in America.
Advent, 28, 29, 30, 33-34, 45;
Bahd~i

Administration, 119.

E. Guardian describes design of unity in World Order.
WOB 203-6.

Vol. III, No. 16. This issue is needed
to complete a volume.
Address orders and correspondence to Baha'I Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Ill.

!Vo,..Bahti'i Reference.
The friends will be interested in
reading the November issue of Su.r.
vey Graphic when it comes from the
press, -for it will be special number
called "Color" and will consist of
more than one hundred pages on the
serious race situation throughout
the world. Such writers as Edward
C. Carter, Elmer Carter, Edwin R.
Embree, Lester Granger, Syud Hussain. Charles S. Johnson, A. Phillip
Randolph, Walter White, Lin Yutang
and Sterling Brown will discuss aspects of the problem. The edition is
to be specially edited by the wellknown Negro schdlar. Alain Locke.
whose books on this same subject
have given him a recognized place
as an authority. Have you seen his
recent book, "When Peoples Meet?1t
The Changing Indian, edited by
Oliver LaFarge. University Oklahoma Press.
Indians of South America, by Paul
Radin. Doubleday, Doran and Company.
Latin America, by Preston James.
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Co.
All three books are highly valuable
in gaining an understanding of the
Indians of the western hemispher~.
RACE UNITY COMMI'I'TEE

Publishing Announcement
A World Faith, studies in the teachings of Baha'u'llilh prepared by ten
diff.erent contributors to a symposium
published in World Order Magazine.
These ten brief papers provide an excellent introduction to the Cause. 68
pages. Paper cover. Per copy .. $0.25.
Appreciations of the Baha'i Faith.
The series of remarkable statements written about the Faith by
prominent persons in many countries, which the Guardian has made
a feature in successive volumes of
The Balui.'i World. This pamphlet reprinting these testimonials is very
interesting and helpful to the new
believer, and an impressive proof of
the Cause to inquirers. Paper cover.
15c per copy. Sold only in lots of
five. Five copies .. _........... $0.75.
The Publishing Committee wishes
to obtain a copy of Star of the West,

Committee List
A.ddil:ions and Ret>ision.
BAliA 'f ScHOOLS
To provide instruction and study
courses; to train teachers; to con~
duct the school program; to encoura ge attendance at the school.
Green Acre
Lorna Tasker, Chairman
Roushan Wilkinson, Secretary,
R.F.D. 190, No. Attleboro, Mass.
Louis G. Gregory
Harlan Ober
Glenn A. Shook
Rachel Small
Mrs. Harry Ford
Harry Ford

Geyserville
Gladys Linfoot, Secretary, ]56
Nova Drive, Piedmont, Calif.
Mrs. Amelia Bowman
John Bosch
Anita loas
Irvin Somerhalder
Mrs. Louise Groger
Louhelen
Edmund Miessler, Chairman
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Secretary,
Louhelen Ranch, R. D., Davision.
Mich.
Phyllis HalL Corresponding Secreta~
ry, 2387 Woodstock Drive, Detroit,
Mich.
Mrs. Beatrice Eardley
Harry Whang
L. W. Eggleston
Kenneth Christian
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Mrs. Dorothy Graf
INTERM'"ATION AL ScHOOL

To provide instruction for the
training of Baha'i teachers wishing
to serve in other lands, especially,
at present, in Central or South
America; to stimulate Latin American contacts and activities by local
Assemblies in North America.
Mrs. Loulie A. Mathews, Chail'll1an
Mrs. Wanden La Farge, Secretary.
Fountain, Colo.
Mark Tobey
Max Greeven
Mrs. Inez Greeven
Mrs. Marion Little
George O. La timer
YOUTII

To stimulate and coordinate ac-

tivities of Baha'I youth throughout

the American Baha'i community; to
initiate worldwide Baha'i symposiums; to issue bulletins of suggestions, plans and news of youth activity; to provide study material.
Anita Ioas, Chainnan. 640 46th Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.
Peggy Miller
Leila Storch
Alex Holcombe
Marion Holley, Youth Advisor

Archives and History: Mrs. Carl
Scheffler, 1821 Lincoln Street, E vanston, TIL, appointed Secretary.
Regional Teaching:
Maryland,
Virginia~ West Virginia. W. B. Pat·
zer unable to serve. Mrs. Paul Haney added. New Jersey~ Delaware,
Pennsylvania. Mrs. Agnes Tichenor
added.

Enrollments and Transfers
Enrollments - New York, nine.
Detroit, four. Nashville, two. New
Orleans, two. Milwaukee, two. Miami,
one and one youth.
Columbus,
one. Flint, one. Beverly Hills, one.
Enrollment of isolated believers in
September, eleven and one youth.
Transfers - New York, six. Chicago, four. DetrOit, three. Dayton,
two. Geneva,. two. New Haven, two.
Los Angeles, two. Spokane, one.
Flint, one. Portland, one. Beverly
Hills, one.

In

~lemoriam

.
The true believer. whose existence and life are to be -regarded a8 the
originating purpose of all creation. t,
-BAHA'U'LLAH.

Mrs. Stella C. Dewart, St. Albans,
Vermont.
Dr. Florence McShane, Altadena,
California.
Mrs. Elizabeth F. King, Indianapolis.
Mr. Oscar Charles Garrett, Chi·
cago.
Mrs. Flora F. Lybrand, Washing·ton.
Mrs. J. Mackett, Milwaukee.

Baha'i Calendar
Anniversaries: Birth of Baha'u'llah, November 12; Day of the Covenant, November 26; Ascension of
'Abdu'l-Bahit, November 28.
Nineteen Day Feasts: Power, November 4; Speech, November 23;
Questions ~ December 12; Honor, December 31.
Meeting of National Spiritual Assembly: November 12, 13, 14, 15, at
Wilmette."

The Will and Testament of 'Ahdu'l-Baha
Clwrter of a Divine Civilization
"AU praise to Him Who, by the
Shield of His Cavenant, hath guarded the Temple of Hi. Cause. from
the dans of doubtfulness, Who by
the Husts of His Testament hath preseTved the Sanctuary of His Must
Beneficent Law and prutected His
Straight and Luminous Path." 'Abdu'l-Bahd, Testament, page 1.

and declared that association with
them was forbidden to Baha'is.
The Cause of Baha'u'llah has advanced by certain definite stages
and eras, each characterized by a
new blessing and distinguished by a
new test. First, after the martyrdom
of the Bah, there came the supreme
blessing and gift, the Maniiesta tion
of Baha'u'llah, but not all the folHE American Baha'i community lowers of the Bah, nor even of Baha·
today includes a generation of new 'u'llab's own h6usehold, could spiribelievers who entered the Cause tually recognize and accept Bahaafter the Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Baha in 'u'llah's divine Power. The Cause
1921. It is the privilege and duty of was therefore purged of its impurithe older Baha'is to assist these ty, and the principle of unity was
friends to understand what poig- confirmed. Then Baha'u']Ia.h passed
nant and heart-shaking experiences on, in 1892, leaving His Testament
stirred the Baha'J communlty during appointing 'Abdul-Baha, and again
the fateful years when the inviol- tumult and confusion seemed to
able power of the Covenant was be- arise and threaten the Cause like the
ing established throughout the West. waves of a stormy sea. But this out·
To r.ealize the meaning, and appre- ward tumult and confusion served
cia te the blessing of His Will and merely to separate true believer
Testament, it is essential to enter from secret foe. Once more the
into the spirit of those years and re- Baha'i community, strengthened and
trace the Master's steps as He purified, met a divinely-ordained
demonstrated His authority as Inter- test and ordeal and by the experipreter and Exemplar of Baha'ullah's ence became better prepared to
Faith. For the truths, the directions} serve the Faith. The evidence of
the prayers, the appeals and the in- a divine Faith is its power not only
terpretations which constitute the to remain steadfa st under the ontext of the Master's Will were given slaught of hostile parties outside the
forth to the friends in embryonic Cause, but also to purify itseU from
form during His life and mission on the insidious whisperer of doubt
earth. In Tablet and address, in who works within. Baha'u'llah bedeed and action, 'Abdu'l-Baha in- stowed upon the Master a unique
structed and trained His faithful authority and a unique mission. The
believers in the spiritual mysteries Master alone could understand that
of unity, sacrifice, authority, devo· mission and exercise that power.
tion, knowledge, worship and ad- From 1892 to 1921, He stood as the
ministrative action which come to sacred Center of the Baha'i comtheir climax and fulfilment in the munity of East and West, its intext of His Will. The problems, the spiration, its teacher, its defender,
issues, the burdens which befall the its guide and its leader. 'Abdu'lBaha'is now, individually and col~ Baha was in Himself the BShield of
lectively, 'Abdu'l-Baha encountered His Co v e nan t." 'Abdu'I·Baha
in their most forceful and grievous uguarded the Temple of His Cause."
form, and the Victory won by the lAbdu'I-Baha led the "Hosts of His
Center of Baha'u'llah's Covenant be- Testament" who upreserved the
came the victory of every true Sanctuary of His Most Beneficent
Baha'I. For example: 'Abdu'l-Baha Law."
In former Dispensations, the spiriexemplified the perfection of love
and. service to others, whether friend tual intention of the Founder of relior foe, but when the Faith of Baha- gion has not fully penetrated the
'u'llah was assailed from within by body of His followers. They have
treacherous and implacable enemies substituted human devices and excIa iming to be believers, the Mas~ pedients for the universality of Revter by His own decisive action ex- elation. But between Bahit'u'llah and
pelled these traitors from the Cause the worldwide body of His followers,
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'Abdu'l-Bahii has stood steadfast,
preserving the Faith and, in Hi. Will
and Testament, assuring its preservation to the end of the Baha'i CYCle.
The Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lBaha since 1921 has been the power
and authority which determine the
faith of the individual believer and
the spiritual integrity of the Baha'i
community, whether of town, city
or nation! in the East or in the
West. Through the Will and Testament, as through a pure channel,
the Spirit of Baha 'u'llilh flows forth
to all parts of the world, developing
those institutions which are to maintain the Most Great Peace, and
transform a world of darkness into
a world of light. Divine Guldance
comes to the world through this
channel. Those who deny the Will
and Testament deprive themselves
of connection with Baha 'u'llah, and
isolate themselves from the Community of the Greatest Name.
Turning to the text of the Will, we
find that it was revealed in three
different parts or sections. Eac!'l was
revealed at a different time. All
were' signed or sealed by the Master, and the text was written in His
own hand.
As we ponder this tremendous
document, we find in the text the
development of certain themes.
Sub jecls of the W iU and Testament
1. Appointment. of Shoghi Effendi
as Guardian of the Baha'i Faith,
sole interpreter, after 'Abdu'lBahii, of the Baha'i Writings,
and chairman of the Universal
House of Justice; the Guardian
to appoint Hands of the Cause;
and proviSion for succes sion of
the Guardianship through the
period ended by the coming of
the next Manifestation.
2. Method of election of the Universal House of Justice; its functions.
3. Sacred obligation to teach the
Cause; the greatest gift of God
is teaching.
4. The Baha'i attitude of obedience
to civil government.
5. Consort with all peoples, kindreds and religions in love and
fellowship.
6. Explanation of the stations of
the Ba b and BaM 'uliilh.
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A fixed money offering to be

made to God through the Guardian.
8.

The greatest of all things is the
protection of the True Faith of
God; the sin of Covenant-breaking (disobedience to 'Abdu'lBaha); Mirza Yahya's rebellion
against Baha'u'llah; sedition of
M~ammad-'Ali after the Master's appointment as Center of
the Covenant.

9. The members of the Holy Family, the Hands of the Cause and
the beloved of the Lord must
obey and turn into Shoghi
Effendi. Disobedience to the
Guardian is denial of Baha'u'llab. It is incumbent upoo the
believers to take the greatest
care of Shoghi Effendi. To none
is given the right of asserting a
personal opinion in relation to
the Master's commands. A II
must turn to the Center of the
Cause, Shoghi Effendi, and to
the House of Justice.
There is a mysterious potency in
the Word which Baha'u'llah explains
in "The Kitab-i-Iqan: tt "Meditate
profoundly, that the secret of things
unseen may be revealed unto. you,
that you may inhale the sweetness
of a spiritual and imperishable fragrance, and that you may acknowledge the truth that from time immemorial even unto etenlity the Al·
mighty hath tried, and will continue
to try, His servants, so that light
may be distinguished from darkness, truth from falsehood, right
from wrong, guidance from error,
happiness from misery and roses
from thorns."

This general truth throws a clear
light on those portions of the Master's Will which deal with Covenantbreaking, and particularly with the
disobedience and hostility of Muhammad-'Ali, 'Abdu'l-Baha's 0 w n
half-brother. Baha'u'llah, in the
"Kitab-i-'Ahd," declares that members of the Holy Family are to be respected by the believers. Concerning Mul).ammad-iAli, who was younger than cAbdu'I-Baha, Baba 'u'llah
stated that the Lesser Branch was
to be after the Greater Branch, and
He further declared: "God's Will
and Testament enjoins upon the
Branches, the Twigs, and the Kinsfolk, one and all, to gaze unto the
Most Great Branch H (Le., 'Abdu'lBaha). Therefore, when the Master
ascended, Mul].a mm ad-' Ali, a s the

eldest surviving brother, would have
been head of the Holy Family and
possessed of great influence in the
Cause has not the Master's Will testified to MuI}.ammad-jAli'g disobedience to Baha'u'llah's command. Muhammad-'Ali by his own action was
cut from the Holy Tree; and as the
Master's Will records: "We wronged
them not, but they have wronged
themselves."
Here, in brief, is the reason why
'Abdu'I-Baha in His Testament presented the case of the Covenant breakers so emphatically:-He assured that the believers throughout
the world would turn to Shoghi Effendi as the true Center of the
Cause, and not to MulJ,ammad-'Ali.
the self-revealed rebel against the
Manifestation. By gra sping this
principle, and realizing that faith is
no mere pretence of universal tolerance but full obedience to divine
laws and commands, the believers
today have no difficulty in discerning the disobedience and the rebellion of all who now, or at any later
time, repudiate the Guardian and
flout the Baha'i Administrative Order while claiming to be Bah.a'is.

'Abdu'l-Baha was made by Baha'u'llah the touchstone distinguishing
believer from non-believer, friend
from enemy, His Will and Testament creates a continuance of authority for the Baha'is of the entire
world, so that none may ever fall
victim to the beguilements of personal opinion, nor follow personal
influence instead of the true and
consecrated guide. The Will and
Testament is nothing less than the
instrument for the attainment of the
oneness of mankind in the outer
world of action and fellowship.
Eventually. every race, every nation, every class and every creed
will find that its real relationship to
God and to mankind has been made
conditional upon its acceptance of
this Will. The Will and Testament of
'Abdu'l-Baha, moreover, makes our
faith dependent not only upon acceptance of the world order of Baha 'u'll3.h but likewise upon our activity and sacrifice in teaching the
Cause. We have a spiritual life to
live and not merely a set of principles to approve,
The Master's blessed love for the
Baha'is, consummated in the Will
He left them on His departure, summons each believer to translate his
belief into sacrifice and deeds. Our
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predecessors in service, the Persian
Baha'is, demonstrated their faith in
suffering martyrdom for the Beloved. Now that the American believers have been given the sublime
mission of spreading the Faith far
and wide throughout the world, we.
must anticipate the need for spiritual heroism in meeting whatever obstacle or challenge confronts us on
the path. Whoever demonstrates his
faith against opposition, test and
hardship will receive a mighty reinforcement from Baha'u'llah. Such
a believer is made a new being, immersed in a sea of light and life.
His doubts and fears are consumed,
and his innate capacity and true self
transcend his former self, a s the
tree transcends the seed!
For twenty years the Guardian
has been carrying out the provisions
of the Master's Will and Testament, administering the affairs of
the Cause, developing its nascent insti tutions,
and
expounding the
meanings of the Will to the believers
throughout the world.. The new
friends are advised to study and
ponder the Guardian's general statement on the Cause entitled "The
Dispensation of Baha'u'llah," published both as a pamphlet and as a
chapter in the book, "The World Order of Baha'u'IU.h." Therein he explains with utmost clarity the station of 'Abdu'I-Baha, and the Master's conveyance of authority to the
Gua rdianship and the Administrative Order of the Cause.
The following excerpts from words
of Shoghi Effendi present us with
the essential truth on which our understanding of the Will is to be
based.
0, 'Abdu'l-Baha, Who incarnates an
institution for which we can f"md no
parallel whatever in any of the
world's recognized religious systems, may be said to have closed
the a ge to which He Himself belonged and opened the one in which
we are now laboring. His Will and
Testament should thus be regarded
as the perpetual, the indissoluble
link which the mind of Him Who is
the mystery of God has conceived
in order to insure the continuity of
the three ages that constitute the
component parts of the Baha'i Dispensation . , . .
"The creative energies released
by the Law of Baha'u'IIa.h, permeating and evolving within the mind of
'Abdu'l-Baha, have, by their very

impact and close interaction, given
birth to an Instrument which may
be viewed as the Charter of the New
World Order which is at once the
glory and the promise of this most
great Dispensation . . . Baha'u'llah's
inscrutable purpose, we must ever
bear in mind. has been so thorough-

ly infused into Ibe conduct of
'Abdu'l-Baha, and their motives
have been so closely welded together, that the mere attempt to dissociate the teachings of the former from any system which the
ideal Exemplar of Ibose same teachings has established would amount

to a repudiation of one of the most
sacred and basic trulbs of Ibe
Faith." (The World OrdeT of Baoo'u'tlah, pages 143, 144)
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY
OF THE BAHA'is OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CAN ADA

October, 1942

SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS
I. References to 'Ahdu'I·Baha in
the Writing!! of Baha'u'IIBh
When the ocean of My presence hath
ebbed and the Book of My Revelation is ended, turn your faces toward
Him Whom God hath purposed, Who
hath branched from this Ancient
Root. And again, When the Mystic
Dove will have winged its flight from
its Sanctuary of Praise and sought
its far-off goal. its hidden habitation,
refer ye whatsoever ye understand
n 01 in the Book to Him Who halb
branched from this mighty Stock.The Kitab-i-Aqdas.

It is incumbent upon the Ag!lsim,
the Afnan and My kindred to turn,
one and all, their faces towards the
Most Mighty Branch. Consider that
which We have revealed in Our
Most Holy Book: "When Ibe ocean of
My presence halb ebbed and Ibe
Book of My Revelation is ended, turn
yonr faces toward Him Whom God
hath purposed, Who halb branched
from this Ancient Root." The object
of this sacred verse is none other
except Ibe Most Mighty Branch
('Abdu'l-Bahil). Thus have We graciously revealed unto you our potent
Will, and I am verily the Gracious,
the All-Powerful.-The Kitab-i-Ahd.
There halb branched from Ibe Sadrato'l-Muntahil this sacred and glorious Being, this Branch of Holiness;
well is it wilb him that hath sought
His shelter and abidelb beneath His
shadoW. Verily Ibe Limb of Ibe Law
of God hath sprung forlb from this
Root which God ha Ib firmly Implanted
in Ibe Ground of His Will, and Whose
Branch ha Ib been so uplifted as to
encompass the whole of creation.
Magnified be He, therefore, for this
sublime, this blessed, this mighty,
this exalted Handiwork! ... A Word
hath, as a token of Our grace, gone
forth from Ibe Most Great Tablet-a
Word which God hath adorned wilb
the ornament of His own Self. and
made it sovereign over the earth and
all that is therein, and a sign of His
greatness and power among its people . . . Render thanks unto God, 0
people, for His appearance; for
verily He is the most great Favor

unto you, the most perfect Bounty
upon you; and through Him every
mouldering bone is quickened. Whoso
turnelb towards Him ha Ib turned
towards God, and whoso turneth
away from Him hath turned away
from My Beauty, hath repUdiated
My Proof, and transgressed against
Me. He is Ibe Trust of God amongst
you, His charge wi thin you, His
manifestation unto you and His appearance among His favored servants . . . We have sent Him down in
the form of a human temple. Blest
and sanctified be God Who createth
whatsoever He willelb Ibrough His
inviolable, His infallible decree.
They who deprive themselves of Ibe
shadow of the Branch, are lost in
the wilderness of error, aTe consumed by Ibe heat of worldly desires, and are of those who will assnredly perish.-The Tablet Of the
Branch.

2. The Covenant:
Word. of 'Ahdu'J·Bah Ii
Inasmuch as great differences and
divergences of denominational belief had arisen throughout the past,
every man with a new idea attributing it to God, His Holiness Bahil'u'llah desired that Ibere should not be
any ground or reason for disagreement among the Baha'is. Therefore
wilb His own Pen He wrote Ibe Book
of His Covenant, addressing His relations and all people of Ibe world,
saying: "Verily, I have appointed
One who is Ibe Center of My Covenant. All must obey Him; all must
turn to Him; He is the expounder of
My Book and He is informed of My
purpose. All must turn to Him. Whatsoever He says is correct, for verily
He knowelb Ibe texts of My Book.
Other than He, no one doth know My
Book." The purpose of this statement
is that there should never be discord
and disagreement among the Baha'is
but that they should always be unified and agreed. . . . Therefore whosoever obeys the Center of the Covenant appointed by Baha'u'llili has
obeyed Baha'u'llah, and whosoever
disobeys Him has disobeyed Baha'u'lhlh. Beware! beware! lest anyone
3

should speak from Ibe aulbority of
his own thoughts or create a new
thing out of himself .... His Holiness
Baha'u'll3h shuns such souls.
3. The Will and Testament:
Word. of Shoghi Effendi
On one hand the remarkable revelations of Ibe Beloved's Will and
Testament, so amazing in all its
aspects, so emphatic in its injunc.
tions, have challenged and perplexed.
the keenest minds, whilst the everincreasing confusion of the world,
threatened as never before with disruptive forces, fierce rivalries, fresh
commotions and grave disorder, has
well-nigh overwhelmed Ibe heart and
damped Ibe zeal of even the most
enthusiastic believer in tile destiny
of mankind.
And yet, how often we seem to forget Ibe clear and repeated warnings
of our beloved Master, who, in particular during the concluding years
of His mission on earth, laid stress
on the "severe mental tests" that
would inevitably sweep over His
loved ones of Ibe West-tests Iba t
would purge, purify and prepare
them for their noble mission in life.
(Baha', Administration, 43, 44.)
Humanity, torn with dissension
and burning with hate, is crying at
this hour for a fuller measure of that
love which is born. of God, that love
which in the last resort will prove
the one solvent of its most incalcula ble difficulties and problems. Is
it not ineum bent upon us, whose
hearts aTe aglow with love for Him,
to make still greater effort, to manifest Ibat love iri all its purity and
power in our dealings with onr fellow-men? May our love of our beloved Master, so ardent, so disinter·
ested in all its aspects, find its true
expression in love for our fellowbrethren and sisters in the faith as
well as for all mankind. I assure
you, dear friends, that progress in
such matters as these is limitless
and infinite, and that upon the extent of our achievements along this
line will ultim a tely depend the success of our mission in life. (Bah(Pi
Adm-inistration, 52)
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National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'Is of the United States and Canada -

Enduring, Momentons Vietory

This Crucial Year

A. Message From the Guardian

Progress Report No.4 Is.ued by

Acclaim with grateful heart, on
twenty-first Anniversary of 'Abdu'lSaha's Ascension, the glorious emergence of the firmly-welded, incor-

ruptible American Baha'i community from severest crisis since His
pass.ing which the blindness of the
breakers of Baha'u'JJa.h's and
'Abdu'l-Baha's Co v en ant s has,
amidst His kindred, and in the City
of the Covenant, recently tragically
precipitated. Posterity will unhesitatingly recognize so spontaneous,
shining, stirring denionstration of
fidelity rendered alike to the Lord
of the Covenant and to its Center
as a victory more enduring, more
momentous, than any triumphs, however notable, which the standard·
bearers of the Administrative Order, the champion huilders of the
Temple, the stalwart executors of
the Divine Plan have achieved or
may yet achieve in the closing years
of the expiring First Baha'i Century.
Nursed since birth in the lap of the
unfailing solicitude of the Center of
the Covenant, torch-bearer of the Divine Order recognized a s child of
that Covenant, vanguard of that host
destined to diffuse the Light of that
same Covenant over the face of the
entire globe, American Baha'i community is now assuming rightful
place at the forefront of the world·
wide, loyal, unbreachable spiritual
army of Baha'u'llah preparing,
both in the East and West, to launch
still greater campaigns, scale loftier heights, at the dawning of the
Second Baha'i Century.
November 30, 1942

lhe National Spirilual A...embly jar
lhe Period November 1-30, 1942
Last month we published the
Guardian?s message of October 3,
and the responses made by the
friends up to the time of the meeting of the National Assembly held
November 12, 13, 14 and 15 Were
so impressive that a message was
sent to Shoghi Effendi as follows:
"Your teaching appeal producing
most widespread, fervent, sacrificial
response ever made by American
believers. Thoroughly convinced that
spiritual condition ha s been created
for complete eventual succes s of
Seven Year Plan. Entire community
stirred to depths, moving forward
with ever-increasing impetus. Hearts
filled with reverence and gratitude
for your unfailing guidance. This
upsurge is the testimony of America's devotion to beloved Guardian,"
23. Forty-three Assemblies had responded, besides some groups and
individuals. A total of forty-nine pioneers and settlers was listed as
ready to undertake a mission, and
many others were reported as volunteering for weekend or occasional activity. This correspondence revealed extraordina ry effort to contribute for deputizing in addition to
regular donations to the National
Fund.
On November 10 the National
Teaching Committee reported data
covering its immense undertakings
since the Convention period. Up to
October 20, twenty-two believers
had been settled in unoccupied
areas. From then to November 10.
four additional settlers were sent out.
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another four were to proceed at
once, making thirty pioneer settlements in all. In addition, the N ational Teaching Committee received
twenty applications from Convention time to October 20, and twentynine applications from then to November 13, or a total of forty-nine
applications over and above the thirty settlers sent out.
These records aU combine to present a clear picture of a powerful
spiritual community rapidly arousing to consciousness of its capacity
when consecrated to the mighty task.
Now let us mark well the Guardian's message of November 30, received after he had. learned of this
upsurge of teaching spirit-the message preceding this progress report.
These words have such profound
meaning that we can ponder them
over and over, for they connect our
collective acti vi ties of this hour with
the victory over negative forces
which have assailed the Cause both
in America and in Haifa itself. Shoghi Effendi acclaims the response of
the friends to his appeal as a victory greater than aryy the American
believers have. or will achieve in
these closing years of the First Baha'i Century. Fidelity has been rendered to Baba'u'llah, the Lord of the
Covenant, and to 'Abdu'l-Bahil, its
Center.
The privilege of association in
such a triumph can only express itself in acts and deeds.
24. Mrs. Amelia E. Collins has
been completing the details in connection with the work of constructing the Memorial to May Maxwell
in Buenos Aires, and is devoting
herself to teaching and contacts in
that cit.y and with other Assemblies
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and groups on her return. Philip
Sprague, volunteering to serve in
the Inter-America field, has also
been active in Buenos Aires, after
meeting the friends and pioneer
teachers in Panama, Quito, Lima
and Santiago. Mrs. Enos M. Barton
has proceeded to Montevideo. making as many stops as possible en
route. Winifred Baker has obtained
passport and reservations for Colombia.
25. A new National Committee
has been appointed, the Baha'i College Foundation, with the function
cd sending out teachers who can present the Message to college faculties and undergraduates, with a
view to ultimately establishing organized Baha'i facilities at colleges
and universities. The great population of teachers and students is one
to which the Message must be given
with all possible effort, as it is
stirred to the depths and uncertain
of the future,
26. The Temple construction
work has proceeded rapidly in recent weeks and the Trustees have
been assured that the steps will be
completed by December 31. To
commemorate the end of construction of the exterior ornamentation
called for in the Seven Year Plant
the National Assembly will issue in
December an illustrated pamphlet
entitled ·'The Baha'i Temple, House
of Worship of a World Faith." This
presents the history of the enterprise, technical details of construction, and the significance of the
Ma!lltriqu'I·A<Lhkar. The Baha'! News
Service Committee is working on
a special press campaign which
will bring the finished building to
the attention of technical and trade
papers as well as the daily press.
2:1. From May 1 to October 30 the
National Fund received $49,784.94,
The October contributions amounted to $11,183.30. Seventy-nine Assemblies sent contributions, eightysix groups contributed, and donations came from 104 isola ted
f r i end s. October expenditures
amounted to $13,753.61, including
$6,761.50 for Temple construction,
$1,097,01 Temple Maintenance.
$1,220.00 National and Regional
Teaching, $1,291.46 Inter-America
teaching, $498.30 for other Committee
budgets, and $1,125.38 for administration.
NATIONAL SPIHlTUAL ASSEMBLY

Concentration of Resources
In order to effect all possible economy in administrative expense, for
the concentration of resources on
teaching and Temple construction,
the National Spiritual Assembly has
voted to reduce the size of BahcPi
News for the present to four pages.
The editor has been directed to go
over and edit such reports as are too
long to fit into the new arrangement.
The Annual Reports issued prior
to the Convention are also to be cut
to about half the length of the 1942
edition, which means briefer statements by the National Committees,
and the digesting of Regional teaching reports by the National Teaching Committee and their presentation
in its annual report.
Regional Teaching Committees
are requested to restrict their bulletins to one sheet.
The Guardian's direction that administrative economy be exercised
immediately appIles to local Assem\;llies a s well as to the National body.
The NSA is taking steps to effect
all possible economy and expects
that each local Assembly will do the
same.

The Guardian's Request
In a letter dated November 14

1923, (page 45, third edition of Ba~

ha'i Administration) Shoghi Effendi
gave utterance to an earnest request
that all the believers offer prayer
on his behalf. The exact words are
reprinted here, so that the friends
who wish to quote the request may
follow the Guardian's own phraseology:HI cherish the hope that from now
on, the Beloved may bestow upon me
ail the strength and vigor that will
enable me to pursue over a long
and unbroken period of strenuous
labor the supreme task of achieving, in collaboration with the friends
in every land t the speedy triumph
of the Cause of Baha'u'llah. This is
the prayer I earnestly request all
my fellow-brethren and sisters in the
Faith to offer on my behalf."

Spiritual Prerequisites
In The Advent of Divine Justice,
the Guardian lays down the spiritual
prerequisites of success upon which
depend the outcome of all our Baha'i activities. "This rectitude of
conduct, honesty, fair-mindedness,
reliability, and trustworthiness, must

distinguish every phase of the life
of the Baha'i community," he states
on page 19.
Speaking of teachers in this Cause,
Baha 'u'llah revealed the following:
"They whose hearts are turned
towards Him Who is the Object of
the adoration of the entire creation
must needs, in this Day, pass beyond and be sanctified from all created things, visible and invisible. U
they arise to teach My Cause, they
must let the breath of Him Who is
the Unconstrained stir them and
must spread it abroad on the earth
with high resolve, with minds that
are completely detached from and
independent of all things, and with
souls that are sanctified from the
world and its vanities."
"Such rectitude of conduct," the
Guardian continued . . . ,. must constitute the brightest ornament of the
life, the pursuits, the exertions, and
the utterance of every Baha'i teacher, whether laboring at home or
abroad ..."
In keeping with these truths, the
National Spiritual Assembly feels
that it is of paramount importance,
especially in these crucial days, to
keep all Baha'i teaching activity severed from even the appearance of
confusing the teacher as such with
any financial interest or material
gain in the teacher's relations with
those who are primarily seeking
spiritual knowledge and instruction.
The practice of a trade, craft or
profession is obligatory in this Revelation, and its normal exercise is
part of the average life, It is 'not
any person's daily work which
might involve the Cause in criticism, but the association of personal
interest with the sacred responsibility of sharing the Message.

Inter-America News
During the past few weeks we
have seen Miss Shook favorably
es ta blished in Bogota, Colombia,
where already she has made a place
for herself among the American and
English communities and has been
assured of the interest which her
profession 'Will arouse. She is nOw
expecting Miss Winifred Baker to
join her and the Committee is happy
to mention the very fine qualifications which Miss Baker has to offer
for pioneer service.
This brings us to the point of
emphasizing the need for thorough
study of Spanish or Portuguese for
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those who may be intending to enter
this field. A letter from Philip
Sprague urges that more attention
be paid to this study. Philip by the
way, is a flaming torch, for wherever he goes he displays such tact
and such loving helpfulness that we
receive the most glowing reports of
his work.
Miss Virginia Orbison who is now
well settled in Santiago, Chile, is
exuberant over the visit of Mrs.
Collins who, she says, has deeply
impressed the people and has
spoken with such authority that the
Administrative Order is beginning
to assume the great importance
which it is destined to awaken when
it is clearly understood and put into
practice.
Mr. Sprague visited Colombia,
Ecuador, Panama, Peru and Chile
at last reports, and Mrs. Collins
was in Buenos Aires attending to
the details of the memorial to Mrs.
Maxwell. When these two pioneer
teachers return they will bring to
us the great wave of loving unity
which is steadily growing in South
America.
Regarding Central America there
are now four Spiritual Assemblies
but we still have to see the organization of Guatemala and Nicaragua,
both of which will receive our
immediate attention for there are
certainly enough students of the
F ai th in those countries to bring
about the formation of Spiritual
Assemblies this year.
Miss Gwenne Sholtis is settling
into Venezuela but feels somewhat
the lack of Spanish which she is
now devoting much time to. We
could use a pioneer in Venezuela
who knows Spanish and could assist
as we have at this time no registered
believers there.
Miss Margaret Lentz is still urging us to send some young people
who could enter the University in
Trujillo and associate with the students many of whom have become
interested in the teachings. Could
not some young person volunteer for
this lovely service?
It is becoming increa singly evident that we are to have the assistance of certain local believers in
several of the Republics to pioneer
either in their own countries or in
others where little work has been
done. If all goes well we hope to
see Mr. Barton and Sr. Tormo go
together to Asuncion, Paraguay.
where Elizabeth Cheney has left
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Temple Step!!! Progress Picture No.5, November II, 1942. AU eighteen steps laid to
three of the nine main story entran~. The base of pylons, and, platforms at top
of steps.. had not been laid to this date.

such fine budding plants and so
many who are truly devoted to the
Faith, this plan however is depend·
ent upon many sanctions.
Mrs. Amedee Gibson of the Los
.Angeles Community is doing a
beautiful service for the friends in
Haiti. Mrs. Gibson is French and is
making typed copies of various of
the Writings and binding them with
her own hands. These examples of
her work and devotion are very
gratefully received by the Committee and forwarded to the. Spiritual
Assembly of Port-au-Prince.
Race Unity

Report. From the Assemblies
Constructive reports on the Race
Unity work are coming in from
many of the Assemblies. We regret

that there is not space to share all
of them with you, but a few excerpts are listed below.
San FTancisco - "Our most recent
attempt, a Chinese evening, was the
most successful in bringing out an
audience. Fifty-nine invitations sent
to Fellowship and Teaching Committee contacts included a notice of the
Friday evening public meeting, an
illustrated Temple lecture, as well
as the Chinese evening on Saturday
night. . .As a result there were
fifty-eight people present for the Chinese program, eighteen of them nonBaha'is and five children. There
were five Chinese, five Negroes and
one Mexican."
Peoria - "Last night at Feast, we
had a large tahle of Books and
magazines on the Race situation,
and a talk given by one of our mem-
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bers who had just visited in Memphis at Henderson College."
Philadelphia - "Last year we entertained at our Center a group of
very progressive Negro college boys
and girls known as the 'West Phil.
Civic ClUb'. We hope to meet with
this group again in the near future/'
Urbana - HOur bit of race unity
work lately has been a twelve-minute broadcast on the subject, I'The
Question of Prejudice, n a talk. written by Mrs. Alta Gaines. It was so
well liked by some of the Negro
audience that we have had and
granted five requests for copies of
the talk.· The Illinois Times, Danville, Ill., printed it all on the front
page of the paper."

Englewood - "We expect to have
many Baha'i evenings and days of
a social nature this fall and winter
for through these affairs a friendship and closeness is developed that
binds the members of our cOmmunity

c1oser~together.u

PhoeniX'-"We have read with great
interest the appearance in Baha'i
News of "An Up-ta-date Bibliography" and will certainly make use of
this in our study of the races and
hope to have some interesting reports to make to the National Committee before long."

Milwaukee - "We are in touch with
Indian, Mexican, Negro and Jewish
groups and are continuing this work
to the best of our ability and time,
including music;:al and international
nights."
ATlington - "The local Negro library has gladly accepted Baha'i
books. We hope at a later date to
be able to report a program of activity with this minority race."
East Orange - HWhile we do not
have a Race Unity Committee at
the present time, we hope to be a hIe
to form one at an early date, We
also expect to cooperate with the
Newark, ffioomfield and Montclair
Assemblies in giving a Race Unity
Meeting in the very near future."
Ann Arbor "Carver Center. a
Negro Community house which recently has been established in Ypsilanti. had a program of music and
poetry yesterday which was attended by several Ann Arbor Baha'is.
Catherine Faily, isolated believer in
Ypsilanti, was largely responsible
for the program. We have contributed work. books, time and money for

the development of this Negro community center in Ypsilanti, and occasionally We have had our Bah-a'i
Feasts at DWlbar, the Negro community center in Ann Arbor."

teaching literature. Sold in lots of
ten for $1.00.
Information Abottt too BaM'i
Hottse of Worship. 24 mimeographed
pages, size 8'h by II inches. This
makes
generally a vaila hle the inforLos Ange~es - "In fact, the race
unity question, as far as regards the rna tion compiled by the Temple
colored race, as an obstacle in the Guides Committee for its guide stuBaha'i Community work of the offi- dy classes: data and facts about the
cial committees, does not seem to architect, architecture, grounds, hisexist here. There are about eighteen tory of building, materials and
colored believers in the local Baha'i method s of construction, symbology
Community, and almost all of them of the design, principles of Baha'i
are active in serving the Faith in worship, etc. Most helpful for teachsome manner . . . They have ap- ers and exhibitors of the Temple
peared on programs, both as chair- model. Per copy, $0.25.
New editions of Spanish leaflets:
men and as speakers. And with
Principias de ta Fe Bahti'i,. per
credit to themselves."
Chicago - HOUr plan is to take ad- copy, $0.03; EI Mashriqu'I-AdhkaT,
vantage of present-<lay publicity brief statement about the Temple.
per copy, $0.05.
relative to international racial unity,
The friends are informed that the
and have made contacts for speakers such as: Mr. Bernard Ojike, Ni- compilation entitled Baha~i Writings
geria, Africa - B. A. Oxford, Eng. was a donation to the Cause and
B. Sc. Ohio State, Ph. D. Chicago. receipts from sales go to the Temple
Mr. C. Y. Hu, Soo Chung, PrOVo Fund.
Kindly send orders well :in adChina - B. Sc. Naking Univ., China,
M. Sc. Univ.of Cal. Mr. Tson, Chink- vance, to offset delays in transporing, China - B. S. Ass. Univ., S. W. tation beyond our control. Address:
China, M. Sc. Chicago. Miss M. -Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110
Garay, Chili, S. A. - B. A. Chicago, Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.
M. Soc. SC. Chicago. These speakers
have been contacted and are awaitThe Bahli'i World
ing dates. This is our start, I hope,
Will all who find references to our
that with the help of our commit- Faith in non-Baha'i books or magatee, to present a fine program this zines which are not already listed
year."
in Baha'I Bibliography of The BaMany more replies have been re- ha'i World, volume VITI, please send
ceived, and excerpts from them will such references to Mrs. Bertha H.
be published later.
Kirkpatrick, Olivet, Michigan. InforDorothy Baker, Chairman mation should include name of book,
Sarah Walrath, Secretary
author and publisher and page on
which reference occurs. If reference
Exhibits Committee
is in a magazine, name of magazine,
The Committee on Baha'i Exhibits month or week and year of issue
advises the friends that production and author of article with p age
of the Temple cutouts and displays should be given.
has been delayed due to inability
of the manufacturer to obtain stock'
In Memoriam
of cardboard. The display which was
. The true be-tieveT, whose existence
to have been sent to Regional and and tife are to be regarded as the origiNational Teaching Committees last nating purpOSe of a.1I ere-anem.'·
-BAHA'tJ'u.AH
month will be delivered later, but
Mrs.
Anna
Australia
Jones, West
the date is uncertain.
Chester, Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Dorothy Graff, Philadelphia.
Publishing Announeements

The Baha'i Temple, Hoose of Worship of a World Faith, illustrated
pa mphiet issued by the National
Spiritual Assembly to mark the completion of the exterior ornamentation this winter. 32 pages and paper
cover, 7'h by 10 inches. It provides
informa Hon of importance to believers and is suitable for use as general

Bahli'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Eeasts: Questions,
December 12; H onoT, December 31;
Sovereignty, January 19; Dominion,
February 7.
Meeting of National Spiritual Assembly, January 8, 9, 10, 11, '1943,
at Wilmette.
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28. This number of Baha'i News
presents a photograph of a completed side of the House of Worship.
At the date of this writing, there remains but a week before the exterior
ornamentation of the Temple is
f"mished and all the hoists, scaffolding and oilier operating material, including the shed, and also the de.
bris, are cleared away,
We stand at a great, a long-awaited, an inspiring hour in the history
of the American Baha'i community.
Though the interior is still to be designed before the sacred edifice can
be employed for its entire spiritual
purpose, and that consummation lies
in the Second Baha'i Century, nevertheless we have collectively fulfilled
the sacred trust given us by the
blessed Master Himself, defined
clearly for us by the Guardian in
the Seven Year Plan.
What the power of unity and devotion can accomplish has been demonstrated, first to ourselves, ~nd
then to the world. HWhosoever arises
for the service of this building," was
the Master's assurance to the few
hundred Baha'is of North America
some thirty·five years ago, I'shall
be a ssisted with a great power from
His Supreme Kingdom and upon him
spiritual and heavenly blessings
shall descend . . ." And again :
HThe Ma@riqu'l-Adbkar is the most
important matter and the greatest
divine institute. 11 The building of
this House of Worship for Baha'u'lIith united the believers, concentrated their efforts, led them
thrQugh the early stages of administrative order, and welded them into a great body imbued with organic
qualities of a Baha'j community.
AI present, the House of Worship
is significant from its contribution
to the teaching work. In the teaching pha se of the Plan we have a
mighty task w:hich, for this era of
the Cause, corresponds to the vital

importance of the Temple in previous years. In establishing Baha'I
communities in the tulsettled areas
of North America, and a nucleus in
the remaining countries of Central
and South America, we will be required, and enabled, to manifest new
and higher spiritual virtues and powers. Faith does not await the development of capacity before it begins
its work, for nothing develops in inaction. Faith is assurance that the
capacity will be given if we sincerely and whole-heartedly plunge
into the work. As the Master deelared: uIt is known and clear that
today the unseen divine _assistance
encompasseth those who deliver the
Message. And if the work of delivering the Message be neglected, the
assistance shall be entirely cut off,
for it is impossible that the friends
of God could receive assistance unless they be engaged in delivering
the Message."
We may understand the Guardian's
message of November 30 a s signal·
izing the birth of the era dedicated
wholly to teaching effort. The results
are assured, but we must raise the
new spiritual edifice stone by stone,
and press the work without interruption, so that the spiritual task
may not stand uncompleted when
the First Century ends.
29. In the Inter·America field there
are two important new pioneer proj·
ects under way. WinnifrM Baker, of
Lima, Ohio, started forth on Sat-ur·
day, December 26, as another pioneer
for Colombia t where she will be as·
socia ted with Ruth Shook in carry·
ing on the teaching. Jean· Silver,
after a change of plan became necessary, has applied for passport to
settle in Rosario, the second largest
city of Argentine. The hope is that
she may be able to begin her journey
to this post early in January.
30. Recent teaching projects ini·
tiated in North America through the
National Teaching Committee include: Mrs. Margaret Ellis, Jackson, Miss., three months; Mrs. Ruth
Cornell, Hot Springs, Ark., for two
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months; Mrs. Mar gueri te Bruegger,
Fargo, N. D., for two months; Virginia Camelon, West Virginia, two
months; Mrs. Florence Holsinger;
Omaha, Neb., one month. Other
proj ecls not previously reported include: Mrs. Marcia Atwater, Edmonton, Alberta, seven weeks; Syl.
via King, Regina, Sask., three
months; Harlan Ober, meetings in
Prince Edward Island; Dorothy
Champ, settlement in Wilmington,
Del.; Mrs. Ruth Moffett, Wilmington, Del., one month, Greensboro,
N. C., and Augusta, Ga., one month;
Mrs. Clair Gillespie, settlement in
Laramie, Wyoming; Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Walters, settlement in A1bu~
querque, N. M.
31. Mrs. Dorothy Baker has recently visited a large number of colleges in the Southwest, in contip.uance of the special race unity project initiated last year. Details will
be published when the final report
is received. Louis G. Gregory has
been teaching in a number of Southern colleges
November and December, and a more detailed report
of this work will also be made a vail·
able.
32. The Library and Sales Committee is rendering an important
service by concentrating the distribution of Baha'i material, not handled
by the Publishing Committee, in
one central agency. This Committee fills cash orders received,
has no budget for placing any free
material. At present, through the
Chairman, Harry E. Walrath, the
Committee can fill orders for Baha'i
ringstones, photographs of the Master and of the Temple, Temple
slides for illustrated lectures, and
the new Temple display announced
in this issue of Baha-'i News.
33. From May 1 to November 30,
1942, the National Fund received
$61,149.29. The November contributions equalled $11,364.35. Sevenlyfour Assemblies sent contributions,
eighty-five groups donated, and 113
isolated believers made donations.
November expenditures amounted to
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$17,263.99. of which $9,982.99 went to
Temple construction, $760.16 to Temple maintenance, $1,350.63 to Green
Acre maintenance, $1,278.00 to National Teaching, $1,100.00 to Regional Teaching, $1,191.00 to InterAmerica Teaching, and $1,051.71 to
administration. The completion of
Temple construction will bring to an
end the incurrence of further CODstruction costs, but monthly payments must be made beginning January in the amount of $3,000.00 per
month for six months in order to
pay Temple obligations already incurred. The steps contract has exceeded the contractor's estimate by
about $20,000.00, and it is this unanticipated excess which we must
refund in 1943.
-NATIONAL SPIRlTUAL ASSnrBLY

Preferred Mileage for Local
Chairmen and Seeretaries
The Office of Price Administration, Washington, D. C., has just
written its final decision in the malter of the application made by the
National Spiritual Assembly for
extra gasoline rationing for Chairmen and Secretaries of local Assemblies, and for all members of the
Regional Teaching Committees. As
stated in its letter cited below, the
government bureau considers that
the local officers qualify, but not the
Regional Committee members.
The letter, dated December 21,
1942, and addressed to Mr. A. B.
McDaniel, states:"Upon a review of the facts presented by representatives of the
Baha ti Faith, we conclude that the
chairmen and secretaries of the
Local Spiritual Assemblies of the
BaM.'is may be eligible for preferred
mileage under the provisions of Section 7706 (k), Mileage Rationing:
Gasoline Regulations (Ration Order
No. SC), to meet the religious needs
of the localities they regularly serve.
These officers conduct the religious
meetings of the community, or congregation, perform funeral services,
are authorized in three states to perform the marriage service, and in
general perform religious services
similar to those rendered by ministers of other religious sects or
churches.
"Members of Regional Committees, however, are ineligible under
the Preferred MIleage Section of the

Gasoline Regulations since these of- Committee is in correspondence with
ficers serve isolated individuals or some 50 additional believers who
unorganized groups who are mem- have answered the Guardian's sumbers of the Faith and clearly are not mons, and many will surely be
regularly serving a congregation as added to the pioneer rolls. Besides
required under Section 7706 (k)."
. all these, the Regional Committees
(signed) THOMAS E. HARms will receive the names of 28 volWlAssistant General Counsel teers for traveling and circuit teaching.
What has been accomplished in
Convention Notice
the past six weeks bids fair to
During December, each local As- eclipse our efforts of the preceding
sembly received a form entitled six months. Between Convention and
"Application for Participation in An- November 1st the American Comnual Baha'i Convention of 1943". munity sent out 24 pioneers and setThis is to be filled out and returned tlers, 23 of whom were established
to the National Office by February in virgin territories and 1 in a dis1. Assemblies are requested not to banded Assembly. Throughout that
overlook this customary procedure, same per i 0 d~ approximately 15
as otherwise the Convention call teachers were actively engaged in
would be delayed.
public campaigns and follow-up
study classes in areas of the Seven
Year Plan. Already we can conAction on the Pioneer Front
fidently report that Local AssemBeloved Friends:
blies will be organized in Iowa,
The summons of the Guardian to North Carolina, Idaho, New Mexico,
'·swift action, boldly conceived, Colorado, and New Hampshire; and
unanimously supported, systemati- there seems reasonable assurance of
cally conducted, U has called from the success in seven other virgin States.
American believers an instant, farThus, the "crucial year" has
reaching response. Our Baha'i Community is at last on the march. Now awakened OUr collective strength as
in the la st months our energies. are never before. We have carried our
being coordinated, and the goals of Faith into action at numerous strathe Seven Year Plan have become, tegic points. The way is clear to finat this late date~ our single objec- al victory. But we dare not falter
nor relax. Success must be added to
tive.
Action on the pioneer front is the success, the obstacles which are
core of our great endeavor. Without ··hourly. increasing" must be firmly and fully met, the "stupendous
pioneers, those Hcelestial warriors u
of whom the Master spoke, no vic- exertions required" must be freely
and passionately expended. In this
tories in the virgin States and Provinces can be conclusively won. What, way and in this way alone, can we
then, are the prospects of pioneers "seal (the) triumph (of the) greatest collective enterprise launched
and settlers, among all who have
during fifty years (of) American
heard the Guardiants call?
Baha'i history."
Let us bear in mind that the virgin
Beloved friends, the call is for piofield, as distinct from disbanded Assemblies, required eighty·one set- neers! The time is critically, impertlers. Now, since receipt of Shoghi atively short! The "Guardian's SumEffendi's cablegram about Novem- mons to Teaching" has not yet reber 1st, the following actions can be ceived our complete reply. Let us
hear from you in the next few days
reported:
Settlers already established ..... 8 or weeks,· that your name, too, may
Settlers now planning to go .... 12 be written on the glorious pioneer
roll.
Settlers transferring residence
-NATIONAL TUCfDNG COMMlT'l'EI!l
a short distance to aid the Plan .. 13
Total

33

Of these 33 settiers, only 21 will be

A New Kind of Settlement

established in virgin States and
Provinces. The remaining 12 will assist disbanded Assemblies. Thus we
a re still 60 settlers short of achieving
our paramount goal t
On the other hand, the Teaching

Elsewhere in this issue the Teaching Committee has reported thirteen
settlers who are answering the
Guardian's summons to teaching by
moving short distances,. establ.ishing
residence within the limits of one or
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another of the cities which represent
the goals of the Seven Year Plan.
The cities receIVIng such a ssistance are Boise, Idaho; Reno, Nevada; Colorado Springs, Colorado;
Burbank, Huntington Park, and Alhambra, California.
Here we have a kind of settlement
which is of immense value to our
teaching goals, yet which is possible
to many believers who cannot hope
to move a longer distance. These
settlers did not have to give up
their positions and responsibilities.
What they did was to move their
homes from some area of no direct
significance, to a nearby point located within the pattern of the Seven
Year Plan.
Throughout the United States and
Canadi there must be dozens of believers who have in their grasp a
similar opportunity. The needs and
the times are calling these friends
to a decision. The very circumstances of the War are urging upon
them a speedy action, as the difficulties of housing and transportation
daily close in upon them. And how
great is their responsibility to act,
when viewed in relation to the selfless sacrifices of those who are uprooting all the conditions of their
lives, to move to some distant pioneer front.
THE BAHA'i HOUSE OF WORSillP
It may be that these very believView
of
eompleted side, taken Dttember 19, 1942
ers, who hold in their hands such a
precious opportunity to advance the
Plan, are holding as well the key to y Profecia" which appeared in Octo- day evenings at 8:00 p.m. Eastern
victory or loss for the American ber's issue, and another article "La Standard Time. We are assured that
H
COlllmunity. We do not have re- Luz del Oriente "With a photograph they can be picked up all over South
sources to waste. And the time for of 'Abdu'l-Baha-from HEI Libano" America and occasionally Spain,
and that we might be able to reaction in every phase of the Plan of San Jose. These articles are writis now. In the words of Shoghi ten in Spanish and are evidence of ceive them here. If anyone gets
Effendi, ·'Speed must be your motto." the excellent work which Mrs. Wool- them we would appreciate hearing
It is our heartfelt hope that all of son is doing. She is surely to be from them. L. Gonzales, the first
the friends will give this matter their congratulated. Honduras too is full Baha'i of Ecuador. is the speaker on
most urgent attention, by studying of life and Sr. Viana has established this program.
again the cities listed in "The Guard- beside a class in Esperanto, a class
Dominican Republic
ian's Summons to Teaching.t' Then, for young people which he writes us
Miss Lentz writes that she is just
if it lies within your power, we urge is flourishing. We have been in- about to celebrate her third annithat you decide to move, and move formed of seven new registrations in versary as a resident of Trujillo.
at once, to one of the cities of a vir- Tegucigalpa during the last few She has worked very hard and very
weeks.
gin State or disbanded Assembly.
steadily and recently has been reEcuador
warded by the acceptance of a dis-NATIONAL TEACKrNG COMMITI'EE
We point to Qui to with a glow of tinguished young man. She is still
pride. John Stearns, who is a mem- expecting some believer, a youth, to
ber of the Quito Symphony Orches- go there and assist her with the
Inter-America News
tra, is now sponsoring a Radio pro- young university students who are
gram under the auspices of his coming to her reunions.
Rka
Costa Rica maintains the lead in Kandy Kitchen. His programs preColombia
Press work for we have recently re- sent lovely classical music and, beMiss Ruth Shook has taken an
ceived from Mrs. Gayle Woolson an sides, readings from the Teachings!
article from HRepertorio Ameri- These broadcasts come over short apartment in Bogota and is furnishcano" entitled uEI Templo de la Luz wave (32.05 meters, 9355 kc.) Mon- ing it so that she may have a place
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where she can carry on her Baha'i
activities. Mrs. Barton has also just
visited her and reports that Miss
Shook has made ever so many
friends and is very much beloved.

Ye"""uela
Miss Sholtis has sent in her first
registration card of a beautiful
young actress who, she says, is ra~
diant. Miss Sholtis' health has been
restored and she i~ energetically
working.
In recounting the work of the various Republics the friends will miss
a statement about Paraguay. This
country and one or two other spots
are our gravest concern. Something
must be done to continue the work
which Elizabeth Cheney has so
splendidly established there in
Asumci6n and this is a call for. pio-

neers. May Baha'u'Il3:h send us
someone for Paraguay and for Nicaragua and Guatemala, and Guayaquil, Ecuador. There are positions in
Panama, there is an opening in
Guayaquil, and then think of San
Domingo! Shall we not gladden and
surprise the Guardian"
-NELLIE S. FRENCH, Secretary

Temple Display,
Temple Slide..
Temple Photograph
The fragile and expensive Temple
model has been replaced by the Exhibits Committee, which has prepared a reproduction of a painting
of the Temple on linen. measuring
30 by 30 inches, mounted like a wall
map with wood at top and bottom,
. ready to hang on any flat surface.
The face of the picture has been
given a special cellulose finish for
extra protection. This Temple display, which rolls up when transported, will be exceedingly useful to local Assemblies as well as individual
believers. It can be obtained for
$5.00 from the Temple Library and
Sales Committee, H. E. Walrath,
Chairman, 4639 Beacon Street, Chicago, ill.
The two sets of Temple slides re·
cently announced will be ready during January, and all orders on hand
will be filled during the month.
There are 36 black and white slides,
measuring 2 by 2 inches, and ten
color slides of the same size. The
cost for both sets, postpaid, is $4.25,
and orders are to be sent to the

Temple Library and Sales Commit- gaged in teaching work that keeps
tee as a hove. All the rna terial need- . them away, to participate and do
ed to prepare a lecture to accom- their share in this important phase
pany the slides can be obtained in of Baha'i teaching. Nor is it merely
the new study course entitled "In- an obligation. It is a privilege all
formation About the BahS.'i House of should share.
Worship,' I sold by the Publishing
Committee- at 25c per copy.
Enrollmeuts and Transfel'8
A photograph showing the completed House of Worship, measuring
Enrollment of new believers . re7* by 9* inches, can also be ob- ported:tained from Mr. H. E. Wairath at
Los Angeles, one. Glendale, two.
40c each, postpaid. This picture is
Helena,
one. Ann Arbor, one. Flint,
suitable for framing, or can be used
five.
New
York, eight and one youth.
in making a halftone plate for pubDetroit,
three.
Montreal, one. Washlicity, for illustrating local proington, one, Chicago, four and one
grams, announcements, etc.
youth. Nashville, one. Berkeley. one.
Shorewood, one. Oakland. two. New
Orleans, one. Evanston, two. Peoria,
one.
Houston, two. Geneva, one.
Temple Guiding
Transfers:- San Francisco, three.
Despite restriction on transporta- Los Angeles, seven. Milwaukee, two.
tion, the Baha'i House of Worship Evanston, two. Newark, two. New
continues to be a magnet that at- York, two. Beverly Hills, one.
tracts thousands of visitors annually. Springfield, m., two. Montreal, one."
The total number of visitors fot' the Jersey City, one. New Haven, two.
first ten months of 1942 was 11,852, Binghamton, one. Jacksonville, one.
a decrease of only 2,416 over the New York, two.
same period of 1941. This difference
In October, enrollment cards Were
would be greatly reduced had we received from thirty~seven adults
not discontinued guiding this year and five youths in the regional
about September 15, four week. areas. In November, twenty-three
earlier than in former years, due to adults and one youth enrolled.
the exceptional coldness of the
weather.
From January through June this
In Memoriam
year there ha s been an increase in
. . , The true believeT ~ whose e:ristence
the number of visitors each month
and life are to be regarded as the origiover like months of 1941, the de- nating
pu.TpOse of aU creaUcn."
crease setting in since June. Visi-BAHA'u'LLAH
tors have come this year from all
Mr.
Oscar
M.
Clark,
Clearlake
Highthe States, as well as from Hawaii,
lands,
California.
Puerto Rico, Alaska, six provinces
of Canada; Cuba, Mexico, Brazil, Mrs. Alice Alexander, Upton, Massachusetts.
Bolivia, Costa Rica. Colombia, Bul..
garia, Germany, England, Turkey, Mrs. Ides Johnsont Maniposa, CaliIraq, India, Afghanistan, Korea and
fornia.
China.
Mrs. Ida Finch, Seattle, Washington.
The Guides Committee again ap- Mrs. Irena Stevens, Topeka.
peals to communities in the Temple Mr. Albert Engelder, Cleveland.
area to cooperate· in supplying Mrs. Blanche A. Ledyard, Los
guides or guide material, and poAngeles.
tential guides are again urged to
attend the Temple class for guides
which meets in the Temple every
Baha'i Calendar
Sunday from 1 to 3 p.m. The TeachNineteen Day Feasts: Sovereignty,
er is Mr. Edwin Mattoon. Lesson
sheets will be furnished upon January 19; Dominion~ February 7;
Loftiness, March 2.
request.
Period of the Fast: Nineteen days
Each year nearly 17,000 people
have come to the Temple from all beginning March 2.
Meetings of National Spiritual Asparts of the United States and the
world. It is encumbent upon all sembly: January 8, 9, 10, 11; March
Baha'is, who are not a-ctually en~
5, 6, 7, 8. At Wilmette.
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from
the Guardian

Messages

.rust informed by mail of the magnificent response made by American
believers in recent teaching appeal.
Convey to pioneers 01 the newly
launched sacrificial campaign assurance of my inexpressible gratitude.
The area of the unfinished tasks is
visibly diminishing. as Baha'i century
speeds to close. Urge every hesitant
believer, however unprepared and
inexperienced, audaciously to arise,
determinedly to press lorward, nobly persevere to reinforce the ranks
of the trailbreakers of the Formative
Age now unitedly arisen to seal the
triumph of the initial undertaking
marking the opening phase of
IAbdu'!-Baha's Divine Plan. - January 6, 1943.
The immortal Lua, mother-teacher
of the American Baha'i Community,
herald of the dawn of the Day of the
Covenant, has been ceremoniously
and reverently transferred by Egyptian brethren representing the local
Baha'i communities to the immediate vicinity of the grave of farfamed Abu'I-Fadl in the newly established Baha'i ce;"etery in Cairo. The
Isma'iliyyih believers together with
Assembly delegates of Egypt have
held an inaugural ceremony at the
second Baha'i cemetery allocated by
the Egyptian authorities. The sacred
rights of the persecuted, expelled
community, repeatedly denied legitimate burial, are now vindicated. The
progressive emancipation of the Faith
of Baha'u'llah from the traditional
shackles of religious orthodoxy is increasingly evident and humbly,
gratefully recognized by followers of
the Faith the world over. -January
1. 1943.
Heart aglow with pride, love. gratitude for superb achievement of completion of exterior of the House of
Worship, Mother Temple of the West.
Baha'u'llah's high behest. enshrined
in His Most Holy Book, has been
brilliantly executed. The thirty-five
year old enterprise, initiated on

same day that the Bab's sacred remains were transferred to Mount
Carmel, has been triumphantly consummated. The unique Edifice, singled out for consecration by the
hands of 'Abdu'l-Baha, has- been nobly reared. The Greatest Holy Leaf's
last ardent wish has been befittingly
fulfilled. The Concourse on high is
jubilant. Myself bow head in joyous,
reverent recognition of prodigious
accomplishment which deserves to
rank among the outstanding enterprises launched in the Heroic Age
and the most signal victory won since
the inception of the Formative Period
of the Baha'i Dispensation. - January 18, 1943.
Assure relatives of Mathew Kaszab of my heartfelt condolences and
profound sympathy for the loss of
this heroic pioneer. His services are
unforgettable and abundantly rewarded. Loving prayers. -January
19, 1943.

This Crucial Year
Progreo. Heparl No. 6 I•• ued by
lhe National Spiritual A ..embly lor
the Perwd January 1-31, 1943
34. An event of unique importance
throughout the Baha'i world is the
construction of the Memorial to May
Maxwell at Quilmes Cemetery, in
the suburbs of Buenos Aires. After a
block. of Carrera marble was purchased, and a number of prominent
sculptors consulted by representatives 01 the Spiritual Assembly of
Buenos Aires, Mrs. Amelia E. Collins made a special journey there
to "represent the National Spiritual
Assembly in making final arrangements. selecting the sculptor, and
placing the contract. Mrs. Collins has
fulfilled this mission, and the work is
now proceeding. The dedication of
the Memorial by the Baha'is of
Buenos Aires and other Latin American cities is planned for March 2l.
35. Between .ranuary 22 and 25,
twelve Area Conferences were held
in order to concentrate energy upon
the importance of increa sing the
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number of pioneers and settlers going forth to the key cities where Assemblies are to be formed. The meetings were held in the following cities:
New York, Boston, Montreal, Washington, Cincinnati, Chicago, Toronto,
Vancouver, Seattle, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, and Milwaukee. At ten
of these gatherings a member of the
National Spiritual Assembly presented the urgent teaching needs, and at
all the meetings a National or Regional Teaching Committee representative explained the definite requirements of the key cities and handled
questions raised by volunteers. The
movement of the American Communi ty in the direction of service esta blished by the Guardian gathers momemtum with each passing day.
36. The Baha'i News Servic~ Com..
mittee has carried out a very extensive program of publicity releases to announce the completion of the
Temple exterior. A letter, an article,
a photo or offer of cut or mat, and a
copy of the New Temple pamphlet,
was sent out to 5()() daily papers and
technical journals. 500 Temple pamphiets have been given the Temple
Guides Committee for special distribution in 1943. The Race Unity Committee has sent 175 of the pamphlets
to its list of papers representing
minority groups, while about 100
copies have been mailed out to Negro leaders. The Contacts Committee has developed a list of 1000 persons of capacity and influence, and
a complimentary pamphlet is being
sent to each of these. Pioneer teachers in both North and South America have been given a copy, while a
sample copy was mailed to local Assemblies and Regional Teaching
Committees. Finally, a shipment
has been made to the National Spiritual Assemblies as well as to the
Guardian.
37. At the January meeting, approval was given to a number of
projects submitted by the National
Teaching Committee: Mrs. M a b I e
rves, Louisville, Ky; Mrs. Virginia
Camelon, Charleston, W. Va.; Mrs.
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Ruth Moffett, North Augusta, S. C.,
and Augusta, Ga.; Mrs. Zenobia
Dorsey, Augu!Sta, Ga.; Elsa Steinmetz, Sioux Falls, S. D.; Mrs. Flor~
ence Reeb, for Regional Teaching.
The following proj ects were begun,
or completed, between November
and January:
Gladys
Bodmer,
Reno; Mrs. Helen Inderleid, Greensboro, N. C.; Faye Roberts, Omaha;
Anita loas, Edmonton; Loretta
Voelz, Regina; Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Doull, Providence; Mrs. Flora Valentine, Portsmouth; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Dennis, Louisville; Mrs. Jessie
Higman, Brattleboro; Mrs. Marie
Hopper, Brattleboro; Maud Mickle,
Brattleboro; Alta Wheeler, Brattleboro; Doris Skinner, Edmonton;
Carl Scheffler, Omaha and Cedar
Rapids; Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Vermont, Rhode Island; Mrs. Florence
Holsinger. Om aha; Mrs. Ruth Cornell, Little Rock; Stanwood Cobb,
Charleston, W. Va; Mrs. Mable Ives,
Albuquerque; V. P. China, Regina.
38. In the Inter-America field, a
number of projects are in process
of development which can be reported later. The National Spiritual Assembly has extended cooperation to
the Spiritual Assembly of Buenos
Aires to take over the bulk of the
Baha'i literature on hand in Spanish,
and to set up a publishing and distributing center in that city for
South America. This plan will require some months for working out
the details. A very generous special
donation has been made to help
finance the printing work in Buenos
Aires. To fulfil the tasks of the Seven
Year Plan in the Latin America
teaching field, the .Inter-America
Committee has been requested to
concentrate upon the work in Paraguay, Guatemala and Nicaragua.
39. From May I, 1942 to January
31, 1943, the National Bah,,'; Fund
received contributions amoWlting' to
$83,786.99, on the annual budget to
$150,000. In January, $10,905.62 was
donated. 77 Assemblies made contributions, 93 groups and 98 isolated
believers also donated during the
month. Expenditures in January
amounted to $10,028.06, including $1,872.67 administrative expense, $1,139.12 Temple maintenance, $3,200
on construction account, $1~835.00 for
National and Regional teaching, $407
free literature supplied under Committee literature budgets, and $628
for Inter-America teaching.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

World Significance of
Temple Completion

The

Baha'i

Temple,

House

of

Worship of a WOTld Faith: illustrated

pamphlet describing the Temple, exSince the news of the completion plaining its purpose, giving the hisof the exterior ornamentation torical background of the developspread out into various parts of the ment of the American Baha'i comBaha'i world, five National Spiritual munity, and presenting the supervisAssemblies have sent special mes- ing engineer's statement of the techsages to the American Baha'is.
nical problems solved in construc"British believers thrilled by he- tion. With excerpts from the words
roic achievement of Temple, grate- of 'Abdu'l-Baha and the Master's
ful for inspiring example." Dorothy photograph. Ten copies for $1.00.
Cansdale, Secretary.
World OTder Magazine: the maga"Egyptian believers heartily conzine
prepared for the believers, to ingratulate American believers on
magnificient blessed historic achieve- crease their knowledge and further
ment of completion of first Tem- their capacity to teach and serve the
ple in the Western World." - Dr. Cause. The necessary contact with
the Faith for isolated believers and·
Mohammed Saleh, Chairman.
"Heartily congratulate completion groups. Yearly subscription, $1.50,
of exterior of edifice of Bahit'i House for U. S., Canada, Cuba, Mexico,
of Worship the foremost historic Central and South America. Other
achievement of emblem of universal countries, $1.75.
peace and oneness of mankind."Address Baha', Publishing CommitAbbasally Butt, Secretary (India).
tee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, ID.
"With cheerful hearts full of love
of beloved American Baha'is, on behalf of the Baha'is of Iran and ourWorld Order Magazine
selves sincerely, humbly convey to
The October, November and Dethe representatives of the American
Baha'i community and friends Abha cember issues contain Albert R. Wincongratulations on completion of dust's series of compilations on The
thirty-five year old enterprise, the Covenant. This material goes to the
first Ma@riqu'l-Adhkilr of the West, heart of the Message, and has value
consummation of t ask ranking for permanent reference.
among the outstanding achieveThe October number included The
ments of the First Baha'i Century, Purpose of Affliction, Elizabeth
and with complete submission suppli- Hackley; In Haifa, poem, Polly Mecate His Holiness Baha'u'lhih to Clennen; Independent Investigation
continue to shower His blessings on of Truth, William Kenneth Christian;
those marvelous supporters of the Education fOT Armageddon, Garreta
beloved Cause." - Rouhani, Secre- Busey; The Repudiation of Materitary.
alism, Robert Louis Koehl; The
"Australian believers delighted at Timeless Land, Book Review, Arthur
the announcement of completion of Dahl.
the exterior of the edifice of first
In November the contents, in addiBaha'i Temple of the Western World.
tion
to the Windust compilation,
Heartiest congratulations to the
were:
The Word Is Made Flesh,
American believers for their wonderful achievement. "-Hilda Brooks, Mary Hammond; On Carmet's Aged
Slopes J poem,
Willia m Kenneth
Secretary.
The following message also has Christian; The Baha'i Community,
come: °New Zealand friends rejoice A Divine CTeation, Chester F. Barin completion of Temple."-Dulcie nett; A Divine Policy, Horace Holley; Love and Justice, Henry C.
Burns, Secretary, Auckland.
Beecher.
December contents include: CyPublishing Annonncements
cles of Civilization, J. M. Haggard;
Selected WTitings of Baha'u'!lah; The Covenant, Part III, Albert WinSelected Writings of 'Abdu'!-Bahu; dust, This ChaUenging HOUT, Charles
Selected Writings of Shoghi Effen- S. Krug; Creation and Revelation,
di: three pamphlets which provide Editorial, Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick;
the basic teachings and explanationS The Baha'i Community, - Commuof the Faith for individual and group nity Not Church, - William Kenneth
study. Not sold sepa ra tely. For the Christian; and the regular department, With Our Readers.
three, $0.25.
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Raee Unity
Report. from the Assemblies
(Continued)
Binghamton - "Our first project
under our teaching plans for this year
was a visit by Mrs. Zenobia Dorsey
of Scranton, Fa., and Miss Alice Higginbotham . . .Binghamton has just
had to wake up to the race problem

this summer when a large number
of Negro troops was sent here to do
guard duty. . .We asked for ways
in which to be of service, and gave
magazines and games for the rooms.
We were also able to serve by giving
sandwiches for a dance which was
planned. A committee from the Assembly had an interview with the
Commanding Officer and he explained the wisdom of the central location
for activities. On October first we

Study Class conducted by Miss Adelaide Sharpe, in Tihran,

Persg~

are moving the Baha'i Center back
to the downtown district, and hope

for more ways to be of serviC€
there."
New Haven - "We have many
friends among the Negro race here.
Two of that race are members of
our community. These friends have
been made by personal calls at the
homes; by attending meetings from
time to time to which we are invited,
such as anniversary teas given by
the Phyliss Wheatley Home for colored girls; parties given by a Neighborhood Reading Club at Christmas
time or One attended recently to honor the President of the National
Federation of Colored Woman's
Clubs, Mrs. A. B. DeMent, who had
not heard about the Faith and was
very glad to receive literature. Also
at the affair we met two young men
both graduates of Fiske University
who had heard about . the Faith
through Baha'i teachers who had
lectured there. One of these young
men is blind and he will receive
Baha'i books in Braille very soon
We have a long list of these Negro
friends who receive information
a bout and invitations to all our open
meetings, to which quite a few respond."
Sacramento "An Interracial
U.S.O. has been started in Sacramento. I understand it is the first
interracial one in the country but
Mr. Ben Ellison, its director, incidentally a Negro and a Baha'i, hopes
that later additional ones will be
started all over the country. Mr.
Ellison is a gifted, talented man and
is an adept at putting on interesting

programs for the service men of all
races. He was transferred to our
community from Pasadena and we
looked him up immediately. Our
group is cooperating with him, sponsoring a canteen night once a month.
Various other groups from churches
and clubs, white, colored, Chinese,
Filipino, Mexican, etc., also have
canteen nights, each taking one night
a month. Mr. Ellison asked if it
might not be a good idea to have a
table with Baha'i pamphlets.lI

New Orleans-"Up to the present
time we have had no group activities in this connection. However, a
few of our members are in contact
with some colored people who seem
interested in the principles of the
Faith and we are planning to direct
our efforts towards forming a study
group among these people where one
or more of our members will aid in
their study until such time as they
are ready to become believers and
attend the Feasts. Baha'i books have
been placed in libraries of some of
the colored universities and this practice will be continued and followed
up."
Stimula ling letters have also come
from Santa Barbara, Cal.; Indian~
apolis, Ind.; Cleveland, Ohio; Washington, D. C.; Madison, Wis.; Buf~
falo, N. Y.; Winnipeg, Canada; Dayton, Ohio; Teaneck, N. J.; Greenwood, Miss.; Racine, Wis.; Kansas
City, Mo.; Springfield, Ill.; Ypsilanti, Mich.; South Bend. Ind.; Boston,
Mass. ~ Vancouver, Canada; Detroit,
Mich.
DOROTHY BAKER, Chairman

Inter-America News
The members of the inter-America Committee are deeply grieved to
announce the passing of Mathew Kaszab, that faithful and energetic pioneer in the service of Baha'u'llah.. No
details have as yet reached us beyond the fact that Mathew was enroute home and reached the end of
his earthly journey in Brownsville,
Texas. Mathew's service was fraught
with many trials and much suffering and the welcome which must
have been his as he ascended to the
Abha Kingdom must have been such
as is accorded to a martyr in the
Faith! Nicaragua will have been
quickened by his presence and the
believers whom he has left there will
ever keep his memory alive.

Many plans are developing as a result of the suggestions of Mr. Sprague
and Mrs. Collins who are now back
from their long journeys. We are rejoiced to report that Miss Eisenberg
has volunteered to go to Paraguay
for a soj ourn of three months or
longer.
The photograph of Srta. Leonora
Marin, the first registered believer in
Venezuela, has reached us. Congratula lions to this beautiful young
woman and to her teacher, Miss
Sholtis.
Miss Kruka has returned to Havana and Miss Bottes to her post in
Bolivia while we learn that Mrs.
Marcia Atwater is noW again in her
beloved Chile after a difficult journey
down the west coast of South America,
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We are in receipt of some beautiful publicity a rranged by Mrs. Leo-

nora Armstrong in Portuguese in Recife t Brazil. Mrs. Armstrongts unremi tting labors for the F ai th in Brazil
and other countries in S. America
over a long period of time are of the
utmost importance and place her in
the forefront of Latin American pioneers. She has left no avenue of service untried and spared no effort however difficult to awaken the people
of that vast country of Brazil.
Dr. Malcolm King writes from Jamaica of the splendid work he is doing. He is not satisfied with results, but experience has taught us
that he has succeeded far beyond
the usual results of a pioneer in so
short a time. The pioneers find that
in every case they must make haste
slowly. Congra tula tions and loving
greetings to all.
NELI..IE S. FRENCH 1 Secretary

Braille Transcriptions
The Committee on Braille Transcriptions urges that those Assemblies who have not already done so,
fill in and return the questionnaires
sent them as the committee would
like to have as complete a record
as possible of the needs in the communities for this type of Baha'i
work. Please address replies to Miss
Ella C. Quant, 1089 Glenwood Blvd.,
Schenectady, N.Y.

Library
During the three months ended December 16, 1942, the Library Committee placed 97 books in 41 different Libraries, including seven Pub~
lie, five State, six Army, two Conscientious Objector camps, one College, eight Peace Organizations and
fourteen State Prison Libraries. The
la test news regarding Army Libraries is the acceptance of ten sets of
books by the aeadquarte!s of the
Seventh . Corps Area to cover the
additional libraries opened in that

region since the previous Baha'i donation.
Among the encouraging letters received the following excerpts are
shared with the friends:I'Dr. R. B. von Klein, Chancellor,
is very much interested
peace and
will be interested, I know, in reading your publications" - Los Angeles Library of World Affairs. "We

m
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shall be very glad indeed to receive
these publications which represent
the Baha'i views on International Relations and World Peace. This is a
subject in which the Hoover Library
is vitally interested and we shall welcome the contributions of the Baha'i

Faith." -

Hoover Peace Library.

"It is a real pleasure to add this
inspiring, important and attractive
book to our collection." - Tuskegee
Institute. "Prisoners as a general
rule are interested in comparative religions. Your donations will
be placed in circulation immediately
upon arrival." - Alabama State Prison.

Temple Display
In addition to the· map-type of
Temple display announced in Bahd'i
News for January, the Exhibits Committee has now received delivery of
a smaller Temple display with
folding easel back for use in window displays or where the illustration is to be placed on a table or
other flat surface. Tlie intention was
to make this display a cut..out, so
that the Temple would show in silhouette, but this proved to be unfeasible. The new Temple display
measures 181f4 11 by 17-;211. It is a
photographic enlargement of a painting of the House of Worship on linen
with heavy board backing and easel,
packed in a carton for convenient
mailing or other transportation. The
price is $3.50 each, postpaid. Send
order to Temple Library and Sales
Committee, H. E. Walrath, Chairman, 4639 Beacon Street, Chicago,
lllinois.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Dominion,
February 7; Loftiness, March 2;
Splendor, March 21.
"'eriCid of the Fast: Nineteen days
beginning March 2.
Feast of Naw-RiI.z: March 21.
Meetings of National Spiritual Assembly: March 5, 6, 7, 8. At Wilmette.

Committee List
Inter-America:
Miss
Christine
Lofstedt added. Mrs. Shirley Warde
unable to serve. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bode unable to serve. Mrs. Oc-

tavia Illiscas returned to member.
ship.
The Baha'i World Editorial Committee, Vol. X: Mrs. Bertha Hyde
Kirkpatrick and Mrs. David Ruhe
added. Mrs. Honnold unable to
serve.
Baha'i News Service: Mrs. Margot
McNamer Johnson added.
Race Unity: Mrs. Sarah E. Walrath appointed Secretary. Mrs.
Ebersole unable to serve.
Louhelen School: Paul Pettit,
Clement Perry, Dick Suhm added.
Contacts: Mrs. G. I. Geary added. Mrs. DeMille unable to serve.
Regional Teaching: Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland added to committee for
Arizona and New Mexico and taken
from committee for Texas. Mrs.
Edna Maloney added to committee
for Eastern Cana4a. George Sulerud
added to committee for Minnesota~
North and South Dakota. Ingenuus
Bentzar added to committee for
California and Nevada. Reginald
King added to com mi ttee for Penn·
sylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.
Mrs. Clair Gillespie added to committee for Wyoming, Utah? Colorado.
Dr. A. H. Kessler, Homer Dyer,
Mrs. Edna Williams added to com·
mittee for Tennessee and Alabama.
Committee for Translation of Bahit'i Texts into German: Siegfried
Schopflocher, Chairman, Mrs. Anna
Neumann, Carl Neumann. Chairman's address for correspondence,
lI02 University Street, Montreal,
Quebec.
Baha'i College Foundation: Mrs.
Dorothy Baker, Chairman, Mrs.
Marzieh Gail, Wm. Kenneth Christian. Chairman's address for correspondence, 615 West Elm Street,
Lima, Ohio.
Library: change of address, Mrs.
Stuart Sims, R. 2, Box 189, Neptune,
N. J.
Youth Committee: Changes in
membership. Margaret Miller. Chairman, 1330 26th Avenue, San Francisco. Calif. Anita Ioas, Leila Storch,
Alex Holcombe, Doris Birtcil, Ann
Holt, Marion Holley, Youth Advisor.
Geyserville School: Changes in
membership - Mrs. Sylvia Ioas,
Chairman, Gladys Linfoot, Secretary, 156 Nova Drive, Piedmont,
Calif.) Mrs. Amelia Bowman, John
Bosch, Anita Ioas, Irvin Somer·
halder, Mrs. Louis Groger, Mrs.
Amelia Collins, Mrs. Marguerite
Sears, Ted Groger.
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National Spiritual Assembly of the Bah6'is of the United States and Canada -

Me888f!es From the Guardian
1. To the N.S.A.
DeaT and valued co-workers:
The recent response of the American friends to my appeal for pioneers to go forth and settle in virgin
territories and places where the
need is greatest has raised a load
from my heart, and mightily reinforced the hopes and expectations
which their past achievements have
aroused within me. We stand at
the threshold of the last year of
the first Baha'I century. The unfinished tasks, however much they
have been reduced, are still formidable. The Temple is as yet unfinished. The initiation of a nation·wide
publicity campaign, intelligently di.~, A!IIl .!.'Pe~e~l]ol!,,,p'~l~
AtilizIl;Ig fa the full
e advantages
gained in -recent years in so many
fieldS of Bahli'l activity still remains
. to be undertaken. Measures for a
befitting celebration of the centennial anniversary of the Faith must
be carefully considered and duly
·executed. The aims and purposes
of our beloved Cause, the achievements of its heroes, martyrs, teach-

ers, pioneers and administrators, the
unity of its followers, the character
of the institutions they have reared,
should, one and all, be ably presented, widely broadcast, carefully
explained in publications, through
the radio and the press. There is no
time to lose. A great responsibility
rests on the elected representatives
,of the most £'I)vied community in
the Baha'l world, whose advantages
are unique, whose capacities are incomparable, whose vision, courage,
tenacity, resolution and loyalty are
'exemplary; which has amply demonstrated its worthiness to be the
recipients of the countless favors
showered upon it by 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and of the specific bounty conferred
upon the rulers and presidents of
the continent of which it is a part by
no, one less than Baha'(l'llah Himself, in His Most Holy Book: To His
HAposUes," as testified by the Center of His Covenant, 1 direct my

fervent plea that they establish, beyond the shadow of a doubt, in these
concluding months of the first Baha'i century, their indisputable right
to be designated by so exalted a
title, and vindicate their ability to
execute the mission with which that
title has invested them.
Your true brother,
SIIOOBI

January 8, 1943

The foUowing passages were written by the Guardian through his SecretaTY,. in the same communication
of January 8:The Guardian approves the using
of the words of the Baha'i marriage
service by the believers in communities which have not acquired legal
'~y1O'QIlduct1'f tI1arri~WIF·

mdhy, provided it does not become
an established rule, \0 be rigidly
carried out by the Baha'is .
At the present time, .when he is
weighed down with his own cares
and problems, the determination and
devotion, loyalty and enthusiasm
manifested by the American believers greatly helps and sustains him.
He is praying for unprecedented victories to crown their labors, and he
feels certain tha tt in these remaining
months, before the Century draws to
a close, yOUr Assembly, as well as
the believers, will rise to such
heights of service as shall befittingly crown their past labors and bring
the century to a successful consummation.

The following excerpt is from a
letter written by the Guardian,
through his secretaTY, 1m January
30, 1943:--" .
He does not feel that the Baha';
N ;,ws letter, published monthly for
the information of the Baha'is, shQuld
be reduced in size, a s it is read with
deep interest by the believers everywhere, and the information it contains of the activities of the friends
is a great stimulus to the work every·

where.
The re-establishment of disbanded Spiritual Assemblies in States

536 Sheridan Rd.. Wilmette, III.

and Provinces already possessing an
Assembly forms no part of the Seven
Year Pian. Concentrate attention
and resources on virgin territories.February 8, 1943.
Temple pamphlet received. Highly satisfactory. Deepest appreciation. Advise widest distribution to
public and to Baha'I Centers of East
and West. - March 1, 1943.
The two preceding messages were
signed by the Guardian.

2. To Indi"idual Beliet>er.
The following excerpts are from
letters written by the Guardian
through his secretary to individual
believers~ and are reprinted with the

Guardian's consent.

uThis Cause, althou~ it embraces
with-equa! es(el>m;l)etIpUf tit all Ilg(!fl,
has a special message and mission
for the youth of your generation. It
is their charter for their future,
their hope, their guarantee of better
days to come. Therefore the Guardian is especially happy that the
young BaM'ls are active in the piOneer work."
"The formation of your first Spiritual Assembly in Honduras was a
source of great joy to him, and he
hopes that you will do all in your
power to strengthen it and help it
to function smoothly. It is the nucleusof all community life, and requires often adjustment and sacn"
fice from all concerned, until they
learn how to function according to
the higher laws of Baha'u'llah.
"The Guardian found the publicity
you had received very t:ympathetic
in tone. If the South Americans have
the courtesy, kindness, .and warmUt
expressed in these papers~ as well
as the deep capacity for faith and
steadfastness, so characteriStic oj.
the La tins, they should indeed malte
wonderful Baha'is.
"The Guardian would advise you
to be very careful a bout associating
with Orientals and preferably avoid
them. They are sometimes connected with Cnvenant-breakers, whether
they know it or not, such as one of
those whOin you mention in your let-

,
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ter, who is the son-in-law of a wellknown Covenant-breaker here.t'-To
John Eichenauer, Jr., June 16, 1942.
"Regarding the whole manner of
teaching the Faith in the South: the
Guardian feels that, although the
greatest consideration should be
shown the feelings of white people in
the South whom we are teaching,
under no circumstances should we
discriminate in their favor, consider
them more valuable to the Cause
than their Negro fellow-southerners,
or single them out to be taught the
Message first. To pursue such a
policy! however necessary and even
desirable it may superficially seem,
would be to compromise the true
spirit of our Faith, which permits us
to make no such distinctions in offerings its tenets to the world. The
Negro and white races should be
offered, simultaneously, on a basis of
equality, the Message of BaM'u'llilh.
Rich or poor, known or unknown.
should be permitted to hear of this
Holy Faith in this, humanity's greatest hour of need.
'''This does not mean that we
should go against the laws of the
state, pursue a radical course
which will stir up trouble, and cause
misunderstanding. On the contrary,
the Guardian feels tha tt where no
other course is open, the two races
should be taught separately until
they are fully conscious of the implications of being a Baha'i, and
then be confirmed and admitted to
voting membership. Once, however,
this has happened, they cannot shun
each other's company, and feel the
Cause to be like other Faiths in the
South, with separate white and
black compartments.
U Even
in places where the two
races can meet together in the
South, he feels it would be, in certain cases, preferable to teach them
separately until they are fully confirmed and then bring them together.
" 'Abdu'I-Bah" BjrnseU set the perfect example to the American helievers in this matter - as in every
other. He was tactful, but the es.sence of courage, and showed no
favoritism to the white people as opposed to their dark-skinned compatriots. No matter how sincere and
devoted the white believers of the
South may be, there is no reason
why they should be the ones to decide when and how the Negro Southerner shall hear of the Cause of
God; both must be taught by who-
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ever rises to spread the Message in
those parts." - To Mrs. Mabel Ives.
July 5, 1942.
"Now that they (the American
believers) have erected 'the administrative machinery of the Cause
they must put it to its real use serving only as an instrument to facilitate the flow of the spirit of the
Faith out into the world. Just as
the muscles enable the body to carry out the will of the individual, all
Assemblies and Committees m us t
enable the believers to carry forth
the Message of God to the waiting
public, the love of Baba'u'llah, and
the healing laws and principles of
the Faith to all men." - To Eleanor
Kepfer, July 6, 1942.
"Deep as are family ties, we must
always remember that the spiritual
ties are far deeper; they are everlasting and survive death, whereas
physical ties, unless supported by
spiritual bO\lds, are confined to this
liIe. You should do all in your
power, through prayer and example, to open the eyes of your family
to the Baha'i Faith, but do not
grieve to.o much over their actions.
Turn to your Baha'i brothers and
sisters who are living with you in the
light of the Kingdom.
"Indeed, the believers have not
yet fully learned to draw on each
other's strength and consolation in
time of need. The Cause of God is
endowed with tremendous p~ers,
and the reason the believers do not
gain more from it is because they
have not learned to draw fully on
these mighty forces of love and
strength and harmony genera ted by
th~ Faith. n To Roan Orloff, rece,ved July 31, 1942.

This Crucial Year
Progreso Reporl No. 7 luued by
Ihe NaJional Spiritual A••embly lor
lhe period February 1-28, 1943
40. The reports of membership in
the local communities received from
the local Assemblies in connection
with the Annual Convention provide
an .occasion for presenting important
sta tis tical information concerning
the Americ.an Baha'i Community.
Thefoliowing data may be compared with the figures presented in
the bulletin entitled "Teaching in
North America" published as an insert in "Baha'i News of January, 1942.
To simplify the sta listics, they are

presented in several classilica tions
as follows:
t
A. As of the end of February, 1943,
there are 98 Spiritual Assemblies in
the United States and Canada with
communities qualified for represent~tion in the Thirty-Fifth Annual
Convention.
B. The entire membership reported by these 98 Assemblies is 2662
r~presenting the adult, voting Ba~
ha'ls.
C. The number of isolated Baha'is-believers not associated by
residence with other believers. and
therefore not part of even a small
group-is 984.
D. The total number at believers
who at the end of February were
members of local groups of various
sizes is 932.
E. The total number of groups
(from two believers up) is 220.
F. To show the make.up of groups
from the point of view of their relative numbers, we have the follOWing
data:
Number of groups with minimum
of two believers, 67; with three believers, 46; with four believers 27·
~th five believers, 24; with
be:.
lievers, 17; with seven believers 13·
with eight believers, 12.
"
G. The number of groups with
nine or mOre Baha'is, thus qualified
to form an Assembly on April 21,
is 14. These groups are located as
follows: Portsmouth, N. H 'Brookline, Mass., Akron, Ohio, WUmington, Del., Louisville, Ky., Pitts·
burgh, Fa., Maywood, TIl., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, Green Bay, Wise.,
Colorado Springs and Denver, Colo.,
Albuquerque, N. M., Burbank and
Huntington Park, Calif.
H. The point of teaching concentration is in the key or goal cities
the cities where an Assembly is t~
be formed before the end of the Seven Year Plan so that there may be
at least one, Assembly in everY State
and Province of North America. The
following list shows the present status of these vitally important
groups:

sb:

State 07' Province
. Bahri'i Group
Alabama ........ Birmingham. 8;
Tuskegee a··
Alaska ..... , ...• Anchorage,' 4 •

Alberta ........• Calgary, 5: Edmonton,?
Saskatchewan .•. Carmichael, 1;
Saskatoon, 1
Prince Ed. Is. .• Cllarlottetown. 1·

.••.••• IJttle Rock. 6;
Hot Springs, 4
Colorado .•..•••• Colorado Springs. 12;
Arkansas

Denver, 11
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Delaware " ..... Wllmin.gton, 11

Iowa ............ Cedar Rapids, 11
Idabo ...... , .... Boise. "
Kansas ., ....... Topeka. 5
Kentucky ....... Louisville, 12
MississiPPi """ .Jackson, 7
Nebraska ..... ,. Omaha, 7
Nevada ......... Reno 6
New Hampshire . PortSmouth, 9
New Mexico .... Albuquerque, 9
North Carolina .. Greensboro. 8
North Dakota ... Fargo, 6
Rhode Is1md ... Providence. 7
South Carolina .. No. Augusta, 4;
Colwnbia, 4
South Dakota ... Lead, 6; Sioux Falls 4
Vermont .. _..... Brattleboro, 7
'
West Virginia .,. Charleston, 5;

Huntington, 4
Wyoming ... _... Laramie, 5

I. The known membership list of
the American Bah! 'I Community as
of tbe end of February, 1943, including members of communities, groups
and isola ted believers, totals 4,578.
41. In the Inter-America field, it
is hoped tbat new Assemblies can
be formed this year in Guatemala,
Chile, Ecuador and Panama, and
tbe existing ten Assemblies can be
continued, making a total of !birteen Assemblies.
42. The National Spiritual Assembly has been working for some time
on a new general compilation of Bah;' 'i Writings to replace the compilation entitled "Baha'i Scriptures"
which appeared about twenty years
ago. The Baha'i Literature in English has been greatly extended by
the Guardian's series of translations, and today a clear distinction
is made between autboritative Tablets and the written notes made by
pilgrims. The new work, now on the
press, includes five chapters or general subjects selected from Writings
of Baha'u'llah, and four chapters or
subjects from Writings of 'Abdu'lBahi. The intention has been to produce a representative selection of
Bah3. 'i Literature in one volume, and
by placing a large order, to be able
to offer tbe book at a low cost. This
notice reports an action taken and
is not an announcement of the book.
When ready, it will be announced by
the Publishing Committee in the
usual way.
43. From May 1, 1942, to February 28, 1943, contributions were
made to tbe National Fund in a total of $91,199.48, on the annual budget of $150,000.00. The sum of $7,412.49 was received in February,
from 72 Assemblies, 69 groups and
108 isolated believers. The expense
in February was $16,943.74, including $10,359.75 for Temple construe-

Baha'i Book Exhibit., Gordian Book Store, Wilmette, on diepla7
d0r:in6 the 1942 Convention session!.

tion and on Temple loan, $1519 for
teaching in North America, $465.85
for Inter-America teaching, $1462.02
for administration, $l36O.43 for
teaching literature, including the illustrated Temple pamphlet, Temple
maintenance, $817.08, Green Acre
maintenance, $116.40, and on Committee budgets, $333.71.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

North America Teaching
As tbis report is written only two
months remain in our Upivotal" and
"crucial" year, while fourteen
months away stands tbe "fateful
milestone." It is important now to
record the progress we have won in
194243, more particularly in tbe past
few months, and to ask. ourselves
whether tbe speed now gained is
matching tbe speed of this swiftlyvanishing century.
The National Teaching Committee, in January, felt keenly tbe inadequacy of momentum in the
teaching service of the friends. It
therefore recommended to tbe National Assembly a new attack on
five fronls of action, to bring to a
maximum the upsurge of sett1e~
ments called for by Shoghi Effendi,
As a result, and surely tbrough tbe
power released with the completion
of the Temple, the broad program
of settlement and tea ching for which
the Guardian asked, is now unques-

tionably developing. Today it seems
clear that we have passed tbe turning-point in tbe Seven-Year Plan.
N everthe1es3, if the goals are to be
achieved, this momentum We have
gained must be steadily continued.
The five-point program was inaugurated by tbe calling of National
Area Conferences, January 22-25, by
tbe National Assembly in the twelve
most densely-populated Bah .. 'I centers. No longer could the American
Community be satisfied with the efforts of a relatively few settlers, a
few Assemblies, or Teaching Committees. The Area Conferences
opened the chapter of united effort
On a national scale; they gave a.
first-hand view of needs to the believers everywhere; they pointed out
the road to unqualified victory. That
road, in the latest words of Shoghi
Effendi, is for "every hesitant ~
lieverr however unprepared and in~
experienced, audaciously to arise
. . . to reinforce the ranks of tbe
trailbreakers of the Formative Age."
Altbough complete results of tbe
Conferences are not yet available,
we know that at least forty volunteers for settlement have stepped
forward. We know that, instead of
needing 83 additional Baha'is in
goal-cities of tbe Plan, on February
15th we lack but 58!· We are assured
tbat on April 21 Spiritual Assemblies
will be elected in at least eight of
the twenty-five virgio States and
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Provinces, and that eight other
groups are nearing their goal. Truly, "'the area of the unfinished ta sk~
is visibly dimini shing."
The essential, however, is to main~
tain this unbeatable momentom.
Four other fronts of action are indispensable to our national program.
First, -settlers and believers in vir·
gin areas must stabilize their residence. From October through J anuary we had to record twelve losses
of registered Baha'is in goal-cities,
through moving alone. 11 is certain
that the responsibility of all those
on the pioneer front is very great.
What they do to uphold the Plan
may be a telling factor in the final

score.
Secondly, teaching must be intensified in virgin States and Provinces.
TIle National Teaching Committee is
now working out circuit plaru; which
will send vital teaching assistance
tG new groups everywhere, fortifying the efforts of our settlers and
pioneers.
.Thirdly, isolated believers, espeCially those living near goal-cities,
have a wonderful chance to advance
the Plan by transferring their residence to these key places. This is
one of the most important types of
settlement under the Plan.
Finally, the backbone of our program, its central drive, must be to
multiply unceasingly the ranks of
Our settlers until victory is assured.
Our .goal' is not only to reduce the
unfinished tasks, but to eliminate
them altogether. We are publishing
with this report a Pioneer Roll of
Honor, listing the names of all those
friends who have moved into virgin
areas and disbanded Assemblies
since last Convention. It will be seen
that seyeral Baha'i communities
have contributed magnificently to
the pioneer ranks this year, while
others have not as yet seized their
historic and priceless opportunities.
The hours are rushing by in which,
as-commtmities and individually, we
can earn the bounties promised by
Baha 'utllah.
The National Teaching Committee feels the friends may face the
fUture months with confidence, for
they are now demonstrating their
ability to fulfill the Seven-Year Plan
to its last requirement. Nothing
must interfere with our new·found
momentum!
. Let us also record that not only in

the direct tasks of the Plan has our
all-important teaching work been
carried forward. The subsidiary effort to reestablish disbanded Assemblies is likewise meeting with success. Regional and Extension Committees have been most diligent; believers have risen to settle in these
cities; until now it seems certain
that six or seven Assemblies will reorganize on April 21. While we now
know from Shoghi Effendi that the
reestablishment of these Assemblies
forms no part of the Seven-Year
Plan, yet we recognize that this
work, too, must surely be accom·

plished. What achievement could be
more thrilling than to complete it
in the first Baha'i Century?
Beloved friends, let us hold closely to these words of the Guardian:
'"To his 'apostles,' as testified by
the Center of His Covenant, I direct
my fervent plea that they establish
beyond the shadow of a doubt, in
these concluding months of the first
Baha'i Century, their indisputable
right to be designated by so exalted
a titie, and vindicate their ability to
execute the mission with which that
title has invested them."
-NATIONAL TEAcHING COMMITTEE

Pioneer Roll of Honor
Convenlion, 1942-February 15, 1943
VIRGIN STATES AND PROVINCES
Pioneer Front
Home City
Evelyn Cliff
......... Calgary, Alberta
.... Vancouver, B. C~
Anne McGee
.. Calgal'Y. Alberta
... Vancouver, B. C.
Clifford Gardner .. ,. . ...... Calgal'Y. Alberta
..... Vancouver. B. C.
W. J. Christie
. ,. Charlotteto¥lll, P.E.I.
...... Nobel, Ontario
Harmon Jones ............... Boise, Idaho..........
. .Spokane, Wash.
Lorrol Jackson. ..
. ..... Sioux Falls, S. D.
. ...... Butte,- Mont.
Ethel Thompson
... Boise, Idaho ....
. . , .. Rural Boise, Idaho
Farrukh loas '..
. .. BoJse, Idaho..
. ....• San Francisco, Calif.
Sally Sanor ....
. .. Boise, Idaho..
. ............. San Francisco, Calif .
Ruth Westgate ...
. ...... Denver, Colo. . .... ,.,.,:,.,., .. San Francisco, Calif". '.
Mildred Hiatt ".,..
. .. Denver. Colo.
. ...... San Francisco, Calif.
Gladys Bodmer ...
. ... Reno, Nevada ..... ,..
. ... , ~ . San Francisco, Calif.
Anita loas ....
.. Edmonton. Alberta, .. """'" .San Frandsco, Calif.
Jean Hendry '..
' ... , Omaha. Nebraska.
. .... '" San Francisco, Calif.
William Sears ............... Jackson, Miss.
' .. San Francisco, Calif.
Marguerite Sears ........... Jackson, Miss ........ """' .. San Francisco, Calif'.
Myrtle Robinette
... Reno, Nevada .................. Ft. Ord, Calif.
Eva Flack ...
. .. Greensboro, N. C .......... ,., .. Los Angeles, Calif.
Fred Dennis '"
...... ' Louisville, Ky . . . , ............. Los Angeles, Calif:
Mrs. Fred Dennis
. Louisville. Ky. ..
. ......... Los Angeles, Calif.
Nina Crouchley
..... '. Binnineham, Ala. . ............ Los Angeles. Calif.
Eleanor Adler ............... Reno, Nevada ........ , ... , ... ,. Glendale, Calif.
Charlotte Grover
Sioux Falls. S, D.
. ... Glendale. Calif.
Valeria Thornton
' ... Laramie. Wyoming..
. ... Beverly Hills-, Calif.
Mary Bode. .. . ...
. ..... Reno, Nevada.......
.. '" Beverly Hills. Calif,
Adrienne Ellis....
. .... Greensboro, N. C. .....
.. ,., Phoenix. Ariz.
Kathryn Frankland
.... AlbuQuerque, N. M ............. San Antonio. Texas
Martha Fettig
.... ' ... Rirminilham, Ala ............... Decatur. Ala.
Elsa Steinmetz
.... Sioux Falls, S. D .... ,.....
. Minneapolis. Minn.
Lauretta Voelz
.... Regina. Saskatchewan
...... Kenosha. Wis.
Clair Gillespie
.. .
. ... Laramie. WYoming
. -. ... Forest Hi1ls, m.
Faye Roberts.
" ........ Omaha, Nebraska
......... Chicago,
Frances Allyn
...... , ...... Albuquerque. N. M.
. ......... Urbana, m.
Alice Dudley
....... , Far~o. N. D, .,....
. ....... Detroit. Mich.
Lois Newman
....... Portsmouth, N. H:
......... Kittery, Maine.
Maude Mickle
....... Brattleboro, Vt.
. ....... , . Eliot. Maine
Alta Wheeler
............. Brattleboro, Vt ......... ,., .... Eliot, Maine
Jessie Higman
.. , ...... , . , Brattleboro, Vt.
, , , ......... Petersham, Mass.
Marie Hopper..
Brattleboro. Vt.
. ........... Portchest.er, N. Y.
Flora Valentine
. Portsmouth, N. H.
. ..... Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Name

m.

Muriel Stilson .............. Sioux Falls, S. D, '.
" Yonkers, N. Y.
Richard WaIters ............ Albuquerque, N. M.
'. Brooklyn, N. y,
Mrs. Richard Walters
. Albuquerque. N. M.
. . Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sara Ellen Peake
...... Louisville, Ky. ,. ............ New York, N. Y.
Cynthia Powell.
. . Wilmington, Del .............. :: New York. N. Y.
Dorothy Champ ............. Wilmington, Del.
... ,New York, N. Y.
WilUam Doun '.
. ..... Providence, R. 1.
..... New York; N. Y.
Mrs. Wm. Doull
Providence, R. I. '" ............ New York, N. Y.
Mary Bower
. Providence, R. I.
' .. New-York, N. y,
Frances Jones .
Birmingham. AJa.
". New York, N. Y.
Helen Anderson
....... Charlestori. W. Va. ......
.. New York, N. Y.
Mary Bachman
...... Brattleboro, Vt. .,.,., ... , ...... Philadelphia. Pa.
~~~~~~~ ..'." ........... ~;rl.estr. W. Va .............. Baltirnore, Md.
.. .. . . . . .. ••
I mmg on, Del. ..
. ......... Washington D. C.
~Oline Stewart ...... ,., .. , Wilmington, Del. ............... Was~ington: D. C,
ah Schott .......... , ...... Charleston, W. Va ..... ,., ..... ~ Washington, D. C.

5
DISBANDED ASSEMBLIES
Ella DulIleld .. '
.... Pittsburgh, Pa. ..
. ..... Los Angeles, Calif.
Thunnan Jack.
. ..... Burbank, Calif. .......
. .... Los Angeles, Calif.
Asher Goodrick
..... Huntington Park. Calif.
. .. ' Los Angeles, Calif,
Mrs. Goodrick _. _.
. . Huntington Park, Calif.
. .. Los Angeles, Calif.
Ernest Scbiemann ... _.
.. Alhambra, Calif, ....... _.
. Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Ernest Schiemann ..... Alhambra, Calif.
. Los Angeles, Calif.
Mayme Glass ......
. . Alhambra, Calif. .. .. ..
. San Diego, Calif.
Fred Kluss . _.
. ... Huntington Park, Calif.
. Chicago, TIL
W. E. Holsinger . _.......... _Pittsburgh, Pa,
. Chicago, nl.
Florence Hll]singer
. Pittsburgh, Pa.
..' Chicago. Ill.
Ena Rice-Wray ,_ ...... ~ .... Akron, Ohio ,_.
. Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Rose Steinberg _. _..... , .. _.. Findlay, Ohio
. Columbus, Ohio
Margaret Newman ...... _... Akron • .ohio....
. Westport. Conn.
In addition to those listed above, who have setUed in virgin auas and disbanded
Assemblies, between Convention, 1942. and February 15, 1943, the following believe-rs
have contributed intenaive teaching in virgin ilreas:
Virginia Camelon
Marcia Atwater
Dorothy Baker
Elsie Austin
Sylvia King
Ruth Moffett
Florence Holsinger
Eleanor Adler
Mabel Ives
Annie Romer
Rosemary Sala
Philip Sprague
Ruth Cornell
Emeric Sala
Glenn Shook
Margaret Ellis
Doris McKay
Stanwood Cobb
Orcella Rexford
Willard McKay
Helen Inderlied
Alta Kruger
Grace Geary
Marion Mills
Bee Rainboth
Harlan Ober
Peggy True
Mark Tobey
Rowland Estall
Zenobia Dorsey
Artemus Lamb
Muriel Warnicker
Joy Earl
Doris Skinner
Anna Kunz
Many others have made weekend and short visiLs', while Regional Secretarie.s
a.nd members have traveled extensively in virgin State-a and Prmnnces.

Inter-America News
News pours in from our pioneers
and thrills us as we receive more
and more registration cards! Olle of
the items of keenest importance is
the decision of the National Assem
bly to arrange for the publication of
all approved Spanish translations in
Buenos Aires in collaboration with a
newly appointed Publishing Committee of that Community. This will
greatly facilitate the prompt and
safe distribution of books and pamphlets and also no doubt effect an
economy.
6

failed heretofore to mention that
they now have established themselves with the Government which
enables them to carry on their work
legally and with full Government
permission. This is indeed a great
accomplishment. One of the members of the Spiritual As sembly, conscious of the need for further piOneer teaching in some of the other
Republics since the passing of
Mathew Kaszab left Nicaragua as
yet unorganized, has volunteered to
render services under the direction
of this Committee.

Uruguay

Ecuador

Letters from Mrs. Mary Barton
bring the newS of successful classes
which she has inaugurated which
will no doubt increase the membership in the Community of Montevideo.

John Steams writes that he now
has "only one to go" which means
that they now have eight members
and we are confident that the ninth
as required for the formation of an
Assembly will soon be enrolled.
John's Radio Programs are continuing and we are hoping to assist in
providing suitable material for his
splendid programs.

Chile
Mrs. Marcia Stewart Atwater has
now returned to her work in Santiago where she accomplished such
splendid results which, we Wlderstand, have been highly commended
by the Guardian, as has also the
success of the friends in Costa Rica
whose letter from the Guardian they
have shared with this committee.
Miss Orbison is also doing wonderful work in Santiago.

COila Rica
Speaking of Costa Rica we regret
that through an oversight we have

Bolivia
Flora M. Hottes has returned to
La Paz after a month t s soj ourn with
Miss Eve Nicklin in Lima, Peru.
She writes enthusiastically of her
visit and of the contacts made both
in Peru and Bolivia.

Argentina
Buenos Aires also has a Radio cona
nection which is presenting the

Teachings in a most effective manner and we have only splendid news
regarding the spread of the Faith
there.

Paraguay
We hope very ·soon to announce
the settlement of a pioneer teacher
in Asuncion. Ever since Elizabeth
Cheney was obliged to leave Paraguay we have hoped for someone
to go there to assist those lovely
souls who have responded to the
call of B_aha 'u'llah and now our
hopes seem to be realized.

f'e .......ela
We marvel at the initiative displayed by our pioneers among whom
Miss Sholtis shines brilliantly. She'
now has taken rooms in the center
of the city and is teaching both the
Cause and English.
Lack of space deprives us of men·
tioning further details about the other countries but we are none the
less conscious of the outstanding efforts of our failhful pioneers in
every center.
NELLIE S. FRENCH, Secretary

Publishing Committee
Two Shall Appear, A ReligiousHistorical Drama in Five Acts, by
Olivia Kelsey. This dramatic presen~
tation of the early days of the Faith,
approved by the Reviewing Committee a few years ago, has recently
been published, and the Publishing
Committee can fill orders at the rate
of $0.75 per copy. The author's Foreword states that the "principal
source of data is The Dawn-Breakers by the Persian historian, N a bi!."
Address Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.

Among the Colleges
The College proj eet opened this
year with a fall trip through the
Southwest, during which Dorothy
Baker visited twenty-s eve n new
schools. Four of these were Negro,
four Indian, and the remaining number, white. Books were left in all
School libraries, and pamphlets by
Shoghi Effendi distributed to all students. In ninety Or more Colleges,over a period of two years, Mrs.
Baker has yet to see a single Baha'i
pamphlet on the School grounds
or in any condition of discard.
Classroom vis its following the
Chapel talks revealed the fact that

6
young people are definitely interested in Shoghi Effendi.' One youth, at
the close of a discussion periQd,
came forward and said. "Vlhere
does the Guardian live? I am to
be inducted next week. Perhaps I
shall go to Africa and be able to
cross over to Haifa! Perhaps I shall
see the Guardian of the new Civilization before you do!"
One College represented. a very
interesting religious ininority, the
Latter Day Saints. Here the stUdents
took copious notes in Chapel, and
the Dean himself mentioned having
heard 'Abdu'l-Bahii speak in Washington in 1912. "I have wondered,"
he said, "where you Baha'is have
been, and why you have not long ago
visited the Colleges."
Another unique institution to hear
the message of the Guardian wa s
the Spanish-American Normal College at EI Ri to, N. M. These students speak Spanish and English
equally well, and supply teachers to
all of that mountainous region. They
were fiery, ardent young people,
who felt keenly the Guardian's view
of America's spiritual leadership.
One young woman said, "After the
war we might be able to travel, as
you do, and go about in Southern
countries. speaking these things in
Spanish!U
There are no amusements, not
even moving pictures, in the vicinity
of these young Latins, surrounded as
they are by jagged peaks that look
for all the world like giant ice-palaces. Some day a teacher will remain there and build great Baha'is.
At Pine Bluff, Ark., on the campus
of the State Negro University,
the members of the faculty came
forward at the close of Chapel, and
talked for almost an hour, losing
entirely t it afterward appeared,
their lunch period. The Baha'I principles interested them not at all, but
they were held by the thought that
a spiritUal commonwealth had been
born, indivisible in its nature, and
committed to a unified racial life in
its essential pattern; that it could
never be rent apart religiously, and
that its unique organism, under the'
Guardian, was already an actual,'
living, breathing ciVilization, slowly
growing up. This was no hollow
promise, but a tested Reality: .
The second stage of the College
project fell into the hands of Louis
G. Gregory, who made a follow-up
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Bahi'ill in Regional Conference, Lenapc Park,. West Cheder, Pa.

tour of Tennessee, Mississippi, and
Alabama, late in the fall of 1942,
and in the winter toured West Virginia, Virginia, and North Carolina.
To the Negro Colleges he took the
message of the spiritual importance
of the coming of Bahit'u'llah, and
to the white Colleges he gave the
Baha'i teachings on race relations.
The friendly reactions of the white
Schools, in the light of existing prejudices, are of deep interest to us.
Salem College, of West Virginia,
writes: liThe students were well
pleased, and invited him to return.
I want to thank you for sending him
to us." In the heart of Mississippi,
where race feeling runs so high as
to make such a subject well-nigh impossible. the students waited in long
rows in the hall. to shake his hand
and wish him well. It was their first
adventure in receiving a colored
speaker, and only their second experience with the Faith of Baha'u'll3h.
This follow-up stage of extending
the teachings to College will take
the form of annual platforms, in order that the highly transient student
body of America may have the
fresh impact of the Faith each year.
Unfortunately the lowered draft age
will curtail temporarily this phase
of the work.
The third stage of College development will move around the effort
to establish permanent study groups
in many of the Colleges. Mrs. Joy
Earl, working under the Race Unity
Committee, has this winter made a
start in a few of the Schools. Particular success greeted her in Miles
College, of Birmingham, and North
Carolina University, at Durham.
where members of the faculty are
already making a close study of the
Faith ..

The intensive phase can be greatlY assisted by resident students who
watch for opportunities to bring
speakers. We have recently heard
from Jack Fatooh at Berkeley, that
it may be soon possible to display
the Temple and bring a talk to the
campus that will deal with the new
architecture.
The College Foundation Committee is happy to hear from the friends
in Colleges everywhere.
MRs. DOROTHY BAKER, Chairman

National Youth Committee
This year young Baha'is throughout the world will meet on March 7
to celebrate the eighth annual World
Baha'I Youth Day. The challenging
theme, "World Unity Is Our Goal,"
has been selected from the Guardian's letter, "The Unfoldment of
World Civilization." In spite of war
and other unfavorable conditions,
Baha'i youth feel that this is one of
their most significant opportunities
to demonstrate to the rest of the
world the unity and vitality of their
Faith.
Regional Teaching Committees
and Local Spiritual Assemblies are
urged to respond to the questionnaires sent out by the N ational Youth Committee in October
regarding youth activities and Baha'i men in service. Failure to answer is depriving both youth and
service men of the youth bulletin
and correspondence.
The National Youth Committee
feels that contact with our Baha'i
men in service is extremely important. The Committee attempts to put
these service men in touch 'With the
nearest Baha'i group or AssembIYI
and it is hoped that a warm hosp;-
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tality will be extended to them by
these groups. '
Volume 8, Numbers 1 and 2, of
the bulletin t Baha'i Youth, have·
been published and mailed throughout the country. Youth who have
not yet received their copies should
ask for them from their Local Spiritual Assembly or Regional Teaching Committee.
MARGARET Mn.r..ER, Chairman

FreD£h Book Needed
The National Spiritual Assembly
is in need of a copy of the book by
the late M. Hippolyte Dreyfus and
will greatly appreciate the gift of a
COpy by any believer who owns the
book in its Second Edition. It is the
French and not the English translation of the book which is sought.

Application for Classification
in Class IV·D of Selective
Service

Temple Model Exhihit in Halliburton Buildln&, PhoeDi,., Arizuaa, A.rau..,d by
.

MI"I!I. Oni A. Finks.

lective Service System has the necA notice has already appeared in essary information on file. It has
BaM'i News reporting that local not been made clear whether such
Chairmen and Secretaries are eligi- petiticos from Regional Teaching
ble for preferred mileage. The pro- Committee members, in addition to
cedure for these officers to follow is petitions from local Assembly Chairto apply to their local rationing men and Secretaries, will be apboard for B or C gasoline books, pre- proved, for unlike the OPA Ollice,
senting credentials to show their sta- the Ollice of the Selective Service'
tus as ollicer of the local Spiritual System has not definitely accepted
Assembly, and pointiog out that rec- a certified list of Baha'i representaognition has been given by the Na- tives but will pass upon each case
tional OPA Ollice in Wasbington and on its own merits.
that a certified list of all local Assembty ollicers is on file in that Office.
Baha'i Directory
The National Spiritual Assembly
Last month it was reported that
has also applied to the Selective Mrs. DeMille was unable to serve
Service System for recognition as as member of the Contacts Commitan independent religious faith, the tee, This was due to change of resiofficial representatives of which, dence, but the Committee has asrendering the services discharged signed her a new area for correby ministers, should receive alloca- spondence and her work as memtion to Class IV-D under the draft. ber of the Contacts Committee is
The BaM'i petition bas been placed being continued.
on file for reference in ca se questions are raised .by State draft
NQticeto Bahii'i Youth
boards in co~ection with applicaPlans
are again being made for
tions received by local boards from
individual believers for the IV-D Baha'i youth to record their activities in The Baha'i World, Volume X.
classification.
The procedure is for the individ- Will all youth groups and isola ted
ual believer qualifying as discharg- youth please be on the look-out for
ing a ministerial function in the Ba- material that will lend itself to pubba'i community to file a special pe- lication in the World Book. We would
tition with his local draft board, like any of the following: (1) Rewhen called into the service, for al- ports of unique and unusual youth
location to Class IV-D, and explain programs. (2) Accounts of special
that the National Ollice of the Se- eIIorts made by youth to assist to-

wards completion of the Seven Year
Plan. (3) Pictures of your group,
of special gatherings, etc. (4) Articles, essays, and poems by any of
your members. (5) Accounts of regional conferences held in your
area. (6) Material regarding your
Youth Symposium on March 7. (7)
Information regarding any youth
pioneer going out from your community. (8) Miscellaneous items relating to youth activities.
Please send all material to Mrs.
Margaret K. Ruhe, 840 Cherry St.,
N,W., Atlanta, Georgia. Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.
THE BAHA'i WORLD
EI>l'l'OIUAL CoMMl'l"XEE

Enrollments and Transfers
Enrollment. of new believers reported by local Assemblies:Detroit, three. Phoenix, four and
one youth. Winnetka, two. Milwaukee, three. Honolulu, one. St. Paul,
one. J,,,,ksonville, two. Spokane,
two. Oakland, one. Vancouver! one.
Seattle, four. Madison, one and one
youth. Springfield, Mass., two. Miami, two. Los Angeles, one. Rochester, one, Wilmette, two. Helena; one.
Kansas City, ~~_e.
Enrollments by transfer reported
by local Assemblies:- Cbicago, five. Winoipeg, two. Philadelphia, two. Los Angeles, four.
Flint, one. Binghamton, one. Bever-
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Iy, one. Seattle, four. Wilmette, one.
Jersey City, one.
In December I fourteen enrollment
cards were received from adults in
regional areas; in January, the same
number cd enrollments were recorded. Fourteen enrollments were likewise received in February.

In Memoriam
.. .The true believeTs, whose existence and life are to be regarded as

th. originating purpose of all creaBahd'u'U<ih.

tion. -

Mrs. Edgar Meyer, Arvada, Colorado.
Miss Marie Du Bedat, New York.
Mr. Cad Rasmussen, Racine.
Mrs. Alice W. Alexander, Upton,
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Eliza Lewis, Boston.
Mr. Mathew Kaszab, Brownsville,

. Texas.
Miss Esther Foster, New York..
Mrs. Kate Morris, New York.
Mrs. Mary Munson, Portland, Ore·
gon.
Mrs. Catherine Tweed l Portland,
Oregon.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sutherland, River
.Forest, lliinois.
Mrs. .roseph Cleveoger, New York.
Mr. Hector Stevens, Topeka, Kansas.
Mrs. Nicholas MarangeJla, Haworth, New Jersey.
Dr. B. C. Smith, Atascadero, California.

Temple Model Exhibit at Turner Art GaUeries, Deaver, .rranced by
Raphael LiIlywhite of the Baha'i Gr......

to conduct legal marriage ceremonies, a matter which was brought to
the attention of local Assemblies in
a bulletin last summer. If an assembly is unable to obtain· the necessary authority, it is requested to obtain a copy of the State statutes dealing with the subject and forward it
to the Legal Committee which will
endeavor to advise the Assembly
how to proceed.
The recognition of this legal right
of a local Assembly to perform a
marriage service is an important
step in the development of the
Baha'i community as an independent
religious body.

ing from talks they have been able

to give, copies of A Pattern for Fu.ture Society will be sent free on request made through the National
Teaching Committee.

New Believers
Local Assemblies are informed
that whenever they report the
names and addresses of newly enrolled believers, the National Assembly now sends each of such believers a letter of spiritual greeting
and welcome, together with a copy
of the Master's Will and Testament.

Believers in Key Areas

BabB'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasls: Loftiness,
March :I; Splendor, March 21;
Glory, April 9, Beauty, April 28.
Period of the Fast: Nineteen days
"eginning March 2.
Feast of Naw·Ruz: March 21.
Feast of RiQ.van: April :ll-May 2.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: March 5, 6, 7, 8. At WIlmette. April 28. At Wilmette.
Thirty-Fifth Annual Convention:
April 29 and 3a, May 1 and 2. Temple Foundation Hall.

Incorporated Assemblies
The incorporated Assemblies are
requested to proceed with effort to
obtain civil recognition of their right

Literature for Men in Service
Literature can be obtained by
men in service for reading tables of
camps and training schools. Where
permission is obtained from the
chaplain or other officer in charge,
a copy of Bana'u'U<ill and tile New
Era, Temp!e pamphlet,· and Appreciations of tile Bahli'i Faitll will
be supplied without cost on application to the National Teaching Committee. As the Library Committee
also has a special project for military and naval stations, the believer
is requested to check the Baha'i
literature alreadY in the Camp Library before ordering in order to
avoid duplication of material.
In cases where Baha'i men in service find requests (or literature aris-

The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes to make a special appeal to
.all believers who live near -one of
the key cities where· Assemblies are
·to be formed under the requirements
..of the 'Seven Year Plan, The appeal
is to make every effort to transfer
their residence to that town or city
and thus make.a direct contribution
to the· vital teaching objective establishlld by the Guardian in North
America. The list of these cities was
printed in the bulletin entitled "The
Guardian's Summons to Teaching"
issued in October, 1942.
It is the conviction of the Assembly that a good number of believers
will find it possible to adjust their
affairs so as to establish residence
where voting believers are most ur;'
gently needed.
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Me...ages From the Guardian
The report that the New History
literatore includes a Tablet of the
Master urging civil disobedience regarding war, is anoilier indication of
the gross misrepresentations of the
Faith by that Society, whose publications are deliberately and maliciously aimed at undermining the
loyalty of the believers, at creating
confusion among them, and causing
internal disruption. (Through his
Secretary, January 8, 1943)
Highly approve memorandum regarding special Anniversary publication. Ad vise your Assembly undertake preparation immediately. Praying Divine Guidance in this historic
t ask. The Centenary Celebration
should be held in conjunction with
the annual Convention in May, 1944.
SROOHI

RABBANI

Receiued March 1. 1943

In connection with the above he
wishes me to add that the actual
Celebration gathering, commemorative of that glorious occasion when
the blessed Bab declared His spiritual Mission to the world in 1844
should take place exactly two hours
and 11 minutes after suns.et on May
22, in the Temple-naturally other
Baha'i Centers all over the continent
of America must hold their special
Commemorative meeting at the
same tim e. The delegates and
friends must hold their special Commemorative meeting at that time.
The date of the Convention must be
fixed by your Assembly in such a
manoer that the gathering on May
22, 1944, will fall approximately in
the middle of the Convention period.
It is certainly a wonderful occasion to look forward to! (Through his
Secretary, February 27, 1943)
Overjoyed at the multiplying evidences of the extraordinary progress
of the manifold activities of the consecrated American Baha'I Community. Please, afresh, on eve of the last
remaining year of the first Baha'i
Century strain every nerve and concentrate aU resources to insure fur-

ther immediate increase in the number of pioneer settlers in the vir gin
areas. Call is urgent, hour crucial,
golden opportunities slipping away.
No sacrifice too great to achieve the
consummation of the hopes embodied in the Seven Year Plan. I direct
my special appeal to the large,
flourishing communities promptly
and effectually to cast their weight
in the scales to stimulate the dispersion vitally required to achieve the
fin a I victory _ I am praying the
watchful Master to speed the valiant
stewards of the Covenant along the
path leading to the shining goal.
SHOGm RABlIANI
Received March. 15. 1943

This Crucial Year
ProgrelJS Report No. 8 Issued &y
,'''' National Spiritual Assembly
Jor the Period March 1-31, 1943
44. Plans for the celebration of the
Baha'i Centenary in America are in
active motion, with the approval of
the Guardian. His message approving the memorandum of plans submitted to him after the January
meeting of the National Spiritual Assem bly was received on March 1,
and is shared with the friends in
this issue of Baha'i News. Later in
March came another message from
Haifa amplifying the first, and this
also is reprinted. in these pages. We
can now begin to visualize the focal
point of all our deepest hopes and
most ardent efforts in their culmination one hundred years after the
most glorious and blessed hour when
the Bab declared His Mission to our
world. More than obedience to law
and command the Baha'is of East
and West make their lives an expression of fervent gratitude to God
and devotion to His Manifestation.
In addition to the commemorative
meeting to be held at the House of
Worship, local gatherings will be
conducted in all Baha'i centers. The
local Assemblies are urged. to prepare for that great occasion, as for
example in recording the history of
T

536 Sheridan Rd .• WilmeHe. III.

the Faith in their own city, appointing a Committee to develop the pro-·
gram. etc.
45. The Baha'i School Programs
for the 1943 season have been completed, and each School will issue
its own announcement. The National
Spiritual Assembly hopes that the
School announcements will receive
the special attention of all the
friends this year. Local Assemblies
can cooperate by providing for discussion of School programs at the
Nineteen Day Feast, and Regional
Committees can present the School
plans in their bulletins for the information of groups and isolated believers. Every believer who can at~
tend a School session this year is
urged to notify the School Committee as early as possible and make
a definite reservation. Those in
charge of housing and food arrangements face great difficulty on account of the emergency conditions,
and they require and deserve the utmost consideration so that each
School may render a great, an unparalleled service to the Cause. The
Green Acre Program includes study
courses from July 12 to September
3. At Geyserville the season will extend from July 4 to July 18. The
sessions of Louhelen School include
a Laboratory Session, July 1 to 12,
Junior Youth SessioD t July 14 to
August 3, Midsummer Session, July
23 to August 3, General Session,
August 5 to 12, and Youth Session,
August 14 to 20.
46. A Committee has been formed
within the membership of the National Spiritual Assembly to carry
out plans for publicity and contacts
of a special type. This Committee
will bring the Baha'i Peace Plan to
the attention of organizations and
outstanding leaders; it "Will prepare
a number of statements about the
fundamental nature and aims of the
Faith which local Assemblies and
active teachers can use as press
releases; it will concern itself with
preparation of material to meet attacks and misrepresentations aimed
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against the Cause; and it will issue
a general statement about the Faith
which can be used in books of public
reference. The friends can assist
greatly by sending to the National
Office names and addresses of leaders in the field of post-war peace
plans, and information about postwar plans as published or as adopted by responsible organizations.
47. The National Spiritual Assembly has created a Committee on
Pamphlet Literature to gather and
recommend for publication the text
for a new series of pamphlets which
can contribute to the teaching and
promotion of the Cause, including
the re-issue of pamphlets now out
of print. Three or four subjects
have already been selected and
these will be brought out during the
spring of 1943. The policy has been
adopted that the National Assembly
can and should assist by providing
free literature to Assemblies which
have no available public teachers or
lecturers, so that contacts by the individual believers can be stimulated.
48. An important compilation on
the subject of race unity prepared
by Mrs. Maye Harvey Gift and Mrs.
Alice Simmons Cox, and sponsored
by the Race Unity Committee, has
been approved for early publication. Its title is liThe Coming Race
Unity." The compilers have accomplished something new in the
field by combining the Baha'i teachings on the subj ect with excerpts
from current race unity writings
of scientists and social philosophers.
The book is also equipped with bibliography and other reference material of great value. American believers will be able to render an
important service to the victory of
the Babit'i principle of the oneness
of mankind by assisting in the wide
distribution of this text. Part of the
edition is to be given to the Race
Unity Committee for donation to
leaders of opinion, active organi·
zations, and the press.
49. Plans have been approved by
which Miss Jean Silver will go forth
as pioneer teacher to Cuba, and Miss
Etta Mae Lawrence is to proceed
to Buenos Aires, where a business
position has been assured. Thus two
more devoted American workers enter the field of Inter-America teaching in order to assure the victory
of the Divine Plan. From Puerto
Rico comes the glad tidings that the
7

Baha'i group in the city of San Juan
is already large enough to form a
Spiritual Assembly on April 21. It is
interesting to note that an Assembly
in Puerto Rico, like an Assembly in
the Hawaiian Islands, has the status
of active membership in the Baha'i
community of North America and
will be represented at future Conventions.
50. At the March meeting of the
National Assembly, approval was
given to a large number of teaching
projects developed by the National
Teaching Committee. These projects
included the following teachers and
locations: Jean Hendrie, Omaha;
Clair Gillespie, Laramie; Muriel
Stilson, Sioux Falls; Elsa Steinmetz,
Sioux Falls; Flora Valentine, Portsmouth; Mr. and Mrs. William Doull,
Providence; Frances L. Wells, San
Bernardino; Rose Steinburg, Columbus; Lauretta Voelz, Regina; Mary
Bode, Reno; Adeline Lohse, North
Augusta; Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Stone,
Brattleboro; W. J. Christie, Novel;
Anne MacNally, Providence; Fleury
Martini, Little Rock; Ruth Cornell,
Little Rock; Margaret Ellis, Jackson; Ruth Moffett, Augusta; Virginia Camelon~ Charleston; Kathryn
Frankland,
Albuquerque;
Mable
lves, Albuquerque.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEl\IIBLY

Thirty-Fifth Annual
Convention
In view of the emergency travel
condition this year, which has led to
the cancellation of many national
Conventions, it seems desirable to
emphasize the fact that a Baha'!
Convention combines two functions
- that of general consultation on
the activities of the Faith, and that
of electing the members of the National Spiritual Assembly.
The Guardian many years ago
provided for any emergency condition that might make it impossible
for the body of the delegates to convene by directing the absent delegates to cast their vote by mail. For
while the annual consultation can be
suspended, the election must be
conducted each year.
In calling the Convention this
year, the National Spiritual Assembly has discharged its responsibility
in meeting the ohIigation to provide
for the annual election. As for the
other important function, of consultation, discussion and recommenda-

tion, this depends on the ability of
individual delegates to attend the
Convention in person, and the delegates and friends will naturally adhere fully to whatever regulations
the government may issue controlling travel.
The informal suggestion is made
that the friends gather locally for
consultation on the Convention subjects where representatives are unable to attend the National gathering
this year. Indeed, no effort can be
spared if we are to grasp the full
meaning of the spiritual tasks which
the American community has been
called upon to achieve by May, 1944.
Suggestions sent by mail will be
given full consideration, and in order to concentrate the attention and
prayers of the absent delegates on
specific matters of current Baha'i
importance, a simple Agenda has
been prepared, a copy of which follows. It ha s been decided to omit
the usual Baha'i exhibits this year.

Convention Theme:
BaM'. Year 100
Thursda.y Morning, April 29.
Opening of Convention by Presiding
Officer ot the National Spiritual As.
sembly
Roll Call of Delegates
Election of Convention Officers
Convention Message to the Guardian
Supplementary Report of Secretary,
National Spiritual Assembly
Reports of Treasurer and Assistant
Treasurer
Report of Temple and Other Baha'i
Trustees
Thursday Afternoon and Eveuing
North America Tea ching: Unfinished
Tasks, Plans and Projects
Friday Morning, Apnl 30
Inter-America Teaching: Unfinished
Tasks, Plans and Projects
Friday Afternoon
Election of National Spiritual Assem~
bly
Friday Evening
Race Unity
Baha'i Schools
College Teaching
Youth Activities
Saturday Morning, May 1
Publicity
Radio

Contacts
World Order MagaZine
Between Saturday Morning and Afternoon Sessions-convention Photograph
Saturday Afternoon
Plans for Centenary of Baha'i Faith
Saturday Evening
Ric;lvan Feast
Sunda.y Afternoon, May 2:
BaM,'( Con.e:ress
Ballots-Mailed to delegates on or be-fore April 3. Each ballot is accOTnpanied
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by information on bow to vote by maiL

ExhIhi_There will be no BaM'! Exhibits by Committees at the Convention
this year.
CommiU:ee-General Chairman, Edna
True; Chairman of Housing Committee,
Mrs. MIneola HaDDen, 112 IJnden avenue. Wibnette, Dl.; Chainnan of Meals
Committee. Mrs. Harriet Hilpert; Chair-man of Information Committee, John
Haggard; Chairman of Devotions Com·
mittee, Mrs. Mary Hammond' Chairman of Ridvan Feast Comm.i~e. Mrs.
Sarah Walrath; Chairman of Ri4V3.n
Feast Program Committee, Mrs. Corinne
True.

Inte....America News
Pan American Day
Expressions of good will and appreciation are to be broadcast on
April 14 to all South and Central
American countries on this special
Latin American Day. These tributes
are being voiced by various impor.
tant organizations through the instrumentality of the Pan American
Union. The Inter-America Committee forwarded to the National Assembly the following tribute prepared by Charles Wolcott which will be
part of the Inter-National Broadcast
on Pan American Day:
liOn this day, the twelfth anniversary cammemora ting the birth of political, economic and spiritual unity
of the 21 Republics of the American
continent, the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United
States and Canada sends sincere
greetings to Latin America with the
earnest hope that the Continental solidarity and understanding so far
achieved will bEcome the corner·
stone of a universal and enduring
peace, and create power to assist,
with the hands of justice, the brokenhearted, and crush the great oppressors with the forces of divine truth."
(Signed) AMERICAN Bw'fs

MathewKaaab
In loving memory of our departed
pioneer teacher the following tribute
in the form of a burial stone is being prepared through the initiative
and generous donation of Mrs. Loulie
Mathews, to be set up at his last
resting place in Brownsville, Texas:
(Design of the Greatest Name)
MATHEW KASZAB·
Died January 13, 1943.
Pioneer Baha'i Teacher in Nicaragua
"His services are unforgettable"
SHOGm EI'FENDI

Wilfrid E. BllI"lon, Salvador Tormo, Mrs. Amelia E.. Collbu, Emillo Barros, BahA'i
Committee representDt« the NatiODal Spiritual A88eDlb1y iD the eonatrnetion of the
memorial to Mrs. May MaxweU in QuUmeti Cem.eter,.-. Buenoe Aim,. with Mariaa.o
Vieiano, the sculptor chosen to ea:rr,.- Ollt Willillm Satherland Maxwell'. desip..

Ecruulor
Quito, Ecuador, has achieved its
required number and in terse and
eloquent terms John Stearns writes:
j jPlease sen d more registration
cards." There is a wealth of joyous
satisfaction in those few words.

Venezuela
Miss Sholtis has sent anotber sheaf
of clippings from Spanish pUblications in Caracas. One is headed
'4Notes on the Spiritual Mission of
Gwenne Dorothy Sholtis" and the
other: "The Greatest Event of His·
tory." This is a truly wonderful accomplishment, evidence of the devot·
ed services of Miss Sholtis.

Costa Rica
From San Jose we have received
another issue of the A tma Tica magazine which contains a long article
written on the Faith and illustrated,
by Mrs. Gayle Woolson. San Jose also is supplying a pioneer teacher
now to go to Nicaragua to pick up
the threads left by Mathew and we
hope soon to see them woven into a
Spiritual Assembly,

A.rgentina
Buenos Aires is soon to welcome a
new pioneer from New York as Miss
Etta Mae Lawrence is to leave very
soon to assist in the work of the
young people in the Buenos Aires

Community, Our Joving prayers go
with her on this glorious mission.

Cuba
A request came from the secretary
of the Spiritual Assembly of Havana
for some Bahil 'I literature in Chinese
and fortunately we were able to supply a copy of Some Answered Questions. The book reached Havana
safely and was very gratefully accepted by the Chinese genUeman for
whom it was intended and he is sharing the contents with his friends.

Colombia
We take this opportunity to congratulate Miss Ruth Shook who was
recently married and is now living
in Bogota and although letters are
very rare due to censorship we know
that she is very well and happy and
is carrying on her teaching of the
Faith. We know that she has married
a man from this country but we have
not yet learned her married name.
Loving greetings to all.
NELLIE S. FRENCH, Secretary

Baha'is Subject to the Draft
The Selective Service Advisory
Committee has informed us that
there has been a change in the Army
Regulations which affects those who,
like Baha'is, apply for, or now have,
the noncom ba tant status. To qualify
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for admission to ~ Officers Candidate
School, this regulation now applies:
"Applicants classified as conscientious objectors, or claiming such objection, are eligible only if they
refute by affidavit their objection."
That is, if they abandon their noncombatant status.
To meet this development and
clarify the rna tter for Baha'is, the
National Assembly adopted tbe following statement:liThe National Assembly records
its understanding of the Guardian's
instructions concerning the duty of
Baha'is in time of war as obligating
each believer called under tbe draft
to apply for noncombatant status, in
which status he gives full obedience
to the military autbority of his
country; that this obligation does
not mean he is a conscientious ob.jector who refuses obedience to
military authority, hut on the other
hand it makes it incumbent upon
the Baha'i to apply for and maintain the noncombatant status with·
out regard to its consequences
upon his personal safety, his convenience, the type of activity he
must discharge or the rank to which
he may be assigned. u
The purpose is to emphasize the
fundamental principle that up to the
extent of his personal will, the in~
dividual Baha'i is noncombatant but
if he is required by the military
authority to be a combatant he will
obey. Where there is no compulsion
upon him, he will not abandon the
noncombatant status.

It is unfortunate that the phrase
"conscientious objector" is employed in the army and draft regnlations
in two different ways, applying to
the complete pacifist and also to the
Baha'i who is not a pacifist. Assemblies and Regional Committees
can assist the friends by clarifying
the Baha'i attitude wherever it is
not yet known.
A new bulletin entitled "Statement
of Baha'i Position on Military Service for Use by Believers in Presenting Claims for Noncombatant Duty
Under U. S. Draft Law" has been
prepared, and copies have been sent
to local Assemblies and to Regional
Teaching Committees. A copy will
be sent to believers subject to the
draft, on request. It directs the Ba~
ha'i how to make correct application for Classification in Class I-A-O.
Baha'is do not apply for classifica-

tion in Class IV-E which is reserved
for pacifists.
This bulletin also states that tbe
War Department has made a new
ruling which provides that individuals who obtain a noncombatant
status can be assigned only to the
Medical Corps,
Since this bulletin was prepared,
the Baha'i Selective Service Advisory Committee has received a letter
from the Adjutant General stating
that "Army regulations are now being amended to permit qualified soldiers in this classification (noncom..
batant) to appeal for admission to
the Medical Administrative Corps
Officer Candidate School." This
makes it clear that drafted Baha'is
can apply for admission to this Officer Candidate School, though other
Schools for training Officers are not
open now to men in the noncombat..
ant classification.

Anita loas and Mrs. Marguerite Sears
unable to serve.
Regional Teaching Committees -

Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi t
Esther Klein added, Roberta Wilson
tmable to serve. Maryland, Virginia
and West Virginia, Mrs. Sarah Eason
unable to serve.

Bahii'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Glory, April
9; Beauty, April 28; Grandeur, May
17.
Feast of Ri<)viut: April 21-May 2.
Declaration of the Bab: May 23.
(Two hours and 11 minutes after sunset, May 22)
Ascension of Baha'u'llah.: May 29..
(At 3:00 A.M. standard time)
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: April 28, at Wilmette.
Thirty-Fifth Annual Convention:
April 29 and 30, May 1 and .2. Temple
Foundation Hall.

Annual Committee Reports

Publishing Announcements

The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes the National Committees
hereafter to cover in their Annual
Reports the twelve-month period,
March 1 to February 28, which coincides with the fiscal period represented by the Treasurer's Annual
Report. The period of the Committee
term of offi ce , July 1 to June 30, is
unfeasible for these Reports since
Annual Reports are printed and circulated prior to the Convention.

The friends are reminded of the
facilities which are available for the
study of Islam. There are two Study
Outlines, as follows:Introduction to the Study of the
Qur' an, per copy, 35c.

Annual Reports of
Loeal Assemblies
The local Assemblies are reminded of the desire of tbe NSA that each
Assembly prepare and submit an annual report of its activities and
those of the local community. These
reports can cover the period, April
21-ApriI 20, coinciding with the Assembly term of office.
The Assembly Reports received
during the past two years have been
very much a pprecia ted.

Committee List
Pamphlet Literatur-e-a new Com~

mittee appointed at the March, 1943
meeting. George o. Latimer, Secretary, 1927 N. E. 40th A venue, Portland, Oregon, and Mrs. Dorothy
Baker.
GeyserviHe School-Mrs. S a r a h
Kenny and Ray Braekett added.

Mu1tammad and the Founding
Islam, per copy, SOc

of

A limited supply of the Rodwell
translation of the Qur' an is also on
hand, at $1.00 per copy. This book is
obtained from England, and shipments are slow and irregular.
The Chosen Highway, by Lady
Blomfield. Part I, The Bab; Part n,
Baha'u'Ilab; Part III, 'Abdu'l-Baha;
Part IV, Various Documents. 266
pages. Per copy, $2.00.
Address orders to Baha'i PubIish~
ing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue,
Wilmette, ill.

Mentbership Status of
Absent Believers
A believer who is absent from his
community retains his voting mem·
bership provided he has the intention of resuming residence, but if he
is a member of the Spiritual Assembly and his absence is indefinite,
his membership on the Assembly is
to be replaced so that the Assembly
will have the services of nine mem~
bers able to meet. To obtain recognition, new Assemblies must have
nine resident members able to meet
regularly.
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Publication of LeUers
From the Guardian
For a number of years the N ational Spiritual Assembly has published in Baha'i News only such excerpts from letters written by the
Guardian to individuals as the
Guardian has specifically permitted.
The NSA feels that the same principle applies to the publication of
the Guardian's letters to individuals
in local and regional news letters.

Wills Naming the NSA
As Beneficiary
Believers wishing to provide a bequest for Baha'i use will find a form
of bequest on page 21 of the revised edition of Baha'i Procedure.
The believers who draw up wills
naming the National Assembly as
benefiCiary are requested to send a
copy to the National Office for the
records.

Braille Transcriptions
The Committee on Braille Transcriptions has received five orders
and a number of interested inquiries
for the second edition of the Braille
uBaha'u'llRh and the New Era."
Copies are being placed by friends
in Libraries of New Orleans, Houston t and Albuquerque.
For information about the Essiemont book and also the Iqan, in
Braille, address Miss Ella Quant,
Chairman, 1089 Glenwood Blvd.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Will the friends in the various Centers who have borrowed Braille
books from the Baha'i Braille Reserve Library in Cleveland, Ohio, for
blind contacts in their respective localities, ascertain as soon as possible whether these books are being
. used by the blind? If no longer in
use, kindly return to Mrs. Mayme
Jackson, 9615 Shakespeare Parkway,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Some of these Braille books have
been out on loan for three years,
and our supply of available Braille
Baha'i pamphlets and booklets is being depleted.
ELLA C. QUANT, Chairman

Temple Library and
Sales Committee
The friends are informed that a
new Temple card is now available,

Mathew Kaszab, Baha'i pioneer to Niearagna 9 with some members of the grou.p
he formed in Managua.

with the ~ 'reflection picture" of the
House of Worship on one side, and
the nine texts of Baha.'u'llah on the
other. Orders will be filled at the
rate of 100 for $0.75, postpaid. Address orders to the Committee
through H. E. Walrath, Chairman,
4639 Beacon Street, Chicago.
Announcement is also made of a
new Temple picture, a printed reproduction of Carl Scheffler's etching-type pen and ink drawing. The
illustration itself measures 10" by
10". while the paper mounting measures 151h" by 14". Suitable for framing. Price, postpaid, 25c. Order
through Mr. Walrath.

In Memoriam
Death profjereth unto eveT]/ confident
believer the c-up that \8 Hfe indeed. It
bestotvetll joy, and is the bearer of gladne38. It conjereth the gift of everla.sting
life .-BAH! 'U'WH

Miss Gwendolyn McReynolds, Colorado Springs.
Mrs. Carrie McGriff, Lima.
Mrs. Muriel McComb, Glenwood
Landing, N. Y.
Mrs. Lillian McClellan, Cleveland.

Enrollments and Transfers
Enrollment of new believers reported by local Assemblies:Milwaukee, four. Boston, two.
Berkeley, two. Oakland, two. Portland, one. West Chester, one. Toronto, one. Evanston, one. San Diego, one. Wilmette, one. Flint, one.
Cleveland, one. Salt Lake City, one
youth. Binghamton, one. Vancouver,
one.
Enrollments by transfer reported
by local Assemblies:Toronto, one. Lima, one. Los Angeles, one. Chicago, one youth .
Enrollment of isola ted believers in
March--twenty-eight.

The Guardian's Answers
to Questions
With the Guardian's consent, the
following explanations made by him
to questions submitted by the late
Francis A. Kelsey are published for
the information of the friends.
1. Regarding the passage beginning with the words I'Knowledge
consists of twenty-seven letters
" this should not be interpreted
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vided the members are considered
to be well-qualified for that post. It
is individual merit that counts. Novelty, or the mere act of renewal of
elections, are purely secondary considerations. Changes in Assembly
membership would be welcome so
far as they do not prejudice the
quality of such membership. Once
Assembly elections are over, the results should be conscientiously and
unquestionably accepted by the entire body of the believers, not neces~
saTily because they represent the
Voice of Truth or the Will of Baha'u'llab., but for the supreme purpose
of maintaining unity and harmony
in the Community. Besides, the acceptance of majority vote is the only
effective and practical way of settling dead-locks in elections. No
other solution is indeed possible.
14. 'Abdu'l-Baha gives no reason
whatever why Friday has been chosen as the day of rest in the Baha'I
calendar. He just affirms it.
lS. The belief according to which
Judab represents the Jews, and Israel the Chosen People, is errone-

Spiritgal Auem.bJy of the BBhii'is of Port an Prince, Haiti, newly 8l1tabliahed. April 21,
1942. Mr~ and Mrs. Ellsworth BJaekweU, pioneer teachen who developed thill Balui'i
Commonity, are both in Ihe pielure~

literally. It only indicates the relative greatness of superiority of the
new Revela lion.
2. The fundamentals of all Divinly-instituted religions cannot be rig~
idly classified. No definite ot' ex~
haustive list of them can be set up,
as we have no means of ascertaining that what we consider to be
those fundamentals are cammon to
all such religions.
3. The declaration of the Bab took
place on May 22nd after sunset, and
as the Hahit'i day starts and ends
with sunset, the feast of the Declaration is celebrated on May 23rd
and not the 22nd.
Regarding the date of the birth
ot Jesus Christ; 'Abdu'l-Baba's
statement on the subject should be
considered by the Baha'is as the
standard t and as the basis of their
calculation.
5. There is disagreement among
Oriental scholars relative to the exact date of the birth of Mul;tammad.
You should refer to authorities on
the subject such as Sale, whose
translation of the Qur'an has become
almost classical.
6. Baha'u'llah was born at dawn.
7. The Bab was born before dawn.
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8. 'Abdu'l-Baha has given no explanation regarding the 500,000
years period of the BaM.'i cycle. Individual believers are free to work
out for themselves the explanation
they desire, so long as they do not
impose their views on others.
9. Inherited characteristics of the
soul are not innate, while the hillerent ones are innate and not acquired. The inherent characteristics
of the soul derive from man's own
nature.
10. There is no authority for the
statement which is alleged to have
been said by 'Abdu'I-BaM to the effect that cancer is a spiritual disease. The saying is quite unauthoritative, and should not be circulated.
11. Jesus' name has never been
confounded with that of Joshua. The
two have always been considered as
quite distinct.
12. Yes, the Guardian considers
"astrology," which is a pseudo-science, a s for the most pa.Tt "nonsensical," as it is mostly made up
of superstititious beliefs and practices.
13. There is no objection in principle to an Assembly being re-electedt whether in toto or in part, pro-

ous.
16. The Teachings throw no light
on the question as to what became
of the ten tribes of Israel or whether
they were absorbed into some other
nation or not.
17. Also no reference is to be
found in the Baha'i Teachings regarding the pyramid of Cheaps, and
as to its being considered. a monu~
ment of prophecy.
18. This statement which 'Abdu'lBaha is alleged to have made is absolutely unauthorita tive and should
be disregarded. (Question was:
'Abdu'l-Baha is alleged to have
said that Bahi'u'llith was the sev..
enth in order of the Universal Manifestations; that Jesus was the sixth.
that Melchisedek was the fifth and
that the four prior to them are unknown.)

19. The separation of sheep from
the goats is purely figurative, Le.,
the faithful from the unfaithful.

The Baha'i World Community
1. New. From Iran
The flow of eager Iranian pilgrims
to and from Haifa has imparted a
new life to the gatherings and activities of friends in this country. The
spiritual refreshment so abundantly
manifest in their faces, the life-giving messages of encouragement that
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they convey from our beloved
Guardian and the glad-tidings that
they bear to us of the divine order
and regularity prevailing in the
world's spiritual center, combine to
give us strength to bear the brunt
of what remains in store for all in
the near future. Every believer is
moved beyond himself to rise to still
higher display of energy and devot'ion in the path of service. Some
of the messages brought by the pilgrims who recently returned may be
summarized as follows:1. Contributions are asked from all
friends in Iran towards the funds
of the I:Iaziratu'l-Quds in Damascus.
2. Further warning was conveyed to
friends not to meddle with politics of any kind and not to take
part in every controversy as to
which of the belligerent Powers
is to be blamed for the war.
3. A copy of Finnish translation of
Dr. E sselmont' s Book published
at Helsinki during the recent war
and bombardment there, was presented by the Guardian to the
BaM'i Library of 'fihran.
4. The Guardian very strongly desires all friends to show loving
kindness to all members of the
Community irrespective of their
race or creed. Friends must in no
way be influeoced by the political
dislikes now in vogue against any
race or creed or nationality. All
minorities must receive utmost
kindness from friends. Copy of a
Tablet from the Master was
brought by one of the pilgrims
which contains the following passage:H 'Abdu'l-Baha's belief is the oneness of the world ·of Humanity; all
people are the Lord's flock and the
Lord is the kind shepherd of all. We
bear no grudge against any religion; we invite all to the oneness of
mankind. But all must drink from
the source of Baha'u'll"-h's teachings
so that strife, struggle and dissension may vanish from among men.
All people are like unto different
birds which must gather around the
spring of Bahatu'lliili's teachings."
5. Baha'is are encouraged again
most vehemently by the Guardian to forsake country and home
and to emigrate into neighboring
countries with a view to settling
down and creating Baha'1 centers
there. Baluchistan, Afghanistan,
Kurdistim, A h s a (country of
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Shaikh AJ:tmad AJ:tsa'l, the Herald
of the Bab's Cause), Yaman, and
I:Iij az were especially mentioned.
The example of Baha'i friends in
America was often cited by the
Beloved Guardian. They w ere
a hIe _through migra tion to win
over to the Cause vast realms
and cities. Anum ber of young
Baha'is have accordingly volunteered to emigrate to these countries and thus to fulfill one of the
expressed wishes of the Guardian.
The restrictions over the departure from the country of all Iranians are numerous and often almost unsurmountable, but efforts
are being made to cope with
them.
Panbih-Chu1ih is a village of some
fifly househoWs near Sari, in Mazindar an. On Saturday, the 26th of
Mihr 1320 (18th October 1941), at
about the hour of midnight, an
armed band eotered the house of
Darvish Ibrahim Maddah Akbari, a
well-known believer of that place.
They awoke Alikhan, the servant,
who was sleeping at the door and
inquired as to where Yaqub, the eldest son of the househoW, was. The
faith:Eul servant, seeing this strange
and armed crew, introduced himself
as Yaqub. One of the visitors, however, who knew Yaqub J broke forth
angrily "What? You are not Yaqub! " , and called out loudly,
"Yaqub!
Yaqub!
Come
forth!
Guests have arrived. U Roused by
this disturbance, Yaqub stirred forth
and welcomed the visitors, and they
called for tea. Yaqub straightway
retUrned to the room and took up
the samovar to prepare tea. Yusuf,
his younger brother, wished to issue
forth from the room to fetch water,
but his exit was barred by the :intruders who forbade him egress.
When asked the cause, the ruffianly
crew refrained from gIVIng any
reply but surrounded him and, in a
body, forced him to re-enter the
room. Yusuf, finding it beyond his
power to resist 20 armed meo, submitted, and resigned himself to his
fate. Several of these ruffians then
gained entrance into the room and,
having satisfied themselves from a
thorough search that it contained no
weapons of defence, kicked the
samovar into a corner and ordered
all the inmates to seat themselves
against the wall, face to face with
t~e intruders.
There were eight members in the

family, as follows:1. Darvish Ibrahim Maddah Akbad, the father, aged about 62 years
2. Yaqub Akbar, Maddah's son,
aged a bout 40 years
3. Yusuf Akbar, Maddah's son,
aged a bout 24 years
4. Nargis Khanum, Maddah's
daughter, aged about 30 years
S.
Surur Khanum,
Maddah's
daughter, aged about 18 years
6, Zia, Maddah's son, aged about
20 years
7. Siyyidih Khanum, Maddah's
wife, aged about 60 years
8. Shimsi Khanum, wife of Yusuf,
aged about 18 years
These hapless ones sat down as
bidden by their persecutors, and
Yusuf, who stood up and requested
them to take whatever they pleased
of their property but spare their
1ives or, at least, allow their womenfolk a safe exit, was the first to be
dispatched with three gunshots. The
second volley was directed towards
the eldest son, Yaqub. Next, a bullet
aimed at Nargis' head blew her
brain to bits. The lamp had by now
gone out and the room was filled
with smoke, so Maddah, the father,
rose in his place; he thus sustained
injuries only on his hands and legs.
The murderers abstained from killing Siyyidih Khanum, the mother,
as she was a siyyid. Shimsi
Khanum, who was beside her husband, received a bullet in her leg
and swooned, but Surur and Zia hid
behind a pile of cotton in a corner
of the room and hence escaped any
harm.

2. New. From 'Iraq
The studeots of the Bahai Summer
School in Baghdad have been extremely delighted and honored by
the receipt of the blessed telegram
which our Beloved Guardian has
addressed to them in reply to the
telegram they sent to him at the
opening of the Summer School.
Our beloved Guardian has attached great importance to the
question of the Baha'i Summer
School in 'Iraq, and has impressed
upon the N.S.A. the necessity of
supervising the organization and
working of this Baha'i Educational
Institution, on the same lines as
those adopted by the Spiritual Assembly of The United States and
Canada t based on instructions issued to them by the Guardian, in
this connection.
The Guardian's message was a

8
source of a great encouragement to
the youths of Baghdad, and their
sincere efforts to raise the standard
of this Baha'i Institution in its sec~
ond year of existence, whether from
educational or other point of view,
have certainly been crowned with
success.
There is no doubt that this Institution, which is of considerable importance to the Baha'i World, is at
present in its infancy, and its development and advancement to maturity will only depend upon the care
and attention given to it by the believers, so that in course of time,
these Summer Schools will turn into
Baha'i colleges, from which will
graduate torch bearers of divine
guidance, and messengers of love
and peace to all humanity.
The subj ects which our beloved
Guardian has advised our Spiritual
Assembly to teach at the Summer
School have added an important
matter to this year's program, and
have given same increased beauty
and attractiveness, which had their
best impression on the students.
Below is the program of this
year's Summer School, together
with the names of the lecturers:History of the Baha'i Cau.se, Adib
R. Baghdadi.
BaM'i Administration and Justice~
Nurrl-ddin Abbas.
Outstanding Events in the First
Baha'i Century, Munir Wakil.
The Future of the Baha'i Cause,
Aziz Sabur.

The Laws and Comments There-

on, Jamil Nadji.
Society Under the BaM'i teachings, Hassan Safa'.

3. New. From Haifa
We have learned from Iran that
complying with the explicit request
of the Guardian, the bodies of the
two famous Baha'i martyrs, known
universally in the Baha'i world as
"the King of Martyrs" and lIthe Beloved of Martyrs." as well as the
remains of the renowned Baha'i
teacher. Mrs. Keith Ransom-Kehler,
have been transferred from their
original burial place to the new
Baha'i cemetery of Isfahan, The
transfer took place on the 27th of
September, 1941, in the presence of
eight members of the Spiritual Assembly of Isfahan. a representative of the Baha'i National Assembly and a Baha'i mason, An offi-
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Baha'i Exhibit, January 21, in Flower Shop at Ridgewood, N. J.
cial report describing in detail the
procedure of the transfer and the
exact position of the new tombs has
been signed by the above-mentioned
believers and sent to the Guardian
in Haifa.
One of the evil spirits who has
tried for years to injure the Baha.'i
Faith in Persia is known under the
pseudonym of "Ayati," his real
name being "Avareh." He, at first,
associated himself with the Cause
and was, indeed, at one time, a
Baha'i lecturer and teacher, But
hl s unstable chara cter, coupled with
a proud and rebellious nature, could
not withstand the spiritual tests and
trials that confronted him. The inner
flimsy fabric of his soul collapsed.
The outward mask of pretended

loyalty and faithfulness to the Faith
slipped dovnt from his face revealing the concealed mockery of sham

behind it. He stubbornly put forward his own views about the Cause
and his own interpretation of its
Teachings. His waywardness increased day by day until it was
turned into an open rebellion-a rebellion bristling with intense hatred
and enmity not only towards the
Faith itself, but towards the very
person of its Founders. This natural-

ly brought about his downfall and
separation from the Baha'i Community.
Thereafter, for many years and
with tireless energy inspired by a
consuming hatred, he engaged himself with heart and soul in various
seditious activities with the avowed

intention of maiming and crippling
the Faith in Persia. Among those

activities was the pUblication of a
periodical called "The Saltcellar."
Using his venomous pen, he ridi-

cnled and vilified the Baha'i Teachings in prose and verse. He filled
his "Saltcellar" with fonl calumnies and malicious slanders against
the Fotmders of the Baha'i Faith.
But seldom do such characters
escape divine retribution on this
ea rth. The state of ignominy and
disgrace of "Ayati" is revealed by
his own pen in the following note

(translated from the Persian) which
appeared in the newspaper called
"The Weekly Star"-published in

Tihran-Vol. V. No. 1272 and dated
Friday, 12 Esfandmili, 1320 (March
6, 1942).
"My dear Editor,'
•'It has taken me a long time to render
you homage and fealty and to express to
you in writing the enthusiasm which 'Was
awakened in my heart by the kindling of
your 'Star's' light. But. believe me for
a person like Ayati who has reaclted
senility, with the infirmities of old age
upon him, and who is the subject of
ignominy from all sides-instead of receiving relief and assistance-life is indeed a sorrowful burden for him, For
after five years during which the publica~
tion of his magazine called the 'Saltcellar' was suspended, because of the

crooked policy of the former regime,
there was much hope and expectations
rUn high during this new period concerning treedom of speech and freedom of the
press. But it seems that I am i1l..fated
for as soon as I took up my pen and published two numbers of the 'Saltcellar',
then an of a sudden the third number
which was still unfinished, was confiscated
at the printing press, by the orders of
the governor of Yazd."

,
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Me8~ from Shoghi Effendi

1. To the Convention

An AU-A.merica Centen .....1
Con".,ntioll
I desire to announce to the elected
representatives of the valiant, bless·
ed triumpbant American Baha'i
eo'mmunity assembled beneath the
dome of the recently completed
Mother Temple of the West on the
occasion of the Convention inaugurating the hundredth year of the first
Baha'i Century, the momentous de-

cision to convene, in May, 1944, .an
All-America centennial ConventIon
comprising delegates to be separately elected by each State and Province in the North American continent, and to which every Republic
of Latin America may send ~ne representative. All groups, all Isolated

believers as well as all local communities •already possessing Assemblies, will henceforth share in the
election of Convention delegates. The
multiplication of Baba'i Centers and
the remarkable increase in the number of groups and isolated .beli~vers,
prompt my decisio~. The. h.l~torlC oc-

casion of next year s feshVltles, com-

memorating alike the Hundre~th
Anniversary of the birth of the FaIth
of Baha 'u'IlOh and the Fiftieth Anniversary of its establishment in the
Western Hemisphere, and celebrating the completion of the exterior ornamentation of the first House of
Worship in the Western World, imperatively demand it. Details ~f the
project have already been maIled. I
congratulate the best-belo~ed. American believers I share theII lOY and
wish them ~peed, confident of
still greater victories as they forge
ahead in the course of the second
Baha'i Century along the path leading them to their high destiny. I
hope to forward, in time for the solemn thanksgiving service to be held
in the auditorium of the Temple on
the evening of May twenty-second, at
the hour of His epoch-making Declaration, a sacred portrait of the Bab,
the only copy ever sent out from the

536 Sheridaa Rei., Wilmette, III.

Temple ever to be erected by the
followers of Baha'u 'llah, and the
crowning glory of the first Bahil 'f
century, is an event of unique and
transcendental significance. Neither
the first Ma:illriqu'l-Adhlrar of the
Baha'i world, reared in the city of
l:illqabad, nor any House of Worship to be raised in succeeding cenTo Seal 1M Triumph
turies, can claim to possess the
The eleventh hour for the Seven vast, the immeasurable potentialities
Year Plan has struck. The last with which thi. Mother Temple of
twelve months of the first Baha'I the West, established in the very
Century are opening. The ~xte~ior heart of so enviable a continent, and
ornamentation of the mIghtIest whose foundationstone has been
structure yet reared to the glory of laid by the hand of the Center of
the Faith of Baha'u'llah has been con- the Covenant Himself, ha s been ensummated a year ahead of schedule. dowed. Conceived forty years ago 1>1.
The Republics of Central and South that little band of far-sighted and
America, originally expected each to resolute disciples of 'Abdu'l-B~a,
establish no more than a smgle nu- members of the first Baha 'I commu~
cleus of resident believers already uity established in the Western Hemboast in the formation of ten Spirit- isphere; blessed and fostered by a
ual Assemblies. The hopes center- vigilant Master Who directed its
ing on the major tasks of the Plan course from the hour of its inception
have been amply fulftlled t nay, ex- to the last days of His life; supportceeded. Neither the convulsions of ed by the spontaneous contributions
world catastrophic conflict from of Baha'is poured in from the five
without nor the severity of the tests continents of the globe, this noble,.
engendered by the Covenant-break- this mighty, this magnificent enterers from within have proved able to prise deserves· to rank among .the
divert the American Baha'i commu- immortal epics, that have adorned
nity from its chosen course. or ~im the annals of the Apostolic Age of
its radiant faith or deflect Its hlgh the Faith of Baha'u'llah,
purpose. The one re~a~ing task
The debt of gratitude owed by the
confronting it in the vlrgm areas of entire Baha'i world to its champion·
the North American continent de- builders is indeed immeasurable.
mands one last, supreme effort to The admIration which this brilliant
harness all available resources to exploit has evoked in the breasts of
achieve total victory. The hour re- countless followers of the Faith in
quires ali rank. of the faithful unitEast and West Imows no bounds.
edly to arise, widely disperse, speed- The creative energies its coinpletio~
ily settle, tirelessly persevere, un- must unleash are incalculable. The
stintingly sacrifice and deservedly role it is destined to play in hastenwin the immortal prize to seal' the ing the· emergence of the ~~ld o!,triumph of the initial stage of. the der of Baha.'u"ll3:h t noW stirrmg In
Plan bequeathed to the Amencan the womb of this travailing age, canbelievers by lAbdu'I-Baha a quarter not as yet be fathomed. We stand
too close to so majestic, so lofty,
century ago.
SHOOHI RABBANI
so radiant, so symbolic a monuReceived April 23, 1943
ment raised so heroically to the glory
2. To the National Spiritual
of the Most Great Name, at so critiAssembly
cal a stage in human history, and at
Dear and valued. co-workers:
The completion of the exterior or- so significant a spot in a continent so
namentation of the Ma:illriqu'l-Adh- richly endowed, to be able to visualkar in Wilmette, the most hallowed ize the future glories which the con-

Holy Land, to be unveiled at the
dedication ceremony and to repose
for all time, together with Baha'u'llah's blessed hair, beneath the
dome of the Holy Edifice within the
heart of the North American continent.
SHOGIn RABlIANI
Haifa, April 14, 1943
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summation of this institution, this to the general public, and particuharbinger of an as yet unborn civili- larly to eminent friends and leaders
zation, must in the fulness of time sympathetic to its cause, who should
disclose to the eyes of aU mankind. be approached and invited to particThat so laborious, so meritorious
ipate in the celebrations. Lectures,
an undertaking has been completed conferences~ banquets. special puba year before its appointed time is lications should, to whatever extent
a- . further cause for rejoicing and . is practicable and according to the
gratitude, and an added testimony resources at the disposal of the beto the vision;' the resourcefulness, lievers, proclaim the character of
Iilnd enterprising s p i r i t of the
this joyOUS Festival. An all-America
American believers.
Convention, at which representa. N~ need, however, to dwell at tives of Baha'i centers in every Relength -on -their past achievements 1 public in Central and South America
remarkable and exemplary though will be invited to participate, and to
they have been, nor is this the time
to expatiate on the superb spirit which, for the first time, all isola ted
that has characterized their stew- believers, all groups, and all comardship in the service of the Faith munities already possessing local
of Baha'u'Uith. Tasks of extreme ur- Spiritual Assemblies will have the
gency, of great magnitude, of the right to appoint delegates and to
utmost significance await them in share in the election of the National
this concluding year of the first Ba- Spiritual Assembly, will~ moreover,
ha'i century, and at this hour of have to be held to commemorate
great peril, of stress and trial for this epoch-making event. A dedicaall mankind. The sacred - the press- tion ceremony, in consonance with
ing, the inescapable teaching respon- the solemnity of the occasion, and
sibilities assumed under the Seven held beneath the dome of the Ma"gYear Plan must be reSOlutely faced riqu'l-Adbkitr, on the very day and
as befits those whose record has shed at the very hour of the Bab's historic
so brilliant a light on the annals of DecJara tion, followed by a public
the first Baha'i century. The consol- session, consecrated to the memory
ida tion of each and every nucleus of both the Bab and 'Ahdu'l-Baha,
forined so painstakingly in every re- should constitute tbe leading feapublic of Central and South Ameri- tures of this historic Convention.
ca, the formation of a Baha'i AssemFor it should be borne in mind
bly in every virgin State and Prov- that in the year 1944 we celebrate
ince in the North American Conti- not only the termination of the first
nent, call for undivided attention, for century of the Baha'i Era, but also
:further heroism, for a concerted, a the centenary of the birth of the
persistent, a herculean effort on the Baha'i Dispensation, of the inceppart of the stalwart builders of that tion of the Baha'i cycle, and of the
bounteous Edifice which posterity birth of IAbdu'l-Baha, and commemWin recognize as the greatest shrine orate as well the fiftieth anniversary
in the Western world.
.. .
of the establishment of the Baha',
Nor must the elaborate prepara- Faith in the Western world.
tions in connection with the forthNo effort, nor any sacrifice can be
earning c~ebration of_ the centenary
deemed
too great to insure the deciof our glorious. Faith be overlooked
or neglected, if we would befittingly sive, the brilliant success of the celeconsummate this first, this most brations -which this historic year, of
fecund, century of the Baha'i era. such manifold significance, must
An unprecedented, a carefully con- witness. He Who in the past, has in
ceived, effi~iently co-ordinated, na- diverse ways and on so many occation-wide campaign, aiming- at the SIOns, graciously and unfailingly
proclamation of the Message of Ba- guided, blessed and sustained the
ha'u'llah, through speeches, articles members of this privileged commUin .the press, and radio broadcasts, nity will, no doubt, continue to aid
shQuld be promptly initiated and vig- and inspire them to carry to a vicorously prosecuted. The universality torious conclusion the unfinished
of the Faith, its aims and purposes, tasks which still confront them. and
episodes in its dramatic history, tes- will enable them to crown their Jatimonials to its transforming power, bars in a manner that will _befit
SHOOm
the character and distinguish- their high destiny.
ing features of its World Order Haifa
should be emphasized and explained March 28, 1943

and

Magmficent Yictory
I acclaim magnificent victory in
the teaching field during the course
of the sixth year of the Seven Year
Plan. I heartily congratulate the National Teaching Committee. and feel
proud of its high endeavors and of
the self-sacrifice of the beloved pioneers. Abiding gratitude.
SHOGm RAa8ANI
Received May 2nd, 1943.

My Fer.,.,..' Prayer.
I assure the members of the reelected Assembly my fervent prayers for unprecedented victories in
the concluding year of the Baha'I
Century. I gratefully recognize their
share ·in the magnificent achievements of recent years. Deepest love.
S _ RAa8ANI
Message Received May 4, 1943.

The Teaching Work
Concerning the teaching work in
North, Central and South Americlil,
the Guardian has already advised
your Assembly that the reconstitution of the disbanded Asseml>lies in
the Sta tea and Provinces where a
Spiritual Assembly already exists
does not form an objective of the
Seven Year Plan. The friends should
concentrate on their goal which is
to have at least one Assembly in
every State and Province before
May of 1944, and at least one permanent resident believer in every Republic in Central and South America. In view of this, special attention
should be paid to those La tin Republics where the situation, from ~ the
Baha'i viewpoint of est,!blishing the
Faith) is :pre_c.arious. Every encour..
agement should be given to those
volunteers who express a wish to
settle in virgin ,areas. Nor should
there be any delay in arranging for
their settlement - whatever their
qualifications they should, during
these crucial remaining months of
the first Baha'i centurY, be sent out
to the places most urgently requiring attention. Through further urgent appeals for pioneers, through a
series of area conferences, through.
special teaching circuits for the key
cities; through constant reminders
that the time is getting short; that
all volunteers will -be -acc_epta~~,
and will be speedily dispatcbedto
the centers in most need, the success of the Seven Year Plan must
be assured and the magnificent undertaking Isunched by the American
Baha'Is carried to a glorious c0nsummation. (From the Guardian,
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through his secretary, March 28,
1943).

LeUer from the
National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved coworkers and friends:
In accordance with the law of the
Baha'i Dispensation, the local Spiritual Assemblies in all parts of our
world community were renewed on
April 21 during the days of Ridvan
consecrated by the Declaration of
Baha'u'llah. Under the successive
impulses of the Holy Spirit, which
will never fail the faithful followers
of Baha'u'Jlah, these potent and responsible Baha'i institutions are annually given new life and new opportuoity through the choice and decision of the friends.

Moreover, under that same divine
law. the annual national gathering
of the represent a tives of all the loc'al
communities has been held in the
Foundation Hall of the completed
Temple structure. Our activities, our
plans and our policies, illumined by
the light of guidance from the
Guardian, have been lifted up into
the heaven of consultation, transmuted into expressions of unity and
cooperation, and vitalized by the
creative will which moves us steadily forward to our spiritual goal.
From that gathering, where the energies of achievement were generated, the spirit has penetrated to
all the communities of America.
Now it is for us to reflect this
spirit and fulfill our devotion in the
completion of that mission entrusted
to us as the most important work of
the Cause in the fateful concluding
years of the first Baha'i Century.
The Baha'i year 100 calls for most
intense effort. most radiant faith,
most loyal cooperation. In return it
ofIers us blessings and privileges beyond our realization.
Our first duty is to extend loving
welcome and congratulation to the
twenty-nine Spiritual Assemblies
added to the American Baha'i community On April' 21. In them we see
the assurance of victory, and in them
we receive a great and surpassing
reinforcement of olir collective
power.
The friends are' asked to pray for
the confirmation of ·these new Assemblies in their' Baha'i service,
that they may possess unassailab:te
strength and steadfastness, and
grow continuously in their fulfillment
of their high mission. To assist them
in the.. exercise of their new duties
and responsibilities, Baha'i Froce..

Naw-Buz gaiheriog, Baha'i Center, Los Angeles, 1943.

dure has been compiled and published, and the new Assembly members will find useful direction in
those passages appearing on pages
29 to 44 and 108 to ill of the revised, 1943 edition. The local ByLaws are binding upon all Assemblies whether or not legally incorporated.
The incoming National Spiritual
Assembly has before it many con·
structive suggestions from the Convention and also from national committees. At the next meeting the
main outlines of the work will be
laid down for the year. In the Guardian's two Convention messages, and
in a letter received from him since
the Convention, we have the great
objectives of our Baha'i effort clearly defined.

Annual Budget

1. Administration __ . _. _. _.. _. _. _.$ 13.000
2, I..oan.s ....•. , ........ , .. ,."...

s.

Teaching, including budgets
and projects for the NTC,
RTC, lAC, Temple Program
and Gullding, Race Unity,
Radio, BahA'! Schools, College Teaching, Teaching Literature, Publicity, Child Education, and all other activities contnbuting directly to
the Teaching work .... ,......
4 .. Temple
Sidewalk ., ... ,.8,000
GrOunds. _..... _1,000
Acid wash steps~
repair of
pylons .... _.•. 2,000
Foundation Hall. 500
Vault .... ____ ._. 500
Maintenance &
Insurance ,.,.,8,500
Interior designs. 500

5.
6.
7.
8.

20,000

60,000

tivity the reinforcement it needs for
successful completion within the allotted time. The local Spiritual Assembly can not over-emphasize this
principle in consultation with the believers at the Nineteen Day Feasts.
These are the successive occasions
provided us for consultation and unity of spirit for national as well as
local undertakings. Let us make
these gatherings so radiant and inspiring that no believer will be willing to remain absent if physically
able to attend.
The believers serving in groups,
and the isola ted friends, can now
arise for redoubled activity in gratitude for the blessing accorded them
by the Guardian in his new plan basing the Convention and the National
Spiritual Assembly upon the universal franchise of Baha'is.
We have reached a great and decisive hour in the history of the Faith
of Baha'u'lhih. In our sacred union
the vile and insidious attacks of the
avowed enemies and Covenantbreakers produce no result. Wit h
the institutions? the experience, the
devotion and enthusiasm developed
by the American believers We can
establish a great spiritual foundation
on which can arise for the whole
world to behold the Baha!i observance in May, 1944, of the Declaration of His Holiness the Bab.
Devotedly your coworkers,
NATIONAL SPmrroAL Ass!:MJIl,Y

Annual Election
16,000

Annual Convention .... ,.......
2,000
Centennial ........ , . , . , .... , . .
9,000
Properties Maintenance .,.... 10,000
Contingent ........ , .. ,........ 5,000
-,---$135.000

The steady flow of contributions
to the National Fund throughout the
year will give each important ac·

The election held Friday, April 30,
resulted in the following vote for
members of the National Spiritual
Assembly:
Horace Holley, 128; Louis G. Gregory, 124; Dorothy Baker. 120; Roy
C. Wilhelm, 110; Allen B.McDaniel, 108; Amelia E. Collins, 106; Leroy 10as 101; George O. Latimer,'
89; Siegfried Schopflocher, 85 ..
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These members met in the eve-ning of April 30 and organized by
the election of the following officers:
George O. Latimer, Chairman;
Allen B. McDaniel, Vice Chairman;
Horace Holley. Secretary; Louis G.
Gregory, Recording Secretary; Roy
C. Wilhelm, Treasurer; Siegfried
Schopfiocher, Assistant Treasurer.

Schedule of Meetings
The National Spiritual Assembly
has adOpted a schedule of meetings
which decreases the necessary
travel of its members, but provides
thirty full days of consultation-two
more days than last year.

1943:
.. May 2, 3, 4
June 21, 22, 23, 24, 25
September 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
December 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
1944: .
February 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
April 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
May 19,20
Convention· May 21, 22, 23, 24

New and Restored A8I!embIies
Formed April 21, 1943
Brattleboro, V e r m 0 n t. Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Brookline,
Massachusetts. Providence, Rhode
Island. Red Bank, New Jersey. Wilmington, Delaware. Chevy ChaseBethesda, Marylarid. Charleston,
West . Virginia. Greensboro, North
Carolina. Louisville, Kentucky. Birmingham, Alabama. Jackson, Mississippi. Little Rock, Arkansas. Fort
Wayne, Indiana. Maywood, nlinois.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Topeka, Kansas~· Denver, Colorado. Colorado
Springs,
Colorado.
Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Laramie, Wyoming.
Boise, Idaho. Reno, Nevada. Alhambra, California. Burbank, California.
Burlingame, California. Huntington
Park, California. Edmonton, Alberta.
San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Supplementary Report
National Spiritual "' •• embly
1942.1943
In order to complete the survey of
the year now ending, the National
Spiritual Assembly offers these few

observations and remarks.
Our groups and isolated Baha'is,
with the assistance of pioneers and
traveling teachers, and under the
direction of their Regional Committees, have confirmed and enrolled
224 new believers during the year,
as well a. eight youths.

Assemblies which ha ve been formed
in unoccupied States and Provinces,
or the former Assemblies which
have been restored. More reports
will doubtless come in, but up to the
present d ate the communities
brought into the World Order .of
Baha 'u 'Uah include:
1. New England: Brattleboro, Vermont j Portsmouth, New Hampshire; Brookline, Massachusetts;
Providence, Rhode Island. The three
lUloccupied States in this region
have been won for the seven Year
Plan.
Mrs. Amelia E. Colli:m with Baha'i
2. Atlantic Coast: Red Bank, New
Friends in Latin AmerieB:
Jersey; Wilmington, Delaware;
Chevy Chase, Maryland; Charleston,
From the local communities the West Virginia; Greensboro, North
enrollments and transfers reported Carolina. Delaware, West Virginia
to September were one hundred and North Carolina are newly 0cforty-six, and beginning with Octo- cupied States in this area.
ber, when reports and enrollments
3. South Central: Louisville, Kenwere first published separately, tucky; Birmingham, A I a bam a;
there have been one hundred and Jackson, Mississippi; Litue R~
thirty-four adult new Baha'is con- Arkansas. These Assemblies acfirmed and for the whole year a total count for four more unOCCUPied
of fourteen youths. These figures in- States.
dicate a greater intensity of effort,
4. Central and Western: Fort
or more successful methods, em- Wayne, Indiana; Maywood, Dlinois;
ployed for teaching outside than in- Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Topeka, Kanside the organized. communities. It sas; Denver, Colorado; Colorado
also reveals the fact that many of Springs, ColoradO; Albuquerque,
the active and experienced workers New Mexico; Laramie, Wyoming;
have transferred their gifts and in- Boise, Idaho; Reno, Nevada. The
terest to the development of the un- six newly occupied States in this
settled areas.
great region represent a most im~
Ways and means must be found to portant victory won by the pioneers,
deepen the teaching efforts sus- the Regional Teaching Committees
tained by the local Spiritual Assem- and the National Teaching Commitblies. Each Assembly is a laboratory tee.
of spiritual experiment where the
5. Pacific Coast: Alhambra, Calidetermination to teach can be ef- fornia; Burbank, California; Burlin~
fectively encouraged and where pol- game, California; Huntington Park,
icies, plans and methods can be de- California. In this State three for,
veloped in accordance with the con- mer Assemblies have been restored.
ditions. The first teaching plan given
6. Canada: Edmonton, Alberta.
us was that which 'Abdu'l-Baha out- This Assembly removes one of the
lined in a Tablet published many Provinces of Canada from the unocyears ago calling upon each Baha 'f cupied list.
to bring in one new believer every
A year ago we reported that
year. That was the goal He set for twenty States, three Provinces and
the friends in Tihran, beset by diffi- the Territory of Alaska had to be
culties and restrictions never en~ settled by 1944. Now of these, sixcountered here, Can our Assemblies, teen States and one Province have
with teaching facilities offered by unfurled the banner of the Most
many National Committees, be sat- Great Peace.
isfied with a lesser goal? The founThe continent of North America,
dation of our spiritual health and the dear friends, is swiftly being previgor which the believers of North pared for its magnificent destiny. ,.
America require to fulfil their world Bahll'l community has been arising
mission can only be sustained by the in these thirty-five years marked by
concentration of the whole body of the Annual Conventions which must
believers upon the common task.
not only exemplify the application
The most important outcome of of the Baha'I Revelation to the lives
the past year is the number of new of a great company of believers, but
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also develop power and force to roll
back the onslaughts of those who are
offended and threatened by the esta blishment of justice and unity in
the world.
Under the dome of the beloved
Temple we can realize as never before the gathering of this deep, calm
and invincible power of faith. We
can pledge ours~lves to a fuller
unity and a more active and .continuous COOperatiOn. We can extend
loving welcome . and spiritual congratulation to all these new communities; and we can resolve that during the seventh and last year of the
Plan the remaining tasks will be
fully done.
Our hearts can go forth, moreover, to the increasing company of
Baha'i coworkers in the other American Republics. For the multitudes
of souls in those lands we are as
trustees and agents of this World
Faith. Through our sacrificial effort
they are to be given the divine blessing of truth and freed from the darknesS of superstition and ignorance.
In them lie talents, capacities and
faculties which when confirmed in
service will double and treble the
powers we can now bring to the
Cause. In their spiritual youth our
enthusiasm can be renewed, .as by
our experience their efforts can be
directed into the right paths. Enviable is the Baha'i record of achievement on the parto! the pioneers
from North America, the groups
and communities of native Baha'is
formed in previous years, and the
Inter-America Committee which has
carried ene of .the greatest responsibilities assigned us under the Seven
Year Plan.
No farther away in spirit, but inaccessible to us by travel and personal contact, are the Baha'i COmmunities of the British Isles, Europe,
North and South Africa, Palestine,
IIraq and 'Ir.an, India and Burma,
Australia and New Zealand, China
and the Far East. Thougb much delayed, bulletins, news letters and
other communications arrive. from
many centers in other lands, and
the reality of a world faith exists
unimpaired. Perhaps a notable part
of the mission given our Baha'i community will be achieved as result of
the unprecedented scattering of
American youth to the ends of the
earth under the pressure of military
operations, For hundreds of years
the world ca.me to these shores, to
fOrm a new l'ace. Now their de-
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Baha'ill of Tegoeig.lpa, Honduras, gathered to 'Weleome three new helie...en
(bolding the eant. of the greatell nam.e)~

scendants return, and this dispersal
is no doubt a significant aspect of
the Divine Plan beyond our present
knowledge and outside our control.
In 'Iran, the birthplace of Baha'u'Ilah's Dispensation, a great American establishment is being developed. Ahove and within these human
arrangements are the spiritual
forces working for the assured goal
and result made known to us in the
Baha'i Writings. If we do our part,
we shall find the means to spiritual
victory already prepared.
This, the Thirty-Fifth Annual Convention, gathers in the Foundation
Hall of a House of Worship completed at last in its superstructure
and exterior ornamentation. No
words are needed to release in our
hearts the flood of gratitude and joy
at having been endowed with the
blessing of participation in the construction of this Temple of the World
Faith. But we can resolve as we
depart to share with other believers
the radiance of this gathering, the
inspiration that arises whenever a
national meeting of Bah.. ' is takes
place.
There are, unquestionably, certain
things still to be done in and around
the Temple before it is entirely
ready for the honor of the Baba'i
Centenary next year, and these final
details are dependent upon the resources available in addition to what
will be needed for the teaching work.
The Foundation Hall is in need of
renovation if not enlargement; and
the grounds will not provide a sultable setting for the House of Wor-

ship until at least some simple and
preliminary landscape gardening
work is done.
As for the coming year t its special
achievements will be along the lines
which the Guardian in his messages
to the Convention has laid down.
But our concern and our resolve ere
the sixth year pass into history
might well be that the time has
come for the American Baha'is to
undertake the employment of larger
public facilities a. channels through
which the Message may pour in
greater volume to the public. Haw
much longer i. the daily Voice (If
the radio to tell of everything else
on earth except the Cause of God?
What of the press, the encyclopedias,
the text books, the works of modem
history, the magazines? The c0nquest of these public facilities challenges us to a supreme height of
teaching effort between now and
May 23, 1944. Our unoccupied Stat.is
and Provinces are not geographicl1l
units alone-they are also of the
order of social and mental realnis
a waiting the coming of pioneers and
settlers who can use these public
facilities in His Nam'e and for His
purpose.
NATION AI. SPmrruAL AssI:MIILY
HORACE HoLLEY, Secretary

By:

Appreciation of Services
of Convention CommiUee
and Helpers
The annual gathering of the American believers is made possible by a
vast amount of work done by the
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Committee and by other believers
who volunteer to assist. The arrangements carried out this year were so
efficient and contributed so much to
the comfort of the friends and the
success of the meetings that the
de1e&ates, the visitors and the members of the NSA have all made
grateful acknowledgment.
The Committee members who
served this year were: General
Chairman, Edna True; Chairman of
Housing Committee, Mrs. Mineola
Hannen; Chairman of Meals Committee, Mrs. Harriet Hilpert; Chairman of Information Committee, John
Haggard; Chairman of Devotions
Committee, Mrs. Helen Hammond;
Chairman of Ridvan Feast Committee; Mrs. Sarah Walrath; Chairman
of Ridvan Feast Program Committee, Mrs. Corinne ~e.
With the kind cooperation· of the.
local Ration Board, good, wholesome
meals could be served at the close
of each session by the efficient Food
Committee under the Chairmanship
of Mrs. Hilpert, ably assisted by
Wyatt Cooper as chef, and by other
workers including Effie Lundberg,
Mrs. Ettie Graefie, Mrs. Sarah Walrath, Sophie Loeding, Mrs. Gertrude
Herming, Mrs. Florence Gibson, Mrs.
Mary Haggard, Mrs. Margaret Newman) Dr. Katherine True, Mrs.
Helena O'Grady, Mrs. Doris Holley,
Helen Hicks.

Inter-America News
The Baha'is of North America
have participated in the radio program of Salutations to the people of
Latin America through the broadcasting of the following message:TO THE PEOPLB OF LATIN AMERICA

%

PAN AMERICAN UNION

and sent us a beautiful photograph
of her.

Haiti

FU'SI .Bahs:;. Youth S,.-:m.posium, Havana,
Cuba, arra"",ed by Miss J ....pbine Kruluo.

Jamaica
We have recently received· from
Dr. King a beautiful Jamaican flag
which will be displayed with those
of the Latin American Republics,
since Jamaica for the present comes
within the stewardship of the InterAmerica Committee. Dr. King is
working assiduously and bas had
some very fine publicity.

Youth Sympo.ium
The most encouraging reports are
coming in about the observance of
the Youth Symposium in Latin
America. No doubt the National
Youth Committee will have much to
report about this, but it is also very
gratifying to us that with the use of
our address list they were able to
reach the various centers in time and
to have had word back. Great credit
is due to Wilfrid Barton who immediately offered to translate some
of the important passages from the
Guardian's letters and send them to
the different countries for use on that
day. Now that this effort has been
initiated we are sure that in all future years this splendid work will go
on binding the young people closer
and closer together.

WASHING'l'ON, D.C.

Bolima

"On this day (April 14) the twelfih
anniversary commemorating the birth
of the political; economic and spiritual unity of the twenty-one Republics
of the American continent, the National Spiritual Assembly of the
BaM'is of the United States and
Canada sends sincere greetings to
Latin America with the earnest hope
that the continental solidarity and
understanding so far achieved will
become the cornerstone of a universal and enduring peace, and
create power to assist with the hands
of justice, the broken-hearted, and
crush the great oppressors with the
forces of divine truth."

Miss Hottes is a wonderful leiter
writer and keeps us informed of
many interesting contacts that she
is making. Recently a young woman
whose father is a Protestant minister to the Aymara Indians has become interested in the Cause and
very much touched by the beauty of
the Baha'i prayers. She has asked
permission to translate some of them
into the Aym ara language so that
she may give them to the Indians.
Miss Hottes had showed her the
words of 'Abdu'l-Bahil. about the Indians and she is urging her father
to look into the Cause. We recall
that Mrs. Adler when in La Paz had
interested a. native Indian woman

-AMERICAN
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Miss Lentz has been visiting the
Blackwells and having a much needed vacation from her strenuous work
in San Domingo. There .is quite a
large group in Port-au-Prince and
they have been taught with what
French literature could be procured. Mrs. Amedee Gibson of Los
Angeles has made some very valuable typed copies of the Writings and
they have been deeply appreciated.

Co.... Rica
Always on the alert, San Jose
writes that now they have interested
a group in another city of Costa Rica
and they are beginning a study class
there; the city is in the Province of
Alajuela. Mrs. Woolson writes that
recently a group of thirteen from
San Jose went there to hold a meeting and to visit with the one. who
are interested. Alma Tica Magazine
continues to publish exhaustive articles on the Faith written in Spanish
by Mrs. Woolson, who is now very
proficient.

Ecumlor
Hans Dory, Secretary of Quito
group, has sent in a wonderful report
of the progress of the Faith in Ecuador. There are nine believers in Quito but unfortunately one of them
does not reach the age of twenty-one
until July of this year. Then there
are two believers in Guayaquil and
one in the city· of Ambato. Jobtl
Stearns' Radio program now will
send forth a program purely Baha'I
and we shall watch with keen inte ....
est this courageous undertaking.
PtmamtJ

A fine example of cooperation is
shown in the plan of Sr. Ulloa of
Costa Rica who is going to Panama
to. assist the two pioneers there.
As space is limited we must confine our report to few notes but the
friends will be interested to know
that we recently had a cali from
John Eichenauer, Jr., who has been
inducted into the service and is hop,
ing to be assigned to the Medical
Corps.
Next month, God willing, we shall
be able to announce the organization
of several new Spiritual Assemblies.
We hear that Bahia, Brazil, can now
be reinstated as the nine is now complete.
NELLIE S. FRENCH, SecretaT1/
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Baha'i School8
Pr:ograrru for 1943
1. GREEN ACRE
July 12-16 "What is the Baha'i
Faith?," Curtis Kelsey; "Faith and
Immortality," Charles S. Krug.
July 19-23 "What is the Baha'i
Faith?,!! Curtis Kelsey; "Faith and
Iinmortality," Charles S. Krug.
July .26-30 "Divine Justice," Mrs.
Ludmilla Bechtold.; HKitab-i-Iqan,"
Louis G. Gregory.
Aug. 2-6 "Divine Justice," Mrs.
Ludmilla Bechtold; "The Gleanings," F. St. G.Spendlove.
Aug. 9-13 "The Promised Day, "
Mrs. Lorraine Welsh; "Presenting
the Faith to the Public," Philip

'-

Sp~gue.

Aug. 1~20 "The Promised Day,"
Mrs. Lorraine Welsh; "Pattern tor
Future" Society," Dr. Glenn A. Shook.
Aug. 2$-27 "The Most G rea t
Peace, U Mrs. Helen Archambault;
"The Islamic Background of the Baha'i F alth," Dr. Ali Kull Khan, N.D.
Aug. 3O-Sept. 3 "The Most Great

Peace," Mrs. Helen Archambault;
"The Gathering of the Nations,"
Horace Holley.
Sunday morning meetings will be
arranged especially to attract the
public. Interesting eveoing meetings
are being prepared - to be announced later. Green Acre will be
open for guests commencing July
300, although the School sessions
WjUnotbegin until July 12th. ReserVations" should be made as soon as
possible with Mn: Flora Valentine,
158 cabot /!treet, Portsmouth, N. H.
After July 1, address Mrs. Va1entitle at GreeJ,l Acre, Eliot, Maine.

2. GEYSERVIUE
(July 4-18)

MORNING CLASSES
"The PTomised Day Is Come." First
"The Fir s t Hundred
Years"; Second week - uUnfoldfug the Most Great Peace."
The dawn ot the spiritual and sOcial foundations of universal peace
during the last century. Contemporary peace plans contrasted to the
program of Baba'u'IMh; the evolving structure of World Order which
His Teachings unfold.
'"The Victory of the Spirit." Two
weeks planned to deepen our grasp
of Baha'u'llah's, basic' spiritual
Teachings, mankind's only key to
enduring viCtory.

week -

Splnlual AlleQtbIy of the Baha't. of 'Sprin.neld~ Illinois, lepl1y incorporated

April 1. 1943

AFTERNOON ROUND TABLE
"The Baha'i Way of .. Life." First
week-"The Baha'i in His Community"; Second week - UThe
Baha'i in Society."
Study and discussion, under the
Big Tree, of Baha'i responsibilities
and service: (1) within the Administrative Order, and (2) through teaching opportunities which surround us
all.
FOUR EVENINGS
uThe Pioneer Front.
First week"North America"; Second weekiiLatin America."
The thrilling progress of the Faith
along the pioneer front, as seen by
National and· Inter-America Teaching Committees, with vital experiences and anecdotes shared by pioneers in person and through mail.
For ,.eservations write to: Miss
Gladyce Lintoot, Secretary, 156
Nova Drive, Piedmont, California.
Rate.s:: Donnitory-two persons, one
room $5.00 per week: per person;
dormitory upstairs or rooms in nearby houses $2.00 and up per week per
person.
II

3. LOUHELEN
LABORATORY SESSION
(July 1-12, inclusive)
Mornings :-The Price of Fellowship,
Miss Edna True; The Peoples of
Latin America, Mrs. Lotte Graeffe.
Afternoons: New Light in the
World's Bibles, Mrs. Maye Harvey
Gift.

Evenings: - The Lesser -Peace· and
the Most Great Peace. Forum·.
Rates tor Laboratory SeSSion,. per
day t per person, single room,
$2.50; double room, $2.10; dormitory, $1.65. (Including meals).
JUNIOR YOUTH SESSION
(July 14 to July 21, inclusive)
For Boys and Girls 12 to 15 ye81's.
Mornings
Baha'i Fundam:entals - Creative
Study - Music - Choral,Speilk.
ing.
Afternoons

The Chosen Highway - Oral Ex,
pression - Arts and Crafts Nature Lore.
Recreation Afternoons and Evenings
Teaching Staff
Miss Cora Edge - Supervisor of Art.
Grand Haven Schools; Mrs. Clinton
Wideman-Public School Teacher, DetrOit, Michigan; Mrs. Lotte Graefl'e-;-International Traveler, Olivet. Michigan; Mrs. Ethelyn Adele LaBarg9Child Specialist, Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan.

RatesfOT Junior Youth
Session (including meals)
Per day, per person .............. $1.50

Youth rate for Youth only at
Junior Youth Session.

MIDSUMMER SESSION
(July 23 to August 3,inclusive)
The Power of Prayer
Rates for Midsummer Session
(including meals)
Per day, per person, single room .. $2.50
Per day, per person, double room. 2.10
Children, 12 years old and
under, per aay~ per child ....... UJS

8
GENERAL SESSION
(August 5 to August 12, inclusive)
Mornings
'Abdu'l-Baha and the Divine Plan,
Mr. Horace Holley; The Dawn·
Breakers, .Miss Gretchen Westervelt.
Af!eTnoons

Gleanings from the Writings of
Baha'u'l18h, Mr. F. St. George
Spendlove.
Evenings

:The Lesser Peace and the Most

Great Peace, Forum.
Rates for General Session
(including meals)
Per day. per person, single room .. $2.50
Per day. per perSon. double room. 2.10

On Sunday, May 30, the Memorial to May Maxwell will be
dedicated by the BaM'isof
Buenos Aires at Quilmes Cemetery in behalf of all the believers of North and South America.
Illustrations of the completed
monument are on their way and
when received will be reproduced in BAIIi'i NEWS. On May
30 may all of us set aside time
for prayer and meditation that
we may be associated in spirit
with the gathering called to
honor one whose martyrdom
has been a sacrifice consecrating the Inter-America teaching
work.

:per day. per person. dormitory ... , 1.65

YOUTH SESSION
(August 14 to August 20, inclusive)
Mornings
Baha'i Administration, Mr. Arnold
Ketels; The Chosen Highway, Miss
Gretchen Westervelt; Choral Sing·
ing, Miss Esther Wilson.
Aftemoons

. Youth Forum, Mr. Edmund J.
Miessler.
Evenings
Recreation.
Counsellors: Mr. and Mrs. Her·
bert Suhm, Miss Esther Wilson.
Rates for Youth Session
Per day. per person (inc. meals) .$1.50

Youth rate for Youth. only at Junior
Youth Session.

AU Sessions
Alice Gertrude Kidder, D.O., will
Jiti'le a talk on '·A Balanced BahA'i
:tMe, Body, Mind and Spirit."
Please make your school and
trB;vel reservations early.
LovHa.EN BAHA'i ScHOOL
3208 South Slate Road (M-15)
Davison, Michigan

4. WESTERN CANADA
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
. Rowland Estall, Regional Secretary, announces plans for a Summer

Conference, combining intensive educational program with conference
and a vacational atmosphere, to be
beld in Moose Mountain Provincial
Park, Saskatchewan, July 18-24. Accommodations will be in the Chalet,
single or double rooms or cabins. A
week's stay will cost from $8.00 to
$10.00 per person, with meals at
reasonable rates additional.
For reservations and further details,
address Rowland Estall. Secretary. P. O.
Box 12.1, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

In Memoriam
"I testify. 0 mu Lord, that Th.ou Mott
enjoined. upon men to h.Onor their guest,
ami he that hat" •• <ended unto Thee halll
verily re4ched Thee 400 attained. Thy
Presence. Deal with him then according
to Thy g1'ace and bountyJ"-'Almu'L-B&IIA.

Mrs. Emma L. Hinman, New Haven.
Mrs. Lela D. Kos, Chical:o.
Mr. Louis Farrell, Sherbrooke,
Quebec.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Grandeur,
May 17; Light, June 5; Mercy, June
24:
Declaration of the Bab: May 23 ..
(Two hours and II minutes after
sunset, May 22.)
Ascension of Baha'u'll&.h: May 29.
(At 3:00 A.M., .tandard time.)
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: June 21, 22, 23 24, 25, at
Wilmette.
Commemoration of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
Thirty-first Annual Gathering: June
26 at Evergreen Ca bin, West Englewood.
Summer School Sessions: see special announcement.

Baha'i Directory
Regional Teaching Committee,
State of New York: Ida Noyes, 43
Davis Street, Binghamton, appointed Secretary. Wm. Kenneth Christian unable to serve.

Enrollments and Transfers
Enrollment of new believers reported by local Assemblies:
Montclair,- one. Los Angeles, one.
New Orleans, one. Vancouver, one.
Shorewood, one. Oklahoma City
one. Peoria, two. Beverly, one,

Montreal, one. San t a Barbara,
three. St. Paul, one. Greensboro,
one. Jacksonville, one. Springfield,
Ill., one. Milwaukee, one youth.
Enrollments hy transfer reported
hy local Asoem blies ;
Milwaukee, two. Washington, four.
New Orleans, three. Peoria, one.
Beverly Hills, two. Glendale, one.
Los Angeles, one. Indianapolis,
one.
Enrollment of isola ted believers in
Apri1-thirty-one.

Committee Budgell!
National Committees having budget. from the National Fund are requested to account to the Treasurer
for any unexpended budget items on
hand at the end of the committee
term of office, June 30.

The Baib's Addre88 to
Letters of the Living
"0 My beloved friends! Y au are
the bearers of the name of God in this
Day. You have been chosen as the
repositories of His mystery. It behooves each one of you to manifest
the attributes of God, and to exemplify by your deeds and words the
signs of His righteousness, His power and glory. The very members
of your body must bear witoess to
the loftiness of your purpose, the Integrity of your life, the reality of
your faith, and the exalted character of your devotion. For verily I
say, this is the Day spoken of by
God in Hi. Book . . . Such must
be the purity of y,our character and
the degree of your renunciation, that
the people of the earth may through
you recognize and be drawn closer
to the heavenly Father Who is the
Source of purity and grace." (The
Dawn-Breakers, page 92)

Correeti0D8
Baha'i News of March, 1943, reproduced on page 7 a photograph attributed to a Temple model display
in Halliburton. Building, Phoenix,
Arizona. The Halliburton Building is
in Los Angeles and is the address of
the local Spiritual Assembly and
Babit'i Center.
The Annual Report of the Coiltacts
Committee, 1942-1943, in connection
with the activities of Mrs. George
R. True stated ··no record." The

Committee wishes to change this to
read that ·approximately 385 letters
were mailed by Mrs. Tnie as member of the Contacts Committee.
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National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada -

Sealing the Triumph of the First Stage
of the Divine Plan
lUESSAGE FROl\1 SHOGHI EFFENDI
Successive reports, proclaiming
the American believers' brilliant
feat, the completion of the exterior
ornamentation of the Temple, their
historic exploits in the spiritual conquest 01 every Republic of Latin
America, as well as their impending
victory to be won through the establishment of the structural basis of
the Baha'i administrative order in
the virgin States and Provinces of
North America, are thrilling the
Eastern communities of the Baha'i
world with delight, "With admiration
and with wonder.
Ninety-five Per s ian families,
emulating the example 01 the American trail-blazers of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah, have recently forsaken
their homes and followed in the footsteps of pioneers already departed
from Persia yesterday evening to
hoist its banner in the adjoining territories of Afghanistan, Baluchistan,
Sulamaniyyib, Hejaz and Bahrayn
Island.
Local Assemblies have been
founded in Kashmir Valley in the
extreme north and in Madras Presidency in the extreme south, as well as
in Haydarabad, the leading stronghold of Muslim orthodoxy in India.
The National Baha'i Administra~
tive Headquarters of the Egyptian
believers are nearing completion. A
similar institution is in process of
establishment in India's capital city,
Delhi. A Guest House, adjunct to
the newly built Administrative Headquarters of the Baha'is of 'Inlq,
ha s been constructed.
Baha'i communities. of East and
West are arising in the fourth year
of the devastating conflict in the full
strength of their undisruptible soli~
darity, resolved to write, through
immortal deeds, further glorious
pages in the last Chapter of the first
BaM', Century.

I appeal to the standard-bearers
of
Baha'u'lIah's
ever-advancing
army to safeguard the spiritual
prizes already won and maintain
every outpost of the Faith established in the southern hemisphere.
I entreat them to exert still more
magnificent efforts to discharge befittingly the one remaining responsibility in the North American continent.
I am praying for the achievement
of a resounding total victory in all
the Americas, thereby sealing the
triumph of the first stage in the
Divine Plan for whose execution the
entire machinery of the Administrative Order was for no less than sixteen years patiently and laboriously
erected.
SHOGm RABBANI
Received May 27, 1943.
Regardiog the passages in the
"Promulgation of Universal Peace".
the word "income I I should be
changed to "need" until such time
as the text of the Master's address
in the original is found and verified.
This particular address, however, is
not a vaila ble at present. The second
passage is obviously a mistake and
should read: "if his production
exceeds he will pay a tax."
As already stated in a previous
communication, the observance of
the centenary of our Faith should be
held in May, 1944, at which time
the annual Convention should also
take place; the friends should gather
in the auditorium of the Temple on
the 22nd of May, two hours and eleven minutes after sunset, which is the
exact time of the Bab's Declaration.
On that occasion they should also
celebrate the completion of the exterior ornamentation of their Temple. This meeting, so historic in ua-

536 Sheridan Rd,. WilmeHe. III.

ture, will thus be both a dedication
ceremony of the House of Worship,
as well as a celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the fOWlding
or the Faith. While gathered in the
auditorium no addresses should be
delivered, but appropriate selections
from the revealed writings should be
read, whether prayers, meditations,
Tablets, the addresses of the Master or selections from the Bible or
the Qur'an. Passages from the writings of the Ba b should be a special
feature of the readings selected for
this occasion. Singing, whether by
soloists or choirs, should form part
of the program. The utmost care
should be taken to insure that the
standard of the vocal music should
befit that solemn occasion. The
Guardian approves the selection of
some of the psalms of David as an
evidence of the universality of the
Faith which should be amply demonstrated on that occasion, In order to
consummate that historic celebration on that day the Guardian suggests that a meeting should be held
in the Foundation Hall immediately
following the dedication ceremony in
the auditorium, at which addresses
should be delivered, and non-Baha'is
be invited to take part. The program
for such a meeting should be elaborate and carefully prepared, and
every effort should be made to have
men of capacity and eminence as
well as well-kno\VD Baha'i speakers
participate. The agenda of this meeting is left to the discretion of your
Assembly, but" the Guardian advises you, in view of its importance,
to seek the suggestions of the believers before making your final decision. Any new features the friends
or the Assembly may wish to add
would be most welcomed by the
Guardian, who feels that the significance of the Faith, its universality,
its world-wide influence, its indestructible unity, its moving history,
its world order, its first House of
Worship, in the Western World, and
its attitude to other E'aiths should be
clearly and eloquenlly set forth and
explained.
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In honor of this unique occasion
the Guardian hopes to send a copy
of the portrait of the Bab and some
of His relics to be displayed for the
first time to the assembled believers
in the auditorium of the Temple on
that memorable evening,
after
which they should be placed in a
safe spot within the Temple together with the Hair of Baha'u'llili previously presented to the American
believers. Under no circumstances
should the portrait of the Bab be
left exposed or hung on the wall of
the Temple, nor .should any copy of
it be made. Only on very rare occasions should it be displayed} and
whenever shown should be in no other place except the Foundation Hall
of the Temple. Its display in the
auditorium is permitted only for this
occasion. No such portrait is to be
fOlUld anywhere in the Baha'i world
-with the exception of Haifa-nor
is the Guardian contemplating sending any copy at present to any other
Baha'i community. This indicates
the importance he attaches to the
Temple in America, which he feels
is a befitting edifice to enshrine it.
The utmost vigilance should .be exercised that no copy be made of it in
the future, or any attempts be made
to reproduce it in any way.
This celebration, on the 22nd of
May, 1944, is one feature of the fes·
tivities commemorating that historic event. The Convention period,
during which these festivities are to
be held, should be extended to at
least a full week, during which the
greatest publicity should be given
to the events that are being commemorated. A banquet, at which
distinguished friends, sympathizers
and admirers of the Cause should be
invited to be present, should be held
in a befitting setting in the city of
Chicago where the Cause was first
established in America. In this can·
nection, the Guardian would like to
point out that that first center waSt
as affirmed by Dr. Khayrullah himself, established by him in 1894_
Hence, it is justifiable to consider
the establishment of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah in the continent of
America to have begun in 1894. The
American believers will, therefore
be celebrating in May, 1944, at once
the hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the Faith, the completion of the exterior ornamentation
of the Temple, and the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of the
Baha'i Faith in the Western hemi7

.

Profoundly deplore the loss of
the self-sacrificing distinguished
teacher of the Faith, Mable Ives.
Her manifold contributions to the
teaching activities before and
since. the· inception of the Seven
Year Plan are outstanding, memorable and highly meritorious. Assure her daughter of my deepest
loving sympathy and prayers.
Abiding felicity is crowning her
noble labors.
SHOGm RABBANI

Received June 21, 1943

sphere and, indeed, in the entire
Western world. To this marvelous
coincidence adequate recognition
should be given during the dedication ceremony in the form of thanksgiving prayers, in the meetings held
in the Foundation Hall of the Temple, at the sessions of the Convention, . through the press, and
over the ramo.
As to this particular Convention
itself, the Guardian feels that the
Baha'Is in Central and South America should be invited to participate
and to send, if possible, one representative from each country. These
representatives would have the right
to deliberate and participate in all
the discussions of the Convention,
only, naturally, for that year. They
would not, however, exercise the
rigbt to elect the National Assembly
which wlll be restricted to the delegates from the United States and
Canada. In a sense the Convention
will represent the entire community
of the followers of Baba'u'llah
throughout the Americas, gathered
to celebrate, in the newly completed Temple, the centenary of their
Faith, and commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of its inception in
the Western Hemisphere.
As the number of local Spiritual
Assemblies in North America is
steadily increasing, and will soon
reach a point when it will be impracticable to apportion the 171 delegates among them, and as the number of delegates should not at present be further lncreased, the Guardian considers it advisable to introduce a new basis for election on the
occasion of this historic Convention.
This new principle will enable all
Bah~'is, whether belonging to communities that have an Assembly or
to groups, and even all isolated be-
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Ii evers, to participate in the 'elec~
tion of delegates for the national
Convention. Such a step has bee'ome
necessary in view of the fact- that
the number of the Baha'is in localities where there are only groups or
isolated believers has increased to
such an extent as to constitute more
than half of the total number of believers living in localities where
there is a Spiritual Assembly. All
the Baha'is will participate, through
this new method, in the election of
the national delegates - a step that
will greatly increase the electorate,
and broaden the basis of Baha'i representation. The unit will. henceforth, have to be regarded as the
State or Province, rather than the
locality in which the believers reside. In other words, the hundred
and seventy-one delegates will have
to be apportioned among the States
oi the U.S.A. and the Provinces of
Canada, in direct proportion to the
number of believers residing in each
one of them. 11le Baha'is in each
State and Province must either
through correspondence or, preferably, by coming together whenever
feasible, elect from among all the
believers in that State or Province,
the number of delegates allocated to
them by the National Spiritual Assembly. In those States where there
are numerous local Baha'i communities it may be found advisable to
divide each one of them into districts, allocating to each district a
portion of the delegates assigned to
that State, and in direct proportion
to the number of believers living
within the specified district. It is
for the National Assembly to Consider the most efficient methods
whereby all the American believers
will henceforth be able to participate in the election of their delegates. This method will promote
Baha'i solidarity in every State and
Province, and, by bringing together the believers·, enable them to
function more efficiently and harmoniously, and promote the work of
the Cause that lies ahead. No more
befitting occasion could be found on
Vlhich to initiate this mea!.ure than
when the Baha'i representatives of
North, Central and South America
are gathered to celebrate such historic events in the annals of the
Cause.
In connection with these celebra_
tions the Guardian would advise
your Assembly to consider the following suggestions;
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1. Baba tis unable to participate in
the festivities in Chicago and Wilmette should be urged to observe
befittingly these anniversaries in
their respective localities. Articles in the press, radio broadcasts, invitations to well-kno\\o"11
friends and admirers of the
Cause, the showing of the Master's film, the playing of the record of His voice, banquets, exhibitions of the Temple models,
etc., should characterize these
festivities.
2. The special attention of the
friends and visitors, during this
celebration should be directed to
the fact that the event marks also
the hundredth anniversary of the
birth of 'Abdu'l-Baha. This should
be emphasized in the addresses
delivered in the special anniversary publication, the souvenir
pamphlets, the articles for the
press and the radio broadcasts.
3. A special anniversary pUblication
should be issued under the supervision of the National Spiritual
Assembly and following the general lines indicated in the memorandum submitted by them to the
Guardian.
4. The preparation of a smaller souvenir pamphlet, adorned by the
Paris photograph of the Master
and an artistic reproduction of
the Temple, containing a brief
outline of the salient events of
the first Baha'i century, and prefaced by a short statement of the
aims and purposes of the Faith,
attractively bound and to be presented to the distinguished guests
participating in these celebrations.
5. Special instructions to the Baha'is
of Central and South America to
celebrate the occasion and to
gather at the exact time of the
Bab's Declaration, and to give as
wide a publicity to the event as
their resources permit.
6 The appointment of a special
committee as soon a s possible to
insure the carrying out of the
necessa ry measures, under the
close supervision of the National
Assembly, for the proper execution of these plans.
7. An effort should be made to give
publicity to this event and its
celebration through national radio broadcasts, and, if feasible, to
broadcast the ceremony from the
auditorium of the Temple.
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:Memorial to May EUis Maxwell, Quilmes Cemetery, Buenos Aires,
Argentioa, dedicated May 30, 194.3.

The Guardian hopes to send a
color film of the Holy Shrines and
gardens in jAkkit and Haifa to be
shown to the friends at the Convention and circulated amongst the various centers.
In conclusion, he wishes to assure
you, one and all, of his special
prayers for the success of the
. mighty efforts which he is sure you
will exert to insure the triumph of
the Seven Year Plan, as well as the
glorious celebrations which must
consummate the first Baha'i century.
March 28, 1943

Words of the Bab
Addressed to Quddus
"The days of your companionship
with Me are drawing to a close. The
hour of separation has struck, a
separation which no reunion will follow except in the Kingdom of God, in
the presence of the King of Glory. In

•

this world of dust, no more than
r.ine fleeting months of association
with Me have been allotted to you.
On the shores of the Great Beyond,
however, in the realm of immortality, joy of eternal reunion awaits us.
The hand of destiny will ere long
plunge you into an ocean of tribulation for His sake. I, too, will follow
you; I too will be immersed beneath
its depths. Rejoice with exceeding
gladness. for you have been chosen
as the standard-bearer of the host of
affliction, and are standing in the
vanguard of the noble army that will
suffer martyrdom in His name. In
the streets of Sbiraz, indignities will
be heaped upon you, and the severest injuries will afflict your body.
You will survive the ignominious be.
havior of your foes, and will attain
th e presence of Him· who is the one
object of our adoration and love. In
His presence you will forget all the
harm and disgrace lhat shall have
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befallen you. The hosts of the Unseen will hasten forth to assist you,
and will proda im to all the world
your heroism and glory. Yours 'Will
be the ineffable joy of quaffing the
cup of martyrdom for His sake. I,
too, shall tread the path of sacrifice t
and will join you in the realm of
eternity.' t

The Thirty-Fifth Annual
Convention
The Baha'i annual Convention,
answering its thirty-fifth call, assembled in the" Temple foundation
at Wilmette, III., Thursday, April 29.
During its three-day session ninetynine of its accredited delegates, a
wide margin over a majority, answered the roll. Visiting friends
came in such numbers as to fill all
seats throughout the time. The impression of a sea of humanity, each
wave surging with divine harmonYt
love and spiritual illumma tion, is
one to be cherished. Most of these
friends came from nearby centers.
But it was also noticeable that regions as remote from each other
as the two oceans, Canada and the
deep South, were drawn together
during this Ri<;lvim festival. Red,
white and black as to ethnic stocks;
Jew, Catholic, Protestant, Moslem.
as to religious background; wealth
and poverty as to economic values;
prominence' and obscurity as to social preferment; each and all entered the majestic and wondrous
Temple of God and found fellowship
under the Banner of Baha'u'llah.
Allen B. McDaniel, chairman of
the National Spiritual Assembly,
called the Convention to order, voicing in golden phrases the praises
of God, whose mighty confirmations
assembled us. Radiant faces were
significant of a universal faith, calling together the workers for a new
world order. In contrast to a world
filled with confusion, fear and chaos,
here love, hope, faith and courage
were evident. The Master's dedication of this Temple site thirty-one
years ago was feelingly mentioned.
And now, under the guidance of our
revered Guardian, we have completed the sixth year of the Seven
Year Plan. Let us be ever mindful
of his exhortation to draw near to
Baha'u'llab that He may draw near
to us.
The Convention organized with the
election of Philip Sprague of New

Annonneement of

New Baha'i Book
The long- awaited one -volume
selection of Baha'i Writings is now
in publication, replacing the former Baha'i Scriptures. The new book
contains 465 pages, including Index, and its Contents include excerpts from fifteen different Baha'i
books, pamphlets or magazines.
The title is BaM'i World Faith. Of
its nine Chapters, five are Words
of Baha'u'llah, four the Words of
'Abdu'l-Baha. Printed on thin
paper, bound in fabrikoid. The low
cost, $1.50 per copy, results from
having ordered an edition of 10,000
copies at one printing. Delivery
promised by July 15. Assemblies
should place large orders now every believer will desire a copy.
York as chairman and Horace Holley
-as secretary. The chairman modestly took hold, stressing the need
of improvement as we move forward to the desired goal.
The first order was the reading
of two cablegrams from the Guardian. They were also spread in
writing among the delegates. Shog-hi
Effendi showers his loving encouragement upon the American friends,
indicating a high station and in fortune even greater triumphs for this
community. Raising the standard
of justice, he points out that isola ted believers are now a maj ori ty
of the American friends. Therefore,
in order that all the friends may
exercise the right to vote, a new
apportionment is provided in which
each state or province is the unit
and all the qualified friends therein
may vote for Convention delegates.
These most important messages were
elsewhere printed in full in the last
issue. As a great sign of bountYt
the likeness of His Holiness, the Bab,
is to be sent to America as a most
precious relic for the Temple archives. Also plans are unfolded for
the Centermial Convention next year t
which promises to be a glorious,
epoch-making gathering.
The Convention in reply, sent the
following message to the Guardian:
"Hearts overfiowing (at the) magnitude (of the) new vision (of) complete Western participation. Rever·
ent appreciation (for the) anticipated gift (of the) portrait (of the)
Holy'Bab. (We) pledge (the) utmost
exertion (of the) American Baha'i

community toward total victory (of
the) Centennial celebration. (We)
supplicate (our) beloved Guardian's
continuous prayers (for the) consummation (of the) divinely appointed task. Loving devotion."
The National secretary presented
his annual supplementary report
covering such matters as could not
be included in his general report.
The Faith gained two hundred and
twenty-four new members during
the current year; emphasis upon
teaching, calling to mind the duty
of each Baha'i to bring one person
per year, at least, into acceptance
of the Faith; the enviable record
of achievement in Canada; bulletins
and new teaching pamphlets, foreign
publications; contacts with Iran;
progress and completion of Temple
construction; foundation hall renovation; landscape gardening; increasing channels of pubJici ty; such as
encyclopedias, radio, press; pioneer
settlers in virgin territories; twentyeight new centers, etc., convey a
summary of this report.
Two object lessons were presented
making vivid and picturesque the
recital of the plan. The first wa s a
chart con taIDing a single line divided
into three sections nmning in different directions. The first part was a
very gradual slope from the beginning upward, indicating the slow
increase of pioneer teaching. Then,
strange to say, the second part of
the line was a slant downward
though not as far a s the level of
starting. Then, under the strong
impetus of the Guardian's appeal,
so greatly did pioneers respond that
this index line shot upward, almost
in a perpendicular direction. A far
more impressive object lesson was
the presence in the Convention of
about twenty-eight friends who have
engaged in pioneering and settlement work. These heroic souls were
invited to stand before the <;onvention. The committee chairman extolled their merits, to the approval
of all the friends.
Of the virgin teaching areas there
remain but seven to be settled and
in these a start has already begun.
Eighteen such areas have been
settled during the past year and
twenty-nine have been settled during the past six years. The progress
of the past year synchronized with
the completion of the Temple ornamentation. releasing great spiritual
confirmations. The pioneers have
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made great sacrifices. In one case
a temperature of 50 degrees belo"':
zero was encountered in Canada.
The momentum acquired by the
teaching effort bids fair to bring to
a successful conclusion the SevenYear Plan, for which but a year remains. But in the meantime there
should be no relax"ation of effort in
any of the various lines of service.

Inter·America Teaching
The report of this second great
arm of teaching was presented by
its Committee Secretary, Mrs. Nellie
S. French. Mexico City has done a
fine work in spreading the teachings
to five groups in various sections
of the country. Ten Spiritual Assemblies were organized in Latin America during the past year. Recent
obstacles and dangers could not
escape notice. One of the friends
Mrs. Collins, had her plans for ~
journey upset three times by forces
not under control. But at length
she set out under difficulties and
had a successful trip. RetUrning.
the situation seemed so difficult under new trials, that she made these
words of Baha 'u 'lhih a prayer:
Hput YOUT whole trust and con--

fidence in God, Who hath created
you and seek ye His help in all yOUT
affaiTs. SUCCOT cometh from Him
alone.
He succoreth whom He
wil!eth with the hosts of the heavens
and Of the earth."-(Promised Day
Is Come, Page 22)
All difficulties melted away.
Philip Sprague related some of
his teaching experiences in South
America. :Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg
mentioned the Cuban work and :Mr.
and Mrs. Ellsworth Blaclrnrell just
returned from Haiti, were successful there in organizing a Spiritual
Assembly, with the son of a former
Haitian President as its chairman,
and with a community of fourteen.
They gave an interesting account of
Haitian customs.
More literature is needed for Latin
America and a compilation prepared
by Mesdames Laulie A. Matthews
and Helen Bishop will soon be available. Miss Roan Orloff, Baston delegate, has recently completed the
translation of the Da\VIl-Breakers
into Esperanto,
service which will
greatly facilitate knowledge of the
F ai th in foreign lands. The bulky
manuscript was turned over to the
National Spiritual Assembly during
the Convention period.
j

a

Baha'is of Buenos .Aires representing the National Spiritual Assemb1y at the dedic=ation
of the :Memorial to May Ellis Maxwell. Here the remains are
being transferred to the Memorial Vault.

The Election
The Convention in accordance with
its legal requirements balloted for
the new National Spiritual Assembly, on Friday of the sessions and
following prayers and readings. The
tellers reported those elected for
the ensuing year as follows: Horace
Holley, Louis G. Gregory, Dorothy
K. Baker. Roy C. Wilhelm, Allen B.
McDaniel, Amelia E. Collins, Leroy
loas, George O. Latimer, Siegfried
Schopftocher. Later the new body
reported the following organization:
George 0. Latimer, chairman; Allen
B. McDaniel, vice-chairman; Horace
Holley, secretary; Louis G. Gregory,
recording secretary; Roy C. Wilhelm, treasurer; Siegfried Schopfiocher, assistant treasurer.
Spiritual Greetings
Friends in various cities sent loving messages: Alberquerque, New
Mexico; Honolulu, H. 1.; British
Columbia; Louden County, Va.;
Charleston, W. Va.; Spokane, ,"Vash.;
Chicago;
Philadelphia;
Denver,
Colo.; Laramie, Wyo.; Syracuse,
N. Y.; Rockford, Ill. The spirit of
all these beautiful messages is conveyed by one from San Jose, Costa
Rica, in Spanish, with its English
translation as follows: jlThe Baha'i

Committee of San Jose, Porto Rico,..
convey to all their brothers who
united in our glorious Temple, fraternal greetings and our best wishes
for the continued success and happiness of all. May the resolutions
taken at the Convention be luminous
torches which will enkindle greater
faith in all the hearts of our brothers
who are scattered throughout the
world, and awaken spiritual unfold.ment in all those who have not yet
learned of the light and truth so
beautifully expounded in the Baha'i
Teachings. May this sincere and
loving fraternal greeting assure you
that this community has worked
arduously and that the fruit gathered
is the best offering we can present
to adorn those ho:'lls toward which
all our spirits are directed. JJ
(Signed) "BaM.'i Group
of San Jose,
"22 de Abril de 1943" Costa Rica."

youth and Education
Three Baha'i Schools,
Green
Acre, Louhelen and Geyserville
made knovm their interesting schedules for the summer's work. An
unusual number of young people
attended the Convention, soon discovering each other, arranged a
conference and luncheon, formu-
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lated plans and had an interesting
hearing before the Convention. The
National Assembly delegated two
of theiT more youthful members to
confer with them so as to relate
their ideas and activities to the
National Youth Committee, an administrative step.
Publicity
This committee advised against
a beggarly attitude in contacting
the press. Better, give the true iinpression that here is something of
value. Convey the international scope
of the Faith. Offer specific news of
current happenings, such as to the
Race Unity banquet. Make it a
habit to present to the public the
right thing at the right time and in
the right quantity. This committee
has made nine news releases and
they have been received and published by the press. Some success
has also been obtained in foreign
publicity. This committee through
Clarence Niss, offers to serve any
who will ask for information.
Race Unity and College Circuits
These two committees have functioned during the past year with
pleasing results, finding an astonishing readiness to hear the Baha'i
Plan of World Unity with its related principle of the oneness of
mankind. The avidity with which
Baha'i literature is received and
read in cultural circles is impressive. The heroic souls who are
upholding this principle with courage and wisdom, especially in the
South, are worthy of the highest
admiration and praise. 'Abdu'l-Baha
in one of His Tablets mentions HThe
Art of Manipulation and the Inflexibility of Will." His attitude toward
races during His American tour
has been pointed out by the Guardian as a model for each and all to
follow. Timidity and fear conceal
the merits of _the Cause. Firm adherence to its principles and ideals,
with kindness and good-will to all,
disclose divine values and serve as
channels of confirmation and victory. Baha'is can lead a crucified
humanity to the way of relief.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker gave a fascinating recital of her college work
and of the sweet humility and readiness which met the teachings everywhere. Clarence Niss told of service
to the press of minority groups with
Baha'i Editorials and of the warm
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appreciation they met. Eli W. Powlas spoke for the American Indians.
It was also brought out that both
white and colored colleges of the
South, as elsewhere. are now ready
to receive Baha'i speakers of both
races. Shall we now hesitate or
doubt the increasing capacity of
mankind for the Program of God?
Radio
Mrs. Bacon of the Radio Committee suggested the establishment
of a sending station in the Temple
itself. This the committee achieved
temporarily, by successful plans for
Allan B. McDaniel to give a radio
address from the Temple and on the
Temple. This happy delivery described the symbolism. the outward
beauty and the spiritual significance
of the structure.
The committee further recommended that regular broadcasts
about the Temple and Teachings
would be a good investment for
BaM'i funds. A brilliant address by
William B. Sears, Baha'i, and radio
expert, added much to the instruction and entertainment of the
friends.
Contacts
This committee reported over nine
hundred letters with literature sent
authors, educators, editors, etc. Replies came from many notables.
Friends are invited to cooperate by
sending names of good prospects
for advanced thought.

penetrating. The true vision is of
reality.
Baha'i Centennial CeJebration
The hundredth anniversary of the
Baha'i Faith gives promise of being
a brilliant and elaborate celebration.
The Convention will be in session a
week. Prominent-people, both within
and without the Faith, will make addresses. As illustrating the universal
nature of the Faith readings will
be made from the Bible and Qur'an
as well as the Teachings. Every
phase of Baha:i activity and every
institution of the Faith will have its
history and work set forth briefly
in a Centennial booklet. A motion
to invite Shoghi Effendi to be pTeSent on this occasion was heartily,
tlnanimously and enthusiastically
carried.

EI Ridvan
This great Feast was celebrated on
Saturday evening of the Convention
with a record attendance. The readings selected were Tablets of Baha'u'llilh, followed by explanatory Tablets of 'AbdUl-Baha and letters of
Shoghi Effendi. Mrs. Corinne True
was chairman. She is one of the
very few people, if not the only one,
who has attended all of the thirtyfive annual Conventions. Although
well in the evening of life one seeing
her radiance and hearing her eloquent expressions might think her
still in the meridian of life. This
Feast is always a very happy
occasion alike to friends and. visitors.
World Order Magazine
The chairman at the Sunday
This Magazine Committee explained their wish to do a two-fold Teaching Congress was Mrs. Amelia
service. Help the Baha'is in teaching E. Collins. The speakers, who were
the Faith and to make contacts heard to good advantage, were Mrs.
with new people. The back cover A. Y. Seta and Leroy Ioas, both of
always contains a very comprehen- San Francisco, California. This
sive statement. The various numbers meeting was a very successful one.
express much planning ahead. Coop- The subj ects were: Birth of a World
eration is asked, also wide-awake Faith and Development of a World
Order.
contributions.
Summary
Braille
The Convention took a new and
Miss Ella C. Quant of the Braille
sustained flight in the direction of
Committee, made an earnest pleaperfect
harmony, cooperation and
for the blind, especially those deprived of sight in later life. During peace. Its spiritual atmosphere Was
the past year hventy-two people have made possible by prayerfulness and
been brought closer to Baha'u'llcili loving kindness. There was joyfulby Braille study. Some of the Boston ness over the notable victory Won,
friends, who are active in this hu- yet a solemness in the view of
mane service are now in close touch greater responsibilities and works
with Perkins Institute of that city. ahead.
Some'times the loss of the eyesight
The friends seemed alert and well
makes the insight keener and more trained in guarding the sacred edi-
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fice of the Faith from the machinations of Covenant breakers. Nor
could any breath from the Nether
world becloud its radiance or mar
that loyalty which is its own strongM
hold and security.
The unity of the Convention greatly
quickened the dispatch of business.
For the first time within memory,
the last session closed much earlier
than the time set by the agenda,
due to the meeting of mmds with
hearts united. 'Abdu'l·Baha once described true consultation as a line
connecting Earth with Heaven, At
one end of the line is the Supreme
Concourse; at the other, the gathering of the friends. The Faith is an
ever unfolding vision of reality.
Grea ter things seem in store for the
American friends than minds can
now conceive. We are blessed beyond
our dreams and happier, far happier than we know. But the joy of a
community depends upon its capacity, developed by Divine Favor, to
make joy~ul mankind. In the process
of growth there are tears as well as
laughter.
LoUIS G. GREGORY

Convention Reporter

Letter From the
National Spiritnal Assembly
Beloved Coworkers and Friends:
The American Baha'i community
has been profoundly stirred by the
significance of the Centenary of the
Faith to be celebrated next May.
That we are now in the Centennial
Year and our opportunity to serve
under the Seven Year Plan is now in
its final phase is a source of renewed determination to every believer.
Since the Convention the friends
have been awaiting the announcement of plans and activities worthy
of our unique destiny.
This announcement the National
Spiritual Assembly is now privileged
to make. A nationwide teaching
plan, coordinated, intensive and continuous, has been adopted, and in
the promotion of this plan each Assembly and each Committee w i II
find its point of connection with the
flow of spiritual power through the
heart of the Cause.
The plan calls for a series of public meetings to be held in each local
community of the United States and
Canada from September, 1943 to
April, 1944, culminating in the Centennial Celebration May 23, 1944. A

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Litt1e Rock, Arkarums,
newly constituted, April 21, 1943.

theme is supplied for each meeting,
to concentrate the efforts and make
for utmost publicity.
For the period September 1 to October 31, the theme is Race Unity.
Sometime within that period e a c h
Assembly and group is called upon
to hold one public meeting with addresses keyed to the subject.
The second period, including November and December, revolves
around the theme of Religious Unity.
The third period, January and
February, 1944, will be devoted to
the subject of World Unity.
The fourth period, March and
April, 1944, carries the theme of The
Manifestation of God.

These four teaching periods, each
with its phases of publicity, public
meeting, and study classes arranged for those interested, release our
best efforts and prepare the way for
the Centennial, the supreme experience of this generation of Baha'is.
Meanwhile, the National Spiritual
Assembly is requesting the National
Committees, Baha'i News Service,
Radio, Exhibits, etc., to prepare mate.rial for each of the four themes
and submit it to the National Assembly in advance, so that a port-

folio of teaching helps and publicity
material can be issued to each Msembly at the beginning of each of
the four periods. Moreover, the
National Teaching Committee is re~
quested to arrange for circuits which
will assist the smaller Assemblies
not able to undertake the public
meeting with their own local facilities.
Thus, as the teaching work continues steadily for the settling of the
yet-unoccupied areas, the spirit of
teaching intensifies in relation to
every other part of the American
Baha'i community. The National
Spiritual Assembly will coordinate
the various phases of this mighty
undertaking, and calls upon each
and every Baha'i to do his full share.
The friends are requested to note
the list of Committees appointed,
each \Vith its own defined area of
function, as published in Baha'i
News for July. We should be familiar with the services set up to assist us with material, programs or
inform a lion.
May we all, dear friends, strive to
learn the divine art of unified action this year, and confirm our zeal
and devotion with the joy of association with all other believers. Out of
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this unity of hearts will corne the
power to establish His teaching and
His law in this darkened worut'

The Eleventh Hour
The sixth year of the Seven Year
Plan carried the American Community to a height of achievement
which Shoghi Effendi himself has acclaimed a "magnificent victory".
Through the '\Videspread devotion
and efforts of the friends,-through
pioneers t settlers, traveling teachers, and concentrated activities of
Committees-the' Faith swept forward into eighteen vir gin States and
Provinces. The tremendous events of
the "crucial year" turned the tide
in our North American teaching
campaign. We no longer struggle
against possible defeat. The longsought goals are in sight. Although
j·the eleventh hour for the Seven
Yea r Plan has struck, 1 t there is
hope and confidence in ·'tota1 victory".
Let us for a moment survey the
accomplishments of the sixth year
of the Plan, a s they are thrillingly
disclOSed at Convention:
In the first five years-9 virgin
States and Provinces were won.
In the sixth year-IS virgin States
and Provinces were won,
In the first five years-29 new
Assemblies were gained in Nor t h
America.
In the sixth year-29 new Assemblies were organized in North America.
From Convention, 1942, to Conven.
tion 1943, the pioneers and settlers
who answered the Guardian's call
were 105. Of these 86 moved to virgin areas and 19 to disbanded Assemblies, One-fourth of the tot a 1
number (25) moved to new homes
between March 15, 1943, and Convention time; in this issue their
names are added to the Pioneer Roll
of Honor which was published in the
Annual Report.
Here in these striking facts, the
American Community may find just
cause for gratitude and pI'ide. But
figures do not tell the real story, no,
nor the hundreds of stories which
underlie this work. Only those at the
forefront of effort can know the fears
and joyS of the pioneer front. Perhaps these words from two settlers
will speak more tellingly.
"Next to being a pioneer, being a
settler is a tremendous bounty. How

VIRGIN STATES AND
PROVINCES
Since the accompanying article
on "The Eleventh Hour" was prepared, the National Teaching Committee, has become increasingly
concerned by the lack of volun·
teers for the pioneer front, As out·
lined in the article, there are still
seven virgin States and Provinces,
needing thirty pioneers and settlers to assure the formation of
Local Spiritual Assemblies.
The offers to settle, since Convention, have been alarmingly
few. Two months have already
passed in this seventh year. We
must not forget that plans for
settlement, in such a difficult
period, often require much time
to complete, especially for Alaska
and the two Canadian Provinces.
As "standard-bearers of Baha'u'·
'*llah's ever·advancing army," we
American Baha'is cannot afford
the least delay in discharging our
"one remammg responsibility."
Our object is total victory; we can
insure it only through an immediate and wide-spread response to
the Guardian's call.
The Teaching Committee urges
all those whose hope is to uphold
an active share in the Seven·Year
Plan, to volunteer at once for set·
tlement in one of these virgin
areas. Write or telegraph Miss
Charlotte Linfoot, Secretary, 156
Nova Drive, Piedmont, California.
Remember-this is our eleventh
hour! The Guardian has cabled
that our task udemands one last.
supreme effort to harness an avail·
able resources to achieve total

victory."
-KATI'oNAL TEACHING COMMITI'EE

I pray that those who are hesitating
\vill see the light and answer the call.
Daily we have the assurance that
'God will assist those who arise to
serve,' and how wonderful that assurance is for it's proven every day,
both spiritually and materially, It's
the most tremendous bounty for one
does so very little and receives so
much."
"I wish you could convey to those
volunteers who turn back my most
earnest prayer that they remain
steadfast in spite of all difficulties,
for sometimes the desired results
only come at the eleventh hour. We

cannot fai~ our Guardian's call, the
very success of our beloved Cause
h~ngs in the balance. One person t
failing in his duties may be the one
tf spell its failure or ·one· person
alone and unassisted, suffering ad·
versities, by holding on until the very
end may be the very one to bring the
success so anxiously awaited by
our beloved Guardian. Let each one
feel that the success of the Cause
rests upon his shoulders alone."
Now the sixth year of the Plan has
passed and the months allotted to
us by Baha'u'llah are swiftly vanishing. The Guardian has cabled that
HThe one remaining task . . .demands
one last, stLpreme effort to harness
aU available resources to achieve

totat victory."
The first and imperative demand
i3 to complete the settlement of
seven virgin areas, The following list
shows these remaining areas and the
number of settlers needed in each:
Virgin Area
SetUers
Anchorage, Alaska ..... ,', ......
Regina, Saskatchewan ........ ,.
Charlottetown, P,E. Island ......
Omaha, Nebraska ...............
Fargo, North Dakota .......... ,.
Sioux Falls, So. Dakota .........
Greenville, So, Carolina... . ...

Needed
5
6
9
2
3
5
3

TOTAL NEEDED ............. 33

The second demand, as critical as
the first, is to consolidate and insure
the work in areas already won. Fifteen of the eighteen Assemblies or·
ganized in 1943 have less than twelve
members, while eleven have only
nine members. We need a margin of
safety; we must be certain of vic·
tory no matter what comes. Here
are several essential ways to achieve
this:
1) The Faith counts upon pioneers
and settlers who have moved to these
areas to hold firmly to their posts.
Theirs is a solemn responsibility
undertaken at the call of the Guardian. Each of them must see his job
through to the end, wor kin g to deepen and extend the knowledge of the
Faith, for' our objective is no less
than the permanent and solid faun·
dation of Spiritual Assemblies, the
bedrock of the unfolding Order of
Baha'u'llah.
2) Additional settlers are needed to
strengthen these many new Assem·
blies, Here is an opportunity which
every believer is qualified to accept.
A vast field of progress awaits the
friends, where the work of teaching
and consolidating the Faith calls for
many hands. What else can these
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words of the Guardian signify? "The
hour requires all ranks of the faithful unitedly to arise, widely disperse,
speedily settle, tirelessly perse~
vere . . . "

3) Traveling and circuit teachers,
and friends who can visit and assist
in making contacts, will greatly
stimulate and enliven the new communities.
It is urgent that every believer
immedia tely determine how he can
best respond to the Guardian's most
recent plea "foT further heroism~ for
a concerted, a persistent, a hercuIf:an effort." The National Teaching
Committee and the Regional Teaching Committees eagerly await offers
of teaching assistance in accordance
with the needs outlined above. May
the glimpse of approaching victory
quicken and renew our hopes. May
the momentum of our onrushing
Faith accelerate in this eleventh
hour. For the vision of the Guardian
iz ever marching ahead: "The success of the Seven Year Plan must be
assured and the magnificent under.
taking launched by the American
BahcPis carried to a glorious constlmmation."
-NATIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEE

Latin American Assemblies
Up to May 27, 1943, the National
Spiritual Assembly had received notice of the election of a local Spiritual Assembly in the following cities
of South and Central America. This
list does not include the Assembly
formed in Puerto Rico, as that is
classified with the Assemblies of the
United States and Canada.
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
San Jose, Costa Rica.
Puntarenas. Costa Rica.
Mexico, D. F.
San Salvador, EI Salvador.
Havana, Cuba.
Port au Prince, Haiti.
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Guatemala City, Guatemala.
Santiago de Chile.

Inter-America News
The eagerly awaited record of the
forma tion of new Assemblies in
Latin America is not entirely complete but we are able nOw to report
that Santiago, Chile, Guatemala
City, and Puerto Rico (San Juan)
have reached that goal and we feel
confident that Bahia, Brazil will
have been re-established. But on the
other hand we have had to drop back

Conference of National and Regional Teaching Committees
Temple Foundation Hall, May 1, 1943.
•

PIOSEER ROLL OF HONOR

March 15th to May 15th. 1943
Name

Frances Wells

Lulu Barr

Pioneer Front

HomeCUy

..... Anchorage, Alaska ........... San Bernardino; Cali!.

... Regina, Saskatchewan.

.Saskatoon, Sask.

Oscar P. Stone
... Brattleboro, Vermont .......... Englewood, N.J.
:Mrs. Oscar P. Stone..... Brattleboro, Vermont .......... Englewood. N.J.
Mrs. Eva Kisser .....
. .... Providence. Rhode Island ..... Chepatchet, R.I.
HarIyn Schott
.. , . . .... Charleston, West Virginia ...... Lima, Ohio
Mrs. Harlyn Schott..
. .. Charleston, West Virginia ..... Lima, Ohio
Mrs. Luda Dabrowski
... Greenville, South Carolina ..... Larchmont, N.Y.
Mr. H. W. Holmes
... Little- Rock, Arkansas .. , ...... Lima, Ohio
Mrs. H. W. Holmes ..
. .. Little Rock, Arkansas
.. " Lima, Ohio
Mrs. Barbara McCurdy
... Little Rock. Arkansas ........ Wilmette, Ill.
Mr. Raphael Lillywhite
... Laramie, Wyoming
.. Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Raphael Lillywhite
.. Laramie, Wyoming
........ Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Eunice Shurcliff
... Laramie, Wyoming
. IpSWich, Mass.
Gladys Fox
... Laramie, Wyoming
... New Rochelle, N.Y.
Mrs. Margery Dixon
. Reno, Nevada ................. Riverside, Calif.
Edward Belcher
... Sioux Falls, South Dakota
.. Syracuse, N.Y.
Mrs. Myrtle Barnes....
. .. Jackson, Mississippi
...... Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs .. Charlotte Fosselman ... .Tackson, Mississippi
...... Washington, D.C.
Mrs. Dorothy Campbell ...... Jackson. Mississippi ........... Pascagula, n.Uss.
Mrs. Adeline Lohse
... Greenville, South Carolina ..... Washington, D.C.
Albert Kallus
... Omaha, Nebraska
........ Los Angeles, Cali!.
Bruce Davison..
.Omaha, Nebraska..
. ... New York, N.Y.
Mrs. Villa Vaughn
... Greenville, South Carolina .... New York, N. Y.
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg
. Greenville, .. South Carolina .... Berkeley, Cali!.
Disbanded Assemblies

Mrs. Dorothy Stotts .......... Huntington Park, California ... Lima, Ohio
Miss Marv M. Smith ......... Huntington Park, California ... Long Beach, Calif.
Mrs. Lillian Morris ........... Huntington Park, California ... Gardena, Calif.

Mrs. Rowan Carter is now helping "vith the teaching work in Fargo, North Dakota.

because at last reports sent from
Montevideo they lacked one member, and Puebla, Mexico also was
minus its quota; but on the whole
we are very happy to announce that
we now have thirteen Spiritual Assemblies and there are severa1
other places where we may confidently expect to have an Assembly by next year. The committee
is busily engaged in trying to compile a correct list of believers, but
we find this very difficult as reports
list certain names for which we
have no cards and we have several
cards which do not agree with the
lists received to date.

Cuba.
Our two faithful pioneers, Miss
Kruka and Miss Silver are making
every stroke count. They write that
58 persons signed their Ric;lvim Feast
list and there was great enthusiasm
and many desired to attend classes.
Of course the Youth group in Havana
holds the record for attendance, accomplishment and activity. The
members of this group are younger
than most youth groups as will be
seen from their photographs. Miss
Silver is now teaching both adults
and children and sha ring the days
with Miss Kruka.
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Puerto Rico

We quote from the report recently
received from Mrs. Ayned McComh
secretary of the newly established
Spiritual Assembly as -follows: "Constant opportunities open for us to
give out literature. It is marvelous
how the divine message is spreading throughout the Island without
a studied effort on our part. . . .
The Faith has reached people in th,
cities of Carolina, Guaynabo, Rio
Piedras, Arecibo, Aguadilla, Cabo
Rajo, Mayaguez,
San German,
Ponce, Caguas; Juncos and Rio
Grande ... , One readily understands
then why this Island has been
termed "Vlhere the Americas Meet".

Colombia
Mrs. Ruth Shook has returned
from Bogota for a visit but \vill be
at her post again in the fall and in
the meantime Miss Winnie Lou
Baker is living in Bogota and is
employed there.
Panama

Several new names are being added to the list in Ancon and our
pioneers there are also meeting men
in the armed forces who are attending meetings, Miss Gwenne Dorothy
Sholtis is now in Panama awaiting
news of transfer to some other post.
She did wonderful work in Venezuela but has left Priscilla Rhoads
to carryon in Caracas as Gwenne is
needed elsewhere. She has learned
Spanish very well and we must
capitalize on this knowledge to use
her services in less developed regions.

Chile
Glowing reports come in from
Santiago and photographs of the
Youth Group which constituted the
attendance at the youth Symposium
confirm our highest hopes. An interesting event occurred also in connection with the visit of Vice-President Wallace to Chile as one of the
native believers was appointed by
the Chilean Government to attend
him personally during his entire sojourn. I\.i:rs. Atwater is writing for
the Chilean press and we have recently received a lengthy clipping
which is the beginning of a series
of articles which she is to \VTite in
Spanish, being assisted for the present by eminent writers whom she
has met and interested.
S1'a,

Yvonne de Cuellar who resides in
La PazJ Bolivia, and was our first
believer there has been sojourning
in Santiago and enjoying the meetings. The joyousness with which
Miss Virginia Orbison writes of the
teaching
activities
in Santiago
leaves no doubt of the penetration
of the spirit there.

Jamaica
We received; in time for the Convention, a small Jamaican flag from
Dr. King and no doubt he was wishw
ing he might have accompanied it
and been at the Convention also.
This flag and the beautiful set of
those from all the South and Central American Republics were intended for ornamentation of the
Inter-America booth but since no
booths were constructed because of
war conditions, the flags were dis... played as a loving tribute to Our
friends in far away lands.

Haiti
It wa s a great surprise and pleasure to greet Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth
Blackwell who arrived at the Temple
during the course of our session.
They both look very well and gave
a verbal report of the work in
Port-au-Prince as well as delivering
the greetings of the faithful community there. The home of Mr. and
Mrs. McBean is the center for meetings and we are told that Mrs.
McBean devotes herself to making
things comfortable for the friends
and to supplying delicious refreshments for the Feasts in true Baha'i
style.
News from Mrs. Barton from
Montevideo informs us that she will
attend the unveiling of the monument to Mrs. Maxwell in Buenos
Aires on May 30, and will then return home by way of the west coast.
The Guardian mentions in a recent letter the Hvital and everincreasing importance" of this Inter.
America work and urges us to concentrate at all costs our attention
and energies on maintaining the
centers already established in Latin
America so that a nucleus of two
native believers may be found in
each of those Republics by 1944.
We beg the continued assistance
of the friends that the means to fulfill these obligations may be forthcoming,

Inter-America Youth Activities
••..... Train these children with
divine exhortations. From their
childhood instill in their hearts the
love of God so that they may manifest in their lives the fear of God
and have confidence in the bestowals
of God. Teach them to free themselves from human imperfections
and to acquire the divine perfections
latent in the heart of man .... Know
ye the value of these children, for
they are all my children." ('Abdu'lBaha in Promulgation of Universal
Peace.)
The Office of the Coordinator of
Inter·American Affairs Washington,
D. C. has issued a book on ·'ChiIdren of Other Americas". We suggest this since more and more the
Inter-America Committee is hearing
of the work being done by our pioneers for children in Central and
South America. A compilation suita ble for translation might be very
valuable.
MEXICO CITY reports that on
several occasions the Baha'i Com·
munity there has held special entertainments for children, not only
children of the BaM'i families, but
especially under~privileged children
who have been made very happy by
stories and little gifts and the friends
have felt amply repaid and will
continue this work.
HAVANA is perhaps the most outstanding center for the work with
children and we are always proud
and happy to hold them up as an
example of what can be done. Correspondence with our two pioneers
there might assist others to know
how to win the interest and cooperation of the children whose parents
are not associated with the believers
and who might be won themselves
through the medium of their little
ones.
SAN SALVADOR writes of a school
for the under-privileged children in
their city. We are eager for more
information about this and hope to
hear more particulars from ClarenCe Iverson.
BAHIA, BRAZIL - - Well do we
remember the little home which
Leonora Holsapple had establishej
in Bahia. Thirteen little girls were
residents of this home Which, under
supervision, they conducted themselves, attending to all the household duties as well as being taught
the principles of the Faith. These
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little girls recited a Baha'i prayer
for us which Leonora had translated
into Portuguese. These children
must now be grown and we rejoice
in the effect which this training
must have had on their lives and
those with whom they are associated.
PERU-Miss Nicklin has also been
teaching children in her kindergarten
class who, although not specifically
Baha'i, cannot fail to absorb the
wonderful plan for a better world
from -her loving training,
Due to our eagerness to fulfill our
obligations to the Seven Year Plan
certain changes and adjustments
are being made to reinforce some
centers and enable us to make use
of our pioneers who have alrea:ly
acquired a knowledge of Spanish,
for the time is too short and the
work too difficult to permit us to
depend now on as many new pio~
neers as we would have liked to see
in the field. By next month we shall
have some further announcement:;
to make but we hope that those who
may be considering the Latin American field will not forsake the study
of Spanish and Portuguese as the
need will be very great after fee
war, with the beginning of the second century of Baha'i Era.
NELLIE S. FRENCH, Secretary

Assembly Roll

1943-1944
Alabama:
Birmingham, Miss Nina K. Howard,
2215 Ridge Park Avenue.
Arkansas:
Little Rock, Mrs. Lucy Hawkins, 2111
Louisiana Street.
Arizona:
Phoenix, Mrs. Miriam Bugbee, 17.'38
West Van Buren Street.
Phoenix (East Rural), 1\·lrs. James
Harris, 4030 North 7th Street.

California:
Alhambra, Mrs. Jessie B. Kemper,
1717 S. Date Avenue.
Berkeley, Mrs. Helen B. Rutledge, 2328
Stuart Street.
Beverly Hills, Mrs. B. Cohen, 203 North
Almont Drive.
Burbank, Mrs. Zona D. Smith, 1014 E.
Angeline Avenue.
Burlingame, Mrs. Valera F. Allen, 0831
Walnut Avenue.
Geyserville (Cloverdale Township),
Mrs. Mildred M. Brackett.
Glendale, - Miss Dagmar Dole, 1330
Graynold Avenue.
Huntington Park. Mrs. Dorothy Stotts,
6731 Rugby Avenue.
Los Angeles, 5, Mr. Willard P. Hatch,
4367 West 8th Street.
Oakland, Mr, Elmer Dearborn. 385
Jayne Avenue

Egyptian Baha'is present on the occasion of Ihe transfer of the remains of the
Late Lna Getsinger to the new Baba'i Cemetery in Cairo.
Pasadena, Miss Emmalu Wever, 248
North Madison Street.
Sacramento, Miss Elizabeth L. Duffy,
2223 E. Street.
San Diego, Mrs. Gladys Loudon, 1745
First Avenue.
San Francisco, Miss Nadeen G. Cooper,
748 Page Street, Apt 7.
Santa Barbara, Mrs. Gertrude V. Seter,
1430lh Bath Street,
Canada:
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Miss Elizabeth
Brookes. P,O. Box 121.
Vancouver, British Columbia, Mrs. F.
Sherborne, P.O. Box 744.
Edmonton, Alberta, Miss Kathleen M.
Rimell, 11122-82nd Avenue.
Toronto, Ontario, Mrs. Victor Davis, 44.
Chestnut Park Road, Rosedale.
Hamilton, Ontario, Miss Muriel Hutchings, Mountain Sanatorium.
Montreal, P.Q., Mr. Ernest Sala, 423
Mayor Street.
St. Lambert, P.Q.. Mrs. Prudence
George, 371 Notre Dame Avenue.
Moncton, New Brunswick, Mr. Irving
Geary, 32 Ralph Street.
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Mrs. Grenville
Wade, Pinehurst Apts., Prince Arthur
Street.
Colorado:
Colorado Springs, Mrs. Gladys Roberts, 915 N. Hancock Avenue.
Denver, Mrs. Nathaniel Clark, 21:l6
Columbine Street.
Connecticut:
New Haven, Miss Gertrude Duell, 561
Whalley Avenue.
West Haven, Mrs. Robert E. Bradley,
235 Thomas Street.

Miami, Mrs. Maxwell E. Buffin, 49 S.E.
Sixth Street.
St. Augustine. Mrs. Frances A, Shaw,
139 Central Avenue.
Georgia.:
Atlanta, Mrs. P. D. Cunningham, 1262
Euclid Avenue, N,E.
Hawaii:
Honolulu, Miss Henrietta From, 70 N.
Judd Street.
SprecklesvilIe, County 01 Maui, Mrs.
Mary T. F~ntom.
Idaho:
Boise, Miss Elizabeth Adelmann, 906
E. State Street.
nUnois:
Chicago, Mrs. H. E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon Street.
Danville, Mrs. Mary L. Schroeder, 1230
Wellington Street.
Evanston, Miss Virginia Russell, 2622
Prairie Avenue.
Maywood, Mrs. Gladys Amerson, 901
S. 7th Avenue.
Peoria, Mrs, Jacqueline Summers, 425
New York A venue.
Springfield, Mrs. Gretchen Schultz,
1628 S. 16th Street
Urbana, Mrs. H. A. Harding, 704 W.
Nevada Street
Waukegan, Mrs. ·Louise Niblack, 11
Jefferson Avenue.
Wilmette, Miss Bertha Herklotz, 431
Greenleaf Avenue.
Winnetka, Mrs. Willis S. Hilpert, 455
Chestnut Street.

Washington, D.C.:
Mrs. Rexford C. Parmelee, 4700--47th
Street, N. W.

Indiana:
Ft. Wayne, Mrs. Maye Worthington,
2806 Winter Street.
Indianapolis, Mrs. Helen Patterson,
2725 Station Street.
South Bend, Mrs. Sarah Russell, 1031
Lincoln Highway West.

Delaware:
Wilmington, Mrs. A. K. Kalantar, 3100
Monroe Street.

Iowa:
Cedar Rapids, Miss Charlotte ThQrnton, 219 Iowa Theatre Building.

Florida:
Jacksonville, Miss Kathryn L. Vernon,
707 Post Street.

Kansas:
Topeka. Miss Fern Latimer, 822 West
Sth Street.
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Kentucky:
Louisville, Mrs. Sara Ellen Peake, 2001
Spring Drh'e.

Xcw Mexico:
Albuquerque, Mrs. Kathryn Frankland,
123 S. Edith Street.

Louisiana:
New Orleans, Miss Pearl Berk. 2805

New York:
Binghamton, Miss Ida L, Noyes, 43
Davis Street
Buffalo, Mrs. Calvin Pritchard, 215
Humboldt Parkway.
Gene,,~a, Mrs, R. C. Collison, 6131 Castle
Street
Jamestown, Mrs. Ralph Emery, 81
Fairmount Avenue.
New York City, Miss Helen Campbell,
15 West 9th Street.
Rochester, 7, Miss Christine McKay,
201 Rutgers Street.
Syracuse, Mrs, E. B. Belcher, 909
Ackerman Avenue.
Yonkers, Mr. Samuel Newman, 59 Mulford Gardens.

Ca rondelet Street.
Maine:

Eliot. Mrs. Dorothy Cress.
Mary]and:
Baltimore. Mr. Albert E. Dorrida, P.O.
Box 855,
Betbesda-Chevy Chase, Miss Hanna
Lohse. 6 Quincy Street, Chevy Chase.
Cabin John. Mr. William B. Patzer,
P,O. Box 133.
Massachusetts:
Beverly, Miss Helen A. Miller, 15 Ives
Street.

Boston, Miss Alice N. Parker, Room
419, 25 Huntington Avenue.
Brookline, Mrs. Gertrude Ambrose,
1477 Beacon Street.
Springfield, Mrs. R. A. Bates, 99
Princeton Street.
Worcester, 3, Miss Fanny M. Holmes,
103 Webster Street.
I\olichigan:
Ann Arbor, Mrs. Jennie Smith. 115 N.
Seventh Street.
Detroit, Mrs. Jessie B, Hall, 2387

Woodstock Drive.
Flint, Miss Mabel Kitch€nmaster, 1123
S. Saginaw Street.
Grand Rapids, Miss Clara A. Edge,
1365 Plainfield Avenue, N.W,
Lansing, Mrs. Kittie A. Shetterly, 813
Fayette Street.
Musekgon, Mrs. Bernice Neal, 332
Jackson Avenue.

Minnesota:
Minneapolis, Miss Sina O. Olsen, 123 S.
11 th Street, Apt. H.
St. Paul, Mr. Kenneth K. Kadrie, 864
Sims Street.
Mississippi:
Jackson, Miss Hel€n Y€rger, 526 High
Street, Jackson (38), Miss.
Missouri:
Kansas City, Mrs. J. B. Becktel, 202 W.
36th Street.
Montana:
Helena, Mr. Charles M. Bryan. 507
Sixth Avenue.
Ne,'ada:
Reno, Mr. Robert T.
Aitken Street.
New Hampshire:
Portsmouth, Mr.
Austin Street.

Frank

Imagire,

Ashton,

845

85

New J erse}':
East Orange, :Mrs. Paul H, Wright, 105
LesJie Street.
Montclair, Miss Anna E. Van Blarcum,
19 Walnut Crescent.
Newark, Mr. F. \1,/. Clark, 21 Mil1o::-d
Avenue.
Red Bank, Mrs. Stuart Sims, 19 Leroy
Place.
Teaneck, Mrs. Amy G. Raubitschek,
126 Evergre€n Place, West Englewood.

North Carolina:
Greensboro, Miss Evangeline Rlckar:,
1107lh Magnolia Street.
Ohio:
Cincinnati, Miss Hilda Stauss, 3640
Epworth Avenue, Westwood.
Cleveland, Mrs. Mary J. Elmore, 2325
...95th Street.
Columbus, Mrs. Margarete Acebo, 6.58
Oak Street.
Dayton, Miss Hazel Volz, 2837 Wayland
Avenue.
East Cleveland, Prot. Wm, Sandoz,
1770 Delmont Avenue.
Lima, Mrs. Marie Kramer, 436 Kenilworth Avenu€.
Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City, Mrs. A. P.
minger, 734 N.W. 20th Street.
Oregon:
Portland. Mr, J. ,V.
N. E. 40th Avenue.

Entz-

Latimer,

1927

Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia, Mr. Clarence W. Fisher,
7153 Bryan Street, Mt. Airy.
Scranton, Mrs. Ruth Little, 1413 Pen~1sylvania Avenue.
West Chester, Mrs. Ashton B. T. Smith,
117 East Gay Street.
Puerto Rico:
San Juan, r.,·Irs. Ayned 11cComb, P.O.
Box 2130.
Rhode Island:
Providence, Mr.
Olney Street.

William

Doull,

57

Tennessee:
Memphis, J.'liss Corilla Gray, 530 Linden Avenue.
Nashville, Miss Nellie J, Roche, 703
Commerce Union Bank Building.
Texas:
Houston, Mrs. Donald L. Corbin, 3409
Mt. Vernon Stre€t.
Utah:

Salt Lake Cit:'- Mrs. Florem::e Lillien·
dahl, 130 N. W, Temple Street.
T

•

yermont:
Brattleboro. :\'lr. Oscar p, Stone, 24
Chapin Street.

,

Virginia:
Arlington, Mrs. Gretchen
1319 North Adams Street.

Bronwiclt.

Washington:
Richmond Highlands, Mr. W. B.
Schneider, P,O. Box 15,
Seattle, Miss Elsa Nordquist, 4508 18th
Avenue, N.E.
Spokane, Mrs. E. L. Beasley, 4615 N.
Madison Street.
West Virginia:
Charleston. Mrs. Marian C.
1312 Mac-Corkle Avenue.

Lippitt,

Wisconsin:
Kenosha, Mr. Louis J, Voelz,
Sheridan Road.
Madison,. Mrs. Leon Griffin, 410
Shore DrIve.
MUwaukee, Mrs. Claire Fricke,
N. 21st Street.
Racine, Mr. Harold R. Olsen,
Slauson Avenue
Shorewood, Mrs. Oliver Nedden,
N. Murray Avenue.
Wauwatosa, Mrs. Harry Nelson,
Harding Boulevard.
Wyoming:
Laramie, Mrs. Va]€ria Thornton,
S. 12th Street.

6108

West
1128
2001
aSH:
9615
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NATIONAL COl\nnTIEES
1943.1944
American Memorial to
'Abdu'/"Bahti
To maintain in Evergreen Cabin,
West Englewood, N. J., an exhibit
of books and photographs commemorating the visit of 'Abdu'l-Baha to
North Amerlca in 1912; to recommend other appropriate activities
such as meetings and lectures which
will contribute to the Memorial in
perpetuating the spiritual significance of the Master's mission; to
conduct the annual gathering commemorating the Unity Feast given
by 'Abdu'l-Bahit in 1912.
Mrs. Edith Inglis, Chairman, 474
23Bth Street. Fieldstone, N. y,
J ullet Thompson, Curtis Kelsey,
C. Wilhelm. Philip Sprague, Mrs.
Raubitschek, Mrs. Agnes Tichenor,
Carrie Kinney.

West
Roy
Amy
Mrs.

Archives and History
To receive Tablets and other material suitable for the National Archives; to maintain the National
Archives and organize its contents;
to assist local Assemblies to develop local Archieves; to obtain and
organize historical data on special
subjects as may be required from
time to time.
Edwin 'V, Mattoon, Chairman, Mr!=:.
May Scheffler, Secretary, lS21 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, Illinois.
Bertha L, Herklotz, Hashim Hassan,
Mrs. Doris Holley, Mrs. Mineola Hannen.

Assembly Development
To assist in the development of
Assemblies by arranging for personal visits by members of the Com-
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mittee or by selected teachers, in
order to take up with the Assembly
the essential matters on which its
services to the Cause and the growth
of the community depends.

Baha'i World Edil"rial

Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Chairman, LouIS
G. Gregory, Secretary, Eliot, Maine.
!\orcs. Amelia Collins.

To obtain material from all parts
of the Baha'i world community, in~
eluding reports, articles, historical
data and illustrations, suitable for
use in the successive volumes of
The BaM', World.

BaMi Exhibits

Paine, Secertary, 606 Pennsylvania Ave·

To prepare material suitable for
use in public exhibits; to supervise
and- conduct exhibits in state Fairs
and regional or national Exposi-

tions.
Carl Scheffler, Chairman, 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston. Illinois.
Betty Scheffler, Clarence Niss, Mrs.
Doris Holley, Albert Windust.

Bahti' i News
To edit Baha'i News for the National
Spiritual Assembly.
Horace Holley, Secretary. 536 Sheridaa
Road, Wilmette, Illinois.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Louis G. Gregory.

Raha'i Public Relati"n.
To deal with issues arising in the
public press which tend to create
misunderstanding or prejudice about
the Baha'i Faith; to advise local
Assemblies in matters pertaining to
such issues; to survey organizations
and leaders associated with work for
peace and post-war planning; to prepare statements for encyclopedias
and the public press.
Horace Holley, Chairman, 536 Sheridan
Road, Wilmette, Ill.
George O. Latimer, Allen B. MCDaniel..

Baha'i Centennial
To prepare the Centennial program
for the meeting in Foundation Hall
and all other related public meetings
exce-pt the dedication meeting in the
Temple aUditorium.
. Edna True, Chairman, 418 Forest
Street, Wilmette, Ill.
"Mrs. Margery McCormick, Horace
Holley, Mrs. Sarah Walrath, Carl Schettler, Albert Windust, Mrs. Nancy Bowditch, Philip G. Sprague, Allen B. McDaniel, Charles Mason Remey, Mrs.
LoUlie Mathews,
Leroy Ioas, Max
Greeven, Mrs. Sarah Kenney, Mrs. Lorol
Schopftocher, Rowland Estall, Louis G.
Gregory.

Baha'i IVeu.'s Service
To release articles suitable for publicity use by local Assemblies; to insert approved articles in the press;
to provide information on publicity
for Assemblies, groups and active
teachers; to provide data and illustrations on special subjects.
Clarence Niss, Chairman, Virginia
Russell, Secretary, 2622 Prairle Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois.
:Mrs. Hazel Rawitsch, Evelyn Erdman,
Laurence W. LaRocque, William Henning.

Garreta Busey, Chairman, Mrs. Mabel
nue, Urbana, Illinois.
:Mrs. Anna Kunz, Jessie E. Revell,
Rexford Parmalee, Mrs. Marzieh Gail,
Robert Gulick, Jr., Mrs. Bertha H. Kirl:~
patrick, Mrs. Margaret Rube, Virginia
Orbison. Louis G. Gergory, Mrs. Victoria
Bedikian, Photograph Editor.

Baha'i Service lor Ihe Blind
To provide Baha'i literature in
Braille for the blind; to place Baha'i
Braille literature in libraries and
other institutions; to encourage the
formation of groups of Baha'i workers to increase the supply of Braille
transcriptions; and to provide other
means for serving the blind.
Ella C. Quant, Chairman, 1089 Glenwood Boulevard, Schenectady. N.Y.
Hilda Stauss, Hilbert Dahl, Gertrude
Schurgast, Zahrah Schoeny, Mrs. Mayme
Jackson. Mrs. H. Engelder, Mrs. Mable
Perry, Dale Cole, Mrs. Bessie Duckett,
Mrs. Amedee Gibson, Mrs. Catherine
Cole, Bahiyyih Valentine, Alice 'Doolittle,
Mrs. Doris Bolton, Mrs. Eula Fritz,
Adolph Fehrer, Mrs. Carrie Turner.

Child Education
To compile the Baha'i teachings
on the subject of child education; to
prepare lessons suitable for classes
of children; to cooperate with child
education activities maintained in
local communities.
Harry E. Ford, Chairman, Mrs. ROJ
berta Christian, Secretary, 959 Lanca ster
Avenue, Syracuse. N: Y.
Mrs. Margaret Ford, Mrs. A. B.
Bevan, Mrs. Reva Belcher, ].oIrs. Mary
McClennen.

Contacts
To teach selected lists of people
with printed literature through correspondence.
Mrs. Marguerite True, Chairman, 132
Moran Road, Grosse Pointe, Michigan.
Ethel Revell, Lucy J. Marshall, Mrs.
Florence Keemer, Mrs. Joy Earl, l\frs.
Meta L. Dahl, Mrs. Evelyn Kemp, Mrs.
Amine DeMille. Julia Goldman, Mrs.
Audrey Robarts, Winifred Harvey.

Imer-America
To plan and supervise teaching activities throughout Central and South
America; to assist the pioneers; to
encourage the formation of local
groups and guide their development
in administrative practice; to supervise the translation of Baha'i literatUre into Spanish, Portuguese and
other languages as required.
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Octavia Illescas, Chairman. Mrs. Nellie
S. French, Secretary, 786 Chester Avenue, San Marino, 9, California.
Edna True, Mrs. Inga Illescas, Chris.
tine Lofstedt. Dr. Clyde Longyear. Mrs.
Marion Longyear, Mrs. Gwen Staudigl,
Mrs. Loulie Mathews, Mrs. Harriet- Wolcott, Charles Wolcott.

International Auxiliary Language
To develop and encourage the interest in the Baha'i principle of an
international auxiliary language; to
make possible effective cooperation
with other workers in the field of
international language; to provide
Baha'i literature in Esperanto and
other international languages.
Roan U. Orloff, Chairman, Hotel Canterbury, 14 Charles gate, W.o Boston,
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Della Quinlan, Mrs. Luella
Beecher, Hugh Rouse, Charles R. Witt,
Mrs. Elsa Cbaslon, Lucy J. Marshall,
Mrs. Anna Kincaid, A. E. Regal, Mrs.
Mabelle Davis, Josephine Kruka, Mrs.
Mabel Vicary, Herbert Seidler.

Legal
To examine the incorporation papers
prepared by local Assemblies; to
provide information needed for local
incorporation; to assist the National
Assembly in meeting any other legal
questions that might arise.
George O. Latimer, Chairman, Horace
Holley, Secretary, 536 Sheridan Road,
Wilmette, Illinois.
Elsie Austin, Chester F. Barnett.

Library
To place literature in public and university libraries; to encourage local
Assemblies to provide books for local
libraries; to maintain a record of all
Baha'i literature in public libraries
as far as can be determined.
Mrs. Ellen Sims. Chairman, 19 Leroy
Place, Red Bank N. 3.
Robert Gulick, Jr., Helen Reynolds.

Publi.hing
To print and sell the literature approved and authorized by the National Assembly.
Horace Holley, Chairman.
Harry E. Walrath, Carl Scheffler.
Staff: Clara R. Wood, Manager, 110
Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Il1inois.
J. T. Wood.

Race Unily
To compile the teachings on the subject of race unity; to prepare bulletins of information; to plan race unity
activities and programs.: to conduct
special meetings; to cooperate with
Assemblies in race unity activities;
to bring the Baha'i teachings to the
minority groups in America, and to
place race unity editorial material
in the press.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Chairman, Mrs.
Sarah Walrath, Secretary, 4639 Beacon
Street, Chicago, illinois.
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Louis G, Gregory, Mrs. Mary Stevison,
Elizabeth Cheney. Clarence Niss.

Radio
To make available "approved radio
scripts on a variety of Baha'i subj~ts; to conduct radio campaigns;
to stimulate the use of radio for
teaching.
Mrs. Florence Morton, Chairman, Mrs.
Mildred Mottahedeh, Secretary. 103 E.
84th Street, New York, N. Y.
R. y, Mottahedeh, Mrs. Alice Bacon,
Glenn A. Shook, Mrs. Anna Smith. Mrs,
Hazel Langrall, Mrs. Shirley Warde.
William Sears, Mrs. Nina Matthiesen,
Wendell E. Bacon.

study.
Dr, Gene\Tieve L. Coy, Chairman, 10
Patchin Place, New York, N.Y.
Helen Campbell, Mrs. May DYar.

Selective Service .4dvisorv
To prepare bulletins assisting drafted
believers to obtain recognition of
their Baha'i status under the Selective Service Act.
Allen

ReVieu:ing
To pass upon the aacuracy of manuscripts submitted through the N ational Assembly; to examine manuscripts for literary quality and effectiveness and their usefulness as contributions to the published literature.
Mrs. Marion Mills, Chairman, 1 Chestnut Street, Waterloo, New York.
Mrs. Mary Collison, Mrs. Marguerite
Firoozi, Gretchen Westervelt.

Bahd'i Sclwols
To provide instruction and study
courses; to train teachers; to con~
duct the school program; to encour~
age attendance at the school.
Green Acre School
Lorna Tasker. Chairman, Roushan
Wilkinson, Secretary, R.F.D. 100, North
Attleboro, Massachusetts.
Louis G. Gregory, Harlan Ober, Glenn
A. Shook, Rachel Small, Margaret Ford,
Harry Ford.

Gevserville School
Mrs. Sylvia Ioas. Chairman, Gladyc'J
Linfoot, Secretary. 156 Nova Drive, Piedmont, California.
Mrs. Amelia Bowman, John Bosch,
Irvin Somerhalder, Mrs. Louise Groger,
Mrs. Amelia CollinS, Ted Groger, Mrs.
Sarah Kenny. Ray Brackett.

Louhelen School
Miessler, Chairman, Mrs.
Helen Eggleston, Secretary, Louhelen
Ranch, Davison, Michigan; Phyllis Hall,
Corresponding Secretary, 3206 State
Road, DaVison, Michigan.
Mrs. Beatrice Eardley, Harry '\oVhang,
Edmund

L. W. Eggleston, Kenneth Christian, Mrs.

Bertha H. Kirkpatrick, Paul
Clement Perry, Dick Suhm.

Study Outline
To compile outlines suitable for
Baha'i study classes;·to examine and
recommend outlines submitted to the
committee; to encourage and promote the practice of organized Baha'i

Pettit,

1nlernntiorwl School
To provide instruction for the training of Baha'i teachers wishing to
serve in other lands, especially, at
present, in Central or South America;
to stimulate Latin American contacts
and activities by local Assemblies in
North America.

B.

McDaniel,

Waterford, Va.
Paul Haney.

P.O.

Box

96,

Temple Guides
To conduct visitors through the
House of Worship; to hold classes for
training Temple guides.
Mrs. Mary Haggard, Chairman, 1229
Cleveland Street, Wilmette, Illinois.
Edwin W. Mattoon, Mrs. Mineola Hannen, Mrs. Harriet Hilpert. Edvard Lind"strom, Laurence LaRocque.

Temple Librarian and Sales
To conduct the sale of literature in
Foundation Hall; to provide facilities
for the sale of Baha'i photographs,
ringstones, display and exhibits,
slides, and other Baha'i material.
Harry E. Walrath, chairman, 4639 Beacon Street, Chicago, Ill, Mrs. Flora
Ernst, Mrs. May Scheffler.
Temple Program
To conduct the weekly public meeting in Foundation Hall; to conduct
such other devotional or public meet~
ings as may be approved from time
to time by the National Assembly.
Edna True, Chairman, John Haggard.
Secretary, 1229 Cleveland Street, Wilmette, Illinois.
Monroe loas, Mrs. Janet Lindstrom.
Dr. James Lewis, Mrs. Edna Coleman,
Mrs. Harriet Hilpert.

Youth
To stimulate and coordinate activities of Baha'i youth throughout the
American Baha'i community; to initiate worldwide Youth symposiumsj
to issue bulletins of suggestions,
plans and news of youth activity; to
provide study material.
Paul Pettit, Chairman, Clement Perry,
Secretary. 10817 Earle Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,
Robert Miessler, Margery Ullrich;
Youth Advisor: Mrs. Margarite Ullrich.

tain. Colorado.

World Order lllagazine
To edit the American Baha'i magazine.
Horace Holley, Chairman, Mrs. Alice
S. Cox. Secretary, 1109 W, Gift Avenue,

Latimer,

Peoria, Illinois.
Garreta Busey. Mrs. Bertha Hyde
Kirkpatrick, Mrs. Gertrude Henning.

Mrs. Laulie A. Mathews, Chairman.
Mrs. Wanden La Farge, Secretary, FOWlMark Tobey, Max Greeven, Mrs. Inez
Greeven. Mrs. Marion Little, George O.

Imlil.ute of Balui'i Educalion
To bring the Baha'i Faith for the
first time, in its lUliversal aspects to
all American colleges, by lecture ~nd
literature; to provide a regular service of annual speakers to all colleges
tha t would welcome it, by means of
chapel platforms and classroom discussions; to continually deepen the
interest of fa culty members and students, arranging wherever possible,
classes for regular study of the Faith
and training for Baha'i membership.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Chairman, 615
West Elm Street, Lima, Ohio.
Mrs. Marzieh Gail, William Kenneth
Christian.
.

German Translation
To translate Baha'i texts into
man.
Siegfried Schopfiocher, Chairman

Ger~
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University Street, Montreal. P.Q.,· Canada.
Mrs. Hanna Neumann, Karl Neumanf'l.•
Mrs. Carol Hautz.

Pamphlet Literature
To gather manuscripts for a new
series of pamphlets which will assist
the smaller communities in their
teaching work.
~orge O. Latimer, Secretary, 1927
N.E. 40th Avenue, Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker.

TeaclUng
To prepare plans for and assist the
National Assembly in the execution
of: nation-wide teaching projects;
inter-regional tea ch ing proJects;
preparation of information, material,
plans and methods that will lead to
more effective teaching. Supervision
of Regional Teaching Committees;
receipts of reports from them.
Leroy loas, Chairman, Charlotte M.
Linfoot, Secretary, 156 Nova Drive,
Piedmont, California.
George O. Latimer. Mrs. Amelia cO]lins, Mrs. Sarah Kenny. Marion Holley.
Mrs. Amelia Bowman.

Regional Teaching
To coordinate inter-community conferences; to cooperate with local
Assemblies in organizing teaching
circuits; to route traveling teachers
within the region; to a ssist groups
and prepare them for the election of
a Spiritual Assembly; to encourage
and stimulate teaching activities of
isolated believers; to extend teaching work to areas within the region
where no Assemblies or groups exist;
to supervise the work of the Extension Teaching Committee of local
Assemblies; to exercise initiative in
the areas outside the jurisdiction of
local Assemblies; to endorse applications for enrollment and transfer of
isolated believers. The Regional
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Teaching Committee reports to the
National Teaching Committee on all
teaching matters and is under its
supervision. On matters concerning
enrollments and transfers it reports
directly to the National Spiritual
Assembly.

British Columbia, Alberta
Doris Skinner Secretary, 303 Sixth
Street, West Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
Mrs. Katherine Moscrop, Mae McKenna, Austin Collin, Harold Moscrop,
Ann McGee, Anita laas, Mrs. Evelyn
Cliff Southwell, Clifford Gardner,
I

Manitoba, Saskatchewan
Rowland Estall. Secretary, P.O. Box
121, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Ernest Court, Lulu Barr, Elizabeth
Brookes, Mrs. Jean Johnston, Blanche

Mosher, Lauretta Voelz.

Ontario
John Robarts, Secretary, 4 Millban.'<:

Avenue, Toronto. Ontario.
Mrs. Laura Davis. Amy Putnam, Mrs.
Ethel Priestley, Lloyd Gardner, George
Spendlove, Mrs. Audrey Robarts.

Quebec, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward I.land,
NOf)a Scotia
Mrs. Rosemary Sala. Secretary, 423
Riverside Drive, St. Lambert, P.Q.
Ragnar Mattson, Siegfried Schopflocher,
Ernest Sala, Margaret Mosher, Winifred
Harvey, Mrs. Beulah Proctor, Mrs.
Agnes Kin g, Mrs. Edna Maloney.

New England
Mrs. Hattie Chamberlin, Secretary, 11
Maple Terrace, Three Rivers, Massachusetts.
Mrs. Florence Morton, Mrs. Helen
Archambault, Roushan Wilkinson, Harlan Obert :Mrs. Elizabeth Ober, Ralph
Bates, Carl Krug.

New York
Mrs. Ruth Hart, Secretary, "Knollwood" R.D. #3, Waterloo, N. Y.
Ralph Emery, Mrs. Della Emery, Mrs.
Roberta Christian, Mrs. Helen Inderlied,
William Kenneth Christian. Mrs. Gertrude Atkinson, Ida Noyes, Mrs. Mildred
Mottahedeh.

New Jersey, Delaware,
Penn,ylvania
Curtis Kelsey, Secretary, 502 Grenville
Avenue, W, Englewood, N . .J..
Archie J. Tichenor, Stuart H. Sims,
Helen Reynolds, Mrs. Ida Huff. JeSSie E.
Revell, Francis H. Bent, Mrs. Ethpl
Crane, Mrs. Jean Sharpless, Reginald
King, Bishop Brown, Mrs. Florence
ZmeskaI.

M «ryland, Y irginia, Wesl Virginia
Mrs. Annamarie Honnold. Secretary,
902 S.- Orme St., Arlington, Va_
Mrs, Hazel Langrall, Mildred Elmer,
Mrs. J. E. Rice, Elsie Austin, Allen B.
McDaniel, Mrs. Marjorie Haney, Paul
Haney.

Ohio, Indiana, Kenlucky
Mrs. Florence Reeb, Secretanr, 2815

Sherwood Road, Apt. A, Columbus, Ohio.
Mrs. :Vlary Elmore, Charlotte Lil1denberg, Lothar Schurgast, Mrs. Addie
Miller. Arthur Patterson, Mrs. Helen Patterson, :Mrs. Margarite Ullrich, Edmund
Miessler.

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs,
Mrs.

Illinois, lKichigan, lJ/isconsin,

Artemus Lamb, Secretary, Lancaster
Hotel, 1765 Sherman, Denver, Colorado.
Mrs. Gladys Roberts, Raphael Lillywhite, Mrs, Florence Lilliendahl, Mrs.
Valeria Thornton, Mrs. Clair Gillespie.
Dr. E. Lenore Morris, Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland, Huth Westgate, Mrs. Rita
Wallace.

'OUla

Mrs_ Margery McCormick, Secretary,
503 Chestnut Street, Winnetka, Ill.
Clarence Niss, Charles Reirn.er, Mrs.
Gertrude Struven, Mrs. Adelaide Duff,
Dr. Katherine True, Monroe Ioas, Chris
Leins, Mrs_ Etta Catlin.

Kansas,

.iJ[issouri,

Wyoming, Vlah, Colorado,
New exico

J"

j'iebras ka

Mrs. Opal Winans, Secretary, 421 N.
Spring St., Independence, Mo.
Mrs. Bertha Campbell, Mrs. May
Brown. Mrs. Madelon Becktel, J. B.
Becktel, N. Forsythe Ward, Mrs. Velma
V. SherrHl. Nayan Hartfield, Mrs. Eunice
Baker.

jlfinnesota, North Dakota,
South Dakola
Elsa Steinmetz, Secretary, 1420 8.
Spring Avenue, Sioux Falls, South
Dakota,
George_ Sulerud, Mrs. Marguerite
Bruegger, Mrs. Marie Tetu, Maria Montana, Muriel Stilson, Edward Belcher.

North Carolina, Soulh Carolina,
Georgia
Mrs. Terah Smith, Secretanr, 572 Page
Avenue, N.E., Atlanta. Georgia.
Mrs. Birdie Cwmingham, Mrs. Esther

Sarah Witt, Mrs. Jessie Kemper,
Valerie Allen, Ingenuus Bentzar,
Helen Robinson, David Mayberry,
Miriam Bugbee.

Montaaa, Idaho
Charles Adams, Secretary, 106 S. Main
St.. Helena, Montana.
Charles Bryan, Mrs, Betty Nelson,
Mrs. Ethel Thompson, Farrukh Ioas,
Sally Sanor, John Saunders, Mrs. Ruth
Saunders,

Washinglon, Oregon
Mrs. Myrtle Campbell, Secretary, 1315
E. 47th Street, Seattle, Washington.
Mrs. Marjorie Taylor, Mrs. Louis
Speno, ::Mrs. Clara Rainboth, Mrs. Hilda
Wilks, Mrs, Lavina Sprau WaIter, Levi
Munson, Mrs. Marget Stange.

Alaska
Honor Kempton, Secretary, The Book
Cache, Anchorage, Alaska.
Janet Whitenack, Betty Becker, Nina
Lundquist, Mrs. Frances Wells.

Sego, Betty Shook, Doris Ebbert, Mrs.

Bahii'i Publications

Florida
Mrs. Lucille Buffin. Secretary. 49 S. E.
6th St., Miami, Florida.

Fundamentals of Baha.'i Membership - a teaching and study outline
based on The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah, by Shoghi Effendi. Tbe outlIne was prepared by the Study Out-

Luda Dabrowski, Mrs. Louise Sawyer,
Mrs. Eva McAllister, Mrs, Christine
Bidwell.

Mrs. Frances Guy, Winifred Richard::.,
Kathryn Vernon, Esther Webster, Eugeni.a Meyer.

Tennessee, Alabama
Nellie J. Roche, Secretary, 703 Commerce Union Bank Building, Nashville,
Tennessee.
Mrs_ Elizabeth Walker, Martha Fettig,
Mrs. Virginia Sirn.s, Mrs. Clara Keller,
Gertrude Gewertz, Dr. A. K.. Kessler,
Homer Dyer, Mrs. Edna WilUams, Albert B. 'James, Jr.

Louisiana, MilSissippi,
Arkansas
:Mrs, Marion Little. Secretary, P.O.
Box 255, Covington, Louisiana.
Mrs. Dorothy Logelin, Mrs. Evelyn
Bivins, Mrs. Margaret Ellis, Mrs. Anna
Smith, Reszi SWlshine, Mrs. Dorothy
Campbell; Mrs. Esther Klein Little, Mr:;.
Myrtle Barnes.

Oklahoma, Texas
:Mrs. Doris Corbin, Secretary, 3409 Mt.
Vernon St., Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Mary Edson, Leslie Hawthorn,
Max Greeven, Albert Entzminger, ~rs.
Lena Ittner, Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey,
Charlotte Stirratt.

California, Nevada, ..4rizo~
Robert Thiess, Secretary, 4575 Fmley
Avenue Los Angeles. California.
Mrs. 'Sylvia roas, Mrs. Nancy Phillips,

line Committee in 1939-1940 and the
present edition has been simplified.

Ten pages, mimeographed text, p€r
• copy, $0.20.
In addition to increasing monthly
enrollment of individual new World
Order subscribers for the coming
Baha'i year, the editorial and business staffs hope that a substantial
number of new subscriptions may be
recorded for Organizations, University, College and Public Libraries.

Refiecting, as it does, the vital
prophecies and teachings of Baha'u'llah, World Order Magazine is
destined to experience growing popularity with library readers in search
of enlightenment on the subject of
world federation, unity of mankind
and "The Most Great Peace" as
foretold by Baha'u'Uah nearly a century __ -.ago.
A
powerful
contributing
factor towards attaining the much de'
sired increase in library subSCriptions for World Order lies in securing listing for the magazine in a
publication called 'tReader's Guide
to

Periodical Literature."
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lication is published for the benefit
of librarians, as a reference cover·
ing information on periodicals, and
listing therein

is

obtainable

only

through the votes of librarians, when
they are invited by the pUblishers

to vote on additional listings.
Any Baha'i wishing to call on the
librarians of their local College or
Public Libraries for the purpose of
interesting them in World Order and
seeking their aid towards procuring
listing in the HReader's Crldde" will

Mrs. Bahiyyih Randall Ford, Pilgrim Haven, Little Falls, N. Y. Letters written by Miss Farmer or Mr.
Randall, programs, photographs,
etc., will be greatly appreciated.
This material is wanted for use in
the preparation of some Baha'i articles.

Photographs for the
Bahii'i World

1iaterial is now being collected for
on request, be supplied with sample The Bahati World, Volume X. Will
copies, or. get-acquainted copies of all who have photographs illustratWorld Order will be mailed for a ing (1) summer school activities.
few months to any librarian whose (2) pageants, (3) exhibitions, (4) acname and address is sent to Business tivities of traveling teachers or any
Manager, World Order, 110 Linden other events or institutions of the
Ave., Wilmette, Ill.
Cause within the hvo year period
L'Economie Mondiale De Baha'u- March 21, 1942-March 20, 1944,
Huh - French tr ansla tion of this please send them in with name and
pamphlet is noW available for teach- date of each.
The Guardian is giving great eming use in North and South America,
reproduced from the second edition phasis to the importance of the volissued in Paris some years ago by "ume of The Baha'i World in which
the French believers.-32 pages, pa- these photographs will appear, as it
will be the volume representing the
per cover, per copy, $0.10.
1
The Dispensation Of Baha.'u Uah 1 last two years of the first century of
Study Outline prepared by Stu d y the Baha'i era. As the volume will
Outline Committee. New, revised contain some surveys of the whole
edition. An interesting and helpful century older photographs which
outline for classes preparing stu- have not appeared in previous voldents for enrollment or deepening umes are also desired. The committee will return your photographs if
the knowledge of confirmed believers. Eight mimeographed pages, you request it.
Please send photographs to Mrs.
with cover. Per copy, $0.15.
Victoria Bedikian, Little Fails, New
Selected Writings-the friends are Jersey or to Mrs. Anna Kunz, 714
reminded of the three pamphlets Iowa St., Urbana, Illinois. Your ca.which present selections from the operation will be greatly appreciwritings
of Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l- ated.
Baha and Shoghi Effendi, sold in
-THE BAHA'I WORLD
se:ts of three pamphlets, at the low
EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
cost of $0.25 per set.

Notice to Convention
Delegates
Delegates unable to attend the
Convention this year may obtain a
copy of the Agenda with reproduction of the Guardian's Message of
April 14 and the list of elected delegates, by sending a postcard reque~t
t~ National Baha'i Office, 536 Shendan Road, Wilmette, Ill. Some extra
copies are available, and perha~s
delegates would like one to keep 1D
their Baha'i records.

Green Acre History
Believers having any historical
material concerning Miss Sarah
Farmer, Green Acre, or William H.
Randall are requested to send it to

Bahii'i Snmmer Confer,?nce
lloose Mountain Provincial Park
Saskatchewan
PROGRAM
July 18, 8:00 P.M.

Welcome to Conference; outline of
purpose and procedure; introduction
to courses; announcements.
.July 19-23

1. Study Course on "DEEP ENING
THE SPIRITUAL LIFE."
This is a course using the study
outline of this title. The meetings
will begin with prayers and suitable
readings, followed by talks from
various speakers and a discussion.
1. God's Will for Man; The Purpose
of Creation; The Soul as Capacity to Know and Love God.

2. Practice in Attainment of the
Spiritual Life.
3. Character; The Foundation of
Spiritual Effort.
4. True Self-Realization: The PrinCiple of Trustworthiness.
5. Social Personality: The Pillars
of Ci viliza tion.
2. Lecture Series on "THE WORLD
ORDER OF BAHk·U'LLAR".
This is a review of the "World
Order" letters of the Guardian, using the book and study outline of this
title, and intended to afford a comprehensive study of the distinguishing features and principal objectives
of the Baha'i Faith. The subjects
will be presented by various teacher s, followed by discus sion.
1. The World Order of Baha'u'Il1ili;
Further Considerations.
2. The Goal of aNew World Order;
The Golden Age of the Cause of
Baha 'u 'ilah.
3. The Unfoldment of World Civilization.
4. America and the Most Great
Peace; The Advent of Divine
Justice.
5. The Promised Day Is Come.
3. Teaching Forum on "PROCLAMATION OF THE FAITH".
Round Table Discussions will be
held for four evenings during the
week. The following timely topics
will be introduced briefly by various
teachers, to be followed by full and
open discussion.
1. Fulfillment of the Seven-Year
Plan.
2. Consolidation and Development
of New Assemblies.
3. Our Part in the nation-wide
Teaching Campaign.
4. Baha'i Centennial Celebrations.
Make reservations through Rowland Estall, P. O. Box 121, Winnipeg,
Manitoba. The rates for lodging
range from $8.00 per week to $17.50
per double cabin. Meals at reasonable rates ..

Bahii'i Photographs
In addition to the photographs
needed by The Baha'i World Editorial
Committee, or sent for reprodUction
in Baha'i News, the National Spiritual Assembly wishes to develop a
general collection of illustrations,
and requests any believer who may
have protographs of Baha'i institutions, places or groups, to send copies to the National Office, 536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, Ill.

BAHA'i NEWS
On Solicitation of Funds

Baha'i Calendar

The new friends are reminded of
the protection afforded to Baha'is in
relation to their expenditure of funds
for Baha'i purposes. The only authorized agencies of the Cause receiv~
ing donations for Baha'i use are the
Treasurers of National and local As~
semblies. If conditions arise in which
the question is one of meeting individ~al cases of need and distress,
belIevers should make sure that any
appeals for personal help actually
come from Baha'is and not from persons claiming membership in the
Faith for a material motive. Every
traveIIng believer should have proper credentials. As for solicitation of
funds for purposes which non-Baha'is
claim are for similar ends as those
of the Cause, such claims have no
real foundation. Only the Baha'i community can achieve the goals established in the Baha'i teachings.

Nineteen Day Feasts: Wordi, July
13; Perfection, August 1; Names l
August 20.
Martyrdom of the Bab: July 9, at
noon.
Summer School sessions: See announcements, June and July Bah6/i

Enrollments and Transfers
Enrollment of new believers reported by local Assemblies:
New York, two and two youth.
Jamestown, one. Albuquerque, one.
San Francisco, one. New Orleans,
one. Berkeley, one. Miami, one. Indianapolis, one youth.
Enrollments by transfer reported
by local Assemblies:
New York, four. Baltimore, One.
Cleveland,
one.
Berkeley,
one.
Springfield, Ill., one.
Enrollment of isolated believers
in May-ten.

In Memoriam
"I testify, 0 my Lord, that Thou hast
enjoined upon men to honor their guest,
and he that hath ascended unto Thee
hath verily reached T1t€e and attained.
Thy Presence. Deat with him then according to Thy grace and bounty!"
'rumu'L-BAHA

Miss Jean Anthony, New York.
Mrs. Lucy B. Price, Circleville,
Ohio.
Mrs. Lillian James Price, Newark.
Mrs. Clark R. Thompson, South
Gate, California.
Mrs. Agnes Kahlke, Benton Harbor,
Michigan.
Mrs. Rebecca Dixon, Hillsboro, New
Brunswick.
Mrs. Gertrude W a Ike r Crowley,
Salem, Michigan.
Miss Florence A. Riedle, Chicago.
Mrs. Lily Bow, Houston.
Mrs. Lucille Bates, MinneapOlis.
lVlrs. Mable Ives, Glenview, Illinois.

News.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: September U;, 17, 18, 19,

20.

Addresses for Service Men
American believers now abroad,
who may have opportunity to call at
Baha'i Centers in Australia or New
Zealand, will be interested in the
following addresses. Though not recent addresses, information about
the Baha'i Centers can be obtained
from:
Miss Hilda Brooks~ Box 447 D,
G. P.O., Adelaide, So. Australia.
Miss Dulcie Burns, P. O. Box 1906,
Auckland, N. Z.
Miss Gladys Moody, 1st Floor, Piccadilly Arcade, Castlereagh St.,
Sydney, N. S. W.

The End of Religions Schism
The sign of spiritual weakness in
religion, marking the end of its ethical influence, has always been the
appearance of schism-the division
of the religious community into two
or more independent bodies, each
claiming equal authority and right.
The history of the great religions
makes it clear that such irretrieva'ble breaks in the unity of faith do
not occur until the faith has developed forms and practices outside
and beyond the sacred text on which
the religion is based.
Religious schism, that is, becomes
possible only where there is honest
ground for difference of OpInIOn
concerning vital truths, or justifiable conflict concerning the application of authority and power. Among
the conditions which in the past
have made for schism among followers of a Prophet are: the rise
and undue development of a professional clergy; the substitution of attitudes toward the church for the
fundamental revealed attitudes to
God; the rna terializa tion of worship
and its transformation from an inner spiritual experience into a form
of economic exploitation; the seizure
of power and authority by a class
and the division of the community
into privileged and unprivileged par-
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ties; the use of religious influence
for the establishment of political
policies; cruelty and immorality on
the part of the professed leaders of
the church; and unbridled personal
ambition.
In the Baha'i Faith we have religion established on a new and firm
ba sis which eliminates the conditions which make schism possible or
inevitable. Baha'u'llah has extended
the power of divine truth and will
from the realm of pure worship or
general truth into the realm of social action. He created the office of
Interpreter in the person of 'Abdu'lBaha, and made obedience to
'Abdu'l-Baha equivalent to obedience
to Himself. He provided for the expression of His Faith in human action by creating social institutions endowed with authority in relation to
actions but specifically deprived of
power to alter, amend or add to the
sacred text or introduce any new
forms of worship. Aside from these
institutions and such persons as, like
'Abdu'l-Baha, were given unique
power, the commlUlity of believers is
composed of persons who are for4
ever equal in their degree. No individual Baha'i as such can ever
claim authority over another.
In providing the truths, principles
and institutions necessary for a
World Faith, Baha'u'llah closed the
door forever to any schismatic
movement. No Baha'i can ever pose
as the apostle of freedom or the
hero of justice in this religious community. The relation of the individuaJ to mankind ha s been permanently
defined, and no disturbance of an
emotional nature or eruption of
private conscience can produce the
equivalent to those universal laws
which Baha'u'llah Himself revealed.
The would-be schismatic is prevented from operating in any area
of darkness where the observer
could be unable to distinguish between truth and falsehood, integrity
and dishonor. 'j.'he Baha'i Faith has
no realm of uncertainty and confus ion where the schemer can lurk undetected, and nO field of action
where the rebel can foment disunity
without involving the application of
a final authority which every Baha'i
unhesitatingly recognizes and obeys.
The student who wishes to trace
this truth throughout its historic
Baha'i pattern can turn to the writings of Baha'u'llah in which He condemns the schismatic and denier in
His mission; and can turn to the
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writings of lAbdu'I-Baha and see the achi to Multan for settlement. They have talk on "The Most Great Peace"
same condition reenacted aft e r opened a business there and attached was delivered in Gujra ti, "T h e
Bah .. 'u'llah had ascended. All these to it they have a Baha'i library where New World Order"
in
Persian,
d.eniers and falsifiers have used the they invite people and give them the "Universal Peace" in Urdu, "Resame specious arguments, and in Message of Baha'u'IJ.ah.
newal of Religion" in Bengali and
"We have a very wide and, we hope,
refuting the Arch-Violator who. op- .
"An Economic Solution" in English.
posed Him, Baha'u'lHlh refuted an eHective teaching scheme for next
The leading local papers in Bomyear. Mr. llmi is to be temporarily reevery schismatic who has arisen
lieved of his editor's duties and he may bay, Karachi and Poona published
since that time.
notices about the Symposium and
visit the places where new Assemblies
It is possible that in ages past, and groups have been formed so that appreciative notes and comments
when organized religion had become he may help them in consolidating and about the Baha'i Faith. The Boma tyranny. the movement of rebel- teaching the Faith in their respective bay Sentinel wrote about a column
lion was an effort to return to re- localities.
under the headline "Follow Babatu'lligious first principles and rid the
"Mr. Abdullah Fazil who has gathered lah -Avert War" and the "Sunday
church of the enemies of religion a group of educated Europeans and Standard" (of Bombay) gave a sumwithin. At the present time. in re- Indians ar01md him in Bangalore may mary of the speeches under the
lation to the Baha'i Faith, the status go to Kashmir and then to Punjab and heading liThe Baha'i Idea.to
of the violater involves a degree of Lucknow.
"Mr. Samadani may go on tour in
ethical corruption which prevents
_-\nnnal Reports of
such movements from accomplish- Punjab, Sindh and other places. Mr.
Abul
'Abbas
Rizvi
may
stay
at
Lahore
ing anything save the early ruin
Local Assemblies
where he will try to evolve the group
and extinction of those who instigate into
A number of the local Assemblies
a spiritual Asse·mbly. He will also
them. The mind, the conscience, the visit the Mofassil 10"",,'115 in the Punjab_ have sent in brief but general surheart and the soul of man are safe
"We hope these proposals will be 3p"" veys of their community activities
and protected when they are true to pJ'oved and these teachers will soon start during the year ended April 21, and
divine will and law. Outside that will on their respective missions. . .
excerpts from these will be issued
man can not exist in any degree
in Baha'i News through successive
"We have also received with pleasure
above the level of the criminal, the the Baha'i News Leiter of the National months.
perverse and the sinner.
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of InAssemblies which have not yet
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
dia and Burma, dated April, 1942. The
made their annual report are refollowing is a gist of its contents! youth quested to submit one at their early
The Baha'i World Community Activities. The Baha'i youth of India convenience.
News of the activities of the Baha'i~
in India is very encouraging and reflects great loyalty and devotion to
the Cause of God. The following excerpts are quoted from a letter addressed to the Guardian by the National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha tis of India and Burma and
dated May 25, 1942.
.' As regards the progres s of the SixYear Plan two new Assemblies were
elected on the 21 of April-in Hyderabad
(Deccan) and in Kotah. In addition to
- Mr. Saroosh F. Yagangi and Mrs_ Firoza Saroosh, who have settled in Bangalore, Mr. Isfandiar F. Yagangi fro m
Poona and Mr. Rustom M. Soheili from
Bombay have gone with their families
and settled in Panjgani. The two families have formed a group there and they
hold meetings to which they invite others
also.
•'Dr. M. E. Lukmani ha s gone to
Sbolapur and has opened a homeopa thic dispensary there. Atta ched to the dispensary he has a Baha'i library where
he invites people and holds talks v.'"ith
them.
•'Dr _ M. Jan from Calcutta has migr a ted from Calcutta and settled in
Chapra, a town in Bihar. He has started
a homeopathic dispensary and teaches
the Divine Faith to the people.
"MessTs. Mihrban J amshedi and Shah
Bahram Mazkoori have gone from Kar:-

and Bunna held their Symposium this
year on the 22 of February 1942, at
different centers in the country. These
centers were Bombay, Karachi, Poona,
Calcutta, Kotah and Surat."

The program of the Symposium
was suggested and prepared by the
National Youth Committee and consisted of the following items:
1. Seventh Baha'i Youth Day on
February 22, 1942.
2. General Theme: "The Ideals
of Baha'i Youth."
(a) World Order.
(b) The Most Great Peace.
(c) An Economic Solution.
(d) Human Solidarity.
(e) The Renewal of Religion.
The following two telegrams were
exchanged between the National
Youth Committee and the Guardian:
"Baha'i Youth offer love loyal devotion holding seventh Annual Symposium supplicate prayers confirmation.n
HAssure Baha'i Youth deepest appreciation praying success Symposium admire perseverance."
As an example of unity in diversity it is interesting to note t hat
Bahai. addresses were delivered
in no' less than five different languages. Here is an illstration: A

COLUMBUS, OHIO
The Assembly sponsored 7 public
meetings. Among the guest speakers were Mrs. Bolles I Miss Bolles
and Mrs. Powell, who returned from
the Convention: later Prince Nwafor
Orizu of Nigeria, Mrs. Della C. Quinlan of New York and Dayton, Mr.
Schurgast of Cincinnati, O. The 3
other public meetings were held in
homes of believers and local friends
took part in the program.
The Teaching Committee was responsible for open meetings during
the Intercalary Days, when each day
a meeting was held. Those days
were looked forward to by the believers each year bringing a closer
unity among the friends and a deeper understanding of the Teachings.
A regular weekly study class was
held, 'mostly attended by believers
only. For a while a followup class
was held, also an Administration
class, but because of lack of attendance was discontinued. A Sundaymorning-prayer-meeting was held
during last summer and fall, and
those attending expressed their
spiritual as well as material refreshments they had received from the
gatherings. For several months a
public-speaking class was held un-
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der the guidance and assistance of
the Regional Teaching Committee's
secretary. This class was most
stimulating and students regretted
that each meeting had a closing
time.
KENOSHA, WISCONSIN
Every Sunday evening our public
service is held in Baha'i Hall and an
out-af-town speaker, when available,
gives the address.
~ Occasionally mid-week lectures are
held when we can secure some prominent Qut-of-town Baha'i teacher. A
series of five talks (one each week)
brought many visitors to our Hall.
Louis Gregory was here also and
many came to hear him.
Our Extension Teaching Committee sponsored a series of Temple
talks with slides in nearby towns,
namely: Salem, Union Grove, Lake
Geneva and Burlington. Racine Assembly cooperated in this and Mr.
Ed Struven gave the talks.
A very inspiring Sunrise Prayer
meeting was enjoyed by all present,
on the shores of Lake Michigan,
after which breakfast was served
while the sun was coming uP.
Our annual picnic was held at
Brown's Lake, near Burlington and
many were in attendance.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA
The Teaching Committee held
weekly meetings during the early
part of the summer and began a
formal series of study classes in
October, commencing with a public
meeting in the Marlborough Hotel.
The latter was attended by about
30 people and about 12 people came
at various times to the continuing
weekly study course held in 203
Paris Building. The Assembly undertook the rental of this room as
a central location easily accessible
during the winter months. In additiQn to a steady attendance of our
own members an average of four
non-Baha'is came to this study class
consistently. This group gave opportunity to all the BaM'is to take
part in preparation and presentation
of material in the class.
The Youth Group beginning with
an informal fireside group at the
home of Mrs. Jean Johnston evolved
into a study class in Baha'i Principles and is now undertaking' a
special research along Race Unitv
lines. A public symposium, planned
to coincide with the Annual Baha'i
Youth Day throughout the World,
was held in room 203 Paris Build-

ing and was a ttended by 23 people
including the Baha'is. This 'group
has attracted upwards of 15 young
people. Most of them are making
a sympathetic and practical approach to Baha'i principles.
The Children ~s Committee began
a weekly class activity which has
been consistently attended by three
and four children at the home of
Miss Stella Pollexfen.
The Race Unity Committee made
preliminary contacts with the Canadian Unity Council which may be
of value in developing race unity
work next year.
The community strengthened its
connection with larger fields of
Baha'i work outside the community
by the participation of eight of its
members in the Summer Conference
at Clear Lake last summer, arranged
by the Regional Teaching Committee for Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
It also undertook financial support
for the Regina Teaching Project of
Mrs. Ruby China. During the year
we welcomed Anne McGee and Evelyn Cliff of Vancouver, Ruby China
of West Vancouver, Lauretta Voelz
of Kenosha, Wis., and Lulu Barr of
Saskatoon, all of whom paid us
brief visits and contributed their
share to our knowledge of and connection with other Baha'i communities.
HELENA, MONTANA
There was no Radio broadcast this
year. The Local Radio Company
a re not permitted to sell time to
Religious Organizations and we
were refused any time of the HReligious hour"
conducted by the
Ministerial Association.
Good newspaper publicity has been
had during the year; about thirty
news and publicity items were given
us in both the local newspapers.
Two new members were gained
this year; our methods in increasing the community apparently are
slow, but those that have been added are of capacity and firmness.
Two youths have declared their
intention to become Baha'is upon
reaching the necessary age.
Many contacts have been made
with the Negro and Chinese people
of Helena, and literature ha s been
given them, but no fruits have appeared.
PORTLAND, OREGON
All the public meetings were held
a t Hall 210A, Studio Building, 919
S. W. Taylor Street. A series of
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printed programs was prepared and
distributed. The local Baha'i speak~
ers who took part in one or more
programs were "Levi Munson, LUcien
B. Nash, Dr. Henry Dake, George
Latimer, Cinita Taylor, Alice Robertson, Rachel Porter, Dr. Chester
Easter, Florence Campbell, Solvig
Corbit and Ella and Lillie Meissner.
Visiting speakers were Mr. Leroy
loas of San Francisco, Mark Tobey
of Seattle, Mrs. Ruth Stephenson and
Dr. Harry Taylor, who gave several fine lectures during the year.
Due to the severe storm in January
several meetings had to be given up.
Several special meetings were
held during the year. A social gathering to interest new friends was
held at the Easter home on May
21st, with as many guests as believers and Mark Tobey gave a fine
talk on "Oneness". The friends enjoyed an evening at the Stephenson
home as their guests and a special
meeting was arranged at the Young
home to meet Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Kelsey of West Englewood, New
Jersey. Mr. Kelsey showed his colored pictures of Haifa and the
Temple and moving pictures of the
various Trustee properties were also
shown and a delightful evening was
passed.
The community was host to a
meeting of the Regional Teaching
Committee of Washington and Oregon at the Feast of September 5,
1942 held in the Young home. In the
absence of Leroy loas, George
Latimer of the National Teaching
Committee, led the interesting discussion on our local and national
teaching problems. Visiting believers to this conference were:
Marjorie Taylor of Tacoma, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilks and their daughter,
Myrtle Campbell, Hazel Stauter and
Mrs. Clifton of Seattle, Lorrol Luther
of Everett, Mrs. Ethel Edell of
Pasadena and Mr.' and Mrs. John
Cliffers of Corvallis. Alta Krueger
a member of the RTC took an active
part in the discussion. Levi Munson
is the other member from our community on this Committee and has
attended meetings in Seattle. The
Latimer family attended the Fall
Conference of the RTC of British
Columbia and Alberta in Chilliwack
and reported on the activities of this
group. The need for more group
and fire-side teaching meetings and
a larger attendance to our public
meetings appear to be the need for
the coming year.
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VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Special emphasis having been
placed in the past year, both by the
Guardian and the National Spiritual
Assembly. for the need of pioneers
in other areas, we are happy to report the following members of this
community answered this urgent
call. Miss Eve Cliff obtained an
exchange of school for one year and
journeyed to Calgary. Mrs. Anne
McGee also resigned her position
here and left for Calgary. Mrs. Moscrop returned to Regina and way
points. Her stay helped to keep the
Faith in the minds of the contacts
she had made previously. Miss
Muriel Warnicker spent several
months in Edmonton and presented
the Baha'i Faith to many people.
During her visit she was ably assisted by Mrs. Marcia Atwater, and
their work is now showing great
results. Mr. Cliff Gardner, who was
a member of this Community for a
time and who later left for Chilliwack, returned to Vancouver for his
marriage which was held under the
auspices of the Baha'is, and then left
to pioneer in Calgary also. This
exodus to Calgary we anticipate will
bring forth great results.
A Conference held in Chilliwack
was attended by several Vancouver
members and their friends t also
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visitors from Portland, Vernon, Calgary and Armstrong. This ,conference \vas extremely invigorating.
During the year we were privileged
to receive visits from Mrs. "Marcia
Atwater who met the Bahatis on
her trip to Edmonton and spoke at
a semi-public meeting on her return. We were intensely interested
to hear of her work in Chile and
Edmonton. Mr. and Mrs. Latimer and
Mr. George Latimer paid us one of
their valuable visits after attending
the Conference at Chilliwack. A
public meeting was arranged and
1fr. George Latimer gave one of his
enlightening talks. Miss Doris Skinner of Calgary also visited Vancouver after the Chilliwack Conference. She attended the Public Meeting and also spoke at other meetings
while here.
Two other visitors were entertained from Portland during the
summer of 1942. Mr. Rowland Estall
of WiIUlipeg paid us a short visit
and gave us an interesting insight
into the valuable work being done
by the friends in Winnipeg. He also
stressed the need for pioneers for
Regina and Mrs. China of West Vancouver has recently answered this
call.
The Teaching Committee arranged
most interesting programs dur-

ing the year and weekly meetings
are still being carried on. A most
interesting evening was spent when
a large number of members met the
Hon: Dr. Shih, Chinese Consul Gen·
eral to Canada, when he t as guest
speaker, gave an interesting talk
on the religions of China. He expressed his great interest in the
gathering and stated he would be
happy to meet with Us again. A
book was presented to him as a
token of appreciation for his kindness in speaking to the Group. Another evening was well attended by
Bah.<itis and friends when Mrs.
Steeves gave a talk on Russia which
brought forth some interesting lights
showing the changes which have
taken place in that vast country. In
addition to this two members carried on Fireside Groups in their
homes.
An Esperanto class, held in the
Baha'i Room, has been sponsored
by this Assembly, and as well as
learning this International Language
it is felt many contacts may be attracted to the Cause of Baha'U'llith
through this medium. Some students have already attended some
weekly meetings and others are
asking questions and reading literature.
(To be continued)
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National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada -

Messages From
the Guardian
ICInform believers that local Assemblies may :be formed as soon
as nine or more believers are available without postponing the election
until April, in order to speed and
stimulate the teaching work in the
last year of the first century."
Recei.ved June 24. 194.'1:

The next message is in reply to a
question addressed to Sbogbi Effendi
inquiring whether members of local
Assemblies desiring to pioneer may
resign from their administrative
post. "I approve resignation provided the Assembly is not dissolved."
Received June 25, 1943

HI greatly rejoice in the vigorous
manifold measures undertaken to
insure the success of the forthcoming Celebration. Though physically
absent I will participate in spirit in
the rejoicing and thanksgiving for
the signal victories of the American
Saha 'f community crowning the first
Baha'i Century.n
Received July 2. 1943

On August 2 a brief message came
stating that "Baha'i National Headquarters have been established in
DeIhL"

"The American believers' seven
year enterprise consecrated to the
service of the Faith of Baha'u'llah,
deoriving direct lnspiration from 'Abdu'l-Baha's Divine Plan, launched on
the eve of the world catastrophic
conflict, recognized as the greatest
collective undertaking in the annals
of the first Baha'! Century, is rapidly
culminating. Their sister communities of Persia, British Isles, Egypt,
Iraq, India, Syria, Australia and
New Zealand marvel at the scale of
the prodigious la»ors of the American Baha'i community, gratefully rejoice at the accumulating evidences
of its incomparable victories and are
galvanized into action, inspired to
emulate its example. The multiplication of Baha'i centers in recent years

in both East and West, the erection
of administrative headquarters, the
purchase of historic sites, the settlement of virgin areas, the migration
into neighboring territories are all
directly attributable to the potent
impulse communicated through the
superb action initiated and executed
by the American adherents of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah. The initial
stages of the momentous plan have
been brilliantly executed. The most
formidable obstacles impeding its
progress have been courageously
faced and progressively swept away.
Its first fruits, exemplified by the
completion of the exterior ornamentation of the Temple and the forma~
tion of a nucleus of the Faith in every
Republic of Latin America, have
been triumphantly gathered. The
pivotal year marking the turning
point of its fortune:? has been immortalized by the unparalleled exploit of
the formation of twenty-eight Assemblies in the States and Provinces of
the North American continent. The
range of its unfinished tasks is swiftly diminishing. Total victory is within sight but the six remaining virgin
areas of Alaska, Saskatchewan,
Prince Edward Island, South Carolina, North Dakota and South Dakota, as well as the inadequately reinforced Republics of Nicaragua,
San Domingo, Paraguay, Bolivia,
Venezuela and Peru still demand the
concentrated and sustained attention
of the National representatives of
the American Baha'i community, the
speedy assistance of the National
Teaching and Inter-America Committees, and the systematic support
of all subsidiary agencies both regional and local. The goal cities and
the far-off Republics are calling for
fresh recruits to complete the pioneer roll of honor. Veteran believers,
however brilliant their record, neophytes, however limited their expf"rience, are alike summoned as the
final hour approaches to rush forth
in a last supreme effort to bridge
the remaining gaps in the spiritual
front extending the entire length of
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the Western Hemisphere. I am ar~
dently supplica ling fresh outpourings
of the sustaining grace of the Lord
of Hosts to enable His stalwart warriors befittingly to consummate the
crowning crusade of the first century of the Baha'i Era."
Received Auoust Z, 1943

Letter From the
National Spiritual Assembly
'Beloved Co-workers and Friends:
We enter now the decisive part of
this portentous Baha'i year when our
collective efforts for the Cause are
to be fulfilled in the celebration of
the Centenary of the Declaration of
the Bab. We are acting as a united
body in the carrying out of a- teaChing plan embracing the entire community of North America, and calling for the concentration of our full
resources of mind and heart.
The theme of the oneness of mankind-race unity-demands our devoted
attention
and
endeavor
throughout September and October.
the fundamental teaching of the
Faith, its most Challenging principle,
its swift healing antidote for the ills

of a divided world.
Two a spects of the new teaching
plan merit careful consideration;
first, the importance of the opportunity offered for far more effective
public leaching work than we have
ever had before. It is the time to
improve our methods and attain a
truly impressiVe standard of public
presentation. Not only the local Assemblies but also the National Committees are fully involved, since it
is the Committees which are responsible for the development of new and
more extensive teaching material.
Second, the significance of the
theme itself, nol only in the light of
the revealed Teachings but also in
relation to the ominous manifestations of inter-racial bitterness which
at present suggest the approach of
a crucial stage in the ordered life
of the nation. As was pointed out

•
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during the course of the Baha'j Race
Unity Conference held at Green Acre
this summer, the matter of race relations in America bas become a
world issue. The peoples look to
North America for proofs of justice,
esteem and spiritual fellowship
among the races. When such proofs
are forthcoming, the peoples will
have a ba sis for hope in the development of true peace. Therefore our
Bah&.'i understanding and energetic
effort in the promotion of the principle of the oneness of mankind represents a direct and indirect contribution to warld justice and peace
possessing incalcUlable possibility.
In "The Advent of Divine Justice"
Shoghi Effendi calls race unity' 'the
most vital and challenging issue confronting the Baha'i community at the
plesent stage of its evolution." Continuing he declares: "The ceaseless
exertions which this issue of paramount importance calls for, the sacrifices it must impose, the care and
vigilance it demands, the moral
ccurage and fortitude it requires, the
tact and sympathy it necessitates I
invest this problem, which the
American believers are still far from
having satisfactorily resolved, with
an urgancy and importance that can
not be over-estima ted. White and
l'Iegro, high and low, young and old,
whether newly converted to the
Faith or not, all who stand identified with it must participate in,
and lend their assistance, each according to his or her capacity, experience, and opportunities, to the
common ta sk of fulfilling the instructions, realizing the hopes, and following the example, of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
"Freedom from racial prejudice,
in any of its forms, should, at such
time as this when an increasingly
large section of the human race is
falling a victim to its devastating
ferocity, be adopted as the watchword of the entire body of the
American believers, in whichever
state they reside, in whatever circles they move, whatever their age,
traditions, tastes. and habits. It
should be consistently demonstrated
in every phase of their activity and
life, whether in the Baha'i community or outside it, in public or in private, formally as well as informally.
individually as well as in their official capacity as organized groups.
committees and Assemblies."
May every Assembly. group and
individual believer find the wisest
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and most effective manner to serve
this most urgent call in relation to
the conditions existing in their own
locality and their own personal lives.
May Baha'u'llah accept us and use
us as instruments for the expression
of His will!
Devotedly your co-workers,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Convention Resolutions
The National Spiritual Assembly
reports on a ctions taken after consultation on the various Resolutions
duly voted by the Annual Convention
of 1943.
L No action taken on the recommendation that believers be appoint·
ed to give full time to the promotion
of Green Acre.
2. The recommendation that a
National Committee be appointed to
design Baha'i cards for Baha'i occasions was referred to the Publishing Committee.
3. It is recorded that the recommendation that the Radio Committee
be requested to report the cost of a
nation-wide radio talk was incorporated into the matters which the
Radio Committee has been request.
ed to consider.
4. It is recorded that the National
Assembly has already acted on the
matter of adopting a plan for National radio talks this year.
5. Mr. Allen B. McDaniel has
been requested to give the Radio
Committee a copy of his radio address on the Temple as delivered
during the Convention period, that
copies may be made available for
use by other believers.
6. It is recorded that action has
been taken on the recommendation
that a bulletin be prepared containing information about radio teaching.
7. Action has been taken on the
recommendation that the text of all
new pamphlets on the subject of
Peace and other subjects of general
public interest and importance be
printed in World Order Magazine.
"8. A special Committee ha 5 been
requested to submit plans for the
improvement of Temple Foundation
Hall, in accordance with the recommendation that the Hall be done over
fOT the Centenary meetings next
year.
9. A special Committee ha s been
appointed to submit plans on ways

and means for the exhibition and
preservation of the sacred relics in
the Archives, as recommended by
the Convention.
10. No action was taken on the
resolution recommending that a Bahati meeting place be established at
all Army camps.
11. No action was taken on the
recommendation that the grove at
West Englewood. where the Master
held the Unity Feast in 1912, be
turned into a public park. This grove
is part of the property held by National Baha'i Trustees, and the Guar..
dian has designated this property as
the site of a future Memorial to
'Abdu'I~Baha's American visit.
12. Concerning the recommendation that all believers be provided
with an identification card, it was
voted by the National Spiritual Assembly, in working out details for'
the 1944 Convention, to include a
method for establishing the Baha'i
status of the delegates and Baha'i
guests for attendance at the business
sessions of the Convention.

Pioneer Teachers and
Administrative Responsibility
A believer who wishes to volunteer for pioneer teaching, work, but
has certain responsibilities in the
Baha'i community, can carry out
his or her intention after taking steps
to satisfy such responsibilities.
If a member of a local Spiritual
A5sembly, the believer is permitted
to resign under an instruction from
the Guardian recently received, -with
the condition that the resignation
does not dissolve the Assembly.
This means that the Assembly can
accept and act upon a resignation
made by one of its members in order to be free to leave the city for a
teaching post elsewhere.
If the believer is a member of a
National Committee. he or she is to
submit the resignation in writing to
the Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly who is authorized to
advise the believer that the resignation will be accepted at the next
meeting of the NSA.
t

To Achieve Our Goals
Beloved Friends:
The hopes of the Guardian for an
early conclusion of the Seven Year
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Plan are now clear before us. By
permitting the election of Spiritual
Assemblies, as soon as nine believers can be found in a community,
he has thrown open the doors. It is
anticipated that the believers of Fargo, N. D. and Anch~rage, Alaska?
will soon have availed themselves of
this thrilling opportunity, and that
the friends in the six remaining virgin Provinces and States will quickly follow in their path.
Which of these six shall be the
first to organize? Which shall be the
last? How quickly can all the goals
be reached? These are the challenging questions which the Guardian's
action has raised. These are the
questions whlch every believer must
be revolving in his mind and heart
at this critical hour. For the time
to share in these historic tasks is
rapidly passing. Only those who hasten to the goal cities will be able to
participate in their completion, and
only those who determine to settle
in the next few weeks will be forever remembered among the pioneers of the Seven Year Plan.
Now that the National Assembly
has unfolded the prospect of a vast
nation-wide public teaching campaign, the importance of a speedy
conclusion 01 the Plan is evident to
us all. -Only when Assemblies have
been safely elected in each of the
remaining areas can the American
Baha'I Community, with a clear
heart, expend its undiminished energies in this campaign to crown the
hundredth year with total victory.
For these reasons the National
Teaching Committee is calling upon
the friends to provide all the settiers needed to achieve our goals by
September. Through concerted efforts we were able to complete the
Temple a year ahead of schedule.
Can we not finish our teaching tasks
with comparable speed? Surely this
is the import of the Guardian's action in opening the way!
Already great strides have been
taken in the final phase of our efforts. At the teaching conference at
the Geyserville Baha'i School, nine
people volunteered to pioneer. four
of whom are now enroute, and at the
Louhelen Baha'i School eleven volunteered! The Teaching Committee
is hopeful that the teaching conferences at Green Acre and in Canada
will complete the task. Here aTe the
assignments undertaken by Geyserville students: Alice Mickle and
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Persian BahA'is in Baghdad who scattered 88 pioneers to 'fariou8 centers in tniq
and adjoining Arabian eonntrielJ.

Ethel McAllister to Sioux Falls, Emmalu Wever to Omaha and Grace
Wilder to Greenville. Besides these,
five others are contemplating the
same decision.
Dear friends, however great the
sacrifices entailed in making these
necessary moves at the earliest
date, they can never exceed the
magnificent deeds of souls like Mabel Ives, those who have dedicated
their lives to the triumph of the Seven Year Plan. The single devotion
of Mrs. Ives to the fulfillment of the
Guardian's hopes for North America will be remembered in years to
come. Her achievements in numerou~ virgin States and Provinces are
yet to be recounted. Throughout the
entire course of the first six years
of the Plan she gave her energies,
her time, and her spirit. It is surely
significant that her passing shOUld
have been in Oklahoma City, the
first or the Assemblies to be pioneered and organized under the Plan.
Not until the last hours did her labors cease. She was an example to
us all.
Beloved friends, a statement of
the needs of the six remaining States
and Provinces accompanies this article. It should be noted that Halifax,
Nova Scotia has been added since

our last report, having reverted to
group status. These long-sought
gcals can and must be reached by
September.
Meanwhile, a great and continuing .need is for circuit teachers to
strengthen and aid our newly-won
Assemblies. Fifteen of the Assemblies formed in the sixth and
seventh years have eleven or less
believers.
With these facts in mind, which of
us can escape the urgency of the
Guardian's call? "I appeal to the
standard - bearers 0 f Baha'u)Ihih's
et.1er-advancing army to safeguard

the spiritual prizes already won . ..
I entreat them to exert still mOTe
magnificent efforts to discharge befittingly the one remaining responsibility in the North American continent."
All offers to settle or teach should
be sent at once to Miss Charlotte
Linfoot. Secretary. National Teaching Committee, 156 Nova Drive,
Piedmont, California.
-NATIONAL TEACHING CoMMI'l"I'EE

Baha'i

Publications

Peace: A Divine Creation, a
pamphlet compiled to meet the
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need for the Baha'i attitude on peace
and future world order. Contains
selections from the W ri tings of
Baha:u'-1l.8.h and 'Abdu'I-BaM, with
the Guardian?s statement on world
order. Ten copies for $1.00.
The WOTld Faith of Bahti'u'llah,
four-page folder summarizing the
aims, teachings. history and administrative order of the Faith prepared
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
For general teaching and publicity
use. A suitable enclosure with pro.
gra ros and announcements distributed by mail, and adapted for contact
work. 100 copies for $2.00.
Portals to FTeedom, by Howard
C. Ives. A new edition of this book
which gives such a vivid picture of
the Master in America. Bound in
cloth. Per copy, $2.00.

Teaching Literature
In connection with the function of
the Committee on Pamphlet Literature, the National Spiritual Assembly has approved the following plan
for the distribution of teaching literature to the smaller communities
without cost.
1. The followiilg pampblets are
now available, and new titles will
be announced from time to time:
The Manifestation, The Laboratory
of Life, Principles of the Baha'i
Faith, World Religion, Three Spiritual Truths. Further information
about the contents of these pamphlets can be found in the HabitJi Catalog.
2. A quantity of one OT mOTe of the
pampblets, up to a value of $5,00.
will be sent on request to Assemblies
of communities having not over 25
members.
3. To obtain a supply of the
literature for teaching use, the local
Assembly is to apply directly to the
National Office, and the Publishing
Committee will be authorized to ship
th~ pamphlets and charge the cost
to a special budget of $2,500 which
has been established for that purpose.
4. The purpose of these grants of
free literature is to assist the smaller communities to augment their
teaching effort. The pamphlets can
be used in connection with public or
fireside meetings, and for distribution by individual believers to personal contacts.

Settlers Needed for
Pioneer Areas
5 settlers needed for Regina.,
Saskatchewan
5 setUers needed for ChaJ'lottetown,
Prince Edward Island
2 settlers needed for Balia-x,
Nova Scotia
2 settlers needed for Greenville,
South Carolina
2 settlers Deeded for 0Jna,h.a.
Nebraska
2 seHlers needed lor Sioux Falls,
South Dakota
18 Total Needed

The Bah Reveals

and Clarence Iverson, of San Salvador, who with his mother visited in
Guatemala City for several days.
Mr . Iverson took with him his collection of slides of the Baha'i Temple, which he presented for the pleasure of the local friends. Other opportunities to show the Temple slides
were given, through the courtesy -of
the Theosophical Lodge on one occasion, and to a group of North
Am ericans now Ii ving in Guatemala
City on another, with much enjoyment of these pictures of the first
American Baha'i House of Worship
evidenced by those attending these
meetings.

His Commentary
ult was still early in the afternoon
when the Bab requested Hitji Mirza
Siyyid 'Ali to bring His pen-ca se and
some paper. He then started to reveal His commentary on the Sli.rih of
Kawthar. How am I to describe this
scene of inexpressible majesty? Verses streamed from His pen with a
rapidity that was truly astounding.
The incredible swiftness of His writing, the soft and gentle murmur of
His voice, and the stupendous force
of His style, amazed and bewildered
me. He -continued in this manner
until the approach of sunset. He did
not pause until the entire commenta ry of the Surih was completed. He
then laid down His pen and a sked for
tea. Soon after, He began to read
it aloud in my presence. My heart
leaped madly as I heard Him pour
out, in accents of unutterable sweetness, those treasures enshrined in
that sublime commentary. I was so
entranced by its beauty that three
times over I was on the verge of
fainting. He sought to revive my failing strength with a few drops of rose
water which He caused to be sprinkled on my face. This restored my
vigor and enabled me to follow His
reading to the end."-The DawnBreakers, 175-116.

Inte....America News
Guatemala
The members of the newly formed Spiritual Assembly of Guatemala
City are enthusiastically carrying
out their new responsibilities, and
we pray that their united efforts for
the progress of the Cause will attract
bountiful spiritual confirmations. Delightful letters have come from Sr.
Batres, Secretary of the Assembly,

Honduras
The activity of the Baha'is in Honduras is a truly inspiring joy to us
all. Sr. Santos Dominguez has contributed a valuable booklet, entitled
"Primer Centenario," to the grow~
ing supply of Baha'i literature in
Spanish. Sr. Dominguez has incorporated in this booklet the hlstory
of the development of the Cause in
Honduras, together with a statement
of the Teachings translated from our
own literature. Another enterprise
initiated in Tegucigalpa is a monthly
Bulletin issued by Sr. Viana to be
sent to all the believers as a means
of keeping them in touch with the
activities of the Cause. Sr. Viana
writes that the UPrimer Centenarian
has been forwarded to many friends
interested in the Faith throughout
Honduras. Photographs of 'Abdu'lBaha, together with grateful appreciations from the Committee were
sent to both of these devoted servants of Haha'u'llah.

New A ..eml>lie.
The Spiritual Assembly of Santiago, Chile, is now functioning very
well. With this objective achieved,
the National Spiritual Assembly has
approved a project to send Miss Virginia Orbison to carry on the work
in Asuncion, Paraguay. Miss Orbison writes us that she has been meeting many new people recently in
Santiago, and that Mrs. Atwater has
been able to enlarge the teaching
scope through radio broadcasts.
These are splendid foundations upon
which the new Assembly can build
their tea ching work.
.
John Stearns was elated to report
the confirmation of a new believer,
Mrs. Huber, in Quito, Ecuador. The
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long-coveted goal of a Spiritual Assembly there is now accomplished
and Olir congratulations and loving
greetings are joyously sent to the
Quito friends.
PaRllirRCI

A severe attack of asthma necessitated our dear Miss Sholtis' return
from Venezuela. Mer a period of
treatment in Panama failed to relieve her sufficiently to return to her
post she followed the advice of physicians and was accompanied by
Mrs. Louise Caswell on the trip
home. We are happy to report that
Miss Sholtis is now greatly improved
and is recuperating at the home of
her sisler in Cicero t Illinois. She left
a number of people in Caracas
deeply interested in the Cause, and
one believer, a beautiM young girl
who, in the course of her Baha'i
study is radiant at being able to
name the months of the Baha'i Calendar in three languages-her native Spanish, English, and Persian!
Mrs. Caswell's aid to Gwenne
Sholtis has provided us with the unexpected pleasure of having a first
hand account of the teaching work
being done in Panama. Mrs. Cora
Oliver and Mrs. Caswell share an
attractive apartment which is also
the local Baha'i Center. Meetings are
held twice a week, providing one
evening in which the Teachings are
given in Spanish, the other condu cted in English. All of the registered believers do not live in one
area and thus there is no Assembly
yet, but Mrs. Caswell tells us that
she and Mrs. Oliver are very hopeful that shortly there will be additional registrations to make the
establishment of an Assembly possible. During Mrs. Caswell's brief
visit here we received the good news
that Miss Julia Regal has obtained
a position in Panama and will soon
join the group there.

Salvador
A stirn ula ting report of the school
in San Salvador comes iTom Clar·
ence Iverson, who describes it as
both a llBaha'i school and a phHanthropic institution." This school is for
boys who lacked the means to com·
plete their educa lion, fills this need
and combines with it the teaching
of the BaM.'! Principles. The following courses are now being given:
"Baha'i Culture; English; Shorth.nd; Radio Telegraphy; Arithme-

Memorial erected. at grave of Mathew Kaszab, Brownsville, Texas, throulh the
generous adion of Mrs. E. R.. Mathew!!.

tic, First Aid (Salvador Red Cross)
and Grammar."
No charges are made for the
. classes, but a charge of a few cents
per month is made to defray the
expenses of the hall, chairs, lights
ar.d similar upkeep.

ceive from the National Spiritual Assembly the French translation of the
l4World Economy of Baha'u'llah."
which will be of great teaching assistance in the areas where literature in French is required.
INTER-AMERICA CoMM:rrI'IZ

Jamaica
Dr. Malcolm King continues to
have the excellent support of the
press in Kingston, and in addition to
a personal interview on the Baha'i
Faith, was graciously given space in
three issues of the Jamaica Daily
Gleaner. He mentioned the selection
of uThe Baha'i Pattern for FutUre
Society" as the topic for one of these
articles.
The Committee is grateM to re-

Baha'i Bibliography
Will Baha'is please be on the lookout for references to our Faith by
non-Baha'is in non-Baha'i books and
magazines and report the same to
Bertha H.
Kirkpatrick, Olivet,
Mich. The title, publisher and date
of publication should be included
and the pa ge on which reference is
fc.und. Such references are for use
i~ Baha'i Bibliography in Volume X
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of The Bana'; WOT!d and should not
be reported if they are already recorded in previous volumes. Any ar·
ticle about our Faith written by a
Baha'i and published in a non-Baha'i
l"lagazine should also be included.
(This does not include newspaper
publicity.)
EDITOftIAL CoM MI'ITEE,
The Bahci/i World.

Race Unity Committee Offers
New Compilation
Th, theme assigned for the first
of the series of four public meetings
for the year is Race Unity, "the
Watchword" of American Baha'is.
Our own racial solidarity and our
approach to the coming racial solidarity of the whole world is a challenge to every Baba'i committee and
group to look first at its own defenses and having made doubly certain that they are sincere and strong,
to offer the very essence of that
strength to the public.
This Centennial year is a time of
ringing triumpb, a time to point to a
world commonwealth that brooks
no compromise with the old divisions, but stands its ground firmly,
a living, growing thing, completelY
whole in its growing, proving by
its own single-heartedness its right
to lead the world to peace.
Second onlY to teaching unity by
community example comes the opportunity to offer speakers, and to
ourse! yes be voices on this great subject. The new compilation will be of
the greatest assistance here. Arranged by Mrs. Alice Cox and Mrs.
l\o!ae Harvey Gift, the Race Unity
Committee last year submitted it for
pUblication. It is now ih published
form under the title "Race and
Man." Every community and group
is urged to provide this reading now,
and many of the friends will surely
wish to individually own copies. It
contains a mine of references, both
Baha'i and general, on the subj ect
of Race Unity and without a doubt
all libraries, schools, social workers,
and public minded people would be
happy to receive them. It offers a
fine contact with minority leaders of
every description in your city. The
Race Unity Committee would deeply
appreciate hearing from the groups
and Assemblies who have successfully placed copies of the compilation.

Appeal for Inter-America
Pioneers
The Inter-America Committee
must have assistance in the teaching field in La tin America. There
are four countries which have not
yet reached the goal set for the
Seven Year Plan. These are Peru,
Venezuela, Colombia and San
Domingo. The requirements are
two native believers. This cOlp.mittee can only entertain applications
made exclusively for InterAmerica teaching work. No application can be considered for a stay
of less thao one year. We would
particularly desire one of our men
teachers for Paraguay, someone
who could remain there. There
- are a number of people interested
. but we need a permanent resident.
Please address at once the secretary of the committee.
MRs. NELLIE S. FRENCH,
786 Chester Ave.,
San Marino, 9, Calif.

Child Edncation
During the past year the Committee on Child Education attempted to
gather a census of the children of
Baha'is. We are happy to report our
findings. We have divided the children into four age-groups: Preschool; five to eight years, inclusive;
nine to twelve years, inclusive; and
thirteen to fifteen years. There are
now registered in these groups the
following numbers of children:.
Pre-school ................... 53
5-8 yrs ...................... 87
9-12 yrs ...................... 88
13-15 yrs ..................... 76
Total ..................... 304These figures, of course, will be
constantly changing, but we feel that
they are of very great present interest as they clearly indicate the
need for education.. l material snitable to the requirements of children
under fifteen.
We wish to thank all the friends
who cooperated so wonderfulIy during the past year and made this
census possible.
The committee has several l"equests to make. First, will all of
you who have ideas for books or lesson plans for children please get
fr.em down on paper and send them
to this committee? We should like to
have many manuscripts from which
to select a few to recommend for

publication these coming months.
Please keep in mind the age grouping and aim your work at one of
these groups. Some working ideas
we have considered are: a child's
history of the Cause, the story of
the Temple, stories from the DawnBreakers, etc. We are sure that we
shall be flooded with perfectly
splendid material!
Second, material and data are required for inclusion in the next
volume of Baha'i World, such as
reports of activities, pictures of
children's groups and classes, etc.
Please send anything you have of
this nature to Mrs. David S. Ruhe,
840 Cherry St., N. W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
Third, we hope that the friends
will continue in the fine cooperative
spirit and help us to keep our censusfile up to date by reporting new arrivals, changes of address, etc. to
this committee.
Our primary objective this year is
to produce at least one hook for
children, and we are now hard at
work on a book for children in the
five to eight year gI"oup, and pray
that it may be published before the
great Centennial celebration in 1944.
CHILD EDUCATION COMMI'ITEE

Roberta K. Christian, Sec.
959 Lancaster Ave.
Syracuse, 10, N. Y.

Seven Valleys and
Fonr Valleys
The friends are advised that the
National Spiritual Assembly has received word from the Guardian
which explains that the Seven Valleys and the Four Valleys revealed
by Baha'u'llah are separate Tablets,
and not a continuity of one Tablet.
His words are: "The Seven Valleys I
and the 'Four Valleys' should be regarded as independent Tablets, as
they were revealed to different
people."
j

A Card Record of
Believers' Qualifications
The National Spiritual Assembly
would like to suggest that local Assemblies consider the p.ossibility of
preparing a set of reference cards,
one for each member of the com·
munity, listing their qualifications
and experience in relation to different types of Baha'i activity. Any As-
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sembly which carries out this
suggestion can, if it wishes, send a
duplicate set of the cards to the
National Office for the records and
information of the NSA. While each
Assembly can naturally employ any
type or size_ of card it wishes, the
cards sent to the National Office
should be standard library filing
cards, size three by five inches. This
suggestion meets the need for detailed information about the believers in connection with appointments
to National Committees. The National Spiritual Assembly itself cannot make up a complete record of
the qualifications of aU the friends,
but will welcome whatever factual
information can be provided by the
local Assemblies.

Election of Local Assemblies
The attention of the believers is
called to that message from the
Guardian received June 24 which
states that local Assemblies may be
formed this year as soon as nine or
more believers are available, with·
out waiting until April 21, 1944.
Regional Committees on request
will be given copies of the bulletin
outlining the method of forming a
new Assembly and of the Assembly Roll form so that the qualified
groups can report their election and
obtain the recognition of the Nation
a I Spiritual Assembly.
4

Suggestions Requested
Coneerning Centenary Program
In the Guardian's letter outlining
the meeting to be held in Temple
Fcunda tion Hall on the evening of
May 22, 1944, he instructs that the
believers be asked to submit their
suggestions regarding the nature of
the program. Members of local
communi ties are to submit their
ideas through the local Assembly.
Other believers can address their
views to the Bah .. 'I Centennial
Committee. It .is hoped that many
helpful ideas will be received.

New Basis of
Annnal Election
The Guardian's instruction concerning the election of delegates to
the 1944 Convention as representatIves of States and Provinces rather
than local communities has been receiving careful study by the Na-

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'i. of Alhambra, California,

...,...tablished April 21, 1943.

tional Spiritual Assembly. Certain
specific points have been referred
back. to the Guardian for further ehicidation in order to prepare the
way for calling for the election of
delegates next Spring.

Suggestions From
Contacts Committee
1. The Contacts Committee offers
its service to those in virgin areas
and small communities. If they will
send to this Committee a list of the
outstanding civic and humanitarian
leaders, doctors. lawyers, engineers
and educators, such persons will be
contacted, and thus pave the way
for further contact by traveling
teachers . and regionally - selected
people of capacity.
2. It may be well to repeat a
thought emphasized at the Convention; which is, that when one has in
mind the contacting of a Government official, unless one has an ordinary direct personal relationship
with such person, he should write the
National Contacts Committee, submitting this name and address. The
Contacts Committee will in turn
write the National Spiritual Assembly, as a special committee has been
appointed by the National Spiritual

Assembly, of its own body, to make
certain special public contacts to
bring the Saha 'f Peace Message to
influential groups and public figures.

In Memoriam
"'I testify, 0 my Lord, that Thou hast
enjoined upon men to honor their guest,
and he that hath IlUcended unto Thee
hath verily reached Thee and attained
Thy presence. Deal with him then accordi.ng to Thy grace and bounty!»

•ABoU'L-BAHA

Mrs. Annie K. Lewis, New York.
Mrs. Emma !della Ralph, Portland.
Mr. Robert L. Gulick, Tryon, N.C.
Mrs. Hattie Vaupel, Louisville.
Mrs. Margaret Elizabeth Schneider, Richmond Highiands.
Miss Joanne Doris Svendsen, Madison.
Mrs. Marie Selectman, Indianapolis.
Mr. William Jackson, Dayton.
Mr. W. J. Bean, San Francisco.
Mr, R, G. Jeffrey, Atascadero,
Calif.
Mrs. Josephine Hall Clark, Denver.
Mrs. Mary Allen Smith, Newark.
Mrs. Ida Jellsett, Richmond Highlands.
Mrs. Effie Goldthrop, Helena.
Mr. Sydney Spra gue, Los Aogeles.
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Enrollments and Transfers
Enrollment of new believers reported by local AssemQlies:
Chicago, eight. New York, three.
Washington, two. West Chester, two.
Atlanta, one. San Francisco, 0 n e.
Houston. one. Boise, one. Portland,
one. Lima, one. Glendale, one. Yonkers, one. New Haven, one. New
Orlea:ns, one. Detroit, two.
Enrollments by transfer reported
by local Assemblies:
New York, three. Yonkers, one.
Portland, one. Washington, three.
Chicago, one. Los Angeles, one.
Cleveland, one. Detroit, one. Bing·
hamton, one.
Enrollment of isola ted believers in
July, fifteen.

Lut view reeeived of the Baba'i. of Karadrl., India. Th.i! pbOI05l"8ph was taken in 1941.

Baha'i Directory
Revisions received since the 'publica tion of the Assembly Roll and
National Committee appointments in
the July issue:
Detroit, Mrs. Etta J. Catlin, Corresponding Secretary, 2387 Woodstock. Drive, Detroit, 3.
Denver, Mrs. Mildred H, Clark,
Secretary, Baha'i House, 821 Marion
street, Denver, 3.
Providence, William Doull, Secretary, 92 University Avenue.
International Auxiliary Language
Committee: Herbert Seidler unable
to serve.
Regional Teaching Committee of
Wyoming, Utah, ColoradO, New
Mexico, Artemus Lamb, Secretary,
2038 Glenarm Street, Denver, 5,
Colo.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Might, September 8; Wi!!, September 27;
Knowledge, October 16.
Anniversaries: Birth of the Bab,
October 20.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: September 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, at Wilmette.

Greeting From Youth
Committee of Persia
Dear Beloved FTiends~
With hearts overflowing with joy
and ecstacy, the entire.Baha'i youths
in Persia rejoice at the news of the
glorious con summa tion of the beloved Temple Edifice which is the concrete expression representing the
fundamental principle of the unity
of mankind.
Words are inadequate indeed to
convey to you the extent of our
abounding love and admiration for
this magnificent achievement or to
attempt to describe~ however brief,
the brilliant efforts and abundant
sacrifices manifested by the American friends over a period of 30 criti·
cal years for the successful conc1u·
sian of this collective enterprise.
The cumulative effect of this de-·
lightful news has permeated our
hearts with the abiding consciousness of the crying need for a higher
standard of devotion and courage re-

quired to insure a signal victory in
the teaching field in the face of overwhelming obstacles and uncertainties.
On occasion of the Ridvan Feast.
1943, we take this opportunity to ex~
tend loving greetings to all the
Baha'i youths and beloved friends
in the United States and Canada, to
the valiant American pioneers who
have set such a sublime example of
devotion and sacrifice and to the
growing multitude of the ardent believers throughout Latin America.
On this blessed occa sion culmina ting in the termination of the first
Baha'i Century, We join you to turn
our hearts to the Abha Kingdom imploring to confer upon us spiritual
wisdom and insight in order to prove
worthy to promote the sacred inter·
ests of His Cause and to deliver His
Message of salvation to a suffering
humanity.
With loving Baba'i greetings,
NATIONAL YOUTH COMMITTEE, PERSIA.

No. 166
November, 1943

Year 100
Baha'i Era
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The Few Remaining Months of this Century
Mesllllge from
Dearly-be loved C<>-workeT.:
The latest evidences of the magnificent success that has marked
the activities of the members of the
American Baha'i community have
been such as to excite the brightest
hopes for the victorious consumma·
tion of the collective undertaking
they have so courageously launched
and have so vigorously prosecuted
in recent years. As the first Baha'i
Century approaches its end, the
magnitude and quallty of their
achievements acquire added significance and shed increasing luster
on its annals. The proceedings of
the recently held annual Convention;
the formation of t wen t y-eight
Assemblies in the course of the year
that has just elapsed; the splendid
progress achieved in the LatinAmerican field of Baha'i activity;
the superb spirit evinced by the pioneers holding their lonely posts in
widely scattered areas throughout
the Americas; the exemplary a ttitude shown by the entire body of
the faithful towards the machinations of those who have so sedulously
striven to disrupt the Faith and pervert its purpose-these have, to a
marked degree, intensified the admiration of the Baha'I communities
for those who are contributing so
outstanding a share to the enlargement of the limits, and the enhancement of the prestige, of the Faith
of Baha'u'IlBh. The preparations
which the American believers are
undertaking for the celebration of
the Centenary of the Faith must be
such as to crown with immortal
glory the fifty-year long record of
their stewardship in the service of
that Faith. Such a celebration must,
in its scope and magnificence, fully
compensate for the disabilities which
hinder so many BahA'i communities
in Europe and elsewhere, and even
in Baha'u'll8h's native land, from

536 Sheri• • Rd., Wilmette, III.

formation of a Spiritual AssemblT
in each remaining virgin area.
Through further appeals for more
Shoghi Effendi
pioneers at this eleventh hour;
through
further self-sacrifice aiming
paying a befitting tribute to their
at
the
provision
of ampler funds for
beloved Faith at so glorious an hour
in its history. The few remaining the dispatch of these pioneers and
months of this century must witness other teaching purposes, the few una concentration of effort, a scale of finished tasks of the Plan must be
achievement, a spirit of heroism that speedily accomplished in order to
will outshine even the most daring insure the total success of the forthexploits that have already immor- com i n g Centenary Celehrations.
talized the Seven Year Plan and During these remaining months the
covered with glory its valiant prose- Guardian will, as he has already
cutors. The plea I addressed to them, assured you in tha t ca bIe, pray with
at this late hour, will, I am sure, r£doubled fervor for the complete
meet with a response no less success of this vast undertaking, this
remarkable than their past reactions organized crusade, the like of which
to the appeals I have felt impelled has never been launched during the
to make to them ever since the entire course of one hundred years
inception of the Plan. He Who, at of Bahli'l History."
The following message was reevery stage of their collective enterprise, has so abundantly blessed ceived October 5:them, will, no doubt, continue to
My heart is overflowing with joyvouchsafe the blessings until the ous gratitude at the magnificent adseal of unqualified victory i. set vance made in numerous spheres
upon their epoch-making task.
of Baha'I activity. The formation of
Haifa, August 8, 2943.
an Assembly in the few remaining
The following excerpts are also a rea s of the North American conpublished from that portion of the tinent, the consolidation of the founsame letter written through his dations of the newly-established AsSecretary :semblies, and the preservation of the
"Regarding the status of believers status of the Baha'I centers in all
resident in British territories of the Republics of Latin America, imperaWest Indies: the Guardian feels that tively demand vigilant care, con·
in view of their proximity to the centrated attention and further selfU. S. A. they should be regarded as sacrifice from the vangnard of the
centers under the supervision of the valiant army of Bah .. 'u'llBh. The beAmerican Baha'i National Assembly. loved Faith is surging forward on all
They are not included as objectives fronts. Its undefeatable, stalwart
of the Seven Year Plan which com- supporters, both teachers and adprises only the sovereign republics ministrators, are steeling themof Central and South America. I t
selves for noble tasks, braVing acute
"The Guardian has recently? in a dangers, sweeping away formidable
detailed cable, urged that special at- obstacles, capturing new heights,
tention be directed, during these re- founding mighty institutions, winmaining months of the first Baha'i ning fresh recruits and confounding
Century, to the strengthening of the the schemes of insidious enemies.
centers requiring assistance in the The American Baha'I community
Latin Republics as well as in the must, and will at whatever cost, devirgin areas of the North American spite the pressure of events and the
continent, in order to assure the desolating war, maintain among it.
establishment of a permanent center sis t e r communities the exalted
in ea ch of these Republics and the standard of stewardship incontest-
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ably set during the concluding years
of the first Baha'i Century. The can·
fident spirit, unfaltering resolution
animating its members, their tenacious valor, elevated loyalty, nobleness of spirit and mighty prowess
will, ere '!he expiry of the cen
crown WIth complete victory the
monumental enterprises undertaken
during the course of the fifty years
of its existence.

tory:

Leuer from the National
Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Co-workers and Friends:
The nationwide, coordinated teaching campaign arranged for local
Baha'i communities during this year
of the Baha'i Centenary has been
inaugurated. The theme of race
unity announced for the period of
September and October has been
presented to the public with vigor
and clarity in cities throughout
North. America. Now as we are on
the eve of the second period, November-December, when religious unity
will be upheld by all the Baha'is,
it ill essential that any misunderstanding about the nature of this
effort be removed, so that the entire
community of believers may concentrate upon achieving their mission of preparing the public for the
Centenary of our Faith in May, 1944.

Each local Assembly, or group, is
to participate in the nationwide campaign in accordance with its capacity and the nature of the local
condition. This is not a teaching
plan which operates for the local
community by effort from outside.
What the National Assembly endeavors to accomplish is to place
effective teaching material in your
hands, and to assist in the following
waYS: First, by sponsoring a series
of radio talks in three cities where
the stations broadcast over wide
areas: New York, Chicago, and San
FranciscO; second, by authorizing
the National Teaching Committee to
provide circuit teachers as possible
for the smaller communities: third,
by donating teaching literature up
to $5.00 per community where there
are not over twenty-five believers;
and fourth, by sending out for each
of the four themes a Portfolio of
Teaching Material related to the
subject. It is clear that the supreme
opportunity afforded the friends is

Bahi'il!l of Buenos Airel pthered for obllen'anee of Nineteen Day Feild in NOTeJDber,
194Z. M... Amelia E. Colli"", rep.--onting Amoriam N. S. A., ,... p _ t .

to center their efforts in constructive
teaching work which is local in
action but national in importance
and purpose. From time to time suggestions will be made in order to
help improve the methods of action.
The programs adopted by some
of the Assemblies for the race unity
theme have already been reported,
and examples will be given here representing how the teaching is being
planned by both large and small
communities ..
The San Francisco Asselnbly con·
ducted a Symposium on Racial
Foundations for World Order in .the
Gold Ball Room of the Palace Hotel
on September 24. The Chairman of
the meeting was Leroy Ioas, the
speakers participating were Dr.
Rudolph 1. Coffee, President, Tem·
pIe of Religion; Dr. Charles S. John·
son, Department of Social Sciences,
Hon. Robert W. Kenny, Attorney
General, and Mrs. Dorothy Baker,
member of the National Spiritual
Assembly and Chairman of the Na·
tional Baha'i Race Unity Committee.
Some seven hundred and fifty persons attended this meeting, making
it one of the largest l!aha'i meetings
yet held in America. The testimony
paid the Faith by the well known
and influential non-Baha'i speakers
was a great service to the Cause
and emphasizea the exposition of the
Baha'i teachings on race delivered
so eloquently by Dorothy Baker.

In Pittsburgh, likewise, the theme
of race unity was presented through
a program combining speakers from
within and outside the Cause .. This
meeting was held September 28 in
the Social Room of Stephen Foster
Memorial. Walter S. Buchanan presided; Mrs. F. B. Chalfant of the
Pittsburgh Board of Public Educati on described the Inter-racial Good
Will Program of the Public Schools
in Springfield, Mass.; and Mrs.
Margnerite 1llirich presented the
Baha'l teachings. Discussion and Informal and friendly conversation
followed the talks, members of the
audience signified their desire to attend a study class; and a photograph
of the gathering was taken by the
Negro pap e r, "The Pittsburgh
Courier." The Pittsburgh communi ty, it will be noted, is among the
dip solved Assemblies which have r~
cently regained Assembly status.
The Wilmette believers after analysis of their local teaching problem
decided that since no public meeting
could be arranged comparable to
those conducted in the House of
Worship by the National Temple
Program Committee it would be
n,ore effective to take the teachings
directly into the homes of the people.
An arrangement was accordingly
made with the local paper, "Wilmette Life", to purchase a column
of space four times during the year,
for presentation of each of the four
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successive themes. thus bringing
the Cause to the attention of more
than five thousand persons. The
statement on race unity was published September 30, under the heading "Spiritual Teachings for the
Unity of Mankind-I. Unity of
Races." The same caption, with subheadings II. Unity of Religions, etc.,
will be employed for all four
statements.
Every local Spiritual Assembly is
a center of spiritua" influence for
the attraction of the whole-hearted
and enthusiastic activities of the believers and the diffusion of the
sacred teachings throughout its
locality. Our health, our capacity,
our value to the Cause depends upon
the vigorous functioning of our local
Assembly as the coordinator, the
inspirer, the guide and the servant
of the friends. This year may all
our Spiritual Assemblies realize
their opportunity to a tlain their real
station as created by Baha'u'llah
Hlmseif, that the new century may
dawn with a regenerated and an
active and confident community
throughout America.
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i~ a simplified course which can be
conducted hy any believer or used
by any fireside group, requiring only
two reference books-Splected Writ·
ings of Baha'u'llah, of IAbdu'I-Baha,
and of Shoghi Effendi (set of three
pamphlets sold atone price) and
Baha'u'IJah and the New Era, by
New Puhli.,ations
J. E. Esslemont. The Outline, the
The Publishing Committee calls three pamphlets of Selected Writattention to the important additions ings, and the Esslemont book, bound
to the Baha'I literature recently in paper, at the special price of $0.75.
All of these but with the Esslemont
made, as follows:
1
book
bound in fabrikoid, $1.00. The
Baha i Wor!d Faith~ the one-volume general compilation of the separate prices are: Study Outline,
Writings of Baha'u'll3h and 'Abdu'l- $0.15; three pamphlets of Selected
Writings, $0.25; Bahii'u'llah and the
Bahil., $1.50
Race and Man, compiled by Maye New Era, paper bound, $0.50, in
Harvey Gift and Alice S. Cox; part fabrikoid, $0.75.
Pamphlet literature series. The
one, excerpts from writings on race
Pamphlet Literature Committee has
unity by educators and sci~ntists;
part two, excerpts from Baha'I lit· developed two new pamphlets and
erature. 134 pages, paper bound, recommends the reprint of another,
making an initial offering of three
appendix. $0.90.
Peace a Divine Creation, 26-page pamphlets to be used in the extenpamphlet of excerpts from Writings sive teachin1! work this year. All
of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha, with the pamphlets in this series are to
Statement on World Order by Shoghi be 3'h by 5% inches in size, suitable fot: mailing in ordinary enveEffendi. $0.10
lopes
and can be obtained at the
The World Faith of Bahd'u'lldh,
a summary of its aims, teachings, uniform price quoted below.
Religion and the New Age, Dr.
history and administrative order by
the National Spiritual Assembly. A George Townshend, 100 copies for
four-page folder, letterhead size. $2.00.
(8% x 11 inches). 100 copies for $2.00
Vict01'Y of the SpiTit, Dorothy
Introduction to the Baha'i Tea.ch- Baker. 100 copies for $2.00. (This
ings, study outline by Mamie L. Seto. text appeared in World Order Maga.This outline is for the preparation zine for October with the title "The
of seekers and students for mem~ Path to God.")
bership in the Bah" 'I community. It
The Baha'i Principle of Ci"mza-

tton, Horace Holley. 100 copies for
$2.00.

Race Unity
nation-wide teaching campaign, centering this fall on Race
Unity, first of the four themes of
the year, brings to light a surprising degree of willingness on the part
of the American public to cooperate
with the Baha'i plaUorms everywhere. An example of this may be
seen in the proj ect of San Francisco
where a Baha Pi chairman and speak..
er were assisted by the leading
Negro social worker of the city.
a well-loved Rabbi, head of the
Temple of Religion and known
throughout the country, and the Attorney General of the state of California. Over seven hundred attended
the meeting. Reports from Los Angeles, Phoenix, Albuquerque, Denver, Colorado Springs, and other
cities, bring news of equally distinguished collaborators.
Milwaukee Youth are continuing a
most interesting experiment in Race
Unity. They have recently concluded a second inter-racial fellow..
ship night at the Y. M. C. A., entertaining some thirty Japanese and
twenty Chinese friends. This was fol·
lowed by uA Persian Night," a
playlet enacted at the BaM'i Center. At a recent Milwaukee Feast,
a profound consciousness of the
dawning unity between continents
and races wa s born when Blue
Our
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Mountain, an Inca Indian visitor,
first Indian believer of South America, stepped forward to meet Mrs.
Marian Steffes, Oneida, first registered North American Indian be·

liever.
Good news comes to us of contacts among the Indians of the Chi·
cago area. Through the efforts of
Mrs. Mary Stevison of that city, successive meetings have been held at
1651 Jonquil Terrace, to entertain
the Indian friends in small, intimate
groups. At intervals, Mrs. Stevison
has taken these friends to the Baha'I
House of Worship to hear the Sun·
day afternoon speakers and to have
the privilege of the guided tours
through the Temple. This joyous occa sion has always been followed by
tea and informal lessons by a variety of Baha'i speakers at her home.
An increasing number of young
Indian :women are showing interest
in the Faith through these sustained
efforts.
Miss Janet Whitenack, who spent
a year at Tulaksak, Alaska, an allEruamo communitYt was invited,
upon her departure, to address the
little village on the subj ect of her
Faith. As far as we are informed,
this . historic event constitutes the
first group approach to the north·
ern race with whom we are so little
acquainted. The Committee feels
that Miss Whitenack is to be heartily congratulated, and hopes that she
v.;ll be enabled to return to them
at some future time for further
friendly contact. Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland of Albuquerque reports
the confirmation of a brilliant young
Eskimo friend, Melba Call, first of
the Eskimos to accept full membership in the World Order of Bahs'u'llih.

Oneness of Humanity Keynote
of Green Aere Conclave
, The following account is substan·
tially as appearing in the Portsmouth, N. H., Herald of August 17,
1943:
The outstanding event for the
week at Green Acre was the Race
Unity conference with four sessions
during three days. This conference
was fortunate in having as its open·
ing chairman and keynote speaker
Harlan F. Ober of Beverly, Mass.,
one who has rendered outstanding
services to the Faith both in the
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Orient and Occident. He set forth
the purposes of the conference with
emphasis upon the oneness of humanity and true fellowship among
all races, drawing a word picture of
a future world order in which all in·
sularities of thought would end.
Baha'is can carry their optimism
through this great upheaval, for
through Divine Revelation they have
faith in the ultimate outcome. Teachers should be ready to address great
audiences in future.
Miss Lorna B. Tasker reviewed
the life of the world famous Negro
scientist, the late George W. Carver,
showing his great contribution to national and world culture, relating
many incidents of his career, correlating the ideals which governed
his life with the principles of the
new age as proclaimed by Baha'u'llih as the real cause of his greatness. In answer to inquiry, it was
stated that over a period of twenty·
five years Dr. Carver had met in
succession seven Baha'i workers and
teachers, was much attracted by the
spirit of the faith and with a clear
vision saw its value.
At the second session Horace
Holley, chairman, spoke on Race
and the New Psychology. This address was a treasure trove from the
mines of science, religion and
philosophy. It clearly proved the
widening horizon of men's minds as
influenced by the great Spirit pour·
ed upon mankind by Baha'u'llah.
Heshmat Alati Irani stated that race
adjustment had now ceased to be
only a local affair and has become
a world matter of absorbing inter·
est. Not what men say, hut what they
actually do a bout it is now of the
utmost importance to win confi·
dence.
Mme. Ali·Kull Khan related interesting stories of 'Abdu'I·Baha. and
His loving,' wise and generous attitude toward all races during His
American tour. other speakers at
this session were Dr. T. E., A. McCurdy of Boston, Rev. J. N. SamuelsBelboder of Dayton, Ohio, and Louis
Caution of Cambridge, Mass., color·
ed friends, who praised the spirit of
th e conference and the beauty of
Green Acre.
The third session's consultation
cpntered around Race and Spiritual
Renewal. Dr. Gleno A. Shook as
cha irman, briefly reviewed the new
book entitled Race: Scunce and

Politics, quoting a passage to show
how shallow has been the foundation
of race prejudice during centuries
and ages. The author, Ruth Benedict, has been a deep student of racial groups over a long period of
time and her conclusions harmonize
with the Baha'i teachings. Mrs.
Mary Alice McClennen, a young
Baha'i teacher of unusual promise,
spoke on the laboratory nature of
Green Acre service, where visitors
may see the ideals of the new age
day by day applied to all races. The
Holy Spirit confirms those who walk
in the path. Another contribution
came from Rev. Dr. E. Eliot Durrant, pastor of a large colored
church in Harlem, N. Y. and a frequent visitor at Green Acre. Mrs.
Louise A. M. Gregory sang Negro
spirituals.
Miss Mabel I. Jenkins of Kittery
read extracts from the works of two
Negro poets and told of her race contacts during a visit to Hampton Institute, Va., where she formerly was
a teacher. Her services to Green
Acre cover a long period as she
was a close friend of Miss Sarah J.
Farmer, the founder. Another
speaker was Miss N. Grace Bissell,
Baha'i pioneer teacher at RuUand,
Vt.
At the final session Louis G. Gregory, chairman, made an address on
Race and the New Sociology. Mention was made of sociology as a new
science which has sprung up in this
day and how its students study
groups, caused and motivated by
such influences as education, economics, government, religion and
race. But the Supreme Sociologist,
Baha'u'llah. bestows the mysterious
Power which can fuse all into harmony' and productive strength.
Mrs. Doris Holley emphasized the
need of present opportunities, observing that it is far easier to approach and understand those near at
hand, even though of a different
race, when they share the same language, laws, customs and civilization, than to fellowship with those
at a great distance.
John A. Robarts of Toronto voiced
the Spirit of Unity, quoting from the
farewell address of 'Abdu'I·Baha 'to
His American friends delivered on
ship board. Miss Maud Mickle, pioneer teacher, related interestin;:
stories of racial contacts and imP
proved conditions in race relations
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during her stay in South Carolina,
a!'; showing an unmistakable trend.
She was able to aid both groups.
Maj. Gertrude Atkinson presented
Historical Aspects of Race, showing how during the ages suffering
hGis always preceded the progress of
races and other groups. That the
whole world is now suffering is significant of better things to follow.
Mrs. Lorraine H. Welsh of PI.
Huron, N. Y., drew attention to the
fact that Negro history is now being
taught in many schools of both
races, an innovation which can but
increase the appreciation of races
for each other.
This conference, an annual event,
brings the record attendance for the
season at Green Acre. Warm appreciation and praise were expressed to
all who had lent their presence or
bad taken part, and suggestions for
each and all to continue the work
with bright minds and loving hearts
brought the conference to a happy
end, a period foreshadowing a bright
future for those who know and do tbe

divbne good pleasure.

.

-RACE UNITY COMMrrrEE

Notes from the Teaching Front
The Guardian has told us that the
significance of our teaching work in
North America lies in "the establishment of the structural basis of the
Baha'i administrative order. I I As
news flows in from every part of the
continent, proclaiming the progress
of the Seven Year Plan, we are
tIirilled to note how deep and wide
are the foundations being laid. Evidences are many that the Faith is
rising on a basis of enduring
strength.
One of the first acts of the newlyformed Spiritual Assembly of Denver was to participate in an InterFaith Conference held June 13th at
Grace Community Church, under
the sponsorship of the Inter-Faith
Commission of the Denver Council of
Churches. This conference, attended
by over three hundred, heard discussions on the theme, "Religion, the
Conscience of Humanity," presented
by members of the Hindu, Jewish,
Buddhist, Christian, Islamic, and
Baha'i religions. Each speaker outlined 'Ithe origin, history, and basic
teachings of his faith with the aim of
finding points of agreement rather
than of difference. n During the question period, we are told, the majority
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of questions were asked of Valeria
Thornton, the Baha'i speaker. Conference chairman was Dr. Conrad
Rheiner, Pastor of the Universalist
Church of Denver, but the idea was
originated and much of the organization carried out by Artemus Lamb,
member of the Denver Baha/i As~
sembly. The reason expressed by tbe
Baha'is for holding such a conference was the world crisis calling for
"understanding and tolerance between all the peoples and religions of
the world." According to Mr. Lamb,
·'the result seems to be much publicity for the Faith, the direct giving
of the Message, the public recognition of the Faith as the newest of
the world's great religions, and the
beginning of a movement in Denver
towards the study of the various religions of the world." Before dis-:
banding the conference voted to
sponsor a two-day institute of the
same Faiths in the Fall. Surely this
is auspicious news of the progress
of the Cause in Denver, and leads
the way for Baha'i communities
everywhere in the unfoldment of
Baha'u'llah's distinctive principle of
religious Wlity.
In Reno the Faith has pioneered
in still another direction, that of
racial unity. The first Spiritual As-

sembly of Nevada is representative
of three racial groups, white, negro,
and Japanese, and we understand
that the young Japanese secretary
is the first of his nationality to be
elected to an Assembly. Fireside
meetings in Reno are thrilling experiences, foreshadowing as they do
the future World Order of Bahit'ullab!
From Alaska comes word that
Janet Whitenack has resigned her
teaching position in Tuluksak to insure the victory of the Seven Year
Plan at Anchorage. The occasion of
leaving the Eskimo village gave
Miss
Whitenack
a
remarkable
chance to present the ·Message to
eighty-five Eskimos, who invited her
to speak at their church service on
the fourth of July. She writes, "With
a native interpreter it took about
three quarters of an hour. It is diffleul t to know what the response
was. They seemed interested, and
several thanked me for talking to
them . . .One man said, 'Everybody
liked it.' t,
While the necessities of the Seven
Year Plan have taken Janet White·
nack away from the Eskimos,
strangely enough in Albuquerque,
N. M., the first Eskimo Baha'i has
been ·confirmed. Kathryn Frankland
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has sent us the story of Melba Call,
a full-blooded Eskimo girl from Bristol Bay, blind since four years of
age. Reared by a white foster
mother 1 Miss Call earned her way
through college, and in Albuquerque Was employed by the Department of Public Welfare instructing eighty blind students. Since accepting the Faith her greatest hope
has become to teach the Faith among
the Eskimos. To her minister she
wrote, in resigning from the church
hI can see now that religion Can b~
just as progressive as science education, music, etc. Through the
Baha'! Cause I have truly become
a firm believer in Abraham and
every one of his prophetic successors." The circle of coincidence was
completed when we learned from
Janet Whitenack that she knew Miss
Call's foster mother, a teacher for
the Alaskan Indian Service. Surely
the hand of 'Abdu'l-Baha is at work
to assist us in the fulfillment of His
Divine Plan for the Eskimo people!
The formation of a Local Assembly in Edmonton, Alberta, last April
was a striking evidence of the power
and vitality of the Faith. No group
existed in Edmonton when Muriel
Warnicker went there last summer.
Soon, however, she had attracted a
number of people to whom Marcia
Atwater was. then sent as a teacher.
In November, after several had enrolled as believers. Anita Ioas moved
to Edmonton as a pioneer.-Less than
a year elapsed from the beginning
of this swift campaign to its climax
in the election of an Assembly. T()day Edmonton possesses nine native
Baha'is, in addition to its settlers,
and teaching opportunities have so
ilicreased that Anne McGee Was recently transferred from Calgary to
aid the work. Thus a bright victory
has been won in this virgin Province,
marking another· milestone in the
evolving Order of Baha 'u'IIah.
-NATIONAL TEAcHING COMMIT'l'EE

Inter-America News
Exhilarating evidences of uthe
miraculous unfolding of a fresh
marvel every day" are showered
upon us as the friendly postman
delivers the news of our pioneers.
Airplanes whisk them from Texas to
Panama, from Chile to Argentina,
across mountains and jungle valleys
and seas. And airplanes bring their

precious reports of goals achieved,
and new seeds planted.

Wit h characteristic enthusiasm
Clarence's letters reflect his happiness in meeting with the friends
Central A.meriea
in Guatemala City. He renewed old
An exuberant letter from Julie friendships, made many new acRegal expresses her gratitude to quaintances. and was given numerMrs. Cora Oliver for her help in seous opportunities to show his colcuring the Canal Zone position which lection of the Temple slides for varmakes it possible for Julie to assist ious types of gatherings. On one of
the teaching work in this important these occasions some cd the friends
Republic during the next crucial who were present had seen the Temmonths. Miss Regal enjoyed a brief ple at different stages of its conchat with Mrs. Caswell iIi Chicago struction, and all were keenly interwhich served to add to her fervor to ested in the beauty of its completed
participate in the teaching activities exterior.
of this cross-roads of the world.
In a delightful letter from Sr.
During the few weeks of her unBatres, Secretary of the Guatemala
expected holiday Mrs. Caswell
visited the friends in many localities. Clty Assembly, we heard most
graciously of the pleasure the Baha'I
As soon as she had established
friends
had received from Clarence's
Gwenne Sholtis under medical caret
Mrs. Caswell went direct to the Gey- sojourn. Sr. Batres also wrote of the
earnest endeavors of the Assembly
serville Summer School and was
present for the closing days of the members to consecrate themselves
Session. A brief visit with the friends to their new responsibilities that the
Cause may be established upon the
in San Francisco was followed by a
firm and noble foundations of the
two-day stay in Los Angeles. The
Divine Plan. A beautiful registraBaha',s of that area were delighted
tion book, the gift of Sr. Torres, will
to hear of the increasing developrecord the membership of this new
ment of the Cause in Panama and of
Community of the Most Great Name.
the teaching work which has been
On her return to Panama, Louise
curried forward during Mrs. Oliver's
and Mrs. Caswell's pioneer service Caswell wrote at length, and touchingly, of her visit to Mathew
there.
The Committee's warm apprecia- Kaszab's grave in BrownSville,
tion to Sr. Santos Dominguez for his Texas. "An imposing Baha'i stone"
recently published "Primer Centen- dlstinguished Mathew's resting piace
ario" received a reply from him from the many other graves marked
which was radiant with spiritual only by "wooden crosses or just a
grace, with the diguity of deep stick."
Flying south Louise's plane conhumility, and gratitude that his
"small work had proved useful for veniently made scheduled stops in
the spreading of the Great Cause." Guatemala, San Salvador, Honduras
Sr. Hernandez, Assembly Secre. and Nicaragua. At each point there
tary of the thriving Baha'i Com- was time fora brief, happy visit with
munity of San Jose, Costa Rica, seme of the Baha'is living in these
writes of the meetings, held twice Republics.
A few stimulating hours with three
weekly. which are a part of the
teaching activities in this city. Sr. believers in Guatemala was followed
Hernandez also rejoices that a new by a joyful reunion with Clarence
supply of books. has arrived to give hrerson in San Salvador. cCTheir
an added impetus for a broader boyst school," writes Louise. His one
scope in the teaching field. The or the outstanding works in Latin
eagerness of all these energetic American pioneer work."
A charming letter from the Secrefriends for an ever larger supply of
the Baha', literature is a gratifying tary of the San Salvador Assembly
e,;dence of the solid founda !ions te lIs how close to their hearts is this
which a re being laid in these blessed uyouth Academy, founded in
March" for which they are busily
Baha'i Centers.
Clarence Iverson is again in San engaged in Hseeking solutions of the
Salvador but his recent letters have tea ching and needs of the students"
whose ages range from sixteen to
b~en filled with the activities of his
twenty years. Other activities are
month's visit in Guatemala, from
which point his mother returned for the meetings held on Saturdays and
Sundays. The messages of the Guara few months visit to the States.
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dian and the monthly Inter·America
bulletins are translated and read at
these meetings. The Baha'i Procedure in Spanish has been gratefully'
received-I I some articles of this Procedure are read in each Sunday's
Spiritual Assembly meeting."
Honduras provided Louise with a
glimpse of Gayle Woolson, which
was. "heaVenly." for all its brevity.
In Managua the word of arrival
had been delivered in time for a beloved little Nicara guan believer to
meet the plane and have every
precious moment for a mutually in·
spiring visit. This valiant BaM'; has
u a quenchless enthusiasm for the
Cause, and is fanning the immortal
flame which has been lit in Nicaragua."

Glowing proof of her words greeted Louise's return to Panama. An

eminent Nicaraguan educator and
statesman, fulfilling lecture engage·
ment. at Universities of Central and
South America, arranged his plans
in Panama to permit him to meet
with the Baha'is and to serve as
speaker for their Spanish meeting.
"This very humble and noble per-

son, " explained Louise, had come
to them from the gentle believer in
Nicaragua!

South America
Vivid letters from Virginia Orbison have thrilled us this past month,
as she flew across the Southern
Continent.. from Santiago, Chile, to
go to the support of Asuncion, Paraquay for several weeks.
Nearly three weeks were spent
with the friends in Buenos Aires,
awaiting plane space to Asuncion,
and Virginia thoroughly enjoyed the
frequent meetings, with the more
than thirty believers of this great
metropolis of Argentina, made possible by the unexpected delay. The
Guardian has written a number of
letters to the Argentina Baha'is, and
these messages, full of encouragement for their' great work and destiny, have proven a mighty bulwark
tor this strenuous pioneer period.
Baha'i meetings in Buenos Aires
are held twice weekly. Virginia
spoke at five of these gatherings,
and adds - "my Spanish has a
sp'eciaI flavor t but it makes under..
standing!" She continues, "the dear
and devoted Etta Mae Lawrence is
installed in a sweet apartment,
v;hlch will be full of friends always
what has impressed me so

Youngei' children of the Children'l!I Clal!ll!l CGoducted at GeY8erVlIJe Schoolt 1943.

deeply is the genuine clos'eness and
profoWld love that exists between
the believers and everywhere is so
evident. Perhaps May Maxwell's
wonderfully loving spirit is pervading all of this country. It is pro·
foundly moving to arrive in a
strange city, among people that one
has never seen t and immediately to
have a feeling of deeper intimacy
and genuine affection than one ever
approaches with other friends. This
is what makes the goal of the Baha'i
Faith absolutely certain of altainment."
Two happy days were spent in
Montevideo, where the hospitable
.Uruguayan Ba.h.3.'is arranged for
Virginia to speak to twenty-five
people. Wilfrid and Marta Barton
took her for a delightful drive "to
see this beautiful city strung out
along the mouth of the river."
Later Virginia sketched her first
impression of Asuncion. ParaguayI'There are many Americans here
from the States . . . The weather is
a hit of perfection just now. It is
nearly tropical here and extremely
picturesque. Orange trees in bloom
and fruit on the street give a wonderful fragrance, and the flowering
trees are breathtaking in th~ir
beauty. One of the friends has written and is producing his own play
at the main theatre next month."
Flora Bottes, from the mountain
city of La Paz, in Bolivia, draws
entrancing verbal pictures that we

wish all of you might have in their
entirety. "The Message has been lit-erally sown broadcast in the period
01 your two pioneers." writes Miss
Hottes. "and not a week goes by but
there is some new contact or some
old one renewed. t, A broad range of
human relationships and needs, sig..
nificant of the universality of the
Cause, is revealed in the descriptions of the varied Baha'i activities
being carried on in La Paz.
··Several new refugees have be.come interested in the Faith, fine
people, who are touched with new
hope, and will come to us again to
hear more . . . The boys are still
coming, and some of the thoughts
they gather are clearly reflected in
their school themes. . .The minister
to the Aymara Indians, whose
daughter we see occasionally in the
school office, came for tea, and looked into the new books. He liked them
for their love and to1erance, and
said he was going to a meeting of
young people with whom he wished
to share these great ideas."
A public meeting was arranged at
which an accomplished young Chil..
ean woman, whom Flora had met in
Lima a year ago, was invited to be
the guest speaker. Her humanitarian
",,'OrIt for women gave an opportunity
to "outline the Cause in relation to
the great developments of the age"
and to connect the dynamic influence of Tahlrih in the growing
emancipation of women. Another
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guest, a young Bolivian woman lawyer, was deeply stirred to return
with her mother for a fuller understanding of the greatness of the Message.
The La Paz group had befriended
a little boy whose parents had been
unable to provide him with the surgical care he needed. "Recently the
fether and mother came to talk to
us about the Cause. They are real
"eople of the country - so kind and
hospitable. To visit them one rides
through the real indigenous section
of the city, the markets, the crowds
of Indians, streets 'illed with the
native folk with their burdens and
their babies on their hacks. So much
life and needing so much of what
our Faith will ultimately bring to

humanity."
When school is out in Octoher,
Flora will take a holiday in a lower
altitude and will spend a month or
two with Eve Nicklin in Lima.

Dominican Republie
Margaret Lentz sends us word of
her new living arrangements in a
letter vibrant with her plans for the
t ..aching work to which she will now
devote her entire time. At her pleasant hotel-pension she will also help
the attractive young daughter of the
owner to acquire English.
Miss Lentz wrote of her pleasure
at a recent Embassy Reception when
she learned, in the course of a conversation with the new Consul, that
he had lived for some time in Bahia
and enj oyed knowing Mrs. Holsapple-Armstrong during her resi·
dence there.

Haiti
L' AssemblE,e Spirituelle des
Baha'is, Port-au-Prince, Haiti! With
this letter-head the mailbag brings
thrilling proof of the onward march
of the Cause of Bahit'u'lU!hl
Mr. Gerald McBean, Secretary of
the newly established Spiritual Assembly of Port-au-Prince, sends the
joyful news of two new believers accepted into the F ai tho These two
:rr.embers have joined the Cause
since the departure of Mr. and Mrs.
Blackwell, and Mr. McBean addsI f . • • This will be good news to them.
We are sorry they had to leave us,
but we are doing our best to carry
on the work. As usual the meetings
al'e held at my home every Thursday night."

The friends in Haiti are eagerly
a waiting the arrival of the French
translations which are being provided by the National Spiritual assembly. " ... nearly all of our friends
are French speaking and most of
our literature is io English. These
reprints will help us wonderfully."
Mrs. McBean also wri te$ with
poignant sincerity of their i oy in
serving the Faith and of their deep
d~sire to help establish a beautiful
Baha'i Center in Haiti-u • • • we miss
the Blackwells, they were much beloved in Haiti."

Ecuador
Another new believer is i oyfully
reported from Ecuador. Hans Dory,
Secretary of the Spiritual Assembly
of Quito announces that the Quito
Community now numbers ten members.

Uruguay
The happy news of a weddiog
comes to us from Montevideo! The
first of two joyous letters from Mrs.
Mary Barton brought word of her
happiness in the engagemeot of her
son, Wilfrid, to Senorita Marta Brito
del Pino, charming daughter. of a
distinguished family of Uruguay.
Mrs. Barton's second letter told of
the beautiful wedding which was
solemnized, early io July, at the
home of the bride, in the presence
of many relatives and friends. Mrs.
Barton writes glowingly of her delightful and accomplished nerw
daughter and of Wilfrid's great happioess. Our congratulations and felicitations to Mr. Barton and his lovely
bride.
Mrs. Mary Barton has been doiog
valuahle teaching work in Montevideo since her arrival there in J anuary. She has recently returned home,
having postponed her return io order
to remain for Wilfrid's marriage.

Jamaica
Dr. Malcolm King preparing to
return to the States -for a time, bas
sent a detailed record of the contacts he has made in his period of
service in Jamaica. Many hundreds
of people have heard the glorious
Message and from all parts of the
island have come inquiries about the
Faith.
INTER AMERICA COMMI'l"'I'EB.

By: Marion H. Longyear

Notice of The Baha'i World,

Vol. X
Because Volume X of The Bahd',
World is the last volume of the first
Baha'i century it is of unusual im..
portance. It will contain much material of historical interest and value
relating to the whole of the first
Baha'i century as well as to the two
years, April 21, 1942-April 20, 1944.
The comm; ttee desires particularly photographs both those illustrating events and iostitutions of the
Cause, such as summer school
activities, pageants, exhibitions, activities of traveling teachers etc.,
during the two·year period covered
by the book and those of earlier date.
Please send them to MTs. A ......
Ku1IZ, 714 Iowa Street, Urbana, nilnoi.s.

Please send references to the
Faith which appear in non·Baha'i
books, pamphlets and magazineS.
also references in specialized refer·
ence works to Mrs. Bertha H. Kirkpatrick, Olivet, Michigan. These references should give name of book
or magazine, author, publisher and
page on which reference is found.
The dates of these publications
should be within the period 1942-1944.
Any other material which would
prove interestiRg to the public at
large or valuable to be preserved in
the records of the book please send
to the Secretary of the committee.
eare should be taken not to repeat material which has been used
in former volumes.
Please send your material so that
it will reach the committee by
January first, 1944.
All material gathered will be sent
by the committee to the Guardian,
who selects what he considers best
for the book.
BAHA'i WORLD EDITORLU. CoMMlT'l'EI<,
Mrs. Mabel H. Paine, Secretary
606 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Urbana, lllinois

Request for Material on Youth
or Children's Activities
We would like to renew our plea
for all material relating to youth activities and children?s activities for
publication in The Bana'! World, Volume X. While we have had interesting accounts and photographs from
a good many youth groups, some of
our largest youth groups have not
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responded in any way. Also, we have
received thrilling reports from a
good many of our youth pioneers
while others have not been heard
from. The same may be said of

our youth in the armed services.
Many bave respnnded with splendid
accounts whereas others have not
been heard from.
As for the children's material. we
are eager to have a strong children's
section in this issue of Baha'i World,
and are therefore begging all communities with children's classes to
send us a brief account of how your
classes are conducted, what respnnse you get from the children,
etc. etc. Pictures of the children will
be most valuable. Even if your children's class consists of only two,
three, or four children, let us hear
from you.
Please send all material at once
to Mrs. M aTgaret K. Huhe, 840
Cherry Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia.

Publishing Committee
Overcoming Emergency
Conditiol18
Due to Ute emergency conditions
affecting all publishing activities today, our Baha'i Publishing Committee is making a determined
effort to anticipate future· demands
for the books and pamphlets. Advance orders for paper and binding
cloth have already been placed for
the next volume of The Baha'i World
as well as for a new book which
the Guardian is preparing to send
in manuscript form in a few months.
It bas become evident that a
policy is needed in order to assure
that the books and pamphlets of first
importance can be kept in stock at
all times, even though this may re·
quire the temporary discontinuance
of certain standard books and pam·
phlets. The lack of paper and the
wability of binding departments to
fill orders not having war priority
ha s seriously restricted our freedom
to develop the impnrtant publishing
Vlork along 1 i n e s of normal
expansion.
For example, in the production of
the compilation Baha'i World Faith,
the intention was to make the book
as light in weight as possible, but
the selection of grades of paper had
become so restricted that the type
"r book readily possible a few years
ago could no longer be manufac-

Baha'I Youlh GatheriOC9 New Zealand, re8ull of activities and eDC01InI.,ement 01
Alvin Blum., Ameriean Bah8'i.

tured. Moreover, the schedule called
for the appearance of this book in
time for the Convention, but unavoidable delays in manufacturing postpnned publication until after August
first.
By bringing out the set of three
pamphlets entitled Selected Writings
of Baha'u'llah, of 'Abdu'I-Bah3., and
of Shogbi Effendi, in an edition of
25,000 sets, and the new compilation
BaM'i World Faith in an edition of
10,000, the Publishing Committee has
assured itself of capacity to provide
Baha'i literature for a period of from
two to three years. The next step in
th e policy to be worked out with the
approval of the National Spiritual
Assembly is to establish an immediate printing schedule embracing

every book and pamphlet needed in
the teaching work for the next four
years for whicb printing and paper
facilities can be obtained.

New and Restored Assemblies
The National Spiritual Assembly is
happy to repnrt that four Assemblies
have been formed in recent weeks,
two in virgin areas, and two being
the restoration of Assemblies that
were dissolved for lack of numbers.
The new Assemblies are: Anchorage,
Alaska; Fargo, North Dakota; Pitts ..
burgh, Pennsylvania; and Omaha,
Nebraska. Thanks to the Guardian's
recent direction, these Assemblies

could be formed without awaiting
until April 21, 1944.
All newly formed Assemblies "'are

requested to report their esta blishment on one of the forms provided
by the N. S. A., send a full list of
members of the community with addresses, and also provide three
copies of a group photograph.

Baha'i Directory
ASSEMBLIES
Anchorage, Alaska-Mrs. Frances L.
Wells, Secretary.
Pittsburgh, Pa.-Mrs. Otto Zmesl&l, Sec-

retary, 4628 Bayard Street.
Santa Barbara, CaUf.-Charles A. Butler, Secretary, 312 East Fugueroa

Street.
Rochester, N. Y.-Mrs. Rochelle Boonshatt, Secretary, 171 Alexander Street
Syracuse, N. Y.-Mrs. A. B. Bevan, 3566
East Genesee Street.
Columbus, Ohio-Mrs. Margaret Acebo.
777 Franklin Avenue, Columbus 5.
PorUand, Oregon-Geor ge O. La timer>
Secretary, 1927 N. E. 40th Avenue,
Portland 13.
COMMITTEES

Library: Mrs. Dorothy Fisher added.
Radio: Address for correspondence. Mrs.
Mildred Mattahedeh. Secretary, 225
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Youth: Marjorie Ullrich, Secretary, 124

Carpenter Road, Mansfield, Ohio.
Contacts: Mae McKenna added. Nathan
Goldstein added. Mrs. Evelyn Kemp
unable to serve. Mrs. Audrey Robarts
unable to serve.
Archives: Mrs. Gertrude Struven and
Mrs. Beatrice Ashton added.
Regional Teacbinc Committees: Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas-Mrs. Kel-

ler and Mrs. Sims transferred from the
Regional Committee ot Tennessee aDd
Alabama; North and South Carolina,
Georgia-Mrs. Phoebe Babo added.;
Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas-Mrs". Dorothy LogeJin has moved from

this region; California, Nevada, Arizona
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-Mrs. Marion Longyear and Mrs. L.
B. Herbert added; New York-Jolm
Woelston and Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Hughey added. Mrs. Roberta Christian

unable to serve; Ontario-Lloyd Gardner has moved from this region; Virginia. West Virginia. Maryland-Mrs.

Florence Hanson and Mrs. Martha Dorrida added. 'The Regional Teaching
Committee appointed for Alberta and
British Columbia has been dissolved
and two separate Committees appginted for these two Provinces, as

follows:Alberta ReponaJ. Teaching Committee
Doris Skinner, Secretary, 303 Sixth
Street, W.• Calgary. Alta.
Ann McGee
Anita 10as

Clifford Gardner
Nan Greenwood

..-J.Ush Columbia Regio"," Commitlee
Mrs.

Katherine Moscrop. Secrelary.

6009 .Alma Road. Vancouver. B. C.
Mae A. McKenna
Mrs. Eve Cliff Southwell
Ethel Hammond

Harold Moscrop
Austin F. L. Collin
Muriel Warnicker
Elizabeth McGee
BalIi.'i School Committees
(For 1941 SeaSGD)
Greetli Acre

Lorna Tasker, Chairman
Roushan Wilkinson, Secretary, R.F.D.
190, North Attleboro, Mass.
Louis G. Gregory
Mrs. Helen Archambault
Harlan Ober
Glenn A, Shook
Rachel Small
Mrs. Mary A. McClennen
Mrs., Margaret Newman
Geyserville School
Mrs. Sylvia loas, Chairman
Gladys Linloot, Secretary, 156 Nova
Drive, Piedmont, Calif.
Jobn Bosch
Mrs. Amelia Bowman
Mrs. Sarah Kenny
Ray Brackett
Mrs. Amelia E. Collins
Irwin Sornerhalder
Louise Groger
Mildred Nichols
Louhelen School
Edwin Miessler. Chairman
Mrs. Helen Eggleston, Secretary. Louhelen Ranch, R.F.D., Davison, Mich.
Phyllis Hall, Corresponding Secretary
Mrs. Beatrice Eardley
L. W. Eggleston
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Paul Pettet
Dr. Alice Kidder
Charles Reimer
IDternatiooal School
Mrs. Loulie A. Mathews, Chairman,
P.O. Box 1064, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mark Tobey
Max Greeven
Inez Greeven

Marion Little
George O. Latimer
Roberta Wilson
Mrs. Wanden LaFarge
The Committee known as Institute at
Baha'i Education has been reconstituted
with a dift'erent title.

Bahi.'i Conege Speakers Bureau
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, Chairman
Wm. Kenneth Christian. Secretary 929
Lancaster Avenue, Syracuse, N Y.
Mrs. Marguerite True
Dr. Glerut A. Shook
Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi
Mrs. Mary Collison

In Memoriam
Detlth profferetn. unto every confident
believer the cup that is life indeed. It
bestowetn. 30V and is the bearer at glad~
ness. It conferretn. the gift of everlasting
Hfe.

-BAHA'U'LLAH

Mr. J. W. Latimer, Portland.
Mrs. Mary Revell, Philadelphia.
Mr. Frederick Arthur Clapp, Los
Angeles.
Mr. Earl E. Carre, Mariposa,
Calif.
Miss Katherine Bacchus, Colorado
Springs.
Miss Mary Young, Syracuse.
Mrs. Leonora Obendorfer, Brooklyn.
Miss Nancy Brown Van Riper,
Circleville t Ohio.
Mr. Henry Benning, Kenosha.
Mr. Rudolph Heman, Cabin John.
Mrs. Theresa Hill, Circleville,
Ohio.
Mrs. Isadore Chamberlain, Hackensack, N. J.
Dr. Lillian K. Sielken, Indianapolis.
Mrs. Alice Ward, Richmond High12nds.

Enrollments and Transfers
Teaneck, five. New York, five.
Beverly, three and one youth. Los
Angeles, three. Kansas City, two.
Jackson, two. Richmond Highlands,
two. South Bend, one. West Chester,
one. Arlington, one. Washington,
one. Laramie, one. Brattleboro, one.
New Orleans, one. Baltimore, one.
Miam~ one. Charleston, one. Chicago, one. San Francisco, one. San
Dieg@, one. Edmonton, one youth.
Enrollments by transfer reported
by local Assemblies:
Los Angeles, eleven. New York,
eight. Ev:anston, three. Brookline.
two. Beverly Hills, one. Laramie,
one. Milwaukee, one. TeaneCk, one.
Binghamton, one. Portsmouth, one.
Jackson, one.
Enrollment of isolated believers in
June, nine; in July, fourteen and one
youth; in August, twelve; in Septem~
ber, thirteen and five youth.

Baha'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Power,
November 4; Speech~ November 23;
Questions, December 12; Honor,
December 31.
Birth of the Bab, October 20; Birth
of Baha'u'Il3.h, November 12; Day of
the Covenant, November 26; Ascen~
sion of 'Abdu'l-Baba, November 28,
at 1:00 A. M.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: December 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
at Wilmette.
Teaching theme for November and
December: Religious Unity.

Yerrinbool School,
Australia
(Reprinted from "BaM', Quarterly")

On Saturday, June 5th, friends
journeyed to Yerrinbool to attend
the Baha'! Winter School. On Sunday,
June 6th, in glorious weather, 36
friends gathered at UBolton Place"
for the Unity Feast. At 2:30 p.m. the
Chairman gf the committee opened
the school and Mrs. Hyde Dunn read
the prayer for All Nations. Mr. J'!olton as Chairman welcomed the
friends and read telegrams and
messages of congratulation.
Mrs. Bolton read "The Souvenir of
'Abdu'l-Bahil" by Shirley Warde
from the World Order Magazine
which reported a gathering in America in June t 1912, when 'Abdu'l·Baha
held a unity feast.
Then Mrs. Dunn gave a short talk
to the young people in reference to
their responsibilities in the New
World Order and congratulated
them upon the enthusiasm which
they displayed in all their activities.
Mrs. Hall gave greetings from the
Sydney community, and Mrs. Hambridge greetings for the Yerrinbool
group.
On Monday morning the friends
gathered in the Hyde Dunn Memorial Hall when the School sessiens
opened with devotions on Healing.
Monday afternoon was devoted to
the study of The Dawn-Breakers between 2 and 4 p,m. On Monday evening the Covenant of 'Abdu'l-Baha
was studied.
On Tuesday morning devotions
were held and in the afternoon further studies and readings from The
Dawn-Breakers. Tuesday evening
was devoted to the reading of healing prayers and the "Experience of
a Pioneer" from World Order Magazine.
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On Wednesday morning devotions
were from Prayers and Meditations.
On Wednesday afternoon the dedication of the Hilda Gilbert Cabin was
performed by Mrs. Hyde Dunn with
a reading from the Gleanings (page
151) "Life after Death." At the dedi·
cation Hilda·s favorite prayer "Forgiveness" was recited by Mrs. Bolton. After this ceremony a reading
from The Dawn-Breakers was given
by Mr. N. Walker. In the evening
questions and answers were the order of the day.
On Thursday morning devotions
were held and readings were selected by Mrs. Gale from the Gleanings.
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. Hambridge selected readings from the
Gleanings on Justice. Thursday evening was devoted to the study of
Administration by Miss Belling.
On Friday morning Mrs. Coleman
led the devotions, followed by further studies of The Da1J17l..Breaker•.
Friday evening conclnded by the
study of the Covenant and prayers.
The School closed on Saturday.
The eotire study periods and
periods of leisure were characterized by harmony and concord and
as the garden develops and takes
on a definite shape it will be a perfect setting for peace and tranquility which is so essential in these
days of chaos and strife. So I would
urge the friends to prepare now for
the Summer School that is to be
held in January, 1944, as we all
know this is to be one of the most
important years in BaM'i history.
We had the privilege and pleasure
of having two non-Baha'is with us,
who both proclaimed their firmness
and acceptance of the Revelation of
Baha'u'l.liili before the school closed.
All we are asked to do is sow the
seed and God will reveal to the
people in His time the greatness
of His Cause. Indeed we are living
in a very great day.
Baha'i Winter School Committee,
A. Tunks, Secretary.

Teaching Activity
in England
(From Annual. Report of N. S, A. of the
BaM'ls of the British Is!e•• 1942-1943).

Although we have for the moment
put a great accent on publicity, we
have not during the year forgotten
our obligation to teach the Faith to
all who are willing to learn. Both
the local assemblies and the N atlonal Tea ching Committee have

done everything they can to foster
existing outlets and to create new
ones.
The National Teaching Committee's work lies mainly amongst those
believers who are not members of a
local community. Their name was
during the year changed from the
lonely word "isolated" to the brave
and encouraging upioneer." Work~
ing all by yourself, perhaps with·
out even seeing a fellow Baha'i for
months, is not by any means easy.
It takes courage and fortitude to
keep on trying, especially if for a
long time no tangible results are
achieved. It shows the strength of
the pioneers and the degree of their
faith that out of the nine new believers declared during the year,
seven are due to teaching efforts of
pioneers or, in one case a group,
rather than the work of Assemblies.
The National Teaching Committee,
realizing that it is through the
pioneers that new communities must
come into being, has tried to help
them as much as possible, by keeping in touch by correspondence, by
giving suggestions, explanations of
the Teachings, etc., through the
Journal, and by offerlog to send any
help which might be needed. The response to their efforts has not been
quite what ,was hoped, but this no
doubt will gradnally change as the
Faith becomes known and the pioneers are more and more involved
in active teaching. The National
Spiritual Assembly has also tried to
help the pioneers, to understand
their difficulties and to keep in touch
with them by sending various of its
members to visit different pioneers,
to consult and discuss with them,
rather in the way that a local Assembly consults with the believers
at a 19-day Feast.
Believers serving in the Army
have done their best to help the
teaching work. One has given talks
on the Faith to Toc H in Droitwich;
one, who is in the Shetland Isles, has
written asking for books to be sent.
Another, who is in the Midlands, has
also been trying everything he can
think of. This believer was the main
originator of an innovation in the
Midlands, when four believers came
together at Miss Eastgate's home
near Birmingham and for the first
time held a Naw-Ruz Feast in that
part of England.
A number of fireside meetings have
been held in Blackburn during the

year, and one was held at Blackpool
where a newly declared believer
lives.
There has been a good deal of activity in Northampton. A believer
has gone to live there and by advertisements in the local press and by
personal efforts, a number of fresh
people have been contacted, and
one has already declared himself a
believer. The resident pioneer baa
held fireside meetings and has also
spoken at various meetings, one a
very large one.
Other piooeers may not have addressed big audiences .or eveo held
fireside meetings, but most of them
have taken every opportunity to
speak of the Faith here and there,
heJ.ping thereby in publicity even if
not yet in more inteosive teaching.
Some months ago the N.S.A. appointed one of its members as Contacts Secretary, to deal with such
things as statements in the press
sympathetic to the Baha'i principles,
and to contact prominent people.
During the year various people have
been reminded of previous contact
with the Faith, such as King Haakon
"f Norway, who was sent a telegram
of greeting on his seventieth birthday, the Dean of Canterbury who
was sent some books, and President
Benes, Sir Ronald Storrs, and some
others were sent a photograph of
the Temple with greetings at the
New Year.
Linked up with teaching is tbe
question of the literature used. In
August the N.S.A. appointed a commi ttee, the members of which were
to consult informally with members
of the community and prepare a
long-term plan for new literature
needed. This committee has prnduced several suggestions, which in the
course of time will be carried out,
and also one idea which has already
been put into practice. The committee stated that there was a definite
need for a Baha'i periodical for sale
to the public, and out of this arose
the decision to revive our previous
magazine, "New World Order," but
in view of the paper situation it has
to be a quarterly instead of a monthly. Production has been greatly
helped by a generous gift from one
of the believers to give it a start.
The first issue was out in time for
Naw-Ruz, with the main subject of
uWorld Unity." The next one is to
feature the Temple.
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BaM'i Martyred at
Ivai, Mazindaran

of four hundred tumans which he
presented to his captors. Finding
the proffered sum to be less than
their demand, these m';n recommenced their persecution and put
the friends to the rack. Thereafter
they conveyed all five of them,
handcuffed and with bare feet, to
Gird-Mir, a village one farsakh
from IvaI.

The village of Ival is a summer
resort of Mazihdaran, about 16 farsakhs from Sari. There are about a
score of Bahit '; families there comprising in all some 200 souls. Our
informants reported that during the
course of the attack one Baha'i,
Mirza Aqa Jan Jazbani, was put to
The same' evening, another batch
death. To verify this report, we· im- of fourteen armed horsemen dismediately deputed an agent to IvaI. mounted at Ival. It was dark by the
Before his return Aqay-i·Vali'u'· time they learnt the result at the
nab Jazbani, brother of the mur- activities of their accomplices; n~v..
dered friend, presented himself at ertheless, a local inhabitant, art" opthe Sari Assembly and his answers poser and enemy of the C~auset
to our queries brought out the fol- Saad'u'Uah Ismail by name,' who
lowing facts:
had at one time professed adhe~ence
On the morning of the 2nd or 3rd to the Faith and had assoelatea'
Of the current month, a party of eight with the friends, directed them to
armed horsemen proceeded to the the residence of each and every behome of Mirza Aqa Jan Jazbani and liever of that locality. Here these
monsters wrought that which the
summoned him to the bouse of a
Yaqub, the headman of the locality. pen shrinks from mentioning. They
Unaware of their design and wicked ended with plundering all their propintent, this friend, aCcompanied by erty, setting fire to all Bahit'i books
four others, appeared at the sum· and effects, and even the Assembly
moned spot. They were seized on records which were in Jazbani's
arrival and their hands tied behind house. The local Baha'i census they
their backs. All manner of torture carried away with them.
The next morning, all the captives,
then was levelled against their persons and all manner of abuse direct- save Jazbani, were released. The
ed against their Faith. A ransom Of enemies designed to pick off one of
One thousand tumans was further these by rifle-shot, when they had
demanded of each prisoner. To this proceeded some distance. This
Mirza Jazbani replied, "Not even if friend, however, Faraj'u'llah Naimi
we sell our total effects to the last by name, realized their sinister inbutton can we raise the sum you tention and, having once escaped
have named. Nevertheless, free one their clutches, fled and gained
of us to enable him to collect wha t- safety.
eVer sum is within our means and
Some hours later, Mirza Aqa Jan
submit it to you." Jazbani was Jazbani, who was half-dead from
thereupon, set at liberty and by the tortures inflicted on him, was
scraping together what he had of allowed to return home. He had not
his own and some sums from others gone far, however, before three of
he was able to realize the amount the ruffians shot at him from behind

and there in the wayside martyred
him.
(The o.bO'Ve .,eport Wd.S taken

from

3tBte-

ment i$sued bll the SP'Htuat As.remb11l' a1

Sa.ri in December, 1141).

,
Frankland

Home Transferred

to Berkeley Assembly
Arrangements have been completed
whereby Mrs.
Kathryn
Frankland made a gift deed to the
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahit'is
of Berkeley conveying, subject to a
·We estate, her old home located in
an lItractive residence section of
the <lty. In this generous and greatly
appre<!ated gift she was joined by
her da~ter, Mrs. Helen Kitzmiller,
~ of LaJ l\1a, California and by Miss
Julio.,.. Ct!l"l!>r, of Los Gatos, California, who aJ.. 9 had an interest in the
property.
The Frankland home is affectio,...
a tely held in memory by Berkeley
Bahit';s. There Mrs. Frankland and
her devoted husband during his 1ifetime, conducted earnest pioneer activities in the beginning of the
Bahit'i Cause in Berkeley, and not a
few of the community owe their first
interest in the faith to spirited meetings held under the Frankland roof.
It was necessary for the Baba'is
of Berkeley to become incorporated
in order to receive title to this pr0perty and the community is much
indebted to Miss Gladyce Linfoot
and Attorney Maurice R. Carey for
valuable legal services unselfishly
contributed.
True to the same ideals that left
their lasting impression on the
Baha'i Cause in Berkeley, Mrs.
Frankland has been serving with
much success in the pioneer field
of Texas and New Mexico.
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Natlollal Spiritllol Assembly of the Bahoi'ls of the Uaited States aad Canada -

"Imperishable Bounties"
Letter from the Guardian
Dear and valued co-workeTs:
The vigorous action promptiy taken
by your Assembly to insure the success of the forthcoming Centenary
Celebration is highly commendable,
and provides a fresh demonstration
of the magnificent response made by
the American believers to every call
demanding renewed exertion on their
part in the service of the Cause of
Baha'u'llih. The progress recently
achieved in. building up Spiritual Assemblies in the virgin areas of the
North American continent has been
truly remarkable. To consummate
so vast an enterprise, however, a
still more compelling display of the
vitality of the spirit animating the
American Baha'i community is required, a still greater concentration
of effort is needed, an even more stirring evidence of the daring boldoess
of its members is imperative. Whoever will arise, in these concluding,
fast-fleeting months of the last year
of the first Baha '; Century, t<> fill the
remaining posts, and there by set the
seal of total victory on a Plan so
pregnant with promise, will earn the
lasting gratitude <>f the present generation of believers in both the East
and the West, will merit the acclaim
of posterity, will be vouchsafed the
special benediction of the Concourse
on High, and be made the recipient
of the imperishable bounties of Him
Who is the Divine Author of the Plan
itself. Whoever will rush forth, at
this eleventh hour, and cast his
weight into the scales, and contribute his decisive share to so gigantic,
so sacred and historic an undertaking, will have not only helped seal
the triumph of the Plan itself but
will also have notably participated
in the fulfilment of what may be
regarded as the crowning act of an
entire century. The opportunity that
presents itself at this crucial hour is
precious beyond expression. The
blessings destined to How from a
victory so near at hand are rich be-yond example. One final surge of

that indomitable spirit that has carried the American Baha'i community to such heights is all that is required, as the first Baha'i century
speeds to a close, to release the flow
of those blessings that must signalize the termination of the first, and
usher in the dawn of the second,
Baha'; Century.
-SHOGm
Haifa.. November 16, 1943.

• • •
Certificates of incorporation
He requests you to send him from
noW on, two copies of the photostatic reproductions of incorporation
certificates of any Assembly which
becomes incorporated in future, and
immediately after its incorporation.
He has already placed in the Hall
of the Mansion the copies of all the
incorporation certificates of the Assem hlies, and he wishes to have a
complete record of them in that historic building, so close to the shrine
of Baha'u'llah.
Local Election Date,
Latin America
The Guardian's directions regaroing the formation of l<>cal Assemblies before April 21st applies to Central and South America as well as to
the North American communities.
Teaching Ellort in
Latin America
The maintenance of the existing
Assemblies in Central aud -South
America, at whatever cost, and the
reinforcement of the groups that
have been formed, should be the constant care of the N. S. A. and the special obiect of the Inter-America
Committee during the remaining
months of this last year of the first
Baha'i Century, particularly the Republics where the situation is still
precarious and the foundation as yet
insecure.
Teaching Ellort in
North America
Every effort should be made to
carry out the last details <>f Assembly settlement in the United States
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and Canada, so that there will not be
the slightest failure to impair, at the
last moment, the truly g lor i 0 u 8
achievements of the American believers in connection with the Seven
Year Plan. The Guardian views with
immense pride and satisfaction the
almost miraculous success that has
attended their efforts during the past
year and a half, and he desires that,
on the occasion of so momentous a
celebration as that <>f the l00th anniversary of the Faith, the record
should be complete, the roll call
filled, and the mighty task victoriously concluded.
(The above passagu are excerpts from
tha.t portion of the Guardia.n'.s letter

Of

November 16, 1943. written fhrough. his
secretary).

the Guardian
to Individual Believers

Letters from

With Shoghi Effendi's consent, excerpts from two of his letters to believers are published here for the in.formation of the friends.
From letter written on January
25, 1943, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Kenneth Christian:"The questions you ask in your let.
ter about individual guidance have
two aspects, one might say. It is
good that people should turn to God
aud beseech His aid in solving their
problems and guiding their acts, indeed every day of their lives, if they
feel the desire to do so. But they
cannot possibly impose what they
feel to be their guidance on anyone
else, let alone on Assemblies or Committees, as Baha'u'lliili. has expressly laid down the law of consultation
and never indicated that anythlng
else superceded it.
"As to meditation: This also is a
field in which the individual is free.
There are no set forms of medita..
tion prescribed in the teachings, no
plap. a s such, for inner development.
The friends are urged-nay enjoined
-to pray, and they also should meditate, but the manner of doing the
latter is left entirely to the individual.
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"The same thing is true of teaching methods; no system, for teachers to practice, exists. But obviously the more people know about the
teachings and the Cause, the better
they will be able to present the subject. If some people find that prayer
and placing all their trust in God,
releases in them a Hood of inspiration, they should be left free to pursue this method if it is productive
of results.
,jThe inspiration received. through
meditation is of a nature that one
cannot measure or determine. Go:-:
can inspire into our minds things
that we had no previous knowledge
oft if He desires to do so.

"We cannot clearly distinguish between personal desire and guidance,
but if the way opens, when we have
sought guidance, then we may presume God is helping us. "
From letter written to Mrs. Amelia
E. Collins:"Regarding your question concerning the Fast: Travelers are exempt from fasting, but if they want
to fast while they are traveling, they
are free to do so. You are exempt
the whole period of your travel, not
just the hours you are in a train or
car, etc. If one eats unconsciously
dUring the fa sting hours, this is not
breaking the Fast as it is an accident, The age limit is seventy years,
but if one desires to fast after the
age limit is passed, and is strong
enough to, one is free to do so. If
during the Fast period a person
falls ill and is unable to fast, but recovers before the fast period. is over,
he can start to fast again and continue until the end. Of course the
Fast, as you know, can only be kept
during the month set aside for that
purpose."

Letter from the National
Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Co-worker. and Friend.:
This letter comes to you under
date of 1944, the most fateful and
significant year in our Baha'i lives.
It culminates a century of Revelation, creation. sacrifice and consecrated service. It fulfills the Hrst and
most important measure of achieve·
ment laid upon the community of
believers. It finds the world engulfed
in the toils of war and conscious of
the immense difficulties of attaining
peace when the conflict ends. The

radiant Figure of the Bah sends mediately to the National Teaching
forth its illumination to the hearts Committee, Miss Charlotte Llnfoot,
of the faithful. The Guardian, ap- Secretary, 156 Nova Drive, Piedpointed Trustee of all the divine mont, Calif.
hopes for a regenerated and united
"Progress in the completion of the
mankind, calls upon us to redouble tasks of the Seven Year Plan has
our effort in pressing forward to been slowing up," the National
the sublime goal.
Teaching Committee has written,
Now only a few months, weeks, "due largely to the general feeling
days and hours remain in which to that seems to exist among fue Americomplete the task assigned the can Baha'is that the goals have been
American BaM'is to discharge be- achieved or are within easy reach.
fore the Centenary of the Declara- Actually we still have Hve virgin
tion of the Bab finds us assembled areas and need for at least nine
in the House of Worship after sunset, selllers. Many of the Sixth Year
May 22.
Assemblies are very weak and in
As reported by the National Teach- need of a great deal of teaching
ing Committee on November aD, . assistance. ~ ~ .
there are five unfinished tasks which
"The American Baha'is should not
require additional settlers:be permitted for a moment to 0verRegina, Saskatchewan. settlers needed.2
look the fact that our position with
Cbarlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
seWers needed , ..... ,........
. .. 2 respect to the Seven Year Plan is
still extremely precarious."
Moncton, New Brunswick.., setUers
needed ............... , ............... 2
All this means, dear friends, that
Halifax, Nova Scotia, settlers needed ... l
concentration upon the Seven Year
Reno, Nevada, settlers needed ...... I
Plan is .tlll our central and preNumber of new settlers needed at once. 8
dominating responsibility. The plan
To state this need in figures of un- of the five successive teaching
occupied areas and selllers required themes and the portfolios of teachis to show the marvelous work done ing material being given the Assemin the past few years, for the goal blies are aimed to draw the local
is now within our grasp. But in spir- communities within the spiritual
itual matters there is no such thing arena of teaching effort, not as a
as ·'almost accomplished" or Hnear- substitute for the Seven Year Plan,
but deeper consecration to assure ita
Iy done" or "only slightly imperfect." We must accomplish the Seven complete success.
Year Plan completely and perfecUy
In a few short months, whether we
or acknowledge that we have failed. celebrate the Centenary in the House
Therefore the National Spiritual of Worship at Wilmette, or in our loAssembly sends out for the National cal Center, or alone in our own home,
Teaching Commi!tee this most ur g- it will be as though We have the
ent and imperative call. Only eight glory of meeting the Bab. The Letsettlers are requested, but this is a ters of the Living who met Him gave
minimum number. It does not pro- their lives to receive Life. Can we
vide settlers for other areas where hold back, refusing to give our time,
the una voidable loss of one single our effort, to fuHill their sublime
believer would dissolve the Assembly martyrdom?
and replace the State or Province in
-NATIONAL SPmrru.u. ASSEMBLY
the list of virgin areas still demanding help.
Twelve or more settlers are need..
Baha'i Centenary Plans
ed! This number of souls must be
SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT
kindled with zeal and enthusia sm,
The Centenary Committee has re-charged with the spirit of heroic mission, and dispatched to their posts ceived a large number of signed apwithin the next few weeks. Every plication forms as requested in the
believer in'the land must ponder his first Announcement included as inor her responsibility under this final sert in BAHA'f NEWS for November,
call. Every Assembly must accept 1943. The purpose of that applicathe challenge to discover the pio- tion is to acquaint the Committee
neers in its own community. Every with the approximate number at
Regional Teaching Committee must friends who plan to attend the Cenearnestly scrutinize its list of be- tenary and Convention sessions. As
lievers in prayerful resolve to find the Committee is explaining to each
applicant by letter, the sending of
ready and willing Baha'is.
The volunteers are to report im- the signed form does not mean that
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an actual reservation has been made.
Reservations are made after the a p.

plicant receives information concerning the accommodations available and has made his selection and
sent the cash required.

BOOM SHORTAGE
The Centenary and Convention
coincide with an emergency situation
as far as rooms in private homes or
hotels are concem.ed in the Chicago
area. The vast increa se in the population due to construction of new industries and the establishment of
various mil ita r y establishments
makes it necessary to search out
every possible facility in order to
meet. the needs of the BaM'is and
their guests.
An appeal is made that believers
having homes or apartments in the
Temple area with a room or so that
could be used during the Centenary
week notify the Committee so that
these special accommodations may
be added to those already in sight.
Rooms will be assigned in the
order of the applications as soon as
possible. Those ;Who made their written application need take no further
step until they hear from the Com-

mittee. However, there are doubtless many more believers who ex·
pect to come, and all these friends
are urgently requested to fill out

and return the application form as
repeated on page six. Such applica~
tions do not obligate the sender financially-they are merely a notice
of intention, and each notice will be
acted upon by the Committee as
soon a s possible.

Further announcements will be
made in BAHA'f NBWS from month to
month. Please watch for them. To
repeat the information a Ire a d y
given:SCHEDULE OF

MEE~GS

I. The

dates are FRIDAY. MAY 19,
through THURSDAY EVENING. MAY
25, The' Convention will begin Friday
morning, and the first public meeting
will be held that evening. The morning aod afternoon sessions are to be
for the business of the Convention. except Sunday afternoon. when a public

meeting will be conducted; and eve-

nings are to be public meetings in accordance with the :following schedule:
2. Friday evening, May i9-Public meeting on the subject of the Temple.
Sunday afternoon-Public meeting for
the presenta lion of the Faith.
Monday evening, May 22-The meeting of spiritual dedication in Temple
auditorium. followed by the most
unportant of the public meetings in
Foundation Hall.

BahA'i Boase of Worship
PhOlowraph No. 1
Tuesday evening, May 23-Public
meeting with speakers chosen from
North America pioneers.
Wednesday evening, May 24---Public
meeting with speakers chosen from
Latin American pioneers.
Thursday evening, May 25---Banquet
In a Chicago hotel.
3. The Committee feels a great respon
SibHity in its task of providing accommodations for all the friends who wi-sh
to attend this occasion of surpassing
historic importance. The only way
that this responsibility can be met is
by making the necessary arrangements now with hotels and owners for
rooms on the baSis of the number of
reservations actually applied for before December.
4

North America Teaching
The culminating year of the first

century has opened with far-reaching activities. In every part of the
United. States and Canada pioneers,
settlers, and teachers are proclaim.
ing the Faith with challenging and
vital force. A record of those bold
spirits who have added their names
to the Pioneer Roll of Honor since
May} 1943, is published in this issue.
We wish there were space to recount
the adventures and bounties which
have sustained them in their irresistible advance on every front.
Since Convention four Spiritual Assemblies have been formed, three in
vir gin territories - Anchorage,
Alaska; fargo, N. D.; and Omaha,
Nebraska~and the fourth in Pittsburgh, Pa., which was formerly dis·
banded.
In this same period more than
twenty-five teachers have undertaken circuits or special assignments

to pioneer areas and newly-organ·
.ized communities. Everywhere their
reports reflect a universal readiness
to investigate the Plan of BahO.'u'lliili. Perhaps the following notes
on a few of these cireui ts will speak
for the achievements of all.
During August and early September Mrs. Milly Collins visited· the
friends in the Pacific Northwest, the
Prairie Provinces of Canada, and
North Dakota. After "three happy
days.'· in Vancouver. Mrs. Collins
stopped in Calgary where individual
and fireside meetings with friends of
this pioneer group resulted in enthu·
siastic plans for a study class. Next
came a week in Edmonton with six
meetings, described in glowing
term s by the Local Assembly. Delighted with her talks for inquirers,
the believers also found their own
knowledge clarified and deepened.
"She gave us so much encouragement in the work already done and
to be done in the future." Then followed a week in Regina for intensive work in this important virgin
Province, and a short visit to Winnipeg, after which Mrs. Collins ar·
rived in Fargo "exactly at the psychological moment" to assist the
friends to prepare for the election
of the first Spiritual Assembly of
North Dakota.
Another extensive circuit was carried out by Virginia Camelon, who
left the South in mid·August to assist
with teaching campaigns in St.
Louis, Kansas City, Topeka, Omaha,
Fargo, Winnipeg, and Regina. It is
reported that the St. Louis group is

4
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fast approaching Assembly status.
Both here and in Fargo Miss Came·
Ion found an especially warm public
response to the F.aith. Five public
meetings and several informal occasions were arranged in Fargo. the
latter attracting many of the city's
outstanding women. In a radio talk
Miss Camelon introduced the newly·
formed Assembly as a part of the
world Baha'i Community, emphasizing its future significance for the
State. "Fargo." she pointed out,
"has now become a part of an historic and world-embracing force." A
brilliant public meeting with fine
publicity was held in Winnipeg, and
in Regina 1 a series of four public

Montreal and points in upper New
York State. In mid·September a cir·
cuit was arranged as a part of the
public campaign sponsored by the
National Assembly, which brought
Mrs. Baker to California (Berkeley,
San Francisco, Los Angeles. Alhambra, Pasadena, Burbank, and San
Marino), Phoenix, Albuquerque, Denver, and Laramie. The significant
and impressive meetings and publicity which were made possible by
Mrs. Baker's tour have been fully
reported to the N.S.A.

Harlan Ober ....... _Maritime Provinces
Roan Carter ...................... Fargo
Marguerite True ............ Sioux. Falls
Monroe loas ....
. ....... Sioux FaDs
Valeria Thornton .................. Boise
Imogene Talbot ....... _............ Butte
Sara Witt ....... _... : ............. Butte
Clara Rainboth ...... Oregon-Washington
Dagmar Dole ........... _...... Tacoma
Richmond Highlands, Spokan~
Kathryn Frankland .... Laramie, Denver
Annie Romer ............ _....... Omaha
Carl Scheffler ....... Omaha, Little Rock
Eva McAllister ...... Greenville, Atlanta
Marion Little ...... Jackson, Little Rock
Helen Inderlied ..
. .. Greensboro
These proj ects, combined with

A teaching journey to Nashville,
Birmingham, and Tuskegee was carried out in September·October by
Mr. George Washington, member of
the Seattle Assembly. An interesting
meeting for men was arranged in
Nashville where four busy days were
spent. Important contacts were also
made in Birmingham, and the Regional Committee held high hopes
for Tuskegee where Mr. Washington
was a former student.
These are but samples of the dynaroic work which Baha'i teachers
have undertaken throughout the
country. Other projects already car·
ried out (by mid·October) included:

others already planned or under
way, undoubtedly represent the
most intensive and widespread campaign
effort ever released for the
meetings was arranged causing
triumph of the Faith in North
widespread interest. Writing of the
America.
universal response Miss Camelon
The BaM'is of Denver have recommented: "All these groups seem
cently completed two successful exto be the result of long years of work
periments in indirect teaching. The
everywhere: the fruiting is now!"
Inter·Faith program arranged last
Eastern Canada received the
June, which resulted in a permanent
stimulus of a visit from Dorothy
Inter.Religious Study Group, has
Baker in August. An enthusiastic rebeen reported previously. More re.port from the Toronto Assembly
cently a "Brotherhood of Man Prodescribed two overflowing meetings
at the Baha'i Center when "many
gram" was carried out under the
hearts were attracted," and a large
chairmanship of Artemus Lamb in
youth study· class was founded as an
which eleven local organizations' inoutcome. Mrs. Baker also visited Louis Gregory ........... Central States cluding the Bah.. 'is participated.
The approach used in inviting
Marguerite lTI1rich ........... Pittsburgh
ISince writing this report news has
come of remarkable success in Regina.
Muriel Warnicker
.... Regina
groups was to point out "that none of
them knew much of anything about
PIONEER HONOR ROLL
the others, and that it should be most
educational, inspir.ing and beneficial
To o.,tober IS. 1943
for each and the public in general
Name
PioDeer FronJ
Home City
to have a joint program at which
Mr. Verne Stout..
.. Anchorage. Alaska _. _.
.. Geneva, New York
Miss Janet Whitenack ...... Ancnorage, Alaska..
. .. Tuluksak. Alaska
each organization would introduce
Miss Dagmar Dole ...... _.. Anchorage, Alaska ..
. _. Glendale, California
itself and its platform on the brother.
Mrs. Zara Phanco _......... Regina, Sask., -Canada
.... ~eattIe, Washington
. hood of man." The meeting was
Miss Gertrude Barr _....... Regina, 5ask., Canada
.. St. Catharine's, Ont.
highly successful, with a Judge of
Miss Theresa Lillywhite . _.. Regina. Sask., Canada
... Denver, Colorado·
Mrs. Grace O. Peterson .... Regina, Sask.., Canada
... _Duluth, Minnesota
the State Supreme Court as presiding
Mrs. Doris McKay .. _.
. .. Charlottetown, P.E.I ........ Moncton, New Brunswick
officer and an audience of over 400
Mr. Willard McKay. .
.. Charlottetown. P.E.I ........ Moncton, New Brunswick
to hear speakers and examine literaMiss Helen Gldden .. _....... Charlottetown,· P.E-1. ....... Ottawa, Ontario
Miss Agnes McKinnon ...... Charlottetown, P.E.I.
.. Beverly, Massachusetts
ture displays of each group. HSuch a
Mrs. Rosa Shaw ............ Halifax, Nova Scotia ........ San Francisco, California
splendid feeling of fellowship and
Miss Marion Matthews .... _. Moncton, New Brunswick ... Toronto, Ontario
trust has come out of this affair that
Miss Jesse Perry ..
. .. Wilmington, Delaware ...... Jersey City, New Jersey
it is impossible to describe," Mr.
Mrs. Grace Wilder ... _...... Greenville, South Carolina .. Los Angeles, California
Mrs. Hattie Shelben
.. JacKson, Mississippi
'. _Starkville, Mississippi
Lamb has written, adding that the
Mrs. Sarah Ellen Peake .... Jackson. Mississippi
. _... Louisville, Kentucky
purpose of these efforts "was not
Mrs. Martha Kavelin _.
.. JaCkson, Mississippi
...... Forest Hills, New York
merely to display the Baha'i prinMiss Emmalu Wever .... _.. Omaha, Nebraska
...... Pasadena, California
ciples but to obtain recognition of
Mrs. India Haggerty. .
. .. Omaha, Nebraska
....... Basking Ridge, N. J.
Mrs. Arthur Schulte ......... Topeka, Kansas ..
.. .. Rural Topeka, Kansas
the Cause and to get it directly into
Mr. Arthur Schulte ........ _. Topeka, Kansas ....... _..... Rural Topeka, Kansas
circles where it seemed no other way
Mrs. Ethel McAllister .. .. Sioux Falls, South. Dakota . Berkeley, Cali10rnia
would do it. . . . He reports that
Mrs. Alice Mickle .......... Sioux Falls, South Dakota .. Inglewood, Calif.
Denver is gratified with the results.
Miss Frances H. Jones .... Sioux Falls, South Dakota .. New York, New York
I

Mrs. Jeynne: Stapleton ...... SlOUX Falls. South Dakota .. Minneapolis, Minnesota
Mrs. Etty Graetle ..
. Fargo. North Dakota
... Lake Forest, Illinois
Mrs. E(lna Angell
. _. Fargo, North Dakota
... Lansing, Michigan
Mr. George Angell
... Fargo, North Dakota ..
.. Lansing, Michigan
Miss Margaret Detwiler
.. Fargo, North Dakota
..... Sterling. Ohio
Mrs. S. V. Corbit..
. .... Laramie, Wyoming.
.. _.. Portland, Oregon
DISBANDED ASSEMBLIES
Dr. Otto Zmeskal .... _.
. . Pittsburgh, Penn.
. ... Mt. Lebanon, Penn.
Mrs. Florence Zmeskal
. Pittsburgh, Penn.
. Mt. Lebanon, Penn.
Miss Agnes Maye Ayres .... Findlay, Ohio
.......... Celina, Ohio

-NATIONAL TEACHING CoMMI'I"IT.E

Final Tasks of Seven Year Plan
With the completion of the pivotal
sixth year of the Seven Year Plan,'
the American Community won to a
height from which "total victory"
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was uin sight." Only seven States
and Provinces stood between us and
the final goal. Since the Convention
five of these assignments have been
thrillingly consummated, with the
election of Spiritual Assemblies in
Fargo, N. D., on September 2nd;
Anchorage, Alaska, on September
8th; Omaha, Nebraska, on October
lith; Sioux Falls, S. D., and Greenville, S. C., on November 5th,bringing within the orbit of the Faith
these far-flung territories.
Now, in mid-November, with. Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and Nevada
as added tasks, we are confronted
with five remaining objectives. Here
is the actual sitoation:
Bab,'is Need ••

Reno, Nevada .........
Charlottetown, P .E.!...
Maneton, N.B. ,........

8
7
7

2
2

Halifax, N.S. .........

7

1

Re~, S.~

7

2

1

8

Clearly, we stand in a strong but
critical position. Our strength is
proven, the steps to be taken are but
few. Actually, only eight Bah.. 'is are
needed to fullill the goals in North
America! Yet the Teaching Committee is compelled to report that it
lacks these volunteers.
The months are swiftly passing;
we dare not hesitate. Our sure weapon of conquest is a swift and sweeping response to the Guardian's uncompromising call: UVetera.n believer.s.. however brillian.t their
record, neophytes.. however limited
their experience, aTe alike summoned as the final hour approaches to
TUSh forth in a last supreme effort
to bridge the remaining gaps in the
spiritual front e:ctending the entire
length of the Western Hemisphere."
Beloved friends, this summons to

Ha last supreme effort" comes from
the Guardiao himself. As in those
early days When Shoghl Effendi
raised the call for "nine holy souls"
and we with thrilling momentum fulfilled his anxious and expectant
hopes, is not today our golden, our
compelling hour to arise again and
claim a brilliant victory?
-NATIONAL TEAcmNa CoMMrrrEE

New Temple Phot08Nphs
This issue of BAHA'i NEWS reproduces three new Temple views taken
by Curtis Kelsey, and later issues
will illustrate more of this series of
pictures. The friends have long
wanted a selection of attractive pictures of the House of WorShip with

Baha'i Symposium. on "Racial FoaDd.dona for World Order,u Gold Ball B.ooa.
PaIaee Hotel, San Franclaeo, September 24, 1943. Speakero,-Dr. Rudolf Colfee,
Bon. Robert Kenny, Leroy loa!, Chairman, Robert Flippen, Mrs. Dorothy Baker.
Robert Kenuy, Attorney General of State of Califonrla, spealdna~

the completed exterior decoration,
and the National Spiritual Assembly
has arranged for the sale of photo'
graphs through the Temple Library
and Sales Committee.
The size is eigat by ten inches,
and the cost per picture is 40c which
includes packing and shipping.
Send cash with order (and specify
whether glossy or mat print is
wanted) to H. E. Walrath, Chairman,
4639 Beacon Street, Chicago, ID. Order by key number as assigned to
each of the photographs reproduced
in BAHA'i NEWS.

Inter-America News
"The Book of God is wide open,
and His Word is summoning mankind unto Him." We hasten to share
with you the glorious news of the
surging response to the Divine summons. Sixteen adult believers, and

two youths, are newly enrolled recruits in the ranks of Baha'u'llah's
Univers al Cause! Like powerful
magnets, their devoted service will
attract added bounties for the six
Latin·American countries which are

thpir homelands. A precious harvest,
indeed, has thus been garnered from
the sacrificial labors of our valiant
pioneers and their loyal supporters
in the American Baha'i Community.
Five new believers were enrolled a
month ago.

Honduras
The Spiritual Assembly of Teguci·
galpa has had the joy of welcoming
Sr. Antonio Fernandez as a member
of the Baha'i Faith. The arulouncement was also received that Sr. Leovigaldo Allaro is now serving as the
Assembly Secretary of this thriving
community.
Delightful letters from the friends
in Tegucigalpa express their deep
gratitude for the teaching stimulus
gained by the "many packages of
wonderful literature" they have received from the National Spiritual
J\ ssem bly. Sr. Dominguez and Sr.
Viana describe their local plans for
a special program in honor of the
Baha'i Centennial. Sr. Viana is preparing a summary of the teaching
methods he has developed for his
weekly children's class. "Sixteen
wonderful children" attend this Sun-
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day morning class. Additional news- the San Salvador friends promptly
paper contacts are being initiated, made the journey to fulfill this weland the Libraries of Honduras have comed request.
been supplied with Baha'i literature
Another San Salvador member is
in Spanish.
spending two months visiting the
Baha'is of Nicaragua and Costa
EI SaltHUlor
Rica. Sr. Vega expects to leave Costa
Delightful letters have come from Rica for a prolonged visit in P anSenora Montalvo, Secretary of the
San Salvador Spiritual Assembly. ama.
Thus the Divine Plan continually
This enterprising Assembly maintains a circulating library of Baha'i evolves! Threads of friendly human
literature, conducts study classe~ contacts weave back and forth,
twice weekly I sponsors the Baha'i bringing out in ever elaborated
Youth AcademYt and carries on ex- beauty the Divine Pattern of World
tension teaching work in four addi- Unity. Business trips. vacation jourtional towns and cities in El Salva- neys and letters of introduction all
combine to draw together the friends
dor.
of many lands, through the imperishClarence Iverson writes that they able bonds of service to our beloved
are much encouraged by the increasFaith.
ed interest being shown among the
Haiti
residents of Santa Ana, the second
The Spiritual Assembly of Portraulargest city in El Salvador. Members of the San Salvador Assembly Prince JOYfully announces the ac~
visil Santa Ana as often as possible ceptance of two new believers-Mr.
and continue the work in all the ex- Royer Dej3l'! and Mr. Andre Paul.
tension areas through the supply of Letters fr6i'n"both Mr. and Mrs. Mc. Bean are radiant with gratitude for
books and pamphlet material.
Clarence Iverson has cheered us this testimony of the growth of the
with his decision to remain for an- Cause in Haiti. Every avenue of apother year at his post in San Salvador. proach is being explored by the
He sent us a spiendid photograph Assembly for ways and means of
establishing the Faith in Port-auof the iYoung people who attended the
Baha'i Youth Academy, and com- Prince with befitting strength and
ments that the school will close for dignity.
The National Spiritual Assembly
the customary vacation period of
November and December. They has arranged to assist the Spiritual
plan, however to organize as a Baha'i Assembly,.pf Port-au-Prince, to
Youth Group and carry on activities! broaden the scope of their teaching
activities through the additional inThe Extension Teaching work un- crease of pamphlet material in
dertaken by the San Salvador Assembly in the neighboring city of French.
In nearby San Domingo, Margaret
Santa Ana, is bearing fruit. The
Santa Ana Library recently asked for Lentz has found a charming house
a supply of Baha'i books, and one of which she hopes will lend itself to a

--_.-----_._------------------------------------------ ---~

BAHA'i CENTENARY
Edna True, Chairman
418 Forest Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois

COMMl'l"l'EB ON

To cooperate with your Committee in its effort to estimate the
number of reservations required by BaM'is who wish to attend the
Convention and Centenary, I hereby report my intention to be present. Kindly send me information and rates covering accommodations for the following number of persons in my family or party:

Narnp~

_____________________________________________________

Addre.I&.__________________________________

~

________________

wider range of Baha'i activities for
the city of Trujillo. The return of Dr
Berges to Trujillo will broaden ~
scope of the concentrated teaching
efforts these two workers will strive
to carry out during the coming
months.
Jamaica
To Marie" Louise Browne and
Marion Lord Maxwell, of Kingston,
has come the imperishable privilege
of being the first residents of J amaica to enlist under the Banner of
Baha'u'llah. Dr. Malcolm King's
many months oi patient, loving service for the Cause has been bountifully rewarded in the conlirmation
of these two radiant believers. We
rejoice with him that Miss Browne
and Miss Maxwell will carry forward
the Divine Plan in Jamaica when he
returns, shortly, to the United States.
To the precious nucleus of two believers in Kingston has been added
the thrilling strength of three new
members! Both men and women are
now . sh.aring the privilege of
establishing the foundations for the
Spiritual Assembly of Kingston, J amaica. We send our heartfelt congratulations to Miss Siley, Mr. DuffPorter and Mr. Mitchell-new members of the Baha'i World Community.
Poetic beauty graced Dr. King's
expression of his heart's gratitude to
Baha'u'llah, and to all the friends
"whose prayers most assuredly have
been answered in a definite way."
Tenderly he writes of his plans to
assist the ~ group to grow in understanding of their new and sacred
trust--"and on November 4th God
willing, I am hoping to give th~ first
Baha'i Feast in Jamaica, according
to the method used in the United
States. I,s this not a most glorious
blessing? I hope God will continue to
crown my. effort, and keep me in
His service without deflection in ardor and love of His sublime Cause.
Time is short and the sand in the
hour glass is running low. We must
spread the Teachings of Baha'u'nah
for God's Divine Kingdom to everyone, or we shall be found wanting in
our r~sponsibilities, and unworthy
recipients of such a noble heritage in
this Divine Springtime of His Revelation."
Dr. King sent us a number of newspaper clippings containing the series
of articies on the Faith which he had
been invited to write. These clippings, he tells us !ire only a few, and
the others will arrive later! "The
paper in which these articles are
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published circulates, not only in
Jamaica," he comments, "but also
in Central America and the United
States. God's mysterious forces will
caus e them to be seen by people
with receptive hearts."

Paraguay
Virginia Orbison's buoyant letters

have flown swifUy to us from
Asuncion, during the two months of
her visit there. In one of these, she
wrote with deep tenderness of the
celebration of the Feast of Mightthe first Feast to be held after her
arrival. Typifying the chaos of the
world, a roaring storm' of thunder,
wind and rain raged outside, through
which the little band of believers
had bravely struggled in order to
meet together. A sense of physical
and spiritoa1 sanctuary was heightened by· the "very impressive a troosphere of love and unity among all."
This momentous night marked "an·

other fruit - bearing of Elizabeth
Cheney's efforts in Paraguay"; the

first two Baha'is of Asuncion made
this U1e occasion for a heart-warming reaffirmation of their Faith, and
two others of the original group
made their declaration of Faith and
enrolled as members.
Virginia has renewed the interest
of a number of charming and talented people, also a part of Elizabeth
Cheney's spiritual legacy, as well as

meeting many new friends. Physi·
cians, writers and educators have

listened graciously to the Great Message. In several instances, their
courtesy has flowered into a more
intensive eagerness to learn of the
promise of peace enshrined in the
Baha'i Revelation. In every contact

of her daily life, Virginia has offered
warm friendliness, and the "Glad
Tidings," to young and old, to Para-

guayan acquaintances in varied
walks of life, and to people from
other countries who are finding a
refuge and a new homeland in
Paraguay.

Argenlina
Sr. Barros, the energetic Secretary
of the Spiritual Assembly of Buenos
Aires, has supplied us with a most informative resume of the various

activities of this largest Baha'i commwlity of South America. Local
work fuoctions progressively, by
means
of regularly
scheduled
classes, and supplementary study is
made available through their circulating library. Extension teaching
work continues in neighboring areas,
with intensive effort directed to two

Baha'i House of Wonhip
Photograph No.2

adjoining cities over a period of

the work. He mentions that Wilfrid

months.
The N a tiona! Spiritual Assembly
has authorized that Baha'i literature
in Spanish be published in Buenos
Aires to facilitate quicker distribution throughout the South American
countries. Sr. Barros writes of the
earnestness with which the members
of the Reviewing and Publishing

Barton, of MonteVideo, Uruguay, is a

Committee are seeking to expedite

valued member of this Committee
and joins their consultations as frequently as possible.

Bolivia
Flora Hottes bestows fascinating
news from La Paz in intimate, flow-

ing phrases which banish distance
and bring these dear Bolivian neigh-
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bearing more detsils of their activities. A glorious future is destined
for each of these South America Republics whose citizens so nobly re·
spond to the call of God.

Stadeob, BaIui'i Yoath Aflldemy, San SalYlldor

bors very close to us. We share the
richness of their joy in the declaration of a new believer-the fifth Bolivian Baha'i! This gracious new mem·
ber moved almost immediately to
Tarija, and yearns to spread the
Creative Message in this southern
city of Bolivia. Througb their
prayers and frequent letters, the
BahB. 'is of La Paz will support this
brave pioneering work of their beloved friend-"who is lovely to look
at and lovely in her desire, sweetly
and sincerely, to know and serve the
Cause."
Every contsct of daily life is
utilized that the Teachings may be
offered to those in s11 walks of life.
TJie kindly serving maid becomes
aware of new horizons; the little
seamstress stitches new hope into
the garments she mends; a talented
young Bolivian diplomat snatches
spare moments from a busy day to
read from his treasured collection of
Baha'i literature. Loving and patient
work continues with the Indian
friends, to whom gentle explanations
are offered. A former happy acquaintance was renewed, and more
books were given, when a charming
couple returned for a brief visit in
La Paz from their home in Isla del
Sol. Writes Flora: - "These two
splendid people have given years of
wise and selfless service to the Indians of Isla; they are the very highest type of Bolivians. . .always together, they read and meditste upon
the great universal truths of BahR'u'llRh, and they love His Cause.
"Gradual as is the unfoldment of
the wonder of the Cause in hearts

and minds, nevertheless I think that
some day there will be a noble harvest of believers here. And how
I love this country and the people!
. . . Our little Baha'i Group in La
Paz is devoted, loyal and generous,
and is achieving a greater and
greater unity in coopera lion and consulta tion. U
Miss Hottes pleads the ever increasing need for Baha'i literature,
the outgrowth of widening opportunities for attracting the interest of studious cultured individuals. Their
gatherings are drawing many guests
distinguished for their achievements
in various fields of the sciences
and the arts. A recent evening
brought together some of the college friends of Senora de Castillo's
son, and a number of the literary men of La Paz. One of these
guests "read a very beautiful poem,
which he had wri !ten and dedicated
to one of our former meetings. J7
This brilliant galaxy of writers, professors and authors contributed a
stimulating and unforgettable evening.

Colombia
Mail from Bogota tells us that this
capital city of Colombia is now
blessed by eight resident Baha'is!
Six Colombian believers are enrolled
as members and are striving to
deepen their knowledge of the Faith,
with the help of Winnie Lou Baker
and Gerrard Siuter. We hope to
have further interesting word for
you of this Baha'i Group as additional letters come flying up to us

Ven6uela
The first issue of an exceptionally
attractive new magazine, entitled
HPro-America" arrived by recent
post. This beautiful magazine is published in Caracas by the Consejo N aclonal de Ia 'IUnion de Mujeres
Americanas. " Auspiciously, enshrin·
ed within its pages, is a significant
discourse from the Baha'i Writings
on the equality of the sexes. We send
our felicitstions and congratulations
to the editors and their able co-workers. May their glorious purpose
succeed far beyond even their fondest hopes!
The demand for Baha'i literature
in the Latin-American countries is
growing by leaps and bounds.
Approved Spanish translations of
various pamphlets, and selected compilations, are being published as
rapidly as possible. Sr. Lupe Torres,
of the Berkeley, California, Baha'i
Community, recently completed a
scholarly translation of the "Pattern
For Future Society," an excerpt
from the Guardian's World Order
Letters_ Copies of this translation
have been sent to all the Baha'i centers where the Spanish language is
used.
Mrs. Leonora Holsapple Armstrong
continues her valuable labors of
translating the needed literature into
Portuguese for use throughout Brazil.
-INTER AMEBICA CoMM1T1'SB
By Marion H. Longyear

Radio TeachiDf;
With the national radio campaign
so well under way, the N a tiona!
Spiritual Assembly has felt it advisable to ask the friends to consider
the unique· nature of this new and
universal medium which serves to
link together countless persons in
the reception of one and the same
message or program.
By its very nature the radio is a
universal teaching medium, since
the influence of radio talks cannot be
confined to any limited place such as
the adminlstra tive area assigned to
any one local Spiritual Assembly.
The talk is carried out far and wide
as on invisible wings-an audihle
edition of a book or pamphlet which
if printed and circulated to the same
number of persons would represent
a considerable undertaking.
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Every believer using the radio
necessarily transcends the administrative bodies which bear responsibility for the accuracy of talks and
lectures delivered to audiences in
the custo~ary way. Therefore the
administrative body or individual believer employing the radio should re-

gard itself or himself as a trustee
act in g for the en t ire Baha'i
community.
The importance attributed by the
National Spiritual Assembly to the
quality of the Baha'i material
employed in radio programs is indicated by its recent action in appointing a Radio Script Reviewing Committee as announced elsewhere in
this issue. Its purpose in establishing
Committee was to make available the best possible Baha'; radio
material, and to stimulate the
greater use of radio as a teaching
medium. Moreover, the National Assembly feels its responsibility in
making it possible to maintain radio
activities tmder its National Baha'i
Radio Committee.
At present a national radio campaign is being conducted by the
Committee in three different cities.
In New York the station is WQXR,
the Baha'i program being known as
"Musical Calendar," a broadcast going on Wednesday evenings at 9:15.
This program consists of selected
class ical mUSic, with comments on
the composer, with a period in which
passages are read from the Baha'i
teachings. No lecture or address is
given. The program is identified as
Baha'i, the public meeting held
weekly at the New York BaM'; Cen·
ter is announced, and Baha'i literature offered to those requesting it.
This type of program is new and
experimental, but the Committee and
the New York Assembly, which participates jointly in the program, are
satisfied that ;t is producing excel·
lent results.
In Chicago the station is WCFL,
the Baha'i program is also entitled
"Musical Calendar," and the time is
9:30 p.m. Tuesday evenings for thirteen weeks, beginning December 28.
A program has likewise been arranged in San Francisco but the details are not yet reported. This program wjli be described in BAHA'i
NEWS next month.
To have three campaigns proceeding simultaneously is a great undertaking and a powerful effort on behalf
of the Faith. Every local Assembly.

this

Baha'i Houi!!Ie of Worship
Photograph No.3

Regional Teaching Committee and
group in these three areas should
take vigorous action in order to
make use of this potential force.
Like the momentum of a river turned
into useful work by the construction
of dams, sluices and waterwheels,
the best of radio programs will accomplish little unless we ourselves
develop the contacts and teaching
activities taking full advantage of its
influence.

Ninth Bahii'i
World Youth Symposium
Once again the BaM'; Youth of the
World will meet together on February 27. 1944, in spirit and in love for
the Ninth "World BaM'; Youth
Symposium."
It is hoped that the Baha'i youth
everywhere, no matter how few the
number, will hold a fitting program
for this occasion, either by them-
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selves, or by joining with youth from
nearby vicinities.
liThe Baha'i Centennial" has been

chosen for the main theme. This cannot be over-emphasized, as in May,
1944, "we will celebrate not only
the termination of the first century
of the BaM.'i Era, but also the centenary of the birth of the Baha'i Dispensation, of the inception of the
BaM'! cycle, and of the birth of
'Abdu'l-Baha, and commemorate as
well the 50th anniversary of the establisbment of the Baha'i Faith in
the Western World."
The four subjects follow:
History of the Baha'i Faith.
The Baha'! House of Worsbip.
The New World Order of Baha'u'llllh.
The Need of Spiritual Living.

Transliteration of
Baha'i Terms
In one of the Guardian's earliest
leiters (March 12, 1923) published in
BaM'. Administ1"ation, he directed
the believers to follow the system of
transliteration provided for the accurate writing and printing of Baha'i
terms. The code sent with that letter was reproduced in the Bahd:'i
Year Book (Volume One of The
BaM'. World) and amplified lists of
transliterated Persian words and
terms have been made available in
all successive volumes of that work.
"I feel confident,' I the Guardian
wrote, "that all the friends win from
now on follow this system and adhere scrupulously and at all times to
this code in all their writings."

A Suggestion for
Individual Teaching
The National Spiritual Assembly
has received, and endorsed, a suggestion which individual believers
who desire to amplify their teaching
activity might well adopt.
If 4,000 American Baha'is would
each distribute one hundred copies
of the summary entitled "The World
Faith of Baba'u'llith" the result
would be to give a clear statement
of the aims, teachings and history
of the Faith to 400,000 persons. Such
a project is well within our collective capacity, and those who act
upon it can be happy in the thought
that they are obeying the divine law
that Baha'is must teach to be confirmed in their own faith.

Local Assemblies might bring up
this suggestion for consulta lion at a
Nineteen Day Feast, and Regional
Teaching Committees refer to it in
their bulletins. The best results will
be obtained in communities, Or regional areas, where the Assembly
or Regional Committee not only
urges the individual Baha'is to act
but assigns a definite period, say a
month, when the suggestion is to be
carried out by all.
More interest will doubtless be
aroused if the summary is aCcompanied by one of the available
pamphlets.

Publicity Bulletin
The Baha'i News Service Committee has just sent out the first of its
bi-monthly bulletins containing releases and suggested types and ways
of obtaining publicity. If you did not
receiVe a copy and would like one,
write the secretary. Miss Virginia
Russell, 2622 Prairie Avenue, Evanston, TIlinois.
Please send two copies of all publicity clippingS, assembled, to the
secretary. All clippings must be received not later than March 31 to
appear in the Press Books for 1943-

44.

Appeal By Archives Conunittee
The response of the American believers has been most generous to
the recent appeal of the National Archives and History Committee that
the Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha and the
letters of the Guardian be placed in
the National Baha'i Archives before
the close of the first century. Lists
of these Tablets and letters and
other sacred objects given to the
Archives are now being completed
under the names of the donors. Orders will be filled in the near future
for more than 300 photostatic copies

of these sacred manuscripts, re.ceived within the past three months.
Local Assemblies and groups are
requested to remind the friends at
the next Feast that this is their last
opportunity to become one of that
great company of believers who,
within the first fifty years of the history of the Faith in America, have
added their most precious possessions to that growing spiritual treasury of the original writings of the
Master and the Guardian,-the National Archives.
:MAy ScHEFFLER, SecretaTY,
1821 Lincoln Street
Evanston, Ill.

Calls for BaM'i Books in
Public Library
The Library Committee would like
to share with the friends this encouraging report on the circulation
of our books in the Syracuse Public
Library and the University of Syracuse. We should welcome similar detailed reports which show the great
teaching value of placing books in
libraries. In the Syracuse Public library, most of the books have circulated actively from 1940 to l.943.
Even The Baha'i World. volumes
have been taken out with Volume 7
havinl!: a record of six withdrawals.
The two copies of the Book of Assurance had been drawn out seven
times; Spirit 01 the Age J seven. times;
Some AnsweTed Questions, eighteen
times; Modern Social Religion, twenty times; SpiendouT of God, twel"e
times. Remey; BaM'. MOIIement and
Universal ConsciousneSB J ate and
eight times. The BaM'i Revelation
by Thornton Chase was out at the
time of the report. Nineteen of the
twenty-one books in this library have
been drawn out.
The Syracuse University report
was also most gratifying as the copy
of the ScriptuTes had been taken out
Jourteen times and had been on reserve three times ; Volume one of
Promulgation of Universal Peace
had been drawn out -nine times;
Spirit oj the Age seven times; Some
Answered Questions, fOUT times and
on reserve twice. Most of the Remey
books had been drawn out several
times up to 1942.
Circulation reports from other
cities would be most welcome as a
basis for comparison and to show
public interest in the Baha'I books
in libraries.

Meslillges from TIhran
and Adelaide
Two messages have been received
full of interest for the American

Baha'is. One is from the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Iran, the other from the NSA of
Australia and New Zealand.
From Tihran we have the thrilling news that the Memorial to Keith
Ransom-Kehler has been completed
and that photographs are being
mailed. The message states: "Monument to beloved Keith, first distinguished American Bah.. 'i martyr and
eminent hand of the Cause of Baha'u'lliih has been completed. We will
mail photographs and report. May
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the exemplary services of beloved
Keith continue to exert an abiding
influence upon the humble services
of the believers of Persia."
The words of the Guardian, and a
memorial notice by the NSA concerning Keith were published in
BAHA'f NEWS of January, 1934, and
the design for her Memorial at Isfahan made by the late Myron H. Potter was illustrated in March, 1935.
Her passing was duly observed in
The BaM'i World, Vol. V.
From Adelaide we have acknowledgement of the contribution of $500
made by the National Spiritual Assembly for the American friends toward the cost of a National BaM'i
Headquarters for the NSA of Australia and New Zealand. "Munificent
donation for National Headquarters
gratefully received. National Assembly and all the believers are profoundly moved and inspired by this
manifestation of the true Baha'i spirit. We pray for great blessings for
the loving American friends. I t

New Assemblies
In addition to the four Assemblies
reported in the November issue, the
National Spiritual Assembly is gratified to list the following additions to
the Assembly roll: Tacoma, Washington; Greenvllle, South Carolina;
Sioux Falls, South Dakota; and
Alexandria, Virginia. The formation of Assemblies in South Carolina
and South Dakota remove two more
States from the virgin areas.

Bah..'i Directory
AssembUes

Tacoma, Washington-Mrs. Lois A. Grit·
fin, Secretary, 412 South 4th Street.
Greenville, South Carolina-Adline S.
Lohse, Secretary, 3 Vannoy Street.

Sioux Falls, South

Dakota-Fran~s

B.

Jones, Secretary, 106 West 21 Street.
Alexandria, Virginia-Mrs. Harold Bow·
man, 816 Chalfont Drive.
Ann Arbor, Michigan, change of Secretary-Mrs. William Parker, Secretary,
1601 Pontiac Street.
Cabin John. Maryland, change of Secretary-Herbert J. Patser, Secretary,
Box 133.
Fargo, North Dakota-Mrs. Esther B.
Morrill, Secretary, 1240 Broadway.
Montclair, N ew Jersey, change ot Secretary-Bess Noyes, A-eting Secretary,

17 Carteret Street. Upper Montclair.
Committees
Ra.dio Script Reviewing Committee:
This new Committee has been appointed
to pass upon radio scripts with a view to
determining their BahA'i accuracy and

suitability for a public presentation of
the Faith.
Edmund MiessIer, Chairman, 411 So.
Main Street. Columbus Grove, Ohio;
Elisabeth Cheney Frank A. Baker.
Pamphlet Literature: Allen B. McDaniel added.
Contacts: Martha Heber, Mrs. Mary A.
McClennen added.
Geyse-rviUe School: Dr. Mildred Nichols,
Chairman. Mrs. Sylvia Ioas unable to
serve as Chairman.
Lou.he!.en School: Mrs. Clinton Wideman and Roscoe C. Springston added.
New York Regiona.L Tea.ching: Elizabeth Murray added. Mrs. Mildred Motta~
hedeh unable to serve.
California, Nevada, ATizona. Regionat
Tea.ching: Robert F. Willis added. Mrs.
Helen M. Robinson has moved from the
area.
American Memorial to "Abdu·t-Bahd:
Philip G. Sprague unable to serve.
I

In Memoriam
Death pro1JeTeth unto every C011-jlden.t
believer the cup that is tife indeed. It bestoweth joy and ia: the beaTer 01 gladnegs. It conterreth the gift of everlast·
ing life.-BIJIA.'u'LLAH

Mrs. Mary D. Haskell, Chicago.
Mr. Peter Coyce, Chicago.
Mr. Carlton Keeler, Ocean Grove,
N.J.
Miss Alice N. Parker, Boston.
Mrs. Helen Lillywhite, Laramie.
Mr. Irving Rothstein, New York.
Mrs. Shelley N. Parker, Chicago.
Mrs. fia Shetterly, Wilmington,
Calif.
Miss Alma Knobloch, Cabin John.

Enrollments and Transfers
New York, ten and one youth. Los
Angeles, two. Urbana, two. East
Orange, two. Flint, two. Houston~
two. Albuquerque, one and one youth.
Dayton, one. Boston, one. Milwaukee, one. Madison, one, Miami, one
youth. Washington, one. Chicago, one
youth. Kansas City, one. New Orleans, one. Pasadena, one . .Ann Arbor, one. Winnipeg, one youth. San
Francisco, one. West Chester, one.
Winnetka, one.
Enrollments by transfer reported
by local Assemblies:
Los Angeles, eight. New York,
four. Pasadena, three. Baltimore,
two. Oklahoma City, two. Washington, two. Montreal, two. St. Lambert,
two. Salt Lake City, two. Halifax,
two. Syracuse, two, Oakland, two.
Glendale, one. Dayton, one. Vancouver, one. Urbana, one. Cabin John,
one. Charleston, one. Greensboro,
one. Anchorage. one. Cleveland, one.
Chicago, one. Miami 1 one.
Enrollment of isola ted believers in
October, nine; in November 1 8.
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Bah..'i Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Sovereignty,
January 19; Dominion~ February 7;
Loftiness, March 2.
Period. of the Fast: nineteen days,
beginning March 2.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly: March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Teaching theme for January and
February, World Unity.

"The Auspicious Year"
Message from Shoghi EfJeru1i
The auspicious year destined to
witoess the Centenary of the Birth
of the Faith of Baha'u'llah is brilliantly opening. The last year of the
first Bam'i Century is more than half
spent. The tempo of organized, concerted activities of the members of
the worldwide Bah..i'i community is
correspondingly accelerating. Teaching campaigns, enterprises of institutional significance, publicity
measures publication proj ects, and·
celebration plans are rapidly multi.
plying. Inter-community competition
is steadily mounting. The worlddesolating conflict, now in its fifth
year, is powerless to cloud the splendid prospect of the triumphant termination of the first, m9st shining
century of the Baha'i Era. Tihran
reports thirty-four Assemblies constituted, fifty-four groups reinforced,
fifty-eight new centers established.
Messages from Delhi indicate that
Bah.i'is have established residence
in over sixty localities in India
and eighteen Assemblies are already functioning. To the National
Baha'i Headquarters previously
founded in l'ihran, Wilmette and
Ba@dad, are now added similar
centers in Cairo, Delhi and Sydney, officially registered in the
names of their respective National
Assemblies, and representing an addition to BaM'i national endowments
amounting to approximately eighteen
thousand pounds. The Baha'I international endowments have been fur·
ther enriched by a recent acquisition on Mount Carmel in the vicinity
of the Bab's Shrine transferred to the
name of the Palestine Branch of the
Am e ric a n National Assembly.
Twenty-five acres of land situated in
the Jordan valley have iust been
dedicated to the Tomb of Baha'u'l18h.
The recent acquisition of land adiacent to the site of the projected
'rihran Temple raises the holding to
over three and a half million square
meters. The Seven Year Plan, providing the chief impulse to the extra7
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ordinary expansion of these magnifi.

cent activities, must, during the remaining five months, as befitting
thanksgiving act for continued outpouring of God's unfailing grace,
surge ahead to dazzling victory surpassing our highest expectations.
The prosecution of the Plan, whose
scope transcends every other enterprise launched by Bah8.'f communities throughout the whole century,

must, ere the hundred years nm aut,
culminate in one last, supreme effort whose repercussions will resound throughout the Baha'i world.
BlIoGm RAssANI
Received Ja..nua:ry 4,,1944

Temple Teaching
The number of visitors to the
Temple for the first ten months of
1943 compares favorably with the
years before there were so many
transportation difficulties. The visi. tors seemed to be unusually receptive and a large number requested
literature.
The following statistics might be
of interest:

Total visitors for the first ten months
of 1943 ......•.............. 14,479
of 1942 ......•............. 12,872
of 1941 .................... 15,268
of 1940 .................... 15,644
of 1939 .................... 13,737
Total from the time guiding
started, July 1, 1932, through
October 31, 1943 ............ 164,360
More visited in August than in any
other month of 1943, namely, 2,918.
The visitors this year came from
all the states and the District of C~
lumbia, Hawaii, Alaska, seven provinces of Canada. and the countries
of England, Australia, Bahamas,
Wales. Cuba, Belgium, Finland, Ger·
many, Austria, Monaco, India, Palestine, China, Honduras, Bolivia,
Brazil, and Mexico. No doubt they
came from many other countries as
welI, since only one-fourth sign the
Visitors' Register from which this
information was taken,
The Temple Guides Committee has
many difficult problems to solve,
one of which is the' obtaining of
enough guides to pen"rm this prodigious task. Pioneering in Baha'i

work, the armed services, defense
work, illness, removal from town,
etc., have taken a toll of at least
forty-two from the list of active and
prospective guides. Appeals for volunteers in this work have not brought
enough response. Due to the national

publicity and radio broadcasting that
will take place prior to the Centennial Celebration, there :will surely
be alar ge increase in visitors. We
must have more guides.
Weekly classes to prepare guides
will be started in the Temple 00
Sunday, January 9th, at 2 p.m., and
in the Chicago Bah,,'i Center, 116 S.
Michi~an Avenue, on Wednesday,
January 5th, at 7 :30 p.m. AlI who
can possibly do so are urged to attend these classes.
Those who guide are thrilled and
enthusiastic a bout the work. Some
come from such great distances that
the trip ea ch way takes two and
three hours, such as. the far south
side of Chicago, Riverside, Waukegan, Franklin Park, and Milwaukee.
Nine guides came from Milwaukee,
two guiding every Sunday and holiday and the rest twice a month..
Our Temple is a beaUtiful buildi,,It attracts throngs. We have invested
at least $1,343,000 in it so far. We
should make the most of our opportunity to use it in making the world
cognizant of the Teachings of this
Faith, God's remedy for its ills.
TEMpLE GUIDES

CoMMI'ITEB,

Mary Haggard, Chairman

Baha'i Service for
the Blind
Through the devoted service of a
member of Baha'i Service' for the
Blind, 50 copies of the pamphlet,
Principles of the Baha'i Faith" in
printed Braille are available to Assemblies or groups with blind believers or bI.iJld friends; also available to pioneers. This service is rendered by Mrs. Amedee Gibson of
California, in the name of -the Nat'l
Spiritual Assembly; and in memory
of Mrs. Constance Rodman and Mr.
Albert Engelder, whose devoted
services to the work for the blindalthough they have passed to the life
beyond-still inspire us.

Please address requests for the
above to the chairman of BaM'l
Service for the Blind, Miss Ella C.
Quant, 1089 Glenwood Boulevard,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Following is a list of Books in
Braille at the Reserve Library. These
books are available for use of the
blind-free of charge-loaned for a
period to suit the individual need.
Kindly address all requests for Reserve Library books to Mrs. Mayme
Jackson, 9615 N Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio.
Advent of Divine Justice
Atoms in Action
Bami'! Prayers and Meditations
B"",,'f NEWS
Brief Reference to BaM'! Faith
(Helen Keller)
Bus Ride (Short Story)
Gertrude Schurgast
Chinese Proverbs
Divine Art of Living
Dispensation oj BaM'u'lIcih
Goal oj New World Order
Golden Age oj the Cause of

Baha'u.'IUih
Hidden Words
HomocultuTe

Hause oj Worship
Laboratory· of Life
Moon-lit Cup
Path to God
Prayers and M edilations from
Words oj Wisdom
Prayers and Meditations
(Memorial to the blind)
Prayers
(from World Order Magazine)
Principles of the BaM'! Faith
Reality oj Man
White Sill< Dres.
(short story) Marziah Gail
Baha'i Service for the Blind, as a
com;mittee, has a two-fold objective,
towards which the individual membersare looking and working; that
is, to enlarge the Reserve Library,
thereby increasing its capacity to
serve; also to establish a system of
"Talking Books" for the blind who
do not read Braille; that in the Centennial Year of the Glorious Manifestation of Baha'u'Uah. he who is
physically sightless may be enahled
to say in spirit-"Although once I
wa s blind, but now I see!"
Ella C. Q!!ant, Chairman
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Natianal Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'Is of the United States and Canada the providential escape and safe arrival. Infor.m friends.

536 Sheridan

Rd~

Wilmette. ilL

drous Revelation may be made
manifest.
-8HOGHI RAlmANI
"We have, of old, uttered these
Received. March 14. 1944words: Spread thy skirt, 0 JerusaSince the transmission of my re·
(This message refers to the ship- lem! Ponder this in your hearts, 0
cent message conveying news of the
magnificent progress achieved by ment of the hair of the Bab for people of Baha, and render thanks
Baha'i communities, a substantial exhibit at the Centenary and pres- unto your Lc?rd, the Expounder, the
addition to the endowments dedi- ervation in the Archives. It was sent Most Manifest. u
cated to the Shrines raises the hold- in June, 1943, and never received
Finally these exerpts from letter
ings in the Jordan Valley to over five here. but now we have this news of dated November 16, 1943, written
its
providential
escape
from
loss
or
hundred acres. The extension of
through his secretary:
teaching enterprises East and West, destruction and safe return to its
"Regarding the seven points subsender, the Guardian, in Haifa.)
the multiplication of Baha'I endowmitted to the Guardian in connecments, national and international,
From a letter dated Haifa, Janu- tion with the new basis of the electhe consolidation of administrative ary 14, written through his secre- tion of Convention delegates. He
institutions, above all the superb evi· tary, we quote this message from approves the action taken by your
den ces of incorruptible loyalty to the Guardian:
Assembly but wishes to stress the
'Abdu'l-Baha and His Will, equally
"In this connection he would like importance of reminding the beproclaim the unyielding determina~ you, in BahtPi News, to call the at- lievers that they should make every
tion of the world community to seal tention of the friends to the impor- possible effort to attend the meeting
with triumph the first Baha'I Cen- tance of these endowments in the for the election of the State or Provtury.
--BBoom RABBANl
Jordan valley, by quoting BaM.'- ince delegates, in order to stimulate
Recei.11€d JanuaTl/ 16. 1944
u?lIih's own words as found on pages a larger group consciousness which
116 and 117 in the 'Gleanings,' in will greatly fact1itate the process of
The participation of Latin Ameri- which He very clearly states His ap- the believers becoming acquainted
can believers in the Baha'i Centen- proval of such dedicated lands, an- with each other, and provide an intermediary stage-which will become
nial Convention is vital to the future ticipates the importance they will
increasingly valuable and necessary
acquire
in
those
regions,
and
assodevelopment of the Faith in the
between the local organization, repciates
them
with
the
words
in
the
Americas. I urge individuals as well
resented by the group or Assembly,
Old
Testament:
'Spread
thy
skirt,
a s the National Assembly to extend
and national collective action, repassistance, financial and otherwise. a Jerusalem!' n
The passage in Gleanings From resented by the activities of the Conto enable as many representatives
vention and the institution of the
as possible to join the North Ameri- the Writings of Baha'u'lhlh reads as National Assembly_
follows:can believers in the proceedings of
"Regarding the District of Colum"If a man be fOillld willing to rear,
a gathering of such momentous im·
bia:
the Guardian feels it should be
in
Our
name,
an
edifice
of
pure
gold
porlance and historic significance in
the evolution of the Faith of or silver, or a house begemmed with accorded its independent status of a
Baha 'u'lliLh in the western hemis ... stones of inestimable value, such a State and should be treated on a footwish will no doubt be granted. He, ing of absolute equality with the
phere.
-SHOGIII RABBANI
verily,
doeth what He willeth, and other States and Provinces. BeReceived January 29, 1944
ordaineth that which He pleaseth. lievers residing in that district
Leave, hath, moreover, been given should be accorded the same rights,
Delighted at notable successes to whosoever may desire to raise, in all matters of election and otherachieved and splendid prospects throughout the length and breadth of wise, as those who reside in the
ahead. Fervently praying for speedy this land, noble and imposing struc- Stales and Provinces of North
formation of Assemblies in the four tures, and dedicate the rich and America.
unsettled areas and full attendance sacred territories adjoining the Jor"The Guardian's directions reof Latin American representatives.
dan and its vicinity to the worship garding the formation of local As-SHOGm RABBANI
and service. of the one true God, semblies before April 21 applies to
Received March 13. 1944
magnified be His glory, that the Central and So-uth America as well
prophecies recorded by the Pen of as to the North American communiThe first envelope containing the Most High in the sacred Scrip- ties.
locket with hair was returned after tures may be fulfilled, and that
"Regarding the election of the
meeting with an accident. Though which God, the Lord of all worlds, local Assembly on April 21: He feels
the accompanying letter was half hath purposed in this most exalted, that it should not take place after
burnt, the hair is intact. I rejoice at this most holy, this mighty. and won- sunset on that day, for otherwise it

Messages From
The Guardian
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would bet according to the Baha'i
Calendar, falling on April 22; if any
changes should be made in the ByLaws, uniform action should be enforced by your As sembly. "

Letter from the National
Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Co-workeTs and Friends:
There is urgent need of communieating information to all the believers concerning the Convention
and the Centenary. This special number of Bahd'i News is being issued in
order to convey the information to
all the American believers as rapidly
as possible. Another number of
Baha'i News, containing items of
current interest, will follow in a bout
ten days.
Election 01 Delegates
Beginning this year, the 171 Convention delegates will be elected by
all the believers and not merely by
those who are members of organized
local communities. The delegates
are assigned by proportionate representation to the States and Provinces of North America, and the
elections will be held at some central
point within each State or Province,
under a new procedure which has
been established with the Guardian's
approval.
1. The National Spiritual Assembly has appointed for each State and
Province a Temporary Chairman to
open the meeting, Those present at
the election then proceed to the election of a permanent Chairman and
Secretary, and the Chairman appoints two tellers.
2. Reading of passages from the
Baha'i literature related to elections
and the nature of Baha'i institutions,
the following references being suggested: Baha'i Administration, by
Shoghi Effendi (third edition, 1936)
-Prayer, on pages 20 and 21; last
paragraph, page 21; third paragraph, page 36; third paragraph,
page 45; second paragraph, page 52;
all of pages 54, 55, 56 to the end of
the letter, beginning with the first
new paragraph on page 54.
3. The tellers certify the result of
the election and the Chairman
promptly transmits the tellers' report and the ballots to the National
Office.
4, In case of a tie vote the second
ballot is to be cast by those present,
and their votes are to be cast for one
of the two or more persons who
were tied.
5. The Secretary prepares and

transmits a report of the proceedings of the meeting.
All effort is being made to have
every State and Province electoral
unit hold this first state-wide election on Sunday, April 9, at 11:00
A.M. A blank ballot. a letter of instruction and a list showing where
each election is to be held as well
as the number of delegates assigned
to the various States and Provinces,
will be sent to all the BaM';s as
follows:
a. In bulk through the local Assemblies for distribution to the community members.
b. In bulk to group Correspondents
for distribution to the group members,
c. Mailed direct to every listed
Baha'i who is neither a member of
a community nor of a group,
The friends are exhorted to attend
their respective election in person
if possible, because these meetings
inaugurate a new and important advance in the evolution of the Baha'i
administrative order. From now OD,
the distinction between voting and
non-voting Baha'IS is removed. Every believer, whether in a city with
an Assembly or alone in a remote
village, has one and the same right
and responsibility to elect the delegates who constitute the annual Convention. There are no more "isolated" believers, for one is either
identified as (for example) a HChicago Baha'i" or as a "North Dakota Baha'i," depending on whether
he is listed as a member of a local
community or member of a State or
Provincial community.
In voting for the number of delegates assigned to your State or
Province, bear in mind the fact that
the name or names you write on
your ballot must be resident or residents of your own State or Province,
and must be adult (twenty-one years
of age or more), duly listed Baha'Is.
As the Guardian wrote in the letter quoted above: ~'He . . .wishes
to stress the importance of reminding the believers that they should
make every possible effort to attend
the meeting for the election of the
State or Province delegates, in order
to stimulate a 'larger group consciollsness which will greatly facilitate the process of the believers be~
coming acquainted with each other,
and provide an intermediary stagewhich will become increasingly
valuable and necessary - between
the local organization, represented
by the group or Assembly, and national collective action, represented

by the a cti vi ties of the Convention
and the institution of the National
Assembly."
The Temporary Chairmen have
been appointed and notified. Where
a suitable Baha'i center or Baha'i
home is not available for the meeting, the Temporary Chairman has
been authorized to rent a place.
The Convention
The 1944 Annual Convention will
be held in Temple Foundation Hall,
Wilmette} on Friday. Saturday. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, May 19 to 25. There
will be ConVention business sessions each morning from 10:00 to
12;00 noon, and each afternoon from
2:00 to 4:00, except Sunday when the
event will be a public meeting as
scheduled in the program of the
Centenary.
.
The Centenary program will fill
the evenings of the same days, May
19 to 25, as the Convention sessions.
Convention Agenda
Printed copies of the Agenda will
be provided, Among the themes
chosen for general consultation are:
The Guardian's Survey of the First
Baha'i Century, the new book which
he has entitled HGod Passes By."
Completion of the Seven Year Plan
-Temple, North America Teaching
and South America Teaching.
Entering the Second Baha'i Century - The Guardian's Plan, As..
sembly Development, Tools for
Teaching (Literature, Radio, Contacts, Publicity, Conferences, Baha'i
Schools, Baha'i Education, Teaching
Methods).
Baha'i Program for Establishing
World Peace-Inter-American Unity,
Ra~e Unity, Religious Unity, The
Lesser and the Most Great Peace.
Convention photograph, 11:30 a.m.,
Sunday, May 21; Annual Election,
2:00 p.m., Monday, May 22.
Will the friends kindly note that
the Convention sessions are open
only to delegates and Baha'i visitors.
The Centenary meetings are open
to the general public.

Baha'i Centenary
All believers will be supplied with
a copy of the printed Centenary program now in preparation, The dates
and subjects are outlined here as
follows:
Friday, May 19, 8:15 p.m. Subject:
The Universal House of Worship.
Saturday, May 20, 8:00 p.m. Subjed: A Baha'i Meeting.
Sunday, May 21, 3 :30 p.m. Subject:
The Baha'i World Faith.
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Monday, May 22, 8:00 p.m. Subject: Centenary of the Birth of the
Baha'i Faith.
Monday, May 22, 9:30 p.m. (In Auditorium of Temple, for believers).
Subject: Dedication of the BaM.';
House of Worship. 10:00 p.m. Subject: Centenary of the Declaration
of the Bab. Showing of Portrait of
the Bab and of Hair of the Bab.
Tuesday, May 23, 8 :15 p.m. Subject:
North America, The Citadel of Universal Peace.
Wednesday, May 24, 8 :15 p.m. Subject: The Meeting of the Americas.
Thursday, May 25, 6:30 p.m. Banquet in ballroom of Hotel Stevens,
Chicago.

made by the Centenary Committee
are fully endorsed and thoroughly
approved by the National Spiritual
Assembly.
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May we ask your immediate aUen.
tion to the eommuniration which will
soon be sent 10 all those who have
made. room reser\-'ations. The Cenlen.
ary CoDlDliltee deeply appreciates the
helpful and conlinued ~ooperation
which yoo are aceordinc it and feds
con tident that with your assistanee,
this very complex probJem will be sat.
isfaClorily solved.

iVeed. 01 the Seven-Year Plan
At the March meeting of the NSA
the National Teaching Committee
reported the need of one settler in
Boise, and two settlers in Louisville,
to complete the requirements of the
Seven Year Plan as far as North
America is concerned - provided
that all the present arrangements questions raised by inquirers as well
which the Committee ha.s in hand as uninformed and unsympathetic
are consummated, and no new and critics.
Advance orders may be placed
unexpected needs develop.
New Assemblies can be formed, now subject to shipment when
and former ones reestablished, as ready and subject to final deter...
la te as May 22 to be reckoned as mination of selling price.
A.nnual Eleclwn 01 Local
part of the Plan given us by the
Spiritual .4••embly
Guardian for the concluding years
The date of the annual election of of the First Baha'i Century. The
A Centenary Book
local Assemblies was fixed by the National Assembly understands that
The Publishing Committee has on
Guardian some years ago as the ~s permission for formatfion of the press a work entitled "The
first day of Ric;lvan, April 21. But as Assemblies on dates other than April Baha'i Centenary 1844-1944" comthe Baha'i day begins at sunset and 21 is for this year only.
piled by the N a tiona! Spiritual Asnot at midnight, the election date
It is also an important element in sembly with the help of anum ber
hereafter is to be regarded as the the teaching Plan that local Assem- of the friends in order to commemotwenty-four hour period beginning at blies undertake vigorous public cam- rate the one hundredth anr.dversary
sunset, April 20, and ending at sun- paigns on the successive themes of the Faith. Its contents include
set, April 21.
selected for the year. During March the following:
In response to inquiries received and April our theme is the Mani- Foreword
concerning the be st method to use festation of God, preparing the way Introduction
when the result of the first ballot is for the CentenniaL
The Dawn. of the Baha'i Revelation
~NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
a tie vote, and whether absent voters
The Martyrdom of the Bab
are to participate in a second ballot,
Babit'u'lllih's Tribute to the Bab
the National Spiritual Assembly reThe Bab and the Babit'i Faith
The Guardian's Book
fers to the statement on page 48 of
America's Spiritual Destiny
Bah.a.~i Procedure, and amplifies the
Amid all his weighty responsibili- History of the American Baha'i Comprocedure as follows:
ties and burdens, Shoghi Effendi has
munity
In case of a tie vote in any Baha'i fOWld time to present the Baha'is The Baha'i Faith Comes to America
election, another ballot is to be with a new and most notable book, 'A bdu 'I-Baba in America
cast, restricted to the persons tied a survey of the history of the Faith Cities Visited by 'Abdu'I-Bahi>. in 1912
in the first vote. If necessary, suc- throughout its lirst Century. The American Baha'i Chronology
cessive ballots will be cast, all of title he has chosen is "God Passes Formation of An Organic Religious
which are confined to the persons By."
Community
tied. The election is to be comThe precious manuscript has been Baha'i Headquarters
pleted in the one meeting duly called, arriving chapter by chapter via air- Baha'i Properties
Thus the friends who vote by mail mail, and each chapter when re- The Baha'; House of Worship
are unable to participate in a second ceived is turned over to the Pub- History of Temple Construction
or successive ballot. Each ballot lishing Committee for the printer. As The Temple Superstructure
after the first is confined to those oi the present time we are still to Exterior Ornamentation
receive several chapters, so the Early Baha'; Pilgrimages to 'Akka
present when the ballot is taken.
publishing date can not be deterand Haifa
A.nnual Report.
mined. The aim is to produce the Persian Teachers Sent to America
National Committees have been volume before the Centenary and The Development of Baha'i Publications
requested to send in their reports by Convention dates if humanly possApril 1 for publication before the ible under existing conditions affect- Baha'i Teaching in North America
Baha 'f Teachers Go to Europe, Asi a
ing printing and binding.
Convention period.
and Africa
To the individual Baha'i this work
Re!JerL'utions
brings new and deeper insight into Baha'i Teaching in Central and
Two notices prepared by the Cen- the majesty and power of the Cause
South America
tenary Committee are published be- of God. Its distribution throughout Race Unity
low. and deserve careful attention the general public by all available The Baha'i Faith Presented to Colby all believers wishing to attend means, including review copies to
leges
the Convention and Centenary ses- the press, will redound to the pres~ Teaching at the House of Worship
sions_ The plans and arrangements tige of the Faith and answer many Baha'i Schools
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The American Baha'i Community
Sacred Relics in National Baha'i Archives
Baha'i Literature
Appreciations
References to the Faith in Books
and Magazines
Acknowledgements
lliustra tions
The aim has been to show the degree of response which the American Baha'is have made to the Call
oi Baha'u']Ia.h since 1894. Copies are
expected before the Convention and
advance orders may be placed su hject to shipment when available.

New Publications
Communion With God, a small book

of prayers for pocket or handbag.
24 pages, linen cover. Sold only in
lots of ten copies for $1.00.
The Baha'i Temple.:> a general

teaching pamphlet of smaller size
arid less cost than the pamphlet issued in 1942 entitled I 'House of Worship of a World Faith." This booklet
measures 5% by 7% inches, sixteen
pages, five illustrations. Sold in lots
01 ten copies for $0.50.
Les Paroles Cachees, the Hidden
Words in French. Paper cover. Per
copy, $0.35.
Les Sept V allees, the Seven Valleys, in French. Paper cover. Per
copy, $0.35.
Parolado de Btib, the Words of the
Bab addressed to the Letters of the
Living, in Esperanto edition. Fourpage leaflet. Thirty copies for $1.00.
Send orders to Bah,,'i Publishing
Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.

Centenary Committee
Important Announcement
Since early Fall, your Centenary
Committee has been making a
thorough survey of housing possibilities necessary to take care of the
unprecedented number of Baha'is
who have indica ted their intention
of attending the 1944 Convention and
Centenary Celebration. The results
of this survey show;
1. That becaus,e of an acute housing shortage, due to the new war
industries, recently developed· in

these environs, the largest number
we can hope to place in private
homes in Wilmette or along the
North Shore is about 300 persons.
2. That all of the Evanston Hotels,
with their unusual number of permanent residents, cannot promise to
take care of more than an additional
100.
3. That all of the outlying hotels,
between Evanston and Chicago,
are completely filled.
4. That the only Chicago Hotel that
can guarantee sufficient space for
the rest of our reservations: is The
Stevens, recently turned back by the
Army to private ownership and now
being completely renovated.
To date, some 900 reservations
have been received, with others arriving by every post. From the
above, it is obvious that we shall
have to go to Chicago for most of
our rooms and the Centenary Committee feels it most providential that
the Stevens Hotel should have been
released for civilian use, just at this
time. We have made this the 'jofficial t t hotel and are holding enough
space to take care of everyone. The
300 to 350 places which we expect
to have in private homes will be
assigned to the older friends and to
those who, for some physical reason, must be near as possible to the
Temple.

Trans porlalion
The current regulations permit of
making reservation on trains one
month in advance. We strongly urge
those travelling by rail to secure
their reservations both to, and returning from, Chicago, at the
earliest possible moment. Do not
leave your return accommodations
until arriving in Chicago, un~ess you
want to risk delays.
To those near enough to Wilmette
to consider driving to the Centennial, we wish to. recall that the
period of change in the validity of
gasoline coupons falls during the
Convention, on May 21st. They could
therefore use coupons 11 for their
journey to Wilmette and l2 for their
return home.
The "L" and North Shore Electric
both have stations convenient to The
Stevens and go directly out to Linden Avenue, Wilmette, in about 35

minutes. If feasible there will be
some private motor·bus service
established between The Stevens and
the Temple.

Food
We are happy to report that a
very satisfactory arrangement has
been worked out whereby attractive
wholesome food (hot meals, as well
as good sandwiches, etc.) will be
served on a cafeteria basis from
11:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. in a large
tent, which will be erected on our
present parking-lot, adjacent to the .
Temple. This service is to be carried out by an excellent catering
company which is equipped to take
care of any number, so you can plan
on having your luncheons and dinners in this convenient and congenial way_

Weather
Although we should have nice
spring weather, during the Centennial period, the latter part of May
is still unsettled and can be quite
cool. We would therefore caution
everyone to be provided with a
warm top-<;:oa t. It would also be wise
to be prepared in the event of rain.

Program
The session of the Convention will
take place in Foundation Hall each
morning and afternoon. In planning
the different Public Meetings, the
Centenary
Committee,
although.
building the programs around such
phases of the Faith as its growth in
North America, its development in
Latin· America, the building 01 the
Temple, etc., has endeavored to lift
the addresses above personalities
and select themes that would cover
the subjects emphasized by the
Guardian and present the Cause in
its broad and universal aspects. We
regret that we cannot yet give full
details as to the speakers, but the
program of these Public Meetings,
prepared by the Committee and
approved by the National Spiritual
Assembly, is as announced above.
The Banquet, .which concludes this
Program, will be held in Hotel Stevens, Chicago. Formal or informal
dress optional.
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Me88llf!e8 From the Guardian

Notice

Dearly-beloved friends:
Due to the l!Iudden illneu of Mr.
Holley, necesaitatinl' a complete re.d
The one remaining and indeed the
for some weeks, this i88ue of Baha'i
most challenging task confronting
New. i. only an attempt to keep abe
the American Baha'i Community
friendll informed of the Guardian'.
has at long last been brilliantly acme8laKe8 to the Convention and Cen.
tenary and tor.. brine them excerpb
complished. The structural basis of
from hill last leiter, and to let out
the Administrative Order of the
an bane whieh wiJI ~onlain certain
Faith of Baha'u'llah has, through
report! and reconls of change. of
this superb victory, and on the very
addrel!lses, eU!"1I ·et~.
eve of the world-wide celebrations
A special Centenary iuue of Baha'i
Ne1V!l containinil aecoonts of the Conof the Centenary of His Faith, been
vention and Centenary will be pubfirmly laid by the champion-buildJialted separate),..
ers of His WorW Order in every
A. IN! 60 to pre.., Irre are "PM 10
state of the Great Republic of the
report that Mr. Holley ;.. ROIO at home
West and in every Province of the
conl1lJlf!IK:in« and indicatiolU ere that
he ..m .sooon be able too resume 1&1.
Dominion of Canada. In each of the
innllmeroble fUd~"iet for ,11", Faltl. .
.Republics of Central and South
America moreover, the banner of
His tmdeleatable Faith has been im- pIished and crowned with total
planted by the members of that victory.
same community, while in no less
The greatest collective enterprise
than thirteen Republics of Latin ever launched by the Western folAmerica as well as in two Depen- lowers of Bahli 'u 'llah and indeed
dencies in the West Indies, Spiritual ever undertaken by any Baha'i comAssemblies have been established munity in the course of an entire
and are already functioning - a century, has been gloriously confeal that has oul-stripped the goal summ a ted. A victory of undying
originally fixed,
for the valiant fame has marked the culmination
members of that Community in their of the fifty year long labors of the
inter-continental sphere of Baha'i ac- American Baha'i community in the
tivity. The exterior ornamentation of service of Baha 'u 'lIah and has shed
the first Ma'Lhriqu'I-A<llikar of the imperishable lustre on the immortal
West - the culmination of a forty records of His Faith during the first
year old enterprise repeatedly bless- hundred years of its existence. The
ed and continually nurtured by 'Ah- exploits that have marked the progdU'I-Baha has, furthermore, through ress of this prodigious, this threea remarkable manifestation of the fold enterprise, covering a field
spirit of Bahil 'J solidarity and self- stretchlug from Alaska in the North
sacrifice so powerfully animating to the extremity of Chile in the
the members of that stalwart com- South, affecting the destinies of so
munity, been successfully complet- great a variety of peoples. and naed, more than a year in advance of tions, lnvolving such a tremendous
the time set for its termination.
expenditure of treasure and eifort,
The triple lask undertaken with calling forth so remarkable a spirit
such courage~ confidence, zeal and of heroism and self-sacrifice, and
determination - a task which ever undertaken notwithstanding the visince the inception of the Seven Year cious assaults and incessant machiPlan has challenged and galvanized nations of the breakers of 'Abdu'linto action the entire body of the Baha's Covenant, and despite the
American believers and for the ef- perils, the trials and restrictions of
ficient prosecution of which process- a desolating war of unexampled sees of a divinely appointed Adminis- verity, augur well for the successful
tra tive Order had, during no less prosecution, and indeed as sure the
than sixteen years, been steadily ultimate victory, of the remaining
evolving - is now finally aCCOID- stages of the Plan conceived, a quarJ

536 Sheridan Rd.. Wllme"e, ilL

ter of a century ago, by jAbdu'}BaM for the followers of BaM'uClllili in the North American continent.
To the band of pioneers, whether
settlers or itinerant teachers, who
have forsaken their homes, wt.o
have scattered far and wide, who
have willingly sacrificed their comfort, their health and even their lives
for the prosecution of this Plan; to
the several committees and their
auxiliary agencies that have been
entrusted with special and direct responsibility for its efficient and orderly development and who have
discharged their high responsibilities with exemplary vigor, courage
and fidelity; to the national representatives of the community itself,
who have vigilantly and tirelessly
supervised, directed and coordinated the unfolding processes of this
vast undertaking ever since its in·
ception; to all those who, though not
in the forefront of battle, have
through their financial assistance
and through the instruroentality of
their deputies, contributed to the expansion and consolidation of the
Plan, I myself, as well as the entire
Bahit'i world, owe a debt of gratitude that no one can measure or describe. To the sacrifices they have
made, to the courage they have so
consistently shown, to the fidelity
they have So remarkably displayed,
to the resourcefulness, the discipline, the constancy and devotion
they have so abundantly demonstrated future generations viewing
the magnitude of their labors
in their proper perspective, will no
doubt pay adequate tribute-a tribute no less ardent and well-deserved than the recognition extended by
the present-day builders of the
WorW Order of Baha 'u 'liilh to the
Dawn-Breakers, whose shining deeds
have sig"alized the birth of the Heroic Age of His Faith.
To the elected representatives of
all the BaM'i communities of the
New World, assembled beneath the
Dome of the Mother Temple of the
West, on the occasion of the historic,
first All-America Bah .. 'J Convention
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- a Convention at which every state
and province in the North American continent is represented, in
which the representatives of every
Republic of Latin America have
been invited to participate, whose
delegates have been elected, for the
first time in American Baha'I history, by all local communities already possessing Assemblies, by all
groups
and
isolated
believers
throughout the United States and
Canada, and whose proceedings will
be for ever associated with the celebration of the Centenary of the Faith
of BaM 'u'lliIh, of the Hundredth anniversary of the birth of 'Abdu'lBaha, of the fiftieth anniversary of
the founding of the Baha'i Faith in
the Western Hemisphere, and of the
completion of the exterior ornamentation of the Fir&t MaIDriqu'-1
Aofukar of the West to all the priviledged attendants of such an epochmaking Convention, I, on my own
behalf, as well as in the name of all
Baha'I Communities sharing with
them, at this great turning point in
the history of our Faith, the joys
and triumphs of this solemn hour,
feel moved to convey the expression
of our loving admiration, our joy and
our gratitude for the brilliant conclusion of what posterity will no
doubt acclaim as one of the most
stirring episodes in the history of
the Formative Age of the Faith of
Baha'u'll8h, as well as one of the
most momentous enterprises undertaken during the entire course of
the first Century of the Baha'i Era.
SHOGHI
Haifa, April 15, 1944.

M...lQge Jrom Slwghi EOendJ
[ advise you to share the following
facts with the believers at Convention
celebrating the hundredth anniversary of the Faith of Baha'u'llilh.
Bah.. 'is have established residence
in seventy-eight cOWltries, fifty-six
of which are sovereign states.
BahB'l literature has been translated
and published in forty-one languages.
Translations have been undertaken
in twelve additional languages.
~y-one races are represented in
the Baha'I world community. Five
National Assemblies and sixty-one
local Assemblies belonging, to ten
countries are incorporated and legally empowered to hold property.
The Baha'i international endowments
held in the Holy Land are estimated
at a half million pounds sterling.
National Baha'i endowments in the
United States are estimated at one

million,
seven
hundred
thousand dollars.
The area of land in the Jordan
Valley dedicated to the Baha'I
Shrines is Over five hundred aCres.
The site purchased for future Baha'I
Temple of Persia comprises three
and a half million square meters.
The cost of the structure of the ftrst
Baha'I Temple in the West has been
one million, three hundred thousand
dollars.
In every state and province of
North America Baha'i Assemblies
are functioning. In thirteen hundred
localities of the United States and
Canada Baha'Is reside. Baha'I Centers have been established jn every
republic of Latin America, fifteen of
which possess Spiritual Assemblies.
The Faith in the Western Hemisphere
now stretches from Anchorage, Alaska, to Magellanes, Chile, the world's
southernmost city. Sixty-two Centers
have been established in India,
twenty-seven with Spiritual Assemblies.
Among the historic sites purchased
in Persia are the Tihran home of
BahB'u'lliIh, the Bab's shop in
BuIDihr, the burial place of Quddus,
part of the village of Chihrlq, three
gardens in Badasht, and the place
where Tilhirih was confined.
Baha'i administrative headquarters
have been founded in Tihran, Delhi,
Cairo, Ba@dild, Wilmette and Sydney. Baha'i endowments in the Holy
Land and the United States have been
exempted from taxes by the civil
authorities. Civil recognition has
been extended to Baha'i Assemblies
in five states of the United States to
solemnize Baha'i marriages.
[ suggest you utilize the above
information for publicity purposes
wherever advisable.
(signed) SHOGHI RABBANI
Received May 9, 1944

M....age 10 ,'''' Co"""ntio,.
Hail with glad, grateful heart the
historic Assembly of the elected
representatives of the followers of
the Faith of BaM'u'llilh throughout the Western Hemisphere participating in the first All-America
Convention gathered in the vicinity
of the first Baha'i Center of the
Western World beneath the dome of
the ftrst MaIDriqu'I-Aofukar of the
West to commemorate alike .the Anniversary 01 the founding of the
Faith of BaM'u'llah and the Birth
.of 'Abdu'l-Bahli, the Anniversary
of its esta blishmen! in the Occident
and to celebrate the completion of
the exterior ornamentation of. the

most hallowed House of Worship in
the entire Baha'i world. [ recall
with profound emotion on this
solemn, auspicious occasion the milestones in the progress of the
community whose rise constitutes
one of the noblest episodes in the
history of the First BaM'; Century. Called into being thrnugh the
operation of the Will of the Center
of Baha'u'IIah's Covenant, energized at the hour of its birth by
dynamic spirit communicated to it
by the band of first returning pilgrims, purged in its infancy by fiery
tests involving the defection of its
acknowledged founder, nursed
through the dispatch of unnumbered
Tablets by the vigilant Master, as
well as by the successive messe:n-gers designed to support its infant strength, launched upon its
rapid career through series of institutional acts and missionary journeys signalizing the first stirrings
of its community life, infinitely enriched by p ric e I e s s benefits
conferred upon its members in the
course of 'Abdu'l-Baha's sojourn in
their midst, invested with a unique ,
mission through the revelation of the
Tablets of the Divine Plan, firmly
knit through processes prOcIainiing
the emergence of the Divinely ap.pointed Administrative Order, immortalized through the signal acts of
its illustrious member who
succeeded in winning the allegiance
of royalty to its cause, consummating its record of achievements
through total victory 01 the Seven
Year Plan thereby sealing the triumph of the first stage in the Mission be s towed by 'Abdu'l-Baha,
this
repeatedly
blessed,
much
envied community deserves to be
acclaimed the Torchbearer of the
civilization, the foundations of which
the Faith of Baha'u'llilh is destined unassailably to establish in the
course of the Second BaM'l Century. [ am moved to pay a well
deserved tribute at this great turning point in the career of so privileged a community to the gallant
band of its apostolic founders whose
deeds heralded the dawn of the Day
of the Covenant in the West, to its
intrepid pioneers who labored to enlarge the bounds of the Faith in. the
five continents, to its indefatigable
administrators whose hands reared
the fabric of the Administrative
Order, to its heroic martyrs who followed in the footsteps of the DawnBreakers of the heroic age, to its
itinerant teachers' who with written
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and spoken word pleaded its cause
and repulsed the attacks of its ad-

versaries. to its munificent suppor·
ters whose liberality accelerated the
expansion of its manifold activities,
and - last but not lea st to the
mass of its stout·hearted, self-denying members whose strenuous,
ceaseless,
concerted efforts so
decisively contributed to the consolidation and
broadening of its
foundations. I desire to direct a particular appeal to the Latin American
representatives participating in the
Centennial Convention to deliberate
on measures to reinforce the ties
binding them to their Sister Community, unitedly devise means for
the inauguration of teaching campaigns in their respective Republics,
the dissemination of Baha'i literature, the multiplication of Bahi'i
administrative centers as preliminary steps in the formation of
Baha'i National Assemblies, and
lend impetus to the prosecution of
any enterprise launched to carry
still further the Plan conceived by
'Abdu'I-Bah! for the American Baha'i
Community.
(signed) SHOGlU RABBANI
Received May 15, 1944.

Menage from Slwghi Effendi

Baha'i

Administrat~ve

Quarters, Teheran" Iran, 1944

01 administrative activity by the
American Baha'i community crowned
'IjIIrith glory the historic services rendered by the followers of Baha'u'll3.h
throughout the West during the la st
fifty years of the first Baha'i century. I rejoice in the brilliant celebrations befittingly consummating
the record of splendid achievements.
Immediate attention should be focussed in the course of the opening
year of the Second Century on consolidation of the nobly-won victories
through reinforcement of newly
formed Assemblies, multiplication of
groups and increase in number of
Assemblies as well as corresponding
effort through Latin America. Praying for continuous How of Divine
outpourings.
(signed) SHOGlU RABBANI
Received May 2:l, 1944

I am overjoyed. by the auspicious
opening of the Centennial Convention.
The dearly-beloved American Baha'i
community was remembered during
the historic night of the glorious
Declaration at the Bab's Holy Shrine.
Announce to the friends the joyful
tidings that the hundredth anniversary of the Declara tion of the Mission
of the martyred Herald of the Faith
was signalized by historic decision
to complete the structure of His
sepulcher erected by 'Abdu'I-Baha
on the site chosen by Baha 'u'llith.
The recently designed model of the
dome has been unveiled in the presMessages From the Guardian
ence of assembled believers. Praying
In connection with your Assemfor early removal of obstacles to bly's two actions regarding the forthe consummation of the stupendous mation and dissolution of Spiritual
Plan conceived by the Founder of Assemblies: The Guardian approves
the Faith and the hopes cherished of your first action, which he underby the Center of His Covenant.
stands is only for this la st year of
(signed) SHOGlU RABBAN! the first Baha'i Century, as, of
Received May 25, 1944
course, in the future Assemblies will
Menage. to Incoming Auembly
be formed only during the month of
Praying fervently lor newly-elected April. As to the second action, howAssembly' signal victories, abun- ever, any Assembly which is dis·
dant hlessings in the opening year solved must immediately report to
of the second Baha'i century. Deep- the national secretary, who must alest love.
ways keep an up to date list of As(signed) SHOGlU RABBAN! semblies. Any dissolved Assembly
Received May 26, 1944
cannot be reconstituted until the
The magnificent victories achieved time of election in April. This is the
in the teaching field and the sphere general principle which must be fol-

lowed in the future. In this last year
of the Century, however, naturally
any Assembly that is dissolved may
be reconstituted as soon as the number of believers reverts to nine
again.
Regarding your question as to the
changing of pronouns in Baha'i
prayers: The Guardian does not approve of such changes, either in the
specific prayers or in any others.
They should be read as printed without changing a single word.
Rejoice success vitally needed
timely conference Latin American
representatives. Greatly welcome decisions reached plans formulated.
First year second Baha'i century
should witoess establishment Spiritual Assembly every remaining Republic and be signalized by steady
increase pioneers both Latin (and)
North America; further multiplication groups; wider dissemination
Baha'i literature both Spanish (and)
Portuguese; closer relationships consolidating communities; more effective contact these communities with
masses population all races (and)
classes. Ardently praying mighty victories every field as essential preliminary emergence independent
National Spiri tuaI Assemblies and
indispensable prelude launching in
other continents, soon after termination world conflict, second stage
momentous world plan so intimately
associated by 'Abdu'I-Baha wit h
future destinies illustrious American
Baha'i community.
Received July 17, 1944
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Letter from the National
Spiritual Assembly
Retrospect and Prospect

Dear Friends:
Impressive eve n t s marking the
close of the first Baha'i Century have
attested the grealness of the Divine
Cause. Ideal friendships are created.
News of the Faith has been disseminated widely. Man y inquirers
have been attracted by Ihe genial,
friendly spirit of gatherings. The
bond of unity among members of the
world-wide community of Baha'is
has heen strengthened. The two-fold
task of the Seven Year Plan has
been achieved. Confidence has been
deepened through evident signs of
selfless devotion. The praise of our
noble Guardian has heen generously given and the manifest Favor of
God has been directed loward His
servants.
The achievements which have
crowned with glory Ihe end of the
firsl Bah .. 'I Century had Iheir foundations laid by the Dawn-Breakers,
whose heroism illumined the early
days with deathless fame. The station of becoming their spiritual heirs
has been conferred upon the American Baha'i community. Ours is now
a mong the rarest of opportunities.
H we evaluate this high privilege,
with fidelity to its demands of service, the second century's end may be
fraught with such victories a s are
beyond fancy. While those now living may not behold them with mortal eyes, yet their fame may penetrate the worlds on high.
Auspicious is the opening of the
new century. During the period covered by the last session of the N alional body, July 8th to lWI, six of
the Latin-American delegates whose
arrival at the Centenary had heen
hindered, responded to a new invitation. These were Sr. Salvador Tormo
of Argentina, Sra. Angela Ochoa
Velasquez of Honduras, Sr. Roque
Centurion Miranda of Paraguay, Sra.
Isabel Tirado de Barreda of Peru,
Dr. Manuel Berges of San Domingo
and Srta. Clara Luz Montalvo of
San Salvador. Latin American pio-

neers present were Miss Gwenne
Sholtis, Miss Margaret Lentz, Miss
Elisaheth Cheney and Mrs. Gayle
Woolson, and also Mr. Raymond I.
Betts of Lima, Peru. Mrs. Woolson
acted as interpreter and translator
for these friends.
Scenes and observances of the

Centenary were re-enacted for the
instruction and entertainment of
these friends and there were several
conferences among themselves and
with the National body, with a view
to ways and means of deepening and
spreading the Faith throughout those
regions. The spirit of the Centenary
gladdened each and all and the zeal
of efficient service look hold.
But now for the present tasks to
be undertaken in the same spirit of
loving and loyal devotion. One point
of concentration should be the stability of the National Fund whi ch
must meet increasing demands with
the expansion of the Failh. It has
been depleted by the unusual cost
of recent great activities. The duty
of every Assembly. community,
group and isolated Baha'i to aid is
apparent. We can now express our
gratitude to God by contributions as
well as by prayer. labor. service and
other forms of sacrifice. May the
flame of unity inspire all in such
lines of service as guidance and consultation may direct. Priority is
given National activities in the domain of service by the wisdom of
the Guardian.
The agenda of the Guardian concentrates our capacities primarily at
this time upon teaching; building
up the work in the pioneer areas,
laying an unshakable foundation
upon which an enduring structure
can be built; preparing the way for
Baha'i Temples in every land.
Some years ago, as a community
we discovered, by the aid of the
Guardian, the capacity for recent
victories. While we have divine assurance that no one is burdened beyond capacity, yet the powers may
continue forever latent until quickened by the divine spirit. The body
of the Teachings, clarified and applied by the directions from the
Guardian form an agenda for both
our collective and individual lives
and services. Indications are that
souls of great capacity will ere long
join ollr ranks and swell the chorus
of those who proclaim the F ai tho
Shall we not strive to the utmost to
awaken them? The more we strive,
the more strength is given. The
more we sacrifice the more we
grow. The more we teach, the more
we know of divine mysteries and the
illumination of souls. This is truly
the time for intensified activities,
viewing the world's imminent chaos
on the one hand and growing capacity on the other. All the universe

is in motion. Intensified activity is
the call. If our wish is to stir others
we must keep in motion.
National Spiritual Assembly

NATIONAL SPIRfTUAL ASSEMBLY

Meetings

Seplember 9, 10, II, 12, 13
November 10, 11, 12, 13

A.nlWal EIe"'wn
The annual election created the
National Spiritual Assembly with the
following membership: George O.
Latimer (Chairman), Allen B. Me·
Daniel (Vice Chairman), Horace
Holley (Secretary), Louis G. Gregory (Recording Secretary), Roy C.
Wilbelm (Treasurer), Dorothy Baker,
Amelia E. Collins, Philip G. Sprague,
Leroy loas. The Assembly has
appointed Siegfried Schopfiocher the
Treasurer of the Canadian Baha'i
Fund.

Committee List
Index Committee-a new Committee appointed March, 1944, with the
function of completing the preparation of a general index to Baha 'f
literature and a complete Baha'i
glossary. W. Kenneth Christian
Roberta Christian
959 Lancaster Avenue,
Syracuse. 10, N.Y.

Other
later.

members

to be appointed

InleT·A.merica Committee
Relative to use of name, InterAmerica Committee, by Assembly
local Committees the National Spiritual Assembly wishes to inform the
believers through Baha'i News that
the National Spiritual Assembly can
recognize only one Inter-America
Baha'i Committee becaustl of Ute international implications of the titie,
and therefore local assemblies making contacts and teaching the various racial elements in their local
communities. will have to use a
different designation. for such committees.
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Race Unity Committee
Highlight. from the report of Mrs.
Mary Stevison of Chicago bring us
close to the western Indian friends.
In May I immediately before the con- .
vention, Mrs. Stevison journeyed to
Nebraska and gave the Message of
Baha'u'llith to the Omaha and Winnebago tribes, visiting Sioux City. Nebraska and Macy.

Much of the work was among individuals. Many of the friends called
upon Mrs. Stevison and received her
in their homes. One family became
so enthusiastic that on one of their
calls, they remained until long after
midnight, talking of the future world
and 01 the future of their great race,
in the light of the coming of BaM'u'llah. Eight Indian families showed
special interest, and some of these
friends not only entertained their
Baha'i guest at dinner, but invited
other Indian friends to meet her
from time to time. Thus a nucleus of
interested Indian friends ha 5 been
formed.

Mrs. Stevison reports that pictures
of the Temple were especially appreciated, and in the case of three
of the families, large framed pictures were hung in the homes.
"Baha'u'llah and the New Era" and
uRace and Man" were also given to
these families.
Contacts were made in a variety
of ways. For example, many Indians
came to the Community Building to
obtain garden seeds for their spring
planttug. These friends met Mrs.
Stevison and received pamphlets
from her, as well as post card pictures of the Temple and a few
friendly words of explanation. This
did much to open the doors.

Books and many pamphlets were
distributed in community centers,
missions, public schools and hospitals. In one school, post card pictures of the Temple and pamphlets
on the principles of the Faith were
distributed among the students. In
another ~ talks were given before a
number of classes and not only pam·
phlets were distributed, but adequate text books were placed in the
library for general reading.
The friends who would be inter·
ested in following up Mrs. Stevison'.s
splendid Nebraska effort are requested. to write to the Race Unity
Committee for further information.
Mrs. Stevison can supply a list of
names of the Indian friends who responded to the Faith.

Speaker. at Race Unity Banquet held at Lima, Ohio.

Approved Radio Scripts on File With
National Baha'i Radio Committee
April 25, 1944
Following are 13\2 Minute Scripts
used first in California over Station
KYA:
The First Hundred Years (also
available in 5·minute script)
Humanity's Coming of Age
World Crisis-World Birth
The Oneness of Mankind
Basis of a New Society
World Economics
Blueprints for World Peace
Rebirth of Religion
A New Age Is Born
Baha'u'llah-World Educator
Pattern of a Future Society
Baha'i Temple-Symbol of
Tomorrow
World Order of Baha'u'ltah
America's il'lace in World Order
The Dynamic of Civilization
Evolution of Religion
MisceIlaneGus Scripts
Religious Unity-i1 minutes
Women Will Keep the Peace10 minutes
The Real Victory-Eternal Life10 minutes

The Question of Prejudice11 minutes
Peace and the Heart of Humanity15 minutes
Interview-World Reconstruction13\2 minutes
Century of Scientific Unity5 minutes
America's New Adventure-13 minutes
The Old Frame House10 minutes
The Temple of God for This New
Age-12 minutes
The Breaking Dawn (Semi·Baha'i)
-15 minutes

Request for Convention
Pictures
All photographers who obtained
good pictures, one or more, at the
recent Centennial Convention a re requested to send prints or to loan the
negatives to the National Archives
Committee so that a more complete
photographic record of the Cen·
tenary can be made. Kindly mail
pictures or negatives to,
Edwin Mattoon, Chairman
105 Sixth St., Wilmette, Illinob
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Baha'i Schools
Prograrru from Aug...' 1, 1944
July

FOUR EVENINGS
"The World Moves On to Its
Destiny"
First Week - uThe New Social
Horizon ,t
Second Week-"The Growth of
World Society"
A bird's-eye view of Baha'i
humanitarian and social principles operating in the world today, through "the irresistible
diffusion" of the Faith's "worldshaking, world-energizing, worldredeeming spirit, "
Reservations and rates may be
obtained through:
Gladyce Linfoot, 156 Nova Drive,
Piedmont, Califonria .

V.

GEYSERVILLE
6, 1944

2~Angu.t

This summer the Geyserville
School will enter its eighteenth year
as a center for the training of Baha'i
teachers and workers throughout the
West. Ours is a period of immeasurable opportunity for the Faith. It is
our plan and hope that Utis session
at Geyserville will contribute a full
share in preparing the friends for the
responsibilities to come.
'I1le theme of this session will be
"Inaugurating the Second Baha'i
Century"..,..in the spirit of the ~uard
ian's words: "The opelrlng of the second. century of the Ba.ha'i era must
needs disclose greater vistas, usher
in further stages, and witness the
initiation of plans more far-reaching than any as yet conceived."
MORNING CLASSES

I. uGod Passes By"
Two Weeks devoted to outline
and study of the Guardian's
forthcoming book on the first
century of the Baha'i Faith, reviewing "the salient features
of its birth and rise, as well as
• . . the initial stages in the
establishment of its administrati ve institutions."
II. uThe Reality 01 Man" - First
Week
A basic course on Baha'u'llilh's
spiritual Teachings concerning
the human spirit, man's relation to God, his potentialities
and conditions of progress.
III. "The Evolving World Order" Second Week
A study of the Baha'i Administrative Order in terms of proc
ess, as the dynamic source,
nucleus, and pattern of that
World Order "destined to embrace in the fullness of time the
whole of mankind."
w

AFTERNOON ROUND TABLE
IV. uTeachings-the Creative Baha'i
Life"
First Week - "Expanding the
Faith"
Second Week - HConsolidating

the Faith"
Informal discussion under the
Big Tree of teaching as a way
of life, and of its application to
the vast opportunities unfolding
through "the promulgation of
the Divine Plan."

LOUBELEN
"Until the people of the world see
a shining example set by us they
will not em brace the Cause in
masses, because they require to see
the teachings demonstrated in a pattern of action."
Subjects for all sessions will be
based on facets of a Baha'i Pattern
of Action inspired by the Centenary.
"The Guardian suggests that the
school committee discuss, after attending the convention, what subjects
would be of greatest help in facing
the new projects, plans and needs of
the Faith brought to light during the
Convention. J'
GENERAL SESSION
(August 4 to 13, inclusive)
SENIOR YOUTH SESSION
(August 16 to 23, inclusive)
Rates (including meals)
ADULTS-Dormitory rates $1.75 per
day per person; double rooms $2.25
per day per person; single rooms
$2.75 per day per person.
YOUTH-Rates for youth at youth
sessions only, all dormitory, per
youth, per day $1.65.
Please make your school and travel
reservations early.

GREEN ACRE
MORNING CLASSES
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
General Subject: Basic BaM'i
Teachings
Aug. 7-11-The Unity of Religions.
F. St. George Spendlove, F.R.S.A.,
F.R.G.S., Graduate of School of
Archaeology, University of London,
Specialist in Archaeology of the Fa r
East, Royal Ontario Museum of
Archaeology, Toronto, Canada.
Aug. 14-18 Universal Peace.
Speaker to be announced.
Aug. 21-25 - International Justice,
Heshmat Alii'i, Washington, D. C.

Aug. 28-Sept. 1 - The Oneness of
Mankind, Mrs. Robert Lee Moffett,
Chicago, illinois, author of jjDo'a, the
Call to Prayer."
Teacher Training Courses
Aug. 7-11 - BaM'i Cansultation,
Genevieve Coy, Ph.D., Psychologist
at the Dalton School, New York City.
Aug. 14-25 - NinetY-five Questio....
In the Study of the Baha', Faith, Ali
Kuli-Khan, N.D., New York, N. Y.
Aug. 28-Sept. I-HGod Passes By"
by Shoghi Effendi. Speaker to be arranged.
EVENING MEETINGS
Mondays-The Search for Reality in
Past Holy Books, Louis G. Gregory.
Tuesdays-Open.
Wedoesdays - Special Lectures including three on music by H. R.
Austin, with illustrations drawn
from the keyboard literature; two
by Mrs. Mary Coristene on Psychological Analysis - East and West,
and Geopolitics for All Of Us.
(Other lectures and dates to be arranged.)
Thursdays - Transformation 01 HU4
man Society-a series of lectures
in charge of Harlan Ober.
Fridays (except Aug. 11) - "The
Dawn-Breakers,n Mrs. Nancy Bowditch.
Saturdays---Guest Speakers (to he arranged). Dancing.
Sundays-Speclal Concerts and Lectures (to be arranged).
SATURDAY MORIDNG CLASS
(throughout the summer)
Study of the Qur'an, in charge of
Ali KuIi-Khan, N.D.
SPECIAL MEETINGS
Aug. 11-13 - Amity Conference, in
charge of Louis Gregory.
Aug. 2O--'Abdu'l-Baha's Feast, in
charge of the Eliot Local Assembly.
YOUTH PROGRAM
Classes for children under 16 years
of age will be conducted throughout
the summer, with art and religious
instruction under the direction of
Mrs. Mary McClennen, and nature
study, folk dancing, etc., under the
direction of Harry Ford.
SUNDAY MEETINGS-ll:00 A. M.
Aug. 6 - The Ecstasy of Prayer,
Jessie Revell.
Aug. 13--Lights and Shadows of the
Inner and Outer World, Louis G.
Gregory.
Aug. 2O--The Spiritual Meaning of
Spring, Mrs. Mary McClennen.
Aug. 27 - Divine Love, Defense
Against Changes and Chances,
Jeanne Bolles.
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Sept. 3--The Mystery and Revelation of the Day of God, Harlan Ober.
For reservations, write Mrs. Mar-

garet Newman. Gree'n Acre, Eliot,
Maine.
GREEN ACRE PROGRAM
COMMITTEE
Lorna· Tasker, Chairman, 15 Ives
St., Beverly, Mass.
Roushan Wilkinson, Secretary,
Room 607, 140 Federal St., Boston 10,
Mass.
Louis G. Gregory, Dr. Glenn A.
Sbook, Harlan Ober, Rachel Small,
Mary McClennen, Helen Archambault, Margaret Newman.
Host and Hostess in Dormitory:
Harry and Bahiyyih Ford.

Balui'i Publieatioll8
The Publishiog Committee regrets
exceedingly the delay in brioging
out the Guardian's historic book.
God Passes By. planned for the Centenary, also The Baha'i Centenary,
1844-1944 which should have been
ready for the May anniversary. The
printers have been doing so much
Government wartime printing that
all other work suffers. We can only
hope to have copies of both books
in the early fall.
Baha'i World Faith, Centennial
edition hound in red leather stamped
with dates in gold. This is an attractive remembrance of the Centenary,
and we feel that every Assembly
will be happy to have a copy in
their libr,ary. Copies still available,
price $5.00.
New Pamphlets
Baha'i Teachings for a World
Faith, a revised edition of Principles of the Babit'i Faith, sold in
lots of 100. $2.00.
The Spiritual Meaniog of Adversity by Mamie L. Seto, formerly
puhlished under title of Tests, Their
Spiritual Value, sold in lots of
100. $2.00.
Oneness of Mankind by Hussein
Rabbani, reprinted, sold in lots of
100. $2.00.
The Lesser and the Most Great
Peace by George Orr Latimer, sold
in lots of 100. $2.00.
Prophecy Fulfilled, by Elisabeth
H. Cheney, sold in lots of 100. $2.00.

World Order Magazine
Copies of May and June issues at
special price of ten copies for one
dollar are still available. These issues contain many of the talks given
at the Centenary meetings and are
of paramount interest especial1y to
send to interested friends,

The Spiritual Aasmnbly and Community of the

Baha'is of Lima, Peru. Jane, 19«.

Excerpts from an Inter-Am.erica
Report Reeeived Prior to
the Convention
Latin-America and the Caribbean
Islands are indeed astir with new
teaching-enterprises, and with preparations for the celebration of the
first Baha'i Centennial. Assemblies,
or Groups, in each cOWltry are arranging local festivities in tribute to
this historic occasion. Word of the.
representative elected to attend the
Centenary Convention has been re·
ceived from nearly all countries.
Mail wings its way southward providing detailed instructions from the
National Spiritual Assembly, the
Centenary and Inter-America Committees, for the privileged journey
to the Temple in the heart of the
North American Continent.
SOUTH AMERICA
Dorothy Baker's return from a two
months' visit in Colombia and Venezuela brings us her radiant account
of the blessings Baha'u'llith has
bestowed upon these countries.
Under the guidance of Mr.
Gerrard Sluter, and with the assistance of Winifred Louise Baker,
new souls were confirmed and the
establishment of the Spiritual As·
sembly of Bogota. Colombia, was
recorded. Shortly after this memorable occasion Mrs. Baker bade farewell to the two valiant pioneers and
the beloved members of Colombia's
first Assembly. En route to Venezuela she made a brief stop in Bar-

ranquilla to see the first believer of
Colombia, young Sr. Carlos Nieto.
Wistfully he expressed his longing
for the day when other believers
would i oin him in service to the
Faith in Barranquilla. Through the
help of Sr. Nieto several Baha'i
books were accepted by the Library
for display and circulation.
VENEZUELA
uVenezuela, land of budding agri~
culture and modem education!"
Eight enrollment cards, and precious new friendships, are the treasures brought back from Venezuela
by Dorothy Baker. Her loving words
share with us the a wakening of this
country in the dawn of its spiritual
destiny.
'IThe extreme cordiality of the
people forbids the "foreign" feeling
in Caracas. What a happy task it
was to find, one by one, the friends
of Gwenne Sholtis, former pioneer.
and remind them of the great Cause
which had been the object of her love
and devotion while among them.
They had not forgotten, and some
of them were glad to come to the
little meetings at the Gran americana. Delightful contacts of Mr. and
Mrs. Emeric Sala were later added,
and new friends found their way to
the little gatherings. Through the
courtesy of Sra. Trioa Courlaender,
editor of the magazine jjPro-America", and president of the National
Club for the Union of American
Women. a world of friendships
opened up. The meetings grew to
about forty in attendance.
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I' A t the close of a period of five
weeks, eight historic souls accepted
the joy and responsibility of the
World Order under the Guardian,

and in addition, one youth, and one

adult who lacked permanent residency. Sra. Courlaender herself, became one of the group that organized on that memorable night. All
were present when Dr. David Escalante was elected the first Secretary, and all assisted in laying the
first plans for feasts and regular

classes. 't
The Costa Rican BaM'is rejoice
that Dr. Escalante is giving his able
assistance to the establishment of
the Faith in Venezuela, for it was
in San Jose that Dr. Escalante first
heard and accepted the call of
Baha'u'llBh.

PERU
The spiritual flowering of Peru is
precious testimony to the many Memorial to Keith Raneom Keh1er erected in Isfahan, Iran in January, 1944 to
months of Eve Nicklin's devoted commemorate her WGrk in Iran. She wae the s«ond American Bah.a'i to die .in
services in Lima. With patient care
Inn., while eervinc the nuse of unity and univenal peue.
she has built strong foundations of
Summer School ever held here in
IN MEMORIAM
friendship and deep respect for her·
Peru, for Peruvian teachers of Eng"I
testify,
0 my Lord, that Thou
self, and the. Faith she loves and
lish - one hundred teachers from
teaches. Her painstaking prepara- all over Peru. Virginia could fit in hast enjoined upon men to honor
tions for a Baha'i Center in Lima wonderfully as a guest speaker, hav- their guest, and he that hath ascendhave taken form in a bright and ing done Library work at the Para- ed unto Thee hath verily reached
charnUrig apartment, centrally lo- mount Studios. She brought a "New Thee and attained Thy Presence.
cated, and admirably suited in size Day" aspect to the subject and made Deal with him then according 10
and arrangement for the Baha'i it easy for me to ask these people Thy grace and bounty!"
'Abdu'I·Baha
gatherings she had prayed and work· into my home. We have had startling
ed for.
Mrs.
Catherine
De
Moure,
Peoria,
results, and now interested friends
A new acceleration of interest in have asked us into their homes, too, Illinois.
the Faith has become increasingly to tell the Message to their families
Mrs. Judson M. Saunders, New
apparent in recent months. Flora and friends. Everything seems 10 be Haven, Corm..
Holtes' visit provided the opportun- awakening all at once here in Peru. I t
Mrs. Robert Sully, Buffalo, New
ity for many pleasant meetings in
Virginia adds zestM words of the York.
EveJs
apartment.. Acquaintances response of these Peruvian teachers
Mr. Achill Bippar!, East Orange,
new and old came to hear with fresh -"They are mostly young, intelli- N. J.
eagerness of the Message of peace gent, alert. Eve invited them all to
Miss Adrienne de Vere, Chicago,
and progress enshrined in the Baha'i tea, when we could discuss further
Revelation. Flora also found a most . these ideas of world unity, and world Ill.
Mr. Hugo Taylor, Cincinnati, Ohio.
receptive heart in kindly Sra. de culture. They all wanted to come,
Barreda, owner of the pension in so we are booked solid for the next
which Eve had engaged a room for week or so!" Exciting glories are
Enrollments and Transfers
her.
anticipated for Peru before the close
Enrollments of new believers reArriving a few days after Flora's of the Century and humble prayers
return 10 La Paz, Virginia joyfully blend with delighted hopes that sev· ported by local Assemblies:
went 10 stay at this same pension. eral of these new friends may soon
Sioux F aUs J one ; New York, two;
Soon buoyant letters from Eve and become confirmed believers.
St. Louis, two; Reno, one; Chicago,
Virginia brought us the glorious
seven; Grand Rapids, two; Denver,
news that Sra. de Barreda had acone; Phoenix, one.
Correction of Errors in
cepted the Faith. Virginia gaily comEnrollments by transfer reported
Annual Report 1943-1944
ments-"At the Feast in Eve's home
by local Assemblies:
the first believer to sign in Peru Page 48
Buffalo, one; Philadelphia, one;
enrolled as a member of Baha'u'·
The name of Nate Goldstein was Chicago, two; Beverly Hills, one;
llithJ s Cause!"
omitted from the membership list of Sioux Falls, two; Washington, D. C.,
Other activities on a breath-taking the Contacts Committee.
one.
scale were also being developed by Page 54
Enrollment of isolated believers:
these two glorious pioneers. Writes
Under "Reviewing" the name of
April-twenty-five and five Youth.
Eve, I' These are busy times 1 I have the author of CHRISTIANS AWAKE
May-thirly-one and three Youth.
taken a job teaching in the first should be "Peggy True."
J une-eighteen.
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THE HISTORIC
THIRTY-SIXTH CONVENTION
The tbirty-sixth Annual Convention, covering the week of May 19
to 25, 1944, was indeed unique in
both the number and greatness of
the significances of the Faith included within its span. All Baha'i
Conventions have inestimable value.
They provide ways and means for
wide consultation and more closely
relate to each other the various activities and institutions of the Cause.
They engage eager interest with
news of progress. They pool spiritual
values and. increase harmony. They
enable friends scattered over wide
areas to know each other. They concentrate minds. hearts, means and
labors over ever widening fields of
service marked out by the Guardian. They delight the eye, brighten
the mind and gladden the heart by
the inspiring beauty of the Temple
of God and the shining forth of the
reality of great souls. They inculcate
veneration for the Light and guidance of God as appearing in His
Greatest Manifestation, Baha'u'llilh,
Who brings to earth the Kingdom of
God. They are definite periods in
the evolutioo of the Faith and furnish
the most attractive means of teaching.
But this Convention synchronized
with the Centenary anniversary of
the Faith and the Declaration of
that wondrous Being, the Glorious
Ba b, and First Point of Revelation
in the'Day of God. With the solemn
memorial to His Highness, most
impressively observed; with the hundredth anniversary of the birth of
the Mystery of God, 'Abdu'l-Baha,
and its joyous festival; with the dedicatioo of the Temple, the beautiful
structure which symbolizes the Body
of the Manifestation, and also the
half centnry celebration of the appearance and establishment of the
Faith on American soil.
It would have been amazing indeed
had so potent a call not have brought
wonderful results. No less than onethird of all the registered Bah';' 'is
in the United States, its outlying
possessions' and 'Canada, came. Of
one hundred and seventy·one chosen
delegates but twelve were absent.
PRINTED IN U .B.A.

These were augmented by honorary delegates chosen by twenty-one
Scuth and Central American countries thirteen of whom overcame
unusual obstacles to come. The area
of the earth, officially or unofficially
represented, included the five continents. The vastness that is China,
the great expanse of the British Empire, Persia, birthplace of the Faith,
the Holy Land, world center of the
Faith, Egypt, the Land of Mystery,
Alaska, the Land of the Midnight
Sun, the Land of the Rising Sun through a Nipponese youth, probably
American born - 'Iraq? Australia,
the Western Hemisphere, are suggestive of the power of Divine Love
to link races and nations together.
It would have been difficult to
imagine how such moving and powerful events and their fitting celebration could have been condensed
in so brief a period of time. But
such is the record now passed into
history and reverbera ling through
the coming ages as marking the
advancement of a time.
The friends upon arrival found
the spirit of welcome in the very
atmosphere. Trains were met. Bulletins of information were distributed, wholesome advice was given
for the Bah,,'is so to conduct themselves as to be a means of attraction
to strangers, especially those who
had' opened their homes for entertainment. The respect which people
in near-by cities have for the Baha'is
is a pleasing sign of attraction and
growth. Nothing appeared to' be unthought of among the local members
of the Centenary Committee in their
arduous and devoted efforts to make
everyone'comfortable and happy.
The Convention opened with readings and prayers, an inspiring feature of the sessions throughout. One
prayer service was conducted. by
children.
George O. Latimer, as Chairman
of the National Spiritual Assembly,
voiced genial and loving welcome
and felicitations upon the triumph
of the Seven Year Plan. He reviewed
the successive steps, praising the
foundation laid by the Master's
t

Charter of the· Divine Plan and the
wonderful initiative and guidance of
the Guardian.
Edna M. True, Chairman of the
Centenary Committee, announced
the general program and expressed
the convictioo, to which eager hearts
responded, "We are the most -fortunate people in the world!" She
also told of the Baha'i Centenary
Registration Book. This was a very
large, artistically designed and beautiful volume, specially prepared for
this occasion and a gift from Charles
Masoo Remey, one of the apostles
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Over sixteen hundred friends registered during the
week.
"By the righteousness of Mine own
Se!f! Great, immeasurably gTeat is
this Cause I Mighty, inconceivably
mighty is this Day I Blessed indeed
is the .man that hath forsaken all
things and fastened his eye. upon
Him whose Face hath shed illumination upon all who are in the heavens
and a II who aTe on the earth.
(Gleanings P. 245.)
After roll call, the temporary officers of the Convention, George O.
Latimer, Chairman, and Horace Holley, Secretary. were made permaU

nent.

Message. Jrom Haila
The following Convention messages from the Guardian were read
with printed copies circulated am~
the delegates and fritmds: "I advise
you to share the following facts with
the believers at Canventioo celebrating the hundredth anniversary of
the Faith of Bah" 'ullilh.
.. B aha' is have established residence in seventy -eight countries,
fifty·six of which are sovereign
states. Bah,,'i literattu-e has been
translated and published in forty·
one languages. Translations have
been undertaken in twelve addition.
al languages. Thirty-one races are
represented in the Baha'i world
commWlity. Five National Assemblies belonging to ten cotDltries are
incorporated and legally empow.
ered to hold property. The BaM' i
international endowments held in
the Holy Land are estimated
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at a half million pounds sterling .•
National Baha'i endowments in the
United States are estimated at one
million, seven hundred thousand dollars.
e'The area of land in the Jordan
Valley dedicated to the Baha'i
Shrines is over five hundred acres.
The site purchased for future Baha'i
Temple of Persia comprises three
and a half million square meters.
The cost of the structure of the first
Baha'I Temple in the West has been
one million, three hundred thousand
dollars.
"In every state and province of
North America Baha'i Assemblies
are functioning. In thirteen hundred
localities of the United States and
Canada Baha'is reside. Baha'i Centers have been established in every
republic of Latin America, fifteen
of which possess Spiritual Assem·
blies. The Faith in the Western Hemisphere now stretches from Anchorage, Alaska, to Magellanes, the
world's southernmost city. Sixty-two
Centers have been established in India, twenty-seven with Spiritual Assemblies.
"Among the historic sites purin Persia are the 'fihran home of
Baha'u'IlBh, the Bab's shop in
B~,

the burial place of Quddus,
part of the village of Chihriq, three
gardens in Badallbt, and the place
where Tilhirih was confined.
"Baha'i administrative headquarters have been founded in 'fihran,
Delhi, Cairo, Baghdad, Wilmette and
Sydney. Baha'i endowments in the
Holy Land and the United States
have been exempted from taxes by
the civil authorities. Civil recognition
has been extended to Baha'i Assemblies in five states of the United
States to soloynnize Babit'i marriages.
"I suggest you utilize the above
information for .publlcity purposes
wherever advisable."
(Signed) SlWGm RABlIANI
"Hail with glad, grateful heart the
historic Assembly of the elected representatives of the followers of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah throughout the
Western Hemisphere participating in
the first All-America Convention
gathered in the vicinity of the first
Bahit'l Center of the Western World
beneath the dome of the first Mallbriqu'l-Aofuklir of the West to commemorate alike the Anniversary of
the founding of the Faith of Baha'u'lliIh and the Birth of 'Abdu'l-Baha,
the Anniversary of Ita establishment

in the Occident and to celebrate the
completion of the exterior ornamentation of the most hallowed House of
Worship in the entire Baha'i world.
I recall with profound emotion on
this solemn, auspicious occasion the
milestones in the progress of the
community whose rise constitutes
one of the noblest episodes in the
hist<?ry of the First Baha'i Century.
Called into being through the operation of the will of the Center of
Baha'u'llith's Covenant, energized at
the hour of its birth by dynamic
spirit communicated to it by the
band of first returning pilgrims,
purged in ita infancy by fiery tests
involving the defection of its acknowledged founder, nursed through
the dispatch of unnumbered Tablets
by the vigilant Master, as well as
by the successive messengers designed to support ita infant strength,
launched upon its rapid career
through series of institutional acts
and missionary journeys signalizing
the first stirrings of its community
life, infinitely enriched by priceless
benefits conferred upon its members
in the course of 'Abdu'l-Baha's sojourn in their midst, invested with
a unique mission through the revelation of the Tablets of the Divine
Plan, firmly knit through processes
proclaiming the emergence of the

Divinely appointed Administrative
Order, immortalized through the signal acts of its illustrious member
who succeeded in winning the allegiance oi royalty to its cause, consummating its record of achievements through total victory of the
Seven Year Plan thereby sealing
the triumph of the first stage in
the Mission bestowed by 'Abdu'l-Baho., this repeatedly blessed, much
envied community deserves to be acclaimed the Torchbearer of the civilization.. the foundations of which
the Faith of Baha'u'Dah is destined
unassailably to establish in the
course of the Second Baha'i Century.
I am moved to pay a well deserved
tribute at this great turningpoint in
the career of so privileged a community to the gallant band of its
apostoliic founders who s e deeds
heralded the dawn of the Day of the
Covenant in the West, to its intrepid
pioneers
labored to enlarge the
bounds of the Faith in the five continenta, to its indefatigable administrators whose hands reared the fabric of the Administrative Order, to
ita heroic martyrs who followed in
the footateps of the Dawn-Breakers

who

of the heroic age, to its itinerant
teachers who with written and spoken word pleaded ita cause and repulsed the attacks of ita adversaries,
to its munificent supporters Whose
liberality accelerated the expansion
of its manifold activities, and last
but not least to the mass of ita
stout-hearted, self-denying members
whose strenuous, ceaseless, concerted efforts so decisively contributed
to the consolidation and broadening
of ita foundations. I desire to direct
a particular appeal to the La tin
American representatives participat.
ing in the Centeunial Convention to
deliberate on measures to reinforce
the ties binding them to their Sister
Community, unitedly devise means
for the inauguration of teaching campaigns in their reSpective RepUblics,
the dissemination of Baha'I literature, the multipllcation of Baha'i administra tive centers as preliminary
steps in the formation of Baha'i Na.
tional Assemblies, and lend Impetus
to the prosecution of any enterprise
launched to carry still further the
Plan conceived by 'Abdu'l-Baha for
the American Baha'i Community."
(Signed)

SIWGBI RAllllANI

Received M Btl 15, 1944.

On the last day of the Convention
came this message from the Guard·
ian, received by the National Secretary:
'~I am overjoyed by the auspicious
opening of the Centennial Convention. The dearly-beloved American
Baha'i community was remembered
during the historic night of the glorious De<;laration at the Bab's Holy
Shrine. Announce to the friends the
joyful tidings that the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of the
Mission of the martyred Herald of
the Faith was signalized by historic
decision to complete the. structure
of His sepulcher erected by 'Abdu'lBaha on the site chosen by Bahfl'u' ...
llith. The recently desigued model of
the dome has been unveiled in the
presence of assembled believers.
Praying for early removal of obstacles to the consummation of the
stupendous Plan conceived by the
Founder of the Faith and the hopes
cherished by the Center of His Covenant."
(Signed) SHOG'" RABBANI
Receh'ed Mav 25, 19".

Con_tion Menage
Guard;'JR.

10

the

"BahA'is of all the Americas rep-resented by largest number of delegates in person from United States,
Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
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Rico, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Cuba, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, gathered in
this glorious centennial convention,
humbly send heartfelt appreciation
for your epoch-making message.
"Express loving gratitude for continuous guidance making us humble
instruments in completing Seven
Year PIan culminating in this
unique assemb.1age whose celebration is being broadcast throughout
North America and whose historic
and momentous events will be disseminated throughout this hemisphere.
"Beg for further confirmation to
become worthy Torchbearers of new
civilization, the foundations of which
are destined to be established in the
Second BaM'; Century.
"Plans already being formulated
by La tin American delegates for further cementing bonds between two
Americas, for strengthening the
structural basis of the administrative order, and for extending Baha ';
teaching activities by all available
means in their r e sp ective
countries. "
Sent May 2Q. 1944.

The report of the National Secretary told, among various items, the
remarkable story of the Hair of the
Rib in its journey to America as
related by W. Sutherland Maxwell
in a letter. This sacred relic was

shipped upon an airplane which enroute went down in flames. Later
the envelope, partially burned, but
with the hair within intact, was reo
turn.ed to Haifa, where the postal
authorities identified its owner by
the serial registration number, returning it to the sender, with both
the locket and envelope. It was joyfully received. Later it was again
posted to America, arriving safe,
and is now in the Temple Archives.

the present, recreating and restating it. The spirit of the Guardian
brings .the iitcidents vividly to us
and every movement is significanL
There is shown the recurrence of
acceptance and denial, the people
of truth and those of error. The etr
isodes bring to mind what the Holy
Ones of the past experienced. Also
it clarifies the vision and makes resolute the heart for the task that is
now before us. Passages were quoted. U we wonder why we have not
been given the Bab's writings, perhaps it is because the Revelation
of Baha'u'llah includes the Bab's
and all other previous revelations.
The Properties Representative set
forth briefly, in connection with

A review of the Guardian's latest
book, "God- Passes By," was also
given, and the story of its arrival
in triplicate copies and installments
over 'a considerable period. As soon
as enough copies arriV"ed to make
a connected whole it was turned over
to the printer. The laborious task Temple ornamentation, the long, deof typing the manuscript was done voted gift of service which Allen B.
by the Guardian himself, despite the McDaniel, Supervising Engineer t
tremendous pressure of other calls made to the Temple over a long
upon his time. By the wish at the period of years; so fruitful and so
Guardian, the introduction is written ·weU remembered, the renovation of
by Dr. George Townshell!i and signed Foundation Hall; the acquisition of
by him in his capacity and identity two lots which separated the Wi!as a member of the Church ot Eng- .helm property from the Grove of
land. The book is divided into four 'Abdu'l-Baha at West Englewood,
periods covering in tul't\ the min- due to the efforts of William de
istries of the Bab, Bahil'u'lll1h, lAb- Forge; and the large expansion ot
du'l-Baha and the Guardianship. It the Baha'! properties which had
is both a retrospect and prospect their beginning with two lots, costwith fundamental consideration of ing $2,000.00, bought by BaM'! Tempresent and future values. The au- ple Unity in 1909, were mentioned
thor has reviewed every movement as rna tters indicating unmistakable
from the Declaration of the Bab to growth.
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them in the path of their CreatOT,

Leroy Ioas and Charlotte M. Lin- can never sa.dden, whose purpose
foot, Chairman and .Secretary of the the blame Of tM blamer will never
National Teaching Committee, that defeat. Gleanings, P. 280.
virile arm of service, set forth in· Inter-A.merica· and the Far South
picturesque and eloquent form the
The Inter...AIp.erica. Committee refar-flung activities of the Seven Year ported to the COhv"'$9n through its
Plan, resulting in victory. How the Chairman, Sr. OctaVIO lllescas, and
Mrs. Stewart W.
Guardian inspires us to live in the its Secretary,
flow of Baha'i history; how heavenly French, the former joyously greetarmies subdue the denisons of earth ing and the latter relating and beamwith the brightness of divine love; ing, a spiritual victory long fought,
how barren wastes were first visited full of trials, but now gloriously won.
by itinerant teachers, attracting With the aid of a large map, there
soula who afterwards became con- was a thrilling recital of an epic
tacts for pioneer settlers; how ef- which moved to laughter and tears,
fective are labors that follow God's with all hailing the Divine Fire
own Plan; how great the collective a blaze over the West.,.n Hemisphere
capacity of the friends and how ef- and affecting the 'femotest parts.
fective in action; and no matter how Special acknowledgments were made
great the success now apparent. to Edna M. True for her invaluable
there must be no suspension of effort aid and advice regarding transportato consolidate the work and to build· tion and the settlement of pioneers.
new centers. The entire plan was A detailed account of these itinermade vivid by charts, by mention of aries and settlements appears in the
the names of itinerant workers, some Annual Report. The presentation of
still working, others promoted to this Committee was at once followed
the realms above, and by the pres- by
.entation of these workers and setTIw Latin-A.merican Ses.io"
As a graceful coUrtesy extended
tiers - as many as were present to the Convention, which showed the La tin-American honorary delesigns of great admiration for the ex- gates, of whom there were thirteen
traordinary sacrifices mentioned.. present~ they were invited to elect
Leaving home, friends, business, one of their number to preside as
coroforts and congenial surroundings Co-Chairman of the Convention. This
to augment the hosts of God in other selection was Dr. Edelberto Torres
cities, sets in motion influences that of Guatemala. whereupon'they held
are powerful. The inspiration of the a Latin-American· SEission before the
Dawn-Breakers and present concen- Convention, conducted in Spanish
ira tion upon thirteen hundred new but translated into English. This
proved to be one of' the most incities is now the absorbing task.
Cynthia Powell told an interesting teresting and engaging fea lures of
story of how Wllmington, Delaware, the week. In" reply to an expression
which at the eleventh hour lost its of thanks for their. presence, Dr.
Assembly status, retrieved it by in- Torres replied: "W!i! thank you for
viting inqnirers, long with them, to your expression. ofJ5t:flinks .. But we
join, which they readily did. Teach- would remind Y9Q, ·that our appearers more and more are promised. .ance here is due to your munifiThere lay concealed within the Ho- cence. Therefore we can prove. our
ly Veil and prepared for the service gratitude only by expressing our conof God a company of His chosen viction that the coming of the Cause
ones, who shall be manifested unto of Hispaniola-America is comparmen; who shall aid His Cause; who able to no event in history or in
shall be afraid of no one, thougfo the time; but only is it to be compared
entire human race rise up and war to that cosmic event which occurs
against them. These aT' tM ones when the returning sun touches a
who, before tM gaze of tM dwellers new sign of the zodiac. n (Expreson earth and the denisons of heav- sions of great approval)
Brazil sent greetings through its
en, shall arise an.d, shouting atO'lLd,
acclaim the name of the AlmigMy, delegate, Dr. Fernando Nova, who
and summon the children of .men paid feeling tribute to itinerant and
to tM path of God, the Ail-Giorious, pioneer teachers from the United
the All-Praised. Walk thou in their States who had come to them over
way, anq let no one dismay thee. the years.
Alfred Osborne of Panama was
Be of them whom the tumult of tM
world, however mu.ch it may agitate eloquent in a similar vein, eulogizing

the many teachers and asking
prayers and encouragement for the
strategically located zone and country in which conflicting stocks meet.
He especially expressed the hope
for a Bah .. 'l school.
Blanca Victoria Mejia, delegate
from .Nicaragua, reported thirty-two
Baba tis sending their greetiligs. She
was fulsome in praise of the itinerant teachers, etc.
.
Josephine Rodriquez brought loving greetings from Colombia and reported twenty-five Baha'ls and twenty-three students.
Jamaica reported through William
Mitchell, its first Bah .. 'i and delegate, who told a fascinating story
of how the Message reached himself,
apparently by accident, but through
the devotion of Dr. Malcolm IGng.
. He reported eleven Baha'is, and
teaching activities by which the Message was reaching all classes.
Eugenio Gines of Cuba, praised
the past and present pioneers and
reported seventeen believers. He
stressed the value of teaching. "Let
us not delay! Start today! Leave
nothing for tomorrow!" he averred.
From fifty to sixty are now studying
the teachings.
Carlos Vergara, Mexico City, was
joyful over a presence and atmosphere where religion is the cause of
unity, science and religion agree,
prejudices are removed and the
speech of love is uttered. Heroic
deeds of the past, among his countrymen, will be excelled in this Day
when the Light of Reality is penetrating all hearts.
Raul Contreras of Costa Rica, reported the growth of the Cause during four years, since two pioneer
settlers came to them. There are
now two Spiritual Assemblies. He
brought a message from gra tefni
'hearts and was grateful to be its
bearer. A prayer in Portuguese
closed this session, impressive by
the . fine bearing of its delegates
their .sincerity, grasp of spiritual va~
·ues, joyousness and zeal in spreading
the Message. The Cause is winDing
people of capacity.
A considerable time was given by
them to consultation over· LatinAmerican problems which vary in
the different countries. There was
also a prayer for the late May
Maxwell who was reported as the
Mother of teaching service among
the La tins, from her work in Paris
and Canada, crowned by her
martyrdom in South America.
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A committee consisting of Mrs.
Ella G. Cooper, .Rowland Estall, Hon.
or Kemptoo, Rafi Mottahedeh, Alfred Osborne and Ali Kuli Khan,
appointed to send on behalf of the
Convention, a IIlessage to the Guard..
ian, reported the following, which

was sent:
"Fifteen hundred Baha'is, thronging auditorium of consecrated House
of· Worship, exalted to heaven of

reverence at privilege of beholding
the likeness of His Holiness the Bab
and approaching the relic of His
Sacred Person, gratefully testify we
owe to you our sublime opportunity
to participate in glOrious consummation
First
Baha'i
Centuryt
achieVed by unity created through
Guardianship, the Master's final
blessing to the Baha'i world."

The Eieclion
Election of the National Spiritual
Assembly, set by the agenda for the
middle of the convention, proceeded, following the instructions of
readings and prayers from Baba'i
Administration. Those reported by
the tellers, who did their work quite
expeditiously, were later reported
organized as follows:
George O. Latimer, Chairman
Allen B. McDaniel, Vice Chairman
Horace Holley, Secretary
Louis G. Gregory, Recording
Secretary.
Roy C. Wilhelm, Treasurer
Dorothy Baker
Amelia E. Collins
Philip G. Sprague

Leroy loas

,

The delegates from Chili and
Ecuador, delay,e4 i~v-,:arrival, were
introduced..,..... .;,"
The chairman . stated that one of
the oldest churches in the United
States, First Church of Salem,
Massachusetts, 1629, recenUy included in its scbedule a sermon by
its pastor which bore the title: "A
Venture in True Catbolicity,n with
the explanation "This sermon will
be a tribute to our friends, the mem·
bers of the Bftltt'i Faith, which celebrates its -Centenary May 23."
Salem is to be felicitated upon
showing such wonderful advance..ment during the centuries.

The M eeling oJ Two Sig,..
Variable weather followed the
week. At one time rain, poetically
called "the angel of the sea" and a
sign of bounty, descended in abundance. On one such occasion a beau·
tiful rainbow followed its wake. The
legend of the rainbow is that one
Who reaches its end will discover
boundless treasure. But as one ad·
vances the rainbow recedes, making
this attainment· impossible. But to
one moving lakeward along Linden
Avenue, at the rainbow's end appeared the Temple of God! Following the unvarying law of nature, the
rainbow receded as one advanced,
but in this case it left its precious
treasure behind!
Yes, there stood the Temple of
God, surpassing in wonder, sublim·
ity and- beauty·· all other structures;
a solace to the eyes and illumination
to hearts; a sanctuary for meditation and prayer; a sign of the saeri-

fices o~ devotees in many lands; an
object lesson to seekers after truth,
impressing its lesson by day, floodlighted by night as illustrative of
its continuity of service, filled to
overflowing with the' temples of
souls who ·renect the varied beauty
of the new creation; a channel for
the flow of mysterious powers which
transform the earth with the new
creation, and like the - welcommg
Hand of Providence to all who seek
release from the deepening shadows
of earth. All hail its dedication.
Was the meeting of these two
heavenly signs, the rainbow symbolizing promise and hope and the
Temple expressing assurance and
fulfillment, but an accident? May
we not renect that both these wondrous phenomena are divine creations? Perhaps their meeting was
but another of the wondrous signs of
Divine Favor.
The weather was 'favorable to the
battery of cameras and Kodaks
which took many pictures of the
assembled friends and those seen
all turned out well, faces showing
happiness, contentment and peace.

A. ..embly Development
This important phase of Baha'i administration brought an interesting
discussion to which members at the
Committee and a number of delegates made contributions. This work
has a growing interest and value
with the rapid expansion of the
Faith. The Chairman of this Committee, Dorothy Baker, brought out
that Assemblies must consider their
relationships to each other, to the
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National, to the Guardian, to its
own community and to the various
committees appointed by the National Assembly and by themselves. As
miniature Houses of Justice, they
should uphold the right of the individual member of the Assembly and

community to free expression. The
local Assembly gives impetus and
intelligent direction. Each member
should realize his resPonsibility to
the whole. Be warned against reflecting local and sectional jealousies and try to think in terms of
world values and economies. Other
contributionS were the impressive
reading from Page 133 of "Bah;' 'I
Administration"; the duty of sustained effort in teaching; striving
for a unity, not of inaction or indifference, but one of principle
and activity. Differences of detail
may not be harmful. As Baha'is
are chosen instrumeo!. of God they
cannot rid themselves of each other.
To do so will only be postponing. a
test which later must be met. As
far as pOSSible, put everybody to
work. Attract new people with advanced ideas. Keep out of ruts.

Youth
Robert L. Gulick, Jr., reported the
Youth Banquet to the Convention.
Those attending were from thirtyeight states, five provinces, Persia
and a number of Latin American
countries. A Nipponese youth was
also among them. Eloquent pleas
were made for their encouragement.
Out of a bevy of Persian youth receotly come to this country for education, five attended the Convention.
They were introduced by Ali Kuli
Khan as scions of some of the noblest families, some of their ancestors
having been martyrs in the Faith.
They were mos," cordially received
and Hushang J avid, their spokesman said: "Allab-u-AbM.! It gives
US great happiness to be here among
our sisters and brothers of all this
hemisphere. When we left 1'ihritn
we were asked to be bearers of
loving greeting from the Baha'is of
our home city, and felicitations on
the completion of the Seven Year
Plan and the historic Temple. You
have worked long and hard for this
and we hope from now on to join
hands with the Baha'is the world
over in completion of the next step
in the progress of the Cause of God/'

Radio
Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh spoke
for the Radio Committee, perhaps

referred to in prophecie s as I 'the her constant travels was given the
angel pouring his spirit upon the status of isolated believer. She was
air." This work is proving a very by vote invited to address the Coneffective way both of advertising the vention. She said in part: 4jFellow
Cause and attracting attendance at Baha'is, this is more than a pleasmeetings in various cities. Advice ure. It is a miracle that I am par-against the controversial was given ticipa ting with you in discussing
and a wise and dignified approach such important matters. r contacted
recommended. Also the advice of two deoominations and a parliament
the Guardian to use the word of religions before I met Julia Gold"Baha'i" as often as possible" so that man, Baha'i, who sowed this seed
the public will get used to it and in my heart. While convalescent
know that the Faith exists.
from a flying crash, my life was
Do not follow the hours and times given me for service to God. Julia
used by the churches, a custom now took me under her wing. I saw God
growing very unpopular. Many sta- vaguely; then more clearly, through
tions have cut them off entirely. Im- the Baha'i Faith. Then came the
press with something new and dif- ba ttie of Hongkong where all shared
fereot. It is eocouraging to know in a corqmon danger and hungerthat two radio stations have recently forced to live the oneness of manasked for Baha'i scripts. New York kind. At length I secured a priority
stations are becoming increasingly to fly to America and how do I recooperative. It is estimated that mil- joice to be in this free country! C0nlions of people have listened to the ferring with Americans I have found
Ceotenary broadcasts. About sev- this country the best to execute the
enty-five broadcasts have been re- message of peace. I have beeo
ported to-date in forty-four states. blessed in meeting other Baha'Is. I
All scripts should be sent for approv- have been deeply impressed by the
al to the National Radio Committee. love and affection among Baha'is.
illustrative charts showed the vast China is well prepared by its sages
ramifiea tions of this service, the for the Baha'i Faith. My country
most universal way of prese~ting has had seven years of suffering.
the Teachings. There were two At times we have been so starved
broadcasts during the Convention as to be forced to eat human flesh.
week, one of whicli, on the oneness We are more than ready for the
of humanity, was from the Temple most great peace. We struggle to
and the other from the Hotel Stevens end all tyranny and oppression." She
at the final banquet, when several conclUded by reading some wonvery interesting speakers joined in. derM words of 'Abdu'l-Baha about
the Chinese people, their spiritual
"Contact.
capacity, their freedom from hypocMarguerite True reported for this risy; also expressed the hope that
committee, which contacts people great souls would rise to convey to
who are good prospects, by letter them the Great Message. "God
and pamphlet literature. Names are speed your work-, fellow American
.suggested to the Committee by its Baha'is."
members, the National Spiritual AsThe Convention listened with
sembly, College Speakers' Bureau,
deepest
interest to our Chinese sisthe National Teaching Committee,
ter whom perhaps God has raised
local Assemblies and individuals. A
up 10 enlighten and save a great
variety at prominent people are thus
harvest of souls.
accosted. People in the armed
Out of two hundred peace plans
forces, both men and women, are
read,
she found the Bah .. 'i Plan
thus included. Many show a growing interest and express thanks for the best. She is eager to teach and
literature. Dr. Lenore Morris told obtained counsel as to a wise proan interesting story about a contact cedure. She also exchanged meswith the daughter of the late Presi- sages with the Guardian during the
dent Wilson who was much inter- Convention period.
ested in a Tablet pertaining to her
Schools
father.
The printed program of Green
China
Acre, outlining an eight weeks'
Hilda Yen, aviatrix and. lecturer, session beginning July 10, and exa distinguished Chinese lady, sought tending to September 3, was ciropportunity to. join the F ai th dur- culated, with invitations to all who
ing the Convention, and in view of can attend.
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Louhelen announced its tenta live
program with ils special appeal 10
youth.
Geyserville plaos 10 put special
emphasis upon the study of the
Guardian's latest book, "God Passes
By~"

The International School will
serve those who wish to enroll for
foreign teaching service. II has a
well prepared program of teaching
and entertainment for ten days in
June.
Education will be a part of the
Canadian Conference, with Dr. Edris Rice-Wray and Harry Ford as
teachers. It is to be held at Rice
Lake, Ontario.
The Child Education Committee
announced a new book now available
on this very important subject.
The Braille Committee gave an
interesting account of progress in
teaching those physically sightless.
Several young Baha'is appeared
in uniform, and one of them, T.
Lane Skelton of Louisiana, made an
earnest plea for teachings to the
armed forces.

PubUcily
Clarence Niss, for this Committee,
mentioned reams for the pre s s;
news in rotogravure sections from
glossy prints; also many clippings
sent the Guardian. Articles have also
appeared in the National Geographic Magazine. No statistics are yet
available as to the actual number
of Baha'ls in the world. More local
work to supplement· the National
publicity was urged. The "Pattern
fOl" Future Society"
and similar
publications are suggested as most
appealing for publicity releases.

Race lJnity
The past year bas recorded the
most progress in ra.ce unity since
this movement began. It bas been
growing very perceptibly in the outer world since the great war began,
which- the Guardian states "is at
Once a visitation from God and a
cleansing pTocess for aU mankind.
Its fires punish the perversity of tne

human race, and weld its component
parts into one organic, indivisible,
world-embracing community." This
affects all human relations as the
outward world unconsciously obeys
the mandate of God. It is amazing
to note what great changes have
come in a brief time.
In the Cause itself, where there is
conscious knowledge through the attraction of hearts, this has been the

banner year. Fifty-seven c e n t e r s
sent reports of race unity meetings
in response to the appeal of the National Spiritual Assembly. Work was
reported in the colleges, among the
American Indians, in the minority
press, and in contacts with the Eskimos both in Alaska and Seattle. In
the latter, a young Eskimo bas recently received a letter from Sheghi Effendi.
Miss Janet Whitenack gave an interesting report of contact with the
Eskimos in Alaska. The work of the
Chairman 1 George Washington, Elsie
Austin and others in colleges of both
races, has been especially outstanding. Of the bighest value has been
the preparation of the book, "Race
and Man/' which is a treasury of
scientific and spiritual values, compiled by the research, devotion and
spiritual insight of Maye H a r v e y
Gift and Alice. Simmons Cox. Its
perusal shatters idol worship and
its circulation is making many
friends for the Cause.
Perhaps more time might have
been spent upon a theme so inseparably connected with the nation's destiny. But in reflection, the Convention itself was the greatest demonstration of race unity that history
records, with so many traditionally
discordant elements melted into oneness by the attracting power of the
love of God. It was also the sign of
the unity of religions and none the
less, an index of world unity.
lrupiTing Message. From Alar
One of the brightest features of
the Convention is the spirit of unity
which connects those by distance
sundered far. The National Secretary sent the following message to
the National Spiritual Assemblies of
Persia, 'Iraq, Egypt, Britain, India,
and Australia; HAmerican Baha'is
send joyous felicitations century
celebration (of) Declaration (of the)
Bab (and) birth (of) 'Abdu'I-BaM
(and) dedication (of the) House of
Worship. Fervently striving (to)
assist universal expansion (of) Divine Faith (of) Baha'u'llith second
century."
•
A similar message was sent all
Latin American Baha'i centers, expressing the hope of realizing AlIAmerican Baha'i unity.
Responses came from the National
Spiritual Assemblies of Australia
and New Zealand, Great Britain,
Egypt-Sudan, 'Iraq and India. The
longest of these replies was from
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'Iraq, occupying three pages and
in eloquent terms stating admiration for the glorious achievements
of the American Baha'is with fervent hopes that theirs (the Americans') would be the means of
spreading the Great M e s sag e
throughout the earth.
The message from Great Britian
stated that the British Baha'is were
the only ones in Europe openly celebrating these joyouS days.
Costa Rica, San Salvador, Guatemala, Peru, Brazil, Chile, British C0lumbia, Seattle, Santa Rosa, Califomia; Boise, Idaho;
Honolulu,
T. H.; Anchorage, Alaska; Carmel,
California; San Francisc0 1 California; Miami, Florida, joined the
chorus.
The mes sage from Africa, to wit,
Cairo, Egypt, which wonderfullY
conveys the spirit and even in part
the letter of all these happy messages, follows: urn this blessed Centenary, terminating c e n t u r y of
Baha'u'llah, believers of Egypt-Sudan send warmest congratulatory
greetings. Verily, first Baha'I century records far-reaching activities
in spreading (the) Faith of Baha'u'llah (the) world over. enhancing
itS prestige. Your standard of activities, sacrifices for its consolidation,
and institutions crowned by completion of glorious Temple renders
America, once blessed by 'Abdu'lBaha, indeed (the) world hope and
(it) will remain (the) guidance to
future generations."
From the Board of Trade, Chicago,
came a cordial invitation to delegates and friends to see Chicago
from its observation tower.

Convention Closing
The Convention toward its closing
seemed to resolve itself into a great
appreciation league as joyousness
beamed from the faces of friends
and tongues waxed eloquent in expressions of heartfelt gratitude to
God and His loved ones who had
been so -unsparing of themselves in
efforts to serve. Praise and thanksgiving were like a mighty chorus.
For a full week were we not uplifted to the heaven of Godgiven
happiness 1 the only joy that is real,
with little or no sense of weariness
to our bodies? Then it was neces-sary to be let down again to earth
with its stem exactions and duties
and a greater responsibility to
share divine treasures with others.
The Baha'i World community ;s like
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an oasis, capable of spreading its
verdure and beauty to the vast desert of human hearts. The plan for
this week was perfect due to the
inspiration and directions from
Haifa. Their brilliant execution by
all who cooperated, may in Some
details have been different. But Who,
except one 1mowing all, can say better? The success of any Baha'i
is the joy of every Baha'i, while the
failure of one (perish the thought of
failure! ) can be but a caUSe of
grief to all.
The Convention closed with the
prayer written by the Guardian
many years ago and by his request
to be said for him:
"0 God! I pray that from now on,

Thou, the Beloved, may bestow upon
Shoghi Effendi, all the strength and
vigor that wiU enable him to pur.sue, over a long and unbroken period
of strenuous labOT, the supreme task
of achieving in collaboration with
the friends in every land, the speedy
triumph of the Cause of Bah,j'u'lId:h.....
The Convention resolutions will
appear in Baha'I News, supplemented with the actions of the National body. The public addresses
will be published and the public
meetings covered by a far a bier
pen. In bringing this sketchy narrative to a close, we are humbly
apologetic for its sheer inadequacy-at best a feeble and flickering reflection only, of the great
Light of Unity whose vibrations
made hearts rejOice. All who spoke
did so wisely, as each expression
was related to some ideal or activity of the Faith. There are, however, degrees in wiSdom; yet for
loyalty, to all be praise. No less to
the majority of the delegates, numbered amongst whom were not
wanting many with rare gifts and
graces, both of speech and action,
who yet chose silence save expressions by vote. Some awoke early to
pray. Two at least spent the entire
night of the Bab's memorial in
prayer. A tribute must go also to
the still greater number 01 loyal
friends who followed with eager interest all that passed. A thought too
for those held by enforced absence
and who at a distance observed in
reverance the wonders of the week.
And last but not least, homage to
that ethereal host of invisible heroes, the Dawn-Breakers 01 the East
and the Trail-Blazers of the West,
whose deeds and traces laid an im-
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perishable foundation for this monumental triumph. The Manifestation
says:"Your names aTe more famous
in the supreme Kingdom than aTe
well-known to your own selves."
In His Tablet to Ra'is, Minister to
the Sultan, Bahil'u'llilh also says:
"The beloved of God are those in
whom the Word of God taketh ef-

fect and who tasteth the sweemess
of commemoration, and upon Whom
the fragrance oj unity hath taken
hold in such wise that they separate
themselves from whosoever is upon
the earth and advance to the Face
with brilliant countenances; and
though they have committed that
which God never permittedJ yet God
pardoneth them as a favor on His
part. Verily He is the Pardoner, the
Merciful. The attraction of the Most
Powerful hath overpowered them in
such wise that it seized from theiT
hands the Teins of option, until they
ascended into the station of presence and disclosure before God, the
Precious, the Wise."
LOUIS G. GREGOnI
Convention Reporter

Community 01 the
Greatest Name
Three meetings were planned on
the Centenary program 10r the Community of the Greatest Name. The
first bore the above caption and its
idea was to bring the intimate matters of the Faith close to the hearts
of the friends.
Roy C. Wilhelm was chairman and
in his happy vein introduced this
historic occasion. Readings were the
Will a~d Testament of Baha'u'llah,
the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lBah", and writings of the Guardian.
Those who read were Mrs. Ella G.
Cooper, Mrs. Emogene Hoagg, Alfred Osborne, Siegfried Schopflocher, Eli Powlas, Ali Kuli Khan,
N. D., and Esteban C. Ley\on.
An inspiring address was made
by Mme. Laura Dreyfus-Barney, one
of the very early Baha'is, who spent
two years, 1902 to 1904, in 'Akka
at the time that 'Abdu'l-Baha Was
still a prisoner under the despotic
Turkish government and received
from Him, and translated into English, the Teachings in the volume
called "Some Answered Questions."
She expressed pleasure over the
signs of progress.
Edwin W. Mattoon, Chairman of
the National Archives Committee,
made and described exhibits of

photographs of the Wills and Testaments of Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'lBaha with Tablets and records from
the Archives, beautifully displayed
and very attractive. The moving picture film of 'Abdu'I-Bahit and another of Holy places in Palestine
were presented by Albert Windust
whose historical address, dealin~
with the evolution of the Faith from
the time it first reached America
was one of most absorblng interest
and great value. It is hoped that this
address will be published for general
circulation. It was given by one of
very, very few people who conJd
have given such information. It
dealt with Chicago, Kenosha, Wisconsin, in the very early days, and
later New York and Washington
D. C., which the Cause reached ~
paid a tribute to the early Baha'!~
who won imperishable renown for
their sacrificial work of translating
the Tablets, teaching, publication of
literature, etc., and who bore bravely the tests and were victorious
through the mighty coofirma tions of
pioneer days.
Edna M. True in fitting words
paid a tribute to those who were
believers prior to 1912 and presented
all who were present with a Centenary souvenir containing a photograph of the Master and a picture
of the Temple.
This meeting was extended to the
Sunday evening following, when a
number of the relics in the National
Archives were shown. These included a piece of tile from the pillar
on which Ibe Bab was suspended in
Tabriz at the time of His martyrdom; the Locks of Hair of Baha 'u'lIili presented to the American, believers by Shoghi Effendi, a coat of
Bahit'u'llah and a piece of wood from
the frame of the window of His
room in the prison of 'Akka, and an
4aba and fez of 'Abdu'I-Baha, rosary
and a scarf used by the Greatest
Holy Leaf.
The framed Tablets of the Divine Plan and the illuminated Tablet to the House of Justice in Chicago were hanging on the walls of
the Foundation Hall during t his
meeting.
The film of 'Abdu'I-Baha in New
York and the color films 01 the
Shrines and gardens at Bahii and
on Mount Carmel were shown again
for the benefit of many who had
been una hIe to see them on the pre-

vious evening.
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Mrs. Amelia Collins, who was entrusted with bringing the Locks of
Hair of Baha'u'-llah from the Holy
Land to Wilmette, spoke upon the
significance of this gift.
Mr. Charles Mason Remey presented a silver reliquary to the Archives, containing hair and some
particles of dried blood of Baha'u'llah.

Temple Dedication
This meeting wa s held on the main
fioor of the Temple on Monday, May
22, at 9:40 P.M. It consisted entirely of prayers and readings from
words of Baha'u'll3.h and 'Abdu'lBah;'. This program follows:
"All praise, 0 my God, be to Thee
· . . n_Baha'u'llab.

Reading: Anthony Selo
"0 concourse of erea tionl 0 people! Con~

strud edifices. . . in every city
in the Name of the Lord of Religion
· . _"-Balui'u'lliih.

"The century is great and the age belongeth to His Majesty. the Merci1u1
· . . "-'Abdu'l-BahA.
Reading: Edvard Lindstrom

"0 friends of 'Abdu'l-Bah~ and His cosharers and partners
. "-'Abdu'lBaM.
Reading: Harlan F. Ober.
"It is the power of God, the Divine Favor
of Ba.h3.'u'llAh which has drawn you
together. . ...- 'Abdu'l-BahB..
Reading: Paul E. Haney.
"Many a chilled heart, 0 my God, bath
been set ablaze. . ."-Baba 'u'Uah,
Reading: Charlotte Linfoot.

Commemoration of Ihe
Dedaralion of 1m, Brib
This most holy service, the most
impressive of the whole Convention
period, was set for two hours and
eleven minutes after sunset, May
22, 1944, exactly a century after
the Bab's Declaration. The program
follows:
"Say: God sufficeth all things above all
things . . . "-The Bab.
''The heavens declare the glory 01 God;
and the firmament sbeweth His handiwork. , ,"-psalm of David.
.• 'Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs
is the kingdom of heaven. ' ." -Jesus.

Readings: Olivia Kelsey .
• 'God.is the Light of the heavens and of
the earth.. ,"_Mul;Iammad.

Reading: Louis G. Gregory
•'This night, thiS very hour will, in the

days to come." The :sab.
"I am Ute Mystic Fane which the Hand
of Omnipotence bath reared . . ,"-The
Bib.
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"I am tile Primal Point from which have
been generated all created things
. ,"-The Bab.
Readings: Albert R. Wiodust.
"This is . . . the anniversary of the
Message and Declaration of His Holiness the Bab . . . "-'Abdu'l-BabA.

Reading: Honor Kempton.
"Praise be to Thee, 0 my God, that
Thou has revealed Thy favors and Thy
bounties. ' . "'-:"Baha'u'll8h.

Reading: Mary A. McClennen.
This night, this very hour, will~ in the
days to come, be celebrated as one 01 the
greatest and most significant ot all festivals. Render thanks to Gnd for having
graciously assisted you to attain your
heart's desire, and for having quaUed
from the sealed wine of His utterance.
-The B a b '

LoUIS

G. GREGORY

Flood-Lighting
The Temple
The Baha'i House of Worship in
Wilmette, Illinois, has frequently
been referred to as the Temple of
Light. This descriptive appellation
may have been inspired by the lacy
stone ornamental surfaces which refleet the sun rays in an ever
changing pattern, or the effect of
the light within the structure, whicb
is unique because the perforations
in the outer envelope of stone permit
the infiltration of the swilight.
The unique beauty of the structure
itself, standing above its surroundings, the inspiring sweep of lines
that delineate its majestic form, the
general theme of its graceful forms
that conceal its size, but which
stagger up to massive proportions,
call forth from all who see it, expressions of awe and wonder. It is
so utterly unlike the common concept of a building as to, at first,
seem almost unreal, yet it exerts a
singular power of attraction that
draws to its portals a steady stream
of visitors who seek almost involuntarily to enter and to learn its
meaning.
The simile of light and truth has
always been a part of the human
expression of religious concept. The
Teachings of the Prophets, the great
Founders of the world religions,
were commonly called the Light of
God. The use of light combined with
the structural elements of the Baha'i

House of Worship was a basic concept of its designer t hence the ornamental form which, because of the
deep carving of the surface, reveals
the ornament in deep relief, so that
the ever changing play of light and
shadow crea tes a form poem of
singular charm and impressiv.e
beauty.
As the sunlight moves over its surfaces from dawn to sunset, and as
it stands silhouetted against the ever
changing sky and the cloud pa Item,
it inspires ever neW feelings of wonderment and awe. Not, however, until at the time of the celebration of
the one hundredth anniversary of
the foundation of the Faith, when
the trustees undertook to make the
first experiment with artificial lighting of the exterior of the building,
was the truly exquisite ethereal
character of the whole structure revealed. The lighting installations
were only temporary and therefore
in no sense perfect. The equipment
used was only roughly adapted to
the purpose, yet the effect was simply
astounding.
A
feeling
01
unreality, of a building that was not
of the earth, but which seemed to be
a vision, overpowered every one. It
arrested the step of every person,
no one could walk past without stopping again and again to gaze at it.
The entire form glowed as though
made of luminous material and
there was a feeling of vibration that
seemed to make it alive.
The very fact that this effect could
be obtained by equipment so inadequate gives promise of a future development that may in .itself h<>:"0rne
most significant. In this experlment
it was found impossible to actually
illuminate the dome of the structure.
This was due partly to the nature of
the equipment found available in
this war period and to the curve of
the surfaces of the dome. There is
every reason to believe that this will
not prove to be an insolvable problem and one may be assured that
in the not too far distant future the
fully illumined House of Worship
will stand in the night as well as in
the day time: a powerful beacon to
guide mankind toward the Faith of
Baha'u'llah.
CARL ScHEFI'LEII
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IMPRESSIONS
OF THE CENTENARY
wires across, to bring the voices up
We went out early to the Temple, from Foundation Hall. A thousand
to register and then pray upstairs chairs had been set out, looking like
lDlder the Dome. The Baha'is in the a small, intimate circle in the vastTemple area were handling the Con- ness. I opened my Arabic prayer
vention crowds with the greatest of . book and chanted the Anta'I-KiLfi,
ease - an ease which meant that the virtoally untranslatable prayer
m"1lths of planning lay behind the with the refrain: Thou art the SuiCentenary week. The first thing we fieer, Thou art the Healer, Thou art
did was fill out ·printed cards with the Abider, 0 Thou Ahiding One.
our names, our home adresses. our Mterward, thinking of· the time and
the moment, I wondered whether
addresses duriog Convention.
The cards of Centenary Committee this particular prayer had ever· been
members sported long red badges chanted in the Temple before.
We went downstairs and what
with gold lettering, and those of delegates long blue badges. (It was a struck me in the setting here was
pleasure always to know whom you the blending of East and West: there
were addressing-an old friend, or were many light Persian rugs
a pioneer you had often read about around, in floral patterns; I saw
but never visualized, or a cherished three covering the speakers' table,
fellow committee member you had and another under it. A great rug
met only by mail. As one who has hung from the wall to either side of
lived in forced hypocrisy all through the platform, others covered the sublife, because of an inability to re- sidiary tables fianking the central
member names, I found Ihe Conven- one. Across the Hall, against an antion a great relief in this respect_) tique Persian cotton print, the Mas~
When we had registered, a friend ter's profile portrait gleamed like
and I climbed upstairs under the ivory.
Foundation Hall had been comDome. It was like walking up into
the next life. Whatever may be go- pletely renovated for the Convention,
ing on downstairs in Foundalion the rugs mothproofed, the walls and
Hall, or out along the highways, or arched ceiling painted a light cream.
in Chicago, or the world, it is al- Sunlight moves down from the glass
ways the same up under the Dome. opening in the ceiling; the carpeting
The interior of the Dome section is gray; the long drapes back of the
is not finished. I felt suddenly glad speakers' table are a mauve-beige,
to live in a time when it is not fin- very soothing. I saw a microphone
ished; to see it this way-perhaps to QD. the speakers' reading stand, and
work with others around the planet another placed before the platform,
to finish it. There it was over us, for the delegates to use. To either
all in bare, dove-grays; the per- side of the platform were potted
fect 'curve- and arch of line~. the palms and ferns, reaching perhaps
bone structure, all the more visible ten feet high.
for being unembellished. We leaned
There we all wer~Persia with
our heads back and looked, seem- her dreaming flower weaves and
ingly a· mile up, to the center of America with her microphones. ev~
the Dome. I was glad there would erything there, sheltered below the
never be any preaching here, to Dome together. And very ea sily and
drown out what the Temple is say- naturally, like a ship traveling down
ing. Light sunlight drifted in, miti- the ways, the Convention began.
gated by the tracery outside the
Something which I associate with
giass. Bird shadows flickered. The that first day is the great Convention
gold Greatest Name, above the Register, the gift of Mr. Charles Maarchway that points. across Lake son Remey. The Register, bound by
Michigan to •Akka, gleamed in the W. E. Jackson of Providence, R. I.,
gray light.
is made of rag ledger paper. OpenWe saw where sound experts had ing the book I was dazzled hy Mr,
rigged up loudspeakers and strung Remey's rich illumina Hons : the
1\Iay 19

gold and lavender borders of the
pages, the pale rose crosses in cir..
cles, the pale rose stars, the gold
and lavender nines_ No wonder that
our hands shook, later on during the
Convention, when we went to the
table where the Register was watched over by one of the Baha'is, and
wrote our names and addresses in
it with the black indelible ink Mr.
Remey had provided. The feeling
was general that we signed gratefully, but wondering why our names
happened to be inclnded there instead of other names-those of our
fellows who had not been able to
come.
Mr. Remey also told me, that first
day, of another gift he wa s presenting to the National Archives, to be
theirs until a future time, when a
Ma'!!!riqu'I-Adhkar will be built in
Washington, D.C.: he was hringing
them relics of Baha'u'll3.h, given him
twenty-two years ago in Haifa by
the Guardian. These are now, he
said, in a temporary silver reliquary?
but another is being designed to hold
them - a little engraved chasse,
made of gold from his departed
wife's 'jewels and accessories, from
her purses and necklaces.
This evening, when the first public
meeting of the Convention was held,
I was not able ·to be present; the
National Radio Corilmittee had arranged a broadcast involving Mr.
George La timer, Sr. Octa vio Illescas
and myself r over Chicago's local
NBC outlet. I managed, however, to
stay in Foundation Hall long enough
to hear the address of welcome given
by Mr. Harry C. Kinne, President
of the Wilmette Village Board. Mr.
Kinne said among other things: I
wouldn't like to be a public official
in a city where churches were nonexistent. ... When people ask me
Where's Wilmette? I tell them: if
you want to locate Wilmette, just
locate the Baha'i Temple. There's
where Wilmette is ....
Mr. Kinne added: You good people
are welcome. Please feel welcome.
And if you violate any little regulations or ordinances, please see Mr.
Wolff (The Village Manager) or myself (laughter) and we'll pardon you
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-because we know you wouldn't do
anything but what you'd think would
be all right.
The President was much applauded and naturally we all resolved to
live on our best behavior, at least
during Convention week in Wilmette.
Robert Gulick was good enough to
give me the notes he made of this
session, as follows: The familiar
melodies and harmonies of the Cesar
Franck Sympbony in 0 Minor recalled the words of Baba'u'llah that
music is a ladder whicb the soul
may ascend to heaven. The theme of
the evening was "The Universal
House of Worship." "Achieved Is the
Glorious Work" from Haydnfg HCreation" served as a fitting prelude to
this time of jubilee.
Allen B. McDaniel, member of the
National Spiritual Assembly, was
one of the engineers closely associated with the construction of the Tem~
pIe and it was evident that he was
technically as well as spiritually
qualified to preside at this Centennial
gathering. As 'Abdu'l-Baha's supplication for blessings upon the builders of this unique structure were
reverently read, the thoughts of hun-

dreds of Baha'is went back to the
patient and sacrificial endeavors of
the architect, Louis Bourgeois, and
to the thousands of friends throughout the world who gladly gave up
their goods that the Temple might
rise.
Foundation Hall was occupied
largely by guests and older Baha'is
while the rest ascended the stairs to
the first floor. It was an impressive
sight to view the world at twilight
from this sacred spot. Eacb door and
window opened on tree tops painted
in the pale green of spring. The
Tempie impressed itself on the souls
present as a sanctuary from the turmoil of a troubled world walking in
darkness because it has lost toucb
with God, and as the best promise.
of a united world. God's Holy Ark,
gracing the shore of Lake Michigan, resting on a firm foundation
that no tempest can shake, immune
to the whisperings of the followers
of the false gods of racialism and
nationalism.
Harry C. Kinne, President of the
Wilmette Village Board, acclaimed
the greatness of the Temple and
mentioned the esteem in which the

Baha'is are held locally. Later the
chairman remarked on the significance of the change from the time
when the Temple was called "that
thing" until the present when, in Ute
phraseology of the Village Board, it

has become "our Temple".
Mrs. Corinne True, who during the
uphill struggles of the early years
never allowed despondency to interfere with her resolve to expedite
work on the House of Worship, gave
an address based on the words of
the Master, "The most impOTtant
matter is to found a Temple."
The flood lights enhance the
beauty of the ornamentation. When
the lights come on in the Dome, the
interior changes to a fascinating t in·
trica te pa Itern of glass and steel.
Surely this Tempie of Light, this
lacy shelter covering the heart of
the continent, will have an increas·
ingly ennobling effect on American
civilization. "The real Temple is the
Word of God." This holy House of
Worship is the point of radiation of
the unifying light of God's Word. The
Gothic tracery with its stars and
crosses and symbols of many faiths,
glistening in almost incandescent
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splendor, bears luminous testimony
1hat "This is the changeiess Faith
of God, eternal in the past, eternal
.in the future."
The drama of the Temple, described by one of its leading actors,
seemed too great for any human
being to unfold: the humble, unheralded eHorts of a numerically
insignificant group to erect a truly
universal house of prayer. Profound
emotion underlined the words of the
speaker, Mrs. True, who was from
the beginning in the vanguard of the
struggle to establish a sanctified
place where sinc~re souls of all
races, classes, and creeds might
worship in complete freedom the
one God.
The guest speaker~ Earl Reed, explained some of the technical features of the building, indicating that
new methods and materials had to
be discovered in order to carry out
the ideas of the inspired a~chitect.
A. an example of attention to detail,
he mentioned the excellence of concrete casting to be noted in the steps
which are placed a half inch apart
for drainage purposes and to allow
for expansion. We heard of the
humble shopkeeper of India who
gave hi••leeping-m~t for the Temple

fund, a Baha'i successor of that widow who sacrificed her mite for the
spread of Christianity.
In this structure, functionalism
supplements the organic unification
of past architectural styles. The sky
has disappeared from view and the
stone lace has become snowy-white
and fairy-like. The intertwined
forms portray cosmic unity. Those
unfamiliar with" the world's religious
history are startled to find the Cross,
the Star of David, and the Swastika
in harmonious association.
The fine, shining wires of the
sound amplifying system looked like
harp strings waiting to hum with the
music of the spheres.
I would like to add here that we
experienced the greatest cordiality
from the citizens of Wilmette, the
. surrounding area and even into Chicago. They were friendly to us simply because we were Baha'is. Many
homes were opened to Convention
visitors, stores displayed Baha'i
books and Centenary placards and
worked long hours taking Care of the
crowds. The press was generous.
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Today I noticed that the Greatest
Name, framed in black, had been
suspended against the drapes behind

the speakers' platform. The flowers
had been changed, and this happened all through the sessions; today there were two great bowls of
them on the main table: yellow
daisies, purple lilacs, pink and
orange snapdragons. The a tmosphere of ease, of something preordained and running almost by
magic, continued today and throughout the entire Convention. So far as
I could discover, no serious mishaps
or hardships were experienced by
any of those who attended. That one
week will always be something set
apart in memory; it will be a time
when for once life was out of our
hands and ran smoothly.
This evening the prize seats-the
section immediately facing the center table-were roped oH. Gradually
they filled with Bah'; 'is who had been
in the Faith prior to 1912. (1 noticed,
however, that some of the younger
ones who were Bah&. 'is at that early
date felt the urge to sit elsewhere).
We knew these early believers were
to receive a special surprise and
that a moving picture would be
made of them. This session was primarily for Baha'is, and Foundation
Hall was jammed; it was a case of
Standing Room Only, with the
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Baha'i ushers polite but firm. At 8:00
otclock there was already an overflow of some hundred and twentyfive persons up under the Dome, who
could hear, but unfortunately not
see, the proceedings. I might say --in
passing that the Convention sessions
started prompUy, and the traditional
American Baha'i practice of arriving
late had to be abandoned throughout.
This was the session which the
Committee members referred to
among themselves as "Old Home
Evening". There was something
special about those people in the
frOnt section; those heads grown
white in the Faith. Those who, however the current generation, pushing
on this second century to the rims
of the planet, may overshadow
them-reared the Faith in America;
visited the Ma ster in His prison;
gathered to serve Him when He
came to the West; built this Dome
above us.
Like all Baha'i audiences, this one
was in constant motion, and far
from silent. The recorded musical
pro g ram-selections from Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, followed
by Richard Crooks singing "The
HolY City"-was coming over beau~
tifully.
Mr. Roy Wilhelm was in the chair
this evenirig and his first words were
the Master's: flATe you happy? You.
must be so happy that .I/our faces
will shine/~
. Mr. George Latimer welcomed
everyone on behalf of the Convention. He said; This is truly a gathering of the Community of the Most
Great Name, and 1 am sure that
the reinforcing spirit of our beloved
Master is here with us tonight.
Miss Edna True, chairman of the
Centenary Committee, spoke to us
on the changes that have taken place
since the Faith lirst came to this
hemisphere. She said: In the beginning only those souls with the keenest perception could discern the very
slight glimmerings of the dawn of
the sun of Baha'u'llah. They, a
mere handful 01 consecrated souls,
initiated most 01 those things which
we count today as our greatest
Baha'i blessings. Many here can remember when Mary Lesch literally
carried· the Publishing Society
around in her ample handbag ...
Miss True then announced that a
Centennial remembrance would be
presented to every Baha'i who had
been in the Faith before 1912. Quietly, girl ushers began to distribute

the large brown paper envelopes,
and everyone not in the roped-off
section craned to see what they
were-two
handsomely
mounted
photographs, the one on the right a
camera portrait of 'Abdu'I-Baha,
that on the left a· study of the
Temple, the two set in a gray folder bearing the inscription: "Baha'i
Centenary, 1844-1944," in blue.
Mr. Wilhelm, again in the chair,
drew laughter, especiaUy from the
reserVed. section, with his reference
to a newly-fledged preacher who had
delivered a sermon on ~ 'tile old ancient relics of antiquity". He went
on to describe the progress of the
Faith around the world, and paid a
tribute to the historic services of M.
and Mme. Hip pol y t e DreyfusBarney: Hippolyte has now crossed
the big river ... 'Abdu'I-Baha said,
could we have even it glimpse 01
even the next step we could scarcely
be kept in this world ... l nOW present you aU to Laura DreyfusBarney.
Mme Barney spoke with her usual
concentrated calm. Completely bilingual, she has a slight trace of
French accent. She said: Two
months ago I was hesitating whether
or not to attend the Convention. I
felt this to be a moment of rejoicing,
and I so attuned to the war-torn
world, because I have been so much
in Europe and the Far East, that I
would bring a note of sadness which
should not appear here. But Shoghi
Effendi wrote me that he wished me
to come to this Centenary gathering.
So here I am, in full appreciation of
what has been done. I felt I should
pay tribute here to the strength that
is growing from the Americas.
Though not an accredited delegate,
1 feel 1 can speak for France and
Switzerland and the other countries,
and greet you, and say they are
expecting much from this part of
the world.
We don't know what has happened
to many of our friends-Lydia Zamenhof and many others-or how
much Baha'i literature remains in
Europe-but we do know we can prepare to serve them. The second century opens up a vast field-the field
that has been trampled in all directions by this war ...
Of the book Some A nsw,red Questions, Mme. Barney told us: Some
Answered Questions, I feel, is everybody's book. When I saw the Master-a Prisoner in 'Akka, cut away
from much of the world-and saw
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how He dicta ted to His scribes, 1
asked Him whether it would be
feasible to have some talks written
down when He honored us by coming to take a meal with us, or sometimes in the early morning when we
were having tea ... We never knew
when we were going to have these
talks. It was after a heavy day of
visiting the poor or attending to
some very difficult and complicated
business that He would come, and
sit, and rest; and it was the thought
of you a11, and the thought that perhaps it would save Him the cost of
many Tablets, that gave me the
courage to ask, when I wanted to
remain silent.
The people that wrote it down
were the sons-in-law or the secretaries, Munir or Nur-i-Din. It would
be written very rapidly and copied
out. Again, I had to watch for opportunity when He wasn't too tired
or going away for something elsefor when He was rested, away He
went; and then He would complete
them-sometimes
three
linessometimes one word. And" when they
were as He wished them to be? He
would put on His seal-Ayn-Aynso that Some Answered Questions
is the same as a Tablet.
They say women are marvelous
smugglers; to get the book out of
'A.kk;1, I asked the secretaries to
copy the set twice; they did; I smuggled it out and brought it to Paris.
Hippolyte Dreyfus was so very helpful; it was in translating Some Answered Questions that we came to
understand how well we worked togather . . . Whenever 1 went back to
•Akka I would ask a little more,
add a new subject. The Master had
that wonderful patience in trying to
get a few words over; He would use
the Persian words that we understood, over and over. A Persian
scholar helped with the English
translation. HippoJyte Dreyfus did
the French.
I never felt quite at ease while
the original manuscript remained in
Paris, but I didn't do much about it
because my logic didn't tell me
which way 1 was to go. Then a
Persian woman was returning to see
her family in the East; I said: Will
you take these to Shoghi Effendi?
I included, with the manuscript, all
my Tablets and Mrs. Tewkesbury
Jackson's too, so that all these documents are in Shoghi Effendrs hands.
I wonder if it isn't that deeper sense
01 Guardianship that makes us turn
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to him when we don't know quite
what to do . • •
In Paris the Master liked to walk
in the gardens of the Trocadero.
When in 1937 there was a magnificent exhibition there-with all the
flags of the world floating in the
wind-I couldn't help seeing Him as
He had walked there years befO)'e ...
Be wanted us to go to Persia. We
went-a little group. I was most
anxious to visit Mah-Ku, that slab
of rock; it seemed absolutely cut
away from the rest of the world . . .
We are faced with a magnificent
future. . . We, the American hem..
isphere, are preparing ourselves to
aid this rest of the world-that we
will find ill-poverty-stricken-but
hopeful.
Mrs. Ella Goodall Cooper now
came to the platform. She said:
Dear friends, this is almost too
much happiness--to come here and
find an old-fashioned meeting .... The
old-timers knew what Mrs. Cooper
meant; for once, instead of the dust
and heat of labor, of nonstop effort
to establish the Faith, of distance
stretching thousands of miles between friends, the Baba'is could
pause and be together in the oldtime way.
Everything was very easy and natural, as if we were already together
in the world to come. I looked
across the many-colored audience,
and sawall the strains : NegroAmerican Indian-Semitic-Persian
-Far Eastern-Nordic-all tossed
together, and beyond them, across
the Ball, the Master's profile portrait, cameo-white.
Mrs. Emogene Boagg, California's
first Bah .... i, now read from 'Abelu'lBaha's words on the power of the
. Covenant; Emogene Hoagg, not at
all bowed down by her years of endless services-among the most notable being her typing of the Dawn
BreakeTs at the Guardian's direction. Ali-Kuli Khan, sent here by the
Master in 1901 a s the interpreter to
Mirza Abu'l-Fao;ll, read next; Mr.
Siegfried Schopflocher, the distinguished Canadian Baha'i, Mr. Alfred
Osborne, Panama's envoy to the
Convention, Mr. Eli Powlas, the
much applauded young American
Indian, and Cuba's popular delegate,
Sr. Eugenio Gines, were the other
readers tonight.
Mr. Edwin Mattoon spoke briefly
of the precious Tablets and relics
belonging to the National Archives
and now on exhibit in Foundation

Hall. Then the lights were dimmed, u'llab, an Exile and Prisoner, rag.
and all at once in the darkness, very ed the banner of world unity and
close at hand, we heard the voice of world justice, restated the spiritual
'Abdu'l-Baba. As we listened to ohliga tions of man to God in..
the recording, the moving picture separably joined the spiritual and
film of the Master wa s projected on the practical aspects of life. "God
a screen run up by technicians in moves in human hist"'1l. His hand
front of the speakers' platform, and is a bove aII things. A new order
Mr. Albert Windust guided us , founded on the oneness of humanitv •
through the Scenes with a few words is taking shape under the guidance
of explanation.
and pTotection of God." Mr. ChrisThe ·'Old Home" session ended tian closed with 'Abdu'I-Bah8.'s
with a showing of the new films sent words, twice repeated: "Behold the
by the Guardian especially for this portals which Bahci'u'lilih hath openevent: technicolor views of Baha'I ed unto You!"
holy places in Palestine, so lovely
Mrs. Bishop told the audience that
that one showing was not enough if they were convinced all knowledge
and they were presented again the belongs to the past, and that God
next evening.
is unable to speak today, then it
would be impossible for them to
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understand what Baha'is mean by
Arriving at the Sunday afternoon the oneness of religions. She said
meeting I fotlnd tp.at as usual, seat- that Bab .. 'u'llah had been received
ing priorities had been accorded to among all peoples with that devonon-Baba'is-this b e i n g 'standard tion accorded only a Prophet of God.
Baha'i practice-and the Bab.8.'is She told of the Tree of Revelation,
were being requested to go upstairs sprung out of Abrabam's posterity
and take seats under the Dome. The and including both Jesus and Mugreat Ball was already jammed. I]ammad; and of HGod.'s two Ian..
The ushers, members of many guages", the Semitic group and the
different races, were doing an eHi.. Aryan; and of how these elements
cient j9b of being firm with their were joined today in the respective
fellow·believers, who are rapidly manifestations of the Bab and Bah8.'learning that it's no use trying to u'll:lh.
sneak: past them.
Mrs. Bishop went on to speak 01
Glancing over the audience, I the swans she had seen in the moat
thought it was the sort of gathering around an English cathedral; whenthat would please 'Abdu'I-Baha, be- ever a bell was rung, the swans
cause so many varieties of the hu- would flock together to be fed. In
man race were.· represented. The the same way, she said, the masses
atmosphere was
extraordinarily react to the repetition of certain
happy and the Bach recordings were words, certain stimuli. This has hapcoming over well. I was there only pened in religion as well as elseon sufferance, having used the plea where: through constant repetition
that I had to take notes on the meet- of certain words a mass action is
ing.
brought about; such words inflame
Then the speakers mounted the but do not enlighten; it is the words
platform: Mr. Kenneth Christian, of the Prophet that enlighten.
The audience listened with comand Mrs. Charles Bishop. Mr. Philip
Sprague was in the chair. Welcom- plete attention and at the close
ing the audience, he told them: This there was prolonged applause.
is a particularly happy time for those
This evening a meeting was held
of us who. call ourselves Baha'is, be- in Foundation Hall for the Bw',s;
cause we are celebrating the one at which time Mr. Remey presented
hundredth anniversary of our Faith the relics already referred to, and
and the completion of what the Mrs. Amelia Collins told of the
Guardian of our Faith called the Guardian's gift to the American ArSeven Year Plan-a goal which had chives-the Locks of Baha'u'll3.h's
to be reached by the close of the Bair-reading from the words of
first century.
Bahe. 'u'llah as transcribed around
You will be able to read elsewhere the Locks. Members of the Archives
the things tha t they said from the Committee described relics of the
platform today. Mr. Christian show- Bab, Baha'u'llah, the Master and
ed how, at a time when the world Bahiyyih Khanum, these sacred obwas concerned with local problems, jects being on view in three display
local needs, local aspirations, Baba' .. cases.
J
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the great Baha'i gathering up under
Last night when we came out of the Dome, when we dedicated the
the Tent after the Youth Banquet, Ma!illriqu'l-Adbkar and commemoWe stepped into mist. The Temple rated the Declaration of the Bab.
seemed to be floating away, the
Mr. George Latimer, chairman of
lights from it streaming away in the the public meeting, first introduced
wind and mist. Street lamps blurr- Mrs. Dorothy Baker, who spoke on
ing, wet branches shifting and glis- "Religion returns to Mankind u . She
tening, and the Temple floating up told of the Prophets, who restore
there above us in the mist.
that contact with God that is the
The Baha'i House of Worship does supreme passion of humanity; of the
not look like the pictures taken of it, Prophet, who is a Man alone against
or like the models· that have been the world. She emphasized the
widely exhibited. They are heavy stream of progressive revelation,
and static, while the Temple itself speaking of Judaism, Christianity,
is fragile and light; it almost drifts; Islam and the other Faiths, and endit seems only to have settled, the ed: The words of the Bah are dediway a butterfly will settle. It sym- cated to all who are gathered in this
bolizes a religion utterly unlike any- commemorative pIa c e: .~ Enter
thing humanity had in the past. For therein in peace, secure/'
centuries, the West has worshipped
Dr. Harry Allen Overstreet, guest
in vault-like places, crowded with speaker of the evening, then adstatues and pictures; and while the dressed us on "Getting Ready for
mosques, in my view, have been less World Peace". He told us: You celeobstructive to the searching mind, brate a great event-the founding of
because they run with fountains and a new kind of Faith ... The urge to
sunlight and are empty of images- peace is upon us all ... the difficulty
still they are exclusive, and shut the lies in the curious confusion of our
non~be1iever out.
minds-we also want other things,
Now here is the Temple, welcom- We've got to get our minds ready
ing you with its nine portals, no mat· for peace, , ..
peace can come
ter who you are, atheist or faithful, save out of the utter unity of the
sinner or saint; no matter which world . .. . The world civil war is beway you turn. You cannot help en- ing waged between two kinds of
tering-there is no wall to keep you ideas; between those who want special privileges and those who want
away.
The National Assembly conceived privileges for everyone . .. . The new
the plan of having the Temple flood- world will be one of cultural generlighted throughout the Centennial. osity . . . we shall pass from cultural
They were fortunate in discovering, monism which is our occidental
in· these days of shortage, a man provincialism', to cultural pluralwho had bought equipment used for ism .. ..
this purpose at the Chicago World's
Mr. Horace Holley then spoke on
Fair in 1934. The problem of light- "The World in Transformation".
ing the Dome proved hard to solve This address, like the rest, will
but in the end the very difficulties be available in print, and my notes
resulted in new light effects. I had will do it no more justice than they
expected long Kiieg lights on the have the others. Among the things
order of a HollYWood opening; in- Mr. Holley told us were: For hUnstead, there was a white glowing, dreds of thousands of years, man's
an unfolding of radiance, a great daily routine required only a little
white-rose, white-petalled I i g h t thought; man worked in nature and
against the soft darkness.
nature gave man his daily bread.
You cannot write about the Temple Then came the great erupting force
in static adjectives, or still verbs; of scientific thought; by the impact
YOU have to use adjectives that sug- of science and technological indusgest color and motion, verbs prefer- tries the simplicity of life was comably in the active participle; be- pletely transformed. This change
cause the Temple always swings and involves every human being . ... We
moves, and that is why the models have seen ~ the rise of education as
and photographs do not resemhle it. a duty of the state.' We have seen
This was the night when we great dynasties and civilizations deentered the second century of our stroyed. We have seen submerged
Faith.
peoples arise and clamor for their
A public evening meeting wa s rights. . . . Our economic structure
held first, and followed at 9:40 by has been imperiled until a sense of
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worry and foreboding has descended
upon the average family .... It is too
late to retire into some beautiful
dream . . . . The past has been destroyed, the present is in turmOil, the
future is hidden behind a cloud. Description of a- problem, if it leaves
the problem, is a luxury we cannot
afford. If you are sick, you don't
want a microbe by microbe description of the siclmess; you want a diagnosis, but only to produce healing.
(The speaker quoted here from the
words of Balui'u'llah: "The AIl-

Knowing Physician hath His finger
on the pulse Of mankind. . . .") The
abyss into which we have fallen
spiritually is individualism. People
do not unite in their personalities,
but they unite when they agree on
certain fundamental truths .... Religion is the society-huilding powerthe release of. a spirit which enters
into the minds and souls of human
beings and evokes from them their
latent and undeveloped powers.
When these powers are evoked from
human beings, they possess the basis of a civilization. Civilization perishes hy the misuse of the human
powers. We cannot- of ourselves return into the spiritual light .... Those
who accept the Bab accept all the
Manifestations of God. Entering into
the common experience of sharing
one God is the hasis of all civilizations. . . . The Bab created the founda tion of a world consciousness. The
great proof of a religion is its power
to create a community .... Peace is
not a human theory; peace is not
even a desperate human need; peace
is a divine command .... The victory
has already been won.
After the public meeting, we
walked up the white path in the darkness, up the steps and through one
of the nine great p.ortals. The vast
space beneath the Dome was packed
with Baha'is. I wished the Guardian
could have been here to see 'them;
to see all these souls across the
earth, who have grown out of the
words that the Ba b spoke in iWiraz
a hundred years ago tonight.
We had been carefully instructed
in what we were to do: if downstairs, we were to hurry upstairs
and join the others under the Dome;
we were to make no sound while the
readings were going on, for they
were to be recorded. And no children
under twelve were to be present.
(It was wonderful to see how quickly
the
tiniest
youngsters
became
twelve.)
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Then a great silence and a voice
coming out of it: Anthony Seto reading ''1ill. praise, a my God, be to
Thee ... " The program of dedication
had begun. I looked behind me and
saw faces pressed against the glasspeople on the steps outside, peering
in and wondering. I can't explain
how happy the people inside were;
I had never felt an audience like
this.
A voice, reading; "0 friends of
Abdu'l-Baha ... " Paul Haney, reading "It is the power of God ... which
has drawn you together." Charlotte
Linfoot, reading "Many a chilled
heart, 0 my God, hath been set
ablaze . . . "
We heard a Psalm of David, and
the Beatitudes, read for us by Olivia
Kelsey; and the John Charles
Thomas recording of. the Lord's
Prayer. Now Louis G{"gory was repeating from the Qur'an: "God is
the light of the heavens and of the
earth . . ." The colors around us
were dove colors-light grays and
dull grays and tans. The segment of
the Dome that I could see was a
spidery web of ~ray geometric filaments and black panes. Mr. Gregory
closed with: "and unto God the final

return."

This must have been the moment
when we passed into the second century of the Bahil'i era, for a new
voice, Albert Windust's, began:
I 'This night,
this very hour will, in
the days to come, be celebrated as
one of the greatest and most significant of all festivals . . ." And then
the voice of Honor Kempton: "This
is the anniversary of the Messa ge
and Deciara tion of His Holiness the
Bab." Light ran along the sound
wires that had been strung across
under the Dome.
Mary McClennen was reading flI
yield Thee such thanks ... " A little
Negro boy-friend of mine slipped by
in a red leather jacket; his name is
Noel Grant, he can recite long passages from the Guardian's writings
by heart, and he has frequently confided to me that he is five. On this
evening of evenings, he was making
no tiniest sound.
Very
gradually,
through
the
strains of C'P arsual", the people
were rising and forming lines to look
at the holy relics of the Bab.
Then all of a sudden, standing
above the heads of the people, I
saw a lighted niche, arched like a
mil).rab in a mosque. I did not know
tha t a curtain had been snddeniy
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drawn aside. I saw only that there
was an arch of golden light where
there had been shadows before, and
that in its center was the Portrait,
sharply defined in its frame.
The lines formed slowly; alter
each one had looked at the Face of
the Bab, he left by a porta1 of the
Temple; I could see the shadows
of the people moving on the great
Temple windows as they went.
At last we reached the palms that
stood on our side of the lighted alcove; its inner surfaces were covered with a hand-embroidered Persian
weave-a pale gold cloth with greenand-crimson velvet flowers across it.
r looked ahead, past Sa bet, in order
to see the Portrait longer, because
there could be only a glimpse. There
would be no time to watch for details. I only knew that I was to look
upon His Face, as the people in Persian streets had crowded and pushed
against their fellows to look upon it
long ago . . . A man stood on either
side of the Portrait, at a little distance, keeping watch.
And then I was looking into the
Face of the Bab. He seemed weary
and hard-pressed 'somehow, a Youth
made too old for His years by suffering. It was an expression I have
seen now and then.. on the faces of
His toiling followers. He seemed to
permit me to look at Him and I
loved Him at once and kissed the
green velvet sill under the Portrait,
and passed by without wanting to,
having spent my allotted time in
looking at His Face, and thus missing the smaller frame above the
Portrait, which I now know held the
bock of His Hair.
People were talking unobtrusively
as they streamed away in the darkness. Over the dark bridge, on the
Canal, r stopped and looked back.
Dark shapes went quietly by. There
was the lit Temple, rising above us.
And I felt, thinking of the Portrait
of the Bab being there-in this, His
setting-as if He had come home
somehow. And I felt relieved, as if
at last the peoples of the western
hemisphere could hear Him say, as
the first believer heard Him, long
ago in ~ir;3.z: H Enter therein in
peace, secu1'e."
May 23
,
The velvet weave! used as a background for the Portrait of the Bab,
was made in the 16th century by
order of Shah 'Abbas of Persia. He
gave it as a gift to the Sul\an of
Turkey. Later, the Austrians cap-

lured it, and it eventually came into
the possession of the King of Saxony,
where it remained two hundred
years. The weave, from the Rafi
Mottahedeh collection, is one of a
pair; its mate belongs to the Metropolitan Museum in New York.
This afternoon we were allowed to
view the Portrait once more, this
time in Foundation Hall, where it
stood against a strip of soft green
vel vel (something the color of a Siyyid's belt faded by the Persian sun),
itself laid across the rugs covering
the central table; to either side of
the Portrait was a vaSe of white
lilacs, and beside each of these, a
smaller one of white roses; a loose
sprig of lilac lay casually before it,
as I have seen flowers lie on the
Shrine thresholds in Haifa.
The Portrait is set in a· narrow,
oval of gold-tone; the light green
mat has delicate gold rays radiating
from the center. This time I looked
above the Portrait and saw the
smaller frame, illuminated blue-andgold mat, and central glass-covered
section in which lies the delicate,
shining Lock of hair. I learned from
Mr. Mattoon that the illuminated designs surrounding the Portrait and
Lock, as well as the specifications
for carving the two frames, were
prepared in Haifa by Mr. Sutherland Maxwell.
And I thought that the Bab must
have seen us today, when He was
there alone in the prison, a waiting
His death, with His face swollen by
the stick of the 'larrasl,t.
He looked at each one of us as we
passed. One of the young Persian
students had given me this poem of
His, which He seemed to be saying:
thoe free birds at the D4nJen~
Know the deligh.ts oj the c!IP1"e.u
and TOal!FOT I have a b't/st with. the F6lUt1eT
And the pangs oj the S1t(I.1'e await
Me.

you~

r do not remember very much
about what happened this evening.
It was dedicated to "North America,
Citadel of Universal Peace." I sat
on the platform beside Mr. Rowland
Estall of Canada, and could see bits
of the audience between the ferns
on one hand and the speakers' read·
ing stand on the other.
Mr. Leroy loas, as chairman,
opened the session, and :Mr. Windust
described the progress of the Faith
in America up to 1912. Then my tum
came, and in spite of the difficulty
it was a bounty to speak His Name
in this Temple He Himself had
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founded, and to recall some of the
things that took place during His
dayS in the western world.
Marion Holley described the
growth of the American Baha'i community up to 1944, and Rowland
Estall closed with his address, now
publisbed in World Order Magazine:
"America and the Most Great
Peace."
May 2t
Mrs. Stuart French was chairman
of the Inter-America program, dedicated to the meeting of the Americas, and the recorded musical program featured South American festival music and the compositions of
Heitor Villa-Lobos.
Three of the talks which were
given this evening have since been
published, but the composite flavor of the evening, the fusion of the
Americas which we all felt tonight,
are delicate matters which will not
go easily into print.
Sr. Octavio Illescas of Peru told
us: "The religious heritage, the
known fervor and devotion of the
masses, in the La tin American nations will be the fertile soil on which
the seeds of the Baha'i Faith, a religion of action, a religion in which
service to humanity is worship of
God-will grow and bear rich
fruits."
The guest speaker, Mr. Philip
Leonard Green, pleased us with this
opening: "My first contact with the
ideals promoted by this world-wide
community of devoted men and
women came almost two decades
ago through the late Mary Hanford
Ford, who presented me with a
booklet entitled 'The World of 'AI>du'I·Baha.' Expecting to find in it
little more than an interesting explanation of Oriental mysticism, I
was overcome with surpris~ to read
not only the exposition of a philosophy which exalted international cooperation to the status of a religion
but which even made prophecies
with regard to inter-American developments, which have since become largely transformed into reality . . . . They came from the
lips of a Persian mystic who could
have had no special interest in singling out the Pan-American move.
ment for preferential mention. He
made them in 1912, during a period
when relations among the American
republics were rapidly deteriorating. The interview during w h i c h
these prophecies were promulgated
was reported in these words: 'So

he said there would be in the end
a United States of the World, as
compact as the present United
States of America.' When asked if
this change would appear suddenly,
he said, no, that it would arise first
in the western continent. The bond
between North and South America
would be greatly strengthened, he
declared, and later, the entire two
continents, including Mexico and
Canada, would grow so harmonious
that they would act upon all important questions like one country.
These words . . . point out in crystal-clear terms to Americans of the
South, Center and North, the cosmic mission which has bee n reserved for them if they can but
grasp its meaning and meet its requirements .. ,
Students of Inter-American relationshlps sbould not· fail to study
Mr. Green's talk, published in the
June issue of World Order.
Mrs. French called on Mrs. Edward Roscoe Mathews-who spoke
on the "Spirit of Inter-American
Fellowship." Mrs. Mathews visited
Central and South America in the
interests of the Faith as early as
1934. At that time there were no
Baha'is in Latin America. Today,
only ten years later, Baha'i centers
have beeo established in every Latin American repu bUc.
Mrs. Mathews told us of her experiences in the countries to the
South, and of the new friendship springing up across the Americas, where before, "love for a long
time had lain like pressed flowers
in our prayer books. H
May 25
The average person hates b a nquets, and I believe, rightly so. However, this one, celebrating the coming of the Faith to Chicago in 1894,
was different. This was not the sort
of banquet where you are imprisoned at a long table, with a
plate of cold food in front of you
which it is never the correct moment to eat-and for no reasonable
motive. This banquet was pleasurable and it made history.
I came in late and found the enormous hall jammed. with p e 0 pIe;
they were distributed at round
tables, each seating ten. The banquet photograph had already been
made. In the distance, under seven
great United States flags and
against a background of sbimmering silver drapes, stretched the
speakers' table.
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The Hotel Stevens had said they
would take as many of our delegates
and visitors as we sent them and
that race was not an issue.
Dr. Raymond Piper's address on
"The Religious Foundations of World
Unity" will be available in print,
but not the spirit with which he
gave it. As one who attended four
colleges, in which every professor
was either atheistic or watered-down
agnostic, I could hardly believe I
was hearing a public advocacy of
religious faith from the head of a
Philosophy Department. This address would make me a Baha'I, I
thought to mysell, were I not one
already; because, whatever the proponents of intellect versus heart,
or of heart versus intellect, may say,
it is certain that the combination is
unbeatable.
Everybody was happy. The Banquet seemed of importance to Chlcago, to the Americas, to humanity;
and we each took on a momentary
significance, reflected from it.
Miss Elsie Austin, the noted Negro
attorney, was the featured woman
speaker. Miss Austin spoke on "The
Social Basi. of World Unity". She
said to us: "There is no more realistic force in the world today than the
Baha ti Faith . . . . There is a great
difference between folk. who have the
means for unity, a·nd folk who have
the heart for unity . . . . Legislation
and pressures alone have never been
able to get at the inward fears, the
jealousies and animosities of men
. . . . The unity of mankind, in the
Baha'i Faith, is not only a spiritual
principle-it is also the basis of
a new social pattern . . . .
Miss Austin's talk received tremendous applause. Then suddenlY
radio people appeared with their
sound equipment, and We understood
from their haste that the timing was
very close; we were requested to be
silent; the experts went through
their usual unintelligible pantomime; then we were on the air, and
the announcer was saying: "Ballroom of the Stevens Hotel . . . Baha'i House of Worship, acclaimed
the world's most beautiful building
. . . delegates from aU over the
United States, Alaska, Hawaii, Central and South America . . . . "
The Baha'i opera star, Mr. Walter
Olitzki, baritone of the Metropolitan
Opera Co., sang "Where"er You
Walk", after which Mr. Osborne of
Panama, who is a University of Chi..
cago graduate and supervisor of
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schools in the Canal Zone, spoke for
all the Americas along these lines:
A pa Ilern of life ba sed on unity and
fellowship has actually been set up
and is being practised today by hundreds of thousands of believers . ...
The new world order is already in
existence in the Baha'i World Faith
. . . . For the past week, I have been
living in the world of God ... seeing
people of various races and backgrounds demonstrating that religion
is man's attitude toward God as re1Iected in his attitude toward his fellow man. . . . In the BaM', House
of Worship there is no dilference of
race, no difference of creed, no difference of class. . . . The highest
type of democracy was in evidence;
every delegate had the right to speak
out . . . the delegates working for
the welfare of the whole world community . • • and willing to alter
preconceived ideas in the light of
consultation. . • . I was thrilled to
see the spirit of true fellowship;
around the dining tables in the huge

tent, various groups-various languages . . . but complete understanding in the language of the
heart, Wlder the banner of the Baha'i Faith . . . • The photographs
show all the human varieties that
were present. Thet came not as
strangers but as members of one
loving Baha'i tamily, and that is
what it is to be a Bah,,'!. The Bah,,',
is already a citizen of the world.
Our loud applause was quickly cut
off by more pantomime, awl the
chairman, Mr. Windust, introduced
others to the radio audience. Miss
Austin said: "The Baha'i Centenary
has had a profound effect upon all
of us. The BaM'; Faith is that force
which is powerful enough to make
man ttun from old resentments . . .
Sr. LOpez, delegate from Ecuador,
spoke in Spanish and said of the
Faith in the West: "This seed was
sown On good soil; it is now bearing
fruit. To the North American Baha',s
is the glory of the first harvest, but
in the future, it will be for all the
Americas, both North and South
. . . ." Dr. Fernando Nova, delegate
from Bahia where he is the City physician, said: "I have seen a demonstration of the Faith which has been
an inspiration to me, and which will
be an inspiration to the people of
Brazil" . . . . Mr. Olitzki closed the
broadcast with the song "Our
Father".
We were off the air. The radio
people had vanished. Mr. Firuz
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Ka~im-Zadih of Persia called to the
platform, told us: Hln my travels I
have noted a great difference between Baha'i communities and the
others; it is this, that Baha'i communities are free of racial and other
prejudices. This is the only pattern
that can work. We have seen all
these delegates working in unity, as
part of one organism, destined to
change the Alnericas, and eventually the world."
Miss Hilda Yen, niece of Dr. Y. S.
Tsao of Shanghai, and widely known
speaker on world peace, who became a declared Baha'i during the
Centennial, said: "This is the Faith
that all the oppressed and warweary peoples of the world are seeking ... • The Baha'is really practice
what they preach: the oneness of
mankind, the true brotherhood of
man . . . • We have seen the colored
delegates, the white delegates, the

Oriental delegates, the South American delegates, all in unity. I was inspired. Here is real democracy. This
Centennial has been like a breath of
fresh air . . . . H
Here are memories, then, of our
first Centenary Convention, written
from the notes I made there. They
are only my selections. They omit a
great deal. They include details
which may be trivial but which
seemed important to me.
I hope that many who attended the
Centennial will set down their record of it. I hope posterity will accumulate the thousands of letters
which must have been written about
the whole episode. Those of us who
were present will never be quite the
same people again. But we cannot
tell much about it. We can only offer
a few symbols and tokens; here are
such symbols and tokens.
MARZIEll GAIL

Youth Banquet
The Youth had announced that
twenty-one would be the top age
limit for those attending, but raised
this to thirty when it was discovered
that even some members of the Banquet Committee were above twentyone. We found the tent spacious and
well-lighted; we had gold chairs to
sit on and our long tables were decorated with red geraniums in pots,
purple lilacs, yellow candles.
There were prayers, Johnnie Eichenauer reading in Spanish and then
in English, and Pari Zia Walrath repeating the one for "unity in the love
of God. . .throughout the world."
Johnnie called the seemingly endless
roll by countries, states, territories
and provinces; this was punctuated
with applause, laughter, and also
whistles when occasion demanded.
It developed that nine LatinAmerican countries, six provinces of
Canada, and thirty-two North American states were represented, in addition to which eight young men
were present from Persia .
As Master of Ceremonies, Johnnie
began to address the crowd bilingually, in Spanish and English. He
said: '"We all, I know, are grateful
to Baha'u'llith for having united us
under the banner of His world Faith.
We are going to show our gratefulness even more than we have in the
past, by spreading His teachings
far and wide. . .and by our actions

and deeds. . .(He then emphasized
the Guardian's instruction to the
Youth; to become thoroughiy steeped
in the Teachings, in order to be
ready for the tasks ahead). We're
used to saying: I don't have time;
but let's remember the purpose for
which We were created: to know
and love God; awl that the Intermediary in this day is Baha'u'IU,h; and
that our very first duty is to have a
knowledge of His Cause, and to render Him instant, exact, and complete
obedience. Do you agree with me?"
(Loud applause)
Various people were then called
on to describe youth activities at the
summer schools; Paul Pettitt chairman of the N ational Youth Committee, aroused special interest with his
account of work being done at Louhelen Ranch, iocluding the Dorothy
Gr af School (a kindergarten project
at Louhelen), the Winter SeSSion,
and the Louhelen Choir. Paul emphasized the Guardian's instructions
to the National Youth Committeethat they study the Teachings, in
order to be able to "heal the sick
souls and confused minds" of
humanity.
Johnnie asked who io the audience
planned to attend a summer school
this year and practicaUy everyone
rose.
Other youth then reported on their
pioneering activities - for many, I
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found, are already seasoned pioneers. Regina, Little Rock, Alberta,
Reno (this last reported by the
young Japanese secretary of the
Reno Assembly, Robert Imagire)
Laramie, Greensboro. I was especially moved by this last, since the
pioneers there are young Negro girls
who gave up a relatively uncomplicated life out West to settle in this
southern area. They spoke modestly
of what is an outstanding achievement: their establishment of a L0cal Spiritual Assembly. Eva told
how, although she herself had interrupted her college career to go pioneering, she found no difficulty in
addressing college audiences because of her study of the Teachings.
She closed with: "If you want adventure and a lot of fun and everything that youth desire, you have
that opportunity in pioneering. There
is no greater teaching opportunity
than in the South. Come and help
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to thank you for the long time you
have spent with myself."
Miss Jeanne Bolles spoke of Baha'i
youth she had met in various Latin
American cOWltries, including U ru·
guay, where Mr. Wilfrid Barton is
Ute pioneer, and shared with us ex·
cerPts from the leiters of RllQ.iyyih
Khanum, wife of the Guardian.
Robert Gulick was called on and
began: IISaludos amigos y amigas;
salamun alaykum; fellow-youth of
all ages.-" He spoke on tile importance of youth activities and won
applause with: "Very often the youth
know a whole lot more than most of
their elders are willing to concede..
I admire your enthusiasm; I like
the way you demonstrate the Baha'i
principles, such as this very meeting
which demonstrates the oneness of
the world of humanity ... You have
the most important place in the
Faith of God today."
Joel Marangella presented greet-

ings from the Baha'i youth in Puerto
Rico, his sister and brother·in-law t
Ayned and Lucien McComb, and told
of his life in the Army, where he
has served three years. Clement
Perry, also in the Service, agreed
with Joel that separation from fellow-believers ;s one of the great difficolties of Army life. Other service
men, Ansel Shurgast, Willis Sprattling and John Shurcliff told briefly
ot their experiences.
A letter to the Guardian, to be
signed by all the youth, rejoicing
with him on this occasion and acknowledging their responsibillty to
the Faith, was now read by Jessie
Perry. The session closed with RuI].u'llah ZargarPur chanting in Persian one of the Master's Tablets to
the Youth: "0 youth of 'Abdu 'IBaM: How long will yo be .till' How
long will 1/0 be mute '" Then they all
joined in singing the "Benediction."
MARZJEH GAIL

us out."
The young girl from Venezuela,
who first heard of the Faith four
months ago through Dorothy Baker,
said: "I decided to become a Baha'i
because I realized that a religion
which can make such wonderful pe<>pIe as you are must be a good reli·gion. tJ Johnnie told the audience:
"She has my help without even ask·
ing for it.1t
The youngest woman pioneer to
Latin America, "Winnie Lou" Baker
of Colombia, spoke of the community in Bogota; she said a knowledge
of Spanish was vital for pioneers
there; that secretarial knowledge for
women and engineering for men
were desirable. She told also of the
many translations of Baha'i litera·
ture which are beginning to app~ar
in Spanish.
The wind was blowing a gale under
the tent flaps. We had been sitting
there a long time-the Banquet developed eventually into a four-hour
session. I complained to Robert Gulick, my neighbor, of a pain in my
back. He replied that the discomforts would teach us older ones not
to come to Youth meetings.
Sr. Eugenio Gines told of the work
in Cuba and praised Miss Josephine
Kruka and the other pioneers there.
Dr. Fernando Nova of Bahia paid
a tribute to Miss Leonara Holsapple;
he was called back to the platform,
and asked to say a few words in
Portugese, and also something on
Brazil. In the end he said, "I want

Greetings From
Bahd'is of Other Lands
Australian and New Zealand BahA'Is
send affectionate greetings. Happy anniversary celebration centenary Baha'I
faith. Sincerest love and best wishes
dawn of second century.
Hilda Brooks
Adelaide, Australia
May 12, 1944
British Bah"'is send warmest greetings
at the dawn of the second Baha~
century.
British Bah"'ls only ones Europe openly
celebrating. Reaffirm solidarity Bah" 'i
world community. Rejoice liigns emer-

gence world order heralded Bab 1844.
Dorothy Ferraby
National Spiritual Assembly
of the Bah" 'i. of the British Isles
May 17, 1944
Deeply

appreciate

cable,

fervently

praying centenary celebration give unprecedented impetus consummation
America's spiritual mission, loving greet.
in9s.
Leonora Armstrong

Recife, Brazil
May 20, 1944

Baha~. India send heartiest centenary
greetings. Congratulate achievements
past century, supplicate greater ,ervices second century, jubilate witnessing

increasing evidences permanency prin-

ciples Baha'u'lIah's world order, heralded by Bab, May IS44.
Abbasally Butt
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Sah,,'ls of India and Burma
May 19, 1944
Bahn. 'Iraq behalf al believe... pr<>sent your blessed assembly warmest
heartiest greetings occasion centenary

celebration faith Bah,,'u1lah, which historical blessed occasion Bah,,'ls throughout world, celebrate solemnly. Friends
this country avail themselves this gloriou. apportunity ftrproaching wholeheart.dly towards exalted threshold,
Bahl' ullah, humbly implore for loya'
brother believers dear and beloved of
the master, sincere co-workers of the
Guardian, in United States, Canada.
confirmation in service of cherished
cause. Wi.hing them unprecedented
.oarlng triumph., beginning another
gloriou. century. They also pray fervent-
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Iy their success accomplishing realizing
hopes our Marier entruried their ca pable hands and profoundly sincere faith.
All eastern friends glorify your increasingly, progressive activities this pari
century, which will be remembered by
fulUra generations with extreme gratitude. Structure temple of light beautifying Lake Michigan, outstanding evi-

Sharing joy sacred birthday and momentous dedaration of new era with
you and Bolivian friends.
Bolivian Baha 'f.
la' Paz, Bolivia
May 22, 1944
Joyous greetings Baha'fs today with you

dence saerrfi'ce your community. com-

in spirit.

bined with perseverance and fortitude.
Centers established USA and Canada

Rio

Carol R_ Wood
de Janeiro, Brazil

through your conlistent endeavors. 'ex...

May 23, 1944

emplary submission ordinances, guid.-

beloved Guardia ......... nhance proof
of deeds constituting unqualified record
in wisdom rapidity establishing cause
throughout America. Your pioneering
emigration. estabr,shing faith Bah&'u'tJah, farthest regions globe, induding
your prominent international services,
are,,' beyond our praise. Appreciation
could only be adequately eulogized by
peerless pen our beloved Guardian. We
herald news expi!!lnsion scope your increasin9 international services faifh
Balla 'u 'Itah, beseech mast enthusiastically nearness complete fulfillment prophecies 'Abdul-Balla, y""r favour culance

minating

won

in

crowning

your

previous

'by grand victories for cause of
God throughout whole east. similarly
as you succeeded in remote parts west_
May Balla'u'liah ble .. youn.fforts. sustain your steps under providence our
beloved Guardian.
Kamil Abbas
National Spiritual Assembly
ofth. Baha'fs of 'Iraq
Baghd6d, 'Iraq
May 13, 1944

Baha'f appreciation and greetings. Pray
guidancot deliberations_ We celebrate
with you, four vital incidents realization
unity.
Marie Browne

Kingston, Jamaica. B.W_I.
May 23, 1944
Primer centenario glorios. fe
saludamos

rogando
Baha'i.

a

nermanos

prosperidad

Bah~'f

congregados

logro

unidad

Asamblea Baha'f Salvadorena.
San Salvador. EI Salvador
May 23, 1944

Agradecemos profunda mente vuestro
saludo.
Gerardo Vega, le.cret~rio.

Sa n Jose, Coria Ric.
May 19, 1944
Guatemala Balla 'f s return thanks your
message. Hearty greetings their brethren house of worship centenary celebration, praying unity all Americas. Baha'ullah's blessings.
Eugenio Aragon, Secretary
Guatemala City, Guatemala
May 20, 1944
loving centenary greetings.
Spiritual Assembly Bah,'fs
Lima. Peru
May 21, 1944
Fervent loving felicitations to all gathered sacred occasion of fulfillment
which promises realization Balla~' unity
Americas..

Marcia Steward
Punta Arenas
Magella..l, Cho1e
M,ay 19, 1944

In this blessed centenary terminating
century of Baha'u'ltah. believers Egypt,
Sudan send warmest congratulatory
greetings. Verily, first century records
far-reaching activities in spreading faith
of Bah,'u'ltah world over, enhancing its
preriige. Your standard activities, sacrifices for its consolidation and institutions crowned by completion of glorious
temple. render America, once blessed

by 'Abdu'I-Balla. indeed world hope,
and will remain guidance to future generations.
Bah.!i~

Mohamed Said
Bureau Abba..ia
Cairo, Egypt
May 19, 1944

A Group of Balui'i Students fro~ Penia 'Who Have Come
to AbleI'iea to Continue Their Studies.
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National Baha'i AII&emh1y and LatiD~Ameriun Representatives, July 9. 1944..

Special Session Held for
Latin-American Representatives
From July 9 to 15, 1944
The Latin American delegates who
could not get their transportation
matters arranged in time to get here
for the Centenary Convention were
extended an invitation by the National Spiritual Assembly to attend a
special centenary session held for
them from July 9th to the 16th, 1944.
It was an echo of the convention
which vibrated that same intense
spirit of unity, love and brotherhood
expressed amongst all the friends,
and that same profouhd reverence
and awe felt upon seeing the majesty
and beauty of the Temple and the
portrait of the Bab. Through the
careful and excellent planning of the

Centenary Committee and the kindness and hospitality of the friends
in the Temple area, this special session was a great success.
The honored guests were:
Sr. Salvador Tormo, Argentina
Srta. Clara Luz Montalvo. El Salvador
Sr. Eduardo Gonzalez Lopez, Ecuador
Sr. Esteban Canales Leyton, Chile
Sra, Isabel Tirado de Barreda, Peru
Dr. Manuel D. Berges Ch.. Dominican
Republic
8ra. Angela Ochoa Velasquez. Honduras.
Sr. Roque Centurion Miranda, Paraguay
SI". Raymond I. Betts, Peru
Dr. Fernando Nova. Brazil

The Sunday July 9th session was
opened with musical selections at
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12:45 p.m. in Foundation Hall in the
Temple, after which there were the
readings of prayers and writings in
commemoration of the Martyrdom
of the Bab. Then followed the showing of the portrait of the Bab, this
also in Foundation Hall. After the
friends were seated, the recording of the readings of the Centenary Commemoration meeting was
played.
At 3:30 p.m. the public· meeting
was held in Foundation Hall. The
speaker was Mrs. Dorothy. Baker,
on the sub) ect If A Message for the
Americas". Mr. Philip Sprague acted as chairman.
Immediately after the public meeting, the delegates met with the
National Spiritual Assembly at the
l;Ia;ira tu'l-Quds.
At 6 p.m. there was a buffet supper and reception in the Temple.
with invitation to the Bahit'i friends
in the Temple area. At 7:45 an evening program was held in Foundation Hall. Mr. Allen B. McDaniel
acted as chairman. The Latin American representatives were extended
a formal greeting and presented with
the Centenary souvenir pictures of
•Abdu'l-Baha and of the Temple. The
speakers were Mrs. Corinne True,
subject: "History of the Temple";
Mr. Carl Scheffler, subject: "History of the North American Community"; Mrs. Margery McCormick,
subject: "The Second Baha'i Century". Following this was the playing of the record of 'Abdu'l-BahA's
voice, the showing of the film of
'Abdu'l-Baha in America in 1912, and
the colored films of the Holy Shrines
and the gardens of Mt. CaQllel. Explanatory comments about the Holy
Shrines and the gardens were made
by Miss Jeanne Bolles while the film
was being shown. All addresses of
the evening were translated into
Spanish. After the evening meeting,
the Latin American representatives
and pioneers were again permitted
to see the portrait of the Bab and a
display of the sacred documents in
the archives room.
Monday, July 10, 1944--Pictures of
the delegates were taken with the
National Spiritual Assembly. In th~
afternoon, a meeting of the delegates
with Miss Edna True, Miss Gwenn
Sholtis and Mrs. Gayle Woolson was
held to review the votes made by
the National Spiritual Assembly in
regard to the Latin American teaching work, based on the consultation
had by the Latin American delegates
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and the National Spiritual Assembly at convention. This meeting was
held in preparation for the meeting
to be held with the National Spiritual Assembly the following day so
as to avoid repetition and to give
these delegates an idea of what was
already taken up with the National
Spiritual Assembly by the delega les
who attended the convention.
At 6 p.m., the delegates were
guests of the Wilmette Community
at a picnic supper held on the beach.
Mter the supper the friends ga thered together on the Lake Michigan
beach sands and the Latin American friends gave informal talks
about their countries and their jcy
and gratitude felt upon being here.
Tuesday, July 11 - Consultation
and luncheon with the National Spiritual Assembly at the ~a~lratu'l
Quds.
pinner guests of the Chicago Spiritual Assembly, then attended evenicg meeting at the Chicago Center
with the Community. The delegates
were each icvited to speak.
Wednesday, July 12 - Consultation
was continued with the National
Spiritual Assembly ic the afternoon.
In the evening, the Nineteen Day
Feast -was attended with the Wilmette Community in the Temple.
Some Persian friends who had recently arrived to the United States
also attended. These friends. had
celebrated the Centenary Commemoration ic India, and Dr. F. Asgharzadeh who had brought with him
nice Centenary badges used at the
Convention at India, gave one to
each of the nine La tin American
representatives present. He also told
of his recent visit with the Guardian.
Thursday, July 13 - Trip to Milwaukee as guests of the Milwaukee,
Wauwatosa, Whitefish Bay and
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Shorewood Communities. The
friends were met by Mrs. Devah
Ingold, Mr. Clarence Niss and son,
Hamilton, at the station and taken
on a sight-seeing tour on their way
to the lake home of Mr. and Mrs.
Niss where the frieuds spent a large
part of the day. Later in the afternoon, all went to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Haua, after
which the supper given at the Milwaukee Center. in collaboration of
the four neighbor communities, was
attended. After the supper, the Nineteen Day Feast program was held,
then the Latin American friends
were asked to speak. About one hundred persons were present.
Friday, July 14 - This day was
spent ic taking care of transportation matters and getting passports
ready for the return trip of the delegates. In spite of the many transportation obstacles, the efficient
handling of these problems by Edna
True resulted ic excellent arrangements to get the delegates comfortably off on their way to their respective countries without any delay,
even to the expressed amazement of
the Pan American Airways Office.
The kind and helpful assistance of
Mr. Mattoon was indispensable.
In the evening the delegates were
dinner guests of the Evanston Community and then an informal meeticg was held at the home of Miss
Virginia Russell. Mr. Carl Schemer
was requested to speak to the friends
about the early days of the establishment of the Cause ic North
America.

Saturday, July 15 - Latin American friends and pioneers with tile
Persian friends were luncheon
guests of Miss Jeanne Bolles. In the
afternoon, the Pan American Union
meeting was attended. The imper.

tant contact made at this meeting
was their Washington representative
who asked for a report of the Bah8.'l
activities ic Latic America and of
the Centenary Convention. Hi. comment was that he did not know that
the Bahil'l Faith was carrying on its
activities on such a large scale.
At 6 p.m. the friends were dinoer
guests of Mrs. Enos Barton.
Sunday, July 16, Latin American,
North American and Persian friend.
were luncheon guests of Dr. Edris
Rice-Wray.
The Public meeting at the Temple
was attended in the afternoon. After
the meeting the friends were shown
the Sacred Relics ic the archives
room.

Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hassan who' gave a Persian dinner
for Latin American, North American
and Persian Bah .. 'is. Afterwards, the
moving pictures taken at the Convention were shown. This beautiful
oriental dinner and the seeing of the
Centenary Convention films, and the
union of the three Americas and Persia represented by the attending
friends was a befitting close of this
historic occasion.
The Latin American delegates
were deeply touched and expressed
their profound gratitude and appreciation for the kindness, hospitality
and generosity demonstrated by the
North American friends. They felt
that this experience has brought
about a greater spirit of unity
cementing the three Americas and
that their carrying back this new
fIre and wider vision will exert great
influence in their countries.
Mrs. Gayle Woolson served as In.
terpreter and hostess representing
the National Spiritual Assembly for
this session..
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The First Year of the Second Baha'i Century
MESSAGES FROM THE GUARDIAN
I rejoice in the success of the vitally needed, timely conference
with Latin American representa.
tives; greatly welcome the decisions
reached and the plans formulated.
The first year of the second Baha'i
century should witness the establishment of a Spiritual Assembly in
every remaining Republic and be
signalized by a steady increase in
the number of pioneers for both
Latin and North America; by a
further multiplication of groups, a
wider dissemination of Baha'i literature in both Spanish and Portu,
guese, closer relationships consolidating the communities and more
effective contact by these communities with the masses of the population and all races and classes. I am
ardently praying for mighty victories in every field as essential preliminary to the 'emergence of independent National Spiritual Assemblies and as indispensable prelude to
launching in other continents, soon
after the termination of the world
contlict, the second stage of the
momentous World Plan so intimately
associated by 'Abdu'l-Bahi! with the
future destinies of the illustrious
American Baha'i Community.
(signed) SROOHI RABBANI
July 17, 1944
The splendid and unique success
that bas attended the Centenary
celebrations so admirably conducted
by the American Baha'i community,
has befittingly crowned not only the
fifty year record of- services rendered by its valiant members, but
the labors associated with the entire
body of their fellow-workers in East
and West in the course of an entire
century. The consummation of the
Seven Year Plan, immortalizing the
fame of this

richly blessed com-

munity, set the seal of complete
spiritual triumph on these historic

celebrations. A memorable chapter
in the history of the Faith of
Baha 'u'llah in the West has been
closed. A new chapter is now
opening, a chapter which ere its
termination, must eclipse the most
shining victories won so heroically
by those who have so fearlessly
launched the first stage of the Great
Plan conceived by jAbdu'I-Bah8 for
the American believers. The prizes
won so painstakingly in both the
North and South American conti·
nents must be preserved at all costs.
A mighty impetus should, at bowever great a sacrifice, be lent to
the multiplication of Baha'i centers
in Latin America, to the expansion
of Baha'i literature. to the trans·
lation of the Baha'i sacred writings,
to the proclamation- of the verities
of the Faith to the masses, to the
strengthening of the bonds binding
the newly-fledged communities to
each other, and to the deepening of
the spiritual life of their members.
The task so marvelously initiated
in the Latin Republics must be
further consolidated ere the prosecutors of the World Plan bequeathed
by 'Abdu'I-BahO can embark on further stages, of still greater significan~, in their world teaching mis·
sion. The cessation of hostilities will
open before them fields of service
of tremendous fertility and undreamed-of magnitude. The advantages and opportunities these fields
will offer them cannot be exploited
unless and until the work to which
they have already set their hand in
the Western Hemisphere is sufficiently advanced and consolidated.
Time is pressing. The new tasks are
already beginning to loom on the
horizon. The work that still remains
to be accomplished. ere the next
stage is ushered -in is still considerable and exacting. I feel confident
that the American Baha'i commun-

ity will, as it has in the past, rise
to the occa sion and discharge its
bigh duties as befits the unique position it occupies.
(Signed) SROOHI
August 18, 1944

The following excerpts from the
same ietter were written by the
Guardian through his Secretary.
As you know, from his various
cabled messages, he has been
greatly rejoiced over the complete
triumph of the arduous Seven Year
Plan undertaken by the American
believers during a difficult period in
world events and carried forward
to a glorious conclusion in the very
teeth 01 the tempest of war which
has been raging for almost five of
the seven years of their heroic endeavor. To complete such a Plan
during times of peace and security
would in itself have been a great
achievement; but to have succeeded
during the darkest days of humanity's abasement and trial t is truly
little short of miraculous and must
forever attest the calibre of the faith
and loyalty which fills the hearts of
the members of the blessed American Baha'i community.
His hope and belief is that they
will not rest on their oars, but will,
their appetites whetted by their successes, carry on their great and
noble ta sits allotted to them by the
Center of the Covenant Himself.
The work that lies ahead 01 them
in the immediate future is clearly
defined: The great advantages won
for the Faith in the eyes of the public by the remarkable success of the
Centenary in Wilmette; the large attendance of believers. the presence
of gifted and devoted Central and
South American representatives of
newly established outposts of the
Faith, should be followed up by
teaching campaigns, wide publicity
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and as many radio broadcasts as
can be secured. A contact with the
masses has, for the first time, to all
intents and purposes, since 'Abdu'lBaha's visit, been made. and should
be vigorously maintained. Inside the
Bab,,'; Fold every effort must be
exerted to safeguard the newly established Assemblies and prevent
them from falling back into group
status again. In La tin America the
Assemblies must not only be maintained but new ones established in
the Republics which have not yet a
Baha'i administrative nucleus. Liter_
ature in Spanish and Portuguese
should be made available as speedily
as possible and disseminated far and
wide. Latin American and native Baha'is should, whenever qualified, be
urged and assisted to pioneer, to
travel and to teach in Central and
South America, thereby encouraging
them to gradually shoulder their own
responsibilities.
With such a triumph behind you
the Guardian feels confident you will
face these many tasks that lie ahead
with joy and his prayers will con.tanlly be offered on your behalf and for your inspiration and
guidance.
The final message received by the
National Spiritual Assembly is the
Guardian's reply to word sent him
from the September meeting that
the National As sembly is determined
to arise in unity with the National
Committees and the local Assemblies to preserve the prizes already
won and prepare to discharge the
greater responsibilities and tasks
which lie ahead:
Profoundly gratified, I greatly welcome the hoble determination of
Committees and Assemblies unitedly
to arise to preserve the prizes dearly
won and prepare themselves befittingly to discharge the mightier.
more glorious task ahead in the opening years of the second century.
(signed) SHomD RABBANI
September 24, 1944

Letters from the Guardian
to Individuals
The following excerpts from letters written by the Guardian through
his Secretary to individual Baha'is
are published with his consent:
He feels that, although your desire
to partake actively of the dangers
and miseries afflicting so many millions of people today, is natural, and
a noble impulse, there can be no
comparison between the value of Ba-

ha'i work and any other form of
service to humanity.
If the Baha'is could evaluate their
work properly they would see that,
whereas other forms of relief work
are superficial in character. alleviating the sufferings and ills of men
for a short time at best, the work
they are doing is to lay the foundation of a new spiritual Order in the
world founded on the Word of God,
operating according to the laws He
has laid down for this age, No
one else can do this work except
those who have fully realized the
meaning of the Message of BaM'u'llah, whereas almost any courageous, sincere person can engage
in relief work, etc.
The believers are building a refuge
for mankind. This is their supreme,
sacred task and they should devote
every moment they can to this ta sk.
-To Dagmar Dole, March 25, 1943.
Regarding the four and twenty eiders: The Master, in a Tablet, stated
that they were the Bab, the eighteen
Letters of the Living, and five others who would be known in the future. So far we do not know who
these five others are. - To Mrs.
George R. True, July 22, 1943.
If the believers could properly
evaluate the work they are doing
they would be astonished at its importance, but they are in the posiion
of not being able to see the forest
for the trees; they are too close to
it to realize its true import. - To
Mrs. Alice Dudley, May 3, 1943.
"The Hosts of His Testament" refers to those who are firm in the
Will and Testament of Baha.'u"llilh
and who defend and uphold it. -To
Mrs. Alice Dudley, April 18, 1941, in
answer to question a bout the meaning of this term used in the Will
and Testament of 'Abdu'I-Baha.
The word "cord" so often mentioned in the Teachings means both
the Faith itself and also the power
of the Faith which sustains those
who cling to it. - To Mrs. Alice
Dudley, April 18, 1941.
lltimately all the battle of life is
within the individual. No amount of
organization can solve the .inner
problems or produce or .prevent, as
the case may be, victory or failure
at a crucial moment. In such times
as these particularly, individuals are
torn by great forces at large in the
world, and we see some weak ones
strong, and strong ones fail-we can
only try, through loving advice, as
your Committee has done. to bring
about the act on the part of the be-

liever which will be for the highest
good of the Cause. Because obviously
something bad for the Cause cannot
be the highest good of the individual
Baha'i. - To Leroy loas, December
17, 1943.
Now is not the time for the friends
to seek to establish a Baha'i village;
they have definite tas~s confronting
them of the utmost importance and
urgency. and on these they should
concentrate their attention. Nor does
the Guardian feel that it is necessary for the friends to buy land at
this time. In the future) when they
have accomplished the goals set out
for them by the beloved Master Himself, they will be able to develop
more community proj eets, but now
such enterprises would merely dissipa te their strength which should all
be directed into the teaching work.
-To Mrs. Ethel Murray, March 26,
1942.

Baha'I News
HaN"i Nelli. is published by the
National Splritaal Asoembl,. of ....
Baha'is of the United Slale8 aDd
Canada .. the offidal DeWEl-leiter of
the Baha'i community. The tint issue
appeared In December, 1924.
On April 10, 1925, the Guardian
wrote: ·''"The News Letter which you
h.,ve lately initialed fulfiU!! • verT
vital function. • _ • I would Ul"ge you
to eolar.e its soe=ope • • • thaI in lime
it may devote a special sectiOD 10
every phase of ,.our activities, ad·
ministralive, devotional, humanilariao"
financial, education.at and otherwise.
"II should become a great facto)'
in promoting undenlandiuc, providin« information on Baha'i activily,
holh local and foreian, in stimulalina:
interest, in combating evil inftuenees,.
and in upholding and :!Iaiepardinc
!he in81itutiolUl of the Cau.se.'"
The eonleD.t8 indode: male rial mpplied by the National Spiritual As-&eDIbly, such a8 the Guanlian's me.
&age!l, the AAsembl,.'s letters and ita
ceneral statements and reporb; Committee plans which have been approved and authorized; Committee
neWlii reports of activities; annual :re-

from loeal AseembUes;. news
items from local Assemblies; acliviti.e!l

pOrl8

in regional areas as reported by or
through the National T eadtiq Com.
miltee; activities in Central and South
America as reported by the InterAmerica Comorlltee; news fJ'Om other
lands gathered from lbe bulletins of
the various National Assemblies; a
record of new enrollments and transfers; a reeord of deaths; photographs
of general Baha'i interesL
8oh.i'i NelliS q edited for the N.·
tional Spiritual AMemb1y by irs BabJi'i
News Committee: Horace Holley, Seeretary, Garreta Busey, Mable H. Paine.
Add:ress: Baha'i NeW! Committee, 536
Sheridan Road, Wilmene, Ill.
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Prayers to Be Read as
Revealed
Regarding your question as to the
changing of pronouns in Baha'i prayers: The Guardian does not ap·
prove of such- changes? either in the
specific prayers or in any others.
They should be read as printed without changing a single word.-shoghi
Effendi, through his Secretary, to
the National Spiritual Assembly
April 13, 1944.
(This excerpt was written in reply
to question frequently asked by believers, whether it is permissible to
change a prayer in order to suit he
immediate situation. For example,
to say Hwe" instead of "I," or "he"
instead of "she" etc.)

On Dissolutiou and Formation
of Local Assemblies
In connection with your Assem·
bly's two actions regarding the formation and dissolution of Spiritual
Assemblies: The Guardian approves
01 your first action, which he understands is only for this last year of
the first Baha'i Century, as, of
course, in the future Assemblies will
be formed only during the month of
April. As to the second action, however, any Assembly which is dissolved must immediately report to
the national secretary, who must always keep an up to date list of
Assemblies. Any dissolved Assembly
cannot be reconstituted until the
time of election in April. This is the
general principle which must be followed in the future. In this last year
of the Century, however, any Assembly that is dissolved may be reconstituted as soon as the number of
believers reverts to nine again.Shoghi Effendi, through his Secretary, to the National Spiritual assembly April 13, 1944.
(Written in reply to question of
procedure raised by the NSA in COD.nection with the special condition ex..
isting prior to the Centenary date
due to the Guardian's temporary
waiving of the regulation that Assem blies can only be elected or constituted on April 21.)

A New Baha'i Era Begins
Beloved Friends:
In the messages which have come
to us from the Guardian since the
Convention and Centenary, we re~
spond deeply and joyously to two
different but blended and inter·re-

Aerial: "iew of Baha'i Bouse of W onhip at Wilmette, IIhowiul itt 10000lion .t the eorner of Sberion Road and the eIInaL The Yaehl basin of Wilmette harbor appean at
the rq,h•• Wllmene publ.. park, bethinl" bead.; and Lake Mlehlpn Ira ..... the bacltKl'OUDd.

lated themes. Shoghi Effendi has ex·
pressed his satisfaction and gratitude for the successful completion
of aU three aspects of the Seven
Year Plan, and for the achievement
of so great a Centenary celebration.
At the same time he quickens Us
to awareness and capacity for the
greater tasks which lie before the
American Baha'i Community in
terms of the mission entrusted to
us by 'Abdu'I-Baha to spread the
Faith of Baha'u'Uah to the ends of
the earth.
The first year of the second Baha'i
century is the opening of a new era
for the Baha'is of North America,
associated now so closely with their
coworkers of Central and South
America and the isles of the Caribbean sea. We have entered a higher

class of the spiritual university, we
have been given a greater rank, we
live in a- world community and not
merely in that of our city. our state
or our nation.
Let us read and ponder these particular messages, for they not only
guide our steps 'of progress but release the power we require to become -so· mature, so t~reless, so effective in the prosecution of our Baha'I-affairs. We are to safeguard and
maintain all the Assemblies established in the new states and provinces; we are to multiply the num·
ber of Assemblies and the number
of groups; we are to bring the Faith
to the attention of the masses, not
merely to a few individuals; we are
to become better acquainted with
the other Eahs. 'is of our state or
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There are certain elements which
can and will contribute 10 the collective capacity of the American
Baha. 'i community this year. First
a sharing iii the spirit of intimat~
comradeship of all the national plans
and activities through regular communications in Baha'i News. Second
the employment of the National
Fund for appropriations distributed
as fairly as possible over all the
work. Third, every possible assistance in meeting the need for state
ministra tive body, as parts of one and province development as the
and the same spiritual entity and basis for the election of Convention
social organism charged with a holy delegates each year_ Fourth, enlargeand unique mission by the Mani- ment of Bahci'i News as may be refestation who came to save human- quired by the Baha'i News Commitity and give it the means of law, tee for reporting the activities made
order, unity, peace and knowledge known by National Committees and
of God_ No part of the BahS.'i body local Assemblies. Fifth, provision of
can be effective or joyous except by . large editions of teaching literature
unified and cooperative relationships so that the friends may distribute
with all other parts_ Each 'believer pamphlets at low cost.
must attain his own degree of conNali6luzl Fund
secration to realize his contribution
First let us share some very 00to the general unity, and the admin- portant facts about the National
imative order, which is the form Fund.
which the general spiritual unity
Certified Public Accountants have
is to take in the social world, must '.gone over our financial records for
in each of its vital institutions attain ·the period April 1, 1938 to February
and. preserve a true vision of order 29, 1944, and found them in order.
and activity as a whole. The function 'This brings the certification of the
entrusted to each Assembly, national accounts up to the end of the last
or local, is to be understood and dis- Baha'i fiscal year.
charged conscientiously, and each
From the report of the Centenary
Committee, national or regional, bas Committee we cite the following figits appointed field of action wherein ·ures of special expense incurred in
it carries responsibility for the en- this great undertaking.
tire Baha 7 i community. Whatever is
1. Improvements to Temple interaccomplished, by heroic individuals ior and grounds .......... $2,908.75
or by devoted and efficient Commit2. Centenary expense ...... 7,454.81
tees or by unified and experienced
· 3. Latin American representatives,
Assel1'lblies J we draw our capacity
. travel and living expense (in May
and inspiration from one and the
same common store. The Holy Spirit and also July) ............ $12,506.58
One additional item is the amount
surrounds us all alike. We have no
private hoards or special privileges provided to Canadian delegates in
of spiritual wealth. The Spirit flows American currency to make it pasthrough the individual and through · sible for them to attend the Conventhe organ and institution without tion and Centenary - $525.00_ This
stint (Jr discrimination in the mea .. amount was dona ted to the Canadian
Bah,,'i Fund by the delegates in
sure of the individual's capacity and Canadian
currency, so that this
~acrifice and in the measure of the
institution's uruty and devotion for transaction represents a transfer of
the fulfilment of its particular task . funds. rather than an appropriation
. In its luminous depths, the work or expense.
The Annual Budget for the current
of the Spirit is a mystery which each
Baha'I learns for himself. The Guard- year was reported in a circular letter
ian is its perfect universal expres~ issued early in J1.me. Its items insion for the worldwide community clude: Administration, $15,000.00;
at this time. Under his general North America Teaching, $30,000.00;
guidance the national and local work South America Teaching, $15,000;
requires faith, know ledge and cour- Temple Maintenance and Operation,
ageous energy on the part of all the $10,000.00; Purchase of Temple
Baha'is concerned. OUr work will Land, $10,000.00; Properties Mainnot be done for us but th Tough us tenance other than Templ,e, $10,000.00; Annual Convention, Public Pro.and with us by the higher Power.
province; we are to form Assem·
blies in seven more Latin American
Republics-and accomplish this during the present year, as necessary
foundation for· the international
teaching which both North and South
American believers are to undertake
as the tides of war recede and the
major problem of world order confronts a devastated mankind_
This year the National Spiritual
Assembly wishes to draw close 10
each individual believer and each ad-

gram and State Elections, $5,000.00;
Service Committees, Operating Expense and Activities, $15,000.00; Assembly Development Committee
$5,000.00; Contingent for Literature:
$5,000.00; Reserve, $5,000.00 - Total,
$125,000.00.
This total is less than that of the
Budgets adopted in recent years for
the achievement of the Seven Year
Plan. Nevertheless it calls for intense and constant devotion, and for
hearty cooperation on the part of
the local Assemblies, that each community may donate to the National
Fund every month.

A ••embly RoU
Up to the September meeting of
the National Spiritual Assembly, reports had been received of four local
Assemblies reduced to group status
since April 21, the date of the annual
elections: Jersey City
Newark
Huntington Park and St. Lambert:
Deaths and departures from the city
brought the number of believers below the minimum required to sustain
the institution.
This report is evidence of the fact
that zealous teachlng, ardor in study,
and unity in spirit is required to
maintain as well as establish a Baha'i community. To preserve what
we have we must .strive for more.

AU-America Unity
One new and distinctive step which
has been taken this year is the appointing of Committees in Latin
America with general functions
which could not be carried out by
any one local Assembly's authority
or resources. We report here as important current news an excerpt
from circular letter recently sent to
all the Baha 'j centers in Central and
South America:Many momentous decisions were
made possible by this new and unprecedented union of minds and
hearts from all parts of the Americas. But before we share with you
the various actions taken after mutual consultation, we wish to record
the names of all the Baha'is who
came as representatives of their fel·
low-believers at home, either at the
time of the Centenary in Mayor the
meetings held during July:
Sr. Salvador Tormo, Argentine
Dr. Fernando Nova, Brazil
Sr. Estaban Canales Leyt.on, Chile
Srta. J osepbina Rodriquez, Colombia
Sr. Raul Contreras, Costa Rica
Sr. Eugenio Gines, Cuba
Sr. Eduardo Gonzales Lopez,. Ecuador
Dr, Edelberto Torres, Guatem-ala
Srta. Angela Ochoa Va]ezquez, Honduras
Mr. William Mitchell, Jamaica
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---------------------------------------------Sr. Carlos Vergara, Mexico
&ta. Blanca V. Mejia. Nicaragua
Mr. Alfred Osborne, Panama
Sr. Roque Centurion Miranda. Paraguay
Sra. Isabel Tirado de Barreda, Peru
Dr. Manuel Berges, Santo Domingo
Srta. Clara Luz Montalvo, San Salvador

The Baha'is who had planned to
come from Bolivia, Haiti, Uruguay
and Venezuela were unfortunately
prevented on account of travel difficulties. Visitors from Latin America, including pioneer teachers, in·
eluded: Miss Elisabeth Cheney, Mrs.
Gayle Woolson, Mrs. Louise Caswell,
Mrs. Cora Oliver, Miss Gwenne D.
Sholtis, Miss Margaret Lentz, Miss
Josephine Kruita, Miss Winifred Louise Baker, Miss Jean Silver, Srta.
Ofelia Montalvo, Mr. Raymond I.
Betts and Mrs. Frances Stewart, all
of whom contributed to the spirit of
these Inter-America Baha'i gatherings.
The plans adopted at the conference in May, supplemented by further actions taken in July, are summarized as follows:

To appoint a committee on Spanish translation of Baha'i literature
with function of translating Baha'i
literature into Spanish, review translations submitted to the Committee,
recommend the order in which books
are to be sent to the press, this Committee to submit its recommendations to the National Spiritual assembly for final approval. The Committee is to be established with the
following membership: Emilio Barros, Chairman, Lillian McRae and
Salvador Tormo.
To establish a Committee on Portuguese translations of Bah .. 'f literature with function of translating
Baha'i literature into Portuguese, review translations submitted to the
Committee, rt..-commend the order in
which books and pamphlets are sent
to press. This Committee is to submit its recommendations to the N ationa! Assembly for final approval.
The Committee is to be established
with the following membership: Leo-

nora Armstrong, Chairman, Mrs.
Roy Worley, Dr. Fernando Nova and
Mrs. Roscoe Wood.
To estahlish a secondary center
for distribution of Baha'i literature,
with the authority to print leaflets
and pamphlets, and receive and reship books published m Buenos Aires
Dr North America.
To establish a committee with
these functions, consisting of Alfred
Osborne, Chairman, Louise Caswell,
Cora Oliver, Julia Regal.
To provide all the Latin American

o.hR'j Lila...,. ;n lite Beadqaartel"ll ol lite National Spirltnal A-w,. of !he _"I.
ol Iraq aDd Bqhd.d.

Baha'i centers with copies of documentary material which indicate
the recognition of the Baha'i religion
by the American Federal Government, including photostatic copies of
the certificates issued by the State
and Treasury Departments which
certify the Declaration of Trust, and
copy of the latest report on the Baha'i Faith of the religious census,
and photostats of the trademark is·
sued on the Greatest Name, the
word "Baha ti" and World Order
Magazine.
To deposit with the American Consulates in all cities of Latin America
where Baha'i centers exist, and
where they are established ·in future, a set of the documentary material listed in the foregoing paragraph, and including a copy of the
summary in English issued by the
National Spiritual Assembly.
To appoint an editorial committee
with the function of producing a
monthly bulletin in Spanish to be
issued in mimeographed form. to circulate items of Bah.. 'f news of particular interest to Latin America.
teaching plans, notices of new pub·
lications and other Baha'i material r
to be prepared by contributing edi·
tors selected by each of the various
centers, and also carrying such rnateria! as may be provided by the
Inter-America Committee and the
National Spiritual Assembly. The
bulletin to be started by budgets

voted from the Latin American fund
of the National Spiritual Assembly.
To appoint this committee with
the following members: Alfred Osborne, Editor, Prof. Edelberto Torres, Assistant Editor.
To appoint an editing committee of
a Portuguese section to be added to
copies of the bulletin received in
Brazil and distributed to the Brazil·
ian believers.
To appoint the above committee to
consist of Dr. Fernando Nova, Chairman, Mrs. Leonora Armstrong. Mrs.
Roy Worley.
To request the committee to submit a sample of the bulletin with an
estimate of cost on an edition sum:
cient to include all the Latin american believers, and to run it with four
pages, front and back, of standard
form.
To authorize the Treasurer to pro·
vide a budget up to $250.00 for the
first year for this expense.
The Spiril oj Vido,,"
The world will pass through its
greatest changes and transformations in the years that lie imme·
diately ahead. Great and powerful
organizations will attempt to exploit
troubles and uncertainties and can·
fusions for the seizure of -power and
control of human life for ends other
than those revealed by Baha 'u'llah.
Our conviction of spiritual victory
for His Cause will be tested as never
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before, but these tests, as Shogbi
Effendi has so clearly pointed out,
will com.e as opportunities to Baha'is
and Dot as disasters. But we must
be prepared; we must be unified in
mighty efforts; we must drive down
the pillars of our BaM'i life to that
bedrock of reality wbich no upheaval. can ever disturb.
In particular let u. make effort to
attain full realization of the Guardian's warnings and directions concerning the essential na lure of the
Baba'i World Faith, that we may
walk on the right path through the
sectarian and political influences
that would perplex our vision and
dampen our ardor if we turn aside
from fundamental BaM'i teachings.
- Those who wish to review this subject may refer to the concluding sec·
tion cf.-the Guardian's letter on "The
Unfoldment of World Civilization"
in pamphlet form or in his book
liThe World Order of Baha'u'llah."
There are supplementary and definite references also in Baha'i Procedure, while the Guardian directed
the N. S. A. to reprint in Baba'i
News the admirable statement issued by the National Spiritual As·
sembly of the Baba'is of Australia
and New Zealand expounding the
non-political character of the Faith.
This statement will be found in the
Baha'i News of May, 1941.
NATIONAL SPmrruAL AsSEMBLY

Convention Resolutions
ResOlutions adopted by the 1944
Convention in the form of recommendations - submitted to the
National Spiritual Assembly are pub·
lished for the information of the
American Bab.. 'i Community, together with the record of actions
taken by the N.S.A. thereon.
As recommended, the Assembly
has voted to provide a qualified stenographer for the next Convention to

take down resolutions and special
matters.
In connection with resolution concerning youth it was voted to record
continuance of the policy of the National Spiritual Assembly established
previously to make use of BaM.'i
young people on Committee work
wherever possible. The Assembly
also urges that Baha'i youth themselves make every effort to develop
the opportunities to teach among
non-Bahe. 'is, and every assistance
and facility will be provided to
acbievethis goal. (Note: The purpose
of a National Youth Committee is to

encourage a schedule of constructive
activity which prepares BahO.'! youth
for full administrative responsibility
and teaching experience.)
The National Youth Committee is
being requested to plan in the course
of this year a general rally meeting
to be held at the Baba'! I¥>use of
Worship during one of the posted
sessions of the National Spiritual Assembly in order to combine such a
rally with a brief consultation with
the National body.
It was voted to publish in Baha'i
News, and to submit to the Guardian,
the following general resolution
adopted by the Convention:
Voted, that we, the delegates as·
sembled under the dome of the
BaM'i House of Worship in this first
All-America Convention, represent·
ing the Bab.. 'is of North, Central
and South America, conscious that
the destiny of America as envisioned
by the Founders of the Bah .. '\ Faith
is to "lay the corner-stone of a universal and enduring peace; proclaim
the solidarity, the unity, and malur·
ity of mankind;" usher in the future
world commonwealth; and "lead all
nations spiritually;" do solemnly
and gratefully acclaim the trium·
phant consummation of the spiritual
tasks of the First Century of the
Baha'i Faith.
With profound emotion we J;ecord
the successful conclusion on March
28, 1944, of a Plan launched in 1937
wbich was the first step in the
"world mission entrusted . . to the
American Baha'i Community.u This
step signalized the erection of _the
framework of the Baha'i Administrative Order in every State of the
United States, every Province of
Canada, Hawaii, District of Columbia, and Alaska; and the establishment of the Faith- in every Republic
of Central and South America.
As we stand upon the threshold
of this Second Century, we feel it
incumbent to call Ilpon the collective
devotion - and united will of the
Baha'i communities of all the A:r:nericas, for the immediate and energetic prosecution of the next stages
in the enfoldment of tbis mission.
To this end we propose the adoption
of the following program of -action:
-I) The rapid development in North
America of a Baba'i community fully
qualified to prosecute its world mission, and to discharge all the responsibilities with which this community has been vested.
2) The complete establishment at
the earliest possible date of the

•
structural basis of the Bab.. 'I Administrative Order in every Republic of Central and South America,
and the multiplication of Baha'i communities throughout Latin America.
3) Preparation, through translation
and publication of literature, and the
training of teachers and pioneers,
for bringing to the aid of our fellow
Baha'is in Europe, Asia and Africa,
such material and spiritual assistance as they may require when the
termination of the war shall permit
the resumption of full teaching activ'ity.
We recommend to the National
Spiritual Assembly that these proposals for inaugurating the tasks of
the Second Bab .. 'i Century be submitted to the Guardian of the Faith
for his advice and counsel, and that
a Plan be then devised and promulgated for our guidance in the redoubled efforts wbich we are eagerly
resolved to undertake.
The N.S.A. has voted to record
that it was deeply moved by the
determination of the friends at the
Convention to immediately carry on
actively all branches of our National
and International teaching work;
that actions have been taken to set
in motion the accomplishment of the
tasks wbich the -Guardian indicates
are immediately before us, and the
Assembly will further appreciate any
advices which the. Guardian wishes
to give intensifying that work as
well as making practicable any of
the suggestions contained in the Convention resolution.
In connection with the vote of the
delegates recommending that the Assem bly set up a special Fund to
found a -Bahi'i school in Panama,
it was voted to record in Baha'i
News that the Assembly discussed
this subject with the Latin American
delegates after the Convention and
it was their view that this step
shoUld be held in abeyance for future consideration.
Mter discussion of resolutions con·
cerning believers in the armed
forces, it was voted to print two
hundred extra copies of a Baba'i
Directory going out as insert with
the next issue of Baha'i News, and
with these extra copies provide a
list of names and addresses of Secretaries of Assemblies of New Zealand,
Australia, England and France.
These copies to be made available
to Baha'is in the armed forces. This
has been done, and the complete
Directory is sent out on request.
It was voted to refer to the Selec·
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live Service Advisory Committee, to
reopen the matter with the War Department, the recommendation that
the War Department be requested to
have the Baba'i Faith indicated on
the identification tags of Baha'i service men and women.
It was likewise voted to record
the fact that efforts have been made
to develop a plan for Baha'i teaching among the armed forces but it
has been fOlDld by most of the friends
that the only way to teach Is through
personal contact by the Baba'is in
the service or else with commanding
officers of the camp •.
Because of its impracticality at
this time, it was voted to take no
action on the suggestion that some
member of the Faith be sent on a
tour of the battle fronts for the USO.
With respect to the recommendation that steps be taken to bring the
Baha'I teachings to the attention of
those conducting classes in public
schools, it is reported that a Committee has been appointed to discharge this particular function, and
,. later and more complete notice
:will be given as soon as the work
has been planned.
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Raee unity banqaet eondoeted by the Spiritual Assembly of lite BaLi'i. of Milwaukee
in lhe City Club, Milw.uke~ October 29, 1943.

the outlines of our teaching program
taking shape_
1) The reinforcement of new AsOn Publication of the
semblies
means more settlers and
Guardian's Letters
more- teaching assistance, as well as
For a number of years, the Na- the intensification of local effort.
tional Spiritual Assembly has only There is still very great need for
published in Baha'i News such ex- volunteers in both capacities since
cerpts from the Guardian's letters several of the new Assemblies have
to individuals, committees or local lost personnel and are in a precariAssemblies as the Assembly itself ous position, while all will benefit
had brought to the Guardian's atten- by the stimulation of circuit and tration and obtained his consent to pub- velling teachers.
lish. This procedure, which rests
2) The multiplication of groups is
upon the Guardian's own direction a logical development from the reto the N.S.A., means publication not markable tact that believers already
only in Baha'i News but in any offi- reside in 1300 localities in North
cial Baha'i communication such as America. It is these believers and
Assembly bulletins, National Com- groups who today have the true opmittee circular letters or Regional portunity for pioneering. It is to
bulletins and circular letters. The them the Guardian looks, for they
believers are requested to submit are the growing-points of dynamic
to the N.S.A. whatever letter they expansion.
have from Haifa which they teel
S) The increase in number of Asshould be published.
semblies has inexhaustible possibilities which lie close at hand. At the
Our Teaching Program
• present time, Regional Committees
"Immediate attention should be fo- are surveying their areas for groups
::used in the course of the opening which have neflr1y the required
7ear of the Second Century on ccn- number. Although we do not yet have
;olidation of the nobly-won victories their count, we know that the total
hrough reinforcement of newly- is amazingly large, and promises
~ormed
Assemblies, multiplication that we shall far outstrip the work
)f groups and increase in number of the last seven years which doubled
.f Assemblies . . . PI
the number of Assemblies.
Clearly,· the three-fold program
-SHOGHI EFFENDl
Through this mes sa ge we can find which the Guardian describes is a
7

call to each one of us and can embrace the efforts of all. Settlers,
teachers, isolated believers, groups,
local and regional teaching committees---<>ll are summoned to take up
this new phase in collective teaching, to found on this continent the
mighty reservoir of Baha'u'llSh's
legions.
What can be achieved through devotion and effort has been richly
demonstrated by the pioneers of the
Seven Year Plan. Today, we are all
pioneers in a new and all-embracing
task. We have the opportunity to
apply well-tested methods, and to
advance with confidence in the confirmation of God, which has supported us in the past and will
a ssuredly sustain every slncere
believer.
Here, in the exhilarating phrases
of the Divine Plan, may our vision
be renewed and reinforced: H N ow
stTive ye that the Collective Center
of the sacred religions-for the inculcation of which aU the Prophets
were manifested and which is no
other than the spirit of the Divine
Teachings-be spread in aU parts
of America . .. This: is the most great
work! Slwulc! you become confirmed

therein, this world will become an.other wOTld, the surface of the earth
will become the delectable Paradise,
and eternal Institutions be founded/I
-NATIONAL TEAcHING CoMMI'I'TEE

•
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Special· Finaneial Report
of'Pnblishing Committee
A brief summary of report submitted by the Publishing Committee
on September 4 will give the believers a very clear picture of the size
of our publishing operations through
the final year of the first Bah8.'i Century and well into the ppening of
the second Century.
On November 5, 1943, the Committee submitted to the National Spiritual Assembly a complete list of

books,

pamphlets,

outlines,

etc.,

either being printed at that time or
earmarked for reprinting a year or
so from that date. The purpose of
. this special survey was to develop a
plan for keeping all the necessary
BabS. 'I tilles in print during the period of the war, when publishing
operations have become difficult

and

uncertain.
The total amount involved in that
list was $27,000-the cost of keeping
the needed titles in stock for two
or more years. At that time the
Committee was obliged to point out
that it could not commit itself to
that amoWlt of expense at anyone
time but could meet a large part
of it over a period of tirrie.
Since then, and up to September
4, the Publishing Committee has
manufactured books and pamphlets
to the amount of $14,827.65, and has
in process of completion work tr

the amount of $8.801.00-a total of
$23,628.65. Against this cost, the
Committee has paid printing bills to
a total of $9,812.86, leaving a balance payab1.e now or in the near
future of $13,815.79. Through the
beautiful generosity of one Baha'i
family a special donation has been
made to pay the cost oI the ·Guardian's

book, God

Passes BY1 and

therefore the Committee has cash
on hand to defray this cost which
is more than $3,000.00, thus reducing
the outstanding amounts to something a little more than $10,000.00.
The Committee is making every
effort to meet all these printing costs
from current income, so that the
National Baha'i Fund will not have
to be drawn upon for a special
appropriation. In this connection the
Committee wishes to emphasize the
fact that the retail price of books
cannot be set as low as many purchasers would prefer, for without a
margin of profit the Committee
would be unable to finance any new
books or meet any emergency conditions, but could only manage to
keep existing stock in print, unless

New1y ineorporated Spiritnal Al!l!iem.bly
o"f the Baha'is of Evanston

the National Assembly each year
added a publishing appropriation to
its annual 'budget. In purchasing a
Baha'i book, the believer is not
merely a cquiring one volume but
also contributing to the development
of the BaM.'i publishing facllitie,
and making this branch of Baha'i
activity independent of the National
Fund.

New Publications
God Passes By, by Shoghi Effendi.
The Guardian's survey of the first
Baha'i Century is now in the bindery
and a supply of books by November
15 is hoped for. This work has 436
pages and is bound in dark red fabrlkoid. Price $2.50
The Baha'i Centenary, compiled
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Prepared as part of the Centenary
celebration, this book contains excerpts concerning the Bah, words of
BaM.'u'liith, 'Abdu'l-Baha and the
Guardian concerrrlng America, and
articles by believers outlining aspects of American Baha'i history and
achievement. ·268 pages, bound in
blue fabrikoid. Now in the bindery.
Publication date not determined.
Price $2.00
The Bub's Address to Letters of
the Living, pamphlet reproducing
hand-lettered text taken from pp. 9294 of The Dawn-Breakers. Price lac
The Divine Art of Living, compiled by Mabel Hyde Paine. This
beautiful title is now restored to our
literature in an attractive, and small
and convenient volume of excerpts·
from the Baha'i Writings. 132 pages,
bound in fabrikoid, Price $1.25
A World Survey of the Baha'i
Faith 1844-1944, compiled by the
Guardian of the Faith. This is a 20page pamphlet containing Shoghi Effendi's own selection of facts and
data showing the growth of the Faith
of Baha'u'llah in its first century.
The National Spiritual Assembly

wishes this featured in our teaching
work, and the believers will find it
of unique value for conveying a clear
impression of the scope of this world
wide Cause. 50 copies for $1.50
The World Faith of Baha'u'U<ih;
A Summary of Its Aims, Teachings.
History and Administrative Order.
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
A reprint, in more convenient size,
of the four-page, 8% by ll-inch
summary issued in August, 1943. The
present edition is a pamphlet of eight
pages and measures 5 by 7 inches.
100 copies for $1.00
Headlines Tomorrow, by Marzieh
Gail. This interesting brief statement, which has been found so useful in teaching contacts, has been
reprinted as a four page leaflet. 100
copies for $1.50
A Baha'i Child's ABC, text by Roberta Christian, illustrations by Rochelle Boonshaft. Following the classic style of the traditional first book
for children, this work illustrates the
letters of the alphabet with a running text associating each Jetter with
a Baha'i Figure or truth. Bound in
red paper, title in gold. Price 75c
World Order Magazine - special
Centenary issues, May and June,
1944. Copies of these two numbers
may be obtained at the special rate
of ten for $1.00. Centenary talks have
been made available in later issues
of the magazine.
Complete price list of Baha'i books
sent on request. Address Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.

Public Teaching Bulletin
The leaflet entitled A World Faith,
each issue consisting of excerpts
from the Baha'-1 writings, is published
by the National Spiritual Assembly
and copies are obtained by sending
cash with order to the Treasurer.
Three new bulletins are now out,
number 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Each.
issue is sold at the rate of 50 copies
for 5Oc, 100 for $1.00 and so on.

Letters from Snbscribers
The business office of World arder
reports that numerous letters from
the magazine's subscribers continue
to reflect ·it. growing appeal to Baha'is and potential believers alike_
Its recognition as an inspiring teaching medium is frequently referred to
in letters that accompany gift subscriptions; references, similar in
meaning to the following excerpt
from a subscriber's communication:
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"I believe. for those interested in
the Faith, a gift subscription will
be a constant teaching medium and
a source of inspiration. Sometimes
these friends cannot get to meetings
and the magazine will maintain their
touch with the Faith."
Another inspiring letter that accompanied an order for five new
subscriptions contained the following
message: "We are proud to tell you
that every Baha'i family here now
subscribes to World Order. That
means nine copies come to our city
each month and we have only four-

teen Baha'is here."
Incidentally, we understand that
wbilst single copies of the April and
July 1944 issues of World Order are
no longer available, it is still possible to secure copies of the May and
June issues, containing; Selections
from the Writings of the Bab, Baha'u'llab, 'Abdu'I-Baha and the Guardian, related to the Mission of the
'Bab, also: Passages from the talks
at the Centenary Convention, in
quantities of 10 or more at the special price of .10c per copy by addressing orders to World Order, 110
Linden Ave., Wilmette, TIL

Will and Testament of Baha'u'i1Iib (3 pages) ........ _... $ .75
Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lBaM (10 pages) ............. 1.75
Divine Plan Tablets to N ortheastern, Southenl, Central,
Western States, and Canada,
each ................... __ ..... 35
Divine Plan Tablet. to the
United States and Canada:

First Tablet (2 pages in
length
.70
Second and third Tablets
(4 pages in length), each_ .... 1.40
Tablet to the House of Justice.

.50

Orders enclosing check to cover
cost and mailing should be sent to
Mr. Harry E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon
Street, Chicago, m.

Ornamentation of Baha'i Temple
Final Report of Supervising Engineer

To the Temple Trustees for the
Benefit of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada
Dea T Friends:
About one year after the completion of the superstructure of the
Temple, on June 6, 1932, the first
contract for the ornamentation was
awarded to John J. Earley of Washington, D.C. This contract involved
the making and placing of the material comprising the dome orna~
mentation including the great ribs.
As the work proceeded, it was found
necessary to continue these ribs beyond the base of the dome to the
Lecture Slides
foot of the clerestory.
Through the Temple Librarian and
The preliminary work under the
Sales Committee 25 sets of Temple first contract included studies of
slides are now available for pur- plant, technique, and methods for
chase. Each set includes 15 Koda- the execution of the work. While
chrome views of the Temple and of new and more difficult problems
details of its ornamentation, and 35 arose as the various subsequent conblack and white views showing prog- tracts were prosecuted, the general
gress in construction and sections of principle of technique and method,
the outer finish. The color views are early established and developed,
mounted in 2 x 2 inch paper mounts were generally used throughout the
ready for projection, while the black entire project. For example, to allow
and white views are in the form of for expansion and contraction of the
a positive film strip. Titles of each reinforced concrete material and to
of the 50 views and directions for eliminate cracking as far as prac..
mounting the separate black and ticable, the ornamentation was made
white views in S.V.E. Ready-Mounts, in sections and placed with suitable
obtainable at any Kodak store, are spaces between adjacent sections.
su,Pplied with each order. The cost Each section wa s designed and preof the slides is $5.00 per set of SO, pared as a concrete cast reinforced
plus 25c for postage and insurance. with a steel frame to provide sufficient strength for handling at the
PhoWBtals
Positive photostats or facsimile plant and at the building and for
copies in black and white of the resisting wind and other pressures
Will and Testament of BaM'u'llah as a part of the structure.
Practically the same groups of
and of the Will and Testament of
'Abdu'l-Baha, photostats of the first workmen carried out the various
or 1916 (framed) series of the Divine steps of the preparation of the modPlan Tablets, and of the historic els and molds and the pouring and
Tablet of 'Abdu'I-Bahil to the House curing of the casts at the Studio, and
of Justice in Chicago are also avail- the erection of the casts and pouring
able through the Temple Librarian of the piers, arches and other broad
and Sales Committee. The cost of flat members on the building.
Outstanding a mong the problems
these photostats is as follows:

that were solved in the handling of
the work was the support and fastening of the dome ornamentation. A
structural steel furring sYstem was
devised and built on the outer steel
dome framework and to this system
the 367 casts that comprise the dome
ornamentat~on were securely supported and fastened.
One of the principal reasons for
doing the dome ornamentation first
was the early belief that this portion
of the proj ect would be the most
difficult. As the work progressed into
its later stages, however, unforeseen
conditions and difficulties were en~
countered. These problems reached
their highest complexity in the first
or main story, especially in the placing and setting of the great spandrel
sections and of the L-shaped cornice
pieces. In this portion of the work,
the cost of setting the casts was from
two to three times the cost of making
the sections; the reverse of the experience in the ornamentation of the
dome, clerestory and gallery story.
This unforeseen situation accounts
partly for the over-run in cost over
the original estimate of the main
story contract.
The unique method of building
the Temple; erecting an enclosed
framework superstructure and subsequently clothing it with an outer
covering to furnish the architectural
design, especially for a structure of
this unusual type and intricate nature, was predicated on the use of
a plastic material for the making of
many ca sts from one model and
mold, and the accurate application
of these concrete sections to the
superstructure. Realizing these requirements, the sub-contractors under the contractor, the George A.
Fuller Company. in the fabrication
and erection of the framework and
in the pouring of the concrete of the
superstructure, made every effort to
build a structure true to the dimen-
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sions of the architect's design. In
the application of the onlamentation
on the dome, clerestory. gallery
story and in the setting of the 917
step sections, the superstructure was
found to be remarkably true to form
and dimension. In the main story,
however, a distortion of a maximum
of about six inches was found at the
cornice and involved cutting out of
the concrete at the top of several
faces and the filling in with additional concrete as backing on other
face!!!. This condition accounted for
an additional expense for la bOT and
material of about $10,000.00.
The accompanying table gives a
brief resume of the various steps in
the handling of the exterior ornamentation, and the expenditures
made under the series of contracts
with John J. Earley under which this

work was done.
The first two contracts. which involved the ornamentation of the
dome, ribs and clerestory or drum
beneath the dome, extended over a
period of nearly three years. The
preliminary work including the prep_
aration of plans, the remodeling of
the plant at Rosslyn, Virginia, the
building of the full-size wooden replica of one-ninth of the outer dome
framework and other similar work
were done during the summer and
fall of 1932. Construction at the Temple was initiated with the erection
of the furring system on the outer
dome framework and continued
through January, 19M, when the last
sections of the great ribs were
swung into place at the top of the
dome. The erection of the dome and
rib sections-involving the handling
of pieces weighing up to three to08was handled efficiently and without
mishap by the Friedstad Company,
the same contractors that erected
the structural steel dome in the fall
of 1930. In January, 1934, upon completion of the dome and rihs, a second contract was entered into with
the Ear ley Studio for the ornamentation of the clerestory. This project
was completed a little over a year
later in J anua ry, 1935.
The over-run of some $30,800 in
the cost of these first two contracts
was due largely to the furring system and to the erection of casts;
two items which had not been adequa tely allowed for in the original
estimate.
A two-year period of construction
inactivity elapsed from the summer
of 1935 to the fall of 1937, during
which time a special Technical Com-
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mittee of Baha'is and non-Baha'is reviewed the work done under the first
two contracts, with special reference
to placing future contracts on a COmpetitive and lump-sum basis. The
unanimous report of this committee
made to the Temple Trustees at
Green Acre in August, 1937, recommended that the ornamentation be
continued with the Earley Studio on
the ba sis of the experience gained
in the development of methods, technique, materials, etc. under the first
two contracts.
Re-estima ting
the
second or
gallery story ornamentation at
$125,000.00, the Earley Studio was
awarded a cost-plus contract for this
work in October, 1937. The faces
were finished in November, 1938, and
the nine pylons about eight months
later. The cost of this work exceeded
the estimate only by about $2,800.00.
Meanwhile, to expedite the Temple construction and under the impetus of generous contributions, the
Earley Studio was authorized by the
Temple Trustees to proceed with the
preparation of the models and molds
for the main story ornamentation.
During the late winter and spring
of 1939, the work under these two
contracts was carried on in the
Studio. With a saving of a bout
$10,000 effected in the making of the
molds, the contractor was given permission to proceed with casting of
the lowest section of the nine main
story pylons. This work was continued and the pylons were completed in September, 1940.
The ca sting and erection of the
main story grilles, pilasters, columns, arches, spandrels, cornice and
other minor parts, was handled under two principal contracts; first
one involving the ornamentation of
three faces and second, the work
required for the remaining six faces.
These two contracts overlapped as
to time and construction involved.
As the pouring of the concrete and

the placing of the casts proceeded
from the bases of the faces, the difficulties inherent in the ·hand1ing of
the great arch and spandrel sections
and in the setting of the cornice
pieces became a major factor in
running up the cost of the work
above the original estimate.
Other unforeseen and unallowedfor factors in the final cost of the
main story ornamentation were the
wage overtime for labor, increased
costs of rna terials, higher freight
rates and social security aod Iia bility insurance. As will be noted in
the table, the over-run in construction cost on the main story was about
$57,500, or 38 per cent above the
original estimate of $150,000.
With Europe becoming engulfed in
war and realizing the need for haste
in the prosecution of the Temple
construction, Uie Temple Trustees
wisely arranged with the contractor
for the purChase of reinforcing steel.,
cement and stone necessary for the
building of the 18 circular. steps at
the base of the Temple. The cement
and stone were contracted for aod
the steel purchased in the summer
of 1941.
The original plans of the architect
contemplated pouring the concrete
steps on the ramp of the foundation
structure built in 1922. In 1939, the
Earley Studio prepared sketches anol
made a preliminary estimate of
$30,000 for building the steps iTI sections suspended from the main floor
platforms. Later studles and the experience of the Federal government
on monumental buildings in Washington developed a final design comprising 917 step sections supported
on carriages built over the girders
that support the sloping deck. In
May, 1941, the Earley Studio was
authorized to proceed with the steps.
and the plans, forms and other preliminary work, involving an expenditure of some $9,300, were done at
the Studio. In April, 1942, the prepar_
ation of the reinforcement units for
the step sections wa s begun at the
Earley plant, and the construction
of the carriages started at the Temple about the middle of May. The
setting of the step sections was begun in July and was somewhat retarded by lack of sufficient reinforcement units to cast and set all of the
17 sections in one flight at one setup
of the hoist. These reinforcement
units should have been prepared in
the winter of 1940 and the spring of
1941 as directed by the Supervising
Engineer, but at this period the
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Earley Studio was running seven

days a week on war contracts for
the War and Navy Departments
and the reinforcing shop was not
available.
The final cost of $50,817.84 for
the work involved in the steps contract, while it exceeds the original
estimate of $30,000 (made on the
basis of a different, much simpler
design), is a reasonable cost under
conditions at that time, for the work
done, involving about 10,000 lineal
teet of circular steps, 1000 square
feet of main floor platforms and the
faces of the plinths of the nine pylons.
1n the early winter of 1940-41, Mr.
Earley became ill and was unable
to be at the Studio and attend to his
business. During the past sixteen
months his associate, Mr. B. G.
Taylor, has carried the burden of
the business under the heavy pressure of wartime conditions. On April
1, 1943, Mr. Taylor collapsed at the
Studio and is still (April 22) in the
hospital in a serious condition. It
will be several months before Mr.
Taylor will be able to attend to his
duties at the Studio again. Fortunately the exterior ornamentation of
the Temple is practically completed.
At a conference with Mr. E. Roger
Boyle early last January, Mr.
Taylor promised Mr. Boyle and your
engineer that he would arrange to
go to the Temple on order from the
Temple Trustees to acid wash the
steps and to clean up the work, and
at tha t time would repair the cracks
in the bases of the main story pylons,
at no cost to the Trustees.
The total construction cost of the
ornamentation of the exterior of the
Temple is. as follows:
Dome and ribs ............... $168,821.97
Clerestory (Drum) ..... ,..... 41.964.88
Gallery ...................... 127,782.18
Main Story .................. 207,552.39
Step, ..............
....... 50,817.84

TOTAL .................... $596,959.28
Engineering, travel,
otf.ice
and field expenses..
13,427.85·
GRAND TOTAL .......... $610,387.11
·$8,798.37 of this expense incurred
under contract with The Research
Service.

It is desirable to sum up the cost
of the building of the Temple from

its inception in 1921 to its completion
in 1943; these items of expenditures
are the following:
Caissons .,., .... , .... "., .. ,$ 76,350.00
Foundation and equipment... 120,476.46
Superstructure, utilities, etc. 418,173.31
Exterior ornamentation...... 610,387,11
Architect's lees and expenses 42.900.00

Centenary banquet and public meetina condll.ded by Ihe Spiritual Auembly of the-

Baha'is of New Haven, Iby 25, 1944.

Temple model and plans .... ,
Engineers' fees and expenaes

19,246.68
54,396.32

$1,341,929.88

In a report to the Temple Trustees
made in 1929, the writer estimated
the total cost of the Temple structure-under conditions at that timeas $1,200,000. The final cost overran
this estimate by about 11 per cent.
On the Temple property, in addition to the Temple structure, buildings, garages, grading of the grounds
and other improvements have been
made at expenditures of funds as
noted below:
Administration building .. , .. , .$15,837.95
Caretaker's house ....... ".,.. 6,209.46
Supplementary office .. ,.".,.. 5,688,47
Storm enclosure-Temple ,....
571.21
Tunnels, areaways, etc, , ...... 10,742.87
Fences ....... .,................ 1,614.86
Grading and seeding grounds., 9,444 .63
Total ........................ $50.111.45

At the completion of the Earley
contracts at the Studio and at the
Temple, equipment and materials,
which were purchased by the contractor and paid for out of the Temple funds, were on hand in an estimated value of six or seven hundred
dollars.
In conclusion, as supervlsmg engineer, the writer wishes to express
to the Temple Trustees and through
them to the followers of our beloved
Faith his deep appreciation and
abidU;g gratitude for the priceless
opportunity of being intimately and

actively associate.d for nearly a quar_
ter of a century with the building of
the Temple-one of the most unique
and remarkable structures of all
time. Looking back over this experience, one glimpses great progress in
the science of building construction,
new techniques, methods and materials and their utilization in a
structure for which there were no
precedents. Perhaps it may be
surmised that this epoch-making
achievement is part of a Divine
Plan. Certainly, the workers that
were raised up to do this great task
were guided, supported and sustained until their work was done.
Respectfully rubmitted,
Au.zN B. McDANIEL
SupeTvising Engineer
April 22, 1943

Baha'i Publie Relations
The Committee on Baha'I Public
Relations has been making a survey
of its field, and among the constructive activities the members wish to
perform this year is the occasional
reporting in Baha'i News of some
of those interesting and significant
expressions of the influence of the
Faith which come to our attention
from time to time. The Committee
does not intend to duplicate the reports of other Baha'I bodies which,
like the Radio Committee and the
Baha'i News Service Committee, initiate many important public contacts
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for the Faith, but rather to deal with
the unexpected and incidental events
concerning the Faith not directly
caused by the believers themselves.
In addition to the presentation of
such matters as news, the Committee is of course concerned also with
the handling of attacks and misrepresentations of tile Faith appearing
in responsible periodicals or emanating from responsible platforms, as
well as the presentation of accurate
statements about the Faith to encyclopaedias, year books and other organs of a factual type.
Last June a request was received
from the publishers of the World
Book Encyclopedia for revision of
its statement about the Cause written many years ago. The material was corrected, amplified and
brought up to date, and it is hoped
that the next- edition will use this
corrected statement.

In August we interested a member
of the faculty of a College -in Chi-

cago in adding the Baha'i House of
Worship to his lecture on the marvels of architecture delivered before public audiences in many cities.
The Travel Bureau of Chicago Motor Club from time to time requests
a supply of Temple bookIets as it
distributes copies to members wishing to know a bout local points of
interest.
Marshall Field and Co., Chicago
department store, issues a pamphlet entitled "Home Town Tour,"
which advises the reader to visit the
Baba'; Temple.
Universal Atlas Cement Co. of
New York some time ago took pictures of the Temple and submitted
them to ArchitectuTal Record, which
published a statement on the Temple
in its September number. The
Concrete Manufacturer, a section of
Pit & Quarry magazine, carried in
its September number an article on
the work of John J. Earley, including
illustration of the House of Worship.
Apparently the Atlas Cement Co.
likewise supplied this material to the
publication.
The Portland Cement Association
of Chicago has prepared an excellent illustrated article on the Temple
for its magazioe Architecrural Concrete, to appear in an early issue.
Redbook Magazine in 1939 carried
an article by Hendrik ·Willem Van
Loon, the historian, entitled I!Somewhere a Man Is Sitting," which
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graphically depicts the need of a
man of superhuman power .who can
reconcile men's spiritual and physical needs and thereby save the modern world from the fate of Babylon
or. Ninevah or 'nIebes. This clear
and enlightened point of view can
best be contacted through presentation of a copy of the Guardian's
book, God Passes By, and this will
be done.

Good-Will Magazine of Cleveland
has requested a photograph of
the Temple for use as front cover
illustration.
During the fall and winter of 19431944, many local newspapers published an advertisement to promote
the sale of government bonds in
which a picture of the Temple was
used to illustrate the theme- of religious freedom, one of the issues
of the war.
The front cover of Wilmette Life
and Winnet/ca Talk for September
21 reproduced the new aerial picture of the House of Worship on
their front cover. The same issue of
Wilmette Life ran a photograph of
a mural painting in a non-Baha'i
home of the village which illustrates
Wilmette harbor and the House of
Worship.
In the dining room of Hotel Orrington, Evanston, one end of the room
has been recently decorated with
a mural of Wilmette harhor and the
Temple-a beautiful and impressive
view which is attracting much favorable comment.
A good friend of the Cause, Mr.
Howard S. Ross of Montreal, conducts a department entitled "The
Forum" in The Subu.rban News~ a
weekly paper published in that city.
His column on September 28 CODtained a very interesting reference
to the Centenary celebration.
The Chicago Daily Tribune of August 19 ran a half-page photograph
of the view from the top of the Tribune tower looking north, and the
principal structures visible) including the Baha'i Temple, are marked
by name.
In addition to the Baha'; reports
sent to the appropriate national Committees, the Committee on Baha'i
Public Relations would request word
of any unusual reference to the
Cause, favorable o~ unfavorable,
emanating from non-Baha'i sources?'
which might be mentioned in future statements prepared by this
Committee.

Temple Guiding
May. August, 1944
Considering the transportation difficulties, it is remarkable that during the first eight months of this
year the number of visitors to the
Temple, namely, 11,230, was greater
than during a similar period of any
previous year with the exception of
1936 when the number was 11,267.
This period in 1944 exceeded by 1,207
the number taken through the Temple in the same period in 1942, and
by 172 in 1943.
During May, visitors numbered
1,414. They came from forty states,
the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, Hawaii, Panama, Alaska, the
Canadian provinces of Alberta, Nova
Scotia, Quebec and Edmonton, and
the countries of Chile, Ecuador,
Bolivia, Brazil, Costa. Rica and
Jamaica.
DUring June, visitors numbered
1,907. They came from forty states,
the District of Columbia, Hawaii,
Panama? the Canadian provinces of
Ontario, British Columbia, Manitoba, and the countries of Argentine,
Brazil, Uruguay,
England and
Poland.
During July, visitors numbered
2,920, the largest nUmber ever taken
through the Temple in July. They
came from 44 states, the District of
Columbia, the Canadian provinces .of
Ontario (eight groups) and New
Brunswick, and the countries of BOlivia, Peru, Honduras, Dominican
Republic, San Salvador, Mexico, Poland, Turkey, France, Switzerland,
Persia and China.
During August. visitors numbered
2,654. They came from forty states,
the District of Columbia, the Canadian provinces of Ontario, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Quebec and British
Columbia, and the countries of Brazil, Colombia, Denmark, England,
Australia, China and Persia.
Guides numbering fifty and hosts
and. hostesses numbering twelve,
come from twelve towns, the most
distant of which is Milwaukee. About
half of these guides guide once a
week or more; the other half only
occasionally. Nine guides come from
Milwaukee, one from' Racine and
four from Kenosha, the most distant
towns, have guided regularly from
one to eight- times a month.
The Temple is - open to visitors
every Sunday from 10:00 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. throughout the year but it
will be closed weekdays in October,
after cold weather begins.
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'Abdu'l-Baha's American Tour ..... .
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Marzieh Gail
The Master in New York ........•.
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. E. Saffa" Kinney
Experiences With the Master ......
........................ Ali Kuli-Kahn
Address ...................... Dr. Durant
Reading at Address-Given by
'Abdu'l-Baha at the first "Unity
Feast"-June 29th, 1912 ....... .
........... .. ,., ... ,. Jessie E. Revell
Closing Prayer- .. , .. , ............. .
A Persian Chant .... Hormunz Sabet
William C. Dodge, Chairman

SplrttuaJ Assembly 8Ild Balla'js of lJma,
PeI'1l. lunl!!, 1944, Miss Eve NicldJ»., pioneer

tea.eber. !lolds symbol oj' Greatest Name.
Sr.. Isakl dll Barreda~ represelltatJve of the
Baha'I Comm:anity who came to WUmeUe in
IvJy, is at tile left,. Inm:& raw, aDd Miss
VUglDia OrbisOD. who has b~ teachiJl... lD.
Lima fo:r some blOOtlros, Is at the rilfht.

One great problem the Guides
Committee has each year is to fnd
enough guides to take care of the
visitors. This is especially true in
July and August. These are the
months when visitors come in greatest numbers, and is when we have
the fewest guides, for then is when
most of the guides take their vaca-

tions or visit summer schools. Consequently, the need is for more
guides, especially during July and
August.
Visitors are increasingly receptive
each year. During the first eight
mOIlths of this year they made many
requests for litera tore. purchasing
from the guides literature amounting to more than $570. Other evidence of the value of guide work is
the number who joined study
clas ses. This is one of the most important pha ses of teaching in the
Cause, and one of the finest kind
of "pioneering," as people come
from all over the world and ask us
to tell them about the Cause.
TEMpLE GUIDES COMMITTEE

Thirty-Second Annual
Commemoration of

'Abdu'I-Balui
The Committee on American Memorial to 'Abdu'I-Baha conducted the
following program at Evergreen
Cabin, West Englewood, N. J., on
June 24, 1944---the thirty-second annual gathering held to commemorate
the Unity Feast given by the Master
in 1912.
MUSIC
2: 30 10 3:00 P.M.
Gertrude Simonton ............ .Contralto
Harriet Morgan Kelsey ......... .Pianist
Lyla Gaudreaux Roberts .. . Accompanist
3:00 to 4:00 P.M.
Opening Prayer ........... Carol Kelsey
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During the actual Centennial at
Wilmette, Station WJJD in Chicago
carried daily spot announcements of
the program. In addition to this, we
had four broadcasts in Chicago as
follows:
1. A forum over WMAQ, with Marzieh Gail, George O. Latimer
and Octavia Illescas participating.
2. A reading over WCFL of the
Special Centernrial script for
4: 15 to 5:00 P.M.
this occasion-read by Mark
Prayers and Meditations ........... .
Tobey.
., .... , ... , ... Mrs. Vaffa Kinney
3. The regular Tuesday night
· ............. Mrs. Maud Gaudreaux
broadcast over WCFL, on
(Held in th~ Pine Grove)
An Informal Fireside Gathering at 8: 15
which Walter Olitzki sang.
p.m.
Walter Olitzki is a Bah.. 'I and
a member of the Metropolitan
Centenary Radio Activities
Opera Company of New York.
April 1 -lune I, 1944
4. A hroadcast direct from the
These two months marked the
Banquet held at the Stevens
greatest progress that the Faith has
Hotel; with a talk given by
ever made in this particular method
Alfred Osborne, delegate from
of teaching. It was a triumph for
Panama, and shorts talks by
the entire community of the Most
the following:
Great Name. Eighty-four broadcasts
Sr. Edvardo Gonzales Lopez
describing the Centennial and its
Delegate from Equador
purpose were given from May 12 to
Miss Elsie Austin
May 28. These broadcasts covered
Delegate from District of ColumForty-five States and Eight Provbia.
inces of Canada; Alaska; Hawaii and
Dr. Fernando Nova
Cuba. No report has been received
Delegate from Brazil
from Puerto Rico. although scripts
Mr. Firuz Kasemzade
were sent. We also had requests
Guest from Teheran, Persia (now
from Mexico City and Bogota, Cola student at Leland Stanford.
umbia. and no doubt these were
Miss Hilda Yen
used also.
Guest from Chungking, China
On April 28 the first Baha'i shortThe guest speaker of the Latinwave broadcast ever given was American
evening,
Mr.
Philip
beamed from New York to all of Leonard Green, has offered to make
Latin-America through the assis- his talk into a recording, with a
ance of the Office of Coordinator of . Baha'i'introduction and conclusion,
Inter-American affairs.
which he will arrange to have broadThe following statistics may be of cast to Latin America.
interest to the friends:
It is also noteworthy to report that
Eleven. weekly series of broadcasts for the first time a network apwere given during the year as proached us to submit a script for
follows:
a nation-wide prayer service to be
Chicago, Ill.
WCFL
used
on Invasion Day. At the time
New York City, N.Y. WQXR
we were asked to submit this script,
San Francisco, Cal. KY A
the plan was that the day of the inLos Angeles, Cali!'. KFOX
Brattleboro, Vt.
WKNE (Keane.
vasion was to be a day of prayer
N.H. Station)
and the network was to pick up these
Little Rock, Ark.
KARK
prayer programs from various
Urbana, ill.
(Station not known)
churches throughout the country. It
Boise, Idaho
KlDO
was their purpose to read prayer
Greenwood, Miss. WG RM
services Sll bmitted by religious orHavana, Cuba
CMBC and COB
Honolulu, T. H.
KGU
ganizations. Our scripts were subThe time employed in Centen- mitted, containing not only prayers
nial broadcasts, if added together, for the wole world but hopeful
amounts to approximately twenty words of promise from Shoghi Efhours continuous broadcasting time. fendi revealing the glorious future
Conservative statistics would give us that should follow this great calama listening audience of approxi- ity. We feel that our selections were
mately ten million people, and this unique among those offered.
is a very low estimate.
The enthusiastic response of all
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in Bolivia. "We are very happy and
proud of her," proclaims Flora. "She
is our afifth member in La Paz, and
is a brilliant young lawyer of this
city. She understands and loves the
Cause deeply. Srta. Lijeron has a
radio program for women and children. John Stearns' radio booklet
was given to her to look over, and
already she has used some quotations from Baha 'u'llilh on her programs." Miss Hottes adds that two
other members who accepted the
Faith in La Paz are now living in
other cities of Bolivia, and a third,
the young Peruvian artist, has noW
returned to her home in Lima.
Many pages of delightful and his·
toric detail record Virginia Orbison's brief but fortuitous visits to
Sucre arid Potosi. Glorious opportunities were given her to meet
many people of distinction in the
fields of industry, of education and
the arts.
"In Potosi," Virginia tells us, "I
had the privilege of staying at the
Rancho Hochschild, where some of
the officials of the great Hochschild
Mining Company live. Quick and
deep friendships are made in these
lands and four men whom I met
here W<lre greatly moved by the
Faith."
The gracious courtesy of Don Raul
Jaimes Freyre, distinguished man
of letters of Bolivia, and the Direc·
tor of the Museum in Sucre, made
it possible for Virginia to meet
many of the artists and scientists
who are now residents at this colorful mountain city. Like Don Raul
Freyre, Virginia found the Director
of the School of Fine Arts, Juan
Rimsa, noted Lithuanian painter, to
be a spiritually mature soul, uwon~
derfully prepared" for a profound
interest in the Message she had
brought. A lecture, arranged at the
Museum for Virginia, was attended
by a stimulating audience of twelve
persons of outstanding accomplishments in their varied fields of endeavor. Leaving these newly-illumined friends was a hard task, but
with parting gifts of the Bah,,'! Writings and hopes of a later return,
Virginia left Sucre to fulfill her next
assignment in Peru.

the Bah .. 'is to this first nation,wide
radio campaign was responsible for
its great success. It remained for
the Radio Committee alone to have
the thrill of receiving telegrams and
letters, pouring in from Assemblies
all over the country and Canada,
advising us of their Centennial broadcast plans. This Committee feels that
the large amount of work involved
in handling this campaign was amply
repaid by the results. We do not feel
that any nation-wide hook-up comparable in scope could have been
purcha sed for even ten thousand dollars. It is interesting to note that
many of the broadcasts were carried by local outlets of the three
largest radio chains in the country.
The friends may also be interested
in knowing that the report of the
Centennial was sent out over TransRadio Press to be used by newscasters and commentators on the
air. Just how much of this material
was used. and to what extent we have
no figures available at the present
time. We do know that it was used
on WOR, New York, one of the most
powerful stations in the country, with
a large listening audience.
It i. significant that all of this
tremendous activity should haV.,
taken place in the hundredth year
of the Bah8.'i Faith and truly ushered
us into the Second Century b<lfore
all of North America. This radio
work is a new landmark in public
relations. Many of the Assemblies

are so encouraged by the response
to their Centennial broadcasts that
they are planning future radio work.
This is the most powerful and cheapest teaching medium now open to
us for the Baha'l Faith and the principles for which it stands. It must,
of course, be backed by the efforts
of the friends to make Bah .. 'is of
those interested. It does plow the
soil and make it ready for their
efforts.
The National Radio Committee
would like to express its appreciation to all of the friends for their
prompt and efficient cooperation in
the conduct of this nation-wide
radio campaign.
RADIO COMMrrI'EE

Inter-America News
BOLIVIA
The members of the La Paz group
have joyfully welcomed another new
member! Flora Hottes expresses
their gratitude that this distinguish·
ed young wt>Man, Srta. Maria Lijeron has arisen to serve the Cause
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section of the Southern Hemisphere,
the teaching work continues to expand and to consolidate.
Generous assistance from press
and radio has helped to acquaint
both residents and visitors in Magallanes with the name and prinCiples
of the Cause. Later, informal gatherings and individual interviews were
held with interested friends, and a
series of lectures was arranged. A
study group has now been formed,
and with the coming of the Cbilean
winter, it is believed the present
study group will quickly increase in
membership.
Marcia writes-U • • the whole town
is permeated with at least the name
of our Prophet; the Fact of His
Revelation; the fact of the existence
of the Bah.. 'i Faith, and the fact
that there are classes! The Cause
has been established as diguified, intelligent and non-proselyting."
There has been a most gratifying
demand for books. Marcia found it
necessary to translate into Spaoish
long passages, even whole chapters,
from the texts of her English books,
until the supply of pamphlets and
books in Spanish was received from
Buenos Aires.
Many visitors from Santiago have
heard of the Faith through her lectures and are eager to follow up this
Message of a Divinely-conceived
world civilization of unity and peace.
Marcia continues to carry on teaching work in Santiago, through weekly correspondence, at the request of
the Spiritual Assembly. Thus the
spiritual bonds of her pioneer service are being forged in two areas
of the country, despite the many intervening miles.

PANAMA
Sr. Gerardo Vega, of Costa Rica,
first Latin-American pioneer teacher, has carried out an intensive
teaching campaign, with the en·
thusiastic support of the Panama
BaM'is, during the months of his
service in this post.
Panama - geographically significant in its linking unity of great
continents and great oceans-shelters residents widely diversified in
human capacities and spiritual qual·
ities. With zeal and warm underCHILE
standing Sr. Vega has extended the
Another area ardently desired by scope of the teaching work and
the Guardian for the establishment opened new avenues of attraction
of the Faith is the city of Punta for the Faith. "I am very optimistic
Arenas, Magallanes, in the south- for the future of the Cause in this
ern tip of Chile. From the first seeds locality," Sr. Vega tells us, Beven
of the Faith, planted by Marcia though there are many obstacles it
Steward (Atwater) in this distant. is also true that the splendor of
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the light shines more brilliantly
wherever the darkness is great."
Of bright promise toward the
achievement of Panama's great destiny was the recent celebration of
Brotherbood Week. For the first time
Panama participated in this international observance of fellowship
among all peoples. Mr. Alfred Osborne, Secretary of the Panama
Bah3. 'i group, served as a member of
the Committee of Arrangements for
this eventful week. Julie Regal joyfully writes us that he was Chairman, and one of. the four speakers,
of a highly successful meeting held
in the USO Center and broadcast
over the Army radio_
International Baha'i Youth Day,
Julie adds, was celebrated by a festive gathering in Cora Oliver's apartment. A delightful program of music
and brief talks honored this occasion for the young friends and acquaintances who shared in the evening's hospitality_
CENTRAL AMERICA
Only briefly can we dip into the
precious packets of mail from our
neighbors in Central America_ The
Spiritual Assembly of Tegucigalpa,
Honduras, joyfully sends the enrollment cards of four new members
for their community. With grateful
hearts we record each new evidence
of growth and rejoice to find, from
many lands, the mounting response
of Youth to acceptance of Baha'u'llilh's call.
GUATEMALA
Mrs. Florence Keemer's energetic
experiment to expand the teaching
field with both speed and range, is
receiving stimulating confirmations.
Widespread interest in the Faith has
developed through her offer, by radio and press, to teach English, gratis, to all who wished to learn the
language. A deluge of replies rewarded this ingenuity, and presently
the courtesy of the school authorities made it possible to use the
faclli ties of the classrooms after the
close of the regular sessions.
"I teach over a hundred people
every day, without books!", pens
Mrs. Keemer in swift notes. "So
you will realize how carefully the
lessons must be prepared. I give
a new alphabet each day-the ethical
one, for example, has all our principles in it. Last night was art and
tonight will be technical. Then we
talk and recite poetry, both Spanish
and English, have grammar and
spelling too, and end up singing fa-
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Baha'i. oC Guatemala City, Guatemala, May, 1944. Mrs.. Gail Woobon., finl I'GW eeJtoo
leI'; Dr. EdllllDlo" To~ Baha'i repretleD~li"e from Gualemala at the centen.rT and
eon"e.alion .nd Sra. Blanea V. Mejia, B.hi'i representative from. Nlc.ragua, at bel"
.lett:. AI her ripl, Mrs. Louise c..well, Baha'i pioneer in P.naDUl, and Mrs. Keemer,
who has been a pioneer teaehu ill Gaatem:ala and COllta Riea.

miliar old songs together. About half
of the students are teachers, and the
other educators who look in on us
occasionally seem to enjoy it as well.
There are few methods by which one
can reach the real thinking people
as quickly and deeply as by teaching
something they want."
The acceptance of the Faith by a
respected and substantial member
of the community, a man who has
studied the Teachings with great
earnestness, has brought happiness
to the Baha'is of Guatemala City.
The formation of a thriving children's class, new interest aroused
among the older youth, and increasing opportunities to offer the Message of the Faith in the homes of
newly-awakened friends, are highlights of progress in Guatemala.
HAVANA

Exhilarating word of new goals
achieved comes from Havana, Cuba.
Long-cherished hopes for the expansion of the teaching work through
radio have become historic realities.
Our pioneers, Miss Silver and Miss
Kruka, tell us that regular broadcasts of half-hour programs are giv·
en twice weekly_ Daily annOlUlce·
ments of the Baha'i meetings are
also made, and include an invitation to the listeners· to attend the
study classes and lectures.
In recognition of the historic im·
port of the first radio broadcast,

the Havana friends provided a visual
record of the occasion. Charming
Carmelo Perez was photographed as
this first Baha'i program went on
the air. "The Words of Baha'u'Uah,"
these friends comment, Hha"\1e now
echoed throughout Havana and the
nearby provinces. "
INTER-AMmIcA CoMMITTEE
By MAIuoN H. LoNGYEAR

Local Archives Procedure
The following outline of recommenda tions on procedure in the collection and "preservation of material for
local Baha'i Archives is submitted
to local Spiritual Assemblies and
groups with the purpose of aiding
them in the efficient performance of
this significant function.
1. Appoint an archivist or an Archives Committee consisting of members who are interested in the collection and orderly a rrangement of
local Assembly records.
2. The collection of archives material should begin as soon as there
is one or more Baha'is in a locality.
a. An account should be written of the introduction of the
Cause in the locality.
b. A list of believers and of visiting Baha'is should be kept.
c. Be sure that all material is
dated and that a careful
record is kept of sources of
material, such as newspaper
clippings_
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a.

5. Make a folder for each subject
or individual about which 'there is
a. Baha'i treasures or relics, with material in the Archives. It is common archives practice to file mathe name of the donor and ,
written statement from him terial under each subject chronologas to their authenticity. (See ically, and to keep individual collections donated to the archives
Baha'I Procedure, page 19.)
intact.
b. Original Tablets of 'Abdu'l6. If possible, arrange an exhibit
Baha to individuals, groups, from time to tim,e. This will encouror to the Assembly. (Keep a age the friends 'to' contribute mater
negative photostat with a ial, will show the work that the
copy of the translation in the Archives Committee is accomplishlocal archives, and forward ing, and acquaint -new friends with
the original Tablet and trans- the history of the local community.
lation to the National Ar7_ U possible, maintain complete
chives.)
files of Baha'i books and pamphlets.
c. The Guardian's letters to in- Some of the titles in local Baha'i
dividuals, groups or the As- libraries are certain to be lost, and
sembly. (Keep a negative pho- early editions of Babe. 'i literature
tosiat in the local archives, will no longer be available.
and forward original to the
8. Keep local Baha'i historical recNational Archives.)
ord up-to-date. Such reeords shOUld
d. Legal documents including be supplemented at lea st once every
copies of marriage license two years. A number of local comrecords and such other legal munities, such as Washington, Phila~
records as the local Assem- delphia, and New York, have combly may not decide to retain piled excellent local histories.
in its own custody.
To date only twenty Assemblies
e. Photographs of individu~s have Sent copies of their local hisand of Baha'I gatherings, WIth tories to the National Baha'I Arnames and other records of . chives. The Coinmittee would appreinterest_ U 'Abdu'l-BaM vis- ciate receiving a copy from each
ited the local community, the Assembly and group_
-NATIONAL ARcmvEs
Archives should contain phoAND lIIsToa.y COMMl'I"I'IZ
tographs of homes and public places visited by Him.
f. Baha'i correspondence which
References to the Cause
may be of interest to future
Will the friends be on the lookout
historians of the Cause.
for new references to the Baha'I
g. Newspaper and magazine clip- Faith in non-Baha'i books and periodpings:
icals and send the same to Bertha
(1) Announcements of Baha'i H. Kirkpatrick, Olivet, Mich.? These
meetings and events.
are for Baha'i World, volu.,ne X.
(2) Publicity about visiting Ba- Please give name of publication,
ha'is. (Note: This record author, publisher and date of publimay be kept by the Pub- cation and page or pages on which
licity Committee, but even- reference occurs. Publicity in newstually should become a papers is not included. U the artipart of the local archives.) cle is by a Baha'i, piease so state.
h. Copies of programs.
-EIllTOJ!L\L CoMMtTrEE
The Baha'i World, Vol. X.
(1) Public meetings.
(2) BaM'l anniversaries.
i. Copies of annual reports of
Bahi'i News Service
committees, unless the As·
The
work of the Baha'i News Servsembly preserves these with
ice will be greatly facilitated if you
its minutes.
will send two copies of all publicity
j. Records of Baha'i vital statis- to the secretary, Virginia A. Rustics.
sell, 2622 Prairie Avenue, Evanston,
(1) Marriages and births.
illinois at regular intervals. All pub(2) Deaths and cemetery sta- licity regarding the Centeonial Celebration should have been turned over
tistics.
4. Make a card index inventory of to the Baha'i News Service by this
time.
all material in the Archives.
The following materials should

be collected for the archives:

Snpplemootary Report
National Spiritual Assembly
1943-1944
The spiritual life of the American
Baha'is bas been greatly enriched
by the Guardian's gift of the lock of
hair and the portrait of His Holiness
the Bab. "I hope to forward," Sboghi
Effendi wrote on April 14, 1943, "in
time for the solemn thanksgiving
service to be held in the auditorium
of the Temple' on the evening of
May 22, at the hour of His epoChmaking Declaration, a sacred portrait of the Bab, the ouly copy ever
sent out from the Holy Land, to be
unveiled at the dedication ceremony
and to repose for all time, ,together
with Baha'u'Il3h's blessed hair
within the dome of the Holy Edifice
within the heart of the North American continent." In a previous letter
dated March 28, 1943, the Guardian
outlined the details of the Centenary
celebration, and included these
words: j'In honor of this unique 0ccasion the Guardian hopes to send'a
copy of the portiait of the Bab and
some of Hi. relics to be displayed
for the first time to the assembled
believer. in the auditorium of the
Temple on that memorable evening,
after which they should be placed
in a safe spot within the Temple
together with the hair of Bahil'u'llilh
previously presented to the American believers. Under no circumstances should the portrait of the
Bab be left exposed or hung on the
wall of the Temple, nor should any
copy of it be made. Only on very
rare occasions should it be displayed, and whenever shown should
be in no other place except the Foundation Hall of the Temple. 'rts display in the auditorium is permitted
only for this occasion. No such portrait is to be found' anywhere in the
Bah.. 'i world-with the exception of
Haifa-nor is the Guardian contemplating sending any copy at present
to any other Baha'i community. This
indicates the importance he attaches
to the Temple in America, which he
feels is a befitting edifice to enshrine
it. The utmost vigilance should be
exercised that no copy be made of
it in the future, or any attempts be
made to reproduce it in any way."
On June 24, 1943, the Guardian
mailed from Haifa through Mr. Maxwell an envelop containing a locket
with hair of the Bab. This was not
received. On March 14, 1944 a message came which explained the reason. "The first envelOp containing
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locket With hair was returned after frame for the portrait and setting at a later time.
meeting. with an accident. Though for the hair, and his designs have
By virtue of the Guardian's power
the accompanying letter was half- been executed by craftsmen of Chi- to experience the history of the Faith
burnt, -the hair is intact. I rejoice at cago under the direction of a special as a living and vital present force
the providential escape and safe ar- Committee appointed by the National and not merely a past event, the
rival. Inform friends.· r
Spiritual Assembly.
days of the Bab and the days of
The locket and hair, however, Was
Aoother blessing intended for us Bahil'u'llah live for us again. We
mailed again on February 11, 1944, by the Guardian is his book entitled can in this book behold once more
and this time safely received. The "God Passes By." a survey of the the episode of the Declaration of the
details of the providential recovery first Baha'i Century. It is a matter Bab, His imprisonment and His exeof this precious relic have been given of keen regret that printed copies cution, the sufferings inflicted upon
us by Mr. William Sutherland Max- are not yet available though the Bahil'u'llilh, His exile from land to
well in a letter dated March 14 last.
manuscript ha s been turned over to land and eventual incarceration in
"The thrill of finally receiving the the printer in the form of successive , Akka; and the mOving record ()f
precious Hair relic is not to be com- chapters since January, the final in- the Master's services by which the
pared with what was experienced stalment having been turned over on Faith of Baha'u'llilh was firmly
here. On June 24, 1943 I mailed you April 8. The Foreword and the first planted in East and West. A clear
a registered letter and. it contained two chapters, however, with the light is thrown upon all the signifithe Hair of the Bab inside a small Guardian's kind consent, have been cant episodes and events-the revelocket. After waiting a long time to published separately in World Order lation of Baha'u'll3h's principal
hear from you about its arrival. it Magazine for March, April and May works and an analysis of His essenwas decided to have the Post Office of this Centenary year.
tial teachings; the rise and fall of
From the Table of Contents we the great betrayers and deniers of
registration department trace the
matter and report. A lengthy printed learn a bout the structure of this God I s Holy Cause; and the forces
iocument was lilled in by me and unique work. It opens with the which transferred the power of aeit was forwarded to Jerusalem by Guardian's Foreword which sum· tion in the Baha'i community from
the Postal authorities. Later I re- marizes the events of the first Persia to America.
oeived a letter from the Postmaster Baha'i Century, explains the signifiThe Guardian's unique function as
3eneral enclosing my last letter to cance of the Faith, and defines the Interpreter of the Baha'I Sacred
,CU. The envelop was badly burnt, purpose and scope of his book. This Writings has here been realized as
)arts of the address being missing is followed by an Introduction writ- capacity to interpret not only the
ml the registration number was in- ten by Dr. George Townshend and Word but its effect upon persons in
;act (enough information remained signed by him with his title and one time and place. Thanks to this
rank in the Church of England.
;0 enable the Postal authorities to
book the Baha'is have the infinite
Chapters one to five present the privilege of living withio a fully unilOtify me of its reception--but aplRrently the regulations require the Mission of the Bab and cover the fied world-the world of spirit and
first period of Baha'; history, 1844 the world of humanity acted upon
lender to take the initiative).
to 1853.
by divine forces for a divinely or~ 'With care the letter was opened
Chapters six to thirteen summar- dained end.
lD.d safely ensconced therein was
In recent weeks the National Spirhe little silver locket (which is mod- ize the Ministry of Bahaiu'llah, the
second historical period extending itual Assembly has received many
.m) containing the Hair of the Bab.
letters on the subject of the new
"You can imagi.l)e the joy and sat- from 1853 to 1892.
The third period represents the method of election of Convention
sfaction experienced by Sboghi Efendi, RuhiyyilJ Khanum and by me, Ministry of 'Abdu'I-BalJa, and chap- delegates. It will clarify many questers fourteen to twenty-one outline tions if we explain that before adoptn recovering this precious relic.
"Now the locket and its contents its principal events and meanings ing any definite method for the
holding of state and provincial eleeave arrived in· Wilmette, and in from 1892 to 1921.
Chapters twenty-two to twenty-five tions-elections in new administra·
be Temple Archives one of the most
'recious and rare Baha'i relics is explain the Rise and Development tive areas possessing no administra·
aMy ensconced in its appropriate of the Administrative Or d e r, tive bodies capable of action for the
the fourth period, from 1!122 to 1944, state or province as a whole-we
etting.
"It appears that the airplane was and the work concludes with a chap- submitted a nU\llber of points to
rought down in flames and we have ter entitled Retrospect and Prospect. the Guardian.
On July 7, 1943, the Assembly
o detailed account of the happening,
What Sboghi Effendi has given us
r about the late of the pilot to in this volume is a new dimension wrote Shoghl Effendi as follows on
110se skill and bravery we owe the of spiritual tru_an authentic his- this subiect:
"After consideration of the new
eepest gratitude.
tory of a revealed religion throughIITbe second voyage of the Hair out its first hundred years of action State and Provincial basis of the
r the Bab was uneventful from the upon hUman existence. In no pre- election of Convention delegates, the
iewpoint of transports lion and your vious cycle has this been accom· Assembly voted to approve seven
oble about its arrival brought peace plished: a presentation of the Figure points for submission to you for your
,d happiness."
of the Manifestation and of His dis- approval and whatever further inAs the Baha'I delegates and guests ciples and His Exemplar and Inter- formation you wish to provide. These
points are:
ill observe When the portrait and preter created by one so spirtually
"1. The National Spiritual Assem,
oii are exhibited at the appropriate endowed that he can turn back to
me during the Centenary, Mr. Max· the Person and the sacred Events bly is responsible for these elections.
"2. Local Assembles are not to
ell has designed a most beautiIul and give them actual reproduction
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be employed as a basis for the State
or Provincial organization.
"3. The National Spiritual Assembly should appoint the presiding officer and call the election, ·designating the time and place; the believers
present then elect their Chairman
and Secretary, and the Chairman
appoints the tellers. A certified report of the election is sent to the
National Spiritual Assembly. Absent
voters are to vote by mail. It is
suggested that this election meeting
be combined with a public teaching
meeting if possible.
"4. Ballots and voting list to be
prepared by the National Spiritual
Assembly.
"5. The N.S.A. pays the cost of a
meeting place; the local Baha'i center to be used where possible.
"S. The Assembly understands that
under the system of proportionate
representation, a State or Province
having less than nine believers will
be entitled to representation by a
delegate. That is, unless otherwise
directed, the Assembly will include
in the voting arrangements any State
or Province which may bave no local
Assembly at the time the election
is called."
The Guardian's reply, dated November IS, 1943, approved these
points as follows:
URegarding the seven points submitted to tlle Guardian in connection with the new basis of the election of Convention delegates. He
approves the action taken by your
Assembly but wishes to stress the
importance of reminding the belIevers that they should make every
possible effort to attend the meeting
for the election of the State or
Province delegates, in order to stimulate a larger group consciousness
which will greatly facilitate the process of the believers becoming acquainted with each other, and provide an intermediary stage-wbich
will become increasingly valuable
and necessary-between the local organiza tion, represented by the group
or Assembly, and national collective action, represented by. the
activities of the Convention and
the institution of the N a tiona I
Assembly. "
The calling of the elections, 'therefore, and the simple procedure laid
down in the call, represented an
action of the National Spiritual Assembly in the fulfilment of a respon~
sibility which could not be delegated to any existing administrative
body nor carried out in consultation

with the body of the believers resident in each State or Province.
Whether, once the believers have assembled in these units and elected
officers for the election meeting,
they themselves were qualified to
create a continuous administrative
body for that new, intermediary
stage, was a question which can only
be answered by the Guardian. The
appointment of temporary chairmen
was, for the first election at least,
a necessary action since the believers themselves possess no adminis~
trative agency between the Assem~
hUes or groups and the Convention
and the N .S.A.
As result of the Guardian's change
of the electoral unit from city to
state, we are this year attending a
Baha'i Convention, which for the
first time is composed of delega tes representing the entire American Baha'i Community. Every believer is henceforth a voting member of the Baha'i community. But
the Guardian bas not only extended
the electorate from local commun~
ities to state and provincial communities-he bas stabilized the principle of proportionate representation.
For while the number of delegates
remains the same from year to year,
the number of local communities
has increased rapidly during the
Seven Year Plan. and in future there
will be thousands of Spiritual· Assemblies. The number of States and
Provinces, however, is presumably
constant, and hence the number" of
delegates can be fairly apportioned
to the number of believers within
these larger political units, whereas
to continue electing delegates from
towns and cities would make the
application of the principle of proportionate representation impossible
in a brief time.
It is likewise the first Convention
having representatives from the
Baha'i communities of Central and
South America and the Ishi.nds of
the" Caribbean area-an All·America
Convention in session during the Cen~
tenary period.
The Guardian's messages to the
Convention have been reproduced,
and copies will be distributed to all
the delegates and Baha'! guests.
"Hail with glad, grateful heart the
historic assembly of the elected representatives of the followers of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah throughout the
Western Hemisphere participating in
the first All-America Convention
gathered in the vicinity of the first
Baha'i Center of the Western World

beneath the dome of the first
MaIDr"iqu'l Adhkar to commemorate
alike the Anniversary of the founding of the Faith of BahB'u'llah and
the Birth of 'Abdu'l-BahB, the Anniversary of its establishment in the
Occident and to celebrate the com~
pIetion" of the exterior ornamenta.
lion of the most ballowed House of
Worshio in the entire Baha'i World"
his message begins.
Copies of the Centenary program
are also available for aU the friends.
The Centenary Committee has pre: pared a series of meetings which
with dignity and spiritual force can
express our joyous devotion and con.
secration to His Holiness the Bab,
wbose Declaration one bundred
years ago was the First Point of
the appearance of the Will of God
for the new and universal Cycle of
Baha'u'illith.
NATIONAL SPJRrl'trAL AssEMm,v

By Horace Holley, Secretary
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette
May 19, 1944

Manat;er for Green Acre
The Green Acre Trustees wish to
request applications from Baha'is for
the position of manager of the School
dormitory and dining room on the
basis of training and experience. The
trustees will consider carefully all
such applications, which should include details concerning the applicant's qualifications. Add,ress: Secretary, Green Acre" 'l'ru~tees, "536
Sheridan Road, Wilmette, Ill. Appointment of manager for the 1945
summer season !s to be made as
soon as possible.

Race Unity at Green Acre
The annual Race ·Unity conference
at Green Acre, August 11 to 13, 1944,
had its usual exhilaration, diffusion
of knowledge and confirmation. Dr.
Genevieve Coy, chairman, made un~
ity the subj ect of her address. This
she said to be a basic human desire.
Rarely is one happy at thought of
being left out. The ambition to exert
power on the orie hand and fear of
it on the other may bring conflict.
Such is true of various aspects of
power, such as economic, political,
military or social. Thoughts influence feelings, and those of fear!
hatred and anger cause disunity. A
loving and wise attitude toward minority groups is to see no differences.
Do not adversely generalize about
a minority because of the conduct
of a few members of it.
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Dr. Sarah Martin Eason of Washington, D.C., spoke on the Oneness
of Humanity. The thoughtful are becoming more aware of this as the
negligibility of racial differences as
a sign of ability appears. Men are
now looking the world over for sincerity and love to be the foundation
stones of a workable religioJ::].. CUltural varieties are a benefit. Blended
ideals of culture play a vital part in
human progress. Fraternity based
upon love should be the objective.
Human solidarity, promulgated by
'Abdu'l-Baha is hailed as a blessing.
At the next session Mrs. Terah
Smith of Atlanta, Georgia, told of
progress in race relations in the vast
section of the South. The Interracial
Commission, organized after the for_
mer world war to help returned soldiers. has now been enlarged into
the Southern Regional Council, going
farther than the former organization in that it contemplates unity on
a spiritual basis. It recognizes not
only a sectional and national but a
world need. New publications such
as "The South Today," "Common
Ground," and the addresses of Pearl
Buck are much in demand and are
shaping thought. These are signs of
advancement to the goal set by 'Abdu'l-BaM, Who said that in this
century aU the potentialities latent
in man will be revealed.
Matthew W. Builock of Boston described in graphic terms the poignant disappointment of those like
himself, who went abroad during the
former world war, inspired by the
hope that so great an upheaval
would bring justice and peace to
mankind. The promised relief appeared neither in religious nor secular circles; rather, class tyranny was
strengthened and prejudices were
increased. On every hand was heard
the lament that religion had failed.
He shared with us his experience as
a seeker after truth in the Baha'i
Faith and his great joy in the discovery that in this day God has
given us a plan; moreover, that all
is going according to the Divine
Plan!
Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh, chairman at the Sunday morning session,
observed that bars of iron too strong
to be broken, can yet be melted by
fire. It does not help difficult conditions to complain. It is better to
work. The Baha'i plans work not for
one day but for every day. The seals
of the Holy Books are now open and
wonders of life and light are coming
to view. Christ never said, "Suffer

the white people to come unto me,"
but made welcome all colors. All
the Prophets bring universal gifts.
Man has in many ways failed; but
progress and wisdom may come
through past failures. The brotherhood of mankind is now the great
objective. The dynamic fo,r this is
found in the Baha'i Teachings. They
will gain acceptance. The white race,
considering world interests and values, is now but a minority group.
Louis G. Gregory spoke on Lights
and Shadows on the Inner and Outer
Plane. Both, whether objective or
subjective, can be observed in indi~
viduals, groups and mankind in the
aggregate. The value of light is obvious, whether solar, optical, scientific or spiritual. Lights that outwardly appear have their corres~
pondences upon the inner plane and
all such phases of the same reality
have a dir~t bearing upon human
progress ,and happiness. Both the
earth and Heavens are rich in wonderful treasures, but none can discover them witho'ut light. The word
Baha means Light. HThe nearer you
are to the Light, the farther -removed
trom the da-rkness/' says 'Abdu'lBaba. "0 Son of the Wondrous V ision!1I expresses the gift of Baha'u'Uah to His faithful and loyal followers, indicating their capacity UDder guidance to aid mankind. All
are but parts of one great Whole.
The mingling of races increases fertility, cleverness and beauty,
Harlan F. Ober, chairman at the
forum, stated that the problem in
America is between whites, Negroes,
Jews, Indians and with the various
peoples of the South and Central
American countries. While the Baha'is have beld amity conferences
in many cities over a wide area,
outsiders have viewed such efforts
as remote and academic theories
a bout rna tiers which could not be
controlled. Now such matters have
become realistic to all and dem and
solution. Humanity's problems are
interrelated. Those pertaining to
race, education, industry and religion cannot be separated. A great
opportunity is that of America, a
new nation, to carry out to a greater
extent than others, the oneness of
mankind.
.
Miss Lydia J. Martin hailed with
delight the new order envisioned by
Baha'u'l!ilh and saw traces of its
progress indicated by. old age pensions, slums removed and a kindliness and neighborliness transcending
racial lines. Such signs point to a
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great awakening. The call of the
universal shepherd must be universally proclaimed so as to Overcome
the barbarous practices which keep
men apart.
Ali Kuli-Khan, N. D. told interesjng stories a bout noted men of color
that he had met, among them
Robert Turner, the first American
Negro to become a Baha'i. The
speaker strongly advocated justice
for all mankind. No earthly power
can resist the might of God. It is He
Who commands Wlity and points the
way. As the temple of Solomon was
built from materials brought from
many lands, so must the present day
edifice of divine civilization cu1tiva te the talents of aU races and
nations to bring world happiness and
peace.
Other contributors to the forum
consultations were Mrs. Joy Earl,
who told a beautiful symbolic story; .
Dr. E. Ellis Durrant, distinguished
churchman, who acknowledged the
oneness of the spirit of the Christ
and Baha'u'llah; Frank Ashton, who
read a Tablet of the Master, showing
how thought of wa r may be Overcome
by a grea ter thought of peace; and
George D. Miller, who observed that
we abandon our skins when we start
for Rea ven; therefore justice must
be here established upon a more durable basis. The chairman exhorted
aU to dweU together in love and
unity.
The musical part C!f the program
was rich and varied, consisting of
Negro spirituals and other strains.
Among the contributors were Mesdames Evelyn Loveday and Joy
Earl, Misses Ida B. Noyes, Lydia
J. Martin, and Elsie Norton. The
harmony and beauty of all the conference were causes of happiness to
the friends and an attraction to
inquirers.
RAcE UNITY COMMITTEl!:
Baha'i Directory
The following changes are reported:
1. Loca~ Assemblies: Montreal _
Mrs. Priscilla Waugh, Secretary,
11408 Laval Road, CartierviUe, Montreal 9, Quebec, Canada.
Syracuse--Mrs. Lena Bevan, Corresponding Secretary. 3566 ~esee
Street, Syracuse, N.Y.
Greenville-Mrs. Luda Dabrowski,
Acting Secretary. 19 W. Earle Street,
Greenville, South Carolina.
Salt Lake City - Mrs. Eleanor
Beckman, 347 East Broadway, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
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Alexandria-Mrs. Paul E. Haney,
Secretary, 3234 Gunston Road, Alexandria, Virginia.
Boston-the BaM'; Center is at 25
Huntington Avenue, not 26, as incorrectly reported in the Directory.
Milwaukee -

Mrs. Claire Fricke,

Corresponding Secretary, 4704 W.
Lloyd Street, Milwaukee, Wisc.
·2. National and Regionat Commit-

tees: Child Education CommitteeNew address for Chairman, Janet
Lindstrom, 1308 Asbury Street, Evanston, m.

Inter·America Committee-Edwin
W. Mattoon added.
College Speakers Bureau-new ad·
dress for Chairman, Wm. Kenneth

Christian, 700 East 5th Street, Green·
ville,. N.C.

The believers are reQ4ested to re~
port any changes in the Directory

as soon as possible.

------

Assembly Address

Local Assemblies are requested to

register the address of their center
or meeting place with any agency
in the city which, like the Chamber
of Commerce. the USO. etc., main·
tains a directory of public meetings
or of religious organizations. Assem
a

blies which have no public center
may register the Baha'i Assembly in
care of a designated officer or member. A Baha'i telephone address is
very importa nt.

In Memoriam
1 testify, 0 my Lord, that Thou hast
enjoined 'Upon. men to hcmo1" their guest,
and he. that hatA. ascended. unto Thee
h..ath verily rea.ched Thee a.nd attained
Thy Presence . . Deat with him then. according to Thy grace and bounty!
-'AsDu'L-BAHA
Mrs. Renee Fooks, Montclair, New Jersey.
Mrs. C. Lawrence, Los Angeles.
Mr. William F. Lucus, Los Angeles.
Wss Henrietta C. Cosh, New Rochelle,
New York.
Mrs. Kate Muzzy, Binghamton, New
York.
. Mr. Joseph Scanes, Toledo.
Dr. Lutber R. Johnson, Akron.
Mrs. Gertrude E. Zollinger, Toledo.
Mrs. Da isy Ashenfelter, Toledo.
Mrs. Ella Federcell, M-aui, T. H.
Miss Elizabeth Slappy, St. Augustine.
Mr. Edward Bass, Spokane.
Mrs. Gertrude H. Weeks, Portland,
Maine.
Mrs. Helen Lielnors, New York.
Mrs. Jennie Russen. Chicago.
Mr. Henry J. Ackerman, Newark.
'Mrs. Maye Worthington, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.

Sarah A. Blocker, St. Augustine.
Clementina Goodrich, Milwaukee.
Anna Krogius, Augusta.
Helen Grand, Toronto.
Lillian Bauer, Brooklyn.
Mary Frazer, Nunica, Michigan.
Mrs. Nettie Tobin, Chicago.
Mr. J. L. Gibson, Pacific Palisades,
Cal.i1orrua.
Mrs. Robert Fairlee, Vancouver.
Mr. Gustave Bagge, Cleveland.
Mr. Raymond B. Gillesbie, Chicago.
Mrs. Nell B. Moister, San Antonio.
Mrs. Alice Broadhurst, Maui, T. H.
Miss Cora A. Watson, Cincinnati.
Mr. Albert Ammon, Haworth, New
Jersey.
Mrs. Annie Linfoot,' ;Piedmont, California.
Mr. William F. Kyle, Los Angeles.
Mr. Alexander Mapp, Avon, Massachusetts.
Mrs. Robert Sully. Buffalo.
Mrs. Gertrude Muffler, Serena, nlinois.
Mr. B. M. Nance, San Bernardino, California.
Mrs. Judson M. Saunders, New Haven.
Mrs. Belle Ware, Kirkland, Washington.
Mrs. Frank J. Phelps, Catonsville, Maryland.
Mrs. Arthur L. Held. Berkley, Michigan.
Mrs. Anne B. Walker, Salem, Massachusetts.
Sr. Elias Calderon, San .rose, Costa
Rica.
Mr. Aaron Blau, Philadelphia.
Mrs. Agnes Blodgett Rowe, Spokane.
Mrs. Mary McKee, Brooklyn.
Mrs. Ruth Brandt, Pasadena.
Mr. Frederick A. papp, Los Angeles.
Mr. B. W. Schneider, Richmond Highlands, Washington.
Mrs. Rose N. Steinecke, St. Louis County, Missouri.
Mrs. Alma Raymond. Toledo.
Mr. Charles E. Wilkes, Urbana. Ohio.
Mr. Edgar H. Libby. Los Angeles.
Mr. Charles N. Mortensen, Chicago.
Mrs. Lucy B. Swindler, R. D. Magnolia.
IllinoiS.
Mr. John Aducat, R. D. Marlton, New
Jersey.
Miss
Mrs.
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.

-------

Enrollments and Transfers
1. Reported by Local Assemblies
Birmingham, one.
East Phoenix Rural. two.
Phoenix, two.
Little Rock, two and two transfers.
Alhambra. two transfers.
Berkeley, two.
Beverly Hills, three and one transfer.
Burbank, two.
Glendale, one transfer.
Los Angeles, seven and seven transfers.
Oakland, one and one transfer.
Pasadena, two and one transfer.
Sacramento, two and four transfers.
San Diego, one.
San Francisco, ten and one youth.
Edmonton, one and two transfers and
one youth.
Vancouver, two.
Winnipeg, one.
Halifax. one and one trans1er.
Toronto, two and one transfer.
Montreal, two.
Regina, two.
Denver, eleven and one transfer.
Washington, D. C., six and seven transfers and one youth.

Jacksonville, one and one transfer.
Miami, one and two transters.
Sl Augustine, one.
Atlanta, one.
Honolulu, two youth.
Chicago, eighteen and five transfers and
three youth.
Evanston, one.
Springfield, ill, one.
Peoria, four and two transfers.
Urbana, one.
Wilmette, one and two transfers.
Fort Wayne, one.
Indianapolis, one transfer.
South Bend, two.
Topeka, ODe transfer and one yoUth.
Louisville, two transfers.
New Orleans, three.
Eliot, one.
Baltimore, three and one transfer and
one youth.

Bethseda-Chevy Chase, one and one
youth.
Boston, one.
Brookline, one.
Springfield, Mase., one and one transfer.

Worcester, one.

Detroit, one.
Flint. six: and one youth.
Grand Rapids, three.
Muskegon, ODe.
Minneapolis, two.
Jaekson, Miss., five.
Kansas City, Mo., three.
St. Louis, two.
Helena, two youth.
Omaha. one.
Reno, three.
East Orange, two.
Albuquerque. two and one youth.
Buffalo, one transfer.
Geneva, two youth.
New York, eighteen and nine tr~rs
and two youth.
Syracuse, three transfers.
Greensboro, one and two transfers.
Fargo. two.
CincilUlati, one.
Cleveland, one.
Columbus, one and one transfer.
Dayton, two.
East Cleveland, two.
Lima. four.
Toledo,. one.
Portland, Ore., three and two transfers.
Philadelphia. one and one transfer.
West Chester, Pa., one.
San Juan, P. R.. one.
Providence, one.
Sioux Falls, four and three transfers and
two youth.
Houston, eight.
Salt Lake City. two transfers.
Brattleboro, one.
RiChmond Highlands, three.
Seattle, two and one transfer.
Spokane, one.
Tacoma, one.
Kenosha. one.
Madison, one.
Milwaukee. two and three transfers.
RaCine, one and two transfers.
Shorewood, two.
Wauwatosa, one.
Laramie, one.

2. Reported by Regiorud Teat!1t.
ing Committee.o
In July, ten and four youth; in August,
nine and two youth; in September, nine
and two youth.
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Messages from the Guardian
Moneeb Shaheed, grandson of both
'Abdu'l-Baha and the King of Martyrs, married according to the Moslem rites the daughter of a political
exile who is nephew of the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem. This treacherous act of alliance with enemies of
the Faith merits condemnation· of
entire Baha 'j world.
-5HOGm RABBANI

Received November 7. 1944

Share grief at passing of devoted,
faithful pioneer {John Stearns}. His
services have been unforgettable
and highly meritorious. Ad vise the
construction of a Memorial. Assure
friends in Lima (Peru) my deepest,
loving sympathy.
-SHOGHI RABBANl

Received November 19, 1944

Comforted, strengthened by assurance of sympathy and loyalty of
American believers in the deplorable, delicate situation created by
dishonorable alliances made by
members of my family, first with
Covenant~breakers and now with external enemies of the Faith.
The marvelous, rapid, sound evo-lution of the institutions of the Faith
in five continents, particularly in the
Western Hemisphere, constitutes
best monition, most effective counteraction to the detrimental influence of those whose acts proclaim
their severance from the Holy Tree
and their forfeiture of their sacred
birthright.
The occasion demands that you
direct special attention to passages
in HGod Passes By" indicating the
gravity of the past crises precipitated since the inception of the Faith
by kinsmen both of the Manifestation and the Center of His Covenant,
demonstrating the pitiful futility of
their nefarious activities and the sad
fate overtaking defectors and betrayers.
The present hour calls for unrelaxing vigilance, continued heroism,
redoubled efforts, renewed dedication by rank and file of the com-

munity
enjoying
preponderating
share alike in the erection, the defense, and the consolidation of the
worldwide Administrative Order of
the Faith of Baha'u'llab since the
passing of the Center of His Covenant.
I urge the entire Bahati community of the Western Hemisphere to
focus its attention during the rem aining months of the opening year
of the second century on the forma~
tion of local Assemblies in the remaining Republics of Nicaragua,
Panama, Venezuela, Bolivia and
San Domingo, guard against dissolu~
tion of Assemblies already painstakingly established throughout the
Americas, exert effort on further
mUltiplication of groups, wider dissemination of literature, greater use
of radio, closer contact with masses,
more audacious proclamation of the
Faith, more effective coordination of
local and national activities aiming
at fuller demonstration of the rights
and claims of the Faith to be regarded as sale refuge of humanity
in its hour of bitterest agony.
The American believers' merito·
rious activities, individual, local,
inter-state, intercontinental, will be
the object of my special prayers
during the approaching Anoiversary
of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Ascension.
--5HOGln RABBANI

Received November 21J 1944

The Spirit Is Progressive
Beloved F,.,ends:
The National Spiritual Assembly
met during four and one-half days
in November to meet the exigencies
of an agenda summarized in fourteen
typewritten pages. The Minutes recording the actions taken fill fortynine pages, a copy of which is sup~
plied to the Guardian and to each
Assembly member. In addition, the
Minutes of Trustee meetings are recorded in six or seven pages. One
hundred and ninety-eight separate
votes were adopted, one of these-
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appointing the sixty-three State and
Province Convention Committees-based upon consultation and discussion throughout one entire day.
The messages from the Guardian
which were given first consideration
at the meeting are published elsewhere in the previous and present
numbers of Baha'i News. Their vital
import is evident to every Baha'i.
The whole effort of the National
Spiritual Assembly is to arise to the
level of the great responsibility laid
upon it for the adoption of sound and
practicable plans, the coordination
of efforts, and the unification of the
entire Baha'i community for the
achievement of the next stage in its
world mission.
'Abdu'l·Baha bequeathe;f to His
friends the sublime truth that the
Spirit is progressive; it is the power
of action and continuous achievement on this plane. Unlike religions
of creed, ceremonial and formal worship, the Cause of Baha'u'llah under~
goes irresistible advance. Even when
outwardly quiet, even when assailed
by the greatest of the worldly powers, the Baha'i Faith is registering
progress and manifesting capacity
to attain its goal. As we are a B a·
ha'i community, nourished by the
Spirit, let us show forth the characteristics of our faith in activity,
union, enthusiasm, and reverence
for the guidance we receive from
the Guardian.

Treasurer. Report
This will summarize the treasurer's report for November, carrying forward some of the essential
items from the beginning of the fiscal year, March I, 1944.
The annual budget was fixed at
$135,000.00.
By
November
30,
$75,024.85 had been donated by the
believers. There remains $59,975.15
to be contributed by February 28.
One hundred local Assemblies sent
donations in November, while thirty·
two seemed unable to meet the col·
lective obligation to sustain the Fund.
Of the groups, forty.riine contributed. The total received in November
was $5,774.61, the total spent was
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$6,255.51. Among the items of ex·
pense
w ere:
Administration
$1,269.67;
Temple
maintenance:
$749.23; Temple repair (resurfacing
decks), $940.00; Green Acre maintenance, $148.43; National and Regional Teaching, $1,326.00; InterAmerica Teaching, $1,100.60. The
amount given to other National Committee was $141.50, and $570.00 was
senl to the lnterna tional Baha'i Fund
through the Guardian.
The Canadian BaM'i Fund receives and dispenses the contributions of the Baha'is of Canada which
cannot be sent across the border
under war regulations. We have
statements for September and October. The contributions were: $520
and $519 respectively, while expenditures for the two months combined
amounted to $668.50. Most of the
expense is for budgets assigned to
settlers and pioneers.

National Fund. The time is at hand effort to make the Baha'I Peace Prowhen these facts call for understand. gram a living issue in the hearts and
ing, resolve, sacrifice and action.
minds of the masses of people, whose
A good beg:irming, nevertheless, future depends on the realization of
was made at the November meet~ Baha'u'J1ah's world order, as well as
ing. The National Assembly adopted upon the men and women of emi;II number of measures aimed at a
nence and authority who for the most
coordination of national and lOcal part will make the decisions on matactivity for the promotion of the ters of public policY in relation to
Baha'I Peace Program. In ouUine
world affairs during the period of
this campaign provides for:' the "Lesser Peace. U Let each of us
1. The printing of 15,000 each of moreover, make these Teachings o~
four Peace Broadsides containing ex- Peace a firm, clear aspect at our
cerpts from the Baha'I Writings, very souls, that we may be steadfast
numbered consecutively 1, 2, 3 and witnesses among the people at this
4 but without date, so that their dis- crucial time.
tribution can achieve an accumulaSacred Foundation of World
tive effect. Of these, 5,000 sets will
Baha'i Community
be mailed monthly for four months
On
receiving
the Guardian's mesby th~ Public Relations Committee
to a list being compiled from federal sage concerning Moneeb Shaheed
the National Spiritual Assembly in:
and state officials, peace societies
educators, news commentators, etc: formed Shoghi Effendi that it unThe cooperation of local Assemblies reservedly shared his condemnation
Nalional Actil>ities
and individual believers is earnesUy
Baha" New.
Many important recommendations solicited in the development of this
list.
Please
send
suggested
names
Baha'i lVelDlJ ill published by tlae
made by National Committees for
National Spiritual Al8eDlbly of the
carrying out plans in the field of and addresses to the National Office
8aha'u of the Uahed States .ad
radio, pr,•• publicity, etc., have had as soon as possible. The remaining
Canan .a the oLiai newa-1euer of
10,000
sets
of
four
Peace
Broadsides
to be deferred for lack of funds.
the Baha'i eoJllDluulty. The first iatnte
are
offered
for
sale
by
the
Publish.
.ppe.ared in De mbrr, 1924..
As the work develops, more of the
On April 10, 1925, the Guardw.
Committees arrive at the point where ing Committee, as per sepa:rate nowrote: "The News Letter which you
they need oUice space and full-time tice in this issue of Baha'i News.
have lately initia.ted folfiIle • verT
2. The Radio Committee has been
clerical help, which calls for a year·
vital fuaction.
I would arce you.
ly operating budget. Each step of requested to develop material for a
to ealarge ill!l l!leope • • • that in time
broadcast
on
the
Bahi'l
Peace
Proprogress in our collective power to
it may devote a special I!IeCtiOD to
every phase of your aetivities, .dact must be conditioned upon rna teo- gram and make effort to have one
mini.atrative, devotional, hUDUlDitariaD
rial resources. Every believer wants station used in each State and Provfinancial, educational .ad
above all to see evidences of large ince. The Baha'i News Service Com"It should become a creat faetor
mittee
has
been
requested
to
develop
and powerful public Baha'i enterIn prom-Olinll undentaDding, provitJ.
prises I just as he wants to see ac- a news release on the same subject.
iog information on Bah"i .eti't'ity
3. Local Assemblies are requested
tivity in his own community. But a
both local and foreign, in stinmIa~
intere!!lt, in eombatinll evil inflaeDCeS,
nationwide campaign cannot be de- to conduct at least one public meet·
and in upholdinll .ad salecoardina
veloped out of one hundred and thir- ing or general conference on this
the hutitutiona of the c..se. '"
ty or more local campaigns, each subject of the Baha'i Peace Program
The contents include: DUllerial IlUp.
before
April
21.
The
date
is
left
to
planned separately and all calling
plied by the National Spiritual A&for most of the available local do- the discretion of each Assembly.
l!Seutbly, such al!l the Guardaa'. meanations. What the National Spiritual Among the references easily availMges, the Assembly's letter8 and ita
.-e,neral statements and reports; ComAssembly is striving to bring about able are: "Peace A Divine CreaDUttee plans which have been apis a forceful nationwide campaign tion." uBaha'i Peace Program U
proved and authorized; Committee
"Goal
of
a
New
World
Order,"
uU~_
which will of its own momentum
news reportl!l of activities; annual re'!lid influence create the most fa- foldment of World Civilization"
ports from loea) Assemblies; news
J.tems from. local AS8embliea; .divides
vorable conditions, and effective in- "Pattern for Future Society/' HB~_
in regio••t areas as reported by or
struments, for any number of local ha'i Teachings on Universal Peace"
through the National Tead.iq' Comteaching and publicity plans. This and "The Lesser and the Most Gre~t
mittee; aetivitiel!l in Central and SoUlh
intention can be realized as soon as Peace," all listed in the Baha'i cataAmerica ." reported by the IDler-log.
the National Fund is given the first
America Committee; news from other
lands gatbered from the bulletins of
and paramount consideration by As~
4. The Study Outline Committee
the various National Assemblielli; a
semblies and believers. Just as the has been requested to prepare an
record of new enrollmenl8 and trans_
construction of the Temple has vi- outline for community and group
fen; a ~ord of deaths; pJ:.otocraP)U
talized the life of every local com- study of the subject, which has such
of general B.ba'i iaterest.
munity, near to or far from the overwhelming importance at this
Bal..,?i NetN i8 edil~ for the Na~
Edifice itself, so will a truly com- time. Finally, the Publishing Com·
tional Spiritual Assembly by its Baha'i
News Committee: Horace Holley. Secprehensive radio and publicity cam~ mittee has been requested to reissue
retary, Garreta Buser, Mahle H. Paine.
paign return to every local communi· wrhe FOWldations of World Unity,"
Address: Baha'i News Committee 536
ty a result infinitely greater than the out of print for some time.
Sheridan Road Wi1metlet Ill.
'
All of us have a part in this grea t
amount of its own contribution to the
w

_
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of the treacherous act, and that the
onslaught of deniers and enemies
against the Guardianship, sacred
foundation of world Baha'i community, strengthens the devotion and resolution of the American Baha'is.
This pledge and affirmation unites
the community of Baha'is around
their divinely appointed Center in
Haifa. It presents an unassailable
front to any and all who become
Covenant·breakers either in the Holy
Land or our own country. It means
that we thoroughly understand the
fundamental issues involved and en·
ter into no argument or discussion
with those who would confuse and
betray our faith. We have the highest confirmation possible in this
world, the assurance of Baha 'u'llah
Himself; Ilnd its perfect explanation
and unfailing application by the Mas·
ter and by the Guardian, that the
Faith is impregnable to attack either
from without or within; but the mysterious movement of Providence
calls for sacrifice as well as knowledge and assurance on the part of
the believers. The subject is presented in a separate statement. By
activity and achievement we can
demonstrate the futility of those
seeking to undermine the Baha'i community.
-NATIONAL SPIR1'l'I1AL ASSEMBLY

The Great Division
The Manifestation of God divides
as well as unites. Both functions are
inseparable since there can never be
union between those who turn toward the divine Center and those
who deny and turn away. It is in the
Holy Family that history attests the
operation of this dual principle in
the supreme degree, where light and
dark are most intense.
The new case of disloyalty to the
Faith reported by the Guardian's
message from Haifa pertains to another member of the Holy Household who has allied himself by marriage, under an abrogated Islamic
law, to violent and Jmplacable foes
of the Faith. This event can but steel
the determination of the loyal
friends throughout the Baha'i world
to condemn such an attitude, ex·
pressed in this or similar actions,
whenever or wherever they arise.
No one, however elCKluent his pre·
tense and claim of faithfulness, can
sustain such a claim by an act which
directly contradicts it. The present
case joins in the most intimate of
human relations a descendant of BaM 'u'llab with dark forces which seek

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
National A..embly
State Conventions
Annual Convention
During the remainder of the eurreut
year tile foUowIDir schedule of

_'I

meelinp "IriIl be observed by the
NaliODai Splrllual Assembly: JIIIUIIIl"Y
13, If,. 15, 16; March 9. I', 11, U, 13;

April 28.
The Slate &ad Province m - . r for
eleot.ioD 01 delepies w1l1 be held
FeI>ruuy 25. The 8IIIUI&I C ....venIi_

will be beId Apm

:n,

28, 28 aDd :It.

to cut down the very Tree of P aradise. The Master, in His Will and
Testament, declared that the decayed branches on the tree would
be replaced, foretelling the disaffections that would occur in the Family of the Manifestation after His
own ascension.
That wondrous Tree of Manifestation bears every manner of fruit, no
other than the lofty ideals and noble
attributes giving life to the world.
Here are concentrated all the divine
energies and productive strength. In
striking contrast is the evil tree
which bears but bitter fruit, nourish·
ing every evil that influences man·
kind.
From the Gospels we have the
story of how the disciples, doubtless
led by Jndas, inquired of Jesus who
should be the greatest. Among the
answers recorded is that He said in
part: "Woe unto the world because
of offenses! It must needs be that
offenses come; but woe to that man
by whom the offense cometh!
"Wherefore if thy hand or thy foot
offend thee, cut them off and. cast
them from thee: it is belter for thee
to enter into life halt or maimed,
rather than with two feet or two
hands to be cast into everlasting
fire. "
Was He not thus warning His loyal
servants against the machinations
of Jndas, the traitor?
Obviously the same conditions
arise in every cycle. What has happened in this Supreme Cycle is well
illustrated in the Guardian's monu~
mental book, "God Passes By." To
the faithful, to be warned is to act.
Partaking in so bounteous a measure
of divine favors carries with it the
solemn obligation to guard the Faith
from impious assaults, repudiate and
also shun those who make them·
selves the enemies of God. The true
believers can never include those
who in .any manner give aid and
comfort to, and ally themselves with,
the breakers of His Covenant; for

3
the Covenant is our only assurance

of the oneness of mankind.
Now that we may have the in·
formation necessary to protect our
own communities from the efforts
of the New History Society to assail
the Guardianship and denounce the
Administrative Order, let us make
note of statements made by the
Guardian concerning Ahmad Sohrab
in recent years and previously published in Bah.Pi News. These statements suffice. Discussion and argu·
ment are closed.
"The material sent to him regard·
ing the legal action taken against
the New History Society, as well as
copies of their monthly publication,
have been received and the Guardian
feels that Ahmad Sohrab i, increasingly revealing his latent opposition
to the spirit as well as to the letter of
the Master'. Will and Testament. His
references to excommunication flatly contradict the Master's own actions and attitude, of which he is
personally fully aware, and are irreconcilable with some of the most
emphatic and unmistakable injunctions of 'Abdu'I-Baha in His Will and
Testament. His increasingly bold
criticisms of the action taken by the
Guardian amounts to a repudiation
of the authority of the Guardianship,
and is thus an open and flagrant
violation of the Will establishing that
authority. In fact the more he writes
and the more he gives vent to his
true feelings, and discloses his real
attitude to what 'Abdu'I·Balui has regarded as absolutely essential to the
unity, the integrity and protection of
the Faith, the more will he clearly
demonstrate his disloyalty to the
Master whom he professes to up·
hold and defend. He is no doubt the
most subtle, resourceful and indefatigable enemy the Faith has had in
America, and the retribution he will
in the end suffer will be correspondingly grievous and devastating. Every effort should be made by your
Assembly to protect the new believers from the poison which he is trying to instil into their minds and
souls, and to reinforce their confidence in his ultimate downfall and
complete
obli tera tion." -( Through
his secretary, May 25, 1941.)
uObscure in his origin, ambitious
of leadership, untaught by the lesson
of such as have erred before him,
odious in the hopes he nurses, contemptible in the methods he pursues, shameless in his deliberate dis·
tortions of truths he has long since
ceased to believe in, ludicrous in his
present isolation and helplessness.
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wounded and exasperated by the
downfall which his own folly has
precipitated, he, the latest protagonist of a spurious cause, cannot but
in the end be subjected, as remorselessly as his infamous predecessors,
to the fate which they invariably
have suffered.
"Generated by the propelling and
purifying forces of a mysterious
Faith, born of delusion or malice,
winning a fleeting notoriety derived
from the precarious advantages of
wealth, fame or fortw1e, these movements sponsored by deluded, self·
seeking adventurers find them·
selves, sooner or later, enmeshed in
the machinations of their authors,
are buried in shame, and sink eventualiy into complete oblivion.
"The schism which their foolish
leaders had contrived so sedulously
to produce within the Faith, will
soon, to their utter amazement, come
to be regarded as a process of purification, a cleansing agency, which,
far from decimating the ranks of its
followers, reinforces its indestructible unjty, and proclaims anew to a
wOrld, skeptical or indifferent, the
cohesive strength of the institutions
of that ·Faith, the incorruptibility of
its purposes and principles, and the
recuperative powers inherent in its
community life."-(August 12, 1941)

State Conventions
PrelJminary Nome
The election of delegates to the

1945 Convention by the BaM'is of
the States and Provinces of the United States and Canada will be held
on the uniform date of February 25,
1945. The National Spiritual Assembly has appointed a State Convention
Committee of three persons for each
electoral unit, to determine the place
of the meeting in each Slate or
Province, to determine the most convenient hour of the day designated
by the National Spiritual Assembly,
to report these decisions to the
N. S. A. to be included in the general call of the State Conventions,
and to open the meeting on February 25 with reading of the State
Convention Call and arrange for the
election of permanent Officers. If
any member of the State Conven·
tion Committees cannot serve, the
remaining members or member are
authorized to fulfil the functions of
the Committee.
As the State Convention Call is to
go out by January 5, 1945, it is evident that the reports of all State
Committees must be sent to the Na-

Baha'i Boul5e of Worship used as them£ for .mile decoration a. performance of
0 0 _ Grand Ladiea P;"DO 57mphoDT Oreheotr. Wedneoday eTeDlq, May M, 1 ' "
at Orchestra Han, Chkaco. The chorus "The Voices of All Nat:i.mu," an. tl.e Dew
mas:ical composition, ~The Makina of th.e Temple." Antoioeue"B.ich eoadueam...

tional Office at the earliest possible
date, and they have been requested
to report before December 20.
Since, moreover, the number of
delegates assigned to each State and
Province depends on the number of
resident Baha'is, the National Assembly has requested each local Assembly to report its membership list
by December 15.
In the case of two States-California and New York-two electoral
units have been determined for each
State, in view of the widespread distribution of Baha'!s and the difficulty
of convening them in anyone place
during this period of uncertain ac·
commodations for travel. The Bahit'is of California are requested to
note that the boundary separating
the Northern and Southern California
electoral units follows the north
boundary of the following counties:
San Luis Obispo, Kern, and San
Bernardino; While the New York Baha';s will note that the Southern New
York electoral unit comprises the
Metropolitan area of the City of
New York, Long Island, and the
counties of Westchester, Rockland,
Orange, Putnam, Duchess t and Ula
ster. The remainder of the State Comprises the Northern New York electoral unit. In these State., the assignment of delegates will be made

to each electoral area proportionately to the number of resident Baha'is therein. The voter will vote for
delegates resident in his particular
electoral unit and will not be free to
name as delegate a Baha'! living in
the other electoral unit of the State.
Finally, the N ationa! Spiritual Ass_embly emphasizes the -fact that
these State and Province· elections
are annual meetings and not, through
the Officers they elect at the meeting, permanent secondary administrative bodies. In other words, they
are like the annual Convention in
that their function is fulfilled at the
meeting and does not continue
throughout the year. This matter
was clarified for us by the Guardian,
in response to a question sent to him
by the N. S. A. after stUdying the
reports and recommendations reo
ceived from the Officers of the State
Conventions held last April. No administrative authority exists within
the various States and Provinces at
this time to represent all the resident Baha'!s in holding other Statewide gatherings or carrying out
teaching plans coordinating all the
Baha'! facilities within the State or
Province.
Sixty-three electoral areas will
participate in the election of delegates this year.
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The Source and Nature of
Rebellion Within· the Cause
As Shoghi Effendi advises us in
his message of November 21, he
has presented the salient facts and
the significant truths concerning rebellion in his book uGod Passes By /'
and it is ineum bent on us to study
these passages with special care.

The references which seem most
relevant for consideration whether
in group discussion or individual reflection are the following: pages 112114; page 133 ("Tell him-"); pages
163-164, from "More odious than" to
"hring it to a head"; pages 164-165,
the par. beginning "A constant witness"'; page 170, from "The 'Most
Great Idol''' to "its divine power";
page 233, final par.; pages 246-249,
from "This crisis" to Il a11 come to
pass"; pages 263-264, from "Emhit·
tered by" to "the second letter";
pages 319-320; pages 355-356, from
"In the Holy Land" to "sealed their
doom."
The volume as a whole gives us
the complete answer to the enemies
and external resistors of the Faith,
for it presents the illumined vision
of the Dispensation which the
opponent and betrayer wishes to destroy. The passages indicated, however, will enable us to focus attention on the theme at this time.

Knowing that resistance and disobedience to the Revelation is nothing else than rebellion against the
Manifestation, we need not allow
ourselves to be engulfed by the false
arguments and distorted, unfounded
claims, pretenses or challenges of
those who wage the same battle but
at a greater distance from the Center
of the Faith. It is merely necessary
to realize that while Mirza Yahya or
Mirza Muhammad-'Ali expressed
their rebellion in attempts to suppress
and even assassinate Baha'u'llah or
'Abdu'l-Baha, the words and deeds
of Covenant-breakers who would misinterpret the Master's Testament,
.who would foment suspicion of the
Guardian, who would undermine the
Administrative Order-such words
and deeds, while apparently and superficially non-violent and rational
in method, actually exemplify the
same attitude though in a feebler
expression. The motives are the
same; the result, if they were successful, would be the same. That
is why the lesser rebel, like the
greater, destroys his own position in
the Bahil'l community.

World Unity banquet Ioeld 10,. tIo. Spiri.....1 Auemloly of Ihe Bahi'ia of MU"._.
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in the realm of the Divine Plan withThe Divine Plan
out attaining true heroism, for the
Realm oJ the S piril:ual Hero
craven spirit and the selfish rna teWhat for convenience and concen- rialist are not permitted to abide.
tration of energy was termed a SevNow again, as in 1937, the needs
en Year Plan must be regarded as of the Cause, speaking through the
only one stage in the evolution of words of 'Abdu'l-Baha and ca1ling to
the Baha'i community. There were us through the messages of the
pioneers, settlers and teaching ef- Guardian, require the services of a
forts prior to 1937, and the work of host of believers to go forth as setteaching will go forward until Eu- t1~s and pioneers into new cities and
rope, Abica, Asia and the Islands of unto far lands. The realm of herothe sea are brought inside the Unity ism awaits. It can bestow divine
fulfilling the oneness of mankind.
gifts, of youth, of strength, of knowlAt whatever stage we enter this edge, of love. The people, as Bahi'vitalizing process, however we con- u'llah cried out, are as dead bodies
tribute toward its consummation, the seeking souls.
Divine Plan may be viewed as a
Above the clamor of the world's
spiritually created realm graciously struggle may the spiritual Call be
opened to the Heroes and Heroines heard by a host of blessed believof the spiritual life in this Day. It is ers, by whose heroism the whole Baa realm which the Master Himself ha'i community shall fulfill its saexemplified and over which He holds cred mission. Those who are ready
sway. To enter this realm and re- to respond may signalize their inmain there in any capacity is the tention by addressing either the Nasign of utmost achievement in this tional Teaching Committee or the
world. The gates swing wide for all Inter-America Committee, both of
humanity, but so far only a handful which have posts that must be filled.
has heard and heeded the glorious
-NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSZMBLY
Call.
Few that have entered from our
ranks would conceive of themselves Wilmington A8sembly Conducts
Legal Marriage Service
as heroic. Of these few the majority
no doubt have been conscious of unThe Spiritual Assembly of the Baworthiness and even of fear. Out- ha'is of Wilmington, Delaware, has
wardly they wore no uniform carry- received ci viI authority to conduct
ing the insignia of rank, title and a legal marriage, even though the
authority_Yet they could. not remain Assembly is not incorporated. This
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authority has been granted under
statutes which apparenUy are not
duplicated in other states.

Review Notices
The Publishing Committee requests the friends to send clippings
of any press review of Baha'i books
w\lich they might note in their local
paper. The Committee wishes to
maintain as complete a record of
press reviews as possible.

Teaching Literature for
Small Communities
The National Spiritual Assembly
has authorized the Publishing Committee to provide up to $5.00 of
teaching pamphlets without cost to
Assemblies in cities having less than
twenty-five Baha'is. Such Assemblies
may apply directly to the Publishing
Committee, and ahould list the
pamphlets wanted. Books are not
available under this arrangement.

Inter-Ameriea News
"First year second Baha'i century
should witness (1) establishment
Spiritual Assembly in every remaining Republic, and be signalized (by)
(2) steady increase pioneers both
Latin (and) North America; (3)
further multiplication groups, and
(4) wider dissemination Baha'i literature. both Spanish (and) Portuguese •• JJ The above quotation from
the Guardian's message to the National Spiritual Assembly dated July
IS, 1944, clearly defines the goals
of the La tin American teaching
work. With these in mind the InterAmerica Committee is bending
every effort to send additional pioneers to assist those already serving so valiantly in the field, and 1.0
assist the two new committees (Reviewing and Publishing Committee
in Buenos Aires and the Bulletin
Committee in Panama), which resulted from the consultations with
the Latin American representatives
during the Centenary and in early
July_
The "remaining Republics" in
which the Guardian wishes Spiritual
Assemblies established by April 21,
1945, are Bolivia, Dominican Repub·
lic~ Ecuador, Panama, Nicaragua.
Uruguay. and Venezuela.

New" Pioneer Project.
On November 11 Dr. Malcolm M.
King. left New Orleans for Nicaragua, and )las. already written a
most heartening report of the begin-
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ning of his work there. He is being
greatly assisted by Srta. Blanca V.
Mejia, who represented Nicaragua
at the Centenary. Through her, Dr.
King has met many people of in·
f1uence and intellectual capacity.
Virginia Orbison is now in Quito,
Ecuador, on a temporary mission,
and will soon be joined by Haig
Kavorkian who is coming from
Buenos Aires to be the resident
teacher.
The latest pioneer to depart was
Eliza beth Cheney, who left Miami on
November 29 for visits to VenezuJa,
Colombia, Buenos Aires, and Uruguay on her way to Asuncion, Para·
guay.

Receld Eve_
Guatemala: After a most successful teaching visit to Guatemala City,

Mrs. Florence Keemer has returned
to the United States, but before leaving she had the great joy and sa tisfaction of sending in three membership cards.
San Salvador; Clarence Iverson
was called home to Phoenix because
of the illness of his mother, who
passed away on October 20. This was
his first return home since he started
pioneering in Central America five
years ago. On November 16 he returned again to his post in El Salvador, and writes from there of the
great addition to their group through
the coming of Dr. Edelberto Torres
forinerly of Guatemala City.
'
PeTU' A beautiful letter from Eve
Nicklin reported the death of John
Stearns in Lima on November 7.
Pioneering first in Ecuador, and later in Peru, John made a truly important and valuable contribution to
the establishment of the Cause in
South America. A message from the
Guardian says: "Share your grief
in the passing of this devoted, faithful pioneer, whose service is Wlforgettable and highly meritorious. Assure friends in Lima of deepest, loving sympathy. Advise construction
of a memorial."
The reports of the progress of the
teaching work in Lima are most
heartening. Two new membership
cards bring the number of the community there to fifteen. Already, extension teaching has been undertaken, and through the efforts of Sr.
Alfredo de Barreda, there is a won·
derful group studying in Callao. Eve
Nicklin is achieving unusual results
with a delightful group of young people who are studying with great
interest, although none are as yet
signed believers.

Bolivia; After a return visit to La
Paz, Virginia Orbison writes, "Bolivia is really going ahead, and this
makes me very happy for the sake
of the very valiant Flora." Four
new membership cards have been
forwarded, which increases the
number of Baha'is in La Paz to nine.
Through the excellent teaching efforts of Virginia Orbison and Flora
Hottes at Sucre, Bolivia, there are
hopes of a group or even an Assembly being formed in this city before
April 21.
Chile: From Marcia Steward, recently returned to Santiago, comes a
glowing report of Baha'i activities
there. Marcia plans to return to
Magallanes sometime in late J anuary to continue the effective teaching work which she has initiated
there, and which gives every promise of resulting in the early formation of a Baha'i group in the southern
most tip of this Hemisphere. Marcia
also writes of the valuable assistance which Artemus Lamb, who is
in Chile on business, has given to
her teaching efforts.
Puerto Rico: Margaret Lentz
became a settler and pioneer
teacher in San Juan early this fall.
Jamaica: William Mitchell, who
was a Centenary representative, reports a Baha'l community of fourteen
members at Kingston. Dr. King
pioneered there for two years.
-INTER-AMERICA COMMrrrEJ!:

Centenary Souvenir
The friends are informed that
copies of the Centenary Souvenir are
still available. For thost: who did not
attend the celebrations it is explained that a special Souvenir was
produced consisting of a photograph
of 'Abdu'l-Bah8. and a photograph
of the House of Worship mounted
in a folder measuring 8'k by 11
inches. A copy was presented to all
Baha'is present at the Centenary
who had been believers prior to the
Master's visit in 1912. The picture
of 'Abdu'l-Baha is a view hitherto
not available.
Local Assemblies might well consider presenting a Souvenir to the
older members of the community
who would have qualified for the
public presentation had they been
able to come to Wilmette last May.
The Souvenir, moreover t is a beautiful Baha'i possession for 8lly'
believer to have lor himself.
The cost, postpaid, is $1.00 each.
Send orders to Temple Librarian
and Sales Committee, through H.E.

BAHA'i
Walrath, Chairman,
Street, Chicago, Ill.
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Centenary Edition
A special edition of Baha'i World
Faith, bound in red leather. was
produced by the Publishing
Committee and first displayed at the
book table during Convention and
Centenary week. For this ed; tion the
last available supply of real leather
was used, and only 500 books could
be made. In this binding the believers have a permanent as well as
beautiful volume of the Writings of
Baha'u'llab and 'Abdu'l-Baha. Price
per copy, postpaid, $5.00. It is suggested that local Librarians have
one copy on display.
Order through Baha'i Publishing
Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, rn.

Window display alTanlled by the Baba'is of Rid.e~ N. j., on the occa.siOD of •
Temple leeton, 1943.
.

Centenary Memorial Book
The Publishing Committee has already published in Baha'i New. a
notice of the volume compiled by
the National Spiritual Assembly as
a memorial of the Centenary and
record of fifty years of Baha'i activity in North America. This work
offers both new and old believers
a uniform view of our own Baha'i
history, a compilation of words of
Baha'u'llab and 'Abdu'l-Baha concerning America, excerpts from the
Guardian's letters on the same subject, representative photographs,
statistical data, and above all, excerpts from Nabil's history concerning the Declaration and the Martyrdom of the Bab. This work is an
official Baha'i record which Assemblies and individual believers can use
for teaching, by placing copies with
important persons and organizations. Price per copy, postpaid,
$2.00.

God Passes By
The Publishing Committee has
been immersed in the great but inspiring task of filling orders on this
book which amounted to more than
a thousand copies by November 9,
the publication date. As new orders
are received now, they can be filled
without delay. The Guardian's outline and interpretation of Baha'i history has· been received throughout
North America with gratitude and
enthusiasm. There could be no more
effective testimony of the divine na·
ture of the new World Order for the
public than this book. Per copy,
postpaid, $2.50.

New Publications
The CentenaTY

of a WOT!d Faith,

compiled by the N. S. A. of the
British Isles. A scholarly and most
interesting presentation of the Cause
issued in London for the Centenary
celebrations. Per copy, postpaid,

or either "Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Baha
or "Baha'i Scriptures. n The purpose
of this outline is to afford a group
approach to Teachings which intensify the believer's awareness of the
spiritual life. Sold in lots of five
copies for $0.25.

$1.50.

Temple Guiding

ATchitectuTal Concrete Magazine-

reprint of illustrated four-page article on the House of Worship prepared
by the staff of Portland Cement Association of Chicago for publication
in the trade paper most directly concerned with the type of construction
which the Temple most strikingly
exemplifies today. The article itself
is extremely well done, and the special feature is a reproduction of a
photograph of the Temple filling
page one, in s~ about 9 by 11
inches. Sold only in lots of ten copies
for $1.00.
Peace Broadsides, fouT sheets, letterhead size, numbered consecutively 1 to 4, each containing brief excerpts from the Baha'f Writings on
Peace ·and prepared for mailing or
giving out in consecutive order so
as to produce accumulative effect.
The broadsides are part of the current nationwide campaign on the
Baha'i Peace Program in which all
believers can take part. Sold only
in lots of 100 sets of the four (four
hundred sheets) for $2.00.
Deepening the Spiritual Life,
study outline by Horace Holley, second edition. References needed:
··Gleanings,t' for all but three passages, which can be found in "Promulgation, H "Baha'i World Faith,"

The number of visitors to the Temple for the first ten months of this
year totaled 16,477, an increase of
1,992 over 1943 tor the same period.
During September visitors numbered 2,456. They came from. 43
states, the- District of Columbia,
Alaska, Puerto Rico, the Canadian
provinces· of Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, and
the countries of Chile, Colombia,
Australia, New Zealand, Persia, China, Denmark, Brazil, Peru. Scotland, England, Germany, Bulgaria
and France.
During October visitors numbered
2711. They came from 37 states,
the District of Columbia, Hawaii.
Puerto Rico, the Canadian provinces
of Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec and the countries of England,
Australia, Colombia, Chile and Pe-

ru.
Since this is the first time weekday guiding has continued through
the month of October it is interesting to note that 902 visitors were
taken through the Temple on weekdays alone. The number of visitors
in October this year as compared to
October 1943 shows an increase of
1,464. These figures would seem to
prove that it was well worth while to
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keep the Temple open during the
week through, October. Several
guides served three and four times
in a week in o'tder to make this experiment.
.
Three spec;ally conducted tours
were arranged during September and
Octob e......
Chi!"lgo Evangelical Jnstitute of
Chicago, 30
Prairie Club .of Chicago, 28
Women's Auxiliary of the Chicago
Medical Society, 12
A new Temple Guides Study Class
was fortJ¥d in October composed of
fifteen yduth living in Chicago and
$Uburbs .. This class is conducted by
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray at the Baha'l
House of Worship every Sunday be.
tween 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. The youth
are intensely interested and Dr.
Rice-Wray assures us that we may
expect some fine results from this
class by Spring.
A similar Temple Guides Study
Class will begin within the next few
weeks for adults in the Temple area.
The rearrangement of the Reception Room, separating the visitor's
register from the book sales by providing separate tables for each activity, we feel has relieved the congestion considerably in that room
and at the same time has resulted
in an increased sale of literature.
TEMPLE GUIDES CoMMl"l"TIZ
By: He!en Roach, ChaiTman

Library ColllIllittee
The National Library Committee
would like to share our plans for the
coming year with the friends. The
following books may now be secured
from our committee for presentation
to public, college and university libraries : Baha 'u 'llah and the New
Era, World Order of Baha'u'llah,
Some Answered Questions, Baha'I
World Faith, The Promised Day Is
Come (bound), The Advent of Divine
Justice (fabrikoid), The Baha'i
Peace Program (fabrikoid) and
Baha'i World, Volume 8. The current
volume of Baha', World can only be
supplied to important libraries and
the local Assemblies are requested
to try to donate this book to their
main public libraries. Baha'u 'llah
and the New Era, and Bah,,'; World
Faith are the recommended books
to offer as a first donation to new
libraries. One or two other titles
may be offered when teaching
activities warrant additional literature be placed in a local library.
The important thing to remember Is
that each request to the national li-
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Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Birmingham. Alabama, duly in~
corpor-ated on June 21. 1944.

Correction of Error
Ao illustration which appeared in
the November issue is run again in
December in order to connect it with
the c.orrect description - Birmingham,' Alabama. For some reason the
caption supplied with the Birmingham Assembly picture was replaced
by a caption referring to an illustration intended for another picture.

4. Service Libraries: Many of
these libraries now are in camps
which are in the process of reconversion. Books have been placed in
many important camps and the library committee will gladly fill any
re·quest for literature for new service libraries. We recommend that
Baha'u'llah and the New Era be
offered to these libraries. Other
books should be offered only when
there is sufficient interest in the
teachings through teaching activities
or the presence of Baha'i service
men.
We shan be happy to send the list
of libraries in our files to the various Regional Teaching Committees
for their regions to assist them in
their library surveys. Several Regional Bulletins have published
these lists for their states for the 10formation of the friends.
MRS. STU..... SIMs
Chairman

International Auxiliary

Language
brary committee must be accomIn this second century of the
panied by a note of acceptance of Baha'i Era, as the work of the Cause
Baha'j literature from the librarian. grows and expands, the services of
Summary of library plans for the the International Auxiliary Lancoming year:
guage Committee are becoming in1. Public Libraries: In addition to creasingly important. The members
our routine presentations made of this Committee are appealing to
through requests from the friends, the believers in the United States
we plan to continue our attempts to and Canada to help us in this vital
place at least an Esslemont book in work.
each public library system in cities
The general puhlic is becoming
of 10,000 population and upward. All conscious of the necessity for the
of these libraries were contacted fulfillment of Baha'u'llah's principle
during the past year. The response for the establishment of a universal
was not up to expectations but many auxiliary language to facilitate innew librarians became acquainted ternational communication. Every
with the term "Baha'i Faith" day brings to this Committee rethrough our attractive form letter quests for information and news of
and a number asked for books.
increased activities. We therefore of2. College and University Li- fer the suggestion that Baha'! public
braries: We plan to carry on with programs this year include one talk
the systematic coverage o£ the re- on an ioternational auxiliary lanmaining colleges and universities in guage. Such a talk will fill an imour survey. We did have far better portant need. We will be glad to help
response from these colleges and you all in this work.
many received books.
Encouragiog and interesting news
3. Pea c e Libraries: Libraries has just been received that E sperhousing peace collections and post- anto magazines in South America
war planning data have been well are publishing translations of Baha';
covered by the library committee. writings. The "Pernambuco EsperThere are 144 War Information Cen- antisto" in Brazil carried an article
ters in colleges and we do have recently entitled "La Filozofio de
books in 100 of these colleges and 'Abdu'I-Baha," translated by Lidia
have already contacted the remain- Zamenhof, and copied from the
ing Centers. We wrote to the above Baha'i World. Another issue printed
100 coliege librarians to bring to an article written by Horace Holley,
their attention the Baha'i books on and translated by Leonora Holsapple
their shelves with reference to their Armstrong. This same magazine
peace collections.
had a news item in PortugueSe about
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ture of their Faith." To do this moot
effectively, we urge the friend. to
write to the Committee if they have
a need for study help which they
cannot fill. We would also like to
hear from those who have had success in group study, through the use
of outlines, or through other means
of stimulating the acquisition of that
familiarity with the teachings which
is our duty and privilege. We would
like to hear from Assemblies,
Study Outline Committee
The Study Outline Committee would group., 'or individuals, telling what
like to be of the greatest help to the you have used, and what you need.
believers in aiding them to carry out . By sharing our experiences we can
the Guardian's statement that "they work most effectively.
IDA L. NoYES, Chairman
must study for themselves, conscientiously and painstakingly, the litera43 Davis St., Binghamton, N. Y.
the translation into Esperanto of
uThe Dawn-Breakers," and they
mentioned the review of the manuscript by the American Esperanto
Academy.
We hope that the friends will report to this Committee any of their
activities along the line of universal
language.
ROAN U. ORLOFF, Chainnan

, Bahii'i Radio Broadcasts
During Centennial Week
May 19.25, 1944
State

Assembly

Station

Date
21
22
19
20
21

Alabama
...... Birmingham ......... WSGN
......... _... May
Arizona ' .......... " .. Phoenix ............... KPHO ......
.. ........ May
Phoenll< .............. KOY ......................... May
Arkansas .... : ........ Little Rock , ....... , .. KARK
..... " ... " .
.. .. May
California
.. , .. Los Angeles ....... _.. KFOX (Long Beach) ., ..... , May

Pasadena and
Alhambra

........... XPAB .................... .
......................... May 21
Geyserville ........... KSRO (Santa Rosa) ......... May 22
Colorado .............• Denver and
Ma 21
.
Colorado Springs .... KFEL .. "....................
Y
Connecticut ........... New Haven ..........• WELl .......... ,.
. ....... May 21
D C
Washington ........... WWDC ... ".. " ............ May 21
.................
....... WlLM, " " . " " ... " " ... "May 23
D 'e!a'ware
............ . W,'lmm' g\on
Florida ." ....... ,,' .. Miami .. '''" ......... WGAM
" " " ........... May 21
San Francisco ... , .. ,. KYA

Georgia

.............. Atlanta

............... WAGA

................ May 14

Idaho ........ " .. " ... Boise .. " .... "" .. ,,' KIDO.
" .... "" ... " .. May 22
illinois ..... _. _. _. _". Danville _... _. _....... WDAN ..
. ....... May 22Champaign ".........
Peoria ,..
.. ... WMBD
........ May 23
Urbana
May 23
Chica go
..... WMAQ ....... " .. " " ....... May 19
Chicago
........... WCFL
.. May 19
Chicago
.. _....... WCFL ... _...........
. _. _May 23
Chicago .............. WCFL . _......... _........... May 25
Chicago .............. WJJD (daily spot announcements)
Indiana . _............• Indianapolis _. . ...... WISH ............ _. . ....... May 22
d R p' ds
.. (Centenary announcements in news
Iowa ... - . . . . . . . . .. ... C
e ar a J
. - ..
broadcast over two stations; radio
script over third station with Doctor
Bach. State University broadcasting.)
T
ka
..... WlBW ..
' ........ May 23
Kansas ............... ope
... , .... WGRe
..... May 12 and 22
Kentucky ............. Louisville
M
23
Louisville
........ WAVE
" ....... ........ ay
Louisville .. ___ . _..... WlNN
.... May 23
Louisiana ............. New Orleans .... _. _... WSMB
Maine .. _. _...........• Covered by Mass.
Broadcast ....... _. - .
May 22
Maryland ............. Baltimore ... " .. .. .. .
" .. May 22
Massachusetts ........ Worcester . _.......... WAAB
"Minnesota ......... . Minneapolis and

*

*

*

*

..

St Paul ............. WDGY

... May 23

Centenary News
The Centenary celebration at Wilmette was made more impressive
by the realization of the believers
assembled there that the joy of the
occasion was shared by individuals
and groups of people over a large
portion of the globe. Greetings to
the convention from distant believers, delivered orally or sent by mail,
and the accounts of other celebrations, which have begun to come in,
add to the sense of unity in the Cause
which was so deeply felt last May.

Latin-Ameriea
Srta. Blanca Victoria Mejia, delegate from Nicaragua, said: "I come
from a land that is small in size but
great in aspirations and I bring you
a message of brotherhood that she
.ends you by means of the most
humble of her daughters. Don't look
at her representative for more than
the light that radiates from her soul
that is full of love and enthusiasm
toward a Cause ao high and noble
a& are the Sacred Teachings of
Baha'u'llflh. For a long time I have
dreamed of knowing you personally,
as we profess the same ideas, and
therefore I have enjoyed contemplating your souls reflected in your
faces, and thus what I don't understand hecause of language, I will
read in your glances that are the
most eloquent expression of the spirit. There is with you a small part of
Nicaragua who in this House of
Worship asks with you for Peace,
Love, and Brotherhood among men."
Virginia Orbison, traveling teacher in South America, wrote beautifully of that web of love spreading
over the two continents of the western hemisphere, "charming them
into forming the complete integration of alL .. races, nations, classes
and creeds." "Evidence of such dif·
fusion," she continues, ·jis this pas-sage by a most distinguished South
American writer and educator, who
writes from the strange heights of
Bolivia: 'The Bah .. 'I books which
you left after your four-day stay in
this city of Sucre I have read with
great attention, and I hope with ben·
efit. They are a good tonic for the
spirit. They, and your words, will
be seeds fallen on good ground. and
the time is not far away when they
will bear fruit . . .The Bah .. 'i Temple in Chicago must be a marvel,
peerless in all the world. • .If the
opportunity does not present itself
to attend the Centenary of the Bah .. 'f
Faith, this group of four which you
left, will unite here on May 23 to

10
celebrate this event. Felicitations for
the success of your task of promulgating this noble, generous and humane religion. ~
(Signed)
Raul Jaimes Freyre."
Eve Nick1in wrote: "May the love
and unity that is felt here in our litue
group in Lima, Peru, reach across
time and space and unite with that
love and unity that must truly be
manifest where you are-there in
our beloved House of Worship."
And Isabel TiradG de Barreda,
first believer in Peru and delegate
to the Convention says: "With all
my heart dG I enter into belief in
the Baha'i Faith, convinced that it
is the most ample and perfect of all
the religiGns, because it leads to the
path which must be rollowed in order
tG attain the Grace of God; this
through the beautiful Baha'i prayers.
Tbus, as a drop of water gradually
wears away the stone, so must the
Baha'i Faith engrave the heart of
Humanity so that it may be enabled
to attain God's Grace of which it is
so much in need."
The delegate from Brazil, Dr. Fernando Nova, who is a native of
Bahia, brought greetings from the
friends of that community, "and
their messages of love and hope,
longing iGr the day when they will be
able to come and wOl'llhip at this sa-

cred spot." "We are still only a small
group," he said, ~~twelve declared
believers all told, but we feel that
from now on a strong impulse will
lead us ahead. . .50 far all our
achievements have been brought
abGut through prayer; prayer has
provGked deep feeling amongst us
and has urged us on when the going
was difficult. . .My coming to the
Slstes alone proved to me the power
of Baha'u'llah's will; insurmountable
difficulties faced us and there
seemed nG possibility of over-coming
them and then suddenly the way was
cleared and gradually the pattern
was formed and everything fitted as
perfectly as a chain, each link j Gining its counterpart for my cGming tG
receive this wonderful message from
you all, Which in tum I will take
back. to the dear friends in Bahia."
From Truj illo, Santo DomingG,
Gwenne Sholtis wrGte Gf the Centenary celebration in that city. It was
a joyous fiesls at which were present guests frGm many countries.
Puerto Ricans, one Hungarian, six
Dominicans. a young lady from
Spain, four Norte Americanos. The
eldest guest was a OGmincan gentleman of seventy·three, the youngest a child of three and a half. "We
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Mississippi ... __ .... " Greenwood ... , ... , .... WGRM ...... , ............. .
Jackson ............... WSLI ........................·.May 23
Michigan ............. Ann Arbor ............ WQR .................... May 28 or 28
Flint ..................
May 23
Missouri . _............ Kansas City ., ........ KMBC
Montana , ..... , ......• Helena . _, __ , .....•... KPFA
. _, .. ,., ... ,', ... , .May 23
Butte ................. KGIR ........................ May 28
Bozeman .... _........ KRBM .... _......... , ... , .... May 23
Nebraska ... , ........ .
Nevada ..... , .. , ..•••. Reno .................. KOH ..... _..
. .......... May 18
Reno ............... _, .KOH "'_ , __ . __ ....... __ .... _.May 23
New Hampshire •..... Portsmouth ....... _... WHEB ........... _...... _.... May 23

*

*

New Jersey ........... Red Bank ............ WCAP (Asbury Pk.) ..... .

New Mexico .......... Albuquerque .......... KOB
New York ............ Syracuse ..............
Auburn ...............

'*
'*

......................... May 19

*
*
*

Ithaca ................ WHCU
Binghamton .......... WMBF ................... . .. :May 23New York City ....... WMCA
Yonkers .............. WI'AS
North Carolina ....... Greensboro ........... WHIG
North Dakata ....... _. Fargo ................. KVOXOhio .................. Cleveland ............. w;rw
CinCinnati .... . . . . . • . .
Columbus ............ WBNS
Lima ................. WLOK

*

& WQXR ............. May 21
(White Plaln,) ........ May 23

*

(Moorehead, Minn) .. May I'

*
*

....................... May 18
....................... May 17

Oklahoma ......... _•..
Oregon ............... Portland .............. KWJ J ................ May 22 and
Pennsylvania ......... Philadelphia .......... WFIL ............... : ........ May
Philadelphia and
West Chester .•...••. WIBG ........................ May
Rhode Island ........ .
South Carolina ...... .
South Dakota ......... Sioux Falls ........... KELO ........................ May

Tennessee ........... ,
Texas
.......... Houston ...........•.•.
Utah ................. SaU Lake City and

*

25
17
2S

22

*

Laramie, Wyo. .. .... KLO (Ogden) ................ May 21

Vermont ............•. Brattleboro .... , ...•.. WKNE (Keene, NR) ......... ,May 21
Virginia .............• (Combined with Wash~
ington, D. C.) ...... ..
Washington " .... , ...• Tacoma ............... KVI
Seattle ................ KIRO

................ ,' ..... May
, ....................... May
W. Virginia ........... Charleston , ........... WQKV _........
. .......... May
Wisconsin ............ Racine .. '.............. WRJN ... , ...................May

.22
22

22
16

PROVINCE8-Canada
Nova :scotia .....•.•.• Halifax .............•.
Quebec ..........•...• Montreal (&: vicinity) , . CFCF ........................ May 21
Prince Edw. lsI ....... Charlottetown .... , .... CFCY
May 26
British Colwnbia ., ... Vancouver .... ,.......
Alberta ............... Edmonton ............ CFRN ........................ May 28
Calgary............ ...

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ontario ......... , ..... Toronto .......... ,., ..
New Brunswick ....... Moncton .............. CKCW ........................ May
Saskatchewan ........ Regina , ........ , ..... CKRM ....................... May
Manitoba ............. Winnepeg ...... , ...... CKRC
................. May
Alaska .......... _..... Anchorage ............ KFQD
...... May
Hawaii , .. ,., .. , ...... Honolulu ............. KGU .... , ...... , ......... , ... May
Mexico ................ Mexico City .... ,.....

*

*

23
22

25
23
22

·-Note:-Details as to Call letters, date and time, not yet received trom some of the
Assemblies. Where date of broadcast does not come within the time of Centennial. it
means fuey could not secure time within those dates.

opened the fiesta with a prayer fGr
all nations, in Spanish; then the
Bab's address to the eighteen Leiters

of the Living was read. An inspiring
and stimulating discussion took place
about that event. One of the Hindus
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chanted a beautiful prayer in the
Indian language, revealed by Lord
Krishna. We had a large cake with
the name of the Bab, 'Abdu'I.Baha,
and lOOth anniversary in glistening
pink icing. Sandwiches, cookies, beverages were served. Kuldi, a tenyear-old Hindu boy danced several
oriental dances, a Dominican girl of
twelve J sang folk: songs, and Jessie
Lee, the three-and-a-half year old
made her contribution to the fesli ve
merrymaking. Then the National Assembly's cablegram was read. We
gave them food for their souls, food
for thought, as well as material food.
We were in reality united with every
Baha'i in the world. Kuldi, the little
Hindu boy, asked, 'Can I come to

more Ba.hi'1 fiestas'1 I never see
anything more pretty.' "

The United Sial... and CfJIIIJda
There were local celebrations
throughout North America, of which
some accounts have been received.
One of the most interesting of these
was held in conjunction with a Negro
church in Montreal. RUhi:yyih Khan-

urn was hostess in. absentia,. having

made
the
celebration possible
through her generosity. On June 15
about 30 Baha'is and 170 members of
the congregation met at the Union
United Church for a program which
opened with an introductory speech
by the pastor, Rev. Charles Este.
There followed Baha'i prayers, music, an account of the history of the
Baha'I Faith by Miss Joy Tellier,
an explanation of its principles by
Mrs. Rosemary Sala, and the readings of a very beautiful letter from
RUhiyyih Kbanum. Afterwards refreshments were served by a cater-

er. uThe celebration was permeated
by a true Baha'I spirit. There was
a complete feeling of unity as' the
members of the congregation and
the Baha'is mingled."
The New York Community presented, on April 28, an Inter-America
Centennial program. The music was
La tin-American and two addresses
were given: Dr. Luis Mena-Solorzano, former Consul General from
Nicaragua spoke on "The Destiny of
the Americas/'· and Mr. Philip
Sprague told of "The New World
Order of Baha'u'llah."
In Geneva, New York, the celebration took the form of a recital,
April 21. In the first half of the program, poetic readings by Reginald
King alternated with music; in the
last half, the readings were from
"'The Dawn-Breakers. t ,
The Baha'is of Southern California

Baha'is of BO&'o"', Colombia, on oeca8:ion of formatioD of fint Spiritual Assembly, Jaooary 6, 1944.

held a meeting at the Ambassador
Hotel in Los Angeles, Sunday afternoon, May 21, at which Dr. Edward
Wilber spoke on "The Greatest Day
in History."
The Spiritual Assemblies of Seattle and Richmond Highlands united
to give a progra m in Seattle on the
evening of May 22. Baha'i addresses
were given by Mr. C. G. Nordquist, Mrs. Juliet Cole, and Mrs. Ha. zel Stauter. A radio broadcast had
been given on the afternoon of that
day.
A centennial broadcast was also
given in Vancouver, where, on May
23, the Baha'is gave a banquet attended by nearly forty people. This
was followed by a public meeting at
which Mrs. B. Liddell amd Miss Mae
McKenna were the speakers.

Haifa
While we were rejoicing in the beginning of a new century of Baha'I
endeavo.r, at Wilmette and throughout the western hemisphere, our
hearts turned also to the center of
the Baha'i world and to the Guardian. We have been eager to know
how the Bib's mission was commemorated at His sacred tomb by
Shoghi Effendi, the unifying point of
the Faith He inaugurated. Our first
news comes by way of clippings
from "The Palestine Post" of May
23. The article, which was written
the 22, is entitled "Candle-light on
Mount Carmel." It runs as follows:
uSo me 200 Baha'ists from Palestine,
Trans-Jordan, Syria, the Lebanon
and Egypt gathered here today for
the beginning of the three-day Baha'i
centenary celebrations which will
start shortly before 10 o'clock tonight.
"This evening electric lights and
hundreds of candles illuminated the
shrine off Mountain Road on the
slopes of Mount Carmel until blackout time. Inside the shrines, huge
floral decorations of roses and lilies
covered the Persian carpets over
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the tombs of the Bab and of 'Abdu'lBaha, where the gathering will take
place tonight.
"Led by Shoghi Effendi (the
grand-son of 'Abdu'l-Baha) who is
the 'Guardian of the Cause,' the
Baha'lsts will assemble at the tomb
of the Bab at the exact hour tonight
when the Bab declared his mission
100 years ago. There will be readings and chantings of Baha'i prayers
and teachings followed by the reading of a centenary review at the
Oriental Pilgrims House where. Shoghi Effendi will also address' the
gathering.
"Tonight celebrations are expected to continue until 2 or 3 o'clock tomorrow moroing and will be continued in the afternoon with a solemn
unveiling of the model showing the
entire shrine which will be completed as soon as conditions will permit the carrying out of the elaborate
construction.
IITomorrow night, a film of 'Abdu'lEaha. . . , taken in America, will
be shown at the Pilgrims House and
there will also be slides showing the
completed Baha'i House of Worship
at Wilmette, Dlinois."
(Continued on. page 20)

Centenary Committee
1943·1944
Edna Trae, Cltalrman. Mro. M......,
M.Cormiek, Dor.... 1IoIJq, Mro. SanJa
Walrath, Carl Seheffler, Albert Wind.....
Mro. N....y Bowdlteh, Philip G. Sproope.
Allen B. McDaniel, Claarles MallOD.
Bemey, Mr.. Loulle Math"".. Leruy I ......
Max Greeven" Mrs. Sarah Keuny, lin.
Lorol Sehoplloeher, RowLmd EstalI, LonIo
G. G..... .,..

The first meetiog of the Commit-

tee on Baha'I Centenary was called
by the Chairman for September 15th,
1943, at 418 Forest Avenue, Wil·
mette. The seven members present
were: Loulie Mathews, Albert Windust, Louis Gregory, Carl Schemer,
Horace Holley, Allen McDaniel and
Edna True.
It was a very humble, almost
frightened group who thus met, for
the first time, to initiate plans and
arrangements for the historic Centenary of the Bab, the importsnce of
which occasion, they were deeply
aware of. Ernestly and prayerfully,
they studied minutely the sugges·
tions and standards for these ee1e·
brations which the Guardian had
sent to the N. S. A. and which had
been published in the July News
Letter. It was heariening, during
even this first consultation, to see
the Centenary plans begin to take CD
form so that the Committee were
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able to submit to the N.S.A., at their
session which followed immediately,
concrete recommendations which
included the following:
1. That the length of the Centenary
Period should be one week from
May 19th, so that the Commemoration of the Declaration of the Bab on
May 22nd, would fall midway.
2. That the time of this Commemoration Service should be so planned
that its climax would come at exactly two hours and eleven minutes
after sunset.
3. That the Public Meeting, to be
held on this same evening, should
include, on its program, two Baha'i
and two non-Baha'I speakers. (Because of our limited time, this was
afterwards changed to include only
one non-Baha'I speaker.)
4_ That the subjects for the other
public meetings should be carefully
planned so as to include all of the
special features l mentioned by the
Guardian.
5. That a public Banquet should
be held, at a befitting place in Chicago, on May 24th. This· was later
changed to May 25th.
6. That in order to achieve the
greatest possible harmony in the
pattern of the Celebrations as a
whole, and to a void duplication of
effort and possible confusion, all of
the arrangements for the Centenary
be centralized in one over-all Committee which would function, in turn
through its special sub-committees.
On september 28th, the N. S. A.
reported back its actions on the
various recommendations presented
and appointed as an Executive
(working) Committee the following
members of the Committee on
Baha'I Centenary: Allen McDaniel,
Horace Holley, Louis Gregory, Albert Windust, Margery McCormick,
Sarah Walrath, Carl ScheIDer and
Edna True. In this Committee were
centralized the plans and arrangements for the full Centenary Period,
with the exception of the Dedication
of the Temple and the Commemorationtion of The Declaration of the
Bab, in the Temple Auditorium, May
22nd. The other members of the
Committee on . Baha'i Centenary
were informed of this action, by the
Chairman, under date of Septembe~
28th. at which time they were urged
to continue in an advisory capacity.
Th" Executive Committee of the
Committee on Baha'i Centenary met
throul!hout the winter and spring on
the fol1owinl! dates: December 2.
.January 9, January 23, February 20,
February 29, March 12, April 3.
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April 17, April 29, and May 10_ A full
report of progress and all recommendations needing final approval,
were presented to the N. S. A. at
each of their sessions. As these were
always submitted in writing, they
are not included, in detail, in this
report.
The various Sub-Committees appointed by the Executive Committee
and approved by the N. S. A. functioned continuously through-out the
winter and spring. These were as
follows:
1. HOUSING
Local Homes: Minneola Hannen.
Cha.irma,n, Harriet Hilpert. Mary
Haggard. Edna Coleman, May Scheffler.

Hotels: William Herming, ChaiTman •
.Tobn Haggard, Harry Walrath.
2. FOOD
Harriet Hilpert. C'h4innan, Gertrude
Henning, Florence Gibson, Wyatt
Cooper.
3. CENTENARY NOTICES
(News Letter. etc):
Horace Holley.
4. TEMPLE PREPARATIONS
Carl Scheffler. ChGtTma1l., Robert
Hammond. Carl Hannen, Edna True.
5. MUSIC
Albert Wlndust. Cha.irma.ft, Nellie
French, Katherine True, Margery
McCormick,. Janet Lindstrom, Anta
Perron, May Schemer.
6. PROGRAMS
(Speakers and

subjer:ts,

for other

meetings than those on the 22nd.)
The committee as a whole.
7. DECORATIONS
Carl Schettler. Chairman, LouUe
Mathews. DOris Holley. Janet Lindstrom,
Arna
Perron.
Gertrude
Struven.
6. FIRST AID
Dr. Katherine True, ChaiTfflCln, Dr.
Edris Ric-e·Wray. Helena O'Grady.
Carl Hannen.
9. SPECIAL INVITATION COMMITTEE
Sarah Walrath, Margery McCormick,
May Scheffler.
10. USHERS COMMITrEE
Ernest Van Meer. Chairm4n..

On February 29, the suggested
plans and arrangements worked out
by the above-mentioned Sub-Committees were gone over and approved by the Executive Committee,
and presented to the National Spiritual Aasembly. These arrangements
were as follows:
1_ HOUSING: That the Stevens
Hotel in Chicago should be made
the official hotel for the housing of
the visiting Bah8.'ls, and that the
public Banquet, Thursday evening,
May 25th, should be held in its
Ball Room. The Housing Committee were to continue placing as
many as possible in Evanston
hotels and in private homes along
the N orib Shore.

2. MUSIC: That all of the music in
Foundation Hall and the Temple
Auditorium should be from records, because of the difficult
acoustical problems. In order to
clarify the Guardian' s wishes in
this connection a cable was sent
to him and a reply received, approving the recorded music. Each
public meeting was to be preceded
by a half-hour of selections from
symphonies, choruses and solos.
3. DECORATIONS AND SPECIAL
CONSTRUCTION: That Foundation Hall, thE" hallways, reception
room) washrooms. and stairways,
should be painted. That an adequate check-room should be constructed and that a book-stall
should be arranged, in an over-flow
reception room to be developed in
the open space behind the Temple
model. Extra telephones were to
be installed, and the Centenary
Office temporarily established in
the small check-room near the
front entrance. A First Aid and
Emergency Room should be set up
in the room a djacent to the kitchen, New hangings were to be
placed behind the rostrum in
Foundation Hall, and on the walls
of the permanent reception room.
New rugs were to be purchased,
and furniture re-upholstered, for
the nermanent reception room. A
special niche, designed by Gertrude Struven, was to be built and
ererted in the Temple Auditorium.
for th.e displaying of the portrait of
the B/ib.
4. FOOD: That a tent be erected on
the Parking Area, in which Lunches and Dinners would be served
throughout the Centennial Period
by a catering company.
5. . PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM:
That a Public Address System
should be j astalled by Mr . John
Sesterhenn, and arrangements
made for the recording of the
Commemoration Program.
6. IDENTIFICATION BADGES:
That Identification Badges and
Registration Facilities should be
prepared for the proper identifi·
cation of the Babe.'! Membership.
7_ PROGRAMS: That the Programs
in their entirety should cover the
subjects emphasized by the Guardian. which were as follows:
Significance of the Faith.
Its Universality.
Its World-Wide Influence.
Its Indestructible Unity.
Its Moving History.
Its World Order.
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Its First House of Worship in
the Western World.
.
Its Attitude Towards Other
Faiths.
In planning the different Public
Meetings for the Centenary Period,
the Centenary Committee, al·
though builrling the programs
around such phases of the Faith as
its growth in North America, its
development in Latin America, the
Building of the Temple, etc., has
endeavored to lift the addresses
above personalities and to select
themes that would cover the sub·
jects empha.ized by the Guardian,
and present the Cause in its broad
and universal aspects.
In outline, the Public Meetings were
as foHows:
Friday, May 19th, (Evening)
"THE UNIVERSAL HOUSE OF
WORSHIP.·~

Chairman: AUen McDaniel
Greeting: Harry C. Kinne
SpeGlee,..; Mrs. True, Earl H. Reed.

Carl Sebemer.
Saturday, May 20th, (Evening)
"COMMUNITY OF THE GREATEST
NAME"

Choi,.man: Roy C. Wilhelm
The first part of the meeting to
consist of references to Jmportant
historical developments in the
Cause associated with believerS
still living.

Presentation of Centennial Souvenirs. The second part to consist of
the showin.g of motion picture :film
of <Abdu'l-Baba and of the Gardens; Ute playing of the voice record of 'Abdu'I-Bah6 and the showing of important documentary Ar-

chive material.
Sunday Afternoon. May 21 st,
"THE BAHA'I WORLD FAITH"
Chairma.n: Philip Sprague

Speaker.: Helen Bishop. Wm. Kenneth Christian
Monday, May 22nd, Public Meeting at 8
o'clock,
"CENTENARY OF BAHA'I FAITH."
Chainnan: George Latimer
Speaker.: Dorothy Baker, Harry A.
Overstreet, Horace Holley.
Monday, May 22nd, at 9: 4() P.M.,
''COMMEMORATION OF THE DECLARATION OF THE BAH ... '
Tuesday Evening, May 23rd,
''NORTH AMERICA. THE CITADEL
OF UNIVERSAL PEACE."
ChairmCl7l: Leroy loas
SpeukeT.s:

GalL

Albert Windust. Marzieh

Marion

Holley,

Rowland

EstaU.
Wednesday Evening. May 24th.
''THE MEETING OF THE AMERI·
CAS,"
Chairman.: Mr<::. stuart W. French
Spe4ken: Octavio lliescas. Philip

Leonard

Green,

Mrs.

E.

R.

Mathews.
'l11ursda,y Evening, May 25th, At 6; 30
p.m.. Banquet in the Ball Room of
the Stevens Hotel.
Chillirma.n.: Albert Windust
Speakera-: Dr. R. F . Piper.

Auatln.

Elsie

Spiritual Anembly of the Bahii'i. of
Farao, N. D., newly constituted 1943.
19oW,

Under date of March 9, the N.S.A.
reported its actions taken on the
foregoing suggestions, approving all
of the plans and budgets and requesting the Committee, in addition, to issue the invitations to the
special list of guests; and to take up
with the Village authorities the question of parking facilities, special traf·
fic regulations etc. The Committee
was further authorized to prepare a
Centenary Souvenir, consisting of
the photograph of the Master and of
the Temple, set in a double panelled
folder, copies of which were to be
presented to all those who were believers in, and prior to, 1910_
The last meetings of the Centenary
Committee, April 29 and May 10,
were devoted to such final details as
official photographs, the making of
a pictorial (moving picture) record
of the Centenary; floral decorations,
planning of an additional, informal
meeting in the Temple, Sunday Evening for the special purpose of showing more of the Archive material
and Relics; lighting of the tent and
of the Auditorium of the Temple;
placing of a temporary path to the
Auditorium
doorways;
Banquet
menu and music; registering of the
visiting Baha'is in the official Registration Book prepared and donated
by Mason Remey.
The Committee on Baha'i Centenary wishes to record in this report
the invaluable assistance which it
received from the following individ·
uals.
Mountfort Mills, Paul Haney and
Philip Sprague, in connection with
securing the non-Baha'i Speakers.
Edwin Mattoon, in regard to the
acoustical problems in the Temple Auditorium and in the securing
of. a satisfactory Public Address
Company. Mr. Mattoon rendered a
much appreciated service, also,
in connection with. the taking of
the official moving pictures and

..
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with the displaying of the Archive
material and Relics.
Gertrude Struven, in connection with
the displaying of the Portrait of
the Bab. The painstaking care
which she gave to every detail of
this was evident to all who had
the sacred privilege of viewing the
Portrait on May 22nd.
Mildred and Ra ffi Mottahedeh, for
their generous loan of the priceless fabrics, used in the displaying
of the Bab's Portrait.
Mason Remey for the exquisite and
befitting Centennial Register which
he personally prepared and donated.
The Walraths and their friends who
so laboriously put the silken cords
in the hundreds of Centenary Sou·
venirs, when the printer found he
could not do this, at the last minute.
Bahiyyih Ford and Arna Perron, for
their efficient and untiring services in the Centenary Office,
throughout the Centenary period.
All of the many Balla"s in the Temple area who served so faithfully
in the registering, as ushers and
many other capacities.
Without the magnificent team-work
of everyone, the gigantic task of
carrying out this week·long Centennial Program could not have
been achieved.
In connection with the entertsinment
of the Latin American Friends, we
wish to mention especially the
deeply appreciated assistance of
John Eichenauer, Jr., Winnie Lou
Baker and Gayle Woolson.
-CoMMrrrEE ON BA.aA'f CENTENARY
By: Edna M. True, Chairman

Membership Recorda Of the
American Baha'i Community
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels it desirable and necessary to
explain to the believers how the complete membership roll of the American Baha'i community is maintained
at the National Office.
1. We have the membership lists
submitted annually by the local Spiritual Assem biles, and these names
and addresses are kept up to date
by noting new enrollments, deaths,
transfers to and from the city, retirements from the Cause, etc. Each
local Assembly is expected to report
the name and address of each new
believer who enters the community
either by confirmation or by trans·
fer; the name and new address of
each believer who establishes residence elsewhere, passes on or other-
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wise is taken from the local roll.
It is impossible for the National
Spiritual Assembly to have knowledge of all these changes except
through immediate and official report. In checking the Convention
and Centenary registrations we n0ted hundreds of changes of address
in the city, and many changes of
residence to other cities, not previously reported by the Assembly or
Assemblies concerned.
2. Groups and isolated Baha'is.
These are also maintained in the
complete national roll in the form
of the enrollment card signed by
new believers under the supervision
of the Regional Teaching Committee
or in the form of transfer cards
signed by those who come from
cities which bave an Assembly. This
part of the national Baha', roll is
entirely dependent upon the Regional Teaching Committees, who are
expected to report all the necessary
data from time to time. The amount
of clerical work involved in the
maintenance of the national records
is exceedingly great. In many cases,
information concerning changes of
address, changes of status, etc., only
comes to the National Office in the
form of undelivered mail returned
by the Post Office.
3. In addition to data covering all
changes affecting individual believers, the National Office must have
immediate reports of changes in the
address of local Assembly Secretaries, group correspondents and the
Secretaries of National Committees.
In this connection, the friends are
urged to set up some form of permaneat address for each local As·
sembly, in the form of a P. O. box
where the Assembly bas no head·
quarters, so that change of address
of the Secretary will not affect our

mailings. Moreover, the believers
are requested as a courtesy to place
the address of the writer as well
as the date of the letter on each
communication sent to the National
Office, whether by individual Baha'l,
Committee or Assembly. This will
greatly facilitate accuracy in our

own communications and save much
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cedure, pc 3). Enrollment follows by
vote taken after the applicant leaves
the meeting. The enrollment is entered in the Minutes of the meeting,
and notice is sent tc the National
Office.

Enrollment By Written Application. Outside the Assembly areas,
new believers sign the application
card provided to the Regional Committees. These are countersigned by
the Committee representative, and
filed in the National Office.
Youth RegistTation. The local Assembly receives the oral declaration
of the youth between fifteen and
twenty-one years of age that he re-

cords his intention to become a
member of the Baha', community on
reaching the age of twenty-one
years, and meanwhile desires to be
registered as a Bah,,'i youth. Outside the Assembly areas, Youth Registration cards are provided to the
Regional Teaching Committees, and
are countersigned before filing in
the National Office.
Credentials. AU travelers claiming
to be Baha'is must have proper credentials, in writing, from their local
Assembly. Traveling Baha'is not
members of a local community t but
recorded as isolated believers: can
obtain a letter from the N. S. A.
(Procedure, p. 21). The National
Spiritual Assembly feels that Oriental believers visiting America should
transmit their credentials to the Secretary of the National Assembly, so
that proper credentials may be
issued by the National AssemblY for
their use while in America. If, therefore, a Baha'i from the Orient should
hereafter present his credentials to
any local Assembly, that Assembly
is requested to see that the credentials are transmitted. (Procedure,
p. 21) All American" Baha'is . . . who
travel outside the United States and
Canada, should have credentials
from the National Assembly_ (p.52).

TransfeTs. When a believer moves
from a city which bas a Spiritual
Assembly to another city which also
has an Assembly, his local Assembly
of the city he is leaving should give
him a letter addressed to the Spiritual Assembly of the city where he
is establishing his residence, certifying that he bas been a voting member of that community. This letter
enables the Spiritual Assembly in
the city of his new residence to enroll him as a voting member without
questioning his Bah,,'i status. (Procedure, p. 51) When a believer moves
from a city which has a Spiritual
Assembly to a city which has no
Assembly, his Assembly should report this fact to the National assembly, and give the believer's new permanent address. The National assembly then requests the Regional
Teaching Committee of the area to
provide the believer with a transfer
card to fill out and return to the N ational Office. (Procedure, p. 51) Any
believer moving into a city which
has a Spiritual Assembly (i.e., any
isolated believer), should apply to
the National Assembly for a leiter
certifying that he bas been enrolled
as an isolated believer, and this letter when presented to the local assembly will enable the Assembly to
enroll the believer as voting member
of the community without question.
ing his Bah,,', status. (Procedure, p.
52) The date of transfers is the date
of change of residence, for a believer
must reside within the civil area to
be a member of the local community,
and therefore to move away requires
transfer as of that date, even though
the matter is not recorded until later. A believer who moves out of a
community cannot postpone change
of status for an indefinite period.
5. Report of Change of AddTess.
A suggested form is given here for
believers to use in reporting change
of address. This is in addition to

REPORT OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Mr. )
Name: Mrs.)
Missl _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

time on the part of the staff.
4. Among the younger Assemblies

Former Address' _ _ _==~----_;=::;_----_;:o;;:_;;;;,,;:;;;;,--

there exists some misunderstanding

NewAddre~ _ _ _ _~~~-----~~~-----~~~~~---

of the simple procedures involved in
enrollments, transfers, credentials,
etc., and the following explanations
will clarify the malter.
Enrollment By Assembly. The applicant makes oral declaration of
faith to the Spiritual Assembly, covering the qualifications of faith (Pro·

Community 0
Group 0
Were you formerly a member of:
Is your residence now in area of:
Community 0
Group 0
Were you an isolated individual?
Are you now an isolated individual?
It you bave changed your address, please flll in the above form and mall at
once to: National Baha'i Office, 536 Sheridan Ro-ad., Wihnette, Illinois.

(Street)

(Street)

(City)

(City)

(SU. or Prov.)

(Sta. or Prov.)
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and not a substitute for, whatever
report of the change is made by a
local Assembly or Regional Teaching
Committee.

Procedure for Conduct of a
Loeal Spiritual Assembly
Action has been taken by the National Spiri,tual Assembly to clarify
the order of business for the consultation period of the Nineteen-Day
Feast. The representative of the
local Assembly who is to preside is

the Chairman, or in his absence the
Vice-Chairman, as this session with
the commWlity is a joint session of
the Assembly and the local Baha 'fs.
Thus the same regulation applies as
at meetings of the Assembly itself.

Baha'i Youth
Baba 'f youth are defined as those
young people between fifteen and
twenty-one years who have, whether
by oral testimony ,or signing the special youth enrollment card, asserted
their intention of applying for membership in the Baha 'f community on
attaining the required age.
Attendance of Baha'i youth at the
Nineteen-Day Feast, while a permission rather than an obligation,
nevertheless implies participation in
consultation, but without a vote.
The appointment of local Youth
Committees provides for the collective activities of those who are
under twenty-one years of age.
Local Assemblies, in appointing
Youth Committees, may include
members of less than twenty-one
years. In appointing its other Committees, the local Assembly is to
choose the membership from the
voting list.

The School Committees have been
advised that they are authorized to
appoint Youth Committees to plan
and supervise Youth sessions and
youth programs under the School
Committee's direction.
"Regarding the age of fifteen fixed
by Baha'u~Rh: this relates only to
purely spiritual functions and obligations and is not related to the degree
)f administrative capacity aod fitness which is a totally different
thing, and is, for the present, fixed
it twenty-one. I'
-8Hoom EFFENDI

rBaM~i
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The Guardian's Photograph
The believers are reminded that
many years ago Shoghi Effendi directed us not to circulate or repro.
:luce any photograph of himself. It

has been out of respect for this injunction that the National Spiritual
Assembly has never included a pictore of Shoghi Effendi among those
which can be purchased from the
Temple Librarian and Sales Committee, the national Committee to
which has been assigned the function of selling Baha Pi photographs,
ringsto,,!!S,
slid!!s
and
display
material.

Review of Radio Scripts
Those believers who submit radio
scripts to the Radio Script Reviewing Committee are requested to send
duplicate copies of each script. If
and when approved, one copy is to
be returned to the author and the
other filed in the National Office.

National Radio Committee,
Loeal Assemblies and Regional
Teaching Committees
To clarify the question of procedure in connection with plans for
radio broadcasts, the National Assembly has recorded three simple
directions, as follows:1. The National Radio Committee
is authorized to submit plans involving the use of any radio station in
North America, and when approved
by the National Assembly the Committee can make contracts directly
with the station.
2. Local Assemblies are free to
make use of radio facilities existing
in their community, preferably taking advantage of advice and assistance from the National Radio Committee and making use of approved
radio scripts.
3. Regional Teaching Committees
are. free to recommend, through the
National Teaching Committee, plans
for use of radio facilities in the
area but not located in any city
haviI)g a Spiritual Assembly. In
carrying out plans which have been
approved, the Regional Teaching
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Membership of Sl6te Co...,enIion
Committee.
Alabama: Nina Howard, Chairman. 1315
S. 29th St., Birmingham; John Inglis,
Secretary; Robert Durr.
Arizona: Oscar Engelder, Chairman, Rt..
2, Box 394, Phoenix; Clinton Bugbee,
Secretary; Zarah Schoeny.
&rka.nsaa: Verney B. Thompson., Chair·
man. 2205 E. 2nd St., No. LitUe Rock:
Pauline Hanson, Secretary; Homer
Holmes.
CalifOrDla
NOribern California: Ali Yazdi, Cb:air~
man, 2910 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley;
Valera Allen, Secretary; Arthur Dahl.
SoatherD California.: Clyde Longyear,
Chainnan. 965 Schumacher Dr.~ Los
Angeles 36; Joy Allen, Secretary;
Wilhelm Madsen.
Colorado: Mildred Clark, Chairman.. 821
Marion St .• Denver 3, Colo.: Gladys
Roberts, Secretary; Wanden LaFarge.
CoJmec1icot: James Isaacs. Chairman,
559 Whalley Ave., New Haven; Annie
W. Baumer, Secretary; Ruth Zieben.
Delaware: Ed. Olson. Chairman, 813
Orange St., Wilmington; Doris Lohse,
Secretary; Dorothy Champ.
Florida: Romette Davison, Chairm~
311 N. W. 30th St., Miami; Lucile
Buffin. Secretary; Kather1ne Vernon.
GeDrgia: Terab Smitb, Chairman, 572
Page Ave .• N. E. Atlanta; Birdie Cunningham, Secretary; Essie Robertson.
Idaho: Sally Sanor. Chairman, P. O.
Box 2876. Boise; Ona Ault, Secretary:
Ethel '11lompson.
DlInois: Monroe loas, Chairman, 8502
Parkview Ave., HollyWood; Sarah Walrath. Secretary; Anna Kum:.
1Dc11a.n&: Arthur Patterson. Chairman,
2725 Station St., Indianapolis; Pauline
Roth, Secretary; Lydia Schott.
Iowa: C. C. Ted Little, Chairman, 145
38th St., N. E., Cedar Rapids; Edna
Atkins, Secretary; Mrs. Raymond Ashlock.
KaDsas: Janet Ward, Chairman, 158
Beechwood Dr., Wichita 15; Paul
Brown. Secretary; Edna Savilles.
Kentucky: V. E. Oldson, ChainnaD. 645
So. 40th St.. Louisville: Mrs. Cecil
Dennis, Secretary; G. A. BosSWlg.
Loui5iaDa: Anna Smith, Chairman~ 517
Hancock St., Covington; Esther K. Little, Secretary; T. Lane Skelton.
Maine; Hebe Struven, Chairman, R. F.
D .• No. Lovell; Martha Heber, Seen!-"
tary; Louise Thompson.

Our 1944 Budget of $135,000 is $15,000 less than the budget for recent
years. Apportioned to 4,500 believers, the share of each would be $2.50
per month or $30.00 for the year.
Dea.r aDd valued co-workers:
As the activities of the American BBha.'i community expand., and its worldwide prestige correspondingly lncreases~ the InsUtuUon of the Natioual F1md,
the bedrock OD whicb aU other instituUoDS must necessarily rest and be
estabUshed, acquires added importance, and should be increasingly supported
by the entire body of the beUevetS~ both In their individual capacities,. and
through their collective efforts, wbeiher orga.nizecl as groups or as local
Assemblies. The supply of funds, in support of the National Treasory, c ....
siitutes,. &1 the present time, the life-blood of these nascent institutions which
you are labormg to erect. Its importance cannot, surely, be over-estima.ted.
Untold bJ.esslngs shall no doubt cro'WD every ellorl directed. toward tha.t eud..
-SHOCHI
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M&r7laDd: Albert E. Dorrida, Chairman,
3315 Woodland Ave., Baltimore 15; Annamarie Honnold, Secretary; Mrs. F.

W. Hip.ley.
Ma ... ohuseUs: Harlan Ober. Chairman,
53 Conant st., Beverly; Alice Bacon.
Secretary; Matthew Bullock.
MloldpD: Edwin Eardley, Chainnan,

2810 Woodstock Dr., Detroit 3; Etta

Catlin, Secretary; L. W. Eggleston.
Ml_ee"",: Helen Frink, Chairman, 1218
Nicollet St.. Minneapolis; Katherine
Whitmore. Secretary; Marie Tetu.
Ml·""""Pp!: Helen Ring, Chainnan, 124
N. Prentiss St.. J aekson j Dorothy
Campbell, Secretary; Helen Yerger.
MlI&OIII'I: Claude Winans~ Chairman, 421
N. Spring St., Independence; Velma
Sherrill, Secretary: Madelon Becktel.
1lI01daDa: J. K. Saunders. Chairman.
1203 9th St., Helena; Chao. M. Bryan,
Secretary ; Joan Palmer.
Nebraska: Eunice Baker. Chairman.
5661 Marcy St., Omaha; Alma 80th·
man, Secretary: Doreene Holliday.
Nevada: Gladys Bodmer, Chairman, 511
W. 4th St., Reno; Florence Mayberry,
Secretary: EUtel Edell.
New JIampoIlire: Frank Ashton, Chair·
man, 85 Austin St.. Portsmouth j Mary
Alice Marlowe. Secretary; Malcolm
Clay.

N.... S<:rfI#JY: Amy Raubltschek, Chairman. 1113 Bromley Ave., W. Englewood; Ethel Crane, Secretary; Paul

Wright.
N_ Meodc.: Tho•. W. Ewing, Chairman, 416 S. Amherst St., Albuquerque;
E. Lenore Morris. Secretary: Rlchard
Walters.
N.... yor..
8cndhera New York (Metropolltan New
York. Long Island and north to
Poughkeepsie) ; Rinaldo Q u j g 1 e y,
Olainnan, 131 E. 29th 8t.; Florence
Steinhauer, Secretary; A II a h K.
Kalantar.
Nor&b.er:a New York: P. R. Meinhard,
Chairman, 335 Wilmot Rd., Rochester 10; Bahiyyih Ford. Secretary;
Betsy Richard.
NortIl VarollDa.: John Goodwin, Chair·
man. 402. Ridgeway Dr _, Greensboro;
Adrienne Ellis. Secretary; Louise Sawyer.
Norih D _ : George E. Angell, Chairman. 1105 5th Ave., So., Fargo; Mrs.
H. H. Casselman. Secretary; Etty
Graeffe.
OIlIo: Lothar Schurgast, Chairman, 2967
Mapleleaf, Cincinnati 13; Florence
Reeb, Secretary; Clarence Ullrich.
Oklahoma; Lena Itmer, Chairman. 11'1

S. W. 44th St., Oklahoma City; Albert

Entzminger, Secretary; Alfred Starr.
Oregon: John M. Clifford. Chairman,
336 N. 16th St., Corvallis; Rachel Porter, Se<!retary; Fred S. Young.
Pemasytvania.: Ida Hull, Chairman. 100
W. Phil-Ellena st., Philadelphia; Helen
Reynolds, Secretary; Bishop Brown.
Rhode l&land: Wm. Towart. Chairman,
160 Broad St., Providence 3; Elizabeth Murray, Secretary; Wm. Doull.
Somh
Carolina.:
Rachel Motherslll,
Chairman, 507 E. North St., Greenville; Gertrude Gewertz, Secretary;

W. T. Bidwell.
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Soa:t.b Dak&i&: Lorol Jackson, Chairman,

223 S. Walls St.. Sioux Falls; Elsa
Steinmetz. Secretary; Frances Jones.
Tennessee: Lola M. Crutcher. Chair·
man, 2510 Meharry Blvd., Nashville 8;
Nellie Roche, Secretary; Edna Wll~
liams.
Texas: Inez Butterfield, Chairman. 3409
Mt. Vernon St., Houston 6; Doris Cor-bin. Secretary; J. R. Reynolds.
Utah: Mollie Young, Chainnan; Mar·
garet Naismith, Secretary; Florence
Lilliendahl.
Vermon&: Gladys Anderson. Chairman,
114 Main ·St., Apt. 35, Brattleboro;
Benjamin Weedin, Secretary; Oscar
Stone.
V:IrgiDIa: Mrs. J. E. Rice, Chairman,
5925 14th St.. No.. Arlington; Paul
Haney, Secretary; Margaret McDaniel.
WaabiDgtoD.: Mark Tobey, Chairman,
4144* University Way, Seattle 5;
Clara Rainboth, Secretary; E. G. WashIngton.

West VlrgiDl..: Hariyn L. Schott, ChaIr·
man, 911 Walout Rd., Apt. A, South
Hills, Charleston; Mildred EImer. Secretary; Hilbert Dahl.
WiaeoaslD: A. F. Mattbi~ Chairman,
R. F. D. 1. Box 240, Bristol; Claire
Fricke, Secretary; James' Lewis.
Wyom..iQg: Eunice Shurcliffe, Chairman,
720 CUster St., l..ij:ramie; Clair Gillespie, Secretary; Solvig Corbit.
Distrie' of Colambia: Rex Parmelee,

Chairman, 4700 47th St., N. W.; Lydia

Martin, Secretary; Maud S. Taylor.
A.Iaek&: Janet Whitenack, Chairman. Box
2334 Anchorage; Betty Becker. Secretary; Verne Stout.
Hawaii: J. D. Marques, Chairman, 2312
Liloa Rise. Honolulu, T. H.; Henriette
From, Secretary; Katherine BaldWin.
PIIer1:o Rico: Marcelino Castro, Cbairman, t!./o McComb, Box 2130, San
Juan; Ayned McComb, Secretary;
Margaret Lentz.
VANADA
Alberta: MUwin Adams Davis, Chairman, 11005 89th St .. Edmooton; Anita
Ioas, Secretary; Doris Skinner.
BrltIsb: ColDmbia.: Robert Fairley, Chairman, 1454 Pendrell St., Vancouver;
Katherine Moscrop, Secretary; Austin
F. L. Collin.
Ma.biioba: ElIzabeth Brookes, Chainnan,

40 Arlington SI., Winnipeg; Jean Johns-

ton, Secretary; Rowland Estall.
New BruDswtck; Merle McEwen, Chair~
man, 92 North St., Moncton; Agnes
King, Secretary; Edna Colpitts.
Nova. Scotia: Beulah Proctor. Chairman,
P. O. Box 833~ Halifax; Annie Romer.
Secretary; Fred Wade.
Ontario: John Robarts, Chairman. 4 Millbank Ave .• Forest Hills Village, Toronto: Laura Davis, Secretary; F. St.
George Spendlove.

Prince Edward IsIaDd: Willard McKay,
Chairman, 279 Richmond St., Charlottetown; Helen Gidden, Secretary; Grace
Geary.
Quebec: 3iegtried Scl1opflocher, Chairman, 1102 University St., Montreal;
Rosemary Sala, Secretary; Ernest
Harrison.
8aska-lchewan: Florence Himes Cox.
Chairman, Hotel Drake, Regina; Lulu
Barr, Secretary; Lauretta Voe).z.

Groups and the Observanee Of
the Nineteen.Day Feast
The National Spiritual Assembly
recognizes in the growth of the Cause
the need of keeping open at all times
the door of fellowship and inter-association. Attendance at area teaching conferences, public meetings, and
social and spiritual gatherings of all
kinds can add to the solidarity and
fusion of spirit upon which must depend the natural evolution of the
community of Baha'u'llilh.
The Nineteen-Day Feast, however,
haa a more specific function, offering as it does not only the spiritual
refreshment of sharing in the reading of the divine Utterances but also
the opportunity for consultation in
the groups as well as in the established communities.
The National Assembly hopes,
therefore, that as rapidly as possible
the groups will constitute themselves
centers of Nineteen-Day Feast consultation, and will joyously avail
themselves of the attendant bounties
and privileges. While the single, isolated believer is not in this category,
a group <>f two <>r more believers in
one civil community may elect a
Secretary, hold Feasts and Anniversaries, contribute as a unit to the
National Fund, and worl< t<>ward the
glorious fruition of forming one more
Assembly in the World c<>mmunity
of Bah .. 'u'll8.h. Such concenlration of
spirit and action may well mark a
turning point in the spread of the
Teaehings and the deepening of
Baha'i life.
Summary of Group

Memberships
As of November first, the local
groups of the United States and Canada were listed as follows:Total number of groups representIng two or more Baha'is, 204.
These groups are distributed in
the various States and Provinces as
follows:Alabama. one group of seven believers.
Arizona, five groups, none over th.rfJe.
Arkansas~ one of four.
California, tweoty-elght group', one of
eight, two of seven, one cd six and four
of five.
Canada, nine groups. one of eleven,
three of eight.
Canal Zone. one of four.
Connecticut. six groups, one of ten.
Florida, three groups, one of five.
Georgia, one of twelve.
Illinois, fifteen groups, one of ten, two
of seven.
Indiana, one 01 two believers.
Iowa, two

groUP.!!l~

one of six.

Kansas, four groups, one of three.
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Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Elmhurst, DIinoia, newly established
1944.
Louisiana, one group of two.
Maine, three groups, one ot four.
Maryland. one group of five believers.
Massachusetts, twenty-two groups, two
of five and two of tour believers.
Michigan. twen.ty-five groups. one ot
seven, three of six and two of five.
Missouri t two groups, one of six be-lievers.
Nevada, one of two believers.
New Hampshire, four groups, one of
four believers.
New J"ersey, thirteen groups. Obe of
nine, ODe of' eight, one of seven believers.
New York, eleven groups, one of six
and two of five.
~o. fourteen groups, one of nine, one
of eight~ two of seven.
Pennsylvania, three groups, ODe of
three believers.
Rhode Island, two groups. one of three.
South Carolina, three groupS, two of
six and one at five believers.
South Dakota, one group of six believers.
Tennessee, one group of eleven be-

lievers.

Texas, two groups at three each.
Virginia, three groups, one of four be-

lievers.

Washington, five groups, one of slx,
one 01 five and one of four believers.
Wisconsin, ten groups one of nine
one of five and two 01' four believers:

Groups are the seed·bed of the
Administrative Order. As we learn
how most effectively to found a
group, and then to develop the group
until a community exists, we shall
have won a great secret of Bahll.'i
growth. The location of groups at
present reveals where the next generation ot Assemblies is most likely
to flourish.
Amendment of By.Laws of the
National Spiritual As...mbly
The direction received from the
Guardian last year, that thenceforth
the Convention delegates were to be
elected by the Baha'Is of each State
and Province, and not merely by
the members of the organized local
communities, created a basic change
in the constitutional order which has
required amendments in the By-

Laws. In conformity with the provision that the By·Laws may be
amended by majority vote after due
notice in writing, the National Spiritual Assembly at its meeting of No·
vember, 1944, with the approval of
the Guardian as to the textual alterations proposed, proceeded to
adopt unanimously the amendments
here published for the information
and instruction of the entire Baha'i
community.
In presenting the new By-Laws
which are now substituted for Ar.
ticles II and VIII, the Assembly
points out a few considerations which
may be helpful to some of the new·
er Baha'is.
In the first place, the constitution
and bY-laws of aNa tional Spiritual
Assembly are as far as possible uniform and identical with those of every other National Assembly, thus
laying the administrative basis of
the BaM'i electoral bodies which
later are to elect the members of the
Universal House of .Justice, and giv..
ing every BaM'! community in the
entire world the same organic law ~
Thus, the American National Assembly does not of its own volition
initiate amendments, since to do so
by independent action would create
differences between the various national constitutions, but takes such
action only when the Guardian himself has sent directions which require amendments, as in the present
case.
Considering now the meaning of
the new Articles II and VIII, it will
be noted that the American Baha'i
community has been redefined so as
to include all declared and recognized believers, whereas previously
the constitution named only the voting members of the local communities, leaving out the groups and isola ted believers. Second, the new Articles set up the simplest possible
legal ba sis for the election of delegates by Baha'is of the various States
and Provinces, a voiding details subject to change, which are preferably
covered in our secondary procedure.
Finally, it will be noted that the
definition of the Annual Convention
has also been changed. It is now
defined as a joint meeting ot the
BaM'is and of the National Spiritual
Assembly, and not as the annual
meeting of the National Assembly
alone. Finally, the Guardian's direction that members of the National
Assembly who are not delegates may
participate in the consnltation has
been incorporated in the new ByLaws, the text of which was sub-
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Children 9 s Bahj?i study class, HuntinRtoD

Park. Calif., 1943.

mitted to Shoghi Effendi and approved by him before the amendments were duly voted.
Article II. The Baha'is of the United States and Canada, for whose
benefit this Trust is maintained, shall
consist of all persons resident in the
several States, Provinces, Territories or Federal Districts of the United States and Canada Who are accepted by the National Spiritual Assembly as fulfilling the requirements
of membership in the Baha'i Community under the following qualifica.
tions set forth by the Guardian of the
Faith:
(al Full recognition of the sta.
tions of the Bab as Forerunner, of Baha'u'll8.h as Author
and of 'Abdu'I·Bahil as True
Exemplar ot the Baha'i reli·
gion, ~served acceptance
of, and submission to whatso-ever has been revealed by their
Pen; loyal and steadfast adherence to every clause of 'Abdu'l-Baha's sacred Will; and
close association with the spirit as ;veil as the form of Baha'i
Administration throughout the
world.
(b 1 Attainment of the age of 21
years.
(cl Declaration of faith to, and
enrollment by, the local Spiro
itual Assembly if resident in
the area of jurisdiction of any
local Assembly recognized by
the National Spiritual Assembly.
(d) Declaration of faith to the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly on
the membership form provided for those residing outside
any such area of local Baha'i
jurisdiction.
Article VIII. The members of the
National Spiritual Assembly shall be
elected at an annual meeting to be
known as the National Convention of
the Baha'is of the United States and
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Canada. This Convention shall be
held at a time and place to be fixed
by the National Assembly. The National Convention shall be composed
jointly ol representatives chosen by
the BaM'is of each State, Province,
Territory or Federal District under
the principle of proportionate representation, and the members of the
National Spiritual Assembly.
Notice of the annual meeting shall
be given by the National Assembly
sixty days in advance in the Convention Call which sets forth the
number ol delegates assigned to the
various electoral units in proportion
to the number ol Baha'Is resident
in each such unit, to a total number
of one hundred seventy-one delegates for the BaM'is of the United
States and Canada.
Section 1. All delegates to the Convention shall be elected by plurality vote. Baha'is who for illness or
other unavoidable reasons are unable to be present at the election in
person shall have the right to transmit their ballots to the meeting by
mail. The meeting held in each
State, Province, Territory or Federal District for the election of dele·
gates shall be called by the National
Spiritual Assembly and conducted by
the Bahit'is present noder whatever
procedure may be uniformly laid
down by said body. Immediately after the meeting a certified report of
the election containiog the name and
address of each delegate shall be
transmitted to the National Spiritual
Assembly.
Section 2. All delegates to be seated at the Convention must be recognized Baha'is and residents of the
State or Province represented by
them.
Section 3. The rights and privileges
ol a delegate may not be assigned
DOr may they be exercised by proxy.
Section 4. The recognition and
seating of delegates to the National,
Convention shall be vested in the
National Spiritual Assembly.
Section 5. Delegates unable to be
present in person at the Convention
shall have the right to transmit their
ballots for election of the members
of the National Assembly under
whatever procedure is adopted by
the National body.
Section 6. If in any year the N ational Spiritual Assembly shall consider that it is impracticable or
unwise to assemble together the delega tes to the National Convention,
the said Assembly shalI provide ways
and means by which the annual
election and other essential business
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of the Convention may be conducted
by mail.
Section 7. Th e presiding officer of
the National Spiritual Assembly present at the Convention shall call tagether the delegates, who after roll
call shall proceed to the permanent
organization of the meeting, electing by ballot a chairman, a secretary and such other officers as are
necessary for the proper conduct of
the business of the Convention.
Section 8. The principal business
of the annual meeting shall be consultation on Baha'i activities, plans
and policies, and the election of the
nine members of the National Spiritual Assembly. Members of the National Assembly, whether or not
elected delegates, may take a full
part in the consultation and discussion but only delegates may participate in the election of Convention
officers or in the annual election of
the members of the national body.
All action by the delegates, other
than the organization of the Convention, the transmission of messages to the Guardian and the election ol the National Assembly, shall
constitute advice and recommendation for consideration by the said
Assembly, final decision on all matters concerning the affairs of the
Baha'I Faith in the United States
and Canada being vested solely in
that body.
Section 9. The general order ol
business to be taken up at the Annual
Convention shall be prepared by the
National Spiritual Assembly in the
form ol an agenda, but any matter
pertainiog to the Baha'i Faith introduced by any of the delegates may
upon motion and vote be taken up
as part of the Convention deliberations.
Section 10. The election of the
members of the National Spiritual
Assembly shall be by plurality vote
of the delegates recognized by the
outgoiog National Spiritual Assembly, i.e., the members elected shall
be the nine persons receiving the
greatest number of votes on the first
ballot cast by delegates present at
the Convention and delegates whose
ballot has been transmitted to the
Secretary ol the National Spiritual
Assembly by mail. In case by reason
of a tie vote or votes the full membership is not determined on the
first ballot, then one or more additional ballots shall be taken on the
persons tied until all nine members
are elected.
Section 11. All official business
transacted at the National Conven-

tion shall be recorded and preserved
in the records of the National Assembly.
Section 12. Vacancies in the membership 01 the National Spiritual Assembly shalI be filled by a plurality
vote of the delegates composing the
Convention which elected the Assembly, the ballot to be taken by correspondence or in any other manner
decided upon by the National Spiritual Assembly.

Amendment of By-Laws Of
the Local Spiritual Assembly
The amendments required to make
the local By-Laws conform to the
new method ol electing delegates
are relatively simple, as the local
Assembly is DO longer concerned
with the holdiog of the State and
Province meetings, or with the conduct of the Annual Convention. All
that is necessary is to delete in the
present Article III, in the list of
functions and duties ol the local Assem bly, the statement that the Assembly calls the annual meeting for
the election of delegates.
The National Spiritual Assembly
has duly acted to amend the standard form of local By-Laws.
AIrrIcu; III. Amended to read as
follows. . .It shall call the meetings
of the community, iocluding the Baha'i Anniversaries and Feasts, the
Meetiogs of consultation, and the
annual meeting at which the members ol the Assembly are elected.
AIrrIcu; XIII. Deleted.
ARTICLB XIV. Renumbered as Article XIII.
AlmcLE XV. Renumbered as Article XIV.
Unincorporated Assemblies are not
required to take any action except
to see that their reference copy of
the local By-Laws is corrected as
above. The incorporated Assemblies
are directed to act as soon as possible in the amendment of their ByLaws in conformity with the changes
made by the National Assembly. A
notice will be sent these Assemblies
explaining the steps to be taken in
amending their By-Laws.

Centenary Publicity
Horace Holley, CltairmaD; Edna True,
William. DenninI'

In March, 1944, the National Spiritual Assembly appointed a special
Committee for preparation and release of publicity material concerning the Centenary and Convention.
Its membership included a repre-
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sentative of the Centenary Committee, Baha'I News Service, and the
National Spiritual Assembly.
At the time of this appointment,
the Committee expected to launch
a nationwide campaign of Baha'i
publicity based upon the following
material:The Guardian's bookt "God Pass.
es By."
The book compiled by the National
Spiritual Assembly entitled "Bahi tf Centenary."
Copies of the printed Centenary
program.
It became evident that neither of
the books would be available in time
for use in connection with Centenary

or Convention publicity. Moreover,
due to unavoidable conditions, the
printed program was not received
until about ten days before the opening of the Convention and Centenary
sessions.
However, a most favorable condition not anticipated by the Committee was the action of the Temple
Trustees, under a special appro-:
priation made by the National Spiritual Assembly 7 in having the House
of Worship floodlighted during the
month of May. This effect, as all
visitors vividly recall, was extraor.
dinarily impressive, and steps were
immediately taken to have the Temple photographed at night when thus
illumined.
The Committee likewise requested
the Centenary speakers and chairmen to provide personal photographs
and advance excerpts from their
public talks.
Before the end of April, the Committee had sent out to the National
Press Bureaus, the local Assemblies,
National Baha'I Committees and Regional Secretaries a four-page article
on Baha'! Centenary Celebrations,
authorized Mrs. Nina Matthisen of
the Radio Committee to contract for
radio spot announcements before and
during the Centenary meetings, arranged with the publisher of "Wilmette Life" and other North Shore
papers to use the floodlight picture,
when ready, on their front covers,
and planned for special distribution
of Centenary programs through local
Assemblies of the Temple area.
On May 9 the Committee sent out
the floodlight photograph with a brief
story to National Press Bureaus,
National Weeklies, and to local Assemblies in the larger cities of North
America.
Shortly afterward, a five-page article entitled "Baha'is of North and
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South America To Celebrate Birth
of World Era" and giving an outline
of the complete Centenary program,
was distributed to Assemblies, press
bureaus and newspapers, Meanwhile, the editor of Wilmette Life

was given several stories and also
photographs of the speakers to feature in connection with the front
cover illustration. One thousand reprints of the cover and these various
stories were obtained in time to distribute to Convention and Centenary
guests, but this quantity proved insufficient to meet the demand.
After the Convention opened, a
press desk was maintained wiUl a
supply of photographs, releases and
other material for use by all believers with press contacts a swell
as by press representatives who
called. A special fea lure consisted
of reprints of the Guardian's message in which he summarized the
range and scope of the Baha'i world
community at the termin.ation of the
first century of the Faith.
In response to a wire received
from a Baha'i of New York, several
hundred words concerning the banq uet held in Hotel Stevens were
wired to four papers in that city.
Daily releases during the Convention
were given to the Chicago press. The
Associated Press, Chicago Tribune,
and Acme Photo Service sent camera men for feature pictures before
or during the Convention and Centenary week. The Committee had no
clipping bureau and hence cannot report on the extent to which the local
Assemblies could use the material
sent, or the amount of coverage
made by the National Press Bureaus. We hope that a complete set
of clippings can eventually be compiled, for the permanent records of
the National Spiritual Assembly.

In Memoriam
Death profJereth unto every ccmftdent
be Ii-ever the cup that is tife indeed. It
bestowe th joy and is the bea'J"er of glad.ness. It confeTTeth. the gift 01 everl4sting Hfe.-BAHA'u'LLiH

Frank Le Boeuff, Harvey, Illinois
Joseph Johns, Chicago
Mrs. Jennie Bonds, Chicago
Miss Julia Frances MacBrien, Toronto
Mrs. Margaret H. Atwater, Miami
Mrs. Emma Ewing, Evanston
Mrs. Theresa S. Hill, Chicago
Mr. Edward Schwarz, Chicago
Mrs. Flora Bohmann Ernst, Chicago
:Mrs. Lloyd Tew, Burlingame, Kana
sas

Mr. John Stearns, Lima, Peru
Mrs. Marion Phelps, Catonsville,
Maryland
Mr. Vasa Preston, Rockford) ilL
Mrs. Philip King Brown, San Francisco.

Directory
The following changes are reported:
1. Local Assemblies. Albuquerque
-new Secretary, Mrs. Evelyn Walters, Corresponding Secretary, P. O.
Box 1206, Albuquerque, N. M.
Baltimore-Mrs. Martha C. Dorrida, Secretary, P. O. Box 855, Balti-

more, Md.
Vancouver- Robert H. Fairley,
Secretary, 204-413 Granville St., Vancouver, B. C.
Rochester. Assembly dissolved.
Shorewood. Assembly dissolved.
2. National and Regional Teaching
Committees: College Speakers Bureau-Mrs. Roberta Christian appointed Secretary, Rowland Estall
added.
Louhelen School Committee-Dr.
Aliee Kidder added. Phyllis Hall
unable to serve as Correspondiog
Secretary. Mrs. Helen Eggleston,
Secretary, will maintain the correspondence. Richard Suhm unable to
serve.
Youth Committee-reconstituted.
Ralph Halverson, Jr., Chairman,
Cynthia Hastings, Secretary, Robert
lmagire, Charles loas, De Witt Hayward, Jr., Pari Zia-Walrath..
Reviewing Committee-Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi appointed Chairman.
Elizabeth Brooks and Elizabeth
Rhodes added. Mrs. Marion Mills
and Mrs. Mary Collison unable to
serve.
Committee on Elementary Edueation-a new Committee having the
function of bringing the BaM', teach.
ings, truths and attitude to those
concerned with elementary education. Carl Scheffler, Chairman, Alfred E. Osborne, Harry E. Ford,
Genevieve L. Coy, Stanwood Cobb.
Regional Teaching CommitteesNew England: Mrs. Alice Bacon,
Secretary, Mrs. Freda Gould added.
Kansas~ Missouri Nebraska: Mrs.
May Brown appointed Chairman.
New Yark: Mrs. Florence Steinhauer
appointed Secretary, Vera Moorehead added. Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh and Mrs. Harriet Pettibone unable to serve. Utah, Montana and
Idaho: Mrs. Ethel Thompson added.
New Jersey, Delaware and Pen.
sylvania: Stuart Sims appointed
Chairman.
3
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Enrollments and Transfers
1. Reported btl Local Assemblies
Long Beach, three and three transfers.

Tacoma, one and one transfer.
Beverly Hills. onE! transfer,
Chicago, three and one transfer.
Reno, one.
Bethesda ·Chevy Chase ,one transier.

St. Louis, tw9Burlingame, One youth.
Kansas City, two.

Boston, two.
Regina: one.

II

Louisville, one and three transfers.
New York, one and five transfers.
Los Angeles, one and eight transfers.

Evanston, two transfers.
Berkeley ,one transfer.
Washington, D. C., four.

Wilmette. two transfers.
Baltimore. one transfer.
Maywood, one transfer.
Edmonton. two.
Topeka, one.
Nashville, one.
Detrolt. two.
Ann Arbor two transfers.
Atlanta, five transfers.
t

Anchorage, one.
Winnipeg. one.

Charlottetown, one transfer.
Beverly one_
I

Reno, one transfer.
Springfield, Mass_. two transfers_
Mllwaukee. three transfers_
Kenosha. one transfer.
East Orange, one_
Springfield. Ill_. one.
2_ Reportll!'d by Regional Teaching Com-

mittees
In October,

thirteen, In November.
seven and three youth,
(Continued from page 11)

Persia
In the land where occurred the
event which we were all cele bra ting,
the festivities lasted nine days. By
way of Great Britain we get the
following account: "All the members
of the Persian National Spiritual Assembly and of the local Assemblies in
that country went to lIDiriiz and attended the Centenary commemoration meeting in the House of the
Bab. The Guardian sent a silk carpet
to the House as a Centenary gift.
"We hear from Tihrim that they
held very many Centenary meetings
there. Since conditions do not allow
them to gather together in very large
numbers 7 they held meetings in a
lot of. places at a time. 'mlere were
about 60 meetings a night for nine
nights, each being attended by anything between 120 and 300 people.
At first the Press took no notice of
the Centenary, until the "Tihran
Daily News" published a telgram
about" the celebrations in London.
This created a big sensation and
then the other papers began to take
notice_ They tended mainly to criti-
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cise but it proved to be a very good
advertisement for the Faith in Persia. "
India
We have no news as yet of the
actual celebrations in India, but the
Centenary number of the 'IBaha'i
News Letter" of that country is
largely devoted to an account of
the Six Year Plan inaugurated there
in 1938. During the first three years
little progress was made, but in
1941 a stirring cable from the Guardina, accompanied by a gift of £200
accelerated the teaching activities
to such an extent that the National
Spiritual Assembly could report, at
the end of the first century: "Such
loving and inspiring messages came
at every step on our way fonv ard
until We succeeded in forming 23
new Spiritual Assemblies in the short
space of three years. We started
with five Spiritual Assemblies in the
whole of India and ended the Sixyear Plan with a total of 28 Assemblies, out of which 19 are registered
with the Government while the re·
maining will soon complete their
registration, The impetus given by
the Six-year Plan to our teaching
effort
has,
however,
gathered
strength and the believers have tasted the delights of victory. They will
not rest now on their oars and continue to steer on and on until they
have established a Spiritual Assembly in every inhabited locality of the
vast Indian sub-continent_"

England
The celebration .iIi London was noticed by liThe Palestine Post" as
well as "The Tihran Daily News-,t
We have the full story, however. in
the uBahaJj Journal" of the British
Isles: "The celebrations began in the
afternoon of Saturday, May 20th,
with the opening of the Centenary
Exhibition by Sir Ronald Storrs,
K.C.M.G., a good friend of the Cause.
This opening ceremony was indeed
very well attended, and it was reported in three of the national newspapers...The Exhibition, which was
held at Alliance Hall, Westminster,
lasted for a week, until the noon
of the following Saturday, and was
open daily from 11 a,m, to 9 p.m_
There were many visitors, who took
away our literature with them and
purcha sed books.
liThe most thrilling occas ion of
the whole week was the meeting at
the Centre on the evening of May
22nd. There was a large gathering
of the friends, and the meeting,

which was timed to coincide with
the very hour of the Ba b's Declaration, at two hours and eleven min.
utes after sunset, left a deep impression on all present. It Was a
memorable event, and a time for re~
dedication of our lives to the service
of the Cause. Afterwards we all
joined in a feast, which was made
possible by the combined efforts of
the community.
"On the evening of Tuesday7 May
23rd, a public meeting was held at
Denison House, Victoria. The attendance was large. Mrs. Basil Hall was
in the chair. The Bah!' i speakers
were Mr. W. Tudor~Pole, Mr. H. M.
Balyuzi, Mr. David Hofman and Mr.
Norman Smith of the New York community (who is here with the United
States Forces). In addition several
well-known people paid their tribute
to the Cause. They were Mr. Shaw
Desmond (author), Sir William Hornell (late Vice-Chancellor of HongKong University), Dr. Harold Moody
(President of the League of Coloured
Peoples), Mr. Hannen Swaffer (publicist), and the Rev. Walter Wynn
(Free Church minister). _ .
HOn the remaining evenings of
the week different functions were
held at the Alliance Hall. On Wednesday evening (May 24th), Mr. St.
Barbe Baker gave a talk. on CcThe
Rebirth of Palestine," illustrated
with lantern slides. On the follOWing
evening Mr. Bernard Leach spoke
on "Beauty and Truth." Both of
these meetings, as well a s the two
following, were well attended.
"On Friday, May 26th, we had a
programme of readings from the
Scriptures, interspersed with musical items. This programme, entiUed liThe Song of Heaven," was
presented by. Mr. David Hofman.
On Saturday evening, the last of the
Centenary week, we had a review
of Baha'i history in dramatised form,
presented by Mr. H. M. Balynz;. . .
"This is just a ba!l'e account of
the Centenary Week, ;Which also included the Annual Convention. But
there was much more than just
these functions. There was a spirit
of joy and gratitude and devotion,
which words cannot describe. n
The National Spiritual Assembly
issued a handsome little book, liThe
Centenary of a World Faith," which
ha s chapters on the history of the
Faith, its general progress in the
east and west, and its growth in the
British Isles, copiously and beautifully illustrated.
(To be continued)
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''God Passe!! By"
"This Revelation," Mulla !:Iusayn
has further testified, .. so suddenly
and impetuously thrust upon me,
came as a thunderbolt which, for a
time. seemed to have benumbed my
faculties. I was blinded by its dazzling splendor and overwhelmed by
its crushiog force. Excitement, joy,
awe, and wonder stirred the depths
of my soul. Predominant among
these emotions was a sense of gladness and strength which seemed to
have transfigured me. . .1 felt possessed of such courage and power
that were the world, all its peoples
and Us potentates, to rise against
me, I would, alone and undaunted t
withstand their onslaught."
A claim to be no less than the
mouthpiece of God Himself, promised by the Prophets of by gone
ages; the assertion that He was, at
the same time, the Herald of One
immeasurably greater than Himself;
the summons which He trumpeted
forth to the kings and princes of the
earth. . .these constitute the dominant features ()! that initial contact
that marked the birth, and fixed the
date, of the inception of the most
glorious era in the spiritual life of
mankind.
With this historic Declaration the
dawn of an Age that signalizes the
c(}nsummation of all ages had broken. The 1irst impulse of a momentous
Revelation had been communicated
to the one "but for whom," accoroing to the testimony of the Kitab-iIqim, "God would not have been established upon the seat (}f His mercy,
nor ascended. the throne of eternal
glory." Not until forty days had
elapsed, however t did the enrollment
of the seventeen remaining Letters
of the Living commence. Gradually,
spontaneously. some in sleep, others
while awake, some through fasting
and prayer, others through dreams
and visions, they discovered the Obj eel of their quest, and were enlisted
under the banner of the new~born
Faith. (Pages 6 and 7)
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Messages F:rom the Guardian
Dear and Valued Co-Workers:
1944? a year memorable for the
sharp cntrast between the rising
tide of spiritual victories culminating
in the Centenary celebrations of a
world-embracing Faith and the swiftly ebbing fortunes of a war-ravaged,

disillusioned and bankrupt society,
is drawing to a close. In every continent of the globe; in the Holy Land,
the Heart and Center of our Faith
and Pivot of its institutions; in the
land of its birth; in the adjoining
territory of 'Iraq; throughout the
Western Hemisphere; in the British
Isles, so severely subjected to the
violence (}f a world tempest; through(}ut the length and breadth of India;
in far-<>ff Australasia and in the Nile
Valley-all with the sole exception
of the distant Republics of the West
subjected in varying degrees to th"
imminent danger of becoming the
theatre of war-the communities
laboring for the promotion of the
Faith of Bahil'u'lIilh have, throughout
five tumultuous years, been providentially spared to hold aloft its banner, to preserve its integrity, to
maintain the continuity of its institutions, to enrich its annals} to consolida te its structure, to further disseminate its literature and to befittingly celebrate its centenary. Preponder ant indeed has been the share
of that privileged community, which
has been invested by the Pen of the
Center of the Covenant with a worldwide mission, in the prosecution of a
ta sk which, ever since the onset of
this world upheaval and despite its
mounting horrors, the builders of the
Administrative Order of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah have so unfiaggingiy pursued. Neither the participation of
the Great Republic of the West in
this fierce contest, nor the sorrows,
burdens and restrictions which such
direct association with the agonies
of a travailing age has entailed have
thus Jar been capable of dimming
the splendor of the exploits that have
immortalized the record of the serv-

ices of this community since the ascension of 'Abdu'l~Baha. Indeed, coincident with the period of America's
direct participation in this WGrld
struggle and in direct proportion to
the turmoil and the' tribulations
which such a participation has engendered, the members of this community have evinced a heroism and
proved themselves capable of a con·
certed effort that have eclipsed the
notable achievements that have heraIded the establishment of the Ad·
ministrative Order of the Faith as
_ well as the first stage in the development of the Seven Year Plan.
What the year 1945, (}n whose
threshhold we nGW stand, has in store
f(}r the members of this determined,
this valiant, this watchful, this exemplary community only the future
can reveal. That the trials and afflictions suffered by their reuntry
and its people must wax as this
world upheaval moves towards a climax no one can any longer doubt.
The challenge that will face this stalwart c(}mmunity will no doubt be
severe. To allow the prizes so nobly
won. over so vast a field, at so great
a cost, at so critical an hour, to fall
into je(}pardy would be unworthy of
a career so auspiciously initiated, so
completely dedicated to the Cause of
God, so rich in promise and so bril- .
liant in almost every phase of its
evolution. Every local Assembly, the
ordained pivot of a divinely-<>rdained
System, which has been established
in the States and Provinces of the
N(}rth American continent, as well as
in the Republics of Latin America,
must, through a supreme effort on
the part of pioneers, visiting teachers and Regional Committees, be
steadfastly maintained. Simultaneously a no less determined effort
should be exerted to enable the ad..
mittedly large number of groups
scattered throughout the Americas
t(} attain Assembly status. No less
urgent is the obligation t(} proclaim
the verities enshrined in the Faith
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of BaM.'u'llah by every means which
individuals, Assemblies and committees can devise, through the press
and radio. through an unprecedented
dissemination of literature, through
its systematic translation into Spanish and Portuguese and above all
through active association with leaders of public thought as well as direct
contact with the masses of the people. Through ~uch means as these,
and through. such means only can the
members of the American Baha'i
Community, who have 80 audaciously and successtully launched the first
stage of the Divine Plan", be enabled
to pave the way and usher in, soon
after the cessation of hostilities, the
succeeding stage in the evolution of
theit'lworIa fnissiori~ ~ prayers and
loving thoughts surround them continually in their devoted labors.
SHoom
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ing Committee and Regional Teach- helen, Green Acre
Geyserville
ing Committees are well aware of School and Temerity Ranch, are sufthis situation. But he wishes to per- ficient for the time being. There is,
sonally add a word of appeal to the naturally, no objection to holding
friends not to permit their hard-won meetings and conferences in Engleprizes to now slip from their grasp wood.
through any relaxation of their vigilWith loving greetings and the arance and efforts. The believers, no,w dent hope that this new year will
more sure of their own powers and bring the believers over there many
of the Divine help that has so un- new victories,
failingly reached them than at any
Yours ever,
previous period in their fifty-year
R. R&BBANI
history r must continue to put forth Haifa, January 1, 1945
a m~ture, dedicated and sustained
effort so that these new Assem bHesGift of Land on Mt. Carmel
whether in North or South AmericaThe Guardian has sent the'National
may be preserved and reinforced Spiritual Assembly the Certificate of
and, where necessary, re-instated. Registration of" a tract of land on
Groups, thoogh of secondary import- Mt. Carmel adjacent to the Tombs
ance, should likewise be enlarged of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Family there. It is
and bullt up to Assembly status so registered in the name of The N a·
that the truly remarkable victory tional Spiritual Assembly of the Baachieved by the American and Ca- hi! 'is of the United States and Can-:nadian Baha'is may not shrink in
dimeitsion as the months go by, but
rather flower into still greater vicBahci" News
tories in the days to come.
Balui"'i iVrMS is published. by the
National Spiritual AlIeembly of the
He also wishes to call your AsBaha'is of the United Stales and
sembly's attention to the great imCaruuIa .. the oJlicial n ......1etter of
portance of Magallanes as a center,
the Baha"i eommUDity~ The fint JPUe
and of the necessity of extending it
appeared In Decemher, 1924every assistance, so that this Baha'i
On April 10, 1925, the Guardian
year an Assembly may be firmly eswrole~ ··Th.., News Leuer which you
have lately initiated fu1:fiJ11!I • verr
tablished there. It, together with that
vital fanction. ~ • • 1 would UI'I"t! you
of Alaska, may be likened to the exto entarce it! Kope • • • that in time
tremity of the Baha'i arms stretched
it may dm'ole a speeial 8ecthm 10
out and waiting to embrace the whole
ever,. phase 01 your adivitiel!l, ad·
world in the order of peace and love
ministrative., duotionaJ, ham.nil.rilln,
finanelaI" educational and otherwise.
which B;tha'u'llah has established for
'·11 ehould become a great faeior
the children of men in this day.
in promotinc undenlanding, provid·
In closing the beloved Guardian
in. infornulion on Baha'i arlh-ity,
wishes me to assure you and your
both local and foreign, in Ilimu1ating
fellow-members of his most loving
inlerest., in combating evil in:8uences,
and in upholdinc and ABfecuardin ..
prayers on your ,behalf and for the
Ihe inltitutlom of the Cause."
success of the Ibany tasks of imThe contenl! include: material supportance which you are, in collaboraplied by "the National Spiritoa. AItion with the mass of the believers,
lembly, Inch a. the Guardian'l meso
seeking to carry to a" successful consa&"es, the .Assembly's letter. and ilS
clusion.
..suel'lll statementl and reports; Com·
mittee planl!l which have been ap·
With warm Baha'i greetings,
j

Haifa, December 24, 1944
In your letter of Sept. 20th you enclosed a copy of your amendments of
the By-Laws of the N.S.A.: he fully
approved of these changes rendered
necessary by the States and Province& themselves now being regarded
as electoral units in the election of
delega teg to the annual Convention.
In that same letter you ask for
his suggestions concerning possible
plans for teaching in Europe, or helping the Bahi'is there with literature,
etc. Obviously, there will be a tremendous need for Baha'i literature
in these war-torn countries and for
spiritual enlightenment and help. But
as the whole situation is still in the
throes of violent changes, and we
cannot as yet foresee how soon or
where assistance may be given, he
feels that there should at present be
no diversion into new channels of
the energies of the American believ. ers "now concentrated on the tasks
they already have in hand. Literature in German, French and any
R. RABBANI
other European languages that can
be conveniently undertaken, should Haifa. December 24, 1944
Shoghi Effendi very much apprebe translated and held in readiness
for use whenever the time for action ciates the desire of the American
believers to participate in the ereccomes.
He has been very sorry to notice tion of the completed shrine of the
in various reports received from you Bab. The preliminary plans are now
that some of the" new Assemblies, being made and he leaves it to \he
established at such cost of sacrifice friends to contribute towards this
on the part of those who arose as sacred enterprise in whatever man·
pioneers and overcame every ob- ner and to whatever degree they
stacle in their path and those who wiSh to.
Also, regarding your letter of Aug.
generously contributed of their
means to insure a supply of funds 7th: you ask his advice concerning
for this purpose, are falling below a school session at Englewood, N.J.
Assembly status. He realizes that He feels that the four Baha'[ schools
your body and the National Teach- at present in existence, namely Louj

j

and authorized; Committee
news reports of aeliTitietl; annual reports fJ"Om local AssembUeA; news
item! from local Assemblies; Betivitie!!!
in recional areas as reported by or
throua:b the National Teacldng Committee; aetivilie.ll. in Central and South
America al reported by the Inter·
America. Co.mm.iltee.; news from othe...
lands plhered from the bnUetill1!i of
the varioul!I Nationa1 AssembUes; •
reeord of new enrollmentll and traJU.
fel'S; a record of deathlll ~ photograph!
of ceneral Bau'i interel!lt.
BaJui'i NeN8 i. edited for the Na'
tional Spiritual Asaembly by hs Baha'i
News Committee: Horace Holley, Secretary, Garreta Busey, Mabel H. Paine.
Addrese: Baluiti News Commhtee, 536
Sheridan Road, WilmeUe, In.
PrGTed
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ada: Palestine Branch. The covering letter states that the piece of
land was recently given to the Cause
by Mirza Enaya tuIlah E sfahani of
Haifa. "Some of the members of the
N. S. A. will remember Mirza Enayatullah who about forty years ago
was in America and has evar since
remained firm and disassociated
himself entirely from his half-brother, Dr. Fareed and his sister? Mrs.
Sprague." (From letter dated October 22, _1944_)=--_ _ _ __

Letters from the Guardian
to Individuals
With the Guardian's consent the
National Spiritual Assembly publishes the following excerpts from letters addressed to individual Baha'is.
"Regarding your question about
vaccination: these are technical m;ltters which have not been specifically mentioned in the teachings, and
consequently the Guardian can not
make any statement about them. No
doubt medical science will progress
tremendously as time goes by, and
the treatment of disease becomes
more perfect.
"It is advisable to use both the
Baha'I dates, according to the Baha'I Calendar, and the usual Gregorian dates as well. The friends at
present are free to do as they please.
"The Guardian hopes that along
with whatever other studies you take
up, you will continually study the
teachings and endeavor to acquire
a profound knowledge of them. The
importance of young BaM'is becoming thoroughly steeped in every
branch of the teachings can not be
over-emphasized, as they have great
teaching tasks ahead of them to accomplish." (From letter to John C.
Eichenauer, Jr., December 24, 1943)
"Regarding your questions concerning the advisability of changing
the basis of the National Assembly's
election and confining it to the body
of delegates or of limiting the term
of office: He feels that as any such
changes are of a radical nature and
sbould therefore apply to the
N. S.. A.' s of other countries, they
are inadvisable and premature, both
for this reason and because of their
very nature.
"What is needed is to get the administration in its present form to
nm more efficiently and at the same
time to build up a higher sense of
responsibility among the body of the
believers. They should be encouraged to think more, not only about
the qualifications of their elected bod-

'Abdn'I.B.h8. in Kenosha

CPhotograph by Walter Bohanan, September 15, 1912)

ies, but also about such things as
you mention, the law of averages,
the age and indisposition of some of
the members, etc.
"When we look back and see what
the Administration has accomplished
in twenty odd years, indeed what it
has done in the last seven years, we
see what strides forward have been
made. Far greater tasks lie ahead,
but the Guardian does not feel that
the way to meet them is to change
the present system but rather to perfect it by educating the believers and
training them, holding more conferences, publishing more news for Baha'is, getting more people active."

(FrDm letter to Emeric Sala, July 6,
1944)
"Regarding your question about
the need for greater unity among the
friends there is no doubt that this is
so, and the Guardian feels that one
of the chief instruments for promoting it is to teach the BaM'ls themselves, in classes and through precepts, that love of God, and consequently of men, is the essential foundation of every religion, our own inR
eluded. A greater degree of love will
produce a greater unity, because it
enables people to bear with each
other, to be patient and forgiving."
(From letter to Mrs. Annie Romer,
July 7, 1944)

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Friends:
In the intensity of spirit prodljced
by the Guardian'. message to us ~h1s
month, let us take up constructively
some of the important matters arising in our current work.

BaM'; Community
The preparation of the annual
membership roll required for the
State and Province Conventions enabIes us to examine the American
Bah •.'1 community from a statistical
point of view.
.
Briefly, as of December 15, 1944,
the
National
Spiritual
Assembly found that there are 4,920 adult
Baha'Is in the United States and Canada. Of these 3,261 live in local communities; 786 live in groups; and 873

are the only believers in their respective cities or towns. The result
of this latest check sh"bws an excellent growth in the past year.

National Fund.
From the Treasurer's report for
December we quote the following
items;Total receipts, March 1, 1944 to DO>'
cember 31, 1944, $81,763.97; needed
by February 28 to complete the current annual budget, $53,236.03; receipts for the month of December,
$6,739.12 (the average monthly total
in support of the budget would be
$11,250.00); 97 Assemblies sent contributions, leaving 36 which failed
to lend their support to the na tiona!
activities; December expenditures,
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nations have been made equal to the
entire cost of printing The Bahoi'i
World, VoL IX, now on the press.

A Natiorwl Campaign

"'I1:te CealeDary of the Baha'j Faith.'" View of Bah....rs gathered in the Temple
Auditorium 8:00 P. M. Monday, May 22, 1944, alter the seab In the
Temple Foundation HaD were completely fiD.ed~ A pubUe addrep
system rep~eed the program for
overflow au.dJenee.

th'_

$7,299.40 (Mministration, $2,744.39;
lnter-America teaching, $1,1«.00;
National and Regional Teaching,
$740.00; Temple Maintenance,
$667.00; Green Acre Maintenance,
$1,536.60); Cash on hand, December
31, $8,124.05.
Items from the Canadian Baha'i
Fund for November and December:
November receipts, $200.25; December, $213.30; November expenditures (teaching budgets) $425.00;. December expense, also for teaching,
$300.00. (This means that the total .
National and Regional Teaching expense in December was $1,040.00 as
part iB.cpaid each month in Canada).
c';",,·,

" ..

'n",,·America

.:'l'he dQtaUed news of !mer-America
teaching.. 'Work is pres.afIled by the
InteroAmerica in its regular section
of Baha'I News, but we summarize
the following items of particular interest:Recent pioneers who have left for
the field-Dr. Malcolm King, Nicaragua; Miss Elisabeth Cheney, Asuncion, with visits en route to Venezuela, Colombia, Buenos Aires, and Mon·
tevideo. Anum ber of pioneers are
poised in flight, awaiting passports
-Miss Louise Baker, Miss Jean Silver, Mrs. Gayle Woolson, Mis. Eleva
Marsella, Mrs. Helen Roach, Miss
Ophelia Montalvo, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Reed Bishop, Miss Jessie

Revell, Miss Ethel Revell, Hasc1e
Cornbleth. The monthly budget for
Inter~America pioneer"s, not including travel expense, is $953.00. A special appropriation of $1,000.00 has
been made toward cost of printing
Spanish editions of the Baha'I literature in Buenos Aires~

The National Assembly has given
special thought to the coordination
and expansion of our collective caA
pacity for carrying the Message 10
alar ger portion of the public a[id
with increased force. The Assembly
has accepted the principle of responsibility for planning and initiating the Bahit'l activity in the form
of a unified national campaign, embracing all our important facilities
such as meetings, circuits, displays, .
publicity, radio and advertising, and
affording larger opportunities for
~ervice. to National ~mmittees, local Assemblies and the individual
Bahit'i. The idea is for the National
Spiritual Assembly to arise above its
constant mass of detail and adopt
a new and larger vision of the possibility of releasing the latent powers
of the entire Baha'i community, .so
that in future the year's work can be
planned as a whole, the objectives
defined, the methods chosen the
agencies prepared and the budget requirements fiXed in terms of the larger undertaking. The matter is entering the stage of action when announcements can soon be made to
the believers.
-NATIONAL SPmrruAL AsSEMBLY

Centenary Book

Anum ber of leiters have been received
by the National Spiritual AsTeaching Budgets
The National and Regional Teach- sembly pointing out errors or omis.
ing budgets expended from Novem- sions in the Centenary book. These
ber to January amounted to $1,710.00, are most welcome, and all correcwhile $1,650.00 has been authorized tions will be reported from time to
until March. One new pioneer has time to enable the friends to note
arisen to volWlteer services in re- these in their copy of the book.
Six cities visited by 'Abdu'l-Bahit
sponse to the appeals sent forth by
the Teachlng Committee alld the Na- in 1912 were omitted in the list on
tional Spiritual AssembiYs in9"NQ- page 90, the reason being that this
fi!;t· was taken from "Bahit'i Year
vemher.
: l.r -.
.'
Book" Vol. I, based on the record.
.... Publi.hing Cost
of talks and p!,blic addresses giv~n
The friends have been informed in ·the Iwovoltimes 'of "Promulgation
through Baha'i News of the printing. of" Universal Peace"~ Worcester,
schedule maintained by the Publish- Ma.ss., Milford, N. J.; Omaha, Lining Committee during the past year, coln, Neb., GlenwoOd'Springs, N. Y.,
leading to expense which the Com- Berkeley, Calif.
mittee has be~n unabl~ to finanC.e
The list Of believers who made
entirely from current income .. In at.. early pilgrimage. omitted thenllin;,
der to meet these bills, the National of Mrs. ~arah Herron (pages 141Spiritual Assembly is advancirig the 143). Mrs. Kathryn Frankland's
amount of $2,000.00 per month to the name should be removed from this
PUblishing
Committee
for
siX list.
months, a total of $12,000, all of
The article by Thornton Chase on
which the Committee will repay as pages 156 and 157 was written in
soon as possible. We are delighted 1904 and not 1914, as stated in the
to inform the friends that special dQ- footnote.
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In the list of teachers given on
pages 166 and 167, the name of Mrs.
Fred Woodward should be changed
to Mr. Fred Woodward.
The page of "Acknowledgments"
should include Wm. Kenneth Christian as author of "Growth of the
Literature," page 145.

Government Regnlalion8
The question whether Regional
Teaching Committee members can
receive extra gasoline rations for
performance of religious work has
again been taken up with the OPA
in Washington, and the decision is
that there is no change in their regulations which withhold supplementary gasoline for the administrative
or the personal missionary tyPe of
religious work. Only Chairmen and
Secretaries of local Assemblies, as
reported some two years ago, are
eligible, and their use of the extra
gas is restricted to local transportation.
Another question recently presented again to a government bureau is
whether identification lags can be
issued to BaM.'!s in the armed forces
• bearing the letter "B" for "Baha'I."
The War Department informed our
representative that it adheres to its
policy of indicating only three "major denominations, Protestant. Catholic and Hebrew, on soldiers' identiC

fication tags."

------Directory

The following changes made since
the last issue of BaM'! News are
reported:L Local "'-WeI
Ha!ifax. N. S .• Canada-Mrs. Edward
Belletleur. Secretary (formerly Miss
Muriel Hutchings). 593 G<>ttingen Street.
Moncion, N. B .• Canada-Miss Irmgard
M. Mathews, 52 Enterprise Street.
Dayton. Ohio-Miss Hazel Voelz, Secretary, 351 Kenilworth Avenue.
BratUeooro. _Vermont - Mrs. Eleanor
Stone~ Secretary. 2 Bonnyvale Road.
%.. Na&loaal &lid Recio"'"
TeacJaiD& c.mmJUeeo
Radfo--reconstituted with the follow
ing membership. - William Sears, Chai~
man; Emeric Sala, Secretary. 423 Mayor Street, Montreal, Quebec; Mildred
Mottahedeh, Mrs. Florent:e Morton, Mrs.
Allee Bacon, Mrs. Nina Matthisen. Wendell E .. Bacon, Reginald King.
Ret1Iew!ng-Mrs. Wm. H. Hart added.
Temple Guide8-:-Mrs. John McHenry
added. Laurence LaRocque has moved
from Ule "area and is unable to serve.
Regtona:l TetlChtng CommUtees-New
England, Ruth Ziebell unab1e to serve.
North and South Dakota and Minnesota
-Mrs. Helen Frink added. Mrs. Catherine Whitmore has moved from the
area and is unab1e to serve. California,
Nevada and Arizona-Dr. Clyde Longa

year added.

,

.

-

-

-

-

p

LaIl,,·Amerlca.. See.1on, Cen'enary Convenllo.., MaT 19-i4; 1944, T ....pl. J'_
dation HaD. Dr. &Jelberto TOl'l'eI of Goatemal.. Co-ChaIrman. c.mo.
VerFU'a of Mexico flpeakinc; Mrs. Gail W ooleon, -traDl!llatin~.

National Committees
Assembly Development
The purpose of this series of statements* is to recreate in our hearts
and minds the spiritual conception
of the Baha'I c<>mmunity; its significance, its importance, and its attainments.
Our beloved Guardian in a letter
dated March 5, 1922, early emphasized the vital and sacred status of
the Local Spiritual Assemblies in
these words:"A perusal of some of the words
of Bahii'u'ullMl and 'Abdu'l-Baha on
the duties and functions of the Spiritual Assemblies in every land (la ter to be designated as the local
Houses of Justice) emphatically reveals the sacredness of their nature,
the wide scope of their activity, and
the grave responsibility which rests
upon them."
Unless and until each Local Spiritual Assembly acquires the spiritual
status of a united, harmonious body,
functioning solely, selflessly, and devotedly for the spread of the Faith
and the upbuilding of its Bah,,'i community, growth and progress of our
Faith will not prevail in that community. -Personal jealousies, bickerings and dissension are poison in the
body of the community and unless
eliminated will result in division, disintegration and probable dissolution
of the community. Each believer constitutes a unit of the community.
·In order to assist new and inexperienced Assemblies. the Assembly Development Committee has been given a special section of Baha'{ News for the presentation of nlevant m'aterial.

and it becomes his or her spiritual
responsibility to labor, selflessly.
humbly and ceaselessly as a member of the Local Spiritual Assembly,
of a committee Dr of a group to
bring about complete unity, harmony
and progress.
Let each and every one read, and
re-read, until they become an unconscious part of our very lives, the
words of Bahil'u'ullah, jAbdu'I-Baha,
and Shoghi Effendi, and the instructions of the National Spiritual Assembly concerning the Local Spiritual Assembly and the BaM'! community, set forth in HBaha'] Pr0cedure," Section Two. Then let us
strive day by day, to truly function
in full obedience to these basic spiritual principles and commands given to us for our guidance by the
Founder, by the Exemplar. and by
the Guardian of our Faith.
Newly formed Local Spiritual Assemblies should realize that they
have two principal functions:
First-the development of a Bah,,'l community through the complete
observance of the principles and
practice of Baha'i administration as
set forth in Saha'i Procedure;
Second-the spread of the Faith
by teaching through individual effort, fireside groups and public meetings.
The development of a Bah .. 'I Community is effected by the unified and
harmonious functioning of the Local
Spiritual Assembly in regular weekly and occasional special meetings.
Each and every member of the Assembly must become familiar with
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the purpose and significance of the
institution of the Local Spiritual Assembly and the basis of the Baha'i
community as set forth by Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi Effendi. (See Baha'i ProceduTe, Part Two,
pages 29 to 33).
The conduct of the meetings of the
Local Spiritual Assembly is based
on the spiritual principles of justice,
love, purity of motive, radiance of
spirit, ·humility; and servitude. The
members must realize at all times
the dignity, power and importance
of the Assembly, which will evolve
into the local House of Justice in
the future. (See Baha', PTocedure,
Part Two, pages 34 to 36.)
~pIp"'s, orderJi;>..,.. ahd 9f!iciency should markl" the conducf of
the affairs of the Baha'i community
and especially of the meetings of
the Local Spiritual Assembly. The
calling of the meetings, the order of
business and the conduct of business
follow the procedure outllned in the
"Procedure for the Conduct of a L0cal Spiritual Assembly." In the Baha'i Assembly, while the Chairman
generally acts as the presidlng officer. he or she must consult and vote,
with equal voice and responsibility,
with the other eight members. In
an Assembly actions, as well as activities, wholehearted consultation
and cooperation are required. (See
Baha'i Procedure Part Two, pages
37 to 39).
The Nineteen Day Feast is the
foundation of the World Order of Bah .. 'u 'JlB.h, it is the period of consultation for the members of the community, and for the Local Spiritual
Assembly with the community. Of
such great importance is this meeting that only illness or absence from
the community are excuses for nonattendance. The Feast is conducted
in three parts; first, the readlng of
prayers and extracts from the holy
utterance; second, a period of consultation of the members of the community with the Local Spiritual A ...
sembly; and third, the material feast
and social gathering of all the believers. A regular order of procedure
for the conduct of the period of consultation has been provided by the
National Spiritual Assembly. (See
BaM', ProceduTe, Part Two, Pages
39 to 43). The Local Spiritual Assembly will provide for the community observance of the Baha" anmversaries, festivals, and days of
feasting. (See BaM'i PToceduTe,
Part Two, page 44.)
A _ T ~T COMMIrIU
I
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Publie Meeting, Baha'i Cenlerlary, Temple Fo-...ndation Ball, May Z3, 1944.. SuL~l:
"North Ameriea, Citadel of Universal Peace." Chairman.. Leroy lou;
Speakers, Albert R. Windust, Mrs. Harold Gail, Rowland EllItaU.

Inter-America News
In the Guardian's letter published
in December Baha'i News he urges
u . . . the entire Baha'i community of
the Western Hemisphere to focus its
attention during the remammg
months of the opening year of the
second century on the formation of
local Assemblies in the remaining
Republics of Nicaragua, Panama,
Venezuela, Bolivia and San Domingo

.

No less than ten North American
pioneers are ready and waiting to
depart for those La tin American
countries where the need for teachers seems to be greatest. Up to the
present, however, their departure
has either been long delayed or prevented due to lack of favorable response to passport applications. Intensive efforts are being made to
find ways of obtaining permission for
the departure of these pioneers. We
trust that the entire Baha'i community will pray that this diffficulty shall
be removed;
This difficulty, which both the
former and the present Inter-america Committees have experienced; no
doubt offers increasing evidence,
however, as was indicated by the
Guardlan himself in a published letter of last September 24th, that
". . .native (Latin American) Baha'is should, whenever qualified, be
urged and assisted to pioneer, to
travel and to teach in Central and
South America ... " The work of native pioneering has already been Ill>-

bly initiated by two of the South
American friends. Sr. Esteban Canales of Santiago, Chile, is teaching
in Punta Arenas at the extreme.
southern tip olthe Continent, and Sr.
Haig Kavorkian of Buenos Aires is
now on his way to assist in the esta blishment of an Assembly either
at Quito or Guayaquil in Ecuador.
There are at least five resident believers in each of these cities at
present.
Of the five uremaining Republics"
mentioned above, the Committee rejOices in being able to share the
glorious news that both Bolivia and
Venezuela now have sufficient believers residing wi thin a given city
to elect their first SpitJituaI Assemblies on April 21. The membership of the La Paz group has reached
the Dum her nine, and in Caracas
there are fourteen adult believers
and three youths.
While the latest report from Panama indicates the presence of a
grouP. of fifteen believers, the problem there is one of residence. The
Guardian's wish is that an Assembly
be established in the Republic of
Panama or Panama City, rather than
the Canal Zone which is United
States territory. It seems that the
opportunity is open here to achieve
the blessings of a pioneer by moving across the streeet, so to speak.
We are confident that by this means
and by the addi lion of new believers
a Spiritual Assembly will be born
April 21 in Panama City.

.BAHA'i
Present membership records for
Nicaragua and the Dominican Republic show only three Baha'Is in
eacb of the cities of Managua and
Ciudad Trujillo. We have been able
to send just one pioneer to these
countries. In December Dr. Malcolm
King left New Orleans for Nicaragua on a British passport. We have
faith in miracles,..:..-that when our
Guardian calls for a certain accomplishment, sucb an accomplishment
is possible. From what direction shall
we look for settlers and pioneers to
proceed to these Republics? From
Central America?
Word has. Qeen received that the
Bulletin Committee in Panama expeeled to is.its first Spanish B . .
ba'i Bulletin .n, January, 1945. Tb<r
cooperation of each community and
group in Central and South America
and the West Indies in sending local
news of the Cause each month will
be of great assistance to the Committee. The Inter-America Committee would greatly appreciate receiving a copy of these local news reports, so that they can be drawn
upon in our summaries for BarnPi
News_ We hope to include news of all
the countries in successive issues
and not to emphasize three or four
COWltries from which we hear frequenUy, chiefly through the pioneers.
Two members of our Committee are
able to translate Spanish communications very readily.
A few of the Baha'i communities
in La tin America are beginning to
issue local bulletins or news letters,
and several of these communities are'
carrying on extension teaching in
nearby cities. A splendid example of
a local bulletin is one which is printed monthly by the Baha'Is of Tegucigalpa under the title, Neuva Era.

From numerous centers comes the
call for Bahit'lliterature in Spanish,
for more translations. The plea for
assistance to the Publishing Committee in Buenos Aires is being answered in the person of Elizabeth
Cheney, who arrives there on J anuary 25th. Heading the list of Spanish publications to be brought out as
soon as possible are The Dispensa. tion of Baha'u'llah, a new book of
Baha'i Prayers, and a pamphlet,EI
Alba de la Nueva Era, containing
an excellent compilation made by
Gerrard Sluler of Bogota. We understand that translations of several
other titles have been received and
reviewed. Assembly growth and development is dependent upon the
availability of literature in the lan-
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Baha'is and Friends of the Faith! San Salvador

guages of Latin America. May God
speed this work!

through December, 1944-181,428.
The following specially conducted
-INTER-AMERICA COMMITTEE
tours were arranged dudng November and December:
Temple Visitors
Hi uY" Group of Chicago 28
November-December, 1944
Moody Bible Institute
46
'I11e number of visitors to the TemChicago Parks Outing
ple for the twelve month period
Club
20
ending December 31, 1944 totaled
Turkish Delegation to
17,549, an increase of 2,200 over 1943
the International Civil
fOT the same period.
Avia lion Conference .. 8
During November visitors numA class for prospective guides will
bered 717. They came from 25 states, be conducted io the Temple each
the District of Columbia, the Cana- Sunday beginning January 21, 1945
dian provinces of Ontario, Saskatche- . from 1:30 to 3:00 o'clock. We are
wan, and the countries (If Turkey, striving for a large enrollment on
Russia, Egypt, Ireland, Belgium, that date.
Australia, Paraguay. Argentine and
TEMPLE Gumm COMMITTEE
Jamaica.
By; Helen Roach, Chairman
During December visitors numbered 431. They came from 20 states,
Publishing Announcement
the District of Columbia, Hawaii and
Selected Writings-Three pamphthe Canadian province of Ontario.
lets, one containing selections from
It is interesting to note that in spite Baha'u'llah, one from 'Abdu'I.Baha.
of transportation difficulties and the and one from the Guardian, fortyunusually cold and· disagreeable four pages each, paper covers. This
weather there was an increase of 216 set of small and convenient pamphin the number of visitors during No- let. offers every Bahit'i a representavember and 113 during December tive compilation of Baha'I literature,
this year as compared with 1943.
which may be described as the basic
The following statistics might be teachin}:s. For personal study, for
of interest:
informal group and fireside group
Total visitors for the twelve month reading and discussion, the Selected
period ending December 31:
Writings are -ideal. Because 75,000
1944 .............. , ...... 17,549
pamphlets were sent to press atone
1943 ...................... 15,349
time, this set is available at the ex1942 ...................... 13,682
traordinary low cost of 25c for all
1941 ...................... 16,542
three pamphlets. (Individual copies
1940 ...................... 16,822
not sold separately). The Publishing
Total visitors froni July 1, 1932 Committee has set itself the goal of
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placing a set in the hands of every
American Baha'i, both adult and
youth, by December 31, 1945.
News item reported by the Honolulu Assembly: "The newspapers
gave a review of God Passes By and
we have had calls for copies fro~
strangers, also a number of the service men have bought one. U

World Order Magqine
World Order has compiled the Centenary articles, compilations and
other material concerning the Centenary published during 1944. The
list is presented here as a source of
reference.
1. SdedIons from Baha'I WJiUDp
1. The Firjlt Babli'l C<attury, by Shoghi
Effendi. MaTch. '~
~
2. Baba'i Holy Days: Declaration of
the Bab. March.
3. The Birth of the BAbl Revelation. by
Shoghi Effeodi. A",.u.
4. The Day 01 God, Bah.;i'u'D..a.h. May.
5. Bahi 'U 'llflh' s Tribute to the Bab.
May.
O. The Bab's Farewell Address to the
Letters of the Living. May.
7." Utterances of the Bab. May.
8. The Second Coming of Christ. 'Ab-

du'!·BahS.

Mall.

9. The Bab's Captivity in A4!rlrbayjan,
by Shoghi Effendi. Mall.
10. Dedication of the Baha'i House of
Worship. September.
<Selected. BahA.'i readings)
11. Commemoration of the Declaration of
the Bib. September.
(Selected readings from Old and
New Testament, the Qur'an, and
BahA'i Sacred Writings)
:I. Arilcles aDd EdItorials
12. _Refiected in the Wes:t, by Garrets
Busey. JanuaT1l.
13. BaM'1 Teachings for a World Relig·
ion. by Horace Holley. February.
14. He Calleth the Nations, by Bertha
Hyde Kirkpatrick, February.
15, Headlines Tomorrow, by Marzieh
Gail. March,
.
16, The First World Holy Day, by Horace
HoDey. March.
17. His Heavenly Example, by Horace
Holley. Mat/.
18. A Personal Impression of the Bab,
by Dr. Cormick. Mat/.
19. 1844--Orient and Occident, Bertha
llyde Kirkpatrick. June.
20. A New Heaven, by Garreta Busey.
July.

21. Ba.hi'f Centenary Banquet. by Gertrude K. Henning, August.
22. '!be Gifts of God. by Bertha Hyde
Kirkpatrick, SeptembeT,
3. Public Addresses and Radio
programs
23. A Universal House of Worship, June.
Its Construction, by Allen B.
McDanieL
•
Its Significance, by Carl Schef-

fler.

24. The Meeting of the Americas.

JUn€.

Cosmic Mission of -the Americas, by Philip Leonard Green.
BaM'u'll8.h's Gift to Latin
America, by Octavio IUescas.

25.

26.
27.

28.
29.

30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

35.

36,

1945

The Awakening of Latin Ameri·
ca, by Mrs. Stuart W. French.
The Oneness of Humanity. by William Kenneth Christian. June.
America 'and the Most Great Peace,
by Rowland Estan. June.
The Architect's Design, by Earl H.
Reed. July.
.
'Abdu'l-Baha in America, by Marzieh
Gail. Jut".
The Spirit of Inter~American Fel1owship, by LouIie A. Mathews. July.
Social Basis of World Unity, by Elsie
Austin. July.
The Oneness of Religion, by Mrs.
Charles Reed Bishop. July.
The Chairman's Introductory Remarks, by Albert R. Windust. August.
Religious Foundations ot World Unity,
by Raymond Frank Piper. August.
Baha'i Centenary Radio Program, by
Mrs.. Shirley Warde, 81bert R. Windust, Alfred E. Osborne, Elsie Austin, Eduardo Gonzales Lopez, Dr.
Fernando Nova, Firuz Ka:semzadi
and Hilda Yen. August.
Religion Comes Again to Mankind,
by Dorothy Baker. SeptembeT.
The Growth ot the American Baha'i
Community, by Marion Holley, September.

37. A Radio Symposium, by WMAQ Station Announcer, George O. Latimer,
Marzieh Gail, and Ociavio lIlescas,
October.

Custodian of National Baha'i Readquarten,
Cairo, Wltb Jl.1"OkeD arm after attack by laaa.t.tcaJ mob OQ AU&:usf; U, 19K. '1"he JntiJd:iq" bas
beea lDlder pollee protection s:bu:e Ulai
episOde,

38. The Transformation of Soc:iety. by
Horac:e Holley. December.
39. The Call to Unity, Radio script by
Shirley Warde and Marion Holley.
December.

Local Communities
Annual Reports
1943·1944
Much can be learned about methods of spreading the Faith from the
experience of the various local Assemblies and groups ..The reports of
the past year sent in to the National
Spiritual Assembly give an impression of earnest and self-sacrificing
a ctivity on the part of the believers.
In Arlington, Virginia, the teaching
work took the form chiefly of monthly informal public fireside meetings
in one of the homes, with guest
speakers. There were also study
classes for some of the Negro
friends. Books have been placed in
the public llbr·ax'y and have been
read by several interested persons.
Also "the Baha'is have made an effort to cooperate with community
programs promoting any Baha'i principles. Contact was made with an
Inter Racial Commission newly
formed of white and Negro ministers
and laymen, and 'A Pattern for future Society' sent to each member.
. . .Baha'is were invited to attend a
meeting sponsored by women of the
Federation of Churches for representatives of all religious groups."
The Baha'Is in this community

have not only been teaching; they
have been studying also on subjects
commonly
introduced by nonBaha'is. Discussions following consultation at the 19 Day Feasts Included "Baptism," "Trinity," and
HThe Second Coming."
The Assembly is to be congra inlated on having made a regular contribution each month to the National
Baha'; Fund.
The Baha'is of Atlanta, Georgia,
have been very active and have
made some interesting contacts. Not
only have they brought outside
speakers regularly to Atlanta (Virginia Camelon Foster, John Inglis,
Jean Bolles, Nellie Roche, Alta Krue.ger, Stanwood Cobb, Marion Little,
and Homer Dyer), but they have
sent out speakers from their own
community. Margaret Rube, as representative of the Baha'i College
Speakers BUrE1:au, appeared at seven
southern colleges in three southern
states, and Terah Smith talked at
Berry College and Darlington School
for Boys, both in Rome, Georgia.
At one public meeting .at the Henry
Grady Hotel in Atlanta, when Dr.
David Rube acted as chairman and
Mrs. Rube and Mrs. Smith talked
on progressive revelation and the
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Calendar
NlDeleen D"y F""sts: MuIk (D"mlD-

Ion) Febr_... 1; 'Ala (1.01_)
March Z.
Period of Ute Fast, aioeteen tlays beciJudng March Z.
Feast 01 Naw-RIIZ J March !l.
State and Province Elections, Febru&l'J" ZO.
lIleeiln&" or !he National Splrllual As- BeIIlbl,.. Marcll 9, 10, 11, d, 13.

working principles of the Baha'i
Faith, ·Dr. Garber, professor of Religious Education at Agnes Scott College, accompanied by his wife,
brought fifteen girls from the college
t('l hear them. It may be added that
"ihenever a pt&lic meeting was held
for the whites, a corresponding one
was held for the Negroes.
Mrs. Marion Little was able to
make a number of interesting contacts in AUanta, among them the
superintendent of the public schools;
Mr. Skidmore at the High Museum
of Art; and Miss Sumner, connected
with the Atlanta Constitution. The
Editor of that paper sent a reporter
to. interview the Atlanta Bah.a'is and
published an interesting and comprehensive article entiUed, "A True
World's Peace by 1963."
The report from Berkeley, California, is full of interesting projects,
not the least illteresting of which is a
public speaking class for both Bahit'ls and non-Baha'!s. Bah"'l material was used in an five meetings,
and the results are summed up as
follows: "Enthusiasm for Baha'!
Faith; appreCiation of Baha'i litera·
!pre; many Baha'i books read and
circulated; general improvement in
understanding and ability in reading
writings of Bah,,'u'llah, 'Abdu'lBahil, and Shoghi Effendi. Average
lttendance sustained at eighteen,
about half Baha'!s and halfnon-Baha'is. The most successful teaching
medium we have used, with several
close. to membership." The instrucv>r, ·who teaches dramatics ill two
colleg~ -lL!ld does private studio and
recital work, "gave her services in
a true Baha'i spirit with sympathetic
understanding of the purpose of the
class."
Four kinds. of fireside meetings
were carried on in Berkeley: youth
firesides; guest feasts (Ridvan. the
Peclaralion of the Bitb, the Birth
(If the Bab, and the Naw-R1l.z); radio
group; and social events for mernA
bers of the National Spiritual Assembly when they visited Berkeley.

National Spiritaal Assembly of the Bah,,'1s of E&Ypt ...d the s.uLm 1944-1945,
(Photograph taken before entrance to NatiGnal BaM'i Headquarters)

Berkeley cooperated with San
Francisco in the symposium meetings recommended by the National
Assembly, and were able to increase
the attendanCe at those meetings
considerably by excellent publicity
methods. For instance, for the first
symposium, 550 programs, invitations l and radio announcemel\ts
were distributed and mailed in
Berkeley; 2'/ posters of the program
were put up in Y.M.C.A. 's, libraries~
hotels, clubs, shops, International
House, student living -groups, etc.;
a display poster was placed in the
lobby of the public library; these
annotmcements were followed up by
telephone calls and announcements
before clubs and by transportation
in automobiles. As a result, nearly
tOO attended through the.,efforts of
the Berkeley Baha'is.
The consequences of this first symposium were thrilling: "Influential
people attended the lectures and expressed special interest: the former
mayor of Berkeley, the president of
the world affairs section of the College Women's Club, and several
teachers and writers. A well-known
Berkeley author wrote, "!'hank you,
and with all good wishes for the success of this tremendous enterprise
(for the happiness of our whole planet) .' A high school teacher took
'Pattern for Future Society' to her
school, wrote the whole text on the
board, and had her students copy it
in their notebooks.

"Official recognition of the Berke-ley Baha'i community came with the
request from the City Council Committee for Post-War Planning for the
Berkeley Bahit'i Assembly's plans
for a better city after this war. The
Assembly respectfully submitted the
Baha'! plan, )With suggested applications to local conditions.
"A leader of the Committee on
Better Race Relations in Berkeley
attended the Symposium, recognized
the spiritual power back of the race
nnity achievements of the Baha'is
and became so enthusiastic that she
gave a tea at the College Women's
Club for the members of her group
and of the Berkeley Baha'i cOmmnnity to hear Marion Holley. The Berkeley Baha'!s now find on every side
this new awareness and appreciation. A student on the campus turned
to another student, not knowing he
was a Bah! 'f, and. said, 'Who are
these Bahio 'is ?-.never heard of them
before and now all of a sudden I
hear of them every placel' "
The very young Assembly at Boise,
Idaho, has been very active since its
organi2ation, April 21, 1943. It has
beld weekly study classes as well as
informal gatherings for the public
and it has made wide use of the
radio,' giving weekly programs at
8:45 on Thursday evenings during
part of the time. During the whole
year, twelve l!>-minute radio talks
were given. Mrs. Valeria Thornton
was the guest speaker in Boise dur-
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ing the September and October campaign on Racial Unity, when addresses were given at Rotary, Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Everywoman's Club, and the Negro Baptist
Church. There was also a symposium in which non-Bah .. 'Is participated. A similar program of events was
carried out for each of the great
themes in the nation-wide campaigns
of the year, with Dr. Stephen Tournay of Salt Lake City and Virginia
Camelon Foster as guest speakers.
The Assembly has also worked to
develop "a strong community well
grounded in administrative procedure." All activities of the communityhave been ca rried on through the
contributions of the friends and a
substantial check has been sent to
the National Treasury each month.
The teaching campaign in Brattleboro, Vermont, was carried on by
means of a succession of public
speakers: Carl Krug, Harlan Ober,
Dr. Elizabeth Kidder Ober, St.
George Spendlove. Horace Holley,
Ali-Kuli Khan, Rachel Small, Reginald King, Jean Bolles, and Louis
Gregory. Ruth M.,ffett spent two
weeks there giving lectures and conducting classes. Curtis Kelsey spoke
at two fireside meetings. Seven radio

broodeasts -were given over a near..
by station. And one of the friends induced the Brattleboro Free Library
to order several books on the Faith.
The Edmonton Assembly, in Alberta, Canada, another small, new Assembly, sent hi an excellent report,
not the . least inieresting feature of
which was a very clear financial
statement, which included a .separate
report from the book committee. This
Assembly was able to send more
than haH of its contributions to the
National Fund, at the same time carrying on a very active campaign at
home.
Of the public meetings held in Edmonton, that on Racial Unity was
particularly interesting. It was held
at the home of Mrs. Richard Jenkin,
"who had lived in Japan and India,
and was keenly interested in the
problems of inter-racialism. The
gathering was representative of sev~
era! races and faiths, including J ewish, Syrian Mu1;tammadans, Christian, Ukrainian, and Bah8.'L Two out-standing speakers, a Jewish lawyer
and a Ukrainian woman, supplemented the Baha'i speaker, Mrs. Davies.
It was a most sllcces·sful meeting,
since the audience included certain
persons active in unifying movements, such as the Chairman of the
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Council for Canadian Unity and the
leaders of the Moslem group in Edmonton. Much contact work was
done for this meeting, upon which
work the success of the meeting in
large part depended. The most outstanding success of this endeavor
was the contact made with the Moslems of Edmonton, which city is the
site of the only Mu1;tammadan
mosque in Canada."
The Halifax community which had
been much reduced in size because
a number of its new members had
moved away. carried on an intensive
program in 194:J...1944, which consist-ed of several series of public lectures followed by study classes. Mrs.
Virginia Came10n Foster came first
and gave several well-advertised lee·
tures at the Lord Nelson Hotel. After
her departure study classes were
held at the Halifax School for the
Blind. Then Mrs. Foster returned
and started a series of lectures at the
school Wlder the basic heading, "The
Relation of Christ to the Modern
Age." The publicity for these talks
did much to dissipate the prejudice
against the Faith in Halifax. It was
then decided by the Assembly that
the best way to keep up interest was
to bring a procession of speakers to
Halifax. Mrs. Emeric Sala was
brought from Montreal. She was followed by Anthony Seto, Harlan Ober,
and Joho Robarts. As a climax to
the lecture program Mrs. Mamie Seto gave seven lectures on two weekends, the last talk being given at
the Lord Nelson Hotel. The Sunday
afternoon lectures of all the speakers were followed by informal gettogethers at the home of one of the
believers. Mrs. Annie B. Romer.
chairman of the teaching committee,
sums up the principles on which the
work was carried out as follows:
uYour committee believes that the
work accomplished has been of a solid and consecutive nature. • .Also all
the publicity has been presented with
a view to conveying teaching in an
acceptable form and to a void repetition; also to give the reading public
some idea wherein this teaching differs from the now prevalent ideas
of a new world order and the teachings on a Uhi ted world."
The Helena, Montana, Assembly
ha. not only been active at home
but has carried on extension work in
Butte. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Saunders
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bryan
made regular alternate trips to Butte
every two weeks to conduct study
classes, accompanied. by other mem-

bers of the Helena community. Besides this fifty dollars worth of Baha'i literature was supplied to the
Butte friends. As a result of this endeavor, the Butte group applied for·
recognition as an Assembly on
March 12th, 1944.
The Race Unity work in Helena
has been interesting. Contacts were
made with Negro, Chinese, and Filipino people, meetings were held
in the Colored Church in Helena and
in the army chapel of Gore Field at
Great Falls, Montana, and a large
meeting was held at the Placer Hotel
in Helena.
This Assembly has started a filing
system to record the Bah;" 1 activities and qualifications of the Helena
Community members.
In Indianapolis the Baha'is held
public meetings; fireside gatherings;
and classes for Hahitis, at which
they studied Mrs. Seto's new outline. This Assembly is to be praised
for having made a considerable sacrifice for the sake of the national
fund. "We gave up the Center as a
monthly project and Use it only on
Feasts and for special occasionS,
paying for this room each time used,
and trying desperately to send more
funds to the National Treasurer, and
we believe it has proven very satisfactory."

For Baha'is in Foreign Service
The Auckland, New Zealand, Spiritual Assembly sends the following
invitation to American servicemen:
"Those Baha'i friends in the merchant Navy and Services, who wish
to contact Auckland Baha'is any
week day, may do so at a little shop
quite handy to the waterfront and
Railway st.ation. Miss K. Carpenter's
delicatessen shop is on the: corner of
Customs St., East, and the foot of
Anzac Ave. Anyone can direct you
to this corner. The shop is a hundred
yards from Kings Wharf, and you'll
be really welcome. As the shop is
closed on Saturdays and· Sundays,
you may contact us by phoning number 54-089 and thus be able to meet
the friends at their Sunday night
meeting. You are assured of a hearty
welcome."
In New Delhi, India, Mr. Abbasally Butt, member of the N a tiona!
Spiritual Assembly of India and Burrna, wishes to do all he can for the
American Baha'I youth serving in
the Armed Forces in India. He may
be communicated with, care of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
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Baha'is of India and Burma, Malkaganj Road, Sabzimandi, Delhi, P,O,
Box 19, New Delhi.

In Memoriam
Death proffereth unto eveTY

conJiden~

betiever the cup that is life indeed. It
bestoweth ;0'11 a.nd is' th.e beaT~ of glad-

nUB. It con!erreth. the pift;
inl1 U!e.-BAHA.'u'LLAH.

of ever Iast-

Mr. :r. W. Caldwell, Peoria
Mrs. Elda O. McCullough, Harrison.
Arkansas
Ml'". John Stahlheber, Baltimore
Miss Jean Olga Campbell, BurJingame
Mr.
Augustus
Thorndike Sawyer.
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
Prot. George W. Henderson. Memphis
Mr. Andrew D. Fleming, New York

Mr. Frank Harvey. Toronto
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Adolphe G. Bechtold, Brooklyn
Y. Mensah. Chicago
William W:. Barrack, Maywood
Ernest Hjgman, Medford. Mas-

sachusetts
Mr. Gust A. Nordquist. Seattle
Mr. :r oseph F. Harley, Chicago
Mr. p, Windsor Howard. Los Angeles
Mr .. Nels Flatekval, Annstrong, British Co]llm~ja
Mr. Edward H. Young, Washington,
D, C,

Mr. Fred Gaulke. Milwaukee
Mrs. L. Melicher, Milwaukee
Mrs. Clara Wenzel, Milwaukee
Mrs. Henry Keeling, San Francisco

Enrollments and Transfers
1. Reported ay Loca.l Assemblies
Albuquerque. two.

Bethesda-chevy Chase, one and two
transfers.
Scranton, one transfer.
Colorado Springs, one transfer.
Los Angeles, six transfers, one youth

transfer.

Houston. two.
Vancouver, two.
Elmhurst, one.
St. Paul, four.
Boston, one.
Flint. two.
New York, five and one transfer.
New Orleans. two transfers.
Alexandria. fjve transfers.
Miami, fou1" transfers.
Montreal, one.

Detroit. two.
Seattle. seven and four transfers.
San Francisco, two.
East Phoenix Rural, two transfers.

Phoenix. three transfers.
Milwaukee, two transfers.
Teaneck ,one transfer and one youth.
Baltimore. one.
Chicago, two.
Columbus, two.
Geyserville. two transfers.
Indianapolis, one.
2. Reported by Regional Teaching Com-

mittees
In December. eight and one youth.

News of Other Lands
Centenary News
(Concluded)

EnglmuI
Celebrations in the provinces fol·
lowed later in the year, The Torquay
Baha'is held a meeting each day
from June 11th to 18th in their Center.
"Mancbester held a Centenary
Week from June 17th to 24th, and
the celebrations took. the form of an
exhibition and a number of public
meetings, They began to prepare
Ihe ground by advertising the Faith
in the ~Manchester Guardian' and
the IManchester Evening News' two
months: previously t and they received from this a number of postal
inquiries about the Faith."
The Bradford Centena ry Week,
from September 4th to lOth, consisted of public meetings and a display
in a shop in one of the main streets
,f Bradford,

A. ...lralia and New Zealand
In Sydney , New South Wales, the
:entenary was made especially joy)Us because it· could be held in
he new Haziratu'l-Quds, which was
lpened officially while the Convenjon was assembled May 19-24, On

Tuesday, May 23rd "the Convention
delegates and friends were the
guests of the Guardian at a buffet
dinner held at the Pickwick Club,"
Mr. H. Blundell spoke on the Bab,
Mr, Walker on Baha'u'lIah, Mr. 0, J,
Routh on cAbdu'l-Baha, and Mrs.
Dive on "The Baha'i Faith Today/'
There was music and the reading
of cables of greeting, "and one felt
that the bond of fellowship that
united Baha'is throughout the world
was appreciated by all those present." During this Centenary week
a radio broadcast was also given.
In Auckland, 265 Baha'is and nonBaha'is assembled at a Centennial
dinner. Chinese, English, American,
Colonial, German, Yugoslav, Indian,
Fijian, Czechoslav t and Maori. an
associated together in love and harmony. The speakers were Mr. Henry
Ah Kew (a Chinese gentleman), Mrs.
Mary Owen (a Maori Welfare Officer) , Mr, Oldfield (President of the
Quest Club), Rabbi Astor of the
Auckland Jewish congregations, Canon C, W. Chandler (an Anglican Vicar), Mr. W, Deem (an Auckland
Baha'i) and Corporal Alvin Blum.
(American service man) who acted
as chairman. Canon Chandler aft-

11
erwards wrote: "The fact that He
has made of one blood all nations
of men to dwell on the face of the
earth is one of many Christian
truths that have been well.night lost
to Our age and genera tion. Well
might God have sent another prophet into the world to prOclaim again
this message of unity. Before passing judgement let us heed the advice
which Gamaliel gave to the Sanhedrin with regard to Peter and John,
who were charged with preaching in
the name of Jesus. 'If this thing be
of man it will come to naught, but
i: it be of God, it cannot be stopped.'
Because men have loved darlmess
rather than light. they have, in every·
age, been light-quencbers and 'in
consequence bf this they still grope
in the darkness of unbelief, . Among
the people of varied races, and nationalities, and of even more varied
beliefs, I found myself in my ele-ment in this unique function."
The Adelaide celebrations included a picnic in April, a reception on
the 2nd of May, followed by a supper
and a lecture on uWorld Unity" by
Miss Hilda Brooks, On the evening
of the 23rd of May the friends gathered at the Baha'i Center for a reading on the life of the Ba b, foJlowed
by a supper,
The Hobart Baha'i Group arranged
a book display, May 14th to June 4th,
a Youth party, May 20th, and a
broadcast May 21st, The evening of
the 22nd there was a social gathering, at which several Baha'i talks
were heard by 50 or 60 Baha'is and
non-Baha'is.
The August, 1944, Newsletter from
Haifa, after reporting that the Beloved Guardian was enjoying the
best of health, carries news of the
Centennial celebrations in Persia,
Egypt and Sudan, and Baghdad,

'Iraq.

Persia
Delegates from all over Persia
met on the 22nd of May. 1944 in
Sbiraz and, shortly before the appointed hour, 2 hours and 11 minutes after sunset, entered the Bab's
House, where He had declared His
Mission exactly a hundred years
ago. (The beiievers who read this
a ccount will be glad to refer to
Nabil's Narrative, "The DawnBreakers" to see pictures of the
Bab's House, pp, 58, 60 and 64), The
S:b-iraz report speaks of the tremendous wave of emotion which swept
through the hearts of the delegates
as they stood in the upper rOOm

12
of the House, known as the Declara-

tion Chamber. After placing a precious rug, the gift of the Guardian,
in the sacred Chamber, the delegates "stood there, in all humility
and submission and. with hearts
turned towards the Abha Kingdom,
in complete detachment from the
world of matter and man. Shortly
afterwards, they withdrew to the
hall of the Bouse, where they stayed
until the early hours of the morning
listening to Baha'i prayers and tablets chanted in a melodious voice
by some of the delegates and communing with one another with a ra·
diant joy!'
The Centenary cele bra tions in
Cairo, Egypt, which began May 22nd
and lasted four days, were highiy
successful. Not a single untoward
incident from mischief makers 0ccurred to mar the joy and happiness
of the occasion. Five hundred believers from all parts of Egypt and
a small select group of non-believers
attended the meetings, which took
place in the Bazlratu'l-Quds. The
meetings had the official sanction
and approval of the' local authorities, who have become convinced,
as a result of attending some Baha'i
meetings and reading, Baha'i literature, that the followers of Baha'u'U3.h
do not meddle in politics and are
faithful and obedient subjects of
their governments wherever they
live. The first meeting, held on that
historic day, was a great triumph
for the Faith. The meaning of the
Cause and the significance of the
Declaration . of the Bab were proclaimed and the non-believers shared with the believers their joy and
admiration for the Baha'! principles.
Indeed the non-believers were so
impressed that after tea and refreshments were served and the
meeting came to a close, the maj~
ority wished to stay for the second
meeting, which was to be held that
night. They stayed and were present at the hour when the E gyptian believers celebrated the Centenary of the Declaration of the Bab.
Further Baha'i meetings were held
the next day. As a result of these
meetings the number of inquirers
has greatly increased and a special
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committee has been appointed to
answer the questions of the groups
and individuals who now come to
the Haziratu'l-Quds to learn about
the Faith.

'Iraq
At the celebrations held in Baghdad by the believers of 'Iraq many
non-Baha'i notables, government officials and leaders of religious denominations were present .. The .National Spiritual Assembly of 'Iraq is
publishing a pamphlet containing a
detailed description of the celebrations held at Baghdad and this pamphlet will be sent to all Baha'i centers of the East and the West.
The Baha'i delegates from all parts
of 'Iraq present at the Centenary celebra tions held several meetings to
study the Baha'i situation in 'Iraq.
Their recommendations and resolutions include "the increase in the
number of Baha'i teachers throughout 'Iraq, the establishment of a Bahi! 'I bookstore in Baghdad, sending
teachers to the Kurds in northern
'Iraq and printing Baha'i literature
in Kurdish, re-establishing Assemblies in Mosul, Basra and Kirkuk,
organizing and advertising special
public meetings in the Haziratu'lQuds, obtaining from the United
States the moving picture film of
'Abdu'l-Bahi!. and a model of the
Temple, etc.

Briti.h 10'".
The British Baha'I quarterly, New
World Order contains, in its summer issue t an account of the Baha'I
Centenary celebrations in London.
Sir Ronald Storrs, K.C.M.G., LL.D.,
LC.C. opened the celebration and
said, in part,
"It is a big honor· for an Anglican
Englishm an to have been chosen to
open the Centenary of a World
Faith." He gave as his qualifica~
tions for this honor the fact that
he had the honor of 'Abbas Effendi's
friendship from 1909 until His death.
Sir Ronald then went on to tell dramatically and poignantly the story
of the Bab, the Centenary of whose
declaration was being celebrated.
Speaking of his personal experiences with iAbdu'l-Baha, Sir Ronald
went on to say, UMy first glimpse
of 'Abbas Effendi was in the summer
of 1909, when I drove round the

Bay of 'Akka in an Arab cab, visited
Him in the barracks and marveled
at His serenity and cheerfulness af~
ter 42 years of exile and imprisonment. I kept touch with Him through
my confidential agent, H usein Bey
Ruhl, son of a Tabriz martyr. and
the Persian Mystic' of my bOOk,
iOrienta tions'. . . .
j

"When in his famous victory drive
to the North, Allenby captured.
Haifa, he detached me from J erusalem to organize the British ad,lninistration there. On the evening of
my arrival I visited my revered
friend. I found Him sitting in spotless white. He placed at my disposal
the training and talents of His com- .
munity, and I appoh1ted one or two
to positions of trust which they continue to deserve . . . When on November 21, 1921, he was buried, 10,(M}Q men, w.omen and childrep of
many varymg races aru;l «eeds
walked in the funeral proce~ion up
Mt. Carmel, to lay his body in the
exquisite cypress avenued shrine."
iiI have not lost contact with the
Baha'I world and I hope I never
shall. Recently I had the honor of
receiving at the Brisih legation in
Tihr3n, a deputation of the Baha'i
community, headed by Samimi, the
respected chief Munshi of the Lega - •
tion, and Varga, President of the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'! of Persia.
"My diary of April 5, 1943 tells
me: 'After luncheon, off to visit
the Bouse of the Bab, leaving the
car for the narrow winding streets,
and shown over by Fazl'u'llah Benana and the curator. A small but
perfect courtyard, with a little bluetiled, eight feet square tank, six.
large gold fish, a tiny orange tree
and runner carpets round the sides,
and a narrow deep well. Above, His
bed and His sitting rooms (for which
our hosts took off their shoes), and
on the second floor the room in
which in 1844 He declared His mission, to a solitary disciple.

HWhat can I say more? Half a
century ago the great Dr. Jowett,
of Balliol, wrote: 'This is the grea test light the world has seen since
Christ, but it is too great and too
close for the world to appreciate
its full import'."
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The Time Fore-Ordained
The time fore·ordained unto the
peoples and kindreds of the earth
is now come. The promises of God
as recorded in the Holy Scriptures,
have all been folfilled. Out of Zion
hath gone forth the La w of God,
and Jerusalem, and the hills and
land thereof, are filled with the
glory of His Revelation. Happy is
the man that pondereth in his heart
that which hath been revealed in

the Books of God, the Help in Peril,
the Self·Subsisting. Meditate upon
this. 0 ye beloved of God, and let
your ears be attentive unto His Word,
so that ye may, by His grace and
mercy, drink your fill from the crystal waters of constancy. and become
as steadfast and immovable as the
mountain in His Cause.
In the Book of Isaiah it is written:
l'Enter into the rock and hide thee
in the dust, for fear of the Lord

and for the glory of His majesty."
No man that meditateth upon this
verse can fail to recognize the greatness of this Cause, or doubt the exalted character of this Day, the Day
of God Himself. This same verse is
followed by these words: "And the
Lord alone shall be exalted in that
Day. " This is the Day which the Pen
of the Most High hath glorified in
all the Holy Scriptures. There is no
verse in them that doth not declare
the glory of His holy Name, and no
book that doth not testify unto the
loftiness of this most exalted theme.
It is incumbent, in this Day,
upon every man to put His whole
trust in the manifold bounties of
God, and arise to disseminate, with
the utmost wisdom, the verities of
His Cause. Then, and only then, will
the whole earth be enveloped with
the morning light of His Revelation.
-Gleanings From the Writings of
Baha'u'llcih, number X.
------

Messages From the Guardian
I desire to reiterate the warning
that no Persian, student or otherwise, must be admitted into the community under any circumstances unless provided with full credentials.
Exception and co.mpromise would be
detrimental to the vi tal interests of
the Faith a t the present juncture.
The utmost caution and vigilance
are imperative.
SHOGHI RABSANI
Message received January 20, 1945

In view of the fact that a few Persians have, in defiance of the instructions and expressed wishes of
their National Spiritual Assembly,
gone to America, and in view of other considerations as well, the Guardian feels impelled to call the mat·
ter to your attention. You must recall to the believers' minds the oftrepeated warnings of 'Abdu'l-Baha
concerning Orientals. especially Persians. The Americans, k j n d and
open-hearted as they are, may easily
fall a victim to the hypocritical and
the insincere, and it is to protect

them from being misled and imposed upon that he is sending you
this message.:.......Through his secretary, January 14, 1945.
(These two messages are published
for the information of the believers
who have recently entered the Baha'i community and are not yet informed of the strict commands which
have controlled 0 u r reception of
Orientals claiming to be believers
ever since the Master departed from
America in 1912. The passage on
this subject reprinted on page 21 of
Baha'i Procedure, second edition,
should be consulted whenever the
matter arises for discussion among
the American friends).
Deeply appreciate Assembly's loving message, rejoice in the formulation of new plans, delighted with rec e n t accomplishments, anticipate
fresh triumphs in the publicity campaigns. Grateful for the provision of
funds for The BaM'i WoTld (Vol. IX)
publication. Praying for removal of
obstacles to the travel of nine Latin
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American pioneers. Urge utmost vigilance for preservation at whatever
cost of the newly constituted Assemblies throughout the Americas. Appeal exert strenuous efforts to convert the large groups into Assemblies. Praying for increasing flow of
blessings on sustained, concerted exertions of the indefatigable, incorruptible,
consistently victorious,
dearly beloved American Baha'i
community.
SHOGID RABBANI.

Message recewea Janual'Y 29, 1945

Baha'i you thunder twenty-one
may serve on Committees.
SHOGm RAB1IANl
Message received February 27, 1945

The question of young Baha'i's
being permitted to serve on committees other than the Youth Committee has been raised in a number of
letters recently, and in considering
the matter he felt that Baha'i young
people under twenty-one should not
be denied the privilege of committee work. Though they cannot be
voting members of Bahati communities (or exercise the electoral vote
at all until they reach that age), and
though they cannot, likewise, be
elected to Assemblies, there is no
rea son why they should not serve the
Cause on various committees as all
com mittees, national or local, are
subordinate to Assemblies and their
members not elected but appointed,
and appointed by Assemblies. We
have many devoted and talented
young beHevers who can be of great
assistance to the Cause even though
not yet legally of age.-Through his
secretary, February 28, 1945.
(On receipt of these directions and
explanations, the National Spiritual
Assembly annulled its statement concerning youth in which it was said
that they were not to be appointed
on committees 0 the r than Youth
Committees) .
Regret failure efforts hold Convention. Praying success Peace plan.
SHOGHI RAsBANI

Message received March 19, 1945
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Deeply grieve pa ssing of indefa tigable, staunch pioneer*" of the Faith

in the Day of the Covenant. The record of her services imperishable,

her reward great in the Abhii Kingdom.
SHOGHI RABBANI

Message receivf"d March 27, 1945

"Miss Mary Lesch

My faithless brother

~u5ayn,

aft-

er long period of dishonorable conduct, has abandoned the Master's
home to consort with his sister and

other Covenant-breakers.
SHOGHI RABBANI

Message received April 16, 1945
(To this message the following was
sent to the Guardian on April 17: "Grieve
lamentable defection of I:Iusayn. Rejoice
in the unsha tterable power of the Covenant and the victorious justice of Guardianship") .

The following excerpt is from let-

ter written by the Guardian, through
his secretary, to Miss Hannah Lohse

1945

on December 19, 1945, and reprinted
with the Guardian's consent.
Regardin g your suggestion to the
N.S.A. about a People's Peace Conference. The idea and the aims. are
excellent, but the Guardian does not
feel that the believers are as yet in
a position to undertake such a' major
step; if the friends seek to ca rry out
a thing of such importance and find
that they cannot-through lack of
members, prestige, funds, or any
other reason,-see the thing through
to a successful conclusion, they will
have done the Cause a serious injury
by making it seem just one more

ripple on the surface of a disturbed
and turbulent society. They must
first hUild the fabric of their com-

munity li1e so solidly that it can bear
the strain which such an undertaking
would place upon it, and which, by
its very Da ture, would focus the eyes
of the press upon the Bah.a'is everywhere in the world.

Baha'; News

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved. Friends:
The inability, under restrictions
imposed by the war, to hold Con·

vention sessions this year challenged
the National Spiritual Assembly to
maintain the important functions of
the annual meeting through otber
means. Steps were therefore taken
to provide for voting by mail, with
a committee of tellers to serve in the
customary way, to conduct a public
meeting or Baha'i Congress in Foundation Hall during the Rig.viin Period,
and to provide the delegates with
subjects for written suggestions and

views.
A detailed report of the carrying
aut of these plans will he published
in the next issue of BARA If NEWS.

Fi_ncial Report
For the fiscal year ending FebI'ua ry 28, 1945, we have the following
items for consideration in our review
of the Baha!i year opening the second century of the Era.
Cash receipts ...... $99,389.65
Disbursements _.... 93.097.76
Of the dis bursements, the

Temple Fund received . _.
.$13,300.00
3.700.00
Green Acre Fund received
Paid for National and
Regional Teaching
10,767.95
Deoutization .. ,.,'
.. , ..
6.993.;';
For Iuter-Amf'rica te?ching
8.895.70
8,728.36
Radio teachmg
Centenary travel expense,
Latin Am.erican delegates
13,144.00
Centenary travel expense, Canadian believers (repaid by
equivalent contributions to the
Canadian Baha'i Fund) ..... .
528.23

the recognition of such local Assemblies, the scrutiny of local membership rolls, the calling of the annual
meeting or special meetings and the
seating of delegates to the annual
meeting and their apportionment
among the various local Baha'i communities" r has bee n amended to
read: "It shall be charged with the
recognition of such local Assemblies,
the scrutiny of all membership rolls,
the calling of the annual meeting or
special meetings and the seating of
delegates to the annual meeting and
their apportionment among the various electoral districts."
The revised text thus deals with
the apportionment of the delegates
among the states and provinces in
accordance with the Guardian's later
directions, and with the membership
lists of the groups and isolated believers who now vote in the state

Translation of literature into
Spanish
.......... .
National Committees (other than
Teaching and Inter·America)
International Fund ., ......... .
Trustee properties other than
Temple and Green Acre ., .. .
Centenary Committee .. , ..... .
National and State Conventions
Administrative expense .. ,.

Bmui'i New. hi puhlililaed h,.. the
1.570.00
10.654.79
2.545.80
570.35
6.503.17
2,404.16
16.298.35

It will be noted that tbe annual
budget adopted after the 1944 Convention amounted to $125,000. The
smaller income, plus the special
Centenary expenses, have been felt
particularly in the important work
of maintaining the newer and smaller Assemblies. Many more settlers
have been needed than could be sent
or than offered their services.
At the Guardian's request, the
monthly contribution sent to the Interna tional Fund has been de.voted
to the Inter-America teaching work
in the form of appropriations for
cost of printing Spanish books and
pamphlets, but this action will be
reflected in the next annual financial statement more than "in the current figures.

Amendment
The National By-Laws have been
further amended, in order to eliminate one reference to the assignment
of delegates to local communities not
taken care of in the amendments
adopted earlier this year. In Art. I of
the By-Laws the sentence formerly
reading: "It shall be charged with

National Spirilual As8eltlhl,.. o( the
Baha'is o( the United States and
Canada all Ihe oflicial newt-letter of
Ihe Baha'i -community. The fint iYDe
appeared in December, 192:4.

On April 10, 1925, the Guardian
wrote: "'The Ne'W8 Letter whieh you
have lately initiated IgJfills a very
viul fWl~tion. . • • I 'WOuld Ul'&'e you
to enlara:e its .ope • • • that in lUne
it may devote a sped.' seetion tOo
every phalle Oof your activities., ad·
minil!ltrative, devotional, humanitarian,
financial, edu~atioD.1 and oth~
·~It should become a p-eat faeror
in promoting undentandinc, providin« information on Baha'i activity,
both ]OI:al and foreip" in 8limulatina'
interest, in combaline evil intluente5,
and in upboldiq and yfquardinc
the. institutioDI!!I of the Cause.n
The eonteDti!!I inc]ude: material supplied by the National Spirilual A ...
sembJy, l!Iud. u the Guardian'lII meso
sa!l'elll, the Assemhly's letters and its
general statements and reports; (".ommlttee planlll whir:h have been a~
Pl"oved and authorized; Conuuittee
news reports o( activities; annual ~
pom from local AS!lembliell!l; news
items from loe.l Assemblies; activities
in :recional areas .a reported by or
through the National Teaehin« Committee; adlvities in Centt"B1 and SOlI'"
Arneriea as reported by the Inter-Ameri.ea Committee; news from oth.er
lands I'atheftd from tlae ballerina of
the varioul!I National Assemblies: a
~ord of new enrollmenls and tranfJfen; a rewrd of deaths; pbotosraphl!!l
of genera] Baha'i interel!lt..
BaIw."i NetD8 il!l edited for the National Spiritual Assembly by it!! Bahati
News Committee: Boraee Holley, Seeretary. Garreta Busey, Mabel H. Paine.
Addregs: Baha'i News Committee~ 536
Sheridan Road, Wilmette, III.
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elections as well as the membership

lists of the local communities. Since
there are no longer any "non-voting"
adult Baha lis, the term "aU mem bership rolls" has become necessary.
The amended Declaration of Trust,
and the National and local By-Laws,
have bee n prepared in pamphlet
form and cop i e·s are available
through the Publishing Committee
in the usual way.

Peace CommitUe for A.Uied
NtUioIU Conference
The first year of the second Baha'i
century has been devoted to the promotion of the Bahi'i peace program
in accordance with a plan prepared
by the National Spiritual Assem lily
coordinating the various National
Committees, including Radio, Publicity and Public Relations, with special meetings to be conducted by
the local Assemblies.
The calling of the Allied Nations
Conference at San Francisco unexpectedly and most gloriously provided. the unique occasion of occasions to promulgate the Baha'i principles on universal peace. This international action filled the hearts
of the believers to overflowing, as
they saw in it a providential fulfilment of the Master's mission in
America, His fertilizing of the continent with the seeds of the future
ordert and His prophetic utterances
and promises concerning America I s
role, and His words concerning California.
The San Francisco Assembly was
requested to submit recommendations, but the Baha'is of the bay area
had already hastened to the arena
of action and were prepared with
a comprehensive plan which the
NSA adopted at its March meeting.
A
committee was
appointed,
named Committee on Baha'i Peace
Plan, with the function I ' to promote
the BahA'i Teachings in connection
with the Allied Nations Conferences
convened in San Francisco; April
25, 1945. n This committee was provided with a budget of $3,000, $1,000
of which was pledged locally, and
authorized to proceed with the following schedule: preparation of
pamphlet, holding one large public
meeting, conducting t h r e e fifteenminute broadcasts, and holding series of local meetings in the area
wi\:h displays.
The believers will await with keenest interest the outcome of this culminating peace effort of the year

IbU'is of India and Bunna at CenleDa.r'1" Celebration. Bombay, May 23 9 1944

Communicmion With Ihe Pruidem
The friends will be interested in
going over the text of the two communications addressed to the President, dated January 4, 1944 and
March 26, 1945, the letter sent to
Mrs. Roosevelt on April 13, 1945, and
the letter received from the State
Department dated April 17, acknowledging the receipt, by reference
from the White House, of our telegram of March 26.
It was to the same President, Mr.
Roosevelt, that a beautifully engrossed copy of Bah8.'u'Il3h's Tablet
to the Presidents of the American
Republics, and of two Prayers revealed by 'Abdu'I-BaM for America,
was presented by Miss Juliet Thompson through the President l smother
a few years before the war. Photographs of the engrossed text were
reproduced in The Baha'i World.
Step by step we witness the unfoldment of the new World Order. It behooves every believer to realize
more deeply the degree of our collective responsibility as agency for
the direct rellection of His spirit and
the embodiment of His united community.
NAl10NAL SPnuTuAL ASSEM:BLY

TranslatiOJ18
Believers qualified to work on
French translations of the BaM'i
literature are requested to communicate with the National Spiritual Assembly. A very capable committee

is now functioning on a series of
translations into German and the
NSA wishes to adopt plan; for transla tion into the other European languages, as the basic Baha'i texts
will be the first requirement when
the operation of the Divine Plan is
extended to Europe hy the Guardian.
Those: who can translate into the
other languages such as Ru.ssian
Italian, etc., should also report, s~
that the work may be properly coordinated.

In Mem.oriam
Death proffereth unto every confident
believer the cup that is Ufe indeed. It
bestoweth i01J and is the bearer of gladneu. It confeTreth the gift of euerlad.ing life.-BAHA'u'u.AH
Mrs. Deborah Alexander, New York.
Mr. Edward Harris, Carmichael, Sask.
(1941,

not previously reported).

Mr. Henry Pope, Jr., Nashville.
Mrs. Eva Martin, - - , North CarolinaR
Mr. Andrew J. Nelson, Raeine.

Mr. ':arman Holriles, Big Bear Lake,
Calif.

Mr. Augustus T. Sawyer, Fitchburg,

Mass.

Mrs. Emma B. Stott, Los Angeles.
Mr. Francis W. Barlet, Indianapolis.
Mr. Heber S. Cowman. Arlington.
Mr. qerardus Theodorus Williamsen,

Kansas City.
Miss Anna E. Van Blarcum, Montelair_
Dr. L. T. Gilmer, Milwaukee.

Mrs. Carolyn Thornhill, Cleveland.
Mrs. Edgar H. Libby, Los Angeles.
Mr. Julio Veve Benetez Juncos
Puerto Rico.
'
•

Mrs. M. Grandison. Washington, D. C.
~.

Edward Burmeister. Muskegon.
Mr. Henry Keeling, San Francisco.
Dr. E. D. Shaw, Aberdeen, Wash.
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ing by the chairman. Prayer and
appropriate readmgs are the first
order of business.
3. Appointment of tellers by the
chairman. Tellers will osee that all
are equipped and ready for the
election.
4. A final period of quiet, with
short prayer.
5. Casting of ballots. Write only
nine names. Observe silence.
6. Collection by the tellers of all
ballots, including those sent by mail
and retirement of tellers to count
votes.

r~~,:lo;eft.~rt:e::h~:,:!~~e~f

Centenary Dinner, Auckland,

Directory

Child

N~

z.

Education l

Mrs.

Barbara

McCurdy added.
The following changes are reRadio, Emeric Sala unable to act
ported in the Jist of Committees ap- as secretary. Correspondence conpointed for the year begun July 1, ducted by the chairman, William
1944:
Sears.
GTeen ACTe Schoo!, Wm. Kenneth
Committee on Baha'i Peace Plan,
to promote the Baha'i Teachings Christian, Mrs. Marguerite Sears
in connection with the Allied Nations added.
Deve!opment of BaM'i EducaConferences convened in San Francisco, April 25, 1945. Leroy loas, tional Sound Films, a new commitChairman, Arthur Dahl, Jr., Vice' tee, Mrs. Shirley Warde, Chairman,
Chairman, Marion Holley, Secre- Victor Alexander, Clarence Welsh,
tary, John W. Allen, Arthur C. Ioas, Mrs. Lorraine Welch.
Service to the Blind, Adah Schott
Charlotte M. Linfoot, Dr. Mildred
Nichols, Mrs. Shirley Warde, Mr. added.
Reg ion a! Teaching Committee,
and Mrs. Ali M. Yazdi.
Texas and Oklahoma, Mrs. Mary
Radio Script Review, Mrs. Shirley Edson appointed secretary. MissisWa rde, Marion Holley. Appointed to sippi and Louisiana. Mrs. Kathryn
pass upon material intended for radio Frankland added. North and South
presentation.
Carolina. Gear gia, Mrs. Phoebe
News Service, Melvin S. Rawitsch Babo unable to serve, Mrs. Birdie
Cunningham appointed secretary.
added.

National Committees
Assembly Development
HIt is 01 the tLtmost impm-tance that In.
acco7'da.nce with the explicit text ot the
KUdb-i-Aqda.s, the Most HolV Book, in
e'V'eT1l localitv. be it city or hamlet, wh.e-re
the nu.mbeT of adult, declared believers
exceeds nine, a local Spiritual As3emblll
be forthwith established. To it aU I.oca'
matteTS peTtaining to the Cause must
be directly a.nd immediately refeTTed for
fun con.ndtation and decirion/'
-SHOCHI EITENDI

Our first election in the second
Baha'i century assumes great importance as we consider the number of Assemblies still representing
an "area "otherwise virgin. None can
judge the full privilege that 'is ours
in playing a part how~ver small, .In
t

their first development and progress,
for these new-born, nascent institutions of our Guardian are the mother
Assemblies of wide-spread North
American regions. With this in mind,
as well as in a"nswer to a general
need, the Assembly Development
Committee offers a few simple suggestions for the conduct of elections.
1. Written notification by the secretary to every adult Baha', of the
time and place of the election. Votes
may be mailed back to the secretary
if attendance at the election meeting
is not possible. Such votes should
not be opened before the election.
2. Opening of the election meet-

an;'
the year.
S. Report of the election. Plurality vote is sufficient.
9. Arrangement for the first
meeting of the new Assembly. The
person receiving the highest number
of votes will call the meeting and
act as chairman until the new chairman is elected.
10. Election of officers. Each officer will be elected on a separate
ballot; chairman, vice chairman~
secretary, and treasurer. The officers must likewise be elected by secret ballot, but a maj ority vote is
required".
The friends are again urged to
remember our Guardian's often repeated entreaty to refrain from discussion of personalities before the
election, in order that each voter
may be free from influence that
might h i n d e r independent and
prayerful selection. "Every Assembly elected in that rarefied atmosphere of selflessness and detachment
is, in truth, appointed by God. . ."
It is for each one to determine for
himself "the names of those who
can best combine the necessary
qualities of unquestioned loyalty, of
selfless devotion, of a well trained
mind, of recognized ability, and. mature experience."
All Baha', administration maybe
said to cowe out of the election,
as we gather each year for a fresh
beginning in the conduct of our affairs. We conceive this holy task
with reverence in the light of our
Guardian's statements: <4The importance, nay, the absolute necessity of these local assemblies is manifest when we realize that in the
days to come they will evolve into
the local Houses of Justice, and at
present provide the firm founda lion
on which the structure of the Mas-
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ler's Will is to be reared in future."
"These Spiritual Assemblies will
have to be elected directly by the
friends, and every declared believer
of 21 years and above, far from
standing aloof and assuming an indifferent or independent a tti tude,
should regard it his sacred duty
to t;lke part conscientiously and diligently in the election, the consolidatiOD, and efficient working of his
own local Assembly."*
-ASSEMBLY DEVELOPMENT COMMI'I'T'EE

MoviDg Picture Films of
Shrines at Haifa and of
Centenary Scenes
The Temple Librarian and Sales
Committee is now able to fill a certain number of orders for the longawaited moving picture films of the
Shrines and Gardens which were
taken under the Guardian's direction
in Haifa last year. The cost per set
is $50.00. Only a limited number are
available, Orders received for more
than the five films on hand will be
filled later when and as the Committee finds it possible to make additional copies of the original film.
Motion picture film s can also be
ordered of the Centenary subjects,
showing the Temple, the assembled
friends, Convention scenes, Centenary speakers, etc. The cost of these
per set is $100.00. These films have
been edited and titled from the pictures taken by Mr. Alexander, Mr.
Tichenor and by a commercial pho.
tographer engaged for the purpose.
Orders and inquiries should be addressed to the Committee through
Mr. H. E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon
Street, Chicago,. Ill.

Centenary Recording.
The two programs conducted in
the Temple auditorium during the.
evening of May 22, 1944-the Commemoration of the Declaration of
the Bii b, and the Dedication of the
House of Worship-were transcribed
in order to perpetuate these events
for Baha'i history and also to make
them available to the friends.
Under ordinary circumstances,
pressings could be obtained from
the originals in standard phonograph
-The Guardiao's original direction concerning Assemblies (1922) limited them

to towns having more than nine believers.
A later direction permits nine believers
to constitute themselves an Assembly by
joint declaration, Vacancies during the
year are filled by special election called
as soon as possible.

Speakers, CenteJu.ry Dinner, Aa.ekJand, N~ z.: Mr. Henry A1t Kew, Mrs. Mary
OweD, Mr. Oldfield, Rabbi Altor, Canon Co W.. Chandler, Mr. W.
Deem, and Corporal Alvin Blum., American Baha'i.

record -size and sets 01 records could
be sold at a very moderate price.
The unsettled conditions of these
times make it impossible to place
an order for pressings. as the large
firms are only handling quantities
beyond our capacity to use.
Temporarily, however, a number
of sets of transcribed records _have
been produced and these can be obtained from Mr. Walrath at a cost
of $21.00 per set.

ploits" of the American Community,
despite the "sorrows J burdens, and
restrictions" of this difficult period,
has not been dimmed throughout
1944. We are happy to share with
the friends the following news of
progress, altogether inadequate as
these paragraphs are to represent
the scope or intensity of the national
effort.

Regionol Committe.,.

Regional Teaching Committees
have shown outstanding initiative in
Publishing Announcement8
carrying out teaching circuits, stimDeclaration of T~ust, National and ula ting group activities, and sponsorLocal By-Laws-text amended to ing regional conferences.
A conference in SYRACUSE, N.Y.,
March 13, 1945. Frontispiece: reproduction of Certification issued by the on December 17th, was attended by
Department of State, May 17, 1929. about forty friends representing
twelve communities of New York
20 pages and cover. Per copy, lOco
Study Outline on Training for State. Under the chairmanship of
Mr-; U ga-. R. Giachery, discussions
Baha'i' Teaching-per copy, l5c.
Study material for education of were led by Miss Ida Noyes on
Baha'i children (see announcement youth, Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh on
by Child Education Committee in Baha'i children's work, Mr.:. Mary
Collison on' firesides;' -Mr. William
this issue):Sears
on publicity, Mrs. Lili Olitzlti
Creation-Suggested Lessons for
Tiny Children. Mimeographed, 11 on the development <>f Spiritual Assemblies, and Mrs. Helen Inderlied
pages aod·. cover. Per copy. 20c.
To Live the Life: A Course on on study of the Creative Word as
Baha'i Ethics for the Younger Child. a preparation for teaching. A public
Mimeographed, 48 pages and cover. meeting on lIThe Bahi'i Plan for
Permanent Peace" Wl$: held the prePer copy, 35e.
ceding eve n i n g : ·w·it h Mrs.
. Comprehensive Study Outline for
Mottahedeh and Dr. Glenn Shook as
Children-adapted to varying ages. speakers.
Mimeographed, 53 pages and cover.
Friends from Southern California
Per copy, SOc.
and
Arizona met on J anua,ry . 21st
Send orders to Baha'i Publishing
in
LOS
ANGELES for' a .: stiinulating
Committee, 110 Linden avenue, Wilconference
with the fdllowing discusmette, Ill.
sions: Miss Charlotte Linfoot emphasized the goals as we enter the
TeachiDg in North Ameriea
Second Century and outlined teachThe vitality of teaching in North in'g resources a \r'aila hIe through naAmerica is reflected in· a constant tiortal committees; Mrs. Virginia
flow of reports from Regional Com- Camelon Foster showed the effect of
mittees, Assemblies, and teachers. teaching upon the development of
In the thrilling words of the World Order; Mrs. Nancy Phillips
Guardian, the usplendor of the ex- summarized the Guardian '8 teaching
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instructions in "The Advent of DiCanadian Regional Committees
vine Justice;" Mrs. Charles Witt an- are doing outstanding work in the
alyzed the process of growth in planning of circuits and the developBaha'i groups, "the seedbed of the ment of new groups. In the Maritime
Administrative Order;" while Mrs. Provinces monthly circuits have
Valera Thornton brought to isola ted been arranged for Charlottetown,
Baha'ls a recognition of their pio- Moncton, and Halifax-, using such
neer opportunities. Dr. Witt presided teachers as Annie Romer, William
at this conference.
Sears, Doris McKay, Rosemary Sala,
The Regional Committee of the Harlan Ober, John Robarts, and
Carolinas and Georgia sponsored a Lloyd Gardner. The Ontario Comconference for teacher training in mittee has projects for regular
ATLANTA which opened November teaching in Ottawa and Hamilton,
23rd for a week, with Mrs. Terah where a flourishing group promises
Smith as chairman. Nineteen were early reinstatement of the Assembly.
in attendance, including several Speakers include Rosemary Sala,
from Greenville, the Augustas and John Robarts, and Laura Davis. The
Charleston. HAll were enthusiastic Committee for the Praerie Provinces
and deeply serious in their desire in addition to the important circuits
to learn how to preseot the Faith . carried out by Mrs. Margery Mcmore effectively," and at least one Cormick and Mr. Emeric Sala which
Visitor was confirmed. The Commit- are reported later, is sponsoring a
tee hopes that Local Assemblies in project in Saskatoon where at least
the region will be stimulated to fifteen people are interested in the
undertake similar projects.
Faith, with outside teaching help
A three-day regional conference from Lulu Barr and Ernest Court.
was held in BIRMINGHAM, DeThese items represent but a small
cember 3()......J anuary I, which com- part ot the manifold activities of
bined teaching consultation, discus- Regional Committees, so encouragsion of the distinctive features of ing, vi tal, and indeed indispensable
Baha'i life and institutions. public to the evolution of the Faith in North
meeting and Sumposium, and a re- America.
view of "God Passes By."
Teaching Circuih
Enthusiastic reports have also
Itinerant teachers have contribcome from
the conference in uted immeasurably to the consoliJACKSON, Miss., January. 13-14, da lion and expansion of the Faith
focussed upon "the task ahead~" U'lis past yeart with a detachment
Public meetings were addressed by from the vicissitudes of travel which
Mrs. Peggy True and Mr. Philip is truly an example, of devotion and
Marangella. This Regional Commit- effort.
tee also sponsored a teaching conIn 0 c lob e r
Mrs. Margery
ference in lJTI'LE ROCK, Febru- McCormick carried out a brilliant
ary 9-ll (too· late for report).
teaching circuit in Canada ,which
A Regional Committee meeting attracted wide notice and was, in
was combined with important teach- her OWl:l ..words, "a really thrilling
ing work in West Virginia, Novem- episode." A closely-packed itinerary
had been worked out by the Regional
be~ ll·ta, when all members of the
Committee met in CHARLESTON, Committee and the, Assemblies,
and public meetings were scheduled whiCh opened in Winnipeg with a
both here and in Huntington with public meeting, fireside, and chilMr. Paul Haney and Mrs. Anna- dren's afternoon. Regina was next
marie Honnold as speakers. One re- visited, where a fine public meeting
sult of this project is formation of for more than thirty people, firea study class in Huntington by the side, supper, and club talk were
planned. In Calgary a public meetCharleston Extension Committee.
Regional Teaching. Conferences ing and fireside were arranged. Perhave also been held during the last haps the high spot was Mrs. McCormick's return to her home city
f ..w months in Washington, D.C.,
Milwaukee, Chicago, Laramie, Al· of Edmonton, where after thirteen
buquerque, Fargo, Urbana, and years' absence she found many
Boston; while in Indianapolis the friends ready to hear of the Fait".
Regional Committee arranged con- A reception for some thirty.five club
sultation with various groups. These women, two public meetings with
meetings evidence a growing effec- overflowing audiences, several firetiveness to stimulate enthusiasm and sides, and "every luncheon, dinner,
momentum in our collective teach- breakfast, tea, and hours between
. . .taken." In addition, there were
ing.

two radio talks and a meeting with
some forty Muslims, many of whom
later returned to hear Rowland
Estall. "The Faith was really proclaimed in Edmonton!" Mrs. McCormick then stopped in Saskatoon,
where pioneer teaching is being done
for two public meetings and a fireside. Mrs. McCormick writes: "I
never worked so hard in my life
on any previous teaching trip nor
did I ever have such glorious confirmation of spiritual help."
William Sears,-in addition to an
intensive circuit of the Middle West
in August and September including
visits to Salt Lake City, Laramie,
Denver, Omaha, Topeka, Kansas
City, Independence, Milwaukee, and
Oshkosh, with a tolal of forly-eight
talks,-has given intensive service in
E astern Canada. In Halifax two
well-attended public meetings were
held November 19th, followed by a
fireside and a Baha'i session on "God
Passes By." "A deep sense of dedication and devotion was enkindled."
Charlottetown arranged two public
meetings and a radio broadcast. Mr.
Sears' circuit was interrupted by illness, but later in January he was
able to return to Montreal. At present he is cooperating with the New
England Regional Committee for
teaching service.
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray has devoted
her weekends and holidays during
the past year to teaching in areas
suggested by the National Teaching
Committee. Last Fall she visited St.
Louis, Sioux Falls, Cedar Rapids,
Toronto, and Hamilton. Christmas
week was spent in Greenville, At·
lanta, and Birmingham. Dr. RiceWray's work is a proof of what can
be accomplished when a vaila ble
time, no matter how limited, is c0ordinated with the needs in the teach·
ing field.
Marzieh Gail spent two weeks in
January in the P acific Northwest,
with meetings arranged in Corvallis,
Portland, Tacoma Seattle, Richmond Highlands, and Monroe. In
Mrs. Gail's words, "tile Faith can't
keep up with the audience demand in these places." Although all
reports are not yel in, from Corvallis .
we hear of fine opportunities to meet
students and faculty at Oregon State
College, including talks before two
classes and a Forum Lunch, in all
the audiences totalling over two hundred. Very interesting club lectures
were arranged in TacOI;na, including
the American Association of University Women, the League of Western
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Writers, U.S.C., Tacoma Interracial
CounciL. and a women's Breakfast
Club. A Baha'i public meeting, two
firesides, and a radio interview com·
pleted the program which reached at
least four hundred contacts besides
the radio audience. Splendid publicity attended this circuit. Mention
should also be made of Mrs. Gail's
4-day visit to Reno last Fall, which
was packed with two public talks,
fireside, and individual contacts.
Emeric Sala completed in February a two-weeks t circuit of Winnipeg,
Regina, and Edmonton which attracted keen interest and enthusiasm. Full
reports are as yet una vaila ble, but
word from Regina tells of three meetings with '-attendance varying from
35 to 00, and an opportunity to address over 500 students of a Technical School.
Louis Gregory recently completed
a circuit of Southern cities from late
November into January, which inc Iud e d Charleston, Huntington,
Greensboro, Greenville. Columbia.
the Augustas, and Memphis; and on
the return trip Urbana, Springfield,
Quincey, and Peoria. In Charleston,
besides-other fine engagements, Mr.
Gregory addressed the assembly of
West Virginia State College as well
as a Spanish class. Writes Charleston: We . ·were benefited tremendously" and "the teaching work and each
Baha'i took a step ahead." Many
meetings and excellent response are
reported from the Carolinas and
Georgia; a week was spent in Mem·
phis with talks before churches and
colleges; and in Quincy an outstanding meeting was attended by over
75 persons of three races.
Mrs. Peggy True spent two weeks,
January S-22, in New Orleans, Jackson, and Little Rock:; and a second
Southern circuit is planned for March
to include Memphis and Nashville.
In addition to Baha'i public meetings and firesides, lectures were giv·
en at a high school in Jackson; and
for the American Association of University Women, Y.W.C.A.t and radio
in Little Rock. Maoy outstanding
contacts were made in each city, but
the highlight of Mrs. True's report
is her comment on the "wonderful
spirit of cooperation and unity"
among the believers whom she met.
Charles Mason Remey has recently reported on teaching work completed in 1943 and 1944. His circuit
for 1944 included Atlanta, Birmingham, J ackson, New Orleans, Houston, Little Rock, Oklahoma City t Albuquerque, Phoenix, Los. Angeles,
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San Francisco, Geyserville, Reno,
Portland, Boise, Butte, Helena, Laramie, Sioux Falls, Fargo, Topeka,
and Louisville. It was Mr. Remey's
endeavor to visit particularly the
newly-formed Assemblies in virgin
areas, and his comments are an in·
spiring proof of the confirmations
which, as promised by Baba 'u 'Uih,
are showered upon the pioneers in
His Cause.
We quote: "Particularly in these
newly organised assemblies did I
find much spiritual fervor. . . . The
newer assemblies still have a goodly
proportion of members who are pioneers and settlers in those places.
Some of these friends have gone
through troubles, changing residence, giving up former business
connections and home environment
to go out into new and unknown territories where they have encountered
problems in establishing themselves
and in teaching the Faith. In other
words, their sacrifices have been
very considerable. But I f~und from
these very facts a spiritual enthusiasm and an energy and force in their
Baha'i relations that was very soul
refreshing. There was a lyric quality
in their mention of the Cause that
reminded me of that same experience that I passed through myself
as a young believer many years ago
. . . I write you just as I feel my impressions of the happiness I found
among these people . . . u
.
Many other teaching visit. and circuit. have been carried out, in the
past few months, which will be mentioned in these columns or in the an~
nual report.

In closing this article, however, we
mention with pride the pioneers of
the Second Century who by responding to new calls during this year
have contributed a notable share to
the safeguarding of the spiritual
prizes. They are Elizabeth Cowles
who settled in Charlottetown, Gertrude Gewertz and Katherine McPhee to Greenville, Kathryn Frankland and Reszi Sunshine to Little
Rock, Neysa Bissell to Brattleboro,
and Margaret Lentz to Puerto Rico.
In addition residence projects have
been carried out by Mrs. Louise
Gregory in Brattleboro, Hannah
Lohse in Greenville, and Antonio Roca in San Antonio.
The call of the Guardian remains
the foremost responsibility as we approach the new Baha'i year: UTge
utmost vigilance for preseTvatio-n at
whateveT cost Of the newly con-

stituteci Assemblies thToughout the
Americas." (January 29, 1945)
-NATIONAL TEA.CHING CoMMrrrElC

Inter-America News
The friends of Buenos Aires joyfully report the arrival of Elizabeth
Cheney. In collaboration with the
Committee on Translation and Publication two titles are already on the
press, "Dispensation" and "EI Alba
de la Nueva Era". A third tiUe will
be on the press soon. Together with
this work of increasing the Baha'i
publications in Spanish, Eliza beth is
making frequent visits to Montevideo
to assist the believers there with
teaching and in the reestablishment
of a Spiritual Assembly.
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A letter has been received recently
from Estaban Canales, the first nati ve Chilian pioneer, who is following up the extension teaching project
of the Santiago Assembly initiatetl
by Marcia Steward in Punta Arenas.
We quote from his letter:
"I thank God for this great privilege, because. . .I believe that to
be a pioneer in Punta Arenas is the
most great privilege. Magallanes is
one of the most important places
of my Country and one of the most
important of America.
UMr. Artemus Lamb has arrived
recently from Santiago. I am very
happy, because together we are go-ing to work very much for the formation of a Spiritual Assembly by
April, with the help of our beloved
Baha'u'llah.' ,

We rejoice at this news, and particularly so in view of the Guardian's

recent statement calling our attention to

u. • .

the great importance of

Magallanes as a center, and the
necessity of extending it every assistance, so that this Baha'i year an
Assembly may be firmly established
there. It, together with that of
Alaska, may be likened to the extremity of the Baha'i arms· streched
out and waiting to embrace the
whole world in the order of peace
and love which Baha'u'llah has established for the children of men
in this day." (Feb. Balui'i News.)
. Miss Juliet Thompson and Mrs.
Daisy Smythe, after an excellent sojourn assisting the friends in Mexico
City, are returning to New York to do
inter-racial work. Jeanne Bolles was
with them for severa) weeks in Mexico City, where she gave a number
of talks on Baha'i Administration.
They also report that Sr. Pedro
Espinosa is carryipg on extension
teaching in Vera Cruz. A group of
five young Bahit!is has been organized there.
We are most happy to report the
very recent departure from the
United States of two more pioneers.
On February 19 Lotlise Baker left
Miami for Trujillo, Dominican Republic, where she will remain until
about the middle of April, when she
will continue her journey to Caracas?
Venezuela, her permanent post. On
March 3 Ofelia Montalvo, a native
of El Salvador who has made Evanston, Ill., her home for the past
three years, also departed for Trujillo where she will remain, at least
until an Assembly is formed. May
Baha'u'IlBh's richest blessing go with
these

two young pioneers!

A croup of Baha'II!I who lane Leen p.rticularly adive in the impOlU.Dt teaehi.n.r
work of pidinc the tho1l88Jlds of inquirers who visit the House of Wonidp

.

TEMPLE GUIDES

Mrs.. Janet Lindstrom, Evanston
Mr. Clarence Subm. Milwaukee
Mr. Marvin Newport, Chicago
Mrs. Helen Roach, Evanston
Mrs. Ruth Schultz, Milwaukee
Dr. Wm. F. Slater, Chicago
Mr. lloyd Robinson, Chicago
Mr. Frank: Peter? Chicago
Mr. Tony Nabby, Milwaukee
Mrs. Ruth Westgate. Chicago
Mrs. M. loas. Riverside, ID.
Mrs. Lillian Morgan. Chicago
Mrs. Viola Tuttle. Riverside, ID.
Mr. Marshall Tyler. Evanston
Mrs. Frida Beck. Milwaukee
MrS. Ann Neumann. Milwaukee
Miss Bertha Herklotz, Wilmette
Mr. Wm. Schend. Kenosha, Wise.

Mr. Monroe loas, HollyWOod, m.
Mrs. Florence Hansen, Racine, Wisc.
Mrs. Jessie Halberstadt, Kenosha. Wisc.

Mrs. Nina Matthisen. Bristol. Wisc.

A letter from Dr. Malcolm King
in Managua informs us that a well
attended study group has been func-

tioning there since December 30th.
His interpreter, Mr. Robert M.
Hooker, has recently declared himself as a believer. Dr. King is very
bopeful and optimistic regarding the
ultimate success of his project in
Nicaragua.
Leonora Holsapple Armstrong has
recently moved from Bahia to Rio
de'· Janeiro. The Committee has requested her to take over the responsibility for the Portuguese
section of the Spanish Baha'i Bulletin during the temporary absence
<if Mrs. Carol Wood from Rio.
En route to the Orient Mr. and

Mrs. Julia Shows, Chicago
Dr. Hedgwig Kuehnel Milwaukee, Wisc.
Mrs. Mae Scheffler, Evanston, Ill.

Mrs. Merian Steffes, Milwaukee
Miss Cecile Hargis. Chicago
Mr. Arthur Larson, Chicago
Mr. Edwin Mattoon, Wilmette
Mrs. Betty McHenry. Wilmette
Mrs. Joan Engman, Glenview, Ill.
Mrs. Carrie Tyler. Evanston, ID.
Mr. Louis Voelz. Kenosha, Wise_
Mrs. Olive Gardner, Chicago.

Mrs. Louis Voelz, Kenosha
Mrs. Harriet Terry, Waukegan, IU_
Mrs. Beatrice Ashton, Evanston, IU_
Mrs. Hashim Hassan, Wilmette
Mrs. Mary Haggard, Wilmette
Dr. Elizabeth Dickerman., Chicago, m
Mr. M. D. Roach, Evanston
Miss Evelyn Larson, Chicago
Miss Anna Marie Mattoon, Wilmette
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray, Glenview, ID.
Mrs. Beulah Brown, Shorewood, Wisc.

Mrs. Mottahedeh of New York City
have made a short stopover and
visit with the friends in Port-au...
Prince, Haiti. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bishop, are leaving to teach in
Mazatlan, Mexico.
. Circular letters are being mailed
each month by the Inter-America
Committee to Assemblies and groups
throughout La tin America. They are
written in both Spanish and English.
The February letter was on the Observa tion of the Fast. A letter is
prepared for mailing in March on
the Conduct of Baha'i Elections.
Further issues will cover such sub-jeets as the functions of the Nineteen
Day Feast, the Guardianship, Con..
sulta tion. and Teaching Methods.
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Green Acre Baha'i Summer
School, 1945
The regular courses of the Green
Acre Summer School will open on
Monday, July 9, and continue for
eight weeks, through September 1.
li"our types of courses will be given
each week: (1) Fundamental CouTses
in the Baha'i teachings, especially for new Baha'is and non-Baha'is
who wish to make a serious study of
the Faith. (2) Advanced courses for
Baha'is who are. in general, wellinformed about the basic teachings.
(3) A Seminar, for stUdents who wish
to do active research in the Baha'i
writings and related mllterials. (4)
A WOTkshop, in which opportunity
will be given to learn and practice
techniques in speaking and writing,
in relation to Baha'i teaching activities.
The Seminar and Workshop will be
open only to those who can attend
for at least one week, and it is hoped
that most students who choose these
courses will be able to attend for two
weeks. The Seminar and the Fundamental Course will be given simultaneously. during the second period
in the morning. The Workshop will
meet for two hours each afternoon.

1. Fundamental Courses.
1. Survey of the Basic Baha!f Prin-

ciples.

2. The Central Figures of the BahA'i
Revelation.
3. The Guardianship and the Administrative Order.
4. Baha'i Character Development,
5. BaM'I Community Lite.
8. .Bah8.'is in Public Activities.

7. The Bah8'f Teacher.
8. Some Answered Qu.estion.s - its use
as a Baha'i textbook, m teaching activities.
.

2. Advanced Courses (The ordeT ;n
which this series of courses ;s given may be changed, in order to
obtain the services of teachers
who are particularly competent
for each course.)
1. Historical Introduction to God Panes
By.
2. God. PaBSe& By-first half.
3. God PU$U B1I-second hall.
4. The Bah.A'i Peace Program and the

Current World Scene.
5. Epistle to the Son of the Wolf.
6. The

HIstory

and

Principles

of

Christianity. for Baha'i Teachers.
7. How to Know and Use Ba.hS.'j Litera-

tUre.

8. The Hidden WOTds-3 guide to Baha'i
living.
3. SeminaT.

Students will carryon a variety of
research studies, such as the following: analyzing the teaching techniques used by 'Abdu'l-Baha in His
public talks; preparing a study out-

Som.e of the guestl!l who .nended
the

Naw.Ruz Feast held by Ihe

Bah.'is of Havana, March 21, 1945

line; making a compilation on a topic
of special interest to the student;
working on an index for a Baha'i
book which needs one; making an'
historical study, such as "Islamic
Civilization in relation to the teach·
ings of Mohammed." It is hoped that
most of the students in the Seminar
will come to Green Acre with plans
as to the particular research they
wish to undertake.
4. Workshop.
The work in writing will concem
itself with the composition of Baha 'f
material for radio, newspaper publicity, World Order, Non-Baha'i magazines, etc. The work in speaking will
deal with the presentation and delivery of Baha'i talks for a variety of
situations and audiences.
Students may elect to work in
either writing or speaking; or in both,
if they are going to attend the course
for three or four weeks. If a stUdent
is working in both the Seminar and
the Workshop, the results of his research 'in the Seminar may be used
as a basis for writing or speaking in
the Workshop.
Three Conferences are planned for
the summer, with approximate dates
as follows:
1. Conference on World OrdeT, for
Baha'i and non-Baha'i Youth.
July 5, 6, 7.
2. InteT-America Conference. Friday evening, July 27 through
Stmday, July 29.
3. Race Unity Conference. Friday
evening, August 24 through Sunday, August 26.
Other activities include a daHy devotional meeting immediately after
dinner in the evening, a public meeting at 11: 00 a. m. on Sunday mornings, and a series of discussions and
musicales in the evenings.
Daily classes for children will be
held in the Recreation. room in the
dormitory, or out-of-doors when the
work the children are doing makes
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this desirable. The children will be
divided into two or three age-groups,
depending on the ages of the children
in attendance. It is expected that all
children at the School will attend
these classes, and young children
may not go with their parents to the
adult classes.
Since the National Spiritual Assembly has adopted the policy that Green
Acre is primarily a school, and
should not be regarded as a summer
hotel for persons not primarily interested in the Faith, you are urged
to recommend attendance at 'Green
Acre -to your non-Baha'i friends only
when they have shown a serious :i,n.
tentian of studying the Baha'i teachings and wish to attend the classes.

Appeal Jor Boom lor lfoe Library
oj the Green Acre BaIui'i
Summer Sclwol
The Green Acre Program Committee is eager to build a better Library for the Green Acre Summer
School. For the summer of 1945 the
Library is to be housed in a separate
building. where students can work in
quiet. We are making an urgent appeal for gifts of books for the Library. Please look over your own
books to see whether you have any
books which you can contribute,-or
send us a gift of a new book. We particularly need the following kinds of
books:
1. Extra copies of Baha'i books.
2. Books on comparative religion.
3. Recent books on world problems, both those dealing with the
intema tional scene, and those
a bout separate countries.
4. Books of history, written by
competent historians.
5. Modern books on economics.
6. Back numbers of any of the Baha'i magazines, especially when
those for a complete year are
available.
7. A good dictionary; a book of
synonyms; books on techniques
of writing and speaking.
8. Books dealing with problems of
social welfare.
Books of standard fiction and good
recent fiction will also be gratefully
received.
.
If you have books which you are
willing to contribute, please send the
names to the Chairman of the Green
Acre Committee. We will then let
you know which ones we can use,
and where and when to mail them.
-GENEVIEVE L. CaY,
10 Patchin Place,
New York 11, N. Y.
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International School
1945 Program
The Committee wishes to report
the program scheduled for the LatinAmerican Session opening June 30th
to July 10th, 1945.
Morning Sessions: The study of 'God
Passes By."
1. The four distinct periods in the
evolution of the Faith.
2. A study of the existing conditions
of governments and clergy, in
Persia and Turkey.
3. Becoming familiar with the saeri. flees and suffering and martyrdom
of those who gave all to establish
the Faith.
4. The development of a World Community working together through
the administrative s t rue t u r e
brought into being by the Center
of the Covenant 'Abdu'l-Bah.i and
set into action by the Guardian of
the Faith.
S. The realization of the Power
which wa s released by the Bab
and ignited by the greater Revelation of Baha'u'llah destined to
bring into being a new creation.
Mternoon Sessions:
1st Period.
Devoted to teaching methods in
Latin-America.
2nd Period.
The study of the history of the
Cities connected with the Faith.
The Session will close on the An~
niversary of the Martyrdom of the
Bab, July 9.
j

-----The Bahii'i World, Vol. IX
The BaM'i World, Vol. IX, which
will soon be off the press. will cover

the activities of the Faith for the
years 1940-1944. Because of the unusual length of time r.epresented by
this volume and the difficulties of
publication in these times, the Guardian was forced to omit many of the
excellent things submitted to him
for this book. Among these were the
articles on early believers, in which
he expressed great interest and
which he asked to have sent on to
him as soon as they were prepared.
The authors of these articles, however great their disappointment, will
be glad to know the Guardian feels
them to be valuable even though
they cannot be published in The
Baha'i W01'ld at the present time.
His secretary writes:
u.

•

.

the last volume of BahdJi

Warid was already too overcrowded
(covering a fout' year period) to use

1945

the articles on early believers which
you forwarded to him and which
were received. The next, Centennial,
volume is also more than likely going to be a crowded one-he sees
no objection to these articles being
made use of in World Order, if any
of them are found suitable for that
purpose; and in any case he fee1.s
copies of them should be given to
the Archives Committee as data in
them is of historic interest and
should be preserved. Some of these
articles may in the future be included in the Baha'i World.
The committee is preparing to
carry out these instructions of the
Guardian.
Garreta Busey,
Chairman, Baha'; World Editorial
Committee for Vol. IX.

News Service

In answer to a plea for help in
the expanding of Bah .. 'i publicity
during 1945 many excellent news articles have been submitted to the
News Service Committee during the
past few months by writers in the
local assemblies. Three releases will
be made to the national press on the
su bj ects of Inter-America teaching,
race unity teaching and the Baha'i
Peace Program. Individual believers who feel that they can write
effectively are urged to contact
Laurence W. LaRocque, 857 Second
Street, N.W., Mason City, Iowa.
The Committee appreciates the
number of clippings of Baha'i publicity which have been sent to its
secretary Miss Virginia A. Russell,
2622 Prairie Avenue, Evansto~ Dlinois. These clippings are not only
placed in the permanent file or anChild Edueation
nual press book but are studied in
The Child Education Committee the hope of helping local publicity
wishes to inform the friends that chairmen of Assemblies and are
they have ready now for distribution often reprinted as examples of good
the following outlines for use in the press mentions in the Baha'i Pubeducation of Baha'i children.
licity Bulletin which is issued period"Creation" is especially adaptable ically to local publicity chairmen.
for tiny children (5-6 years old). It
Not all of the material sent in are
is a picture course for the tiny tot. newspaper clippings on the Baha'!
"To Live the Life" deals with a Faith. Some of the most interesting
course on Baha'i ethics for the have appeared in magazines and
younger child. Character training is particularly in the house-organs of
the primary aim of the course.
business organizations. Just to men"Study Course for Bah.i'u'llah and tion a few: The Highway Traveler
the New Era" is a flexible course (Greyhound Lines) recently included
for 12-15 year old boys and girls. It a good illustration and description
deals with the study of the book of the House of Worship in its de"Baha'u'llab and the New Era. U The partment "How well do you know
history of the Faith is omitted in this your United States;" The Finder
(Bell & Howell) shows a most exoutline, however.
"Comprehensive Study Outline for cellent view of the House of Worship which won the B & H employee
Children" can be adapted to varying
first prize in a photography contest;
ages, but for the most part is espeWaco Steel Service (Warden-Allen
cially designed for the older child. Co.) an interesting structural view
Its purpose is to create an incentive of the House of Worship with detail
for teaching, by supplying a few on the steel reinforcing used; and
fundamental references, questions,
Flying Magazine (this came from
poems, stories, and projects.
a Baha'i in the American Army staBeside these outlines, we have "A tioned in Saipan) carries a feature
Baha'i Chili's A.B.C." book which story with accompanying chart and
can be used for youngsters of any map explaining that all Naval flying
age. The art work accompanying cadets who are trained in carrier
each leiter of the alphabet is most landing along Lake Michigan's shore
attractive and appealing to the north of Chicago but who are based
child. It is an excellent book to be at the Glenview (ill.) Naval flying
used in the home.
field use the House of Worship (Point
We also want to mention the Oboe in Naval code) as a marker
"Child's Prayer Book" for all Baha'i or guide in flying to the carriers
children.
Wolverine and Sable; and the British
These outlines and books may be Edition of The Yank (The Army
secured by writing to the Baha'i Weekly) under its department head
Publishing Committee, 110 Linden "News from Home" shows an arAvenue) Wilmette) illinois.
resting scene entitled: "Western
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Shrine.!' This is also a view of the
south entrance of the House of Worship with many visitors in evidence
gazing at its inspiring beauty.

Publicity Clipping.
We were pleased at the recent letter
from John Eichenauer, written somewhere in France, reporting that he and
:many members of his company had seen
the BaM'! article with illustrations 01 the
House of Worship in the February issue
of Pure Oil Maga:rine. '!be article of some
three pages in length deals with the principles at Ule Faith and construction details of the Temple. It is replete with

illustrations.
From the number of clippings sent the
News Service Committee by Assemblies
and groups in the past weeks one at the
most interesting came from Woburn.
Mass. It is a clipping from a Boston
newspaper lor Italian people, Gazzetta

del Massachusetts, which used the Baha'i
Peace Program broadsides for the text
which is printed in both English and Ital·
ian.
Clippings ot Bah.3.'f publicity have also
been received from the following cities:
Geneva and Floral Park, N. Y., New Haven. Conn., Cabin John, Md., Augw;ta~
Ga., Wilmette; Ill., St. Louis, Mo., Reno,
Nev., Tucson, Ariz., Los Angeles, Geyserville and San Francisco, Cal., and
Honolulu, Hawaii. The Committee asks
that two copies ot all publication pUblicity on the FaiOl be sent its secretary.
BAHA'i NEWS SDVICE CoMMlTTEl!:

'0

Addillo" CeRtenary Rmllo BrOtldca...
One more broadcast is' to be added to
the impressive list of Centenary Radio
activity published in the December issue
01 BAHA'i NEWS.
May 22, 9:30 P.M., Station wmA, ten
minute broadcast, paid for by local Assembly. Madison, Wisc.

LocalConunurncities
Current Activities
HOUSTON
Mr. Gregory's teaching visit to
Houston in January and February,
1944 was highly successful. Besides a
series of advertised public meetings
attended by 75 to 150 people of both
races there were several fireside
meetings and dinner parties. Mrs.
Butterfield opened her house to all
inquirers and the minority was well
represented at all meetings. The sec·
retary of the Houston Assembly
wrote that she had never witnessed
such a clamoring for Baha'i litera·
ture and for ()pportunity t() hear a
Bah.i'i speaker. The people were "attending every meeting, bringing
friends and," in reality, "sitting at
the feet of Louis Gregory." Many
public meeting places were faun<\
where there was no segregation of
races, and meetings were held in the
Negro districts, with no objections
whatsoever on the part of white in·
quirers.

Very fine broad-minded business
and professional men, both Negro
and white, came to the meetings,
also lieutenants and sergeants from
Ellington Field.
NEW ORLEANS
The Spiritual Assembly ()f New
Orleans has recently acquired a
meeting place situated near the cen·
ter of the city in the Queen and Crescent Building, 344 Camp street. (This
information is printed especially for
the benefit of believers and friends
who may visit New Orleans.)
WILMINGTON
Gertrude Gewertz spent almost two

weeks in August in Wilmington to
assist wiUl the teaching work there.
Luncheons and informal evening
meetings were arranged with friends
interested in the Faith. One fireside
meeting at the home of a fine colored
woman attracted about fifteen, most.
Iy teachers. A young colored man
from Asheville, North Carolina, who
attended all the meetings is going
back to promote the Cause, after
making a more thorough study of it.
Dorothy Cbamp is doing excellent
work among the Negroes in Wilmington, and her life is such a shining
example that pe()ple know she has
something to give. Cynthia Powell,
who came to Wilmington some time
ago as a pioneer, and Mr. Olson, a
long resident of Wilmington, have
recently been married. The wedding,
a Baha'I one, a good teacher in its
beauty and simplicity, attracted
much attention and received. fine
publicity in the papers. Rodney Warren, a new believer, a teacher of
commercial chemistry, who has good
connections all over the city, is fired
. with the idea of starting a youth
group.
LOS ANGELES
The Bah';' 'is of Lns Angeles sponsored a "Baha'i World Order" program every Sunday evening from
April Z3 to July 16, 1944.
The Centenary of the founding of
the Baha'i Faith was observed in Los
Angeles ()n two days, May 19, when
an inter·racial banquet wa s held~
and May 21, at a public meeting in
the Ambassador Hotel.
A very joyous meeting of the
Baha'i of Lns Angeles and surround-

11
ing communities was held on June
16, 1944, about 100 attending. A high
light of the meeting was the sh()wing
of m()ving pictures of the National
Centenary celebration. Roy Herrick
and Victor Alexander were instrumental in the· taking and showing
of these pictures. A sound film ot
the founders of the Geyservi11e Baha'i Summer School, John and Louise
Bosch, was also shown. Among the
speakers at this meeting were Mrs.
Oni Finks, Mrs. French, who showed
on the map where Baha'i Inter-Amer·
ica work was being accomplished,
Mrs. Helen Bishop, Mr. lllescas, Mr.
Falk and Mrs. Lnngyear.
Mr. Charles Mason Remey of
Washington, D. C. bas been making
a trip through the United States,
paying particular attention to the
smaller Baha'i communities. He was
in Los Angeles and vicinity September 11 and 12 addressing an
audience assembled from all the
neighboring communities on the 11th,
and ()n the 12th, speaking to friends
gathered in the apartment of Pa trlcia Scott in Beverly Hills.
In September, through the efforts
of Charles Ellis, on furlough from
the Merchant Marine, Willard Hatch
was able to address an interracial
meeting at the Lutheran church in
Riverside. In October Mrs. Charles
Reed Bishop was to address another
meeting of the same type in a Negro
church of Riverside. There were five
clergymen in the group that heard
Mr. Hatch, three white and two Negro. About 67 people attended and
were made very happy as the various reasons for interracial unity
were brought out.
Mrs. Charles Reed Bishop conducted the Lns Angeles public meetings
during September and built up a
record attendance.
Mr. William deForge of New York
City spent a few days in Los Angeles
and spoke at the public meeting in
West Hall on November 26.
Baha'i friends from Lns Angeles
and neighboring communities gatJ>.
ered at the grave ot Thornton Chase
on September 30, the anniversary
of his passing. Flowers were placed
on his grave and a service was held
consisting of remarks by those who
had known him and readings rom
his books.
SAN FRANCISCO
A course for inquirers was com...
pleted December 11 and another repeating the same material started
on January 9.
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Letter to the President on Raee Unity
January 4, 1944

The President,
The White House,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. President:
Your firm and powerful support of the principle of justice in race relations in connection with labor policy at this time, and your attitude of
understanding and sympathy toward the "economic and social hardships
sustained by our Negro citizens, have been noted "with grateful appreciation by all American BaM'is. It is our confident hope that through your
authority and influence this gravest problem of civilization in America may
at last be lifted up out of the darkness and distortion of prejudice and realized, by people and government alike, to be the fundamental ethical chal·
lenge laid by destiny upon our nation. How can we exercise the concentration 01 material and spiritual power in America for world peace if we continue to abuse that power in dealing with our own most helpless minority?
Therefore, because the BaM'is have for many years been conscious
and aware of the vital importance of race unity as a foundation for world
order, and have established race unity spiritually and socially in their own
community, they now deem it a high privilege to express to their President
these few words of sincere gratitude, and their heartfelt best wishes Jor

full success in the noble effort to apply the divine law of human fellowship
to political and social fields which have claimed exemption from the power
of truth until the whole of humanity has become submerged in the sea of
violence and strife.
Recently the Baha'is have issued a book entitled jjRace and Man" in
which are gathered together the most enlightened views of the time on
aspects of this matter of race unity.
A copy of the book is being sent, and we trust that it will be accepted
as a presentation for the Library of the White House.
Among the statements on race unity found in the BaM'is Sacred Writings, the text of an address delivered by 'Abdu'l-Baha at Howard Univer·
sity on April 13, 1912, seems particularly appropriate:
HIn the estimation of God there is no distinction of color; all are one in
the color and beauty of servitUde to Him ... Therefore strive earnestly and
put forth your greatest endeavor toward the accomplishment of this fellowship and the cementing of this bond of brotherhood between you. Such an
attainment is not possible without will and effort on the part of each; from
one, expressions of gratitude and appreciation; from the other kindliness
and recognition of equality. Each one should endeavor to develop and assist
the other (race) toward mutual advancement. This is possible only by conjoining of effort and inclination. Love and unity will be fostered between
you, thereby bringing about the oneness of mankind. For the accomplish·
ment of unity between the colored and whites will be an assurance of the
world's pe~ce."
"Then racial prejudice," 'Abdu'l-Baha continued, °national prejudice, .
limited patriotism and religious bias will pass away and remain no longer."
In these fateful days when ethical foundations alone will support the
structures of an enduring society, the question of race unity in America,
we dar~ to hope, will receive the priority of effort and spiritual intention
needed to create full assurance "of the world's peace" and security for
mankind.
R espectjuUy,
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of the United States and ,Canada
By: Horace Holley

Secretary

Miss Lucy Marshall entertains
Baha'i service men who wish to spend
their free time in town. Her house
ha s become so popular that she can
not take care of all her would·be
guests and she is asking other
Baha'is to volunteer for this service.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Shaw, Dr.
Nichols and Miss Holley, and Mrs.
Louise Grogor have recently entertained in their homes friends who
were not familiar with the Cause
and thus heen able to attract and
inform them. Mr. and Mrs. Shaw
had several guests to hear a recent
Baha'i radio broadcast. After the
broadcast the conversation and discussion were about the Cause.
The BaM'is of the Bay Area, (San
Francisco, Oakland and Berkeley
Assemblies) have presented a weekly radio program Sundays at 6:30
p.m., over Station KYA from September through December and will
continue it through January and
February. Some of the topics were:
uThe Challenge to Youth," ""'What
is the Baha'i Faith," "God's Plan
for World Peace," Baha'u'llah-Light
of the Age," ·jThis Evolving Universe," uThe Growth of World S0ciety," uThe Promise of This Century," "This Great Ordeal/' ·jThe
Interdependence of Peoples."
NEW YORK
At a special youth meeting held
in June Mme. Dreyfus·Barney and
Mrs. Marzieh Gail were the speak.
ers. One of the purposes of the meeting was to attract French people
in New York. The hall was most
attractive with paintings and French
altar-pieces t which were loaned by
the Mottahedehs. Lee Hagar, whose
paintings were exhibited, and Nuita
Schapiro, pianist, also participated.
Many people who might not otherwise have come to the Center were
present.
The New York Baha'i News for
July speaks of the fact that New
York is the spot where the Nineteen Day Feast was first celebrated. "A party of American believers
were the guests of 'Abdu'l-Baha in
'AkIta in 1905 . . . In spite of the
trouble surrounding Him, 'Abdu'lBaM prepared a Feast for the Eastern and Western believers who were
visiting Him. As was His custom, He
served His guests with His own
hands and, passing among them,
spoke the words that gather the
friends together every nineteen days
in a Feast of Unity and hospitality.
The words He spoke were addressed
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Telegram to the President on Peace
March 26, 1945
!'he President,
The "White House,

Washington, D. C.
It is the prayerful hope of the American Baha'is that your Excellency,
chief magistrate of the American nation and symbol of its destiny at this
grla t turning-point in human history, will be spiritually guided and reinforced to lead the nations and peoples of the world in the inauguration of
.Jniversal peace. We recall with reverence and devotion the exalted mis,ion upheld for America by 'Abdu'l-Baha in 1912 when He traveled from
,ity to city promulgating the principles of universal peace and in the city
>f Washington declared: "May this American democracy be the first na~ion to establish the foundation of international a greement. May it be the
lirst to upraise the siandard of the Most Great Peace and through this nation
)f democracy may these philanthropic intentions _and institutions be spread
I>roadcast throughout the world. Truly this is a great and revered nation.
Here liberty has reached its highest degree. The intentions of its people are
IllOst praiseworthy. They are indeed worthy of being the first people to build
the tabernacle of the great peace and proclaim the oneness of mankind. I
Nill supplicate God for assistance and confirmation in your behalf/' May
the dire needs of humanity be met by the creation of a new world order
:hrough the efforts of the for:thcoming conference in San Francisco under
,our leadership.
National Baha'i Assembly,
George O. Latimer, Chairman
Horace Holley. Secretary

Letter From Department of State
April 17, 1945

Mr. George O. Latimer, Chairman
National Baha'! Assembly
Wilmette, Dlinois
My dear Mr. Latimer:
I acknowledge the receipt, by reference from the White House, of you·r
telegram of March 26, 1945, on behalf of the American Baha'is, in which
F'ou express the ··prayerful hope u that the President "will be spiritually
guided and reinforced to lead the nations and peoples of the world in the
inauguration of universal peace."
The Department of State shares with the American Baha'ls the· hope
that universal peace may be inaugurated at the conclusion of this war. As
,ou are doubtless aware t it is the policy of this Government to establish an
international organization for peace and security. The attainment of this
Dbjective will require the sustained support of an active and informed public opinion, and for this reason, it is heartening to know of the active
interest of the American Baha'is in the problems of peace and security.
As of interest to you and your associates, I am enclosing some recently
oeleased material on the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals. I believe you will be
especially interested in the speech by Mr. Henry S. Villard, entitled "The
Positive Approach to an Enduring Peace."

Sincerely

H:nclosures:
1. Press release No. 51.
2. Material on Dumbarton Oaks.

YOUT s,

For the Secretary of State:
Francis H. Russell, Chief
Division of Public Liaison
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to Howard MacNutt, who brought
them back to New York. It was in
this way that New York became
the first city to celebrate the NineteenwDay Feast. H
A study class attended by about
60 is held every Wednesday evening at the Center at 8:30 p.m. The
general subject during September
and October was: "The Gifts of God
to this New Cycle of Human Power. H
These classes have proved themselves very informative and stimulating. Tea is served at 8:00 p.m.
There is a Sunday meeting a t the
Center at 4:30 p.m.
There are also informal meetings
held Tuesday evenings at Mr. and
Mrs. Kinney's.
Dr. Kahn's study group meets
Sundays from 7:30 to 8:30 at the
Center.
The following is quoted from New
York Baha'i News for June, 1944:
'';The New York community celebra ted the Centennial over the air
(together with 83 other Assemblies
throughout the United States Canada, Alaska, Cuba and Hawaii) with
a talk by Ivan Benson over WMAC.
The booklet I I Faith for Freedom"
was offered to the listening audience
on this program and there have been
a great many requests for it~ Some
also, inquired a bout the Teachings
and the meetings, and letters have
been written to them. One of the
officials cd the Lions' Club in Hempstead, N. Y. heard this talk and
asked for a speaker to explain the
Baha'i Faith at one of their meetings. Dr. Benson will be the speaker.
"On April 28, the first Baha'i short
wave broadcast ever given was
beamed from New York to all LatinAmerica through the assistance of
the Office of Coordinator of InterAmerica affairs. The broadcast was
made by Dr. Luis Mena-Solorzano,
former consul General from Nicaragua, who was our guest speaker
at the Latin-American evening of
April 28."
New York's Centennial Program,
planned by Vaffa Kinney, consisted
of readings on the station of the
Bab and the Master, the story of the
Declaration of the Bab as given in
uThe Dawn-Breakers," a talk by
Mr. Kinney on the significance of the
historic· 23rd of May, showing of the
motion picture "'Abdutl·Baha in
America," and music; A group of
three spirituals, the singing of uNearer My God to Thee" by the entire
aUdience. a solo, "The Holy City, H
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Letter to Mr8. Roosevelt
April 13, 1945
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
The White House,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mrs. Roosevelt:
On behalf of the American Baha'is we express sincere and heartfelt sympathy for your sorrow in the death of Mr. Roosevelt, and our realization of
the sudden blow which the President's passing means to workers for peace
and justice throughout the world.

It has seemed to the BaM'is that destiny had found in Mr. Roosevelt the
instrument needed to complete the world undertaking begun by President
Wilson after the first world war, and thereby fulfill the mission providen.
tially laid upon our country to lead the nations in the establishment of universal peace. We pray that the sacrifice of his precious life at this crucial
moment may deepen the determination of the American representatives at
San Francisco to succeed in their great purpose, and produce in. the body
of the people a sense of renewed consecration and fuller understanding of
the nature of our supreme task.
Oiuy a few days ago we were moved to send, the President a message
conveying our hopes that under his leadership the gathering of the Allied
Nations would lay a basis for peace. Similarly, in January, 1944 we sent
the President a letter expressing our appreciation of his activities in behalf
of race unity, while nearly ten years ago we had the privilege of giving him,
through the courtesy of the President's mother, an engrossed COpy of
Bah8.'u'113.h's Tablet addressed to the rulers of the American Republics, and
of 'Abdu'I-Baha'. prayet. revealed for America. As the ideals of peace and
race unity are so large a part of your own public work and. influence, we
send you with this a set of photographs of the engrossed document, and
copies of the telegram and letter mentioned.
May we also share with you these beautiful words of Bahil'u'II3h:"0 Son of Man! Thou art My dominion and My dominion perisheth not,
wherefore fearest thou thy perishing? Thou art My light and My light shall
never be extinguished, why dost thou dread extinction? Thou art My glory
and My glory fadeth not; thou art My robe and My robe shall never be out·
worn. Abide then in thy love for Me, that thou mayest find Me in the realm
of glory."
R .spect[ully,
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Bah,,'is of the U. S. and Canada,
By: Horace Holley, Secretary.

'Abdu'I·BaIui in America
The exposition of these vitalizing truths of the Faith of Bah!\'u'llab.,
which He characterized as the Hspirit of the -age," He supplemented with
grave and reiterated warnings of an impending conflagration which, if the
statesmen of the world should fail to avert, would set ablaze the entire
continent of Europe. He, moreover, predicted, in the course of these travels,
the radical changes which would take place in that continent, foreshadowed
the movement of the decentralization of political power which would in·
evitably be set in motion, alluded to the troubles that would overtake Turkey,
anticipated the persecution of the Jews on the European continent, and
categorically asserted that the "banner of the unity of mankind would be
hoisted, that the tabernacle of universal peace would be raised and the
world become another world.-Shoghi Effendi, God Passes By, p. 282

and the premiere of Mr. Kinney's
music for the 23rd and 24th Psalms
of David.
Philip Sprague and Saffa Kinney
gave the Baha'i Message at a meeting at the McKee High School, May
16. There were other speakers, one
of whom spoke on "The Basis of
Brotherhood." Inna Mariasche sang
and Mr. Kinney played. Sylvia KijIg
presided. The meeting was planned
by Lila Hope and Ethel Peck.
Marzieh Gail in an interview with
Martha Deane over WOR on May
31 brought out the Baha'l Principles
and described the Convention.
New York art critics praised Mark
Tobey's exhibit held in April at the
Willard
Gallery.
His
picture,
"Threading Light," a direct Baha'{
expression, has caused much comment. Mr. Tobey is also a noted
Baha'i teacher. He has visited the
Guardian, pioneered. in England,
taught at the Geyserville School and
at the International School at Temerity Ranch, Colorado. He lives in
Seattle, Washingto,n and made only
a brief visit in New York.
YONKERS
Mr.. Sylvia King spoke over
WFAS, White Plains, for the Yonkers Assembly, May 23.
Three Yonker. papers had excellent publicity on the Centennial.
Programs of regular public weekly meetings have been received at
the National Office from four local
Assemblies. Time and place of these
meetings in each city is given below.
Los Angeles, every Sunday at 3
p.m., West Hall Halliburton Building, 1709 West Eighth Street.
San Francisco, Friday, 8 p.m., Baha'i Center, 126 Post Street.
Phildelphia, Sunday, 8:15 p.m., 308
Fuller Building, 10 South 18th Street
Washington, D. C., Sunday 4 p.m.,
Baha'i Center, 1308 Eye Street.
TOPEKA
Topeka, Kansas issued an attraotive Baha'; Program for 1943-41
containing picture of the Temple,
membership roll, names of isolated
believers in vicinity, and Baha'i
youth, members of the Assembly,
committee chairmen, and a calendar of Baha'i events froin April to
April. The program calls for one
Guest meeting a month.
It is the hope of the BaM'i News
Editorial Committee to study local
methods and report the most effeotive suggestions from time to time.
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Local News LeOe ....
Copies of their local news letters
have been received from the Los
Angeles, California, the Maywood,
lllinois, and the New York Communities, and they are full of interesting activities. LOS ANGELES
issues monthly a seven-page Bahd. Ji
Journal which includes the Baha'i
calendar for the period; an announcement of the time of the feast
or feasts which will be held; much
devotional material, not only from
the Bah,,'i Writings but also from
the Bible and the Qur'an; and odd
items of interest, such as the poem
written by John Greenleaf Whittier
in honor of Sarah J. Farmer's birthday. One interesting bit of news was
the announcement of the arrival of
Mrs. Luisa Garrido de Padilla from
Chile with her husband, who is connected with the Los Angeles Chilean
::onsulate. Mrs. Padillo has been a
member of the Spiritual Assembly
){ Santiago since its inception. . .
In an effort to build up a Youth
3roup "of distinction and noteNOrthy capacity" the Los Angeles
'l.ssembly invited all the Baha'i
~outh of that commlUlity to a con;ultation and social meeting on Janlary 7th. . .Mrs. Virginia Camelon
?oster is conducting a study class
n Los Angeles, using "God Passes
3y" as a text-book. About twenty;ix students are attending this class,
n which lessons are assigned and
)pportunity for discussion is given.
The very young assembly of MAY~"OOD, IllinOis, with a membership
of thirteen voting members, pubished in J anullry its first local Bawi'i News~ a vigorous little four,age letter giving excerpts from
he Baha'I Writings; the dates of the
easts to be held January through
lpril, with the names of the hosts;
fews about the various members
f the community; and the foIlow19 cllanenging questions :

Do you know?
The periods of development of the
BahA'i Faith?
The chief agency empowered to
usher in this Age?
What is the sole framework of the
BahA'i future?
What is the pattern of the new
world order?
The source of authority of the Administrative order?
'!he institutions of the Administrative order?
Its functions?
Its successorship '?

Spirilual Aseemhly of the B.hali! of Santiago da Chile, 1944-4S

"What do you know a bout
The New York City teaching proThe Universal House of Justice? gram includes a wide variety of pubThe secondary House of Justice? lic meetings and study classes. BeThe institution of the Guardian- sides a public meeting every Sunship?
day, that held on the first Sunday
"Will you be able to answer the of the month being conducted by
above questions, and more, when the local Inter-America Committee,
the outside world begins asking there are four study classes weekly
and three fireside meetings. Of the
them?"
The last page of the paper is given study classes, one, for believers, was
Over to pictures taken in 1937. with engaged in studying the Baha'i
the caption: 'IDo you remember Peace Program in January, and,
during February, "God Passes By/'
when ... Maywood was a group?"
Fireside groups meet at the homes
Two news items show how strongly of Mr. and Mrs. Saffa Kinney and
Maywood is supporting the insti tu- of Mrs. Sara Ellen Peake and Miss
tions of the Cause: "Our member- Gale March.
ship is 100% subscribed to World
The young assembly of SAN
Order and has arranged for free
copies to be sent to the Hines and JUAN, Puerto Rico, is issUing a bulthe Vaughan hospitals in Maywood." letin. In the January number the
assembly expresses a hope that by
'I At the close of 1944 our treasurer
means
of this monthiy bulletin it
has sent a contribution each and
can continue its contact with other
every month to the National Fund."
Baha'is in Puerto Rico and create
The New York Baha'i News, issued a feeling of feIlowship between the
monthly, begins with a boxed state- friends living in different parts of
ment of some current matter im- the island. The Baha'i calendar for
portant to the community. For in- the month is given and two news
stance, in December it carried this items: that Miss Margaret Lentz,
item: "At the next Feast, December formerly of Santo Domingo t is now
30th, there wilI be important con- a member of the San Juan comsultation in regard to acquiring our munity, and that Mr. Thomas S.
own Center this year. Please be pres- Morales of New York visited in
ent." . . . The calendar, showing the Puerto Rico with his family. Besides
next three Feasts, is given, an- this there are several quotations
nouncements of meetings of the var- from the Sacred Writings.
ious classes, items of interest con·
AnrwuncemenU of Meetings
tributed by committees, personal
news t and a financial statement.
At least three assemblies get out
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attractive little folders announcing
to the public the meetings to be
held in their vicinity. That issued
by CmCAGO contains announcements of the public meetings to be
held at the House of Worship in
Wilmette as well as at the Center,
116 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago.
The January calendar contained a
special notice of Race Unity Meeting, Thursdayt January 25th, having
as its theme "Pattern for Future
Society." The chairman was Hushang J avid, one of the young Baha'is from Persia, and the speakers
were Eli Powlas~ Robert Imagire,
Arabelle Haywood, and Marion Oas,
7

representing various races and na-
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sie E. Revell; the other was the
Youth Symposium, with Laila Storch
as chairman. These meetings were
held at the Baha'i Center and Reading Room, 308 Fuller Building, 10
South 18th Street, Philadelphia. . •
One interesting feature of this folder
is the - list of reading suggestions
which it contains and the announcement that the books may be obtained
at the Philadelphia and Branch
libraries.
A Baha'i Program for January,
in mimeograph form has been received from the SEATTLE Spiritual
Assembly. It announces two public
meetings: January 14th, uThe Secret
of Divine Civilization," at which the
speakers were Mrs. Lillian Smith
and Miss Elsa Nordquist and the
cha:j.rman was Mr. Dean Hart; and
January 28th, "Peace - A Divine
Creation" with Miss Hazel Stauter
and Mr. Ray Wardall as speakers
and Mrs. Heloise Wardall as chairman. A Friday evening book review
and study class was also announced,
four meetings at which ,cGod Passes
By" was reviewed by Mr. C. G.
Nordquist, Miss LolusPeterson, Mr.
E. G. Washington, and Mrs. Edna
Johns.
Two printed cards announcing
special meetings have been received. In BEVERLY, Mass., a Race
Unity Forum was held with Mr.
Harlan Qber a s chairman. The guest
speakers were Mr. Abraham Glovsky, Bna'i Brith, and Mr. John
Caswell Smith, secretary of the
Urban League of Greater Boston.
Mr. Charles S. Krug, Chairman of
. the Boston Assembly presented the
Baha'i teachings on the subject. The
Beverly Assembly reports that thirty
people attended the meeting, in spite
of the fact that it was a slippery
rainy night.
Last November such a Race :Unity
meeting was held in BOSTON, presided over by Matthew W. Bullock,
of the Massachusells Parole Board.
The speakers were Clarence Q.
Berger, Educational Director of the
Anti-Defamation League, and Harlan F. Ober of the National Baha'i
Race Unity Committee.

tionalities. . .Announcement is also
made on this program of a Wednesday noon class conducted regularly
at the Center by Mrs. Ruth MoUet,a
youth meeting every Friday evening,
the Fellowship Group, which meets
Saturday evenings, and a Children's
hour every Sunday from 12:00 to
1:00.
The little folder published by the
LOS ANGELES Assembly contains
the announcement of the public
meetings to be held a.t the Baha'I
Library and Reading Room, 207 Halliburton Building during the current
two months. In January the speakers
were Mrs. Virginia Camelon Foster,
Dr. Stephen S. Tomay, and Mr.
Robert Thiess, in February, Mr.
Willard P. Hatch, Mr. Winston
Evans, and Mrs. Orcella Rexford
(Gregory). On the back of the folder
there is a. list of ten Baha'i classes
in the vicinity of Los Angeles with
the name and the telephone number
of the person to whom one may call
for information (Mrs. Jessie B.
Kemper, Mrs. J. C. Davenport, Mrs.
Elden Smith, Mrs. B. E. Grover,
Mrs. Graydon Robertson, Mrs. Olive
Dible, Mrs. R. W. Beck, Miss
Dorothy Wever, Mrs. Stuart W.
French, and Mrs. Charles R. Will.)
PHILADELPmA also puts out a
very allractive litlle folder with a
. fine photograph of the House of Worship on the face and the Words of
Baha'u'llab inscribed over its nine
entrances on the reverse side. It
carries the announcement of six pubAnnual Repom
lic addresses for January and FebSome very successful teaching
ruary and two special meetings. The
speakers Were Marybelle Hammond, work was done in KANSAS CITY,
Doris Talman and Edith Segen, Jean Missouri, by means of fireside
Bruce, ·Curtis Kelsey, Margaret groups. Such meetings were held
Lear, and Edward Pharo. One of weekly in two homes, and occasionthe special meetings was a round ally outside speakers were present,
table discussion on the subj ect of among them the late Mrs. Howard
uRace Unity" presided over by J es- Ives, Mrs. Virginia Camelon Foster,

Mr. Winston Evans, and Mr. Louis
Gregory. There were, besides this,
seven public lectures and two informal gatherings at which Mrs. Joy
Hill Earle was the speaker t one at
the home of her cousins, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Reynolds, and the other at the home of Prof. and Mrs.
G. B. Buster. On these occasions
there was a mingling of both races.
Publicity in Kansas City was carried on by three display ads, an a1"-ticle in the "Call" when Mrs. Earle
spoke, and notices on the church
page of the uKansas City Star."
The LIMA, Ohio, Assembly presented four public meetings on the
four great teaching themes of the
year. The speakers were Mr. Lothar
Schurgast, Mr. St. George Spendlove,
Mr. Carl ScheIDer, and Mrs. Frank
Baker. Three radio talks were given
over the local station by Mrs. Frank
Baker, Mr. Floyd Spahr, and Mrs.
Hazel McCurdy. A race Unity banquet was held November U, attended by two hundred Baha'Is and their
friends. The Lima Assembly reports
tbis as the most outstanding event
of the year. In response to the Guardian's call for pioneers, Mrs. Edna
Holloway moved to Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island, and there assisted in forming a spiritual assembly. Three of the Lima community
are in the armed forces: Dr. Conrad
Baker, William (Bill) Baker, and Joe
Stahl.
The youth work in Lima is very
active. There is a class for small
children, which meets Sunday afternoons. The program covers studies
from the Bible, with pictures and
stories, the' Baha'i principles and
prayers, and some handicraft work.
Nine pupils attended, five coming
from non-Baba'i families. The intermediate group, or Junior Youtl:
Group, consists of eight children, six
from non-Baba'i families. They an
studying "Baha'u'llih and the Ne?
Era" and plan 10 take up the live,
of the Bab, Baha'u'lllth, and 'Abdu'l·
Baha, and something about thE
Guardian. The Senior Youth Groul
is taking lessons from "The WisdolT
of 'Abdu'l-Baha.. '.' "The Chosen High
way. IP and "Procedure." The tel
members enrolled represent seve!
Baha'i and three non-Baha'i families
At the annual Youth Symposiun
there were guests from Mansfield
Medina, and Columbus Grove. HJ
Lima summer session is agaiJ
planned for a week in June 1944. Th,
theme for the week ,will be Progres
sive Revelation,. with emphasis OJ
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the Manifestations of the present
day, and their fulfillment. An interesting feature will be Baha'i plays
with the miniature theater loaned
by Mrs. Esther Toy Wolf. Choral
speaking is also tentatively planned.
It is hoped that, like last year, there
will be a number of out-of-town
guests."
MADISON, Wisconsin. also. is to
be congra tula ted on having sent
more than 96% of its funds to the
National Treasurer while at the same
time doing very active teaching at
borne. In May the Assembly sponsored a lecture at the Lorraine Hotel,
at which Prof. Gerth of the University spoke on the subject of race
prejudice and was followed by Mr.
Horace Holley. Ruth Moffett spent
ten days in Madison and spoke several times publicly. She gave a radio address at the university radio
station so successfully that the manager invited her to speak: whenever
she came to Madison. Ruth Cornell
spoke in October and again in January. Mrs. Stebbins, the publicity
chairman, has succeeded in getting a
number of articles published in the
"Voice of the People" section of the
local papers. And the young people
bave organized a flourishing youth
group. The first was the Symposium,
February 27th, with about fifteen in
attendance. "They have met every
other Sunday since then, and have
attracted several non-Baha'i youth
and had live1y discussions."
In MA UI t Hawaii, public meetings
were held weekly at the homes of
Mrs. Daisy Sabin and Mrs. Mary
Fantom; a children's class was held
every Monday at Mrs. Sabin's; and
books, along with "World Order"
were placed, not only in the local library but also in those on the islands
of Molukai and Lanai, where there
are no Saba'i residents.
Perhaps the most effective teaching done by this community came at
a time of grief and loss. Mrs. Alice
Broadhurst (Mother Broadhurst)
passed away January 18, 1944, at the
age of 89, and Mrs. Ella Federcell
left this life on March 30th. Mrs.
Daisy Sabin, who presented the Baha'i part of the funeral services for
both of these friends writes of them
a s follows: "At the memorial service
for our beloved Baha'i, Mother
Broadhurst, which was held at
Peter's Undertaking Parlors in Wailuku, Maui, Rev. R. M. Kennanpastor of the Wailuku Union Church
-gave a very beautiful service. Following Rev. Kennan, I had the honor
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of conducting the first Baha ti service
of its nature to be held on Mani.
There were about thirty-five people
present who had never head of the
Baha'i Cause before." The Teading
on immortality was taken from the
article "The Path to God" in the October 1943 "World Order" magazine,
and the service wa s closed with one
of the prayers of BaM 'u'lliih. Many
people afterwards spoke of being impressed by the Baha'i reading. The
other service, that for Mrs. Federcell, took place in the Episcopal
Church of Lahaina and Mrs. Sabin
was invited by Rev. John M. Horton
to conduct her part of the service
from the lectern. She writes: "This
service was a surprise and has significance, since it was the first time
a Baha'i reader has taken part in a
service conducted in any church here
on Maui. Several people expressed
surprise at a woman conducting a
service in the Episcopal church. Also
it has significance in the fact that
there were five denominations .represented: Christian Science, Congregational, Catholic, Morman, and Episcopalian. Ten different nationalities
were represented: Chinese, Russian,
Norwegian, English, Scotch, German, Portuguese, Japanese, American colored, Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian. Also many were of mixed
races." People from ten different
localities were present, making a tatal of over one hundred, the largest

number on Maui ever to hear of the
Baha'i Faith at one time. Many favorable comments were made and
the family of Mrs. Federcell, who
were non-Baha'is expressed themselves as being much comforted by
the words of Baha'u'IU.h.

NEW HAVEN, Connecticut, is to
be credited with having sent out
two pioneers, Mrs. Marion Clark and
Miss Betty Clark, who went to Little
Rock, Arkansas. This community has
held public meetings every Sunday
afternoon at their new Baha'! Center.
Fifty-six meetings have drawn out
809 souls of which 159 were not Baha'is. Lillian Steed coI\ducted a class
for the training of speakers. Twenty
outside speakers were brought in,
five of them non-Baha'is, and in this
undertaking the HAMDEN and ORANGE groups cooperated.
OKLAHOMA CITY reports that the
visits of two teachers, Mr. Louis
Gregory and Mrs. Beulah Lewis have
greatly extended the interest in the
Faith in that city. Mr. Gregory
stayed ten days, spoke in several of
the Negro churches, to groUPS of
ministers, and to a woman's club,
and made many contacts. A study
class conducted by one of the interested people was the result of his
visit. Alice Entzminger writes: "This
is the first opportunity many of us
had to meet Mr. Gregory personally
and we are deeply grateful for the
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privilege of association with this
saintly soul."
Mrs. Beulah Lewis spent a week
in Oklahoma City, during which time
she spoke publicly on "The Manifestation" and talked to a Fellowship
Class at the Unitarian Church. Many
questions were asked by a large and
alert audience. "Many splendid firesides were held with the study class
and with newly interested people."
At the Feast of the Ri<;lv'lD three new
members were added to the com-·
munity.
The OMAHA Assembly has been
carrying on four study classes: an
advanced class, studying the World
Order Letters and three beginning
classes. For their two public speakers during the year, Dorothy Baker
in October and Dr. Edris Rice-Wray
in March, the Omaha Baha'is were
able to get good publicity, better in
March than in October, as the Cause
was better known and better received
in Omaha at that time. Dr. RiceWray spoke on the "Noon-Day Forum" program of the Broadcasting
Station W.O. W. while she was there,
in an interview with Mr. Ray Clark,
who asked his questions in such a
way as to give her an opportunity to
speak fully of the Cause. The community, which had been using as a
center the apartment generously offered them by Mrs. India Haggarty,
finding the quarters now too small,
has obtained a center in the heart
of the downtown district. This is only
one indication that the Cause is growing in Omaha. There has been increased interest on the part of the
public and spiritual growth within
the community. The secretary, J 0sephine Jones, writes: "Attendance
has been good at the feasts with a
fine feeling of spiritual unity, which
at times bas been especially strong.
There has been a steady spiritual
growth and strengthening during the
past six months, and we realize that
for continued growth, and to maintain and increase the prestige of the
Baha'i Faith in this community, we
must be even more loyal and selfsacrificing.' I
The high. points of the year in
PHOENIX, Arizona, were connected
with the teaching themes given out
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
The first was a pnblic lecture given
by Dorothy Baker, September 30th,
at the Phoenix Woman's Club on the
theme of race unity, which was followed by a ten minute talk on the
radio the following morning. Publicity tor this event was carried on by
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means of advertising over the radio,
display ads and items in the newspapers, letters sent to civic clubs,
and cards of invitation sent to ind.i·
viduals.
The second period, in which religious unity was the theme, had as
its high point an evening of music,
sponsored by the assembly and held
at the home of Mrs. Paul Schoeny.
Fifty written invitations were sent
to friends.
For the period during which world
unity was stressed, an announcement
of the subjects for the weekly meetings was printed and distributed. The
program also contained a picture of
the Temple, mention of the Baha'i
library and reading room at the Center. an announcement of the classes
held in PHOENIX and EAST PHOENIX, and quotations from the sacred
Writings. The· period was climaxed
by the Baha'i Youth Symposium,
February 27th.
Programs were also printed and
distributed for the meetings in March
aod April, which had a s their theme
the Manifestation of God.
On April 2 the Phoenix and East
Phoenix communities entered into a
contract with the Arizona Republic
and Gazette for the insertion weekly, during April and May, of a short
quotation from the Baha'i writings.
An Interesting feature of the report of the VANCOUVER Assembly
is the very complete and detailed financial statement which was submitted by the treasurer, Ernest Liddell.
It was accompanied by separate
statements for the lending library,
as well as a statement of the account
of books for sale.
The teaching work in Vancouver
was carried on by means of semimonthly public meetings, which alternated with a study class for Baha'is only. At two of the public meeting·s, non-Baha'i guest speakers
talked, one on the contribution of the
Semitic race and the other on the
League of Nations. Several Baha'is
visited the community: Mrs. Amelia
Collins; Mrs. Cox, a pioneer en route
to Regina; Mrs. Sylvia loBS; Mr.
Rowland Estall; and Mrs. Roland
McGee. The two gave public addresses.
Vancouver ha s helped with the extension work in Regina, where Miss
Muriel Warnicker made two extended visits, and in Victoria.
The Vancouver Assembly has
maintained a Center throughout the .
year and finds it very valuable to
have a permanent room.

Besides the weekly study class, the
WAUWATOSA Spiritual Assembly
has held thirteen public meetings
during this past year, bringing as
outside speakers, Mrs. A. Schwandes, Mr. Carl Scheffler, Mrs. Nina
Matthisen, Mrs. Ruth Moffett, Farmy
J upnick, and Mr. Solon Fieldman.
The YONKERS, New York, Spiritual Assembly reports that in carrying out the plan for uniform teaching subjects in 1943-4, it held a public meeting on inter-racial unity on
September 16th, at which Dr. A. M.
Rivera, a local non-Bah.a'i, and Mr.
Ellahi Kalantar were the speakers.
On October 20th, at a fellowship
meeting, Mr. Bruce Wendell, a c0ncert pianist, played and then spoke
on 'IYan's Individual Responsibility." Mr. Archie Tichenor spoke on
November 17th and Mr. Kalantar on
December 8th with Miss Alferetta
Bell. Other speakers in the series
were Mr. Hubeb Sabet and Miss Sylvia King.

Enrollments and Transfers
Reporlell by Loeel ......""'fin
Denver, three.
New York, six.
Columbus, one transfer.
Springfteld, Ill.,· one transfer.
Yonkers, one transfer.
Alhambra, one youth.

Evanston, one transfer, one youth.
Berkeley. one and one transfer.
Tacoma, two.
Topeka, one
Columbus, one.
Madison, One transfer, one youth.
Lima, five.
Washington, D. C .• six transfers.
Los Angeles. Ulree. two traosfers.
Oakland, oDe and one transfer.
Birmingham. one.
Muskegon, one.
Jackson. two.
Teaneck, two.
Burbank. one.
Binghamton, ODe.
Helena, five transfers.
Alexandria. two.
Louisville. ope transfer.
Montreal, one transfer.
Arlington, one transfer.
Halifax, two, two youth, one transfer.
Cedar Rapids, one.
Wauwatosa, three, one youth.
Montclair. two.
Pasadena, three transfers.
Worcester, one transfer.
San Diego, one transfer.
Cleveland, one and one youth.
Peoria, one youth.
Toronto, one youth.
St. Paul, one.
Glendale. two transfers.
Racine, two.
Kansas City. three.
Flint. one youth.
Chicago, four, four transfers. one youth.
Seattle, two and. two transfers.

St. Louis, two transfers.
Minneapolis. one.
Maywood, four.
Edmonton, one.
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Milwaukee, two, one transfer,
Vancouver. two, one transfer.
Philadelphia, one transfer.
Burlingame, one.
Winnipeg, one.
New Orleans. two.
Spokane, four.
Albuquerque, two transfers.
Detroit, one transfer.

Charlottetown, one transfer.
Atlanta, two enrollments (five transfers
erroneously reported for Atlanta in
BAHA'i NEWS No. 172).
&ported b~ ~ ..td T _/tin,:
Comrnlnea
In January. six enrollments, three youth.
In February, seven enrollments.
In Mar("h eight enrollments, four youth.
I

News of Other Lands
Persia
From Haifa comes news of the
steady progress of the Cause in the
land of its birth and the National
Spiritual Assembly in iran writes
that it is "striving to bend all the
activities of the friends in the channel
directed by our Beloved Guardian.
And nobly are the friends' responding to this call. Forsaking home,
comfort, and established ties, they
are scattering far and wide, within
and without the domains of this
land, in an effort to prove worthy
of their Guardian's trust. They bid
fair to become embodiments of that
essence of detacbment described by
the Master in His Will as the hallmark of a true Bah.i 'j, May
Bah.i'u'llah
grant
them
fresh
strength and cheer their hearts, may
He bless their efforts and vouchsafe
unto their sincere endeavors true
victory, "
Near the tomb of Keith RansomKehler are interred the bodies of
two of the most famous Baba'i martyrs, called by Baha'u'llah"the King
of Martyrs and the Beloved of Martyrs. They were brutally killed in
[sfahan in the early days of the
~ause, and now the National Spiritlal Assembly, at the request of the
:iuardian, is building suitable tombs
[or them. The Guardian sent £1000
Eor this purpose, and the Persian
JeJievers are contributing wholeleartedly.
The interest of the Persian believ~rs in Baha'i activities is shown by
.he news that, when the "Picture
?ost" containing the article and pic.ure of the London N aw-rii.z arrived
n l'ihr an the price of the paper
'ose from 3 riyals to 300 riyals,
twing to the enormous demand for
l

InJia
The Haifa news letter for July is
ull of rejoicing over the splendid
uccess of the Six-year Plan in India.
he number of Spiritual Assemblies
lentioned in this news letter exeeds that reported in the May news
,tter from India and we must conlUde that it is based on later inforlation. Thirty-seven Spiritual As-

semblies and thirty-five groups are
now in existence and the Guardian
has written to the Indian believers:
"The repeated and striking evidences
of their high accomplishments invigorate, encourage, and excite the admiration of their sister communities
in East and West. They are holding
aloft the standard of Divine Guidance in a manner that cannot but
evoke the unstinted praise and the
unqualified gratitude of their brethren throughout the Baha'i world."
Seven youth groups participated
in the International Symposium
March 26 and three other meetings
were projected for the youth throughout India. The first, in April, was
to be a picnic at which conversation
was to center on stories from "The
Dawn Breakers," .on uThe Secret of
Success in Life," and on '·Characterforming." The meeting in September was to take the form of public
lectures on HPIbe Oneness of Humanity - Its True Significance, H
uThe Making of Personality under
the Influence of Divine Teachings, ,t
and uThe History of Mankind." The
third meeting, to be held in December in some public hall was to be
a meeting of discussion of the following proposition: HIn the opinion of
this house the present society is
ready for the World Order of
Baha 'u 'lliih which fulfills the present
needs of the body politic."

Memorial Book From Baha'is
of India
A.N INTRODUCTION TO THE HUNORD) YEARs~

HISTORY or THE BA.HA/fs OF INDIA AND
BURMAII. By Siyyid S. H. KOTeshi

This interesting Centenary booklet
deals, for the most part, with the
first two periods of the first Baha'i
Century, the period of the Bab and
the period of Baha'u'llah. It is to be
followed at a later date, by a com·
plete hundred years' history of the
Cause in those countries.
Before taking up the period of
the Ba b the author describes the
intense expectation which pervaded
Shi'ih Islam, during the hundred
years (1744-1844) which preceded the
first Baha'i Century, of the coming
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of the enlightened One, the Qci'im,
the representative descendant of the
Prophet Mul;Iammad. The expectant
,'~_hi'ihs, however. were in two parties or schools. One school looked for
the phenomenal reappearance of the
Twelfth Imam, who had disappeared
from view in the year 260 A.H. uThey
believed that He would ask the
Shi'ih Muslims of Persia to take up
their Qur' ans in one hand and their
swords in the other, to issue forth
and convert the whole world to the
.sbi'ih form of Islam, or kill those
who .:-efused to accept their 'invita~
tion'." The other school interpreted
the texts of the Qur' an dealing with
the Resurrection and the Day of
Judgment allegorically and looked
for the appearance of "a tremendous
personality, a newly born 'Man of
God.''' From the first school came
many of the bitterest opponents of
the Bab, such as Hajl Karim Khan,
so vigorously denounced by Baht.'u'lliih in the Iqan_ From the second
school came Mulla 1:Iusayn, Qurra~
tu'l-'Ayn and other outstanding supporters of the Bab.
There are records of five Indian
believers in the Bab, three of whom
met Him face to face. One was a
Letter of the Living, one sought Him
out of the huge congregation gathered at Mecca on the day of the Great
Pilgrimage, and there . . . testified
to His Truth . . . and one. after seeing Him in vision, found Him in His
prison at Chihriq. All five sacrificed
and suffered in testifying to the
truth of the Bab's declaration.
During the life time of Baha'u'llah
the Cause spread in India to a considerable extent. Prominent among
the Baha'is who visited that region
was Jamal Effendi, a great scholar
of a noble family, who left his home
and, at the command of Baha'u'llAh,
traveled and spread the Cause in
India, Burmah and the East Indies.
He was a man of "commanding personality and singularly courteous
manners, so that even those who
found themselves forced to submit
to him in argument, became his
friends and admirers . . . n Among
those who became friends of the
Baha'is through his influence were
many representatives of the Arya
Somaj, a liberal religious movement.
His travels brought him in contact
with many of the celebrities of India,
to whom he conveyed the Message.
There were thirty-three persons in
India to whom Baha'u'llAh addressed personal Tablets.
A section of this history is devoted
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to Born bay, wbich from the first
year of the Baha'i era has played a
notable part in the development of
the Cause in India. During the lifetime of Bahi'u'llab several volumes
of His Tablets were published at
Bombay. Bombay acted as the organizing center for India and
Burmah for almost fifty years. It
practically financed the tours of all
the traveling teachers who came to
Jndia and Burmah from the East or
the West. But with the beginning of
the fourth or formative period of
the first century it "most cheerfully
handed over charge of the administration to the National Spiritual
Assembly elected by the Baha'is of
India and Burmah in accordance
with the instructions of the Guardian
and continued to bear the' larger
part of the financial burden of administration." Bombay was, however. selected as the fitting place
for the observation of the All-India
and Burmah First Baha'i Centenary
Celebrations.

Iraq
We learn from Haifa that the believers of Iraq are very active in
teaching the Cause and that their
Baha'i activities and organizations
continue uninterrupted. On March
1st the youth of that country took
part in the international youth sym·
posium by holding a meeting in the
Haziratu'l-Quds. A great many nonBaha'i youth attended.
The Britioh ",...
TIle British believers report more
activity than has hitherto been possible during the war. Two Assemblies have been re-established. and
this year. for the first time since
the beginning of the war, a summer
school was held. A school was hired
at Barlord. Warwickshire, in beau·
tiful surroundings. Owing to limitations of space, the -committee planned at first to restrict it to Baha'is,
. but it turned out that more non·
Baha'is attended than ever before
and some of them declared them·
selves believers afterwards.
The following incident, reported
by the National Spiritual Assembly
of the British Isles, shows how an
apparently unfortunate occurrence
may work for the good of the Cause:
"Some months ago it was brought
to the attention of the N.S.A. that
a man appearing before a Conscientious Objector's Appeal Tribunal in
the North of England was calling
himself a member of the Baha'i
Faith. The matter was serious, in
that he had served in the Army and

had been twice imprisoned for refusing to obey orders to fulfill his
military duties, and the proceedings
had been reported in full in the
Yorkshire papers. The man, of
course, was not a Baha'i, but he had
been in touch with the London community for a short period before the
war. The Assembly got in touch with
the Tribunal~ who were very sym·
pathetic and helpful, and an opportunity was given for a member of the
Assembly to make a statement at
the next sitting, showing what our
attitude really is. This was duly reo
ported in the uYorkshire Post," by
arrangement with the editor.
Auotralia and New Zealand
The July number of the BahA'i
Quarterly published by the National
Spiritual Assembly of Australia and
New Zealand tells of the establishment of National Headquarters in
Sydney. We quote parts of the Quarterly~s account of this enterprise:
"The news of the Guardian's decision that National Headquarters
were to be established, together with
his gift of £1000 sterling towards
the project was a tremendous sur~
prise. How profoundly stirred we
were how honored, and what a stimulus and tonic to the Australian and
New Zealand Baha'i community.
But while we were still rejoicing
in this gift and what it will mean
in prestige for the Faith to have a
building, the material symbol of the
institution of the N. S.A., another
cable came announcing a further
contribution of £2,000 sterling from
the Guardian. Then cables and a
generous contribution from the much
loved N.S.A. of U.S.A. and Canada.
Later we were completely dazzled
by a loving cable from Furutan Rawhimi with a contribution of £2,500
sterling from our Persian brothers
and sisters . . . The spirit which
prompted this gift is so pure, so selfless, we are dazzled by its sweetness
and beauty. But this was not all,
our dearly loved Baha'is of India,
'Iraq, America and a Persian believer sent wonderful contributions.
"Now we have realized more than
ever before, the meaning of Baha'i
unity. We rejoice in the reality of
our spiritual union with the believers
throughout the world.' ~
The search for a suitable property
was commenced immediately and
resulted in the purchase of the property No 2 Lang Road, Centennial
Park, Sydney. This purchase was
made in December, 1943.'" The Na7

tional Convention was held during
the week of the 23rd of May, 1944
at this recently purchased Haziratu'lQuds. On Saturday, May 20, the
building was officially dedicated by
Mrs. Clara Dunn. In opening the
Convention the Chairman of the N ational Assembly, Mr. H. Fitzner,
traced the growth of the Faith from
the Bab to present day administration, and paid tributes to the work
of the late Mr. John Hyde Dunn,
Mrs. Dunn, the late Martha Root
and many of the pioneer believers
in Australia and New Zealand. He
called upon the Baha'is of those
lands to intensify and redouble their
efforts that the Message of BahA'u'llah might be spread; that the Most
Great Peace might become a
reality.
The Convention received cables
from the Guardian, from which we
quote the following sentence: "Praying unprecedented blessing for high
minded, stout hearted, devly beloved Australian and New Zealand
believers. PI
Following the Convention the N ational Spiritual Assembly drew up.
plans for spreading the knowledge
of the Baha'i Teachings not only
in the capital cities of Australia and
New Zealand, but to every town
and country district. The plan was
eagerly accepted by the believers
everywhere and is working successfully.
A monument has been erected on
the late Mr. Dunn's grave at a cost
of £172. Mrs. Dunn chose the materials and the design.
The Adelaide Spiritual Assembly
has purchased a residence at Belair
which will be used as a Bah .. 'j
school, the school later to become
a great Baha'i college.
The N.S.A. contijlues to publish
the rna gazine "Herald of the South" .
Many expressions of appreciation of
the magazine have been received
from America as well as Australia.
According to the October Baha'i
Quarterly, Corporal Alvin Blum 01
Memphis J Tennessee was still as·
sociated with the Auckland, New
Zealand community and was responsible for increased activity in
that community and also for initiating a youth grouPt which is now
firmly established under Auckland
leadership.
The Sydney Spiritual Assembly reported visits from several yOWlg
American Baha'is who had passed
through Sydney with the American
Forces.
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Messages from the Guardian
Dear and valued co-workers:
The Divine Plan conceived by 'Abctu'I·Bahil for the American Baha'i
community, in the midst of one of
the darkest periods in human histcry, a:nd with which the destinies of
the followers of Baha'u'llah in the
North American continent must for
generations to come remain inextricably interwoven, has, during the
concluding years of the first Baha'i
Century, triumphantly emerged from
the first stage of its evolution. Its initiation, officially and on a vast scale,
had, for well nigh twenty years, been
held in abeyance, while the processes of a slowly emerging administrative Order, were, under the unerring
guidance of Providence, creating and
perfecting the agencies for its effi.
cient and systematic prosecution.
The next stage in the evolution of the
Plan cannot, however, be embarked
upon, until the external causes, hampering its further unfoldment in othel continents of the globe, are removed through the cessation of hostilities and the signal victories already won through its initial development are sufficiently consolidated
throughout the Western Hemisphere.
Tbe tasks confronting those who
have so valiantly and brilliantly inaugurated the first stage in the execution of the Great Design unfolded
by 'Abdu'l-Baha for the promulgation of the Faith of His Father, during this transitional period, are manifold, exacting, urgent, and sacred.
The local administrative units, so laboriously constituted throughout the
Americas, must needs, as already
pointed out and repeatedly stressed,
be maintained, reinforced, closely integrated and their number steadily
multiplied. The spirit that has inflamed the pioneers who have set the
seal of triumph on the Seven Year
Plan, must, under the vigilant care
of the national representatives of the
American Baha'i community be constantly watched, kept alive and nourished. The literature of the Faith,

particularly in Spanish and Portugese, must be widely disseminated in
both Central and South America. as
a necessary adjunct to the systematic consolidation of the work that
has been undertaken. Above all, the
healing Message of Baha'u'llah must
during· the opening years of the second Baha'i Century, and through the
instrumentality of an already properly functioning Administrative Order,
whose ramifications have been extended to the four corners of the
Western Hemisphere, be vividly. systematically brought to the attention
of the masses, in their hour of grief,
misery and confusion. A more audacious assertion of the challenging
verities of the Faith; a more convincing presenta tion of its distinguishing truths; a fuller exposition
of the character, the aims and the
achievements of its riSing Administrative system as the nucleus and
pattern of its future world~embrac
ing order; a more direct and intimate contact and association with
the leaders of public thought, whose
activities and aims are akin to the
teachings of Baha 'u'llah, for the purpose oi demonstrating the universality, the comprehensiveness, the liberality and the dynamic power of
His Divine Message; a closer scrutiny of the ways and means whereby
itt: claims can be vindicated, its defamers and detractors silenced, and
its institutions safeguarded; a more
determined effort to exploit, to the
fullest extent possible, the talents
and abilities of the rank and file of
the believers for the purpose of
achieving these ends-these stand
out as the paramount tasks summoning to a challenge. during these
years of transition and turmoil, the
entire body of the American believers. The facilities which the radio
and press furnish must be utilized to
a degree unprecedented in American
Baha'i history. The combined resources of the much-envied, exemplary American Baha'i community
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must be harnessed for the effectual
promotion of these meritorious purposes. Blessings undreamt of in their
scope and plenteousness, are bound
to be vouchsafed to those who will,
in these dark yet pregnant times,
arise, to further these noble ends and
to hasten through their acts the hour
at which a still more momentous
stage in the evolution of a Divine and
worldwide Plan can be launched.
There is no time to lose. The hour
is ripe for the proclamation, without
fear, without reserve, and without
hesi ta tion, and on a scale never as
yet undertaken, of the One Message
that can alone extricate humanity
from the moras s into which it is
steadily sinking, and from which
they who claim to be the followers
of the Most Great Name can and will
eventually rescue it. The sooner they
who labor for the recognition and triumph of His Faith in the new world
arise to carry out these inescapable
duties, the sooner will the hopes, the
aims and objectives of 'Abdu'l-Baha
as enshrined in His own Plan, bl;!
translated from the realm of vision
to the plane of actuality and manifest the full force of the potentialities
with which they have been endued.
Haifa, Pa.lestine
SHOGBI
March 29, HJ4S

My heavy ladened heart, already
oppressed by repeated defections of
the unworthy kindred of the beloved
Master, is relieved by latest signal
evidence of the indomitable spirit of
the members of divinely chosen
American Baha'i community now unfurling the banner of the Faith and
establishing the structural basis of
it:;:: administrative order in the
world's southernmost city. I hail the
staunchness and fidelity distinguishing the winners of such superb victories. I acclaim them true brothers
and sisters worthy of the name 'Abdu'l-Baha. I urge the Inter-America
Committee to devote special attention and undertake prompt measures
designed to increase the number of
believers, establish local administrative headquarters, and multiply the
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subsidiary agencies indispensable to
the maintenance of a flourishing
community in the southern extremity
of western hemisphere. Praying ever
increasing successes.
SBoom RABBANI
Received April 21, 1 ~

Assure newly-elected members of
my fervent prayers for divine guidance and strength to accomplish the
tasks confronting American Baha'i
community in the second year of the
second Baha'i century. I appeal to
National Teaching, Regional and Inter.,America Committees to intensify
efforts for multiplication of groups
and Assemblies the length and
breadth of the western hemisphere.
An ever-increasing flow of pioneers
is indispensable to meet the urgent
requirements of the present hour.
Renewed, determined, continued exertions by individuals aimed at an
unprecedented increase in the number of enrolled believers is vital to
the consolidation of activities under1aken by pioneers. Systematic, wellconceived. carefully coordinated
plans, nationwide and intercontinental, devised by elected national representatives of the community, are
likewise a necessary preliminary to
a seed-sowing unexampled both in
range and effectiveness in American
Balta'i history. The attainment of
this threefold objective in North,
Central and South America will signalize the initiation, in other continents, of the world mission constituting the sacred birthright of the
American followers of the Faith of
Bah;' 'u 'llah.
SIIOGm RABBANI
Receit.:ed May 8, 1945

The follower s of Bahit'u'llith
throughout five continents unanimously rejoice in the partial emergence of a war-torn humanity from
the titanic upheaval unerringly predicted seventy years ago by the Pen
of the Author of their Faith. The
cessation of hostilities in the European continent signalizes yet another chapter in the tragic tale of
fiery trials providentially decreed
by inscrutable wisdom designed ultimately to weld the mutually antagonistic elements of human society into
a single, organically-united, unshatterable world commonwealth. They
gratefully acclaim the signal evidence of the interposition of divine
Providence which during such perilous years enabled the World Center
of our Faith to escape what posterity
will recognize as one of the gravest
da.ngers which ever confronted the
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"More Crucial lmporlance"
U it seemed to the beli evers that
their pioneer activities were of
vital importance during the closing decade of our first Baha'i Century and in the midst of a most
tragic world war, they must now
grasp the fact that the maintenance of the goals they have won
and the winning of new ones is ot
even more crucial importance as
the war draws towards an end and
the people turn their bewildered
minds to thoughts of peace. We
face a most challenging period il)
the days to come, and the friends
must gird themselves for action
with a calm faith, a united and
self-sacrificing devotion to their
tasks, and a consciousness that if
they struggle hard to accomplish
them they will witness even greater triumphs than those of the last
seven or eight years which so
gloriously rewarded their untiring labors.
-SHOGm EI'FENDI,
th.rough his secretary. MaTch 29, 1945

nerve center of its institutions. They
are profoundly aware of the bountiful grace vouchsafed by that same
Providence insuring, w1like the previous world conflict, uninterrupted
intercourse between the spiritual
Center and the vast majority of the
communities functiOning within the
orbit of a far-flung Faith. They are
immeasurably thankful for the miraculous preservation of the Indian,
Persian,
Egyptian, British and
JIraqi communities, long threatened
by dire perils owing to their preximity to the theatre of military operations. They are deeply conscious that
the progress achieved, despite six
tempestuous years, in both the Eastern
and
Western
Hemispheres
through the collective enterprises
launched by these communities outshines the sum total of the accomplishments since the inception of the
Formative Age of the Faith.
The Seven Year Plan inaugurated
by the American Baha'i community
under the lowering clouds of the al>"
proaching conflict victoriously completed the exterior ornamentation of
the. Mother Temple of the West, esta blished the structural basis of the
Faith in every State and Province of
the North American continent, and
hoisted its banner in every Republic
of Latin America. The Indian believers' Six Year Plan, launched on
the eve of hostilities t more than

quadrupled the centers functioning
within the pale of the Administrative
Order. The edifices consecrated to
the administrative affairs of an everadvancing Cause, involving the expenditure of over a hundred thousand dollars, were erected, purchased or completed in the Capital
Cities of India, 'Iraq and Egypt as
well as Sydney, Australia. The acquisition of numerous properties in
Baha!u'llah's native land, on Mount
Carmel and in the J ordan Valley,
as well as the purchase of several
important historic sites associated
with the Lives of both the Herald
and the Author of the Faith, swelled
to an unprecedented degree our
BahA'i endowments.
Preliminary steps for the completion of the Bab's Sepulchre and the
establishment of the World Administra tive Center through the removal
of the Remains of the Brother and
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the Mother of 'Abdu'l-Baha were undertaken. The termination of the
First Century of the Baha'i Era, synchronizing with the climax of the
raging storm, was publicly and befittingly celebrated, despite the multiplication of restrictions. Above all,
the unity and integrity of an incor·
ruptible world community was con·
sistently safeguarded in face of the
insidious a p p 0 sit ion of avowed
enemies without and the Covenantbreakers within.
Such splendid victories, over so
vast a field, amidst such tribulations
during so prolonged an ordeal, augur
well for the colossal tasks destined
to be accomplished during the course
ot the peaceful years ahead by the
builders of the embryonic World Or·
der of Baha 'u'Hah amidst the wreck·
age of a disrupted, disillusioned
sOciety.
SHOGHI RABBANI
Received May 12, 1945

(The following messa ges from the
Guardian were written through his
secretary).

Our Two Ta.ks
He fuUy approves of the concept of
uniting the believers' labors through
focussing them on nation-wide teach.
ing campaigns and so on. But he
feels that the friends should constantly be encouraged to bear in mind
certain salient facts: Baha'u'llah has
brought a new system and new laws
and standards of personal as well as
racial conduct into the world. Al~
though outside agencies have been
to a certain extent illumined by the
radiance of His Message and doctrines, and are exerting efforts to
bring the world into that orbit of
universal peace and harmony He has
set for it, these outside forces cannot achieve what only the followers
of His Faith can. The believers must
not take their eyes off their own im·
mediate tasks of patiently consolidating their administrative institutions, building up new Assemblies in
North, Central and South America,
and laboring to perfect the Baha'i
pattern of life, for these are things
that no other group of people in the
world can do or will do, and they
alone are able to provide the spir·
itual foundation and example on
which the larger world schemes must
u1timately rest. At the same time
every effort should be made to broadcast the Teachings at this time, and
correlate them to the plight of humanity and the plans for its future.
Both tasks should go forward simultaneously-internal consolidation and

ANNUAL ELECfION, 1945
Tellen I'tteive sealed baUOII as roll of elected deJesales is called,
Temple Foundation Hall, April 28.

expansion, and a wider contact with like everyone else. the Faith, when
the masses, maintained through pub- you find them receptive. They have
lic.. meetings, radio, publicity, etc.
many great principles and their
teachings regarding charity. not
Credentials for PeT5ians
The Guardian has already laid drinking or smoking. etc., are quite
down the principle that anyone similar to ours and should form a
claiming to be a Baha'i from Persia point of common interest. (From letmust have his properly issued ere· ter written to Mrs. Helen Robinson
dentials from the N, S, A. of Persia on or about January 21, 1942).
before he can be accepted by any
The world that lies ahead of us
other Baha'i community. . . . Now after this war is going to be in a
that the doors are opening increas- terrible condition, and if the believingly for students and travelers to go ers are going to accomplish their
to America, the National Assembly duty and present the Divine Solution
can not be too careful and vigilant to mankind, they must prepare themin this matter. The Master, as you selves for the great tasks that lie
know, was very strict, and the ahead. This particularly applies to
Guardian feels it his duty at this· Baha'i youth. Young men and worn·
time to be equally strict and ob- 'el."'! in the Faith must be deep and
servant of the measures introduced thoughUul scholars of its teachings,
so that they can teach in a way that
by 'Abdu'l-Baha Himself.
will convince people that all the probMarch 29, 1945
lems facing them have a remedy.
Letters from the Guardian
They must grasp the Administration,
to Individuals
so that they can wisely and efficiently administer the ever-growing af(The follOwing excerpts are published
with Shoghi Effendi's consent).
fairs of the Cause; and they must ex·
The BaM'is should deal with the emplify the Baha'i way of living. All
members of all religious sects, how- this is not easy-but the Guardian is
ever, with the greatest tolerance and always greatly encouraged to see the
friendliness, and try to point out to spirit animating such young believ·
them the significance of the Revela- ers as yourself. He has high hopes
tion of BaM 'u 'llah to the world in of what your generation will accom·
this Great Day. The Guardian would plish. (From leiter wrilten to Seyad vise you to tea ch the Mormons, mour Weinberg, May 12, 1944).
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National Spiritual Assembly
Be loved Friend s:
Since there could be no gathering
of the delegates this year, the Tellers
reported the result of the election to
the National Spiritual Assembly, and
the Assembly sends this general leIter to the Baha'i community to aDnounce the election and convey news
of plans adopled for the coming year.
Those elected are, with .their respective offices: George O. Latimer,
Chairman; Allen B. McDaniel, ViceChairman; Horace Holley. Secretary; Dorothy K. Baker, Recording
Secretary; Philip G. Sprague, Treasurer; Amelia E. Collins, Leroy loas,
Louis G. Gregory, Roy C. Wilhelm.
Our first and foremost concern is
to resume, with increased power and
determination, the irresistible forward movement of the body of the
Cause in America along the road of
our unique destiny. The Guardian
has given us the mighty impetus
needed to clear our vision and renew
our heart. His latest message, dated
March 29, 1945, is printed as the
clarion call to action throughout the
present phase of our Baha'; evolution.

A........, Budget
The Annual Budget adopted for this
year is $150,000, or an average of receipts at the rate 01 $12,500 per
month, to meet the following items:
Administration
.... , .... '. $
International ....................
Temple Maintenance
and Operation
......... .
::Maintenance, Other Properties ..
Purchase of Temple Land ..... .
National Public Campaign
a. Public relations .... $ 7,500
b. Publicity ........... 7,500
c. Radio...... . . .
10,000
d. Public Meetings
and Congress ....... 10,000
e. Circuits ...... . . . . .. 5,000
National and Regional Teaching

18,000
3,500
9,000
10,000
20,000
40,000

15,000

Inter-America Teaching ........ . 20,000
5,000
other National Committees
1,500
AssemblY Development ..
Annual Convention. State
Elections ............. .
Contingency Reserve ........... .

3,000
5,000

--

TOTAL ......... " ..... ,.,., .$150,000

NaiUmnl Public Campaign
It was voted at the meeting of
April 29-May 2, 1945, to adopt the
following plan for aNa tional Public
Campaign as the essential inclusive
Baha'i activity for the current year:

1. The use of a budget of $40,000
for carrying out the following related
projects:
a. Public Bela Hons Activities,
$7,500.00
b. Publicity, $7,500.00
c. Radio Activities, $10,000.00
d. Public Meetings and Annual
Congress, $10,000.00
e. Circuit Teaching, $5,000.00
2. These projects are to be carried
out under the general supervision
and coordination of the National Spiritual Assembly by the following committees:
a. Public Relations Commit-

Centenary Souvenir
The Temple Librarian and Sales
Committee reports that there are
still available about 1700 copies of
the Centenary Souvenir, which
consists of a reproduction of a
photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha and a
photograph of the House 01 Worship moy.nted in a folder stamped
"Baha'i Centenary, 1844-1944" and
tied with cord. This Souvenir
,makes a beautiful gift to compliment a new believer or to convey
loving remembrance to a Baha'i
confirmed during the Master's era.
Order from H. E. Walrath, 4639
Beacon Street, Chicago. ($1.00,
postpaid).

tee
b.
c.
d.
e.

News Service Committee
Radio Committee
Public Meetings Committee
National Teaching Committee
3. This National Campaign has for
its purpose a larger I more audacious
presentation oi the Baha'i teachings,
both to public leaders and the
masses.
4. These projects are to give expression to the various aspects of one
central theme for the current yearuThe Price of World Peace is World
Religion/'-in order to command attention for the essential verities of
the Faith as especially emphasized
by the Guardian.
5. The pat:'ticipating committees
are to report plans in sufficient detail for the August meeting to enable
the National Spiritual Assembly to
publish an outline of the entire campaign in order to stimulate and guide
the collective efforts of the American
Bah,,'; community throughout the
year.
Appeal 10 the Friemh
The condition of the world is such
that the general longing for truth and
divine guidance intensifies day by
day. It is for us now to deepen our
spiritual lives until we can respond
adequately to the crying needs of
mankind. Opportunity calls upon
each of us as individual Bahit'is; and
opportunity presses upon our collective capacity as the American Baha'i
community.
The National Spiritual Assembly
would heartily stress the importance
of conducting study classes for the
believers in each local community
and group, that we may continuously
turn to the light of truth and re/lect
its illumination by word and deed.

The first public campaign is to be
inaugurated this year, a truly sigoal
and auspicious event, that we may
together and with all our facilities
both local and national challenge audaciously the leaders of thought and
the masses with the Message of Baha'u'll8.h which alone can bring together in a new order the scattered
peoples, nations, classes and creeds.
Just as we learned how to adopt a
great Plan for building the Temple,
so now we need a great Plan for promulgating the Faith as the one Temple of spiritual refuge for a stricken
world. The details are to be worked
out as soon as possible by a number
of Committees, and when this preliminary work is completed a comprehensive statement will be made
to all the believers.
The time has come for more
impressive accomplishments. The
Guardian awaits new and greater
evidences of our capacity to unveil
the astounding m aj esty and exquisite
beauty of the new World Order. Our
loyalty and devotion to the needs of
the National Fund are to be tested
by the results of this appeal for support of the Budget during these first
and most precious weeks of the
Baha'i year. The plans are in preparation. We dare not defer them, for
the moment of decisive action is now.
Therefore we call to each community
and group to rally for the beginning
of an era of outstanding contribution, of continuous support by every
Baha'i, that the Cause of Baha.'u'll.Bh
may take its rightful place of spiritual preeminence in the hearts of
the people and the counsels of nations.
-NA'l'lONAL SPmITuAL ASSl>MBLY
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Convention Report
The following agenda was adopted
for the special meeting of the National Spiritual Assembly to be held
with the tellers in Temple Foundation Hall, Saturday afternoon, April
28, at 2 p.m.:
1. Prayers and selected readings.
2. Reading of Convention Ca 11 by
the Chairman.
3. Roll call of delegates.
4. Casting of individual ballots by
the Chairman as the roll is called.
5. The sealed ballots are turned
over to the tellers.
6. The tellers submit a certified
report of the election.
The casting of ballots took place
on Saturday afternoon, April 28, 1945,
at 3:00 P.M. A photograph was taken
of the National. Spiritual Assembly
members and the tellers.
Hazirahl.'l-Quds (National B.h.B.'i" Oftiee) of Ihe N.S.A. of Aastralia aad New Zealand,.
1. The session was opened by
Sydney, AUtltralia, dedleated May 20, 1944
prayer read by Mrs. Collins.
2. The Chairman read two passto report his views and suggestions
Public Balui'i Congress
ages from "God Passes By" from
in writing. This opportunity was met
the chapter "The Covenant of
The following program was pre- in a most gratifying manner. A di·
Baha'u'llah" and three paragraphs sented by the National Spiritual Asgest of the material has been made
from the most recent letter from sembly in Temple Foundation Hall
and is receiving careful attention
Shoghi Effendi, dated Haifa, March on April 29:
from the incoming Assembly. A spe·
29.
The Assurance of World Peace
cia I report presenting details of this
3. The Secretary read the ConvenChairman, ALLEN B. MCDANIEL
consultation will be presented to the
tion Call issued to the Baha'is of
Evolution of Peace in History
community at an early date.
the United States and Canada on
HORACE HoLLEY
January 5, 1945, through the State The Nations Build The Lesser Peace
The Spiritual Atmosphere
and Province election committees.
GmRGE O. LA'IIMER
4. The Chairman asked the tellers,
of Baha'i Elections
Baha 'u 'llah and The Most
Harry E. Walrath, Joan Crawford
At
the
very foundation of the Ba·
Great Peace
and William Henning, to ca st the
ha'i community lies the right of the
DoROTHY K. BAKER
ballots as the roll was called by the
individual elector to exercise his
Secretary.
franchise without restriction or in·
Ridv.m Feast
terference. Neither the local or na·
Teller'§ Report
Another distinctive feature of the tional administrative body, nor any
Summary of Ballots
Annual Convention which the Na- individual believer, has the right tfr·
Total numer of ballots cast ...... 162 tional Spiritual Assembly maintained exert pressure to influence the
Total number of ballots good .. 161 this year despite the absence of the voter's free choice. In a world of
Total number of ballots void .... 1 delegates was the Ridvan Feast, organized pressure. the spiritual atMembers Elected
which the Temple Program Commit- mosphere of every Baha'i election
Mr. Horace Holley .............. 114 tee was requested to arrange for is our most precious privilege and
Mrs. Dorothy Baker ............ 101 Saturday evening, April 28, with in- sacred right. 11 opens the door to
Mr. Philip Sprague ............... 99 vitations extended to the believers the power of divine guidance, and
Mr. George O. Latimer .......... 93 of the Temple area. The program protects the community from any
Mrs. Amelia E. eonins ........... 82 was conducted for the Committee by influence that would make for disMr. Louis G. Gregory ............ 61 the Spiritual Assembly of Chicago. unity and disintegration.
Mr. Leroy Ioas .................. 61 Those present had the pleasure of
"Nothing s h 0 r t of the allMr. Allen McDaniel ............ 61 hearing from Irving Hansen, who has encompassing, all-pervading power
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm ............ 46 returned. from an assignment which of His guidance, and love, " t'he
Next Nine Names
enabled him to spend some time in Guardian wrote many years ago,
Miss Elsie Austin ................ 45 Persia, visiting the Guardian and the (Ican enable this newly-enfolded order to gather strength and flourish
Miss Edna True ................ .42 Baha'is of Cairo on his return.
Mr. Paul Hanel' .................. 37
amid the storm and stress of a turMr. Fred Schopflocher ........ 36
bulent age, and in the fullness of
Consultation by Mail
Mr. Clarence Niss ................ 35
time vindicate its high claim to be
In order to reap the ff'4Jt of con· universally recognized as the one
Miss Marion Holley .............. 32
Mr. Rowland E stall ............ 29 sultation with the delegates. the As- haven of abiding felicity and peace."
Mr. Emeric Sala .............. 28 sembly prepared a list of subjects And again: "Moreover, the practice
Mrs. Margery McCormick ...... 27 on which each delegate was invited of nomination, so detrimental to the
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atmosphere of a silent and prayerful election, is viewed with mistrust
inasmuch as it gives the right . ~ .
to deny that God-given right of everY
elector to vote only in favor of those
who he is conscientiously convinced
are the most worthy candidates."
Preceding the annual election - by
the delegates this year, the National
Assembly received from a number
of delegates a. protest at the action
of one delegate in issuing a persODal
circular letter obviously intended to
dictate to the other delegates in connection with their votes. After
prayerful consideration the Assem·
bly voted to disqualify the ballot
sent by that individual delegate.
Such occasions can serve to deepen
in al1 the friends their realization
that the wise and general provisions
of the administrative order represent justice and integrity, and are
not to be set aside on the assumption that any personal opinion or
wish can be a substitute for the
teachings and regulations of the
Cause.
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSE'MBLY

Local News Lettel'll
The circulation of local news letters and general communications issued by local Assemblies outside
their area of jurisdiction is an administrative question which the National Spiritual Assembly felt had
been settled many years ago .. However, the action of a few Assemblies
in recent months, in sending out copies of their letter or bulletin to the
entire Assembly list. has raised the
question once more ..
This action is ba sed upon one of
the functions as signed to local Assemblies in the Guardian's earliest
communications to the American Baba'is: "They must make an, effort to
maintain official, regular, and frequent correspondence with the various Bah.. 'I centers throughout the
world, report to them their activities, and share the glad-tidings they
receive with all their fellow-workers
in the Cause."
At the time this and other functions were assigned to local Assemblies, the foundation was being laid
for the formation and development
of the National Spiritual Assemblies.
The local Assembly was naturally
fjrst in order of time, but the functions assigned to the National Spiritual Assemblies gradually brought
about certain important changes in
our collective activities and methods.

For example, the function of review and pUblication of Baha'i literature was first vested in local Assemblies, but later became recognized as a national function. In that
same letter concerning the local Assemblies the Guardian wrote: "They
must supervise in these days when
the Cause is still in its infancy all
Baha'i pUblications and translations.
and provide in general for a dignified and accurate presentation of all
Baha'i literature and its distribution
to the general public. H
In order to prevent any possible
confusion as to the rela ti ve jurisdictions and powers of local and National Spiritual Assemblies during
the formative era, the Guardian esta bUshed certain clear principles to
be applied in any doubtful case or
new situation. For example: "Vital
issues, affecting the interests of the
Cause in that countrY such as the
matter of translation and publication,
the Ma@riqu'l-Adhkar, the Teaching
Work. and other similar matters that
stand distinct from stricUy local affairs. must be under the full jurisdiction of the National Assembly."
And, further: "With it, too, rests the
full decision whether a certain point
at issue is strictly local in its nature,
and should be reserved for the consideration and decision of the local
Assembly, or whether it should fall
under its own jurisdiction and be regarded as a matter which ought to
receive its special attention." "The
need for the centralization of authority in the National Spiritual Assemb1y. and the concentration of power
in the various local Assemblies, is
made manifest," etc.
The newer friends will never realize with what conscientious care the
Baha'] community during those years
studied and applied each successive
direction which the Guardian dispatched. The status of the local' Assembly and of the Convention, as
well as their relationship to the National Assembly, was gradually clarified through successive problems
and issues. By the time the Declaration of Trust and By-Laws were
adopted, the nature of the various institutions could be defined. Here, and
in the local By-Laws later approved,
it is plainly set forth and made implicit that the local area of jurisdiction is the civil community and outside of that area the local institution
does not operate. The individual Baha'i acts 'through one institution for
local matters and another for matters of national scope.

The question of local and national
news letters, however, was not finally settled until 19M, and the record
taken from Baha'i News revea1s the
successive steps.
In Baha', News No. 75, July, 1933,
page 7, we find the following: "This
publication, established by the National Spiritual Assembly several
years ago, affords the only responsible and authoritative medium of
communication among the American
Bah.. 'is. Its functions include: the
publication of· letters from the
Guardian; the publication of announcements, statements and letters
prepared by the National Spiritual
Assembly; the publication of National Committee reports approved by
the National Spiritual Assembly; the
publication of such letters and news
items as are received from other Na·
tionaJ Assemblies and also from local Assemblies in America as have
general interest and importance.
'INational Committees and Local
Spiritual Assemblies are invited to
send in regularly reports and news
items suitable for use in Bahti'i
News. Individual believers are requested, in order to avoid confusion,
to submit their news items through
their local Assembly or through the
National Committee directly con.
cerned with that branch of Baha'i activity-as for example teaching-under which each news item is classified."
The Annual Report of the N. S. A.
for 1933-34, Baha'i News No. 84, page
13, contained these references:
'lIn several communications Shoghi Effendi has given instructions
concerning the relation of local Assemblies to the Natiooal Assembly.
Writing the San Francisco Assembly
00 FebruarY 19, 1934, the Guardian,
through his secretary, in acknowledging receipt of a copy of San Francisco Baha'i News declared: 'On be·
half of the Guardian I wish Ie thank
you for your welcome letter of J anuary 23 t as well as for the enclosed
December and January· issues of the
San Francisco news letter, all of
which gave him a clear aCcolUlt of
the progress of the Cause in that center.
U
'He would greatly appreciate it if
you send him regularly two copies of
your local news letter. He would also advise you to send to each of the
Baha'i National Spiritual Assemblies
a copy of that circular which will,
undoubtedly, prove of great interest
to them.
7
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'However. in view of the principle that local activities should always be subordinated to the national
interests, needs and requirements of
the Faith, he feels that your Assembly should be careful not to develop
their local organ to the extent that it
would jeopardize the national activi·
ties of the Cause in their country.
Just as all local institutions~ whether
administrative or otherwise, must
under all circumstances be considered as subsidiary to national organizations, so also local news letters
should be viewed as secondary in
importance compared to the national
organ of Baha'i activities ... '
"On February 20 (1934), a similar
letter was sent to the New York Assembly, from which the following excerpt is quoted:
" 'Just as the local Baha'i fund
must under all circumstances be subordinated to the national fund, so also, every local news letter should be
considered as subsidiary to the national report of Baha'i activities in
every country.' H
Two more references are available
on pages 52 and 53 of "Baha'i Pro. cedure," both taken from the annual
report of 1933-1934.
Finally, in Baha'i News No. 88, November, 1934, page 6, we find this
definite view expressed by the National Spiritual Assembly:
HThe question has been asked
whether in view of the Guardian's
words on the subject quoted in the
la st annual report of the National Assembly in Baha'i News of June, local
Assemblies which issue news letters
should circulate them among other
local Assemblies. The view of the National Assembly is that the national
Bahd'i News is the medium through
which local news should be conveyed
to the various local communities, and
therefore each local news letter
should be distributed not only to its
own community, but copies sent the
National Assembly, the Guardian,
and to other National Assemblies for
their information. The Guardian's
latest instruction on this matter appears to indicate development to a
new point beyond that reached in
1923, when (see page 33 of 'Baha'i
Administration') Shoghi Effendi included inter-Assembly correspondence as part of the" functions of the
local Spiritual Assembly."
In the light of this record, the local Assemblies are requested to observe the decision made and publish·ed over ten years ago_

a
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As we stand back and survey the
matter in pe.rspective, we note that
certain dedsions are published currently but not carried forward in any
standard book of reference. They
thus tend to be taken for granted by
the older believers and overlooked
by the new friends. We also note that
the available definition of Baha'i institutions is sufficiently clear to enable any believer or local Assembly
to determine what functions are to
be exercised by each, without recourse to any detailed catalogue of
exact duties,
Finally, we realize the urgent need
of developing the national institutions
tc the point where they can adequately serve the greatly enlarged com·
munity of the present era. This matter is receiving the full a ttention of
the National Spiritual Assembly, and
the steps taken will be reported from
time to time.
NATIONAL SPnuTUAL ASSEMBLY

In Memoriam
I testify, 0 my Lord, that Thou hast

enjoined upon men to honor their guest,
and he that hath ascended unto Thee hath
Verily -reached Thee and attained Thy
P-resence _ Deal with him then according
to Thy grace and bounty!-'ABDU'L-BAHA

Mrs. Maybelle Baylor, Milwaukee.
Mr. Mabry C. Oglesby, Boston.

Louil!l~

Mo.., 1944-1945•

Mr. Samuel Taft, Boston.
Mrs_ Eugenia C, Hooks, Little Rock,
Mrs. Ruth B. Kennedy, San Mateo,
Calif.
Mr. Dale S. Cole. Cleveland Heights,
Obio.
Mr. I. R. Van Valer, Irvington, N. J.
hfrs_ Hazel Petersen, Inglewood.
Calif.

Calendar
Anniversaries: Martyrdom of the
Bab, July 9, 1850.
Nineteen Day Feasts: MeTcy~ June
24; Words, July 13; Perfection, August 1.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly; June 21-25; September

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Enrollments and Transfers
L Reported by Local Assemblies
Philadelphia. one.
Denver, one,
Washington, D. Co, one.
Phc.enix, one.
Boise, one.
Chicago, one youth, three transfers.
Montreal, one.
Little Rock, three.
St. Louis, one.
Los Angeles, one youth, three transfers.
MHwaukee, two transfers.
Colorado Springs, two transfers.
New Orleans, one transfer_
Yonkers, one transfer.
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Detroit, one transfer.
Greensboro. one transfer.
Racine. one transfer.

2. Reported by Regional Teaching
Committees
Enrolbnent of isolated believers
April, 6; in May, 9.

in

The Mission of Baha'n'llah
A Revelation, hailed as the promise and crowning glory of past ages

an4 centuries, as the consummation
of all the Dispensations within the
Adamic Cycle, inaugurating an era
ot at least a thousand years duratioD t
and a cycle destined to last no less
than five thousimd centuries, signalizing the end of the Prophetic Era
and the beginning of the Era of fulfillment, unsurpassed alike in the
duration of its Author's ministry and
the fecundity and splendor of His
mission-such a Revelation was . . .
born amidst the darkness of a subterranean dungeon in 'fibrim. . . .
"During the days I lay in the prison of Tihran," are His (Baha'u'llah's)
own memorable words, "though the
galling weight of the chains and the
stench-filled air allowed Me but lit-

o

tie sleep, still in those infrequent moments of slumber I felt as if something flowed from the crown of My
head over My breast, even as a
mighty torrent that precipitateth itself upon the earth from the summit
of a lofty mountain. Every limb of
My body would, as a resuit, be set
afire. At such mamen ts My tongue
recited what no man could bear to
hear."
In His Epistle to Nasiri'd-Din Slt8h
. .. these passages. . . shed further
light on the Divine origin of His mission: "0 King! I was but a man like
others, a sleep upon My couch, when
10, the breezes of the All-Giorious
were wafted over Me, and taught Me
the knowledge of all that hath been.
This thing is not from Me, but from
One Who is Almighty and All-Knowing. And He bade Me lift up My voice
between earth and heaven, and for
this there befell Me what hath caused
the tears of every righteous man to
flow . . . This is but a leaf which the
winds of the will of thy Lord, the Almighty, the A Il-P r a i sed have
stirred."-God Passes By, pp. 100102.

Publishing Annonncement

The Baha'i World, X
I nterlUJtiolUJl Youth Section
The International Youth Section of
The Baha'i World Volume X, are
making an appeal to the friends, for
any items of news received from relatives and friends. among the believers, who are serving in other ·countries at this time. Due to the uncertainty of the m ails, the committee
·realizes that a number of communications intended for them, have gone
astray.
It is the hope of the committee,
that through letters, clippings and
photographs, etc., received by the
believers in this country, there will

Briel_ /rom Leiter_ 01 Pioneer.

ECUADOR: From Virginia Orbison t April 21:
" . . . It would be too hard to describe the wonderfully deep understanding, devotion and dedication
which those seven young men and
be made available many items of inthe two women expressed as they
terest to all readers of Volume X.
each said a few words after the forPlease forward, any items you mation of the first Spiritual Assemmay have to: Mrs. J. C. Davenport, bly of Ecuador established in Guaya433-A-North Oakhurst Drive, Bever- quil. The election of officers followed,
ly Hills, California.
and there never was expressed I am
sure such firmness and love. r,
In describing the growth to AssemInter-America News
bly status the letter continues. "Ed~
"Committee
gratefully
reports
uardo Gonzales (Ecuadorian deleeight new Assemblies: Panama City,
gate to the Centenary) is the one
Mogotes, Caracas, Trujillo, Guayawho has brought them all, and he
quil, La Paz, Punta Arenas, Monte-helps me in the meetings by reading
video. Devoted love."
passages and contributing his great
This quotation is part of a message enthusiasm.
sent to the Guardian by the Inter- .
"We mentioned John Stearns and
America Committee following its his work in Ecuador and Peru most
meeting on April 26. The Committee lovingly. The goal of his work and
has also expressed its deepfelt gra ti4 sacrifice is now flowering, and he
tude to the pioneers in the field for surely must have been with us and
their historic achievements during very happy."
this past year and for their selfless
The two pioneers were present at
devotion to their tasks.
this election, Virginia and Haig KaThe prayers of the Guardian and vorkian of Argentina, in addition to
the blessings showered by Baha'u'~ the nine resident believers.
llith upon the valiant efforts of native
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: From
believers and of North American pio-neers have brought to accomplish- OfeHa Montalvo,. a pioneer from El
ment the founding of Spiritual As- Salvador to Trujillo, April 22:
"With the following program was
semblies for the first time in five
Latin American countries, the Re- celebrated the 21st of this month;
publics of Panama, Venezuela. Ec- 1. Prayer, 2. Why we must celebrate
uador, Bolivia, and the Dominican the 21st of April, 3. Our Master, Ba-

National Committees
Declaration of Trust and By-Laws
of the National Spiritual Asseinbly;
By-Laws of a Local Spiritual Assembly; amended to March, 1945.
Pamphlet, 10c per copy, preferably
ordered in lots of five or ten copies.
Religion Returns, by Dorothy K.
Baker. Latest addition to series of
Teaching Literature pamphlets. 28
pages, paper cover. Page size, 3% by
50/4 inches. Sold in lots of one hundred
copies for $2.00.

Republic, and the ree'stablishment of
an Assembly that had been dissolved
in Uruguay. The Assemblies of B0gata and Santiago have been richly
blessed in being enabled to establish,
through extension teaching, new
Spiritual Assem bUes in Mogotes, Colombia, and in Punta Arenas, Chile.
The only rema ining couotry of La tin America in which a Spiritual Assembly has not been formed is Nicaragua. However, the pioneer in this
country, Dr. Malcolm King, has performed a signal service, fundamental
to present and future Baha'i teaching
in that land. Through judicious correspondence and interviews with
government officials he has succeeded in obtaining registration of the
Faith with the government and its
official recognition as a religious
body. This was an essential step to
freedom of teaching and publicity.
The Committee has expressed to Dr.
King its sincere appreciation for this
accomplishment.
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hit 'u'llan, 4. Meaning of the Local
Spiritual Assembly, 5. Prayer, 6.
Election.
ff • • • I never thought to be elected
their chairman. This has given to me
more assurance, and has deeply
touched my heart."
Last February when Louise Baker
arrived in Trujillo there were two
believers in that city. A letter from
her on March 24, containing three
new membership cards, says in part,
"The meetings are going along regularly. Monday and Thursday we
study Dispensation, and Tuesday we
study ProceduTe .•. We had a party
. on our roof to celebrate Naw-Ruz.
About thirty people came and we
had a wonderful time. Many of them
had- never come to any meeting and
they were full of questions. I think it
was probably the first party ever
held in this country where no liquor
was served, and it amazed the people."
With the assistance of Ofelia, who
came on in March, the number of native believers rea ched nine before
the middle of April. On April 15
Louise flew from Trujillo to Caracas
to be present at the election there.
VENEZUELA: From Louise Baker
by cable, April 22:
"Assembly elected Caracas April
21. Love."
The formation of a Spiritual Assembly in Venezuela this year was
made possible by the intensive teaching of Eliza beth Cheney for six weeks
in December and January. As reported in a former issue of Bahit' i
News, the number of believers in
Caracas was increased during this
period from eight to seventeen, including three youth.
PANAMA: While the Committee
has received no direct word from
Panama City since the election, we
had word shortly before that time
that an Assembly was assured. We
understand that the longed for goal
of nine believers in the capital city
of the Republic of Panama was made
possible by the sacrifice of several
of the friends who are employed in
the Canal Zooe in changing their residence to Panama City.
The friends will recall the repeated
reference of 'Abdu'l-Baha to the
great significance of this locality in
the Tablets of the Divine Plan. May
this new Spiritual Assembly receive
wonderful confirmations.
BOLIVIA: From Flora Hottes,
April 28:
"Our first feast, yesterday, since
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Baha" Social Catherine. Parque HOlel, Aluneion, Paraquay, April 14, 1945. AI
ri.-ht i. Miss Gertrude Eilsenberg, pioneer teaMer; and a. lefl, Sr. Centurion
Miranda, de1e«ate who allended the Conferenee with the N .S.A. in July, 1944.

the formation of the Assembly, was

such a happy one with such harmony
. . . And we have real love and an
increasing patience and tolerance in
our midst, and we are learning to'
work together in frank: consultation
. . . This could not have come here
in one year. It took three-and it will
take more. I know so well why our
beloved Guardian said in his letter:
'Stay until a Firm and Unshakable
Assembly with its Community is established in Bolivia.' .,
No doubt that the following excerpt
is typical of the experience of Baha'i
pioneers:
" . . . One finally comes to know,
not as a pretty and trite expression.
but from the plOWed depths of one's
soul, that it is a Divine Hand that
guides one-siempre-and we should
never for one moment be blind to Its
beckoning, nor insensible to Its constraining touch. Life is _ so terribly
beautiful and wonderful, there is
such tremendous Work to be done.
especially now, when cthe moving
Finger writes' so clearly on the Tablets of the world; we all want to be
real Bahit'is, to serve Him well Who
is the One Beloved, to llive the life'
that can show those about us what
human unity and love may grow to
be. But we-must ourselves grow first,
through processes sometimes painful, sometimes very slow, but always
ahead; and such joy when one be':'
comes cognizant of~ some new
strength, some element of faith reinforced and clarified beyond retrogression. Maybe these seem like too
many words (one of the failings of

the gente down here!) but you must
know the love we feel for you and
the always-stronger tie of Baha'i loyalty which at last will knit a world
together."
The Flora of the prairies near the
Temple blooms in the mountains of
South America 1
CHILE: On April 17 a message Was
received from Artemus Lamb announcing eight new believers in Punta Arenas (three had been reported
formerly) and assurance of an As-sembly. This historic achievement
completing the wing-span of the AllAmerica Baha'i community from
Magallanes to Alaska was consummated this year by the aid of a series
of nine radio broadcasts under the
title, "The City of Certitude.'~ This
series was publicized as being under
the auspices of the Santiago Assembly. The scripts for these Baha'i
broadcasts were prepared in question and answer form and were presented by Esteban Canales, Chilian
delegate to the Centenary. In this
way numerous students were attracted to the classes.
Artemus Lamb writes, "On Naw
R uz we held an International Fiesta
at the auditorium of the Radio Station. There was a series of musical
numbers from members of the many
different national groups present,
readings from the Baha'i Writings,
and a brief but effective talk by Este ban Canales. The studio audience
numbered eighty, including the U. S.
Consul and his wife who have become much interested in the Cause.
The whole program was broadcast.
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It aroused much favorable comment

and brought us new students."
A recent letter from Marcia Stewart announces the opening of a new
Baha'i center in Santiago after April
21. 1000 invitations were to be mailed
out for this occasion. Extension
teaching is being continued in Valparaiso, where it is hoped that in another year a third Chilian Spiritual
Assembly will be established.
URUGUAY: Fro m Montevideo
comes heartening news of the re-establishment of the Spiritual Assembly, and of most gratifying progress
in the teaching. work there. They
have taken a new Center, where regular meetings are held. Elisabeth
Cheney is still in Montevideo, rendering valuable assistance to Wilfrid
Barton and the other friends.
COLOMBIA: As a result of a most
unusual extension teaching project
carried on entirely by mail, the believers of Bogata have been succes sful in establishing a new Spiritual

Assembly at Mogotes. Also, among
the members of a leper colony at
Contratacion a group of six believers
has been formed. A leiter from Sra.
Magola Maldonado, Secretary at Bogata, in speaking of the members of
this newly formed group says, "They
seem to be very close to God, and
who may say if God may not, for
their sakes, reveal a cure for leprosy!"

Library Committee
The Library Committee wishes to
express deep appr'eciation of the assistance given recently by the
Assembly Library Committees and
the Regional Teaching Committees
in getting our library records uptCHIate.
We should like to pass along the
following suggestions at this time.
Assembly Library' Committees:
A number of Library committees
reported that Baha'i books were not
up-to-date in Main Public Libraries_
In several cases, there were no
books by the Guardian, nOo recent
Baha'; World Volumes and little literature in the current Bahati Pub·
lishing Committee catalog. We fully
realize the difficulty of trying to donate a complete set of our books to
these libraries and pass along the
plan adopted by the St. Louis Assembly of presenting two hooks a
month to their various public libraries (Main and branch lihraries)
until all libraries have been supplied
with Baha'i books. The Main Public

Courtesy in Correspoudenee
Believers will assist the National
Office if they will remember to
observe a few simple principles in
their correspondence-first, head
the letter with the writer's address
as well as the date, and if an official letterhead is used which
gives only the title of the Assembly or Committee and not the address, the address for reply should
be indicated. Second, use an official letterhead only for correspondence connected with that
particular Assembly or Committee. If the writer is on several
Baha'i bodies, different Jetters
should be written if necessary
rather than to present different
subjects in one communication.
Library is the center of information
to which public personages will tUrn
for research on the Baha'i Faith to
give in sermons, lectures, radio programs, newspaper and magazine articles as soon as public interest is
aroused through the growth of the
Cause. The time to insure an accurate presentation of the Baha'i principles and teachings is now when we
can lay the foundation by placing our
books in key libraries. Do not doubt
that there will be a great demand
for our books when the time is ripe_
Keep our books in active circulation
through appeals to the friends and
announcements at public and fireside meetings, on radio programs,
in local News Letters and Regional
Bulletins and in newspaper articles.
The list of books in your Ma~n Pub.
lie Library might be posted on your
Baha'i Center Bulletin Board for
ready reference_
Let us not overlook the importance
of presenting at least one comprehensive book in each branch library
or perhaps -a subscription to World
Order magazine. This book may atiI·act readers in various neighborhoods. to study further in the Main
Public Library or to attend our public meetings as announced in local
newspapers.
Reports coming in from your committees show that there is a
concerted effort to get Baha'i books
in your "barren" libraries_ Several
splendid ideas have come to our
committee: puhlishing the list of
"barren l t libraries in Regional Bull~tins with an appeal to the friends
to contact those librarians; sending
out postcards or form letters to the

public libraries and college libraries
ir. your region offering a book or two
to librarians; small literature as the
literature catalog, Principles. of the
Baha'; Faith, Summary of Baha';
Teachings etc_ has been sent to each
library; lists of friends in cities
where there are "barren" libraries
have been sent directly to the National Library Committee so we can
enlist their assistance in this national
library project.
Correction of address: Miss Helen
Reynolds, 5334 Greene Street, Philadelphia, 44, Penna. Miss Reynolds
is taking charge of the requests coming for "barren" public libraries on
your regional list_
Will the friends in the South send
us the following information: does
your city have separate libraries for
"colored" and "white" readers? We
should like to donate books to both
as new books are available for
libraries.
This is the national library task
before us. The following list shows
our present record of "barren" Ii·
braries in the various areas in
cities (10,000 population or more)
and all colleges and universities:
Public Col.
C 1 d Libraries leges Total
W yommg. 0 ora 0
New Mexico _._._.

5

2

7

Idaho, Montana, Utah
California, Nevada,
Arizona ...
Florida ..........
Washington. Oregon.
Tennessee, Alabama ..
Minnesota, N. Dakota,
S. Dakota _._._._ ..
Louisiana, Arkansas,
Mississippi _. _. _..
Maryland, Virginia,
West Virginia . _.. _.
Maine, N. H_. Vermont,
Mass., R. I., Conn_

5

3

8

7
7
9
13

1
3
3

8
10
12

9

22

14

9

23

15

9

24

24

4:

28

21

9

30

Kan~as. ~ebraska,
MISSOUri

.. _._ .•. _ ..

New York State. _. _.
North Carolina, South
Carolina, Ga. _. _..
Texa s, Oklahoma _.
Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky . _. _. _. _.
New Jersey. Penna_.
Delaware
Illinois. Michigan,
Wis._ Iowa

30

25

55

45

11

56

32
48

26
16

58
64

71

38

109

83

18

101

78

37

115

News Service
Space will not allow the mention
of everyone of the veritable deluge

01 clippings that has descended upon
us during the past weeks_ The friends
have surely been most diligent in
their Baha'i publicity efforts and we
congratulate them on their success_

BAHA'i NEWS
The -News Service Committee would
appreciate receiving two clippings of
every Baha'i mention in newspapers
and magazines to serve both as a
record and to be used in the planning
of its operations.
Alta Gaines' "The Baha'i Column"
which has been appearing in the
illinois Times of Champaign, illinois,
a Negro newspaper, has interested
us very much for its completeness
and clarity, and as well, in its continuity. The Arizona Sun of Phoenix,
a Negro weekly, has carried many
reports of Phoenix and Tucson Baha'i activities. Elsa H. Steinmetz has
been making the "Letters to the Editor H
department of the ArgusLeader of Sioux Falls, So. Dakota.
A novel and powerful form of publicity is that of Mary A. Marlowe
in the Portsmouth, N.H. Herald. At
the passing of President Roosevelt
this paper carried a column of statements
the various tributes that
were paid by local churches and organizations. The Portsmouth Baha'i
Community's well written statement·
incorporating Baha'.1 principles received one-third of the column article! At the opening of the San Francisco Security Conference the Portsmouth Community followed with an
artic1e on 'Abdu'l-Baha's statements
on peace made to the people of C 01ifornia when He addressed them in
1912.
We com p 1 i men t Charles H.
Behrens on his good definition of
the Baha'i Faith as a world religion
to uThe Letter Box" in The Gateway
of Floral Park, N.J. and also
Samuel M. Newman's analogy of
some of Abraham Lincoln's prin~
ciples to the teaching of the Baha'i
Faitb. W. Kenneth Christian received
a mention recently of his Washington, D.C. and Greenville, N.C. speaking tour in the latter city's The Daily
Reflector. The Independence, Kansas, group is placing some very dignified paid publicity in that city's
Daily Examiner.
To call attention to a few more
clippings and reports that have
reached us we add: the extensive
publicity of the Milwaukee, Wiscon·
sin. Community's Baha'i Peace Banquet which appeared both in its
city's Journal and Sentinel; the consecutive mentions of Baha'i activities~ meetings and book reviews
in Binghamton, N.Y., newspapers;
Gladys Roberts' Colorado Springs,
Colo .. publicity on her Community's
peace meeting; Mrs. Gayle Woolson's fine articles in Guatemala
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newspapers; the excellent presentation of the Faith in the Moncton,
New BrWlswick, Daily Times; the
book review on "God Passes By" in
Pittsburgh's Negro newspaper; and
finally! the picture and article referring to Mrs. Rena White's radio
appearance at 99 years of age when,
during an interview on a commercial
program, she mentioned the Baha'i
Faith, as reported in the WorldHerald of Omaha, Nebraska.
-NEWS S~VICE COMMITI'EE.

Annual Report
International School
Latin-American Session, 1944
Members: Loulie A. Mathews, Chairman;
Marion Litt~e, Secretary; Amelia Collins,
George LatImer. Mark Toby, Max and
Inez Greeven and Wanden LaFarge.

General Sub jeer.
The program of the School for the
Session of 1944 was divided into two
main groups, morning and afternoon
study sessions.
MORNING SESSION
Methods

of

Teaching in

Latin-A merica
In what sequence to teach LatinAmericans. Give our personal experiences along the pa th of religion.
The Baha'i Message in regard to
individuals; in regard to groups.
The Message in relation to organized religious groups.

The Message in relation to Educators, to Civic leaders.
This program was followed by
open discussion of the ways and
means of bringing a live consciousness to the community where
we are teaching.
AFTERNOON SESSION
Race and Man
PUBLIC

MEETINCs

These public meetings were held
in Perkins Hall of the Colorado College. Musical programs were arranged by Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Colins Thorpe, distinguished musical
friends of C<llorado and New York.
Our Latin-American pioneers gave
a brilliant evening devoted to a
sketch of their country and the Baha'i work done therein. The speakers
were: Gayle Woolson, from Costa
Rica; Cora Oliver and Louise Caswell, fro m Panama; Winnifred
Baker, from Colo m b i a; Raul
Contreras, delegate from Costa Rica.
A very impressive Baha'i evening
was furnished by Mrs. Amelia
Collins and Mrs. Marjorie McCormick, speaking on "God Passes
By."
U Headlines
for Tomorrow" was
given by Mrs. W. M. La Farge, Mrs.
Robert Sherrill, and Mrs. Marion
Little.
A concluding evening was entitled
"The Spiritual Force jn Art," given
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by Miss Gladys Childress, Mrs. E. R.
Mathews and Mrs. W. M. LaFarge.

Conference.
On Sunday, June 18th, a Regional
Conference was held with many
guests from Wyoming, New Mexico
and Colorado, after which pictures
in color were shown of the Temple.
A very interesting meeting was
held at the home of the Secretary of
the Local Assembly, Mrs. E. R.

Roberts, during which members present at the Session gave their spiritual experiences in entering the Baha'i Faith.
Although the School dates were
pushed forward for the convenience
of the Pioneers visiting this couhtry
a full quota was present at the Fifth
Latin American Session, which followed the great spiritual event of
the Centennial held in Wilmette at
the Baha'i Temple.

Haila
that we convey to you the happy tiding that our Beloved Guardian is in
the best of health. The greatest desire and the utmost happiness of the
devout and f a i t h f u I beli vers
throughout the world will forever be
the news of the well-being of the
Guardian.
Today, the first and foremost duty
of every believer and every Baha'i
com munity is to spread the word of
God. This is the day of sowing the
seed. "The sower soweth the word."
And the '''Word'' is badly needed by
a world in physical distress and in
spiritual agony. A blackout more intense and more blinding than any
other form of darkness has enveloped
the soul of man, the canker of a
moral disea se more mortal than any
kind of bodily ailment is gnawing at
his heart. How can the bearer of light
sit still while his neighbor is in darkness, how can the physician refuse to
administer to the needs of the sick?
Would it not be utter selfishness, to
say the least, to keep entirely for
one's self the good that could be done
to others? What would it be said of
a messenger of happy tidings who
kept the message for himself?
HTeach ye the Cause of God, 0
people of Bahat" wrote Baha'u'llah,
Hfor God hath prescribed U!lto every
one the duty of proclaiming His Message, and regardeth it as the most
meritorious of all deeds."

'Iraq
It is for the pursuit of this "most

meritorious of all deeds" that the
Bahati Assemblies in the East are
now actively organizing themselves,
hoping to accomplish greater victor-

Egypt

We are also happy to report that
the believers in Egypt are engaged
in the service of the Cause with great
love and devotion. Spiritual Assemblies are functioning regularly in the
ies than in the past. The Baha'i four principal centers of Cairo, AlexNewslelter (July-Sept. 1944) of the. andria, Port-Said and Isma'iliyyih
National Spiritual Assembly of the and are actively engaged in upholdBaha'is of 'Iraq conveys encouraging ing the Baha'i Faith and its Teachnews of Baha'i activities in that land. ings. There are also individual BaThe Teaching Committees are aware ha'is in sixteen other Egyptian towns
of the magnitude of their tasks and and villages. A number of Baha'i
are endeavoring to live up to their organizations and committees have,
responsibilities. Some fruitful results during this past year, labored with
have been a chieved and anum ber of love and zeal in fulfilling their duties
new believers have joined the Baha'i and responsibilities.
community.
The Baha'i Assemblies are paying
The proj ect of a public Bahit' i special attention to the establishment
B~okstore in Bag!ldad, reported in a
of a small Baha'i library in every
previous Newsletter, has been well Baha'i center. The library of the
received by the believers throughout Baha'is at Cairo is well stocked with
'Iraq. It is hoped that this project Baha'i publications. Two more Bawill soon be executed.
ha'i libraries, still in their infancy,
We also learn with great pleasure have been organized at Porl-Said and
that the believers held their fifth in Alexandria.
Summer School for the study of the
We learn from the said report of
history and teachings of the Baba'i the great efforts made by the beFaith, between the 10th and 18th of lievers and the generous funds graSeptember, 1944. The follOwing sub- ciously donated by the Guardian for
jects were presented and studied dur~ the completion of the Haziratu'ling the various sessions of the Quds Or the Baha'i House in Caito.
school:
The blessing of Baha'u'llah was on
The Institution of the Summer this project, for many obstacles for
School and its Importance in the Ba- the completion of the building disapha'i World, by Kamil 'Abbas.
peared in remarkable ways.
The New World Order, by Adib R.
In spite of the many difficulties exBag!>.dadi.
perienced by the believers in Egypt
An Exposition of the Principles because of their Faith, they rejoice
Characteristic of the Baha'i Faith, by and give thanks unto Baha'u'llab
Nur-ud-din 'Abbils ..
Whose guiding hand has ever been
A Study of the Guardian's Epistle their supporter and protector. They
on the occasion of the Baha'i Centen- are very happy that their National
ary. by Munir WakiL
Assembly has been legally recogThe National Assembly of the Ba- nized by the government since 1936
ha'is of 'Iraq reports also the good and that their Faith stands recognews that the authorities have grant- nized as an independent religion with
ed permission to the said Assembly its own laws and institutions, thanks
to obtain the building materials nec~ to the momentous decision passed in
essary for the completion of certain 1925 by the highest Muslim ecclesiasdetails in the Haziratu'l..Quds or the tical body in Egypt.

News of Other Lands
It is with great joy and satisfaction

Baha'i House in Bag!tdad. The believers, greatly encouraged by this
news, have contributed generously
funds needed for the accomplishment
01 this task.
The Baha'i Women's Study Classes
continue regularly. In this way, Ba~
ha'i women not only get more enlightened about the Baha'i Faith, but
also prepare themselves to take part
actively in Baha'i fields of service.

,
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Messages From the Guardian
1. To Chairman of Inter·
America Committee
Heartfelt congratulations superb
achievement Inter-America Committee opening year second Baha'i century. Advise concentrate attention
formation Assembly one remaining
republic, Nicaragua, Consolidation
newly fledged Assemblies multiplication groups throughout Latin
America reinforcement outpost Ma~
galannes intensified efforts dissemination literature paramount tasks
present year. Praying fervently removal obstacles dispatch pioneers
fulfilment hopes necessa ry prelude
Jaunchlng second stage Divine Plan.
Appreciate two photographs each Assembly Central South Ameri"ca adorn
walls mansion adjoining Baha'u··
llah's holy tomb.
SHOGHI RABBANI

Received Apri! 30, 1945

2. To National Spiritual
Assembly
Fully share National Assembly'S
admiration and gratitude for National Teacbing Committee's remarkable exploits in recent years. I appeal to the new Committee to focus
its attention upon the steady conversion of a considerable proportion of
the existing groups into Assemblies
through multiplication of settlers, intensification of individual teaching,

and proclamation of Message to the
masses. I urge the Regional Teaching Committees to redouble their efforts to lend continued assistance to
the attainment of these immediate
objectives. I rejoice in the success
of the high endeavors of the Peace
Committee in San Francisco, and the
departure of pioneers to Latin America. I renew my plea for ever-increasing number of pioneers for both
the Northern and Southern fields to
unitedly arise and lend further, much
needed impetus to the superb, historic enterprises initiated by the
American Baha'i community in the
Western Hemisphere during the closing years of the First Century, and
hasten the inauguration of a still
more shining phase of their World
Mission in the opening years of the
Second Century.
SHOOm RABBANl

Received June 30, 1945
(The Nationa! Spiritual Assemb!y
had sent the following message to
the Guardian from the June meeting
a few days previously: HGratejul unsurpassed services National Teach-ing Committee. Unable continue.
New Committee established in Temple area. OUtstanding success efforts
Peace Committee in San Francisco.
Inter-America pioneers proceeding to
posts; Elena Marceaa~ Gwenne Sholtis. Devoted Love.")

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Friends:
From 1937 to 1944 the American
Baha'i community concentrated its
effort on the achievement of definite
tasks within a definite allotment of
time. Now that there is no similar
schedule before us let us not imagine
that the demands of true faith are
lessened or that the community can
fulfil its great destiny with the slightest relaxation of determina tion, concentration and sacrifice. The world
about us plunges forward at accel-

era ted pace, impelled by the act~on
of divine forces to attain goals already known to every Baha'i. The
momentum of events, the release of
a larger measure of power within
our community-all this supplies us
with a schedule which requires not
merely a continuance but an intensi~
fica tion of the best we ha ve evei:'
done for the Faith.

The Guardian's Plea
"I renew my plea." the Guardian

declares to us in a message received
June 30: •• I renew my plea for ,an
ever~increasing number of pioneers
for both the Northern and Southero
fields to unitedly arise and lend a
further. much-needed impetus to the
superb. historic enterprises initia ~ed
by the American Baha'i community
in the Western Hemisphere during
the closing years of the First Century, and hasten the inauguration of
a still more shining phase of their
World Mission in the opening years
of the Second Century."
This plea is aimed directly at individual Baha. 'is, calling for more
and more pioneers and settlers to
arise and, under the supervision of
the National Teaching Committee or
Inter-America Committee, proceed
for work in the field of heroic service.
But it is directed also to the community collectively, that from our
united consultation ana action a new
and mighty wave of Baha'i influence
shall gather force for achievements
more remarkable even than those of
the Seven Year Plan. Every local
community and group needs to augment its numbers and deepen its
spirit. The American Baha'IS combined need to act through their N ational Committees in impressing the
Baha'i teachings upon the general
public and its responsible agencies.
Plans for pioneer settlement and
public· teaching both depend for their
realization upon the .sustenance
which can be furnished from the National Baha'i Fund. The condition of
that Fund mirrors forth the depths
of our collective devotion at all times.
Contributions are not a tax exacted
by material authority but a _sacrifice
made by the individual for the ·Cause
of God. 'Abdu'l-Baha established this
institution; the Guardian has con~
secrated it by his own donations to
the great enterprises we have undertaken.

Trea.ury 'tem.
In this light let us consider these
items from the Treasurer's report
for June:
1. The donations received for May
and June together amounted to
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$20,872.82, or $4,127.18 less than the
amount needed to carry the budget
through two months at an average of
$12,500 per month. The income for
June alone was $8,103.48.
2. The expenditures for May were
$1(1,091.00, for June were $10,343.19.
The larger items were: Administra~
tion, May, $3,983.19, June, $1,952.68;
Temple maintenance, May, $819.23;
June, $500.88; Green Acre mainten~
ance, MaYl no expense, June,
$2,290.26; National Committees, May,
$437.00, June, $804.48;
Teaching
(North and South America, including
Regional items), May, $4,466.90,
June $4,604.89. It is of great interest
to n~te that the total Inter-America
teaching items exceed annually the
amount of the entire National Fund
income and expense in the early
years of the Guardian's era before
Temple construction wa.s resumed.
3. Contributions were received
from ioo Assemblies in May, 102 in
June. This means that more than 30
Spiritual Assemblles per month are
failing io make any response wha tever to the general needs and activities of the Faith in North America.
Not estimating the total number of
believers constituting these thirty or
more communities, but the Assembly members alone, we have something like 270 Baha'is elected to serve
on the bodies which form the bedrock of Baha'u'llikh.'s new order who
in their capacity as members of such
bodies for some reason fmd it impossible for their Assemblies to generate enough determination to become
represented in the Fund. Perhaps
each Assembly, no matter how new
or how small the community, should
at least face the matter and come to
the fixed decision that Dot ODe month
shall pass without making its contribution in some amount to the National Treasury. It is by decisions of
that nature that Assemblies unfold
their latent and dormant powers,
stride forward into the light of united
action, and leave all negative,
gloomy, unhappy and crippling conditions behind.
4. Of the groups, 55 contributed in
May and 66 in June, while 99 isolated
believers made donations in May and

85 in June. Grateful acknowledgement is made for all these donations.
5. As of June 30, the amounts on
hand in all national accounts totalled

$10,942.39, but deducting Trustee a,:d
earmarked funds, the balance available for expenditure by the National

SCHEDULE
National Spiritual Assembly
State Conventions
Annual Convention
Meetings of the NSA: September
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10; November 15, 16,
17, 18, 19; February (1946) 15,
16, 17, 18, 19; Aprif 24, 25; April
30, May 1.
State Elections: February 10, 1946.
Annual. Convention, April 26, 27,
28, 29, (election of National
Spiritual Assembly on morning
of April 28).
Assembly on that date was exactly
$580.76.

A,.,...al Directory
The annual Bahit'i Directory is on

the press and will be distributed with
a copy of Baba'i News. The Directory
includes the National Spiritual Assembly, the roll of local Assemblies,
the National Committees, Regional
Teaching Committees and the
Trustee Maintenance Committees,
corrected to July 1, 1945.
Commillee arul Fiscal Year
In this connection the friends are
informed that the administrative calendar which has fixed the yearly
term 'of the National Spiritual. Assembly from Convention to Convention (from about May 1 to April 30),
the National Committee term from
July 1 to June 30, and the fiscal
period. covered by the Treasurer's
annual report from March 1 to February 28, has been synchronized, so
that hereafter these two terms shall
rWl concurrently, from May 1
to April 30, allowing the annual el~c
tion to vary by a few days accordmg
to conditions, as in the past, but
making for one rather than three administrative years.
Nalional Campaign
The national teaching campaign
soOn to begin is a challenge to every
Spiritual Assembly to adopt its own
program of unified effort for the
year. The nations have pledged themselves to take the first step in the
direction of pea ce. Many and severe
are the problems to be surmounted
on the path. But each successive
crisis will be the opportunity of the
Baha'i community to connect the revealed Truth with the hUman and social need. The only effective means
of a dian we have is through use of
the various Baha'i institutions, local,
regional and national in scope. Our

unity of spirit has developed to this
crucial time, for this specific
purpose.
-NA110NAL SPIRITUAL AssE:M:BLY

COlliluItation with Delegates
Thirty-Seventh Annual BahU.'i
Convention-I945
The National Spiritual Assembly,
in publishing a summary of suggestions received from the delegates as
their written response for consultation, thanks the delegates heartily
for their important contributions.
The list which follows is necessarily
brief, but suggests the scope of the
subjects treated in greater detail in
the rna ss of letters received. These
and other suggestions, some of which
would require decision by the Guardian, have been carefully studied, and
the current national campaign is one
answer to the widespread, heartfelt

Bah6'j News
Balla"'. Netc$ iii published b,. tJn,
National Spiritual AsseDlhly of the
Ban'is of the United States and.
Canada .. the official news-Ietter of
the Baha'i community. The first iaue
appeared in December, 1924..
On April 10, 1925, the G _
wrote: "The News Leher whidt you
have lately initiated fulfilla • Terf'
vital function.. ~ • • I woald arse you.
to enlarce itlil lleope • • • that in time
it may devote a special seetion to
every phase of yoar activiti.es, administrative, devolional, humanitarian.
finan~ial, edu~ational and oth.erwiae..
"It should become a areat factor
in promotiq undentandinc, prmid.inc information on Baha'i activity,
both Ioeal and foreign, in 81imaJalin&
interest, in eomhatinc evil iD:Oneneel,
and in upholdin& and llaieguardlnc
the hutitutiom of the Came."
The contents include: material sapplied by the National SpirilaaJ Assembly, sueh as the Guardian'. metsases, the Assembl,.'. letters and its
general statements Bnd reports; ('.ommiuee plans which have been approved and autborized; Commiltee
news reports of activities; annual reports from loeal Assemblies; news
items fJ'Om loW Assemblies; aetivitiea
in regional areas all reported by or
throq:b tbe National Teaothiog CommiUee; activities in Central and South
America aa reported by the InterAmerica Commitleej news from other
lands SBthered fl'Gm the bulletins of
the varionlil National As!leDlblies; •
record of new enrolbnents and transfers; a record of deaths; photograpiu
of cenersl Bahi'i interest.
BuJufi Netn is edited lor the N.·
tional Spiritual Assembly by its Baba'i
News Committee: HOl'aee Holley, Seerelary, Garrela Busey, Mabel H. Paine.
Address: Baha'i NeW8 CGmmittee, 536
Sheridan Road, WUq..e~ In.
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demand for more potent action. To
each individual believer and each local Assembly is commended earnest
consideration of those items which
deal with the spiritual life and the
community.
I. Deepening the spiritual life of As·
semblles.
a. Weekly study night for entire
community, each believer serving as teacher in discussion of
book.
b. Practice by each believer of
prayer, fasting, love and service. Living the life.
c. lnstruction and assistance from
the National Spiritual Assembly
and National Committees on use
of national and local resources.
d. Intensive study and better understanding of Baha'i Administration.
e. Sunday meetings for public presentation of Faith.
·f. Individual effort to attain spirit
of love and humility through
prayer and reading of teachings.
g. Full and frank discussion of all
local problems in Assembly
meetings.
II. Strengthening the bonds of love
and unity within the BaIui'i Com·
mmrlty.
a. Emphasis on Feasts and activities of local Feast committee.
h. Assignment of Baha'i activity to
every believer."
c. Greater reading of creative
word by each believer and at
meeting.
d. Greater effort to prepare new
members for Baha'i activity in
community.
e. Practice of courtesy, consideration, respect and esteem in community relations.
f. Follow-up absent members. encourage personal service and
sacrifice.
g. More attention to committee appOintments and activities.
h. Teaching campaign on "How to
be a Baha'i."
i. Encourage regular contributions
to local and National Funds.
j. Regular visits of national teachers.
Ill. Preservation of Existing Assemblies.
a. Careful selection of committees.
b. National teaching campaign
geared into local teaching programs.
c. Study classes for all believers to
deepen Cause and to prepare for
teaching.
d. Continuous effort to bring new
4
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"members into community.
e. Investigation by the National
Spiritual Assembly of weak Assem bUes and periodic visits by
teachers and members of Assembly Development Committee.
f. Set the goal for at least 19 members in each Baha'i community
- this year.
g. More regional conferences.
h. Full and frank consultation on
local problems.
IV. Formation of Assemb1ies in Re·
maining Latin American Repub.
lies.
a. Encourage L a i i n American
Eaha'is to pioneer in virgin
areas.
b. Speed more teachers to Latin
America.
c. Training of Latin American believers, groups and organized
communities in Baha'i Administration.
d. Stress fireside groups, value of
prayer. need of study of teachings, observance of Feasts and
living the life.
e. Strengthening of existing Baha!i
centers.
f. Development of school and establishmen\- of fund for training
of teachers for Latin American
service in South America.
V. Development 01 Groups through·

out North America to Assembly
status.
a. Organized communities reach
out to assist and strengthen
nearby groups.
b. Emphasize individual study and
devotion. Living the life.
c. Greater attention to fireside
groups, social gatherings and
contacts with outside groups.
d. More intensive teaching by
group members,
e. Increase unity and devotion
within group by prayer, love,
sacrifice and service.
f. Outside teachers, teaching conferences, visits from members
of local and National Assemblies
and committees.
g. Strict observance of Feasts and
frequent periods of consultation.
h. Holding of a series of attractive public lectures to attract
and confirm new people.
i. Small teaching circuits in areas
or regions.
VI. Renewed call to pioneers for
North and South Ameriea.
a. Each Assembly conduct study
group to prepa re one or more
members to go forth each year
on pioneer service.
b. Tour of representative of the
National Spiritual Assembly or
the National Teaching Commit-
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tee among Assemblies to stimu-

late service.
c. Nation-wide survey for pioneers
to be made by the National Spiritual Assemb!y in cooperation
with local Spiritual Assemblies.
d. Emphasize "call" for pioneers
at all Feasts.
e. Constant appeal through Bah'; 'I
News.
VII. Proclamation of Faith to the
Masses.
a. Build a program for presentation of F"aith to the business and
commercial world by Baha'I
business men.
.
b. Intensify radio programs and
increase press publicity.

c. Greater attention to more comprehensive teaching circuits.
d. Wider and closer contacts with
people of othergroups-Jews,

Mormons, Christian Scientists,
Adventists, etc., etc.
e. Wider distribution of free liter-

ature.

The Baha'i Year
Voted to adopt the principle that
the fiscal and committee years
should coincide as closely as, possible with the administrative year
representing the term of office of
each National Spiritual Assembly.
In practice this means that while
the election might be held on April
2:6, 27, 28, 29 or 30, the fiscal year
and committee year will be from
May 1 to April 30.
b. Develop circuit plan of teaching
with nationally directed publicity, advertising, displays, radio programs, etc:.
c. Greater appeals for funds for
teaching campaign.
d. More emphasis on individual
teaching.
c. A centTaUy directed national
teaching campaign.
f. Better scheduling of traveling
and circuit teachers.
g. A corps of traveling teachers to
visit the weaker Assem hlies
especially ~
h. More dissemination of news
through Baha 'i News of tea ching work.

f. Paid newspaper publicity and
advertising.
g. Special meetings of general interest related to variOUs phases
of the Teachings; public meetings with large audiences.
h. Hold large public banquets for
proclamation of teachings on
peace.
VIII. Active Association with Lead·
ers of Public Thought.
Baha'i Relations Witl{
a. Baha'is join and participate in
Civil Authority
activities of civil, business and
In
view
of recent inquiries on the
professional organizations.
subject,
the
National Spiritual Asb. Participate in open forums and
sembly feels it most desirable at
public meetings.
c. Continuation of work of Contacts this time for members of the AmerCommittee, of Public Relations ican Baha'i community to maintain
a common understanding of the prinCommittee.
d. More "broadsides" on peace ciples which underlie Qur relations
with different departments of the
and New World Order.
e. Participation by Baha'is in non- civil government. In dealing with this
matter, the Assembly has no intenpolitical community activities.
f. Participation i n
inter-racial tion of adding to procedure or laying
down its own regulations but rather
group activities.
g. Baha'is sbould develop them- of examining the teachings themselves; become distinguished in selves and bringing forth the prinwork and life so as to take their ciples expressed in the writings of
proper place among leaders of 'Abdu'I-Bah(l and the advices and directions of the Guardian.
thought.
h. Individual contacts and invitaWe find that from the very begintions to homes for hospitality nings of the American Bahit'i comand presentation of teachings.
munity the wise and loving Master
IX. A Centrally Directed National counseled the believers to entertain
Teaehing Campaign Making no discussion of political matters in
More Effective Coordination of their gatherings. "During the conLocal and National Activities.
ference no hint must be entertained
a. Radio and news releases pre- regarding political affairs. All conpared by National Committees ferences (Le., all consultation and
and supplied to local Baha'i discussion) must be regarding the
matters of benefit, both as a whole
communities.

and individually, such as the guarding of all in all cases, their protection and preservation, the improvement of character, the training of
children, etc.
"If any person. wishes to speak of
government affairs, or to interfere
with the order of government, the
others must not combine with him
because the Cause of God is withdrawn entirely from political affairs;
the political realm pertains only to
the Rulers of those matters; it has
nothing to do with the souls who are
exerting their utmost energy to harmonizing affairs, helping character
and inciting (the people) to strive
for perfections. Therefore no soul is
allowed to interfere with (political)
matters, but only in that which is
commanded."' (BWF, p. 407)
"Let them not introduce any
topic in the meeting except the mentioning of the True One, neither must
they confuse that merciful as~embly
with perplexed outside questions . . .
Make ye an effort that the Lord'.
Supper may become realized and the
heavenly food descend. This heaven.\y food is koowledge, understandingt faith, assurance, love~ affinitYt
kindness, purity of purpose, attraction of hearts and the union of sou]s."
(BWF, pp. 407-408)
The penetrating' power of these
words continues through the years.
They guide and inspire BaM'i gatherings today a s they did when revealed thirty-five or forty years ago.
What the Master tells us is a tw0fold truth: first, the positive definition of the purpose of Baha'i meetings and consultation which confines
it to spiritual matters; and second,
the inherent limitation implied in the
accomplishments of the political
realm. The aim of the Faith is to
produce the reality of virtue and
quality in souls and evolve institu~
tions capable of dealing with social
matters justly, in the light of the revealed truths. This is entirely distinct from the province filled by civil
institutions.
Many years later, in 1932, Shoghi
Effendi gave us the message now
entitled "The Golden Age of the
Cause of Baha'u'll<ib/' at a time
when our ranks were being swelled
with new believers who had not been
trained by the Master's Tablets,
when the local and National Assemblies were developing power) and the
conditions of the Baha'i community
had become less simple and primitive, less hidden from the prevailing
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infiuences of civilization. In that
message he reminded us of an instruction deemed very important.
"And this principle is no other than
that w h i c h involves the nonparticipation by the adherents of the
Faith of Baha'u'llah., whether in their
individual capacities or collectively
as local or national Assemblies, in
any form of activity that might be
interpreted, either directly or indirectly, as an interference in the
political affairs of any particular
government. Whether it be in the
publicatiOll.'l which they initiate and
supervise; or in their official and
public deliberations; or in the posts
they occupy and the services they
render; or in the communications
they address to their fellow-disciples
or in their dealings with men of
eminence and authority; or in their
affiliations with kindred societies
and organizations, it is, I am firmly
convinced, their first and sacred obligation 10 a bslain from any word or
deed thai might be construed as a
violation of this sacred principle.
Theirs is the duty to demonstrate,
on one hand, their unqualified loyalty
and obedience to whatever is the
considered judgment of their respective governments.
"Let them refrain from as soci:ting
themselves, whether by word or by
deed, with the political pursuits of
their respective nations, with the
policies of their governments and the
schemes and program s of parties
and factions . . . Let them affirm
their unyielding determination to
stand, firmly and unreservedly, for
the way of Baha'u'llah, to avoid the
entanglements and bickerings inseparable from the pursuits of the politician, and to become worthy agen·
cies of that Divine Polity which incarnates God's immutable Purpose
for all mankind . . .
"Let them beware Jest, in their
eagerness to further the aims of
their beloved Cause, they should be
led unwittingly to bargain with their
Faith, to compromise with their essential principles, or to sacrifice, in
return for any material advantage
which their institutions may derive,
the integrity of their spiritual
ideals." (WOB, pp. 64, 65)
The application of this principle
has produced a series of explana.
tions by the Guardian and the National Spiritual Assembly, as recorded in uBahli'i Procedure:" on
the subject of the voting right in
civil elections; on the status of be-lievers in relation to military duty
t
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etc. The National Assembly has also
felt it advisable to retain the function of contact with the civil 'government.
Now we have another application
of the same principle to consider
with respect to the right, propriety
or usefulness of exerting Baha 'f influence for the enactment of certain
legislative mea sures which more or
less reflect the aim of some Baha'i
principle or teaching. Should the
Baha'i community, local or national,
lend the name of the Cause to support legislation, for example, which
seeks to abolish race and religious
discrimination in matters of industrial employment, or intervene when
measures concerning military training of youth are before a legislature?
The National Spiritual Assembly
feels that, as a general policy sub.ject to the Guardian's specific direction in special cases,- Baha'is and
their administrative institutions should not feel obliged to adopt
a "Baha'i" attitude or course of action on matters of civil legislation.
Our teachings and basic principles
speak for themselves. These we can
always declare and set forth with
all possible energy whenever oc·
casions arise. But a truth which is
sundered from its sust~ining spir·
itual Source. lifted out of its organic
relationship to the Baha' f community, broken. off from the other
truths, and made subject to the
storm and stress of secular contrOversy, is no longer a truth with
which we can usefully have concern. It has become an enactment

to be carried out by institutions and
groups committed to other enactments, other aims and purposes and
methods not in conformity with the
HDivine Polity" entrusted to those
alone who give full loyalty to
Baha'u'Uilh. Far better for us to
strive to mirror forth radiantly the
individual and community virtues of
a new era than to hope others than
believers will achieve the holy mission of the Faith. We Baha'is have
is reality accepted a world order
and not merely a new decalogue of
truths or commands. On the other
hand, obedience to civil government,
is an obligation laid by Baha'u'ulli.th
upon every Baha'i.
"Dearly. beloved friends!" the
Guardian called out to us as long
ago as 1931, "Humanity, whether
viewed in the light of man's individual conduct or in the existing relationships between organized communities and nations, has, alas,
strayed too far and suffered too
great a decline to be redeemed
through the unaided effort of the
best among its recognized rulers and
statesmen - however disinterested
their motives, however concerted
their action, however unsparing in
their zeal and devotion to its cause.
No scheme which the calculations
of the highest statemenship may yet
devise; no doctrine which the most
distinguished exponents of economic
theory may hope to advance; no
principle which the most ardent of
moralists may strive to inculcate,
can provide, in the la st resort, adequate foundations upon which the
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future of a distracted world can be
built." (WOB, pp. 33-34)
Because 0 u r hope is firmly
founded, our trust complete, our
vision clarified, we Baha'is can
tread the path of assurance through
all the troubles of these days, knowing that the goal is secure.
-NATIONAL SPIRrrUAL ASSErvIBLY

Notice Concerning Teachers
The National Spiritual Assembly,
on suggestion and request made by
a local Assembly, would like each
National Committee, and each Regional Teaching Committee, which
has occasion to send teachers to the
Southern States, to advise the local
Assembly or Committee making arrangements for the activities of such
teachers in that area, of the racial
status of the teacher in each case,
so that suitable plans can be made.

In Memoriam
Death pToff'ereth unto every confident

believer the cup that is Hie i.ndeed. It

besWweth joy ,and is the oearer of gladne8S. It conjeTTeth the gift of everlasting

Uje.

-B.\HA'u'LLAH

Mrs. Arthur Krug, Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
Mr. Robert Fairley, Vancouver.
Mrs. Luda Dabrowski, Greenville.
Mrs. Margaret Beckhart, Los Angeles.
Miss Millie B. Herrick, Binghamton.
Mr. J. F. Behrens, Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho.
Mrs. Florence Etta White, Green·
ville.
Mrs. L. C. Haskell, Savannah, Ga.

Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Names~ Au·
gust 20; Might, September 8; Wi!!,
September 2:1.
Meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly; September 5,6,.7,8,9,10.

Enrollments and Transfers
Reported by Local Assemblies
Tacoma, two transfers.
San Diego, two transfers.
Beverly Hills, one transfer.
Burbank, two transfers.
Greenville, one transfer.
Los Angeles, five transfers, one
youth transfer.
Berkeley, one and one youth transfer.
Louisville, one transfer.
Detroit, two transfers.
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Denver, two and two transfers.
Elmhurst, one.
Sioux Falls, one.
Chicago, one:
Birmingham, one.
New Orleans, one.
Teaneck, one.
New York, one.
Bethesda-Chevy Chase, one.
Reparted by Regional Teaching
Committees
In June, four enrollments.

'Abdu'l-Baha's Farewell Words
To the American Friends
I am going away, but you must
arise to serve the Word of God. Your
hearts must be pure and your inten·
tions sincere.
This is the day when pure hearts
have a portion of the everlasting
bounties and sanctified souls are being illumined by the eternal manifestations. Praise be to God! you
are believers in God, assured by
the words of God and turning to the
kingdom of God. You have heard
the divine call. Your hearts are
moved by the breezes of the "paradise" of Abha. You have good intentions, your purpose is the good pleasure of God, you desire to serve in

the kingdom of the merciful One.
Therefore arise in the utmost
power. Be in perfect unity. Never
become angry with one another. Let
your eyes be directed toward the
kingdom of truth and not toward
the world of creation. Love the crea·
tures for the sake of God and not
for themselves. You will never become angry or im patient if you love
them for the sake of God. Humanity
is not perfect. There are imperfections in every human being. and you
will always become unhappy if you
look toward the people themselves.
But if you look toward God you will
love them and be kind to them, for
the world of God is the world of
perfection and complete mercy.
Therefore do not look at the shortcomings of anybody; see with the
sight of forgiveness. The imperfect
eye· beholds imperfections. The eye
that covers faults looks towards the
Creator of souls. He created them,
trains "and provides for them. en.
dows them with capacity and life,
sight and hearing; therefore they
are the signs of His grandeur. You
must love and be kind to everybody,
care for the poor, protect the weak,
heal the sick, teach and educate the
ignorant.

National Committees
Publishing Announcement
Foundations of World Unity, selections from the public addresses
and writings of 'Abdu'l-Baha, intended to make available a smaller work than the "Promulgation."
New revised edition in the can venient page size of the Esslemont book.
Bound in paper. Per copy, $UJO.

Ba.ha'i Peace Program, the pamphlet consisting of compiled utter·
ances issued by the Committee on
Peace in San Francisco. (Not to be
confused with pamphlet published
with thls title many years ago). Paper cover. Per copy, 15c.
The Dawn of World Civilizaion,
reprint of compilation on peace published as supplement with World Order Magazine of April, 1945. In lots
of one hundred copies for $1.50.

Baha:i World Faith, Centennial
Edition bound in red leather. An im·
pressive gift and a most suitable
memorial for preservation in As·
sembly and Summer School libraries. Per copy, $5.00.

Study Outline tOT God Passes By,
prepared by Horace Holley. Mimeographed, paper cover. Sold in lots
of five. Per copy, 10c.

Temple Guides
As a means of attracting visitors

and thereby making known to the
public the Bahi!'l Faith, the Baha'I
House of Worship not only sustains
its record of previous years but
shows a steady growth in the number of people being guided through.
This, despite the fact that the transportation difficulties have increased
during the war period. We feel that
some credit in this direction is due
to the efforts of the Temple Program Committee who have made
various attempts in securing greater
attendance, by means of "L"
placards, letters to Baha'i Assemblies, and also because of other
forms of publicity in bringing to
public attention special programs
given from time to time.
The record of visitor-attendance
is its own evidence of the keen public
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interest in the Temple and in the
Baha'i Faith:
During the first five months of
1945 there were 1356 more visitors
guided through the Temple than during the same five months of last
year. Those who came represented a
cross-section of many classes, nationalities, races and religions, The
total for these months in 1945 was

5095.
Especially during Sundays in
March, April and May have there
been a considerable number of visitors, running a s high as 393 in a
single Sunday. The record shows:
Month SlIDdays:

March
April
May

1st 2d
294

3d 4th 5th
118 343 97

369 386

250 393
32()
The foregoing came from many
countries, a s indica ted:
In MaTch there were 897 visitors
from 25 states, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, the Canadian provinces of Ontario and Saskatchewan;
Panama, Mexico, England and
Wales.
In April there were 1680 visitors
from 33 states, the District of Columbia, the Canadian provinces of
Ontario, Manitoba and Quebec; Mexico ·and Honduras.
In May there were 1821 visitors
from 41 states, the District of Columbia, the Canadian provinces of
Ontal'io, Quebec. British Columbia and Saskatchewan; England,
Hawaii,· Yugoslavia, Holland, Lebanon, Argentina and Brazil.
Among the visitors were many
groups repre~ented by various organizations, including:
189

295 250 241

Where FHm

Group Represented

CHICAGO-Austin
Y,M.C.A.,
Youth
Group, Irving Park Congregational Church,
Lawndale M. E. Church. Ishiking Club, Irving Park M. E.
Church.
Edgewater Lutheran Church,
Englewood Hikers Club,
EVANSTON-National College of Education; Junior Guild of 1st M.E.
Church; American Association of
University Women.
WESTERN SPRINGS, ILL.-Congrega-

tiona! Church.
KENILWORTH. ILL.-Girl Scouts,
VALPARAISO. IND.-High School Senior Class.
WINNETKA, ILL.-Sunday School Class,
Congregational Church (Eighth
grade).
LA GRANGE, ILL.-Sunday Sch"ol
Class of Evangelical Church.

In view of the foregoing record,
it will be seen that the people guided
furough the Temple form a nucleus

San Frnnf:isl!o Peaee Commiuee Exhibit at Ameriean
Express Co.! San Francisco

for carrying the Baha'i message to
the farthest corners of the world.
Seeds are thus being sown in the
minds and hearts of people from
every walk of life. including influential m e m b e r s of governments,
schools~ colleges, clubs and profes·
sions. It thus becomes increasingly
important to raise and sustain the
standard of the quality of guides
serving in the Temple, thus challenging those who know most about the
Teachings to put forth efforts in behalf of guide work.
-TEMPLE GUIDES COMMI'ITEE
By: MARy HAGGARD, Chairman

College Speakers Bureau
March I-June 30, 1945
We have completed two projects
involving literature distribution; the
mailing out of reprints of "Ways to
Wholeness" to an additional list of
educators, and distribution of gift
copies of The Baha'i Centenary to
educators who have shown special
friendliness to the work of the
Bureau.
Additional responses to our general letter to Assemblies have been
received and indicate general l..Vi.llingness to cooperate in the development of this type of teaching work.
The record of college teaching
completing the work of the committee year, includes: Mrs. Margaret
Randall Ford: Morris Brown College (chapel), Davy T. Howard, Jr.

High S c h 0 0 1 (2 social studies
classes), Atlanta School of Social
Work (class of post graduate students), Moorehouse College (student group)-all in Atlanta, Ga.,
Miles College, Birmingham (class).
Lanier High School. Jackson, Miss.,
(chapel, 4 classes); Rowland Estall;
University of Manitoba (student
group); Emeric Sal a ; University of
Manitoba (student group); Mrs.
Terah Smith: Georgia State College
(chapel, 4 classes); Rex King: Olivet
College; (small faculty group);
John Robarts; Olivet College (college student forum); Stanwood,
Cobb; West Virginia State College
(chapel), Mrs. George R. True, Henderson Business College, Memphis
(assembly), Booker T. Washington
High School, Memphis (assembly).
Vanderbilt University, Nashville
(class). The number of stUdents reported hearing of the Faith through
these talks totals 4,465.
The members of the College
Bureau Committee are deeply grateful for the assistance of Assemblies
and individuals in working out these
college engagements.
By:W. KENNETH CHRISTIAN, Chairman

The Baha'i World, Vol. X
The committee for Volume X of
the Baha'i World urgently appeals to
the believers througout the world to
become HBahil'i World book con~
scious." By this is intended the bien-
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nial publication which is known as
the Guardian's book and which is
compiled and edited under his direction and on which he depends
for presentation to distinguished individuals and publications which he
desires to acquaint with the importance of the growing worldwide activities of the Faith.
The BaM.'! World is the only authentic reference book and is designed to be placed in public
libraries and files of important newspapers, in college reterence libraries
and wherever inquirers might be
inclined to seek information on the
Baba'i Faith. However important
our other publications may be none
carries in such complete form the
actual historical records intended
for general information and no honor
is greater than that which accrues
to the contributors of these biennial
publications.

Because this is so, and because
sometimes valuable material which
is highly suitable and should find
its way to this committee flows into
other channels and reaches us too
late if at all, we are now appealing
to all who collect valuable data to
make a special point of addressing
their contributions to the Baha'i
World committee either direct 10
our offices or through the national
office in W i I met t e. By the
Guardian's instructions we require
two copies of all material and we
urge that everything be sent in by
September firsl. Please bear us in
mind and lend us your valued as-

sistance.
By: NELLIE S. FRENCH, Chairman
786 Chester Ave. San Marino 9, Cal.

American Memorial To
'Abdu'l-Balui
On Saturday, June 30th 1945, al
Evergreen Cabin, West Englewood,
New Jersey, wa s held the ThirtyThird Annual Gathering, commemorating the "Unity Feast" given by
'Abdu'I-Baba in 1912, when He came
to America to promulgate Universal
Peace, and visiled Wesl Englewood
where He Himself, served the many
guests, at the first Unity Feast.
Plants and bright flowers bedecked
the grounds around the Cabin, and
the fountains which had nol been
used for the past several years,
were, that day, playing merrily during the meeting. The day was warm,
so the friends came as early as
noontime, to enjoy the country air
and have their picnic lunch outdoors
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under the shade trees. Believers and
friends from seven slates attended
and many of our Persian brothers
and sisters were present. Approximately two hundred and fifty guests
were served.
At three o' clock in the afternoon,
the program prepared by the committee, began, outdoors, in a sort of
amphitheatre arrangement, with
amplifiers to carry the sound. The
Chairman, Mr. Curtis Kelsey opened
the program with prayer and greetings. Mr. Walter Olitzki, Baritone of
the Metropolilan Opera Association
sang four songs accompanied by
Mrs. Harriel Kelsey. The address
given by 'Abdu'I-Bahit at the original
Feast, was read by Mrs. Maude
Gaudreaux. Talks on "Promulgation of Universal Peace" -the theme
of this ga thering-were given by Ihe
following believers:
'Abdu'I-Baba, the Herald of Peace
-Charles S. Krug
Youth Prepares for Peace Rustam Payman
Bases for a Durable PeaceElsie Austin
AI the very spot where the Beloved Masler's holy footsteps fell as
He chanted prayers and gave His
message to the throng in 1912, was
held a service al 5 p.m.-in Ihe Pine
Grove. Valia Kinney presided and
called upon those friends present
who were present at the original
Unity Feast, to recall a few words
aboul that glorious day.
Many of the visitors remained for
a picnic supper. after which was
held an informal jjfireside" meeting,
presided 0 v e r b y Mr. Allah
Kalantar. The spirit that pervaded
the entire gathering during the
whole day was of such fellowship
and love that it well may have
cheered the heart of our Beloved
Master!

By:

AMY RAUBITSHEK,

Secretary

Baha'i Peace Program at San
Francisco During Allied
Nations Conference
(Summary of Committee Report Received
from Miss Marion Holley. Secretary)

Radio Activities: Thirty minute
broadcast at 3: 15 on April 21, over
stalion KQW. Theme: "World Order
is,the Goal." Recordings were made
of this broadcast and have been sent
by the National Radio Committee to
39 other cities for rebroadcast,
Through cooperation of the Regional
Teaching Committee in California, 20
cities throughout California obtained

excellent publicity for the Regional
broadcast.
Publicity: The two best newspapers in San Francisco carried large
display advertisements, outlining the
Baha'i Peace Program. Excellent
publicity secured in all Bay newspapers of all Baha'i activities. There
is a record of 69 ilems of publicity
which appeared in 32 newspapers of
22 cities.
Public Meetings: Symposium on
Baha'i Peace Program held May 9.
Speakers Dr. Rudolph Holsti, former
delegale 10 the League of Nations
from Finland; Dorothy Baker, Leroy
Ioas. Chairman, Marion Holley. AItendance 650. This was the largest
peace meeting of any peace organization held in San Francisco during'
the Peace Conference, according to
the advices of two different San
Francisco newspapers.
Banquet: Given by the Nalional
Spiritual Assembly to friends of Dr.
Holsti attending the present Security
Conferences:
His Excellency, Francisco Castillo
Najera, delegate for Mexico and
Ambassador 10 the Uniled Slates.
His Excellency, Ivan Kerno. delegale for Czetho-Slovakia, Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary.
Dr. Li Shu-Fan, Adviser to Chinese
delegation, and adviser to Chinese Supply Commission.
Dr . Carlos Rodriguez Jiminez, Secretary to Venezuelan delegation,
and Consul General.
M. Alphone Als, Adviser to Luxembourg delegation, and Chief of
Cabinel, Mioislry of Foreign Mfairs, (a friend of St. Barbe Baker)
In addition there were 26 other nonBaha'1s present. for the most part
distinguished frieods of Dr. Holsli.
In all there were 50 banquet guests.
Copies of the Baha'i Peace Program
were distributed to all present.
BaM'i Peace Pamphlet: !lOOO copies of this pamphlet were published
by the Committee. 2,000 copies were
mailed to all persons connected with
the Conference. 1800 copies were
sent to leading citizens of the San
Francisco area. 400 were distributed
at the banquet. symposium, exhibit
elc. The Los Angeles Assembly otdered 1,000 copies for local teaching
use .
..Exhibits: Three exhibits were arranged of the Temple model with
Baha'i literature, maps and placards.
Free lilerature distributed at each
exhibit.
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Official Observer: Marion Holley
ami Sylvia loas were appointed official observers for the Baha'i Faith.
which permitted them to attend the
plenary sessions. Mrs. leas arranged
a display of the Peace Pamphlet at
the Conference Headquarters.
Local Activities: The San Francisco Assembly devoted a thirteenweek radio series to the theme
"Foundations of Universal Peace."
Public meetings and fireside meetings were held in each locality along
these same lines.
10

Inter-America
The reports of the Youth Symposiums in Latin America have been
so inspiring that it was felt well
worth while to devote the entire
neWS to this subject. The South
American Youth joined with their
fellow Baha'I Youth in North America, Europe and Asia on March 4th,
1945, the Tenth International Baba'i
Youth Day to present the Baha'i
Faith to the World.
Thirty youth were present at a
meeting held in Buenos Aires, Argentina to hear Miss Etta Mae Lawrence speak on "The Dynamic Power
of Religion," Sr. Haig Kevorkian,
who spoke on uProphetical Utterancesl Sr. Oscar Aguirre, whose subject was HGod's Plan for the Peace
of the World," and Sr. Antranik
Kevorkian who spoke on ·'The Spiritual Challenge to Youth." Sr.
Antranik Kevorkian presided as
chairman of the progra m. Tea was
served following the meeting and
everyone felt that the Symposium
was a great sucess. A reporter
from the Standard Newspaper of
Buenos Aires interviewed the group
prior to the meeting and as a result a very favorable article appeared in that paper.

From Santiago, Chile we hear that
a wonderful meeting was held in
the home of one of the members of
the Youth Committee-"Thirty one
guests were pre sen t; Marcia
Steward and Roberto Hererra gave
talks on the Cause, tea was served
and a strenuous period of questions
and answers followed. The interest
aroused was truly marvelous, every
one requesting books and further
information. Present were such
types as an architect, newspaper
men, a lamous young Chilian actress, all young and of great capacity; practically every nationality

San Francl8CO Peace Commillee Exhibit al Yazdi Gifl Shop, Berkele,.

was represented and a wonderful
spirit prevailed. We felt that this
meeting marks a great step forward
in our youth activities." Also coordinating with the youth of Santiago, the youth of Punta Arenas
presented a program at the Hotel
Cosmos with seventeen young people
present."
Twenty-one Youth attended the
Youth Symposium at Lima, Peru.
The theme of the Peruvian Youth
was, "Youth?s Role in the World of
Tomorrow" .....L Alejandro Franco,
chairman of the Baha'i Youth Committee gave the introductory speech,
stressing the responsibility of Youth
today. The very latest young Baha'i
woman spoke on "Woman's Role in
the World of Tomorrow." Another
young man spoke on the '·Future
World Economics," presenting it
more from the material viewpoint.
The meeting was concluded with an
impressive presentation
of the
Baha'i Faith by a visiting Baha'i
Youth from Guayaquil, EcuadorJorge Sarco.
Carmelo Perez, chairman of the
Baha'i Youth in Havana, Cuba reports the success of the Symposium
held in that city, 4 'The Youth -Symposium of Havana was held in the
auditorium of 4Radio Universal,'
Colon and Prado. The program was
broadcast over C.M.B.F. Cantos de
la Torre, a youth who has recently
reached twenty-one years and hence

is now a voting member, was chairman. He recited a Temple Poem
which he had composed. Carmelo
Perez, the Youth Chairman gave the
History of the Cause and Dr. Walter
Blomquist spoke on Youths' Role in
the New World Order of Baha'u'llilh,
elaborating on the principles."
Thirty young people attended the
broadcast, many of them having
been attracted by the handpainted
placards announcing the Symposium
which had been placed in prominent
places all over Havana. A press notice in the Havana Post also announced the program.

The first Baha'i Youth Day to be
celebrated in Guayaquil, Ecuador
was held in a sala of Mrs. Anita McGills guest house. From Virginia Orbison we received the following,
"There was in the atmosphere a
strong feeliog of SOlidarity and portent among the six believers and
their five friends. There were nine
nationalities represented: English,
Norwegian, German Jew, Swiss,
French, Italian, Ecuadorian and
North American. Eduardo Gonzales
made the informal introductions and
gave the first talk on 'Facing our
our Responsibilities' and quoting at
length from the Guardians writings.
He then presented Lauro Sanchez ..
His talk wa s Why I am a BaM'1.
The third talk was by Vjrginia Orbison, traveling teacher for South
America. There are hopes that a real
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Baha'i Youth Group will result from
this beginning, with a place of their
own for meeting and constructive activities for which they will take the
entire responsibility."
-INTER~AMERICA COMMITI'EE

News Service
It is apparent from the constantly
increasing volume of newspaper clippings which are being sent to our
Secretary that local publicity chairmen are meeting with greater success in their patient efforts. We apprecia te the various types of publicity attempted by individual Assemblies, Groups. and· even isolated believers. We should all be encouraged
by this showing of an audacious spirit
of teaching effort.
Miss Nancy C. Phillips of Phoenix,
Ariz., writes of successfully placing

this committee's national release
"Baha'is Attain Spiritual World Order' , in the Arizona Sun, read by the
25 t OOO Negroes of Arizona, and in the
Glendale (Ariz.) News. We commend
the Phoenix publicity committee for
it s efforts in also contacting many
other newspapers in their immediate
territory. Credit is due the Misses
Jessie and Ethel Revell and Blanche
Lear for the first Hahit' i news release
appearing in the Pottsville (Penn,)
daily paper and thanks to them for
their comments on the help of the
Publicity Bulletin. The Panama
(C.Z,) Assembly sends us fine clippings from La Nadon and The Panama American and a good CCLetter
to the Editor" clipping from the Waterbury (Conn.) Republican, The Atlanta (Ga.) Journal carrying an interesting report Written by Rebecca
Franklin of the statements by Ali
Kuli Khan during his visit to that
city have also reached us. The latter
was in the form of an interview cov~
ering the Bahit. 'i Peace Program and
the mention that the Wilsonian prin-
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ciples were the stepping stones to this report contains a brief survey on
the United Nations plan and the the special 30 minute transcription
world's desire for a lasting peace. "The Goal Is World Order." This
Mrs. Sarah M, Russell of South Bend, program, featuring the Attorney
Indiana, pleased us with her good Genex:al of California and several
reports,
a
clipping from The Baha'i speakers was transcribed dur(weekly) Mirror of that city and an- ing the Peace Conference in San
other from the Plymouth (Ind.) Francisco. It was then shipped to
many of the communitie s of the
Daily Pilot.
We are sorry that space will not United States and Canada. The transallow the mention of all the letters criptions were financed by the N aand clippings we have received re~ tional Radio Comrpittee.
The special Centenary broadcasts
cently. We do congratulate the local
publicity chairmen for their good .have been covered in a previous rematerial in the Peoria (Ill.) Star, port already published in the Baha'i
Chicago (nl.) Tribune, Columbus News.
The summarized report for the year
Grove (Ohio) Vidette, Racine (Wise.) 1944-1945 follows:
Journal Times, Topeka (Kas.) State
number of stations used: 41
Journal, Wilmette (Ill,) Life, West 1. Total
Total number of states having broadChester (Penn,) Local News, Helena
casts: 25
(Mont.) In d e pen den t-Record,
Total number of Provin~es having
broadcasts: 6
Charleston (W. Vir.) Mail, Union
City (N.J.) Hudson Dispatch, San 2. Total number of programs: 215
Francisco (CaL) Chronicle, WilmingTotal number of special announceton (Del.) Journal, Tacoma (Wash,)
ments: 35
(A.) 4 Thirty minute broadcasts
Times and many other newspapers
195 Fifteen minute broadcasts
throughout the country. We apologize
14 Ten minute broadcasts
to Miss Opal Winans of the Independ2 Five minute broadcasts
ence, Missouri, Assembly for inad~
34 One minute announcements
1 Two mmute announcement
vertently referring to her city as be(B.) Total number of hours on air:
ing in Kansas.
55 hours, 51 minutes.

It has been brought to our atten-

tion that quite a number of house organs of the type used by commercial
houses and, as well, small magazines
of localized circulation are using illustrations of the Baha'i House of
Worship in their content. We would
appreicate receiving any of the material for inclusion in the annual
Press Books. Please send two copies
of any Baha'i mention you see to our
secretary, Miss Virginia A. Russell J
26~ Prairie Avenue, Evanston, DlinOlS, We thank all publicity chairmen for their good cooperation in
helping us keep our files up to date.
-NEWS SERVICE COMMI"l'TEE

Annual Reports
1944-1945
Radio
In response to a request from the

National Radio Committee, the
Bahll'! Communities of the United
States and Canada have submitted
their reports on radio activities in
their areas for the Baha'i year 19441945. These reports have been digested by the National Radio Committee, and have been assembled
here in brief forID.
Many of the reports expressed the

regret that there had been no radio
activity. The reasons were stated
and these particular problems hav~
been passed on to the incoming radio
committee for whatever assistance
they may be able to give in the coming year.
Some of the local reports were still
not available by the time this national report was completed.
In addition to the regularly scheduled broadcasts tor tne past year,

3. Total estimated audience (all stations)

based upon the prinlary and secondary
coverage of stations used, number of
programs, average audience, etc.
9 Million persons
4. The following is a list of the Baha'i
communities carrying broadcasts during the past year:
San Francisc0-32 Fifteen minute
broadcasts
Fargo-28 Fifteen minute broadcasts; 5 Five minute programs
Reno-22 Fifteen minute broadcasts; Two annO\Ulcements (one
minute)
New York-II Fifteen minute
broadcasts
Regina-1 Fifteen minute broadcast
Racine, Wis.-3 Fifteen minute
broadcasts
Washington, D. C.-I Fifteen minute broadcast
Cleveland-2 Fifteen minute broadcasts
Pasadena-l Fifteen minute broad-

cast
Moncton-l Fifteen minute broadcast
Cincinnati-l Fifteen minute broadcast; 2 Ten minute programs
Madison, Wis.-I Fifteen minute
broadcast; I Ten minute program
Jacksonville - 1 Fifteen minute
broadcast
Atlanta-3 Fifteen minute broacasts
Columbus, Ohi0-4 Five minute
programs
Portsmouth, N. H.-3 Fifteen minute programs
New Haven, Conn.-3 Fifteen minute programs
Flint, Mich.-.2 Fifteen minute programs
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Jamestown, N. Y.-I Fifteen min-

ute program
Los Angeles-13

Fifteen minute
programs; 1 Thirty minute program
Fort Wayne, Ind.-2 Announcements
Spokane. Wash.-l Two minute announcement
Dayton, Ohi0-6 One minute announcements
Beverly. Mass.-24 One hundred
word announcements
Brattleboro, Vt.-6 Fifteen minute
program.s
Boise, Idah0-2 Fifteen minute programs
Denver, Col0.-1 Thirty minute program
Minneapolis-I Fifteen minute program
New Orleans-l Fifteen minute pro-

gram

Philadelphia-2 Fifteen minute progr-ams; 1 Announcement (one minute)
Omaba-l Fifteen minute program
Albuquerque - 17 Fifteen minute
programs
Urbana-4 Fifteen minute programs; 11 Ten minute programs
Jackson, Miss.-l Fifteen minute
program
Yonkers, N. Y.-I Fifteen minute
program
Binghamton-2 Fi.fteen minute programs
Cedar Rapids, 1a.-3 Fifteen min-

ute programs; 1 Thirty minute
program
Pittsburgh-l Fifteen minute program
Miami-2 Fifteen minute programs
Baltimorc-l Fifteen minute program; 1 Thirty minute program
HaHfax-3 Fifteen minute programs
Charlottetown, P. E. 1.--4 Fifteen
minute programs
Charleston, W. Va.-2 Fjve minute
programs
5. The following is a listing of the Baha'i
Communities to which the Peace transcription "The Goal Is World Order"
was shipped:
Phoenix
Urbana
New York
Reno
Iowa City
Charleston, W.Va.
Cedar Rapids
Philadelphia
Fargo
Danville, ru.
Jamestown
Grand Rapids. Mich.
Portsmouth
Halifax
Charlottetown
Greensboro
Baltimore
Madison
Birmingham
Scranton
Montreal
Chicago
Elmhurst, Ill.
Indianapolis
Moncton
Seattle
Washington, D.C. Flint
Atlanta
Little Rock
Binghamton
Albuquerque
Jacksonville
Milwaukee
St. Louis
Denver
Cleveland
Lima, Ohio
(A.) Total time on air it used by al1
communities would be: 19 hou.rs.
By: WILLIAM B. SEARS, Chairman

Local AssemblieS
Peace Programs
In accordance with the recommenda tion of the National Spiritual
Assembly, an effort was made by
most of the local assemblies to give
public meetings on the Baha'i peace
plan. Reports of some of these meetings have come to the Baha'i News
Committee.
ColoTado Springs presented the
Baha'i teachings on successive days.
Gladys Roberts, the secretary of the
Assembly writes as foHows: " ... the
CQlorado Springs Baha'is were cosponsors with 25 other organizations
in a Town Hall Meeting held Sa turday, April 7, with a Denver speaker,
and a question panel of 9 people.
The subject was 'Our Stake in World
Peace.' Chosen on the panel was
Mrs. Wanden LaFarge, Baha'i from
Fountain. Sunday, April 8th, the
Baha'Is held a meeting at Halfway
House for Mrs. Marzieh Gail, and
despite the previous night meeting
and no paid advertising, we had 22
people, 15 of whom were non-Baha'is.
We had very good publicity for her
in the Sunday paper. On Monday we
held a meeting at my home where
she spoke on 'Persia as I Saw It.'

Her subject on Sunday was 'Faith
in World Peace.' "
Geneva, N. Y., issued a very attractive program announcing a
Spring Recital "in tribute to the purposes of the San Francisco Conference on World Organization." A very
fine musical program was given,
with students from the Eastman
School of Music participating. During an intermission William B. Sears
of New York talked on "The Dawn
of World Civilization."
The Baha'Is of the County of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, gave- an enormous peace banquet on March 24th
at the Schroeder Hotel, where a
model of the Temple was displayed
in the lobby, along with books which
were for sale. Marie Fricke, the secretary of the Milwaukee Assembly
writes:
"We feel this teaching Banquet
was a wonderful success, particularly a s a publicizing fea ture.
There were over 700 people present,
inclUding members from as far away
as Iowa, members frorq the cities of
Wilmette, Winnetka, Evanston, Oak
Park, and Chicago, all of llJinois,
and members from all over the state
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of Wisconsin-it is estimated that
a bout 50 % of the attendants were
non-Baha'is. Influential and prominent people attended--'-including Dr.
Frank E. Baker, President of Wis~
consin State Teachers College, Lowell P. Goodrich, Superintendent of
Milwaukee Public Schools, Daniel W.
Hoan, Ex·Mayor of Milwaukee, Miss
Dorothy Enderis, Director Municipal
and Social Recreation Centers, Wil~
liam V. Kelley, Secretary Milwaukee
Urban League, Miss Elizabeth Campbell, Executive Secretary International Institute of Milwaukee County,
Inc., and Mrs.·. Grace M. Corwin,
Church Editor of the Milwaukee Sentinel. There 'Were also several clergymen present.
.
"The races were also well represented. There were a goodly sprinkling of Negroes. some Chinese t Japanese, and a Japanese Hawaiian,
also some Indians.
"The speakers were splendid, the
music brilliant and suitable, the tables decorated with red roses and
over it all the blue and rose lights interposed in the chandeliers cast a
beautiful glow upon the happy faces
of the friends. We were all
immensely happy-this was indeed a
Peace Meeting. ,.
The New York City peace program
took place June 8th at New York
Times Hall. It began with music by
Mr. Thomas Richner, concert pianist, winner of ~e Naumburg prize.
This was followed by an address by
Mrs. Dorothy Baker on "World
Peace t everyman's part, u three solos
by Mr. Walter Olitzki, baritone of
the Metropolitan Opera Association,
and an address on HWorld Peace,
essential institutions" by Mr. Horace
Holley.
The San Francisco friends invited
the public to celebrate with them the
Baha'i festival of Naw-Rliz, at which
they presented a program entitled
"Foundations of Universal Peace."
Rev. Dr. Rudolph I. Coffee, President of the Temple of Religion, was
the guest speaker, and Miss Marion
Holley and Mr. Leory C. loas gave
the Baha'i Teachings. This was one
of six discussions on the subject,
"Prerequisites of Peace" scheduled
for March and April. The printed announcement also carried a notice of
the Baha'i World Order Radio program given Sundays at 6 :30 p.m. on
Station KYA.
The Baha'is of Washington, D. C.,
Alexandria and Arlington, Cabin
John, and Chevy Chase, united with
the Regional Teaching Committee to
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give a symposium, April 16 on "The
Problems of a Lasting Peace." The
guest speaker was Mr. Philip Leonard Green, Foreign Relations Specialist for the United States government. author and lecturer on foreign
affairs. Mr. W. Kenneth Christian
was the Baha'i speaker, and music
was furnished by Mr. Walter Olrtzki,
of the Metropolitan Opera. Attractive invitation cards were issued for
this event as wen as the prinled programs given out on the evening itself.
The POTt!and~ Oregon, meeting was
held April1Jth. Dr. Norman F. Coleman and Mr. George Orr Latimer
spoke on "World Unity and an Enduring Peace. H
The Beverly, Massachusetts, Assembly reports thirty present at its
WorJd Peace Forum, fifteen of them
non·Baha.'is. It was held May 18, and
the speakers were Miss Margaret
Curtis, a Director and Chairman of
a Study Group of the United N alions
Association, and Dr. Ali-Kuli Khan,
delegate to the Versailles Peace Conference.

Race Unity Meeti.nf;s
From Albuquerque, New Mexico,
comes the announcement of a very
interesting race unity meeting given
March 29th. Mr. O. Leon Anderson,
Acting Reloca tion Supervisor, spoke
on the subject "Gleanings from the
Relocation Program for Racial Adjustments" and illustrated his talk
with motion pictures in color. The
Baha'i speaker was Dr. E. Lenore

Morris.
The Seattle

Baha'is

gave

their

annual amity tea on April 8th this
year. There was music, furnished by
Professor E mil i 0 Bonsilau and
Prisca Langay, and a panel discussiOli on "Illusion of Separateness"
given by Mrs. Alice Elmendorf and

Mr. Mark Tobey.
The Urbana, Illinois, Assembly, in
combination with the Bahit'f Group
of Champaign, presented a race
unity program in lbe City Building
of Champaign on April 28th. NonBaha'i speakers were Miss Lucy
Nobler, student at the University of
IllinOiS, who talked about race unity
from the scientific point of view,
and Miss Mary Grace Jordan, who
told of practical work for better race
relations being done by non-Baha'i
organizations. The Baha'i teachings
on the subject were presented by
Mr. Farhang Javid, Persian student
at the university. There was a large
attendance.

Bulletins
A new local bulletin ha 5 been
added to the list of those received.
This is the Albuquerque Baha'i News.
The first issue was for the month
of 'Ala' (beginning March 2ndj. It
carries the announcement of the
weekly Baha'i radio program, a
list of Baha'i events for the month,
a few news notes about individual
friends) and the financial report.
San Juan, Puerto Rico, continues
to issue its attractive little bulletin,
beautifully han dow r i t't e n, and
adorned with small sketches in
colored inks.

News of Other Lands
British Isles
From the National Spiritual Assembly of the British Isles comes
lbe inspiring news lbat they have
just pledged themselves 10 attain the
goal set them by the Guardian in
response 10 lbe request of lbe 1!144
Convention: to form nineteen Spiritual Assemhlies in the British Isles
before the Centenary of the Martyrdom of lbe Bab in July, 1950, these
Assemblies to be spread over all the
different areas, England, Scotland,
Wales, Northern Ireland and Eire.
Australia
The following excerpts are from a
letter from E. W. Handley, Librarian, Hobart BaM'; Group, Box 392

C.G.P.O., Hobart, Tasmania, Aus-'
lralia. The letter brought a renewal
order' covering five World Order
subscriptions ..
"The Hobart Baha'is· extend their
greetings and good wishes to lbe
American friends. The Hobart Group
is the only Group in Tasmania. It
numbers six persons, of whom five
are women. We represent only
0.002% of Tasmania's population; we
have howEiver, a promising youth
Group of ten, whose ages range from
eight to sixteen years.. They have
made contact with one or more
American B1:lha'is visiting or passing through Australia.
"We would be glad to hear in ad-

Hyde Dunn Memorial House, Yerrabool
Baha'i Smnmer Sdtool

vance of any visiting Baha'is, for
obvious reasons the chances of such
meetings are greater now than ever
before, or at any other Australian
Center.
ICO ur second public meeting this
year was held at the Hobart Town
Hall, on the 30th of June. Our previous effort was at Launceston, 130
miles away, in February. Both were
worthwhile efforts carried out chiefly
by Misses Crowder and Lamprill.
~'We have been invited to have
representation on the Tasmanian
Branch of The League of Nations
Union. We expect that this will fur:
ther the Baha'i Cause."
There is being introduced into the
curriculum of Tasmanian Schools a
system of non-sectarian religious
training. This will be imparted by
the Class-teachers and not by religious ministers. We wish that there
had been a prepared syllabus of Baha'i teaching suitable for schools. We
might have introduced it at lbis juncture. Do let us know if there are
any such available, as the system,
if continued, will probably extend
throughout Australia.
We note with pleasure the efforts.
of American Baha'is to carry the
teaching to the remoter parts of your
Continent. We too, are trying to devise schemes whereby the teaching
will be extended in our country. Our
conditions are different from those
in U.S.A., and our problems are
probably fewer.
'We were delighted to hear of the
completion of the exterior of lhe Baha'i Temple in America . . .
We have to thank an unknown
donor for a copy of the Baha:i Year
Book, which came to hand in 1942.
We would like this publicly acknowledged if possible . . .
We appreciate the articles puh-Iished in World Order and whenever possible read aloud extracts
from it at the weekly meetings.
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NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Mr. George O. Latimer, Chairman
Mr. Allen B. McDaniel, Vice-Chairman
Mrs. Frank Baker, Recording Secretary
Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary
Mr. Philip G. Sprague, Treasurer
Mr. Leroy loas
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm

Mrs. Thomas Collins
Mr. Louis G. Gregory

II

NATIONAL COMMITTEES
American Memorial to 'Ahdu'l-Baha
Functions: To conduct the annual gathering commemorating the Unity Feast given by 'Abdu'l-Baha at
West Englewood, N. J., in 1921; to maintain in Evergreen Cabin such exhibits and activities as will prepare the way for the permanent memorial to the Mas·
ter to be constructed on this property.
Mrs. Edith Inglis, Chairman,
ston. N. Y.
Mrs. Curtis Kelsey
Mr, Roy C. Wilhelm
Mrs. Amy Raubi tschek
Mrs. Archie Tichenor
Mrs. Carrie Kinney
Mr. Allah Kalantar
Miss Doris Raymond
Mr. Walter Goodfellow

474 W.

238th St.,

Field~

to the Guardian. their place in the New World Order,
and the upbuilding of their administrative life.
Mrs. Thomas Collins, Chairman, Rt. No. 2. Box 394, Phoe.nix. Ariz.
Mrs. Frank Baker
Mr. Louis G.

Gregory

Mr. Philip G. Sprague
Mr, Allen B. McDaniel

Baha'i News Committee
Functions: To edit and issue Baha?i News for the
National Spiritual Assembly; to solicit news from Com.
mittees and Assemblies.
Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary, 536 Sheridan Road, Wi!·
mette, Ill.
:Miss Garreta Busey
Mrs. E. B. Paine
Mrs. Robert Hutchens

A...,hives and History
Functions: To maintain the National Archives and
organize its contents; to receive Tablets and other
material suitable for the National Archives; to advise
local Assemblies on the development of their Archives;
to obtain and organize historical data on special subjects as may be required from time to time.
Mr. Edwin W. Mattoon, Chairman, 105 Sixth St.. Wilmette,
Ill.
Miss Bertha Herklotz
Mr. Hashim Hassan
Mrs. Carl Hannen
Mrs. Edward D. Struven
Mrs. Thomas Collins
Mrs. M. A. True
Mr. Louis J. Voelz

Assembly Development
Functions: To assist in the development of Assemblies by providing a liaison between Assemblies and
their National Spiritual Assembly for purposes of consultation on matters relating to their local progress,
their relation to the National Spiritual Assembly and
to the use of their National Committees, their relation

Baha'i World Editorial (Vol. X. 1944.1946)
Functions: To obtain material from all parts of the
Baha'i world community. including reports, articles,
historical data and illustrations suitable for use in the
successive volumes of "The Baha'i World,"
Mrs. S. W. French, Chairman
Mrs. Clyde Longyear. See'y., 965 Scbumacher Dr., Los
Angeles 36, Calif.
Miss Jessie Revell
Mr. Robert Gulick
Mrs. Josepb R. Pereira
Mrs. Harold Gail
Mrs. John E. Kirkpatrick
Miss Christine Lolstedt
Miss Virginia Orbison
Mrs. Clayton J. Davenport
Miss Margaret Swengel
Mrs. Mariam Haney
Mr. John Eichenauer, Jr.
Mrs. Victoria Bedikian, Photograph Editor

Child Education
Functions: To compiJe the Baha'i teachings on the
subject of child education; to prepare lessons suitable
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for classes of children; to cooperate with child education activities maintained in local communities.
Mrs. Edvard Lindstrom, Chairman
Mrs. Richard McCurdy. Secretary, 921 Thirteenth Street,

Wilmette, DL

Index
Functions: To prepa re indexes and glossa ries for the
standard Baha'i books; to combine index references
into a general cross index.

Mrs. John Ha ggard
Mrs. Wm. Tuttle
Mrs. G. E. Terry
Mr. Edvard Lindstrom

Mr. Wm. Kenneth Christian, Chairman, 314 Palmer Ave.,
Syracuse 7, N. Y.
Mrs. Wm. Kenneth Christian
Mrs. Patrick Quinlan

Mrs. Beatrice Ashton
Miss Annamarie Mattoon

Legal
Functions: To examine the incorporation papers prepared by local Assemblies; to provide information
needed for local incorporation; to assist the National
Assembly in meeting legal questions.
Mr. George O. Latimer, Chairman
Mr. Horace Honey, Secretary, 536 Sheridan Rd .• Wilmette,

College Speake... Bureau
Functions: To bring the Bahli.'i Faith to colleges by
lecture and literature; to provide a speakers service;
to arrange classes for study of the Baha'i teachings
and training for Baha'i membership.
Mr. Bishop Brown, Lindsay Road, Ingomar. Pa.
Mrs. Bishop Brown
Mr. Otto Zrneskal

Mrs. Otto Zmeskal
Dr. Mary Coffin

Contacte
Functions: To produce and distribute the public
teaching bulletin entitled "A World Faith;" to circularize selected lists of people with printed matter.
Mrs. George R. True, Chairman. 132 Moran Rd.. Grosse
Pointe, Mich.

Mrs. Edwin Eardley
Mrs. Etta CaUin
Mrs. Joanne Engman
Miss Winifred Harvey
Mrs. Chas. Krug
Miss Pauline Hanson
Mr. John M. Clifford

Elementary Education
Functions: To make the Baha'i principles an influence in the field of elementary education.
Mr. Carl Schemer, Chairman, 1821 Lincoln St., Evanston,

TIL
Mr. Alfred Osborne
Miss Pearl Easterbrook
Miss Zoe Meyer

Exhibit.
Functions: To prepare material suitable for use' in
public exhibits; to supervise and conduct exhibits in
state fairs and regional and national expositions.
Mr. Clarence Niss, Chairman, 2039 N. Third St .• Milwaukee,
Wis.
Mr. Laurence Hautz
Mr. Wm. G. Johnson

Inter-America
Functions: To plan and supervise teaching activities
throughout Central and South America; to assist the
pioneers; to encourage the formation .of loca.l .communities and guide their development In admmlstrative practice and teaching activities.
Mrs Frank Baker, Chairman
Mis~ Edna True, Secretary, US Forest Ave., Wilmette, Ill.
Mrs. E. R. Mathews
Mrs. Enos M. Barton
Mrs. Thomas Collins
Mr. Philip G. Sprague
Mr. Edwin W. Mattoon

Miss Pari Zla-Walratb.

Ill.
Mr. Chester F. Barnett

Library
Functions: To place literature in public and university libraries; to encourage local Assemblies to provide
books for local libraries; to maintain a record of all
Baha'i literature in public libraries as far as can be
determined.
Mrs. Stuart Sims. Chairman, Leroy Apts., Redbank, N. J.
Miss Helen Reynolds
Miss Dorothy Fisher

National Teaching
Functions: To prepare teaching material; to provide
settlers and pioneer teachers; to plan and supervise
inter-regional activities; to supervise the Regional
Teaching Committees.
Mrs. James P. McCormick, Chairm.an
Mrs. Harry E. Walrath, Sec·y., 4639 Beacon St., Chicago
40, Ill.
Mrs. Thorn as Collins
Mr. Monroe Ioas
Mrs. Warren Shows
Dr. Katherine True
Mrs. Monroe loas
Mr. Lloyd Robinson

N eW8 Service
Functions: To prepare and release publicity material
to the press and the press agencies; to provide publicity material suitable for release by local publicity
committees, traveling teachers and groups; to make
available Bah!>.'j photographs and other illustrated
material of special publicity interest; to encourage
and train local publicity committees in development
of Baha'i publicity activities by means of bul1etins and
instruction material.
Mr. William Henning
Miss Virginia Russell, Secretary, 2622 Prairie Ave., Evans·
ton, Ill.
Mr. Clarence Niss
Mrs. Hazel Rawitsch
Miss Evelyn Erdman
Mr. Lawrence LaRocque
Mr. Melvin Rawitsch
Mr. Ward C. Calhoon
Mrs. Clarence Niss

Pamphlet Literature
Functions: To recommend manuscripts for developing the Baha'i pamphlet literature.
Mr. George O. Latimer, Chairman. 1927 N.E. 40th Ave.,

Portland 13, Ore.
Mrs. A1ice Robertson

Mrs. Florence Campbell

1945-1946
Photography
Functions: To obtain photographic material, both
motion and stilI t of historical interest and teaching

value.
Mr. Edwin W. Mattoon, Secretary, 105 Sixth St., Wilmette,
ill,
Mr. Victor Alexander

Mr. Archie Tichenor
Mr. Curtis Kelsey
Mr. George Miller
Dr. Khan Zia

Portuguese Bulletin
Functions: To edit and distribute a BaM'i Bulletin
in Portuguese for the believers of Brazil.
Mrs. Roscoe L. Wood, Chairman
Mrs. Harold V. Armstrong, Secretary. % Pernambuco
Tramways, Caixa Postal 282, Recife, Pernambuco, BraziL
Temporary address until further notice, R ua Presidente Carlos de Campos 132, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Mrs. Roy Worley
Dr. Fernando Nova

Public Meetings
Functions: To promote the aims and purposes of the
National Campaign through a series of public meetings in various cities; to recommend the program of
the Annual Congress,
Dr. Catherine True, Chairman
Mrs. George R. True, Secretary, 132 Moran Rd., Grosse
Pointe 3(), Mich.
Mrs. James P. McCormick
Mr. Charles Reimer
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray
Mrs. Raymond D. Little
Mr. John Robarts
Miss Georgina Fitzgerald
Mrs. Fred Morton
Mrs. Charles Niemann
Mr. Laurence Hautz
Mr. Wm. C. Henning
Mr. Robert S. Hammond
Mr. John Haggard

Public Relations
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minority groups in America, and to place race unity
editorial material in the press.
Mr. Harlan Ober, Chairman
Mrs. Salvatore J. Ambrose, Secretary, 14-77 Beacon St.,
Brookline 46, Mass.
Miss Natalie Anderson
Mr. Louis G. Gregory
Mrs. Dudley J. Stevison
·Miss Roan U. Orloff
Mr. Matthew Bullock
Mr, William Towart
Mr. George Goodman

Radio Committee
Functions: To make available approved radio scripts
on a variety of Baha'i subjects; to conduct radio campaigns; to stimulate the use of radio for teaching.
Mr. William Sears, Chairman·

Mrs. R. Y. Mottahedeh, Secretary, 225 Fifth Ave., New
York .i.O, N. Y.
Mrs. Fred Morton
Miss Pearl Berk
MisS Monav'er Bechthold
Mr, UgO Giachery
Mrs. Shirley Warde
Mrs. William Sears
Mr. Russell Goudy
Mr. R. Y. Mottahedeh

Regional Teaching
Functions: To organize teaching circuits and route
traveling teachers through cooperation with Assemblies, groups and isolated believers; to encourage and
stimulate teaching activities of groups and isolated
believers; to extend teaching work to areas where no
Baha'is exist; to assist groups and prepare them for
the formation of a Spiritual Assembly; to coordinate
inter-community teaching conferences; to issue Regional teaching and news bulletins; to endorse applications for enrollment and transfers of believers outside
the jurisdiction of Assemblies. Regional Committees
are auxiliary agencies of the National Teaching Com..
mittee.

Functions: To deal with issues arising in the public British Co1Ul1llJia
Mrs. Eve Cliff Southwell, Chairman
press which tend to create misunderstanding or prejuKatherine Moser-op. Sec'y., 6009 Alma Rd" Vancouver,
dice about the Baha'i Faith; to advise local Assem- B.Mrs.
C,
blies in matters pertaining to such issues; to prepare
~rs, Florence Sherborne
statements for encyclopedias and the public press; to'
Miss Mae McKenna
Mrs. Viola China
maintain contacts with government officials.
Mr. Horace Holley, Chairman, 536 Sheridan Rd" Wilmette,
ill,
Mr. George O. Latimer
Mr. Allen B. McDaniel

Publishing
Functions: To print and sell the literature approved
and authorized by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Mr. Horace Holley, Chairman, 536 Sheridan Rd., _Wllmette,
ill,
Mr. Harry E. Walrath
Mr. Carl Scheffler
Mr. David Tubbs
Staff:
C. R. Wood, Mgr., 110 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Ill.
J, T. Wood

Race Unity
Functions: To compile the teachings on the subject
of race unity; to prepare bulletins of information; to
plan race unity activities and programs; to conduct
special meetings; to cooperate with Assemblies in race
unity activities~ to bring the Baha'i teachings to the

Miss Muriel Warnicker
Mr. Austin Collin

Alberta, Saskalebewan and Maniloba
Mr. Rowland EstaIL Chairman
Miss Elizabeth Brookes, See'y., Box 121, Winnipeg, Man.
Mrs. Jean .Johnston
Miss Patricia Blanche Mosher
Mr. Oscar Arkles
Miss Doris Skinner
Mr. Ernest Court
Mrs. Ann McGee
Ontario (including Ottawa)
Mr. John Robarts, Chairman
Mrs. Laura Davis, Secretary, 44 Chestnut Park Rd., Toronto
Miss Winifred Harvey
Mrs. Ethel Priestly
Mrs . .John Robarts
Mr. F. St. George Spendlove

Quebe<

Mr. Emeric Sala, Chairman
Mrs, L, C. Boudler, Sec'y., 3721 L'Oratoire, Montreal, P.Q.
Mr. Ragnar Mattson
Miss Rena Gordon
Mr. L. C. Boudler
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Mrs. W. R. Waugh
Mrs, Emeric Sala

New Brunswi~k, PriD« Edward Island, No". Scotia
Mr. Irving Geary. Chairman
Mrs. Willard McKay. Sec·y., 279 Richmond Street Char·
lottetown. P. E. I.
•
Mrs. Irving Geary
Mr. Willard McKay
Miss Helen Gidden
Mrs. Merle C. McEwen

Mrs. Annie Romer
Mr. Fred Wade
Mr. Lloyd Gardner
Maine, New Hampshire, VermoDt, MaMacho.setts,
tu.ode bland, Conneetieul
Mr. Chas. Krug, Chairman
Mrs. Victor Archambault, Sec'y._ :1 Pilgrim Road, Arlington, Mass.
Mrs. Fred Morton
Mrs. Wendell Bacon
Miss Boushan Wilkinson
Dr. Elizabeth Kidder Ober

Mr. Ralph Bates
Mr. Harlan Ober

New York

Mr. U go R. Giacbery. Chairman
Mrs. Florence Steinhauer, Sec'y" 3018 Corlear Ave., New
York 63, N. Y.
Miss Vera Moorhead
Mrs. Walter Olitzki
Miss Ida Noyes
Miss Helen Campbell
Miss Lauretta Moore
Mr. ehas. Behrens

New Jersey, DeJaware, Penmylvania
Mr. Stuart Sims, Chairman
Mrs. Arthur V. Crane, Sec·y., 100 Prospei:t Ave., Hackensack, N. J.
Mrs. Edgar Olson
Mrs. Otto Zrneskal
Mrs. Jean Sharpless
Mr. Curtis Kelsey
Mrs. Ida Huff
Dr. Mary Coffin
Miss Jessie Revell
Maryland, Vircinia 9 West Virginia
Mr. Paul Haney, Chairman
Mrs. John Honnold, Sec'y" 3008 Lake Ave., Cheverly, Hyattsville, Md.
Mrs. Haz.el Langrall
Miss Mildred Elmer
Mrs. J. E. Rice
Miss Elsie Austin
Mr. Raymond Rouse
Mrs. Albert E. Dorrida
Miss Hannah Lohse
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky
Mr, Edmund Miessler, Chairman
Mrs. Clarence Ullrich. Sec'y., J24 Carpenter Rd., Mansfield, O.
Mrs. Arthur Patterson
Mrs. Mary Elmore
Mrs. Edmund Miessler
Mr, Arthur Patterson
Mr. Lothar Schurgast
Mrs. Florence Reeb
Miss Charlotte Lindenberg
Mr. Clarence mlrich
nJinoi:9~ Miehigan~

Wi8f!on!Sin. Iowa
Mrs. Adeline Duff, Chairman
Mrs. Geo, D. Neal, Sec'y., 332 Jackson St., Muskegon, Mich.
Mr. Chas. Reimer
Mrs, Jakob Kunz
Dr. Alice Kidder
Mrs. Harry Mills
Miss Luella Marie Balsiger
Miss Gladys Kline

Kansas, Miuoari, Nebraska
Mrs. Paul Brown, Chairman
Mrs. Claude Winans, Sec'y., 421 N. Spring St., Indepen.
deuce, Mo.
Mrs. Bertha Campbell
Mrs. Anna P. Williams
Mrs. Harold Baker
Mrs. lloyd Sherrill
Miss Nayan Hartfield
Mrs. John B. Becktel
Minnelota, Sonlh Dako1a, North Dakota
.Miss Maria Montana, Chairman
Mrs, Kenneth Klein, Sec·y., 2235 W. 21st St., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Mrs. Marie Tetu
Miss Elsa Steinmetz
Mrs, Marguerite Bruegger
Mrs. T. O. Morrill
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georcla
Mrs. Terah Smith. Chairman
Mrs. P. D. Cunningham, Sec'y .• 1262 Euclid Ave., N. E.,
Atlanta, Ga.
.
Miss Doris Ebbert
Miss Gertrude Gewertz
Mrs. W, T. Bidwell
Mrs. Jos. J_ Sawyer
Mrs. Eva McAllister
Mrs. David Ruhe
Florida
Mrs. Chester M. Davison, Sr .• Chairman
Mrs. M. E. Buffin, Sei:·Y., 49 S.E. 6th St., Miami 36
Mrs. Wm, Bethel
Mrs. Chester M. Davison, Jr.
Miss Kathryn Vernon
Miss Winifred Richards
Mrs. Walter Guy
Tenne!!ll!lee, Alabama

Mr . John Inglis, Chairman
Miss Nina Howard, Sec'y" 1315 S. 29th St., Birmingham 5,
Al •.
Miss Martha Fettig
Mr. Robert Durr
Mr. Homer Dyer
Dr, A. H. Kessler
Miss Nellie Roche'
Mrs. Eugene Keller
Louisiana, Mil!iwsippi 9 Arkansas
Mrs. Raymond D. Little, Chairman
Mrs. Robert F. Little, Sec·y., 3905 N. Claiborne St., New
Orleans, La,
Mrs. H. W. Bivins
Mrs, J, L, Smith
Mrs. W. Ellis
Mr. Verney Thompson

Oklahoma, Texall
Mrs. Inez Butterfield, Chairman
Mrs. Dwight Edson, Sec'y" "Briar Hollow" R. 21, Box 16.
Houston, Tex.
Mr. J. Clark Pollard
Mr. J. R. Reynolds
Miss Charlotte Stirratt
Mr. Albert Entzminger
Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey
CaUfornia, Arizona. Nevada
Dr. Chas. Witt, Chairman
Mrs. Leonard B. Herbert, Sec'y_, 5372 Templeton St., Los
Angeles 32, CaJif,
Mr. Hasc]e Cornbleth
Mrs. C. E. Kemper
Mr. Robert F. Willis
Mrs. Robert Phillips
Mrs. Leroy loas
Mrs. David Mayberry
Dr, Clyde Longyear
Mrs. Sigsbee Lee Foster
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W yominll' Coloradot New Mexico
Mrs. Gen. N. Clark, Chairman
Mrs. Clarence E. Olson, Secretary. Albin, Wyo.
Mrs. M. Rita Wallace
Dr. E. Lenore Morris
Mrs. Raymond Gillespie
Mrs. Gladys Roberts
Mrs. May Arno
Idaho. Montana, Utah
Mrs. Walter Ingham, Chairman
Mrs. Dna M. Ault, Secretary, 1402 E. Washington, Bojse,
Idaho
Mrs. Bertha S. Adelman
Mr. Charles Bryan
Mr. J. K. Saunders
Mrs. Ethel Thompson
W.shiDpon, Qrecon
Mr. Geo. Washington, Chairman
Mrs. Wm. Wilks, Sec'y., 319 N. 83rd St., Seattle 3, Wash.
Mrs. Clara Rainboth
Mrs. Harry Taylor
Mrs. ebas. W. Campbell
Mrs. Ernest Walter
Mr. John Clifford
Mrs. Rachel Porter
Mr. Levi Munson
Miss Gale Marsolais
Alaaka
Miss Honor Kempton, Chairman
Mrs. Verne Stout, Sec'y., Box 2334, Anchorage, Alaska
Miss Dagmar Dole
Miss Betty Becker
Mr. Verne Stout

Reviewing
Functions: To pass upon the accuracy of manuscripts
submitted through the National Spiritual Assembly; to
examine manuscripts for literary quality and effectiveness and their usefulness as contributions to the published literature.
Mrs. Mehdi Firoozi, Chairman R.D. 2, Geneva, N. Y.
Miss Elizabeth Brookes
Mrs. Wm. H. Hart

Schools (l945 Sea.on)
Functions: To provide instruction and study courses;
to train teachers; to conduct the school program; to
encourage attendance at the school.
Geyserville
Mr. Arthur Dahl, Chairman
Miss Gladyce Linfoot, Secretary, 156 Nova Drive, Piedmont. Calif.
Mr. John Bosch, Mrs. Amelia Bowman, Mr. Irvin Somerbalder, Mrs. Leroy Ioas, Mrs. T. :1. Greger, Mrs. Arthur
Dahl, Dr. Mildred Nichols, Mrs. Leo Perron.
Green Acre
Dr. Genevieve Coy, Chairman, 10 Patchin Place, New York,

N. Y.
Mr. Wm. Roessler, Mr. Bishop Brown, Dr. Glenn Shook,
Mrs. Joseph R. Pereira, Mrs. John Marlowe, Mr. Robert

Gulick.
Loubelen

Mrs. John E. Kirkpatrick, Chairman
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston, Secretary, 3208 S. State Rd., M. 15,
Davison, Mich.
Miss Phyllis Hall, Cor. Secretary
Mr. Harry Whang, Mr. L. W. Eggleston, Mr. Edmund Miessler. Mrs. Clinton W. Wideman, Mr. Roscoe Springston, Miss
Margaret Swengel, Mr. Richard Suhm.

International
Functions: To provide instruction for the training of
Baha'i teachers wishing to serve in other lands, especially. at present, in Central or South America; to

stimulate Latin American contacts and activities by
local Assemblies in North America.
Mrs. E. R. Mathews, Chairman
Mrs. Raymond D. Little, Secretary, Box 255, Covington. La.
Mrs. Thomas Collins, Mr. George O. Latimer, Mrs. Max
Greeven, Mr. Max Greeven, Mrs. Oliver LaFarge, Mr. Mark
Tobey.
Sel~tive Service Advisory Committee
Functions: To advise Baha'is on applications of the
Selective Service Act.

Mr. Allen B. McDaniel, P.O. Box 96. Waterford, Va.
Mr. Paul Haney

Service to the Blind
Functions: To provide Baha~i literature in Braille for
the blind; to place Baha'i Braille literature in libraries
and other institutions; to encourage the formation of
groups of Baha'i workers to increase the supply of
Braille transcriptions, and to provide other means for
serving the blind.
Miss Ella Quant, General Chairman, 1089 Glenwood Blvd.~
Schenectady. New York
Talkiq Book Division
Mr. Hilbert Dahl
Miss Ella Quant
Miss Hilda Stauss
Mrs. Lothar W. Schurgast
Mrs. Paul A. Schoeny
Miss Adah Schott
Braille Transcriptions Divjsion
Mrs. J. L. Gibson, Secretary, P.O. Box 1135, Santa Monica~
Calif.
Mrs. 'Mayme Jackson
Mrs. A C. Engelder
Mrs. Mabelle Perry
Mrs. Dale Cole
Mrs. Bahiyyih Valentine
Miss Alice Doolittle
Mrs. Eula Fritz
Miss Ella Quant
Miss Sophie Rieger
Mrs. Louise K. Sayward
Mr. Adolph Feher, Proo!reader
Mrs. Lothar Schurgast
Mrs. Melba Call King

Spani.h Puhlication.
Functions: To translate BaM'i texts into Spanish; to
publish and distribute Spanish books and pamphlets.
Buenos Aires Branch
Sr. Emilio Barros, Chairman, 42B Peru, Depto A, Buenos.
Aires, Argentina
Miss Lillian McRae
Sr. Salvador Tormo
Panama Branch
Mr. Alfred E. Osborne, Chairman, Box "K" Balboa, C. Z.
Mrs. Cora Oliver
Mrs. Louise Caswell
Miss Julia Regal

Study Aid. Committee
Functions: To encourage and promote the practice
of organized Baha'i study.
Mrs. Beatrice Ashton, Chairman, 1505* Oak St.,
Ill.
Mrs. John McHenry
Mr. Marvin Newport

Evanston~

Temple Guide. Committee
Functions: To maintain a staff of guides for conduding visitors through the House of Worship; to hold
classes for training Temple guides.
Mrs. John Haggard, Chairman, 1229 Cleveland Ave., WiJmette, 111.
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Mr. Clarence Welsh
Mrs. Clarence Welsh

Mrs. Willis S. Hilpert, Secretary. 455 Chestnut St., Win·
netka, Ill.
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray
Mr. Ed'Win W. Mattoon
Mr. Marvin Newport
Mr. Clarence Suhm
Miss Joan Crawford
Mrs. Louis Voelz
Mrs. M. D. Roach
Mrs. Colston Rice-Wray

World Language
Functions: To develop and encourage the interest in
the Baha'i principle of an international auxiliary language; to 'make possible effective cooperation with
other workers in the field of international language; to
provide Baha'i Jiterature in Esperanto and other international languages.

Temple Librarian and Sales Committee
Functions: To conduct the sale of literature in the
Temple; to provide facilities for the sale of Baha'i
photographs, ringstones, displays and exhibits, slides
and other Baha'i material.

Miss Roan U. Orloff. Chairman,
Charlesgate West, Boston. MasS.
Mrs. Patrick Quinlan
Mrs. Luella Beecher
Miss Lucy J. Marshall
Mrs. James Kincaid
Mr. A. E. Regal
Mrs. Robert Davis
Mrs. Mabel Vicary
Mr. J. M. Clifford
Mrs. Etty Graeffe
Mr. Chester Blaski
Mrs. Chester Blaski

Mr. Harry E. Walrath, Chairman, 4639 Beacon St., Chicago
40, m.
Mrs. Carl Scheffler

Temple Program Committee
Functions: To conduct the weekly public meeting at
Foundation Hall; to conduct such other devotional or
public meetings as may be approved from time to time
by the National Spiritual Assembly.

World Order Magazine
Functions: To edit the American Baha'i Magazine.

Mr. Monroe loas, Chairman
Mr. John Haggard, Secretary, 1229 Cleveland St., Wilmette,

Mr. Horace Holey, Chairman
Mrs. Wm. C. Herming, Secretary, 69 Abbottsford Rd., Winnetka, Ill.
Miss Garreta Busey
Mrs. John E. Kirkpatrick

m.

Dr. James Lewis
Mrs. Edna Coleman
Mrs. Willis S. Hilpert
Mr. Albert R. Windust
Mrs. John McHenry
Mrs. Betty Scheffler Ashton

Trarullations
Functions: To translate Baha'i texts into the German
and other European languages.
Mr. Siegfried Schopflocher, Chairman, 1102 University St.,
Montreal, P. Q., Canada
Mrs. Hanna Neumann
Mr~

Karl Neumann

Hotel Canterbury, 14

Youth
Functions: To stimulate and coordinate activities of
Baha'i Youth throughout the American Baha'i community; to initiate worldwide youth symposiums; to
issue bulletins of suggestions, plans and news of youth
activity; to provide study material; to arrange conferences.
Mr. Charles Ioas, Chairman, 3300 Prairie Ave., Brookfield,
Ill.
Miss Cynthia Hastings, Secretary, 6312 Magnolia Ave., Chi·
cago, 111.
Mr. Ralph Halverson
Mr. Robert Imagire
Miss Pari Zia~Walrath
Mr. DeWitt Haywood, Jr.
Miss Barbara Hannen
Mrs. Betty Scheffler Ashton
Mr. Hushangh Javid
Mr. Manucher Javid

Mrs. Laurence Hautz
Mrs. Lothar Schurgast

Visual Education
Functions: To recommend subjects for development
-of moving picture films with sound, of Baha'i educational and historic value.
Mrs. Shirley Warde, Chairman, 1321 Taylor St., San Fran·
-cisco S. Calif.
Mr. Victor Alexander

ill

TRUSTEE MAINTENANCE COMMI'ITEES
Properties Representative, MR. GEORGE O.

LATIMER,

Temple
Mr. Robert S. Hammond, Chairman, 1217 Asbury Avenue,
Winnetka. Ill.
Mr. Lloyd Robinson
Mr. Clarence UUrich
Green Acre
Mr. Charles Krug, Chairman
Miss Roushan Wilkinson, Secretary, R.F.D. 190, No. AttIe·
boro, Mass.
Mrs. Harold Bowditch
Mrs. James Flynn
Mr. Philip G. Sprague
Bosch
Mr. John Allen. Chairman, 831 Walnut Ave., Burlingame,

1927 N.W. 40th Avenue, Portland 13, Oregon.

Calif.
Mrs. Thomas Collins
Mr. Ted Groger
Mr. Ray Brackett
Mr. John Bosch
Wilhelm
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm, Chairman
Mrs. Amy Raubitschek, Secretary. 1113 Bromley Avenue,
west Englewood, N. J.
Mr. Walter Goodfellow
Wilson
Mr. Victor Archambault, 2 Pilgrim Road. Arlington, Mass.
Mr. Harlan Ober
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LOCAL SPffiITUAL ASSEMBLIES
A. United States
Alabam .. :

Birmingham: Mrs. Verna IngHs, 3431 Cliff Road, Birmingham, ~.
Alaska:

Anchorage: Miss Honor Kempton, The Book Cache (Box
1156).

Arlzoo.a:
East Phoenix: Mrs. Car] Deppe, 3438 N. 12th St.
Phoenix: Mrs. Nancy (Mrs. Robert T.) Phillips, 521 West
Holly St.
Arkansas!
Little Rock: Mrs. Lucy Hawkins, 1023 Louisiana St.

CaWomia:
Alhambra; Miss Annadore von Muenchhausen, 220 Win-

chester Ave.
Berkeley; Mrs. Helen B. Rutledge, 2828 Stuart St. (5).
Beverly Hills: Spiritual Assembly of B,aM'is of Beverly
Hills, Box 794. (Mrs. Marian E. Gordon)
Burbank: Mrs. Anders Nielsen. 1630 N. Catalina St,
Burlingame: Mrs. Frederick Babo, 1045 EI Camino, Apt. 3.
Geyersville: (Cloverdale Township) Mrs. Olive Meyer,

Geyersville.
Glendale: Mrs. E. A. Stapp, 1244 Justin Avenue. Glendale 1.
Long Beach: Mrs. Allen W. Robertson, 1328 Orange Ave.
Los Angeles: Mr. Willard P. Hatch, 4367 West 8th St, Los
Angeles 5.
Oakland: Miss Florence S. Hay, 450 Lee St., Oakland 10.
Pasadena: Miss Bertha Matthiesen, SOg East Cali10rnia St.,
Pasadena 5.
Sacramento: Miss Elizabeth L. Duffy, 2223 E St., Sacra·
menta 16.
San Diego: Mrs. Gladys Loudon, 1846 Second Ave., Apt. B,
San Diego 1.
San Francisco: Mrs. T. 3. Groger, 64 Agua Way (6).

Colorado:
Colorado Springs: Mrs. Gladys Roberts, 915 N. Hancock
Ave.
Denver: Mrs. Geo. N. Clark, 821 Marion St.

Connecticut:
Hamden: Mrs. Louis Keller, 114 Wakefield St" Hamden 14,
New Haven: Miss Gertrude Duell, 561 Whalley Ave,

»eta. ware:
Wilmington: Mrs. Sara Terry Taylor. 1229 Tatnall St., Wil·
mington 13.
Washingt,on, D. C.:
Miss Elizabeth G. Hopper, 2220 20th St., N.W"
ton 9.

Washing.

Florida:
Jacksonville: Mjss Kathryn L. Vernon, 707 Post St., Jack·
Bonville 4.
Miami: Mrs. Beth Holden, 65 S,E. 10th St., 36,
St. Augustine: Mrs. Frances A. Shaw. 139 Central Ave.
Georgia:
Atlanta: Miss Doris Ebbert, 1247 Sells Ave., S.W.
Augusta: Mrs. Emma P. Lawrence, P.O, Box 2004 Hill
Station.
Bawail:
Honolulu: Miss Henrietta From, 2336 Beckwith St., Hono·
lulu 5.
SpreckJesville, Maui. Mrs. Mary T. Fantom.
Idabo:
Boise: Miss Elizabeth Adelmann, 906 East State St.
Dlinols:
Chicago: Mrs. Harry E, Walrath. 4639 Beacon St., Chi·
cago 40.
Danville: Mrs. Eliz.abeth Raimer, 12301f.t No. Gilbert St.

Elmhurst: Miss Mary Fischer, 300 N. York St.
Evanston: Mrs. Beatrice O. Ashton, P,O. Box 252.
Maywood: Mrs. George Amerson, 901 S. 7th Ave.
Peoria: Mrs. Charlotte Worley. 1702 Main St.
Springfield: Mrs. Gretchen Schultz, 1628 South Sixteenth St.
Urbana: Mrs. Esther Gordon Harding, 704 W. Nevada St.
Waukegan: Mrs. H. S. Niblack, 22 Jefferson Ave.
Wilmette: Miss Bertha L. Herklotz, c/o E. W. Mattoon. lOS.
Sixth St.
.
Winnetka: Mrs. Willis S. Hilpert, 455 Chestnut St.
Indiana:
Fort Wayne: Mrs, Philip J, Schott, 668 Spring St.
Indianapolis: Mrs. Arthur H, Patterson, 2725 Station St.~
Indianapolis 1.
South Bend: Mrs. Sarah M, Russell, 1031 Lincoln Way West.
South Bend 16.

Iowa.:
Cedar Rapids: Miss Edna Mackinson, 620 First Ave., N,E.
Kansas:
Topeka: Mrs. Bertha H. Campbell, 1021 Tyler St.
Kentucky:

Louisville: Mrs. Marian Fieguth, 645 South 40th St.
Louisiana:
New Orleans, Miss H. Hullinghorst, c/o Baha'i Center, 601
Queen & Crescent Bldg., New Orleans 12.
Maine:
Eliot: Mrs. Dorothy Cress.
Maryland:
Baltimore: Mrs. Albert E. Dorrida. 5301 Gwynn Oak Ave.~
Baltimore 7.
Bethesa-Chevy Chase: Mrs. Adline S. Lohse, 4700 Dover
Road, Friendship, P.O., D. C,
Massacbusetts:
Beverly: Miss Helen A. Miller, 15 Ives St.
Boston: Miss Natalie Anderson, c/o Baha'f Center, 25 HUntington Ave., Boston 16.
Brookline: Mrs. Evelyn W. Haisler, 47 Vernon St.
Springfield: Mrs. David E. Hutton, 958 State St.
Worcester: Miss Fanny M. Holmes, 103 Webster St.. Wor.
cester 3.
Michigan:
Ann Arbor: Mrs. Wm. M. Parker, 1601 Pontiac St.
Detroit: Mrs. Edwin Eard1ey, 2810 Woodstock Drive, Detroit 3.
Flint: Miss Mabel Kitchenmaster, 1123 S. Saginaw St.
Grand Rapids: Mrs. Wilbur Walsh, 526 Jefferson Ave.
Lansing: Mrs. Earl D. Shetterley, 813 Fayette St., Lan.
sing 10.
Muskegon: Mrs. George D. Neal, 332 Jackson Ave,
Minnesota:
Duluth: Mrs, Virginia B. Peterson, 624 Arlington Ave.
Minneapolis: Miss Sina O. O]sen, ]23 S. 11th St., Apt. H,
Minneapolis 2.
St. Paul; Miss Voroth D. Kadrie, 2127 Juliet Ave., St.
Paul 5.
Mississippi :
Jackson: Mr. E. S. Campbell, P.O. Box 2093.

Missouri:
Independence: Mrs. Claude Winans, 421 N. Spdng St.
Kansas City: Mrs. Albert Walkup, 2620 Mersington Ave.
St. Louis: Miss Nayan F, Hartfield, 4447 Washington Blvd .•
St. Louis S.

Montana:
Butte: Mrs. A. L. Palmer, Dorothy Apartments, East Granite St.
HeJena: Mr. Charles M. Bryan. 507 Sixth Ave.
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Nebraska. :
Omaha: Mrs. Doreene N. Holliday, 3014 N, 28th Ave"
Omaha 10.
Nevada:
Reno: Miss Blossom Hay, 226 Ridge St.

New Ba.mpsblre:
Portsmouth; Mrs. John Marlowe, 200 Gates St,
New Jersey:
East Orange: Mrs. J. Rockwell, 12 Washington St.
Montclair: Mrs. Catherine M. Healy, MOlUltainside Hospital.

Teaneck: Mrs. Amy G. Raubitschek, 126 Evergreen Place.
West Englewood.

New Mexico:
Albuquerque: Mrs. Richard WaIters, Albuquerque Baha'i
Community, Box 1260.
New York:
Binghamton: Mrs. Helen Inderlied, 44 Lincoln Ave.
Buffalo: Mrs. J. P. Patterson. 333 Ontario St.
Geneva: Mrs. Lucy Heist, 46 Park PI.
Jamestown: Mrs. Ralph Emery, 81 FairmoWlt Ave.
New York City: Dr. Genevieve L. COY. 119 W. 57th St.,
Room 615. New York 19.
Rochester: Mrs. Rochelle Boonshaft, 171 Alexander St.,
Rochester 7.
Syracuse: Mrs. PaUl R. Meyerowitz, 325 Furman St., Syra·
cuse 5.
Yonkers, Mrs. Lillian Rogers, 64 Locust Hill Ave.

North Carollna-:
Greensboro: Mrs. Joseph J. SawYer, 129 S. Mendenhall St.
North Dakota:
Fargo: Mrs. Tyndall 0, Morrill, 1240 Broadway.

Ohio:
Cincinnati: Miss Hilda Stauss, 3640 Epworth Ave., Westwood, Cincinnati 11.
Cleveland: Mrs. Mabelle S. Perry, 10817 Earle Ave., Cleve·
land 8.
Columbus: Mrs, Jose B. Acebo, 777 Franklin Ave., Columbus 5.
Dayton: Mrs. Hazel Volz, 351 Kenilworth Ave.
East Cleveland: Prof. Wm, Sandoz, 1770 Delmont Ave.
Lima: Mrs. C. L. Kramer, 121 South Collett St.
Toledo: Mr. Charles Hill, 2421 Chase St., Toledo 11.
Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City: Mrs. Albert Entzminger, 734 N.W. 20th St.

Orepn:
Portland: Mr. Fred S. Young, 3207 N.E. 11th Ave., Port·
land 12.

Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia: Miss Helen L. Reynolds, 5334 Green St..
Philadelphia 44.
Pittsburgh: Mrs. Otto Zmeskal. 4628 Bayard St.
Scranton: Mrs. Zenobia J. Dorsey, 1312 Linden St.
West Chester: Mrs, Clarence F. Lear. 42 West Gay St.
Puerto Rico:
San Juan: Mrs. Lucien McComb, P.O, Box 2130, San
Juan 10.
Rhode Island:
Providence: Mr. William Doul!, 92 University Ave.

South Dakota:
Sioux Falls: Mrs, Frances B, Jones, 404 S. First Ave.
Tennessee:
Memphis: Miss Johanna Zimmermann, Box 25, Crosstown
Station.
Nashvi1le: Miss Nellie Roche, 217-28th Avenue, N.

Texas:
Houston: Mrs. J. Clark Pollard, 7038 Kellar St., Houston 12.
Utah:

Salt Lake City: Mrs. Eleanor Beckman, 347 East 3rd South.
Vermont:
Brattleboro: Mr. Ben D. Weeden, 83 Main St.
Virgin.ia:
AexRndria: Mrs. Harold M. Bowman, "The Maine," Bev.
erly Park Gardens.
Arlington: Mrs. Gretchen Bronwick, 1319 North Adams St.
Washjngton:
Richmond Highlands: Miss Blanche E. HiHman, Box 123,
Richmond Beach.
Seattle: Miss Elsa Nordquist. 4508 18th Ave .. N.E .• Seattle 5.
Spokane: Mrs. Gladys Beasley. 4615 N. Madison.
Tacoma: Mrs. Leslie M. Ames, 7212 S. Park St.
West Virginia.:
Charleston: Mrs. Helen S. Anderson, Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is of Charleston, Box 227, Charleston 21.
Wisconsin:
Kenosha: Mr. Louis J. Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Road.
Madison: Mrs. Maurine Mikelson, 2612 Monroe St., Madi·
son 5.
Milwaukee: Mrs. Herbert L. Voight, 1918 N. Hi Mount
Boulevard, Milwaukee 8.
Racine: Mr. Harold R. Olsen, 2007 Slau.son Ave.
Wauwatosa: Mrs. Ernest Hassman, 7215 W. 'North Ave.,
Wauwatosa 13.
Wyoming:
Laramie: Mrs. Raymond Gillespie, 309 S. 8th St.

B. Canada
Alben,,:
Edmonton: Miss Gwen M. Clarke, 7852 Jasper Ave.
British Columbia:
Vancouver: Miss Agnes Whitecross, Suite 38, 843 Car·
dero St.
Manitoba:
Winipeg: Miss Patricia Mosher, P,O. Box 121.
New Brunswick:
Moncton: Mrs. Prudence George, 177 Botsford St.
Nova Scotia
Halifax: Mrs, Annie B, Romer, 44 South St.

Ontario:
Hamilton: Miss Muriel Wells, 210 Victoria Ave., N.
Toronto: Mrs. A. Victor Davis, 44 Chestnut Park.
Prince Edward Island:
Charlottetown: Miss Helen Gidden, Box 452.
Quebec:
MontreaL Mrs. W. R. Waugh, 11408 Laval Road, Cartierville, Montreal 9.

Saskatchewan:
Regina: Miss Lauretta Voelz, P.O. Box 264.

Note: To maintain this Directory in complete and accurate form, Committee memo
bel'S, Assembly Secretaries and others concerned are requested to report changes of
address, correct inaccuracies in spelling of names, etc., as rn.ay be necessary through·
out the Baha'i year.
Issued by

National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and Canada
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette, DIinois
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Messages from the Guardian
"Our Heart. are Vplijted in
Tlumlugi"ing"
Our hearts are uplifted in thanksgiving for complete cessation of the
prolonged, unprecedented world conflict_ I hail the prospects of the removal of the restrictions enabling
American Baha'i Community to expedite the preliminary measures required to launch the second stage
of the Divine Plan, I appeal focus
attention upon the requirements of
the all-important Latin American
work. The adequate fulfilment of this
vital task preludes the assumption
of collective responsibility by triumphant Community of the spiritual
enlightenment and ultimate redemption
of
sorely-tried.
war-·
ravaged European continent, destined to be associated with exploits
which must immortalize the second
stage of the World Mission entrusted by 'Abdu'l-Baha to the aposties
of His Father's Faith in the western
world. The opportunities of the pres
4

ent hour are infinitely precious, the
time is pressing, the call of the distressed, groping peoples of Europe
pitiful, insistent. The work still to
be accomplished to consummate the
mighty enterprise undertaken in Latin America is considerable. The Almighty's sustaining grace is assured,
unfailing. I am praying from the
depths of a joyful, thankful heart
for the outpouring of blessings no
less remarkable than the divine
bounties vouchsafed unto the valiant
prosecutors of the Plan in the course
of the opening pha se of their World
Mission.
SlroGm RABBANI
Message -received. August 20, 1945.

"T Iae Ce&sal.ion 01 H o,t.ilities"
Dear and valued co-wOTkers: The
cessation of hostilities on the con·
tinent of Europe, the prospect of an
early termination of the bloody conflict raging in the Far East, invest
the members of the world Baha',
community, and particularly its
standard-bearers in the great Re-

public of the West, with a great, a
unique, and inescapable responsibility. The first stage of the misswn
laid upon them by 'Abdu'I-Baha, the
inauguration of which has been so
long retarded while the processes of
a slowly emerging administrative
order were being set in motion, and
which coincided with one of the
darkest and most tragic periods in
human history, has been brought to a
triumphant conclusion, and added a
golden page to the annals of the
closing years of the first Baha'i century.

As a new phase in the painful evolution of a sorely. tried and wayward
humanity opens, a new challenge
summons the prosecutors of a Divine
Plan to gird up their loins, muster
their resources, and prepare themselves for the launching of the second stage of an enterprise which, as
it reveals its full potentialities, must
stretch to embrace the five continents of the globe. World turmoil,
grave dangers, severe restrictions,
the lethargy of the public engrossed
in its war problems, have failed to
dampen the zeal, or to undermine
the resolve, or to interfere with the
successful discharge of the duty
assumed by those who have so de-terminedly em barked on the opening stage of their world encircling,
divinely appointed mission, With the
return to more normal conditions,
with the improvement of the means
of travel and communication, with
the lifting of the deadening weight
Df fear and care and the growing
receptivity of the masses schoole-a.
in adversity and groping for th~
means of ultimate salvation, opportunities without number and unprecedented in their significance, present themselves to those whose privilege and obligation it is to pave
the way for the launching of the succeeding stage of their historic and
ever unfolding task.
Not until, however, normal conditions are fully restored and the world
situation is stabilized, and, above
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ali, the prizes won through the opera ...
tion of the Seven-Year Plan are adequately safe-guarded and the basis
of the newly established Admini ..
tration Order sufficienUy consolidated throughout the Western Hemisphere, can the ambassadors of the
Faith of Baha'u'll.ih, carrying aloft
the banner of His N arne in the American continent, be called upon to undertake, unitedly and systematic ally,
collective responsibility for the diffusion of His Message, and for the
erection of the fabric of His Administrative Order, amidst the sorrowstricken, war-lacerated, sorely bewildered nations and peoples of the
European continent.
The sooner the home tasks are
fully discharged, and the newly
fledged Assemblies in Central and
South America enabled to function
adequately and vigorously, the
sooner will the stalwart members of
the American Baha'i community,
who, during so brief a period~ and
despite the prevailing darkness,
achieved such wonders throughout
the Americas, extend the healing influence of their Faith, on a scale as
yet unprecedented, to the waiting
masses of that agitated continent.
As already obserVed, an mtensifi·
cation of effort is imperatively re~
quired aiming at a bolder proclamation of the verities of a God·given
Faith, at a systematic and continent-wide dissemination of its auth·
entic literature, at a closer contact
with the masses as well as the lead
ers of public thought, at a further
consolidation and multiplication of
the administrative centers scattered
throughout the new world, and constituting the nuclei of its future
World OrderJ and, above all, at a
more convincing revelation of Baha'i
love, unity, solidarity and self-sacri·
fice, which alone can hasten the consummation of the preliminary Wldertakings required to terminate- the
period of transition intervening between the first and second stages of
the greatest crus ade ever launched
in the history of the Faith of
Baha'u'llah.
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Time is pressing, the work that

still remains to be accomplished in
the new world is vast and urgent,
the need of the suffering masses,
the world over, and particularly in
Europe, is pitiable, the sustaining
grace destined to be vouchsafed
from on high to those who will
arise to achieve that task and
fuHil this need is boundless and assured. Its potency has been already fully experienced, and a bundantly demonstrated in the years that
have witnessed the most prodigious
efforts exerted by the American believers. A still more powerful display
of its miraculous force can be confidently ,!nticipated, if those who
have felt its impact in the past
arise to carry out, in the years that
lie immediately ahead, the sublime
and twofold task of the redemption
of mankind and the establishment
of the world sovereignty of Baha'u'lIab.
SHOOm
Haifa. Palestine. August 10, 1945

"Greatly Cheered by E"itknce6
of Progrell"
Greatly cheered by evidences of
progress in all-important teaching
work. Praying fervently for complete success of plans adopted. Convey my loving appreciation to 'Gail
Woolson, Virginia Orbison and Dorothy Baker for their noble, steadfast
services.
Supplicating
abundant
blessing on forthcoming State and
Province Conventions . Urge persist.
ent efforts to promote vital tasks facing the believers constituting the
prelude to inauguration of second
stage of Divinely·conceived Plan.

Cable from the Guardian to
Buenos Aires Assembly
"Overjoyed
at
magnificent
achievement, the formation of the
Summer School. Deeply appreciative of Mr. and Mrs. Tormo's histori~
service. Offering fervent
prayers for the extension and consolidation of the activities of the
foremost Center in Latin America.
Deepest love. "-8hoghi Rabbani.
This message, received by the
Buenos Aires Assembly on July 1,
refers to the donation of their
country place by Mr. and Mrs.
Tormo in order to make it possible to found a Baha'i Summer
School.
ing the world is enough to convince
any BaM'! that there is no ultimate
solution for its ills except that pro·
vided by Baha'u'liah. It is therefore
of the greatest conceivable importance the manner in which the teachings are presented to a nation with
such a leading role in international
affairs at the present time as that of
'the United States. He urges you, in
this connection, to seek out and exploit to the full the talents and abili·
ties latent within your community
for, whatever the Americ an believ ~
ers have accomplished heretofore, it
is a mere prelude to what they can
and must do in the field of Baha'i
service in the future.
Augu.st 10 ~ 1945.

Letters to I rnlividuals
The following excerpts from letSHOGHI RABBINI
ters written by the Guardian to inCablegram received Septembe1" 24, 1945. dividuals are published with his con(The joltowing messages from the sent.
Guardian were toritten. th,-rough hi, l1e~
To John Ashton, October 17, 1944
reta.",).
The infallibility of the Guardian is
Mme. Orlof1tl
Regarding the matter of Mme. Or- confined to matters which are Telova: as it is now clear that she is la ted strictly to the Cause and inopenly associating with the New terpretation of the teachings; he is
History group, the friends should not an infallible authority on other
ignore her and have nothing more subjects, such as economics, science,
etc. When he feels that a certain
to do with her.
thing is essential for the protection
of the Cause, even if it is someR
Sail Francuco Conference
The reports which have reached thing that affects a person personhim about the teaching and publi- ally, he must be obeyed, but when
city during the San Francisco con- he gives advice. such as that he
ference were very satisfactory. He gave you in a previous letter about
feels the American believers are ma- your future, it is not binding; you
turing and gaining in experience in are free to follow it or not as you
presenting the Faith not only to the please.
The question of guidance is a very
public at large but also to leaders
of importance, and they are dOing subtle one. We cannot be positive
it in a sober and dignified way. A that an impulse or a dream is guid~
glance at the pressing problems fac- anee. We can seek, through earnest

prayer and longing. sincerely to do
God's Will, His guidance. We can
try, as you say, to emulate the Master and at all times live up to the
teachings, -but we cannot be sure
that doing these things we are still
making no mistakes and are perfectly guided. These things help us
not to make so many mistakes and
to receive more directly the guidance God seeks to give us.
Regarding consultation: Any person c~n refer a matter to the Assembly for consultation· whether the
other person wishes to or not. In
matters which affect the Cause the
Assembly should, if it deems it nec~
essary, intervene even if both sides
don't want it to, because the whole
purpose of the Assemblies is to pro-teet the Faith, the Communities and
the individual Baha'is as welL

Baha'I News
Baha'-'"

NeaH ia publiahed h,. the

National Spiritual Assembly of Ihe
Baha'is of the United States mad
Caaada u the ofticiaJ news-letter of
the Bah. 'i oommunity. The first uane
appeared in ~ember, 1924.
On April 10, 1925, the Gual'dian
wrote: '6The New!! Letter whieh Y'GU
have 1a.e1y initiated fullin. a • ...,.
vital fnnetion. • • • I wonld. BrA'e YOD
to enlal'A'e ita IICOpe • • • that in time
it ma,. devote a speeial seet:ion 10
every phase or yoUI' actirities, administrative, devotional, humanitarian,
financial, educational and otherwise.
'ill should become * a creat faClor
in promoting DnderstaDdinc, PI'O'rid.
in« information on Baha'i activilT,
both local and foreien, in stimuJaliD.«
interest, in eombalin« evil inOaeDees,
and in upholding and safepaardiq
the institutions of the Cause."
The eonten18 indude: material sup.
plied by the National Spiritual AI.
semhly, such as the Guardian's messages, the Assembly's letters and its
general statemen18 and reports; (".om.
minee plaus which have been ap·
p:roved and authorized; Committee
news reports
aclivities; annual re.porta from local Assemblies; news
iteJll5 from local AsiembJies; adivities
in regional areas as reported by or
thnnq;:b the National Tea<!hing Committee; activities in Central and South
America as reported b,. the InterAmerica Committee; uewlil from other
lands gathered from the bulletins of
tbe various National Assemblies; a
reeord of new enrollments and tl's:ns-.
lei'S j a rerord of deaths j photographs
of general Baha'i inlerest.
Balu?i News is edited for the Na·
lional Spiritual Assemb),. by its Baha'i
News Committee: Horace Holley, Ga~
ret. Busey, Mabet H. Paine. Addresl!l:
Baba'i News Committee, c/o Miss GaJ"o
:reta Busey, 503 West Elm Street, Urhana, Illinois.
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National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Friends:
The National Baha'i Campaign has
taken definite form_ The participa ling committees met jointly with the
National Spiritual Assembly, submitted plans and recommendations,
their respective work was coordinated, and the intensive effort is well
begun. It now rests upon the whole
Baha'i community of North America
to bring to this campaign the energetic and unified support, the continuous cooperation, which alone can
assure success.
The campaign inaugurates the real
work of the Second Baha'i Century
in North America. It offers those
whom 'Abdu'I-Baba appointed His
trustees and holds responsible for
the fulfilment of the Divine Plan a
truly providential opportunity. Its
aim is to present the Teachings of
Baba'u'llilh to the leaders aware of
the crisis through which the world
is passing, and win the attention and
confidence of the masses whose suffering are prolonged by every
hour's delay in entering His Faith.
I A
new challenge summons the
prosecutors of a Divine Plan" the
Guardian declaredl Uto gird up their
loins, muster their resources, and
prepare themselves for. the launching of the second stage of an enterprise which, as it reveals its full
potentialities, must stretch to embrace the five continents of the
globe." What is needed above all at
our present stage of evolution is the
power which will
come when
we learn how to tmite in one national
teaching effort, concentrate upon
one task, and create the means by
which the energy of the whole community can flow through every local
community and group, give it greater capacity to act, and offer more
definite teaching assistance than it
has ever received before.
j

Acting one by one, our communities and groups seem weak and ineffective in comparison with the allotted task, for the most part lacking
facilities for adequate public presentation of the message. By joining
our forces In one continuous, developing teaching campaign we can
make the smallest group and the
most inexperienced individual believer part of one great and potent
organism. This is a new phase; the
faster we master it, the sooner and
better shall we be prepared to fulfil

our sacred trust both here and
throughout "five continents of the
globe."

The National Campaign
The foundation of the national
teaching plan is a schedule of Public
Meetings to be held in eleven key
cities, and a great network of Teaching Circuits to serve a large number of other cities and towns. To reinforce and amplify the Public Meetings, the campaign includes newspaper advertising, publicity, radio,
free literature, displays and public
relations material.
A National Campaign Budget already announced calls for an expenditure of $4<1,000 as follows:Public Meetings and Annual Congress, $10,000
Circuit Teaching, $5,000
Radio Programs, $10,000
Publicity and Advertising, $7,500
Public Relations Activities, $7,500
The projects sustained by these
budget items are carried out under
the general supervision and coordination of the National Spiritual Assembly by the Public Meetings, National Teaching, Radio, News Service, Public Relations, Contacts and
Exhibits Committees. Their respective projects I activities and functions

3
in the campaign are assigned as

follows: -

Public Meetings Commiltee
The Public Meetings Committee
prepares the schedule of cities, dates
and speakers, selects the subjects,
issues the printed programs, selects
the free literature, develops where
possible special meetings and con·
ferences before or after the Public
Meeting to stress the importance of
race unity, arranges for the" services
of field workers in the various cities,
and from its budget meets all costs
in connection with speakers, printed
programs and the meeting places.
The local Assembly of the city rustribues the printed programs and
makes all possible effort to assure
the success of the meeting. It has
full responsibility for conducting the
. follow-up meetings and teaching activities after the Public Meeting
has been held.
The Public Meetings Committee is
completing its schedule as rapidly
as possible. At present we can only
report the list of cities and some of
the dates: Toronto, October 29; New
York, definite date to be decided;
Boston, November 16, Washington,
D. C., December 5; Atlanta, January 13; New Orleans, January 27;
Los Angeles, February 8; Denver,
February date to be decided; Portland, March date to be decide,d; Chicago, April date to be decided.

Baha'i Community of Independence, Mi8S0uri. AssmnbJ,. orcanized April 21, 1945.
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National TeaclUng Commi,,.,.,
a special donation) $4,601.97, etc.)
110 Assemblies contributed, 62 group
The National Teaching Committee
Participation in the Erection
and 79 isolated believers sent donasets up circuits for traveling teachof the Shrine of the Bab
tions. Total amounts in bank at end
ers, both regional and inter-regional
Shoghi Effendi very much ap·
of month $13,302.71, of which only
in scope, and sustains the expenses
preciates the desire of the Amer$3,694.66 could be expended by the
from its campaign budget. The preican believers to participate in
National Assembly.
liminary report lists twenty-one difthe erection of the completed
Please note carefully" that by Auferent circuits in preparation, bringshrine of the Bab. The prelimgust 31 we were $9,174.87 short of
ing the campaign to more than one
inary plans are now being made,
meeting the current annual budget.
hundred cities and towns. The deand he leaves it to the friends to
This means that the National Camtailed and final schedule will be recontribute towards this sacred enpaign expenses must be sustained
ported later.
terprise in whatever manner and
by
an increase of contributions every
Radio Committee
to whatever degree they wish to.
month until the end of the adminisThe Radio Committee is preparing
(Shoghi Effendi, through his sectrative year, April 30, 1946.
a series of thirteen broadcasts along
retary, January 1, 1945)
-National Spiritual Assembly
new and dramatic lines. Each broadcast is transcribed when completed, and history in a form adapted for
An Historical Record of
and transcriptions are made a vail- -making contacts with organizations
Baha'i Service
able for the radio schedules set up
and leaders of opinion.
in the different cities. The Radio
The
National
Spiritual Assembly
Prepare a series of suggestions
Committee, with such cooperation as for local Baba'i advertising.
wishes to maintain a file contain·
is needed from the local Assemhlies,
ing data on the services rendered
Contact. Commitu.e
will work out the particular broadto the Faith by helievers who have
The Contacts Committee is pre- entered the Kingdom. Assemblies
cast schedule for each city, and
meet the cost from its campaign pared to mail Baba'i "literature to and committees are requested to
names and addresses supplied by submit material of this nature from
budget.
the
local Assemblies in the eleven time to time, in addition to the ohitUNeum Serrn.:e Commit,.,.,
The News Service Committee pre- cities. Each of these Assemblies is ary notices prepared for the Edipares the campaign newspaper ad- requested to develop its list and send torial Committee of The Baha'i
vertising and publicity, working a" copy to the Contacts Committee World, or the records prepared for
the local Archives.
through the local Publicity Commit. as soon as possible.
tee. It has already issued a QuestionE",lUbit. Committee
Request to Traveling Baha'is
naire in order to obtain the necThe Exhibits Commitee bas been
A local Assembly writes to ask
essary information. The committee requested to develop a type of dis- that a notice be published requestwill also help the local committee play suitable for use in cormection ing all believers who visit the city
to -carry on during whatever follow- with the Public Meetings, and an- and can speak at a poblic meeting
up meetings and activities are con. . other display suitable for the Cir- to notify the Assembly secretary as
ducted by the local Assembly. It cuit Meetings.
far in advance as possible. Baha'i
meets the rost of the campaign adN ew8 cannot publish such a notice
Treasurer's Report
vertising and publicity from its camfor one city, but the suggestion is
paign budget.
From the Treasurer's report for . made that the same condition
July we cite these relevant items:
PublU: RelatiolU Committee
might apply to most if not all the
The Public Relations Committee - receipts, $6,488.07; expenditures, Assemblies. Traveling Baha'is are
has received appr(!vitJ. to complete $5,870.73 (administration, $1,593.33, asked to bear this in mind when they
Temple maintenance, $776.50, Green stop over for a day or so, whether
the projects as recommended:Reprint an edition of 50,000 ·copies Acre maintenance, $505.90, National to visit the friends in a community
of Chicago Sunday Tribuoe colored and Regional Teaching, $775, Inter- or help with the puhlic teachTemple illustration and accompany- American Teaching, $1,108.00, etc.). ing work.
ing articles, for use as free litera.. 97 Assemblies, 63 groups and 93 isoture during the campaign and for lated believers contributed in July.
Contact With Social
At the end of the month the" total
general teaching purposes.
Movements
Prepare and distribute a series of of all national accounts in bank was
It
is
surely
very necessary that
monthly releases to show the rela- $11,004.46, of which ·only $1,710.44
the friends should keep in touch"
could
be
expended
by
the
National
" tion of the Faith to important curwith the modern social move ..
Assembly.
rent public trends and. events.
ments, but their main objective
The financial report for August
Arrange for publication of an arshould be to draw more people to
ticle about the Faith in a repre-- shows the condition of the National
the spirit llnd teachings of the
sentative weekly or monthly maga- Baha'i Fund. The receipts were $13,Cause. They should learn from the
464.24, a large increase over July;
zine.
experience of others and not perPrepare a series of postcard size expenditures, $12,045.78, also a large
mit themselves to go (off) at a
reprints of selected Baha'i texts, in increase (administration, $1,322.69,
tangent, and finally be so abmaintenance,
$1,318.90,
color, to provide a new type of teach- Temple
sorbed in other movements as to
ing literature which individual he- Green Acre maintenance, $310.64 t
forget the Cause of God.-Saooln
National and Regional Teaching,
lievers can use at moderate cost.
EFFENDI, through his secretary.
Prepare and publish a portfolio $1,110.72, Inter-American teaching,
(From Baha'i Procedure, page 15)
outlining the Baha'i aims, teachings $1,761.51, International (covered by
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Local Pan-America Activities
The Pan~American Committee of
the New York Assembly, Mrs.
Philip G. Sprague, Chairman, has
kindly made some suggestions which
are published here for the informa tion of other Assem hlies who can
serve in this important field. As our
Inter-American work at present is
of paramount importance, it is clear
that every useful contact and strong
impression which the believers in
North America can make with Latin
Americans in Canada or the United
States will have a very· helpful influence on the progress of the Faith
in the other American republics~
1. Local Pan-American Committees might be appointed in the
cities where there are Latin Ameri-

can colonies.
2. Prepare a list of La tin American clubs and of Spanish-speaking
clubs in the local schools and colleges. Speakers, entertainers and a
mailing list to be developed from

these sources.
3. If there is a Spanish newspaper Offift of Universal Atlas Portland Cement Co., New York City, shown.. portion of
mural which illustrates Baha'i HoulSe of Worship.
a contact with the editor for publiNew York, N. Y. - MI'. Robert L.
Mr. Bishop Brown
city is most important.
Gulick,
Corresponding Secretary.
Prof. Glenn Shook
4. Two types of meeting can be
Baha'i Center, 119 West 57th Street,
Dr. Sarah Eason Pereira
planned: social gatherings, and lecNew York 19.
Mr. Robert Gulick .
tures. Strive for a program with the
Cleveland, Ohio--Mrs. Mabel S. Perry.
Mrs. Wm. Sears
speakers and entertainers. Include a
Secretary. 10817 Earle Street. CleveMr. Philip Sprague
Baba'i speaker on each lecture proland 8.
Louhelen
gram.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick. ChairNATIONAL COMMlTl'EES
man
5. Avoid those who are connected
Baha'i Questionnaire: To prepare maMrs. Helen Eggleston, Secretary
with radical political and economic terial in questionnaire form as a teach·
Mr. Harry Whang
ing device for use by AssembJies, groups,
movements~ Lists of lecturers can
Mr. L. W. Eggleston
be obtained fro m the Inter- etc.
Mr. Edmund Miessler
Mr. Ward Calhoon, Chairman
Mrs. Rebecca L. Wideman
American Cultural Association.
Mrs. A. F. Matthisen
Dr. Alice Kidder
6. Have the chairman inform the
Mrs. Edna Voit
Mr. Winnie Foster
audience that there is an address
Service to the Blindt Talking Book DiMr. Wm. Kenneth Christian
book which can be signed by aU who vision: Miss Adah Schott. Secretary.
lDternationa.!
National Teaching: Mrs. Julia Shows
are interested in receiving notices of
Functions: To provide instruction for
unable to serve.
future meetings.
the training ot Baha'i teachers wish-

Directory
The following additions and changes
are reported:
Local Assemblies
Oaklan~Miss Rher de Quer, 880 17th
Street.
Denver-Mrs. M. Rita Wallace~ 811
East 23rd Street, Denver 5.
Reno-Miss Blossom Hay, 703 University Avenue.
Syracuse-Mr. Albert Heist, 224 Grace

Street.
Greenville-Mrs. Rachel Mothersill,
P. O. Box 1732.
Richmond Highlands-Mrs. Juliet Cole,
Box 15.
Laramie-Mrs. Clair Gillespie, 309 S.
8th Street.
Miami, Florida-Mrs. May Verhoeven,
Secretary, Baha'i Center, 131 S. E.
Third Street, Miami 32.
Houston, Texas-Miss Ann Bulloch,
Corresponding Secretary, 20271f.;: Sunset Blvd., Houston 5.

Conta.cb: Mrs. Marian C. Lippitt added; Mrs. Charles Krug unable to serve.
Baha'i World: Mrs. Clyde Longyear,
1378% Kelton Ave., Los Angeles. Calif.

SCHOOLS
Functions: To provide instruction and
study courses; to train teachers; to
conduct the school program; to encourage attendance at the school.
Geyserville
Mr. Arthur Dahl, Chairman
Miss Gladyce Linfoot, Secretary
Mr. J ahn Bosch
Mrs. Leroy loas
Mr. Ted Groger
Mrs. Arthur Dahl
Dr. Mildred Nichols
Mrs. L.-P. Perron
Mrs. Rex Collison
Miss Charlotte Linfoot
Green Acre
Dr. Genevieve Coy, Chairman
Miss Verne Thomas, Secretary
Mr. Wm. Roessler, Recording Secretary.

ing to serve in other lands, especially.
at present, in Central or South America; to stimulate Latin American contacts and activities by local Assem~
blies in North America.
Mrs. E. R. Mathews. Chairman
Mrs. Roberta Wilson, Secretary
Mrs. Amelia E. Collins
Mr. George O. Latimer
Mrs. Wanden LaFarge
Mrs. Gladys Roberts.
Mrs. Marion Little

REGIONAL TEACHING

CO~ES

New England
Mrs. Alice Bacon. Secretary
MaryJa.Jld, Virginia, West Virginia
Mrs. Adline Lohse added.
British Columbia.
Mrs. Viola China, Chairman
Louisiana., Mississippi, Arkansas
Mrs. Evelyn Bivins. Chairman
Mrs, Esther Little, Secretary,
3905 N. Claiborne Ave.,

New Orleans 17, La.
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Alberta~

Saskatchewan. Manitob&
Miss Gwen Clark and Miss Lulu Barr

National Committees

added.

Oklahoma. Texas
Mrs. Dwight Edson, Secretary,
R. 12, Box 16. Houston, Texas.
Mrs. Kathryn Franklin added.
Tennessee. Alabama
Mrs. W. R. Brown, Secretary. Miss
Nina Howard has moved from the
area. Mrs. Homer S. Dyer and Mrs.
Lessie McMichael added.

Enrollments and Transfers
Reported by Local AssemhHes
Los Angeles, three and four transfers.

Cloverdale TownshiPI one"
Atlanta, one and one transfer.
Nashville. one transfer.
Washington. two.
New Orleans, one
West Chester, one.
Chicago, one youth.
Louisville, two transfers.
Arlington, two transfers.
St. Louis, two.
Birmingham, one.
Pasadena, five.
San Francisco. one.
Danville, five.
Burlingame, One.
Independence, one and one youth.
San Diego, two transfers.
Greensboro, one and one transfer.
,Wauwatosa, one youth.
Lima, three and two youth.
Spokane. one youth.
New York, two and four transfers.
Urbana, one transfer.
Long Beach, one tl"ansfer.
East Orange, one.
Phoenix, one, one transfer and one youth.
Vancouver, four.
Berkeley; three and one youth.
Hamilton, one transfer.
Baltimore, one transfer.
Boston, one transfer.
Reported by Regional

Tea.chlng

Committees
In July, nine and two youth.
In August, five and four youth.
In September, seven and seven youth.

In Memoriam
Dt"ath proffeTeth unto eveTl/ confi.dent
believer the cup that is Ufe indeed. It
bestoweth joy and. is the beareT of gladnes.s, It confeneth the gift of everlasting

{ife.-BAHA'u'I.J..A.H

Mr. Edward Westland, Bogota, New
Jersey.
Mr. Jonathan Trumbull, Arcadia,
California.
Mr. Fred W. Clark, Newark.
Mr. James Agnew, Chicago.
Mr. Edwin C. Anderson, Kenosha.
Mr. Joseph Clevenger, New York.
Mrs. Isobelle Campbell, Spokane.
Mrs. Carlos Van Bergen, Newark.
Mrs. Emily Gustin, Johnstown, N. Y.
Mr. Joseph Z. Miller, Monroeville,
Indiana,
Mrs. Albert D. Heist, Geneva.
Mr. Welford Liebrock, Los Angeles.
Mr. Arthur Foster, Jersey City.
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Temple Guides
Abdu'I-BaM's prophecy regarding
the attracting power of the Temple
is most strikingly coming true. Even
before the rationing of gasoline was
removed there was a marked increase in the number of visitors t
and since then the numbers have
been almost doubled.
In June, the total number of visitors was 2,322, which w-as 425 more
than for the same period last year.
They came from forty-two States;
Panama, the District of Columbia,
Hawaii; the Canadian provinces of
Manitoba and Ontario; and the countries of England, Latvia, Australia,
China, Persia, Syria, Palestine, Columbia and Peru.
In July, the total number of visitors was 4,434, the largest number
that had ever visited the Temple in
one month. This was an increase
of 1,505 over July of last year. They
came from forty-one States; the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, Panama; the Canadian provinces of Ontario and Alberta; and
the countries of India, Chile, Guatemala and Holland.
In August, the total number of
visitors was 5,154, an increase of
2,500 over August of 1944. These
came from thirty-<>ight States;
Hawaii and Puerto Rico; the Canadian provinces of Ontario, Alberta,
Quebec and British Columbia; and
the countries of Chile, Ecuador,
Dominican Republic and France.
Sales of literature increased markedly. The total amount said from
January 1 to August :U, 1945, Was
$1,253.57.
The increase in the number of
visitors was marked on weekdays,
but exceedingly noticeable on Sundays and holidays. A picture of the
Temple and an excellent article on
the Faith appearing in the Chicago
Tribune on June 18 seems to have
been partly responsible for the increase. Many visitors mentioned the
article. The attendance on Sundays
and holidays was, as follows:
JUNE
Visi3

tors
168

10

265

17
24

463
302

Date

JULY
Visi-

Date
1
4
8

15
22
29

tors
422

373
437
588

428
517

AUGUST

Date

5
12

15
16
19
26

Vitdtors
474
501
416
191
451
84lJ

Some noted people have been
shown through the Temple this Summer. Among them were: Sir A. Ra-'
maswami Mudaliar, of New Delhi
India, head of the delegation fro";
India to the San Francisco Conference; two princes from Damascus
Syria, also returning to their hom~
from the Conference; an ex-Governor from Jerusalem; another visi~
tor was from the world's southernmost city_
Another unusual happecing at the
Temple was the arrival of Baha'is
from far off to help in this most
thrilling and important guide work.
Miss Roan Orloff, of Boston, spent
ten days of ber vacation here guiding, and Miss Clara Edge, of Grand
Rapids,
spent 2 weeks
guiding every day. About the time Miss
Edge left, Mrs_ Muriel Ives Barrow, of Shandaken, N.· Y. arrived
and has helped since in guiding daily.
We are very thahldul that Baha'u'liilh led them to us. They were urgently needed. They were greatly
thrilled with the work which they
performed with enthusiasm and gratitude for the privilege of so serving
the Cause. An idea of what guiding
in the Temple means may be seen
from what Mrs. Barrows said rea
cently: HAs an isolated believer,
b.unting up people who are not interested in the Cause and trying to
give them the Teachings, it is most
refreshing to guide in the Temple
whEre visitors come and are l'\un.
gry to hear about the Baha'i Faith."
With the increased number of
visitors, there ha s been the added
strain on the guides of working overtime, staying on Sundays as late as
7 :30 to 8:00 o'clock, and some of the
guide$ guiding from 10 A.M., thus
taxing their strength and endurance,
and putting to the test their resolve
to serve the Cause. The Guides Committee, through consultation, has
taken care of the problems confronting it and has adequate plans to
meet the situation as it grows increasingly difficult to handle.
Our appeal for more guides should
be given as much publicity as possible, through speakers who know
of this problem and who visit the
summer schools and who go on
teaching trips. Any cooperation
given toward this end will be fully
appreciated.
MARy HAGGARD, Chairman
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Inter-America New8
Goals Defined
In a message from the Guardian
to the Inter-American committee
published in August Babii'i News, the
paramount tasks to be accomplished
in Latin America during the present
year are assigned. Let us look at
them again. The Guardian advises:
1. Concentrate attention on the formation of an Assembly in the one
remaining republic, Nicaragua.
2. Consolidation of the newly
fledged Assemblies.
3. Multiplication of groups throughout Latin America.
4. Reinforcement of the outpost in
Magalannes.
5. Intensification of efforts in the
dissemination of literature.
Now that the present year is half
in the past, the Committee wishes
tl:at a more complete report could
be given of progress toward the accomplishment of these goals. This
brief report upon our efforts to
realize these objectives will be augmented as the year goes on. We
earnestly request assistance in this
realization from the body of Ameri·
can believers through their prayers
and through their contributions
ttl the National Fund, as a means of
upholding the Guardian's plea for
an uever-increasing number of pio-

neers."
Nicaragua
From December, 1944, to August,
1945, Dr. Malcolm King of Milwaukee, Wis., worked diligently toward
the establishment of a Spiritual Ass~mbly in Managua. Much time and
effort were necessary in order to
cbtain official approval for holding
public meetings and publicizing the
Cause in that country. A statement
of the aims and principles of the
Faith was placed in the Government
records. The Iilter~America Committee is most appreciative of the tact
and patience with which a very delicate situation was handled by our

pioneer.
As soon as feasible, weekly study

classes were organized? which a ttracted and interested prominent
people of Nicaragua. These meetings
were held at the home of a newspaper publisher in Managua. By August of this year there were eight
declared native believers in this
city, and regular weekly Baha'i
broadca sts were being given over a
radio station that is heard throughout Central America.

The Honorah1e Sir. Ramaswami Mudaliar, head of the Indian delecarlon at the Allied
Nations Conference in San Francisco, visited the Baha'i House of Worship en route to
London, Jul,. 3, 1945. He was acrompanied by his !SeCreta.ry, Mr. Nadal'.

Due to circumstances beyond his
control, Dr. King was compelled to
return home late in August. However, his efforts in Managua were
richly blessed, ~nd accomplishments
were beyond our highest hopes.
As this is being written, Gayle
Woolson is teaching in Managua on
a ten-day stopover en route to her
new post in Bogota, Columbia. She
will also make brief visits to other
Baha'i centers .in Ceniral America.
Two other itinerant teachers are ex·
pected to visit Nicaragua during this
fall, and by the end of October the
Committee expects to be able to announce the placing of a new North
American settler in Nicaragua.
There is every reason to believe that
a Spiritual Assembly will be formed
"there next April.

ConsolW4tion
Newly Fledged Assemblie.
The North American Baha'is will
recall that, although there were

lcng delays in obtaining passports
for out·going pioneers. the number of
new Assemblies formed last April
21st in Latin America was larger
than ever before. These included La
Paz, Bolivia; Punta Arenas (Magalannes), Chili; Mogotes t Columbia;
Trujillo, Dominican Republic; Guayaquil, Ecuador; Panama City, Panama; Caracas, Venezuela; and Mon~
tevideo, Uruguay.
There are now nine North American and three native pioneers who
are actively engaged in teaching,the strongest possible influence toward consolidatioD,-in the eight new
centers listed above. New believers
are being deepened in the Teachings
and classes are organized for seekers. Panama City has three of these
pioneers; Punta Arenas, Trujillo, and
Montivedeo have two each, though
one 01' both of the teachers may be
leaving Montivedo in the near
future; La Paz, Guayaquil, and Caracas each have one. Mogotes is the
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only newly fledged Assembly which

is at present without a pioneer. This
center will be visited during the
year, however, by the pioneer to be
stationed in Bogota.
Another means of consolidation is
through visits to these centers by
traveling or itinerant teachers. The
Committee is most happy to be able
to announce that Mr. and Mrs.
Emeric Sala of Montreal are leaving on October 20 on a four months
tour which will combine bnsiness
with a Baha'i teaching itinerary that
includes nearly all of the centers in
Latin America. Cities in which they
will remain for from three to nine
days include Meixco City, the capital cities of each of the Central
American Republics, Bogota, Guayaquil, La Paz, Lima, Santiago,
Buenos Aires. Montevideo, Rio de
Janeiro, Caracas, Trujillo, Port au
Prince, and Havana. Several other
centers will be visited for one or two
days.
Publicity and arrangements for
·public meetings or receptions and
for radio broadcasts, where possible,
will be made in each center in advance of Mr. and Mrs. Sala' s visit.
Plans are under way for a similar
tour to be made by another international teacher before· the close of
the Baha'i year. Special emphasis in
this itinerary will be placed upon
visits to newly formed Assemblies
and groups.
Letters are mailed each month to
all of the Latin American centers
stressing such subjects in Baha'i administration as the conduct of elections, the institution of the Spiritual
Assembly, the Nineteen Day Feast,
the appointment and functioning of
committees, the local Baha. 'i fund,
and the ordering and sale of literature. These letters, we trust, are of
assistance to the pioneers in consolidating the organization and the
activities of the newly formed Baha'i
communities. The pioneers themselves are busily engaged i'l conducting study-classes for the more
through knowledge of both believers
and seekers in the teachings of
Baha 'u'liah.

M ulliplicalion 01 Groups
Extension teaching carried on
under the direction of local Spiritual
Assemblies and teaching tours into
new cities by North American pioneers have resulted in Baha'i
groups being formed in seven of the
ten republics of South America and
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in at least four of the ten republics
of Central America and the West
Indies.
Chili' and Columbia each have a
second Assembly with a third either
cn the way or ready for formation.
A Baha'i group has been formed in
Valparaiso, Chili, under the supervision of Sr. and Sra. Herrera. fornler members of the Santiago Assembly. This group was recently
strengthened by the addition of two
believers who moved from Punta
Arenas. The number of believers in
the latter Assembly is now sixteen.
It shonld be stated that there are
now nine believers in the leper
colony near Contratacion, Columbia,
who will form an Assembly next
year. All of these, like the believers
in Mogotes J became Baha'is. by
means of vigorous campaign in extension teaching carried on by correspondence with contacts in these
and in other Columbian cities by the
Assembly of Bogota. Baha'i literature in Spanish and mimeographed
IE:sson outlines were mailed upon request. Much correspondence was
carried on with enquirers and in
answer to questions from study
groups. It is remarkable that the
Assembly at Mogotes, as well as the
group at Contratacion, were formed
without a single visit by the pioneer,
Gerard Sluter, who inaugurated this
campaign, nor by any other Baha Pi
teacher.
Two of the believers in Buenos
Aires, Antronek Kevorkian and
Mary Poghaharian, were married
in early September. They have
located in La Plata, Argeotina, with
the hope of establishing a second
Spiritual Assembly in Argentina.
(This is the first Baha'i marriage
in South America.)
In addition to the Assembly in
Bahia, Brazil, there is an active
group in Rio de J aneira, which is
the center for translation and publication of Baha'i Writings in Portuguese. This group will be augmented before the close of 1945 by the
addition of three North American
pioneers. At the present time, Gertrude Eisenberg is in Rio en route
fl'om her former post in Asuncion,
Paraguay to a new post in Sao Paolo,
Brazil. Many of the friends may
not realize the great need for multi~
plication of groups and establishing
new Assemblies in Brazil. This
country contains approximately half
the area and population of all of
South America!

Extension teaching work in Bolivia,
Ecuador, and Peru will be reported
upon in a later issue of Baha'i News.
The new Assembly in Trujillo and
Panama City have succeeded in
establishing groups in neighboring
cities, the former in Sanchez, Dominican RepUblic, and the latter in the
city of Colon.
At almost every meeting of the
Inter~American
Committee, held
every two weeks, new membership
cards are presented, either from Assemblies or groups in scattered parts
of La tin America. We rejoice at
these various evidences of growth.

Reinlorcement 01 MagalanllU
Great interest throughout the
Baha'i world has been taken in the
new Assembly of Punta Arenas, at
the southern tip of the Americas,
ever since its founding was ann0ll!'ced last April.
Means for the reinforcement of
this Assembly which the InterAmerica committee has recommended to the National Spiritual A&sem bly, and which have been adopted and put into effect, include:(a)
The deputizing of a native pioneer,
Sr. Esteban Canales· of Santiago,
for a period of at least six months'
teaching in Magalannes. Sr. Canales
has been most successful in radio
and publicity work. A new series of
weekly broadcasts is now under way
in Punta Arenas, and plans are
developing to use the sCljpts prepared for these broadcasts in other
countries, such as Argentina and
Uruguay. (b) Financial assistance
has also been given toward supplying free litera lure and toward the
expense of maintaining a center.
Sr. Canales is expected to leave
Punta Arenas for Santiago in October, - an ocean journey of at least
1500 miles. At that time Marcia Steward will return to Punta Arenas
for a period of at least two month •.
Artemus Lamb, whose services have
been indispensable in the founding
and consolidation of this community,
has established his business and is
making his home in Punta Arenas.

Dissemination oJ l..ileratUl'e
Space does not permit a detailed
report on the translation, publication
and distribution of Baha'i literature
in Spanish and Portuguese. Suffice
it to say that the committees set up
to fnlfilJ these duties in Latin Amerca, after meeting some initial, dif~
ficulties, are now functioning efficiently. The Spanish Publications
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Committee, located in Buenos Aires,
is under the chairmanship of Sr.
Emilio Barros with Lillian McRae
serving as secretary. The Panama
Branch of this Committee now has
Cora Oliver as executive secretary
and Alfred Osborne as Chairman.
This Committee aids in the distribution of literature and publishes the
Spanish Bulletin. A similar Committee is serving in Rio under Mrs.
Roscoe L. Wood, Chairman, and
Mrs. Harold V. Armstrong, Secre·
tary.
The publication of 25,000 copies of
the pamphlet "EI Alba" for free
distribution was authorized recently.
20,000 of these will be in Spanish and
5,000 in Portuguese. Other publications for free distribution are being
prepared.
Gift allotments of Baha'i books and
pamphlets have been shipped to the
different centers in Latin America,
and all centers are bc:!ing encouraged
to establish revolving funds for the
purchase and sale of literature_ Budgets have been set up to cover monthly office and storage space rental
and (lther administrative expenses
of the· above:.;named. committees.
Such expenses, together with the cost
of free literature, are at present all
paid out of the National Fund.

NeVJ. Brief.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Worley of
Bahia, Brazil. visited the Temple on
Sept. 20th. They are returning to
Bahia in early October . .Jean Silver
recently returned to her teaching
activities in Havana, Cuba. Josepine Kruka of Havana visited in Wash~
ington during September. Gwenne
Sholtis, who has been teaching in
La Paz, will go to Quito, Ecuador,
in the near future, upon--the retunJ.
of Flora Hottes from Montevideo to
Bolivia. Elena Marcella of Boston,
after a long passport delay, is now
pioneering with Ofelia Montalvo in
Trujillo. Miss
Marcella speaks
French as well as Spanish, and the
Inter-America Committee is suggesting that a part of her time be spent
in assisting the Assembly at Port
au Prince, Haiti. A number of young
believers· have been added to the
Assembly in Lima through the efforts of our pioneer. Eve Nicklin. in
the organization of an International
Friendship Club. A part of the meeting time of this club is used in
Baha'i study. Miss Nicklin is publishing a book for children containing
"Baha'i Stories." Dorothy Baker,
Chairman of the Inter-America Corn-
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Bahi'i8 of San Jose, eoata Rica.

mittee is devoting a few weeks to
teaching jn Mexico. Her itinerary
includes Mexico city, Puebla, and
Vera Cruz.

Baha'i Study Aid
The Baha'i Study Aids Committee
has been apointed by the National
Spiritual Assembly "to encourage
and promote the practice of organized Baha'i study" and to work
out "effective methods for stimulating Baha'i study on the part of local
communities, . groups and isolated
believers." In this, the first statement of this committee through
Baha'i News, the committee would
like to quote some of the words of
the Guardian to emphasize the importance of study among the Baha'is:
('Now surely, if ever, is the time
for u.s, the chosen ones of Baha 'u' llilh
and the bearers of His Message to
the world, to endeavor by day and
by night, to deepen, first and foremost, the Spirit of His Cause in our
own individual lives, and then labor,
and labor incessantly to exemplify
in all our dealings with our fellowmen that noble Spirit of which His
beloved Son 'Abdu'l-Baha has been
all the days of His life a true and
unique exponent." (B. Admin., p.
30.)
And, again, the Guardian reminds
us that most important is "the realization down in the innermost heart
of every true believer of the regen-

era ting power, the supreme necessity, the unfailing efficacy of the
Message he bears." (B. Admin., p.
102.)
Then, . 'having a ttained sufficient~
Iy the individual regeneration - the
essential requisite of teaching - let
us arise to teach His Cause with
righteousness,
conviction, understanding and vigor. Let this be the
paramount and most urgent duty of
every Bahit'i." (B. Admin., p. 60.)
The effectiveness of our teaching,
the effectiveness of our daily life,
are both dependent on the confirmations of the Holy Spirit. These
confirmations come not from ourselves but are in direct proportion to
the degree of our dedication and the
closeness of our contact with the
quickening Spirit.
To attain this regenerating power
we need to turn constantly to the
source of that Power, to know the
Commands of God for this day, to
become a living part of the new
civilization that will become in time
the Kingdom of God on earth, for
Baha'u'llilh has given us "twin
duties" (Gleanings, p. 330) in His
Day - it is not enough to believe,
we must believe and act.
To study the Baha'i Writings, to
come to know, with certainty and
through action, the greatness of this
Cause and the sure support and inspiration from these Creative Words
- is to enter on a new life.
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Often we may ask ourselves, Why
is my teaching not more effective?
What did 'Abdu'I-Baha mean when
he said that he desired distinction
for us? Why cannot the Baha'is get
along with each other - they of all
people should be able to? Why did
'Abdu'}·Baha say that "Truthfulness
is the foundation of all the virtues
of the w.prld of humanity?" (B. W. F.
p. 384.)
And, what am I doing to help
hasten the advent of the Most Great
Peace? We would be surprised, perhaps, to know that we were delaying it. But the Guardian has said:
uThe various Assemblies, local
and national, constitute today the
bedrock upon the strength of which
the Universal House of Justice is in
future to be firmly established and
raised. Not Uhtil these function ·vig·
orously and harmoniously can the
hope for the termination o! this
period of transition be realized. It
devolves upon us whose dearest
wish is to see the Cause enter upon
that promised. era of universal recognition and world achievements, to
do all in our power to consolidate
the foundations of these Assemblies,·
promoting at the same time a fuller
understanding of their purpose and
more harmonious cooperation for
their maintenance and success." (B.
Admin., p. 54).
There are many subj eets for profitable study. The precepts for this
Day are not given all in one book,
to be learned like a catechism. They
are interspersed, restated and interwoven in the Words that streamed
from the Supreme Pen. Only by
study can we even begin to glimpse
the great wisdom and justice and
beauty of these Commands.
To the Study Aids Committee there
seem to be in general two types of
study: (1) Organized weekly study
class and (2) study among one or two
persons meeting less often. The former would be possible in a BaM'i
community; the latter, among isola ted believers or small groups.
For the organized class tb,ere
are Outlines available if one is" desired, and the Study Aids Committee will be happy to suggest forms
of study that would be suitable, if
it is informed concerning the need
or interest of the community. For
the conduct of a study class, or discussion group, an organizer is advisa hIe. who will serve to keep the
discussion on the subject, to assign
chairmanship of the Class to different members and to make sure that
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everyone takes part in the study, in
the discussion, in the reading and
particularly in looking up answers in
the Writings to questions that may
come up.
For the individual believer or
small group, organized study is more
difficult, because the incentive to
meet with the rest of the class is
not present. Probably there are
but few believers, however, who are
so isolated that they cannot meet
with one or two other Baha'is once
or twice a month. If only two people
can meet together, much can be
gained through Baha'i study. Or even
if you have no Baha'i neighbors, you
can study alone. Perhaps the Study
Aids Committee can help you with
suggestions as to how to study or
what to study. The Committee offers itself as a contact point through
correspondence for your study and
can perhaps help you find answers
in the Writings to questions that may
arise in your study.
"To deepen . . . the Spirit of His
Cause in our own individual lives"
there is no surer way than stUdy of
His Work and the putting into ac·
tion of the inspiration derived. Much
more is gained by study of the Writings than by simply reading them,
whether in an organized study class
or in a group composed of two persons. For in study, consultation enters. In group study one person may
remember and be able to find another passage in the Writings where
the same subject is mentioned. Cross
reference these passages in your
book, and your understanding will
increase by this research. Questions
will arise. Look up the answers in
the Writings and bring them to the
next class. Thus all will contribute
and all will benefit.
The Study Aids Committee will be
glad to receive suggestions from
groups that have engaged in helpful
study. We all long to serve in whatever way we can, and to increase
the effectiveness of our service.
BAHA'i STUDY AIDs COMMl"lTEE
Box 252, Evanston. Illinois

Publishing
The BaM'; World, Vol. IX: This

volume records the international activities of the Faith for the period
1940-44. Its special features include
two colored frontispiece illustrations
design for completion of lhe
Sepulcher of the Bab, and the House
of Worship statements on the
Seven Year Plan, nearly two hun-

dred Reproductions of photographs,
insert maps, directory, selection of
articles, poems, music, etc. 1036
pages. Per copy, $10.00.
Seven Valleys, FOUT Valleys: new
translation by 'Ali-Kuli Khan assisted by Marzieh Gail. In fa brikoid, per
copy $0.75. Paper cover, $0.50.
Manual of Suggestions for Organiz-

ing a BaM.'i Children-'s Hour: Prepared by Cbild Education Committee
for use by teachers desiring to conduct classes for children. Mimeographed. Per copy, $0.15.
Study Outline fOT God Passes By:
Subj ects and references for individual study or group discussion, arranged by Horace Holley. Mimeographed. Per copy, $0.10.

Child Education
Dear Parents and Teachers: Many
of you have asked us for advice in
starting a Baha.ri childrens' class. Because we had some rather general
suggestions which we felt would be
helpful to you, we have prepared a
short manual comprising these, and
this is now available for fifteen cents,
to be obtained by writing to BahiI'l
Publishing Committee, 110 Linden
Ave. Wilmette, Ill. In the manual
we have shared with you some of
our ideas which have been formula·
ted through experience in teaching
small groups of children. We tried
to put in what we thought you might
want most to know, and decided on
the following headings: How to
group children; a sample hour; music; course material for different
ages; excursions; books to use j and
references for suitable memory
verses. Perhaps some of you will
have other suggestions which would
be helpful jf Ahared. After you have
secured the manual, write us,
whether it helps you, or whether it
doesn't. (We want to know that too!)
Write us some of your own experiences in teaching children about the
Faith, and tell us what you feel is
most needed in course material.
A revision of the course on the
Principles of the Faith will be ready
soon, and we are hoping to have a
new set of mimeographed pictures
to be colored in conjunction with it.
As soon as this is ready, we promise
to let you know. We realize how
sparse the actual course material
for children is, and are attempting to meet this need. At present
we are at work on a rather ambitious piece of work which goes far
too slowly to suit us t but which we
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feel you will appreciate when com
pleted.
Have you used the BaM'i Child's
ABC with the younger children
yet? We feel that this is really valu·
able for a child five to eight, but
whether you are using it in the home
or in a class, it may be well to re·
member that children of these ages
retain little at one sitting. Read over
two or three pages with a small
child at one time, and talk about the
meaning with him. Let your child
ask questions which occur to him,
even i:! they seem far afield. Abdu'lBahil says that children learn
through questioning one another. If
you are working with several children, allow them to question each
other, acting as a guide and
stabilizer yourself. We feel that this
is a book containing principles and
ideas which lend themselves to discussion, and which can best be a bsorbed through leisurely and thoughtful perusal. If you do not have this
little red book, you may obtain it
from the Publishing Committee, for
seventy-five cents. If you have a
child, don't let him miss this
treasure.
The Child Education Committee is
sending to each local Spiritual Assembly in the United States a free
copy of the "Manual of Suggestions
For Organizing A Baha'i Children's
Hour." Each Community is urged to
start a children's hour.
Write to us and tell us what you
are thinking about Child Education.
We need' your thoughts.
JANeT R. LmnsrnoM
15 Alberta Rd.,
Brookline) Mass.
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Youth
The National Youth Committee,
with the two-fold objective of assisting the BaM.'i youth 10 their study
of the Writings and of stimulating
and coordinating their activities so
that they may be enabled to more
effectively take part 10 the teachiog
and administrative work of the
Faith, has laid plans for activities
in which youth nationally and to
some extent internationally will
participate.
An outline of these plans appears
in the first issue of the Bahii'i youth
bulletin, sent to all declared youth.
In order that the youth may realize their responsibilities in the Baha'i
community and that Assemblies and
communities may 10 turn guide and
assist the youth 10 their efforts to
promote the Cause, we are asking
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the friends to consider ways in which
these plans may be carried out.
Two regional youth conferences
have been planned to take place
simultaneously in three regional
areas - West, Mid"West and East,
with San Francisco, Chicago and
New York acting as host communities. They will be held on October
13th and 14th of this year and on
April 6th and 7th of next year.
Our annual International Youth
Day, at which time Baha'i youth will
present at public meetings a symposium, will be held on February 24,
1946. In addition, another sympos~
ium, a National Youth Day, is being
established in order that youth all
over the country may have another
opportunity to promulgate the Message of Bahii'u'lliih. National Youth
Day will be held on November 18,
1945, and we hope that it may also
become an annual event. Subjects for
talks for both this and the Interna·
tional Youth Day will be suggested
later.
We wish to mention also the Youth
Bulletin which will appear this year
as a larger edition every other
month. If there are declared youth
in your community who are not receiving the Bulletin, please send
their names to the National Spiritual
Assembly so that the National Youth
Committee may be in contact with
them.

Assembly Development
COlUUu..lion

The oldest subject in the western
BaM'i world would seem to be consultation. What is consultation? At
its best it is a collective channel
for the Will of God.
The Assembly Development Committee has enjoyed some comparative experience which may be help""
ful. They find, for example, that
severaf mistakes are made in the
name of consultation, mistakes of the
community at large.

Community Mistakes
in Consulmion
First, backbiting is often a substitute for consultation. We are all
gullty of long telephone conversations "for the good of the Cause/'
during which complaints and grievances are aired, without the slightest
iotention of consultation with either
the accused persons or their administra ti ve channels. A legitimate
report to a Baha'i administrative
body, be it committee or Assembly,
for the sake of the safety and wellbeing of the Faith or its projects)
is very different from negative rumors and careless criticism. The test
of backbitting is the question, "Am
I speakiog to those who can help,
and have I thoroughly gone over it
first with those whom it concerns?"
Nor is an AssemblY member justi-
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tied in spreading the details of an
Assembly consultation on personal

matters, for this, too, is in the nature
of backbiting.
Second, individual expression is
sometimes a substitute for consulta..
tion. To consult with the views and
feelings of all on group matters is
very helpful; to talk over possibilities for group action with fellow As·
sembly or committee members is
likewise helpful. But,to proceed with·
out final consultation by the appointed group is not permitted. Not even
a chairman may speak for his Assembly. Freedom of suggestion is
one thing; freedom of action an..
other. The Feast offers the best of
all opportunities for community consultation.
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tion. "They should, after dispassionate, anxious and cordial consultation, turn to God in prayer, and
with earnestness and conviction and
courage record their vote and abide
by the voice of the majority, which
we are told by the Master to be the
voice of truth, never to be challenged, and always to be wholeheartedly
enforced. True values are apt to be
hidden by strong emotions: it is especially good to stop and take recourse in prayer whenever the issue
is clouded by feeling.

Furrelions oJ lhe Assembly a BWl;'
of Consultation

We have found that it is easy for
an Assembly, particularly a new or
isolated one, either to drown itself
in minutia of detail which could be
The Assembly Meeling'
We can take to ourselves a num- turned over to committees, or to fall
ber of considerations for the Assem- intd irrelevant subjects. This tend·
blymeeting itself, for in this exalted' ency to "go astray" in consultation
might be checked by a considerabody lies the seed of the World Ortion of the important and everder.
present functions of the Assembly.
First, the committee pleads for
1. It is for each Assembly to maingreater regularity. Lack of meetings
inevitably results in undue individual tain the integrity of the Faith and
action, bringing grief not only to the the accuracy of the Teachings, writgroup, but to the devoted and ca p- ten and oral, given to the public of
able individual upon whom the bur- that community.
2. The Assembly must make availden falls. What are your regular
able the literature. Do you have a
dates for meetings?
Second, the greatest care should lending library, as well as proper
be taken that the consultation of representation in the public library
the Assembly be full, free, frank of the city? Do you have an upand representative of all members. to-date list of books and pamphlets
Every member will need to school now on sale? Do you display samples
himself to listen with courtesy to the of all the new literature at the feasts
views of his collaborators, and be and public meetings, and arrange
for gift literature as well as for
open -to change of mind.
It is the duty of the chairman to sales?
3. The Assembly represents the
see that each one expresses him ..
self, that the consultation be kept community in its relation to the
within the orbit of the subject, and Guardian, to the National Assembly,
that no one unduly monopolizes the and to other communities. This in no
attention of the group. It is mcum- wise forbids personal freedom in
bent upon each one to realize that these relationships.
4. The Assembly determines memhe is one-ninth. Avoidance of repeti.
tion is an excellent training in self· berships within the community.
5. The meetings are called by the
restraint. The best chairman often
talks the least and does his utmost Assembly t including feasts and an-"
to pass around the circle, drawing niversaries. The nine Holy Days are
out the members of the group, even a part of our privilege and obligawhen their views are diametrically !,ion, and every assembly will wish
to safeguard their observance.
opposed to his own.
6. The appointment and superviThere are no minorities on a
BaM'! Assembly. If a unanimous sion of all committees lies with the
opinion is not obtainable, the matter Assembly .. How often does your Asmust not be allowed to weary every· sembly meet with its important comone, but rather, after a reasonable mittees or their n~presentatives? Is
time, be brought to vote, and' the there plenty of consultation and en·
will of the majority be loyally ac· couragement, as well as monetary
assistance?
cepted.
7. CoJlection and expenditure of
Shoghi Effendi emphasizes our
com mon need of prayer in consulta- fund s is an Assembly function.

8. The Assembly must promote the
material and spiritual education of
the children and youth.
9. They must endeavor to promote
amity and concord amongst the
friends.
10. The Assembly is the "Good
Shepherd" and protects the individual rights as well as the group.
Baha'u'llah Himself has said, cclt
behooveth them to be the trusted
ones of the Merciful among men and
to regard themselves as the guardians appointed by God for all that
dwell on earth. It is incumbent upon them to take counsel tagether and to have regard for the
interest of the servants of God, for
His sake, even as they regard their
own interests, and to choose that
which is meet and seemly ~"

Teaching, The Empluu;'
The chief concern of every Assembly remains the obligation to
teach. "They must regard themselves in no other light, U writes
Shoghi Effendi, "but that of chosen
instruments for a more efficient and
dignified presentation of the Cause
of God." Happy is the Assembly
whose consultation moves ever and
always around the mighty tasks of
propagating God's Kingdom.

S pirilual Alliludes
And in conclusion, Hlet us bear in

mind that the keynote of the Cause
of God is not dictatorial authority but
humble fellowship, not arbitrary
power, but the spirit of frank and
loving consultation. Nothing short of
a true Baha'i can hope to reconcile
the principles of mercy and justice,
of freedom and submission, of the
saneity of the right of the individual
and of se!f·surrender, of vigilance,
discretion and prudence on the one
hand and fellowship, candor and
courage on the other."
How dispassionate and objective
we have to bel '~The members of
these Assemblies . . . . must disregard utterly their own likes and dislikes, their personal interests and
inclinations, and concentrate their
minds upon those measures that will
conduce to the welfare and happi~
ness of the Baha'i community." Step
by step our heroic bands oi believers are approaching that stand·
ard, a standard that has more of
the celestial degree "than any previ.
ous religious dispensation can boast.
Without ministerial or priestly assistance, innumerable groups com·
prising every nationality, race and
social stratum, are today attaining to
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c01\.SUltauon as a way of life. Even
in this period of the half-Jight we are
beginning to see the true importance
of the words of our revered Guar·
dian: "The various Assemblies, local
and national, constitute today the
bedrock upon the strength of which
the Universal House of Justice is in
future to be firmly established and
raised. Not until these function vigorously and harmoniously can the hope
for the termination of the period of

transition be realized."

House of Worship
Procram of Public Meetingl, ETery
Sonday at 3 ~30 p.m.

Nov. 4EDUCATION FOR WORLD ORDER
Carl Scheffler
Nov. 11-

THE WORLD OF TOMORROW
Edris Rice-Wray
Nov. 18 - National Youth Day, General
Theme: THE PRICE OF WORLD
PEACE IS WORLD RELIGION
Preparation fOT WOf'ki Peace

-Annamarie Mattoon
From Chaos to World Order
-Pari Zia-Walrath
Tne World Religion
--charles Monroe loas

Nov.25PRAISE AND THANKSGIVING
Sarah Walrath

Dec.2PEACE - A DIVINE CREATION
Horace Holley
DEC.9CHRIST'S PROMISE FULFILLED
Nina Matthisen
THIS AGE OF LIGHT
Dec. 16Pearle Easterbrook
THE NEW BIRTH
Dec. 23Albert Windust

Dee. 30PROGRESSIVE REVELATION
Edwin Mattoon

Visitor from India
The following item appeared July
12th in Wilmette Life under the head:
"Conference Leader from India
Visits at the Baha'i Temple."
"Sir. Rasmaswami Mudaliar of In~
dia, head of the Indian delegation
at the San Francisco Conference.
and the supply member of the Indian Governor General's Executive
cOlUlcil was a distinguished visitor
to the Baha'i House of Worship in
Wilmette this week.
"At the conference he headed his
delegation and was also chairman
of the Commission on the Economic
and Social council. He was largely

responsible for much of the success
attending' these deli bera tions in
drawing up the part of the Charter
which many view as one of the most
important parts of the United Naions' organization and the most
hopeful for the building of a real
and permanent peace for tomorrow.
In fact, on the day it was presented
several spoke of it as the Iheart of
the Charter.'
"Sir. Ramaswami is en route to
London via Montreal, the headquarters of the International Labor orgaruza tion, also visiting our national
Capital. Having heard much of the
Baha'i Faith in India and London,
he, with his party, made a special
stop in Chicago to visit the House
01 Worship."

Comment From Outside
The New Haven friends report that
God Passes By and The Baha', Cen,.
tE"nary were both reviewed sympathetically by non-Baha'is in The New
Haven JouTnal Courier. The former
book was given a whole column on
the editorial page. The need for a
unified religion is emphasized, a powerful quo tat ion from Canon
Townshend's introduction is quoted,
the Baha'i Administrative order is
touched on, and the seven candles
of unity are enumerated, with this
comment, ~'The realization of these
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seven points of Bahi'u'llab is through
his twelve leading principles in ana]ysis and is at once the revelation
of Baha 'j vision and the essence of
today's most alert minds." The
twelve principles follow, and the reviewer "adds: '~Read this book 'God
Passes By' for a clearer concept of
a Faith whose adherence would bring
Us nearer to a Peace on our domes...
tic as well as our national lives.
Whatever your nationality or creed,
from East or West . . . you will find
in this book a new insight into the
aspects of Truth.·,
In ludicrous contra st to this is a
warning against the Baha'i Faith included in the program of a church
in Regina, Saskatchewan, which
Baha'is will
find
entertaining.
"B'haisrn believes the true successor
t<, Mohammed (who did not die, they
say) will appear one day, establishing justice on earth. He reveals himself thru persons known as Babs. The
present one is Shoghi Effendi, who
calls himself The Everlasting Father, identifying himself with God ...
It is silent on the doctrines of sin,
repentance and forgiveness, and in
place of the immortality of the soul,
teaches unadulterated earthly happiness for the 'believers' . . . Christians should read their Bibles, and
see there the matchless supremacy
of Jesus Christ, in order to confute
B'haism.'·

Local Assemblies
Local Annual Reports
The year ending April 21, 1945,
was one of increased Baha!i activity
according to the annual reports that
have been received by the National
Spiritual Assembly. The highlights
of each community's activities are
summarized here.
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA
The northermost of our Baha'i assemblies :in the second year of its
existence has been able to make the
name of Baha'u'll8.h. more widely
known throughout Alaska. The Peace
Broadsides were of great assistance
to this community so far from other
teaching aids. The four broadsides
were printed in their entirety in the
daily paper. They were used as the
basis of a 15 minute radio forum
in which the radio announcer and
two Baha'is participated. Also the
names of three hundred public offidaIs, editor;, teachers, and other
leading citizens were compiled and
sent to the National Spiritual Assem-

bly with the suggestion that they be
sent the Peace Broadsides.
Anchorage Baha'is through correspondence and the sending of literature reached persons in twenty other
Alaskan cities and villages.
Two Baha'i pioneer settlers, Miss
Janet Whitenack and Mr. Verne
Green, were united in marriage, and
the radio announcement of their engagement
and
the
newspaper
accounts of their engagement and
marriage emphasized their connection with the Baha'i Faith. The first
Alaskan Baha'i baby was born to
Florence and Maurice Green.
Twice the USO made use of Baha'i
speakers, once during a Lenten series, 4IAdventures in Understanding"
with Jewish and Christian representatives, and once at a dinner meeting of the Toastmaster's Club.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
The first history of the BaM'i
Faith in Atlanta was written by Miss
Olga Finke, who came to Atlanta as
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a pioneer in 1931. Wherever possible
the traveling teachers who had
passed through Atlanta in previous
years were solicited for first-hand
accounts of the teaching activity in
the community and for accounts of
the work of Dr . .T. C. Oakshette there.
The Atlanta assembly voted to erect
a marker at the grave of Dr. Oakshette, the first Baha'i to pass away
in the city, in recognition of his many
year:s of Baha'i service there.
Atlanta friends found that an excellent way to teach was to arrange
interviews with prominent citizens
when BaM.'1 s pea k e r s passed
through the city. The publicity committee reported that Atlanta Baha'Is
had received more newspaper publicity in the past year than in all
the preceding years combined! The
radio committee was also more successful. When members approached
the management of station WAGA
hoping to buy fifteen minutes for a

peace broadcast, they were given
three fifteen minute periods free of
charge for the presentation of the
three peace programs provided by
the National Radio Committee.
Among the non-BahS'j speakers
who were used successfully with
Bah.. 'I speakers was Mr. Adelbert
Friedman, the Southeastern Regional Secretary of the Zionist Move-

ment, who spoke on the "Future of
Palestine~"

The race unity banquet held in
celebration of the Centenary was so
enriching 'an experience the com·
munity felt they would like to feature such an event every spring.
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
On March 30, 1945, a public peace
meeting was held with Virginia C.
Foster as the out-of-town speaker.
Concerted publicity efforts preceded
the meeting and it was hoped that
study classes could be conducted to
follow up the· talk.
Two regular fireside groups were
conducted during the year, one of
which met twice weekly and was
advertized in the local newspaper.
A copy of God Passes By was
placed in the local library.
BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT
A study cia ss on the 36 Lesson
Course and one on Baha'i Admini·
stration were held regularly throughout the year. For the public meetings, the Assembly ran paid ads in
the papers as well as "news notices.
Out of town speakers included Mrs.
Randolph Bolles, Mr. Curtis Kelsey,
Mr. Louis Gregory, and Mr. Wil-
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liam Towart. The most intensive
teaching campaigns were ·conducted
when Mrs. Ruth Moffett lectured
every evening for a week and held a
study class every afternoon, and
when Mr. Reginald King lectured
every night for two weeks. Both were
able to speak over the nearby
radio station WKN'E in Keene, New
Hampshire.
For a week a local store carried a
display window with a picture of
the temple and Baha'i literature.
A local book store gave the Baha'i
literature a table.
The Community moved into a new
center in the Barber Building. They
write, ~'We pray that the divine outpourings hasten the day of the fulfillment of the ta sks before us."
COLUMBUS, OHIO
The name, BAHA'I FAITH. 777
Franklin Ave. Main 4775 was listed
in the Columbus Telephone Directory for a monthly additional cost
of 81 cents. The BaM'j Faith willi
its purpose and the names and addresses of the chairman and secretary of the local spiritual assembly:
were also listed with the Columbus
Chamber of Commerce.
In an attempt to coordinate community activities, the teaching, public meeting, radio, and publicity
committees were combined. Seven
public lectures were sponsored for
out-of-town speakers. Teas were
given following most 01 these lectures and on several other occasions.
It is interesting to note that of the
forty-three clippings of newspaper
publicity, nineteen of these were advance notices and followups on the
tea s, indicating that some newspapers are open to this type of
publicity. Other news items
announced
lectures
and
radio
programs.
One radio period was given free
on station WBNS and one was given
on station WHKC. Two periods were
purchased on WHKC.
The library committee dona ted
books to the Carnegie Public library, the Ohio Stale Library, and
the Ohio State University Library.
EDMONTON, ALBERTA
The tea ching work of Edmonton
was given great assistance by the
two weeks of intensive work done
by Mrs. Margery McCormick whose
successful work here has been reported in a previous pah<i' i News.
Mr. Rowland Estall made a brief
visit and Mr. Emeric Sala gave a
public address, a radio talk, and

spoke at a large tea gathering and
at a large evening fireside.
Local Baha'is presented several
series of public study classes. One
will show something of their method.
Two Baha' is were assigned to prepare questions and answers to each
of the following aspects of the
Baha'i Peace Plan for a series of
four weekly meetings: "The Cause
of Peace," ~~The Supreme Tribunal,"
"The. Future Commonwealth,~1 and
HWorld Civilization." The questions
were asked singly and designed to
~timulate discussion, while the con~
eluding answers were the Baha'i
teachings.
The daily papers carried pictures
and notices for out of town speakers
and radio notices were broadcast.
In the daily calendar section of the
local papers local Baha'j activities
were frequently listed.
GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA
This two year old assembly invited isolated Baha'is near Greensboro to attend special feasts and did
extension work in Durham, and Fayetteville.
The public peace meeting suggested by the National Spiritual Assembly was held in the court house on April 15, 1945, with Mr. W. Kenneth
Christian giving the "Baha'i Plan
for Peace" and two non-Baha'is
speaking, Dr. Eugene Pfaff, Director of the Southern Council of
International Relations and Mr.
R. E. Martin, faculty member of
the local Negro A. and T. College.
A paid newspaper advertisement
and two hundred printed invitations
drew an audience of 110.
"We have conducted weekly study
classes during most of the year.
These have been bi-racial but have
not proved very conducive to growth.
Mter having given this a fair trial
we plan with the consent of the
Guardian to have some separate
classes. Those familiar with the
local situation realize that most white
non-believers need to catch the spirit
of the divine teachings first; for prejudiced through inherited tradition,
they are prone to be upset when
suddenly confronted with this departure from custom before having
opportunity to learn the broad aspects of the teachings. This is also
true of the majority of the negroes."
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
In October, 1944, the local spiritual,
assembly of Kansas City became incorporated and by the time the report was sent in, the papers were on
file in the state capital.
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Last rear's teaching activities
in Kansas City were varied. There
were public cia sses held at the
Y.M.C.A., the Kay Hotel, and the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Bailey
Sunday evening fireside meetings
the home of Mrs. John Bechtel, and
twenty-two porch meetings and three
luncheons at the home of Mrs. Sudy
Hurlock.
The Baha'i mothers helped to form
the Kansas City Youth Fellowship.
For one meeting Mrs. Opal Winan
o~ Independence, Missouri, showed
pICtures of the Temple and took pictures in color of the group.
MADISON, WISCONSIN
Te.ehin.. Conference for Slate of New lerae,.- at Baha'i Center
Teaneck, July 23rd, 1944
'
An active youth group in Madison
has met every other Sunday. They
A Second hi storie event was the phlets were donated to the public
attracted ten non-Baha'i youth
Peace Banquet held at the Schroeder library.
through a picnic.
There were weekly Baha'i study Hotel, March 24, 1945. Mr. William
classes following the study outlines. Sears and Mrs. Dorothy Baker spoke
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
These were held at the home of Mrs. before an audience of over seven
A full column review of the Guardhundred including many Baha'is
Mae Clark.
To celebrate the birth of the Bab from nearby communities and in~ ian's book, God Passes By appeared
on October 19, the Bah,,'is had a pot eluding such outstanding non-Baha'is on the editorial page of the New
Haven Journal-Courier.
At
the
luck supper and met the first J ap- as Dr. Frank E. Baker, President
request of the National News Servof
the
Wisconsin
State
Teacher's
Colanese Baha'i, Mr. Yamamoto the
ice, five additional copies were sent
father of one of the membe;s' of ~ege, Mr. Lowell B. Goodrich, Superto it and one of these went to the
mtendent
of
the
Milwaukee
Public
the Madison community.
Guardian.
On November 14, the public lib- Scho?ls, Mr. Daniel Hoan, ex-Mayor
At the time of the nationwide
rarian reviewed Sumner Welles' of MIlwaukee, Miss Dorothy Enderis
Time JOT Deci8ion~ Walter Lippman's Director of Social and Municipal He: Centennial celebration, New Haven
creation Centers, Mr. William V. Baha'is ?eld a banquet on May 25,
U. S~ War ·Aims, and Becker's How
New Will the Better World Be while Kelley, Secretary of the Milwaukee 1944. Thirty-seven attended includMrs. ·Mae Stebbins gave the 'Baha'! Urban League, Miss Elizabeth Camp- ing eight Negroes. Guest ~peakers
bell, Executiye Secretary of the In- were Rabbi Louis Greenberg and
peace plan.
Two colored people have been a t- ternational Institute of Milwaukee Mrs. Ethel Hunt of Washington, D.C.
Each Sunday a study class and a
tending meetings since the Race County, and Mrs. Grace M. Corwin,
Unity meeting at which Mrs. William Church Editor of the Milwaukee Sen- public meeting were held at the CenFries spoke on the scientific attitude tina t. There were also clergymen ter, 33 Wall Street. In January it was
toward race and Mrs. John Svendson present. The races were well repre- decided to discontinue hiring the
spoke pn the Baha'i teachings of the se~ted with the presence of Negroes, room since the meetings held in theChmese, Japanese, Hawaiians, and homes seemed as well attended as
oneness of humanity.
Indians. In the lob by "f the hotel those held in the Center.
Four babies were named. in a
was a display of a temple model and
ceremony conducted by Mr. Clarence Baha'i books.
RENO, NEVADA
Niss at the time of the Naw-Ruz.
One of the most spectacular of the
The
Milwaukee
assembly
did
exThey were James Griffen, Joan
Reno commWlity efforts was a symFries, Patricia Schneck, and Bruce tension work in Green Bay, Oshkosh,
posium at the State Building on FebManitowoc, and Shorewood.
Scott.
ruary 10th on "The Prerequisites of
Among the young, there were two
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
World Peace." The speakers were
Inter·American
solidarity
was children's classes, one for those from Dr. John O. Moseley, President of
demonstrated when Baha'is acted as 4-8 and another for those from 8-14. the University of Nevada, Mr. Sam~
hosts at the Milwaukee Center July Also there was a youth group which uel Platt, attorney, and Mr. Leroy
14, to the Latin American friends met weekly, presented a Christmas loas, of the Bah,,'i National Spirattending the All-America Baha'i program and a Youth Symposium itual Assembly. There was an attenCentenary Convention. The spirit of and inaugurated a Louhelen Schol~ dance of a hundred and fifty.
oneness . 'rose to such heights that arship Fund. The Youth group sponOn March 24th "Youth's Respon~
Sr. Salvador Tormo of Buenos Aires sored a number of picnics and social sibility in the Post-War World" was
arose spontaneously as did all the events.
the subject of a Youth symposium at
rest, and asked the friends to clasp
During the Centenary, the library the Reno Little Theatre. Seventy
hands and pledge themselves anew committee was able to arrange for people heard a young woman stuto carry on this 'Great Work' so that a display of Baha'i Books and a pic- dent. from the University of Nevada,
love and unity may soon prevail ture of the temple at the public a blmd boy from Reno High school,
throughout the world."
library. Thirteen books and pam- Mr. Richard Walton of the Washoe
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County BaM'! group, and a young
Negro girl pianist.
Reno Baha'is have averaged two
radio broadcasts a month over station KOH and have been successful
in obtaining other publicity. A loccal store includes free announcem.ents of Baha'i public meetings in
its Friday morning broadcasts of
local events. An announcement of
public meeti.n$s concludes every regular Baha'i broadcast. Two paid spot
ads precede each special public meeting. Each of the two local papers carries announcements of the weekly
Saturday public meetings and paid
advertisements entitle the Balr.i'is
to a free article preceding each special public event. They have made
digoified posters for each of the symposiums and have mailed numerous
invitations.
Two Baha'is have served as advisors to an inter-racial club meeting weekly at the Y.M.C.A. They
have secured Baha'i speakers for the
club and have been instrumental in
getting permission for all Negroes
to use the public skating rink one
afternoon each week.
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Jordan, secretary of the local branch
of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
presenting the contributions of such
organizations, and Mr. Farhang
, Javid presenting the contributions of
the Baha'! Faith and religion, Mrs.
Robert Hutchens coordinated the program.
Each month a ten minute Baha'!
program is presented over station
WDWS. The music of Handel's Largo cushions the program from the
commercials before and after. Some-times the music is softened for the
reading of a Hidden WOTd or short
quotation keynoting the talk.
There are regular weekly public
meetings at the Baha'i Center and
occasional special meetings at the
Champaign City Building. The
Baha'!s have been holding weekly
study classes on God Passes By.
Extension work was done in Champaign, and Urbana Baha'is have cooperated with a newly inaugurated
circuit system providing monthly
out of town speakers to central miDois communities and groups. Three
hundred Peace Broadsides Were
mailed to well known people in this
community.
URBANA, ILLINOIS
VANCOUVER,
Urbana's Centennial celebration
consisted of
successful inter-racial
BRITISH COLUMBIA
banquet held at the Urbana- Lincoln
On May 23, 1944, Vancouver
Hotel and attended by 130, a public Baha'!s and their friends attended a
meeting in the University of TIlinois banquet at the Devonshire Hotel.
Union Building, a radio talk over There were fifty persons present to
station WDWS, and large advertise- hear Miss Mae McKenna and Mrs.
ments besides free news space show- Blanche Liddell. Cooperating with
ing pictures of the banquet and des- the National Centennial Committee
cribing the celebration in each of the the assembly arranged for a fifteen
newspapers.
minute radio talk over station KJOR
The nlinoi.s Times, a Negro weekly paper serving the central Illinois
area, published by Mr. Edgar Harris
a Baha'! of the Champaign group,
Germany
has published weekly reports of
Baha'i teachings, providing a unique
The following extract is. from a
opportunity for publicity.
letter to David and Margaret Ruhe
Among the Youth activities were from John Eichenauer:
a series of Sunday morning break"Was visiting the Baha'i Summer
fasts at a local park followed by a School in Esslingen last Sunday and
tlevotional period of readings from saw the names of several of the
the writings of Baha'u'llflh and Kunz family in the guest book. How
'Abdu'l-Baha. Several non-Baha'is happy I was to see the names of
have become interested in the Writ- so many friends I knew. Calvin
ings when they were assigned the Wilder, a fellow believer, and I first
devotion period for one of the Sun- found the Baha'is in Esslingen on
May sixth and since then have condays.
The local Race Unity meeting was tacted the believers in Stuttgart,
sponsored as a symposium by the Goeppingen, Geislingen, Darmstadt
Youth: "Contributing to Better Race and Heidelberg. About a week ago
Relations," Miss Lucy Nobler, a col- two of the LSA and I obtained writlege student presenting the contri- ten authorization from Capt. Carvel
butions of science, Miss Mary Grace Busey, Religious and Education Of-
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presented by Miss Muriel Warnicker.
Mr. Rowland E stall, Mr. George
Latimer, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
loas, and Mr. Ermic Sala all spoke
in Vancouver as part of their teaching tours. Emeric Sala' s talk in the
York Room of the Hotel Georgia on
February 12th drew an audience of
seventy.
WAUWATOSA, WISCONSIN
Independent fireside groups and
weekly study classes have been
held by the Baha'!s of Wauwatosa
as well as joint public meetings with
the Milwaukee Baha'!s. Fourteen attend the weekly study classes, incl~ding seven or eight who are not
Baha'ls. The class studies alternate weeks Ba!ui'i Worid Faith and
the study outline Fundamentals of
Bahd'i Membership.
Several feasts were open to
friends of Hahit'is and an Intercalary
party was held to promote fellowship.
Wauwatosa Baha'!s helped entertain the Inter-American delegates
.when they were in Milwaukee, and
helped with the large area BaM'i
Peace Banquet there. They send five
children to the Milwaukee children'.
classes, and contribute to the Milwaukee Louhelen Scholarship Fund.
To stimulate closer inter--community cooperation, the assembly frequently secures chairmen from sur.
rounding communities when there js
&. public meeting.
Editor'it Note.' The above items have ben.
gleaned from. the annual t"epOrts of lOcal
Q.Ssemblies to the N.S.A. for the year 1945-1946.
In FebruCX1ll "BaM', News" we toiU :publish. 0
final I7rticle based - on such reports as have
been sent tn bej01"e January 1st.

News of Other Lands
ficer of Stuttgart Military Government, for Baha'i activities. He was
very considerate . . . . had read
some (Baha'i) .books and offered to
help me whenever I need it. The 10c;tl assemblies will apply and later
we can wr-i te USFET for permission
for the NSA. This afternoon the
Feast will be held at BaM'l School
on the hill in Essli!tgen.
(EditoT's Note: Captain CaM1el Busey is
a cousin of Dr. GaTTeta Btt3ey 01 Urbana:,
Illinois, and heard of the Ca.u.se in that
city.)

Norway
Urbana friends have heard during the summer from Miss Johanna
Schubarth of Oslo, Norway. Miss
Schubarth became a Baha'i while
living in Urbana. She returned to.
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her native Norway in order to
spread the Faith there, has translated into Norlvegian and published
"Baha'u'llilh and the New Era" and
translated the "Iqan," "Hidden
Words" and "Advent of Divine Jus·
tice. "
Miss Schubarth writes that she
hopes her health will soon be better
and enable her to return to her
profession of nursing,

Switzerland
We give below a summary of the
annual report from the Baha'i
Bureau at Geneva.
Switzerland, spared the fire of
war, has been a haven of refuge
for hundreds of thousands of refugees, particularly children from
devastated areas who have been hospitalized there.
In Zurich the friends have continued their meetings and have
added to their number.
At Heerbrugh Mr. Semle has given
two public talks which were favorably received and followed by long
and animated discussions.
The Bureau has continued to get
out its uMonthly Page," planned to
help the friends to remain steadfast
in obedience to the revealed Commandments and also for interested
outsiders to demonstrate the working out of the Divine Plan in presentday events.
"We are happy and grateful to
say that the priceless comfort and
strengthening help of the Guardian'S
letters has not been withheld from
us throughout this period."
Toward the end oithe year 101
both letters and periodicals came
through from the outside world, Australia, France, Great Britain, U.S.,
Haifa, Egypt, 'Iraq aDd Porto Rico.
Lucien Migette wrote from Lyons,
where she is still working, having
had two miraculous escapes from
danger of death.
Mr. and Mrs. Pomper of Warsaw,
parents of Boris Pomper 1 who did
work on the Polish translation of
"Baba'u'lhlh and the New Era" were
hospitalized at the Geneva Bureau
after their release from an internment camp.
M. Renaud Richez, one of the first
in Geneva to recognize the Light of
this Day, passed away in April. He
. was a Belgian, a worker in the Secretariat of the League of Nations,
and was one of the five who signed
the statutes of the Baha'; Bureau
for its official registration in 1930.

Authority issued hy Al]jed Expeditionary Fon:e Military Goventment, throul"h Carvel
Busey, Edueation Bnd Reli.-jon omeeJ'~ for reorgaoizatiob of StullK"art Halui'f .eommunity and holdine of hl!l religioWl meetingsa This olliclaJ permit,. terminatinll (for
Stull&:art at Jeast) the period of dissolulion eoforred upon the Baha'i community by
the Nazi recime almost ten yean ago., wal!l cranled on application made by John
EkhenBuer, Jr., American Baha'i seM'ing in the army jn a non.combatant eapach:r_

Passing of a Great Pioneer
A letter from the National Spiritual Assembly of India and Burma
has brought the sad Dews of the
passing into the Abha Kingdom of
Siyyid M~!afa Roumie. On hearing
of the death of this distinguished
pio[]eer the Guardian sent the Indian and Burm an Assembly the following cable dated July 14:

'Hearts grieistricken passing supreme concourse distinguished pioneer faith Baha'u'Uah dearly beloved
staunch high minded Noble Soul Siyyid Mu~tafa stop Long record his
superb services both teaching administrative fields shed lustre on
both heroic and formative ages
Baha'i dispensation stop His magnificent achievements fully entitle
him join ranks hands cause Baha·
u'llilh stop His resting place should
be regarded foremost shrine commWlity Burmese believers stop Advise holding memorial gatherings
throughout India honour his imperishable memory stop Urge Indian
Burmese Baha'is participate construction tomb stop Cabling three
hundred pounds my personal contribution so praiseworthy purpose Shoghi Rabbani."
j

France
David Hofman recently made a
trip to the Continent with Ensa and
was able to meet some of the friends
in Paris. He saw seven of them;
amongst others, Miss Sanderson,
Mrs. Scott, Mme. Hess and Mr. Kennedy. They were all well, though
cold, owing to the complete lack of
fuel, and without many other necessities. They have been through se-vere diHiculties. All were questioned
by the Gestapo after the Germans
arrived in Paris, but all except one
were left alone afterwards. The Germans tried to confiscate all their
books, but fortunately they were able
to point out that the flat of the secretary. Mr. Kennedy, had been destroyed by a bomb and books with
it. In that way they were able to
save some books which were stored
in another place. The community lost
four members during the war: Mrs.
Kennedy died, Mlle. Alean was killed
in an air-raid; Mrs. Stannard died of
cancer in November, 1944; and Mme.
Montefiore was taken to a concen·
tration camp and has not been heard
of since. Other friends left Paris and
have not returned. In spite of all
their difficulties, however, those who
remained, though at one time re·
duced to three, have held a meeting
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on the first Sunday of every month
in Miss Sanderson's flat throughout
the period of the German occupation.
We are glad indeed to know that
these friends are safe and to get in
touch with them again, It was pos·
sible to send a small parcel of food
and soap over by a traveller going to
Paris and we hope to get other siro·
Har opportunities of showing our
sympathy.
Bulgaria
We also hear that Miss Jack, the
well·known pioneer in Bulgaria, who
is eighty years old, has returned to
Sofia from a village where she lived
after her home in Sofia was bombed.
She and all the Sofia believers, with
the exception of one, have survived
and are now trying to resume their
teaching activities.
Persia
The Spiritual Assembly of IsfithilO
has communicated to the Guardian a
detailed account describing the
transfer of the remains of the two
great Baha'i martyrs known as the
«King of Martyrs and the .. Beloved
of Martyrs" to the new Baha'i cemetery situated outside that town. This
was done in accordance with the explicit desire of the Guardian and the
decision and help of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Iran.
In November, 1943, the Guardian
wired to the said Assembly that it
was a duty and an absolute necessity
to start immediatelY on the historic
project of building the tombs of the
"King of Martyrs" and the "Beloved of Martyrs," himself contributing for this purpose the sum of one
thousand pounds sterling. We now
learn from the official report sent
to the Guardian and signed by the
nine members of the Spiritual Assembly of Isfahim and four other
believers that the said project was
brought to a successful completion
on the 15th of March, 1944. On that
dayt the remains of the twin rna rtyrs
which had previously been removed
from their original resting place by
a committee appointed by the Spiritual Assembly, their new coffins
sealed in three places ~th the Sign
of the Greatest Name and kept in
a safe place, in the house of one
of the members of the Spiritual Assembly, were placed in two specially
built stone recepta cles and laid to
rest in their new tombs, separated
one meter from ea ch other. in the
Baha'i cemetery. The ceremony of
the transfer took place in an atmosphere of great reverence and a
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Tablet revealed in their honor by
Baha'u'llah was recited on this occasion.
The "King of Martyrs" and the
IIBeloved of Martyrs" were the sons
of Mirza Ibrahim Esfahani, who was
one of the early believers in the
Bab, whom he had personally met.
It is believed that one night in Isfahan, he had the privilege of serving the Bab at supper time. The
two martyred brothers Were very
famous in their home town, not
merely for their great . material
wealth, but for the extraordinary nobility of their character. They were
most helpful and generous to everyone who went to them with his
pains and troubles. When Baha'\J.'llah
was in Iraq, they left Isfahan twice
and proceeded to Baghdad, where
they had the wonderful privilege of
spending some time in His presence.
On one occasion, they both forwarded a humble petition to Baha'u'Ilah while He was still in Ba@dad,
begging that they might sacrifice
their lives in His path and thus attain the honor of martyrdom.
And so it was. Two of the most
prominent theologians and religious
leaders of Isfahan, Mir Siyyid
I:iusayn and- Sl;taykh Baqir. named
by Baha'u'llah-because of their inhumanity and merciless cruelty-as
the Snake and the Wolf respectively,
prevailed upon the governor of Isfahan, who was then one of the sons
of the Shah of Persia, to order their
arrest. Whereupon, the two brothers
were thrown into prison, chained and
tortured. Shortly after, they were
brought out of prison, conducted to
the execution place and, by the personal order of -the "Snake" and the
"Waif," heheaded.
At the time when the sword of
the executioner was brandishing in
the air over their heads, they were
holding each other in a brotherly
embrace and uttering the Most
Great Name. After the execution,
their bodies were dragged on the
ground to a deserted plot of land
and pia oed under a partially ruined
wall. This wall was then pulled down
on their bodies. On that same ·night
their bodies were recovered by a
third brother and properly buried in
a cemetery.
The position 01 these two resplendent souls is supreme among the
Baha'i martyrs. Indeed, Baha'u'llah
Himself definitely established their
unique station when He called them
the "King of Martyrs" and the "Beloved of Martyrs."
.

Among the acts of hooliganism
and vandalism, th~ victims of which
were Baha'is and Baha'i property,
was one that took place last May in
the village of Abadih, in southern
Persia. A mob nearly four thou~
sand strong, attacked the Baha'i
Centre and Guest House, pillaging
and setting on fire Baha'i property,
furniture and books, and fatally in·
juring four believers.
But trials and sufferings serve
only to strengthen the determlnation
of the believers that they must
hasten and redouble their efforts in
their glorious task of spiritually ed·
ucating mankind. Thus, it is a great
pleasure to learn that during the
last four years, the Baha'i Teaching
Plan and programs have continued
uninterrupteq in Persia. Baha'i
teachers classes have been organized
in various Baha'i centres. Four of
these classes were held in Tihr6n
alone, with upwards of ·two hundred
prospective Baha'i teachers attending them. Aside from these classes,
twenty·three recognized and wellknown Baha'i Teachers have given
their full time to teaching activities
and forty-one Baha'i Teachers
travelled throughout Persia to pro·
mulgate the word of God.
The movement of Baha'i families
travelling to· and settling in various
new districts and provinces has oeen
increased and accelerated. These
families have been subjected to
great sufferings and privations at
the hands of the ill·wishers of the
Cause, but as a result of their work,
one hundred and eighty·seven new
Baha'i centres have been established
in various parts of the country.
The believers in Persia have not
only helped to finance their own
Baha'i projects and activities, but
have also forwarded one thousand
pounds Sterling for the national
"Haziratu'l-Quds" (Baha'i House)
in each of the following countries:
Syria, Egypt and India; two thou·
sand five hundred Pounds Sterling
for Australia and New Zealand and
five hundred Pounds for the Haziratu'I·Quds of Kuweiteh in Baluchistan.
'Iraq
The Baha'i Centenary Celebration
in Baghdad has given a great im·
petus to the activities of the Teaching Committee as a result of many
inquiries on the part of those who
have become interested in the Baha'i
Faith. The Teaching Committee has
been meeting five times weekly to
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discuss with those interested the
Teachings of Bah"'u'llah.
Bah,,', women in
'Iraq, are
given every opportunity to study
the Baha'i Faith and to prepare
themselves to serve the Cause side
by side with the men. The Women's
Progress Committee is actively engaged in this noble task.

Classes for the study of the Baha'i
Teachings and principles for Baha'i
children, young men and women continue regularly and successfully.
Bahichisllin
"We are very happy !o learn from
a letter addressed to the Guardian
by the Spiri!ual Assembly of the
Bah,,'is of Que!ta in Baluchistan that
the believers in tha! town have at
last been able to have a Baha'i ceme!ery of their own. The government
authorities, after some difficulty t allowed the Baha'j Assembly to purchase a piece of land necessary for
ilia t purpose.
As a resul! of the effor!s made by
the Spiritual Assembly of Quelta,
the authori.ties have exempted the
Baha'j House and the land on which
it is bullt from paying the land and
property taxes. Other heartening
news from Quetta is the opening of
a public Baha'i library in that town.
India
From the annual report of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha',s of India and Burma for 19441945 we glean the following:
The National Spiritual Assembly is
trying to achieve greater administrative efficiency. It held six meetings during eleven months of 19441945. These meetings were all held
at the administrative center at New
Delhi. The annual report gives the
attendance record of each member
of the Assembly at these meetings.
The Assembly also achieved the'
transfer of the office of the treasurer
to the National Headquarters.
r'This is a step forward but it has
been almost fully realized that the
immediate ideal is the transfer of all
the members in office during their
term of office to Delhi, inasmuch as
the object of assemblies and committees is administration through
consultation and consultation is not
possible by correspondence.
Hlnternational When this assembly learned about the martyrdoms in
Iran, it wired tu H.LM. the :;Wah of
Iran and the Persian Parliament expressing its horror at the tragic

Inter-Com.munity Pienie at Fruitport,. Miehi8Bn, AUP8t 20, 1944. Believen presenl
from Lake Harbor, Muskegon, Grand Haven, Grand. R.pids, Fruitport, MiehicBn,
Lake Forest, Illinois, and Brazil.

event, emphasized the law-abiding
nature of the Baha'is, their obedi·
ence to established Governments, the
love that the Baha'i community of
India bore for the native land of
BahA'u'IM.h. The assembly drew their
attention to the sympathetic interest
that similar persecutions in the past
had evoked in the breasts of Western
writers and finally it appealed for
justice and for an impartial treatment of Baha'is.
"Mr. Muhammed Saed, the Prime
Minister. chiefly responsible for
those dastardly acts, was reminded
by the Assembly in its wire that
though Persia had been bathed in
the blood of Baha', martyrs during
the last century yet had it failed to
stamp out God's Cause from Persia's soil. It further touched upon the
lus!re that the heroism of BaM'j
martyrs had shed upon the land and
the stain which the a bomina tions
committed by their persecutors had
left upon it. In conclusion the assembly called to his mind the Words of
the Bab addressed Ie a predecessor
of his, Haji Mirza Aqasi, the allpowerful Prime Minister in His day
and the arch-opponent of the Cause,
wherein the Bab warns him that were
the Prime Minister to succeed in killing Him, He will have suffered as
the saints and prophets of God had
suffered but that act would call down
on his (the Prime Minister's) head
the curse of God and His eternal
wrath.
HIt is significant to note that not

long after this event Mr. Muhammed
Sited was compelled to resi'gn from
his post.
UVisitors. We were happy to have
a number of visitors from abroad
this year. Most of them were Persians on their way to America. We
hope a greater contact with Baha'is
from other lands will be rendered
possible. That it would be beneficial
is evident from the instructions of
the Guardian to Mr. A. Samimi. now
in India, who sought his permission
to go to Haifa. "Seize (this) opportunity," ran the cable I "(to) visit
(the) BaM'j cen!ers throughout In"ia. Promotion (of the) Faith (at the)
present juncture (is) more meritorious (than ~) visit (to the) Shrines. tJ
Mr. Samimi will visit as many assemblies and groups as the time at
his disposal will permit. Other friends
from abroad, some passing through,
others serving in the armed forces,
have given us in one or more centres
the pleasure of their company for
different periods.
"Books. Baha'i books for use in
India and Burma need to be translated into many different languages.
From the annual report we gather
that translations have been made or
are in course of being made into
more than twenty languages.
{(Summer School. Secretary, Prof.
Pritam Singh. The Summer School
held its sessions at Karachi this year.
Fifty students attended. The lessons
were limited to a few subjects and
were spread over a fortnjght. Messrs.
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Pritam Singh, TImi and AkJ:>tar-Khawari were the teachers. A special
feature of this year's school was the
taking of notes by the students and
their submission to a test at the con~
elusion of the school.
"Eleven lessons on Aqdas and
Bayim were given by Mr. M. H. TImi
and every lesson lasted for an hour.
H A series of public lectures were

arranged in connection with the Summer School, on four days, at 7:30
p.m. Chairmen of these meetings
were prominent people, such as two
ex-mayors of Karachi.
"Youth. Secretary. Mr. N urullfth
AlIDtar-Khawari. Baha', youths between the ages of 15 and 30 years
living in all the centres were asked
to organize committees. Youth's
principal duties were to study the
Cause and convey it to non-Baha'i
Youth. The National Committee also
communicated with National Youth
Committees in other lands. The
Youth symposium was duly celebrated in different centres and the
Cause brought to the attention of the
public."
Australia and New Zealand
The Australian friends have held
two successful winter schools, one
near Sydney and one near Adelaide.
Also the believers in New Zealand
have held their fifth summer school
and report continued improvement
and progress each time~
A new Baha'i community in Am;·
trilla has been established at. Caringbah, a village about 18 miles from
Sydney. The members expected to
elect their Spiritual Assembly in
April.
British Isles
The Baha', Journal, published by
the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the British Isles, has
recently printed, for the first time,
the following Tablet from 'Abdu'lBaM. sent to the early English believers when He was in Paris:
"How are the believers in London?
Are they happy? Are they spreading
the call of the Kingdom? Are their
tongues engaged in the commemoration of God? Are they full of zeal?
Do they comfort the unhappy? Do
they raise the fallen? Are they kind
to aU the people of the world? Do
they serve the Cause of Universal
Peace and Goodwill amongst the
nations? Do they sympathize with
the unfortunate? Are they the stars
of the Heaven of B aha? Are they
the waves of the most great sea?
Are they the illuminating path of
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the traveUers? Are they the bright
torches of reality? When thou art
returning to London convey to them
my longing and greeting, for I love
these friends of God. They are faith·
ful followers of the Light, firm upon
the Covenant, sincere servants of
His Highness Baha'u'llith. They are
calling the people to the Kingdom
of God and I am extremely pleased
with them.
"They must not rest day or night
but strive to illumine the children of
men, and awaken souls, This is not
the day of silence! This is no! the
day of rest! Each one of you in this
day must become a crier for the
Kingdom of Abha, a herald of the
glad tidings of the Supreme Concourse. Each one must be attracted
and enkindled. Each one must be
happy for he has heard the call of
the Kingdom. This is indeed a great
privilege. Its importance is not"
known at this time. It will become
evident in the future. The apostles
of Christ attained to the greatest
station in life, yet they were_vilified
and scorned in their day: because
they were foUowers of the humble
Nazarene, they were considered as
the most despised and ignorant, but
now their brilliant light has flooded
the whole world with knowledge and
wisdom. Each one of the apostles is
shining 1ike unto a star from the
horizon of Eternal Glory. Likewise,
no one can adequately express the
greatness of the friends of God in
this Dispensation. The glorious possibilities of this station will become
manifest in the future.
"The friends of God must become
fully informed of the Teachings. It
is well to be thoroughly versed in the
sciences, arts and literature, and one
must be established in the Kingdom
of God on a like basis. The results
of physical science are limited. His
holiness Christ said: 'Leave thy
nets. Come and I will make thee
fishers of men,'
uThe results of the Divine sciences,
the guidance of God, the spiritual
arts, are unlimited, and train the
real man, My spirit communicates
with you, It annihilates time and
space. God willing, the confirmation
of the Supreme Concourse shall descend upon you uninterruptedly.
"Day by day may you receive
knowledge. Day by day may you
d,raw nearer to God, until you become submerged in-the sea of Divine
Light. This station is the ultimate
result of human life, it is the true
fruit of existence. This station is the

pearl of human consciousness and
consummation, the shining star to·
wards which human destiny points."
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Messages from the Guardian
Suicide
Regarding the "In Memoriam"
section of BaM'i News: although suicide is so strongly condemned in the
teachings, it does not mean that a
person has ceased to be a Baha'i because he killed himself; he should,
therefore, be mentioned, the same as
other believers. in this section.
-Haifa, March 29, 1945

Letters to Individuals
To John M. Clifford, October 17,

1944.
Re garding the whole question of an
International language and its relation to the Faith: We, as Baha'is,
are very anxious to see a universal
auxiliary tongue adopted as soon as
possible; we are not the protagonists
of anyone language to fill this post.
If the governments of the world
agree on an existing language, or a
constructed, new tongue, to be used
internationally, we would heartily
support it because we desire to see
this step in the unmcation of the
,uman race take place as soon as
possible.
Esperanto has been in wide use,·
more so than any similar language,
all over the world, and the Baha'is
have been encouraged by both the
Master and the Guardian to learn
it and to translate Baha'i literature
into it. We cannot be sure it will be
the chosen language of the future;
but as it is the one which has spread
most, both East and Wes t, we should
certainly continue to co~operate
with its members learn to speak it,

and translate Bahii'i literature into
it.
To MTs. Beatrice Ashton, October
17, 1944.
All over the world the Guardian
is constantly encouraging and enjoining the belivers to learn to function according to Saha'i laws and
principles; members of Spiritual Assemblies must learn to face their
responsibilitiesj individuals must
learn to turn to them and abide by
their decisions. When we realize that
all marriages, divorces, disposal of
inheritance, etc., are now handled in
Egypt and Persia solely through the
Assemblies and that the believers
a bide by their decisions, we see
that in Western countries the friends
still have a long way to go - the
sooner they start the better for
themselves and for the Faith.

Correction
In a letter from the Guardian
through his secretary to Mrs. Helen
Robinson, published in the June,
1945, issue of Baha'i News t two errors
have been noted: the word good appeared as gTeat, and chastity was
printed charity. The whole passage
should read: '·The Guardian would
advise you to teach the Mormons,
like everyone else t the Faith, when
you find them receptive. They have
many good principles and their
teachlngs regarding chastity, not
drinking or smoking, etc., are quite
similar to ours and should form a
point of common interest .• ,- Thp
Editors.

National Spiritual Assembly
To the local Spiritual Assemblies and
Regional Tea ching Committees.

Beloved Friends:
On this date, twenty·four years
ago, 'Abdu'l-Baha completed His
earthly mission and ascended to the
Kingdom of Baha'u'llilh. The era of
the Guardianship and the Baha'i order has since then established the

basis of the administrative institutions in East and West t and under·
taken the first steps of the Master's
Divine Plan embracing the entire
earth. He without doubt watches
over our progress, rejoices at every
success and grieves whenever we
fall short of the opportunities lying
within our power.

BAHA'I ERA

Now is the time when each Ameri·
can believer can well stop and take
thought of his own contribution of effort, love and resources to the BahA'i
work. We need the high and pure
spirit which 'Abdu'l-Baha poured
forth upon the friends, and the realization which those pioneer workers
had that they lived their lives as in
His daily presence.
Around us is a world starved for
lack of spiritual nourishment. In our
keeping is the storehouse of truth.
By intensified individual consecra·
tion, by unified striving, let us begin
a new period of widespread public
teaching. The news from the first
two cities of the public campaign.
Toronto and Boston. is very encouraging. It remains to perfect our coordination of all publicity and promotion resources, to produce a truly
vigorous impression upon the public.
Along with this national campaign
there must be ceaseless effort to
maintain our own weaker communi ties and develop groups to Assembly status by April, 1946. A Spiritual
Assembly is not a name on a list nor
a point on a map. It is a spiritual
organism which when united will
attract the confirmations of the HolY
Spirit and charge every individual
Baha'i with power to act as an instrument for the good of the Faith.
Plans. are under way to render
more and more service to the younger and smaller communities. but
there is much that each commnnity
can only do for itself. Your National
Spiritual Assembly is turning to the
Guardian with a devout cry for spiritual reinforcement in these troubled
times. Every community, group assembly and commIttee is dependent
upon the spirit for its success. May
the Guardian, as he contemplates
the Faith in this land, become conscious that all are united in this cry
for help, so that the blessed prayers uttered at the Holy Shrines
may transmute our weakness into
strength.
As of October 27, the Baha'i funds
on hand amouoted to $12,489.34. O!
this sum, $8,763.27 was either ear-
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marked for special purposes or was
held in trustee accounts, leaving
$3,786.07 available for expenditure
by the National Spiritual Assembly.
From October 1 to 27 the receipts
amounted to $8,726.84, the expenditures to $12,110.25.
- The Assembly is grateful to all the
many believers who conscientiously
contribute at regular intervals. Their
love is what sustains the activities
of the National Assembly and all its
comm:.ittees and pioneers, in both
North and South America.
Faithfully your co~workers,
-NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSl:MBLY

Cablegram from
the Guardian
Burmese Baha'i community
emerging from long, afflictive
period of unprecedented tribulations - assassination, spoliation,
dispersal, seizure of Archives, destruction of Haziras SchooL I ad~
vise the American community as
token of Baha'i solidarity to cable
whatever contribution is sensible.
-BRoom RABBANI
Received November 13, 1945

(The sum of $500 was appropriated
for this purpose at the November
meeting of the National Spiritual
Assembly)

"A Fuller Measure of
That Love"
Since teaching is now the paramount concern of every believer
and every Baha'i institution, it will
be well for the friends to ponder
again some of those advices and
appeals which the Guardian directed
to us at such frequent intervals during the early years of his mission
under the Will and Testament of
'Abdu'l-Baba. For those passages
carry the impact of the Guardian's
first expression of his loving concern
for the progress of the Faith, his
universal message to the whole
Baha'i community.
"Now surely, if ever, is the time
for us, the chosen ones of Baha~
'u'llah and the bearers of His -Mes~
sage to the world, to endeavor by
day and by night, to deepen, first
and foremost, the Spirit of His
Cause in our own individual lives,
and then labor, and labor incessantly
to exemplify in all our dealings with
our fellowmen that noble Spirit of
which His beloved Son 'Abdu'l-Bahil
has been all tbe days of His life a
true and unique exponent. The sayings of our beloved Master have
been noised abroad, His name has
filled all regions, and the eyes of
mankind are now turned expectant
towards His disciples who bear His
name and profess His teachings ...
"Behold, the station to which
'Abdu'l-Baha is now calling His
loved ones from the Realm of
Giory:" 'It behooveth the loved ones of
God to be enamored of one another
and to sacrifice themselves for their
fellow·workers in the Cause. They
should yearn towards one another
even as the sore athirst yearneth

for the Water of Life, and the lover
burneth to meet his heart's desire.'
"Such is the sublime, the glorious
position he wishes us, and all the
peoples and kindreds on earth, to
attain in this world; how much more
to attain unity and common Wlderstanding among ourselves, and then
arise to herald with one ·voice the
coming of the Kingdom and the
salvation of mankind."-March 12,
1923.
. "Let us pray to God that these
days of world-encircling gloom, when
the dark forces of nature, of hate,
rebellion, anarchy and reaction are
threatening the very stability of,
human society, when the most
precious fruits of ci viliza tion are
undergoing severe and unparalleled
tests, we may all realize, more pro·
foundly than ever, that though. but
a mere handful amidst the seething
masses of the world, we are in this
day the chosen instruments of
God's grace, that our mission is
most urgent and vital to the fate of
humanity, and, fortified by these
sentiments, arise to achieve God's
holy purpose of mankind.November 14, 1923.

Slate and Province Elections
Temporary election committees
consisting of three persons have
been appointed for each electoral district, as follows:
Alaba.ma.: Mr.. Homer Dyer, Chairman;
Mrs. Jolm C. Inglis, Mrs. Dorothy Loge·
lin.
Arizona.: Mr. Paul Schoeny, Chairman;
Mrs. Nancy Phillips, Mr. Karl Deppe.
Arkansas: Mrs. Roberta Wilson, Chair·
man; Mr, Verney Thompson, Mrs. Lucy
Hawkins.
California, Northern: Miss Gladyce

Linfoot, Chairman; Mr. Arthur loas, Dr.
Mildred Nichols.
California, Soutbern: Mr. Hascle Cornbleth, Chairman; Mrs, Edna Johnson,
Mr. Chas. Bishop.
Colorado: Mr. Geo. Nathaniel Clack
Chairman; Mrs. Edgar Meyer, Mr.
Taintor.
Connecticut: Mr. Clarence Welsh_
Chairman; Mr. J. H. Steed, Sr., Mr:
George Goodman.
Delawa.re: Mr. John Taylor, Chair~
man; Mrs. Jessie Perry, Mr. Adolphe E.

RoY

Bosse,
Florida: Mr. Chester Davison, Sr.,
Chairman; Mrs. Amy Brady Dwell,..
Miss Rena Gordon.
'
Georc1a: Dr. David S. Rube, Chair~
manj Mrs. Esther Seto, Mr. Roy Lind-

sey.

Idaho: Miss Isabelle Silk, Chairman'
Mrs. Mildred R. Cossey, Mrs. Ethei
Thompson.
mlnols,. Northern: Mr. Walter Deppe,
Chairman; Miss Ruth Westgate. Mrs.
Margot Johnson.
Dlinois, Soathern: Mr. Albert Green,

Bah6" News
Ba/""I N.,... ;. publiobed by .....
National Spiritual AooemhJy of the
Baha'is of the United. States and
Canada... the official news-letter of
the Baha'i oeommunity. The :first issue
appeared in December, 19.24..
On April 10, 1925, the Gllardian
wrote: t"I1l.e News Letter which you
have lately initiated fa1filla • very
vilal lunetion. • . _ I would ura:e yoa
to enlarge ita arope _ • • thai in lime
il may devote a !peeial aectioD to
every phase of your aetirities, administralive, devotional, humanitarian,
financial, edW!8tional and otherwilJe.
ulI. should become a _freB.t Illdol'
in promotin. un:det'8t.andinll, pro"idinK information on Baha'i aelhity,
both local and foreicn, in stimulating
interel!ll:, in oeomhatiIq- evil in1I.uencee,
and in Ilpholdin« and saf.pardinl!
the institution. of Ihe Cause."
The contents include: material supplied h,. .he National Spirilllal AIsenilily, sum as the Gttaidisn'. m~
Miles, the Assembly's leHen and ka
general statemenllil and reports; (".om.
mittee plans which have been approved and authorized; COllunhtee
news repOrb of adivides, annnal reo.
pGrts from local Assembliea J news
items from local Assemblies; aetivitiea
in recional areas as reported by or
througb the Nationa1 Teachina Com..
mittee; a~tivities in Central and So..th
Ameriea as reported by Ihe Intel'America Conuniuee; new. fJ'Om other
lands pthered from the bulletins of
the various National AssembUe$; a
record of new cJU"GHments and trans-fel"8; a rec:onl of deaths; pbotocraphs
of general Baha'i interat.
BaluZ'f NeaN ill edited for the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly by its Baha'i
News Committee: Honee Honey, Garreta Busey, Mabel H. Paine. Address:
Baha'i News Committee, c/o Mjss Garreta Bwey, 503 West Elm Street, Urbana, Illinois.
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Chairman; Miss June Miller, Mrs.
Robert Hutchens.
Indfana: Mr. Winnie Foster, Chairman; Mrs. Arthur Patterson, Miss Albertina Luedke.
Iowa: Mrs. Grace Decker, Chairman;
Mrs. Luella Balsiger, Mr. Laurence LaRoeque,
Kansas: Mr. Paul Brown, Chairman;
Mrs. Bertha Campbell, Mrs, Cora
Scbulte.
Ken.clty: Mrs. Marietta Wilson,
Chairman; Mrs. Laura C. Cummings,
Dr. Clell Fowler.
LoaisIana: Mrs. Margaret W. Ellis,
Chairman; Mr. Walter A. Blackwell,
Mrs. Philip Marangella.
Maine: Mr. Howard Struven, Chairman; Miss Martha Woodsum. Mrs.
Emily Piersoll
Maryland: Mrs. Hazel Langrall, Chair·
man; Mr. Roland Mann. Mr. John De-

Mille.
Massachusetts I Mr, Victor Archambault, Chairman; Mr. Joseph P. Silva.
Miss Lorna Tasker.
Micbican: Mr. Harry Whang, Chairman; Mr. George R, True, Mrs. Harry
Mills.
Mississippi: Mrs. E. L. Bivin., Chair·
man; Miss Helen Yerger, Mrs. Myrtle

Barnes.
Missoul: Mr. Lloyd Sherrill, Chair·

man; Miss Nayan Hartfleld. Mr. Albert
WaJkup.
MODtana: Mrs. Charles Bryan Chairman; Miss Betty Mereness. Mr. Matthew
Caldwell
Nebraska: Mrs. Doreene Holliday,
Chairman; Mr. Harold Baker, Miss Jeaa

Heodry.
Nevada: Miss Blossom Hay, Chair·
man; Miss Helen Griffing. Mr, David
Mayberry.
New Hampshire: Mrs. Lorna Kendrick.
Chainnan; Mrs. Villa Vaughn, Mrs.
Edilb Peckham.
New Jersey: Mr. Stuart Sims. Cbair~
man; Mrs. Cora Rockwell. Mrs. Catherine Healy.
New Mexico: Mr. Richard Walters,
Chainnan; Dr. A. L. Morris. Mr. Jas.
Merrifield.
New York, Southern: Mr. Russell
Goudy, Chairman; Mrs. RinaldO Quigley,
Mrs. Patrick Quinlan.
New York, Northern: Mr. Harry Ford,
Chairman; Mrs. Harriet Pettibone, Miss
Ida Noyes.
North C&l'olina: Mr. Jos. J. Sawyer,
Chairman; Mrs. Eva F. McAllister. Mr.
David Wark
North Dakota: Mr. T. O. Morrill, Chair~
man; Mrs. Marguerite Bruegger, Mrs,
Nora King.
Oh1o~ Mr. Floyd Spahr, Chairman;
Mrs. Lynette Storm. Miss Charlotte Lin·
denberg.
Oklahoma: Mrs. Alice Entzminger.
Chairman; Mr. Chas. Itbler. Mrs. H. W.
Culbberison.
Oregon: Mr. Levi Munson, Chairman;
Mr. John Clifford. Miss Lillie Meissner.
PemasylvaDJa:
Dr. Otto Zmeskal,
Chairman; Dr. Ma ry Coffin. Mrs. Mar·
garet Lear.
Rhode Island: Mrs. Ann AlieneIlo,
Chairman; Mr. Edward Bornside, Miss
Mary Bower.
. South Carolina: Miss Gertrude Gewe·
rtz. Chairman; Mrs. George Frain, Mrs.
Daisy King Moore.

Fealt of Naw-Ru..z, 1944., Charleston, Welt Virginia.
South Dakota: Mr. Haskell Drymon.
Chairman; Miss Elsa Steinmetz, Mrs.
J eaynne Stapleton.
TeDDe8see: Mrs. Clara Keller, bairman; Mrs. Maude Barnes. Miss Carrie
M. Waters.
Texas: Miss Charlotte Stirratt, Chairman; Mr. J. Clark Pollard. Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey.
Utah: Mr. Leslie Hawthorn., Chairman;
Mr. lloyd Byars, Mrs. Florence Lillien·
dahl.
Vermont: Mrs. Eleanor Stone. Chairman; Miss Maude Mickle, Miss Neysa
Bissell.
Virpnia: Mr, Raymond Rouse, Chairman; Mrs. Saida Cowman, Mrs. Ma tie
Kiser.
Was.hington. Mr. Ray Wardall, Chairman; Dr. Louis Speno. Mrs. Lorol
Luther.
West; Virginia: Miss Adah Schott,
Chairman; Mrs, Garnett Whitefield, Mr.
E. G. Lippe!!.
Wisconsin: Mr. Clarence Suhtn, Chair·
man; Mr. Robert Lewis. Mrs. Margaret
Luebe-rger.
Wyomtog: Mrs. Solvig Corbit., Chair~
man; Mr. J os. Homolas. Mrs. Theresa
L. Olsen.
District 01 Columbia: Mr, Wm, Dae
Gaboriault. Chairman; Miss Elsie Austin, Mrs. ehas. Niemann,
AJaska: Miss Dagmar Dole. Chairman;
Miss Honor Kempton, Mrs. Frances
Wells.
Hawaii: Mr . .T. B. Freitas. Chairman;
Mrs. Annie V. Crockett. Mrs. E. I.
Adolphson.
Puerto Rico: Mr. Lucien McComb,
Chairman; Mrs. Marie Theresa Lopez.
Mr, Salvador Ramirez Ramirez.
Alberta, Canada: Mrs. E. J. Rimell.
Chairman; Miss Doris Skinner, Mrs .
G. E. Winkler.
BrtUsh Columbia. Ca.nada: Mr. Stan-

ley Kemp, Chairman; Mrs. Viola China,
Mr. Austin Collin.

Manitoba. Canada: Mr. Ernest Court.,
Chairman; Mrs. Sigrun L Lindal, Miss
Patricia Mosher.
New Brunswick, CaDada: Mr. Hayes
King, Chairman; Miss Irmgard M.
Matthews, Mrs. Leila Wells.
Nova Scotia, Canada: Mr. Fred Wade.
Chairman; Mrs. Edward Bellefieur, Miss
Patricia Patterson.
Ontario;· Canada.: Mr. Victor Davis,
Chairman; Mrs. Doris Richardson. Miss
Amy Putnam.
Prince Edward Island. CaDada: Mr.
Irving Geary, Chairman; Miss Christine
McKay, Miss Agnes McKinnon.
Quebec, Canada.: Mr.· Ernest Harrison,
Chairman; Mrs. Louise Boudler, Mr.
Ernest Sala.
SaskatchewaD. Canada: Mr. Chas. Torville, Chairman; Mrs. Dorothy Sheets,
Mrs. Helen Tennian.

Directory
Assemblies
Birmingham, Alabama-Mrs. Verna A.
Inglis. Corresponding Secretary, 1000
South 43rd Street.
Urbana. Dlinois-Mrs. Esther G. Har·
ding, Seeretary, 1203 West Oregon Street.
Racine, Wisconsin-Mrs. Helen Lorent·
zen, Secretary, 1548 Kearney Avenue.
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Mrs. Rich~
ard Walters, Albuquerque Baha'i Assem.
bly. Box 1206.

Committees
Green Acre School-Mr. Bishop Brown
Wlable to serve. New members added:
Mrs. Clarence Welsh, Mis-s Dorothy
Fisher, Miss Elizabeth Murray. Mr. Rustom Payman.
LouheJen School-Mr. George R. True,
Mr. Aldham Robarts, Mr. Ralph Halver·
son, Mr. Paul Pettit.
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Radio-This Committee has been reconstituted with the foll.ciwing membership:
Mr. Russell Goudy, Chairman, Mrs.
R. Y. Mottahedeh, Secretary, 225 Fifth
Avenue, New York, N. Y., Mr. William
Sears, Mr. R. Y. Mottahedeh, Mrs. Fred
Morton, Mrs. William Sears, Miss Pearl
Berk, Mr, Ugo Giarchery, Miss Monavar
Bechtold, Mr. Rinaldo Quigley, Mrs.
Rinaldo Quigley.
RadIo Script Reviewing Commitlee-.-

Mrs.

Patrick

Quinlan,

Mrs.

Shirley

Warde.
, Study Aids-Miss Joan Crawford added,
Temple Guides-Mr.

Marshall

Tyler

added.
World Langua.re - Mr. David Earl
added.
World Order Magazine Editorial-Mr.
Wm. Kenneth Christian added.
Regional Teaching Committees-FlorIda; Mrs. Chester M. Davison, Jr., Chairman; Dlinols, WiscoDSIn~ Michigan, Iowa:
Miss Clara Edge and Mrs. Charlotte
Tim:m added, Mrs. Harry Mills unable
to serve; New York: Mr. Robert McLaughlin, Mrs. Robert McLaughlin, and
Mrs. Dorothy Arnold Kent added. Ohio,
I:nd.iana, Kentucky: Mr. W. N. Foster and
Mrs. W. N. Foster added.

Enrollments and Transfel'8
Reported. by Local Assembllea

Lansing, three transfers.
Detroit, three transfers.
Urbana, one transfer.
Teaneck, one youth; one youth transfer.
Honolulu, one and one traru;ter.
Brookline, two transfers.
San Francisco, three transfers; two
youth transfers.
Providence, one transfer.
New Haven, one transfer.
Pasadena, two transfers.
Eliot, two trans!ers.
Lima, one.
Miami, one.
Evanston, one.
Alhambra, one,
Omaha, two.

Memphis, two transfers.
Glendale, two and one trans1er.
Chicago, two transfers.
Colorado Springs, two transfers.
Butte, one.
Boston, one.
Flint, one youth.
San Juan, one and one transfer.
Dayton, one youth.
New York, three transfers.
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Washington, three transfers.
Worcester, three transfers.
Pittsburgh, one youth.
Long Beach, two transfers.
Anchorage, two transfers.
Reported by Regional Committees
In October. seven enrollments and two
youth.

In Memoriam
Death pToifereth unto every confid.ent
beHever the cup that is life indeed. It
bestoweth joy a.nd. is the bearer Of gladness. It confe-rreth th.e gift of eVerlasting
Uje,-BAHA'u'WH

Mrs. Emma Cook, Fairview, Montana.
Mr. Gerald G. McBean, Port-auPrince, Haiti.
Mr. Lawrence Hyatt, New York.
Mrs. Gladys Kowal, Fort Wayne.
SjSgt. John Mackett, Jr., Milwaukee.
Mr. Reinhold Peckham, Kenosha.
Mr. Thomas Heap, Portland.
Mrs. Anna Hair, Portland,
Mrs. Harriet Ray, Portland.
Mr. Charles Ittner, Oklahoma City.

Baha'i Service Men and Women
The National Office wishes to maintain accurate and up to date records
of all. the believers, men and women,
who return from the armed services
and establish residence either in
their former Baha'i community or
elsewhere in the United States and
Canada. Assemblies and Regional
Teaching Committees are requested
to report. all such names and addresses as soon as possible.

Calendar
Nineteen Da'y Feasts: Questions,
December 12; Honor, December 31;
Sovereignty, January 19, 1946.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: December 29 and 30,
1945; February 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 1946.
State and Province Elections: February 10, 1946.

National Committees
Toronto Public Meeting
The first of the series of eleven
meetings to be held in key cities
throughout the U ni ted States and
Canada was off to a successful start
with the Public Meeting in Toronto
on October 29th. The believers in
roronto and vicinity did a beautiful
job and made the meeting an inspiration to the cities who are also to
hold public meetings. The meeting
was held in the Crystal Ba!l Room

of the Royal York Hotel and the
speaker was Mr, Horace Holley,
with Mr. John Robarts as chairman.
A book display and free literature
were included in this Public Meeting and attractive bouquets of flowers,
Owing to the fact that this was
the first meeting, some of the national material was not quite ready,
and without the aid of radio or sufficient publicity in the paper, the

Toronto friends were handicapped.
In spite of this they showed what
can be done when each believer puts
forth his utmost in a unified plan of
action. There were aver 400 people at
the meeting, a direct result of personal contacting, interviewing and
oonstant telephoning.
Since the fo!low-up work of any
meeting is most important, the
Baha'i Center was opened for meetings and consultations and Mrs.
Amelia Collins offered her services
to the Toronto community during the
week.
We are deeply gra tefuI to Toronto
for starting this National Public
Meetings Campaign off so success·
fully and feel that if each city will
put forth as much individual and
unified effort, the whole continent
will become enlightened.
pQBLIC MEETINGS COMMlTl'EB

Teaching in North America
The new membership of the N a·
tional Teaching Committee, as it surveys the field of teaching activity
throughout North America, is thrilled
to witness the extent to which the believers have utilized the "golden opportunities" for meetings to present
the Baha'i Peace Program. Interregional circuits have provided
teaching help for such meetings in
Eastern and Western Canada, the
Pacific Northwest, the Southwest and
Southern States, while Regional
projects have provided teaching help
to Assemblies and groups in Ontario,
New England, New York, New Jersey, Mississippi, Tennessee and California. In Pittsburgh, Denver, and
Washington, D, C., the Regional
Tea chi n g Committee cooperated
with the assemblies in sponsoring Regional Conferences followed by public meetings for the presentation of
the Baha'i Peace Program.
Word of the most recent Canadian
Conference held from August 19th
to 24th at Banff, Alberta, reports
that thirty-eight believers and friends
from the surrounding Provinces and
States attended the conference, at
which four persons decla red their intention to join the Faith. Mr. and
Mrs, Harlan Ober assisted in the
program and Mr. Ober continued on
a circuit which included visits to
Helena, Butte. Fargo J Sioux Falls.
and Buffalo on his return to Boston'.
In each of these cities meetings were
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arranged for Mr. Ober to speak on
the Baha'i Peace Program.
Teaching activity has gone steadily
forward. In Canada Mrs. Amelia
Collins visited Regina in April, followed in May by Fred Schopfiocher
who visited the communities and
groups of Western Canada. as well
as Ontario and the Maritime Provinces. Later in Mayan inter-regional circuit wa s arranged for Reginald King which included visits to
Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton 7 Calgary. Vancouver, West
Vancouver7 and Vernon. Much interest was reported in ea ch of these
cities. The largest groups to hear
Mr. King were the Regina and Saskatoon, Sask. Technical High Schools
with 500 and 1000 in attendance where
he spoke on "The Place of Youth in
World Peace." Several meetings
were arranged in Vancouver and the
public meeting was particularly successful with an attendance of about
100 Baha'is and their friends. The
group in West Vancouver, the RTC
reports, c'did a good deal of work in
preparation for Mr. King's visit and
many new contacts heard something
of the living Faith and wish to hear
more." Mrs. Ethel Hammond, an
isola ted_ believer, living in Victoria t
arranged for Mr. King to meet a
group of 30 ,new contacts and reports excellent response.
In Eastern Canada there is a new
regional committee for the Ma ri time
Provinces to insure the necessary
assistance to those struggling little
Assemblies. Moncton, New Brunswick J requires an additional settler
to holds its assembly status, and
Mrs. Annie Romer, who has been a
pioneer settler in Halifax is transferring to Moncton to help preserve
this uspiritual prize. U Mrs. Florence
Cox, formerly of California t who was
a pioneer in Regina, moved to Charlottetown, P.E.I. in April to further
strengthen that center. In July aRe·
gional Conference held just oulside
Halifax attracted the Baha'is from
the nearby cities as well as several
non-Baha'is who had been attending
study classes. Mrs. Laura Davis of
Toronto gave a course on "What it
means to be a Baha'i,u and Mr. Willard McKay spoke on Administration. The Halifax Assembly reported
"A very fine spirit there and real
enthusiasm." Of their own progress
Halifax reports having "as high as
40 different non-Baha'is at Sunday

meetings. We sent a series of the
Peace leaflets to a selected list
of about 60 leading people whom we
knew were interested in World Peace
and a New World Order. Also we
have started a lending library."
In the Southern States, Mrs. Bahlyyih Ford completed a circuit in
April which started in Baltimore
where she served as moderator during two Race Unity panel discussions. Mrs. Ford also visited Washiington, D. C., Waterford and Stanton, Virginia, Charleston and Huntiington, West Virginia, and Birmingham, Alabama. The Southern Baha'is
expressed deep appreciation of the
help of Mrs. Ford.
A circuit was arranged which provided the teaching help of Dr. Ali
Kuli Khan through four Southern
States. Greenville, S. C., Assembly'
reports that "Dr. Khan spoke in the
City Hall Council Chamber here and
was a marvelous help to us." In
Birmingham Dr. Khan spoke at the
chapel exercises of the Booker T.
Washington Business College to 150
students and at Parker High School
to 500 as well as at a public meeting
in the Baha'i Center where the audience seemed most receptive to his
message. We know that Dr. Khan's
visit will be very productive, as he
covered a great deal of territory and
"always spoke with inspiration and
authority whether it was giving the
Divine Message or counseling with
interested ones on world affairs, es~
pecially the peace plans now in the
making. We have needed some one
of his caliber and with his intense
devotion and we are so grateful for
his visit."
In Texas, despite the heat, the new
little Dallas group met regularly all
summer, and many contacts were
made by Antonio Roca during his
five weeks' visit in San Antonio and
in Houston. Mrs. Kathryn Frankland
has moved to Houston to further
strengthen that community ..
The New Jersey, Delaware and
Pennsylvania Regional Tea chi n g
Committee has provided teaching
help to both Red Bank and Englewood besides arranging a circuit for
Mrs. Ruth Moffett through nine New
Jersey cities in the spring. A Regional Conference was held in June
in conjunction with the Local Spiritual Assembly of Pittsburgh followed
by a public symposium on "The As·
surance of World Peace."
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Further circuits arranged for Mrs.
Moffett took her to Michigan, Iowa,
and Missouri where, besides speaking publicly at Baha'i Centers, she
spoke in several colleges and gave
radio broadcasts. On Mrs. Moffett's
return from San Francisco where
she attended the Peace Conference,
she spoke' in Reno, Nevada, Indepen.
dence, Kansas City, and st. Louis,
Missouri.
The RTC for Kansas, Nebraska and
Missouri, arranged to send teaching
help to an isola ted believer in Joplin,
Mo., Mrs. Grace M. Bell, in June,
and reports that a group of 14 attended the meetings at which Mrs.
Velma Sherrill spoke on the Faith.
The Dlinoi s, Wisconsin, Michigan
and Iowa R TC held the last of its
three yearly Regional Conferences in
Detroit in April. BaM'is from all
parts of the state attended the Conference, and the public meeting
which followed.
Requests are being made by regional teaching committees and assemblies for reinforcements for the
weak assemblies, and the need for
volunteers for this type of teaching
help is urgent. We are making an
earnest plea for those devoted beLievers who have spent several years
of sacrificial service in pioneer areas
and who now find for various reasons
that they must leave, but remain on
at their posts to hold the assembly
status until replacements ~rrive to
relea se them.
-NATIONAL Tl:A.CBING COMMITl"EE.

Library
The Library Committee wishes to
call the attention of the assemblies
to the important book, The BaM'i
World, Volume 9, which should be as
widely distributed as possible to our
important public, college and university libraries. Our committee is presenting this book to the twenty-five
most important university libraries
and the Library of Parliament, Complimentary copies of BaM'! World,
Volume 9, have been sent to the following libraries:
1. University of Puerto Rico.
2. University of Alaska.
3. Library of Parliament (Ottawa.
Ontario) .
4. University of California.
5. Univeristy of Southern California.
6. University of Wisconsin.
7. University of Illinois.
8. University of Michigan.
9. University of Indiana.
10. University of Iowa.

•
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11, University at Minnesota.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
Z3.
24.
25.

New York University.
University of Pennsylvania.
University of Chicago.
Northwestern University.
Boston University.
Howard University.

Tuskegee Institute.
Columbia University.
Harvard University.
Yale University.
Vassar College.
Stanford University.
Ohio State University.
Princeton University.

The large Middle West universities
have been included in this list, because, being so near to the Temple
and the National Headquarters, they
may be more aware of-the Faith and
so appreciate this volume. It is to be
hoped that Baha'is will donate copies
to other colleges and universities in
order that this book may be as
widely distributed as possible. We
also hope that every assembly will

give serious consideration to the donation of a copy to its main public
library. We should like to have a
record of all such presen ta tions for
our files.
We have some information on placing books in Army Hospital libraries
which should assist the friends in
making contacts with these librarians. Books may be secured from our
committee after written permission
to donate books has been given by
the librarians. The Chief of Chaplains
told the National Spiritual Assembly
that the librarian has the personal
responsibility relative to the selection of books, religious or otherwise,
though the chaplains often advise
with relation to religious literature
but had no authority as to the inclusion or removal of any particular
literature. Such authority is vested
in the commanding officer of the unit
concerned. The Library Committee
feels that one of two steps could be
taken: to contact the Commanding
Officer to receive his permission to
donate books, or to contact the chief
librarian making very certain that
the librarian is sincere in accepting
the books and will not refuse them
after further discussion with local
chaplains. There have been several
cases where books were rejected
and returned a nd so tact and careful
contact work is required to get our
books catalogued and used.
A suggestion has come to our committee that the friends may find it
possible to interest their local librarians in arranging a display on
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"Patterns of World Peace" or something s~milar and incorporating such
Baha'i books as Promulgation of Uni-

versal Peace, Foundations of WDrld
Unity, Barni.'i Peace Progra.m, Security fOT a Failing World, etc.
The Library Committee would also
be interested in hearing further of
the progress of placing books in the
"barren libraries u listed for the vari·
ous regions last year. We feel that a
wide distribution of our literature in
public and college libraries will be
the seed-bed for much future teaching work.
-MRs. STUART SIMS, Chairman.

these institutions for free Baha'i literature,
List of names of service men and
women in 'hospitals who are contacts
or potential contacts of Baha'is and
to whom free literature may be.
mailed individually.
Your cooperation in this matter
will assist in establishing and maintaining contact with a group to whom
knowledge of our Faith may be of
the utmost importance.
-MARroN C. LIPPrrr,
Acting Secretary,
1310 MacCorkle Avenue,
Charleston, W. Va.

Contacts Committee

Louhelen Winter Session

One of the projects of this Committee recently approved by the National Spiritual Assembly is that of
maintaining contacts with service
men and women in Government hos·
pitals.
To assist us in establishing such
contacts it is requested that you furnish us whatever is available of the
following information:
Names and addresses of,Government hospitals in your vicinity,
Names and addresses of librarians
of these hospitals or of adjacent book
stores,
Suggestions for securing entry into

Dates: December 26 through J an-

uary 1.
Program: "Fundamental Verities"-

Mrs. Florence Reeb.
"Character DeveIopment"Mr. William Kenneth Christian.
Rates: Dormitory. $2.50 per day; single, $3.00 per day.

"World Order"
The leading article for the December issue of the magazine is "A Spiritual Renaissance," by G. A. Shook;
for January, "Two Roads We Face,"
by Willia m Kenneth Christian.

Local Communities
Believers in Vaughan and
Hines Hospitals
The Spiritual Assembly of Maywood, lllinois, will make contact with
any Baha'i from other communities
who is hospitalized in either the
Vaughan or Hines Hospitals, and in
each case will report to the NSA so
that the other local Assembly (or
Regional Teaching Committee) may
be informed.
Assemblies and friends are requested to advise the Maywood Assembly of the names, serial numbers
and if possible the rank and company
to which any Baha'i patient is at
tached, so that the Assembly may
arrange for visits and friendly help
and association.
w

Local Teaching
One of the most successful teaching efforts made recently by a local
assembly, was the series of public
meetings put on by Milwaukee during the week September 30 through
October 7th. Lectures were held

every evening at Juoeau Hall, of
the Milwaukee Auditorium, which
was beautifuIly decorated with chrysanthemums, and at the back of
which there were arranged striking
displays of Baha'i activities-the
Temple model; Baha'i books; a
contribution from the N a tiona! Dis...
play Committee showing the overall size of the Cause; and one from
the youth group showing the summer schools.
In preparation for these meetings
7,000 programs were printed and
5,000 letters were sent out, each with
a program enclosed. In each program handed out in the hall was
inserted a questionnaire with a request for free literature. About 100
people signed this request, thus
forming the basis for a mailing
list. Newspaper advertising was used
freely during the weeks prior to the
event.
Although the weather was very
bad at the beginning ·of this series
of meetings, yet about 350 people_
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Baha'i Youth and friends at home of Stan
and Florence Ba.ley, Flint, Mi~bigan.

attended each lecture. The press
was represented at all meetings and
generous publicity Was given.

•••
In June the New York Community

also held a big series of meetings on
the Baha'i plans for permanent
peace. The first of these was on
June 8th at Times Hall, with Mrs.
Dorothy Baker and Mr. Horace
Holley as speakers and Mr. Paul
Haney of Washington as chairman.
Thomas Richner, concert pianist,
and Walter Olitzki of the Metropolitan Opera Association furnished the
music. This was followed by
three meetings at the Baha'i
Center, on June mh, June 13th,
and June 15th. There was also
a reception at the Center, .June 9th,
featuring talks by Mr. Haney and
Mrs. Baker.
In preparation for this series of
meetings, programs were mailed to
1900 persons (1600 non-Baha'is).
These programs, carried the Baha'i
principles and quotations from
~Abdu'l·Baha on peace. Given with
this booklet was a double-faced
post-card making it possible for those
attending to request free literature.
The total attendance during the
week was 763, and, at the time the
report was written, 35 specific requests for further information had
been received at the Baha'i Center.

Moffet! did some fast thinking and
rented the room. It was vacated
Friday, June 1. and decorated Saturday, June 2, Dr. Bohn scoured the
town for chairs and a Congoleum
rug, finaUy securing 4 dozen chairs,
wooden folding, and a 12 x 15 rug.
John Boho waited in the room till
after 5 :3(} Monday for the rug and
chairs finally to be delivered. Mrs.
Fowler had shopped for curtains, and
they were finished betw-een six and
seven that evening. Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson furnished a walnut cen·
ter starid and a wall tapestry; Mrs.
Snyder loaned a large throw rug
and brought flowers; pictures appeared on walls, and 10, by B:O(} p.m.
Monday, June 4, all was in readiness
and the first BaM'i Library in St.
Louis was dedicated.

•••
The Baha'is of BinghamtoD, New
York, now have a Center in the heart
of toWn, on the 2nd floor of the O'Neil
Building on Court Street.

•••
An informal youth gathering in
Los Angeles at the home of Mrs.
Platt is described in the Los Angeles
bulletin by one of the guests, Dwight
Barstow. "The gathering was truly
one to please the heart of Baha'u'llclh, for we found there were guests
from five continents as ~ell as the
West Indies.

"The majority of us were, of
course, from North America. South
America had sent us Sr. Cuevas
from Paraguay . , . Jamaica sent
Mr. Egbert Tai. From Haiti, Raymond Mars had flown; while from
Guatemala came Mr . .Julio Cobar.

Youth

pal"ty

at Urban_, November 16th.

Onr friend from Egypt, (Africa),
was Mr. M. A. Nafie; and Mr. Has·
san Fateh. of Persia, spoke for Asia.
Another visitor was born in Germany
and educated in England.
" ... first introduced by Ruhullah
Rahmani, each guest from other
lands gave us a personal sketch of
his own country and kindly answered
our questions. Then Mrs. Charles
Reed Bishop, our guest speaker.
gave us an inspired message of
unity."

•••

The Baha'i youth of Urbana were
the hosts of about fifteen young
Baha'is from the Chicago area on
November 10th and 11th. At a buJIet
supper and dance, at the home of one
of the Urbana Baha'is, there were
mingled Americans (white, Japanese, and Negro); Persians (Baha'i
and Moslem), Chinese, and guests
from Spain and Luxembourg. On the
morning of the 12th, a symposium on
the subject "The Price of World
Peace is WorJd Religion" was pre--sented at the Baha'i Center by Miss
Annamarie Mattoon, Miss Pari ZiaWalrath, and Mr. Charles Ioas, with
Miss Cynthia Hastings acting as
chairman.

•••

A full day of talks and discussions
on "Bah" 'i Answers to World Questions" was held at the Baha'i Center, McCully Street and Ala Wai
Blvd., Honolu1u, Hawaii, on August 5,
1945. Well printed programs were
sent to all who might become interested, describing in detail the plans
for the day and describing the purpose of the Baha'i Faith.

•••
Here is an informal play-by-play
account of the creation of a Baha'i
Center. Miss N ayan Hartfield reports for St. Louis: "The Hall was
engaged by other groups three nights
during the second series (when Mrs.
Moffet! was scheduled to speak),
and another room in the same building was not available, nor in any
ather where our colored friends would
be welcome. On Thursday, May 31,
a tenant vacated Room 215 in the
Studio Building. Dr. Bohn and Mrs.
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•••
Hushan~

Javid, Pe-rslan student of Chica.
go, teaelling the Faith at youth party in
Vrb'!na.

Mrs. Dorothy Underwood of Danvine, Illinois, reports that her whole
study class of five members has become Baha'i and subscribed 100% to
the World Order magazine.
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News of Other Lands
Germnny
The revival of the Cause in Germany continues to be the most
striking news from abroad. The
New YOTk BaM', News for November, 1945, contains the following

item:
~'Bruce

Davison

and

Johnny

Eichenauer, Baha'i soldiers now in
Germany, sent the following cablegram to the Guardian, through
Robert Gulick: BAHAIS IN DARMSTADT ESSUNGEN FRANKFURT
GEISUNGEN GIESSEN GOPPINGEN HEIDELBERG KARLSRUHE
K REI D A C H NECKARGEMUND
STUTTGART AND UBERLINGER
SEND LOVING GREETINGS BELOVED GUARDIAN ASSURE UNDIVIDED LOYALTY IMP LOR E
PRAYERS GUIDANCE. The .following calegram from Haifa, dated October 15th, was addressed to Robert
Gulick to be forwarded to the Baaa'is
in Germany: ASSURE EICHENAUER DAVISON DELIGHT NEWS
CONVEY FRIENDS ALL CENTERS
MENTIONED HEARTFELT GRATITUDE SAFETY ARDENT PRAYERS SUCCESS LOVING REMEMBRA N C E ADMIRATION CONSTANCY SHOGHI RABBANL"
Over 250 persons attended a
Bahil'i meeting in Frankfurt on
October 19. Many had to be turned
away. The speaker was the noted
Baha'i, Dr. Grossman.

The Philip pine.
Sergeant Alvin Blum has been
conducting a Baha'i study class of
10 students in a college in Manila.
[n April, 1945, Alvin made contact
with the Baha'is living at Solano,
New Viscaya, Philippines. We 'luote
the following from Alvin's letter giving an account of his visit with these

Baha'is:
"J found the Maddelas happy and
full of spirit . . . They are fine, in-

telligent people. However, they are
poverty stricken (since the war), Mr,
Maddela read about the Faith some
years ago and wrote to America for
books. Through his efforts over fifty
people 'met and studied the Teachings_ The war broke these meetings
up, but as soon as books arrive from
the States these meetings will' be resumed. Over 25 former members
have been killed or have disap.
peared ... Solano, formerly a thriv-

ing city of 20,000 people) is in ruins,
and about 10,000 people remain. The
Maddelas took refuge in a rice field,
where they lived for three years.
When they returned to Solano they
found everything destroyed, The
only thing left was a sign which read
as follows 'Baha'i Center: Reading
Room. Everyone Welcome'."
Alvin conducted a Baha'i Meeting
outside the Maddelas' straw hut.
9 Baha'is and 5 JIlon·Baha'is attended
11 Baha'is were unable to attend.

Egypl
The following accotult of stirring
events in Egypt is quoted as given
in the British Baoo'i Jau-rnal:
j'The last Baha'i Newsletter received from Haifa gives a lot of
news of events in Egypt: The suc<cessful holding of the Centenary
celebrations in the New Haziratu'l·
Quds had an encouraging and greatly stimulating effect on the' Egyptian believers, causing them to make
new plans and rise to greater heights
of service. The result was the formation of three new local assemblies
by April of this year, at Suez, Tanta
and Suhaj, making seven in all.
Egyptian Baha'i families have also
gone both to Abyssinia and to the
Sudan. They have ·established a
public B3:ha'i lending library in
Cairo to meet the great interest
which is being shown in the Faith
since the Centenary. There was, in
ract, in Cairo an uninterrupted
stream of callers coming .to enquire
about the Faith. They came every
day and often every night, and represented various classes, sects and
religious denominations. com i n g
from different parts of the city. They
came singly and in large groups.
HAll this has, however, been
achieved only under great difficulty
and even persecution, a number of
individual Baha'is, as well as Baha'i
institutions,
being attacked.
In
Tanta, in April and May, 1944,
libellous pamphlets were printed
and

distributed

or

exhibited

in

public places, warning the public
against the believers and instigating
it to violence against them. In AlMahalat 'ul Kuhra a band of fanatics, encouraged by one of their
religious leaders, attacked the little
group· of local Baha'is, In Al·'Arish
the one believer wa.s brought into
'.

court and his marriage compulsorily
annulled because his wife had originally been Moslem, in spite' of her
statement in court that she now
considered herself a Baha'i. In Cairo,
too, there was a demonstration
against the Faith after the Centenary celebrations, led by irresponsible
crowds and groups of students, under
the influence of various religious
bodies_ On the night of August 31st,
1944, a great mob attackied the
l;Ia~fratu'l·Quds, smashed the elec.
tric lights outside the building and
broke the arm of the Baha'i guard·
ian in charge of the building. At
the same time the magazine t AIN azir published a series of articles
full of calumnies against the believers and the Faith. All these attacks the believers have borne with
great patience and courage, not allowing anything to deflect them from
their duties and activities. i t

Haifa
From the Haifa N ewsletler we
learn of the pasing of 'Ali Ashgar
Qazvini, who had for twenty-five
years rendered exemplary service
as caretaker of the Master's House.
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BAHA'I
Messages from the Guardian
Bold Concerted Measures
Greatly welcome evidences pro-.
gress in consolidation of the manitold activities of the American Baha'I
community. Urge intensification of
efforts in national broadcasting and
publicity calculated to reach the
masses. Appeal to Assemblies to
reinforce the mea~es undertaken
by their national representatives.
The proclamation of the verities of
the Faith through bold, concerted
measures is the crying need' of the
present hour. Fervently praying for
fresh victories; fully share your
hopes for Holy Land.
SHOGm R.t.sBANx
Cablegram received. Decem ber 3. 1945.
(This- messllJge was the Gua:rdi4nt,. response to the cablegra.m sent h.im from
the November meeting, reporting actions
taken and expressing hcpe that the race
difficultie.r in Palestine would. be solved
and the prophecies concerning the HollI
Land be fulfilled).

Letters to Individuals
November 30, 1944.
Regarding Mr. Smeskal' 5 question

NEWS
by each of us serving at this hour.
The Master declared that the Cause
could double its numbers annually.
Will it require one year. two years
or three years to attain the goal?
FaitbfuiIy and devotedly,

a bout the C 0 v e nan t-breakers:
Baha'u'liah and the Master in many
places and very emphaticalIy have
told us to shun entirely all CovenantNATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
breakers as they are afflicted with
what we might try and define as a
contagious spiritual disease; theyCalendar
have also told us, however, to pray
Nineteen Day Feasts: Honor, Defor them. These souls are not lost for~ cem ber 31; Sovereignty, January 19;
ever. In the Aqdas, Baba'u'liah says Dominion, February 7; Loftiness,
that God will forgive Mirza Yal;1ya March 2.
if he repents. It follows, therefore,
Period of Fast: Nineteen days bethat God will forgive any soul if he ginning March 2.
repents. Most of them don't want to
Meeting of the National Spiritual
repent, unfortunately. U the lead- Assembly: February 15 to 19.
ers can be forgiven it goes without
State and Province Election of
saying that their fQllowers can also Convention Delegates: February 10.
be forgiven. . . .
International Youth Day: Febru• Also, it has nothing to dl> with ary 24.
unity in the Cause; if a man cuts a
cancer out of his body to preserve
In Memoriam.
his health and very llfe, no one
Death proffereth unto ~eTY confident
would suggest that for the sake of believer the cup th6:t is tile indeed..
<Cunity" it should be reintroduced :in~ It conlerreth. the gift of everlasting Ufe.to the otherwise healthy I>rganism! RuiA.'U'I.I.AH
On the contrary, what was once a Mrs. Elsie Weil, Yonkers.
part of him has so radically changed Mrs. C. Whicher, Seattle.
~s to have become a poison.
Mrs. H. Emogene Hoagg, Charleston, South Carolina.
To Mr. "lid Mrs. Otto Smeska!.
Mr. William Fred Wineka, East
York, Pa.

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Friends:

The holding of the State and Province elections for choice of delegates
to the 1946 Convention is a ma Iter of
great importance to the American
Baha'i community as a whole.
This year the National Assembly
is providing every believer with a
list of the adult voting Baba'is resident in his State or Province. These
lists are now being mailed, and the
kind cooperation of local Assemblies
is requested in seeing that each local
believer is given a copy from the
supply of lists the Assembly receives.
As soon as possible, there will be
another mailing of ballots, Convention Call, number of delegates to be
elected in each district, list of State
and Election meeting places, with

the hour designated for each and address for sending vote when delegates cannot attend in person. The
date of February 10 is uniform for
all electoral districts.
In reporting on the annual membership prepared for the last election, the Nati,mal Assembly pointed
out that as of December IS, 1944
there were 4,920 adult Baba'is in the
United States and Canada. This
year, as of November 1 there were
4,988 believers qualified to vote. This
number does not include those Who
are absent from the country, either
as Baha'i teachers in foreign fields
or as members of the armed forces.
Having passed the 5,000 mark, we
can not rest satisfied until there are
10~OOO adult Baha'is in our community. one new believer to be confirmed

Enrollments and TrllDllfen
IIBportod by £«uI ~ie.
New Haven, one.
Boston, two and one transfer.
Winnipeg, one~
Long Beach, one.
Anchorage, three.
New York, four and four transfers.
New Orleans, two, one youU1 and one
transfer.
Chicago, three, one transfer and one
youth transfer.
Halifax, one and one transfer.
Beverly, one.
Regina, two.

San Juan, one.
Teaneck, one.
Milwaukee, three and four youth.
West Chester, two.
Pittsburgh, one and one youth.
Minneapolis, one.
Arlington, one.
Nashville, one.
Peoria, two.
Los Angeles. two.
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Cincinnati, one.

Seattle, three, and five transfers.
Miami. two transfers.
Glendale. one trans!er.

1946

Reported b,. R • .","'"
Tem:1dq Comm.iuee.
In November, twelve and two youth.

Directory
The following changes are reported:

Honolulu, one transfer.

Binghamton. two transfers.
Portsmouthf two transfers.
Eliot, one transfer.
Evanston, one.

Local AssembHes

Rochester-Miss Elizabeth Brooks, 49
Rowley Street, Rochester 7, N. Y.
Madison-Mrs.
Maurine
Mickelson,
2337 Hoard Street, Madison. Wise.

National Committees
Publie Meetings
Boston
.Boston had its Public Meeting of
the National Campaign on Novem. her 16th. The speakers were Miss
Elsie Austin and Mr. Kenneth Christian, with Mr. Harlan Ober as chairman. A fine book display was set up
in a good show window in Boston
prior to the meeting, and was transferred to a display table for the
meeting. The audience filled the auditorium almost to capacity, making
a round table of about 275 people_
One interesting thing about the audience was the large percentage of
yotmg people, about 35 years or
younger, and also thE" Large percentage of men. The presence of so many
young people is an indication that
the youth are eager and ready for
the Divine Teachings for this age.
There were spot announcements
on the radio and publicity in the
paper. Many of the audience came
because of the newspaper advertisement.
The _talks were well received and
a number of people remained afterwards to discuss the Teachings fur·
ther.
As a result of the public meeting,
. the Center wa s filled to overllowing
Sunday. We know that the Boston
community has received great inspira tion from the success of this
meeting, and their enthusiasm will
help to give courage to the key cities
whose meetings are yet to come.

Washington, D_C_
A National Campaign Meeting was
held in the Hall of Nations of the
Washington Hotel, Washington, D.C.
on December fifth. In spite of bad
weather about 300 people attended.
The audience was· very responsive to'
the stirring ·addresses of Mrs. Dorothy Baker and Mr. Horace Holley.
Mrs. Baker's subject was "Institutions for Peace" and Mr, Holley's
"The Price of World Peace is World

Religion." Mr. Walter Olitzky, Metropolitan Opera Baritone, sang before and after the talks. The stage,
decorated with yellow chrysanthemums and gladioli, was a beautiful
setting for the presentation of the
Great Message. A book display at
the side of the auditorium attracted
many.
Four Washington daily papers carried advertisements of the meeting~
which had been well worked out by
Mr. Henning, chairman of the National Baha'i News Service. The
local assembly felt that a new high
had been attained in their publicity
work. The contacts made with the
press, too, were valuable and may
have far·reaching effects. in the'
future.
The follow-up meeting conducted
by Mrs. Baker the next evening at
the Baha'i Center was well attended.
It took the form of questions, answers. and discussion. The ques·
tions were thoughtful and Mrs. Bak·
er's answers most illuminating.
The Washington community cooperated with surrounding communities in arranging this meeting. All
felt profoundly grateful for the opportunity to spread a knowledge of
the Faith in that area and for the
stimulus to further service which
this cooperative effort brought.
-PUBLIC MEC'l'INCS CoMMl'l"l"EE

News Serviee
The first of the Public Meetings
Campaign programs was held in Toronto, Canada, on October 28th with
this committee furnishing two paid
advertisements and eight publicity
releases to appear in each of that
city's three newspapers. For the Boston,Public Meeting on November 16th
two paid advertisements and nine releases were prepared for the seven
editions of that city's newspapers.
The Washington Public Meetings
Committee for their meeting of December 5th was sent three paid advertisements and five releases to be

used in the five editions of Washington's newspapers.
In all cases the prepared adver-tising copy which was paid for by
the News Service Committee and the
publicity releases announcing the
meeting and reporting it, as well,
were personally delivered to eacb
newspaper on the prescribed day by
members of the local Public Meetings Committee.
Reports indicate that the plan of
advertising and publicity procedure
was most satisfactory and effective
. and that the material furnished
added to the public attendance at
these meetings. Much experience
was gained by the local committees
in making newspaper contacts with
editors. and local newspaper advertising departments_ The contacts
made and the general plan of operation followed will be of considerable
value in future . publicity work in
these cities.
Currently plans are in process for
the advertising and publicity for the
Atlanta Public Meeting to be held on
January 13th and the New Orleans
Public Meeting on January 28th.
While improvements in procedure
are made with each succeeding
meeting the same general plan
which has proven itself effective will
be continued for the remaining eight
cities of the United States where public meetings will be held under the
Public Campaign for 1945-46.
Special mention is made of the
splendid publicity and advertising
which appeared in the St. John's
(Newfoundland) Telegram and News
several months ago at the time of
Newfoundland's first public Baha',
meeting. Well planned advertising
was used in both newspapers the
day before the meeting and an a verage of seven inches of publicity ap·
peared in the two newspapers both
before and after the meeting.
Moncton (N,J.) believers have been
securing good editorial mention in
The Times which insures inquiries
for Baha'i information by suggesting that the interested address their
letters care of a box number of that
newspaper.
We are encouraged, as well, by
the many well written. interesting and lengthy articles which have
come to this committee as they appeared in the Portsmouth (N.H.)
Herald, Buffalo (N. Y.) CourierExpress, Ann Arbor, (Mich.) Washtenaw Post-Tribune, Grand Haven
(Mich.) Tribune, Indianapolis (Ind.)
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Times, Minneapolis (Minn.) Tribune,
Elmhurst (ill.) Press, Champaign
(ill.) Times, Peoria (ill.) JournalStar, Butte (Mont.) Standard, Reno
(Nev.) Gazette, Phoenix (Ariz.) Sun,
Glendale (Cal.) News, Pasadena
(Cal.) Independent, Let's Live of
Hollywood (Cal.) and the Havana
(Cuba) Avance.
It is regretted that more space
cannot be devoted to a full description of each of the above newspaper clippings on the Baha'i Faith.
The editorial handling of the subject
of the atomic bomb, labor unrest
and the principles of the Faith are
splendid in all cases. Courage is
written through each of the releases
for that is what it took in full measure to interest newspaper pub·
Iishers in such a generous use of
their editorial columns.
It is indeed evident that month
by month Baha'l mentions in newspapers throughout the United States
and Canada are increasing in size
and, as already indicated, they are
better written and therefore attract
more interest not only from the
editor but from the general public.
We compliment the believers on their
patient and painstaking work on
Baha'I publicity.
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are having a weekly radio program.
They report that they now have six·
teen Bahii'is in Anchorage and are
hoping through :increased radio and
publicity to add to their numbers.
Sioux Falls, So. Dakota, also reo
ports a regular weekly radio program composed of music and quo·
tation from Baha'i writings and material published in World Order.
The Los Angeles Assembly has
-NEWS SERVICE CoMMITrEE
purchased a fifteen-minute weekly
radio program and have been deRadio
veloping their own material. Of speAs the friends know, the National cial interest is an unusual program
Radio Committee has been working given on November 4th. We quote
for some months on a series of radio from their letter: "On. November
transcriptions. Owing to organiza- 4th, at 7:06 p.m., the Local Assemtional difficulties within the commit- bly is sponsoring a special radio protee and to the fact that we are evolv- gram over KMTR. The program will
ing a new dramatic medium for ra- show the Baha'i Spirit Around the
dio "teaching, the committee has been Globe." Mrs. Helen Bishop will be
unable to supply transcriptions for the moderator; Mr. Walter Olitzki,
the national teaching campaign.
Baha'i, who sings a baritone part in
The Toronto Assembly was unable the Metropolitan Opera, will sing
to get any time on the air for broad- "Where'er You Walk"; Mr. Charles
casts to tie in with their public meet- Wolcott will represent North Amering. The large networks in Canada ica; Mrs. Luisa Garrido de Padilla
are government controlled and it will represent South America and
seems to be almost an impossibility Miss Dakin and Hascle Cornbleth
to "break in. n However, the friends will be the anonymous voices that
in Toronto report that they are not give appreciations of the Baha' 1
discouraged and will keep trying.
Faith quoted from distinguished men
The Boston Assembly was able to and women of different countries.
get nine one-minute "spot annOlmce· such as Archduke An ton of Austria.
ments" of their meetings and a fif· When it comes the turn of Russia,
teen minute interview of Elsie Aus· Walter Olitzki will sing '0 Caro Mio
tin on the "People You Should ben.' Professor Edward G. Browne
Known program.
of Cambridge University, England,
Material was sent to the Washing- will be quoted. India, Australia, and
ton, D. C. assembly for their Decem· the Islands of the Pacific will be
ber 5th program but no report has heard from in the quotations. The
Prayer of All Nations, or parts of it,
as yet been received.
Anchorage, Alaska, reports they will close the program."
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Their plan, as outlined. above, was
successfuI1y carried out and reports
have been received that it reaulted
in a splendid program.
In closing this brief report, the
National Radio Committee wishes to
say that it is now functioning smooth.
ly. We can supply a series of new
scripts for fifteen minute programs.
We deeply regret that the transcriptions planned for the national
teaching campaign have not as yet
been cut. We are making slow but
steady progress in the development
of these transcriptions whlch we believe will be of inestimable benefit
to assemblies wishing to do broadcasting. Our difficulty has been the
lack of professional Baha'i script
writers who can prepare material
that is appealing to the general public, is timeless, and yet timely. We
hope to break away entirely from the
fifteen minute lecture. type of program because we know that its appeal is limited. Assemblies wishing to
institute weekly radio programs before the transcriptions are ready
might consider the success of the
New York City "Music and Quotations H program which ran success·
fully for almost a year. The commit·
tee firmly believes that this type of
program! achieves a fine cumulative
effect. However, we are prepared to
supply the lecture type of script for
those assemblies who still prefer it.
We wish to ask your pa Hence while
we are developing our new series.
We would also like to ask all Ba·
ha'ls who have done profesional ra~
dio scripts to get in touch with us.
NATIONAL·RAmo CoMMITrEI'!

MiWred R. Mottahedeh, Sec'y.
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Inter.America News
Itinerant Teachers
Most of the Latin American Baha'i
Assem bUes are being favored this
fall and winter by two or more visits
of itinerant teachers. On November
13 Mr. Charles Mason Remey left
Miami on a three months trip with
stop-overs at Baba'i Centers ~n. the
following countries: the DomInICan
Republic, Venezuela, Brazil (Bahia,
Rio, and Sao Paulo) Uruguay, Argentina, Chili (Santiago and Punta
Arenas), Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador,
Columbia, Panama, ,Jamaica, and
Cuba.
The itinerary of Mr. and Mrs.
Emeric Sala who are now in Central
America
will soon be traveling
in South America, was announced in
the Noveinber issue of Baha'i News.
Mrs. Ga,yle Woolson left Chicago
on September 18 for an itinera?t
teaching ; tour of tlll;~ _months In
Central American countries to tP.e
north of Panama~ She bas visited
Baha'i communities in Mexico City,
Guatamala City, Tegucigalpa, Ma~~
aguaj and San Jose. She ~s now ~
Panama City where she wlll remam
for some time.
Early in October Elizabeth Cheney
left Asuncion, Para guay, where
there are now 26 believers, f~r her
new post in Managua, Nicaragua.
En route she visited Bahati centers
in La Paz, Lima, Guayaquil, and
Panama City. She has been in Managua since October 25, and she reports that there are now 11 believers
. in that city.
Virginia Orbison left New Orleans
on October 16 and arrived in Rio de
Janeiro? her new post, on November
9. She visited the friends in Panama,
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia on her
way to Rio.
Because the visits of Mr. and Mrs.
Sala and of Mr. Remey will follow
each other so closely, the InterAmerica Committee plans to use
them as the means of carrying out
a special teaching campaign in Latin
America, similar to the one current
in North America. All of the centers
have been asked to make every effort to exploit these visits to their
fullest, planning special public meetings as well as informal conferences.
All of the pioneers have been asked
to work with the Spiritual Assemblies in developing plans. The Commi ttee hopes to give financial aid
for such expenses as halls, invitations radio and newspaper publicity.
Also: the Committee is supplying

and

these centers with special? free literature. This includes the Bana'i
Peace Program in both Spanish and
Portuguese, which was compiled and
printed in English at the time of the
San Francisco Conference; also, The
PatteTn of a New World Order,
which was recently published in Mexico City.
A very enthusiastic report has
been received from our pioneers t
Elena Marsella and Ofelia Montalvo,
in Ciudad Trujillo regarding Mr.
Remey's visit to the Dominican Republic. A letter from them dated
November 19. says, "We had three
write-ups in La Nacion, one write-up
and one open invitation on the front
page of La Opinion? and two announcements over Station 1llN. All
were lengthy and detailed. We gave
out literature and have new people
to come to classes. The fact that we
had the public meeting in the Ateneo
'is the biggest ad of all. because the
Ateneo, as its name suggests, is like
the pu hlic meeting pla ces in the days
of Athens. Everything that happens
there 'becomes the news of the
country.
A recent letter from Louise Baker
in Caracas tells of Mr. Rerney's ar~
rival there, and states that, due to
changes taking place within Venezuela the rights guaranteed m the
constitution are temporarily susP ended , and no public meetings "are
allowed. "However, n she says, we
had a small meeting last night, only
for Baha'is and this afternoon a few
people dropped in for infor~al discussion. Tonight we are haVing another meeting whi$., while not public will at least include some of the
fri~ds of the Baha'is. Tomorrow a
tea will be given in Mr. Remey's
honor, and from those who come, we
hope to start a new study class: . .
The entire group, in this short hme,
adores Mr. Remey. tt
A report has been received of a
very constructive peace meeting
held by Mr. and Mrs. Sala in cooperation with the Spiritual Assembly in Mexico City. This pub~::
meeting was held at the new Baha 1
Center.
As additional news of this public
meetings campaign throughout Latin
America is received, it will be
shared with the North American
friends.
Panama Conference
An Inter-American Baha'I Conference will be held in Panama City
January 22-25, inclusive. This confer-

ence is being sponsored by the International School, at Temerity
Ranch, Colorado Springs, and by
the Inter-America Committee. Public meetings will be held in !be
evening in a hall donated through
the courtesy of the University of
Panama. Morning and afternoon sessions will be devoted to the study of
the book, God Passes By.
The Spiritual Assembly of Panama
City is in charge of arrangement~
for this conference. Announcements
have been prepared and sent to all
communities in Central and South
America.

North Ameriea Teaching
When 'Abdu'l-Baha was in Amer-ica He advised the friends to travel
and teach in groups, and a project
em bodying this counsel has been
most happily consummated. In early
September Dr. Edris Rice-Wray and
Sheila Rice-Wray, together WIth
three Baha'i youth.-Miss Margaret
Swengel, Miss Pari Zia-Wa1rath. and
Charles loas. the latter two members of the National Youth Committee,--drove to Denver to attend the
first
.' Regional Conference for
Teacher Training, stopping enroute
and on their return journey at Cedar
Rapids, Omaha, Laramie, Cheyenne,
and Colorado Springs. "In all of
these places, Dr. Rice-Wray writes,
"we could . . work individually
with people, making the teaching
project far more rounded .. If every
teacher would take at least one
would-be teacher on every trip, we
would soon double or triple out'
teacher pool. The youth lit. a ~.e
wherever they went. . . The Splrlt
of the five of us together was perfe~.
We had a real working unity and It
was a grand experience."
t Besides contributing to the discussions of the Tea cher Training classes
on "How to conduct Study Classes/'
u
"How to present the Baha'i Faith
and I<How' to be a Chairman," this
group gave talks at the public meetings, and made contacts with youth
organizations, religious groups as
well as racial. Dr. Rice-Wray spoke
before several luncheon clubs, the
largest that of the Lion's Club in
Cheyenne, where for the f.irst. ti:D~.e
in the history of the organlzatIOn lTI
that city~ the wives of the members
were invited to attend the luncheon
and listen to the guest speaker. Mrs.
Therese Olson, Secretary of the RTC,
reports: "The Secretary of State. th~
Mayor, heads of various civic orgamU

U
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zations, institutions and leaders Were
not only at our table but made up
the 100 who were there. This was fol·
lowed by a talk that evening before
the Business and Professional Women's Club of 50 of the town's leading
women of all fields."
In the Northwest. Miss Charlotte
Linfoot combined a business trip
with Baha'i teaching work, and was
able to visit Portland. Tacoma and
Seattle. In Tacoma Miss Linfool ad·
di~ssed an audience of approximately 45 on the su bj ect, "The
Scope of Universal Pea ce."
Mr. Mason Berney made a teaching trip through the N orthea stern
States .. in the Fall, visiting local
ll~ha'Lcommunities and. isol~ted believers and reports meetmgs ill Newc~stle, Kennebunk, and York, Me.,
and two in Portsmouth, N.H. In
·Syracuse Prof. R. F . Piper of Syracuse University invited Mr. Remey
to address his stUdents in the class
. on Religion and Philosophy. This is
the fourth time Mr. Remey has
spoken before Dr. Piper's classes
and he reports they .seemed more receptive than on earlier occasions.
There were "between thirty-five and
forty students present and for fifty
minutes they gave full attention,
taking notes on which they would be
examined later . . "
An inter· regional circuit was also
arranged for Mrs. Marion Little,
who spent. a week each in Little
Rock, Ark., and .Jackson, Miss., with
a brief stop-over in Memphis, Tenn. t
making many fine contacts with key
people in the educational field, as
well as addressing public meetings
and conducting studl'" classes. Mrs.
Little writes that uin Jackson we had
a Bahi'i diruier . . . and each believer invited one guest who had
heard of the Teachings. There were
nineteen present. I had place cards
with quotations giving an outline of
the Teachings. These were numbered and. read in sequence, giving
the ba sic principles . . It proved a
great success .. Arrangements have
been made to hold a weekly study
class in the Teachers' Home located
near the College campus and in one
of the best colored sections . . and
to have Mr. Phil Marangella speak
November 25th."
In October Mrs. Terah Smith of
Atlanta, Ga., visited Greensboro,
N. C. and Greenville, S. C.; and at
Columbia, S. C., where there is now
a .. group of 8 behevers, the R TC is
arranging for Mrs. Esther Sego to
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Youth Teaehinc Group on Trip to Denver.
From Ielt to right: Dr. Edrb: Rit:e--Wray,
Pari Zia· Walrath, Charles Ioas, Margaret
Swenge]? Sheila Rice-Wra,..

give monthly teaching help. Circuit
teaching was also undertaken by Mr.
John Haggard of Wilmette, who. accompanied by Mrs. Haggard, motored through Ohio and Indiana stopping at Fort Wayne, Dayton, Cin~in
na ti Columbus, Toledo and Sprmgfield. In Colorado Mrs. Mildred
Clark while traveling on business,
has b~en able to arrange for Baha'i
b06ks being placed in the pu bHe
Hbraries of Pueblo, LaJunta, Trinidad and Durango, Colorado. She re~
ports that in Pueblo a study class is
organized and in Trinida d, Ann Ho~ t,
an isolated believer, has done some
teaching work and h,opes to have a
group there soon.
In Canada teaching activity was
greatly stimulated by Mr. John Robarts of Toronto, Ontario, throughout
the Western Provinces, where he
spoke be.fore enthusiastic groups in
Winnipeg, Regina, Edmonton and
Vancouver early in November. Trav~
eling by air, he was able to spend
two days in each city with the exception of Edmonton, where he could
remain only one day. In Regina the
LSA reports two informal meetings
besides a public meeting at which
Mr. Robarts spoke to about 38 on the
subject "World Order is the Goal".
"The group included a number of
youth of which three were Japanese
and ~o Muhammadan. A highlight
.. was the presence of a Japanese
Anglican clergyman . . .who serves
3600 Japanese parishioners . . . ': At
one of the informal group meetmgs
"and in behalf of the Regina Assembly, Mr. Robarts impressively p~e
sented Prayer Books to the four Individuals who were recently accepted into the Faith in Regina. Mr~.
Elsie Ganss, William Ganss, Le.slle
B. Silversides and Harry Takashlba,
who is believed to be the first Canadian Japanese Baha'i."
Intensive teaching activity is also
going forward in Eastern Canada.
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where Mrs. Ruth Moffett has been
conductiI).g: a series of three ,j Educational Seminars" of two· weeks each
on "Patterns of the New World Order." Mrs. Moffett reports that "one
young man has already made his
declaration" and that she "had ·the
privilege of speaking to students at
the Prince of Wales College . . . and
had a fine response from them. n
In an effort to open new cities to
the Faith Regional Teaching proj. ects have been arranged for Saskatoon, Sask., where Miss Lulu Barr
of Regina is continuing her efforts~
and for Eureka Springs, Ark., where
Miss Reszie Sunshine of Little Rock
ha s interested a cIa ss of eight.
Mr. Harlan Ober spent four days
in Toronto and Hamilton where
meetings were arranged at the Center and a tea at Mr. and Mrs. John
Robarts' home to follow up the National Campaign meeting and hold
the interest of those attracted. About
35 were present atone meeting and
40 at the other. Regional Committees
have also arranged for teaching conA
ierences to follow the National Campaign meetings in Boston and Washington, D. C. Mr. ·Ralph Bates of
Springfield spoke at the public meeting following the conference in Boston and Dr. Edris Rice-Wray spoke
in Washington, D. C. Other RTC Conferences have been held in Bing.
hamton, N.Y. where over 200 are
reported to have attended the public
meeting following the conferences in
Peoria, IlL ; Los Angeles, Calif. ;
Ridgewood, N. J.; West Chester,
Pa.; Fort Wayne, Ind.; Dayton, 0.;
Cleveland, 0.; and Sioux FaIls, S. D.
Much interest was aroused through
exhibits in September at the Cheshire County Fair at Keene, N.H.,
arranged by an isolated believer,
Mrs. Doris Bolton of Ashuelot, N.H.,
in cooperation with the LSA of Brattleboro, Vt., and at the County Fair
in Medina, 0., arranged by the
Granger Township group iii cooperation with the RTC and other Baha'is.
Four members of the RTC visited
Charleston, West Virginia, "to lend
teaching help" ... Annamarie Honnold spoke to from 700 to 800 people
at W. Va. State College and Institute
and Paul Haney and Mrs. Adeline
Lohse spoke to a group at the Frederick Hotel in Huntington, Va.
Pioneer settlers have moved to the
following areas to prevent these As·
semblies from reverting to group
status: Miss Margaret Lentz of San
Juan. Puerto Rico, has moved to
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Providence, R. 1.; Mr. and Mrs. Earl

Loomis of Denver to Reno, Nev.;
Miss Gladys Fox, former pioneer in
Laramie) Wyo., has moved to Glen.
dale, Calif.; and Miss Emily Foster
of Santa Cruz, Calif., has moved to
Coiorado Springs. Immediately following the holidays, Mrs. Jene Pace
of San Francisco plans to move to
Boise, Idaho, and Mrs. Eliza beth
Hay Smith of Carmel, Calif., plans
to move to Reno, Nevada, to further
reinforce those Assemblies.
There are, however, still more AsOne of the Youth Gatberinp Held
semblies in very dire need of reinon World Youth Day
forcement in order to hold their Assembly status and, to those who de"Baha'i News""
sire to take part in this vital and cruBahd/i News, in an effort to get
cial task of holding "the prizes won
so painstakingly," we make an ear- back to a monthly publication schednest plea to lose no time in ariSing to ule, has temporarily reduced its
aid in the accomplishment of this . number of pages to eight. The comgoal. May we hear from you? Pio- mittee; however, is eager for interesting news items. For, even though
neers Are Urgently Needed!
-NA'I'lONA!. TEACHlNG COMMnTEE. a selection may have to be made,
the paper cannot be interesting and
representative of the scope of the
Baha'i Cause unless it has a great
Publishing Announcements
BaJui'i Administration, by Shoghi deal of material to select from. News
Effendi. Fifth edition of this work stories, compactly written, and
which presents the Guardian's let- photographs, specifically la beled
ters written to the American Baha'i with dates, names, etc., should be
community from January 21, 1922 to sent to Miss Garreta Busey, 503
July 17, 1932. These letters explained West Elm Street, Urbana, Illinois.
the fundamental principles under·
The Committee also welcomes suglying the formation and functioning gestions for making Baha'i News
of local Assemblies, Committees, more interesting and valuable. The
National Assembly and Annual Con·
rable of Contents which appeared
vention. Index. 197 pages, cloth
for the first time in the November
cover.· Per copy, $1.50.
issue, is the result of a suggestion
Bahti~i Peace Program---eompilation on peace made and issued in
pamphlet form by the National
Committee on Baha'i Peace Plan
which represented the Faith at the
All Baha'Is will be glad to hear of
San Francisco conference of the Al- a recent special meeting in New
lied Nations. Pamphlet, lfi pages and York City attended by more than a
cover. Per copy, $0.15.
thousand people who came to the
This Earth One CO'u.ntry, by Emeric Henry Hudson Hotel Ballroom for a
Sala. An introduction to the F ai tb program, "America in the Atotnic
written for the general public, pre- Age." The Baha'I principle of unity
senting the Baha' I world community was demonstrated by the presence
and the teachings as answer to the of Negro· and white speakers and
problem of world order. Chapter musicians. The guest speaker, Dr.
Harry Gideonse. President of Brookti~les are: The Basis of a Planetary
Economy; Postwar Alternatives; The lyn College, spoke· on "America in
Christian Individual in an Immoral the Atomic Age." He explained that
Society; Islam-A Case in Point; The it was his first appearance before a
Supranational Community; A World Baha'i group but that he had
Faith arid a World Plan. Published accepted the invitation to speak in
by Bruce Humphries, Inc. Part of order to show his esteem for "one
the edition donated by the author to of the healthiest movements I have
the Publishing Committee as contri- knovm." in the social and spiritual
bution to the International Fund. In- life of America. Elsie Austin, promdex. 185 pages, cloth cover, Per inent Negro attorney, represented
the Baha'i Faith in her talk, "Faith
copy, $2.50.

made by the Dumont, N. J. Group.
Watch for further innovations in
the fotnre.

Youth
National Youth Day, a symposium
of three talks presented at public
meetings by youth _speakers, was
held on November 18th in many Baha'i communities in this country and
Canada. The International Youth
Day, to be held on February 24, 1946
is to be' a symposium of three talb
on the theme, "The New Creation."
The youth will ask the assistance
and cooperation of the local Assemblies and Baha'is in the communities where symposiums are being
undertaken, and we hope that many
countries which have been unable to
do so for some time, will join in this
annual youth activity this year.
NATIOINAL YoUTH COMMI'lTIZ

"Wodd Order"
Table 01 C o _ fur I""",,'T
Two Roads We Face , .............. ,

. _...... _. William KenDeUl Christian
Fruit in Abundance., ... , .. Mary Marlow

The Mirror and the Dust,
Poem, ,., ..... ,., .. _,William M, Sears
A New Dispensation,
Editorial .. , .... ,.,.,.,. Horace Honey
Religion and Science .... _. Otto Smeskal
Song of Tomorrow,
Poem ..... _. _.. _. _Nell Griffith Wilson
Black Boy, Book Review ,.,. Arthur Dahl
,Abdu'I-BaM in America . _. _.. _.
...... _._, _.-._.
,_ Mariam Haney
The Day of God . _.... __ .... ,Baha'u'll3h
With Our Readers.

Local Communities
for Freedom. ". The Hall Johnson
Hollywood and Radio Choir, Philippa
Schur ler, 14-year-old piano prodigy
and composer, and Tom Scott. radio
troubadour, furnished the music. To
insure future benefits from the meeting, copies of the Center program
and of cc F ai th and Freedom n were
distributed to the audience with
cards to be signed by those wishing
notices of future events.
The Baha'i message is given on
the radio every week in HonolulU,
Hawaii. Each week there is a Baha'i
broadcast over station KFQD in An·
chorage, Alaska. Anchorage Baha'is
have the naval experie-"ce of commemorating Baha'u'llcih's ascension
.at three o'clock in the morning on
May 29 with the sun coming up over
the mountains, for it is during the
season when there are nineteen and

BAHA'i NEWS
a half hours of sunlight and no real
darkness.
Maywood, Illinois, suggests that
youth can help spread the teachings
by using such books as Race and
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were held on successive Sundays on educational director of the AmeriuThe Baha'i Principles," "The His- can Board of Commissioners for
tory of the Cause," and "Baha'i Ad- Foreign Missions. Mr . Charles Krug
ministration." Through these meet- was the Baba'i speaker, and Mr.
ings several seekers were interested Matthew Bullock served as chairMan, Security fOT a Failing World, in a study class which meets each man. There were 55 at this meetand The Divine Art of Living for Sunday eveni,. g.
ing, of whom 15 were not Baha'is.
book reports.
The ADo Arbor, Michigan, SpiritA recital celebrating the Birthday
More and more communities are ual Assembly sponsors a discussion
of Baha 'u'llilh was presented by the
sending out monthly local news bul- group where such subjects as "Dum.
letins varying in elaborateness from barton Oaks Proposals and Their Re- Baha'is of San Francisco, Walter
Olitzki, baritone of the MetrOpolitan
one to seven pages. Recent mails lation to the Baha'i Peace Plan,"
Opera Company of New York and of
have included those from Maywood, "Inter-Racial Relations," and "The
Dlinois, Flint, Michigan; Los An. Need for a World Faith" are studied. the San Francisco Opera Company,
geles, California; St. Louis, Mis· Charlotte Timm is chairman of the presented a full concert at the California Club, 1750 Clay Street, Monsouri; Urbana, Illinois; New York discussions.
day evening, November 12.
City; and Dayton, Ohio.
Pittsburgh's weekly news magaIn a series of weekly me:etings
Several new publicity methods zine, The Bulletin Index for August
announced
by an attractive printed
were used by the Dayton, Ohio, 18, 1945, printed an 800 word article
Baha'is and described in their ae- about the Baha'i faith and published program, the Brookline, Massachucount of three outstanding public a piCture of one of the fireside meet- setts Baha'is presented 'Abdu?lmeetings. Dayton has been success- ings. It gave some of the principles, Saha's "Seven Lights of Unity."
The McCombs have opened their
ful in follow-up work as these re- a
brief history of the Faith,
home
to meetings each Sunday aftports indicate:
and something about 'Abdu'l-Baba's
For the annual International , Pittsburgh talk. The same issue car- ernoon and Sunday evening in San
Baha'i Youth Symposium, "Letters ried notice of a public Baha'j meet- Juan, Puerto Rico.
to the Editor" were' printed in two ing under the Town Guide.
A Baha'i prayer and a Baha'i talk:
local newspapers, and a letter of
".God's Assurance of World Peace':'
Baha'is were asked to be guest
invitation was sent to studeI"ts speakers for the annual Inter-Racial gIven by Mr. Cary Nordquist, were
through each of the principals and G<>odwill Day held at Philadelphia', features of an Inter-Faith and Interpresidents of the city's nine high large Mt. Pisgah African Methodist Racial service of worship held at the
schools and colleges. Besides Day- Episcopal Church. The minister,
Plymouth Congregational Church of
ton's own AI Segen and Mary Evelyn Rev. Emmet H. Booker, first heard Seattle, Washington. The CongregaHoobler, there were Cynthia Hast- of the Faith through Ruhiyyih tional minister t a rabbi, and a memings and DeWitt Haywood of Chi- Khanum when he was studying at ber of the Urban League took part
cago, and Julia McCoy Earvhart of Columbia. His church bulletin for in the service which was one of a
Waynesville, Ohio as speakers. Since Sunday, July 29, describes the pro- series sponsored by the city-wide
the symposium, the young people gram: "This year we shall be priv- Seattle Religious Fellowship.
have been in vi ted to speak before ileged to hear three exceptional
A newspaper announcement dethe Bethel Baptist Young People's ladies, the Misses Jessie and Ethel scribes the Se~ttle celebration of
Union and the All-City Baptist Young Revell, and Miss Edith Segin . . . Baha'u1l8h's birthday as follows:
People's Union.
They are faithful members of the "Mark Tobey, internationally known
Peace Broadsides and letters great BaM'i Religion, which untir- painter, will be chairman. Addresses
were sent out for Dayton'. special ingly labors for the realization of will be given by C. G. Nordquist,
peace program. In addition, a pic- the oneness of all nations, races, Seattle attorney, who will speak on
ture of Mr. Josef McCoy, chairman and religions. What Wendell Willkie 'Baha 'u'llah, . the Prince of Peace',
of the Dayton Spiritual Assembly wrote and talked about, they have and Mrs. Hazel Mori, worker in civic
and Baha'i speaker for the afternoon. da"red to live daily . . ." As a sequel, affairs, whose subj ect will be 'The
members of the church's Cultur'al Promised Day Is Come.' Music will
Guest speaker was Mr. John S.
Moore, Sr., Director of the League and Racial' Unity Committee met be provided by Donald Bushell,
of Nations Association for Ohio and with the Baba'is for the Baha'i Race cellist and director of the Seattle
executive secretary of Dayton's Unity banquet on November 24th, Philharmonic Orchestra, and John
Postwar Council.
The pictures of the Centenary a c- Sundsten, composer and pianist."
Art students of the Parker Co- tivities were shown 1 and Rev. Booker
Beverly, Massachussetts, held a
operative High School made a dozen asked that they be shown in his "World Order Forum" on November
posters which were placed in prom- church.
17, with Elsie Austin speaking on
inent store windows for the Race
Boston's special public meeting on "Security for a Fearful World."
Unity meeting. Also there were daily World Peace featured as non-Bah~i'"i There were 38 present, of whom 15
100 word broadcasts over station speaker, Dr. Ruth Isabel Seabury, were not Baha'is.
WHIO for six days preceding the
meeting. Eric Kolthoff, a Puerto
Rican, and Philip Lee, a Hawaiian,
spoke emphasizing the absence of
ing a detailed account of the trials
Germany
From a copy of a letter written undergone by German Baha'is.under
racial prejudice in their countries.
Mrs. Dorothy Baker gave the Baba'i to the Guardian by Dr. Hermann the Nazi regime, we glean the folmessage. Three follow-up talks Grossman in April, 1945 and contain- lowing:

the
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The Faith and its administrative
institutions were interdicted by the
Nazi government in June, 1937. The
publishing stock,. the archives, both
national and local, were confiscated.
Even the greater part of private
books wa s taken a way.
From 1937 to 1944 several believers underwent rude and scoffing ex·
amma tions by the police in their
homes and some had terms of im..
prisonment. Dr. Grossman lost most
of his extremely valuable Baha'i library and archives. which he had,
during twenty years, spent infinite
pains in gathering. A part of this
libraI'¥ was allowed to be given to
the University of Heidelberg Library, which accepted it gratefully
and treated it with care and aUen·

tion.
In May and. June, 1944, judicial
proceedings were taken against be·
lievers and friends of the Cause in
Darmstadt and Heidelberg. The latter trial was public. Here, through
a remarJ;table Providence, the public prosecutor gave a clear statement of the history and principles of
the Faith and of the claim of Bah,,'u'llah. At both these trials the believers testified to the non-political
character of the Faith and in giving
their testimony revealed the majesty
and power of the Cause of Baha'u'Ua.h, their unshakable loyalty to it
and the certainty of its ultimate
triumph.
HThe judges had declared before
the tribunals that they intended to
extinguish the Cause in Germany,
but the Almighty arm of Bah,;'u'llah
was stronger than the forces of His
enemies. As the false charges
against the believers couId not be
sustained, no sentence could be pronotnlced against their lives and prop~
erties." They were, however, fined,

Burma
Most of the Bah';' is of Mandalay
and Rangoon took refuge in the
Bah,,'i village of Daidanaw when the
Japanese invaded Burma, Not many
months afterwards, Burmese hooligans, from adjoining villages, tak~
ing advantage of the retreat of the
British, attacked Daidanaw, killed
many of the friends, looted their
property and burned all the huts.
Siyyid Mustafa Roumie, the great
pioneer teacher of Burma, whose
death 'We recorded iil the November
News, was murdered in the Hadra tu 'l-Quds and that building was
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burned, The surviving BahaJis"are
destitute.

iran
The National Board of Education
of Iran has passed regulations dismissing Baha'i students from the
National Teachers Colleges. The
Principals of these Colleges express
entire satisfaction with the Baha'i
students, both as to their behavior
and their ability, but are obliged to
carry out the Government regula-.
tion. A strong letter of protest .has
been addressed by the N.S.A. of the
Baha ?is of Iran to the Minister of
Education.
Through the British Baha'i Journal
comes the report that some Persian
Baha'is, sent to Mecca by the Guard·
ian, have formed a Spiritual· Assembly in that city, the very center
of Islam.
Miss Garreta llusey of Urbana has
recently received a reply to a letter she sent to Mr. F aizi, a yotmg
Iranian pioneer on the island of Bah·
rein in the Persian Gulf. He writes
of the joy and inspiration the small
group of Baha'is there receive from
the news· and messages from the
friends in other lands. He goes on to
say: •'The news from tr an is always sorrowful. In all villages and
cities the 'mama (Mtibammadan
clergy) try to show their dying
power by encouraging the mob
against the Baha'is and especially
against the pioneers in untouched
terri tory. So accustomed are the
Iraman believers to these persecutions that _when there is no riot or
confusion in their locality, they say,
'There is no news in these parts'."
India
"The Promised Day has Corneu
has recently been republished in
India and has received truly "appreciative tributes from eminent
Indians,
The Indian Baha'is have openedra
Baba'i school for children at P anch~
gani,· 63 miles from Poona, where
Baha'i children will be given charac-ter training along Baha'i lines, while
attending non·Baha'{ schools for
other training.
Australia
The ReverendH. C. Gurney, a
returned missionary from Persia,
has published an attack on the
Baha'i Faith in the Adelaide Church
Guardian. The Herald oj the South,
Baha'i Magazine for Australia, will

print several hundred copies of its
answer to this attack. This attack
may aid in the spread of the Cause,
as The Adelaide Church Guardian is
read in many South Australian
homes and",r though many may be
misled by the Reverend Gurney's
attack; some will be fair and desire
to hear the Bah,;'i point of view_
Brief Notes
A report that Lydia Zamenhof is
alive in Russia has been received
through the Red Cross.
Vuk Echtner, the Prague Esperantist, is alive and well. He is busy
arranging study groups and trans=lating Tablets.
Mr. A. Samimi made an extensive
tour of the Indian Baha'i Centers in
the spring of 1945. He had asked for
permission to go to the Holy Shrines,
but the Guardian advised him to
m3.ke this tour instead. His tour was
very beneficial, his zeal and enthusi·
asm infusing into the friends a new
ardor for service.
The youth group at Alexandria,
Egypt? is very active.
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"For My Beauty's Sake"
o Thou who hast surrendered thy
will to God! By self-surrender and
perpetual union with God is meant
that men should merge their will
wholly in the Will of God, and regard their desires as utter nothingness beside His Purpose. Whatsoever
the Creator commandeth His
creatures to observe, the same must
they diligently, and with the utmost
joy and eagerness, arise and fulfil.
They should in no wise allow their
fancy to obscure their judgment,
neither should they regard their own
imaginings as the voice of the
Eternal. In the Prayer of Fasting
We have revealed: "Should Thy
Will decree that out of Thy mouth
these words proceed and be addressed unto them t ·Observe, for My
BeautY's sake. the fast, 0 people,
and set no limit to its duration,' I
swear by the majesty of Thy glory,
that everyone of them will faithfully observe it, will abstain from
whatsoever will violate Thy law,
and will continue to do so until they
yield up their souls unto Thee." In
this consisteth the complete surrender of one's will to the Will of God.

Meditate on this, that thou mayest
drink in the waters of everlasting

life which flow through the words
of the Lord of all mankind, and
mayest testify that the one true God
hath ever been immeasurably exalted above His creatures. He, verily.
is the Incomparable, the EverAbiding, the 0 m n i sci e n t, the
All-Wise.
Balui'i World Faith, p. 134.
The nineteen-day fast is a duty to
be observed by all. All should ·a!>stain
from eating and drinking from sunrise to SlUlset. This fast is conducive
to the spiritual development of the individual. The Greatest Name should
be read every day.
'Amm'L-Bw

For this physical fasting is a symbol of the spintual fasting. that is
abstaining from all ca rnal desires,
becoming characterized with the attributes of the spiritual ones, attracted to the heavenly fragrances
and enkindled· with the fire of the
love of God.
'Almu'rrBAHA
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Balui, I, pp 57, 40.

Messages from the Guardian
The Work of Rehabilitation
DeaTly-beloved CO-IDorkeTS:

The reports recently received from
various sources, regarding the sad
conditions prevailing among the
members of the sorely-stricken, longsuffering Baha t ) communities in Germany and Burma, are of such a

dlstressing nature as to merit the
energetic. the immediate, and collective intervention of their fellowworkers in lands which have providentially been spared the horrors of
iEvasion and all the evils and
miseries attendant upon it. Upon the

American Baha'i community, in particular. which throughout this prolonged and bloody conflict, has of all
its sister communities in East and
Vlest. enjoyed the g~eatest immunity
and been privileged not only to maintain and preserve its institutions,
but to prosecute so successfully a
Plan of such magnitude and significance, a special responsibility now
rests-a responsibility which, despite
its manifold and pressing duties in
the Western Hemisphere, it can
neither afford to neglect
ignore.
Particularly in the heart of the
European continent, where the pres-

or

ent turmoil, suffering and destitution
are mysteriously paving the way for
the revival of a Faith which the
Beloved Himself has unequivocally
prophesied, where a once flourishing community is struggling to fulfil the high hopes entertained for it
by Him, and where the prosecutors
ct the Divine Plan, are to lend their
direct and systematic assistance
when launching the second stage of
their world-mission. must the American believers contribute the major
share in the work of rehabilitation
which the followers of Baha'u'lhlh
must arise to perform.
Through the extension of whatever
financial assistance is feasible
through the provision and distribu:
tion of adequate literature, through
the initiation of any measures, official or otherwise, which they can
Wldertake for the protection, rein.
statement and revival of a greatly·
tested, highly promising and much
loved community, the American believers have the golden opportunity
of adding a fresh chapter to the
brilliant record of their past international services to the Cause of
God.

Nor should the urgency of the task
in far-away Burma, where a flour·
ishing community had furnished so
shining an example of Baha'f fellowship and solidarity, be underestimated. The spirit which its remnant has displayed after so many
years of persf;Cution, dispersion and
danger, merits the widest measure
of encoura gement and support, both
moral and financial. Pressed as the
American Baha'i community must
be by the twofold obligation of proclaiming the verities of their Faith
to the American public and of consolidating the vast enterprises in·
itia ted throughout Latin America,
the stalwart and privileged followers
of the Faith of Baha'u'Uilh in North
America cannot allow so great an
opportunity to advance the vital international interests of His Cause to
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slip from their grasp. I feel confident
that in the discharge of this addiitional task they will exhibit those
same traits that have distinguished
their stewardship for so many years

to so glorious a Cause.
Your true brother,
SROOm
Haifa, Palestine, December 21, 1945
The following two pa;1'agraphs in the
tetter of Decem-beT 21, 1945, were
written by the Guardian tn,Tough h.is

34me

seCTetaT1l:

In view of all the German and Aus·
trian Baha'is have passed through,
and the naturally disorganized state
of their affairs, after so long a- period
of supression and suffering, he feels
that your Assembly should by alI
means do all in its power to help
them and protect them. If you feel
thal the suggestion of Mr. Eichanauer
is feasible, he advises you to carry
it out. Although he has stated that
the Baha'i mission in Central and
South America must be completed
before the American believers can
start teaching campaigns in other
cOlUltries, this does not mean that
those friends whom duty or business
takes abroad are not to serve the
Cause all they possibly can. Likewise it does not mean that help
should not be given to Baha'i
brothers and sisters in desperate
r.eed-such as is the case at present
in Burma, the Philippines, Austria
and Germany.
In view of the terrible conditions
prevailing in Europe today, and the
tremendous suffering which the German and Austrian Baha'is have
passed through, both spiritualIy and
physically, the Guardian wishes you
to please make every effort to send,
during the res t of thi s Baha'i year

and the coming one, the contribution
of the American and Canadian
Baha'is to the International Fund,
to these believers, for their Telief
and succor. He urges your Assembly
to also make every effort to supply
the~ with Baha'i books in German,
either published in the United States
or Switzerland-whichever is most
speedy, economical and practicaL

The German Baha'i
Community
The German Baha'i community,
dearly beloved, highly honored by
'Abdu'I-Bahil, and destined to play
an outstanding role in the spiritual
revival of an oppressed continent,
has abundantly demonstrated in the
course of ten years of severest tribulations, dire peril and complete
suppres sion, the high character of
its indomitable faith. I appeal to the
entire community of the greatly
blessed, highly privileged American
be:1ievers, to arise unitedly and contribute generously through dispatch
ot funds and 1iterature ~ designed to
alleviate the distress and rehabili·
tate the institutions with which the
future prosecutors of the second
stage of the Divine Plan must be
closely associated
---SHOGHI RABB&Nl
Cablegram received DecembeT 31, 1945

Emogene Hoagg
Deeply grieve passing of exemplary pioneer of the Faith,
Emogene Hoagg. Her long record
of national and international services is unforgettable, her reward
in the Abha. Kingdom assured and
abundant.
Smx:m RABBANl
Cablegram received DecembeT 31, 1945

National Spiritual Assembly
The Task of Relief
Beloved Friends:

The Guardian calls the American
Bah.. 'j community to the mighty task
of contributing to the relief 01 the
suffering Baha'is in war-stricken
lands, and to the rehabilitation of
the Baha'i administrative order
wherever it has been temporarily destroyed. This call has come to us in
hIS letter dated December 21, 1945,
and the portion written in Shoghi
Effendi's 0,"'11 hand is shared with
the friends in this issue of Baha'i
Ne1.Vs.

While the National Spiritual Assembly will not be in session until
E'ebruary 15, individual members are
assembling the necessary informa·.
tion on which a concerted, nationwide effort can be strongly based.
Pending announcement of plans and
methods commensurate with the
needs of the believers in Burma, the
Philippines, Austria and Germany
(the places specifically named in the
body of that letter), the friends are
naturally free to continue with the
work of relief some of our communities have already undertaken

on receipt of appeals from the Philippines and Germany.
A contribution of $500 has been
cabled to the National Spiritual Ass"mbly of India and Burma for the
stricken Baha'is of Burma, and a
special donation of $1,500 has been
rushed to the National Fund by a
devoted individual believer for this
work of international relief. The
Guardian himseH has diverted to
this purpose the contribution which
is made regularly to the International FWld in his care.
The spirit of Baha'u'llah is a world
spirit, His truth a world truth, and
the power of His Faith is a world
power. Therefore, though we carry
weighty tasks in both North and
South America, He will assist us to
achieve our full share of this new

Baha'I News
Bal"i'''i NeJfl. is pablithed by Iho
National Spiritual ABlemhly of the
Babatis of the United States and.
Canada &II the official Dews-letter of
the Baha'i community. The :first Issue
appeared in December, 19M.

On April 10, 1925, the Guanliau
wrote: "'The Newa Letter which YOR
have Ia.ely mltia.ed fuIlilb • .....,.
vital fUDcti.on~ • • • I would llI"Ce yom
to enla ... e ru scope ••. thai in-:thue
it may devOIe a special aectiOD to
eve..,.. phase of your adivities, adminialrative, deTotional, humanltariaD.
financial, edaeational and otherwise.
"It mould become a p-e&t factor
in prolllotinC under81:aDdinc, provi....
ins information on Baha'i activitT,
both local and forei«n, in IItimalatiDa
interest., In combating evil infIu.eDeeII9
and in upboldinc and wepaardinw
the institution! of the Cause."
The contentEI indude: material .upplied by the National Spiritual A...
sembly, such as the Guardian's DJ.e8oo
asses, the Assembly's letters and ilS
general statements and reports; ('.ommiuee plans which have beeu approved and authorized; Committee
news reports of adi ...ities; anonal reo
ports from loul Assemblim; news
items from Iota] Assemblies; aetivilies
in rellional areas as :reported by or
throqh .be National Teaching (:0....
miuee; activities in Central and Solllh
America as reported by the Inler-America Committee ~ news from Gther
lands gathered from the bmnetitu_ of
tbe variGUS National rusemblies ~ a
record of new enrollments and trailSfen; a record Gf deaths; photographs
of general Baha'i interest.
Balu?i' NelDll is edited for Ihe. NaliGnal Spiritual Assembly· by its B.ba'{
New8 Committee: Borare BGUey, Gar-.
reta Busey, EleanGr S. Hlllrhen8~ Mabel H. Paine. Add:resl!i: Baha'i Ne~-s
CG:rnmittee., c/o Miss Garrela Busey,
503 WeISt Elm Street., Urbana, U1inGi5.
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responsibility in Europe and the East,
1Ylay our first great enterprise as
Baha'i world citizens penetrate the
citadels of infamy and desolation,
and rescue the oppressed ones in
the Name of Baha'u'llahl
Faithfully and devotedly,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Uoe of Corporate Seal
The National Spiritual Assembly
has approved the recommendation
made by the Legal Committee concerning the use of the seal by incorporated local Assemblies: that if
they wish to do so, it is entirely
proper for an Assembly to affix its
seal on its letters of credential. The
National Assembly i tseH will hereafter use its seal on credentials issued to Baha'is proceeding to foreign countries.

Review of Magazine Articles
The National Spiritual Assembly
has recorded the view that magazine articles about the Cause, written
by individual believers as their personal understanding of the teachings,
need not be officially reviewed, but
all statements about the Faith which
are officia lly sponsored by a Saha'i
body are to be reviewed and ap-·
proved before publication. Individual
authors may submit manuscripts to
the Public Relations Committee for
an advisory opinion if they wish.

The Bahii'i World, Vol. IX
A Correction
It has been pointed out that in the
"In Memoriam" section, the photograph used with the article about the
late Miss Alma Knobloch is not of
Miss Knobloch herself but of her
sister, the late Mrs. Pauline Hannen.
Committees, Assemblies and individual believers who send in photographs for use either in The

Bahd'i World or in BaM'i News are
requested to write the title and date
of picture on the -back, since many

illustrations pa 55 through several
hands before they are published, and
unlabeled photographs make errors
possible,

Glossary
Extensive research and editorial
work is being done by Mirza 'AliKuli Khan in compiling a glossary
of Baha'i terms. The index Committee is rendering valuable assistance
in recording the terms which should
be included in a complete Baha'i

Galherinll at the Thornton Chase Memorial. Los Ancelee, September 30, 1945.

glossary, The Guardian's advice and
direction has been requested, so that
the work in its final form will conform to his wishes,

In Memoriam
Dea.th pTotteTeth unto every confident
betiever the cup that is Hie indeed. It
be.'!ltoweth joy and is the bearer of gladness. It conferretn the gift of everlasting
Hfe .~BAHA'u'LLA H.

Mrs, Gladys Kowal, Fort Wayne,
Mrs, Lena Showalter, Springfield,
Illinois,
Mrs. Margaret Pierce, Racine.
Mr, William Atwater, Miama.
Mr. Ignaz Wetzel, Whitefish Bay,
Wisconsin.
Mrs. Emma Kohn, Milwaukee.
Mr. William Gauthier,
Monroe.
Washington,

Removal From Membership
The friends are informed that Mr.
Baer Salov of Montclair, N, J, has
been taken from the Baha'i membership list on receipt of his written
statement that he agrees with the
attitude of the New History Society
in. its rejection of the Baha'i Order
established under the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bahit,

Public Teaching Bulletins
Nos, 8 and 9 of this bulletin, entitled "A World Faith," have been
mailed out by the National Contacts
Committee to its special list of

names. Copies are available to local
assemblies and individual believers
at the rate of 50 for 50 cents or 100
for $l.{)O. Send order to the National
Office with remittance payable to
National Baha'i Fund,

Enrollments
Reported by Local Assemblies

Albuquerque, one.
Fort Wayne, two.
Boston, one.
Arlington, two.
Augusta, one.
New York, two.
Chicago, one.
Indianapolis, one.
Salt Lake City, one,
Baltimore, one youth.
Independence, one.
Reported by Regional

Teaching Committees
Eleven adult believers were elll'olled
during December, 1945. in the a-reas ou.t.side the jurisdiction of local Splrita:a.l
AssembUes.

Direcmry
The following additions and changes

an reported;
Local AssembUes

PorUand, Oregon-New secretary: Mrs.
Rachel Porter, 5544 N. Delaware Ave.,
Portland 11.
Committee Appojntments
Two committees appointed in Panama,
one for editing the Spanish bulletin. the
other as Panama branch of the publishing work in Spanish, have been combined~
with the following membership:
Mr. Alfred Osborne, Chairman

•
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Mrs. Cora Oliver, Secretary, Box 1296,
Ancon, C. Z.
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Foster have been

add~
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to the comrnit-

"Although it is too early to meas~
ure results, we can say with cert. inty that the events of the three
days were a high spot to all the
Baha'is and renewed our determination to give out courageously the Messa ge of Truth for our day. The Pub.
lic Meetings attracted many new
souls. We feel deeply grateful for
all the wonderful ·aid and assistance
given us by the National Public Meetings Committee. The publicity provided by Mr. Henning was outstanding. It is our hope that every city
and town in America will find it
possible to hold such a meeting soon.
The work involved is tremendous.
but the fruits are in direct prop.,...
tion to the effort put forth. u

b~'e.

Miss Julia Regal
Mr. Clair Hamilton
Mrs. Nora Hamilton
Dr. Edelberto Torres
Regional Teaching CollUJ'littee for Ohio,
Indiana and Kentucky-Mrs. Belen Patterson, 2725 Sta lion Street, Indianapolis
I, bas been appointed Secretary. Mr_
and Mrs. Clarence Ulrich have moved
from the region. Mr. and Mrs. Winnie

Gifts from Abroad
The Treasurer has received donaa
tions from Rose and Sulman Dloomy
of Bagltdad, and from the National
Spiritual Assembly of Australia and
New Zealand, which are much
appreciated.

National Committees
Public Meetings
Atlanta
The public meeting held in Atlanta
was a great success. The following
report comes to us from Mrs. David
Ruhe, chairman of the Atlanta Committee for Public Meetings:
"Atlanta held its Public Meeting of
the National Campaign on Sunday,
January 13, in Morehouse Chapel of
Morehouse College. Music provided
by the Spelman-Morehouse Choir
opened the program in a beautiful
and inspiring way. The speaker was
Mrs. Dorothy Baker, who gave a
most illuminating talk on the subject
"Religion Returns." John Inglis
of Birmingham, Alabama, served as
chairman of the meeting. There were
:nO people present; 40 signed cards
saying that they would like to make a
further study of the Teachings of
Baha'u'IHlh. The auditorium was attractive with graceful palms as background on the stage and a stunning
JIoral arrangement in the foreground.
!'he splendid book display sent by
the National Public Meetings Committee stood to the left of the platform, and was closely examined by
most of those present. A lively question-and-answer period followed the
lecture. Many remained to meet Mrs.
Eaker and ask further questions.
·jOn the following night, Monday,
- J&Jluary 14, there was a dinner at
6 p. m. in honor of Mrs. Baker in
the Civic Room of the Ansley Hotel.
The public meeting in the same room
at 8 p.m. was opened with two piano
selections by Chopin brilliantly
played by Atlanta's leading young
pianist, Mr. Billy Schatten. Dorothy
Baker spoke before 75 people on
the subject, uWorld Order is the
Goal. " The interest shown wa s
very sincere, and many remained
unti110:30 p.m. to ask questions. We
feel sure that study classes will result from both these meetings.
"In addition to our two public
meetings, the regional committee

an inter-regional conference
which was a wonderful success and
a great inspiration to all who attended. There were visiting Baha'is
present from Birmingham, Ala.;
Jackson, Miss.; Memphis, Tenn.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Knoxville, Tenn.;
Greensboro, N.C.; Greenville, S.C.;
Augusta, Ga.; and Miami, Fla. An
inter-racial dinner at the YMCA on
Saturday night, January 12, was the
opening event of the two-day conference. The subject of the evening's
program was "Sirengthening the Administrative Order." The participants were Miss Sue Langford, Mr.
John Inglis, Mrs. Kate Whitmore,
and Mrs. David Ruhe. Mrs. Terah
Smith acted as chairman. On Sunday morning the subject was, "Ways
and Means of Reaching the Masses, U
with Mr. Robert Durr, Mr. John
IngliS, and Mrs. Ruth Meurer as
participants. Mrs. Rube served as
chairman. The talks and discussion
that followed were informative and
inspirational. Mrs. Dorothy Baker
was our consul tan t and throughout
the two days gave us many helpful
tboughts.
held

Public Relatioll8
The Public Relations Committee
will from time to time inform the

o

friends of those current magazines,
books and newspapers which contain
Baha'i illustrations or articles on the
Cause. The Committee thanks each
of the believers who ha 5 so kindly
brought these references to our at·
tention. The intention is not to duplicate the function of Baha'i News
Service in listing news and publicity
emanating from believers. but to
record news about the Cause pro·
duced by

non~believers.

The front cover of Wilmette Life
for September 6, 1945 reproduced
an aerial photo of the House of Wor·
ship and the harbor, with a caption

Display of Temple Model and Baha'i Literatnrt!'.
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including this reference: "The world·
famed Baha'i Temple is seen at the
extreme right."
In Locomotive Engineer for June,
1945, we find a quotation by 'Abdu'lBaha set in a box for special
emphasis.
The army paper~ Stars and Stripes,
August 11, 1945, Southern Germany
Edition, carries an aerial view of
the House of Worship.
The book entitled "An American
Dilemma" refers to the race unity
principle of the Faith on page 871,
voL 2.
The pamphlet entitled °This Is
Your America" issued by the CIO
Political Action Committee makes
a brief reference to the word Baha'i,"
A reference to the Bii b and to the
book by Comte de Gobineau appears
in the essay by Matthew Arnold entitled "A Persian Passion Play,"
included in Essays in Criticism, First
Series, Macmillan Co., 1930.
The magazine, Canadian Geograph.ical Journal, March, 1944, contains
an article on "Symbolism and the
Humanities" by Sylvia King, with
three Temple views ,one full page.
The June, 1945, issue of Flying
mentions Point Oboe, the code name
assigned to the Baha'i" Temple. HNavigational fixes are given from that
landmark" in flights from Glenview
to carriers in Lake Michigan,
The pure Oil News of February,
1945, fea lured the Temple in a three
page illustrated article.
A member of the Board of Missions
and Church Extension of the Methodist Church is writing a book on
different religions which contains a
dear and sympathetic article on the
Baha'i Faith.
An article by Virginia Pearson en·
titled "Those Worlds Beyond the
Sun" appeared in Mind Digest for
November, 1945. The author relates
a subjective experience in which she
states that 'Abdu'l-Baha appeared to
her in vision many years ago.
In Saturday Night, the weekly
magazine of Canada, an excellent
article about the Cause was published December 8, 1945, using the
Toronto Public Meeting as its con·
nection with current news events.
The rotogravure section of the Chicago Sunday Tribune of January 6,
1946 J contains a very attractive view
of the Temple taken by a staft
photographer.
One of the most helpful newspaper
.references which has ever appeared
in this country was the full page,

colored photo of the Temple as il·
lumined during the Centenary cele·
bration, with an extensive article,
published in the Chicago Sunday
Tribune of June 17, 1945. The editor
kindly lent us the color photos for
reproduction, and copies will be an·
nounced for teaching use in the next
issue of Baha'i News.
PUBLIC R£%..ATIONS COM MITI'EE
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ened. The settlement of several other
pioneers is being delayed, owing to
difficulty in securing housing accommodations. The dislocation of the
war years has forced many to make
changes in residence and there are
still many cities where the organized
communities are in precarious con·
dition; so we must continue our ur~
gent plea for more volunteer settlers.

Baba'is of Ba...hdad and representative8 of other een1el'l!l in 'Iraq c=elebraUDC the
CentenDilll Commemoration of the Dedaration of the Bab.

North American Teaching
We are happy to report that several Assemblies have been preserved
through the settlement of believers
who have already given valiant ~as
sistance in other cities during the
Seven-Year Plan. Mrs. Beul ah Proctor, one of the early pioneers in
Halifax, has offered to move to
Moncton, as Mrs. Annie Romer has
been unable to become established
there although she plans to give
them teaching assistance from time
to time; Mrs. Edward Belcher of
Binghamton, N.Y., former pioneer
in Sioux Falls, S. D. and Syracuse,
N.Y., has moved to Boise, Idaho.
Other Assemblies that have been reinforced are Salt Lake City, Utah,
where Mr. and Mrs. William Sears of
New York are now located - Mrs.
Sears was a former pioneer in Salt
Lake City; and Little Rock, Ark.,
where Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Blum win
reside tempora riIy, for six months or
a year. Mrs. Blum J nee Gertrude
Gewertz, was a former pioneer in
Birmingham, Ala .• and more recently
in Greenville, S.C. The Augusta, Ga.,
LSA reports that through the enrollment of ~s. Lulu Strick1and and
the transfer of Mrs. Lillian P. Golden
from North Augusta, S.C., its status
as An Assembly is no longer threat-

Particularly do we appeal to the returned service men who, in seeking
tu re-establish themselves, might
consider going to a city where their
presence would aid immeasurably
in strengthening and consolidating
these newly established u~ of the
Faith.
Teaching help has been made
available to many of the small Assemblies through visits from teachers able to spend week-ends or longer
on circuits. During the Thanksgiving
holidays, Dr. Edris Rice-Wray spent
six days in Oklahoma City, Okla. The
visit coincided with the death by
accident of Charles Ittner, and the
Assembly reports: "Probably the
best opportunity we have ever had
here to present the Baha'I Teachings to a sizeable group was at the
funeral services conducted for Mr
Ittner. Many expressed their feelings
with words of praise for the bea utifuI services. . . . Our only public
meeting was held at the Biltmore
hoteL About 35 people attended, announcements having been sent to
about 500. Dr. Rice-Wray gave a
splendid talk and we are hopeful
that we can interest several new
people to attend a class." Several
firesides were also arranged as well
as a meeting at the Student Union
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of the University of Oklahoma at
Norman, Okla., where there was a
request for books for the University
Library following the meeting.
In Boise" Idaho~ a series of lectures was given by Mrs. Marguerite
Reimer Sears from December 13th to
18th, with "excellent publicity and a
IO-minute radio· interview . . . be·
sides breakfast, lunch, and dinner
scheduled with interested students.
. . . Everyone seemed to cooperate
to make everything a success," Mrs.
Sears writes. "The total non-Baha'i
attendance at the meetings was
twenty, six of whom heard of the
Faith for the first time."
Other Assemblies received teaching assistance during January from
the following teachers: Mr. Allen
McDaniel visited Greenville, S.C.;
Mrs. Harry Ford visited Wilmington,
Del. ; W i 11 i a m DeFar ge visited
Scranton, Pa.; and Mrs. Amelia Collins visited WOTcesteT, Mass. FromHalifax, N.S., Mrs. Annie Romer reports "two broadcasts, one on 'Baha'i
Ideals in Education' and the other
'Peace on Earth; Good Will.to Men'
. . . Then we had three meetings
on 'Peace? which we climaxed with
an International Peace Party . . . . 24
non-Baha'is, French, English, Rus·
sians, West Indians, Canadians,
Americans. and Chinese, present. We
had films . . . on the Arts of Russia,
one on Nova Scotia, and one on
India." Memphis and Nashville,
Tenn., were visited by Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Blum, on their recent trip
West, as well as St. Louis~ Mo.
Regional Teaching Committee reports indicate that contacts are being made in new area s, new groups
are springing up and several groups
are ready for Assembly status this
April. The RTC for Alaska reports
a ten-day teaching trip made by Mrs.
Verne Stout to Fairbanks, where two
fireside meetings were arranged, and
many contacts were made, The Ind.,
Ohio and Ky. RTC reports that "Miss
Clara Edge was asked to go into
Media County for a week's teaching program, and her work was very
successful" It is reported that Oak
Park, Ill. and Santa Barbara, Calif.
have sufficient members through
transfer, to secure Assembly status
this April, and Calif., Nev. and Ariz.
RTC reports that work is going forward in HWltington Park, California,
and that San Mateo is working hard
to achieve Assembly status.
As part of the National Campaign,
the New England RTC arranged a
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Teaching Conference in Boston and
19 Baha'i communities were represented. The Conference was followed by a public meeting with Mr.
Ralph Bates of Springfield, Mass. as
speaker. The RTC for Md., Va. and
West Va. also planned a Regional
Conference in Washington to follow
up the efforts of the National Campaign there, with Dr. Edris RiceWray as guest speaker. Two public
meetings were held, one a panel discussion on Race Unity at which Dr,
Rice-Wray spoke with two non-Baha'i
speakers. Both were very well
attended.
HNot untU however, ... the prizes

Louhelen Baha'i School

Here is an ad vance notice of dates
for the five sessions at Louhelen
Summer School for 1946:
Workshop Courses - June 29-July
10 (inclusive)
Junior Youth Session-July 13.19
(inclusive)
Mid-summer Session - July· 22-28.
(inclusive)
Laboratory Session - July 31August 11 (inclusive)
Senior Youth Session-August 1425 (Inclusive)
Details will come later, but both
youth and adults are assured new
and exciting experiences for the comwon through the operation Of the ing summer. Both adult sessions are
Seve,..Year Plan are adequately safe- now 12 days in length, the Laboraguarded and the basis of the newly tOry Session has been scheduled for
established Administrative Order August, and the General Session has
sufficiently conso !idated . . . can the been replaced by the Workshop
ambassadors of the Faith of BarnPu~ Courses, which are scheduled to open
llah . . . be called upon to under- this season June 29. A lO-day course
take . .. coUective responsibility for is planned for the senior youth with
the diffuson of His Message, and two extra days allotted for a Youth
for the erection of the fabric of His Conference.
Administrative OTder, amidst the
This opportunity for organized
sorrow-stricken, waT·lacerated, sore- study, together with the intimate felly bewildered nations and peoples of lowship of many Baha'is from many
the European continent."
sections of the country is of special
Shoghi Effendi
value to isola ted believers and mem-NATIONAL TCA.CHIN"Ci CoM MITI'EI!:
bers of small groups. There is no
better way for a Baha?i to enjoy his
vacation.
Publishing Announcements
If you have not already done so,
The Publishing Committee anwhy not appoint a Summer School
nounces a special price on orders for
Volumes V and VI of The Baha'i Committee in your local community
to encourage attendance at all of
World-both copies will be sold for
our summer schools? Such a com$4.50. a discount of $1.00 from the
mittee, which would include the
combined list price of the two books.
Youth, could arrange displays and
This offer holds only when both volpublicity bulletins, help arrange
umes are ordered together.
"share - the - ride"
transportation,
Bahd/i cards: a series of ten post- help in developing funds for financial
card size cards, each carrying a dif- assistance to the Youth, etc. Such a
ferent passage from the Teachings, committee, publicizing all three
has been produced by the Public schools with special emphasis on its
Relations Committee to enable in- own area, could assist greatly in
dividual believers to spread the mes- the very important educational prosage. The cards can be mailed with gram of our Bah3.'i Summer Schools.
a lc stamp as postcards, used as
If you want to make reservation
enclosures with letters. or handed early or want information on rates
out at meetings. Sold only in lots of for board and room, write to Lou100 sets, or 1000 cards, at $3.10.
helen Baha tj S c h a a 1, Davison,
Michigan.
J

Archives Secretary
Material for the National Baha'i
Archives should be addressed to the
Secretary of the Archives Committee, Mrs. Gertrude Struven, 714
Sheridan Road, Wilmette, Ill.
Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Letters of
the Guardian, and sacred relics
should be sent by registered mail
with return receipt.

LoUHELEN'

ScHOOL

CoMMl'I'TEE

"Baha'i News"
With this issue we are inaugurating a section of devotional material
which may be used by the friends
for meditation throughout the month.
if they so desire. It should serve
to remind us of the spiritual implications of the fast.

BAHA'i NEWS
Library
Professional Librarians
The National Library Committee
would appreciate it if the professiOll:al librarians in the Faith would
contact our committee giving their
names and addresses for our files.
Such a listing would give us: the
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opportunity of wider consul ta tion on
various library problems which
arise requiring careful consideration and professional advice and
counsel.
MRS.

STUART SIMS~

Chairman

19 Leroy Place
Red Bank, N. J.

Local Communities
Additional Annual Loeal
Reports
BURUNGAME, California, reports
that a Temple display in a downtown
window brought many inquiries. The
<!Ommuni ty held a series on Tuesday
night study clases and conducted
eleven public meetings with an aver·
age attendance of twenty-five. Each
week two children's classes were
conducted. The younger children,
ages 6 to 10, studied the outline on
creation and the Baha'i Child's
ABC while the older group, ages
13 to 18, studied the Chosen Highway
and the Daunt Breakers.
The cpmmunity worked with the
San Mateo group hoping to assist it
to altain assembly status. Both Burlingame and San Mateo newspapers
carried advertising for the public
meetings and for the radio series
over station KYA.
PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island, was
successful in contacting other organza lions. When Matthew Bulloch
spoke, the Urban League sent notices to its 300 members, and the
World Affairs Council sent notices
to its ISO members. Through the
International Institute, Baha'is took
part in a pageant on the oneness of
religion, gaining mention of the Faith
and a reading from the words of
Baha'u'liah before an audience of
400. Two Baha'i meetings were announced at the meetings of the Fel10wship of ReconciHation. A Bahati
speaker addressed the Young Quakers and the people of Knightsville
Congregational church. In addition,
books were placed with the John Hay
Library.
Listings for the Faith have been
obtained in the telephone directory.
the City directory, the Traveller's
Aid, the City Information Center,
The Washington Street USO, and the
Church Hospitality Center.
Two intensive teaching campa.igns
were conducted in Providence. Reginald King spent ten days in May,
1944, giving eight talks, while Gertrude Gewertz spent two weeks in

August, giving four talks, discussing
the Faith at three teas, and doing
i4dividual contact work.
Weekly fireside meetings were
held at 92 University Avenue.
Correction

From ANCHORAGE, A I ask a,
come3 a letter reporting a correction
in an item appearing in Bahti'iNews.
Janet Whitenack Stout writes, "It
seems to me personally that the November, 1945 issue of Baha'i News
was unusually helpful because of
materia1 contained in the Guardian's
letters to believers, and because of
sections on consultation, study aids,
etc. However, my husband and I
would like to point out an error on
page 13, where you refer to our marriage. This is under the Anchorage.
Alaska, report. My husband's name
is Mr. Verne Stout, not Green!"
Other Local News
When the city was almost paralyzed with strikes, the FLINT, Michigan, Baha'is sent the pamphlets,
"Industrial Justice l t to sixty local
clubs and organizations. The community had inquiries for literature
as a result of a newspaper advertisement beginning, uHave you investigated the Baha'i World Faith?"
The willingness of a spiritual as-

semb1y to assist members with their
personal problems was shown by
the action of the NEW YORK CITY
Baha'i Assembly when one of the
members of the community was
faced with eviction from property
condemned for a new housing project. Judging the problem to be one
of humanity and not of politics, the
assembly sent a letter to the Presi~
dent of the City Council stating,
"While we are in full agreement with
the pIa n to provide for more adequate housing facilities for the residents of Manhattan, we cannot subscribe to the procedure of evicting
the unfortunate tenants in midwinter, on a month's notice. The Authority claims that postponing eviction
beyond January 15, 1946, 'would
cause undue hardship not only on the
Authority but upon the public as
well' . . . Would it not be belter to
suffer any amount of administratve
inconvenience rather than torce hundreds of poor people, many having
babies or aged and infirm, out of
their homes this unseasonable time
when rooms and apartments are so
very scarce? Many of the tenants affected are colored people who have
long been underprivileged. Must this
added indignity be heaped upon
them? . . .
" 'It is our hope that you will do
whatever lies within your power to
prevent distress among these tenants
who face eviction.' ..
The deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue ha s informed the
New York assembly that the Baha'i Fund is exempt from Federal
income tax and that contributions
to the Fund are deductible by donors
in arriving at their taxable net income.

News from Other Lands
Norway
In a letter to a friend, Mrs. Aagot
Krantz-Ramsli, one of the two
Baha'is in Norway, writes of the
bombing and burning of the town
(Kristiansund), in which she lives.
Her house alone was mercifully
spared. She was busy minister·
iug to the shelterless people.
She has translated many pages
from the HGleanings>l and "Hidden
Words" and sends some in 1etters to
friends. One friend to whom she sent
some of these extracts wrote, "During the time of afflictions, when I
thought I could not bear living another day, your letters 'With enclosed

quotations seemed the voice of the
Lord. . . . I gave all my troubles
into the hands of the Beloved of all
the worlds and left them there for a
solution, and in most miraculous
ways they were solved.1>

Germany
John Eichenauer wrote from Stuttgart in December, 1945, "Now that
the German Baha'is can correspond
with one another, regardless of the
zone in which they live, plans are
being made to re-establish the National Spiritual Assembly. Several
pamphlets have been published and
a radio program has been submitted
to 'Radio Stuttgart.'
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Public Meetings; Youth Activities:
"Public meetings in the Wurttemberg area were inaugurated on the
first of December by an address,
'And the Light came out of the Darkness' by Dr. Koller-Jiiger of the Stuttgart Assembly, to over 200 people
it' the Leherbildungsanstalt in Esshngen. Youth activities are blossoming in several cities."
How to send relief to German
Bahd.'is: "The needs of the German
Baha'i community are for food to get
through the winter. Potatoes are filling, but every day they get monotonous, and I don't.._ know how long
they will last. Anyone who wishes
may send food packages to me for
the friends. Sugar, coffee, tea,
raisins. nuts, preserved meats, soup
mixes, candy, vitamins and mineral
tablets and any other concentrated
foods you can spare will do wonders
here. Cigarettes and tobacco can be
inc1uded ... Few smoke; they usually
use cigarettes to get their homes
repaired, have wood delivered or to
barter for food. Old clothes would,
0('1 doubt, come in very handy.
"Yours truly expects to be here
until next April or May. Address
John C. Eichenauer, ASN 39857799,
Tec 4, Det E-llst Mil Govt Bn (Sep)
APO 758, c/o Postmaster NYNY."
"Most of the Baha'is in the American zone live in Stuttgart (60) and
ESBlingen (30); there are about 20 in'
the Heidelberg-Neckargemiind area
and another 2(} in the Frankfurt area.
Any thing intended for the Stuttgart
and Esslingen Baha'is could be sent
to me, and for those farther north,
send to Sergeant Bruce Davison,
AFN Frankfurt APO 757 , c/o Postmaster, NY, NY.
"Bruce also expects to be here another six months.
"Please don't postpone anything
you wish to do for these faithful
servants of Baha'u'll3h."

Lidia Zamenhof
News reaching us from two separate and reliable sources seems to
confirm the sad truth that Lidia
Zamenhof died in Poland in August.
1944. More details will appear next
month.

'Iraq
The Centenary celebrations were
held in the Haziratu'I-Quds at Baglldad. On the ·fr;'nt walls of the guest
house confronting visitors and call-

ers were the twelve basic Baha'i
principles written on large sheets of
white linen in very large characters. Inside walls were decorated
,"rith the choicest of Persian rugs. The
ce1ebration of the lOOth anniversary

Mme. Dra,jl:a Hit: with Martha Root
in BeJIP'ad 9 Jugoslavia.

of the Declaration of the Bab on
May 22 was for Baha'is only and
included readings from the Qur'an,
the Old and New Testaments and
Nabil's account of the Declaration
of the Bab. A selection from the
Qayyumu'l-Asma,' which the Bab revealed on that sacred night 100 years
before, was read at the exact hour
of His Declaration.
After this program delegates and
other Baha'is were guests of a banquet provided through the generosity of Shoghi Effendi. Representatives from 15 Baha'i centers in
Iraq were present.
Meetings on May 23, 24, 25 and
27 were attended by both Baha'is
and invited guests. Among them
were people of rank, state officials,
business men, journalists and men
of letters, about 44 in number. Subj eels of some of the addresses were:
I'The Birth of a New World Order/'
uThe Future Life of Mankind," "The
Baha'i Faith Establishes the Oneness of Mankind, " "The Way to
Peace," "New Spiritual Resurrection" and "Divine Remedy for llis
of Mankind."
As at all the Centenary celebrations, congratulatory telegrams were
sent to the Guardian and to aU the
National Baha'i Assemblies of the
world as well as to neighboring local assemblies, The beautiful replies received were a source of great
joy and happiness to the friends and
strengthened the ties of love and
bonds of unity.

Brief Notes
Mme. E. Schmitt, 40 Rue Mon
Desert, Nancy, France. is a Baha'i,

and an ardent Esperantist. She would
like to hear from the Bahii'i •.
Mme. Draga Hie, a devoted and
able worker for the Cause in Belgrade, Jugoslavia, died July 23, 1942,
after a painful illness. War conditions such as insufficient food and
poor nursing contributed to her illness and death.
Johanne Sorenson, a Baha'iinDenmark, married during the war and
is now Johanne Hoeg. She has made
some translations of Baha'i books
into Danish. Her addess is: Johanne
Hoeg t Jerslev, Jylland, Denmark.
Mrs. Palmgren and Miss Zetterlund are Baha' is in' Sweden. Mrs.
Palmgren has done some translatirut
of Baha'i writings.
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"Be Filled with Love"
You must manifest complete love
and affection toward all mankind.
Do not exalt youselves above others
but consider all as your equals, recognizing them as the servants of
the one God. Know that God is compassionate toward all; therefore love
all from the depths of your hearts,
prefer all religionists qefore yourselves, be filled with love for every
race and be kind toward the people
of a II nationalities. Never speak dis·
paragingly of others, but praise without distinction. Pollute not your
tongues by speaking evil of another.
Recognize your enemies as friends
and consider those who wish you
evil as the wishers of good. You
must not see evil i's evil and then
compromise- with :"'l!ur opinion, for
to treat in a 3mooth; 'kindly way one
whom you consider evil or an enemy

is hypocrisy and this is not worthy
or allowable. You must consider your
enemies as your friends, look upon
your evil-wishers as well-wishers
and treat them accordingly. Act in
such a way that your heart may be
free from hatred. Let not your heart
be offended with anyone. If someone commits an error and wrong
toward you, you must instantly
forgive him. Do not complain
of others. Refrain from reprimand~
ing them and if you wisb to give admonition or advice, let it be offered
in such a way that it will not burden
the bearer. Turn all your thoughts
toward bringing joy to hearts. Beware! Beware! lest ye offend any
heart. Assist the world of humanity
as much as possible. Be a source of
consolation to every sad one, assist
every weak one, be helpful to every

•,Messages from the Guardian
"sP.ec~. Imm.ecllate Appeal"

~rjoyed,
profoundly thankful
lor the munificent donation made by
the American Baha'I Communiy for
international relief. I urge the establishment' o( communication. With
the German believers and careful
<:OllSUltation with their representalives, to collaborate in the publication and expansion of much-needed
German Baha'i literature. Delighted
at news of consolidation of activities
in Central America, the progress of
the public campaigns and the devel<>pment of Youth activities. I advise
that you address a $pecial and immediate appeal to the American believers to insure a large representative attendance at the approaching
Convention owing to momentous historic decisions to be disclosed to
assembled representatives of the increasingly blessed, spiritually maturing American Baha'i community.
(signed) SBllGHI
Cablegram -received Feb",a.ru 25. 1946

The lollowing passages are from

"The writings of Hussein sbould be
indigent onet care for every sick:
one, be the cause of glorification to
every lowly one, and shelter those
who are overshadowed by fear.
In brief, let each one of you be as
a lamp shining forth with the light
of the virtues of the world of humanity. Be trustwortby, sincere, affectionate and replete with chastity.
Be illumined, be spiritual, be divine,
be glorious, be qulckened of God, be
a Baha ~i.
This is

-<.A8D1T'L-BAHA.

pDTtUm '" one '" 'Abclu'!
Baha~s fare'WeU addreSBes to Bahd.'f·. if&
New York. given. December 2, 1912.
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considered in the same category
as those of Ruhi; the friends are not
forbidden to read them." (This refeu t(, the articles and pamphleta
af>pToved by the Reviewing Committee for the Warld OrdeT Mag ....
zine Editorial Committee and pub-.
lished some yea,. s a go).

the Guardian's letter of December
21, 1945, adressed to the National
Spiritual Assembly, and written
SIatJu of Pioneer
through his secretary:. With the Guardian's consent is pub"He was very pleased to see the lished this excerpt from his letter
~cellent publicity the Cause rewritten to Mr. and Mrs; Hilbert Dahl
cei ved in The Chicago Sunday Tri· on March 24, 1945:bune, and hopes that more will be
The pioneer, as soon as an adminforthcoming, of a similar nature, istrative body has been established,
all over the country.. In this con- ceases to have any unique status in
nection, he sees no objection to us- the community. But, of course, the
ing the advice and services of non· service he has rendered remains
Baha'i experts, or agencies, as long very great, and he should continue
as the purity of the Teachings and to do his utmost for the Cause in'
the dignity of the Faith are main- conjunction with the Assembly and
tained."
the other believers.
--------------------------------

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Friends:
It was our joyous privilege only
a few months ago to acclaim the
termination of the state of war
throughout the world, with all its
blessed promise of an opportunity
given humanity to heed the dire lessons of conflict and rebuild civiliza-

tion on the foundation of the oneness
of mankind.
Despite the definite and impressi ve efforts made by the nations to
attain peace all the followers of
Baha 'u'll;\.h realize more clearly
than ever before how far the world
still moves from the orbit of unity
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and justice revealed by His Word.
We are in a time of transition,
neither peace nor war, when many
powerful interests manifest the
scope of the problems still to be
solved in the realms of politics,
economics, • race relations,
and
religion.
The condition of uncertainty and
lack of direction cries out to us as
Baha'is to attain and show forth
from our inmost souls, and i1' our
individual actions, and in our mutual relations, and in our community development, and in our public
Baha'i activities, the qualities and
virtues, the wisdom and integrity,
the steadfastness and the univer-

sality, which the Bab suffered
martyrdom to create in mankind.
Baha'u'llilh endured continuous oppression to ordain as the Law of
human existence, and 'Abdu 'I· Baha
traveled from city to city to exemplify and proclaim.

While, on the one hand. a bewildered multitude implores the gift of
assurance which only the Faith of
Bahi'u'llab cal" offer, on the other
hand the organizations of disunity
and division, superstition and error, ambition and exploitation multiply their efforts to crush or beguile a world not yet conscious of
the illimitable power which God
has in this Day invested in a united
mankind.
Our highest privilege as believers
in the unity of ·God, our s·upreme
duty as members of the' new world:
order of Baha'u'llilh, is simple, clear
and inescapable for every single
Baha'i. First, a true Baha'i is one
who attains full understanding of
the fundamentals of the Faith.
Second, a true Baha'i will realize his
responsibility to maintaln within
himself the capacity for consultation and wiifed a ction with his
fellow-believers.
Therefore the National Spiritual
Assembly issues this appeal to the
entire American Baha'i community
- believers, Assemblies and committees - to . strive to attain the
very reality of spiritual understanding and the highest degree of union
in all· B8ha 'i consolation and action.
Our sense of limitation is no excuse, since Baha'u'llah has revealed
the blessed truth that faith is an
association with a spiritual power
able to transcend all limitations of
men. Let us grasp anew the great
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Tea ching that virtue is the life of
doctrine. and the inner acceptance
of human oneness is worth more
than the volumes dealing with the
outer mechanisms of peace.
In whatever village or city the
spirit of Baha'u'lIilh takes possession of the hearts, there will un.
fold great and mighty expressions
of Baha'i victory. This is a decisive hour for humanity. It is a
decisive hour for each and every
BaM'i.
Now with reference to the matter
of international B aha' i relief, about
which so many ardent letters have
come to the National Assemby. All
aspects of this vital subject were
discussed at the February meeting,
and the following facts emerged
which are recorded for the informa
tion of the friends throughout the
United States and Canada.
1. A cash donation has been transmitted from the National Fund for
relief of the Baha'is of Burma in
response .to the Guardian's appeal.
2. The Guardian has established
an international Baha'i trustee in
Tihran to receive and handle (under
his direction) the' cash donations intended for reha bilita tion of the dissolved Baha'i institutions and for
relief of distress.
3. The Guardian has called upon
the American Baha'i community to
provide Baha'i literature where
conditions. have made· It "impossible,
as in Germany, for the believers to
maintain publishing activity.
4. Appeals have been received for
contributions of food and clothing
needed by the Baha'is of Germany in
letters written by ;rohn Eichenauer
and Bruce Davison. Commtmication
at present can not be maintained
with the native German Baha'is,
but eleven.pound sbipments can be
made for them to the American
Baha'is in the Army of Occupation,
if a' letter of request (See Emenda·
tion, P. 3) can be shown to the local
postmaster.
5. Appeals have been received
likewise from the Philippine Baha'is
for various relief supplies, and a re·
port on conditions there has been
received from Alvin Blum. Eleven·
pound shipments can be mailed direct to the Philippine BaHa'is once a
week by each individual sender (or
group or Assembly if collective action is taken).
6. The National Assembly has no
a

record of any American Bah.i'i in
Austria at present. First class mail
can be addressed to nativ·es of Austria, limited to two ouqces. Food
shipments can be made to Austria
via Denmark.
6. The American Baha'i community is requested until further notice

to send food, clothing and other needed supplies for relief to German
Baha'is through the American believers now in Germany, and direct
to the Baha'is of the Philippines, in
accordance with the existing govern.
ment regulations. (See Emendation,
P.3.)

7. Contributions sent to the Na·
tional Fund in cash for international
Baha'i relief
be devoted to publications of Baha'i literature and as
donations transmitted by the Na:

will
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BahG'i Nean b published by
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Baha',1 of the United Sliltel and
Cuuula •• the 08iei" DewHetIer of
the Baha'i eGDlDlunlty. The .:first Isme
appeared Ia December, 19Z4.
On April 10, ~'2S, the C... _
wrolel "The N~ Letter widell you
10..11 lately lailliated lalJillo • very
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botIo local and fore/p, Ia .._latlnC
in......... in """""'tiDe eriI lallaonoeo,
IlIld ill apholdln& and ..,.......lal
....e iD8titu~DI of the Cause."
The contentl Includes DUlteriaI 11Ip.
plied by the National Spiritual AoaeDIhl,..., som •• the C. .rdiaR'. :met".es., the Auembly'. Ietten ami _
pneral IIlalemente and reports; ('..ommittee plans wbicla he" beea appro ....ed and authorized; Co:nunitaee
news repGlU of adl....itletl; IUUIIIaI Noportl!!l from local .A.embUeIi; ne1R
:iteml from loeaI Auemhlles, aeti"ltia
in regional areas II. reported hy or
through the National Teat"hln. Com..
. mittee; adi.viliea in Central and Soath
America •• reported bT the 10..""
Ameriea Commillee; Dewl frqm other
lands gathered from the bulletla. of
the various Natrona! Assemblies; •
~ord of new enroIl:menta and trail'"
fen; a rttonl of deaths;. photop-apu
of general Baha'i intereit..
Balafi Newa II edited for the Na..
tlonal Spiritual Aasemb1:r by hi Baha"i
News Committee: Horace HoUey, Garreb

Bu.ISeY, Eleanor S. Hutchens. Ma-

bel .B.. Paine. Addre88: Baha'i News
Committee, e/o Miss Garreta Busey,
503 Well Elm. Street, Urbana, nlinols.
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international

Baha'i trustee in 'fihrim.
8. About $2,500 has already been
dispatched to the trustee, and $1,500
has been appropriated for publica.
tion of German translations made by
our Translations Committee. The
printing will either be done here or
in Switzerland, wherever the produc~
tion of books and their shipment into
Germany can be more satisfactorily
arranged at this time.
9. The Guardian is informed of
these facts and actions and his fur.
ther advice is awaited in a situation
subj ect to change and development.
The friends will be advised whenever new plans and arrangements
are made. Meanwhile we have op~
portunity to do something to relieve our fellow-BaM'!s of other
lands.
FaithjuUy and devotedly,
NATIONAL SPnuTuAL Assl:Mm.y
Address for the Philippines - Sr.
Felix Maddela, Solana, Nueva Vizcaya, P. I.
Sr. Perfecto Tabora, Cosmopolitan
College (opposite main American
Red Cross) Manila, P. I.

EMENDATION
Since this letter was printed a
cable has been received from John
Eichenauer asking the Americ an
friends NOT to send any more packages to him or to Bruce Davison at
this time.

Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts: Glory, April
9; Beauty, April 28.
Period of Fast: Nineteen Days
begining ~arch 2.
Anniversaries: Naw-Ruz, March
21; Ric:J.van, April 21 May 2.
Observance of the first of Ric:J.van,
April 21, to be about 3:00 P. M.
N alional Convention: April 26, 27,
28, and 29, 1946.

Enrollments
Chicago, 5.
Fort Wayne, 1.
Berkeley, 1.
Washington, D. C., l.

San Francisco, 1.
Burlingame, 2.
Winnipeg, 1.
New York, 3.
Milwaukee, one youth.
Enrollments reported by Regional
Committees in J anuary-·7 and 1
youth.

Convention Notice
Delegates and individual believers wishing to attend the
Convention this year are advised that the matter of ac·
commodations, . both in hotels
and ~rivate homes, has become a most difficult problem.
No believer should arrive without a definite reservation in ad·
vance made either by himself
or for him by the Convention
Housing Committee.
Those who .need the help of
the Housing Committee should
apply as soon as possible to
Mrs. Carl Hannen, Chairman,
921-13th Street, Wilmette, Dlinois.
The Convention dates are:
April 26-29, inclusive.

Directory
Local Assemblies
St. Paul, Minnesoh Miss Dahela
Abas. Corresponding' Secretary,
235
Fuller Avenue, St. Paul 3.
Richmond Highlands-Mrs. C. B. Rainboth. Secretary. 5321 Roosevelt Way,
Seattle 5, Wash.
Tacoma-Mrs. Helen M. Ames, Secretary, 5940 South Sheridan, Tacoma.
Wash.

3
Committees
News Service-Mr. Laurence Lallocque
unable to serve.
Public Relations-Mr. William C. Hen.
ning added to membership.
Child Education-Mr. Edvard Lindstrom unable to serve.
Contacts-Mr. and Mrs. Don Corbin
added to membership.
Library-Mr. Duncan McAlear added
to membership.
National Teaching-Mrs. Amelia Bowman added to membership.
Regional Teaching-Arizona, California
and Nevada-Mr. Hascle Cornbleth. un.
able to serve. New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Dela ware--Mr. Allak K. Kalantar
added to membership. Illinois. Iowa.
Michigan and Wisconsin-Mrs. W. N.
Foster lUlable to serve.
Questionnaires-Mrs. Ward CalhooD
added to memb~rship.

In Memoriam
Dea.th pToffereth unto eve'1l confident
believer the cup that is life indeed. It
bestoweth. ;oy a.nd is the bea.rer of gladness. It conferreth the gift of etteri4.sting
life .-BAHA ~tr'LLAH.

Miss Marion Kappes
Glenview,
Illinois.
Mrs. Blanche Thatcher, WinstonSalem, North Carolina
Mrs. David Elizabeth Bateman,
Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Mr. Peter Martinique. Ferrysburg,
Michigan.
~rs. Elizabeth Hayes. ~uskegon
Heights, Michigan.
z

National Committees
Inte....American News
Completion of Teaching Tours
The itineraries of Mr. and Mrs.
Erneric Sala and of Mr. Charles
Mason Remey in Latin America are
nearing completion. The Salas were
due in Havana, their . last stop, on
February 20th, having visited most
of the Baha'i Centers in both Central
and South America in a teur lasting
three months.
Mr. Remey is attempting to visit
all cities in South America where
Baha'is reside. In traveling from
Buenos Aires to Punta Arenas, Magalannes, a hazardous journey was
completed by bus and cart as no
other transportation was available.
Mr. Remey was particularly impressed with the key people who
are being attracted to the Cause in
Punta Arenas. He was last heard
from in Santiago, Chili, on his return
trip by air.
While political conditions in some
countries have prevented the holding
of large public meetings during the
visits of these itinerant teachers,

reactions indicated in reports received from all centers visited have
been very gratifying. The InterAmerica Committee is deeply appreciative of the efforts of these
teachers, who themsp.lves have been
greatly impressed and have written
glowingly of the work of the North
American Pioneers.
Int·er-America Baha'i Congress
While a detailed report has not
been received to date of the Teach.
ing Conference in Panama City, we
have learned that seven Republics
were represented by native believ.
ers, namely, Cuba, Venezuela, Chili,
Honduras, EI Salvador. Nicaragua
and Panama. Six North American
pioneers attended, including those
from Columbia and Costa Rica,
which made nine countries represented in all. This first Inter.
America Congress surpassed everyone's expectations, especially in the
number of native bel i eve r s
attending.
Mrs. Amelia Collins represented
the National Spiritual Assembly and
the Inter-America Committee at the
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Congress. She is stopping over on
her return trip in San Salvador,
Guatamala City, and Mexico City.
News of Pioneers

Eliza beth Cheney reports that the
number of native believers in Managua has reached nineteen. A
Spiritual Assembly in Nicaragua is,

Caracas for some time. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Baker will be present at the
marriage in Caracas.

Public Relations
1. Projects

The Public Relations Cotnmittee
reports the following proj ects in
therefore. assured this year. En which the A'ssemblies, Regional Com.
route to the Panama Congress mittees and also individual believers
and, following this, to her new post are offered heJplul material for pubin Bogata, Columbia, Miss Cheney licity and contact work.
visited our new pioneer, Evelyn Lar1. Cardsize reprints. This is a se~
son, who has recently laca ted in San
des of ten different Baha'i texts
Jose, Costa Rica. An enthusiastic
printed on postcard size bristol for
report of the progress being made
use by individual believers as post·
there was given.
cards, enclosures with letters, etc.
Mr. and Mn. Edward Bode have 25 sets (250 cards) have been sent to
arrived in Rio de Janeiro as Baha'i Assemblies and Regional Commitsettlers. There are now six believers tees. The cards may be obtained
in Rio, and prospects are good for from the Publishing Committee at
the formation of an Assembly in the rate of 100 sets (1,000 cards) for
April. Mrs. Harold V. Armstrong $3.10. The purpose of these cards is
and Virginia Orbison are actively· primarily to stimulate more teachengaged there in the transl.l;ltion and ing by individual believers in their
publication of Baha'i literature in daily contacts:
Portuguese. News from Sao Paulo,
2. Chicago Sunday Tribune reprint_
Brazil, indicates that excellent con- With the kind cooperation of the Pubtacts are being made by Gertrude lishing Committee, the Public RelaEisenberg, who has been teaching tions Committee has been trying
there for several months.
since June, 1945 to place an order
Dr. Malcolm King has arrived at for 50,000 reprints of the full page
his new post in Portwau·Prince, HaitL colored illustration of the Temple
A study class. public meetings, and and the excellent article about the
assistance with work .on French lit· Faith which appeared in the Chicago
erature are keeping him very busy. Sunday Tribune of June 17. The
Mrs. Shirley Ward is leaving in editor has kindly placed the color
early March for Buenos Aires. Her plates and the original photos at our
experience in radio and assistance disposal for this purpose. We are
with Spanish publications will make finally able to advise the friends that
her services there very valuable.
the reprints are now available.
Flora Hottes has accepted a posi- Copies are being given to Assemblies
tion teaching English in Montevideo. and Regional Committees; the ComThe Baha'i community is grOwing, mittee is mailing out a number to
and she hopes to remain there in· the National Baha'i list of influential
definitely. Wilfred Barton has recent- persons and orgarnza tions, and the
ly returned from Uruguay. He is National Assembly has allocated
visiting his mother in Chicago.
quantities to other National CommitGwenne Sholtis is very happy with tees. The remainder of the edition is
her Baha'i work in La Paz. Three turned over to the Publishing Comnew membership cards have come mittee for sale at the price of twenty
from there recently. She, also, is copies for $1.00.
teaching English classes.
3. Portlolio. The Committee has
Ecuador and the three Central issued a bound pamphlet containing
American Republics of Honduras, a presentation of the Faith in its reGuatemala, and Nicaragua are at lation to the world crisis, for use in
present without pioneer teachers. making special contacts such as with
The most youthful Spiritual Assem· newspaper editors; educators, friendbly seems to be very well established ly clergy and other persons and or·
and vigorous. however.
ganizations active along lines symOne of our pioneers, Louise Baker pathetic to the Baha'i ideals. 1,000
of Caracas, will be married on Feb· copies are being mailed out direct.
mary 26th to Mr. William Waterman 2,000 copies are turned over to the
of Philadelphia. Mr. Waterman is Publishing Committee for sale at the
employed as an oil geologklt in rate of SOc per copy, including a
Venezuela. Their home will be in mailing envelop.

4. Press reieases. Two releases have
already been sent out to papers in
t?wns of more than 100.000 populallon, and also to local Assemblies and
Regional Committees-on the atomic
bomb and on industrial justice. Two
more will be issued shortly, one on
the Guardian's plan for international
Baha'.i relief, the other on Persia as.
the country of origin of the Faith_
Copies of all releases issued by this
Committee will be sent. on request
where groups, traveling teachers and
others can use them.
5. Official Navy photo of Temple.
The Naval Air Station at Glenview
has given us two aerial views of the
Temple with permission to reproduce. Copies of one of these have
been sent to papers which have a
Sunday rotogravure section. Plans
are in discussion for using this same
picture in a larger number of pa.
pers, and a later announcement will
be made.
2. Features
The Committee wishes to give special emphasis to the outstanding
work done by some of the local
Assemblies in getting publicity on
the release on the subject of industrial
justice. We refer particularly to the
action of the Flint Assembly in placing the release in the Flint Journal
of January 23 as a paid ad vertisement, with an offer to send further
information on request. As this re·
lease gives the Master's statement
on the subject, the Flint Assembly
has found a way to bring the Baha'i
teachings on strikes and wages and
government responsibility to the public in the very heart of the troubled
motor industry. From South Bend,
also t we have a clipping in which the
same release is presented under the
large heading: Baha'i Peace Plan-Labor and Capital.
The following references to the
Faith in pUblications outside the
Cause have been brought to our at
tention through the kindness of a
number of Baha'is, and we list them
here for the informa tion of all
believers.
The Navy aerial picture was used
as front cover illustration on the
magazine published by the Navy Air
Station of Glenview on January 15,
1946.
Temple illustrations and Baha'i literature have been given to the editor
of National Architect at his request,
for a feature article on the Cause.
A notice of Temple meetings and
guiding has been placed in a bulletin
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called the Welcomer which a special
organization sends to every family
who moves to Wilmette, Evanston,
Highland Park, Winnetka, Glencoe
and Kenilworth. This bulletin is issued annually t and contains data and
information useful to new residents
in the area.
A passage from words of the
Guardian was quoted in Motive of
May, 1945, the magazine of the Methodist Student Movement.
Temple pictures have been given
to Conoco Travel Bureau, Conti~
nental Oil Co., for reproduction in
their bulletin for tourists.
A misleading statement about the
Cause was published in Bergen
County PanoTama~ and the correCtion of this has been taken up with
the civil authorities who sponsored
the pUblication.
My Home Town, the Souvenir of
Chicago issued for Service Men and
Women, carries an illustration of the
Temple as central feature of its page
of illustrations of churches.
The book entitled Days With Walt
Whitman, by Edward Carpenter,
contains a reference to the Cause.
There are also Baha'i references in
Sunday After the War, by Henry Miller, published by New Directions and
in Persian Gulf Command, by Joel
Sayre, Random House.
Mr. Joseph Kuperberg, Bahil.'l of
New York, had an article entitled
~ INew Religion Builds Health" in
Let's Live magazine of AprH, 1945.
3. Policy
The a im of the Public Rela lions
Committee is first, to watch out for
important public opinions, events
and trends which affect the Baha'i
Faith either favorably or unfavorably, and take such action with the
approval of the N. S. A. as seems
best adapted (with the means available) to make the particular situa·
tion an occasion' for promoting the
"BahB. 'i teachings; second, to issue
material which will aid the friends
in developing their community, committee or personal contacts with non·
"Baha'i organizations and leaders;
third, to develop as rapidly as possible a group of nationally prom.inent
persons who are acquainted with the
basic Baha'i teachings and favorably
disposed toward the Faith; and
fourth, to provide press releases
dealing editorially with Baha'i teachings related to important current
events-as for example, the release
on industrial justice.
The Committee itselE is nothing
more than an agency of the National

Official Navy Photograph
Aerial Photograpb of Baha'i House of Worshi'p.
Taken by Navy Photograylier of the Na.val Air Station,. Glen~ew. lIlInofs.

Spiritual Assembly and the servant
North American Teaching
of the believers. It wishes to be useful, but under no conditions to invade
Effects of the N alional Campaign
the area of work, assigned to other
The success of the National CamCommittees or any other Baha Pi institution. The friends need tools with paign meetings continues to be a
which to serve the Cause under the . great stimulus to the teaching efforts
highly involved and changing condi- that are being ca rried forward to
tions of this era. The credit for using follow ..up the interest aroused in
the tools belongs to those devoted those areas. Encouraging and surand valiant souls who stand on the prising results are reported, the
battle line between faith and unfaith, most recent from Mr. Harlan Ober
filled with the spirit of teaching.
of Beverly, Mass., who visited TorWe welcome advice, suggestions, onto late in January on a circuit
names and addresses of prominent planned to provide regular teaching
persons who should be added to the help to the Assemblies and groups
National mailing 'list which reecives .in that region. Mr. Ober reports
Baha'i material from time to time.
that "the great activity and unity
HORACE HOLLEY J Chairman
generated in getting the big meeting
GIDRCE O. LATIMER
is producing wonderful results on the
ALLEN B. McDANIEL
friends. They have a new confiWM. C. HENNING
dence, and the tremendous effort
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they made has been invigorating to and in Helena two public fireside
meetings were planned. The Spokane
During Mr, Obert s visit in TOT- Assembly reports a public meeting
onto two public meeting were held attended by 32, which was adverwhich ufilled the Center to capacity" tised by press and radio, an evening
and we tmder stand that talks were fireside meeting, afternoon meetings
also given before a luncheon group, and a luncheon meeting arranged for
a dinner group at the University Mrs. Thompson's visit.
Club, and a life insurance salesDuring the Christmas holiday pe·
men group arranged by Mr. John riod Dr. Edris Rice-Wray covered·a
Robarts. Mr. Ober reports that one circuit in New Jersey and reports
of the salesmen "later joined several that Hfour talks were arranged by
others who are near to declaring the Regional Committee . . . at the
themselves, when I talked about the Robert Treat Hotel in NewaTk; at
Will and Testament. Two have asked the Center in West Englewood} and
to join since that meeting. Just though it was New Year's Eve (they
outside the city in Forest Hill VH- had 25 to 30 out); and third at the
lage at the Robarts' home, two Kelsey home 'in West Englewood.
groups of people came in to a Sun- They had 35 to 4O-a fine group.
day morning meeting, and in Scar- The final one was at Maud Gaud·
boro nearby. an afternoon meeting reaux's studio in Ridgewood." Miss
at the home of Miss Doris Richard- Arline Lindenstruth of Duiuth and
son drew an audience of a bout 25. Mr. Hushang Javid of Chicago ac·
Meetings were also arranged for Mr. companied Dr. Rice-Wray on this
Ober in Hamilton, Ottawa, and in trip and she writes-: uThey spoke on
Montreal.
every program . . . preceded me
Mr. Carl Scheffler of Evanston, with 1S-minute talks and everyone
minois, on his return from the recent seemed to like it ... It gave variety,
New OTleans meeting of the National presented youth enthusiastic enough
Campaign, stopped over in Jackson, to speak for their Faith. and gave
Miss., where he spoke on "Education them experience. . . u
for World Peace" to a group which
Regional Meeting at Harrisburg
included ten non-Baha'is. " .. Several
The Regional Committee met at
strangers were attracted by the
Harrisburg, Penna., in January "as
newspaper notice. They were quite
a halfway point for all the members
taken by the Message and remained
to get together. I I Mr. Stuart Sims
to talk with the believers until quite
late," Mr. Scheffler reports, and broadcast in the morning and spoke
at the public meeting held that eveadds that he "met a number of men
inng, and Miss Florence Weaver gave
who are State officials, the day folthe point of view of the youth and
lowing the lecture, at the State
Capitol/' In Me,mphis, Tenn., Mr. how the Faith affected their lives.
ScheIDer reports an audience of There were 20 present. °Five new
seekers were really interested...• "
"very refined people who listened
very attentively and expressed ap- writes Mrs. Ethel Crane, the secretary, "and the RTC was very happy
precia tion. "
over the results."
The New England RTC planned a
In California the RTC has worked
teaching Conference in Portsmouth, with the Huntingion PaTk group in
N. H. to follow up the interest an effort to re-establish this Assemcreated through the big meeting bly. Regular teaching help has been
held in that region. Besides the aft· provided each month. In December
ernoon conference with the believ~ Mrs. Virginia Foster spoke to an
ers, there was a radio broadcast by audience of 127 on "The Door of
Mr. Ober, and a public meeting that Hope for Today" and Mrs. Charles
night at which Mr. William Towart, Witt spoke in January on "The Way
a pioneer settler of Providence, to Peace and Freedom" to be folRhode Island, gave a very good talk lowed in February with a talk by
on "The Price of World Peace is Mr. Joel Marangella on H Youth and
World Religion."
the Rising World CommWlity." Mrs.
Foster also spoke at a fireside meetCircuit Speakers
A circuit through two Western ing in Fresno at the home of Mrs.
States was arranged to provide for Delia Brandin on "The Soul of
America."
the teaching help of Mrs. Ethel
Canada
Thompson, of Boise, Idaho. Four
From ChaTlottetown, P.E.I., Mrs.
public lectures were given in Butte,
them~H

U

Ruth Moffett reports that the fifth
"Seminar" closed February lOth
with a group of fifteen new people
definitely attracted and three new
members confirmed, - Mrs. Daisy
Lyle, and Mrs. Hilda Johnston of
Charlottetown and Mr. Leo Lagarde,
a serviceman there temporarily.
This is the culmination of a tea ching
effort which began in October and
has been going forward since with
~ ~81 lectures at the Queen Hotel,
89 classes, 32 teas and parties and
14 radio broadcasts. The first permanent Fireside Class has now been
formed." On February 16th Mrs.
Moffett began two weeks of intensive teaching work in Moncton, N.B.,
and she states that "they have ar·
ranged three lectures every day,
some service club addresses' and
broadcasts. With Annie Romer to inspire them they have been working
like beavers in preparation.•. I t

Need for Reinforcements
Regional BuIIetins indicate the
need for reinforcement in seven different localities, so we again wish
to urge those who are free to _do
pioneer settlement work to contact
the Committee immediately.
The task given us by the Guardian
continues to be that of the preservation of the status of the present assemblies;
the multiplication of
groups; their steady and progressive
conversion into full fledged assem·
bUes; as well as "the proclamationJ.r
of the Faith by "bold, concerted
meas'UTes. u
-NATIONAL TEAcHING CoMMITrIZ

Publicity for Public Campaign
This committee in co·operating
with the Public Campaign program
prepared six publicity releases, a
total of sixteen copies, and nine advertisements for the three Atlantii
daily newspapers in publicizing the
January 13th Atlanta meeting. Attendance at the New Orleans Public
Meeting of January 28th was aided
by the use of sixteen releases and
eight advertisements prepared for
that city's three newspapers. Of
the thirty-four releases for the
Los Angeles Public Meeting of February 8th, because of the importance
of the suburban area adjacent to
the city, all but sixteen of the news
items were released to the suburban
and racial newspapers. The advertising, as well. made up of twenty·
one insertions, was concentrated in
the four d a i I y newspapers of
Los Angeles but space was also
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used in nine suburban and racial
newspapers.
Schedules have been completed
for the publicity and advertising of
the Denver Public l\rleeting, which is
set for March 8th, and plans are in
the work for the New York City,
Portland, Detroit and Chicago meetings, which follow in thE'" order given.
NEWS SERVICE CoMMIT'I'EE

New Orleans Public Meeting
The weeks of advance work in connection with these meetings, which
covered contacts with colleges, civic
organizations, and groups working
for better race relations were very
fruitful. The press was most coopera ti ve and through its help the
Faith was publicized the week before the meetings. For the first time
the people of this city became aware
of the Teachings.
The first meeting was held J anu'
ary 27th at the Y.W.C.A. and was
inter-racial. Both races were wen
represented. This group was made
up of members of the New Orleans
Race Relation Committee, the interracial Youth College group, the Urban League, and others, reached
through notices in all papers in the
city, white as well as colored. The
outstanding contribution made by
these outside groups was a talk
given by the secretary of the Youth
College group. These young people
reflect- the Baha'I spirit in ignoring
all barriers of race, class, and creed.
They have invited some of our Baha'i
young people to join them in their
work. This is most encouraging and
may become a nucleus for a rea]
Bahit'i youth group in the city. Many
cards were signed indicating a desire to know more about the Teachings_ A follow-up meeting was arranged to be held at the Baha'i Center February 7th.
The second meeting, at the St.
Charles Hotel, January 28th, was a
great success, both in numbers and
in the type of people attracted.
Deep interest was shown, and inquirers remained for one hour after
the meeting.
Mr. Carl Scheffler gave very fine
talks .at both meetings. His approach from the standpoint of education was interesting and appealed to
the logic of those who heard him.
His spiritual conclusion made a deep
impression. M:r. Marangella was an
excellent chairman.
The next Sunday the Center was
crowded. Literally every chair was
taken. The Center is small, but we

New OrJeaDs Public Meeting, January 28, 1946., al St. Charlet! Hotel ..
Mr.. Carl Sehe1fler, apeaker. Mr. Philip Maraqella, ehalrnum ..

feel that, as a result of these meetiings, a larger one will. soon be
necessary.
A follow-up public meeting is
booked for February 13th at the St.
Charles Hotel. Mr. Philip Marangella
will be the speaker.
MARroN M. Lrrn.E, Chairman
New Orleans PubHc Meeting Committee

The Los Angeles Public
Meeting
The remarkably unified action of
all the Baha'Is in the southern area
stirred 800 people to attend the N ational Public Meeting of February
8th at 8 P.M_ in the Elks Temple of
Los Angeles. Many of the shut-ins
assisted with prayer. One group of
19 used the same supplications, late
on the afternoon of the meeting and
into the evening. No less remarkable was the turn-out of many
Baha'is whose busy life has prevented them from being able to participate in the activities of the Cause.
The well-organized mailing di vision arranged a master list of names
with original contact records made.
Contact was made with city wide
inter·racial groups and their newspapers.
Dr. William Madsen of Pasadena
acted as chairman for the meeting.
Mrs. Marzieh Gail and Mr. William
Sears gave the addresses. Their
audience lingered
long. Baha'i
artists contributed to the music of
the evening: Mrs. Helga Nielsen of
Burbank gave a piano solo; Mrs.
Willis Brewer of Long Beach sang~
accompanied by Mrs. Ingenuus Benzer of Los Angeles; Mr. and Mrs.
Brewer later sang a duet. Approximately 19 yotmg Baha'is acted as
ushers for the evening.
The Long Beach Community was
most generous in lending the friends

an unusual display. An automatic
slide projector three by four feet in
size showed continuously in progress
colored slides of the Temple,
of Green Acre, and of Geyserville,
with printed notations. It created
great interest. There were also eight
eulargements of Temple photographs
black and white, in stunning frames.
Two maps of the hemispheres, with
white pins locating all Baha'i groups
and assemblies in the world, hung on
the wali behind the Temple model
itself. Around the model, the property of the Los Angeles Assembly,
the flower committee had arranged
fresh blossoms. The Baha'i book display had arrived from New Orleans
just in time to be· arranged at the
entry wall of the huge lecture hall.
As an aid to the follOW-Up teaching work, small folded cards were
printed and distributed in the chairs.
These listed the addresses of the
Baha'i homes in which, on three consecutive Friday evenings, fireside
groups will be held for those who
are interested. Space was given to
permit the signing of names and
addresses. The chairman of the evening allowed time between the speakers for the people to sign these
cards, and the ushers collected them.
The cards also listed a number of
questions which seekers usually ask,
questions that would be answered in
the fireside discussions. They were
compiled so as to attract people of
different backgrounds.
The city-wide advertising and pub~
licity articles, the radio. programs
presented over the Los Angeles
peace program hour two Sundays
before February 8th, and the spontaneous cooperation of the Southern
California friends in bringing inquirers ali helped to made the teaching venture a confirmed success.
'1IR(HNIA C. FOSTER

National Public Meetings Committee
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World Language
The World Language Committee
appeals to the Local Spiritual Assemblies for help in its' increasingly
important work. So vast has become
the scope of our teachlng that it has
become almost impossible for us
alone to carryon our growing
projects.
We wish to offer the following suggestions for consideration of the
Local Assemblies:
1. That each Local Spiritual Assembly devote one public meeting
this year to the subject of world
language.
2. That local World Language.
Committees be appointed, in order
to help us in the teaching work.
Will those Assemblies who appoint
. such Committees kindly send to us
the names and addresses of the com·
mittee members?
The National Spiritual Assembly
has placed at our disposal a fine
supply of literature. Last year several Assemblies made requests for
these booklets, but they were not
available at that time. We are now
ready to fill any requests, and will
be glad to help any of the Local
Spiritual Assemblies in this respect.
The most recent report from the
Local Spiritual Assembly of Miami
carries news of' interest: An Esperanto Club has asked permission to
meet at the Baha'i Center, and they
have been granted the opportunity
of meeting there every Monday eve·
Ding under the leadership' of David
Earl, a believer who is serving in
the '\lavy at Miami. He writ.p.~ ~
"Naturally I let the class know
what my Faith was and gave them
a little information about it from
time to time, distributing some of
the literature Mrs. Davis has put
out. Results: one class-member remembered seeing the exhibit at New
York World's Fair and· was. very
happy to make another contact with
the Faith, even borrowing books
from our library at the Center; two
others have been coming often sin"C e
then to our regular public meetings
and have even attended some Baha'i
study classes; and two others have
occasionally attended the public
meetings. So a total of five persons
have shown more or less interest
in the Teachings, directly because
of the Esperanto class. That alone
is a recompense for the efforts put
forth-but also, they know some
Esperanto too!
HIn June I was asked to give a

1941'

talk on Esperanto to the young peo4
pIe of the Miami Shores Community
Church. I prefaced my talk by explaining why I was interested in the
International language ideal-then
talked about forty minutes on the
subject assigned. When I finished,
the first question was 'What is your
religion about?' So I spent almost
as long answering questions on the
Faith as I had talking on Esperanto.
Further, I invited them to the Center
to a regular public meeting, and a
few weeks later eight or ten of them
came in a group to the Center to see
what a Baha'i public meeting was
like. More service to the Cause
through Esperanto!"
We earnestly repeat our appeal to
the Local Spiritual Assemblies to
help us in our great work!
WORLD LANCUAGE COMMITTEE

Selected Writings
The attention of all the believers
is again directed to the series of
three pamphlets published in 1942
with the title· of Selected Writings

of Baha·u'lWh.

Sif'~eC"ted Writings of
'Abdu't·Bahti. and Se~ected Writings of Shogni Effendi, Together,
they supply a representative compilation of the Baha'i teaching in a
most convenient form, either tor
individual study or group teaching
use. The edition printed was so
large that all three pamphlets can
be obtained from the Publishing
Committee for 25c.

Publishing Announcement
Baha'i POTtfo!io---a twelve-page pam·
phlet. eight and one·half by eleven
inches in size, with illustrations of
'Abdu'!·Baha and of the House of Worship. planned by the Public Relations
Committee for special contacts use. An
exposition of the Faith which deals with
fundamental spiritual -problems involved
in the struggle to attain peace, A mailing envelope furnished. with each copy,.
Per copy, $0.00,
A Junior's Book of Religion, by Marguerite True; issued by the Publishing
Committee for- the Child Education Com~
mittee, 12 mimeographed pages, with
cover, eight and one-half by eleven
inches in size. Part I, The Prophets. Part
II, The World of Tomorrow; Part III,
Questions and Answers, Planned for
group study or family discussion, Per
copy, $0.20.
A Commentary on the wm and Testa·
ment of 'Abdu'I·Bahd, by David Hofman.
This exposition has been approved by
the British Reviewing Committee and
published under the auspices of the National Sniritual Assembly (tof the British
Isles, The text has been reprinted in
Part IV of The Baha'i World, Vol. IX.
Pamphlet, per copy, $0,25.
Baha'i Teachings faT a World Fa.ith.
Esperanto edition. Per copy, $0.10.

Special offer-Individual believers and
Assemblies wishing to complete their
sets of volumes of The Baha'i World are
informed that copies of Volumes V and
VI can be _'supplied at the rate of $4.50
when both are ordered at once. Separ a tely the combined price is $5.50,

Wanted -

for Green Acre

WANTED for the 1946 season of Green
Acre Swnmer School (June 15 to Sep·
tember 10) a Baha'i to completely
manage the school dormitory. (A dietician will be engaged to take charge at
the kitchen and dining room.) The dormitory and adjacent cottages accommodate between 100 and 150 people.
Please give experience. references and
expected salary in first letter. Address
-Genevieve L. Coy, Chairman Green
Acre School Committee. 10 Patchin
Plac.e, New York City 11.
WANTED for the 1946 Season of
Green Acre Summer School (June 25
to September 3) experienced dietician to
take complete charge of the dining
room -and kitchen· of the school dormitory; services are to include hiring the
persormeL planning of meals and buying. Please give experience, references
and expected salary in first letter.
Address--Genevieve L. COy, Chairman
Green Acre Summer School Committee,
10 Patchin Place, New York City 11,

"World Order"
The contents of "World Order" for
March include: "The Basis of Economics," by 'Abdu'I~BaM. "The New Age,"
by Robert Reid; "Poverty Will Be Removed," by Martha L, Root; "The
Anny Does Something to a Man," btl
John H. Stroessler; "The Spiritual
SDringtime," Poem by Mary Marlowe;
"The Call to Greatness," Editorial by
William Kenneth Christian; "Ooe Nation," Book Review by Arthur Dahl:
"'TIle. Christian Heritage." Boo~ Review
by Phyllis Hall; "Faith," Poem bV
Philip Amalfi Marangella; and "Baha'i
Activity in America, 1912-1921," by Ma~
i!lm Haney.

House of Worship
PROGRAM OF PUIILIC MEETINGS
Every Sunday at 3:30 p.m.

March 3----The Coming of a Divine
Educator
Carl Scheffler
March 10--Prayer, thE:· Heart's Desire
Margot McNamer Johnson
March 17-World Safe for Humanity
Margery McCQrmick
March 31-A New Innustrial Order
H'Jrace Holle}"
April
7-God's Call to the Christians
To!tay
Albert Windust
April

U-Out of the Scriptures
Don·.thy B~kcr

April

21-World Religion
Peace
Marzieh GaB

AprH

23--Convention Program
'Announced Jater)

for

World
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Branch Libraries
The Library Committee has recom mended that the friends try to
present some basic literature to
"branch libraries H in their cities to
give sufficient' information on the
Teachings to attract readers to the
Main Public Library collections.
Bahd'u'l!.tlh and the New ETa~ which
is small (conserving library shelf
space), comprehensive and inexpensive, makes a splendid donation
for these· libraries. Since these
branch libraries have often been
overlooked by the friends, we' offer
this brief summary from our files
to encourage further donations:

C<tfl4da : We have records of
Bah';' 'i books in all large public
libraries Out no branches.
It is encouraging to report that
there is basic literature in all the
branch libraries in the following
cities:
Denver Colo_. 12 branches
Atlanta, Ga., 5 branches
Springfield. TIL. 3 branches
Gary. Ind .. 7 branches
Glendale. Cal., 3 branches
Columbus. 0.. 6 branches
Pasadena. Cal., 4 branches
Toledo, 0., 5 branches
Philadelphia, Penna.,. 36 branches
Pittsburgh, PelUla., 15 branches
New Orleans, La .. 5 branches
I

• Several cities have Baha'J books
in a number of branches and we
hope that the friends continue their
good work with a 100% rec.ord soon:
Lincoln, Neb., books in 3 01 the 8 branches
Chicago. Dl.. books in 28 branches
Baltimore. Md., books in 12 of the 25
branches
Boston, Mass.~ books in 12 of the 30
branches

We have very little information on
Baba'i books in the "branch libra·
ries" in the following cities:
Detroit, Mich. (records for 4 of the 25
branches)
New York City (records for only I)
branches)
St. Paul, Minn. (only South St. Paul
branch listed)
Cincittnati, O. (records for 2 branches)
Cleveland, O. (records for East Cleveland Heights---:-no other branches)
Los Angeles Cal. (rel::'ord of only
branch llbrary)
Miami. Fla. (records for 2 of the 8
branches)
Indianapolis. Ind. (retCord for only 1 of
the 19 brancbes)
I

We have no records of Baha'[

books in the "branch libraries" in
the following cities:
Birmingham, Ala. ((11 branches)
Buffalo, "N. Y" (no da tal
Flint, Mich. (6 branches)
Fort Wayne, Ind. (5 branches)
St. Louis, Mo. (20 branches)
Rochestel", N, Y. (12 "branches)
San Francisco, Cal. (21 branches)
Stattle, Spokane and Tacoma. Wash. (no
data)
Milwaukee. Wis. (no data)
Minneapolis, Minn. (no data)

Temple Guides
September and October, 1945
The number of visitors to the
Temple continues to be astonishing,
as also their receptiveness and the
great quantity of literature they purchase there.
In September the total was 4424
a,. compared to 2451 in Sept. in 1944.
These came from 46 states and the
District of Columbia, 4 provinces (9
cities) of Canada, Hawaii, Nether~
lands, Chile and Brazil. The numbers guided on Sundays were 894,
557, 465, 379, and 188. The total number on Sundays was 2488, week-days
1941, including Labor Day which was
792.
In October the total was 2957 as
compared with 2711 in October, 1944.
Fifty per cent came on Sundays.
They came from 41 states t the Dis·
trkt of Columbia, 12 from 3 prov·
inces of Canada, from Barbados,
Trinidad, Bra2il, England, China,
Australia, Czechoslovakia. and the
Philippines.
The following organizations visited
in a body: (June, July and August
are included because they were
omitted in the last report.)
June-13 North Shore Book Club; 25
Chicago Y_W.C.A.; 42 Boy Scouts,
Evanston, Ill.; 37 Prairie Club,
Chicago (Hikers).
July-19 Rebecca Guild from Grace
Evangelical Church, Milwaukee,
Wis.; 12 Youth Group from the Pilgrim Cong'l.· Church, Oak Park,
ill.
Aug.-25 Rogers Park Play School,
Chicago, ill., 40 Jehovah Lutheran
Church, Chicago.
Sept.-IS Girl Scout Troop, Wilmette.
ill.,; 23 Students from Evangelical
Institute, Chicago.
Oct.-30 Lions Club, Winnetka, ill;
18 As You Like It· Readers Club.
Harvey, ill.; 16 Y.W.C.A. Northwestern University.
From January 1, 1945, through
October 31, 1945. Baha'i literature in
the amount of $1,877.43 has been sold
by the guides, including 1137 copies
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of HBaha'u'llah and the New Era."
Week-day guiding will continue indefinitely owing to the fact that visitors continue to arrive in great numbE-rs, many of whom come from remote and sparsely settled. states and
foreign countries. We feel this neces~
sary, since it is doubtful if any but
a few of these would have another
opportunity to visit the Temple or
hear of the Faith. We hope that it
will be possible to so heat the Temple
that it can be open every day in the
year.
Among means of serving "the Cause
Temple Guiding is unique. None
other is so full of possibilities of
teaching with widespread effect. The
enthusiastic comments of the visit-ors and their interest is amazing.
They come here desiring to learn
and delighted with what they hear_
More fireside groups and public:
meetings are needed everywhere.
We should like all of you, no matter
where you live, who wish to be listed
a s willing to hold fireside groups,
to send your name, to the Guides
Committee. We will keep a list at
the Temple. Many visitors would be
interested in a t ten din g such
meetings.
Since we shall need many more
guides and public speakers for the
work by next summer, we invite
those who would like to spend their
vacations in Wilmette to volunteer
for this work. It will be necessary
for you to prepare yourself well and
to be approved as a ·teacher by your
Local Spiritual AssemblY or Regional
Teaching Committee. We will furnish Guides Study Courses to those
who are so approved if they will
apply for them. Some assemblies
are holding guide study classes and
supervising them. Only those who
seriously intend to do this work
should apply for Courses, as the sup.ply is limited.
The four who spent their vacations
last summer in Wilmette guiding in
the Temple found it a most thrilling
,":ark. They were Roan Orloff, BostCD 1
Massachusets; Clara Edge,
Grand Rapids, Michigan; Muriel
Barrow, Shandaken, New York; and
Mary Beasley, Detroit 1 " Michigan.
The total number of visitors to the
Temple from January 1 to October
31, 1945, was 24,396. Last year for
the same period it was 16,391. The
total since Guide Service started~
July 1, 1932, is 205,824!
TEMPLE GUIDES CoMMI"l'TEE,

Mary J. Haggard, Chairman
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Permanent Memorial Exhibit
The Baha'i Committee on American Memorial to 'Abdu'l-Baha, at
the request of the National Spiritual
Assembly, is endeavoring to es13 blish a permanent exhibit in the
Evergreen Cabin at West Englewood,
New Jersey, commemorating the
Master's visit to America. Any newspaper clippings, photographs, relics
or accounts of personal interviews
with 'Abdu'l-Baha, that have any
bearing on His visit .in this country
will be acceptable. Photostatic copies
of these precious mementos can be
made and used in lieu of the originals
should the owners not wish to part
with them. Whatever information or
articles any believer has, will he or
she please submit them to, or contact the Secretary of this Committee?
CoMM1TI'ZE ON AMERICAN

'.AJmifL-Bw
Raubitscnek, Secty.,
1113 Bromley Avenue,
West Englewood, N. J.

MEMORIAL TO

Mrs.

Armv

G.

Baha'i College Students
The College Speakers Bureau is

anxious to obtain the names of Baha'i
students in educational institutions.
The Bureau wishes to com pile this
list of Baha'i students in order to
make special contact with them, both
as a possibility of presenting a Baha'i
speaker in the coliege where they
are enrolled and for assistance in
teaching among under-graduates.
Names and addresses of the Baha. 'i
students should be sent to the secretary of the BUreau.
Runr RANDALL BRowN, Sec'y.
BoX' 111, Ingomar, Pa.

Collese Speakers
In ~ooperation with the Race Unity
Committee, the College Speakers
Bureau is glad to report that Mrs.
Joy Earl is spending three months
in the south visiting many well
known colleges. Mrs. Terah Smitjl
will visit several colleges in Georgia
this month in connection with a

teaching trip. Dr. Edris Rice-Wray
will fill an opening at Iowa State
University and will have an opportunity to speak to the students and
faculty and make a radio address.

imprinted on his mind and soul. The
following wa s dicta ted by a child
eight and a half years old, who had
been studying the Faith for about a
year.
CoLLEGE SPEAKERS BUREAU
"Baha 'u'llah was a good man. He
was good to us. We love Him. We
should love all God's Men. We should
be good, and if we are we will be
h2PPY, and so will God. If we pray
every night, God will know we love
Him. God knows everything we do
and say. He knows what we think,
too. We are dumb compared. to God!
"If all the nations agreed, the
EJec1;ion Committee for MlchIpn.
world
would be perfect, but we can1946. Left to right: Mrs. Harry MiUs,
not be perfect with all these wars.
secretary; Mr. Harry Whang, cbairman; Mr. George True.
"Baha!u'llah taught us to worship
God, and He taught us the 'Hidden
Words.' A Baha'i has to believe in
Child Education
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha too.
Dear Parents and TeacheTs:
'Abdul-Baha went on with Baha'u'llah's
Teachings. Shoghi Effendi is
In the teaching process there
comes a time when a child has as- the living grandson of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
similated sufficient knowiedge on a He is the head of all Baha'is around
given subj ect to express some of the world."
Janet R. Lindstrom
this knowledge in his own words.
15 Alberta Road
Through this means of expression
Chestnut Hi/I 67, Mas •.
his le~rning· becomes more firmly

News of Other Lands
Egypt
The British Baha'l Journal gives
the following descript~on of the lJa?:iratu'l-Quds in Cairo:
Philip Hainsworth spent some time
in Egypt on his way to East Africa
and stayed in the I;Ia~iratu'l-Quds in
Cairo for a few days' leave. He gives
the following description of it:
"It is very new and a most beautiful place. It was only completed a
matter of one hour before the Centf:"nary celebrations were due to begin. As soon as the workmen finished,
swarms of the friends dashed around
the place and cleaned it up sO that
everything should start on time. The
exterior and dome is still incomplete_

CENTENARY CELEBRATIONS IN CAIRO. EGYPT, MAY 22-24, 1944
.

Banquet lot" Ladies.

One of the Banquets for Men.

It is a nine-sided building of simple
design but unusual, with a tlorne on
top supported on nine pillars, about
15-20 feet above the main body of the
building. Eventually the surface willbl[' covered with some plastic material and the dome will be floodlit.
"It lies a hundred yards back from
the main' road between a Coptic
Church and a Mosque. (This Mosque
was built specially to oppose the I;Ia;iratu'l-Quds and meetings are held
in it for the sole purpose of raising
hatred against the Bahit'is.)
"In the basement of the I;Ia~ratu'l

Quds are five rooms, kitchen, etc.,
the rooms being used for the library
and book store, for the Youth Groups
(boys and girls meet separately for
the present), the local assembly, etc.
Above the basement is the reception
hall, a small office, and the large
assembly hall, which will seat 150 or
so. The next floor has the two guest
rooms, the archives room t the N.S.A.
room, library (display), bathroom
and small kitchen. Above this again
is the flat sun roof with the dome
rising above all."
Our readers will remember the
gIeat success which attended the
Egyptian Centenary celebrations.
About 400 believers from all parts of
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Egypt attended and a fine group of
non·believers was attracted to the
Faith and have since come to the
Baha'i meetings in Cairo. We have
recently received a detailed account
of the Centenary cele bra tions which,
by showing the obstacles the Egyptian believers had to overcome,
makes the success of this great event
even more striking. The completion
of their ij:a~iratu'l-Quds by May, 1944,
seemed, in 1943, impossible, owing
to lack of funds and difficulty in obtaining materials. But contributions
from the Guardian revived the hopes
of the N .S.A. Materials were miraculously procured. Carpentering was
entrusted to three committees. in
Cairo, Beni-8uef and Port Said. Electrical installments were contributed
by the friends of Beni-8uet and the
plaster by Port Said.
Centenary Celebration: Preparations for the great event were made
by varioUs committees and included
obtaining the consent of the police,
arranging accommodations for the
several hundred out-of-town Baha'is,
some in hotels, but most in homes of
Cairo Baha'is, arranging the program, arranging for refreshments
and meals in tents which were
pitched beside the ij:a~jratu'l-Quds,
approving the names of non-Baha'is
who expressed a desire to attend,
etc. The celebration lasted for three
days. The program inclnded addresses on "The Position of Women
in the Baha'i Cause; n liThe Life of
Qurratu'I-IAyn," uThe Accord be-tWeen Religion and Science, n "Why
Baha'is feel Tranquility," readings
from the Qayyumu'l-Asma', the
"Dawn Breakers" and 'Abdu'l~
BaM's American Addresses, and
music.
The audience was divided, children
up to twelve occupying the basement,
men the second floor, and women the
third. A public address system had
been installed by means of which all
could listen to the program. Those
in attendance were from different
nationalities and faiths-Moslems,
Christians and Jews, All were conscious of a new, matchless and lifegiving spirit. The fragrances of spiritual love and brotherhood were dif~
fused;
Hundreds were gathered outside,
eager to listen, and all the radios of
the neighborhood were silent in order that people might listen to the
loud speakers. Many poor people
gathered around the building and
were fed. Celebrations in Cairo are
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The late Mo.Im.med Eft'eDdi Said, the then chairman of the N.s.A. of Ecntt, glvin. an
addrcu from. the lop :ftal of the Haziratu 9J-Quds durinc the Centenary ceJebrations..

generally more or less disorderly,
but this' one was marred by no dis~
turbing incident,
New Field oj Service: Soon after
the Centenary the Guardian wrote
advising the Egypian Baha'is to establish the Cause in new localities
and contributing 1,000 pounds to help
finance pioneers and aid in the general teaching work, As a result, three
new assemblies have been formed,
in Suez, Tania and Sohag. Two be-

lievers have settled in Khartoum,
Sudan, and the believers there are
well organized, holding weekly meetings, attending Nineteen Day Feasts
regularly and keeping in communication with the National Spiritual Assembly,
Sabri Effendi Elias of Alexandria
has returned to Ethiopia, after a long
absence which began when the Itali= war against Ethiopia broke out
in 1933. Reports show that he is promoting the Cause in a wonderful
way and it is hoped that he can stay
w Ethiopia permanently.
.
Persecutions: In Tanta when the
Spiritual Assembly was formed, the
Baha'is were attacked, beaten and,
in-one case, wounded by a mob which
the police dispersed with great difficulty. Later, however, as the people of Tanta came to know the Baha'is better, a friendly feeling came

about, and nqw many of the people
of Tanta are inquiring about the
Cause.
Balui" Marriage Certificates Still
Unrecognized: Recently an application oi a Baha'i for permission for
his wife (a Palestinian resident) to
become a resident of Egypt was refused on the ground that the Baha'i
marriage certificate of the couple
was not legal, since the Bah.. 'I Faith
is not recognized by the Egyptian
Government. This case is being appealed. Such verdicts are frequent
in spite of the judgment pronounced
by the Grand Mufti of Islam in Egypt
in which he proclaimed the independent status of the Baha'i Faith,
The Egyptian Baha'is are preparing
a memorandum in which they hope
to gain from the Egyptian Government the right to enjoy the privileges
sanctioned by the Constitutional Law
on an equal footing with other religious communities.

Burma
Superb Services rendered the Cause
by Siyyid Mustafa Roomie
Our November issue carried the
news of the death of Siyyid Mu~tafa
Roumie and the Guardian's cable,
which spoke of his "magnificent
achievements" entitling him to "join
the ranks of the Hands of the Cause
of Baha'u'llab," Readers will remem. .
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ber, too, the account, published later,
of his tragic death in the Haziratu'lQuds of Daidanaw. The following account of this distioguished pioneer is
condensed from one by Abbasally
Butt which appeared in the Baha'i
News Letter of India;
Siyyid M~tafa belonged to a noble
family of Bag]J.dad, 'Iraq. His father
had settled in Madras, India. When
Sulayman Khan Ilyas, popularly
known as Jamal Effendi, the firs!
Baha'i teacher sent by Bahit'u'llcih to
India in 1875, arrived at Madras,
Siyyid Mu:,;tafil was in his early twenties. He was very spiritual and very
careful in the observance of his religious duties. The moment, therefore, he came in contact with the
commanding personality of Jamal
Effendi, he was attracted to him. He
became convinced of the truth of the
Cause and enkindled with love for it.
When Jamw Effendi left Madras, he
accompanied him and travelled with
him throughout ~dia and Burma.
On reaching Burma in 1878 he left
J amw Effendi and settled in Rangoon, where he married. into a
wealthy Indo-Burman family of traders and became a partn-er in their
business.
J amw Effendi succeeded in esta blishing two Baha'i groups in Burma,
one in Rangoon and one in Mandalay. Siyyid M u~tafa followed up his
teacher's work and, under the direction of 'Abdu'l-Baba, succeeded in
developing these groups into Spiritual
Assemblies.
In 1910 the firm in which he was a
partner failed, and, soon after, his
wife died. From this time on he devoted his whole time to the service
of the Faith. In 1899 he carried to the
Holy Land, with other Baha'is, the
marble casket made by the Baha'is
of Mandalay for the Holy Remains of
the Bah. He was received by 'Abdu'l·
Baha most gra ciously and was the
recipient of many favors from Him.
. Besides consolidating the Centers
at Rangoon and Mandalay he was
assisted in establishing a new Center
at Daidanaw, a village in the town. ship of Kungyangoon. It happened
that the headman of Daidanaw was
involved in a troublesome legal case.
In the Rangoon court when his application for bail was granted there
was no one to stand surety for him
because he was a stranger. One of
the Baha'is of Rangoon, happening to
be in the court room, at once offered
himself as surety_This impressed
the beadman and his companions and
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they inquired of the Baha'i to which
Faith he belonged. When told of
Baha'u'llah and His great Message
they were very desirous to hear more
of it. They were brought to Siyyid
Mu!?tafa, who convinced them of the
truth of the new Revelation. The
headman and his party went back to
their village and related this experience to the people. The elders of the
village held a consultation and decided to invi!e Siyyid M u~tafa to their
village to teach them the new Faith
of God. This Siyyid Mu~tafa did in
his own convincing manner and the
village embraced the Cause en
masse. Siyyid MWj:~afa set about bettering the lot of these people. With financial aid from Rangoon Baha'is he
started a school in the village. He
translated several Baha'! books into
Burmese, supervised translations
into Urdu and wrote Lessons in Religion in Burmese.
Siyyid Mu~tafa was entirely detached from the world. He loved the
Beloved Guardian to such a degree
that in all his daily life he followed
his example. He knew that the Beloved Guardian loved and appreciated nothing but work and service
for the Divine Faith, and he worked
for it day and night unmindfal of his
health.
He was about 99 years of age at the
time of his death, but his spirit was
as young as the spirit of a youth of
22. If he heard of an inquirer he
would walk a long distance to meet
him. His method of teaching was to
help the inquirer to be self reliant in
his search for truth and remove from
his mind the attitude of dependence
upon so-called. religious leaders. He
would build his argument on the
knowledge of the inquirer and eonvince him of the Truth proclaimed
by Baha'u'llab.

The Pasaing of IJdia Zamenhof
From Mrs. Mabelle L. Davis
comes the news of two reports of
the passing of Miss Lidia Zamenhof,
daughter of the inventor of Esperanto
and prominent Baba'i teacher. The
friends will remember her successfullecture tour in this country before
the war.
Through a Danish periodical, the
Dansk Esperanto.Blad, December,
1945, we learn that a Polish Esperantist wrote to Mr. E. Malmgren
of Sweden? one of the officers of the
International Esperanto League, as
follows:
"In the last few days before the

walling up and closing of the Jewish
quarter, I went to Miss Zamenhof
and offered to hide her with my
Polish family. But that noble
woman refused my offer to save
her, saying that I and my family
would perish as well as the Jew
who was found. Miss Zamenhof was
burned in the crematory for Jews
in Treblinka, a place between Warsaw and Bialystoko."
A report which seems to confirm
this came to Miss Roan Orloff from
Mrs. Anne Lynch in Switzerland:
that Lidia Za menhof died in August,
1944.
* .. *
Marion Holley and David Hofman
were married in Northbampton, England, Sunday, October 21, 1945.

•• *
Auckland, New Zealand, Baha'is
are settled in a new Center in a good
position on the main street of the
city.
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"Be in Perfect Unity"
You have heard the Divine call.
.. You have good intentions, your
purpose is the good pleasure of God,
you desire to serve in the kingdom
of the merciful One. Therefore arise
in the utmost power. Be in perfect
unity. Never become angry with one
another. Let your eyes be directed
toward the kingdom of truth and not
toward the world of creation. Love
the creatures for the sake of God
and not for themselves. You will
never become angry or impatient if
you love them for the sake of God.
Humanity is not perfect. There are
Imperfections in every hUman being
and you will always become unhappy
if you look toward the people them·

selves. But if you look toward God
you will love them and be kind to
them, for the world of God is the
world of perfection and complete
mercy. Therefore do not look at the
shortcomings of anybody; see with
the sight of forgiveness. The imperfect eye beholds imperfections. The
eye that covers faults looks toward
the Creator of souls. He created
them, trains and provides for them,
endows them with capacity and life,
sight and hearing; therefore they
are the signs of His grandeur. You
must love and be kind to everybody,
care for the poor, protect the weak,
heal the sick, teach and educate the
ignorant. 'ABDU'L-BAHi

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved Friends:
For the first time in the history
of the National Spiritual Assembly,
an election to fill a vacancy in its
membership has been held after the
Convention period. On account of Mr.
Wilhelm's inability to attend the
meetings this year, with the Guardiants approval, the delegates serving
at the annual election of 1945 were
called upon to vote by mail for one
new member. The tellers appointed
to count the ballots cast at the 1945
election served again; and their report states that Miss Elsie Austin
was elected. Miss Austin will therefore, from March 16, receive the
weekly reports prepared for the
members of the National Assembly,
and attend the one remaining meeting to be held prior to the 1946 Convention ..
The fifteen highest votes were:
Miss Elsie Austin, 30; Miss Edna
True, 12; 9 each for Mr. Paul Haney
and Mrs. Marjorie McCormick; 7
each for Mr. Wm. Kenneth Christian, Mr. Rowland Estall and Mr.
Clarence Niss; 6 each for Mr. Curtis
Kelsey and Mr. E meric Sala; Mr.
Siegfried SchopfJocher, 5; 4 each for

Mr. Carl Scheffler and Mr. Albert
Windust; 3 each for Mr. Mathew
Bullock, Dr. Kathryn True, Mrs.
Sarah S. Walrath. Seven received
two votes each 7 and one vote was
cast for each of twenty-two persons.
For the annual ejection of local
Spiritual Assemblies on April 21, the
NSA has sent out copies of the As·
sembly Roll used for reporting these
elections. Through the National
Teaching Committee, the Regional
Teaching Committees are also receiving copies for use by groups prepared to form an Assembly for the
first time. A brief bulletin explaining
the conditions under which new As·
semblies can be formed has. also
been distributed. 'Where there are
exactly nine adult Baha'is, the Assembly is formed by joint declaration, and a different type of form is
needed, copies of which may be obtained from the Regional Committee.
Unexpectedly the NSA was advised
by Mr. John Eichenauer on March
19 that no more packages should be
sent to him or to Mr. Davison for
the relief of German Baha'is. Details were. not given in the cabled
message. No doubt the shipments

Further References on Unity:
Gleanings from the Writings of
Balui'u'/l<ih CXLVII, pages 316, 317
(also in BahcPi World Faith, pages
117, 118.) Promulgation of Universal
Peace, pages 201-204, section XI.
Gleanings XLIn, pages 94-98; Promulgation of Universal Peace, page
150. Baha'i World Faith pages 168,
257, 258.
were so numerous from all parts of
the country that the two devoted believers could not receive any more.
II is hoped that postal regulations
will be changed soon to permit us
to send direct parcels and letters to
German BaM'i Assemblies.
The latest available financial report is dated January 31, 1946. Total
cash on hand, $27,681.35; received in
January, $17,437.12; expenditures,
$9,772.70;
earmarked,
$11,213.25;
available for use, $16,468.10.
The friends, and particularly the
local Assemblies. are reminded of
the Guardian's explicit instruction
that all Orientals coming to America
are to be received as Baha'is only
when having credentials from the
proper Baha'i administrative body of
their own country. Such credentials
are to be sent to the National Assembly here, which will issue its own
credentials permitting the believer
to be enrol1ed as member of the
Baha'i community. All other cases
should be reported to the National
Assembly and its advice awaited before action is taken.
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

In Memoriam
Death proffereth unto every confident believeT the cup that iB life
indeed. It bestoweth iOY and iB the
bearer of gladness. It conteTreth the
gift of everlasting lile.-Baha'ulUih.
Mrs. Frances La Roza, New Haven.
Mrs. Anna W. Baumer, New Haven.
l\'frs. Henrietta Snead, Homewood,
Alabama.
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Mrs. Maria Nickerson, Worcester.
Mrs. Mae Taylor, Oklahoma City.
Mrs. Noble Johnson, Birmingham.
Mrs. Cordelia Nichols, San Antonio.
Mrs. Julia E. Drenning, Webster,
New York.
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Enrollments
Racine, one.
Atlanta, one.
San Francisco, one youth.
Washington, one.
New York, one.

R

National Committees
Radio
The National Radio Committee is
very pleased to ad vise the friends
that it now has a wide variety of
good material for broadcasting. The
following are available without cost
to Assemblies, Regional Committees,
and isolated Baha'is who can secure
radio time:
3 Dramatic Presentations of the
Faith (for a fifteen minute bro'8.dcast). Transcription records. These
have been produced by a professional radio director and each has a
large cast of professional actors. The
transcriptions compare favorably
lAith the best professional programs.
Many small local stations will allot
time free for this type of program
as it offers a quality which they are
glad to get.
1 half hour Dramatic presentation
oJ the Faith., Transcription record.
Produced and written by a Baha'i
with long radio experience. A fine
Foduction showing the establishment of the Faith all over the world.
Carey McWilliams, the negro author,
i~ the principal non-Baha'i guest on
this program. Has a good cast. Suitable for all types of stations inter
e~ted. in educational programs.
4 scripts, fifteen minutes in length.
These present the wide aspects of
the Faith. They a re interesting, comprehensive, and accurate.
Samples of "spot announcements."
These are useful for the friends as
models from which to write their own
spot announcements.
Question and Answer script. An
informative script with questions
about the Faith asked by the announcer and answered by a Baha'i.
A good introduction to the Faith.
Variety of s·hort selections from
the ·Baha'i Writings suitable to be
used with musical intervals to make
up a fifteen minute program.
New transcriptions records, in addition to the ones mentioned above,
are now in the proces s of being
made. We hope to complete a series
of thirteen. These will include dramalic shows, interviews, and round
R

folios can be used for impressing
the Baha'i teachings on leaders of
your community.
The committee urges local assem
blies to develop a list of the key per·
sons and organizations of the city,
and adopt some definite plan for
bringing the Faith to their attention
at regular intervals. It is important
tc the unfoldment of the Faith that
in every city there be a number of
interested and informed friends, persons of capacity and influence who
respect the teachings and admire
their aims and purposes.
The successful policy will be based
GD. effort to share the teachings with
leaders without exerting pressure to
enroll them as members of the community. Depending on conditions, the
question is one of wise and patient
contact, either through personal ac-

table discussions. We hope the
friends will take advantage of this
material which has taken us so many
months to produce. We leel that we
have taken a long step forward and
we know that the friends will agree
when they hear the transcriptions.
NATIONAL RADIO COMMITTEE

Public Relations
The Public Relations Committee
brings three new projects to your
attention:
1. An Official Navy Photograph of
the Temple (aerial view) has been
made available to us and the committee has arranged to distribute
mats to 4,000 newsapers in small
tcwns. Extra mats have been obtained, and mats will be sent on
request to local Assemblies and Regional Teaching Committees. It is
hoped that many of the larger papers can be interested in using the
picture through the efforts of the
friends.
2. A release has been sent to paR
pers in to"W'IlS having a population of
100,000 or more, on the subject of
the building up of the Baha'i centers
in Germany, Burma and the Philippines. A copy i~ enclosed with this
letter for local assemblies and regional teaching committees. Where
necessary, the release can be redated, shortened, or rewritten as a
letter to the editor. The main thing
is to obtain as much Baha'i publicity
as possible in these crucial days.
(Please send our committee three
clippings if the release is used in
any form.)
3. For assisting in special contacts, a portfolio has been printed
entitled - ~'Baha'i - The Coming
of World Religion.1) An edition of
three thousand copies has been pro
duced., part of which are being sent
direct to a National List, and the
remainder will be sold through the
Publishing Committee at 50 cents per
copy. A complimentary copy is being
sent your Assembly or Committee
under separate cover. It is suggested
that you consider how these portR

Baha" News
80htt"'i New, ilS published b". tile
National Spiritual Auemhly of da.
Baha't. of the Uniled Statea; and
Cauada
the oflieial newe-letteZ" of
the Baba'i comm.nnity. The :fi:nt iume
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.p~ed

in December, 1924-

On April 10, 1925, dae Guanliaa
wrote: "'The New. Letter whieh YOIi
have lately initiated fo.l.fi.lla • ...ery
"ital function. • • • I would " , 8 you
to ei:Ilaqe ita 8eope • • • thaI 1a time
it may devote a special section to
every ph.1e of your activitiea, ,ad..
ministrative, devotional, hu:maJlltari..n,
iiDane~ educational aDd otherwise.
"It should beeom.e a p-eat factor
iD pl'Gmotina: understandin.c, p.f'O'rid..
inc information on Baha'i aetirity,
b"'" low and fore..... in 011.....-.
interelSt" in combatins'
ioJlueDeN.
and in Dpholdin« and aalelJlUlrdm.
the in81itudoM of the c.nue~"
The eontenb include; material .applied by da. N.Ii......1 Spiritual hsembly, .udI as the GIUlI'diaD.'s mnsacel, the Auem:b1y'. Iette:n and .ita
_eoer.. statements and reports I ("..ommitres plans which haYe beea . . ~
proved and authorized; Couunittee
news repom of aetivhies; annw reo
po:rts from local AssembUea; news
ilems from local AesembUea; aeti.viliea
in reliona. areal a8 reported by Of'
throqb the National Teaf!hin&' Co...
mittee; adivities in Central and South
America a8 reported by the IDleJ"o
America CommiHee; news from other
land. ..daered from da. balletlruo of
the variOUfI National Assemblies; a
record of new enroUmenls and traa...
fen; a record of deaths; photographa
of general Baha'i interest.
Bah.?! N..... I. .dlted for da. National Spiritual Assembly by its BaIui'i
NeW1il Committee: Horace Holley, Garreta Bu.&ey, Eleanor S. Hutchens, M.~
bel H. Paine. Address: Baha'i News
Committee, c/o Miss Garreta BlUeY,
503 West Elm Street, Urbana 9 IDinois.
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quaintance t distribution of selected
Bahili literature, notices of public
meetings, or occasional invitations to
participate in special programs of
general appeal, such as peace, social
justice, race unity, religious unity,
etc.
This is a long~ term effort, to be
pursued steadily from year to year
in full realization of the fact that
one· by one all human hopes and
beliefs will fail, and ultimately the
Faith of Baha'uJllah alone can main~
tain the fOWldation of social progress. Educators, editors, social
workers, race and minority leaders,
liberal clergy~ artists and scientists,
professional men and women, a swell
as civic leaders - this relatively
small group can be fa vora bly disposed to the Faith, and its natural
endowment of talent and capacity is
a precious asset which challenges
the believers to fuUill some of the
great promises which 'Abdu'l-Bahi!
made to the American Baha'is. A
number of assemblies have been pursuing this policy for years, with
splendid results.
Finally, we ask your cooperation
in sending for our National List those
local names and addresses which you
regard as of first importance, so
that through our own mailings we
can reinforce your local work.
PUBLIC REI..:&T'IONS COM MI'rI'EE

Chairman
Au.EN B. McDANIEL
HORACE

HOLLEY,

GEOflGE O. LATIMER
WILLIAM C. HENNING

Publishing Annonncements
The Baha'i Temple, House of WOT~
snip of a WOTld Faith: This 34-page

illustrated pamphlet was issued in
1942, to commemorate the comple~
tion of the steps and exterior ornamentation. The cost per copy has
been 10c but this is reduced to 5c per
copy as long as available. Orders
taken for lots of ten copies for $0.50.
Chicago Sunday Tribune: The full
page color photo of Temple as floodlighted during the Centenary celebration, and excellent article, published June 17, 1945, has been re·
printed as a four·page folder as a
project of the Public Relations Committee. This makes a very attrac~
tive and interesting piece for general
teaching use, for distributing at public meetings, for general contacts
work, and especially for use by Publicity and Radio Committees in
showing the influence of the Faith.
Sold in lots of 20 copies for $1.00.
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Spiritual Assembly of the Bawl/is of Dayton. Ohio, incorporated, January 7,
19<16.

The Baha'i Centenary: The book
prepared by the N .S. A. as part
of the celebration of the Centenary,
featuring the development of the
Cause in North America since 1894.
Illustrated. Per copy, $2.00.
A World Survey: Compiled by the
Guardian in 1944; contains statistical material showing the distribu~
tion of the Baha'i community through~
out the world. Sold in lots of 50 for
$1.50.

"World Order"
The editors are planning a fourpage pictorial supplement as_a regular feature of the magazine, reproducing photographs of special Baha'i
interest: convention gatherings, summer schools, large public meetings,
inter-racial banquets, youth confer~
ences, etc. Photographs suitable for
use in this supplement, clearly labeled in as much detail as possible
on the back, should be sent to Mrs.
William Henning, 69 Abboltsford
Road, Winnetka, Illinois.
The leading article in WOT Id Order
for April is "The World Beyond Victory," by William Kenneth Christian.
The magazine contains also "Baha'i
Children and the Peace," by Amy
Brady Dwelly, ~'Successful Marriage," by Eleanor Sweney Hutch·
ens, an editorial by Gertrude K. Henning entitled, "This is the Day of
Fulfillment," a review of The Dawn·
Breakers, by Bahiyyih Randall Ford,
an article, "The New Civilization, I I

by Beatrice Irwin. and one on Robert
Turner, an early Negro' Baha'i by
Louis Gregory. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatriek contributes, as usual, the section, "With Our Readers."
The magazine brings us this month
a section devoted to the Word of.
Baha'u'llah, "The Day of God."
-WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE

CoMM:rrrE1f

Green Acre School, 1946
The Green Acre Baha'i Summer
School, a t Eliot, Maine, will be in
session from Saturday, June 29,
through Monday, September 2, 1946.
A lectuTe-discussion course will be
given each morning from 9 :30 to
10 :30. The topics for each week are
as~ follows, although it is not yet certain that the courses will be given
in exactly the order listed.
July 1 - 6 Islamic Civilization.
July s..13. "The Dawn Breakers."
July 15-20. The Negro in American
Life.
July 22-27. BaM'i Ethics.
July 29-Aug. 3 Tablets of BaM
-u'llah: Seven Valleys, Four Valleys, The Holy Mariner.
Aug. 5-10. The Influence of Religion on Art.
Aug. 12-17. How to Know and Use
Baha'i Literature.
Aug. 19-24. Reaching the Public
with the BahaJi Teachings.
Aug. 26-31. The World Economy.
A Research Seminar will be given
throughout the Season, under the direction of Prof. Glenn Shook. In this
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Some 01 teachers at the LOIlhelen
Mid-Winter Session. Decm.ber, 1945.
Left to right, Mrs. Bertha Hyde
Kirkpatrick, Mr. WOllam KeDDeih
Christian, Mrs. Florence Beeb.

course each student works on a topic
oJ his own choice, and results of
the individual studies are shared with
other students on Saturday mornings.
A Warkshop in Speaking and Writing meets each day ( except Sundays) throughout the Season. In this
course students have an opportunity
really to practice speaking and writing on Baha'i topics and related
themes. A student may elect Speaking, or Writing, or may work in
both. Leaders of this Workshop:July, Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh; August, Mrs. Marguerite Sears.
A Workshop in Baha'i Administrative Procedure will be held throughout the season. This course will include practice in holding assembly

meetings, committee meetings, etc.
Typical community problems will be
presented as subjects for practice
il'l consultation. Leader for this Workshop for one month, - Genevieve
L. Coy. (The Leader f<lr the second
month has not yet been chosen.)
A Study-class for non-Baha'is only
will be held whenever there are nonBaha'is at the School who need such
instruction.
Special Week-end Conferences. It
is planned to hold three such conferences, with dates as follows;
June 29-30. Securing the Peace.
July 20-21. Race Unity Conference.
August 24-25. Inter-America Conference.

1946

Classes for Children will be held
in the Arts and Crafts Studio each
morning. These will probably be arranged in three groups, covering the
age-range from three to fifteen years.
All children in residence at the
School are expected to attend these
classes three hours ~ each morning.
Special Classes fOT Youth will be
held during the two weeks from July
29 to August 11. These classes are
limited to young people between the
ages of 15 and 25.
The Weekly Program of Evening
Events will be as follows:
Mondays _ . School Community
Meeting of all students.
Tuesdays - HOpen House" at the
cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Holley.
Wednesdays - "Ways of Reaching
the Public," - a roundatable discussion on teaching and publicity.
Thursdays - A program in charge
of youth. with music, readings and talks.
Fridays - Left open for special
events.
Saturdays - Current events of the
week, considered in relation to
Baha'i principles and teaching.
Sundays - Concerts, and Lectures
in other art fields.
Information as to Dormitory rates,
application for admission to the
School, etc. wiil be published in later
numbers of B..urA'f NEWS.

Race Unity Conference
At Green Acre, 1945
The Race Unity Conference at
Green Acre last year, August 17-19,
1945, afforded the numerous Baha'is
and their friends who were in attE"ndance, the opportunity to hear
the subject of Race Unity discussed
by the selected speakers: Mr. Carl
Krug, Mr. Raoul Zargarpur, Mr.
George Brawley, Mrs. Terah Smith,
Mr. Louis Gregory I Mrs. Walter H.
Corestine, Dr. Glenn Shook and Dr.
'Ali Kuli Khan.
Mr. Krug emphasized the eternal
quality of truth despite the retarda-

tion of men who are slow to recog.
nize that truth. The oneness of mankind is a real fact now even though

A group of students at the Loa-helen Mid-Winter Session, December,
1945.

some men contend and argue against
this fact.
Mr. Gregory illustrated in his own
inimitable literary style, and with his
customary spiritual emphasis, the
world's need of a remedy for the
social ills that prejudice and hatreds
of all kinds give rise to. The ouly
way to avoid the violent confiict
that might result from the clash of
the old with the new ideas on race
is to apply the spiritual solution
which the Baha'i Message offers.
Mr. Brawley in his talk sounded
a call to the Baha'is to meet the
problems and difficulties facing the
post-war world with the courageous
action that 'Abdu'l-Baha exemplified
as the pa!tern of behavior. Public
association with and sincere love of
our darker· brother are means of
supporting our belief in the concept
of the Oneness of Mankind.
Mrs. Terah Smith explained how
today a frustrated mankind asks
God, UWhat wouldst thou have me
to do?" The Baha'is are working constantly for the day when a functioning unity can be recognized as the
only wholesome world pattern.
Mrs. Corestine stressed the need
fQr economic security and for justice
in the post-war world. The Baha'i
plan for a heavenly civilization pre·
scribes jobs for al1, and fairness as
basic prerequisites for the success of
educational and cultural programs
calculated to bring order out of
chaos.
But a consciousness of the oneness of mankind indicates an awareness of the spirit of Justice. ~·'This
Spirit of Justice sweeps over the
nations wi th the coming of each Man
ifestation," said Dr. Shook. '~People
are awakened from their lethargic
contentedness with suffering of
humanity. In the past, even phiJosophers were unmindful of the misery
a

~~Bolton
Place," Baha'i stunmer
schoo], Yerrinbool, New South Wales.

B..mA'f
of the masses. Baha'u'llilh has come
to the men of this Day to explain
that "these oppressions are preparing humanity for the advent of the
Most Great Justice."
Baha'u'llah brings a message to
the world which admits of no race
qualifications. In the words of Dr.
Khan, "The acceptance of the principle of the Oneness of Mankind is
a step toward Universal Peace. Kings
may express this principle through
their edicts; governments through
their parliaments; musicians through
their instruments and poets through
their writings." The practice of
brotherly love and friendliness toward all is man's new conception of
divinity. Let the Baha'is in their everyday activities help to lay the
foundation stones of this heavenly
kingdom!
The musical renditions offered by
Miss Adele Keshelac, Miss Ida
Noyes, Mrs. Joy Earle, Miss Lois
Keller and Miss Lydia Martin contributed the harmony of atmosphere
which supported beautifully' the harmony of spirit so characteristic of
Green Acre.
GREEN ACRE RACE' UNITY CoNFERENCE

Sal'ah Martin PeTeira, Chairman

Inter-American News
The newest pioneer, Mrs. Shirley
Warde, formerly a member of the
San Francisco Community, left
Miami by Pan American Airways,
March 5th, with her final destination
Buenos Aires. En route to her post,
Shirley stopped over in Ciudad Trujillo, Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, and
Montevideo. In Buenos Aires, she is
to assist the Publishing and Distributing Comm ittee with their arduous
and demanding tasks, and to help
the Community in their teaching activities. Because of her rich experience in radio, Mrs. Warde will devote
herself especially to a wider and
more effectiTe use of this medium of
promoting the Faith in the various
Latin American centers.
The Inter-America Com mittee rej oices especially over the news from
Rio of the formation of a group in
that city, consisting of Leonora ArmstrOng1 Virginia Orbison, Mary and
Edward Bode, Dr. Tomas Sanchez
Egea, and Hans Sirach. Dr. Sanchez
Egea, the Secretary of the Group,
became a Baha'j in Montevideo. Virginia Orbison and Edward Bode have
been added to the Portuguese Publishing and Distributing Committee,
of which Leonora Armstrong is the
Chairman. Plans are being formu-
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Baha'i literature dJsplay, Washibg1on, D. C., in connection wiUt the Publlc
Meeting Held- December 5, 1945.

lated for the immediate publishing,
in Portuguese, of Baha u'Uah and
The New ETa and Dispensation.
From Chile comes the news of the
certain formation of a Spiritual Assemb1y in Valparaiso, where a lovely
Group has been developed under the
joint auspices of the Santiago and
Punta Arenas Assemblies. Marcia
Steward has been concentrating her
efforts on Valparaiso for several
months, assisted by two former
members of the Punta Arenas Assembly, now living in Valparaiso.
This will make the third Baha'I Community in Chile.
After attending the Panama Conference, Elisabeth Cheney proceeded
to Bogota, where she will remam at
least until the April election.
From the Panama Conference,
Mrs.
Amelia
Collins
travelled
through Central America, stopping
over in San Salvador, Guatemala
City, and Mexico City, en route
home. Mrs. Collins brought back a
most enthusiastic, and heartening account of the P anam a Conference,
and of the inspiration it was to all
those participating in it.
Dr, Malcolm King reports from
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, encouraging
evidences of deep interest in the
Baha'i talks which he is giving.
Artemus Lamb is currently in the
United States on business, and hopes
3

to attend the Convention before returning to PW1ta Arenas.
After devoting her full efforts to
assisting with the arrangements for
Panama Conference, Gayle Woolson
is now in San Jose, and will divide
her time between Costa Rica and
Panama. Evelyn Larson is remaining as pioneer in Costa Rica, and
Cora Oliver is at present spending
her holiday in San Jose.

Denver POOHe Meeting
The Public Meeting at Denver,
part of the National Campaign, was
held at the Shirley-Savoy Hotel on
March 8th, with an audience of about
375. The A Cappella Choir of the
East Denver High School opened the
meeting with five selections, and Mr.
Carl Scheffler spoke on the subject
"The Price of World Peace Is World
Religion." Mrs. E. R. Roberts was
chairman.
In preparation for this meeting
the Denver Spiritual Assembly was
able to get daily notices in both
leading papers, the Denver Post and
the Rocky Mountain News, in addition to paid advertising, On the radio
a half hour transcription was given
the Sunday before the big meeting
and one- of fifteen minutes on the
Sunday after. This was followed up
by a broadcast given by Mr. William
Sears in person on March 17th. Six-
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teen spot announcements mentioned Peace: What Can We Do to Bring
the public meeting on KFEL and it?" Mr. Monroe loas was the
one free announcement was given speaker on these occasions, and the
over KVOD.
attendance was 35 at the first meetAn
attractively
printed
card . ing, 40 a t the second, and 30 at the
invited the public to attend three
last.
follow-up meetings at the CosmopolThrough the untiring efforts of the
itan Hotel on the three evenings following the lecture of Mr. Scheffler. Denver friends, that city has become
The subjects were "The Challenge aware of Baha 'u 'lIa.h and many peo. of the Atomic Bomb," "Unity or ple have heard something of His
Disintegration,"
and
"Universal Teachings.

January 25th, the first to be held
entirely in the Spanish language, It
was advertised through the Spanish
newspaper LaPressa and over the
Spanish': radio station, WBNX. and
through invitations sent in the mail.
Mr. Eduardo Ricci was chairman
for the elaborate Spanish program,
Dr. Ernest Chenel, professor of Romance Languages at Fordham University, spoke on "The Inca Em-:pire," Etta Mae Lawrence, Baha tj
pioneer to Buenos Aires, gave the
Baha'i message, and there was" a
technicolor sound movie. "South to
"the Land of the Conquistadores."
Blue Mountain and his trio furnished
Latin American folk music.

•••

Banquet in Pittsburgh at the Webster Hall Hotel~ January 26th~ 1!).l6. Left
to ~ along the side of the table: Prof. Bishop Brown, :MIss Elsie Austin
(guest speaker), Mr. Wa.Jter Buchanon (chairma.n), Dr. OUo Zmeska.1 (chal ....
~n, Spiritual Assembly) ~

Local Communities
Several communities have reported
indirect teaching through social functions this month, The Baha',s of TEANECK, New Jersey, have been hosts
to several cultural gatherings at their
Baha'i Center, Evergreen Cabin,
West Englewood. On two occasions
non-Baha'is presented the entire program drawing their friends for the
audience. One evening a former resident of Java and Bali spoke of those
islands, illustrating his talk with exquisite colored pictures. Subsequently the speaker became very much
interested in the Faith. Another wellpublicized, well attended meeting
was a program by the poet lettercarrier of West Englewood ,who read
his poetry to the musical accompaniment of a Baha'i pianist, and who
showed colored slides of the nearby
country scenes. Many town residents
made their first visit to the Baha'i
Center for this program. -

When Dr. Alain Locke was scheduled as a speaker for the Rhode Is·
land School of Design's exhibition
of Negro art, the Negro College Club
and the PROVIDENCE BaM',s held
a joint- meeting for which Dr. Locke
talked on "Democracy in Human
Relations" and spoke of being a
Baha'i, There were twenty non-Baha'is present in spite of bad weather.
His talk was reported and the next
Sunday's program was aIU10unced
in both the Urban League Bulletin
and the Providence ChTonicle. As a
result of this unsolicited publicity,
the SlUlday meeting for Mr. George
Goodman, a Negro Baha'i from
HARTFORD, Connecticut, had a
record attendance.

'* *

':0;.

NEW YORK CITY has held a series of Latin American evenings.
There was a capacity audience in
the Baha'i Center for the one held

A Baha'i banquet held at PITTSBURGH's Webster Hall Hotel on January 26th was very successful. There •
were sixty present, most of whom
knew a little about the Faith. The
atmosphere wa s responsive and
friendly, Among the guests were
twelve members of the sorority of
which Elsie Austin was once grand
president. The pamphlets, liThe Ba~
ha'i Peace Program/' were used as
place cards and were all of them
taken home to be read. The waiters
a sked for copies too! After the turkey
dinner came the program: a welcome by the chairman of the local
spiritual assembly, Mr. Otto Zmeskal; and an introduction to the Master of Ceremonies, Mr. Walter Buchanan; a few words from Tom
Dunbar~ recently discharged from
the army; piano selections by Mrs.
Harris, member of the Delta sorority; a talk about the souvenir
peace pamphlet by Mr. Bishop
Brown; introduction to Miss Austin
by Florence Zmeskal; and an excellent and inspiring talk by Miss
Elsie Austin. The Pittsburgh CouneT
sent a reporter and photographer.
The Baha',s of URBANA and
CHAMPAIGN, Illinois, celebrated
Naw-RiLz ,this year with an interracial dinner at which about 120 people heard the Message of Baha'u'llOh.
Each Baha'i invited one or more
guests but more than half of the tickets were bought by non-Baha'is interested in better race relations. Mr.
Taylor Thomas, of the Champaign
Group, was master of ceremonies.
The non-Baha~i speaker was Prof.
Charles Shattuck of the University
of Illinois, who made a plea for
Negro students to become active in
the theater of that institution. Margaret Swengel told about Baha'i
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youth work for race unity, and Mrs.
Margery McCormick spoke on "The
World Safe for Mankind."

•••
The DANVILLE, Illinois, Babit', assembly felt that that commwrlty was
drawn together in harmony and fellowship when a surprise covered-dish
supper was held in honor of two Baha'is, Mrs. Ruth Chavis and Mrs.
Marie Weaver, whose birthdays fell
on the regular study class evening.
The study of the Dawn-breakers was
enriched by the presence of Mr. Farhang Javid, a student at the University of Illinois from Tihran, and a
fourth generation BaM'l, who helped
the class with pronunciation. Another
study class is beginning in Danville
using the outline prepared by Mamie Seta.

• • *

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico, announced the holding of their first
meeting in a public auditorium on
January 13th. The prolP"am built
about the subject, "'!he' Need for
Universal Peace," was composed of
talks n. Spanish by Mr, Marcelino
Castro and Mr. Lucien McComb, Jr.,
of readings from the teachings in
Spanish. and of music by a nonBaha'i. The Baha'is were able to obtain the use of the room free of
charge and have been promised the
future use of it also. They feel that
it is the best auditorium for their
use in San Juan, housed as it is in
a building entirely devoted to civic
affairs and connected with the cultural society, Ateneo Puertoriqueno.
* • •
ST. LOUIS Baha'ls are conducting
a series of fellowship meetings the

Summer School of the Baha'is :of India and Burma, held at PaDcbgani t
October, 1945.

first Sunday of each month with community singing, recreation, and refreshments. A ten minute talk is
given on one of the following: What
It Means to Be a Baha', in Relation
to - Personal Character Building,
Contact with Family, Contact with
Friends, Contact with Business Associates, Contact with Denomina·
tional Churches. Contact with Other
Races, and Contact with the World
at Large.
Public meetings are held on the
Baha'i principles at the new Baha'i
Library, Musical Arts Building, 549
N. Boyle.

News from Other Lands
MosleIlls Look to AIneriea
A well known Egyptian daily ha s
printed an account of Baha'i activ4
ities in the United States with the
subtitle, "Necessity of a Moslem
Cultural Center in America to Inform the Americans of the True
Moslem Cult." The article, sent
by airmail from the paper's New
York correspondent, remarks on the
great religious freedom which exists
ii, the United States and on the
energy with which American Baha'is
are making use of this freedom. It
comments on the general meetings
which Baha!is hold in many large
cities and particularly on the wide--

spread propaganda which Baha'is
of San Francisco conducted at the
time of the San Francisco Conference. The correspondent draws the
conclusion that the Moslem world
should also take advantage of the
religious freedom offered by the
United States by building a mosque
in Washington and establishing a
cultural center "to impart to Americans the truth about the Moslem
cult."
The article gives in full HThe
Baha'i Peace Program, a statement
published by Baha'is in many Amer-ican papers" showing the aim of
Baha'is to be "to transform all the
nations into a spiritual unity . . . "

and closes with the 10 basic Baha'i
principles.
Thus through a widely circulated
newspaper have the Bahati teachings been brought to the notice of
many Moslems.
India
We learn that the Indian friends
inaugurated in January a 4% Year
Teaching Plan to terminate in 1950
on the Centenary of the Martyrdom
of the Bab. The goal is the establishment of at least 63 centers in
British India, Burma, and the most
important Indian states. All dissolved a ssem blies a re to be reesta bIished and all groups turned into
assemblies. They have divided India
into 8 zones, naming certain towns
in each where work is to be
concentrated.
The Indian Baha'i Youth Committee has been authorized by the N.A.S.
to organize the Summer School and
supervise the children's character
training classes. Both these activities
are at Panchgani. a hill station and
health resort.
Just three days before the Summer
School started plague broke out at
Panchgani and caused the committee the greatest anxiety "but by
Divine Grace there was a lull in the
epidemic for 15 days, exactly the
period of the Summer School. I,

Egypl
Egyptian Baha'is from 17 different
places in Egypt gathered last sum~
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mer for their first summer school
which was held at a beautiful spot
on the ea s tern bank of the Suez
Canal overlooking the Mediterranean.

parts of the country. In London Mrs.
Mottahedeh spoke at two wellattended meetings. one at the Baha'i
Centre. The other meeting was held
in a private cinema which was rented. The film of the American Centenary Convention meetings, lent by
Mr. and Mrs. Mottahedeh, was
shown, and Mrs. Mottahedeh spoke
on the activities of the Faith on the
American Continent.

M~ca

The Persian Baha'is sent by the
Guardian to Mecca to establish a
Baha'i Center in this stronghold of
Is.lam are being confirmed and
blessed by Baha'u'llah. They have
developed many friendships through
trying to be of service to those with
whom they are associated, have won
the respect of the authorities in
Mecca t and have had no opposition
from any source. They have a Baha'i
library, named in honor of Mulla
'Ali Bastami, the first Baha'i martyr in Arabia.

Marian Jack in Bulgaria
A letter from Miss Marian Jack in
Sofia, Bulgaria, tells of disasters but
also of hopeful signs. One Baha'i was
crushed to death when her born bed
house fell on her. Almost all the Bulgarian Esslemonts were burned
when this house was destroyed. At
the time of her writing Miss Jack
was copying by hand some translations of the Writings a Bulgarian
friend had made. Some of the Sofia
Baha'is have passed on, "one dear
man was killed," and several went
away but "interest in the Cause continues in spite of our inability to organize.?>
Sweden
Mr. Gustav Sundquist of Stock·
holm 1 Sweden, writes of meeting Mr.
and Mrs. Mottahedeh on their recent
travels. He is aflame with joy at
finding the Truth after a twenty
years' search and win do everything
he can to bring the knowledge of the
Cause to the Swedish people, for, to
quote him, "to learn of Baha 'u'llah
iE the only thing which can help an
unhappy wodd." He is translating
short extracts from the Writings to
distribute. would like to print them,
but finds this difficult as the war
ruined his business and he has a
family to support.

Norway
.
Miss Schubarth writes from Oslo of
corresponding with some who have
become interested in her translation
of Bahci.'u'llah and the New Era. A
le.tter from the Guardian has given
her increased courage and joy in the
knowledge of his prayers for her
teach'ig and her health. She is partly
incapacitated by rheumatism and is
using the time to correct translations made years ago.

Presiding officers of the Centenary Convention, Persia. Left to right: Shuallah
AIa.'i (vice-chairman), Vali'u1lah Varga
(chairman) Ali Akbar Fut-utan (secretary) .

Our readers will remember that
Mrs. Ramsli's town of Kristiansund,
Norway, was bombed and burned.
The inhabitants are consequently
lacking in clothing and would
welcome used clothing. Address:
Mrs. Krantz-Ramsli. Kristiansund,
Norway.
Brilish 101""
Meetings in Hyde Purk, The Com·
mittee appointed for the purpose has
duly commenced to hold meetings on
Sunday mornings in Hyde Park. The
meetings have been very successful,
good crowds listening on each occasion. This is a good method of
making the name and the basic
teachings of the Faith known to
large numbers of people, and it has
resulted too in some people coming
to the Centre for further information.
Pioneer Settlers at Work:' Nottingham and St. Ives are the first places
to have pioneer settlers at work
under the Six Year Plan by which
British Baha'is are working towards
th'"'e goal of nineteen assemblies -distributed among the different countries of the British Isles by 1950.
Mr. and Mrs. Mottahedeh in London: The British community had the
great pleasure recently to receive
a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Mottahedeh of New York, who came over
here on business. They visited Baha'i
ccmmunities and friends in various

Brief Noles
The Brittsh N.S.A. has a collec·
tion, used for exhibition, of translations in 38 different languages of Dr.
Esslemont's book.
Following the Guardian's adVice,
the Australian N.S.A. has decided to
conduct for the present only one
summer schooL This was held Deceomber 29, 1945, to January 6, 1946,
at
cCBolton Place, H
Yerrinbool,
N.S.W.
The British Baha'i Convention will
be held April 27, 28.
Australian and New Zealand Baha'is will hold their Convention May
11 to May 19 in Sydney. This time
(during the school holiday", was
chosen as being the most convenient.
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o My beloved friends! You are the weaknesses and frailty; fix your liis name, put your trust wholly in.
bearers of the name of God in this gaze upon the invincible power of Him, and be assured of ultimate
Day. You have been chosen as the the Lord, your God, the Almighty. victory.
repositories of His mystery. It be- Has He not enabled Moses, whose
"
THE BAB
hooves each one of you to manifest staff was His only companion, to
From His Add:r"•• io the
the attributes of God, and to ex- vanquish Pharaoh and his hosts?
Letters of the Living.
emplify by your deeds. and words Has He not established the ascendthe signs of His righteousness, His ancy of Jesus, poor and lowly as He public opinion and. the masses, as
power and glory. The very members was in the eyes of men, over the well as the establishment of the
of your body must bear witness to combined forces of the Jewish people? newly fledged 10 c a I Assemblies
the loftiness of your purpose, the Has He not subjected the barbarous throughout La tin America on an unintegrity of your life, the reality of and militant tribes of Arabia to the assailable basis, and the dissemina...
your faith, and the exalted character holy and transforming discipline of tion of Baha'I literature among ils
of your devotion. _ .. Heed not your Mu1;lammad, His Prophet? Arise in people, demand, whatever the na..
ture of the supplementary responsi~
bilities that will have to be assumed
in the years to come, the closest
momentous character,. will have to attention on the part of the entire
"EffOrt8 Unremitting"
be superimposed on the stialwart body of the American believers, and
prosecutors of ~Abdu'l-Baha's Di~ must continue to be regarded as the
Dear and valued co-workers:
The assistance extended by the vine Plan, as they gird up their loins fundamental issues facing their naAmerican Baha'i Community to the to can;. a stage further their his- tional representatives. The exploits
long-suffering German believers is a toric labors in obedience to His immortalizing the first stage of the
further evidence of their readiness, wishes, no one can for a moment Divine Plan, however glorious their
so abundantly demonstrated in the doubt. As the field of their ijctiv- record, have yet to yield their noblest
ities, ranging over entire continents, fruits_ Efforts unremitting, systempast~ to champion the interests, and
tn rehabilitate the institutions of grows in scope and in importance, atic, and continent-wide in their scope,
their sister communities throughout the aims and purposes associated can alone garner a harvest worthy 01
the Baha'I world. This support,. so with the first stage of their glorious the high confidence placed in them
generously extended, so consistently mission must, in no wise, be either by 'Abdu'l-Baha. May they prove
and faithfu1Iy offered by the rank and neglected or forgotten. The steady themselves increasingly worthy of
file of the American believers, and multiplication of groups and of Spir- so high a privilege, so glorious a
particularly by their elected national itual Asoem blies throughout the task.
(signed) SHOOm
representatives, is but a subsidiary States of the great American. RepubHaifa, Palestine
aspect of the tremendo~ undertak- lic, the continual broadcasting of
March 25, 1946.
ings which, in both the North and the Divine Message to the leaders of
South American continents; the
standard bearers of the Faith of
Baha'u'llilh have initiated and de.
As we turn to the message Shoghi
veloped, for the promotion of its in~
"Fundamental Issue8"
Effendi has given us in his letter of
teresls, during the concluding decMarch 25, we note the emphasis he
Beloved Friends:
ades of the fir't Baha'i century_
lays on the "fundamental issues H we
In a world beset by differences of are to pursue with complete determiThe lwo-fold task which they have
so nobly undertaken - the procla- opinion and policy, the followers of nation and. resolve during years to
mation of the Faith in the North Bahft'u'llah may well appreciate come. As we work in those two fields,
American continent and the consoli~ their blessing in the true union which "the proclamation of the Faith in the
dation of its nascent institutions in the Guardian maintains for the en~ North American continent and the
Latin America-must, whatever plan tire Baha'i community. Most griev- consolidation of its nascent instituis devised in the coming years for the ous of all confusions are those tions in Latin AMerica," we shall
furtlierance of their world-wide mis- which arise when persons supporting remain under the light of guidance,
s ion-be relentlessly prosecuted. the same general truths disagree on and receive the reinforcement of
supernal Power_
That further responsibilities, of a how those ideals should be served.

Message From the Guardian

National Spiritual Assembly
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In that same letter there is a pas·
sage written by the Guardian
through his secretary which goes to
the very heart of our individual and
collective spiritual problems:liThe believers, to better under·
stand their own internal condition,
should realize that the forces of·
darkness in the world are so prevalent and strong that their morbid
and turbulent influence is felt by alL
They should therefore consciously
strive to be more loving, more
united, more dedicated and prayerful than ever before, in order to fight
against the atmosphere of presentday society which is unloving, disunited, careless of right and wrong,
and heedless of God."
An event of great historical moment for the Faith has been reported
to us by cable from John Eichenauer
in Germany: that a twCHfay Convention of German Baha'is has been
held, with nineteen delegates and the
institution of the National Spiritual
Assembly has been recreated by the
election- of nine members. Thus the
irresistible power of the Faith has
asserted itself under most dramatic
circumstances. We rejoice· in this
notable strengthening of the pillars
of the new world' order, and we pray
for the mighty confirmation of our
brothers and sisters in Germany and
in all countries overrun by war.
In our recent general letter on the
subject of' international Baha'i relief we listed the address of Sr.
Perfecto Tabora in Manila. We now
learn that Sr. Tabora has moved,
the new address being 22 Halum
Street, Mesa Heights, Quezon City,
P.I.
The Assemblies are re-minded that
Annual reports of the local activities
to April 21, 1946, will be most wei· .
come, and the information shared
as fully as possible with the friends
in Bahli'i News.
Faithfully yours,
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

In Memoriam
Death proffereth unto every confident believer the cup that is life
indeed. It bestoweth joy and is the
bearer of gladness. It conferreth the
gift of everlasting life.-B.AHA'u 1 LLAH.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

John Mack, Denver.
Charles Tinsley, San Francisco.
Gertrude Harney, Rochester.
Elvita Benning, Kenosha.
J enDie Bowman, Phoenix.
Louise Brooks, New York.
W. C. Nichols, San Antonio.
Annie Belle Killius, Springfield,
Illinois.

Reports of
Annual Elections
Local Spiritual Assemblies
are requested to fill out and
return the form provided for
reporting the annual election.
with names of officers, address
for correspondence, etc., at the
earliest possible date, so that
the American Baha'i Directory
may be published.

Calendar
Anniversaries; The Declaration of
the Bab, May 23, 1844. To be celebrated on May 22, at about two
hours after sunset. The Ascension
of Baha 'u 'Ilah, May 29, 1892. To be
observed if feasible at 3:00 A.M. on
May 29.
Nineteen Day Feasts: Grandeur,
May 17; Light, June 5; Mercy, June
24.

Enrollments
St. Paul, 2.
Detroit. 2.
Milwaukee, 6 and J youth.

Hamilton, 3.
Pittsburgh, 2.
Lima, 2.
Fargo. 2.
Minneapolis, 4.
Los Angeles 2, 1 youth.
Evanston, 2.
San Francisco, 2 youth.
Toronto, 2.
Baltimore, 1.
Beverly Hills, 1.
Honolulu, 1.
Sioux Falls. 1.
Little Rock, 1.
Halifax. 1.
Colorado Springs, L
Bois_e, 1.
Anchorage. L

New York, 1.
Spokane, 1.
Flint,!.

Regina, 1.
Berkeley, 1.
St. Louis, 1.

Enrollments reported by Regional
Tea_ching Committees in February2: in March-l6.

National Committees
Public Meetings Campaign
The public meetings in Brooklyn,
Portland,
Detroit, and Chicago
rounded out the campaign conducted
by the National Spiritual Assembly
and ina ugura ted in Toronto last- October. We are printing below reports of three of these final meetings .. No official news has come
from Detroit, but we understand
that there was a large attendance
at the meeting there in spite of
the transit strike which was caned
just at that time.
-THIl EVrroRS

Brooklyn

The largest Baha'i gathering yet

to be held in Brooklyn was that of
March 25, 1946, sponsored by the
National Public Meetings Committee·,
Between 700 and 800 people, many
of them uninformed about the Faith,
thronged to the dignified and impressive Brooklyn Academy of Music to
hear Miss Hilda Yen speak on
"Peace Plans Compared tt and Mr.

Masjld Vakil in S;lliriz where the Bab
silenced His enemies.

Carl Scheffler discuss "The Price
of World Peace Is World Religion."
Philip Sprague presided. Musical selections were presented by Walter
Olitzki of the Metropolitan Opera,
Philippa Schuyler, gifted 14-year-old
pianist and composer. and the Ge·
rard Duo Quartet, conducted by Gerard Aluhenaar of the Royal Con·
serva tory of Holland.
Cards requesting further information about the Faith and notices of
future meetings were signed by more
than 110 persons.
Particulars about those who participated in the meeting and the
topics presented, Baha'i quotations,
the address of the New York center,
etc., appeared on six pages of the
attractive "Program and Magazine
of the Brooklyn Academy of Music"
-NI:W YORK SPmrrt.rAL

ASSEMBLY

Portland

On March 28, the Portland Baha'i
community held its Public Meeting
of the National Campaign in the
Neighbors of Woodcraft auditorium,
with approximately 350 peopl.. attending. Mrs. Helen Bishop spoke
on "The Price of World Peace Is
World Religion," and held throughout her address the complete and
enthusiastic attention of her audi..
ence. Mr. Robert L. McCoy. formerIy soloist with the Washington,.
D. C., Symphony, sang two selections before and after the address.
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Large bouquets of beautiM mixed
:flowers were used effectively as decoration.
Both the OTegonian and the Oregon
Journal advertised: the meeting extensively. and two radio transcript
broadcasts aroused marked interest.
Posters, distributed throughout Portland and neighboring Vancou~r,
paid well for the time and effort
expended.
The Portland community is es..
pecially enthusiastic concerning the
follow-up work done by Mrs. Bishop.
On April I, at the regular weekly
meeting, she spoke to an audience
of sixty people; on April 8, she again
addressed the meeting. Both audiences included people who had been
interested by her able and profound
explanation of the Message. On sev..
eral occasions Mrs. Bishop attended
fireside meetings and dinners to
which she was invited to eXplain
the Cause. She also addressed a
group of sixty-five persons on April
5 in Corvallis, Oregon.
This community is greaUy inspired
by the outcome of the Public Meeting and all the follow-ups. To our
minds, the activity has been highly
succe.8M in that the Message has
reached many people, and in a most
profound way.
-PORTLAND SPmrruAL ASSEM:BLY

Chicago

A most successful meeting was
held in Chicago in the beautiful Ballroom of the Continental Hotel April
11th_ This was the last of a series
of eleven nation-wide meetings arranged by the Public Meetings Committee. It was a beautiful occasion.
The splendid and effective publicity
prepared by the Baha'i News Service,
the personal efforts of the Chicago
believers, and the full cooperation of
adjacent Baha'i communities within
a radius of tWo hundred miles resulted in an audience of nearly a
thousand interested people, many
of whom heard of the Baha'i Faith
for the first time.
Mr. Albert Windust, who always
radiates a genial-, charming friendli ..
ness, acted as Chairman. Miss Carol
Smith of Hollywood, Illinois, enterta ined the ga thering with two
beautifully rendered solos. The main
part of the program was then entered
upon. The speakers, Marzieh Nabil
Gail and Kenneth Christian presented
the subject of the evening-"The
Price of World Peace Is World Religion" in a scholarly fashion. The
non-Baha'is present could not help
but be impressed. with the tre-
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Mason Remey addresses a. pthering in the Baba'i Center
at Havana. Cuba.. March, 1945.

mendous potentialities for Peace embodied within the Baha'i Faith. Meetings of this type are far reaching
in their deepening effect on the pul>lic in its understanding of the fundamental principles of the spiritual program inaugurated by Baha'u·ll.ih for
this day.
-CHICAGO SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Inter-America News
The Panama Conference

An English translation has just
been received of a special number
of the Spanish Baha', Bulletin, which
is devoted- to a description of the
first Latin-American BaM', Conference held in Panama City, January
21~25,
under the auspices of the
Bah,,', International School at Colorado Springs and of the InterAmerica Committee.
A few excerpts from this report
will indicate the warmth of spiritual
unity in the Faith of Baha'u'llah
experienced alike by the Latin
believers from seven Central and
South American countries and the
six North American pioneers: who
attended the Conference.
"The Conference was a great success, exceeding our highest hopes.
A marvelous spirit of brotherhood,
happiness and cooperation permeated all the meetings and' activities,
and everybody look his part in perfect coordination with the others .. .
Every morning there were informal

teaching sessions and every evening
a public lecture was held_
"The Guardian wrote that to Panama would fall the honor of holding
the first Baha'l Latin-American Conference, which would be followed by
many others."
Morning sessions were given to
the study of selections from God
Passes By, and to round table discussions on the Administrative Order
and on teaching problems in Latin
America. At one of these sessions the
characteristics of a Baha'i teacher
were described as, " . . . profound
faith, deep impersonal love for all
alike. tact, eagerness to listen with
understanding to the view-point of the
student and his problems, capacity
to present the Cause of God in such
a way that he can easily understand
it and apply it to his own life, great
patience, perseverance, humility, liv·
ing the Bah .. 'f life, complete obedience to Baha'i Administration, gen~
erosity, courage, and the capacity to
find in every disaster nothing but a
great opportunity to serve. n
Whether from dirtant Chilf- o'r from
nearby countries, all who came, na..
tive believers as well as pioneers,
were given parts by the Conference
Committee appointed by the Spiritual Assembly of Panama City,
either as leaders of discussions or
a 5 speakers in public meetings or
over the radio. "The Panamanian
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Station, 'La Nacional,' . . . gave
gratis fifteen minutes every day during the Conference for the proclamation of our beloved Cause.
"Each representative. ir.. a perfectly unpersonal way, showed in
these programs his profound attachment to the Faith without any desire
to distinguish his participation as a
representative of a certain country."
The closing public meeting was
held in the main auditorium of the
Inter-America University. The theme
of this meeting was World Peace.
A non-Baha'I speaker was Dr. Octavia Mendez Pereira, delegate from
Panama to the San Francisco
Conference.

A reprq,sentative of the National
Spiritual Assembly who attended
the Conference, said. near its close,
wrhe spirit of this conference,
more than any other, seems like that
of Haifa. It is something I have not
experienced since 1938, the last time
I visited the Guardian of our Faith."
Recent Event!l

The itinerant teachers, Mr. Mason
Remey and- Mr. and Mrs. Emeric
Sala? have now returned home from
their teaching tours in South America. They are expected to be present
at the Convention and to relate some
of their experiences.
En route to Buenos Aires, Shirley
Ward has spent several weeks in
Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Excellent contacts have been made
in both cities. Owing to most energetic teaching on the part of our
pioneers in Rio, it is funy expected
that a Spiritual Assembly will be
elecJed there on April 21.
Managua, Nicaragua, now has
twice the number of believers required for electing a Spiritual Assembly; Valparaiso, Chile, will also
have its first Spiritual Assembly this
year, and in Puntarenas, Costa Rica,
a Spiritual Assembly will be reestablished. A number of Baha'i
groups have been organized throughout Latin America as a result of
extension teaching during this and
former years.
After April 21 Marcia Steward will
leave Valparaiso for Central America where she will assist in the consolidation of Assemblies and in
public teaching in the countries north
of Panama. Hasc1e Cornbleth has
left Los Angeles to pioneer in Quito,
Ecuador.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Baker have
recently returned home after visiting Assemblies in Caracas, Venezuela; Kingston, Jamaica; and Ha-

vana, Cuba. Louise Baker is remaining in Caracas until after the election. However, she plans to attend
the Convention.
Artemus Lamb returned to the
United States on personal business
in the early spring, but will leave
directly after attending the Convention in Wilmette, to continue his
teaching work in Punta Arenas.
Chile.

North American Teaching
The Smaller A.ssemblie.

During the past month the focus of
teaching activity has been the preserva tion of the status of the smaller Assemblies by reinforcing their
ranks ·and supplying teaching help
to provide an increase of membership before April 21st. Especially
intensive teaching has been going
forward in Moncton, N.B., and H ali·
fax, N.S., where Mrs. Ruth Moffett,
Mrs. Annie Romer and Mrs. Beulah
Proctor have been bending every
effort to attract and confirm believers. A recent report advises that
Moncton has added Miss Ann
McLean to its rolls and Halifax has
a study cia ss of from 10 to 1. to be
conducted by Mrs. Romer. Plans
have been made to provide return
visits by Mrs. Ruth Moffett to both
Charlottetown and to Moncton for
additional help during April.
The Louisville, Ky., community
has also received teaching help in
March and April, as well as the
promise of further reinforcements
very soon. Mrs. Marion Little spent a
week early in March making new
contacts and arranging for a public
meeting. In order to secure a suitable meeting place Mrs. Little
provided supper to an audience of
?:I at one of the local hotels. Mrs.
Marguerite Ullrich spent the first
week of April endeavoring to bring
the attracted ones closer, and early
in May Dr. Edris Rice-Wray plans to
visit Louisville to give them still
further help.
A letter from the secretary of the
Greenville, S. C. LSA comments that
·'having prayed for help in the teach·
ing work, we have received a de·
luge." A project for Greenville
provided the teaching help of Mrs.
Terah Smith for two weeks, and
during that period Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Blum and Mr. and Mrs. William DeForge arrived there. A symposium was immediately arranged
in order to utilize all the available
talent.

Regional Conference

Forty Baha'is attended a Regional
Conference and public meeting held
in W il m ington, Del., on March !ijh
to aid and stimulate local teaching efforts. The subiect of the ~eet
ing was 'lThe Baha'i Faith" and
the speakers included Miss Jessie
Revell, Miss Edith Segen and Mr.
Stuart Sims.
Circuits

A circuit arranged by the New
York RTC provided the teaching
assistance of Miss Julia Goldman
to the Assemblies of Syracuse.
Geneva, Rochester, and Buffalo 1
New York.
In connection with a business trip,
Mr. Alvin Blum visited the communities of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Topeka, Kansas, Omaha~ Neb., Kansas City, and Independence, Missouri. .
Senlen

To enable the Butte, Montana,
Assembly to maintain its status,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McAllister of
Seattle have settled there. Mr. McAllister became enrolled as a Bah;i!i
on Naw-Rtii and early in 'April left
for Butte, so the continuance of this
Assembly is assured.
Mrs. Florence Cox, formerly a
pioneer in Regina and Charlottetown, moved to Laramie. Wyo., early
in March and is now established in
an apartment which "is the library
and class room for the Baha'is."
A class is at present underway which
Mrs. Cox hopes "will increase for
we had an attendance of 9 the first
evening and tQ th~ second. It
Groups

Regional Committees have also
been working with many of the
larger groups to prepare them for
Assembly status on April 21st as
well as with disbanded Assemblies
ready to become reconstituted on
that date.
National Campaip

The follow-up teaching activities,
in the key cities where the meetings
of the National Campaign have been
held, are going forward through the
help of outside speakers. In POTtla?Ul, Ore .. Mrs. Helen Bishop, who
was speaker for the large public
meeting held there, spent several
weeks assisting with the follow-up
teaching activities.
Mr. John Inglis and Mr. Robert
Durr of Bkmingham, Alabama,
were speakers for meetings arranged
to follow-up the National Campaign
meeting held in New Orleans. stopping over in Jackson enroute.
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To provide a follow-up speaker for
Atlanta, Ga., a circuit was de~
veloped for Mr. Philip Marangella
which included Birmingham, Greenville, Ccl.umbia, Augusta and Mobile, Alabama.
Mr. Monroe Ioas spent three days
assisting Denver fu its plans to continue the interest aroused during the
National Campaign meeting, and
visits were also made to Laramie,
Wyo., and Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mr. Ioas also assisted with a meeting in Detroit on April 7th, followed
by Mrs. Margery McCormick, who
remained from April 13th to 17th
assisting the community in its followup activities. Mr. John Roberts of
Toronto i. scheduled to speak for a
meeting to be held in Detroit May
5th.
A series of four meetings has been
arranged to follow the large public
meeting held in Chicago, beginning
with Mr. Horace Holley, speaking on
I'Religion lor the Modem World"
April 16th; Mrs. Orcella Rexford
on 11 Iran's Contribution to World CuIbire" with sound films of Iran April
23d; Mr. Philip Marangella, whose
subject is, "And His Is the Power
and Glory" April 30th; and Mrs.
Helen Bishop, closing the series May
7th with a talk on "The Goal of the
Twentieth Century."
II.
•
•
an intensification of effort
is imperatively required, aiming at a
bolder proclamation of the veri ties
of a God-given Faith, at a systematic
and continent-wide dissemination of
its authentic literature, at a closer
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contact with the masses as well as
the leaders of public thought, at a
further consolidation and multiplication of the administrative centers
scattered throughout the new world
. . . and, above all, at a more convi~cing revelation of Baha'i love,
UnIty, solidarity and self·sacrifice
which alone can hasten the consummation of the preliminary undertakings required to terminate the
period of transition." Shoghi Effendi.
-NATIONAL TEACHING CoMMI'ITEE

Wanted

Green Acre
for the 1946 season

of the

GTeen Acre Summer School, July
1 to September 2:-A Bah,,'j young
man, between the ages of eighteen
and twenty-five, to teach the class
of Junior Youth, 12 to 15 years of
age. The applicant should be able
to conduct Baha'! study suitable to
girls and boys of these ages. He
should be able to teach such sports
as baseball and. swimming, and
should have some skills in handicrafts and/or arts. Classes are held
six days a week from 9 :30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The teacher should also be
willing to spend an hour on several
afternoons in playing games or
swimming with the stUdents. Remunera tion for a pproxima tely four hours
work per day-board and room in the
Dormitory or one of the cottages.
Address applications to Genevieve
L. Coy. Chairman, Green Acre Summer School Committee, 10 Patchin
Place, New York City, 11.

Local Communities
Urbana Public Meeting
Inspired by the success of the recent meetings held in large cities
under the auspices of the National
Public Meetings Committee, the Spiritual Assembly 'of Urbana arranged
a meeting with Miss Hilda Yen as
speaker on March 29th. The meeting
was held in. one of the lecture rooms
of the University of Illinois. Permission to use the room was ob-

Group of ChInese students at the Uni~
verslty 01 DUnois after tile leetllre given
Chere by Bnda Ten, March 29, 1946.

dents, including a number of young
Chinese men and" women. Miss Yen's
subject was HPeace Plans Compared." Although she spoke longer
than is the custom at the University, she held the enthusiastic attention of her audience. Miss Swengel, as chairman, emphasized the

tained by the Baha'i Youth Group,
an organization registered with the
University authorities and headed by
two active young Baha'is, Mr. Farhang Javid and Miss Margaret
Swengel.
600 folders with a very attractive
picture of Miss Yen and a short
account of her various and vivid experiences and rare qualifications as
a speaker were used as posters on
University bulletin boards and for
mailing to individuals. Her lecture
also obtained good publicity in the
three daily papers of Urbana and
Champaign and through two spot
announcements on the radio.
The lecture room t accommodating
nearly 300 people, was filled to capacity with a representative audience containing leaders of thought in
the community as well as many stu-

Regular SatllJ'day afternoon meeting of
Bah .. 'js and their friends at the heme 01
Miss Ivy Dickinson in New York, March
3D, 1946.

Baha'i solution of world problems
by reading the Guardian's descrip-

tion of the future World Order.
The morning before the lecture
Miss Yen gave a talk on World Federation at an unpremeditated assembly at the Urbana High School.
The 600 pupils listened intently and
were delighted with Miss Yen's visit,
which was prompted by a personal
interest in a school from which a
Chinese friend of hers had graduated.
Attendance at the next regular
weekly Baha'i meeting was unusually
large.
The Urbana assembly feels that its
effort to present the Cause in a favorable way to a large audience was
very successful and that such public
meetings pave the way for a fuller
understanding of the Baha'i Teachings by the public.

Naw-Ruz in Edmonton
Kathleen M. Rimell of Edmonton
sends an enthusiastic account of the
celebration of Naw-Ruz in that city.
She writes: "Shortly before the hour
of sundown ten of us, nine BahA'iS
and the daughter of one, gathered at
the home of Miss Gwen Clarke. The
chairman of our group, Mrs. Roche,
read a prayer for all of us and then
we filed into the dining room where
a buffet supper was most llwroughly
enjoyed. Later in the evening a number of non-Baha'j guests arrived to
enjoy our celebration with us and
we numbered twenty in all!'
The evening's program was made
up of a solo by Miss Helen Trimble,
daughter of the first resident Baha'i
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in Edmonton. a reading from The
Gleanings, music by a non-Baha'i

guest, and a talk by Mrs. E. J. Rimel, beginning with an explanation
of the meaning and origin of NawRuz and concluding with world tUlity.
The talk. was followed by a general
discussion and refreshments. All the
guests-Christian, Muslim, and Baha'i - expressed great pleasure at
.. being present.
. ult was a beautiful warm spring
night, clear, blue and star-spangled,
just the kind of night for New Year's
Eve, herald of the birth of a

New Year."

Race Unity in Miami
The Miami. Florida, Baha'i Community held a race unity lecture
in Liberty Squa re Auditorium on
1\< arch 16th when Mrs. Joy Earl was
the speaker. Printed announcements
were distributed, and, although there
was little time for advance publicity t
sixty-five attended: The race unity
committee there has sponsored bimonthly meetings alternately in the
white and in the colored districts,
and the community maintains a public meeting place where both races
may meet together. E very nineteen
days the senior- youth group of Miami
mimeographs a page of news called
"Scratches and Scribbles. H

Other Local Activities
A public speaking class is sponsored

by the Chicago assembly. Professor
Mills of Northwestern University was
engaged to present a series of ten
classes. Aside from the regular public and fireside meetings, the Chicago youth hold monthly all day

study classes for the declared youth
of the area.
Word from Fargo, North Dakota,
comes indirectly through the Chicago
bulletin. Mrs. Etty Graeffe reports
that the Fargo Baha'is hold a regular
Friday evening class for the study
of GOO Passes By, a Wednesday afternoon class on The Promulgation. of
Universal Peace, and a Sunday morning hour .for deepening the spiritual
life of the community. Sunday afternoon they hold a short prayer service, and each Sunday at 10 :30 a.m.
they present a five minute radio
broadcast.
San Francisco Baha'is, stirred by
recent appeals from the Guardian
and by news of the national public
teaching campaign, voted to increase
their monthly contribution to the National Baha'i Fund by 50%!
For the first time this year there
were observations of international
youth days in DearboTn-, Michigan,
and San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Prince Edward Island has sponsored a Baha'i Educational Seminar
with Mrs. Ruth Moffet! speaking
three times daily for two weeks at
the Queen Hotel, Charlottetown.
PhHadelphia Baha'is sent out a
leaflet with a picture of the temple
and notices of their March and April
meetings. Their reading room is open
to the public Monday afternoons.

The Baha'is of Stuttgart and Esslingen gathered at the Baha'i Home
on the hill overlooking EssHngen and
the verdant Neckar valJey .. ~
"That our Division hovered. around
ir. this area had something to do with
Divine intervention, not because of
myself, but ir~ order that some
Baha'i could convey to these friends
the greetings from the Baha'i world
without, from which they have been
deprived for about eight years. long,
hungry, terror-filled years. We were
seated in the lecture hall for lunch,
with quotations from 'Abdu'l-Baha
hanging from the walls. From there
I went to an adj oining room to play
the organ. How my heart warmed
as the Baha'i children gathered
around. It seem s almost unbelievable
that out of aU this destruction, dig.:.
order and chaos, the foundations of
that World Civilization of BaM'u'llah have emerged well-anchored,
that the fire and zeal of the believers
has remained undimmed, and that
their plans for the spreading of the
Faith in the coming months will
make the Baha'i world- sit up and
take notice.
"As the afternoon wore on Baha'is
came in droves from Stuttgart and
Esslingen, aged and infant, drawn
by that irresistible Power of the
Cause, that indescribable happiness
that pervades every Baha'i meeting.
Here are Friedrich and Annamarie
Annual Reports
Copies of annual reports made by Schweizer, two pillars of the Cause;
local a ssem blies to the National Spir- there is Paul Gollmer, the National
itual Assembly, as we~ as other local Secretary, who risked so much to
news items, may be sent directly to . preserve Bahit'i relics; there are his
Baha'i News. Selected news from two daughters, Lilo and Agnes, who
such reports will be published in a both lost their husbands in the war;
not far away is Herr Richter of Leipfall number of the paper.
zig, who was on the Russian front,
found his way to Denmark, was finally discharged this month and is
can friends. "One had the feeling now looking for his wife and child
that all the friends were with us in from one town to the next . . . You
their- prayers. Our thoughts were of are particularly draWn to the youth,
the entire globe, but most particu- Valtrot Kuebler, Hildegarde Muller,
larly of Haifa." John brought them Peter Rommel and many others.
a copy of World Order containing a Then somebody asks you, 'Did you
report of the 100th Aniversary Cele- hear froin Mason Remey'!' 'Did you
bration in Haifa, also a copy of God write Helen Bishop?' 'Did you hear
Passes By.
from my brother, who is a prisoner
"The youth, some of them inquirers, of war in Colorado or Missouri or
are meeting every Thursday and are New York?' You say that literature
eagerly studying the Message. Lit- is on the way and only hope that
erature for the youth is especially there are plenty of pamphlets in German for these spiritual beavers to
desired. "
From John Eichenauer, Bad Can- disseminate. Well do I remember my
embarrassment oJ;:t May 22 in the
statt, Germany, August 26, 1945:
"Dearly beloved Baha'is of America! home of Anna Kostlin when a Baha'i
"If you could have been here to.-- asked me how many Baha'is in
day. you would have felt yourselves America and I could offer no reply
carried into the realms of paradise. when he said. '5,000 1s itot- very many

News of Other Lands
Letters from Bahii'is
in Germany
The following are summaries of
letters from Germany which relate
some of the important events for the
Cause in that country and show in
some detail what happened in the
German Baha'i communities between May and September, 1945:
From Marta Weiss of Esslingen,
August, 1945:
"The first general meeting of German Baha'is in 8 years took place
May 23, 1945, when "21 true souls"
came together at the Baha'i Home
on the hill overlooking Esslingen.
John Eichenauer, a Baha'i in the
U. S. Army, was present bringing
love and greetings from the Ameri-
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for America.' If the American believers could only be transported into
this environment, realize the hardship and privation that these exemplary souls have undergone and are
still undergoing to a lesser degree,
they would rise up as a powerful,
spj..ritual radio and television transmitting station to proclaim with undaunted fervor the Message of the
Lord. of Hosts. Have you ever been
seated iri your homes reading your
Baha'i books and had fear clutch at
your heart because you thought the
shuffle of feet outside your apart·
men1 was some Gestapo agent coming to check up on your activities?
Did you ever have to hide your pictures of 'Abdu'l-Baha because you
didn't want them confiscated or desecrated·? How long must our beloved
Guardian spend his energy directing
appeals to the outstanding American
believers who fulfill the Seven Year
Plan by the skin of their teeth, who
pass up so many opportunities to
share the Me~sage with their fellowmen that only by the Grace of God is
the Instrument of the Cause left in
our hands, who ha ve to be pleaded to
on bended knees in order to c9mplete
a budget that should be many times
as large for the tremendous task we
have before ns.
"As these thoughts race through
your mind the 70 some odd believers
are gathering in the garden for a picture; you hope it will have a galvanizing effect on the American community. Now they are gathering
again in the lecture hall. Hugo has
just read a prayer, and now Paul
GOllmer is reading from ·Sun of
Truth,' a Tablet of 'Abdu'I·Baha. The
meeting over, Annamarie Schweizer
asks you to her Friday evening study
class, Dr. Koller mentions her Monday evening class, you realize the
need of getting the youth together,
you wish you had more time to give
to the Cause ... Then, when you feel
that you could go on living in this
exalted atmosphere forever, you are
reminded of the end of the day. You
never have felt the warmth that you
feel when you shake the hand of each
believer and embrace and kiss them
and whisper 'auf Wiedersehen, Allah'u'-Abha'. And so you leave this spot
of Paradise and wend your way back
to Cannstatt, eager to share your
joy with your Baha'i brother (Calvin
Wilder), who, as early as May 6,
without any address whatsoever,
helped you search for the Baha'is in
the spiritual heart of Germany."
Baha'i Prisoners of War in Amer-
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Spiritual Assembly "of the Bahi!'s 01 Baltimore
incorpoJ'ated August 3, 1945.
'

ica: Hauptwin Oskar Weiss 7WC-68D
Komp 7 P W Camp Carson (Colo.)
c/o GPO Box, N. Y., N. Y.
(Brother of Marta Weiss of Esslingen.)
Ob gefr Gerhard Bender 81G 90262
(Son of Hugo and Klara)
P. W. Camp Crowder (Mo) c/o Box
20 GPO, N. Y.
From John Eichenauer, Bad Canstatt (near Stuttgart), Germany, to
N.S.A. of U. S. and Canada, August,

1945:
"Baha'l of Wilmette, Calvin Wilder
and self found 100 Baha'is in the
Stuttgart,
Esslingen,
Goppingen,
Geislingen area." (As reported in
the November News, John obtained
written authorization for Baha'i
meetings in Stottgart from Captain
Carvel Busey, Religion and Educa·
tion Officer of the Stuttgart Military
Government Detachment.) Joho had
two interviews with Captain Busey
which proved helpful to the Cause.
At the second meeting Herr GoUmer,
Chairman of the Stuttgart Assem·
bly, and Dr. Adelheid Koller, another

member, were present. Herr GoUmer had filled ·out the political questionnaire which the Military Govern·
ment requires. This questionnaire
when completed reveals one's political history for the past ten years
especially as to whether one
joined the Nazi party. (No one absolutely had to join it.) He was given
other forms for the other members
of the Stuttgart L.S.A. to fill out.
Herr Gollmer showed Captain Busey
copies of correspondence between
the N.S.A. of the U.S. and Canada
and' Himmler concerning suspension
of German Baha'i activities.
"Capt. Busey said that each Local
Assembly would have to apply for
authorization and that later on the
National Assembly could apply for
authorization at USFET in Frankfurt. Eventually the American National Assembly can present the case
of all the Baha'is in Germany and
Austria before the Four Power Con·
trol Commission in Berlin.
"The shipping date of our division

had
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i..-: uncertain. I am trying to get into
Mil. Gov'!, or UNRRA in order to
remain in Germany for 6 months or
a year and help bring the Baha'is of
Europe together."
.
From Mara V. Edmonstone, Publicity Chairman of the Miami Baha'i
Assembly. October, 1945:
"As soon as hostilities ended Bruce
Davison got busy in Frankfurt,
where he was stationed. He advertised for Baha'Is and' received four
answers. Within a week they an met.
Among them is Mrs. -Horn, who formerly lived in the United States. She
was sent to Frankfurt by the Guardian. The Frankfurt Baha 'is bega~
holding regulae meetings. They are
also holding study classes.' I
From John Eichena uer and Bruce
Davison, Heddernheim, Frankfurt,
Sept. 27, 1945.
To National Spiritual Assembly,
Wilmette. Ill.:
"We are planning teaching activities for American Zone, publication
of literature, radio and press publicity and coordination with Baha'i
communities in Europe.
"This evening we are observing
the Feast with the Frankfurt
Baha'is."
In
Stuttgart and Esslingen .. 7
weekly meetings and study cllisses
are being held.

=-------'-Vienna

Mu. J. R. Bolles of New York City
has received a letter from F. Pollinger of Vienna in which he' says
Unearly all of us survived those darkest years except the Jewish friends,
of whose (fate) we scarcely can get
a glimpse or trace." He speaks alsp
o! having Ustudied Baha'i works in
the last silent years, the 'Book of
Certitude.' 'Nabil's Narrative,' prayers, etc., which I never 'before had
opportunity to read thoroughly." He
will "try to translate the words of
our beloved Guardian into German
and convey your loving letter to all
the friends here. n
Mr. Pollinger's address is Vienna
II. 2. F. Bocklinstrasse 41 15.

First Ukrainian Baha'i
In July, 1938, at the request of
Lidia Zamenhof, a Russian translation of the Kitab-i-Iqim was sent from
the International Baha'i Bureau at
Geneva, Switzerland, to Mr.· Vasyl
Dorosenko, a Ukrainian living in
Eastern Poland. A correspondence
ensued between Mrs. Lynch of the
Bureau and Mr. Dorosenko, who soon
declared himself a believe<o.

Green Acre Announcements
For reservations, address:Mrs. Flora Valentine. After June
1, Green Acre Summer School,
Eliot, Maine,
The Week-end Conference on
"Securing the Peace" will be
held on July 6 and 7, instead of
June 2g. and 30, as was originally announced.
Mr. Dorosenko was a scholar, for
many years engaged in education,
first as teacher and then as inspector, but by 1938 had retired and was
living in the country near Kremenetz. He was an Esperantist and a
deeply religious seeker, and had in·
vestiga ted many religious and philosophical movements, but had not
joined any. lie belonged to a "group
of seekers" associated with the Theosophical group in Kremenetz. He
read "Baha'u'llah and the New Era"
in Esperanto and explained the contents to the group of seekers, ,who
received its message gladly. Of this
book he wrote "It has become my
daily reading. I cannot do without
it. With it I have health, wealth and
happiness.' ~
With the Guardian's .approval he
began to translate this book into
Ukrainian. He shared the' Message
with more and more people. He wrote
that they appreciated especially the
"Hidden Words" in Russian and the
prayers, which were sent them by
Miss Zamenhof.
Early in 1939 Miss Zamenhof visi ted this group in Kremenetz and
gave four talks on the Cause before
the Theosophical Group and the Seekers and left them a typewritten copy
of "Some Answered Questions" in
Esperanto.
Soon after, Mr. Dorosenko was
taken ill. He was still in bed when
he wrote his last letter to Mrs.
Lynch, and it has not been possible
to find out what happened to him
later because a few months afterwards Eastern Poland became again
Russian territory and all communication ceased.

Baha'i Fa i th and ha s translated
"Baha'u'llah and His Message," but
cannot afford to have it printed. He
has received many inquiries about
the Faith and writes that it is glorious to work for it. Mrs. Palmgren
had ,translated "Baha'u'llah and the
New Era" and it has been printed.
Mr. Sundquist's address is, Brankyrkagatan 36, Stockholm, Sweden.
This news from Sweden has come
to us from Mrs. J. R. Bolles, to whom
we are often indebted for np.ws from
Europe. At the request of the Guardian Mrs. Bolles has visited the
Baha'is in several European countries and carries on correspondence
with them, thus rendering a' beautiful and valuable service to our European brothex:s and sisters and to
us.

India
The Bombay friends have their
own structure for a· I;Ia?iratu'l-Quds.
It is a five stor-ied structure and
it is hoped that its occupation will
be a great step forward in the activities of the Bombay friends.
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''The First Choice"
E very man of insight will, in this
day, readily admit that the counsels
which the Pen of this wronged One
hath revealed constitute the supreme
animating power for the advancement of the world and the exaltation
of its peoples. Arise7 0 peopie, and,
by the power of God's might, resolve
to gain the victory over your own
selves, that haply the whole earth
may be freed and sanctified from
its servitude to the gods of its idle
fancie&-gods that have inflicted such
loss upon, and are responsible for
the misery of, their wretched worshipers, These idols form the ob-

stacie that impeded man in his efforts to advance in the path of perfection. We cherish the hope that
tJ::.e Hand of Divine power may lend
its assistance to mankind; and deliver it from its state of grievous
abasement.
o people of <rl>d! Do not busy yourselves in your own concerns; let
your thoughts be fixed upon that
which will rehabilitate the fortunes
of mankind and sanctify the hearts
and souls of men. This cap best be
achieved through pure and holy
deeds, through a virtuous life and
a goodly behavior. Valiant acts will

Messages from the Guardian
To the Convention
Hail with joyous heart the delegates of the American Baha'i Community assembled beneath the dome
of the Mother Temple of the West
1n momentous Convention of the first
year of peace. The souls are uplifted
in thanksgiving for the protection
vouchsafed by Providence to the
preeminent
community
of the
Baha'J world enabling its members
to consummate, despite the tribumtions of a world-convulsing con·
fliet, the first stage of 'Abdu'lBah,,'s Plan. The Campaign culminating the Centenary of the inauguration of the Baha 'j Era completed
slxteen months ere the appointed
time the exterior ornamentation of
the Ma'!!!riqu'I-A4bIcir, laid the basis
of the administrative order in every
virgin state and province of the
North American Continent, almost
doubled the Assemblies established
since the inception of the Faith,
established Assemblies in fourteen
republics of Latin America, constituted active groups in remaining
republics, swelled to sixty the sovereign states within the pale of the
Faith.
The two-year respite, well-earned
after the expenditure of such a
colossal effort, covering such a tre-

mend·ous range, during so dark a
period, is now ended. The prosecutors of the Plan who in the course
of six war-ridden years achieved
such prodigies of service in the Western Hemisphere from Alaska to
Magallanes are now collectively
summoned to assume in the course
of the peaceful years ahead still
weightier responsibilities for the
opening decade of the Second Century. The time is ripe, events are
pressing, Hosts on high are sounding
the signal for inauguration of second
S~ven Year Plan designed to culminate first Centennial of the year
Nine marking the mystic birth of
Baha'u'llilli's prophetic mission in
Siyah-Chill. at Tiliran.
A two-fold .responsibility urgently
calis the vanguard of the dawnbreakers of Baha'u'llclh's Order
torch-bearers of world civilization,
executors of 'Abdu'l-Baha's mandate,
to arise and simultaneously bring to
f!Uition the tasks already undertaken
and launch fresh enterprises beyond
th~
borders
of
the
Western
Hemisphere.
The first objective of the new
Plan is consolidation of victories already won throughout the Americas,
involving multiplication of Baha'i
centers? bolder proclamation of the
t

in~ure the triumph of this Cause, and
a saintly character will reinforce its
power. Cleave unto righteousness
o people of Baha! This, verily, is
the
commandment which
this
wronged One hath given unto you,
and the first choice of His unrestrained Will for every one of you.
BA.RA 'U'u.Au
f

Faith to the masses. The second objective is completion of the interior
ornamentation of tbe holiest House
of Worship in the Baha'i world
designed ·to coincide with the fiftieth
anniversary of the inception of this
historic enterprise. The third objective is the formation of three
national Assemblies, pillars of the
Universal House of Justice, in the
Dominion of Canada, Central and
South America. The fourth objective is the initiation of systematic
teaching activity in war-tom, spiritually famished European continent,
clacile of world-famed civilizations,
twice-blessed by IAbdu'l-Bahit's vis.
its, whose rulers Bahit'u'llBh specifically and collectively addressed,
aiming at establishment of Assemblies in the Iberian Peninsula, the
Low Countries, the Scandinavian
state~, and Italy. No effort is too
great for community belonging to
the continent whose rulers Baha'u'llah addressed in the Most Holy
Book, whose members were invested
with spiritual primacy by 'Abdu'lBaha and named by Him apostles of
His Father, whose country was the
first western nation to respond to
the Divine Message and deemed
worthy to be first to build the Ta bernacle of the Most Great Peace, whose
administrators evolved the pattern
of the embryonic world order, consummated the first stage of the
Divine Plan, and whose elevation to
the throne of everlasting dominion
th p Center of the Covenant confidently anticipated. As the resistless
impulse propelling the Plan accelerates, the American Community
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must rise to new levels of potency publicity, but also as an enhancejn response to the divine mandate, ment of its prestige_ He feels your
scale loftier heights of heroism, in- Assembly should not drop the matsure fuller participation of the rank ter but go on investigating ways to
and file of members, and closer col- make such a project materialize as
laboration with the agencies de- soon as possible.
signed to insure attainment of the
fourfold objectives,
and evince
greater audacity in tearing down the
"Your First Order of Business"
barriers in its path.
Upon the success of the second Beloved Friends:
Seven Year Plan depends the launchThe members of the newly elected
ing, after a respite of three brief National Spiritual Assembly send
years, of a yet more momentous greeting to the American Bah .. 'is.
third Seven Year Plan which, when
The Guardian's message addressed
consummated through the establish- to the Convention inaugurates a secment of the structure of the adminis- ond Seven Year Plan whose four
trative order- in the remaining sov- objectives are to carry the Cause
ereign states and chief dependencies . of Baha'ullith far along on the path
of the entire globe, must culminate of world victory. Our tasks are trein and be befittingly commemorated mendous, requiring the consecrated
through
world-wide
celebrations effort and sacrifice of every single
marking the Centennial of the formal believer, and the spiritual reinforceassumption by Bah .. 'u'll"h of the ment poured forth upon the unified
Prophetic Office associated with body of the followers of Bah .. 'u'llith
Daniel's prophecy and the world ca n alone assure our full measure
triumph of the Baha'i revelation of success.
and signalizing the termination of A copy of that message appears
the initial epoch in the evolution of above, and your help is requested
the Plan whose mysterious, resist- in sharing it with the local comless processes must continue to shed munity or with the believers of the
ever-increasing lustre on successive regional area through the regional
generations of both the Formative bulletin.
and Golden Ages of the F ai th of
The meetings of the National Assembly were maintained through
Baha 'u'llilh.
Pledging ten thousand dollars as four days following the Convention
nlY initial contribution for the fur- in order to cope with the four great
therance of the manifold purposes of objectives set up by Shoghi Effendi,
a glorious crusade surpassing every prepare plans commensurate with
enterprise undertaken by the follow- the immensity of the work, appoint
ers of the Faith of Bahil'u·llah in the committees, and define the fithe course of the first Baha'i ceninry. nancial requirements of the cam(signed) SBOOHI paign in its first year.
The results of that study have been
From his Letter of March 25th embodied in a special bulletin and
issued to every individual believer
The following passages are from
of North America. When the bulletter dated March 25, 1946, written
letins are received you are urged
through his secretary:
to make their contents your first
He wants the American friends to order of business. so that by dishelp their destitute brothers and sis- cussion and consultation the Guarters in Europe and Asia all they can. dian's objectives may be thoroughly
This includes sending food and cloth- grasped, the plans and methods ining when feasible.
volving the annual Baha'i budget
The chart you sent him on the and committee functions be clearly
cycle of man should not be officially understood, and the entire Ameriaccepted and circulated among the can Baha'i community be aroused
believers, a s we now have no way to instant and whole-hearted action.
of knowing, for sure, if it really
Not one single Baha'i can be spared
embodies what the Master meant. in this, our supreme responsibility.
He was sorry to lea rn through your The way to victory has been dis·
cable that the project for a Baha'i closed, and we can only acquire
Radio Station can not be carried out worthiness to celebrate the Cente·
at present; he considers that such nary of "the year nine marking the
station would be a very great as- mystic Birth of Bahft'u 11ah's prophetic mission in Siyah-Chal at
s~t to the Cause, not only as a teaching medium and a wonderful form of Tihran. "

Reaching the masses with the message at this time is of the greatest
importance. More initiative should
be shown by all the Bah,,' is, and
encouraged by the NSA and local
Spiritual Assemblies.

National Spiritual Assembly

a
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Pending the discussion of the definite plans, the local and regional
t~aching work are to be reinvigor-Clted, and the needs of the new
national budget assured of hearty
support. As the Guardian states, the
time of respite is over, and every
passing day must yield its full fruit.
The incoming Assembly has organized a s follows: Mrs. Dorothy
Beecher Baker, Chairman; Mr. Paul
Haney, Vice-Chairman; Mr. Horace
Holley, Secretary; Miss Edna M.
True, Recording Secretary; Mr. Philip
G. Sprague, Treasurer; Miss EI.
sie Austin, Mrs. Amelia E. Collins,
Mr. George O. Latimer, Mr. William Kenneth Christian.
Faithfully yc>urs,
NATIONAL SPmlTUAL AssEMBLY

Annnal Election
From the Tellers' report of the result of the election of members to
the National Spiritual Assembly:
Miss Elsie Austin, 123 votes; Mr.
Philip G. Spragne, 115; Mr. Horace
Holley, 113; -Mrs. Dorothy Baker,
108; Mrs. Amelia E. Collins, 87; Mr.
George O. Latimer, 77; Miss Edna
M. True, 62; Mr. Paul Haney, 58;
Mr. Wm. Kenneth Christian, 53.
The next nine reported were: Mr.
Allen B. McDaniel, 52; Mr. Rowland
E stall, 47; Mr. Leroy loas, 46; Mrs.
Margery McCormick, 45; Mr. Emeric Sala, 34; Mr. John Robarts,
31; Mr. Mathew Bullock, 30; Mr.
Clarence Niss, 26; Mr. Siegfried
Schopllocher, 25.

Distribution of Baha'i News
In connection with the circulation
of Bahci!i News outside the United
States and Canada, the National Assembly for the information of the
friends reports the following schedule:1. In bulk to other National Assemblies in accordance with their
own request as to number desired.
2. American believers temporarily
H.'sident in other countries.
3. To such established Bah"'i centers as International Baha'i Bureau,
Geneva, Switzerland, the Baha'i
group of PariS, France, and to the
local Assemblies and Publishing committees of Latin America.
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ANNUAL BUDGET

Telegram to the President

1946·1947, Fint Year of New Seven Year Plan
1. Consolidation of Victories-Formation of New National
Assemblies-Proclamation of Faith to Masses
A. Consolidation-Formation of New National Assemblies ..
1. National and Regional Teaching Committees ........ .
2. Inter-America Committee .... , ..... , ............... .
3. Canadian National & Regional Teaching Committees
4. National Youth Committee ......................... .
5. Summer Schools .................. , , ..... , ......... .
6. Study Aids ......................................... .
B. Proclamation of Faith to Masses
1. Public Relations Committee ........................ .
2. Public Meetings Committee ........................ .
3. Radio Committee ...................................•
4. Temple Program Committee, including paid newspaller advertising ................................. .
5. Temple Guides Committee ......................... .
6. Race Unity Committee ............................. .
7. World Order Magazine Committee .................. .
8. Visual Aids Committee ............................. .
9. College Speakers Bureau ........................... .
10. Questionnaire Committee .......................... .
11. Service to the Blind Committee ..................... .
12. Library Committee ................................ .
13. Temple Librarian and Sales Committee ............ .
14. World Language Committee ........................ .
15. Teaching Literature (NSA) ......................... .

n.
In.

10,000.00
25,000.00
3,000.00
400.00
1,500.00
25.00
15,000.00
12,000.00
12,500.00

I,SOO.OO
500.00
1,000.00
300.00
SOO.OO
1,000.00
500.00
500.00
1,000.00
SO.OO
1,000.00

Temple Construction-Temple Trustees--First Year of
Plan ......................•.............................

75,000.00

Initiation of Systematic Teaching Activity in Europe
1. European Teaching Committee ..................... .
2. Literature for European Teaching .................. .

10,000.00
2,500.00

IV. BaM'i Service Committees
1. Publishing Committee ............................•..
2. Baha'i News Committee .................... ~ ....... .
3. BahaTWorld Editorial Committee .................. .
(Operating Expenses)
•
4. Reviewing Committee .............................. .
5. International Relief Committee (Operating Expense)
6. Child Education Committee ........................ .
7. Archives Committee ................................ .
B. Committee on American Memorial to 'Abdu'l-Bahoi .. .
8. Index Committee ...................................•

V. Baha'i World Center-Annual Contribution ..•..............
(Channelled to International Relief by Instruction
of the Guardian January, 1946)
VI. Printing cost, Baha'i World: Volume X
VII. Maintenance of Properties
1. Temple ............................................. .
2. Other Trustee Properties ..... , .............. .

2,500.00
250.00
25.00
50.00
25.00
SO.OO
150.00
25.00
3,600.00

5,000.00
12,000.00
4,800.00

The National Spiritual Assembly
on May 10 sent the following telegram to the President, White House,
Washington, D. C., in order to bring
to the official attention of the gOY.
ernment the Baha'i teachings on the
subject of industrial justice.
"On behalf American members
Baha'i Faith we respectfully affirm
right and duty of government to in.
tervene in industrial disputes af·
fecting paramount interests of general public. We believe there can
be no social order in this new era
without legislation and court procedure upholding conceptions of justice
based upon interdependence and partnership of all classes and their equal
responsibility before the law. We ap.peal for completely representative
and non-partisan handling by government of issues which go to roots
of our civilization, transcend scope
of technical economics, and involve
essential questions of social philosphy pertaining to religion as well
. as to the state. In one form· or
another these sames issues are agita ting and confusing every nation
and people throughout the world.
Our hope is· that by attaining a selution in terms of moral unity, mutual respect and the spirit of cooperation America may demonstrate
to mankind that material and spiritual welfare are two aspects of the
same truth. May the divine Father
and Lawgiver guide and sustain you
in
fulfilment of your historic
mission."

In Memoriam
Death proffereth unto every c0nfident believer the cup that is lite
indeed. It bestoweth joy and is the
bearer of gladness. It c01Iferreth the
gift of everlasting life.-Bahli'u'll<ih.
Mr. Charles Johnson, Mauston,
Wisconsin. (Passed on in 1942 but
not previously reported).
Mr. Charles P. Michael, Scranton.
Mr.
Frank Spink,
Muskegon
Heights, Michigan.

Portniit of 'Abdll'I.Baha

VIII. Administrative Expenses
1. Expense of Annual Convention, State and
Provincial Conventions ...... " ....... , ............ .
2. General Administrative Expenses .................. .
3. Secretary's Office .................................. .
4. Treasurer's Office .................................. .

1,500.00
6,000.00
9,540.00
3,000.00

IX. Reserve for Contingencies ..................................

26,710.00

TOTAL NATIONAL BAHA'I BUDGET ................ 250,OOO.OC

The Temple Librarian and Sales
Committee has obtained an edition
of one hundred copies of the steel
engraving of 'Abdu'l-Baha which has
been so greatly beloved by the
friends. Per copy, $2.00, postpaid.
Send orders to Mr. Harry E. Walrath' 4639 Beacon Street, Chicago
4(), Illinois.
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Accuracy of Baha'i Texts
The friends are requested to bear
in mind that the authenticity of all
passages taken from Baba'i Writings
should be verified before being circu1a ted, whether as quotations used
on programs, mimeographed bulletins intended for believers, or
printed for the public. The books and

pamphlets issued by the Publishing
Committee are accurate sources of
the revealed Word as far as the
National Assembly knows.
The Guardian informed the Na~ional Assembly some years ago that;
In the case of new translations from
the Persian, the material will
be passed upon by him before
pUblication.

The Convention
Cable to the Guardian
The following Teply was sent to
the GuaTdian Friday, April 26, fTom

Foundation Hall:
120 delegates and- unusual number of visiting friends assembled
in Convention reminiscent of Centenary in spirit and- size, listened with
profound emotion to momentous decisions of beloved Guardian's cable
on first goals of second Baha'i
century.
()verwhelmingly
grateful
for
Guardian's confidence in American
believers, completely humbled by
immense responsibilities, Convention dedicates itselI to prayerful consultation on new goals within well
defined plan so graciously given to
canalize our efforts.
Spurred by Guardian's generous
gifts, we prepare for sacrifice and
a chievement, and beseech fresh
measures of spiritual grace. Desire
ever closer bond beloved Guardian
and long his presence.
TBIRTY-Excll'lH ANNUAL

BAHA'i

CONvENTIDN

Temple Foundation Hall
Wilmette, Illinois
.Friday, April 26, 1946

ffighlights of the Convention
The 38th Annual Convention of the
Baba'Is of the United States and
Crutada assembled in Foundation
Hall of the Baha'; House of Worship
in Wilmette, on April 26, 1946, in
great eagerness to hear the "momentous historic decisions" promised
in the Guardian's recent message.
FI'om as far South as Punta Arenas,
southernmost city of the world, to
the frontier community of Alaska
came Baba'is in this hemisphere
numbering about 750. To add to this
joyous occasion was the appearance
of James Barrett and his wife from
Chile, Alvin Blum, who spent many
months in the Philippines, Sgt. John
Eichenauer who arrived during the
Convention from his post in Germany, Duncan McAlear who returned recently from France, Mrs.

a story about 'Abdu'l-Baha in which
he had asked one of the Baha'is to
do something. She delayed in the
matter, and a few days later came
to Him saying she was ready to do
it. He replied, "Now it is too late."
We were reminded that we shOUld
fulIill these objectives before it is
too late, and that the Guardian never
asks us to do anything that is beyond our reach. We need a new
viewpoint about the Baba', Fund
not that of contributing money but
that of "achieving the goal" set by
the Guardian. The treasurer reported
that 106 assemblies had contributed
last year to the Fund but 28 failed
to do so. We were requested- not
to send money in cash as it is often
lost, but to make out a check or
money order to the National Baha'i
Fund.
Projected Radio Station
In addition to these four objectives,
the de1ega tes recommended that the
National Spiritual Assembly take
legal steps to obtain the only remaining Frequency-Modulation Band
in the Chicago area, and thus pa ve
the way for a radio station operating
either from the Temple or the Temple area. The cost of installation
was esimated at $15,000, with a maintenance cost of $10,000 per year.
This initial cost would include playback machine and equipment for
cuttiog records. On the 40 hours a
week allotted to this station, only
educational material could' be broadcast, thus eliminating commercials.

Judd StrOUd, a newly-declared believer from Holland. Of the 942 people registering at the Convention, 135
were delegates.
At the opening of the Convention
follOWing the prayer, the conventio~
officers were elected: Mr. George
Latimer~ chairman, Mr. Horace Holley, secretary.
The Guardian's Message
With rapt attention the audience
listened to the Guardian's message
teHing of two Seven Year Plans fo;
the American Baha'i Community.
The first of these Seven Year Plans
. is to begin immediately, to be followed by a respite of three years,
and another Seven Year Plan, ending in the year 1963, in IulIillment
of the prophecy of Daniel, at which
time the world-wide triumph of the
Baha', Faith will be proclaimed.
As the four objectives of the immediate Seven Year Plan were read,
the audience was awesomely silent,
since each 01 the objectives in itself
seemed a tremendous task. The first
objective is the consolidation of victories already won through the
Completion of Temple
Americas, involving multiplication
The National Secretary explained
of Baha'i centers, and bolder proc- that the Guardian, in his request
lamation of the Faith to the masses; for an estimate of the interior ornathe second objective, the completion mentation of the l:Iouse of Worship,
of the interior ornamentation of the stated that the ornamentation should
House of Worship in Wilmette; the be along the lines designed by Mr.
th ird obj ective, formation of three Louis Bourgeois, modified to make it
National Spiritual Assemblies, one less expensive. The estimate for this
in Canada, one in Central America, work amounted to $iI5O,OOO. A deand one in South America; and the scr.iption of the interior was given
fourth objective, the initiation of sys- and the need for an additional $5,000
tematic teaching activity in war-torn for the completion of the utilities. As
spiritually famished Europe.
a matter of pUblicity interest, it was
The N ationul Fund
announced that the Domestic E ngiThe Guardian's initial gift of neering Magazine contained photo$10,000 gave impetus to the embark- graphs of the Temple, particularly
ing on such work, and one believer of the boiler room, stating that it
offered another $10,000, while another was the finest to be found anywhere
contributed $1,000 and other sums in tbe United States. Also at the repoured in, totaling $3(\,000 during cent Oilburner Convention in Phila·
the Convention period. This, accord- delphia, attention was drawn to the
ing to. the treasurer, is only a start, oii burner in the Temple as it was
since the Baha'is must double their one of the largest installations in
cl'\ntributions if we are to achieve th~ country. It was reported that
the goals. We were reminded of pictures of the Temple appeared in
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a newspaper in Paris and in one or
two editions of the military paper.

Internatiana! Relief
The new International Baha'i Relief Fund now contains $1,500 to
be used for food, clothing and literature. Of particular interest is the
need of the Baha'is in Germany,
France and the Philippines. It was
announced that John E ichena uer t
now on terminal leave, had just arrived in the country from Germany
and might be able to get to the Convention. Meanwhile Alvin Blum who
spent many months in the Philippines, brought word from the bee
lievers there and greetings from the
Baha'is in New Zealand. He stated
that the need is great and besides
food, such simple things as buttons,
thread,
and materials are not
available. Later, when John Eichenauer arrived, he read the following
cablegram from the Guardian:
"Greatly rejoice news convention,
election NAB (Germany). Deeply appreciate reaffirmation undivided
loyalty beloved friends, heart filled
with hope for unprecedented expansion and consolidation of Baha'i activities. Will transmit ten thousand
pounds collected for na.tional fund
as soon as possible. Should be
devoted relief, promotion teaching
work t multiplication of centers, expansion literature, establishment of
Faith in Austria and renting or purchase as soon as possible, adequate
housing in Frankfurt as National
Haziratu'l..Quds designed to become
focus of Baha'i activity for all German and Austrian believers. Praying abundant blessings. Eager to receive reports of progress of community destined to develop as prophesied by 'Abdu'l-Baha into most
powerful center of spiritual illumination of the entire European continent. Deepest love.
SHOGm."

German NSA
John Eichenauer brought greetings, from 32 .Assemblies in Germany and told how he first made
contact with the Baha'is on May _6,
1945, and later met a group in Stuttgart. There have been two youth conferences, and on October 20, 1945 the
first spiritual assembly was formed
in Heidelberg. The NSA of Germany
was restored on April 7, 1946, being
the first chance that many believers
had to meet together in nine years.
Many members had been in concentration camps, but four of the
original National Spiritual Assembly
members were still there. There

Aerial Photograph of Baha'j Bouse of Worship
Taken by Navy PhotogTauber from the Na.val Air station, Glenview. DUnois.
Olficial Navy Photograph

was an attendance of almost 200 at
this election meeting in Stuttgart. He
also told of the work of two other
B~ha'is in Germany, Captain Henry
Jarvis in Heidelberg, and· Sgt. Bruce
Davison of Frankfort. Owing to
the efforts of the Baha'is in America,
many hundreds of packages of food
and clothing arrived through these
servicemen to be distributed. Howe"'er, due to the great response, it
was necessary to ask the Baha'is
to curtail the sending of these packages as it was a strain on the three
young .men receiving them. On June
15th, Sgt. Eichen,mer plans to return
to Stuttgart as a Civilian, working
under Restitution Controls. He said
that there are many positions open
now in Germany und-er civil service
for $3,400 per year. Those interested
can write to the Overseas Branch

of the War Department, Washington,
D. C. He gave addresses of Baha'is
in Germany and France who would
distribute packages. One of these
addresses was that of Paul GoUmer
whose house stood unharmed in the
midst of blocks of rubble. Eighty
per cent of Stuttgart was destroyed
.but Mr. Gollmer's house still stood.
Sgt. Eichenauer told of attending the
United Nations meeting in London
through a pass which he obtained
from Mrs. Roosevelt.
France and England
It was recommended that a Na-

tional Service Committee be formed
to handle the contributions of food,
clothing, and other needs to the
Baha'is in Europe and the Philip-pines, so that parcels may be sent
systematically, and where needed
most. Duncan McAlear reported on
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his observations in France. He said
that in Nancy, France, 98% of those
who are between the ages of 18 and
21 have tuberculosis including t:\Ioelve
young people who are interested in
the Faith. They need especially food,
soap. and sufficient vitamins to improve their condition. Mr McAlear
said be remembered how the
Guardian said, C1Turn to your Baha'i
brothers and sisters who are living
with you in the Kingdom. Indeed,
the believers have not fully realized
how to draw on each other in times
o! need," and he began to write to
the isolated believers in England
and France, sharing their letters.
He felt that there was a whole network of Baha'is who had gained
strength from this correspondence.
Mrs. Mottahedeh told of her visit
to London and of the depressed feeling of the believers there. She said
that the Baha'is in London took courage when they heard of the problems of the pioneers to South America, saying, uWe suffered here involuntarily during the war, but those
who went to South America did so
voluntarily." There is no housing
in many parts of England, and no
soap, she said. And the need is great
for food, fats, oils, vitamins, broth.
and meal. An idea nf the situation
is seen when a 'suit costs $300, bedroom slippers $100, an apple !lOc,
and an ordinary dinner $21).00. Very
few people can afford these things.
PioneeTs .fOT Europe
Further work on the Fourth Objective of the Seven Year Plan was
proposed by Mr. Tony Rocco who
offered to pioneer in his native land,
Spain; Mr. Philip Marangella who
offered to pioneer in Italy, and requested the translation nf literature
into Italian for this work; Mrs. Solveigh Corbit who offered to go to
Norway; Mrs. Judd Stroud' who offered to go to Holland where there
is only one other Baha'i. Mrs. Stroud
came to America in December,
where she learned of the Faith. As
preparation for her pioneer work,
she plans to go to a Baha'i Summer
School.
'
PTojected National Assembhes
Discussing the Third Objective outlined in the Guardian's Cable, the
Canadian delegates felt that the believers in Canada would" approach
·the formation of a National Spiritual
Assembly with enthusiasm. There
are about 200 believers in Canada
now, and as an aid to their development before forming the National
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Spiritual Assembly, it wa s suggested that they have more help in
spreading the Faith, that one member from Canada be placed on each
National Committee to gain experience in committee work, that they
form a Canadian Coordinating Committee, and that- some effort be made
to teach the Canadians who speak
French, as they are the "minority
group" in Canada.
Public Relations
The Faith has begun to attract the
attention of many non-Baha'is. Saturday Night, a Canadian paper,
contained a message from Ruhiyyih
Khanum. Mr. Marinoff, son~in-Iaw of
Mr. Albert Einstein, is now writing.
a book on the Faith. A professor at
Iowa State University is writing a
book which includes material on the
Faith. A new book just off the press,
Hlran", includes part of a chapter on
the Faith. Literature has appeared in
Sta·rs and Stripes, and in three copies
of the French paper, Fraternite. The
Public Relations Committee report
that during the last year, special
literature was sent to all the governors of the states, the White House,
the Supreme Court, and senators
and representatives who are considered liberal in their viewpoints.
The chairman of this committee
read interesting replies from many
outstanding people in this country.
Mr. Victor Alexander, of Hollywood,

who is in the film industry, offered
to make some pictures about the
Faith. The delegates moved to have
the National Spiritual Assembly approve this project. Mr. Balling, also
a non-Baha'i, offered to change the
World Order Magazine so that it
would be acceptable on the newsstands. It was moved to have the
National Spiritual Assembly approve
this project also. Another interesting
fact was that Massachusetts now
legalizes Baha'i marriage.
The National Secretary emphasized the difficulties in holding the
meetings of the National Spiritual
assembly last year, because of
strikes, priorities, and transportation troubles. The total time of meetings amounted to 25 days and nights
in business sessions. It was announced that Mr. Roy Wilhelm had
finally been permitted by the Guardian to resign from the National
Spiritual Assembly due to ill health.
l!l his place, by special election nf
last year's delegates, Miss Elsie
Austin was elected.
The Election
On Sunday morning, April 28th,
the National Election was held, and
the followillg are members of the
new National Spiritual Assembly:
Miss Elsie Austin, Mr. Philip
Sprague, Mr. Horace Holley~ Mrs.
Dorothy Baker, Mrs. Amelia Collins,
Mr. George Latimer, Miss Edna
True, Mr. Paul Haney, Mr.' Kenoeth
Christian. The neW Assembly met,
and elected the following officers:
Dorothy Baker, chairman, Paul
Haney,
vice-chairman,
Horace
Holley r corresponding secretary
Edna True, recording secretary, and
Philip Sprague, treasurer.
Reply to the Guardian
In reply to the Guardian's message J the Convention sent a cablegra m telling of their humility in
face of the immense responsibilities
outlined by the Guardian, and their
dE::sire to be aided by his prayers to
attain these goals.
Teaching in North AmeTica
In regard to Objective I of the
Guardian's . message, the National
Teaching Committee pointed out that
there are at present 27 states who
have only 1 assembly, "and many
pioneers who left their homes for
the first Seven Year Plan are desirous of returning. In order to safeguard the victories of this First
Seven Year Plan, there is an immediate need for 25 Baha'is to pia-neer in the following areas: Char1

PO;!!ter Announcin&: PuhUe Baha'i Leet.ure
by Dr. Hermann Grossmann in Frankfurt, Germany~ October 19, 1945
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lottetown, MonctOn, Louisville, Ky.,
Greenville, S. Car., Brattleboro, Vt.,
Boise, Idaho, Toledo, Ohio, and
Chevy Chase. These needs are most
urgent. In addition, one more settler
is needed in Knoxville. Penn Yann;
two settlers in West Vancouver,
Vernon, B. C., West Haven, Corm.,
Geneva, N.Y., Seneca Township,
Findlay, Ohio, Granger TownshiP.
Hinckley Township, Ohio, Urbana.
Ohio, GI~eld, N. Dak., Inglewood,
Calif., San Mateo, Calif., and MOJ1o
roe, Washington.
It was stated that only 72 new
Baha'is entered the Faith in this
Continent la st year, which indicates
that we need to stop and study our
lives and teaching methods in order
to confirm those souls who" may be
rea dy. The importance of prayer
was emphasized. It was stated that
Martha Root felt that the only time
she falled was when she didn't pray
before it; and that'Abdu'I·Baha
when asked how to have a successtul
meeting said to pray beforehand. In
Toronto the Baha'is have a prayer
squad which operates constantly,
and also prays during Baha'i meetmgs.

Along with prayer was the emphasiS for the need of love and unity
among the believers. The Guardian
said, "Unity of the heart attracts
the outpourings of the whole sphere.
Prayer is the power that promotes
our faith. Do not observe faults be·
cause we cut off the hearts and
kill the whole spirit." We must live
the Baha'i life individually and also
in groups. A timelY excerpt was read
from the Tablet by Abdu'I·Baha
written on the occasion of the be-"
ginning of the House of Worship in·
I§bqabild: "The forces of darkness
in the world are so prevalent and
strong that their morbid and tur·
bulent influence is being felt by all.
Therefore you should sirive to be
more loving in order to fight against
the atmosphere every passing day.' 7
Another point which was empha·
sized was that we should meet with
the believers in other ways than just
the Nineteen·Day Feasts. We should
enjoy social gatherings, plan social
functiOns, and associate more closely
in other activities,
The importance of an attractive
Center for Baha'is was discussed,
and also the need for listing the
Baha '\ Secretary in the telephone
books so that people who are interested, or who are tra veiling through
the cities may know where to find
out about meetings.

Spiritual Al!lsembly of the Baha'is of Denver, Colorado, newly meorporated, 1946

The most successful -teaching medium, the fireside group, was discussed. Owing to the hospitality, and
the intimacy of the gatherings, interested people could feel free to
discuss more in detail their views.
It was suggested that we use a series
of short five or ten lesson courses
rather than a thirty-six lesson course
which might frighten some people
away because of its length.
The great need for training more
good teachers was discussed. In addition, we must try to have a variety
of spe'akers so that they will give
the different aspects of the Faith
rather than just one in which a
particular teacher is interested.

such as an ice and sleet storm in
Washlngton, D.C., a transportation
strike in Detroit, and the opening
of the United Nations Organization
in New York City, the cities were
enthusiastic about this method of
teaching as it enabled them to carry
out effectively a very good meeting
and" to give a fine presentation of
the Faith to the public through radio,
newspaper, and the lecture platform. Milwaukee and Urbana, following the same idea, put on their
own public meetings, which were
very successM. Cities who are
desirous of having such meetings
this year should Indicate their desire
to the National Spiritual Assembly.

Reaching the Masses
A new method of teaching more
boldly and to the masses this year
was that of the large public meetings
in key cities where a number of
national committees such as radio,
teaching, contacts, and publicity,
keyed their work to these projects.
The chairman of the Public Meet·
ings Committee reported on the
meetings held in the eleven key
cities, with an attendance averaging from 250 to 800 people. Although
there were many problems in this
the first year of the venture, and a
number of unforseeable difficulties

Radio
Another method of teaching was
outlined by the Radio Committee
who played fOl; the Convention the
first of a series of fifteen-minute
dramatizations called The Worldover
Series. The committee is planning
to make thirteen, different transcriptions which can be circu1a ted all over
the country. There is time on these
broadcasts for local announcements
of meetings, to tie in with the story
of the Faith. The Radio Committee
emphasized the importance of having radio scripts approved in order
to prevent any law suits against the
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Faith. Each assembly is responsible
for any material put on the air over
its stations.
As a means of understanding more
about the Faith, the programs for
the Summer Schools were announced. At Louhelen, a special midsummer session in child guidance
will include not only Baha'i teachers,
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or North America in free radio time.
Mr. Artemus Lamb brought greetings from Punta Arenas, southernmost city of the world. They felt
that radio programs in Chile had
a great deal to do with the forming
of the spiritual assembly as the climate was bad, and the daylight
hours few. Consequently, people lis·
but also others who are specialists tened to the radios a great deal, and
in this field. Another feature of Lou- incidentally, to the Baha'i broad·
helen will be a conference for Ba- casts, He spoke of the bond between
ha'i parents the weekend of July Punta Arenas and Alaska since the
20-21. The Geyserville committee an- Guardian had mentioned these two
nounced that they are to extend the especially when speaking of the
Summer School from two weeks to teaching work in this hemisphere.
one month. The Green Acre comLouise. Baker told of some of the
mittee announced a program includ- interesting teaching work in South
ing sample meetings of Assemblies America, stating that it was the
in action, and a special conference work of many Baha'is, coming from
on "Securing the Peace" as well time to time, that established the
as a Race Un~ty Conference and a Assemblies; that there is a great
La tin-American Conference.
bond between the pioneers and the
local group; and that the believers
Conferences
Announcement was made of the are naturally very loving and graRice Lake School in Canada, near cious.
Mrs. Rosemary Sala quoted from
Toronto, which will have a conference for one week, beginning July Bahit'u'llah, "And the love of God,
27th. As they can only acc<>mmo- like unto an art~.ry, shall bea t over
date fifty people, reservations should the heart of five continents," saying
be made soon. Then followed an- that one can feel this spirit of love
nouncements of some new confer- when travelling through the countries
ences: one in Banff, Alberta, Canada, in Latin America. The spirit of their
from August 11-17, reservations to devotion reminded her of the days
be made through Miss Elizabeth of the Dawn·Breakers, and yet these
Brooks, Box 121, Winnipeg, Canada, were Baha'IS in this hemisphere.
a five-day conference at the end of Of interest is the Five Year Plan
June in Halifax, N,S" and a Summer which the Baha'is of Ecuador have
school in Homer, Alaska, to be held made for themselves, at the comon the five acres given by Marjorie pletion of which the Assembly is
to visit Haifa. Mrs. Sala stated also
McCormack of Alaska.
that seventy percent of the believers
Mrs. MHdrl'd Mottahedeh announced a plan to have Dr. George are men, and that Baha'u'llili had
Townsend, author of "Heart of the blessed the American believers with
Gospel,1P and "Promise of All Ages," fruits far beyond their deserving.
Mr. Emeric Sala reminded us that
come from Dublin this s~mmer and
the work of those who labor in the
visit all summer schools,
Kingdom will endure for millehiums,
Latin America
and that in travelling in Latin AmerNews of the Latin American work ica he witnessed the birth of an enincluded the announcement of 135 tire new civilization. Of iIiterest also
new Baha'is, almost twice the total is the fact that 00% of the believers
of new believers in North America. are not white. He said that pioneers
The work in Latin America is only must endure hardships we can never
fifteen years old, but -already 'b.venty appreciate such as heat, disease, un·
countries have assemblies. All had comfortable travel, mosquitoes~ bad
cabled their greetings to the Conven- food, many delays over visas, and
tion. There is a noticeab1e. trend to- life in near·slum conditions.
wards liberation in Latin America
Mr. Mason Rerney told of his visit
and a greater receptivity of Baha'i to each of the countries in South
literature. Sgt. Jim Barrett, accom· America saying that they have great
panied by his beautiful Chilean bride, love and function largely from the
outlined the work of publicity at the heart. The believers are universally
recent Panama Conference, tcl1ing friendly and loving. He said that he
of the newspaper and radio work. had to go down to South America
He said that this was very successful to see how strong the Cause is in
and that Latin America is far ahead North America, so strong that it

had· kindled the hea rts and stirred
the believers to leave their homes
and pioneer in South America.
The Colleges
A report from the College Speakers Bureau emphasized the specialized work they are trying to do in
some colleges, particularly those in
the Temple area. The work of Mrs.
Joy Earl in Negro colleges in the
South, of Mrs. Terah Smith in
talking to white colleges in the South,
and of Dr. Edris Rice-Wray at Iowa
State College where she is helping
a professor with material for a book
on the Faith, was described. It was
requested that if anyone knew of
Baha'is who are in a college or university, or someone Who is sympa·
thetic to the Faith in colleges, he
should communicate such information to the College Speakers Bureau.
At present, in the University of Illinois there are two Baha'i students,
which allows the Baha'is to be listed
as a religious group. The Bureau
would also like to know of any re~
ligious weeks or forums on social,
economic, current events, historical
or philosophical subjects which would
accept Baha'i speakers.
Youth
The Youth Committee reported
that 103 youth attended the banquet
held during the Convention. At pres~
ent, the Youth Committee is adjusting to the post·war location of its
members, and attemping to keep
in touch with all the Baha'i youth.
A message from the Guardian of
October 20, 1945 was read, in which
he urged the young Baha'is in every
city to make a point of keeping in
. touch with local youth activities and
clubs, and to make their views known
to as many young people as possible.
He also emphasized the high example that these youth must set for
the world' in chastity, politeness,
friendliness, hospitality, and optimism for the future of. mankind.
The chairman of the Youth Committee outlined their program of
study. teaching activity, research,
and circulation of the Youth Bulletin. The keynote, they felt, should
be the close working of youth and
adults. It was suggested that the
National Spiritual Assembly ask the
Guardian if the New York City ByLaws which serve as a model for
this country, could be amended so
that Baha'j youth from 15 to 21 may
be listed as Baha'Is. The presence
of one youth member on each national committee was also discussed.
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Child Education
The Child Education Committee
emphasized that parents should teach
themselves so that they may know
how to answer their children. They
should also find ways of making each
child feel he is a part of the Baha'i
world. Interest can be aroused if
the child is approached correctly,
and summer schools not ouly help
to develop the children, but also give
them an opportunity to meet many
other Baha'i children.
Questionaires
The Questionnaires Committee
passed out questionnaire cards which
may be handed to friends or
strangers by the Baha'is. The purpose
of these cards is to build a mailing
list and really attract the a tlention
of those who might be interested.
If the local assembly wishes it may
have its own address printed on the
cards for their return. These ques·
tionnaire cards may also be lUied"
as a basis for study groups.
Libraries
The Library Committee requests
that we check on the books in the
libraries and bring them up-to-date,
that we call these books to the attention of those interested, and that
we also take them out occasionally.
Attention was called to a National
Religious Book week, May 5-12 during which we might ask to have
Baha'i books displayed. The Library
Committee would like to have books
placed in the following cities: Montgomery, Ala., Tampa, Fla., Rock~
ford, Ill., Evansville, .Ind., Lexing...
ton, Ky., Meridian, Miss. 1 Canton,
0., Salem, Ore., El Paso, Tex., Norfolk, Va., Roanoke, Va., as well as
eleven colleges and universities. The
suggestion was made of placing
books or a subscription to World
Order Magazine in branch libraries
as well as main libraries, and that
we supply the libraries with good
books to offset any books attacking
the Faith. One believer stated that
he became a Baha'i because he was
surprised at the statements of criticism against the Faith. He said,
"No person could be as bad as these
people are reported to be." The suggestion was made not to appear disturbed if the librarian noted books
attacking the Faith, but to draw attention to the good books. We should
>Iso request that New History books
Je catalogued under New History
3ociety.
Meetings fOT the Public
During the Convention there were
.everal public meetings. On Friday

evening, the Baha'i Youth presented
a series of lectures; Ross Woodman
outlining the decline of present-day
civilization and the ultimate collapse
due to its lack of spirituality, Betty
Scheffler outlining the power of religion when unified, Pari Walrath
outlining the institutions and laws
of the new world-wide civilization
of Baha'u'llilh, and Robert Imagire
presiding as chairman.
On Saturday evening, the Feast of
the Ridviln was celebrated, with
the Milwaukee BaM'is acting as
hosts. The chairman described the
attar of roses which the Guardian
had sent for the Rigvan Feast at
the time of the Centennial, but which
did not arrive until later. Mr. Mason
Remey talked on c'The Lesser and
the Most Great Peace, JJ Mrs. Margery McCormick on "The Descent
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of the Son of Man in Great Glory,"
and William Sears on "Incidents in
the Life of Bahs. 'u'llilh." After the
Riqvan Feast, Orcel1a Rexford explained a sound film on Irim which
we had the opportunity of seeing.
Sunday afternoon, the la st of the
Public Meetings Committee series
presented Mrs. Charles R. Bishop,
speaking on "The Price of World
Peace Is World Religion." and Mr.
AU Yazdi speaking on "World Order
in the Making," with Mr. Harlan
Ober presiding as chairman.
A very personal note of the life
of the Guardian gave a fitting climax
to the last evening of the Convention when Mrs. Joy Arnold, who was
born in Tihran and lived in Haifa,
told details of the Guardian's marriage.
M1I:s. MARGOERl±lIi TRUE
Conven.tion Reporter

National Committees
Summer Schools

THE BAHA'I TEACHER-1946

Geyserville Baha'i School

Third Week: July 8-14

June 23rd to July 20th

(9:3(HO:45 a.m.l

COURSES OF STUDY
Course 1: TOWARD WORLD ORDER
First Week:- June 24-30 (9-:30-10:45 a.m.)
Monday-The Source of Civllization.
Tuesday-The Dawn of the Day of God.
Wednesday-The Proclamation 01 World
Order.
Thursday-The Divine Economy.
Friday-Evidences of the Disintegration
of the Old Order.
Saturday-The Decline ot Religion as a
Moral Force.
Sunday-The Challenge of the Atomic
Age.
second Week: July 1-7 (9:3IHO:45 a.m.)

Monday-The Process of Integration.
Tuesday-The Uniting of the Nations.
Wednesday-The Lesser Peace.
Thursday-The Most Great Peace.
Friday-TPe Emerging World Community.
Saturday-The Immediate Task.
Course II: CHALLENGING VERITIES
OF THE BAHA'I FAITH
First Week: June 24.-30
(11:00 a.m.-12:15 noon)

Monday-The Transforming Power of the
Propbet.
Tuesday-New Standards of Conduct.
Wednesday-The Law of Justice.
Thursday-'nle Principle of Unity,
Frjday-The Covenant.
Saturday-The Law of Consu1tation.
Second Week: July 1-'1
(11:00 a.m.-12:15 noon)

Monday-The Creative Word.
Tuesday-The EternaUty of tbe Soul.
Wednesday-Modern Interpretations of
Religion.
Thursday-The Baha 'f Answer to Modern
Interpretations of Religion.
Friday-Modern. Ideologies.
Saturday-The Baha'i Answer to Modem
Ideologies.
Sunday-The New Creation.

Course I
PRACTICE TEACHING
Purpose: To acquire practice in effective
t.eacbing of the Cause by applying the

material and guiding principles covered
in Courses II and In.
Method: Actual teaching efforts by class
members on subjects discussed in Course
II. followed by class analysis and discussion.
Course II
(l1~OO a,m.-12:15 noon)
BAHA'I CLINIC
Purpose.: To learn to apply the Baha'i
Teachings to current problems and to
the gradual establishment of World
Order.
Method: Lectures by spiecialists in each ...
field, followed by discussion.
Course III
(3:30-4:30 p.rn.)

Monday, Wednesday, Friday
EFFE~ TEACHING METHODS
Purpose: To review and discuss the spiritual prerequisites, psychological ..considera tions and types of teaching activities.
Me.thod: Round table discussion with reports by stUdents on assigned subjects.
Examples of various teaching mediums
will be covered.

YOUTH WEEK
Fourth Week July 15-20
Course I
(9:3()-10:45 a.m.)

SOME BASIC TEACHINGS OF THE
BAHA'I FAITH
Monday-The Living Religions of the
World.
Tuesday-The Functions of the Prophet.
Wednesday-The Relation of the Individual to God and to the Prophet.
Thursday-The Begjnning of the New

Era.

'

Friday-The Covenant of God.
Saturday-The Baha'i Administrative
Order,
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Course II
(11;1)0 a.m.-12:15 noon)
YOUTH QUESTIONS AND
BAHA'I ANSWERS
Monday-And Wars Shall Cease,
Tuesday-Social and Political Philosophies.
Wednesday-A New World Government.
Thursday-Economic Justice,
Friday-The Leaves of One Tree.
Saturday-Science versus Religion?
Rates: $14.00 to $17.00 per week (including breakfast and dinner). Daily rates on
a pro-rata basis.

Reservations:'

Reservations

must

be

made in advance through Miss Glaciyce
Unfeot. 156 Nova Drive, Piedmont 10,
California.

Louhelen Baha'i School
WORKSHOP SESSION
June 29-July 10, Inclusive
SPIRITUAL GROWTH-Mamie Seta
Study of the subject of Faith-the technique of attaining Faith and the reward
of Faith. Will include, among- others,
such subjects as: The R;e1ationship oj'
God to Man, Holy Spirit, Severence and
Sacrifice. Tests, Prayer and Fasting.
THE GUARDIANSHIP & THE ADMINIS1'RATIVE ORDER-Paul E. Haney
An advanced course in Administration
covering the FOWldations of the Admin·
istrative Order. its Institutions and their
present-day Functions. the Responsibilities of the Individual Believer. and the
World Significance ot the Administrative
Order.
WORKSHOP-Teaching Techniques:
VISUAL: DISPLAYS & EXHIBITS
Arthur Patterson

To provide elementary training in presenting the Cause through use of displays and exhibits. Daily 15 minute, illus-

trated lectures on theory of colors, arrangements and rna terials. followed by
class work on individual projects and
group evaula tion of results. No attempt
will be made to develop special talent.
ORAL PUBLIC GROUP, INDIVIDUAL
Florence Reeb
Practice in technique for presenting
the teachings including chairmanship, or-

ganization of panel discussions, conduct
of meetings, selection and organization
of material for talks, etc.
EVENINGS-Special programs and
topiCS of interest including student evalua tion of the session,

JUNIOR YOUTII SESSION
July 13-19, Inclusive
WHAT DO WE BELIEVE!-Peggy Tru~
A course in fundamental principleshow to answer questions ;about the Faith
asked by triends and associates and bow
to conduct ourselves as Baba'is in every-day situations_
BAHA'I CHARACTER-Harry Ford
The evolutionary growth of religion
and human character based on selected
stories from the Old Testament, Gospels,
Koran, etc" and culminating in the practical application of BaM'i principles of
moral and ethical conduct_
TRIPS TO OTHER LANDS-Paul Pettit
Making of maps to trace travels of
Baha'u'llah and 'Abdu'l-Baha_ Stories of
geography and customs and character-
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is tics of peoples in countries of special
interest to Baha'is_
NATURE STUDY & CRAFTS
Eleanor S_ Hutchens
Nature studies based on Louhelen en·
vironment. Elementary art work together
with leatherwork. beadwork, soap carving, and other activities intended to stimulate interest in handicrafts_ Will include field trips_
COUNSEL HOUR....,staff
Round~ta ble discussion of topics and
problems proposed by the students and
of other subjects of current interest to
Youth_
RECREATION AND INFORMAL PROGRAMS
COUNSELLORS-Peggy True, Paul Pettit
CONFERENCE OF BAHA'I PARENTS
July 20-21
Consultation on how to meet the special problems of BaM'i parents.-Ro-berta Christian, Director _.

MID-SUMMER SESSION
July 22-28, Inclusive
AIDING THE CHILD TO MATURITY
A combination workshop and lecture
approach to the problems ot social ad·
justment presented by Baha'i and nonBah;~t'i specialists. Special program sent
on request_-Bahiyyih and Harry Ford,
Directors.
LABORATORY SESSION
July 3i-August 11, Inclusive
TEACHER TRAINING--Curtis D. Kelsey
Use of Baha'! literature in teaching,
preparation of subject material, how to
approach other groups, how to conduct
meetings, relating the teachings to current thought, techniques and psychological principles.
Tffffi EARTH ONE COUNTRY
Emeric and Rosemary Sala
Based on his book of the same title.
Considers the causes ot breakdown of
present-day national and interna,tional in'
stitutions, offers the principles of the
BaM'i Faith as a practical challenge to
currently popular social and ec:onomic
theories, and points to the need for a
new world-ethic_ Good training in how to
present the teachings to leaders of current thought_
BUILDING COMMUNITY LIFE
Harlan Ober
Because of the extraordinary c:hanges
in proces-s throughout the world, with
all the old and inadequate forms of
thought and conduct undergoing trans"
formation, new standards are necessary.
In the Baha'i community, the ideals and
standards of the New Age are being developed, This c:ourse will consider the
basic spiritual princ:iples of c:ivilization
as revealed by Baha'u'lliih and their ap·
plication to the thought and conduct of
Baha'is among themselves and in can·
tact with the world at large.
EVENINGS-Character Development
and special programs_-AIice Bacon.
SENIOR YOUTH SESSION
August 14-25, Inclusive
A NEW SOCIAL PA'ITERN
Arnold Ketels
A study of the Baha'is standards of social conduct, our attitude toward others,
and a practical consideration of the prob-

lerns vf Baha'i Youth in their normal
relationships with non-Baha'Is_
RISE AND FALL OF CIVILIZATIONS
Heshrnat Ala'i
A study of how particular civilizations,
which have been born and which have
nourished and declined, have constituted
successive stages in the ever advanc:ing
pattern at the development of mankind,
and how we now stand at the threshold
of a new cycle, a world~embracing
ci viliza tion_
THE EMERGING WORLD ORDER
Archie Tichneor
A study of the evolution of various
world organizations and institutions in
which principles of the Baha'i Faith are
gradually taking form, and how the
Baha'i Faith establishes the pattern and
furnishes the integrating force necessary to make these principles universally
applicable and successful.
LOUHELEN BAHA'I CHOIR
Esther Wilson, Director
Combines the fun of singing together
with practical training in elements and
appreciation of music.
FORUMRound-table discussion of topics pro-posed by the students and of other subj ects of current interest_
EXPERIENCES IN OTHER LAND~
Talks by youth who have served in the
Armed Forces abroad relating observa..
tions and experiences of special interest
and value to future pioneer teachers.
COUNSELLOR~Leona
Boyd, Arnold
KeUes.

RATES AND RESERVATIONS
RATES-For room and meals, per da,,~
per person:
ADULTS: Single room . _. _____ . ___ $3-00Double room _., .. ,... $2.50
Dormitory ............ $2.00
YOUTH ............................ $1.75
(Note: Above rate applies only for- Youth
in attendance at regular Youth Sessions)
RESER V ATIONS - Since attendance
has been steadily increasing, enrolhnents
in most sessions are near capacity, Therefore to assure accommodations, it is
important that reservations be made as
far in advance as possible.
Reservations should designate:
1, Session in which you wish to en·
rolL
2. Type of accommodations Preferred
and, jf you wish transportation arranged from Flint or Davison, the
exact date, time and place of your
expected arrival.
Make reservations by mail or telegram addressed to:
LOUHELEN BAHA'I SCHOOL
3208 South State Road
Davison, Michigan
I

Green Acre
Children's Classes
The children's classes are an im·
porlanl fea lure of Ihe Green Acre.
Summer School. If you are planning
10 a Itend the School with your children, yOll will be glad to know that
they will be taught each morning,
except Sunday, by competent teachers. Classes will be held this year
in the Arts and Crafts Studio.
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The youngest group-tilree to six
years-will be under the supervision of Amy Brady Dwelly, a trained
Nursery School teacher. There will
be a devotional period, handwork,
garnes, stories, and all that will
make the smallest children happy
during the morning at Green Acre.
The middle group---seven to eleven
years-will be taught during July by
Marguerite Sears, and during August
by Helen Campbell. These children
will have a period of Baha'i study,
handcraft, music, games, and nature study.
The oldest group-twelve to fourteen-will be supervised, the Com~
mittee hopes. by a young man of
college age.

Gifts
Under the guidance of the Guar·
dian, Green Acre has become a
school, the beginning of that great
Baha'i University which will arise
there in the future. The cooperation
of the friends has been an active
factor in the success of the summer
schooL Many gifts have helped to
make the dormitories more comfortable and attractive. The Program
Committee wishes to make known
some oJ' the things most needed for
the coming season, June 29 to September 2, 1946:
L Recent books on world problems. Modern books on economics.
Books dealing with problems of social welfare. Books of standard fiction and stories, science, history.
2. Table and bridge lamps.
3. A reading stand.
4. A good phonograph and records of good music.
S. A mimeograph
6. A typewriter for the library.
7. A projector for slides (500
watts), especially needed.
If you can supply any of these
needs, the Committee will glady pay
the express.
----Inter-America News
The Inter~America Committee is
most joyful and thankful to be able
to announce that the goal of a spiritual Assembly in every country of
Latin America is now realized. Assemblies are formed for the first
time in Managua, Nicaragua, in Val~
paraiso, Chili, and in Rio de J a~
neiro, Brazil. An Assembly has been
reestablished in Puntarenas, Costa

Rica.
The ten Central American countries now have eleven Spiritual Assemblies including the two in Costa
Rica. The ten Republics of South
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America have at present fourteen
Spiritual Assemblies, with three in
Chili, and two each in Brazil and
Culumbia.
In addition to the twenty-five As·
semblies in Latin American coun~
tries (this does not include those in
Jamaica and Puerto Rico) there are
at least ten Baha'i groups. North
American pioneers are assigned to
only two of these groups, Qulto and
Sao Paulo.
As reported .by the Chairman of
the I.A.C. on the Convention floor,
it is planned. to form a number 01
regional committees throughout Central and South America whose functions will be' to build groups into
Assemblies, to carry the. Teachings
t') new localities, forming new
groups, and to carry the Teachings
to the masses by means of the radio.
These committees will be composed
of native believers as well as of
North American pioneers.
Perhaps the friends in North AmeriCb will be glad to hear that Baha',
membership in Latin America is increasing at a far more rapid rate

in proportion to total membership

than is being reported from the centers in this country. In a two week's
fil e of correspondence from assembly
SEcretaries and pioneers, which accum ula tes between meetings of the
I.A.C., one usually finds ten or more
new membership cards. There were
seventeen of these cards in the last
file available to the writer.

Publishing Announcements
Baha'i Wor~d Faith: Centennial
Edition-bound in full leather, red
with gold stamping. A beautiful volume for the personal Baha'i library
and for presentation to the Baha'i
Library of your Assembly or Sum.
mer School or as gift to a friend.
Per copy, $5,00.
Two Roads We Face, by William
K~nneth Christian, latest addition
to the series of Teaching Pamphlets. Reprinted from the article in
recent issue of World Order Magazine. A most timely presentation of
the message. Sold in lots of 100
copies for $2.00.

Local News
The Philadelphia Baha'is are holdir.g regular monthly study days.
They begin at 3 :30 to study
individually in the Kitab-i-Iqan,
share supper, and in the evening hold
a question and answe"r period using
Horace Holley's study outline for the
Iqan.
To follow up their large public leet~re attended by 850-1000 persons
a t the Continental Hotel on April
11th, Chicago Baha'is held four special public meetings at their Michigan Avenue Center. On April 18,

Horace Holley spoke on "Religion
for the Modern World," on April 23,
Orcella Rexford spoke to an audience
of 106 on "Iran's Contribution to
World Culture" showing a sound film
on Tihran, on April 3{), Philip Marar.gella spoke on "AmI His Is the
Power and the Glory." Mrs. Helen
Bishop was scheduled to speak on
May 7th on "The Goal of the
Twentieth Century." Horace Holley
was invited to share the platform
with Dr. Preston Bradley and Rabbi
L~vi for the Town Public Forum to
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discuss, "Can Religion Meet the
Challenge of the Times?" There were
estimated to be 800 present.
Bahit'is in San Francisco cooperated
with the Cosmos Club, an organizatior~ among the city' s Negroes who
are interested in inter-racial culture.
Mr. Leroy loas was invited to speak
a few minutes about the Faith to an
audience of a thousand persons. He
and Mrs. leas were invited to lead
the grand march and Baha'l girls
were a mong the ushers. One of the
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Negro churches made Mr. Ioas' talk
John's account closes with thes"=.
the subj ect of a sermon the next words: "Thus was concluded two of
Sunday.
the happiest and most dramatic days
The Beverly Massachusetts Race of my service in the Cause of Baha·
Unity Forum program reached us, 'u'-llah. In this short period another
listing several races among the pillar of the International House of
speakers. Dr. Glenn Shook spoke for Justice of Baha'u'lhlh was anchored
the Baha'I Faith, and with him on and the German Baha'i Community
the platform were Senor Jose B. was given the vehicle which would
Cortes, Director of the Philippine direct them in fulfilling the glorious
Center in Boston, and Mr. s. P. Pu, future foretold for them by 'Abdu'lgraduate student in economics at Baha."
Harvard.
British Isles
The Baha'ls of the British Isles
held an important teaching conference in Manchester, February 2 and
attract the masses from their dis· 3. The first session was devoted to
Germany
rE.ports from the 5 a ssem blies and
The following notes are based on illusion and waywardness.
"Sonne der Wahrheit U (Sun of 2 groups with discussion of the same.
an account by John Eichenauer of
the first national convention held by Truth), comparable to World Order Through the devotional period at the
the German Baha'is since the war. Magazine, was reported as almost seqond session the Conference was
The Convention was held in Stutt- ready to go to press with a leading lifted to a realm of dedication and
gart, April 6 and 7, Splendor 17 and article on the history of the Faith spiritual resolution greatly rein·
18. The 19 delegates were from the in Germany since Dr. Fisher, an forced by H. Balyuzi's inspired mesfour co.m,munities of Esslingen, American dentist, first proclaimed sage. At the third session true col·
lective action took place. The ConFrankfurt, Heidelberg and Stutt· it in Stuttgart in 1905.
Convention delegates met Sunday ference selected 9 "goal towns," a
gart. On Saturday evening 150 believers trom allover the American at 8 a.m. in the apartment of Herr goal town being defined as, a Baha'i
Zone gathered in a reconstructed, Gollmer on Neckarstrasse. This community carrying on "active
bomb-damaged room to listen to str-eet, formerly one of the most work . . . with sufficient regularity
annual reports. Loving hands had beautiful in Stuttgart, is now lined to justify reasonable hopes of an
converted the room into a hall of with fire gutted and bombed out A.sembIy within the period of the
dignity and beauty. Flowers and buildings. For some unknown reason Six Year Plan."
green sprigs decorated the tables of the four-story building e<mtaining
the audience and the speakers' ros- Herr Gollmer's apartment escaped
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trum. Mer music and prayer Herr destruction.
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"With Absolute Detachment"
By the righteousness of God! Whoso openeth his lips in this Day and
maketh mention of the name of his
Lord, the hosts of Divine inspiration
shall descend upon him from the
heaven of My name, the All-Knowing, the All-Wise. On him shall also
descend the Concourse on high. each
bearing aloft a chalice of pure light.
Thus hath it been fore-ordained in
the realm of God's Revelation, by
the behest of Him Who is the AllGlorious, the Most Powerful.
There lay concealed within the
Holy Veil, and prepared for the serv~
ice of God, a company of His chosen
ones who shall be manifested unto
men, who shall aid His Cause, who

shall he afra id of no one, tho.gh
the entire human race rise up and
war against them. These are the
ones who, before the gaze of the
dwellers on earth and the denizens
of heaven, shall arise and, shouting
aloud, accla im the name of the
Almighty, and summon the children
of men to the path of God, the AllGlorious, the All-Praised. Walk thou
in their way, and let no one dismay
thee. Be of them whom the tumult of
the world. however much it may
agitate them in the path of their
Crea tor. can never sadden, whose
purpose the blame of the blamer
will never defeat.
BAHA'U'LLAH

Messages from the Guardian
New Enterprises
Obstacles, however formidable,
should be determinedly surmounted,
every opportunity seized, rank and
file of believers continually stimu·
lated and reminded of their respon.
sibilities and directed into channels
of active service. No time to lose,
great sacrifices demanded, unity, audacity and stern resolution essential.
Devout prayers offered at Shrines.
SBOGHI

From cab!e"ram received May 5, 1946;

and dominion of His Divine Revelation. Awed but resolute the Assembly
has pondered the four objectives of
Seven Year Plan, formulated measures, established necessary agencies and adopted annual budget of
$250,000 sanctified by your contribution. Invoking divine aid for purification ·of the souls and attainment of the spiritual worthiness requisite
to
success of Amer.ica's
mission under mandate conferred by
'Abdu'l-Baha. H)

• • •

• * •

Greatly welcome initial evidences
of magnificent responses of Assem·
bly to new Plan. Invoking divine assistance for vigorous, wise. susta ined
prosecution of manifold activities to
be initiated in North America, Latin
America and European continent,

Opening phase of spiritual conquest
of the old world under divinely conceived Plan must be speedily and befittingly inaugurated. Feel necessity
prompt dispatch of nine competent
pioneers to as many countries as
feasible charged to initiate systematic teaching work, commence set~
tlement and promote dissemination
of literature. Urge establishment of
auxiliary office in Geneva as adjunct
to International Bureau equipped
with facilities to foster development
of assemblies in countries falling
within the scope of Plan. Recommend
European Teaching Committee undertake without delay measures aiming at close colla bora tion of British

SBOG>D

Cablegram Teceived May 9, 1946:

(This message came in response to
the cablegram sent to the Guardian
by the National Spiritual Assembly
from its meeting May 5, 1946, following the Convention, as follows: uYou
have disclosed to American Baha'is
the glorious path of faith leading to
world spread of Baha'u'Uilh's Message and ascendency of the authority

.AH .... •• ER....

Publishing Trust and Publishing Committee of German National Assembly.
Advise include Duchy of Luxembourg
in Low Countries and enlarge range
of Plan through addition of Switzerland. Owing to considerable sum already ac.cumulated in Tihrim. I prefer to dIvert sum for International
Relief not yet forwarded to Persia,
as well as Assembly's annual contribution to World Center, to funds
earmarked for all-important farflung European teaching and publication activities. The challenge offered by vir gin fields of Europe outweighs momentous character of task
already confronting American Baha'i
Community in the Americas~ Vast
distances sundering the old and new
world are visibly. providentially contracting, enabling the ambassadors
of Baha'u'llsh's new World Order
swiftly to discharge their apostolic
mission through -the continent destined to be stepping-stone to still
vaster enterprises associated with future stages of divinely impelled, ever
unfolding, world-encircling Plan.
SHOOED
Cab~egram

Tl!'ceived Ju.ne 5, 1946:

Review of Magazine Articles
The following letter was written
by the Guardian through his secretary, April 13, 1946:
«In the February Baha'i News,
page 3. it mentions that magazine articles about the Cause ~tten by indi vidual believers as their personal
understanding of the teachings' . . .
need not be reviewed officially. He
feels this is unwise in view of the
Master's own instructions that articles about the Cause should not be
published by individuals without proper approval of some responsible
body.
"The Guardian says the local Assemblies can pass upon such articles;
it is not necessary to refer them to
a national committee.
"So often persons can be carried
away by their enthusiasm and express something detrimental to the
F ai tho Therefore they must either re-
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fer their articles to tbeir local Spiritual Assembly or the National Reviewing Committee."
In connection with this direction,
tbe National Agsembly has voted to
publish the communication from the
Guardian and advise the believers
that magazine articles are henceforth to be reviewed by local

assemblies where the author is
member of an organized community,
otherwise the article is to be submitted directly to tbe National Re·
viewing Committee in the usual way.
(The local assembly acting in eacb
case is determined by the residence
of the writer, not the location of the
magazine).

National Spiritual Assembly
Who Can Assist?
Beloved Friends:

..

is the storehouse of that power on
which the Divine Plan of 'Abdu'lBaha depends for its consummation
from stage to stage. It is not for all
of us to serve in Latin America or
in Europe,· however we might long
to do so. But there are many more

one hundred and seventy-five ere
expiry of second year of second stage
of Divine Plan. Attainment of thIS
immediate objective will challenge
and galvanize all other agencies
functioning in Latin America and
European continent to follow the superb example set for sister committees laboring at the heart of tbe
mother community of the Western
hemisphere.
SBOGHr

Cablegram received June

Calendar

13,

1946.

Before this issue of BAHA'i NEWS
Anniversary: The Martyrdom of
reaches you, each member of the
the Bab, July 9. To be celebrated at
Baha'i Community of North America
about the hour ·of noon.
will have received an individual copy
.Nineteen Day Feasts: Words, July
of the bulletin prepa red by tbe N a- able to arise as settlers here than
tional Assembly on the subject of can volunteer to work in the foreign 13; Perfection, August 1; Names,
August 20.
the new Seven Year Plan. Consider- field.
Summer School Sessions: As anation of the objectives of the Plan
In this issue of BAHA'i NEWS the nounced by each School Committee.
and tbe channels through whicb efMeeting of tbe National Spiritual
fort is to be directed has become, Assembly lists sixty local groups
and will long remain, our first and having five or more believers and Assembly: July 4, 5, 6, 7; August 30,
therefore capable of .development to 31, September I, 2.
most imperative concern.
local Assembly status witbin two or
The new Seven Year Plan comes three years. (See page 11.)
Enrollments
to us as guidance, charged with
May each believer ponder this list
authority and power, not as mere
Enrollments of -new believers have
wish and hope unable to rise above of cities, towns and villages. Who been reported by local assemblies
the destructive pressure of human can arrange his or affairs so a_s to as follows:
affairs. To be a Baha'i
to have offer to the National Teaching ComNew York, three and one youth;
capacity to recognize the Guardian's mittee to assist in this great and Chicago, two; Laramie, one; Elm...
plans as guidance and to feel tbe fundamental work? The Cause is a hurst, one;
Maywood, one; Fort
power offered to the spirit of every unit. Those who serve in the forma- Wayne, one; Los Angeles, two;
believer who arises to serve. This tion of a large number of new Asserri- Lima? one; Regina, one; Baltimore,
arena of service is truly a divine blie~ are in reality contributing to two; St. Paul, one; Moncton,. one;
gift to us above tbe dominion of the work in Central and Soutb Anchorage, one youth; Muskegon,
kings and states, for in that arena America and the countries of Europe. three; San Juan, two; Boise, one;
we dwell in tbe light of tbe Most
The believers in these various Cloverdale Township (Geyserville),
Great Peace, partake of tbe food of groups likewise have each one a one; Richmond Highlands, onej
inspiration, and work with the tools glorious mission to teach the Cause Washington, D. C.• one; Berkeley,
of the most effective force. We build, and confirm new believers,· thus one; New Orleans, one. Total 28 and
while otbers seek to emerge from lessening the immensity of the task. 2 youtbs.
tbe wreckage of tbe past. Therefore New Baha'is, and Baha'i settlers, to
Enrollments reported tbrough ReBaha'is are free of fear and spared a total number of over one hundred gional Teaching Committees; - for
tbe tragedy of frustration. We need and fifty are urgently required. What April, 5; for May, 6.
not be rich, superior in health or can we do to assist the National and
intelligence, or have any other hu- Regional Teaching Committees in
. Credentials for Traveling
man advantage. Witb faith tbe their weighty and responsible task?
Bahii'is and Appeals for
NATIONAL SPnuTuAL ASSEMBLY
lowliest can achieve success in the
Fu.aneial Help
Kingdom. where the law of existence
is inspiration by tbe Holy· Spirit and
Once
more
it ha s become necesThe Guardian Appeals for
sary to remind the American
not struggle and competition.
Thirty New Local AssembHes believers that every traveling Baha'i
The new Plan has a tremendous
Appeal National Teaching Com- if: expected to carry credentials and
range of possibility. From time to
time the Assembly wishes to give mittee unitedly arise play notable need not be recognized as a believer
special emphasis to some one par- part in stupendous exertions now be- if credentials are lacking. It is also
ticular feature, in its effort to stimu- ing made by Baha'i communities pointed out that, whether or not a
late the hearts and give direction to throughout Americas in furtherance visitor has Bahit'1 credentials, any
of second Seven Year Plan. Plead reqqest for loans and financial assist...
the efforts.
At tbe outset of the Plan, tbere- focus attention enable thirty groups ance should be decided by consultafore, tbe Assembly stresses tbe having six Qr more members speedily tion of tbe local assembly rather
continuous and vital need of pioneers attain Assembly status. Devoutly than by any individual believer.
witbin the United States and Canada. praying .number of Assemblies func- From time to time tbe National
This commuriity of North America tioning in North America will reach Assembly learns of cases where be--
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lievers have been deceived and their
generosity abused by persons who in
some cases claim falsely to be
Saha'Is and in other ca ses are
Baha'Is whose stated need for funds
should be subjected to scrutiny.
For example, a warning has been
reoeived from the Fort Wayne Assembly .concerning a Mr. William s
who has used the name Baha'i in
solicitation of funds; and instances
have been reported from Providence
and Boston recently of an enrolled
believer misreporting his circumstances to the friends.

"Unnecel!sary Administrative
Details"
. Immediately after the Convention
the Guardian cabled the National
Spiritual Assembly to point out the
"overwhelming responsibility" resting upon its members in connection
with the new Seven Year Plan. He
declared: "Feel necessity eliminate
unnecessary administrative details
enabling Assembly members to focus
their attention at sessions on the
diverse imperative requirements of
the plan."
This calls for an immediate and
complete readjustment of the agenda
of NSA meetings, so that each meeting can be devoted to prayerful meditation and action on those matters
which are really essential to the
progress of the great international
caIJ}paign.
The National Spiritual Assembly
cannot accomplish this result without the conscious and hearty cooperation of the entire American
Baha'i . CommUnity. "Unnecessary
administrative details" are for the
most part laid upon the NSA by
individual believers, local assemblies and committees who fail to
carry their full measure of responsibility in some activity or relationship
and therefore feel obliged to ask the
NSA to take over and solve the
problem or finish the task.
The Guardian is not altering the
nature of the administrative order.
What he seeks is to free its highest
level of administrative authority in
America of details which others can
and should assume, so that the particular contribution of that level can
be rendered through clarity of vision,
preservation of balance and encouragement and direction of Bahit'i
affairs as a whole.
Prayerful consideration is besought J by all ..the believers, of this
crucial matter. A little more matur-

Na.tional Spiri1ua.1 Assembly of the Babi.'is of Ute United States anel Caaac1a
ejected Al!rU 28, 1946. Left. to right: Mr. William KeDueth ChrIstian. Mrs. AmeU~
Collins, Miss Edna True~ Mr. Horace BoUey. Mr. hal HaneyI Mr. PhDIp 8pracue,
Mrs. Dorothy Batt:r, Miss Elsie Austin. Mr. George Latlmer.

ity, a little more thoughtfulness, a
little more conscientious effort on

the part of the communities and
assemblies, will do more than anything to place the National Spiritual
Assembly in a true relationship with
the Guardian and with the objectives
of the plan which Baha'u'lliili has
formulated through His one chosen
representative on earth today.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL A.ssEM:BLY

Radio Seript Writing
The Faith has urgent need of believers trained in the preparation as
well as delivery oJ' radio scripts.
This is a new literary technic, combinj,ng dramatic and informative elements in a way different from that
of the popular and effective public

speaker or influential author of books
and elj,says.
The National Assembly appeals to
the friends to make use of whatever
facilities are available to them in
colleges and universities or at
Baha'i Summer Schools, fa; training
in the technic of radio script writing.
The published list of committees
includes one for Radio Script Review, and scripts are to be submitted
to that committee for approval for
national use.
The Baha'i School Committees are
likewise requested to include in their
courses as soon as possible programs in script writing to be conducted by professionals, and to submit
projects with estimates of cost for
approval by the N atioruil Assembly.

National Committees
North Amerieail Teaching
The Guardian's message to the
Annual Convention gives the first
of the four objectives of the second
Seven Year Plan as "The conso1idation of victories already won," the
"multiplication of Baha'I centers,"
and a "bolder proclamation of the
Faith to the masses." The accomplishment of this first objective i.
our immediate. task and each be-

Hever can aid in its achievement
by holding fireside m e e tin g s
through settlement in areas needing
assistance, and by supporting the
local teaching effort materially and
spiritually through your a t!endance
at public meetings and your contributions to the fund.
During the Convention period nine
believers volunteered to settle in
communities where reinforcement is
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needed to hold the assembly status,
and plans are underway already fur
the settlement of three of these
volunteers. The Louisville, Ky., community has bee n strengthened
through the settlement of Miss Frances Jones, formerly a pioneer in
Sioux Falls·, S.D., and late in June
Mrs. Kathryn Frankland, a former
pioneer in Albuquerque, Little Rock
and Houston, will further reinforce
this community. Miss Josie Pinson
of Charleston, S.C., is making arrangements to move to Greenville,
S.C., in August to help in the consolidation of that community, and
Mrs. Annie Romer. a former pioneer
in Halifax, N.S., after a rest in
the Temple area, will settle there
also. Arrangements are also under
way to provide reinforcements to
other communities now needing assistance to hold assembly status, but
the dem'and continues to exceed the
supply of settlers available for this
type of teaching service.
An appeal from the NTC for believers to aid with the teaching work
in the small, new assemblies as
part of their Convention trip, won
response from several teachers and
provided very stimulating help. In
this way also the spirit of the Convention was brought to these small
communities and news was "shared
with them of recent activ.ities
throughout the world.
Mr. and Mr •. Charles Reed Bishop
o! Pasadena, Calif., covered a circuit
tl.lrough Western Canada en route
h Jme, which included Winnipeg, Ret!ina, Edmonton, Calgaty, Vernon,
VTest Vancouver, Victoria, and Van, :ouver. The details of this itinerary
Mill no doubt be reported later by
the new Canadian National Teaching Committee when all the reports
are available.
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Mr. Harlan Ober of Beverly, Mass.
stopped over at Syracuse, N.Y., and
at Cleveland, 0., where a meeting
was arranged at the home oJ Katherine Cole with 15 present.
Mrs. Orcella Rexford of Hollywood,
Calif., visited many centers in the
Temple area, following the Convention, in Wisconsin and Minnesota
whence she went west to Spokane,
Sea Ule, Tacoma and Portland.
Mrs. Helen Robinson of Anchorage,
Alaska, is spending May and June
on a circuit in Montana-her former
home--and in Idaho, where she has
many friends. Mrs. Robinson writes
that she has "had grand firesides
in Winnett, Billings, Helena, Butte,
and Great Falls, Montana . . . Will
leave for Boise in a few dayg, Portland, Tacoma and then Seattle." She
comments: HThe timing, the assist-ance, since leaving Alaska has been
the greatest experience of my life.
Somehow since being in the Temple
1'm not afraid" or timid any longer. n
Mrs. Frances Wells also of Anchorage, Alaska, is spending a month
vacationing at Big Bear, Calif., and
helping with teaching work. Miss
Honor Kempton also plans to visit
along the Pacific Coast before returning to Anchorage. The RTC for
Alaska requests teachers to visit
that region, and it is hoped that if
any believers plan a vacation to
Alaska, they will advise the NTC,
so that suggestions can be made
in working out an itinerary.
Mrs. Mamie Seta of San Francisco, Calif., is visi ling Salt Lake City,
Boise, and Laramie, en route to the
Louhelen Baha'I School in June, and
Mrs. Sara E. Witt of Santa Monica,
·Calif., is planning stop-overs in Oklahoma City, Little Rock, Memphis,
St. Louis and Toledo en route to thp
Green Acre Baha'i Schoo1.

Posters on the Brooklyn Acaclemy of Musio ODe of which aODOUDCe5 the public
meeting PveD during. Ole national ca.mpa..ign, March 25, 1946.

Mrs. Beulah Proctor, former pi...
neer in Halifax and Moncton, is
visiting her sister-in-law in Vancouver, and assisting the teaching
efforts there during the summer·
and Mrs. Clair Gillespie, former pia:..
neer of Laramie, Wyo., has moved
to Cheyenne, Wyo., for the SUmmer
and is making many contacts for
the Faith there; and Duncan McAlear of Boston, recently returned
from over-seas, is assisting with
teaching circuits in New England.
Teaching help has been provided
several of the key cities to follow
up the interest aroused through the
big public meetings of the national
campaign. In May Mr. Robert Durr
of Birmingham, Ala., visited New
Orleans, La., and Miss Pari ZiaWalrath. of Chicago, native of ~hiraz,
Persia, spoke in Detroit to an
audience of a bout 75 persons on the
anniversary of the Declaration of the
Bab on May 22nd. A dinner preceding the meeting was attended by
about 35 of the local believers. Mrs.
Margarite ,uHrich of Oak Park, Ill.,
plans to VISIt Atlanta, Ga"., in June
to help with the follow-up work there
and arrangementS are being made
for a circuit to provide her help
to other communities in the region.
Other circuits made by visiting
teachers include a visit to" Birmingham, Alabama, by Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Blum early in April, when two
meetings were held,-one in the afternoon at which Mrs. Blum spoke on
a "World Community" and another
in the evening at the Tutwiler Hotel
where Mr. Blum discussed liThe
Meaning of Brotherhood."
Mrs.
Verna Inglis, secretary of the Birmingham LSA, reports that "Besides
those interested in the Cause, who
regularly attend, there were five
there who had never heard of the
Faith in any way . . ~"
Miss Margaret Swengel, a graduate student at the University of
Illinois, spent her spring vacation
on a teaching trip which included
visits to St. P auI, Minnea polis, and
Duluth. Public meetings, firesides
and teas were planned to" utiliz~
every moment of her time in these
centers, and many fine contacts with
youth organizations were made; the
most outstanding of these was a
meeting with 50 members of the
Cosmopolitan Club of the University
of Minnesota at which Miss Swengel
spoke on ,. A Blue Print for Society~"
Miss Swengel reports that there was
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"a good representation of foreign students in the audience."
The week-end of May 24th Mr.
John Robarts, the newly appointed
chairman of the new Canadian National Teaching Committee, made a
flying trip to the Maritimes and
spent a day in each of the communities there. Details of this trip will
no doubt be given in a forthcoming
issue by the new Committee.
Conferences in many regions have
brought to the isolated believers,
groups and communities, reports of
the Convention activities to inspire
and stimulate participation in the
achievement of the goals of the new
Plan.

Temple Guides
For the Months of January, February, March and April, 1941l.
Records of previous years continue to be surpassed each month by
the number of visitors to the Temple.
Records for these four months for
the years 1945 and 1946 are as
follows:
Month

1946 1945

252
507
January
1190 445
February
897
1585
March
2174 1680
April
The Temple was opened for daily
tours this year on April 1st instead
of May lst, which in previous years.
was the opening date. During January, February and March tours were
conducted on Sunday only.
In January, 1946, visitors came
from 26 states, the District of Columbia, 1 province of Canada, and
Mexico, Bolivia, Norway. France.
Switzerland, and Palestine.
In February, 1946, they came from
31 states, the District of Columbia,
1 province of Canada, and Mexico,
Nicaraugua, Brazil, EI Salvador, and
Palestine.
In March they came from 37 states,
the District of Columbia, 2 provinces
of Canada. and Mexico, Trinidad,
England, China, India, and Sweden.
In April they came from 39 states,
the District of Columbia, Hawaii,
2 provinces of Canada, and China,
France, England, and Sweden.
The total number of visitors guided
through the Temple from June, 1932,
when guiding began, through April,
1946, was 216,386.
Many have answered our invitation to come to Wilmette to help in
the Guide Work during vacation
months. They have been sent study
courses and are preparing them-

selves for this work. Mrs. Terah
Smith of Atlanta stayed over for one
week after the convention to serve
in this' way ~
The increasing importance of
guide work in the minds of the guides
themselves is shown by the following excerpt:
IODear-, I wonder sometimes if you
people who live near the Temple apprecia te the wonderful privilege you
have always so near youl I know
some of you do, but all of you should.
It is the greatest privilege in the
whole world today. That is literal.
There "is no other· spot on the. face
of the entire globe where so much
service may be rendered as you
blessed souls have right at your door.
"You know, in ancient days, those
who served at the holy places were
specially blessed and only those who
were pure and without flaw were
permitted to render such service.
You remember that, at long' periods
of history, only virgins were allowed
to serve, since virgins typified
purity. And always it has been to
those rare souls whose dedication
and love of God surpassed everything else that service at the Temple
was permitted. It has been a high
office that was striven for, sometimes for years, and that always was
performed with deep love and joy.
It is. and always has been, the
closest a servant of God may come
to the realization of that precious
nearness. It is the greatest outward'
symbol of an inner devotion.
"And, of 'course, in this Day it is
even more precious than at any other
time in the past. For now. here
at this Temple, we may not
only offer up a continual prayer of
gratitude, thanksgiving and worship,
as has always been done, but we

a.

have the inestimable privilege 0%
proclaiming to dozens and sometimes hundreds of people a day, the
wonderful Truth of this Day and Age
we, as Baha'is, are ushering in. The
wonder of that is an amazement to
me.
'"Day after day, as I've guided
there at the Temple J I've seen people come in who were discour~gedt
bewildered, sometimes even desperate with the problems, that, to them,
had no solution, and, time after time.
I've watched their eyes clear and
then grow blazing bright as they
realized that, through the BaM'j
Revelation, there was a Plan, there
was hope, there was the wonderful
certainty of a glorious future wherein the age-old promise of God to
man would be fulfilled. And we,
as guides at the Temple, have this
inestimable privilege, this glorious
opportunity, of opening the doors of
hope and new spiritual life to these
people.
"And so many people! this coming
year there will be thousands more
than we had last year-just as last
year there were thOWIands more than
the years before. It is the greatest
teaching field there is in the whole
world. Whereas the average pioneer
works months before a single soul is
touched, here at the Temple we are
able to set aflame dozens of people
... each day. It is an amazing, astonishing thing to watch. And the fact that
we are allowed to reach these souls,
that we are privileged to hold the
Divine match that sets them aflame,
is a bounty that should fill our hearts
to bursting with gratitude.
"You remember in the 'Gleanings' Baha'u'lllth mentions the fact
that all the holy ones of the past
would give all they possessed to be

_Ileo ......
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alive for one instant in the great the estahlishment of World Order,
Day. And when I guide in the Temple through the application of the teachI can easily realize why. The glory ings given us by Baha'u'IIa.h.
of proclaiming this Day-the thrill"To strive to obtain a more ade-ing joy of announcing to the world qua te understanding of the signifithat, at long last, the promise of cance of Baha'u'llah's stupendous
all ages is being fulfilled, is certainly Revelation must, it is my unaltera privilege that has never, in any able conviction, remain the first ob-era, been experienced before. And ligation and the 0 bj ect of the conit is our privilege.
stant endeavor of each one of its
"In the mystery and bounty of loyal adherents" (Dispensation of
God, we are being permitted to serve Baha 'u'llah, p. 8).
Him in this magnificent and wonderIn these words the Guardian himful way. And I think we should pray sflf urges us first and foremost to
constantly, from the depths of our study. Then we can give to others
hearts that we may attain to a sta· the true, clear Teachings and, with
tion that is worthy of such a priv- the impetus of the inner realization
ilege-that, like the "'servitors in the of' "the unfailing efficacy of the Mestemples of old, we may always strive sage," demonstrate that the Baha'i
toward that degree of selfless serv- Faith is actually building a workice and of complete devotion and able world unity today.
dedication that will allow us, in the
Bw'f STUDY AIDS CoMMITTEE
eyes of God, to be fit and qualified
Box 252, Evanston, illinois
to guide humanity through His House
of Worship.
Baha'i House of Worship
"I do pray that all of you who are
Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
within any practical distance of the Dale
Subject and Speaker
Temple may not, for a single in- July
14
THE DESTINY OF AMERICA
stant, forget the bounty and privilege
Nina Matthisen
that is at your door. Guide at the
21
PROPHECY, THE SOUL OF
Temple in every spare instant and
HISTORY
Horace Holley
with all your hearts-for there is
28
SAFEGUARDS FOR CIVILIZAnothing more wonderful in this world
TION
that you may do. H
Margery McCormick
TEMPLe Gumzs CoMMTI"rEE
By-Mary Haggard, Chairman
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Baha'i Study Aid&

11

The purpose of the Study Aids Committee is, primarily, to aid Baha'is
in their study of the Baha'i Teachings and not, directly. to bring new
believers into the Cause (which is
the function of teaching committees.)
Of course in this day every bGliever
is: enjoined to teach the Cause, and
the Study Aids Committee by encouraging study has also for its purpose the improvement of teaching
effectiveness through study of the
Socred Writings.
We are all surely agreed that it
very important to emphasize study
for new believers. Study broadens
and deepens one's knowledge of the
Cause. Study, especially in small
gr-oups, promotes unity through placing emphasis on the Teachings, not
on personalities. Study promotes action, through increasing one's awareness of the greatness of the Cause
and creating the desire to have an
active part in its unfoldment.
For the new believer, especially,
study Ieveals the importance. of his
function in the group, for upon each
one of us rests the responsibility of
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CAN THE RELIGIONS UNITE?
Edwin Mattoon
SUBJECT TO BE PROVIDED
Youth Group

25

VICTORIOUS LIVING
Dorothy Baker
"ADAM TO ATOM"
Margarite Ullrich

Banff Summer Conference
The Regional Teaching Committee
for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta has prepared for a Summer
Conference at Banff, Alberta, August
11th to 16th. Present indications point
to another large attendance and a
very vital program on the theme,
'UThe Baha'i Faith in Action." The
following topics will be discussed:
1. The individual Bahii'f as a dynamic,

living instrument for the propaga·
tiOD of the Faith.
Lecture Course by Dr. Edris Rice·
Wray of Chicago.
(1) Devotional life.
(2) Intellectual life (the Bab"f as

a student)
(3) Social Hfe (ethical attitudes and
actions)

(4) Baha'is as individual teachers
(5) Baha'Is as administrators and
members of a Community.
2. The BabA'f Community as the sole
means by which the world objec-

tives of the Faith will be realized.
Lectures by various Bahli'! teach_erSt and discussions.

(2)

A channel through which World
Order will come
Unity-the most important prin.

(3)

Justice

(l)

ciple
(4) Consultation
•
(5) Relationship of the Bah~'i Faith
to other political, religious
and social movements.
3. The immediate scope and. goals at
the Faith in its present period of
development.
A Forum-Everybody.
(1) International
(2) National
(3) Local
(4) The Bah~'{ Faith-personal,

s0-

cial and historical-A Sum.
mary.

Inter-America News
A Message from the Guardian
In reply to a request by the InterAmerica Committee that the Guardian suggest a city in which to hold
the next Latin-American Teaching
Conference, the following message
has been received: "Advise Buenos
Aires, Panama. Immediate task
confronting Committee further multiplication centres, increasing and
consolidation existing assemblies
designed reinforce representative
character future Na.tional Assemblies. Urge intensification eifort dissemination literature! increase activities itinerant teachers b"th North
and Latin American, establish closer
relationship between existing groups,
assemblies. Fervently praying attainment objectives. U
(Signed) SHoo""

Conferences will, therefore, be
arranged in both of these cities. They
will probably be held after January
1st., and will be under the auspices
of special committees appointed by
the local Spiritual Assemblies.
Numerous reports reach the I.A.C.
of extension teaching activities and
the multiplication of centers. In Colombia, for example, with assemblies
in Bogota and Mogotes, we are informed that there are u. • • two
additional groups close to assembly
strength in Contratacion and Cartagena. Smaller groups are being
formed in Medellin, Cali, and Barranquilla. Sr. Ernesto A. Flores is
the guiding spirit and enthusiastic
teacher in Cartagena, and Sr. Vittorio Magagna, who studied the Faith
while a student in the University in
Santiago, Chili, has recently come
home to Barranquilla, where he will
be of great assistance to the Cause/'
It is evident that the leaven of the
Divine Plan is working among the
native be1ievers.

,
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We are informed that the Guardian
has approved the plan of the
National Spiritual Assembly to set
as a goal to be a !tained at the end
01 five years, or in 1951, the formation of National Assemblies covering Central America and South
America. Word is coming from all
of the Latin countries telling of how
thrilled the believers were upon receiving the Guardian's Convention
message, and describing how they
are already beginning to arise to
meet their new responsibilities. One
description of this nature is c0ntained in a recent letter from Malcia
Steward, who on her way to do itinerant teaching for several months
ie. the five Central American countries north of Panama, has visited
Assemblies in Lima, Quayaquil and
Panama City since the Guardian's

message was received. She writes,

"r

left Lima with the most profound
admiration and joy . . . for the way
the Faith is developing and conso1idating with marvelous rapidity.
Coming direct from Chili, r have
been able to view the different com-

munities from a whole new standpoint, and what I have seen has
filled me with a joy that is unexpressible. One senses the surging of the
Sea of the Covenant ... The Guardian's latest cable has caused a new
surging tide of the spirit, which is
manifesting in startling changes, in
overnight growth, in a visible maturing action, in an assumption of
responsibilities all through the
communities.
uIt is hard to express what I felt
amongst the believers in Quayaquil
There is a poi2nancy a bout that
particular group, . . . a yearning
for more knowledge and for help,
an eagerness to spread the Faith
. . . They are so dear, so faithful.
so young . ..
"Panama, too, is a revelation to
me. Last night there were forty people at a meeting, people of every
color, race, and religion, including
Muhammadans. A spirit of union and
peace prevailed, and one sensed the
flowing together pf the races."
•

+

•

The acceptance of new responsibilities is also evident in the spirit
~ sacrifice among the Latin believers. A check has come from a
friend in La Paz, Bolivia, to be used
for Bah;", relief in Burma. Evelyn
Larson reports that the Assembly in
San Jose, Costa Rica, ha s started a
special fund to help pay tor rmishing the interior at the Temple. A
Chilian beli"""" is making it pos-

Gathering a.t tile Bah8.'i Center~ Havana.
Dorothy Bakar, ~ 15, UCI..

sible to start a Baha'i Summer
School in that country.
Difficulties hard to overcome, and
too detailed to report in brief space,
have handicapped the pUblication
and dissemination of Baha'i literature in Latin-America. However,
four new titles in Spanish were reported less than a year aglill, and
three additional titles have just come
from the press in Buenos Aires.
These are, Some Answered Questions, The Cheat Announcement, and
Wisdom of 'Abdu'l-Bana. A new and
improved printing of Baha'u'Uah and
the New Era has been made in
Portuguese, together with BahlPi

Prayers and two pamphlets. The efforts of all concerned, the Committee, pioneers, and native believers,
are definitely being intensified in
this field.

Teaching in the Maritimes
The report of the Regional Teaching Committee' for the Maritimes
was not received in time to be included in the Annual Report of the
NTC and so a brief digest of their
report is given as follo\Ys:

"There are five isolated Bahi'!s
in the region, making a total number of 34 in the Maritime Provinces.
Visiting TeacheTs
"Charlottetown-Mrs. Ruth Moffett,
October 15, '45 to February 15, '46,
gave 81 lectures at the Queen Hotel,
189 classes, and 14 broadcasts. Mrs.
Moffett addressed the students of the

Cuba~ OIl

1Ile occasion of an address by

Prince of Wales College. Three new
members signed, one since removed.
"Halifax - During Mrs. Mo1fett's
visit March 9th to March 25th, there
were 33 lectures and cia sses and 2
radio broadcasts. Mrs. Mollett addressed the Haddessah Club, the Public Radio Forum, Dalhousie University, etc. Willard McKay visited Halifax Feb. 28th to March 2nd.
"Moncton - There was s pee i a 1
teaching work by Mrs. Annie Romer
in February to prepare for Mrs. Moffett's visit, Feb. 16th to March 6th.
During that period there were 19
lectures, 24 classes, 3 broadcasts, a
reception, a farewell dinner. and.
talks before several organizations.
Several reported interested. Mrs.
Beulah Proctor also assisted with
the work~

Activities Within CenteTs to
April !st
HMoncton - A study meeting was
begun in September on "The World
Order of Bah"'u'llah." Special publicity with quotations from Baha'J
Writings were weekly inserted in
paid space. An Esperanto class
was organized by and conducted by
Mrs. McEwen which several Bahi'is
and excellent non-Bah.. 'J contacts
have been attending. Since Mrs. Moffett's Seminar- in Moncton there is
a class in "Dispensation." There
have been numerous fireside meet...
ings in the various homes throughout
the year.

"Halifax -

A week-end Maritime
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Teaching Conference was' held ,in
Harring C<lve, N.S. from June 30th
to July 4th. The teachers were Mrs.
Laura Davis, of Toronto and Mr.
Willard McKay of Charlottetown.
There were 24 present at some of
the meetings. While representatives
from Charlottetown and Moncton
were present and preliminary con...
sultation was carried on by mail,
this pr<>j ect was ina ugura ted by the
Halifax friends.
Assembly meetings were held' on
alternate Monday evenings at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wade and
a study class on "World Order of
Baha'u'llah" was held at the various
homes. Meetings for non-Baha'is
were held regularly on Thursday or
Friday evenings. About 75 Service
men and students were reached" and
4 indicated an intention to enroll
at a future date. From Oct. 27th
to January 19th, meetings were held
at the Women's Council House. This
was also a publicity project. The
. whole month of December was devoted to the subject of Peace, including a special radio broadcast,
and 2 discussioil meetings, climaxed by a brilliant International
Peace party with 10 nationalities
represented and 35 non-Baha'is present. During ICEducation Week" a
radio broadcast was given in
"Baha'i Ideals in Education." Copies
were distributed"· to teachers and
principals of schools. Public relation work was very strong here with
75 leading people receiving literature. A lending library has been established.
'
Charlottet<>Wn-" Through May and
June. 1945 weekly advertised meetings were held at the Queen Hotel
and a series ef 20 broadcasts was
finished. Early in July a Baha'i Library was opened with Florence
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Cox in residence; and" the room was
<>pen daily and considerable literature was given and sent out. There
was a weekly advertised public meeting there from July to October lst.
l\'frs. Cox also conducted a class on
"Dawn Breakers" for several weeks.
On October 1st it was decided to
move the meetings to the Queen
Hotel while' retaining the Bahil.'!
Library, as the room was too small
for the fall projects.
"Since October our entire effort
has centered around the teaching
activities of Mrs. Moffett. When she
kft on February 25th, immediate
plans were drawn up to consolidate
the gains of more than four months
of intensive effort, as follows: 1.
Study CIa ss under L.S.A. to complete
'Dispensation,' followed by 'Heart
of the Gospel' with Babit'! and
Christian references. 2. Weekly public meetings - forums, musicales,
addresses - ·newspapers and radio
publicity, at the Queen Hotel, alterna·
ting with meetings at the homes of
the McKays and the Gearys on Saturday evenings. 3. Fireside estab·
lished by Mrs. Moffett at the home
of Helen Gidden to be continued
each week. 4. Two Feasts of Attraction, Feb. 27th and March 20th
and a special N aw Rilz broadcast

with Spring music and a Baha'!
talk on 'The Return of Spring.'
"Mrs. Moffett returned March 25th
to April 4th, and classes and conferences were held at the Queen HOw
tel and a t the various homes; with
a number of social occasions. Successful contact was made with most
of the people on her' 'attracted' list.
U A
Regional Bulletin was issued
in April, 1!146."
G. I. GEARY, chairman
MRs. DooIs McKAy, secretary

•

World Order

Conlents IQr July, 1946
_
FrolTI Chaos to Order .... Horace Holley
Heaven and Earth Have Sworn
Poem
........ Silvia Margolis
To S. .J. Fanner on Her Birthday,
Poem ........ John Greenleaf Whittier
Sarah .J ane Farmer
............ Bahiyyih and Harry Ford:
Experience$ in the Armed
Forces .................... Alvin Blum
What Happened in Tabriz •
Editorial ... . Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
The Interment of the Bab .. Moneer Zaine
Youth .and the Modern World III.
Meditation and the Modern
Mind ...................... G. A. Shook
The Star of the West"
Book Review ... . Elizabeth P. Hackley
With Our Readers.

Local Baha'i News
The first MILWAUKEE Babit'!
marriage took place on March 9,
1946, when Miss Florence Mas shardt,
a WAC stationed at Fort Db<, New
Jersey. and Mr. Albert S. Royise of
Columbus, Ohio, were united at the
Baha'i Center, 744 North 4th Street,
Milwaukee. The bride and groom
presented letters of consent from all
four parents, and the ceremony was
witnessed by the chairman and sec-

Youth dance at; the cabin in West. .Englewood. N . .I. helcl at the time 01 a Balui.~i
youth conference fl'9m nine DOrthea-stern states, held in the New York Baha'i center
&lUI in west E . . . . - - . lII&y 18 anc1 19, 1916.

retary of the Milwaukee Baha'i Spiritual Assembly, 'Abdu'l-Baha's mar·
riage tablet was read, the groom repeated, "Verily, we are content with
the Will of God," and the bride rejoined, HVerily, we are satisfied with
the Desire of God. H
The printed program for the Latin
American evening scheduled by the
NEW YORK Baha'is for June 7th,
included the Spanish translation of
the inscriptions above tile eJ;ltrances
to the House of Worship. The enter-tainment was to include music by
Senor Angel del Busto, composer and
bassoon virtuoso, and Gladys Mayo
del Busto, and two sound motion pictures, the Walt Disney "South of the
Border," and "Americans All."
Some good ideas for weekly Baha'i
talks are given in the programs for
WEST CHESTER, PA. Among them
were the following: A New Justice
for a New Day; Youth Prepares for
Peace, True Happiness through Religion, The Millenial Promise, World
Cooperation, Dedication to a Cause,
Freedom as a Step toward W<>rld
Peace, Love and Fellowship, Pales-
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tme-The Heart of the World, The
Power of the Holy Spirit, Sharing,
God's Newly Revealed Law, Signposts, and The Happiness of Nations,
A world unity forum was conducted
in BEVERLY, MASS., on April 20th.
Harlan Foster Ober was chairman.
Dr. Glenn Shook, professor of physics
at Wheaton College, spoke on
l'Atomic Energy and a Unified
World," while Mrs. Wendell Bacon
spoke on "The Price of World Peace
if! World Religion." There were
thirty-four present of whom thirteen

were non-Baha'is.
HUNTINGTON PARK BaM'i youth
presented a symposium entitled, "A
World Faith the Remedy" on May
12th. Helen Lounsberry spoke on
UReligion as a Basis of Civilization,"
John Carre on "The Need for a World
Religion," and Mignon Thomasson on
"The World Faith of Baha'u'llah."
The chairman was Joel Marengella
and the pianist, Joan Calem an.
Community cooperation is prac.
ticed by LOS ANGELES in its widely
distributed program. The telephone
numbers are listed for information
concerning Saha 'j classes not only
in Los Angeles but also for Alhambra, Beverly Hills, Burbank t Glendale, Long Beach, Maywood, Pasadena, San Marino, and Santa Monicaa The Los Angeles ideas for sub-

Cosmos Club concert and ball, San Francisco, California, at which MJ'. Leroy loas
spoke to about 1010 guests. (See Baba'i News for lane.)

jects include The Perfect Man; The
Path of True Liberty; Panorama of
Religions; Three types of consultation; The Door of Hope: the Bab; The
Fulfillment of Prophecy : BaM 'u'Uith;
and New Life for the World.

News of Other Lands
Geneva Baha'i Bureau
The annual report from Mrs. Anne
Lynch, secretary of the International
Baha'i Bureau at Geneva, Switzerland, contains interesting news of
the ~ European Baha'is.
One of the functions of the Bureau
is to maintain an international
Baha'i library. To this end all BaM'1
publishing committees are asked to
send two copies of each publication
printed since 1939. The Bureau already has Baha'i literature in 42
languages.
The Bureau also serves as a link
bet wee n isola ted believers and
groups of believers in Europe and
other parts of the world and as a
central bookst~re. It has a large
number of books, pamphlets and multigraphed material available for distribution and sale. Since financial
conditions in most European countries are very difficult, it would be
only fair to set aside part of this
stock for free gifts. The report adds,
"Will the friends whom this may

interest get in touch with the Bureau? Let us lose no time in lend
ing a hand to those who" need such
help in promoting the Baha'i Mes"sage." Address Baha'i Bureau, 40
Grand Rue, Geneva, Switzerland.
The following countries a re now
in touch with the Geneva Bureau:
Australia, Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, France,
Germany, Great. Britain, Morocco t
Norway, Palestine, Persia and the
a

U.S.A.
The report from Austria shows
only eight Baha'is left of the once
flourishing community of over eighty.
The food situation is very grave.
Luise Lappinger, former member
of the Vienna Assembly, wrote on
April 4, "Food is so scarce that I
often wonder how it is possible to
live on so little."
An earnest seeker, Mr. Renard of
Ligny, Belgium, wrote to the Bureau
in 1940 expressing his desire to take
the proper steps to become a
Baha'i. In 1945 he writes: "I had
hoped so much to regain possession

of my minute stock of Baha'I literature and my annotations made hI.
studying it. But I had served in
the Army, my wife had taken refuge
in France and my house had been
plundered in 194O-nothing was left
. . . I would be very grateful to receive all the literature that you can
send me on the Cause and wiSh to assure you that I have the most ardent
desire to continue my study of it
in order to consecrate my efforts to
the promotion. of so lofty a Faith."
Marta Weiss, Kesselwarm t Esslingen, ajN wrote to the Bureau
in April requesting addresses of
Baha':i groups throughout the world,
adding, "It is so important for our
youth to have the stimulating ,ex.
perience of hearing and learning
from youth of other countries. We
would be very grateful for such a
list." As the addtesses at the Geneva Bureau are 6 years old youth
groups in the countries reached by
this report are asked to get in direct
touch with Marta.
Vuk· Echtner of Prague, Czechoslovakia t spoke on the Baha 'f Cause
as the New W~rld Order in the city
of Pilsen in April. He feels very
much the lack of information material: pamphlets, leaflets, etc.
Madame Acard, HLe Clos Fleuri,"
La Poterie, Hyeres (Vars), France,
has adopted two children and i.
bringing them up as Baha',s. She
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expresses gratitude for parcels sent
by American friends and add... •~The
only thing I dare ask for is baby
food and soap . . . . And yet I must
say that I long for news more than
I do for food. It does not mattel
if the friends write in English. I
could have the letters translated."
Baha'I groups in Zurich and Noriheastern Switzerland remain firm and
continue seed sowing through talking
with friends about the Cause, distributing or lending pUblications and
occasionally holding public meetings.
The American friends will be interested to Imow that the Zurich group
owes its beginnings to the labors of
Mr. Mason Remey and Mrs. Anna

Kunz.

''The Fragrance of Letten"
by RnhiyyI11 Khanwn
. This beautiful and inspiring ariicle
appeared in the January number of
"The Herald of the South/' Australian Baha'i Magazine. The author
quotes the many letters from all
over the world which stream into the
Guardian's mail bag and adds her
own illuminating comments. We can
. make only a few brief excerpts from
this heart warming article.
"From letters one gleans bright
and lovely facets of the many-sided
whole that goes to make up Baha'I
activity and thought. Here is an excerpt from a Regional Teaching Committee's bulletin (of which
there are dozens now to meet the
needs of the many believers and the
work they undertake): 'Senor Pecora
Blue Mountain, our Baha'I brother,
a native Peruvian of Inca Indian
origin, is making a goodwill tour for
South America. He visits the Bahil'ls
in the cities through which he passes,
sharing that very valued quality of
fellowship and love Baha'is Imow so
well. We deeply appreciate the privilege of this contact. While in Birmingham, (Alabama) it was arranged for him to give a piano concert of South American music over
station WSGN . . . '

"These regional News Letters or
Bulletins are very stimulating reading. Take this, for instance: 'Please
undersland th" purpose of this publication. It is to try and keep you infOlJlled of the plans and activities of
this commitee and of the region in
the hope that by so doing we all
may become better acquainted and
more unified and thus better able to
'spread the light of the Faith and
cast the anchor of its Administrative
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Order throughout the states of Utah,
Wyoming and Colorado, thence
throughout America, and thence
throughout
the
world.'
Those
'thences' are pretty ambitious ~ The
calm, determined way he rolls them
out one would not be surprised if he
had added 'and thence throughout the
Solar System."

International Relief
(E ditors' note: The following bulletin was received just as B.!.liA 'f
NEWS was being made up. Part of it
is being printed in this issue. Other
addresses will be given later.)
The Committee on International
Relief 1946-1947 appeals to assemblies, regional committees, groups~
and isolated believers to send immediately names and addresses of
individual believers, assemblies, and
groups in Europe and the Philippines
in need of relief, to its chairman Mrs .
Randolph Bolles, Box 165, Washington, Conn. Specify if possible the
kind of relief most needed.

What and Where to Send
Attached is a list of believers who
are in urgent need of assistance.
Confine the relief to food, clothing,
edible fats, and other essentials. It
is not intended that cash be sent to
llie individual Baha'is.
This committee recommends to
Baha'is residing in:
Western States of the United States
a.nd Western. Canada to concentrate
their relief upon the Philippines at
present and the far eastern countries
when names and addresses will be
available.
Middle WesteTn States to concen·
trate on Finland, Norway, Switzerland, Holland, Austria, Czechoslovak.is, Bulgaria, Jugoslavia. Germany,
and Hungary.
Southern States and Eastern Cana.da to concentrate on the southern
part of France--Marseillesj Lyon,
Hyeres, Toulouse.
Eastern States and Eastern Canada (including New England) to
concentrate on the rest of France, on
Germany, and on Great Britian.
Packages to Europe are not to exceed 42 inches in length and girih,
and their weight is not to exceed 11
lbs, including wrapping. Postage:
14 cents per pound. One package a
week (per person).
This service is now available only
to the American zone in Germany.
It is recommended that dehydrated
lood and powdered milk be shipped
in preference to canned food. (pow-

dered milk is more nourishing and
palatable.) Edible fats in tins only.
Avoid any glass containers. Coffee
beans, tea, dried fruits, sugar, hard
candies, chocolate sweet cocoa, sewing thread, darning thread (except
for England). canned meats, canned
fish, vitamins, first aid medicines
(except for England), all kinds of
wearing apparel, shoes, underwear,
bed linens, towels, etc. Please see
that all garments are usable, cleaned
and repaired. It is hoped that the
National Spiritual Assembly won
recommend all lopal assemblies in
the United States an" Canada to appoint relief committees to collaborate
and a ssist in this vi tal and imperative work.

Address all correspondance to tJIe
chairman of the Committee for International Relief, Mrs. Randolph Bolles
Box 165, Washington, Conecticut.
-

Relief Agencies
Parcels have been sent up to 25
lbs (foodstuffs and soap, very concentrated foods like dehydrated
milk, meat, vegatables, canned butter, etc.) made up by the Trans-Ocean
Packing & Shipping Co. from their
stocks in Sweden. Address in New
York City, 33 Whitehall St. Their
things are insured by IJoyd's of
London, E. They will also mail
packages made up.
Food parcels can also be seot to
Austria through the Free Austria
Movement in Switzerland. Standard.
parcels of Swiss francs 19.50 and
32.50 can be ordered at the at>.ve
address.
The following is a list of agencies
compiled by the American Red C;ross
and given to the Dept. of Agriculture
branch of the Red Cross a. a guide
in sending supplies a broad:
CARE (Cooperative for American
Remittance to Europe) 50 Broadstreet, New York, N.Y.
American Relief for France, 39
East 36th Street, New York, N. Y.
American Relief for Italy, Inc. 27
Broadway, New York 6, N. Y.
American Relief for Norway, 135 S.
La Salle Street, Chicago 3, m.
United Jugoslav Relief Fund, 677
Fifth Ave., New York 17_ N.Y.
American HungaTian Relief, Inc.
165 West 46th Street, New York 15,
N.Y.

Philippine War Relief of the U.S.
1720 Eye Street, Washington D.C.
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United China Relief 1780 Broadway,
New York 19, N.Y.
Amercian Friends of Czechoslovakia 8 West 40th Street, New York
16, N.Y.
American Relief for Holland, 465
Fifth Ave. New York, N.Y.
(If you decide to use any of these
agencies check with them first.)

Address List
THE PHILIPPINES
Revised corrected list of needy
Baha'!s, submitted by the Baha'!s of
Washington D.C., June 11, 1946.
Felix Mad"ella, Bintawan St., Solano, Neuva Vizcaya, Philippines.
Food and clothing. First Philippine
Baha'i.
Mrs. Adeline M. GuarIfl, Bascaran,
Solano, Neuva Vizcaya, Philippin-es.
Daughter of Felix Madella. Has 6
children, 4 boys and 2 girls. Oldest
12. Needs blankets. Solano is 200
miles north of Manila where it is
cold. Expects baby in August; 1946.
Sr. Perfecto Tabora, 22 Halun St.,
Mesa Heights, Quezon City, Philippines.
Mrs. Concepcion Flores, Cordon
[sabella, Philippines. Widow with "1
children from 16 years of age down.
Food and clothing. (Annamarie Honnold received letter.)
(Please inquire at the post office as
to whether packages can be sent to
these places.)

Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of

Whittmann & Mrs. Pendel, DeutschWagram, Helmersdorf; Mrs. Marie
Amschel, Wein 12, Wienerbergerstr.
10/X/3; Hans & Luise Lappinger,
Wein 3/40, Reisenerstr. 7/11. Franz
Bausbeck, Stammersdorf blWien,
Brlinnerstr. 79; Mrs. Julia Schwarz,
Wien, .Ramperstorfferstr . 25; (parents have farm, all others need food).
Mr. Victor Erdman, Wein 19/119
Kahlenbergerstr. 59, Austria.

Czechoslovakia Mr. Vuk Echtner,
c/of Brlickner, V, Pujcovny 2,
Prague (eleven) II, C. (very active
Baha'i, ~several young children)
Bulgaria Miss Marion Jack, (old,
devoted pioneer in tha t country)
c/of Miss Roseva, ul Neophyte Rilska
40, Sofia, Bulgaria.
Jugoslavia Mme Desanka Forgovice Tokin, Osthaimerstr. 76, Vrsac, J.
(asks for coffee, tea, sugar, canned
meat and cocoa.)
Hungary
Mrs.
Jenny Komlos,
Vilma Kiralyno 9 f .2, Budapest 7, H.
Germany (groups and isolated believers with study classes):
Frau Marie Schenk, Darmstadt 2
Land, KolonieTrautheim, Darmstadt.
Oberschwester Berta Freimulier,
Balsersche Stiftung, Wilhelmstrasse
14, Giessen; Frl. Anna HacherSchoch, Ulrichstrasse 24, Goppingen,
Switzerland Anne Lynch, (Mrs.) Wttbg.; Hans Gajus Schmidt, Post40 Grand' Rue, Geneva, Switzerland fach 41 Heppenheim a. d. B.; Frau
(has her married daughter and . Marfua ~Brauns, Ruppur-Gardenstadt
young baby with her from France.)
Resedenweg 70, Karlsruhe, Baden.;
Austria (Declared believers) Mr. Dr. Hermann Grossmann, Neckargemund, Wttbg.
& Mrs. Franz Pollinger, Wein n,

EUROPE
Finland Mr. Varno Rissanin t Box
13, Helsinki, FinI<*ld Friend of J.
Kruka. Family consists of wife, husband & two children.
N oTWay Johanna Schubarth, Prof
Dahlstt. UrI, Oslo, Norway. Fru
Aagot Krantz-Ramsli, Vaagevej 7,
Kristiansund, Norway. asks especially for clothing and shoes (no
sizes given) her town burned down
uher house alone was still standing
by the pier. "
HoUand Mrs. Wygman Verbeek,
Meezenbroekerweg 92 Heerlen Limburg Holland. (Esperantist who is
studying the Baba'! Faith.) Arnold
van Ogtrop~ Groot Hertoginnelaan
32, Bussum~ Holland. Has corre·
sponded wi th Norwegian believer
since the war (Baba'f).

Sbfru

fnr the year 182, BahA'i era.

Bocklin str. 4, Ttir 15, Austria; Mrs.
France Moreau, 10 Ernest Michat.
Nancy, Meurthe et Moselle; Louis
Martin, chez Mme. Vervaet, 46 Rue
Carnot, Nogents-Oise, Oise. France;
Mme. Lucienne Acard, Les Clos
FIeurie, La Poterie, Hyeres, France.
(Is in want. Has baby girl about 6
months (orphan) to bring up in
the Faith.)
(Please inquire whether packages
can be sent to all these places.)
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1. United State.
Group

Mem.bersldp

TUSKEGEE, ALABAMA .........
Correspondent-Mrs. F. L. Drye,
Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
ARCADIA. CALIFORNIA .........
Correspondent-Mrs. Mortimer
Rich, 1021 W. Duarte Rd., Arcadia
BIG BEAR LAKE. CALIFORNIA
Correspondent-Mr. R. Bruce
Munro, Box 226, Big Bear Lake
COMPTON. CALIFORNIA.... ...
Correspondent-Mrs. W. J. Williams" 11.35 W. Spruce St.,
Compton 27
DOWNEY TWP., CALIFORNIA ..
Correspondent-Mr. Wm. Scholling, 103-99, Rancho Las Amigos.
Hondo
EL MONTE TWP., CALIFORNIA
Correspondent - Mrs. W. John
Griewank. 127* N. LaRica,
Baldwin Park
HUNTINGTON PARK. CALIFORNIA ..........................
Correspondent-Mrs. Asher Good-

7
7
6
5

5

8

5

rick, 2117 Mortimer Ave., Huntington Pk.
INGLEWOOD, CAUFORNIA .....

8

12
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Corre,spondent - Mrs. Gust Pappas. 934 S. GrevilJa Ave., Apt. D,
Inglewood
KNIGHTSEN, CALIFORNIA...
Correspondent-Mrs. Helena
Somerhalder, Knightsen
MONROVIA. CALIFORNIA .....
Correspondent-Mrs. Bessie

5

6

Duckett, 149 N9rumbega Dr .•
Monrovia
MONROVIA TWP., CALIFORNIA

5

Correspondent-Miss Pauline
Washburn, 2019 E. FQothm.
Duarte
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA ......
Correspondent-Mrs. Arthur L.
Dahl, 2150 Byron St .. Palo Alto
SAN ANTONIO TWP., CALI.
FORNIA ........ ..................
Correspondent-Mrs. Mary Smith
.1ohnson. 588914 Miramonte Blvd.,
Los Angeles 1
SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA ......
Correspondent-Miss Ottilie
Rbl.in. 244 N. Fremont St.,
Sao Mateo
SANTA ROSA, ANALY TWP.,
CALIFORNIA .....................
r...orrespondent-Miss Alice Grit:.ith, 1881 Laguna Rd .• Santa Rosa
:;"')UTH GATE, CALIFORNIA.....
Correspondent-Mrs. Rose West,
9705 Truba Ave .• South Gate
HARTFORD, CONN. .........

5

5

7

5

5

5

Correspondent-Miss Gladys Pal. mer, 578 Blue Hills Ave.. Hart-

ford
NORTH GREENWICH, CONN. ..
CorreSIX)lldent-Mrs: Rene R
Welsh, R.F,O. 4, Greenwich,
Conn.
WEST HAVEN, CONN.
'"
Correspondent-Mrs. Rob't.
Bradley, 5 Graham Ave .•

5

7

West Haven.
BRISTOL, FLORIDA ..
CorreBpondent-M~. Virginia

5

Harrell. Bristol
PINE CASTLE, FLORIDA........
Correspondent-Mrs. Albert B.
Mills. Gen. Del., Pine Castle
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS.........
Correspondent-Mr. Edgar Har-,
ris, 208 Ellis Ave .• Champaign
HARVEY (MARKHAM), ILLINOIS
Correspondent-Mrs. Raymond
Grote, 15734 S. Trumbull Ave.,
R.F.D. 1. Harvey (Markham)
HARVEY (PHOENIX), ILLINOIS
Correspondent-Mrs. Lorraine
Galberth, 15255 4th Ave .• Harvey
(Phoenix)
PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS ........
Correspondent-Mrs. J. H. Red·
son, 612 S. Washington St .• Park
Ridge
PEORIA (LIMESTONE TWP.) ,
ILLINOIS......... .................
Correspondent-Mrs. Fred Vall~
ery, R. R. 1, Peoria
WINNETKA, ILLINOIS ..........
Correspondent-Mr. James Ham·
mond, 1217 Asbury Ave .• Wm·
netka
INDEPENDENCE, IOWA..
Correspondent-Mrs. H, A. Lenius, 805 Third St., S. E.,
Independence
WENHAM, MASS.
.. .. .. .. .. .
Correspondent-Mrs. Emma M.
Rice, P. O. South Hamilton,
Mass.

5

6
5

5

8

7
7

6

5

DAVISON, MICH. ................
6
Correspondent...,......Mr. L, W. Eggle.
ston, 3208 S. State Rd., M 15,
Davison
DEARBORN TWP. MICH. .......
5
Correspondent-Mrs. Gerald M.
Horne. 4423 Kingston St., R. D. 4,
Dearborn
KALAMAZOO, MICH, ............
8
Correspondent - Miss Gladys
Kline, 415 S. Park St .• Kalamazoo
NIRVANA, MICH. ................
6
Correspondent-Mrs. Helen Zen0bia Thompson, Box 9, Nirvana
BERGENFIELD, N. J. ...........
8
Correspondent-Miss Zelda Rustay, 90 Fairview Ave .• Bergenfield
ENGLEWOOD, N. J. .............
7
Correspoddent-Mr. James Stone,
Jr., 200 Englewood Ave .. Engle·
wood
JERSEY CITY, N. J. ...........
6
Correspondent-Mr. David Acheson. 118 Jewett Ave., Jersey City
MONTCLAIR. N. J. ..............
7
Correspondent - Mrs. Catherine
'Healy, Mountainside Hospital. Montclair
RED BANK, N. J. ................
7
Correspondent - Miss VIrginia
Godfries, 164 Broad St., Red
Bank
RIDGEWOOD, N. J. ..............
5
Correspondent - Mrs. Dorothy
Meacham, 223 Brookside Ave .•
Ridgewood
BUFFALO, N. Y. .......... .......
8
Correspondent--Mrs. J. P. Patterson. 333 Ontario, Buffalo 7.
GENEVA, N. Y. .................. '6
Correspondent - Dr. Albert D.
Heist. 83 Lyceum St.. Geneva
PENN YAN, N. Y. ...............
7
Correspondent - Mrs. Harry B.
Feeley, lQ5 Burns Tr. t Penn Yan
SENECA TWP., N. Y. ............
7
Correspondent-Mrs. Marguerite
Firoozf, Canandaigua Rd., Geneva
VICTOR, N. Y. ...................
5
Correspondent - Mr. John S.
Woolston. Victor
WATERLOO, N. y,
.........
8
Correspondent-;-Mrs. Ruth Hart,
"Knollwood" Rt. 3, WaterJoo
FINDLAY, OIDO ......... ........
7
Correspondelit':"-Mrs. L. K. Ebersole. 924 N. Main St., Findlay
LAKEWOOD, OIDO ..............
5
Cflrrespondent - Mrs. Mildred
Swingle Bates, 1362· Cove Ave.,
Lakewood 7
GRANGER TWP, OHIO ..........
7
Correspondent-Mrs. Ed. Riedei,
R.F.D. 4, Medina, Ohio
IDNCKLEY TWP .. OIDO . ........
7
Correspondent-Mrs. Anna Beach,
R,F.D. 4, Medina, Ohio
TOLEDO, OIDO ..................
7
Correspondent - Mr. Charles M.
Hill. 2421 Chase St., Toledo 11
URBANA. OIDO ..................
7
Correspondent-Mrs. Hazel
Owens. 119 Hill St., Urbana,
. Ohio
COLUMBIA, S. C.
.....
7
Correspondent-Mrs. Cecelia W.
Glenn, 1011 Oak St., Columbia,
.~
S. C.
NORTH A1JGUSTA, S. C. .........
6
Correspondent-Mr. Geo. Wink,
321 Georgia Ave., No. Augusta.
S. C.

KNOXVILLE, TENN. (a 9th member has been away for a long time)
8
Correspondent-Mrs. Lessie Mc·
Michael, 711lh S. Gay St" Knoxville
DALLAS, TEXAS .................
7
Correspondent - Mrs. "Elizabeth.
Bailey, 2633 Maplewood Ave.
MONROE, WASH. ................
8
Correspondent - Mrs. Florence
Cromwell. Box 512, Monroe.
Wasb.
SULTAN, WASH. .........
6
Correspondent - Mrs. Bernice
Keck. Sultan, WaSh,
GREEN BAY, WIS. .........
8
Correspondent - Mrs. Florence
Delaney, 214 S. Webster Ave.
SHOREWOOD, WIS. ..............
5
Correspondent - Mrs. Marjorie
Nedden. 3514 N, Murray Ave.,
Shorewood 11
SOMERS TWP., WIS. ............
6
Correspondent-Mr. Gilbert DeBruin. R. 3, Box: 64, Kenosha.
Wis.

2. Canada
Vernon. B. C. ........ .
Correspondent - Mrs. Edna J.
Montfort., P. O. Box 477, Vern.on

7

WEST VANCOUVER, B. C. .......
Correspondent-Mrs. M. E. Fry,
~64 Inglewood Ave., Hollyburn
P.O., B. C., Can.
SCARBORO, TORONTO, ONT. ....
Correspondent - Mrs, Audrey
Westheuser. 6 Parker Ave.• Toronto 13

8

5
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NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
Mrs. Dore.thy Beecher Baker, Chairman
Mr. Paul Haney, Vice~Chairman
Mr. Horace Holley, Secretary
Miss Elsie Austin
Mr. Willia.m Kenneth

Mrs. Amelia E. Collins
Miss Edna M. True, Recording Secretary
Mr. Philip G. Sprague, Treasurer
Mr. George O. Latimer
Christian

II

NATIONAL COMMfITEES
American Memorial to 'Abdu'l-Baha
Functions: To conduct the annual gathering commemoratiog the Unity Feast given by 'Abdu'l-Baha at
West Englewood, N. J., io 1921; to maintain in Evergreen Cabio such exhibits and activities as will prepare the way for the permanent memorial to the Master to be constructed on this property.
Edith Inglis. Chairman--474 W. 238th St., Riverdale House,
Fieldstone, N. Y.

Harriet Kelsey
Roy C. Wilhelm
Anty Raubitschek
Agnes Tichenor
Carrie Kinney
Doris Raymond

Walter Goodfellow
Ethel Revell

AnhlVe8 and Hi.lory
Functions: To maintain the National Archives and
organize its contents; to receive Tablets and other
material suitable for the National Archives; to advise
local Assemblies on the development of Uleir Archives;
to obtain and organize historical data on special subjects as may be required from time to time.
Edwin W. Mattoon, Chairman-105 - 6th St., Wilmette, TIL
Bertha Herklotz
Mineola Hannen
Gertrude Struven
Corinne True
Louis J. Voelz
Beatrice Asbton
Ruth Dascher

Baha'i New.
Functions: To edit and issue Baha'i News for the

National Spiritual Assembly in accordance with the
principles defined by Shoghi Effendi.
Garreta Busey, Chairman-503 W. Elm St., Urbana, Ill.
Alice Cox
Annamarie Honnold
Marzieh Gail
Mabel PainE'
Eleanor Hutchens
John Ashton
Doris Holley
Margaret Swengel

Service to the Blind
Functions: To prepare and distribute Baha'i teaching
material for the blind, including braille transcriptions

and talking books.

Amidee Gibson, Chairman, P.O. Box 1135. Santa Monica,

Calif.

Ella Quant
Hilda Stauss, Secretary of Braille Transcription Division,

3640 Epworth Ave .• Cincinnati 11, Ohio.
Marion Longyear
Gertrude Schurgast
Salome Engelder
Mayme Jackson
Mabelle Perry
Eula Fritz
Sophie Rieger
Louise K. Sayward
Adolph Feher
Melba Call King
Zarah Schoeny
Bahiyyfh Valentine
Adah Schot~ Sec'y of Talking Book Division, 2020 Washington St., E., Charleston 1, Va.
Hilbert Dahl

Baha'i World Editorial, (Vol. XI. 1946-1948)
Functions: To obtaio material from all parts of the
Baha'i world community, including reports, articles,
historical data and illustrations and to submit this to
the Guardian.
Ali Yazdi, Chairman
Marion Yazdi, Secretary-2910 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley',
Calif.
Marion Longyear
Jessie Revell
Roberl Gulick
Sarah Eason Pereira
Marzieh Gail
Christine Lofstedt
Mariam Haney
Pari Zia-Walrath
Mary Sprague
Elisabeth Cheney
Victor Alexander

Child Education Committee
Functions: To compile the Baha'i teachings on the
subject of child education; to prepare lessons suitable
for classes of children: to cooperate with child education activities maintained in local communities; parent

education.
Florence Gibson., Chairman, 549 Michigan Ave., Evanston,
IDinois.

Bess 10as, Secretary-3603 Rosemear Ave., Hollywood, Ill.
Barbara McCurdy
Harriet Terry
Annamarie- Mattoon
Rouhieh McComb
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DIRECTORY
Betty McHenry
June Failey

LATIN AMERICAN COMMITTEES

College Speakers Bureau
Functions: To bring the Baha'i Faith to colleges by
lecture and literature; to provide a speakers service;
to arrange classes for study of the Baha'i teachings and
training for Bahii.'i membership.
Bishop Brown. Chairman

Ruth Brown, Secretary-Lindsay Rd., Ingomar, Pa.
Winnie Foster
Walter Buchanan
John Inglis

European Teaching
Functions: To initiate and supervise teaching activi·
ties in the Iberian Peninsula, the Low Countries, the
Scandinavian countries and Italy, in cooperation, as
far as possible, with existing Baha'i administrative
agencies in Europe; including sending of pi~neers and
settlers; making of surveys; to recomm~d needs of
teaching literature and other facilities; to recommend
foreign translations needed for this teaching work, and
whenever possible, names of qualified translators in
each language.
Edna True, Chairman-·UB Forest Ave .• Wilmette, ID.
Julia Shows, Recording Secretary---4034 N. Keystone Ave.

Chicago.

m

Mary Sprague
Charles Mason Rerney
Dr. Katherine True
Paul Haney
Anna Kunz

Mary Barton
Clara Wood

Index
Fwictions: To prepare indexes and glossaries for the
standard Baha'i books; to combine index references
into a general cross index.
Marguerite True, Chirman-l32 Moran Rd., Grosse Pointe
30, Mich.
Kenneth Christian

Dorothy Baker, Chairman
Elisabeth Cheney, Secretary-clo Baker, 615 West Elm St.,
Lima, Ohio
Loulie Mathews
Amelia E. Collins

Edwin Mattoon
Louise Baker
Dr. EdriS Rice-Wr~

Sylvia loas

Panama Distributing
Functions: To distribute Spanish books and pamphlets.
Clare Hamilton. Cbairman·
Cora Oliver, Secretary-p. O. Box 1296, Ancon, Canal Zone,

Panama
Norma Hamilton
~uJia

Regal

Alfred E. Osborne
Raque! Francois
Elsa Rohrmoser
Sr. Carlos Porras

Portuguese Bidletiu Publishing and Distributing
Functions: To edit and review Baha'i pUblications
in Portuguese; to publish and distribute Baha'i pUblications in Portuguese; to edit and distribute Portuguese
Baha'i bulletin.
Ed ward Bode, Chairman
Dr. Tomas Sanchez, Secretary-Caixa Postal 73-lapa, Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil
Virginia Orbison
Leonora Armstrong
Dr. Aurea M. Cooper
Dr. Orlando Freitas, Portuguese Secretary
Mary Bode, English Secretary, Ruh oto Simon No. 169 Apt.
S., Copacabana, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Spanish Bulletin Committee
Functions: To compile and distribute a Bulletin of
Spanish News.
Rosy Vadanovic, Secretary, Casilla 79, Punta Arenas,
Magallanes. Chile, S. ATony Filion
Marcia Steward
Hugo Arteagabeitia
Esteban Canales

Legal
FtUlctions: To examine the incorporation papers
prepared by local Assemblies; to provide information
needed for local incorporations; to assist the National
Spiritual Assembly in meeting legal questions.
George O. Latimer, Chairman-1927 N.E. 40th Ave .. Portland, Ore.
Horace Holley

International Relief
Functions: To coordinate all relevant information for
the American Baha'i community in connection with
the shipment of material relief for believers of Europe
and the Philippines.
Mrs. Rando]ph Bolles, Chairman -

Sr. Emilio Barros, Chairman-Calle Peru 428-Ap. A.. Piso
Bajo, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Lillian McRae
Sr. Salvador Tormo
Shirley Warde

Walter Hammond. Chainnan-Casilla 236. Santiago, Chile

Inter-America
Functions: To plan and supervise teaching activities
throughout Central and South America; to assist the
pioneers; to enceurage the formation of local com·
munities and guide their development in administrative practice, in preparation for the formation of two
National Spiritual Assemblies.

Conn.

Buenos Aires Publishing
Functions: To review and translate Baha'i texts: to
publish and distribute Spanish books and pamphlets.

Box 165, Washington,

Library
Functions: to place literature in public and university libraries; to encourage local Assemblies to provide
books for local libraries; to maintain a record of all
Baha'i literature in public libraries as far as can be
determined.
Ellen Sims, Chairman-Leroy Apts., Red Bank, N. J.
Helen Reynolds
Dorothy Fisher

Duncan McAlear

Lilli Olitzki

Ugo Giachery
Bessie Barham
Robert L. Gulick
Duncan McAlear

Public Meetings
Functions: To bring the teachings to the leaders and
masses through a series of publ,ic meetings in various

1946·1947

cities to be conducted with the cooperation of the
respective local Assemblies.
Charles Reimer, Chairman

Nina Matthisen, Secretary~R.F.D. I, Box 240, Bristol, Wis.
Marguerite True
Laurence Hautz
Dr. Katherine True
John Haggard
Joy Earl
Margery McCormick
Annamarie Mattoon

Public Relations
Functions: To deal with public issues which tend 10
create misunderstanding or prejudice about the Baha'i
Faith; advise local Assemblies in matters pertaining
to such issues; prepare statements for encyclopedias
and reference books; prepare and release publicity
IDaterial to the press; prepare contacts rna terial for
leaders and the masses; cooperate with loea"l Assemblies in developing contacts; maintain contacts with
Government officials.
Horace Holley, Chairman
Wm. Henning, Secretary-69 Abbottsford Rd.,
Winnetka, Ill. .
George O. Latimer
Virginia Russell
. Clarence Niss
Bertha Campbell
Elsie Austin
Robert L. Gulick
Marzieh Gail
Richard McCurdy
Marguerite True

Publishing
Functions: To print and sell the literature approved
and authorized by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Horace Holley, Chairman-536 Sheridan Rd., Wilmette, ID.
Harry E. Walrath
Carl Scheffler
Staff

C. R. Wood, Manager
J. T. Wood
Questi~nnaire

Functions: To produce and distribute public teaching material in the form of questionnaires; to distribute the printed teachings which answer the questions
received.
Ward Calhoun, Chairman-R.R. 1, Box 1, Oconomowoc, Wis.

Nina Matthisen, Secretary, R.F.D. 1, Box 240. Bristol, Wis.
Edna Voigt
Sylvia Calhoon
Herbert Suhm
Dr. James Lewis
Hildegard Lewis

Race Unity
Functions: Three projects.
1. Plan during the year one large public event, in the
nature of a seminar.
2. Act as a participating observer for large conferences which address themselves to problems of
prejudice and bigotry.
3. Issue a pamphlet.
Louis G. Gregory, Chairman
Wm. Towart, Secretary-54 N. Main St., Providence 3,
Rhode Island
Matthew Bullock
Mary Stevison
Eli Powlas
Robert lmagire
George Goodman
Alvin Blum
Anthony Seto
Rex Parmelee
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Radio
Functions; To make available approved radio scripts
on a vari~ty of Baha'i subjects j to conduct radio
campaigns; to stimulate the use of radio for teaching.
Russell Goudy, Chairman
Mildred Mottahedeh, Se_cretary-225-5th Ave., New York
10, N. Y.
Samuel Fox
Rinaldo Quigley
Sbir ley Quigley
William Sears
Marguerite Sears
R. Y. MoUahedeh

. Reviewing Lecture Scripts:
Della Quinlan

Betty Fox

Reviewing Committee
Functions: To pass upon the accuracy of manuscripts submitted through the National Spiritual Assembly; to examine manuscripts for literary quality
and effectiveness and their usefulness as contributions
to the published literature.
Marguerite- Firoozi, Chairman-R.D. 2, Geneva, N. Y.
Elizabeth Brooks
Ruth Hart
Marian Mills

BaIui'i Sales ConuuiHee
Functions: To conduct the sale of literature in the
basement outside the Foundation Hall; to provide facilities for the sale of Baha'i photographs, ringstones,
displays and exhibits, slides and other Baha'i material.
Harry E. Walrath; Chairman-4639 Beacon St., Chicago 40,
Ill.
May Scheffler

Marsball Tyler
Agnes Mitchell
M. D. Roach

Study Aids
Functions: To encourage and promote the practice
of organized BahA'i study and supply teaching aids,
including suitable, timely pamphlets.
Beatrice Ashton, Chairman-P.O.
Arabella Haywood
F10rence ~eskal
Joan era wford
John Ashton

Bo~

252, Evanston, nl.

Temple Guides
FWlctions: To maintain a staff of guides for conducting visitors through the House of Worship; to hold
classes for training Temple guides.
Mary Ha ggard. Chairman
Harriet Hilpert, Secretary-924 Judson, Evanston, ill.
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray
Edwin W. Mattoon
Marvin NEwport
Clarence Suhm
Genevieve Voelz
Helen Roach
Sheila Rice·Wray
Cynthia Hastings
M._D. Roach
Marshall Tyler

Temple Program
Functions: To conduct the weekly public meeting at
Foundation Hall; to. con.duct such other devotional or
public meetings as may be approved by the National
Assembly from time to time.
Monroe loas, Chairman
John Haggard. Secretary~1229 Cleveland Ave., Wilmette,

ID.

Robert Lewis
Edna Coleman
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Harriet Hilpert
.John McHenry
Betty Scheffler

Visual Education
Functions: To develop Baha', display material from
photographs, moving pictures and sound films for
educational and display purposes; to compile a
photographic record of Baha'i historical value; to conduct exhibits at state fairs and other suitable occa-

sions.
Charles Wolcott, Chairman
Marion Longyear, Secretary, 1378Jf.! Kelton Ave"
geles 24, Calit

Los An-

Victor Alexander
Kenneth Kadrie
Leonard Herbert
Marjorie Taylor
Edwin Mattoon

Virginia Foster
Marzieh Gail

Archie G. Tichenor
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Palmer

World Language
Functions: To develop and encourage the interest in
the Baha'i principles of an international auxiliary
language; to make possible effective cooperation with
other workers in the field of international language;
to provide Baha', literature in Esperanto and other
international languages.
Roan U. Orloff, Chairman-Hotel Canterbury, 14 Charles-

gate West. Boston 15. Mass.
Della Quinlan
Lucy J. Marshall
A. E, Regal
Mabelle L. Davis
Mabel Vicary
J. M. Clifford
Etty Graeffe
Chester Blaski
J"eanne L. Blaski
David Earl

Anna Mikuriya

World Order Magazine Editorial
Functions: To edit World Order Magazine, the official publication of the American Baha'i community.
Horace Holley, Chairman
Gertrude Henning, Secretary-69 Abbottsford Rd .• Winnetka, Ill.
Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Eleanor Sweney Hutchens
Kenneth Chri stian

Youth
Functions: To stimulate and coordinate activities
of Baha'i Youth throughout the American Baha'i commWlity; to initiate worldwide Youth symposiums; to
issue bulletins of suggestions, plans and news of Youth
activity; to provide study material; to arrance conferences.
Charles Toas, Chairman
Cynthia Hastijngs, Secretary-6312 Magnolia Ave .• Chicago
40. ill
Robert Imagire
Dewitt Haywood • .Jr.
Barbara Hannen
Harlan &heffler
Hushangh J avid
Manucher Javid
Mary Elizabeth Moore
Narrine Kluge
Larry Kramer

Nalional Teaching (for the United States)
Functions: To prepare teaching material; to provide

settlers and pioneer tea chers; to plan. and supervise
inter-regional activities; to supervise the Regional
Teaching Committees; to assist the smaller communities.
Margery McCormick, Chairman
Sarah S. Walrath, Secretary--4639 Beacon St .• Chicago 40,
III.
Amelia E. Collins
Monroe Ioas
Dr. Katherine True
Gertrude roas
Amelia Bowman
Pari Zia-Walrath
Elisabeth Cheney
Carl Scheffler

Regional Teaching (Uuited States)
Functions = To organize teaching circuits and route
traveling teachers through cooperation with Assemblies, groups and isola ted believers; to encourage and
stimulate teaching activities of groups and isolated
believers; to extend tea ching work to areas where no
Baha'is exist; to assist groups and prepare them for
the formation of a Spiritual Assembly; to coordinate
inter-community teaching conferences; to issue Regional teaching and news bulletins; to endorse applications for enrollment and transfers of believers outside the jurisdiction of Assemblies. Regional Committees are auxiliary agencies of the National Teaching
Committee.
Maine, New Hampshire, MassadJu&eus,
Rhode Island, Clnnectieu.t, Vermont
Charles Krug, Chairman
Alice Bacon, Secretary-Palmer Rd., Monson, Mass.
Helen Archambault
Florence Morton
Elizabeth Kidder Ober
Ralph Bates
Harlan Ober
Richard Gladding
Emma M. Rice
Edvard and Janet Lindstrom
New York
Terah Smith, Chairman
Ruth Hart, Secretary-uKnollwood" R.D. 3, Waterloo, N. Y.
Bahiyyih Ford
Harriet Pettibone
Della Emery
Florence Steinhauer
Dorothy Kent
Joseph Noyes
Maryland, Vir&inia and West VirIinia
Hazel Langrall. Chairman
Sylvia Parmelee, Secretary-4700-47th St. N.W., Washing.
ton, D. C.
Mildred Elmer
Mrs. J. E. Rice
Raymond Rouse
Ethel R. Stephens
Wm. Bums Patzer
Edna Williams
Doris Lohse
New Jersey, Delaware and Eastern Pennsyhoania
Stuart Sims. Chairman
Ethel Crane, Secretary-1OO Prospect Ave., HackensaCk,
N. J.
Cynthia Olson
Jean Sharpless
Curtis Kelsey
Ida Huff
Jessie Revell
Allah Kalantar
Western Pennsylvania and Ohio
Dr. Mary Coffin, Chairman
Nell Payne, Secretary-299 N. Balph Ave., Bellevue, Fa.

1946-1947
Mary Elmore
Florence Reeb
Charlotte Lindenberg
Thomas H. Sauter
Laurence LaRocque
Hazel McCurdy
Ruth Dunbar
North Carolina, South Carolina, GeorKia
Margaret Rube, Chairman
Doris Ebbert, Secretary-1247 Sells Ave., S.W., Atlanta, Ga.
Sue Langford
Betty Shook
Esther Sago
Kay Whittmore
Christine Bidwell
Katherine Ma cPhee
J obn A. Goodwin
Enuna Lawrence
Dr, David Ruhe
Mrs. W. G. Wise
FJorida
Esther Davison, Chairman
Lucille Buffin, Secretary--49 S.E. 6th St., Miami 36, Fla.
Emily Bethel
Kathryn Vernon
VV~ed ~chards

Dr. Edward Wilbur
Olive Alexander

Kenluay, Indiana
Arthur Patterson. Chairman
Helen Patterson, Seuetary-2725 Station St., Indianapolis,
Ind_
..Winnie Foster
Dr. Clell Fowler
Frances Jones
Kathryn Fratlkland
Jean Gruber
Pauline W. Roth
Kathryn Frank1ln
1Ilbtois, Iowa
Marvin Newport. Chairman
Margarite Ullrich, Secretary-904 Hayes Ave., Oak Park,
DI.
Julia Shows
Luella Balsiger
Grace M. Decker
Florence Gibson
Clarence Ullrich
Anna Kunz
Midrigon
Arnold Ketels, Chairman
George True Secretary-l32 Moran Rd., Grosse Pointe 30,
Mich.
L. W. Eggleston
Charlotte Timm
Clara Edge
Elsa Blakeley
Harry Whang
Gladys Kline
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and Sooth Dakota
Clarence Suhm, Chairman
Edna Voigt, Secretary-1918 N. Hi Mount Blvd., Milwaukee,
J

Wis.
Ida Suhm
Beulah Brown
Dr. James Lewi s
Charles Reimer
Marie Tetu
;Etty Graeffe
Elsa Steinrt etz
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska
May Brown, Chairman
Opal Winans. Secretary--421 N. Spring St., Independence,
Mo,
Bertha Campbell
Cora Schulte
Eunice Baker
Velma Sherrill
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Nayan Hartfield.
Madelon Becktel
Tennessee, Alabama
John Inglis, Chairman
Rose Brown. Secretary-9S8 First St. No., Birmingham, Ala.
Martha Fettig
Robert Dun
Nellie Roche
Mrs. Homer Dyer
Lessie MCMichael
Homer DYer
Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas
Evelyn Bivins. Chairman
Mrs. Lee Blackwell, Secretary--324:1h Pine St.. New
Orleans, La.
Esther Little
Verney Thompson
Marion Little
Ethelyn Campbell
Dorothy Campbell
Oklahoma, Texas
J. Clark Pollard, Chairman
Mary Beal Edson, Secretary-Briar Hollow. Rt. 12, Box 16,
Houston, Texas
J. R. Reynolds
Charlotte Stirratt
Albert Entzminger
Elizabeth Bailey
No. California, Nevada
Dr. Mildred Nichols, Chairman
Isobel LQcke, Secretary-714 Farrington Lane, Burlingame,
Calif,
Charlotte Lin!oot
Jessie Vanderford
Farruckh loas
Mamie Seto
Catherine Parr
Valeria Allen
Arthur Dahl
Sylvia loas
Nina Howard
So. California, Arizona
Virginia Foster, Chairman
J esma Herbert, Secretary-5372 Templeton St., Los Angeles
32, Ca1il,
Jessie B. Kemper
Robert F. Willis
N aney Phillips
Zahrah Schoeny
Dr. Clyde Longyear
Alvin .Johnson
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico
Geo. N. Clark, Chairman
Mildred CIa rx, Secretary --821 Marion St., Denver 3, Colo.
Theresa. L. Olson
M. Rita Wallace
Dr. E. Lenore Morris
Gladys Roberts
Florence Cox
Idaho., Montana, Utah.
Genevieve Ingham, Chairman
Elizabeth Adelman, Secretary-90S E. State St., Boise,
Idaho
Ona M, Auit
Bertha S. Adelman
Charles Bryan
J. K. Saunders
Ethel Thompson
Washington, Oregon
George Washington, Chairman
Helen Wilks, Secrctary--8535 30th Ave., N. W., Seattle 7,
Wash.
Marjorie Taylor·
Gladys Beasley
John Schurcliff
John M. Clifford
Ena Meissner
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Rachel Porter
Clara Rainboth
Alaska
Dagmar Dole", Chairman
Frances Wells, Secretary-Box 45, Anchorage, Alaska
Honor Kempton
Janet Stout
Helen Robinson
Blanche Sturt
Vern Hu1Iman

Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba
Rowland Estall, Chairman
Elizabeth Brookes, Secretary-Box 121. Winnipeg, MaD.,
Canada.
Jean .Tohnson
Patricia Blanche Mosher
Doris Skinner
Ernest Court
Ann McGee
Gwen Clarke
Lulu Barr
Ontario
Amy Putnam-Chairman
Ethel Priestley. Secretary-3025 Queen St., East Scarboro.
Toronto 13, Ont .• Can.
Winitred Harvey
Audrey Robarts
F. St. George Spendlove
W. Craig Weaver

Margery McCormick

Canadian National Teaching
Functions = To prepare teaching material; to provide
settlers and pioneer teachers; to plan and supervise
inter-regional activities; to supervise the Regional
Teaching Committees.
John Robarts, Chairman
Laura Davis. Secretary-44 Chestnut Park Rd., Toronto,
Ont., Can.
Doris Richardson
Rowland E stall
Emeric Sala
Siegfried Schopflocher

Qnebec
Rosemary Sala. Chairman-423 Riverside Drive St. Lambert. p, Q., Canada.
Rena Gordon
L. C. BoudIer
Adline Lohse
Walter. Lohse
Ernest Sala

Victor Davis

Regional Teaching (Canada)
British Colum:bia
Viola China, Chairman
Katherine Moscrop, Secretary-2654 Marine Drive. W. Van
couver; B, C., Can.
Florence Sherborne

New Bl'llD.Swiek, Prin..:e Edward IsJand, Nova Scotia
Fred Wade, Chairman
Muriel Bellefleur, Secretary-593 Gottingen St., Halifax,
N. S., Can.
Amo Chesley
Irving Geary
Grace Geary
Merle C. McEwen
Edna Colpitts

a

Mae McKenna
Muriel Warnicker

Austin Collin
Eve Cliff Southwell

m
TRUSTEE MAINTENANCE COMMITfEES
Properties Representative, George O. Latimer
TempJe
Robert S. Hammond, Chairman-1217 Asbury Ave., Winnetka, ill.
Lloyd Robinson
Clarence Ullrich
Miss Edna M. True

Green Ahe
Flora Valentine, Chairman
Emily Pearsoll, Secretary-Eliot, Me_
Charles Krug
Mrs. Emma Flynn
Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh
Mrs. Nancy Bowditch
Mrs. Elsa Blakeley
Victor Archambault
Duncan McAJear
Miss Roushan Wilkinson
Bosch
John Allen, Chairman
Miss Gladys Linfoot, Secretary-I56 Nova Dr., Piedmont.
Cali!.

John Bosch
Alfred Zahl
Rex Collison
Wyatt Cooper
Mrs. Amelia E. Collins
Ray Brackett
Ted GrageI'
Tom Lisota
Fred Babo
A. Y. Seto

Wilhelm
Curtis Kelsey, Chairman
Mrs. Amy Raubitschek. Secretary-IlI3 Bromley Ave., W.
Englewood, N. J.
Roy C. Wilhelm
Walter Goodfellow
Wilson
..
Victor Archambault, 2 Pilgrim Rd, Arlington, Mass.
Harlan Ober. 53 Conant St., Beverly. Mass,

IV
LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
A. United States
Ala.bama:
Birmingham: Mrs. Verna Inglis, 1000 S. 43rd St.,

Birming~

ham

Ala.ska:
Anchorage: Mrs. Evelyn Huffman, Box 857, Anchorage

Arizona:
East Phoenix: Mrs, Louise Deppe, 3438 N. 12th St., PhoeniX
PhoeniX: Mrs. Nancy Phillips, 521 W. Holley St., Phoenix

Arkansas:
Little Rock~ Mrs. Lu-cy Hawkins, 1023 Louisiana St., Little
Rock
California. :
Alhambra: Mrs. Mayme Glass, 805 N, Bushnell Ave.,
Alhambra
Berkeley: Mrs. He]en B. Rutledge, 2811 Regent St., Berkeley
Beverly Hills: Mrs, Marion E. Gordon, Spiritual Assembly
of Beverly Hills, Box 794, Beverly Hills.

1946·1947
Burbank: Mrs. Ruth H. Wi:!stberg, ']07 E. Cypress Ave.,

:eurbank
Burlingame: Mrs. Phoebe Babo, 1045 EI Camino Real,
Apt. 3, Burlingame
Cloverdale Twp.: Not reported
Glendale: Mrs. Mary Louise Stapp, 1244 Justin Ave .• Glendale 1
Long Beach; Mrs. Graydon Robertson. 1328 Orange Ave.,
Long Beach 6
Los Angeles: Mr. Willard Hatch, 4367 W. 8th St., Los
Angeles 5
Oakland: Not reported
Pasadena: Miss Bertha Matthiesen, 809 E. Califonlia St.,
Pasadena 5
Sacramento: Mrs. Elizabeth L. Duffy, 2223 E. St., Sacramento 16
San Diego: Mrs. Gladys Loudon. 143 Elm St., San Diego 1
San Francisco: Mrs. Louise A. Groger, 64 Agua Way,
San Francisco 16
lSanta Barbara: Mrs. Berdette Matteson, 3002 Paseo del
Refugio, Santa Barbara
Colorado:
Colorado Springs: Mrs. Gladys Roberts, 915 N. Hancock
Ave., Colorado Springs
Denver: Mrs. Mildred Clark, 82.1 Marion St., Denver 3
CotmeeUcBl:
Hamden: Mrs. Caroline Keller, 114 Wakefield St., Hamden
New Haven: Mi::;.s Gertrude Duell, 561 Whalley Ave., New
Haven 11

Delaware:
Wilmington: Mrs. Miriam N. Schleigb, 205 W. 9th St.,

Wilmington
Disfrict of Columbia:
Washington: Mr. Harald Peter Bye, 1308 Eye St., N. W.,
WashingtoD, D.C.
F1ortaa:

Jacksonville: Miss Kathryn L. Vernon, 707 Post St., Jack·
sonville 4
Miami: Miss Ida Solomon, 137 N. W. 11th Ave,. Miami
St. Augustine: Not reported

Georgia:
Atlanta: Miss Doris Ebbert,. 1247 Sells Ave., S. W., Atlanta
Augusta: Mrs. Emma P. Lawrence, p, O. Box 2004.. Hill
station, Augusta
DBWBD.:
Honolulu: Miss Henriette From, 2336 Beckwith St., Hono~
lulu 5
Sprecke1sville-Maui: Mrs, Mary T. Fantom, Spreckelsville,
Maui
lc1abo:

Boise: Miss Elizabeth Adelmann. 906 E. State St., Boise

Illinois:
Chicago: Mrs. Kathryn Mortensen, 6529 S. Kimbark Ave.,
Chicago 37
Danville: Mrs. Elizabeth S. Raimer, 123O¥.r: N. Gilbert,

Danville
Elmhurst: Miss Mary L. Fischer, 300 N. York St., Elmhurst
Evanston: Mrs. Beatrice Ashton, Box 252, Evanston
Maywood: Mrs. Alvena Lange, 104 Oak St., Maywood
'Oak Park: Mrs. J. F. Wooddell, 1028 N. Taylor St .. Oak
Park
Peoria: Mrs. Emilie K. Ziegler, 147 Rebecca Pl., Peoria 5
Springfield: Mrs. GretcheD Schultz, 2168 S. Renfro St.,
Springfield
Urbana: Mrs. Esther G. Harding, 1203 W. Oregon St .• Urbana
Waukegan: Mrs. Louise Niblack, 22 Jefferson Ave., Waukegan
Wilmette: Miss Bertha L. Herklotz, c/o Mattoon, 105 Sixth
St., Wilmette
Indiana:
Ft. Wayne: Mrs. Philip Schott, 668 Spring St., Ft. Wayne

Indianapolis: Mrs. E. S. Griffith, 2243 N. Meridian St.,
Indianapolis 5
South Bend: Mrs. Sarah M. Russell, 1031 Lincoln Way West,
South Bend 16
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Iowa:
Cedar Rapid~: Miss Edna Mackinson, 620 First Ave., N. E.,
Cedar Rapids
Kansas:
Topeka: Mrs. Bertha H. Campbell, 1021 Tyler St., Topeka
Kentucky:
Louisville: Mrs. Rebecca Petree, P. O. Box 2004, Louisville
Louisiana :
New Orle:ms: Miss H. HuIhnghorst, c/o Baha'i Center, 601
Queen and Crescent Bldg.• New Orleans 12
Maine:
Eliot: Mrs. Dorolhy C. Cress, Eliot
Maryland:
Baltimore: Mrs. Martha C. Dorrida, 5391 Gwynn Oak Ave.,
Baltimore 7
Bethesda-Chevy Chase: Miss Doris Lohse. 4700 Dover Rd .•
Friendship Station, Washington, D. C.
Ma.ssachusetts:
Beverly: Mr. Richard S. Gladding, 90 McKay St., Beverly
Boston: Miss Natalie Anderson, c/o Baha'i Center, Rm. 419,
25 Huntington Ave., Boston 16
Brookline: Mrs. Janet R. Lindstrom, 15 Alberta Rd., Chestnut Hill 67
Springfield: Not reported
Worcester: Miss Fanny M. Hobnes, 103 Webster St., Worcester 3
Michigan:
Ann Arbor: Mrs. Martha Parker, 1601 Pontiac, Ann Arbor
Detroit: Miss Phyllis Hall, 2387 Woodstock Dr., Detroit 3
Flint: Miss Mabel Kltchenmaster, 1123 S. Saginaw St., Flint
Grand .Rapid.s: Mrs. Laura Walsh, 526 Jefferson Ave.,
Grand. Raluds
Lansing: Mrs. Roberta Christian, 819 Fayette St., Lan.
sing 10
Muskegon: Mrs. Adeline B. Duft', 1915 MaJl2 St., Muskegon
2Roseville: Mrs. Katherine Page, 18450 Hazelwood, Rose-ville
MinnesoI&:

Duluth: Miss Arlene Lindenstruth. 2420 E. 5th St., Duluth
Minneapolis: Miss SiDa O. Olsen, 123 S. 11th St., Apt H
Minneapolis 2
'
St. PaVl: Miss Dahela Abas, 235 Fuller Ave., St. Paul 3
Mississippi :
Jackson: Mr. Edward S. Campbell, Box 2083, Jackson
Missouri:
Independence: Mrs. Opal H. Wmans, 421 N. Spring St.,
Independence
Kansas City: Mrs. J. B. Becktel, 4222 Olive St., Kansas
City 4:
St. Louis: Miss Nayan F. Hartfie1d, 4447 Washington Blvd.,
St. Louis 8

Montana.:
Butte: Mr. John W. McAllaster, 627 West Park, Butte
Helena: Miss Betty Mereness, 1043 Breckenridge, Helena
Nebraska:
Omaha: Mrs. Doreene N. Holliday. 3014 N. 28th Ave. z
Omaha 10

Nevada:
Reno: Miss Helen Griffing, Box 1066, Reno

,New Hampshire:
Portsmouth: Mrs. C. Pennington Lewis, 1061 Maplewood
Ave., Portsmouth
New Jersey:
2Dumont: Mrs. Emilie KaIantar, 314 Washington Ave., Dumont
East Orange: Mrs. Cora A. Rockwell, 12 Washington St.,
East Orange
INewark: Mrs. Ethel Murray, 964 Broad St. , Newark
Teaneck: Mrs. Marion Wilcox, 126 Evergreen Place, West
Englewood
New Mexico:

Albuquerque: Mrs. Evelyn Walters, Albuquerque BahA'I
Community. Box 1206, Albuquerque
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New York:
Binghamton: Mrs. Helen Inderlied, 44 Lincoln Ave., Bing~
hamton
Jamestown: Mrs. Della Emery, 81 Fairmount Ave., James~

town
New York: Mr. Robert Gulick, Apt. IA. 305 Riverside Dr.,
New York 25-Center: 119 W. 57th St., New York 19
Rochester: 1\nss Elizabeth Brooks. 49 Rowley St., Roches·

ter 7
Syracuse: Nat reported
Yonkers; Mrs, Li1lian Rogers, 64 Locust Hill Ave .• Yonkers
North Ca.rollna:
Greensboro: Mrs. Pearl Kent, 123 East Smith St., Greenshoro
North Dakota:
Fargo: Mrs. Etty Graeffe, Box 964, Fargo
Ohio:
C.incinnati: Miss Hilda Stauss. 3640 Epworth Ave., Cincinnati 11
Cleveland: Mrs. Mabel Perry, 10817 Earle Ave., Cleveland 8
Columbus' Mrs. 'Margarete Acebo, 777 Franklin Ave.,
Columbus 5
Dayton: Mr. Albert Segen. 1731 W. 3rd St., Dayton 7
East Cleveland: Prof. Wrn. Sandoz, 1770 Delmont Ave.,
East Cleveland
Lima: Mrs. Marie L. Kramer, 121 S. Collett St., Lima

OkIabom.. :
Oklahoma City: Mr. Albert P. Entzminger, 734 Northwest
20th St., Oklahoma City
Oreg'Oll:
Portland: Mrs. Rachel Porter, 5544 N. Delaware Ave.,
PorUand 11
Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia: Miss Helen L. Reynolds, 5334 Greene St.,
Philadelphia 44
Pittsburgt: Miss Tbni Brant, 611 E. Ohio St., Pittsburgh
Scranton: Mrs. Zenobia J. Dorsey, 1312 Linden St., Scranton
West Chester: Mrs. Margaret Lear, 42 West Gay St., West
Chester

Virginia:
Alexandria: Mrs. Raymond C. Rouse. 3043 Manning St.,
Alexandria
Arlington: Mrs. Florence Hansen, 4419 4th Rd., N .• Apt. 4,
Arlington
Washington:
Richmond Highlands: Mrs. Clara B. Rainbo-th, 18017 Aurora
Ave., Seattle 33
Seattle: Miss Elsa Nordquist, 4508 18th Ave., N.E., Seattle 5.
Spokane: Mrs. Gladys Beasley, 4615 N. Madison Ave.,
Spokane
Tacoma: Mrs. Helen M. Ames, 5940 S. Sheridan Rd .•
Tacoma
West Virginia:
Charleston: Mrs. Helen S. Anderson, c/o Baha'i Assembly
of Charleston,' Box 227, Charleston 21
WiscOW!lin:
Kenosha: Mr. Louis J. Voelz, 6108 Sheridan Rd., Kenosha
Madison: Not reported
Milwaukee: Mrs. Edna N. Voigt, 1918 Hi Mount Blvd .•
Milwaukee 8
Racine: Mrs. Helen Lorentzen, 1548 Kearney Ave., Racine
Wauwatosa: Mr. Adolf Grad, 1440 N. 67th St .• Wauwatosa 13
ZWhitefish Bay: Mrs. Patricia L. Skobel, 700 E. Day Ave.•
Whitefish Bay
Wyoming:
Laramie: Mrs. Vera illrich. Box 112, Laram.ie

B. Canada
Alberla:
Edmonton: Miss Gwen M. Clarke, 7852 Jasper Ave., Ed.
monton
British Colombia:
VancQuver: Mrs.- Kay Lannon, 916 Cardero St., Vancouver

Puerto Rico:
San Juan: Mr. Cruz Irizarry Valle, Box 2.1.'30 Puerto Rico 10

Manitoba.:
Winnipeg; Miss Elizabeth Brookes, BQX 121, Winnipeg
New Brunswick:
Moncton: Miss Anne L. McLean, 25 Archibald St., Moncton

Rhocle Island:
Providence: Mr. Wm. DoulI, 92 University Ave., Providence

Nova ScoUa.:
Halifax: Mrs. Muriel Bellefleur, 593 Gottingen St., Halifax

80_ ClU'01lDa:
Greenville: Mrs. Rachel Mothersill, Box 1735 Greenville

Ontario:
Hamilton: Mrs. Frances Young, 270' Main W., Hamilton
Toronto: Mrs. Laura R. Davis, 44 Chestnut Park, Toronto 5

SonUl. Dakota:
Sioux Falls: Mrs. Fritzi Shaver, 1420 S. Spring Ave., Sioux
Falls
TeDnessee:

Memphis: Mrs. Thomas H. Watkins, 733 N. Bellevue Blvd.,
Memphis 7
Nashville: Mrs. Hazel Holt,. 1213 Sigler St .• Nashville 4
1'ex&S:

Houston: Miss Dorothea Sligh, 438 W. 21st St., Houston 8

Prince Edward Island:
Charlottetown: Mrs. Grace Geary, 279 Richmond St.,
lottetown

Quebec:
Montreal: Mrs. Louise Boudler, 1548 Pine Ave., W., Mon~
treal
1St. Lambert: Mrs. Margaret Laurie, 521 Desaulniers Blvd.,
S1. Lambert

UIah:
Salt Lake City: Mrs. Eleanor Beckman. 347 East Third
South, Salt Lake City

Saskatchewan:
Regina: Miss Lauretta Voelz, Box 264, Regina

Vermont:

1

Brattleboro: Mr. Ben Weeden, 83 Main St., Brattleboro

Char~

:=:

Former Assembly restored.
New Assembly.
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"I Desire Distinction for You"
Be pure, 0 people of God, be pure;
be righteous, be righteous . . . The
betterment of the world can be ac·
complished through pure and goodly
deeds, through commendable and
seemly conduct.. .. Equity is the
most fundamental among human vir~
lues .••. He that is unjust in his
judgment is destitute of the characteristics that distinguish man's
station, •.• Be ye th~mstees of
God amongst His creajures, and the
emblems of His generosity amidst
His people •... Let truthfulness and
courtesy be your adorning-. Let
your acts be a guide unto all mankind, for the professions of most
men, be they high or low, differ
from their conduct. It is through
fOur deeds that ye can distinguish
rourselves from others. Through
.hem the brightness of your light
~an be shed upon the whole earth.

BAHA. 'U'LLAH
I desire distinction for you. The
Baha'is must be distinguished
from others of humanity. But this
distinction must not depend upon

wealth - that they should become
more affluent than other people. I
do not desire for you financial dis
tinction. It is not -an ordinary dis·
tinction I desire; not scientific, commercial, industrial distinction. For
you I desire spiritual distinction; that
is, you must become eminent and
distinguished in morals. In the love
of God you must become distinguished
from all else. You must become
distinguished for loving humanity;
for unity and accord; for love and
justice. In brief, you must become
ilistinguished in all the virtues of the
human world; for faithfulness and
sincerity; for justice and fidelity;
for firmness and steadfastness; for
philanthropic deeds and service to
the human world; for love toward
every human being; for unity and
acconi with all people; for removing prejudices and promoting international peace. Finally, you must
become distinguished for heavenly
illumination and acquiring the bestowals of God. I desire this distinction for you.
, ABl>u'L-BAliA
a

Messages from the Guardian
"Praying Speedy Initial
Victories"
Rejoice at news of impending departure of pioneers for Transatlantic
field of service. Delighted at appointment of Latin American committees;
at noble determination of National
Teaching Committee, and projects
for proclamation of Faith to masses.
Urge all agencies cooperate, bend
energies, and persevere in attainment of all objectives of Plan. Praying speedy initial victories in both
hemispheres.
SHOGHI

Cablegram.received Ju~y 13, in answ€1'
message cabled to the Guardian from
fne Ju~y meeting.

tc!

All Must Participate
(The following is a portion of the
Guardian's long letter to the individuaL believers, dated June-15, 1946.)
Dearly-beloved friends: .
It is not for us, at this crucial
hour, to delve into the future, to
speculate on the possibilities of the
Plan and its orientation, to conjecture on its impact on the unfoldment
of an embryonic World Order, or to
d weI! on the glories and triumphs
which it may hold in store. or to seek
to delineate the mysterious course
which a God-given Mission, impelled
by forces beyond our power to predict or appraise, may pursue. To
try to obtain .a clear view of the
shape of things to come would be
premature inasmuch as the glitter·
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ing prizes to be won are directly
de~endent on the measure of success
\llhlCh the combined efforts that are
~ow being exerted. must yield. Ours
,< the.. ~uty to fix our gaze with
undevla tmg attention on the duties
a~~. responsibilities confronting us at
thIS present hour, to concentrate our
resources, both rna terial and spirit.
ual, on the tasks that lie im~ediately ahead, to insure that no
:lme ~s wasted, that no opportunity
's mIssed, that no obligation is
Evaded, that no task is hajf·heartedly
performed t that no decision is pro·
crastinated. The task summoning us
to. a .challenge, unprecedented in its
graVIty and force, is too vast and
sacred, the time too short the hour
too perilous, the workers ~ few the
call too insistent, the resources' tad'
~adequate, for u.s to allow these pre-ClOUS and fleeting hours to slip from
o~ ~asp, and to suffer the prizesWIthin our reach to be endangered
or forfeited. So much depends upon
us, so pregnant with possibilities is
the present stage in the evolution of
the Plan, that great and small individuals, groups and Assemblies
white and· colored, young and Old',
neophytes and veterans, settlers pioneers, itinerant teachers and ad~inis
trators, as isolated believers as or·
ganizers of groups, and as c~ntribu
tors to the form a tion . of local or
national Assemblies, as builders of
the Temple, as laborers on the hometeaching front, or in Latin America
or in the new transatlantic field of
service-all, without exception and
in every sphere of .activity, however
rr.odest, restricted, or inconspicuous,
must participate and· labor! assidu·
ously and continually, until every
o.unce· of o~r energy is spent, until,
tired but blissful, our promised harvest is brought in, and our pledge to
our Beloved fully redeemed.
However dark the outlook, however. laborious the task, however
strange and inhospitable the environ·
ment, however vast the distances
t.hat ' must be traversed, however
scarce the amenities of life. however
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irksome the means of travel, hoW·
ever annoying the restrictions, how·
ever listless and confused the minds
of the peoples and races contacted,
however trying the setbacks that
may be suffered, we must, under
no circumstances, either falter or
flinch. Our reliance on the unfailing
grace of an all-loving, all-reserving,
ever-sustaining, ever-watchful Provi-
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To be privileged to render, in His
stead, on so colossal a scale, at such
a challenging hour. and in the service
of so sublime a Plan, so great and
enduring a service, is a bounty which
we can never adequately appraise.
We stand too close to the noble edi.
fice our hands are rearing, the din
and tumult into which a war-devasI.ated world is now plunged are too

dence, must, however much we may

distracting, our own share in the

be buffeted by circumstances, remain unshaken until the very end.
Shall we not, when hardships seethe
about us, and our hearts momentariIy quail, recall the ardent desire so
poignantly voiced by 'Abdu'l-Baha
in those immortal Tablets that enshrine forever His las! wishes for
His chosen disciples, "Oh] that I
could travel, even though on foot
and in the utmost poverty, to these
regions, and, raising the call of
YA Baha'u'I-AbhA in cities, villages,
mOWltains, deserts and oceans, pro·
mote the Divine teachings] This, alas
I cannot do. How intensely I deplore
it! Please God, ye may achieve it. n

furtherance Of those global aims,
tasks and problems that are increasingly absorbing the attention of mankind and its leaders is as .yet too
circumscribed for us to be in a position to evaluate the contribution
which we, as the executors of 'Abdu'l
Baha's Mandate, as the championbuilders of BahB.'u'llilh's Order, as
the torch-bearers of a civilization of
which that Order is the mainspring
and precursor, are now being led,
through the inscrutable dispensations
of an almighty Providence, to make
to the world triumph of our Faith, .
as well as to the ultimate redemption
of all mankind.

National Spiritual Assembly
"A God-Given Mandate"
Beloved Friends,
Shoghi Effendi has addressed to
every individual BaM'i of North
America a communication which
immerses us in the potent and
creative spirit of the world-encircling Divine Plan destined to assure
the consummation of the Faith of
Baha'u'llilh. In this message each
of us may draw near the very central citadel of the Baha'i Revelation,
where its floodgates of power are
open and the' forces of inspiration
are undimmed and unchecked by an
ignorant world.
There can be no higher privilege
for us at this crucial hour than to

ponder the Guardian's words, concentrate on their significance, and
open our hearts to their blessing.
With all possible swiftness, the National Spiritual Assembly has taken
steps to place a copy in the hands
o! every believer. In mimeographed
form, ten pages in length, the communication, which has been entitled
"A God..Given Mandate," is being
addressed to the individual home
by first class mail. While preparing
the large edition needed for this
purpose, one copy has first been sent
to each National Committee, each
Regional Teaching Committee, and
each local Assembly. These advance

copies are for the inspiration of such
BahB.'i gatherings as are held before
individual distribution shall have
teen effected, and· to prepare the
friends by consultation to realize
the vital importance of this message
issued from the World Center of the
Faith of Baha'u'llith.
"Might not this second and still
greater adventure," the Guardian
asks, after speaking of the first Seven Year Plan, 'Iundertaken by the
trustees of a God-Given Mandate,
demonstrate in both hemispheres,
despite the prodigious scale on which
it is launched, such prodigies of
service as will carry its prosecutors
far beyond their avowed objectives,
and eclipse, through the wisdom, the
valo~ and exploits of those pioneers
and administrators immediately responsible for its planning and execution, the splendor of every previous
collective enterprise undertaken by
the followers of Baha'u'llah in the
West?"
"However dark the outlook," the
Guardian also states, "however la·
borious the task, however strange
and inhospitable the environment,
h9wever vast the distances that must
be traversed. however scarce the
amenities of life, however irksome
the means of travel, however annoy~
ing the restrictions, however list·

less and confused the minds of the
peoples and races contacted, how·
ever. trying the setba cks that may
be suffered. we must, under no cir.
cumstances, either falter or flinch.
Our reliance on the unfailing grace
of an all-loving, all.preserving, eversustaining, ever-watchful Providence
must, however much we may be
buffeted by circumstances, remain
unshaken until the very end."
Immense will be the changes in
the conditions of the world before
the fateful year of 1953 is attained.
Great will be the spiritual risings
and fallings. May to us each and all
be granted the supreme bounty of
faithfulness, loyalty and devotion,
unity and activity, through every
passing day until the goal is won]
NATIONAL SPmrruAL AslmMBLY

In Memoriam
Death pT.o/fereth unto every confident
believer the" cup tnat i.$ life indeed. It
best<tWeth ;01{ and is the beaTer of glad·
neBS'. It conferfeth- the gift of everhuting
life.-BAHA'u'LLAH.

Miss Marion Kappes, Glenview, Illinois.
Mr. John J. Mack, Denver.
Mrs_ Cynthia Baldwin, New Haven.
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The Proposed Balui'.
Radio Station
Since the Convention session
which indicated such interest in
the possibility of acquiring an FM
Radio Station at the Temple, in the
light of the Guardian's statement on
the subject, the National Spiritual
Assembly has consulted with a member of the Radio Committee~ appointed a special committee to investigate further into the details of the
matter! and acted to keep the sub··
jE::ct actively before the members.
This is in the nature of a brief
progress report for the information
of the Baha'i community.
Among the principal items bearing upon the rna tter are:
1. The Guardian has received a
detailed report. His consent must be
obtained before the Assembly would
feel justified in using the House of
Worship as a radio transmitter or
studio_
2_ The necessary FM wave band
is still obtainable_
3. FM broadcast programs have as
yet only a very small audience, but
the
listeners
will
undoubtedly
increase from year to year.
4. Responsible firms urge all interested to realize that actual installation and operation costs are
likely to be very much higher than
would be indicated by advance estimates. Figures already available
run from $30,000 to $75,000.
Further reports will be made from
time to time.

Treasurer's Report
Dear Baha'i friends:
Now since your National Assembly
has established a new budget of
$250,000.00 for the current Baha'i
year it is well for us to watch form
month to month how we progress
towards the achievement of this goal,
for upon our success. or failure to
support the financial requirement of
the Guardian's Plan will demand the
success of the wh,ole SeVen Year Plan.
During the month of May, which
is the first month of our new Baha'i
year, our budget was $20,833.30. Contributions from May 1st to May 31st
amounted to $11.448.81. which means
that there was a deficit in meeting
our budget obligations of $9.384.49.
One hundred Assemblies contributed during the month of May. 38 Assemblies did not contribute, 65 Groups
contributed and 102 isolated believers
contributed.

Regional Conference at

BaDff~

Alberta. CaDada, 1945. For the lLDDOUDCemen.t 01

the 1946 conference, to be held in August, see Ba.ha'( News for July.

With the initiation of the new Seven
Year Plan, the opening up of Europe
as a new teaching territory, the commencement of the interior decoration of the Temple, and with the
increased financial demands made
upon the Fund by Inter-America and
National Teaching Work, it is well
for each believer to follow closely
the degree of ucomplete, exact and
immediate obedience" which the
Guardian is calling for.

Due to delays beyond the Treasurer's control your Yearly Report had
not yet been sent out when this was
written. However, it is hoped that in
the near future each believer will receive a detailed report of all of the
different expenses of the Faith.
Inquiries regarding the handling of
the F1.U1d, or any other question, will
be gladly answered by the Treasurer's
Office.
PHILIP SPRAGUE, TTeaSu.rer

National Committees
International Relief
The Committee on International
Relief reemphasizes the importance
of sending relief packages to the
Friends in war-devastated countries.
Again, the Committee emphasizes
the advisability of sending help
through reliable agencies, such· as
CARE. This agency has acquired
army surplus parcels: it guarantees
delivery within three months (or
less) or money back. The parcels
include solid meat, stews and hashes
(9.8 lbs.); fruit jam and pudding
(3.6Ibs.); vegetables (2.3Ibs.); sugar
and candy (3.9 lbs.); cocoa. coffee
and beverage powders (1.1 lbs.);
evaporated milk (0.8Ibs.); preserved
butter (0.5 lbs.); cheese (0.4 lbs.);
and a can opener. cigarettes, and
soap. This 40 pound package costs
$15.00. Send order blanks to CARE,

50 Broadstreet, New York, New York.
In using such agencies, unfortunate
experiences such as that of having
packages- arrive filled with stones
or with all of the chocolate removed
may be avoided.
Some addresses have already been
given in BaM'. News for July.' A
list of additional addresses follows:
I. England.

On all parcels clearly mark "Gi/t-NfJt
fOT Resale" both on front of the package,
and on the customs declaration tag. Gift
packages may not be sent more than once
a month when mailed by the same send-

er to the same addressee. There is a
small duty on most foodstuffs that must
be paid by the addressee. Make sure

that all clothing sent is labelled on tag
as ··worn."
To comply with both U.S. and British
postal regulations, gift packages should
not weigh over 11 pounds gross weight or
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be over 42.... in length or 72" in length
and girth combined, They may be in-

sured, but not registered.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Hesketh, Ringwood,
Hants.
Mr. Arthur Cole, Liverpool University,
Liverpool.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lacey, 15 Church
Drive, "Cotmanhay, u Ilkeston, Derby s.
Mrs. Dora Weeks, 42 Oakwood Road,
Henleaze, Bristol.
Miss Olive Stokeley, Mundford. Thetford.
Mrs. Lillian Stevens. •'3 HiUs", Hampton

Ave .• Babbacombe, Torquay.
Mrs. Esther Richardson, '''Ibe Cottage,"
92 Fernleigh Ave., Mapperly. Notta.

Mrs. Florence Rideout, "The Cou.te,"
W. Amesbury House, nr . Salisbury.
Wilts.
Mrs. Elsie Cranmer, 192 Seabourne Rd .•
Southbourne. W. --Bournemoutb, Bants.
Mrs. Geraldine Cooper, Feniscowles Old
Hall, Pleasington nr. Blackburn, Lanes,
Mrs. D. Ferraby. Baha'f Centre. 1 Victoria'Street, London S W No, 1.
Miss J. Young, Bah~'i Centre, 38 High
Street, Manchester.
Miss J. Wilkinson, Baha'i Centre, 68
Great Horton Road, Bradford.
Miss E. Eastgate, 5 RichmDnd Road, oft'
Tudor Hill, Sutton·ColdIield, Warwic~.
2tewart Webb, 39 Alliance Street, stat·

ford. England.
George Edensor, Stone Road, Stafford,
England.
Mr. and Mrs. Naza Achoury, "Jalal",
Nottingham Road, Larch Farm near
Mansfield, Nottmghamshire.
Mrs. T. McWilliams, 17 Princes Road.
Petersfield, Hampshire.
Miss J. Howes, 16 Greenway, North·
amptoD.
Miss D. Jacobs, 26 Archbold Terrace,
Newcastle·on·Tyne, Northumberland.
Mr. and Mrs, T. Hall, Barrow.Greaves
Farm, Ellell R. F., Lancaster, Lanes.
Mrs. McKinley, Channel-View, Kings·
bridge, Devonshire.
Miss M. Bonney, Bearman's Cottage,
Margaretting. Ingatstone, Essex.
Mrs. C. Cohen, 10 Manor Road, Hereford,
Herefordshire.

n. France (Paris)
See advice given under England,
Mme. Elisabeth Hesse, 1 Rue Rafaelle,
Paris 16--e.
Mme. Edwina Scott, 12 Rue Victor Considerant. Paris 16--e.
Miss Edith Roohle Sanderson, 9 Rue de
l' Annonciation, Paris 16·e.
M. Charles Kennedy, 6 Rue Leon Bonnet,
Paris 16-e.
Mme. Marie Haladjian, 6 Place Felix
Faure, Paris 15·e.
Mme. L. Capet. 12 Rue Claude Debussy,
Paris 17-e.
.
M, Sasha Piteeffic, c-o M. Pierre Piteoff,
28 Rue TroDchet, Paris 9-e.
Mrs. Edwin Scott, 1 Rue Rataelle, Paris
16. France.
Pierre Cugnot. 48 Rue Isabey. Nancy,
Mthe, e. Fr/ilnce.
Pierre Tessier, 6 Ure du Deltam, Paris
9-e.
Levoyer, Quai de Seine, Audesy, Seine
et Olse,
Mme Mutigon, I-tei Rue Chanez, Paris
16-e.
Andre Walter, 6 Rue Port aux Balnches,
Nancy, Mthe e. Mlle.
Mlle. LU':::lenne Migette, 10 Rue Morunet-
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Sully, Paris 20 erne.
Mme. Aussenac de Broglie, 97 Rue de
Rome, Paris 17,

m. Southern France.
Mme. Marie Soghomonian, 31 Rue Deu·
verder, Mars eilIe.
Mme. Morched Zadeh, 57 Rue Lejeune,
Toulouse.
M. Marius Chaize, 6 rue de Boeuf. Lyon,
(Rhone).
Mme. Pelissier, 33 Quai Gailleton, Lyon.
(Rhone).
Mme. Roume, 33 Boulevard Riodeat,
Hyeres. (Vard).
Mlle. Toussaint, 15 Boulevard Riodent,
Byeres, (Vard).
Mme. Lucienne Acrad, Lea Clos Fleuri,
La Paterie, Hyeres (Vard).
IV. Finland
Personal gift packages (which should
be appropriately marked) are admitted
duty tree, it weighing under 22 pound5.
No restrictions on number or frequency
of packages received by an individual
Used clothing is duty free. Postal regu·
lations same as England
Mr. Vaino Rissanian, Box 13. Helsinki.

v. Norway
Gift shipments of food and used clothing weighing up to 110 lbs. win be
admitted free of import duties and taxes.

XL Czechoslova.kia.
Same as for England.
Mr. Vuk Echtnor, C-Q Bruckner, U,
covny 2, Praha 11.

Puj~

XU. Auskia.
Mark packages as for England.
Mr. and Mrs. Franz Pollinger, Bocklin·
strasse·4, Tur 15, Wein 11.
Mrs. Whittman, Deutsch-Wagram, He!mersdorf.
Mrs.' Marie Amschel, Wienerbergerstrasse, 10 x 3, Wein 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Lapping:er, Reisenerstrasse-711, Wein 3-40.
Mr. Franz Bausbeck, Brunnerstrasse-79,
Stammersdort bfWein.
Mrs. Julia Schwarz, Ramoerstofferstrasse-25, Wein.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Erdmann, 119 Kah":
lenbergerstrasse-59, Wein 19.
KlU. RussIaD Occupied Germany
(Send packages. through C·a·r-e or
Arneropa).
Herr Thei Lehne, Dallgow-Doberitz.
Parkstrasse·24, Berlin.
Frau Marta Mutzhold, Plausigerstrasse.
6·11 links, Leipzig.
Frau Lisselotte Jenzeh. Massmanstras:se31, Rostock-Mecklenberg.
Herr Emil J om, Reuterstrasse-31, Warne·
munde.
Herr Karl Klitzing, Jungernsteig·21,
Schwerin.

Frln. Johanna Schubarlh clo Prot..
Dahl's gt. 1-3, Oslo.
XIV. BrUisb-OccapJed Genna..,.
Frau Aagot Krantz-BamsU, Vaagevej 7,
Kristiansuod.
(Send packages through C·a·r~e or
VI. Holland (The N elherlands)
Ameropa).
Gift packages should not contain sugar. FrIn. Anna Bostelman, Uhlenhorsterweg·
Packages worth more than $1.90 are
2, Hamburg.
liable to lmport duties. Mark same as
x V. American Occupied Germany.
for England.
Mrs. Wygman Verbeek, MeezenbroekerMark as for England,
weg 92, Heerlen-Limborg.
Frln. Marta Weiss, Kasselwasen 4,
M, Arnold van Ogtrop, Groot Hertoginne·
Esslingen ajNeckar.
laan 32. Bussum.
Frln. Ursula Muller. Weisdermanstrasse41, Frankfurt afMain.
VB. Switzerland.
Frln. Frieda Eichler. RohrbacherstrasseRationed articles are subject to ration~
22, Heidelberg.
ing laws, and recipients must surrender Frln. Elas Grossman, Freiderich Eberttheir coupons for such articles. Mark as
strasse-39, Heidelberg.
for England.
Herr and Frau Horne, Ph. Marzstrasse,
Mrs. Anne Lynch, International Baha'i
Seeheim. a.d, B,
Bureau, 30 Grand Rue, Geneva.
Herr Philip Kreckel, Karillenstrasse-20,
Mme. Vautier, Pension Neptune, 15 See·
W"mheim. a.d,B.
feldstra sse, Zurich.
Herr and Frau Hans Krauss, G-Alt-en. Mme, Semle, Morgensonne. Wolfhalden.
stadt Baden, Oelweg·22, GeissUngen,
Kanton Appenzell,
Steige.
Herr Adol! Lorey, Kr. uber WaldmichelVOl. Bulgaria
Bach., Odenwald am" Bahnhof, Krei·
dach Odenwald.
(Send packages through C·a-r·e or
Frau Johanna Werthem. Oberstadt 6()"b,
Arneropa. No silks--duty prohibitive.)
Lich, Oberhessen.
Miss Marion Jack, co{) Roseva, ul NeoFrau Margarete Walcker. Koh1gruber~
phyte Rilska 40, Sofia.
strasse-7, Munrau, Oberbayem.
IX. Hanpry.
Herr Paul Sheher, Nerobergstrasse-24,
Weisbaden.
There is no limitation as regards num~
Frau Else Becker, Auerbach bJZweikau,
ber and weight of packages received at
E. Thalmanstrasse-84, Zweikau.
any single address, if the contents of the
Herr Julius Henseler. Bergstrasse-64,
parcel obviously cannot be used for
Plochingen.
commercial purposes, Mark as for Eng·
Frau Marie Kussber, ieestrasse-13, Ludland.
'ioVigsburg.
Miss Jenny KonIos, Vilma Kiralyno 9,
Frau Marie Ott, Raabeweg, Heilbronn.
f-2, Budapest 7.
Frln. Katy Mills, ABC Haus BelgraderX • .Jugoslavia.
strasse..64, Munchen.
Mr. and Mrs. August Ehlers, Klingental
(Send packages through C-a~r·e or
b/Heppenheim.
Arnerapa).
Mme. Desnanka Forgovice-Tokin t Osthai- Mrs. Anna Marie Schweizer, Zuffenhausen b/Stuttgart.
merstrasse 76t Vrsac.
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Paul Gollmer, Necharstr. 127 III Stuttgart.
Herr and Frau Karl Wurtemberger, K
Amt Waldshut, Kussnach.
Frau Erna Schmidt, St. Uber BalingenAlb Stockenbausen.
Familie Bracht Maceo, Th. b. ImmenstadtjAll gau Tbalkirchenrt.
Herr and Fr Arno Knabe. Muhlbachstr. 22 UeberlingenjBodensee.
Miss Kathe Braun (14) Heilbronn-Bockengen, Klingenburgerstr. 19.
.
Mr. Alfons Grassl, Herzogstr. 65, Munich
23.

•

Two new committees are being appointed to assist in the intensified
teaching campaign. They are a Radio Committee t which will prepare
and distribute scripts for several series of radio programs, and a Committee on Correspondence Teaching,
which will prepare and distribute outlines on the Tea chings for use in
Btudy classes and in isolated groups
where a resident teacher is not avail.
able.

A local firm has volunteered to give
shoes if Baha'is will pay the postage.
The shoes. are suitable to be worn by
people in a Warm land such as the
Philippines. Contact the Portsmouth
Baha 'j Assembly.

------

Inte....America News
Regional Committees
The National Spiritual Assembly
has approved the appointment of
reg ion a 1 teaching Committees
throughout Latin America, under the
direct supervision of the Inter-America Committee, in the following regions:
1. Chili, Argentina, Uruguay,
Paraguay.
.
2. Peru, Bolivia.
3. Brazil.
4. Columbia, Venezuela, Ecuador.
5. Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua.
6. Honduras, EI Salvador, Guatamala.
7. Mexico.
The primary purpose of these committees will be to select one or more
goal cities in each region and,
through intensive teaching activities,
to establish Spiritual Assemblies in
these goal cities by next April 21st.
In all but one of these regions one
or more Baha'i groups have been
established in cities other than those
in which assemblies are already
formed. While North American pioneers are to be on each regional
committee, the majority of the mem·
bership in most regions will consist
of native believers.
Service on these committees wiI1
help to prepare the South and Central
American Baha'is to carryon the
administrative responsibilities which
they will assume in 1951, when the
first four and the last four regions
named above will each participate
in the election of a. National Spiritual Assembly.-one for all of South
America and one for Central America including the Caribbean region.
The Spanish Bulletin Committeee
has been moved from Panama to
Chili.

Location of Pioneel'5
The North American believers will
be interested in knowing where our
pioneers in Latin America are now
stationed. The list follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Bode. Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
Mrs. Louise Caswell, Panama City,
Panama.
Mr. Hascle N. Cornbleth, Quito. Ecuador.
Miss Flora E. Hottes, Montevideo.
Urguay.
Dr. Malcolm M. King, Port-au-Prince,
Haiti.
Miss Josephine Kruka, Havana. Cuba.
Mr. Artemus Lamb, Punta Arenas,
Chili.
Miss Evelyn Larson., San Jose, Costa
Rica.
Miss Elena Marsella. Ciudad Trujillo,
Dominican Republic.
Miss Eve Nicklin, Lima, Peru.
Miss Cora Oliver, Panama City.
Panama.
Miss Gwenne D. Sholtis, La Paz,

Bolivia.
Miss Jean Silver, Havana, Cuba.
Mrs. Marcia Steward, Guatemala City,
Guatemala.
Mrs. Shirley A. Warde, Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
Mrs. Gayle Woolson, Bogota, Columbia.

A former pioneer in Brazil, Miss
Gertrude Eisenberg, has recently re-

5
turned to the United States, but her
place in Sao Paulo will soon be taken
by Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Miessler,
who expect to leave in August for
permanent settlement in Brazil.
This distribution of teachers leaves
two South American countries, Paraguay, and Venezuela, and three Central American countries, EI Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua, without North American pioneers. However, Marcia Steward is visiting all
of the Central American centers consulting with Spiritual Assemblies,
holding public meetings, and helping
with extension teaching.
Elizabeth Cheney, who has been
stationed in Bogota, Columbia, for
several months, has recently visited
Baha'i groups in Cartegena and Barranquilla, Columbia, and Assemblies
in Caracas, Venezuela, and Havana,
Cuba. Miss Cheney is en route home.
She will be located in Wilmette for
at least a year and will serve as
Secretary of the Inter-America Commi ttee, taking over these duties from
Miss Edna True, who is now organizing the work of the new European
Teaching Committee.

The Thirty-Fourth
Annual Souvenir Feast
By chartered bus, automobile,
train and ferry, about 500 Baha'is
and their friends gathered with picnic lunches June 29th to pa rticipa te
in the Thirty-Fourth Annual Commemoration of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Unity
Feast, on the grounds at Evergreen
Place, West Englewood, New Jersey.
For the first time in all those

Youth mee1ing In the home of Mrs. Platte, Los Angeles, on the occasiOQ of the
departure from Los Angeles of Rbuballah Rammine. Many natlonaUUes and countries were represented..
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years
it
rained
intermittently
throughout the day, thereby breaking
a tradition, but as the Chairman,
Mr. H. Borrah Kavelin, said, it is
traditional for Baha'is to break traditions.
The Picnic. At noontime, guests began arriving and found picnic tables
arranged for their convenience under the trees on the west 1awn.
Desserts of cakes and doughnuts; and
hot and cold beverages were served
them under an awning at the south
side of the Cabin. It started to rain
at two o'clock, but the friends found
adequate shelter on the porches and
in the Cabin.
The Program. By the time the
program was scheduled to begin,
the sun had come out and danced
on the sprays of water playing in
the fountains, and glistened through
the drops of rain which clung to the
ferns and 'flowers in the rock gar·
dens and hanging baskets. Light was
reflected everywhere!
Everyone
gathered' on the east lawn which reo
cently had been graded and seeded
and formed an amphitheatre about
the east porch of the Cabin. A loud
speaker system made it easy to
hear the program from any pIa ce
on the lawn. This is the first time
that the program has been presented in this part of the grounds, and
it was found very much better. as
the heat of the afternoon sun wa s
not as intense as it is on the west
side at that time of the day.
The chairman, Mr. H. Borrah
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Kavelin. opened the program with a very well received by the audience.
prayer and a jew words of greeting The Chairman closed with the "Prayand then introduced the pianist, Lu- er for all Nations" and announced
cille Rothman, a 16 year old honor the service which would follow at
student of the Curtis School of Mu- the Pine Grove where Safa Kinney
SlC in Philadelphia. She played most
conducted a half·hour of prayer and
brilliantly Robert Schuman's "Papil- chanting on the ground made holY
lons J " Opus No.2. Mrs, Emilie by the sacred presence of our BeMoore Kalantar read the address loved Master, in June 1912.
Once again it started to rain, and
which the Master gave to the group
gathered here in 1912 at the first so the guests came indoors. While
Unity Feast. Then the pianist Lucille some finished the contents of their
Rothman played "Rondo Capria picnic baskets, or partook of refreshcioso/' Opus No 14, by Felix Men~ ments served by the committee,
others met and visited friends they
delssohn, and two encores.
The theme, "Birth of "a World Com- had not had the opportunity to greet
monwealth," was divided into four during the afternoon. At 7 p.m.
phases and was presented as follows: the sun again shone and cast a
Individual's Aspect, Bruce Wendell; friendly parting glow through the
Youth's Aspect, Miriam Raubitschek; pines upon the scene of this thirtyUnity
Feast
at
West
Social Aspect, Bahiyyih Randall fourth
Ford; Spiritual Aspect, Dr. Ali Kuli Englewood.
AMY G, RAUBrI'SCBEK, SecretaTY.
Khan.
Each subject was handled briefly Committee on American Memorial
but thoroughly and clearly and was to 'Abdu'l-Baha

News of Assemblies and Groups
Inter-Racial Diffi"nlties
in Sonth Bend
Mrs. Sarah Russell, secretary of
the South Bend Assembly, reports
that inter-racial gatherings in their
new center have been the cause of
tr...reats from unknown persons. Mrs.
Russell has remodeled her grandmother's house, next door to her own,
part of which is to be used as a
Baha'i center. She VlTites:

HSouth Bend had an Inter-Community Conference, the first of its kind,
h ere Sunday? with believers from
Ohio, Indianapolis, and Fort W;Jyne.
We had about twenty-five visitors
and a wonderful meeting. The youth
held their conference here also. Both
were at the Y.W.C.A. The social
gatherings were held at the new center. About seventeen or more youth
.ttended, most of them colored. The
neighbors were on their porches and
didn't like the picture. JI Mrs. Russell
goes on to say that her husband was
called by telephone at his place of
business and told that the racial
gatherings would have to stop immediately or the Ku Klux Klan would
have something to say about it. When
Mr. Russell informed the police and
the FBI, he was told that, since it
was not a threat by mail or from
another state, it was a local polic"e
matter. If it happened again, how·
ever, he was to let the FBI know
about it.

Snccessful Meeting in Atlanta

Lecture room in the Ha.ziraiu'l-Quds at Sydney, New Souih

Wa1es~"

Atlanta reports that the most successful public meeting since Dorotily
Baker's visit in January was held
on June 30th. The thirty-nine people
who attended (twenty-three colored
and sixteen white) were very much
illterested in a talk given by Mrs.
Marguerite Ullrich, whose subject
was "God Calleth the Nations."
Music was provided by Miss Marjorie Ullrich, Miss Flor~ce Ullrich,
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and by Mr. Robert Miessler, and a
discussion followed the lecture.

Latin American Evening
The Pan-America Committee of
New York City presented a higbly
successful Latin-American Evening at
the center on Friday, June 7th. The
program included Angel del Busto,
world's foremost bassoon virtuoso,
who was accompanied at the piano
by his wife, Gladys Mayo del Busto.
Two movies were shown: Walt Disney's sound and technicolor, "South
of the Border" and HAmericans All."
The hall was beautifully decorated
with flowers, Spanish shawls, and
the flags of the twenty-one LatinAmerican countries. Borrah Kavelin
gave the Message in Spanish and

Etta Mae Lawrence was chairman.
An invitation was broadcast over the
local Spanish station, WENX, and
there was a capacity audience.

Public Meetings in St. Louis
The St. Louis Assembly has put
out a very interesting program of
Sunday evening public meetings for
July and August, with two speakers
for each evening. The speakers are
Mr. Louis L. Landry, Mrs. Velma
Sherrill, Mrs. Anna M. Ferrill, Mr.
Nayan F. Hartfield, Mrs. Mary
Wunsch, Mrs. Jennie Anderson, and
Mrs. Mary Wallace. An interesting
feature of the program is the anno~ement of the subject for July
7th, "Religions of the Ages." The
nine living religions are listed with
the approximate dates of their origin, a device which makes the
subject look very tempting.

NEWS

New. from Japan
The San Francisco news letter cant a ins this interesting note: "Michael
Jamir reports in a letter from Japan. 'In a Baha'i way things seem
to be shaping into a regular study
group which will have its first meet·
ing this Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Na·
gamma (Mrs. Emma Smith's sister)
2nd Mr. Sawada know many of the
Teachings.' "

Baha'i wm.
At one of the feasts in San Fran-

dsco, Dr. Nichols, at the request
of the Assembly, opened a discussion
on the question of cremation and
wills. The news letter summarizes
this interesting discussion as follows:
"It was pointed out that many new
Baha'is do not know of Baha'u'llah's
prohibition of cremation. 'Abdu'l-Baha explained that rapid disintegration of the body is contrary to laws
01 nature and not to be aHowed, un·
less public health requires cremation
because of an epidemic of contagious
disease."
"Friends who have included a request for cremation in their wills
before becoming Baha'is often fail to
change the will and a burial procedure, which as Baha'IS they would
not have wished, is carried out by
non-Baha'i relatives who are not acquainted or in sympathy with Baha'i laws.
"It was pointed out that Baha'u'Uah
has left a delinite plan for distribution of one's estate which it is recom-
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mended that Baha'is follow, though
it is not a law. It was suggested
that sealed copies of wills be given
to the Assembly for safe keeping and
for checking after the passing of
believers, to make certain that distribution of the estate is made in
accordance with their wishes. Also
that it would be wise for friends,
whose families do not live in the
'l.~ommunity, to leave names and addresses of nearest of kin with the
Assembly for notification in case of
serious illness or death.
"In this connection we pass along a
suggestion from one of the friends
which the assembly found acceptable.
That is, to have one's funeral, or
that of any Baha'i for whom you
might have the responsibility, listed
in the vital statistics section of local
newspapers as a Baha'i service."

Enrollments
1. By AS8em blies.
St. Paul,. one. Winnepeg, four.
Phoenix, one. Chicago, three. Philadelphia, one. Los Angeles, one. Al·
buquerque, one. Ft. Wayne, one.
New Orleans, four. Wauwatosa, one.
2. Reported by Regional
Committees
Regional enrollments in June-eleven.
-----c--

Letter to the Editors
(The following letter from Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. makes a correction, which we are glad to print.)
Thank you for publishing the ac-

News Bulletins
The June bulletins issued by Boston
find San Francisco have come to
us this month. We know that many
other bulletins and news letters are
issued by assemblies in between
these two coastal communities.
Boeton'. Center Fnnd
Boston is trying to raise money
for a new center without interfering
with contributions to the National
Baha'i Fund. Proper attendance at
the Nineteen Day Feasts and at the
public meetings was emphasized in
the bulletin. On the latter subject,
we quote: II00r Program committee
has been and is doing an outstanding
job of securing a steady succession
of splendid speakers for our regular
Sunday meetings. The least we can
do is to attend these meetings with
at least one non-Baha'i and as many
more as we can properly interest."

Teacbers of the ChIld Education classes, TthraD, Persia, 101 and 112 Balti'i Era.
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count of our Naw Ritz celebration
in the May News issue. There is

however, one error which should
perhaps be rectified if possible. The
person who gave the splendid talk
was Mrs. Ina Trimble and not myself. The reason I should like you if
possible to correct this in the next
issue is that I want Mrs. Trimble's
friends in the United States and Can·
ada to share the fact that she prepared and gave it and to know how
splendid i.t was. Ina Trimble, is, you
see, a Crippled lady who feels that
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her contribution to the Faith is very
limited. This is not the case. Be~
sides, she was the first resident
Baha'i in this city.
If it isn't too much trouble, would
you mind making this correction sO
that Ina's friends can know she is
getting out of her home whenever
possible and is very ably making
her contribution to the Faith which
has meant so much to her since becoming a member?
Thank you very much.
SinceTe ly yours,
KATHLEEN M. RIMELL

News of Other Lands
Germany

•

A report from Esslingen covering
the year 102, April, 1945-March, 1946,
wntten by Frl. Marta Weiss, shows
great activity among these staunch
Baha'is and also a spirit of joyous
devotion to our beloved Cause.
For eight years all Baha'i organization in Germany was dissolved and
the friends, mindful of Baha'ullah's
injunction to obey the government
under all circumstances, did not
meet until May 23, 1945, after the
abolishment of this prohibitive measure.
From that tilne on the Esslingen
Baha'is were intensely active. The
Baha'i Festivals, November 12 and
March 21 were celebrated in beau·
tJfully decorated homes with selections from the Holy Writings and
music. Unity Feasts were attended
by about 30 believers and 15 youth.
Regular weekiy meetings were de·
voted to a thorough study of the
Teachings. Thirteen new believers
were registered during the year.
Three well·attended public meetings
were given.it the Baha'i School during December. Great interest was
shown by those attending and introductory courses were arranged for
those desiring to know more about
the Cause. The public meetings had
to be discontinued on account of lack
of heat.
Hilcjegard Muller reports that the
youth" meet each week for study·
teaclrln!: and are attracting new
members. 'They publish a youthnewspaper each nineteen days. The
wonderful conclusion of the year was
the youth meeting on March 17, 1946',
in Esslingen Baha'i Home, where
12 differMlt cities were represented.
.
.
Egypt
B a h a'u'llah's prophecy concerning
the atomic bomb, and articles on

t~ Baha'i Faith and its Peace Plan
have appeared in the Egyptian news·
papers and been broadcast from the
Egyptian Broadcasting Station.
BaM'is of Tanta in Lower Egypt
have endured mob persecutions with
great fortitude and have finally been
rewarded. An important government
official summoned the ringleaders of
the mob and told them: "Your evil
deeds have shown you to be far removed from the teachings of Islam,
for !shim is a religion of peace.
It also seems that you are ignorant
of the fa ct that there are more than
400 different religions on the face
of the earth and that the Qur' an
says: 'If your Lord should so desire
it, He would gather all the peoples
of the world into one nation. '" Then
he warned them to stop their attacks
on the Baha'is and made them sign
a statement of good behavior. Since
then, the believers of Tanta have
not been harmed or molested.
The Baha'is of the Sudan are hoping to establish a Spiritual Assembly
jn Khartum soon.
Miss Margaret Swengel of Urbana
Illinois, has received from one of th~
Cairo Baha'is a section of a Cairo
newspaper showing pictures of Baha'i -women celebrating the Ridvan
Feast in the cairo I:Ia:firatu'l-Quds,
one of women casting their votes
at the annual Baha'i election and one
of a Baha'i young man delivering
a sermon to an audience of women.
The paper contains also an account
of the origin of the Faith and of
its teachings, with especial emphasis
on Baha'i marriage laws and the
equality of the sexes.

Abyssinia
Througb .the efforts of the Baha'i
pioneer in Addis Ababa, Sabri Effendi Elias, a number of outstanding
Abyssinians have recently embraced

the Faith. The Abyssinian Govern4
ment has at last granted officially
to Sabri Effendi Elias the necessary
permit to live in Abyssinia perma·
nently if he desires.

Australia and New Zealand
Two Summer Schools were held at
"Bolton Place," Yerrinbool, one in
October, 1945, and one in January,
1946. The management, which up
to this time, had been the per;onal
responsibility of Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
Bolton, the founders of the School
has been transferred to the N.S.A:
of Australia and New Zealand.
Summer School was held in New
Zealand at the Auckland Center. The
afternoon sessions were devoted to
intensive study. The evening sessions
consisted of lectures or readings followed by questions and discussion.
There were non-Baha'i guests and
guest speakers, among them the Rev
erend C. W. Chandler, a Cburch of
England Canon, who is sympathetic
with the Baha'i Message and who in
1944 invited an American Baha'i stationed in Auckland during the war
to preach in his church.
4

Calendar
Nine-teen Day Feasts-Perfection
August 1; Names, August 20; Might',
September 8.
Meeting of National Spiritual As·
sembly-August 30, 31, September
I, 2.
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"For the Triumph of My Cause"
o

SON OF MAN!
Humble thyself before Me, that I
may graciously visit thee. Arise for
the triumph of My cause, that while
yet on earth thou mayest obtain the
,;ctory.

*
Lauded be Thy name, 0 Thou in
Whose hands is the kingdom of all
nam es, and in the grasp of Whose
might are all that are in heaven
and all that are on earth! I entreat
Thee, by Him Who is Thy most
Effulgent Name Whom Thou hast
made a target for the darts of Thy
decree in Thy path, 0 Thou the King
of eternity, to rend asunder the veils
that have shut off Thy creatures
from the horizon of Thy glory, that
haply they may turn their faces in
the direction of Thy mercy, and
draw nigh unto the Day-Spring of
Thy loving-kindness.
Leave not Thy servants to them-

Sielves, 0 my Lord! Draw them
through the influence of Thine utterances unto the Dawning-Place of
Thine inspiration, and- to the Faunlain of Thy Revelation, and to the
Treasury of Thy wisdom. Thou art
H~ to Whose strength and power all
things have testified, Whose Purpose
nothing whatsoever of all that hath
been created in Thy heaven and on
Thy earth hath been able to frustrate.
Render, then, victorious, 0 my
God, Thy servants who have set
their faces toward Thee, and directed their steps to the seat of Thy
grace. Send down, then, upon them
'Nna t will keep them safe from the
danger of turning to anyone but
~.rhee, and from fixing their eyes
upon aught _else except thyself.
Potent art Thou to do what Thou
willest, and to rule as Thou pleasest.
There is no God but Thee, the God
of glory and wisdom.

National'Spiritual Assembly
The Responsibilities
of Maturity
Betoved friends:
The more we ponder the far-reachi.g implications of the Guardian's
letter of June 15, following swiftly
upon the s~cond Seven Year Plan
c~bled to the Convention, the more
ardent becomes our resolve to act
upon this call inaugurating so important a stage in the world mission
of the American Baha'is.
The majority of the friends were
active in the Faith when the Guardian initiated the teaching mission
for' Central and South America.
Never in our Baha'i experience had
so great a teaching task been laid
upon us in addition to the basic
work of spreading the message in
our own land. In that hour began
the maturity of soul which must
cllaracterize the members of the
American Baha'i community. The
nature of maturity is ability to take

care of one's self and at the same
time take care of others who are
yet small and weak.
The La tin American teaching work,
historically, represented a spiritual
parenthood for the believers 01 the
United States and Canada. Collectively we assumed responsibility for
the protection,r guidance, support and
education of children (as others had
cared for us in the earlier years of
the Faith) until they in their turn
could evolve to their own rna ture
state and join as partners in the
work of the Divine Plan.
It is an astounding miracle, that
in so brief a time, with so few a va ilable workers, the basis of the Baha'i
administrative order could have been
laid in the republics of Central and
South America, and the almighty
power of the Baha'i spirit given these
precious new instruments by which
to hasten the salvation of a darkened
world. A task utterly impossible if
undertaken by individuals on their
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own initiative could be consummated
when undertaken by individuals representing the community of the
Greatest Name!
Now the American Baba'is are
held responsible for establishing an
Assembly in each of ten countries
01' war-torn Europe-countries not
all of which can at present even
receive a visit from an American
Baha'i. Already the new European
Teaching Committee has outlined its
work, adopted plans, and is prepar.
ing to seod the firs! body of Baha'i
workers across the sea. An office
is to be maintained in Geneva, Switzerland, for the better coordination
and encouragement of the work in
the various lands. New translations·
are being printed of standard Baha'i
works. With marvelous speed and
force the challenge is being met in
the name of the entire Baha'i
community.
Let those of us who cannot take
a mission in the international field
remember that the Faith of Bahitu'lllih is a unit, and all types of service are acceptable and mutually in·
terdependent. Whoever serves valiantly in his own small village here,
loving the Cause and loyally supporting its needs--such a soul may
surely be accounted a pioneer in
the spiritual sense; and though' the
drums are not sounded, the work is
added to the total score of victory
when the task is done. With a high
sense of mission may each of us
catch a new and clearer vision of
the importance of· his or her own
Baha '; work and bring to it the consecration of the pioneer who stands
alone beneath a foreign sky.
NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY

Committee Projects for
the Seven Year Plan
In this report the National Spiritua 1 As sem bly informs the believers
of the important projects and activitiE'S already approved for a number
of national committees directly concerned with the work of the Seven
Year Plan. Similar reports will be
made from time to time, and each
com mittee will make its own report
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of the progress being made from
month to month in its own field of
service.
]~ National Teaching Committee,
Regional Teaching Committees, and
Canadian Teaching Committee.
In accordance with the Guardian's
cabled and urgent appeal, thirty new
Assemblies are to be formed in North
America by April 21, 1948. In addition, at least one Assembly is to be
maintained in each state and province, and the weaker communities
given teaching assistance. This task
is arduous and of vital importance
t('l the success of the Plan.

Among the methods being employed to accomplish the task are:
teaching circuits for the weaker communities, the placing of settlers
where needed to maintain Assembly
status, the use of resident teachers,
the preparation of bulletins On fireside tea ching, the distribution of
mimeographed copies of talks to aid
believers in presenting the essential
teachings at fireside meetings and
public talks.
Intensive work is being done to
develop the groups to Assembly sta~
tus. Regional Committees are making a survey of their area s, and
definite goals have been assigned;
regional conferences are being promoted; the assistance and cooperati0n of the larger communities is
b~ing sought to provide settlers and
undertake extension teaching in nearby groups; and teaching material
made available by other national
committees will be provided to the
groups. Regional bulletins are to
empha size teaching methods which
have proved to be effective.
2. Public Meetings Committee.
Public meetings are to be held in
fO'llrteen cities this year. These cities
do not include those where the public
meetings were held last year, but
the committee has been authorized
to offer a budget allowance
those
cities for holding another public
meeting this year. In addition, the
committee will arrange for public
meetings in connection with the 1947
Convention, at Chicago and Wilmette.
The theme of the meetings will
be: World Order Through World
Faith.
Publicity, advertising and radio
work will be conducted in support
of these meetings by the Public Relations and Radio Committees. Assemblies are urged to act promptly
on the plans submitted by the Public
~feetings Committee.

to
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Cable from the Guardian
Profoundly

grieve passing
great-hearted,
hIgh-minded, distinguished servant Baha'u'llah, John Bosch. His
saintly life, pioneer services,
historic contribution of institution of summer school, entitle
him to rank among outstanding figures of the closing years
heroic, and opening years of
the formative age of the BaM'i
Dispensation. Concourse en high
extol his exalted services. Assure his wife and valiant companion of my deepfelt sympa thy. Ad vise hold special ga thering in Temple as tribute to
his imperishable memory.
d~arly.beloved,

SBOGm
Cablegram received J-uty 29,. 1946.

3. College Speakers Bureau.
This committee is developing a
campaign of Baha'i literature to supplement its function of placing speakers on college platforms. The country
has been divided into four zones,
each zone to be under the intensive
supervision of one committee member. In the distribution of Baha'i
literature, faculty members will be
chosen from a number of departments such as History, Religion,
Economics, Fine Arts, Oriental Languages and Culture. Sociology. Architecture, etc.
4. Public Relations Committee.
This committee will carryon activities carried over and coordinated
Hom the three committees formerly
known as Contacts, Baha'i News
Service. and Public Relations.

It will provide literature and contact by mail with persons of capacity and influence whose names and
addresses are selected by the committee itself or sent in by other committees and individupJ believers. The
aim is to develop a -national list for
the public teaching bulletin to be issued four times, a year. so that continuous contact will be maintained in
the case of persons who give evidence of real interest.
Three press releases a month will
be sent out-two of these directly
to the press and one to assemblies,
groups and other believers who can
place articles in the local press. The
friends will be kept informed of this
and other material through a mimeographed bulletin.

Plans are under way for an advertising campaign to be conducted
in, national magazines. This campaign will concentrate on calling attention to a new pamphlet reprinting several talks of the Master from
The Promulgation of Universal
Peace, the pamphlet being entitled
World Order Through World Faith.
Material will be given to local Asspmblies and groups which .would
like to repeat' all or Some of these
advertisements in the local press.
Later reports will deal with other
activities of this committee.

The Reporting of Baha'i
Activities for Baha'i News
In order to clarify the method
by which news of the various kinds

of activity is to be gathered and reported for publication in BaM'i
News the National Spiritual Assembly has recorded the foliowing
general plan.
1. Local Assemblies are reminded
of their duty and responsibility for
submitting regular monthly reports
briefly outlining the more important

Baha'I New.
Bah8/i News Is published by the
National Spiritual Assembly 01 the
Baha.'is of the United States ancl CaDada a.s the official news-letter 01 the
Baha'i Community. The first; Issue appeared in December, 1924.
On April 10. 19%5, the GuardiaD
wrote: ~'The News Letter which you
have lately :lni1iated falI1lIs a very
vital function. • • . I would urge yon
to enlarge its scope • • . • that in
Ume it may devote B special section
to every pha.se
your acUvWes. administrative, devotioaa.lt huma.nttar-.
ian, financial,. educaiionaJ. and 0ther-

0'

wise.
..It shou1d become a creal factorin promotinc' UIldersiandblg, provic1i.ng information 011 Bah&'i activity.
both local and foreign, in sllmubliDg
Interest, in combating' evU infia.ence~,
and in upholdiDg and safeguardlDg tile
institutions 01 the Ca.use."
Bahi'i l'ITews is edited for U1e Na1I0nai Spiritual AssetDbly by lis

Dahi'i News Editorial Committee:
Garreta Busey. chairman, J obn Ash-

ton.. Alice SimmoDS Cox, Marzleh
Gall, Doris Holley. Annamarie KUDZ
Honnold, Eleanor 8weRey Hutchens,
Mabel Hyde Paine, Margaret Swellgel. Editorial office: Miss Garreta
Busey, 563. West Elm Street, Urbaua,
nIinois.
Please report changes of address to
which BaJui.'i News is to be sent and
other maHer'S pertaining te its dis..
tribution to the Baha'i National Office,
536 Sberidan Road, Wilmette. JDinois.

public acti vifu!s and conferences in
their communities.
2. Each local Assembly is authorized to appoint a News Reporter
empowered to send monthly news direct to Baoo'i News.
3~ Regional Teaching Committees,
in additon to the reports they are expected to continue sending to the
National Teaching Committee, are
now responsible for sending monthly
statements to Bahd'i News outlining
the principal news items of the area.
4. National Committees· are requested to submit monthly outlines
to Baha'i News reporting plans and
projects in which the Baha'is are to
participate and news representing
the application and progress of their
committee plans.
5. Regional Teaching Committees
a re to send a copy of their bulletins
to the Baha'i News Committee.
S. The Baha. 'i News Committee
will receive monthly from the National Office copies of communications from Haifa which are to be
made available to the Baha'i community ; bulletins and reports received from other National Assem- blies, and such other items as may
come to the attention of the National
Office that are not· likely to be
known to other contributors of news.
7. The National Office will from
1ime to time provide editorials, bulletins, announcements and other
items of general news interest and
importance.

•
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Baha'i Sunday School class of New York City, ta.ughf; by Lauretta Noisette Moore
and Hamideh Nabll. In the background are Mr. Cooperburg, Dr~ Aqbarzadih~

Mrs. Mottahedeh, Mrs. Moore, and Miss Nabil.

8. BaM', photographs are to be
regarded as news of outstanding
interest.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Treasurer's Report
During the month of June contributions received for the National
Baha'i Fund, $17,173.46; contributions to the· Temple and Trustees
Account, $648.25; 94 Assemblies con~
tribtited, 44 Assemblies did not contribute; 48 Groups contribut~d and
92 isola ted believers.
During July up to July 30th the
deficit in meeting our Budget
amounted to $9,556.07; during the
month of July contributions to the

National Fund amounted to $12,·
422.95; and contributions to the
Temple and Trustees accounts $4,159.30; 106 Assemblies contributed;
32 Ass emblies did not contribute; 81
Groups contributed and 131 isolated
believers; as of July 31st the deficit
in meeting the Budget as set tlp by
the N .S.A. at the beginning of this
Baha'i year an::lOunt to $12,807.22.
This really is serious because the
Budget set up this year was de,
veloped from a ctual figures that
each committee used during the past
Baha'I year.
PHILIP 8PRA.Gm:, TTeasurer

The Recommendations of
the State Conventions

Members of \he Spiritual Assembly of Tihran, Persia, lllZ Baha'I Era-

That World Order Magazine be
made more popular in style and
content, and be placed on newsstands
with other magazines, and" should
include articles interesting to nODBaha'is as well at to Baha'is.
Voted to refer this recommenda·
tion to the World Order Ma.gazine
Committee.
A Bahtt'i Youth of India, now in
the U ni ted States, points out the
need in India of publicity a bout the
Cause in America.
Voted to record that in correspondence with Mr. Fozdar, who is
now a student at the University of
California, it has been pointed out
that the Guardian has made "The
Baha'i World" volumes the official source of Balla·! publicity concerning activities in the various countries and that copies have always
been made available to the National
Spiritual Assembly of India and Bur-
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rna. in addition they have always
r~ceived copi~s of our Baha'i News.
'That a pamphlet be published setting forth - the Baha'i ordinances
enumerating- duties of a Baha'i as
listed iIi World Order Magazine, November 1944, pages 254-6. Also pamphlets enum'erating duties of assembly officers.
Voted to refer this 'suggestion
to the committee which has been
appointed to study the pamphlets
and make --recommendations.
That a new edition of "Tablets
of Baha'u'nah~' be printed; also that

1946
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in the style of Baha'i Peace Pamphlets s·uitable for professional
people.
Voted to record that this is W1~
der consideration by a speciai
committee.
That the production of children's
books be expedited.
Voted to write to the Child Education Committee that we would welcome this year something further
in the book line for children, especially like the book on ,the Prophets
such as we have heard that Harry
Ford is making.

Baha'i Youth Symposium, February %5, 1945, Bombay, India.

the unpublished Tablets' of 'Abdu'lBaha now interspersed through
"Baha'i World Faith" be published
as additional volumes of "Tablets
of 'Abdu'I~Baha."
Voted to record that the Tablets
of Baha'u'lIa,h are now available in
"Baha'i World Faith. u
No action was taken on the sug~
gestion regarding the unpublished
Tablets of 'Abdu'I-Baha.
That the pamphlet "Radiant Acquiescence" be reprinted.
Voted to refer this recommendation to the committee for review of
the present pamphlet literature.
That the National Study Outline
Committee issue a question and an~
swer pamphlet to cover Simple, fun~
dam ental questions to be available
for general use.
Voted to record that this is in
process.
That more pamphlets be printed

That Louhelen School be asked
to make a study of the type of questions usually submitted by youth.
Voted to refer to Louhelen School.
That Baha'i Documentary Film be
made for National publicity as described in Time Magazine of Jan~
uary 26, 1946, for the Catholic, Jewish and Protestant faiths,'
Voted to record that beginoings
in this direction are being made by
the Visual Education Committee.
That official ballot be improved
to expedite the counting of ballots.
Voted to provide the Baha'i voters of the states and provinces having five or more delegates a form of
perforated ballot, beginning with the
1947 State elections,
Voted to request Harry E. Walrath to prepare the text of a bulletin
of instructions for tellers in counting the ballots at the state elections.
That a document be prepared

which will describe the precepts of
all the religions, stressing their oneness of purpose.
Voted to record that the Public
Relations Committee is undertaking
such a project.
Tha t the practice of listing couples
as "Mr. and Mrs." be abandoned
and that individual names be listed.
Voted to record that the National Spiritual Assembly has recognized
the trend in this direction.
That instructions be given regarding the receiving of contributions.
Voted to record that the National Spiritual Assembly for many
years has taken the view that local
Assemblies should account for the
receipt of donations from believers
through the use of a suitable receipt
form. and books of record.
That the State Conventions be
used as teaching mediums.
Voted to record that if the convention committees appointed early
in the fall can find ways and means
to arrange for public meetings this
would be very welcome.
That a prepared report for the
tellers, using a standard form of certification, should be furnished.
Voted to request Harry Walrath
to prepare a standardized form of
certification by the tellers of the
annual state and province elections,
to be sent out by the National Spiritual Assembly with the papers calling
the 1947 State conventions.
Inquiry regarding the feasibility
of individual Baha'is undertaking to
carry on personal communication
with individual Baha'is in the-:·warstricken areas.
Voted to record that all possible
action has already been taken in the
m a tier of relief.
That a fund be established for
delegates' expenses.
Voted to record there is no State
administrative body which could inaugurate and' supervise the expendi-!
ture of such a fund.
Recommendations .Iillready acted
upon and those not acted upon after
being presented at this meeting, are
not included in the foregoing list.

Calendar
Anniversary: Birth of the Bab,
October 2().
Nineteen Day Feast.: MiUht, Septern ber 8 ; Win, September 27;
Know/edge, October 16.
Meetings of the National Spiritual
Assembly: August 30 and 31, Septern ber 1 and 2; October 12, 13.

In Memoriam
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I testify, 0 my Lord, that Thou
hast enjoined upon men to honor
their guest, and he that hath ascended unto Thee hath verily reached

Thee and attained Thy Presence.
Deal with him then according to
Thy grace and bounty !-'ABDU'L-BAliA

Mr. John D. Bosch, Geyserville.
Mr. Charles Hillhouse, WestHaven.
Mr. Axel Swensen, Kenosha.
Mrs. Octavia S. Beaton, Los Angeles.
Mr. Charles Q. Adams, Portland,
Oregon.
Mrs. Mary Joan Sprecke}sville,
Maui, Hawaii.
Miss May Williams, Geneva. New
York.
Dr. James Fulton Percy, Los Angeles.
Mr. George Albert Muffler, Serena,
Illinois.
Mr. Sol Flaumenbaum, Teaneck.
Mrs. Homer Chavis. Champaign,
illinois.
Mr. Fredrik Mortensen, Chicago.
Mrs. Helen Hicks, Wilmette.
Mr. V. E. Oldson, Atascadero,
Calif" June or July, 1!J:46
Mr. Sigurd Russell,' Los Angeles,
C alii., August 4, 1946
Mrs. Orcella Rexford Gregory, Los
Angeles, Calif., August 11, 1946
Mrs. Emma Groger. San Francisco, Calif., July 17, 1946
Mrs. Maybelle Baylor, Milwaukee,
Wis.

Gatberlng of yoPg

Bahi.~is

at the time of the Youth ConIereace ill PhiJadelplda,

May 5, 1948..

National Committees
(Letter published in Bah';'i News,
No. 105, p. 1).
The World Orde~ of Baha 'ullith is'
How, then,:, can we better suppprt
in . efEct toda.,.:: hav,e.~ however,
yet to complete the framework on our teaching activity and our comwhich this structure can come into munity living than by "obtaining
expression on this earth. The Guard- a more adequate understanding of
ian tells us: "Without the study the significance of Baha'u'lliih's stuand application of the Administra- pendous Revelation" as it unfolds
tion, the teaching of the Cause be- through His own divinely ordained
comes not only meaningless, but instrument of the Administrative
loses in effectiveness and scope." Order?
To fulfill this purpose, the Baha'i Study Aids Committee will soon
have ready an outline aid for the
study of the Administrative Order
as a divine instrument. One copy
will be sent t.o each Assembly sec~
retary and to the secretary of each
Regional Teaching Committee. The
Study Aids Committee can only suggest that this study be undertaken,
or reviewed, but as' we think of
the Guardian, awaiting the time
when the believers "learn to function according to Baha'i laws and
principles," may we not feel our
individual responsibility more keen1y and, by increasing each one his
own understanding and practice of
the Administrative Order, hasten the
coming of the Baha'i World Commonwealth?

Baha'i Study Aids

youtlt. CmdereDCe. In Philadelphia Babi,'( Center, May 5, 1946.

The Baha'i Study Aids Committee
will be glad to help any of the
friends,
through correspondence,
with the study of the Administrative
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Order or in any study in which they
may be interested..
BARA. '£ STUDY AIDS COMMI'1."TEE
Box 252? Evanston, illinois

International Relief

1946
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Herr Kreuzfeld, Wiesbaden, Nerobergstr. 24
Herr Martin Eiff, Darmstadt :..-Land - Trautheim
England

(There is no longer any duty on
food and clothing.)
Miss Olive Stockeley, Mundford,
Thetford.

The friends are urged to check
with their local postal authorities
concenling the changes in regulaFrance
tions for gift packages to war~devas·
tated countries. The contents of such M. Sasha Piteeffic is not a Baha'i.
packages should still be limited to Mile Lucienne Migelte, 10 Rue
essential relief items, such as nonperishable foods, clothing? soap, and
medicines. Other special requests
(money, expensive equipment, books,
elc.) should be referred directly to
the N a lional Spiritual Assembly. The
packages should be marked "GIFT
PARCEL" and the contents itemized
and the value stated. If such is done,
in case of damage or l6ss; the addressee will have the opportunity of
placing claim for the loss.
The Committee on International
Relief suggests another organization
for handling relief 10 Germany and
Austria: Committee for the Relief of
the German Needy, Inc., 220 East
Baha.~is of Frankfurt. Germany, hold23 Sireet, New York lQ, New York.
ing the Feast of RaJunal,. .June, 1946.
Bruce Davison in foreground with two
Declared Believers
of ~e Baha'i chU~" '
in Frankfort, Ge~any:
Mounet-Sully, Paris 20 erne.
FrI. Edith Horn, Waidmannslr. 41
Fr. Matilde Kowalsky, Ffm. Arndt- Mme Lucienne Acard, Les Clos
Fleuri, La Poterie, Hyeres, (Vard).
sir. 46
Fr. Johanna Breuning, Ffm. Rohr- M. Raymond Moreau, 10 Ernest
Mieha I, N aney, Meurthe et Mo·
bachstr. 14
selle.
Fr. Katharine Spaich, Ffm. RotHoUand
lindstr.49
Fr. Beate Diesterweg, Ffm. Fink- Arnold van Ogtrop does not wish reo
lief.
enhofslr. 31
Bulgaria.
Fr. Else Gehlen, Fm. Holbein·
Miss Marion Jack, c/o English
str. 46
Speaking League, 25 Tzar OsveFr. Paula Fisher, Ffm. Humboldbodich, Sofia.
str. 66
Hungary
Frl. Helma Schroder, Ffm. Ber- Mrs. Jennie KamIos, Vilma Kiralyno
tamstr. 19
9, f-2, Budapest 7;
Frl. Milly Gesell, Ffm. EshwegerJugoslavia.
str. 10
Mme. Desanka Forgovice - Tokin,
Herr Georg Ruhl, Ffm. EgenolfSindjeliceva 8, FNR, Vraac.
str. 30
Czechoe.,.va.ia
Herr Albert Protzmann, Ffm. R1i- Mr. Vuk Echtner, c/o Bruckner, U.
delheim, Treisbergerstr. 5
Pujcovny 2, Praha 11.
Germany
Fr. Friedrich Wiedle, Ffm. FechFrau Lisselotte Jensen, Massmanenheim Distelrasen 8
strasse 31, Rostock-Meeklenberg.
Herr Karl Ra u, Ffm. Eulengasse
Frau Johanna Werthern is now with
24
Frl. Ursula Muller (see below).
Frau V. Baur, Ffm. PIa tenstr ° 43
Herr Dr. Karl Heinbueh, Ffmo Pas- Frl. Ursula Muller, Weidmannslr.
41, Frankfurt a/Main.
savantstr. 42
Frl. Hella Hausler, Ffm. Sonnen- Frl. Elsa Grossman, Frederich
Eberlslrasse 39, Heidelberg.
str. 47
Herr Wilhelm Hausler, Ffm. Son- Herr Paul Schreher '" Nerobergstrasse
nenstr. 47
24, Wi,esbAdeJ¥,
Herr Richard Glaser, Ffm. Lei- Frau :E;lse,oBecker;o Auerbach b/·
Zwiekau? E. Ehalmanstrasse-84,
menrode 11

Frau Marie Kiissner, Seestrasse 13,
Ludwigsburg.
Austria

Wherever Wein appears in ad"
dresses for Austria, it should be
spelled Wien (Vienna).

Temple Guiding
There is no field of teaching
where so many people can be
reached in so short a time and
with the cost of so little effort and
money, as guiding at the Temple.
The inquirers come from all parts
of the globe. where in time Saha 'j
communities will be established. We,
of the Temple Area, have a special
privilege in having this wonderful
opportunity of giving our message
of hope and healing to the slream
of visitors Who pour through the
building.
The Guides' Committee, wishing
to share this privilege wilh others
than those of the Temple area, as
well as to supply the increasing
need for guid"es, welcomes vacation
guiding. The Committee has on
hand a few copies of the Guide
Courses and will make them available to those seriously interested.
It is of, the- utmost importance for
those guiding at the Temple to have
the proper qualifications for meeting
the public and adequately presenting the Faith. Therefore, a leiter
from one·s own Assembly. or from
the secretary of the region in which
he lives, must accompany the request for the Guide Course.
The Committee will make every
effort to secure accommodations in
the vicinity of the Temple ;md to
welcome the visiting guides. Address communications to Mrs. JOhn
M. Haggard, Chairman, 1229 Cleveland SI., Wilmette, Illinois.

Report of Temple Guides

Committee, May and
June, 1946
The number of visitors for each
month continues to exceed the num~
ber for the same months of previous years. In May, 1946, there
were 2,754 visitors as compared with
1,821 in May, 1945. In June, 1946,
there were 2.815 visitors as compared with 2,382 in June, 1945.
In May· visitors came from thirtynine states, the district of Columbia, Panama, Hawaii, the Canadian
provinces of British COlumbia, Qt«!..
bee, Ontario and Manitoba; and
the. cOlUltries of Belgium, Sweden,

England, Scotland, Latvia, India,
China. Argentina, Mexico, and Cape
Colony, S. Africa.
In June, visitors came from fortyfive states, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, the Canadian provinces
of Ontario, Alberta, Quebec, Saskat·
chewan; Australia, Samoa, Mexico,
Brazil t Peru, the Philippines, Venezuela. the Netberlands West Indie.,
China. Palestine, Italy, Greece,
France, Holland and Sweden.
During the first six months of
1946 the total number of visitors
was 11,025, which is 3,600 more
than for the same period of 1945.
Since we had 10,552 more last year
than ever before, it is evident that
the scope of Temple guide work
is becoming increasingly greater
each year.
Books sold at the Temple during
May totaled $277.92 and during June
$434.46, a total of $712.38.
TEMPLE GUIDES CoMMITTEE
~ J. HACCARD, Chairman.

Latin-American News
Incorporation of Assemblies
The second seven year plan has
opened with the incorporation of the
Faith in the first two South American countries. The Colombian government granted incorporation to the
Bogota Baha'i Community, with similar protection extended to all other
groups and Assemblies in f:hat coun-
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Balwi.'is of Asuncion, Pa.raguay. Seated in front are seven members of the
SpirituaJ Assemb(.y (the second in South America to be- locorperated). Slanding
behind Ueft) , Miss Gertrude Eisenberg-, resident pioneer, and (right), Miss
Elisa.beth Cheney; first pioneer in Paraguay.

try, on May 27th of this year, while
a similar incorporation was granted
to the Community of Asuncion, Paraguay, with protection to all other
groups and Assemblies that may be
formed in that country, on June 11th.
Incorporation was applied for in
Paraguay prior to the application in
Colombia, even though it was granted a little later. and the form of application used in Colombia, and now
being used in Venezuela. was worked
out by the friends -in Pa~aguay last
October.
Brazil
Other news of major importance

in La tin America is the opening of
Brazil to the Baha'i Cause. Because
of certain difficult conditions, Brazil
had been like the forgotten stepchild,
even though a valiant pioneer, Mrs.
Leonora Armstrong. lived there for
many years, and prior to the close
of the first seven year plan, was successful in forming the first Baha'i
Assembly in Bahia. Then conditions
changed. Miss Virginia Orbison. who
had given notable service in many
parts of South America. and then returned to the United States for a
much needed six months of change
and medical care, wa s sent to Rio
de Janeiro the fore part of last No.
vember. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bode
followed' as settlers,- and
Assembly was elected in the capital ·this
April. Miss Orbison is now arranging
to transfer to Sao Paulo, the great
industrial city of Brazil, where Mr.
and Mrs. Edmund J. Miessler of Columbus Grove, Ohio, will follow her
as pioneer settlers. It is hoped that a
third Assembly will be formed in
. that city this year. .The Regional Committees
New plans are being put into effect in Latin America this year. One,
the use of regional committees,
which have been used successfully
in North America. The 19 countries
have been divided into eight regions.
Each region has been asked to
choose a goal city for the formation
of a new Assembly this yea r, and
each country is expected to form at
least one additional group in addition.

an

Spiritual Auembly of the .Bahi.'(s of Bopta. first a.ssembly to be incorpora.ted.
in Sou~ America, with i::ltsabeth C:Ileney (left, standing), visiting pioneer.

New Memberships
During the past month fifteen
membership cards have been re-

8
ceived from the Latin-American
field: three from Caracas, Venezuela; three from Havana, Cuba;
one from La Paz, Bolivia; two from
Guatemala City, Guatemala; one
from Panama City, Panama; and
five from the City of Mexico. Of the
last five, three were completely new
members, and two others had considered themselves as Baha'is for a
time, but had not before signed an
affirmation of faith ..
Teaching by Correspondence
A correspondence teaching plan on
an international scale is to be begun
in Latin America this year. Outstanding people, who are universal
in sentiment; those who respond at
public meetings or write to radio sta~
!ions asking further information
about the Faith. will be circularized
and taught by mail through the new
correspond.ence teaching committee.
The Masons in Venezuela and in
CUba, including 40 Venezuelan lodges
and 16,000 active Cuban Masons,
have offered themselves for this type
of teaching. It is hoped that members of the Masonic Lodge and of
other universal type groups in other
Latin~American countries, will take
advantage of this opportunity to
learn the Baha'i Message. Correspondence tea ching in Colombia last
year resulted in a second AssemblY
and half a dozen smaller groups.
Radio
A radio committee has been set
1,;,p for Latin America, so thqt scripts
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in Spanish may be available for all
groups able to obtain radio time.
Mrs. Shirley Warde, who has. done
such outstanding radio work in North
America, heads this committee, asslsted by Hugo Arteagabeitia and
Artemus Lamb, both of Chile. :Mrs.
Warde is now in Buenos Aires mak~
ing arrangements for the first Latin
American Baha'i Conference to be
J-eld in South America. This is t-€ntatively scheduled for November 6
to 11 in Buenos Atr"es. The second
Latin American Baha'i Conference
for Central America, Mexico and the
Antilles, will be held in Panama
City a little later in the year.
Tl~e
Inter-America
Committee
deeply regrets the loss of efficient
and beloved Miss Edna True as their
zecretary, but realizes that her experience is essential for the new European work. Miss Elisabeth H.
Cheney has been brought in, after
nineteen and a half months of teaching in many Latin-American coun·
tries, to continue in Miss True's
place.

Publishing Announcements
The Revelation Of Baha'u'Hah, by
Horace Holley, reprint of the statement on aims and purposes of the
Faith which has appeared in succes~
sive volumes of The Baha'i World.
I6-page pamphlet, with reproduction
of photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Price
lOe each. Order in lots of ten copies
for $1.00.
The Baha'i Peace Program, compiled by the San Francisco Committee on Baha'i Peace Plan appointed
to reprllsent the American Baha'is
at the Peace Conference which
adopted the United Nations Organization. Selections from Writings of
Baha'u'llith and ·Abdu'l~Baha, and
passages from the Guardian, related
tu the Baha'i concept of international peace. This is the second edition,
ordered to meet the demand for an
attractive and well-selected presentation of the BaM.'i Plan. Price 15c
ea ch. Order in lots of five for 75c.
Current Baha'i price list on request. Address: BahO.'! Publis\,ling
Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, nlinois, U. s. A~

Local Communities
A.> number of llews sheets have
come to Baha'i News in recent
months, including those of Dayton,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and Chicago. The follOWing items are of
particular interest:
Dayton- The January Dayton Ba-

Amerkan Ba.h.i'is at; Ute German National Convention. Left to right;: Bruce
Davison, Ioba. E1chena.uer, Capt. Henry Jarvis.

hd'i News tells of four public meetings·
held over a period of eight weeks
during November and December at
the Miami Hotel. John Haggard, Wilmette, spoke on "Behind and. Beyond
Atomic Power"; Carl Sheffler, Ev~
anston, on "Science and Religion";
Mary Evelyn Hoobler, a Bradley College graduate, and Albert Segen, who
has traveled extensively, on "Peace
and World Government"; and finally
on December 16th Thomas H. Sauter,
city engineer of Cuyahoga Falls,
spoke on "The Foundation of a Just
and Lasting Peace." The newspapers
of Dayton are becoming better and
better educated in the Baha'i Teachings and generally give very good
cooperation. In August all the Dayton papers carried general write-ups
on Baha'i Summer Schools, in ad~
dition to mentioning the three Dayton believers who attended three different Baha. 'i Schools. The papers al~
ways carry an announcement of all
Baha'i meetings held to commemorate Baha'i Holy Days. The Baha'i
Community of Dayton has been in·
corporated, the final p~pers having
been duly signed and sealed by the
State in January of 1946.
San Francis co-A well attended
meeting was held at the Forum Club
on the afternoon of April 14th in

-.
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every Baha'i shall have the opportunity to serve our- beloved Faith.
A study class series for seekers from
among the public began in May and
is held at the Chicago Baha'i Center.
Baha'is were permitted to attend,
but they were asked not to interrupt
or ask questions of the class leader
or assist unless called upon in the
class work. A Baha 'j Fellowship Hour
is held every Saturday evening.· On
June 16th a Baha'i appeared on "The
Distinguished Guest" program over
radio Station WGN. This same program was re-broadcast over the F .M.
station WGNB that same afternoon.
Bahi'is attending the National Convention In Germany, ameDgl them Ute newly
e1eet.ed National Spiritual Assembly and the American Baha'i service men.

ebservance of Pan-American Day.
Sara Kenny acted as chairman. Mrs.
Reginald Sanders, a native of Chile,
presented an interesting account of
Gabriel Mistral, famous Chilf"an poet~
ess and N abel prize winner, for her
efforts in promoting the brotherhood
of man. The Uruguayan consul in
San Francisco, Sr. Eduardo Dieste,
discussed Pan-Americanism, and
Professor N. Forsyth Ward, of Berkeley, delivered a Baha'i talk, which
was well received by an audience of
about 85 people, many of whom were
visitors. Rounding out an enjoyable
program were musical selections by
Miss Marilyn Zahl, accomplished
pianist. The Youth Committee reports a successful Spring Regional
Youth Conference. The occasion included a business meeting, a banquet, a dance in a private residence
and a public meeting at which Jimmy Fozdar and Lois Johnston spoke
before an audience of fifty individuals. Classes for children between
the ages of 6 and 12 are held at the
Center each Saturday morning at 11
o'clock. The children have worked on
a project of making scrapbooks
showing the customs, manners and
dress of people of all nations. The
similarity and kinship of all peoples
is thoroughly stressed during this
activity.
Los Angeles-The Baha'i Journal
published by the Spiritual AssemblY
of the Baha'is of the City of Los
Angeles is an extremely attractive
bulletin with numerous helpful news
ideas. An example of this was the
listing of the new committee appointments and in addition the addresses and telephone numbers of
all the committee members, alphabetically given.

Chicagcr-The Chicago Spiritual Assembly not only appointed Committees to serve for the ensuing
year, but earnestly asked all mem~
bers of the community to offer their
services on one or more of these
committees, as it is desired that

The Dumont, N. J., Baha'is spon.
sored a talk on '·A Commonwealth
of Nations-The Parliament of Man,"
at which a member of the staff of
the Iranian Embassy who has been
attending the United Nations meet~
ings spoke. Harriet Morgan Kelsey.
concert pianist of Teaneck, furnished
the music at this meeting, which
was held at the Masonic Temple.

News From Other Lands
Broadcast in Germany
This message, dated April 8, 1946,
was broadcast over the American
Forces Network reaching Paris,
Bremen, Berlin, Bayreuth, Normandy, Frankfort, and a few stations in Austria: "And in Stuttgart,
Germany, the National Spiritual As-

sembly of the Baha'is of Germany
held its first meeting in nine years.
The group seeking world unity
through religion' was banned in 1937
by Henrich Rimmler, and many of
its members were imprisoned by the
Gestapo."
Much of our other European news

Members of the Natiooal Spiritual Al!iJ8embJY' of Germany, elected at tbe Natianal
Convention held in Stuttgart April 6 aDd 7. 194:6. Left to debt: Fftd. Koller. Fra.u Dr.
Kobler-Jager J Dr. RennalUl; Grossman. Edith Horn,. Marta BrallllS Foret, Marta
Weiss, Eggen KDorr, Bec1e Scbabert) and Paal GoUmer.
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this month is culIed from a new bulletin issued from the International
Baha'I Bureau at Geneva and- called
the Geneva BUTeau News Exchange.
It gives us several heartening signs
of re-awakened activity among the
Baha'is of "that spiritually famished
continent. U
Two Letters from Germany
Annelie Homan, Stuttgart, writes:
. . "The misery and suffering of
the war years, the present day distress, and the knowledge of difficult
times ahead have caused many
hearts and minds to ripen for the
acceptance of Bahit'u'IHlh's Teachings. The souls around us are starved
for the Word of God, and it is up
to us to show them the Light. The
best means for this are aur weekly
meetings. What a joy it is to see new
faces each time t We are now 61
declared believers in Stuttgart!'
A letter received from Mrs.
Leidinger. mother of a prisoner of
war, reveals both the handicaps
which German Baha'i youth suffered
under during the Hitler regime and
the way in which at least one of
them kept his faith in spite of these
handicaps. Mrs. Leidinger writes
that her son, Reinhold, has interested
one of his fellow prisoners in the
Faith. He himself had been deprived
of a thorough instruction in the
Faith, because he had been perforce
a HHitler Youth" and so received
compulsory instruction based on
principles directly opposite to those
of the Faith. But he knew enough
of the fundamental truths of the
Faith to derive spiritual sustenance
from it and pass it on to one of his
comrades. Then he wrote home asking for a ~'Baha'i letter for his friend
and some booklets." The account
adds that the Baha'i letter was sent
to the friend and two BaM'1 books
lor Reinhold.
Switzerland
The editor of a weekly paper isJ. led in Berne and Zurich has published an article about Baha'u'llith
written by a Baha'i of Paris, Mr.
A. Alexander. This editor has become interested in the Baha'i Teachings and wilT be glad to Use his
paper to -publicize them further. His
nephew is also interested and desires more material about the Cause"
so that he may make the Teachings
known among his ~riends.
.
Yugoslavia
Through Mrs. Bolles we have
heard from Mme. Desanka Forgovice~Tokin, a Baha'i who teaches mu-
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sic in Vrsac, Jugoslavia. She expresses deep gratitude for all that
Mrs. Louise Gregory did for her in
confirming her in the Faith. She also
writes of the HawfuI strain of these.
days," which has injured her health.
She has been obliged to move to
very poor quarters because her former lodgings were confiscated by the
state. We quote the following from
her letter: "We spent the days of
May 23 and 29 in ardent prayers
for the realization of the religious
brotherhood in the whole world. May
the Abater of all troubles grant us
our prayers. I deeply regret that
I cannot write to Palestine, and
thank you for having sent my
respects there." For Mme. Tokin's
address and needs see June News.

Professor

Desanka

Tokin-Forgo.vice,

Bahi.'1i of .JugosJa.via.

Italy
Geresina Campani of Florence is.
so far as we know, the only Baha'i
in Italy. She writes Mrs. Bolles of
the fearful strain, she and her family
are under. Her husband does his
best, but prices are so high that
"nothing he can earn is enough."
Her daughter, husband and baby,
not yet a year old, had their house
destroyed by Allied. bombs in 1943
and had to live with 25 other refugees for 45 days in three rooms without light or water. They are now
living with her parents, the Cam~
panis. Her husband, a doctor, has
as yet no position. She speaks of
Italy as "no more the land of songs
and joy. Too many tragedies in the
largest tragedy of the waf." But she
closes- with this note of hope: "that
a real Peace will issue from so great
a turmoil, that our children and
grandchildren may see a healthy
world (healthy in spiritual meaning)." She gives her adress as Viale
duce di Genova, 24 Florenze, Italy.

..
Czechoslovakia
Vuk Echtner has written of an
Esperanto meeting devoted to the
Baha'i Cause held in Prague on June
5. The meeting was very successful.
With the help of a good Baha'i
teacher from outside he thinks a
Baha'i '. assembly could soon be
formed.
A new book on the Cause' written
in Czech was published in April.
It is entitled The Orient and the
New ETa and is a compilation of
fragments "from the Czech translation of Dr. Esslemont's book and
from A World Religion and The Goa!
oj aNew World Order by Shoghi·
Effendi.
Mr. Echtner has taken up again
his work for the blind and has I' assumed the editorship of the magazine 'Auroro,' a Braille publication."
He is in touch with Mr. Harald Thilander of Sweden. According to Mr.
Thilander the in terna tional movement for the blind has suffered
greatly through the war. Mr. Echtner
thinks that Baha'is could h~lp to
revive it through working with the
"World AssOciation of Organizations for the Blind." He has a plan
of work to suggest.-in this connection
and "would be glad to' communicate
it to the World Language Committee." Perhaps our national committee would like to write Mr. Echtner
regarding this. A letter sent to him
in care of The Internation Baha'i
Bureau, 40 Grand Rue, Geneva.
Switzerland, would reach him.
Another letter from Mr. Echtner
described a shop window exhibit of
Esperanto and Bah;" I books and
pictures arranged by him in a busy
part of Prague. For the benefit of
inquirers attracted by the exhibit
Mr. Echtner has arranged a correspondence course on the Baha'I
Faith in' Esperanto.
India
The youth committee of Poona has
catalogued the Baha'i library there
and ordered many new books. They
have also conducted a children's
training class every Sunday morning.
The Poona Youth Day SympOSium
was a successful occasion, attracting
about 50 youth of both sexes, many
of whom expressed their interest and
intention to study the Baha'i Teachings. A half-column article in the
leading vernacular daily gave a- good
account of the symposium.
'Iraq
Foundations of a I:Ia;pratu'l-Quds

.

-
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are being laid in Bag!ldad, and two
other 'Iraqi Assemblies have taken
steps toward renting or bUilding
such a center.
The Baha!is of Iraq have contribu~
ted more than 6,000 rupees for relief
of their stricken brethren in Burma.

".'
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Enrollments

Cleveland, one. Peoria, one. Worcester, one. Edmonton, one. Den...
ver, one. Boston, one. Columbus,
one. Burlingame, one. Lima, one
youth. Fort Wayne, two youth. Portsmouth, two. Chicago, two.
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Directory

_

The following changes are. r~port
ed:
European Teaching Committee:
Correspondence is to be sent, for the
time being. to Miss Edna True. Chairman, 418 Forest Ave., Wilmette, IlL
Wilmington, Delaware Secretary _
Mrs. Miriam N. Schleigh, 2417 Market
St., Wilmington.
Fargo, N.D. Mrs. Esther Morrill, Secretary pro tern., 451 Oakland Ave., Far~
go.
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"Help Ye the One True God"
The Day Star of Truth that shineth
in its meridian splendor beareth us
witness! They who are the people of
God have no ambition except to revive the world, to ennoble its life,
and regenerate its peoples. Truthful·
ness and good-will have, at all times
marked their relations with all men.
Their outward conduct is but a reflection of their inward life, and their
inward life a mirror of their outward conduct. No veil hideth or obscureth the verities on which tbeir
Faith is established. Before the eyes
of all men these verities have been
laid bare, and can be unmistakably
recognized. Their very acts attest
the truth of these words.
o friends! Help ye the one true
God, exalted be His glory, by your
goodly deeds, by such conduct and
character as shall be acceptable in
his sight. He that seeketh to be a
helper of God in this Day, let him

close his eyes to whatever he may
possess, and open them to the things
of God. Let him cease to occupy himM
self with that which profiteth him,
and concern himself with that which
shall exalt the all-compelling name
of the Almighty. He should cleanse
his heart from all evil passions and
corrupt desires, for the fear of God
is the weapon that can render him
victorious, the primary instrument
whereby he can achieve his purpose.
The fear of God is the shield that
defendeth His cause, the buckler thai
ena bleth His people to a tta in victory.
It is a standard that no man can
abase, a force that no power can
rival. By its aid, and by the leave
of Him who is the Lord of Hosts,
they that have drawn nigh unto God
have been a hIe to subdue and conquer the citadels of the hearts of
men.
BAHA'U'LLAH, Gleanings p. 271

"My Constant Prayer, My Ardent Hope"
LeHer from the Guardian
To the N.S.A.
Dear and valued co-workers:

NEWS
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communities in the Baha'i world in
both the East and the West, augur
well for the future course of its operation, and foreshadow the splendors
of the victories which its consummation must witness. The forces that
have been released through the birth
of the Plan must be directed into the
most effective channels, the spirit
that has been kindled must be continually nourished, the facilities at
the disposal of its organizers must
be fully utilized, each and every barrier that may obstruct its expansion
must be determinedly removed,
every assistance which Baha'i communities in various lands may wish.,
or be able, to offer, should be Wholeheartedly welcomed, every measurethat will serve to reinforce the bonds
uniting the newly-fledged communities in the Latin world, and to stimulate the movement, ami" raise the
spirits, of itinerant teaChers and settlers laboring in the continent of
Europe must be speedily undertaken,
if the colossal task, which in the
course of seven -brief years must be
carried out, is
be befittingly
consummated.

to

The sterner. the task, the graver
. the responsibilities, the wider the
ing, with the cares of every day life, field of exertion, the more persist.

The new Plan on which the Amer- the severe restrictions which are still ently must the privileged members
ican Bah&. '{ community has em- imposed on visitors and travellers in of this enviable community strive,
barked, in the course of the opening foreign lands, the religious conserva- and the loftier must be the height to
years of the second Baha'i century, tism and spiritual lethargy which which they should a spire, in the
is of such vastness and complexity characterize the population in most course of their God-given mission,
as to require the utmost vigor, vigil- of the lands w~re the new pioneers and throughout every stage in the
ance and consecration on the part are to labor, add· to the challenge of irresistible and divinely guided evoof both the general body of its prose- ,the task, and render all the more lution of their community life.
. culor. and those who are caIied upon, glorious the labors of the national
Setbacks may well surprise them;
as their national elected representa- commWlity that has arisen to achieve trials and disappointments may tax
tives, to conduct its operation, define what posterity will regard as the their patience and resourcefulness;
its processes, watch over its execu- greatest collective enterprise, not the forces of darkness, either from
tion, and ensure its ultimate success. only in the history of the community within or from without, may seek to
The obstacles confronting both its itself, but in the annals of the Faith dampen their ardor, to disrupt their
participants and organizers, particu- with which it stands identified.
unity and break their spirit; pitfalls
larly in the European field·, are forThe initial success of the enter- may surround the little band that
midable, and call for the utmost prise which has been so auspiciously must act as a vanguard to the host
courage, perseverance, fortitude and launched, the enthusiasm which it which must, in the years to come,
self-sacrifice.
ha s already engendered throughout spiritually raise up the sorely ravThe precarious international situa- Latin America, the hopes it has aged continent of Europe. None of
tion in both Hemispheres, the dis- aroused amid the suffering .and sca t- these, however fierce, sinister or untress and preoccupation of the tered believers in war-lorn Europe, yielding they -may appear, must be
masses, in most of the countries to the .feelings of admiration and envy allowed to· deflect· the protagonists
which pioneers will soon be proceed- it has excited throughout several of a God-impelled Plan,· from the
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course which 'Abdu'I·Bahoi has cho·
sen for them, and which the agencies
of a firmly established, laboriously
erected, Administrative Order, are
now enabling them to effectively
pursue.
That they may press forward with
undiminished fervor, with undimmed
vision, with unfaltering steps, with
indivisible unity, with unflinchiog de·
termioation until the shioing goal is
attained is my constant prayer, my
ardent hope, and the dearest wish of
my heart.
Your true and grateful brother,
SHOOHI

Haifa, Palestine
July 20, 1946
The faUowing statements weTe
written by the Guardian thTough his
.eCTetary in a letteT dated July 20,
1946, the postscript of which, signed
by Shoghi Effendi, is printed above.

Seven Year Plan
You can well imagine that much
of his thoughts are now centered on
the work of the new Seven Year
Plan. Its tremendous importance
'Cannot be over emphasized, for on
its success hangs the success or fail~
Ure of the future work which 'Abdu'lBaha io His wisdom apportioned to
the Baha'is of North America. The
Guardian, however, having had now
for 25 years the experience of working with the American believers, no
longer has any doubts as to their
capacity for work, their devotion,
their loyalty and their determination
to never faU their Faith! It is
therefore with a mind at rest and a
confident heart thai he has entrusted
to them the great tasks of the next
seven years.
Temple Services
As regards the whole questi?n .of
the Temple and services held m .t:
- He wishes to emphasize that he
is very anxious, now that this first
and greatest Temple of the West
has been built, and will, within a
few years, be used for wor~p and
regular services by the BahillS, that
no forms, no rituals, no set customs
be introduced over and above the
bare mininlum outlined in the teachings. The nature of these gatherings
is for prayer, meditation and the
reading of writiogs from the Sacred
Scriptures of our Faith and other
Faiths· there can be one or a number of'readers; any Baha'I chosen,
or even non-Baha'i, may read. The
gathe~s ahould be simple, dignified, and designed to uplift the soul
and educate it through hearing the
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creative word. No speeches may be
made, no extraneous matter intro.duced.
The use of pulpits is forbidden by
Baha 'u'l1ith; if, in order to be more
clearly heard, the person reading
stands on a low platform, there is:
nQ objection, but this should not be
incorporated as an architectural feature of the building.
As he already informed you by
cable, he thioks that the best sealing
arrangement from every standpoint
is that the section of the audience
in the center of the auditorium, beneath the dome, should face towards
'.Akk.i, and all the other seats around
this central space should be placed
in the form of a circle so that the
seats face inwards towards the cell'ter of the Temple. In other words
a central mass facing '.Akk3.-ward"s,
surrounded by circular rows of seats
facing inwards ..
The reader should stand where he
or she will be best seen and beara
by all. All minor details regardiog
this matter are left to the discretion
of your Assembly to decide after
receiving the advice of experts. As
he already informed you, he suggests using fixed rather than m ......
able seats.
Vocal music alone may be used'
and the position of the singers or
singer is also a matter for your Assem bly to decide; but again, there
should be no fixed poiot, no architectural details markin·g a special
spot. Acoustics should certainiy be
the main consideration in placing
the singers.
The Guardian feels that the Temple, if divided into an auditorium
and eight or nine small rooms, would
have a far too circumscribed seating
cap",cily for a National House of
Worship and that also the small
rooms would serve no useful purpose
whatever. In view of· this he in·
structed you to do away entiretY
with these superfluous rooms; the
whole maio floor of the bullding
should form one vast auditorium with
no dividiog walls at all. What provision for keepiog the cold out, and
what entrances you wish to make
constant use of, are matters for your
Assembly to decide after receiving
expert advice.
Color may be used in the interiorand indeed, it was Mr. Bourgeois'
inte~tion to use it, as the origioal
cross-section showing the ioterior,
which nOW hangs here in the archives, shows. (The photographic
plate and reproduction of this draw-

ing you already received.) The Guardian feels very strongly that you
should adhere as much as possible
to the architect's own design for
the interior-otherwise the homogeneity of the building will be destroyed,
which would be a fa tal mistake. Any
modifications should be in the nature
of elimioa ting or simplifying-and
only when absolutely necessaryBourgeois's designs. and such
changes should only be made by an
-experienced architect and decorator.
and not be left to the discrimination
of mere laymen.
He approves of lightiog beiog employed as part of the decorative
scheme, but suggests you avoid anything in the nature of producing a
gloomy or bizarre effect.
As he cabled you, he approves of
·opaque white glass being used
wherever recommended on the
ground floor in order to provide the
interior with the necessary privacy_
Very careful consideration should
be given to the acoustics of the
.auditorium, and wood: or any other
material may be used in the interior
in order to facilitate this.
The use of all nine or only a certain number of entrances is left to
you to decide in consultation with
your advisers.
He need not tell you how very
important the decisions are which
you will now be called upon to make
in connection with completing the
Temple interior. He urges you, at
all tm.es, to receive the very hest
technical advice, and to bear in
mind that the main thing is that the
meetings in the Temple should be
conducted in a beautiful and peaceful setting, in comfort and with dignity and simplicity, and that the
andience should be able to hear
perfectly and the tone values be
plea sant to the ear.
Bahi'i Music
Music, as one of the arts, is a
natural cultural development, and
the Guardian does not feel that there
should be any cultivation of "Bah •.'i
Music" any more than we are trying
to develop a Baha'I school of painting or writing. The believers are free
to paint, write and compose as their
talents golde them. If music is writ·
ten, incotporating the sacred writ·
ings, the friends are free to make
use of it, but it should never be
considered a requlrement at Baha'i
meetings to have such music. The
further away the friends keep from
any set torms, the better, tor they
must realize that the Cause i. a b-
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solutely universal, and what might
seem a beautiful addition to their
mode of celebrating a Feast, etc"
would perhaps fall on the ears of
people of another country as un·
pleasant sounds-and vice versa. As
long as they have music for its own
sake it is all right, but they should
not consider it Baha'i music.
Acts of Immorality
Any blatant acts of immorality on
the part of the Baha'is should be
strongly censored; the friends should
be urged to abandon such relation. ships immediately, straighten out
their affairs, and conduct them~
selves as Baha'is; if they refuse to
do this, in spite of the warnings of
the Assembly, they should be pun·
ished through being deprived of their
voting rights. The N.S.A. is em·
powered to settle such cases of
flagrant immorality without refer·
ring them to the Guardian.
Formation of National Assemblies
In Central and South America
and Canada
As he already informed you by
cable, the West Indies, Mexico and
Panama are considered part of Central America, and will be under the
jurisdiction of the Central American
N. S. A. The Canal Zone and Puerto
Rico also are part of this area and
under its jurisdiction. Two N. S. A.' s
will be formed; one for Central and
one for South America. They will
adopt their own constitutions after
election, which should follow as
closely as possible that of your own
body. This new constitution - for
obviously these two new N. S. A.'s
will not seek for Latin America to
have two different ones - will he
in Spanish, and will be published in
the Bahi'i World, there to join its
sister constitutions in EngHsh, German, Arabie and Persian. The Canadian constitution should, likewise, be
patterned on and closely follow your

own.
Your Assembly must determine
the number of delegates, and call
the first Conventions of these three
new national bodies, and they must
receive a certain amount of supervision and guidance from you until
the end of the present Seven Year
Plan, when they win pass directly
under the supervision of the Guardian. Your Assembly is, so to speak.
their sponsort and they will become
independent at the end of this pres·
ent plan.
Bahi'i Funeral Services
There is no objection whatsoever

The fwJ,eral of John D. Bo$ch at Olive Hill Cemetery. Geyserville, JuJy 24, 1946

to non-Baha'is being present when
the long prayer for the dead is read',
as long as they respect our manner
of reading it by rising and standing
as the Baha'is do on this occasion.
Nor, indeed, is there any objection
to non-Baha'fs being present during
the reading of ,any Baha'i prayer for
the departed.
An official Saha' i funeral service
should only be given for a believer,
but Ihere is no objection to the read·
ing of Baha'i prayers, or indeed to
a Bah';' 'I conducting the funeral serv·
ice of a non-Baha'i, if this has been

requested.
In reporting Bah,;,'l marriages it
is much better to mention that the
ceremony was performed by the Assembly, as this is the proper thing
to do, and an individual only acts
for the Assembly on this occasion.
As a funeral is not a legal ceremony
more latitude can be allowed, es~
pecially as the family of the deceased may want some particu1a r
Baha'i friend to officiate.
IDtemational Relief
Concerning the question of the
Philippines, they are not under your
Assembly's jurisdiction, but you can,
being such a sturdy and prosperous
community, lend them a helping
hand and advise them. The Guardian urges great caution, however, in
handling the situation there; this is
a new community which has never
had any close contact with Baha'is
·This explanation deals with the qllestion raised by the NSA in a letter to the
Guardian: "The Assembly wishes· to
know whether one ol the prayers used
lor the departed is to be read only when
those present are all BahA'is, or whether
its use is unrestricted like other texts.
This is the prayer appearing on pages
70. 71 and 72 of "Baha'i PTQ.lIeTB."

from other countries, and well organized and recognized administrative bodies - such as existed in
Germany, Austria and Burma before
the wa r. You should ascertain if the
people requesting help really need it,
and are really Baha'is. He would not
recommend that anything more than
food parcels, clothes, and Baha'i lit·
erature be s~nt them at present, and
he hopes the way will open for a
competei1:t-- -Baha'i teacher to visit
them t and help them organize their
affairs on a true Baha'i basis.
He feels thai sufficient relief funds
have now been accumulated in
Tihran, and that, except for any para
eels of food and gifts individual believers may still wish to send, any
sums on hand for this purpose should
be directed into the European teaching and publishing work.
Radio Station in Temple
The Guardian approves in principle of a radio station, and sees
no objection to its being in the TempIe; but he considers the cost you
quote too much of a burden at the
present time for the Fund to bear, in
view of the multiple expenses of the
new Seven Year Plan. If there is
any way it can be done for a price
you feel the Fund could pay, and
which would be more reasonable, he
approves of your doing it.

Object of Inter-Racial Work
The following leller by the Guard·
ian, written through his secretary,
was addressed to the Race Unity
Committee on December 30, 1945,
and is published with the Guardian's
consent.
"He feels that as the main object
of the Baha'l inter·racial work is to
abolish prejudice a gainst any and
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every race and minority group, it is
obviously proper for them to include
in particular 'any group that is receiving especially bad treatmentsuch as the Japanese-Americans are
being subj ected to. There is also no
reason why work should not be done
among and in cooperation with the

Mexicans, the Chinese and so on.
tiRe has always been very anxious'
to have the Indians taught and enlisted under the banner of the Faith,
in view of the Master's remarkable
statements about the possibilities of
their future and that they represent
the aboriginal American population.
"The Negroes, likewise, are, one
might say, a key problem and epitomize the feelings of color prejudice
so rife in the United States. That is
why he has so constantly emphasized
the importance of the Baha'is actively and continuously demonslra ting that in the Faith this cruel and
horrible taint of discrimination
against, and contempt for, them does
not exist but on the contrary is supplanted by a feeling of esteem for
their great gifts and a complete lack
of prejudice in- every field of life.
"The work of the Race Unity Committee should' include, as far as is
possible, contacts with aU minority
groups, and wherever there is a particularly stout prejudice against a
special group-such as the feelings
against the Japanese in the Western
States and the Negroes in the Southern (states), etc., efforts should be
made to counteract it by showing publicly the Baha'i example
of loving tolerance and brotherly
association. ! t

Keep in Touch with Local
Youth Activities
The following excerpts from letter
of the Guardian, written through his
secretary and addressed to the National Youth Committee under date
of October 2Il, 1945, are published·
with the Guardian's consent.
"He feels that one of the primary
duties of your Committee is to encourage young Baha'is to prepare
themselves for pioneer work, in Latin
America; as he has already informed
the American believers, the tremendous tasks facing them in Europeindeed, all over the world-cannot be
em barked upon until they have finished the work begun in South America. In this field youthful Baha'is
have already accomplished much,
and he hopes others will arise and
follow them.
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j'Now that the war is over and so
many young people are being released from the services and returning to a more normal life, the
young Baha'is in every city should
make a point of keeping in touch with
local youth activities and clubs, and
should make their views known to as
many young people in as many ways
as possible. Above all, they should
set a high example to them; chastity,
politeness, friendliness, hospitality,
joyous optimism about the ultimate

future happiness and well-being of
mankind, should distinguish them
and win over to them the love and
admiration of their fellow-youth. The
thing which is most conspicuously
lacking in modern life is a high
standard of conduct and good character; the young Baha'is must
demonstrate both, if they hope to
seriously win over to the Faith mem~
bers of their own generation so sorely
disillusioned and so contaminated by
the laxity war gives rise to. "

National Spiritual Assembly
National COD.ultation
on Race Unity
Dear Baha'i friends:
At its September meeting the National Spiritual Assembly adopted
comprehensive plans for general consultation on the subj ect of race unity
teaching, to focus attention upon this
basic application of the principle of
the oneness of mankind and prepare
the way for the adoption of new
methods and policies which can
intensify the influence of the entire
Baha'i community as an instrument
for the removal of prej udice and
separation between the races on this
continent.
Steps have been taken to invite
the members of the National Race
Unity Committee to consult with the
NSA from 9:00 to 10:00 a.m., Sunday,
December 8, and to hold a general
consultation with the believers in
Temple Foundation Hall from 10: 00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. that same day.
Luncheon will be served in Temple
Foundation if possible.
The Temple ·Program Committee
has been requested to arrange the
program of the public meeting at
3 :3(1 p.m. December 8 as a meeting
devoted to the theme of "The Baha'i
Basis for Human Relations," dealing
directly with the Baha Pi conception
of unity.
A special invitation is being ex~
tended to the National Teaching
Committee and the Regional Teaching Committees and Assemblies of
the following States to be represented at the general conference;
Mary land
Kans as
Virginia
Missouri
West Virginia
Nebraska
Dist. of
Alabama
Columbia
Mississippi
No. Carolina
Louisiana
So. Carolina
Arkansas
Georgia
Oklahoma
Florida
Texas

. Kentucky
Tennessee
Indiana
The National Race Unity Commit-.
tee has been requested to help arr~nge a banquet in collaboration with
the Chicago Assembly to be held in
Chicago Saturday evening, December 7, along the lines of the ;mpressive race unity banquets held by the
Chicago Assembly in recent years.
Finally, a special committee of the:
NSA has been appointed to compile
a manual on Baha'i race teachings
and policies, the issuance of which
wili unify our minds and hearts on
the most effective ways of serving
race unity in all parts of the country, and release a powerful new
impetus both individual and collective for hasterung the advent oj

Divine justice.
The various National Committees,
Regional Committees, Assemblies
and communities are requested to
note these plans and prepare to enter
into them with ardor and efficiency.
As the details are worked out, later
and more comprehensive announcements will be made.
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASS£!'l4BLY

The Status of Baha'i Youth
in the COImnunity
Since there has not been a common understanding of the place of
Baha'i Youth in the community, the
National Spiritual Assembly has decided upon the following principles:
First, the term "Baha'i" is not limited to declared believers twenty-one
years of age or older. Young people
between the ages of fifteen and
twenty-one are Baha'is even though
they may be referred to as Bahil'i
Youth. The members of a community.
are all the declared believers in that
community, regardless of age.
Second, each individual, fifteen
years of age and older I becomes a
registered believer upon acceptance
of the qualifications of faith set forth
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by the Guardian and by declaration

to a Spiritual Assembly nr to a Regional Committee. All individuals.
regardless of age. should be lovingly
and ear¢uIlY prepared for acceptance into the community.
Third, it is not necessary for a
regularly enrolled Baha'! Youth to
redeclare his faith at the age of
twenty-one. When a Baha'l Youth declares his faith. it should be a spiritual step binding upon him for the rest
of his life and not a mere statement
of some future intention. On reaching
the age of 21. the individual is to
notifY the local Assembly secretary
or the regional committee so that
he may be registered" as a voting
member.
Fourth,

individuals between the

ages of fifteen and twenty-one have
all the rights and privileges of a
community member except voting in
Baha'l elections. Baha'! Youth may
participate without question in all
the consultations of the community;
they may serve on any committee
of the local Assembly; in fact. it
is the· conviction of the members
of the National Assembly that local
Assemblies should use all feasible
opportunities to give encouragement,
experience. and training to the
younger members of the community. Baha'! Youth may also serve
on national and regional committees.
Fifth, members of the community
under twenty-one may not serve as
Convention delegates or as members
of a local or National Assembly.
In these matters, as in voting for
these positions? the age limit of twenty-one" must be maintained in order
to assure the legal position of the
local and National Assemblies.
Sixth. the children of believers
may attend the Nineteen Day Feasts
and other intimate gatherings of the
community. but when they reach the
age of fifteen, the local Assembly
should lovingly inquire if they wish
to declare their faith and enroll as
members of the community. If they
do not declare their faith afler fifteen. they do not have the rights
and privileges of community membership. The· local Assembly is cau·
tioned not to exert Wldue pressure
00 such young people but to treat
them in a very kindly spirit and.
when they wish to declare their faith.
to assist them in careful preparatioo
to understand the significance of
such a step.
The Guardian has repeatedly
stated. the tremendous responsibilities to be discharged by the present

EUBOPEAN TEACHING CAMPAIGN BEGINS
Mrs. EUy Graelle (secoad from left) sa1Ied from New York ... Ibo S. 8. 81&............
fjord. will1 Mrs. Solveigh Corbll (Dirt In picture) OD IIeplember ,tb, tile f\nI: p i _
10 set forila _
!he dlrecUon of lI1e E1InJpean ~ c.mmutee. Mrs. Graelre
will be the resideDt director of the GeDev& Office uncler' the E.T ,C.J aDd Mrs. CorWt
I. lite pioneer 10 Norway. From left 10 rI&Id \be pi ........ A ..... Mrs- leU,. swa .....
Mrs- Graeffe. MIss Rita Van Sombeek &D4 _
MMeJeIne IIIImbert. Mrs- 8lraub
aDd HIss Van Sombeelt sa1Ied for BolJ.aDd Sept. %SUI; MlIa B1IIIIberi Is to leave for
BeIgtam in January. 'l'be other Babi'is bkldtng the plODee:r'II Ged.BII!ed are Mrs.
A.. K. KalaDiar aDd: Mrs. A. G. Tlcbe:b.or.

generation of Baha'i Youth. All local
Assemblies are urged to adopt a
consistent policy of encouragement
for the development of a generation
of trained and devoted Baha', Youth.

SPmrru.u. AsSCMBLY

literature translated into all the languages needed for these countries.
The Guardiants convention mes-

sage· and his letter to the North

American Baha'is in June, created

tremendous interest throughout the
United States and the European
The Fir8t Pioneers to Europe
Teaching Committee is very happy to
The great new proj ect of the Sec- report that a number of wonderful
ond Seven Year Plan is that of bring- souls have volunteered to take up
ing the Message of Baha'u'llilh to· pioneer work in the goal countries
ten European countries. Therefore mentioned by the Guardian. As of
the National Spiritual Assembly ap- this date (Sept. 3. 1946). the compointed a European Teaching Com- mittee can report that these posts
mittee with the following member- have been filled by Baha'i pioneers
ship: Edna True. Chairman. Mary· who are nationals of the countries
Barton. Paul Haney. Anna Kunz. the Guardian wishes opened up at
Charles Mason Remey. Julia Shows. this time. This is one of the miracles
Mary Sprague. Dr. Katherine True of Baha'u'llah, because these volunand Clara Wood.
teers already are completely familiar
The first meeting of the European with the languages necessary and the
Teaching Committee was held on fact of their being nationals greatly
June 26. 1946. and plans were laid expedites the matter of getting passout in accordance with the Guard- ports and visas.
ian's letter to the Baha'is of North
As a vital part of the European
America. dated June 15. 1946. In this teaching campaign, the Guardian has
message of the Guardian, the com- requested that the European Teachmittee was directed to dispatch nine ing Committee set up an auxiliary
pioneers immedia!ely to the capitals office in Geneva, Switzerland, as an
of Sweden. Norway. Denmark, Hoi- adjunct to the Baha'; International
land. Belgium. Luxembourg. Italy. Bureau. Mrs. Etty Graeffe has been
Switzerland. Spain and Portugal, to chosen to be in charge of this office
start their teaching work; to furnish and is sailing on September 7 to
the pioneers with adequate Baha'\ make a survey of the goal countries
-NATIONAL
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on her way to Geneva. With Mrs.
The theme this year is "World OrGraeffe will sail Mrs. Solveigh V. der Through World Faith" and in
Corbit, . who will be our pioneer to most instances but one speaker will
Norway. On Sept. 18, Miss Rita Van be used. This together with a fine
Sombeek and her sister, Mrs. Jetty musical program, well-planned pubStraub, of the New York City Baha'i licity, exhibits, and radio broadcasts
community, will take up their posts will, we know, again bring the name
in Holland. Later, on Oct. 18, Mr. Baha'i to the attention of the masses.
and Mrs. Anders Nielsen with their
The programs or invitations this
son, of the Burbank, Calif., Baha'i year are quite outstanding in appearcommunity, will embark for Den- ance, something that will not be idly
mark, to take up their post in that laid· aside by those receiving them.
The first meeting is scheduled for
country. Miss Madeline Humbert of
the New York City Baha'i community, Minneapolis on October 13th and the
leaves in late September or early prayers of all the friends are reOctober, for Belgium to serve as quested for this city and each one
pioneer in Brussels. As soon as trav~ to follow.
eJing and passport arrangements can
The eleven key cities of last year
be completed, our chosen pioneers have beeJ'l supplied a budget and inwill be dispatched to Spain, Portugal, vited to again join in this work by
Italy and Luxembourg.
putting on a similar meeting this
Our chairman, Miss Edoa True, year. They will also use the theme
will be sailing the la tier part of Sep- "World Order Through World Faith"
tember to make a personal survey and thus the momentum begun last
of some of the goal countries and to year will be doubled,
Special stress is being laid on the
help in establishing the Geneva office and to consult with the British follow-up work to be planned well in
advance by a special committee orPublishing Trust.
Each pioneer will be equipped ganized for this purpose, which with
with Baha'u'llah and the New ETa the assistance of the Regional and
in the language of the country to National Teaching Committees has,
which he is going as well as with a by far, the most important work to
pamphlet for free distribution, which do, that of keeping alive the interest
has been especially compiled by the of the seekers attracted to the Cause
European Teaching Committee for through the public meetings.
-PUBLIC MmnNG COMMITrE'E.
this purpose. The committee is also
very fortunate in having some of the
National Baha'i Advertising
other Writings already existing in
several of the languages required.
Begins
The committee feels assured that
Following general approval of
the community of the believers in plans by the NSA in July, the Public
North America will join them in their Relations Committee met July 28
special prayers for the inauguration and made decisions on details of the
of tbis new and tremendous project. work. This report covers activities
EUROPEAN TEACHING COMMrrrEE
conducted in July and August, 1946.
KATHERINE K. TRUE, News Editor
1. Two releases have been sent di
reet to newspapers and news magaPlan of the Public Meetinp
zines during each of these two
Campaign
months, through the public relations
The function of the Public Meet- firm of Harry Coleman, Chicago.
ings Committee as outlined by the The list includes papers in towns of
National Spiritual Assembly is 'to 25,000 and more population. The subbring the tea chings to the leaders jects used in July: Commemoration
and masses through a series of public of the Martrydom of the Ba b; plans
meetings in various cities to be con- for interior ornamentation of Tern·
ducted with the cooperation of the pIe. August themes: world changes
respective local Assemblies. n
in religion today; the public camContinuing the work so admirably paign to be conducted this year on
begun last year, "key cities" have world order through world faith.
already been selected: Minneapolis,
2. A release for use by Assemblies.
W;innipeg, Montreal, Binghamton, groups and active workers locally
Urbana, Albuquerque, Salt Lake has been prepared in each of these
City, San Francis co, Baltimore, months, for distribution through the
Miami, Nashville, Pittsburg, and committee bulletin. This series of
Cleveland. The climax of the cam- publicity does not duplicate the mapaign will be the Convention Public terial issued direct.
S. A schedule of national adverMeeting.
w

tising has been adopted, including
the foliowing magazines: Newsweer.,
for the general public; World Report,
for those directly interested in world
peace; Editor and PublisheT,and Publishers Auxiliary, for editors, columnists, feature writers; and Broad·
ca-sting, for radio announcers., sta.
tion managers, program editors, etc.
The public advertising goes in two
magazines having a circulation of
763, 781. The papers going to press
and radio workers have a circulaw
lion of 34,795.
The general, public advertising
features the theme of World Truth
for a World Era, and offers free
copies of booklet reprinting several
talks from The Promulgation of UniveT$al Peace. This is a 32-page pamphlet entitled World orneT Through
World Faith, carrying out the theme
of the whole public campaign this
year.
The advertising planned for professional men in the press and radio
fields is intended to make the name
'Baha'i" have a d"efinite and important significance. A copy of the summary of the teachings is to be sent
free on request.
The September schedule has been
placed as follows: Newsweer., September 23, If., column; Editor and
Publisher, September 14, 'h column;
PublisheTs Auxiliary, September 14,
42lines (three inches); Broadcasting,
September 16, 'h column.
This effort marks the beginning of
national Baha'i advertising jn Arner-iea, and the accumulative effort
should be to make the Faith far
more generally known to the public
and also to key persons influential
in press and radio fields.
4. The Committee has entered into
a contract with the Coleman firm
for professional services including
publicity, advertising and· special
public relations work from July, 1946
to April, 1947. The firm is now working with the various Chicago bureaus
which can feature visits to the
Temple by national convention and
other travelers coming to Chicago
this year.
5. The Committee is preparing 200
copies of a "Public Relations Kit"
containing pUblicity, adverti~ing and
other material which can be used
by national committees, local Assemblies, groups and traveling teach4
ers.
6. Contacts by mail. The Committee is mailing out to selected Jists
of key persons on a regular montillY
schedule copies of printed matter,
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including the Summary of the Teachings, Chicago TTibune Temple picture reprint, and special reprints of
Baha'i material: A Pattern for Fu,tUTe Society, Industrial Justice, The
Principle of Religious Unity, and
The Reality of Brotherhood. 10,000
each of these four reprints are to
come from the printer in September.
10,000 Summaries were printed in
August. A second edition of The Coming of World R eZigion is expected
by September. Lists of names can
be sent to the Committee for this
contacts work, and the Committee
will use as many as possible, as
well as names taken from the Temple Guides Committee Register of
Visitors.
7. In order to make a vaila ble for
local use the material offered by
the Committee in the form of publicity, advertising, photographs, etc.,
a plan has been adopted for issuing
a bulletin a bout nine times during
the year. The first number was prepared in July, but the mimeographing and mailing has been delayed
by conditions outside our control. The
bulletin also offers useful suggestions
for local campaigns.
Our present direct press publicity
schedule carries the Baha' i releases
to some 673 papers in about 350 towns.
-PUBLD: RELATIONs COMMrrrEE

Latin American News
Latin American activity is hitting
a new high in preparation for consolidation of existing Baha'i Communities and the extension of the Message to the masses. Chile is setting
the pace by opening extension teaching in four different cities; two in
the deep south; one under the direction of the so recently formed As·
sembly in Valparaiso, and another
further north. The four are Temuco,
Mulchen, Valdivia and VIDa del Mar.
The friends in Guayaquil, Ecuador,
have been assisting Hasele Carnbleth
in the goal city of Quito. A center
has been opened and Hascle reports
regular weekly meetings with aver~
age attendance of 15.
Gayle Woolson is now tea ching in
Cali where the Masons have opened
their lodge to listen to the Message.
She will also visit Guayaquil and
Quito in Ecuador, and later, Medellin, Cartagena and Barranquilla in
Colombia. Miss Lotus Peterson of
St, Paul is planning to leave as a
pioneer to open up the new goal city
of Maracaibo, Venezue1a. The Assemb1y in Caracas is doing extension
teaching in Maracay. Valencia and
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Puerto Cabello. Mrs. Woolson will
visit them later. Gwenne Sholtis is
working in the new goal city of Sucre,
Bolivia, with the result that there
are now four active Baha'is there,
one brand new, and several persons
near to the Cause. Miss Sholtis will
go in December to Lima for change
of climate and will join there in the
regional drive to open Callao. The
Assembly of Lima, Peru, assisted by
Mj~s Eve Nicklin, has opened a center
in Callao; there is a small group and
a. new believer has just registered.
Miss Virginia Orbison has gone
to the goal city of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
and the first believer there has
just registered. Mr. and Mrs. Edmund J. Miessler of Columbus Grove?
Ohio, are sailing to Brazil on the
15th of September, to settle there
with their two children as resident
pioneers. Mr. Miessler is manager
of the Sao Paulo branch of a large
importing firm.
In Central America, Mrs. Marcia
Stew.ard is making a survey of all
six '-countries with a view to consoli~
dating existing Assemblies and stim~
ulating extension teaching work.
Mrs. Louise Caswell has gone to the
goal city of Colon, where there are
now three active believers, one just
registered. Dr. Escalante is opening
extension teaching in the new goal.
city of La Ceiba in Honduras. In
the West Indies, Dr. Malcolm King,
pioneer at Port-au~Prince, Haiti, and
chairman of regional work in the
Islands, will make a trip to Kingston,
Jamaica, to censult with the Assembly, choose a goal city in Jamaica
and begin regional teaching there.
In Cuba, Jean Silver is teaching in
the goal city of Cienfuegos, and Dr.
Walter Blomquist of Havana has
been visiting and teaching in Santa
Clara, with the result that a class of
twenty-two students has been formed.
Santiago is the goal city in the Dominican Republic and the Assembly
in Ciudad Trujillo is doing extension
teaching there.
Mrs. Shirley Warde and the As·
sembly of Buenos Aires are preparing the first South American Teaching Conference to be held in that
city November 8 to 11. Delegates
from all the South American countries are invited to attend and splendid publicity has been granted. Mrs.
Amelia Collins will attend as official
representative of the Inter-America
Committee and of the National Spiritual Assembly. Mrs. Warde t Artemus Lamb of Punta Arenas and
Hugo Arteageatabeitia of Valparaiso
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are collaborating on an up-to-date
radio series, including suitable
sCripts for all cities and also transcriptions on discs. Artemus has been
making a survey of Chile and plans
also to survey Argentina, Uruguay
and Paraguay, to consult with his regional committee and assist in the
stimulation of extension teaching.
Fourteen new Baha'is have registered this month.

Appeal for Settlers
and Teachers
The seven most critical cities
in the United States requiring
urgeot teaching help are:
Brattleboro, Vt., Wilmington,
Del., Greenville, S.C., Louisville, Ky., Fargo, N.D., Lara.
mie, Wyo., Boise, Idaho.
The National Spiritual Assembly makes urgent appeal
that all believers who can volunteer to settle in any of these
cities, or even give brief or
occasional teaching help, notify
the National Teaching Committee at once.

Latin American
SpirituaJ Assemblies
Ejected ApriJ 21, 1946
South America
Brazil-Rio de Janeiro and Bahia
Venezuela-Caracas
Colombia-Bogota. and Mogotes
Ecuador-Guayaquil
Peru-Lima
Bolivia-La Paz
Paraguay-Asuncion
Chile-Punta Arenas, Santiago and

Valparaiso
Argentina-Buenos Aires
Uruguay-Montevideo
Central Amerlea.
Guatemala--ciudad de Guatemala
Honduras-Tegucigalpa
Nicaragua-Managua
Costa Rica-Puntarenas and San
Jose
EI Salvador-San Salvador
Panama-Panama City
West Indies
Cuba-Havana

Haiti-Port-au-Prince
Dominican Republic-Ciudad Trujillo
Puerto Rico-San Juft.n
Jamaica-Kingston, B. W. I.
N orlh American Continent
Mexico-Ciudad de Mejico

Baha'i Literature in Spanish
for North America
The Baha'i Publishing and Distributing Center for Spanish literature
in Panama requests that believers
desiring to order Spanish books tor
N-orth America be apprised of the
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conditions governing the ordering of
these. Every order must be accompanied by a bank draft in the name
of Comit,; BaM'i de Publicion y
DistTibucwn, and be sent to this
Committee at the following address:
Apdo. 2008, Ancon, Zona del Canal.
. The Committee has in stock in Span·
ish the following: New Era, 63c;
·Dispensation, 15c; Prayers, 14c; Answered. Questions, 6Oc; various
pamphlets from 2 to 3c apiece. There
will soon be available, the following two books: The Wisdom of
'Abdu'I-BaM, 42c. and Tn_ Great
Announcement, S5e.

Smnmer Tea.,hiDg Circuits
The program of expansion and consolidation which has been outlined
by. the Guardian for the first two
years of the second Seven Year Plan
involves the immediate reinforcement and strengthening of seven of
our ,. spiritual prizes" won during the
first Seven Year Plan; the further
consolidation of fifty small Assemhlies; the speedy conversion into Assemblies of u over thirty groups
having six or more members"; the
achievement
one
hundred
and
seventy-five Assemblies functioniDg
in North. Am"erica.
The National and Regional Committees are bending every effort to
bring these needs before the body
of the believers and to solicit their
help in this great task. Regional
Teaching Conferences have been held
in many cities to stimulate and focus
the attention of the believers on the
goals which have been set for the
region; inter-regional circuits have
been developed to provide teaching
help to the weaker Assemblies; the
large Assemblies have been asked
to cooperate with the Regional
Teaching Committees by providing
teaching help to nearby groups and
Assemblies, as well as settlers to reinforce and hold the status of established Assemhlies; and various
teaching bulletins and teaching aids
have also been made available.
During the summer RTC reports
indicate that twenty new isolated believers have been enrolled, and many
regional projects have been completed with most encouraging results.
Nine inter-regional circuits provided teaching assistance to Assemblies in the Northea stern, Southern,
Central and Western states. Mrs.
Mamie Seto of San Francisco, Calif.
enroute to Louhelen in June visited
Boise, Ida., Salt Lake City, Utah,
and Laramie, Wyo. Successful meet-
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ings are also reported in Lima,
Cleveland, and Alburquerque. Commenting on her trip Mrs. Seto writes
'Everywhere I went I found a new
readiness on the part of people,
which makes our new task easier."
During July and August while attending the Green Acre Bah';' 'j School,
Mrs. Sara E. Witt of Santa Monica,
Calif. gave teaching help to the Assemblies of Portsmouth, Boston,
Providence, New Haven, Hampden,

Brattleboro and the group in Hartford, Conn. In Brattleboro, Mrs. Witt
spoke on "The Gateway to Spiritual

Rebirth" and the local Spiritual Assembly reports that Mrs. Witt "has
given us a very encouraging start
for our work under the Second Seven
Yea r Plan. " Mr. and Mrs. Crane
of Hackensack, N. J., also visited
Brattleboro enroute home from a
teaching trip to the Maritimes in

July.
Mrs. Margarite Ullrich of Oak
Park, lll., with her two daughters,
Marjorie and Florence, and Robert

Mrs. MarperHe UDric/a aDd daaPleno
Marjorie and. FlOl'eDce wftIl Boberi
MlessIer dllriD&" Ulelr leachln« trip III

Wessler visited Greensboro, N.C.,

made stop...overs in Columbus, Dayton, Cincirmati, Ohio, Indianapolis,

Greenville, S.C., Augusta and Atlanta, Ga., from June 17th to 30th.
The Augusta Assembly reports that
Mrs. Ullrich "gave a talk on the

Temple and Temple slides were
shown at the Oliver General Hospital" as well as at tile homes of
Mrs. Sego and Mrs. Allen. The young
geOpie entertained. with violin, piano
and vocal music and at the GreenvillE:: meeting Robert Miessler gave a
review of This Earth One CountTy.
Fireside meetings as well as public

meetings were planned in all of the
cities visited".

Another group,-composed of Miss
Pari Zia-Walrath, Miss Betty Schefner and Mr. Harlan Scheffler,-from
the Temple area, and Mr. RossWoodman of Winnipeg, Manitoba, devoted
their vacation perind to teaching and
presented symposiums in Sioux Falls,

S.C., Fargo, N.D., Duluth, Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., from July
22 to 31st.
On a circuit planned in cooperation with the Canadian Teaching
Committee, Dr. Edris Rice-Wray at-

tended the Conference at Banff, Alberta, in August and on her return
made several stop-overs in Montana
and Minnesota.

Mr. Alvin Blum of Little Rock,
Ark., again visited St. Louis, Independence, Kansas City, Missouri and
Topeka, Kansas, in August and re-

ports the meetings well attended.
En route to International School
this summer, Mr. Mason Remey
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Ind. and Topeka, Kansas.
In August, when Mr. John McHenry with his wife and two chlldren moved to California, stop-overs
were arranged and meetings were
planned in Waterloo, la.; Omaha,
Neb.; Cheyenne and Laramie, Wyo.;
Denver and Colorado Springs, Colo.;
Salt Lake City and Reno, Nevada.
Another Bah';' 'j family moving to
California from New York state, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd H. Munson, and their

son, are making stop-overs enroute
so that the friends can plan fireside
meetings in Fort Wayne, Ind., Peoria
Ill., Oklahoma City, Okla., and in
Albuquerque, N.M. They also plan
to visit isolated believers in Joplin, "Mo., and. Jefferson City, Mo.,
and in Kingman, Arizona.

Mrs. Ruth Moffett visited Manchester and Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in

July and two new believers were enrolled following the meeting. In Cedar
Rapids she appeared on the "Distinguished Guest" program for a tenminute broadcast during which she
was interviewed.

Regional

Teaching

Committees

also report many circuits and pro·
jects which have been successfully
completed during the sum mer
months. One of especial significance,

because it resulted in the strengthening of one of the weaker Assemblies,
is the Regional Teaching Conference
held in Richmond Highlands, Washington, on July 21th and 28th. Ar-
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rangements were made for twenty
three over-night guests by a local
housing committee and a food committee planned a dinner served cafeteria style to sixty-one persons attending the Conference. "Saturday
after~oon the conference discussed
the Guardian's message,"
Mrs.
Helen Wilks, RTC secretary, reports,
"and in the evening a public meeting was held in the Masonic Hall,
beautifully decorated for the occasion
by Venus Curl of the Seattle communitY. Mr. John Schurcliff of Tacoma and Mrs. Alice Elmendorf! of
Seattle spoke on 'Unity in World
Religion.' ,About seventy-five attended this meeting. On Sunday, a
study class on 'The Will and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Baha'i,' was conducted and in the afternoon Convention
arid Summer School reports were
given.
The children sang songs which they
had learned at Summer School, and
stood on a natural rock platform
edged with rocks and flowers, with
trees on either side, which made a
beautiful setting." The report further states that as a result the Assembly is Hover the hump," and
that much care is being given to
th., planning of follow-up meetings
there, With the chairman, speaker,
and hostess working together closely
to insure the success of the meetings.
Another very successful project . . at
Hampton Institute, Va., is elsewhere
reported in this issue.

In many regions the groups and
Assemblies arranged picnics. In Harttord, Cono., 45 people attended a
picnic which was given exc-ellent
publicity - with a picture of Mr.
George Goodman, the speaker, in
the local papers-and other regions
report similar success. Regional projects have also been developed to
help groups in an effort to increa se
the membership to the required nine
for Assembly status in April. In Columbia, S.C., the group is being
given regular monthly teaching help
by Mrs. Esther Sego of Augusta,
Ga. Another group at Glenfield,
N.D., is to receive the help of Miss
Margaret Detwiler of Fargo, N.D.,
during the month of September, and
this group has recently had a visit
from Mr. Hasan Abas who stopped
there on his way home from a teaching trip to Edmonton, Alta. The Wash.
ington and Oregon R TC plans to
send regular teaching help to the
groups at Auburn, Kirkland and
Bremerton over a period of months
to help these groups increa se their
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Green Acre Babi'i School. August 25, 1946.

membership. Groups and Assemblies have been visited by Miss Agnes
Alexander of Hawaii, who is visiting
in the United States.
.
Renewed activity is reported from
all regions, with the efforts of the
believers dir.ected along the course
charted by the Guardian to accomplish the task cCsummoning us to a
challenge, unprecedented in its gravity and force."
NA'lWNAL TF.A.cm:Nc COMMI'ITEE

What Displays Do You Need?
What kind of display-eXllibit material do you need or would you like
to have in your community?
Do you have available space or
large or small store windows; can
you use a booth at the near-by state
or county fair? Would your public
Library use a counter display?
This committee covers the wide
range activity field of sound film,
slide-programs and photographs. But
as an immediate project, it is the
desire of this committee to develop
the most effective display ideas pos·
sible to attract the largest number
of people. They hope to keep the
ideas simple enough for the friends
to construct and assemble displays
from the materials at hand",
One project now under the direction of the committee, as of its August 11th meeting, is a portfolio of
photographs and designs of a~tual
and proposed displays and exhibits.
Wha lever of this project is accepted
by the National Assembly will be
circulated among the friends to assist them in meeting local needs. For
this rea son the Visual Education
Committee would appreciate an immediate response of surveys of loca 1
needs and an outline of requirements.
-VISUAL EDUCA'l'tON COMMITTF..E

Bahli'is and Military Service
In recent months the National Spiritual Assembly has received several
requests for a clarifiea tion of the
present obligation of Baha'is in connection with military service, with

particular reference to whether the
establishment of the United Nations
Organization alters the spiritual necessity for Baha'is to apply for and
maintain a non-combatant status
when the conscription laws provide
this opportunity for those who are
opposed to combatant training and
service because of their religious
convictions.
Since the Teachings sanction an
international police force as an
agency of a sovereign world government, and approve the use of military force against recalcitrant- nations refusing to a bide by the decisions of a Supreme Tribunal, the
question arose as to whether the
existence of the United Nations Organization in its present form should
change the attitude of Baha'is toward
military duties which might require
the taking of human life.
The National Spiritual Assembly
referred this question to our Guardian, and received the following reply
in a letter from Haifa, dated July
20, 1946:
HAs there is neither an International Police Force nor any immediate prospect of one coming into
being, the Bah.. 'is should continue
to apply, under all circumstances,
for exemption from any military duties that necessitate the taking of
life. There is no justification for any
change of attitude on our part at the
present time."
Therefore it is" still the spiritual
obligation of Baha'is in the United
States and Canada who may be called
into military service to apply for a
non-combatant status in accordance
with the previous instructions of the
National Spiritual Assembly as outlined in the va rjous special bulletins
and rulings issued since 1941, and
which can be obtained from the N ational Office. It is also still
incumbent upon those already in the
armed forces to maintain . their
non~ombatant status, regardless of
the consequences upon their personal
safety, their convenience, the type of
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activity they must discharge, or the
rank to which they may be assigned.
(See ruling of N.S.A., published on
page 4, Baha'i News, April, 1943).
-NATIONAL SPllUTUAL ASSEl\oIBLY

Baha'i News Reporting
The new deadlines for reports to
be sent Baha'i News are as follows:
Local News - the 10th of
each month.
Regional News - the 10th
of each month.
National Committee Reports - the 20th of each
month.
News desired from local communities is that of successful teaching
experiences. successful publicity)
new teaching methods, and special
activities to further the progress of
the Cause. Photographs are most
welcome.
Address: Miss Garreta Busey, 503
West Elm Street, Urbana, m.

Hampton Institute Entertains
Baha'is
Hampton Institute, the oldest institution of learning for Negroes in
the United States, Alma Mater of
Booker T. Washington, was host to
the Regional Teaching Committee
for Maryland, Virginia, and West
Virginia which met there, on Sa turday and Sunday, July 27-28. About
fifteen Baha'is from the region attended. They were housed in "The
Moorings?" an Alumni hall; and their

meals were served on the campus
at the Holly Tree Inn.
On Saturday evening a public Baha'i meeting was held in Clarke
Hall, about forty attending. Talks
were given by Mr. Williams and
Miss Elsie Austin of Washington,
D~C., on the subject, "The Key to
Success in World Affairs." Major
Walter H. Brown, SecretaryofHampton Institute, gave a message of welcome and told of the origin and
aims of the Institute. After the meeting colored slides of the Baha'i Temple and of the various Baha'i summer schools were shown by Mr.
George Miller of Washington.
At dinner Sunday at the Holly
Tree Inn we had anum ber of guests
from Hampton and Newport News.
Among the guests was President
Ralph Bridgeman, of Hampton Institute. He gave a word of welcome
and told of the program under way
to make Hampton an educational instiution which recognizes no barriers
of creed, nationality, or color.
The la st meeting of the series was
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SWlday afternoon when a round table discussion was held on BRace
Unity in World Affairs." Miss Austin
was moderator and the other participants included a physician, an
educator, a Y.W.C.A. secretary.
Several people on the faculty at
Hampton attended and seemed to
be very much interested in the Baha'i Faith. Fifteen questionnaire
cards were turned in at the meetings. A display of Bah .. 'I books was
at the back of the rOom and was
of much interest to many. Pamphlets for free distribution were on
hand and were taken in quite large
numbers. Many students who were
not able to attend other meetings
stopped to look over the literature
and take pamphleta.
Because the meetings fell between
summer sessions and
a weekend
many of the studenta were away
and there was not a large representation of students in the audience.
However, the meetings were well
attended, all things considered, and
it was felt ·that the venture was
most successful in that "keyu pe0ple at Hampton had a good opportunity to learn about the Faith and
seemed warmly interested in it. The
invitation has been extended to the
Baha'is by the secretary of the Institute to hold similar conferences
at Hampton again.
"We felt also tliat this teaching
project was unqiue in that we were
able as a group to associate informally for two days with those whom
we wished to interest. It was a little
like holding a BaM.' I summer school
on a non-Baha'i campus, and seemed
to be a more effective way to stimulate real interest than the holding
of an isolated meeting. All of us
who went were extremely happy
over the whole trip and hope that
many seeds were sowed.".

on

News from Loeal Communities
Local news has come to us from
several communities, three of which,
Atlanta, Charlottetown and Chicago,
have appointed news reporters, who
already have gone into action. We
eagerly await news from others as
well.
In ATLANTA the theme for the
August weekly Sund·ay meetings was
The Prophet, with the following subtitles: "The Purpose of the Prophet,"
"The Proofs of Prophethood," liThe
Word of the Prophet, U and HThe
New Creation." In September each
of the major Prophets will be considered. One of the Atlanta projects

Miss Agnes Alexander (cen&er) with
Mrs. P. D. Cunningham ~ AUaaIa. (left)
and Mrs. Emma Lawrence of Auausta.
Ga •• lune, 19(6.

is the association of some of the
community with a group known as
Georgians United for World Federa·
tion. Margaret Rube writes, "By attending the bi-monthly meetings of
this group we are getting acquainted
with a variety of liberal individuals
who sooner or later may be ready
for the Faith. In the discussion periods we have a wonderful oppor·
!unity to hear each one give his
views, and also, we are enabled to
give the Baha'i point of view. This
group is composed of Quakers, Unitarians, Baha'is, Theosophists, Christian Scientists, Communists, Aetheists, Agnostics, Baptists, etc. In
every city lliere are such groups;
we recommend that Baha'is everywhere associate willi them. Here is
one good a venue towards finding
ready souls. to Public lectures featuring out-of-town speakers have
been held in the Chamber of Commerce. .
.Mr. John Robarts from Toronto
spent from August 16 to 23 in CHARLOTTETOWN doing contacts work.
There was a public meeting on "Faith
for Freedom" and a broadcast on
"A World Faith." Christine McKay
includes a sample of their new publicity venture. In an attempt to make
the word "Bahli'l" les formidable
to !be public, a series of Saturday
morning insertions in the Charwttetown Gua-rdian has been initiated
with the title, "The Word Baha'i
Means Light." This is followed with
a very short one sentence quotation
from Baha'u'llilh or 'Abdu'l-Bahli in
which various facets of that Light
are revealed. The fourth Mari·
time Bahli', Conference was held at
Keppoch about five miles from Charlottetown, P.E.I. from June 29 to
July 1. The attendance from the
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"'three Maritime Provinces varied
-from nineteen to twenty-four. Doris
Richardson of Toronto was the guest
ieacher.
On August 8, 1946, the CHICAGO
'Community had a program presenting the Case of the American Indian
with Mr. Eli Powlas who is a member of the Oneida Tribe and President of the Indian Council as the
Baha'i speaker. The entertainment
was by American Indian Artists of
Chicago with Anita Sky Eyes rendering readings and songs. Present
were about forty-nine of which thirty
were non-Baha'is. A JapaneseAmerican Citizen's Group meets
once a month at the Center. Recently
they requested that a Baha'l speaker
tell them about our Faith, whereupon
Horace Holley gave them the Message.
From 0 a k I and comes word
that several programs were sponsored at which the late Orcella Rexford spoke. A radio talk, a large
public meeting, two public classes,
and a baoquet led the way to weekly
classes attended by a group of nonBah8.'ls at the home of Mr. and Mrs,
Paul Jones. "God's Word does not
return unto Him void.'"
The J A C K SON invitation-to-a
meeting folder includes a photograph
of the House of Worship, a quotation from 'Al>du'l-Baha on "You Must
Be Happy," prayers for the removal
of difficulties, for healing and for
protection while travelling, as well
as explanations of Baha'l words and
information as to where further material may be obtained.
The CLEVELAND Baha'is have
inaugurated a new series of public
meetings which are held every Sunday at n a.m. at the International
Institute. Excellent publicity in the
newspapers and on the radio is being
received. Sarah Martin Pereira
writes, "The Community members
have spent a summer of intensive
study following the study outline of
Horace Holley, 'Deepening the Spiritual Life.' There is a great deal of
enthusiasm about the fireside study
groups from which the names of
new BaM'is should soon be forthcoming."
The Baha'l Journal of LOS ANGELES continues to come our way.
The August issue states that Andrew
Moller is planning a trip by air to
Denmark in order to visit his mother
who is ill. He will take an international Baha'l traveler's letter, and he
hopes to spread the Baha', Glad Tid-
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Bahi.'is of Gleadale aDd -Burbank. -Calli•• attending' Seminar held ..t the home 01
Mr. and Mrs" Anders Niell!lOD.

ings of world peace. In the same
issue is carried a short biography
of and splendid tribute to John D.
Bosch, who passed away on July
22, 1946, He and his wife gave to
the Baha'i World Religion all of their
property at Geyserville, California
for a Baha'i School. "It was through
this beloved Baha'i (Mr. Bosch) that
the famous scientist Luther Burbank
became attracted to the Faith. Luther Burbank told John and Louise
Bosch 'of asking his secretary to
read to him from the Bah .. 'i Teachings when he, all worn out and tired
would come to the house to rest
on his sofa a while-he felt restoration coming to him from hearing
read the divine words-he· was a
natural believer.' " To John Bosch
and LuthN Burbank together Abdu'lBah" revealed a Tablet.

Intensive Work in the
British Isles
Our readers will remember that
the British Baha'is have selected 9
goal towns, in which to establish spiritual Assemblies as a step toward
the completion of their Six Year
Plan. With the cooperation of visiting teachers, a program of regular
activity has been mobilized in eight
goal towns and four other towns. The
cities in which intensive work was
done in March and April were Leeds,
Northampton, Blackburn, St. Ives,
Blackpool, Nottingham, Birmingham, Liverpool, Exeter, Torquay,
Bournemouth, Altrincham and Bradford. Among the activities described
in these towns we note an exhibition
in a shop viewed by 400 people 106
of whom signed the visitors' book,

a Naw-Ruz meeting attended by 84
which brought a notable tribute to
the Faith from the non-Baha', chairman, a reading of "The Eternal
Covenant,J' Mr. Balyuzi's script.
which made a direct appeal in a new
way to a number of people, the Use
of a sound truck for advertising and
a public meeting at a Theosophical
Center. Alnong the workers in England we note David and Marion Hofman and Mr. Mottahedeh, all well
known to American believers. In
Blackburn Mr. Mottahedeh spoke at
a fireside, "with such love for all
in his heart (that) everyone was
very happy." At the Shop Exhibition
at Leeds "every Baha'i friend who
assisted . • . felt happy and excited
. . . the atmosphere was so spiritual
and peaceful. We had a gramophone
hidden away playing soft music, and
the sun shone in making the flowers
look gayer than ever."
Lo.",) Assemblies Sustaining

the Seven Year Pian

During Auguot 1946
Alabama-Birmingham
Alaska-AnchQrage
AI'Iz...-E. Phoenix Rural, Phoenix
Arkansas-LfIU. Rock
Calilonda-Alhambra, Berkeley. Bev.
erly Hills, Burbank, Burlingame. Clover.
dale Twp., Glendale, Long Beach, Los
Angeles, Oakland, Sacramento, San
Franc-Jaco, San Diego, Santa Barbara
Canada-Edmonton, Vancouver, Moneton, Halifax. Hamilton, Toronto
Colorado-Colorado Sprs., Denver
CODDecUcllt--Hamden
Delaware-Wilmington
Did. Columhla-WashingtOII
norlda-Jaeksonville, Miami

Geor&ia-AUBnta, Augusta
Ha....u-Honolulu. Maul

Idaho--Boise
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miDois----Danville, Elmhurst, Evanston,
Maywood. Oak Park, Peoria. Springfield,

Baha'i Addresses

Urbana. Waukegan, Wilmette
IndiaDa-Indianapolis, South Bend
Iowa-Cedar Rapids
Kansas-Topeka
Kentucky-Louisville
Louisiana-New Orleans
MaiDe-Eliot

Maryla.bd-Baltimore
Massachusetts Boston, B1i:ookline,
Springfield
Micbipn-Ann Arbor, Flint. Grand
Rapids. Lansing, Muskegon

National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.

Directory Changes
National Committee: Service to the
Blind.
Mrs. Amedee Gibson, Chairman,
616 N. Oxford Street, Los Angeles, California.
Local Spiritual Assembly, Little
Rock, Arkansas.
Mrs. Lucy Hawkins, Secretary,
1418 Louisiana Street, Little
Rock.

Minnesota. MinneapoJis, St. Paul
Misslssippi-J ackson
Missouri-Independence, Kansas City,

St. Louis
Montana-Butte

Nebraska
Nevada-Reno

New Bampsblre
New .Jersey-Dumont, Teaneck, New-

ark
New Mexico-Albuquerque
New York - Jamestown. New York,
Rochester. Yonkers,
No. Carolina-Greensboro
Ohto---Cleveland, Columbus. Dayton,

Lima
Oltlahoma-Oklahoma City
Oregon-Portland
PeDJISylvanla.-Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Scranton

Rhode Is1and-Providence
South CaroJiDa-Greenvil1e
Soutb Dakota.-Sioux Falls

Tennessee-Memphis
Texas-Houston

Utab-Salt Lake City
Vermom-Brattleboro
Virginia-Alexandria, Arlington
Washlrurton Richmond Highlands,
Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma
WlscODSln--Kenosha, Madison, Racine.
Wauwatosa, White Fish Bay
Wyoming-Laramie
106 AssembUes contrfb1dec1.
3Z Assemblies did not contribute
65 G ......... conlribuled
.

109 Isolated BahA'is con1ribaied

Calendar
Anniversaries: Birth of the Bab, October 20; Birlh of Bahll'u'IUih, November
12; Day ot the Covenant, November 26~
Ascension of 'Abdu'l-Bahlii, November 28,

at 1.00 A. M.
Nineteen Day Feasts: Kn01.Vledge.
October 16: Powe.,.~ November 4; Speech,
November 23.
Meetings of the National Spiritual As·
sembly: Odober 12, 13; December 5, 6,
7,8.

Table of Contents
Enrollments
Wauwatosa, one.
Jamestown, one~;_
Miami, one. Chicago, three. Los AngeleSt
one. Milwaukee, one. Cedar Rapids, two.

Alexandria, one. Moncton,. two. Long
Beach, one. Glendale, three. Richmond
Highlands, one. Beverly, one. Butte, one.
Enrollments reported by Regional
Teaching Committees in July, six.

New Baha'i literature
The Publishing Committee announces
the following additions to the Baha'i
catalog:Bahi.'a'Uab kaj la Novo Epoko, Lidja
Zamenhof"s Esperanto translation ot Dr.
Esslemont's work, published in Germany in 1930. A few copies have been
imported from London. $1.00 per copy,
paper cover.
The Mission of Baha'u'I.lAh, by George
Townshend, pamphlet reprint of Dr.
Townshend's introduction to nGod Passes
By." 24 pages and cover, 3'f.l by 5~
inches. 100 copies for $4.50.
Re Bas Come to Ute NatJon8,. by Marzieh Gail, with illustration of the Garden of Ri(lvan. 12 pages with cover, 3%:
by 6 inches. 100 copies for $3.00.
An Aid! to the Stu<ly 01 The Adminlotra:Uve Order 01 the Faith of Bah~'u'1l3h,
by Study Aids Committee. (See notice,
page 5, September Bah" f News). This
outline provides a convenient and thorough method for use by individual beUevers and groups of students to know
and understand the institutions, agencies and aims of. the order which COna
tains the germinating seed ot the future
civilization. Mimeographed. 16 pages
and cover. Ten caples for $1.50.
World Order ThrGu&'b World Faith,
selected public addresses ot' Abdu'l-BahA
in America. 32-page pamphlet. Six by
nine inches. Per copy 15c-ten copies

for $1.25.
Send orders to Baha'i PubUshin8' Com-

mittee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wiimette, Ill.
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"No Will But Thy Will"
q.1Dril'ied I art Thou. 0 Lord my
seest me dwelling in this
,riSOJo-hnuse that' lieth behind the
:eas and the mountains, and knowest
well what I have endured for
ov of Thee and for the sake of Thy
se. ThOu. art He, 0 my God, who
raised me up at Thy behest,
bidden me to occupy Thy seat.

=a

to summon all men to the court
mercy. It is Thou who hast
manded me to tell out the things
didst destine for them in the
let of Thy decree and didst inbe with the pen of Thy Revela;io , and who hast enj oined on me
;he duty of kindling the fire of Thy
in the hearts of Thy servants,
of drawing all the peoples of the
nearer to the habitation of
throne.
d when. as bidden by Thee. I
e and called out. by Thy leave.
Thy creatures, the wayward
.m ng Thy servants opposed' me.
)otlle turned away from me, others
iis wned my claim, a few hesitated,
e others were sore perplexed,
lOt ithstanding that Thy testimony
NIl set forth before the followers of
.n religions. and, Thy proof demon,tr ted unto all the peoples of the
and the signs of Thy might
werfully manifested as to en::0 pass the entire creation. . . .
I have no will but Thy will. 0 my
Lo~r!d. and cherish no desire except
l'h desire. From my pen floweth
lnl the summons which Thine exalted pen hath voiced. and my tongne
~ttereth naught save what the mo.t
::ireal Spirit hath itself proclaimed

The opening year of the second
Seven Year Plan so auspiciously in·
au"",rated is half spent. The entire
American BaM'! Community. galvanized through fuller perception of
the progressive unfoldment of its

YE"'R 10]

B... H...·I ER",

organized community alive to the
sub1jmity of its mission, is imperain the kingdom of Thine eternity. I tive. The manifold agencies, local,
am stirred by nothing else except regional, national and interconti·
the winds of Thy will. and breathe nental, directly responsible for prosecution of the Plan are now called
no word except the words which, by
upon to achieve, in their respective
Thy leave and Thine inspiration, I spheres, ere termination of this curam led to pronounce. . . .
rent year, successes so conspicuous
Behold, then, 0 my God, my lone- as shall immeasurably fortify hopes
liness among Thy servants and my of winning, within the stipulated
remoteness from Thy friends and time, a total, decisive victory. An
Thy chosen one ... I beseech Thee • .by immediate· notable increase in the
the showers of the clouds of Thy number of pioneers, particularly for
mercy, whereby Thou hast caused the newly-opened transatlantic field
the blossoms of Thy praise and ut- of service, is the supreme necessity
terance and the flowers of Thy of this challenging hour. The present
wisdom and testimony to spring trickle must at all costs swell into a
forth in the hearts of all them that steady flow of consecrated settiers
have recognized Thy oneness. to and itinerant teachers, who, mindful
supply Thy servants and my kindred of the Master's poignant plea, carewith the fruits of the tree of Thy less of their limited resources,
unity, in these days when Thou hast undismayed' by the somber interbeen established upon the throne of national outlook, undeterred by the
Thy mercy_ Hinder them not, 0 my formidable character of the tasks
Lord. from attaining unto the things undertaken or by the obstacles to be
Thou dost possess, and write down surmounted, will, in both the adminfor them that which will aid them istrative and teaching spheres, arise
to scale the heights of Thy grace to accomplish feats outshining the
and favor. Give them, moreover, to exploits immortalizing the record of
drink of the living waters of Thy American Baha'l stewardship in both
knowledge. and ordain for them the continents of the New World since
good of this world and of the world the inception of 'Abd~tl-Baha's Divjne
Plan. May the months immediately
to come.
ahead be productive of results
Thou art. verily, the Lord of Bah ... exceeding my fondest expectations.
and the Beloved of his heart. and
SHOGm
the Object of his desire. and the Hai/a, Palestine
Inspirer of his tongue. and the October 7, 1946 (Cablegram)
Source of his soul. No God is there
"Mounting Evidences of
but Thee, the Inaccessible, the Most
Magnificent Work"
High. Thou art. verily. the Almighty.
the Most Exalted. the Ever-ForgivOverjoyed. grateful for mounting
ing. the Most Merciful. BAlLI.·u·LLAH evidences of magnificent work
Prayers and Meditations, p. 100.
achieved. Assure the departed and
the prospective pioneers of my
boundless gratitude. fervent prayers
and loving admiration. and abundant
glorious destiny, is geared to a reward for exemplary response and
SHOGHI
higher speed of organized activity, magnificent labors.
and uplifted to a new level of collec- Haifa. Palestine
tive achievement. The forces mys-- October 19, 1946 (Cablegram)
Note: 'Ibe Guardian's message ot Oc~
teriously released.
designed to tober
19 was sent in reply to the cabledirect the operation and stimulate gram which the National Assembly ad·
the processes to insure the consum- dressed to him from the October meetmation of the second stage of the Di- ing a.s. followt:vine Plan. ~re inconceivably potent.
"Deep gratitude your message OcFull, rapid use of these forces, by an tober seventh sending copy every be-

Messages from the Guardian
The Forces Mysteriously
Released Are Inconceivably
Potent
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liever stop Happy report helpful con·
ference Temple Technical Commit.
tee European pioneers departed Solveig Corbit, Etty Graeife, Jetty
Straub, Rita Van Sombeck and committee chairman Edna True for surveys conferences Mr. Mrs. Nielsen
scheduled sail October eighteenth.
First Public Meeting Minneapolis
attracted overflow audience. National advertising campaign arousing interest. Devotedly."

There Is No Time to Lose
Dear -and valued co-workers:
As the opening phase of the Second
Year Plan draws inexorably to a
close, the American Baha'i commu·
nily, which has already abundantly
demonstrated its capacity to carry
to a triumphant conclusion the initial
stage of the Plan conceived by 'Abdu'l-Baha, must equally-nay, even
more convincingly-prove to the entire BahO.'i world, its inflexible determination and undoubted ability
to discharge befittingly whatever reo
sPonsibilities the constant evolution
of the Plan may impose upon its
members under any circumstances
and in whatever continent of the
globe. As the field of their historic
labors steadily widens, as the implications of their high mission become
more apparent, as the complexity
of their task increases, as the agencies designed to facilitate and ac·
celerate its execution multiply, the
members of this community must,
individually as Well as collectively,
redouble their .4Iforts, evince a nobler spirit of /$ff-sacrific~, di.s~l~y
greater resou~@fulrtess, unlty, Inl~a
tive, steadfa~ess and enterpr~se,
rise to loftier heights of herOism
and ·self-abnegation, and establish,
more convincingly than ever, their
right to be regarded as the worthy
champions of a glorious Cause, the
principal builders of a unique Order,
the chosen trustees and executors of
a divinely conceived Plan.
Theirs is the duty, at once urgent,
inescapable and sacred, to scatter
more widely and as far as the extremities of both the North and South
American continents, to cross the
ocean in ever-increasing numbers.
and reinforce, rapidly and systematically the outposts of the Faith in
West~rn Europe, lay, on a definite
and unassailable basis, the foundations of new and fl~urishing communities, disseminate. energetically.
and on a far more extensive scale,
the literature of the. Faith in all
the languages which the execution
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of the Plan, at its present stage,
demands, collaborate· more closely
with the two National Assemblies
and their subsidiary agencies already fW1ctioning in that continent,
initiate, wisely and patiently, whatever measures may be required to
further the purposes of the Plan,
and surmount. at whatever cost,
every obstacle they may encounter
in their path.
.
As to those who, owiq.g to circumstances beyond their control, are unavoidably prevented from participat.

Memorial to John Stearns,

first BahJi,ti

ing in this national and inter-continental crusade, and are denied the
privilege of struggling in the
front of battle, either at home
abroad, theirs is the no less
torious task, to aid by every
in their power, whether through
'nancial assistance, constan11t~~:~f;r'~
and encouragement, the S'
literature or the appointment
uties, the little band of their
brethren, who have assumed so
ponderating a share of the re"pc'rpsjbilities now facing the entire

pioneer to Ecuador.- Ia&ermenl at Lima. Pen

BAHA'i
lUlljity: alL without exception, with1t teservation, without further dey, must participate. Each and
,er~ one, to the fullest extent of
.5
r her ability, and however disae . g the prevailing circumstan~S, or circumscribed the means,

Lus1 arise to contribute to the sue~ss 'of this new enterprise, that will
: oQ.ce safeguard the fruits already
'~red through the successful conus' n of the first stage of the Dine Plan, and enable its prosecutors
. 1 Wlch, at the appointed time,
,e ~rd and a still more glorious
ag, in its evolution.
There is no time to lose. The task,
ough prodigious, is not beyond the
Ipacity of those, who, in so short
titne, in such distant fields, over
I wide
an area, and in the midst
a people so alien in temperament,
nguage and custom, have won such
IDspicuous victories for their beved Faith, and laid so enduring
fotmda tion for its na scent institums.
This gallant community is now
mmoned to undertake, further
iel and in circumstances admitd1 more adverse and challenging,
ta k infinitely more meritorious.
ld considerably richer in its ponti lities. To fail, at this critical
, to rise to the height of
e
asian, would jeopardize the
10 sal
w 0 r k so painstakingly
hi ved in the course of many long
ar , and irretrievably shatter the
for the early opening of the
and most shining pha se of the
Plan,-a stage whose cometi9n must mark the closing of
e lnitial Epoch in the Plan's proes4ive unfoldment.
M~y this community, faithful to
pledge and obedient to 'Abdu'l·
!hil's mandate, arise as one man
d carry Qut, in its entirety and
thin the stipulated time, the task
which it has so spontaneously
lb rked.
SBOGm

following passages are from the
.an's letter of October 5. 1946. writ·
ough his .secretary.

Need for Pioneers
ihoghi Effendi wants to particu,
ly emphasize the need for more
neers and travelling teachers,
",t particularly in the European
:d; The present very unsettled
te of the world, the confusion
I suspicion which seems to be
IWing rather than dissipating, ne-
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cessitates immediate action; no post- the sacrifices involved. He himself
ponement to future years of an in- ~hrough his personal corresponden~
crease of workers abroad can be IS constantly pressing the Baha'is
permitted} if the goals of this second to volunteer for this service and
Seven Year Plan are to be success- hopes during the coming ~onths
fully achieved. Indeed a time may many more people will place themcome when the friends will look back selves at your disposal for this alland regret every hour of delay as important service.
.
a priceless opportunity irrevocably
I need not tell you all that he
lost! Rapid as has been the work
in Latin America, the work in Eu- constantly prays for your success
rope must go forward at a much and guidance in the discharge of
more urgent pace. Although he feels your increasingly heavy duties. He
the European Teaching Committee admires greatly the spirit of persehas already done wonderfully well, verance and dedication with which
he urges you to appeal to the believ- YOU are serving, and you may cail
ers to arise in far greater numbers, upon him at any time for his asand go abroad at once, heedless of sistance and advice.

The Twenty-fifth Anniversary
of the Guardianship
The Pa8l!ing

of 'Abdu'I-Bah8.
With the approaching observance
on January 6th of the twenty·fifth
anniversary of the Guardianship,
our minds turn back this month to
the events of 1921 which connect
the Guardianship with the life of
'Abdu'l-Baha. To refresh our minds
concerning the passing of 'Abdu'}Baha, we qunte brief selections from
a letter of Louise Bosch written from
Haifa, December 5, 1921.
"Our beloved 'Abdu'I·Baha passed
from this earth early Monday morn·
ing. It was at half·past one o'c1ockthat is to say, one and one-half hours
after midnight on Sunday. He had
no illness in bed. His deparb.lre from
this world was a rather sudden occurrence. It was half an hour before
he closed his benign eyes forever
that he said to Rouha Khanum, who
was alone in the room with him,
iiI am dying." There was no one
else in the room with him, as all
were in their respective beds asleep,
no one imagining on awakening that
such could be the case. Notwithstanding the fact that our blessed
'Abdu'l·Bahii was not so well that
day, and in truth had not been well
for a long time, but in consideration
of his work which he did every day,
and the care that he took to carry
out his work every day, and the
attention which he paid to matters
great and small, and the visitors
which he received up to the last,
and his inquiries after the welfare
of the pilgrims present and the sick
in the villa ge, and the requirements
of the holy family-in short, notwith·
standing the fever which 'Abdu'l-

Bahii had that day and several days
previous, which fever would come
and go and was desig:t la t<Yi as malarial-the members o( the hOi.:~ehold
were not aware of t.he apDfoachin;
departure.
"After Rouha Kham.:.m had giv€'n
him some medicine, she aWaKenE':J
the hafy mother. The others, a1.:>0
Dr. Krug, were sent for. He happened
to be (as a pilgrim) on the grounds.
He and his wife were lodged, and
still are at the present time, in the
room which 'Abdu'l-Bahii had built
for himself as an addition to his
house--the room to which a stairway leads, in the garden near the
entrance. So Dr. Krug was not far
away and could come quickly' but
alas!' 'Abdu'I·Baha breathed O~y a
few times more and all became still
within his holy temple.
"At first we were as dumb and
speechless, bewildered. We stood or
kneeled before the bed. We gazed
upon his face and could not trust
our eyes. . . . Then, after a while,
the mosquito netting over the bed
was let down, and this covered from
our eyes the earthly remains of our
Lord. We got up and went into the
adjacent room, and the door of the
room out of which we came was
closed.
"The holy funeral took place on
Tuesday morning, the casket being
borne on the shoulders of men, up
and up and up Mount Carmel, until
the sacred spot of the Tomb of His
Holiness the Bab was reached, and
there 'Abdu'I·Bahii was temporarily
buried.
"The holy family awaits the a ....
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rival of Shoghi Effendi Rabbani from
England. Until that time nothing will
be undertaken regarding the reading
of the Testament of Our Lord. the
Center of the Covenant of God. He
left a letter addressed to Shoghi
Effendi, and j;h.is letter he gave for
safe-keeping to the holy mother, and
gave the order to write to Shoghi
to come home . . . . "
From

~'Star

of the West:· vol. XII,

pp.

276-282.

When we observe on November 28
the Ascension of 'Abdu'I-Baha, let
us also prayerfully review the lifelong labors of the Master and the
great heritage He has bequeathed to
us.
"Thus was brought to a close the
ministry of One Who was the incarnation, by virtue of the rank
bestowed upon Him by His Father,
of an institution that has no parallel
in the entire field of religious histOry, a ministry that marks the final
stage in the Apostolic, the Heroic
and most glorious Age of the Dispensation of Baha'u'llfth.
"Through Him the Covenant, that
'excellent and priceless Heritage"
bequeathed by the Author of the
Baha'i Revelation, had been proclaimed, championed and vindi~
cated. Through the power which that
Divine Instrument had conferred
upon Him the light of God's infant
Faith had penetrated the West, had
diffused itself as far as the Islands
of the Pacific, and illumined the
fringes of the Australian continent.
Through His personal intervention
the Message, Whose Bearer had
tasted the bitterness of a life-long
captivity, had been noised abroad,
and its character and purpose disclosed, for the first time in its history, before enthusiastic and representati'l1e audiences in the chief cities
of Europe and of the North American continent. Through His unrelaxing vigilance the holy remains
of the Bab, brought forth at long
last from their fifty-year concealment, had been safely transported
to the Holy Land and permanenUy
and befittingly enshrined in the·
very spot which Baha'u'llilh Himself had designated for them and had
blessed with His presence. Through
His bold initiative the first MaIDriqu'I-Adhi<8r of the Baha'i world had
been reared in Central Asia, in Russian Turkistan, whilst through His
unfailing encouragement a similar
enterprise, of still vaster proportions
had been undertaken, and its land
dedicated by Himself in the heart

From lony 10 forty-live children of all ages ..tIeIMl /he dally _ ' i cIus Pvea
by Sra. NalaJi& Cb&_ of TepclpJpa, _ a s . 'l'he chI1dren have .. ~ .........
edge of the Faith and their pare11t8 are frteDdly to It. and some of them

s&ud~

it. The p1ctare sbows some of the members 01 the clau J with Mareia
ard in tile doorway and Sra.. Chaves in from.

of the North American continent.
Through the sustaining grace overshadowing Him since the inception
of His ministry His royal adversary
had been humbled to the dust, the
arch-breaker of His Father's Covenant had been utterly routed, and the
danger whiCh, ever since Baha'u'llilh
had been b~nished to Turkish soil,
had been threatening the heart of
the Faith, definitely removed. In
pursuance of His instructions, and.
in conformity with the principles
enunciated and the 1aws ordained
by His Father. the rudimentary institutions, heralding the formal inauguration of the Administrative Order to be founded after His
passing, had taken shape and been
established. Through His unremitting labors, as reflected in the
treatises He composed, the thouBands of Tablets He revealed, the
discourses He delivered, the prayers, poems and commentaries He
left to posterity, mosUy in Persian,
some in Arabic and a few in Turkish, the laws and principles, constituting the warp and woof of His Father's Revelation, had been elucidated, the fundamentals restated and
interpreted, its tenets given detailed
application and the validity and indispensability of its verities fully
and publicly demonstrated. Through
the warnings He sounded, an unheeding humanity, steeped in materialism and forgetful of its God,
had been apprised of the perils
threatening to disrupt its ordered
life, and made, in consequence of
its persistent perversity, to sustain

are.

1Jtew-

the initial shocks of the world upheaval which continues, until the
present day, to rock the fotmda tions
of human society. And hI. BUy,
through the mandate He had issued
to a valiant community, the concerted achievements of whose
bers had shed so great a lust on
the annals of His own minis
,He
had set in motion a Plan which, soon
after
its
formal
inaugur tion,
achieved the opening of the Australian continent, which, in a
ter
period, was to be instrument
winning over the heart of a
convert to His Father's Cause an4
which, today, through the irresi tible
unfoldment of its potentialit' , is
so marvellously quickening the
spiritual life of all the Repub' s 01
Latin America as to consti te a
befitting conclusion to the r ords
of an entire century.
"Nor should a suryey of th
standing features of so bl
and fruitful a ministry omit m
of the prophecies which the un
pen of the appointed Cen
01
Baha'u'llah's Covenant has reco ded.
These foreshadow the fiercene S ot
the onslaught that the resi Ues,
march of the Faith must pr voke
in the West, in India and' the
Far East when it meets the
honored sacerdotal orders 0
Christian, the Buddhist and
religions. They foreshadow th tur·
moil which its emancipation :from
the fetters of religious orlh<;doxy
will cast in the American, the i:uropean, the Asiatic and African con·
tinents. They foreshadow the 'gath-
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ing of the children of Israel in
eir ancient. homeland"; the erecIn pf the banner of Baha'u'llah in
e Egyptian citadel of Sunni Islam;
e extinction of the powerful inenee wielded by the Shi' ah ec~siastics in Persia; the load of
ise
which must needs oppress
itiful remnants of the breakers
ahil'u'll3.h's Covenant at the
center of His Faith; the splenr f the institutions which that trinp ant Faith must erect on the
'p s of a mountain, destined to be
. ed with the city of 'Akka that
s gle grand metropolis will be
rm/'d to enshrine the spiritual
Well as the administrative seats
the future Baha'i Commonwealth;
e
nspicuQus honor which the in.bi ants of Baha'u'lhih's native land

g neral, and its government in
ar, must enjoy in a distant
; the unique and enviable posiwhich the community of the
DS
Great Name in the North
.rt

n "can continent must occupy, as
di eet consequence of the execuIn of the world mission which He
ted to them: finally they foreadow, as the sum and summit of
I, the 'hoisting of the standaTd of
Id among an nations' and the uni:ation of the entire human race,
len 'all m en win adheTe to one
ligion ••. will be blended into one

ce, and become a single people" "
(From HGod Passes B\I/' pp. 314-316.)

to New York from MesLeft to ript: Sra. de Ve&,ara.
two childreD, Mrs. BoUes, Sr.
de Vegara, and Mr. RaDdolph
Jr.
visitors

Baha'i Addresses
National Office:
536 Sherid<'iln Road, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Tl'easuter's 0ffice:
UO Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
lllinoi"l.
BalIi'( Publishing Committee,
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
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National Spiritual Assembly
Race Unity Consultation
Change in Agenda

Since the general plans reported in October Baha'i News
were adopted, the National Assembly has found it advisable
to provide for more intensive
consideration of the teaching
policies involved in the best
promotion of the Faith in the
Southern areas.
The proposed banquet to be
held Saturday evening, December 7, in Chicago is eliminated
from the plans. Instead, a laboratory session will be held Saturday evening with the Ra~,~
Unity Committee, non-Baha I
consultants, and members of
the NSA.
The Sunday morning conference :in Temple Foundation
Hall, December 8, is limited in
attendance to the representatives of the Assemblies and Regional Teaching Committees of
the Southern States as listed in
October Baha'i NewS. The Conference will be devoted to the
subject of teaching and race
relations in the South, hence the
natural limitation of the participating areas.
The public meeting Sun~ay
afternoon in Temple Foundahon
Hall will be held as previously
announced.

How to Increase Bahii'i Effort
Dear BahIl'i friends:
.
Each of you has received a p.ersonal copy of the message ~h1ch
Shoghi Effendi cabled from Halfa on
October 7. When he calls UPO? the
llroanifold agencies. local, regIOnal,
national and intercontinental," ~
achieve conspicuous successes ~hlS
year, the Guardian addressers,. himself to every indivi.dual Baha I and
every Baha'i comm1ttee and Ass~m
bly now existing in North AmerlCa.
How can the sum total of our
Baha'i effort be greatly increasedthat is, effort expressed in deeds,
not words?
.
The answer is, by employmg the
full capacity each of us alreadY ~as
-by turning in to action the devotIon
d the knowledge which we actualan
.'
t
ly possess. The intentIon IS mys er. us and profound, but the . method
10
•
Iof
realizing the intention IS sImp e,
clear and measureable from day
to day. For example:

1. Do I attend the Nineteen Day
Feasts regularly~ If not, what prevents me?
2. Am I aware of the definite plans
adopted for attaining the objectives
of the new Seven Year Plan? Have
I felt that I have no responsibility
under the Plan if I am not a member
of one of the National Committees?
3. What are the facts about my
contributions to the Baha'i Fund?
Have I ever thought through this
rna tter of expressing my faith in
terms of sacrifice? Am I donating
twice as much as last year?
4. Am I teaching the Faith? If not
a lecturer or public speaker, do I
find ways to share the teachings
with others? Have I taught myself
to the degree that I begin to express
the basic truths and attitudes in my
daily life?
5. Do I contribute to the unity and
enthusiasm of my community or
group? Or am I carried along by the
spiritual power generated by others?
6. Am I able and willing to a bandon my present way of life and offer
to go to some post of difficulty and
trial?
7. Do I study the teachings regularly, with others or alone?
The self-examination is the important thing, and not the particular
form of questions we ask ourselves_
Action today is the sign of faith, and
not acceptance of any passive formula which leaves ourselves out of
the daily work. Let each of us set a
higher standard of Baha'i work. Living up to a higher standard is the
way to grow in strength, integrity,
capacity, usefulness, assurance and
the joy that nothing can take away.
NATIONAL

SPJRlTU .....
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Liability of the National
Spiritnal Assembly to
Third Persons
In the execution of its business
and administrative responsibilities
the National Spiritual Assembly will
have occasion to use the services
of employees t independent contractors and sub-agents which have been
appointed or employed by its national committees or other agents.
This is a general statement regarding the responsibility and liability
of the National Spiritual Assembly
resulting from such appointment and
employment, and as such is necessarily limited to a discussion of the
general legal principles applicable.
1. As a matter of general law, the

•
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National Spiritual Assembly will be
held responsible to third persons for
the acts of committees or other
agents appointed by it, if the acts
in question are within the scope of
the authority and duties assigned to
such committees or agents.
2. The National Spiritual Assembly
will also be responsible to third persons for the acts of an employee-a person who is employed for special
or particular work and who works
under the general supervision and
control of the National Spiritual Assembly, its committees or agents,
provided that the acts are within
the scope of the employee's duties
and authority.
3. The National Spiritual Assembly
will not be responsible for the acts
of an independent contractor, i.e.,

persons such as contractors, caterers, or others who are employed

for certain services and who are
put in complete control of the work
without interference from the National Spiritual Assembly or its committees.
4. As a general rule the National
Spiritual Assembly will not be responsible to third persons for the
acts of sub-agents who are appointed
by its committees since an agent
is not permitted to delegate his authority to another person. However
under certain circumstances the' N ational Spiritual Assembly may find
itself liable for the acts of such suba gents. Such liability results when
the sub-agent is appointed by a committee or agent which has been assigned work which in view of normal busine~s customs ordinarily includes the .iuthority to appoint other
agents, and which properly conducted reasonably requires the employment of other agents.
In view of these general legal principles and the inability to make any
rule which can cover all cases, the
National Spiritual Assembly should
guard itself against committee actions based more upon enthusiasm
than wise judgment .by issuing a
general statement regarding the limitation of committees. The following
statements are suggested· for inclusion in all committee appointments
by way of notice to committee chair-

men:
A. It is understood in acceptirig
this appointment that no committee
or committee member shall have
authority to bind the National Spiritual Assembly by any contract or
agreement with third persons unless
the National Spiritual Asembly shall
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have in writing officially and ex..
pressly assented thereto.
B. All committees or agents acting on their own initiative must ad..
vise third parties that the National
Spiritual Assembly can be made liable only by its written agreement
or assent to any undertaking and
that no agreements made by committees or agents shall create any
liability upon the National Spiritual
Assembly.
NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY

Treasurer's Report
Dear Baha'i friends:
Since we are into our sixth month
of this Baha'I year it might be well
to review the Budget as of September 30th, 1!N6.
The total Budget for the period
from May 1 to September 30 Wa s
$104,166.66.
Total contributions to the National
Baha'i Fund and Trustee Accounts
amounted to $89,167.01, leaving a
deficit in meeting our Budget of
$14,999.65.
.
It might be well to remember thai
in this item of $89,167.01, which represents the lotal contributions for
the period, that there are several
non-recurring legacies which we
have received since the beginning of
this Baha'l year. .
Plans are going forward rapidly
in all branches of Baha'i activity
and it will not be long before the
Fund will be drawn upon in large
sums for the interior decoration of
the Temple.
The degree to which we support
the activities which the Guardian
has outlined for the Second Seven
Year Plan, through the Fund, will
measure our ability to reach these
goals.
Faithfully,
PmLIP G. Smaam:, TTeasurer

Greeting to Esperanto
Convention
The National Spiritual Assembly
sent through the Chairman of the
World Language Committee the fol.
lowing message to the national Esperanto Convention held in July:
The American Baha'is send cordial
greeting and best wishes. We trust
that your gathering will be crowned
with success in your devotion to the
great principle of a universal auxiliary language which is a goal also
sought by the followers of Bah"'u'IlOh.
This year our hearts are deeply

louched by the loving memory
late Lidia Zamenhof, whose la
able death in Poland has sh
her many friends throughou
world. The American Baha'is a
ranging a memorial meeting .
honor to be held by our local gj
in hlUldreds of cities thro
North America. We hope th
Esperanto friends will meet wi
Baha'is on that occasion.
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Memorial Gathering in Ho

of Mr. John D. Booch
A memorial meeting to h
Mr . John D. Bosch will be c
ducted in Temple Founda t
Hall,Wilmette, lliinois, at 11
a.m., Sunday, November ~
1946, by a special commi E
appointed by the National S h
itual Assembly.
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Four wbo plaD to u,crOUJII piGDeer" b
ClevelaDd. Left 10 righi: Larry )tramer
Mabelle Perry, NarriDe Kill&". 1fOImacire•
!

Concerning Bulletins
from A. J. Stenstrand
For twenty years or more, c·
al
letters have been issued to somE
of the Assemblies by a part wh,
signs himself A. J. Stenstrand Chi·
cago. These bulletins apparenU see~
to make Baha'is believe that aha'·
u'llilh was not a Manifestatio , thE
One foretold by the Bab, but
im·
poster. When asked what to dO! witt
such communications, the National
Spiritual Assembly has alway~ ad·
vised the Assembly or individual tt
put them in the waste paper brSke1
and forget them. They merit n<t~con.
sideration by Assemblies, with theiI
feeble echo of the violation of a by·
gone day.
NATIONAL 8PmITuAL ASSEMBLY

BAHA'i
Ask for Credentials
One more Assembly has reported
having extended financial assistance
to a person claiming to be a Baha'i,
whose statements were later proven
wholly unre lia ble and untrue. The
name used in this case was Robert
Williams.
Baha'i membership can, whenever
necessary, be authenticated. When.
ever a stranger, claiming to be a
believer, seeks to exploit the Faith
in any way, the Assembly's duty

is to request credentials.

November World Order
A Baha'i Philosophy of Education-

J ahn Stroessler
Scientific Approach to Moral ConductJack B. Fatooh
We Long for Divine Guidance-Shirley
Warde
Blazing the Trail-8tanwood Cobb
This Glory, This Power. (Editorial)-

Horace Holley
AkIta, Poem-Laura

Romney Davis
The Promi.;;ed Day Is Come, Book Review-Mabel Hyde Paine
Double Rainbow. Poem-Nell Griffith
Wilson
South African Misson-Fanny Knobloch
With Our Readers

Foreign Language Editions
Part of the "new editions prepared
by the European Teaching Committee has been acquired by the
Publishing Committee for sale here.
Bahd'u'Udh et L'Ere Nouvelle (Esslemont book in French), per copy,
$1.25.
Bahd'u'!!<ih Og Den Ny. Tid (E,selemont book in Danish). Per copy,
$1.50
Address: Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
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This Earth One Country, by Emeric Sala. An introduction to the Faith
of special interest to adult, socially
responsible persons. 185 pages. Cloth
cover. Per copy, $2.50.
The Dawn of World Civilization,

a peace compilation reprinted from
World Order Magazine, April, 1945.
At a cost of 112c each, this pamphlet
can be widely circulated by individuals and communities. 8 pages. Pa-
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per cover. 100 copies for $1.50
BaM';: The Coming of Wortd Religion. 12 pages, with illustrations
of 'Abdu'l-Baha and the House of
Worship, printed on heavy paper,
in large type and bound in portfolio
form, with place for name of person
to whom copy is presented, Supplied
with heavy manila mailing envelope.
Second edition. Prepared by Public
Relations Committee. Per copy, $0.50

Progress of the Seven Year Plan
Pioneers to Enrope Begin
Teaching

two ships sailed that day "under
dramatic circumstances." And our
Committee adds: I'Did it not!lt
Shoghi Effendi once said to a visitThrough a series of equally foring pilgrim: "God raises up whatever means He needs to promote tuitous circumstances our Chairman,
His Cause." This surely seems to Miss Edna True, sailed September
be so as we follow the destinies 25th on the Dutch liner "Westerof those pioneers who have volun- dam," directly to Holland. Within
teered to inaugurate the European two'days of sailing she was able
Teaching Campaign. On September to get passage for our two Dutch
7th New York harbor was filled with pioneers, Miss Rita von Sombeek and
ships unable to move because of her sister, Mrs. Jetty Straub, on the
·the maritime strike. Two ships and very same ship. This too is a udratwo ships only. the "Kingsholm I I and matic circumstance," as the ship
the IIStavangerfjord,. , were able to these pioneers intended to leave on
sail on that day (because of special was indefinitely delayed by the
circumstances). and one of these two strike, and is, at this writing, still
ships carried our pioneer to Norway, tied up in New York harbor.
Already letters are beginning to
Mrs. Corbit, and our representative
·to Geneva, Mrs. Graeffe. A New come back from these first pioneers,
York daily paper reported that these a nd these letters are full of hope

Ill.

Books and Pamphlets
The Publishing Committee calls
attention to several titles which are
either new publications or timely
subjects helpful in teaching work.
Race and Man, compiled by Maye
Harvey Gift and Alice Simmons Cox,
.consisting of excerpts from current
scientific, sociological and religious
authors, and selections from the Baha'i writings. A valuable source of
material, and a book which can be
presented to libraries, teachers and
race leaders. 134 pages. Paper cover.
Per copy, $0.90
Baha'i Peace Program, by the National Committee on Baha'i Peace
Plan, 1945. Excerpts from writings
of BahB'u'llah, 'Abdu'I-Baha and
Shoghi Effendi, with comment relating the teachings to the current
world problem. 16 pages and cover.
Per copy, 15 cents.

Miss Edna M~ True (center), Miss Rita 'V1l.D. Sombeek and Mrs. Jetty Straub noed
for Europe on S. 8. Westerdarn on September Z5ib. Miss Trae, Chairman of Euro-pean Tea.clrlng Committee, wUl make a general survey of a nomber 01 countries, arrange for opening a bra.ncb office bt Geneva) and coDSali wltb the National Assem.hUes of the British Isles and of Germany about prin~ 5Upplles of Baha'i literature
for use In the ten European countries... Miss Vall: 80m beek and. Mrs.. straub are our
hll5'o pioneers- for BoHand.
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and enthusiasm. Mrs. Corbit writes expenses in Buenos Aires. Five of
from Oslo. Norway, that there are the other countries accepted aid with
many interested persons there. Miss half of the transportation expense,
Johanna Shubarth (formerly of Ur- for one delegate per country_ Eleven
bana, Illinois) has done splendid are planning to go entirely at their
contacts work in Oslo, and through own expense. The majority are travh.er efforts several meetings were eling in buses or trains; sometimes
held while Mrs. Graeffe was there. part of the way by sea, in order
Among other things, Miss Shubarth to reduce expense and gather in the
and Mrs. Corbit are starting a study Argentine capital on the opening
class composed of young Norwegians night.
who speak English.
The Buenos Aires Assembly, ably
On October 18th, our pioneers to assisted by Shirley Warde, has been
Denmark, Mr. and Mrs. Anders Niel- putting on a fine publicity campaign
son, will be sailing for Copenhagen accompanied by a series of public
to take up permanent residence meetings with audiences overflowing
there. These will be followed in the the Baha'i Center and resorting to
very near future by other pioneers, public halls in order to accommodate
as soon as transportation can be the people. Among North Americans
arranged.
who plan to be present are Shirley,
In our next report we hope to Flora Hottes, now in Montevideo,
give many details of the progress and Artemus Lamb, who has been
of the work in Europe. This time pioneering in Punta Arenas and
the European Teaching Committee doing regional teaching throughout
has wanted to share with the friends Chile. His sister, Mrs. Valeria Nichour conviction and our gratitude that ols, and his mother are en route
the Cause of Bahit'u'll8.h cannot be from California to join Artemus in
held back by such things as mari- Santiago, Chile, where they will retime strikes or any other material side and assist the believers. Chile
obstacles .. "God raises up whatever has three Assemblies and four new
means He needs to promote His groups have recently been formed.
Cause!"
KATHERINE K. TRtrE
The first tests of combining corEuropean Teaching Committee respondence tea~ching with visits of
itinerant teachers has worked out
Preparation for the Latin
very well in Cali,) t'!olombia , this
AIneriean Conferences
month. Mrs. Louis~ Caswell made
Excitement is running high as 19 some contacts. there last December.
delegates begin their trek to the first These were sustained through corBaha'I South American Conference, respondence and others
added. The
t
which will open in Buenos Aires the group invited Mrs.- Gayle Woolson
evening of November 7th. It is ex- to visit them, when possible. She
pected to be a memorable occasion did so the middle of September with
foreshadowing the future unity of the result that 13 aqults and 2 youth
the 10 South American Republics were confirmed as Baha'is and a
in a single National Spiritual As- class of 20 is continuing to study.
sembly to be elected in April, 1951. Among the members of this new
Every one of the ten countries will Baha'i community are a prominent
be represented at the Conference by physician and the grand master of
one or more delegates. The 19 en the Masons of western Colombia.
route are from countries other than Gayle continued her regional teachArgentina, where the congress will ing trip into Ecuador, with the rebe held.
sult that seeds planted there began
Because of the immense distances to bear frillt. Three new memberto be traversed and the equally high ships and enthusiastic reports have
expense of such journeys, one most just 'come in from Guayaquil, while
generous Bahit 'f made a sacrificial the secretary of the group in Quito
gift to aid with transportation, where reports two former members reconnecessa ry, so that no country, how- firmed and active and one new memever far, might be left unrepresented. ber added, making six active memThe intefesting thing is that, in spite bers in their group_ He writes, "This
of the poverty of many of the be- is fruit of the seed Johnny 'Stearns
lievers, only three of the most dis- has sown, but Ha scle Combleth and
tant countries accepted aid to the Gayle have now made it ripe." He
extent of a complete round· trip for winds up, "We need registration
their delegate. Even then, he was cards. Please rush!"
to pay his personal expenses, hotels t
Mrs. Gwenne Sholtis has been
etc.. en route and any necessary doing an outstanding teaching job

Some young CzechosIovaldaD Bab6"...
The little girl on the right and. the baby
are the children 01 Vui Echtaer. a
Babi'i of Prague..

in the Bolivian goal city of Sue ret
where three new adult members and
one declared youth have just come
in through her efforts. A Baha'; Center has been opened and meetings
are continuing now in her absence.
Flora Hotles and Sra. Yvonne L.
de Cuellar of La Paz contributed
to the founding of the group in Sucre
as well as to the teaching work in
La Paz.
Enthusiastic reports have been
pouring in from Central America
as the result of Mrs. Marcia Steward's three and a half months t teaching trip through the six countries.
Mrs. Steward emphasized the guardianship and the reality of Baha';
Administration in preparation for
the election of the second LatinAmerican National Spiritual Assembly, which will include Central America, Mexico and the West Indies. Two
new membership cards accompany
a most enthusiastic letter from the
secretary in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Many important persons w ere
reached by Marcia, assisted by the
members of the various assemblies.
Among them was Dr. Guerrero,
president of the International Court
of Justice, who said to the Baha'i
representative, III feel myself completely linked with you, and I wish
you to do me the honour to consider
me from now on as a member of
your organization."
Miss Louise Baker will sail from
New Orleans November 1st for Vera
Cruz, Mexico. She will teach in Vera
Cruz and Pue bla. Mr. Charles Mason Remy will leave Washington in
December to visit the Panama Baha'i Conference and also to call upon
the Baha'i Communities in the West
Indies and Central America. The
Conference is officially set for J anuary 19 - 25. Mrs. LouIie Matthews
of Temerity Ranch, Colorado, plans
to attend it as a representative of
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the Inter-America Committee. A second representative will be Dr. Edris
Rice-Wray of Glenview, Ill., who will
visit Guatema1a on the way south
and stop in some of the islands of the
West Indies en route homeward. Mr.
and Mrs. Emeric Sala of Canada
have now completed their plans for
a teaching trip in December including the West Indies and Venezuela.
Word has come that Mr. and Mrs.
Edmund" J. Miessler of Columbus
Grove, Ohio, have just arrived in Rio
de J aneito, where they will spend a
month prior to continuing to their
pioneer post in Sao Paulo.
Twenty-three adult memberships
and four declared youth, as weD
as the reconfirmation of two adtional Bah3'is, have been received
from La tin America this month.
INTER-AMERICA CoMMrrrri:

Public Meetings Series
Opens Successfully
'lbe series of Public Meetings for
1946-1M7 opened with the MinneapoJis meeting on October 13th, held
in the East Room of the Curtis Hotel.
The "Trio Unique,'! a piano and
string ensemble, set the stage with
fifteen minutes of music while the
audience was gathering. The ushers
in colorful formal a!tire and of various races, demonstrated the Baha'i principle of the Oneness of Mankind, as variegated flowers from the
garden of humanity.
Maria Montana, a member of the
Minneapolis Community and professional concert artist, contributed
greatly to the program with the sacred song, "How Beautiful Upon the
Mountains," by F. Flaxington Harker, with violin cello accompaniment
by Dr. Charles Frink.
A lighted model of the Temple,
loaned by the St. Paul community,
was used as a window display during
the week preceding the meeting
and in the hotel lobby the night of
the lecture.
Daily spot announcements were
made over the radio the week of
the meeting. Two fifteen minute
broadcasts used the transcriptions
provided by the National Radio Committee. The radio director of one
of the stations sa id tba t the transcriptions were so fine that if he could
find time to run them again after
the rush season wa saver (sports
etc.), he would give them free time.
The meeting was weD publicized in
the newspapers and two thousand invitations were mailed out.
The hall capacity was 450, all seats
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were filled, and a good many stood 15, with Helen Bishop as speaker;
during the entire program, while San Francisco, for Jan. 10th, with
others were turned away. The speak- Horace Holley and Elsie Austin as
er of the evening was Carl Scheffler selected speakers. Baltimore is plan.
and the finest tribute to his work ning its meeting for January 21st
comes through Lawrence Hautz, with William Sears as :speaker.
chairman of the evening, who said:
Montreal's meeting will be held
"The audience remained glued to in February with Horace Holley,
their seats after the completion of speiurer. Miami and Nashville will
the lecture, and it was necessary also hold meetings in February, with
to inform them a second time that Harlan Ober as speaker.
the program was over." As followFor the month of March Cleveland
up work a regular Wednesday night is scheduled, with Dorothy Baker,
meeting is scheduled at the Min- and Pittsburgh, with Kenneth Chrisneapolis Baha'i Center.
tian.
The Key Cities holding meetings
Last year's Key Cities, reporting
in November are as follows:
similar meetings to date are - AtNov. 3rd-Albuquerque, N. M.,
lanta, Detroit, Denver, Boston (meetspeaker, Dr. Edris Rice-Wray; ing scheduled for October 25th), New
Nov. 5th-Urbana, Illinois,
Orleans (the latter part of Januspeaker, Miss Elsie Austin;
ary), New York (November 7th with
Nov. 10th-Binghamton, N. Y.,
Matthew Bullock as speaker), Portspeaker, Mr. Matthew Bullock; land (February 3rd with Mark Toby
Nov. 24th-Winqepeg, Manitoba, as speaker), Toronto, and Washing.
speakers, Dr. Edris Rice-Wray ton, D. C. (October 12th). Chicago
and Mr. Emeric Sala.
and Loa Angeles are the only cities
Salt Lake City has its meeting <hat have not been heard from to
tentatively scheduled for December date.
PUBLIC MEEnNGS COMMrl"Tm

Temple Display on NlcoUet Ave. t Minneapolis, dlll"q the week precelfiDg &lie
Nallonal PubUc lIIeellDg, October 13th.
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Sixteen New Settlers
in Goal Cities
A review of the activities in the
twenty-one regions of the United
States and Alaska during the first
six months of the new Plan ind"icates
a movement toward the accomplishment of the goals which have been
given us by the Guardian. To aid in
the establishment of the first objective of the new Plan, a total of sixteen believers have moved to goal
cities, and the National Teaching
Committee has arranged twelve
inter-regional circuits to give teaching assistance to the weaker Assemblies and groups holding promise of
Assembly status, besides approving
twenty regional projects designed to
stimulate teaching activity.
Fourteen Regional Teaching Conferences have been held to focus
the attention of the believers on the
goals of the second Seven Year Plan
and to discuss ways and means of
achieving these goals. Several of the
Regional Committees have provided
large maps of the region designating
the location of the goal cities, and
the agendas of the meetings have
covered. such topics as: "How to
bring groups to Assembly status";
"Fireside meetings"; "Consolidation
of the Victories Already Won u ;
"Ways and Means of Securing an
audience;" and various aspects of
the new Plan such as regular contributions to the National Fund, need
for pioneer settlers and teachers,

etc.
In connection with most of the
Regional Conferences, a well-advertised public meeting has been
held and this ha s been very helpful
to the smaller communities. Those
cities where Conferences have been
held are: Rochester, N.Y. ; Red
Bank, N.J.; Jackson, Miss.; Laramie, Wyo.; Topeka, Kan.; Kalamazoo, Mich.; Fort Wayne, South
Bend and Indianapolis, Ind.; Logan,
utah; San Francisco, Calif. ; Los
Angeles, Calif.; Washington, D.C.;
Kenosha, Wis.; and Chicago, lli. An
RTC Conference in Minneapolis on
Nov. 16th will provide follow-up interest for the big meeting held there
in October, and a Conference and
public meeting is planned for Knoxville, Tenn. in December to aid the
group in its effort to increase its
membership and achieve Assembly
status next April.
The National Teaching Committee
has planned for two conferences with
Regional Teaching Committee mem-
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bers of nine Eastern and Southern
regions to talk over general plans
for the accomplishment of the goals
of the new Plan. The first conference was held with members of the
five Regional Committees of New
England, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Delaware,
Ohio,
Maryland', Virginia and West Virginia, in New York, N.Y. on October
20th, and the second is to be held
on Nov. 10th in Atlanta, Ga. with
the members of Regional Committees from the Carolinas, Georgia,
Alabama, Tennessee, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas.
In these nine regions there are
twenty-three weak Assemblies in
need of strengthening, and sixteen
groups holding promise of Assembly
status, or over half of the thirty on
which the Guardian has focussed attention to uspeedily attain" Assembly
status." With but six months in
which to accomplish the goals set
for this first year of the new Plan
the National and Regional Teaching
Committees are end"eavoring to
utilize every opportunity for the furtherance of the teaching work.
The settlement of believers in the
goal cities during these months has
likewise been a very important part
of the work of consolidation, as sixteen believers have moved to the
following goal cities: Mr. and Mrs.
Lucien McComb and Mrs. Gutherie
of Long Island, N.Y., and former
pioneers in Puerto Rico, have moved
to Portsmouth, N .R.; Mr. Clarence
Newport of Elmhurst, Ill. has moved
to Providence, R.I.; Mrs. Barbara
Jones of Lima, O. has moved to
Brattleboro, Vt.; Mr. and Mrs. Ronald· E. Erfurth have moved to Boise,
Idaho, but unfortunately just temporarily, as they find their property is
outside the city limits and they wiU
be moving to their new home when
it is completed in the spring; Miss
Gertrnde Eisenberg of Chicago, a
former pioneer in South America,

has become established in Louisville.
Ky.; Miss Josie Pinson of CharleS:
ton, S. C., has secured a transfer of
her position to Greenville, S.C.; Dr.
and Mrs. Clyde Longyear of Los
Angeles have moved to Beverly
Hills, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Aldrich of Fargo have been transferred to Butte, Mont.; Mr. and Mrs.
Betty Arrants of Gadsden, Ala., have
settled in KnOXVille, Tenn., to bring
the me:rnbership of the group there
to nine, thus insuring Assembly
status in April. Settlers are still
urgently needed and we urge anyone
free to move to one of the goal
cities to write Mrs. Sarah S. Walrath, Sec'y. of the National Teaching Committee, 4639 Beacon St., Chicago, Ill.
"
Twelve Regional circuits have provided teaching help to the goal cities,
the most recent of which are; A
circuit arranged for Mrs. Sara E.
Witt of Santa Monica, Calif., through
the Upper New York region in September, and during October arrange--ments have been made for visits to
Fargo, Butte, Helena and Salt Lake
City. Mrs. Witt will be the guest
speaker for the public meeting in
connection with the RTC Conference
in Logan, Utah, on October 26th and
27th, going on to Boise, Ida., and to
Reno, Nev., in November.
Mr. Duncan McAlear of Boston,
Mass., covered a circuit which included Albany, Syracuse, Rochester
and the Finger Lakes. Mr. William
DeForge of Teaneck, N.J. made a
three-day teaching tour which included .New Haven, Hamden, and
Orange, Conn. centers, and over Columbus Day Mr. DeForge visited
Brattleboro, Vt. Mrs. Margery McCormick of Evanston, Ill. will visit
Greensboro, N.C.; Greenville, S.C.;
Columbia, S.C.; Augusta, Ga.; and
Atlanta, Georgia the latter part of
October and November.
Especially intensive teaching work
has been going forward in Louis-

B&ha'i Regional Cf)nlereDce, .July 21-28, at Hamphn Insttiatet Vir.ciulL
BahA'i News, October.)

(See
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ville, Ky., in an effort to build up
that community. Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland has been actively engaged for several months in making
contacts and doing the preparatory
work for a series of meetings planned by the National Teaching Committee for October and November.
The series opened' on Oct. 6th with
a talk by Mr. Horace Holley on the
subject, "World Hope of Religion,"
before an audience of seventy-five;
excellent publicity and radio announcements advertised the meetings. A series'of six l5-minute broadcasts are also being given through
cooperation with the Nail. Radio
Committee. Mrs. Sarah Walrath of
Chicago spoke on "What should Religion do for the Individual" before an
audience of fifty deeply interested
and responsive people on Oct. 17th,
and Mr. Carl Scheffler of Evanston,
ill., will speak: on "Material and
Spiritual Education" on Oct. 27th.
Mrs. Frankland is following up the
interest that has been aroused
through fireside meetings, teas,
luncheons, etc. Dr. Rice-Wray will
speak early in November and negotiations are under way to provide a
youth symposium and further -speakers during November.
NATIONAL T&«:mNG COMMrrI'EI:

Developments in National
Publicity and Advertisins;
Campaign
Baha'i advertisements have appeared in Newsweek, World Report,
Editor and PublisheT, Publisher.
AuxiliaTl/, and BToadcast. 126 written requests for literature have been
received, one of which listed eleven
other persons. The total mailings of
literature to October 11 have been
137. The booklet, WOTld Order
ThTough World Faith, is sent out
with a copy of the summary.
The indirect results of the campaign are interesting and important.
The advertising magazines, Printers
Ink, Advertising Aye, and Tide, all
published a notice, and Tide interviewed our public relations counsel
and on September 13 published an
extensive statement with picture of
the Temple.
When the article in Tide was noted
by the editors of The Christian Century, they wrote an editorial about
the campaign in their issue of Septem ber 2, which stated that the
"plan is all right. The Baha'is have
something to sell.'t They wonder,
however, ·how the Baha'is are going
to tell the people about the stations
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of the Bab, Baha'u'!lah and 'Abdu'l- mittee has mailed out 1,450 pieces of
Baha and the Guardian.
literature to a selected list of 725
The next link in the chain of cause persons of influence, including lecand effect is that the editorial in turers, radio commentators, authors,
The Christian Century was noted in educators, musicians.
the editorial office of Time MagaA circular letter was issued to Aszine~ and a wire was sent to their
semblies, Regional Teaching ComChicago office for information which mittees and some active individual
could be used in the preparation of workers on September 18 with a
an article. The Chica go office inter- sample copy of the 32-page booklet.
viewed our public relations counsel Assemblies were requested to su~
a~d a number of Baha'is in the Chiply lists of names and addresses.
cago area and sent the results to
Our public relations counsel has
New York. The new religious editor carried out a number of special proof Time Magazine shortly afterward jects including: letter to travel and
came to Chicago and spent some tourist bureaus, hotels and other
time in the National Baha'i Office agencies in the Chicago area with
obtaining information and literature.
material about the Temple, to inHis attitude was that a brief and terest convention delegates and tourdignified general statement about
ists visiting Chicago to include the
the Faith should be published in their Temple in their sight-seeing arreligious section and he hoped his
rangements; special memo to New
material would be approved.
York papers concerning Miss Edna
The main point is, that every step True's departure for Europe on the
forward in the promotion of the work of the European Teaching ComFaith produces unexpected and mys- mittee; contact with the New York
terious results. The confirming power Herald-Tribune Forum to include a
of the Spirit acts whenever the be- Baha'i speaker on their program;
lievers press forward.
interviews with magazine editors,
During September two newspaper editing and placing of the advertis,earticles have
been
distributed ments and press releases.
through our counsel to a bout 675 paFor its contacts campaign, the
pers in 350 towns. The list includes Committee now has available a supa number of national magazines. ply of the following printed material:
Subjects; The new European Teach- The World OrdeT at Bahli'u'Ulih
ing Campaign, and the need for (summary and outline), Chicago
Spiritual Education.
Sunday TTibune reprint of Temple
The following figures show the ex- picture and article, Bahd.'i - The
tent of public influence which can be Coming of 'world Religion, and these
exerted through publicity for the four-page reprints-The PTincipie of
Faith. The Public Relations Commit- Religious Unity, 'Abdu'l-Bah>i; Intee has received 417 clippings of the dustria! Justice, 'Abdu'l-Baha; The
U.S. Navy aerial picture of the Tem- Reality of BTotheThood, excerpts
ple sent out to a special Jist of small from the Teachings; The Pattern fOT
town papers last spring with the Future Scoiety, Sboghi Effendi; and
caption 'iLandmark for Peace:' AI. the booklet, World OrdeT ThTough
lowing fo~ possible duplication, the Wor!d Faith.
One of the permanent projects in
Temple pIcture was seen by at least
two million readers. Associated development is the working up of a
Press has recently distributed an- National Baha'I Mailing List of Key
other picture of the Temple with Persons and Organizations, clas·sicaption reporting plan to complete fied according to their major interthe interior, and so far the clippings ests, for the regular distribution of
show it has appeared in seventy- literature. The more names and adseven different papers.
dresses received, the .more the
To assist the cities holding meet- Committee can help the local comings under the Public Meetings Com- mW1ity or group.
-PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITI'EE
mittee, the Public Relations Committe~ with its counsel has prepared
New Braille Publieation
three advertisements and three press
releases which with change of local
"The Reality of Man" in English
data can be used In all the cities. Braille, grade one and a half, pubThe Committee is prepared" to ren- lished earlier in the year is now availder further service in these cities able to all Braille readers in the
through mailings of literature to se- United States and its Territories
lected lists.
through the placing of one gift copy
The Contacts Division of the Com- in the Library of Congress and :in
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each of its distributing libraries for
the blind. Blind people know the location of these libraries and how
they may borrow the books free.
Further information may be had
from Baha'i Service for the Blind,
606 N. Oxford Street 4, Los Angeles,
California.

Visual Education Committee
The Visual Education Committee
for 1946-47 was assigned the functions of three former committees of
allied interests, in order to coordinate the resources for visual teaching
under one plan. The timeliness of
this action of the National Assembly
has been amply proven by the flood
of inquiries which have come to the
committee from all parts of the CODtinent, and many points beyond this
country. So great has been the demand that the National Assembly
has suggested that we summarize
our plans and the service we can
offer, through Baha~i News.
The work of the Committee falls
into three areas of method, and a
technical unit has been set up for
each one. These units are (1) Exhibits and Displays; (2) Photography
for teaching and documentary purposes; (3) Motion Pictures, silent
and sound; Slides and Slide-films
are part of No. 2 and No.3. Our
over-all budget is $500.00 for the
year. It is therefore apparent that
()\lr work this year must be largely
survey and experimental in character, and serve as the basis for
efficient production and distribution to aid the teaching campaigns
of the new Seven Year Plan.
At the present time, however, production on a small scale is being
undertaken in each unit. Our budget will not all~w us the short-cuts
of using commercial firms to carry
out our projects, but in two localities,
Los Angeles and the Temple area,
volunteer service groups are working under the supervision of a V.E.C.
member to create specific designs
()r projects. Exhibits for the Public
Meetings campaign, approved and
financed by that Committee, are now
getting under way in the Temple
area, under the direction of Mr. Arthur H. Patterson. In California, the
Los Angeles Youth Group, supervised by Leonard Herbert, are working on materials for the poriolios of
sample illustrations of displays,
which will serve as models for
arranging small window and counter
exhibits. The designs for these have
been kept simple and the ~'props"
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are few and easily available. Models
for travelling exhibits are still in the
experimental stage, but will be reported through these columns a s soon
as shortages of materials can be
overcome.
Exhibits for State and County
Fairs, Festivals, and Community
Parades, and other similar events
cannot be served by the V.E.O. this
year, as they involve large scale supplies and expenditures beyond our
capacity.
Another committee project is the
planning and preparation of synchronized slide-and-script programs
to serve as teaching aids for inexperienced teachers, or to supplement the work of trained teachers.
Methods of production and distribu- .
tion have not been set up for this
section yet.
The motion picture unit is occupied with plans for both documentary and teaching films. The script
for the first Baha'iteaching film is
now being written. In the survey area
a study is being made of suitable
commercial filmS, on educational
subj ects, which cali be used as
a valuable adjunct for Baha'l
programs.
The Committee- will 'welcome any
inquiries or suggesti,ons about its activities. New progrEi'!lii' of the work
will be reported ill subsequent issues of Bahd'i N etD8.
Please note new address for
V.E.C. mail: Mrs. Clyde S. Longyear, Secretary, 456 South Bedford
Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
CHARLES Wou:..c:fft, Chairman~
VmUAL EDU~ COMMl'I"l"EE

Good

Re8pon~

to

Questionnaire Cards
The new Questionnaire enterprise
recently put into qperation by the
National Questionnaires Committee,
is meeting with a response beyond
our early predictions. The new question cards seem to fill a long felt
need, that of locating new seekers.
With these cards the rank and file
of the believers are equipped to give
the Messa ge daily to those with
whom they come in contact. Questionnaires are coming in from many
different sources, including editors
and faculty and students of colleges
an.d theological seminaries. Praise
for the questionnaire service is
voiced by Assemblies, groups,- and
even non-Baha'i seekers who have
sensed the possibilities of this growing project.

In the seven-month period that
this committee has been issuing
these questionnaire cards, over 3,000
pieces of literature have been mailed
out to new seekers who have checked
the questions or subjects. So far,
33 states have been heard from as
well as the Philippines and Hawaii.
Through the enthusiastic cooperation
of Assemblies, groups and individual
believers, these cards have spread
throughout the nation in less than
half a year. It can be readily
seen what an important tOol they
are in locating real s~ekers. Every
believer should carry them with him
at all times. Put your own name
in a corner, if you wish, and you
will then be able to ascertain how
many of the cards you have handed
out a re bearing fruit.
Card number 3 t headed IlQuestions
I Would Llke to Have Answered"
has brought the greatest response
to d·ate-a proof that people are more
interested in questions that concern
their individual lives than they are
on the general topics listed on Card
No.2. This gives us a very good
idea as to what makes for attractive
subj ects to publicize for fireside
groups and also for lecture topics.
Listing them in the order in which
they are most widely checked at
this time:
1. What are the principles of the
Baha'i Faith?
What are your teachings about
healing?
What is the difference between
the mind? spirit and soul?
2.. Is. it p.Qssil>le to attain true hapness?
.
What is true prayer?
Is prophecy being fulfilled?
3. What are some of the problems
to be overcome before a lasting peace can be attained?
Does the soul progress more
through sarrow or through
joy in this world?
4. How does the Baha'l Faith teach
that workmen should sha re in
the profits of a business?
How does the Baha'! Faith propose to eliminate strikes'?'
5. wm the love one has entertained for another be forgotten in the next world?
6. Are we ever cut off from those
in the other world?
Through the N a tiona I Tea ching
Committee these cards are distributed to the Regional Committees for
follow"'llp work, especially when
cards are sent in from places where
there are as yet no Baha'i8.
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The questionnaire cards are an
added incentive to Baha'is themselves to inaugurate study classes
to become thoroughly informed of
the answers to the questions on the
cards so that if, after handing one
of these cards to an individual, he
should ask him to immediately answer one of the questions, the believer will be ready to answer it.
A study outline for this purpose is
in the process of completion and
assignment to the Study Aids Committee.
The questionnaire cards are available to assemblies, groups and regionals at the rate of $5.00 per thousand or 60 cents a hundred. A special small package of fifty cards is
now available to indvidual Baha'is
for 35 cents ..
Packages containing cOmplete sets
of answer literature for study classes
may be had for 25 cents. All orders
are to be mailed to Ward Calhoon,
Chairman National Commitee Baha'i Quesionnaires. Box 1, Oconomo-
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Groups visited the House of Wor- Rhodesia 1, Cape Colony 3, Hunan
ship from every state in the Union (West Africa) 1, Egypt 1.
and from the District of Columbia.
Much Baha'i literature was purThe numbers of groups from coun- chased by the visitors. In July sales
tries outside the United States will amounted to $531.97, in August to
show how far-reaching the influence $496.36 and in September to $462.11.
of the Temple is: From Hawaii there
One ot the delightful .and thrilling
were 9 groups, from Alaska 1, Puerto happenings was the fact that eleven
Rico 2, Ontario 43, Manitoba 5, Bri- members came from great distances
tish Columbia 10, Alberta 2, Sas- to help in this teaching effort. Mrs.
katchewan 4, Quebec 3, Mexico 6, Elsbeth Renwanz of St. Joseph, Mo.
Panama 1, Costa Rica 7, El Salva- arrived July 2nd and stayed until
dor 1, Honduras 1, Haiti 1, Jamica August 20th, serving nearly every
2, Bahamas 1, Cuba 3, Trinidad 1, day of that time. Miss Clara Edge
Equador 1, Brazil 7, Uruguay 1, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, served
Peru 1, Bolivia 1, Chile 4, Argentina three weeks. Miss Cora Edge, Grand
1, British Guiana 1, Sweden 4, Ice- Rapids; Mrs. Murdoch Eaton, Grand
land 1, Norway 3, Denmark 2, Eng- Rapids; Miss Roan Orloff, Boston;
land 5, Scotland 1, France 1, Spain Mrs. Della Quinlan, Brooklyn, N e .. '
2, Italy 1, Czechoslovakia 1, TurkeY York; and Mrs. Catherine Healy,
4, Greece 2, Cyprus 1, New South Montclair, New Jersey, each. served
Wales 1, Lebanon 4. Syria 1, Iran one week. Those serving a few days
3, India 3, China 1, the Philippines were Mr. Murdoch Eaton, Grand
~, Guam I, Transvaal Colony 2, South
(Continued on page If)

woc, Wisconsin.
NINA MATI'BISEN,

SecTetary

Temple Visitors from Six
Continents
Report IGr .July, August aDd Seplember

Through the Baha'i House of Worship, the BaM.'i Faith is becoming
known in the six continents of the
world. Every month visitors come
from every state, or nearly every
state, and many foreign countries.
Some write about it in newspapers,
magazines and novels, thus inspiring others to come. A number use
it in their advertising. Since June,
1932, through September, 1946, 237,237
have been conducted through the
building.
The largest group during this
three-month period was 80. Each
month has exceeded the same month
of all previous years in the number
of visitors. Following are comparative figures for the past six years:
.July
1941 ............... 2,391

11M2
1943
1944
1945
1946

............... 1,960
............... 2,497
............... 2,929
.. _............ 4.434
............. 5.506

Aupst Sept.
4,027
2,838
2,428
1,793
2,918
1,980
2.654
2,451
5.154
4.424
6.407
5.006

For the year beginning October 1,
1945, and ending September 30, 1946,
the number of visitors was 33,124.
For the year ending September 30,
1945, the number was 25,298. Some
of the increase may be due to the
fact that in 1946 the Temple was
kept open until 8 p.m. each day
during July and August.

Display at ihe S _ Fair, Springfield, Dlinois.

Baha'i Temple Exhibit at
nlinois State Fair
The Spiritual Assembly of Springfield, illinois, reports a beautiful exhibit of the model of the Temple
at the State Fair Grouods in August.
It was so situated in the Floral Cultural Building that it could not be
missed from any of the four entrances. To answer the questions of
inquirers Baha'i groups "from Urbana, Springfield, Danville, Quincy,
and Peoria made their services
available. Books were displayed

and hundreds of pamphlets were
given to·the public. It is.thO/lgbt that
at leastbetWeeri ten and IlftI>en thousand individuals made inquiries.
Springfield also reported that the
Central Illinois Teaching Circuit held
an inter-city picnic and short conference at Lincoln State Park at
Old Salem on Sunday, September
8th. About 46 people from Peoria,
Danville, U r ban a, Champaign,
Springfield and Quincy were present.
Miss Pearle Ea sterbrook served as
chairman.
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Tulsa, Okla" Lisbon. N. D., Linton, N. D ..

CaL (Branch Library). ValRapids; Mrs. Kathryn Alio, Dayton, Geyserville.
ley City, N, D" St. Peter Minn .• Albert
0.; Mrs. EWlie Baxter, Omaha, Ne- Lea. Minn .• Valley Stream, Long Island,
braska and Mrs. Amy Raubitschek, N, Y .• Fernandina. Fla., Gainesville, Fla.
Additional books have been given to
West Englewood, New Jersey. They
felt that guiding was a real priv- Bozeman and Glasgow libraries, Montana; Blair, Neb .• South Bend, Ind., and
ilege and th,1t the experience gained East Jaffery. N. H,
therefrom would give them inspiraWe regret that the Oklahoma public
tion for their teaching work back libraries with BahA' f books ·were omitted
home. Needless to say the Guides in the Annual Report: Claremont, E1
Reno. Miami. Muskogee, Nonnan. The
Committee was more than happy to following
public libraries in MiS8O'llri
have them ,\nd appreciate the beau- were also omitted from that report:
tiful spirit they showed in sacrificing Carthage, Hannibal. Jefferson City, Joplin. Liberty, Lexington, St.· Charles. St,
time and money to come here.
University City, Warrensburg.
With the continual increase in the Joseph,
Baha'i books are also in the following
number of visitors, it is quite evident public libraries in OrecOD; Cascade
that we will need more and more Locks. Corvallis. Medford, Oregon City.
guides. We hope that many more Mississippi has books in the following
will be able to spend their vacations libraries: Biloxi. Greenwood. Hanibere next summer. All wishing to do
50. should have their names ap.proved and sent in by their Spiritual
Assembly or Regional Teaching
Committee, if their group has not
yet reached Assembly size. The supIn the August and September isply of Guide Courses has become sues of BaM'i N e:ws, the American
exhausted, but new ones will be believers were given names and adI'l'ady by January, we hope. When dresses of Baha'is - of Europe to
they are available, announcement whom essential relief material can
will be made in Baha'i NE'Ws. These be sent. Inevitably in the preparamay be purchased through the Pub- tion of these lists certain errors oclishing Committee. A guide class is curred, and from the inform a tion reheld in the Temple at 1:30 each Sun- ceived since their publication from
day, which anyone living near may the International Baha'i Bureau,
waukee. also. Any community wish- Geneva, and the German National
join. Classes are being held in Mil- Assembly, the following corrections
ing to start a guides class may do so are to be noted by the friends.
after the new courses are printed.
Frankfort, Germanl/. Herr RichThere is no opportunity or privilege ard Glaser has left the Faith.
equal to Temple guiding in the
American Occupied Germanl/. Frl.
Cause. Those wishing to guide here Elsa Grossmann, Neckargemfind,
should study and prepare themselves Fr. Ebertstr. 39; Adolf Lorey, Kreiwell, for the influence exerted through dach iiber Waldmichelbach i/Odw.
guiding is far reaching.
(am Balmhof); Frau Margarete
-TEMPLE GUIDI!S COMMITrEE
Walcker, Murnau/Obb., Kohlgruberstr. 75 c; Paul Schreher, Wiesbaden,
Baha'i Literature
Nerobergstr. 24; Frau Marie Ott,
in Public Libraries
Heilbronn a/N, Raabeweg 6; Frau
Since our Annual Report was made
we are happy to announce that books Annamarie Schweizer, Zuffenhausen
have been placed in the following li- b/Stuttgart, Friesenstr. 26; Familie
Bracht Maceo, Th. b. Immenstadt
braries:
College and UnivenUy Ubraries
Allgau, Thalkirchenrf. Distributing
First donation: Massachusetts State
centers
are: Herr Paul Gollmer,
College, Elmhurst College, Dlinois, -State
Neckarstr. 127 III, Wiirttemberg; and
Agricultural College, Fargo, N. D., Santa
Frl. Anna Kostlin, Wehrneckarstr.
Barbara College, Cal,. State Teachers
College. Valley City, N. D., State Teach- I, Esslingen.
ers College, Mayville. N. D .• Unlversity
France. Mme. Elisabeth Hesse, 1
of Pittsburgh, Pa., Buena Vista College,
rue RafaeUi, Paris 16-eme; M.
Storm Lake, Iowa, Central College, FayCharles Kennedy, 6 rue Leon Bonette. Mo .• Albion College, Mich.
Additional books given to: University
nat, Paris l&.eme; M. Sasha Pitoeff,
of Vermont, Hunter College, N. Y' f Uni- c/o Mr. Pjerre Pitoeff, 28 rue
versity of Washington, Appalachian State
Tronchet, Paris 9-eme.; M. Pierre
Teachers College, N. c., University of
Cugnot, 48 rue 1sabey, Nancy, Mthe
Iowa, Bucknell University. Pa., Rice In..
stitute, Texas. Virginia Polytechnic Inet MIle.; Mr. Pierre Tessier, 6 rue
stitute, Colorado A & M College.
du Deltam, Paris 9-eme.; Mlle. LuciPublic Libraries
First donation: Logan. Utah, Dlcldn- enne Migette, .10 rue Mounet-Sully,
Pa~~... 2O--eme; Mme. Marie Sogho~. N. D., Wllliston, N. D., Oakes, N. D.~

son, Laurel. McComb. Natchez, Vicksburg,
Bah;1'i World. Volume 9 is not in any
large public library to our knowledge.
Will the Assemblies report any donation
of this important book to their Main Public Library for our records? Our budget
was limited to college and university 11·
braries and we know the Assemblies will
respond to our appeal to present this
book to large Public Libraries. It is our
hope that all new Baha'I books will be
placed in their local libraries by Assem.
bly Library Committees so that the col·
lections in these libraries will be up-todate.
It is most hnportant that all of our
books in the long list of libraries pub-lisbed in our Annual Report and given in
BaM'1 News be kept In aetlve clrcula·
tion. Will the friends cooperate by using
these books to keep tbem on ~'open
shelves"? MRs. STUART SIMS. Chairman

International Relief
Correction of Address List
moman, 31 rue Deuverger, Marseilles; Mme. Roume, 35 Boulevard
Riondet Hyeres, (Var); Mlle. Toussaint, 15 Boulevard Riondet, Hyeres
(Var); Mme. Lucienne Acard, Le
Clos Fleuri, La Poterie, Hyeres
(Var).
NOfWQI/. Mrs. Aagot K. Ramsli,
Vagavej 7, Kristiansund' N., Norway. '
H alland. A new address for Holland is: Mevrouw E. M. Tyssen,
Haagweg 168, Ryswyk, Holland/den
Haag. (These are old Baha'is and
are very much in need.)
Switzerland. Mrs. Anne Lynch, International Baha'i Bureau, 6 Cours
des Bastions, Geneva; Mme. Vautier,
Pension Neptun, 15 Seefeldstrasse,
Zliricli. Other believers in Switzerland are: Mr. Leo Bernhard, Grubenacker-str. 67, Ziirich 11, Seebach;
Mr. Leuthold, Kochlistr. 35, Zurich;
Mr and Mrs. Frischmann, Gossau
Mettendorf (Cant St. Gallen).
Recipients in Switzerland no longer have to surrender ration tickets
for articles received.
Bulgaria. Miss Marion Jack, c/o
English Speaking Society, 25 BId.
Tzar Osvoboditch, 25, Sofia.
Hungary. Miss Jenny Komlos, Vilma Kiralyn6 29. f-2, Budapest 7.
Jugostavia. Mme. Desanka Forgovice-Tokin's address is changed
to: 20 Sindjeliceva, Vrsac.
Czechoslovakia. Mr. Vuk Echtner,
c/o Bruckner, U. Pujcovny 2, Praha.
AU8tria, Mr. and Mrs. Franz Pollinger, Bocklinstrasse 14, Tur 15,
Wien 11; Mrs. Wittmann, Deutsch·
Wagram, Helmersdorf; Mrs. Maria
Amschel, Wienerbergerstrasse lOx3;
Wien 12; Mr. and Mrs. Lappinger,
i ' -.
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Reisnerstrasse 7/11, Wien; Mrs. Julia Schwarz, Ramperstorfierstrasse
25, Wien; Mr. Franz Bausdeck,
Brunnerstrasse 79, Stammersd-orf
b/Wien; Mr. and Mrs. Victor Erdmann, 119 Kahlenbergerstrasse 59,
Wien 19.
The British Is!e s. A letter from
the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the British Isles, 1
Victoria St., London S.W. 1, points
out the British believers are not
much in need of relief. It says:
"While living is somewhat austere
awi" monotonous, we do not suffer
from inflationary prices. The cost
of living is officially estimated to
be about 50% above pre-war. We
are not in need of the necessities of
life and feel that the need of some
01 the European cou~tri.es is much
greater. We suggest that If the American friends wish to send us parcels
they might send them to the Local
Assemblies and the National Assembly so that we could send them to
those who need them most." The addresses of the Local Assemblies are
as follows: Bradford, BaM'i Centre,
68 Great Horton Rd., Bradford;
Bournemouth, Mrs. E. Cranmer,
Sec'y., 182 Seabourne Rd., South-

bourne,
Bournemouth;
London
Baha'i Centre, 1 Victoria Str., London S.W. 1; Manchesterl Baha'i
Centre, 39 High Str. Manchester 4;
Torquay, Baha'i Centre, 14 Market
Str., Torquay.
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Local Communities
Discuss Seven Year Plan
The National Spiritual Assembly
welcomes heartily the effort made
by some twenty-seven local Assemblies to respond to the· request for
reports on the result of consultation
with the community on ways to fur~
ther the Seven Year Plan.
The following specific suggestions
have been compiled from the various reports, and are presented
for
the
information
of
other
communities.
1. Increase contributions to the
National Fund. Six assemblies reported their d-etermination to double
their contributions made last year.
2. Discuss the Fund at each Feast.
3. Continue and increase newspaper advertising.
4. Organize prayer squads.
5. Increase contacts with Latin
Americans.
6. Study Spanish.
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7. Encourage and increase youth port to plans of the NSA and Nawork.
tional Committees.
8. Send members of the Youth
32. Use more radio time for teachGroup to Summer School.
ing the masses of the people.
9. Give youth experience and
33. Dayton, Ohio, reports that a
training by service on committees. local believer is re-esta blishing his
10. Use qualified youth as chair- amateur radio station in order to
make international contacts for the
man at public meetings.
11. Develop local mailing projects Faith.
in order to a ssist in reaching the
Charleston Formulates New
masses of the people. Arlington,
Va., is starting a project whereby
Teaching Plans
a Baha'i text card- and questionnaire
Very
thorough
reports of Charles·
card - will be sent to each name in
ton's
activities
have
been received
the local telephone directory.
through its news reporter, Mrs. Mar12. Assist the Public Relations ion Lippitt, who tell. us that from
Committee by supplying names for regular Assembly consultation and
the national mailing list.
. from the special Community Con13. Present books such as This ference relative to the Guardian's
Earth One Country, Security for a Seven Year Plan for !be American
Fai!ing World, and Heart of the Gos- Baha'is, several new projects for
pe!
to
stores
having lending the Autumn have been planned. 1)
libraries.
A series of "round-table discus1>1. Place books in hospital li- sions," suitably publicized, to be held
braries.
twice a month, on various questions
15. Place World Order on the of general current interest to which
the public will be invited to bring
newsstands.
16. Develop books, pamphlets, and its answers and to share with the
radio talks presenting the Faith "in Baha'is their answers. These are to
be opened by a Baha'i chairman with
clear and simple language."
about five minutes of introduction
17. Strengthen weak Assemblies by using appropriate readings, and are
assistance in developing the spirit to be closed with a clear statement
and functioning of the Administra- of the Baha'i solution of !be probtion.
lem. At the first of these discussions
18. Extension teaching to build in September on "Can Capital and
near-by groups to Assembly status. Labor Agree?' I all partici pa ted in
19. Train more teachers in the a lively session. At the close of the
local community.
meeting the pamphlet, "Industrial
20. Strengthen. and develop the Justice" was read and a copy given
new believers.
to each visitor. 2) Three youth class21. Special effort on the part of es to be started for Kindergarten
Assemblies to keep contact with Youth Intermediate Youth and Senior Youth. Although the nucleus of
near-by isola ted believers.
each cIa ss appears to be no more
22. Increase fireside teaching.
than t:wo pupils, it is hoped that
211. Use visual aids and films in regular meetings may soon attract
fireside meetings.
others. 3) On Friday afternoons the
24. Make Baha'i Centers more Center will be open as a reading
attractive.
room and as a lending library. Dur25. Have the Baba.'i Center open ing that time there will be a "Baregularly as a public reading room. ha'i Book Review Hour," using the
26. More thorough planning of WOTld Order Magazine reviews as
far as possible. A mimeographed
teaching proj ects undertaken.
27. Develop a definite program of list of Baha'I literature, with a paraformal and informal public meet- graph to describe each book, has
been prepared and will be distribuings.
ted to a large list to stimulate use
28. All Assemblies should be listed
of the reading facilities. This teach~
in phone books.
ing medium was instituted in Sep29. List Assembly (address and tember and was given publicity in
phone number) with local Chamber both newspapers. 4) At least one
of Commerce.
Baha'i home will be open regularly
30. Make a thorough study of A every Saturday evening for fireside
God-Given Mandate.
gatherings, resuming a series that
3!. Try to lend all possible sup- was interrupj;ed during the summer.
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The Charleston Extension Teaching Oommittee was authorized by
the Regional Teaching Committee
to write to 110 weekly newspapers
throughout the state and offer a series of brief Hinspirational" quotations to be run with a cut of the
Temple. Enclosed with each letter
was to be a pamphlet together with
a sample of the 1-inch, l-column
advertisement as published last year
in a Charleston daily newspaper.
It is hoped the weeklies will accept
this without cost. The letters have
been begun.

Youth Enrollment Cards
A new form of youth enrollment
card is in preparation. The local
Assemblies having the older type
of card on hand ale requested to
note that it was prepared for the
registration of isolated youth and
therefore provides for signature of
the Regional Teaching Committee.
When used for youth in organized
communities, the committee signature is naturally not needed.

In Memoriant
"Death prot'lereth unto every confident
believer the cup that is l:i1e indeed. It
bestoweth joy and is the bearer of glad·
ness. It conferretb the gilt of everlasting
life"-BAHA'U'LLAK.
Mrs, W. H. Llghty, Madison. Wisconsin,
September 29, 1948.
Mrs. Ebba Sherman, Verdun, P. Q.,
Canada. August 4, 1946.
Mrs .. Elizabeth Jagger, Shark River
Hills, N. J. September 10, 1946.
Mr. J 000 Whitton, Geyersville, Califor·
ma. July 13. 1948.
Mr. Ernest W. Stirn, Boscobel, Wiscon·
sin, October 2, 1946.
Mrs. Gertrude Atkinson, Eliot Maine,
July 16. 1946.
Mrs. Annie Jacobsen, Racine, Wisconsin., September 15, 194ft
Mrs. Daisy Jensen, Ch1cago, llllnois,
Reported September 26. 1946.
Mrs. E. H. Hamilton, Chicago, DIinois,
Reported September 26. 1948.
Mr. Howard Hall Martin, Minneapolis,
Minnesota. July 27. 1946.
Mrs. Cora Starr Taylor, Santa Barbara.
Calif.
Mrs. Eva Karst, Regina, Saskatche·
wan.

Mr. Frank Lillendahl, Sall Lake City.
Utah. July 20. 1946.

Calendar
Birth of Baha'u'llab, November 12;
Day of tbe Covenant, November 26; Ascension ot 'Abdu'l-Bah6, Novembe-r 28. at
1:00 a.m.
Nineteen Day Feasts: Power. November 4; Speech, November 23; Questions,
1'lecember 12: Honor, December 31.
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Even as a Fruitful Tree
"0 ye, the faithful loved ones of God and he tha t denieth him, hath
'Abdu'l-Baha! It is incumbent upon denied the True One. Beware lest
you to take the greatest care of anyone falsely interpret these words,
Shoghi Effendi, the twig that hath and like unto them that have broken
branched from the fruit given forth the Covenant after the Day of Asby the two h:tllowed and Divine Lote- cension (of Baha'u'Ilah) advance a
Trees, that no dust of despondency pretext, raise the s'tandard of revolt,
and sorrow may stain his radiant waX stUbborn and open wide the door
nature, that day by day he may of false interpreta tien. To none is
wax greater in happiness, in joy and given the right to put forth his own
spirituality, and may grow to be- opinion or express his particular convictions. All must seek guidance and
come even as a fruitful tree.
For he is, after 'Abdu'I-Bah8., the turn unto the Center of the Cause
guardian of the Cause of God, the and the House of .Justice. And he
Afniln, the Hands (pillars) of the that turneth unto whatsoever else is
Cause and the beloved of the Lord indeed in grievous error.
The Glory of Glories rest upon
must obey him and turn unto him.
He that obeyeth him not, hath riot you!"
From the Will and Testament of
obeyed God; he that turneth away
I ABlJU'r.-Bw
from him, hath turned away from

Messages from the Guardian
Babs'n'Hili's Promise to Every

Assembly

The Guardian has also consented
th~ following
excerpts from the letter he wrote
through his
secretary
to the
believers who attended the Senior
Youth Session at Louhelen School
in August, 1945:-

to the publication of

The following excerpt from the
'etter written by the Guardian through
his secretary to the Evanston and
Wilmette Assemblies on NDvember
17, 1933, is published with the Guardian's consent:
HHe appreciates very much the
"Baha'u'l13.h has given the promise devoted and determined spirit with
that in every Assembly where writ)' which you are facing the future
. and harmony prevail, there His
and all the Baha'i responsibility. it
glorious spirit will not only be
will bring you increasingly. The
present, but will aromate, sustain
and guide all the friends in all their part of the youth is very great; you
have th~ opportunity to really deterdeliberations.
"It is to unity that the Guardian mine to exemplify in word and deed
has been continually calling the (he teachings of Baha'u'llah, and to
friends. For where a united will show your generation that the New
exists, nothing can effectively op· World Order He has brought is a
pose and hamper the forces of con- tangible reality in the lives of His
followers.' ,
structive development.' ,

National Spiritual Assembly
Observance of the Gnardianship
Beloved Friends:
'Ibis issue of Baha'i News con~
tains a special supplement on the
subject of the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Guardianship. It is
printed as a separate pamphlet so

that each Baha'I may give it full
attention on frequent occasions before the date of January 6.
Local Assemblies and groups. as
well as isolated believers, will note
that the supplement gives the program to be observed at the Anniversary meetings.
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The other material in the supple,..
ment consists of selections from the
Guardian's messages by which we
can become more conscious of the
esta bUshment of the unique powers
and functions vested in the successive Guardians by 'Abdu'l-Baha. Ruhiyyih Khanum has graciously consented to prepare a tribute to the
Guardian which is expected from
Haifa, and this will be made available through Baha'I News.
From November 28 to January 6
we pass through a period of forty
days, the twenty-fifth anniversary
of that period which intervened between the passing of the beloved
Master and the reading of the Testament by which the Guardianship was
created" for the world community of
the followers of Bahio'u'llAh.
Well is it for us now, and well
for the sublime mission entrusted to
us, if we employ these forty days
in humble effort to achieve wqrthiness to be called by the glorious
title, Baha'!. It is a time of prayerfulness, meditation, sacrifice, renewed and reinvigorated resolve to
serve the F ai th with purer intention
and firmer conviction. It is a time
when our dedication may find manifestation in outer action as well as
movement of spirit within.
Perhaps some devoted souls will
learn the blessed art of prayer for
the first time; perhaps some will
respond to an urgent desire to teach
in a distant city, even a foreign
land; perhaps some will dedicate
a special gift to the National Fund.
The Guardianship is a gift and a
blessing which we can never repay;
but to be a Baha'I in the time of
the Guardianship is to seek contin~
uously the best ways and means by
which we may testify to our rever-·
ence and gratitude to God.
Sincerely and devotedlY1
NATIONAL SPnuTuAL ASSEMBLY

Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts
December 12th

December 31st
Meeting 01 the N a tiona! Spiritual Assembly January 16, 17, 18 and 19.
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Progress of the Seven Year Plan
Headquarters in Europe
Established
The European Teaching Commit-

tee is very happy to announce that
the headquarters for the committee
have been secured in a most attractive part of the city of Geneva.
These headquarters are sufficiently
large to house both the European
Teaching· Committee and the Baha'i. International Bureau. The address js 6 Cours des Bastions, Geneva, Switzerland.
Mrs. Graeffe and Miss True report that the first meeting held at
the new address, was the celebration of the uBirthday of the Bilb,"
with an attendance of nine Babil' is.
There are several Persian Baha 'is
in the University at Geneva and
six of them together with Mrs. Lynch
Mrs. Graeffe and Miss True celebrated this commemorative meeting
together.
Honor Kempton has secured passage on the Queen Eliza beth for
November 29 to go first to England,
and then to her post on the continent.
The committee wishes to announce
that its next meeting will be held
'On December 4, and
are very
hopeful· that by that date we will
have the names of many volunteers
for the European field in response
to the recent most urgent message
from the Guardian.
KATHERINE K. TRUE

we
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First All South American
Conference

Colom hia, secretary of the second
Baha:i Assembly to be elected in
that country. Mogotes is like an Alpine town, high in the lofty Andes,
almost inaccessible in the rainy season. None of the Mogotes friends
had ever seen a Baha 'i other than
their own grouP? who have studied
and accepted the Cause by corre~
spondence. Marvel upon marvel has
been unfolding for this young mountaineer at last among Baha'i brothw
ers and sisters in a gre~t city taking
part in a historic cort{erence.
I

Then there is the young doctor.
Dr. Luis Guillermo Molina of Guayaquil, Ecuador, one of the brilliant
scientific minds of his country. and
the fine city physician of Bahia,
Dr. Fernando- Nov-a, who was Brazil's Centenary delegate; from Brazil also came a noted musician a
fine young attorney, and busin'ess
men; from other countries, writers,
an actor, teachers, representatives
of all the walks of life in a truly
Baha'i cross-section, together with
North Americans who have gone
south to pioneer for the Faith.
Among the latter are Artemus Lamb,
whose sister; Mrs. Valeria Nichols.
joined him in Buenos Aires at the
time of the Conference, and will
later accompany him to Punta
Arenas and ~antiago, Chile; also
Shirley Warde, who has been doing
splendid work in Buenos Aires; Mrs.
Mary L. Bode, whose activity together with that of her husband,
Edward, has done much to carry
forward the splendid Baha'i founda-

The following cable has come from
the first all South American Conference held in Buenos Aires this
month: "Rejoicing great success,
marvelous spirit and unity. Growing
maturity evident in rising to meet
responsibilities_ Obvious impact on

public. Congress Committee."
A breathless letter that just came
flying in from Shirley Warde, who
bas done yeoman service as chairman of the Congress Committee,
with notable assistance from Emilio
Barros, Salvador Torma and others,
is dated a few days before the opening ot the Conference and comments
on the great diversity..of types among
the 24 delegates from 9 countries in
addition to Argentina. One of these
is Sr. Gabriel Silva S. from Mogotes,

Honor Kempton, pioneer to Laxemburg,
shortly bdore leavinc Ancbo ....ge, Alaska.

tion first built in Brazil by Leonora
Holsapple Armstrong. second pioneer to visit La tin America who
has remained in that country teaching for some 20 years; Flora Bottes,
who has been in Bolivia and Uruquay for the past four years and
is planning a trip home in the spring.
Those taking part in the ConferenCe program include Sra. Yvonne
L. de Cuellar, first Baha 'j of La
Paz; Bolivia; the noted pianist, Ernesta C. Ma suonardi; and Sr. Aura
Cooper of Rio de Janeiro, and Dr.
Nova of Bahia, Brazil; Raul Villagran of Punta Arena~ and Esteban
Canales L. of Valparaiso Chile' Si:mon Rosenzweig and Ga~betta
dan of. Montevideo, Uruguay; Roque
Centuri6n Miranda, first Baha'i of.
Asuncion, Paraguay; Alberto Lovaron of Lima, Peru; Sr?. Yolanda
L~ de Stronach of Caracas, Venezuela; Dr. Thomas W. Sanchez de
Egea from Rio Who will now settle
in Sao Paulo, Brazil; the noted' singer from Rio, Delvair Silva: Dr. Molina of Ecuador, Salvador Tormo
Antronik Kevorkian and Emilio Bar:
ros of Buenos Aires; Miss Hottes,
Mrs. Warde and Artemus Lamb.
Representatives of all 10 countries
took part in the round table discussions and served as chairmen
at the various meetings, which were
held in a special theater, since gatherings were already overflowing the
commodious Baha'i Center E'ven before the opening of the conference.
Plans are under way now for the
first historic Baha'i Conference for
all the countries of Central America,
Mexico and the West Indies, which
i. scheduled for Jan. 19 to 25 ill
Panama. The first all-Latin America
conference was held in Panama last
year. This year there are two Latin
American Baha'i conferences divided
in accord with the future division
of the countries in the two Latin
American National Spritiual Assemblies to be elected in April, 1951.
AJl)ong special visitors already expected at Panama are Mrs. Loulie
Matthews and Mr. Matthews from
Temerity Ranch, Colorado; Mr.
Charles Ma son Rerney of Washington, D.C.; Mrs. Marcia Steward of
Pasadena, Calif., who is now enroute to a special, project in San
Jose, Costa Rica, calling on the'
communities in six countries on
her way south, and Mrs. Gayle Woolson of Bogota, Colombia The Pan-

Rol-
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Seven More Groups Ready
for Assembly Status
To pave the way for progress toward the goals of the new Seven
Year Plan Along the East Coast,
two conferences were arranged with
Regional Teaching Committee mem~
bers, for intensive discussion of ways
and means to accomplish the task.
Twenty members of Regional Committees met with members of the
National TeachiItg Committee in New
York on Oct. 20th and eighteen from
the Southeastern states met in Atlanta on Nov. lOth. These conferences have been mutually helpful
and it is hoped that in the months
ahead further conferences can be
held to aid Regional Committees in
the accomplishment of the 0 bj ectives
of the new Plan. Mrs. Margery McCormick, Dr. Katherine True and
Mr_ Monroe Ioas represented the
NTC at the New York Conference,
and Mrs. McCormick, Mrs. Sarah
Walrath and Mrs. Amelia Bowman,
represented ita t the Atlanta meeting.
Progress toward our goals -for the
consolidation of the weaker Assemblies and the establishment of thirty
new Assemblies has been made during the· past month, for six Assemblies have had the reioforcement
of settlers or new members; seven
groups have had an increase in membership sufficient to insure Assembly
status; and twenty-five new believers have been enrolled by Regional
Committee.
Intensive· efforts have been made
by resident and circuit teachers sent
to the goal cities by the National
Teaching Committee to strengthen
and consolidate the local activities;
exhibits at State and County Fairs
as well as successful window displays
have attracted widespread attention
and bave resulted in the dissemination of hundreds' of pamphlets on·
the Faith; and Questionnaire cards
have been supplied to goal cities for
distribution locally to increase contacts. Six sets of colored slides have
been provided by Mrs. Margery
McCormick for the use of Regional
Committees in an effort to stimulate
fireside meetings, and records on
uA New Cycle of Human Power u
have been 'sent to Regional Committees, al.so for fireside teaching, by
Mrs. Florence Morton.
Questionnaires have been sent to
all the Spiritual Assemblies with the

Members and friends of the Baha~i CGmmunJty of Montevideo, Urapay~ 1ftI..
comed Mrs. Shirley Warde with an elaborate tea, when she v1stted that. cUy. ShirJ.e,.fa shown seat.ed the 1bird from Ute left;. On ShIrley's left is 8r1a Emilia Martinez~ IIinIIt
Unguayan woman to become a Babi'i, aDd. on her rq.hl is Simon Roseanve:lc', first.
man to become a Bahj..ti in Uruguay. Miss Flora B~ resident pioneer ia..Moate'rideo, is shown standing the fourth from the left.

approval nf the N.S.A. for the purpose of analyzing the various teaching activities now underway and
determining the needs so that practical suggestions and help can be
offered by the National Teaching
Committee to increase the effective-ness of our teaching efforts.
The following believers have
moved to goal cities to serve the
needs of the new Plan: Mr. Joseph
Silva of Beverly, Mass., has
moved to Hamden, Conn.; Miss Beverly Jones of East Orange, N. J.,
has Ujoved to Montclair, N. J.; Mr.
and Mrs. David Wark of Greensboro,
N. C., have become established in
Red Bank, N. J.; Mrs. Annie Romer
is now located in Greenville, S. C.;
Mr. George Monfils of Milwaukee,
Wis., has moved to Fargo, N. D., to
replace Mrs. Etty Graeffe there; and
Miss Bennet Dorn ot Seattle, Wash.,
is endeavoring to become establiShed
in Reno, Nevada. The housing shortage has presented a farm~dable obstacle to the settlement of believers,
and in many cases homes have had
to be purchased in order to secure
living quarters. In order to remain
in Glendale and aid in maintaining
Assembly status in that California
city, Mrs. Eleapor Hollibaugh is living in a trailer, and in many cities
reinforcements are assured as soon
as. housing facilities are available.
New believers have been enrolled
in the goa1 cities as a result of

teaching efforts during the past
month as follows: Mrs. Williams of
Monroe, Wash., brings the membership there to nine; San Mateo; "Calif.,
through the recent .enrollment of
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Fletcher, Dr.
J. W. Goldstein and Mrs. Carl Berger now has twelve members assurin~ Assembly status; Shorewood,
W1S., has had three enrollments, Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Nagler, and Mrs.
Marie Vedder; the Laramie Assembly has been reinforced througb the
enrollment of Mr. Neil W.Hand;
Lowsville, Ky., has likewise been
reinforced by a new believer, "Mrs.
Helm; and Omaha, Neb., reports the
enrollment of Mrs. Josie Longsdorf
and Hans Ehlers.
Special projects have provided
teaching help to goal cities to build
up the membership. The last two
weeks of October Mrs. Ruth Moffett
gave a series of lectures or an "Edu_
cational. Seminar" on liThe Message
of the Age and the Coming New
World Ord"erH in Omaha, Neb., and
an evening class of nine and an
afternoon class of six persons have
been attracted. Two lectures were
also given by Mrs. Moffett at the
University of Omaha Sociology Department which were well receiVed.
Mrs. Moffett has spent the month
of November working in the goal
cities of Toledo, Findlay. Urbana,
and Lakewood, Ohio.
Dr. Edris Rire-Wray spent four

4
days in Louisville, Ky., early in
November and during that time
many meetings were arranged with
those interested in the Faith, to meet
Dr. Rice-Wray at luncheons, dinners,
teas, and informal firesides in the
evenings. The public meeting was
very successful with thirty-five
people attending, and a dinner meeting for twenty-five was also planned.
Mrs. Gill, a believer living in the
suburbs, gave a tea for about a
dozen interested ladies, and Mrs.
Frankland gave several fireside
meetings.
These meetings were followed up
with a Youth Symposium on Nov.
17th when Miss Pari Zia-Walrath
and Mr. Charles loas of Chicago
spoke to about forty people on
"Youth Looks at World Unity." Many
fine contacts. were made with youth
and a very successful dinner meeting was also arranged. Mrs. Kathryn
Frankland reports a study class
underway with six or more deeply
interested people and to continue the
momentum
which
has
been
achieved the National Teaching·
Committee is arranging for Mr. Albert Windust of Chicago to speak
there on December 1st.
Special projects which were developed to stimulate teaching also included an exhibit sponsored by
the RTe for Georgia and the Carolinas in cooperation with the Augusta AssemblY at the Youth Festival
on October 22nd. A large picture of
the Temple was provided for the
exhibit and literature besides pictures of Baha'I youth which were
provided by the National Youth
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Committee. As a result of the exhibit several window displays were
made possible by local stores, and
another display is scheduled following the Christmas holiday.
Another exhibit which attracted
widespread attention was held at
the New Jersey State Fair in Trenton, N. J., from Sept. 22-211, at which
slides were shown of the Temple besides the. photographs and hundreds
of leaflets were distributed. This elOhibit was followed by a public meeting in Trenton on the Sunday evening following the Fair. The Albuquerque, N .M. LSA and the RTC
co-operated in placing an exhibit at
the State Fair in Albuquerque in
October but a report of the project
has not yet been received.
"Following the project inaugurated last year of having a BaM.'! exhibit at the Cheshire County Fair
at Keene, N. H., the believers of
Ashuelot, Hinsdale, and Brattleboro,
Vt. in cooperation with the N.E.
RTe sponsored an exhibit on Sept.
5-7 of this year," Mr. Ben Weeden.,.
secretary of the Brattleboro LSA
describes the exhibit: "A large
booth in the Parent-Teachers' A....
socia lion tent was obtained by Mrs.
Doris Bolton of Ashuelot, N. H. Six
believers from Brattleboro and Mr.
Charles Krug, chairman of the RTe,
set up the exhibit using at the back
a canvas painted with skF effect
on which was hung the large piCture of the Temple. . . . On the
left side wa s another large photograph showing one of the pylons
and on -the right wall was a large
map ot the world with red cords

Display 01 Ute Baha'is 'or the Youth FesUval at Augusta, Georgia. (See report
of \be NaiioDaI Te&chID& Comml&lee.)

originating from each country of
the seventy-eight to which thi! Faith
has spread and ending at miniature
cut-out replicas on which were
printed the number "f countries and
the numher of languages represented. Under this map was a tsble
with the BaM'i LIbrary in a fitting
case. A tsble for free literature
completed the exhibit. On the opening day of the Fair, radio station
WKNE of Keene, N.H. took a port,.
able micrOPhone to each booth IUld
broadcast a description of it. We
were fortunate in being one of the
first, thereby getting more time
than many." Many additional reports might be included of activities but space_ does not permit.
-NATION.U.
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South American Conference
(Continued from page 3)

ama Committee through Miss Julie
Regal, Box 1328, Anean, Canal Zone,
is asking for the names of any
others who may be able to attend
the conference.
Tony Fillon of Santiago, Chile, has
sent out the first Spanish Bulletins
to be published in that city for all
of Latin America. Special issues are
planned, covering the two major conferences.
Gwenne Sholtis announces that La
Paz, Bolivia, will take part in the
special contributions to the Temple
which will mark the celebration of
the 25th anniversary of the Guardianship. Sra. de Cuellar has already
sent a first contribution of $36.00.
Gwenne will go in December for
a visit and special regional work
to Callao, Peru, and Miss· Eve Nicklin, now in Lima. will exchange
with her and go to Sucre, Bolivia,
to assist the group there for a time.
Word has come from Mr. and Mrs.
Edmund J. Miessler of Columbus
Grove, Ohio, that they reached their
final objective in Sao Paulo, Brazil,
October 29th_
The first all-Baha'i wedding to be
celebrated in Lima, Peru, united
Miss Mary Angulo and David Beckett, who are members of the Baha'i
Community of that city. Mr. Beckett
received the consent ot his father.
who is a Christian minister in England. More than 60 Baha'is and
friends attended the wedding.
Nineteen new membership cards
have been received this month.

5
Public Rl;'Cognition

of the Faith
Local committees and individual
teachers working along public relations lines find it exceedingly helpful to know how the name and the
ideals of the Faith are being promoted, with one motive or another,
through channels outside the Cause
or by non·Baha' i writers and lecturers.

Here are a few interesting examples which have come to the
attention of the Public Relation~
Committee;
"The House of God" by Desider
Rolisher, published by Crown Pubushers, New York, at $3.00 per copy.
This is a book containing photographs of the "magnificent cathedrals, . fine churches and temples of
worship of all faiths io the United
States!' The illustration of the Baha'f House of Worship appears on
page 171. 'This would be a very
good book to present to local public
libraries as a gift from Baha'is.
"Preface to Philosophy: Book of
Readiogs" edited by Ross Early
Hoople, Raymond Frank Piper and
William Pearson Tolley of Syracuse University, published by the
·Macmillan Co. of New York and
Toronto. This is the book origioally
iotended for publication by the army
as a contribution to the soldier's
understanding of world truth and
his appreciation of cultures other
than his own. Though the material
'was prepared, in time, the army
edition was delayed and fioally
abandoned at the end of the war.
The book is now available for general civilian use, and in one volume
assembles writings of religion and
philosophy from many sources. From
pages 3711 to 384 the Baha', Faith
Is represented by a brief history,
twelve statements of principle, and
excerpts from the Writings on the
unity and functions of the prophets,
the actions of the righteous, and the
principles and plan of a world commonwealth. This work is a very
valuable public recognition of the
Faith. (Price per =py not stated)
"The Magic Powder" by Earl J.
Hadley, a history of the Universal
Atlas Cement Co. and the cement
industry, published by G. P. Putnam's Sons. New York. This work,
of particular ioterest to architects,
engineers and men cormected with
the industry. features the Baha'i

House of Worship as a unique expression of a rchitecturn 1 concrete.
The frontispiece illustrates the Temple. a close-up picture appears on
page facing page 197, arul the building is described on pages 200 and
201. Per copy, $3.50.

ligious literacy should become acquainted with it" (i.e., the Habit!
Faith).
The Public Relations Committee
wishes to record as completely as
possible all references made to the
Faith by non-Baha 'fs, and also all
reierences made by Baha'is in nonBaha'i publications. The believers
who from time to time send information are very helpful and such
cooperation is gratefully received.
Pum.u: RELATIONS CoMMlTl'D

"They Have Found a Faith" by
Marcus Bach, published by BobbsMerrill Co., Cincinnati. Dr. Bach of
Iowa University has made a study
of "America's little-known religions,
and includes a statement in the
Baha'i Faith along with his accounts
of Jehovah's Witnesses, Spiritualism,
the Kingdoms of Father Divine,
Bulletin on Public Rclatiollll
Unity, the Foursquare Gospel, OxThe Public Relations Committee
ford Group and Psychiana. The au- has issued the second of its series
thor's investigation has been sym- of bulletins, dated November 1946.
pathetically conducted and he has A copy has been sent each local Asapparently made a real study of sembly, Regional Teachiog Committhe Baha'i Teachings. This associa- tee, National Committee, and group.
tion of the religion of Bahel 'u 'llah The committee is particularly anxwith cults springing up to fill needs ious to supply copies to individual
not met by the traditional faiths Babs. 'i workers who are active along
will repel many inquirers but on publicity lines.
the other hand may briog the Cause
The second bulletin contains eightto the attention of souls who at
een
pages of mimeographed text,
present are not otherwise receiving
iocluding
the following subjecis;
the message. Per copy, $3.00.
Function and methods· of the Public
Other references to the Faith in Relations Committee; a list of books
non-Baha 'f publications are: illus- and pamphlets referring to the Faith;
tration of Temple in Business Week, statement on the national AdvertisAugust 31, 1946; illustration of Tem- iog Campaign; suggestions on pubple and description in Airways, July, licity and advertising for public
1946; PsychicDigest, Toronto, April, meetiogs; text of the first two adver1946; Mind Digest, August 1946; In- tisements appearing in Newsweek;
ternational Arts Quarterly, Denver, press releases issued nationally in
September - November, 1946 inter- September, October and November;
iors (a trade paper), January, 1946; teaching by mail; information aboot
and Religious Education, August the Associated Press Temple illus1946-a review of The Baha'i World, tration release which has appeared
Vol. IX, which contains thi s sta te- in 127 different papers; the adver. ment: "Anyone pretending to re- tising and publicity prepared by the
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Public Relations Committee for the
Public Meetings Campaign; a statement on use of the Hotel Church
Directory; and full text of five recent national press articles as sent
to newspapers since September.
The committee is sending out literature as rapidly as possible to
the names and addresses sent in
by local Assembaies. Among the
cities covered in this way are: Davi·
son, Mich.; Sioux Falls; Alaska;
New Orleans; a special California
list ; New Haven; Fargo; South
Bend; Lima; Springfield, Ill.; Elmhurst, Ill.; Boston; East Phoenix
Rural; and Colorado Springs. A total
of 367 pieces mailed.
In sending names and addresses
of key people and organizations, classify if possible by their interests:
peace and ·world unity, industrial
justice, religious unity, race unity.
1450 pieces of literature have been
mailed to names on the national
list compiled by the Public Relations Committee.
The current Baha'i advertisement
appeared in Newsweek of November 18; the next will appear in the
issue of January 20, 1947. During
Dec e m b e r an advertisement is
scheduled in World Report, and
World Report will carry another advertisement in February.
PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITI'EE

International Balui'i School
Announcement of 1947 Season
Beginning with the 1947 season,
the International Baha'I School at
Temerity Ranch, Pine Valley, Colorado Springs, will be conducted
under full Baha'i management. Since
this important institution was donated to the Faith by Mr. and Mrs.
Mathews, the School sessions have
been arranged by a national committee appointed annually by the
NSA. The hospitality, however, has
been extended to guests by Mrs.
Mathews as her further generous
contribution to the - development of
the School.
A Maintenance Committee has now
been appointed, and the students will
make arrangements with the manager in the same way as at other
Baha'i Schools. Only a limited number can be accommodated in the
charming and delightful quarters and
early reservation for 1947 should be
made; The cost will range from $20

to $25 per person for a ten day

session.
Two ten day sessions are planned
for 1947. From June 18 to June 2:1
the School will conduct a program.
for Latin America teachers, pioneers,
students and guests from Latin America. From July 1 to 1<1 the session
will be devoted to European teachkg, and the program will be for
European pioneers, teachers, stu.dents and guests from the European
countries.
Local Assemblies are requested to
bring this notice to the attention of
their communities.

Winter Session at Louhelen
The Winter Session of the Baha'i
School will he held December 26
through January 1. Two courses
be given:
Study of Some Answered Questions conducted by Harlan Ober.
Tea cher training class conducted by Miss Elisabeth Cheney.
Rates: $3.00 per day for dormitory. $3.50 per day for single room.
For reservations please write to
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston,
3208 S. State Road,
Davison, Mich.

will

Correction
In the cable from the Guardian
received after the passing of John
Bosch and published. in Baha'i News
for September, certain short words
had, as usual been supplied. One
of the sentences was printed as follows: "His saintly life, pioneer services, historic contribution of institution of summer school, entitle him
to rank among outstanding figures
of the closing years heroic. and openmg years of formative age of Baha'i
Dispensation." It ha s been pointed

out that it must have been the Guardian's intention to say "historic contribution -to institution of summer
school" in view of the fact that the
idea of the summer school originated.
with Leroy loas, who cqnsulted a
number of Baha'i teachers about it
and presented it to the National
Spiritual Assembly, whereupon Mr.
Bosch offered his property for the
school and eventually deeded that
property to the National Spiritual
Assembly.

Stimulating Conference
at Banft
The fourth Summer Conference arranged by the Prairie Regional
Teaching Committee, held at Banft
August 11th to 16th, was. so successful that a unanimous vote was recorded· to ask the Committee to plan
other similar conferences in 1947 and
perhaps to make of this an annual
event in Western Canada. The thirtytwo who attended came from four
Canadian Provinces and five of the
United States. Among them were five
non-Bahe. 'is and three youths.
The theme of the Conference was
"The Baha'i Faith in Action."
At the request of residents of and
visitors to Banft, a public meeting
was arranged at which Dr. Edris.
Rice-Wray gave an illustrated lec~
ture on the Temple and its mean..
ing, which attracted eighteen nonbelievers and was followed by considerable discussion.
At a specially arranged afternoon
meeting, the Ven. Dr. S. H. Middleton, the principal of St. Paul's Resi-·
dential
School for Indians
at
Cardston 1 Alta., gave a most informa tive and interesting talk on the history, beliefS, and needs of theIndians. He is an outstanding au--

RePonal Day &1 Temerity Ranch, Colorado 8pria.rs. Colorade. A group of BahiJt.;
and ChiDese officers who were .... esill. ,...,., 1941.

BAHA'i NEWS
thority on this subject. In his introduction he said that he had read a
number of Baha', books and always
has on hand for reference the World
OrtleY magazine. Dr. Middleton's
contribution was an outstanding
event of the Conference and the
friends were reluctant to have him
leave.
Apart from the regular program,
tltose present enjoyed riding, swimming, a picnic, after which a group
photograph was taken, and varioll:s
other activities for which this beautiful mountain resort is famous. All
were loath to leave .
.RmIONAL TEAcHING COMMI'r'l'EE

for Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta

Baha'is Take Leading Part
in University Event
The Berkeley Baha', AssemblY
took an active part in an important
project at the University of Cali·
fornia last summer when asked to
serve on the steering ~mmittee of
the Institute on Human Relations.
The Institute, held June 3 to 8, was
designed to work toward unity
among the wide diversity of racial
and religious groups pn the campus.
The Institute on Human Relations
was directed by the Department ()f
Institutes of the University of California Extension Division, and spon·
sored by the Associated Students of
the University of California, the
Graduate Students Association, and
the National Conference ()f Christians and Jews. Among the cooperating organizations were the
Berkeley Baha'! Assembly, Hillel
Foundation, International House,
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
The Baha'j Assembly received a
letter from the chairman of the Institute which stated: "We would like
to have your interest and support.
. . . We would be very happy to see·
the Berkeley Baha 'j Assembly enter
the Institute."
A careful investigation of the aims
01 the Institute and its sponsors
showed that the organization was
non-political and non-partisan in na~
ture. The opportunity seemed made
to order. Indeed it proved to be an
e~erience perhaps unqiue on any
campus.
.
The Baha'is took a leading part ill
arranging inter-religious and interracial book and art exhibits which
attracted tremendous student attention throughout the week. A nine day

Bab..B'i Conference at Banft't August, 1946

exhibit in the University Library fea- simplY laid out on long tables, a 1a
tured the Baha'i Temple as a symbol bookstalls on the Seine, attracted
for the Institute. Arresting to the actual investigation by people who
thousands of students who passed handled the books freely and jotted
by, the Chicago Tribune reprint, down tilles.
"Story of the Baha'i Temple," and
A banquet was given for Carey Mcthe Tribune picture of the Temple Williams by the steering committee
were dramatically arranged in a at which the purpose of the Institute
large upright glass case, together was described and special credit
with a card (written by the non- given to the Berkeley Baha'i AsBaha'i student chairman of the com- sembly for its work.
mittee!) which stated: "Baha'i-an
At the final evaluation meeting,
inter-cultural religion. One approach tribute was again paid to the work
to the problem of inter-group and of the Baha'i representatives in helphuman relations."
ing to make the Institute a success.
A second Baha'i exhibit also drew At this meeting Ali M. Yazdi sumthe interest of crowds of students marized the Baha'i point of 17iew
and adults who came to see the and showed opportunities for carrypaintings by Chimura Obata and the ing on the work for student unity.
photographs by Hansel Adams. A He offered the continued advice of
series of Baha'i Te'mple pictures and the Bah;; 'is in this field. The Instidetails, together with a Tem"le book- tute ended on this note.
let for visitors to read, was arranged
by Mr. Obata next to his own exhibit.
In Memoriam
Exhibits of books on human relaMrs. Zenobia J. Dorsey, Scranton, Pa.
tions were held in th lobby of
Mrs. Alice Helliar. Vancouver. B. C.
Wheeler Hall in connection with the October 26, 11146.
Mrs. Lila Paulson, Muskegon Heights,
programs given in the auditorium.
Thirteen Baha'i books were dis· Michigan. August 28, 1946.
Dr. Walter M. Goodfellow, West Engleplayed and hundreds of Bah"- 'j pam- wood,
N. J. November 1, 1946.
phlets ("Pa Itern for Future SoMrs. J. A Shuey, Oakland, Cali1ornia.
ciety," Chicago Tribune reprints,
Mrs. Lucy Reynolds, Philadelphia, Pa.
and "Christians, Jews and Muham- OctQber 31. 1946.
madans") were literally snatched
Mrs. Alta Krueger. Salem, Oregon. Noup. It was notable that these books vember 11. 1946.
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State and Province EleetiOll8
Election Commiuees
Alabama

Mr. JOhn lnglia, Chalrrnan
Mr. Robert Durr, Sec'y., 30 12th No.,
Birmingham

Mrs. Hf'len Robinson,. Chairman
Miss Margery McCormiok. See',.,
Box 1156. Anehorage
Mr. Verne Stout
Arizona

Mr. Owen Trobridge. a:.ainnan
Mrs. Isabella Dodge,. Sec'y" 2833 E.
2nd St .• Tucson

Mrs. Nina Seibert
Arltansas

Mr. Verney B. Thompson, -Chairman
Hansen,

504 W. Dlinois Sl. -Urbaru..
Mr. Carl Fingerlin
Indiana
Mr. Philip Schott, Chairman
Mrs. Sarah Russell, Sec'y., 1031 Lin-

coln Way, W., So. Bend, 18
Miss Elma Wilson

Iowa
Mr. C. C. UtUe, Chairman

Mr. Homer n,-er

AIaoI<a

Mrs. ,Pauline

1946

See'y..

717

Scott St., Uttle Rock
Mrs. Jessie Underwood
Northern CaUfornJa

Miss Nadine G. Cooper. Chairman

Mrs. Laura Kelsey Allen, Sec'y., 537
Santa Barbara Rd.• Berkeley
Mr. Jack B. Fatooh
Southern CaUlonda
Mr. J ahn P alk, Chairman

Miss Christine Lofstedt. Sec")"., t'19

Concha St .• Altadena

Mr. Omphie B. Coleman
Colorado
Mrs. M. Rlta Wallace, Chairman
Mrs. Mildred Clark, See'y., 821 Marion St., Denver
Mrs. Gladys Roberta
ConnecUcu't

Mrs. Lillian Steed, Chainnan
Mrs. Rene Welsh, Sec'y., R. F. D. 4.
Greenwich
Mrs. Caroline Kener
Delaware

Mr. Rod Warren. Chairman
Mrs. Cynthia Olson, Sec'y" 813
Orange St., Wnprlngton
Miss .Jessie Perry
DIstrict of Col.mbfa.
Mr. Henry W. Davis, Chairman
Miss Eliza beth Hopper, Sec',.., 2220
20th St., N. W.
Mr. Rex1ord. C. Parmelee
Florida.
Miss Winifred Richards, Chairman
Mrs. Lucile Buffin, Sec'y., 49 S. E.
8th St., Miami 36
Miss Olive Alexander
Geergia
Dr. David Rnhe, Chairman
Miss Olga Finke, Sec'y., 1247 Sells
Ave., S. W_. Atlanta
Mrs. Louise Taylor
Bawall
Mrs. S. A. Baldwin, Chairman
Miss Catharine Nourse, Sec'y., 2455
Ala Wai Blvd., Honolulu
Mr. Fred Allen
lcIabo

Mrs. Bertha S. Adelmann, Chairman
Mrs. Genevieve Ingham, Sec'y., %
Boise Junior College, Boise
Dr. F. H. Thurston
N-orthern DliDois
Mr. Alan McCormick, Chairman
Mrs. Margarite Ullrich, Sec'y.. 964
Hayes Ave., Oak Park
Mr. Richard McCurdy

Southern llliDois
Mrs. Lois E. Coe, Chairman
Miss Margaret Swengel, Secretary,

Miss Anna Marie Iben, Sec'y., 1503
Second Ave., S. E .• Cedar Rap.

Miss Luella Balsiger
1[.........

Mrs. Paul H. Brown, Chairman
Mrs. Bertha H. CampbeU. Sec·y.,
1021 Tyler St.. Topeka
Mrs. Arthur J. Schulte
Kentucky
Mrs. Kathryn Fe ankland, Chairman
Miss Frances B • .rones, See·y .• 136?
S. 4th St .. Louisville
Dr. Clell G. Fowler
Louisiana
Mrs. Marion M.. Little, Chairman
Mrs. Margaret Ellis. Sec'y., 518 st.
Peter St .• New Orleans 16
Mrs. Lee Blackwell
•
Maine
Miss Martha Woodsurn. chairman
Mrs. Dorothy Cress, Sec'y., Eliot

Miss Louise Thompson
Maryland

Mr. A. E. Dorrida, Chairman
Mrs. Hazel Langeall, Sec',.., 405 Bretton Pl., Baltimore 18
Mr. Wm. B. Patzer

Massachusetts
Mr. Duncan MacAlear. Chairman
Mrs. Louise -Sayward, s.ee.y.. 210
Brookline Av., Boston 15
Mrs. Emma Rice
MlchfPD
Mr. Robert W. Gaines. Chainnan
Mrs. Bertha H. Kirkp.lrlok. Se"""

Olivet

Mr. Earl Shetterly
Mbanesota
Miss Arlene Lindenstruth, Chairman
Mr. Julian Abas. Sec·y., 235 Fuller
St .. St. Paul 3
Mrs. Kenneth Klein
Mississippi

Mrs. Evelyn Bivins. Chairman
Miss Emmy Lou Patton. See'y., 636
Pennsylvania, Jackson
Mr. Percy Hopkins
Missourl
Mr. Lloyd Sherrill, Chairman
Mr. Claude X. Winans. Sec'y., 421 N.
Spring St., Independence
Mrs. J. B. Becktel
Montana
Mr . .Jack Saunders, Chairman
Miss Betty Mereness, Sec'y., 1043
Breckemidge, Helena
Mrs. E. Caldwell
Nebraska

Mrs. Beatrice CampbelL. Chajrman
Mrs. Wendell Lane, Sec'y., 511 S.
22nd St., Omaha

Mr. Herman Friedlander
Nevada

Miss Catherine Parr, Chairman
Miss Blossom Hay, Sec'y., 708 Uni·
versity St., Reno
Mr. Richard Guy Walton

New Hampsbjre

Mr. Lucien McComb. Chairman
Mr. Hiram Bolton, Sec'y .. Box 85.

Ashuelot
Mrs. Hazel Owen

New Jersey

_

Mr. Archie Tichenor. Chairman
Mrs. Am,. Raubitschek, Secret8l7,
1113 Broml.,. Av., West Englewood
Mr. Bernard Gotm~~
New Mexictl
.~
Mr. Thomas Ewing, Chairman
Mrs. Evelyn Walters, Sec·y., 1401 E.
Lead. AJbuque~e
Mr. Raymcnd It. Allen
Northern New Yo:rk

Mrs. Ruth Hart, Chairman
Dr. A. D. Heist. Sec'y .. 83 Lyeeum
St., Geneva. N. Y.
:Mr. John Woolston
Southem New York
Mr. Robert McLaughlin, Chairman
Miss Helen Campbell. Sec'y.. 15 W.
9th St., N. Y.l!
Mra:. Sara Ellen- Peake
North
Mrs. Catherinp. Whitmore, Chairman
Mrs. Naomi Simmons, Sec';,-.. 501
Banks St., Greensboro
Mr. John A. Goodwln
North Dakota
•
Mrs. Esther B. Morrm. Chairman
Mrs. Nora KIng, Sec·y., 812 7th st..
So.~ Fargo
Mrs. H. H. Cassebnan
Ohio
Mr. Albert Segan, Chairman
Miss Hilda St"u~s. SE>C'y., 3640 Ep'WtIrth Ave.• Cincinnati 11
Mrs. Lulu Alexander
Oklahoma
Mr. Albert P. Entzminger, Chab;'man
Mu. Caroline Ittner, Sec·y., 117 S. W
44th St., Oklahoma City
Mrs. Ann Davidson
Oregon
Mr. Levi Munson, Chainnan
Mrs. Alice Robertson,. Sec'y., T15
S. W. IGng St. Portland
Mr. Robert R. Brehm
Pennsylvania
Mrs. Marguerite Sears, Chairman
Mrs. Annamarie Honnold. Sec·y., 119
E. Hathaway Lane, Havertown

ea_

Paerto Rico

Mr. Salvador Ramirez Ramirez,
Chairman
Mr. Marcelino Castro, See'y., Calle
Monserrate No.1. Stop 15 Santurce,
San .Juan
Mr. Thomas S. Morales

Rhode Island

Mrs. Beth Murray NewPort, Chair-

man
Mr. Wm. DouB, Sec'y., 545 Potters
Ave.• Providence

Miss Margaret Lentz
South Carolina.
Mrs. Rachel Mothersill, Chairman
Mrs. Katherine MacPhee, Sec'y., 21
Pinckney St., Greenville
Mrs. Eugene :Meyer
South Dalr.ola
Miss Elsa Steinmetz, Chairman
Miss Betty Campbell. Sec'y.. l50i
S. Minnesota Ave. Sioux Fans
Mr. H. Drymon

Tennessee

Miss Martha Fettig, Chairman
Mrs. Grace Bogan, Secretary, :tOlZ
Central Ave., Memphis

Miss Nellie Roche
(Continued on 'Page lZ)
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News from Local Communities
Many communities have sent in

other teaching work. Mr. Alvin Blum
used the records in talks recentlY
in Eureka Springs and Harrison, Arkansas. The Bah';' 'is have donated
the use of the Bah .. 'I Center to the
Esperanto Group's Study Classes.

9
sona! study, group discussioa or public teaching, a very representative
collection of the Babil'; writings. Each
of the three pamphlets p,resents the
selections by topics, 'making the
books convenient for reference. The
large edition ordered has 'made it
possible to fix a very low price. The
hope is that every believer will obtain a set for his own use. Per set
of three pamphlets, $0.25.

most interesting and inspiring reports during October and November.
A few of the high-lights are the
following:
In SAN FRANCISCO the Birthday
of the Bab was celebrated on OctoNew York BegiD8 Publie
ber 19th. with a large public meeting
Meetings Series
in the beautiful Century Club audiThe New York Community, under
torium. Mrs. Robert W. Kenny and the sponsorship of the N ationa!
Mr. Anthony Seto spoke to an audi- Spiritual AssemblY, held one in a
Prophecy Fulfilled, by Elisabeth
ence of 240 pecple, of whom about series of three public meetings at the Cheney, a new edition of this inIKI were Baha'Is of the Bay area, of Henry Hudson Hotel, Thursday eve- teresting' and helpful presentation
the significance of this date to the ning, November 7th, at 8:30 p.m. of prophecy from the Balta'i· point
Baha'Is and to the world. Mr. Walter
Long and careful preparation was of view. Rising costs make it neOlitzki of the Metropolitan Opera made for this meeting and the re- cessary to increas~ the price. 100
Company was the, guest artist. The sults proved extremely gratifying. copies for $2.50.
local Spiritual AssemblY received a In addition to sending invitations to
Industrial Justice-from 'Abdu'Jgift of shares of stock amounting in . a mailing list of approximatelY 3500 Baha's statement on strikes, pubvalue to over $30,000 for the purchase people, a S-minute free radio an- lished as a chapter in, "Some An.
of suitable premises for San Fran- nouncement was given over station
swered Questions." This leaflet is
cisco Baha'I activities, to be called WNYC on November 7th at 8:45 a.m. one of our most timelY subjects. 100
the Helen S. Goodall Fund, The city Releases were sent tp all local news- copies for $2.00.
'
was one of many holding memorial papers.
Chicago Sunday Tribune Reprintmeetings for Lidja Zamenbof. The
About 700 pecple were present.
Esperantists of the city were invited Cards inserted in the programs were through the kind permission of the
editor, the full pa ge color Ulusirato attend.
handed to the people as they entered, tion of the floodlighted Temple taken
On October 27th ELMHURST held with the request to f'lll out name and by the Sunday Tribune during the
its third annual banquet. Over 100 address and return to the ushers. Centenary celehrations, and their
persons attended, a good percentage Eighty cards were returned.
article about the Faith, have been
of whom were non-Baha'is, thus
reprinted in the form of a convenient
demonstrating what the united effour page folder. This reprint is efBaha'i
Literature
torts of even a few Baha'Is can proThe Publishing Committee lists fective contact material. 20 copt...
duce. The theme was "World
for $1.00.
Citizenship-Our Goal," and the pro- several titles of current interest.
Selected
WTitings-a
set
of
three
World Order Through World Faith
gram consisted of fine music and
three speakers, Walter Deppe, chair- pamphlets, one compiled from words -seven of 'Abdu'l-Baha's American
man of the LSA, Togo Tanaka, young of Baha ?u'llah; one from words of talks combined in one pamphlet by
'Abdu'l-Babil; and one from the the 'Public Relations Committee for
Japanese of note, and Horace Holley,
Guardian's
writings. This set of pam- their public. campaign. 32 pal1es. per
secretary of the NSA.
. '
phlpts
offers
the believer, for per- copy, $0.15; 10 copies for $1.25.
Under the sponsorship of the ANCHoRAGE Spiritual Assembly, a·display of books on peace and on the
Baha'i Faith has been presented to
the Anchorage Public Library. It has
excited much interest in the community. A new Sunday morning
fireside, refer_red to as the "Dawnbreakers," has been started by Mis!r
Betty Becker in her apartment. Her
guests enjoy a waffle breakfast and
learn about the Baha'i Teachings.
The LITTLE ROCK Spiritual Asembly has contracted with KXLR
Radio Station for two broadcasts
monthly. The friends intend to utilize
all the transcription records tlmt are
available. The Assembly has had the
two transcription records "A New
Interpretation of History" and 'I A
Call to Action" reproduced onto four
records that fit the ordinary machine
Eoglish Baha.'i Summer School beld at Mattlock Bath, Derbymlre, July I1'-Aagust
and can in this way be played in the
10, 1946. The picture was sent bv Mrs. EUzabetb Lacey, (Seventb from left In ba.ck
home for fireside meetings and for row). MaTion HoDey Hofman is just belowber,.
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Frankfort Germany'. New
National Center
The Gurdian has congratulated the
German N.S.A. on the "undivided
loyalty" of the German friends and
the prospects of "tremendous unprecedented expansion, consolidation
of activities" and sent 10,000- pounds
to be devoted to relief, teaching work
expansion of literature and renting
or purchasing of an adequate house
for a National Haziratu'l-Quds in
Frankfurt.
.

Continnous and Great 'Growth
in Tihrin
The Tlhran S.A. meets at least
five ti~es a week. Besides, its own
activities it supervises the work of
committees for Teaching, Youth, Relief, Women's Progress, Travel and
Liaison, Health, Education and Pioneering. Many of these committees
bave sub-committees. The Teaching
Committee supervises weekly 75 to
85 meetings for study of the Teachings. Since the beginning of this Baha'i year~ 102, these_ meetings have
introduced 300 inqulrers to the Faith,
78 of whom have accepted the Teachings. The Work of the other committees is on the same scale.

, French Baha'islJnder the
Occupation
The French Baha'is underwent severe trials and losses during the
occupation. Mrs. Stanoard, who had
worked for the cause for many years
died in 1944; Mme. Alcan was killed
in a bombing; Mme. Kennedy died
suddenly in 1943; Mlle. Galimardin
om 1941, both worn out by the tension of the occupation; Mme. Motefiore, sister of Mme. Hesse, was
sent to a concentration caIl}P and
her fate is unknown. The archives
of the Paris Assembly and much
Baha'i literature were destroyed
when Mr. Kennedy's house' was,
bombed. Mr. C. N. Kennedy, 6 Rue
Leon Bonnat, Paris 16 is the presid'ent of the newly elected S.A. of
Paris and Mlle. Lucienne Migette its
secretary.

1946

C.A.R.E .. Joho urges {rieods to or·
Letters from Abroad
A personal letter received from der these packages so people can
Budapest, Hungary, and written by prepare for the winter which threatone who had been deeply drawn to ens to be colder than the last.
Mr. Manutscher rl~blh of Iran has
the Baha'i Faith reveals some of the
meaning of the Guardian's phrase heeo seot to Germany by the GuardC
"spiritually famished" as applied to ian to tell the German friends of
Europeans. We quote parts of the the Faith in Irim, especially how
the Iranian friends carry out the
letter:
instructions of the Guardian and the
"Life here is very exhausting , .. Administration in spite of persecuWe have to count already in trillions tion by the Governmeot.
and one gets quite crazy with it (the
News that some of the Japane$e
inflation). The material life takes so
much time and is so difficult . . . Baha'is are still alive has been rethat I am unable to live a spiritual ceived. Mr. H. S. Fughita is at Jalife. Eight years ago in 1937 I got nai, some 300 miles south of Tokyo.
the fire. Now I've lost it. I trust in He is working as interpreter for the
God and wish I could he the same American Army at a railway staC
good follower of the Baha'i Teach- tion.
ings as I used to be . • . but since
The remains of the renowned BaI knew I had lost my husband I M'i teacher, historian and philosocan't pray . . . There was a magic . pher, Abu'I-Fadl, and of the selfpower in the Teachings, which helped sacrificing pioneer and teacher, Mrs.
me a lot . . . Now I feel old, and my Lua Getsinger, have been trail&Baha'i past is my lovely remem- ferred to the Baha'i cemetery in
brance.of my youth."
Cairo. Their, two adjoining tombs,
one facing the East and the other
the West, were especially bullt at
Brief Notes from Other Lands the direction of the Guardian.
Joho Eichenauer writes from StuttNewiymarried Baha'is in Persia
gart that the 15 (now 10) dollar re- are stili faced with the choice of
lief packages distributed by C.A.- some months imprisonment or payR.E., 50 Broad St., New York, N. Y., ment at a fine. since Baha'i marare excellent. Ten days after the riage is not yet recognized official1y
order is placed in New York the ad- and there is no civil registry. Many
dressee is notified to pick up his are the youths who choose the forpackage at the local warehouse of mer alternative.

Bah.l'( Acllllresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, WIlmette,
Illinois.
Treasurer's (Jmce:

110 Linden Avenue, WUmette,
Illinois,
Baha'f Publhhing Committee:

110 Linden Avenue, Wibnette,
Illinois.

.

Inspecting the institute on Haman Ite'laUODIi Ht.eratare. 'Whleh includes thI:rteea
_ ' I books and Jumtlred. 01 p ..... phlet., In !lie lobby -' Wbeeler DaB, UniversUy ot
Calilomia. The exhibit was arranced by the Bahi'iB 01 Berkeley.
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fAK,al Assemblies Smtaining the

Seven Year Pian Dnring
September, 1946
The following are the Assemblies
which contributed to the National
Fund during September:
Alaska
Ancborage

Arizona
E. Phoenix Rural
Phoenix
ArkaDoas
LiWe Rock
CaUfomia

Alhanibra
Berkeley
Beverly Hilla
Burbank

Burlingame
Glendale

. Long Beach
Lo. Angeles
Oakland
Pasadena

Sacramento
San Diego

Santa Barbara
San Francisco
Caaada

Ha1lfax
Toronto
Regina
Colorado
Denver
C~

Hamden
New Haven
Delaware
Wi1mlngtou

"FIorilla.
JacltsonviUe

Miami
Hawaii
HoDolulu
G Maul

Georcto.

Atlanta

Au8Ufia
IdaIlD
~e

:ruIDols
Chicago

Danville
Elmhurst

Evanston
Peoria

SpringfteJ.d

Urbana
Wilmette
Indiana

Fort Wayne"
IndianapolJa
South Bend
Jowa
Cedar Rapldo
ItaDsu
Topeka

IeJd1lck7

LoulsvIIIe

Kame

Ma _
ElIot
__

Boston
Brookllne

Springfield
Worcester

MichIgan
Detroit

Slides of Haifa and Akka

runt

A set of 2x2 inch slides in color has
recent1y been complete-d. shOwing
views of the Shrines. the rarden~ on
Mt Carmel, and the garnpn of Ridvan. There are twenty·iour slides in
the set. All are Kodachrome trans.
parenciees. They are duplicatf"s of
35 mm. transparencies '3E"nt to the
National Archives Committee by the
Guardian, and some are enl=lrgements from the 16 mm. color film of
the Shrines and gardens. This set is
available to Assemblies and National
Committees for "teaching purposes.
It may be purct>.ased through the··
Temple Sales CommitteE" at a cost
of $6.00.

Lansing

Muskegon
Minnesota
Duluth

Minneapolis

St. Paul
Missouri
Independence
Kansas City
St. I;rouis
MootaD&

Butte
Helena
New Hampshlre
Portsmouth
Oklahoma

Oklahoma City
OrelrOll

Portland
P ......ylvaata
Pbiladephia

Radio Transcriptions

West Chester
Rhode 1 _
Providence

The Assemblies will be pleased to
know that we now have available

Soulb C a _

Greenville

eight~

Soulb Dakota
Sioux Falls
New lersey

fifteen' minute dramatic tran-

scriptions. They are entitled as follows:
1. A New Interpretation of History.
2. A Call to Action.
3. This Is My Faith.
4. Meet Mr. Justice.·
5. A World Language.

Dumont
East Orange

Teaneck
New York

Bingham_

Jamestown

New York
Rochester

6. Hometown, U.S.A.
7. Mr. Justice Returns.

Yonkers
NorIb Dakota

Fargo
Obto

CincmnaU
Cleveland
Columbus
Da~

Lima
TelIneasee

Memphis
Taa.
Houston
Utah
Salt Lake City
Vermtml

Brattleboro
Vlrclnla
Arlington
Alexandria
Washlagtoa
Richmond Highland.

Seattle

Spokane
West Virginia

Charleston
_In
Kenosha

Milwaukee

Racine
Wauwatosa

WhIte Fish BIIJ'
Wyomfng

Laramie
101 Assemblies
temher

11
-

contributed in Sep-

37 As.em bli•• did not contribute
54 Groups contributed
117 Isolated Baha9 is contributed
·Correction of Augusta report, through
an error Fort Wa:yDe was not reported as
sustaining the Second Seven Year Plan.

8. Back Where They Came From.
The Assemblies are urged to make
the fullest possible use of these dramatic transcriptions whi("h have
been enthusiastically received both
by the friends and by radio stations.
The content of the material on these
transcription records is of such a
high quality that professional pe0ple feel strongly inclined to use it.
These records are for broadcast..
ing purposes only, and they are to
be circulated around the country.
We therefore, strongly urge the
Fri<>nds to return the records to
this office promptly after they have
been used in their communities. It
is also important that they make a
notation of the number of times they
used· the record. After a certain
amount of use the record must be
discarded and a new one substituted
in order to give the best broadcasting results. We would appreciate
the return of the records as promptly
as possible so that other Assemblies
who are waiting for them will not
be delayed in putting on their radio
programs.
MlLDRED R. MorrAHEDl:H,
Secretary, Radio Committee.
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12
Quebec

Election Committees

Mr. Emeric Sala. Chairman

(Can't from page 8)

Teu..
Mrs. Dwight Edson. Chairman
Mi.. Dorothea Sligb, Sec'y..
Main St., Houston
Mr. Chrles Woodruff

1946

Mr. Siegfried Scbop!loeber, Sec'y.,
1102 University Ave., Montreal
11116

Utah

Mr. Leslie Hawthorne. Chairman
Mr. K. L. storrs, Sec'y.. 28 S. 4th
St .. East, Salt Lake City
Mr. lloyd Byars

VermODt.

Miss Gladys Anderson. Chairman
Miss Maud Mickle, Sec'y., 108 High
SL. Brattleboro
Mrs. Elizabeth Van Patten

Vlrc1n1&

Mr. Allen B. McDaniel. Chairmau
Mrs. Florence Bansen. Sec~y.. 4419
4th Rd., No., ArUngton

Mr. Raymond Rouse

WasIoiD&Mn
Mr. Ernest A Walter, Chairman
Mr. John Stroessler, Sec'y.. 1806 Terry, Seattle
Mrs. Eunice Shurcliff
West VIrgIDIa

MIss Mildred Elmer, Chairman
Mrs. Marion C. Lippitt. Sec'y_, 1310
MaeCorkle Ave., S. E., Charleston 3
Mr. Harlyn Schott

WlIIcODSla
Mr. Andrew F. Matthlsen. Chairman
lIIrB. Annalean Schwandes, Sec·;y.,

Mr. Walter Lobse
Saskaichewan
Mr. William Ganss, Chairman
Miss DoroUly Sheets, See'y., 2318
Hali1ax St. Regina
Mr.. Harvey Takasbiba
I

CANADA
AII>eria
Mrs. Ann McGee, Chairman
Mrs. MilwYD. Davies, Selt;?,... 11005
8DIb Av., Edmonton
.Miss Doris Skinner
British Celombla

Mr. Harold J. MoscZ"OP. Chajrman
Miss Muriel Wamicker. Sec'y., No.
214-1210 Jarvis, Vancouver

Mr. Noland W. Boss
_1>&
Mr:s. Signm Linda!. Chairman

Mr.

Ross

Woodman,

Sec'y.,

Vaughan St., Wirmipeg
Mr. Rowland Estall
New Brmwwick
Mrs. Ae:nes King, Cbairman
Mrs. Merle ·McEwen, See'y.,

197

92

North st.. Molttton
Mrs. Leila Wells
Nova Scotia .
Miss Arno Chesley, Chairman
Mrs. Edward Bellefieur, Sec'y.. 593
Gottingen St., Hall1ax
Mr. Fred Wade
On\arlo
Mr. F. St. George Spendlove, Chair~

man

Mrs. Audrey Robarts, Sec'y., 4 Mill':~.
bank Av., Forest Hill Villager Tor·

onto
Miss Muriel Wells
Prince Edward Island
Mr. Willard McKay, Chairman
Mrs. Grace Geary, Seery., 279 Rich·
mond St., Charlottetown
Miss Helen Gldden

GreeD Acre SchooI Commtt&ee

1947 Season

Mrs. William Sears, Chairman.
Mrs. Dorothy Fisber, Secretary, 1153
Bryan Street, Philadelpbla, Pa.
Dr. Genevieve L. Coy. Dr. Glenn A.
Shook, Mrs. Clarence Welsh, Mr. David Ned Blackmer, Mr. George Good~
man. Mr. HarrisoQ Langran.

Enrollments by Assenibliea
BQston. c;me. Lima, one youth. Cleveland, one. Columbus, one. Denver. one.
Portsmouth, six. Chicago. eleven. Cedar
Rapids, two. Fort Wayne, two youth, one
adult. Peoria .. two adults, one youth. Long
Beach Calif., one. Los Angeles, three.
Baltimore, one. Alexandria. one. Edm·on·
ton, one. Moncton. two. Hali1ax. one. Mi14
waukee. one adult, one youth. Teaneck,
one. Miami. one. Detroit two. Houston,
three. Jamestown. one. Wauwatosa, one.
New York four. Glendale, one youth. St.
Louis, two. Laramie, one. Wilmette, one.
Portland, one. Berkeley, one. San Fran·
cisco. one. Toronto, two. Minneapolis,
five. BratUeboro. one. Evanston, one.
Binghamton, one. Syracuse. ODe. Wbml·
peg, one. Washington, D. C .• one.

Regional Teacblng

Committee.

en-

rolled, August 11; September, 5; Od-ober, 10.

3256 S. 22M St., MIlwaukee 7
Mr. Ward M. Calhoun

Wyomlnlr
Mrs. Theresa L. Olson. Chairman
Mrs. F10rence Cox, Seeretary. %
Vera Ulrich, Box 112, Laramie
Mr. Joseph Varga

to serve on R. T. C. for New York.
Dr". David Rube is unable to serve on
R. T. C. for N. C., S. C. and Ga.

Directory
Changes of address. new appointments,
etc. are aa follows:
Local Auemb\lell:
Washington, D_ C. Mi.. Elizabeth G.
Hopper, Secretary, 2220 20th St.;' N_W.
Jackson, lI4Isslasippl_ Mr. Edward S.
Campbell. Secretary, P. O. Box. 1583
Natioaal Commltlee.
The Baha"i World. XI, Editorial Com·
mittee.
Miss Virginia Orbison appointed as
one o.f the foreign correspondents.
Child EducaUon Committee.
Mrs. Richard McCurdy, Secretary,
1500 N. LaSalle St., Chica~o, m.
European Teaching Committee,
Mrs. Nellie S. French appointed.
Reviewing Committee.
Mrs. Ruth Hart unable to serve.
Regional TeachiDg Comnrltk:es
Miss Gladys Lemmon appointed to
R. T. C. for Ohio.
Mr. Clarence Lear and Miss June
Sims appointed to R. T. C. for Del..
E. Pa. and N . .1.
Mr. Herbert Hern appointed to R. T.
C. for New York.
Mrs. Pauline. Hansen appointed to
R. T. C. for La., Miss. and Arkansas.
Miss Florence Hay. S.ecretary, for
R. T. C. for Northern California. 450
Lee St., Oakland, 10, California.
Mrs. Donald Corbin appointed Chairman of R. T. C. for Michigan.
Mr. Arnold Kete1s is unable to serve
on R. T. C. for Michigan.
Miss Elizabeth Hackley is unable to
serve on R. T. C. for illinois and
Iowa.
Mrs. Dorothy Arnold Kent is unable
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Twenty-fifth Anniversary of the Guardianship
January 6, 1947
The Unfoldment of the Guardianship

1924

In His Will and Testament the Master wrote: "After
the passing of this wronged one, it is incumbent . . . to
turn unto Shoghi Effendi-the youthful branch branched
from the two hallowed and sacred Lote-trees ... as he is
the sign of God, the chosen branch, the guardian of the
Cause of God, he unto whom all ... must turn. He is the
expounder of the words of God . . . " And so 'Abdu'lprojected into the future the care and protection
which He had always shown to the believers. The loving
command had been spoken; the way of unity was plain;
the Faith of God was protected and its progress
assured.

"Let us also bear in mind that the keynote of the Cause
of God is not dictatorial authority but humble feUowship, not arbitrary power, but the spirit of frank and loving consultation. Nothing short of the spirit of a true
Baha'i can hope to reconcile the principles of mercy and
justice, of freedom and submission, of the sanctity of the
right of the individual and of sell~surrender, of vigilance,
discretion and prudence on the one hand, and fellowship,
candor, and c-;urage on the other."
"Not by the force of numbers, not by ,the mere exposition of a set of new and noble principles, not by an organized campaign of teaching-no matter how worldwide
and elaborate in its character-not even by the staunchness of our faith or the exaltation of our enthusiasm, can
we ultimately hope to vindicate in the eyes of a critical
and sceptical age the supreme claim of the Abha Revelation. One thing and only one thing will unfailingly and'
alone secure the undoubted triumph of this sacred Cause,
namely, the extent to which our inner life and private
character mirror forth in their manifold aspects Ule
splendor of those eternal principles proclaimed by
Baha'u'llah."

Bah..

• * *

1922
In the early letters from Shoghi Effendi we sense the
struggle and sacrifice he faced in assuming the unprecedented responsibilities of the Guardianship,
HAt this early hour when the morning light is just
breaking over the holy Land, whilst the gloom of the dear
Master's bereavement is still hanging thick upon our
hearts, I feel as if my soul turns in yearning love and full
of hope to that great company of His loved ones across
the seas, who now share with us all the agonies of His
Separation. ,?
"May I also express my heartfelt desire that the
friends of God in every land regard me in no other light
but that of a true brother, united with them in our common servitude .• /'
"Now that my long hours of rest and meditation are
happily at an end, I turn my face with renewed hope and
vigor to that vast continent the soil of which is pregnant
with those seeds that our beloved Master has so tenderly
and so profusely scattered in the past. Prolonged though
this period has brent yet I have strongly felt ever since
the New Day has dawned upon me that such a needed retirement, despite the temporary dislocations it might entail, would far outweigh in its results any immediate
service I could have humbly tendered at the Threshold of
Baha'u'llah. "

• * *

1923
HAnd, now, that this all~important Work may suffer no
neglect, but lather function vigorously and continuously
in every part of the Baha'I world; that the unity of the
Cause of Baha'u'I1ah may remain secure and inViolate, it
is of the utmost importance that in accordance with the
explicit text of the Kitab-i-Aqdas, the Most Holy Book, in
every locality, be it city or hamlet, where the number of
adult (21 years and above) declared believers exceeds
nine, a local 'Spiritual Assembly' be forthwith established. To it all local matters pertaining to the Cause
must be direcUy and immediately referred for foIl consultation and decision."

* •

4

1926
"I feel .. : that in view of the expansion and the growing importance of the administrative sphere of the Cause,
the general sentiments and tendencies prevailing among
the friends, and the signs of increasing interdependence
among the National Spiritual Assemblies throughout the
world, the assembled accredited representatives of the
American believers should exercise not only the vital and
responsible right of electing the National Assembly, but
should also fulfill the functions of an enlightened, consultative and cooperative body that will enrich the experience, enhance the prestige, and assist the deliberations of the National Spiritual Assembly."
"The administrative machinery of the Cause having
now sufficiently evolved, its aim and object fairly well
grasped and understood, and its method and working
made more familiar to every believer, I feel the time
is ripe when it should be folly and consciously utilized to
forther the purpose for which it has been created. It
should . . . be made to serve a twofold purpose. On one
hand, it should aim at a steady and gradual expansion of
the Movement along lines that are at once broad, sound
and universal; and on the other it should insure the internal consolidation of the work already achieved. It
should both provide the impulse whereby the dynamic
forces latent in the Faith can unfold, crystalize, and
shape the lives and· conduct of men, and serve as a
medium for the interchange of thought and the coordination of activities among the divers elements that constitute the Baha'i community,"

2
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1929
"The Declaration of Trust, the provisions of which you
have so splendidly conceived, and formulated with such
assiduous care, marks yet another milestone on the road
of progress along which you are patiently and determinedly advancing~ Clear and concise in its wording,
sound in prmciple, and complete In its affirmations of the
fundamentals of Baha'i administration, it stands in its
final form as a wnrthy and faithful expositon Of the constitutional basis of Saha' f communities in every land,
foreshadowing the final emergence of the wnrld Baha';
Commonwealth of the future."

• • •
In Shoghi Effendi' B first letters to us as Guardian he
enclosed translations nf prayers, and through these year.
he has continuallY widened our spiritual horizons by
translations of superlative beauty. A mere listing gives
some indication nf the loving labor involved:
1925--Hidden Words of Bahli'u'!lah
193I-Kitab-i-Iqan
1932-The Dawn-Breakers
1935-G!eanings from the Writings of Bahli',,'I!/ih
1938-Prayers and Meditations of Bah/i'u'U/ih
1941-Epistle to the Son of the Wolf

• •

•

1931
"For Bah"'u'llah . . . has not Dnly imbued mankind
with a new and regenerating Spirit. He has not merely
enunciated certain universal principles, or propounded
a particular philosophy 1 however potent, sound and universal these may be. In addition to these He, as well as
~ Abdu "l-Baha after Him, have, unlike tile Dispensa nons
of the past, clearly and specifically laid down a set of
Laws, established definite institutions, and pmvided for
the essentials of a Divine Economy. These are destined
to be a pattern for future society, a supreme instrument
for the establishment of the Most Great Peace, and the
one agency for the unification of the world, and the proclamation of the reign of righteousness and justice upon
the earth."

• • •
1932

"That the Cause associated with the name of Baha'u'llilh feeds itself upon those hidden springs of celestial
strength which no force of human personality, whatever
its glamour, can replace; that its reliance is solely upon
that mystic Source with which no worldly advantage, be
it wealth, fame, or learning can compare; that it propagates itself by ways mysterious and utterly at variance
·with the standards accepted by the generality of mankind, will, if not already apparent, become increasingly
manifest as it forges ahead towards fresh conquests in
its. struggle for the spiritual regeneration of mankind."
"Let them refrain from associating themselves,
whether by word or by deed, with the political pursuits
of Uleir respective nations, with the policies of their governments and the schemes and programs of parties and.
factions. PI

• • •
IY34

And then came that tremendous message published under the title The Dispensation of Bahli'u'Ulih. In its four

major parts we have a summary of the "fundamental
verities u J the "root principles" of the Faith.
"To obtain a more adequate understanding of the significance of Baha'u'llith's stupendous Revelation must
... remain the first obligation and the Dbject nf the C<>llstant endeavor of each one of its loyal adherents."
"Tbe Faith of Baha'u'llilh should indeed be regarded,
if we wish to be faithful to the tremendous implications
of its message, as the culmination of a cycle, the final
stage in a series of successive or preliminary and p~
g:ressive revelations."
u. . • it emphatically repudiates the claim to be regarded as the final revelation nf God's will and purpose
for mankind . . . the fundamental prtnciple which ronstitutes the bedrock nf Baha'i belief, the principle that
religious truth is not absolute but relative, that Divtne
Revelation is orderly, cDntinuous and progressive and not
spasmodic or final."
" ..• the twin pillars that support this mighty Administrative Structure-the institutions of the Guardianship
and of the Universal House of Justice . . . should be regarded as divtne In origin, essential In their functions
and complementary in their aim and purpDse. Their
common, their fundamental object is to insure the con-"
tinuity of that divtnely-appolnted authority which flows
from the Source of Our Faith, to safeguard the unity nf
its followers and to maintain the integrity and flexibility
of its teachings. Actiog in conjunction with each other
these two inseparable institutions administer its affairs,
coordinate its activities, promote its interests, execute
its laws and defend its subsidiary Institutions. SeverallY,
each operates within a clearly defined sphere of jurisdietiDn; each is equipped with its <>Wn attendant institutions
-institutions designed for the effective discharge nf its
particular responsibilities and duties. Each exercises,
within the limitations imposed upon it, its powers, its
authority, its rights and prerogatives. ThesE" are neither·
contradictory, nor detract io the slightest degree frnm
the position which each of these institutions occupies. Far
fmm being IncDmpa tible Dr mutually destructive, they
supplement each other's authority and functions,. and are
permanently and fundamentally united in their aims."
UNo Guardian of the Faith . . . can ever claim to be
the perfect exemplar of the teachings Df Baha'u'llilb or
the stainless mirrDr that reflects His light. Tbough overshadowed by the unfailiog, the unerring prDtection of
Baha 'u'll.ih. and the Bab, and. however much he may
share with 'Abdu'l-Baha the right and obligation tn interpret the Baha'I teachings, he remains essentially human
and cannot, if he wishes to remain faithful· to his trust,
arrogate to himself, under any pretence whatsoever, the
privileges and prerogatives which Baha'u'llih has chosen
to confer upon His Son."
.

• • •
1936
"Into such a period (of intense turmoil) we are now
steadily and irresistibly moving. Amidst the sbadows
which are increasingly gathering a bout us we can faintly
discern the glimmerings of Baha'u'llah's unearthly sovereignty appearing fitfully on the horizon of histDry. To
us, the II generation of the half-light", living at a time
which may be designated as the period of the incubation
of the World Commonwealth envisaged by Baha'u'llilh,
has been assigned a task whose high privilege we can
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never sufficiently appreciate. and the arduousness of
which we can as yet but dimly recognize. . . . We stand
on the threshold of an age whose_ convulsions proclaim
alike the death-pangs of the old order and the birthpangs
of the new."
"Ceasing to call itself a movement. a fellowship and
the like--designations that did grave injustice to its everunfolding system-dissociating itself from such appelations as Babi sect, Asiatic cult, and offshoot of Shi'ih
Islam, with which the ignorant and the malicious were
wont to describe it, refusing to be labeled as a mere
philosophy of life, or as an eclectic code of ethical conduct, or even as a new religion, the Faith of Baha'u'llAh
is now visibly succeeding in demonstrating its claim and"
title to be regarded as a World Religion ... "
"Their Faith, Baha'is firmly believe, is moreover un-

denominational, non-sectarian, and wholly divorced from
every ecclesiastical system, whatever its form, origin,
or activities. No ecclesiastical organization, with its
creeds, its traditions, its limitations, and exclusive outlook, can be said (as is the case with all existing political
factions, parties, systems and programs). to conform, in
all its aspects, to the cardinal tenets of Baha'i belief. To
some of the principles and. ideals animating political and
ecclesiastical institutions every conscientious follower of
the Faith of Baha 'u'llah can, no doubt, readily subscribe.
With none of these institutions, however, can he identify
himself, nor can he unreservedly endorse the creeds, the
principles and programs on which they are based."
To the Convention in 1936 came the historic cable which
started the First Seven Year Plan-uConvey to American believers abiding gratitude efforts unitedly exerted
in teaching field. Inaugurated campaign should be vigorously pursued t systematically extended. Appeal to assembled delegates ponder historic appeal voiced by
'Abdu'l-Bahil in Tablets of the Divine Plan. Urge earnest
deliberation with incoming National Assembly to insure
its complete fulfillment. First century of Baha'! era
drawing to a close. Humanity entering outer fringes
most perilous stage its exi~ tence. Opportunities of present hour unimaginably precious. Would to God every
State within American Republic and every Republic in
American continent might ere termination of this glorious century ..mbrace the light of the Faith of Baha'u'llah
and establish structural basis of His World Order,"

* • *

1937
When in 1937 the Guardian married Ruhiyyih Khanum
(Mary Maxwell) the National Assembly cabled the joy
;tnd loving greetings of the believers. Shoghi Effendi's response was expressed in the cable--"Deeply moved your
message. Institution of Guardianship, head cornerstone
of the Administrative Order of the Cause of Baha'u'llilh,
already ennobled through its organic connection with the
Persons of Twin Founders of the Baha'i Faith, is now
further enforced through direct association with the West
and particularly with the American believers, whose
spiritual destiny is to usher in the World Order of Bah;''u'll8.b.. u

* • *

1939
'·The community af the organized promoters of the
Faith of Baha'u'llSh in the American continent-the spir-

Program for the Twenty-fifth
Anniversary of the Guardianship - January 6,1947
In or!!er that we may unitedly turn our grateful
hearts to the institution of the Guardianship. created by 'Abdu'I-BabiI and' unfolded by Shogni
Effendi, the National Assembly suggests the following readings for our continent-wide observances.
"The World's equilibrium hath been upset
through th.. vibrating influence of this most great,
, this new World Order. (I3G) ... immovable as the
mountain in the Cause of your Lord, the Mighty,
the Loving." (137)-Gleanings
"Salutation and praise, bleSSing and glory rest
upon that primal branch of the Divine and Sacred
Lote-Tree . . . his shade that shadoweth an mankin~:" (3)-BaM'i AdministTation
"0 my loving friends! ... in the hearts of men."
(B)-Baha'i AdministTation

"0 ye faithful loved ones of 'Abdu'l-Baha! ..
The Glory of Glories rest upon you!" (12)
-Bahd.~i Administration.
"An att<>mpt, I teel, should at the present juncture be made (147) . . . the Guardian of the Cause
of God." (149)-The World Order of BaM'u'lldh
"It should be borne in mind. . and its secrets
unraveled." (150)-The World Order of BaM'u'Udh
"Let no one, while this System is stGI in its infancy (150) , . , the Kingdom of Bahil'u'llilh:' (157)
-The World Order of Balui'u'ZI<ih
"Praise be to Thee, 0 my God', that Thou hast
revealed Thy favors and Thy bounties (329) . . .
and the kingdoms '1f glory and ot majesty," (332)
-Prayers and Meditations

itual descendants of the dawn-breakers of an heroic Age
who by their death proclaimed the birth of that Faithmust, in turn, usher in, not by their death but through
living sacrifice that promised World Order . . . "
"What the American believers have, within the space
of almost fifty years. achieved. is almost infinitesimal
when compared to the magnitude of the tasks ahead of
them, The rumblings of the catastrophic upheaval, which
is to proclam, at one and the same time, the deathpangs of the old order and the birth-pangs of the new,
indicate both the steady approach, as well as the aweinspiring character, of those tasks/'
uOf these spiritual prerequisites of success . . . the
following stand. out as preeminent and vital- ... Upon the
extent to which these basic requirements are met, and
the manner in which the American believers fulfill them
in their individual lives, administrative activities, and
social relationships, must depend the measure of the
manifold blessings which the All-Bountiful Possessor can
vouchsafe to them all. These requirements are none
other than a high sense of moral rectitude in their so-
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cial and administrative activities, absolute chastity in
their individual lives, and complete freedom from prejudice in their dealings with peoples of a different race,
class, creed, or color."

• • •
1941
In. the midst of the recent War we received The PTomised Day Is Come.
uA tempest, unprecedented in its violence, unpredictable in its course, catastrophic in its immediate effects,
unimaginably glorious in its ultimate consequences, is at
present sweeping the face of the earth . . ."
"This judgment of God . . . is both a retributory
calamity and an act of holy and supreme discipline."

• • •
1943
The year before the Centenary our hearts were thrilled
by the cable--"I desire to announce to the elected representatives of
the valiant, blessed, triumphant American Baha'i Community . . . the momentous decision to convene, in May,
1944, an All-American Centennial Convention comprising
delega tes to be separately elected by each State and
Province in the North American Continent, and to which
each Republic of Latin America may send one representative~ All groups, all isolated believers, as well as all
local communities already possessing Assemblies, will
henceforth share in the election of Convention delegates. The multiplication oi Baha'i centers and the remarkable increase in the number of groups and isolated
believers, prompt my decision. . . . I hope to forward,
in time for the solemn thanksgiving service to be held
in the auditorium of the Temple on the evening of May
twenty-second, at the hour of His epoch-making Declaration, a sacred portrait of the Bab, the only copy ever sent
out from the Holy Land
"
•
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1944
Then to the Centenary Convention came his greeting:
"Hail with glad, grateful heart the historic Assembly
of the elected representatives of the followers of the
Faith of Bahii'u'lliih throughout the Western Hemisphere
participating in the first All-America Convention . . . I
recall with profound" emotion on this solemn, auspicious
occasion the milestones in the progress of the community whose rise constitutes one of the noblest episodes in
the history of the First Baha'i Century ... I am moved
to pay a well deserved tribute ... to the gallant band of
its apostolic founders . . . to its intrepid pio~ers . . . to

its indefatigable administrators ... to its heroic martyrs
. . . to its itinerant teachers· . . . to its munificent supporters . . . last but not least to the mass of its stOuthearted. self-denying members whose strenuous, ceaseless, concerted efforts so decisively contributed to the
consolidation and broadening of its foundations . . . . "
In this same year we received Shoghi Effendi's survey of the first hundred years of the Faith-God
Passes By.
~
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Then., as we met in our first peace-time Convention,.
we received the call to greater service in further U~
foldment of the Divine Plan .
IIA twofold responsibility urgently calls the vanguard of the dawn-breakers of the West, championbuilder~ of Baha'u'llilh,'s Order, torch-bearers of world"
civilization, executors of 'Abdu'l-Baha's mandate, toarise and simultaneously bring to fruition the tasks already undertaken and launch fresh enterprises beyond
the borders of the Western Hemisphere."
"The first objective of the new Plan is consolidation of
victories already won throughout tile Americas, involv.ing multiplication of Baha'i centers, bolder proclamation
of the Faith to the masses."
"The second objective is completion of interior ornamentation of the holiest House of Worship in the Baha'i
world designed to coincide with the Fiftieth Anniversary
of the inception of this historic enterprise."
"The third objective is the formation of three National Assemblies, pillars of the Universal House of
Justice, in the Dominion of Canada, Central and South
America."
HThe fourth objective is the initiation of systematic
teaching activity in war-torn, spiritually famished European" continent .•. "
"Upon the success of the second Seven Year Plan depends the launching after a respite of three brief years,
of a yet more momentous third Seven Year Plan which,
when consummated through the establishment of the
structure of the ad"ministrative order in the rem-aiiiing
Sovereign State and chief dependencies of the entire
globe must culminate in and be befittingly commemorated through world-wide celebrations marking the
Centennial of the formal Assumption by Baha 'u'llili of
the Prophetic Office associated by 'Abdu'l-Baha with
Daniel's prophecy and the World Triumph of the Baha'i
Revelation and signalizing the termination of the initial
Epoch in the evolution of the Plan whose mysterious,
resistless processes must continue to shed. everincreasing lustre on succeeding generations of both the
Formative and Golden Ages of the Faith of Bahil'u'llah."

.
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Seventh Pioneer Flies to Lisbon

Nine Additional Pioneers

The present European project
As this goes, to press, December from Mrs. Corbit in Norway, Miss
heralding the spiritual regen22, VitgirtiaQrbison is flying!from van Sombeek and Mrs. Slra ub in
era tion .Q"f the entir~ continent
Rio de J anei11) tn Lisbon to:' teach Rolland, and ¥f. and Mrs. Anders
is the pivot on which hinges
the Baha'i ~ai\h iri Spain and 'Portu- - Nielse», of- Burbank, California, now
the sbccess of the second Sevg"l. She is the seventh pioneer, apart establiShed iri Denma,k, give thrillen Year Plan. . . . The disfrom Mrs. Grae{fe, whO is in charge ing iIldications that the European
patch
of nine a~ditional pioof the offipe of the EurOpean Teach- t~"ching pro j e c t is definitely
neers
to
facilitate the immedibil)Dched.
ing Committee in Geneva, to leave
a Ie f!>rma tion of stable groups
Mrs. Erna Mattson of the Monfor Europeund~ the second Seven
in the goal towns of the ten
Year Pll!n. 'RonOr Kempton, who trll"l Baha'I Community is spending
selected countries is imperasailed November 29th on \he Queen t\le wi,Iiter iri Zurich and has gra·,
'tive.
. . . A more liberal aliociously
consented
to
serve_
as
the
Eu·
Elizabeth, arrived after
stormy
calion of funds for the fur!hlll'passage, iri EnglaIld on her way to rope<>n 'reaching Committee repreanee of the most vital objective
,Luxembourg. With her was Isobel sentative there.
is indispensable.
The chail'man conferred with
Locke, whO is not tmder the EuS _ EI'tJ!NDt
friends,
both
inParis
and
London,
ropean Teaching Committee, but
(The :ftiU text <If the Guardian',
pl!lJJ§j;o lIeJP with the work in E:ng- about the possibility of future coopercaMe appeaTS on. page- 8)
'alion l>e~eeIl, them and the Eurolapq.
, 1Yliss Edna True, chairman of the pIlanTeaching 'e'ommitlee 'and was
National Magazine Publishes
J::'rC, returned to the United States deeply impressed by Ibe great interN!>veml!eT Z7\h. She reports that the est shown in this teaching project
Baha'i Statement
European office of the. Committee and by the warm and cordial spirit
Pathfinder Magazine of Washingis noW ';"mpletely ;nstalied 8nd func- of helpfulness which was manifesled ton, D.C., has featured the Baha'i
tioning in Geneva, and that neWs evmwhere.
Faith on the religious page of its
--------------------------------------------~,,-December 18 issue, Prepared by an
editor of the mag!lzme, thE: statement
H~t()ric
runs nearly. half the page, and the
"Although the conference sessions text is illustrated with a photograph
"The Baha'is of South America
grew up over night," writes Shirley had been scheduled only for the morn- of 'Abdu'I-Bah3 and one of the TemWarde in her report on the ali South ings, leaving the afternoons free fQr ple.
American Baha tj conference held committee meetings and any perPathfinder is an old establiShed
recentlY in Buenos Aires. "That is sonal activities necessary, so -grea. t paper now having a circulation of
a statement meant literally and not was the spirit animating the con- a million and more copies. It is
: figuratively." she continued. At .the gress that, iri the days following. especially popqlar in the smaller
first seSSloD when the delegates gath- the sessions were resumed in the cities and towns.
ered in the Center, it was a disor- afternoons and lasted until the deleThe Public Relations Committee
, ganized, somewhat disorderlY group, gates had only time to ruSh to the supplied the literature from which
fired with enthusiasm, but confused public meetiogs, often without their the, statement was compiled, and the
as to the issues before them, all evening meal. .Equally impressive interest of the editorial department
wanting to talk at once, irrespective with this sudd"en-born earnestness Was aroused by the publicity agency
of propedure, and given to speech ·and dedication to the enormous tasks engaged by that Committee. Copies
making and Iribntes. But in the at hand, was the quick and eager of the Decem;",r 18 number have
space of twenty·four Short hours the shouldering of their own responsibil- been mailed to local Assemblies and
'irresistible forces' promised by the ities on the part of the delegates. Regional Teaching Committees.
Guardian for these days that are The needs of Ibis vital hour were
launching the Seven Year Plan, and readily recogn-ized- and the represen- Four National Publie Meetiugs
perhaps released here by the reading tatives of the Soulb American Asin November
semblies sel themselves to firidirig
of his momentous letter, 'GodFour Key City Meetings were held
given Mandate,' had penetrated to ways and means to meet these needs. during the month of November: at
the core of every heart, and, through The cablegram sent to the Guardian Albuquerque on the 3rd; at Urbana,
the operation of their mysterious on the second day clearly stated Illinois, on the 5th; at Binghamton
power, welded the delegates, as the their unified resolution. Because the on the 10th, and at Winnipeg on
secu:nd day's session opened, into a delegates wiShed the North Ameri- the 24th. The aggregate. a ttendanee
united, efficient, consecrated and can believers present to be included at the meetings proper was a bput
(Cont~d em. page 2)
hard-workirig body.
(Continued on page- 4)
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South American Conference
(Ccmt'd from page lJ
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dies, who will elect the nortnern
National Spiritual Asembly in April,
1951. Shirley Warde, Salvndor Tormo, Emilio Barros and oUter members of the Buenos Aires Assembly
wo-rked tirelessly on the preparations
for the southern .conference. All the
public programs and all but one of
the round table discussions were
given by the La tin Americans them~
selves. Julie Regal and Cora Oliver,
assisted by all the members of the
Panama-Asse:rob1y. are wm.~~ in-,
tensivelY to make the Panam,! conference one long to be remembered.
Marcia Steward, assisted by E.Jelyn
LarSon, is organizing the sbrfuuntries of Central America to take their
part in this work. Marcia is now
in San J ose t Costa Rica, after stopping in Guatemala and Honduras
on her way south. EvelYn is visiting
EI Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua during her two months vaca·
tion from the school where she
teaches in San Jose.

in the representation, the cable read:
IDelegates eleven countries represented pledge unfailing devotion, total resources, untiring efforts, completion plan set by beloved Guardian
formation South American National
Spiritual AssemblY, Supplicate prayers guidance in enormous tasks of
wide diffusion Faith, strengthening
administrative order, infusing redeeming impulse in tl!eie cocintries,'
"Then came the ~.kderful and
stimulating replY: 'Overjoyed acclaim historic congreS».-, Profoundly
appreciate pledge. Marvel magnificent progress achieved. Praying fervently extension range superb services. Shoghi.' H
The delegates met the challenging
need' for thoroughly preparing native
teachers in each country, by voting
to establish the first international
summer school at Azeiza in the
lovely gardens near Buenos Aires
contributed by Mr. and Mrs. Salva·
dor Tormo. A fHnd watr' begun to
Stuttgart Balui'i
build the first dormitories there. All
Nurnhet-g
the multiple problems of a continentThe Baha'l Message was btought
al teaching campaign were met
squarely and solutions wOrked out. to Nilrnberg in mid-April I!y Mr.
In it all something new was born. J. K. G. Jakob, a Stuttgart believer.
These were no longer separate young Four months later a flourishing Spircommunities struggling to propagate itual Assembly was functioning there.
their Faith that was to build a new Their Secretary reported in August
world'. These were the Baha'ls of that the Baha'l Faith has taken firm
South America, planning what they root in their city • . . "Tbe number
would do togetheT: How they would of confirmed believers-single-mindinterchange their teachl!l'S and their ed, energetic persoos who cOnstitute
members to strengthen the bonds a powerful spiritual vanguard, has
between them and to share their now reached fifty." SUch unique sucabilities; how they WOUld inter- cess from the '{ery start in spite
change their publicity in the effort of all the handicaps-lack of paper
to help each other; how they would lack of funds, etc. is most encouragcontinuallY tighten the bonds with ing.
These results have come through
frequent correspondence and reo
ports between the various Ass..mblies the holding of small group meetings
and indivduaIs; and how, to finance It is now planned to hold a series
the greatly expanded activity they of public lectores at "The National
were planning, they would create Germanic Museum.."
a South American fund, supported
The most urgent request from
by all the Assemblies, groups and Niirnberg is: Literature! Study maisolated believers, to be used to help terial!
teaching projects throughout the ten
countries. This was the unity of the
Babi.'1 Addr .....
new world that was born ill this
National OfHce:
historic Congress.
336 Sheridan Road, Wilmette.
It is hoped that the tirst conference
Illinois.
to be held for all the northern Latill
Treasurer's 0ffice:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
American countries in Panama City
lllinois.
January 19 to 25, will have a great
Baha'i
Publhhing Committee:
effPCt in welding together in imified
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
action all the friends of the Central
1l1inois.
Americas, Mexico and the West In·

Kind16

8ritishPush Six. Year Piau
The British N.S.A. is developing
new methods to carry through to
success its Six Year Plat} to establish by 1950 ninete'~ Assemblies in
the Bri Ush Isles. It is offering every
assistance, financial and moral. to
those who arise to pioneer and also
enlisti.{Jg and supporting an ever
increasing army of travelling teachv
ers.
Attendance at tbe British Summer
School was 110, tl>irty qf whom were
non~Baha'is. The, spirit of lo.ve and
unity was so strong that all material and' human shortconiings disappeared·and the true expression
of unity in diversity remained Several nationalities, English, Irish, Scot
tish, French, Dutch, American, Per~
sian, Egyptian and German, were
represented.
Two teaching bulletins are being
distributed, "Contacts with Individuals and Groups" an9: "Rostrum·
Technique of Training Baha'i Teachers."
, British Baha'i Youth have brought
. ""I their tlrst Bulletin. It is attractive in format, interesting in contmit
and ablY edited. Copies of this quarterly can be obtained from Miss
.Janet Howe, Business Manager, 22
Kingsley Road, Northampton, England.

In Memoriam
Death proffereth unto every confident
believer tJ'e cv.p that is life indeed. 11: b~

stawdh. joy and i$ the bean,. of gtadnns.
It conferrt!'th. th.e gilt 0-1 eveTlcu1in.g ute.
BAHA'U'u..\H
Mr. L. M. Kraege, Berlin, WilIe<ru.ln,
Mrs. L. M. Kraege, Berlin,. WiseonliJL
Mr. Lo<>kwoocl Fenton Welsh, MIDneapolis, Minnesota. Nov. 4, 19M.
~
Mrs. Eleanor Hiatt Vehar. PortlaDd.
Oregont November 25, 1946.
Mrs. Elizabeth PhonosdaU St. LouI&.
Missouri, Nov. 26, 1946.
1IIr. Matthew Caldwell, Butte, Mon·
tana, Nov. 30. 194ft
Mr. Fred G. Dunbar, Tacoma. Wamington.

Mrs. Florence Curtis, Pasadena,

Cali~

fomia.
Mr. Otto C. Bohl, Scranton. Pa.• Nov.,

1946.
Mrs. Mary Hostetler, LIma. Ohlo
Nov. II 19M.
Mrs. Annie Gilmore Jacobson, Racine,
Wisconsin, Sept. 15, 1946.

Miss Toria L Wilkes, Urbana, Ohio.

Calendar

Ninetee.D Day Feasts
JaDuary 19

Februa.ry '7
%SOt Amlivenary el the Guardtansldp.
'aDUarY BIll.
N.S.A. meeting, JaDOary 16, 1', II &ad
19.
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Settlers Needed in North
Amenea
.. -.e-. settlement of pioneers in the

_es ~g reinforcement to hold
;sembly stanis continues to be most
·ressing, and the National Teaching Committee urges anyone free to
enter this field of Baha'I service to
write the secretary, Mrs. Sarah S.
Walrath, 4639 Beacon Street, Chic.ago 40, illinois.
The National Teaching Committee,
with the help of the Regional Com. mittees and the Extension Teal'bing
Committees of the larger Assemblies, has given cOllcentra ted attention
to the assistance of the goal cities
during the past month. It has provided circuit teachers, and, by issuing bulletins, has endeavored to
encourage the friends in these places
to hold fireside meetings. The
bulletins are "Teaching Techniques
Suggested in The Advent of Divine
Justice," uTeaching Bulletin on Fireside Meetings," and I'Suggestions for
the Study of the Will and Testament
of 'Abdu'l-BahB.;"

The teaching circuit made by Mrs.
Sara E. Witt, of Santa Monica, California, across the continent during
September and October, was concIud,ed by intensive work in Salt
Lake City and Logan, Utah, and
Boise, Idaho. At Logan, after a talk
which was heard by several professors from a local college, Mrs. Witt
was asked to speak to the students
of the college on the history of the
Faith and the Administrative Order. There were sixty-five students

present,. three or four professors,
and some other visitors. Many interesting and pertinent questions
were asked.
Mrs. Margery McCormick of Evanston, Dlinois, made a circuit
through the Carolinas and Georgia,
stopping at Greensboro, N.C.; Greenville, Columbia, and North Augusta,
S.C.; and Augusta and At!Ilnta, Ga.
The believers in those places provided public meetings, fireside meetings, luncheons, and suppers to enable her to reach interested people. "Each hour of the day was filled
with contacts/' reports Mrs. McCormick.
In Ohio, Mrs. Ruth Moffett of Chicago conducted an intensive teaching campaign in Findlay, Toledo,
Lakewood, and Urbana, leaving
study groups in each of those places.
The Corvallis, Oregon group was
greatly stimulated through the ETC

Delepleo to lbe ~ aU South Ammcaa coaf""";"" at B ........
were present from aU ten COlIDtries aDd. from ~ tJnHed states..

AI.....

Delepleo

conference held there in .~ovember covers and improved appearance of
and the public mep.ting at which Mrs. Baha'i News.
.
Hazel Mori of Seattle and Mr . John
Voted to record that the public
Shurcliff of Tacoma were the speak- relations committee already has the
ers. Forty-one persons were pres- services of professional public reent, eight of whom came through lations counsel and that a· commitpublicity. The group is planning fol- tee has been appointed to invest!low-up work for December· and .gate .. ,technical improvement ofBaJanuary.
, , ..
h,Pi News.
That delegates arrive the ev~
RecommendatiOD!! of the
before the Convention to become
acquainted with each other.
1946 National Convention
Voted to requesl· the· Chicago
That the National Sp,iritual Assembly continue to diStribute the Assembly to assume reaponsibility
monthly record of ~tributions re- for a simple ioformal reception
ceived from local Spiritual Assemb- without program to be held in Founlies.
dation Hall the evening preceding
Voted to approve this reCOm- the opening of the "onvention, the
purpose of the reception being to
menWition.
That all reports of National Com- provide an informal Social gathermittees be publiahed in advance and ing for the believen who· arrive
early.
given to delegates in time to study
That the National Spiritual Asbefore the Convention, so they may
sembly
call State and· Province conhave opportunity to consult on problems and help the National Spiri- ferences very soon to consider the
Guardian's message, in order to
tual Assembly.
bring the rank and file into the
Voted to ask the committees to
give verY brIef sUmmaries for ad- work.
Voted to record that there is
vance publication on February 15
no permanent administrative body
'and their annual reports as of
qualified to conduct stde and proMay 1.
vince conferences other than the
That the National Spiritual As- annual election of delegates. We
sembly concentrate on an educa tion- have taken steps to urge the study
al program for administration.
locally and regionally.
Voted to record that the N aThat the National Spiritual Astiona! Spiritual Assembly has al- sembly make effort to bring Dr.
ready acted to provide a series Townshend to America to teach in
of articles on administration for Ba- the Summer Schools and countryM'i News and has also authorized side public meetings. either this
the publication of a new study out· summer or next.
line on that subject.
Voted to record that the NaThat the National Spiritual As- . tional Spiritual Assembly has this
sembly employ professional techni- under consideration.
That the By-Laws include recugcians for public relations, new book
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nition of Bahil'i Youth as Baha'is.,
but state they are not eligible to
elective PQsts.
Voted to re<:oTd~ that the Natioilal Spiritual AssemblY has this
under' consideraticm.
That <me YClUth be appoiIlted on
eadl RegiOllal 'l'eaehing ComDlittee.
Voted to record that this was
not found to be entirelY possible,
but wherever possible it was done.
That Chik:I £ducatiem work be included in tile AIWI~of.~e. ~7
Convention. ~
."
Voted that this ReCgmmendation
be appnJVed.
"';
~,
That the National 'Spiritd'al AssemblY establish a Baha'i reference
Library near the UNO and have
cemtacts made with its members.
Voted to record that steps are
being taken to establish a Baha'i
connection with the UNO.
,'!'hat the 'American Baha'iS should
make clear to the world what the
teaChings of Bahil'u'll8h are OD the
subject of raee unity; that a demonstration be made, eoDlpar&cble to
that of the peace teachiffgs' ~if> sarl'
Francisco.
Voted to record that this'has
been assigned as a projwt fortlie ~
year to tile Race Unity committee.
That the Nati6nal SPiritual AssemblY consult with the editor of
West' Englewood who wishes to submit a plan to place World Order
magazine em newsstands.
Voted to record that this ~has
been referred to the Publishing Committee and the conference has been
held, although no report has, been
received as yet.
NAnt)NAL SPmrrOAL ASSEMBLY

Public Meetings

frOm page 1)
1500, but by means of the publicity
associated with them, the Faith was
brought to the attention of many
thousands more. Detailed aclXlunts
of the meo!tings caD be found elsewhere in this issue- of Baha'i News.
The definite dates of meetings to
be held in last year's Key Cities
are: New Orleans, January 28th;
. Chicago, February 4th; and AUanta,
February 9th.
(C""t'd

Excellent Publicity at
Albuquerque
Albuquerque, reporting through
the secretary of their Public Meeting Committee, Muriel lves Barrow,
states that no stone was left unturned in the way of pUblicity, that

1947

every member of.~ the committee
worked with whirlwind velocity, with
particular mention made of the labors and accomplishments of the Committee chairman, Edna Andrews,
who did a monumental job with the
newspapers in the face of very discouraging od,ds. Due to the increased
demands for advertising .pace they
were told no space had been a vailable for six months, but in the face
of these odds they succeeded in
"Ilettihgfree publicity which in ~me
~lances W,,"s fWnt-page. Showing
further versatilit¥, they had pla~aJtds ma,de and bought display space
in~ the thirty, busses for- the four
days prior to the;', meeting. Window
caJtd's were prominently displayed
, and as always, the placing of them
enabled the Baha'is to speak of the
message and give out programs.
Dr. Edris RiCe-wray was speaker
for Albuquerque with Dr. E. Lenore
Morris presiding as chairman. They
made" excellent use" of her time with
first a luncheon to which prominent
people had been jnvited. A supper
feast was arranged on Sa turdar
where she spoke to tlie Baha'is on
':The, ,Responsibility and ,Priviiel!e
ofB.eillg a Baba'i. ". A buffet sul'~
wasirrangeu for Sunday afternoon
wIth 'invited gUests. A radio interview on Sulldaymorning ~ for a 15niinute periqil;:,:tJ>,";>radio station permitting , a !'SPontaneous question and
answer period."
Because' of the conflict of election campaigns radio time was limited on fh~ two stations. But time
for spot announcements was given
free on one sta Hon and on the ofher
they had minute spots each day for
a week preCeding the meeting.
The day of the meeting, Albuquerque, noted for its sun .md lack of
blizzards, lay,wappilQin snow. Yet
in spite of tills halldil!a];l the'.r clocked
attendance nulribered 125 twenty of
whom were believers. The meeting
was held in the ballroom of the Hilton hotel. The formallY attired young
women who acted as ushers added
beaut¥ to the scene: One notable
point is that the ushers were also
stationed in the hotel lobby, near
the street entrance, to direct and
escort the guests to the lectore room.
One of the hotel guests in the lobby
asked an usher what was happening.
He said he had noticed the Negroes
coming in, a..n<iJ;ie,would like to know
what group~of people had the courage to do such a fine thing in a

place where, prejudice was as tight
as it is in Albuquerque.
TIle friends report that Dt\, P.;~'
Wr;\y's talk was very oompreben
and much appr<!lilative comm
about it was received; so ir.. sP~.
of the snow they feel the meefult
had made the mark it was supposed
to. Their follow-up work has been
well planned' and we feel that the
evident unity of effort demonstrated
by the Albuquerque Baha'is will
g ,rich results.

wr

; 800 Attend Public Meeting

t..

in Urbana

Urbana's meeting on November
5th. was held in the University Auditorium, with Elsie Austin as speaker,
Charles E. Zeleny, chairman, and
Bruce Foote. radio artist as soloist~
The audience ""numbered approxi..ateJy 800.
Excellent publicity was obtained
in the Dl'ily mini, (student ,newspaper of the University or lllinoiS),
the Cha.mpaign News-Gaze,..". tbe U~
banp Evening Courier and The IlIiMis Times. Sixty posters were
placed on the University of Dlinois
bulletin boards in the various bui1dings and in the business houses of
Champaign and Urbana. A Temple,
model was attractivelY displayed in >
a local florist shop on the main
street of the campus shoppiIIg district two weeks preceding the lecture. Posters of the lecture accom~
panied the display.
~adio time' was secured over
WOWS, the local Champaign N~
Gazette station on the CBS network
for three of the drama tic recordinfls
supplied by the National Radio CoII>mittee, October 30th, 31st and N~
vember 4th, aU at 6:30 P.M. Spot
announcements, Suhday. November
3rd at 12:30 P.M. and Tue~ay, N~
vember 5th at 5:20 P.M
A Press Luncheon was held the
noon of the lecture date with the
editor of the illinois Times and a reporter from the Daily Illini as guests.
The ushers at the public meeting
were eleven young people of various
races, representing students and l0cal residents of Urbana and Champaign or students of the Baha'i Faith.
A reception was held after the
meeting at the Baha'i Center. one
half block from the Auditorium, to
meet the speaker and get further
information and literature. About
60 people visited the Center, many
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signing their names and giving their
addresses in the guest book.
Comments from friends were '·A
very unusual program; we know
that Miss Austin is the first Baha'i
speaker to give a lecture from the
pIa!form of the Auditorium, and we
tbink that she is the first colored
woman to speak from there.,t From
Miss Austin herself: "I think the
Urbana meeting was most successful
from two standpoints. It demonstrated the publicity work even a small
community can do when it tackles
a really large teaching project. It
also presented the Faith in a setting
which distinguishes it from the
'isms' and protest movements
which are so numerous today. J
think it will become more and more
important to stress this distinction."
The Urbana Baha'is themselves, felt
it was a highly successful meeting
and excellent opportunities for much
intensive work in the succeeding
months.
.
Binghamton Public Meeting

Pleases Audience
Binghamton's meeting, held November 10th at 4 p.m., at the Arlington Hotel, wa s preceded by a luncheon conference held in the private
dining room of the Hotel, with reporters from the Binghamton' Press
and Binghamton Sun, Business Man..
ager of the radio station WNBF, an
announcer from WINR t meeting the
speaker, Mr. Matthew Bullock; the
chairman, Mrs. Terah Smith; and
the local Public Meeting Committee
members.
They had excellent publicity inciuding radio broadcasts. The eight
recordings of the N alional Radio Committee were broadcast each day for
the eight days preceding the lecture.
They also had spot announcements
over the two Binghamton stations
and the speaker, Mr. Matthew Bullock, was interviewed over. WINR
on the day of the meeting.
The public meeting was attended
by 175 persons, 4Il of whom were
Baha'is from Binghamton and the
surrounding communities of Penn
Yan, Syracuse, and Scranton. About
one third were of the Negro race.
Violin selections were presented by
Mr. Ralph Wade of Endicott, N.Y.,
with Mrs. Mary Morse Wade at the
piano. The friends report that the
talk of the evening was. very well
received by an attentive audience
who later expressed: their pleaS1.!Ie

at having had the opportunity of
listening to such a forceful speaker.
Friends gathered that evening at
the home of one -of the believers
for a social evening with informal
discussion as the feature. Interesting
follow-up work has been planned by
the Bingha mton Baha'is.

Winnipeg Public Meeting
Exceeds All Expectations
"The Public Meeting or p-erhaps
we s.hould say the Public Campaign
from November 23rd to 25th was
successful beyond our expectations, t,
reports Winnipeg, Canada. "The en.
tire three days and the period before
and after the wee!-i;-end opened new
doors to the Faith and introd~ced it
to so many people that we can certainly s.ay with assuranCe ilia t the
foundation of the Faith has been
consolidated in Winnipeg and the
masses have been reached." Dr. Edris Rice-Wray and" Emeric Sala were
the Winnipeg speakers.
The Public Meeting Committee of
Winnipeg were hosts to seventeen
at a luncheon conference on Novem.
ber 23rd. The guests included representatives from newspapers and
radio stations. Also inclu~_ed .lmong
the guests was the vice-president
of the Spanish-American Club, who
is also in charge of a coast-to·coast
CBC program. She has become much
interested in the Faith. At the close
of the luncheon both Edris RiceWray and Emeric Sala spoke briefly.
A barrage of questions followed,
"wonderful questions, the kind you
always wish people would ask," according to Dr. Rice-Wray.
The pO! blic meeting held on Sunday
afternoon, November 24th, was attended by approximately 400 people.
"The program went very smoothly
with excellent music, efficient stage
handling, artistic flower arrangements, and compe":ent ushering. Comments about the talks given by Dr.
Rice-Wray and Emeric Sala were
highly complimenta ry. While f'ome
members of the communit:y feel
disappointed that there were not
twice as many people present at
the public meeting, we believe it
can truly be said that the Faith
has really been 'pToclaimed~ for the
first time in Winnipeg."
Sunday evening, November 24th,
a fireside meeting was held for in·
terested seekers, and a young Japanese-Canadian girl afterwards de·
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elared her intention of becoming a

Baha'i.
Monday, November 25th, Dr. RiceWray addressed about 40 students
at the University of Manitoba on the
subject "Science and World Order."
A study group of a bout 25 students
is now meeting regularly once
a week at the University, and the
LSA has appointed a special University Teaching Committee consisting
of four student Baha'is with Ross
Woodman as chairman. The Winnipeg Baha'is hope that every speaker
who comes to Winnipeg in the future
will be prepared to speak to this
University Group.
Monday evening, Emeric Sala
spoke to 40 Spanish students and
members of the Spanish American
Club on the subject j~Latin America
Tomorrow." He was introduced as a
Bahati and was able to make only
brief reference to the Faith but
handled his subject with such excellence and subtlety that a large number of these people, who have never
heard of the Faith before, were in·
terested to know what it was all
a bout. He spoke in both Spanish and
English. After the meeting about 15
people adjourned to the home of one
of the Club members where the conversa tion almost entirely revolved
around the Baha'I Faith. An opening
at this Club can be made for any
future visiting Baha'i teacher who
speaks Spanish.
The Winnipeg report expresses
great appreciation for the efforts of
Audrey Robarts who assisted them
a week prior to the public meeting,
and through her wide acquaintance
was able to bring many prominent
people to the public meeting and to
introduce the Faith briefly to the
wife of the Lieutenant-Governor of
the Province of Manitoba at a luncheon in Government House at .which
Mrs. Robarts was the guest of honor.
Radio activity included a series of
42 spot announcements over stations
CJOB and CKRC which familiarized
the listening public with the name
Baha'i~ the various principles and
advertized the public meeting.
"From both radio stations we had
excellent cooperation and indeed the
continuity. writers became so interested that they themselves gave
signal service in the excellent composition of their scripts." Edris RiceWray was interviaved by Mrs. Eve
Henderson on the Women's Hour
program. Emeric Sala was given a
five·minute interview on mOB.
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HOur pre-meeting publicity had
been supplied to both daily papers
and, in addition~ copies of Emeric
Sala's book. 'This Ea rth One Country' had been donated to the book
editors for review. The Winnipeg
Free Press gave us one short article
on the meeting in their Saturday pa~
per including Emeric's picture, and
the book editor published a good review of his book in the same edition.
The Free Press also gave us a good
write-up in their Monday paper fol·
lowing the meeting. The Winnipeg
TTibune did not give us any advance
publicity but their reporter, who attended both the special luncheon
and the public meeting, wrote an
excellent article which was published in full in the Monday paper
following the meeting."
"The most exciting publicity we
received resulted from a series of
articles on the Faith, written by Ross
Woodman, which began about 10
days prior to the meeting and has
appeared in two editions of the University paper The M anitob an. I' Subsequent articles are yet to appear.
As this paper is distributed free to
8000 students at the University of
Manitoba there is hardly anyone at
the University who has not now had
an opportunity of learning something
about the Faith. A very large number of the papers get into the homes
ol the students and are read by their
parents. The editors of The Manitoban included an article on the public meeting in their 1a st issue prior
to the meeting with pictures of Edris
Rice-Wray and Emeric 8ala."
"The Winnipeg Baha'i community
recognizes this campaign both as a
demonstration of capacity for cooperation amongst the local friends,
and as a thrilling indica lion of the
opportunities opening for the Faith
in this city. It seemed as though we
had only to think of a new door
which might open for the Faith and
it sprung wide at our touch. "

International Relief
The National Spiritual Assembly
has voted that relief to Baha'is in
war-devastated countries shall be
handled by individuals in the American communities, rather than by
organized local committees for international relief. This is to prevent an
organized response from the American communities exceeding the
Guardian's directions.
From the "friends in Austria comes
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news that pa ckages from CARE
have been received with much appreciation. The Baha'is in Stutgart,
Germany received packages from
CARE on Labor Day and were most
grateful.
The evidences so far indicate that
this winter in Europe will be very
severe, The Baha'i friends there are
praying the American believers
through their genero'; ty will help
to alleviate the suffering. Food and
warm clothing are still the most
needed items.
Another name and address of a
Baha'i in Germany has been received: Miss Ursula HaTtte, Os·
kartr 22. Grosshessen, Frankfort, a
Main, Germany, A. Zone.

Prerequisites for Baha'i Liviug
(A Compilation based on Gleaning.
from the Writings of Balui'u'lltih)
Consort in amity and concord (page
3lS):
Overlook each other's faults for
BaM'u'llah sake (315).
Unite in friendliness and fellowship (315, 289).
Be concerned to rescue the fallen
and help him (316).
Avoid dissension and. strife, contention, estrangement and
apathy among the loved ones of
God (9).
Do not shed the blood of anyone
(277).
Show forbearance and benevolence
in yov-r attitude one to another
(8).

Be worthy of your neighbor's trust
and confidence (278, 285).
Love one another (316).
Endeavor to establish the unity of
all mankind (203):
Be equitable; do pure and holy
deeds (206).
Show no animosity toward your
feliow man (287),
Be a home for the stranger, a guiding light to the erring (285).
Defend and. uphold the victim of
oppression (285).
Cheer and refresh the downcast
through love and fellowship,
through friendliness and charity
(7).

Be generous in prosperity, and
thankful in adversity (285).
.. Let truthfulness and courtesy be
your adorning (305).
Fear God (104, 277):
Do nothing that will dishonor the
Cause (277).
Seek God's grace. His mercy, His
help (104).

Put your whole trust in God (251,
264).
Be truly thankful and give praise
to God (276).
Never exalt yourself over anyone,
wash away every trace of pride
and vainglory (264),
Cling to patience and resignation
(265).

Observe silence; Tefrain from idle
talk (265).
Show in your attitude toward God!
humility and submissiveness (71.
Do not belittle the tokens of God's
grace; do not forfeit God's botJn..
ty to you (320).
Let your heart be afraid of none
except God (323).
Be selfless (316):
Enj oy the good things and bounties which God has allowed you,
but be detached from all earthly
things (275),
Do not allow seli to keep God out
of your heart (322).
Show goodly behavior and be virtuous (94).
Cling to righteousness (94),
Be fair in judgment; be guarded
in speech (285).
Surrender self to God (337-338).
Attain knowledge (205):
Teach your own self first (277).
Do not give counsel to others wr
less you yourself live this counsel (277).
Be charitable, teach through kindness, be fair, show justice
through deeds (278).
Cleanse your heart of all acquired
knowledge, from satanic fancy
and of every defilement (264).
Let nothing grieve you (303).
Supplicate f<>r confirmation and understanding of the Teachings
(323-328).
Search your heart. that you may
attain the goal (to be drawn nigh
unto Baha'u'Il3h) (186. 323).
Cleanse your mind from all manmade limitations (27~).
PToc!aim the Message

of BahlPu'Udh

(276) :
Be kindled with the fire of His
love (335).
Be ablaze, and as untrammeled as
the breeze (322,339).
Strive for the betterment of the
world and the educati<>n· of the
people (270).
With the hands of renunciation
take from the Teachings and
give to all created things (27~).
Approved by the STul>Y AIDs CoMM=
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How to Contribute
to the Fund
Dear Baha'i Friends:
Your Treasurer would like to ask
your cooperation in several matters.
No.1. I would like to call to the
attention of the believers the fact
that. if accurate records of theJr contributions are to be kept, the Treasurer's office must receive with each
contribution an explanation as to
whether it represents a contribution
from a ~roup, an Assemblv. or an
individual. Several Assemblie~. have
complained during the last few
months that on the list of Assemblies and groups that were supporting
financially the Second Seven Year
Plan their name did not appear.
This may be due to the fact that
there was no accompanying note
with the contribution, or thf: contribution was received after our books
were closed for the month. I might
add that many contributions come
in to the Treasurer's office with
just a name, no address, no indica·
tion as to whom it is to be credited.
This means that the Treasurer's office has to spend hours of time going
through .-old" receipts in an endeavor
to trace back where the contribution
came from. Please do hot send cash.
All checks should be made payable
to the National Bah .. 'i Fund.
No.2. Our Budget for the period
May lst to October 31st, 1946, was
$125,000.00. Total contributions received was $127,818.53. This shows
a balance of $2,818.53 in the black
and for the first time this year we
do not show a deficit in meeting
our Budget.
This black figure is due to the
fact that we had this month a COntribution of $25,000,00 from one believer, and, as explained in previous
reports to the friends, there have
been since the first of this Baha'I
year several non-recurring legacies.
Had it not been for this $25,000.00
contribution which was for the interior decoration of the Temple, we
would be over $22, 182.00 shoTt of
meeting our goal.
The Treasurer cannot emphasize
too strongly the fact that jf the work,
as outlined· by the Guardian for the
Second Seven Year Plan is to go
forward as scheduled, contributions
must come in to the National Fund
in amounts commensurate with the
demands of the fund.
Your National Assembly instructed
the Treasurer this year to earmark
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$6,250.00 each month for the interior
decoration of the Temple. This could
not be done because sufficient money
has not been available in the general
Fund.
In the most recent communication
from the Guardian there is the following sentence: "A more liberal
alioca tion of funds for furtherance
of the most vital objective is indispensable."
F aithful!y yours,
PHILIP G. SPRAGUE, Treasurer

Local Assemblies Sustaining the
Seven Year Plan with Contribntions to the National Fund
During November, 1946
Arizona-E. Phoenix Rural; California.

-Alhambra. Berkeley, Beverly Hills

Twp.:

Burbank, Burlingame, Cloverdale
Glendale, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Oak~
land, Pasadena, Sacramento San Fran·
cisco. San Diego Santa Ba;bara' Canada-Halifax, Hamilton, Toronto: Montreal; Colorado-Colorado Springs, Den-

ver; Connecticut-Hamden' DelawareWilmington; Flo rid a - ' Jacksonville
Miami; Haw a i i-Honolulu, Maui;

Georgia-Atlanta; idaho-Boise; Dlinois
-Chicago, Danville, Elmhurst, Evanston, Oak Park. Peoria, Springfield, Urbana, Waukegan, Wilmette; Indiana.-Ft. Wayne, Indianapolis, South Bend'
Iowa-Cedar Rapids ; Kansas-Topeka;
Kentucky - Louisville; Maine - Eliot:
Maryland - Baltimore; Massachusetts"':
Boston. Brookline, Worcester; Michigan-Ann Arbor Detroit, Flint, Lansing,
Muskegon, Roseville; Minnesota-:Minne.
apolis; Mississippi-Jackson; MissoariIndependence, Kansas City. St. Louis;
Montana. - Butte, Helena; Nebraska Omaha. Neva.da-Reno; New Jeney-Dumont East Orange, Teaneck; New York
-JamestO'o,vn., New York. Rochester, Yonkers; North Carolina-Greensboro; Ohio
-Cinci,nnati. Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton. LlIl1a; Oregon-Portland; Pennsylvania Philadelphia. Scranton, West
Chester; Rhode Isla.nd - Providence'
South Carolina-Greenville; Souib
koLa-Sioux Falls; Tennessee Memphis;
Utah-Salt Lake City; Vermont-Brattleboro; Virginia - Alexandria, Arlington;
Washi,npon - Ric h m 0 n d Highlands,
I

robe and My robe shall never be
outworn. Abide then in thy love for
Me. that thou mayest find Me in the
real of glory. .
BAllA'ifu..AH

New Policy for Balui'i News
The National Spiritual Asembly
has outlined the new editorial policy
for Ba1ui'i News as follows: "While
Assemblies and Committ€€s are expected to continue reporting their
plans, policies and activities in detail for the information and records
of the N.S.A .• the National Assembly
in publishing Baha'i N eros for the
American Baha'i community is responsible for presenting these news
after selection and condensation for
the sake of general reader interest.
and this responsib-ility is vested: in
the Editorial Committee of Bah<i/i

News."
This means that Bahd~! News is
no longer the medium for "reports, t,
but an organ for the publication of
news items selected from reports
and other communications received
from month to month.
The a ltention of the friends is
called again to the deadlines for
Baha'i News material:
Local news - the loth of each mouth .•
Regional n.ews-the 10th of eacb monih.
National Committee reports-the 20th
of each month.
Address: Miss Garreta Busey, 563
West Elm Street. Urbana. I1Iinois.

na:

Seatue, Spokane. Tacoma; West Virginia-Charleston; WiscoDSin-Kenosha,
Mi1wa~ee. Racine, White Fish Bay;
Wyommg-Laramie.
101 Assemblies contributed in November
37 Assemblies did not contribute
64 Groups contributed
105 Isolated Baha'is contributed

o Son of

Man!
Thou art My dominion and my
dominion perisheth not, wherefore
fearest thou thy perishing? Thou art
My light and My light shall never
be extinguished, why dost thou dread
extinction? Thou art My glory and
My glory fadeth. not: thou art My

Dayton Baba~j pienic at McCoy'S farm,
Waynesville • .June 2, 1946.
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"J Entreat the Entire Community"
Message from Shoghi Effendi
I recall with profouiId emotion, on
the morrow of the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of 4Abdu'l-Baha's passing,
the dramatic circumstances marking simultaneously the termination
of the Heroic Age, and the commencement of the Formative Period,
of the Faith of Baha'u'llilh.
r acclaim with thankfu'npss, joy
and pride the American Baha'i community's manifold, incomparable
services rendered the Faith at home
and across the seas in the course
of this quarter century.
I hail with particular satisfaction
the consummation of the twin major
tasks spontaneously undertaken and
brilliantly discharged by the same
community in both the administrative and missionary fields, constituting the greatest contribution ever
made to the progress of the Faith
by any corporate body at any time,
in any continent, smce the inception
of the administrative order.
Nursed' during its infancy by
~Abdutl-Baha's special care and unfailing solicitude; invested at a later
stage with spiritual primacy through
the symbolic acts associated with
His historic visit to the North American continent; summoned subsequently to the challenge through the
revelation of the epoch-making Tablets of the Divine Plan; launched
on its career according to the directives of and through the propelling force genera ted by these same
Tablets; utilizing with skill, resourcefulness and tenacity, for the
purpose of executing its mission, the
manifold agencies evolving within the
administrative order. in the erection of whose fabric it has assumed
so preponderating a share; emerging triumphantly .from the arduous
twofold campaign undertaken simultaneously in the homeland and in
Latin America; this community now
finds itself launched in both hemispheres on a second. incomparably
more glorious stage, of the systema tic crusade designed to culminate, in the course of successive
epochs, in the spiritual conquest of
the entire planet.
The task of this stern hour is challenging, its scale of operation continually widening, the races and nations to be contacted" highly diversified, the forces of resistance more
firmly entrenched, yet the prizes

destined for the valiant conquerors
are inestimably precious and the
outstanding Grace of the Lord of
Hosts promised to the executors of
His mandate is indescribably potent.
The present European project
heralding the spiritual regeneration
of the entire continent is the pivot
on which hinges the success of the
second Seven Year Plan. r appeal
to the national representatives of the
community, in conjunction with the
European Teaching Committee, to
focus attention upon its immediate
requirements. The dispatch of nine
additional pioneers to facilitate the
immediate formation of
stable
groups in the goal towns of the ten
selected countries is imperative. The
selection of suitable literature, its
prompt translation into the languages required, its pUblication and
wide dissemination, is essential. The
visit of an ever-swelling number of
itinerant teachers designed to foster
the development of the groups is
urgently required. A more liberal
allocation of funds for the furtherance of the most vital objective is
indispensable.
I entreat the entire community to

arise, while time remains, contribute
generously, volunteer its services
and accelerate its momentum, to
assure the total success of the first l
most momentous collective enterprise launched by the Ameri...
can Baha'i community beyond the
barriers of the WesteTIl Hemisphere.
Cablegram received
December 3. 1946.

(signed) SHOGHI

State and Province
Conventions
The State and Province Conventions will be held on the
uniform date of February 9
throughout the United States
and Canada. The hour and
place of the meeting has been
determined by the Election
Committees appointed for that
purpose.
Individual Baha'is of voting
age will receive blank ballots
and necessary information before February 1.
A special agenda will be sent
the various Election Committees in time to take to the
meeting.

National Spiritual Assembly
Baha'i Bridgehead in Europe
Beloved friends:
Each American believer may well
stop to think over the profound meaning of the present stage in the- evo-lulion of the Divine Plan.
After years of voluntary teaching
work by individuals, who accomplished notable results in many countries, the American Baha'is now
collectively have a bridgehead in
Europe - the Geneva office esta blished by the European Teaching
Committee in connection with the
International Baha'i Bureau.
This is our advance post in the
seven year effort to raise up a Spiritual Assembly in each of the ten
designated countries. It is our pledge
to the spiritually hungering masses
of the continent that Baha'u'llah has
brought the way from strife to peace,
and has revealed in His new Revelation the inmost reality of man. Whosoever attains that reality within himself is raised above the field
of mental and Platerial conflict. He
becomes supranational. supraracial

and supradenominational.
Examine the ten countries on a
map and you will see that they form
the western division of Europe. In
that area the seeds of unity and
brotherhood can produce a harvest
by 1953. But the workers np.eded are
many. With what grave emphasis
the Guardian states- the case in the
cablegram published in the present
issue of Baha'! News! These workers exist, else the appeal would not
have been made. They are among
our local communities, .groups and
isola ted believers. When the hour of
decision comes to each, he will be
transformed anq. confirmed in the"
destiny he must fulfil.
The bridgehead has been esta bUshed to prepare the way for the
army-the army of the Lord of Hosts,
as the Master called those who attain. Whether we actually march
iorward in the ranks of pioneers or
not, we all support the work and
supply the material needs. Time flies
with accelerating speed. We must
keep pace with destiny. Passive
awareness of a plan of campaign is
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insufficient. The actual effort we
make tells the size of our faith
today.
The Assembly expresses deep appreciation of the response made by
the Baha'is throughout the Southern
States to the invitation to attend the
teaching conference held December
8 in Foundation Hall. The results of
that important meeting will be reported later. Meanwhile it is a
privilege to list the names of the
believers who signed the registry:Count Harvey, Independence, Mo.,
Zimniennan,
Memphis,
Tenn., Dorothea Sligh. Houston,
Texas, Verna Inglis, Birmingham,
Ala., Elizabeth Weber, Lincolnwood,
Ill., Mr. and Mrs. M. N. Tyler, Evanston, Ill., Pauline W. Roth. Ft.
Wayne, Ind., Rexford C. Parmalee,
Washington, D. C., Mrs. Lloyd Sherrill, Normandy, Mo., Tony Nabby,
Milwankee, Wise., J. M. Haggard,
Wilmette, Ill., H. C. Scheffler, Evanston, ill., H. A, Keeler, Chicago,
m., Sophie Loeding, Chicago, Ill.,
Mrs. Arthur J. Schulte, Topeka,
Kans., Carl Scheffler, Evanston,
m., Monroe loas, Brookfield, m.,
Doris Holley, Wilmette,. Ill., Philip
G. Sprague, New York, N.Y., W.
Kenneth Christian, Lansing, Mich.,
Sylvia Ioas, m., Winnie N. Foster,
Greenfield,
Ind.,
Elizabeth H.
Cheney, Chicago, m., William S.
Towart, Jr., Providence, R.I., Leroy
[oas, Evanston, Ill., George O.
Latimer, Portland, Ore., Marion M.
Little, New Orleans, La., Rohert
Takashi Imagire, Chicago, Ill., Jennie A. Anderson, St, Louis, Mo., Mrs.
Jean Bohn, Milwankee, Wisc., Mrs.
Margery McCormick, Evanston, Ill.,
Paul E. Becker, Chicago, lll., Mrs.
Harriet M. Hilpert, Evanston, Ill.,
Mrs. Sarah S. Walrath, .Chicago,
Ill., M. Doris Ebbert, Atlanta, Ga.,
David S. Rube, Atlanta, Ga., Mrs.
Amelia Bowman, Chicago, Ill., Mrs.
Mabelle S. Perry, Cleveland, Ohio,
Mrs. Mary J. Elmore, Cleveland,
Ohio, Albert E. Richardson, Chicago,
m., Earl Winston, Chicago, lll., HoraCe Holley, Wilmette, Ill.
Johanna

Those registered include in addition to the representatives sent by
Assemblies and Regional Teaching
Committees of the designated States,
members of the National Race Unity
Committee, the National Teaching
Committee, the National Assembly.
and believers of the Temple area.
NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY
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Twenty-five Years of the Guardianship
By Rnhiyyih Khimnm
Twenty-five years ago the Baha'i
world was shaken by a great earthquake, 'Abdu'l-Baha. the Center of
the Covenant, the greatest Mystery
of God-, had suddenly passed away,
with no premonitory illness to prepare his friends and followers for
this tragic shock. Stunned, the
Baha'is of East and West tried to
rally their faculties. We knew great
tasks lay ahead of us; we believed
in this new Faith and in its Manifestation and in the World Order that
He had come to establish, but we felt
terribly alone and the responsibility
for the future lay heavily upon our
already grief-filled hearts. Where
was the shepherd? The familiar
voice, that had spoken with an authority vested in .it by the Prophet
of God Himself, was stilled. We had
the teachings; like a wonderful laborator)"j equipped for every purpose,
they were there--our priceless treasure, But where was the alchemist
who transmuted base metals into
gold? Where was the listener who
answered our questions and guided
us in the USe of all that great laboratory possessed?
Then came the reading of the Master's Will, and with an infinite sense
of relief we realized that, though the
seas of tribulation and separation
had risen about us, 'Abdu'l-"3aha had
not left us alone. He had given us
the mighty Ark of His own Covenant
which We could enter into in peace
secure. With what grateful hearts
we turned to the youthful figure that
had suddenly been revealed to us in
that Will as our priceless legacy,
described by 'Abdu'l-Bah?-. as the
fruit of the Twin Late Trees, the
pearl of the Twin Surging Seas, this
new creation, vested with a unique
function, the hereditary office of 1nterpreter and Protector of the Faith
and life-head of the International
House of Justice. In many ways the
Will of the Master completes and
supplements the Aqdas; in it 'Abdu'lBaha lays down in considf!rable detail the manner of election and function of the International House of
Justice, its powers and jurisdiction;
He also fills in a remarkable gap in
that mighty book of laws and one
which any intelligent commentator
on that document must be immediately struck by. Baha'u'llah established in His Most Holy Book a very
unique' voluntary form of tax, a

source of revenue, the great importance of which He adequately defines
by giving it the exalted title of "The
Right of God" (Huququ'Uah) but He
never states to whom this revenue
is payable. and in view of the fact
that the revenues of the Intema~
tional House of Justice are clearly
stipulated and this Huququ'llah is not
included among them. the Question
naturally occurs-what person or institution is to receive it? lAbdu'l_
Baha's Will elucidates this riddle and
fills in the conspicuous blank left by
Baha'u'llah.
It is also interesting to realize that
the provisions of the Will and Testament were not only contemplated
by 'Abdu'l-Baha long prior to His ascension, but also carried out, The
Will is comprised of three separate
documents, written at different times
and all sealed and signed by the
Master. In perhaps the most dangerous and difficult years· of His
ministry in 'Akka. when c;hoghi Effendi was only a young boy, he was.
already appointed as the Successor
of 'Abdu'l-Baha in the first Will. This
decision was later reaffirmed in the
third Will, or part of the Will, whichever we choose to call it, and in even
stronger terms if possible than before. It was also during practically
the babyhood of our first Guardian
that the Master revealed that highly
significant Tablet about a child having been born who would do great
things in the future. When asked by
his secretary, Dr. Yunis Khan.
whether by this was meant a living
child or if it was a symbolical expression, the Master explained a real
child was meant and that it would
raise the Cause of God to great
heights. So we see, that when
'Abdu'l-Baha left us a quarter of a
century ago we were not unprovided
for. His plans for the Guardianship-the fruition of Baha'u'll8.h's own
scheme-had been made at a very
early date, but from the depths of
His bitter experience over a period
of sixty years~ He kept his precious
secret carefully guarded, even from
His intended successor, and it was
not until after His ascension that we
began to appreciate the perfection
of the system God has, in this most
great cycle, given to mankind; a
system which has the hand of God
constantly laid on it from above in
the form of a divinely-guarded-
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Guardianship directly descended
from and related to the two Founders of the Faith and, at the same
time, exalts the role of Man to a
new height in that the freely-elected
members of the International House
of Justice are when functioning as
a body, promised the inspiration and
protection of God upon their deliberations and decisions.
Let us go back for a moment and
recall what we were and what Shoghi
Effendi was 'W'hen he first assumed
his function as Guardian. Those who
re~m ber the passing of the Master
and the terrible blow it was to them,
the intense unbearable grief it
caused them, can best grasp what
his feelings were. At that time he
was twenty-four years of age, studying at Oxf()rd University in England
in order to better prepare himself to
serve 'Abdu'l-Baha as an il".terpreter,
and to translate some of the Baha'i
literature into English, when news
of the ascension reached him. Broken-hearted, so w"eak from suffering
he had t() be practically lifted from
the train, he returned to Haifa. Then
the second blow, as unexpected and
in many ways more cruel than the
first, fell upon him. The Will and
Testament of His Grandfather was
read to him and for the first time in
his life he became apprized of the
Master's great and well-guarded secret: That he, Shoghi Effendi, the
beloved eldest grandson, was His
successor and First Guardian of the
Cause of God. Saddled with this great
weight, crushed by this great blow,
he turned his eyes to the Baha'1
world. He beheld a widely diversified, loosely organized community,
sea ttered in various parts of the
globe, and with members in about
twenty countries. These people,
loYal, devoted and sincere though
they were, were still, to a great extent, living in their parent religion's
house, so to speak; there were Christian Baha 'is, Jewish BaM 'is J Mu};tammadan Baha'is. and so on. They
believed in the BaM'i Faith but were
intimately connected with their former churches. Like fruit on a tree,
they were a new crop but still stuck
to the old branch. This was true East
and West alike. That was the point
to which the Faith had evolved· at
the time of the Master's ascension.
We, on our part, beheld a young
man of only twenty-four standing at
the helm of the Cause and some of
the friends felt impelled to advise
him about what if would be wise for
j

him t() do next. It was then that we
began to know not only the nature of
our first Guardian but the nature of
the entire Institution of Guardianship, for we quickly discovered that
Shoghi Effendi was "unreachable_"
Neither relatives, old Baha'is or new
Baha'is, well-wishers or ill-wishers
could sway his judgment or influence his decisions_ We quickly came
to realize that he was not only divinely guided but had been endowed
by God with just those characteristics needed to build up the Administrative Order, unite the believers in
common endeavor. and coordinate
their world-wide activities. Shoghi
Effendi immediately began to display a genius for organization, for
the analysis of problems, for reducing a situation to its component parts
and then giving a just and wise soluti()n. He acted vig()f()usly, with unflinching determination and unb()unded zeal. Th()se wh() were
privileged to meet him were immedia tely captivated by his eager,
frank and cordial attitude, by his
consideration, his innate modesty,
his spontaneous kindness and ch ~ rm_
The wheels of the Cause which had
momentarily stood still at the Master's passing, began to revolve again
and at a higher temp() than ever before. Our Father, so patient, so constantly forgiving, whom we had tired
and perhaps worried far more than
we dreamed of, was gone, and in His
stead stood our "true brother,"
young, determined to see we at last
got down to accomplishing the tasks
set us by Baha'u'llilh and the Master,
and not willing to l()se any time at
all.
With the reading of the Will and
the establishment of the Guardianship, came quite naturally and organically a new phase in the development of the Faith. This was typified
by one of the first acts of the Guardian: Shoghi Effendi never set foot in
the Mosque, whereas 'Abdu'l-Baha
had attended it until the last Friday
of His life. What local people had
suspected-that the Baha'i Cause
was really something quite different
-became blatantly clear; t""t which
it would have been almost impossible
for the Master to do, namely, to
sever the intimate bonds which had
bound him for so long to the Arab
community, particularly the MUQammadan community, of Palestine during many years when it was forbidden to even mention the name
Baha'i, the Guardian now did over-

night and began to encourage the
Baha'is to likewise do in different
pa rts of the world.
There were two major tasks that
the Guardian set himself to accomplish immediately after the Master's
passing: One was to steer the believers all over the world into work·
ing through properly organized: administra tive channels, as indica ted
by Bah!' 'u'll!.h and defined by
'Abdu'l-Baha, and the other was to
see that year by year they became
more emancipated from the bonds
of the pa st, whether those bonds
were close identification with their
former religious doctrines and organizati()ns, ()r the following of the
outworn and corrupt patterns of con..
duct current in the society of their
various nations and alien to the new
standards of conduct laid down by
the Manifestation of God for the
world in this new age.
Between 1923 and 1934, the Guardian, aided by the devoted response
of the various Baha'i communities,
succeeded in establishing six new
National Spiritual Assemblies with
all their attendant funds, committees and institutions. Whereas, in the
lifetime of 'Abdu'I-Baha, only Persia
and America had possessed such
bodies and these had, for the most
part, functioned more· as central
Committees, coordinating somewhat
the national affairs of the Cause and,
in the United States, convening the
annual Convention and taking preliminary steps for the ereCtion of the
Ma:illriqu'l A<;!b.kitr, these new National Assemblies, one for the British
Isles, one for Germany and 'Iraq respectively, one for Egypt and the
Sudan, and one f()r Australia and
New Zealand, now emerged on a
sound footing and began, under the
constant and direct tutelage of· the
Guardian, to vigorously administer
the affairs of their ever-growing
communities.
What the Guardian possesses to an
outstanding degree (and no doubt is
divinely endowed with) is the vision
of the Cause. That which might seem
essential to us he would see as a
purely secondary issue and what
might appear in our eyes as a trivial
matter might to him be the pivot of
far greater decisions. He is the' balance of the Cause; he weighs and
classifies the problems? the requirements, the tasks of the hour, and
keeps the entire- Faith in every part
of the world functioning as efficiently and as satisfactorily as our
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individual frailties and deficiencies
will permit.

to 1937 he had already been trying
our metal to some extent, and disw
From the very beginning of his ciplining us a s good soldiers, through
Ministry the Guardian began to cor- his repeated insistent appeals for the
respond at length with the American work of constructing our first Baha'i
National Spiritual Assembly as re- Temple. This great enterprise we
gards the handliog of the affairs of had ourselves inauguarated, encourw
the Cause of God in that country. aged by 'Abdu'I-Baha, Who by His
These highly instructive letters were own hand, laid its "dedication stone
later published under the title of in 1912. But in spite of our good in"Baha'i Administration" and. fonned tentions, we had by 1921, only sucw
the directive for all bodies adminis- ceeded in producing something that
tering the work of the Cause, resembled a subdued black oil tank,
whether in the East or in the West. one story high, on the Temple
grounds, and which looked so unHe~ in conjunction with this process
of training us in how to function as a prepossessing that the town authorigroup and as individuals in a co- ties protested against it. Through the
ordinated Bahil'! Society, also edu- repeated appeals, the stimulation
cated Us in a concept of the Faith and encouragement of the Guardian
which was the logical conclusiOn to and the sacrifice of the Baha'is, and
be drawn from not only statements after ten years during which we had
made by the Bab and Bahil'u'Il8.h, but been soundly berated for its appearfrom the Tablets of the Divine Plan ance, we at last completed it~ superrevealed for the American Baha'is structure and succeeded in silencing
by the master; namely, that whereas our critics. When the first SevenYear Plan was given us :in 1937 by
Persia cradled this new world relithe
Guardian~ in it was included, as
gion in the 19th Century , North
one of our major. tasks, the completAmerica was to cradle the Adminising of the exterior ornamentation of
trative Order which in tum wonld
be the precursor of the new the building which comprised the
World Commonwealth. Patiently, main story and steps, the rest havuntiringly, year after year, Shoghi ing been laboriously carried out from
1931 to 1935.
EHendi has labored on the rearing
In 1919, at the Annual Baha'; Conof the Administra live Order, using
the American Baha'i Community as vention in New York, the Tablets re.the arch-pattern to be followed by vealed by 'Abdu'l-Bah;, at a time
all other Baha'i Communities. While when He was in great danger during
the American believers struggled to the First World War and which have
learn what it really means to func- come to be knownu as the "Vehicles
tion as a member 'of an Order that of the Divine ·Plan and the HSpirit_
has rules to be lived up to and not ual Mandate," conferred "hy Him on
merely read about; while they tried the North American Community of
to really submit their wills and con- Believers, were unveiled. We Amerduct to the guidance of bodies c0n- ican Bahil'is are all familiar with
ducting their affairs according to their remarkable and stirring con·
the will of the majority, the Guardc tents. We were Roll immensely proud
ian never for a moment lost sight of to receive them. No one, however,
the purpose of his endless insistence except Martha Root and a fe\" other
on our following the Administrative venturesome souls, felt moved to do
anything drastic about carrying out
Principles of our Faith; namely, to
produce an instrument strong enough the instructions contained in them
prior to 1936-37. It was then that
to enable us to fnlfiJl one of the pri- Shoghi Effendi's teaching inspiramary obligations of every believertion and adv;ce began to pour into
to teach the cause of God.
the minds and hearts of the AmeriFor sixteen years Shoghi EHendi can Bah1t'is like an incoming tide.
never ceased to broaden our hori- He called us to action. For eighteen
zons and train us in Baha'i Admin- years, we had basked happily and
istration, whether local or N a liona!. complacently in the praises and
After that, he suddenly opened a new promises 'Abdu'l-Baha had showered
door. He told us, so to speak, that upon us in those Tablets, and in
we were now trained. enough to use many other writings and statements.
our laboriously erected Administra- The Guardian, however, his fingers
tive System for a great joint eHort, on our pulse~ knew that we were now
an .effort to carry into effect the able to arise for pioneer work, and,
first stages of the Divine Plan. Prior through the instruments of the Ad-

ministration he had so carefully assisted us in evolving, carry forward
the frontiers of our achievements.
He was, thank God, not mistaken in
the confidence and trust he reposed
in us. He called and America responded. People from every walk of
life, business men, stenographers.
old ladies, YOWlg ladies, people with
families, people often frail in health
but iron in spirit, began to arise,
and what may in future well be
viewed as one of the greatest spiritual sagas of the American nation.
began to take place. They were
called pioneers, and into new cities.
into the virgin States of the United
States and ·the virgin Provinces of
Canada - virgin as yet to Baha'u'll3.h',s light-these people b,pgan to
move, at the cost of great personal
sacrifice and inconvenience, inspired
by nothing but faith and devotion
and love for their fellowmen, they
started to lay the foundations for
new Baha'i communities .by estab.lishing new Spiritual Assemblies as
a result of their teaching activities.
Perhaps one of the most wonderful
aspects of this first Seven-Year plan
was the way the Bah.. 'is responded
to the Guardian's hope that centers
would be established, 'ere its termij1a lion, in every single LatinAmerican Republic. The Guardian,
always walking on before a few steps
and then calling us over his shonlder
to hurry up and follow, led us Seven
Years down that mighty pioneer trail
which wound over North America.
into Alaska, down to Panama, all
over Central· and South America,
across the Andes, and into the West
Indies. And wherever his voice
called, the Baha';s followed. This
first Seven-Year Plan is a very wonderful thing to contemplate. It was
the first joint activity on' a large
scale, nationally organized and flowing into an international field, that
the followers of Bahit'u'llah had ever
undertaken anywhere in the world.
Truly formidable obstacles were
overcome--obstacles of relatively
small numbers of believers to draw
upon; a community of very restricted financial means to back such activities (more especially so as the
expensive work of .completing the
Temple ornamentation was steadily
going on at the same time); a ter~
ribJe, unprecedented World War,
suddenly enguJfing humanity with all
its dangers,. obligations and restrictions after only two and a half years
of the Seven-Year Plan had run their
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course. But all these barriers were
hurdled or thrown down, for we had
a priz-e dear to our hearts just in
view, and We were determined to
win it. The prize was to succeed in
accomplishing all that the Guardian

asked of us by May 23, 1944, at which
time we were to celebrate our first
BaM'i Centennial.
At the Centenary Convention the
Baha'is met, radiant with such victories as these: having completed

the contracts for the exterior ornamentation of the Temple eighteen
months ahead' of time; having established Spiritual Assemblies in every
single state and province of North
America-thus doubling the number
in seven years and bringing it up to
136 ; having not only brought into
being a nucleus of the Faith in every
Latin American Republic but of having established already in most of
them flourishing Spiritual Assemblies and of having the joy of seeing

many delegates from these Central
and South American countries: present at this first great All-America
Convention. Beneath the dome of
their great Mother Temple of the
West, now complete except for its
i.J:.terior ornamentation? they tasted
the sweetness of the good pleasure
of God, for priceless gifts were given
them on that occas.ion by the Guardian: a beautifully framed copy of the
portrait of the Bab and a lock of His
hair. So precious and well guarded
is this likeness of Him that even the
House in Shiraz, one of the two centers of pilgrimage established by
Baha'u'llah, does not possess a copy.
Nor shonld we forget for a moment. in counting our achievements
. and our blessings, the recent inauguration of the second Seven-Year
Plan which has already been enthusiastically embarked upon by the
American Bah8.'is and which, in addition to increasing the number of
National Spiritual Assemblies by
three-one to be formed in Canada
in 1948, and one for Central and one
for South America in 1950-is aimed
at carrying the Faith to the Euro•
.
pean
Contment,
as part 0 f an organized ,activity, for the first time.
The vision of the future which Shoghi
Effendi ha s revealed to us in his recent communications, is simply stupendous. Beyond each goal stretches
another goal, tapering off into an
era when we know the Faith will be
emancipated and come into its own
in the eyes of the Whole world. Not
only do our teaching activities during
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the next seven years carry us all
over Northern, Western and Southern
Europe, but we are given the challenging task of completing, at long
last, the interior of our Temple. and
of thus setting it before the eyes of
the men a s the first and greatest
Baha'i House of Worship in the West.
. While the American Baha'is have
been absorbed in the two-fold task
of learning to understand the purpose of the Baha'i administration, the
way it functions and the uses to
which it could be put, and in embarking on the first stages of the Divine
Plan, their co-workers in other parts
o~ the world were not idle. The progress achieved in the United States
was outstanding, but not unique. The
work of the Cause went ahead at a
rapid pa ce in othel countries in
which the Baha'is labored, but under
far greater handiCaps; in Persia,
where the government is thf' tradi~
tional enemy of the Faith; in Egypt,
where the Sunni religious doctors
have consistently opposed us, cast
us out of their ranks and incited the
populace against us; in 'Iraq where
the Baha'i Community was small and
the native people fanatical and reactionary; in Germany, where the
Nazi regime consistently frowned
upon us from the hour of its rise to
power until it finally officially
banned the F ai th in 1937, confiscated
its literature and archives and in a
number of cases tried or persecuted
its followers; in England, where the
believers were few and· scattered in
an intensely conservative land of
strong traditions; in India, where
the relatively, large Baha'i community struggled against the multiplicity of prejudices and creeds-in all
these lands where National Assemblies, firmly founded and buttressed
by active committees and national
funds, watched over the interests of
the believers and worked under the
constant guidance of the Guardian,
the affairs of the Cause, far from
declining, prospered as nev,pr before. This was also true of Australasia, which in its freedom from traditional forms and its tolerance, most
closely resembles conditions found
in North America.
It is hard to know what achievements to cite, so many spring to
mind as one casts one's eye over the
scene: the emancipation of the Cause
from Islam in Egypt, formally
and- forcibly pronounced a nonMuhammadan independent faith by
the· ecclesiastical authorities there,

which in its turn greatly strengthened the Bah .. 'j claim to official recognition as a new and independent
world religion in other lands, including the United States; the tremendous increase of Baha'i properties
the world over, including not only
six National Headquarters but innumerable local headquarters, meeting halls, guest houses and even
burial grounds, stretching from Persia through India, 4Ira.q, the Holy
Land, Egypt, across the seas to
North and South America, and back
across the Pacific to Australia, but
also including the purchase, in the
land of Baha'u'llah's birth, of most
of the sacred and historic sites associated with the rise of the Faith
there, as well as an extensive and
beautiful property destined to be the
site of the future Baha'i Temple in
that country; the increase in the
number of Baha'i summer schools,
well organized and operating in Germany,
India, Persia, England,
Egypt, Argentine, New Zealand, Australia and four states of North America-namely, Maine, Michigan, Colorado and California; the rise of
Baha'i young people the world over
to positions of importance in the
Cause 1 as teachers t writers~ administrators and pioneers, with well organized activities which include the
training of children and adolescents;
the truly remarkable output of Baha'i
literatUre with titles published in the
United States alone running well over
fifty, with a Publishing Trust established in England which gets out
many volumes not only for use in the
British Isles but also for export to
other Baha'i communities; the prewar publishing activities of the German believers who were very .active
in translating literature from the
English, and also in issuing works
written by Baha'i authors in their
own language; the role which Indiamother land of so many hundreds
of tongues and dialects-has played
in this field and which has obliged
her t<> already print editions in about
fourteen native languages; the issuance of Baha'i literature in many
other countries t such as Switzerland,
Argentine, Egypt, and so on; and
the important fact that our Baha'i
text book "Baru.'u'llith and The New
Era" has now been printed in about
forty-five languages; the legal incorporation of over sixty-five national and local Baha'i Assemblies in
countries all over the world; and?
first and foremost, the most impres-
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sive and significant accomplishment
of all, that whereas in the days of
'Abdu'l-Baha the Faith had only
spread to about 20 ('"ountries, it:::. message has now been taken to over 70,
and in the majority of these an administrative foundation of the Cause
has already been firmly laid.
No appraisal of the wonderful work
achieved by the Baha'is thp world
over during this period would be
complete without mention of what
the Guardian himself, singlehanded,
has done at the world center of the
Faith in Palestine. Aside from his
constant and very heavy correspondence, with not only national and local Assemblies but with groups and
individuals as well, aside from his
cables and directives addressed to
the Baha'is in different parts of the
world, aside from the books he writes
and the Baha'i \i terature he trans~
lates so painstakingly and beautifully, be ·bas aided the believers financially in all of their major
undertakings, in the East or the
West. Whether it was to assist the
Bahia'i refugees from Russia, or those
Who had suffered local persecution
in Persia, or to help build the var,ious
national Administrative Headquarters, or to finance the publication of
many editions of the Esslemont book
in foreign languages, or to contribute
generously to the Tern pie construction work in America and to the
support of pioneers active in the
seven-year plans, or whether it was
to build the graves of notable servants of the Cause, his hand has
usually been the first one outstretched to give valuable aid. In
Haifa and 'Akka, he has not only
succeeded in having all the Baha'i
Shrines, Pilgrim Houses and lands
pertaining to them exempted from
both government and municipal
taxes, but has also vastly increased
the area of these endowments which
now are valued at more than two
and a bali million dollars, and include properties in the Jordan Valley.
He has added, year by year, to the
beautiful gardens surrounding the
tomb of the Bab on Mount Carmel,
and also succeeder:] in burying The
Greatest Holy Leaf in one of the
most exclusive residential area.'S of
Haifa, and later in transferring the
remains of her mother and brother to
the same spot-where 'Abdu'l-Baha's
wife is now also entombed-and making of it a unique and exquisite garden surrounding the four white
marble temples that mark the rest-

ing places of these members of the
Master's family. These two gardens,
on opposite sides of .one of Haifa's
main roads, and open to the public,
are now mentioned in all "tP)-to-date
Palestine guildes as sights not to be
missed by visitors to the Holy Land.
The purchase of Baha'u·lIa.h's man~
sion at Bahj i, the defeat of the constant machinations of the Covenantbreakers. the establishment of two
archives filled with material of great
sacred and historic importance, collected, verified and labelled by him,
the building up of the great reservoir
of Baha'i literature of well over 5,000
volumes in libraries in Haifa and
'.Akk8., are but the highlights of his
accomplishments at this world center of our Faith, to which flow pilgrims and guests from every land.
When we consider such facts as
these, we begin to ·appreciate the
nature and magnitude of the work
which has been accomplished since
'Abdh'l-Baha passed away, under the
direct aegis of Shoghi Effendi. To his
inspiration and perseverance we owe
it that our Faith-once so obscure,
so unknown except to a few students
of modern Persia-has already
boasted a Queen as ardent convert,
and moreover a Queen of the ability
and fame possessed by Marie of'Roumania; that the appreciations, by
non-Baha'is of outstanding position
and ability, of the founders of our
Faith, their teachings and the work
accomplished by their followers, has
already run into a small volume;
that the Faith has exhibited its persistent vitality during these twentyfive years by producing Saints,
Martyrs, great administrators and
even Hands of the Cause; that it has
become sufficiently strong and well
known in the Western world for the
government of a great nation like
pre-war Germany, to ban it, and
persecute its followers for their beliefs; that the case the Baha'is had
against the ~hI'ih clergy of Bag!).d8.d
fortbe possession of The Most Great
House, went before the permanent
Mandates Commission of the League
of Nations, and was not only decided
in favor of the Baha'is but was the
subject of much discussion and unfulfilled assurances on the part of King
F aisal of 'Iraq and his Ministers.
All these things, and many other
points far too numerous to be mentioned here, indicate that the Cause,
far from sustaining a para lvzing blow
through the death of 'Abdu'l-Bahil,
went ahead in channels prepared for
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its development by Him in His Will?
and prospered and grew as it never
had before. How immature and naive
was our conception of the World
Order at the time of the Master's
passing! With what paternal complacency some of the old and devoted
Baha'is informed the Guardian that
his next and wisest step would be -to
establish the International House of
Justice t On what? He knew so well
the long and thorough measures that
must first be taken: Here wa s this
great edifice, this world order~
reared in the laws of Baha".l'llilh, and
its dome, the apogee, the crown. the
uniting element) was the International House of Justice. Cpuld it be
hung on air? First must come the
foundation, and that must be composed of not only the smallest units,
the local Assemblies, but these units
themselves must be made of educated material; the little cells, the
individual Baha'is had first to understand their task and build themselves
into a strong cobesive mass, capable
of forming, as local Assemblies, the
broad national foundation upon which
the mighty pillars in turn coUld" be
reared, becoming the bones of the
structure holding up the dome.
A stranger might be tempted" to
ask: granted these organized activities of the Baha'is had expanded and
mUltiplied, covered new territory,
and entered new fields, what had
happened to the. Cause's inner- life?
Had outward progress and accomplishment weakened the internal
spiritual solidarity of the followers
of Baha 'u 'llah? We can, after a quarter of a century's experience, answer
that question with a sincere and
hearty No! The institution of Guardianship-tied into the fabric of the
Faith by 'Abdu'l-Bahil through his
Will in a knot no amount of perseverance and ingenuity arb undo
-has, as jt was destined to do, effectively prevented any division or
schism in the Baha'i ranks: We
cari now state this, not only with the
assurance born of faith, but with experience, for it has been tried and
failed. Envy, jealousy, hatred, ambition-all the "demoniacal forces
which the ego of man can give rise
to and which have so unrelentingly
been ranged throughout history,
against every
reformer,
every
Prophet, and enlightened leaderhave raised, in the hearts of more
than one person, their ugly heads.
Both Shoghi Effendi, as Guardian,
and the Faith as such, have been
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violently attacked.
As was tc> be expected. the very
first charge came from the Covenant~
breakers: Muhammad 'Ali, who had
tried in vain to discredit 'Abdu'JBaha. disaffect the believers corrupt
certain writings of Baha'u'llah, and
Even had on more than one occasion
sought to, have the Master's life
taken, revived his faded hopes when
he beheld such a (as he thought) defenseless youth placed at the helm.
His attack was disturbing, it some·
what ludicrous, for he chose to have
one of his henchmen seize the sacred
shrine of his father, Baha'u'll8h, and
rob the Baha'i Keeper of the keys.
Distressing though the incident was,
the case of the successor of 'Abdu'lBaha was so clear in the eyes of the
British authorities, that in a short
time he was obliged to return the
keys to Shoghi Effendi's representative. This was the first, so to speak,
crossing of swords with our appointed
Guardian, and both the Bahfi\s and
local observers, friend and foe alike,
learned through it that we had an
active and skilled Defender of the
Faith!
In Egypt, a proud Armenian,
blinded by vanity and ambition,
waved his own little flag I>f rebellion
and succeeded in drawing away from
the Baha'i community (at that time
in the early stages of its own development) a number of his. compatriots
and other misguided souls. But the
hand that waved the flag soon got
tired as it became aware of the futility of trying to coax people out of
such a water-tight ark as 'Abdu'lBaha's Covenant has proven itself to
be. Gradually t over the years, those
who after such a disillusioning and
spiritually unhealthy experience, still
possessed any vital spark of faith,
returned to knock on the door they
had left and were, whenever the sincerity of their intentions was proven,
welcomed back into the now actively
working and expanding Egyptian
Baha'i community.
An American woman, Mrs. Ruth
White, suffering from a truly reo-markable form of delusion-namely,
that the Will and Testament of the
Master is a forgery-expended a
great deal of time, money and
energy on expounding her views. The
d.ocument in question, its handwriting, text and style, seals and history
is so obviously protected from this
.accusation that her violent agitation
had no effect on the body of the
Baha'is, with the exception of a few
t
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simple souls in Germany. Most of
these (who remarried devoted to the
Faith but confused on this point)
have now expressed their deep remorse over these deluded and wasted
years they spent outside the Baha'i
community, and have re-entered it in
Germany and are among its most
,a,ctive workers.
In Persia A varih, atone time a
very active Baha~i teacher, developed what must seem to any sane
person, a sort of spiritual hydrophobia. He not only attacked the
Guardian exhaustively and fantastically in about ten volumes, but
turned against both Bahil'vll!ih and
the Master as well. His statements,
unbalanced, compc>unded ()f such a
high percentage of lies that even an
intelligent and sincere enemy of the
Faith would recognize them as such,
have poured forth in the cheap press
of Persia for practically decades.
But the results have been very di&heartening from his standpoint, for
he neither gathered unto himself a
following, nor has he been able to
disrupt the affairs of the large, devoted and loyal community of believers in Baha 'u'llah.'s native land.
Ahmad Sohrab, a former secretary
c>f Abdu'l-Bahil, largely thanks to the
generous support given him by a
deluded woman, has been able to
expend all his gifts of perversion on
his favorite theme-a prolonged and
windy attack on the Administrative
Order of the Faith as it exists at
present, with Shoghi Effendi at its
head, and soundly organized Assemblies cooperating with him throughc>ut the world in spreading Bahio
'u'llilh's message and building up His
divinely ordained institutions. He
holds the honor of being undoubtedly
the most mischievous of the trouble
makers that the Cause has raised up
during this quarter of a century. Yes,
the Cause of God has raised him
up! For what beauty does not produce envy, and what purity does not
produce slander, and what goodness
does not challenge the evil hidden in
an envious heart? 'Ibis man, who received as charity-as we all dosome drops of God's overflowing
bounty, could have done much to
assist the Baha'is in carrying f."Ut the
wishes of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and the plans
of Baha'u'Il8h. But ambition proved
too strong. In our Faith we must submit to having our personal desires
and plans integrated into the plans
for the whole, for unity is our watchword and we are not only propagat-

ing a new F ai th with its new principles, but are building a divinely
la id down system into society, and
this requires the discipline of the
personal ego to some extent, and the
integration of all members of the
community into a coherent pattern.
Tc> this Al)mad Sohrab would not
submit, for it did not allow him the
personal prominence he craved. The
hot wind of his slander has blown
upon us for some time now, and
though it troubled and disaffected a
few hearts, to the vast majority of
believers it proved an irritating stimulant, which not only made them
cherish more dearly the Master's Will
and its provisions, but spurred them
on to greater endeavor.

We Baha'is are neither afraid to,
nor ashamed of, mentioning the
names of these prominent backsliders. On the contrary, they represent to us what a soldier's ribbons
do to him: they are the campaigns
we have successfully fought and
every one of them is dear to our
hearts. The storms they have loosed
upon us have not only driven the
roots of our Faith in Baha'u'11ab's
system deeper, but have demonstrated tl> us that, for the first time
in history, a religion has been given
to men which cannot be split up into
sects, for the two Wills-those of
Baha'u'llilh and the Master-are so
strongly constructed and so authentic
beyond a shadow of a doubt, that it
is impossible to divorce the body of
the teachings from their provisions.
The principle of successorship, endowed with the right of Divine interpretation, is the very hub of the
Cause into which its Doctrines and
Laws fit like the spokes of a wheeJtear out the hub and you have to
throwaway the whole thing. ThIs is
why our enemies have, for a hundred
years, failed to establish anything
outside the Faith which could thrive
or prosper.
As we look back over these twentyfive years, it is with feelings of profound contentment. We Baha'is have
matured- greatly~ The little tragA.jies,
the hot discussions, the rocking of
the boat by various enemies, seem
all far behind us now. We have grown
up in the Will. We have stood close
to that tree which overshadowed aJJ
mankind, and come to realize how
live and great it iS t how dense its
foliage, how heavy its yield of
fruits-the tree of our first Guardian, our Shoghi Effendi. Where first
we looked to him with affectioo·and
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much pity for his youthfulness and
the greatness of the task laid upon
him, now we look to him e&gerly,
waitmg each fresh counsel of his
wise, and so well proven, leadership_
With deep love and pride the Baha'is labor under his guidance. t..hanking God not only for this wonderful
Divinely inspired institution of Guar-

dianship, but also for this particular
Guardian~ who has steered the ship
of the Cause through so many shoals
and whose sure and patient hand
is guiding it on to the great victories
promised by Baha'u'llah for his Faith
in this Century.
Shoghi Effendi's services to the
Cause of God are not yet known.
l;£ow can they be? There is not yet
the required perspective. Only grad..
ually have we been grasping just
Who and What the Bab and Bah8'u'll8h were; out of the mists of
contemporary events they are now
rising like giants on the horizon of
Their Own Revelation. "God Passes
By" has been the greatest single
factor in our beginning to truly appreciate Their significance and station. But it is too early, and he is
too close, for us to begin to properly
evaluate our first Guardian. We can,
however,-always remembering as
he in his great modesty would wish
us to-that he is guided by God,
weigh up a little of what hE' has done.
Let us begin with his presents to us,
the dearest gifts he could make us,
the translations: The 'Iqan, the
Epistle to The Son of The Wolf,
The Prayers and Meditations, The
Gleanings, The Hidden Words,
The Dawn-Breakers, and mnumerable gems quoted in his own writ. ings. What would our understanding
of and love for the Cause be today
without these glorious bouks' Then
let us take his own works: The
Baha'i Administration, The wonderful
World Order Letters, The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah, The Advent
of Divine Justice, The Promised Day
Is Come, the ten volumes of The
Baha'i WorJd-child of his vision of
the Cause and untiring perseverance
and most valuable of all, God Passes
By, that unique, exhaustive and mar·
velous review of the highlights of
100 years of Baha'i history, in which
every factor receives its due im...
parlance in relation to every other,
a Jabor no one but the Guardian
could ever be qualified to do. To the
above must of course be added many
important com m u n i cat i on s
addressed to the Persian Baha'is in
their own tongue.

Not one of our achievements dur·
ing this quarter of a Century and
briefly touched upon here, could have
been made were it not for the un·
tiring labor and patience of Shoghi
Effendi. He has encouraged us when
we were down-hearted, spurred us
on when we decided" to take a little
inopportune rest, foreseen our needs
and supplied us with the plans, the
counsel, the pas'Sages from the writings, the answers to the questions,
which we needed. How well we realize today what a sad state our
Cause would have been in without
him! So often we have seen his h~al
ing touch laid on dissensions, on
hurt feelings or wounded pride, always fertile sources 01 irouble in
any community. So often his explanation and interpretation has
made the way clear and once a gain
gathered us in deep unity to serve
our beloved Faith.
But we can be sure of one thingall these services rendered us by
the first Guardian have not been
without cost~ A loving a~ sensitive
nature, openhearted and filled with
a wonderful eagerness in his desire
to serve the Master, and carry out
his wishes, he has been assailed
most viciously" most unjustly, most
pitilessly by enemies both within
and without. From the world, any
righteous man expects little understanding and acclaim during his lifetime, but from those near in ties
of friendship or of blood, he hopes
for and expects to receive more.
We might have thought that the
great tidal waves of distress and
calumny, the violent attacks, had
subsided with the end of the Heroic
Age of our Faith. But this evidently
has not been the plan of God. Now
we see our Guardian strong, wise,
mature, stretching about us his iron
arms to protect us in the sanctuary
01 the Divine Cause, but he biniself
is much scarred by the blows he
has received these twenty-five years,
more scarred than the Master surely
ever dreamed he could be when he
wrote "that no dust of despondency
may stain his radiant nature," indeed, snowed Wlder sometimes with
the problems this ever-expanding
world Faith engenders in its forward
march, and with the many cares
and blows that have been his portion.
That which sustains the Guardian,
;'ow left so alone amidst his great
responsibilities, is the work of the
Cause. Good news is like the breath
of life to him, and whenever some
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new goal is achieved, some problem
solved, some new enterprise undertaken, his spirit is lightened. his
mind freed for some new creative
effort, his heart gladdened. So we
see that just as we Baha'is the world
over are his responsibility, given him
by Almighty God, so is he our responsibility, likewise given Us by Almighty God. Let us not take it lightly!
In gratitude for both this mighty
institution of Guardianship in which
mankind has found a sure refuge
in this new age, and in gratitude
for this particular first Guardian.
this Shoghi Effendi, let us resolv~
to rise to a truly higher plane at
endeavor, and above all a higher
plane of spiritual awareness, during
these coming years. We must al·
ways remember that the only real
limitations we suffer, are those within ourse!ves. Rallied closely about
the center of the Cause, loving him
and, in him, each other, we can,
during the ne'xt quarter of <\ century
double our record of achif'vement.
Every truth, every fact, has so
many meanings and aspects. It may
take a thousand years to correctly
appraise the implications of 'Abdu'lBaha's Will and Testament, but wethe first recipients of it-can, if we
will, leave behind us the record or
being the generation who made the
greatest advances in understanding
it and first helped release its wonderful powers upon the world, in
history's darkest years.
Haifa, Palestine

November, 194$

An Ever-Advancing Civilization
All men have been created to
carry forward an ever-advancing
civilization. The Almighty beareth
Me witness: To act like the beasts
of the field is unworthy Of man.
Those virtues that befit his dignity
are forbearance, mercy, compassiim
and loving.kindness towards all the
peoples and kindred. of the earth.
Say: 0 friends! Drink your fill from
this crystal stream that fioweth
through the heavenly grace of Him
Who is the Lord of Names. Let
others partake of its waters in My
name, that the leaders of men in
every land may fully recognize the
purpose for which the Eternal Truth
hath been revealed, and the reason
for which they themselves have been
created.
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Discovering New Talent

Diredory
Assemblies:

Detroit. Michigan
Miss Phyllis Hall. Secretary, 2548
Oakdale Avenue, Detroit, 9
Scranton, Pa.
Mrs. Helen Beck, Secretary,
Quincy Avenue, Scranton, Pa.
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Alhambra, California
Mrs. Mayme Glass, Secretary, 505
N. Electric Avenue, Alhambra, Calif.

Montreal. Quebec
Mrs. Amine de Mille, Secretary.
5120 Westbury Strpet, Apt. 16. I'Ront~
real Que.
St. Louis, Missouri
Miss Nayan F. Hartfield, Sec!'i"'t1'lry,
4220 Washington Boulevard,
St.
Louis, Mo.

National CommlUees:
Public Meetings
Mrs. A. F. Ma~thif'son, Secret.:!.'T'~:, 422
Melrose St.. Apt. ] 307, Chica go, 13,

m

The Regional Teaching Committee for Texas and -Oklahoma has
instituted a campaign for discover~
ing the special talents of Bahais in
the region. It made a thorough canvas of its members, asking them if
they could write, speak, open their
homes to fireside groups, or if they
belonged to clubs, etc. Some very
worthwhile responses resulted from
this. For instance Mrs. A. H. Rouse
of Carrizo Springs, a school teacher.
sent two well written manuscripts
on "Education and Religion in the
Public Schools," one of which was

forwarded to the National Reviewing Committee as it appeared in
"The Texas Outlook," published by
the Texas State Teachers' Association. Mrs. Rouse was then appointed
Journalism Chairman of the Region.

Questionnaire Committee
Mrs. Herbert Swan appointed.
World Language
Mr. Chester Blaski resigned.
Kegioual Teaching Committees:
Quebec-Mrs. Adline Lohse, Secretary,
3360 Ridgewood Avenue, Montreal
Mrs. Ruth Lee, Outremont, appointed.
New England States - Miss Barbara
Morgan, Bev~rly, Mass., appointed..
Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska-'Mrs.
Doreene N. Holliday. Omaha, appointed.

Texa sand Oklahollla - Mr. Charles
Woodru1f, Houston, appointed.
Miss Dorothea Sligh, H(IIustor.., ap-

pointed.
New York-Mrs. Florenee C.
hauer, resigned.
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Stein-

She will endeavor to place small
inspirational columns in newspapers
and magazines reaching the rural
sections.
This is a long- range proj eet

which will be built on from year to
year and will be helpful in utilizing
every bit of Bahili power which can
be mustered for the Seven Year

Plan.

o

Son of Spirit!

My first counsel is this: Possess a
pure, kindly and radiant heart, that
thine may be a sovereignty ancient,
impreishable and everlasting.
BAllA ~U'u.AH

Regional Youth Cenference, DaytoD,
Ohio, July 6-'1. 19"
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Four More Pioneers Leave for Europe
The European Teaching Committee is happy to report the imminent
departure for Europe of the following
pioneers: Miss Madeline Humbert
of the New York community, to Brussels, Belgium, January 29; Mrs.
Alice Dudley of the San Francisco
community, to Stockholm, Sweden,
February 19; Mr. and Mrs. Ugo
Giachery of the New York community, to Rome, Italy, February 9. Miss
Honor Kempton was requested by the
Guardian to remain one month in England to assist with the British teaching campaign before taking up her
post in Luxembourg. This Miss Kempton has done and she will be ather
post in Luxembourg on February 1.
The committee feels sure that all the
believers will join them in 1:heir prayers for the success and confirmation
of the arduous task these dedicated
pioneers are undertaking.
Frequent letters are being received
from Mrs. Graeffe reporting on the
consolidation of the work of the Geneva office of the European Teaching Committee. The close cooperation between the E.T.C. office and
the International Baba'i Bureau un-

der Mrs. Anne Lynch is proving of
great benefit and value to the overall
European teaching work.
Pioneers already in the field in
Europe send us very encouraging
reports concerning their work. Mrs.
Corbit in Oslo, Norway, writes that
her fireside groups are proceeding
satisfactorily and she is especially
happy that such a large percentage
of those attending are young people.
In accordance with the Guardian's
directions, this committee is now in
the process of preparing to send itinerant teachers to Europe to assist
our' pioneers. One of the first to go
in this capacity will be Mrs. Marion
Little of the New Orleans community. Mrs. Little is eminently qualified
by reason of much teaching experience, . together with an ability to
speak French fluently, to undertake
this important mission.
Others
equally well qua1ified will follow her
in the near future.
If any of the believers have family, friends or acquaintances residing in any of the goal countries who
they think woUld be good Baba.'l conContinued on vaae 2

Panama Conference to Open
Word has arrived that delegates
from Guatemala, Mexico, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, Colon and the Dominican Republic are now arriving in the City
of Panama for the first official conference of the northern Latin Ameri-can countries, that are to elect the
second National Spiritual Assembly
of Latin America in April, 1951. It
is hoped that delegates from the
other islands of the West Indies will
.arrive when the conference opens
on January 19th. Charles Mason
Remey is the distinguished visitor
from
North
America
to
the
Conference.
The "traveling pioneers are represented by Mrs. Marcia Steward, who
is doing a special project in the Central Americas; Artemus Lamb, who
is bringing the inspiration of the.

Buenos Aires conference from the
~outh, and Mrs. Gayle Woolson, who
comes from a trip to Caracas, Venezuela, where she will return after
the conference and after a visit to
Miss Lotus Peterson of Duluth,
Minn., who has just arrived in Maracaibo, Venezuela.
Miss Peterson's arrival is one of
those small and great miracles of
Baha 'u'llah, which are constantly
seen and experienced by the believers who have had courage to give
up their all and to hurl themselves
upon His mercy and guidance in-full
service to Him. Lotus arrived in Chicago recently en route to take her
boat at New Orleans for Maracaibo.
She fOWld unexpectedly that there
are a thousand and one red tape details which usually impede the obContinued on naoe
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"Deeply Touched"
Thrilled by generous response
of believers to Temple Fund.
Deeply touched. Hail striking
evidence of the magnificent
spirit, unshakeable solidarity
and" unflinching resolve of
American Baha'i community.
Deepest loving gratitnde.
(signed) SlIOGm

Ten Groups Reach Assembly
Status
In a cable sent June 12, 1946, the .
Guardian pleaded for the speedy conversion of thirty groups to Asse~
bly status and added, "Devoutly hopmg, fervently praying number Assemblies functioning North America
reach seventy-five ere expiry second
year second stage Divine Plan." That
means that thirty groups should be
ready for Assembly status as soon
• s possible and forty by April 21st,
1948.
Of this number ten groups are
assured of Assembly status by April,
1947, owing to the diligent work of
Regional Teaching Committees and
the Extension Teaching Committees
of various Assemblies. Thirty-eight
groups hold promise,' and on these
the concentrated attention of the National Teaching Committee is being
focused.
These groups, each having six or
more members are: West Haven;
Conn.; Buffalo, New York; Montclair, Bergenfield, Englewood, J ersey City, and Red Bank, New Jersey;
Columbia and North Augusta, South
Carolina; Knoxville, Tennessee; San
Antonio, Texas; Toledo. Findlay.
Granger Township, Hinckley Township, Urbana, and Lakewood, Ohio;
Kalamazoo and Dearborn Township,
Michigan; Champaign, Park Ridge,
Limestone Township, aod Winnetka,
illinois; Green Bay, Shorewood, and
Somers Township (Kenosha), WisI

Continued

on. -oeae
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Ten Groups Reach Assembly Status
Continued from page 1

consin; Glenfield, North Dakota;
North Albuquerque , New Mexico; Inglewood, El Monte Township, Arcadia, Monrovia Township, Monrovia,
Pasadena Township, Southgate, and
San Mateo, California; Monroe, and
Kirkland, Washington.

Seventeen Settlers Urgently
Needed
Nine Assemblies need reinforcement by April 21st or they will revert to group status. In order to pre-

vent this

seventeen settlers

are

To Reach the Goal
175 functioning LSA's "ere ex·
piry second year second
stage Divine Plan."

135 LSA's now established
North America.
> 40 LSA's to be established by
1948.
38 Groups hold promise of
LSA status.
to Groups now assured of LSA
status April.
9 LSA's in need of reinforcement by April.
17 Settlers needed to maintain
present LSA's.

needed. If you are free to move to
one of these goal cities, please write
to Mrs. Sarah S. Walrath, secretary
of the National Teaching Committee, photograph; by posters at the Pub4639 Beacon Street, Chicago.
lic Library, International House,
The first objective mentioned in Berkeley Women's City Club, etc;
the Guardian's outline of the Second and by the sending of printed postSeven Year Plan to the 1946 Conven- cards to contacts and friends. The
tion was "consolidation of victories book exhibit, the youth ushers, and
,already won throughout the Amer- the attractive surroundings, as well
icas, involving multiplication of Ba- as the 30 Bahit'is who came from
ha'i centers, bolder proclamation of nearby cities, contributed to the
the Faith to the masses." In order to success of the meeting. Almost every
hold on to the victories won under one of the 75 non-Baha'i atteoding
the first Seven Year Plan, these sev- signed tb,eguestJ~09l< and tqQk ~tera"
enteen settlers must be found.
ture. Later these individuals received the invitation and program
for the succeeding meeting.

Berkeley Holds Successful
Publie Meetings

The Berkeley Baha'is have held a
series of three public meetings in
order to present to the thinking people of the town and the University
the broad scope of the BaM'i Faith.
The first two meetings were held
three weeks apart with excellent
audiences and great interest.
On September 23 the Patio Room
of the Women's City Club was packed
to overflowing with 125 people.
Marilyn Zahl played selections from
Chopin. Exceptionally fine talks
.were given by Marzieh Gail on
I'Headlines Tomorrow"
and by
Leroy loas on "The Basis of World
Order." The meeting was publicized
by a good newspaper article with a
Baha'i Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridat;t Road, Wilmette.
lllinois.

Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
nlinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.

The meeting of October 16 was
held .in the spacious lounge of the
College Women's Club. This program featured a beautiful short concert by Walter Olitzki, Baha'I artist
of the Metropolitan and the San

Francisco Opera Companies, accompanied by Fritz Berens, and outstanding talks by Sally Sanor on
"The Cause of Strife" and by
Arthur L. Dahl, Jr. on "The Bahi'i
Contribution to World Peace." Attra ctive invitation·programs were
mailed to the "key list" of Univer·
sity and town people, as well as to
interested contacts. Of the 175 people who attended, 125 were nonBaha'IS. including school supervisors, teachers, past presidents of
the College Women's Club, the editor
who handles the Baha'i publicity for
The Berkeley Daily Gazette, graduate and undergraduate students, etc.
The response from every quarter
continues to be most enthusiastic.
The report of the third meeting, a
youth program held on November
24, National Youth Day, at International House, states that more than
fifty young people attended.

Notiee to Assemblies
The Regional Teaching Committees, through the National Teaching
Committee, have been requested to
render as sistance to the smaller
communities in their efforts to increase their numbers and preserve
their Assembly status. Assemblies of
the smaller Baha'i communities are
free to request this assistance. '
In order to enable traveling believers to make contact with the
Baha'is of cities visited, the local
Assemblies are advised to register
their permanent address,
their
meeting place and their schedul'; of
meetings with the local Chamber of
Commerce. A telephone listing using
the name "Baha'i" is also very im·
portant if it can be arranged.
Three More Pioneer. Leave
for Eu ....pe
Continued: f1'om page 1

tacis, please se"nd, their names and
addresses to our chairman, Miss Edna True, 418 Forest Ave., Wllmette,
m., so that she can forward them to
the pioneers in the respective
countries.

- BahA;'- News ..
Bah8!i News is published by the
Na.lional Spirllaai Assembly of the
Baha'is 01 the UDiled Slales _
Canada as the ofUclal news-.letier of the
Babi'i Community. The first; issue appeared in Deeember. 19K.
On April 10, 19i!5, the G _

wrote: "'The News Letter wJdch you

have lately iDitiated fuIIiJIs a ftry
vital flmction. • • . I would arce you.
to enlarge Its scope... that iD
time it may devote a special secUo.n
to every phase of year activlt1es7 all~
ministrative, devoUonal, hwmBllHar.
lan, financlal, _"ationa! ...... _

wtse.
..It should become a great factor
in promotlDc UDderstaDcliDg. provld.
ing 1nforma1ilon Oil Balli.'i acUvity,
both local aDd foreign, In stimulating
interest, in combating evil infIueaces•
and in upholding and saleguanliD.c the
institutious of the Caase!'
Baha'i News is edited for the National Spiritual Assembly by Its
Baha'i News Ec1itorial Committee:
Garreta. Busey, cha.trman. John Ash.
ton, 4lice Simmons Cox, Marzieh Gafl,
Doris BoDey. .AJmamarie )[II1II Bonnold, Eleanor Sweney lI1l1chens~ Mabel Hyde Paine, Margaret SweD,gel.
Editorial office:;: Miss Garetta Busey~
503 West Elm street, Urbana. lDinois.
Please report changes of address
to which Bab&'i N.... is to be _
and other matters peria.JntD1' to Its dist;ribution to the Baha'i National omce,
536 Sheridan Road, WilmeUe. IIIIDofs..
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First Contacts With Japanese Baha'is
British, and New Zealand soldiers
;and nationals and makes use of frequent opportunities to spread the
Baha'i principles. His wish now is
to go to a larger city where he can
make his living and teach the Faith.
"During the two days and night
that I visited Mr. Fujita," writes Mr.
J amir, "I found him, at 61, youthful
and vibrant in his work and en¥
thusiastic in the Baha'i Faith." . . .
He brought out his address book . . .
and we went over the names of his
American Baha'i friends to see
what I could tell him about them
and he wishes me to express his loving greetings to them."
From y-anai Mr. J amir travelled
to Kyoto to meet Mr. Torii, another
Japanese Baha'i. Mr. Torii has been
a B'aha'i since HH6 and received"
two tablets from 'Abdu'l-Baha. He is
blind and teaches in the Kyoto
school for the blind. He invited Mr.
J amir to speak to the children of
his clas s on the Baha'i principles.

As soon as Michael Jamir, in the
medical personnel of the U.S. Army,
reached Japan in November, 1945.
he began writing to friends in the
U.S. for addresses of Japanese
Baha'is. Following up these addresses he eventually met two Japanese Baha'is and had correspondence or news from three others. The
first meeting was with Mr. H. S.
Fujita. Mr. Fujita became a Baha'i
through Mrs. Corinne True when he'"
came to this country as a student in
1905. Later he had the great experience of meeting 'Abdu'l-Baha when
He came to this COtlIittry in 1912. In
1917 he accepted the invitation of
'Abdu'l-Baha to go to Haifa. There
he served 'Abdu'l-Baha and Shoghi
i:ffendi until, in 1936, on the advice
of the Guardian, he left for his
native land.
In May, 1946, Mr. Jamir visited
Mr. Fuj ita at Yanai, where he found
him working as interpreter at the
railroad station, Here he comes
in contact with many American,.

0

ContimIed on page 4

Increasing Growth in Latin Ameriea
Forty-nine new memberships have
been received from La tin America
in the past six weeks.
Word has just come from Medellin,
Columbia, of the formation of a new
Assembly, eight believers having
been confirmed during the visit of
Gayle Woolson in December. They
have been studying for some time by
correspondence and with the assistance of the one original Bah;' ti, Sr.
Francisco Orrego Restrepo. More
are continuing to study. Six newspapers and the radio station collaborated in the series of outstanding
,meetings held there.
The group in Sucre, Bolivia, now
bas six members. Col. Arturo Cuellar, Yvonne de Cuellar, and Gwenne
Sholtis are working there and expect to have a second Assembly for
Bolivia before April. It is a university town, and many of the Baha'i
students come from the university.
Gwenne Sholtis has just returned to
La Paz after a needed visit tn the
lowlands, where she helped Eve
. Nicklin with the new regional project
in Callao, Peru. She reports that the
Lima Community is growing wonderfully .and is most active and happy
under Eve's wise guidance.

o

Splendid news has come from
Elena Marsella in Ciudad Trujillo.
AIl six members of her study class
signed up en masse as Baha'is, there
being two adults and four declared
youths. This gives Ciudad Truj illo
fourteen adult members and four
youths. Elena plans to accompany
Dr. Malcolm King to Santiago, Dominican Republic, to start a regional
project there. Dr. King will then go
to visit the friends in Kingston, .Jamaica, and help them to work out an
extension project, before returning
to Haiti.
Jean Silver reports a. class of eighteen stndying in the new Baha'i Center in Cienfuegos, Cuba.
The Baha'i Cnmmunity newly
formed in Rio de Janeiro in April of
this year, has sent in its 18th registration card. Great plans are under
way for expansion of teaching in
Brazil, where Leonora Armstrong
first carried the Cause some 20 years
ago. Fifteen members are reported
in Bahia and a group of five in the
new goal city of Sao Paulo.
Reports from Louise Baker show
that she is carrying a teaching circuit of four towns and cities in Mexico, teaching newly organized ,groups
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in each one. Her headquarters is in
Vera Cruz. Her mother and father,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Baker, plan to
visit Mexico City in February.
From Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Venezuela come
reports of the showers of lnspiration,
new knowledge, and light disseminated by Mason Remey and Emeric
and Rosemary Sala on their teaehing
trip through the West Indies and
Venezuela. Emeric and Rosemary
have now
returned
northward
through the islands, and Mr. Rerny
will come northward after the Panama Conference through the Central
Americas and Mexico, visiting the
various Baha'1 communities en route.
From Panama Marcia Steward will
return to her project in San Jose,
Costa Rica, for the present, and Artemus Lamb will visit Cali Mogotes,
Columbia; Quito and Guayaquil, Ecuador, and Lima, Peru, on his way
back to his region, which includes
Chile, Argentina, Paraguay, and
Uruguay.
Flora Hottes will leave Montevideo,
Uruguay, early in February, visiting
Buenos Aires; Asuncion, Paraguay;
La Paz and Sucre, Bolivia; Lima and
other points, on a trip back to the
United States for rest and change
after five years of constant service in
Bolivia and Uruguay.

H. S. Fujita, J a _ BaI!&'i wIoo
ouce aerved 4Abda'l_Bahi in Bail...
"IrDI'kiDg

011.
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Japanese Baha'i.
continued jTOm page 3

The TeD1ple Teaches the World

Attention G.I. Student.

Almost four thousand people
Mr. Torii acted as very able inThe "G. 1. Bill of Rights"
:nsited the Baha'i House of Worship
terpreter an¢! the children listened
allows an exwservice man to
In Odo ber and N ovem her of this
eagerly. Mr. and Mrs. Torii spoke
take his training in a foreign
year. 2932 came in October and 1036warmlY of Miss Alexander, who had
university. Ii you are con·
in November. Although this record.
often been a guest in their 1?ome.
templating taking advantage
is lower, by 549, than that of the
"Mr. Jamir had warm and enthusof this or would consider it,
same tiIne last year. the difference
iastic letters from Mr. Tanaka and
. is in part accounted for by the fact
you could contribute to the
Mr. Inouye t both devoted. Baha'is,
that week-day guiding was disconEuropean Teaching Campaign
Mr. Inouye would like to go to Tokyo
tinued November 9th this year, inby selecting a university in
to spread the Teachings. but milistead of going on until Thanksgiving
Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
tary restrictions' prevent this. He is
'as it did in 1945. Week-day guiding
Holland,
Belgium.
Luxemdoing his utmost to teach in Sapis discontinued each year when the
bourg, Switzerland, Spain, Par·
poro, Hokaido. He remembers M1SS
weather becomes so cold that the
tugal, or Italy. Will anyone in·
Root and her "genUe and full..,fguides' health is endangered.
terested in doing this get in
love grace. "
During October this year, visitors
Mr. Tanaka, a Baha'i of Honshu,
tou ch with the chairman of the
came
from thirty-eight states the
called on Mr. Jamir and, finding
European Teaching Commit
District.
of Columbia, and man; fortee,
Miss
Edna
True,
418
Forhim away, wrote him a lette:-, ~e
eign
countries.
Seventeen groups
has ten children; so Mr. Jamlr roest Avenue~ Wilmette, TIlinois?
came from the Canadian Provinces
eluded "The Baha'i Child's ABC"
of Ontario, Saskatchewan, New
with the literature he sent him.
.
Brunswick. and Manitoba. Three
of
radio
station
KTAR,
local
ouUet
Mrs. Yuri Furukawa, another Japanese Baha'i, is now in Manchuria. for NBC, and with the Arizona Re- visitors came from Sweden; two
public and Arizona Times I two maj or from Turkey, Denmark. France, and
Phoenix: newspapers. At the office England'; one each from Cuba the
Panama Conference
of the Times the young men were Philippines, the Netherlands, ' Auscontinued frOm page 1
ta:ining of permission to enter an- interviewed by -'Associate Editor tralia, Palestine, India. Peru, Chile,
other country in any guise other Mrs. Anna Roosevelt Boettiger and Brazil, Mexico, and the Virgin
than as a tourist with a 6() day per- Managing Editor Dave Brinegar Islands.
In Novembe.r the people came
mit. She sat down and prayed with with the gratifying result that the
all' her heart. Within an hour she was following day Mr. Brinegat's column from thirty-one states and the Dison her way with all "that she re- "The Times in Arizona n was en- ,riCt of Columbia, 'and riine groUps
quired. The key "that unlocked the tirely devoted to an account of the came from the Canadian Provinces
door was, of course, her complete Persian visitors and their intense of Ontario, ,Saskatchewan, British
readiness to serve fully, plus the interest in spreading the Baha'i Columbia, and Alberta. Four groups
prayer, plus the need of a Baha.'i Faith, "as having as its basic belief came from England, two from
in that city where regional work lS the proposition that revelations of Sweden and Brazil, one from DenGod are progressive and not mark, and one from Chile.
nOW to begin.
During this two-months period, the
final. ... "
-----f01lowing
organizations were guided
Persian Visitors Break
through the Temple: Home Bureau,
into New.
Lake County, IllinOis, 36; Austin
Firuz- Kazamzadah, Amin Banani
North- End. Women's Club. Chicago,
and Shidan Fat'he Aazam, Persian
75; Cub GIrl Scouts, Evanston, 23;
Baha'ls on vacation from the CaliYoung Pe<>ple, Bethany Evangelical
fornia universities in which they
Church, Chicago, 32; Boy Scouts,
are enrolled, were Phoenix visitors
Chicago, 15; S. S. Children, Jewish
for the Christmas holidays and gave
Synagogue, Glencoe, 65; Chicago
invaluable teaching assistance to
Women's Club, 14.
that community and to extension
Some of the remarks written in
teaching work during their stay.
the register were: Very educational;
Firuz was speaker at three meetings,
Amazingly beautiful; Unusually inone in Tucson, anotiler in East
teresting; Magnificent; Very conPhoenix rural community, both of
vincing; Unconvincing; Very interwhich attracted a'large number of
esting, and will be helpM in living
non-Baha'is, and in Phoenix at a
tor Jesus; Something to be investigathering for which special invitagated; Enlightening and inspirational; Unique.
tions had been issued to members
of a local inter-racial fellowship orFrom the wide variety of the organization. In additi ..n to the meetganizations that come to the Temple.
from the numerous and widely disings, which included also a number
of informal youth gatherings, intertant states and countries represented
esting contacts were arranged with
by
the visitors, and from the appreBa.h3. 'j group of -Sucre. Bolivi~ with
the Dean of Phoenix Junior College,
ciative remarks that have been -writGwenn.e Sholtis (standing third from.
ten in the register, it is evident that
with a leading news commentator left).
w
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From the State Fair at· Springfield, illinois (see Baha'i News for
November) the Regional Committee of that area reports further re~ults. A member of the Senate asked
Miss Easterbrook to came and speak
of the Baha'i Peace Plan before that
body, remarking: "Those boys ought
to hear of this." A geometry teach.
er from Princeville said that his attention had first been attracted to
the Baha'I Temple by his pupils. He
asked to be given further information a bout the Faith.

Hunger Slows Teaching
in Gennany
_ ' j _th at the Arizona
Temple guiding is reaching the
masses and the leaders alike over
the whole world. If contact were
made with these people by Baha'is
in their various localities, some of
them would most surely be grateful.
The Guides Committee would like to
be notified by believers or Assemblies of those who have become 10terested 10 studying the Faith after
making their first contact :with it by
,.;siting the Temple.
Stale

Fair

Exhibits Attraet

the Masses
The Baha'is of Phoenix, with the
valued assistance of the Baha'is of
East Phoenix, were sponsors of an
exhibit at the Arizona State Fair
held 10 Phoenix from November 8
to 17. It was estimated by the State
Fair commission that the Fair attracted some 200,000 visitors, of
which)t can be assured that a large
number viewed the exhibit. Approximately 4,000 people stopped at the
booth and 2,000 received' pamphlet
literature. Almost one hundred left
their names to be ioformed of meetings; many took questionnaire cards
and already at an early date the
respoDse through this medium has
been gratifying.
The exhibit occupied a space lOx10
feet and featured 10 addition to the
Temple
model
an
automatic
projector showing color slides of the
Temple and world maps designating
with colored flags the countries
where the Faith is represented. Over
these large maps appeared the caption.. " 'The earth is but one country
and mankind its citizens.' Baha-

Slate Fair, IN6.

!u'lhih." Over the entrance to the
booth in large letters were the words t
"The Baha'i World Faith. u Literature and books illustrative of the
teachings were available to .inquirers. Especially noteworthy was
the interest of youth among the visit·
ors. On the two weekends at the
opening and close of the F air the
Baha'i youth were in charge of the
booth. Interest in the display was
demonstrated not alone by visitors,
but also by the Fair management,
who expressed their enthusiasm. for
the effectiveness of the exhibit and
their cordial assurance that a de,irable space would be available to
the Baha'is at the State Fair next
year.

Letters from leading German
Baha'is written in late November
show that the low food rations were
telling on their physical endurance
to an alarming degree. It seemed
th<:,n that the winter teaching campaign could not be carried out. To
quote from the leiter of an ardent
worker for the· Faith: uSo many
dear friends, Edith Horn, Annamarie SchweizerJ Hede Schubert,
Heidi Koller.Jaeger, Fred Kohler,
Paul Schreher, and Hermann GrossmalUl are in suCh extremely bad
condition of physical weakness'~ that
to travel and teach (the very hardest. kind of labor) seemed impossible. "There seemed danger that
all we had won fur the Faith 10
previOUS months of hard work, must
come to an end." Lists of German
adjiresses are published elsewhere
in this issue.

~

A. ,-oath meetiog at the Bazirat,'al

i
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"While There Is Yet Time"
o

ye that are lying as dead on the
couch of heedlessness!
Ages have passed and your precious lives are well·nigh ended. yet
not a smgle breath of purity hath
reached "Our court of holiness from
you. Though immersed in the ocean
of misbelief, yet with your lips ye
profess the one true faith of God.
Him whom I abhor ye have loved,
and of My foe ye have made a
friend. N otwiths!anding, ye walk on
my earth complacent and selfsatisfied, heedless that My earth is
weary of yon and everything within
it shunneth you. Were ye but to open
your eyes, ye would, in truth, prefer
a myriad griefs unto this joy, and
would count death itself better than
this life.

o

•••

moving form of dust!

I desire communion with thee, but
thou woulds! put no trust in Me.
The sword of thy rebellion hath felled

cerning Baha'i marriage, which
deepens our understanding and prethe tree of thy hope. At all times I vents formal crystallization of unam near unto thee, but thou art ever authorized views_
far from Me. Imperishable glory
The question of hOW' to conduct a
have I chosen for thee, yet boundless Babit'i marriage, and what Tablets
shame thou ha st chosen for thyself. are to be read, was referred: to
While there is yet time, return, and Shoghi Effendi last summer and his
lose not thy chance.
reply came under date of Oc!ober
•••
5, 1946:
Say: Glory be to Thee Who hast
"Baha'i marriages should at prescaused all the holy Ones to confess ent not be pressed into any kind of a
their helplessness before the mani- uniform mold. What is absolutely
fold revelations of Thy might, and essential is what Baha'u-'nah stipuevery Prophet to acknowledge his lates in the Aqdas: the friends can
nothiogness at the effulgence of Thy add to this selected writings if they
abiding glory. I beseech Thee, by please-but the so-called 'Marriage
Thy name that hath uolocked the Tablet' (revealed by 'Abdu'l-Bahi)
gates of Heaven and filled with ec- is not a necessary part of every
stasy the Concourse on high, to en- Baha'i marriage_ In 'The Ba1ui'i
able me to serve Thee, in this Day, World' is a prayer for marriage inand to strengthen me to observe that corporated in either the Arabic or
which Thou did"t prescribe in Thy Persian text: he suggests Marzieh
Book. Thou knowest,. 0 my Lord Gail translate. this, and it can be
what is in me; but I know not what made available to the friends, so
is in Thee. Thou art the All-Knowing, that they can· use it if they wiSh to."
the All-Informed.
-Bm,\.'tr'LLAH
What Baha'u'llflh stipulates in the
A qdas is to be found on page 372 of
uBaha'i World Faith" in the form of
a quotation mad·e by 'Abdu'l-Bahit:
believers to Temple Fund. Deeply "The bridegroom must, before the
touched. Hail latest striking evidence bridesman and a few others, say
of the magnificent spirit; unshake- 'Verily, we are content with the 'Will
able solidarity and unflinching re- of God' and the bride must' rejoin,
solve of American Baha'i commu- 'Verily, we are satisfied with the
nity. Deepest loving gratitude." Desire of God.' ,.
The prayer for inarriages referred
(signed) SHOGm
to by the Guardian has been transBahii'i Marriage
lated by Mrs. Marzieh Gail from
The National Spiritual Assembly the Marriage Certificate used· by
is delighted to be able to give the the Aasemblies ;n Persia. The signafriends the following material con- ture H 'Ayn-'Ayn" is a signature

"Thrilled by Generous Response"
Cables from the GuardiaD
From its December meeting the
National Spiritual Assembly cabled
Shoghi Effendi as follows: "Y<;>Ur
cabled message (i.e., on page 8, January Bahci'i News) fires enthusiasm,
strengthens
resolution,
expands
vision. We acclaim the fateful journey and remarkable achievements
of the Chairman of EuroPean TeaChing Committee, the establishment of
an office in Geneva, the noble initiation of task by pioneers in the· field,
the mature, dedicated r~ of
Southern delegates to the race unity
conference, and the Baha'i article in
Pathfinder Magazine with one million readers. Sei!ring the decisive
hour."
The Guardian's reply, received
December 19: "Delighted at achievement of Chairman of European
Teaching Committee, response of
Southern delegates to race conference, publication of article in Pathfinder Magazine. Praying
still
greater victories in all three continents."
(signed) SIIOOBI
The final current message from
Haifa is the cablegram received January 20 in reply to our cabled report
to him of the total contributions
which had come in up to J.anuary
6 for the special Temple fund :
"Thrilled by generous response of

\

FIrs& Cam.dl an TeachinK Committee December 1946
........lag: Siegfried SChoptIocber, John A. Robarts, A. Viclor Davis, _ _
EAaII, Em.ric SaIa; ~: (Mrs.) Laura It. Davis. (Mrs.) Doria B_nl..•
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used by the Master for a certain
period. Her translation follows.

"He Is the Bestower,
the Bounteous!"
"Praise be to God, the Ancient,
the Ever-Abiding, the Changeless,
the Eternal! He Who hath testified
in His Own Being that verily He is
the One, the Single, the Untrammeled, the Exalted. We bear witness that verily there is no God but
Him ; acknowledging His oneness,
confessing His singleness. He hath
ever dwelt
in unapproachable
heights, in the summits of His loftiness, sanctified from the mention of
aught save Himself, free from the
description of aught but Him.
"And when He desired to manifest
grace and beneficence to men, and
to set the world in order, He revesled observances and created
Jaws; among them He established
the law of marriage, made it as a
fortress for well-being and salvation, and enjoined it upon us in that
which was sent down out of the
heaven of sanctity in His Most Holy
Book. He saith, great is His glory:
'Marry, O. people, that from you
may appear he who will remember
Me amongst My servants; this is
one of My ·commandments unto you;
Cobey it as an assistance to
yourselves. '
"And we greet and salute those
of the Bayim who became the people
of Bahit, those who expended their

efforts for the upraising of this
luminous Faith, and whom the blame

of the blamer did not withhold from
God. Praise be to God, the Lord of
the worlds!
"He is God t a peerless Lord! In
Thine almighty wisdom Thou hast
enjoined marriage upon the peoples, that the generations of men
may succeed one another in this con·
tingent world, and' that ever, so long
as the world shall last, they may
busy themselves at the Thresbold
of Thy oneness with servitude and
worship, with salutation, adoration
and praise. 'I have not created
spirits and men, but that they should
Wherefore,
wed
worship Me.'1
Thou in the heaven of Thy mercy
these two bird·s of the nest of Thy
love, and make them the means of

attracting perpetual grace; that
from the union of these two seas of
love a wave of tenderness may surge
and cast the pearls of pure and
goodly issue on the shore of life.
'He hath let loose the two seas, that
they meet each other: Between them
is a barrier which they overpass
not. Which then of the bounties of
your Lord will ye deny? From each
He bringeth up greater and lesser
pearls. 72 .
o Thou kind Lord! Make Thou
this marriage to bring forth coral
and pearls. Thou are verily the AllPowerful, the Most Great, the EverForgiving!"
(signed) 'Ayn-'Ayn
lQuT'an 51:56.
'QuT'an 55:9-22.

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved friends:
In this issue we publish the ca bIegram which the Guardian sent after
learning tbe results of the effort
made by the believers to offer special contributions during the period
set aside for meditation and prayer,
culminating in the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary of the Guardianship, January 6.
The total sci received by the N ational Treasurer was $65,000. Placing this amount in the Temple
Trustee construction fund produced
a total of $103,000 available for completion of the interior as of January
6, nearly four months before the end
of the first year of the new Seven
Year Plan
We may all feel an intense
gratitude that so large a portion

Speakers at pabli.c meeting at. Louhelen.. Left t.o right: Mr. Easoa (non-Bah.8.'i, secretary of &he Urban League at Flint), Mr. Ellsworth Blackwell (Baha'I speaker) aDd
Mr. Ar1bar PaUersoD. (Babi'i of India_polls, chairman).

of the full cost of this vital project
has already been received. It assures rapid prosecution o£ the task
wheo the design and specifications
are approved.
Under the schedule set up by the
Temple Trustees, the studies and
investigations initiated last spring
are to be completed by the middle
of March so that drawings and all
necessary data may be transmitted
to the Guardian in the hope that he .
may advise us of his approval and
choice before the Convention.
The intention and hope is that a
final drawing, approved by· the
Guardian, can be exhibited at the
Convention, allowing all the friends
to realize the beauty of the finished
interior. Mr. Louis Bourgeois' original conception is being somewhat
simplified as the Guardian directed.
The Trustees believe that actual
work can begin this spring. A competed House of Worship will awaken
wide interest in the Faith.
Last month's Balla'. News presented to, each Babit'i the text of
Ruhiyylh Khanfun's "Twenty-Five
Years of the Guardianship." Nothing could be more inspiring and informative to the friends than her
.tatement which in brief space summarized the meanings and events of
the Baha'i era since the Ascension
of 'Abdu'I-Baha. For the older believers it creates a pattern and
framework for their personal experiences, activities and memories; for
the new believers it offers a means
of acquiring sound understanding
and maturity as members of the
Baha'i community.
-NATIDNAL SPmrnrAL ASSEMBLY
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New Qnestionnaire Cards
The Baha'i Questionnaire Committee's files carry many letters which
we would like to share with all Baha'is, but as space will not permit,
we will quote from just one received
by the chairman: "I received your
questionnaire literature and I am
sure you are making a very practical
application of a very successful plan
that has been used by Advertising
Research and Industrial Manufac-'
turing establishments in getting a
cross section of information worth
having that could not be had in any
other way. I believe you are the first
man who has applied this very practical plan to a Universal Religious
Message. I can vision a great good
to humanity by the iuformation that
will result to it ... "
During the first seven months of
the use of the questionnaire cards,
requests have come from all but
five states of the United Slatesnamely: Colorado, Louisiana. N evada South Dakota and Wyoming.
We :rrge the friends and regional
teaching committees in these states
to start distributing them as they are
proving invaluable for teaching contacts, Signed cards have been received from a total of 366 different
cities, towns and villages as well as
from Alaska, Phillipine Islands, Hawaii Canada, Haiti, and South America. 'We wish we could list every
city heard from.
Three cards, numbers 2, 3 and 5 are
DOW available for inter-changeable
use~ They can be ordered in a comhination paekage containing 100 each
for $3.00 postpaid. Also available now
is a new folding questionnaire card
(F4) of unlimited possibilities for
spreading the Baha'i Message. It f~a
tures new, timely and challengmg
questions of interest to people in all
walks of life, promising Dot oniy to
carry the Baha'i Message to thousands of selected individuals for the
first time but to locale and determine the subject of greatest interest
to these potential Baha'is.
outstanding features of this F4 D"":'
folding questionnaire card are:
1. It will comb any chosen locality
or community for Baha'i seekers. It is an excellent advance
agent to a ~elected mailing list,
to be followed a few weeks later
with an- announcement of a Public Meeting in their city.
2. It carries these thought-provok-

Radio Script Writing Class a.t

Greenacre~

1946. William. and Ma.rgu.ertte Sean

-in&" left.
ing questioos directly to the individual in his office or home
where he may read and check
them at leisure.
3. It will impress the recipient of
the broad scope of subjects
embraced
by
the
Bahit'i
Revelation.
4. It bears an introductory personal message direct from the
friend who signs it.
S. It lends itself to "'se by any or
all believers who may volunteer
to address lind mail these cards
Eluring spare time.

This new questionnaire service
provides a golden opportunity for

each and everyone of the "rank and
file" to 00 our part in helping to
complete the new Seven Year Plan.
These New Folding Questionnaires
(F4) are now ready for shipment to
Assemblies groups or individual believers anywhere. They are priced
at $9.00 per thousand or $1.00 per
hundred. Address your order to:
TaE NATIONAL CoMMITTEE
on Baha'i Questionnaires,
Box I? Oconomowoc, Wisconsin

Slides

Radio Script Writing
at Green Aere
A course in the writing of radio
scripts was given last summer at
the Greeo Acre Baha'j School under
the instruction, of Marguerite Sears.
The class was in session for three
weeks, from August 13 to August 30.
Eighteen students heganthe course
and seven completed it. They were:
Helen Campbell, Margaret Mills,
Jetty Straub, Rita van Sombeek,
Rene Welsh, Martha Ka velin, and.
Genevieve Coy.
The following is quoted from Mrs.
Sears' report on the course. "In addition to covering the fundamentals
of radio writing, the class took an
active part in the study of radio
productiolL Each member of the
class wrote
5-minute continuity
script 00 the Baha'i Faith, One 15minute script was writteD~ The class
received practical experience in the
writing of a script for actual broadcast. The script was 00 the history
of Green Acre, from the days of the
early Indians, through Sarah Farmer's early experimeols in World
Unity Couferences, on dowo through
the present Bah .. 'i School, with
glimpses of its hopes for the future.
"The entire _class took part in

a

SLIDES of the Temple, Haifa, the necessary research to uncover acSchools, etc. may be vurchased curate historical iuformatioo. Then
through the Baha'i Sales Committee,
various members of the class were
Mr. H. E. Walrath, 4639 Beacon St., assigned to write sections uf the
Chicago,
. script. One student did an over-all
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re-write of the program, When the
I5-minute dramatic-type script was
ready for production, the class arranged for broadcast time with Station WHEB, Portsmouth, N.H., at
6:30 p.m., Sunday, September lst.
"Members of the class were cast
in the various roles of the program.
They were assisted- by nine other
students from the School. The clas s
produced the program in its entirety. This included the writing,
making the acting assignments, using their own sound effects, etc.,
as well as arranging for the broadcast, the rehearsal times and notifying nearby Baha'i communities and
groups of the broadcast. The work
of the 1946 Green Acre Script Writing class is documented by a tran.sscription. This can be made available through the National Radio
Committee, to which the class has
forwarded its first adventure into
this new Field," William Sears
helped in the last two days 01 rehearsals and acted as Narrator In
the final production.

Publie Meetings Sehedule
Public Meetings in key cities for
this year will be held as follows:
Horace Holley will speak at Montreal, February 5, Harlan Ober will
speak March 11 at MIami, March 16
at Birmingham, and March 22 at
Nashville. Dorothy Baker will speak
March Z7 at Cleveland; Kenneth
Christian March 29 at Pittsburgh.
The San Francisco date ha s not yet
been fixed.
10 the key cities of last year, Public Meetings are arranged for: New
Orleans, January 28, with Philip
Marangella as speaker; Portland,
February 3, with Mark Tobey; Toronto, February 3, with Willard McKay; Atlanta, February 9, with Carl
Scheffler- Chicago, March 4, Horace
Holley; ~nd Detroit, March 27, with
a speaker not yet determined.

Letters from the Guardian
The Archives Committee earnestly
suggests for the benefit of future
generations that all believers having letters from the Guardian give
very serious consideration to placing
them in the National Baha'i Archives
as soon as possible. Though it may
seem to some of the friends that the
messages contained therein are personal to a large extent, it may well
be evident in the future that the
application of many of these messages is more general than we now
realize. Certainly the nation,al archives with its specially. constructed
vault is the safest place to preserve
these precious documents, so many of
which have been lost by fire, flood
or alter the death of the recipients,
A photostat may be obtained from
the committee for about 15 or 18
cents a letter.
Baha'i Lecture in Maui
On November 27 the Ma1:li Baha'i
Community sponsored a lecture on
'jFoundations for World Unity" at
which Mrs. Mabel Van Valkenburg
spoke at the Baldwin High School
Auditorium. Nine hundred invitations
were sent out to Baha'is and nonBaha"s on all the Islands. Eightythree were present at the lecture.
This was considered a good show~

lng, as it is rather difficult for busi~
ness men and women to leave their
jobs and travel from one Island to
the other. Excellent newspaper arti~
cles preceded and followed the lecture. This was the first of a series
of lectures under the directorship of
Mrs, E. Sabin of Puunene. Mr. Morris N. Freedman, chairman of the
Honolulu Baha'i Assembly, intro.
duced Mrs. Valkenburg. The Honolulu Advertiser quoted the speaker
as saying, along with other fine quo~
tations~ "Who can say there is any~
thing more important than world
unity, anything more important than
turning darknes s into light, bloodthirstiness into kindness, torment
into bliss, hardship into ease, and
enmity and hatred into fellowship
and love?"

News from ''The Speck"
Because Tasmania is the smallest
of the Australian states, mainlanders
often speak of it as "The Spec;:k." It
has a very live group of Baha'is in
Hobart, the capital city, and some
in other parts of the island. They
Hplan as much as possible," writes
Miss Gretta Lampril, secretary of
the Hobart group, "for state wide
publicity."- Excerpts from "Appreci~
ations" have been inserted in four
daily papers. "We are, as are all
Continued em. page 12

In Memoriam
DeBth. proffereth unto evertl confident
beUetJer th.e cup tluJi is lite indeed. It
bestoweth joy an.d is the bea.Ter of gl?"d'7l.en. It conferreth the gift of ever!asnng
life.
BAHA'U'LLAH

Mrs. loga mescas, Clovis, California, Nov. 1, 1946.

Miss A. Winifred Richards, Jacksonville, Florida, Jan. 4, 1947.
Mrs. Mary Dickerman, Kalamazoo, MIchigan, December, 1946.

Pu.blie lectare~ Maui, Hawaii; From left to rig-hi: Mrs. Daisy E. Sabin, chairmau.
of the Maui Assembly; Mrs. Mabel Vam Valkenburg~ pest -speaker from Bonolub1;
Mr. Morris N. Freedman, chainnan of tbe meeting and chairmaD of the Honolulu
Assembly.
.
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Local Assemblies Sustaining
Finaoeially The Seven Year
PIau During Deeember, 1946
AlBs-ka-Anchorage. Arizona-E. Phoenix; Phoenix. Arkansa..s-LitUe Rock. California-Alhambra; Berkeley; Beverley
Hills; Burbank; Burlingame; Cloverdale
Twp.; Glendale; Long Beach; Los Angeles; Sacramento; San Francisco; San

Diego. Ca.nada-Vancouver; Hamilton;
Toronto; Charlottetown. Col.orado-Colorado Springs; Denver. Con-n.ecticu.t-Hamden: New Haven. Fl.orida-.Tacksonville;
MiamL H a.waii-Honolulu; Maui. Georqia
-Atlanta; Augusta. Idaho-Boise. Illinois

-Chicago; Danville; Elmhurst: Evanston; Maywood; Peoria; Springfield; Urbana; Wilmette. lndio:rw-Fort Wayne;
Indianapolis; South Bend. Iowa.--Cedar
Rapids. Klrnsas-;-Topeka. KentuckyLouisVille. Louisiana. - New Orleans.
MaT1/la.nd-Baltimore; Bethesda;' Chevy
Chase. MaSS4Chusetts-Beverly; Boston;
Brookline; Springfield; Worchester. Michigan-Ann Arbor; Detroit; Flint; G~
Rapids; Lansing; Muskegon; Roseville.
Minnesota-Duluth; Minneapolis; St. "Paul.
Mi.s:.ri8Bippi-Jackson. Missouri-Independence. Montana-Butte; Helena. NebTdska
-Omaha. Nevada-Reno. New Hampshire
-Portsmouth. New Jersey-Teaneck;
Newark. New Mexico-Albuquerque. New

York-Jamestown; New York; Rochester' Yonkers. North Cillrolina.-Greensboro.
Norlh Dakota--Fargo. Ohio--Cleveland;
Columbus; Dayton; Lima. oregoo.-Portland. PennBtltoonia; Philadelphia: Scranton; West Chester. Rhode bt.aftd..-Providen.c:e. Soutn. ea.,..o1ina-Greenville. South.
.D4kota-Sioux Falls. Tennessee-Memphis; Nashville. Texus-Houston. UtahSalt Lake City. Vennont--Brattleboro.
ViTgin\a.-Alexandria; Arlington. Wa,hiagton.--Richmond Highlands. West Vir-

ginia-Charleston. Wisconsin-Kenosha.
Madison,

Milwaukee.

Racine,

WaUW"d-

tosa, White Fish Bay. Wyoming-Lara·

mie.
107 Assemblies contributed in December.
31 Assemblies did not contribute.
79 Groups contributed in December.
112 Individuals and isolated Baha'is contributed in December.
Note: This list does not include contributions to the Special FWld Commemorating the 25th Anniversary of the Guardianship nOr contributions reaching the
Treasurer's Office after December 31st.
ContribUtions are credited to the month
in which received.

International Relief Lists
Recent reports from Germany and
Austria indicate that the health of
the Baha'is in these countries is being seriously endangered by undernourishment. American believers residing abroad confirm this and stress
the necessity of greater aid by
American believers. Among others
Manutchir Zabih, a Persian studymg in Germany~ and John Eichenauer write of the hunger and cold
facing the friends over there and
appeal to us to aid more generously
as our "sacred duty."
The quickest and most economical
way to send a food package abroad is
thru C.A.R.E, 50 Broad str., New
York 4. They guarantee delivery, a
29 lb_' package of food for $10. The
person receiving a package signs a
receipt which is returned to the

sender ..
Friends who themselves mail packages are asked to note this quota-

lion from a letter from Germany:
"The longlasting lack of sugar and
tats in our food _ .. produces everywhere very alarming and catastropJrlc effects."
Names of declared Baha'is in Germany follow:

American Zone
Herr

Distribatiog Centers
Paul Gollmer, Neckarstr.

127,

Stuttgart O. Wftrtternberg.
Frl. Anna K.5stlin, Wehrneckarstr. 1.
Esslingen, Wiirttemberg.
Marta Weiss, Kesselwasen 4, Esslingen.
.

EssiIngeD

Herr HUIfQ Bender, Gollenstr. 67, Enlingen· Krummenacker ~ Wiirttemberg

(2 persons),
Fr. Marie Dittis, Bahnhofstr. 24, ESB-.
lingen, Wllrttemberg.
FrL Hilde Finger-Ie. Hoben Kreuzweg 20.
FrL Elsa Fischer. Zwingerstr. 2.
Frl. Lotte Gerlein. Hoben Kreuzweg H.
Herr Hermann Geiger, Friedrichstr. 8 a.
Herr and. Fr. Gustav Heckert, Bogenstr.,
Esslingen-N eckarhalde.
Fr. Marie Kaufmann, Breitestr. 7, Ess-

!ingen.

Frl. Waltraut Kubler. Esslingen-Serach..
Fr. Friedericka Kiiperbusch, Fabrikstr.
17, Esslingen
Frl. Mart. Kurle, Sche1ztorstr. 10.
Fr. Helene Kurz, Neckarstr.. 30.
Dr. Willi Lenz. Blumenstr. 54.
Herr August LOmer, Fabrlkstr. 17 (2
'Persons).
Herr Ernst Miiller, Hohen Kreuzweg 20
(4 persails)_
'
Klara and WIJ]y Munk, Strohstr. 7.
Hildegard Nesch, Keplerstr. 10, OberessJingen.
Herr Herman RommeL Keplerstr. 10,
Oberesslingen (20 persons).
Jobanna Raster, Olgastr. 5, EssIIngen.
Herr Hans SchAfer, Starenweg 10, Ess.
lingen-5irnau (2 persons)
Frtda Sebneider, Olgastr. 8, Essllngen.
Heldeiber&"
Frl. Luise Bahm, Klrcbstr. 2Herr Otto Liede, Franz Knauf/str. 32 (2
persons).
Fr. Carla Maceo, Oberfe1dstr. " Helde1~
berg-WiebIingen (2 persons).'
FrL Ella Schartlger. Mittler. Aue 8
•
Heidelberg-SchI!erbaclL
Herr Franz Seib:, Fiscltergasse 7.
Heidelberg.
Herr Fritz Strauss. Neekarspitze 16.
FrL Luis. Wolf. B1urnenstr. ~1.
Herr Carl Wiist, Gr. Mantelgasse 13.
N~lIDdjbei _eIbeq-

Dr. Hermann Grossmann, Fr. Eberstr.
39 (5 persons)
ROjIpeDheIm

Herr August Ehlers, Bergstr. KlIng.mal.
(2 persons).
Herr Gaius Schmidt, Bergstr. Essigkamm 17 (4 persons).

JJanwdacit

of Ibe lI'r1g~lI'ombIe-PiIIB Co. 01 IIlcIa point, North CaroIn .. req1IM by tile local Dew5paper for an _ _ with Mr_
S. ... IIn>a<IImrR, .. _ ' I 01 that dty, ...... \he IftI:I>llcaUoD. 01 1m article OIl \he
FaIth ....... pldare 01 tile Temltle.

DfspIay In the _
IIDa, wIWlh I
_

Dr. Catl E. Clauss, Wittmannstr. 45.
Fr. Marie Sch!!n.k:. Darmstadt II Land
Kolonie Trautheim.
W1esbadeD
Benita Hartmuth. Kochstrasse 2, Wiesbaden-Billbrich.
.
Herr Walter Kreuzf.ld. Riobistr. 12 m.
Wiesbaden.
.
CoathuIed: OR: J)dge U

BAHA'i
Books Placed in
Ninety Libraries
Since its last report to the friends
in Baha'i News. the Library Com-

mittee has placed books in ninety libraries. It is anxious to have these
books actively circulated and asks
the friends to check this library list
closely and refer interested inquirers
:in these various cities to these libraries for further information.
One of our greatest drawbacks in
trying to make library donations is
that Baha.'i literature and World Order magazine cannot secure favorable listing in certain standard
reference works until public librarjes
include them in their reports of pub-·
lications in frequent demand. Librarians often refuse our literature
because it is not listed in these reference works consulted by them be·
fore acceptance of new books. It is
most necessary that our books are
used frequently and we should appreciate all efforts in bringing our
litera lure to the attention of the public to create a demand and interest
in it.
Books were placed in the Palmer
and Valdez public libraries in Alaska
and in ten Alaskan service libraries.
Niels Poulsen, Lt. Col., Commanding Officer APO 986, wrote the following appreciative letter to the
committee: "Your thoughtful contribution of a gift of a set of Baha'i
books to this remote outpost is gra!efully acknowledged. I am sure that
these volumes will prove to be a
source of enlightenment, sohice and
enjoyment to the men located here."
A first donation ("BaM 'u'llah and
the New Era") has been made to
each of the following libraries:
Connecticut: New London; Florida.:
J ack.sonville; ldabo: Lewiston; Illinois:
sterling, Mattoon, Streator; India.na.: New
Albany. WhIting; Iowa: Fort Dodge,
Newton, Boone, Keokuk; Ka.ns&-e;: Independence; Ken 'Ii u c k y: Middlesboro;
H aiD e: Rockland, Bangor; M a. s s ....
chusei;.is: Melrose, Hudson. Northampton. Greenfield. Haverhill, Newburyport.
Swampscott; M i chi Ii:" :a. n: Saulte Ste.
Marie. :Monroe; Missouri: Cape Girardeau. Moberly; Nebraska.: Grand Island,
Beatrice; N e"W Hampshire: Derry; New
Jersey: Plainfield, Hoboken, Hawthorne.
Union City; New York: Troy, Ossining,
l.J.tUe Falls. Glen Falls, Ithaca, MiddleNorth Caroline: StateSville; North
Dakota: Beach, Park River; Ohio: Ashtabula, Martins Ferry, Middletown.
Mount Liberty; PeJmSYlvania.: Union~
Clearfield. Windber. Monessen.
Plymouth, Lebanon; Rhode lslaruJ: _Westerly; S4ndh CareliDa: Greenwood, Flor-

town:

NEWS

World Order M"§azine
Increases Subscription
Rate
Due to increased printing
costs, the business manager of
World Order Magazine is
obliged to increase the annual
subscription rate from $1.50 to
$2.00 beginning April 1.
Until April 1, you can extend
your present SUbscription another year at the lower rate of
$1.50---that is, extend your subscription to April 1, 1947. This
applies to renewals or new
subscriptions.
The new rate for single copies
beginning April 1 will be 2Oc.
ence, Rock Hill; Vennont: Derby; Wis.consin: Stevens Point.

11
The Committee can provide only
one . kit per committee or Assembly, and hopes that the material
will be kept for continuous reference.
The kit has also been sent to the
larger groups where Assemblies are
to be established within two years.

New Publications
The Baha'i Publishing Committee
is pleaSed to report two new titles.
The Renewal of Civilization, by David Hofman, a very interesting and
helpful introductory work which the
iriends can enjoy for themselves and
also use in spreading the Faith. An
edition has been imported ·from EnglaI1d. Per copy, $1.50.
The Tramformation of Human Society, A Bahati Commentary on CUrrent World Trends, From Writings
of Sboghi Effendi. This is a IS-page
pamphlet, letter head size, printed
from typewritten copy by the planagraph method. It was compiled by
the Public Relations Committee to
file with the Bah .. 'i reference ma!erial in editorial offices, and to assist
in making helpful contacts. Copies
are made available through the Publishing Committee to use for study
classes as well as local contacts
work. Per copy, 25c.

The following libraries accepted
copies of "Baha'i Centenary, 18441944" and "God Passes By?t: Norfolk, Va.; Canton, 0.; Montgomery,
Ala.; Tampa, Fla.
Other public libraries given books
were: Eliot, Me.; Western Springs,
Ill.; Delmar, N.Y.; Petersburg, Va.;
Hudson, N.Y.; Ashland, Kty.; Decatur, Ill.; Red Bank, N.J.; East Providence, R.I.; Portland, Me.; Knoxville, Tenn.
.
World Order
Middlesex .University,
Mass. ;
Howard University, Washington,
February, 1946
D. C.; Rhode Island State College; World Peace Through World· ReliColby College, Maine, accepted
gion-Helen Bishop
books.
A Fresh Stream of Wisdom-Garreta
Busey
A Kit of Contacts, Publicity
Chasing a Hobgoblin-Duart Brown
and Advertising Material
Prayer, Poem-L. Khai
The Public Relations Committee
Arise
and Teach-Hazel McCurdy
has distributed a "Baha'i Public
Song
for
a New Day, Poem-silvia
Relations Kit" to National Commit·
Margolis
tees, Regional Teaching Committees
and local Assemblies as an aid to Racial Unity, Editorial-Gertrude K.
Henning
their campaigns.
The kit marks tbe beginning of Baha'i Administration, Book.Review
-Horace Holley
what will later become a handbook
on public relations activities of As- Pioneer Journey-Ecuador-Virginia
Orbison
semblies and committees, dealing
with different aspects of contacts With Our Readers
by distribution of literature, of local
and national publicity, and of local
Calendar
and national advertising. It con- Nineteen Day Feasts
sists in this preliminary form of a
February 7
statement of.explanation, and a desMarch 2
cription of the rna terial now a vail~
Nineteen Day Fast
able in the way of press releases
March 2nd through 20th
and advertisements. Samples of nine
Nawruz-March
21st
different mailing pieces used by tbe
Public Relations Committee and National Assembly meeting
available are also included.
March 13, 14, 15 and 16
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News from "The Speck"

International Relief Lists

(Continued from page- 9)

Continued from page Ht

Baha'is, possessed of a divine restlessness to be continually on the
wing, for we realize our glorious opportunities and our equally glorious
respdnsibilities in propagating the
Cause. "

Miss Lamprill conducted a teaching campaign last summer in Brisbane, Queensland. She made many
personal contacts with those she met
jn trams, at cafes, at clubs and in
homes, h~d interviews with prominent citizens, and from all these con·
tacts made up a mailing list for the
public meetings she conducted. As a
result of these contacts and meetings a study group of nine was
formed. This campaign, she writes,
"was a glorious adventure. Above
all I feel humble and reverent before
Him, the Founder of the Faith,
Whose guidance and grace enabled
me to overcome all difficulties and
experience each day manifestations
of His supreme power."

Directory
Assemblies
Greenville, S, C" Mrs_ RaChel Mothersill, Secretary, 639 N. Main Street.
Wilmington., .Del" Miss M. Newman,
Secretary, 2417 Market Street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Mrs_ Mary
Lou Ewing, Secretary, P.O_ Box 1206
Portland, Oregon, Mrs_ Rachel Porter
Foster, Secretary. 5544 N. Delaware,
Portland, 11.
Maui, Hawaii. Mrs_ Daisy E. Sabin,
Box
81,
Acting-Secretary,
P,O_
Puuene. Maw, T. H.
National Committees
Regional Teaching Commiitte for
Brazil
Mr. Edmund Wessler ot Sao Paulo,
appointed.
Mr. Aureo Cooper of Rio de Janiero,
appointed.

------

Enrollments by Assemblies
Los Angeles 4, Columbus 5, Louisville
1, Pasadena 2, 2 yoUth, New York 3,
indianapolis 1, 1 youth, Glendale 3, Anchorage 4, Detroit 1. Honolulu 1, Atlanta 1, San Francisco 3, Teaneck 1
youth, Chicago 2, Alhambra 1, Portland
1, Cleveland 1, Seattle 1, Albuquerque 2,
Kansas City 1, West Chester 1, Wilmington I, Fargo 1, Berkeley 1, Richmond
Highlands 2. Santa Barbara 1_
Regional Teaching areas 32,

Herr- Paul Schreber, Nerobergstr. 24,
Wiesbaden.
KreidachjOdenwald
Herr Adolf Lorey, Am. Bahnhof (2 persons) .
SchoUbrunn/OdenwaId
Herr Eduard Bracht, Pfarr-haus (3 persons)_
GoppingenfWurltemberg
Herr Paul Hacker, Ulrichstr. 24_ (2 personsL
Fr_ Mathilde Bruckner, Am Kelterkopf.
Geis1ingen
Her r Georg Eckle, Geislingen/Steige.
Stuttgarterstr_ 120 (2 persons).
Her r Hans Kraiss, GeislingeniSteige,
Altenstadt Oelweg 22 (2 persons),
LudwigsbUrg
Herr Herman Kiistner. Seestr_ 13 (3 per-

Addresses for German believers in
Frankfort will be found in the Septem.
ber issue of Baha'i News_ One additional
address is given here: Miss Ursula
Hartte, Oskarstr. 22, Grosshessen, Frank~
furt a/Main, Germany. American Zone_
Addresses have been published in the
July and August issues. but please note
that those addresses were corrected in
November and that further corrections
are given here.
Corrections
Mr. Vuk Echtner does not work now
tor Bruckner and asks us not to address·
him there but at his home: PrahaNusle II, 739_ Czechoslovakia_
Herr Franz Pollinger, BOcklinstrasse 4
Tur 15, Wien II, Austria.

sons),

Murnau/Obb.
Fr. Margarete Walcker, Kohlgruberstr_
75 c (2 persons).
other Places
Herr Albert Kimmerle, Steinaehstr. 10,
Neckarsulm, Wttbg.
Fr_ Johanna v. Werthern. Wilhelmstr.
14, Giessen. Lahn. (2 persons),
Herr Fritz Winter. Jagerstr_ 23jSch6ne
Viernhe-im., Hessen.
'
Marie Knauss, Welzheimerstr_, Stein~
berg/Kreis Waiblingen.
Anne Lindner. Romerstr, 58, LampertheimJHessen_
English Zone
lI'rl Anna Bostelmann, Uhlenhorsterweg
22, Bamburg 21. (2 persons)_

Herr Gunther He~d, Glindweg 24. Hamburg 39_
Herr Oska r Schmitt. Scheideweg 14.
French Zone
Herr Arno Knabe, MUhlbachstr. 22,
Ueberlingen,lBodensee. (2 persons).
Frl Lydia Ana-Theurer, Leonhardstr.
1. Pfull1ngen.
Dr. lIedwig MUller, Kaiserstr_ 25, PMIingen. (2 persons).
Russian Zone
Le\pdg
FrI. Maria Schreiber, Plaussigerstr, 6 TI.

(2 persons)_
Frt Klara Sieg, Tielemannstr_ 5 He!.
Fr. Hanni Margm-af, Brockhausstr. 36,
ptr. 1, Leipzig W 31.
Rostock/MeckIbg.
Herr Wilhelm J enzen, Massmanstr _ 31,
(3 persons) _
Berlin
Herr Ernst DiesteThorst, Am Vogelherd
6 b. Schulz, Berlin-Grunewald (2 persons)_
Dr. Dieterle. Goethestr. 81 v, IV 1,
Berlin-Charlottenburg.
Herr Theo Lehne. Parkstr_ 24, DallgowDobe-ritz b_ Berlin (2 persons).
Frt Elsbeth Lodemann, Eisenacherstr_
61 II, Berlin~Schoneberg.
Herr Wilhelm Leidin2:er, Wustermarkerstr. 32 t 1, Berlin-Spandau.
Wa..rnemlOlde
Fr. Charlotte Schwed1er; Personenbahnhof (2 persons)_
Schwerin/Mecklbg,
Fr. Martha Klingelhofer., Am Ziegelsee.
Herr Karl Klltzing, Jungfernstieg 21, (2
persons).
Auerbach b. Zwickau
Frl. Else Becker, Ernst ThlUniannstr_ 84.
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Panama Conference Demonstrates Unity
UThe Panama Confenmce was a

tremendous success. The pervading
spirit of fellowship and consecration
and the marvellous triumphs which
we achieved, inebriated with joy the
delegates and the Baha'is of Panama
and have left us in raptures," writes
Julie Regal from Panama City conconcerning the first congress of the
Northern Latin Americas held January 19th to 25th. The purpose of the
Conference, like that of Buenos Aires
for South America in November, was
to build a new consciousness of unity
among the friends of Central America, Mexico and the West Indies, to
~erve as a foundation for the National Spiritual Assembly to be elected in the northern area in April, 1951.
The splendid report sent by Sra. N a.talia Chavez of Tegucigalpa, HonCluras, on the work and consultation
of the delegates, including their reo
commendations for forwarding the
Teachings, together with the fine
over-all report of Mrs. Gayle Woolson, show that this objective was
truly attained.
One of the high points of the congress was the inter-racial platform
a! the big public meeting in the Inter·American University. The first

spe.-aker was Dr. Tu Yuen-Tan, Min·
ister of China to Panama; and those
who followed included Sr. Jorge Corga s, an Indian from the San BIas
Islands; Sr. Sidney A. Young, editor
of the Panama Tribune and represC'ntative of the Negro race; Mr. Harold Sosted. Superintendent of Instruction of the Canal Zone schools; Sr.
Isaza Calderon, professor at the Um·
versity, and Mrs. Gayle Woolson,
trOl veling pioneer. This combination
of races was a proof of the power
of the Faith, for in Panama there
is as much racial prejudice as we
find in our own southern states. Sr.
Cetrlos Porras of Panama, formerly
of Costa Rica, added to the .pleasure
of all with his beautiful songs. Next
to the speakers' stand was an exquisite bust of 'Abdu'I·Bahit, made
in honour of the occasion by Sr. Antonio del Villar of Caracas, Venez~
uela. Sr. del Villar, who knew the
Master when he visited this country
in 1912, has contributed the piece of
sculpture to the Temple.
Delegates included Sr. Carlos Vergara, Mexico City; Sr. Alejandro
Baldiz6n, Guatemala City; Srta, Ofelia Montalvo and Dr. David EscaContinued on page- 2

Many Volunteer for European Teaching
The most recent appeal of the
Guardian to the American Baha 'f
Community for an increase in the
number of pioneers for Europe, has
brought forth a magnificent respOllse
on the part of the believers. This
response has been such that the
E.T.C. will be able in the next few
months to send abroad many new
pioneers and settlers to reinforce
those .already in the field. This
means that the number of teachers
in each at the goal countries will be
increased, and thus a strong nucleus
will b<o set up everywhere to work
toward the establishment at the
"Spiritual Prizes" set forth in this
second Seven Year Plan.

At the moment. arrangements for
the departure abroad of this incn:ased number of pioneers and settlers are being consummated, and
the Committee will give names,
places and definite dates in our next
report. We wish to statetha t plans
are also being made to send several
wonderfully equipped itinerant teachers to the European field during this
spring. summer and fall.
A great momentum has been set
in motion; the response has been
truly wonderful. Let us keep constantly in our minds and hearts the
vital needs of this European Teaching Campaign as cherished by the
Guardian, and do our utmost to ae-

BAHA'I ERA

"Baba'u'Uiih'. Resistless,
World-Redeeming Order"
Urge stress for entire com~
munity extreme urgency to re~
inforce promptly, at whatever
cost, however inadequate the
instruments, the number of
voilmteers, both settlers and
itinerant teachers. whom posterity will recognize as van~
guard
of
torch-bearers of
Bah<i'u'llahts resistless, worldredeeming order to despairing
millions of diversified races,
conflicting
nationalities,
in
darkest, most severely tested,
spiritually - depleted continent
of globe.
(signed) SlIoGm
From cablegram received Jan·
uary 30, lQ47 .

Baha'i Statement Submitted
to United Nations
A statement entitled '~A Baha'i
Declaration of Human Obligations
and Rights" has been sobmitled by
the National Spiritual Assembly to
the Human Rights Commission of
th£ Economic and Social Council of
United Nations. This Commission,
h~aded by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, is engaged in the preparation
of a world bill of rights which the
United Nations will sponsor and endea vor to have adopted by the
gcvernments of the participating
nations.
A copy of the statement, and a
press release concerning it prepared
by the Public Relations Committee,
has been sent to the local Assemblies, Regional Teaching Committees, and the national committees
which conduct campaigns.
The release was also sent direct to
newspapers and magazines.
celera te the tempo of this teaching
work.
All offers for pioneering should be
sent direct to the European Teaching Committee, 418 Forest Avenue,
Wilmette, Illinois.
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Panama Conference
Continued jrcm page 1

lante, San Salvador; Sra, Natalia
Chavez, Tegucigalpa, Honduras; Dr.
Antonio Bonilla and Dr. Robert M.
Hooker, Managua, Nicaragua; Sra.
Isabel Porras, San Jose, Costa Rica;
Sr. James Facey, Colon, and Sra.
Blanca de Campos, Panama; Srta.
Mabel Schneider and Sr. Alfred Osborne, Canal Zone; Sr. Santos de
la Torre, Havana, Cuba; and Sr.
William Mitchell, Kingston, Jamaica, Visiting believers included Sr.
Pablo Bonilla, Cali, Colombia; Sr.
Antonio del Villar, Caracas, Venezuela; Mr. Charles Mason Remey,
Washington, D.C.; Mr. Artemus
Lamb, Santiago, Chile; Miss Evelyn
Larson, now in Managua, Nicaragua,

and Mrs. Woolson. Mrs. Marcia Steward visited the Conference but was
obliged to return to San Jose, Costa
Rica, because of the pressing demends of the nationwide correspondence teaching campaign which she
ha~
recently initiated there, and
which she reports is bringing very
fine results.

Correspondence Teaching
in Latin America
As a part of the Guardian's plan
to carry the Faith to the masses,
correspondence teaching is being
gradually expanded until it will include all nineteen countries of La tin
America. It was first applied to
Baha'i teaching in Colombia by Gerr~rd Sl uter a little more than two
years ago. His efforts resulted within
a year's time in the formation of
a second Assembly in Mogotes, a
group in Contratacion, two Baha'is
in Cartagena, one in Medellin and
interested responses from half a dozen or more other cities. He was then
obliged to return to Canada before
tpe work could be carried further.
At the present time 1800 of ea ch
lesson of the series for new contracts are being distributed from Cuba to Chile, and more requests aTe
coming in daily. Two hundred and
forty-four Masonic lodges have been
Baha 'j Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wihnette.
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
no Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.

Left. Miss Madeleine Humbert, pioneer to Belgium, sailing on the N oordam, HoUand American Line, Ia.nuary
29th, 1947. Right, Mary K. Sprague,
member 01 the European Teaching
Committee.

circularized in Cuba. Venezuela and
Ecuador at their own request. LettE: rs are nov.' beginning to come m
from some of these lodges asking that
copies of the lessons be sent to every
member for their study. Col. Arturo
and Sr a. Yvonne de Cuellar of La
Paz, Bolivia, are writing a part of
this series.
Col. Cuellar is also assisting with
translating by preparing '~God Passes By"· for publication in Spanish.
He has also translated· "Foundations
~f World Unity" and about half of
"Gleanings/' which will be published
later. Sra. Josefina Plit de Campos
is now translating "The Divine Art
of Livin·g" for immediate publication. She also did the new tr ansla tion
of "Some Answered Questions"
which is going to press in Buenos
Aires. Sra. de Cuellar is making a
sj.'< weeks' teaching trip to Sucre,
goal city of Bolivia, and Col. Cuellar
is assisting her there for two weeks,
while convalescing from a serious illn(~ss.

Sra. M. C. Claudet. member of the
Assembly of Guayaquil, Ecuador, is
planning to take the Faith to FrenCh
East Africa. where she will settle
in Marruec~ Frances. Sra. Chavez
will assist Evelyn Larson for a few
days in Nicaragua en route homew.?<rd from. a second visit to Panama
for a needed operation. She will then
undertake to teach a new goal city
in Honduras.

Colombian Village Eager for
the Faith
Artemus Lamb describes his fascinating experience as the first
Baha'i ever to visit the re.m.ote,
mountain town of Mogotes, Colombia,

whose delegate to the Buenos Aires
Conference was the first member
of their Community ever to see a
Baha'i other than the members of
their own group. Artemus describes
the feudal conditions under which
they live and some of their suffer·
ings as well as their spiritual hlUlger. He writes, "It is in reality a
little feudal village living the life
of the Middle Ages. We are giving
public lectures in my room in the
hotel. As there are only three chairs,
all stand, but everyone seems to
be happy and to want more. At their
urgent, almost tearful request I have
agreed to stay until Tuesday.
"This has been a most remarkable
experience. I feel as if I have seen
3. vision of a new world. We have
met many new people, some of them
the 'big shots' of Mogotes. Sunday
night a conference was given in the
the theater as a result with a great
many attending. The talk was on
tbe New Era and' such an attentive
audience I have never before witnessed. The next morning we had
another meeting to take photographs
and ten new people, most of them
young men, insisted upon signing
cards of entrance to the Cause. I
frankly did not know what to do ..
The members of the Assembly obtai!~ed these signatures and they are
going to meet this week and pass
on them. Obviously, these people still
need to learn many of the things
that we require, but it is also obvious that they have been completely
prepared to be BaM'is. They know
without any persusasion that the
Cause of Bahil'u'llah is the only possible answer. when it is merely presented to them. They say that with
another pioneer there for a while
they could have a community of
two hundred. and while it seems fanta.stic, after what I have experienced,
I believe it."
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Public Meeting at Baltimore
The Baltimore Public Meeting was
held in the Rainbow Room of the
Pythian Hall, on January 21st at
8 p.m. In spite of it being one of
the coldest nights of the winter, the
Baltimore friends report an attendance of 325.
The hall was beautifully decorated
with flowers, Attractive displays
were arranged with Temple pictures
and literature. The speaker's fine
compliment-' 'You are to be congratulated on the perfect coordination, the smooth production, and the
perfect taste and surroundings in
which it was held" express the result of the efforls of the Baltimore
friends in a few words.
A four week radio program was
used, on Sundays at 4: 15 p.m., prior
to the meeting. The transcriptions
used were, "A New Interpretation
of History," "Meet Mr. Justice,"
"Mr. Justice Returns, " and "This is
My Faith," over station WFBR. Spot
announcements were. also used.
Music wa s furnished by the Baltimore Fellowship Choir, an interracial group of soloists, singing the
USong of Peace" by Sibelius with
solo numbers by two of its mem·
bers. Further demonstrating "beauty in diversityU the ushers were
composed of an interracial group

Mr. and Mrs. Anders NeU~ pioneers
&0 Denmark, who saD.ed October IB1lt.
1948. on the DrottDlncholm.

3

Public Meeting at
Salt Lake City

Mr. and Mrs. Ugo Giachel'Y, pioneers
10 Italy, salling en the uSatllrnia" February II, 194'7, with a. group of friends
wishing them God-speed.

of youths, and this important phase
of activity was executed perfectly
under the capable direction of Mary
Jane Langrall.
Publicity was a bit disappointing
to the friends, but the advertis!=ments
in the three local papers were excellent. A large Temple picture was
on display the week before the meeting in an art dealer's window.
Summing up, the report states:
"The success of the meeting can
be attributed to our excellent speaker, William Sears, charming chairman, Annamarie Honnold, and fine
Field Representative, Marguerite
Sears. The individual cooperation of
the entire community, the fine teamwork of the committees, and the
sincere devotion of the prayer squads
was a shining example of the true
Baha'i spirit and loving unity." The
National Public Meetings commi ttee would be much amiss if they
did not add to this, the efficient manner in which the secretary of the
Baltimore Public Meeting Committee, Albert E. Dorrida, handled his
part of the work.
The balance of this year's Key
City meetings are:
Miami, March 7th: Birmingham,
March 16th: and Nashville, March
23rd with Harlan Ober as speaker
in all three cities. Cleveland, March
27th with Dorothy Baker; Pittsburgh
with Kenneth Christian on March
29th and San Francisco, also on
March 29th, with Elsie Austin as
speaker.
-PUBLIC MEET!N"GS COMMlT"l"EE

Salt Lake City reports an attendance of 225 or more at their public
meeting held on December 16th, with
Helen Bishop as speaker.
On Saturday evening preceding the
lecture, Mrs. Bishop was interviewed
over the air, using the prepared
script supplied her by the Public
Meetings Committee. The following
morning two of the radio transcrip~
tions released by the National Ra~
dio Committee, were broadcast.
These transcriptions brought forth
very favorable comments from the
radio staff.
Sunday an introductory dinner was
given.to present the speaker to Press
and Radio representatives. All the
members of the Baha'i community
were present and after the dinner
Mrs. Bishop spoke briefly on ~~Peace
at Christmas-Peace of mind and
Peace among na bons" with quotations from the Baha'i writings.
The public meeting on Monday
evening wa s held at the Ladies Literary Club. A model ot" the Temple
and literature display in the lobby,
greeted the people coming to the
meeting. Prominent people in the
educational fields and all walks of
life were present. The Governor, unable to attend. but mindful of his
promise to do so, sent a delegate
from his staff who said Mrs. Bish-

•

Right, Miss Honor Kempton, pioneer
to Luxembourg, departing November
10, 19016 on tbe Queen Eli'zabetb. Lett,
Miss Isabel Locke, en route to ScotlaDd.
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Order Through World Faith" and the
"Summary," edition 1944. is to be
offered to the tvlenty-seven libraries
for the blind listed by The Library
of Congress. Extra sets will be available for purchase by the friends.
PTa yer Book in Braille. One hundred copies of Communion with
God, in braille grade one and a
half will be ready early in March~
Due to the increasing demand for a
prayer book in braille, we regret
fua t it was not possible to have more
copies of this prayer book printed in
braille at this time.

Young Baha'is at Green Acre

Wait.ing' for ice crea.m to be served at

•

op's address was the finest he had
ever heard. In talking to Mrs. Bishop he said he was in complete
sympathy with the Baha 'f basis for
World Order and Peace, adding: "I
have read 'God Passes By' and in·
tend to become familiar with all the
literature.' ,
Mrs. Bishop reports: "The genuine religious calibre of the citizens
of Salt Lake City makes it possible
to give them the claim that the order and happiness of the world depends upon the acceptance of the
Manifestation and the Message God
hus sent." Mrs. Bishop further reports the splendid work done by the
Bahit'is themselves, :in efficiently arranging every little detail. The chair.Dlan's intrcxiuction was splendid as
was the prayer read by the chairman's son. The musical program
was beautiful and soul-lifting.
Publicity was good, reporters calling at Mrs. Bishop's hotel to interview her. The friends themselves
feel that their meeting was a tremendous success and that the press
and radio bro~ght undreamed of results.

Star of the West
Believers who have copies of Star
of the West please note that in vol-

UIIle three an error appears on page
2 in the caption under the photograph of 'Abdu'l-Baha. This caption
should read" 'Abdu'l-Bah3 in Loring
Park, Minneapolis, September 20,
1912."

The following account of the Youth
Session at Green Acre comes to us
from Harrison Langrell, one of the
young Baha'is who was there:
" 'Hurry, Hurry, all Baha'i Youth
the children's school, Green Acre~ 1946.
. . . me€ting in the recreation hall
right away!" That's how our vacation
New Braille Publications
at Green Acre started last year. When
In conformity with the theme of Hormoz and Rusty had rounded Us
the whole public campaign of this all up we were told that the Youth
year and with deep gratitude for the Week this year was to be run enoppo~ties it conferred upon us,
tit ely by the Youth, and that in order
we are happy to advise the friends to do this we must elect a Local
that the widely advertised booklets, Spiritual Assembly which would act
World Order Through World Faith, as our governing body. Those of us
and The World Faith of Bahti'u'!ltih. who had. come up for a vacation were
A Summary of Its Aims Teachings, in for a rude awakening, for from
History and Administrative Order, that time on we operated as a separe now available in braille grade 2, arate community from the older beat the cost of $1.25 for the set.
lievers, and with the effort necessary
We particularly call the attention f0r the operation of a community t
oi those undertaking publicity and together with the heavy class proteaching work to the increaSing gram cut out for us, our time for
value of braille books for -",vindow vacationing was cut to a minimum.
displays, book exhibits, and informal However, this does not mean that
Baba'i ga thering s; as well as to the we didn't have our fun. We did, and
fact that, as World Order Through plenty of it. After the nightly meetWorld Faith has received and is re- ing we had the rest Of the night for
ceiving such nation-wide publicity, dancing or whatever we wanted- to
its presentation in braille is bound to do. The Youth Local Spiritual Asbe a matter of great public interest sembly appointed a recreation comto both the sighted and the blind.
mittee to handle the recreation each
We have attempted to present this night, and some of the programs
booklet in such a fonn as to make a planned were really wOnderful. The
most attractive and arresting dis- two stunt nights, to which the entire
play when shown with the ink-print school was invited? were howling
successes, as well as the dances,
copy.
trips
to the beach and the flower
Please send orders to Mrs. Amedee
Gibson, 616 N. Oxford Avenue, Los picking expeditions in which some
of the youth participated.
Angeles 4, California.
A Baha.'i Talking Book is noW be"However. as was mentioned be.
ing recorded .in the. studios of the fore, it was not all play by far. The
American Foundation for the Blind, day started at seven when one of
and should be available before the the Youth had charge of devotions.
Following this, breakfast. (It might
Convention.
This Talking Book presenting on be noted here that the Youth were
the six sides of thre€ records uWorld always in the front of the chow line
j
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at breakfast since they had devotions
in the room where the line formed.)
Then classes started. We had three
classes each day. some of which
were: Administration, Proofs of the
Baha'i Faith, Character and Personality, Interesting Angles of Baha'i
History t Questions and Answers, and
then the nightly classes given by the
Youth on the various religions of the
world. The instrudors gave their
courses in such a manner that each
individual got the most out of it, and
since the courses were designed to
appeal especially to the Youth,
everyone thoroughly enjoyed each
class.
"For the first week we had Mr.
and Mrs. Stewart Simms as advisors,
whose understanding and cooperation in all matters were sincerely
appreciated by all. Mr. and Mrs.
Clarance Lear acted as advisors the
second week and I feel sure all the
youth were appreciative of their kind
consideration.
'
"Rustam Payman, nicknamed
"the Boss" by the Youth, wa 5 a sort
of youth representative to the school
committee and his undying patience
as well as his wonderful personality
netted invaluable rewards in the
smooth operation. His work was continued nobly by Jessica Perry the
second week and none of the Youth
minded the change of administrati·on
one little bit.
"The entire program was intense,
"ctive, and full of fun, and while
those of us who came up for a vacation were surprised at first we will
all agree that there coud be no finer
vacation than working for the Kingdom of God on earth. Each youth
took back with him a clearer idea of
the individual's part in the gigantic

5

Many notables including the GoverDDC' of the Province of ColOn attended the
banquet given at the close of the Panama Conference. There were also present many
of all stations aDd races, present.in.g a. comp1ef;e- cross section of 1IVeSterD life.

task before the world community
today. as well as a little practical
experience in the operation of the
administrative o-rder of Baha:u'llah.
I feel safe in saying that the words
of Jessica Perry express the feelings
of each youth who attended what
was without a doubt the best youth
session at Green Acre, when she
says, ''rhe unity and joy surpasses
any experience most of us had
known. Green Acre is more than a
Summer School, it is an experience
which affected each of our lives with
a positive charge.' "

Display of New Braille Publications a.t the Regional Teaching Conference for
Southern California. January 26, 1947.

Classes for the younger children
at Green Acre are now a wellestablished part of the progrqm.
School for children from three to
fourteen opens every day, except
Sunday, at the Arts and Crafts Studio, at 9:30 a.m., and continues until
lunch time.
Last summer attendance was very
good, particularly in the three-to-six
and in the seven~to-eleven agegroups. The children had a short devotional period each morning, followed by a lesson from the Baha'i
teachings. Then came some handwork, and finally recreation, with.
the teacher still in charge. Recreation included walks in the woods,
base ball, swimming, digging clay for
modeling. singing, and other -delightfnl activities.
There were two programs given
by the children at the Arts and Crafts
Sl:l.;dio-one at the end of July, the
other at the end of August. A little
play was given, prayers and "Hidd£n Words" were recited, and clay
modeling, woodwork, painting, and
dra\Ving were exhibited.
A new feature added to the Green
Acre School program this summer
will be a 'Junior Youth Week,' for
children from twelve to fifteen. The
dates will be given on the program.
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"Plead Ponder Afresh"
Cablegram from the·
Guardian
Acclaim with grateful heart evidences of steadily accelerating movement of pioneers, multiplication of
conferences, consolidation of activitt.es of national committees, progress
in preliminaries of internal ornamentation of Temple, and formulation teaching policy southern states.
Overwhelmed by tributes paid my
own humble efforts by stalwart company whose championship of Faith of
BaM'u'lli!h during last quarter cen·
tury provided greatest support and
solace enabling me to sustain the
weight of, 'cares and responsibilities
of Guaro.ianship. Impelled plead
a..."'resh to ponder responsibilities incurred in transatlantic field of service. Time is flying. First year of
second .Seven Year Plan is drawing

to a close. Shadow of warls tragic
aftermath is deepening. Initial stage
of colossal task unde-rtaken in European continent still in balance. Urge
stress for entire community extreme
urgency to reinforce promptly, at
whatever cost, however inadequate
the instruments, the number of volunteers, both settlers and itinerant
teachers, whom posterity will rightly
reocgnize as vanguard of torchbearers of Baha'u'llab's resistless,
world-redeeming order to despairing
millions of diversified races, conflicting Rationalities in darkest, most
severely tested, spiritually-<iepleted
continent of globe. Prayerfully awaiting response by all ranks of community to supreme call to fuller
participation in glorious enterprise.
SIIOOHI

Received January 30, 1947

National Spiritual Assembly
The National Budget
At the beginning of this Baba'i
year, when plans were being made
to set in motion the Guardian's four
obJectives of the second Seven Year
P IlIn, a budget of $250,000 was
adopted. The definite allocation of
fUnds to each project was decided,
and the itemized budget published in
the pamphlet which carried the details of the work to be accomplished
this year.
The budget amounted to double the
average budgets met in recent years,
calling for an increase in the average donation made by every Baha'i.
Now the scope of the work laid
down by the Guardian's cable to the
1946 Convention, particularly in relation to the settlement of pioneers in
the European countries, has been
enlarged. To meet this intensified
national effort, the annual budget
will not only have to be met in full
but a surplus of some $10,000 may
be required. The enlarged schednle
represents our duty to humanity, as
only the Guardian can define it and
put it into deeds. The National· Assembly, therefore, appeals far a
great response from now until the
Convention begins. The special contributions to the Temple Fund made
in honor of the Guardianship were a
rna gnificent token of loving devotion.

We express the confident hope that
the receipts of the National Fund
in general will be not less impressive during the few remaining weeks
of this crucial year.
NATIONAL SPmrn1AL AsSEMBLY

Annual Convention
The 1947 Convention will be held
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, May 1, 2, 3 and 4, in Temple
Foundation -Hall. The Foundation
Hall will be open Wednesday evenjng for delegates and visitors who
arrive before the opening session
Thursday A.M.

The matter of housing still continues to be the most difficult problem. The Housing Committee will do
its utmost to meet requests for accommodations in homes or hotels.
Write the committee as soon "as possible, state your: needs clearly. and
try and give the committee an a1tC!T'native arrangement if the accomm oda tions you wish cannot be
supplied. Believers who receive
accommodations are expected and
urged to notify the committee if
pians are chang~d and the accommodations are cancelled.
Convention Housing Committee -

AIrs. Mineola Hannen, Chairman, 110
Linden Avenue. Wilmette, Ill., Mrs.
May Scheffler, Secretary, Mrs. Mary
Haggard, Mrs. Edna Colman, Mrs.
Parepa Franklin.
Convention agendas will be sent to
the delegates with ballots and other
information early in April. Brief annual reports prepared by na tional
committees will also be supplied to
ddega tes before the Convention
dates. The usual complete Annual
Reports will be printed and mailed
to all the believers after the end of
the administrative year, April 30.

In Memoriam.
Dt!a.th pro1!eTeth unto everv con)tient
believer the cup that .is lite indeed. It
be.stoweth joy and is th.e beBTeT of gla:dne.s8. It confernth the gift of everia.sti'il.u'
life.
-BAHA ·ll"uA.U
Mr. William R. Llewellyn, Park Ridge.
IlL January 6, 1947.
.
Miss May Williams, Geneva. N. Y.
. May 15, 1946.
Mrs. Grace Farkas, Los Angeles, Calit.,
Feb. 2, 1947.
Mrs. Mary Kluge, Chicago, IlL, December 13, 1946.

Glimpses of Baha'i Life
From a Persian Pioneer
(Some months ago the following
story was receiv.ed from one of the
young Persians pioneering in an
E.", steIn. COWltry. "I have often
thought, ,. she writes in an enclosed
letter, ~~that our dear brothers and
sisters in the West would be interested to know . how the Message
or Baha'u'llah is being taken to virgin territories in the East and to
get some idea of pioneering work
in these parts." She asks that her
name be withheld, as well as the
name of the city mentioned, in order
not to endanger the friends there.)
The sun had just set, and I was

preparing the tea, which is so· weI·
come after a day's fasting, when
I heard a knock on the front door.
My husband does not usually knock,
and I wondered who it could be.
I asked who it was before opening
thE' door (as is the custom here),
and a stranger's voice answered in
an undertone, just loud enough for
me to hear, that he had come from
our friends in. . .
We had stopped all correspondence
with these pioneers ever since we
ourselves had been known as Baha'is
here, for we knew what it would
mean if they were discovered to
be friends of ours; and, after a rumor
had reached us that we were sus-
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peeted of being in touch with someone in . . "' we were even more

careful not to mention that we knew
anyone in that city. My first reac·
tion, therefore. to this unknown voice
was a strange feeling of hope and
suspicion, for, although we longed
for news from these dear friends
who had so bravely ventured to est. blish the Cause in the most fanatical city of the East, r knew r
should not trust any stranger who
claimed' to have come fr-om there.
My suspicion increased upon seeing the owner of that voice in long.
flowing robes with their glittering
decorations, which showed him to be
a native of . . . , and I was glad
the customs of the place would not
permit me to receive him, my husband being out. The sensation~ however. did not last long, for his greeting came quick and clear, "Allahu-Abha!" It was so sudden•. so unexpected, that I cannot possible describe its effect. These two beautiful words, so sweet to the ears of
those of us, especially, who are not
privileged to hear them often on
-other lips, made me forget for a
moment all the customs and formali·
ties of my environment and, before
I knew what I was doing, I had
invited the visitor to come in. As
he followed me to our litUe sitting
room, I had time to think again,
and my suspicions came back. Could
he have come to gather information
about our friends in . __ ? Hadn't he,
through his manner of greeting, tried
to gain my confidence? I decided to
be careful, and prayed that my husband would come to my' help.
My guest removed his shoes at
the threshold and to my little ,daughtf'r, who came to him across the
room, -he repeated, "All8.h·u-Abha.!t.
r asked him to take a seat and' expressed my regret that my husband
was not at home. Could he come
a ~ain in the morning? He said he
was not sure he could pay us a second vi$it and considered himself
lucky to have been able to meet
one of us at lea st. He then asked
me if we had recently received any
lr-tters from Mr _ A . _ _ and the
other Baha'is in . _ _ I had never
felt more embarrassed, as I asked-,
uFrom whom, did you say?" hoping
that some miraGie would happen and
he would change the subject. Instead, he repeated the names. ·'Perhaps my husband would know them,"
I managed to say, and in my heart
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"Wholly for Thy Sake"
Praise be to Thee, 0 Lord my
God! r beseech Thee by this Revelat;on whereby darkness hath been
turned into light, through which the
Frequented Fane hath been built,
and the Written Tablet revealed, and
the Outspread Roll uncovered, to
send down upon me and upon them
who are in my company that which
will enable us to soar into the heavens of Thy transcendent glory, and
will wa sh us from the stain of sueh
doubts as have hindered the suspicious from entering into the taber·
nacle of Thy unity.
I am the one, a my Lord, Who
hath held fast the cord of Thy lovingkindness, and clung to the hem of
Thy 'mercy and favors. Do Thou or-

dam for me and for my loved ones
the good of this world and of the
world to come: Supply them, then.
with the Hidden Gift Thou dids! ordain for the choicest among Thy
creatures_
These are, 0 my Lord, the days in
which Thou hast bidden Thy terva_nts to observe the fast. Blessed ..s"
he that observeth the fast wholly lor
Thy sake and with absolute detaChment from all things except Thee.
Assist me and assist them, 0 my
Lord, to obey Thee and to kee} Thy
precepts. Thou, verily, hast po~r to
do what Thou choosest.
There is no God but Thee, the AllKnowing, the All-Wise. Praise be to
God, the Lord of all worlds.

I prayed over and over again,
"Please, God don't let him ask any
more questions." He seemed greatly
surprised. "But surely," he said,
"you must know them too_ A _ . _
and M . . . and K . . . ?" All that
I knew of the merits of truthfulness
rushed to my mind, yet I had not
the courage to speak out the truth,
for I knew that if this was not a
fr lend, one word from me might
cost the Baha'i in ... their lives.
He next told me that the friends

in ... had heard of the difficulties we
had been confronted with and' were
very anxious about· us, especially
as they had not received any news
from us for such a long time _ I
was only too eager to avoid any
more questions and started to relate
in full all that had happened here
when peogle came to !mow of our
Faith.
I was half through when I heard
my husband open the front door. I
went out to meet him and told him

BAHA'u'Lr.AH

Wide 1a'WDS and beautttul gardens are a tea.tare of the first Lalm American BUill
summer school openecJ at Azeiza. near Buenos Aires. Argeai1Da.. TIle prilleu

have beeD lovingly pl$.Dted aDd tended by Sr. Salvador Tor:mo and hls wife~ who
have dOl1a.ted them 10 the Cause. The picture shows some 01 the delegates to tile
Baeuos Aires Conference meettng a1; Azeiza. The:firM formal B1DDIJlel'I school . . .
siOllS were held there in .January.
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in a few hurried words that some
one had come from . . . who claimed
to be a Bah .. 'i but I had not confessed that I knew anyone there.
Our guest rose up' As SOon as my
husband entered the room and em~
braced him so tenderly that I felt
ashamed ·of having doubted his sincerity; yet my husband too, was in
no hurry to disclose his friendship
'vith 'anyone in ... until he had asked
O\T guest to introduce himself. (In
the East people do not introduce
them!elves until asked to do so, and
it . is 10t polite to ask anyone to
introdlce himself immediately after
greet'ngs.) I did not have the slightest .'Jope that knowing the name of
thh: stranger would help us in any
wa7 to tell whether he was indeed
a friend, and our joy can be imagined
when my husband knew him as the
son of an old Baha'i who had settled
in . . . in the days of the Ancient
Beauty!
There was one amongst us, however, who had known the stranger
as a friend from the very beginning. My two-year-old daughter had
silently crept onto his lap almost
immediately after his arrival and
there she sat all this while, as happy
as could be, playing with .the golden
threads that hung from his shoulder.
Her little heart had known no doubt,
and now, when we too at last had
found in him a dear friend, I noticed
through my tears of joy, that she
was kissing the palm of his hand.
I was not slow in asking him to
forgive me for all the precautions
I had taken against him, but he assured me that, coming from .. "' he
realized only too well how necessary
it was for us to be careful in speaking to strangers, if we wished the
safety of our friends.
We had many questions to ask and
he had a great deal to tell.· The
happiest news he brought was that
the Guardian had sent a letter to
the pioneers in ... telling them that
the time had come for them to start
teaching our beloved Cause there,
but of course with great wisdom.
The hours thus passed with the first
BaM'i we had met for a long time,
ax.cept our own little group, were
the happiest we had known in years.
We begged our friend to come again,
but he said that the fact that we were
known as Baha'is here, made it difficult for him to do so. Yet if he was
lucky enough to get away from those
who had accompanied him from ...•
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he would come to see us once more
when the call for the early morning
prayers was raised.
It is past midnight already, and
in a few more hours our friend may
be coming.
------

Baha', Census
The following figures describe the
make-up of the BaM'i Community
of the United States and Canada as
of February 20, 1947.
1. Adult voting Baha';s of the
United States
5,174
2. Adult voting Baha'is of Alaska,
Hawaii, Canal Zone and Puerto
Rico
97
3. American pioneers in Latin
America
21
4. American pioneers in
Europe
12
5. Adult voting BaM' is of
Canada
270
6: Baha'i youth
147
Total BaM'i Community
5,720
Of the voting believers of the
United States, 3,239 are members of
communities; 843 are in groups; 871
are isola ted; 221 are in transit (present address unknown).
Of the voting believers in Canada,
182 are in Communities; 42 are
in groups; 46 are isolated.
Of BaM'i youth, 79 are in Communities; 35 in groups; 33 isolated.
The largest number of believers
in one state, California, is 835; the
smallest number, 12, is in West
Virginia.
There is less than. one enrolled
youth per local community in North
America. While we are striving to
increase the number of Assemblies,
we should strive not less efficiently
to create a much larger body of
enrolled youth.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Enrollments by Assemblies
Cleveland 6, Milwaukee 2, Regina I,
Denver 2, Pasadena 1, Indianapolis 2,
Chicago 2, Los Angeles I, 1 youth Rich·
mond Highlands 1, Wauwatosa 1 youth.
Regional teaching areas, 15.

Sacrifice and Growth in India
"Is it aught but the love of God
that can cause a man to sell a flourishing business, wander for months
without an income, draw on his limiten resources to maintain a large
family, be bufIeted here and there,
. and finally transfer his home, at
the NSA's request, from a locality
famed as a health resort to one which

fOf almost half the year has an ununbearable climate? ..
"Is it aught but trust in God that
inspires one battered community to
make a cash contribution towards
the progress of another so that their
essential oneness may be demonstrated? Instances like these might
be multiplied.-Bahit'i News Letter
of India and Burma.
A new Baha'i Center of over sixty
believers has recently been founded
in Burma. Two new groups will become Assemblies next Ridvan. A new
Assembly at Twante is progressing
r&pidly. Five members of the Daidanaw Assembly have settled for six
months in· Kyigon in order to establish an Assembly.
This year's quota in the pioneering
field is the conversion of tweh'e
groups into Assemblies, the creation
or consolidation of eight groups and
the development of three Assemblies.

Deepening in tbe Cause
To deepen in the Cause means to
read the Writings of BahO.'u'll"-b and
the Master so thoroughly as to be
able to give it to others in its pure
form. There are many who have
sl)me superficial idea of what the
Cause stands for. They, therefore,
present it together with all sorts of
ideas that are their own. As the
Cause is still in its early days we
must be most careful lest we fall
into this error and injure the Movement we so much adore. There is
no limit to the study of the Cause.
The more we read the Writings; the
DlOre truths we can find in Them,
the more we will see that our previous notions were erroneous.SROGHI EFFENDI

-----

Correction
In our December issue we stated
that the Guardian had sent 10,000

pounds to be devoted to relief, teaching work. expansion of literature
and renting or purchaaing of an adequate house for a National-I;Ia~iratu'l
Quds in Frankfurt, Germany. This
statement was based on the cable
sent by the Guardian to the German
NSA just after its election. The exact
st~tement about the money was,
"Will transmit 10,000 pounds collected for national fund (for relief,
teaching work etc.) as soon as possible." In all probability, the 10,000
pounds has not yet been transmitted
on account of international political
barriers.
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BAHA'i NEWS
A Word for Local News
Reporters
The Baha'i News Committee has
been gratified to receive so many
fme reports from local news report~rs. A considerable amount of this

material has been edited, but, much
to our regret, even some of that has
haa to be omitted in the end because of lack of space. We ask that

Toronto. After the church ceremony,
necessary as Toronto has not yet obtained legal status for such ceremonies, a Baha'i wedding took place
in the Baha'i Center.
Mrs. Dorothy Stotts of Lima and
Frederick D. Hoffman of Brattleboro, Vt. were united in marriage
at the Lima Baha'i Center on Jan·

news reporters send in only the most
important news, such as the most

outstanding events, new or unusual
teaching techniques and reactions
of the public. Please bear in mind

that we want news and not reports.

Houston World Fellowship
Meetings

Chicago Inter-Raee

The Houston Baha'is report a successful series of World Fellowship
meetings. HOur policy has been to
interest as many people of different
backgrounds as possible-and by
asking a speaker from a minority

Symposium

group, it has been possible for us

to increase

(ij.ll"

contacts-because

invariably the speaker will br",g a
friend- or two. The Baha'i chairman
speaks briefly on a point nearest
the subject of the speaker. . .
"It may appear that this is not
the time for indirect teachings. Yet,
in Houston-with our particular community, it is helping us to get the
name "Baha'i" before the public.
During January we received nine
notices of our meetings in three different newspapers, and spot notices
on the radio. There were twentyfour people who were inquirers
that came to the meetings.

Some Baha'i Marriages
Dr. Mary E. Coffin of Pittsburg
and Mr. C. W. Ketcham of Miami
were united in Baha'i marriage at
the Baha'i Center, Miami, Florida,
on December 19, 1946. The wedding
was Miami's first performed without
civil observance and the many nonBaha',s attending found the ceremony decidedly impressive.
Mr. Reginald King and Martha
Jane Ladson were married November 29 in the second Baha'i wedding
to take place in Boston under the
new Massachusetts ruling.
Miss Elva Wilson of the Pawtucket
group and Mr. Donald Lister were
married Nov. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Irving Frederic
were married on September 7 in

-----<lon't tarry--carry on the work-I
from there-you from here-till we
meet again."
From Butte we learn of the passin f,; on of Mr. Matthew Caldwell, one
of the first Baha'is in Montana; on
November 30, 1946. Mr. Caldwell had
previously written down the services
that he desired to have. This included a prayer fOI" guidance for all
his friends gathered on the occasion.
He desired the nine pointed star in
white flowers and no others. His ceremony was so beautiful that several
service men and other non·Baha'is
who had not heard of the Faith before were sufficiently impressed to
call the chairman and ask about the
Baha'i Message.

Dorothy Stotts and Frederick Hoffman
at the tune of their marriage in the
Lima BaIuPi Center. With them a.re
Da.vld WoU a.nd Mrs. Ma.rjorie Brown.
chairman and secretary of the Lima.
AiiSembiy.

uary 18. David Wolf, chairman of the
local Baha'i Spiritual Assembly, read
the service. The Baha'i marriage
tablet was read by Mrs. Marjorie
BrOVio'1l, Assembly secretary.
The first Baha'i marriage to be
solemnized lUlder the new marriage
amendment of the laws: of the Compmwealth of Massachusetts was that
of Miss Mary Corea of Woburn and
Mr. John Neilson of Boston, Massachusetts, September 1. Mr. Charles
Krug, chairman of the Boston Assem bly, presided at the ceremony.

Funerals of Baha'is Interest
Inquirers
The Los Angeles Baha'; Journal
tells of the passing of Mrs. Inga
TIlescas on November I, 1946. The
Baha'i ceremony was: of such a nature that some of the persons who
a ttended the funeral who before were
only curious, and others who were
decidedly against the Faith, have become interested inqUirers. The words
Mrs. lliescas said to her husband on
the morning of the day she departed
are such as to mspire us all: "'Octavio---all for the Cause--don't mourn

The Chicago Baha'j Assembly sponsored a symposium on The Future
of Race Relations, January 23, at
their Center, 116 So. Michigan Ave.
The speakers were John Yancy, a
national representative of the C.I.O.,
Madeleine Morgan Stratton, well
known authority in the field of public education, Russell E. Babcock,
Director of Public Information and
Education for the Mayor's Commis-sion on Human Relations, Dr. Homer S. Jack, Executive Secretary of
the Chicago Council Against Racial
and Religious Discrimination, and
Horace Holley, Secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the United States and Canada, an eminent authority in the
field of the religions of the world
and the high ideals expounded by
them.

Growing 1iJterest Shown
in Winnetka
The Winnetka (Ill.) Group reports
great sucess from a Baha'i display
and booth during the annual three
hour r~ception for newcomers to this
village of 14,000 population. The annual event wbich is sponsored by civic, club and educational groups held
on Sunday, November 24th, in the
village community house drew .an
attendance of a few thousand besi des the· hundred or more persons
manning the exhibits. It is estimated
that, while most visitors ·saw the
Baha'i display in passing, at least
10% stopped' to read the Baha', posters and to view the two large photographs of the Baha', House of Wor-
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ship. So many walked into the booth
to ask questions on the Faith that
for periods groups were kept \vaiting.

Notes from Loeal Reports
The IndianapoUs Baha~i Spiritual
Assembly has planned a series of

public lectures for fall and spring,
which will take place on the second
Sunday of each month. The Sunday
following each meeting a follow-up
gathering is held in the 'home of one
of the Baha'is to which the visitors
of the previous public meeting are
invited. Classes for beginners and
"for deepening in the Baha'i Cause"
are also being conducted. A youth
program has been inaugurated with
a party at which views of the Baha'i House of Worship were shown
to a decidedly interested group of
eight youngsters, ranging from eight
to sixteen years of age.
In Charlottetown Dorothy Baker
gave an ad lib broadcast on New
World Order points in October. This
WiiS really quite a departure in local
radio station policy and the idea
was not at first enthusiastically received by the owner, but afterwards
brought fine comment from him. His
wife too liked it and made it a point
to call the station immediately to
tell Mrs. Baker so. It is another real
indication of the relationship of trust
that has been established between
the Baha'is as a group and the station. Beginoing November 28 the Assembly ha s been sponsoring a series
of nine firesides on topics from The
Dimne Art of Living.
Tbe. Houston Post of November 1
printed a four-inch notice about plans
of the Baha'is for a work· shop for
writing, speaking and radio. The
friends of Houston have placed listings of their activities with both the
Better Business Bureau and the
Chamber of Commerce. They were
able to get a listing with the Southwestern Bell Telephone Company
for an additional 25c, plus tax, per
month, obtained by one of the mem·
bers releasing her contract with the
telephone company in favor of the
LSA and requesting an additional
listing for herself. This was the only
way in which the Houston LSA could
get a listing, and they were most
grateful for the permission to do this.
The Columbus Community was
host to the Rainbow group of the
Tbeosophical Society on November
12. Members of this group presented
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the history, goal and summary of
their belief, and the Baha'i chairman spoke on the Manifestation of
this Day. A class for the study of
the Fundamentals for Baha'i Membership was held with four ne\v applicants, In November again 50 Temple reprints were mailed out to arti~t5 and civic leaders of the city.
In Muskegon Esperanto classes are
being held once a month. In Little
Rock a forum on "Can the United
Nations Organization Build a World
Federation" was conducted with Mr.
Will G. Akers, prominent local attorney, and Mrs. Alvin Blum, Baha'i,
participating.
Mr. Akers
dealt
\villi the legal and historical angle
while Mrs. Blum approached the
subject from a moral and spiritual
viewpoints. The Boise Community
was able to secure time for a regular radio program with the opening
of a new station, KG EM. The use
of the series of transcriptions obtained through the National Radio
Committee has been of invaluable
assistance in providirig program rnaterial, and the program director at
the station spoke of it as "high quality material."
ChaTleston was delighted with a
response from the article. on the
Faith which appeared in the December 18 issue of the Pathfinder. (This
article, which includes pictures of
the Temple and of 'Abdu'l-Baha, was
prepared by one of its editors from
material supplied by the Public Relations Committee.) A couple appeared at a Sunday Public Meeting,
having seen the article. The woman
s,tid, "I carmot imagine anyone reading that article and not taking every
step to investigate the Faith immediately." Mind Digest has accepted
an article on "Wise Be Your Choice"
by Marian C. Lippitt. Several allusions to the
Faith are
contained therein. The article was
reviewed and approved' by the local
Assembly.
Hano!ultl reports the Second Annual Summer Sessron of Baha'is of
Honolulu which was held in August
with as many as thirty-two at one
session. The friends in. this city
would be most happy to receive copies of talks given on the mainland,
which they feel would be of invaluable help to them for perusal and
discussion. Their isolation pn the
Islands prevents their close co-ntact
with other Baha'is.
On January 12 the Baha'is of

gave a Baha'i
Radio Broadcast, the fourth appearance within fifteen months on the
Inter-Faith Hour in which participrints included more than twenty of
the largest Protestant faiths, Catholics, Jews. Baha'is and the Salvation Army.
In Greensboro a series of meetings
has been planned to which outside
speakers are being invited. Mr. VictOT:' Serunian was the first such
speaker at the Baha'i Center on January 17. He wa s born of Christian
Armenian parents (his father is a
Presbyterian minister), who had
lived in Persia many years. He spoke
on the cuI ture and religion of modern
Persia. He said, "In all the ye'ars
that there have been Christian missionaries in Iritn, probably not more
than fifty Mohammedans have become Christians. Today there are
more than a million Baha'is in Per·
sia (in not much longer time)-there
must be something in Baha'i-if that
many Mohammedans have become
Baha'is!"
The Cleveland Spiritual Assembly
enjoyed the unique pleasure of vot·
ing into membership at one meeting
six applicants. Stepping stones leading to !his happy accomplishmeot
were 'the regular Public Lectures,
the completion of a systematic
course of study in a fireside study
cla ss which met weekly for ten
weeks, "and the inspiring fellowship
with the local Baha'is.
On January 26, Mrs. Charles Reed
Bishop spoke to a capacity audience
of 180 persons in the Round-up
Room of Hotel Adams in Phoenix.
Recorded instrumental music accompanied the seating of the guests and
provided a dignified prelude to the
prcgram. Mrs. Bishop spoke on jjThe
Meaning of Crisis." Memo cards
were placed on all seats announcing
the question-answer meeting to be
held the following eveoing. Thirtyfive inquirers a ttended, along with
twenty Baha'is. For a _ week Mrs.
Bishop did much teaching work,
which included speaking to forty students in a class in International Relations at Phoenix Junior College. A
study class was begun after her intensive work.
In Moncton meetings combining
Esperanto lessons and' Baha'i fireside discussions have been held. Children's Classes have taken place after
school on Friday afternoons. The
youngsters purchased two pairs of
Oteater Milwaukee
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new shoes from their weekly collections to be sent with a box of used
children's clothing to the Philippines.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Geary spoke
jointly at a meeting on "The Need
for a Fresh Revelation." It was felt
that their working as a team would
enable them to make further valuable contributions to the Faith.
1n Chicago we now have a Baha'i
University Fellowship Committee.
Weekly meetings are held ill Room
2(0, Swift Hall at the University of
Chicago. This group has been formed
around a nucleus of three Baha'is
now at the University in response to
a growing demand for an opportunity to learn 1I?-ore about the Baha'i
Faith.
In Santa Barbara, Mr. J. V. Matteson, retired architect's draftsman,
has built himself a house, almost
entirely with only his own two hands.
This house is dedicated to the teaching work and the Assembly meets
there. A newspaper clipping shows
tht' Greatest Name above a charming fireplace.
Lima wants the friends to know
that for the last two years during
the summer months Sunday morning
prayer services were held on the
bank of a scenic lake in a beautiful
local park. Each person attending
read a prayer. Light breakfasts followed the services. These have
proved so successful that the friends
wanted to p~ss the idea along.
Los Angeles scheduled a training
class for chairmen at public meetings, which must have proved r.post
helpful.
Several Baha'i children in Montreal, Canada. obtained special leave
of absence from school on November
12 in order to observe the birthday
of Baha'utllah. As part of their commemoration the children prepared
and presented small gifts personally
to the Children's Memorial Hospital.

to the Faith while they were stili
deeply impressed with the tragedy
and futility of war, and before they
became too engulfed in post-war
problems, or too bitterly disillusioned by trend of world affairs to
even seek a solution."
With such words the Guardian summons the British Baha'is to pioneering, telling them that "the only hope
for a stable world is in the spread
of the Cause." Spurred by this challenge the call goes out in the January Baha'i Journal (British) lor
more and more pioneers. Already,
between January and December 1946
the total number of Baha'is in their
goal tov.rns has doubled. The Guardian now urges them to focus their
attention, after the attainment of

II
their present goal, which is the doub- .
ling of the number of Spiritual Assemblies in the British Isles, on Ireland. Scotland and Wales.

Yonng Chinese Enthusiastic
Over the Faith
Bernice Wood, who has been working in China under UNRRA, has interested several Young Chinese in
the Faith. Seven were meeting together in Shanghai in August, and
she has sent literature to interested
people in Hangchou, Nanking and
Hankou. Bernice writes, "Captain
Chu and Lieutenant Chou have lots
of enthusiasm and that's what it
takes."
Bernice expects to return from
China in the spring when UNRRA

British Baha'is Snmmoned
to Pioneer
"More believers must arise and,
putting their trust in Baha 'u'llah, do
their duty to the Faith they believe
in and love so dearly. . . . The
consumm a tion of their present ta sk
. will signalize the inauguration of
a great epoch in the history of the
Faith in their land .. In the future
we may well look back upon these
plesent days and see that in them
lay ollr greatest chance to build for
the future and to call the people

Fireplace of the home of Mr. J. V. Ma1.teson. 300~ Paseo del Refugio, Santa:
Barbara, Cal. Built by Mr. Matteson with his own haods. Meeting place of BaDia
Barbara A~se~bJy.
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is over and will travel via the Middle East. Mrs. Hansen. Secretary of
the Arlington. Va. Assembly. has
.sent us this news and has asked
fue NSA to give Bernice addresses
of Baha'is in India. iran, Iraq and

Egypt and has suggested she ask for
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nity was started by Edith Horn in
1935. It now numbers 35 declared
believers. Edith Horn had lived many
years in the U.S.A. when 'Abdu'lBaha told her to return to G€rmany
to work for the Faith. She is no,",,"
67 and suffers from gout and "from

permission to visit Haifa on her re-

the coarse food," but is still active

turn trip.

in Baha'i work. She writes, '~Be
lieve me, we arc all very appreciative of what the American and Persian believers are doing for us . . .
Vie are glad to have Bruce Davison
with us as he has helped us a great
deaL"

Brief Notes from Other Lands
In Germany an exceptionally fruitful, deeply spiritual Baha'i youth
gathering took place in December
at Neckargemund. 53 believers were
present, representing tVirelve cities.
A Teaching Conference dedicated
to the 25th anniversary of the Guardi&nship was held in Manchester,
January 5. This was followed by an
intensive four evenings' teaching
Senrinar in Leeds.

Miss Marion Jack, pioneer in Sofia, Bulgaria, would like French and
Gerrn.an translations af selections
fI'om the Baha'i writings or articles
on religious or philosophical topics
to give to those whom she is attracting to the Faith. (There is no
Baha'i literature in Bulgarian available.) This is a suggestion for those
who may be tied at home and yet
desire to assist in field work. Miss
Ja.ck's address is 25 Bo"Qlevard Tzar,
Osvoboditch 25, Sofia. Bulgaria.
Mrs. Prudence George has come
from Canada to assist in the teachin~ work in England. Miss Isobel
Locke from California is to help in
establishing a nucleus in Scotland.
Both Mrs. George and Miss Locke
have the Guardian's approval of their
visit.
The Baha'i community at Hamburg, Germany, was re-established
last summer. It has sixteen declared
believers and is, so far, the only
community in the British Zone.
The NSA of iriln has stsrted a vast
teaching campaign embracing the
nei ghhoring countries of Mghanistan
Baluchistan, 'Iraq and India.
Australia and New Zealand have
issued their first youth bulletin.
Write for it to Mr. Stanley Bolton,
Bolton Place, Yerrinbool. NSW, Australia.
Copies of "God Passes By" with
HAppreciations of the Baha'i Faith"
were sent to the Bishops and Archbishops of the Anglican Church in
Australia, twelve of whom sent acknowledgemeots.
The Frankfurt, Germany. commu-

Directory
AssembHes
Boston, Mass. Miss Natalie Anderson.
Sec'y, P.O. Box 261, Back Bay An·
n~x P.O., Boston, 15
East Orange, N. J. Mrs. Paul Wright,
Secretary, 105 Leslie Street
Wilmette, Illinois. Dr. Otto Zmeskal,
Secretary, 105 Sixth Street
Arlington,
Virginia.
Mrs. Marion
Compton. Secretary, 1144 N. Vermont Street.
Laramie, Wyoming. Mrs. Raphael
Lillywhite, Secretary. P.O. Box 112
National Committees
Archives and History:
Mrs. Nelle Rea th appointed
Mr. M. D. Roach appointed
Bahi'i Service for the Blind
Mrs. Clyde S. Longyear appointed
Public Relations

Mr. Paul E. Haney appointed
Regional Teaching Committees
Michigan: Mr. GQrdon A. Frazer
appointed. Mrs. Helen Thompson
appointed
Alaska: Mr. Jocelyn Gordon appointed
Tennessee and Alabama:

Mrs. Horner Dyer. Secretary, Rt. 5,
Box 443, Birmingham, 6 Alabama.
Mrs. Rose Brown retired.
Ohio and Western Penna.:
Mrs. Florence M .. Reeb, Chairman
Mrs. Gladys Lemmon, Secretary,
2583 Wexford Road. Upper Arling-

ton. Ohio.
Dr. Mary Coffin Ketcham retired.
Miss Nell Payne retired.
Committee on TeacbiDg EquipmeDt for
Temple GuldlngMis! Edna M. True. Chairman, 418

Forest Avenue, W"llmette. m.
Horace Holley, Mrs. Dorothy Baker,
Mrs. J. M. Haggard, Mrs. J. P. McCormick, Dr. Otto Zmeskal.
Temple Teaching- Committee
Miss Edna M. True, Chairman, 418
. Forest Avenue, Wilmette, m.
Mrs. Clarence Ullrich,' Dr. Otto
Zm.eskal, Mr. E. W. Mattoon, Mrs.
J. P. McConnick. Mr. Richard McCurdy. Mrs. J. M. Haggard.
MainkmaDce Committee for Quebec
Property
Mr. Emeric Sala, Chairman
Mr. Siegfried Schopfiocher, ViceChairman
Mrs. Adline Lohse. Secretary. 3360
Ridgewood Avenue. Montreal, P.Q.•
Canada

Mr. Ernest Sala. Mr. John de Mille,
Mrs. E. N. Reed, Mr. Wm. Suter,
lVIr. Robert Tate.

Calendar
Nineteen Day Fast (froIn sunrise to
sunset)
March 2 through March 20.
Nawruz-lVIarch 21st.
Nineteen Day Feasts
April 9
April 28
National Assembly Meeting
March 14. 15, 16, 17.
NationaJ Convention
May 1. 2, 3, 4.
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"'The Handwriting Is On the Wall"
That the Seven-Year Plan is seriously imperiled is to be seen in the
following letter from the National
Treasurer:
Dear Baha'i friends:
I want to draw your attention to
several matters which are of vital
importance to every believer and
which cannot go by unnoticed if we
are to continue at our present pace
in the development of the Second
Seven Year Plan.
During the special effort which the
triends made from November 28th
to January 6th, commemorating the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Guardianship, contributions were received amounting to $65,000.00. This
represented $40,000.00 from the general body of the believers and a
special contribution of one friend in
the amount of $25,000.
This brought the Special earmarked Temple Trustees Account up
to $103,000.00 on January 6th.
I should like to draw your attention
to the fact that this Special Temple

which is earmarked especially for
the interior decoration of the Tern·
pie and that current bills may not
be paid out of this account, other
than those associated with the archi·
tectural work.
A superb effort was made by the
friends during this period from Novern ber 28th to January 6th. In a
cable received by the National Spiritual Assembly from the Guardian
he said "he was deeply touched and
thrilled by the generous response of
the believers to the Temple Fund."
The alarming thing is that in the
Weekly Report received by the National Spiritual Assembly from the
Trea surer February 22nd? contribu~
tions for the month of February to
that date totaled only $9,02946. This
included nearly $1,000.00 which we
received from Persia and 'Iraq for
relief~ and also a special contribution
of $1,000.00 received from one be~
liever. Disbursements up to the 22nd
of February were $27,032.48. In other
words, expenditures have been over

Trustees Account is a frozen account.

(Continued on page 2)

Ten More Pioneers for Europe
On March 12, five pioneers sailed
tram New York on the steamer
"Veendam for Holland ..Tohn Carre
from the Los Angeles commnnity,
will reinforce the pioneers in Holland. Anita Ioas and Sally Sanor of
the San Francisco community, will
go to Luxembourg, to work with
Honor Kempton who is already established there. John and Eunice
Shurcliff, with their small daughter
Frances, eight months old. recently
of the Tacoma community, will take
up residence in Brussels, Belgium,
to work with Madeline Humbert,
who is already in Brussels. The Committee is indeed proud of these young
pioneers who are starting out with
such devotion to dedicate themselves
to this new and most difficult enterprise, that of establishing the Faith
in Europe.
H

On March 14, Mrs. Jennie Anderson, recently of the St. Louis com~
munity, sailed on the "Gripsholm"
to reinforce Alice Dudley in the pioneer work in Sweden.
On the night of March 11, the
New York Baha'i community, gave
a reception for all of these departing pioneers and all of the reports
of this party indicate that there was

BAHA'I ERA

"Praying for •• , Heroism"
Overjoyed, grateful, proud of
notable expansion of maIDtold
activities in three continents.
Vital significance of preeminent
objective in European continent
cannot be overemphasized. Ina
tense, sustained~ self·sacrificing efforts aimed at rapid con~
solidation of American COlDmunity's recently initiated fate.
laden Transatlantic enterprise
are urgent, imperative, highly
meritorious. Praying for such
demonstration of heroism as
will outshine exploits illumin·
ating pages of American Bah.3'i
history in continents of West·
ern Hemisphere.
SHOGm

Cablegram received March 24.
1947.
a wonderful spirit there which expressed the warmest kind of bon
voyage.
On March 26, Miss Elsa Steinmetz
and her sister, Mrs. Fritzi Shaver;
oi the Sioux Falls community, and
Miss Char lotte Stirra It, of the Hou ..
ton community, will sail on the SS
HWesterdam 7t for Europe. Miss
Steinmetz and Mrs. Shaver will go
to Berne, Switzerland, to begin the
pioneer work where they will later
be joined by Mrs. Anna KWlZ
of Urbana, Illinois. Miss_ SUrratt
will go to Holland. With the three
native Dutch Baha'is, reinforced by
John Carre and Charlotte Stirratt,
(Continu.ed

on. page 10)

United Nations Acknowledges
Baha'i Declaration of HUlllan Obligations
and Rights
Under date of March 20, 1947, the
United Nations has written the National Spiritual Assembly as follows:·"1 am directed to· acknowledge

your letter of February 28th, addressed to the Secretary~General.
"A copy of 'A B.aha'i Declaration
of Human Obligations and Rights'
has been passed to the Division of
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Human Rights in the Secretariat.
"SinceTely yours,
"J. B. 0mucK
"CIUEF, SEC'I'ION" FOR NONGoVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS"

In this connection it is of interest
to note the solidarity of the Baha'i
world community as expressed in
acknowledgements sent by the N a~
tional Spiritual Assemblies of Egypt
and Iraq after receiving a copy of
the same Declaration:From Egypt-"Certainly the statement is approved and its contents
are wholly appreciated. We hold ourselves honoured in giving our opinion of a step which we hold in great
esteem, and hope that by the Grace
of the Almighty you will achieve
such great heights of activity."
(March 11, 1947) .
From Iraq-" Approve and endorse
BaM'i Declaration of Human Obligations and Rights submitted by
your NSA to United Nations Human
Rights Commission. May BaM~u'llab inspire and- guide the Commission to fulfull its sacred task towards
the welfare of humanity." (March
21, 1947).

The text of the Declaration will
be published in World Order Magazine, April issue, and the Public
Relations Committee has been authorized to publish reprints for special contacts.

------

Publishing Announcements
Calendar-a card measuring 6".
by 11 inches, wtth full width illustration of Temple and civil calendar for
1947 marked in color to show BaM'i
6nniversaries and Feasts. The reverse side of card has the calendar
of the Nineteen Day Feast, with
month names in Arabic and English;
list of Anniversaries and Holy Days,
and the Guardian's leiter of November 27, 1938 on the subject of the
Baha'i day and the hours when Anniversaries are to be observed. Per
copy, $0.10.
Information for Temple Guidescompiled by Temple Guides Committee, revised (1947) edition. The
Jlahj.'i Addresses

National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wihnette.
Illinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Dlinois.
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Advertising Campaign

Notice to
Convention Delegates

Brings Inquiries from
Other Lands

Since every delegate must be
a resident of the state, provine e or electoral district he or
..she represents, change of residence outside the state. province or electoral district at any
tim e between the date of election of delegates, February 9,
and the opening of Convention,
May 1, means loss of delegate
status. The Baha'i next highest
in the election returns becomes
delegate in his or her place.
Up to April 1, when ballots are
mailed out. residence of delegates can be checked in the
National Office. Thereafter any
delega te under~oing change of
residence should report by airmail or telegram. to give opportunity to place a ballot in
the hands of the believer who
attains delegate status.

The Public Relations Committee
reports that requests for literature
are beginning to come from readers of American magazines who reside in other countries.
South America, England, Holland
and Turkey are so far represented.
in the list of countries where individuals have noted the offer of
Baha'i literature.

purpose of this compilation is to prepare believers to deal accurately
v..;th the many and varied questioris
asked by Temple visitors . Its sections include: History of the Cause,
The Temple, Essential Teachings,
Guiding Technique, Additional References for Deepening in the Faith,
with questions often asked Guides
and their answers. Mimeographed,
8". by 10% inches. 37 pages and
cover. Per copy, $0.75.
Band'; PTinciples-a Course for the
child of intermediate age, approved
by Child Education Committee. It
contains: suggestion for teachers,
and class discussion material on
each of twelve principles. A special
feature is set of twelve full page,
loose leaf illustrations of the principles, suitable for coloring. Mimeographed, 81,1, by 11 inches. 19 pa!(es
with cover, plus twelve pictures. Per
copy, $0.40.
Order from Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
illinois.

In Memoriam
Death proffereth unto every con~
fident believer the cup that is life
indeed. It bestoweth joy and is the
bearer of gladness. It conferreth the
gift of everlasting Iife-Bahd'u'Udh
Mr. Eugene H. Hamilton, Chicago,
III., March 4, 1947.
Miss Louise Mayer, Chicago" nlinois.

Handwritin~ on the Wall
(Continuea from page 1)

$27 ,000.00 and- we have received in
contributions only about $8,000.00.
You might ask, where has all this
money gone? Well, here is part of
the detail:
European Teaching Committee
.................... $8,000.00
Public Meetings .. over 2,000.00
Radio Committee...... 1,000.00
Paper for Germany
........ '" ..... over 1,600.00
The Inter-America Committee had
an unusually heavy withdrawal during February, and there were a number of additional expenses for new
committees recently formed.
The National Spiritual Assembly
will be meeting March 14, 15, 16 and
17. At this meeting many plans for
the months ahead will be drawn up.
If the funds continue to come in at
the rate that we received them during February, the "handwriting is on
the wall "--no mOre pioneers to Europe, no more public meetings, no
more
radio
transcriptions
and
broadcasts.
In other words, the program built
up by the Guardian during this current year will be brought to
a standstill, and the foundation
of a permanent peaceful world
imperilled.
Faithfully
PBIL1P G. SPRAGUE, Treasurer
BaJai,'i News
Bahi'i News is edited- for the Na.li .....1 Spiritaal Assembly bY lis
Baha'i News Editorial CommiUee;
Garreta Busey, chalrma.ll, John Ash-10n, Alice SimmODS Cox, .Ma.nleh GaD,
Doris Holley ADnamarie JitUDJ: B ....
nOold. Eleanor Sweney But.cbeJIS, M ...
bel -Hyde Paine. Margaret Swengel.
Editorial office: Miss Garret-. Busey.
503 West Elm street, Urbana., IIliDois.
Please report chanr;es of a4.c1ress
to which Bahi'i News is to be seJd
and other ma.tlers pertaining" Its dlstribution 10 &be Baha'i Natioaal OIIice,
536 Sheridan Ro&d, ~, 1IIIDois_

RwA'iNEWS

Traveling Teachers in North America
During the past few months fine
reports have reached the National
Teaching Committee of the work that
is being done by groups in an effort
to build up the local membership
to nine. The Regional Committees
are bending every effort to assist,
and many Extension Teaching Committees are also lending their aid.
Inter-regional circuits have provided
teaching help from outside the region and various National Committees have likewise provided assistance in these teaching activities.
The New England Regional Committee reports one of its most successful meetings this year was
planned and executed by the Greenwich, Conn., group. The meeting was
held at the local YMCA early in De<:ember with Mr. Borah Kavelin and
Mrs. Barry Ford the speakers on
the subject "World Unity Through a
Common Faith." Fine newspaper
publicity, three free spot announcements besides three paid spot announcements and a la-minute broadcast using record No.3 of the Baha'i
World Faith series, announcements
mailed to a list of 500 persons, 40
posters and- 5 newspaper advertisements marked the preparation for
the meeting.
Mrs. Clarence Welch, the group
correspondent, writes that "a minis.
ter of Greenwich t a very independent, fine man and greatly respected,
offered to help us let the people
know about the meeting. He had
met 'Abdu'I-Baba as a boy in Tiberias t loves Him, and has great respect
lor the Bahil' is. The meeting was a
great success we felt. There were
fifty-five people there, forty nonBah! 'is,-more than we had ever
hoped for."
Late in January the group arranged a second meeting at which
Mr. Emeric Sala of Montreal spoke
on "Economic Security Through a
World Faith/' which was equally
well attended. To follow up on the
interest that has been aroused the
group is having regular Friday
meetings in a smaller room of the
YMCA. In this activity the group has
also had the help of New York and
New Jersey believers with an anony"
mous contribution of $200 toward
the expenses.
The Buffalo, N.Y. group has had
the reinforcemeot of Miss Margaret
Mills of Waterloo, N.Y., and Mr.

and Mrs. Gregory Wooster of Jamestown, N.Y. The RTC held a Fellowship Supper in Buffalo on January
25th, and forty-two attended. In Albany, N.Y. a similar supper was
planned and twenty-eight attended
with the result that a study class
was formed.
In New Jersey-Delaware & Eastern Penna. RTC has provided teaching help to a circuit during the past
three months covering: Dumont,
Englewood, MontclaiT, East Orange
and Newark, New Jersey. To
strengthen the Scranton Assembly
a conference was planned to include
a public meeting, at which an audience of forty-two is reported, and

Mrs. Alice DudJey, pioneer to Sweden t
sailing from New York, February 19th.

regular Sunday afternoon meetings
are being held.
A Seminar was given by Mrs. Ruth
Moffett in Toledo, O. from Jan 26th
to February 6th to assist the efforts
of the group. Mrs. Hazel McCurdy
of Lima, 0., is following up this
effort by going up for meetings every
other week, and Mrs. Lynette Storm
will also have meetings in her home.
The Lima community supported the
work in Findlay, and Mrs. Moffett
reports that four inquirers are ready
to declare themselves.
Mrs. Moffett is now in Columbia,
S.C., endeavoring to get a nucleus of
interested people organized to study
the teachings; and in San Antonio,
Texas, the RTC reports that Lt.
Anselm Schurgast and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R. Bishop have assisted with

3
the meetings of this active group.
A new enrolment is report.t::!d in the
Dallas, Texas, group following the
visit of Mrs. Loulie Mathews and
Miss Ophelia Crum. The group at
St. Josepn, Mo. has had the help of
Mrs. Anna W. Howard of Independence, Mo. and Mrs. Olivia Kelsey of
Kansas City in an effort to get a
study class organized.
FollOWing a circnit through the
Southern States in January Mr.
Philip Marangella spent a few days
in Kno.:rviHe, Tenn., where a meeting was arranged at a local hotel,
and the following day Mr. Marangella
addressed several hundred students
at Knoxville College. In San Mateo,
Calil. the group conducts a weekly
study cia ss and has elected officers
and appointed committees to Serve
until the Spiritual Assembly is
formed on April 21st, and the RTC
,reports that teaching activities are
also going forward in the FresflO
and Carmel groups.
The Logan, Utah group has had
most unusual SUccess 'With its public
meetings this year. During a recent
visit by Mrs. Mary Colli son of
Geyserville, Calif. in February Mr.
Leslie Hawthorn, the group corres.
pondent, reports, she spoke before
forty students of the political economy class at the Utah State Agricultural College on the "Baha'i Peace
Plan," and at the LDS Institute students studying Mormon doctrines
llstened attentively to the BaM.'!
idea of immortality t salvation, God,
and the nature and progress of the
soul. The public meeting was announced in the local j'News Round
Up" and the transcription uA New
Interpretation of History"
was
broadcast .. An audience of tweotyeight persons heard Mrs. Collison
speak an "The Challenge of this New
Age, II and many intimate fireside
meetings were also formed, one of
which was a supper· for seven
Persian students-all Moslems.
Mrs. Collison's circuit also included visits to Reno, Nevada;
1

Boise, Idaho; and Salt Lake City,
Utah and a fireside meeting was
also arranged in Ogden, Utan. In
writing of her trip Mrs. Collison
commented that during her stay
iTI Logan she spoke to 141 persons,
and that "one couple drove 65 miles
to the meetings which they had seeo
advertised in the newspaper."
Mr. William Lacey of Madison,
Wis., covered 'a circuit visiting

•
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Duluth, St. Paul, and Minneapolis,
Minn., Fargo, N.D. and Sioux Falls,
S.D., the latter he reports had the

largest meeting, with forty in attendance, despite the fact that two
members of the community, Miss
Elsa Steinmetz and Mrs. Fritzi
Shaver. were making preparations
to leave for Europe shortly. Efforts
are now being made to replace these
pioneers so that Sioux Falls need not
revert to group status on April 21st.
Mrs. Nellie Fenton, formerly of
Mansfield, 0., plans to move to
Sioux Falls and it is hoped that
other settlers will be available.
Mr. Philip Marangeila of McLean,
Virginia, made a circuit in January
through the Southern States covering Greensboro, N.C., Greenville,
S. C., Augusta, Ga., B,rmingham,
Ala., New Orleans, La., and Knoxville, Tenn., and in cooperation with
the Public Meetings Committee arrangements were made to have
Mr. ObeT make stop.overs in the
goal cities of the South enroute to
Miami, Birmingham and Nashville
where meetings were scheduled.

1947

Many stop-overs have been made
by Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Bishop
of Pasadena, Calif., on their way
to the Southeastern states where they
plan to settle in a city favorable to
the needs of the new Plan. Reports
of well attended meetings have been
received from Phoenix, ~4T{zona, San
Antonio~ and Houston, Texas.
Mr. Charles Mason Remey of
Washington t D.C., on his way home
from Central America visited New
Orleans, La., Jackson, Miss., Birmingham, Ala., Memphis, Tenn.,
and Louisville, Ky., early in March
and Mrs. Loulie Mathews and Miss
Ophelia Crum enroute to New York
from New Orleans plan to stop over
in Birmingham, Atlanta, GreenviHe,
and other points along their route.
Reports from Regional Committees in the South indicate that visiting Baha'is have provided fine teaching help in the various centers during the winter months. The National
Teaching Committee is now endeavoring to arrange_ for stop-overs with
teachers who are planning to attend
the Convention.

New Assemblies and Groups
in Latin America
Activity is mounting to a crescendo on the part of the pioneers,
the native Latin American teachers,
and the believers in general in the
sixteen goal cities of the Central
and South American areas, as all
unite to bring to consummation as
many as possible of the new spiritual Assemblies planned for this year,
in order to help broaden the basis
of representation for the two National Assemblies to be elected as a
part of the Guardian's second sevenyear plan. There is high activity also
among the twenty new groups that
have come into being this year, some
of which hope to attain Assembly
status within the next twelve months.
A total of forty-three new Baha'is
has been reported in Latin America
this month.
The native Assemblies are taking
an important part in this work. For
instance, the Assembly of Tegucigalpa, Honduras t has just given an
intensive teaching course- to their
recording secretary, Sr. Hipolito
Laboriel, and supplied him with literature, and he is spending his vacation teaching in Trujillo, Honduras.
Sra. Natalia Chavez, corresponding
secretary of the same Assembly, will

continue this work for an additional
month upon
her return from
Panama. The Assembly of Valparaiso, Chile, sent Srta. Rosy Vadan·
ovic . to Viiia del Mar to present
radio programs and teach in that
city, where a group is now fOrming.
San Salvador has been doing extension teaching in Santa Ana.

to Assembly status. The Assembly of
Panama City is assisting Mrs. Louis~
Caswell and James Facey in Colon,
where a group of six and a number
of others studying are reported.
Miss Louise Baker of Lima, Ohio,
who has been pioneering in Mexico,
has sent in six IDem berships for
Puebla and six for Coatepec. These
goal cities are trying for Assembly
status this year. Mrs. Dorothy Baker
has just returned from Mexico,
where she visited the new communities in these two cities and also the
one in Mexico City, her stay co·
inciding with that of Charles Mason
Remey in the capital. Mexico City
has also sent in six new member·
ships, making a total increase for
Mexico of eighteen memberships
this month.

Gayle Woolson has been visiting
in Caracas and Maracay. Venezuela.
Maracay has been opened as the
goal city of that country and a group
of 15 is studying there, one of them
being the master of the Masons.
Yolanda de Stronach, former chairman of the Assembly in Caracas,
who is teaching at a school In nearby Turmero, will visit the group once
a week and assist them. Mrs. Sheila
Rice-Wray, who left February 25th
to pioneer in La tin America, has
been working with Miss Jean Silver
in Cienfuegos, Cuba's goal city. She
is now leaving for brief visits in
Ciudad Truj illo and San Juan, will
visit Caracas for a few days, and
will then settle in Maracay for two
month. to help in tea ching the student group there.

The Assembly of Guayaquil. EcuaColumbia has reported two new
dor, as well as the local believers,
have been of great assistance tc communities ready to elect their ru;Hasde Cornbleth in Quito, where a semblies: Cali and Medellin, with
group of eleven registered believers memberships of nineteen and nine
expect to elect their Assembly April respectively, while Contratacion with
20th. Col. Arturo and Sra. Yvonne seven- is hoping to make the reCuellar of La Paz have been com- quired nine also. There are three
bining with Gwenne Sholtis and smaller groups as well as the two
Flora Hottes, the latter now visiting established Assemblies. Miss Elena
in Bolivia, to bring to completion Marsella of Ciudad Trujillo is en
the Assembly of Sucre, their goal route to Santiago, Dominican Recity, and work has also been begun public, to follow up the many conin Cochabamba. Mr. and Mrs. An- tacts which she and Dr. Malcolm
tronik. Kevorkian of the Buenos Aires King made in that city during a
Assembly are the nucleus about recent regional trip. She will help
which the new community in La . later in Sanchez, which has a small
Plata, Argentina t is forming. Two group of four. Mr. and· Mrs. Edmund
new believers are reported there Miessler are working hard in Sao
this month. The Assembly of Lima, Paulo, Brazil, to bring their group
Peru, is collaborating with Eve Nick- of six to Assembly status. They relin in the teaching in Callao, where port that 52 persons have attended
a group of five is trying to grow their classes.
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Artemus Lamb and "his ,sister, Mrs.
Valeria
Nichols,
are
traveling
through Chile, where ten new groups
have sprung up this year. Shirley
Warde, in colla bora tion with the
Buenos Aires Assembly, has been
instrumental in promoting the' big
Buenos Aires conference, in opening
the . summer school sessions at
Azeiza and teaching there in J anuary, and in helping at La Plata. She
has also performed yoeman service
in the publishing field. Flora Hottes
left Montevideo in February and has
been visiting Buenos Aires; Asuncion, Paraguary; and La Yaz and
Sucre, Bolivia. She will do travel
teaching up the west coast and
through
Central
America
and
Mexico en route homeward for a
needed vacation after five ye~rs of
Latin American service. She ho-pes
to return pennanently to Uruguay
after spending a year at home.
Dr. Vera Graham of California expectS to arrive in Rio de Janeiro
·April 20th, where she will be a valuable addition to the thriving community in that city. Dr. Werner Hasenberg, noted physicist and former
student of Einstein, is the newest
member in Rio. Mrs. Leonora Armstrong, original pioneer to Brazil,
has just completed revising the
translation of HSome Answered Ques·
tions" in Portuguese and this is going
to press in the new publishing center
in Rio. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bode
are more than busy in the teaching
and publishing fields and are begging
for new pioneers to join them in Rio.
They report work very plentlful for
good English stenographers.

Geyserville Balui'i School 1947
Dates: June 22 to July 20, inclusive. Owing to the limited facilities
it is necessary this year to confine
the attendance during the first two
weeks (June 22-July 5) to adults and
youth members during which time
there will be no provision for chi!dren"s classes. The program for the
second two weeks, however (July
7-20) will include aU those classes
and other activities fOT children
which are now one of the distinctive
features of the Geyserville Bahll 'j
School_
Opening Day: June 22. The program as planned for this year makes
it necessary to devote the opening
day largely to registration, committee meetings. and_ campus organization.

Convention Attendance
Limited to Baha'is
The Annual Convention, year
by year, deals with plans and
issues of far-reaching, world·
\vide import requiring the utmost concentratioIlj by dele·
gates and members of the NSA.
In view of this fa ct, the be~
lievers are requested not to
bring with them, or invite at~
tendance by, non-Baha'is or
-- even interested and prospective
believers. ThE" policy adopted
by the NSA is that only delegates and accredited believers
may attend the consultative
sessions of the Convention.
The Public Baha'i Congress
to be held Sunday evening, May
4, welcomes attendanCe by all,
This is our me~n.s of contact
with non-Baha'is."'-
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Important: Please give wide cir-

culation
:ri1~nts.

to .. the

above

announce-

The necessity for early reser-

va lions should be stressed so that
the Maintenance Committee will be
able to provide the best possible accommodations and make adequate
plans for meals.
GEYSERVD..LE SCHOOL COMMITTEE

Temerity Ranch
The first summer school session
for the Central American area is
planned for the last week in Novem ber in Vera Cruz, ]4'exico.
Temerity Ranch at Colorado Springs
will be operated for the first time
this year directly by the Natlonal
Spiritual Assembly as a school to
prepare pioneers for Latin America
and Europe. The Latin American
session is planned for the last week
in June and will cover techniques
in presenting the Cause to the
masses, Latin American cultures
and psychologies, experiences in the
fie1ds of radio, publicity, conferences.
study groups and administrative
problems. Applications to attend
should be sent to the Inter-America
Committee, Miss Elisabeth
H.
Cheney, secretary; 4500 MagnOlia
Ave., Chicago 40, Ill .. The number
of students that can be accommo-dated is limited, so that applicatiQl!s
should be sent as early as possible,
in order to avoid possible disappointment.

Unity Feast: July 6, In order to
enable the largest possible number
of the Baha',s to participate in this
joyful event, the Unity Feast will
b" held on the· middle Sunday of
the school session, July 6th. All who
are interested in seeing the school
and the Baha'is in action are cordial~
1.1' invited to a itend.
Program: In accordance with the
Guardian's message to the Geyser~
ville school last year, a large part
of the program will be devoted to
the needs and activities of the Seven
Year Plan. The workshop method
Study Aids
which proved so successful during
Response to the Study Aid on the
the third week last year will be em- . Administrative Order has been good,
ployed throughout the entire 1947 and the Committee has requested Assession. There will be provision also sembly secretaries to let us know
for lectures, round table discussions, the extent to which this study has
public meetings, study classes and been undertaken in the various comvarious other activities, all of which munities, so that a complete report
will be announced in detail at an may be made at the Convention.
early date. Further announcements Have you started a study class in
will also include information about your community? This is one very
the children's program.
good way to help the Guardian in
Rese1"Vations: - Because of the the wider sharing of the responsibillimited housing facilities, reserva- ities which he has now placed on OUr
tions will be accepted on the first shoulders.
come first served basis, and no acBAHA'i STUDY Ams CoMMITTEE
commodations can be assured if
Box 302, Winnetka, TIlinois
made later than June 10. Reservations which will include meals
Emrollm~8byA~ti~
served on the campus should be
St.
Louis 1. New York 2 and 1 youth,
made through Mr. Alfred Zahl, Sec2, Otarleston 1 youth, Chicago
retary of the Maintenance Commit- Tacoma
2, Berkeley 1, Wauwatosa 1. St. Paul 1,
tee; 826 W. Grant Place; San Mateo, Evanston 1, Hamilton 1.
California. The· rates· will be anFebruary - Enrollments in regional
nounced at an. early date,
areas, 12.
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Words of the Guardian
"The Secret of Right LiriDg"
Each

and

every

believer J

un-

daunted by the uncertainties, the

perils and the financial stringency
afflicting the nation, must arise and
insure, to the full measure 01 his
or her capacity, that continuous and
abundant flow of funds into the national Treasury, on which the successful prosecution of the Plan must
chiefly depend. . . .
He wishes you particularly to impress the believers with the necessity of maintaining the flow of their
contributions to the Temple, and also
to stress the importance of the institution of the National Baha'I Fund
which, in these early days of the
administrative development of the
Faith, is the indispensable medium

for the growth and expansion of the
Movement. Contributions to this fund
constitute, in addition, a practical
and effective way where by every
believer can test the measure and
character of his faith, and to prove
in deeds the intensity of his devotion and attachment to the Cause....
We must be like the fountain or
spring that is continually emptying
itself of all that it has and is continually being refilled from an invisible source. To be continually giving out for the good of our fellows
undeterred by the fear of poverty
and reliant on the unfailing bounty
of the Source 01 all wealth and all
good-this is the secret of right living.
-SB'lGm Eft'ENIII
FTom Baha'i AdministTation.

National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved friends:
The Revelation of Baha'u'lIilh is
the spiritual world of light, of truth,
of justice and of love. Therein exists

ism, palm...reading, numerology, die-

no shadow of doubt, no ambiguity,

thoritative Baha'I institution and for

no furtive gloom beneath which superstition can flourish and scatter
its e,oj] seeds te the wind. Therein
exists no love which is not just, and
no justice which is not loving. Man's
assurance, his security and his life
and welfare stand upon the foundation laid in that heavenly world.
In these days of strife and confusion, the loyalty of every Baha'i
is directed to the realities found in
the Revelation. The virtue of tolerance is not for believers a license
to mingle error with truth, but the
confidence that the erring soul can
eventually abandon whatever is not
confirmed by the Manifestation of
God. Affection which makes no distinction in a person's service or disservice to the Faith is something
other than true love. It contains the
alloy of fear or self-pity which can
destroy love if not remedied.
The world at the time of the renewal of religion is full of pseudomystical and pseudo-scientific prac-

the authenticity of the Baha 'j teachings. We must be clear about these
matters. Nothing which cannot be
authenticated in the teachings should
be incorporated as Baha'i teaching
in public, fireside or other presentations of the Faith. They have no
claim to philosophy or science of
social value unless they are confirmed in the Sacred Writings. Community consultation will enable us
to discriminate and protect the precincts of truth from sacrilege.

tices. These are not merely fallacious

and impotent to do good-they are
harmful in that they foster the taste

for adulteration and substitUte, and
introduce into the Baha'i community
elements making for disunity since
they enter not by Revelation but by
human insistence.
Consider such practices as spirit-

tary fadism, astrology and the substitution of Ijdirect guidance" for the
collective consciousness of an au·

The local Assembly is responsible for. upholding the Baha'i standard
in matters of teaching and practice
claiming to represent the Faith.
NATIONAL SPIRlTU.u. AsSJ:M:Bt.y

Membership in Other
1'''' .-- .
R e~OU8
_ae"DJ?8tions
The decisive words of the Guardian on this subject are reprinted
for the information of the newer believers:"Concerning membership in nonBah!'i religious organizations, the

Guardian wishes to reemphasize the
general principle already laid down
in his commuruca tions to your Assembly and also to the individual
belieyers that no Baha'i who wishes
to be a whole-hearted and sincere
upholder of the distinguishing principles of the Cause can accept full
membership in any non-Baha'i ecclesiastical organization ... For it is
only too obvious that in most of its
fundamental assumptions the Cause

of Baha'u'llah is completely at variance with outworn creeds, ceremon..
ies and institutions . . . There should
be no confusion between the terms
affiliation and association. While af..

filiation with ecclesiastical organizations is not permissible t association
with them should not only be tolerated but even encouraged. There is
no better way to demonstrate the
universality of the Cause than this.
Baha 'u 'llith, indeed, urges his followers to consort with all religions
and nations with utmost friendliness
and love. This constitutes the very
spirit of His message to mankind."

European Survey
Because of the difficulty of getting exact and definite information
about believers and Baha'i literature
In the different countries included in
the European teaching project, the
European Teaching Committee felt
that a personal survey would be 01
great benefit to them In the launching of this campaign. It was therefore decided that Mrs. Etty Graelle,
who had been placed in charge
of the European Teaching Committee office in Geneva, and the Commitiee Chairman, Miss Edna M.
True, should visit as many of the
goal countries as possible on their
way to Geneva, Switzerland.
Mrs. Graeffe arrived in Norway

with the pioneer to that country,
Mrs. Solveig Corbit, on September
17. She joined Miss True in Holland
01"; October 8.
The following report ~s !heir survey.
Because 01 its historical tmport, the
National Spiritual Assembly wishes
to share it with the friends through
publication in BaM'. N "",S.
Norway

A. PioneeT: Mrs. Solveig Corbit.
B. BaM'Is: 1. Miss Johanna Schubarth, Who has carried on her selfless service to the Cause through
all the war years, devoting most
of her time and often her very limited funds to translations and pub-
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lic.ations. 2. Mrs. Aagot Ramsh, living in Kristi-an-sund, cultured, especially capable of teaching.
C. Literature: 1. Publish ed and already on hand: New Era, World Religion pamphlet, Faith for Freedom,
Special European Teaching Pamphlet. 2. Tramlated and ready for
publication: Gleanings (translated
by Mrs. Ramsli), Iqan (translated
by Miss Schubarth). 3. TranslatiON
contemplated: Hidden Words (to be
translated by Mrs. Ramsli), Promised Day Is Come to be translated
by Miss Schubarth). 4. Baha'i books
in libraries: In the University Li..
brary-Bahil'i World, Vols. n., ill,
I\", V; New Era (Norwegian); New
Era (English); Some Answered
Questions (Enllish), Goal of a New
World Order; Dispensation of Baha'u'llah; Baha'i Peace Program;
Garden of the Heart; iqiln; Bahit'u'llah und Seine Mission (German);
Hidden Words ( Esperanto); La Vizito en la Karcero, by Eckstein (Esperanto); History of tbe Baha'i
Movement, by Sydney Sprague, 1907
(Esperanto); Die Bahil'1 Bewegung
(German pamphlet).
D. Contacts: Many excellent nonBaha'i contacts were made and de.
veloped by Mrs. Graeffe and are
now being followed by Mrs. Corbit
and Miss Schubarth. These contacts
were made through a public meeting
befm-e the Esperantists and in a fire-
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"Live So As to Enrich the World"
The cornerstone of the religion of pect of their .Jives those attributes
God is the acquisition of the Divine and virtues that are born of God and
perfections and the sharing in his should arise to distinguish themmanifold bestowals. The essential selves by their goodiy behavior.
purpose of Faith and belief is to They should justify their claim to
ennoble the inner being of man with be Baha'!s by deeds and not by
the outpourings of grace from on name. He is a true BabA'i who
high. If this be not attained, it is strives by day and by night to pr0gress and advance along the path
indeed deprivation itself. It is the
of. human endeavor, whose most
torment of infernal fire.
cherished desire is so to live and act
Wherefore it is ineum bent upon as to enrich and illuminate the
all Baha'is to ponder this very del- world, whose source Of inspiration
icate and- vital matter in their hearts, is the essence of Divine virtue, whose
that, unlike other religions. they may aim in .life is so to conduct himsel1
not content themselves with the as to be the cause of infinite prognoise, the clamor, the hollowness ress. Only when he attain. unto such
of religious doctrine. Nay, rather t perfect gifts can it be said of him
they should exemplify in every as- that he is a true Baha'i-' Am>u'L-BA.RA
side gathering at Miss Schubarth's.
SwedeJI

Mrs. Graeffe visited Stockholm
from September 24 to October 2.
A. Pioneer: Post not yet filled.
B. Bahli',.: The only Baha'i Mrs.
Graeffe found in Stockholm was Mr.
Gustav Sundquist. He is a devoted,
faithful soul who is greatly in need
of assistance in promoting the Faith
in Sweden.
C. Literature: 1. Published: New
Era, Iqan, What is the Baha'i Move-rnent?, Special European Teaching
pamphlet. 2. Translated but not pub-

li.hed: Bahil'u'lIilh and His Message,
by Esslemont; Hidden Words (Miss
Sundquist reported that this was being translated by Mr. Per HaUsten
in Seattle, Washington). 3. BaM'1
books in libraries: In the Statsbiblioteket-New Era (English), New
Era (Swedish), iqiln (Swedish),
Baha 'u 'lIab and· His Message (Esperanto) 1926, two copies of the special European Teaching PampbIet.
(This library will gladly accept English Baha'i Books.) In the Kung!.
Biblioteket-New Era (Swedish),
i qan (Swedish). two copies of the
European Teaching Pamphlet.
D. Contacts: Mrs. Graeffp spoke to
about thirty people at the Esperanto
Club and was intervieWed publlcly
at an Esperanto rally where there
were about seventy people present.
She also submitted material for
write-ups in three of the Swedish
papers.
Denmark

Beaoiquarlers of Eurepean Teacldng CommItIee aDd _ ' j _Uonal _
...
The _
at the extreme right is tiIa* of the _ _ .. The neD _
..., 01 the sal..... and the _ _ ..... that before which _
figures are Fondmc,
W_
01 _ E.T.C. oIIlce. o...e 01 _ _ _ _ _ _ Is _DIed 1>7 the Wee.

Mrs. Graeffe spent October 3 in
Copenhagen and October 5 and 6 with
Johanna Hoeg in J erslev.
A. PiOneers: Mr. and Mrs. Anders
Nielsen arrived in Copenhagen 0ctober 16.
B. Bahli',.: Mrs. Johanna Sorensen Hoeg, a well grounded, intelligent
Baha'i who has served the Cause In
Denmark faithfully through the war
years.
C. Literature: 1. Published: New
Era, What Is the Bahit'i Movement?,
Baha 'u'llab and His Message, Special
European Teaching Pamphlet. 2.
Transl"ted but lIOt re"dy for publication: iqan (in process of being translated directly from the Persian by a
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professor "Of" Persian at the Univer-... supply of special European Teaching

sily of Copenhagen), Hidden Words
(translated from the Arabic by the
above-mentioned professor). Three
Obligatory Prayers (translated from
the English also by Prof. Magister
Kaj Barr). 3. Baha'i books IibTaTies: In det Kongelige liibliotek,
Copenhagen-New Era (English);
New Era (Danish); Promulgation of
Gniversal Peace; Divine Art of Living; iqim, Divine Philosophy; Baha'i
Year Book (1925-26); Bahii'iWorld,
Vols D, DI, IV, V; Wisdom of
'Abdu'I-Bahii; Three Tablets of
"Baha'u'IlSh; Baha'u'llah and His
Message; God and His Manifestations ; Some Answered Questions ~
Mysterious Forces of Civilization;
Dispensation of Baha'u'l18h; Hidden
Words (Russian); Pamphlets (The
Baha'i Movement, and Dawn. of a
New Day); Iqiln (persian); four Ori·
en talske Boeger.· In. Kobenha vns
Kommunebiblioteket (SI.
Nikolai
Plads)-New Era (English), New
Era (Danish).
D. Contacts; Mrs. Graeffe made
contacts with some Esperantists in
Copenhagen. She particularly mentioned Miss Maghrete Noli, a prominent elderly Theosophist dev<>ted to
Martha Root. Miss Noll and a pictue of the Temple and one of
'Abdu'l-Baha in her room.
Holland

Miss True arrived in Holland on
October 4 and was joined by Mrs.
Graeffe in Rotterdam on October 8.
A. Pio1teeTs: The two pioneers.
Rita Van Sombeek and jetty Straub,
arrived with the European Teaching
Committee· Chairman on October 4.
B. Baha'is: Arnold van Ogtrop,
resident of Bussum, was the only
Baha'i we could find in Holland. He
is a young, deeply devoted believer,
who had recently returned from the
summer school in England, where
he ~had enjoyed an inspiring course
Administration under Marion
Hoffman. Mrs. Graeffe and·· Miss
True consulted with the two pioneers
and Mr. van Ogtrop during the afternoon and evening of October 8 on
general Conditions in Holland and on
the plans for promoting the teaching
work.
. C. Literature; The two pioneers
and Mr. van Ogtrop have a variety
of English Baha'i books. The two
-pioneers are devoting ten to twelve
"hours a day to a new translation of
. the New Era. They are using their

on

Pamphlets for free distribution.
8elgium

Mrs. Graeffe and Miss True were
in Brussels from October 9 to midnight of October 11. There are no

Baha'is in Brussels. All of their time
was spent on non-Baha'i contacts:
Mrs. Graeffe, with members of her
family, and Miss True with fellowpassengers on her steamer from the
United States to Holland. As result
01 these visits there seem to be at
least five ready for the pioneer to
J3~lgium to begin her teaching work.
Switzerland

Mrs. Graeffe and Miss. :True arrived in Geneva on October 12. Their
first objective ·wa·s to find a new location for the International Bureau
and to set up as an adjunct to this,
the European office of the 'European
Teaching Committee.
A. Geneva: After an int.ensive survey during October 14, 15, 16, which
brought them into consultation with
the best sources of information, it
was decided unanimously by Mrs.
Lynch, Mrs. Graeffe and Miss True
to take a furmshed·· apartment at
6 Cours des Ba stions. This apartment is in one of the most desirable
sections
Geneva. It has six rooms
. which will be used as follows: an
office for the International Bureau;
a n office for the European Teaching
Committee; a work room containing
the mimeograph machine for both
o1fices, a bedroom each for Mrs.
Lynch and Mrs. Graeffe and a very
attractive salon large enough for
gatherings of from ·fifty to sixty pe0ple. The apartment is on the first
:(loor and attractive metal name
plates have been placed at the street
entrance and above the bell of the
entrance door to the apartment. Arrangements were made for the telegraphic code name of IIBah' 'i" to be
used by both offices.
During the survey for proper location Mrs. Graeffe and Miss True
contacted the following key people:
Mr. Guillaume Fatio, called the
"first citizen of Geneva, u the one
who is responsible for file first
League of Nations being set up in
Geneva, and considered the most important person in international affairs there.
Mr. H. Blanc, secretary of the
Geneva University.
Mr. Laszlo Hamori, head of the
Quaker Bureau and Secretary Gen-

of

eral of the Federation des Organization Internationales.
Mr. Brasier, publisher of a paper
devoted to "Peace,t' who apparently
knows everyone in Geneva and will
be of great assistance in future publicity and contacts.
Baha'is in Geneva: Besides Mrs.
Graeffe and Mrs. Lynch, the Baha'is
i,ll Geneva consist of Miss Alice
Semle, daughter· of Herr Semle
Chairman of the Swiss group ~
Zurich. Two Persian students in 'the
UniverSity recently arrived fro'm
Persia.· '.
B. Zurich: Mrs. Graeffe and Miss
True spent the week-end of November 2 in Zurich, celebrating the Feast
of Power with the friends there.
Baha'is: Mme. Vautier, a cultured
elderly English woman, widow of a
native Swiss, very understanding
and sympathetic and. largely responsible for having held this group
togethe~ during the war.
Mr. Leo Bernhard, faithful, devoted believer eighty years old,
printer by trade, takes care of publicity) active and courageous.
Mr. Leuthold, old school gentleman, very poor, engraver, who became a Baha'i through Mr ... Bernhard. He is acting secretary; of this
group. (The above three are· the only
ones who live in Zurich)
Mr.- Semle, Mrs. Sem.1e, his wife,
a former Christian Scientist, and definitely the most active and capable
of the friends of this group. Mr.
Semle is of German extraction.
Fritz Semle, twenty-one year old
son of Herr Semle, a very awakened,
radiant young man. Would be excellent for starting Youth work.
Alice Semle, now studying in
Geneva, the daughter of Herr Semle,
very loyal and courageous, well
aware of her lack of knowledge at
the Faith.
Herr Spiess, an upright, deeply devoted BaM'i, about forty years old,
who works for Mr. Semle.
Mr. and Mrs. Frischmann, .Hungarian refugees. Mrs. Frischroann's
sister, Frau·Lappinger, was the principal BaM'l in Vienna.
The four Semles and Mr. Spiess
all 'Uvi! at Walfhalden, two and a
half hours distance from Zurich by
auto.
In addition to the above Mrs.
Ragnar
Mattson
of
Montreal,
. Canada, is spending the winte:r-. in
Zurich, and has graciously· offered
her services to the European Teach-
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:ing Committee. As she is fluent in

German and is an exceptionally well
informed Baha'i, she will undoubtedly be of great assistance to the European Teaching work and will be
able to carry on there until the pioneer for Switzerland t Mrs. Anna
Kunz, arrives. Mrs. Mattson and
Mme. Vautier have already started
weekly fireside groups in Zurich.
When special speakers can be furnished public meetings will be arranged with proper publicity.
Non-Baha'i contacts: Mrs. Graeffe,
Mrs. Mattson and Miss True had
dinner and spent the evening of November 3 with Dr. Karl Wilczynski,
a prominent journalist in Zurich, and
his nephew, Sammy Schmitt, a
deeply and sincerely spiritual soul,
a young m an in his twenties, who
has recently pUblished an outstanding book on his war experiences. Dr.
Wilczynski seemed very attracted to
the Faith and will undoubtedly be
very cooperative in regard to any
publicity the Zurich friends may
need.
Sammy Schmitt is the better pros'
peet for becoming a BaM'j and
would be a tremendous asset in
Baha'i Youth work, should he embrace the cause.
Princess Wittelsbach of Bavaria,
a charming, intellectually minded
lady of about forty, and her cousin,
Countess Reglevich of Austria, a
younger woman, broad minded, but
very sceptical, joined the group Sunday evening.
Dr. Wilczynski and his nephew
were contacted at the express request of Mr. Alexander of Paris.
The two ladies were friends of Dr.
Wilczynski.
Literature Published: New Era
(German), Dispensation (German),
Guardian's letters up to 1936 (one),
Set of bound copies of "Sonne der
Wahrheit," Small supply of pamphlet "Dem N euen Zeitalter Entgegen," Pamphlet "Die Neue We1tord..
nWlg."

Italy

From Zurich Miss True proceeded
to italy, visiting Milan and Florence,
November 4 through 8. In Milan,
the only Baha'i at present is Hodara
Hayim, a Turk who was brougbt into
the Faith in Sofia by Marion Jack.
He is a devoted, well grounded
believer, but unable to spread the
Faith because of being an alien
refugee and still under constant
observa lion.
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There are no Baha'is at present in precia te our letting them know of
Florence. Generale Piala Casse1li any such visitors in order that they
and his daughter Mary, whom Mrs. can utilize these contacts to the fullFrench has been attracting to the est in their own teaching efforts and
Baha'i Faith through correspond- publicity.
ence, live at Serravalle about 150
En,gland
Miss True spent the period from
kilometers from Florence. Miss True
visited this family and found them November 16 to 22 in England and
reading the Italian Esslemont and . was accorded every courtesy by the
eager to know more about the Faith. British National Spiritual AssemThe General is, she feels, a Baha'i bly. Sunday morning, November 17,
in his heart, and his daughter is was devoted to consultation with
deeply attracted. They are excellent eight members of the National
prospects and will be great assets Spiritual Assembly regarding ways
and means of fullest possible coorshould they become believers.
There are two others who have dina tion and cooperation between the
heard of the Cause-Mr. and Mrs. British teaching effort and the EuroGiorgio Abetti, living at Arcetri, pean Teaching Committee projects.
near Florence. Their son is at pres- The British National Spiritual Asent attending the University of sembly hopes that the European
Teaching Committee will utilize its
Chicago.
summer
school as a possible inter. .
France
national congress to which some of
Miss True was in Paris from Nothe pioneers and residents of the duvember 11 to November 16. As
erent countries could come~ particiFrance is not one of the countries
pating in the program and exchang. under the European Teaching Com·
ing
experiences
and
teaching
mittee, only her consultation in remethods. The British National Spiritgard to publications was reported.
ual Assembly would like to have
The French New Era has been refrom our National Spiritual Assemvised and corrected according to the
bly a copy of Ruhiyyih Khanum's
last edition brought out in the United
tribute
to the Guardianship.' They
States and is now ready for final
also hope that our itinerant teachreview by experts before being
ers and pioneers will visit England
published.
en route to European posts. The
In the Paris community there are
afternoon of N ovem ber 17 was detwo journalists and publishers-M.
voted to consultation with the British
Pierre Marie and M. Albrecht AlexPublishing Trust. Again all possible
ander. Both men are being asked to
help and cooperation were offered. to
do the investigating in regard to the
the European Teaching Committee
printing~ etc, and seem especially
and the possibility of our publicafitted to review the quality of any
tions
in all languages being handled
translation. assist with publishing
by them was thoroughly discussed..
and" to write certain types of articles
The British Publishing Trust is to
such as those on the New World
submit estimates on the printing of
Order.
the
French New Era to be compared
"Dispensation, " ,cGleanings" and
to those secured by the Paris
"Portals to Freedom" have been
friends.
translated and are ready to publish.
A set of recent publications
The San Francisco Peace Program
brought out by the British Publishhas been translated and recently
ing Trust wa s presented to the Europublished, and is a very attractive
pean
Teaching Committee. Among
~ and effective piece of literature. A
the
publications
contemplated are
supply of these is to be sent to the
the Iqan, the section from HSo me
European
Teaching
Committee
Geneva office to be mailed out to a Answered Questions" entitled. "Some
carefuJJy compiled list of key peo- Christian Subjects," "ProcedUre"
ple in the international field there. and "Divine Wisdom."
The friends in Pa:ds showed great
interest in the European Teaching
work and offered their fuJI assistance and cooperation. They hope
that the European Teaching Committee traveling teachers and pioneers will plan to visit them when·
ever possible and they will ap-

Dr. Townehend's Work
The 194.6 Convention wished the
National Assembly to invite Dr.
George Townshend, the internationally known BaM'i author, to visit
America and carry out a special
teaching program for us.
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The matter was referred to the
Guardian, as an international Baha'i
action, and the Assembly has been
informed that Dr. Townshend is
much needed where he is in order
to carry on his own work.
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stimulate attendance. Miss Hilda
Yen of the United Nations Secretariat gave a most excellent talk
on the timely subject of the present
United Nations a:;;; compared to the
Baha'i Peace Plan. The piano selections rendered
by Mr. Bruce
Wendell, concert pianist,
were
thoroughly appreciated by the music
lovers in the audience. Mr. Robert
W. McLaughlin, Jr., proved an efficient chairman. Over 300 persons
attended and 40 cards requesting
information regarding future meet..
ings were returned to the ushers.

Youth Day PrograJm

Reports have been received of two
International Baha'i Youth Day programs held on February 23, one in
Philadelphia and one in San Francisco. 1n the former city the local
Baha'i Youth Committee sponsored
Ten More Pioneers
a symposium on the subject of "Edu(Continued fTom page 1)
cation
for a World Commonwealth!'
. .we will immediately have a nucleus
The topics and speakers were as folof five Baha'is toward the first
lows: 1. itA School in Switzerland"
Spiritual Assembly in Holland. Sev-J"ules Rind (non-BaM'i), News
eral other pioneers are in the preCommentator of WPEN. 2. "Youth
cess of procuring their passports and
LookS
Ahead"-William Sears, Jr.,
transportation and the Committee
President of the 6th Grade Class,
hopes to get them into their resBala School. 3. "Universal Aspect"pective fields in the very near future.
Dumout Baha'is Hold
Haroun Shamai, President of Middle
This report demonstrates the wonBrotherhood Meeting
East
Club of International House.
derful response on the part of the
The BaM'is of Dumont, New Jersey
believers to the urgent call of the held a "Brotherhood Meeting" in 4. "Education, the Baha'i ViewGuardian and the Committee asks keeping with the spirit of Brother- point"-Edith Segen, chairman of
. the Baha'is to join them in their hood Week on February 26 at the the Philadelphia Baha'i Youth Comprayers for the success and the pro- Masonic Hall in the heart of Dumont. mittee. Henry Tellerman, youthful
tection of these courageous and self- The speakers were Rabbi Nathan member of the Local Spiritual Assembly, served as chairman. Many
sacrificing souls.
H. Wadler, Spiritual Leader, Ber- non-Baha'i friends from the Interna-----genfield-Dumont Jewish Community tional House and the radio station
American Baha'i
Center; Rev. B. DeFrees Brien, Vi- attended this successful meeting.
Goes to Haifa
car, St. Luke's Episcopal Chapel;
In San Francisco the Youth Group
At the express invitation of and Rustam Payman, Secretary. presented a fine program to an :interNew York Baha'i Assembly. William racial and international audience.
Ruhiyyih Khanum, Miss Gladys Anderson, who has been a pioneer in DeForge of Teaneck was the chair- Four nationalities, five races and a
the Brattleboro community, has gone man. Music wa s provided by the number of religious backgrounds,
"Dumont Mothersingers," a group among them Mohammedan and
to Haifa to spend some time in the
Guardian's household. After years of about sixteen ladies, who heard Zoroastrian, were represented. The
of separation from the Shrines, the the Message for almost the first music, contralto solos by Mrs. EarBaha'i World Center and the Guar- time. Present were 30 Baha'is and leta Jordan, a Baha'i youth from
dian, this invitation links us !lnce 28 non-Baha'is, the largest number Portland, Oregon, accompanied at
again with the object of BaM'. de- yet at a meeting for the public the piano by Miss Marilyn Zahl of
in Dumont. Good publicity was ob- San Mateo, was excellent. The talks.
votion and pilgrimage.
tained both before and after the pne given by a youth of sixteen, one
meeting in two papers. (The "Times.. by a Baha'i of just three months
Two Successful Meetings in
Review"
of February 20 carried the standing and a third by a young
New York City
picture of the N ew Jersey delegates woman who was to leave iT! February
The Pan-America Committee of
-three columns wide.)
for her pioneer post in Luxembourg
New York City gave another in a
were well presented and well reseries of evenings devoted to bringceived. The audience of 61 people
Books for Green Acre
ing the Message to the SpanishThe buildings of Green Acre have included 16 non-Baha'is, several of
speaking people of New York on
been
made more practical, comfort- whom have indica ted a real desire
January 10. The guest entertainer
to investigate the Faith more deeply.
at this meeting held at the Center able, and attractive by the many,
always
appreciated,
gifts
of
the
was Miss Margarita Madrigal, auGerman Baha'i Youth
thor, lecturer and guitarist. This was friends. Now the Program CommitA highly successful youth confera return engagement by popular re- tee wishes to make known that the
quest, as Miss Madrigal presented Library is greatly in need of books. ence was held Feb. 1 in Stuttgart
a very successful program nearly Recent books on world problems, with 200 in attendance.
nsarose Heyd is one of three young
three years ago. A capacity audi- philosophy and psychology. Modern
ence filled the Center owing to ad- books on economics. Books dealing Baha'is in Hamburg. She writes
vertisements in the Spanish press with problems of social welfare, sci~ charmingly, in English, of their weekand invitations broadcast over two ence and writiitg. Books of standard ly Baha'i meetings held with the
local Spanish-speaking radio stations. fiction and stories, history and chil- older Baha'is, of reading and talkOn February 6 the New York City dren's books.
ing with her father, chairman of
If you can supply any, the Com- the Hamburg Baha'i Assembly and·
Baha'i Community held the second
mittee will gladly pay the postage . of how eager the three girls were
. .in a series of three public meetings
a! the Henry Hudson Hotel. The They should be sent to Mr. Emanuel to attend the German Baha'i Youth
Baha'i communities of Metropolitan Reimer, c/o The Green Acre Bahii'i Conference held at Heidelberg during the Christmas holidays. Only one
New York combined their efforts to School, Eliot, Maine.
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of them could go, as suitable clothes
for three were lacking. The lot fell
On Helga. and Ilsarose and Renate
hwaited feverishly at home" for
news from Heidelberg. Later Ilsarose wrote of meeting with Helga
one evening to hea r a bout the conference and their Hdear young
friends . . . Though we had no light
except a dim candle" and had to
keep· warm with tea they stayed until eleven. "We read in 'The Hidden
Words' again and again and exchanged our thoughts a bout these
wonderful Words . . . Oh, we've
had a feeling of deep, deep thankfulness, knowing Baha'ullilb's Ru1e."
Ilsarose and Renate would like to
correspond with some young American Baha'is. Their address is, Dsarose and Renate Heyd, Hamburg 3~,
Glindweg 24, Germany, British Zone.
The three young Hamburg Baha'is
walked to the Summer School m
Esslingen. It took them four weeks.

Montreal National Public Meeting
The Montreal Public Meeting was
held on February~5th, in the Church
of the Messiah, "Standing in the
pulpit of the beautiful church that
was designed by Sutherland Maxwell
and where 'Abdu'l-Baha spoke on
September 1, 1912, Horace Holley
gave a lecture that was filled with
power and dignity. The chairman,
Rosemary Sala, created an atmosphere of quiet charm. The ushers

-----Local Items

In February ChaT!eston inaugurated a series of four meetings dedicated purely to those mterested in
mvestigating The Baha'i World
Faith. The following phases were to
be investigated- on successive dates:
"Its Identity with and Distinction
from Other Religions;" "Its History
and Aims;" HIts Proofs of Authority ;" and "Its Individual Offering to

You."

In Augusta permission was ab-tallted to place literature in the
Union Station Depot and in the
Greyhound Bus Station.
A branch of the VancouveT Public
Library recently accepted Baba 'f
books and gave permission to the
Baha'is to put copies of "World Or-

der" magazine in the magazine tray.

Managers of the radio station
frankly stated, in refusing the
Baha'is time on the air, that they
could not afford to antagonize the.
Catholic church of Quebec. The only
radio publicity the friends were able
to obtain, was a series of 15 spot
announcements over CKVL, a new
station. However, the regular 11
p.m. news report of Montreal's two
major radio stations broadcast a
story that was phoned to them the
night b€fore the lecture, by their
paid newspaper man. This news item
was picked up by Reuters, which
requested that they be supplied with
additional material for broadcasting
for England.

U'eir Easter European native dress.
Prelude organ music of meditative
selections was provided by the well
koown church organist, Phillips Motley. The audience, although small m
comparison to those reported in other
centers, numbered about 150 and
was representative of many nationalities, and could be called a fine
cross section of this cosmopolitan
city."
In addition to the publicity ob·
tained through the mailing of 5,000
programs, the masses were further
reached, before and after the meeting, through newspaper publicity as
a result of the press lun~lteon conference and a subsequent personal
interview by press reporters with Mr.
Holley. Montreal feels that the services of a paid newspaper man did
much in assisting them with the
press and radio.

Space will not permit us to enumerate the varied activities of the
friends who worked so efficiently in
putting on Montreal's Public Meeting and its subsequent follow-up
work, but we believe it can be said,
in the few words of their speaker,
Mr. Holley, that "they have a very
capable group of workers."
The month of March has been
heavily scheduled with Public Meetmgs-Miami on the 7th, Birmingham
the 16th, Nashville the 23rd, Cleveland the 27th, Pittsburgh and San
Francisco on the 29th.
The reports of last year Key Cities,
who have held like meetings this
year, are not all m. A request f""
these reports ha s gone forth and
these meetings will be reported m
their entirety in our annual report.
They are listed as follows:
Meetings already held were m
Washlltgton, D.C., Bosinn, New York
City, New Orleans, Toronto, Atlanta,
Portland and Chicago. Meetings
yet to be held are Los Angeles,
March 21st and Detroit on the 27th.
The BaM'ls of Kenosha,. Wisconsin, though not included in the panel
of Key City meetmgs, are joining in
this effort to present the Cause to
the masses by sponsoring a like
meeting at the Elks Club House on
March 25th, usmg the Key City
theme, "World Order Through World
Faith t " with Dr. Edris Rlce-Wray as
speaker and follow-up teacher.

The Vancouver Baha'is have started
a special collection to send at least
one parcel through C.A.R.E each
month to believers in Germany and
Austria.

The Atlanta Community greatly
enjoyed the visit of Miss Elsie Austin, who had been mvited to be the
principal speaker at the Phyllis
Wheatley Y.W.C.A. Annuai dinner,

New Developments in
Packages for Europe
C.A.R.E. advertises anew. improved food package containing 21
pounds (40,963 calories). One who
has sent many packages to Europe
writes that this is the best package
she can find m any agency. C.A.R.E.
also advertises a blanket package.
Address: C.A.R.E., 50 Broad Street,
New York, N. Y.
Non-commercial printed matter
may now be sent German civilians
as gift. Label it "Gift Package."
4 pounds, 6 ounces allowed in one
package.
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Speakers at the Philadelphia youth
SymPosium, Feb. 23rd. Standing', left
to righl: HarolDl Sha-mai, Jules Rind,
Harry TeUerman. Seated: WilUa-1Il Sears.
Ir., aDd Edith Segen.

were four young women wearing
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APRIL,

which was attended

by over 500
persons. Miss Austin gave a very
uplifting and inspiring talk on the
subject "One World Under God" to
a mixed audience.

Sustaining the Seveu Year Plan
The following a re the Assemblies
which contributed to the National
Fund during January and February:
January
Arizona-E. Phoenix RuraL Arkansas
- Little Rock. California - Alhambra.
Berkeley. Beverly Hills, Burlingame,
Clo.verdale Twp .• Glendale. Long Beach,
Los Angeles. Oakland, Pasadena, Sacramento, San Francisco, San Diego, Santa
Barbara. Canada-Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Regina. ColoTado-Colorado Springs, Denver, Connecticut-Hamden, New Haven.
Dei.aware - Wilmington. Florida - JackSOllville, Miami. Hawaii-Honolulu. Maw.
Georgia-Atlanta, Augusta, Idaho-Boise.
IlUnoiB - Chicago, Danville, Elmhurst.
Evanston. Maywood, 'Oak Park, Peoria,
Spr.i.ngfield, Urbana, Waukegan, Wilmette.
India.na - Fort Wayne, Indianapolis,
South Bend. Iowa-Cedar Rapids. Kansa3
-Topeka. Kentucky-Louisville. Louisiuna-New Orleans. Maine-Eliot, Ma1'l1la:nd-Baltimore, Massachu.settSr--Beverly, Boston, Brookline, Springfield, Micnigan-Detroit, Flint, Grand Rapids, Lansing, Muskegon, Roseville. Min..nesotaDuluth, Minneapolis, St, Paul. Mississippi
-Jackson. Mu..souri--Independence, Kansas City, st. Louis. Montana - Butte,
Helena. Neb1'aska - Omaha. NevadaReno. New Hampshire-Portsmouth, New
Jersey-Dumont, Teaneck, Newark. New
Mexico-Albuquerque. New York-Binghamton, J"amestown, New York, Rochester, Syracuse, Yonkers. N01'th Carolina
- Greensboro. North Dakota - Fargo.
Ohio--Cincinnati, Cleveland. Columbus,
Dayton, Lima, Oklahoma. _. Oklahoma
City. Oregon - Portland. Pen1!..S'1llvania_
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, West Chester.
Rhode' . IB!.and-Providence. South. CaroUna - Greenville. South. Dakota - Sioux
Falls. Tenne.s-see-Memphis, Texas-Houston. Utah---Salt Lake City. VermontBrattleboro. Virgmia-Arlington. Washington.-Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma. West
Vif'ginia-Olarleston, Wiscons·in - Kenosha? Madison, Milwaukee, Racine, Wau·
watosa, White Fish Bay, Wyoming
Laramie.
114 Assemblies contributed,
24 Assemblies did not contribute.
71 Groups contributed.
107 Individuals contributed,
This list does not include contributions
reaching the Treasurer's Office after
J"anuBry 31st. Contributions are credited
to the month in which received.
February
Al.abama. - Birmingham. A!.aska - Anchorage. Arizona-E. Phoenix Rural;
Phoenix. Arkan.sd.$-Little Rock. CalifarmG.-A1hambra, Berkeley. Beverly Hills,
Burbank. Burlingame, Cloverdale Twp.,
Glendale, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Oakland, Sacramento, San Francisco, San
Diego. Santa Barbara. Canada-Vancouver, Winnipeg, Halifax,. Hami1ton~. To:-·
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ronto, Charletteto'WIl. Co1.orado--Colorado
Springs, Denver. Connecticut-Hamden r
New Haven, Delaware-Wilmington. District of Colum.bia-Washington. Fi.oTidaJacksonville, Miami. Hawaii-Honolulu.
Georgia-Atlanta, Augusta. ldaho--Boise.
Hlinois - Chlcago, Danville, Elmhurst,
Evanston, Maywood, Oak Park, Peoria,
Springfield, Urbana, Waukegan, Wilmette. Indiana - Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, South Bend. Iowa-Cedar Rapids.
Maryland - Baltimore. MassGchusettsBeverly, Boston. Brookline, Springfield.
Michigan-Flint, Grand Rapids, Lansing,
Muskegon, Roseville. Minnesota-Duluth,
Minneapolis, St, Paul. Mis.s:tssippi-Jackson. MiBsouf'i-Kansas City, St. Louis.
Montana - Butte. Nevada. - Reno. New
Hampshire-Portsmouth. New Je-r.sey-Dumont, East Orange, Teaneck, Newark.
New M exico--Albuquerque . New YorkBinghamton , Jamestown, New York,
Yonkers. North Carolina - Greensboro.
Ohio--Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus.
Dayton, Lima. Oklahoma - Oklahoma
City. Oregon-:Portland, PennsylvaniaPhiladelphia, Scranton, West Chester.
South Co-rol.ina-Greenville. South Dakaw
- Sioux Fails, Tennessee - Memphis,
Nashville. Utah.-Salt Lake City. VeT"mOfl;t
-Brattleboro. Virginia-Alexandria, Arlington. Washington - Richmond Highlands, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma. We,t
Vi-rg:inia-Cbarleston. Wi,sconsin-Kenosha. Madison, Milwaukee. Racine, Wau·
watOS8.

Direetory
AssembUes

Reno, Nevada
Mr. Richard Guy Walton, Secretary,

P.O. Box 2547
Lansing, Michigan
Mrs. Kenneth Christian, Secretary,
1001 West Genessee Street
Newark, New Jersey
Miss Marianne Relyea, Secretary,
964 Broad Street
Providence, Rhode Island
Mrs. Edith Doull, Secretary,
545 Potters Avenue
Houston, 8, Texas
Miss Dorothea Sligh, Secretary.
438 West 21st Street
N anonal VommHt.ees
National Teaching Committee
Mrs. Monroe loas resigned.
Regional Teaching Committee for Brazn
Mrs. Edward Bode, Rio de Janiero,
appointed.
Mrs, Hilda Roche Santos. Rio de Janiero, appointed.
Portuguese Bulletin Committee
Dr. Orlando Freitas, Secretary. R. Voluntarios de Patria No. 83, Casa 4,
Rio de J aniero, Brazil.
Sr. Frithiof Will, Rio de J aniero, appointed.

------

Calendar
Nineteen Day Feast
April 9
April 28
May 17
Feast of Ridvim (Declaration of
Baha'u'Uah)
April 21-May 2, 1863.

Baha'i Holy Days on which work
should be suspended

First Day of Ridvim, April 21 (celebrated about 3 P.M. if feasible)
Ninth day of Ridvim, April 29
Twelfth day of Ridvan, May 2
National Spiritual Assembly Meeting
April 30
May 5th and following days (not
decided)
'"
Convention

May 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Baha'j Congress (Public meeting)
Sunday evening, May 4th.
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First ElITopean Believer Under the
Seven Year Plan
On April 18, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
lVlarangelia sailed for Italy where

they will go to Rome to join Mr.
and Mrs. Ugo Giachery, to further
the work in that city. On April 25,
Miss Dagmar Dole, who has been
~erving as pioneer in Alaska, sailed
with Mrs. Elinor Gregory of the San
Diego Community, on the Drottning·
holm. Miss Dole goes to Denmark
u, work with Mr. and Mrs. Anders
Nielsen

in

Copenhagen

and

Mrs.

Gregory goes to Oslo, Norway, to
reinforce our pioneer there, Mrs.
Solveig Corbit.
On March 15, the European Teach·
ing Committee received the joyous
news that the first native believer
under this new Seven Year Plan,
had declared himself. He is Signor
Augnsto Salvetti of Italy. Signor Salvetti heard of the Faith from a
Persian believer while he was a
prisoner of war in India. After returning to his native Italy, Signor
Salvetti corresponded with the 10tcrna tional Bureau and the office of
the European Teaching Committee
in Geneva. Since he was living in

one of our '~goal" countries, Mrs.
Graeffe put him in touch with our

BAHA'I ERA

"Personal Participation or
Appointment of Deputies"

I am impelled to appeal to
pioneers,
Mr.
and Mrs.
U go
all American believers possessGiachery. Mter some wonderful pering independent means to arise
sonal interviews with the Giachcrys,
and supplement the course of
Signor Salvetti became confirmed
the second year of the second
and when signing his application
Seven Year Plan tbrough percard wrote to Mr. Gia chery the folsonal participation or appoint~
lowing:
ment of deputies, the superb
"My heart had an upsurge when
exertions of the heroic vanI started to speak with you, The
guard of the hosts destined,
holiness of your principles, the wisthrough successive decades, to
dom of your words, the beauty of
achieve the spiritual conquest
Baha'u']hlh's teachings, were exof the continent unconquered
pressed by you with words so simple,
by Islam, rightly regarded as
but so beautiful and touching, that
the mother of Christendom, the
I had the sensation that a light from
fountainhead of- American culheaven had touched me." These
ture, -the mainspring of western
wonderful words of Signor Salvetti
give us a glimpse of what the Baha'i
civilization, and the recipient of
Faith will bring to the suffering peothe unique honor of two succesples of Europe and they make us
sive visits to its shores by the
further understand the Guardian's
. Center of Baha'u'llah's Covstatement that now is the time to
enant.
bring the Message of Baha 'u'IHth to
SROG'"
this distressed continent.
Cablegram received April 28,
1947
The Committee is assured that before very long they will be a hIe to
report similar news from our other
goal countries, as all of our Pio- that some of these will be included
neers are writing that there are in their new Assembly, Among their
some individuals who are very students is the author of the new
close to the Faith in each country. grand opera based upon the life his~
tory of the Jewish people. He has
asked permission to write an opera
based upon some of the early episodes of the Baha'i Faith.
with which the native believers and
Gayle Woolson reports from Coteachers have united with the North lombia that Cali, v..ith an adult memAmerican pioneers in striving to bership of 20 and 2 youths, will elect
greatly extend the basis of Baha'i its first Assembly, and that Medellin
representation in preparation for the is striving to do the same. Cartagena
election of their two National As- and Contratacion are runners-up,
semblies four years from nO\1l.
while three other groups are showing
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund J, Miessler, growth. Cali will make the third Coassisted by Dr, Thomas Sanchez de lombian Assembly. It includes
Egea, report that they feel assured among its members scientific and
of their nine in Sao Paulo, which business people of importance.
would give Brazil a third Assembly.
Hasc1e Cornbleth sends word from
They write that they have met some Quito that this first Ecuadorian
of the most delightful scientific and group founded by John Stearns, has
artistic people, as well as business now grown to the point where it exmen, in that thriving metropolis, and pects to elect its Assembly and be-

On the Eve of the Election in Latin America
As this article goes to press, pioneers .are working feverishly in 12
of Latin America's 19 goal cities,
striving to bring them to Assembly
status before election night; Assembly status based upon fully instructed, deeply confirmed and truly de·
voted Baha'is. The 19 cities are those
which have been chosen by the
friends out of Latin America's 37
groups, as the most likely to attain
sufficient numbers for an Assembly
within the first two years of the beloved Guardian's second Seven Year
plan. Of the 37 groups 22 are new
this year and indicate the fervor
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~rAY,
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come the second oreanized community in that country.
Louise Baker in Mexico is praying
that Puebla may reach Assembly
strength in time to organize as a
complete community. During the
seven months that she has been
teaching in Puebla and Coatcpec, six
belivers have been confirmed in
Coatepec and 6 new rpembers have
come in, in Puebla~ There is one
mother Assembly in Mexico City.
The Coatepec group centers about a
young teacher, Srta. Victoria Memdez, whose body is paralyzed, but
whose mind and spirit are so awake
and active, that she quickly recognized Baha'u'llilh, and helped to
draw others together to stndy. The
class meets at her bedside, since
Srta. Victoria cannot go elsewhere
to be with them.
With seven believers almost ready
and two more assured within a short
time, Louise 'Caswell and James
Facey are striving to bring through
Colon, goal city of Panama. An immense amount of fine work has been
done here under some unusual difficulties.
Gwenne Sholtis is laboring confidently and prayerfully in Sucre. This
group has contributed members to
four other Bolivian cities and has
now brought its own membership
back up to 6. It is striving to confirm at least three more of its studoQ"'ts.
J;ve Nicklin and the Assembly of
Linla, Peru. are working against
WIne in Callao. They have a founda·
tion of 5 members and have built
up a large class of students. Eve reported that 100 attended their last
public meeting. They are trying out
the plan of visiting the various
lodges, especially the workmen's
lodges, and offering a speaker on
any cultnral topic which may be se·
lected by the lodge. This topic is
then presented from the Baha'j point
of view. without being a direct Eaha'i talk. At the close, the members
are invited to come to the Baha'i
Center to hear the ~ ~real stuff."
Jean Silver has sent in her first
Ba-hA'i Addresses

National Office:
536 Sheridan Road. Wilmette,
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
illinois.
Baba!i Publishing Committee:

110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
illinois.
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four membership cards. from Cien~
fuegos, Cuba. No one in that city
had eyer heard of the Faith prior
to the first visit Jean made accom~
panied by Josephine Kruka last sum·
mer. One of the four is a man of
much capacity, a former clergyman
of the Liberal Catholic church.
Six are assured for Argentina's
new goal city of La Plata, Shirley
Warde v"Tites us. Mary and Antronik
Keyorkian are helping there, under
conditions which are yery difficult.
A group is also growing in Rosario.
Marcia Steward reports 10 new
Baha'is in Costa Rica and sends us
a description of an interesting cor~
respondence campaign carried on
there by the teaching committee of
San Jose including Sr. Gerardo
Vega, Sr. Oscar Castro and herself.
Their method was to run a 2 by 5
advertisement in the principal pa~
pers of some of the larger cities,
stating frankly: uWe are seeking
people of good will to organize a
Center of Study and Teaching found·
ed on the following principles:" fol·
lowing with the 12 Bah;"'i principles,
then continuing: "This movement already has affiliated groups established in all the major countries of
the world, which function by -means
of the collective consultation of all
their -members. Without obligation,
you may ask for literature and every
kind of information by writing to
Post Office Box S84, San Jose, Costa
Rica."
Forty·five replies came in. Each
letter of inquiry was answered indi·
vidually, enclosing two pamphlets,
one dealing with the Baha'i peace
plan, and the other a general pam~
phlet. When a second letter came,
pains were taken to answer all questions individually, and the inquirer
was asked if he would like to estab·
lish a study class and receive Baha'i books. Then, WTites Marcia,
"When he has again replied, we send
the books, 'The New Era', 'Wisdom
of 'Abdu'l-Baha' and 'Some Answered Questions'. Mter he has acknowledged and studied these, we
send the Baha'i Administration.
When, as in all the cases to date, he
becomes more and more interested
and has· established his group of
friends, ·we send him the. 'Dispensation'. If he can take this, then we
send him the 'Will and Testament'
with a detailed lelter explaining
clearly its importance. Then we send
him a registration card. When he has

returned this signed, as has for ex·
ample Sr. Noe Cordero of Barba de
Heredia, we send him credentials,
authorized by our teaching committee, to form a group. The case of Sr..
Cordero is a proof of the efficacy of
this system. We went to see him and
he is marvelous." Quepos, which is
fast approaching AssemblY strength,
Limon, Turrealba and San Carlos,
as well as Barba de Heredia, were
first organized in this way.
Artemus Lamb is completing his
survey of the 10 new groups in south·
ern Chile and plans to return to the
United States in time to assist at the
Latin American session at Colorado
Springs International School scheduled for June 18th to 27th inclusive.
The
Inter·America
Committee
asks that all those planning to at·
tend the Latin American session at
the International school, will please
notify the Committee secretary.
Miss Elisabeth H. Cheney, 4500 Mag·
nolia Ave., Chicago 40, ill., since accommodations are limited to 24 stu·
dents and the Committee is anxious
that all those deeply interested
should have an opportunity to take
the practical pioneering course
Baha!i News is published by the
Na.tional Spiritual Assembly of the
Balui.-~is of tbe United S&a.&es and Canada as the official neWSr-letter of the
BaM~i Community. The first issue appeared in December. 1924.
On April 11. 19%.5. the Guardian
wrote; "The News Letter which you
have lately initia.ted falf"dls a very
vital function . • . I would urge you
to enlarge its scope . . • that in
tbne it may devote a special sectiou.
to every phase of your activities. ac1ministrative, devotional. bnmanitari.a..n. financial, educational and &t.her·
wise.
"It should become a great factor
in promot.in.g' understanding, providing information on Ba.h&'j activity.
both local and foreign. in stimulatin«
interest, in combating evil inftuenceSt
and in upholding and safeguarding ihe
instiutions of the Cause."

Bah8.'i News is edited for the National Spiritual Assembly by Us
Sahli'i News Editorial Committee:
Ga.retta Busey, chairman.. John Ash-

ton, Alice Simmoas Cox, Marzieh. GaBt
Doris Holley, Anna-marie Kanz Ho&nold, Eleanor Sweney Hutchens, Mabel -Hyde Pa.ine. Margaret SweQ;eL
Editorial oft'lce: Miss Garetta Busey,
503 West Elm Slreel, Urbana, JlIiDoIs.
Please report changes of address
to which Baha'i News is to be sem
and otber matters pertainlng to its dis.

1ribntion to the Baha'i National Office,
536 Sheridan Road. Wilmette, JDiD,oIs..
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International School Opens
Two practical pioneering courses
will be given this year at the International Baha'i School at Colorado
Springs. The school has been placed
by Mrs. Loulie Matthews under the
direct supervision of the National
Spiritual Assembly. and will be used
especially to help prepare those, who
wish to teach in Latin America or
Europe. The Latin American session
will be given June 18 to 27 inclusive, the European session from July
1st to 10th inclusive.
Mornings will be devoted to deep·
ening in the Faith, including a study
of "Dispensation" and "Advent of
Divine Justice," and some of the

more personal teachings such as
prayer, moral attitudes t personal
problems, etc. Four sheets of quotations useful for different types of addresses, will be prepared by the students, so that they may have readily
available in brief and exact form
excerpts from the direct Word use·

will be left open for relaxation and
for study.
The European Teaching Committee has annotulced that their session
will follow approximately the same
type of curriculum, their afternoon
session teachers to be announced a
little later.
Those desiring to attend either
session, are requested to please
write as quickly as possible to Miss
Elisabeth H. Cheney, 4500 Magnolia
Ave., Chicago 40, ill., for the Latin
American session, June 18 to 27, or
to Miss Edna True, 418 Forest Ave.,
Wilmette, Ill., for the European session, July 1 to 10,
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Election Report
1947 Annual Convention
Mrs. Dorothy Baker. 144
Mr. Horace Holley, 134
Mr, Philip G. Sprague, 123
Mr. Wm. Kenneth Christian, 117
Mr. Paul E. Haney, 116
Miss Elsie Austin, 113
Miss Edna M. True, 104
Mrs. Amelia E. Collins, 91
Mr, George O. Latimer, 58
Certified by:DOROTHY. BAKER

Convention Chairman
HORACE HOLLEY

Convention Secretary

GeyserVille - The 1947 Program
The Geyserville Baha'i School session will extend over six weeks this
year-June 23 to August 2. Each
course is planned for a two weeks'
period, and each will be repeated
with such variation as 1s desirable
and practical for the students who
plan to remain longer than two
weeks.
.
In accordance with the expressed
wish of the Guardian and the Na"
tional Spiritual Assembly, the needs

of the Seven Year Plan and the
training of Baha'i teachers and work·
ers have been kept clearly in mind
by the committee in developing the
program, and in order to enable
every student to engage in intensive
research and training in an area ot
the Faith of special interest to hun
the following courses or Hwor.lt~
shops" are being offered:
A. Research in the SpiTitual 'l'eacnings of the Faith. A course for those

able for six diverse topics. These
will be prepared in both English and
Spanish during the first session.
Mrs. Matthews will have charge of
the morning classes.
Afternoons from 2:30 to 5:00
p.m. will be devoted to a practical
workshop during the Latin American
session? in which students will have
an opportunity to practise teaching,
the audience representing the various types of backgrounds found in
the 22 countries now being opened
to the Cause. They will learn the
La tin American psychologies and
customs, how to approach these people with understanding and obtain
their cooperation, how to open tiD
cities and how to deepen and stab··
ilize communities already estab-"
lished. Those assisting the students
will include Artemus Lamb, who
has now visited and taught in S
- Latin American countries, and Elisabeth H. Cheney, who has visited and
taught in 14 countries. An effort will
be made to help those interested to
prepare themselves for actual service in the 12 countries which urgently
need pioneers .
. Five evenings will be devoted
to public meetings, including a musica! and two lectures in the to-wn
and two Latin American evenings
at the school, when Artemus and
Elisabeth will describe some of the
Pion.eers s~ing to Europe on the Veendam~ March 12, 1941. Left to ric"hi: EIIDfoe
unique experiences which come the Shurcliff, Anita Ioas • .John. Cane, Sally SaIlOr, .John Shurcliff and Gladys. Audenoa,.
way of the pioneer. Five evenings at the J'ight of the picture, sailed fltr Haifa. March 15th.
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who wish to gain a deeper and more

practical knowledge of Baha'u'llilh's
teachings on the spiritual life of
man.
B. The Planning and Delivery of
Baha'i Talks. This workshop will provide opportunity for the enrollees to
gain new knowledge and skills for
presenting the teachings of the Faith,
C. Building the World Order of
BahU'u'lI<ih. The objective of this
course is to enable each student to
gain a deeper appreciation of his
place in the greatest spiritual conquest of the ages. It will include a
study of the origin and early beginnings of the Divine Plan, the un·
foldment of America '5 spiritual mision during the past fifty years, and
a review of the spread of the E'aith
throughout the world, with special
consideration to the needs of the
current Seven Year Plan.
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The Children's ProgTam. Organ.
ized classes for children will be conducted during the period, July 7 to
20, only. There will be five groupings,
each with its special program, as

follows:
Junior Youth-12 to 15 years
High Intermediate-l0 to I!
years
Low Intermedia te-9 to 10
years
Primary-6 to 8 years
Pre-school-children under six
years
On Sundays the school will hold
qopen house" with programs and
demonstra tions planned to interest
visiting Baha'is and non-Baha'is. The
evenings will be devoted to recreation, entertainment and cultural activities.
.

D. Effective Teaching Methods.
This workshop will consist of study,
discussion and demonstration& of in·
dividual and group teaching tech·

There will be no separate program
for youth members, but yOilllg people
will be. included in all courses and
activities and may, if they wish, undertake certain projects of special
interest to themselves.

niques, and the application of these
teclmiques to at least one public
meeting in each two weeks' period.
The use of current teaching materials will be emphasized and demo

WANTED: Voluntary services of a
Baha'i to act as Registrar for the
1947 Sessions of Lbuhelen Summer

onstrated.
E. Fundamental Teachings 01 the
BaM'i Faith. A COurse designed for
non..:.Baha'is attending the Summer
School, for the purpose of assisting
them to develop a clear unde1"stand~
ing of the tenets of the Faith.
F, Laboratory on Baha'i Administration. This daily afternoon session
will offer opportunity for the Bah:i. 'is
to discuss the principles of Baha'i
administration and procedure and
their application to numerous activi~
ties such as Baha'i elections, committee meetings, and general problems which arise from time to time
in Baha'i communities.
Each student will enroll in two
courses of his choice, within each
of which he may select one or more

Wanted for Louhelen

School. Duties: assign rooms, collect
fees, keep accurate account of all

-'-----Adult Study at Green Aere

The past two summers at the
Green Acre Summer School have
been characterized by a marked increase in the amount of study carried on by adult students. Much of
this work has been done in the Research Seminar, a course which continues throughout the season. The
School has been fortunate in having
as leader of this course Professor
Glenn Shook. whose many-sided interests and knowledge make him
particuarly valuable in guiding research on a variety of topics.
Each student in the course chooses
a topic on which he wishes to do
research, and for five sessions each
week he pursues this study in the
library. This time will be given to
individual conferences with Professor Shook, to reading, and to the
organization of the results of study.
On Saturday mornings all the students meet a s a group, and .•two or
three report on their findings. Professor and Mrs. Shook. serve coffee

and cookies at the beginning of this
Saturday conference, and this adds
to the social atmosphere of the sharing of the results of research.
Some students work in the. Seminar
for only a week or two, and complete a comparatively simple piece
of research in a limited area. Others
may work for five or six weeks in
a complex area, and produce studies
which are of graduate college level.
. The research completed during the
summer of 1946 included work on
the following topics: The Life of
Buddha (to assist in teaching the
Baha'i Faith to Buddhists); The Influence of Religion on Civilization

(resulting in a 17-page typed report);
an article for a non-Baba'i magazine
on "The Marriage of Religion and
Science}'; a course of study for Ba·
ti children. arranged for three age

'subjects, projects or problems on
which to concentrate his major at~
tention for the two weeks' period.
In addition to individual study and
research, each course or workshop
will include a number of lectures
and much group discussion General
assemblies and demonstrations. will

be held from time to time in order
that the entire student body may
benefit from the work and study of
all the groups.

money collected, notify supervisor
of number of guests for each meal.
Board and room will be furnished in
exchange for above services. (Attendance at some of the classes will
be possible).

ha

Miss

Jennie

Anderson,

pioneer

to

Sweden. sailing on the Grtpsbolm, March
14, 1947.

groups; The Baha'i Teachings on Social Justice; A Study of the Baha'i
Writings about Prayer.
Three other Workshop classes
often send students to the Library to
do intensive study on some aspect
of the work. Those in the Workshop
in Effective Speech prepare material on a great variety of topics
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for the talks they give in the course.
Students in the Workshop in Administration look up points on which
there may have been some question
in their discussions and demonstrations. Gathering material to use in
radio scripts sends members of a
third Workshop to use the Baha'i
and non-Baha'i books in the library.
During the summer of 1947 two
other Workshops will be added to

the program:- (1) a course in Public Relations, whicb will include arranging for, and presenting, public
Baha'i programs in nearby towns;
(2) a Workshop for teachers in Baha'i children's classes, which will
provide opportunity to observe and
do practice teaching in the Green
Acre Children's SchOOl, as well as
a study of principles of child psychology and education.

National Public Meeting Campaign
Miami
The Miami Public Meeting was
held in the Y M C A, Friday March
7th at 8 :30 p.m. The attendance is
....ported as between 120 to 125_ Belng in the deep south, the friends
~ere well pleased to see a represenration of both races. The Program
Committee mailed out 550 invitations.
•'The House Committee responsible for decoration of the hall, did
a beautiful job. On the right of the
stage was the Temple Model framed
in palms. On the left of the stage,
on top of the piano t was a plaque
with the Greatest Name, surrounded
by pink begonias. On the center wall
of the platform, was a gold leaf
plaque with the Statue of Liberty in
bas-relief, and above this in the
shape of an are, were the flags of all
Nations, surrounded by palms. The
palms were donated by·T. R. Baumgartner? an isolated believer of
North Miami Beach. A stranger in
the audience asked ~Who was the
Florist responsible for the lovely
decorations?' Usherettes, representing the variegated garden of humanity, were selected from the
Inter-racial Youth Group. Each was
dressed formally and wore a wrist
corsage."
A book display of various Baha'i
books also included the Bible, the
Qu'ran, and the Light of Asia, whicb
is a good idea for all Baha'is to adopt
in book displays.
A half hour of preludial piano music preceded the lecture with a vocal
solo before and after the address.
A buffet luncheon for Pres; and,
Radio Representatives was held at
the Center on March 7th, but they
were conspicuous by their absence.
In spite of this and a curtailment
of publicity because of paper shortage, five papers carried from three
to five ads apiece, over a period

of one week, preceding the meeting. Three hundred window posters
were distributed throughout the City,
and two displays of the picture of
the Temple were obtained in local
shops.
Radio time was bought over
WQAM on Sunday March 2nd at
1:45 p.m., at which time the radio
transcription HA New Interpretation
of History·· was used. Three spot
announcements were also made
from this station, WQAM of Miami.
Time was also bought from WKAT
at Miami Beach for two evening
programs and the transcriptions
used were, HMeet Mr. Justice" and
uWorld Language. i t The station
WKAT then offered the friends a 15
minute free program and Mr. Ober
spoke On "An Answer to the Atomic
Bomb." This script was supplied the
friends by the National Public Meetings Committee.
Harlan Ober's talk "World Order
Through World Faith," was very well
received by his audience, as was
shown by the willingness of so
many_ people to remain for further
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informal discussion. After the address, the chairman announced that
anyone wearing a pink flower, was
a Baha'i delegated to answer questions to the enquirer. This was to
replace an Open Forum, so as to
make mdividual contacts. A good
idea that we can all copy.
With the Miami, Birmingham and
Nashville meetings an attempt was
made for better coordinated effort
between the work of the National
Teaching and the Public Meetings
committees, which we hope was the
harbinger of greater coordinated effort in future work.

Birmingham
The Birmingham Public Meeting
was preceded by a luncheon on
March 13th, in the Tutwiler Hotel,
attended by fifteen leading representatives of the Press and Radio. The
chairman, Mr. John Inglis, introduced the speaker, Har Jan Ober, and
stated the purpose of the luncbeon
conference. Mr. Ober spoke briefly
and very much to the point, and
as a result many intelligent and interesting questions were asked. Two
young men, one a radio announcer
and the other a reporter, lingered
long after the luncheon was over to
ask more about the Faith. The result was excellent publicity the next
day with a full half-column writeup on Mr. Ober's speech. The Birmingham friends feel that the luncbeon conference was very successful.
On Friday, March 14th, Mr. Ober
spoke to the gentlemen of the Civitan
Club, 125 leading business and ,\lroContinued

on

page 8

Los Angeles Public Meeting, March Zlst Speakers: Elsie AIIstin and N_ Forsy1la

Ward.e~ (cen1er)J willL the Men's Glee Clab, University cd CalifornIa.,. ai Los Aqeles.
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The Guardian's Message to the
Thirty-Ninth Annual Baha'i Convention
My heart is filled with delight,
wonder, pride and gratitude in contemplation of the peace-time exploits, in both hemispheres, of the
world community of the followers of
the Faith of Baha,'u'lIah, triumph·
antly emerging from the crucible of
global war and moving irresistibly
into the second epoch of the Formative Age of the Baha'i Dispensation.
The opening years of the second
century of the Baha'i Era. synchronizing with concluding stage of the
memorable quarter-century elapsed
since the termination of the Heroic
Age of the Faith, have been distinguished by a compelling demon·
stration by the entire body of
believers, headed by the valorous
American Baha'i community, of solidarity, resolve and self-sacrifice as
well as by a magnificent record of
systematic.
worldwide
achieve~
ments.
The three years since the celebra~
bon of the Centenary have been
characterized by a simultaneous
process of internal consolidation and
steady enlargement of the orbit of
a fast~evolving administrative order.
These years witnessed. first, the
astounding resurgence of war·devastated Baha'i community of Central
Europe, the rehabilitation of the
communities in Southeast Asia, the
Pacific Islands and the Far East;
second, the inauguration of a new
Sev.:en Year Plan by the American
Baha'i commWlity destined to cul·
minate with the Centenary of the
Birth of Baha'u'llah's Prophetic Mis·
sion, aiming at the formation of
three National Assemblies in Latin
America and the Dominion of Canada, at completion of the holiest
House of Worship in the Baha'i
world, and at the erection of the·
structure of the administrative order in ten sovereign States of the
European continent; and third. the
formulation by the British, the In·
dian and the Persian National Assemblies of Six Year, Four and
One-Half Year, and Forty-Five
Month Plans respectively, culmin·
ating with the Centenary of the
Bab's Martyrdom and pledged to
establish nineteen Spiritual Assemblies in the British Isles, double the
number of Assemblies in the Indian

sub-continent; establish ninety-five
new centers of the Faith in Persia,
convert the groups in Bahrein,
Mecca and Kabul into Assemblies
and plant the banner of the Faith in
the Arabian territories of Yemen,
Oman, Ahsa and Kuweit.
Moreover, the number of countries
opened to the onsweeping Faith, and
the number of languages in which
its literature has been translated
and printed, is now raised to eightythree and forty-seven, respectively.
Four additional countries are in
process of enrollment. Translations
into fifteen other languages are being undertaken. No less than seven~
teen thousand pounds have accumulated for the international relief of
war-afflicted Baha'i communities of
East and West. The Baha'i endow~
ments on the North American conU~
nent have now passed the two mil..
lion dollar mark. The value of the
endowments recently acquired at the
World Center of the Faith, dedicated
to the Shrines, are estimated at
thirty-five thousand pounds. Baha'i
literature has been disseminated as
far north as Upernivik, Greenland,
above the Arctic circle. The Baha'i
message has been broadcast by radio
as far South as· Magellanes. The area
of land dedicated to the Ma!illriqu'l
A@kar of Persia has increased by
almost a quarter-million square
metres. The number of localities in
the Antipodes where Baha tis reside
bas been raised" to thirty~five spread
over Australia, New Zealand and
Tasmania. Twenty·seven Assemblies
are ftmctioning in Latin America.
In over a hundred localities Baha'is
are resident in Central and Soutb

America, almost double the locali.
ties at opening of the first Seven
Year Plan. Historic Latin American
conferences have ben held in Buenos
Aires and Panama. Summer Schools
are established in Argentina and
Chile. Land has been offered in Chile
for site of the first Ma.w.riqu'lAcfukar of Latin America. Additional
Assemblies have been incorporated
in Paraguay and Colombia. Seven
others are in process of incorporation. A notable impetus has been
lent this world-redeeming Message
through the concerted measures devised by the American National Assembly designed to proclaim the
Faith to the masses tbrough public
conferences, press and radio.
Such remarkable multiplication of
dynamic institutions, such thrilling
deployment of world-regenerating
forces, North,. South, East and West,
endow the preeminent goal of second Seven Year Plan in Europe with
extraordinary urgency and peculiar
significance. I am impelled to appeal to all American believers
possessing independent means to
arise and supplement the course of
the second year of the second Seven
Year Plan through personal participation or appointment of deputies,
the superb exertions of the heroic
vanguard of the hosts destined,
through successive decades, to
achieve the spiritual conquest of the
continent unconquered by Islam,
rightly regarded as the mother of
Christendom, the fountainhead of
American culture, the mainspring
of western civilization. and the recipient of the unique honor of two
successive visits to its shores by the
Center of Baha'u'll8h's Covenant.
SIIOOHI

Cablegram received April 28, 1947.

National Spiritual Assembly
The New Assemblies
Beloved friends:
The formation of new Spiritual Assemblies in North America on April
21, 1947 and April 21, 1948 is a sacred
mission laid upon every believer,
and a tremendous responsibility assigned to the National and Regional
Teaching Committees.
To arrive at a total of 175 Assemblies by election time, 1948, the
American believers must attain a
powerful surging movement concen-

trating the forces entrusted to every
soul and the well-directed facilities
of every administrative body.
It has been estimated that seventeen Assemblies might be formed
this year, counting the restoration
of some Assemblies which had lost
their status. Two or three of these
will form part of the canadian Ba·
ha'i community which in another
year will hold its own annual convention and elect its own National
Spiritual Assembly. Since the formation of a national Baha'i com..
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munity is among our greatest
achievements, on account of its importance as one of the electoral bodies which will create the first Universal House of Justice, the year
1948 will mark one of the great dates
signalizing the progress of the present Seven Year Plan.
Let us ponder for a moment. what
a local Spiritual Assembly means to

a new Baha'i community.
It is a foundation stone on which

the House of Justice must find secure support. It is the God-given
agency for unification of believers in
an or game social body, successor to
priests and preachers of former dispensations. It is the magnet which
alone can attract into active demonstration the new qualities conferred
by the Holy Spirit for realizing the
oneness of mankind. It is the vehicle
by which personal opinion. can be
transmuted into authoritative decision, and personal feeling flower into the glory of justice.
No wonder that every local Assembly, especially in its forma ti ve
years, seems to be plunged into an
ocean of trials and tribulaHons. The
responsibility of its members often
seems too heavy to be borne or too
complicated to be fulfilled. Problems
involving teaching policy, family unhappiness, mental aberration, financial budgets, committee personnel
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"Assist Me-"
Glorified art Thou, 0 my Lord!
Thou beholdest my tribulations and
all that hath befallen me at the
hands of such of Thy servants as
keep company with me, who have
disbelieved in Thy most resplendent signs, and turned back from
Thy most effulgent Beauty. I swear
by Thy glory! Such are the troubles
that vex me, that no pen in the entire
creation can either reckon or describe them.
I implore Thee, 0 Thou Who are
the King of names and the Creator
of earth and heaven, 50 to assist me
by Thy strengthening grace that
nothing whatsoever will have the
power to hinder me from remembeIing Thee, or celebrating Thy praise,
or to ke~p me back from observing
what thou hast prescribed unto me
in Thy Tablets, that I may so arise to
serve Thee that with bared head I
1iVill hasten forth from my habitation,
and functions, internal strain and external pressure the catalog of
tests is far from brief, but the effect
is a mighty blessing for all who survive.
Why should it be simple and easy?
The path trodden by Assembly members is the path leading upward
through new spiritual realms, where

cry out Thy name amidst Thy creatures, and proclaim Thy vi.rtues
among Thy servants. Having accomplished what Thou hast decreed, and
delivered the thing Thou hast written do\\.'Il, the wicked doers among
Thy people would, then, compass me
about ;and would do with me in Thy
path as would please them.
In the love I bear to Thee, a my
Lord, my heart longeth for Thee
with a longing such as no heart hath
known. Here am I with my body
between Thy hands, and my spirit
before Thy face. Do with them a's
it may please Thee, for the exaltation of Thy word and the revelation
of what hath been enshrined withm
the treasuries of Thy knowledge.
Potent art Thou to do what Thou
willest, and able to ordain what Thou
pleasest.
-BAHA'u'LLAH
Prayers and MeditatitJns~ p. 242
the reins of option are held by a
higher .rower.
The Master, and later the Guardian, showered most ardent love and
affection upon' the new and inexperienced Assemblies. Perhaps some of
the members of these newly formed
bodies would like to stand in the light
and warmth of that' paradise. If so,
let them read the Tablets published
on pages 400 to 410 of Baha'i World
Faith; and then turn to the letters
written by the Guardian to America durmg the first two or three
years following the Ascension of
'Abdu'l-Baha.
Imbued with that new spirit, the
Assembly can begin its historic mission with mature faith and radiant
vision, knowing that every test is a
blessing, every trial a sign of the
nearness of !be Holy Spirit.
The names of the new Assemblies
will be published as soon a!< electiol'
reports are available.
NATIONAL SPIRlTU:\L ASSEMBLY

Treasurer's Report

Miss Charlotte stirraU. Mrs. Fritzi Shaver, aDCl Miss Elsa Steinmetz, salliD.g
the Westerdam, March 26, 1M1

OD

In the last- Baha'i News your
Treasurer brought to your attention
the fact that during the month of
February we spent almost three
times more than we took into the
National Fund during that month.
Disbursements up to March 29th
totalled $18,409.12 and receipts from
March 1st to March 29th totalled
$15,601.88. Thi" me~ that we spent
$2,807.24 more than we received.
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Much of the money which comes
into the Fund is earmarked, partieula dy for the interior decoration
of the Temple and these earmarked
funds are not available to the Treasurer for general expenses.
On April 1st we had twenty-one
pioneers in the European field.
Transportation expenses for these
pioneers are expensive and, tlue to
conditions beyond their control and
ours, employment is not open to
them. In fact. guarantees have had
to be given that they will not become charges of the government
under which they will live. By the
first of May. twenty-five pioneers
will be in the European field, and
the Guardian has cabled the N ational Spiritual Assembly that ten
more are to leave during the next
six months.
All that your Treasurer can do is
to bring these matters to your attention. If the work is to go forward at its present rate,· more
money will have to ·comp into the
general Fund.
Faithfully,
PHILIP G. SPRAGUE~ Treasurer

National Baha'i Records
The membership list maintained
by the National Spiritual Assembly
is the most important record in the
files o·f the National Office. This
list has grown and developed
throughout the years, and the work
involved in making the necessa ry
additions and revisions has become
a rna tter of daily routine.
In mailing out to individual believers their personal copy of loA
God-Given Mandate" the Naticnal
Assembly learned that much information concerning changes of address and other data had not been
supplied. The need of a permar.ent
master alphabetical list, and several
lists classifying the names under different . arrangements, became apparent, and .action has been taken,
with the efficient and devoted assistance of Mr. Clarence Niss, to
set up a permanent orgar~iz.;\tif)n of
the membership records.
The constant vigilance and cooperation of local Assemblies, group
correspondents, Regional Teaching
Committees, and indiviaual Baha tis
is indispensible, as the reco{"jg of
the National Office can only reflect
changes and developments of the
Baha'i community duly rcpurted
from day to day. An urgent ';'nd

loving appeal is made at this time
for action on the part of all concerned. to report each and every
change of membership, as io11o""5:
new enrollments by local Assemblies~ new enrollments by Reg~cnal
Teaching Committees, changes of
residence either 'W'ithin the city or
from one city to another, changes
01 name, as by marriage or court
authority, deaths, withdrawals from
the Baha'i community. etc. Since
eyery Baha'i of twenty-one years
and more is now a voter at the state
elections, and every enrolled :d;lha'i
),outh receives his or her per30nal
copy of Baha'i News and whatever
else may be issued from the National Office, it is apparent that the
National Spiritual Assembly ba s a
deep spiritual as well as legal responsibility to maintain a full and
accurate membership list of American Baha'is. Please help the members in their effort to strive for the
utmost degree of perfection in these
unique records.
From time to time some local
Assembly inquires what to do in the
case of the names of believers who
remain inactive, not attending m~et
ings, not taking part in Bah~l': elections, nor contributing to the fund.
nor joining the Baha'i comIr.ur.dty
lc.r the celebration of the great Anniversaries of the Faith, nor associating with the Baha'is even outside
the regular meetings. Since this
question is very important, the Na~
tional Assembly has consulted about
it and offers the following simple
statement of principle in the hope
that it will guide the Assemblies and
also the Regional Teaching Committees whenever they are called upon
to compile the membership list of
their city or area.
1, Inactivity alone is not a cause
for removing a believer from the
Baha'i membership· list. Removal
can be done only when the believer
himself withdraws from the Faith
or is removed from the list of votillg
members by formal administrative
action.
2. There is a twilight zone of inactivity where the believer gives no
evidence of faith in Baha. 'u'llah but
does not serve notice of abandon~
ment of the Cause. This twilight zone
is the greatest challenge to the Assemblies themselves. The inactivity
of a few believers can only continue
year after year because the Assembly is equally inactive as far as such

believers are concerned. The National Spiritual Assembly wishes this
twilight zone of passivity and inaction to be illumined by the full
light of ardor and fellowship from
the Assembly. Let special committees be appointed, or individual representatives selected, to make direct
and friendly contact with all inactive
Baha'is, urge them to take part in
the Baha'i work, offer help and assistance if they are in difficulty, and
if the effort proves fruitless ~ to ask
such Baha'is whether they themselves 'W'ish to be retained on the
membership list. When the reply definitely indicates abandonment of
the Faith and desire not to be regarded as a Baha'i, the matter is to
be reported to the National Assembly for final action.
Whenever the contact cannot be
made personally by local Assembly
members, a letter should be written
by the Assembly to the inactive
believer, requesting him or her to advise the Assembly whether he wishes
to be retained on the membership
list. All replies indicating abandonment are to be reported to the National Assembly, and if there is no
reply within thirty days the Assembly is to report the case to the National As sembly for decision.
NATIONAL SPmrroAL ASSEMBLY

National Public Meetings
Continued from page 5
fessional men being present. They
proved to be a most receptive audience.
At 4:00 p.m. Sunday, March 16th,
the Public Meeting was held in the
main studio of station WTNB, a
beautiful auditorium that had once
been a ballroom. The Birmingham
friends, armed with the knowledge
that a beautiful setting means very
much in the south and their own
desire to present the Cause, Htbe
most beautiful thing in the world today" in a setting commensurate
with its beauty and dignity, decorated the front of the room with smilax,
ferns, palms and tall vases of peach
gladioli. Two large pictures ot the
Temple were displayed amidst the
greenery, with the words "BAHA'i
WORLD FAITH" in block letters
along the white railing directly behind the speaker.
Mrs. Cora Dyer was chairman.
and the following will be of special
interest to those who know the race
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prejudice of the south: •'The m u·
sicians were especially well ree eived

and we had almost held our breath
on this one point alone, for they
were both colored! One lady remarked on Mrs. Dyer's addressing
them as 'Mrs .• ' as that is unheard
of in this part of the country, but
Mrs. Dyer, as is usual with her,
gave a most fitting and gracious
response, and the lady left feeling
very much enlightened over her experience. She said it was the first
time in all her years of life in the
South that she had attended a meet·
ing where both races participated!
Many remarks were made on the
beauty and dignity of the meeting."
Harlan Ober's presentation· of
the subject "World Order Through
World Faith" the friends feel was
masterfully done. The first half hour
of the program was recorded and rebroadcast that evening at 6 :30.
Outstanding were the radio broad·
casts achieved by the BirminghaT!l
Bahil'is. The recorded transciptions
issued by the National Radio Com·
mittee were broadcast March 8th,
9th, 12th, 13th, 14th, 15th and 16th.
An interview with Mr. Ober was
broadcast at 13 :30 p.m. the day of
the Public Meeting, and the first
half hour of the Public Meeting pro·
gram was broadcast at 6 :30 that
evening~

While the friends were rather discouraged that their audience only
numbered around seventy people,
still a vast unseen audience was
reached by their many broadcasts.
They state that the eight recordings
broadca st brought glowing reports
from listeners. "They are the most
wonderful presentation of the Faith
we ha ve heard~ They are so entertaining and present the Message so
painlessly, to the heedless ones in
our midst." Congra tula Hons and appreciation to all the Birmingham
friends who worked 50 ceaselessly
to make their meeting a success!

Nashville
The Nashville Public meeting was
held at the YMHA on March 23rd
with Harlan Ober as speaker. Taking advantage of the fact that Mr.
Ober was able to be with them for
the Naw-RUz Feast,·the friends arranged for their Naw-RUz Feast at
the International Student Center at
Fisk University, with Mr. Ober as
speaker. There were about fifty preSent, mostly students, white and col·

Naw-Ruz Feast in Butte, Montana. Twenty-three

ored, one a young woman from Algiers. Many in the group were highly
orthodox; and 50 the discussion Was
quite lively at times.
Preliminary work for their Public
Meeting consisted :in mailing out 500
of the printed im?tations, which
elicited much praise for their beauty
and dignity. They were displayed on
the bulletin boards of most of the
chief schools of Nashville. The secretary received one letter of inquiry
from this source ..One hundred very attractive posters containing a large picture of
the BahA'i House of Worship, were
distributed in the uptown area, and
in several suburban shopping districts. These brought very favorable
comments. Effort made to obtain radio time was unsuccessful.
Marion Little, of New Orleans, presided as chairman. The music was
provided by Burney Morriss, vocalist, with Claire Jones at the piano.
The Nashville friends report that Mr.
Morriss had made Baha'i contacts
while in the army, which guided him
in his musical selections. In their
titles one can read the journey of
the soul to God; "The Pilgrim's Song
by Tschaikowsky, "By a Lonely Forest Pathway" by Griffes and, after
the talk, "My Journey's End" by
Foster.
About seventy-five attended the
Public Meeting, with white, Negro
and Jewish people present. Mr. Ober
gave a most excellent presentation
of his subject to a highly apprecia'
tive and attentive audience. Many
intelligent and earnest questions
were asked by the audience after
the close of the meeting.
The National Public Meetings

non-Bahi.~i

were guests.

Committee feels that Nashville is
an outstanding evidence of how" .••
in this day when one arises to herald
the Kingdom of God, a magnetic
power is produced which attracts
th e rays of confirmation to the one
who is sincere, and makes him victorious." In the beginning they felt
they just couldn't put on a Public
Meeting because of a lack of workers familiar with this type of workbut they did, and admirably. Oue
hundred and twenty·five people and
more, now know something about
the Baha'i Faith through their efforts.
To Marion Little, who assisted
them in every way, they feel greatly
indebted; also to Hart Friedland of
Atlanta, Georgia, who came over
and nobly assisted them; last but not
least, to Nellie Roche, who as chairman of the local public meetings
committee, carried the heaviest part
of the load by reason of her mature
experience, and to'her ass.istants who
served at the Naw-Ruz Feast, arranged book and photograph displays
and helped to design posters - a
grateful "thanks" goes forth from
this committee.

----Pittsburgh

The Pitts burgh Public Meeting was
held Saturday evening, March 29th,
in the Auditorium of the Stephen
Foster Memorial on the University
of Pittsburgh Campus.
The lecture by Kenneth Christian
or, the theme of "World Order
Through World Faith H was attentively listened to by an audience of 150
people. Musical selections opened
and closed the meeting.
"Publicity for the meeting was de-
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veloped by a Public Relations Agency. The cooperation of the press and
radio was most encouraging. N ewspapers printed a number of notices
and gave our paid advertisements
favorable location. Two popular radio programs interviewed a Baha'i
who_ discussed the Faith and announced the Public Meeting. Also
the use of spot announcements
brought the program to the attention of many listeners. We are receiving requests for literature from
neighboring States."
Many questions were asked after
the lecture and many left cards for
notification for subsequent meetings.
A series of four weekly meetings
have been planned as follow-up
work.
Kenos~,

Wisconsin

The Kenosha, Wisconsin meeting
was held Tuesday, March 25th, at
8 p. m.? in the ballroom of the Elk.' s
Club. Though not listed as a Key
City meeting ]jy the National Pub·
lie Meetings Committee, we feel that
this meeting should be reported
along with the other Key City Meet·
irigs, as it certainly represents the
devotion of the Bahil'is of Kenosha
who worked unceasingly to make
their meeting a success.
Two weeks before the meeting the
Kenosha Public Meeting Committee
mailed out 1,468 Questionnaire Cards
to Kenosha residents. One week be·
fore the lecture, 1,910 printed pro·
grams, similar to the ones used by
Winnipeg and other Key Cities, were
mailed out to the names on their
mailing list. The public library gave
them space for a book display the
week preceding the lecture. The local
newspaper printed two write-ups and
they had 3 paid advertisements. Win·
dow cards were also used.
The lecture "World Order Through

Miss Dagma.r Dole just before leavto pioneer in Denmark.

ing Anchorage

Annual Reports
This year there are two
forms of Annual Reports from
National Committees:
Condensed reports sent to
Convention delegates early in
April, and the full reports
which should be brought up to
April 30 and sent to the National Spiritual Assembly for
publication in printed form for
distribution to aU believers.
Local Assemblies are re..,
minded that Annual Reports
are requested of their community activities, covering the year
April 21, 194&-April 20, 1947.
World Faith H was ably given by Dr"
Edris Hice-Wray, with Albert Windust of Chicago presiding as chairman. Music was furnished by George
Tozzi, baritone with the Chicago
Theater of the Air. Inclement weath·
er t with slippery streets, tested the
earnestness of Kenosha people in
their search for this truth, but about
100 people, including the Baha'is
from surrounding communities, attended this meeting. Well planned
follow·up lectures were arranged and
advertised.
Truly, the Kenosha Baha'is have
arisen courageously to do their part
in bringing the Cause to the masses,
and they feel "it is the beginning
of a new spiritual growth in Kenosha."

Reinforcement of Weaker
Assemblies
The reinforcement and strengthening of the weaker Assemblies has
been the focus of the attention of
the National and Regional Teach·
ing Committees during the months
of March and April to insure the
maintenance of the Assemblies on
April 21st. Despite these efforts it
appears that four or five Assemblies
may have to revert to group status
because the loss of members through
transfer has been too large to warrant replacements. Five of the "'spir_
itual prizes," however, that were endangered, have been held intact
through the settlement of believers
to replace those who have transferred to other countries and COmmunities.
These settlers are: Mrs. Robbie
Wilson, who moved to Little Rock;
Mr. Frank Ashton, who moved to

Laramie; Mrs. Pearl Bagge and
Mrs. Vera Esinhart, who have settled in Sioux Falls; Mr. Hobert Ima.
gire, who has transferred" to Reno;
Miss Carol Nunn and Mr. and Mrs.
Pennington Lewis, to Providence?
H.I.
Owing to the great effort that has
been put forth to strengthen and reinforce the smaller Assemblies, the
National Teaching Committee feels
that not more than four or five will
revert to group status; and with the
hoped for increase in new Assemblies on April 21st it is expected that
there will be one hundred fifty Assemblies in North America as the
second year: of the Second Seven
Year Plan opens with twenty-five
new Assemblies to be won by 1948
to achieve the Guardian's goal of one
hWldred seventy-five.

Response to Request for
The Guardian's Letters
The Archives and History Committee wishes to express their deep
appreciation of the response which
the friends have made to the com~
roittee's request for letters of the
Guardian to be placed in the Na·
tional Archives. There have been
a bout 230 letters received this year,
a large proportion being those sent
since the request made at the time
of the Anniversary of the Guardian·
ship.

World Fellowship in

Anchorage
The Anchorage Assembly spon·
sored a World Feilowship Dinner at
the log-cabin usa on December 6.
Although this event came during ·a
very cold spell, with the tempera·
ture beween 20° and 30° below zero.
nearly 60 people attended. Among
them were representatives of the
following minority groups: Negro,
American-Japanese, Alaskan Native,
Th-Iexican; natives of Ireland, Scot.
land and England were also present.
Mrs. Frances Wells served as chairman. Short talks were given by Mrs.
Eloise Hirt and Loyd Cleaves of the
usa stafi; Father Warren Fenn of
the local Episcopal Church; Major
D~vid Hamilton, who is in charge of
a Negro squadron in Alaska; Corp.
Arnold Simmel, refugee from Germany; Mr. Zelmar Lawrence, Negro
representative; and Miss Dagmar
Dole, Chairman of the Anchorage
Baha'i Assembly. Mrs. Wells asked
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fer volunteers to form. a committee
to arrange similar world fellowship
dinners and it was gratifying to note
that four members of the audience
(three non-Baha'is) signified their intention of joining this committee.
The program was concluded with
the reading by Mrs. Helen RobinSOD of the Prayer of All Nations,
which had been printed and distributed at each place at the table.
Six Baha'is attended the Jewish
Feast of Hanukah, which was held
on December 18 at tbe USO. The
public was invited to this Feast, but

aside from USC staff members and
one other t the Baha'is were the only
non-Jews in attendance.
The Anchorage Baha'is are proud
that Donna Robinson, the first Alaskan Baha'i Youth, is setting a worthy
example in tbe community by her
friendliness toward youth of minority
races. She entertained an Eskimo in
her home on Christmas Eve, and
was invited for Christmas dinner to
the home of the only Japanese fami!y there. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

of the Guardianship in New York

Anniversary

The celebration of the' TwentyFifth Anniversary of the Guardianship on January 6 in New York was
beautiful-<iignified and at the same
time happy-one of the most out·
standing events ever held in tbe City
of the Covenant. It was planned by
Rafi Mottahedeh, assisted by an
able committee. Special invitations
were sent to each believer, so that
attendance was exceptionally good.
The hall was decorated with looped
garlands of greens. A large copy
of The Greatest Name, done in Persia, hung over the platform with
beautiful spring flowers on a table
beneath it. On each side of the
pIa!form tal! crystal floor chandeliers with crystal hurricane shades
held lighted candles. The edge of
the platform was garlanded witb
greens. At the door ea ch believer
was given a boutonniere to wear.
The program consisted of beautiful
music by Bruce Wendell, followed
by readings from "Tbe Will and
Testament" of 'Abdu'l-Baha and
from the Guardian's Letters; singing
of the Twenty-Fourth and Twentythird Psalms by Walter Olitzki, set
to music by Saffa Kinney; and read·
ings woven together by short narrations by Helen Campbell, some of
which were quoted from lit uhiyyih

Khanum's article, "Twenty-five
Years of Guardianship," Every individual present signed an illuminated letter to the Guardian from
the Community done on a parchment
scrolL A cablegram was scnt to
the Guardian, photographs were tak4
en, and dainty refreshments -v,.~ere

served.

In Memoriam
Death profi'ereth unto every can·
fident believer the cup that is life
indeed. It bestoweth joy and is the
bearer of gladness. It conferreth the
gift of everlasting life.Ruhd'u'lldh
Mrs. Harriet Beauchamp, Lima,
Obio.
Mr. Nicholas Herman, Milwaukee.
Wisconsin. March 26, 1947.
Mr. Herman Bonds, Chicago, Illinois. Marcb, 1947.
Mrs. Emma Studebacker, Carrizo
Springs, Texas. April 3, 1947.
Mr. Sol Flaumenbaum, Chicago, Illinois.
Mrs. Cecilia Weston, Columbia,
South Carolina. Marcb 24. 1947.
Mr. Alfred Marvin Holmes, Peoria,
Illinois. April 4, 1947.
Mr. Cbarles Morgan, Cbicago, Illinois. April 5, 1947.

II
Mr. Charles H. Hache, Riverside,
California. April 19. 1947.
Mrs. Sylvia Sandenburg, Urbana.
illinois. April 15. 1947.
Miss Lydia Wentworth, Brookline,
Massachusetts. March 19, 1941.

News from Australia
. On November 28tb, 1946, the marriage of Miss Hilda Brooks to Mr.
Ewart Thomas was celebrated at
Adelaide, South Australia. Baha'is
the world over will join the Australian friends in thanking Mrs. Thomas
for the outstanding service she has
given to the Cause and :in praying
that she may continue this service
with the loving help of her husband,
who ha s been a devoted follower of
Baha'u'llili for many years.
The Australian Baha'i quarterly.
"Herald of the South, I t correspond.
ing to our "'World Order" magazine,
is seeking more subscribers. It is
a valuable teaching medium, fre.
quently having features whicb will
interest inquirers.' A subscription
may be secured by writing to the
Treasurer, N.S.A., f:la;pratu'l Quds,
2 Lang Road, Centennial Park, Paddington, Sydney, N .S. W., Australia,
inclosing international money order
for 5 shillings. The Baha'i group of
Bahrein, Persian Gulf, :in renewing

Speaker's platform at the ceJe bration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Guara.:
ianship, ,January 6, 194'7, in New York City.
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their subscription, write that the
Australian publications with their
"loVe and enthusiasm for the Cause.
so beautifully and amply radiated
are continual sources of our happiness."

European Relief
The German friends are in great
need of clothing , particularly underwear and stockings. Dresses and
coats, of light weight now, and heavier for fall and winter, would also
be acceptable. See April Baha'i News
for a description of the new CARE
packages.
We need to remember that, although our international relief food
sent 200 CARE packages these will
not last long.
Food and clothing can now be
safely sent to Hungary. A believer
of long standing in Budapest wrote
February 7: HOur home 'was COmpletely destroyed, the whole district
where we lived is a beap of ruins ...
Our Baha'i community has dwindled to nine members. All of us are
in a very bad situation . . . No
Baha'i literature and no relief bas
reached us as yet . . . All of us
are in need of clothing and shoes.
Is it not possible to send food to
our small community?" Address
Mrs. Renee Szanto-Felbermann,
Hidegkuti ut. 31/a, Budapest II.

Marion lack Teaching
in Bulgaria
A Bulgarian Baha'i who visited
Sofia last December found Miss Marion Jack, known to her nearer friends
as ".Jackie," living "in a very small
room without any comfort. She has
to do everything for herself." She
still teaches the Cause, holding three
gatherings a week, one for English
speaking, one for French speaking
and one for those who speak only
Bulgarian. Any friends of Miss Jack
who would like to give something
for her comfort may send their small
contributions to Mrs. Etty Graeffe,
6. Cours des Bastions, Geneva, Swit·
zerland or, as the Geneva News Exchange suggests, to Miss Edna True,
418 Forest Avenue. Wilmette, illinois, who will forward them to Mrs.
Graeffe.

------

Enrollments by Assemblies
Peoria 1, Halifax 1. East Orange 1,
·Los Angeles :?a,San Francisco 1, New
York 2, 2 ~touth, Minneapolis 2,
Winnipeg 1. l' ~acramento 3, Wau-

watosa 1, Montreal 1, Teaneck 1,
Dumont 1, Albuquerque 2, Butte 1,
Helena 1, Chicago 1, Muskegon 1,
South Bend 1, Providence 1, 1 youth,
St. Lambert 1 youth, Ann Arbor 1,
1 youth, Lansing 1.
Regional areas, March, 7 adults,
3 youth.

-----

ton, East Cleveland, Lima. ()1rlaJ'llma
Oklahoma Cib Oregon-Portland. PeQD.
sylvania - Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh,
Scranton, West Chester, Rhode Isla.DdProvidence. South CaroJina.-Greenville.
Tennessee--Memphis. Verm.onl-Brattlebora. Virginia-Arlington. Washi.npoDSeattle, Spokane. Tacoma. West VJrginla
-Charleston, Wisconsin-Kenosha, Madison, Racine, Wauwatosa, White Fish
Bay. Wyoming-Laramie.
T

•

Calendar
Nineteen Da·y Feast
May 17
June 5
June 24
Anniversaries
May 2nd-the twelfth day of Ridvan.
May 23rd-Declaration of the Bab.
at about two hours after sunset.
May 29--Ascension of Baha'u'lIah,
at three A. M.
National Baha'i Conventiov.
May 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Directory Changes
Assemblies
Regina, Saskatchewan, Miss Edith
Slack, Secretary, P. O. Box 264.
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Mrs.
Ayoed McComb, Secretary, P.O.
Box 524.
Committees
Regional Teaching Committee for
Alaska. Miss Dagmar Dole resigned.

List of Assemblies Contributing
'to National Fund for

Mllrch, 1947

AlaSka-Anchorage. Arizona- E. Phoe.nix Rural. Phoenix, Arkansas--LitUe
Rock. California-Alhambra, Berkeley.
Burbank. BUl'lingame, Cloverdale Twp.,
Glendale. Long Beach, Los Angeles.
Oakland. Pasadena, Sacramento. San
Diego,
Santa Barbara. Canada-Ed.
monton, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Moncton,
Halifax. Hamilton, Regina, St. Lambert.
Colorado-Colorado Springs.
Denver,
Connecticut-Hamden, New Haven. Flor·
lda-J acksonville. Miami. HawaU-Honolulu, Maui. Georgia-Augusta. Idabo-Boise. IDinois-Chicago, Danville. Elm·
hurst.
Evanston. Maywood.
Peoria,
Springfield, Urbana, Wilmette. In_dianaFt. Wayne, Indianapolis, South Bend.
Iowa-Cedar Rapids. Kansas-Topeka,
Louisiana-New Orleans. Maine-Eli9t.
Maryland-Baltimore.
Bethesda-Chevy
Cba se. Massachusetts-Boston. Brook.
line, Springfield, Worcester. MichiganAnn Arbor, Detroit. Flint. Grand Rapids,
Lansing, Muskegon. Roseville, Minnesota
-Duluth, Minneapolis, St. Paul. Mississippi-J a ckson. Missouri-Independence.
Kansas City. Montana-Butte, Helena.
Nebraska-Omaha. Nevada-Reno. New
.Jersey-Durnont, Teanp.ek, Newark, New
Mexico--Albuquerque. Nf!:W York-Bing.
hamton, .Jamestown, New York. Rochester, Syracuse, Yonkers. North CarolinaGreensboro. North Dakota-Fargo. Ohio
-Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Day.
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Wilmette Letter: 1947
MARZIEIl GAIL, Convention Repone?:

We a~ed at Chicago and missed.
The bottom had fallen out of Ibe
ceiling. They sent us to Moline
and we slept on the ground in th~
darkened plane. Toward dawn we
aimed at Chicago again; the brown.
ish rocks in the white lake below
us were skyscraper tops; we circled
five times and missed. We went to
South Bend. Then it wa s morning;
we aimed at Chicago; we were sick,
and ten hours late. We made it. At
last we saw the last of the tinfoil
mainliner from San Francisco.
Wilmette, The Temple comes
through Ibe trees and everylbing
changes; you have a quicker heartbeat and sudden knowledge of
mourning doves and warm air in the
hranches. I had already had one
. spring in San Francisco-now here
was another.
You are ashamed, somehow, to
enter tbe Temple, but you do, because it does not let you go. Everything noW was business-like. I filled
out a registration card and got my
badge: blue ribbon for delegates,
l"ed for visitors; my name and address were typed on a card and
slipped. ~nto a frame on the badge.
(I noticed afterward that people
were annoyed if you read their
badges).
Foundation Hall was full. George
Latimer (Oregon) was speaking
over a microphone, on BaM'i trusteeships. He said that wben you elect
the NSA you are also voting for
trustees of six different legal bodies:
of the Temple,· Green Acre, and Wilhelm, Bosch, Wilson and Mathews
properties. He praised the Geyserville' Maintenance Committee for its
hard work. He told us the Baltimore
LSA gave $2,000 to the Green Acre
Maintenance Committee, and that
the Temple trustees had received a
gift endowment from Amelia ColItns (Arizona)-a building and property near the Temple. Estimated
at $45,500.
I

THE INVASION OF EUROPE
Pioneers stood out in the audience.
Edna True told us 10 more settlers
will complete the quota (35) for this
year. Besides, itinerants will leave:
Mildred
Mottahedeh
(So.
New
York);
Marion
Little;
Mason
Remey. And further volunteers,
Books a re a must; ETC spreads
them in nine languages. You can
help in three. ways: volunteer to
support yourself or a deputy' over
there; give more to the NSA Fund;
build a strong home front. New E ur9pean believers are pitifully grateful: "A light from heaven had
touched me,' 1 wrote an Italian. . . .
Someone wanted to know if an LSA
could support a pioneer as its project. Consensus: if it's done in addition to, not instead of, your NSA
contribution. . , . Relief for Europe
came up: Keep on sending packages-the sky is the limit, Philip
Sprague (So. New York) said. . . .
Don't burden the pioneers with requests for letters, Archie Tichenor
(New Jersey) said. They're busy ..
Be satisfied with round robins . . . ,
Archie pbotograpbs departing pioneers; asked at one sailing why he
snapped these unknowns, instead of
some available· maharajahs, Archie
replied: uMaharajahs are made by
history; these people are making
history."
THE BIG MEETINGS
Nina Matthisen told us how to put
on a big public meeting: you start
three months in advance, with
"prayer squads"; get a mailing list
from each believer; rent a dignified,
accessible hall; hire a public relations counsel; mail out questionnaire
caids; get glossies of the Temple;
visit editors, radio stations; invite
the press to meet your speaker at
lunch; hire the best music (Los Angeles secured 32 members of a university glee club); arrange Temple
Continued on page Z
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Cables from the Guardian
To the Convention
Greatly touched by noble sentiments of delegates. Profoundly gra.teful, deepest love . ardent
prayers.
SHOGffi

Received May 4, 1947.
To the Canadian Baha'is
Share joys and hopes of dearly beloved members of Canadian Baha'i community; urge
redouble efforts as hour of triumph approaches. Loving fervent prayers.
SHOOm
Received May 7, 1947.
To the National Spiritual
Assembly
Deeply appreciate new 1 yelected Assembly's noble determination. Praying for Baha'u'llili's guidance, sustaining
grace and richest blessings for
manifold, weighty tasks sbouIdered by its consecrated, privileged, resolute members. Deepest love.

SHOGm
Received May 8. 1947.

The first two native Italian believers.
enrolled under the Seven Yea.r Plan:Sr. Rudolfo Salvetti.. extreme left. and
Sr. AugUsto Salvet.ti., right. Mr. and·
Mrs. Phillip Marengella, pioneers to
Italy. a.re with them.

-
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and book displays . Your chairman
must be good -in an emergency; he
and the speaker must be emotionally
stable. Choose simple readings; ex-

plain the names "Baha'u'llah" and
"Baha'i"; avoid too many names;
avoid being too universal, as people
want to know: "What's in this for
me?" Plan your follow-up before you
plan your meeting . . . Bahiyyih

Ford (No. New York): Have the
audience write their questions, give
them to the ushers. Borah Kavelin
(So. New York): Get a non-Saha'i

"name" speaker to attract a large
audience; (New York City will feature Ruth Bryan Owen). Jdhn Inglis
(Alabama): It cost $500 to reach 75
people in Birmingham, but publicity,
study classes, resulted. Consensus:
Two years of big meetings haven't
brought in many actual enrollments
-hcLVe placed us before the public
and trained us.
One long-suffering delegate said of
small communities: I'll travel hundreds of miles to address them, but
at least they, could gnarantee me
some non-Baha'i listeners. (Amen).
BAHA'i RADIO IS POPULAR
You can send in for any of 13 professionally-written-and-acted recor1ings on the Faith. They're- dramastyle and the stations like them.

104 LSA's-about 40 more last year
-reported radio programs; Mildred
Mottahedeh reported the Committee's tackling the proolem of home
recordmgs for fi::l. ::ddes. They desperately need a !'~ational Radio Office, full-time. Cost: $15,000 a year.
There were 776 Baha'i broadcasts
this year, only 52 in 1944.
OUR PUBLIC RELATIONS
A man from Korea, two from Holland,: one from Istanbul. are among
those who made special st'1Povers at
the Temple after seeing u'lr publicity, Horace Holley (No. Illinois)
said. Some two million readers have
been reached through publicity and
advertising this year-learned the
name ,jBaha'i" and built up favorable associations to it. Free publicity is corollary to paid, has
reached many additional people.
V'/.HAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
The Convention isn't only what
happens on Convention floor. Between sessions,
you meet the
believers. Here are some of the
things they are saying: Carol Hautz:
"The Germans have the teachers;
it's up to us to keep the teachers
alive." . . . Peggy True (Michigan):
The whole convention is thrilled

with how things arc moving. But
we want to balance the budget.
We're in the red. We have to. evaluate each committee with relation to
the budget. . . . We need more
teachers . . . . People want to know:
What will this faith do for me?
They ar-en't thinking about the
atomic bomb or world peace-they
feel that's out of their hands . . .
Carol Hautz: We wrote' to every
family in Whitefish Bay-3,OOO farnilies~ 9,000 people-and sent each one
a letter, pamphlet on principles, and
questionnaire card. One town got the
questionnaire card printed in the
newspaper: readers could cut it out
and mail it . . . Sara Kenny (So.
California): I never felt such an
impetus in the Cause before; I was
never so aware of the ; 'waiting serv~
ants/' the people of prepared consciousness . . . Fannie Jupnik (Wisconsin) on the NAS's Declaration of
Hum'ln Rights: It shows that man
is primarily a spiritual being, and
has both rights and responsibIlities
based on this fact ... Allan Raynor
of Toronto: We've got to have glossaries; terms like Sadratu'l-Muntaha
are familiar to us, but non-Baha'is
get impatient . . . Winifred Harvey,
YOlmg Ottowa career woman in employment and payroll statistics: Voting on the ba sis of character and
ability will be incorporated into the
mores so that it will be a sin to
cast a vote for any other motive.
This is a new addition to morality;
it was never revealed before, so that
Baha'is are not fully trained in it,
non-Baha'is not aware of it at all ...
Jameson Bond of Toronto: The Layman's Movement for a Christian
World had a 'lprayer vigil" at Paris

Conference, prays for labor-management meetings, wants recognition of - God in public schools . . .
Marie Fingerlin showed me some
Sioux Falls advertising: the $8 ads
are headed "Baha'i World Faith,"
have quote from Teachings, address,
phone of Community; they are popular .. _ Mark Tobey (Vitashington,
from floor): The LSA's don't spend
enough time on their subjective side.
If man always takes his consciousness and throws it out on the 0 b- .
jective world, he may be quite efP.dent but he can't open' to the
spiritual world. I'm tired of communities that have no beauty, no
atmosphere, but a great deal of activity.
DECORATING THE INNER
TEMPLE
Our outer Temple structure is now
raised; the inner ornamentation is
beginning. Perhaps our inner lives
are about to develop, like the inner
life of the Temple.
,jYou have come to this Convention at a crucial moment . . . at
the perfect moment," the Convention Chairman (Dorothy Baker,
Ohio) said: We learned from Paul
Haney that the two groups had been
put to work on Temple plans. Experts had been hired at remarkably
low cost. One man who probably
gets $100 a day contributed his entire services for $400. Total work on
plans cost about $6,334; an engineer
told me $25,000 would not have been
excessive. The two plans became
familiar to us as the McDaniel and
the Reed plans. (Allen McDaniel,
was -supervising engineer of Temple
construction 1929-43) . . . Some highligbts: Reed plan would have elim-

Louhelen a capella choir singing at the Ridva.n Feast during ibe Ammal Convention in the House of Worship, May 3, 194'7.
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New Baha'i News
Editorial

Baha'i Youth at 1941 NationaJ Convention

inated perforated dome, for technical reasons; McDaniel plan had
seats on one level. capacity 1668
persons. Reed plan offered a bowl
arrangement sloping,
banked
seats. A national acoustics authority offers a satisfactory, although
not a perfect, solution to sound problems ... Both plans were submitted
to the Guardian~ and his answering
letter was placed in our hands. Every believer should read. it; the work
concerns all of us, and we are literally building for the ages. (The letter will be in the "Annual ReportsMessages from the Guardian.")
Delegates felt as if the Guardian
had been in the Temple, his instructions are so definite: The work is to
cost not more than $650,000 ; the
McDaniel plan is favored (perforated dome, etc.) with Reed incorporations if feasible. There will be
no elevator in the Temple; Founda~
tion Hall will remain as it is-some
day a National Administrative Headquarters will fulfill its purpose. Devotional part of Feasts will be held
in auditorium (upstairs); the rest
downstairs. No permanent reading
desk-this "savors of a pulpit r, ; a
portable one may be used . . .
Other discussion highlights: Original
Bourgeois design will be modified,
just as the Master instructed the
size be modified. The Guardian fa.
vors elimination of the original eight
upper rooms. Center seats in auditorium will face East. A 6-months
study of lighting has already been
Continued on page 5

Office

The N ationql Spiritual Assembly has appointed the following Baha'i News Editorial
Committee: Mrs. Roberta K.
Christian,
Chairman;
Mrs.
Bertha H. Kirkpatrick, Mr.
Gordon Fra ser.
New editorial office address:
Mrs. Roberta K. Christian
1001 West Genesee St.,
Lansing, Mich.
Material must be received at
the editorial office not later
than:
10th of Month - all reports,
local and foreign, pictures
(glossy prints), notices, etc.
20th of Month - all national
committee reports.

"European Teaching Lies Close
to the Hearts •.."
Now that a number of pioneers to
the European field have reached
their destinations, the European
Teaching Committee is receiving notice that Baha'i groups are behlg
formed in the several countries. Thus'
the Administrative Order is being
set up, and the systematic basis. for
the European campaign is being laid
in conformity 'With the Guardian's
express wishes. Surely this nucleus
of devoted' workers will prove a magnet in every country to draw to them
the power- and the confirmations
which will enable them tb establish
an Assembly in the near future.
On May 9th, Mrs. Elinor Hollibaugh of the Glendale California
Community sailed on the "Drottiogholm H to jOin the Anders Nielsons
and Dagmar Dole in Copenhagen,
Denmark. Mr. Mason Remey is mak-ing his final preparations to go to
Europe (about May 25th) as our first
itinerant teacher. Mr. Remey plans
to visit every one of our '"goal" countries during this trip, and we know
that this visit will be of fre greatest
assistance to the work everywhere ..
Mrs. Mildred Mottehedeh left for
Europe directly after the Convention, and through her U.N. connections will be able to open up a great
number of valuable and interesting·
contacts for our pioneers.
We are delighted to report that
the second native Italian believer is

now enrolled. He is Rudolfo, the
brother of Sr. Augusto Salvetti, our
first Italian believer. These two
brothers are aflame witlr the Faith,
and the MaringelIas report that tliey
are interesting many of their relatives and friends.
Through consultation a I Ihe Convention and through conferences with
the different friends altendirg the
Convention, the E.T.C. is cognizant
of the fact that the European teaching campaign lies close to the hearts
of all the North American believers.
This is a· great source of gratitude
and re-inforcement to the commit·
tee. The task of. furthering this teaching work and of maintaining the pioneers in the field is going to be a
prodigious one during the coming
year, and the Commit.tee will need
the co-operation and the prayers of
the entire Baha'i Community.
SPECIAL NOTICE

Green Acre Baha'i School opens
June 23rd and closes Sept. 6, 1947.
To stimulate early attendance a
special 10% discOWlt will be allowed on all WEEKLY RATES
from June 23rd to July 15th. This
discount does not apply to daily or

week end rates. The management
would appreciate early reservations.
Mrs. Flora Valentine, Manager
Green Acre IDn
Eliot, MaiDe
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National Spiritual Assembly
lished on another page. In addition,
consultation will be proyided to National Committees between the
monthly meetings, thus making for
a more continuous contact with the
different phases of the national work
and better coordination of effort.
6. The national campaign in North
America includes the formation of
a National Spiritual Assembly in
Canada in 1948; the formation of a
total of 175 local Assemblies in the
United States and Canada by April
21, 1948; th~ beginning of work on
the Temple interior this calendar
year; and a bolder proclamation of
the Faith to the masses. •
7. Thirty-five pioneers are to be
maintained in Europe, requiring the
dispatch of eight or nine new workElinor RoIlibough, of Glendale. Caliers during the next few months.
fornia, sailed for Copenhagen, Denmal'k~
8. Continuance of intensive work .on Ma~' 9, 194'7.
in Central and South America, where
Germany: The National Spiritual
two National Assemblies are to be
Assembly has asked tlie Geneva Buformed in 1951.
reau to send a petition to the AlThe pamphlet issued last year on
the four objectives of the Seven Year lied Military Control on behalf of
Plan continues to be a source' of the Baha'i prisioners of war. The
information on the rna in features of various Christian churches had
made such a petition . . . but the
our work.
Baha'is were excluded from it.· We
The world around us is losing he? rt.
The way ahead seems overshadowed cabled the Guardian for his guidance
to the non-believer. The momentum and received his reply "APPROVE
PETITIONlNG--SHOGHI." Help has
of the negative forces is accelerated.
This is the mission of faith in been a sked from the NSA of America
Baha 'u'llah: to create assurance, in the wording of this document.
reveal the light of the Sun of Truth, Ten Baha'is are still prisioners of
unveil the mysteries of the inner war: one in Great Britain. six in
life, and hold open the doors to the France, two in Moscow, and one in
unification of mankind by the new Yugoslavia . . . The New Year celebra tion was attended by over 100 . .
wodd order of Baha'u'lliili.
The COQ vention accepted the re- A new believer has declared himself
sponsibility of this crucial year. It in Schwerin .. Annamarie Schweizgenerated the power to galvanize er has visited monthly ten regional
groups . . . The NSA has appointed
the whole community: As we individually strive to serve, the unmeasur- Mrs.-Branns-Forel, one of their memable resources of the Kingdom will bers, as Baha'i delegate to the World
Esperanto Congress in Berne. Mrs.
corne to our aid.
Devotedly, your fellow-workers, Brauns-Forel is' the daughter of the
late Prof. Forel, the eminent Swiss
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
thinker and wpiter, who became a
Baha'i through correspondence with
'Abdu'l-Baha.
Austria: The Baha'i Spiritual As- tures. A newly declared believer in
Poland: Another request for two
sembly of Vienna has been reconsti- Prague has held the Fast.
New Eras in Polish for the Warsaw
tuted . . . and are in close touch
France"; The Paris friends have University has been met.
with the Geneva Bureau. They are . asked for close communication with
Turkey: From Iskenderun (fortranslating "Baha'i Procedure" . . . the Geneva Bureau and hope that merly Alexandretta) a believer who
have an active children's group, ages it will be possible to route some had in the past been in touch with
ranging from 7 to 2{).
of the French-speaking pioneers and the Geneva Bureau has written
Czechoslovakia:
"The
Czech itinerant teachers through France ... again. French literature is needed
Friends of the Baha'i Cause" gath- . The matter will be brought up for there.
ered for the Naw-Ruz celebration ... consultation at the Swiss Baha'i ConYugoslavia: A letter from Heisent greetings over twelve signa- vention in Zurich.
delberg, Germany, requested that a
"TO HOLD OPEN THE DOORS .. "
Beloved Friends;
The National Spiritual Assembly
has sent a letter of greeting and
announcement of plans and policies
to every individual member of the
American Baha'i community. The
aim of that message was to contribute to the spiritual solidarity and
resolve of the entire Baha'i body at
the beginning of the second year of
the second Seven Year Plan.
The tasks allotted to us need th~
full awareness and conscientious ef~
fort of all. We are all alike, the
trustees designated by the Master
for the fulfillment of the Divine Plan.
Among the principal points to note
this year are:
1. The National Budget calls for
a total income through con trihutions
of $300,000.00, an increase of $50,000
over the Budget adopted last year.
Two projects alone call for funds
equal to the entire Budget Sf.>t for
the successive years of the first
Seven Year Plan-Temple interior
ornamentation and European teaching, whose combined appropriations
are $150,000.00.
2. The National Assembly is withdrawing
rapidly as possible its
members from work on National
Committees, in order to maintain
the Assembly as an administrative
rather than executive body, develop
its own collective capacity and pre~
serve clear vision for the whole area
of Baha'i activity in North America.
3. National Committee functions
have in several cases been r~ae
fined as opportunity for better coordination of the work became apparent.
4. As far as possible, National Committee appointments have been made
on the ba sis of service on only one
Committee.
5. The NSA has adopted a schedule of monthly meetings, as pub-

as

Excerpts from "Geneva Exchange"

BAHA'i NEWS
UNew Era" be· sent to a German
prisoner of war in Yugoslavia . . .
The book reached him quicklY and

he has written asking for a study
book. in Esperanto in order to give
a course in his camp .
India:
There are seventy-one
Baha'i centers in this country. Their

18th Annual Convention was held
April 27 to May l.
Switzerland: Our two pioneers,
Elsa Steinmetz and Fritzi Shaver,
are at their posts in Berne . . .
The community now has five members. . . . Loving Baha'i greetings
to the friends in all lands . . .,
NOTE: The British, according to
their physicians, are now in danger
of loss of health through inadequate
diet. For British Baha'i addresses,
see "BAHA'f NEWS" for November,
1946, p. 15.

----Wilmette Letter

from page 3)
made. One delegate suggested ramps
instead of stairs, another asked about
construction materials, another about
colors, another advised study of 1a test techniques used in UN installations, another recommended consultation with Baha'I artists ... This
work will now begin. We must finish
it by 1953-50th anniversary .of inception of the Temple project. This
means an extra $100,000 to the N ational fund every year for siiX ,1pars.
We can do it.
" ·itt
"
SOMETHING NEW IS ADDED
Many of us never experieIi':cedt real
mass consultation before. Prnm-ptness was new. So was fra~ess
without hard feelings. ConSultation
was assembly-line in the goOd _~nse:
we felt like producers. We ha# the
kind of consultation the Gmi!rdian
describes: "dispassionate, i·aIJ:tiOUS~.
and cordial." There were 3" r'~sons
for this: excellent agenda: i~xpert
chairmanship; more rna turltYf.; (We
suggest importing this convention
type of consultation. into ~day
Fea sts : why not a tImed" ;;tg'enda,
qistributed in advance?)
1-~:
MAKE YOUR COMMUNITY GROW
Charlotte Linfoot (No. Cali!.')~ Our
publicity attracts the masses,~ What
have we to show them? They _must
find us strong, vigorous. LS~" must
judge itself in relation to whol¢t'world
community; know, use its lo~~.1 talent; appoint only necessary committees, check on them; lea rn how to
use the 19-day Feast . . " Mildred
Mottahedeh (So. New Yorki: Baha'is having mutual financial dealings might work through the LSA,
(Continued
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not to teach but to liTe the life .
thus avoid future disaffection
Charles Krug (Mass.): I defy an Philip Sprague (So. New York): Our
Assembly to get into trouble if they prohlems reflect lack of knowledge
will read PTomuIgation. I. 69 . . . of the Teachings; the Word of
Charles read a letter from the Guar- the Manifestation is identical with
dian regarding some trouble which the pm,vel' of the. Manifestation . ~ .
had occurred that we should for get Terah Smith (No. New York) on fund
the past; that the more people dwell contributions: Dwell on the theme
on differences, shortcomings, failures "He is the All Bountiful." Learn the
the more discouraged, negative they law of giving. The world has tried to
become; it is better to get busy on establish an economics on the princonstructive plans' . . . Larry Hautz ciple of scarcity . . . Annie Romer
(Wisconsin): At present a few are (So. Carolina): How conspicuous we
worked to death, others not used. are in new areas. People point us out,
We need a national censUs to screen say "That's a Baha'i. I don't know
out abilities, ta1 ents . . . Marvin what it is." . . . Joseph Noyes (No.
Newport (No. Illinois): Train pm· New York): We need time-economy.
spective believers carefully, or you LSA could consolidate its work . . .
harm the community . . . Allah Kal- Florence Reeb (Ohio): We meet after
antar (New Jersey): Listen to peo- every large meeting, to evaluate its
ple without prejudice; don't say "He strong, weak points.
is old-he is young} etc." but "What
YOUTH ON THE MARCH
is he saying'?" . . . Borah Kavelin
U nJier the clarified youth status,
(So. New York): We need strong said 'Charles Ioas (Chairman, Youth)
LSA's with full attendance . . . Rus- every youth of fifteen or more is
tam Payman (So. New York): We a member of the Community. Baha'i
need a coordinating committee youth have contacted other organiza·
made up of all committee chairmen tions in schools; helped with large
... Rafi Mottahedeh (So. New York): scale meetings in universities {700
Don't neglect those who fail to a t- people at University of illinois); are
tend meetings; give them special doing regional circuit, national and
care . . . . Emeric Sala (Quebec): international work; have their vaStart a community project e.g., help cation·leisure to contribute. Commita minority group-the purpose being
Continued on page 6

Principal speakers at Youth Banquet. Georgian Hotel, Evan~n. during Annual
Convention. Left to right Annamarie Mattoon, Henry Jarvis who plans to retw-n
to Heidelberg, Germany where he served a.s a. ca.ptain in the U. S. Army; Louise
Baker recently returned from pioneer work in Puebla and Coatepec, Menee; and.
Stanley Bolton just lately from Sydney, Australia who served a.s cba.irman 01
the banquet.
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Twenty..nine new students came to hear E:ineric Sala. in the BaM 'J Center iD the
new goal cJty of: Cienfuegos, Cuba. The picture shows Em.eric and his wife, Rosemary. center. with Jean SUver. pioneer. just behind them, surrounded by so-me of
Ute students of Ute Faith as they came out of the Center during the Salas' visitl
there in January,

pray-but don't force them. A children's meeting could be held to coincide with the regional meeting.
More literature coming soon. Delegates' suggestions: Train your children as Baha'is; make them proud
they're Baha'is; if there's one child
in a community, have a child's cIasi.;
if children can't come to class, send
class to them; parents' education is
the real problem: Louhelen summer
school holds Baha', Parents' Conferences with leading educators.
_
NEIGHBORS TO THE SOUTH
Louise Baker brought the first contribution from the Mexican provinces
to our fund: A gold piece one of
the new Mexican believers received
as a child from her mother . . .
Emeric Sala and Dr. Malcolm King
reported La tin America has been
growing faster than we, might surpass us. Octavio Illescas believes
"Latin America will burn with the
joy of the Baha'i Faith." Sr. Carlos
Vergara, early Mexican believer,
Chairman Mexico City LSA, greeted
us. A Brazilian assistant consul and
a Bogota believer, were among those
invited to platform by spokesman
Elizabeth Cheney, (pioneer, Paraguay). Edwin Mattoon, Wilmette,
told us visual aids are widely_ used
in teaching there; we were shown
about 35 slides of Latin-American believers, conferences. Latin America
wants pioneers-especially men.

tee overlapping must be correoted,
ABOUT BAHA'i CHILDREN
committee facilities (such as new,
Child training was never discussed
improved Youth Bulletin) pooled. with such fervor before. Annamarie
Youth must be fully utilized. Rustam Mattoon of Wilmette recommended
Pay man : In Tihran the National the Brattleboro, Vt. plan for chilYouth Committee is second only to dren's meetings: a child prays; 2
the NSA. Wt= have to make use of or 3 principles are read to children
our youth. Let's- not just say it and from "A Baha'i Child's ABC," and
forget it. Let's do something about they discuss the reading; art work;
tomorrow before tomorrow becomes closing prayer; refreshments. They
yesterday . . . Elinor Adler Holli- also collect a fund for NSA. She sug- "THIRTY-FOUR BY
baugh (Bolivia pioneer-now leaving gested using children in Baha'i ac·
FORTY-EIGHT"
for Europe): The youths' mere phy- tivities: to open door, serve guests,
HMore" is the word for North
sical presence teaches . . .
Time out for lunch now. We ate
at the cafeteria in corridors outside
Foundation Hall. Late-comers (Le.
everybody) stood in line, but thus
got a chance to visit. Food was good~
inexpensive.
More on youth: A delegate suggested placing those of 21, a little'
over, on LSA's. Teaneck:t N. J. youth
have put on dramatizations of the
Faith by Nancy Bowditch of Brookline, Mass.; Baltimore youth put on
a home-written pageant-a youth
study nucleus resulted . . . Suggestions: Send youth to Summer
Schools on scholarships; start "penfriendships" with foreign countries;
Kathryn Mortensen (No. Illinois)
urged discretion for youth; an interracial Baha'i group, walking in Los
Angeles, had been stopped by squad
cars, detained; Matthew Bullock
(Mass.) felt that walking together is
not indiscreet, pointed out that twoBail and Farewell. Canadian friends at the 194'7 National Convention.. Fromthirds of the world's population are next year forward, Canada- will have its own National Spiritual Assembly and. fts.
colored. (Applause).
own Convention.
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America- this year. The Guardian
. has ca]]ed for 34 new Assemblies
by 1948. This means more funds-

"Consultation Is of Vital Importance'"
"In this Cause, consultation is of
vital importance; but spiritual conference and not mere voicing of
personal views is intended. . . .
The purpose is to emphasize the
statement that consultation must
have for its object the investigatio,n
of truth. He who expresses an opin~
ion should not voice it as correct
and right but set it forth as a contribution to the consensus of opin~
ion; for the light of reality become s
apparent when two opinions coincide. . . , Man should weigh his
opinions with the utmost sincerity,
calmness and composure. Before ex-

pressing his own views he should
carefully consider the views already
advanced by others. If he finds that
a previously expressed opmlOn is
more true and worthy, he should
accept it immediately and not wilfully hold to an opinion of his own.
. . . . Therefore true consultation is
spiritual conference in the attitude
and atmosphere of love. Members
must love each other in the spirit
of fellowship in ~Jrder that good results be forthcoming. Love and fellowship are the foundation."

Ober (Mass.) asked how many use many activities, instead of the star
their Divine Plan prayer daily; about event.
BAHA'! SCHOOLS
6 raised their hands.
After Marguerite Sears spoke for
NEW IDEA AT THE TEMPLE
. Green Acre-where Eliot mothers
. A projector, turntables and screen
gladly send their non·Baha'i children
have been installed in Foundation
to junior classes, youth have a four
Hall. Every half hour, visitors will
weeks session, adults praise the in~
be shown a IS-minute illustrated talk
tellectual fare-I wondered how the
here: slides showing Temple's
lther spokesman could compete; they
growth, mean!ng.. with music, pro- did well, however: Louhelen (W.
fessional voice-recording. We hope Foster) bas separate sessions for
this feature will be made available juniors (10-14 years) and seniors (15for sale to communities: it's new, 2G years), besides Parents' Conferappealing.
ence and general sessions; famed
VOTING WAS EASY
for new ideas, new talent, this School
There seemed less tension, more is now working on a complete
ease, at this voting than ever before. Baha'i curriculum for all. (The Eg·
The b'l.lloting became one phase of glestons have just given the School

and immediate land, about 9% acres~
to the Faith). The lnternational
School (Ophelia Crum) trains pioneers for Europe, Latin America.
Geyserville (Arthur Dahl) in the
California vineyards, stresses workshop techniques. When Canada was
a sked to report on its school, John
Robarts, Toronto, said, Which one?
We have five, adding he didn't wish
to seem competitive, but all are outstanding. One, newly given to the
Faith, is in the Laurentian Mountains, north of Montreal. . . .
Encouraged to add to the agenda,
delegates suggested about 18 more
topics. Among these: National fund;
European relief; race unity; policystatement on Communism; state
conventions; religious instruction in
public schools; universal script; wire
recorders; county fairs; national talent census; action with State Boards
of Education regarding Baha'i holidays.
HAVE YOU INDEPENDENT
MEANS?
Saturday morning
we studied
prayerfully the Guardian's Convention cable. The Guardian asks for
pioneering or deputizing in Europe
by "all American believers possessing independent means . . . . " Most
persons decided they had independent means, whatever their· financial
condition. Mamie Seto (No. Calif.)
said: We are not limited by our independent means. We are limited
by our love. A believer made a large
contribution; people said, he has
much money; I sa id no, he has
much love . . . . Non-contributing
Assemblies were frequently mentioned; these, it seems, are not always the same Assemblies; 10 many,
it was incredible that any LSA would
neglect its N alional contribution.

more teachers - more travelers more settlers. It's mandatory-we
have no choice. Margery McCormick
(No. Illinois) keynoting for NTC
said: Weak communities (12 or less)
must be strengthened; "spiritual
prizes!> (LSA's which are alone in a

state) must be held; 40 groups of
6 or over must be raised to LSA's ..
Summary: "34 by '48." Delegates
asked for more Regionals - large
areas mean time, cost; for new blood
on Regionals; for work by area be-

lievers rather than Regional Committee members; for a less intellectual appeal in teaching. Harlan

Site of La.urentia.n BabJi'l School, Canada.. recenUy donated by Emeric $ala and
Siegfried Schopflocher. The N.S.A. has appoink:d a committee to conduct the activities and plan the development of tbis new summer scbool.

-'ABDU'lrBw.

Continued on page 8
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TEACHING BY AIR
William Sears emceed some of the
National radio shows for us. These
include twenty spot announcements,
present the Cause in striking nevI
ways~ allow tieups with local acti"vities, are available on loan from
the National Radio Committee.
THE BIG MEETINGS AGAIN
It costs about $000 to $1000 to present a large public meeting. Rebudgeting of activities was stressed.
Other topics discussed: Teaching by
mailing
out
liter;::tture
(Peggy
True); value of public relations
.counsel (William C. Henning); request that NSA ask neighboring res-

taurants to remove racial barriers
during Convention.
THE HOLY PORTRAIT
OF THE BAB
At a special meeting, the NSA
voted to permit viewing of the Babls
Portrait. One reason: This is the
last
Convention
the
Canadian
Baha'is will share with us . . . . Viewing the holy Portrait went forward
with dignity and silence. A prayer
was read by Pari Zia-Walrath; Rustam Payman chanted in Persian;
Edwin Mattoon quietly directed us
as to procedure. The Portrait was
unwrapped from a white silk cloth
with large blue-purple designs; it
was set between vases of white and
pink flowers; we saw again, as at
the Centenary, the gold frame, the
green mat with rays of gold light
through it, the slight, seated figure
of the Bab; His grave eyes looked
at each of us as we paused briefly
before it. (You thought for a moment of the sun fla shing on Him and
His band of heroes, riding through
Persia in the morning of the Cause,
and heard the battle-music in the
air). Only for Baha'is, the viewing
took about 35 minutes.
AMONG THE PIONEERS
I chatted with some pioneers; Bob
and Margot Miessler leave for Sao
Paulo; Amelia Bowman for Scandinavia; the Alvin Blums for New Zealand with' their baby daughter. Jean
Gates (Colorado) has confirmed
several Chinese officers, coll~ge students, leaves for China this fall,
plans to open a Baha'i cooperative
in Hongkong; Robert Imagire (Nevada) leaves at the Guardian's direction for Japan. Dr. Malcolm
King, just back from Haiti, Dominica, Jamaica, showed me a letter
from Elena Marsella, Boston pioneer to Dominica; excerpt: ;;1 never
felt things so completely out of my
hands. All I did was talk, and people just flowed to me."

Baha'i monument recently completed which marks the graves of Mirza Abu'IFadl and Mrs. Loa Getsinger buried side by side in the Baha'i cemetery outside
Cairo, Egypt. The monument is designed as a pillar sapporting the Globe, at Ute
base of the piUar an open Book.

MAGIC, 1947 MODEL
John Allen of Burlingame, California, presented a Peirce Wire Recorder to the Temple. Sunday the
machine introduced itself: "} am a
wire recorder . . . to record all the
business of the beloved Faith of
Bah3'u'llah . . . " George True explained' revolutionary uses of the
hair-thin wire: it reproduces sound
accurately and permanently; records meetings; keeps historical records; is erasible; can be used by
public speakers to rehearse. (My
guess: it will make us all permanently guarded in our speech). We
understand it recorded No. California delegate Ali Yazdi's Rf<Jvim address; Esther Wilson's Louhelen a
capella Baha'i Choir, also featured
on RiQ-van progrC},m; the public Temple talk given Sunday evening by
William Sears.
"
GOODBYE TO CANADA
Meanwhile 26 Canadians met at
the F,Ia?iratu'I.Quds, cabled the
Guardian, appointed a secretary,
Laura Davis, previewed their first
Convention. It looks as if· the United
States will be in for strong spiritual
competition from both Latin America and Canada.
SEND MORE PACKAGES
Henry Jarvis left Germany two
months ago. He told us: The German friends, out of touch for ten
years, want personal contact with
believers every-where - especially
the U.S. and Canada, because

they're interested in Baha'i Administration as developed here. Keep
on sending packages. A gift, small
here, looks big there. They" need
strength to teach.
TOWARD THE CLOSE
Sunday we had more reports, comments; they went fast, because we
were moving along on the dot. Examples: Beatrice Ashton, fo'- Study
Aids: Every community that is
growing is a community that is
studying . . . Kenneth Christian
(Michigan), on Pamphlet Literature:
We need both intellectual and popular material. Pamphlets must be
simple, attractive, cheap. Temple
visitors are given a pearl-gray pamphlet, containing Temple picture"
sui table for framing. This new pamphlet has been written for readability, using formula of Rudolph Flesch
in "The Art of Plain Talk." . . .
College Speakers Sure"au: This agency makes college contacts for speakers . . . Ross Woodman (instrUctor,
University of Manitoba) on work at
h.is University: 7,000 students aware
of the Faith; thriving BaM'i group;
goal: permanent campus Baha'i Office . . . Bertha Hyde Kirkp-atrfck
(Michigan) on World Order Magazine: It has 2,500 subscribers. Concensus": direct the Magazine toward
the general public . . . Edwin Mattoon, on National Archives: ,The
Guardian has said certain Tabi~t~,
Relics, are the American believers'
';';most precious possessions"" We
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have no writings of the Bah; 7 Tab~
lets of Bahii'u'llah; about 2,000 of the
Master, 1,000 of the Guardian. Send

these precious belongings to the Archives; .otherwise they may be destroyed, or lost by non-Baha'i relatives. They are carefully indexed,
photostated ... Voted: Request NSA
to find the gold trowel with which

the Master first broke Temple earth
~

Alexander (Florida). On April 29
the Ku Klux Klan broke up an interracial Baha'i meeting in Atlanta.
Louise Taylor: Negroes have no
guarantee of safety. When an invasion occurs, it's too late to get
help. We must obtain pre-guarantees,
develop the local status, prestige' of
the Faith " Olive Alexander: Mix
with other progressive group~; be
united, sure of yourselves, before
you act . . . Elsie Austin: We must
formally protest such actions to the
authorities; mixed religious groups
are meeting in the South today; Baha'i meeting ·places must be carefully selected; "plant where the
flower can grow." It's not enough
to have a few members of other
races on Administrative bodies: WP.
need overall programming; a longrange viewing of these things not
as a 'race but as a h.uman problem . . . It was recommended to
discontinue the Race Unity Committee.
The National Treasurer who
makes our hopes realities-remind.:.
ed us again that in addition to national contributions of $250,000 (as
of. last year) we must provide an
extra $100,000 this year, to decorate
the interior of the Temple . . . "He
is the All-Bouhtiful."

problems too complex. even for four
streamlined days. Here were the
main features: The European, North
and South American teaching campaigns; inception of Temple decoration; the farewell to Canada; mature consultation; widespread use
of modern mechanical and visual
teaching techniques. Transcending
all, the fact that this is the 25th
anniversary of the Guardianship,
and that we saw the Portrait of
the Bilb.

. . Adopted: A Convention resolution for release to press, on behalf
of 989 Baha'is registered at Convention . . . Library Committee: Kee p
AFTER WORD
That's how the Convention looked
the books circulating; keep them
to me. I know there were as many
up-to-date; include Bahci~i World and
Conventions there as there were peoWorld Order Magazine. Questionple, and that much was said and
naire Committee - Nina Matthisen:
done, ever so valuable, which I have
We nOw know what interests people
nof reported. It's always a big, conmost (themselves); public response
fusing experience to see the Congratifying; their money donations invention-you catch what you can of
variably returned, with thanks; use
it.
the F4 card, and forthcoming youth
That last night we walked round
<card; they're good advance agents
and round the top steps. Each time
for public meetings. Of Ward (Chair.
around we'd walk right into the
man) and Sylvia Calhoon: "Literamoon; way to the south, Chicago
ture is carried out of their house litstained the sky winecolored. The
"rally in bushel baskets." (Applause)
Temple glistened in the cold moon. . . Amedee Gibson (So. Calif.) on
light. It kept drawing us round and
round again. I kept thinking of all
Service to the Blind: Reach the blind
the generations who will circumamthrough the sighted. For eaCh blind
bulate this "Place of the Mention
individual she has contacted hunof God" long after we are gone;
dreds of sighted. Embossed Temple
and of an old Negro folk song that
THE SUMMING UP
picture, talking book, prayer book
Even with expert management, goes: "Meetin" 'at the Buildin' soon
etc., already or soon available
there
was not enough time, The ac- be over soon be over, soon be
David Earl; World Language Comtivities are too rich and varied, the over . . . "
mittee will help you study Esperanto,
meet Esperantists," translate your
Esperanto correspondence to and
from abroad. Include an Esperanto
lelter in your relief package. Take
no sides on any. proposed world language . . . Visual Education: Marion Longyear (So. Calif.) described
Visual Aids and their present wide
use in teaching the Faith, urged
Summer Schools develop photographers, script writers, machine operators. Excellent graphics by Arthur Patterson demonstrated . . .
.John Clifford (Oregon) introduced
proposed world script:
"Ispo"~
short for "International Steno-Pasigraphy." _ .. Recommended to NSA
Present Baha'i Teachings to Education Boards as material to be
taught in public schools; ask that
Baha'i pupils be excused from
school for religious study . . . Race
relations were ably presented. The
South had such spokesmen as A.
Gerrna.n Baha'i Youih grau!" assembled in Esslingen for o-bservance of BaJui!i
Louise Taylor (Georgia) and Olive World Youth fJay, February 23. 1947.
t
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Louhelen Baha'i School Summer Program

1947
Junior Youth SessioB

Conferenee of Baha'i Parents

Ages, 10 to 14, Inclusive
.June 3O-JuJy 11, Inclusive

•

BAHA'i PRINCIPLES--Peggy True
BUILDING CHARACTER Paul
Becker
HISTORY OF THE BAHA'i FAITH-

Anna marie Mattoon
NATURE; ARTS AND CRAFTS-STUDY PERIOD
RECREATION AND INFORMAL
PROGRAMS
Counsellors-The Faculty
uYou must demonstrate, by your
high moral standards, your courtesy, your integrity and nobility,
that our Faith is not one of words
but truly changes the heart and
conduct of its adherents." Guardian's message to the Junior Youth,
September 1946.

Workshop Session
July 14-25, In~lusive
BAHA'! SOCIAL SCIENCE - Florenr:e Reeb.
~: JD.ificance of the "Oneness of
Mankind"; Word of God, the integra ting force; Justice, an expression of collective conscience; social
aspects of Religion.
MODERN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
AND TRENDS-George R. True
The light of the Baha'i teachings
brought to bear upon modern
social trends.
PSYCHOLOGY OF TEACHING Eliza heth Cheney
Study and discussion of psychological principles, mediums and techniques useful in teaching the
Baha'i Faith; practice in teaching.

Varied evening programs rence Hautz

Law-

July 26-27

Consulation on how to meet the special problems of Baha'i parents.
Sylvia Paine Parmelee M.A., Rexford C. Parmelee, Ph.D., Directors.

Mid-Sununer Session
July Z8-Angust 1. Inclusive

NEW HORIZONS FOR THE CHILD
A combination workshop and lecture approach to child problems
presented by Baha'i. and nonBaha'i specialists. - SylVia and
Rexford Parmelee, Directors.

brought to bear upon modern social trends.
HOW T'() TEACH-Elizabeth Cheney
Psychology of Teaching mediums
and techniques; subject matter.
COURSE ON DISPLAYS AND EXH1BITS--Arthur Patterson
Illustrated lectures on theory of
colors, arrangements and materials, followed by class work. To
provide elementary training in
presenting the Cause through use
of displays and exhibits.
BAHA'i FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES-Helen Patterson
Introductory Course.
VARIED EVENING PROGRAMS.
Counsellors-Edith McLaren and Albert Segen.

Laboratory Session

Rates and Reservations

August 4-15 Inclusive

Rates-For room and meals, per
day, per person.
Adults: Single room ........... $3.00
Double room .......... 2.50
Dormitory ............. 2.00
Youth ......................... 1.75
(Note: Above rate applies only for
Youth in attendance at regular
Youth Sessions)
Single meals for visitors not in
regular attendance:
Breakfa st ................ .40c
LUnch........... .. ...... SOc
Dinner .................... 85e
Reservations should designate:
1. Session in which yOU wish to
enroll.
2. Type of accommodations preferred, and, if you wish transportation from Flint or Davison, the exact date, time and place of your
expected arrival.
Please make reservations by mail
as early as possible to:
LOUHELEN BAHA'f SCHOOL
3208 South State Road
Davison, Michigan

BAHA'j COMMONWEALTHArchie Tichenor
Baha'i administrative plan and institutions;
BaM'i Community;
scope of Universal Peace.
UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSE
OF LIFE-Gretchen Westervelt
The reality and value of Religion; elements of spiritual growth.
HUMAN RELATIONS Mathew
Bullock
Study and discussion of interracial work, including political,
economic and psychological conditions.
VARIED EVENING PROGRAMS-Bertha Kirkpartick

Senior Youth Session
Ages, 15 to ZOo Inclusive
AalrDBt 18-29. Inclusive

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL LIFEElements of spiritual growth; personal living; family relationships.
MODERN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
AND TRENDS--William Sears
The light of the Baha'i teachings

Glimpsing Local Communities
Dumont, N. J.

Baha'is of Fargo. N. D. and friends at. Naw-Rnz banquet.

A highlight of the teaching efforts
was the public presentation of the
Baha'i Faith at the Parent-Teachers
Association open meeting at the
Washington School. At this time the
Cause was for the first time presented in Dumont publicly under
non-Baha'i auspices. The Baha1is had
sent a form letter to different
local organizations, offering free
speakers on timely subjects. As a
result Allah K. Kalantar was invited
to speak on ,I Brotherhood" from the
Baha'1 point of view. with a Rabbi~
a local Lutheran minister and a

-
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Laurentian Baha'i School
Inaugural Session
At Beaulac, Que., Canada
July 26-August 2, 1947
Opening: Saturday, July 26, 8 p.m.
Open House: Sunday, July 27th, 8:30
p.m.
Rates: Room with meals $21.00 per
week;· $3.50 per day. (Single
meals: Luncheon 80c, Dinner $1.25)
Reservations: Apply to Mrs. Carl
Lohse (Atlantic 7217), 3360 Ridgewood Ave., Apt. 17, Montreal.
Limited
accommodation
make
early reservations necessary.
Bahit'i Youth and Children will,
we hope, attend Youth Week, August
9th to 16th. If, however, some par-

ents cannot attend the general ses·
sian without their children, the Main·
tenance Committee will try to accommodate them by special arrangE>ment.

Beaulac is 9 miles north from Rawdon on the road to St. Donat. Take
bus to Rawdon and there transfer
to the St, Donat bus. By C:l!' qrive
42 miles north of Montreal on ROll te
18; tum left at the filling station one
mile before reaching Rawdon and
drive another 8 miles to Beaulac on
SI. Donat Highway No. 18.
The Laurentian Baha'i Farm is
open for the friends all year r:)und.
It is situated in good skiing country.
Should you wish to spend your summer or winter vacation there, please
write to William Suter, Beaulac,
Que.~ for further information.

young Catholic priest, speaking on
the same PTA program. About 100
people, with 6 Baha'is, were present. The PTA got much publicity
before and after .. Mr. Kalantar spoke
first, and the Baha'i princ~ples set
the tone for the whole. evening. The
chairman closed this meeting on
"Brotherhood" with a reading from
. a recent book on different faiths,
quoting, "As Mr. Kalantar brought
out, the words of Christ, 'Love thy
God with all thy heart . . . and thy
neighbor as thyself.' U

Youth Weeks at Green Acre
The Green Acre Youth Committee
has been diligently working all
spring, trying to arrange four weeks
of study J play and fellowship for this
summer. We have been fortunate in
in securing such excellent teachers
as Mrs. Marguerite Sears, Dr. Genevieve Coy, Mr. Borah Kavelin, Mrs.
Ellen Sims: we have arranged interesting courses: "God Passes By,"
"Blueprint for Unity,"
llSelf-Improvement," "Workshop in Teaching," and many others; we've made
plans for fun-producing extra-curricular activities - dances, weiner
roasts, ocean swimming, stunt night,
etc. Now the success of the four
weeks is up to the Youth themselves.
We would like to encourage Youth
from all over the country to come
to Green Acre this summer. We want
to know the Youth from Chicago,
from Georgia, from California, from
Texas, as well as the ones from
Maine, New Jersey and Maryland.
We want to work and play together
and to truly put into practice the
principles of "living together" that
our wonderful Faith teaches us.
Come for one or for all four of
the Youth weeks this summer. The
date are: July 6-12, July 13-19, Aug.
17-23, Aug. 24-30.
-GREEN ACRE YOUTH COMMITTEE

Green Acre Needs Furniture
Communities or groups interested
in having a share in refurnishing
bedrooms at the Green Acre Dormitory, in consultation with the Management. kindly write Mrs. Flora
Valentine, Mgr., Green Acre, .Eliot,
Maine.

Green Acre T oath Committee. From
left to right: J>lary Jane 'LangraIl, Jessi-

ca Perry.

Edith

Segen,

June

Sims.

Clarke Langrall. Not appearing in pic-

ture: Harrison Lanp-all.

A Junior's Book of Religion
Have you and your children read
"A Junior's Book of Religion" written" by Marguerite True and ap-

proved by the Child Education Committee?
Mrs. True has divided the booklet
into three parts. Part I tells of the
prophets from Adam through Baha.''u'llilh. In Part 11 there is a description of the World of Tomorrow under the headings "The New Laws
for the Nations t t and the ~ ~La ws for
the People of the World." In Part
III fundame.ntal questions which children ask about the Faith are answered.
The book, which costs twenty cents
(.20), may be ordered from the
Baha'i Publications at 110 Linden
Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.

San Francisco, Calif.

Recently members of the San
Francisco Baha'i community with
other Baha'is of the Bay Area were
the guests of the Cosmos Club of
San Francisco at its annual entertainment and ball. An audience
which numbered nearly 1500 by the
time the speaker wa s introduced enjoyed an unusually fine and varied
Continued on page 12

Party given a.t the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworih BlackweJl in Chicago in
honor of Robert and Margot Melssler* brother and sisler pioneers, who are on their
way 10 join their parents, resident pioneer seHlers in Sao PauJ.o.* Brazil.
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musical program and heard Mr. Anthony Y. Seta, chairman of the San
Francisco Baha 'f Assembly give the
talk of the evening. Mr. Seto praised
the Cosmos Club for its Qutstand:ing
effort in the promotion of good-will
and understanding between the
Taces and outlined the Baha'i belief
in the oneness of mankind and the
Baha'is' efforts in their own f.ield toward the realization of that principle
in the world.

•

BOise, Idaho
As always, Naw-Ruz was'a most
happy celebration in .BaM'i communities throughout the land. In Boise,
Idaho this special event was held
in the Recreation Lounges of the
Boise Junior C<>llege. A delightful
buffet supper was prepared and
served by the friends. The program
inclvded readings from the Writings,
.prayers and excerpts from articles
on the subject of Naw-Riiz, the
Bahil·, calendar, etc. The full attendance numbered 56, including 30 nonBaha'is. The invited guests, amongst
whom were several college professors and their wives, teachers from
other local schools and others prominent in education, expressed appreciation for a most wonderful eve-

Honolulu

The Honolulu Baha'is celebrated
Naw·Ruz at the Baha'i Center with
a most beautifully planned affair.
Decorations consisted
of potted
palms, rare ferns and flowers. Huge
bouquets of 'cup--of·gold' filled the
air with exotic scent and emphasized
the idea of spring and the New Year.
In back of the table was placed a
plaque of chartreuse on which the
Greatest Name was outlined in fresh
miniature lavender daisies. A stand
with a candelabra containing seven
candles, was placed to the right of
the speaker, and during the reading
of IAbdu'I-Baha's "Seven Lights of
Unity" the electric lights were
dimmed. As the meaning of the
seven candles was read, each of the
candles was in turn lighted. The program included talks and music and
refreshments were served at tables
set out on the lawn. The Center was
filled to capacity, with many extra
chairs added to accomodate the unusual number attending.
Char lottetOlL"" p.E.r.

From Charlottetown, P .E.1. comes
a long newspaper article on "Why a
New Religion?" placed in the Public
Forum column of the HChar~ottetown
Guardian. This column is open to
the discussion by correspondents of
questions of interest,
H

ning.

Schedule of N.S.A.
Meetings, 1947;1948
May 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10. 11, 1947.
June 6, 7, 8, 1947.
August 2, 3, 4, 1947
August 29, 30, 31, September 1,
1947.
October 3, 4, 5, 1947.
November 7, 8, 9, 1947.
December 5, 6, 7, 1947.
January 1, 2, 3, 4, 1948.
February 6, 7, 8, 1948.
March,25, 26, 27, 28, 1948.
April 28, 1948.
Annual Convention, April 29,
30, May 1, 2, 1948
All meetings of th~ National
Spiritual Assembly will be held
at the Haziratu'l-Quds except
the meetings of August 2, 3, 4,
1947. which will be' held at.
Green Acre.
Reports and recommendations requiring action at successive meetings should be ad.
dressed to the NSA well before
the meeting dates whenever
possible.

Him; we cannot help it, We pray
because love of God is in us; prayer
shows our degree of attachment to
God. When we pra:-i, we become instruments of God's purpose.
Through prayer the inner hearing is
quickened, "
Katherine McPhee stated that we
can aid the world objectives by contributing to the National FUnd. She
quoted the follov,ring words of Shoghi
Effendi: "We must be like the faun·
tam or spring that is continually
emptying itself of all that it has and
is continually being refilled from an
invisible source," Mr. Paul Haney
in speaking of the Guardian's· guidance said, "The Guardian walks a
step ahead of us in all our Baha~i
service."
There was an excellent spirit of
fellowship and unity throughout the
conference. The hospitality of the
Greensboro friends was great. Margaret Ruhe, chairman of the Reginal Teaching Committee of Ga.,
S.C. and N.C., closes her report by
saying, •'There is something electric
when Baha'is come together and all
of us felt impelled to rededicate
ourselves to the great work that is
ours.n

Butte, Montana

Classes have been held for teaching
each Tuesday evening, On Wednesdays for Procedure and Administration~ Thursdays, open forums .are
Greensboro, N.C.
Twenty-four people attended the held, and on Fridays a prayer meetRegional Teaching Conference held ing.
in Greensboro, N,C, on April 5·6,
Public meetings have been held
The theme of the conference was each month all year. Three outside
"Answering the Guardian's Call," speakers have visited and also BaEach' session began with carefully hit 'f speakers from within the reselected prayers and readings beau- gion. Forty-five new contacts have
tifully presented. Annie Romer in shown definite interest during this
reviewing the "God-Given Mandate" time. During the year, two new beopened with the stirring words spok- lievers were welcomed,
en by Siyyid Kasim to Mulla 1:Iusayn Evanston, Ill.
as he bade him go forth on his quest,
A talk on PThe Baha'i FaithH bv
"I declare you equal to the task." Carl Scheffler was presented as one
Space does not permit us to re- of six talks in an interest group on
port all details, but we wish to share Comparative Religions· at the. FIrst
a few of the highlights with our Presbyterian Church in Evanston,
readers, "The Individual's Role" in· Illinois. On other evenings guest
the Guardian's Plan was discussed. teachers· spoke about the Jews, the
Mrs. Margaret Ruhe pointed out that Quakers, the Unitarians~ the Hindus
each Baha'i should evaluate his ovm and the Presbyterians.
assets and talents, and make sure
On April 10th, the Evanston Bathat he is using and developing hati Community conducted a pUblic
every· possible skill for the good forum at Northwestern University
of the Faith.
in .the chapel of the Sigma Alphe
Helen Bishop spoke about prayer Epsilon Fraternity. Those taking
and stated that "we show the de- part were: Miss Betty Pace of World
gree of our attachment to the Faith Republic, Inc., a nation-wide st\ldent
by our use of prayers." She contin- movement for world government
ued, "If we love God, we mention
Continued on page 14
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National Budget for Second Year
Of Second Seven Year Plan

Publishing Announcements

Present-Day Administration of the
Baha'i Faith-a clear, concise statement on the Administrative Order
OBJECTIVES ONE AND THREE
of the Baha'i Faith by Horace Hol£4... Consolidation - ForIIlation of New National Assemblies
ley, reprinted from Baha'i World.
$ 18.000.00 Subject headings: The Guardian, the
1. National and Regional Teaching Committees
28,000.00 Local Community~ the Spiritual As2. Inter-American Committee
1,500.00 . sembly, the National Spiritual As·
3. Canadian National and Regional Teaching Committees
sembly, the Annual Convention and
300.00
4. Youth Activities Committee
the House of Justice. Pamphlet, self·
5. Baha'i Schools
1.000.00 cover 18 pp. Price 10 copies
$1.00
25.00
6. Study Aids
Faith for Freedom-pamphlet 22
pp. with illustration of the Baha'i
B. -Proclamation of Faith to the Masses
15,000.00 House of Worship on cover. Excerpts
1. Public Relations Committee
from Baha'i Writings including the
10,000.00 Principles, Steps to World Order,
2. Radio Committee
3,000.00 Character, Life Beyond Death, Seven
3. Temple Teaching Committee
300.00 Candles of Unity and Prayers; also
4. World Order Magazine Committee
5. Visual Education Committee
500.00 "Headlines Tomorrow" by Marzieh
$1.00
6. Questionnaire Committee
300.00 Gail. Price 20 copies
Baha'i World Faith, Centennial
500.00
7. Service to the Blind Committee
edition-bound flexible red leather,
750.00 gold lettering and top. Copies still
8. Library Committee
9. Teaching Literature (NSA)
500.00 available. This edition should be in
every Baha'i individual or Assembly
OBJECTIVE TWO
$5.00
Temple Construction (Second Year of Plan)
100,000.00 library. Price
OBJECTIVE FOUR
Appreciations of the Baha'i FaithInitiation of Systematic Teaching Activity in Europe
a new edition containing over sixty
1. European Teaching Committee
50,000.00 letters of appreciation from prominent people from all parts of the
Total for Seven Year Plan
229.675.00 world. This book is invaluable in
teachi,.g and publicity work. Price
SERVICE COMMITTEES
per copy
.25
1. Publishing Committee
0,000.00
2. Baha'i News Committe€!
3,500.00
The Thirty-fifth Annual
3. Baha'i World Editorial Committee (Operating Expense)
250.00
4. International Expense
Gathering Conunemorating
3,810.00
5. Child Education Committee
50.00 'Ahdu'I-Baha's Visit to America
6. Archives Committee
50.00 June 28, 1941-West Englewood, N.J.
7. Committee on America~ Memorial to 'Abdu~l-Baha
15<t.00 Picnic 12 noon to 3 P.M. (Bring Basket Lunch; Cake and Beverages
served).
Total. for Service Committees
7.810.00
PROGRAM-3-5 P.M.
. BAHA'i WORLD CENTER
Baha'i World Center - Annual Contribution
3,600.00 THE SPIRITUAL FOUNDATIONS FOR WORLD
C=ENSHlP
THE BAHA'i WORLD
Opening Prayer and Address of
Printing cost~ Baha'i World, Volume X
5,000.00
Welcome.
MAINTENANCE OF PROPERTIES
Chairman, Wm. deForge
1. Temple
12,500.00 Music ............ Gladys Childress
2. Other Trustee Properties
.5,800.00 Vocal Duet .... June & Carol Kelsey

1.
2.
3.
4.

Total for Properties Maintenance
ADMINISTRATION
Expense of Annual Convention, State and Province
Conventions
.
General Administrative Expenses
Secretary's Office
Treasurer's Office

Total for Administration
RESERVE
Reserve for Contingencies
TOTAL NATONAL BAHA'i BUDGET FOR 1547.48

17,500.00

1,500.00
6.000.00
10,000.00
3.000.00
20.500:00
15,915.00
$300,000.00

'Abdu'I·Baha's Address at First
Unity Feast in 1912 .......... .
Reader, Pearl Hafezi
SpEAKEJiS

The Emergence of a World
Community ...... Matthew Bullock
The Consciousness of World
Citizenship .... '" .... Terah Smith
The Founding of a World Civilization and Culture .... Reginald King
Prayers at the Grove: 5 P.M ..... .
Mrs. Carrie Kinney
Mrs. Maude Gaudreaux
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originating at Northwestern Univer- Interational Relations group of the
sity; Dr. James C. McLeod, chief- Universtiy of Califo-rnia Y.W.C,l'~. on
chaplain at the University; Mr. March 28. The luncheon was arCharles M. leas, Northwestern stu· ranged by Mrs. E. T. Grether, wife
dent and chairman of the National of the Dean of the School of Business Administration at the UniverBaha'i Youth Committee, and Dr.
sity of California; and Miss Sally
Edris Rice-Wray, Baha'I teacher and Hatfield, chairman of the student
Evanston physician. Mr. Harlan group. Present were seventy-five stuScheffler was chairman of the pro- . dents, as well as sponsors of the
gram and music was supplied by Y.W.C.A.~ wives of well-known proMiss Mary Elizabeth Moore, soprano fessors, and leading citizens.
Miss Austin in speaking on "Peace
and Baha'i student. Refreshments
were served at the close of the pro- -an Adventure in Human Relations,
ref~rred to the Baha'i Faith only
gram.
once at the beginning of her talk
There were about 150 present, when she said her remarks would
many of them Northestern students be based on the principles of the
and a beautiful atmosphere prevai~ed Baha'i Faith. Her talk was followed
throughout the evening. Although a by long applause, and immediately
great many more invitations were bOth students and adults took up the
. sent out than the number attending. word "Baha'i" and asked directly
it was felt to be of considC"rable and eagerly for more and more invalue since the programs were sent formation. The Berkeley Baha'is who
so as to reach the 10,000 persons on were present appreciated the abund-the campus and they carried ex- ant goodwill for the Faith which
cerpts from the Teachings. It \~.~as had been a roused.
gratifying to receive a letter of congratulation and best wishes from one
of the most prominent faculty members and department heads at the
University. The meeting received
Latin America cooperating _ with
widespread publicity .and the Ev- the pioneers, has arisen with a will
anston believers feel that it wa s .an to fulfill the beloved Guardian's new
excellent fore-rUllller for many more Seven Year Plan, according to the
such occasions on the cam pus.
results which have been coming in
by cable and letter. Eleven goal citJ3eTkeley, Calif.
The BaM'is of Berkeley enter- ies reported assembly status. These
tained friends and neighboring Ba- include Vina del Mar, Chile; Sao·
Paulo, Brazil; Sucre, Bolivia; Quito,
ha'is at the Naw-Ruz Feast on the
Ecuador; Cali, Medellin, Cartagena
evening of March 20 at the Y.M.C.A.
and· Contratacion, Colombia; Puebla
Hospitality House. One hundred and
and Coa tepee, Mexico, and Que-pos,
eighty were in attendance. The pn:lCosta
Rica.
gram was arranged to interest Ba-

Baha'i Directory
The National Spiritual Assembly in publishing the annual
Baha'i Directory this year will
include telephone numbers with
local
Assembly
addresses
wherever possible.
Will Assemblies please send
as soon as possible the· phone
number they wish used by believers passing through their
city.
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Baha'i Questions
The National Spiritual Assembly invites local Assemblies
to send in questions concerning
the teachings or the administration which they find it impossible to answer to the satisfaction of the local community.
Such questions will be briefly
answered from time to time in
Baha'i News for the information of all the believers.

Latin America Has Arisen With a Will

..ha'is and non-Baha'is alike.
Dr. Eugene Staley, executive director of the San Francisco Area division of the American Institute of
Pacific Relations, spoke on "Report
from Lake Success". Dr. Staley had
just returned from Lake Success,
where he had a:!isisted in the drafting
of the United Nations' report on economic reconstruction in Asia and
the l"arl!ast. Mrs. Marzieh Gail
presented the Baha'i teachings in an
excellent talk entitled, "New Day".
Artlwr L, Dahl. Jr., who acted as
chairman, ~wed clearly the relationship between the efforts of the
United Nations and the Teachings
of Bahit'u'Uah,
Miss Elsie Austin was received
with great enthusiasm as the g'....·.est
speaker at a special luncheon of tfle

Mexico is the first Latin American
country to report two new assemblies in one year and Colombia is
the first to- report four new ones.
Colombia now leads in number of
assemblies with a total of six, Chile
is second with a total of four, while
Brazil al'ld Mexico are tied with three
each. Bolivia, Ecuador and Costa
Rica have two each, while the fifteen remaining countries have one
assembly each. The general activity
is shown by the fact that forty new
groups were formed during the first
year of the new Seven Year Plan.
Eight of these are included among
the new assemblies and seven more
are approaching assembly strength.
Every assembly has attempted to
adopt· a goal city as its extension
teaching project. During the year a
total of 224 new believers have been

reported in Latin America, making
an increa se in the total number of
believers of approximately fifty.
The Guardian has now announced
that he will begin to send a "Haifa
letter" to the leading centers of each
Latin country, thus linking them directly with him. The Convention had
the joy of greeting Sr. Carlos Vergara, his charming wife and family
of Mexico City, accompanied by a
new believer from that city, Sr. Fritz
Aguilar of Lima! Peru; Sr. Alvaro
Lievano of Bogota, Colombia; Sr. Pedro De LaCruz, formerly of Puerto
Rico; Mr. and Mrs. Emeric Sala
and Mr. Charles Mason Remey, who
recently returned from visits to Latin
America; Miss Louise Baker, just
returned from Mexico after working
with the friends in the formation of
the two new assemblies there; Sr.
Octavio Illescas, just back from a
visit to Havana· and Cienfuegos,
Cuba, and Dr. Malcolm King, just
returned after spending a year in
Porl-an-Prince, Haiti. Dr. King also
helped in the establishment of regional work in the Do'minican Republic and Jamaica.
.
New plans are going into effect
this year to enable the Latin American friends who have attained maturity,in the Faith, to take over to
an increasing extent, the responsibil..-
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ity for and direction of teaching in
their various cOlUltries, for the ex~
periences of the past year have
shown that they are now ready for
this. International teaching committees are being formed, one for South
America and one for the northern
zone> including Mexico, Central
America and the West Indies. As
in the case of national committees
in the United States, a quorum will
be established of members within
easy reach of one another 1 so that
consultation can be ,readily held. All
but one member of each of these
committees, are native Latin Americans. The South American Teaching Committee will include Sr. Esteban Canale, chairman; Mr. Artemus Lamb, secretary; Sr. Hugo Ateagabeitia, Srta. Betty Rowe and Srta.
Rosi Vodanovic. Inter-regional teachers and special consultants for this
committee are Mrs. Gayle Woolson,
Mrs. Gwenne Sholtis and Mrs. Shirley Warde. The Central American
Teaching Committee will include Sr.
J osi Antonio Bonilla, chairman;

Mrs. Marcia Steward, secretary;
Sra, Natalia Chavez, Sr. Gerardo
Vega and Sr. Oscar Castro. Inter·
regional teachers and consultants include Sra. Chavez, Mrs. Sheila RiceWray and Sr. Octavia Illescas. The
panel of all Latin American teachers, recently approved by the National Spiritual Assembly, will be
used in connection with projects in
the various countries.
Regional Committees, each one
confined within its own country, will
cooperate \\oith the international
committees and also with the assemblies in connection with their extension teaching work. To stimulate
new and also mature communities,
experienced teachers will be exchanged between neighboring countries from time to time. Plans are
being made to tryout the novel
correspondence
teaching
plan.
worked out in San Jose, Costa Rica,
in other countries, and also to perfect and extend the general correspondence teaching work for new
contacts and friendly groups,

All of those interested in teaching
or pioneering in either North or
South America, are invited to send
in their applications for the Latin
American session, June 18 to 27th
inclusive, at the Baha'i International
School, Colorado Springs. There will
be a deepening course and also
teaching practice for all students,
with stress on applied psychology
and finding the most attr,<:tctive methods of presenting the Faith, so that
new contacts may come to comprehend its true significance with as
much help and as few obstacles as
possible, aJJ:d so that the desire of
every sincere Baha'i to share his
great gift with his world, may be
more readily fulfilled. These principles will be applicable to teaching
in either the north or the SQuth,
It is not obligatory in any way for
stUdents at the Latin American sessitm of the International School to
volunteer for pioneer service. We
can teach our Latin American
friends here at home through contacting Pan-American organizations
and being kind and hospitable to
La tin friends from the various countries, In many large cities and especially in the southwest, Latin
Americans will be found, who will
be eager to learn, if we know how
to approach them. Our exchange of
teaching methods and experience
will also be helpful in contacting and
teaching our northern friends. Those
free and \Villing to volunteer as pioneers to Latin America, will, of
course, be extremely welcome, for
there are still twelve countries without a single pioneer settler. Only ten
are receiving pioneer help at the
present time.

Some Baha'i Marriages

A Baha'i marriage was solemnized at
the home of Mr, and Mrs. Sigfrled J ohoson at 175 First St., Batavia, Dlinois on
Sunday, April 13, after a civil c-eremony
had lUlited the former Miss Carol Numm
and Mr. Gus Tunkin. The young couple
wHl make their future home in Provi-

dence, Rhode Island.

.

On Saturday, Feb, 22, a Baha'i roar-

riage service was read for Mr. Rouholah
Zargarpur of Teheran, -Iran, and Miss
Alice Sclmeider of Chicago at the bride's
Elena MarseUa's study class jn Ciudad Trujillo, including the entire Rodriguez
fa-mlly. pictured a.bove,'enroUed as Baha'is a short tim:e a-fter the visit to that city
of Emerlc and Rosemary BlLb in .Jan. 1947. Elena, wrote: ~'The one at the left with
the buttons is me." A large group of eager hearts are a.waiting Elena's return to
Santiap in the Dominican Republic. Sheila Rice-Wray of Chicago has just arrived
there to help her.

home,

Friday evening, March 21, at the Chicago Baha'i Center, the w-edding of Mr.
Edwin Koyl of Chicago and Miss Marion
Elizabeth Clark of Independence, Mo,
and lately of Chicago, took place with a
Baha'i marriage service.
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Two National Public Meetings
Attract Large Audiences
San FTancisco~ Calif·
The San Francisco Public Meet·
ing was held in the auditorium of
the California Club the evening of
March 29th, 1947, with Elsie Austin
chairman. Although a heavy rain
fell throughout the day and there
were several major attractions tak~
ing place the same night, there was
an attendance of a bout 370 people,
including many of the Negro race.
Two days before the rrfeeting, Miss
Austin was interviewed by representatives of the press at a luncheon which lasted almost two hours.
during which time members of the
various newspapers asked many
pertinent questions concerning the
aims and objectives of the Baha'i
Faith. The day before the meeting
Miss Austin was interviewed over
the air by Anne Holden on her popular. program. Advertisements appeared in three of our daily newspapers. with articles appearing well
in advance of the meeting and continuing through the week of the
meeting.
The talk of the evening "World
Order Through World Faith" was
well received by an attentive audience, many of whom later expresst::d
their pleasure at having the opportunity of listening to such a clear,
pra ctical and thought-provoking address.
Colorful posters were placed in
various districts of the city. on bulletin boards, in churches and windows of business establishments. In
mailing their invi ta tions entirely
neW organizations and groups were
contacted. Their report
states:
"Many indeed were the complimentary remarks heard about the very

beautiful invitations used on this occasion, many declaring that they

were the most beautiful they had
ever seen."

life.
~BAHA'U'LLAH

Mr. Christ Olsen, Racine, Wisconsin,
April 22, 1947.
Mr. Hiram Bolton, Ashuelot, N.H., May
1, 1947.
Mr. Charles H. HaChe, Arlington, California, April 19, 1947.

The Cleveland Public Meeting was
held On March 27th in the Crystal
Ball Room of the Tudor Arms Hotel.
Dorothy Baker was the speaker ,"vlth
Lawrence LaRocque presiding as
chairman. The estimated attendance
at this meeting was 600 with about
two-thirds white and the other third
colored. About 100 people stayed to
ask questions at the close of the
meeting, 40 of whom were men.
These people were given a special
invitation to attend the local fireside
groups.
The Cleveland friends feel that
their very successful meeting was
due in part to the efforts of a pro~
fessional publicity agent whom they
engaged and who secured very fine
free publicity for them. A fifteen
minute radio talk wa s given over
station WHK by Mrs. Baker. In the
five days l\ln. Baker was in Cleveland, she spoke at twelve separate
meetings. In these additional meetiog a bout 600 more people heard of
the Cause.
"It is our fervent prayer," state
the Cleveland friends, "that very
tangible results wil! be forthcoming.
The Cleveland Baha'is probably profited the most from the enoobliog
experience of uniting their individual
efforts with those of other devoted
Baha'is in this world-wide crusade
of spreading the sacred teaching of
Baha 'u'llah, We are all very grateful for the opportunity which the
nationally sponsored Public Meeting
brought to our doors."

BaM" Addresses
National Office:
.
536 Sheridan Road. Wilmette,
Illinois.

Treasurer's Offic e:
111} Linden. Avenue.
Illinois.

1.

Regional
youth.

enrollments,

2

adults,

2

Calendar

Cleveland, Ohio

In Memoriam
Death profiereth unto every confident
believer the cup that is life indeed. It
bestoweth joy and is the bearer of gladness. It conferreth the gift of everlasting

Enrollments by Assemblies
Washington, D.C. 1, Wilntington. 2, Tor~
onto 4, Independence 2, Urbana 1. Seattle
I, Chicago 3, Miami 4; Philadelphia 1.
Dayton 1. Providence 1 youth, Los Angeles 2, St, Lambert 1 youth. New York

Wilmette,

Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette.
minois.

Ninet-een Day Feasts
June 5
June 24
July 13
The anniversary of the Martyrdom of
the Bab July 9 ,Cabout noon)
National Assembly Meeting - July 3. 4.
5, and 6.
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The Challenging Requirements
of the Present Hour
A Letter from the Guardian
Under date of June 5, 1947, the Guardian has -addressed a commllili·
cation of vital import to the BahaTs of North and South America, and
to the American Baha'i's serving the Faith in Europe. It has been
printed as a 36·page booklet, and a copy mailed direct to all the indio
vidual believers.
Last year the new Seven Year Plan was inaugurated and given force
by Shoghi Effendi's letter "A God-Given Mandate." Now the actual
working out of the Plan in relation to the four major objectives is
illumined for us by this latest crative expression of the Guardian's vision. To the individual Bahati it brings the botUlty of new courage and
understanding; to the Committee it supplies directives; to the community and group it offers a blessed occasion for the rededication to
the work of the Cause of BaM'u'Il8h.

Exerpts from the Guardian's Letter
The Balui'i World Commonwealth
IIDuring this Formative Age of the Faith, and in the course of present and
succeeding epochs. the last and crowning stage in the erection of the frame-

work of the Administrative Order of the Faith of BahiI'u'Il8h-the election
of the Universal House of Justice - will have been completed, the Kitab-i·
Aqdas, the Mother-Book of .His Revelation, will have been codified and its
laws promulgated, the Lesser Peace will have been established, the unity of
mankind will have been achieved and its maturity attained, the Plan conceived by ~Abdu'l-Baha will have been executed, the emancipation of the
Faith from the fetters of religious orthodoxy Vlill have been effected, and
its independent religious status will have been universally recognized,
whilst in the course of the Golden Ag~. destined to consummate the Dispensation itself, the Banner of the Most Great Peace, promised by its
Author, will have been unfurled, the World BaM'j Commonwealth will Have
emerged in the plentitude of its power and splendor, and the birth and
effiorescence of a world civilization, the child of that Peace, will have conferred its inestimable blessings upon all mankind."

A ·Rededication to the Tasks
"The fourfold objective, which the prosecutors of the Plan, in the present
early stage of its development, are now pursuing, and which is designed to
stimulate the dual process initiated during the opening phase of the
Formative Age of the Faith, must be strenuously and unfalteringly pur·
sued. The second year of the Seven Year Plan must witness, on all fronts,
on the part of young and old alike, rich and poor, colored and white, neophyte and veteran, a rededication to the tasks undertaken and an intensification of effort for their futherance wholly unparalleled in the annals of
American Bahil'i history. In every state of the United States, in every province of the Dominion of Canada, in every republic of Central and South
America, in each of the ten selected sovereign states of the European continent, the ever-swelling legions of Baha'u'llith's steadily advancing army,
obeying the Mandate of 'Abdu'I·Baha, launched on the second stage of their
world-wide crusade, deriving fresh courage from the exploits that have
(Continued on page 2)

our

5e4)ond pioneer to Spain. Mr_
Eduardo Gonzales, new from New' York
to Madrid, .June 12, 1947.

European Teaching
The latest pioneer to depart for
the European field of teaching is
Eduardo Gonzales (see picture), a
member of the Guayaquil, Ecuador t
Eaha'j Community, who left by PanAmerican Airplane from New York
on June 10, to assist Virginia Orbison in Spain. Mildred H. Clark from
the Denver Community, sails on June
27 direct to Oslo to serve as pioneer
iP Nonvay. Because of visa difficultjes, Anna KWlZ was delayed- in her
s::;iling on June 10, but will leave for
her post in Switzerland as soon as
transportation has been secured for
her.
The E. T.C. has been heartened and
rejoiced by a windfall of itinerant
teachers. ImmediatelY after the Convention, Mildred Mottahedeh fiew to
Europe for an extended business trip
and has included in her itinerary
visits to at least· six of our goal
countries. Several reports have alrf:-ady been received from the pioneers a bout the assistance she has
(Continued on page 2)
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given them. Mason Rerney left by
plane on May 29 to visit the pioneers
in everyone of our ten countries and
enthusiastic accounts have already
arrived about his stay in Nonvay
and Sweden. Eva Mae Barrow from
Cleveland, sailed on June 10 to spend
her Summer holiday working with
the pioneers in Berne, Luxembourg
and Brussels. The Bishop Browns
who are to be in Sweden on official
business, will assist the pioneers in
Stockholm and Copenhagen. On June
18, Marion Little- (see picture) from
the New Orleans Community, sailed
or.. the S.S. America, to spend from
six months to a year in Europe.
making substantial visits to all of
the Centers in the European field.
In spite of the difficult shipping

conditions, reservations have been
made for the remaining seven which
the Committee hopes· to have in the
field to meet the Guardian's desire
for thirty-five pioneer teachers in
Europe by October L

European Relief
In the May issue of the News, it

1947

distinguished the opening phase of the present stage of their enterprise,
must strain every nerve to scale loftier heights of heroism, and deploy, over
a wider range, their divinely sustained forces, as their present Plan unfolds
and moves towards a climax""

The Community !\lust Arise
"Invested, among its sister communities in East and West, with the primacy conferred upon it by 'Abdu'l-Baha's Divine Plan; armed with the mandatory provision"s of His momentous Tablets; equipped with the agencies
of a quarter century .old Administrative Order, whose fabric it has reared
and consolidated; encouraged by the marvelous success achieved by its
daughter communities throug},tout the Americas, a success which has
sealed the triumph of the first stage of that Plan; launched on a campaign
of vaster dimensions, of superior merit, of weightier potentialities, than any
it has hitherto initiated, a campaign destined to muliply its spiritual progeny in distant lands and amidst divers races, the community of the Most
Great Name in the North American continent must arise, as it has never
before in its history, and demonstrate anew its capacity to perform such
deeds as are worthy of its high calling. Its members, the executors of
'Abdu'I·Bahil's Plan, the champion-builders of Bah,,'u'llah's embryonic
Order, the torchbearers of a world-girdling civilization, must, in the years
immediately ahead, bestir themselves, and, as bidden by 'Abdu'l-Bahii,
'increase' their exertions 'a thousand-fold', lay bare further vistas in the
~range' of their 'future acheievements' and of their 'Wlspeakably glorious'
mission, and hasten the day when, as phophesied by Him, their community
will 'find itself securely established upon the throne of an everlasting d0minion'. when 'the whole earth' will be stirred and shaken by the results
of its 'achievements' and 'resound with the praises of its majesty and
greatness', when America will 'evolve into a center from which waves of
spiritual power will emanate, and the throne of the Kingdom of God. will, in
the plenitude of its majesty and glory be firmly established."

was stated that 200 CARE packages
had been sent to Europe. Word
comes from the European Relief
That Great Republic, Undivided and Undefeatable
Committee of the New York Com"Many
and divers are the setbacks and reverses which this nation. exmunity that since December of last
year, 680 such packages have been tolled so highly by 'Abdu'l~Baha, and occupying at present so unique a posi~
sent, of which 610 went to Germany. "tion among its fellow nations, must, alas, suffer. The road leading to its
Many more communities and indi- destiny is long, thorny and tortuous. The impact of various forces upon the
viduals throughout the country have structure and polity of that nation will be tremendous. Tribulations. on a
sent packages of both clothing and scale unprecedented in its history, and calculated to purge its institUtions.
food and we now know that the re- to purify the hearts of its people," to fuse its constituent elements, and to
CEipt of these gifts has greatly bol- weld into one entity with its sister nations in both hemispheres, are in~
stered the morale of the friends in evitable.
other lands.

BaJui'i Receives National
Recognition
One of our Baha'is received a signal honor this spring, mention of
which is made in columnist John
Temple Graves department of The
Birmingham Post (Alabama), which
follows in its entirety.
"Robert Durr, editor of the Birmi1:lgham Weekly Review (for N e~
groes), will receive from President
Truman in Washington this week the
Wendell L. Willkie Honorary Mention Award for Negro Journalism.
This is an honor indeed, and all of
us. who know and like Editor Durr
must be happy not only that he has
v.on it but in terms that give him the
good will of both races at home. That
is a test of successful Negro journalism in the Deep South." Dated February 24, 1947.

Dinner in honor of Mrs. Marion M. Little t extreme right) in New Orleans, prior

to her departure, June 18th, for Europe as an itinerant

leacher~
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"In one of the most remarkable Tablets revealed by <Abdu'l.Baha, South America
pasages of which have already been quoted on previous occasions, written
Artemus Lamb has recently been
in the evening of His life, soon after the termination of the first world war,
t(1 Chicago to consult with the Inter·
He anticipates, in succinct and ominous sentences, the successive ebulli· America Committee about the plans
tions which musi: afflict humanity, and whose fuJI force the American nation ot the South American Teaching
must, if her destiny is to be accomplished, inevitably experience. ''The iUs Committee. These plans include an
from which the world now suffers,' He wrote, 'will multiply; the gloom experiment in a city where a strong
which envelops it will deepen. The Balkans will remain discontented. Its local assembly is already estab-restlessness will increase. The vanquished powers will continue to agitate.
lished. This assembly would put on a
They will resort to every measure that may rekindle the flame of war.
week's series of public meetings preMovements, newly-born and world·wide in their range, "Will exert .their sented by the La tin friends themutmost effort for the advancement of their designs, The Movement of the selves and coordinated with radio
Left will acquire great importance. Its influence will spread.'
and press publicity and visual dis"The agitation in the Balkan Peninsula; the feverish activity in which plays such as posters, pictures of the
Germany and Italy played a disastrous role, culminating in the outbreak Temple and displays of Baha'i books
of the second world war; the rise of the Fascist and Nazi movements, in store windows. Prior to opening
which spread their ramifications to distant parts of the globe; the spread the series of meetings the chosen
of communism~ which as a result of the victory of Soviet Russia in that community will have intensive study
same war? has been greatly accelerated-all these happenings, some un- of how to carry through adequate
equivocally, others in veiled language, have been forecast in this Tablet, classes for those who become inter·
the full force of whose implications are as yet undisclosed, and which, we ested during the public meetings. The
may well anticipate, the American nation, as yet insufficiently schooled by purpose of the experiment is to show
adversity, must sooner or later experience.
the assemblies that they are capable
"Whatever the Hand of a beneficent and inscrutable Destiny has reserved of carrying on public teaching with
for this youthful, this virile, this idealistic, this spiritually blessed and a proper follow-through resulting in
enviable nation, however severe the storms which may buffet it in the days community activity and the addition
to come in either hemisphere, however sweeping the changes which the im- of new members,
pact of cataclysmic forces from without, and the stirrings of a Divine
The South American Spanish bulembryonic Order from within. will effect in its structure and life, we may, letin plans to carry an article about
confident in the words uttered by 'Abdu'l-Baha, feel assured that that the Teachings to stimulate knowledge
great Republic-the shell that enshrines so precious a member of the world and activity as well as news.
community of followers of His Father-will continue to evolve, undivided
and undefeatable, until the sum total of its contribution to the birth, the
rise and the fruition of that world civilization, the child of the Most Great A Week of "Teacher Training"
The National Teaching Committee
Peace and hall-mark of the Golden Age of the Dispensation of Baha'u'1!ah
felt that the inspiring spirit of the
will have been made, and its last task discharged,"
convention was carried over into the
Teacher Training Techniques Course
held under their direction in Chicago
Latin American Baha'is are moving ment of the Guardian's objectives.
from May 5th through May 9th_ Fordefinitely toward the goal of two N a- Centra] America
ty.seven Regional Teaching Committional Assemblies by 1953. Central
Marcia Steward is serving as sec- tee members, representing twentyAmerica and South ~merica h~ve retary of the Central American five states remained over for these
now each its own NatIOnal Teachmg Teaching Committee with headquar- cIa sses. The sessions were also open
Committee and each cOuntry in th~se ters at San Jose, Costa Rica. This to any Baha'i interested' in unique
areas has its own Regiona~ Teach.mg committee is planning a Spanish teaching technics and attendance at
... Committee located in a sIngle CIty. news bulletin for Central America, each session averaged approximately
For the first time the Latin friends Mexico and the islands. This will forty-seven.
The various sessions were con·
v.rill be directing things for th.em. contain news, suggestions for teach.
selves with only one ~orth Ameru?an ing and a special article On some ducted by teachers qualified in their
pioneer on each NatIOnal Teachmg phase of the Teachings written by particular field. The first session was
Committee, serving as its secretary one of the better known Baha'is of devoted to the study of the "Godand, in most cases~ none at all of the the area. Sr. Guillermo Arias has Given Mandate" by Mrs. Florence
North Americans on the regional been appointed secretary of the new Reeb. Mrs. Reeb has been teaching
committees. Pioneers, both North bulletin committee in San Jose.
this course for the past year and
American and Latin American~ are
emphasized the need for careful anThe
Central
America
Teaching
voluntarily giving up the authority
alytical
study and discussion of the
and special prerogatives which they Committee plans to use the new cor· Mandate in every community.
respondence
teaching
plan
tried
out
hr? ve had in the past in order that
Mr. Leroy loas presented the very
Latin American administration may successfully in Costa Rica last year important subject of Fireside Teachwherever
there
are
believers
able
to
take hold of these matters and deing. Mr. 10as pointed out that the
velop to the point where it can con- write good letter s in answer to ques· fundamental point around which the
fions
about
the
Faith.
Difficult
ques·
tinue uninterruptedly when the Nasuccess of this next year is going
tional Spiritual Assemblies
are tions will be referred to the National to revolve is going to be the Fireelected. It is a transition year of Teaching Committee at San Jose. side meeting. He emphasized the
(For details (}j this C<.lrrespondence plan see
great importance in the' accomplish· Ba1ui'i
(Continued on page 6)
News for May, 1947, page 2.)

Latin American Administration Develops
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National Spiritual Assembly
A Teaching Year
Beloved friends:
This is a teaching year. The
American Baha'is, confronting the
second year of the new Seven Yea r
Plan, are called upon to teach
through all our institutions. in all
our communities, and by all our believers. Of first importance is the
generation of the spirit of progress
and achievement. a determination
seizing upon us all, like one light
igniting many candles. Next come
plans and programs, to unify and coordinate the common effort. Finally
we must apply rigorous tests of

actual accomplishment to measure
from time to time the product of
our effort.
To assist the general effort, the
National Spiritual Assembly has
adopted certain policies and outlined certain ta sks.
1. In a letter to every believer in
June. the NSA requested each
Baha'i to accept the Master's chal·
lenge to confirm one soul each year,
and resolve to bring in at least one
new Baha'I before Apri( 21, 1948. "It
is known and clear," 'Abdu'I·Baha
wrote many years ago, "that today
the unseen divine assistance en com·
passeth those who deliver the Mes·
sage. And if the work of delivering
the Message be neglected, the assisf·
ance shaH be entirely cut off . . . If
everyone of the friends were to es·
tablish relations of friendship and
right dealings with one of the negligents souls, associate and live with
him with perfect kindness. and
meanwhile through good conduct
and moral behavior lead him to divine instruction, to heavenly advice
and teachings, he would graduaHy
arouse that negligent person and
would change his ignorance into
knowledge . . . If by this method
everyone of the friends of God were
to try to lead one soul to the right
path. the number of believers would
be doubled every year."
The mightIy assurance revealed
by Baha'u'llah: "Whosoever quickeneth one soul in this Cause is like
unto one quickening all the servants
and the Lord shall bring him forth
in the day of resurrection into the
Ridvan of oneness. adorned with the
Mantle of Himself, the protector,
the mighty, the generous~'·'
2. The smaller and less exp~ri.
enced Assemblies have been informed that the National Teaching Com-

mittee has been authorized to assist
them in their teaching work, and to
provide them with all possible assist·
ance this year.
3. The larger Assemblies have re·
ceived a letter urging them to ac·
cept the chal1enge of this teaching
year by developing one group to
Assembly status before April 21,
1948. Likewise the Assemblies and
groups have been informed of the
teaching call directed to individual
BahaTs, and each Assembly and
group has been urged to dedicate its
collective effort to the great mission of attracting, teaching and confirming individuals, so that its num·
ber of members can be doubled.
4. The Guardian last year cabled
that the National Teaching Commit·
tee was to establish new Assemblies
to the number needed to produce a
total of one hundred seventy·five local Spiritual Assemblies by April
21. 1948. This is a tremendous task
and one requiring effort all along
the line. In support of this task the
National Assembly is holding spe·
cial conferences with many Com·
mittees and coordinating as much as
possible their services for the development of full capacity in areas
where the greatest number of 00tential Assemblies are located. The
policy adopted has been recorded as
follows-"that in the consolidation
of the Baha'i community throughout
the United States this year, coor·
dina ted campaigns win be conduct·
ed, combining public meetings. circuits. fireside meetings. publicity,
radio broadcasts and other teaching
aids."
5. A national Teaching Theme will
soon be announced which can be de·
veloped through a series of four pub·
lie meetings by National Committees and local Assemblies.
The Guardian's inspiring letter of
June 5. announced in a special state·
ment, focuses our attention upon the
work to be done: {lOurs . . . the
task to cast our eyes upon. and bend
our energies to meet, the challeng·
ing requirements of the present hour.
Labors. of an urgent and sacred
character, claim insistently our undivided attention during the ooening
years of this new epoch which we
have entered. The second Seven
Year Plan . . . is now entering its
second year, and must. as it operates in three continents. be pro·
ductive of results outshining any as

yet achieved since the Divine Plan
itself \',.'as set in motion during the
concluding years of the first Baha'i
century.'~
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Schedule of NSA Meetings
The current schedule of meetings
bas been revised by addition of an
extra day to the June meeting. The
August meeting dates are to be from
9:00 a.m., August 2 to noon of Tuesday, August 5.

Organizatiou Meeting of
Local Assembly
Difficulties have arisen in a number of Assemblies this year concern·
ing the proper application of Article
VII of the By-Laws of a local Spiritual Assembly. H • • • The officers shall
be elected by a majority vote of
the entire membership of the As·
sembly taken by secret ballot."
The problem is whether an election
of officers can be held if one or
nJOre members of the newly elected
Assembly are absent from the city,
ill or otherwise unavailable in per·
son.
The interpretation given this By·
Law by the National Spritiual Assembly is that it requires opportunity to be given to all nine members to vote, and any absent member
can vote by mail or telegram. Such
a ballot makes the member constructively present at the organization
meeting.
Were the provision to be taken literally as meaniPg that all nine members must be personally present before the Assembly can organize, it
would open up the possibility of a
delay of weeks or even months under certain circumstances before the
Assembly could start its work. It
would even enable one member to
prevent the Assembly from being organized merely by staying away
from the meeting. Balancing the
rights of the indIvidual member with
the power and responsibility of the
institution, the NSA declares that
the member must be notified and

given due right to vote for the offiC(TS, but that the Assemb~y must
after this opportunity has been given
proceed with the discharge of its duttes. An absent member who does
not vote after having the opportunity to do so may not invalidate the
eJ ection by the others. His reason
for not voting should be expla ined
after he returns.
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Our Measure of Speed
Dear Baha'i friends:
Your Treasurer has been trying to
bring to your a ttention each month
the status of the Baha'i Fund and
the problems with which we are
faced in our effort to support the
four objectives of the Second Seven

.. The Kev That Unlocketh the Hearts ..
"'

Say: This is the Day when every ear must needs be attentive to His
voice. Hearken ye to the call of this wronged One, and magnify ye the
name of the one true God, and adorn yourselves with theornament of
His rememberance, and illumine your hearts with the light of His love.
This is the key that unlocketh the hearts of men, the burnish that shall
cleanse the souls of all beings. He that is careless of what hath poured
out from the finger of the Will of God liveth in manifest error, Amity
and rectitude of conduct, rather than dissension and mischief, are the
marks of true faith,
. Proclaim unto men what He, Who speaketh the truth and is the
Bearer of the Trust of God, hath bidden thee observe. My glory be with
thee. 0 thou that callest upon My name, whose ~yes are directed
towards My court, and whose tongue uttereth the praise of thy Lord,
the Beneficent.

Year Plan.
In a letter dated May 9th from
Haifa and signed by our Guardian
in which he emphasized the need for
speed in carrying out the initial steps
required before work on the Temple
c~n be begun, he made a very significant statement and one which I think
we all should ponder with great seriousness. He said "as all kinds of
unforeseen complications may arise
before the inter~or is completed, the
a bility to support financially the four
sooner the first _contracts are placed objectives.
and work actually started, the
Faithfully
bEtter." Those of us who were assoPmLIP G. SPRAGUE, Treasurer
ciated with the Faith during the first
S(!-ven Year Plan realize that had it
New Assemblies
not been for the frequent. admoniAs of April 21, 1947, the foltions of the Gua rdian from time to
lowing new local Spiritual
time we would never have been a hIe
Assemblies have been estab-to have completed the exterior of the
lished:Temple before the Centenary.
California - Carmel,
IngleA word of warning comes to us at
wood, Monrovia, San Mateo.
this time which carries with it the
Illinois - Champaign, Lime.;ignificance of the times which are
stone Township.
ahead.
New Jersey - Montclair (reReceipts during the month of May
stored), Red Bank.
amounted to $16.898 .98. Our Budget
New Mexico - North Albucalls for $25,000 per month, which
querque.
means that we fell short in our conWashington - Monroe (retribution by $8,101.02.
stored).
As was brought out at the ConvenBritish Columbia-Vernon.
tion much of the monies which are
Ontario--Scarboro.
in the Baha'i Fund at this time are
ea rmarked and can be used only for
specific purposes. In spite of the
contributions given at the Convention
which amounted to over $5,000.00 we
are still using earmarked funds to
the extent of $3,854.98, as of the report to the· N.S.A. of week ending
June 6, 1947.
The time is not far off when the
Temple construction will actually begin. Funds must be put aside each
n~onth out of the general contributions to take care of the interior
decoration, the European work, the
National Teaching Committee work
and the Inter-America work, which
are still going forward. Pioneers
have to be supported, their checks
have to go out regularly.
Your Treasurer would like to emphasize again that the speed with
which the Second Seven Year Plan
goes forward is measured by our Quet.ta. India-View of the Hazirat,UJ.Qads

Expulsion of Two Baha'is
The National Assembly informs
the believers that the Guardian has
expelled from the Baha'i community Dr. Abdullah Baher of New
York with his mother Touty Baher
who has recently left New York after
a stay during which time she did
I'::ot present creden~ials nor affiliate
with the local community. The GuardIan's cable stated that they had
"flagrantly disobeyed instructions. "
In that same message the Guard;an advised the NSA:-"Owing arTival of disloyal so--called Baha'is
your Assem blyt s control of credenti ais should be strictly exercised,
othenvise corruptive influences will
spread and injure the magnificent
services being achieved by the Amer·
ican Baha'i community."

with duaJ Janguage -inscription over door.
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Letters from the Guardian

4'1' eaeher Training'"
(Continued from page 3)

To Individuals

informal character of the FiresideuYou are creating a Baha'i hospitality to glorify the presentation of
the Cause."
The second day a practical workshop was held on Regional Teaching
Committee problems-this was conducted by Dr. Katherine True, a
member of the National Teaching
Committee. In the afternoon Mr.

The following excerpts from letters
written by the Guardian to individual
believers are published with the
Guardian's consent.
Use of AIlm,u-Abha
The use of "Alliili-u-Abha" in the
East is, generally speaking, confined
to a greeting. It is not said at the end
OJ prayers and the Guardian feels
that the less it is used freely in plJ-blic
by the Baha'is in the West (before
strangers) the better, as it gives a
very peculiar impression of us, and
makes us seem like some strange
Oriental sect.
Obligatory Prayers
As obligatory prayers require
either genuflection or ablution and
orienting toward Bahji, they cannot
truly be said by one person for a
group of people without it being in
effect a form of congregational
prayer, so he thinks it better to avoid
it.
Peace Predictions
It is far too early to make any pl-,-dictions about peace of any sort,
judging by the ebullitions of the
world's affairs these days! cAbdu'lBaha, in His Tablets, connects the
prophecy of Daniel (1957) with the
proclamation and spread of the
Cause. Other references regarding
this date must be considered as hearsay." -To Robert L. Gulick, July 3,

Carl Scheffler presented a discussion on the j'Preparation for Teaching." He pointed out that the force of
attraction is the keynote of all BaM'i Teaching Psychology. "To attract is the key to the technique of

teaching."
Other sessions included a Panel
Discussion on the approach to individuals of various backgrounds-the
Christian, the Jew, Youth, the Scientist, and nationality groups. :Mr.
Larry Kramer participating as a
Youth pointed out how skeptical modern youth is regarding Religion and

therefore our approach to most
young people is from the standpoint
of the logic of our great principles.
Helpful suggestions were offered by
every member of this Panel. Dr. Edris Rice-Wray that afternoon presented a session on 'CSpiritual Maturity" which is an essential state
for every Baha'i to attain.
One entire day was devoted to
National Committees that they might
present especially to the Regional
Teaching Committee members the
resources and services they offer
teaching activities-for many times
due to lack of Wlderstanding full advantage is not taken of other Na·
tional Committee services, such as
Public Relations, Questionnaire and
Visual Education, Baha'i Literature,
Youth and Children's Committees.
Mr. Albert Windust closed this
new irmovation in Teacher Training
Techniques by presenting an inspirjng session on BThe Covenant of
God." Mr. Windust stated, "We must
be prepared to defend this Divine
Tree of Life, the Cause of Baha'·
u'llall. We must carry the Sword of
the Spirit."
Every person participating in this
week of practical teaching techniques testified to the success of
such a method for Teacher Training
and it is hoped such a session may
be repeated next year.

1946.

Future Guardians
UFuture Guardians . . . cannot
'abrogate' the .interpretations of for·
mer Guardians, as this would imply
not only lack of guidance but mistakes in making them; however,
they can elaborate and elucidate
former interpretations, and can cer~
tainly abrogate some former ruling
laid down as a temporary necessity
by a former Guardian."-To Emerica Sala, February 19, 1947.

Anchorage, Alaska

•

The Public Meetings on Wednesday evening at the Anchorage Hotel
were as follows for the month of
JtJ.iay:
May 7-Vem Huffman reviewed
"This Earth, One Country" by Em·
eric Sala.
May 14--Capt. S. A. Pelle-"The
Need for the Baha'i Faith".
May 21-Betty Becker-"The Anniversary of the Bab".
May 28-Capt. S. A. Pelle-"Scier:.ce and Religion".

To the National Spiritual
Assembly
Assistance to Philippine Baha'is
He is not in favor, as he already
wrote you, of sending the Philippine
friends any other assistance than
food parcels and some Bah.a'i liter·
ature, and he does not want money
forwa~ded to them, as the American
believers have already a very heavy
program to carry out, in connection
with their present Seven Year Plan.
and can not afford to dissipate their
r.sources.~hoghi Effendi, through
his Secretary, May 9, 1947.
Warning About Orientals
As to your question as to what
races should be regarded as coming
under the heading of "Orientals in
connection with 'Abdu'l-Baha's warnings: there is no doubt He was primarily thinking of the Near Eastern
races of Islamic extraction, who have
every reason to look upon the Faith
.e!ther with contempt as a mere her~
esy within, or sect of Islam, or with
hatred as a potential threat to the
supremacy of their religion. Like'\lld.se, it is these Near Eastern races,
pllrticularly the Persian, who have
been most persistently exposed to the
propaganda and bad example of the
Covenant-breakers, old and new, and
from whose ranks these very Cove-nant·breakers have sprung. These
circumstances, combined with the
fact that, like his Prophetic Forebears. Baha 'u'llah appeared amongst
the people most in need of enlightenment-and hence at their lowest ebb
morally-are the reasons for not only
'Abdu'l-Baha's and his own (Le., the
Guardian's) repeated warnings concerning Orientals, but also for the
conduct, so often demonstrated, unfcrtunately, by these same Orientals,
and which amply justifies our attitude of great precaution and wariness concerning receiving them in
U

The Declaration of the Bab was
observed on May 22nd after sunset
at Frances Wells' apartment with
recordings of the Centenary program. The Ascension of Baha'u'llah
was observed at 3:00 on May
29th by six Anchorage Baha';s.
It is gratifying to report that three
new Baha'is registered during May:
(1) Capt. Salvatore A. Pelle on May
12th, shortly before giving his first
public talk on the Baha'; Faith (Capt.
Pelle's home is just outside the city
bmits of Anchorage so technically
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our midst and believing their declarations to be sincere. Shoghi Effendi
also feels tbat the Moslems of India
should likewise be included in this
category, owing to their respective
religious and racial background.
If any credentials your Assembly
receives, issued by other National
Assemblies, are ambiguous in tone,
you should \}'Tite the body in question
and request tbem to clarify the matter. and be more specific in the future. At present the Guardian does
not want- to introduce any set international form of credentials.-Shoghi
Effendi, through His Secretary, May
9, 1947.
Note: The National Spiritual Assembly is issuing to local Assemblies, and to National Committees and
Regional Teaching Committees, a
bulletin on the reception of Orientals.
The principle to be understood by all
the friends is that every Oriental
must have credentials before his Baha'i status can be recognized; and
te.at credentials of believers from
other countries are to be transmitted to the NSA. When accepted, new
credentials are issued to those believers by the NSA, for their use
while in America.
Bah8'i Association with United
Nations
He feels the friends should bear
in mind that the' primary reason
that he is encouraging Baha'i association with the United Nations is
to give the Cause due publicity as
an agency working for and firmly
believing in the unification of the
human family and permanent peace,
and not because he believes that
we are at present in a position to
shape or influence directly the
course of human affa irs! AI so, he
feels this association will afford the
believers an opportunity of contactir..g prominent and progressive-minded people from different countries
al,d calling the Faith and its prin-

ciples to their attention. We should
a~sociate ourselves in every way
with all movements of UN which
are in accordance with our principles and objectives; but we should
not seek to take the initiative or
. . . focus a glare of publicity and
public attention on a very wide scale,
upon ourselves which might prove
very detrimental to our own interests. He considered, for instance, the
"Baha'i Declaration of Human Obligations and Rights" appropriate
and believes this type of action to
be wise and suitable.-Shoghi Effendi, through his Secretary, May
9, 1947.
Note: Baha'i association with
United Nations is maintained by the
National Spiritual Assembly through
an appointed special committee.
The Importance of Dired Baha'i
Activity
He cannot urge upon you all sufficiently, and through you the American believers, the importance of
Baha'is realizing that direct, concentrated and efficiently carried out
Baha'i work is not only their su·
pre me duty but the best way !hey
can serve the interests of humanity
and hasten the day when at least
the Lesser Peace will become a reality. We must always bear in mind
that Baha'u'llah's Order is the sovereign remedy, and all other measures, inaugurated by the United Nations or various governments, are
in the nature of palliatives t however
sound and progressive they may be.
VIe must concentrate on perfecting
our characters as individual Baha'is
and on maturing our still embryonic, and as yet imperfectly understood World Order; on spreading the
Message, according to the provisions
of tbe Divine Plan; and on building
a tightly-knit, world-wide Bahil'i community. We are relatively few in
I!umbers, and have such a precious,
unique and responsible task to carry

he is listed as an isolated believer);
(2) Mrs. Betty Jeanne Courtney,
May 22nd, just before the observance
of the Declaration of the Bab; and
(3) Mrs. Patricia Marsh, on May
29th as the sun was setting on the
Inlet on the eve of the Ascension
O! Baha'u'lhih. Capt. Pelle and Mrs.
Courtney, the two newest Baha'is,
welcomed Mrs. Marsh by handing
her white and red roses, signifying
purity and courage.
This is the second time it has been
demonstrated in Anchorage that

when a member of the community
leaves to go pioneering, her leaving
seems to be a signal for a fresh
outpouring of the Spirit, resulting
in the rna turing of new seeds of
Faith. Honor Kempton left in October, and three new believers were
registered in November and one
more in December. Dagmar Dole
left in March, and three more new
btlievers registered in May!
The weekly radio programs, newspaper advertising, Firesides and
study cia ss continued all month.

out we must concentrate our full
forces upon it. - Shoghi Effendi,
through his Secretary, May 9, 1947.
Begin Temple Work this Year
The way the European teaching
work is forging ahead and the number of pioneers being sent (and already settled abroad) greatly encourages him. It now remains for
your Assembly to forge ahead with
equal speed in carrying out the initial steps required before work on
the Temple in situ can be begun.
As all kinds of unforeseen com plica.
tions may arise before the interior
is completed, the sooner the first contl-acts are placed and work actually
started, tbe better. As you know,
he is very anxious to have work actually begun On the site this year,
and he urges you to pres.$ the mat·
ter as much as possible.-Shoghi Eff€ndi, tbrough his Secretary, May
9, 1947.
------

Two Sisters Pioneer
The departure of two pioneers
served as occasion for good Baha·i
publicity in Peoria, Ill., papers and
on the r·adio.
Miss Elinor Gregory, recently of
San Diego, sailed in April for Scandinavia. She is a Baha'i pioneer to
Oslo, Norway. About two montbs before this, her sister, Mrs. Lorraine
Wright, arrived in Japan where she
will pioneer. Since Japan is not in
tbe Seven Year Plan, Mrs . Wright
is not an ~~official" pioneer, but went
to join her husband. Both sisters received the Baha'i teachings in Peoria, and both have been active in
teaching the F ai th.
A good story headed "Baha'i Pioneer Goes to Japan" was in Peoria
papers and tbe same day Mrs.
Wright was interviewed on the radio.
Even greater publicity callie with
Miss Gregory's departure, for she
too came to Peoria, her old- home,
before leaving for Norway. Peoria
papers carried several stories concerning a Baha'i Community party
held in her honor. Station WMMJ
broadcast on its "Personality Parade" the story of Elinor's teaching
rrission through the question and answer method witb a wind-up by Elinor giving a splendid survey of the
Faith. Our correspondent says: "Baha'i hearts in Peoria go with these
sisters around the globe. It is as
if part of our community had expanded to reach Japan and Norway."
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Canada Prepares the Way
The main work of the past year

has been the planning and carrying
out of teaching circuits. Willard McRay visited sixteen Baha'i CommWlities, and spoke to more than thirty
audiences ranging from small groups
to more than one hundred people.
Mr. McKay did wonderful work in
ITzeeting with the Baha'is themselves,
encouraging them, and sti mula hng
them through stressing the grea t
need for pioneers.
John A. Robarts made two trips to
the Eastern Coast, speaking to Halifax, Moncton and Charlottetown on
the first visit and to Moncton and

Charlottetown on the second. Emeric
Sala made a Western tour, addressing large audiences in Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver
and Victoria, with an aggregate audien ce of more than 1000 people a ttending 21 meetings.
Others who have done Inter~
regional work are: Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bishop of Pasadena, Cal.
who visited Vernon, Victoria and
'iancouver, B.C.; Rowland Estall to
Victoria and Vancouver; Doris Rich~
ardson, who attended the Maritime
Summer School as visiting teacher;
Harlan Ober and Elizabeth Ober
who held meetings in the various Maritime communities; Audrey
Robarts who visited Winnipeg, and
assisted in contact work for the Pubbe Meeting there; Duncan McAlear
who spoke in the Maritime cities;
Dorothy Baker, who gave several
days to Charlottetown, speaking in
Moncton en route; Harry Ford, of
Little Falls, N. Y. who addressed audiences in Hamilton and Toronto last
November, and again, with Bahiyyih
Ford, attending a Regional Conference in Montreal; Mrs. Robert Lee
Moffett of Chicago, who has just
given an Educational Seminar in
Moncton, with meetings in Montreal
and Toronto; Laura R. Davis who
spoke in the Baha'i Centre of
Montreal.
Four bulletins have been mailed to
our entire Canadian membership,
tE"lIing of our plans and achievements, and urging all Canadian Bahci'is to greater efforts in all teaching
fields.
The first Nationally owned Sumn '.er School is a gift from Quebec
Baha'is, and is situated at Beaulac,
Quebec, a beautiful spot in the Laura
elltian Mountains, fifty miles north
of MontreaL

Summer Schools held during the
past year have been under the direction of the Regional Teaching
Committees, and are reported under
thejr headings.
The Maritimeg Regional Commit-

is assisting the three Eastern
Assemblies. Regional work, as such,
i;:-. not yet developed. Each of these
Assemblies has an ambitious extension project. Halifax is working in
Dartmouth; Moncton has undertaken
the opening up of Saint John; and
Charlottetown is working toward an
Assembly in Vernon, P.E.I. The Summer School was held at Keppock
Beach, P.E.1. with visitors from each
or the three Maritime Provinces. Doris Richardson of Toronto was the
visiting teacher.
Radio has been used in Charlotte~
town, Moncton and Halifax. Firesides are flourishing, children's
classes
in Moncton are well attended. New members have been enrolled but are in Assembly areas.
An interesting Bulietin has been pubIi shed by this committee.
u.€

Quebec Regional Teaching Com-

mittee. Here too the work has largely
been in giving assistance to Assemblies within the Region. Regular
meetings have been held, and two
very fine conferences have been held.
A successful dinner was arranged at
the Montreal Centre when the Baha'is were hosts to many interested
friends. Four bulletins have been
issued giving news of activities and
p~ans to all within the region. Assistance was given for the public
meeting in- Montreal. The committee
is also working in conjunction with
the Montreal Assembly in an extension project of great importance?
that of opening up the city of Quebec
to the Faith. This is both important
and difficult as Quebec lies in the
heart of French Catholic Canada.

Ontario Regional Teaching Committee has met regularly. and has
sponsored a number of projects. Ottawa, the capital of Canada, was
visited monthly for public meetings,
and a Fireside maintained by the
ottawa friends. In Forest Hill Village a Discussion Group and Fireside have been conducted. In Brampton Sunday Evening Firesides have
been held regularly. Scarboro has
been very active, holding a large
Fireside every Saturday evening, a
study class every Monday evening.

"A Baha'j Cbild's A B C~~ :interests
Michael and SaUy, children ·of Mr. ami
Mrs. No-rntan Reed, Toronto. Canada.

Feasts have been held in the comrr.unity and used as a means of attraction to those interested in the
Faith. A Regional member, F. St. G.
Spendlove, has held a class in
advanced teaching at the Toronto
Centre every Tuesday evening, and
many from Toronto and vicinity have
attended. The radio project, a series
of 26 broadcasts over station CHUM
each Sunday morning, was initiated
by the Toronto L.S.A. and was assisted, both financially and by members taking part in the program, by
Hamilton L.S.A. and the Regional
Teaching Committee. Two Teaching
Conferences were held at the Toronto
c-entre under regional arrangement,
and the Guardian's HMandate" was
ca refully studied, as well as consultation . taking place on teaching
and pioneering. Other methods such
CiS pamphlet distribution and fireside
,",ark were discussed at length. Two
teaching bulletins have been issued.
An International Picnic was held at
Queenston Heights Par-k, Niagara,
where some of our American friends
met with many Canadians. The sixth
Summer School was held at Rice
Lake with Mrs. Marzieh Gail, and
Mrs. Harriet Pettibone as Teachers,
Emeric and Rosemary Sala, and
Robert Gulick taking anum ber of
valuable sessions. Ottawa meetings
bave been addressed by F. SI. G.
Spendlove, Doris Richardson, Craig
Weaver, John Robarts, Laura Davis,
all of Toronto, and by Albert. Rakovsky of Montreal. Many Toronto
speakers have taken meetings in
Hamilton during the year.
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students at the University. and Em~
eric addressed the Spanish-American
Club, while each held a number of
smaller gatherings. Many new contacts were made, and the speakers
gave themselves unstintingly.
Toronto held a Public Meeting with
Willard McKay of Charlottetown,
P.E.I. as guest speaker. More than
one hundred persons gathered in the
Masonic Temple to hear this address
which was preceded by music. Twentv.five asked further information.
~
. '
Montreal's Pubhc Meetmg was
address~ by Horace Hol~ey. The
comm~mty had worke~ WIth .great
enthUSIasm to .make thIS ~~~tmg. a
means of placmg the Baha 1 FaIth
more forcefully before the, people of
Greater Montreal an? St. Lambert.
The success of .theIr efforts was
prav.en by an aUdI.ence of more than
200 m extreme wmter weather.
Thus, the work in Canada is going
fonvard with enthusiasm. Through
prayer and increased effort we prepare the way for the Canadian NaBritish Columbia Regional Teach- . tional Spritual Assembly in 1948.
ing Committee says that the "GodGiven Mandate" has spurred them
all to fresh endeavor. A Conference
India and Burma: A cablegram
was called for the study of this man- from Shoghi Effendi to the NSA of
uscript. Teaching work is being done India and Burma urged united action
it. Vernon, West Vancouver, Victor· in taking immediate steps for the
b,.. North Vancouver, and New Westpurchase of a building in Delhi for a
minster. Mrs. Blanche Liddell of Van- national Haziratu'l~ds. Shoghi EfCOllver has visited Ver~on. During fendi sent 1000 pounds as his contriM
Willard McKay's visit to Vernon that bution for "this vital urgent need of
community gave a luncheon for the Faith in this present hour." The
twenty of the town's leading citizens,
Guardian says that the hour has
2.~ which the Faith of Baha'u'Uiih was
struck when the Indian and Burmese
presented to them. A Teacher's community must take a great stride
Training Course was undertaken to forward.
assist all potential teachers and
BaM'is in disturbed areas have not
speakers in the region. Great stimu- been harmed. We quote from the
Ius has been given by visits from India and Burma News Bulletin:
Emeric Sala of Montreal, Rowland
"'During the recent riot, life and
Estall of Winnipeg, Willard McKay property of all were in danger but it
of Charlottetown, P.E.I.; Mr. and is a miracle that we all were saved
l\1:rs. Charles Bishop of California. through a mutual understanding of
Mrs. Beulah Proctor, who so lovingly our street community; otherwise we
offered her services to pioneer any all would have met with the same
place that she might be needed, has fate as our other fellow citizens."
settled in Victoria, and we look foriran: This 45 month (October, 1946ward to the early formation of an July, 1950) plan calls for 62 reestabAssembly there.
lished spiritual assemblies and 95
Winnipeg- had an audience of new centers in different parts of Per~
more than four hundred when Dr. 5ia. The plan also includes definite
Edris Rice-Wray and Emeric Sala aims.in Arabia, Afghanistan. India,
presented the Faith to them. Each Iraq and Beluchistan. Not less than
spoke over the radio in interviews;
45 families will leave Tihrfm to help
forty·n.vo spot announcements caught establish new centers.
the attention of the city. A luncheon
Italy, Florence: Teresina Gasperi
conference was held for representa- Campagni has written to Mrs. Bolles
tive people. Edris spoke to college that she was in touch through cor-

Prairies Regional Teaching Committee has been very active spreading the Faith to other cities, Ross
Woodman has spoken in Lethhridge
and Edmonton, Marion Metcalfe,
went as a pioneer to Calgary for
four months; Doris Skinner visited
Lethhridge, and Rowland Estall ~as
spoken in many of the praIrie clbes.
Again this year the Ann~al B~nff
Summer School was held with thntytwo guests from ~e s.tates and provinces. Dr. Edns Rlce-Wray was
guest teacher and her course was
"Th B ha'i Fa i thin Action,"
Thr:ugh aMr. Abas of St. Paul, Minn.,
contact was again made with the
Mohammedan community of Edmont n which is so friendly that they
h~~e offered us the use of their
Mosque if it would serve our purpose.
Extension work has been active in
Calgary where four new Baha'is
were enrolled at one time, one of
whom is our first Canadian Indian.
This region has sent one of its capable workers, Miss Gwen Clarke of
Edmonton, to pioneer in Moncton.
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Condnct of Baha'i Marriage
Service in the Haziratu'l-Qnds
The National Assembly has decided that Baha'i marriage ceremonies are not to be conducted in the
I:Ia?-iratu'l~Quds, for the simple reason that the performance of a legal
Baha'i marriage is a function of the
incorporated local Assembly and
therefore should be conducted under
the direct auspices of the local ASM
sembly. The facilities of the National
Office, moreover, are required for
r:o.ational Baha'i matters.
Believers not resident in a .c.itY
having a local Assemb:y qualif~ed
t ...- . conduct a legal marriage serVIce
may apply to any local Assemhly
which has been authorized to con·
duct the service by the civil authoritIes.
________________-,
Anniversary of The ~Iartyrdom
of The Bah
July 9 (at about noon)
(Work should be suspended this day
if possible)

I

N eW8 f rom M any La n d s
respondence with Mr. Giachery and
Mr. Marangella, hoth of whom are
now in Italy. She also expressed deep
gratitude for the many packages she
had received from Baha'is m Ameriea and other countries and wished
ftis gratitude to be expressed in the
Baha'i News, although she has written to- each one.
Bulgaria, Sofia: Miss Marion Jack
writes, "Work for the Cause goes on
quietly, but surely; the only possible
way under present circumstances.
... All our printed Bulgarian matter
was destroyed when one of our bes!
and dearest Baha'is was crushed ben<"ath her home. It is not po_ssible to
replace those precious Esslemonts
just now, but here's hopingl I have
made it my business to make littie
compilations in note and copy books
in English and French and as it is a
joy to make these copies I can easily
afford to let them linger among those
who express interest in the Cause.
. ' . One dear dame comes once a
week to read God Passes By or
Gleanings, both of which she thoroughly enjoys."
Germany: Word comes that "due
to the wonderful help of our beloved
friends in Persia and the United
States we all are getting better again.
.. We even begin to increase a little
(Continued on page 10)
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l!l weight . . . . We are all conscious

that the strength _ .. means for us a
high responsibility to dedicate thls
strength wholly to our work in His
Holy Vineyard." Translation of books
and pamphlets into German is going

on. The Guardian urges especially
the translation of God Passes By and
this is being done.
The number of declared Baha'is

has greatly increased in Germany
during the past year. When the Faith
was officially re~established in May,
1946. there were four local spiritual
as-semblies in G€rmany. A year later
the number of assemblies has increased to 11, including the Local

Spiritual Assembly of Vienna. In
March the Youth Committee published the first issue of the Bahci'i
JugendbTief (Bah;"i Youth Letter).
There are now eight Baha'i Youth
groups which meet often at regional
Dleetings.
-----

Wanted -

Temple Guides

This year the National Spiritual
Assembly ha s combined three committees into one-the Temple Pro-Among 11 new Latin America.n Assemblies, tbis ODe in Sucre, Bolivia was aided
gram, Temple Guides and Temple
fo-mUDg", throqh the combined efJo-rts of Mrs.. Gweone Sholtis, cenier. rear; CeL
Teaching-to be known as the TEM- in
Ariuro and YVOIlDe de CueUa.r of La. Paz, and Miss Flora. RoUes. Sucre. a university
PLE TEACmNG COMMITTEE.
city·. has sent Baba/is to half a dozen Bolivian towns,. while reta.iDin.g in its. co-mThis is a call to Baha'is far and manlty n adults and 2 decla_ youDI.
near to help in the Guide work, as A Letter from Shanghai, China of Denver who herself is planning to
guide, host or hostess. Increasingly
come here in December. Through
Dear Friends:
we all realize that the Temple Guide
her untiring' efforts and devotion to
I
have
felt
for
a
long
time
I
should
work is our outstanding way of
the Cause, these boys have returned
reaching people from all parts of tCi ke a few minutes and write you here fired with the kind of enthusithe world. Thus, it becomes the glo- regarding our group here in Shang- asm it takes to be successful.
rious task of the Temple guides to tai-always the Baha' i News carries
At the present time there are eight
take the casually interested visitors news items about other communities of us, Mr. Ouskouli, Mr. and Mrs.
and curiosity seekers and ignite in and we would like our friends all S. Suleimani, Mr. Touty (Iranians),
their hearts the fire of search during over the world to know about us too. Lt. Jimmy Chow, Lt. Wang Lee,
their tour of the Temple.
Capt. Chu and myself. We hope soon
Up until the arrival, a few months
This year we have the added fea- ago, of three boys in the Chinese Air it will be more.
ture of the new temple slides, to aid Force who just returned from the
We are now receiving the Baha'i
us in our work and make it more states and who became Baha'is while News quite regularly and appreciate
exciting. This does not mean that training in Denver, we were unable it very much.
less guides will be needed on the to make much progress due to the
Sincerely yours ~
days the film-strip is used-on the lack of any Chinese in our group.
BERNICE WOOl>
contrary more will be needed, for Now, however, with the enthusiastic
United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration
the personal contact is very import- help of these boys, we are beginning
Embankment Building
ant and must be maintained.
hl make some headway. On May
Shanghai, China
Our Beloved Guardian is calling 23rd we had a very nice evening;
for a total .of 175 Assemblies by elec- true, with only one guest, but he
tion time of 1948. Those who take since has spread the word among
National Appointment
pert in the guide work at the Temple some of his friends and despite the
Tendered to Boston Baha'i
are doing their part in that sacred many present day handicaps in
Mr. Matthew W. Bullock, who has
mission.
money-mad, disunited Shanghai, we been Chairman of the Massachusetts
May we suggest that you imme- are more encouraged now than at Parole Boa rd, ha s recently been
diately drop a card to the chairman any time since the war and we are elected t9 the National Probation
of the Guide department of this com- looking forward with great hope and Association Board in recognition of
mittee, Mrs. Harriet Hilpert, 924 Jud- plans for the future.
his services and capacity. Mr. Bul·
son Ave., Evanston, Illinois-and reMuch credit for the progress of the 10ck is a member of the Spiritual
SErve your day or hours of guiding. Faith in China must go to Mrs. Gates Assembly of Boston.
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Mr. W. H. Easton, Los Angeles, Califor·
nia. June 4, 1947.

Ruth Bryan Owen Speaks
for Babii'is

Sunshine teaching - The Regional Teaching Committee .of Southern Califoruia
aDd Arizona illustrates a newly snessed technil!ue for summertbne teach.iDg,
throu:h picnics and. outdoor gatheriugs a.t V1I.rious points in the region. This is at the
home of Mrs. K. W. steiDbauser, ESCODdido, CaliforDia. The group is a-bout ~aally
composed. of Bahj?is and interested friends.

Sunshine Teaching

vided by the hosts), a short talk by a
Baha'i on some phase of the Teachings, and then general informal discussion among the group. Even the
friends of the participating BaM:!s
have clamored for further meetings,
and have offered the hospitality of
their grounds. Baha'is and friends
together vote for the location of the
forthcoming meetings.
The Miami, Florida,· community
held a garden party during the Feast
of Ridvan. It was a lovely sunshiny
afternoon and· there were a bout fortyf!ve present, including Baha'is,
youth, children and non-Baha'i
guests. The Baha'is from Ft. Lauderdale were also present. One of the .
youth opened the meeting with a
prayer, then a short explanation of
the Ri4van Feast was given •. especially emphasizing the Holy Days. A
youth next read an account of the
Ric;lvan from "The Chosen Highway"
and another read "The Seven Candles of Unity." Games and a supper
concluded the celebration.

Once again nature is providing a
perfect setting for presenting the
Message of the Faith of Baha'u'llhlt.
Vacation time - summer - rather
than being a time to let down and
relax in our teaching efforts, is the
ideal time to tell our friends about
the Faith. People want to get away
from the routine. the usual, the grind
ot work and home. Everyone longs
to get out into the sunshine and open
air. Inviting our friends to a planned
picniC, garden party, weiner roast or
dawn worship out of doors is a na tural thing to do. Having a few of
the beautiful passages from the
Teachings read and giving a short,
simple and sincere talk about the
Faith is an easy way to teach. "Sunshine Teaching," then, becomes a
summertime name for ~'Fireside
Teaching," and activities of this nature have already begun:
In the Southern California and Arizona Region, a new impetus has been
given to the teaching work through
picnic gatherings promoted in variIn Memoriam
ellS points in the area, and scaled to
Death protfereth unto every- confident
strengthen and encourage the local believer the cup that is life indeed. It
believers, and to interest their bestoweth joy and is the bearer of glad.
friends in the Teachings, while estab- ness. It conferreth the gift of everlasting
lishing ties of fellowship and friend- life.
BAHA'U'LLAH
ship. So far, two have been held in Mr. Harry Grafiniller, Ft. Wayne, Indi·
Oceanside; one in Escondido (see
ana, May 14, 1947
picture); one in Southgate. Dates are Mr. Hans P. Hansen, Racine, Wisconsin.
May 7, 1947
arranged for San Diego and for RainCharles S. Frink, Minneapolis, Min·
bow Valley. Those held so far have nr.neseta,
May lB, 1947
been attended by approximately Mr. W. E. Lund. Shorewood. Wisconsin.
forty. The general pattern of these Mrs. Cecilia W. Glenn, Columbia. S. C.
March 24, 1947 (erroneously listed in
ll"leetings has been: Baha'i prayers,
Mayas Mrs. Weston)
luncheon (with all guests bringing
Mr. Bob Roberts, Seattle, Washington.
their own, coffee or other drink proJune 1. 1947

The New York Baha'is have been
taking advantage of the proximity
of the United Nations by securing
speakers from that organization to
speak on a Baha'i platform along
the principles of the Baha'! Faith.
At the same time, the chairman
gives a brief presentation of the
Faith. The meetings have been very
successful and, it is felt, of great
. value in acquainting the public with
the striking parallels between our
Faith and the highest political organization for world government.
On April 9th, Mr. Gerald L. Carnes,
Liaison Officer between the Department of Public Information of the
U.N. and the United National Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) spoke at the
Baha'i Center on the educational
aims of UNESCO. There was a brief
discussion period following his talk.
Approximately 150 people attended.
On May 8th was held the third and
last in a series of public meetings
to be given at the Henry Hudson
Hotel. The speaker was Mrs. Ruth
Bryan Owen, author ,lecturer, former
Minister to Denmark, and daughter
of the late William Jennings Bryan.
Her topic was "The Force of Public
Opinion" and her eloquence stimulated the audience to frequent spontaneous applause. The attendance
was estimated at 450.
On May 25th, Mr. Raoul Aglion,
author, lecturer, and now Official
Adviser to the Secretary General
0: the U.N. spoke on "Ethical Principles of the United Nations_" About
125 people attended.

Contents of July World Order
One Moral Order or Anarchy
G. A. Shook

A World Educator
Louise A. Greger

Abdu'l-Baha in Budapest
Rustem Vambery

A New Race of Men, Editorial
Gertrude K. Henning

Tahirih
Beatrice Ashton

The Song of Tahirih, Poem
Nancy Douglas Bowditch
The Advent of Divine Justice
Book. Review
Charlotte M. Linfoot
The Mature Man
Baha'i Words for Meditation

With Our Readers

12

JULY,

Groups of Five or More
2' Groups Having

8.

Membership of Six

West Haven, Conn. 6-; Dover, N.H. 6;
Portland, Me. 6; Knoxville, Tenn. 9*;
San Antonio, Texas, 6; Pork Ridge, m.
6*; Winnetka, Ill. 6·; Kirkland, Wn. 6;
Whitefish Bay, Wis. 6*; Syracuse, N. Y.
8*: Seneca Tsp., N. Y. 8; Little Falls.
·N. Y. 6; Penn Yan. N. Y. 1; Green Bay,
Wis. 6; Shorewood. Wis. 8·; Somers Twp"
Wis. 6; Monrovia Twp.. Calif. 6; Southgate, Calif. 6; Englewood, N. J. 7-; .Jersey City, N. J. 6; Newark. N.J. 6-; Toledo, O. 12*; Dearborn Twp., Mich. 6;
Glenfield, N. D. 1; El Monte Twp., Calif.
7; Arcadia, Calif. 7; Pasadena Twp.,
Calif. 6.
16 Groups with a Membership of Five:
Greenwich, Conn.; Kalamazoo, Mich.;
Davison Twp., Mich.; Glendale Twp.,
Ariz.; Bremerton, Wn.; VIctor, N, Y.;

Waterloo. N. Y.; Glenview, ill.; Markbam. ill.; Phoenix, m; Columbia, S. C.;
No. Augusta, S.C.·; Pinecastle, Fla.; No.
Miamia. Fla.; Big Bear Lake, Calif.;
San Marino, Calif.
• Disbanded Assemblies.

Publishing Announcements
The Baha'i World, Volumes I to IX
(with the exception of Volume VII,
of which stock. is exhausted) are
available. and should be included in
eveQ' BahB.'i library. The historical
value of these books is immeasurable. Beginning with Volume· I,
April 1925-1926, they bring to the
reader the early history of the Faith,
plans for the building of the Ma@,·
riqu'I-A4!Jkiu', and progress through
the years; the passing of 'Abdu'lBah;" in 1921; and continuing on biannually to the present volume IX,
give a continuous account of Baha'i
activities and development.
Volume X, now in pr~cess of making, will contain graphic accounts of
the BahB.'i Centennial in the United
States and Canada and in other parts
of the world.
The supply of these volumes is
limited, and as noted before, stock
of Volume VII is exhausted, so we
urge the friends to a cquire them
while they are obtainable.
Prices
Volume I $.75 Volume VI $2.50
Volume II I.SO Volume VII 3.00
Volume III 2.50 Volume VIII 5.00
Volume IV 2.SO Volume IX 10.00
BAllA 'f PUBLISHING CoMMlT1'EE
110 Linden Avenue,
Wilmette, illinois

Enrollments by Assemblies
Scranton 1, Providence 1, Los Angeles
2. Chicago 2, 1 youth, Milwaukee 3, 2
youth, Jamestown 1. 1 youth, Omaha 1,
Boise 1, Seattle 2,
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BahA.'i News is published by the
National Spiritual Assembly of 'the
Baha'is of the United States and Can.ada as tbe official news-leUer of the
BaM!i CGmmunity. The first issue appeared in December, 1924.
On April 10. 1925, the Guardian
wrote! uThe News Letter which you
have lately initia.ted fulfills a very
vfta.] function . , , J would urge you
to enlarge its scope . . . that in
time it ma.y devote a. special section
to every phase of your activities. a.d·
ministra.tive, devotional, humanitarlan, finaa.cl~ educatioaa.l &lid otherwise.
ult should become a great factor
In promoting understanding'. provid·
iDg information on Baha'i activity.
boOt looaJ and foreign, in stimuIatin&:
interest, in combating evil iDflD.ellces,
and in upbold.ing and safeguarding
&he institutions of the Cause. u
Babi'i News is edited for the National Spiritual Assembly by its
Balli'i News Editorial Committee:
Roberta. Christian, Chairman.. Bertha
Hyde Kirkpatrick, Gordon Fraser.
Editorial office: Mrs. Roberta K.
Christian, 1101 West Genesee St••
Lansing, MJcb,
Please report changes of address to
which Bahi'i News is to be sent and
other matters pertainiDl:' to its distribution to the Bahi,'i National Office,
536 Sberid.... Road, W'Jlmette, Dlinois.

Gifts of Equipment
The National Assembly has received a projector from Mr. Clarence Niss for use in connection with
audio-visual or visual presentations
in Temple Foundation Hall. Mr. Niss
has also equipped the National Office
with valuable equipment for maintaining its lists on address stencils
and for addressing envelopes.
Another donation of' equipment
made to the National Assembly is
the Wire Recorder which Mr . .John
Allen brought to the Convention.

Radio Script Writing
At Green Acre
Burt Lowell Johnson, instructor in
Radio Script Writing at Syracuse
University will teach a course in
this subject at Green Acre during
Workshop Session. July 7 through
August 16. This is an opportunity
to learn how to do this vital work
from an expert, and the friends are
urged to take advantage of it.

National Assembly Meetings
August 2, 3 and 4- (at Green Acre)
August 29, 30, September 1.

Braille Around the World
News comes from our ~'Baha'i
Service for the Blind" that the pioneers to New Zealand and to China
hti.ve taken Baha'i literature in
Braille with them. This means that,
counting the United States, thirteen
countries now have our Braille publications.
Baha'i Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, WiJ.v1ette,
illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden A venue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
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NATIONAL SPffiITUAL ASSEMBLY
Mrs. Dorothy Beecher Baker Chairman
Mr. Paul Haney, Vice..chairman
Mr. Horace Holley, Secreta ry
Mr. Philip G. Sprague, Treasurer
t

Miss Edna M. True, Recording Secretary
Mr. Kenneth Christian
Miss Elsie Austin
Mrs. Amelia E. Collins
Mr. George O. Latimer

n
NATIONAL COMMITTEES
American Memorial to 'Abdu'l-Baha
Functions: To conduct the annual gathering commemorating the Unity Feast given by 'Abdu'l-Baha at
West Englewood, N. J. in 1912; to maintain in Evergreen Cabin such exhibits and activities as will prepare the way for the permanent memorial to the
Master to be constructed on this property.
t

Mrs. Edith Inglis, Chairman, 474 W. 238th St" Riverdale
House, Fieldstone, N. Y.
Mrs. Harriet Kelsey
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm
M!"s. Amy Raubitschek
Mrs. Carrie Kinney
Miss Doris Raymond
Mr. Walter Goodfellow
Miss Ethel Revell
Mr. Ben Da eus
Mr. Emerson Walker
Mr. Borah Kavelin
Dr. Roberts E. Fuller

Archives and History
Functions: To maintain the National Archives and
organize its contents; to receive Tablets and other
materials suitable for the National Archives; to obtain
and organize historical data on special subjects as may
be required from time to time.
Dr. Otto ZmeskaI, Chairman
Mrs, Gertrude Struven, Secretary, 714. Sheridan Rd., Wilmette, Ill.
Mrs. Corinne True
Miss Ruth Dasher
Dr. Khan Zia
Mrs. NeUe Heath

Baha'i News
Ftmctions: To edit and issue Baha'i News for the
National Spiritual Assembly in accordance with the
principles defined by Shoghi Effendi.
Mrs. Roberta Christian, Chairman, 1001 W. Genessee St.,
Lansing, Mich.
Mrs. Bertha HydE' Kirkpatrick
Mr. Gordon Fraser

Sales
Functions: To conduct the sale of literature in the
Baha'i Temple; to sell Baha'i photographs, ring stones,

slides, transcriptions, displays and other Baha'i
material designated by the National As sem bly from
time to time.
Mr. Harry E. Walrath,
Chicago 40, Ill.
Mr. Marshall Tyler
Miss Agnes Mitchell
Mr. M. D. Roach

Chairman,

4639

Beacon

St.,

Servi ee to the Blind
Functions: To prepare and distribute Baha'i teaching material for the blind, including Braille transcriptions and talking books.
Mrs. Amidee Gibson, Chairman. 616 N. Oxford St., La!;
Angeles 4, Cal.
Mrs, Louise K. Sayward
Miss Adah Schott
Miss Mary Elizabeth Moore
Miss Margaret Schneider
Transcribers
Miss Ella Quant
Mrs. Gertrude Schurgast
Mrs. Salome Engelder
Mrs. Mayme Jackson
Mrs. Mabel Perry
Miss Sophia Rieger
Mrs. Melba Call King

Baha'i World Editorial (Vol. XI, 1946.1948)
Functions: To obtain material from all parts of the
Baha'i world commtmity, including reports, articles,
historical data and illustrations and to submit this to
the Gua rdian.
Mr. Ali Yazdi, Chairman
Mrs. Marion Yazdi, Secretary, 2.910 Telegraph
Berkeley, Calif.
Mrs. Marion Longyear, Photograph Editor
Mr. Robert Gulick
Mrs. Sarah Eason Pereira
1\r1rs. Marzieh Gail
Miss Christine Lofstedt
Mrs. Mariam Haney
Mr. Victor Alexander
Mr Harold Gail
Mr, Matthew Bullock
Mr. George O. Latimer
Miss Virginia Orbison, Foreign Correspondent

Ave.,

DIRECTORY
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ChiJd Educ ation
Functions: To compile the Baha'j teachings on the
subject of child education; to prepare lessons suitable
for classes of children; to cooperate with child education activities maintained .in local communities; parent
education; to further such book projects as aTe now
in progress and to compile stories related to the
Founders and heroes of the Cause now in print in
authentic source material.
Mrs. Annamarie . Honnold , Chairman
Mrs. Sy]via Parmelee, Secretary, 4700 47th St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Miss Gretchen Westervelt

European Teaching
Functions: To initiate and supervise teaching activities in ten countries of western Europe in cooperation
with existing Baha'i administrative agencies by sending pioneers and settlers; by supervising the translation and printing of necessary foreign language
texts; to maintain an auxiliary office in Geneva,
Switzerland, in conjunction with the International
Baha'i Bureau.
Miss Edna True, Chainnan
Mrs. Julia Shows, Secretary,
Chicago 41, m.
Mrs. Sylvia loas
Mrs. Mary Sprague
Mrs. Clara Wood
Mrs. Nellie French
Mr. Leroy loas
Mrs. Mary Barton

4034 N. Keystone Ave.,

groups, regional teaching conferences; maintenance of
circuits for teaching and administrative development;
to advjse on the use of different types of teaching
material; to supervise Regional Teaching Committees
and the placing of pioneers and settlers~
Dr. Katherine True. Chai rman
Mrs. Margery McCormick, Secretary, 924 Judson Ave .•
Evanston, m.
Mrs. Sarah Walrath, Public Meetings Secretary. 4639
Beacon St., Chicago 40, m.
Miss Pari Zia·Wa]rath
Mr. Carl Scheffler
Mrs. May Scheffler
Mrs. Florence Reeb
Mrs. Gertrude Henning
Mr. James Hammond
Mr. Monroe leas
Mrs. Amelia E. Col1ins

Publir Relations
Functions: To conduct publicity and advertising
campaigns to bring the Faith to the attention of
leaders and masses; to deal with public issues which
tend to create misunderstanding or prejudice about
the Baha'i Faith; to advise local Assemblies in
matters pertaining to such issues; to open opportuni ..
ties for Baha'i material in encyclopedias and reference
books; to develop a national mailing list for the
public teaching bulletin and to assist local Assemblies
in teaching by mail; to carry out such projects as
are assigned by the National Spiritual Assembly from
time to time.

Inter·America
Functions: To plan and supervise teaching activities
tbroughout Central and South America; to assist the
pioneers; to encourage the formation of local communities and guide their development in administrative practice, in preparation for the formation of two
National Spiritual Assemblies; to supervise the
translation and printing of foreign language texts.
Mr. E. W. Mattoon. Chairman

Mr. Richard McCurdy, Chairman
Miss Virginia Russell. Secretary, 410 Linden Ave., Wil·
mette, m,
Mr. WiUiam Henning
Mr. Clarence Niss
Mr. William Lacey
Mrs. Marguerite True
Mr. Bishop Brown
Mrs. DQris Holley
Mr. Horace Honey

Miss Elizabeth Cheney, Secretary. 4500 Magnolia Ave ..
Chicago 40. m.
.Mr. Charles loas
Mrs. Loulie Ma thews
Miss Muriel Stilson
Miss Flora Hottes
Mrs. Dorothy Beecher Baker
Miss Cynthia Hastings

Publishing
Functions: To print and sell the literature approved
and authorized by the National Spiritual Assembly.
Mrs. Clara Wood, Manager, 110 Linden Avenue. Wilmette,

International Relief
Functions: To supply the National Spiritual Assembly with all possible information related to the
relief needs of Baha'is in Europe and the Philippines.
Mrs. Beatrice Ashton, P. O. Box 302, Winnetka.

m.

Library
Functions: To place literature in public and university libraries; to encourage local Assemblies to
provide books for local libraries; to maintain a record
of all Baha'i literature in public libraries as fa!" as
can be determined.
Mrs. Ellen Sims. Chairman, Leroy Apts., Red Bank, N. J.
Miss Helen Reynolds
Mrs. Dorothy Fisher
Mr. DW1can McAlear
Miss Elizabeth !fopper

National Teaching
Functions: To increase the number of local Assemblies; to stimUlate enrollment of new believers by
pub1ic meetings, colIege teachin'g campaigns, fireside

Ill,

Questionnaires
Functions: To produce public teaching material in
questionaire form, with the Baha'i answers to the
questions.
Mr. Ward Calhoon, Chairman.
Mrs. Sylvia Calhoon, Secretary, R. R. 1, Box 1, Oconomo.woc, Wis.
Mr. Herbert Suhm
Mrs. Robert Lewis
Dr, James Lewis
Mrs. Herbert Suhm
Mrs. Barbara Perlberg
Dr. Jean Hohn
Miss Ruth Schultz

Radio
Functions: To make available approved radio
scripts on a variety of Baha~i subjects; to conduct
radio campaigns; t.o stimulate the use of radio for
teaching.
Mr. Russell Goudy, Chairman, 83-43 U8th st., Kew Gar·
dens. L. I., N. Y.
Mr. Wm. Sears
Mrs. Marguerite Sears
Mr. Rinaldo Quigley

1947·1948
Mrs. Shirley Quigley
Mr. Samuel Fox
Mr. Rafi Mottahedeh
Miss Isabel Silk

Reviewing
Functions: To pass upon the accuracy of Baha~i
manuscripts intended for publication and use as
recognized Baha'i literature.
Mrs. Marguerite Firoozi, Chairman, R. D. 2, Geneva, N. Y.
Miss Eliza beth Brooks
Mrs. Marian Mills

Study Aids
Functions: To compile and approve study aids for
teachers and study groups.
Miss Charlotte Linfoot, Chairman, 156 Nova Drive, Pied~
mont, Calif.
Mrs. Mary Collison
Miss Nellie Roche
Miss Burnice Brophy

Schools (1947 Summer Sessions)
Functions: To provide instruction and study courses;
to train teachers; to conduct the school program; to
encourage attendance at the school.
1.

Geyserville
Mr. Arthur Dahl, Chairman
Miss Gladys Linfoot, Secretary. 156 Nova Drive, Piedmont,
Calif.
Mrs. Mary Collison
Mrs. L.Duise Grager
Dr. Mildred Nichols
Miss Charlotte Linioot
Mrs. Arna Perron
. Miss Jessie Vanderford
Miss Sally Sanor
Miss Anita loas
Z. Green Acre
Mrs. Marguerite Sears, Chairman
Mrs. Dorothy Fisher, Secretary. 7153 Bryan Street, Phila~
delphia 19, Pa.
Dr. Genevieve L. Coy
Dr. Glenn A. Shook
Mrs. Renee Welsh
Mr. David Ned Blackmer
Mr. George Goodman
Mr. Harrison Langrall
3. International
Mrs. Loulie Mathews, Chairman
Miss Ophelia B. Crum, Secretary, P. O. Box 1064, Colorado

Springs, Colo.
Mrs. Bahiyyih Randall Ford, Program Director
Mr. Harry E. Ford, Business Manager
Mrs. Amelia E. Collins
Mr. George O. La timer
Mrs. Gladys Roberts
Mrs. Marion Little
Mrs. George N. Clark
4. Laurentian
Mr. Emeric Sala, Chairman
Mr. John DeMille, Secretary, 465 St. John Street, Mon~
treal, P. Q.
Mr. Norman Reed
Mr. Albert Rokovsky
5. Loubelen
Mr. Winnie Foster, Chairman
Mrs. Helen Eggleston, Secretary, 3208 S. State Road, Davison, Mich.
Mr. Arnold Kettels
Mr. Albert Segen
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick
Mr. Paul Pettit
Mrs. Rebecca L. Wideman
Mr. L. W. Eggleston
Mr. Laurence Hautz
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Temple Program
Functions,: To develop and coordinate plans for
teaching the Faith in the Temple by public meetings,
by reception and guiding of visitors and by the use
of visual and audio teaching material; to conduct
designated anniversaries.
Mrs. Margarite Ullrich. Chairman
Mrs. Nina Matthisen. Secretary, R. F. D. 1, Box 240, Bristol. Wis.
Mr. Wm. Foster
Mrs. Helen Roach
Mr. Clarence Suhm
Mrs. Florence Zmeskal
Mrs. Mineola Hannen
Mrs. Mary Rodman
Mrs, Edna Coleman
Mr. Louis Voelz
1I.t!rs. Genevieve Voelz
Mrs. Harriet Hilpert
Mr. Harlan Scheffler

Visual Education
Functions: To apply scientific methods of audiovisual education to the development of Baha ~ i display
and promotion material.
Mr. Charles Wolcott, Chairman
Mrs. Marion LongyeaT, Secretary, 456 S. Bedford Dr.,
erly Hills, Calif.
Mrs. Charles Wolcott
Dr. Clyde Longyear
Mrs. Donald B. Keyes
Mr. Arthur Patterson
Dr. David Ruhe

Bev~

World Order Magazine
Functions: To edit World Order Magazine, the
official publication of the AmeriCan Baha'i community.
Miss Garreta Busey, Editor. 503 W, Elm St. '. Urbana, TIL
Mrs. Mabel Paine, Associate Editor
'
Mrs. Eleanor Hutchens, Associate Editor
Mr. Clarence Ullrich, Photograph Editor

Youth Activities
Functions: To establish and conduct a national" program of activities and training of. .Baha'i Youth
throughout the country; to promote a wider partici~
pation of Baha'i Youth in com'mu'nity life; to issue
bulletins of suggestions, plans and news of Youth
activities; to increase observance of the annual World
Youth Day; to arrange National Youth Conferences
in connection with the annual .B.aha'i Convention.
Mr. Laurence Hautz, Chairman
Miss Annamarie Mattoon, Secretary·, 105 6th St., Wilmette,
illinois.
Mr. Marvin Newport
Dr. Edris Rice-Wray
Mr. Rodney Warren
.,
Mrs. A. Louise Taylor
Mr. Chas. McAllister
Mr. Ross Woodman
Miss' N a rrine Kluge
Miss Cynthia Hastings
Mr. Lawrence Suhm
Miss Helen Blohm
Miss Ramona Steffes
Mr. Javid Farhang
Miss Happy Niss
Legal

Functions: To advise the National Spiritual Assembly in legal matters arising in connection with
incorporation of local Assemblies, testamef!.tary
questions, endowments, etc.
Mr. George O. Latimer, Chairman, 1927 N, E. 40th Ave .•
Portland 13, Ore.
Mr. Horace Holley
Miss Elsie Austin

DIRECTORY
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REGIONAL TEACHING COMMITTEES
Functions: To stimulate and guide the teaching
activities of isolated believers and local groups; to
certify enrollment of believers outside the jurisdiction
of local Spiritual Assemblies; to issue regional teaching
news 9ulletins; to assist groups and prepare them
for the formation of Spiritual Assemblies under the
supervision of the National Teaching Committee.
New England: (Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Isla.nd, Vermont)
Mr. Charles Krug
Mrs. Alice Bacon, Secretary, Palmer Road, Monson, Mass.

Mr. Rex King

Mr _ WIn. Towart, .r r,
Mrs. Helen Archambault
Mrs. Florence Morton
Miss Barbara Morgan
Mr. Ralph Bates
New York. Connecticut
Mr. Robert McLaughlin, Chairman
Mrs. Robert McLaugh,m, Secretary, Long Ridge Road, Bedtord Village, N. Y.
Mrs. John McLaren
Mr. Robert Richards
Me. Herbert Hern
Mrs. P. R. Meinhard
Mrs. Terah Smith
Mrs. Ruth Hart
Mrs. Della Emery
Mr. Joseph Noyes
Mr. P. R. Meinhard
Mr. James Isaacs
Mr. George Goodman
Maryland, Virginia. West Vil'ginia
Mr. Raymond Rouse, Chairman
Miss Alma Heise, Secretary, 406 Bretton PI., Baltimore 18,
Maryland
Mrs, Hazel Langrall
Mrs. Miriam Lippitt
Mrs. J. E. Rice
Mr. Harvey Wiener
Mrs. Ethel R. Stephens
Mrs. Evelyn Crist
Mr. Joel Marangella
Mr. Wm, B. Patzer
New Jersey
Mr. Stuart Sims, Chairman
Mrs. Ethel Crane. Secretary, 100 Prospect Ave., Hackensack, N. J.
Mrs. Amy Raubitschek
Mrs. Alice Morse
Mr. Archle Tichenor
Mr. Alai Kalantar
Mr. Curtis Kelsey
Mrs. Catherine Healy
~ware and Eastern Pennsylvania .
- Mrs . .rean Sharpless, Chairman
Mrs. Margaret Lear, Secretary, 42 W. Gay St., West Chester, Pa.
Mrs. Cynthia Olson
Mrs. Ida Huff
Miss Jessie Revell
Mrs. Marguerite Bowers
Mr. Michael .r amir
Mrs, Anne Mikuryia
Western Pexmsylvania alId Ohio
Mr. Albert Segan, Chairman
Mrs. Gladys Lemmon, Secretary, 2583 Wexford Rd" Upper
Arlington O.
Miss Charlotte Lindenberg
Mrs. Albert Segen
Mrs. Mary Elmore
Mr. Thomas H. Sauter

Mrs. Bishop Brown
Mrs. Blanche Motschman

Georgia
Mrs. Margaret Ruhe, Chairman
Mrs. Berdie Cunningham, Secretary, 1262 Euclid Ave.,
N. E., Atlanta, Ga.
Miss Doris Ebbert
Mrs. A. Louise Taylor
Miss Betty Shook
Mrs. Emma Lawrence
Mrs. Esther Sego'
N o-rtlj Carolina-South Carolina
Mrs, Evangeline Rickart Chairman
Mrs, Catherine Whitmore, Secretary, 2208 Pinecrest Rd.,
Greensboro, N. C.
Mrs. Jos. Sawyer
Mrs. Mar a Edmonstone
Mrs. Annie Romer
Mrs. Naomi Simmons
Florida
Mrs. Esther DaVison, Chairman
Mrs. Lucille ButIin, Secretary, 49 E. 6th St., Miami 36, Fla.
Mrs. Emily Bethel
Miss Kathryn Vernon
Dr. Edward Wilber
Miss Olive Alexander
Miss Mae Thitchener
Kentucky and .Indiana
Mr. 'Arthur Patterson, Chairman
Mrs. Arthur Patterson. Secretary, 2725 Station St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Chalmer Gruber
Mrs. Chalmer Gruber
Miss Pauline W, Roth
Dr. Clell Fowler
Mrs. Kathryn Frankland
Mrs. Leah Spence
Mr. Howard Longaker
Mrs. Mildred Holmes
Mrs. Dorothy Hugus
Dllnois and Iowa
Mrs. Florence Gibson, Chairman
Mrs. Barbara McCurdy, Secretary. 1416 Lee St., Evanston.
Ill.
Mr. Winnie Foster
Mrs. Winnie Foster
Mrs. Margot Johnson
Miss Luella Balsiger
Mr. Larry Kramer
Miss Betty Scheffler
Michigan

Mr. Donald Corbin, Chairman
Mrs. Doris Corbin, Secretary, 27312 Demerick Street, Roseville, Mich.
Mr. Geo. R. True
Miss Clara Edge
Mrs. Elsa Blakeley
Mr. Harry Whang
Mr. L. W, Eggleston
Mr. Da vid Earl
Mrs. Adeline Duff
Mrs. Zenobia Thompson
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota
Mr. Herbert Suhm, Chairman
.Mrs. Edna Voigt, Secretary, 1918 HiMount Blvd., Milwaukee, B, Wis.
Mrs. Ida Suhm
Mrs. Beulah Brown
Mr, Charles Reimer
Mrs. Marie Tetu
Mrs. Marguerite Bruegger
Mrs. Pearl Bagge
Mr. Robert Lewis
Kansas, Missouri, Nebl'aska
Mrs. May Brown, Chairman
Mrs. Opal Winans, Secretary. 42] N, Spring St., Independence, Mo,
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Northern California. Nevada
Dr. Mildred Nichols, Chairman
Miss Gladys Linioot, Secretary, 156 Nova Dr., Piedmont,
Calif.
Mrs. Jessie Vanderford
Miss Farrukh 10as
Mrs. Mamie Seto
Miss Catherine Parr
Mrs. Valeria Allen
Miss Nina Hmvard
Mr. Alec Holcombe
Mrs. Alec Holcombe
Mis s Charlotte Linioot
Mrs. Carol Holcombe
Mrs. Alex Holcombe

Mrs. Bertha Campbell
Mrs. Cora Schulte
Mr. Lloyd Sh errill
Mrs. Velma Sherrill
Mr. Claude Winans
Mrs. Anna Howard
Mrs. Doreene N. Holliday
Mrs. Madelon Becktel
Alabama, Tennessee
Mr. Homer DYer, Chairman
Mrs. Homer Dyer, Secretary, Rt. 5, Box 443, Birmingham,
Alabama.
Mr. Robert Durr
Miss Martha Fettig
Mrs. Mary Roche Watkins
Mrs. Betty Arrants
Mr. Albert James
Mrs. John Inglis
Louisiana, Missis~ppi
Mrs. Evelyn Bivins, Chairman
Mrs. Olivia Blackwell. Secretary. 14021.~ Peniston St., New
Orleans 15, La.
Mrs. Esther Little
Miss Ethelyn Campbell
Mrs. Dorothy Campbell
Oklahoma, Arkansas
Mr , Verney Thompson, Chairman
Mrs. Roberta Wilson. Secretary, 717 Scott St., Apt. 4, Little Rock, Ark.
Mrs. Pauline Hansen
Mrs. Charles J. Ittner
Miss Reszi Sunshine
Mrs. Verney Thompson
Miss Idabel Slne .
Texas
Mr. Charles Woodruff. Chairman
Mrs. Mary B. Edson, Secretary. Briar Hollow, Rt. 21, Box
16, Houston. Tex.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey
Mrs. Lucille Prebm
Mrs. Mary Rublee
Miss Dorothea Sligh
Mrs. Inez Butterfield
Southern California., Arizona
Mrs. Florence Mayberry. Chairman
Mrs. Jesma Herbert. Secretary, 5372 Templeton St., Los
Angeles, 32, Cal.
Mrs. Jessie B. Kemper
Mr, Robert F. Willis
Miss Christine Lofstedt
Mrs. Adrienne Reeves
Mrs. Nancy Phillips
Mrs. Zahrah Schoeny
Mr. John McHenry

\\'yoming, CO]OTado. New Mexico
Mr . George Clark, Chairman
Mrs. Clair Gillespie Schneider. Secretary
Dr. E. Lenore Morris
Mrs. Mildred Clark
Mr. Raphael Lillywhite
Mr. John Surbeck
Mrs. John Surbeck
Mrs. Beulah Williams
Idaha, Montana, Utah
Mrs. Ona Ault. Chairman
Miss Elizabeth Adelman, Secretary, 906 E. State St.,
Boise, Idaho
Mrs. Genevieve Ingham
Mrs. Bertha Adelman
Mrs . .T. K. Saunders
Mrs Ethel Thompson
Mr. Leslie Hawthorne
Washingion. Oregon
Mr. George Washington, Chairman
Mrs. Helen Wilks. Secretary. 8535 30th St., N. W., Seattle 7.
Washington
Mrs. Marjorie Taylor
Mrs. Gladys Beasley
Mr. Frederick Laws
Mr. John M. Clifford
Mrs. Clara B. Haley
Mrs. Dorothy Wilson
Mr, John Stroessler
Mrs. Alice Elmendorf
Alaska
Mrs. Helen Robinson, Chairman
Mrs. Frances Wells. Secretary, Box 45, Anchorage. Alaska
Mr. Vern Huffman
Mrs. Janet Stout
Mr. Jocelyn Gordon
Mr. Arthur Gregory
Mr. Robbie Robinson
Capt. Salvatore Pelle

IV
CANADIAN TEACHING COMMITTEES
National Teaching
Functions: To prepare teaching material; to provide settlers apd" pioneer teachers; to plan and supervise inter-regional activities; to supervise the Regional
Teaching Committees.
Mr. John Robarts Chairman
Mrs. Laura Davis, Secretary, 44 Chestnut Park Rd., Toronto.Ont.
Mrs. Doris Richardson
Mr. Roland Estall
Mr. Emerie Sala
Mr. Siegfried Schopftocher
Mr. Victor Davis

Radio
Mr. Lloyd Gardner, Chairman
Mrs. Audrey Westheuser, Secretary, 6 Parker Ave., ScarborO. Toronto 13. Ont.
r. :!'. Alan Raynor

Regional Teaching
Functions: To stimulate and guide the teaching
activities of isolated believers and local groups; to
certify enrollment of believers outside the jurisdiction
of local Spiritual Assemblies; to issue regional teaching news bulletins; to assist groups and prepare them
for the formation of Spiritual Assemblies under the
supervision of the National Teaching Committee.
Quebec
Mr. Emeric Sala, Chairman
Mrs. Adline Lohse. Secretary, 3360 Ridgwood Ave .• Apt. 17.
Montreal, P. Q.
Mrs. Rosemary Sala
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Britisb Columbia
Mr. Harold Moscrop, Chairman
Mrs. Katherine Moscrop, Secretary. 1473 22nd St., Hollyburn. B. C.

Mr. Albert Rokovsky
Mrs. Ruth Lee
Mrs, Doris Reed
Mr. Renee Roy
Ontario
Mrs. Audrey Robarts, Chairman
Miss Muriel Wells, Secretary, 120 Fallingbrook Rd., Scar·
boro G, P .• Toronto 13, Ont.
Mr. Geo. Spendlove
Mr. Craig Weaver
Miss Winifred Harvey
Mrs. Maude Weaver
Mrs. Noreen Keith-Beattie
PraiJ'ie (Saska.tcbewan. Manitoba, Alberta)
Mr. Roland E stall, Chairman
Miss Elizabeth Brookes. Secretary. Box 121, Winnipeg, Man.
Miss Shirley Nicholson
Mr, Ross Woodman
Miss Lulu Barr
Miss Doris Skinner
Mrs. Ann McGee

Mr. Bruce Hogg
Miss Mae McKenna
Mr. Austin Collin
Mrs. Blanche Liddell
Mr. John Dixon
Maritimes (Prince Edward Js]aod. Nova Scotia, New Draa:.-wick)
Miss Christine McKay, Chairman
Miss Helen Gidden. Secretary. Connaught Apts., Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.
Mrs. Doris McKay
Mrs. Edna Holloway
Mrs. Muriel BeUefieur
Miss Arne ChesleY
Mrs. Edna Colpitts

V

TRUSTEE MAINTENANCE
COMMITTEES

•

Properties Representative, George O. Latimer
Bosch
Mainienance Committee for Geyserville School Prc.perty
Mr. Ted Groger, Chainnan
Mr. Fred Babo, vice-chairman
Mr. Altred Zahl, Secretary, 826 W. Grant Place, San Mateo,
California
Mrs. Louise Bosch
Mr. L. Wyatt Cooper
Mr. Rex Collison
Mr. John Allen
Mr. Tom Lisota
Mr. Anthony Y. Soto
Mr. Harmon .rones
Eggleston
Maintenance Committee for Louheleu School Property
Mr. Edwin H. Eardley, Chairman
Mrs. Beatrice Eardley, Secretary, 2890 Woodstock Drive.
Detroit 3, Mich.

Mr. L. W. Eggleston
Mrs. L. W. Eggleston
Mr. Clinton Wideman
Mr. Laurence Hautz
Green Acre
MainteDance Committee for Green Acre School Property
Mrs. Flora Valentine, Chairman
Miss Roushan Wilkinson, Secretary, R.F .D. 190, ~orth Attleboro. Mass.
Mrs. Emma Flynn

Mrs. Emily Pearsall
Mr. E. Wendell Bacon
Laurentian
Maintenance Committee for LaurenUaJI. Schogl Property
Mr. Wm. Suter, Chairman, Beaulac, Montcalm, P. Q.
Mr. Ernest Sala
Mr. Siegfried Schop.fiocher
Mrs. Adlirte Lohse
Mrs. Rosemary Sala
Temple
Maintenance Committee for Temple Property
Mr. Robert S. Hammond, Chairman, 1217 Asbury Avenue.
Winnetka, illinois
Mr. Clarence Ullrich
Mr. Lloyd Robinson
Wilson
Maintenance Committee for Maria WDson Bouse
Mr. Carl Krug, Chairman. 274 Brookline Avenue, Boston 15,
Mass.
Mr. Victor Archambault
Wilhelm
Maintenance Committee for West Englewood Property
Mr. Curtis Kelsey, Chairman, 502 Grenville Avenue, West
Englewood, N. J.
Mrs. Amy Raubitschek
Mr. Roy C. Wilhelm
Mr. Walter Goodfellow

VI
LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
a. United States
A1abama:
Birmingham: Mrs. Verna Inglis, Sec .• 1000 S. 43rd St ..
Birmingham, Alabama.
A1aska:
Anchorage: Mrs. Evelyn Huffman, Sec., Box 857, Anchorage, Alaska.
Arizona:
Phoenix: Mrs. Miriam Bugbee, Sec., 1738 W. Van Buren
St., Phoenix, Ariz.
Arkansas:
Little Rock: Mrs. Lucy HaWkins, Sec., 1418 Louisiana St.,
Little Rock, Ark.
California :
Alhambra: Mrs. Mayme Glass. Sec., 505 N. Electric Ave.,
Alhambra,' Calif.

Berkeley: Mrs. Helen B. Rutledge. Sec., 2311 Regent St.,
Berkeley, Calif.
Beverly Hills: Mrs. Marion E. Gordon, Sec., Box 794, BeverlY Hills, Calif.
Burbank: Mrs. Ruth H. Westberg, Sec., 707 E. Cypress
A ve., Burbank, Calif.
Burlingame: Mrs. Phoebe Babo, Sec., 1045 EI Camino
Real, Apt. 3, Burlingame, California.
Carmel: Miss Helen Griffing, Sec., P. O. Box 1911, Carmel.
Calif.
Cloverdale TOWnship: Mrs. Clara Meyer, Sec., Geyserville,
Calif.
Glendale: Mrs. E. A. Stapp, Sec .• 1244 Justin Ave., Glendale I. Calif.
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Inglewood: Mrs, Marion Pappas, Sec., 934 D. S. Grevil1ea
St., Inglewood, Calif.
Long Beach: Mrs. Marie Durfee, Sec .. 2]73 Eucalyptus,
Long Beach 6, Calif.
Los Angeles: Mr. Willard P. Hatch, Sec., 4367 W. Bth St.,
Los Angeles 5, Calif.
.
Monrovia: Mrs. Harold Gates. Sec., 806 Oakdale Ave.,
Monrovia, Calif.
Oakland: Mrs. Ruth E. Williams, Sec., 859 35th St., Oakland B, Calif.
Pasadena: Miss Bertha Matthiesen, Sec., 8fj9 E. California
St., Pasadena, Calif.
Sacramt!nto: Miss Elizabeth L. Duffy, Sec., 2223 E. Street,
Sacramento, Calif.
San Diego: Mrs. Gladys Loudon, Sec., 143 Elm St., San
Diego 1, Calit.
San Francisco: Mrs, Louise A. Groger, Sec., 64 Agua Way,
San Francisco 16, Calif.
San Mateo: Mrs. Mildred A. Zahl, Sec., 826 W. Grant Place,
San Mateo, Calif.
Santa Barbara: Mrs. Berdette Matteson, Sec., 3002 Paseo
del Refugio, Santa Barbara.' Calif.
Colorado:
Colorado Springs: Miss Ophelia Crum, Sec., Box 1064,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Denver: Mrs. Mildred H. Clark, Sec., 821 Marion St., Denver, Colo.
Connecticut:
New Haven: Miss Gertrude Duell, Sec., 561 Whalley Ave.,
New Haven, Conn.
Delaware:
Wilmington: Miss Miriam Newman, Sec., 2417 Market St.,
Wilmington, Del
District. of Columbia:
Washington: Mr Harald Peter Bye, Sec., 1308 Eye St.,
N. W" Washington, D. C.
Florida:
Jacksonville: Miss Kathryn L. Vernon, Sec., 707 Post St.,
Jacksonville 4, Fla.
Miami: Miss Ida Solomon. Sec., 137 N. W. 11th Ave., Miami,
Fla.
St. Augustine; Mrs. Frances A. Shaw. Sec., 139 Central
Ave., St. Augustine, Fla.
Georgia:
Atlanta; Miss Doris Ebbert. Sec .• 1247 Sells Ave., S. W .•
Atlanta, Ga.
Augusta: Mrs. Emma P. Laurence, Sec., P. O. Box 2004Hill Sta., Augusta. Ga.
Hawaii:
HonOlulu: Miss Henriette From, Sec.. 2336 Beekwith St.,
Honolulu !), Hawaii
Maui: Mrs. Mabel Van Valkenburg, Sec .• Box 81, % D. E.
Sabin, Puunene, Maui, Hawaii
Id.aho:
Boise: Miss Elizabeth Adelmann, Sec .• 906 E. State St.,
. Boise, Idaho
minois:
Champaign: Mrs. Dorothy Underwood, Sec., 707 S. 6th St.,
Champaign, Ill.
Chicago: Mrs. Myrtle Wend1er, Sec., 68P.~ Wrightwood
Ave., Chicago 14. Ill.
DanVille: Mrs. Elizabeth S. Raimer, Sec., 1230* N. Gilbert,
Danville, lllinois
Elmhurst: Mary L. Fischer, Sec., 300 N. York St., Elmhurst, m.
Evanston: Mrs, Helen Roach, Sec., 1616 Lake ·St., Evanston, III
Limestone Township; Mrs. Pearl L. Smith, Sec,. Rt. 3, Lan.
caster Rd" Peoria, m.
Maywood: Mrs. Edna Fechtner, Sec .• 1219 S. 15th Ave.,
Maywood, m.
Oak Park: Mrs. J. F. Wooddell, Sec .• 1028 N. Taylor St.;
Oak Park, Ill.
Peoria: Mrs. Emilie K. Ziegler, Sec" 147 Rebecca Pl.,
Peoria 5, Ill.
Springfield; Mrs. Gretchen Schultz, Sec., 2168 S. Renfro St.,
Springfield, ill,
Urbana: Mrs. Esther G. Harding, Sec., 704 W. Nevada St.,
Urb;:ma, m.
Waukegan: Mrs. Harriet Terry, Sec., 1522 Melrose Ave .•
Waukegan., Ill.
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Wilmette: Dr. Otto Zmeskal, Sec., 706 Washington Ave.,
Wilmette. Ill.
htdiana:

Ft. Wayne: Miss Mildred Holmes, Sec .. 4110 S. Calhoun St.,
Ft. Wayne 6, Ind.
.
Indianapolis: Miss Leah Spence, Sec., 410 N. Meridian,
Spink Arms, Indianapolis, Ind.
South Bend: Mrs. Jeanette Longaker, Sec., 2414 S. Michigan St., South Bend, Ind.

Iowa:
Cedar Rapids: Miss Charlotte Thornton, Sec., 219 Iowa
Theater Bldg., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Kansas:
Topeka: Mrs. Bertha H. Campbell, Sec., 1021 Tyler St.,
Topeka, Kansas
Kentuck;.v:
Louisville: Mrs. Rebecca Petree, Sec., P. 0, Box 20M,
Louisville, Kentucky
Louisiana;
New Orleans: Miss Vera Olsen, Sec .• % Baha'i Center,
601 Queen & Crescent Bldg., New Orleans 12. La.
Maine:
Eliot: Mrs. Dorothy Cress. Sec., Eliot, Maine
Maryland:
Baltimore: Mrs. Mary J. D. Langrall, Sec., 5305 Gwynn
Oak Ave., Baltimore 7, Md.
Massachusetis:
Beverly: Mr. Richard S. Gladding. Sec., 90 McKay St.,
Beverly, Mass.
Boston~ Miss Natalie Anderson, Sec., P.O. Box 261, Baclr:
Bay Annex, Boston 17, Mas s.
Springfield: Mrs. David Hutton, Sec., 8 Oak Grove Ave.,
Sprinfield 9, Mass.
Worcester: Miss Fanny M. Holmes, Sec., Worcester Baha'i
Assembly, Rm. 224-5 Day Bldg., 4 Walnut St., Worcester,
Mass.
Michigan:
Ann Arbor: Miss Bernice Anderson, Sec., 718 N. 4th St.,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Detroit: Miss Phyllis Hall. Sec., 2548 Oakdale, Detroit 9,
Mich.
Flint: Miss Mable Kitcbenmaster. Sec., 1123 S. Saginaw St"
Flint, Mich.
Grand Rapids: Mrs. Laura Walsh, Sec., 526 Jefferson Ave"
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lansing: Mrs. Roberta Christian, Sec., 1001 W. Genesee St.,
Lansing, Mich.
Muskegon: Mrs. Rhoda Broughton, Sec., 1127 Kenneth St .•
Muskegon. Mich.
Roseville: Mrs. Katherine Page. Sec., 18450 Hazelwood.
Roseville, Michigan
Minnesota:
Duluth: Miss Arlene Lindenstruth, Sec., Baha'i Center,
Rm. 3C)1, Temple Bldg., Du1uth, Minn .
Minne~polis: Miss Sina O. Olsen, Sec., 123 S. 11th St., Apt.
H, Minneapolis 2, Minn.
St. Pau1: Miss Lotus Peterson, Sec., 540 Laurel Ave., St.
Paul, Minn.
Mississippi:
Jackson: Mr. Edward S. Campbell, Sec" Box 1583, Jackson, Miss.
Missouri:
Independence: Mrs. Opal Winans, Sec" 421 N. Spring St.,
Independence, Mo.
Kansas City: Mrs. J. B. Becktel, Sec., 4222 Olive St., Kansas City 4, Mo.
St. Louis: Miss Nayan F. Hartfield, Sec., 4220A Washington
Blvd,. St, Louis 8, Mo.

Montana:
Butte; Mrs. Ethel McAllaster, Sec., 627 W. Park. Butte,
Mont.
Helena: Mrs. Nellie T. Mereness. Sec., 1043 Breckenridge,
Helena, Mont.
Nebraska:
Omaha: Mrs. Josephine Jones, Sec., 80U World Herall
Bldg., Baha'i Center, Omaha, Nebr.
Nevada:
Reno: Mrs. Gladys Bodmer, Sec., 217 West Fifth St., Reno,
Nev.
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New Hampshire:
Portsmouth: Mrs. Ayned McComb, Sec., Box 524, Portsmouth, N. H.
New Jersey:
Dumont: Mrs. Emilie Kalantar, Sec., 314 Washington Ave ..
Dumont, New Jersey
East Orange: Mrs. Arnie Wright. Sec., 105 Leslie St., East
Orange, N . .T.
Montclair: Mrs. Catherine M. Healy, Sec., Mountainside
Hospital, Montclair, N. J.
Red Bank: Miss Virginia Godfries. Sec., 164 Broad St., Red
Bank, N. J.
West Englewood: Mrs. Amy G. Raubitschek. Sec., 12()
Evergreen Pl.. West Englewood, N. J.
New Mexico:
Albuquerque: Mrs. Lois Heister, Sec., P.O. Box 1206, Albuquerque, N, M.
North Albuquerque: Mrs. Evelyn Walters, Sec., 804 Towner Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
New' York:
Binghampton: Mrs. Helen Inderlied, Sec., 44 Lincoln Ave.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Buffalo: Mrs. John Patterson. Sec., 333 Ontario St .• Buffalo, N. Y.
Jamestown: Mrs. Dena Emery. Sec .. 81 Fairmount Ave.,
Jamestown, N, Y.
New York: Rustam Payman. Sec., 160 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y.
Rochester: Miss Elizabeth Brooks, Sec., 49 Rowley St.,
Rochester 7, N. Y.
Yonkers: Mrs. Lillian Rogers, Sec .. 64 Locust Hill Ave.,
Yonkers 2, N. Y.
North CaroliDa:
Greensboro: Mrs, Pearle Kent. Sec .. 123 East Smith St..
Greensboro, N. C,
North Dakota:
Fargo: Miss Esther Morrill. Sec., 451 Oakland Ave., Fargo, N. D,
Ohio:
Cincinnati: Miss Hilda Stauss, Sec., 3640 Epworth Ave ..
Westwood, Cincinnati 11, Ohio
Cleveland: Mable S. Perry. Sec., 10817 Earle Ave., Cleveland 8. Ohio
Columbus: :Mrs. Sally Ann L, McDermott, Sec., 1456 N.
5th St., Columbus 1. Ohio
Dayton: Mrs. Kathryn Alio, Sec" 349 Kenilworth Ave.,
Dayton 5, Ohio
Lima: Mrs. Marie Kramer, See,. 121 South Collett St.,
Lima, Ohio
Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City: Mr. Albert Entzminger. Sec .. 734 N.W. 20th
St., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Oregon:
Portland: Mr. George O. Latimer. Sec., 1927 N. E. 40th
Ave., Portland 13. Ore.
Pennsylvania:
Philadelphia: Miss Ethel Revell, Sec .. 1522 W. Poplar St.,
Philadelphia 30, Pa.
Pittsburgh: Miss Timi Brant, Sec., 611 E. Ohio St., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Scranton: Mrs. Helen Beckza. Sec., 429 Quincy Ave .• Scranton, Pa.
West Chester: Mrs. Marguerite M. Bowers, Sec., 619 W .•
Miner St., West Chester, Pa.

Puerto Rico:

,

San Juan: not reported
Rhode Island:
Provjdence: Mrs. Edith Doull. Sec., 545 Potters, Providence, R. I.
South Carolina:
Greenville: Mrs. Christine Bidwell, Sec., 639 N. Main St.,
Greenville, S. C.
South Dakota:
Sioux Fans: ~Irs, Pearl Bagge, Sec., Box 585, Sioux Falls.
S. D.

Tennessee:
Memphis: Miss Johanna Zimmerman, Sec., Box 25, Crosstown Station, Memphis, Tenn.
NashviUe: Mrs. H. H. Walker. Sec., 924 1st Ave., S., Nashville. Tenn.

Texas:
Houston: Miss Dorothea Sligh. Sec., 436 W. 21st St.. HOllS·
ton 8, Tex.
Utah:
Salt Lake City: Mrs. Eleanore Beckman, Sec., 347 E. 3rd
St. So .• Salt Lake City 2, Utah.
Vennont:
Brattleboro: Mr. Ben Weeden, Sec .. 83 Main St., Brattleboro, Vt.
Virginia:
Alexandria: Mrs. Harold M. Bm,\'man, Sec., Beverly Park
Gardens, 7 Maine Apt., Alexandria. Va.
Arlington: Mrs. Marion Compton, Sec .. 1144 N, Vermont
St., Arlington, Va.
Washington:
Monroe: Mrs. Florence Cromwell. Sec .. Box 512. Monroe.
Wash.
Richmond Highlands: Mrs. Ehnerene Neff, Sec., 639 E.
201 st st., Richmond Highlands 55, Wa sh.
Seattle: Miss Elsa Nordquist, Sec .. 4508 18th Ave. N.E.,
Seattle 5, Wash.
Spokane: Mrs. Gladys Beasley, Sec., 4615 N. Madison Ave.,
Spokane, Wash.
Tacoma: Mrs. Elizabeth Laws. Sec .. 5940 S. Sheridan Ave .•
Tacoma. Wash.
West Virginia:
Charleston: Miss Helen Anderson, Sec., P.O. Box 227,
Charleston, West Va.
Wisconsin:
Kenosha: Mr. Louis J. Voelz, Sec., 6108 Sheridan Rd .. Kenosha, Wisc.
Madison: Mrs. Maurine Mickelson, Sec .• 2337 Hoard St.,
Madison 4, Wisc.
Milwaukee: Mr. Elmer Schwandes. Sec., 3256 So. 22nd st.,
Milwaukee 7. Wisc.
Racine: Mrs. Helen Lorentzen, Sec., 1548 Kearney Ave.,
Racine, Wisc.
Wauwatosa: Mr. Adolf Grad, Sec., 1440 N. 67th St., Wauwatosa 13. Wisc.
Wyoming:
Laramie: Mrs. Grace Chegaras. Sec .• 407 Garfield, Laramie, Wyo.

h. Canada
Alberta:
Edmonton: Mrs. Lyda S. Roche, Sec., 9934 l08th St., Edmonton, Alta. Can.
British Columbia:
Vancouver: Miss Edna M. Sherborne, Sec., 3591 W. 10th
Ave .• Vancouver. B.C,. Can.
Vernon:
Mrs. Edna J. Montfort, Sec., P.O. Box 477. Vernon. B.C.
Can.
Manitoba:
Winnipeg: Miss Elizabeth Brooks. Sec., 121 Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
New Brunswick:
Moncton: Miss M. Constance Colpitts, Sec .• 46 Gordon St.•
Moncton, N.R. Can.
Nova Scotia:
Halifax: Mrs. Muriel BeUefieur, Sec .. 17 Acadia St., Halifax
N. S.
Ontario:
Hamilton: Mrs. Frances Young, Sec., 270 Main W .• Hamilton, Ontario
Scarboro: Miss Muriel Wells. Sec., 120 FaUingbrook Rd .•
Toronto 13. Ont., Can.
Toronto: Mrs. A. Victor Davis, Sec., 44 Chestnut Park,
Rosedale, Toronto, Onto
Prince Edward Island:
Charlottetown: Mrs. Grace Geary. Sec., 279 Richmond St .•
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.
Quebec:
Montreal: Mrs. Adline S. Lohse, Sec., 3360 Ridgewood Ave.,
Montreal, P. Q.
St. Lambert: Mrs. Rosemary Sala. Sec., 423 Riverside·
Drive, St. Lambert, P, Q,
Saskatchewan:
Regina.: Miss Edith Slack, Sec., Box 264, Re.2ina. Sask.
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Decision Nears on Temple Constrnction
The three meetings of the Temple
Trustees held since the Convention
have recorded exceedingly important steps taken in the great project
of completing the interior ornamentation of the "holiest House of Worship ever to be constructed in the
Baha'i world."
The Baha'is who attended the Conv.,ntion will recall tbat the Guardian
had examined two studies and treatments of the modification of the
Bourgeois design. and expressed his
preference for Allen B. McDaniel's
sketches. with certain further modification.
After consultation with experts it
became apparent that the bowl seat·
ing arrangement could not be included within the financial limita lion
definitely set, and a seating arrangement prepared by Mr. Clarence
IDIrich was adopted. Mr.' McDaniel
was commissioned to prepare an interior desigo embodying the Guardian's directives as understood by the
Trustees after consultation.
A Temple Construction Committee
was appointed consisting of Paul E.
Haney, Chairman, Mrs. Amelia E.
Collins, Miss Edna M. True and Mr.
Philip G. Sprague, for study and recommendation on technical, architect.
ural and financial elements involved
in placing contracts for the work.
A Temple Technical Committee
was also appointed with the following members: Mr. Allen B. McDaniel, Mr. Robert McLaughlin, Mr. Ed.
"'in Eardley.
Both these committees combined
ir a meeting at Washington which

examined the final design and prepared recommendations on selection
of an architect, supervision of construction, costs, etc.
At the July meeting tlie Trustees

recorded app:r;oval and acceptance of
Mr. McDaniel's revised plans as the
final modification of the Bourgeois
design. This action was taken with
conscientious and prayerful regard
to the three vital factors of architectual excellence, cost of production, and the time required for the
construction work. The Temple Trustees realize that the completed interior will be even more important
than the exterior) for it will be the
scene of the meetings of sacred worship for which the Temple was conceived.
At the July meeting also the qualifiea Hons of anum ber of architectural firms were considered, and it
is confidently expected that next
month the Trustees can report the
placing of contracts for working
drawings and specifications, and arrangements for starting the actual
construction work this year.
One word must be added. The
progress of the Temple work from
now on will call for the expenditure
of some $90,000 a year for six years
on an average. This in turn requires
an average monthly donation for this
project alone of between $7.000 and
$8,000. At no lesser sacrifice may
we dese·rve the supreme privilege of
raising Bah.i'u'llah's Temple in the
heart of the Western Hemisphere at
such a crucial hour in the history of
mankind.

Importance of Esperanto as

many answers and inquiries, all in

Teaching Medium.

Esperanto. Few of the friends realize what an' effective instrument
Esperanto has been in spreading the
Cause. Most of Martba Root's pioneering was done in Esperanto.
'While in Scandinavia, Mrs. Graeffe
di~. practically all her BaM', contact
lPork in Esperanto.

Vuk Echtner in Prague writes that
between August, 1945 and Decem.
ber, 1946 he has written over 200
leiters to individuals and groups
about the Faith and received as

Enoch Otamuyiwa Ojakalye. FOUDder,
Direcior and Sec ....tary of \be ''YouIh
Spiritual Group'" Bah8.'i study Class, 01

OshogbojJebba, NI",ria, w.e.A.

Assemblies Accept Challenge
Nineteen Local Assemblies have
notified the National Office of their
acceptance of the challenge issued
by the NSA to establish another Lo·
cal Assembly before April 21, 1948.
In the order of response, the Assem~
blies are: Chicago, Philadelphia,
West Chester, St. Paul, Detroit, New
York City, Lima, Urbana, Los An·
geles, Eliot, Teaneck, Bos~on, Milwaukee, Evanston, Long Beach, Baltimore, lPeoria. Columbus, Pasadena.
In a letter to Local Assemblies
having twenty or more enrolled be.
lievers, the National Assembly
wrote: "In the light of these "challenging requirements" (set forth by
the Guardian), the National Assembly asks you to accept a great chal·
lenge: no less than responsibility for
bringing one group 10 Assembly sta.
tus before April 21, 1948. By that
date there must be 175 local Assem.
blies; and without the determined
action of our stronger Assemblies
this goal cannot be obtained! Prayerful consideration is called for."
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European Enrollments Now Five
The ETC shares with the Friends
the news of the declaration of three
more believers in Europe. There are
now five souls who have arisen, in
the course of a few months, from
the ranks of a sorely stricken continent, to accept the Faith of Baha·
'u'lhlh. Many fine reports are coming
from Europe of the public meetings,
teas and firesides which have been
arranged for the first of the itinerant teachers who are assisting in
Europe this summer, Mason Rerney
and Mildred Motiahedeh. The sur·
prisingly large attendance at these
meetings shows the broad scope of
contact work being done by our pioneers.
The Committee is happy that it is
possible for the chai~man. Miss "Edna
True, to make a trip to Europe at
this time. She will visit each of the
European pioneer posts. Thus she
will be a hIe to give first hand aid
to the pioneers, will survey the
results of the teaching efforts of the
first year and bring back valuable
information to the committee on
which future plans may be built.
She will strengthen the efforts of the
European teaching office and see in
what manner our European teaching
representative can assist in the plans
now being made by the Swiss believers for their first summer school
to be held in Zurich, Switzerland, in
1948.
Shoghi Effendi has given permis-

sion to hold a European Teaching
Conference in the late spring of 1948.
The ETC has tentatively planned
that it be held May 22nd to 26th,
1948. The chairman will review this
'With the pioneers, so that plans for,
and location of, the Conference can
be determined.
On this trip Miss True will be accompanied by her mother, and Dr.
Katherine True. Mrs. True and Ka therine will visit Holland, Belgium,
Luxembourg and Switzerland while
Miss Edna True will make her circuit of the pioneer outposts. The
Trues will sail on July 23rd on the
S. S. _ HNoordam."
Sailing on July 25th, on the "Stav,
angerfjord" will be the 29th Euro·
pean pioneer. :Mrs. Anna Kunz, member of the Urbana Community, who
will visit the Scandinavian countries
en route to her post in Berne, Switzerland. On this same ship will be
Mrs., Beatrice Ashton of the Winnetka group, who '\Vill assist as itinerant teacher in the Scandinavian
countries, Switzerland and possibly
Germany. She will be abroad until
September 23rd.
.
The committee hopes the believers
will send in names and addresses of
contacts which they may have in any
of the ten goal countries and continue to pray for the success of the
European phase of the Second Seven
Year Plan.

You Are Earnestly Requested Not to Read the Following IF
You are fully satisfied with the NEWS as it now is.
If. however, you think the publication shows room for improvement we
suggest that
1. You read the NEWS carefully each issue and
2. Let us know exactly how you would improve it and
3. Send us glossy photographs and news items (no returns, please') for
possible use.
Be as frank as you wish-we welcome criticism and ask only one favor:
make it helpful.
You see, the NEWS has two jobs on its hands: we have to deliver to you
all communications from the Guardian and the National Spiritual Assembly.
We bring you these without changing them in any way. They are vital, and
generally speaking you can find them only in the NEWS-because we are
the only published medium of communication between the National Spiritual
Assembly and yourselves.
Our other job is to let you know what your fellow believers are doing,
and to tell them about you. This is where you come in. We can use criticisms, suggestions, news items t photographs, teaching ideas. We should
like to bear from minorities and majorities, young and old, isolated Baha'is
and communities-anyone who reads the NEWS.
As a matter of fact, if you care to discuss the NEWS at the next 19-Day
Feast and let us know the results, we would be delighted.
Y01.l.rs ever,
THE BAHA'i NEWS
E ditOTia! Office
1001 West Genesee St., Lansing Mich.

Miss Hilda Yeo, left. and Mrs. Carrie
Kinney at Ute Souvenir of I Abdu'l-Babi
in West; Englewood, N. I.

Kiwanis Magazine Reports Faith
An article about the BaM'i Faith
entitled "The Willkie of Baghdad"
appeared on page 8 of the June 1947
issue of Kiwanis Magazine, which is
published ·by the well·known inter·
national service organization.
The article which is illustrated
with three photographs begins, "The
atomic bomb has sealed a new state
of world affairs. Sink or swim, we
have to stay together. The United
Nations, however infantile it may
appear at the moment, is our only
hope. Whether it is built more on
the weakness of fear or the strength
of common principle remains to be
seen. But at least we have a new
faith-that we must become citizens
of the world first of all, citizens of a
particular nation second;
"But is this a new faith? Well, a
man of whom few of us have read
was teaching it and trying to be
heard by heads of governments nearly a century ago. He believed so
paSSionately in world unity, world
government and world citizenship
that he made them his religion, or
rather, he believed them because
they were the essence of his
faith ... "
The appearance of this unsolicited
article is another evidence of the
rapidly growing public interest in
the Faith.
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''The Year 1335"

Messages from the Guardian
"Unprecedented
Blessings"
Rejoice evidences continued
vigorous activity. Renew plea
.8elievers possessing independ~
ent means volunteer European
pioneer field both settlers (and)
itinerant teachers. Eagerly
a waiting response Convention
Message. Praying pIa c i n g
Temple contract before termin·
ation current year. Ardently
supp I i cat i n g unprecedented
blessings manifold meritorious
magnificent services. Deepest
love.
SHOGBI
CaI>!egr4m, Jutv 13, 1947

Cremation
He feels that, in view of what
'Abdu'l-Baha has said against
cremation, the believers should
be strongly urged, as an act of
faith,
to make prOVISIOns
against their remains being
cremate~. Baha'u'lIa.h has laid
doWn as a law, in the Aqdas,
the manner of Baha'i burial,
and it is so beautiful, befitting
and dignified, that no believer
shonld deprive himself of it.
SBOGIII . EITENDI
through- his 8el',.et4TY~ July 7~ 1947

Nine Holy Days
He wishes also to stress the
fact that, according to our
Baha'i laws, work is forbidden
on our 9 Holy Days. Believers
who have independent busi·
nesses or shops should refrain
from working on these days.
Those who are in government
employ should, on religious
grounds, make an effort to be
excused from work; all believers? whoever their employers, should do likewise. If the
government, or other employ.
ers refuse to grant them these
days off, they are not required
to forfeit their employment, but
they should make every effort
to have the independent status
of their Faith recognized and
their right to hold their own
religious Holy Days acknowledged.
SBOGIII EFFENDI
through his secretary, July 7, 1947

On page 3D· of the- Guardian's Ietlet
("The Challeoging Requirements
. . . ") the friends will note
StateIllent on Orientals
with interest his brief reference to
The statement regarding Orithe prophecy of Daniel: "It must
entals he considers very well
reach the end of the first epoch in
selected, and feels that it will
its evolution with the fulfilment of
the prophecy mentioned by Daniel
be an added protection to the
in the last chapter of His Book,. rebelievers, especially those new·
lated to the year 1335, and associated
ly enrolled in the Faith.
by 'Abdu'l-Babit with the world triSHOGHl EFFENDI
umph of the Faith of His Father."
th-rough his secretary, July 7, 1947
The words of Daniel are: "Blessed
is he that waiteth and cometh to the
thousand, three hundred and five-Freedom of Appointment
and thirty days!" (S<>me AnsweTed
The following statement was'
Questions, p. 52).
written to the N.S.A. by the
The Master's interpretation in
Guardian through his secretary
Some Answered Questions states that
in a letter dated June 16, 1947:
"The beginning of his lunary reckoning is from the day of the procla"In going over the Minutes
mation of the prophethood of Muof your recent N .S.A. meeting
hammed in the country of Hijaz;
he noticed that you had deand that was three years after His
cided to try as far as possible
mission; because in the beginning
to eliminate N.S.A. members
the propbethood of Mul).ammad was
from the national committees.
kept secret . . . And BaM 'u'lJah
Although he fully realizes your
in the year 1290 from the proclamation of the mission of Mul)ammad
reasons for taking this decision-,
caused His Manifestation to be
he feels it infringes on one of
known."
the fundamental principles of
The year 1290 by lunar reckoning
our ad-ministra tive order which
is therefore the year 1863 A.D.
is freedom of choice-freedom
'Abdu'I-Babit in other connections
of electors to elect anyone they
has used solar reckoning; and the
please to local or national
general understanding of the believbodies, and· freedom of the
ers has been that the year "133S u
members of these bodies to apcorresponds to 1957 A.D.
point any Baha'i. who seems
Let us recall that the Guardian,
best qualified for the work, to
in the last paragraph of "The Goal'
function on committees.
of a New World Order" (The World
"The first consideration must
Order of BaM'u'llilh, page 48) identialways be the person best qualfies the year 1963, the one hundredth
ified for a job, and National Asanuiversary of the Declaration of
sembly members should in
Baha'u'llah with the condition of pubsuch rna tters not be either dislic recognition and widespread Bacriminated against, or in favor
ha'i influence.
of, because of the position they
" . . . that He may hasten the
occupy on the national body."
approach of the realization of that
Wondrous Vision which constitutes
the brightest emanation of His Mind
and the fairest fruit of the fairest
New Believer Translates
ci viliza tion the world has yet seen.
"Hidden Words"
Might not the hundredth anniverThe secretary of the Seattle, Wash- sary of the Declaration of the Faith
ington, Assembly writes that a new of Bah.a.'~'lhih mark the inauguration
of so vast an era in human history?"
believer there? Mr. Per Hallsten. has
Again, we have the Guardian's
just translated '~idden Words" into statement to an American believer
beautiful Swedish. They believe that recently published in Baha'i News:
this translation has been sent to Swe"It is far too early to make any
den for printing. Thus, individual be- predictions about peace of any sort,
lievers everywhere, "new" and "old" judging by the ebullitions of the
serve the Faith, each according to world's affairs these days t 'Abdu'l.
his own ability or talent, and "The· Baha, in His Tablets, connects the
Word" envelopes the world.
(Continued on page 6)
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neither overstress nor whittle down
the truth which they champion,
geny in distant lands and amid~t whether their hearer belong to roydivers races, the community of the alty, or be a prince of the church;
Most Great Name in the North Amer- or a politician, or· a tradesman, or
a man of the street. To all alike,
ican continent must arise, as it has
or low, rich or poor, they must
never before in its history, and dem- high
proffer, with open hands; ·-with a
onstrate anew its capacity to pe:t'- radiant heart, with an eloquent
form such deeds as are worthy of tongue, with infinite patience, '1rith
its high calling. Its members, the uncompromising loyalty, with great
executors of 'Abdul'l-Bahit's Plan, 'wisdom, with unshakable courage
the champion· builders of BaM'· the Cup of Salvation . . ."
u'Ua's embryonic Order, the torchOf special import to local Assembearers of a world-girdling civiliza- blies is the Guardian's passage on
t!on, must, in the years immediately local incorporation and local endowahead, bestir themselves, and. as ments found on pages 7 and 8. Here
bidden by 'Abdu'l-Baha, 'increase' the Guardian' clearly gives -urgent
their exertions 'a thousandfold', lay priority to the National Fund over
bare further vistas in the 'range' of local projects throughout the new
their 'future achievements' and of Seven Year Plan. The National Astheir" 'unspeakably glorious' mis· .sembly admires and appreciates
sian, and hasten the day when, as the zeal with which local Assemblies
prophesied by Him t their communi- might now initiate the collection of
ty will 'find itself securely estab- funds for local purposes in the field
lished upon the throne of an ever- of teaching, publicity and headquarlasting dominion', when 'the whole ters space and equipment. But the
earth' will be stirred and shaken by Temple as it will be completed by.
the results of its 'achievements'. and 1953 is the first endowment of every
'resound with the praises of majesty American Baha'i. Nothing can ex·
and greatness', when America will ceed in scope the needs of Temple
'evolve into a center from which completion. There is a vital and ne'waves of spiritual power will ema· cessary, program of activity for evnate, and the throne of the King- ery local community to maintain,
dom of God will, in the pleuiinde of but projects which need capital
its majesty and glory, be firmly es· funds depriving the National Fund
tablished. "
of resources should be deferred. :QaAnother passage is the one on M'ls have perfect right to provtde
pages 23 and 24 which directs the bequests to their local Assemblies
European pioneers how to deliver for the creation of endowments. The
the message. This direction applies point stressed here does not ques~
also to each of us in North America. tion that right, but makes a distincIt reinforces our response to the
tion between bequests and the diverMaster's challenge that we each con· sion of current income by a local
firm one soul, by formulating the Assembly for local activities to a
right a tti tude and the successful degree which removes the com·
munity support from the National
method: "How T 0 T eac b"
Fund. The four great goals of the
"They must be neither provQcative Seven Year Plan are goals set for
nor supirte. neither fanatical nor ex- every believer, and the local As·
cessively liberal, in their exposition sem bly can do much to strengthen
of the fundamental and distinguish. the connection between the coming features of their Faith. They munity and the Guardian's plan for
must be either wary or bold, they America. As Shoghi Effendi says:
must act swiftly or mark time, they
must use the direct or indirect
"The Process of Inco-rporation u
method, they must be challenging
"The process of incorporation of
or conciliatory, in strict accordance properly fimctioning spiritual aswith the spiritual receptivity of the . ''Semblies must be simultaneously
soul 'With whom they come in con· and vigorously carried out_ The for·
tact. whether he be a nobleman or ty-fiv~ assemblies now incorporatec;1
a commoner, a northerner or a south- are the first fruits of an enterprise
enler, a layman or a priest, a cap- of great significance t which must
italist or a socialist, a statesman rapidly develop in the days to comet
or a prince, an artisan or a beggar. as an essential preliminary to the
In their presentation of the Message establishment, and the extension of
of Baha'u'll3h they must neither the scope, of Baha'i local endow·
hesitate nor falter. They must be ments, as soon as the financial obneither contemptuous of the _poor ligations incurred in connection with
nor timid before the great. In their the completion of the Temple have
exposition of its verities they must been discharged."

These Challenging Requirements
Dear Baha'i "Friends:
The attention of the friends is directed by the National Spiritual Assembly to a number of passages in
the Guardian's message dated June
5. First, the reference to the American Baha'i community found on page
es 28 and 29 of the booklet edition.
How can a believer over-emphasize
this remarkable statement: uIn every state of the United States, in every province of the Dominion of Canada, in every republic of La tin
America, in each of the ten European countries to which its inescapable responsibilities are insistently
calling it, this community, so

blessed in the past, so promising at
presellt, so dazzling in its future destiny, must, if it would guard its
priceless birthright and enhance
its· heritage, forge ahead with
eqll:al zeal, 'With unrelaxing vigilance,
with indomitable courage, with tireless energy. until the present stage
of its mission is triumphantly concluded."
Here is a divine blessing such as

the Old Testament recorded for the
Jewish people-a mission which un ~
der the divine will must needs be
fulfiJled. A divine blessing brings
with. it guidance and energy, but
these gifts are matched by the responsibility laid upon the community and its indivtdual members. It
becomes essential that we spur ourselves onward to the goal, and not
merely accept passively the impetus
furnished by other workers. A spiritual bounty is a task, not an assured
income enabling us to live without
effort.
.
Let us ponder frequently these
words from the message:
"Its Capacity to Perform"
"Invested, among its sister communities in East and West, with the
primacy conferred upon it by 'Abdu'·l·Baha's Divine Plan; armed
with the mandatory provtsion of His
momentous Tablets ; equipped with·
the agencies of a quarter-century-old
Administrative Order, whose fabric
it has reared and consolidated; encouraged by the marvelous success
achieved by its daugher communities throughout the Americas, a success which has sealed the triumph
of the first stage of that Plan;
launched on a campaign of vaster
dimensions, of superior merit, of
weightier potentialities, than any it
has hitherto initiated, a campaign
destined to multiply its spiritual pro-
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Correction of Error
Finally, the National Assembly
asks the friends to note that there
is presumably a typographical er·
ror in the second line of page 33.
Instead of 'IEastern Hemisphere"
the term should be HWestern Hem~
isphere. "
NATIONAL SPnuTuAL ASSEMBLY

Dorothy Thompson
Refers to Faith
On June 5,1947, the radio program
called "America's' Town Meeting of
the Air" presented a discussion of
the theme: "Are Communism and
Christianity Incompatible?"
During the course of the program
Miss Dorothy Thompson, the well·
known' columnist and news commen~
tator, made the following observa·
tion: "Well, 1'd also like to challenge
the statement made, I think, by
Mr. Melish, that sects in the Cau·
casus have not been persecuted. The
Baha'i sect, which 'Leo Tolstoy des·
cribed as the purest Christianity on
earth, is strong in the Caucasus, es~
pecially in Azerbaijan. Its members
practice considerable simple, Christian communism, but the elders of
this church have been repeatedly ar·
rested and deported to Siberia. My
information comes from Baha'i followers in the United States who have
a great temple in Chicago/'
The program is reprinted in June
5th issue of "Town Meeting, " To"Wll
HaIl, Inc., New York, 18, N.Y. and
copies can be obtained at lOe each.

God Loveth Those Who Work in Groups

o ye friends of God t Today is the day of union and this age is the

age of
harmony in the world of existence. "Verily, God loveth those who are working in His path in groups, for they ·are a solid foundation." Consider ye that
he says "in groups," united and bound together, supporting one another.
uTo work," mentioned in this holy verse, does not mean, in this greatest
age, to perform it with swords, spears, shafts and arrows, but rather with
sincere intentions, good designs, useful advice, divine moralities, beautiful
actions, spiritual qualities, educating the public, guiding the souls of mankind, diffusing spiritual fragrances, explaining divine illustrations, showing
convincing proofs and doing charitable deeds. When the holy souls, through
the angelic power, will arise to show forth these celestial characteristics t
establishing a band of harmony, each of these souls shall be regarded as
one thousand persons and the waves of this greatest ocean shall be con·
sidered as the army of the hosts of the Supreme Concourse.
What a great blessing it is when the the torrents, streams, currents, tides
and drops are all gathered in one place] They will form a great ocean and
the real harmony shall overcome and reign in such a manner that all rules,
laws, distinctions and differences of the imaginations of these souls shall
disappear and vanish 'like little drops and shall be submerged in the ocean
of spiritual unity. By the Ancient Beauty, in this case and condition, the
blessings of the great ocean will overflow and" canals shall become as spa.
cious as an endless ocean and each drop shall become as a boundless sea!
o ye friends of God t Strive to altain to this high and sublime station
and show forth such a brightness in these days that its radiance may appear
from the eternal horizons. This is the real foundation of the Cause of God;
this is the essence of the divine doctrine; this is the cause of the revelation
of the heavenly Scriptures; this is the means of the appearance of the Sun
of the divine world; thi s is the way of the establishment of God upon the
bodily throne.
'ABI>u'L-B.mA
t

In Memoriam

National Assembly Meetings

Dea.th pToffereth unto every conf:dent
believer the cup that is life indeed. It
bestoweth joy and is the beaTer oj gladness. It conje1'reth the gift of everBAHA ~U'.uJ.H

lasting Ufe.

Miss

Minnie D.

Ala., June 18, 1947.

Moore,

Huntsville,

August 29, 30, 31, September 1. Oct.
3, 4. 5.
Correction: In the annual Schedule of
N.S.A. rnE!etings. page 12 of the June
issue of Baha'i News, the meetings of
July 3, 4, 5. 6, 1947 were omitted.

Call for Temple Guides
Guides are urgently needed
at the Temple. This is the
greatest single teaChing project we have. As many as nine
hundred _visitor~ have come to
see the House of Worship in a
day.
Can you, if you Ii ve nearby,
give one or two hours a week?
Can you give Saturdays or Sun.
days?
If you live' at a distance, can
you arrange to spend your vacation in the Temple area1
The call is resounding. The
need is great. The service is intensely interesting for the
guide.
NATIONAL SPmITU.\L ASSEMBLY

NOTE: The name "Temple Teaching Committee" has been cbanged
to "Baha'i Temple Program Committee."

Dr . .Jack Wolfe Golds*ein, Mrs. Mildred A. ZahJ, Alfred Zahl, BasH F1eIcber. SItling: Mrs. LiseUe Berger, 0«Ilie lUteIn, Marilyn ZahJ, Roberi Nonon, Mrs. Leoaa
FleIcIler.
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Supporting the Four Objectives

(Continued trom page 3)

prophecy of Daniel (1957) with the
proclamation and spread of the
Cause. Other references to this date
must be considered as hearsay."
In God Passes By the Guardian
associates the year 1335 with the
Centenary of Baha.'u'llah's mystical
el.:perience: "The year 1953 ushers
in the blissful culmination of the
words of Daniel: Blessed is he that
waiteth and cometh to the end of
the one thousand three hundred and
five and thirty days."
Dr. Esslemont, as one notes in
Baha 1u'llah and the New ETa, page
303, received the impression at Haifa
during the Master's lifetime, that
1957 is the date foretold by Daniel.

Dear Baha'i friends:
By this time every declared believer in the United States has received the Guardian's most recent
letter "The Challenging Requirements of the Present Hour."
In this wonderful document he has
outlined every phase of our Bahfl?i
activity for the balance of the second Seven Year Plan, even to the
point of our attitude towards local
endowments.
On page 7 he states "The forly-five
Assemblies now incorporated are the
first fruits of an enterprise of great
significance, which must rapidly develop in the days to come as an
essential preli,plinary for the establishment and the extension of the
NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY
scope of Baha'i local endowments,
as soon as the financial obligations
Baha'i Service for the Blind
Following the interest shown by incurred in connection with the comthe friends during Convention, the pletion of the Temple have been disfirst months of the Year 1947-1948 charged." He lays emphasis again
have brought increasing inquiries upon the fact that our local activities
and demands for literature for the musl be partially subordinated to
the needs of the Four Objectives and
blind.
particularly the completion of the
We have available at present:
r. Braille publications, Grade Two. Temple. This is interesting in the
light of many Assemblies' overem1. Kitab-i-Iqan, Two (2)
Volumes ................ " ... $6.00 phasis on local needs today.
2. The Hidden Words, One
If the friends could Iranslate the
Volume ...................... $2.50
sentence
supporting the National
(The quantity of the above items
Fund" to "supportiog the Four Obis limJted)
3. World Order Through World Faith j ectives of the second Seven Year
and
Plan, " I think we would develop a
The World Faith of Baha'u'Il.3h:
new attitude towards the National
Summary, sold as a set of two
pamphlets ................... $1.25 Fund; because certainly the degree
II. Braille publications, Grade One
and one-half
j j

to which we support the National
Fund measures the progress which
we are able to make towards the
achievement of the Four Objectives
of the second Seven Year Plan.
Our Budget set up this year by the
National Spiritual· Assembjy was
$25,UOO:06 a month, or $300,000.00 for
this year. During the month of May
and June we received only $37,000.00,
which means thaI we were $13,000.00
short of meeting our requirements.
During July the Treasurer's Weekly Report to the N .S.A. showed contributions of $8,619.21 and disbursements for the same period of
$11,605.46; and also showed an overdraft of earmarked funds of $6,780.45.
Which means thaI in order to keep
activities of the Faith going we had
to draw upon earmarked funds to
this extent, with the permission of
the donors.
With the Guardian emphasizing
the need for starting the inner ornamentation of the Temple before the
end of this Baha'i year, this picture
looms up as a serious one. Because
just as soon as building activities
are started the demands on the Fund
will be very great and it would be a
great pity if the work, during this
second Seven Year Plan. on the Temple had to be brought to a stop or
delayed because of lack of funds to
complete the project.
Faithfully, PHIL1P G. SFRAGUE

1. Principles of the Baha'i

Faith ........................ $ .75
2. Communion With God ........ $ .50
3. The Words of Baha'u·Thlli, inscribed over the Nine Entrances to the BaliA'i House of
Worship.
(Nine Inscription Booklet). ".$ .15

m.

Talking Book

The Baha'i Talking Book, consisting
of three double-faced records, presents the WorW Order Through World
Faith and The World Faith of Baha'u'llab: Summary. This Talking Book
was recorded in the studios of the
American FOlUldation for the Blind
tor presentation to the Library of
Congress and its Distributing Libraries for the Blind.
This distribution should proceed within
the next few weeks. Additional copies of
the Talking Book may be purchased by
the friends at a price of $3.50. Supply
is limited.

Please send orders and inquiries to
BahO.'i Service for the Blind, 616
North Oxford Avenue, Los Angeles
4, California.

Firsl Latin American Session at the newly or-pnized Baha'i JntemaJioDal ScheGI,
Colorado Springs, June 26th. Mrs. Loalie Matthews Is standlDg seoDDd from the rigid.
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International School Marks Latin American
Progress

L o. Tade, Ass't. Secretary of The
Bah.8.'i S1ad.y Class, .Jebba, Nigeria,
W.e.A.

Sunshine Teaching Continues
The ChaTleston, West Virginia community says, nWith warm weather
descending, it was decided to substitute picnics Saturday evenings for
the social gatherings. The first, held
on June 14 th, was a great success,
with nine Baha is and twelve nonH
Bahit'is attending.
In New England, the Springfield,
Mass., community held its annual
meeting and picnic at, the Skate
House on Porter Lake, . June 22nd.
This was an all-day affair, the
friends supplying their own picnic
lunches. In Norwich, Conn., the annual picnic was held July 13th. A
picnic lunch was served at noon and
a Baha'i speaker presented afterward. In spite of an all-day downpour of rain on June 8th, the Greenwich, Conn., picnic took place at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Welsh. Friends from New York, New
Jersey and New England attended
so that there were 56 present. R ustam Payman of New York City was
the speaker in the afternoo" and
several informal talks followed the
planned program. Many non-Baha'is
heard the talks and enjoyed the Baha'i fellowship.
j

Three of the pioneers who attend~
ed the first Latin American session
at the new Baha'i International
School in Colorado Springs? are
leaving to perform projects in vari~
ous Latin A mer i can countries.
Charles loas of Chicago left at once
to visit Mexico City, then to assist
the two new Mexican Assemblies in
Puebla and Coa tepec in their study
and practice of administration, and
later to visit Vera Cruz, where he
will teach a new group and also lay
the groundwork for the first Central
American Baha'i Summer School
session. which will be held in that
city December 5 to 10.
Miss R. Katharine Meyer of Washington is preparing to leave for Caracas, Venezuela, where she will assist the friends of that city and also
the recently established student
group in the nearby city of Maracay.
Miss Mary Louise Kelsey of West
Englewood, N.J., is leaving this
month for Buenos Aires, Argentina,
where she will aid the over-burdened
Baba'i Puhlishing Committee. Mis.
Kelsey will visit San Juan, Puerto
Rico, and Bahia, Brazil, en route to
her post, while Miss Meyer will do
travel teaching down through the
West Indies, visiting especially the
new goal cities in Cienfuegos, Cuba;
Santiago, Dominican Republic, and
Spanish Town. Jamaica, en route to
her objective.
Artemus Lamh, one of the teachers at the session, is doing travel
teaching down through Central and
South America as he returns to his
post in ,santiago, Chile. The International· School is the gift of Mrs.
Loulie Matthews of Colorado Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthews have turned
over their beautiful summer home
for the school sessions, which are
conducted under the auspices of the
National Spiritual Assembly.
The teaching classes were conducted under the direction of the practice assemblY elected by the students, and· programs were put on in
dramatic form by the students themselves, the imaginary locale being
Santiago, Chile. In this way they obtained actual practice in Latin American teaching. The practice assembly voted to recommend to the school
committee and the National Spiritual
Assembly that the school be made
a Baha'i Normal School, equipped to
prepare teachers for service any~

where on the planet; a place where
teachers from all countries can exchange experience and become enriched thereby; a place where the
notable exponents of the culture of
every nation will be invited to visit
and to share this culture with the
Bah~Pis.

Pioneering by native Latin American teachers in other Latin C01m~
tries is getting under way. Sra. Natalia Chavez of Tegucigalpa, Hondnras, has recently gone to Guatemala
City, where she is assisting in the
consolidation of that Community, and
where she will help the friends in
establishing their first goal city, Sra.
Yvonne de Cuellar of La Paz, Bolivia, will assist Gwenne Sholtis in
opening up Cocha bam ba and Potosi
to the Faith this year. Sr. Emilio
Barros and Sr. Salvador Tormo and
his wife, Adela, of Buenos Aires, are
helping Shirley Warde in teaching
toe new student group in Rosario.
Marcia Steward is visiting and
helping in the conselida tion of the
new Costa Rican assembly in Quepos, and the further instruction ot
several new groups' formed in that
country through use of the new correspondence teaching plan.
Gayle Woolson is visiting Medellin,
Cartagena, Barranquilla, Bucaramanga and Mogotes, Colombia. Barranquilla and Bucaramanga are goal
cities for this year. The regional
teaching committee headed by Dr.
Saul Hernandez of Bogota, hopes to
reach its goal of eight assemblies
by April, 1948. Colombia now has
six assemblies. Colombia is also
planning the first BaM'i Conference
and School Session for the northern
countries of South America, to he
held in Bogota in December dnring
the Pan-American Conference in that
city. Measures are being concerted
to draw the attention of all Pan·
American delegates to the Baha'i
Faith.
Directory Corrections
Regional Committee 1M Md., Va. and
w. Va. Mrs. Gene W. Christ
(Not Evelin)
Mrs. Marion C. Littitt
(Nat Mariam)
Anterican Memo-rial to Abdu'l-Baba.
Mr. H. Borrah Ka velin
(Not Borrah with one r)
Local Assembly, CharlesiOD, W. Va.
Mrs. Helen S. Anderson
(Not Miss Helen)
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THE CHALlENGING REQUffiEMENTS
A Summary

of the Directives as Given By Shoghi Effendi in His Letter
of June 5, 1947

I. Mashriqn'I.Adhluir
1. Completion to be strenuously
pushed forward
2. Adoption necessary
tions of design

modifica,..-

3. Preparation of plans and
fications

4. Preliminary
placed

contracts

speci~

IV. Assembly Inc"rporation
Carry out incorporation of properly functioning Assemblies for
establishment of local endowments after Temple needs are
met
V. Summer Sch....ls. Youth Activity

to

be

5. Construction started before end
of current year

II. Cons..lidation
1. National and Regional Teaching

Committees to increase Assemblies to 175 this year
2. Reinforce the 80 newer Assemblies

3. Develop the 21.8 groups
4. Raise over 900 isolated 'believers
to group status

III. Proclamation
National Spiritual Assembly aided
by Public Relations, Race Unity,
Public Meetings, Visual Education, College Speakers Bureau
and Radio Committees
1. Reinforce prociama tion of verities to masses through press
and radio

2. Make closer contact with leaders of public thought, with colleges and universities, with
newspaper and magazine editors

Expand institutions of the Summer
Schools and utilize them as
agencies for furtherance of the
Seven Year Plan
VI. Service Committees

1. Expand and consolida Ie the activities of Publishhig, Reviewing, Library t Service for the
Blind, Visual Education, Pamphlet Literature and Study Aids
Committees
VII. Alaska
1. Maintain and consolidate the
Anchorage Assembly
2. Multiply BaM'i centers

3. Promote teaching among E skimos
4. Translate and publish texts in

Eskimo
5. Extend northern limits of Faith

. heyond Fairbanks
VIII. Canada
.1. Maintain and fortify the 13 Assemblies
2. Establish Assemblies in the
most promising of the groups

4. Maintain contact with 750 newspapers, magazines and trade papers

3. Establish first Canadian Summer School

6. Stimulate association, not affiliation, without participation in
political matters, with the organs, leaders and representatives of United Stations and kindred organizations, to give
greater publicity to BaM', aims
and purposes and eventually
convert capable and receptive
souls

4. Incorporate firmly grounded Assemblies, to pr~pare for local
and national endo'Wments
5. Develop institution of the local

Fund
6. Encourage holding of conferences
7. Broadcast Message through
press and radio to masses and
leaders
8, Increase

DUInber
speaking Baba'is

10. Carry Message outside Dominion to Newfoundland, Franklin
Islands. Yukon, Mackenzie Keewateen, Ungava, Greenland
11. Send pioneers to some of these

territories after the National
Spiritual Assembly is firmly
established
IX. Latin America
1. The Latin American communities to bestir themselves for collective, historic and gigantic
tasks culminating on the formation of two National Assemblies
2. The constitution of two independent, duly elected National
Assemblies is One of the most
vital objectives of the second
Seven Year Plan
This leads in successive epochs
to the constitution of the National Assembly in each Republic
3, The believers to close their
ranks, reinforce the bonds of
unity, of solidarity and cooperation, rededicate themselves to

the task of teaching, deepen
their knowledge of the Baha'i
History and fundamentals, step
themselves in the spirit and
love of tlie teachings, and acquire special training for future
pioneer activities
4. Multiply the number of Assemblies

3. Further develop national advertising and publicity

5. Amplify Public Relations programs

9. Win support of :mmorities-Indians, Dukhabors, Negroes

of

French-

5. Local incorporations to be effected as preliminary to incorporation of future National Assemblies
6. Begin to establish· local Funds
for pioneer activity, dissemination of literature, .maintenance

of local headquarters and gradual initiation of Baha'i endowments, for publicity agencies,
summer schools and youth activities.
7. Support the activities begun by
native traveling teachers
8. Take advantage of practical
workshop courses in pioneering
at the International School
9. UWize the two schools in Azeiza
and Santiago, and the school to
be conducted in Vera Cruz, for

BAHA'i NEWS
centers for study, and training
for pioneer work

10. The Regional conferences held
in Buenos Aires and Panama to
be followed by simliar conferences elsewhere, and native believers to take increasing re~
sponsibility
11. Use correspondence teaching in
all Spanish speaking countries
to increase the number of believers
12. Capture the attention, win the
sympathy and secure the full
active support of an increasing
proportion of the public by publicity, advertising, radio scripts,
regional committees, visual education and public meetings
13. Stimulate publishing activities,
widen their scope, improve
their quality in Spanish, Portuguese and French, and dissem~
inate them over a wide area
14. Develop and circulate widety
the Spanish bulletins in Santiago
and San Jose
15. Reinforce the contact made
with Masonic Lodges by similar contacts with schools and
business firms, for publicity and
confirming new believers
16. Give particular atlentioo to the
Indian tribes; consolidate and
extend the contact already
made wlith North and South
American Indians
17. In view of the peculiar position
and importance of Panama the
activities stated there are to
be maintained

chen and other groups, as well
as the isolated believers to hasten the formation of the first
independent National Spiritual
Assembly to be formed by any
Latin American nation.
X. Europe
1. The ten colUltries must evolve
into strongholds from which the
Faith can be diffused into neighboring territories
2. The nuclei and new groups must
be reinforced by more pioneers
and visits of traveling teachers,
and by development of the
teaching work the pioneers
must start among the native
populations

3. Local Assemblies composed of
settlers from abroad are artificial and temporary
4. The 25 pioneers already .in the
field are to be reinforced this
year by as many additional
pioneers as possible, particu~
larly by those of independent
means who can go themselves
or send appointed deputies
5. Translate, publish and dissem~

inate leaflets, pamphlets or
books in the nine selected languages
6. Distribute Ii tera lure to the publie free on certain occasions and
present it to leaders of .public
thought and to the numerous Li,..
braries
7. Make immediate contact with
the press and other agencies

8. Use every opportunity to state
the aims and teachings when attacked by its enemies
9. Associate the Fa>tli,'but not affiliate it, with progressi¥e, nonpolitical, non..,cc!esiaslical institutions, social, educational or
charitable

18. Follow up the publicity there
and the contact made with leaders of the Republic
19. Develop the initial conlact
made with the Indians
20. A chief objective of Panaman" ian" Baha'is is to increase the
bonds between North and South
American Baha'is

10. Attend
ences,
leges
spread

21. The Punta Arenas Assembly is
only a prelude to the work of
consolidation to be carried: out
in conjunction with the activities of the Assemblies of Santiago, Valparaiso and Vina del.·
Mar, and the groups in Puerto
Montt, Valdivia, QIljlpue, Temucco, Sewell," Chorrillos, Mul~

11. If personally able, pioneers
should attend either the British
or German Summer School and
make such connections as will
help them do theii work and
also set up other summer
schools under the auspices of
the European Teaching Committee, to prepare the way for

congresses and" conferuse contacts with col~
and
universities,
to
the teachings

9
the schools that will be founded
by the future assemblies in the
ten countries
12. Welcome and utilize any assistance which the British and German National Assemblies, and
their committees,
especially
their Publishing Committees
can extend. until the institu~
tions to be founded in these
countries can conduct their affairs independently

13. Enlarge the scope of the Geneva BuUetin for constant interchange of news between the
centers
14. Reinforce contact with each
other through the European Office of the European Teaching
Committee, by conferences on
their plans, problems and activities, and concert measures
lor spread of the Fai III in Europe, and prepare for the future
formation of regional N alional
Spiritual Assemblies which will
precede the establishment of independent separate National
Spiritual Assemblise
15. Begin to establish administrative headquarters for the communities and future Assemblies
in the various capital cities,
through rental of suitable quarters, leading later to a national
Haziratu'l-Quds in each COlmtry

16. In addition to the Assembly to
be formed in each country,
groups, even though small and
weak, should be started in otber
cities
17. The basic condition for suc~
cessful teaching is for the pioneers to adapt the fundamental
teachings to the cultural and religious backgrounds, ideologies
and temperament of the. different races and: nations
18. Pioneers must neither antagonize people nor compromise essential Baha'i principles; they
must be neither provocative nor
supine, fanatical nor too li1:;eral; they are to be direct or
indirect in accordance with the
receptivity of the person contacted; they must neither overstress nor whittle down the
BaM'1 truths.
N A1"lONAL BAH.i.'f OFFJCB
.
June 27, 1941
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Lack of literature prompted the
friends to prepare and distribute a
appliea tion for permission to carry 93 page compilation of excerpts on
on Spiritual activities. They feel that Baha'i history and teachings. Furtheir Children's work is very worth ther compilations are being made~
while.
Another lea ture is the Bah8'i Youth
From German Balui'. Youth Bulletin Letter, issued quarterly with a cirGermany. A most interesting offi· culation of 100 copies. On the Incial report of Baha'i Youth activities ternational Symposium Day a reprein Germany gives us the following: sentative of Baha'i Youth gave a.
The first great boom in youth work broadcast of seven minutes on the
was in tbe first months of 1946. origin, aims and dev8lopment of the
Young friends who were disillu· Faith. The lack of literature handisioned and striving for better human caps the work greatly. Youth activrelations joined the Bahii'i Youth and ities are also hindered by lack of
are now studying and working for printing paper and difficulty in obthe Cause. There are now about 120 taining printing licenses.
Correction. We are -sorry that in
members in eight groups. The main
activity is in the United States zone our January Baha'i News there was
and Hamburg in the British Zone an overstatement of the progress of
with promise of work in the French the Faith in Nurnberg. Herr Fred
Zone. They have weekly meetings Kohler, secretary of the NSA of Gerfor study and discussoin and arrange many, writes: "The National Spiri·
small parties for visiting cultural tual Assembly has to date (May 8,
performances or other outi.ngs. Sev- 1947) not found it possible to regard
eral groups may spend a Sunday 10- the· interested individuals as believgether.
ers, as the requirements have not
The first Youth Summer School been met. It is hoped, however, that
ever held in Germany was the great there will soon be a larger group or
turning pOint of last year as it was even an assembly in Nurnberg."
of outstanding importance in pro- From India and Bunn. News Letter:
moting unity among the youth and
The NSA of India and Burma ""spurring them to deepen in the Faith. pectedto move its headquarters
Some of the Youth Groups had been from Poona to Delhi, the capital of
formed in places where there was India, during the mooth of May.
no Assembly to take care of their They would occupy temporary quarneeds and direct them. Therefore ters until they could find a suitable
the National Youth Committee was building to purchase. The Guardian
formed and entrusted with the plan- has contributed .£ 1000 towards the
ning t execution and direction of purchase of a permanent lJa~ratu'l
measures which make for more ef- Quds.
ficient cooperation and coordination
'Youth are reported active and enof youth activities throughout Ger- thusiastic in these coWltries. They
many.
have a National Youth Bulletin and

News From Other Lands
From Geneva News Bulletin
Czechoslovakia. The following mes·
sage to American friends was signed
by nine believers in Prague: "Lov~
ing Baha'I greetings from Czech
friends of the Holy teachings from
'their celebration of the Feast of
Naw·Ruz, 104." Correspondence may
be addressed to Vuk Echtner,
Prague, Nusle II, 739, Czechoslovakia.
Hungary. News comes slowly but
in April some relief packages had
reached believers in Budapest and
requests were being acted upon. "We
bad a beautiful Naw-Ruz meeting
with four interested guests' J writes
Renee Szanto·Felbermann (Hideg·
kuti-up. 31/a, Budapest il).
Poland. Requests continue coming

for literature and information on the
Faith from people who have seen
the Baha'i Esperanto bulletin.
Morocco. Madame Marie Claudet,
former member of the Baha'i Assembly of Guayaquil (Ecuador) was reported in May to be en route to join
her parents in French Morocco
where she expected to pioneer for
the Faith.
Switzerland. On Sunday, April 27,
in the heart of the Ridvan season.
all the Baha'is of Switzerland met
together in Zurich. Among the 18
friends gathered around the couference table, Persia. England, Germany, Austria, Hungary, and the
United States were represented.
Mr. Robert Gulick, of Berkeley,
California r arrived in Geneva April
25th. His visit was in connection with
the international trade conference
going on at the United Nations Palace, From there he flew to Cairo,
at the time the National Baha'i Convention of Egypt was gathered there.
He expected to be back .in Geneva
in June after vi~iting Iran.
Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh was in
Gene:va from May 18 to 22. She was
the first traveling teacher to visit
European pioneers 'under the auspices of the European Teaching Committee. Since she is also the secretary of the ,Speakers' Research Committee for the United Nations, Mrs.
Mottahedeh was able to make valuable contacts at the UNO. From Geneva she flew to Germany arid also
. Austria.
Austria .. Baha!is !n Vienna were expecting a reply from the American
military authorities concerning their

Los

AnKe1es BaM'i Center showing Baha'is and their frieacIs oa March %3-. 1941.
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have held their first National Youth
Conference. In two or three cases
a yOlUlg believer has accompanied
a veteran Baha'i on a teaching tour.
Seven new assemblies were reported in April with the probability
of two more.
The success of their summer
school in India made the NSA determine to have a winter school also.
In carrying out this plan many difficulties were encountered due to
strikes going on in the commlUlity
where it was held. Twenty-one students m addition to local Baha'is atR
tended.
The Kolhapur Assembly arranged
for the friends to go· over to the
Polish Refugee Camp on the outskirts of the city. Permission was
given to speak to the· inmates on
the Cause. Two talks were given
and translated into Polish" which
were so well received that ~e speakers were asked to speak a second
time. The Baha'is gave gifts to the
children and sick patients in the
Guest speakers at 35th annual Souvenir of iAbdu'I-Bahi.• .June 28. 1947 at west
camp. A Polish translation of the
New ETa was placed in the camp Englewood, N. i" Mr. Matthew Bullock of Boston. Mrs. Terab Smith of Bingllam·
ton, and at right Mr. Wm. DeForge, chairman.
library.
From India and Burma
Annual Report:
The anonal report of the NSA of
India and Burma reveals great activity and growth in those countries.
In reading it one realizes what a
great burden the many languages
add to spreading the Faith. We
quote; "India is a land of contrasts
and disparities. If language be the
basis of demarca ting the limits of a
country, India is not one but at least
3..1 countries. The task of our institution whose sole object is .to make
people "realize the fact of the unity
of mankind, is therefore t not an easy
one. The difference does not exist
only in language but the climates
of the different provinces of this
coUntry differ greatly and with the
climate the disparities in ideas and
thoughts loom out and keep these
parts apart from each other. t,
Dr. Esslemont~s book has alre~dy
been translated' and printed in thirteen languages besides English with
translations in six other languages
on the press. English is understood
by the educated classes all over InR
dia.

Calendar
Nineteen Day Feasts:
September 8-'Izzat-Migbt.
September 27-Ma.§!liyyat-Will.

The Burmese Baha'is suffered
greatly during the war. The NSA appointed two Baha'is to visit Baha'i
centers in Burma and find out conditions and needs, "As a result the
distressed Baha'is have been ta~en
care of, their wants supplied, those
who were out of occupation for lack
of means reinstated in business."
Steps were taken to repair damaged
headquarters and to reestablish
teaching work. A further bit from
the' report helps us to understand
some of the difficulties which our
Burmese friends are meeting: uThe
friends in Mandalay are engaged in
wresting from the illegal occupants
a property belonging to the Cause
and in getting the supplementary pa SR
sages of the New Era translated
into Burmese and the entire book
revised." The Guardian sent word
that "He was particularly happy to
see how active the beloved Burmese
friends are."

Enrollments and Transfers
New York City, 5; Milwaukee, Wise.,
3; Chicago, ill., 2; Sacramento, Calif, 1;
Boston, Mass., I; Seattle, Wash., 1; WorR
cester, Mass., 1.
others:
Marysvi11e, Mich, I; San Antonio,
Texas. 2: Elsinore, Calif" I; Denver,
Colo., 1.

Publishing Announcements
THE OPEN DOOR - A New compilation on inmmortality from the
words of Baha'u'llilh and 'AbdutlBahil. The pamphlet is attractively
designed in blue and white and is
most appealing in both appearance
and content. It is especially recom~
mended for glvmg to bereaved
friends.
Price, 10 copies ..... $ .50
cmCAGO TRIBUNE REPRINTS
-These are still in demand, useful
for display and for distribution at
BaM'i gatherings.
Price, 20 copies ...... $1.00

Babi'i News is published by the
National SpIritual Assembly '" the
Baha';s of *I1e United Sbles aDd Canada. as the official news-letter of the
Babi '[ Commanity. Tbe first issue a.ppe&1'ed in Degember. 1924.
BaltA'i News is ecU&ed for the National Spirihlal Assembly by its
Baha'i News Editorial CommiUee:
Mrs. Roberta.. Christian, cbairman.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick, Mr.
Gordon A. Fraser. Editorial oftice:
Mrs. Roberta Christian, 1001 West;
Genesee St., T,a,nsjn&,? Micb.
Please report changes of address
to 'Which Baha'i News is to be seat

and oiber matters pertain.in.g to its
dismbution to the Baha'j National
OiIice, 536 Sheridan Road, WilmeUe,
DliDois.

,
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"Hew Do We Train Our
Children the Baha'i Way?"
This question, in one way or
another, has been repeatedly asked
of the Child Education Committee by
Baha'i parents. Since present day
psychologists tend to differ from the
Baha'i teachings in many aspects
of their child- training programs, the
Committee referred the problem to
Dr. Stanwood Cobb, eminent director of the Chevy Chase Country
School, and long a BaM'i educator.
Dr. Cobb's qualified answer is as
follows:
"In regard to any conflict between
modern psychology and Baha'i ideals
or ideas, the modern psychology
should be completely disregarded. It
is based on an almost blasphemously
false Premise, that the child has no
soul. How and why should we harmonize with such a pagan ideology?
Insist at every turn. upon what you
believe to be best for the child as
a Baha'i.
uThe trouble is, we lack Baha'i
scientists and psychologists-but we
must not hesitate to use what vision
we have, even as lay thinkers, and
insist on giving the child what we.
as Baha'is, think it needs.
"Some of the thing's we try to do
here are:
"1. To surround the child with love,
so that if not already expressive and

A Baha'i Marri"8e
A Baha'i Marriage took place at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George N.
Clark in Denver, Colorado to unite
Mrs. Clair Dano Gillespie of Cheyenne, Wyoming, formerly of Chicago,
and Mr. Clarence Dyck Schneider
of Denver, formerly of Richmond'
Highlands, Washlngton, on Saturday,
April 26, 1947.
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radiant, it becomes so. The vibraContents of August
tions from the Abha Kingdom enable
World Order
Baha'is to stimulate children with
The Root of Knowledge
the most wonderful love that -has
Louise A. Groger
ever come to earth, Christi-an love
The
Baha'i
Faith in India
can't equal it, So this is a great
Shirin Fozdar
opportunity for Baha'is.
"2. To establish an atmosphere of Unity in the Love of God, Editorial
Eleanor S. Hutchens
peace and security, We do not here
permit children to 'fight it out', to
The Renewal of Civilization,
learn by the give and take of agBook Review
gression-as some nursery schools
William Tucker
do. We try to anticipate all troubles
A Baha'i Enters the Hermit
and frictions and prevent any maniKingdom
festation of quarrelsomeness . . .
Agnes B. Alexander
"We believe here that while chilThe Mature Man
dren should as much as possible be
Baha'i Words for Meditation
given choices, and be treated with
that courtesy which we expect ourWith Our Readers .
selves as adults, there are plenty
of occasioru when they must obey
without discussion, delay, or qua rrelTABLE OF CONTENTS
Page Col.
sameness. We insist on a sweet obed'Abdu'l-Baha, quotation ,..
5
2
ience, when needed."
3
Character building is the greatest Assemblies Accept Challenge .. 1
need of our tra ining today. Shoghi Blind, Service for .......
6
1
Effendi, in a reply to Mrs. Ruth Mof- Calendar
.... ,., .. , ..... , .. ,11
1
fett (March 12, 1944), writes: " . . . Children, training ......... '.' .. 12
1
Prayer is only one factor in this Decision, Temple Construction. 1
i
(character building) ; they must Dorothy Thompson's Reference 5
1
learn to live up to the ethical teach- Enrollment & Transfer~
.. , .11
2
ings of the Faith . . . Once young European Enrollments
.. 2
.1
people become convinced of the Guardian:
existence of the soul they should not
Cremation .. , .... ".,.,.".", 3
1
need much convincing that material
Freedom of Appointment ..
3
2
training and material progress are
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1
not sufficient. The soul needs tra ining
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and help also. n
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Message Sent to W orId

CRISIS
The American Believers must face the fact that the national fund is dangerously low. The monthly budget set for
general. expenses and the Temple construction is $25,000
each month. The NSA has a total deficit of $40,000 since the
convention.
Unless this condition is ·remedied, drastic effects upon
our efforts toward the goals of the Second Seven Year plan
will result!
Pionel'!rs so desperately:needed for the work in Europe
and Latin America must be·recalled!
The important work of promulgation to the masses so
emphasized by our Guardian must be suspended!
Funds for radio, national program, public relations and
other vital·service committees which have so broadened interest and information on the Faith must be curtailed!
The first Temple contract has been let. Tight market
conditions for both labor and materials will not admit of
any delay or tardiness. in construction. The work of the
Temple.must go forward on schedule.
Our Guardian has set before us a stirring challenge. By
Assembly and Individual response we have assured him of
our readiness to achieve the victories desired. Talks and
promises are not enough for this. Only well rounded and
. sustained action and support can accomplish the task. First
things must come first.
In an age of dunning solicitation, raffles and benefits
which bribe contribution by the promise of self-enrichment,
our Faith has initiated and held to a standard of maturity·
in its emphasis· upon financial support. It does not separate
the devotion of contribution from the devotion of prayer.
Both have the ~amedignity and the same .obllgation.

WHAT ISTliE;M~URE OF YOUR DEVOTION?

EsperantoCo~

The following message was cabled
to the World Esperanto Congress
while meeting in the city of Bernet
Switzerland, July 28 to August 1,

1947:
"American Baha'is send corqial
greeting, devoted best wishes, (to)
Thirty-second World Congress; sharing your conviction (that) supreme
goa! (of) world unity calls lor one
auxiliary international language and
script to provide unrestricted communication for union (and) coopera~
tion (of) all nations (and) peoples.
Our prayers appeal (to the) Divine
Father (for) help (and) guidance
(for) your important deliberations."
NATIONAL SPmrruAL AsS!:MBLY

First Baha'i Endowment
in 'Akka
The National Spiritual As·
sembly has received from the
Guardian the certificate of registration of a piece of property
loea ted in 'Akka consisting of
a shop and land, donated to
the Faith by an old and devot·
ed believer of 'Akka, Mr. Qazim
Toza. The registra lion has been
entered by Shoghi Effendi in
the name of the Palestine
Branch of the American N a·
t ion a 1 Spiritual Assembly.
This endowment is of historic
significance inasmuch as it rep- .
resents the first Baha'i endowment in that city so intiinately
associated with the exile and
imprisonment of Baha'u'Thlli.
The believers will recall how
the Guardian established the
Palestine Branch of the NSA ~
number of years ago as a religious body having legal status
in Palestine and capable of
holding title to religious prop.
erty. The first properties trans·
ferred to the Palestine Branch
were those areas on Mount Carmel purchased by American
BaM'!s in order to protect the·,
. Shrine of the BRb.
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First ,Temple Contract Signed hy Trustees
At 12 o'clock noon, August 4, the
Temple Trustees signed the first contract for construction of the Temple
interior. Meeting in the spacious liv·
ing room of the Fellowship House at
Green Acre, the Trustees opened the
active phase leading to construction
work.
Mr. Alfred P. Shaw of ChicagO' is
the architect selected to carry forward the remaining stage of Temple
construction. Mr. Shaw has been responsible for the· architectural work
on many widely-known buildings in
Chicago, including the Field Build·
ing t the Museum of Science and
Industry, and the Merchandise Mart.
In the months following the An·
nual Convention, the Temple Trust-

ees' Construction Committee made a
very thorough investigation of architectural firms in the Chicago area.
The members were especially interested in the record of work done and
the quality of specialized technical
personnel able to carry forward the
theme of the Bourgeois design into
the finished interior. They investi·
gated more than a dozen individual
architects and architectural firms,
and their survey resulted in the
choice of Mr. Shaw.
Negotiations with Mr. Shaw were
initiated early in July, and· a formal
contract with Mr. Shaw and his firm

for architectural services was pre·
sented to the Trustees at the August
meeting. This contract has been reviewed by specia1ized legal counsel,
as well as by the Baha'i Technical
Advisory Board consisting of Mr.
Allen B. McDaniel, Mr. Robert Mc·
Laughlin and Mr. Edwin Eardley.
Upon recommendation by the Trust·
ees' Construction Committee and the
Technical Board, the Trustees signed
the contract with Mr. Shaw on August 4. He and his associates are
. now. engaged in the preparation of
working drawings and plans and specifications for the Temple interior
construction work.
Preliminary Studies Completed
As announced in the August Baha'i
News, the Temple Trustees in July
approved the revised plans for the
interior submitted by Mr. Allen B.
McDaniel. The treatment of the in·
terior embodied in his plans followed
the specific instructions of the Guard·
ian. This approval marked the end of
preliminary studies of modification
of the .original Bourgeois design.

Mr. Bourgeois, before his death,
completed small-scale drawings of
his concept of the interior ornamentation, but did not complete working
drawings and full-scale renderings.
Mr. McDaniel modified these designs
and adapted them to the Bahi! 'I form
of worship to be used in the Temple.
With the approval of Mr. McDaniel's
modification, the Trustees faced the
problem of securing the services of a
Chicago architect qualified to assume
responsibility for seeing the project
through to completion.
Forward to Construction
The next step is the preparation of
detailed drawings and specifications,
and the full-scale drawings necessary
for the letting of contracts and the
start of actual construction work in
the interior. Mr. Shaw and his associates have started this.
The Trustees hope that prelimin·
ary contracts for the new stairW"ay
system, required by the modified
pians, can be let before the end of
the current calendar year. The working drawings for the completed in·
terior will be ready early in 1948, at
which time contracts for the interior
ornamentation can be placed.
The contract with Mr. Shaw provides that final architectural and engineering decisions are to be made
jointly by the architect and the Baha'i
Technical Advisory Board, subject to
subsequent confirmation by the Temple Trustees. This insures that the
project will be carried out strictly in
accordance with the wishes of the
Guardian and within the spirit of the
original Bourgeois design.
A panel of Baha'i experts in specialized· fields, such as .color, lighting, etc., has been set up. The Technical Advisory Board will seek the
opinions of those Baba'is who are
qualified by training and experience
to offer helpful ideas in connection
with carrying out the Temple pro.
ject.
These Are Historie Days
The few early believers who caught
the vision of the Temple as. a symbol
of the coming Kingdom of God have
given us a heritage of sacrifice and
patient devotion. To them 'Abdu'lBaha wrote: "When the Ma"griqu'l·
AQbkar is accomplished, when the
lights are emanating therefrom, the
righteous ones are presenting themselves therein, the prayers are performed with supplication towards the

Pioneer to Norway. MIldred Clark,
sailed .J_e %7, IM'7 on the S. S. StaftA.

gerftJord.

More Assemblie8 Aceepl

Challenge
To the list of Assemblies which
have agreed to foster the ·formatinn
of a new Assembly in one or more
nearby groups, published in the August issue, the N a tiona! Spiritual
Assemb.Iy is happy to add the Assemblies which reported later: Oklahoma City, Cleveland, Wilmette,
Miami, Portland; Racine, Albuquerque.
mysterious Kingdom (of heaven), the
voice of glorification is raised to the
Lord, the Supreme, then the believers shall rejoice, the hearts shall be
dilated and overflow with the love
of the Ali-living and Self-existent
(God). The people shall hasten to
worship in that heavenly Temple, the
fragrances of God will be elevated,
the divine teachings will be established in the hearts like the establishment of the Spirit in mankind;
the people will then stand firm in
the Cause of your Lord, the Merci·
ful.'''
About five and a half years remain
to us to carry this blessed project
through to corripleti~. The flow of
funds is the mark of our deter·
mination and sacrifice that through
the unfolding beauty of this Symbol
of Baha'u'llilh and His Faith we may
show to all men the way of love and
unity.
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Relationship of Baha'i Faith to Palestine
Shoghi Effendi Makes Statement
to United Nations Special
Committee on Palestine
(Note: The Guardian has sent to the
National Spiritual Assembly a copy
of a communication he addressed to
the Chairman of United Nations Special Committee on Palestine, meeting in Jerusalem, in reply to the la tter's request for an expression of the
religious interests of the Baha'is in
Palestine. The text of the Guardian's
letter is reproduced in Baha'i News
for the information of the believers.)
Mr. Justice Emil Sandstrom,
Chairman,
United' Nations Special Committee on
Palestine.
Sir:
Your kind letter of July 9th reached
me and I wish to thank you for affording me the opportunity of presenting to you and your esteemed
colleagues a statement of the relationship which, the Baha'! Faith has
to Palestine and our attitude towards
any future changes in the status 01
this sacred and much disputed land.
I am enolosing with this letter, for
your information, a brief sketch* of
the history, aims and significance of
the Baha'i Faith, as well as a small
pamphlet setting forth its, views towards the present state of the world
and the lines on which we hope and
believe it must and will develop.
The position of the Baha'is in this
country is in a certain measure
unique: whereas Jerusalem is the
spiritual center of Christendom it is
not the administrative center of
either the Church of Rome or any'
other Christian denomination. Likewise although it is regarded by Moslems as the spot where one of its
most sacred shrines is situated, the
Holy Sites of the Muhammadan
Faith, and the center of iis pilgrimages, are to be found in Arabia, not
in Palestine. The Jews alone offer
somewhat of a parallel to the a !tachment which the Baha'!s have for this
country inasmuch as Jerusalem
holds the remains of their Holy Temple and was the seat of both the religious and political institutions associated with their past history. But
even their case differs in one respect
from that of the Baha'is, for it is in
the soil of Palestine that the three
central Figures of our religion are
buried, and it is not only the center
of Baha'i pilgrimages from all over

the world but also the permanent
seat of our Administrative Order, of
which I have the honor to be the
Head.
The BaM'i Faith is entirely nonpoll tical and we neither take sides in
the present tragic dispute going on
over the future of the Holy Land and
its peoples nor have we any statement to make or advice to give as to
what the nature of the political future of this country should be. Our
aim is the establishment of univt'rsal peace in this world and our desire
to see justice prevail in every domain
of human society. including the domain of politics. As many of the adherents of our Faith are of Jewish
and Moslem extraction we have no
prejudice towards either of these
groups and are most anxious to reconcile them for their mutual benefit
and for the good of the country.
What does concern us, however, in
any decisions made affecting the future of Palestine, is that the fact be
recognized by whoever exercises sov·
ereignty over Haifa and Acre, that
within this area exists the spiritual
and administra live center of a world
Faith, and that the independence of
that Faith, its right to manage its
international affairs from this source,
the 'right of Baha'is from any and
every country of the globe to visit it
as pilgrims (enjoying the same privilege in this respect as Jews, Moslems and Christians do in regard to
visiting Jerusalem), be acknowledged and permanently safeguarded.
~

properties in the Holy Land. It
should also be noted that practically
all of these properties have been exempted from both Government and
Municipal taxes owing to their re..
ligious nature. Some of these exten·
sive holdings are the property of the
Palestine Branch of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the United
States and Canada, incorporated' as
a religious society according to the
laws of the country. In future various other Baha'i National Assem·
blies will hold, through their Palestine Branches. part of the International Endowments of the Faith in
the Holy Land.
In view of the above information
I would request you and the members of your Committee to take into
consideration the safeguarding of Baha'i rights in any recommendation
which you may make to the United
Nations concerning the future of
Palestine.
May I take this opportunity of
assuring you of my deep appreciation of the spirit in which you and
your colleagues have conducted your
investigations into the troubled conditions of this Sacred Land. I trust
and pray that the outcome of your
deliberations will produce an equitable and speedy solution of the very
thorny problems which have arisen
in Palestine.
Yours faithfunv,
(signed) SBoom R.........."
Haifa, Palestine
July 11. 1947

Guardian's statement

a)JJ)ear

OD the Faith will
in an early issue of World Order

Magazine, and. reprints: of it will be made
available through the PDbUshing Committee.

The Sepulchre of the Bab on Mt.
Carmel, the Tomb of 'Abdu'l-Baha
in that same spot, the Pilgrim Hostel
for oriental Baha'is in its vicinity,
the large gardens and terraces which
surround these places (all of which
are open to visits by the public of all
denominations), the Pilgrim Hostel
for western Baha'is at the foot of
Mt. Carmel, the residence of the
Head" of the Community, various
houses. and gardens in Acre and its
vicinity associated" with Baha'u'llah's
incarceration in that city, His
Holy Tomb at Bahji, near Acre, with
His Mansion which is now preserved
as a historic site and a museum
(both likewise accessible to the public
01 all denominations), as well as
holdings in the plain of Acre-all
these comprise' the bulk of Baha 'f

Corrections
We beg your pardon for lbe fonowin&'
errors:
AUGUST, 1947 _ . :
Pg. 5, picture: The tlrst line for the
caption under this picture was mistakenly placed under the picture on pg.
12. It is •'San Mateo, caIf1ornia. Local
Spiritual Assembly formed April 21,
1!147. Standing:"
Pg. 6, heading: '''The Year 1935"
should be '''The Year 1335u •
P g. 7, Directory CorrectiODS: Mrs.
Gene W. Christ should be Mrs. Gene W.
Crist. Mrs. Marion C. LIttIt should be
Mrs. Marian C. Lippitt.
.
JULY. 1947 Issae:
P g. 12, Publishing Announcemeols:
The listing of available volumes of
Baha'i World should be as follows:
Vol. 1 $ .75
Vol. V $2.50
Vol. n 1.50
Vol. VI 3.00
V<>I. vm 5.00
Vol. m 2.50
Vol. IV 2.50
Vol IX 10.00
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National Baha'i Program
Beloved friends:
Step by' step there has developed
for the American believers this year
the policies and plans needed for
a sound National teaching effort.
First, each individual Baha'i received an appeal to do his utmost

to ·confirm one new believer before
April 21, 1948, Second, the groups
were urged to create the spiritual
conditions of growth and to realize
their responsibility in striving to a ttain Assembly status next April.
Third, the smaller communities were
encouraged to double their membership during the year. The help of
the Regional Teaching Committees
has been offered them. Fourth, the
larger communities were challenged
to adopt one or more nearby groups
and help bring it or them to Assembly status.
Fifth, the Guardian's powerful communication, : ''The Challenging Requirements- -of the Present Hour"
was printed and circulated to all
the friends.
Sixth, the National Assembly selected a theme and four subjects
explaining it as the basis of the national campaign. Local Assemblies
conducting their own 'series of mlietings are free to employ the theme
in their meetings, their publicity and
their advertising work. "World Faith
for World Freedom" is the general
theme. The four subjects suggested
for a series of four public meetings
are: "The Search for Faith," "The
Search for Freedom, U "Credo for a
World Community," and "Bahi\'iA World Program."
Seventh, the NSA has held conferences' with each of the several national committees directly concerned
in a coordinated' national teaching
campaign, and also has conducted
joint conferences with them together.
Out of these discussions has been
welded a new conception
how several na ti~al committees can work
together for a common purpose under the general supervision of the
NSA. What has been the cause of
this particular evolution of method?
-The Guardian's call for a total of
175 local Spiritual Assemblie& in
North America by April 21, liH7.
This call came last year. It produced a great intensification of effor! along the teaching lines followed
in the past, but the result indicated
that the Guardian's goal would not

of

be attained through the effort of any
one national committee alone.
For example-there were 138 Assem blies listed in the Baha'i Directory dated July, 1946, and 143 (with
one doubtful) in the Directory dated
July, 1947-a net gain of only four
or five Assemblies in half the allotted time. The Guardian's call means

that 32 OT 33 new Assemblies must
be elected on April 21, 1948.
Eighth, the key to a more powerful, a more broadly conceived and
a more continuous attack on the
problem of bringing 32 or more
groups to Assembly status between
September, 1947 and April, 1948, was
found in the conception of a general
designa tioD lor a coordinated campaign which would not indicate that
anyone committee was conducting
the campaign when actually four
committees might be involved. The
National Assembly therefore adopts
the title "National Baha'i Program"
and wishes it used in connection with
all the coordinated work entering
into this particular campaign. This
designation can only be employed
by committees specifically empowered by the National Spiritual Assembly. The committees so empowered,those participating in the
coordinated public campaign, are:
National Teaching Committee, "Visual Education Committee, Radio
Committe'e, and Public Relations
Committee.

The Ca:inpaign

Fund, July; 1947
AlahalYla: Birmingham; Alaska: Anchorage; Arizona: Phoenix; Arkansas:
Little Rock; California: Alhambra; Ber·
keley; Beverley Hills; BUrbank; Burlingame Carmel; Glendale; Los Angeles;
Monrovia; OaJdand; Pasadena; Sacramento; San Francisco; San Diego; Santa Barbara; San Mateo; Canada.: -Edmonton; Vancouver; Winnipeg; Moncton Halifax Hamilton; Charlottetown;
Montreal; Scarboro; Vernon; Colorado:
Colorado Springs; Denver; CODneclicut:
New Haven; District of ColumbiaWashington; Florida: Jacksonville; Miami; Hawaii: Honolulu; Maw; Geor&ia:
Atlanta; Augusta; Idaho: Boise; WiDois:
Chicago;
Danville; Evanston; Maywood; Oak Park; Peoria; Springfield;
Urbana; Wilmette; Limestone Twp.: IDdiana: F'OFt Wayne; Indianapolis; South
Bend; Iowa: Cedar Rapids; Kansas: Topeka; Kentucky: Louisville; Louisl&na.:
New Orleans; Maryla.nd: Baltimore;
Massachusetts: B 0 S ton; Brookline;
Springfield; Worcester; Michigan: Ann:
Arbor; Detroit; Flint; Grand Rapids;
Lansing; Muskegon; Roseville; MiDae..,... : Minneapolis: St. Paul: MIssissippi:
Jackson; Missouri: Independence; -Kansas City; St. Louis; MontaDa.: Butte;
Helena; Nebraska: Omaha; Nevada:
Reno; New Hampshire: Portslmouth;
New .Jersey: Dumont; Montclair; Bed
Bank:; Teaneck; New Mexico: A1buquer~
que; New York: Binghamton; BWfalo;
Jamestown; New York; Rochester; Yonkers;
North CaroIiaa.:
Greensboro;
North Dakota: Fargo; Ohio: Cincinnati;
Cleveland; Columbus; Dayton; Lima;

Or_: Portland; PenasyIvaDIa: PhDadelphia; Pittsburgh; Scranton; West
Chester; Rhode 1slaD.d: Providence;
South CaroUna: Greenville; Seuth DuoIta: Sioux Falls; Telm.essee: Nashville;
Texas: Houston: Ul&b: Salt Lake City;
Vermont: Brattleboro; VirgiDia.: .Alexan-

dria: Arlington; Wa.sbiDdoD: Richmond

The teaching campaign which this
year is known as "National Habit'1
Program" is based on intensive and
progressive work. in three areas
which include the largest number of
large groups: Southern California,
Illinois-Wisconsin, and New JerseyConnecticut.
In each of ,these three areas foU!
towns have been selected because
in them are groups which with the
right kind of help can be brought to
Assembly status this year. Subject
to some correction, the towns are:
California-Inglewood, Burbank; illinois - Park Ridge, Winnetka, La
Grange; Wisconsin---Shorewood; New
Jersey - Englewood, Jersey City,
Newark; Connecticut-Greenwich.
The teaching method combines advance publicity and advertising; advance radio announcements and programs; public display material-all
aimed at creating interest in two
(Continued on page 6)

Local Assemblies
Contributing to the National

.

Higbland; Monroe: Seattle; Spokane;
Tacoma; West Virpni&: Charleston;
Wisconsln: Kenosha; Madison; Milwaukee; Racine; Wauwatosa.
Number of Assemblies contributing 125
Assemblies not contributing ........ 21
Individuals contributing ............ 122
Groups contributing ................ 63
Baha.'i News is pubUsbed by the
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Ballli.'fs 01 the UnHed Staies and CaD.
ada as the official news-leUer of the
Baha..'i Comm1lJli1;y. The first issue ap.peared in December. 1924..
Baha.'j News is edited for the National Spiritual Assembly by Us
Baba'j News Editorial CommHiee:
Mrs. Roberta Ch:risU&n, chairm.aa,.
Mrs. Bertha. Hyde KIrkpatrick, Mrs.
Gordon A. Fraser. Ediiorial office:
Mrs. Roberta Christian. 1001 West

Genesee St., LaDSing, Mich. '
Please report changes of address
to which Bahi.'i News is to 'be senI
and other maUers perialD1ng to Hs
distrlbation to the s.hi'i Nat1enal
OlDce, 536 Sheridan Road, _ ,
IIJiDois.
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''The Secret of Right Living"
Dear friends:
The Bab said: "Yau are the bearers of the Name of God in this Day."
From the time He uttered those
words to the Letters of the Living,
many men and women have walked
the path of sacrifice as the Faith
of Bahil'ullilh has been unfolded and
spread throughout the world.
Looking back through the years

European believers are beginning to
come in. Our pioneers there face
tremendous problems in a continent
whose civilization is shattered. We
must continually assist them in their
heroic efforts.
4. Proclamation and consolidation
of the Faith in this co.untry-a N ational Baha'i Campaign is being
worked out to be started this fall.

we can see the inspiring and flaming heritage which has come to us
through the Bab and Baha'u'lllth and

These four objectives you and I
support' with every contribution we
send to the National Fund. But receipts for the" first three months
since ConventiOn have been almost
$25,000 short of· our goal for that
period. We, who have been called
ccthe bearers of the N arne of God
in this Day," cannot slacken in our
strides forward. Let us show the
measure of our faith!
It costs $1,500 a year to maintain
a pioneer in Europe, plus trarisporta tion which is between $275 and

'Abdu'l-Baha. It is a heritage of service and love and sacrifice. The men
and women who have responded to
the call of God have lived by faith,
trusting in Baha'u'llab to guide and
sustain them. Through unity and
faith, the humble have become spiritually mighty, and the few have
been able to erect the structWe of
the World Order of Baha'u'llah.
The Guardian has reminded" us:
"We must be like the fountain or
spring that is continually emptying
itself of all that it has and is continually being refilled from an invisible source. To be continually giving out fRr the' good of -our fellows
undeterred bylhe fear of poverty
and relianlon the' unfailing bounty
of the source of all wealth and all
good. This is the secret of right
living. u
Can we hesitate when confusion
and--chaos increase around us? Can
we nOt sacrifice physical luxuries in
order to give spiritual necessities to
the people of the world?
The National Fund is our constant
way of advancing the World Order of
Baha 'u 'llilh. From the farm, from
the factory, from the office, from the
home-wherever we are and however we work-through the National
Fund we serve the four immediate
objectives of our Faith.
1. Completing the interior of our
Temple-the first contract has been
signed and work will soon be starting.
2. Creating three new National
Spiritual Assemblies-the Canadian
friends will elect their NSA next
spring. Our teaching assistance to
our Latin American brethren goes
forward steadily as they strengthen
the foundations for their National
Assemblies.
3. Creating centers in ten Euroenrollments of
pean countries -

~ ~'.

,
'-'

-

$325. according to available accommodations. But these pioneers represent us. They go with our prayers
and labor in our stead, in a spirit...
ually sick and deva stated continent.
One of our assemblies recently reviewed its obligations to the Faith
and determined -that its contribu...
tions to the National Fund this year
must equal and exceed that of last
year. This is a small assembly, the
members of which far surpassed
their usual contributions in celebration of the Anniversary of the
Guardianship. Yet the members
reckoned what the minimum must
be each month if before next Convention they are to surpass their c-ontributions of last year. Such plannirig
and such steady resolve will enable
us to meet our larger budget of this
year. . . . What will the response
of your Assembly be? What will your
personal response be?
Faithfullii yours,
pBJLLIl> SP....cUE,TTeas.

If;

Where We '
Are

Where We
Ought to Be

1948

May 1,1948

$300,000

April I, 1948

275,000

Mar. 1,1948

250,000

Feb. 1,1948

225,000

Jaa. 1,1948

200,000

Dec. 1,1947

175,000

Noy. I, 1947

150,000

Oct. 1,1947

125,000

Sept. I, 1947

100,000

A.g. 1,1947

75,000

July 1,1947

50,000

June 1,1947

25,000

FINANCIAL BUDGET 1947-1948

--
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National Baha'i Program
public meetings to be held in each of
these twelve towns at :intervals of
two weeks. Some of the towns will
hold the first meeting September 28
or 29; some on October 1. 2 or 3; and
some in the middle of October.
The first public meeting brings together some prominent non-Baha'i
speaker with a Baha', speaker and
Baha'i chairman. The subject will be
HThe Search for Faith." The -second
public meeting, held two weeks later,
will have a Bahit'i chairman and a
Bah;", speaker, the subject being
"Baha'i-A World Program."
These two meetings serve to bring
into contact with the Faith a number
of sincerely interested souls in each
tnwn. At weekly intervals there will
follow three follow-up meetings, the
aim of which is to produce the membership of a direct Bah;'" fireside
study class conducted in one or more
local Bah"'l homes for confirming
enough new believers to make possihle the establishment of an Assembly on April 21, 1!148.
The technic combines the best elements of the former Public Meetings
campaign with more advance publicity and advertising in press and
radio and with a continuance of effort and responsibility for taking over
those interested and supplying them
with direct instruction .in the basic
teachings. In many cases the fireside classes will be conducted by
teachers provided by a nearby Assembly.
The public meeting programs are
arranged by the National Teaching
Committee with the collaboration of
the Regional Teaching Committees
and the local groups directly concerned. The Radio, Visual Education, Questionnaires and Public Re1ations Committees have each one

direct responsibility for their programs, schedules and materials. The
local Assemblies are responsible lor
the conduct of fireside classes in
towns adopted by an Assembly, but
refer all new enrollments to the Regional Teaching Committee and
when the group has attained nine or
more members the preparation for
the annual election is given by the
Regional Teaching Committee. In the
three areas, the selection of meeting
places for public meetings and the
actual conduct of the meetings are
in the hands of the Regional Teaching Committee with whatever assistance can be supplied by the group.

The work of the participating -committees-National Teaching Committee, Visual Education, Radio and
Public Relations Committees is not
restricted to the operation of the
Public Bah;,'i Campaign described
above. Each has its separate and distinct functions over and a hove those
which enter into the coordinated effort. But the objective of 175 Assembliesthis year is one of our weighty
tasks under the new Seven Year
Plan. Whatever can be done ~y any
individual, group, community or
committee to help attain the great
goal wili be a blessed work meriting
the gratitude of all American Baha'is.
Why 175 Assemblies? Because no
lesser number witt CTeate here i"?'L
North America the strength needed
to achieve the luI! purpose of the
Divine Plan by 1953 in South America, in Europe and. in campletion of
Ama& KmIs . .Oed ter Bene, Temple interior. The formation of land, OD
%5. 1M'T 'ria Nwwa.Yt &0
new AssemblieS" is therefore of cru- pioneer.
cial import.

J...,.

NATIONAL SPmrruAL AssEMBLY

Nineteen New Believers in Europe
(Notes from European Teaching
Committee)
We share the good news that there
are nineteen new confirmed believers in Europe. These are in Italy,
Sweden, Spain, Denmark, Holland
arid Belgium. Four more pioneers
sail August 27: Mildred Elmer of
Baltimore to Berne. Switzerland j
Doris Lohse of Washington, D.C. to
Belgium; David Ned Blackmer of
Syracuse, N.Y. to Luxemburg; and
Valeria Lamb Nichols of Los angeles to assist in six of the goal
countries.
In addition many itinerant teachers have been assisting in teaching.
Mrs. Mildred Mottahedeh spoke in
eight of the goal cities; her business also took her to England,
France, Germany and Austria where
she was able to serve the believers.
Mr. Charles Mason Remey not only
assisted the pioneers in the goal
countries but made many trips to
outlying points to visit isolated believers and those who had previous
knowledge of the Faith. Mrs. Eva
Mae Barrow spent two months in
Europe aSSisting in several goal countries. Mr. and Mrs. Bishop Brown
while on a business trip to Sweden
visited the Scandinavian countries
and' greatly assisted the pioneers
there. Mrs. Marion Little who expects to be in Europe six months to
a year has already aided three of our

goal cities.
(Excerpts and notes from pioneer
letters:)
Brussels: "The telegram from Mason came Tuesday evening, June 17,
saying he would arrive the next afternoon. We engaged a small salon
in a nlee hotel and sat into the wee
hours typing invitations for Thursday evenlng. Thirty-two were present and all felt the fine spirit, dignlty
and bearing of Mr. Remey. Tea and
cookies were served and no one
seemed interested in going home.
Our friend. Jacques de Vancleroy,
translated Mr. Remey's talk into
French as he went along . . . .
"When Mildred Mottahedeh arrived July 6th our public meeting
had twenty-eight present. Since most
of the audience understood English,
she decided to speak without a translator. Again people were reluctant
to go home."
Holland: "We held a meeting in
Bussum with Mason Remey as speaker. Nine contacts were present. Mr.
Remey and Rita visited the Tyssen
family whom Mr. Remey had known
in 1921, and who were Baha'is. They
are Dutch by birth, German by education and because -they were accused of being Nazis have spent
some time in prison. Last year they
again got in contact with Bahfl 'is."
The Arabic Hidden Words have
been translated into Dutch and cop-
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ies mimeographed. Personal teaching continues in several instance~
and work with the interested people in Bussum continues.
Two groups heard~. RemeYt one
at a private home and the other over
the dinner table with excellent contacts at both occasions.
A letter from one friend tells how
much he desires to learn enough
of the Faith to become a Baha'i in
order to teach the beloved Truth
to all who will listen. Another letter from one who was leaving for
the Dutch East Indies says that he
wishes to keep in touch with Bah .. 'is
wherever he goes.
Sweden: I'We had g fireside in
my home the evening that the Mottahedehs arrived. Thirteen arrived
including a man from South Africa
who had heard of the Cause there
years ago. He was so impressed that
when he called me later to thank
me for the evening he said it was
the most wonderful evening he had
spent in Sweden and he could not
find words to express his feelings.
He is reading and wishes to buy
books to read to his family. He took
names of Baha'is in Pretoria, South
Africa, where be expects to return~
I 'Mrs .
And"erson had a fine fireside with eighteen or nineteen present. A young reporter who interviewed Mrs. Mottahedeh and me became interested in the Faith and
asked for literature and invitations
to meetings.
. 'We have had a wond"erful Baha'i meeting at the Esperanto Club.
We are invited to put on another
program this fall when the club resumes activities again."
Among those present at a tea given
in honor of one of our pioneers in
Stockholm were a youog lawyer who
had visited the shrines in Haifa and
a woman who had heard about the
Faith about twenty years ago, probably from Martha Root. A talk was
given and literature distributed at
this tea.
Again we quote: HI received a
call from Bishop Brown just after
I had finished reading The ehaUenging Requirements Of the Present
Hour. I was so stirred by the Guardian's Message that when the phone
raog and a voice said Allilh-u-Abha
I could hardly speak."
Three firesides were arranged for
the Browns for three dilferent groups.
Among the many present were a
woman who had heard of the Cause
through Sir Francis Youoghusband
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and another who said she would in- ture, VIoith excellent connections and
vite people to her home in the au- contacts among whom she has altumn to hear a bout the Faith. Mr. ready started to propagate the Faith
and Mrs. Thomas and Mr. Buffa . . . Her courage and fortitude in adversity, her vitality and brilliant
of South Africa had heard of the
mind, together with her gentleness
Faith years ago.
"We were all extremely happy of spirit,. combine to make her wor·
over the firesides, especially since thy of the distinction as the first
I had gotten them up on the spur new believer in Rome."
of the moment. The physical exhausDenmark: An informal social gathtion of cleaning the house, cooking ering arraoged for Mrs. Little refor over forty people and writing sulted (of course) in a real Bah".';
and telephoning to over fifty people .discussion. A good piece of publicity
was a small price to pay for the prominently placed in one of the
interest shown in the Faith. n
Copenhagen papers proved of great
Norway: Mrs. Wang, the Chinese service in opening the subject for
secretary at the Chinese embassy, conversation even though the interis very eager to learn about the view was somewhat inaccurate. The
Baha'i Faith so that she can teach Nielsons helped greatly in clarifythe Baha'I message to her people ing points in Danish.
when she goes back to China. Mrs.
Mrs. Little writes: "I am delighted
Wang took literature in French because Mr. Wang was educated in with Denmark and I feel that things
Paris and Brussels and knows will soon begin to happen there, with
our seasoned pioneers at the wheel. U
French well.
Luxembourg: A fireside of youog
Switzerland: Mrs. Eva Mae Barpeople was held at the home of row writes that in Berne she had
Honor Kempton one evening when lentree' into the University because
Johnny Eichena uer, Ted Weiss and she was collecting catalogues for the
the Davidsons drove to Luxembourg Institute of International Education.
from Germany. Fourteen in all were Dr. Marie Renfer, in charge of the
present. Johnny spoke of the friends law library showed great interest in
in Germany and the BaM 'j work the Faith. Our pioneers ran an ad
they are doing. He spoke simply but in the paper indicating that Mrs. Barso sincerely, touched on his work row would answer questions about
in Central America, then told of the the Faith at her hotel at certain
privileges and responsibilities of hours. Nine persons called and all
being a Baha'i. Bruce Davidsoo wanted literature and stayed the full
quietly told the group that he wanted time. It appeared that many read
to feel when he passed on that he the advertisement with interest.
had helped toward building a better
Mrs. Barrow also tells of talking
world and that the only way to acwith
twenty-eight persons on the
complish this goal was through the
Baha'i Faith. Ted also spoke wth steamer about the Faith. Many were
utter sincerity. It ·showed the dif- given very detailed information.
ference between those boys with a Some took what they called "lessons" lasting an hour and a half
lea use" in their lives and those that
had no aim. Mr. and Mrs. Davidson daily in the last few days. One group
of nine in a class heard about the
also spoke a lew words.
Mr. Remey's visit followed di- Administration and asked penetratrectly after that of this group from ing questions.
Germany. Fruitful contacts were
England: Mrs. Little visited six
made at a tea at the American Le- goal cities in England and writes
ga tion and ;the next day at luocheon that she is thrilled at the work and
a gentleman from New York be- accomplishments of the British Isles.
came vitally interested in the Faith. Under such difficult conditions they
Rome: "Miss Del Buono is June's are forging ahead. There is evidence
(Marangella) Italian teacher, a everywhere of spiritual rebirth.
woman of fine background and cul- "Amid ·the ruins of the cities tha
spring winds have sown seeds In the
In Memoriam
Death proifereth unto every confident sterile (apparently) soil of crumbling
believer the cup that is li!e indeed. It mortar and brick and now they are
bestoweth joy and is the bearer of glad- all covered with masses of flowers
ness. It conferreth the gift of everlasting in various colors. To me it seemed a
lite.
-BAHA'U'WH
Mr. Lance Miller 2625- Hemlock St., symbol of what is happening to the
spirit oI its people."
Vancouver, B. C., May. 1941.
j
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We Can Learn from Latin America
Suggested Daily Readings
for October
Teaching a Duty
Oct. 1 Gl. (p. 339-341)
"
2 GI. (p. 334-335)
"
3 Gl. (p. 329-330)
"
4 Gl. (p. 314)
"
5 Gl. (p. 302-305)
"
6 Gl. (p. 7-9)
"
7 Gl. (p. 38)
The World Ready for Teaching
Oct. 8 GI. (p. 39-40)
9 Gl. (p. 40-43)
"
"
10 GI. (p. 43-46)
" - 11 Gl. (p. 18S-184)
" 12 GI. (p. 195-197)
" 13 Gl. (p. 276 ft. 279)
"
14 GI. (p. 279-281)
Words of the Bab and About
the Bab
Oct. 15 The Bab's Address to
the Letters of the Living, Dawn-Breakers,
p: 92-94 or World Order
magazine, May, 1944,
p. 36. Also printe,j separately as.a leafleat.
"
16 Baha'u'llilh's Tribute
to the Bab, Iqan, p.
230-236, or World Order magazine, May, ,_
1944, p. 35.
"
17. Words of the Bab,
World Order magazine, May, 1944, p. 3940, or The Promised
Day Is Come, footnote
of p. 6-7.
" 18 & 19 The Station of the
Bab. World Order
of Bah8.'u'llah, p. 123128.
"
20 Gl. (p. 144-top p. 148)
" 21 Gl. (p. 101-102)
Prerequisites for Teaching
Oct_ 22 Gl. (p. 200-202)
23 Gl. (p. 315-316)
" 24 Gl. (p. 316-317)
" 25 Gl. (p. 322-323)
" 26 Gl. (p. 323-326)
" 27 Gl. (p. 326-329)
"
28 Gl. (p.289-290)
" 29 Gl. (p. 290-291)
"
30 GI. (p.330-333)

Enrollments
Elsinore. Calif. I. Ridgewood, N,J. 1,
Altadena. Calif. 1. Stanford Village,
Caill. 1. Mansfield. Ohio 1. No. Riverside, m. 1. Colorado Springs, Colo. 2,
Birmingham, Ala. 2, Albuquerque, N.M.
1. Alhambra, Calif. I, Reno, Nev. 2, Augusta, Ga. 1, Spokane, Wash. 1, Spring-

field, Mass. I, San Diego, Calif. 1, Portsmouth, N.H. 1, Vancouver, B.C., Can. I,
Toronto, Can. 3, Miami, Fla. 2, Youth 6.

The march of native pioneers in
Latin America continues with the
going soon of Sr. E ste-ban Canales
Leyton of Valparaiso, Chile, to Ecuador, where he will assist in the
further consolidation and growth of
the assemblies in Guayaquil and
Quito, and help them to establish
a new goal city for this year. Sr.
Canales will work with the Ecuadorian Regional Committee in the new
city to be chosen. He also plans to
visit Lima, Peru; La Pax, Bolivia,
and two cities in northern Chile,
where interested groups are forming. Sr. Canales has already assisted
with the formation of three· Chilean
assemblies, those of Punta Arenas,
Valparaiso and Vina del Mar. He is
chairman of the South American.
Teachiog Committee.
Additional native teachers being
placed upon the panel for national
and international work under the direction of their ~ommittees, include
Sr. Alberto Lovaton of Lima, Peru;
Antronik. Kevorkian of LaPlata, Argentioa; Sr. Toni Fillon of Loncoche
and Sr. Carlos Bulling Petersen of
Vina del Mar, Chile.
Sra. Natalia Chavez of Tegucigalpa
Honduras, has been richly rewarded
in Guatemala,_ where her teaching
has greatly assisted in the consolidation and growth of the mother assembly in Guatemala City, and in
the establishment of a group of students in the new goal city of Chichicastenango. Natalia has found
that a question and answer type of
program is helpful. She bases the
lessons to be given upon a series
of questions relating to a particular
topic. Then from the Bah .. 'i books,
she writes the answers on slips of
paper, assigning one slip to each
student. The teacher asks the .questions and each stndent reads his
answer as his turn comes. Then the
class discusses the answer. In this
way everyone takes part and interest is materially increased.
Sr. Jose Antonio Bonilla of Managua, Nicaragua, well known in
his country as the author of anum..
ber of books and articles, has been
appointed as the new chairman of
the Central American Teaching Committee, serving the northern 12 Latin
American countries, where the Cause
has been established. Sra. Natalia
Chit vez will serve this committee
as general secretary of correspondence, and Marcia Steward is execu-

tive secretary-treasurer of the committee.
A mass of wonderful publicity has
just been received from Gayle W001son, who received an ovation in
Bucaramanga, Colombia, where the
newspapers published 15 articles dur..
ing her week's visit, and two papers
offered to publish any articles she
might send them at any time. The
radio also broadcast material on the
Baha'i Faith. The Masonic Lodge
open~ its doors for a public meeting and voted to have all its members study the Faith by correspondence, when no teacher is present,
and directly whenever a .teacher
can be sent. Public talks were arranged in the Municipal Library, the
Club Campestre and the Club Union.
Two Baha'i,: study groups were
fonned, one :of which is in charge of
two of the most prominent men of
the city, Dr. Gustavo Wilches and
Sr. Christian Clausen.
Srta. Leonor Porras of Bogota dedicated her 2O-day vacation to assisting Gayle in Bucaramanga, San Gil
and Mogotes. In San Gil the Lions
and Rotary Clubs entertained the
two girll! and put on a joint public
meeting for them. Both clubs voted
to study the Faith by correspondence
and 132 individuals in the two cities
registered for the correspondence
course. The Bucaramanga students
are hopeful of being able to organize
an assembly by April.
Gayle has been working with the
new assembly in Medellin, the
group in Barranquilla and the new
assembly in Cartagena. She will
leave September first for Venezuela,
where she will assist the Caracas
Community and .then work in cooperation with the Venezuelan Regional
Committee, in Maracay, Valencia
and Barquisimeto. Sr. Fernando
D'Leon and his wife, active Bahi'is
of Barranquilla, are transferring to
Caracas, where they will be of much
help to that community_Miss R.
Katharine Meyer of Washington will
join Gayle in Caracas after her trip
down· through the West Indies.
Marcia Steward is going to Nicaragua, where she will work with the
friends for a while as they get the
correspondence campaign
under
way. Mrs. Louise Caswell of Colon,
Panama, has gone to Guatemala,
where she is helpiog in the goal city
of Chichicastenango. She will go next
to EI Salvador and assist their re-
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gionaI in choosing and getting work
under way in a goal city. Mrs. Cora
Oliver and Mrs. Mabel Snyder of
Panama City plan to spend their
vacations assisting the various commtUlities in the West Indies. Mrs.
Snyder will give most of her time
to Haiti? since she speaks French,
and Cora will put the em pha si 5 on
Jamaica to help bring Spanish Town
to assembly .status and consolidate
the work there.
Artemus Lamb has just completed
a teaching trip which included the
Central Americas, stopping for consultation with the northern Teaching
Committee in San Jose, Costa Rica.
From there he -is visiting and con..
sulting with the Regional Committees of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and
Bolivia en route to Santiago, Chile.
He will leave the end of this month
for Punta Arenas, visiting en route
the various Chilean groups in the
south.
Charles leas of ChiCago is expected home in September after spending his vacation teaching in Puebla,
Coatepec and Veracruz, Mexico.
~iss_ Evelyn Larson of Chicago, who
has been pioneering in Central America for. the pa st two years, is now
visiting in Mexico en route homeward, where she expects to teach in
the Chicago schools for a year before
setting out again.
Miss Flora Hottes of Urbana, Ill.,
has returned. after pioneering in Bolivia and Uruguay for the past
five years. She is assisting the Inter-America Committee as a mem~
ber and will help to review some of
the new translations prior to their
publication in Buenos Aires.

World Order Contents
September, 1947
The Rise of Women
By Marzieh Gail

The Food of the Spirit
By Elizabeth Hackley

New Work
By Hermann Grossmann

Essential Religion Brings U ni ty
(Editorial)

Active Young Peo!lle constitute the new Columbian Assembly in Medellin.
There are 19 members in the community.
First Spiritual Assembly of Medellin, Colombia:_ Seated from left to right:
Francisco Onego R., Bernarda Yepes, Margar1~ Caicedo. Hernando Jaramillo A. Standing: WilHam GOmez M. .. Darfo Echavarria. John Carder, Augusto
Mora, Jose Ramos.

Preliminary Announcement
First National Baha'i Convention
of Canadian Baha'is
The present National Spiritual Assembly of the BahO.'is of the United
States and Canada has the function
of convening the first Armual Convention of the Baha'is of Canada and
of conducting the election of the first
National Spiritual Assembly of the
Dominion.
In order to enable the Canadian
believers to arrange their affairs so
as to assure a full attendance, it
has been voted that the dates of the
Convention will be April 24 and 25,
1948, and the city chosen will be
Montreal, the city visited by
'Abdu'l-Bahil in 1912 and the place
where the Faith was first established
in the Dominion.
Once the Canadian NSA has been
elected, it will become an independent administrative body acting directly under the Guardian, and will
conduct the affairs of the Faith in
Canada thereafter, including the selection of time and place for the
Annual Convention.

By Mabel H. Paine
A Traveller's Narrative

(Book Review)
By Lois Coe

The Mature Man

Baha'i Words tOT Meditation
With Our Readers

Calendar
Feasts; Oct. 16-'Dm-Knowledge
Anniversaries: Oct. 20-Birth of the
Bab. Work should be suspended.

National
3, 4, 5.

Assembly

meetings:

Oct.

Teaching Assistance for
Smaller Communities
There are many Assemblies at
present in Baha'i communities ran.g~
ing in r;Lumber from nine - to twenty,
and the National Assembly has requested the Regional Teaching Cpmmittees to give assistance. This assistance is along teaching lines, for
example in providing out-of·town believers for public meetings, etc. This
relationship does not affect the administra tive. authority of the Assem hly in its area of jurisdiction,
but offers it the benefit of help frequently much needed for growth and
even continued existence.
Our task in bringing the number
of local Assemblies up to 175 this
year would be much easier if every
Assembly once established had survived. Due to death, removal of
members to other cities and other
reasons the dissolution of quite a
number of Assemblies over a period.
of ten years or so has affected the
number of Assemblies nOW in being.
The NSA urges the smaller Assemblies to request help, and not
to continue depending on their own.
resources where the accustomed
methods have not brought in new
members. The spirit of growth is
h~re, but we must spread our sails
aloft if we are to catch the favoring
breeze.
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the best available professional ex...
perience and skill for the employBa.M'i AnsweTs - Compiled by
ment of the great modern mediums
Olivia Kelsey. This book has been
One year ago this month a Baha'i of public influence.' I.
compiled for the convenience of Ba- advertisement appeared in NewsAs the first year's campaign comes
hit'i teachers. students and seekers
week magazine. It was the modest to a close, Baha'is across the country
for a broader knowledge of the Baha 'j
beginning of a nation-wide campaign can well be encouraged by the reFaith. The material is from the Writ·
to publicize the challenging truths of sults. Letters and cards have been
ings of Baha'u'll3.h, the Bab, 'Abdu'l~
Baha and Shoghi Effendi, and gives the Faith. Reported the advertising received by Baha'i Public Relations
from every state in the union, as
enlightenment on- many questions journal Tide at that time:
"Although other religions have ta- well as from eight nations of the
noted in the extensive literature of
the Faith. 258 pages bound in fabri· ken similar steps in the past, perhaps world. Thousands of pieces of literanone has expressed so succinctly its ture have been sent in reply to these
koid. Price, each $2.00.
Stars of the West-Copies of vol- reason for so doing. Last week's an- requests. This includes the reguiar
ume V to XXV still available with a nouncement simply read: 'The pro- mailing of the familiar "World Refew exceptions. Price each lOc, post- motion of any general truth or spirit- ligion" bulletin. Persons from a11
ual ideal can and should command walks of life have responded, includage additional.
ing business men, editors, government officials, soldiers, housewives,
church leaders, etc.
REGIONAL TEACHING COMMl'l'l'EES:
Appointments: and withdrawals were recorded by the N.S,A. at its: August
Through the mediums of N eu>$meeting as follows:
week, World Report, and United NaMrs. Edna .Johnson added
So. Calif. & ArIz.:
tions World, the BaM'i message
.Joel Marengella appointed chairman in place of
Md' Va., 6 W. Va.:
reaches a total readership of nearly
Raymond C, Rouse
Mrs. Miriam Newman added
4,000,000 of the nation's most disDel. " Eastern Pa.:
Mrs. Jean Sharpless, Chairman
criminating and influencial readers
619 W. Miner St.
every other month.
West Chester, Pa,

Publishing Announcements

4,000,000 Readers See
Bahii'i Ads

Directory Additions and Changes
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Mrs, Sally McDermott added
Miss Betty Schemer. secretary
1821 Lincoln St.
Evanston, m.
To replace Mrs. Barbara McCurdy
George Terry, Mrs. Harriet Terry and Victor
Aray;jo added
Okla. & Ark.:
Mrs. Roberta Wilson, Secretary
P.O. Box 1208
Little Rock. Ark.
Oniario, Can:ada:
Mr. Walter Craig Weaver
44 Lorne Ave"
Brampton, Ont" Canada,
Connecticut has been transferred from the New England to the New York
area.
NATIONAL COMMlTTEES:
Temple Proc:ram Comm.: Miss Arabella Haywood added
World Order magaziae: Miss Flora Hottes appointed an associate editor
U:aHed NatiGas Comm.: Prof, George Sombeek added. (Transferred from
U. N. advisory panel.)
Canadian Radio Comm.: Albert Rakovsky and Ross Woodman added
LOUHELEN SCHOOL COMMI'ITEE FOR IM8:
Mrs. Geo. R. Tnle, Chairman. Mrs. L. W. Eggleston. Secretary, Mrs. Rebecca Wideman, Librarian. Paul Pettit, Arnold Ketels, Mrs. Bertha Hyde
Kirkpatrick, David Earl, Robert Gaines, Mrs. Addie Miller, Miss Phyllis Hall
Louhelen School Maintenance Committee for 1948:
Edwin Eardley, Chairman, Clinton Wideman, Oscar Ketels, Stanley Bagley,
.J. Murdoch Eaton.
Green Acre School Committee for 1948:
Mrs. Marguerite Sears. Chairman; Mrs. Dorothy Fisher, Secretary; Dr.
Genevieve Coy, Program Director; Dr. Glen Shook, Rustam Payman, Clarence Welch, Lucien McComb, Jr., Harrison Langrall, Mrs. Edith Segan, Mrs.
Rene Welch.
Youth Activities Comm.: Mrs. Hildegard M. Lewis unable to serve
QuestioJm.a1re CGmm.: . Mrs. Cynthia Hastings unable to serve
LOCAL srmlTUAL ASSEMBLY SECRETARIES:
Binghamton. N. 'Y.
Mr . .Joseph McK. Noyes
4.3 Davis St.
Augusta, Ga.
Miss Betty Shook
P. O. Box 2004. Hill StatioIl
Scarboro, Ont., Can.
Miss Muriel Wells
9 Blantrye Ave.
Denver, Colo.
Mrs. Joyce C. Laurent
Roslyn Hotel. 607 14th st.
WIJmiJIgIon, Del.
Miss Miriam Newman
101 W. 8th St.
Eclrnontcm, Alberta, CaD. Mrs. Lyde C. Roche
9748 88th Ave.
Weslem Pa. & Obie:
m. 1& Iowa:

A large photo of the House of Worship was used by the Portland C0ncrete Association in an ·advertisement appearing in Auguat 25 issue
of Time: This carried the word
iiBahil'P' to many additional thousands of readers.
The current advertising schedule
is as follows:
Newsweek
September 15
United Nations World
October 1
World Report
October 14
A series of trade paper advertisements is placed monthly in Editor
& Publisher, Broadcasting, Publishers' Auxiliary and Canadian WeeklU
Editor, in order to influence those
people in best positions to influence
others.
Local assemblies and groups can
tie-in with the national advertisinga s some already have. This is an op-portunity to take advantage of the
publicity which has been given. The
Public Relations committee will
make available, at a small cost, mats
designed to help carry on local advertising programs. Space is allotted
for the name, address and telephone
number of the local assemblies. In
all cases of adVertiSing and publicity,
use the name of the local assembly
or group and n9t the general name,
"Baha'i Public Relations." This latter practice results in a confusion of
local advertising with the national
campaign.
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Anchorage, Alaska
This month the Anchorage Baha'i
AssemblY voted to incorporate so
that it could receive title to five
acres of land being given to it in
Homer, and to be ready to accept
further responsibilities in the future.

Another Alaskan "first" was re·
corded this month when Lea· and
Howard J. Brown became the first
Alaska couple to b~ome Baha'is at
the same time. They have two small
children and have a business in Anchorage so are permanent residents.
Their membership gives great added
strength to the Anchorage Community.
The minister of the Church of
Christ . church here inquired of seve
eral local Habil'is about the Teachings, and made an appointment to
discuss the Baha'i Faith. He then
invited us to his church to see pictures on Palestine.
Advertisements are now being
placed in the Classified Columns giving the Baha'i Principles and "Appreciations of the Bahi'1 Faith" by
well-known people.
R~eive Balui'i Books
Since the Annual Report, Bahti'j books
have been donated to the following libraries:
hblic LIbrarIes
CaUforDia: El Monte; lIIiDois: Dan-

Libraries

ville; MaIDe: Portland; M .......... : Independence; Lees Summit;. Oak Grove.
()OIIqe aDd. UDiversity Llbr&<ies
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OpenLeUer
to Spiritual Assemblies, Groups and Individual Believers
from The BahO.'. World
How often you have been fa ced with this question: "What are you
Baha'is doing about all this?"
The Bahci'i World is the answer to this question. It gives in a concise,
well...organized and interesting manner a picture of the manifold and
widespread activities of the Cause throughout the world. It also includes timely discussions of the important issues of the period in the
light of the Baha'i Teachings, as well as a direct statement of our aims
and purposes. In one volume it presents a record of what we stand for.
and what we are doing.
Volume X of The Baha'i World is being printed and will soon be out.
Material for Volume XI is now being collected from practically every
country of the globe. Here is an opportunity to join efforts with us and
to take part in building up this world-organ of our Faith by contributing news items, stories, articles, photographs. Specifically we need:
Reports of important activities and significant developments.
Brief stories about new centers, headquarters, etc.
Human interest stories encountered or experienced in the course of
teaching the Cause.
Articles on current problems from the Baha'i point of view.
Photographs of general Baha'i interest (institutions, events, groups
in action, etc.) or to illustrate an article. Good, clear photographs that
tell a story and show dash and imagination.
New ideas and suggestions to make The Baha'i World more interest·
ing and more effective as a teaching medium.
All material must be for the period beginning April 1946, and should
be in the hands of The Bahci'i World Committee not later than Nov. 15
of fi'.is year, earlier if possible.
The Guardian attaches great importance to The Baha'i WOTId,and
has urged our Committee "to make the responsible Baha'I bodies, and
the believers, more Bahli'i World conscious!"
Remember The· Baha'i World
The world-organ of our Faith.
Editorial Committee, The Baha'i World, Volume XI, April 1946 -April
1948. Mrs Marion Yazdi, Sec'y., 2910 Telegraph Ave., Berkeley 5, Calif.

caWenda: Pomona College; District
of Columbia..: American University; FIor-ida:
Southern University;
llIiDois:
James Millikin University; KeDtucky:
Louisville University;
PeDDSylvania:
Bucknell University; rexas: University
of Houston.
Books were also donated to the Urban
League Library in Gary, Indiana.
Will the friends try to get the above

donations into circulation?
Will the Assemblies, especially in the
very large cities 01 the country, try to
give a copy of Baha'i World, Volume IX,
to their Main Public Libraries'!' This
book is not. being given by our committee. Therefore, the responsibility to get
this important volume in large libraries
lies with the Assemblies.
Baha'i .&cldresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue. Wilmette,
Dlinois.

Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue. Wihnette,

Dlinois.

Baha'is and friends of ViDa del Mar ~ Chile. Pioneer ie~cher Artemus Lamb, seat.ed

third hom ri«bt.
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International School -

1947

1947

The first Sessions of the International School under the National
Spiritual Assembly were crowned
with success. The school was di-

rected by Bahlyyih Ford with hel'
husband, Harry, as business manager. The morning class was di-

rected by Loulie Mathews, studying
"The Advent of Divine Justice," and
for the second Session "The Dispensation of Baha'u'llah." Artemus
Lamb and Elizabeth Cheney took
charge of the Latin-American teaching, incl~ding a work-shop of Baha'i
Precedure and using ,the. remarkable slides brought from South America by Mr. Lamb to show the prc>gress of the Faith and the remote
localities to which it had penetrated.
On a 19-Day Feast Miss Cheney
European ~siOb at International School, Pine ,Valley, Colorado, .July, 1947
showed pictures of the gardens of
the Holy Land. The second Session,
from July 1st to July 10th, was devoted to European teaching under
The list of recommendations and with the completion of the Temple
the direction of Mary Keene Sprague. other votes passed by the delegates int~rior.
Ir.. a class of twelve, four wrote the this year, as reco·rded stenographiVoted to refer this resolution to
European Teaching Committee to ca-lly by three Baha'is, included some
the Temple Constructio!t Comvolunte~r fW' European pioneering t
matters pertaining to the Convention
mittee of the Temple Trustees.
Valeria Nichols -sailing August 27th t itself, on which no later action -by
which is engaged in making 11
Jean Gates leaving for China ill the the National Spiritual ASsembly was
thorough study of these technical
Autumn lffider the- direction of the required. The Assembly has acted-on
matters for the Temple.
Guardian and Nancy Gates sailing the definite recommendations, as<fol-_
4. That time be arranged at flIture
for Sweden on October 3r<!. On Re- lows:
Conventions for a joint meetID,g: ,of
gional Day, when the· Baha'is of
1. That the Convention Chairman the members of the Summ~r, ScQ!Iol
three states gather to spend a day make a resume _of the teaching committees.
together, we had -a Baha'i wedding. points she brought out in the openillg
Voted to approve this Teco.mmendaThe bride, a professional musician, session of the Convention for the in..:
tion and direct the Convention
graduated from JuiUiard School of formation of all delegates.
Planning Committee to include in
Music this'J,,* alld ha"been a
Voted to request Mrs. Baker to
their agenda a conference of
believer lor -a ';nulnber
years;
prepare a resume of the teaching
summeTl school committee mem·
while the bridegroom, Jack Terry
points which might be helpful fOT
beTS with one Tepresentative of
of Los Angeles, entered the faith
distributing to delegates in mimthe NSA.
during the Sessi= - The bride had
eographed form.
5. That the Summer School Comas a guard of honor several Chinese
2. That relief assistance be set mittees be invited to meet with the
aviat,:,rs, all intere~ted' in the Baha'i up under the European Teaching NSA at some convenient period durteachings and hopmg to carry the Committee in the ten countries under ing the year.
Faith to China when they return. its supervision.
Voted to record that -this plan is
The marriage ceremony was read
Voted to refer this convention resnot advisable at present on ac,by Loulie Mathews. In the evening
olution to the Guardian and incount of the many ob!igatiDRB
Bahiyyih Ford told stories of •Abquire whether the American beresting on the national fund.
du'I-Bah"'. visit to America_ Four
lieveTs should be given oppor6. That funds be so allocated to
Bah .. 'i talks were given in Colorado
tunity to assist the European
the
NTC as to assist them ill the
Springs and two musicals~ Our pro.
pioneeTs in their work by shipbest possible manner in the special
gram was announced over the raments of food and clothing.
dio twice d'aily~ the morning and
This action was taken after review campaigns outlined by the Comevening papers carried splendid ad- of the Guardian's instructions and mittee.
Voted to record the fact that fund8
vertisements of all our activities_ the method of operation of the Inpreviously allocated to the pubWe had the great pleasure of re- ternational Fund.
He ,meetings, the Tace unity and
ceiving into the Faith a btfiliant
3. That a study be made of the
college speakers bureau commitwoman student whose talents and seating and 1 i g h tin g facilities
tees are now included in the
accomplisments will be' henceforth adopted by UN headquarters for
devoted to this Cause.
their possible value in connection
budget of the NTC.

Resolutions of the 1947 Convention
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7. That additional powers be
granted to the NTC to give them
authority to carry forward the teaching campaigns with more coordination and :efficiency.
Voted to record the fact that a
coordinated campaign under the
title" "National Baha'i Program"
has been arranged, and the NSA
has held meetings with rePTesentatives of the participating
committees.
8. That arrangements be made
prior to the 1948 Convention to approach hotels of the Temple area
in an effort to obtain special Convention room prices, with breakfast
wherever possible.
Voted to record the view of the
NSA that under present hotel
and housing limitations, the PToposed plan is not feasible.
9. That because of the universal
character of the Faith an effort be
made to induce hotels and restaurants in the Temple area to extend
lbeir hospitality to Baha'is of all nations and races attending lbe COnvention.
Vot,*"",.aPPTove this recommendaand inform the friends that
the NSA is taking all possible
steps in this direction.
10. That effort be made to advertise Bah;' 'i books in lbe New York
Times book section.
. Voted to Tefer·· this matteT to the
PubliC Relations Committee JOT
investigation and Teport.
11. That a correspondence teaching
course be issued for use in North
America.
Voted to refer this recommendation· to the NTC for an advisory
opinion.
"
12. That lbe National Public meetings be placed under lbe National
Teaching Committee.
Voted to record the fact that this
was done i~ coordinating the
work of a number of committees after the convention.
13. That in accordance wilb the
resolution presented by lbe Race Unity Committee, lbe Race Unity Committee to be discontinued.
Voted to record the fact that fOT
the sake of better coordination
the Race Unity /unction has been
vested in the NTC; moreover,
one of the four public· themes
adopted for the National BaM',
Program this year, entitled
"Credo-for A World Commun-

non

ity,," emphasizes the Race Unity
theme.

Voted to record the fact that this
resolution was included by the

14. That heads of public school
education be approached for the purpose of placing in their hands for
school use some usable portions 01
the Baha'i writings.
Voted to explain to the friends that
the professional ethics control-ling the public school system prevents the use oj -religious doctrines in public schools.
15. That request be made for observance of Bah,,' i holy days by all
Baha'j students in the public schools.
Voted to record the fact that the
NSA sent a rePTesentative to
the United States office of Education "in Washington and the
information was obtained that
. religiou$ holidays aTe determined loca!/y although
some
cases there are set regulations
which apply to all local schools
in the state. The Guardian ...
being consulted as to the pro.
cedure to foUow in carrying Olft

Public Relations Committee in

iw

this convention resolution.
16. That World Order Magazine
Editorial Committee be advised to
Jay emphasis on lbe interests of lbe
non-~'i" reader.
Voted to record the fact, first, that
the PTe.ent committee has been
encouraged to use the right type
of non-Baha'f contribution, and
second, that Baha'i contributors
are requested to PTepare their
material for the non-Bahoi'i tead·
eT, and third, that gene1'al
stand circulation is not yet pos'"
.
sible.
17. That the Convention adopt this
statement expr-essing lbe Bah .. 'i a ttitude on lbe current social problems:
"Spiritual and social crisis has
overtaken lbe world. This condition
results from failure to respond to
the needs of a new era. The focal
point of evolution divinely ordained
in this age is recognition of the oneness of "mankind" and creation of a
. world order based upon the common
citizenship and equal rights of all
peoples. World citizenship calls for
the aband"onment of all barriers arbitrarily diViding humanity, whether
social, racial, economic, political or
sectarian. These barriers are the
illusions and superstitions blinding
men to the light of trulb given to
lbe world by Baha 'u'llilh for human

news-

guidance today."

a press -release reponing Convention activities.

•••

One of the North American teaching periods brought out a number
of constructive suggestions from the
delegates at our recent convention.
A brief resume, as requested, follows.
Public Programming
1. Professional assistance for advance radio and newspaper publicity.
2. The use of speakers, Baha'i and
non-Baha'i, with publicity value.
3. Maintaining balance lbrough
strong chairmanship.
4. Recognition of lbe wide variety
of minds and temperaments in selection of material.
5. World Order topics, with due
recognition of needed emotional val-

ues.
6. A lbeme for lbe' year, for c0ordinated use by committees and
assemblies.

Classes
1. Constant reference to the Word,
as lbe basis of study.
.:!. Avoidance of undue repetition
in stully selection.
3. Constant student participation
in (1) reading well selected passages,
(2) discussion and analysis, (3) assignment of lesson presentation if
feasible, (4) telling of applications of
the lesson material in daily life or
in the current events of the world.
4. SupplementaQ' activities outside of class.
5. Friendly calls When advisable,
and occasional giving of lessons in
the hom:es (as in the case of illness,
etc.)
6. Ample training for life in a
Baha'i co~munity before entrance.
Teaching Attitudes
1. Honoring lbe views of olbers.
2. Finding lbe points of agreement
when possihle.
3. Keeping flnid and cultivating
the practice of listening.
4. A relaxed spirit, as intensi ty" ~s
often unwelcome. (Baha'i stories
often relieve tension and" lift the
spirit).
5. Avoidance of argument~
6. Inner prayerfulness, as God" is
more aware of needs than the teacher.
7. The spirit of love a:nd graciousness at all times.
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Milestones at Louhelen
Until this summer Louhelen Baha'i
School had been a Baha'i National
Institution held in privately owned
buildings
on
privately
owned
grounds. Our other Baha'i schools in
the United States started in 'the
same way. Just as the names of
Miss Sarah Farmer t the Bosches,
the Mathews, will always be connected with Green Acre, Geyserville
and Temerity Ranch, respectively,
so the Eggleston name will always
be connected with Louhelen.

This year the buildings, except the
home, and nine and a half acres of
land have been legally transferred
to the trusteeship of the NSA by Lou
and Helen Eggleston. A milestone
has been reached. From the beginning this transfer has been the purpose of the Egglestons.
Some' of us who were there remem·
ber the happy beginning in August,
1931, when about twenty friends,
mostly Baha'is, came to the farm. at
the invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Eggleston to deepen in the teachings and
to let others know about them. The
modest plan for a nine day school
had been endorsed by Shoghi Effendi
and the NSA. It was a real school
from the beginning with teachers and
students. Mabel and Howard Ives
and Grace and Harlan Ober were
there as teachers. Dorothy Baker
and Fanny Knobloch did much to
make that first session a success as
did many others. All the classes were
held on the cabin porch in the glen.
In Harlan Ober's class we learned
a bout the social and economic phases
of the Baha'i teachings. Howard Ives
dwe1 t upon the more purely spiritual
teachings, especially the Hidden
Words. Mabel Ives drilled us in the
public presentation of the Faith. This
writer wei! remembers being called
on to give briefly the logical or scientific proofs of the existence of God!
There were informal and intimate
hours when Grace Ober and Dorothy
and· Fanny told us some of their,
memories of 'Abdu'l-Bah.i and their
own experiences in teaching the
Fai tb. Efforts were made to reach
the pUblic. One clergyman from a
nearby community came daily to
Harlan's class. We found later that
his parishoners did not approve. One
friend came from Tennessee and a
group from near Pittsburgh, but
most were from nearer places. Some .
were there for only a day or two

or just' for one talk. All told, about
ninety souls shared in the bounties
of those nine days.
By the next summer the -school
was a definite Baha'i institution under the direction of a program committee appointed by the NSA and
in more ample accommodations provided by Mr. and Mrs. Eggleston.
Year by year saw additional buildings to accommodate the increasing
number of students. Barns were
made into dormitories and assembly
rooms. One barn that did not adapt
itself to remodeling was conveniently
blo\VIl down in a tornado. Then the
boards and' timbers were reassembled into a comfortable assembly

room and dormitories. Dining porches
were added and the kitchen enlarged;
wa shrooms and cottages were built.
For a number of years the school was
lmown as The Central States Baha'i
School. But no Baha'i institution can
be limited to a region and like other
schools, Louhelen has drawn stu...
dents from all over the country and
from Latin American countries so
the name was changed.

1932 wa s outstanding for all Baha'is for it saw the pUblication cd
The Dawn-Breakers and we dipped
into it at the school, but both preparation time and time at the school
were too short to do more. Yet this
does make 1932 at the school stand
out in memory.

LouheleD Bahi"i School in 193f (above) and today (below)

But the deeper knowledge of the
book and its soul stirring stories
came in 1933 when each day the
story of some one hero wa s retold
by Dorothy Baker. We began to realize not only the power but the
real beauty and joy of sacrifice.

Unforgettable, too, to those present at the adl,llt session the next
summer, 1934, was the beautiful, jn...
spired yet simple way in which Ruhiyyih Khanfun (then Miss Mary
Maxwell) related day by day those
same gripping and thrilling stories
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of the Dawn-Breaker heroes.
1934 marks, too, the first separate
youth session. The young people insisted that they would learn more
and grow faster if they had real
responsibility. Were they right? At
any rate youth sessions at Louhelen
increased rapidly in numbers during
the next few years, drawing students
from a wide area.
In 1935 the first courSe of lessons
on Islam was given by Stanwood
Cobb. In making this plan the committee was following Ute suggestion
of the Guardian whose counsel was
sought each year before the committee planned the program.
The large number of young people attending their sessions (SO in
1936 and 00 in 1937) seemed to necessitate a change. So 1938 stands
out with two innovations: two youth
sessions and the change of one of
the general adult sessions into a
Laboratory session. This name,
meaning a session of real work and
practice, was suggested by Marion
Holley (now Mrs. David Hofman)
the summer before when she had
had charge of a course and when
some of the committee had consulted with her on how to carry out
more fully the wishes of the
Guardian that we should continually.
strive to raise the standards of the
school and to belp people to deepen
in the Faith. The first Laboratory
session was truly a work session.
Mrs. Emogene Hoagg's course demanded deep study and research
into the meaning of the "Three
Worlds;" Kenneth Christian helped
students to work out Baha'i definitions. Marguerite Reimer (now Mrs.
Wm. Sears) organized and directed
field work in neighboriog towns and
cities.

Then came 1939, the summer when
the library bullding was ready for
use. How happy and proud we all
were! Gifts from Mrs. Millie Collins and Mrs. Dorothy Graf, gifts
of labor and materials from Lou and
George Eggleston and other loving gifts made the bullding possible.
Gifts of books came pouring in, too,
both Baha'i and general, so that now
more shelf room is needed. The fact
that this bullding could be heated,
as could also Pullman Lodge, made
a winter session possible, the second
highlight of 1939.
The next marked innovation was
in 1945 wheo the Midsummer Week

developed definitely into a session
aimed to attract non-Baha'is, especially parents and eductors, as well
as young Baha'i parents. It is carried on under Baha'i leadership. Educators from over the state are invited to give talks on child development and teachings.

We have spoken largely of the
outer changes at Louhelen, the development of the plant, increase in
classes, sessions and attendance; for
these can be seen and measured.
None of us can measure or estimate
the power of spiritual forces which
have already radiated from this or
any Baha'i institution. We think of
the group of Filipino students who
were there two days one summer;
of the professors and educators from
Latin American and Near East countries who came from an international meeting of educators at Ann Arbor; of the many public meetings
and picnics which have a !tracted
people from surrounding' communities; of the Flint Bahitti community
which was started by teachers from
LOuhelen; of the men's clubs and
other groups which have been addressed by speakers from Louhelen;
of lives that have been changed
through jlcceptance 'Of the Fdi.th; of
real knowledge gained and jnspiration to study and teach that has come
each summer to those present at
the school; of the' satisfying experiences of living together as one family regardless of race or na tionalily.
While the transfer of ownership
of property is a milestone in Louhelen history it does not mean any
sudden change in plan and policy.
Those attending classes this summer
have felt the same friendly atmosphere, the same incentive to deepen
in the teachings and to teach more
that the coming together at Louhelen
and all BaM', schools always gives.
The Eggleston home and the EggJestons are there, the campus and
buildings and the U swimming hole"
are there. Perhaps most of all the
students and teachers are there, for
after all it is their cooperation and
spirit which make the school. This
cooperation will continue and the
school will constantly grow until it
fulfilis the hope expressed by Shoghi
Effendi that it and other Baha'i
schools "will become powerful and
well-established organizations that
will train inumera hIe men and
women to go out into the world and
sP~d the Message of Baha'u'llilh.
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News from Other Lands
From Geneva Bureau News
Exchange

Sabri Elias is upholding the Faith
in Addis-Abeba, Abyssinia. He first
went there from Alexandria in 1934
and remained for two years, founded
an assembly, had the New Era and
Baha'i Principles translated and
prioted in the Abyssinian language.
The invasion of Abyssinia compelled
him to return to Egypt. Early in
1946 he returned to Abyssinia, found
the believers dispersed, only one remaining. Later he found others of
the former believers and more recently other people have become believers. The present conditions are
not favorable for forming an assembly. Mr. Elias writes: "Once the
Tree of the Cause of God is firmly
rooted here, it will grow quickly and
its future will be great in these lands,
for there is more preparation here
than in many other countries/' Mr.
Elias accepted the Faith wheo he
was fifteen years old. He has never
had any formal schooling.
The believers in Austria have received permission from United
States authorities to propagate the
Faith in Austria and have applied
'for the same from British and
French. authorities. "With regard to
food parcels, we would like to ask
that at least part of those which
the American friends are sending,
be of Danish origin. Most of us have
voted for the Danish parcels, but
some friends still wish for the CARE
ones.
tp

Miss Marion Jack in Bulgaria
writes of the interest in the Faith
of an ex..professor to whom she is
lending Stanwood .Cohb's book, Security fM a Failing World. Bulgarians have a high respect for Roberts
college where Mr. Cobb once taught
and many Bulgarians wer.., educa ted there, therfore the book has an
especial appeal.

o people of God! Hearken unto the
exhortations of the unique Friend
with the ear of the soul. The Word of
God is like unto a tree; its pJanting_
ground must be the hearis of the
people: cultivate it through the
Kawther of wisdom and utterance,
so that its roots may become firm,
and its hranches surpass the firmament.
-Baha'u'llih
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rying out instructions of the Guardian, has effected a deal for their
National Adminisrative Headquarters in New Delhi, the capital of

India. It is a two story structure
set amidst'some three acres of beautiful grounds, in one of the most
exclusive quarters of the capital.
About half of the payment was made
in cash and the remainder must be
made promptly. The Guardian has
written that "great confirmations"
will come when the purchase is completed.
At present the NSA is in tempo-_
rary headquarters in New Delhi and
headquarters of the various committees are being moved there as rapidly as possible.

o ye people of the world! The virtue of this Most Great Manifestation
is that we have effaced from the
Book whatever was the cause of difference, corruption and discord, and
recorded therein that which leads to
unity, harmony and accord. Joy unto
those who' practice!
-Baha'u'll8.b.

Hazirala'l-Qgcls In Tihrin, Iran..
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and begs for the continuation of the next October. Mr. Robert Gulick's
Bah,,', bulletin in Esperanto.
official position gives him opportuA German prisoner of waT in Egypt nity to meet v-a-rious key people .in
Writes that it is not permitted to the international; world at Geneva.
send literature there from the United
Australia
States but asks for printed matter
The Australian NSA publishes a
from the Geneva -Bureau in English
or 'Esperanto or: Fr,ench or. Italian Bah" '1 Quarterly or News r.,etter and
or any language. ~.·We need ,a, text- il-' 'B.ilia'i Quarterly magazir,le;' The
book, too;' or a cours'e in E sp'era'ntO,~ Herald of the SoUth. The latest issue
All this '~ould keep us from stagna. ,,{1he News Quarterly reports the
tion in the' Egyptian· desert and would election of the new NSA, the progbe a ilDk ~ith the throbbing pulse ress and development of the adminof the cultural and spiritual life in istrative order durmg the twentythe .;"orld. My,thoughts and feelings five years of the Gll~:rdianship and
the determination to go forward both
are 'with you and your friends."
Mr. Mason Rerney has visited Eng- in teaching and in further developland and ITeland, Oslo and Stock- ment ,of administration. "In gratiholm and Copenhagen and at last tude for both this mighty institution
account was on his way to other of the Guardianship in which maning the European countries and ex- kind ha s found a sure refuge in this
pects t() remain in Europe six new age, and in gratitude for this
countries. Mrs. Marion Little is visit- particular first Guardian, this Shoghi
Effendi, let us rise to a truly higher
months.
plane
of endeavor, and above all to
G~f;:V" and ZUTich~ Switzerland,
both report meetings with traveling a higher. plane of spiritual aware.:
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National Pnhlicity Under Way
on Temple Interior
The most widespread and intensjve 1,482 different publications and news
publicity plan yet undertaken by agencies. This nUIQber includes: daiAmerican Baha'is has been initiated ly papers in towns with 25,000 or
by the Public Relations Committee more population; dailies in towns
in a na tiona! press and m aga zine "with a population betw"een 10,000 and
campaign devoted to the design for 25,000; dailies in towns of less than
the Temple interior recently ap- 10,000 population; race a:pd foreign
proved by the Temple Trustees un~ language papers; architectural and
der the Guardian's authorization.
builders magazines; news and gen·
The campaign is based upon the eral magazines; religious magatwo sketch views of the interior de· zines; magazines devoted to educasign which have been reproduced as tion; and encyclopedias and books of
inserts to this issue of Bahci~i News, reference.
and announces the early be"ginning
These publications have been diof work to complete the House of vided into two classes - those which
Worship.
make their own halftone illustrations
After a careful and expert survey or mats from photographs supplied.
of the press and magazine field, the and those which can only use mats
committee adopted a mailing list for furnished them. The mailing, thereits releases and illustrations totaling fore, consists of two different sets

Twin Spires in the Sky. Published in the July 18, 1947 issue of Chicago uSnn ".
Taken by their staff photographer.
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of material. The magazines and better-equipped papers receive a mimeographed release stating the basic
facts concerning the interior design
and tbe building plans. with paragraphs explaining the general aims
of the Faith, a photograph of the
Temple as it now stands, with completed superstructure and exterior
ornamentation, a photograph of the
sketch of tbe central domed a uditorium. and a photograph of tbe sketch
of one of the arched alcoves or bays.
To each of these photographs is attached a separate piece of copy describing the picture. from which captions and comments can be prepared
for each illustration selected for use.
To the smaller papers is sent a mailing consisting of the mimeographed
general release already mentioned
and a mat combining the sketch of
the auditorium with a picture of the
building. The mat carries a caption
or comment announcing the selection
of tbe interior design and the building plans.
In planning this material, the committee aimed at the accomplishment
of tbree purposes: to tell tbe editors
tbe story of tbe Temple, backed by
three pictures of unusual beauty and
impressiveness; to provide material
for a feature article filling up to a
full newspaper page or several magazine pages; to provide material for
a minimum story using one or two
pictures with brief comment.

The campaign. however. is not limited to tbe 1.482 papers and -magazines classified above. If the budget
allows t another mailing is to go to
4.000 weekly newspapers. This supplementary list would not receive"
photographs or mats but a photooffset announcement carrying text
and illustrations with an offer to send
mats or photographs on request. This
method has proven to be both effective and inexpensive.
For the Baha'is themselves, the
committee has planned to mail more
than 400 copies of tbe general release
(Continued on page 2)
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SpecialSupplemeUI
Sketches of Temple Interior
The National Assembly has
authorized the Baha'i News
Editorial Committee to include
in this issue a special supplement for the friends. This
supplement consists of halftone
reproduction s of two sketch~
renderings of views of the
Temple interior visualized from
the modified Bourgeois design
recently approved by the Temple Trustees_
By making these reproductions separate inserts on good
quality paper the friends have
these new Temple views in a
form suitable for framing or
preserving in some manner.
They afford us glimpses into
that longed-for completed interior wherein services of
Baha'i worship can at last be
held in a House of Worship destined
become one of the most
renowned and influential structures in the world.

to

National Publicity
(Continued from page 1)
with the three photographs and des·
criptions to assemblies, groups, na~
tional committees responsible for
teaching, radio work? etc,? and to
the Inter- America and European
teaching committees for distribution
in their particular areas. The~ material also goes to the National Spiritual Assemblies of other lands.
Each assembly and group is urged
to do its utmost to see that the Temple interior design and alIDouncement of building plans appears in at
least one local paper. Even if the
editor has received the material
from the Public Relations· Committee
by mail, our effort ha s not been fully
carried out until the local Baha'is
have demonstrated that the story has
local as well as general news interest. The committee, in addition. has
on hand a supply of mats and a mat
can be obtained by writing the committee at its office address, 410 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Ill.
The Temple interior, exemplifying
as it does a new spiritual idea as
well as impressive architectural
beauty, comes to us as the ideal opportunity for publicity.
This campaign is an important part
of our work to accomplish the ob'jects of the Seven Year Plan.

Bah&'i group In Shiraz, May, 194'7. Roberi Gulick to left. of the Greatest Name,
and at the right of bim is Hadrat-i-Agnan, third cousin of tbe Bab and custodian of
the Bonse of the Bib.

Baha'i Pilgrimage
In the course of the spring and
summer of this year, Robert L. Gulick, Jr. visited our co-workers in
England. France, Spain, Switzerland, Egypt, 'Iraq and him. He celebrated the Feast of Rigvim in Paris
and on the 9th of RiQ.vim addressed
the friends at the I;Ia~iratu'l-Quds in
Cairo. He was in Spain on .Tune 24th
when the first two believers enrolled
in that land. He made the pilgrimage
both to the House of Baha'u'llah in
Ba@dad and to the House of the Bab
in Sbiraz; he was the first Baha'i
from the west to be present in the
Holy House in ~hiraz on the anniversary of the Bab's Declaration,
May 22nd. From Cairo, he had telephone conversations with Rlli).iyyih
Khimum before and after traveling
to Persia.
With Oriental believers, he placed
flowers on the tomb of the "immortal Lua" and Mirza Abu'I-Fagl in
Cairo and on the grave of Keith Ransom-Kehler in "far-away I~fahim."
In Ba@dad. friends guided him to
what was the Garden of Rigvan and
they crossed the Tigris River and
paused at the old mosque whch has
not been changed in the eighty-four
years that have elapsed since Baha'u'llah used to rest there; it was in
these hallowed precincts that the
Blessed Beauty composed the Hidden
Words. Mr. Gulick gave lectures on

three continents before audiences
ranging in size up to 3,000 persons.
The National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of Persia has written
(3 Nur. 104) as follows about Mr.
Gulick's visit to the birthplace of our
Faith:

"His account of the spiritual services of the trusted American friends,
of the advance of the Cause of G<>d
in that spacious land, of the tact that
the beloved of God are exhilarated
with the breaths of the Spirit, overwhelmed us all in a sea of rea! joy.
... In a very large gathering, composed of great number of 'fihrim
Baha tis and held in the main auditorium of the National Headquarters;
he delighted the eager believers of
Tihran with good news of the. Faith.
Afterward. he weut OIl:. a journey to
Sbiraz, in order to make his pilgrimage to the Holy House, meeting the
friends in I~ahan, Najafabad, DihBid'. and A badih _ . . In truth, the
radiance and spiritually of this honored person affected everyone, and
all have asked and continue to ask
on behalf of this illustrious soul, Divine confirmations in ever-increasing measure from the holy presence
of the powerful Lord, may our lives
be a sacrifice to His grace. "It is
our hope that in f!lture the eyes of
the Baha'is of Persia will continue to
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be brightened with looking on the
comely faces of the well-loved believers from the West."
The following 1S Mr. Gulick's own
account of his visit to Sltiraz:

Cradle of a World Faith
Americans are inclined to picture
most of Persia as a desert. This is a
most inadequate conception, as a
good deal of the empty space is
merely dry land that requires only.
water for abundant production. But
greater by far is the need for that
Water of Life which was brought to
humanity in ~iraz.
It was my inestimable bounty to
be the first pilgrim f.rom the West
to enter the new Mecca, the Blessed
House of the Bab, on the anniversary
of His inauguration of the new world
faith which holds out to mankind the
promise of a peaceM world of freedom, justice t and happiness. I have
often visited the beautiful Baha'I
Temple in Illinois and it has been my
privilege to be in the precincts of
the Holy House of BaM 'u'llah in
Bagb-dad t not to mention Kazimayn
and other shrines of Islam and such
Christian cathedrals as Notre Dame
de Paris. But in the Holy House in
~hiraz, I found a spiritual a tmosphere more exalted than I had experienced elsewhere. Even persons
of other faiths and of no religion
comment on their feeling that the
Declaration Chamber is in reality an
"upper room. n The French ambassador on the occa sian of his visit to
the House gave vent to similar sentiments.
The way to the House, past bazaars and through winding, noisome
alleys, wa s anything but promising.
Inside the portal, however, was another world. The Persian friends and
I performed our ablutions with water
from the same well that the Bab had
used. It is virtually unchanged and
the water is cold and refreshing.
Next to it is the sour orange tree
planted by the Bab and nearby is a
small pool bordered by flowers, The
pilgrims remove ther shoes ,before
entering this tiny courtyard. The
crossing of each threshold, the ascending of each step, is an occasion
for prayer and demonstrations of devotion. After placing Our lips and our
foreheads on the steps leading into
the House, we entered a chamber on
the main floor and I;Iaq.rat-i-Afnan,
the third cousin of the Bab, poured
rosewater into our hands so that we

might anoint our head s before climbing the eight steps leading to the
floor above. I do not care to intro~
duce interpretations but it interested
me to nate that the Bab's Declaration
inaugurated the eighth of the world's
established religions.
The friends asked me to chant in
Persian and Ara bic and I felt highly
honored to participate in the praying
in such a wondrously holy spot. In
my prayers, I remembered many
friends in various part of the world
and also the National Spiritual Assemblies of Persia and America.
I also thought of that model American tea cher, Ma rtha Root, who
touched, her forehead to the sacred
Threshold and wept and wept, That
such a great Cause, that a Messenger of God, should ha.ve come from
such a small House filled her heart
with sadness. The House seemed. to
me to be a gem, just the right size.
In the future when vast multitudes
make the pilgrimage to this place,
it will not be possible for the friends
to enter the House.
FinallYt we assembled in the rOOm
where the glorious Youth of 25 years
had bidden His friend, Mulla Husayn,
to enter-a hundred and three years
ago. Rare tablets were framed and
placed on the walls. A magnificent
rug, donated by Shoghi Effendi at
the time of the Centenary, covered
the floor. The room has five windows which face the garden. We
turned toward the corner near the
first window where a lamp marked
the place where the Bab sat as He
gave the glad-tidings of the birth of
a wondrous, world-embracing Cause.
He had truly prophesied at that immortal time: "This night, this very
hour will in the days to come; be
celebrated as one of the greatest and
most significant of festivaIs."l
Later, we went to the house of
Hac;lrat-i-Afnim and he showed us relics of the Bab, Baha'u'llah, and 'Abdu'I-Baha. There were garments
worn by the Bab when He went to
Mecca; we were surprised to see
how small that precious Being must
have been, although He was of about
the a verage height of the Sbirazis of
that day, and that very smallness
enhanced our appreciation of His
grandeur. We saw a ring on which
the Greatest Name was cut and we
learned that it had been worn by
Bahit'utllah. Space does not permit
(Continued on page 0)

Ralph Garner of Flint, Mich.

A Quiet Servant
The Detroit Sunday News for August 24th brought public recognition
to a Baha'i who has performed years
of faithful service in unpaid assistance to teen-age youth. All the more
to his credit is the fact that this work
is not even part of the formalized
programs of local or national Baha'i
plans. It lies only in that realm of
endeavor where Baha'is are admonished to be of service to all hum anity
in any way possible.
He is Ralph Garner of Flint, Michigan, long an active member of the
faith, whose courage and cheerfulness seem to increase as the malady
which afflicts him ha s in recent
years necessitated his being carried
from bed to his desk. Here he dials
the telephone which puts him in
touch with those prospective employers for the youngsters whom he interviews in person. All sorts troupe
into his room, orphans, juvenile delinquents, those from broken homes,
problem children, seeking odd jobs
after school, new homes, or just good
advice. Many are referred "to him
from the juvenile court as law officials have come to know of his good
offices.
The newspaper writeup came
through a state placement bureau
worker,
Mrs. Kimball,
seeking
a home and part time work for a
12th grade girl who is orphaned. The
Flint officials she visited referred
her to Ralph, whose prompt results
plea sed her. When she told her husband about it, he being a staff photographer on the Detroit News, he
received an assignment to write and
photograph the story.
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This World Freedom
Beloved friends:
As national committees, regional
committees, groups and communi ties
carry out their public campaign on
the theme of World Faith for World
Freedom, it would be well for us
Baha'IS ourselves to make the utmost use of that World Freedom we
already, as Baha'is, possess. Our
freedom to serve the Faith is our
most precious treasure, something to
guard with lnfinite care lest it be
seized from us by a world of distraction without 'or a world of distraction within.
Ours not to yield to the forces of
confusion which deprive other communities from effective action. Ours
not the responsibility to conduct a
nation along its dark and dangerous.
path, nor maintain an empire's
economy, nor re-apply an extinct
creed to a world condition its theologians could not foresee. But we are
held responsible for preserving the
integrity of our faith, keeping it patent from day to day; and we are
held responsible for contributing to
the unity of our local Bahilti community group, large or small.

Abiding Gratitude
Message from the Guardian
Greatly welcome evidences of
a notable expansion of activities and increased intensification of efforts for publicity. I
urge believers and local As~
semblies to redouble their efforts in support oi-vital National Fund. Praying ardently for
realization of your highest
hopes. Appreciate action (for
preservation of) Keith's grave.
Do not advise you transmit
further funds to Persia for the
grave. I appeal to North American believers to exert their
utmost to insure the formation
of required number of Assemblies by next April. Further
sacrifices demanded, rich reward assured. May entire body
of American believers arise to
fulfill their glorious destiny.
Abiding gratitude, deepest
love.
(signed)
SHOGM

Received September 10, 1947

Faith in Baha'u'lhih takes us into
His world. where we are safe and
secure. There no one can deprive us
of power to serve except ourselves
This freedom to serve is as great as
our will and our intention. Its renewal is as close to us as the words
of the nearest open Baha'i book.
Therefore from every local Baha'i
community there should come evidences of great undertakings and
continuous spiritual achievement.
Others are enchained by fears, oppressed by problems and burdened
by cares. As Baha'is may we demonstrate what freedom God has
given us-freedom to abandon a
a dead past, freedom to live and
a ct .in the new Dispens a tion r The
greater our faith, the clearer we
see that societies perish because
they come to deal with imaginary
forces, immersed in shadows who
forsook the Light.
Great events are upon us-let us
be great of soul so that the event
can be made to reflect the Baha'i
Faith io masses who lose hope and
direction.
NATIONAL SPlRlTUAL ASSEMBLY

More AssembJies
Sponsor a Group
To the list of local Spiritual Assemblies already published, the
National Assembly is happy to add
the following: Phoenix, Minneapolis,
Berkeley, Oakland, Seattle, Washington, D. C., Flint. About 40 Assemblies have now pledged their help
in bringing at least one group to
Assembly status by April, 1948.
Their concentrated effort is sorely
needed to a ssure success in m eeting the goal of a total of 175 Assemblies this year.

Baha'i Greeting to Annual
Congress Esperanto
Association of North
America
Through the kindness of Miss
Roan Orloff, chairman of the
World Language Committee
serving last year, the message
written by the National Spiritual Assembly to the Annual
Congress, Esperanto Association of North America, was delivered in person. She has reported that the Baha'i greeting
was well received.
"On behalf of the members
of the Baha'i Faith throughout
North America we send a cordial greeting and best wishes
to the Esperantists assembled
in their Annual Congress. It is
our hope that your sessions will
bring a great reinforcem~nt to
the movement for a World Language the outcome of which is
so vital to the attainment of
World Peace and that ultimate
World Civilization which has
today become the radiant and
visible goal of human evolution.
"Language, that divine instrument for the mutual associa tion of human beings in the
world of truth and law, has
too long been a king in exile,
an innocent being condemned
to participation of r ace s ,
classes. nations and creeds in
their struggles for Victory one
over the other.
'
,. Baha'is share your longing
that language may soon be
freed from those fetters and
mantlest its destiny as unifier
of all whose minds and hearts
recognize the oneness of God.
Baha'is are grateful to you for
your uni~ue service to the
common goal"
_
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AssEMBLY

Enrollmeuts
Toledo, Ohio, 1; Findlay, Ohio, 2;
Niles, Mich., 1; San Rafael, Cal., 2;
Marin City, Cal., 2; Oakland. CaL,' 2;
Canada, 1; Riverdale N.J., 1; Seattle,
Wash., 1; Cleveland, Ohio, 1; Chicago,
Ill., 2; Little Rock, Ark .. 1; Greensboro,
N.C., 1; West Chester, Pa., 1; No. Albuquerque, N.M., 3; Sioux Falls, S.D., 1;
Boston, Mass .• 1; Philadelphia, Pa., 1;
Burlingame, Cal, 4; Spokane, Wash., 1;
Youth, 2.

Statement to United Nations
Commission on Women's Rights
The National Spiritual Assembly,
through its United Nations Committee, ha s submitted a statement on
the Baha'i conception of the rights
of women to a UN Commission compiling material foJ;' a world code.
The text is reproduced in World
Order Magazine, October issue.

-
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An Appeal From
World Order Magazine
One of the expressed wishes 01
'Abdu'l-Baha during His American
tour in 1912 was that the magazine
then entitled, STAR OF THE WEST,
the first issue of which had been
pQblished March 21, 1910, should be
maintained . . . How well that expressed wish has been observed is
evidenced by WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE, the present-day title under
which the magazine is known after
37 years of uninterrupted publication.
Reflecting the history, activities
and development of the BaM'; Faith,
WORLD ORDER MAGAZINE has
become a powerful teaching medium
in addition to its interest stimulating
appeal to BahaYj Believers.
A few months ago, the continuous
increasing cost of printing the magazine made it necessary to increase
the yearly subscription rate, and
commencing with
April 1947 issue the price was advanced from
$1.50 to $2,00 yearly. Before the May
1947 issue was published our printers
imposed a further increase to be immediately effective ... We are seeking by every means available to
avoid making a further increase in
the subscription rate and this is a
CALL FOR HELP from our BaM',
Friends.
1,000 new subscriptions at the present yearly rate of $2.00 will insure
the magazine being on a self-supporting basis . . . CAN THIS BE ACCOMPUSHED . . . YES! - If only
1.000 of our present subscribers will
each donate one GIFT subscription,
the problem will be solved ' . . A
years subscription to a friend may
mean a NEW BELIEVER, or there
are 1,000 PUBLIC and UNIVERSITY
LIBRARIES where a year's subscription may result in arousing considerable interest in THE BAHA'i
F AlTH. If your own local Library
is already receiving the magazine,
each $2,00 donated to THE WORLD
ORDER LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION
FUND will record a years subscripton to a library not at present on
our list, with the name and address
of donator given to the selected library.
AddTess subscription orders or donations to WORLD ORDER LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION FUND to
World Order, 110 Linden Ave., Wilmette, Ill,

the

_

Where We
Are

Wllere We
Olght to Ie

May 1.1948

$300.000

April 1. 1948

275.000

Mar. 1.1948

250.000

Feb. 1.1948

225.000

JaD. 1.1948

200.000

Dec. 1,1947

175.000

Nav. 1.1947

150.000

Oct. 1.1947

125.000

Sept. 1. 1947

100.000

Aug. 1.1947

75.00!l

~

July 1.1947

50.000

June 1.1947

25,000

FINANCIAL BUDGET 1947-1948
Assemblies Contributing 10
the National Fund. Aug. 1947
Alaska-Anchorage. Arizona-Phenix.
Arkansas - Little Rock. Cali,,.rnJa - Al·
hambra; Berkeley; Beverly Hills; Burbank; Burlingame; Carmel; Cloverdale
Twp,; Glendale; Inglewood; Long Beach;
Los Angeles; Monrovia; Oakland; Pasa.
dena; Sacramento; San Francisco; San
Diego; Santa Barbara: San Mateo.
Canada-Edmonton; Vancouver; Hamilton; Vernon. Coiorado-Colorado Springs;
Denver. ConnecUcu.t-N ew Haven. District of Columbia-Washington. F1ol'ida..Jacksonville; Miami. HawaJl-Honolulu:
Maui. Georgb-At1anta; Augusta. Idaho
-Boise .. minois - Chicago; Danville~
Elmhurst; Evanston; Maywood; Oak
Park; Peoria; Springfield; Urbana; Wilmette; Champaign; Limestone Twp.
Indiana Fort Wayne; Indianapolis;
South Bend. lowa-Cedar Rapids. Kansas - Topeka. Kentucky - Louisville.
Lou.isiana - New Orleans. MarylandBaltimore. Ma.ssachusetts Boston;
Brookline; Springfield. Michigan - Ann
Arbor: Detroit; Flint: Grand Rapids;
Lansing; Muskegon; Roseville. Minneapolis; St. Paul. Mississippi - Jackson.
Missouri - Independence; Kansas City;
SL Louis. Montana-Butte; Helena. Nevada - Reno. New Hampshire - Portsmouth. New .Jersey-Dumont; East Orange; Montclair; Red Bank; Teaneck.

New Mexico-Albuquerque; North Albu-

querque. New York - Jamestown; New
York; Rochester; Yonkers. North Carolina - Greensboro. Ohio - Cincinnati;
Cleveland; ColUlIlbus; Dayton; Lima.
Ok.laboma Oklahoma City. Oregon-Portland. Pennsylvania -. Philadelphia;
Pittsburgh; Scranton. Rhode IslaDdProvidence. South Carolina-Greenville.
South Dakota-Sioux Falls. Teonessee--Memphis. Texas - Hou:ston. Utah - Salt
Lake City. Vermont-Brattleboro. Vir,ginia-Alexandria; Arlington. Washiagton-Monroe; Seattle; Tacoma. West Vir~a - Cha deton. Wisconsin - Kenosha;
Madi:son; Milwaukee; Racine; Wauwatosa.

Ba.Jui,Ji Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wibnette,

Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,

Illinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Baha'i News Editorial Office:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Mich.
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Baba'i Pilgrimage.
(Continued from page 2)

more than a glimpse of the wonders
in store for the pilgrim to Sbiraz.
~iraz is famed for nightingales,
roses, lovers-and poets to write
about them. Some Baha'is who operate a bus service placed a vehicle
at our disposal and we first went to
the tomb of Hafiz, a poet who was
greater than 'Umar Khayyam but
one who lacked a Fitzgerald. On another occasion, we visited the grave
of Sa'di, perhaps even more admired
by the Persians than Hafiz, and we
noticed with interest that some of
the inscriptions on the walls sur·
rounding the tomb were verses from
the blind Bah .. ', poet, Shuridih.
whose own grave is in another room
not far distant.
Much could be related about our
departure irom the Tihrim Airport
and the many friends who carne to
bid us au revoir. Of interest wa s the
comment of a wealthy non-Baha'i
who was going on the same plane;
see how much love these Baha'is
show toward each other; nobody
cares very much whether we go or
stay. It was exciting to see the
friends of I~fahim rushing to the
plane during the hrief stop in that
delightful city; they brought flowers
and candy, especially gaz for which
the place is famous, and also books
to meet the requirements of their coworkers.
One of my most thrilling experiences in Iran was an appearance
before an assemblage of 340 Baha tj
children in ::Lhiraz. I urged them to
store up in their minds those verbal
treasures which are to be discovered
in the Hidden Words and other
Baha'i books and I referred to the
tablet revealed by the Master when
Shoghi Effendi, as a small boy, told
Him of a dream in which he saw
the Bab. I was followed- on the program by Jinitb-i..samandari, an extremely capable and devoted believer, who on the spot-without advance
warning as to what I would speak
about--described the circumstances
of the dream of that marvelous figure who is now our guardian, produced the text of the tablet, and also
quoted the affirmative words of
'Abdu'l-Baha to an American woman
who had inquired as to whether the
Guardian had yet been born.
In the footsteps of Martha Root,
we also visited Persepolis, Talffit-iJam®id, that enduring testimonial

Baha'is and friends attending BaM'j classes in Sa.ndia. Mountains, near Albuquerque, N.M., .July, 1947.

Publishing Announcements
Baha'i Writings - Prayers of Baha~
'u'lla, 'Abdu'l-Baha and excerpts :from
the Bahai Writings, which has been out
of stock for some time is again available. Bound in red paper
Ea.ch
....... $ .75
Intrcduction to the Baha'i Teachings by
Mamie L. Seta. Reference books required, Baha'u'llah and the New Era,
Selected Writings (the little library of
three books, Baba.'u'llah, Abdu'l-Baha and
Shoghi Effendi) The National Teaching

Committee especially recommend this
outline with accompanying' books for
study groups or for individual believers,
Oulll"" With books ...... $ .75

of 'Irim's~past greatness. Sixty years
ago the Master described various articles at Persepolis; the discoveries
occurred a half-century afterward.
A few miles from there is Taldlt-iTaws, a holy place of the Zoroastrians where are to be found inscriptions in Pahlavi and Latin.
SPiraz fills the receptive soul with
wonderment. Yes, the skies are bluer and the stars much brighter than
in California, and there is an air of
peace and repose. In that blessed
city we acquired--even if only for
the time being-some of the '"priceless possessions of the people of
Paradise" and we sensed in a measure the experience of the gate of the
Gate of God: "Methinks I was in a
place of which it could be truly said:
'Therein no toil shall reach us'; 'No
vain discourse shall they hear therein, nor any falsehood, but only the
cry, Peace1 Peace' "2
~

:!"

The Dawn-BT-eakeTS. p. 61.
'I'he Dau.-n--BTeakers, p. 62.

Albuquerque Sponsors
Conference
The gales of God seemed to blow
with unusual and terrific force stirring up the dust of the ages in the
great desert plateau of New Mexico.
'I'ha t wa s the night of the inception
of the plan sponsored by the North
Albuquerque Assembly, in which a
majority of the believers of the en·
tire region joined in an effort to carry the beloved Faith to the masses
in accord with the Guardian's Seven
Year Plan. Those who had braved
. the stinging sand of the whirling dust
storm, after full and free discussion,
voted unanimously to have a Baha'i
Conference to begin July 4th. It was
then the night of July 1st. There was
no place, no money, and there had
been no previous arrangements.
Bahil'u'llith, however, opened doors
in an amazing way. Through a nonBaha'i friend, the Girl Reserve
Camp, 7000 feet high in the Sandia
mountains, accommodating 40 to 50
overnight guests, was obtained; with
the opportunity to purchase supplies
through their office: It was a wellequipped camp that would put to
shame 'similar camps costing $150 to
$200 per week. It was arranged to
be used by the Baha'is and their
friends for 10 days at the low rental
of $15.00'
Courses were given on: "The Advent of Divine Justice," "Fundamentals," HBaha'i Keys to Bible Prophecy," and "The Challenging Requirements of the Present Hour, " The
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Commemoration of the Anniversary
of the Martyrdom of the Bab and the
Feast of Kilimat were particularly
beautiful. Cooperative voluntary help
served in shifts, taking care of meals
and household chores.
The climax of the Conference was
an Interracial Program and Dinner
given in Albuquerque on July 20th,
Seventy attended including 2 Chi·
nese, 7 Indians, 9 Negroes, 2 Jews
and the remainder Whites, some
with Spanish background.
Four
speakers, an Indian, a Negro, a Jew,
and the Conference director~ Ruth
Moffett, made this, many said, one
of the finest and most successful
Baha'j programs ever given in the
sta te of New Mexico.
The results were amazing for so
short a period and with so little preparation. This experiment of the North
Albuquerque Assembly shows What
a . small community can accomplish
when it calls in its Baha'i brothers
to assist in a unified plan for carrying the Faith to the masses. There
was a deepening in the understanding of the Message of Baha'u'llah.
There was a unifying of all those in
attendance in learning how to live
and work together day by day. There
was a newly born eagerness to arise
and serve God in this grea t Day.

Are You A Nurse?
If you are a graduate nurse,
there is a ·splendid opportunity
for you to pioneer in Alaska.
There is an Alaska Native Service whose function it is to look
after the health and welfare
of the Natives and who employ
nurses. These nurses are required to live among the natives and are furnished living
quarters and other necessities.
Thus a pioneer, in such a position, would have the chance to
serve native Alaskans in a very
practical way, combining in
one effort a physical and a
spiritual service, If you are
interested, write either to the
National Teaching Committee
in care of Mrs. Margery McCormick, §24 Judson Ave .• Evanston, IlL, or t~ Mrs. Frances
Wells, Box 45, Anchorage, AI~ska.

Suggestions for Daily Readings
NOVEMBER
Thi!! N ea rness and Presence
of God
Nov. 1. Gl, p. 184-186. or Ba·
ha'i World Faith, p.

97·98.
Gl, p. 7()"73.
3. Gl, p. 2til·264.
4. Gl, p. 325-326.
5. Arabic Hidden Words,
34-35, 58. 59, 60. Per·
sian Hidden Words,
21, 22, 46.
Nov. 6. Gl, p. 139-140.
Nov. 7. Prayers and IVIed. p.
240·242.
Life and Sacrifice of
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2.

Ba.h8.~u'lLih

Nov. 8·9. BaM'i World Faith,
p. 220·224.

Nov. 10.

Baha'i World Faith,
p. 31·32.
Nov. 11. Baha', World Faith,
p.33;55.
Nov. 12. BaM', World Faith,
p. 233·234; 89·91.
Nov. 13. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 80-82. or Prayers
and Med. p. 310·313.
Nov. 14. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 349-350.
Detachment and Sacrifice
Nov. 15. BaM', World Faith,
p.141 (Essence of De·
tachment); 68.
Nov. 16. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 105·106.
Nov. 17. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 374·375; 378-379.
Nov. 18. Gl., p. 275-276.
Nov. 19. G\., p. 328·329.
Nov. 20. Arabic Hidden Words,
7, 59; Persian Hidden
Words, 39, 40.
Nov. 21. Baha'i World Faith.
p. 354-355.
Life, Station, and Words of
'Ahdu'l.Bah.i
Nov. 22·23·24. Chapter IV in
Baha'u'llilh and the
New Era.
Nov. 25. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 357·359.
Nov. 26. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 394-395; 407·4()8.
Nov. 27. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 447·448.
Nov. 28. Baha'i World Faith,
p. 217·220.
The Mashriqu'I.Adhkar.
Nov. 29·30 Baha'i World Faith,
p. 414·419.

Youth Registration
The friends are requested to bear
in hlind the fact that every Baha'i
youth, on becoming twenty-one years
of age, whether isolated, a member
of a group or member of an organized community. is expected to
see !luit he or she is definitely listed
as a voting Baha'i.

In the National Office, and also in
the records of local Assemblies and
of Regional Teaching Committees,
Baba 'j youth are classified as such
and do not appear on the list of voting Baha'is. until their classification
is changed.
The friends are also reminded that
when continned as a Bahit'i, the
youth of between fifteen and twentyone years of age should sign the
Youth Registration enrollment card
which is transmitted to the National
Office, whereupon the name and address are duly recorded.
It is very important to have a
complete record of Baha'i youtl}, including their changes of address in
the city or transfer to another city.
The N ationai Office needs the inforrna tion, and all youth data received
is reported to the National Youth
Committee.

Winter Session at Louhelen
The Louhelen Program Committee
is· making plans for a winter session
December 26 through January 1,
with a special Youth Day December
28. Subjects of the two courses are:
Inner Strength to Meet Today's
ChaUenge and What Do You Know
about the Baha'i Faith? Rates Dormitory, $2 per day per person, Single
room, $3 per day per person. This
session is open to youth and adults
alike. (Plans are subiect to approval
by the NSA.)
.

Calendar

Feasts:
Nov .. 4-Qudrat-Power
Nov. 23-Qawl-Speech
Anniver.S'aTies:
Nov. 12-Birth of Baha'u'ILih
Suspend Work
26--Day of Covenant
28-Ascension of 'Abdu?l·
Baha-Gbserve at 1
A.M.
NSA Meeting:
Nov. 7. 8, 9.
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Latin American News
Plans for Congresses
This year the National Teaching

Committees of the two great zones
in Latin America, the northern and
the southern, in consultation with
the Inter-America Teaching Commitee decided that hereafter the meeting places of the annual Congresses
should be awarded on a merit basis.

The accessibility of the' place to a
majority of assemblies must also be
taken into account. It was agreed,
too, that the Congresses should be
followed by sessions of the first international Baha'i schools. This plan
was approved by the National Spiritual Assembly and by the Guardian.
Among the northern Latin Americas (the six Central American countries, Mexico and the West Indies)
Mexico and Coast Rica had shown
the greatest advances. Mexico has
gained two new assemblies and Costa
Rica has initiated and tested a new
type of teaching by intensive correspondence. (For details of this plan
see Baha'i News, May. 1947, page 2.)
This resulted in the new as sem bly
of Quepos, now a community of sixteen active members and five new
small groups. The choice for the
congress has gone to Mexico and it
will be held in Vera Cruz, a beautiful city by the sea and one of the
two goal cities for Mexico this year.
Of the South American countries,
it was -recognized that Columbia,
Chile and Brazil had made the greatest advances. Colombia led with four
new assemblies, making a total of
six in all, plus four new groups.
Great advances have been made in
carrying the Faith to large, organized groups such as the Masons,
Lions and Rotarian clubs, Cultural
Centers and Theosophical Societies.
The Masons added especially in the
organizing of public meetings and
helped, individually, to form the new
Baha'i communities. Colombia had
clea r ly won the honor of the next
Congress, but was so femote in point
of travel and expense from a majority of the other South American
Assemblies, that it was reluctantlv
passed by.
Chile came second with one new
assembly and ten small groups. Chile
has four assemblies in all, the second largest number in a single South
American country. Santiago and Valparaiso are easily accessible to a
majority of the South American co~v

munities and Santiago was finally
chosen for this year by the South
American Teaching committee and
this choice wa s confirmed. The Congresses and Bahit'i schools will probably be held in January and the
exact date will be annOlUlC€d later.
Intensiv~

Teaching Campaign
Initialed
Charles Ioas of Chicago has returned from Mexico after spending
his summer vacation assisting the
new. assemblies in Pueblo and Coatepee and making preliminary prepara tions for the coming Congress.
The Regional Teaching Committee
of Mexico gives highest praise for
this brilliant young pioneer.
Octavio Htescas of Clovis, CaliforManuel Gorgas of the San Bla!"l IDdlal:ll
nia, leaves early in October for Mex- tribe. first Indian to enroll in Panama..
ico, It will be his task to give deep
confirming classes in "The Reality will work with the Regional Comof the Divine Manifestation" for the mittee in goal city teaching in Octostrengthening of the new communi- ber and Nove,mber.
ties in Puebla and Coatepec, to carIn South America intensive teach
ry through the group in Vera Cruz . ing campaigns are under way in Veto confirmation, complete prepara- nezuela, Ecuador, Bolivia and Chile.
tions for the Congress, and, if pos- The last named country is using the
sible, remain as special representa- Costa Rica Correspondence Plan in
tive of the Inter-America Committee two regions in conjunction with travat the Congress, and teach a deepen- el teaching. Argentina is preparing
ing class during the International
to use- this same type of teaching
School session.
campaign.
Campaigns are under way in GuaMrs. Helen Shearer of Phoenix?
temala,. El Savador, Honduras and
Arizona,
is doing goal city teaching
Nicaragua. Panama is carrying the
in
Campinas
and Santos, Brazil. She
Faith to Santiago, Panama, as a new
goal city·, now that an assembly is writes that she loves the people and
assured in Colon. Mrs. Viva Lismore finds the Brazilians very open to the
of Havana and Miss Kathline Mey- Cause. Mr. and Mrs. Edmund J.
er are teaching in Cenfuegos, Cuba, Miessler report twenty-two eager
and Miss Jean Silver is en route new students in Sao Paulo. Ten are
back. to that city after a brief vaca- now studying "The Dispensation."
Mr. and Mrs. Bode report Rio de
tion in New York.
It is hoped that Mrs. Marcia Stew- Janeiro as being very open to the
art may be able to go to Cuba after Cause. Specia I Bah a i meetings were
synchronized with the holding of the
the Congress and help in following
Pan
American Conference near that
up contacts that have been made
with 104 Masonic Lodges in that city.
Colombia plans a three country recountry.
Intensive campaigns are planned gional conference when the Pan
for Haiti during the visit of Mrs. American conference meets in Bo-Mabel Snyder of Panama in Octo- gata in January. Venezuelian and
ber and with the coming of Mr. Ra- Eduadorian Baha'is are being invited
to participate with representatives
phael Pumpel!y of New York together with his daughter, Mrs. Amelie from the six Colombia Assem bEes
Bates and her family, to Port-au- and various groups.
Prince early in the faIl. Mr. and Mrs.
The incorporation of the Panama
Bates· plan to settle as pioneers in City Spiritual Assembly makes the
Haiti.
second Central American COWltry t9'
Another intensive campaign in the have an assembly incorporated. PaIslands is planned for Jamaica nama is the fourth country in Latin
\vhere Mrs. Cora Oliver of Pana:pla American where an assembly has
1
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Mildred Mottahedeh
Visits Ten European Countries
(A condensation of Mrs. Motiahedeh's
repon)

In England I visited a small fireside group at the home of the Balyuzis . . . The English friends are
working very hard and making good
progress on their Six Year Plan.
Still much remains to be done. The
fewness of their numbers and the
time consuming business of getting
the ,bare necessities of life have
made the going slow but the pace

is steadily accelerating and success
seems sure and close . , . All over
the British Isles the work proce~ds
through the sacrifice of the friends.
In France I met with many of the
friends individually and then spoke
to them as a group at a reception
they gave for me. The Paris friends
were pleased and amazed to hear
about the Convention. They had not
realized the manifold activites of the
Faith in the United States. The Guardian has given them a Five Year
Plan but the only beginning they are
making is to publish new translations
of the Guardian's letters in French.
They are somewhat at a loss as to
how to begin their work due to the
fewness of their numbers and the
advanced age of many in their
group.
The progress of the work in Germany is phenomenal under the present difficult conditions . . . It was
actually received its decree of incorporation. Several other assemblies have their appJications pending.

The Radio Committee has translated into Spanish the script now
used '\iVitb special slides in the Temple, and is making disc presentations of this script for use with the
pictures- throughout Latin America.
All these plans for spreading the
Faith in La tin ~erica are being
initiated or approved by the National
Teaching Committees of the two
zones. All members of these COIDmittees with the exception of one
secretary, are native Latin Americans. These committees, too, will
have direct charge of the annual
Co ng res s e s and International Schools. In this way the La tin
Americans are taking up the reins
of their own Baha'i Adminstration
in preparation for the fulfillment of
the Guardian's second Seven Year
Plan.

heartening to see the warmth of their
affection for the believers of other
countries. Like a phoenix, the Faith
is arising from the ruins and starvation of Germany.
A Nineteen Day Feast was held in
Vienna and it was their first meeting
W'ith a Baha'i from another country
in ten years. The Vienna group has
lost over three-fourths of their number during the war because of the
extermination of the Jewish Bahit'is.
Their plight is indeed sad. Only thirteen are left of a group that formerly
numbered more than sixty. Hunger
is their constant companion and if
it were not for their faith and the
food. sent to them their condition
would be even more desperate. Both
in Austria and Germany food, clothing, and Baha'i literature are essential f(lr the progress of their work
and for life itself.
In Switzerland two meetings were
held at the International Bureau in
Geneva and contacts were made
with university teachers and artists
in Zurich. The friends in Switzerland
are ceaselessly striving- to establish
new assemblies and good progress
is being made.
In Sweden five meetings were
held. The pioneers in Stockholm have
numerous contacts and seem to be
able to produce a really interested
audience of thirty or more at a few
hours notice. Through the letter of
introduction from the United Nations
an opportunity was afforded to meet
the Chief of Foreign Affairs of the
Swedish government and a newspaper story followed. After it appeared
several persons wrote and telephoned. All the contacts were turned
over to the pioneers.
The pioneers in Copenhagen were
newly established but their few contacts were all good prospects for
Faith. At a small tea party held at
the apartment of Dagmar Dole and
Eleanor Hollibaugh our guests
amazed us by their readiness to accept the Faith. It was as though they
were awaiting the moment of the
arrival of the Good Tidings.

the

In Holland meetings were held in
Rotterdam and Amsterda m. A conference with officials of various organizations in the Hague was a result of the United Nations connection
and served to open new doors for
the friends in Holland.' Holland was
one of the most interesting of the

ten countries I visited. The plea of
the audience is for spiritual talks.
The Dutch people have a highly
evolved culture, little religious or
race prejudice, and a deep interest
in spiritual matters.
Two meetings were held in Luxembourg. The pioneers are well liked
and widely respected and the spirit
they evince has been felt by all
whom they have contacted.
At a public meeting in Brussels
the question and answer period
showed that many of those present
were really interested. Belgium has
special problems. Part of the country speaks French and the other part
a form of Dutch. There is one Baha'i
in the Dutch speaking area. Belgium
is one of the few prosperous countries in present day Europe and the
gloom of economic problems does
not press heavily upon them. The
people in Brussels seem very cosmopolitan and the friends hope that it
will prove the fertile soil that will
bring an assembly in one or two
years.

The American friends would be
happy indeed if they could see for
themselves the devotion and progress of the pioneers in the goal
countries. Their open loving hearts
have made it easy for them to adapt
themselves to their new homes and
to be received by the people. They
are truly citizens of the world and
this lack of national prejudice has
been a cause for wonder among the
Europeans. As the Guardian reminds
us, they aTe the redemption of Europe.

Non-Bahii'i Books
Referring to the Faith
The NSA wonld like· to ask
the friends to send in to the
National Archives Committee
the title, publication date and
publisher, of non-Baha'i. books
which contain anything like an
extensive reference to the
Faith. whether favorable or
non-favorable. The purpose is
to enable the Assembly to develop a complete National
Baha'i Library. so that all such
references will be a vaiIa ble
when needed-in meeting attacks, etc.

J
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News From Other Lands
Geneva Bureau News Exchange
Baha'is in Hamburg in the British
Zone in Germany experienced hardships in getting meetings and teaching work started. An attempt was
made in 1945 but with no post, no
trains in the evening it became too
difficulty. When the Baha'i heard of
progress in Southern Germany they
got in touch with the friends there
at the Nineteen Day Feasts. Their
own regular weekly meetings began
with the Unity Feast September 8,
1946. It has been impossible to find
all who belonged to the community

\

previously. There are now seventeen.
During the severe winter there were
great hardships. -It was not always
possible to get a heated room for
meetings, often they sat in the dark,
nevertheless there were always at
least ten present and the three young
people did not miss a meeting. Now
there is an ever larger number at
the public lectures on the first Sunday of each month. The friends are
doing much translation from English pamphlets. One friend is compiling a Baha'i Lexicon which will be
a reference book giving information
on suggestions that concern the Baha'i Faith. It is not expected that
this will be completed before severnl
years, but an abridged form will be
issued as soon as possible.
Three Baha'i Summer Schools
were held in Germany, one for youth,
followed by two for adults.
Remarkable spiritual power was
evident at the annual convention of
the Baha'is of India and Hunna.
"The afternoon session of the 3{)th
of April witnessed such moving
scenes of love and unity and sacrifice a s will never be forgotten by
those present." The matter of the
National !:faziratu'l-Quds furnished
an 'outlet for expressing this love in
sacrifice. A large sum of money was
necessary to make the first payment
on the building and site which it had
been decided to purchase. "One Assembly offered to bear the total cost
of the next convention and later accepted the suggestion to divert this
sum to the National I:Iaziratu'l-Quds
fund. " Many other gifts were made.
IIChildren brought in their gifts to
be sold and dedicated to the National
Headquarters Fund. So intense was
the enthusiasm and love and unity
that animated the delegates that a
three hour session almost doubled it-

self without the friends being aware
of it or yet prepared to leave! H
The NSA of Iran announces the
plan to publish "Bahati News and
Reviews" in English and the first
copy dated April, 1947, has been reo
ceived. It tells of cruel persecutions,
tortures and martyrdoms in 1943-4
which accompanied the launching of
their teaching plan, and of renewal
of plans in 1946. The new Plan covers
a period of 45 months and ends July
9th, 1950, the looth anniversary of
the martyrdom of the Bib. It has
definite goals as to number of new
assemblies, reinstatement of old
ones and other aims. In Tihrim alone
262 teaching meetings have been organized and work is going on all over
the country. Reports indicate that
192 new believers have been registered.
At the time of writing the Baha'is
of Switzerland were earnestly preparing for the 32nd World Esperanto
Congress held in Berne the last of
July. An imposing exhibit of Bahit',
literature, large Temple posters, etc.
wa s being arranged and a special
Baha'i session being planned:
Italy
(Condensation of a letter from Rome
by Ugo Gjacbery)

After weeks of sea rch yesterday
afternoon we had a most wonderful
Baha'i meeting with Signora Verena
Venturini, who had known of the
Cause from her sister and had had
two talks with Mary Hanford Ford;
two talks on the Baha'i Faith which
she had never forgotten. That was
in 19101 Her sister Mrs. Max Schobert met 'Abdu'I·Baha in 1912 and
asked Him to pray for her sister
Verena and her husband, at the time
very ill. The Master said that He
would pray for them. Shortly after
Signor Venturini passed away and
the two sisters went to Amerca and
lived for a while in Berkeley t Calfornia, where they met many of the
old believers. Later Verena and her
daughter returned to Italy. During
the war her home was occupied by
the German army. Once when ~peak
ing to one of the officers, an interpreter, she said that the Baha'i Faith
was dear to her heart. Immediately
he sa id, "I too know of the Saha' i
religion." Mter that he greeted her
with "Allah'u'Abha."
We had some wonderful hours together for she had not seen or heard

from any Baha'i for many years. Signora Venturini is now a declared belever, firm in her faith and will d.o
her utmost for our Cause.
Anchorage, Alaska
A special meeting of the Anchor-

age Community was held for consultation on the Guardian's latest
message,
"The Challenging Requirements of the Present Hour."
Special consultation was also held
on how to reach the Eskimos in accordance with the Guardian's instructions. Recommendations were
made to the Alaska Regional Teaching Committee to fotvlard.
Incorporation of the Anchorage Assembly has been started.
The weekly radio talks and newspaper advertising continue. BReaders," or statements about the Baha'i
Faith in the news columns, are now
being used, as well as news comments on the public meetings.
Public meetings were held during
August.
Hawaii
The Maui radio station K. M. V. I.
opened their new station on March
16, 1947. The Maui Baha',s have a
recording of six Baha'i prayers. This
radio station opens each mOnling's
broadcast with a prayer from various churches on this Island. On the
morning of June 5, 1947, through the
program director's own planning, the
station opened with a Baha'i prayer.
We Baha'is felt this significant, as it
was a day for our Nineteen Day
Feast. A Bahit'i prayer is used at
6:00 A.M. two and three mornings
a month over this station.
The Maw Baha'is have sponsored
a thirteen week radio progra m, presenting the transcriptions sent us by
the National Radio Committe. We
have also been able to announce our
regular monthly public lectures over
. this station. Whenever we have our
lectures, we are also given publicity
by the Maui Drug Co., at 9:45 P. M.
on Thursdays, the owner, Mr. Carl
Nato ha s offered to do this for us.
Our lectures are also a-nnounced over
K. G. U. in Honolulu, on their fiveminute weekly broadcasts. The Maui
Baha'is have sent $5.00 every month
for the past four years to help with
the Honolulu Baha'i radio expense,
as well.
:Mr. Richard Mawson, the manager of the Maui radio station, has
made some very favorable comments about the transcription material. Our weekly radio broadcast on
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. K. M, V, 1. costs us $11.40 for fifteen

minutes . It has been interestng to
note the favorable comments of the
people, in regard to these transcriptions. As soon as the radio committee
have more transcriptions available,
we intend to sponsor another series
of radio broadcasts, as they truly are
far reaching. During the month of

May t two fifteen minute talks were
given over the Maui station by Mrs.
Mabel Van Valkenburg. Her topics
were, "Beauty and Harmony in Diversity," and "The Law of Love."

Notices of Local Meetings
in Temple
A visiting guide at the Temple recently said, "Today I
have told 20 new people about
the Faith and at home we hold
regular firesides and public
meetings and .feel happy if 20
different people come in the
course of a year." It is true-here

at

the

Temple,

people

come to us by the thousands.
We who are guiding these
visitors, realize fully our responsibility in preparing ourselves so that the message we
give them during their tour of
the Temple is such that it will
awaken their hearts to a further search into the Teachings
after they go home. We are doing our utmost to interest them
in filling out the questionnaire
cards, so we can build up an
active mailing list of really interested souls for local assemblies, the National Teaching
Committee and Regional Committees.
Guides are always needed!
We are planning to use a Bulletin Board on which we can
place notices of the regular
public meetings all over the
United States and Canada,
During the tours, the guides
plant the seeds, It will be the
opportunity of the assemblies
and groups to reap the harvest.
Please send notice of the time
and place of your regular
meetings to BAHA'f TEMPLE
PROGAM COMMITTEE, Mrs,
Nina Matthisen, 77 E, Cedar
St., Chicago Ill,
(In the immediate Temple
area---Chicago and suburbswe can list fireside meetings
also.)

Pioneer
ventionality cause you to seem cold
and unsympathetic when you meet
strange people from other countries.
- Be kind to the strangers - help
them to. feel at home - a sk if you
may render them any service; try
to make their lives a little happier ..
Let those who meet you know without your proclaiming the fact that
you are indeed a Baha.' i."
Again, "If we are true Baha'is
speech is not needed. Our actions
will help-on the world, will spread
civilization, will help the progress of
science and cause the arts to develop. - It is not through lip service
only that the Elect of God have attained to Holin~ss, but by patient
lives of active service they have
brought the Light into the World."
Serving everybody and praying for
more capacity to serve intelligently
and lovingly, I received my first opportunity: All the men had given
money to buy prizes for sports. I
took :the best small article of my
apparel, did it up as nearly as I
could in the artistic fashion in which
the Japanese present a gift and took
it to the sports committee to be used
as a prize. (It was the only woman's
gift), I explained that I did not know
much about sports, but· to join in
the "family party" I was going to
go in for all except the heavyweight
contests.
The next day being the first S~
day at sea I asked the Captaints
permission to speak in the evening
on the Baha'i Cause. The purser put
up a large notice on the bulletin
board. No person aboard had ever
heard of the Baha'i Movement. The
men of the sports committee were
the first ones to enter the music
room; they helped to make the meeting popular . , . The Captain, purser
and several officers came to the talk.
The ship pitched so that I had to
hold on to a pillar with one hand
while speaking. After the talk of over
From South American 1919 (Shipboard
Going Down)
an hour, the purser made -a little
After real illness .. ·1 did not try speech of thanks. Then after dismisto solve the problem of giving the sal a Bishop took the floor and spoke
Message for two days, my vivid against the Baha'i Cause. Not that
thought was that I of all people was he had ever heard of it before but
least fitted to meet such a group. I· he said one could never be a Chriswas not well, did not dance or play tian and believe in these other recards, nor was I an enthusiastic ligions too. 1 replied to him point by
sportswoman. Still, reading the Cre~ point and from that evening we have
ative Word, every line that seemed been friendly, his very arguments
to spring up from the pages was a against the Movement later made
path for me to follow: "Let not con- friends for it ..
(These selections from Martha
Root's diaries and letters have been
prepared by Mr, and Mrs. Harry E.
Ford of Little Falls, N.Y., and are
to be continued.)
The Baha'i world is in its first
year of a Second intensive Seven
Year Plan to carry the Faith of
Baha 'u'Hah to the people of all countries. As we study the task, make
our plans, and send the first teachers
abroad, we turn in our minds and
hearts to the archtype of a Baha'i
itinerant teacher, Martha Root.
She it is who traveled continuously
for twenty years, four times around
the globe, teaching, ever teaching.
Tens of thOlls ands heard' her call,
from royalty to peasants. Embarking with unswerving resolve and a
spirit of sublime detachment, she
went her way across the earth. Age,
ill health, meager resources, extremes of climate or great dangers,
did not restrain her, efforts.
Dear, indomitable Martha, with
her seventeen suitcases containing
all her belongings, struggling forward, writing, lecturing, denying
herself every comiort, even adequate
food and rest. Physical1y small, frail
of body, plain of ieatu:r:-e, unassuming in her appearance, with none of
the talents the world thinks one must
ha ve for greatness; she had the
coura ge of a lion, the strength and
"staying powers" of a Gibral ter, a
will which defied and won over all
obstacles, and a love that warmed
hearts as the spring ~un melts March
snows. She became a spiritually dynamic and saintly woman who rendered manifold services to humanity.
How gloriously she attained her goal
of spreading the Baha'i Faith!
The example of her life never
leaves us; she is a continuing
spiration. In the task ahead of us,
we need her guidance. 'What does
she say to us?
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Bahia (South America)

Nearing Bahia .. It was high sea,
raining torrents, stomachs were seasick but when the little boats came
out to get the passengers the only
two men on board who spoke English were Americans and both offered to take me up to the hotel . , .
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possible. In order to meet these
South Americans half way, I started
on this ship to learn Spanish pronunciation and first principles. One
can only do one's best, but every
hour spent by a Baha'i on language
study will help . . .
(To be continued)

They took me to the hotel as easily

as violets come up in the spring. An
African carried all my luggage on
his head!
TIl as a result· of the storm and
running a high temperature how
vividly the words came to me: "Let
one not call himself a captain until
he stands before an opposing army,
nor a Baha'i until he meets the
tests." The words in the Tablets of
the Divine Plan were my healing,
and the prayers. Above everything
else I felt the eternal importance of
what the Manifestation said: "Plant
this Branch in the ground of the
hearts and make it Holy from shadow and arising."
From the Andes

The plan was to cross the Andes
and come up the West coast of Panama .. I started amid gifts of books,
flowers, fruit, candy and lunches ...
The trip by mule back over the j'Top
of the world," for the Andes are
among the highest of ranges . . .
was thrilling enough for the most
sensational. To pray the Greatest
Name among these minarets of God
was to glimpse the glory of the Eternal, Unknowable. The ancient trail
led 10,400 ft. above sea level. The
people on mule hack were infinitesi~
mal specks clinging to mighty terraces that bear no other appearance
of humanity except the cavalcade.
As "ants in an endlejjs and boundless
forest» so we huddled on the edge
of jagged peaks, frozen chasms, and
stiffened mountain torrents ... Every
friend met on this trip is just the
beginning of a long friendship. Letters and literature can be exchanged ' ...
From the West Coast (South America)

The trip up the west coast on a
Chilean ship was immensely interesting. Grippe had to be the shadow
to make one appreciate the sunshine,
so the first few places are but memories of trying to get ashore to the
newspaper offices to explain the
Baha'i Message, then leaning against
the friendly lamp posts for strength
to drag oneself back to the boat . . .
Baha'is, for the d~cades just ahead,
must master as many languages as
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The Baha'i Community
Beloved friends:
A brief manual has been published
on the nature and functioning of the
basic Baha'i institutions, with statements on the stations of the Bab.
Baha'u'llah, 'Abdu'l-Bahii and the
Guardianship, and expressions of the
Baha'i attitude and policy with respect to association with non-Baha'i
or ganiza tions.

This reference book replaces the
compilations on· Baha'i procedure
issued on two occasions during the
past ten years. The present work,
entitled The Baha'i Community; has
beEn approved by the Guardian in its
form and scope. Its distinctive character consists in its concentration on
presentation of the nature of the
permanent institutions of the Faith
and its omission of secondary matters subject to more or less frequent
change. The intention has been to
give the new believers throughout
North America, South America and
Europe an outline of the Guardian's
exposition of the administrative
order, and to fortify the Assemblies
and Committees with selected passages clarifying their nature, function
and operation. The hope is that the
manual will serve to minimize loss
of time and energy spent in questions
concerning details of procedure, so
that every institution may concentrate its precious resources on constructive work. The time is past
when the National Assembly can
devote much of its monthly meetings
to the solution of merely local questions which so frequently arise because attitudes become fixed before
basic principles of action are considered.
'When any organism has become
developed, its right to exist depends
upon its capacity to fulfil its special
purpose. The Baha'i Community was
evolved by 'Abdu'I-BaM with infinite love and patience, and trained
by Shoghi Effendi to carry out a

unique world mission. Baha'is are
neither passive worshippers of an
unknown God or radical revolutionists imprisoned within the cage of
materialism. Their faith and their
action operate as one harmonious
scheme of spiritual and social reality.
From the Bah€!. 'i point of view,
modern civilization consists of powerful but defective organisms, unfinished patterns of existence and
institutions which have outlived their
historic purpose. Because these organisms command immense energies
they give the semblance of usefulness
and progressive development. The
energies of humanity, as Baha'is
know, can never be consummated
through a wholesome community,
since the operative organisms are
fatally defective and misuse the energies they control.
In the Baha'i Community the individual is neither exploited nor suppressed. His organic rights coincide
with the best interests of the community, and the best interests of the
community offer the individual his
true consumm a tion of experience in
this world. The Baha'i Community
orchestrates the special aptitude~ and
training of its individual members.
because the Baha'i Community alone
has been given the orchestral score
and theme revealed by the Divine
Musician.
Our theme, our task, is the Divine
Plan, which by its very nature is a
work of unity like a great symphony.
Blessed is he who has learned today
not merely to play the instrument entrusted to his spirit, but to play it in
harmony with the orchestra of the
will of God! Blessed is he whose personal emotion is enhanced by, and
not in conflict with, the movement of
the whole Baha'i Community as it
progresses in the path ot the Divine
Plan!
The mystery which interpenetrates
the institutions and organic gather-
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ings of the Baha'i Community is profound. It is neither mysticism nor
effort nor knowledge alone, but a
blend of these three elements within
the protection of the Holy Spirit. We
may attain glimpses of this mystery
by pondering those Tablets the
Master revealed over a long period
to American Assemblies and believers as He removed the veil between
us and the promised Kingdom. Many
of these Tablets were gathered together in chapter nine of Bahci.'i
World Faith, arrayed in an order
showing the gradual unfoldment 01
the Baha'i society, from the quickening of the individual spirit to the formation of the House of Justice.
Knowing the whole purpose in advance, the Master revealed it part by
part as the Baha'is made progress
in truth and in love.

"0 ye cohorts of God 1 Today in the
present world each community is
wandering in a wilderness, moving
in accord with some passion and
desire, and running to and fro in
pursuance of its own imagination.
Among the Communities of the
world, this Community of the 'Most
Great Name' is free from every
thought, keeping aloof from every
project and scheme, arising with the
purest designs and institutions, and
striving with the utmost hope to live
in accordance with the divine teachings .. ," And again: "By heavenly
armies those souls are intended who
are entirely freed from the human
world, transferred into celestial
spirits and have become blessed
angels. Such souls are the rays of the
Sun of Truth who will illumine all the
continents. n
When the Guardian summons us
to meet the urgent requirements of
the present hour, he endows us with
our collective aim and inspires in us
the attributes and possibilities which
the Master assured to every true
believer reborn in the Day of Baha'u'llih.
NATIONAL SPIRrruAL ASSEMBLY
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27 Native European Believers
The chairman of the E.T.C. who
returned from Europe on Oct. 3 ha s
brought a heartening and inspiring
report on the progress being made
by the valiant pioneers in the E.T.C.

Mrs. Beabice Ashton to be ail itinHant
ieacller.

Henry Jarv.ls to Swedea

goal cities. From Norway to Sweden,
Denmark and Holland; thru" Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland and
to Italy and Spain-there now extends an unbroken chain of strong
groups of enthusiastic and dedicated
pioneers who have initiated and are
coordinating this teaching proj ect in"
a most impressive way. Everywhere
regular weekly Firesides are being
held as well as similarly frequent
classes for the pioneers and group
members themselves with special
emphasis being given to the study of
Administration. The pioneers are exploiting every possible means for
publicity and contacts with unusual

initiative and foresight. Public meetings are being given whenever an
opportunity is ollered. For these suitable rooms in hotels or clubs where
the public can meet on neutral
grounds, are being ·used. The Chairman Was greatly heartened, encouraged and inspired by the miraculous
progress which has been made in
the Euro~~!:I.:_~aching project since
. - she r~d her first survey of the
field less than ten months ago. Many
of the pioneers have been at their
posts only five or six months and.
yet she found in each goal city wellorganized groups with definite plans
ana projects for the promotion of
their vital tasks and giving every indication that the work is going forward with vigor and real. promise.
The newly declared believers now
number ?:1 and in at least two of
the goal cities there are enough native believers to guarantee the forma tion of a Spiritual Assembly on
next April 21.
The E.T.C. wishes to gratefuJly
acknowledge the invaluable assistance rendered by the itinerant teachers who visited the dillerent goal cit-

ies during the

Valeria Lam.. Nichols 10 Domnark

summer

Miss Doris

Lobse~

to Bellium

David Ned B1ackm .... 10 Laftm........

months.

Tbese include Mildred Mottahedeh.
Mr. and Mrs. Bishop Brown. Mason
Remey, Marion Little, Eva Mae Barrow, Beatrice Ashton, Mrs. Corinne
True; and Dr. K.atherine K. True.
Mrs. Little has remained to continue
her unique and outstanding contribution to this teaching project.
With the departure of Amelia Bowman and Nancy Gates on the "Gripsholm" Oct. 3, within a year 36 pioneers and nine itinerant teachers

MOdred Elmer 10 Swltaerl ....

lIa ve beed :tn the field wruCh 1S a
miracle in itself during these times
with such difficult transportation conditions. In addition, the Committee
wishes to gratefully acknowledge
the help it has and is receiving from
American Baha'is in Europe for personal reasons, who have extended
their cooperation and all possible assistance to this endeavor.
There is exciting news, too, about
the International Bureau and the Geneva E.T.C. Office. On Oct. 1 these
were moved to what is known as
the Geneva ''International Center"
at 37 Quai Wilson. Tbese new quarters are in the best location possible
for our needs at present and happily the cost of their maintenance
is considerably less than when they
were at 6 Cours des Bastions. A
year ago there was not an inch to
be had in this building or any prospect of possible vacancies. However!
through the reduction of an American International organization of its
Geneva quarters we were able to
obtain three rooms which are most
satiafactory and adequate for our
needs. This new location definitely
gives prestige to the Cause.

rll'flt European Pioneer
Trajnjug CoorBe
The first European Pioneer training course was given at the International Baha'i School at Temerity
Ranch, Colorado Springs, Colorado,
last summer. Mrs. Mary Keene
Sprague instructed the group of 12
who
attended. Classes included
"Teaching from a World Aspect;
Movements. religious and otherwise
which the pioneers are running into
and must have at least a working
knowledge of; Cultural and Religious backgrounds of the Ten Goal
Countries.

The course was enthusiastically
received and those in attendance derived great spiritual impetus. Tbe
results were very astonishing. Four
of· the students applied for pioneer
posts, one non-Baha'i declared herself and one Chinese student is sailing for China to teach the Faith
there. As reservations at the International School are limited, believers interested in e.nrolJing for the
European Session· next summer
should please write European Teaching Committee as early as possible.

News from Other Lands
The need is still great in Germany
and other European countries. We
are told on good authority that only
Sweden and Switzerland have sufficient food for their people. The
following bils from letters show the
sincere gratitude and joy for gifts:
"Your wonderful gift parcels came
to us and I wish you can see the
faces of the friends as I divided
your parcels. Oh and oh! And they
put on the stockings and shoes and
the dresses and they go home with
them from their sisters in America!
I thank you especially for the literature and our youth will help translate. . . . And we thank you for
the nourishment-I give to a sick
child and to the Assembly which i.
weekly in my house, for 'Abdu'l-

Bahs.

said to me, 'You cannot give

the Holy Teachings to a hungry
man.' "
Addresses of German believers
were given in the February BahcPi
News. The address of CARE was also
given there. Another reliable agencY
is American Committee for the Relief of German Needy, 220 East 23rd
St. New York 10, N.Y. They have
several different food packages and
reach all German zones and Austria.
A happy occasion for German Baha'is was the wedding of Johnny
Eichenauer and Gisela Walcker. Mrs.
Graeffe, the mother of Etty Graeffe,
the secretary of our E.T.C. in Geneva, was present and wrote: uThe
hall Was beautifully decorated with
laurel and flowers. In the middle
was the table with nine candlelights,
all surrounded with flowers. Tbe
bride was in white satin and Johnny
in uniform. . . . After the beautiful
service all went back to the bride's
home and about seventy guests had
supper and afterwards coffee and
cake. The young people danced afterwards and sang. . . It was such
a ray of sunshine for all present,
and Johnny had provided so much
that everybody was charmed."

From the Geneva Bureau
News Exclumge
.bsIria
sixty were present at an evening

reception given by a prominent Vienna artist who had arranged that
the first part of the program should
be a Baha'i talk by Dr. Erdman.
Musical selections followed. The Ba-

ha.'is were guests at this reception
and it was the means of winning

several friends for our beloved Cause.
Tbe passing of one of the oldest
of Vienna believers, Frau Julia
Schwartz, is recorded with great sorrow. The funeral was the first Baha'i funeral service in Vienna. "In
the presence of a large numer of
non..Baha'is we read Baha'u'llih's
prayer for the departed·, with its
wonderful refrain of the Greatest
Name and the words repeated by
the whole congregation."

P-

Tbere are nine people in Poland
who are studying the Baha'i Faith
tbrough correspondence; aU' but one
are using Esperanto. One of these
is he who offered to hide Lydia Zamenhof in his home just before she

was sent to the extermination camp.
He quoted her last words to him
at that time: "Do not think of putting yoursell in danger; I know that
I must die, but I feel it my duty
to stay with my people. God grant
that out of our sufferings a better
world may :-merge. I believe in God,
I am a Baha'i and will die a Baha'i.
Everything is in His Hands."
GennaIl P.O.W. . . FraIMIe

Reinhold Leidinger still in a
French prison camp uses every opportunity to speak of the Faith. His
mother writes: "His former camp
chaplain just returned from captivity is interested in the Faith which
he had often discussed with Reinhold. 'You have in me a warm friend
o:f the Baha'i religion,' he said. U
It was probablY also through Relnbold's influence that a young German Cultural Officer in France
wrote to the Geneva Bureau asking
for Dr. Esselmont's book that he
might use it in instructing his fellow
prisoners.
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Latin American Congress and School
Caribbean Coomlries
a bout seven weeks in teaching and
The second annual Congress and helping to open up a new goal city,
the first International School ses- since Spanish Town has already
8ions of the 12 Caribbean countries reached assembly status.
will take place in Mexico City. JanuMiss Katherine Meyer, on her way
ary 8th through the 18th. The Canto Venezuela, stopped in Haiti, the
gress will open with a reception the Dominican Republic and spent about
evening of the 8th and will continue a month in Puerto Rico.
through four days highlighted by a
Mrs. Amelie Bates, her husband
public meeting on the evening of the and family and Mrs. Vivian McBean
llth. Guests from the United States are working for the Faith in Haiti.
wbo plan to be present include Mrs.
Mrs. Sbeila Rice-Wray, wbo is
LouIie Mathews of Colorado Springs teaching at the Cultural Institute in
and Mr. Octavia mescas who is Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Repubcontributing his services for a spe- lie? is making Baha'i contacts. teachcial teaching project. Mrs. Mathews . ing a Baha'l class and writes with
will represent the Inter-America appreciation of the steadfastness and
Committee at the Congress.
spiritual quality of the Bahil'j friends
there.
The International Baha'i School
In the goal city of Santiago, Panwill open on the morning of January
13th and close with a public meeting ama, 500 teachers and students in
the evening of the 18th. Mr. IDescas the Normal Sebool heard talks about
the Faith given in the sebool audiwill conduct a class for spiritual
deepening under the subject j'The torium by Sr. Angel Beauchamp and
Reality of the Divine Manifestation." Miss Julie Regal.
Classes in "Bahia' i Administration,"
"How to Teach" stressing bridges of
Mrs. Helen Shearer, a temporary
understanding and approaeb to the
pioneer
in Brazil is reported a s doing
Catholics, the Masons and other
splendid
work for the Faith. A group
groups, and "The Influence of Islam
on Latin America via Spain," are. of five are studying regularly and
being planned. Teaebers will in- tlttee fine homes are open for meetclude Sra. Chavez and Mrs. Marcia ings in Santos, the big port city.
Half a dozen more persons are m...
Steward.
terested and have expressed a deThe National Teacbing Commitee sire to study. One enthusiastic stuof the Caribbean countries has recog- dent is the manager of the principle
nized the financial crisis being faced hotel. A group of students has also
by the believers in the United States been established
in Camp;.nas
and has opened a drive to establish through Mrs. Shearer's efforts.
a national fund to which all 12 c0unSome Answered Questions is now
tries will contribute. The first use of coming off the press in Rio. Mrs.
this fund will be to help with ex- Leonora Armstrong translated it into
penses of the Congress and School. Portuguese. Sbe is now reviewtng
It is hoped it may be possible to of- the new translation into Portuguese
fer scholarships or partial assistance of excerpts from God Passes By.
to deleg'a tes especially capable of
both contributing to and benefiting
Fine publicity is being given the
by the Congress and School.
Faith in Colombia, Argentina and
El Salvador. A two page article on
Mrs. Gayle Woolson was warmly the Faith was published in Raza,
received in Cartagena, Colombia. a magazine similar to Life with genSbe spoke at the Rotary Club din- eral circulation throughout Colomner, addressed the Masonic Lodge bia. It includes pictures of the Temand the Lions Club sponsored a ple and of 'Abdu'l-Baha. Numerous
Baha'i radio program. She was also newspaper clippings from other placinvited to speak daily over the radin. es in Colombia have also been sent
Sr. Ernesto Flores, chairman of the in.
Spiritual Assembly of Cartagena, reA fine two page interview on the
ports that some of the finest peo- Faith with ShIrley Warde is pubple in the city are members of the lished in Estampa, an Argentine
Baha'i community.
magazine for women and the home,
Mrs. Cora Oliver of Panama and publicity clippings are coming
StOPped in. Cuba on her way to in from Rosario. Argentine's goal
Jamaica where she plans to spend city.
The

-

In Santa Ana, goal city of El Salvador, fine articles about the Faith
have been published through the efforts of Mrs. Louise Caswell who
has established a study class of fine
young people in that city.

News from Japan
Miss Agnes Alexander writes that
she has been corresponding with the
friends in Japan and gives news of
them and of Robert Imagire. She
also sends copies of letters from
two Japanese believers.
Mr. Tokujiro Torn, who is blind,
wrote: "Thank God, your heaveuIy
presents, two packages reaebed me
safely . . . Opening the sugar sack,
Mrs. Torti doubted her eyes; at first
she could not know what the white
thing was and she tssted it, how
sweet it was! We have never seen so
mueb sugar for a long time. Thank
you so much for your hearty kindness. We will share it among Baha'i
friends to make them happy . . . . n
Mr. S. Fujita, wbo is well known
among several American believers,
wrote: ". • . It is wonderful to think
we are permitted to communicate
with you all freely from now on.
. . . I am anticipating to hear from
you often, also you may inform the
friends, I. have started a·Baha'i Center here at Yanai. I need your prayer
and support. The living condition i.
very hard at present--<lveryth;ng so
sky high and scarce. Please eive
my warm greeting tn all friends ..."
Fujita's address is: Mr. S. Fujita,
P. O. Box 26, Yanai, Yamaguchi
Ken, Japan.
The good news of Robert Imagire,
wbo is in Japan by the wish of the
Guardian, is that he now has a permanent job. He works at an art job
in the Mitsubushi Shoji Building,
whieb is the very heart of Tokyo. His
letter says " . . . .You may know
that the Baha'i noonday prayer asI:ends from the heart of Japan•.•. n
Balui'i &cJdresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette.
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue. Wilmette,
Dlioois.
BaM. 'f Publishing Committee:
no Linden Aveuue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Baha'i News Editorial Office:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansiog, Mich.
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"It's the lime Things

'I'IJJIt CQJUlt"

•

-

Littlestiti:hes -make lovely
cloth. Little pennies make great

wealth .. ' Little flthingS U can
buiIq a, 'l'empW,· Old. newSpaper s!ill for . fifty . cents a
h\,ll1dred .po Un q s . Dise<>rded
mag~§ sell ~or sDltY".cents.

Where We
Are

Corruga~ p$;pe:r and :r.a:gs -net
one dollar for one hundred
pounds. .Grocery stores and
such P;l:Y. good llloney to get
rid. ofthllse'things. U each
Baba.!' wuWd !!ell these items
pur TelllPieFund would n;'1
have a.deii~t.
All uf us Possess clothing we .
no longer wear, and furniture
weno!onger us\'. How about .
.inserting' an Had!' in--the''local
newgpaPer?' Let's build our
'T(llJlpJei
'. There's always a demand for
"'baby '_Sltters'~: --'Nice: inoney-

too! .,",,"."."

,

I·

!

....

i:heCk;J;,ETSBUILD' OUR

I

. ~W!i!t. ''THE Ll'I"I'tl!:
THINGS THAt COUNT"!
_~ '.-- . __ ~,

_.~_

1948

~~ . - L ""_ ...

-:':"_0.,-_

~.

__ _

buquerque.

(

May 1.194.

$300.000

.• Aprill, 1948

275.000

Mar. 1.194.

UO.OOO

Feb. 1.194.

125.000

Jail. 1.1MB

200.000

Dec: 1.'941
Nov. I. 1947

175.000

. Oct. I. 1947

125.000

Sept. 1.1947

lDiI,~

All" ·1. 1947

75,900

July 1. 17,47

50.000

J.... 1.1947

2&.000

150;1100

-

. ". .No b<:ed toilrilinthe pay~

'--'~. _,,:..,.

W.ere We

Ought ta Be

NOrth MJ1uqq:~e~

NeW'

York-Binghamton. llUffa1i>, ,Jimlestown,'
New York, RoChester, ... :Y~erS": NMtb·
;11'<1""", J)~

c;:.r.~ee"'I><n"l>;.

Fargo: OIliO>-Ci!loin!!.I!.ti•. ~qd, COl·

umbus, Dayton, t..ima; o~
homa' City; O..ego~portIand~ ':Pean-.

SY1vui& - pl>lIade1phiio. ·Plttsblttgb.
·Scr.ml"", West ~; ~""~

Provi!!en<>e; Son...

4rQ~nvilie"

-Memphis,
))akoia-'-Sl"""
l''!lls: -r-~
NUI>ViUe; .. ~HOIJsI"";
Utah....s.lt Lake. City; V _ B r a t -

Ueboro; Vlrpua--Alex""dJ;ia •. ArJtog.
ton; W&ShIncion-Ricbmon<l HIghlands,
Monroe, Seattle, Spokane: West Vir~arleston; . _Kenosha
Modis"",· Milwaukee.' ~"clhe; . WailWll:
to$8.-.

N'u:rnber of Assemblies- cOQ.trlb\l.ting
In Sept............................ 131

Number of
uting

Assembll~s

··not. contrib-

............... , •. :..........

14

lndjvidn.ls contrll>utlng ............. 1M
Groups contributing . ~.-. . .. .... .. . .. 74

For thousands of years the human race has been at war. It is enough. Now
let mankind for a time at least, consort 1n am~w and peace. Enmity· and
hatred have ruJl1d. Let the world for a period, exercis<\love.·
.
' .
_v'-"

..

. -'iUmu'~~
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New PablicatiOll8
The Ba!ui'i Commtmity-A Summary of its Found4tion and Organization. This little compact book taking the place of Baha'i Procedure
has been approved by the Guardian
and fills a real need for individual
believers, groups, assemblies and
the National and Regional Committees. 70 pages paper bound, price
each $.65.
Study Aid on the Ess!!lltial Verities of the Bahil'i Faith compiled by
the Study Aid Committee. This is a
most comprehensive outline and is
trUly essential. Can be studied in 12
less()J'ls or more intensively in 24.
Mimeographed 28 pages, price per
copy $.35.

World Ortier Magazine, bound:, is
now availal1le, Volumes I to XII,
price per volume $3.00. posta",
$3.00. posta~e additional.
StaT ~ the West, unbound copies
only, rust four volumes in~mplete,
but 'Volumes V to XXV WIth a few
.""ceptions, price per copy $.10, postage additional.

Speeial PuhIi.Jring
AmunuIeemeat

-

The Bahil'i House of Worship-a
most attractive six page folder with
beautiful illustration of the Temple.
10 copies. . ............. $.SO

JIeIcIaa'.
_ _.
believer
..
___
Tar
PJaa,
TIH>o..muler
__
eft M·.e'elne :a.m.....
C"'-n pl
_ •• 1~
01-.

te.s.. wt&b

Pioneer
E;rcerptB

from the

~etter.r and di4T'ie.

of MartJl4 Root

(Cont'd from last month)
Se&ttle~ Was.bJD.ctoD. Mar. 22. l.923, GIl tbe "Mmehlp 'IEap Han'"
UChina! China! China! Chinaward the Cause of Bahit'u'11ah Qlust marchP'

8a1I..IIlI' O1I.t .,

Words of 'Abdu'I·Bahil.
Mar. 29. MTS. Ocean does not mollycoddle her travelers or play "I am
better than thou" favorites. After people come UmocenUy Aboard the Kaga
Maru, the much lauded Mrs. Ocean. (who calls herself uPacific/' what .a
misnomer!) begins and shakes them hard in a four day roughness ot
weather. In no uncertain terms she commands, "Let your heads and stomachs learn to adjust themselves or croak! Do not whine to me! ADJUST!
I tell you, ADJUST!"
And behold it comes to pass after four days of stubbornness the most ungovernable head and stomach begin to sit up and take notice that they were
CONQUERED. Then MTs. Ocean takes a breathing spell herself and for one
day folds her ample waves upon her still more ample breast.
Dunng the four days a few things happen. The Japanese stewardess,
polite and smiling, brings tea in a dainty white and blue teapot, and she is
thoughtful enough to cut all a little layer from the half grapefruit end so
that it will stand steady on the plate.
Do I learn Japanese? Yes, I learn a few words each day. I sit beside the
Captain and he teaches me. I also learn that the Japanese people are very
good and kind. I can eat rice with chopsticks. The Captain taught me. He
does not use chopsticks but he says it is well to learn the customs of all
countries.
April 3. Mrs. Ocean. evidently didn't like what I wrote about her the
other day, for after the one day of being civil and calm, she has raged
continuously, culminating in a howling four-day storm. She was so angry
she tore the side of my ship railing near my cabin. She banged my p0rt.hole open and deluged me and my belongings with a mighty shower bath,
at two in the morning. Myself, my bed, steamer rug and sbawl and heavy
coal were drenched. The cabin boy tied the window .sh1.¢,andwe carried
the things out to dry by the radiators. I dressed and sat in the music room.
The cabin boy brought tea. The teapot broke and the CUP aod saucer too
went spinning-we were "real movies" and you could hear the ship creak
and groan. But thank God the Captain is a most efficient Captain and the
sailors were all working their best.
The inner, spiritual journey has been something quite dilferent. 1 have
had the blessed leisure to read carefully 'Abdu'l-Bahil'. addresses in America, in Paris and London. (The Captain had a special light put into my
cabin so that I could reaci.) It has been marvelous to study again how
'Abdu'l-Bahio spoke: His love, His simplicity; His clearness; His penetration
and Vision. He said "When you speak, speak as I spoke when in this country,
speak on the Principles." '''lhe Promulgation of Universal Peace u is •
text book which, if followed, would make a thousand teachers in the United
States in one year. 'Abdu'l-Baha also said: "The principles ot the Teachings of Baha'u'JJ8h should be carefully studied, one by one until they are
realized by heart and mind-so will you become strong followers of the
Light, truly spiritual, heavenly soldiers of God, acquiring and spreading
true civilization."
There bas been time on this voyage to think what hard journeys 'Abdu'l'Bahio and Bahii'u'llah endured-and how 'Abdu'l-Bahli waited for forty
years to bring the Light to us in America-how He longed to go to Chinahow in England, Paris and the United States he taught us just how to attract souls through the universal principles. He eame and went, "The few
days passed away but thetr import shall be remembered by God's friends
in all ages in all lands."
Everyone who ever met Him loved Him so! He sent back such messagf'1
of Jove: "Though 1 go away, I shall always be present with you." What a
wonderful Friend to come! If He was ill He did not speak of it. Today as
the storm is still beating fiercely and another chil1 sends !DI! back again to
bed, I am just wishing that on the Kaga Maru and in China I could live
even a little as 'Abdu'l-Bahio lived. He said: "Take courage! God never
forsakes His children who strive and work and pray!"

0
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April 7. Am very well, very happy and we are gradually nearing Yokohama. The weather continues bad, snow and huge icicles today. We are
nearly three days late~ but very thankful to come safely. I feel most sorry
for the Japanese crew. they have only about ten hours in their homes,
then they go on. Mrs. Ocean has not treated them very courteously-she
could profit with study of HManners" from the Japanese.
It has been too pitching to balance the lantern for our stereopticon slides,
but the Captain thinks that by tomorrow night we can have our Baha'i
party.
I forgot to tell you my compliment. The night the flood poured into my
room and about 6 A.M. when the cabin boy had everything dried and my
bed and room in beautiful order, I thanked him in Japanese. He replied
smiling: HEvery day, every time, your Japanese language improving itself." He never heard of COlle either! Honesty, though, compels me to add
that my Japanese language is monosyllabic. Everybody laughs at it, J do
too-but it helps to make us friends. Jenabe Fazel's trying at once to
speak English pleased us, you know it did.
"What has impressed me most on this trip is this: my cabin was underneath the bridge. Day and night, in sunshine ? ? ? or in the most great
storm, always. always was heard the tread of the man walking up and
down WATCHING. There was an intelligence that was directing the man
at the bridge and every other movement of this ship. Had it not been for·
the Captain we should have been enguHed in mountain waves and lost.
So in our spiritnal lives, always the Cohorts of angels are on the lookout
bridge watching ahead of us. The Divine Intelligence of all the universe
is bringing us safely into the Life Eternal. This is a voluntary journey we
are taking. No one is forced "to be born again" and travel the mystic
way of the spirit. Be he who has arisen and embarked will sail safely into
the harbor of Heaven. Then the accidents of chill, of pain, of any hardship
will seem as nothing. There one will only remember the fragrant heavenly
qualities of the earth plane - qualities found in others and developed in
one's self. These qualities are a knowledge of God, radiant acquiescence,
patience, wisdom, faithfulness; ·>love. These are aU we take with· us into
the world of Light. But he who has traveled with the Holy Spirit, 'Abdu'lBaM says: "Can in his turn educate others in the same spirit."
In closing I wish to say again: my friends I love you! I pray for you
constantly! You are all going to China-it is not just one going! And I shaIl
be with you, in spirit, in your work.
P.S. The lantern slide entertainment was a wonderful SUCCeSS. Mrs.
Ocean calmed down on the afternoon of April 8th. The engineer set up the
lantern and ran the slides. The Captain and J stood on the stage. He has
read the blue booklet carefully and most of "Divine Philosophy." So he
explained the Baha'i Cause first and he interpreted as J spoke. The taJlt
lasted one hour and everybody cheered the pictures. There are thirty-five
boys and girls in the Third Class and I'm sure they will never forget who
'Abdu'l-Baha is. More than one hundred were present, almost everyone
came except the man at the bridge and the sleeping babes ...
I realized how significant these slides are for foreign countries. T:p.e
Oriental people love pictures, and with slides I could make them understand
the life of 'Abdu'I-BahO. and Bahii'u'llah.
You think it is a miracle that in Bible times the sea could divide and
people pass across-well, it was just like Providence that this stormy sea
became calm for just one night for truly there has been no other night that
the lantern would have stayed on the table steady enough to have a picture
taJlt. By midnight the storm had begun again and the people were again
ill, but that evening EVERYONE had a happy time. All came dressed in
their best as if it were a festival. It was the ouly gathering we had during
the voyage. Members of the crew were all permitted to come.
Prmn CbIDa. Sl>aqhal 19U

There is no end to China! When I finish I shall have carried the Message
to nineteen of the important cities of China. My part is only to raise the
Call in China and write baa to you the opportunities here. I know of no
. country in the world where the people are so READY and where the opportunities are so vast. Through becoming friends with the Chinese at home
( C _ c I on ptlge 8)
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Greeting from Addis Ababa
(This letter, translated by our pioneer, Mr. U go Gia chery, is printed
with the thought that someone may
like to correspond with the writer.)
"To the Friend Angeline Giachery:
Allah-u-Abha
I have the honor to declare that
I have received with great pleasure
your kind letter of 7/9/47 with three
pamphlets for which I am grateful
and thankful. In the meantime
please let me thank your loving husband who has taken the pains to
render us a service by translating
the pamphlets.
To know each other, as it is known.
is a capital duty of every Baha'i.
Will you be so kind therefore to
introduce me to other Baha'i friends?
Here, we pray the Omnipotent
Lord to assist you in your holy work
and we all salute you with affection.
Have us then for sincere brothers
and friends.

Yours always,
SABRI ELIAS

P.O. Box 102
Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia

"The earIh Is buleed 01>0 - , . , _
m.a.uk1nd Its cltiliem:." for on Aunst (,.
194.7, In Amsterdam.
two clt1ZeDS of Boaslon, Tesas met. Both were
there for Ole -.me purpose, that ef
world undef'Standing and peace. Left is
Charlolte 8tIrratI, the _ ' I pIoae. ..

JIo!I''''',

HoIIaDJI. and Rlcbard Davis E ............

of the secretary of the Teas R. T .C., at-.
leading the Boy Scouts~ lDtemational

J'am'beree of Peace.
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you can prepare souls who can come back and do marvelous work here. It
is a favor and bounty of God to have the privilege to do anything for China.
If any of you took these trips, you would be just as likely to be ill as I.

I have not spent the money to go first class and to stay in steam heated,
expensive foreign hotels. I have gone as economically as possible, for I
have very far to go! It was the worst season of the year to go to central
China but none of us ever stop for weather. All are ill sometimes and nothing
matters if in time we are well, we have faithfully sowed the seeds for a
divine civilization.

I should like to take a position in Hong Kong and earn the money to buy
my ticket to Australia, or I shall try to get a position as nurse for children
or companion to someone traveling to Australia and try to earn my passage
in that way. Also. I wish to remain long enough in Hong Kong, Kowloon.
and Canton to do some good BaM'; work. Then I shall feel I have done
what 'Abdu'l-Baha wished, and when you come over you will find some
beautiful friends. How you will love these people!
(To be continued)

Unity of Eftort
The National Spiritual Assembly
wishes gratefully to express its very
deep apreciation of the prompt and
heartening responses which are coming from so many of the believers
during these days of financial crisis.
Even from the pioneers serving so
selflessly in the field have been received requests to curtail their liv
ing budgets. These communications
carry evidence of fresh dedication
and of greater willingness to sacrifice
toward fulfilling the "Challenging
Requirements" of this critical hour.
w

It is only wough our complete
unity of effort-in the continued and
greater sacrifice_oaf every -helieverthat j.he SPiritua:~d material resources will be f '
to achieve the
vital and urgent taSks entrusted to

.us by our Guardian. Not through curtailing our activities, but rather by
increasing our capacities to serve
and to give shall we succeed in a ttaining the goals which have been
set.
Let us remember that in planning
the regularity of our contributions the
Nineteen-Day Feast and not the calendar month should be considered.
The Guardian, in a cable to the N ational Spiritual Assembly on September 10, said: "I urge the believers
and local Assemblies to double their
efforts in support of the vital National Fund . . . Further sacrifices are
demanded; rich rewards are assured. May the entire body <If the
American believers arise to fulfill
their glorious destiny. Abiding gratitude; deepest love." (signed) Saoom
NATIO:-lAL SPmrruAL AsSElVIBLY

Suggested Daily Readings
for December
Proofs and Assurance

Dec. I.
Dec. 2.
Dec. 3.
Dec. 4.
Dec. 5.
Dec. 6.
Dec. 74l.

B.W.F.
B.W.F.
B.W.F.
B.W.F.
B.W.F.
B.W.F.
B.W.F.

p. 32
p. 33-34
p. 35
p. 118-119
p. 58-59
p. 59·61
p 61-64

Severance from "The World"

Dec. 9-10. B.W.F. p. 64-68
Dec. 11. B.W.F. p. 134 (Whole
page)
Dec. 12. B.W.F. p. 139-140
Dec. 13. B.W.F. p. 129
Dec. 14. Arabic Hidden Words
7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18
Law, Liberty and Obedience
Dec. 15-16-17. GL p. 92-98
De c. 18. GI. p. 98-99
Dec. 19. GL p. 99-100
Dec. 20. GL p. 122-125
Dec. 21-22. GL p. 330-333
Dec. 23. GL p. 210-212
Dec. 24. Gl p. 289-291
Dec. 25. GL p. 335-336
Dec. 26. GL p. 336-338
Dec. 27. Gl p. 215·216
Dec. 28. GL p. 259-26tl
Dec. 29. GL p. 86-87
Dec. 30. GL p. 207-209
Dec. 31. GI p.5-7 (II, m, IV)

CORRECTION
Louhelen Winter Session
Dales:

nec. 26-----J an. 1 incl.
Rates:

Single room, $3.50 per day
Dormitory: $3.00 per day

In Memoriam

Enrollments
CommlUlity

Mrs. Eliza beth "Wheeler

New York, 1; Washington, D.C., 2;
Little Rock, Ark., 2; Chicago, ill., 8; San
Francisco. Cali1 .• 6; Beverly, Mass., 1;
Augusta, Ga., 1; Long Beach, Calif., 4;
Milwaukee, Wis., 3; Helena, Mont., 2;
Minneapolis, Minn., 1; Boise, Idaho, 1;

Champaign, Dl, 3; Los Angeles, Calil.,
4; Detroit, Mich., 2. Portland. Ore.,
Seattle, Wash., 1; Berkeley, Calif.,
Inglewood, Calif., 1; Racine, Wis..
Nashville. Tenn.. 2; Providence. R.

1;
1;
2;
L.

1; Urbana, ID., 1; Lansing, Mich., 1;

Springfield, Mass., 1; San Mateo, Calif.,
1; Kansas City, Mo.. 1; Winnipeg Man.,
Can.. 1; Toronto, Ont.. Can. 1; Hamilton, .Ont., Can., 3; St. Lambert P. Q.,
Can., 1; Youtb-5.
IsOlated
New enrollments and transfers 46 adult
and 1 youth.
Total-113 and ti youti?-.
I

541 5th St., Sto.
St. Petersburg, FIa,
Miss Christine Andreas
~I) Lincoln Place
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mrs. Eula May Dressler
1016 N. Hobart Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Mrs. Ruth Dietel
1426 W. Wildwood
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Mrs. Elizabeth Nourse
347 Laurel Ave.
Los Angeles, Calil.
Miss Bess Arther
1464 12th Ave.
Los Angeles. Calif.

Mrs. Adelaide Baker
(Formerly of East Cleveland, Ohio.
Date of death not reported)

Courses:

Inner Strength To Meet Today'.
ChaUenge-Curtis Kelsey
What Do You Know .About The
Baha'i Faith?-Donald Corbin
Reservations:

Mrs. Helen Eggleston, 3208 So.
State Rd., Davison, Mich.

Calendar
Feasts:
Nov. 4-Qudrat-Power
Nov. 23-Qawl-8peech
Anniversaries:
Nov. 12-Birtb of Baha'u'llah
Nov. 26--Day of the Covenant
Nov. 28--Ascension of (Abdu'l-Bahi.
1:00 a.m.
National Assembly meetings: Dec. 5~
6, 7
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The Home Front
(Because of space limitations, and
the flood of exciting news from our
pioneer fields, "The Home Front"
is too often neglected in these pages.
However, each month your editors
have discussed ways and means of
getting "local" news into the News
Letter. We decided to try gleaning
some highlights from the many interesting items which come into the
editorial office. We regret the. physical impossibility of printing all of
your news and will try our best to
be fair in our selections. We are
very grateful for your cooperation,
and hope that the absence of your
news will not discourage you from
continuing to submit it.
-Baha'i News Editorial Committee.)
GREENSBORO, N. C.
An inter-regional conference met
August 31st and Sept. 1st at "Marastone," a mountain retreat 12 miles
from Asheville, N. C. The keynote
of the conference was ~'The Challenging Requirements of the Present
Hour" and a letter of rededication
to our tasks was sent to the Guardian. Fifteen adults and 3 youth attended. A youth group was formed
as a nuclei of what the South hopes
to attain for the youth.
MICHIGAN STATE FAlR
Free space for a large booth and
exhibit was obtained at the Michigan
State Fair in Detroit. About 75,000
people at least saw the booth and the
large printed quotations from the
Baha'i writings, 5,730' copies of
literature were distributed, 3,000 invitations to the next large public
meeting in Detroit were given out,
750 people stopped and asked questions and showed some degree of interest beyond mere curiosity and 49
people gave their names and addresses to be notified of future
meetings.
ELMHURST, ILL.
Elmhurst has been maintaining a
varied and active program. Excellent publicity, both free and paid
for, has been obtained, so that questions a-s to the nature of the Baha'i
Faith. are becoming common. On a
Sunday in August, the members of
this community took their "interested t, friends on a "pilgrimage"
to the Temple and served a picnic
lunch in a near by park on Lake
Michigan. The whole group took a
guided tour through the Temple
and had such a thoroughly pleasant

day that they were reluctant to go
home.
In September, contact was made
with the local Kiwanis Club (through
the article which appeared in their
magazine) and an invitation to speak
at their luncheon meeting was accepted. One of the members was the
editor of a local paper, and a fine
write-up of the talk appeared, describing the Temple and stating the
principles.
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
The believers in Spokane are trying a new method of attracting contacts. Their experience has proven
to them that real attraction to the
Faith more often than not is through
individuals and so they have started
a series of meetings beginning with
purely social gatherings, at which
real friendliness and hospitality are
emphasized. The first of these parties was held at the Center. It was a
"Hard Luck" party and the invitations said to come and "bring a
friend." The Center was packed and
the guests thoroughly enjoyed a program of shmts and games. It was
clearly demonstrated that the wearing of amusing costumes and the
hilarity of the program soon made
friends of former strangers. If, after
attending some of the parties, no
desire to investigate the Faith is
shown, these people are not invited
again.
The first test of this method of
attracting people came when a believer came from out of town to
speak informally at a fireside meeting. Four of the people who had
been party guests were so interested in his presentation· of the Faith
that they have been ;;sking questions ever. siD.ce.
Also, this community finds that
an unusual. heading for newspaper
publicity is likely to catch the eye
of an editor and thus get into the
paper. The account of the Hard Luck
Party, for instance, appeared under
the heading "80-Year Old Costumes Worn."
PHILADELPHlA, PA.
A very successful picnic was held
in Philadelphia, with 65 people attending, many of whom were not Baha lis. In the evening, movies highlighted the gathering with a film of
a 22,000 mile trip through the East
by' "a famous explorer.
on 'Sept. 23rd almost all of tbe
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believers gathered to read together
"The Challenging Requirements of
the Present Hour. U Members of the
teaching committee shared in reading aloud and all attending brought
their own copies. There was a determined seriousness in this single
project for the evening as the letter
was read from begining to end.
On the morning of that same day,
the Children's Class was begun for
the year, with five children of local
Baha'is. In addition to the lesson,
tbey rehearsed songs which they will
sing at the Center on Baha'u'l18ht s
birthday and they also made drawings for that occasion.
The Township of Upper Darby was
chosen as a goal for a new assembly
by next April. The wbole Philadelphia community has constituted itself a "prayer squad" using the
Bab's prayer for the removal of difficulties at least three times dailY.
So far, in this goal town, a meeting
place has been secured and the good
will of a local editor established.
NEW YORK STATE
A weekend teaching conference
held in Geneva and sponsored' by
the Upper New York Regional Teaching Committee was attended by believers from New York City, Rochester, Binghamton, Syracuse, Niagara Falls, Hamburg, Waterloo,
Seneca Tov.rn, Pen Yan, .Jamestown,
Victor and Brighton.
On Friday afternoon, a Community
club heard a talk on uA New Focus
in History" at the home of two of
the Baha'is who are members of the
Club. Saturday night a group of 45
young people were entertained at
a corn roast by Miss Nancy Gates,
who ha s since left to pioneer in Sweden. Sunday afternoon a public meeting was attended by over 60 people.
Following the meeting a large group
gathered at a Baha'i home and over
cups of tea heard Miss Cora Oliver,
pioneer in Panama, tell of her experiences. Monday evening t the Pen
Yan group and their friends heard
a talk on "The You in the United
Nations." It was a full weekend!
WlLMINGTON, DEL.
A public meeting recently attracted many people and it was felt
to -be the most successful ever held
in Wilmington. A team of speakers
discussed the practical and the spiritual aspects of the Baba'! Faith as
related to -peace and justice for all
the world.
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World Esperanto Congress
The first post-war World Esperanto Congress was held in Berne,
Switzerland, July 26-August 2nd.
Greeting telegrams and letters were
sent to the Congress by the Guardian, National and Local Spiritual Assem bUes and were read at the opening session. An outstanding and impressive Baha ti exhibit drew the attention of hundreds who passed it
daily. One table of this exhibit was
devoted to 49 translations of Dr.
Esslemont's book. each marked with
the name of its language. Again
and again visitors praised this
beautiful exhibit and took home with
them pamphlets. Over 500 pamphlets
were given out personally. Nine
Baha'is were present representing 9

countries.
The special Baha'i session was well
received and in spite of great heat
and an unfavorable hour was attended by 35 persons of 13 nationalities. Mr. Vuk Echtner of Prague
gave a brilliant talk, "Does a Universal Language Guarantee World
Pea ce?" The discussion which followed was lively and lasted over an
hour.
The crowning event of the happy
week was when one of the Czech
delegates who had been studying
with Vuk Echtner for a year declared her acceptance of the Faith.
She said: "I have accepted the
Teachings long ago and recognized
their beauty and necessity, but I had
never met any Bah8.'is except Vuk.
Now I have seen that they are all
as kind and warmhearted as be
from whichever country they come.
I am convinced of the power of this
glorious Faith and am happy to belong to the great loving family of
Baha'is."
A total of 9 newspaper stories and
listings were obtained without cost. Two sets of individual letters, one to a list of 100, another
to a list of 160, were mailed a week
in advance and posters were placed
in prominent windows about town.
Slides of the House of Worship
were shown a t two fireside meetings
which followed the public meeting,
and a youth fireside, an adult fireside and a study class are working
faithfully toward the goal of "double the number.H

a radio

BUTTE, MONTANA
Enthusiasm is high in Montana.
A conference was held in Helena

The Pana.ma City BaIui..'i Canununlty Is Ute first to receiVe its decree inc~
~ Assembly in accord with the Guardian's expressed desires ibis year Panama

~ the seco.nd country in Centra.l America and ibe fourth in Latin Americ~ 10 attain
Incorporation of an Assembly.

recently and about 7 of the believers
from Butte were able to attend. The
report of the conference states HIt
was a marvelous conference and . . .
the greatest thing that has happened
to Montana. These people have never
met many outside Baha'is."
The Butte program committee ha's
initiated a new policy of using nonBaha'i friends on their programs for
music, prayers, readings, etc. The
friends are hard at work sending
invitations to meetings to "everyone
in the telephone book." Their report
says ... "We are still in the B's . . .
but when we finish, everyone will
have at least heard the word!"
The Masonic Male Chorus sang for
one of the meetings, and then stayed
to hear the speaker! For one meeting, a large window display was arranged in a local gift shop. A photographer reported that it took him
over a half hour to get the picture
because people kept gathering around
it so much that he had to drive them
away. One night one of the believers
kept track of the time and watched
the window, and in 15 minutes, 30
people had stopped to look at it and
read its various placards and signs.
The report ends with the expressed
belief t hat at last they have
"smashed Butte wide open" and the

happy report of a new declarations
of faith, and 2 more friends who
have indicated their readiness to declare themselves.

Cauada's First Baha'i Sehool
Among the rolling Laurentian hills
in Canada, the first Canadian Baha'i
Summer School was born. Forty-five
people a ttended the session, with
most of the friends staying from one
to several days. Sleeping accommodations were limited to 24.
Each day began wiUl communal
devotion periods. Those who rose earlier, repeated the Dawn prayer, with
the rays of the rising sun greeting
them. Most of the study courses were'
held outside under the trees. A panel
discussion, HIn Search of Maturity,"
was supplemented by reference material which could be used for further study at home. This panel was
conducted by Adeline Lohse and
Rosemary and Etneric Sala. Ross
Woodman, stopping on his cross-Canada lecture tour, presented a course
on HReligion and Society."
Music formed an integral part of
each day. A tour of the property
showed the great possibilities for future development. The sense of 0wnership-the feeling that tbls ground
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was Baha'i property-brought forth
many suggesions and ideas.
The farm work was novel and unfamiliar to the city folk. The early
morning milking of cow and goats;
"Jo" the rooster, with his cockiness
when the pullets laid their first
eggs-all proved of great interest to
the community. Haying on such hilly
ground was precarious, but as a com·
munity project, several loads were
put into the barn. An old shed was
down. The outside of the house
was given a new trim by willing
hands wielding paint brushes.
An excellent cuisine was provided
by the cook, who spoke no English,
but who knew the way to the hearts.
The evening workshops were informative and enjoyable. A practice
L.S.A. was formed at the beginning
of the week. The election of the As·
sembly was new to those who had
lived only in small groups, There
were discussions on administration,
radio. publicity, visual aids to teach.
mg, firesides, etc. One evening, th~
community developed an outline for
a fifteen-minute radio talk for Ross
Woodman to give in the Maritimes.
Everyone contributed to this outline.
Out under the trees for late sessions around a campfire. there were
many happy hours of discussion.
singing and fellowship. Some of
these evenings ended with the chanting of prayers with a choral back.
ground, One session was devoted to
HThe Challenging Requirements of
the Present Hour." The arrangement
of the program was especially suited
to the Farm at this stage of development. It was most effective in
creating a joyous spirit of unity culminating in a broader spiritual
growth.
Laughter accompanying
work and play, balanced the seriousness with which everYone attended
the study courses.
Two winter sessions are planned.
the schedules of which, and ·information about which are here given:
First Winter Session: Dec. 25 to
Jan 4 (11 days)
Second Winter Session: Feh. 22 to
28, 1948 (7 days)
When making your reservations
please indicate the subjects on which
you could participate or lead in panel
discussions.

"We Will Wait for You"

torn

Rates for Winter Sessions: $3.50
per day, or $21.00 per week, or $33.00
I

for the eleven day session, including
meals.
Recreation: Skiing, Ski Instruction,
Snowshowing and Horseback Riding.
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Bome-making at OregOn State CoDen
in Corvallis. Frederick and Elizabeth
Laws settling here at the wish of their
R.T.C., drill a well by tbe trailer borne
they are completing. De will study at
tbe college while they assist resident
Baha'is towud assembly formation.

Information Please
The current Child Education
Committee is eager to survey
the field of our children. We
will be most grateful if the assemblies, groups and isolated
friends will submit to our sec·
retary, Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee,
4700 47th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C .. the follov,.ing in·
formation:
Number of children you work
with.
Their ages.
Names of teachers.
Do you hold classes?
In' what other ways do you
work with them?
What available materials for
children do you find most
helpful?
Have you any good courses
or other materials to submit which might be of value
to others?
What kind of materials would
you like to have?
What- other suggestions do
you have on how we can be
of service to you"!
Your cooperation will be
greatly aDDreciated.

At 4:20 p.m. the tingle of the telephone was heard resounding through
the lower floor of the Baha'i House
of Worship.
"What time do you close?" was
the query on the other end of
the line.
"We will close in ten minutes,"
was the reply.
"Oh!" was the disappointed rejoinder. "I am in Evanston and want
to see the Baha'i House of Worship,
but I must see it tonight as I am
leaving town. Will you wait if r
take a cab right out"!"
So, the Baha'i, after a full day of
guiding at the Temple, replied, "Yes,
we will wait for you."
In less than ten minutes the cab
drew up to the entrance and not one,
but six young men from India got
out, one of them having been the
spokesman for the croWd.
How tragic if we bad had to turn
these boys away! But many times
we do have to refuse visitors admittance as there are not enough Baha'is
acting as guides to keep the Temple
open as long as it should be.
What a fine way to spread the
message, for not only from India
do they come, but from all parts of
the world.
Wouldn't you like to be a guide at
the Baha '} House of Worship and give
the message to many p€Qple daily?

So Great the Glory
"Say: So great is the glory of the
Cause of God that even the blind can
perceive it, how much more they
whose sight is sharp, whose vision is
pure."
-BAJiA'U'LLAH

CHILD EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Reservations should be made as
soon as possible to Mrs, E. Saia, 423
Riverside Drive, St. Lambert, Que ..
Canada, with a deposit payment of
$5.00 refundable against cancellations made not later than 1 week
prior to opening.

0.-.

Nancy
pIo1Ieer te JleDmad[;
ADionio Rooa, ..... sailed to vIsU Ills
family in the Balearic Islands; and AmeUa Bowma~ pioneer to SwedeD.
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Radio Script WritiDs
Courses in Radio script writing are
available at nearly every university
in the country, the Radio Committee
reports. Baha'is interested in radio
writ~g
should investigate such
courses. In applying for entrance to
classes of this nature, it is a good
idea to submit samples of your writ-

1947

ingt whether the sample scripts have
or have not been broadcast.
All Baha'is who served in the

armed forces have these university

classes open to them under the GI
Bill of Rights. For those who are in·
terested, there is an excellent text
book entitled "Handbook of Radio
Broadcasting" published by McGraw~

Hill.

Directory Additions and Changes
Assembly Secretaries:

New OrIeaas, La..:

Mrs. Esther Little

Duluth. MiDn.:

3905 N. Claiborne Ave. Z. 17
Mrs. Mary, Bauers, Secretary, pro tern
624 Arlington Ave.

Cldcal'o, DL:
Chal'lesto, West Va.:

Aapst,a, Ga.:

Mr. I. W. Stevens
7934 S. Escanaba Ave., Z. 11
Mrs. Helen Anderson
Rm. 201, Payne IDdg.
Sll Lee St.
Miss Betty Shook
1110 Emmett St.

Group Correspondents:
Harvey (Markham), Dl.: Miss Allie M. Lyon
15809 S. St. Louis Ave.
Rt. I, Harvey, lll.
JliDsdale, N. Hampshire; Mrs. Hazel Owens
Hinsdale, N. H.
Miss Ethel M. Kelley
Newcastle, Penaa.:
320 Reis St.
New Groups Formed:
Bakers&e1d? Callf.:
Mrs. Hugh Rouse, Corre~.
(re-esiabUshed)
600 EI Prado Dr.
WldtUel' ToWDSbip:
Mrs. Anne Gordon, Corres.
2160 Lincoln Ave., Rt. 3
N ortDIII:, 1Ian.:
Mrs. Lillian :r. Carter
Norfolk, Mass.
T1tcsoD., Arb. (Twp. 14): Mrs. Elizabeth Ashen, Corres.
E! Conquistador Hotel
Linen Rm.
Cha.D.&"es in RTe Committees:
Delaware Ir: E. Penna.: Mrs. Cynthia Olson, Secy., 203 B, Mayfair Apts ..
1300 Harrison St., Wlimington, DeL
Mrs. Margaret Lear unable to serve
New Eu.cJaDd:
Mrs. Emma Rice, Mr. Ben Weedin. Miss Mary Bower to
replace Messrs. Towart, Goodman, a.nd Isaacs
Mr. Wende1l Bacon added.
New .Jeney:
Mr. Bernard Gottlieb added
:K.aD:sas, 1(0., Nebr.:
Mr. H. Fri~dlander added

Berised C.mmiUee for Geyaervflle 8chOel:
Mr. Alfred Dahl Chairman, Mrs. Louise Groger, Secretary, 64 Agua Way, San

Francisco 16. Calif.; Miss Gladys Linfoot. Mrs. Mary Collison, Dr. Mildred Nich·
ols" Mrs. Ann,a Perron, Miss Charlotte Lirrfoot, Mrs. Mildred Zahl. Prof. N. F.
Ward. Mrs. Jessie Vanderford. Mr. Gustav Lowe. Mr. Paul Jones, Mrs. Jesma Herbert, Mrs. Helen Wilks, Mr. JQho Stroessler, Mrs. Bernice Stroessler. Miss Blossom
Hay.

Law _ _ CemmiHee,

Mrs. May Ethel Day, Secretary, 232 St. J ames St., Longueuil, P. Q., Can.
Mr. IJoYd Gamer added

Mr. E. Norman Reed unable to serve
Yoath Activities Committee
Mr. BO:dneY Warren unable. to serve
. Mr. llustam E'aYinBtt added
Na.Ueaal Badio Committee:
J4r1. Marian Goldstein added
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Contract Awarded for
New Temple Interior Stairway
The Temple Trustees have award- enclosed, and Vlill extend from the
ed a _contract to the George A. basement to the main floor of the
Fuller C<>nstrllction Company for building. on the east side of the
building a new stairway system in- structure. These stairs will pe back
side the Temple. The stairway is of the proposed location of the readrequired by the modified interior de- er's stand.
sign. The contract was signed the
Elimination of the present stairthird week in N ovem ber, and the way system is necessary to make
Trustees hope that actual construc- the ninth alcove available for seat·
tion work will get under way this ~ng, in accordance with the plans
month.
approved by the Guardian for unifyThe Fuller Company estimates ing the main auditorium space in
that the cost of this installation will the completed interior. The present
be approximately $4500, plus the con- stairway will be left in place while
tractor's fee of 7%, which is much the interior ornamentation work is
lower than the average fee for this being done, but will be removed betype of job. Competitive bids were fore the completion of this work.
sought for this work, and the next
It is estimated that approximately
figure to the estimate submitted
by the George A. Fuller Company two months' construction time will
was an estimate of $6500, plus con- be required for the erection of the
new stairway system. Mr. Shaw,
tractor's fee.
the architect, and the Baha'i TechniThe proposal of the Fuller Com- cal Board jointly recommended that
pany was accepted by the Temple this project be completed before
Trustees on the joint recommenda- work starts on the interior ornamention of Shaw, Metz and Dolio, the ta tion. The Trustees hope to be able
architects for the Temple, and the to let the first contract for the inBaha'i Technical Advisory Board, terior ornamental work sometime
after approval of the architect's in the spring of 1948. The beginning
plans by the Technical Board.
of this work will depend upon
The new stairway system, which the time required by the architect
will replace· the present stairs on to complete the necessary detailed
the west side of the building, will be working drawings.

"The second year of the second Seven Year Plan must witness, on
all fronts, on tbe part of young and old alike, rich and poor, colored
and white, neophyte and veteran, a rededication to the tasks undertaken. . . . . . . . . The utmost effort by the National Teaching Committee and its auxiliary Regional Teaching Committees, aimed at raising
the number of spiritual assemblies in the North American continent to
no less than one hundred and seventy-five, ere the expiry of -the current
year, should be exerted"
SHOGM EFFENDr
This is the midpoint of our Baha'i Year in the second year of the
Second Seven Year Plan. Let us stop and analyze what we have accomplished-every community of twenty or more-your project of a new
coromunity--every individual Baha'i-your goal of bringing one person
into the Baha'i Faith. There are only six months left!
THE. NATIONAL TEACHING COMMlTI"EE.

•t •
BAHA •

A WORLD FAITH

There is but ono:= souree of human
brotherhood - tho:= worship of God
through the same prophe~, the knowl.
edge of God through the same revelation.

While political, racial and economic
bonds are tnadequat-e and temporary,
revealed religion holds sway for a thou..
sand years.
Now is the ti me for brotherhood be.
tween the re:ligions and not merdy a
fraternity within each separate faith.
Baha'u'Uah has brought the Faith which
for the first time makes world brother.
hood a fact and not an empty phrase.
LiJ"MUre un! Jru on rrq/lul.
BAHA'I PUBLIC RELATIONS

531 Sheridan Road .. Wilmette, Illinois

Here is reprinted an advance copy
of the next advertisement which will
appear in the national campaign.
Watch for it in World Report on December 16; in Newsweek on January
12; in United Nations World in February. Use it as a bridge in your
teaching work and in introducing
the BaM'i World Faith.
More than 2,000 requests have
come to the public relations office
not only from every state in the
union but also from nearly 20 countries of the world, including Greece,
India, Hoiland, Hawaii. Many re'IIlests read as the following: "We
have seen your advertisement . . ."
"I am interested . . ." "I heard of
the Baha'i Faith years ago . . . " "I
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am writing an article . . . " "Please
send all the literature you can as
soon as possible . . . " "You have
what I have been looking for ... "
In order that the local commtUli·
ties can better tie-in with the na·
tional advertising, post cards, display blow-ups and newspaper mats
are being furnished the friends at
cost. These may be obtained by
writing to
BAHA'i PUBLIC RELATIONS
410 LINDEN AVENUE
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS

Fireside Teaching
The National Teaching Committee,
realizing that one of the most im·
portant methods is the "Firesideu
Cia 5S, has suggested to its regionals
a workshop technic which can be
used by the Baha'is to strengthen
their 01NIl assurance in conducting
such discussion classes. This consists of a group of Baha'is coming
together, bringing interesting clippings from newspapers or magazines
and then relating these items to the
Baha'i Faith. This rehearsal can
then be staged in their own homes
and all the facts brought out in the
workshop can be presented in an
interesting manner to their friends.

This method of encouraging the
Baba'is to hold Firesides has been
presented on many Regional Conference agenda-such as the September conference held by the Missouri,
Kansas & Nebraska Regional Com-

mittee. This technic was demonstra ted to those attending the conference
by the Topeka community.
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Messages from the Guardian
Baha'i

Marriage
There is no objection to performing a Baba'i marriage for two non·
Baha'is, if they desire to have our
simple ceremony. This, on the contr ary. is yet another way of demonstrating our liberality.
Baha'u'llilh has Clearly stated the
consent of all living parents is required for a Baha'i marriage. This
applies whether the parents aTe
Baha'is or non-Baha'is, divorced for
years, or not. This great law He has
laid down to strengthen the social
fabric, to knit closer the ties of the
home, to place a certain gratitude
and respect in the hearts of children
for those who have given them life
and sent their souls out on the eternal journey towards their Creator.
We Baha'is must realize that in present-day SOciety the exact opposite
process is taking place: young peO:ple care less and less for their parents' wishes, divorce is considered a
natural right, and obtamed on the
flimsiest and most unwarrantable
and shabby pretexts. People separated from each other, especially if
one of them has bad full custody of
the children,. are only too willing to
belittle the importance of the partner
:in marriage also responsible as a
parent for _bringing those children
into this world. The Baha'is must.
through rigid adherence to the Baha'i
laws and teachings, combat those
corrosive forces which are
so
rapidly destroying home life and the
beauty of family relationships, and
tearing down the moral structure of
society.

The point the Indian NSA called
to your attention about the Marriage
Tablet is correct; part of it is
Baha'u'llilh's, paxt of it 'Abdu'lBahit's*-Shoghi Effendi, through his
secretary, in letter to the NSA dated
October 25, 1947.
-See page 1 Bahd'i News for February, 194-1.
The Marriage PraYeT as -reprinted is attribded
to 'Abdu'I-BaM, wh.eTeas in reaJi:ty the tert
cons:l.sts of two 8epa-rate Tabwts. The te.zt up
to '''the Lord of the WO'f'lds!" is by BaM'1.I'U61"1.l. and the -remaining text is a Tablet bJ,I

'Abdu-e.-Baha.

Long Healing Prayer
The long Healing Prayer translated by Dr. Khan and his daughter
is authentic. As it is one which,
when rendered into English, loses
much of its rich imagery, he does
not feel it is suitable at present for
inclusion in a prayer boo;k, as nonBaha'is might find it rather strange
-Shoghi Effendi, through his secretary, in letter to the NSA dated October 25, 1947.
Relief to European Pioneers
If any of the European pioneers
are really in need of relief parcels
for their personal use, there is certainly no objection to sending them
some. However, he certainly would
not send" relief for those whom they
are teaching or contacting, as this
would seem in the nature of either a
reward or an enticement for those
attracted to ihe Faith. *-Shoghi Effendi, through his secretary, in letter
to the NSA dated October 25, 1947.
-This statement from Hai.fa was 1DP"itteJI. in
-r€S'pORSe to the Ouestflm raised at the la&t
NationctI Convent£on as to whether relief
packages should be .sent to the E~
pioneers JlYT d~ to need.lI .an.-beUevers in thei,. vtcimtu.

Kansas City, Missouri has already
taken advantage of the suggestion
and has applied it to a study class.
Quoting from their Bulletin, "a fea·
ture of the study class has been to
bring clippings relative to the subject under discussion as we have
always found it an interesting way
to bring to the attention of the nonmembers that modern thought is
along the principles which the Baha'i Faith has promulgated for a
century."
The need for such workshops in
every community cannot be over-emphasized and it is the hope of the
National Teaching Committee that
such a technic will grea tIy assist
and encourage Fireside Teaching.

TeacbiDg CGuference.. Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska region. Held at the Pickwick
Hoie1 in Kansas City, MIssouri, Oct. 12, 1917.

BAHA'i
Rellpo~ibllitie8 of Baha'i
Children
Regarding children: at fifteen a
Baha'i is of age as far as keeping
the laws of the Aqdas is concerned
-prayer, fasting, etc. But children
under fifteen should certainly observe the Baha'i Holy Days, and not
go to school, if this can be arranged,
on these nine days.~hoghi Effendi,
through his secretary, in letter to
NSA dated October 25, 1947.

Statnll of Local Assemblies
A spiritual Assembly can oulyexist
where there are nine or more adult
declared Baha'is in a specific area,
who hold a proper election or constitute themselves an Assembly properly. There is nothing vague about
it, and no departure can be made
from the accepted procedure.Shoghi Effendi, through his secretary, in letter to the NSA dated
October 25, 1947.

Reference to Year 1335
In the August issue of Baha'i NewS'
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to protect the friends against was
continual bickering and opinionated~
ness. A believer can ask the Assembly why they made a certain decision and politely request them to reconsider. But then he must leave it
at that, and not go on disrupting
local affairs through insisting on his
own views. This applies to an Assembly member as well. We all have
a right to our opinions, we are bound
to think differently; but a Baha ';
must accept the majority decision
of his Assembly, realizing that acceptance and harmony-even if a
mistake has been made-are the
really important things, and when
we serve the Cause properly, in the
Baha'i way, God will right any
wrongs done in the end.

Bahit'is are not required to vote on
an Assembly against their consciences. It is better if they submit to
the maj ority view and make it unanimous. But they are not forced to.
What they must do, however, is to
abide by the majority decision, as
this is what becomes effective. They
must not go around undermining the
Assembly by saying they disagreed
with the majority. In other words,
they must put the Cause first and
not their own- opinions.
He, (an S. A. member) can ask
the Assembly to reconsider a matter,
but he has no right to force them
or create inharmony bee anse they
won't change. Unanimous votes are
prefera ble, but certainly cannot be
forced upon Assembly members by
artificial methods such as are used
by other socities.

there is a statement about the year
1335 and a reference to "God Pa sses
By" in which it gives the impression that in that book the Guardian
associates the fulfilment of Darnel's
prophecy with one hundred years
after Baha'u'llah's mystic experience.
He wishes me to point out that this
is inaccurate as on page 151 of
"God Passes By," in the reference to His Declaration, the Guard ..
ian clearly states that with this declaration the "hundred lunar years"
had commenced. The mystic exper~
What Baha'u'llah means by chasience of Baha'u'lliili was in the Siyah
Chal and has nothing to do with tity . certainly does not include the
kissing that goes on in modern so·
Daniel's prophecy.
ciety.
It is detrimental to the morals
This statement of the Guardian
is itself based on extracts from two 'of young people, and often leads
of the Master's Tablets which are them to go too far, or arouses appublished in "The Passing of 'Abdu'l- petites which they cannot perhaps
Baha." - Shoghi Effendi, through at the time satisfy legitimately
his secretary, in letter to the NSA through marriage, and the suppres-sion of which is a strain on them.
dated October 25, 1947.
The Baha'; standard is very high,
more
particularly when compared
Bahii'i Infallibility, Voting,
with the thoroughly rotten morals of
and Chastity
the present world. But this standard
. The following excerpts from the of ours will produce healthier, hap-Guardian's letter to John Bernard pier, nobler people, and induce stabCornel dated ·October 19, 1947 are ler 'marriages.
published with Shogbi Effendi's explicit approval.
Address Correction
Regarding your questions: There
are only t'W'O institutions which are
The correct address of the Radio
infallible, one is the guardianship, Committee is: BabiL'i National Rathe other the International House dio Committee, Room 637, 225 Fifth
of Justice. What the Ma ster desired Avenue, New York 10, N.Y ..

"Overjoyed Recent
Victories"
Overjoyed at recent victor-

ies, achievements . . . . Praying
for continual extension in range
~f

magnificent accomplishments
by divinely-guided, much beloved, highly admired Ameri·
can Baha'i community.-Cable
from the Guardiao, November
15, 1947.

Teaching Obligations
in North America
Beloved friends:
Refer back to your copy of BaM',
News dated July, 1946, issued during
the early, planoing months of the
second Seven Year Plan. You will
find listed sixty-three groups in the
United States and Canada which as
of then had each five or more declared' Baha'is.
Since to form an Assembly there
must be nine or more believers, we
need a minimum of 567 declared
Bahit'is to produce sixty-three new
local Spiritual Assemblies.
The list of sixty-three groups gives
the number of Baha'is in each group
at the time the data was compiled
in the National Office. Counting up
the total number of the Baha'is who
were members of those groups we
can make this interesting table:

TABLE I
63 Assemblies, BaM';s needed., .. 567
63 groUps, July 1946, total
members ............ , .. , . . .. 398

169
Total new enrollments requiTed 169
With this background of fact, ponder again the Guardian's deeply significant call for a total of 175,Assemblies in North America by April 21,
1943.

TABLE II
Total Assemblies by 1948 ........ 175
Total listed, BaM'. News,
July 1947 ..................... 143

Assemblies to form this year .... 32
To set up a margin of safety allowing for dissolution of weak &semblies, we can strive for 40 new
Assemblies instead of 32. Looking at
Table I again, it becomes evident
that to form 40 Assemblies out of
the 63 groups, new enrollments must
be achieved to the number of about
120 in 40 towns, or three or four per
group.
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This gives us something to take
hold of and examine in terms of
planned action. It brings the task
down from the stratosphere of senti~
ment to the level of our daily lives.
What plans have been developed and
put into operation to accomplish this
specific task?
1. An appeal from the NSA to the
groups to redouble their teaching efforts and lay the spiritual foundation
of Wlity essential to our great aim,
2. An appeal from the NSA to local
Assemblies to sponsor one or more
groups and extend special teaching
aid in order to bring the group
up to Assembly status. Thirty-six Assemblies or more have accepted this
challenge.
3. A "National Baha'i Program"
evolved under which the National
Teaching Commitee conducts public
meetings and discussions in selected
group cities, with publicity' material
and help from a number of participating committees, including Radio,
Visual Education, and Public Relations. The idea is to concentrate all
available energy upon the following
process:
A. Publicize the city, attract
attention.
B. Create an audience.
C. Develop a group for discussion.
D. From those interested form a
study class.
E. Confirm and enroll.
In addition, to arouse a more intense zeal for spreading the Faith,
and regenerate the forces of the·
Baha'i community, the National' Assembly has appealed to Assemblies
to try and double' the size of the
community this year, and to individual believers, each to confirm at
least one new soul.
This year is decisive in the evolution of the Baha'i community as it
is in the history of the world. Let
us serve the Faith. If anyone feels
he does not know how to serve, let
him serve and learn how by serving.
NATON.u. SPm:rro".u. ASSEMBLY

Letters from the Guardian
The National Spiritual Assembly urgently requests that
all National Committees go
through their files and send to
the National Archives for pre5!ervation any original lett-=rs
from the Guardian which "'hey
may have. The secretary of this
Committee is : Mrs. Gertrude
Struven, 714 Sheridan Road,
Wilmette, Ill.
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Are YOU Teaching?
An analysis of the current seven
Year Plan clearly indicated that its
success depends upon a greatly increased Baha'i membership. The confirmation and training of these souls,
once we have found them. becomes
the work largely of individual Baha1is.

The achievement of the other goals
calling for the multiplication of Assemblies and groups demands the
actual enrollment of many new and
active workers. Thus these two tasks
are but parts of one major gaalto increase the army of Baha.'u'llhll '
and broaden the base of His Administrative Order.
In the past we have relied upon
a relatively few Baha'is to carry for·
ward the local and national teaching
programs, but now the task has become so large that each of us is
face to face with his individual responsibility for promoting the Faith,
Why are so many of us still inactive in the teaching field? This
question is the concern of every
thoughtful Baha'i. The answers most
frequently given are: "I do not have
the courage or the experience to
make new contacts." "I lack the
necessary knowledge of the Teachings, or training as a speaker or
a teacher.1J And so we wait. For
what?
None but the Baha'is can establish
the Faith or do our work. The very
needs of humanity today at home
and a broad are presenting us with
opportunities that are straining the
teaching personnel of the National
Teaching Committee, the Regional
Committees and Local Assemblies.
We have reached a crisis. Whether
we succeed or fail in achieving the
tasks to which we have set our hands
depends squarely upon the degree to
which each of us assumes our full
responsibility. Lack of education and
experience is no longer a valid excuse for inactivity. In His Will and
Testament, 'Abdu'l-Baba says "all
the friends and loved ones, one and
aU" must teach uRis Cause and promote His Faith." And in GLEANINGS, Baha'u'llah says: "The understanding of His Words and comprehension of the Utterances of the
Birds of Heaven are in no wis.e dependent upon human learning. They
depend solely upon purity of heart,
chastity of soul and freedom of

spirit. J. The writings abound in
promises of Divine assistance if we
but make the effort, The first step in
preparing ourselves for service to
the Faith, therefore, is to adopt a
positive attitude, to say and believe
"I can,"
It is the belief of the Study Aids
Committee that there are tremendous potentialities for service in even
the pres~nt Baha'i membership and
that they can be developed through
study and training programs. Local
Spiritual Assemblies and- Bahit I i
groups have a responsibility for pro-viding classes for the believers and
encouraging individual study, and
yet a survey conducted by the Study
Aids Committee last year among 138
Assemblies revealed that only 26
(less than one in five) communities
had classes of any kind for Baha 'is.
H this is truly representative of the
country, then it is obvious that vast
resources for workers in the Faith
are not being explored. It is exceedingly important that Local Assembblies and groups give this matter
their immediate attention and that
every individual Baha'il no matter
how old or young or how isolated,
should begin at once to study with
a purpose. Every effort should also
be made by all of the friends to
attend the Baha'; summer schools
where intensive instruction and train
ing in study and teaching methods
are available.
In succeeding issues of Baha'i
News the Study Aids Committee will
review for the friends the numerous resources at their command

for individual and group study and
will also suggest methods for acquiring ha bits of study - and experience in teaching. The Committee is
very eager to be of utmost service
and herewith invites individuals. As·
sernblies and groups to call upon
it for suggestions, materials and as..
istance with study problems. It is
grateful for the material and suggestions that it has already received
from the friends and will welcome
copies of study outli.l:Les, materials
and reports of study classes and
training techniques that have been
used successfully by any individual
group or community. Address communications to Study Aids Committee. Miss Charlotte Lenfoot, See'y,
156 Nova Drive, Piedmont, Calif.
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In Memoriam
Mr. Nick Poulsen, Racine, Wis., May
25, 1947
Mr. Anton Zoul. Long Beach. Calif.) Oct.
7. 1947
Miss Marion Russell, Beverly, Mass ..
(no date given-reported l~23·-4m
Mrs, Desena Pulley. Chicago, m., Oct.
22. 1947
Mr. L. K. Lee, West Chester, Pa .. Nov.
1, 1947
Mr. Will Bowen, Riverton, N,J. (no date
given-reported by RTC 11-5-47)

-

Correct;",,: Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Rich both pas sed away last A prll.
Through an oversight, the death of
Mr. Rich was never reported here.
Mrs. Rich's death was reported in
the October issue.

Enrollments
North Albuquerque, N.M., 1; Butte.
Mont., 2; Helena, Mont., 4; Binningham,
Ala., 1; Cleveland, Ohio. 1; New York,
N.Y., 3; West Chester, Pa., 1; Alhambra.
Calif., 1; Los Angeles, Calif.• 1; Worcester, Mass.. 1; Boise, Idaho. 2;
Hackensack, N.J., 1; Rose Valley. Pa.,
1; Lewisburg. Pa., 1; Pentwater. Mich.,
1; Toledo, Ohio, 2; Normandy, Mo., 1;
Montreal P. Q., 1; Winnipeg, Man" 1;
Total: on and 5 youth.
Corrections: October issue reported 1
enrollment for Niles, Mich, This should
have been 2.
November issue erroneously reported 1
enrollment for Lansing, Mich.

Where We
Are

Wbre We

Ought to ..

May 1.1948

$300.000

April 1. 1948

275.000

Mar. 1.1948

250,000

feb. 1.1948

225,000

Jon. 1.1948

200,000

Dec. 1,1947

175,000

Nov. 1,1947

150.000

Oct. 1.1947

125,000

Sept. I, 1947

100.000

Aug. 1,1947

75.000

July 1.1947

50,000

June 1. 1947

25,000

FINANCIAL BUDGET 1947-1948
Publishing Announcements
Bab,,'i Calendar for 1948 on card

6Jhx11. Baha'i Feasts and Anniversaries and civil calendar for the
coming year. Price $.10.
Baha'i-The Coming of World Religion. Portfolio 12 pages with illustrations of 'AbduJI~Baha and The
Bah:i'1 House of Worship. A most attractive gift and for presentation to
interest a friend in the Baha'i Faith.
Price including mailing envelope,

$.50.

Photographs of Temple
Interior Designs
Those desiring photographs of the
two Temple interior designs may order them from Baha'i Sales Committee through Mr. H. E. Walrath,
4639 Beacon Street, Chicago, 40,
Ill., at the rate of the set of two
for 75c.
Lack of space prevents rUnI'.ing
"Pioneer" (Martha Root diaries)
this month. The next installment will
appear in January.

-EDITOR

MoBt.a.na~
Butte, Helena. Nebraska,
Omaha. New Ha.mpslW'e, Portsmouth.,
New 'ersey, Dumont, East Orange. Red

Assemblies ContributiDg
to Fund, October, 1947

Alabama~

Birmingham,

Alaska.

An-

chorage. Arizona, Phoenix. ArkaDsa.s~
Little Rock, California, Alhambra, Berkeley, Beverly Hills, Burbank. Burlingame, Carmel, Cloverdale Twp. Glendale, Inglewood, Long Beach, Los An·
geles, Monrovia, Oakland, Pasadena,
Sacramento, San Francisco, San Diego,
Santa Barbara, San Mateo.
Canada, Vancouver, Wmnipeg, Moncton Halifax. Toronto, Regina, Scarboro,
Vernon, Colorado, Colorado Springs.
Denver. Connecticut, New Haven. DisC;.
of Columbia. Washington, F1.orida) Jacksonville, Miami.
Hawaii, Honolulu, Maui. Georgia, Atlanta, Augusta. ldabo~ Boise. llliDois,
Chicago, Danville, Elmhurst, Evanston,
'Maywood. Oak Park. Peoria, Springfield,
Urbana, Waukegan, Wilmette. Champaign. Limestone Twp. Indiana., Fort
Wayne, Indianapolis, South Bend. Iowa.
Cedar Rapids,
Kansas, Topeka. Kentucky. Louisville,
Louisiana, New Orleans. Maille, Eliot.
Maryland,
Baltimore. Massachusetts,
Beverly, Boston, Brookline, Springfield,
Worcester. Michigan, Ann Arbor, Flint,
Grand Rapjds, Lansing, Muskegon, Rose~
ville.
Minnesota. Duluth, Minneapolis, St.
Paul Mississippi, Jackson, Missouri} In~
dependence, Kansas City. St, Louis.

Bank, Teaneck.
New Mexico~ Albuquerque, North Albuquerque. New York, Binghamton, Buffalo, .Jamestown, New York, Rochester.
Yonkers. North Carolina., Greensboro.
Nor1b Dakota, Fargo, Ohio, Cincinnati.
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton. Lima.
OregGD., POrtland. Pennsy1vani&, Phila~
delphia, Pittsburgh, Scranton, West
Chester,
Rhode Islawl, Providence.
South Carolina, Greenville, ~1rih Dakota, Sioux Falls. Tennessee, Memphis.
Texas, Houston, Utah, Salt Lake City.
Vermont, Brattlebol\o. Virginia, Alexandria, Arlington, Wa.8hIng1on, Monroe.
Seattle. Spokane. West VirgiDi&, Charleston. Wisconsin:.. Kenosha, Madison. Milwa ukee, Racine, Wauwatosa.

Number of Assemblies contributing
in Oct.
Number of Assemblies not
contributing
Individuals contributing
Groups contributing

126
18
150
76

Calendar
Feasts:
Dec. 12, Ma sa! il--Questions
Dec. 31--.s!:taraf-Honor
National Assembly Meeting: Jan. 1,
2. 3. 4.
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Seme members 01 _ .8pirllaal Assembly of Paris, F'raDce. Lucienne MigeUe,
Edlih 8andersoD, Mr. Hakim, Mr. Charles KeJllledy, Mr. Alai.

European Work Advances

Pioneering!

The European Teaching Committee rejoices to report the new believer in Rome, Signor Fernando Morosi. The first declared Baha'i in
Brussels under the second Seven
Year Plan, Madame Lea Nys, is already a very valuable and active
member of the group.

(Postscript to a. letter fTom Miss HonoT

The whole European teaching pro-

ject seems to have taken on a new
impetus and momentum and from
each of the Centers are coming heart~
ening reports of the wonderful progress of the work. The Committee
members are impressed by the number of those attending study classes
regularly and by the unusual contacts which are miraculously opening for the pioneers. Much of this
new development, the Committee
feels. is due to the assistance given
by the itinerant teachers and by the
widespread interest in the Faith
which they developed during their
stays in the different goal cities.
Henry Jarvis and Marion Little are
still continuing in the field. Henry
has been concentrating on the three
Scandinavian goal cities. In each of
these Centers he has contributed
invaluably by helping with the newly
interested believers, by his excellent
public talks and through his many
meetings with new contacts. Marion
Little has just finished her stay in
Luxembourg and after a visit to
Brussels plans to join the group in
Rome.

.

remembered that Paul Van de
Brook was to come at two o'clock
and meet Jean. So r showed him
the clock and pointed to the hour of·
two and a sked him if he could come
back. He understood and left. At
two o'clock exactly he returned and
Paul came in a few moments later.
r told Paul the story and Paul went
in and spoke to him. His story is
interesting. He lives in the Moselle
Valley on the border of Germany.
He is a Catholic but has no faith
or interest in the ritual, dogma of
the Church or any liking for the
Priests. He was told recently that
at 21 Rue Elisabeth LuxembourgVille there were people speaking of
an honest religion and that he could
not wait for anything until he had
heard of it. He ha s been seeking
for just such a religion and on readc
ing the Revelation of St. John knew
that this was the time for it to appear-according to the prophecies.
He asked very humbly if there was
caste system in the religion because
he was a working man-he worked
Hwith his hands and was simple."
It wa s quite thrilling to hear Paul
tell him that this religion was for
all-the highest and the lowest, the
working man and the King. His face
lighted up and he expressed his
pleasure volubly. _His wife, he explained, felt just as he did and he
knew she would be overj oyed to
know what he had found and they
would read the book together. He
asked Paul to ask me "how he could
join." So we told him that he would
have to study the teachings and erea ti ve word of Baha 'u'llilh and to read
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, of the Guardian and
of the Ba b. All of which he was
eager to do. He will return tomorrow
night and bring his wife with him.
Will ask Miss Hipp to come and
interpret because she speaks good
German and also English and it will
be an experience for her. As far
as I can make out Madam Greich
was visi ling the Moselle Valley last
month and she must have spoken
of the Faith to someone at that time
and he in turn passed it on to this
man. How strange that my little
landlady should be an instrument for
Baha'u'llilh. Will let you know how
it progresses.

to Luxembourg.)
"An exciting ringing of the door
bell. Upon opening the door an eager
voice spoke in rapid German. I listened intently and caught the name
Madam Greich (my landlady) Ah,
I thought, he is enquiring for Madam
Greich. I immediatelY told him in
my best French manner that Madam
Greich was in Brussels. Apparently
my words had no meaning because
he went rapidly on in his German.
I listened patiently and was wondering what I could do to help him
when suddenly I heard that Universal World "Baha'i. n I just reached
out and took his hand and took him
into the salon. I found out that he
did not speak French-{)nlY German
and Luxemborgoise. So we just
looked at each other and smiled.
Suddeniy I remembered the German
translation of BAHA'U'LLAH AND
THE NEW ERA which Jean Court
had just brought back. I gave him
the book-never shall I forget his
excitement when he read the title
and said out loud "Baha'u'llah. rI, His
face just shone and he was trembling
with excitement. So I motioned him
to sit down and look through the
book. He immediately started to
read. He kept saying uYa, ya, yaH
and nodding his head so violently
that I thought it would come off.
Then he reached in his pocket and
brought out a handful of money and
This experience makes me think
wanted to buy the book. He showed of the earlY days of the Christians
me his passport; visa. etc., showing when the word passed around by
he was a Luxembourg citizen. Then mouth "and they came seeking."
Kempton, pioneer

BAHA'i NEWS

"Co-Workers and Associates"
The Guardian has named the Latin
Chile is pleading for new pioneer
American friends Hco-workers and teachers to help them with the task
associates" of the uprosecutors of of adequately teaching some ten new
the Divine Plan. l1 This title is given groups scattered along the tremendto them in "The Challenging Re- ous length of the Chilean seaboard.
quirements of the Present Hour." In Colombia and Venezuela Rotary
That the Latin friends have done and Lions' Clubs open their doors
something to deserve this honor is to Baha'i teachers and some of them
shown by the rapid growth of the are studying the Faith at their meetFaith in the 22 countries served by ings. A typical letter has just come
the Inter·America Committee in in from the grand master of the
South American, Central America, Masonic lodge in ,La Guiara, VeneMexico and the West Indies. In April, zuela, thanking the committee for
1944, there were 14 assemblies and pamphlets and correspondence ar13 groups in these sister Americas. ticles furnished, and stating that all
In April, 1946, during the two-year members of the lodge are studying
interim between the first and Sec- these and are deeply interested. The
ond Seven Year Plans, this number latest issue of "E strella," Masonic
had grown to Z1 assemblies and 9 magazine in Latin America, has just
groups. In April, 1947, at the close come in carrying a Baha'i article
of the first year of the Second Seven by Gayle Woolson.
Year Plan, assemblies had increased
Many of the Baha'i friends are
to 37 and there are now reported very poor, for most of the Latin
51 groups throughout the La tin American countries have been sufAmericas.
fering from increasingly severe econSincere hearts of all classes have omic crises and the great majority
caught the fire of the love of God of the people live below the poverty
through the Message of Baha'u'Uah. line. Their sincerity, however, is
and have responded to His call. A demonstrated in a little story sent by
judge of the supreme court, profes- Sheila Rice-Wrayfrom Ciudad Trusors in the tuliversities, many teach- jillo. Sheila had been explaining the
ers, business men, newspaper and importance of the national fund
radio men, writers, actors, musi- which the friends are trying to escians, artists, physicians, attorneys tablish to help with teaching proand simpler folk are included in the jects. One very poor man, the father
ranks of the Bahit'is in. these countries.
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of an all-BaM.'i family of five, drew
out of his pocket all of the little that
he had and placed it in the fund.
He went home that night not know·
ing where the next meal for his family would' come from. A day or two
later he came to see Sheila and told
her that now he had belter work.
His family would be able to eat and
he could also give something to the
fund. Out of such faith and sacrifice
a new spiritual order can be built in
the world.

Procedure on
BaIui'i Photographs
As there are many uses for Baha'i
photographs, the National Assembly
has adopted a simple method
of coordination:
1. Pictures which are sent to Baha'i
News are to be turned over to the
National Office after the halftone
cuts are made, unless the sender
wishes its return.
2. The Baha'i World Editorial Committee is to notify the Natinnal Office once a month 01 the subjects of
the pictures they have received for
publication.
3. The National Office, from all
available information, will compile
a list of pictures each month and
send copies of the list to Baha'i News
Editorial Committee, The Baha'l
World Editorial Committee, Public
Relations Committee, and Visual
Education Committee.

Louise Ca.sweII Is en route to Panama to IDJUate a correspondence teaching cam~
paign in that coUDiry after spend1Dg 'the past ihree mOllihs in ~ Salvador where
she estabHshed an active study group in Santa Ana and assisted 1;be Regioa.a.l
Teaching Committee in opening a correspondence teachiDg' campaip.
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News from Other Lands
AUSTRALIA. Encouraged by the
Guardian the NSA of Australia and
New Zealand are inaugurating a sixyear plan to terminate, like the seven-year plan in the United States, in
1953. The plan will include, as at
present outlined, the development
of groups into assemblies in Brisbane, Melbourne, Hobart, Perth_ and
Port Adelaide. The local assembly
of Adelaide has decided on twelve
goal towns in Soulb Australia. The
Sydney and Hobart friends have also
named goal towns. The NSA has appointed an "Employment for Settlers" committee to help would-be
settlers find employment in goal
towns. The national headquarters is
in Sydney. The Annual report shows
181 voting members in Australia and
New Zealand and tells of activity
in Ibe way of radio talks, public lectures, use of slides, press publicity.
spreading literature in libraries,
youth groups, fireside and study
groups. The friends are planning a
summer school for the first eleven
days of January.
In his letter to Ibe Australian and
New Zealand NSA urging Ibis plan
the Guardian writes: "I fully realize
how small are your numbers, how
circumscribed are your means, how
vast the distances that separate the
centers already established. But I
firmly believe that the initiation of
a Plan to remedy the very deficiencies from which the infant Administrative Order is now suffering, anda firm resolve to carry out its provisions, as well as a sustained effort to make the necessary sacrifices
for its consummation, will set in motion forces of such -magnitude, and
draw upon both commwrities blessings of such potency, as shall excite
the wonder of the believers themselves, and cause their Faith to enter an era of unprecedented expansion and marvelous' and fruitful development."
Our prayers join those of our
friends in these far-away countries
for the glorious success of their Sixyear Plan.
PERSIA. Tbe June issue of Ibe Persian uBaha'i News and Reviews,"
now published in Engli sh, tells of
Ibe celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Ibe ,!,ibran Spiritual Assembly covering five
days, May 1-5. We quote from the
"News: "
;'The community was divided into
five groups and on each day one

of the groups was invited to take
part in the celebration. Sponsored
by Ibe ,!,ihran Spiritual Assembly
five glorious meetings were held during the evenings in the newly built
auditorium at the National Baha'i
Headquarters. Apart from their historic aspect. the meetings were so
glorious, so solemn, so spectacular
in their simplicity that Tihran can
hardly remember to have witnessed
anything of its kind. The main floor
of the auditorium was packed to capacity with many standing. A conservative estimate puts the average
number present at each meeting at
no less than 2000. 0 The program
each evening consisted of addresses
and music, both vocal and instrumental.
The paper contains an interesting
account of Robert Gulick's visit to
Tihran and other Persian cities. (See
our October issue for Mr. Gulick's
own account of this visit). He was
received most enthusiastically at a
meeting in the National Headquarters arranged in his honor and at
which he spoke through an interpreter to an audience of over 2000.
"Every single foot of sitting or standing space on the main floor of the
auditorium and in the surrounding
galleries was filled." There was "a
terrific burst of cheer and acclama...
tion" when the western brother
stepped upon the pia!form.
A fine report of the valuable work
of their Relief Commission shows
that from March 22 to May 22, $1000
was sent by Ibe Persian NSA to the
United States NSA for relief work
in Germany, besides $2500 specially
contributed by the Persian friends.
Also 671 parcels of food and other
necessities were sent directly to
friends in 14 different European
countries.
The foliowing letter from an eleven
year old boy in Germany to a Persian boy of the same age is typical
of Ibe gratitude expressed in the
many letters received by the Persian donors: ,. My dear young brother
of the East: You are so very kind
and generous indeed. I must have
been very lucky to receive your lovely gift of cloth which you had spared
from yourself. It did not only serve
my needs so well but proved a veritable bridge connecting East and
West so strongly that no earthly power can ever undermine this wrion.
I will be thinking of you each night
when I go t(} bed praying Ibat God

may help me to follow in your steps.
I shall tell other German children
all about this so that . . . it may
banish every trace of hatred from
their hearts and give way to peace
and love instead. . . . We are not
disheartened on account of the pres·
ent hardships and deprivations.
These serve to bring us bright hopes
for the future."
The Sbah of iran, his majesty Pahalvl, is presenting a medal to the
two graduates of the University of
,!,ihran who have had the highest
scholastic averages. Both are Bahd'is. Miss Soria Shedai majored in
foreign languages, and Mr. Kiomare
Eizadi received his degree in Architectural Engineering.

Annual Reports
In view of the great expense
involved in printing the 19461947 Annual Reports for free
distribution to individual believers, Ibe National Assembly bas
adopted the following plan:-To
send complimentary copies to
the Guardian, the various
NSA's, National and Regional
Committees of North America,
local Assemblies and groups.
Those desiring an individual
copy may order it from Ibe N ationa! Office at 25c each, postpaid.

Baha'i Talking Book
We are happy to share with the
friends the good news of the successful distribution of the Baba'i
Talking Book, WORLD ORDER
THROUGH WORLD FAITH.
Through the co-opera tion of the
American Foundation for the Blind,
Ibe September issue of "Talking
Book Topics" gave to the. blind, who
have a talking book machine, full
details regarding release and forthcoming distribution. In many instances, inquiries were received before distribution could take place.
This Talking Book, mentioned in
Baha'i News of August 1947, is now
available to the blind in Ibe United
States and its Territories through
the facilities of the Distributing Libraries for the blind listed by Ibe
Library of Congress, In Canada, it
may be obtained from the Canadian
National Institute for the Blind, in
Toronto.
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The Home Front

Group hopes to become an" Assembly
by next April.

AUGUSTA, GA. A chaplain at to Vi,'orld Order magazine, and have
Oliver General Hospital in this city presented three gift subscriptions
regularly broadcasts-and identi:fies to their public library and two hospi-Bahi>.'i prayers from the hospital tals.
radio station. The friends here have
YONKERS, N. Y. A Fellowship
also placed literature in the bus and
meeting
at the Yonkers Y.W.C.A.
train stations. One of the friends
is complying with the request of a held recently was attended' by about
breakfast club by sending postcards 40 people. As non-Baha,'! guest speakwith cheery greetings to various hos- er, Colonel Douglas R. Crier, Presipitals and children's homes, using dent of the local branch of the Nathe Temple postcards. Attention is tional Association for the Advancedirected to the beauty of the Temple ment of Colored People attracted
and the hope that they will see it many negro listeners. Miss Dorothy
Champ, a Baha'i from New York
some time is expressed.
The Regional Bulletin of Georgia City, spoke, and the meeting resulted
carried a "Question Box" on the last in the making of several excellent
page, where one question pertaining contacts.
to the Faith is printed together with
DAYTON, OHIO. The Dayton Comthe answer and pertinent quotations munity, like so many others, found
from the Teachings. Perhaps a re- summer I' Sunshine Te aching"
a
gional bulletin is a more appropriate grand way to reach seekers ... . On
place for such a feature than the Labor Day, a picnic was held at the
BAHA'I NEWS as has been suggest- home of the McCoys in Waynesville,
ed_
Ohio. The McCoys left the Dayton
HOUSTON, TEXA5-A professor community several years ago . . .
at the University of Houston as· bought a farm, and have since been
signed "The Baha'i Faith" among actively enga ged in spreading the
others appearing in the book They Teachings in this small farm comHave Found a F uith by Marcus munity. Years of patient labor with
Bach, to one of his students for her apparent indifference by the people
term theme paper. The student there are now slowly beginning to
looked up the secretary of the re- bear fruit. With this picnic and sungional teaching committee and did shine teaching medium, 3~ people
the research work at her home. In a were gathered, 11 of whom were Dot
manner of reciprocity, this student Baha'is-as many seekers as a whole
appealed that the University of Hous- year of public meetings had atton stock Baha'i reference books in tracted. . . . A second informal gaits library, and a request for them thering was held on October 26th
was obtained for our National Li· . with 5 inquirers present, all showing
brary Committee, which will place considerable interest. The McCoys
the books promptly in this new, large are now planning, with the nucleus
and richly endowed southern uni ver- of these seekers to hold a study and
discussion class every other SWlday
sily.
MAYWOOD, ILL. The Maywood evening. . . . The Dayton assembly
Baha'is are 100 percent subscribed will assist, as the Wayne Township

SIOUX FALLS, SO. DAK. An extremely successful Children's Class
is flowering here. There are nine
children attending, ranging in age
from 5'12 to 9 years. They are divided
into two groups for comfort in teaching and enjoyment . . . Classes meet
every Saturday afternoon at 2 :30
and music is stressed throughout
the class. Both groups gather together in the beginning, for memorized
prayers. This is followed by singing
and sometimes selections of appropriate and simple symphonic music
on records. The children are taught
to appreciate lovely music as part
of their regular work in the class.
At present the study outline uTo
Live the Life JJ is being used; some
of the children have colored notebooks with pictures of flowers pasted
on the outside cover. A Baha'i Child's
ABC is used, and at present the
children are preparing a program
which will be given for their parents
and friends.
Five of these children have
Moslem parents, and three are Christians, the ninth being the child of
Baha'is.

Criterion for Achievement
UThe first condition is firmness in the Covenant of God' ...
The second condition: Fellowship and love amongst the believers . . .
The third condition: Teachers must continually travel to all
parts of the continent, nay, rather, to all parts of the world, but
they must travel like 'Abdu'I-Bahit, wbo journeyed throughout the
cities of America. He was sanctified and free from every ~ttach
ment and in the utmost severence . . .
The aim is this: The intention of the teacher must be pure, his
heart independent, his spirit attracted, his thought at peace, his
resolution firm, his magnanimity exalted and in the love of God a
shining torch.
.
Should he become a s such, his sanctified breath will eve~, effect
the rock· otherwise there will be no result whatsoever. . .
,
,

i~L-B!\HA

The report received states lithe
children are all so enthusiastic, and
love it." And this report closes with
the words:" . . . no special talents,
but all are working hard and it is
surprising what comes forth."

FAIR EXHIBITS. We find it impossible to include all the reports
from everywhere about the splendid
exhibits which have been held at
County and State Fairs this year.
Neither can we estimate hundreds
of thousands of people who have thus
first seen the word "Baha.'p' and
received some knowledge, at least
of its meaning. Many reports were
accompanied' by lovely pictures
which limitations of space prohibited
using. Regretfully, we must be content with mentioning just a few of
the places from which we received
thrilling reports of these exhibits:
Kitsap County Fair, Bremerton,
Washington; Mineola Fair, Long Island, N.Y.; Snohomish County Fair,
Monroe, Washington; County of
Maui, Territory of Hawai~; and
many others. And we all realize and
appreciate the long hours of faithful
service rendered by the countless
friends who served at these booths
answering questions and giving out
literature.
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CHARLESTON, W. VA. Mrs. Ethel
Stephens of N ewport News spent a
few days in Charleston in October. She addressed the student body
at the West Virginia State College
on the subject, "Education at the
Adult Level for the New Age." Moving pictures, in colort of her biracial children's project in Newport

News were shown at a

fireside

gathering and at the Baha'i Center
at a public meeting; and tbe newspaper writeups of these activities resulted in an inivitation to speak and
show the pictures at a meeting of tbe
Charleston and Kanawha County
Women's Federated Clubs (Negro.)
. . . It offered a splendid introduction
of tbe Faitb to this organization.
Charleston has insti toted a weekly
"BAHA'f INFORMATION PLEASE"
Hour in a sort of game form using

"True" or HFalse u statements prepared from material in BAHA'U'
LLAH AND THE NEW ERA: The
questions, in card form, read by
the Baha'is in succession and voted
00 as to tbeir truth or falsity by
the guests, are interspersed with
questions addressed to Baha'is by
their guests as to what Bah .. 'u 'llab
and 'Abdu'l-Baha said on various
subjects: with the actual quotations,
also taken from the book, to check
the Baha'is' answers. The result is
to concentrate thoughtful attention
of non-Baha'is on each statement
of the text, The method is proving
so popular and successful as a means
of teaching that the material is being
offered to the National Study Aids
Committee.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. An interesting story comes from the friends
in Indianpolis: u. . . We had a civil
engineer from northern India who
attended our public meeting in the
afternoon and spent a pleas ant evening" with several Baha'is in a
friend's home. He had been forced
to stop off in this city because of
illness, while touring in tbe United
States witb the Indian Embassy in
the interest of Public Works. Two
of the Baha'is heard of him and visited him in the hospital. They recited
healing prayers for him and invited
him to visit after he was better.
While in the Baha'j home he glanced
through a volume of THE BAHA'i
WORLD and noted that of the twelve
cities in his District, ten had Baha'i
communities. Before leaving. he remarked significantly that he had
been brought up in a religious environment. having been a Moslem,
but "While in college, got away from
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it. . . " "How strange and remarkable tba t I should take sick in this
city and learn about religion in a
new light tbrough tbe Baha'is."
FALLSINGTON, PENNA. "More
Guests Than Teacups" titled an
amusing story sent in. A Regional
Committee meeting was taking place
recently, pnd the members were a ssiting in the giving of a tea to attract new people. Before the tea,
the deliberations of the Regional
Committee were very discouraging
because efforts for teaching had apparentlybeen thwarted at every turn.
A prayer for guidance and success
for the planned tea was made at
the close of the meeting and the
members enjoyed a brief recess.
Soon after the time set for the tea,
guests began to come and now the
hostess began to wonder how she
was going to meet the teacup shortage. Sixteen non-BahA'i guests came.
There were 6 committee members
there. Twenty-two guests in all and
only 15 teacups! The problem was
solved by confiscating the cups of
the committee guests and not asking
them if tbey would like a second
·cup r The wonderful spirit of cordiality and interest in the presentation
of the Cause was beyond the fondest
hopes of the Baha'!s .... The wonder
of the success of this tea in such
a small town (only 200 population)
and the wording of the telephone invita tions given by the hostess might
be tried elsewhere. She said, in ef..
fect~ that she was having a Committee Meeting, and was givin~ a
tea in the afternoon so that these·
friends might have the opportunity
"to meet some of the wonhwhile
people of Fallsiogton. We do hope
you can come ... " Who could resist
such an invitation?
Balnl.'i News is published by the
NaUoaal Spiritual Assembly of the
Bahi'is
the UDited states and
Canada as the official news-letter
of the Baha'i Coonmtmlty. The OrA
Issue appeared in December, 19M.
Baha.'i News is edited for the NaUonal SplrlllW Assembly by lis
Baha'i News Editorial Committee:
Mrs. Roberta Christian. chairman,.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpa.tricJt.
Mr, GonlOll A, Fraser. Ediloria.l
office: Mrs. Roberta ChrisUa.n,
1001 West Genesee St., Lansing,
Mich.
Please report changes of address
to which Ba.h8.'i News is to be
sent and other matters pertaining
to its distribution to the Bah.S'i National Office. 536 Sheridan Road~
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Wilmette, minois.

Sunday school group of !he PIIiIadelpbla Baha'is, singing 1II1der the dIrection of their teachers Miss EdHb
Segen and. Mrs. Dorothy Fisher.

Goal Cities
All our teaching efforts should be
concentra ted on confirming new believers and establishing new assemblies to reach our goal of 175 assemblies by next April.
The National Teaching Committee
is sponsoring a special campaign in
tbe following eight cities: (The Assembly or R.T.C. responsible is given
in parenthesis) Winnetka and Park
Ridge, JIl., (sponsored by Wilmette
Assembly); LaGrange, Ill., (Illinois
R.T.C. responsible); Shorewood, Wis.
(Milwaukee); Burbank, Cal., (Los
Angeles); Huntington Park, Monr<>via, and Inglewood', Cal., (So. Cal.
and Ariz. R.T.C.).
Local Assemblies are sponsoring
the following. groups: San Raphael
(San Francisco); Alameda (Oakland); Likely (Sacramento); Arcadia
(Los Angeles); San Marino (Pasadena); Compton (Long Beach); Tucson
(Phoenix); Syracuse (Binghamton);
Glenview (Evanston); Phoenix and
Harvey (Chicago); Quincy (Peoria);
Waterloo (Cedar Rapids); Cambridge (Boston); Portland (Eliot);
Jersey City (New York City); Upper
Darby (Philadelphia) ; Toledo and
Findlay (Lima); E. Cleveland and
Rocky River (Cleveland); Mobile
(Birmingham); Gulfport (New Orleans); San A.'ltonio (Houston); Somers Township (Kenosha) ; Duluth
(Minneapolis); Highland Park (Detroit); Kirkland (Seattle); and Webster Groves (St. Louis).
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Regional Teaching Committees are
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Athens
sponsoring the follo~: Fresno
and Palo Alto (No. Cal.); Monrovia HAITA
Port~Au·Prince
Twp. Southgate, Pasadena 'Iwp., Big
Bear Lake, Santa Monica, Glendale HAWAII
Many Visitors
Twp., (So. Cal and Ariz.); Markham,
HOLLAND
Melrose Twp., (Ill. and Iowa) ;PalmRotterdam
er, Dover, BrDokline (New England); ICELAND
Newark, Bergenfield, Englewood HUNGARY
(New Jersey); Granger Twp., HinkBudapest
ley Twp., Lakewood (Ohio and W. INDIA
Karachi
Penna.); C<>lumbia (N. and S. Car.);
New Delhi
N. Augusta (Georgia); Pinecastle,
Bombay
North Miami (Florida); Knoxville
Nagpur
(Ala. and Tenn.); Whitefish Bay, mAN
Green Bay, Glenfield (Wisc., Minn.
Teheran
Shiraz
and N. and S. Dak.); Bremerton,
Sultan (Washington and Oregon); JERUSALEnr
Palestine
Fort Collins, Santa Fe (Wyo., Colo.
Haifa
and New Mex.J; Winnebago (Nebr., JUGO SLAVIA
Kan. and Mo.); Dearborn Twp., Dav- MEXICO
ison TwP., Kalamazoo (Michigan); NEWFO'UNDLAND
NORWAY
Tulsa (Ark. and Okla.).
Oslo

Temple Visitors
Temple Visitors of various COWltries,' in addition to the many from
the United States and Canada Dec.
30, 1946-0ct. 26, 1947:
(As names of cities were not always legible the number is. SOme-times indicated after the country.)
Totals

AFRICA

Tunis
Nigeria.

Jobannesburg
ALASKA

Anchorage
Fairbanks
AUSTRALIA

Melbourne
Sydney
BRITISH GUIANA
Geo~getown

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
CHINA

Shanghai
Hongkong
CUBA
DENMARK
EGYPT

Cairo
ENGLAND

London

Readings Berks

Norwich
Kent
Bristol

Cambridge
Huddersfield
Bath
Cheshire

1
1
5
1
1
1
1
3
2

7
.8

7
3

3
6
7

8

6
2

B

6
7

7

3
10
16
1
1
2
1
1

6

Damascus
TURKEY

Istanbul
Jlndara

1

1

5
1
1

41

1

1

FRANCE
4

1

5

2
1

3

Suggested Daily Readings*
January
"Immerse Yourselves in the

7
1

a

1

1
32
2
1
1
2

38

3
1

4

1
1
1
10
1
2
8

1

2
1

10
1

10

1

2
2
1

3

3

3
6
1
5
3
1
2

3
1

25

15

15

23

23

2
1

3

'1

1

8
WEST INDms
B
Kingston, Jamaica
2
10
(TOTAL VISITORS from May 30th
to Nov. 1, 1947 about 18 000)
Total Visitors from foreign
countries for same period
277

Ocean of My Words."
LOVE
Kinds of Love
1. Wisd. of 'Abdu'I-Baha, p.
168-169.
The Cause of Existence
2-3. Prom. Univ. Peace, p. 249252.
God~s Love For Us
4. Arabic Hid. Words, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9.
5. Arabic Hid. Words, 10. 13,
15, 38, 48, 49.
6. Persian Hid. Words, 4, 34,

52.
7-8. Prom. Univ. Peace. p. 220223.
9-10. Gleanings, p. 308·312.
11. Gleanings, p. 64-<i6.
12·13. Baha'i World Faith, p.
102·105.
Fire of. God's Love
14. Gleanings, p. 96; Pro &
Med., p. 212.
15. Gleanings, p. 325; Pro &
Med., p. 160.
16. Gleanings, p. 310; Pro &
Med., p. 32.
Ollr Love For God and Man
17. Baha'! World Faith, p. 217220.
18. Baha'! World Faith, p. 445·
446.
19. Baha'! World Faith, p. 124126.
20. Baha'i World Faith, p. 171175.
21. Gleanings, p. 316-317.
22. Prom. Univ. Peace. p. 89-90.

Love and Unity

SHOGID EFFENDI

The publishing Committee has
brought out a small pamphlet

Gafnsborough

Muchen

Lima

CHILE
Santiago
Valparaiso
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND
SYRIA

By

FINLAND

GERMANY
Stuttgart

BRAZIL
Rio de J anerio
Bahia
PARAQUAY
Ascunsion
PERU

5

"The Destiny of
the American Nation"

Slough

Paris
Bordeaux

Buenos Aires

4

3

1
1

Helsinka

FmLIPPINES
Manila
SCOTLAND
Edinburgh
SO"CTH AMERICA
Argentina

Lebanon

11

reprinting the Guardian's words
a bout America from his letter
"Challenging
Requirements."
This is a most timely and effectIve statement for teaching
use, contacts, mailing lists, etc.
Order from Publishing Committee at the rate of ten copies for
SOC.

23. Prom. Univ. Peace, p.~ 166.
24. Prom. Univ. Peace, p. 201204.
25. Prom. Univ. Peace, p. 126.
26. Baha'i World Faith, p. 257·
260.
27. BaM.'i World Faith, p. 365,
366.
28. Gleanings, p. 218·219.
29. Gle,mnigs, p. 139-140.
30. Gleanings, p. 287·289.
31. Gleanings, p. 261.
• II you a.re one who finds tbel!!ie
ouggestiODS heIpfaI wID ,-.... not
let as bt.... by wrfIID&" to Ihe~
ed.IJor 01 Ba.h&'i NewB'
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Green Acre's First Winter Session
DATES:
CLASSES:

December 21 to January 2, 1941-48
Will be held at Lucas Cottage and will be Round Table
Discussion Type.
Content will be planned to meet the needs ot those who
register for the session. Send your suggestions on your
registration blank. From these suggestions, the committee
will plan the rna teria! for study. This will be an oppor·
tunity for intensive study and for deepening spiritual
understanding of the Faith.
Books :from the Green Acre library will be available.
Classes begin after lunch Sat., Dec. 27 and crose late Fri.
afternoon, Jan. 2.
HOUSING: Lucas Cottage and Rogers Cottage (home of Reimer's)
and homes of Eliot Baha'is.
Rooms to be shared by two persons.
COST: $20.00 per person per week.
This covers room and board, with meals from supper, Sat.,
Dec. 27 through mid.a.ay meal FrL. Jan. 2. In addition the
cost covers heat. light and laundry of linens.
REGISTRATION: Cannot exceed a total of 20 persons.
Registrations will be accepted in the order in which they
are received. It is unlikely that we shall be able to house
students who can attend for the week-end only.
-Each registration must be accompanied by a non-returnable deposit 01 $5.00. which will be credited toward the
$20.00 fee. Checks or money orders should be made out to
Dr. Coy.
Please fill out attached registration form as soon as possible. and mail with deposit to:
Green Acre School Committee for Winter Session
Genevieve L. Coy, Chairman 10 Patchin Place, New York, 11
STUDENT INFORMATION:
Living quarters vtill be simple but they will be warm and as comfortable
as possible, however, you will want to bring warm clothing.
Please do not expect to do laundry or pressing.
A small charge will be made for transportation from Dover or Portsmouth. Try to come in groups.
Courses will be plaIllled by Dec. 1; by Dec. 15 registered students will
receive a statement 01 the work planned.

Registration for Green Acre School Winter Session
Saturday. Dec. 21, 1947 through Friday. Jan. 2. 1948
NAMrnE~-------------------------

ADDRESSS-------------------------I should like to share a room wittlh'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ __
I shall probably arrive onn________________ , and shall remain

(Exact hour of arrival may be sent later).
The following are my suggestions as to- content of courses:
I enclose $5.00 deposit. to be credited toward the $20.00 fee for the week.
until

Signedc---------------------------Mail to Genevieve L. Coy, 10 Patchin Place, New York City 11.

Directory
Additions and Changes
New Gronps
Lakewood, N.Y.
Mr. Herbert F. Hern, Corres.
12 Vista Way
Kansas City, Kansas
Mrs. Olivia Kelsey, Corres.
2520 W. 47th Terrace
S.igna1 Hill Twp.

Mrs. Helen S. Becker, Corres.

6018 Autry Ave., Belleflower, Cali!.
Local Spiritual Assembly Secretaries

Birmingham, Ala., Mrs. Verna
P.O. Box 1726
Louisville, Ky., Miss Gertrude
berg, 2215 Bonnycastle Ave.
Omaha. Nebr., Mrs. Josephine
5714 Lake St., Zone 4
Houston, Texas, Miss Dorothea
401 West 23rd St., Zone 8

Inglis,
EisenJones,
Slight,

Cbanges in Group Correspondents
Southgate, Calif., Mrs. Rose .West 9705
Truba St.
Inglewood Twp .• ·Calif.. Mrs. Frank:
Heywood, 3516 t09th St., Inglewood
Regional Teacb.in:" Committees
Appointments & withdrawals were re·
corded by the N.S.A. at its Nov. meetting a s follows:
New York-Conn.: Mrs. ,Aline Cowan.
Mrs. Lucien McComb. Sr. added
No. & So. Carolina: Mrs. Christine
Bidwell added
Mich.: Mrs. Doris Corbin. Sec 'y. 4640
Cass Ave., Suite 1, Detroit 1
Maratimes: Mrs. Doris McKay, Sec~y.
279 Richmond St., Charlottetown,
P. E.I.
Quebec: Mrs. May E. Day added
Na.tional Committees
Temple Program., Mrs. Nina Matthisen, Sec'y. 77 E. Cedar, Chicago, TIL

BabJi,'i Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette
IllUnois.
•
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette
Illinois.
'
Baha'i Publishing Q)mmittee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette
Illinois.
•
BahA'i News Editorial Office:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Mich.
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YEAR 10<1

BAHA'I ERA

MAY - OCTOBER, 1947
A Summary by the National Spiritual Assembly.D~ar

friends:
Because our national and inter·
:r;tational Baha'i activities have become 59 pressing, and the time factor has paramount importance, the
N .S.A. has decided to present to the
comm~ity a summary of the actions taken during the first half of
the current year. The following reeom is based on the Minutes and docs
not include Cammi ttee reports wh\ch
have been made available. in bulleliBs or through Baha" News.
. This is the second year of the secOnd Seven Year Plan, the four ab-jectives of which were defined at
the 1946 Convention and general
plans .for their attainment adopted
last year. The situation now is no
lon-ger discussion of aims but more
and more intense effort to speed the
work already outlined.
1. The members elected to the Na·
tional Spiritual Assembly at the 1947
Convention were the same persons
whO -. served last year, and they organized with a continuance of the
same officerS. The schedule of meetings adopted called for twelve meetmgs, with a total of forty-one days
in ·session. For handling the presentation of correspondence and reports
at the successiv~ meetings the items
are Classified and the various classifications assigned to different members. Each attends the meeting pre·
pared with a digest of the matters
requiring consultation, action or
information.
2. In appointing Committees and de·
fining their functions, effort was
m'ade to distribute the memberships
more widely and to effect greater
eoncentration upon the task of forming new Assemblies.
3. A budget of $300,000 was adopted
in order to sustain and further develop the work of Temple construction. European teaching. Latin
American teaching, Assembly de·
velopment in North America and
general advertising and Dublicity,
(Baha'! News, June, page 13).

4. The publication of messages from
the Guardian - cables, postscripts
and ]onger communications - has
been effected with all possible speed;
Shoghi Effendi's complete analysis
of the activities and methods to
pursue in presenting the new Seven
Year Plan came in the letter pub·
. lished under title of "The Challenging Requirements of the Present
Hour", and a copy mailed to everY
individual believer.
Here is the list of the successive
messages we have received from
Haifa so far this year: Convention
Message, Baha'i News, May, page 6,
Three cables as published, June,
page 1; excerpts from letter expell·
ing a Persian believer resident in
New York, July, page .5; excerpts
from letters written through his sec~
retary, July, pages 6 and 7; cable,
and excerpts from letters, August,
page 3; text of letter written to UN
Special Committee on Palestine,
September, .page 3; cablegram dated
September 10, Oct~ber, page 4.
5, The Guardian's statement on the
Faith, prepared for the UN Committee, appeared in October issue of
World Order, and the N,S.A. author
ized a pamphlet edition through the
Publishing Committee. The volume
reprinting letters and cables received from 1932 to 1946, prepared
last year was not received. from the
press until recently. A revised and
simplified work on procedure, also
compiled before the Convention, has
now appeared under title "The
Baha'i Community'.', consisting for
the most part of passages from the
Guardian's WTitings. Another pamphlet authorized was the concluding
passages of "Challenging Requiremenh" pertaining to American destiny.
6. Communications issued in mimeographed form: A two··page letter to
individual believers was mailed out
soon after the Convention to report
the Guardian's Convention message
r

(Continu.ed on pagll!' 2)

ATI'ENTION
Urgent message from
the Guardian to all
believers.
insert this

Special
issue.

"In Recognition of
Preeminent Services"

A Message from the Guardian
Highly gratified at unceasing, compelling evidences of exalted spirit of
Baha'i stewardship animating American Baha'i Community, as attested
by the alacrity of its national representa tives in executing the first Temple contract, their promptitude in extending effective assistance to their
Persian brethren, their vigilance in
safeguarding integrity of the Faith
in the City of the Covenant, and their
vigor in prosecuting the national campaign of· publicity. In recognition of
preeminent services continually enriching the record of. achievements
associated with preeminent community of the Baha'i world, I -am arranging transfer of extensive, va1uable property acquired in precincts
of Shrines on Mount Carmel to name
of Palestine Branch of American
Assembly. Happy announce completion of plans and specifications for
erection of arcad"e surrounding the
Bab's Sepulchre, constituting ·first
step in process destined to culminate
in construction of the Dome anticipated by 'Abdu'l-Baha and marking
consummation of enterprise initiated
by Him fifty years ago according to
instructions given Him by Baha'u'llab.
SHOGBI
CablegTa.m received December 15. 1947.

2
and outline the maior plans for this
year. On June 27 the "Challenging
Requirements" was mailed with a
covering letter in which the N.S.A.
appealed to each believer to try and
confirm one new soul this year. On
June 30 a letter went to the Assemblies in smaller communities appealing for concentration of their full
force on teaching work. A letter was
sent to Assemblies in larger communities on the same day asking
them to accept the challenge of
bringing oIll' group to Assembly
olatus by April 21st. A letter also
went to groups on June 30 pointing
out their vital importance in the
campaign. On August 28 the N .S.A.
addressed all Assemblies urging
prayerful consideration of the condition of the National Fund. On Sep·
tember 16 a bulletin, on "The Na·
tional Teaching Campaign" was
mailed giving the theme of the
united effort for the year, four sub·
i ects for meetings, and references
to the teachings on these topics. On
the same day another bulletin went
to the larger communities reporting
that thirty·three Assemblies had
agreed to work with a group, and
explaining the general method to
use in this extension teaching work,
7. TurnIng to the successive letters
prepared by the N .S.A. for publica·
tion in BaM', News we find exposi·
tion of these subjects: May - the
great task of attaining 175 local As·
semblies by April 21, 1948; Juneeight principal points to note in national policy this year; July-a summary of the five aspects of teaching

effort; August - reference to a number of passages in the Guardian'S
message dated June 5; Septemberthe "National. BahaJi Program", the
term designating the coordinated
teaching campaign aimed at developing new Assemblies; Octoberthe blessed spiritual freedom pos·
sessed by believers to serve the
Faith of BaM'u'Il8h..
8. The Temple construction plans
have been reported in detail from
month to month in Baha'i News. The
chief points are - selection of architect, steps in preparation of working
drawings, and placing of first con·
tract for work.
9. Great progress has been made in
the Latin·American and European
teaching fields, as reported by the
Committees directing these two important projects of the Seven Year
Plan. In La tin America the work is
being done in an increasing extent

JANUARY,

1948

by tlie Assemblies now existing in ters, and this system has greatly
all countries, and by Regional and increased the Assembly's power to
National Teaching Committees su- consult effectively and to act promptpervised by the Inter-America Com- ly, as preliminary work is done in bemittee. In Europe the branch office tween meetings.
of the European Teaching Commit· 15. The deeds to the Davison School
tee has been well organized, Miss property, except for their family
True, Chairman of the Committee, residence, have been transferred to
has made a visit to the various cen- BaM" Trustees by Mr. and Mrs.
ters, and enrollment of new believ- Eggleston, a truly munificent endowers is proceeding very rapidly.
ment both of property and facilities
10. Authorization has been given the for the conduct of one of the leading
Public Relations Committee to main· BaM'! Schools. This transfer created
tain its advertising campaign in a new legal body, "Eggleston Trusseveral magazines and in trade pa- tees for the Benefit of the National
pers, and to develop its publicity Spiritual Assembly of the U.S. and
and its mailings of the public tea ch· Canada" operating under the trust
ing bulletin, as well as conduct a deed these devoted believers executspecial campaign on the Temple in- ed, and similar in function to the
terio"r plans. These activities have trusteeships already established for
been reported from time to time.
the Temple, Green Acre, Wilhelm
11. The National Teaching Commit- property at West Englewood, Geyerstee by October 30 had conducted the ville School, the Wilson house at
first meetings in the series planned Malden. Mass., and the International
for groups in the Southern California School in Colorado. Preliminary
and minois-Wisconsin areas. This steps have been taken to purchase
campaign represents the roost deter- the Eggleston residence, so that the
mined effort yet made to organ'ze school property and facilities may be
the teaching methods needed for operated as an organic unit. The beproducing study and fireside meet- lievers can be exceedingly grateful
ings in towns having groups of five to Mr. and Mrs. Eggleston for their
to seven or eight believers. The re- donation.
16. In the BaM" Directory inserted
sults have been very encouraging.
12. More frequent conferences with in BaM'! News for July, the friends
responsible Committees have been , noted some changes in national Comheld, including conferences held dur- mittee functions, all aimed at a beting the interval between N.S.A. ter coordination of activity and more
meetings. These latter conferences concentration of resources.
were for clarification of points rea 17. At the Guardian's request, the folquiring decision aDd for coordinating lowing information was cabled him
the plans and methods of the Com- on May 22; There are 136 Assemblies,
mittees participating in the National 218 groups and 906 isolated believers
in Canada. Later he was informed,
Baha 'j Program.
13. Intensive study has been made that there were 45 incorporated Aso! the needs of certain national Com- semblies in the United States.
mittees for office spa ce and work- 18. Under date of June 4 a bulletin
ing facilities in the' Temple area. was issued for the permanent recThe caretaker's cottage at 112 Lin· ords of the local Assemblies on the
den Avenue is to be made avaliable snbject of the "Reception and enrollfor Committee officers and meetings ment of Orientals."
as soon as Mr. Stewart can move his 19. Babi.'i greeting was sent to, the
family into new quarters being pro- International Esperanto -Congress at
vided across Linden Avenue. By Con- Berne, Switzerland, and to the Navention time, 1948, more Ol" less tional Congress of the Esperanto Aspermanent facilities will have been sociation of North America.
arranged fnr the European Teaching, 20. The steps to be taken for the
Inter-America Teaching, National formation of a National Spiritual AsTeaching and Public Relations C<>m- sembly of the BahA'is of Canada have
mittees and the various offices of the been studied and outlined, and preN.S.A. This step reflects the great in- liminary actions taken. The Province
crease in the work during recent elections to be held' February 1, 1918
will choose nineteen delegates to repyears.
14. The N.S.A. has set up a number resent the believers of Canada at the
of temporary special Committees of First Annual Canvention.
its own body to make study and 21. A statement on the BaM', teachrecommendations on various mat- ings concerning the status of WOlDen
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was submitted to United Nations religious holidays are determined
Comm,ission on the Status ot Women locally, though in some states there
in August. The text of this statement are set regulations applying to all
was published in World Order Mag- public schools in the state.
azine for October.
28. The smaller Assemblies have
22. Through the kindness of Mrs. been been advised to request aid of
J. C. Davenport the Assembly has the Regional Teaching Committees
received a framed picture of the . for the further development of their
Parliament of Religions held at Chi- teaching work.
cago in 1893, and a copy of the two- 29. The Guardian has given his convolume record of the proceedings sent to the use of his letter to the
of the Parliament at which the Baha'I United Nations Special Committee on
Faith was mentioned publicly for the Palestine for publicity purposes, and
first time in America. The picture the text of his general statement on
has been photographed and prints the Faith accompanying that letter
sent to the Guardian.
has been published in World Order.
22. On receipt of two renderings cd Its publication in pamphlet form was
details ot the modified Temple in- ordered.
terior design whlch had been pre30. An experienced believer, Mrs.
pared under Mr. Allen·B. McDaniel's
Cynthia Olson, was requested to presupervision for publicity purposes,
pare a questionnaire which could be
action was taken to have reproducsent to evei-y American believer in
tions made and inserted in Baha'i
order to provide the NSA with data
News 10r every believer.
about the kinds of training, experi·
24. The BahIi'i Declaration ot Human ence and talents and capacities
Obligations and· Rights submitted to
available in the community.
United Nations in February having
been ratified and endorsed by all 31. The Radio Committee has been
other existing National Spiritual As- authorized to prepare a brochure
sem.blies, a new edition has been pre- for the information of Assemblies,
pared through the Public Relations groups and isolated believers.
Committees with a note of such rati- 32. At the urgent request of the NSA
fication. As' far as is known this of Persia, representations have been
makes the declaration the first pub- made to the State Department and to
lic intema tional BaM 'f document. the American Ambassador in +ihran,
The constitution and by-laws of the appealing for their assistance to proNational Spiritual Assembly and the tect the grave of Keith Ransom-Kehby-laws ot a local Assembly were ler in I~fahan, the Persian civil authe first documents of an interna- thorities having adopted plans for
tional character to be prepared and constructing a new bridge which if
carried out would rna a highroad di·
adopted by BahIi'ls.
From the records it would appear rectly through the site of the
that the first internatioruu document memorial.
to emanate from the members of the 33. A firm of certified accountants
Baba'; community was the constitu- have examined the NSA financial
tion and by-laws of the National Spir- records and assisted the treasurer's
itual Assembly, since adopted by the office in setting up a new and better
other NSA's; and the by-laW!! of a system of accounts.
local Assembly have also become a 34. A committee has been appointed
world document. The Baha'I Declar- to recommend a form of placque to
ation appears to be the first interna- be placed in Temple Foundation comtional document of the community memorating the Master's visit to the
site on May I, 1912.
directed to a public agency.
25. The Temple Program Committee 35. The European Teaching Commithas been authorized to conduct a tee has taken new offices at 37 Quai
weekly Children's Hour on Sunday Wilson, Geneva, in the Geneva International Center, considered to be
afternoon.
26. The resolutions and suggestions an ideal location.
made at the 1947 Convention, and 37. An NSA representative was apa record ot the NSA actions taken pointed to supervise the enrollment
after consulting on them, have been of a group of American Indians who
published in Bah!i'i News.
had been attracted and· taught by
27. An NSA representative called at Mrs~ Stevison on their reservation
the U.S. Office of Education in near. Omaba. These new friends not
Washington and reported that from only signed the enrollment cards
information received it appears that but sent a joint letter to the Guardian
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Retirement of Inactive

Members
Whenever a local Assembly or
Regional Teaching Committee
finds that a' believer seems
completely inactive and gives
no indication of interest, the National Assembly wishes the Assembly or R.T.C. to make a
final effort, in writing or by
personal visit, to ascertain
what attitude the believer himself has toward the Cause. The
spiritual obligation for the administrative body is to give the
member full opportunity to
state hls own case.
If the person then declares
lack of faith and interest, the
case is reported to the National
Assembly for action. If the person makes rm response whatever to a letter or request for
consultation, this also is reported to the N.S.A. with a
record of the case.
No Assembly or Regional
Teaching Committee should remove a name from the membership list without authorization from the N.S.A.
asserting their faith. Th~ importance
of this teaching work is made plain
by the Master in the Tablets of thEi
Divine Plan.
38. A number of statements of policy
have been adopted for publication in
Bahati News: that marriage services
will not be conducted at the National
Office; that in the consolidation of
the Baha'i community this year c0ordinated· campaigns will be conducted, combining' public meetings,
circuits, fireside meetings, radio
broadcasts and other teaching aids;
on election of officers by local Assemblies; that a local Assembly
should not incur an obligation of
political activity or economic liability involved by joining community.
projects aiming at legislative enactments; on local Bahi'i endowments;
that the NSA does not aprove the
holding of dinners or other entertainments for. the purpose of raising
funds from non-Baha'is; that a Baha'i
youth of less than twenty-one years
of age is not qualified to serve as
group correspondent (group secretary) as this is an administrative
post.
NATlmu.. SPmrru... AssIaMm.....

I
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Baha'i Public Relations
The Faith reaped good coverage
last month on the pages of the nations
press. Biggest Baha'i news: To all
newspapers usi~g AP's Wide" World
service went a four-picture spread
uThe Temple of World Religion," including both interior and exterior
views. Already has appeared in suCh
major papers as the Cleveland "Plain
u
Dealer
(in Sunday rotogravure,
427,077 readers), the SI. Louis "Glob.,;.
Democrat" (across top of page two,
344,914), and the Toledo "Blade"·
(featured in ··Peach" section, poPttlar news-photo supplement, 174,789).

·on

American ploneers- with HaM'I"friends in Sweden. L. \0 R. pja.\ .1obnsOll, Alice
Bea.trice AsbtoD~ AluJrew B. Croon, Lennart 8erenius~ Eric
BIompen, .Jes:ude Anderson. SJ..gvard HakoD5SOll.
Dudley, Ake N orcren.

New European Believers
It is with heartfelt gratitude that
the European Teaching Committee
announces six more declared believers since the .last is~e at Bahli'!
News, making 33 now in all of the
European goal countries. The new
members of the world-wide Baha',
community -are:
Copenhagen:
Miss May Marit Vestby, Mr. Palle
Benemann Bischoff
Rome:
Signor and Signora Fernando Morosl, Signorina Elisabeta Cofman,
Signora Marianna Del Buono-VedGiisperini.
Already the j ()yo and bounty 01 being a part of an ever-widening Baba'i
c()mmunity has been experienced by
one of the nevi' Danish believers in
his recent visit to Stockholm. The
Correspondent of the Stockholm
group'reporting on their celebration
of the Feast of Questions on December 12, writes: "PalIe Bischoff, visitor from Copenhagen and a recent
Baha'i, made the occasion a very
happy one. Palle expressed his joy
in becoming a Bahio'l and to be able
to visit Bahit'is in other communities
in his travels."
This issue also· announces the opening of the last of theE.T.C. goal
countries. Valeria Nichols is already
at this post and will be reinforced
in·January .byLouise Baker.
The valiant pioneers are being
greatly. assisted by the invaluable

Other publicity developments: R~
lea se on Tern pIe interior construction has now reached an audience
across the country in more than 50
newspapers and magazines. Clii>pings from assembly-cities include:
Chicago, Wilmette Evanston, NeWYork City, Glendale, Calif.; Milw-auk:ee. Wis., Alhambra and Los Angeles,
Calif; Racine, Wis.; West Chester,
Pa.; Elmhurst, Ill.; Brattleboro, VI.; .
Buffalo, N. Y. If your city is not
listed, write PR for a discussion of
your problem. Coming up: (1) A revised booklet on how to do Balli" .
publicity is scheduled for a late J annary relea·se. (2) NeW' 'cOpy for ·national ad campaign will appear in
February 17 "World Report." Because of growing demand for local
ad tie-in, mats and cards will again
be made available this month at
cost. Assemblies and groups will be
notified. (3) Annual pres. book fOr
the Guardian is now in preparation.
(So that Shoghi Effendi and the NSA
may have a complete· story on the
proclamation of the Faith, all Bahll'i.
ne requested to please send clipping.
and references about the Faith to
PR as soon as possible after publication.) Notes oj interest: From the
"National Geographic" last month
came an interesting reference to the
Faith. Wrote Dr. Nelson Glueck,
president of Cincinnati's Hebrew
Union college, H • • • exquisite Baha'I
gardens in Haifa." Also of note: U A
World Religion?" by Dane Rudhyu
in January's IIHoroscope" magazine.

services of Marion Little and Henry
Jarvis who are serving, so effectively. as itinerant pioneers. Marion
has been recently in Luxe~bourg,
Amsterdam and B,:,"ssel~ whIle Hen··rr has be~n ~evotmg his efforts to
the. ScandinavIan ~r~~ps .. However t
he .S, at present, v.s.ting In Amsterdam.
The Committee is very grateful,
indeed, to report the forthcoming
visit to all 01 our pioneer posts of
Dorothy Baker, who leaves by plane
from New York on January 12. Publie meetings, special Firesides and
social occasions, as well as openings
in Universities are being arranged
for her by the pioneers and the C()mmittee feels confident that the results
from this strenuous undertaking by
Mrs. Baker will be very rich, indeed.
Translations and publications in
the nine different languages involved
present one of the major tasks in
the European teaching work but encouraging progress is being made
in these undertakings. "Baha'u'Jlilh
and the New Era" already ·exists
in all of the different tongues. Soon
the "Will and Testament" "Dispensalion," the special introductory
pamphlet and the new "Baha'i ComAt this time wben the European
munity" will be completed in every
laI\guage. In most of the Centers, teaching project is entering into real"
selections of the Prayers and "Hid- ly a new phase, the Committee wish-.
den Words" have been brought out in e. to voice its very deep admiration
an attractive mimeographed form and humble appreciation of the tirepending the printing of these in less, selfless and devoted efforts of
its valiant and dedicated pioneers.
larger volumes.
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Aasemblies Contributing to
Fund, November 1947
Alabama. - BIrmingham. AJaska - An·
chorage. Arfsoua-Phoenix. Ark·Dsn
Little Rock. CaIlfonJia.-Alhambra; Berk·
·eley; Beverly Hills; Burbank; Burling.
ame; Carmel; Cloverdale Twp.; Glendale; Inglewood; Los Angeles; Monrovia; Oakland; Pasadena; Sacramento;
San Francisco; San Diedo; Santa Barbara; San Mateo.
"Ca;aa.da.-Edmonton Vancouver; Winnipeg; Moncton; Halifax; Hamilton; Toronto; St. Lambert; Scarboro; Vernon.
ColM'ado - Colorado Springs; Denver.
CIIIIII.eC'UcId - New Haven. DelawareWfimlngton. DIsIIicI 01 Celumbla-Wash·
Ington. Florida - Jaoksonville; Miami;
St. Augustine. Hawaii-Honolulu; Maul.
Georcia-Augusta. Idaho-Boise.
DHn"~cago; Danville; EJ.mlmrst;
Evanston; Oak Park; Peoria; Spring.
fteld; Urbana; Wilmette; Champaign;

LImestone Twp. _na - Fort Wayne;

IndIanapolls; South Bend. lowa-Cedar
Rapids. JUmsas - Topeka. KenluokyLouisville. LoaIsIaJIa. - New Orleans.
BaIDe - Eliot. Marylaad - Baltimore
-·-Musetta-Beverly; Boston; Springa.eJd; Worcester.
.
Mlehlpa-Ano Arhor; Detroit; Flint;
Grand Rapids: Lansing; Muskegon:
Rooeville. _ _ - Duluth; Minneapolis; St. PauL M111S011ri - Independ·
ence; Kansas City; St. Louis. MontaaaButte; Helena. Nebrafaka.-Omaba. Nevada - Reno. New IIampsbire - Portsmouth. New Seney-Dumont; MontcIa1r;
Red Bank; Teaneck.
N_ HeDc.-Albuquerque; North Al·
buquerque. N_ York - Binghamton;
Buffalo; Jamestown; New York; Roches.
ter; Yonkers.' Nortll CU'OIfDa. - Greens·
boro. Norih Dakota-Fargo. Obio--C1n.
cinnati; Cleveland; Columbus; Dayton;
Lima. Oklahoma--Oklabom a City. Orepo>-Portland. P_lvanla--Philadei·
pbia; Pittsburgh; Scranttm; West Ches-

ter.

llIKMle IsIaDd-Providenee. South J)a...
ltOta--Sioux Falls. Tennessee-Memphis;

Nashville. Tesao-Houston. Utah-Sait
Lake City. Verm.om-Brattleboro. VIrliDIa--Alexandria; Arlington. Wasl>in8_ _Richmond
Highlands;
Monroe;
Seattle: Spokane; Tacoma. West Vir~rleston. WIsccms1n--Kenosha;
Madison; Mllwaukee; Racine; Wauwatosa. Wyom!D&"-Laramie.
Number of Assemblies contributing 13Q
Number of Individuals contributing 128
Groups contributing
6i

BaIIJ,'( Ad4reaes

National OffIce:
536 Sheridan Rood, Wllmette.
Illinois.
Treasurer's 01fice:

110 LInden Avenue, WDmette.
IllinOis.
_ ' J Publishing Committee:
110 LInden Avenue, Wlim-'
DlIno!s.
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lOOl W. Genesee St.
T enslnL Wch.
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RNANCIAL BUDGET 1947-1948
For Economy in Distribution News as a link which connects the
. believer with the Bahio'i activities of
of Baha'i Newa
the world community; a link which
Each year the local AsSemblies in
reporting their annual election give
the number of copies of BaM.'! News
needed for the community. To make
for due and justifiable economy, the
Assemblies are requested tn make a
survey aOO advise the NSA of the
number now nee<!ed, as in many
cases where there are two or more
believers in a family, one copy
might suffice. If the present supply
is the minimum whicb can serve, the
Assembly nee<! submit no report.
The aim should be to give thoughful
consideration to whatever economies
can be effected without decreasing
the capacity of the community to
serve.
Moreover, the Assembly is expected to make every possible effort to
wstribute Baha'i News tn the entire
membership aOO not confine distribution tn those who attend the next
Nineteen Day Feast: Regard the

becomes all the more important
when illness or other condltinn produces infrequent Incal attendance.
If necessary, mail the copies. A minimum of one per family is desired.

Enrollment,
Albuquerque, N .M.., l; Detroit. MleIl., .
1; Sioux Falls.. S.D., 1; Boise. Idaho, 2:
Los Angeles. Calif., 1; Spokane, Wash.,
3; Kansas City, Mo., 2; New York Cit:r.
3; Roehester, N.Y.~ 1; Dayton. Oblo. I:
Indianapolis, Ind.. l; Wauwatosa, W....
2; Colorado SprJngs. Colo.. 1; San Diego,
Call., 2; Chicago, m.. 2: Yonkers, N.Y~.
1; Lima, Ohio 1; Washington. D.C., 1;
Sierra Madre,. CaJif.~ 1;' Rockville. Ind.,
1; Manchester. la.. 1; WaterloO, la.. 1:
Spokane (rural) Wash.. 2; Phoenix,

Ariz. (outllide) 1: Green Meadows.. Md..
2; MarysviDe, Wash., 2; Harrilon, ArIt.,
3; Newport. News. Va •• 1 Brewer. Me., 8:
So. Brewer. Me.. 1; Berwyn, m.. 2; St.
Charles, m.. 1~ Quincy, m., 1: Kirkland.
Wash., 1; Wyandotte. Mich., 1; Halifax.
N.S., Can .• 1~ Montreal P.Q., Can.• 1:
Honolulu, HawaU. I. Total 55 and 8 youth.
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Representation at Publie
Conferences and Conventions
The National Assembly has come
to realize that in certain cases it
might be desirable to have BaM'i
representation at public conferences
and conventions sponsored by a nonBaha'i body which fosters principles
conforming to Baha'i teachings and
has a non-political and noneradical
character. Steps have therefore been
taken to provide fer action covering

representation at such conferences
in various parts of the country.
In future, when the National Assembly is informed that a non-Baha'i
conference is to be held, authority
exists to request a local Assembly or
Bome well qualified individual.Baha'i
to represent the NSA by attendanr.e
and participation. This attendance
and participation, however, is not to
be considered as affiliation with the
organization nor does it commit the
BaM'! community to any specific
program or policy adopted at the conference.
The purpose of. BaM'! representation. would be in part to provide an
observer to report on the proceedings, to make contacts, to explain
the Baha'! teaching and attitude, to
correct any erroneous and mislead- .
ing references to the Faith, and to
make recommendations to the NSA
on future participation.

Opportunity for Education
in Foreign Lands
The NSA has been informed that
under the terms of the Fulbright
Scholarship Act of Congress, certain
funds are set aside for subsidizing
American students for education in a
number of countries including Italy,
. Netherlands, Belgium, and Denmark.
Grants are made under specified

c'onditions; for example, preference
will be given to veterans of the armed
forces. The first group of students
may go abroad at the start of the
1948-1949 school year.
For definite information, apply to
DePartment of State, Attention: Division of International' ~Exchange of
Persons, Washington 25, D.C. If there

are American believers who can
qualify, the Fulbright Scholarship
Act will assist them to serve the
Faith in another country under very
fa vora ble circumstances.

1948

Pioneer
(Cont'd from last month)

"Australia. Perth, July 1924
The ocean trip from Hongkong to Melbourne. twenty-three days, not
very good, was ill and the weather was very stormy . . . All troubles
were left on the ship and the most wonderful welcome awaited me ui
Australia--can never express it. Dozens of bouquets of beautiful
flowers and fruits ·and gifts and the Melbourne Baha'is entertained me
as if-well as if I were like the Dunns. New souls in Perth invited me
west and sent the money for my carfare! I came from Melbourne to
Perth, five day railway trip as soon as I had rested two days in Melbourne and met the_ friends. Mr. and Mrs. Durm are in Perth . . .
Such a welcome! It is heaven, My room filled with the most exquisite bouquets, fifteen friends brought them, a bottle of perfume,
an exquisite rosary necklace . . . I have the parlor in a beautiful
borne. Reporters came, friends came. At night Clara Dtuln massaged
my back and they do everything for my health. Such wonderful souls
in Australia. It seems like a mira cle all Mr. and Mrs. Dunn have
accomplished. No need to ask what kind of teachers they aTe ... one
only needs to look at their confirmed radiant Baha'i children ... The
days are filled to the brim, speaking, writing, it is one big intensive
campaign just as in America .. Isn't it heaven to be able to serve
the Cause of GOd!
On board ship to South Africa. Nov. 1924.
One has much time to think on board this ship .. After a cracker
would stay on my stomach I bolstered up my pillows and read four
books on South Africa . . . I am loaning Baha'i books' arou~d. The
Bishop and the hypnotist are such strong reincarnationists .. '. I have
looked over their books and I have a splendid compilation on the
Baha'i viewpoint of reincarnation, we have spent hours discussing it,
it has taught me a lot. I do not believe in arguing or criticiSing, but
it Is very important for every Baha'i teacher to know his subject'
·WELL ...
Sometimes 1 am sad that I do not pray more and study more (I get
so busy), and am ashamed of the mistakes I am always making, but
today I feel wonderfully happy. It is so glorious that a Manifestation
has come with the WORD that is going to bring the Most Great Peace
and a new divine civilization . . . I couldn't imagine a happier life
than being a disciple in this Day of God . . . The confirmations pour
d~,., the" doors open and the souls of the. whole world are ready!
South· Africa.
I arrived in Capetown on the eighth of December and remained
there in the same house with Fanny Knoblock until the tenth of January . . . I gave over thirty lectures, four were broadcast . . . 'lltere·
is a wonderful spirit in Capetown.
Reached Johannesburg, in ,the Transvaal, on the twelfth of January.
This is the center of South Africa. Every door opened. . . have
spoken twice a day, sometimes three times ". . . The newspapers al..
ways give good write ups.. Four have been broadcast. A bare recital
of lectures does not give you much idea of the beautiful souls touched,
but Baha'u'llBh and 'Abdu'l-Bahil did everything and it was a constant
astonishment to see how wonderfully it all worked out-people seemed
just waiting to hear t Each day letters come from the iilisteners_in u
after the lecture broadcasts. One has just come now thanking me in
the name of the HVoortrekkers" (farmers) of South Mrica . . . The
altitude in Johannesburg was so high, it was so diflicult to breathe
that after a lecture I used to sit for two hours, too tired to move. I
thought I was passing out one night and I prayed' lei live till I took
the Baha'i Message to every country.
Durban. Shall I tell you the bitter with the sweet? Some one wrote
an awful article against the Baha'! Cause, just as I arrived. It came
out in the leading paper. It made me sick. But I decided to ignore it,
not to mention it for maybe'not everybody read it. You see it really
did not make any dill'erence, for all the press are my friends and
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Durban has opened every door! . . • Also a man wrote the American
Consul and enclosed a letter urging me. to speak in his home. I went
the first evening. The man is insane. There were nine fine people in
his house and the nine were much interested, so good came of it . • . I
do not allow myself to be afraid of anyone.
I leave here on the sixth of February. The boat stops nineteen
places. I shall reach Port Said, stop over one boat, and then go to
Haifa.
Going up the Red Sea towards Port Said. March 1925
nus wonderful and very hot voyage up the East Coast of Africa is
drawing to a close. It has been possible to give the Message in several
cities where it has never been heard before. It has !reen such a great
opportunity in every way. There are six hundred people on this ship
now . . . Although I am in the third class, fifteen people in the first
class, (all important people including the wife of the chief justice of
South Africa) have caned on me and invited me to the first classtoday five came over to hear about the Baha'! Faith . . . It has been
arranged that I am to speak tomorrow afternoon, on the deck to both
the first and third class passengers - it took courage to ask the
Caplain to lecture to his first class people, but he was lovely and
arranged it immediately • . . In Zanzibar I took the booklets to the
Sultan of Zanzibar and also to Sir Aga Khan, a descendant of Mo·
hammed ... I have been very busy in the different ports and the days
between were few. I have studied Esperanto and made considerable
progress.
Ten years ago this month I moved heaven and. earth and could not
get from Port Said to Haifa.' Now 'Abdu'I.Baha, my mothe,. and
father, have passed to the Kingdom of Light, and I, a pilgrim, feel I
am going "home" in going there. It will be so sweet to see the Greatest
Holy Leaf and the Holy Family and so glorious to confer with Shoghi
Effendi. It will be joy and health and inspiration for the years slill
ahead.
England. London 1926.
. It has ra:ined every day since I came to London and always we
carry the umbrella. I was amused when Claudia Coles assured mC'
this is London's dry season. I wonder what the other seasons can be,
but I liked London immensely. When the English get these teachings
they will take them to China and other lands with the same calibre,
stick·to-it·iveness and efficency with which they have taken Christian~
ity.H
-To be Continued-
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Paria

As many of the friends who have
been Bahil'is for some time .wilI
remember, the Paris community 11
belived to be the oldest BaM'; grO\lll
on the continent of Europe. It was es. tablished over fifly years ago and
has functioned uninterruptedly ever
since. Despile the facl that the group
has lost several members through
bombing, depOrtation, and privations
the meetiilgs were never interrupted
even thrO\~gh the perilous days of the
invasion. The Guardian has written·
to them praising their steadfastness.
Literature published in France on
the Faith has been placed by the
Paris friends in State and Municipal
.Libraries and in Unillersities. It
has also been sent to hundreds of
people who are considered leaders .in
thonght and welfare.
With regard to the teaching plan
which the Guardian gave them in a
leiter dated February 25th, the Paris
friend·s have already succeeded in
enrolling new believers in Lyons and
they feel that it is probable 'that the
Lyons. assembly will be re-established there by the coming April.
In referring to the publicatiOn of
French Baha'i literature,. I stated
'that they were beginning new publications of the Guardian'. letters .
In stating this, it was not my inlen·
tionlo convey the idea that" these
were the first publications. Those of
us who have seen previous publications of French Baha'i literature
have realized the efforts of the Paris
friends in this' regard. The pioneers
who are 'in countries where French
is spoken have been greatly indebted
to the Paris friends for the tremendous strides that have been m;ade in
translation and publications of
Baha'i literature in that language.
In completing this brief survey \If
the work of the Paris Baha'is, I
should like to say that many of the·
American Baha'is who have done
outstanding work for the- Faith in
this country were confirmed in Paris
-Mildred Mo!tahedeh

Error in Baha'i Pampblet
The believers are requested to note

that there is a typographical error in
the recently issued pamphlet "The
Baha'I Community." A line has been
omilted on page 58. Under "Electton
of Convention Delegates, U
after

"wishes to stress the" the following
words should be added: "importance
of reminding the believers that. they

.& display of Bahi 'j publications In Braille prepared·bY our BAha'i SeJ"Vice for the BJind~

should" make every".

,

-
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"We Do Forget Facts .•."
Have you decided to prepare yourself for more effective participation
in the Seven Year Plao? Let the history and teachings of your own Faith
be your first objective. Do you know
them thoroughly? Are there blank
spots in your knowledge?
Although the 10-1esson study course
ts only "An Introduction to the BahO.'!
Teaching." (15c) , the questions in
this and other general courses will
help you, to diagnose your own knowledge, find its weak points and so
decide your first study project. Get
out that old "Baha'I Study Course"
(SOc) of 36 lessons and use its questions to test yourself on a more inclusive and detailed basis. Try the
true-false te~ts and the multiplechoice tests following the "Study Outline On the Dispensation of BahD'u'llBh." (15c). It's fun and you
needn't divulge your IImark"-to anyone. We almost invariably give
''Bahi'u'llih and the New Era," our
textbook of the Faith, to any inquirer interested enough to read
more than a pamphlet. But do you
know all the information that is in
it? Look through the "c..urse
of Study' Based on BahD'u'llDh and
the New Era" (25c) and find out.
Perhaps you studied "Fundamentals
of Bah8 'I Membership" (2Oc) before
,coming aBaba 'I, but we do forget
facts, though we may grow in understanding. This outline will test your
knowledge of Baha'i Administration
as none of the above courses will.
These general outlines are designed for classes of inquirers or
new believers and you may think. it
a waste of time to use them merely'
to measure your knowledge. We challeuge you, however, to do as suggested without looking up many,
many references to verify or add to
your store of information.
U you find yourself hazy about the
various aspects of administration,
"An Aid to the Study of the Administrative Order of the Faith of Baba'u'llBh" (15c) brings together many
sources and ahows the relationship
of each detail to the whole.
U hiatory is your weak spot, "God
Passes By" with its study outline
{lOcI is the answer. It "combines
and correIa tes exposition of the
Teachings, summary of the histori. ,. cal~'o presentation of the PerIODS of the Rib, Baha'u'llBh and
'Abelu'l-Baha in their spiritual significance, and' statements on their
principle Tablets and Works."

"Essential Verities of the BahlI'l
FaithH (3Se) brings additional referen";'s to the Baha'i Principles-still
our most ready bridge to the public
--and familiarizes us with 'Abdu'lBaba's matchless technique in al>"
proaching the American public of
35 years ago.
Since world events demand increased understanding of the Guardian's letters, UStudy Outlines and
Aids for World Order Letters of
ShoghiEffendi" (SOc) will be found
especialJy helpful to Baha'I students.
They simplify and clarify the mass
of timely information and interpretation contained in the letters as well
as making suggestions for the most
effective use of the outline. Another
approach to the same source material is made in "The World Order
of Bahll'u'nah - A Study Outline"
(100) which follows six major themes
through all of the Guardian's letters published under thiS title.
The basic spiritual truths of our
Faith can be mastered with the aid'
of study ouUines for "The Dispensation of Bahil'u'llDh" (15c) and ''The
Kitilb-i-1qlm" (2Oc). The first emphasizes primarily the spiritual station of the Bab, of BaM'u'llab, and
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, and the authority
and goal of the Baba'i administrative
order. The second reveals this preeminent book of Baha 'u'UDh as the
key to progressive revelation and the
study of comparative religion.

Suggested Daily Readlu8'l
February
In connection with the readings outlined for February we
suggest that each one read
again the letter from the National Spiritual Assembly to the
Baha'i Community on page one
of the November issue of BaM'!
News, The letter says in part:
liThe mystery which interpenetrates the institutions and organic gatherings of the Baha'i
Community is profound.... We
may attain glimpses of this
mystery by pondering those
Tablets the Master revealed
over a long period to the American Assemblies. . . . Many of
these Tablets were gathered' together in chapter nine of BaM"
W."./d Faith." This is why the
readings this month are taken
from chapter nine of Balui'!
W.".1d Faith.
Feb. 1, .............. 400-401
Feb. 2........... ... 401-402
Feb. 3 " ...•..••••••. 4OMOfo
Feb. 4 ............... 404-406
Feb. 5 .......... ' ..• (()6.408
Feb. 6 ............... 408-409
Feb. 7, 8 ............ ~2 .
Feb. 9 ..............• 412-41,
Feb. 10, 11, 12 ......•. 414-419
Feb. 13, 14 ..•..•...... 419-423
Feb. 15,16, 17, 18 •..•. 423-429
Feb. 19,3), 22, 23, 24 .. 429-4311
Feb. 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29 ........ 438-449

Although the general courses first

referred to were intended for grouP
study, most of the study aids can
be adapted to individual,o or group
study or used as classified references. They ahould be found in every
Baha'I library - community or
personal.

Louhelen ,Bahi'i Summer
School SeuiolU

Junior Youth Session
June 28-July 9, incl.
First General Adult Session
July ll-July 23, ineL
Second Adult SeSSion
Next month we will ahare with
July 25-July 30, !neL
you some atudy suggestions that ThIrd Adult Session
Aug. I·Aug. 13, incl.
have been found helpful. In the meaoYouth Session
lime, let's begin to ~ system-, Senior
Aug. 15-Aug, 2'l, incl.
atically and regularly. If you are not Young Adult Session
thoroughly acquaioted with "The AdAug. 29-Sept. 4, 100.
vent of Divine Justice," read it over Loubelen Homecoming
Sept. 5, 6.
again ("Study OUtline and Aids for
Tbe various topics tor these lessioDa
the Advent of Divine Justice," 350)
wID be under the following general
that the vision of the world-embrac:- heads:
History aDd Fundamental belIeflI of !be
ing campaign in which you have enlisted may keep you steadfast in Baha'I Faith; personal lite aDd understaDdlng of the Faith; social leaclUng.,
your purpose. Incidentally, it c0n- of
the Faith; related baekground, of the
tains excellent teaching sucgestIaDa Faith: teachiDg the Faith.
and methods.
DetaRs, teaohlDg and rates will be published later. Make PlaDS DOW for at·
-Study Aids Co\DIDittee
tending one or more of these aesafoDl.
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The Home Front

Mrs. DOrGthy Baker who leaves from
New York on January l:tth, to visit aD
of Ole European pioneer posts.

World Youth Day
If you have not seen fue December

issue of fue Baha'i Youtil Bulletin,
may we call it to your attention?
It is most appealing and indicates
a greafsurge of interest and activity
from our youfu. We quote from page

one:
"World Youth Day will be February 15, 1948. That is fue fuird Sunday of February. The international
fueme will be, "You fu Challenging
the old World Order." Here is what
to do: Hold large public meetings,
and have the youth of your community assume full responsibility.
Use representatives of minority
gi-oups as -Ushers, hosts or hostesses
whenever possible. Use Baha'i Centers and co-operate wifu and enlist
fue support of your local and national assemblies. Have a forum, and
if the group is small, plan a fireside. Then invite other groups whose
ideals coincide. Have artisitic members prepare posters advertising
your event. Then notifY your local
newspapers and use the radio. Take
pictures. Note: Air Mail a report
with pictures to the editor of the
Youth Bulletin. Dlustrate it appropria tely. We will publish a special
edition and air mail copies to all
countries participating. Address all
correspondence and reports to: National Baha'i Youth Committee, 1017
First Wisconsin National Bank Bldg.,
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin, U.S.A. Plan

Your PTOgTam Now!

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. On Sunday evening November 9th, 1947, Mr.
Lawrence Hautz of the Milwaukee
Baha'i Assembly was a guest speaker at an organization of young people at Hennepin A venue Methodist
Church in our city. This organization "The University of Life" is the
oldest Interdenominational - Sunday
Church program in ,the United
States. Its registration to date has
reached nearly 700 members.
'Mr. Hautz spoke before the class
of "Why Different Religions." This
group consists of a membership of
eighty students ranging from 18 to
35 years of age. Each Sunday they
spend becoming better acquainted
with other religions and denominations. Mr. Hautz'- lecture before this
group was very interesting and well
received by the students, as was
shown by the great interest in the
his lecture. The fact is that they
kept him so late answering their
questions that the group finally
had t<> be asked to leave the church,
and it was interesting to note that
fuey kept him answering-their questions all the way up the stairs and
out of the church.
We feel that '!his lecture by - Mr.
Hautz before this young student
group is one of the outstanding
Bah .. 'i events which has taken place
in our city in a long period of time.
The interest of !his group is further
indicated by fue fact that fuey have
made another request for a Baha'i
speaker for their February meeting.
BREWER, MAINE. Practically isolated from BahaJi teachers or contacts, a believer here, herself a

BahiL 'j only a little more than a
year, has taught a class from seven
to ten people for a year with the
resulting enrollment of four.
FLINT, MICH. The International
Institute of Flint was host to twenty
Baba'i youth and friends, Dec. 7th,
for a discussion on "Public Speaking
Techniques" led by Paul Pettit. Sample talks were given for critical
analysis. Highlight was the talk
given by a colored non-Bahil'i boy
on racial oneness. Plans were crystallized for the next meeting Dec. 28th
during winter session at Louhelen
School.
The night before, 35 young people
enj oyed a fellowship evening of
games, music, and dancing in a
BahaJi home. By their own inquiry,
a group formed upstairs around the
fireplace to learn about the Baha'l
tea ching on marriage and other
specific subjects. Two out of town
Bana'i girls, overnight guests of a
member of the community, attracted
the hostess's disinterested son so
much that he inquired about local
youth meetings and Louhelen Winter
Session to study. News items appeared in two local papers and the
adult Baha'is cooperated splendidiy
with rooms and meals.
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA. Needless
to say, _November was a very busy
month for the Anchorage Baha'is.
In addition to the regular radio broadcasts and newspaper publicity and
public meetings, the Special Anniversaries were observed as follows:
Sun., Nov. 23rd-International Baha'i Youth Day, in the Music Room
of the Anchorage Hotel. Verne Stout

HaraIdoDe Lodge at Ashev.Ule, N.C. Is scene of this Inter-regional
on Labor Day weekfmd.
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showed the 35 mm. slides of the Temple and Capt. S: A. Pelle gave a short
Bahi.'i News is published by the-'
National Spintual Assembly of the
inspiring talk to the Youth.
Saha ~is of the United states and
Wed., Nov. 12th - Bah§.'u'llilh's
Cana.da as the official uews-letter
Birthday, in the Music Room of the
of the Baha'i CommDDlty. The first
issue appeared in December, 19%4.
Anchorage Hotel. Capt. S. A. Pelle
Bab'~i News is edited for the Natalked on the Bah,;'i Teachings, and
Ilona! Spiritual Assembly by lis
Betty- Becker on Baha'u'Uah. There
Bah.8.~i News Editorial Committee:
were 25 present and the guests inMrs. Roberta Christian. cbairman.
cluded a Negro soldier and two EsMrs. . Bertha Hyde Kirkpatr.lck,
Mr. Gordon A. Fraser. Editorial
kimo ladies.
office: Mrs. Roberta Christian.
Wed., Nov. 26th-Day of the Cove1001 West Genesee St., L~.
nant, in the Music Room of the AnMich.
Please report changes of address
chorage Hotel. Evelyn Huffman was
to whicb Baha."i News is to be
chairman for the evenm.g. and Verne
sent and other matters perta.ining
Stout spoke on the Bah!>'i Faith, and
to its distribution 100 the Bah"i NaFrances Wells on 'Abdu'l-Baha's vistional Office, 536 Sheridan Road,
it to the United States in 1912."
WIlmette, Dlinois.
Fri., Nov. 28th-Ascension of ~ Abdu'I-Baha was observed at 1:00 a.m.
by six of the believers at the home
of Robbie and Helen Robinson. A
This month of January is of great
recording of 'Abdu~l-Baha's voice was importance to BaM'ls of Latin Amerheard_
ica, and therefore to all of us. Two
As two of the above special meet- congresses followed by two internaings took place on the regular tional school sessions are being held,
Wednesday evening public meeting the one in Mexico City for the Caribnight, they constituted· the public bean area; the other in Santiago,
meetings on those dates. The other Chile, for South American believers.
two regularly scheduled meetings Among .the teachers and lecturers at
Mexico City are Marzieh Gail,
were as follows:
Marcia Steward, Sra. Natalia de
Wed., Nov. 5th--Capt_ S. A_ PeUe, Chavez, Sr. nIescas and Sr. Castro.
"Education in the New Age."
The congresses, like our convention,
Wed_, Nov. 19th-.Janet W. Stout, furnish opportunity for discussion,
"Creating World Unity." (the third suggested plans, getting acquaintin the series of meetings on the ed and uni ling the hearts_ Each one
theme, "World Faith for World Free- closes with a public meeting.
dom_")
The schools give time for intensive
Two new study classes continued study and deepening in the teachin November: Tuesday afternoons ings. Courses include such subjects
and Friday evenings_ The latter will as: Baha'i Bridges to Catholicism,
be a public speaking class as well Rosacrucianism, Masonry 1 etc.; labas a study class in the Baha'i Teach- ora tory practice in phases of Babit'i
. Administration: Prayer as a motive
ings,
power. The range of subjects and
The Bah'; 'is were also instrumen- careful plans for these congresses
tal in two recent meetings of the and schools as well as actual
Friendships Unlimited Club at the achievements makes us ask-are our
USO_ Capt. PeUe showed movies on La tin American friends outstripping
Latin America, and Capt. Fowler
us in North America?
(non-Baha'i) at another meeting
Wonderful news has come from
showed colored slides at India, China,
. Venezuela. Two goal cities seem to
the Near East, and ~ Alcan Highhave their assemblies assured for
way to Alaska.
this year, one in Barquisimeto andone in Maracay. There are also two
newly organized study groups in
Venezuela. Gayle Wooiaon writes
Calendar
that the receptivity of Venezuela is
Feasts:
very great and that the intelligent
Jan. 19--Sultan-Sovereignity
people of almost any city are ready
to organize study groups if they bave
Feb. 7-MuIk-Dominion
help in doing so. The accounts of
N.S.A. Meeting:
radio programs, newspaper articles
with photographs, invitations to adFeb. 13, 14, 15.

Geyserville Summer School
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DATE: June 20 to August 1, inclusive.
UNITY FEAST: July 4. 1948.
SESSION to be divided into three two-

weeks' periods.

COURSES FOR FULL SESSION and to include:
Study of Spiritual Teaching$ at Faith
"God Passes By"
History of Islam
Campara tive Religion
Baha'I Way of Living
Baha'i Administration

ADULT

General Teaching Methods
Inquirers Classes.
CHILDREN'S CLASSES ONLY for _

riod from June 20 to July 1'7.
FOR RESERVATIONS address:
Mr. Alfred Zahl,
.s~

West Grant Place,

San Mateo. Ca1i1ornia.
Further detailed announcements
low_

win

fol-

Latin America
dress clubs and lodges, and great
confinnations of the hearts which
have greeted Gayle on her two and
a half months trip through Venezuela, read like a pioneer's dream
of bliss, but all these are real, every
one. Gayle reports that Miss
Katherine Meyer of Washington, who
joined her in Maracay, is "wonderful" and well adapted to carry on
the work in Venezuela:
Another cause of rejoicing is the
going forth on their first pioneer
journey of Dr. Edris Rice-Wray of
Glenview, IDinois t and Miss Margaret Swengel of Wilmette. They will
sail January 9th from New York for
Puerto Rico, where Edris will serve
as. director of the T.B. Hospital in
Guayama, second largest city of the
island, and Margaret hopes for an
appointment at the University. Both
will live for the time being in the
lovely apartment of Sra. Maria
Teresa Martin. de Lopez, which
serves as the Baha'i center in San
Juan and is within driving distance
of the centers that Edris will serve.
Mrs. Amelie PumpeUy .Bates reports that the Baha'i commwtity in
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, has its own
center and that an enthusiastic group
is studying the Faith.
Sr. Oscar Castro of San Jose, Costa
Rica, bas joined the march of native
teachers. He is helping at the C0ngress and School in Mexico City and
will then begin a three months' project assisting in the development at
the Cause in Nicaragua through direct teaching and through correspoodence teaching.
Sra. Natalia de CluIvez of Honduras has done splendid work in

-
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helping the Community of Guatemala City to grow and reorganize
and· to incorporate the Faith in that
country. She has also established a
group in the goal city in that country. In El Salvador she has helped
continue the work started by Louise
Caswell.
Artemus Lamb reports his first
contact with the Masons. He was invited by the Masons of Osomo, Chile,
to speak at their lodge dinner on the
Saba'i Faith. He writes: HIt was a
most tremendous event, with such
interest as I hsve never witnessed.
In the concluding talk of the chairman he was so moved his hands
were shaking." The Rotary Club
helped in forming a group in Osorno
and in Valdivia. The correspondence
teaching plan is being used successfully in Chile.
In Peru, too, people are learning of
the teachings through correspondence. A high school teacher has interested a group in Oxapampa, while
.another high school teacher writes
that he is "avidly reading" all he
receives a bout the Faith and sharing
with his friends. Others in Colombia
and Ecuador express eagerness to
~ more through correspondence
and literature.
The National Teaching Commi Itee
ot South America has begun its pul>liahing functions with the printing of
three pamphlets at Santiago: "The
Challenging Requirements of the
Present Hour," the revised. edition
of "Will and Testament" and the
guide to administration which will
be published shortly. A little later
"God Passes By" will be published.
Bolivia hss the honor of being the
third country in South America to attain incorporation of the Faith and
Venezuela is the fourth. Applications
are pending in Chile and Peru.
Panama bas the honor of being the
second to attain incorporation in Central America and Guatemala the
third.
-----~-~-

In Memoriam
Mrs. Beulah Storrs Lewis LOI Angeles..
Callf. 11-9-47
Mrs. Wi1helmina Norlander. Kenoma,
I

Wis. 11-6-47

Mr. S. S. Newby, Philadelphia, ll-11H7
Mr. Clifford Thompson. Eagle River,
Wis. Sept.
Mrs. Jessie Fagan, Glendale, Calit. Date
not -reported
Mrs. Daisy V. Roberts, Los Angeles,
CaIl1. 11-4-47 .
Mrs. Ida Buchanan, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Date not reported
Mrs. Alice Cooper, Jackson, Miss.

11-20-47

Mrs. Beatrice Burner. Helena, Mont.

11-24-47
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SaInpie displa.y using the new kits available from the Visual EducaUOD CommtUee.

New Display Kits Ready
The first Kits of display aids we
have prepared for help in setting up
community displays, have been sent
to the Baha'i Sales Committee, 4639
Beacon Street, Chicago, 40, illinois,
through whom they will be sold and
distributed.
These first units are packaged separately, for ~nvenience and· economy of. handling, but we hope you
will use both of them. They are listed
as Community Kit. No.1, and Map
Kit No.1.
Community Kit No. 1 contains the
following items:
1 folding tripod lucite easel 12", inches high
1 folding tripod lucite easel 8 inches
high
3 luci te card holders
3 printed cards, describing literature
and some Baha'i Principles
1 small photo of sample' display show
ing use of all above items
1 instruction sheet for using easels
Map Kit No. 1 has the following
contents:
1 GlObal Map, in color, 24 inches·
square
1 Instruction sheet for mounting Map
on backing board
1 Printed banner to use across the
Map- BAHA'i WORLD FAITH
The price of these two kits, combined, is $8.50, postpaid.
These Kits are intended to furnish
basic display fixtures for arranging
small window, counter and table dis-:

plays. Additional "props," as you
will see by the picture enclosed with
the Kit, are books or pamphlets
either a vaila hIe among the believers
in a community or can be bought
from the Baha'i Publishing Committee, 110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois. The Braille literature may
be purchssed from Mrs. Amedee Gio..
son, BaM', Service for the Blind, 616
North Oxford Avenue, Los Angeles,
4, Calif.
Aithough the picture necessarily
includes the use of books relating
to the types of Baha'i literature described on the printed cards, it is
not suggested ths t all these items
be used in one display.
A variety of attractive small displays may be set up using different
arrangements of books, pamphlets,
and theme texts, you may work out
locally.
,A series of small displays, appearing frequently, are successful promotional aids. They may be planned
around one theme or topic, and tied
in, by choice of literature-and placards, to whatever local press publicity is also being carried out.
We shall welcome your suggestion
regarding additional items for later
Kits. Please send photographs of
displays using these Kit materials,
which may be shared with other
communities, to the Visual Education Committee, Mrs. Marion Longyear, Sec., .456 Bedford Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

~
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Important Publishing
Announcement:
Book and Pamphlet by the
Guardian
Messages to' America, by Shoghi
Effendi-Selected Letters and Cablegrams addressed to the Baha'is ot
North America from 1932 to 1946. 118
pages, bound in fabrikoid.
This work, edited by the NSA,
brings together the Guardian's mpssages as written by his own hand
and covering a decisive epoch of our
Baha'i history. They have until now
been available· only in copies of
Baha'i News, in Annual Reports and
in temporary pamphlet form. Here
we may cherish and study anew
what 'the Guardian has written about
the spiritual life, about certain Baha'I
books, about great international
Baha'i events, t~e setting up and continuity of the first Seven Year Plan
and the inauguration of the Second
Seven Year Plan up to the cable
dated December 3, 1946. Those longer
letters supplied as pamphlets-The
Spiritual Potencies of that Consecrated Spot (December 21, 1939), and A
God-Given Mandate (Jime 15, 1946)
are also here, set in their historical
context. The solemn warnings of
the imminent Second World War, the
ioIe of the American Baha. 'i. community as trustees of the Master's
Divine Plan, the messages to the
Conventions-all are here. For clarity of outlook, firmness of resolution,
depth of understanding - the Guardian's spirit has transforming power.
Price per copy, $2.00
The Faith of BahU'u'lliih - A World
Religion-reprint as pamphlet of the
Guardian's statement. to United Nations Special Committee on Palestine
which appeared in the October number of World Order Magazine. Here
is that summary which presents the
basic principles and teachings in
the form of an important public document and with the fulness of understanding which we most desire to
convey to the leaders of PUblic
opinion, to teach to attracted souls,

and to impress upon the masses of
the people. A local teaching program
of several public talks and a special
mailing campaign could be developed
by any Assembly out of this material. The pamphlet has an attractive
cover and eight pages of text. Sold
in lots of five copies for SOc; in
larger quantities at the rate of IOc
each.
'
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Table of Contents
Baha'u'U€th's. Message and
the Germans
Karl Schueck

Knowledge, Poem
Martha Boutwell Garvin

The Sun Illumines
'Abdu'l-Ba-ha.

Panama, Crossroads of Destiny
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What is the Baha'i Faith or
W. M. Firoozi
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104 Anno Domini and 104 BahB.' 1 Era,

Robert Imagire) left, pioneer to Japan,
met N aoki Yoshino. Tokyo's only Baha'i
youth at a BaQa.'i meet:ing" on- Sept. 28th.
In the picture with Robert is Mr. Inoye,
native Japanese believer.

Editorial
Mabel H. Paine

The Fragrance of Letters
(Concluded)
Ruhlyyih !Q1anum

Highlights of the Newer Testament
A Compilation from the.

Bahd'i Writings
Marion C. Lippitt

With Our Readers
The leading article for February
will be HTrade is One Thing-/ J by
Harold Gail.

Directory
Additions and Changes
Local Spiritual &essembly Secretaries
Anchorage. Alaska
.
Mrs. Frances Wells, Box 45
Augusta. Ga.
Mrs. Wm. H. Rickards, 29 Broad St.
(This is Miss Betty Shook who was
married at Christmas time)
Westchester. Pa.
Mrs. Marian R. Lee, 312 W. Miner St.
New Grou.ps ... .. . .. ..... . ....
District No.9, Baltimore County
Mr. Fred Sudhop, Corres.
519 Anneslie Rd., Baltimore 12, Md.
Sierra' Madre, Calif.
Mrs. Hazel Pennington, Corres.
177 Lowell Ave.
New Correspondents
Santa Monica, Calil.
Mrs_ Mary. Loper. 1303 Third St.
Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. Firuz Kazemzade, 1 Exeter Park
Groups Dissolved
Napa, Calif.
RTe and N aLional Committees
Appointments and withdrawals were
reported by the N.S.A. at it's Dec.
meeting as follows:
RTC Committees
Wash. & Ore.
Mr. Harold Neff-added
National CommiUees
Archives & History
Mr. M_ D. Roach-added
Baha'i Sales
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Niss-added
Youth Aetivities
Mr. ·Robert Lewis-added
Dr. Edris Ric~Wray-unable to serve
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"Deeply Concerned at Critical Stage of Task"
The Guardian's Last Minute Appeal,
I am deeply concerned at critical stage of task confronting North American Teaching Committee, constituting
at this juncture the paramount objective of present Plan. Owing to urgent. overriding importance of Committee's·
responsibility and to swiftly approaching time limit fixed for attainment of the goal of one hundred seventy-five
Assemblies, emergency. measures carefully, promptly devised by national representatives of the community and
wholeheartedly supported by entire mass of the believers of the North American continent, designed to safeguard
the existing Assemblies and rapidly multiply their number, are imperative. The placing of further contract for
Temple, the reinforcement of basis of forthcoming Canadian National Spiritual Assembly, the additional consolidation of the institutions of the Faith in Latin America, the wider proclamation of its message to the masses,
even the multiplication of pioneers in the European field, should be unhesitatingly subordinated to demands of the
one disconcerting aspect of an otherwise successfully conducted Plan. I address this last minute appeal to every
single member of the community, the champion warriors in the army of Baha'u'llilh, which since launching the
Plan formulated by the Center of His Covenant never succumbed to defeat nor was thwarted in its purpose, to arise
resolutely, volunteer instantly to fill the gap in the main defenses of the home front and register total victory ere
the termination of the second year of the Second Seven Year Plan. Fervently praying instantaneous, decisive
response.
(signed) SHOGHI
Cablegram received January 10, 1948.

The Gap in the Main Defenses
Beloved friends:
The Guardian's unprecedented appeal is in your hands.
Let it enter your mind and heart, for issues greater than
we can comprehend ba ve impelled the Guardian to direct it to us. How are we as individual Baha'is to "arise
resolutely" and "volunteer instantly to fill the gap in the
main defenses"?
Here are the definite ways in which we can respond,

uid it is a matter of individual conscience and individual devotion which way is chosen.
1. Increase our personal contribution to the National
Fund in January, February, March and April.
2. Volunteer for full time or part time teaching work
under the direction of the National Teaching Committee. There is urgent need of more teachers who can go
to a selecied city and work there during a campaign
period, or go there on briefer projects,
make regular
weekly or monthly weekend visits. If this is your way to
respond'-report immediately to Mrs. Margery McCormick, Secretary of mc, 924 Judson Ave., Evanston, ill.,
or to Mrs'. Laura Davis, Secretary of Canadian NTC, 44
Chestnut Park Road, Toronto, Onto (See lists of cities
on other side). In reporting, explain exactly what y<>u
are in a position to do both as regards time. distance you

0,

can go. what part of the expense you can meet, and
your experience in fireside teaching and public 'talks.
3. Volunteer to go to some goal city and settle there'
long enough to assure retention of Assembly status. The
formation of a new Assembly on April 21 is not actually
consummated unless the community has nine or more
members assured thereafter. The same applies in reinforcing a small community whose numbers have become
depleted through moving away, death, etc. Here too it
is essential for the Teaching Committees to know
whether you can be self-sustaining or can settle if temporary financial help is given. Report at once to"the U.S.
or Canadian Teaching Committee, at address given
above. (See list of cities on other side).

4. There are weighty responsibilities also in relation
to the groups attd small communities needing emer~
gency help. Every type of teaching campaign, large or
small, must rest upon the firro basis of unlty and cooperation among the friends. New friends are attracted
and held only as they, encounter evidences of the Spirit.
Consultation, not personality, is to adopt teaching plans
and select the local teacher best fitted for the work.
Wholehearted cooperation can alone assure success for
the work, whether the teacher is local or one sent by the
~.

'
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5. There should be a weekly study class in every communi ty and group, large or small. C<lntinuous discussion of the teachings can make every believer an effective teacher for one kind of work or another. We have a
twofold obligation to study: to become a better Baha'i;
to become an instrument for the spread of the Faith of
Baha'u'uah.
6. All Assemblies and more than fifty groups in the
U. S. and Canada have already receiveQ. the Guardian's
cable and this NSA message in mimeographed form.
Emergency conferences, immediate and frequent, should
gather the friends together fOT facing the challenge and
finding the way to meet it.

List of Cities
Here are the depleted Assemblies needing help to
maintain their status beyond April 21, and the groups
wbere Assemblies are to be formed. The number after
each Assembly shows how many new believers must be
. 'enrolled or settlers transferred; after each group the
number shows how many are there now.
United States-(Assemblies) Louisville, Ky., 3; Elmhurst, ill., 3; Charleston, W. Va., 4; Duluth, Minn., 4;
Pittsburgh, Pa., 4; Brattleboro, Vt., 2; Augusta, Ga., 1;
South Bend, Ind., 4; Lansing, Mich., 1; Alexandria, Va.,
1; Independence, Mo., 1; Red Bank, Dumont and Mont-

•

clair, N. J., 2 each. (Groups) Calif., Knightsen, 5; Arcadia, 7; Bear Valley Township, 5; EI Monte, 8; Elsinore
Township, 2; Southgate, 8; EI Monte, 10; Monrovia
Township I 6; Pasadena Township, 5; San Marino, 6;
Glendale Township, 6; Huntington Park, 5; Ariz., Tucson Township. 5; Conn., Greenwich, 5; Hartford, 6; West
Haven, 7; ill., Markham, 3; Phoenix, 5; LaGrange Park,
4; Park Ridge, 8; Melrose Township, 4; Winnetka, 8;
Iowa, Waterloo, 4; Maine, Brewer, 5; Portland, 6; Mass.,
Brookline, 11; North Oak., Glenfield, 7; Mich., Dearborn
Township, 5; Davison, 8; Grosse Pointe Farms, 5; Kalamazoo, 5; Marysville, 5; Niles Township, 3; Ohio, Mans.
field, 5; Toledo,. 15; New Jersey, Bergenfield, 6; Jersey
City, 8; Newark, 5; Englewood, 11; N. Y., Hamburg, 4;
Penn Yann, 6; Geneva, 10; Seneca Township, 5; Syra.
cuse, 6; Waterloo, 4; S. C., Columbia, 9; Tenn., Knoxville, 7; Texas, Dallas, 6; San Antonio, 7; Wise., Green
Bay, 5; Somers Township, 6; Whitefish Bay, 6; Wash.,
Bremerton, 6; Kirkland, 6.
'
Canada-Charlottetown, P. E. I., 8; Moncton, N. B., 1;
Ottawa, Ont., 4; Scarboro, Ont., 1; North York, Ont., 6;
St. Boniface, Man., 5; Vernon, B. C., 2; West Vancouver,
B. C., 1; Victoria, B. C., 3. Total number needed: 31.
"Fervently praying instantaneous, decisive response, U
the Guardian's cable concludes. What will the National
Assembly be able to tell him has been the response?
NATIONAL SPJlUTUAL asSEMBLY
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The Guardian on
Committee Responsibility

Cablegram from Guardian
Received Feb. I, 194&
The gravity of the emergency facing the North American
believers is unprecedented since the initiation of the Divine
Plan and unparalleled in the history of the American
Bahit'i community since 'Abdu'l-Bahit's passing. No obstacle is insuperable, no sacrifice too great for attainment
of supremely important objective. The eyes of her sister
communities in every continent of the globe and of her
daughter communities of Latin America, handicapped by
a variety of adverse circumstances, are fixed upon the
community of followers of Bahit'u'llith in North American
continent who are enjoying the blessings of internal peace,
adequate resources, administrative experience and organizing ability for their Divinely-appointed mission, expecting
them to arise and avert the reverse which would mar the
splendor of their record of unexampled stewardship. I ana
moved to plead, at this eleventh hour, that the rank and file
of the community, particularly the members resident in
long-established leading strongholds of the Faith-New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washingtonissue forth unhesitatingly, determinedly, sacrifice every interest, assume positions in the forefront of the struggle and
emulate in the course of the first decade of second Bahit'i
Century, opening years of the second epoch of Formative
Age of the Faith, exploits of their spiritual progenitors the
dawn-breakers of the Heroic Age which immortalized the
dawn of the first Bahit'i Century. The immediate fortunes of
the Plan are precariously hanging in the balance. The three
month's interval is swiftly running out. My heart aches at
contemplation of the possibility of failure of the stalwart
community to rise to th'e heights of the occasion. I refuse
to believe that its members, invested with unique Apostolic
Mission of 'Abdu'l-Bahit, will shrink from meeting the most
challenging requirement of the present hour.
SHOGHI

The National Assembly shares
with the friends this statement included in a letter written by the
Guardian through his secretary on

December 27, 1947:•'He feels that Committees must
assume more responsibility and exercise freedom of choice and judgment in electing their officers, and

function as a corporate body with
a corporate spirit. More especially
so as now that the Cause is growing
in numbers, and its responsibilities
are being multiplied, national Committees are acquiring added importance and must seek, ever-increasingly, to fallow the pattern of Baha 'u'llah and assume responsi~ility
for the election of their officers.
These Committees must develop, become mature, and forge ahead courageously, relying more on united effort and less on personal leadership,
a 5 is now the ca se with local and
national Assemblies,"
Action' has been taken by the NSA
to adopt the principle that committee members are appointed by the
Assembly but committee officers are
to be elected by the committee members beginning with the administrative year May 1, 194B-April SO, 1949.
Local Assemblies are informed
that in their committee appointments
for the year beginning April 21, 1948
-they are to follow the same prin~
ciple.

Calendar
FEASTS:
Feb. 7-Mulk-Dominion
Feb. 26-Mar. I-Intercalary Days
Mar. 2-'Ala.-Loftiness
Mar. 2-21-Fast Period
Mar. 21-Baha-Splendor-Feast
of Naw~Ruz-suspend work
N.S.A. Meetings:
Special-Jan, 24, 25
Feb. 13, 14, 15
Mar. 25, 26, 27, 28

,
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Arise Resolutely, Volunteer Instantly
Beloved friends:
Through many chaDl)els the Guardiants cablegram of January 10 has
been conveyed to your mind and

heart-by the letter sent to Assemblies-- and Regional Committees January 13, by the insert added to January Baha'i News, by the consultation conducted at the State and Province Conventions on February 1,
and perhaps also by special meetings
of your local community or group.
The message has been delivered
to the front door of your conscious
spirit. Now it remains for you to
determine whether the door has been
opened from within and the message

received and accepted as an ambassador sent you from the Head of
the Baha'i World Faith.
What does the Guardian's ambassador say? That there is a critical
stage in our teaching task; that
emergency measures must be prompt
ly devised; that these must be supported by. the entire mass of the believers 1 to safeguard the existing Assemblies and rapidly multiply their
number; that further extension of
other tasks lllust be subordinated;
that Shoghi Effendi addresses to you
a last-m:in.ute appeal to arise resolutely and volunteer instantly to fill the
gap.

If we make no response it means
that we have barred the door and
denied entrance to this messenger
from the Holy Land. For if the messenger is admitted into the home we
find that he brings in one hand a
tremendous obligation but in the
other hand a supreme blessing. This
is a mystery of the spiritual life,
but it must -be experienced each for
himself; that the thing to do and
the power to do it are the two aspects of divine command. Crisis does'
not mean defeat but new gro\V'th. We
a re challenged to seize this precious
opportunity to live more deeply in
the realm of victory,

Can we reali?e the mandate given
America to spread the Faith internationally and not see that the American communtiy must be continually
enlarged.
.' So precious an opportunity, so
rare a conjunction of favorable circumstances," the ·Guardian cried out
to us nearly ten years ago in The
Advent of Divine Justice, "may
never again recur. Now is the time,
the appointed time, for the Ameri·
can believers, the vanguard of the

hosts of the Most Great Name, to
proclaim . . . their capacity and
readiness to rescue a fallen and soretried generation . . . . "
"Those who participate" he continued, "must know the history and
teachings of the Faith, study its literature, assimilate its laws and principles, ponder its admonitions, tenets
and purposes, commit to memory
certain exhortations and prayers,
know the essentials of administration, and keep up with its current
affairs and developments.
In order to serve now on the deeper levels, each believer is asked to
regard the period of the Fa sj, March
2 to March 20, as a blessed privilege
for study as well as prayer. Set aside
some one book for daily reading and
meditation, whether the Gleanings,
Divine Art of Living, Foundations of
. World Unity, or Dispensation. Devote
a certain time day after day until
the coals are fanned into intense
flame.
In the realm of immediate action,
the teaching needs are summarized
as follows:1. The goal to attain by April 21,
1948 is 175 local Assemblies in the
United States and Canada.
2. That means 32 more Assemblies than were elected last year.
3. But of the 143 Assemblies elected
last year at least 16 need settlers or
new believers before April 21 or they
will revert to group status.
4. There are thus 48 different cities calling for settlers and intensive
teaching work. About 150 settlers,
Jess the number of new believers enrolled before April 21, must be
placed.
5. If you can move and settle in
one of the 48 cities. notify the National Teaching Committee, or notify
the Committee of your readiness to
go out as a teacher for weekends,
for circuits, or for periods up to two
and three months.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Literature for the Blind
The Committee on Baha'i Service
for the Blind announces the completion of a new braille pamphlet.
FAITH FOR FREEDOM is now
available in braille grade 2. One
hundred (100) ·copies have been completed. Copies of FAITH FOR FREEDOM may be purchased in braille
for $1.25 a copy.

Prayer for Building the Temple
• '0 Lord, make these holy souls
who have arisen to build this Temple
the dawning points of light and the
manifestors of Thy signs. Make each
a leading cornerstone in this great
edifice, a pillar of its pillars, for
Thou art ~the Helper J the Supporter,
the Rewarder! These souls have
arisen to serve Thee well, and have
begun their servitude. Confirm, aid
and encourage each by the promise
of Thy divine favors and make them
of the elect. Verily, Thou art the
Mighty, the Powerful, the Able, the
Giver; the Shining, the Hearer and
the Seer!
"0 God! 0 God! I implore Thee
with throbbing heart and streaming
teats, to aid each one who endeavors for the eredion of the House of
the Lord, the building wherein Thy
N arne is mentioned every morn and
eve. Send down Thy benediction
whomsoever endeavors for the uprising of this Edifice among the sects
and reH gions. and confirm him in
every good deed of mankind; open
t.he doors of riches and wealth unto
him and make him an inheritor of
the treasures of the kingdom which
perishes not; make him the sign of
giving among· the peoples and re·
inforce him by the sea of Thy generosity and bounty, which is surging
with the waves of grace and favor.
Verily, Thou art the Generous, the
Merciful and the Bountiful!"
StaT of the West, Vol. V, p. 68.

on

The National
Spiritual Assembly
wishes to publish this prayer revealed

by the Master and commend its use by
the friends. The Temple Prayer carries
a t¥l(]-fold blessing: first, in invoking di-

vine assistance for the completion of the

Sacred Edifice; and, second, in its assurance of blessings tor those who a ssist in this work.

Extension Teaching
Reports
Action has been taken by the
NSA to feature the subject of
extension teaching by local Assemblies in the Annual Report
prepared by the NSA. Each Assembly carrying on teaching
work to develop a group to Assembly status is urged to see
that a comprehensive report
covering this work is sent to
the National Office by April 1,
or that regular progress re·
ports are submitted up to that
date.
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Annual Conventions

Baha'i Sales Committee

Publishing Announcements

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The first Annual Convention of the
Baha'is of Canada will be held in
Montreal on April 24 and 25.
For hotel or room accomodationS,
write the Chairman of the Housing
Committee, Mrs. Adline Lohse, 3360
Ridgewood Ave., Apt. 17, Montreal,
P. Q., Canada.
The Annual Convention of the Baha'is of the United States will be
held in Temple Foundation Hall, Wilmette, April 29 and 30, May 1 and
2, 1948.
.
For hotel or room accomodations,
write Mrs. Mineola Hannen, 1416 Lee
Street, Evanston, Ill.
.
The Canadian Convention CommIttees need advance notice of how
many expect to attend the Convention. Canadian believers therefore
should apply for accommodations as
soon as possible, and if reservations
are not needed, let the Montreal Assembly know that you expect to attend.
Reservations for the United States
Convention should also be made as
soon as possible.

Pictures of 'Abdu'l~Baha
Steel engraving-12x16, postpaid in
U.S. $2.00
Paris photograpb-l1hx2~10c:
3lf4x4l1!-15c; 4l1!x6--25c
Covenant photograph-5x7-25c
Tablet photograph-4l1!x5l1!-25c
Photographs of Baha'i House of
Worship
Postcard size~Six different views
3 for lOc, no mail order for less
than 50c
Seven different views-8xl0--40c
each
Two views of interior-50c each
Temple Displays
Reproduction of painting of Temple
on linen--:lOx3Q---,$S.00 postpaid in
U.S.
Etching of pen and ink drawing10xl0--25c postpaid in U.S.
Audio Material
Centenary Records--<i-12 in. double·
face records
Visual Material
16 mm. color films of the Centenary consisting of two 400 ft . .ree1s
Cost SSO.OO to $100_00
16 mm. black and white films of
'Abdu'I-BahB in New York - 300
feet. Cost $12.80 to $15.00
2x2 in. slides-24 slides each, color
slides of the shrines and gardens,
Haifa and 'Akkii. $6.00 postpa id
in U. S.
Rin~ Stones
Stones come in ovals, oblongs
squares and round and are of
different colors. Diagrams of
shapes. sizes and colors wili be
sllPDlied on request. Prices railge
from $4.00 up.
HARRY E. WALRATH
4639 Beacon Street
Chicago, TIlinois

This EaTth One Country by Emeric
Sala. This book which is such a good
introduction to the Faith, especially
for those deeply interested in the development of social justice and
world order, is now available at a

Bahi.'i Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Illinois.

Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue. Wibnette,
lllinois.

Baha'i Publishing Committee:
UO Linden Avenue. Wilmette,
Dlinois.
,
BahA'j News Editorial Office:

1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Mieb.

t

Identification of Baha'i
Group Photographs
is

The National Spiritual Assembly
informed that photographs of

American
Baha'i
communities,
groups, School sessions, etc., as pub-

Dr. Edris Rtce--Wray saDed Ja.n. 9.·
1948 to Puerto Rico.

lished in Baha'i News from time to
time are not accepted as Baha'i
phot~graphs by Oriental non-Baha.'~s
to whom the pictures are shown If
they have no evidence of Baha'i identifica tion.
Therefore the friends are requested to make clear the Baha'l
nature of group photographs by Including a picture of I Abdu'l-Bahil,
the Temple or a symbol of the Greatest Name.

reduced price of $2.00 per copy. 186
pages bound in cloth.
The Btib's Address to the Letters
oj the Living_ This little pamphlet
reproduced from hand letter copy
of pages 92-94 of The Dawn-Breakers, is an ideal gift and especially
for Naw-Ruz, price 10c but should
be ordered in lots of five.
Chicago Sunday TTibune reprint
article and illustrations of the Baha'i
House of Worship as flood-lighted
during the Centenary celebrations
published June 17, 1945. This is really
an important pamphlet and should
be used extensively for Public Meetings or ·publicity work of any kind.
20 copies $1.00.

Suggested Daily Readings
for March·
,. Immerse Y ourselves in the
Ocean of God's Word . ~ ."
Prayer, Fasting and Spiritual
Growth_
1. P&M. 65; B.W.F_ 368
2. Gl. 336-338
3_ P&M_ 79-86
4_ Gl. 299-302
5. P&M. 143-146
6, 7 _ GL 264-270
8_ P&M. 288-293
9, 10. GI_ 279-285
11, 12_ P&M_ 294-301
13. GL 294-297
14, 15, 16_ P&M_ 324-339.
i7. GL 302-305
18. Gl. 312-314_
19. Gl. 319-322_
20. Gl. 177-179_
21. P&M_ 67-69.
22_ Gl. 316-317
23_ Gl. 143-144.
24_ B_W.F_ 368-369_
25. B.W_F. 369-370.
26. B.W.F. 370-371.
27. B.W,F_ 193-194
(Ninth Glad Tidings.)
28. GI. 270-272_
29. Gl. 272-275.
30. G1. 43-44.
31_ GL 45-46.
Explanation: P&M: Prayers and
Meditations. GL: G 1 e a Din I'S,
B.W.F.: Baha'i World Faith.
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Study With A Purpose
"You must come into the knowledge of the divine manifestations and
their teachings through proofs and
evidences. You must tulSeal the mysteries of the supreme kingdom and
become capable of discovering the
inner realities of things. Then shall
you be the manifestations of the
mercy of God, and true believers,
firm and steadfast in the Cause of
God. tt_tAbdu'l-Bahil.
Every Baha'i has a sincere desire
to know and understand the literature of our Faith, but few of us make
study of it a regular habit, either
because we do not feel that we are
of the student type or because we
do not know where to begin in the
wealth of material available to us.
The following are a few suggestions that will be helpful in acquiring
study habits.
1. Read and study with a purpose.
Every Baha'i devotes some time
each day to the reading of the Holy
Utterances. But instead of desultory readings, or in addition to it,
select some aspect of the Faith or
some subi ect about which you would
like to be well informed. Reference
to the article of the Study Aids Committee in January Baha'i News will
help you to choose an outline that
may suit your immediate purpose.
In your reading at other times on
other subjects you will frequently
come across references that can be
incorporated in the· outline. Make a
note of them for use when you come
to that topic in the outline you have
chosen.
Another method is to select a subject of special interest-the i~or
tality of the soul, evolution, prayer,
education, universal peace, or any
subject which you have always
wanted to study thoroughly. Look up
all the references you can find in
the various study outlines, in Bahci.~i
WOTld Faith and the other Writings,
in BaM'i World and in World OrdeT
Magazine. List them for your future
use and if possible prepare a compilation of the most significant

passages.
2. Concentrate on your chosen subject. Do not be tempted to pursue
another subject that may attract
. your attention while you are looking
up references. There is nothing
wrong about this, of course, but if
you want to study effectively you
must confine the selection of your

material to that which is useful to
the subject on which you are working at the moment. Notes can be
made of these interesting references
or ideas for use and study at some
other time. They ,may even suggest
your next subject for intensive study.
Do not worry if you have trouble
in concentrating. Everyone has this
problem. The human mind is seldom
capable of focusing on a given idea
for more than a few seconds at a
time, and so it becomes necessary
to bring it back repeatedly to the
central idea or theme. The more in~
teresting the subject chosen, the easier it will be to concentrate on it.
Therefore, until good habits of study
have been developed, it is well to
avoid subjects that are involved or
too abstruse and to work on a few
that are well defined. Here again
the study outlines will help.
3. Other minor factors conducive
to concentration are: a regular study
period, daily if at all possible, with
a minimum of external distraction;
a satisfactory degree of physical
comfort; having at hand before you
begin all the books and other materials you will need so that your
study period will not be interrupted
by looking for another book or a
pencil. Apply the methods you have
found most effective in concentrating on other types of work or study.
Bend all your efforts on increasing
your own knowledge and disregard
for the time being the idea of teaching lest your mind become concerned about the teaching problems
involved.
4. Persevere. Remember that
learning progresses, not steadily, but
by degrees. You will find that you
will progress quite easily to a certain
point and then you will meet with
difficulty and your interest will wane.
But if you will persevere your understanding will suddenly clear and you
will enjoy a sense of exhilaration and
achievement.
5. Do .wt worry about what you
consider a poor memory. It is only
the habit of "remembering H that has
not become well-established. Instead,
strive to become thoroughly steeped
in the subject and you will soon find
yourself remembering exact words,
phrases and sentences from the Writings which you will use in your
discussions with other people.
6. Make constant use of your notebook. Often when you are traveling

on a bus or street car, when you are
eating alone, or when you are at
work about the house or yard, ideas
and questions will corne to you. Jot them down at once and incorporate
tgem in your study.
7. WTite youTself a letteT. This is
a good way to test your understanding of the subject you are studying.
Pretend that a non-Baha'i friend has
asked you a question related to your
subject. Write the answer as you
would give it in a letter. Put it away
and read it a few days later to see
whether you have anything to add or
whether there are some points that
should be clarified. This and other
types of writing help to make the
knowledge your own.
Follow some such plan as this consistently for a month or two and you
will find that you have acquired a
"certainty of knowledge" that is
stimulating and gratifying.
"Praise be to God. You have heard
the call of the kingdom ... Day and
night you must strive that you may
a tlain to the significances of the
heavenly kingdom, perceive the signs
of divinity, acquire certainty of
knowledge and realize that this world
bas a creator, a vivifier, a provider.
and architect . . . "-'ABIm'L-BAHA.
STUDY AIDs COMMITI"EC

Baha'i Vocational Survey
In order to compile the many
different types of talent, training and experience possessed
by members of the American
Baha'i community, the NSA has
mailed a special survey form
or questionnaire to every individual believer.
The friends are requested to
to take immediate action in
filling the form out as fully as
the facts indicate in each case
and return it to the National
Office.
The larger local communities
might have need for simila r
data, and the local Assembly
can use this form if it wishes
as a basis for producing a local
survey.
The data received' will be
compiled and indexed for reference. The aim is to provide
the NSA with knowledge of the
different types of capacity
needed for servi ce on na tiona!
committees.
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Decisions ~lust Be Made
It was at Green Acre during a
session of the National Spiritual Assembly and one of the believers had
just come back from Europe. She
told us of the friends in several of
the goal countries, of their sacrifices, their frugal meals and of their
stinting to make ends meet; of their
victories already won and of the
problems ahead in each country.
Then she spoke of Germany and of
Austria, of difficulties among- the
friends, of the loss of lives of the believers. particularly in Austria, and
of the handful left.
Suddenly I was struck with the
tremendous weight the Guardian
must be carrying and I felt that I
had never had a problem, no, not in
relation to his, for his problem is the
whole world.
As we travel forward under the
impetus of his, our Guardian's encouragement, I wonder if we stop
for a split second to ponder how
much of the weight we nit from his
. shoulders each day.
We know almost his only happiness lies in our victories for the
Faith. We also know how he follows
us all along the path of achievement
and how at every step he encourages us and makes the impossible
seem within grasp.
"
There in Haifa he toils from seven
in the morning until two hours after
midnight; he, who in the sight of
God is the most precious being on
earth, he who is the center of His
Cause today, the one toward whom
the Master said we should all turn.
Have we "individually and collectively, as believers in this 'great
Faith, done our share? Have we
shonldered our portion of the weight
Bahi.'j News Is published by &he
National SplriIDal Assembly 01 !he
Bahi.'is 01 &he United S&&ies aud
Canada. a5 the omcial news-JeUer
01 &he Bahi.'i CommUDity. The lssae appeared ill December, 19U.
Bahi.'j News Is ed1led f.r &he NaIIonaI SpIrlIDal Assembly by U.
Bah&'i News EdHorial Committee:
Mrs. Boberta. Christian, cha.lrman,
Mrs. _
Hyde Kirkpatrick,
Mr. Gord... A.
EoIlIoriaI
oft1ee: Mrs. Roberta ChrIstian,
1001 Wesl G • ......., St., Lansing,
Micb.
Please report chaDges of address
10 wbieb Balli'; News is 10 be
sent and other matters pertaiDing
to its distributiOD to the BaIli'i Na.tional OJriee, 536 Sheridan Boad,
Wllmetle. Dllnols.
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150,000
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100,000
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75,0011

July 1,1947

50.000

Jllft" 1,1947

25,000

FINANCIAL BUDGET 1947-1948
which must rest so heavily on
his precious shoulders? Have we
guarded and protected our Guardian l
this precious trust given to uS t that
"no dust of despondency shall mar
his radiant nature"?
We have as believers just· one life
to live. All that pertains to life, our
success, our contacts l our trips, our
travels, should be to one end-service to His Faith. For this is all that
is real, all we leave behind.
We are at the crossroads today--::decisions must be made and made
promptly. Budgets will have to be
supported and teaching plans carried forward or we shall be forced
,to retrench.
Your support is the answer to these
decisions. Eight months of this
Baha'i· year (Dec. 31, 1947) has
brought into the Fund $146,818.55;
$53,181.45 short of our goal. Contributions from January 1 to 17 .ha ve been
$7,247.34.
Faithfully,
PHILIP G. SPRAGUE, Treasurer

"The Life-Blood of These
Nascent Institutions"
As the activities of "the American
Baha'i community expand, and its
worldwide prestige correspondingly
increases, the institution of the National Fund, the bedrock on which
all other institutions must necessarily rest and be established, acquires
added importance, and snould be increasingly supported by the entire
body of the believers, both in their
individual capacities, and through
their collective efforts, whether" organized as groups or as local Assemblies. The supply of funds, in
support of the National Treasury,
constitutes, at the present" time, the
life-blood of these nascent institu~
tions you are laboring to erect. Its
importance cannot, surely, be overestimated. Untold blessings shall no
doubt crown every effort directed to
that end.
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Europe-Heart Warming News
"First declared believer LuxelTIbourg. Letter following." (Signed)
~ .Luxembourg Group.
The above cable, received December 21, 1947, brought the heart-warming news of another historical "First, .,
this time, in Luxembourg where the
valiant pioneers have been working
with unusual consecration, unity and
harmony. Miss Suzette Hipp is the
new member and the group Correspondent wrote of her: HShe is strong
in her faith, steadfast and selfless."
On the day Suzette declared her
Faith. another of those who have
been attending the study classes remarked to her: "You don't look the
same anymore. t t This is typical of
the beautiful testimonies the European Teaching Committee are constantly receiving, of the immediate
and inspiring effect which the Teachings are having .upon those who ae·
cept the Baha'i Faith. The foundation of Baha'u'llah's Cause is, indeed,
being laid on Han unassailable basis."
Word ha 5 just been received of the
declaration of Inga Ester Margareta
Hokinsson in Stockholm. We partic·
ularly rejoice over this new Baha'i
as she is the wife of Sigvard Hokins~
son, the second Bahit'i to declare him
self in the Stockholm group, who
first heard of the Faith from Martha Root in 1934.
The Committee also rejoices to re·
port the third declared Baha'i in Copenhagen - Gerhard Harry Andersen, a young medical student of 23

who, at his own request, has been
attending study classes at least three
times a week for the past two months.
Louise Baker, the latest pioneer,
sailed on the Holland~America Liner
"Nieuw Amsterdam,!' Tuesday, Jan·
uary 13 and plans to be at her post
with Valeria Nichols about January
22. The last itinerant teacher to leave
is Dorothy Baker who embarked on
her historic journey by plane from
New York. Monday, January 12. Mrs
Baker will visit all of the goal countries and the pioneers are busy makin g plans for Public Meetings. informal Teas and Firesides and for Radio and Press publicity. Marion Little arrived in Rome on December
31 and Henry J arvls returned to
Stockholm at the Committee's request. Once again John Carre is back
in Amsterdam and will now divide
his time between Belgium ~nd Holland.
Madeline Humbert, who has just
completed about a year's service in
the European teaching field, sailed
for home on December 21, 1947. The
European Teaching Committee wishes to record its heartfelt gratitude
and appreciation 01 Madeleine's historic servces a::s the First pioneer to
Belgium. The Committee also regrets to report the return of Eduardo
Gonzales from the European Teaching field. Eduardo intends to continue his pioneer services in Venezuela.

Swiss Bah&'i Sum.mer School, Sept. %7&h and ZSth. 1947

International Relief
The National Spiritual Assembly
has worked out a plan whereby the
friends can fulfill their desire to
help the Baha'is in the needy COWltries of Europe, including Great
Britain, within the limits of the
Guardian's instructions. The primary objective of all Baha'is is
tea ching? and one cannot do a great
deal of active teaching work when
physically exhausted through lack of
food or lack of warm clothing and
shoes. The objective of our International Relief, therefore. is to help
Baha'is during the present post-war
emergency, in order that they may
pursue their active teaching of the
Faith. This objective is accomplished through two channels: (1)
The sending of packages of food and
clothing by individual Baha'is, Assemblies or groups and (2) the sending of CARE packages. Except as
individual orders may be placed with
CARE, the ordering of these packages is dOlle by the National Spiritual Assembly at the expliclt direction of the Guardian, who notifies
our NSA when to do so and to what
extent funds are being transferred
for this purpose from the International Fund.
The sending of packages by individual Bahi'is) Assemblies or
Baha'i groups is our means of expressing lovirig encouragement directly to our fellow Baha'is who at
present are living under cliHicult circumstances. In order that there may
be fair distribution of these packages, the following plan has been
approved by the National Spiritual
Assembly. When any of the friends
or an Assembly or Bahi'i group
wishes to send clothing or food to
Baha'is abroad, please follow these
steps:
1. Write to the International Relief Representative (a postal 'card
will do) and state: (a) number of
packages you wish to send, (b) nature of contents, whether children's
clothing (approximate age of child),
man's or woman's clothing, shoes,
food, or both food and clothing, and
(e) the choice of country if you have
a preference. The National Spiritual
Assembly's International Relief Re~
resentative is Mrs. Beatrice Ashton,
Box 302, Winnetka, Illinois.
2. Prepare your package and hold
it until you receive promptly from
the International Relief Representative a correct address (or addresses)
for your package (or packages).
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With this information will come to
you a postal for reply.
3_ Mail this reply postal for return
to the International Relief Representative when you mail your "package
to the address sent you, writing on
the postal (a) name of person to
whom your package is addressed
(or persons if more than one package), (b) name of sender (individual, Assembly or group) and (c)
date of mailing package.
4_ Mail a note to the person or
persons to whom" your package is
addressed. stating that you have
that day sent a Baha'i gift parcel.
Instructions and customs tags for
mailing packa ges may be obtained
·at your local Post Office. All packages should be securely tied and
clearly addressed, and marked "Unsolicited Gift Parcel." Strong, corrugated cartons should be used and
the contents (no breakables, no cigarettes) should be solidly packed.
As SOOn as possible the National
Spiritual Assembly will issue a Bulletin on International Relief, giving
lists of Baha'i addresses and general packaging and mailing instructions_

The National Spiritual Assembly
approves the appointment of relief
committees by the Local Spiritual
Miss Louise Baker sailed lan_ 13t.h as pioneer to Portugal. aDd. Mrs. Dorotby
Assembly to collect food and cloth- Baker :flew to Europe San. 12th. to lecture in Ie goal collDtries.
ing and prepare the packages propperIy for maillng. Only used clothing
that is clean and wearable should
be sent. Duty is charged the person
receiving a package. on any new
garments in the package, declared
or undeclared. The needy countries
are particularly Germany, Austria,
France and Great Britain.
The friends are reminded of the
Guardian's
instructions
(Baha'i
News, Dec. 1947, p. 2, col. 3) that
we are not to send relief to contacts, "as this would seem in the
nature of either a reward or -an
enticement for those attracted to ,the
Faith," but that relief may be sent
to a pioneer who is, in need, for
personal use_
Our National Spiritual Assembly
has shipped 25 sacks of flour (100
lbs. each) to the NSA of England
and. the NSA of Germany and
Austria.
A list of Baha'i children in the
needy countries of Europe is being
prepared_ Notice will appear in a
future issue of Bahci~i News as soon
as
copies
are
available
for
Luxembourgville Luxembourg~ Nov. 3rd, L. to R. Anita Ioas, Mar-ian Little.
distribution_
Lucienne Miguette, Honor Kemp1;on~ saUy Sanor.
J
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Latin American Congresses Meet
Two highpoints in the hemispheric
news this month are the gathering
of delegates at two Latin American
Bahati Congresses. Delegates from
the Caribbean countries met at Mexico City, and the South American
Congress was held at Santiago, Chile.
Mrs. Marzieh Gail and Mrs. Loulie
Matthews were among those present
from the United States to assist in
the program. (Next month's NEWS
will carry a fuller report of the
Congresses.)
Mrs. Loulie Matthews, of Colorado
Springs? founder of the International
Baha'i School and member of ihe
Inter-America Committee, gave the
official message on behalf of the
Committee at the Mexico City Congress and stayed for the inauguration of the first International School

eral spirit of the Venezuelans is
broad and free of fanaticism, and
they seem eager and waiting to hear
of the Teachings. , . . Every city
seems ready- to form a study group."
During the trip, she visited nine
cities, seven of them for the first
time. and two that had been visited
very briefly last January and where
study groups bad been formed at
that time. These two cities, Maracay
and Barquisimeto, became confirmed, one with nine registered
members and the other with ten,
besides classes of new students. In
the other seven cities organized classes wtre formed of from 15 to 22
members, who promised to study
hard to prepare themselves for assembly status later on. These nine
cities are cry.ing for further teachers
to help them. The many other cities
of this country are ready to arise
and march in the spiritual vanguard
of Baha'u'llith, if only they can be
reached and taught.
Katharine Meyer, new pioneer to
Venezuela, and the Regional Committee of that country will do all
that is humanly possibly for the new
communities and groups.
Magnificent publicity was given
Miss Woolson in each city as the
"Ambassador of the BahB.'i Faith"
the uBearer of the Baha'i Message
of Universal Peace and Brotherhood. I '
Masonic Lodges, Lions and Rotary
Clubs sponsored large public meetings. The Masonic Lodges publicly
invited, through the newspapers and
by word of mouth, leading people
to hear the Message of Baha'u'llRh.
Governors of states, educators, writers, professional men, artists and
business men were among the enthusiastic friends and voluntary students.

in San Jose, Costa Rica, in the north,
and Santiago, Chile, in the south.
Gradually the influence of the Caribbean committee began to spread up
through the Central Americas. The
work was' consolidated in the existing communities, the friends became
trained and stabilized, meeting their
problems fearlessly and justly,
working to developf native teachers
of capacity, to start nuclei in new
goal cities, and to bring a spirit of
unity and cooper a tion that would join
all of the countries in harmonious
effort for the growth of the beloved
Faith, This influence has now spread
to the six' Central Americas and
stepped across into the great republic of the north, Mexico. Through
the Congress, the Committee hopes
to reach out its arms to the islands
of the Caribbean countries) the ses-· of the West Indies and to help to
sions of which followed immediately stimulate and coordinate their acafter the Congress. She was accom~ tivities in a harmonious, over-all
panied by two of the Colorado plan, the objective of which is to
Springs
friends
and plans
to fulfill the Guardian's seven year
Plan in La tin America.
do travel teaching en route home.
At the same time, the National
A whirlwind of problems and difficulties had to be met and solved Committee in Santiago began to
in the two Congress cities by the reach out to the neighboring counNational Teaching Committee of the tries of Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, Partwo great areas, whose members agijay and Uruguay, and now to
were in charge of all arrangements. reach northward into the great counThe problems were compensated for, try of Brazil and the ancient Bolivar
howeV'er, by the Enthusiasm and countries of Colombia, Venezuela
cooperation of all the friends. "A and Ecuador. Through the Congress
most heavenly spirit of unity and co- and school and teaching trips foloperation has arrived, praise be to lowing these, it is the hope of the
God!" wrote Artemus Lamb from South .l\merican Committee to esSantiago. He is secretary of the tablish in that vast continent a harSouth American Teaching Commit- monious, over-all pIau of actlv ity.
New native teachers who have
tee and Marcia Steward is executive secretary of the Committee of been developed in South America inthe Caribbean countries. Other offi- clude Srta, Leonor Porras and Srta.
cers of the South American Commit- Ines Sarmineto of Bogota, Colombia;
tee include Sr. Esteban Canales, Sr. Esteban Canales and Sr. Carlos
chairman; Srta. Betty Rowe, assist- Bulling of Valparaiso, Srta. Rosi Voant secretary; and Srta. Rosi Vodan- danovic of Santiago, and Sr. Toni
ovic, treasurer. Additional officers Filion of Loncocne, all of. Chile, and
of the Caribbean countries commit- Sr. Alberto Lovet6n of Lima, Peru.
tee include Sr . Jose Antonio Benilla New native teachers in the Caribof Nicaragua, chairman; and Sra. bean countries include Sr. Jose AnNatalia Chil vez of Honduras, treas- tonio Bonilla of Managua, Nicaragua;
urer and general secretary. All Sr. Oscar Castro of San Jose, Costa
members of both committees with Rica: Sra. Maria Francisca Rivera
the exception
the two secretarie s, and Sra. Natalia de Chavez of Tegucigalpa, Honduras; Sr, Carlos Verare native believers.
One of the great accomplishments gera of Mexico City and Sra. Viva
of this year is the gradual develop- Lismore of Havana, Cuba.
Four months ago, Gayle Woolson
ment of the t\vo National Teaching
Committees and their arms, the Re- went to Venezuela for an intensive
gionals, in each country. At first teaching trip. HI am simply .thrilled
each national committee was just and amazed at Venezuela," she
In Siookholm, Nov. 1947, L. Ie R.
an embryo of the future, a small in- wrote. "All the doors in all the cities Amelia Bowman, Henry 'a.rvis~ .Jemde
experienced committee functioning seem open to the Message. The gen- Anderson.
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A WORLD FAITH
The human heart bas been ordained to Jive ina divinely-created

world of love and truth.

Entrance to that heavenly-world
Is not by death of the body but by
re-direction of the powers of the
soul. Each man can attam peace
and assurance as he turns to the
revealed Word.
4oIQod's purpose in sending His
Prophets," the Baha'i sacred writings affirm, "is twofold. The first
is to liberate the children of men
from the darkness of ignorance.
and guide them to the light of true

understanding.

'''The second is to insure the

peaee and tranquillity of mankind,
and provide all the means by
which they can be established."
Liuralur~

unl Jru on "qunt.

BAHA'I PUBUC RELATIONS
536 Sheridan Road •

WilmeHe, Illinois

For community publicity programs

this month, the second in the series
of reprints of current national advertising (see cut), first to appear
in "U.S. News-World Report" February 20. is now available. Offered at
cost are postcards, lc and newspaper
mats, 12c. Same copy will also appear in "Newsweek" on March 12
and in April's "United Nations
World."
The number of communities now
using this opportunity to tie-in loC;ally
to the publicity prestige gained
through the national campaign is
now over 60, with 8t OOO cards and
mats distributed last month. Each
mat has space ·for community name,
address and telephone number.
Use of the ads, as part of a planned
local campaign, aids to bring the
Faith to the attention of those who
would be influential friends, those
who would on occa sion say a good
word for the Faith and Lend their
facilities for general publicity. In
this way more people become ac~
qainted with the name "Bahati," and
acquire a sense of respect for the
Faith through confidence in its aims

9

and a gradual understanding of its
teachings.
In Jerusa1em, Palestine, last month
the newspaper carried the story on
the interior construction work in the
Temple. From a series of releases
distributed during the past two years,
more than 1,000 newspaper clippings
have been received. Add "Business
Week" (Jan. 10, 1948) to the list of
those magazines in which the Portland Cement Association's ad featuring the Baha'i Temple-"Beauty to
the top of its gleaming white dome"has appeared.
To each assembly and group now
tottering but who must stay on the
Bahati map, PR last month sent a
kit of materials to be used in the
local campaign. It will be followed
this month by a "ABC" bulletin on
MJss Margaret Swengel sailed Jan. 9,
"Baha'i , Public Relations. I '
1948 to Puerto Rico.

The Home Front
PHILADELPHIA, PA. The week
of November 10th, 1947 in Philadel.phia was known as "EDUCATION
WEEK," an invitation Was extended to Jessie E. Revell to speak at
the GEORGE R. SMITH PUBLIC
SCHOOL at 19th & Wharton Streets.
An assembly of 325 children ranging from six to eight years sat on
the floor of the assembly room for
this special program. After a song
by the whole assembly t a short recitation by one- pupil, a song by another, Miss Revell was called upon
to talk to the children. She began by
telling them that they looked to her
like a lovely garden of beautiful
flowers, then she described a garden with different kinds of flowers
and related the children to a human
flower garden of GOD, different in
color, some black, some white,
others yellow and red etc. but each
one beautiful, and because each one
was beautiful it made the whole garden beautiful.
She emphasized that the deeds of
children were like the perfume of
the flowers, showing how everybody loves flowers with sweet perfume and if our deeds are kind and
loving, and if we are peacemakers,
then everybody will love us. At this
point she showed the children a magnet-how it picked things up and
these things were drawn close to the
magnet, showing that we, too, could
attract people to us by our kind actions, by our obedience to our parents and teachers, by being gentle in
our conduct and speech,

Another object shown to the children was a lily bulb (not at all attractive); and also a picture of a
beautiful lily. Miss Revell explained
that the bulb has in it ail the things
to make a beautiful lily but it has to
grow beautifully day by day to bring
out the lily. In each one of us are
the things to make us beautiful and
each day if we practice good deeds,
we will develop beautiful1y (like the
lily). We practice our lessons in or...
der to know them, so we must practice good deeds, we must be kind and
gentle so that we may be beautiful
flowers in GOD'S garden.
Miss Revell was invited by the
Principal, Dr. George Lyle, to return to that school when he would
like her to speak to the older children.
NEW YORK, CONNECTICUT and
ONTARIO. At the suggestion of the
Regional Teaching Committee of upper New York' State and Connecticut, in collaboration with -the Ontario R.T,C. a joint Teaching Conference was arranged for th~ friends
at Niagara Falls, New York on Sat~
urday and Sunday, October 11th and
12th.
On Saturday evening a public meeting was held at the Unitarian church
in Niagara Falls under the chairmanship of Mrs. Terah Smith of
Binghamton, New York with Mr.
George Goodman of Hartford, Connecticut and Mr. John Robarts of
Toronto as the speakers whose topics
were "The Search for Faith" and

-
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of Independence, Mo. In telephoning
people on the mailing list to listen
to the broadcast these interesting developments took place: One woman
ble was well patronized and many
who answered a questionnaire ad in
discussion groups tarried long after
the newspaper about a year ago said
the formal program was concluded.
she would like to read a book. A
Sunday noon, the Teaching ConNew Era was given her, One who
ference for Baha'is only. convened. formerly attended classes several
at a Baha'i home in Youngstown,
years ago said she was on a PTA
N.Y. Blest with warm and .beautiful committee and this committee, on
autumn weather the friends were Dec, 1st and continuing throughout
able to make full-use of the -outdoor
the year, is arranging to have Ii tterrace and spacious grounds during
erature and magazines of ali churches in Independence in the high school
the lunch hour.
Following refreshments the friends
and available as reading material
turned to God in prayer and de- for the students, and that she would
voted their time to the Theme of like to have the Baha'i F ai th rep-thie Conference-"The Teaching Plan resented. ,A selection of pamphlets
of 1947-48." Speakers from both sides was given her, and a copy of the
of the invisible border took part in ~ November number of the World Orthe agenda prepared by the National der Magazine was also included.
Teaching Committee. Ways and Another said she Iiad read the New
means to ,jredouble l l our. efforts in Era which had been given her someaccordance with the Guardia:r::t's plea
time ago and would like to read
were prayerfully and carefully con~ another book,-Three persons at the
siderec,i and many helpful ideas and
radio station, the Chief Announcer,
suggestions given such as:
the Program Director, and the As1. "Each one teach one."
sistant Program Director, have re-'
2. Teas-which could be a simple
quested literature from one of the
verbal invitation to one or more. Or Assembly members who has a daily
- by written invitation worded uTo program at the station-they asked
introduce the Bahit'i Writings" and for the literature without solicitation
sent to special groups, culminating --.:...and one is reading a book.-The
in a Fireside Group eventually.
Program Director wa~ so well
3. Familiarize the locality with the
pleased with tlie quality of the transPrinciples and verities of the Faith
criptions and the favorable comment
effectively and inexpensively by the he has received ·that he has schedfollowing suggestion: Pay for space uled five more of the transcriptions,
weekly in the local newspaper for a
Monday through Friday, Feb. 2 to
direct quote from the Baha'i Writings 6, inclusive. He also said the Bato be used in conjunction with a pic- ha'is would be booked- in turn with
ture of the Baha'i House of Worship the churches of Independence on the
reduced to the size of one inch, since 9:45 to 10:00 a.m. program, each organization having one 5-day week
a picture attracts attention.
broadcast. So once every 3 months
4. Increased contribution to the
general fuitd through sacrifice. In it will be the turn of the Baha'is
of Independenc~ to: present the daily
discussing the individual believer's
devotional program of one 5-day
rol~ the "controlling principle" of
week. (Free radio time)Baha'i conduct, as set forth by the
Guardian, was quoted:
"A chaste and holy life must be
made the controlling principle in the ALEXANDRIA, VA.
behavior and conduct of all Baha'is.
(Portion of a letter received by
the National Spiritual Assembly from
"
-Advent of Divine Justice, page 25, the secretaTY of the Local SpiTitual
Music 'and prayer concluded this AssemblY of Alexandria, Va.)
memorable Conference, which coin" . . . It occurred to one of the
cided with the Canadian Thanksgiv- members of our Community that at
ing Day and Columbus Day.
one time when she was saving pennies, it surprised her how fast they
accumulated and wondered if that
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. For five
would not be a means to increa se
days, Monday through Friday, Nov.
donations to the National Fund with10 to 14, inclusive, 9:45 to 10:00 a,m.,
National Baha'i .transcriptions were out really feeling the effecl of an
additional donation.
broadcast over radio station KIMO

"The suggestion was made .. , during the consultation period of the
next Fe-ast and was unanimously ac·
cepted by all members present. It
was then vQted that all the friends
desiring to do so, save their pennies
and tUrn them in at each Feast, to
be sent as a separate' and additional
donation to the National Treasurer
on the first of each month regardless of the amount .. , "
A check for an interesting amolUlt
accompanied the letter.

World Order Magazip.e
Subscription Progre88
We are grateful for the splendid
and immediate response to our call
for aid in procuring one thousand
new subscriptions as presented in a
recent issue of Baha'i News.

As mentioned in our appeal, we
are seeking the cooperation of our
Baha'i friends in the enrollment of
one thousand new subscribers as a
means to insure the magazine being
maintained on a self-sustaining basis
without further increasing the yearly
subscription rate, in order to keep
pace
with
increased
cost
of
production.
As a result of our first call, we
have at this writing received one
hundred and sixty of the desired
number, and ,we are so happy to
note that several letters accompanying the gifts and donations give assurance of further orders with promise of 100% of their local Assembly
enrollment. All this is stimulating to
our- hope that one thousand neW subscriptions may be realized,
With renewed thanks to the friends
who have already responded' we
trust this report will result in inaterially reducing the number still required to complete the full one thousand new subscriptions we need. A
$2.00 subscription for a friend may
mean a new Baha'i or if your local
library is already receiving the magazine, each $2.00 donated to the
WORLD ORDER LIBRARY' SUBSCRIPTION FUND means the recording of a new subscription to
another library, name and address of
the donor being mailed to the
librarian.
Address all gift subscriptions or
Library Fund donations to WORLD
ORDER, 100 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, illinois. Make checks payable
to World Order Magazine.
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belonging to such prominent work·
ers as those named in "America
and the Most Great Peace" will
appreciate that such records are
part of the history of the Cause and
might well be turned over to the
Archives and History Committee.
Other persQnaI records might sIm·
ilarly be turned over to the local
Archives Committee.

Directory Addition8
and Changes
LOCAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
SECRETARIES

Joint conference of the R.T.C!s of New York> Conn.. and Oniarl., ClLnada, Oct.
12Ch in Y~, N.Y.

Classification of Materials for

served in the National Archives,
with photostats in the local Archives. Letters. to individual believers can be sent to the National
This classification has been made in
Archives and photostats obtained
order to clarify the nature of the mafor the recipient and for the local
terial to be preserved in the Archives,
Archives.
with a suitable distinction between that
IV. National events and activities. Such
which should be sent to the National
events as ~Abdu'l-Baha's American
Archives and that which should enter
journey, the founding of the Temple.
into the Archives established by _a local
early historical records of the Star
Spiritual Assembly.
of the West, Baha'f Publishing ComI. Tablets and relies of Baha'u'l.l8.h
mittee, Green Acre, GeyserviIle,
and the Bab, whether original TabTemerity, and Louhelen Ranch and
lets or photostatic reproductions.
other activities of more than local
This maferial is essentially N a tionimportance constitute an impressive
al in character.
aspect of Baha'i history. and all
II. Tablets and relics of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
original documents and records
The Tablets should be original,
should be turned over to the N.S.A.
signed Tablets, or authentic reprDif not already done, for its examductions such as photostatic copies.
ination and subsequent deposit in
Tablets should be accompanied by
the National Archives.
original translation if possible. All
V. Local records and activities. Recoriginal Tablets should be preords and documents pertaining to
served in the National Archives.
such activities are of two classes:
Photostats of Tablets revealed to
the Minutes and correspondence ot
the Spiritual Assembly, or to in·
the Spiritual Assembly, which are
dividual believers, might well be
preserved by the Assembly itsel1,
placed in the local Archives. As reand non-administrative material of
gards the nature of relics, the Guar·
historical interest and importance,
dian has given the following explansuch as programs, newspaper clipation:
pingS, Historical Record Cards, etc.
"The general principle should be
It is recommended that each Spiritthat any object used by Him i.n perual Assembly also provide a bound
son should be preserved for posbook in which its Archives Committerity. whether in the local or Natee can keep a record of enrolltional Archives _ It is the duty and
ments of new believers and also
responsibility of the Baha'i Assemdeaths or removals from the comblies to ascertain carefully whether
munity.
such objects are genuine or not,
VI. Baha'i publications: A complete file
and to exercise the utmost care and
of all publications, such as books,
caution in the matter."
pamphlets, and rna gazines. news
III, Letters oi Shogbi Effendi. These are
letters, etc., of official Baha'i charof three different classes - those
acter is being developed in the Nawritten to the N.S.A. and the entional Archives, and the cooperatire American Community; those
tion of the friends is requested to
written to local Assemblies; and
make this complete. Out-of-print
those written to individual believBaha'i books and. pamphlets will be
ers .
Original letters to local
appreciated.
Assemblies are for the most part VTI. lndividual records
and papers.
not confidential and can be pre·
Families in possession of the papers

Preservation in National and
Local Baha'i Arehiv","

RICHMOND HIGHLANDS, WASIL
Mrs. Zara B. Dunne
18017 Aurora Ave.
Seattle 33, Wash.
MUSKEGON. MICH.
Mrs. Rhoda Broughton
1518 Beidler St.
RED BANK. N. J.
Mrs. Audrey Wark
105 McLaren St.
REGINA. SASK .• CAN.
Mrs. Jennie Larkin
Box 264
. GROUPS
New Groups:
Tenafly, N. J.
Mrs. Catherine de Forge, Corres.
532 Knick-erboc.ker Rd.
Green Meadows, Maryland
Mr. Robert E. Hart, Corres.
6524 19th St.
Brewer, Maine.
Mrs. Lillian V. Reed, Corres.
R.F.D.3
So. Brewer. Maine
So. Berwick.
Miss Martha Heber, Corres.
Old Field.
So. Berwick, Maine.
Elsinore, Calit.
Mr, Paul Park, Corres.
711 N. Main St.
RTe SECRETARIES
Florida-Mrs. Lucile H. Buffin-30 S.W.
71st Ave, Miami. Fla.
Texas-Mrs. Mary Beal Edson-20 Briar
Hollow, Houston 6, Texas.
fllinois-Mrs. Betty de Arauj0-4457 Beacon St" Chicago 40, IDinois. (formerly
Miss Betty Scheffler).
RTC & NATiONAL COMMrlTEES
Appointment and withdrawals were re- _
ported by the N.S.A. at its Jan. meeting
as follows;
R. T. C. Committees
Md., Va., .W, Va.
Mr. Albert James-added.
. Mrs, F. Woodward Hipsley-added.
Mrs. Ethel Stephens-Unable to serve
Western Pa, &. Ohio.
Mrs. Katherine Alio-added.
N aUonaJ Committees.
Baha'i News.
Mr, Wm. Kenneth CbJ'istian-addecl.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde K'irkpatrich-un·
able to serve.
Youth Activities.
Mr, Robert Lewis--unable to serve.
Eggleston, Maintenance Committee.
Mrs. Dorothy Hofman-added

Mr. Arnold Ketels-added
Mr. Frank Baker-added.

-
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In MeJIloriam
Miss Hanna Lohse--Chevy Chase, Md
Aug. 27, 1946.
.,
Mrs. Leona H€yden-Green Bay, Wis.,
Nov_ 27, 1947.
Mrs. Mary Caldwell-St. Augustine, Fla.,
Nov. 27, 1947.
Mrs, Olive B. Dible-Los Angeles. Calif. •
Dec. 16, 1947.
'
Mrs. Joan Palmer-Butte t
Mont
..
D
.
ec.,
1947.
Mrs. Elizabeth Cowles-Montreal Quebec, Can., Dec. 10, 1947.
'
Mr. Mason Riddle-Chicago 111 Dec.
31, 1947.
'
..
Mrs. Bertha Rawlins-Chicago m. D
31, 1947.
'
, ee.
Mr.
1948. John Sykes-Chicago ' III ., ...• an. 7 ,

Enrollments

Assembly members of Caracas, Venezuela, one of la.test communJUes to be in-

corporated in Latin America.

Assemblies Contributing
to Fund
December, 1947
Alaska-Anchorage. Arizona-Phoenix.
Arkansas-Little Rock. california-Alhambra, Berkeley Beverly Hills Bur·
bank, Burlingame. Carmel. Clov'erdale
Twp, Glendale, Inglewood, Long Beach
Los Angeles, Monrovia, Oakland, Pasa:
dena, Sacramento, San Francisco San
Diego. Santa Barbara, San Mateo.' Canada-Vancouver,
Winnipeg, Moncton,
Halifax, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal,
Scarboro: Vernon. Colorado--Colorado
Springs. Denver. Connecticut-New HaI

ven.

Memphis,
Nashville. Texas-Houston.
South Dakota-Sioux Falls. Tennessee-Utah-Salt Lake City. Vermont-Brattleboro.. VirginiB;-Alexandria, ArlIngton.
Washington-RJchmond Highlands; Monroe, Seattle, Spokane. West VirginiaCharle~ton. WiscoDsin-K_enosha, Madison, Mllwaukee, Racine, Wauw.&.losa,
Ass.er,nblies contributing
... 127
IndIViduals contributing .
.IG6
Groups contributing _...
.. 74

World Order
Tab Ie of Contents
February
Trade is One Thing .

Delaware-Wilmington. District of Columbia-Washington.
Florida-.Tacksonville, Miami. Hawaii-HonolUlu, MauL
Georgia-Atlanta. Idaho-Boise. nUI10is

World Citizenship - a Moral Reality
in the BaM'i Teachings

-Chicago, Danville, Elmhurst, Evanston, Maywood, Oak Park, Peoria, Spring-

My Country, Poem

fi~ld.

Urbana, Wilmette, Champaign,
Llmestone Twp. lndJa.na-Fort Wayne,
Indianapolis, South Bend. lowa--Cedar
Rapids. Kansas-Topeka.
KeotuckyLouisville.
Louisiana - New Orlt:!ans.
Maine-Eliot.
Maryland - Baltimore. Massachusetts
-Boston, Springfield, Worcester. Michi.gan-Ann Arbor, Detroit, Flint~ Grand
Rapids, Lansing. Muskegon, Roseville.
Minnesota - Duluth,
Minneapolis,
St.
Paul. Mississippi-Jackson, MissouriIndependence, Kansas City, St. Louis.
Montana=-Butte, Helena.
NebraskaOmaha. New Hampshire-Portsmouth.
New Jersey-Dumont, East Orange. Red
Bank, Teaneck. New Mexico - AltJuquerque. North Albuquerque, New York
-Binghamton, Buffalo, Jamestown. New
York. Rochester, Yonkers. North CarGo'
lina-Greensboro, North Dakota-Fargo.
Ohio--Cincinnati. Cleveland. Columbus,
Dayton, Lima. Oklahoma. - Oklahoma
City, Oregon-Portland. Pennsylva-niaPhiladelphia, Pittsburgh, Scrantoh, West
Chester.
Rhode Island - Pro·y'idence.

Harold Gail

Horace Holley
Robert Whltaker

What are the Baha'is Doing?

Editorial
Garret& Bu.sey

Far-Away

I~filhim

Robert L. Gulick, .Jr.

By This Measure, Poem
Ida Elaine .James

Siyyid Kazim
Eleanor S. Hutchens

"Not Mine Till Shared,'· Poem
Gertrude W. Robinson

The Development of a World Society,
(Concluded)

. Enrollments reported by Local SpirItual Assemblies: Seattle, Wash., 2;
B.ev€rl y , Mass., 1; San Francisco, Calif.,
1, Moncton, N.B., Can., 1; Regina, Sask.,
Can,,!, youth, 2_
Enrollments reported by Regional
Teaching Committees: NEW ENGLAND
-1; WESTERN PA. & OHIO-I' ILL
AND IOWA-2; WIS., MINN .. NO. DA:
KOTA, SO. DAKOTA-4' LA 'MISS -1'
~~. CALIF. & ARIZ.-I; WASH.. ORE:
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With Our Readers

AUGUSTA, GA. Word comes from

Augusta that it was the radio announcer rather than the Chaplain of
Oliver General Hospital who broadcast Baha'i prayers, as stated in this
column in the December issue.
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The Plan Is a Divine Mandate
The Guardian's Message
to You
Hope is welling up in my anxious, over burdened heart that
North American Baha'i
community may yet emerge
triumphant over the prevailing

the

crisis, demonstrate its capacity
to preserve its hard-won prizes
and redeem its pledges through
a further display of its qualities·
of unconquerable faith, unbreakable solidarity. dauntless
valor and heroic self-sacrifice.
and vindicate its right to primacy in the world community of
the followers of Baha'u'llah.
High water mark is still unattained notwithstanding '.he
mounting tide of enthusiastic
response displayed by
an
aroused community. Dangerous
passage now forded in this eleventh-hour campaign. I am fervently praying that further
intensification of effort, sustained, coordinated, consecrated
and unanimously exerted. will

sweep its members on crest of
the wave to total victory. I feel
assured that cumulative efforts
of participants in emergency
campaign launched by entire
community will increasingly at·
Ira cl the promised inflowing
~ace of the holv author of its
destinies, will demonstrate afresh its worthiness of the va·
ternal care of its divine founder,
will ~ added commendation
from its sister communities of
the Eastern hemisphere. deeo·
en the admiration and inspire
the emulation of its daughter
communities in Latin America
and the European continent,
and strengthen the attachment
and reinforce the brotherly affection of its guardian.
SBOGHI

CahlegTam received

1948.

February 13,

Beloved friends:
In this issue of Baha'i News we
read the text of the Guardian's
third message since January 12 on
the urgency of the teaching work in
North America.
Shoghi Effendi makes us realize
that the formation of one hundred
seventy-five Assemblies in the United
States and Canada this year is no
artificial scheme and no wishful
hope, but an essential part of a
divine, a mandatory, plan.
When an engineer has the task of
constructing a bridge across a wide
river, he has to calculate the number
of piers required to give it full support. From pier to pie:r the work advances" Not until the strength of the
completed part is. completely assured can he carry the structure forward toward the distant shore.

Greatest of All Engineers 'Ahdu'l-Balui !
'Abdu'l-Baha, witness to the first
stages of that desperate destruction
by which a doomed age tears down
the structure of its own evil habitation, prophetic witness to its continuance in more revolution and more
war -'Abdu'l-Baha had to design a
brid·ge that could rest upOn foundations deeper and firmer than the
power of nations, swing its arches
high above the raging torrent of
creedal hatred and economic cruelty,
and convey the life of this world
from the past cycle to the new age.
The Tablets we call the "Divine
Plan" or "America's Spiritual Mission Jl are the d"esigns and specifications of that bridge . No soul ever
raised up on earth in any former
Dispensation had so fateful a task.
A world in process of self-destruction like a witless drunkard sleeping 'in a house his own hand has set
aflame. a handful of workers who
could be induced to dig a few holes
or carry a few parts, or try and in·
terest a few more workers to helpand 'Abdu'l-Baha. Believers in many
countries striving to serve, without

clear realization of their own tottering 'world, the supe;rnal mysteries
of a heavenly. realm-and 'Abdu'lBaM.
.'
The first pier of this world-saving
Plan was the Ma!2briqu t l-Adhkar.
The second pier was an American
Baha'i community, unified, alert, a
weIr of strength, The third pier was
the establishment of Baha'i communi ties throughout La tin-America. The
fourth pier has been thrown out to
western Europe-a land of desolalation, devoid of faith as well as
of physical means to life. Beyond, ~
glimpsed in the half-light of imagination," other piers to be constructed
in the future, that the bridge of
security may serve all peoples and
all lands.
Now warning comes! The second
pier has not been sufficiently reinforced! Concentrate on this,section
of the Divine Plan-or jeopardize
those sections which thrust from it
farther out across the deep abyss!
Thus may be grasped the significance of the one hundred seventyfive Assemblies to be formed April
21, this year. They represent what
the Divine Plan needs for its fulfilment. Our effort and our sacrifice
in this or that American town.' between now and April 21 contx:ibutes
to a world mission. The Master cries
to us through the Guardian to rush
our forces to that point where the
bridge is too weak. How weak? At
the meeting of the National Assembly in February the members were
informed that seventy-two individ-.
uals can bring the task ~ full completion-seventy-two, either as newIv confirmed believers in designated
t~wns, or Baha'i settlers who go to
these towns to live because they
ha ve heard the call!
Som"e can settle. Some can teach.
All can contribute to the spiritual
and to th~ material treasury.

What Is the Spiritual Treasury?
Baha 'u'llah defines it: "0 people
of God! Be not occupied with your-
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selves. Be intent on the betterment
of the world and the training of nations. The betterment of the world
can be accomplished through pure
and excellent deeds and well-approved and agreeable conduct. The
helper of the Cause is deeds and its
assistant is good' character. n
'Abdu'l-Baha defines it: "The dissemination of the Divine ReligiOn is
owing to the perfecting of the indi-

vidual, to goodness of disposition, to
acceptable habits 01' customs and
deeds proceeding from a spiritual
mind."

There is the spiritual treasurythe good deeds and worthy characters of the believers. When· that
treasury becomes enriched, we will
not have to' pray for seventy-two
persons, for we will have the means
to attract and inspire peoples and
nations.
The foundation of the meaning of
the material treasury, the Baha'i
Fund, consists of the principle expounded by the Master, that the possessions of the friends of God are
God's, but He does not exact them.
The friends of God are trustees rather than owners of their own material reSources, their talents and their
time.

By the time the Guardian's third
message arriyed, a great change
could be perceived throughout the
community.
Contributions
were
speeding in from all points, teachers
were pledging their help, settlers
were preparing to set forth. God
willing, the means of victory lie in
our own hands; for this work is not
a human scheme but a Divine mandate; and its urgency is resolved
when we awaken to what it actually
means.
But with the swift tide of victory
there is another ship to be brought
into harbor before this Baha'i year
ends. The Annual Budget set for the
year ending April 30 provided definitely for Temple construction. The
Assembly has been unable to transfer funds to Temple construction acCOWlt this year. The funds available
have been expended for other activities. The Temple deficit, unless
wiped out, will reveal itself to us
later-in what we long to do but are
unable to do, in terms of contracts
for the interior design.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
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Success Marks Santiago Congress
Grappling frankly with the prohlems and basic needs of the Cause
in an atmosphere of enthusiastic
'study and self-preparation to help fill
those needs) wa s the keynote
tht'South American Congress and International School sessions which recently closed in Santiago, according
to reports just received. Each delegate regardf'd himself as a potential pioneer, and took account not
only of what others should be assisted
to do, but also of what he, himself,
could contribute toward fulfilling the
Guardian's plan, as outlined in his
cable to the Congre ss: "Ad vise Congress concentrate effective means
ensure extension, consolidation foundations forthcoming National Assembly. Stop. Urge redouble effort teaching activity, stimulate pioneer work
initiated native believers. Praying
signal success. Deepest love. Shag-

of

hi."
"La Colonia Baha'i," a beautiful
home compl~tely equipped with fur-

nishings and two servants and reminiscent of the International School
at Colorado Springs, provided a place
where the delegates could live and
work together as a spiritual family.
During -the school sessions the delegates studied the spiritual requisites
for teaching H outlined by the Guardian- in the "Advent of Divine Justice," fundamental facts of the Faith
such as its history, the stations of
its principal figures and the AdministFa tive Order. Each session was in
charge of a different instructor, each
delegate having his turn as a teacher
and questiorung the class as to their
basic knowledge. Afternoon sessions
were conducted on the la bora tory
plan, the students presenting a model
feast, election. assembly meeting.
interviews seeking publicity, and a
public meeting. Two actual public
meetings were promoted with great
success in spite of the mid-summer
vacation season: a reception at Colonia Baha'i attended by forty of
those prominent in the educational,
artistic and newspaper life of the
Chilean capital, and a public lecture
given by Hugo Arteaga beitia of Valparaiso in the large hall at the University of Santiago.
Results of the sessions were felt
to be an increasing maturity and
capacity to work, noted both in the
delegates and the host community;
a deeper understanding and cooperation with all of the Americas. in-

eluding North America-;. the capacity
for harmony in the midst of vigorous
and frank discussion, which cleared
up many points of teaching that had
not been very clear to some; a firm
determinativn to establish effective
loca I and national funds in s"pi te of
the grea t economic difficulties; a
growing sense of tl:.e urgent necessity for constant study, individually
and in organized elassE;s; a deep feeling of spiritual unity to be expressed
in active service, especially in the
teaching field. Official delegates attending included Sra. Yvonne de
Cuellar, Bolivia; Athos Costas, Argentina; Gambetta Roldim, Uruguay; Centurion Miranda, Paraguay; Dr. Carlos Saul Hernandez~
Colombia; Srta. Mercedes Sanchez
P~ru; Mrs. Margot Worley, Brazil,
and Carlos Bulling, Chile. International visitors were Miss Eve Nicklin
of Peru, two friends who accompanied Mrs. Worley from Bahia, Brazil; Oscar Aguirre of Buenos Aires
and Miss Janice Ewing of Oak Park,
Ill. Teachers in the school were the
delegates themselves, Miss Nicklin
and Artemus Lamb. A highlight of
the closing session was the announcement of the engagement and ap"proaching marriage on May 8th in
Chicago of Miss Janice Ewing and
Artemus Lamb.
7

Twenty-three
approved
native
teachers are now working under the
direction of the National Teaching
Committees of Central and South
America. All of these have passed
the test of capacity for doing regional work at home or in other countries. Some are school teachers who
dedicate their vacations to doing·
special projects. Others are friends
who can dedicate two or three
months to helping other countries.
Eduardo Gonzalez of Guayaquil, Ecuador, returned from Spain after
helping to establish the new community in Madrid, is 'now assisting
the two new communities in Venezuela to prepare for the elections,
and also making teaching visits to
the seven other organized study
groups of that country.
Six new believers have sent in
their registration cards from Tegucigalpa, Honduras, and seven from
Bucaramanga. Colombia. Fifty-one
cards have been received recently
from the various countries.
National funds have been established under the care of the two

RlliA'i
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Radio Transcriptions
Important Notice

Delegates and international visitors to- the second annual Congress of the Caribbean
countries participated not only in the Congress but also in the first International
Bah8.'i Summer School sessions recently held in Mexico City. Mrs. Loulie Matthews
of Colora.do Springs, (seated center.) represented the Inter-America Committee.
Mrs. Marzieh Gail of San Francisco. (standing a:t left) and Octavio Dleseas of
California (at right of Mrs. Matthews) taught courses in the school. Mrs. Marcia
Steward (seated extreme right) and other members of the National Teaching
Commit.tee were in charge of the Congress and school.

national teaching committees. A report just received from the Central
American committee I shows that a
total of $727.50 has been contributed
by ten countries 1n that area: a good
beginning considereing that a great
majority of the people live below the
poverty line.
Elena Marsella reports that she
has just returned from Santiago, goal
city of the Domican Republic, where
she found the entire city in mourning
over the death in an airplane crash
of their baseball team and other
prominent persons. She said it
seemed as if half the city came to
ask her about immortality and finally she had to thin out the numbers
by announcing that slie could give
time only to those prepared for serious study in order to become
Baha'is. Native teachers from Ciudad
Trujiio, Elena and Sheila Rice-Wray
will continue the work with occasional week-end visits.
Sheila has returned from San Juan
Puerto· Rico. where she helped Dr.
Edris Rice-Wray and Margaret
Swengle to get settled and meet the
frie:t:lds. A public meeting is being
planned there.
Special goal city drives are being

made by the Regionals with the help
of Carlos Bulling in Quilpue and
Puerto Mont!, Chile; with Esteban
Canales in Ambato. Ecuador; with
Oscar Castro in Santa Ana, El Salvador; Gwenne Sholtis in Cochabamba, Bolivia; Louise Caswell in Santiago, Panama; Helen Shearer in
Santos, Brazil; Jean Silver in Cienfuegos, Cuba; Natalia de Chavez in .
Jalapa, Mexico; Gayle Woolson in
Barranquilla and Bucaramanga~ Colombia.
Marcia Stewa rd ha s returned to
Central America after a short rest
at home in Pasadena following the
strenuous work of the Mexico City
congress. Hascle Cornbleth has returned to the United States after two
years in Ecuador and Panama and
is helping with national teaching
here. Julie Regal will come to Chicago in April after five years in Panama, and will serve as secretary
of the Inter-America Committee next
year.
(Ed. Note::

"To give you a

faint ide-a of

eC"Onomic CQnditions in Latin America. In
Ecuador a high school teacher earns $15.00 per
month. A university professor earns $18.00 to
$25.00 per month. They have to support families on this and the cost of liVing is approxi.
mately the same as in the United States!")

The National Radio Committee is compelled to issue this
special ·appeal to all the local
Assemblies and groups where
radio transcriptions have been
sent on loan for local use.
Please note these two important points:
L The transcriptions have
been sent out with specific instructions that they are to be
returned to the National Radio
Committee as soon as they are
broadcast. Due to the failure
on the part of many communities and groups to abide by the
terms on which the transcriptions are lent, the Committee
has exhausted its available
supply (50 copies of each program) and therefore cannot
supply them to meet new requests.
2. Under the terms of the
Committee's· arrangement with
the American Federation of Ra·
dio Artists, none of these transcriptions can be played twice
at the same station. It is therefore entirely unjustifiable for
any committee to hang on to a
set of transcriptions in the hope
that sometime later they might
be used again.
Remember: our services are
public property which we operate in tru~t for the whole
community. Our conditions imposed in meeting requests are
reasonable. The services of all
national Baha'i committees can
expand only as fast as the
friends learn that they have an
obligation to return a loan.
-NATIONAL
MrrrEE 225

BAHA'i

RADIO COM·

FIFTH AVENUE; NEW
YORK, 10, N. Y.

B&bi'j Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue. Wilmette.
Illinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, WIlmette,
Illinois.
Baha'i News Editorial Office:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Mich.
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Suggested Daily Readings
for April
"Immerse Yourselves in the
ocean of My Words."
The 'Unity of God, the Creator,
and the purpose of His ~reation.
1, 2. Gl. CXXIV
3. GJ. LXXXIV
4, 5, 6. Gl. XCIII
7. GJ. XCIV
8. Gl. XCV
9. GJ. XCVI
10. Glf. XCVII & XCIX
11. P.&M. XLI

12. P.&M. LVII
U. P .&M. LXXIX

14. P.&M. ClII
15. GJ. LXXV
16, 17. GJ. LXXVI
18. GJ. CXIII to bottom of p. 220
19, 20. GJ. XXVII
Ridvan Days
21.· GJ. LXXXV
22. G. P. B., 101·102
23. G. P. B., 153·155
24, 25, 26. GJ. XIV
27, 28. GJ. XV
29. GJ. XVI
30. GJ. XVII
GI.-Gleanings
P.&M_-Prayers and Meditations

G.P.B_---God Passes By
Display in Bahi.'j Center of Kenosha, Wisconsin daring 50111 anniversary cele-

bl'ation.

Kenosha Has A Birthday
The 50th anniversary celebration
of the founding of the Kenosha Assembly of Baha'is was held at the
community center at 5912-22nd Avenue, Kenosha~ Wisconsin, on the
evening of December 17, 1947.
A large number of Baha'is had
gathered for the occasion and enjoyed the reminiscences of the experiences of this, one of the earliest
Baha'i communities formed m the
Western World. Guests included
friends from neighboring ~communi
ties and several former members
of the community who now reside
elsewhere.
The program was divided into

three parts, representing the "Past,
Present and Future," symbolized by
three candles placed on the festive
board. Interesting and responsive remarks were made covering the Past
by Louis Voelz, the Assembly Secretary, largely consisting of reading
from the archives or history of the
AssemblY, and bringing out the fact
that the Babil'i Faith was pioneered
and originally introduced in Keno-

sha in 1897 by Byron Lane, and that
since that year the Faith has continued to function in Kenosha. The
portion representing the Present was
, covered by Jessie Halberstadt, and
finally the Future was ably discussed
by Horace Holley of Wilmette, our
National Secretary.
A telegram of congratulations from
the National Spiritual Assembly 'was
read, and a copy of a cablegram
which the National Spiritual Assembly had sent to Shoghi Effendi concerning the celebration was also read
by Horace Holley
.
Special recognition, with floral tri~
butes, was given several of the older
members of the community, some
of whom were with the original
group fifty years ago.

After the program a social hour
was enjoyed, refreshments were
served, with a huge specially deeR
ora ted golden cake in the center of
the birthday table, and thus this impressive celebration~ which will long
remain in our memory, was con~
eluded.

Louhelen School Necds
Snpplies
In order to help out on expenses ..
the Dayton Commuuity recently held
a linen shower with good results for
the benefit of the Louhelen School.
Perhaps other communities and
groups would like to bold similar
showers for the schooJ. The need is
for single-size sheets, pillow cases~
towels and washcloths_
-LoUHlilLEN ScHOOL MAlNn:NANCE CoMMITTEE

Several days later the following
congratulatory cablegram was received by the community from theGuardian_
"December 29, 1947.
Kenosha ~omD1unity.
Occasion Fiftieth Anniversary Establishment Faith Kenosha Moved
Express Dearly Beloved Steadfast
Devoted M e m b e r s Commuuity
Heartfelt Congratulations Warm Admiration Spirit Animating Them
Service Faith Ardent Hope Extension Range Meritorious Labours.
SIIOClBI:
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Local Assemblies
Contributing to Fund
January, 1948
Alabama-Birmingham;
Alaska-An4
chorage; Arizona-Phoenix; ArkansasLittle Rock; California - Alhambra,
Berkeley, Beverly Hills, Burbank, Burlingame, Carmel, Cloverdale Twp., Glendale, IngleW'Ood, Long Beach, Los Angeles, Monrovia, Oakland, Pasadena.
San Francisco, San Diego, Santa Barbara. San Mateo; Canada-Vancouver.
Moncton, Halifax, Hamilton, Toronto,
Charlottetown, Vernon; Colo-rado--Colorado Springs, Denver; Connecticut-New
Haven;

-

Where We
Are

DeJew&re-Wilmington; Dist. of COlumbia-Washington; FJorida-Jacksonville,
Miami; Hq.waii-Honolulu, Maui; Georgia
-Atlanta, Augusta; Idaho-Boise; miDois--Chicago, Danville, Elmhurst, Evanston, Maywood, Oak Park, Peoria,
Springfield, Urbana, Waukegan, Wilmette. Champaign, Limestone Twp.;
IndiaIia-Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, South
Bend; lowa.-Cedar Rapids; KansasTopeka; Kentucky-Loui sville;
Lousi~
ana-New Orleans.
Massachosetts--Beverly, Boston, Springfield, Worcester; Michigan-Ann Arbor,
Flint, Grand Rapids, Lansing, Muskegon,
Roseville; Minnesota-Duluth, Minneapolis, St. Paul; Mississlppi-Jackson;
Missouri-Independence. Kansas City,
St. Louis; Montana-Butte, Helena; 'Nebraska-Omaha; Nevada-Reno; New
Hampshire-Portsmouth; New JerseyDumont, East Orange, Montclair, Red
Bank. Teaneck; New Mexico--Albuquer·
que, North Albuquerque;
New York - Binghamton, Buffalo,
.Jamestown.
New York.
Rochester,
Yonkers; North Carolina.--Greensboro;
North Dakota-Fargo; Ohio--Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Lima;
Oklahoma-Oklahoma City;
OregonPortland;
PennSylvania-Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh, Scranton. West Chester;
Rhode Island-Providence; South Dakota

-Sioux Falls; TenDessee - Memphis,
Nashville; TeIas-Houston; Utab-Salt
Lake City; VermoD~Brattleboro; Virginia-Alexandria, Arlington; Washin,gton - Richmond Highlands, Monroe,
Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma; West Virginia
-Charleston; Wisconsm--Kenosha, Madi.
son, Milwaukee. Racine, Wauwatosa;
Wyoming-Laramie,

"We Must Be Like The
Fountain .••"
"We must be like the fountain or
spring that is continually emptying
itself of all that it has and is con-

tinually being refilled from an invisible source. To be continually giving out for the good of our fellows
undeterred by fear of poverty and
reliant on the unfailing bounty of
the Source of all wealth anp. all good
-this is the secret of right living.
-SHOGHI EFFENDI

1948
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Where We

1948

OUCJht to B.

Moy 1.1948

5300,000

April " 1948

275,000

M"r. 1. 1948

250,ODO

Feb. 1.1948

225,OOD

J"w. 1,1948

200,000

Dec. 1,1947

175,000

N"v. 1,1947

150,000

Oct. 1,1947

125,000

Sept. I, 1947

100,000

Aug. I, 1947

75,000

July 1,1947

SO,OOO

Juu 1,1947

25,000

FINANCIAL· BUDGET 1947-1948

Convention Attendanee
The believers are requested
not to bring to the Convention
any non-Bah.a'is, no matter how
close to the Faith they may be.
Only delegates and' recognized
enrolled believers will be ad.
mitted to the' Convention seg·
sion.
Delegates to the Annual Convention deal 'With issues and
plans of far-reaching import·
anee. The utmost concentration
is required. This is the reason
for limiting attendance at the
sessions to Baha'is only .•
The Public Baha'i Congress
and the Naw-Ruz Feast are
open to attendance by interested friends.
NATIONAL SPmITuAL ASSEMBLY

Have You Returned Your
Questionnaire?
Last month each -believer
received a special survey form
sent out from the National Office. This detailed questionnaire
is an effort to dis cover the talents and experience possessed
by members of the American
BaM'1 community. Before Convention the N. S.A. would like
this material filed to assist the
incoming Assembly in its na·
.tional committee appointments.
Please fill out, at once, your
copy of the questionnaire and
mail it to the National Olfice.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSCMBL Y

•
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Birth of the Bib celebrated in Ancborage, Alaska. Oct. 19, 194:7. Indicated
by. arrows are the hosts, the Robinsons.

The Home Front
Anchorage, A~aska: A gratifying
piece of publicity on the ornamenta~
tion program for the Temple was

fla'i speaker for Sunday evening, Nov.
9. The University of Life is the oldest
international Sunday evening church
secured in the Anchorage (Weekly) program in the United States and
News for Dec. 13. A cut of the Tem- its 700 members are divided into 17
ple exterior was used, and a news different study groups. The group
story based on the releases furnished asking for a Baha'i speaker was
them by the local publicity chair- made up of University students and
man. It is believed that this was young business people, enrolled unthe first time a feature news story der the subject "Why Different Rehas been published in Alaska on the ligions?", with Neil Swanson a PhiTemple. Routine paid advertise- losophy Instructor at the University
merits giving selections from the of Minnesota, as their leader. Thi!
Teachings and weekly news items Minneapolis Baha'is sent an 80S to
on the public meetings continued in Lawrence Hautz of MHwaukee and he
the Anchorage Daily Times.
gave a talk to this group that is
Flint, Michiga-n: The "World Day still remembered in this city of stoic
of- Prayer l l on Feb. 13 served as people. The Baha'is were especially
a point of contact with radio stations thrilled because, even in the enterand the response was interesting. tainment world, Minneapolis is conFour dilierent stations were con- sidered a city of frozen people, sittacted. One station used the Prayer ting on their hands. It has been said
for All Nations at 8:55 A.M. This that if anyone could "go over" in
same prayer was incorporated by Minneapolis, they were Hmade" proanother station into one of its reg- fessionally.
ular feature programs. A third staIn a few weeks, a call was retion promised to work the prayer ceived for another Baha'i speaker
in sometime during that day. Each for the high school group of the Uniof the stations was given a copy of versity of Life. This time, the local
the prayer, the Chicago Tribune pic- Spiritual Assembly met and decided
ture of the Temple, the leaflet. "The that it was high time for them to
World Faith of Baba'u'llah, and "A stand. on their own feet and not run
Pattern for Future· Society." Thus· for help every time the occasion
the friends in Flint successfully arose to propagate the Faith of
"tied in" and took advantage of a BahilU'llah. It was decided that the
current event to introduce the Faith chairman, Mrs. Helen Frink, should
to the local radio stations.
prepare a talk to be given before
Minneapolis, Minn.: In the fall of this youth group on Feb. 1. Four
1947, the Baha'l Community of Min- days later, a request was received
neapolis received a request from the for her to give two talks at Central
University of Life, of the Hennepin High School and four personal inAvenue Me!hodist Church, for a Ba- terviews. These appointments were

met. On Feb. 16, Mrs. Frink gave
her talk on Progressive Revelation
to the Senior and Sophomore classes
at Central High School. The students
begged their teacher to permit her
to pass out the little blue cards containing the Baha'i Principles but she
could not permit this, as religious
literature may not be distributed in
a publlc school. They countered with,
"Well, if she leaves them on the table, couldn't we just help ourselves
when she isn't looking?" The teacher
again had to refuse, but she told
them that they could leave their
names and addresses with Mrs.
Frink and she would m ail them copies. Never in the collectiv.e history
of the Baha'i Community of Minneapolis, with all the sincere effort
and hard work put into it, had they
ever received so much bea utiful publicity through the spoken word of
youth~ The report received states
"The Baha'is learned from their experience that the wilderness of teaching, which they had so feared to
enter, was, through the efforts of one
friend and one member, made into
an arena of beauty and joy, and that
Heaven, on this plane, has no back
doors ~ "
Atlanta, Ga.: Following are the
highlights of Mrs. Marzieh Gail's
five-day visit in Atlanta, on her return trip for the Caribbean Baha'i
Conference in Mexico City and traveling toward New York:
1. Lecture - "New Horizons for
Youth"-11 a.m. Unitarian Church,
Sunday, Jan. 25, 1948.
2. Dinner following the Church
sevice, 30 people attended. Marzieh
answered questions for 30 minutes.
3. Sunday niglit Jan. 25, at the
Baha'i Center, "Persia As I Saw
It." 29 persons attending, several
non-Baha'is present.
4. Monday, Jan. 26, 2 p.m.-Radio
Interview, 7 minutes, Station WeON.
5. Monday, Jan. 26, 8· p.m.-Fireside at the Rube home, 10 present.
6. Tuesday, Ja .11..'>1, 1 p.rn -Luncheon with Liberal Club at YWCA, ar>proximately 30 attended, with good
response.
7. Marzieh then went to Atlanta
University with Dr. Domas of the
Unitarian Church and met several
of the faculty of the School of Social
Administration.
8. Mternoon Tea-at the Athletic
Club upon invitation of Mrs. John
Rockwood· who is interested and
studying the Faith.

BAH •.('i NEWS

9. Tuesday, Jan. 27th, 8 p,m.at the
Baha'i Center, HFaith for Freedom,"
26 persons present Many questions
asked and lively discussion followed.
Also Tuesday night late visit with
several Baha'is to home of Dr. Domas for contact purposes.
10. Wednesday, Jan. 28, 12 noon,
Lecture before 25 students in Comparative Religious Class at Agnes
Scott College. Response was lively
and prolonged.
11. Wednesday, Jan. 28, 8 p.m.Baha'i Center, "Heralds of World
Peace," 25 present. A Baha'i brought
5 young non-Baha'i high school students from .Conyers, to hear this lectUre. Good response.
12, Thursday, Jan. 29, 6 p.m,-Dinner with ar..d Lecture before PreTheological Students Club at Emory
University, many questions asked.
13, Thursday, Jan. 29th, 8 p,m. at
the Baha'i Center, intimate talk with
Baha'is about our Beloved Guardian, with one near-Baha'i present.
14. Friday, Jan. 30th 7 p.m, Mrs.
Gail spoke at the Annual Dinner of
the Phyllis Wheatl,,¥ YWCA before
150 persons, both white and colored,
on the subject "The Spirit of
Change.'t

Peoria, Ill.: Peoria has a group of
people from various religious groups
who meet together from time to time
to discuss ways of bringing about
greater religious unity and harmony,
Various members of the Baha!i community have attended from time to
time with the result that the local
churches are beginning to recognize
the believers as followers of an independent -religion. Recently a plan
develdped to hold a series of radio
programs on "What I Believe." A
Bahati was asked to meet with a representative of the J ewish, Catholic
and Prolestant groups at the local
radio station; A plan was devised to
have a thirty-minute program of
questions and answers for thirteen
consecutive Sundays, to begin on
Jan, 11 and omitting Easter Sunday,
There are to be four Catholic, two
Jewish, and six Protestant programs
and one Baha'il The nwnber of programs allowed each one was decided
on the report of a religious survey
of the city which gave the number
of declared believers of each group.
Naturally, since we had the least,
we are happy indeed to have been
given the one time on the air. The
date for the Baha'i program . was
fixed at Feb. 8.

Texas: We· quote directly from
the regional bulletin for Texas
(called ':Bahati News]et): '~On Friday - evening, Jan. 9, the SAN ANToNIo group presented Mr. Leroy
loas at a public meeting in the East
Wing of the MtmiciDal AUditorium.
Over 30 people atte~ded and the response and attitude were good.
Wednesday. Jan. 21, the first in a
series of follow-up Baha'i classes was
instigated by Miss Farukh Ioas.
•
On Monday, Jan. 12, Mr. Ioas
spoke before a meeting conisting of
over 50 people at Arlington Hall in
DALLAS, This is being followed up
by Miss loas at weekly meetings on
Tuesday evenings in the Jefferson
hotel in Dallas. Miss loas will mal<;e
this tour weekly for hvo months ending and headquartering in HOUSTON
for the Sunday public meetings. Her
spare time is well taken up in smal1
special study classes, one on FrIdays and one in CHANNELVIEW,
jqst outside of Houston. These are
small groups of business women or
married couples living outside the
immediate area, new inquirers into
the Faith. A class in Administration
for the believers may be conducted
if there is enough demand. This is
a rigid program for Farukh Ioas.
and all of tIre Baha'is are most thank
ful to her. . . ."
We quote interesting bits from regional bulletins:

7
Georgia: "Miss Olga Finke, Our
Child Education expert gave enlightening facts on how to train children
in the Baha'i way of living, by giving
them little things to do in which they
can serve others. 8lie also pointed out
Lhat the Baha'i parents would be
held responsible to God for the way
jn which they trained their children.
Begin training them from the cradle
up, insisting on obedience in a kind
but ·firm way. ,., ."
"Word received by the regional
secretary informs us that _Mrs. Terah
Smith, former member of this RTC
now living in Binghamton. N,Y" is
honored with the privilege of being
one of the speakers on Peace for
the Speakers Bureau of the United
Nations. This gives Mrs. Smith many
opportunities to speak on the Faith
and make contacts for the Cause... "
Idaho, Montana and Utah: "The
birthday of Baha'u'llah was celebrated with papers carrying nice articles
about Baha'u'llah. The Babil.'is gave
an old-time party like a basket~so~
cial and played old-time games, NonBaha'is were invited and precedin.g
the party, Mrs, Irene Hoffman gave
the life story of Baha 'ullah using
drawn maps to illustrate the story,
Butte announces they now have a
center and that study classes and
meetings are held there and newspapers carry the dates of these classes
and meetings..
"

Seattle, Washington group listens to Mr. Carl Nordquist speaking on the Faith,
Feb. 6, 1948.
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Pictured above are a few samples of more than 1,000 publicity clippings of the
Bahi'i Temple. which have been received by Public Rela.tions as a. result of releases prepared by the oommiHee. Thousands of inches of free publicity were gained
by the Faith during" the past year_More important, however, tban the amount
of publicity received and the monetary value in terms of paid space, is the fact that
gradually. throQgh a consistent public relations program, mOJ'e accurate interpretation of tb~ Faith and favorable impressions are beiog made.

Bahit'i Public Relations
For use by local communities and
groups Public Relations la st month
released a new series of five newspaper advertisements. Layouts. and
suggestions on how to use the material are included. Although pre-

pared initially as a contribution to
the present urgent campaign, the
ads are suitable for use in an Assembly's regularly planned and continuous effort to create publicity for
and interest in the Faith. Another
series will be available soon.
Also available for community use
is a series of 12 advertisements used
throughout the year in the trade
. press. These insertions, placed on a
monthly basis, told the step-by-step
story of the Faith to those in a position to mold public opinions-the editor, feature writer, commentator,
and radio announcer. The ads,
dramatizing the coming of world religion, appeared in Editor & Publisher, Canadian Weekly Editor,
Broadcasting and Publishers' Auxiliary.
Through the pages of Newsweek,

Walls Came Tumbling Down!!, "The
long years of contemplation and suffering had not led him to dwell on
the differences among men; rather
he saw and preached their common
brotherhood. As he talked, hurry and
tension left us, and we felt the harmony that he described." (4) In travel sections, the Baha'i Temple is
being accepted more each year in
new books and guides. References
can be found in the AAA "Guide to
America," WPA's "Illinois," and in
"This is Chicago," a handsome pictorial guidebook. Watch for an article on the Temple this spring in
"Where," a travelers' magazine.
(5) For ..references. check: NBC's
book of pronunciation, "World Almanac of 1948," "Religion jn the
Twentieth Century," edited by Vergilius Ferin, published by Philosophy Library, Inc., New York, and
"Religions of the World," a student
guide book by Gerald L, Berry for
the Everyday Handbook series.

Children's Stories Now Ready

The Child Education Committee
wishes to announce that it is beginning to issue story sheets for use
Urrited Nations World and U. S. with children. Baha'i stories will be
News-World Report (formerly World told in such a way as to be compreReport), the Baha'i message is be- hensible to children. These will be
ing presented again to an audience issued frequently and will be mailed
of more than 4,000.000. New ad, re- out on request free of charge. Write
prints of which are availabJe, ap- to Mrs. Sylvia Parmelee, Secretary,
pears in Newsweek March 12 and in 4700 47th Street, N.W., Washington,
April's United Nations \Vorld.
D.C. if you desire to receive copies.
The Guardian has written that it
To a list of nearly 5,000 selected
names this month went the quarterly will be permissible to collect s'tories
teaching bulletin "World Religion," for children (about the Master) but
of which Shoghi Effendi says through we must realize that such stories are
his secretary: "The buJletin is an in the class of pilgrim's notes and
important and. unique step taken in may not be the actual words of
the direction of teaching . . . can 'Abdu?l-Bahi, for instance. Evendevelop into an e:ff€'ctive and world- tually, it is hoped that these stories
wide organ of teaching. . , ," To will be published in book form.
names submitted. PR will send a
We invite your cooperation. If you
complimentary copy .
know a good Baha'i story and can
Along the Baha'i bookshelf we find: give- us its source, won't you please
(1) "The Histomat of Religion," a . send it in? It might concern the
colorful graph of all religions, inus- Bab, Bahii'u'llilh, 'Abdu'\-Baha, the
tia ting the evolution of mankind Guardian, martyrs, pioneers, teachspiritually toward a oneness of God; ers' or it might be just an illustration of Baha'i action. Your help will
(2) From the "Look at America"
series prepared by the editors of be much appreciated. Please send
LOOK magazine, "The Midwest" your stories to our secretary. name
ca rries a full-page picture of the and address mentioned above.
Be sure to state the source.
Temple; (3) Wrote Mary White
--CHILD EDtrCA'I'JOJol COMMrrI'EE
Ovington of 'Abdu'l-Baha in uThe
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Baha'i Workshop Produces
Results
The Radio Script Writing Work~
shop at Green Acre last summer
served as a chance for Baha'is to
learn something about radio writing,
and developed several unexpected
but immensely valuable sidelines.

The original plan was to give
Bahd'is instruction in radio writingdram;atic scripts, spot announcements, and documentary scripts, and
also the chance to participate in
actual production on the air over the
local station WHEB in Portsmouth,
New Hampshire.

The course was given in two week
units, put on three broadcasts during the summer: a documentary-interview script on the purpose and
activities of Green Acre, written cooperatively by the group; a bioggraphical drama on Sarah Farmer
presented the week of Miss Farmer's
birthday with the Radio class par-

ticipating as actors and a presentation of one of the series of twelve
platters put out by the Baha'i National Radio Committee.

This much alone would have been
valuable, but much more came out
of the group a s the logical result
of the discussion in class. It developed that many of the participants
were members of local Radio- Com-

mittees, and were anxious to learn
more about radio, so that their approach to their local stations would
be more intelligent and more effec-

tive. Radio contacts thus became an

important part of the course, and
the problems of radio production
more understandable.
Add to all this the fact that Mr.
Johnson instructor in the Radio Work
shop at Syracuse University, and
leader of the group, recently declared himself. -and is working hard
in the Syracuse community, and
another non-Eahil'i member of the
group became a Baha'i at the end
of the summer, and has been active
with the National Radio Committee
of tbe U.S., and it becomes apparent

that the Baha'i values were not forgotten. All in all the Workshop
proved to be a sparkplug for increased activity in the radio field,
and as one of the members of the
group expressed it "Good fun as
well."
.

Mrs. Solveig Corbit, first pioneer to
Europe, left Sept. 7, 1946 from New
York, for Norway. She was unable to
appear in the group picture on page 5
of Baha'i News for Oct. 1946, and her
picture has only recently become avail~
able.

Europeau Enrollments Increase
The thrilling and heartening news
which the European Teaching Committee has to share with the Baha'i
friends, who are so valiantly sup':
porting the European teaching project, is that of eight newly declared
believers since our last report to
them in Baha' i News. These include
another promising young member,
'a medical student in Copenhagen,
Mr. Gerhard Anderson; the historic
first four in Norway, Mrs. Inga Eriksen, Miss Vida J ohnston t Miss Elna
Schonberg, Mr. Arne Tharaldsen;
one in Italy, Signor Luigi Peveri,
who was confirmed in the Fiaith in
Rome but who is ardently working
for the Cause in his home village
Stra, in the Province of Pia cenza and
two more in the Stockholm group,
Miss Tara Persson and Eskil Ljtmgberg. This brings the total number
of newly declared believers in all
of our goal countries under the second Seven Year Plan to 43.
From Scandinavia, Holland and
Belgium have come enthsia stic accounts of Dorothy Baker's visit to
our Centers in these countries.
Through the openings which our val
iant pioneers made with outstanding
clubs, Mrs. Baker was able to speak
to audiences of from 75 to 199 persons as well a s in firesides and more
intimate meetings. She has been
most enthusiastically received in
each place; has created many promising contacts with which the pioneers are now busily engaged, in
effective follow-up. The publicity accorded her by the press has also
been very impressive. Most of all
M

she has brought great encouragement and inspiration to our pioneers.
It is through the visits of these itinerant teachers that the pioneers feel
themselves once more in close touch
with the BahA'is at home and are
strengthened and resuscitated by the
spirit that flows to them. The Committee rejoices that Dorothy Baker
was present at the historic occasion in Oslo when four of a group
who had been studying the Faith declared themselves and again in Stock
holm when the last two new believers became members of that group.
Marion Little continues her invaluable work in Italy. After Feburary
9 she visited Florence and Naples
before proceeding to Switzerland to
meet Dorothy Baker for a brief journey together to Paris and Lyon,
France.
It is with deepest regret that the
Committee reports the contemplatE~d
return to the United States of Henry
Jarvis in February and Marion Little on March 20. The assistance
which tbey have given to the European teaching project cannot be
measured and the- priceless contribution which they have made will
continue to bear rich results long after their retirement from the EUIe-.
pean field,

''The World Is 8eiug
Prepared • • _"
During the last two years Charles
Mason Rerney, one of our· earliest
American believers, has visited
Baha!i communities and groups
throughout La tin America and Europe. A few notes culled from his account written for the Bahci'; World
help us to realize the eager devotion
of pioneers and believers in these
countries and the great physical diffi~
culties and deprivation under which
Baha'i teaching is carried on in Europe. And yet he says: "Baha'i work
moves quickly in these days." We
select particularly items about the
countries which are not included in
the Euopean teaching plan for ten
countries:
"In Dublin I was witb the pioneer'
teachers at the first public meeting
held in Ireland at which there was
a good a ltendance and fine response
on the part of the people. The Irish,
who in the past played so important
a part in the early spread of ClQistianity in Europe, now give promise
(Continued on pt,lue 11)
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Pioneer
Excerpts from the letters and diaries of lUartha Root
(Cont'd from last month)

Bulgaria, Plovdiv, Nov. 24, 1927

Am sending this letter so that it will surely reach you by Christmas Day.
I shall be praying for y-ou specially on the Holy Holidays and sending deep
Jove to you. I shall be in Athens then. 1 do not know one soul in Greece
but God will be with me and He will be with you, and in spirit we shall b~
together t God bless you, my precious dear ones, and give you happiness
and courage and inner peace to meet everything in this life and in the next!
... In Bucharest, the great privilege was mine to visit her Majesty Queen
Marie in her summer palace, "Pelesh", in Sinaia .... It was all so beautifull
The Queen is so charming~ so bright, so intuitive, and with such a comprehensive grasp of these great Teachings ~ She is a confirmed Baha'i and
she studies the teachings.
.
I came to Bulgaria, October seventeenth, stopped in Roussee, the fourth
largest city in Bulgaria, and on the Danube River. It is the frontier City
just across from Rumania. I had stopped there three hours two years ago.
This time I visited three of the largest educational institutions and talked
.,Nith the Directors. One fine young Esperantist who works in a bank in
Roussee said, "I am interested in the Baha'j Cause, have been interested for
two years; I want always to work for it, and please keep me in touch with
any news about it." I try as much as possible to link the youth of one
country with those of another
. my visit to a country I hope, is only the
beginning of spiritual events. the youth themselves are the ones who will
cRrry it far. far t
Nov. 28.
In Amsterdam we see Valerie Lamb
Yesterday six of us went to Stanimaka for the day, -went with two horses
Nichols. itinerant teacher and right.
and a carriage, three hours ride. It was the first time an American had
Charlotte Stirratt, pioneer, Oct. 2, 1947.
ever lectured in Stanimaka. The one hundred Esperantists are all veTy
Calendar
young. They arranged a big lecture on the Baha'i Cause, the hall was so
FEASTS:
crowded, all stood that could get into the hall or listen outside and many.
April 9-J alaI-Glory
many went away. It was a tremendous success. They seemed very interApril 28-Jamal-Beauty
ested. The young girls brought me flowers and when we left in the evening,
the Esperantists walked with us more than two miles, we all walked to·
ANNIVERSARIES
gether and the carriage trailed empty behind.
April 21-First day of RidvanI start for Constantinople now in two hours. only took the Turkish visa for
about 3:00 P.M.
April 21-May 2nd-Feast of Ridvan one week . . . . My work in the Balkan countries and in central Europe is
so urgent, I cannot work much in Turkey until some year later. Constantin.
ANNUAL ELECTION-April 21
ople is not much out" of my way en route to Greece. Also, I shall pass
N.S.A. MEETING
through Adrianople. It gives me a thrill to think of going to the cities where
March 25, 26, 27, 28, April 28
Baha'u'ilall was exiled and I long to meet the friends hI. Constantinople. How
much Baha'u'llab. endured to give us these Teachings! And I see the New
ANNUAL CONVENTION
Day breaking t I see that the new divine civilization will bring again a
April 29, 30, May 1, 2
great progress to all mankind. It is very blessed for us all to live in this
day, to know and to serve - and courageously to go forward amid diffi·
In Memoriam
c~ties and illness, for life is not easy for anyone. It was not easy for
Mrs. Sylvia Peek,
Baha'u'Uah and His family, nor for those early believers, nor is it easy for
Lansing, Mich. Jan. 4, 1948
you. "All suffer and yet no less bear up," and they are the radiant ones
Mrs. Anna Nagel,
with shining eyes and when they speak one sees the Truth in their lives
Fernandina, Fla. Dec. 28, 1948
and actions! "And when they have passed, it seemed like the passing of
Mr. Ernest Court,
exquisite music!" That is the way you live, each one of you
whom I
Winnipeg, Man., Can. Dec. 14, 1947
send this letler of love.
Mrs. Christine Averson,
Turkey, Contantinople, 1929
Duluth, Minn. Dec. 1947
I have visited some of the Professors of Stamboul University, interviewed
Miss Evelyn Thelma Watson,
them about religion and have 'Written it. Then 1 went to Angora, the Capital,
Van Dyke, Mich. Oct. 1947
for four days. I had an interview with the Minister of Foreign Affairs. He
Mr. Chester Barnett,
is certainly a great man. With him, too, I spoke about religion . . . I met
Peoria, Ill. Jan. 22, 1948
the Directors of the press for Turkey, met the heads of Education, the heads
Mrs. Vinnie T _ Stark,
of two libraries in Angora and some fine people froIl?- the Embassies. The
Grand Rapids, Mich. Nov. 18, 1947
Turks have given me a cordial invitation to return for October twentyMiss Ella Meissner
ninth, the greatest day in Turkey, for this is the anniversary date of the
Portland, Ore. Feb, 2, 1948

to

I
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founding of their Republic on October twenty·ninth, nineteen twenty-four.
I shall go a few days earlier and be a guest at two or three events and I
have an invitation for the grand ball on October twenty-ninth, when I expect
to meet the President of Turkey and the Prime Minister as well as others ...
I shall and. have, taken third class trains in TUrkey .. You see I meet
the highest and. the humblest Turk ... I have tried to make a careful study
of Turkey and meet some of the molders of this new Turkey, for this
country has infinite possibilities ...
I am so sorry when my correspondence goes tmanswered, but you see I
am obliged to CONCENTRATE on my task and when once I begin there
is never any place to stop until I leave one city and go on to the next and
do my writing before I annotmce my arrival.
Czechoslovkia. Praha, Jan. 22, 1933.
Dear Friends: Do you feel as I do, that in teaching the Baha'i Cause you
arE: learning the most of anyone? Do you feel as I do, how often selfishness
and "little" annoyances spring up and stare into your very soul reminding
you how much there is to learn, really to become perfect? .Also, do you
sometimes catch the cosmic through glimpses, the high lights of the celestial
and vision what life could be if we really were "all-conscious" all the time?
Also do you think as I do, how much you wish to read and study MUCH
MORE, but you read a little, pray a little. meditate a little, and most of
the twenty-four hours submerge yourself in service? Is it not better to
run with your torch to light the soul torches of all? And in doing that, the
Words of Christ come true: ORe that loses his life, shall save it." In SERVICE to others, the soul draws near to God, does hear the Divine Guidance.
does dream dreams, does see visions. Lastly. do you find, as I do, that
when you have gone to the limit of human strength and the body says, "This
js the last straw and it is going to break my back~", something so important comes into the horizon that, for the sake of humanity, you feel it should
be carried. and you pick it up and bring it forward to its goal-and in doing
this, Baha'u'll.ili. gives a spiritual strength, a superhuman help, that brings
you safely and with peace and thankfulness in your heart? How true the
words that life, after all, is a one way street we are passing down, all we
do, we must do it now for we come not back this way. ..
I came to Praha early in May, arranged with Mrs. P. M.-~--~- to translate
Babai'u'lJ..8h and the New Era into Czech. One. thc;>usand copies came from
the press December first. In the bookstore windows they are placarded
~'Something new" . . . .
The Czechs have vision, Jan Hus did not die in vain:- few nations in Europe
are more liberal in tl;i.inking, more openminded, more seeking than this one.
Blessed indeed are the Baha'i teachers who can work in Czechoslovkia.
I wish I could go to fifty cities and towns in Czechoslovkia and speak in
the English Clubs, the Sokol Clubs, and in their schools: for the word comes
from different cities asking about the Baha'i Movement.
I shall come again to this country, if it is possible-but to get the book
(Baha'u'll8h and the New Era) out in Hungarian, Rumanian, Serbian, Greek
is also very important for the teachers who will come after. It is so much
easier to work, and more rapid progress c~ be made when one has literature in the language of the country. When one sees the world outlook at
this moment, it seems all the more- necessary to get the books out, for in
the time of cataclysm people will have the Teachings!
To be continued
(Continu.ed from page 9)

to be fnritful soil for the Baha'i
Faith.
"In England I found the Baha'is
to be most active in their various
pioneer efforts. Their Baha'i Summer School for the study· of the
teachings, now held annually in York~

shire. has of late been attracting
friends from both Great Britan and
from the continent, with its influence
extending and increasing each year.
"After meeting with the Baha'is
in Edinburgh, Scotland, I visited the
pioneer centers in the northern Eu~
ropean countries of Norway, Sweden
and Denmark, then the Low Coun~

11
ties of Holland and Belgium and the
adjacent country of Luxembourg, in
ea ch of which countries pioneer
teachers from the United States are
working.
"I spent some days in Paris where
of the old BaM',s,
American and English living in Paris,
who have been believers since the
very early days when I, along with
them, first heard the Message in 1900
and 1901. From Paris I went to Lyons
in France where there is a group of
fervent French adherents.

r met with several

"It was my fervent hope to be
able to meet with the Baha'is in Austria and Germany but the permit to
enter Germany was not given me
by the military authorites so I was
nQt able to realize this hope. Germany was not a part of my special
effort to assist the pioneer teachers
for the Baha'i Faith was established
there sometime before World War
I. During World War II all Baha'i
activity was brought to a halt in
Germany . . . . Latterly the BaM'i
work in G€rmany has gone ahead
by leaps and bounds. Large gatherings and a convention have been held
and so far the Cause there is attaining greater proportions than in any
other country of continental Europe.
"Unless one has actually seen the
war destruction in Europe it is difficult to picture the devastation of
the cities and when one sees this
wreckage it is even then impossible
to visualize the terrors through
which the$e ·people have passed.
"To spend a few days in London
is a most depressing experience to
one' 5 human spirit. One finds acres
and acres of wreckage and rubble
in the heart of the City and the people are undernourished, tired and exhawed in spirit.
';In ItalYt France and Belgium,
houses, bridges and other structures '
are in ruins with destruction and
desolation on all sides. In Spain it
is the same, but here not the result
of a foreign enemy, but of internal
revolution. Ruins on all sides with
its accompanying social disruption.
However this condition, terrible as
it iS t is causiQg people to hunger
for and to seek religious consolation.
Thus the time is at hand for a spiri~
tual renaissance. The world is being
prepared to appreciate all that the
Baha'i Faith has to heal and to cure
its sick condition . . :.
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Bahi.'j N..... is puhUshecl by IIu!
National SpirituaJ A.ss~bly of the
Bah3.'is of the United States and.
Canada. as the official news-letter
of the Bahi?i Comnllmity. The flrs&
issue appeared iD December, 19U.
Baba'i News is edited for Ute National Spiritual Assembly by its
Baha'i News Editorial Committee:
Mrs. Roberta Christian. chairman.
Mrs. Bertha Hyde Kirkpatrick,
Mr. Gordon A. Fraser. Editorial
office: Mrs. Roberta ChrIstian.,
1001 West Genesee St.. Lansing,
MichPlea.se report c.hanges of adtlress
to which B&hi'i News is to be
sent a.nd other matters perta.in1D.g
to its distribution to the Bah&~i Na:tional Office, SSG. Sheridan Road,
Wilmette, DIinols.

Shldents and teachers at the South American Bahi'i SUmmer School in SanUago,
Chile. are Shown in the garden of the school Delega.tes and visitors from eight South
American countries assisted at. the second a.mmal Ba]ui.'j Congress ,of that continent
and attended the summer school sessions afterward. Artmus Lamb is shown. seated
at right of first row.

Enrollments
EnroUmeDts reported by Local Spiritua.l
Assemblies :
Los Angeles, Calif. 1; Peoria, Ill. 2;

Inglewood, Caltl. 1; New Orleans, La. 1;
New York City 1; Chicago, Ill. 1; Montreal, P. Q. I; 2 Youth.
Enrollments reported by Regional Teaching Committees

New York, Conn. 1: West Pa., Ohio 1;
Ky .• Ind. 1; 111., Iowa 1: Wis .. Minn.,

No. Dakota, So. Dakota 2; So. Calif ..
Ariz. 3; No. Calif., Nev. 1; Wash., Ore. 1;
Mich. 1 Youth.
CorrecHons: Kansas City, Mo.: Nov,
issue reported 1 enrollment. This should
have been 2.

RTC of New Jersey: In Dec. issue an
enrollment recorded for Hackensack
should have been for Bloomfield.

Temple Slides Available
The set of 70 film-slides of
the Temple, accompanied by a
10 page mimeographed script
may now be purchased through
Mr, Harry Walrath, 4639 No,
Beacon St" Chicago 40, Ill, A
check for $12,75, which includes
cost of mailing and insuraoce,
should be enclosed with each iorder.
This set includes 51 ,Kodachrome or color view~ ~nd 19
views in black and white. The
slides are the standard 2 x 2
inch size on 35 mm. film.

DffiECTORY ADDITIONS & CHANGES
GROUPS
Local Spiritual Assembly Secretaries
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Mrs. Florence K. McRoberts
208 N. 22nd St.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
Miss Dahela Abas
235 Fuller St.
St. Paul 3, Minn.
New Groups
SAANICH MUNlCIP ALITY
Mrs. Lily Ann Irwin. Corres.
2S44 Colquitz Ave.
Victoria. B.C., Can.
RIVERSIDE, ILL,
Mrs. Viola Tuttle, Corres.
424 Selbourne Rd.
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
Mrs. Reginald King. Corres.
1518 S. Center St.
TUCSON, ARIZ,
Mrs. Isabelle Dodge, Cones.
2833 E. 2nd St.
RUDOLPH, WIS.
Mrs. Harold Schiller, Corr-es.
Rt. 1
BROADVIEW, ILL,
Mr. Jesse Robinson, Corres.
2016 S. 20th St.
Groups Dissolved
Norfolk, Mass.
Grosse Pointe City, Mich,
Rudolph Twp., Wis.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Change of correspondent or addreS!.!i
KNOXVILLE, TENN.
Mrs. Ethel Gabbard. CorTes.
132 Nicholson Ave.
LAGRANGE PARK, ILL.
Mrs. Charles Harris, Corres.
600 LaGrange Rd.
WHEAT RIDGE, COLO.
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Clark, Corres.
6307 W. 38th Ave.
.
RTe SECRETARmS
ALA., TENN.
Mrs. Homer Dyer. Rt. 5. Box 888,
Birmingham 6, Ala.
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EUROPE'S NAW RUZ
GREETINGS
LUXEMBOURG NAW-RUZ GIFT
NEWI.Y DECLARED BELIEVER
JULIE ROEDER, PIONEER
NAW-RUZ GLAD TIDINGS FOUR
DECLARED BELIEVERS
FRITZI SHAVER, PIONEER
BERN, S~ZERLAND

European Conference Will
Constitute a Landmark
The European :reaching Commit-

tee is happy to share with the friends
the news of its forthcoming conference in Geneva with the pioneers
and new believers of the ten goal
countries. This conference is to open
on May 22 and that evening the Congregated friends will celebrate together the Declaration of the Bab ..
The period of the Conference is May
22-26 and in addition to consultation
sessions the program will include
Public Meeting. in both Geneva and
Bern. In a letter to the Committee
dated Jan. 27, the Guardian wrote:
"The greatest care and the utmost
effort must be exercised and exerted
to ensure the success of the forth~
coming Conierence which will constitute a landmark in the history of
this newly-launched and historic
campaign in Europe. I will pray
from the depths of my heart for its
success and for the realization of
every hope cherished by those who
organize it as well as those who
direct the activities and coordinate
the efforts of all those who participate in the execution of this vital
aspect of the second seven year
Plan."
, The Conference is dedicated to
'Abdu'I.Baha, the Author of the Di• vine Plan and the Architect of the
Adnllnistrative Order. Marion Jack
of whom the Guardian speaks in a
recent cable as Han heroic soul wor~
thy to be regarded as a glorious example to every pioneer in America
and Europe" has been invited to be
the special honored guest at this occasion. Cordial invitationS to attend
have also been extended by the
N.S.A., through the National Assemblies of the British Isles, Germany
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Here We Stand
Beloved friends:
and eventually each independent naWhen this issue of Baha'i NelL'S is tion of South and Central America
mailed to the believers the Conven- and also of Europe will form its own
tion will be near at hand,. marking administrative structure,
This development constitutes the
the end of another Baha'i year and
the beginning of another administra- fruit of all Baha'i activity, for the
enlargement of the area brought
tive year for the American Baha'is.
The Convention for the first time within the world order of Baha'u'Uah
will be made up only of Baha'is of marks the spiritual conquest of the
the United States. The Convention of chaos in which mankind has
the Baha'is of Canada, composed of plunged. Not by spiritualized personqineteen delegates assigned to the alities alone, but by faithful Baha'is
various Provinces, is to be held April united in the administrative order
24 and 25 at the Maxwell home in a'ver which the Guardian and the
Montreal. At that time a National House of Justice are -to preside t the
Spiri lual As sem bly of the Bah,,' is of essential purpose of the F ai th is fill·
Canada will be established, forming filled. The termination of anarchy
one more pillar to support the future and rebellion ~ the use of force and
House of JustiCe. The National Spi. violence for partisan ends - all the
ritual Assemblies at present exist· causes of human suffering and socialing represent the believers of Persia, distrurbance - calls' for the opera·
Iraq, Egypt and the Sudan, India. tion in human life of those unique
Pakistan and Burma, Australia and functions vested in the House of JusNew Zealand, the British Isles, Ger- tice. Through no other agency can
many and Austria, and the United the' revealed teachings and prinStates and Canada. Canada will ciples be transmuted into the law
have the ninth Naional Baha'i com- and order on which humanity ''depends. HeTe we Baha'is stand.
munity.
The establishment of this new
Turn now to our tremendous projcommunity marks
one definite ect, completion of the Temple inter·
a chievement of the second Seven ior, This year marked the beginning
Year Plan, Belore 1953 National bod- of actual construction work t as last
ies are to exist in South America and year marked the setting up of a conin Central America. As soon as pas· struction fund exceeding $100,000. By
sible thereafter there will be aNa· now it should be $200,000, but the
tional Assembly of Western Europe; funds have not been made available.
. and Austria, and through the SpiriThe inspiration and guidance of all
tual Assembly of Paris, to the mem- administrative work is giv~n us
bers of their communities.
through our worship of the One True
Glowing reports have continued to God. Until the Temple interior is
flow in from Luxembourg, Switzer· completed we will not have uni teelly
land, Italy, Spain and Portugal as developed the facilities for public
our latest itinerant teacher, Dorothy worship in the Name of Baha'u'll3.h.
Baker, has pursued her way through Therefore this task is a sacred op. the European Teaching goal coun- portunity the fulfilment of which
tries. The repercus sions of her hear- nothing can be permitted to delay.
tening visits to our pioneers will con- The call of ihe Kingdom will resound
tinue long after her departure from throughout all the Americas with exthe Continent and her contribution traordinary power when not only Bato the teaching project, as a whole, ha'is but the general public gather
is genuinely and deeply appreciated. for worship in the Mashriqu'l-AdhLast, but certainly not least, is our
kar. There at last will the Oneness
news of seven newly declared beiiev- of God be demonstrated~ when the
ers, bringing the total in the goal Words of all the Prophets are read
countries to SO.
(C01l:tinued on page 3)
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New Slidefilm Released
The Visual Education Committee
annoUnces the relea se, for sale and
distribution, of the new slidefilm
"THE GOAL IS WORLD ORDER."
This provides a 30 minute program
presenting 65 pictures, in black
white, with accompanying narration.
This visual teaching aid has been
p~oduced in two forms, and orders
will be filled by· the BaM'i Sales
Committee, 4639 Beacon Street, Chicago, 40, Illinois. The prices are as
follows:
Slide set-{2x2 slides)--$4.00 per
set, including narration
Filmstrip-(Single frame)-$3.00including narration
THE GOAL IS WORLD ORDER
was designed to bring to the Baha'i
teaching support the visual evidence
of the world-wide scope of the Faith,
and highlights of its expansion during the first twenty-five years of the
Guardianship of Shoghi Effendi.
Trial runs of this slidefilm have
shown its effective use for large
meetings, as well as for the home
meetings and discussion groups for
which it was primarily planned.
Included with the narration are
some "projection hints, U for helping
to put on a smooth·running perform·
anee, and also some suggestions and
pamphlet material for the preparation of the Chairman's introduction,
and the discussion following the
showing of the film.
With the cooperation of the Los
Angeles Baha'i Assembly, the Visual
Education Committee gave a short
training course, at the Los Angeles
Baha'i Center, for the development
of "proj ection teams." These teams
include one person who operates the
projector; and another who carries
out the functions of Chairman, and
N arra tor. Through this brief training
course new talents were discovered
and new teaching resources wer~
made available.
The Visual Education Committee
will welcome suggestions or que&tions about the use of THE GOAL
IS WORLD ORDER.
nity. Its Teaching Committee (which
had 10 sub-committees for different
parts of the city) organized between
75 and 85 weekly meetings, used 65
teachers, had audiences of as many
as 300 seekers. The Youth Commit·
tee held 168 meetings during the
year.
EGYPT: The believers here are
struggling to gain certain legal

and

Around The Baha'i World
BRITISH ISLES: Working under
great difficulties the English believers are making great Baha'i history.
Recent reports sho"Y that" . . . 12lh
percent of the British community
has arisen to pioneer in this Initial
Phase of our Six Year Plan! That is
one in eve-ry eight oi the believers
you meet in these Islands is <IIle of
those devoted souls who have 'taken
up their beds and walked' .. . At
the end of the Plan, an inactive be·
liever, already a contradiction in
terms, will be as extinct as the
dodo."
IRAN: The house of the ImamJum'ili in Isfahan is now Baha'i
property. This is the house where
the Bab stayed for 40 days during
His sojourn in Isfahan. (See DawnBreakers, pp. 199-2(1). The house is
recognized as one of the finest in
all Persia as to construction,. interior decoration and ornamentation.
.... The National Assembly has organized a Four-Year Plan for the
progress of Baha'i women in that
country. Objectives: (1) To organize
study classes in 22 centers for the
training of Baha'i women teachers
who will be jjwell acquainted with
the history of the Faith, its teachings and its administration." (2) To
aid in the elimination of illiteracy.
(3) To provide lectures and conferences on health and hygiene. (4) To
give special attention to the education of Baha'i girls . . . . The Persian
believers are in the midst of a 45Month Plan started in November
1946. In several area s local· goals
have been completely accomplished.
. . . . Some idea of the work of the
Faith can be gained by a few statistics regarding Baha'i Committees
in Tihran: A year ago, the Tibran
Assembly needed 24 committees to
take care of the social, economic and
religious problems of the commu·

rights as Baha'is. Plans are being
made to protect the property of the
Haziratu'l-Quds.
ETHIOPIA: The war scattered the
small community in Addis Ababa
Pioneer Sabri Effendi Elias has ..,.:
ported enrollment of new believe~s.
A BaM'i booklet has been printed
there in an edition 01 1,000 ropies.
INDIA, PAKISTAN, and BURMA·
Disturbances in this troubled coun~
try have forced the dissolutiun of
three assemblies. Looting mot-s in
Delhi stuck down an aged believer.
The NSA is moving to rehabilitate
the homeless.
AUSTRALIA and NEW
7.EALAND: The believers in thi~ vast
area "down under" also have a
teaching Plan to end in 1953. Their
goal. is 31 groups and 7 additional
spiritual assemblies. Fewness of
numbers and vast distances make
this a challenging goal. The Guardian cabled in response to their stated
goal: "Overjoyed glorious news . . .
Deepest admiration exemplary ~pir·
it ... " Settlers have already started
to move.

Volunteers Wanted
The Study Aids Committee
needs the help of at" least 20
Baha'is for looking up Bahii.'i
references for use in connectjon with the preparation of new
study outlines and courses.
Here is a wonderful opportunity
for service for isolated Baha'is
or others whose circumstances
do not permit them to take an
active part in teaching. If interested· write to: Charlotte M.
Linfoot, 156 Nova Drive, Piedmont 10, California.

BAHA'i NEWS
Here We Stand
(Continued from page 1)

with equal reverence and devotion.
ReTe we Bah£i'ls stand-.
Nearest and most im~ediate in
our hearts is the challenge to form
175 local Spiritual Assemblies in
North America this April 21. Day by
day and hour by hour for weeks the
letters, telegrams and telephone
calls weaving the swift threads of
this strong social fabric have sped
out and in, as the N alional Teaching Committee, the Regional Teaching Committ~es, the volunteer teachers, the pioneers, the groups of the
goal cities and the National Spiritual
Assembll', all responding to the
Guardian's summons, join their forces to attain the goal, In sending
out the election for~s for reporting
their action on April 21, the National
Assembly has furnished detailed information and has directed that each
election be reported immediaely to
the National Office by telegram
Only by this immediate message can
the full count of Assemblies be reported to the Guardian by cablegram before the Convention opens,
as the written reports not only announce the election but list the As·
sembly officers elected for the coming year. and sometimes a month or
six weeks elapses before all the reports are received,
Bitter persecution and martyrdom
from enemies of the Faith, or the
havoc and desolation of war, oppress
our Baha'i comrades of other lands,
Here our only oppressor is ourself
- our heart that does not turn di·
rectly enough to the Glory of God,
our mind that invents reasons for
doing the wrong thing or failing to
do the right. The goal of our effort
here in North America on April 21 is
175 Assemblies. A last-minute sacrifice or heroism might still snatch
success from the jaws of failure . ..
HeTe we Bahci.'is stand.
NATIONAL SPnnTuAL AsSEMBI.y
BahJi,'f Addresses
National Office:
536 ,Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Dlinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, WIlmette,
IllinoiS.
Baha'i News' Editorial Office:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Mich.
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What Is Teaching?
"We have a two-fold obligation to
study: to become a better Baha'i'
to become an instrument for th~
spread of the Faith of Baha'u'llah,"
(N.S,A., Insert, Baha'i News, January 1948.>
These two obligations are interdependent. A well-informed Baha'i is
an active Baha'i, and an active Baha'i constantly strives to deepen his
knowledge in order to increase his
capacity for service.
Before becoming a Bahit'i one is
required to possess certain fundamental knowledge of the history,
principles and teachings of the Faith
but if his study ceases at that tim~
his growth as a Baha'i never really
begins. Enroliment in the Baha'!
Faith may be likened to grad,uation
from a school of medicine. The act
of recieving the degress does not
make the individual a successful
physician. It only signifies that he
has acquired the necessary background of knowledge which he must
now begin to expand through further
study and practice. So also a Baha'!
becomes an effective instrument for
teaching and service only after he
has made his knowledge of the teachings completely his own through
study, practice and sharing.
In the preceding articles in this
series the Study Aids Committee has
suggested materials and methods f-or
the study of the teachings. We now
offer a few suggestions for using and
sharing the knowledge that has been
acquired.
The statement by the N.S.A. referred to above, includes ·this sentence: HContinuous discussion of the
teachings can make every believer
an effective teacher for one kind of
work 'or another. t I It is 'admittedly
much easier to discuss the Faith with
another Baha'! than with a non-Bahit'i-and this should be done whenever possible, in conversation,
through correspondence, in study
classes and at summer schools, for
the exchange of viewpoints and explanations helps to clarify the understanding. But if the discussion of
the teachings is limited to Baha'is
only, the Faith will not spread. Never
to mention the glorious Message of
Baha'utlla.b outside the Baha'i family
is like hoarding precious jewels and
denying all others the joy of beholding their beauty.
Therefore, the first step in sharing
and thereby deepening one's knowl·

.,

edge of the Faith, is to talk about
it on every possible occasion. Have
you ever noticed how easy it is to
tell someone about a new book you
have read. or about a new recipe,
a poem or a great heroic figure you
have discovered? It is just as easy
to speak of the Baha'i teachings and
books, and when you 'do, your listeners will respond to your personal enthusiasm and sincerity. See how
many ways you can find to introduce
~e subject you have been studying
mto your conversations, directly or
indirectly. Do not anticipate objections. arguments or difficult questions
tor ·they may not come up at all.
If they do, you will be surprised to
find how easily you can answer
them. If you cannot give the answers at the moment, do not let one
failure in this respect defeat you.
Make those questions a challenge for
further study. Another opportunity
will present itself for yoU to try again.
Above all, remember the glorious
promises of Baha'u'llith and ' Abdu'l"
Baha that Divine assistance will be
showered upon anyone who makes
the effort to promote the Faith.
Make a practice of collecting nonBaha'i articles and news items with
some bearing on Baha'i subjects that
interest you and look up the Baha'i
reierences, interpretations and viewpoints concerning them. Share and
discuss these non·BaM'i articles
with other people and give them your
Baha'i viewpoint,
Take advantage of every opportunity to refer to the BaM'! Faith in
letters to friends and acquaintances.
Use short Baha'i quotations; give
. viewpOint concerning subthe Baha'i
jects of mutual interest, and whenever possible enclose a pamphlet
with marked passages, or send a
World OrdeT Magazine to stimulate
reading of Ba!l.i'! materials.
After a few attempts along these
lines, you .will find that yoU have
developed a surprising amount of
self-confidence and ability to present
your Bahit'i knowledge with ease.
And thus lIOUT teaching sernice has
begun..-as. simply as that! For what
is teaching but imparting knowledge? The most that any Baha'i can
hope to do is to share the results of
his own efforts with others and to
lead them to the point where they
will of their own volition begin their
own "independent investigation of
the truth."
Sruny AIDs COMM1T'lU:
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Suggested Daily Readings
for May

Mrs. Rutb Moffett~ Bah.&~is and friends at Louisville. Ky., Clarmc the uSeminar"
Mrs. Moffett condacled. there.

Baha'i Seminar Bears Rich Fruitage
Our beloved Guardian in his heart·
stirring appeals is calling us ~ll to
Uforge ahead with equal zeal, with
unrelaxing vigilance, 'With indomita·
ble courage, with tireless energy un·
til the present -stage of our mission
is triumphantly concluded." The National Teaching Committee, to fulfill the Guardian's instructions, sent
Mrs. Ruth Moffett on one of the
most difficult assignments, to Louisville, Kentucky. There were few active local Baha'is, and few people
even interested. The three pioneers
and the non-residents had struggled
loyally amid disheartening conditions. Perhaps the recent progress
in Louisville may be of encourage~
ment to many others.
Remembering 'Abdu'l~Baha's in·
structions to "Lay your plans with
spiritual strategy,~' Mrs. Moffett and
the friends began the work with fervent prayer and laying the necessary
plans for the Educational Seminar
at the Brown Hotel. A brief summary shows that Mrs. Moffett gave
63 lectures, 54 classes, 36 interviews
and conferences. 18 IWlCheons and
teas, and 13 book reviews. She reviewed such books as "Human Destiny" by Le Cornte du Nouy, "The
Prophet," by Kahlil Gibran for whom
'Abdu'l-Baha sat for a portrait, and

"Immerse YQurselves in the ocean
of My Words."
-Baha'u'llah
The Heart Belongs to God
1. GI., p. 186.
2. Gl., p. 2ll6·207.
3.. Gl.. p. 212.
4. GI.. p. 241·242.
5. Gl., p. 278-279.
6. Gl., p. 303-204.
7. GI., p. 296-297.
8. P.H.W. 26. 27, 28, 29, 30,31,32.
The Soal of Man
9, 10. GI. p. 153-155.
11, 12. GI., p. 155-158.
13, 14. GI., p. 158-163.
15. Gl.. p. 164-166.
16. GI., p. 169-172.
The Promised Day. The' DAb.
17. GI., p. 5-7.
18. GI.. p. 7-9.
19. GI., p. 9·11.
20, 21. GI., p. 1<14-149 .
. 22. Iq., p. 229-233. (Also in World
Order Mag. May, 1944, p. 35.)
23. D. B., p. 92~. (also in World
Order Mag. May, 1944, p. 36-118.)
24. P. and M. p. 84--86.
25. Gl., p. 74-75.
26. GI., p. 75-77.
'CT, 28. P. and M. p. 272 «(00\)278 (top).
29. Gl., p. 319-322.
00. GL, p. 136-137.
31. GI., p. 12-14.
Key: GJ.-GJeaDings
P .D. W.-Persiao Bidden
Words
Iq.-Iqan
D.-B.-Dawu-Breakers
P. and M.-Prayel'S a.nd
Meditations

others that tie into our Teachings.
She gave lectures to nine non-Baha'i organizations including the University of Louisville, and several Kiwauis Club dinners.
She also spoke in the Negro WMCA
to a group of Negro educators and
students. Mr. Jackson, editor of The entrance of the Public Library for
Defender> presided. Fifteen from the 10 days.
class at the Brown Hotel attended
The amazing resuits in Louisville
and all were served tea at little ta- as the fruitage of the six weeks Sembles together, the first experience of
the kind for most of those present, inar of daily, prayerlul, consecutive,
and Mr. Jackson said, "Mrs. Mof- intensive work, is that seven people
fett. you will never know what you became confirmed and registered
have done not only for Louisville to- Baha'is. One Baha'i from the S1:lburbs
night, but for the entire State of Ken- took her residence in the city. These
tucky. You demonstrate these noble in-addition to the 3 stalwart pioneers
TeaC'hings." A radio broadcast was gives Louisville a LSA plus a few
also given over WGRC, on the Distin- ·over for a community. This included
guished Guest Hour, and she spoke 17 -year-old Joseph Vital, the only Bain several Womans Clubs and the ha'i youth in the State of Kentucky.
Uuity Center.
Mrs. Moffett then arranged a Study
An unusual Art Exhibit was held Course Program for each Wednesday
for four days during the Seminar, evening until July 1, with a different
exhibiting excellent paintings by leader for each lesson-24 in all.
some of the artists who attended the and each one is ea ger to make his
lectures. Mrs. Moffett spoke on the lesson the very best. All realize that
uFundamentals of Art" and "Art and these remarkable results in only six
the New Age" with words of 'Abdu'l- weeks from Jan. 9 to Feb. 18, are
Baha, which attracted some of the due to the outpouring of the Holy
artists to begin studying our Faith. Spirit, the ardent prayers, the vast
An attractive Baha'i Book Display on ocean of love and energy poured
World Order was arranged at the into the Seminar.
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Local Assemblies
Contributing to Fund
in February, 1948
Alabama-Birmingham; Alaska - An·
chorage; Arizona-Phoenix; ArkansasLittle Rock; - Califor.n:ia. - Alhambra,
1?-erkeley, Beverly Hills. Burbank, Burlingame, Carmel, Glendale, Inglewood,
Long Beach, Los Angeles, Monrovia, Oaland, Pasadena, Sacramento (Jan.) San
Diego, Santa Barbara, San Mateo; Can~
ada - Edmonton, Winnipeg, Halifax,

Hamilton,

Toronto, Regina,

timore; Massachusetts-Beverly, Boston,
Springfield. Worcester; Michigan-Ann
Flint,

Grand Rapids,

Lansing,

Muskegon; Minnesota-Duluth, Minneapolis, St. Paul; Mississippi-Jackson;
Missouri-Independence, Kansas City,
St. Louis; Montana-Butte, Helena: Nebraska-Omaha; Nevada-Reno; New
lfa.mpsbire-Portsmouth; New SerseyDumont, East Orange, Red Bank, Teaneck; New Mexico-Albuquerque, North
Albuquerque; New York-Binghampton,
Buffalo, Jamestown New York, Yonkers;
North CaroliDa-Greensboro; North Dae
kOla-Fargo; Ohio-Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Lima; Oklabom&----Oklahoma City; Orgeon-Portland; Pennsylvania-Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Scranton, West Chester; Puerto
Rico-San Juan; Rhode island-Providence; South Dako1a-sioux Falls; Tennessee-Memphis, Nashville; . Texas-Houston; Utab-Salt Lake City; Vermont

-Brattleboro; Virginia-Alexandria, Arlington; Washinpo.ll-Richmond HighTacoma; west Virginia-Charleston; Wi&consm-Kenosha, Madison, Milwaukee,
Rac.ine, Wauwatosa. Wyoming-Laramie.

lands,

Monroe,

Seattle.

Where We
OU,!!ht to 81t

Are

Scarboro,

Vernon;
Coolrad~olorado
Springs,
Denver; Connecticut-New Haven; De1awa.re-Wilmington;Dist. of columbiaWashington; Florida-Jacksonville, Miami; Bawall-Honolulu, Maw; Georgia---Atlanta (Jan. & Feb.), Augusta. IdahoBoise; Dlinois--Chicago, Danville, Elmhurst, Evanston, Maywood, Oak: Park,
Peoria. Springfield, Urbana, Wilmette,
Champaign, Limestone Twp.; Indiana
-Fort Wayne, Indianapolis. South Bend;
lowa-Cedar Rapids: K"llsas-Topeka;
Kentucky-Louisville: Louisiana - New
Orleans; Maine-Eliot; Maryland-Bal-

Arbor,

-

Where We

Spokane,

Bahi.'j News Is published by the

National Spiritual Assembly of the
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May 1.194'

$lOO,ooO

April " 1948

275,000

Mar. 1.1948

250,000

feb. 1.1948

225,000

Jan. 1.1948

200,000

Dee. I, 1947

175,000

Nov. 1,1947

150,000

Oct. 1,1947

125,000

Sept. I, 1947

100,000

Au'!!. 1,1947

75,000

July 1,1947

50,000

June 1.1947

25.00ct

FINANCIAL BUDGET 1947-1948

. In Memoriam

More Abundant Contributions

Mr. Christy Petersen-Inglewood, Calif.
1-8-413. .
Mr. William T. Bowers-West Chester,
Fa. 244ft
Mr. Adolph Bosse-Arden, Den. 2-13-48.
Mrs. Fannie Lesch-Chicago, m. 2-25-48.
Mrs. Barbara Fitting-Chicago-, m.,
2-25-413.
Mr. Fred Wendler-Chicago,
~1l-48.
Mrs. Eusebia Dorrida-Baltimore 7, Md.
2-26-413.
Mrs. Mary Poulsen-Sacramento, Cali!.
2-22-413.
Miss Eudora Ida Gardiner-Kansas City,
Mo. 2-S-411.
Miss Kaukab MacCutcheon-Minneapo~
lis, Minn. 2-48.
Mrs. Florence Okell-Burbank, Calif.
2-2-411.
Mrs. Jessie Goodfellow-West Engle~
wood, N. J. 3-2-48.
Mr. Floyd Schaub-Fruitport. Mich.
3-17-47.
Miss Emily Fay Rowe-Toronto, Ont.,
Can. 2-26-48.
Mr. Patrick Quinlan-Brooklyn, New
York. 2-25-48 ..

m.

"I cannot. however, overlook,
much as I sympathize with them in
their financial tribulations and
anxieties, the mysterious power that
resides in the united will and concerted action of all the members of
that self-sacrificing community - a
community which, since the passing
of 'Abdu'l-Baha, has put an impetus
to the advancement of the Cause out
of all proportion to its n~merical
strength, its youthfulness, and experience of the powers latent in this
sacred Faith . . . . Still more abundant flow (of) resources (to the) National Fund, involving still nobler
self-sacrifice, (is) demanded. . . .

(The) world crisis (is) ... challenging (the) torch bearers (of) BaM'i
civilization . . . (to) pour forth more

abundantly (their) resources in support (of the) fund created for its
furtherance . . . . "

-8HOGm EFFENDI

-
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Public Relations In Action

BAH A·.
A WORLD FAITH
Now ct Ics! even in the Haly lond,
of revecled religiOr1$ which anciently stirred the heorls of men, the (Ol"!~umin9 Acmes of war, overleoping 'he
enfeebled defenses of a foifhleH time,
flaunt their ballners of blclSphemy and
desolation,
Slrid:.en fJre the idols men hove Wet{shipped in feie-erion of Him whose low
Mose5 witnessed, whose spirit Chris I
odorea, whose PlJrpo~e Muhammad dedared: their image lies braken and Iheir
mouth is dumb.
Now at la~t maya humanity stripped of
ih pride of roote, o.f d05S, of Ilotion and
of creed, 'urn frOom it~ evil plight. $eeking
on end of human f!,lfY (lnd a beginning
01 the love of God.
The door to regenerotion is 0 new, univenol failh.
s",in~

Lilh'lltIJr( JOll/r{[' on reqlit'sl

l YOUR CO .... UN I T·Y
NAME HERE)
Above Bah3.'j message appears this
month in United Nations World and in
L. S. News-World Report. Available at
cost are 1)ostcard reprints, newspaper
mats and display posters. Write: Baha'i
Public Relations. Miss Virginia Russell,
secretary.

Tablet to Andrew Carnegie
Discovered
Last year, Jsobel Locke, pioneer
to Edinburgh, heard through an acquaintance that an original tablet
from 'Abdu'I-Baba to Andrew Carnegie was on exhibit in the Carnegie
Museum in Dumfermline, Fife, the
birthplace 01 the famed philantbropist.

Miss Locke went to the Museum
and found that the tablet was on
exhibition. It had been written by the
Master to Andrew Carnegie in 1910.
The British NSA made arrangements with the trustees of the ~1u
seum to obtain photostatic copies.
The theme of the tablet concerns the
distribution of \vealth to the poor by
the rich on a voluntary basis.

Baha'i advertising has two primary
objectives: to inform the people
about the Faith and to influence
them favorably through an understanding of its principles. Basically
designed to obtain long-run results
rather than immediate effects, the
advertising is used to gradually build
up an interest in the Bahil ~i Faith.
The momentum of such a program
cannot be turned off and on at wilL
Each month, therefore. in an unbroken continuity the Baha'i message reaches the public through three
national circulation magazines
Newsweek, U. S. News~World Report
and United Nahons World-to a combined readership of more than 4.000~000 persons.
"What national Baha;i advertising
does is to to bring the Faith to people
in your town whom you could not
reach through any local channels.
Therefore~ Public Relations is already doing part of your local teaching work. To make these people interested enough to attend your meetings, plan your local campaigns
along constructive publicity lines.
Much of the success of any· local
campaign depends on how the Assembly takes advantage of Public
Relations and other national programs and materials.
The Baha~i Public Relations committee wants to help you carryon
your local campaign. For this purpose, PR Bulletin No. 4 is specially
prepared to help you with plans, aids
and suggestions. If your Assembly
.or group does not have a copy, write
to Public Relations.

Trade Paper Schedule
Each month we talk to the editor,
the columnist~ the feature writer, the
radio commentator and others interested in the newspaper and radio
fields-men who are in an influen, cial position to mold public opinion.
During the past year a series of
twelve ads were vlritten specially for
readers of these various magazinesEditor & PubHsher~ Broadcasting,
Canadian Weekly Editor, and Publishers' Auxiliar·y. Reprints of these
ads in booklet form are available·.
Be sure your local newspaper editor
and radio station program manager
has a copy, For a supply, write Public Relations.
In the Baha'i teachings last month
the Brattleboro (Vt.) Reformer saw
great possibilities. Responsible· for

the paper's editorial: a pUblicity release based on the NSA statement
on human rights to the United Nations. Proclaimed the Reformer
about the Baha'i World Faith: "The
fact that groups in all nations are
working toward a common spiritual
and social platform to break down
the barriers of nationality, race and
religion is good news~ even if it is
not conducive to flashy headlines."
A United Press staff correspondent
prepared a feature about the Baha'i
new year which was released over
the nationwide press facilities of the
UP. We Baha'is cannot expect any
non-Baha~i to attain the accuracy
about the Faith which we strive for
in our own presentations. However,
when non-Baha'i agencies, press or
radio, go out of their way to feature
the Cause~ we should appreciate the
value of their good will and not try
to press the editor to change some
minor point if the spirit of the story
is favorable, Any really serious misstatements, however, should be reported to Public Relations.
A full-page picture of the Temple
served as the February cover for the
American Concrete Institute's News
Letter. Inside the magazine was an
illustrated readable story about the
interior designs of the Temple.
From a story in the travel magazine
"Where" comes this sample paragraph: "Unforgettably beautiful by
day or night, it ·is well worth seeing."
Baha'i students attending American
university at Beirut, Syria, were
mentioned in stories appearing in
widely-respected New York Times
and the Readers' Digest . . . . Interest which most people have in how
the other l].alf of the world lives is
one on which Baha~i publicity committees can capitalize. AII'the flavor
and romance of travel can be woven
into a story of some phase of Baha'i teachings and life. From Anchorage, Alaska: recently came just such
a clipping. A newspaper feature
was built around a letter from a
former resident now a Baha'i pioneer in Denmax-k. ... Clippings from
the Temple interior release continue
to cross our· desk from all parts of
the nation. A staff writer of the Lansing (Mich.) State Jouina~ wrote:
"Tourists threading their way along
Highway 42 enroute to or from Chicago. panse in wonder at-{me of the
architectural landmarks
of the
world."

BAH.'\'! NEWS
Teaching Campaign Nears

Climax
The NTC reports a steady na tiona1
response to the three historic appeals
from the Guardian. In all parts of
the country settlers are moving into
goal tov.'DS and cities, and believers
are seeking all possible opportunities to teach and confirm new souls,
in a united, sacrifical effort to meet
the goal of 175 assemblies by April
21.
A careful national survey on
March 10 revealed the status of the
national effort as follows:
Goal for April 21 -175 assemblies
LSA's in Canada 13
LSA's in the U.S. - 130

Total:
143
Hopeful goals
42
Among the offers for assistance
in the North American teaching field
is an interesting one from a European Baha'i, IVlr. Harry Anderson of
Denmark. Mr. Anderson plans to
come to the United States to study
medicine, and he \"'Tites that he
knows the ~need for people in certain
sections and would like to help by
going to a medical school in a goal
area. This is really international cooperation.
Due to the immense task of fulfilling our 175 assemblies, the work
in the universities has not been
stressed, but a fine contact was
made with Mt. Holyoke College. Mrs.
Bahiyyih Randall Ford spoke to a
group of 150 students on the Baha'i
World Faith. The lecture was received with enthusiasm and resulted
in a one and a half hour discussion
and interviews the next morning.
Mrs. Ford reported that quite a number expressed a desire to know more
of the Faith and probably a small
study class would be formed and carried on by the RTC. The request for
a Baha'i speaker was made by a
student on the campus who had
heard of the Faith through Nancy
Gates and Betty Rhodes in Geneva,
New York.
Word comes to us from Mrs. Mary
Ste'vison that our Indian Baha'i community at Macy 1S functioning well.
Mrs. Stevison visited them in February and March and attended their
meetings .. The Indian Baha'is faithfully came though the weather was
ve'ry cold and the snow deep. The
Guardian's letter was read and reread and the Baha'i prayers were
also read. Each member expressed
what the Baha'i Faith and their Ba-

ha'i meetings meant to him or her.
It is wonderful to hear such words
coming from our first real native
North American community. "v.,r~
are pleased to think that we have
another messenger to come----that if
we could only have another way of
meeting you people. In our lives we
need the help of God through His
Messenger that we may get understanding. That through our lives
we are sorely in need of God's help
towards us in this little assembly on
this Omaha Indian reservation. This
is my request to you people that we
may still continue serving Him and
to help others who are coming to understand. "

The Home Front
Chaifesron

W. ll. Mrs. Margery
A'1cCormick gave Charleston nearly
three weeks of inspiration and teaching help during JanuarYj in a deeply
<:lppreciated public campaign under
the NTC.
J

Pubilc appearances included the
first meeting" on Jan. 18 (subject,
"The World Safe for Humanity");
two subsequent Sunday meetings,
one using colored slide photos to illustrate progressive Revelation and
"comparative religion" in a practical way, under the title "Palestine,
the Holy Land of Many Faiths;'" a
five-minute inpromptu speech which,
Iollowing a panel discussion at a
meeting of the NA.I\CP, had an electrifying effect on the audience; a
fifteen-minute talk at a luncheon
meeting of the '.vomen's Hadassah
Society (Jewish); and many small
informal meetings at the Center.
Radio stations combined io furnish
excellent publicity: in addition. to a
paid broadcast of "A New Interpretation of History." each of five
stations made elaborate announcements of Mrs. McCormick's public talks under their Community
News programs. Then as a result,
one of these requested a futen-minute
interview. Another station broadcast
two seven-minute interviews with
her at the instigation of the Jewish
Rabbi who had spoken on the panel
~t the NAACP meeting.
It is earnestly hoped that the results of this campaign may come to
fruition speedily enough to achieve
the desired goal in Charleston.
(Ed. note: Charleston has five separate study
dasses operating.)

Seattle, Wash. The Calendar of
Public Meetings in this city carries

7
Feature Article in:
May World Order
An article by Stanwood Cobb,
"Beauty and Art in the Baha'i
World" will be the feature article in the May issue of World
Order magazine.

a splendid' notice of an unusual series of djscus~ion meetings. The
theme has been "Holy Books of the
Baha'i Faith.l1 The book under discussion for January is "Some Answered Questions H and each week
the discussion is guided by a different believer. Several chapters are
discussed at each meeting and the
titles of the discussions are very appealing. These meetings are held on
Friday evenings and are in addition
to the regular public lecture meetings.
Los Angeles, Calif.: Another splendid local news letter or bulletin is
"The Baha'i Journal" published monthly by the Spiritual Assembly of
this city. A recent program of public meetings includes the following
tit 1 e s: DIVINE REVELATION.
SPRINGBOARD FOR SOCIAL ACTION; FOR WHAT ARE WE SEEKING?; ASSURANCE IN A WORLD
OF TURMOIL; PRAYER IN A
WORLD RELIGION; RELIGION;
SPIRITUAL HIGHWAY FOR A NEW
AGE; THE PENETRATON OF THE
WORD OF GOD and INDIVIDUAL
ASSURANCE IN A NEW WORLD.
Their Reading Room is open to the
public daily from 2 to 4 p.m.; they
advertise an "Inquirer's Class," an
"Esperanto Class" and a Youth
Meeiing weekly. Many Firesides
operate and an interesting recent
activity is a weekly gathering of
some of the friends to read togethe:!"
from "The Dawn-Breakers."
He~ena and Butte~ Montana:·A regional teaching Conference was held
on Aug. 31 last year with believers
attending from the most distant parts
of this tri-state region (Idaho, Montana and Utah). The thrilling results of this conference were that
some weeks later, seven new believers were enrolled in the Helena community and four in Butte. The report from their regional bulletin
states that the friends who had attended the conferenc~ return~d home
inspired as never before and the subsequent enrollments more than confirmed them all.
(Continued on page 12)
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owner sometimes rents the window
but never for more than three day~
and it is very expensive.' So Artemus sat doWn and prayed and then
he went to see the owner and told
him about the Faith and the Con·
gress. The owner offered him the
window free of charge for a week.
"After the school sessions, when
Artemus took back the keys to the
beautiful house, he told the owner
how he had become engaged to be
married during this time." Janice
said. "We had been wondering
where we could find an apartment
in Santiago, for these are even scar.
cer than in Chica go. "Oh,' said the
owner, 'wouldn't you like one of my
apartments -for yourself and your
bride? I don't have one vacant but
I'll ask for one and have it ready
at the right time. My family and I
have noticed how the Baha'is have
Lima, Peru Baha.'i co-mmunity is happy over recent incorporaUon of their assembehaved during this month that they.
bly, bot sorry to see Miss Eve Nicldin. pioneer, leave for Punta Arenas MagaUanes
Chile. She is standing second from left.
. ,
~
have used our house. We are interested and would like to study your
Faith."
Janice told the Inter-America
Latin America is helping to an- Oak Park, m., who became a Ba- Committee about her visit to Ezeiza
swer the Guardian's call for 175 as- ha'i in Santiago, Chile, and who has Summer School in Argentina, where
semblies in the United States by returned to Oak Park to prepare for the new dormitory has just been
April 21 through a 9-point program her wedding to Artemus Lamb of completed and· where 35 students
of cooperation, presented by the Santiago, which will be c{~lebrated gathered to study this year. She was
Inter-America Committee to the in Oak Park May 8th. Janice gave entertained by Edris Rice-Wray's
North American Teaching Commit- us some clues to the miracles which and Margaret Swengle's class of 4S
tee. Some of these points include enabled the Santiago Congress and university boys in Puerto Rico, and
asking two Latin American teach- Summer School to be such a huge said that the girls are planning to
ers, Miss Flora Hettes and Hascle success. She said, "Artemus did not have a second assembly in Rio Pied...
Cornbleth, to serve uoder the north- know what could be done to take ras by April 20.
ern committee during the emergen- care of the delegates and visitors
Highlights have come from Estecy, asking 12 families and individ- who were coming. He saw in the ads ban Canales of Santiago, chairman
uals, who have volunteered and been a large, beautiful home for rent in of the South American National
accepted: for Latin American pio- the best section 'of Santiago. It Teaching Committee. His first stop
neering, to place themselves at the seemed impossible that such a place was in Antofagasta, on the border
service of the N.T.C. as North Amer- could be obtained for the use of a of Chile en route to Bolivia, where
ican pioneers for at least a year; crowd of strangers, but he sat doVr'Il Sra. Yvonne de Cuellar of La Paz
aski.!lg the N .S.A. to recommend to and prayed. Then he went to see the joined him to help with the teach'
the International School in Colorado owner and she handed him the keys ing. Esteban reports that the head
Springs that the La tin American ses- at once.
of radio station H El Loa", which is
sion June 18th to 28th be made an
4' 'But,'
said Artemus, 'there will heard in both Bolivia and Chile, beall-Americas session, where Baha'i be about 35 people staying there. came deeply interested and offered
teachers may obtain normal school Will that be all right?'
himself as a student and his station
training applicable anywbere in this
H ~Oh, yes,' agreed the owner, 'and
as a point for disseminating knowlhemisphere, including the special in that case I'll just leave ail the edge of ..the Faith.
Latin American techniques, and sug- furnishings and the silver and
In La Paz 80 people came to hear
gestions regarding how to adapt dishes, and wouldn't you like the two Esteban speak on the Faith and 40
these to North American teaching; servants too?'
participated in a reception for him.
also including a voluntary $2,000 cut
"That is how 'La Colonia BaM'i' His itinerary includes Sucre and
in the budget of the I.A.C., which was discovered. Then Artemus want- Cochabamba. Bolivia; Lima, Peru;
the members hope to be able to in- ed a window to display information Guayaquil, Quito and Ambato, Ecucrease before the end of the year 1 about the Faith," Janice continued. ador.
The thrilling news has just come
so that these savings will be avail- "He walked up and down the best
able for the North American work. part of the main shopping street and that incorporation of the Faith has
he saw a beautiful window, the fin- been granted in Lima, Peru, and Rio
Highlights of the Latin American est in town, right in the heart of the de Janeiro, Brazil, where w.onderful
work have just been brought to this shopping district. He asked a friend work is being done by devoted Edcountry by Miss Janice Ewing of about it. 'Yes,' said the man, "the ward and Mary Bode. Eve Nicklin,

Latin America Is Helping

BAHA'i NEWS

Much attention was atb'a.cted by tbe interesting window dispI8.ys on ihe Main
Baha.'j Congress
held iD. that city. Tbe one shown above depicts tbe Ba.h3.'j world. The rays ra-dla.1;1ng
from the map point to pbo'lographs of BaJui'i gatherings in most of the collDtries
01 the world.

street 01 Santiago, ChDe. during the recent secoDd Soatb Amerivan

bulwark of the Faith for eight years
in Peru, is te~ching now in the most
southerruy city of the world, Punta
Arenas on the furthest tip of South

America.
"I thought during these days of
the Dawn Breakers, of the tomultuous eagerness, of the coura-ge of
the followers of the Bab,'1 \VI'ote Marcia Steward concerning the recent
Congres's and International School
sessions of the 12 Caribbean Countries held in Mexico City. "The Congress was a success. Only one who
knew the different communi ties and
the conditions, conld fully appreciate the .reality of what happened.
The friends had a real Latin American Congress, enthusiastic, intense,
bringing the following results:
During this Congress, the delegates matured into full BaM'is,
knowing what the Faith is, and ready and eager to serve it; the National Teaching Committee is now recognized, understood and accepted and
the Regional Committees are understood in their functions; the Cause
has consolidated and the basis for
the National Spiritoal Assembly

been born."
Ten countries were represented:
Panama by Sra. Blanca de Campos;
Costa Rica, Oscar Castro; Honduras,
Srta. Maria Francisa Rivera; El Sal-

vador, Srta. Luz Caaas; Guatemala,
Joaquin Rodas; Cuba, Sra. Vi va de
Lismore; Haiti, Martial Coulange;
Jamaica, William Mitchell; Dominican Republic, Dr. David Escalante,
by special appointment, and Mexico, Carlos Vergara. Official representatives of National Committees
included Mrs. Laulie Matthews of

9
Colorado
Springs.
Inter·America
Committee, who gave" the opening
address of the Congress; Marcia
Steward, Sra. Natalia de Chavez,
Carlos Vergara and Oscar Castro of
the National Teaching Committee,
who Were in charge of all arrangements. Official teachers at the
school included Octavio TIleseas,
Marzieh Gail, Natalia de Chavez, Oscar Castro, Harold B. Morrary and
Sra" Mary Luz Guinchard.
A Five-Year Plan for carrying out
the 0 bj ectives of the Guardian's plan
was presented by the delegate from
Haiti and will be shown by Mrs.
Matthews at the Convention, Constructive plans were made for the
multiplication of assemblies, consol-"
idation of existing assemblies, incorporation of the Faith in each country as speedily as possible, establishment of national and local fuods, (10
countries contributed toward the expenses of the Congress), establishment of Baha'i summer schools, organization of regional and national
conferences, and making a special
effort to carry the Teachiogs to the
indigenecs of each country.
Calendar
FEASTS:
June S-Uur-Light
June 24-Rahmat-Mercy
N.S.A. MEETINGS
April 28
CONVENTION
April 29·30 May 1·2

Members of the BahA'i community of Sao PauJo, Brazil are rejoiciDg' over the
choice of their beautiful mountain city as the site of the 3rd ammal South .AJnerI...
can Congress and International Summer School. schedaJed. ietd:atively for next
.Ja.nuary. Settlers in the group are Hr. ~und Miessler, standing center, Muriel.
his wife, at; right and Margot at left of 'Abdn'J-Baha.'s picture. wiib Bob sb.nd:ing sec-

ond 'rom left.
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1948 Summer School Programs

the first session, will be able to attend.
pose of assisting them to develop a
Rates this year include room and
International School
The International School Sessions clear understanding of the tenets of three meals a day. Bedding and lin~
en will be furnished tenants of Bosch
are open to all believer s for normal the Faith.
school training, whether the believF. ISLAM. A combined lecture and Hall. The rates will be, Collins Dorers teach in the Americas or other
discussion course on the history and mitory, upstairs, adults - $10.50,
countries. The courses are designed influence, spiritual and material, of under 14 - $10.25, downstairs, adults
(2 to a room) - $24.50, under 14 -'to deepen the understanding of the the Muhammadan Faith.
(lor more on cots, with parents)
Faith and to perfect the teaching
G. THE PLANNING AND DELIVtechnic and to enable students to ERY OF BAHA'i TALKS. A work- $8.75, Bosch Hall, men and boys ongive BahaJf answers to questions shop course planned to give each stu- ly, adults - $17.50, under 14 -$10.50.
asked. The school will be open June dent as· much practice as possible Meals for off-campus students, 3 a
18th to 28th for a Latin-American in speaking before a group. Special day, by the week, $14. Transient
Session, followed by a European emphasis is placed on the speci- meals, breakfast, $.60, lunch, $.60,
Session from July 1st to July lOth. fic knowledge needed by Baha'i dinner, $1.20.
The National Assembly has auIt is hoped that the friends will a vail chairmen and speakers.
thorized the Geyserville School Comthemselves of this opportunity and
H. PROGRESSIVE RELIGION. A
write promptly for reservations new course, planned as lecture and mittee to charge a registration fee
since the number is limited to twen- workshop, to study the prophetic re- of $1 for each student over the age
ty five for each Session. For reser- ligions, their history and basic of three for each period of from four
vations, address Miss O. B. erum, teachings, covering the relatedness to fourteen days spent at the School.
sec., P.O. Box 1064, Colorado of the various systems and tracing This fee will be used to pay for paper and mimeographing of syllabi
Springs, Colorado.
the development of practices and for the use of the students and for
doctrines of today.
Geyserville
working material for the children's
1. EFFECTIVE TEA CHI N G program. Any excess will be applied
The Geyserville Baha" School session will extend over six, weeks again METHODS. This workshop will con- on administrative expense. This regthis year - June 20 to August 1. The sist of study, discussion and demon- istra tion fee will be in addition to
following courses are being offered: stration of individual and group the above rates for board and room.
Make your reservations as soon as
A BAHA'f ADMINISTRATION. teaching techniques as applied to
This class is planned as a workshop. class, fireside, round table and dis- possible through Mr. AI Zahi, 826 W.
Grant Place, San Mateo, California.
"The Baha'i CommunityU will be its cussion groups.
Each student will be expected to
text, and its membership will be limenroll in at least two courses. Three
Louhelen
ited to Baha'is.
B. BAHA'i WAY OF LIFE. A class will be as many as can be taken in Junior Youth (June 27 to July 9 incl.)
Stories of Baha'i Heroes
also for Baha'is only I will deal with any two-week period. Generai asYour Religion and Mine
the obligations of Baha', life and will semblies and demonstrations will be
Your Place in the World
study such subjects as the develop- held over the week-ends for the
ment of spiritual qualities, personal benefit of guests 'and so the entire General Session I (July 11-23 incl.)
One Hundred Years in the New
conduct, the individual in the Baha'i student body may profit from the
Age
community and the individual in the work and study of all the groups.
THE CHILDREN'S PROGRAM.
non-Baha'i commutllty. It is planned
Our Religious Heritage
for lecture and directed discussion Organized classes for children will
Teaching Methods: New Ways for
in class time with assigned research be conducted during the JOUT weeks
old
from June 20 to July 18. There will General Session II (July 25-30 incl.)
work for outside preparation.
C. BAHA'i HISTORY. An open dis- be five groupings, each with its speBaha'i Community Life
cussion course with outside reading cial program, as follows:
The Role of Religion in World HisJunior Youth - 12 to 15 years
tory
to be assigned. God Passes. By will
'High
Intermediate -10 to 12 years
Teaching at home and abroad
be the main text.
Low Intermediate - 9 to 10 years General Session III (August 1-14 inD. RESEARCH IN 1;HE SPIRIT·
Primary - - 6 to 8 years
cl.)
UAL TEACHINGS OF THE FAITH.
Pre-school - - children under six
This course, which proved so 'popuElements of Spiritual Growth·
lar last year, will be re-given with years.
Lessons in Human Relatiooship
There will be no separate program
Psychology of Teaching
some variation in material. Its spefor
youth. Young people will choose Senior Youth (Aug. 15-Z1 incl.)
cial value is for those who wish to
gain a deeper and more practical among the courses outlined and will
Personal Life and Understanding
be included in all of the school actiComparative Religion
knowledge of Baha'u'J..J.ah's teachings
How can· I best serve the Faith?
on the spiritual life of man. For the vities.
In addition to Sunday "open Young Adults (Aug. 29-Sept.4 incl.)
second and third school periods an
Social Aspects of the Individual
advanced course of a similar na tore house" programs and demonstralife
will be given. Students who wish to tions there will be planned evening
Scientific Approach to Everyday
register for it must have previously recreation, entertainment and culProblems
tural activities. The Unity Feast will
taken the primary course.
Implementing the Divine Plan
E. FUNDAMENTAL TEACmNGS be held Sunday, July 4, so friends
OF THE BAHA'i FAITH. A course coming. for the second session, as Louhelen Homecoming, Sept. 5 and
designed for non-Baha'is for the pur- well as those about to leave after 6
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Oscar Cast"' of San Jose, recently
cradualed from Ihe Uulverslty of Costa
Rica.. acted as secretary of the MeDOO
City Congress, where delegates from 10
of the Caribbean countries gathered to
make plans for carrying out ibe Goa ...
diaD's pattern for Latin America.. Ca ..
iro is performing his first mission as &

tra.vellng teacher by belplng ibe _ ' I
stadenls In ibe City of Santa An&. EI
Salvador, to prepare for assembly
status. Be is a mem.ber of the NaUonal
Teaching Committee and served as a
teacher a.t the International School ....
sions in MexIco CHy.

Green Acre
Schedule of Courses
Green Acre will be open-June 27
to Sept. 11. Classes will be scheduled .July 5 to Sept. 6.
LECTURE-DISCUSSlON COURSES
Available Throughout Season
.July 5-10-"The Divine Art of Liv-

ing"
.July 12-17-"Current Events in the
Light of the Baha'i Teachings"
(Subj eet to change)
.July 14-24- "Hidden Words"
July 26-31-"Iqan"
Aug. 2-7 "Answered Questions"
(Part 3.)
Aug. 9·14- H Answered Questions"
(Part 4)
Aug. 16-21-:-"Changing Your Thinking"
Aug. 23-2S-"Advent of Divine Jus-

tiee"
Aug. 3O-Sept. 4 "Questions and An.swers"
~
The above courses will be available
each day of the week except Sunday.
The courses wil be from 8 a.m. to
9:30 p.m.

The following courses will be available on dates specified.
PSYCHOLOGY OF TEACHING-July 12-24
CREATIVE WRITING - .July 5-17
TRAINING TEACHERS FOR BAHA'j CHILDREN'S CLASSES-August 2-14
EFFECTIVE SPEAKING (For advanced students. Entire month
of August (subject to change)
ADMINISTRATION-.July 12-24, August 16-28
VISUAL AIDS, PUBLICITY AND
AD WRITING-July 26 to August
7
RADIO SCRIPT WRITING AND
TELEVISION (Dates of course
unknown definitely)

Green Acre Junior School
Six weeks-J uly 18 to August 28
Nursery School-Ages 3 to 6
Children's Classes-Ages 6 to 11
J unior Youth Classes-Ages 11
to 14
Classes include Religious study,
arts and crafts and sports. Cla sses
are held for three hours each morning and there is one hour and a
half supervised recreation each afternoon for Children and Junior
Youth.
Special Weeks
YOUTH WEEKS-(Ages 15 to 21)
July 25 to August 7
YOUNG ADULT WEEK-CAges 21
to 30) August 22 to 28
Ed. Note: A schedule of full information as to rates and reservations
for all four schools will appear in
the May issue.
ENROLLMENTS
EnroDmenls reporied by Local
Spiritual Assemblie:rt
Chicago, ill.• 1; Peoria, m., 1; New
York City, 1; Portland, Ore., 2j Cleveland Ohio, 5 Dum<mt, N.J., 3; Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, 1; Lima, Ohio, 1; Dan·
ville m., 5; Kansas City, Mo., 2; Burlingame Calif., 1; New Orleans, La., 1;
Oak Park, m., 2; Albuquerque, N.M., 1;
Beverly. Mass., 2; Santa Barbara. Calif.,
1; Montreal. P.Q., Can., 2.; Toronto Ont.,
Can., 1; YOUTH 4EmoOmenls reported by ReglODal

WORKSHOP COURSES
The following courses will be a vail·
able throughout the entire School
season.
1. Introduction to the Baha'i Faith
For non·Bah.3.'is
2_ Effective Speaking
3. Research

reaching Con:uDiUee:s

New England 2; New York, Conn. 8 &
I Youth; W. Pa. & Ohio 1; Ky .• Ind.
1; lli. & Iowa 8 & 1 Youth; Georgia, 1
Youth Mich. 1 & 2 Yauib, Wis., Minn.,
No. Dakota, So. Dakota 3; Okla., Ark. 2;
So. Calif & Ariz. 4; No. Calli. & Nev. 3;
Wyo., Colo .• N.M. 2.; Wash. & Ore. 3;
Quebec 1; Ontario 1; Prairie 1; British
Columbia 1.

The ChUdren's Garden of MadIsoIl,.
Wisconsin Is_ a monaiDg SaDlllay SchOGl
cia... tau&-bt by Mr.. Betty Beecher. A
contlnning proJed for ibe past 15
months.. it employs singiug, prayers~ a.
Ba.h.8."i Child's A...B.C. book, and the
reading of stories of the Prophets. A
novel idea of the teacher is individual
scrapbooks which she makes. The chlldren color and paste in a picture Dla&trative of each lesson, whose &ext is
then printed in colors and taken home
to. be memorized. Ages ra.ng-e from " to
13 and interest is keen.

Convention Meals Service
The Food Committee for the
Convention will be at the
Temple to meet all the· friends
at noon on April 30th at which
time they will be ready to offer
them a service which, according to present plans, promises
to be highiy satisfactory .
This service will provide regular lunches and dinners of
many choices in cafeteria style
at each mealtime at the Temple
and is a necessity since there
are no nearby places- which can
accommodate our numbers,
and it is offered solely as a convenience for the friends.
We have had several problems in connection with working this out but we feel confident that the caterer is planning for the best food and servic.e obtainable at the best
prices.
We wish to ask the friends
who are coming to the Convention to please plan to support
this service since it is being arranged entirely for their_ convenience and should be supported.
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The Home Front
(Continued trom page 7)

San Francisco, Calif.: An interesting story reached us in regard to
a means of approach to the Mayor
of this city. Mrs. Else Waldman of
New York City was visiting in San
Francisco. One of ber hobbies is
hand-painting neckties. The manager
of the hotel where she was stopping
mentioned the fact that the Mayor
was very interested in handpainted
neckties, and Mrs. Waldman immediately went to see him as a painter
of ties, She was most graciously received, and in the course oi her business with him found opportunity to
tell him something of the Faith. His
response was most cordial and she
was able to leave With him a few
pieces of literature which she "happened" to have with berl
Chicago, m.: The believers of this

city manage to consistently maintain 10 regular weekly Firesides in
addition to their regularly scheduled
public meetings. They maintain a
Reading Room, open to the public
every day from noon to 4 p.m. except Sundays, and issue a monthly
bulletin which is outstanding in its
content and spirit. Their public meeting subjects for January are most
interesting. The "Baha'i Youth Progra_m" is offering the following: THE
GOAL OF THE NEW WORLD OR-

DER; A WORLD GOVERNOR; THE
MEANTNG OF FREEDOM; THE
ESSENCE OF FAITH and THE
DIVINE ART OF LIVING. The
"Baha'i Fellowship Group" is presenting CIVILIZATION, MATERIAL and
SPIRITUAL; CHANGING IDEAS;
RELIGION: THE CRADLE OF CIVILIZATION; THE MEANING OF
TRUE PRAYER; and BAHA'i PATTERN FOR FUTURE SOCIETY.
Clevelend, Ohio: On Friday Dec. 5,
1947, the Cleveland friends presented
a lecture by Mr. William Sears of
Philadelphia. The lecture room was
weli filled and ao estimated 70 people heard the talk entitled "The New
World Community." On Sunday, Jan.
4, Mrs. Ruth Moffett of Chicago
spoke on HThe Promised Day is
Come" to an audience of about 60.

- other public
meetings
already
.. planned- will be reported later. The
Cleveland Bahit'is, however. are
gratified with the continuing success

of their regular Sunday morning public meetings which they have been
sponsoring for about 18 months. The
response of the public has been especially satisfying because in addi-

Hon to the regular paid advertisement announcing the subject each
week, the quotations from the writ-

ings of Baha-'u'liah and 'Abdu'l-Baha
included have served to attract
many inquirers. At least three papers always run a comment on the
subject which serves to tie up the
particular

lecture

topic

with

the

basic teachings of the Faith.
DIRECTORY ADDITIONS & CHANGES
Local Spiritoa1 Assembly Secretaries
NORTH ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Mrs. Olive Crock€r, Sec'y.
P. O. Box 202
Albuquerque. N.M.
BRATTLEBORO. VT.
Mrs. Edith Newcomb. Sec·y.
18 Southern Ave.
HALIFAX, N. S .. CAN.
Miss Arna Chesley. Sec·y.
C. N. Telegraphs
505 Barrington St.
GROUPS
New Groups
MOUNTAIN VIEW. N. M.
Mrs. Everett Smith. Corres.
Rt. 1, Box 876 B
Albuquerque, N.M.
ESCONDIDO, CALIF.
Mrs. Vera Lou Scott, Corres.
Birch Drive, Rt. 1, Box 38

Cbange of correspondent or address
of correspondent
FINDLAY, OHIO
Mrs. Nellie M. Duff, Corres.
2ilO Elm St.
LOUDONVILLE, OHIO
Mrs. Frank Warner, Corres.
121 S. Adams St.
CLAREMONT, CALIF.
Mr. Wyatt Cooper, Corres.
Webb School
BROOKLINE, MASS.
Mrs. Harold. Bowditch, Corre:ll.
44 Harvard Ave.
GLENDALE TWP.
Mrs. W. R. McIntyre, Corres.
3344 Montrose Ave.
La Crescenta, Calif.
EAST PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Miss Edith Goran'son, Cones.
c/o Engelder
Rt. 2, Box 894
Phoenix. Ariz.
RTe SECRETARIES
Mrs. Robert McLaughlin
The Stauton, 76 Maple Ave.
Greenwich, Conn..
Mrs. Roberta Wilson
1319-lh Gaines St.
Little Rock, Ark.
NATIONAL COMMIT1'EES
Appointments and withdrawals were
reported by the N.S.A. at its Feb. meeting as follows:
TEXAS REGIONAL
Mrs. Inez Butterfield-appointed
chairman.
Mr. Charles Woodruf-unable to

serve
Mis s Anne Bullock-added.
:!VII's.

Maxine Smith-"-added.

NATIONAL RADIO COMMITTEE
Mail Address:
Mrs. Kit Goldstein

clo Mottahedeh
22.'5 5th Ave.
New York 10, N. Y.

rep~

William Mitchell of Kingsion

sented Jamaica at the recent MeDco
City Congress. He is chairman of the
Jamaica Regional Committee and 01
the Kingston Assembly and has been
teaching the Cause in two cities of that
island.
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Assembly Goal Achieved
The following statistic's show
the sweeping victory of the believers in achieving the goal
for Local Spiritual Assemblies.
Goal ..................... 175
Achievement:
in the U. S.-re-elected ... 127
new assemblies .......... 49
in Canada-re-elected .... 13
new assemblies .......... 3

192

First Convention Cable
I am moved to share with assembled delegates of the fortieth American Baha'i Convention the following
facts and figures testifying to the
present status of the World Faith of
Baha'u'lhih and disclosing the marvelous acceleration in the double process of the extension of its range
and the consolidation of the institutions of its administrative order in
the Eastern and Western Hemispheres in the course of the first four
years of the second Baha'i Century.
The number of countries opened to
the Faith total ninety-<>ne. Baha'i
literature is translated and printed
in fifty-one languages. Representatives of thirty-one races are enrolled
in the Baha'i World Community.
Eighty-eight Assemblies, national
and local. are incorporated .. The
number of localities where Baha'is
have established residence has been
raised to over thirty in Australasia,
to over forty in Germany and Austria, over sixty in the Dominion of
Canada, over eighty in the Indian
subcontinent and Burma; over one
hundred in Latin America, over seven hundred in Persia and to over
twelve hundred in the United States
of America.
The value of international Baha'i
endowments in the Holy Land and
the Jordan Valley is estimated at
over six hundred thousand pounds.
National Baha'i endowments on the
(Continued on page
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Brilliant Achievements
Transcending Fondest Hopes
(Second Convention Cable)
JoyfuJJy acclaim brilliant achievements transcending fondest hopes
and setting the seal of complete victory on the stupendous labors undertaken by American Baha'i Community in the second year of the second
Seven Year Plan, The constitution
of the National Spiritual Assembly
of Canada, the heroic feat of raising
to almost two hundred the number
of Spiritual Assemblies in the North
American continent, the marvelous
expansion of the daughter communities in La tin America, the successful
conclusion of the preliminary phase
of the interior ornamentation of the
Ma@riqu'l-Aclbkar, and the crowning
exploit of the formation of no less than
seven Assemblies in the newly opened
transcontinental field, endow with
everlasting fame the second epoch
of the Formative Age, immeasurably
enrich the annals of the opening decade of the second Baha'i Century,
and constitute a landmark in the
unfoldment of the second sta ge of
the execution of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Plan.
The primacy of the American Baha'i community is reasserted. fully
vindicated and completely safeguarded. Recent successive victories proclaim the undiminished strength and
exemplary valor of the rank and
file of the community whether administrators, teachers or pioneers jn
three continents regarded as the latest links in the chain of uninterrupted
achievements performed by its members in the council and teaching field
for over a quarter of a century.
I recall on this joyous occasion with
pride, emotion, thankfulness, the resplendent record of stewardship of
this dearly-loved, richly-endowed
unflinchingly resolute commwrity
whose administrators have assumed
the preponderating share in perfecting the machinery of the adnllnistrative order, whose elected representatives have raised the edifice and
completed the exterior ornamenta-

tion of the Mother Temple of the
West, whose trail-blazers opened' an
overwhelming majority of the ninety..one countries now included within
the pale of the F ai th, whose pioneers established flourishing communities in twenty republics of Latin
America. whose benefactors extended
in ample measure assistance in various ways to their sorely pressed
brethren in distant fields, whose
members scattered themselves to
thirteen hundred ceaters in every
state of the American Union, every
Province of the Dominion of Canada, whose firmest champion succeeded in winning Royalty's allegiance to the Message of Baha'u~lliihJ
whose heroes and martyrs laid down
their Ii ves in its service in fields
as remote as Honolulu, Buenos Aires,
Sidney. 4£ahim, whose vanguard
pushed its outposts to the antipodes
on the farthest verge of the South
American continent, to the vicinity
of the Arctic Circle, to the northern,
southern, and western fringes of the
European continent. whose ambassadors are now convening, on the
soil of one the newly won territories,
its historic first Conference designed
to consolidate the newly won prizes,
whose spokesmen are securing recogni tion of the institutions of Baha..
'u'llah's rising world order 'in the
United Nations. Appeal to members
of the community so privileged, so
loved, so valorous. endowed .with such
potentialities to unitedly press forward however afflictive the trials
their countrymen may yet experience,
however grievous the tribulations
the land of their heart's desire may
yet suffer, however oppressive an
anxiety the temporary severance of
external communications with the
World Center of their Faith may
engender, however onerous the tasks
still to be accomplished until every
single obligation under the present
(Continued em page 2)
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Brilliant Achievements-Coni'd.
Plan is honorably fulfilled, enabling
them to launch in its appointed time
the third crusade destined to bring
glorious consummation to the first
epoch in the evolution of their divinely appointed World Mission, fulfill the prophecy uttered by Daniel

over twenty centuries ago, contribute the major share of the world
triumph of the Faith of Baha'u'llilh
envisaged by the Center of His Covenant, and hasten the opening of the
Golden Age of the Baha'i Dispensation.
(Signed) SBOGHI

Haifa, Palestine
April 26, 1948

United Nations Essay Contest
Open to Baha'is
The Department of Public Information, United Nations, Lake Success, N.Y., is requesting essays on
the role of the individual in United
Nations, from persons between the
ages of twenty and thirty years.
Each contributor must be a member of an accredited organization.
All Baha'is of the age limit indicated, who are enrolled members of the
Baha'i community in any country
having a National Spiritual Assembly, can participate, since the United
Nations has now recognized the Ba-

ha'i International Community as an
international non-governmental organiza tion.
The final date when essays will be
received is June 26, 1948. There are
many subjects available to Baha'i authors - human rights, work for race
equality, work for religious unity,
etc. It is suggested that believers
contributing an essay have it approved by their local Assembly.

The Emergency Teaching
Campaign
Cablegram from the Guardian
GreaUy encouraged by the
splendid progress of the tremendous drive initiated in response to my appeal. The zero
hour is inexorably approaching.
Nineteen additional setUers can
and must be provided. Praying
with increasing fervor for total
success, complete victory.
(Signed) Slroam

Received April 6, 1948

Around the Baha'i World
iRAN. Within a two-month period
last year, more than 731 relief packages were sent to Germany and other
European countries. More than 50
families from rihran have settled in
goal communitites . . . . A works of
art exhibition was recently arranged
by the Babii'i youth at the National
Baha'i Center . . . Among recent
Baha'i visitors to fran was Khanum
Zaki el Kurdi of Egypt, " . . . . one
of the outstanding Baha Ii women of
the East."
ETlllOPIA. A spiritual assembly
has been re-esta bUshed here in Addis Ababa.
AUSTRIA. Baha'i youth of Vienna
held a symposium on January 25.
CZECHOSWVAKIA. The magazine
New Orient ha s published a long
article on the Faith.
POLAND. A regular Baha'i study
group has been started in Warsaw.
GERMANY. The friends have been
able to secure a bullding in Frankfort, which, upon restoration, will
serve a saN ational Headquarters.
In October a teaching conference was
held with representatives from all
the communities of western Germany
and Berlin . . • . In November a
meeting at the University of Heidelberg had an attendance of ISO •...
In Stuttgart, the Birthday of BahB.'u'llilh was celebrated in the Kammer
theater with about 500 present . . . .
In several cities the Faith has attracted sufficient attention to be the
subject of sermons by the orthodox
clergy . . . . All the centers report
steady and increasing activity, despite the many difficulties that hamper the Germany community.
INDIA, PAKISTAN, AND BURMA.
The believers in this vast sub-con·
tinen t face many difliculties in the
transition being experienced in the
political life of the country. The
National I;Ia;:iratu'I-Quds has been
requisitioned by the government •.•.
The conditions of riot and turmoil
have caused the death of several believers, and others are missing.
Three assemblies have had to be dissolved. Several stocks of Baha'i books
were also lost . . . . The spirit of the
Indian believers has not been impaired. They continue without cessation in their teacb.in.g Plan. "Time,
energy, riches, life itself, if need be
-all the wealth that Baha'u'IJah has
blessed us with are His and are freely given in His service."

Rejoicing in Europe
Naw-Ruz this year brought special
rejoicing in the European Baha'i Centers and was the occasion for a num~
ber of new declarations' of faith,
bringing the total number of declared believers now in the ten goal
countries, to 75~ with some in every
one of the goal cities. The letters
telling of the various Naw-Ruz
Feasts being celebrated for the first
time in these capital cities are most
inspiring and touching. In Oslo for
instance, ten Baha'is and fifteen
guests were present and a lovely buffet supper preceded the spiritual program and a very wonderful spirit of
fellowship and unity marked the
whole occa sion.
From the Stockholm friends has
come a copy of their first letter from
the Guardian, a paragraph of which
the Committee wishes to share with
all the friends:
uNow you are witnessing the first
stirrings of our Baha'i Cause in your
country. The shoot is small and tender but it will grow to become a
mighty tree and cast its blessed
shade over Sweden. To the degree
to which you unitediy and lovingly
watch over it, will it grow and thrive.
The very breath of lite for this Faith
is the love and unity which prevails
amongst its followers ~ and for the
protection of the Cause each one
must be willing to sacrifice personal
feelings and opinions to the good of
the community."
The Committee is deeply grateful
to report the following results from
the April 21 elections:
8 SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLIES
ELECTED!
This veritable miracle has been
accomplished under the inspiring
and wise leadership of the Guardian
and through the selfless sacrificial
efforts of our valiant pioneers.

World Youth Day
A recent issue of the Baha'i Youth
Bulletin carries interesting reports
of observances of Baha'i World Youth
Day from the following places: Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Olivet, Boise, Kenosha, Urbana, Miami,
Kansas City, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Syracuse, and Ba@dad.

BAHA'i NEWS
First Convention Cable-Cont'd.
North American continent are valued at over two million dollars. The
area of land dedicated to the Ma::;;.briqu']-Acllikar in Persia is approximately four million .. square meters.
The value of the national I:Ia~iratu'l
Quds in the capitals of India and
Persia respectively is six hundred
thousand rupees and fifty thousand
. pOWlds. The area of land dedicated
to the first Ma@riqu'I.At:;Lhld.r in
South America is ninety thousand
square meters. The number of
pieces of Baha'i literature sold and
distributed in the course of one year
in North America is over eighty
thousand pieces. The record of the
number of visitors to the Ma:m.riqu'IActl)kar in America jn one year is
over seventeen thousand and the total number of visitors since its erection is over one quarter of a million.
The number of States in the American Union formally recognizing Baha'i marriage certificates is now
eight. The number of National Assemblies functioning in the Baha'i
world is raised to nine through the
formation of the first Canadian National Assembly, to be shortly reinforced through the· constitution of
two additional Assemblies in South
and Central America and the West
Indies.
The second seven-year, the sixyear, the four and one-half year, the
six-year, the three-year, the fiveyear and forty-five month plans, respectively launched by the American, British, Indian, Australasian,
Iraqui, Canadian, and Persian Nation Spiritual Assemblies, some culminating at the first Centennial of
the birth of Baha'u'llilh'g mission,
others the Hundredth Anniversary of
the Bab' s Martyrdom, are aiming at
the establishment of three National
Assemblies in Canada, and Latin
America, the completion of the interior ornamentation of the Mother
Temple of the West, the formation
of Spiritual Assemblies in ten sovereign States of the European continent, the constitution of nineteen Assemblies in the British Isles, doubling the number of Assemblies ill India, Pakistan and Burma, the reCODconstitution of the dissolved Assemblies and the establishment of ninety-five new centers in Persia, the
conversion of groups in Bahrein! the
lPi az and Afghanistan into Assemblies' the formation of administrative nuclei in the Arabian territories
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of Yemen, Oman Hasa and Koweit;
the forma tion of thirty-one groups
and seven Assemblies in Australia,
New Zealand and Tasmania; the
multiplication of centers in the provinces of 'Iraq, including the district
of Shattu'l-Arab; the incorporation
of the Canadian National Assembly;
doubling the number of Assemblies
and raising to one hundred the centers in the Dominion of Canada; the
constitution of nuc1ei in Newfoundland and Greenland and the participation of Eskimos and Red Indians
in the local institutions of the administrative order.
Plans and specifica tions have been
prepared, and preliminary measures
taken. to place contracts for the arcade of the Bab's Sepulchre. Historic International Baha'i congresses
held in South and Central America
and an inter-European Teaching
Conference projected for Geneva
paving the way for future World Baha'i Congress. Recognition extended
to the Faith by United· Nations
as international non-governmental
body. enabling appointment of accre·
dited representatives to United Nations
conferences,
is heralding
world recognition for a universal
proclamation of the Faith of Baha'u'llith.
Haifa, Palestine
April 16, 1948
(Signed) SHoom

Guardian's Cable to Canadian
Convention
Hearts uplifted in thanksgiving to
Baha'u'llah for the epoch-making
event of the coming of age of· the
dearly beloved Canadian Baha'i
Community. the formation of the
first national Convention in the City
of Montreal and the forthcoming
election of Canada's National Assembly constituting the ninth pillar of
the institution of the universal House
of Justice. I acknowledge with reverent gratitude and· deepest joy the
marvelous influence of the operation
of the initial stage in 'Abdu'I-Bab.3.'s
Divine Plan enabling the northernmost community of the followers of
the Faith on the American continent
to pass the stage of infancy and attain the status, and to assume the
functions of, an independent exist
ence within the World Baha'i Community. I recall on this auspicious
occasion with profound emotion the
heroic services to the mother community of May Maxwell whose life
M

and death forged unbreakable links
binding the body of the Canadian believers to the sister communities of
the United States and Latin America.
I am moved to appeal to assembled
delegates to arise in conjlU1ction \yith
the first Canadian National Assembly, as a token 9f gratitude for the
manifold blessings of Divine Providence, to initiate in the hour of the
birth of their national activities a
Five Year Plan designed to associate them, formally and systematically and independently, with their sister community of the United States,
in the common task of the prosecution of their world-encompassing
mission. The fulfillment of this collective task conircnting the rapidly
maturing community necessitates
the incorporation of the Canadian
National Assembly, the establishment of national Baha'i endowments,
doubling the number of local Assemblies throughout the Dominion and
raising to one hundred the total number of localities where Baha'is reside throughout the Provinces, the
constitution of a group of N ewfOlUldland and the formation of a nucleus of
the Faith in the Territory of Greenland, sing:Ied out for special mention
by the Author of the Divine Plan,
and the participation of Eskimos and
Red Indians in membership to share
administrativ~ privileges in local institutions of the. Faith in Ganada. 1
fondly hope and ardently pray that
the celebration of the first Centenary
of the Birth of Baha'u'llith's prophetic mission will witness the triumphant consummation of the first historic plan launched by the Canadiaa
Baha'i community in a land whose
future greatness and glory, both materially and spiritually, the Cent.er
of Baha'u'lliili's Covenant twice emphatically proclaimed in His immortal Tablets.
(Signed) .SBoom
Cablegram received AprU 14, J948,

First National Spiritual
Assembly of Canada
John H. Robarts .... Chairman
Emeric Sala ... Vice Chairman
Laura R. Davis ..... Secretary
Siegfried Schophlocher
...... _........... Treasurer
Roland Estall, Lloyd Gardner,
Ross Woodman, Rosemary
Sala, Doris Richardson
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Our Sources of Guidance
and Inspiration

National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'is of the United States

The Revelation of Baba'u'llab pro·
vides His followers with two sources
Dorothy Baker ... ,' .Chainnan
of guidance and inspiration: one, in
Paul Haney .... Vice·Chalrman
the unparalleled Sacred Literature of
Horace H<>IIey ....... Secretary
the Faith, embracing the whole
Philip Sprague .... ,. T.reasurer
realm of Divine Revelation from the
Elsie Austin, Kenneth Christian,
beginning of the Ada mic cycle to
Edna True, Amelia Collins,
this Day of God.
George Latimer
The other, participation in the
Holy Feasts and Anniversaries,
Leiters from the Guardian
where the Master assures us He is
to Individual BaM'is
present in Spirit.
The National Spiritual Assembly
There is no doubt whatever but
that the Feasts and Anniversaries has adopted the policy that in·
have power to guide and inspire the dividual believers who receive letsoul of the faithful. This is a Faith ters from the Guardian, and who
for the unification of the peoples nf wish these considered for publication
the world, and' not for the perfection in Baha'i News, are to submit either
and exaltation of individual souls tn the original signed letter or a photothe peaks of solitary grandeur. stat copy. Without this verification
Therefore the urgency to attend is of the Guardiants messages the
great, even though no law compels N.S,A. will not consider them.
In general the believers are reo
us to do so. Where hunger exists,
it is not necessary to have laws com- minded that all general letters, bul·
pelling us to partake of life-sustain- letins, reports, compilations, study
material, etc.~ which are circulated
ing food.
Let us cherish our attendance at as Baha'i material, should carry evithese Baha'i gatherings, and do all dence of an authorized and responswe can to make them radiant and ible source - the name of the As·
joyous. Non·Baha'is may attend An· sembly or Committee whicb has preniversaries but not Nineteen-Day pared, or assumed responsibility for,
the material. Lacking such signa·
Feasts.
In addition to those gatherings list. ture, the material can only be con·
ed in the Baha'i calendar, the local sidered an anonymous communication. The commwrlcation should also
cornrnWlity can hold an occasional
Feast with a special program adapt· be dated whenever possible.
·-NATIONAL SP1RI'l"UAL ASSEMBLY
ed to non-Baha'is. Dinner unions are
conducive to fellowship, and fellow·
From the Guardian
ship creates interest in the Teach- (Excerpt from a letter to Marzieh Gail
ings.
- dated Dec. 15, 1947)
While the Nineteen·Day Feast is
" ...Regarding your question: The
particularized for the local commu- Devotional part of the 19 Day Feast
nity, since it includes consultation means the reading of Prayers by
and discussion of current Baha'i ac- Bahit'u'llah and the Master. If, after
tivities and local plans. there is no this, there is a period of reading the
reason why adjoining groups and teachings, his (the Guardian's) writ·
communities may not for special oc- ings may be included, but this does
casions jointly hold a Baha'i Anniver- not form part of the devotional aspect
sary and enjoy it together. But the of the meeting.
most effective way to stimulate
"Attendance at 19 Day Feasts is
group devel<>pmen t is for the group not obligatory but very important,
to assume responsibility for observ- and every believer should consider
ing the Baha'i calendar, rather than it a duty and privilege to be present
merge itself in the nearest commu- on such occasions.
"If the N.S,A. should wish to pub·
nity when Feasts and Anniversari£.s
are held.
lish the above in Baha'i News it may
do 50, .He leaves such matters to the
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL AsSEMBLY
discretion of that body.
"He wishes the Hahit! is to press
Marriage Notices
Because Baha'i marriages are for recognition of their right to observe their own Holy Days, and to
sometimes reported to Baha'i News,
the N .S.A. has approved the policy observe them whenever possible. in
that the News may report marriages strict accordance with our teachings. "
without stories.

Misrepresentation of the Faith
A recent book, entitled HReligion
in the Twentieth Century", includes
a cbapter by Ahmad Sohrab called
HThe Baha'i Cause". This chapter
gives a sketchy account of the Faith~
including mention of jAbdu'I-Baha's
Will and Testament and the appointment of Shoghi Effendi as Guardian.
The account ends with a discussion
of the origin of the New History,
Society, written so as to give the
impression that it is a well-estab.
lished world·wide movement.
This chapter is a good example
of the deceit which marks the
attacks on the Faith by Sohrab. A
reader would get no idea nf the social teachings of the Faith and
Baha'u'llih's plan of world order, or
the significance of BaM 'u'llab's Covenant and the function of Guardianship, or the extent of the Faith
throughout the world. Sohrab ignored basic truths and facts in the effnrt
to exalt himself.
The Guardian has described him
as an avowed enemy of the Faith.
jjObscure in his origin, ambitious of
leadership, untaught by the lesson
of such as have erred before him,
odious in the hopes he nurses~ contemptible in the methods he pursues,
shameless in his deliberate distortions of truths he has long ceased
to believe in. . .he. . .cannot but
in the end be subjected, as remorselessly as his infamous predecessors,
to the fate which they invariably
have
suffered."
(Messages
to
A merica, p. 49)
-NATIONAL SPmmrAL AsSEMBLY

Needed at Green Acre
The Junior School of Green Acre
is greatly in need of all kinds of
children' 5 equipment; from dolls,
their clothes and furniture and
blocks, for the three-year-olds; to a
printing press, (there might be a
Baha'i printer who has an old hand
press about to be thrown out, that
the children could work with,) for
the older children; and all kinds of
books for all ages. Could the Baha'is
comb their attics for the fun and
occupation of the children at Green
Acre?
And wouldn't some Assemblies,
even groups, like to give a shower
for sports equipment; haseball and
other sporting equipment; playthings
for the water ;. any games of all
kinds I They would love you dearly
for it.
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Assemblies Contributing
in March
Alaska -

Anchorage; Arizona -

Phoe-

nix; Arkansas-Little Rock; CaliformaAlhambra, Berkeley, Beverley Hills,
Burbank.. Burlingame, Carmel, Cloverdale Twp., Inglewood, Long Beach. Los
Angeles, Monrovia, Oakland. Pasadena,
Sacramento, San Francisco, San Diego,
Santa Barbara, San Mateo; Canada-Ed-

monton, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Moncton,

Halifax, Hamilton, Toronto, Char1ott~
town, Montreal, St. Lambert, Scarbaro,
Vernon; Colorado - Colorado Springs,
Denver: Conneciicut-New Haven; Dela-ware-Wilmington; D1s1;. of ColumIJia·Washington; Florida-Jacksonville, Miami; Hawaii-Honolulu, Maui; GeGrgiaAtlanta, Augusta; Idaho--Boise; Illinois
-Chicago, Danville, Elmhurst. Evanston, Maywood, Oak Park. Peoria. Springfield.
Urbana,
Wilmette,
Lim.estone
Twp.; Indiana-Fort Wayne, Indianapo·
lis, South Bend; lowa-Cedar Rapids:
Kansas:-Topeka; Kentucky-Louisville;
Louisiana-New Orleans; Maine-Eliot;
Maryland-Baltimore; Massachusetts Beverly, Boston, Springfield, Worcester;
Michigan-Ann Arbor, Detroit, Flint
Grand Rapids, Lansing, Muskegon, Roseville; Minnesota - Duluth, Minneapolis,
St. Paul; M:lssisslppi-Jackson; Missouri
-Independence, Kansas City, St. Louis;
MoDiaDa - Butte, Helena; NebraskaOmaha; Nevada-Reno;
New Hampshire - Portsmouth; New .Jersey-Du·
mont, East Orange, Montclair Red
Bank, Teaneck; New Mexico-Albuquer.
que; New . York-Binghamton, Buffalo,
Jamestown, New York, Rochester, Yonkers; North Carolina - Greensboro;

North Dakota-Fargo; Ohlo-Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Lima;
Oklahoma - Oklahoma City; OregonPortland; PeDDSylvania - Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Scranton, West Chester:
Puerto Rico-San Juan; Rhode IslandProvidence; South Carolina-Greenville;
South Dakoia.-Sioux Falls; Tennes!Sce-Memphis, Nashville; Texas - Houston;
Utah-Salt Lake City; Vermont-BratUe·
boro; Virginia-Alexandria; Washlng10n
-Richmond Highlands, Monroe. Seattle,
Spokane, Tacoma; Wisconsin-Kenosha,
Madison, Milwaukee, Racine, Wauwa·
tosa. Wyoming-Laramie.
Assemblies contributing ............ 136
Assemblies not contributing ........ 7
Individuals contributing ......... _... 182
Groups contributing ................. &2

Quiz

Answers

1. True.
2. False.

3. False.
C. True.
5. False.
8. False. Much good Baha'I teachlDg
can be done before &D.y UDfamDiar

names are mentioned.
7. True.
8. True.
9. False. Tbey are often es:celleDt sub-jects and easy io fn&roda.oe..
10. False. It means the ,allure
a,ny
constructive teachIDg.

0'

11. True.
12. False •. ft any real interest has been
aroased yOllr pests wiD DoC: try W
cha~

13.

True.

the subject.

Goals for this Baha'i Year
1. To achieve a minimum of fifteen believers in
every community.
2. Every American Baha'i to give prayerful consideration to the Master's teaching challenge which
calls upon each member to confirm at least one
soul a year.
3. To make up the deficit in the National Budget for
1947-1948, representing the amount not accrued
for Temple construction, by adding this amount
to whatever budget is adopted for 1948-1949.
4. Steady progress in fulfilment of the tasks listed
in "Challenging Requirements."
5. Deepenin9 the spiritual life of the individual believer by fuller awareness of the basic principle
of the Covenant, and its fulfilment in the Guardianship and the institutions of the World Order of
Baha'u'llah.
NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY

Suggested Daily Readings
for June
"Immerse yourselves in the ocean
of My Words."
-Baha'u'llah
God's Law a. Refuge and Condort
1. Bible: Psalm 119: 1-11 & 97-104.
Psalm 19: 7·14.
Matthew 5:17·2iJ
2. 3. Gl.. p. 93-98.
4. GI" p. 122-124,
5. Gl., p. 175; 289-290
6. G1.. p. 33(1-333,
7. Gl.. p .. 12-14.
8. Gl .• p. 337-333,
9. A. H. W., p. 33, 39, 4C.
P. H. W. p. 19, 69, 75.
Some of God~s Laws for Today
10, 11. 12. B. W. F" p. 166-172.
13. 14, 15. B. W. F., 172-119.
16, 17, 18. B. W. F .• p. 180-186,
19. 20. B. W. F .• p. 186·191.
21, 22. 23. B. W. F., p. 191-197.
24, 25. 26. B. W.F., p. 197-203.
27, 28. 29, 30. B. W. F., p. 438-449.
Key: GL-GleaDinp
A.H.W.-Arabic Hidden
Words
P.H.W.-Persian Bidden
y

Words
B.W.F. Bahi'i World Faith

Contributions Are Voluntary
"In connection with the institution
of the National Fund and the budgetary system set forth in the minutes
of the National Spiritual Assembly,
• I feel urged to remind you of the necessity of ever bearing in mind the
cardinal principle that all contributions to the Fund are to be purely
and strictly voluntary in character.
It should be made clear and evident
to everyone that any .form _of com·
pulsion, however slight and indirect;
strikes at the very root principle underlying the formation of the Fund
ever since its inception. While appeals of a general character, carefully worded and moving and digni.fied in tone are welcome under all
circumstances, it should be left en·
tirely to the discretion of every conscientious believer to decide upon
the nature, the amount and purpose
of his or her contribution for the
propagation o.f the Cause."
_"'-sml<lB1 El'I1!HIIL
y
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Quiz oiJ. Fireside Teaching
How well do you understand the
fireside method of teaching? Here is
a true-false test on the subject. Read
each statement carefully and opposite each one mark either "true" or

1948

Pioneer

(Continued from last month)
Sweden, Stockholm, July 29, 1934
When we feel it is the last straw, Baha'u'll<ili blesses some effort which
proves glorious beyond anything we could dream, The blowing of the
"false" according to your opinion as Breaths of the Holy Spirit do not depend upon our poor physical bodies,
to whether it is a correct or an in- thank God, but on Bahi>'u'llilb's bounty . . . I came through the gates of
correct statement. After you have this station in Stockholm, so tired, so ill, so almost discouraged, not knowing
checked all the statements -turn to where I was going to stay, but Baha'u'llah helped me and I did get settled
page 5 to see how many you have and my room is just a little, a very little, like my room at home, and He
marked accurately.
has helped me to get started. . .
1. Experience has proved that the Iceland, 1933
informal fireside meeting in the
On July seventh, I started to Iceland and spent one month in Reykajavik,
home is the most effective teach- the capital. It was so heavenly, so much interest there, and the pure, brae.
ing method.
ing air, the bounty of ::E?aha'u'llah helped me to get stronger.
2. A fireside requires a speaker. Finland, 1933
3. Local Baha'is should be invited to
Two months were spent in Helsinfors. There are great opportunities in
any fireside in the community. Finland. , . I hope some Baha'i teachers can go there and to all Scandin4. One non-Baha'i is sufficient for a avian countri.es . . . and also to the Baltic states. Too long they have been
fireside meeting.
neglected. These sons of the north possess the vitality of the magnetic
5. The best fireside meetings are Arctic. They are deliberate, determined, they are pioneers and can become
those with the most people pres- valiant blazers of the trail of the Baha'i Cause in the West...
ent.
Lithuania. Kaunas, 1934
6. Mrs. X. casually invited a neighHere are people who will study the Teachings. Perhaps the part of a
bor in to lis'ten to a radio dis- Baha'i teacher is only to point the way to Truth, to books, to contacts . . .
cussion on world government I tell you that the Baha'i culture of the north may be a rose that blooms
and then they exchanged ideas later, but when it does bloom it will be fresh, fragrant, exquisite, The flowon the subject. Mrs. X. never ers of the north"possess a freshness all their ownl
mentioned the word "Baha'i" so
Czechoslovakia, Nov. 26, 1935
it was not a fireside meeting.
As I travel to these countries, I try to make friends, teach the few who
7. It is not desirable to have more
are
interested, to try to get them books to study, try to get them into contact
Baha'is than non-Baha~is at a
with Baha'is in other parts of the world, try to get Baha'is in other" coUntries
fireside meeting.
S. Refreshments help to make a interested in them. Also I try to get publicity about the Baha'i Cause into
the newspapers~ over the radio, and to the peace workers, the Esperantists,
successful fireside meeting.
9. Current events should never be the modern religious organizations; and sometimes I have the bounty to
discussed at a fireside meeting. speaK of the Teachings to rulers, statesmen, educators and heads of the
10. A heated argument gives life to press.
How do r do it? Every breath, almost, i~ a prayer to be a uchannel" so
a fireside discussion.
11. Magazine articles," radio talks, or that BahO.'u'llah can do His work. The secret is: be ready when your ophome movies that can be related portunity comes I If I do not read the Holy Writings, if I do not pray much,
to the Faith are good materials in two or three "days r see the difference, the work is not so good. ''Work
on which to base firesi~e dis- in the spirit of service is worship" I know, but the spirit must be nourished
constantly. Sometimes I fail, but I KNOW the way to interest people in the
cussions.
12. As soon as refreshments are Baha'i Teachings is through love and deeds rather than through too much
served, all serious discussion' information . , , They themselves will ask fully when they are really atshould be dropped in favor of tracted. It is very difficult to be a worthy Baha'i.
light conversation.
Also. dear brothers and sisters, it is possible to teach the Baha'i Cause
13. A sense of humor and hearty even in illness and in hard difficulties. If we do it then. the. Bounty of
laughter adds to the most seri- Baha'u'ILih is very tremendous ... so in every time of our lives, we can be
ous discussion.
a help if we keep our hand in God's hand, and keep looking only to Him.
Answers on page 5
United States, West Coast, May 1937
(Sentences from a talk on Teaching)
On Your Calendar
If I have been a Baha'i teacher, I have had many examples to follow
WHEN: June 26, 12 to 6 P.M.
from the West. I got my inspiration to teach from studying the Tablets of
WHERE: West Englewood,
BahO.'u'llilb to the Mullas and the Kings and from 'Abdu'I-BaM's Tablets.
N.J.
It is the countries who accept these Teachings and arise for the great
WHAT:
Annual «Souvenir"peace ideal which will establish the divine civilization. Rulers statesmen
Commemoration of
and educators are more and more promulgating the Cause.
'Abdu'l-Baha Unity
If you want to give the Message to anyone, love them, and if you love
Feast,
they they will listen and they will study the Teachings and become conPicnic, Music, Profirmed. If we sow the seeds, Baha'u'llilh will do the rest.
gram.
We should make an event of giving the Message. We forget that they are
WHOM: Baha'is and their
receiving it for the first time and therefore we should make an occasion of
friends
it. It has been said that we live in moments, not in years. When we meet

®
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in San Francisco tonight this is one of the great moments of life. I used
to pray that I could give the Teachings to one person each day, and after~
wards I prayed that I might give them to millions.
If you cannot go on a teaching mission, make a compilation and prepare things for others. The Teachings on immortal life are very interesting
to people. It is well to be prepared to fill in for any emergency.
Try to meet as many groups as you can as the time will come when
people will come into the Cause in groups. A thousand teachers \~Yill go up

and down Europe according to the statement of 'Abdu'l-Bahii to Mrs. Greg·
ory, There is no place for the training of teachers like OUT country.
Japan, Tokyo, 1937
For years I had wished to meet Dr. Toychiko Kagawa, one of the bright
spiritual lights in Easter Asia, a Christian . . . I did have the bounty to
meet him ... He said he had heard of the Baha'i Teachings when he was a
stUdent but had no books. I gave him Gleanings. Baha'u'llilh and the New
Era and others. He said what he knew of the Baha'i Faith he liked ... Read
his book "Christ and Japan," and it will help you to understand the SOUL
of Japan, this country that 'Abdu'I-Baha said would "turn ablaze" . . . I
wish everyone of you who read my letter would promise his or her O\vn
heart that he will do something, ONE deed at least, to help get these
Baha'i Teachings to Japan! You can send a "torch" to Japan . . . letters
('Abdu'I-Bahi! said that letters are half a meeting), books, prayers, even
if you cannot go in person.
Kobe.
After three days in Tokyo I came here to Kobe. Here I met Dr. D.
Inouye, the Buddhist priest who is a devoted Baha'i and who translated
Baha'i into Japanese ...
As I sailed out from Japan (after sending out from the ship one last
article to those Japanese papers) I thought of the great Buddha in Japan,
said to have a thousand hands, and I prayed Baha'u'll8.h to join your thousands of. hands with mine to help Agnes Alexander and the Japanese Baha'is
in establishing the New World Order in Japan. Shoghi Effendi has sent
them such brave and tender instructions. Every country knows our Guard·
ian never lets them go, he is helping every country . . . Truest, deepest
love to you, each one, and happiness in all your work. Our happiest moments are when we can bring to others these Baha'i Teachings which have
given us the best we know. Just to have the strength, the opportunity to do
anything at all is the greatest blessing. HAppreciate the value of the time
for these great days are swiftly passing."
India, Poona, Feb., 1938
Poona is a Baha'i paradise and one of the high spiritual lights in India.
The first morning, Feb. 5, we had a beautiful program of welcome in the
Baha'i Hall in the National Hotel. The pupils from the BahB.'; school
marched to the Hall ... The entire stay was so WELL arranged that even
New York and Tihran would say "Bravo!"
. . . I think this plan could with profit be carried out in ollier cities: At
seven P.M. that first day, the President of the Local Spiritual Assembly
gave a tea in the Bahii'i Hall for the twenty-four journalists of India. I
had prepared my speech, (the resume) to journalists very carefully and
made carbon copies. r spoke on Journalism and the Cause and then read
to them my interview and distributed it to them. Questions were asked
and answered, and some of the journalists came each day afterwards and
were very interested. (If it had been a big reception we could not have
spoken intimately of journalism and the Cause and what Bahii said about
the press.)
The SECRET of the very wonderful Baha Ii work in Poona is mobilized
UNITY for service~ The Holy Spirit is with them, attracted by their tulity~
The Baha'i world over the five continents has been gripped at times by
Poona's work. In traveling over India three times as I have, I have met
a number of fine people who said that they first heard of the teachings when
staying for a few days in the National Hotel of Poona. I must give the
tribute to Poona because since 1915, when I first met them, I feel they are
uliving the life" up there.
To be continued
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Directory Additions and
Changes
Local Spiritual Assembly Secreta.ries
St. Louis. Mo.:
Mrs. George Ferr.ill, Sec'y.
2924 Lawton, Zone 3
Champaign, Ill.
Mrs. Dorothy Unden\'ooa, Sec'y.

509 W. University
Houston, -Texas
Miss Dorothea Sligh, Sec'y.
34()9 M 1. Vernon, Zone 6
Pasadena, Calif.
Mrs. Emma Walters, Sec'y.
60g. N. Madison, Zone 4
Birmingham. Ala-.
Mrs. Rose Terry Brown
g.ag North First St.
Detroit. Mich.
Mr. Lester Long, Sec'y,
8105 Midgarden, Zone 10
Louisville. Ky.
Baha'i Assembly of Louisville
P. O. Box 2004
Portsmouth, N. B.
Mrs. Deane Waite, Sec'y.
90 Circuit Rd. .
Group Correspondents:
:sortb Phoenix (Formerly caUed East
Phoenix group)

Miss Edith Goranson, Corres.
P. O. Box 1005

Phoenix, Ariz.
Elsinore
Mr. Paul Park, Corres.
122 N. Main St.
Green Bay. Wis.
Miss Florence Delany, Corres.
1133 12th Ave.
Brewer.- Maine
Mrs. Sherman A.' Calahan, Corres.
4 Fling St.
Delmar. N. Y.

Mrs. Margaret K. Holt, Cones.
18 Debnar PIa ce
Berea, Ohio
Mrs. Avis Ress, Corres.
347 Oaktree P1ace

New Group:
Venlce ToWDShip

Mrs. Francis Johnson, Corres.
5129 Escalon Ave.
Los Angeles 43, Cali1.
Groups Dissolved:
Beverly Hills Twp.
Mrs. Mildred Swingle Bates, Corres .

Tucson Twp. No. 14
Dissolved temporarily
RTC Secretaries:
Okla., Ark_
Mrs. Roberta Wllson, Sec'y.
215 Spring St.

Eureka Springs, Ark.
National Committees:
Appointments and withdrawals were

reported by the N .S.A. at its March

meeting as foll-ows:

Fla. Recioual
Mrs. C. M.· Davison, Jr.-tmable to
serve
OhiD. West Pa. R.epooal
Mrs. Catherine Alio-unable to serve
Ala.. Tenn. RegiODaI
Mrs . .John Inglis-unable to serve
Address ClaaDge:
BaM!; 'i Public Rela Dons
J 12 Linden Avenue
Wilmette. Dlinois
Phone: Wilmette 6743
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Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, bas joined the march of those La-tin &m.erican Assemblies
wbich ba ve become incorporated this year. The assembly is shown seated in front
and some of the community members standiDg behind them .. Rio is the center of
pablisblDg In Portuguese. Members- of the assembly include Mrs. Leonora Bolzapple
Armstrong, first of the pioneers to BrazU, and Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Bode. who
have done noble service in helping to buDd the comnlllDity. The three are shown
seated in the center. Edwa.rd in the middle. Leonora richt and Mary Bode left.

New Day-Dawns in Latin Work
A new day is dawning in the Latin become the center of the National
American work. This year the native Teaching Committee for the 12
National Teaching Committees of Caribbean countries. Each executive
the tw"o great areas are taking over committee will have one correspondthe task of planning - and directing ing member carefully chosen in, each
all of the teaching projects; plan- of the countries of the area served.
ning in such a way as to make the During the past year, while these
native contributions to the fund and committees and their regional arms
the diminishing ftmds being c;ontri- in each country have been becombuted by the National Spiritual ing trained and ready to operate
Assembly, go as far as possible to- fully ~ the Inter-America Committee
ward providing improved literature. has been gradually retiring itself
the necessary teachers for the h1.Ul- from the post of directing all Latin
dreds of cities which should be activities~ and choosing the place of
reached. the new radio recordings a cooperating agency, so that the
for the many radio stations ready native genius of the southern counand willing to contribute their part tires may have full sway, .as they
toward building a new world order, learn to use their capacity in a
the perfecting of existing summer Baha'i way.
schools and the addition of new ones?
arrangements and programs for the
A new race of teachers is ansmg:
important annual congresses, fore- devoted men and women, most of
runners of the conventions. when the them young; women who dare to go
independent National Spiritual As- alone from city to city in spite of
semblies will be elected; arrange- the age old tradition requiring heavy
ments for public meetings at key chaperonage
of
every
woman,
points, regional projects and public- binding her to her parents' home
ity work of all types.
and then to her husband's house unSantiago, Chile, will continue to be til she passes from this world. One
the seat of the executive committee of the great women of this new a go
of the South American Teaching is Sra. Natalia Chavez of TeguciCommittee, while Mexico City will galpa, Honduras. Julie Regal of

Panama City jOined "her recently in
Mexico to carry on another step the
task of reinspiring and deepening
communities and teaching new cities
there, while Natalia went on to help
Guatemala.
Julie wrote of her: "Natalia
Chavez has done a wonderful work
here in Puebla, Coatepec and Ja.
lapa, reviving the community in
Puebla, which for lack of a pioneer
had ceased all activity, animating
the believers, attracting friends, explaining
clearly,
tactfully
and
appealingly the Bah .. '1 Teachings
(and also everywhere, diplomatic-ally but effectively, stressing that
the Baha'i Cause is not rich, but
advances on the sacrifice of its supporters.) She stimulates the friends
everywhere to do their part in contributing to the fund, and not to expect the U. S. believers to do everything, while they themselves merely
accept the help. She works indefatigably, sacrificing her comfort. She
demonstrates her zeal in actions. not
just in words_ All the friends greatly
love her and hold her in high
esteem."
Another unusual Latin woman,
who has recently set out as a pioneer, is the well known Chilean
sculptress and artist, Sra. Lucha G.
de Padilla, wife of the former consul- general of Chile to the United
States. Highly educated, delicately
hred, deeply devoted to the Faith,
this lady of high Chilean society has
da:r:ed to break with ancient restrictions and ha s undertaken a mission
in Costa Rica.
Success is crowning the efforts of
another new native pioneer, Oscar
Castro, who graduated recently from
the University Of Costa Rica and set
out to serve his Lord in Santa Ana,
goal city of EI Salvador_ Mter various sufferings, violent tests and fervent prayers, he found a brilliant
and fine young man, Jose Cordoba,
who became confirme-d, and set
forth enthusiastically to help. Together they interested the noted professor and intellectual. Dr. Alfredo
Betancourt. and -Oscar found himself
called upon to address a public
meeting at the university, attended
by professors, students. intellectuals
and a variety of representative
people of the city. He described
"The New World Order of Baha'u'llah and this· was so enthusiastical~
ly received that a study class developed out of it, and he has been invited to address the normal school
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A View of Pioneering
By Dorothy K. Baker

Pioneering is ecstacy and tears;
bad food, cold rooms, dark pensions,
and periods of fruitless waiting;
yearning souls, sudden illumination,
an outreaching public and new conviction of the "power that is far beyond the ken of men and of angels."
Europe is frustrated and often
skeptical, living in fear and believing in nothing. But Europe is grop·
ing too. and in search of a soul, and
the part of her that finds it will go
to almost any length to keep it. The
new believers are the eyes of Europe; they alone can look ahead. T.o
them the Cause is the difference between everything and nothing. Even
and other schools of the city. When
he wa s to be transferred to a city
in another country, Dr. Betancourt
went to the regional chairman to describe the important work that
Oscar is doing and to ask that he
be allowed to remain long enough to
complete it.
Sometimes we do not realize how
far our voices may reach. if we remember always to speak of the
Cause lovingly and devotedly. This
is demonstrated in one of the many
Latin American high lights which
have just reached us. Six years ago
in Venezuela Gwenne Sholtis spoke
to a Hungarian gentleman in the
Consulate about the Faith. Out of
this a contact has come in another
comer of the world, in the form of
a very touching letter from a young
Hungarian medical student in Budapest. He describes how he weilt
through the long a gony of European
war, first as a child, when his parents were killed, then as a youth in
a labor camp. His first contact with
the Faith was wben all in the camp
were slowly dying of starvation after
seven days without any food, following upon prolonged starvation diet.
An attorney, known as a Baha!i, who,
was gentle and not brutalized like
the rest, gave the youth half a carrot that he had saved, the only bit
of food that he had. His second contact was when he recently met the
Hungarian to whom Gwenne had
spoken in Venezuela. He hastened
to write to Gwenne, hungry to find
a new faith, something in which he
can believe. He wrote Gwenne that
he plans to serve Bahit'u'llith through
his profession when he receives his
degree as a doctor two years from
now.

the unbeliever asks, "And if theT'(
comes another war, shall we know
that you haven't given 'up?" The
European believer feels that he is
the yeast in the loaf; even a little
of him can go a long way. A large
number of sympathizers wish him
well but lack his courage. The
believers face a period of proving.
From Oslo to Lisbon the pioneers
are singularly suited to their tasks,
as if by Providence ordained to
them. In Oslo a strong invasion into
the strata of university life and
thought is impressive. as is the fir~1
fruit in radiant believers. A representative tea and a crowded public
meeting gave testimony of amazing
contact ability and unceasing devotion to the task.
In Stockholm large classes flourish, and the open doors of numerous
peace groups pay tribute to pioneer
prestige. Nobility and peasant mix
freely at meetings with no sense of
division, and even langua ge is not
a barrier. for as in Oslo, English is
considered the world language and
is spoken generally.
Copenhagen, rugged and thorough
in its approach t arranged an outstanding press conferenC€, several
firesides. and a talk before a prominent peace club. A touch of adven-
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ture was enjoyed when, on our last
morning through the efforts of a
youthful pioneer. a radio recording
was made, outlining the Baha'i
Peace Plan and the dawn of a World
Faith. More than a month later Copenhagen was visited by two members of the British government, who
conducted a series of discussions
around the problem of peace. The
last day found them still in search
of a common agreement. The radio
director, with well-timed precision
then broadcast the Baha'i Peace Program in full. and a fresh wave of
thoughtful interest· passed over the
city! In addition to the alertness of
our pioneers, one also remembers
the Words of His Holiness Mul;lammad, "And God is the greatest of
plotters" .
There was abundance of youthful
interest in Amsterdam. A press conference, a well organized public
meeting, a turiversity talk., and a
club opening were features of intense mterest. Both within and without the city there is unusual teaching, translating and organizing ability. The pioneers and resident believers have a wide circle of friends
and sphere of influence. Holland will
especially miss the assistance of
Henry Jarvis.
Brussels was the scene of day and
night activity, with the Hotel de

First Spiritual Assembly 01 Os1o~ Norway., AprU 21, INS
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Boeck. except for one large downtown meeting, the stage center for
peace leaders and the many friends
and contacts of the Baha'is. On the
last evening the little parlors overflowed into the hall. A tender note
was struck by a Dominican priest,
recently disrobed for the sake of his
conscience. He sat in the farthest
row back. A pioneer who had given
him a book some months before,
recognized him and spoke to him.
HWhat do you think now?" she
asked. He lowered his head for a
moment and then replied with unaffected simplicity: HI have found

the truth." A hero had found BaM.'u'liah.
The little duchy of Luxembourg,
fine in type, rich in worldy things,
perceptive in spirit, waits upon a
friendlier time to express itself publicly. It believes in peace, and a

group of Federalists made a vital
impression upon the public with five
headlined newspaper accounts of its
meeting, although no direct mention
was made of the Faith. The pioneers
here are masters of courage and discretion rightly blended, and work entirely through individual contact and
firesides.
Switzerland has the thrilling advantage of three working centers
with two possible assemblies soon.
This land, summer host to a world
Guardian, and couched in peace for
many generations; offers a background of free thought and sturdy
living. Geneva with its bureau and
Persian student life; Zurich in its
effort to form, in however small a
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way, following upon one of the largSununer Sch"ols
est public meetings sponsored in all
Rales
and Reservations
Europe, a systematic class for new
study; and Bern with its highly suc- International
cessful series of sponsored meetings,
Rates: $30.-10-Day Session
and truly impressive response in acReservations: :Miss O. B. Crum
tual students, all give glorious promP.O. Box 1064, Colorado Springs.
ise.
A day in Rome was long to be Geyserville
Rates: Rates this year include
remembered, with a beautifully aproom and three meals a day. Bedpointed tea for 95 rare and highding and linen will be furnished tenminded friends, and a dinner for the
pioneers and new believers of Rome,
ants of Bosch Hall. The rates will
Naples and Florence. The most outbe, Collins Dormitory. upstairs,
standing power to attract the highly
adults - $20.50, under 14 - $10.25;
intellectual was evidenced in Italy!
downstais, adults (2 to a room)And here especially the exquisite ef$24.50, under 14 (1 or more on cots,
fect of the very recent visit of Marwith parents)-$8.75; Bosch Hall,
ion Little was gratefully rememmen and boys only, adults-$17.50,
bered.
under 14---$10.50. Meals for offcampus students, 3 a day, by the
r cannot refrain, in closing, from
week, 814. Transient meals: Breakmention of France, and a brief but
fast, $.60, LWlch, $.60, Dinner, $1.20.
glorious visit to Britain. Through the
The N.S.A. has authorized the
courtesy of the Paris assembly a deGeyserville School Committee to
lightful meeting was held with the
friends of that city, and two frater~
charge a registration fee of $1 for
each student over the age of three
nal days in Lyon were arranged, in
for each period of from four to 14
company with Marion Little and a
days spent at the School. This fee
brilliant youth of Luxembourg. Here
the high-spirited work of Lucienne
will be used to pay for paper and
Migette has done much to make an
mimeographing of syllabi for the
assembly probable, and the mother
use of the students and for working
assembly in Paris plans visits of
rna terial for the childrens' proinstruction and deepening. In Dubgram. This registration fee will be
lin, Edinburgh, Leeds, Manchester
in addition to the a hove rates for
and London, and throughout the two
board and room.
extraordinary days of the Birming- Reservations
ham All-Britain Conference, JanuMr. AI Zahl, 826 W. Grant Place,
ary 17-18, a wonderful acceleration
San Mateo, Calif.
was manifest on the part of o-ur British brothers.
Louh.len
(Continued on page 12)
Rates: Adults: Single Room $3.00,
Double Room 2.50, Dormitory 2.00,
Youth: 1.75, (During Youth Session
only.)
These rates are for room and
meals, per day, per person.
Reservations:
Write Registrar,
Louhelen Baha'i School 3208 S.
State Rd., Davison, Mich.
Gr~Aere

Gathering of Baha'is for the Florida State
Feb. 1, 1948.

CcmVentiOD

m North Miami, F1....

Rates: Room and board $21-$39
per week; $3.50---$6 per day, depending on size and location of
rooms. Rooms engaged by month
or season, 8% discount on rooms of
$24 or more. Additional 10% discount on rooms to July 18. Youlli
weeks, dormitory rate $18 per
week, $25 for two weeks. (10-21
years old). Single meals: Breakfast, $.50, Luncheon $.80, Dinner
$1.25, SWlday Dinner $1.50.
Reservations:
Mr. Emanuel Reimer, Eliot, Maine
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The Home Front
RIVERSIDE, ILLINOIS. The Baha'is living in Cicero, Berv."Yll, Riverside, Hollywood, Brookfield, LaGrange, and Western Springs conducted a teaching campaign centering in Riverside. Three public lectures on Feb. 5, 12~ and 19, covermg
the subject "Baha'i Faith and its
Teachings
concerning
Universal
Peace and World Order" were given by Mr. Leroy Ioas, in the Riverside Public Library. The public was
notified by 700 mailed invitations,

newspaper write-ups, paid advertisements, and placards in all the to'wns.
Response to the talks was excellent
so discussion meetings were continued .in the same building through
March_ Also, social gatherings of a ttraction were held afterward to continue the interest of the contact~,
with special attention in some, for
the young people.
COLUMBIA, S.C. Radio, films, and
personal interview marked the points
of a weekend trip t<> Columbia, by
Mrs. Margaret Kunz Ruhe of Atlanta. The radio broadcast over WKIX
on Friday, March 12, at 7 p.m. made
use of the Interview prepared by the
National Radio Committee and came
off well. Mrs_ Annie Romer had arranged a Film Forum to be held' at
the Chamber of Commerce at 7:30
p.m. The stirring film, "One World
or None" was followed by Margaret's
talk, "A United World." Question period afterward was lively and the
spirit :i'ine_
On Saturday morning, Margaret
and Mrs. Romer had a visit with
Dr_ Ward of the University of South
Carolina, in which they were able to
make references to the Faith. Mar~
garet reports that Mrs. Romer's contact technique has opened many
doors in Columbia. That evening, at
the home of a seeker, Mrs. McKim,
there was a warm response to the
talk entitled "Renewal of Religion."
Quoting the report, "r am beginning to understand a little more
about the why and wherefore of the
Guardian's plan. By gomg out and
doing even a little, one's inner re..
sources are enhanced and developed.
The Baha'is themselves will be transformed. inwardly as they meet the
challenge before them. A new race of
men is being created :in us, the Ba~
ha'is of this day. How wise and knowing is our Guardian . . • •J'
NILES, AND ROSEVILLE, MICH_
'Abdu'l-Baha's ceaseless service and
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paper and by a novel use of poetry
on postal cards. A favorable followup article appeared later in the news~
paper. Question and answer period
was the most interesting to the
group, and the minister accepted a
copy of the "New Era" to read_ In
addition to this meeting, Dr. Shamey
has been giving fireside chats in
neighboriog G<lwanda, N.Y_
HONOLULU, T.H_ (The followiog
illustrates the power of united prayer.)
In Honolulu a few Baha'is joined at
the time of the daily noon prayer to
repeat prayers for the removal of
difficulties surrounding a Baha 'f
friend. After the noon prayer, the
"Remover of Difficulties" was repeated, then 'Abdu'l·Baha's prayer
which \>egios, "Oh my God, unite the
hearts of Thy servants . . .. ;' fal·
lowed by the Tablet of A1,lmad.
On the nioth day at the hour of
noon, the friend who was :in difficulty received a telephone call from
the causer of the circumstances, pro-mising a solution.

encouragement of all humanital"~an
and cultural activity is our conSl:cmt
reminder that this is the key to OliL
teaching effort - "An ounce of deed s
is worth a ton of words_" Niles is
demonstrating this_ Their newly established school for children collected food for the Friendship Train and
stepped in with practical help when
a baby arrived in one of their homes_
Roseville's oldest member, Mrs.
Katherine Page, has become an outstanding influence in her communi~
ty which calls upon her for speakers t
guidance in literature, and admires
her as an artist. This has been invaluable in combating prejudice
against the Fa;th.
PROVIDENCE, R.I. On Thursday,
March 19, three Baha'is answered the
invitation of the Lincoln Society of
Brown University to attend their Coffee Hour and speak of the Baha'i
Faith. They found there a lively interest in every aspect of the Teachings, as about forty students took
part in the discussion_ With the close
of the meeting they were extended
In Memoriam
an invitation to come again.
PERRYSBURG, N.Y. The Young Mr. Thomas w. Fleming~ Cleveland Ohio.
Date not reported..
Adult Fellowship group of the Meth- Mrs_ Elizabeth Miriam. Van Patten. Burodist Church" in Cattaraugus, numlington. Vt. Marcb l~ 1948.
bering thirty-six, met on Naw·Ruz Mr_ Albert Galle, West Chester, Pa_ Fetr
ruary 18. 1948.
day to hear a presentation of the
William F. Slater, Chicago, Dlinois.
BaM'i Faith by Dr. James M. Sha- Dr_March
13, 1948.
mey of Perrysburg. The meeting Mrs _ Edith Pemberton, Sherman Oaks,
Calif. March 24, 1948_
was advertised locally in the news-

ColOn, ~ city of Panama, has 'the honor of beiD.c" one of the new cities to .e1ect
its spiritual assembly this April. Louise Caswell bas worked iDdefatigably $0 "help
Colon and also to help develop the DUcleus in the new 1'031 city of 8aD.tiaP. PaDama. Members of the Panama City assembly h&ve cooperated valiaJdl.y ID. UIIs. work.

Louise is seated second mm the left.
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View of Pioneering, Cont'd.
Eight campaigns of the year, combined with a settlement project comprising over 12 percent of their membership, will complete assemblies in
the three virgin areas and carry forward their total assemblies in the
Plan. Humbled by a moving vision
of the ceaseless labors of our pioneers abroad, an American also salutes France and Britain. All Europe
is on the march!
Feasts:
Calendar
July 13-Kalimat-Words
Anniversaries:
May 23, 1844-DecJaration of Bab
(observed on May 22nd, at about
2 hours after sunset)
May 23, IB44-Birth of 'Abdu'l·
Bahi!
May 29, 1892-Ascension of Bahi!'u'IJah (observed May 29th at
3:00 A.M.)

This group of Baha'is and friends from Oceanside, Escondido, Elsinore~ Fallbrook,
Rainbew. Los Angeles, and Pasadena. gathered to commemorate Na.w~Ruz~ 1948.
at an Oceanside hODle, where John Falk -of Pasadena spoke on the New Year.

Enrollments
Enrollments Reported by Local
Spiritual AssembUes
Los Angeles, Calit., 2; Kansas City, Mo.,
1: Wilmette, m.. 2;. Detroit, Mich., 1;
Muskegon, Mich., 2; Roseville, Mich., 1;

Jamestown, N. Y., 3; Seattle. Wash., I;
Richmond Highlands, Wash., 1; South
Bend, Ind. 1; New York, N. Y., 2; Independence, Mo., 1; Chicago, m., 2; San
Francisco, Calif., 1;

Racine, Wis., 1;

Lima, Ohio, 4; Eliot. Maine, 1; Toronto,
Ont.,

2;

Regina,

Sask_.

1;

Winnipeg,

Man., 1; Youth-2.

EnroUments Reported by Regional
Teac~ CemmlUeeB
New England, 6 and 2 youth; New
York, Conn., 5; New .Tersey, 1; West
Pa., Ohio, 4; Ill., Iowa, 2 and 1 youth;
. Michigan. 1; Kan., Mo., Nebr .• 1; Ala.,
Tenn., 1; Okla., Ark., 4; Texas, 1; So.
Calit., Ariz.,- 2; No. Calif., Nev., 3; Idaho, Mont., utah, 3; Wash., Ore., 2; Ont.,
Can., 2; BlIi!ish Columbia, Can., 1.

Publishing Announcement
'Abdu'I-BaM the Center of the
Covenant by Juliet Thompson
reprinted from World Order
Magazine, March 1942. An attractive pamphlet 28 pages with
stiff cover. In these pages the
reader, and especially the new
believer, can recapture some of
the delicate essence distilled by
the beloved Master in the
hearts of those who made pilgrimage to Haifa or were near
Him during His stay in the
West.
price $.25
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the same period in which Baha 'U 'nab,
on the other side of the globe was
releasing a new world program.
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The Divine Plan Unfolds
Convention Report-1m

The Chairman, Dr. Katharine True,
reported that it was literally a
"breathless' victory. Dr. True showed clearly that the inspiration brought
to the friends by the three cables
received from the Guardian proved
the power which aided the workers
to make the result possible. These
cables came at a dark hour when
victory seemed remote. "Had every
believer responded earlier, and to his
fullest extent." the Chairman said,
"the last minute crisis might not
have been so acute." She stressed,
as did the entire Convention, 'How
can we do better in the future, for
the TIME IS VERY SHORT.' Dr.
True said that much was done by
traffic control at the last moment,
routing believers from one place to
another, and while heartfelt appreciation is due the settlers who made
this historic victory possible. the slogan taken away for the coming year
should be NEW BEUEVERS.
A second goal, toward which all
eyes had been turned with hope. was
described by Mr. John Robarts, who
was introduced by the new name of

this obscurity last? Will you hurry."
Mrs. Baker closed by asking: UMay
we make the keynote of this Conven;;America will lead all nations spirtion that we arise to carry the Cause
itually," So said 'Abdu'l~Bahal when
of God out of our ovm. obscurity into
in this country_ America was not a the Light of God, for the true aim
world'leader then; she has had world
of the Convention is the conversion
leadership thrust upon her in these of the world."
recent tumultuous times. Although
On a table was a globe of the
materialistic, and a young country,
world; across the globe were the
she is in the first place in the non~
words: THE BAHA'i FAITH. That
Baha'i world. In His Message to the
was the most important thing before
Fortieth Convention the Guardian the eyes of those present; Gradualsays: "The primacy of the American
ly the Divine Plan of 'Abdu'I-Baha
Baha'is is reasserted, fully vindiappeared beside the globe as reports
cated and completely safeguarded."
came in from the Committees. The
The American Baha'i Community is
Guardianfs two cables were read.
in the first place. To lead the world
The knowledge that no letters could
today is a task almost blinding in
be sent to Haifa and no cables sent
its impact on political leaders who or received after May 15 made them
will establish the Lesser Peace; it - doubly precious. Hearts were sad
is stunning in its implications to the
and souls filled with awe at the
Baha'is who will, through the power
thought of the suffermg in the world
of Baha'u'llan, the love and inspira- and an almost crushing sense of retion of 'Abdu'I-Bahii and the leadersponsibility. These people knew that
ship of the Guardian create the Most they, and they alone, because they
Great Peace and a world civiliza- were Baha'is, had the secret of the
tion.
new World Order Plan, in its entireOn the morning of April 29, 1948 ty, and the nearness to the source of
Convention Message
the sun shone brightly, and the new . power.
to Guardian
green of the trees symbolized the
One of the twinkling remarks inNew World m the making. At 9:30 terspersed by the Chairman, voiced
At this fortieth convention of the
the Baha'is, and this year only a thought often found in many minds. Baha'is of United States, ass~mbled
Baha'is, came from the four corners She said she could not see why some delegates and visitors unitedly exof the lando, and a few from other people coupled inefficiency with spir- press our grateful thanks, your loving
countries, to consult together, hear ituality. Some one said quickly: approvar our efforts. Appreciation of
reports of work done and carry away "The Guardian does not." It was no· your guiding hand in discharging
the inspiration always found in the table, from the start, that no inef- effectively our divinely appointed
Temple at Wilmette.
ficiency. marked this meeting. The task, can never be adequately exGreat masses of red roses greeted Baha'is who are envied by so many pressed.
the friends, bringing the scene in of the believers in far-away places,
We approach our ask in this third
BagllMd close and 'the Message of because they live near the Temple, year of Second Seven Y~ar Plan with
the Ric;lvim. The idea of the Procla- had worked very hard to oil the ma- great humility and pledge anew inmation of Bahil'u'Uilh to the world chinery. Every detail had been tensive effort to rise above all conran through ,the Convention like a thought of. The Chairman of Ar- ditions and endeavor to fulfill goal
golden thread.
rangements, Mr. Larry Hautz, gave set for American Believers. Our
The Chairman, Mrs. Dorothy Ba- each one a beautiful souvenir hand- hearts grieved over any external se·
ker, opened the Convention at 9:30 book containing a picture of 'Abdu'l· verance, however temporary, from
by asking-"What is the magic of Baha, and full directions. Mr. Hautz's world center, yet very conscious of
this time?" In answering this - she- frequent explanations never failed to strong spiritual ties with Beloved
said that some of it was in the num- bring a response, for he had added Guardian.
ber 40. She referred to Moses and the sense of humor to the idea of
Our hearts are turned toward you
the 40 years in the wilderness, the law and order.
offering humble prayers. Supplicate
The Fortieth Convention was his- you!" prayers for courage, strength
40 days Christ spent in prayer on
to serve Beloved Faith.
the mountain·top and Mul;tammad's toric. Some higblights were:
The triumph of surpassing the goal
40 days of preparation. The Bab, she
BAHA'i CON\IEN"TION
stated:, received the Letters of the set by the Guardian of having 175
Answer:
Living for 40 days while the Blessed Assemblies in the United States and
Beauty suffered for 40 years. In this . Canada. The National Teaching Com- Cablegram received May 2, 1948
Deeply touched by your message
Fortieth Convention, she continued, mittee, which had been the main
"May God assist us to make this base, in connection with the National welcome pledged by assembled
the hour of a new birth, for it is the Spiritual Assemhly, from which infor- delegates ardently praying' tuUiDTime. In Europe, on my recent trip, mation and inspiration flowed, an- ment deepest hopes.
(Signed) SBIlCID
so many asked me; "How long will nounced that the number was 194.
by Annie Romer

-
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HChairman of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is of Canada."
With enthusiasm and assurance Mr.
Robarts said: I'We have accepted
the challenge of our 5-year Plan
sent by the Guardian, we are going
at it NOW and we KNOW it can be
done. I t He spoke of the good judgment of the Guardian in marrying a
Canadian and of the inspiring letter
received from RuI)iyyih Khanum, in
whose childhood home the Convention was held.- Canada, Mr. Robarts
reminded those present, was the
ninth pillar in the forthcoming International House of Justice. The Canadian representative expressed the
thanks of his people for all the help
received from the United States,
through teachers and settlers, and
hoped that many would continue to
visit them. The very practical help
in funds was also feelingly acknowledged. Mr. George Latimer added a
sparkling account. of the joyful first
Canadian Convention, quoting from
his letter from the Guardian's wife,
describing the dinner tendered all
. present by Mr. Maxwell and RuI;tiyyih Khanum; also citing the fact
that in the public meeting held in
the auditorium of a High School, the
speakers, Miss Elsie Austin and Mr.
Ross Woodman held the audience for
two hours. It seemed that the enthusiasm of the Convention flowed
into the public meeting as it did in
the one held during the Convention
at Wilmette. Mr. Latimer's closing
remark caused those present to think
-and seriously. He said that while
the meeting, compared with that in
the United States was small, only
112 being present, 13 of whom were
delegates, he felt about as great a
potential there as in the large meet~
ing in Wilmette.
The dramatic story of the newest
chapter in expansion was told by Miss
Edna True, Chairman of the European Committee. The: figures given
of 80 newly declared believers and 8
spiritual assemblies in 7 of the goal
cOWltries were one shining highlight
of the meeting. Miss True spoke of
the 35 valiant pioneers, of the several traveling teachers and the two
itinerant pioneers. The amazing
things which happened, Miss True
said, demonstrated vividly the p0wer in the Divine Plan. Doors opened
publicity was obtained and the field
seemed ready. It had been prepared
through suffering. This condition was
stressed by Mrs. Little, who spent
several months in Europe. In her

brief account of her visit she mentioned the number of people of capacity who had become interested,
the glory a Baha'i felt in giving these
sad people the assurance of new life
and said that the Italian New Era
was sent to 400 libraries in Italy
with a good letter. Nearly all, Mrs.
Little stated, replied and only three
adversely.
A pOint brought out dramatically
by Mrs. Philip Sprague, of the European Committee, was the glowing
dedication and joy found in some of
the letters from the new believers
in Europe. She shared four, one from
Rome, Florence, Luxembourg, and
Stockholm. Besides emphasizing the
fact that all such new believers add
immensely to the reservoir of spiritual power in the Cause, with their
fresh new light, they bring the countries and people of other lands very
close.
. A brilliant light was the description given by Mr. Leroy Ioas of the
plans for the first European Conference to be held in Switzerland from
May 22 to 26. Mr. Ioas gave a graph!c
picture of the meetings to be held III
Geneva with a trip to Berne, wlth
emphas'is on the CommemrilOration
of the Declaration of the Bab. He
reported that about 80 Baha'is would
be present, including all of the pIOneers some new believers, and
friends from non~goal countries, such
as Germany, France and England.
His announcement that the beloved
pioneer t Marion Jack, would be the
guest of honor. delighted all prese~t.
The cable regarding her came VIVidly to all minds. It stated: "Great
station of Marion Jack example for
pioneers in America and Europe .."
An incident which illustrates thIS
worker's courage and tenacity is that
when Miss Jack, who for many years
taught the Faith in Bulgaria, was
threa tene<! by the dangers of war,
the Guardian gave her three choices:
They were: to return to A~er
ica to go to Haifa, or to remaIn at
he~ post. She remained at her po~t.
The reports of this historic Conference will be awaited with great eagerness, for Mr. loas filled all hearts
with a bit of envy that they could
not be present,
A little story told by one of the
delegates points up the swiftness or
slowness of the work in the Faith.
It was 01 watching a pigeon walk
slowly up the long steps of the Cathedral on Fifth Avenue, in New
York. "Wben/' as the speaker said,
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PICTURES-PAGE I
Top left: Temple Ornamentation Discussion
Top right: Registration
Middle left: Tokyo call from
Robert Imagire
Middle center: American and
Canadian N S A Chairmen,
Dorothy Baker and John Robarts
Middle right: Inter-Amerin
Com mittee and guests
Bottom left: Radio worksb..p
Bottom right: Youth banquet
"He could so easily have flown. H It
seemed to those present, as the reports were given of goals reached
that some of the workers were learn~
ing to fly_
As always, the report of the InteTAmerica Committee was most colorful and specific. The fine record of
new believers and gain in member~
ship will be found in other places in
the News Letters and reports. But
some very striking evidences of development were shown. Several
members of the Committee spoke on
different phases of the work, showing the extent to which consolidation and organization has gone forward. The two Conventions, one in
Mexico City and the other in Santiago
were described so vividly that all
sensed the rapid way in which the
Latin Americans are taking over responsibility. The definite statement
was made that the original pioneers
no longer dominate the scene, and
1hat many signs of maturity are evident. In many -ways the cooperation
of the public was stressed. The dram a tic story told by Mrs. Matthews
illustrated the contrast between the
North and the South: No one will
forget her account of how one Latin
friend received the Message. She
spoke of the rna ss production idea
in the North and the individualism
in the South; also of the- cultured
minds and the fire fOWld in so many
people. The account of the interest
and cooperation found in the Masonic
Lodges was inspiring, as was the
success of the Correspondence
Courses. The first Indian Assembly in
South America was described. Miss
Cheney closed a thrilling report with
a beautiful movie which not only
brought Latin America into the room
but raised the hope that there may
soon be more picture stories in the
Faith.
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And so four highlights flashed
forth; 194 assemblies in North America, Goals reached in Europe and
the first European Conference, Organization and Consolidation advancing rapidly in Latin America, and
the Ninth Pillar of the future International House of Justice, the Canadian National Assembly formed.
The Faith of Baha'u'llah was marching forward out of obscurity-and

the great importance of this task;
also read a letter from the Guardia::l
expressing his great joy at this
achievement. Very interesting was
the statement Mrs. Collins said the
Guardian made to her that if anv believer undertook to teach a min~rity
group they were first to convince
themselves that they could walk all
the way with the one they were
teaching. He also said that .it had
very rapidly.
not been done in the past. MinimizMr. Holley told a story which will ing her own share in the work witn
remain long in the minds of those these Indian Baha'is, Mrs. Collins
present. He said that while in a very closed with the words: "Our beinteresting section of the country, loved Mary Stevenson who has
the Smokies, a government scientist brought about this victory is going
told a group of people that during all the way."
The interesting experiment of the
the ice age these mountains were
raised above the level of the ice and workshop technique proved most
they preserved the grasses, herbs, challenging and the Convention
shrubs and trees, which later with moved to request the NSA to have
the recession of the ice, were spread all of the summaries given in the
across the continent. They were the Convention, including the fine ones
seed bed', Mr_ Holley said that in this .rresented by the Convention Chairspiritual ice age when people are in- man, sent to every Baba'i. Of course
ert and unable to live in a spiritual the Guardian's cables, and all other
realm the Baha'i Community is the information will be made available
seed bed of the new Continent of to every believer.
Mankind. The Convention showed the
The room was filled with the large
sprouting, growing and maturing.
num ber present at every meeting. A
Wba t was the real core of every- major thrill, as always, was in seething at the Convention - all discus- ing old friends; perhaps a greater
sions? It was teaching. From the Li- one was in meeting so many new
brary, Literature, Publicity, Public ones. Perhaps greatest when one met
Relations, World Order Magazine a Baha'i worker to whom the Mesand Radio Committees came reports sage had been given several years
of ways to reach people through ago with, to all intents and purposes,
words; the appeal through the eyes poor results. This happened over and
was described graphically by Dr. over aga in. So seeds are to be plant~
Ruhe and shown by Mrs. Longyear ed, and in God's time many sprout.
through the movie - •'The Goal is
And of the Temple, what shall be
World Order." Others told' of the said? Much llrlormation will be sent
work with children, with youth and to the friends during the coming
the blind. Several very attractive ex- month. The interior decorations
hibits were shown. notably those of which Was pictured vividly during
Public Relations, Visual Aids, Work the Thursday evening session. has
for the Blind' and the detailed plan been shown to the world through the
shown by Mr, Niss for keeping better fine work of the Public Relations
records in the Baha'i communities. Committee. The Tre"asurer, who realThis spelled the word uefficiency." ly made giving attractive, pierced
In everything there was a spirit 01 every heart when he said: "We may
maturity, courtesy and earnestness look back in five or six years and
which augured well for the future, say: 'Our opportunity to put somePerhaps because the words of the thing in that Temple, which will last
Guardian and the spirit of 'Abdu'l- eternally in the sight of God, has
Baha vibrated through every session, been lost'." Deep in every soul was
there~was a sense of unity. To some
the resolve to "Give to the Most
it seemed that there was much less Holy Temple and if possible guide
talk of unity and much more of it in the Most Holy Temple." A lovely
than ever before.
movie Wa s shown in the fine report
One historic landmark was the of the Temple Program Committee.
brief report given by Mrs. Collins of The fact that the Temple is a very
the formation of the first Indian As- great teacher was proved by the recsembly in the' United States. She ord of the thousands who come to it
quoted the words of 'Abdu'l~Baha on - an audience ready to be taught.
t'

The idea of spending one's vacation
guiding was voiced. The Summer
School Committee had also had the
same thought. Surely many will
come to the Temple this summer,
for where in all the world could more
inspiration be found? Mr. Haney,
and his fellow-speakers described the
great beauty of the completed Temple, when the inside is clothed with
color and loveliness. Every dollar
spent in bringing this picture to reality will be grea tIy blessed. And when
the goal of completing the Temple is
reached a mighty impulse will be
felt in the entire world. Such is the
promise of 'Abdu'l-Baha.
An Oriental note was struck when
Mr. Yamamoto was introduced and
Mrs. Franklyn told a little of his
story. She spoke of his becOming a
Baha'i many years ago in Honolulu,
and of his 12 children, nine of whom
.he taught in a Baha'i class in California. The sincer~ devotion of Mr..
Yamamoto and his son inspired evpry one a s did the story told by the
beloved teacher, Miss Alexander,
who worked so many years in Japan.
During the Convention a note of
warning was struck by the Secretary, Mr. Holley, which should not be
forgotten in the joy of victory, He
spoke of the bitter attack which the
friends will be called upon to meet
in the future and said the lines are
forming now. Since we are aware of
this, Mr. Holley said he felt in his
heart that we should win the battIe
in the immediate future. His hope,
he declared, was that some knowledge of the Faith could be given to
millions years before we can reach
out and make the personal contact~
f:O that in the hours of great decision
there will be friends of Baha'u'llah.
There are two ta!iks in the Plan, he
concluded, giving the Faith to the
masses, and confirming believers t
and they should go forward together,
step by step, to ultimate victory.
At the Ridvan Feast on Saturday
evening the -children stole the show_
The Forum, given by them and their
teacher, Mrs. Gaylord Barnett, together with the lovely singing of Mr.
Olitzky and the beautiful string music would have pleased 'Abdu'l-Baha.
It cheered the large number present.
The splendid program centered
around the RiQvan proclamation of
Baha 'u'llah made dramatic by Mrs_
Gail, and the New World of Peace
described in the Words of 'Abdu'lBahit. Mr. Windust, as Chairman~
added much to the happy time. For
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this wonderful story the dark world
waits. In the Baha'i Temple it was
Ric;lvan and the New Creation had
appeared.
The Public Meeting on Sunday
night sbowed to old and new believers alike, the response of the nonBaha'i world. It was a fine meet·
ing, featuring a talk by Miss Elsie
Austin which brought almost all of
the very large crowd of people present to the platform to ask questions
and greet the speaker. Beautiful
music given by a harpist and a pianIst added" a wonderful touch and created an inspiring atmosphere. A fitting climax to a wonderful conven·
tion.
One highlight which stands out
sharply was the significant" report
given by Mrs" Moltahedeh regarding
our relation to the United Nations.
She described the setup of the U.N.,
and how similar it is, in some ways,
to our National Committees. Other
points stressed by her were the number of idealists found among U.N.
representa tivest the many who know
about the Baha'i Faith and the Guardian, the great assistance given in
this Baha'i work by Hilda Yen, and
a clear statement of our position with
regard to
world organization.
The news of the U.N. Conference to
be held in Geneva, May 17 to 22, to
which the Bana'is are sending five
people, will he awaited as it is an
historic event in our world. It marks
the recognition of the Baha'i Faith
in a new way, which will be described more fully in other reports.
Every one resolved to watch eagerly
for the news and to follow Mrs. Mottahedeh and her associates. who at..
tend
this
meeting, with their
prayers.
Everyone received a thank you as
the historic and lovely Convention
closed at 4:40 p.m. Sunday, May 2.
The Chairman thanked the friends
and the delegates thanked the Chairman and the Secretary. A sincere
vote of appreciation was tendered to
all who made the meetings so successful including those who helped
with housing. meals, registration,
badges, ushering, the RiQ,van Feast
and the Public Meeting. Also to everyone who served, in any way,
thanks were given and appreciation
felt.
There was a lack of personality
seen in the Convention, and it
seemed: that the crucial time, the
greatness of the task, and the state
of the world blotted out all littleness

this
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and personal feelings. Much of this,
too, was no doubt due to the Devotional periods, when the soul-searching Words of Baha'u'lliih, the Master
and the Guardian. created an atmosphere of spiritual awareness which
carried through the entire session.
Most notable was this spirit at the
election period, brtnging home to
many the complete departure in this
New World from old methods.
Prayer, silence, guidance. These
three make it possible to know and
do the will of God.
As the friends from fa'r and near
left tlle Temple for their homes they
sensed the bombs falling on Haifa
and the agony of the world. But they
had seen a picture of a New World
unfolding, and they knew how it was
to be created. They felt the terrific
speed", they thrilled to the great power surging through the entire Cause;
"and the words of the suffering people of Europe, voiced by the Chairman, rang in their ears - "Hurry
hurry." And with bowed heads,
hearts turned wholly to Baha'u'llah
with the Covenant graven on

and
theh

souls, and the Guardian's Messages
held tightly in their grasp, they whispered, as one voice, - I·We will."

Baha'i Participation in World
Conference of Religion
The National Spiritual Assembly
has accepted an invitation issued by
the Church Peace Union to send a
delegate and an alternate to the
"World Conference of Religion for
Moral and Spiritual Support of the
United Nations" to be held at Town
Hall, New York City, June 16, 17 and
18, 1948.
A report will be published in Baha'i News after the Conference with
all the interesting information made
available by the believers chosen
to represent the Faith.

~'i

Addresses

N atiODal Of!i.ce:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
Illinois.
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette.
IllinOis.

Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue. Wilmette,.
Dlinois.
Baha'i News Editorial 01liee:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Web.

Concerning Fireside Meetings
The National Assembly, judging by
letters and reports received in recent months, feels that there are
some misunderstandings about the
aim and the conduct of intimate fireside teaching meetings which can be
readily cleared away and thus release more potential teaching energy for effective service to the Faith.
What the AssemblY has in mind
is the need for some simple definition of the nature of the home
meeting started by one or more
members of a family in order to
awaken interest in the teachings
among their neighbors and personal
friends.
Such a meeting is a direct response to the universal command
that every believer teach the Cause.
It is also one of the very best meth.
ods for bringing new people into the
commWlity, As such its value depends almost entirely upon two factors: first, control of the attendence
and the program by the host or hostess; and second, continuity and development in the teaching and
discussion.
The National Assembly wants this
type of intimate gathertng safeguarded. Experience from all over" the
country shows that the intention cannot be carried out if the other Baha'is
look upon such a fireside as an
open Uparty" or "community teach.
ing meeting" and come and go as
they feel inclined, join in the discussion and in general adopt the
meeting as their own.
Believers should not attend a home
fireside meeting unless they are spe-cifically invited by the host or hostess, More than courtesy is inV'Olved.
important though courtesy -is in this
Faith. What is involved are the
rights of the non·Baha'i guests to receive the Message, enter into study
and discussion, and when prepared,
declare their faith.
The home fireside conducted for a
few non·Bab..i'i friends and neighbors
is not subject to administrative control. The Assembly has no grounds
for exerting its authority but on the
contrary should uphold the right of
every Baha'i to gather his own
friends together in the hope of con·
firming them. Assembly authority
does not apply until there are appli·
cations for enrollment, unless the As·
sembly has fair reason to believe
that erroneous and harmful teachings
are being given out as "Bahit'i".
-NATIONAL SPIRITUAL ASSEMBLY
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The Guardian's Cable
to Incoming N. S. A.
Delighted at contract for ornamenta tion, proj ected reception (Le., for UN delegates in
Geneva), appointment of new
committees for consolidation of
teaching work, and noble determination to pursue unremittingly your God·given task.
Announce to the friends that
signature on contracts for arcade of the Bab's Sepulchre is
synchronizing with first contract for interior ornamentation of the Mother Temple of
the West.
(Signed) SHOGID

Cablegram received May 14,
1948.

Baha'i Marriage Certificate
The National Spiritual Assembly
has produced an attractively printed
form of marriage certificate for use
by local Assemblies which are legally authorized to conduct a marriage ceremony. The certifiea te is in
the form of a four-page folder, with
envelope for permanent preservation
by the bride and groom. It provides
spaces for signa lure by the bride
and groom and also by the Assembly's official representative and two
witnesses; with the text of Tablets
on marriage revealed by Baha'u'll3:h
and 'Abdu'I-BahiI.
Assemblies which conduct legal
marriages can obtain a supply at
nominal cost by writing the National
Office.

"The

Sacred Obligation"

"And as the progress and extension of spiritual activites is dependent and conditioned upon material
means, it is of absolute necessity
that immediately after the establishment of local as well as nationaJ
Spiritual Assemblies, a Baha'i fund
be established, to be placed under
the exclusive control of the Spiritual
Assembly. All donations and contributions should be offered to the Treasurer of the Assembly, for the express purpose of promoting the interests of the Cause t throughout the
locality or country. It is the sacred
obligation of every conscientious and
faithful servant of Baha 'u'llah who
desires to see His Cause advance, to
contribute freely and generously for
the increa se of that Fund . . . "
SBoGm EFFENDI

Purposes and Plans for this Baha'i Year
Announced by National Assembly
Beloved friends:
This Baha'i year opened with the
Guardian's acclamation of victory In
his message to the Convention:
"Joyfully acclaim brilliant achievements transcending fondest hopes
and setting the seal of complete victory on the stupendous labors undertaken by the American Baha'i Community in' the second year of the
second Seven Year Plan."
What is the meaning of this victory for us? That we have acquired
greater capacity to serve the Faith
of Baha 'u'llah - that we are more
deeply aware that the Faith itself
offers the very essence of power -to
achieve, and all we do is to open
ourselves to its penetration.
When unity of faith is combined
with tulity of action, the condition
needed for extraordinary progress
has been attained. To contribute to
that condition, the National Spiritual
Assembly has pJanoed its policies,
its committee functions, its annual
budget and definite goals in order
to meet the Guardian's expectation
and prayer: '~Appeal to members of
the Community ... to unitedly press
forward . . . until every single obligation under the present Plan is
honorably fulfilled . . . "
1_ Consolidation of the CommuDity
With the formation of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of
Canada, we now constitute the Baha'i
Community of the United States. In
this Community there are now 176
local Spiritual Assemblies. Our first
goal is the safeguarding of these
communities, so that not one single
Assembly need be dissolved by April
21, 1949. Nor can we spare a single
one of the older Assemblies where
the community is still small and near
the danger point.
With the same vigor and intensity
with which we brought about the for~
matian of 49 new Assemblies last
year, we must now work with all the
smaller communities until each ha s
attained a membership of at least
15 Baha'is. This calls for consecrated
effort by individual believers who
can carryon circuit or weekend or
even occasional teaching, by exten~
sian committees of every Assembly
able to offer assistance in its area,
by the Regional Teaching Committees, ancJ by the National Teaching

Committees, which bear the ultimate
responsibility.
2. Four Areas of the Divine Plan
Tablets
In order to develop a more flexible
and localized direction of the consolidation activity, the National Spiritual Assembly has appointed a National Teaching Committee for each
of the four areas to which the Master, more than 30 years ago, directed
one of the Tablets of the Divine Plan.
The Assembly feels that 'Abdu'lBaha's definition of the country in
terms of these four areas has a profound spiritual meaning.
The system of Regional Teaching
Committees remains, but each RTC
now· operates under the Area Teaching Committee. Each ATC has, for
its area, the same power and functions as have been exercised by the
NTC in previous years.
All the new and all the smaller
communities are requested to look
to the Regional Teaching Committee
for assistance. The NSA wants each
of these communities to conduct a
regular study class for all the local
Baha'is. This is the strong foundation
of unity and efficie,.cy. The NSA
also wants each to take advantage
of every Area, Regional and National facility for public teaching programs, that the Faith may be proclaimed with vigor and the Baha'i
teachings made a part of the spiritual life of the city, towo or village.
3. Proclamation of the Message
For the more effective conduct of
planned, cooperative public teaching
campaigns, the NSA has appointed
a new National Committee, the National Programming Committee, endowed with important functions. It
is to gather together all available
teaching materials. aids, methods
and plans, recommend riew materials as needed, develop campaign.type teaching plans for both large
and small communities, carry out
teaching plans in designated centers,
and a ssist the other communities by
providing bulletins clearly explaining
how each community can conduct an
improved teaching program.
The new policy has also been
adopted that hereafter the various
teaching materials - like displays,
recordings, transcriptions. slides.
films, and exhibits - so much needed and desired for proclamation
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teaching work, will be made available at cost price through the Sales
Committee. Any local Assembly or
National or Area Committee can
purchase such material from its own
budget or resources.
Under this arrangement the Committee which develops the material
is not charged with the cost of manufacturing it in quantity. The production costs are met by a turnover
fund assigned to the Sales Committee. Each item so charged becomes
self-liquidating through sales. In this
way the costs are eventually distributed over the entire community on
the basis of use rather than of production.
This principle is important in that
it does not charge such teaching materials to the Annual Budget, which
has, through the budgets given national committees, in the past assumed up to $1(),OOO for cost of .teaching material given or lent for use
without equivalent return through
sales.
The NSA confidently expects that
this arrangement will stimulate the
"creative planning" committees to
even greater achievement in origi·
nating new id"eas! by making them

independept of the task of production and distribution.
Under <Proclamation" comes also
the national advertising and publicity schedules of Public Relations Committee, details of which the committee will announce from time to time.
4. The Annual Budget
The Budget adopted for current
activities amounts to $285,000 divided
into these classifications: Temple
construction, $100,000; Natiooal Committees, $91,975; Operatioo of Trustee properties, $17,500;
Schools,
$1,000; International, $5,600; Administration, including Baha'i News and
The Baha'i World, $35,500; Special
items, including repairs needed in
the Temple structure, $21,800; and
a .Reserve of $11,625.
In line with the high sense of responsibility manifested by the Convention in its recommendation, the
amount of the deficit in our Temple
construction item in last year's Budget is added to this year's Budget.
This deficit is $69,000, which makes
our measure of Baha'i sacrifice this
year the goal of $354,000.
What is the Baln\'i Budget?
The Annual Budget represents the
sum total which the Baha'is ,of the
United States, trustees chosen to carj
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ry out the Divine Plan created by
On Declaring a Vacancy
'Abdu'l-Baha to save humanity from
in
Assembly Membership
self-destruction, are able' and willing,
Years ago we had the direction
over and above our living expenses
to devote to the success of that Plan. from the Guardian that Assembly
Throughout the entire world, ex- members unable to attend meetings
cept in the Community of the Great- because of illness or absence from
est Name, the wealth, the resources, the city were to be replaced. In a
the work. the savings and even the few cases of obvious need, this prinprecious gifts of nature. are exploit- ciple can very readily be applied.
ed for war and destruction. How For example, if an Assembly memmany thousands of times has the ber during the year establishes his
sum total of our Annual Budget been permanent residence elsewhere. a
wiped out directly or indirectly by a vacancy is declared; and the same
few minutes of a World War or ex~ rule of reason applies if a member
propriated by social revolution, or becomes physically incapacitated to
plundered by criminals of any great the point where he simply can no
longer render service.
city!
How rapidly we ourselves could
The difficulty has been to apply
lose collectively a total of capital or the principle where the inability to
income many times the amount of attend is temporary. Is there a defithis year's Budget if, failing the nite time limit after which the memneed-s of the Divine Plan, the affairs ber automatically loses his memberof the nation took a turn for the ship status in the Assembly?
worse!
The National Assembly is very
These are some of the reflections happy to cite words from a recent
which the BaM'is of the United letter written by the Guardian
States can well make at this crucial through his secretary to an Ameritime, the Third Year of the Second can Baha'i clarifying this very point.
Seven Year Plan - the Plan cul". __ it is esta.blishing a dangerminating in the Centenary of Bahaous precedent to allow Assemblies
'u'Uah's mystical experience in the
to put a time limit on non-attendawful depths of the dungeon in 1'ih- ance .0.1 their members at meetings
of the S. A., beyond which that per5. Unity the Essential Baha'i QuaUty son is automatically dropped from
But all our plans and activities, the Assembly and a vacancY deall our contributions of effort and clared. . . There should be no time
money, will fail in their real purpose limit fixed by Assemblies beyond
unless we all attain the coodition of which a person is dropped. Every
unity among ourselves. Let us ex- case of prolonged absence from the
tirpate the evil spirit of disuuity for- sessions of the Assembly should be
ever from Baha'i gatherings and considered separately by that Ascouncils throughout the land. Let us sembly, and if the person is seen to
remove this cancer from the bodY of not want to attend meetings, or to
the Faith. Let us give way to the be held away from them indefiniteHoly Spirit, that Light from on high ly because of illness or travel, then
which shines so brilliantly in the a vacancY could legitimately be depolished mirror of a uuited commu- clared and a new member be elected."
nity.
NATIONAL SPmrruAL AssEMBLY
In the Spirit is joy, healing, pow·
er, capacity and guidance, wben we
open our hearts to its Presence.
British Baha'i Youth Bulletin
Whatever this year may bring forth,
The NSA of the British Isles has
may it find us worthy of that "priannounced
the publication of a Youth
macy" to which the Guardian has
Bulletin as a quarterly appearing in
referred.
March, June, September and Decem-NATIDNAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY
ber, and distributed on a paid subscription basis.
Publishing Announcement
American believers wishing to subCharacter, a Sequence in Spiritual scribe should send a postal order in
Psychology by Stanwood Cobb; now an amount equivalent to three shill~
issued in paper bound edition. This ings, six pence, to the National Spir~
book has been found a good approach itual Assembly of the Babit'is of the
to the Baha'i Faith by many of the British Isles, ISBA Old Brompton
friends. 152 pages, price $1.00
Road, London. S. W. 5, England.
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Suggested Daily Readings
for July
_aI-Month of MERCY
Meditation-HI bear witness 0 My
Lord, that through Him Thy most
resplendent signs have been Wlcovered. and Thy MERCY hath
encompassed the entire creation."

July
1 P.M. pg. 76 LIII
2 P. M. pg. 135 LXXXI
3
4
5
6
7
8

P.M. 295

Gl. pg. 1M LII
P.M. pg. 240 CL
B.W.F. pp. 102-105
B.W.F. pg. 114 "As one souL,"
Gl. pg. 60 XXV
D.B. pp. 34-36

9 Martyrdom 01 the BlI b. B.N.E.

pp. 25-30
10 B.C. pg. 3
11 B.C. pg. 90
12 P.M. pg. 250 CLVlI
Kalizruil-Month of WORDS
Meditation - ''Whoso reciteth, in
the privacy of his chamber, the
verses revealed by God. tbe scattering angels of tbe Almighty shall
scatter abroad the :fragrance 01 the
WORDS uttered by his mouth."
G!. 295
13 P.M. pg. 112 LXIX
14 P.M. pg. 19 CXXXII
15 B.C. pg. 3
16 B.C. pg. 90
17 Gl pg. 104 LII
18 Gl pg. 136 LXX
19 Gl. pg. 175 LXXXIX
20 B. W.F. pg. 10 •'The true be21

liever ..."
B.W.F. pg. 35 "This new World
order . . . "

22 B.W.F. pp. 67-68
23 GI. pg. 259 CxxrI
24 B.C. pp. 102·103
25 GI. pg. 141 LXXIV
26 B.C. pg. 97
27 Gl. pg. 10 VII
28 GI. pg. 12 X
29 P.M. pg. 138 LXXXII
30 Gl. pg. 261 CXXIII
31 P.M. pg. 42 XXXIII
The above readings may be used
tor daily reading and for selections
to be read at Nineteen Day Feasts.
Key
P .N.-Prayers and Medfta.ttoDS
G1.-GleanIDp
B.C.--.... 01 Certitude
B.W.F.-Ba.ha'i World Faith
D.B.-Dlspeasatlon of Bahj.'u'Uih
B.N.E.-BaIui'u'1Iih ODd TIle New

Era.

Calendar
FEASTS:
July 13-Kalimat-Words
August 1-Kamill-Perfection
ANNIVERSARIES:
July 9, at noon-Martyrdom of the
Bab
N.S.A. MEETINGS:
June 17·20
July 29·Aug. 1, at Green Acre

1948

Canadian Baha'i Convention -1948
The flower~scented house gleamed,
from the pink spirea on the piano top
beside the Temple model. ( a farewell gift from Ru!).iyyih Khanum to
her mother-community at the time
of her marriage) the roses beside
the Master's picture, the daffodils
and narcissi in the halls, to
the sweet-peas in the bedroom where
the Master once slept. Everyw-here
there was an air of expectancy.
Friday evening was "open house"
in the Maxwell home, our Convention
headquarters. Singly, or in little
groups, the friends arrived with shining faces to be met with glad cries
of welcome. Haifa drew a little closer with the coming of the aunt and
cousin of our beloved Rul).iyyih Kha·
num, awaking memories of the occasions when May Maxwell herself
was our hostess. A babble of voices
and laughter had arisen by the time
the refreshments were served. Color
~lides of Beaulac were being shown
to the very interested youth as some
of us left to meet a group of Ontario
friends, at the station. In greeting
these twenty·odd Bah"·is. we thought
of how many such groups would
criss-cross our country, forming arteries through which the love of God
would flow anew.
Saturday morning, April 24, we
gathered for devotions. The thirteen
delegates sitting in front, the hundred visitors overflowing into the
dining-room, study and stairs, Were
made one unit by a system of microphones. While waiting for the momentous opening words, these two
days ,!ppear as a pellet of time into
which is compressed the history of
forty-eight years of the Faith in Canada, from the time the seed was first
brought by May Maxwell to this moment when that seed would become
the ninth pillar of the future Universal House of Justice. Sitting in
this mellow blue and golden room,
past, present, future fuse. The
phrase "no beginning and no end" becomes real to us. For two days, less
than a tick of eternity, with time
sense lost, we are one with Saha'u'llah's first messenger to Canada;
we rejoice with her over the first Canadian to accept the Faith, Martha
McBean, her husband's cousin; we
share in the thrilling days of preparation for the Master's visit; we
sit in the very room where He spoke,
perhaps the very chair He sat on;
we see Him stride in flowing robes

up and down the street before the
white doorway, while the interested,
awed, and curious drive by slowly
in their carriages. Into a pellet of
thought, rush memories, of the many
years of struggling, patient, ecstatic
effort until today the largest group
of Baha'is ever to congregate in this
country open, on this sunny morning.
Canada's first National Convention.
Devotions ended, the roll call of
the delegates took place. Flood, and
three thousand miles, prevented the
six far-western delegates from attending. Dorothy Baker, for the last
time acting as chairman of our joint
N.S.A. opened the Convention and
conducted the election of our Convention uff~cers. She had com(" with
four other members of the NSA of
the United States (how otrangely
shorn.that title appears) to hand over
to the Canadian NSA the trust shared
for so long.
Our Convention chairman, John
Robarts, and secretary, Laura Davis, took their places. The Guardian's
cable was read, and- a copy given
to those present. We have all read
by now the Five Year Plan which
the Guardian ouUined.for..us with the
specific goals which he has measured to our capacity. As Mrs. Baker
spoke on these eight goals. we could
sense the friends planning summer
holidays near Indian reservations,
to Newfoundland or Greenland; inwardly resolving to accomplish these
tasks well before 1953.
The letter from Ru!)..iyyih Khanum
was masterly. How it made our
hearts swell with joy to realize her
great services to the Cause, her position in the Holy Family, and our
link with her, the physical symbol
of the unity of the east and west! We
could feel bow she, on her part, rejoiced with us in our greater opportunity to fulfill the promises of the
Master for Canada. Messages of reply were sent to both our beloved
Guardian and Rul;liyyih Khanuro.
It had been with some lrepida tion
that the large auditorium of the Montreal High SchOOl had been engaged
for the public Congress on Saturday
night. a night not too favorable for
lectures. Though the location was
central. timing was against us. It
was the night of a great Jewish festival, and an exhibition by Canada's
world champion skater! However
through the unexcelled publicity arranged by the Montreal friends. over
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five. hundred attended. the la, gest
audIence of any Bahil'i meeting since

the Masterts visit to Canada.

occasion, possibly the greatest event
taking place at that moment on this
planet. It was a solemn moment in
which our delegates, representing
six provinces, and the visitors, from
sev~ provinces and eight states,
shared. Indeed the visitors by their
courtesy and attentiveness had a vital part in the SUCcess of the Convention. At this time our regret at
the absence of the western delegates
was deepe st. Though they ha d all
sent their ballots, and a perfect score
was cast, this actual breathless moment of Canada's spiritual coming
of age would never be matched.

The music linked the audience together, putting us into a refl ective
mood? giving us time to look a L the
nlixed gathering of French and English, Negro and Jew, rich and poor,
10 examine our programmes and the
notices of future Baha'i meetings;
to admire the flowers and remember
the donor, an absent AmerIcan
friend. One of the visiting Baha'is
found herself sitting behind an old
school friend whom she hadn't met
for years. On chatting together it
was learned that the schoolmate's
During the presentation of the
husband had heard of the Cause ten
Temple
progress report, the tellers
years ago from an American Baha'i
returned. Dear as is the Temple to us
in the Gobi desert. He had been deepour restlessness forced the chairman
ly interested and was also present
to ask for the election results. Here
that night.
was the pivotal point of the whole
There was the usual pause and Convention. It was as if we were
rustle when the music ended until to see a child suddenly become a
the chairman. with easy and friendly man. or a bud a flower, in the readdignity, made· the ;- udience and ing of the nine names of Canada's
• speakers one. As Elsie Austin moved first National Spiritual Assembly.
to the microphone. her green vel vet Our first act after the great andress catching the light, one felt the nouncement was to say a prayer in
admiration and interest she created. the name of May Maxwell who had
She gave a simple yet graphic pic- been the chosen instrument to set
ture of the birth of new forces out in motion in this country the mighty
of the chaos of the old. Her lovely forces of the Cause of Baha'u'llah.
voice transmitted even more than
The closing moments passed
her words the spirit of faith out of .
quickly
in the discussion of teaching
which they were born. OUr second
speaker, Ross Woodman, found his problems. A few of the Baha'i youth
listeners prepared; no antagonism present were asked to report on their
had been aroused but a receptivity activities. The Convention welcomed
created so that the direct power of their bright accent, the excited inthe message of Baha'u'llith, given.in terest that exuded from all of them.
a fluent stream of impassioned One young man, a Baha'i of onlv a
speech, could penetrate beyond the few weeks, was asked what - he
normal defenses of heart and mind. thought of the Convention. His us~
His words were as banners flying. usually beaming face grew very seriWhen clearly, and distinctly the ous as he replied. "to think I might
speaker cried "Baha'u'llah, Baha- have missed - this r' Tributes were
'u'llah" one saw His Standard up- made to the magnificent work of the
raised and His Cause proclaimed in Montreal community in organizng the
this city, and beyond it, throughout many details of the Convention: to
the National Spiritual Assembly of
the land.
Sunday was a day out of the 'Abba the United States for all that they
Kingdom! Every moment was as if have taught us. Listening to the five
born of the will of God. The first members present as they clarified
day was one of adjustment, of feeling points of national importance, we
the knitting processes. Now we would realized how grateful we should be
become one point, and from the phy- for all that we have learned and resical core of our national unity, be- ceived from them. The first gift to
gin to diffuse the spirit of unity that the Canadian Baha'is was a cheque
binds Us together. Our National body· for fifteen hundred dollars from this
would become the great lamp, we sister community!
the suppliers of fuel to feed the lamp . The last act of the chairman was
its light of faith.
to invite all the friends to a buffet
The election of our National Spiri- supper in the Maxwell home as
tual Assembly took place in an at- guests of Rul}.iyyih Khanum and Mr.
mosphere befitting such an historic Maxwell. It was almost as if we

were in Haifa .
spirit.

we

felt so close in

The full tide of joy was reached
at the RiQ.van Feast, arranged by
the St. Lam bert community. Among
the readers was one who had· met
the Master as a Baha'i in 1912; another a relative of the Maxwells, and
a yOtUlg pioneer. We thought a s we
listened of how Baha'u·lIa.h has enjoined us to read the word of God
with melodious voice. Our hundred
hearts felt like birds, and this great
Cause the tree from which we sang
out our thanksgiving as the Master's
Tablet and Prayer for Canada was
read in the room whose walls still
seemed to store and treasure the
sound of His voice.
Who among those present can recapture the words spoken by Dorothy Baker? Europe became part of
our world, as indeed it is, the valiant friends in England, Scandinavia,
Switzerland, Italy, Portugal. the
sleeping lady of France, the catacombs of Spain, and above all the
hearts arising out of the pain of that
continent in response to the thrall
of the Greatest Name. It was on this
Name the Rit;lvan Feast and the Convention ended. and with the armour
of this Name we went forth once
more to serve the Faith of Baha~u'llah.

Temple Design Approved
Generous Support Urged
by the Guardian
This important message from
Shoghi Effendi combines state~
ments conveyed to the N ational Assembly in two cablegrams,
dated May 4th and May 6th respectively:"Temple drawings received.
Approve design. Urge proceed
without delay to place Temple
contracts. I appeal to entire
body of believers to arise and
generously support the N ational FUIld in hour of greatest
need, to insure unintermpted
progress in the ornamentation
of the House of Worship which,
as foretold by 'Abdu'I-Baha, i.
already conferring such benefits upon the community.
"Praying for magnificent vic·
tories in third year of secend
Seven Year Plan."
(Signed) SBoom
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Growth in L.tin America

Convention reports showed steady
and comparatively rapid grO\,rth of
the Cause in Latin America. There
is a total of 47 Spiritual Assemblies,
11 of them new this year; 44 groups
and 257 new Baha'i registrations,
representing a g.rov,rth in all-over
membership of about 50 percent. The
11th assembly to join the march of
general incorporation of the Faith
throughout Latin America, reported
receiving its decree during convention. This was Havana, Cuba.
The other seven assemblies which
incorporated this year, were La Paz,
Bolivia; Lima, Peru; Caracas, Venezuela; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Santiago, Chile; Panama City, Panama;
and Guatemala City. Two assemblies
attained their decrees the year before: AsunCion, Paraguay, and Bogota, Colombia. San Jose, Costa Rica, was the first assembly to incorporate, receiving its decree in 1942.
Four additional assemblies are now
in process of incorporating. An interesting phase of such incorporations in Latin America is that the
first incorporation granted gives the
Faith legal recognition by the government anywhere in that country
and additional assemblies in each
country can register under the one
incorporation and pa rtake of its benefits.
Latin America has also attained
its first Spiritual Assembly in a city
of the indigenes, Chichicastenango,
ancient capital of Guatemala.
National Youth work will get under way in the 22 countries this year
for the first time, being headed in
this country by Charles Ioas and
John Eichenauer, collaborating with
native National Youth committees in
the two great areas.
Twenty-six approved native teacherSt 19 of them new this year, have
arisen to supplement the efforts of
the dwindling ranks of the North
American pioneers, who still serve
only eight of the 22 countries. The
requirement that all resident teachers earn their own living, has placed
a great sacrifice upon the shoulders
of those North Americans who have
continued in spite of the very diffi·
cult economic conditions, so difficult
in many instances that our North
Americans cannot comprehend
it
without going through these experiences personally. In many countries,
a well trained secretary can do very
well, but no other profession seems

to fit into the Latin picture at present. Those who are good secretaries,
have great and interesting opportunities, and are extremely important
to the development of the Cause. The
Inter-America Committee strongly
urges those who can qualify in this
respect, to volunteer to help during
these three years, 'which are so crucial in the proper formation of strong
and stabie National Spiritual Assemblies in April, 1951.
Social service to the Island Republic of Haiti by the growing Baha'i
Community in Port-au-Prince, was
described to the Inter-America Committee by Mr. Pumpelly. The Baha'is
have established the first medical
clinic where sympathetic, efficient
and helpful service is available to
the poor people of the island, he said.
It is a large, white-washed bamboo
hut. Behind natural curtains of blossoming vines are the white operating tables. Simple cots serve those
who must rest in the clinic for a
time. Clients are seated on long
benches on the porch of the. little,
tropical-country house. The white
uniforms of the doctors and nurses,
who are giving their time without
charge, their earnest and intent faces; the patient faces of those who
wait, the crude but effective equipment, against the background of tropical verdure and flowers, makes an
wrlorgettable picture, he said. Those
who can do so, pay the cost of medicines used. Eleven new members
have recently been accepted· by the
Port-au-Prince Community. some of
them outstanding people of the island. The Assembly is in process of
incorporating the Faith in Haiti.

European Conference Planned
The glorious news of 80 newly declared. believers spread through all
of the goal countries as well as the
historic announcement of the formation of eight Spiri.tual Assemblies in
10 of the goal cities was transmitted
to the Guardian and the following
inspiring cable received from him:
Hearts ftooded with joy remarkable victory exceeding fondest
expectations stop. Convey heart~
felt congratulations, assurance,
admiration,
loving gratitude,
prayers newly formed Assemblies. Supplicating Bahil'u'llilh
enable both pioneers. native believers unitedly achieve still
greater triumphs stop. Eagerly

await photographs newly constituted Assemblies adorn walls
Baha'u'llah's Mansion adjoining
Most Holy Tomb Bahji.
SHOOHI

The plans for the European Teaching Conference in Geneva have been
completed. It will begin on May 22
with an afternoon opening session
followed by a Unity dinner and the
Commemoration of the Declaration
of the Bab. During the following four
days there will be consultation on
Administration, Will and Testament,
besides all other matters specifically
concerning this teaching campaign.
On Monday evening there is to be a
public meeting in Geneva with an
address in French and in English
and on Wednesday night. a public
meeting in Bern, our Swiss goal city,
with a talk in English and in German. Through the special contributions from Baha'I friends it has been
made possible for the Committee to
invite all of the pioneers as well as
one newly declared believer from
each· country to attend the Conference. Four members of the Committee, Mary Sprague, Leroy Ioas, Sylvia leas and Edna True, will be present and visitors from the communi·
ties of Great Britain and Paris with
a probable total attendance of 75.

Schedule of N.S.A, Meetings.
State Election. and National
Convention
The meetings of the National Spiritual Assembly have been scheduled
from May, 1948 to April, 1949, as
follows:1948
May 1, 2, 3, 4.
May 8, 9.
June 17, 18, 19, 20.
July 29, 30, 31. August 1, at Green
Acre.
September 3, 4, 5. 6, at Louhelen
School.
October 8, 9, 10.
November 5, 6, 7.
December 3, 4, 5.
1949

January 7, 8, 9.
February 11, 12. 13.
March 24, 25, 26. 27.
April 27.
The 1949 State Elections will be
held on February 6.
The Forty-First Annual Convention will be held April 28, 29, 30 and
May 1, 1949.

BAH.('i NEWS

Public Relations
Public relations begins and ends
with human relations. It has heen
described as "living right and getting credit for it." Others call it
"good manners." And it bas been
defined, simply, as relations with
the public.
Whatever the definition, sound
Balia'i public relations has a fundamental function of carrying to leaders and to the public the story of
the Faith, what it means and what
it means to them. This involves every public contact of every Baha'i. It
means that Baha'i public relations
is an all-encompassing activity within
the Faith, not limited to a few.
The importance of an enlargedprogram of action for the public pro.clamation of the Teachings has been
stressed repeatedly by the Guardian.
In the recent "Challenging Requirements," Shoghi Effendi, under "proclama tion, " directed the NSA to
"amplify public relations progra.ms."
It is this program that the Public
Relations committee is developing.
Clarifying its role in Baha'i public
relations, the Committee points out
that it conceives of its programs as
one which (1) prepares_for continuous enlargement of direct teaching
work by other committees, turning
up the soil and" sowing seeds, and
(2) provides a continuous follow-up
of interest and literature for persons
who have never heard of the Faith,
or who have visited the Temple or
attended some meeting but have no
contact with Baha'is.
Its aim is to bring the Faith to the
attention of thousands who have nev~
er heard of it, make free literature
available, and continue the process
of deepening their interest by regular mailings of the ICWorid Religion"
bulletin. When evidence of continuing interest is found, the name is
turned over to the appropriate Baha'i
body for its list of prospects. The
Public Relations committee stops at
the boundary where "proclamation"
ends and "consolidation" begins.
Here is some of the evidence attesting to the growth and effectiveness of our public relations:
Members of the Sunday Evening
Forum of the First Congregational
church in Oak Park, ill., recently
listened to an assuring definition of
the work of the BaM'i Faith. Said
. Dr. Bayard Dodge, president of
American College at Beirut, Syria,
in answer to a question as to what
(Continued on page 12)
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.Our Children: Science or Religion?
Scientists working in the field of
human relationships are making significant contributions to the understanding of how children grow and
develop in our culture. Through observation over long periods of time
they are learning at which' stages
in the child's development the various physical. motor, social skills and
behavior characteristics develop. A
notworthy example are the studies
made by Dr. Arnold Gesell at the
Yale Clinic of Child Development.
These and similar studies give us
understanding of the mechanism of
emotional and social growth and
from these we can learn what it is
reasonable to expect of a child of a
given age.
Specialists in child care today do
not give us many hard and fixedrules for bringing up children. They
have learned that individual variations in parents, children and family
situations are too great to permit
the formulating of many rules of
thumb for specific situations. Rather
they seek to sbow parents and educators thaI it is the way in which a
thing is taught, the spirit back of
the teaching, which registers most
with the child. Basically the only
way to teach children character is
by the example of our own lives.
They respond to our attitudes, our
beliefs which are shown by our daily
(often unconscious) actions. Insofar
as we make of our beliefs a set of
creeds and rituals to which we give
lip service alone, just this will get
across to our children. Insofar as'
we believe in a living God Who leaches through His Prophets, our children will grasp and reflect this.
The importance of religious faith
and positive moral convictions for
laying a fonndation for the healthy
development of children is recognized by many psychologists, psy"
chiatrists, and educators today:
"Children do not need parents who
dutifully send them to .church, or
methodically instruct them in their
duty; they need parents who themselves hold strong and passionate
moral convictions . . . . The important thing is that children should grow
up with parents who believe that
there are some ways of life which
for us today are better than others
and that these ways are worth defending with every ounce of our
strengthl .
l.Wolf. Anna: Parents"' Manuat p. 819.

IIA Child's spiritual education begins as soon as he becomes aware
that his parents feel intensely concerning these distinctions !t2 (distinctions between good and bad ways
of living)
'IParents need to be free and alive
enough themselves so that they can
do things actively with their children . . . have good" times . . . work
and play together ... and love each
other withont dependence. If the way
is clear for these things and if parents are able at the same time to
confront their sons and daughters
with their own mature standards in
living, children will learn, not all at
once, perhaps, but gradually as they
develop, and with many backslidings. Sound and responsible charact~
er in children does not come because
they have been caught young and
trained that way, but because they
have been enabled of their own free
wills t to give up their early egoistic
and primitive wishes through affectionate contacts with parents who
them"selves love and practice civilized living. U3
I f 'Among
all my patients in the
second half of life . . . that is to
saYI over thirty-five . . . there has
not been one whose problem in the
last resort was not that of finding a
religious outlook on life. It is safe
to say that everyone of them fell ill
because he had lost that which the
living religions of every age have.
given to their followers, and none
of them has been really healed
who did not regain his religious outlook.' "4
The Baha'i Faith gives security in
the knowledge of a loving God, plus
a realistic understanding of the conditions of the world and the basis on
which its conflicts may ultimately
be resolved. This faith and assurance we can give our children. And"
the inestimable value to our children of baving such faith and standards is ;readily acknowledged by
many psychologists and educators.
There is however much that we can
learn from the scientists about human behavior, the developmental
patterns of children and work out
for ourselves the best ways in specific instances, to aid them to grow
into really mature, self reliant people. As indicated in two of the basic
principles of the Baha'i Faith: "investigation of truth" and "the unity
of science and religion, I I we can prof-
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Public Relations, Cont'd.
Our Children, Cont'd.
part Baha'is were taking in the Pales. it greatly by keeping aware of the
tine dilemma: '*'Baha'is are work- contributions to the art of living
ing to spread a religion that will made by the social sciences today.
unite all the peoples of the world." Thus religion and science can supTo "Questions and Answers," a plement one another. . . .
2ibid p. 32G
syndicated feature appearing in such lIibid
p. 326
papers as the Boston "Traveler" and "'J"ung. C. G. Modern Man in Search oj a Soul
264 q1toted in SaJa The Earth One Counb'y
the Niagara Falls "Gazette," a read- p.
p.178.
er queried: "What is the memberSome books about child care which
ship of the Baha'i Faith and how you may find interesting: The Parmany churches has it in the U.S.?" ents' Manual by Anna M. Wolf, Simon
The answer: "The Baha'i Faith is & Schuster 1944. Parents Can Be Peocomposed of followers of Baha 'u'llah, ple by Dorothy W. Baruch, D. Applea Persian prophet (1817-1892). The ton-Century 1944. The Pocket Book 01
faith has neither clergy nor churches Baby and Child Care by Benjamin
nor ritualistic worship, but each Spock, Pocket Books, inc. 1946, Infant
commtUlity constructs its own Ma@- and Child in the Culture of Today_
riqu'I-AQbMr, or house of worship, The Child From Five fo Ten by Arfor prayer, meditation and reading nold Gesell and Frances ng, Harpers
of the Sacred. Scriptures."
1946.
Another widely-circuJated cartoonfeature, entitled "They'll Never Die,"
In Memoriam
showed a sketch of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i. and
a brief description of the Faith. "His Mrs. Florence Cox, Bremerton, Washington, April 1. 1948
father, Baha'u'llah, a gentleman of
great wealth, was exiled by the Per- Miss Agnes Leo, Watertown, S, D .• April
3, 1948
sian government for preachmg the Mrs. 3. A. Houchens, Washington, D.C.,
doctrine of human equality and
April 4, 1948
Mrs. Cora B. Ashton, Los Angeles, Calif.,
brotherhood! "
AprilS. 1948
In "Chicago," a 98-page picture
book of the Windy City, a half-page Mrs. Ruby N. Griffith, Sacramento,
Cali1., March 30, 1948
view of the Temple is shown. In the Mrs. Ina Forth. Long Beach, Calit.,
text: "A universal religion which
April 13. 1948
welcomes Christians, Jews, MuJ:tam- Mrs. Cora Ely-Jones, Ruskin, Fla., April
15, 1948
madans, Buddhists, or persons of
Mrs. Fanny A. Sargent. Hazel Park,
any other faith."
Mich., April 8, 1948
From Puerto Rico comes an inter- Mrs. Rosella Dennis, Los Angeles, Ca.1.it.,
esting newspaper story along with a
April 8, 1948
. picture of the Temple: "In the heart Mrs. Grace Mattson, DeKalb, IlL, April
26, 1948
of the North American continent conBertha Hyde Kirkpatrick, Olivet,
sidered by many to be the most .... Mrs.
Mich., May 19, 1948
beautiful building in America, the Miss Dayna Farrand, Olivet. Mich., May
BaM.'l Temple of Wilmette rises like
16, 1948
a ray of hope for a world darkened Mr. Clarence Niss, Chenequa. Wis., May
21, 1948
by a cloud of hatred and religious and
national suspicion.. Those reponsible
for this Temple are the Hahit'is who
Bahi'i News is pubUshed by the
comprise a community that extends
NatiODaI Splrilual Assembly .f _
through 80 countries of the world.
Bah.&'is at the United states aDd
They are people of every nationality,
Canada. as the offtc1a1 news-letier
race, class, religion, who found this
ollhe Bahi.'i CommllDitl'_ The first
precious gem of understanding and
Issue appeared in December. 19U..
cooperation between the' countries
Baha'i·News is edited for tbe National SplrUual Assembly by lis
which will be a substitute for the
Baha.'i News Editorial Committee:
antagonisms, prejudices, and lack of
Mrs. Kobena Christian,. Cha.irmaD,
confidence that are destroying the
Miss Marga.re1: Yeutter~ Mr. Gorfundamentals of a world society."
dOD A. Fraser. EdItorial office:
Last fall a leading Boston paper
Mrs. Roberta ChristiaD, 1101 West
Genesee SL, Lansing. Mfch.
used the name of 'Abdu'l-Baha as an
Please :rePOrt chaDges of address
answer to a cross-word puzzle query.
10 wblch BaIIi'i News is to be
Now comes the Saturday Review of
seat and other matters pertaJning
Literature's double-crostic puzzleto its cIlstribation to the BahA'i Naquestion: Persian Baha'i leader
tiOllal Office, 536 SherIdan Road,
knighted by England in 192() for his
Wilmette, DIiIlois.
services.

Enrollments
New enrollments reported by
Local Spiritual Assemblies
Oahu, T.H.. I; Oceanside, Calif., 1
Charleston, W. Va., 2; Chicago, ill.• 2
Los Ange1es, Calif., 4; Racine, Wis., I
Little Rock, Ark., 1: Indianapolis. Ind.,
I: Miami. Fla., 2: Santurce, Puerto
Rico, 2: Baltimore. Md., I; Flint, Mich ..
1; PGrtsmouth. N.H., 2; Milwaukee. Wis.,
2; Wilmington, Del. 1; Lima, Ohio, 2;
Cleveland, Ohio, 2: Columbus, Ohio, 1:
Louisville. Ky .• 1; Albuquerque. N.M .• 5;
West Chester. Pa., 1; Independence, Mo.,
1; Philadelphia, Pa., 1; Washington
D.C., 2; Boise. Idaho, 1; St. Paul,
I; Toronto, Ont., 2; Youth, 9.

Minn.:

New enrollments reported by
Regional Teaching Committees
New England, 1 ; New York, COIUl.. 5;
New Jersey, 6; DeL, E. Pa., 3; Ohio,
W. Pa .. 4; Ken., Mo.• Nebr.• 1; Okla ..
Ark" 2; Texas, 5; So. Calif., Ariz., 11;
FIa_. 2; Ky .. Ind .. 2; Ill., Iowa, 10;
Mich .. a and 1 Youth; Wis., Minn.• No.
and So. Dakota, 5; No. Calif., Nev., 2;
Wyo., Colo .. N.M., I Youth; Wash., Ore.,
5: Ontario, 1.
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SACRIFICE - OUR PRIVILEGE, OUR OPPORTUNITY
~'Temple drawings received. Approye design. . . .
Urge proceed without delay to place Temple con·
tracts. Appeal entire body of believers to arise, gen·
erously support the National fund in hour of greatl!st
need to ensure uninterrupted progress of the ornamentation of the House of Worship whieh, as foretold
by 'Abdu'l Baha, is already CQuferriog such benefits
on the community. Praying magnifieent victories'

Third Year of the Second Seven Year Plan." -SHOGHI

"The Ma,wnqu'l-Adhkar is the most importaat matter
and the greatest divine Institute .... To have it (the
Ma:sbriqu'1·Adhkar) huilt is most importanL Some
material things have spiritual effect,. aDd the Ma~.
r(qu'I-Adhkar is a thing that will have great effect
upon the spirits of the people. Not ooly does the

building of the MaIDriqu'I-Adbluir have aD effect
upon those who build h. but upon the whole world."

-'ABllUL-lllili

"Vie ye with each other in the service of God and of His Cause."
--&ha'u'IUih
1. A few days after the convention the National Assembly received a cable from the Guardian approving the Temple interior design. He asked the immediate placing of contracts. He
urged us all to "generously support the National Fund in its hour of greatest need."
2. The Guardian's appeal emphasizes the Convention recommendation that the deficit
in the National Budget for last year be added, as a special goal, to the Budget for the current
year.
3. The National Assembly adopted this Convention recommendation. The deficit in meeting
last year's budget was $69,226.35. This is the goal for our special sacrificial elfort.
4. For most of us, this deficit goal of $69,226.35 can be met through sacrificial contribution.s
of OUT savings OT other capital assets. This is a challenge requiring contributions from sources
which will not impair our ability to meet the heavy demands of the National Budget for the
current year. Our desire to answer the Guardian's call will fail if we do not achieve the
current budget as well as eliminate the deficit.
5. Each month in BaM'i News the National Treasurer will report the progress in reducing
the deficit. Contributions may be labelled "Special Deficit Fund." They may be sent direct to
the National Treasurer, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois. Or they may be forwarded
through Local Assemblies or Groups.
I. In working out the current budget, the National Assembly made drastic reductions in the·
budgets of the major national committees. Many worthwhile projects have been postponed or eliminated. The operating budget represents a great curtailment of many vital
national activities. Now, Temple comtrucnon must go fonvard withOut interruption.
7. A speciaI item of $20,000 in the current budget is for essential repairs to the Temple strueture. Broken glass in the dome must be replaced. The decks of the main story and first gallery
must be repaired to elimjnate present leakage. These repairs were deferable as long as no
oritamentation was placed in the interior aUditorium. But with interior construction starting,
leakage would now cause rapid deterioration of the ornamentation. This would mean high
replacement costs later on.
We know our FaIth has grown and expanded through
sacrifice. We know that thousands of BaM'l martyrs
saw their homes plundered and gave their lives-in
praise and joy at the opportunity to show their faIth.

We have seen waves of pioneers leave comfort and security to proclaim the Faith of God in other lands. We

have seen bands of settlers face hardships cheerfully to
consolidate the Faith in this country.
The entire human race awaits redemption. People live in
confusion and agony of spirit. The Temple is the symbol
of their salvation. Through our sacrifice the coming of
Baha'u'llBh can be clearly demonstrated. Through our
sacrifice our love for God. becomes a living reality.

NATIONAL BUDGET FOR THIRD YEAR
OF SECOND SEVEN· YEAR PLAN

1948-1949
Tea1ple C<mstracUoa:

Schools: All .......................... .

; Interior Ornamentation

1,100.08

$1",toO.OO

lDie......lloual:

Committee.:

International Bureau-Geneva.
Swltzerlend ......................... 2,000.00
International Fund-(AIlocated to
European Teaching by instructiona to Guardian) ., ......... , .....• 3,600.00
-These two items increase amount available
to European Teachlng by $5,600.00

European Teaching .................. 41,400.00
Inter-America ...... : ................ 22,500.00
Natiollal Teaching Committees
NortheastemSiates ............... 1,150.00
Southern Siales .................... 1,'125.00
Central Siales ..... ,............... 1,150.00
Western Siales ..................... 1,700.00
Special Fund for 8etUement

Commitments ..• ;~ . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • •
Publlc Relations .....................
National Programming ......•.......
Temple Program ....................
................................
_
ServIce to the Blind .................
V'1BUal Education ....................

~OOO.OO

9,000.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
500.00
500.00
QueatioDnaIres .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
3011.00
Llhr..,. ..............................
300.00
Youth Actlvitlea .....................
300.00
Souvenlr Of 'Abdu'I-Baha ............
100.00
BahA'! World Edlior1al .... :........ ..100.00
World Order Magazine ...........•.•.
100.00
Archivea & History ..... .............
50.00
Child Education ..•..........•....•..
50.00
International Relief ..................
25.00
SInd;y Aid ........................... _._ _
25_.00_

Admlnl . . . .Uve

Expeales:

Genera!-Uncludes BahA'l News,
Convention Expenses. Printing,
Special MalIIngs of Gusrdlan's
MessaQ:es, etc. . .. , ................ 15,500.00
Baht'l World, Vol. XI .............. 5,000.00
8ecretary'1 Oftice-(includes
Salaries, Telephone & Telegraph,
Cables, Supplies, etc.) ............. 11,000.00
Treasurer's Office ................... 4.000.00

3$,510."

Total Operating Budget ..•................ f251,51I.to

91,fl5••

OperaliD&' DeDeI" 01 TnuR=blpo:

400.00
EcSieston .......................... ..
Green Acre .........•...............• 1,100.00
Bosch .. , ........................... ,
800.00
300.00
WIlson .............................. ..
Wilhelm .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
100.00
Temple Maintenance ................. 15,000.00

5,601."

On Account Purchase Louhelen
School Property ....... : .......... :. 1,800.00
Special Repairs to Temple Structure
(Necessary before beginning at
in1er1or eonstructloo) ............. 20,000.00
Reserve:

For Contint:encies

0,625....

l7,5Ot.1O

TOTAL NATIONAL BUDGET FOR 1 _ .. $285,. . . . .
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of the ten goal countries. To those
who had experienced both occasions,
this first historic European Teaching Conference could only be compared in its dynamic spiritual at·
mosphere to the Centenary of the
Faith in 1944. It was truly an un·
forgettable, priceless experience.
-E~pEA.N TEACHING COMMI'ITEE

European Baha'is Hold First
Teaching Conference
"Share the joy and elation of the
attendants at the first historic
Baha'i Teaching Conference on the
European Continent, regarded as
the fairest fruit of the momentous
enterprise signalizing the second
stage in the evolution of the Divine
Plan."
In this foregoing quotation from
his cable·greeting to the historic
first European Teaching Conference,
the Guardian clearly foretold the
spiritual blessing and bounty which
was shared by all those participating
in
this
Conference. Ninety-two
Baha'is from seventeen countries
gathered in Geneva, Switzerland, on
May 22 for the series of consultations which were planned for the following four days. All of the pioneers
with one exception and at least one
newly declared believer from each
of the goal countries but Spain, four
members of the European Tea chin g
Committee and Baha!i representa~
tives
from
England,
Scotland,
France, Australia, Germany and
Austria, participated in mature and
thrilling constructive consultation
on all matters pertaining to the
strengthening and promotion of the
Faith on the European Continent
and in the British Isles. Very spe·
cial study was made of the Divine
Plan, Administration, Will -& Testament and Covenant as well as the
important matters of teaching methods and techniques, translations,
publications and publicity.

Throughout the sessions a unifying
welding spirit of Baha'i love and fellowship pervaded the atmosphere
and a new conception of the greatness of the Cause, of its power to
draw together and unite the different
peoples of the world, inspired all of
those present to renewed dedication
and devotion to their high mission of
establishing the Faith of Baha'u'lliih
in these new fields. So great were
the confirmations which descended
upon those assembled here that five
non·Baha'is who had been studying
the Faith asked to declare them·
selves at this 'time.
The two public meetings, one in
Geneva at which addresses were
given in French and in English and
the other in Bern with talks in Ger·
man and English, were most successful with excellent attendance.
On the last day of the Conference,
Wednesday, May 26, the representa·
tives travelling in three chartered
motorcoaches enjoyed a beautiful
scenic drive from Geneva to Bern
which gave them an opportunity to
partake of the true spirit of Baha'i
sociability and fellowship and to
share with each other their many
confirming and thrilling experiences_
The Commemoration of the Dec~
lara tion of the Bah which was cele·
brated on the /irst night, May 22, of
the Conference, was an outstanding
occasion; at the close of which the
Bab's prayer, the Remover of Difficulties was repeated in aU languages

"Dil!tingnished Disciple
of 'Ahdn'I-Ba1ui"
Greatly deplore passing of
distinguished disciple of 'Abdu'l·
Baha, firm pillar of the Amer.
iean Baha'i community, George
Latimer. His outstanding serv.
ices during closing years of the
Heroic, and first epoch of the
Formative Ages of the Faith,
are imperishable. Assure be·
reaved. dearly loved, much admired mother my profound
sympathy and fervent prayers
for the progress of his soul.
SBOGHl

(From cablegram received
June 23)

Cablegram from Haifa
Welc~me decisions made at
recent Assembly meeting. Sup~
plica ting blessings for forthcoming Conference with Committees. Elated by magnificent
success achieved at European
Conference, development affili~
ation with United Nations . . .
Urge you devote special attention in current year to insure
rapid progress of Temple construction, maintenance of Assembly· status, and consolidation of newly formed Assemblies.

SHoom

(From cablegram
June 23)

received
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Community Development
A Letter from the National
AsseDlbly
Beloved friends:
At th"2!' core of our Baha'i understanding, and of the resolve of our
hearts, let us hold to the ideal of
community development. The development of local and national

Baha'i communities throughout the
world sta.!lds as the central theme of
the Formative Age of the Baha'i Dispensation, The Faith of Baha.'u'llah
will not be fulfilled in the spread of
books nor even in the multiplication
of believers, but in the creation of an
ordered society, local, national and

world.
The term "community development" . covers many steps in this
great process, but the process is one
and the goal should be kept clearly
in sight.
For example, the first step is the
formation of a group of nine or more
adult Baha'is in one civil area. The
second step is the election or formation by joint declaration of a Spiritual Assembly. The third step is
study and training in the principles
and methods of Baha'i administration. The fourth step is the unfoldment of t}-t.ose powers, capacities and
responsibilities with which' Baha'u'llah has entrusted the community
of the Greatest Name. This step may
be divided into many stages, some of
them far beyond our present vision.
Two essential attainments are within our grasp, and indeed within our
duty and obligation at this time.
1. The development of the sense of
kinship in the local community,
making of believers the members of
one spiritual family and one social
organism. Here there is mutual respect, trust, affection and the sh~ ring
of community joys and sorrows.
Her~ there is regard for one another's welfare, a swift flow of sympathy, and the proffer of what help,
when needed, lies within the power
of the community to supply. Here
there is willingness to understand
and appreciate the diverse types of
character and temperament which
necessarily exist in the Baha'i com·
munity because it represents "mankind in miniature." Until this development has taken place there is
no proper foundation for effective
teaching work.
2. The development of a unified

International Relief

Because of the difficult conditions
teaching effort, on a scale commen- in the needy comtries of Europe
surate with the size and experience (particularly Germany, France and
of the community. A unified effort England), all Baha'is are asked to
grows out of the consultation of all, cooperate fully with the plan of the
and employs all available g'iits and National Spiritual Assembly for ina
talents, each in its most effective tcrnational relief as published in
place, A unified effort can be ex- Baha'i News for February, 1948~
pressed through many different pages 6·7. Ac cording to this plan the
Baha'i agencies, employ different friends are asked to obtain admethods and materials, and seek to dresses for sending individual packinfluence the public on different ages or CARE orders from the interlevels; but remains a unified effort national Relief Representative. The
because there is unity of understandfriends are asked Dot to go by the
ing throughout. Every committee,
no matter how "difficult, pressing or lists published in earlier issues of
specialized its work, draws upon the Baba'i News or to use addresses
common store of unified understand- which may be sent to them from
ing and seeks to return its own parti- other sources.
Adherence to this plan is necescular gift to the common store.
sary in order to follow the instruc·
Nothing less than a mature, contions o.f the Guardian that relief be
scious, developed community can
sent
only to declared and steadfast
cope with the difficulties of this partiBaha'is.
The responsible Spiritual
cular age. Baha'u'llah knew the prevailing disease, and He provided the Assemblies of the needy countries
remedy. Therefore the aim of our are cooperating fully with this plan
spiritual knowledge, our love for the but· they report to us that packages
friends, our ability to work for the are being received by persons who
Cause, must be to strengthen the are no longer Baha 'is or whose claim.
community and help in the unfold- to be a Baha'i is not supported. by
registration. Because Baha'i status
ment of its marvelous powers.
may change. addresses change,
Many people feel that the modem people diet for these and other reafamily in great measure fails to im- sons, it is necessary to repeat this
plant the sense of security and the specific request that the friends use
habit of cooperation which enable addresses obtained only from the Insouls to come to sound rna turity. ternational Relief Representative.
Therefore the Baha'is are to supply These addresses are kept constantly
the element which has become lack- up to date by contact with the reing, and learn how to maintain the sponsible Spiritual Assemblies, to
spirit and wisdom needed to guide Include new Baha'i groups or comthe immature. the untrained, en- munities also.
courage the weak, heal the sick, eduMoreover, when food and clothing
cate the ignorant, and raise up the
are so scarce, hard feelings are en·
broken-hearted,
gendered if one locality appears to
Many feel that current education be favored because a very active
misses the central core of person- Baha'i community in the United
ality, the realization of a divine purStates may send chiefly to that adpose in life. Therefore the Baha'is dress. As in all Baha'i activity, "jus·
conduct schools for world religion, to
quicken the heart and raise the tice is loved above all" -and we can
understanding from the darkness in express our urUversal love ~ugh
a fair distribution of the help we are
which it lies.
able to give to those temporarily goThe instances are many. The pur- ing through difficult conditions.
pose is to illustrate the vital role of
The Guardian is constantly urging
the Baha'i community as the nu- all Baha'is, in whatever part of the
cleus and pattern of the new society. world they may be living, to function
We can culti va te our own highest according to the Administrative Or~
possibilities by accepting the divine
der, which has for its purpose the
trust laid upon us: to do all we can
development
of unity and harmonto help onr community grow in unity,
ious cooperation among all the peoin wisdom and in power.
ples of the world. It is the channel,
-NATIONAL SPmrruAL ASSEMBLY
the divin& pattern, for activity and
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contact between the different countries through the responsible Spiritual Assemblies. These Assem·
hies in the needy countries can
help their Baha'is to understand
and follow this pattern, the Administrative Order, if we Baha'is
in the United States follow it our,
selves. We have had the benefit of
nine years of guidance and instruction from the Guardian through his
letters, which the Baha tis.in France
and Germany. for example, have
missed during the war years. It is
our responsibility, therefore, to set
an example of activity through the
Administrative Order. This does not
mean that personal letters should
not be sent to friends. That is another form of expressing "loving
encouragement." But for the sending of relief pa ckages and CARE
orders, the friends are urged to follow the plan of the National Spiritual
Assembly as worked out on the
Guardian's instructions. Thus the responsible Spiritual Assemblies of
the needy countries will also be aided in their task of education and assistance.
The friends are asked also to refer to the N a tiona! Spiritual Assembly of the U .S_ or its International
Relief Representative letters which
may be rec.eived from persons claiming to be Baha';s or from individual
Baha'is or communities or groups,
asking for help or sending addresses.
Some of these letters, which have
been referred by the friends, have
been found, on being forwarded to
the respective Spiritual -Assembly,
to come from persons known to be
against the Cause or to be nonBaha';s. For the protection of the
Cause, therefore, it is thus obvious
that the pattern of the Administrative Order should be followed in all
our activities.
IN'l''I!RNATIONAL

Rm.m:F REPRESENTATIVE
Box 548

Evanston, illinois
(New Address)

In Memoriam
Mrs. Margaret McCowan, LUna, Ohio.
5-8-48
Gale Marsolais. Monroe, Wash. 5-8-4a
Mr. Offa B. Shafer. Oovis. Calif. 4-4-48
Mr. John Quinn, Lo, Angeles, Calif. 5-48

Miss Clara H. Philippbaar, Dunkirk,
N. Y. Date unreported
Miss Neysa G. Bissell, Rutland. Vt.
6-5-48

Guardiau's Cable to the European
Teaching Confereuce, Geneva, Switzerland - May 22 • 26
Share the joy and elation of the attendants at the first historic
Baha'i Teaching Conference on the European Continent, regarded as
the fairest fruit of the momentous enterprise signalizing the second
stage in the evolution of the Divine Plan. Overjoyed at the manifold
signs of the rapid progress evidenced by the formation of eight Assemblies in seven goal countries, in the notable increase in the num·
ber of new believers, in the remarkable activity displayed by itiner·
ant teachers arid the meritorious endeavor systematically exerted by
the organizers and participators of the newly launched European campaign in the opening years of the Second Seven Year Plan. Appeal to
the newly constituted Assemblies to preserve, at whatever cost, the
integrity of the prizes gloriously won, to consolidate the institutions re..
cently established, to simultaneously initiate extension work designed
to form nuclei destined to reinforce the administrative structure of
the Faith in the respective countries. Urge the groups in the three
remaining goal countries to ensure Assembly status ere the termination of the current year. Entreat every individual and all agencies
associated in the conduct of the divinely sustained, maiestically unfolding, tremendously challenging crusade, whether administrators at
home or abroad, visitors or settlers, itinerant teachers, newly en..
rolled believers to intensify their concerted efforts to win wider fields,
to give added momentum to still more conspicuous victories. Un~
daunted by the aggravation of the crisis in the tragically disturbed
continent, undeterred by the obstacles and pitfalls encountered in a
thorny path, sensible to the growing hunger of disillusioned, fear·
stricken, spiritually famished multitudes, constantly aware of the
sublimity of the mission entrusted, in this critical propitious hour, to
their care, inspired by the example of the Author of the Divine Plan
Who, in no less a critical hour in the fortunes of the European continent, notwithstanding His age and illness, twice visited its shores and
labGr"d tirelessly for the illumination of its peoples, let them hold
aloft, amidst the tumult of the disorders of a tottering civilization,
the torch of divine guidance, tramp resolutely ahead to the appointed
goals until the initial stage of so colossal an enterprise has been gloriously consummated.
SIIOGHI

Haifa,
May 2, 1948

Enrollments
Bahi'j News i. pabUshed by the
NaUoaal Spirliaal Assembly of tile
Baha!is of the Un!ied Sbtes aDd
Cana.da as the ofticJal news-letter
of the Bah8..ti Commun.lty. The 8rB&
issue appeared In December, 19U.

Baha'i News Is edited for the Na.lioDal SpirUuaI Assembly by \Is

Bahi'j News EdIIctria\ CoDlllllHee:
Mrs. Roberta Christian, chairman.
Miss Marga.:ret Yeutier, Mr. GGrdOD A.. Fraser. Editorial oftice:
Mrs. Roberta. ChrIstian.. 1001 West
Genesee st., LaDSlnl:'t Mich.
Please report changes of address

to which Bah.i'f News is to be
seat and other matters perlaiDfD&'
10 iIs dIStrIbution to !he BahA'j National Offtee, 536 Sheridan B.o&d,
Wilmette, IllIDois.

Enrollments reported by Local SpirHaaJ
AssembHes

Minneapolis, Minn., 3; Champaign,
TIL, 3; New York. N. Y., 1; Elmhurst.
Ill., I; Phoenix, Ariz., 1; Detroit. Mich.
2; Maui, Hawaii. 1; Santa Barbara,
Calif., .3; Portland. Ore., 1; Louisville,
Ky., 12; Monroe, Wash., 2; Greensboro,
N. C., 1; Greenville, S. C., 1: Palo Alto,
Calif., 1; Atlanta, Ga., 1; Syracuse,
N. Y. 1; ·Youth 2.
EDJ'oUmenis reported by Recional
Teaching Committees
NORTHEASTERN STATES AREA
Lower New York and Connecticut, 1
Upper New York, 3
SOUTHERN STATES AREA
Kentucky and Tenne5see, 1
CENTRAL STATES AREA
Ohio and Indiana, 2
WESTERN STATES AREA
Washington State. 1
So. California and Arb:ona, 2
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First Naw-Ruz celebration in Norway, Marcb, 1M3.

Around the Baha'i World
(FJ'Gm Bruce Davison)
GERMANY
To attend a late afternoon meeting
the Dziobeck Family must leave
. their home, in Maidenbach 31 miles
northwest of Frankfurt, at 9 A.M.
They take one train to Wiesbaden
where, after a long wait, they get
the train for Frankfurt, and streetcar for the meeting. They have to
leave the meetings a little early to
make connections returning home,
which at that involves an hour walk
through the woods at midnight.
Baha'is were months learning Mr.
and Mrs. Dziobeck, after the Friday
night meetings, sat from 9:00 P.M.
till 7:00 A.M. in Frankfurt's railroad
station for a train that would take
them back to Maidenbach.
Herr Schlingmann, who recently
recovered from a light case of tuberculosis, starts from Koenigstein 15
miles north of Frankfurt at 3 :30
P.M. to attend the 7:30 meetings.
Problem is : there are only two
trains daily. One must go when the
train goes. It i. too bad that hours of
waiting are involved, but, they just
are if ODe wants to attend to the
meetings. Schlingmann comes twice
weekly: Monday
evening youth
meetings and Friday night public
meetings. Train connections are better returning; he leaves Frankfurt
at 10:30, arrives home at 12:00.
Mrs. Schenk starts at 8:30 A.M.,

walking the first mile, then catches,
respectively: a bus. streetcar, train
to Frankfurt and another train to
Zeppelinheim for a weekly afternoon
Baha'i fireside team. Mrs. KohlSchmit makes a similar trip, minus
the bus ride, from Darmstadt and
Mrs. Bommersheim the same from
Bad Nauheim for the same tea. Often trains are so packed with passengers that a person cannot stand
with full weight on both feet.
An exhausting trip. which no one
envies, is Gunther Heyd's monthly
train jaunt to the Stuttgart NSA
meetings. The 450 miles require two
days, and usually one night in the
Frankfurt railroad station just sitting and waiting. The round trip cost
150 Reich. marks, (an average German salary for one month) if you
can get a ticket on the overtaxed
railroad system. On one occasion
Heyd waited seven hours in the
Hamburg railroad station just to buy
his ticket. Heyd· has never been able
to get a sleeper ticket.
Edith Horn, 70 year old Fran~urt
Spiritual Assembly Chairman, arises
at 3:00 A.M., eats a few slices of
bread, drinks a cup of coffee and
walks a mile to the railroad station.
Mter a day of waiting in three dif4
ferent railroad stations she arrives
in Laubach 50 miles north· of Frank·
furt, gives an evening class, stays
over-night and returns on the same
mixed-up train system.

GREAT BRITAIN
(Quoted from a leiter to the N .S.A.
of the United States from the National Teaching Committee of Great
Britain) " . . . . Mrs. Baker's visit
meant something very special to our
national community . . '. appreciation is not confined to the Committee
but is warmly felt up and down the
land. . . . Great as was the value of
her teaching wl?rk, however, by far
her most- remarkable and permanent contribution grew out of the
providential opportunity for her to
participate in our Annual Teaching
Conference. This Conference is one of
the three rallying points of the national community during the year t
and for the past three years has
marked a significant turning point in
the affairs of the Cause. In a sense,
Mrs. Baker's presence and contributions were a pivot for the whole proceedings of the Conference. . . . A
reception was attended by 85 people,
including 50 non-Baha'is, while the
attendance at the Teaching Conference was the highest on record, averaging about 75 believers. You will
realize that this is more than a third
of our national community. every
Assembly and goal town being represented. Thus it is apparent that
the beneficient influence of Mrs.
Baker's work has gone out to all
parts of Britain. . . Her. work will
long be remembered, and we feel
sure that she has done much to knit
even closer the bonds of BaM'i fellowship which unite our two national
communities. . . .
AUSTaALIA
The eleventh session of the
Yerrinbool Bah .. ' i Summer School
was held Jan. 1 to 11, 1948. . . AIl
those attending felt that there had
been increased activity and consolidation in the progress Of the school.
The mornings began with devotions,
and these were followed by two sessions, one on "The Rising World
Commonw.ealth" and another on
"The Book of Certitude." Afternoons
were open and round table discussions were held on subjects of interest. In the evenings, a series of
lectures on "Nine Great Religions of
the World" was given. On Saturday
evening. Jan. 3. a social was held
with over 50. present, both believers
and non-Baha'is. The session was
closed with the playing of the records of the Devotional service held
at the BaM'i Temple in Wilmette
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during the Centenary in 1944, Commemorating the hundredth anniversary of the Declaration of the Bab.
"That the school affords both an op-portunity for spreading the Faith
among non-Baha'is and ¢leepening
the knowledge of Baha'is in their
own Faith was recognized by all
those present." ...
. INDIA, PAKISTAN, and BUBMA
"We have been caught in a tangle
of negative tasks this year. To our
losses already reported, we have to
add these: The Jammu Assembly
,!a.terloo, Iowa Bahi'is and friends ai their Na.w-Ruz banquet which closed the
has been dissolved as the friends 5e!les of I~tures and. classes conducted by Mrs. Ruth Moffett.. Several new declarations durmg this period resulied in a. totaJ member&bip of eleven.
were forced to leave the town· of
these friends, four of who~ ~two
Providence, R. I.
The Home Front
were accompanied by their families,
Sayles Hall of Brown University
joined a convoy which was attacked Madison, Wis.
The University of Wisconsin Baha'i was the scene of a Baha'i. symposand they have been heard of no
Youth Group has recently been rec- ium) March 31 on the topic, "Moving
more; a consignment of copies of
ognized a s a religious group on the Toward a United World," with ISO
the New ETa recently printed in campus. As such it is now able to attending. Dr. Charles F. Towne
Oriya, has been lost in transit to participate in all campus religious spoke from the edues tional standDelhi from the Press in Orissa where activities and privileges. Also, it is point, M<- Howard C. Olsen from the
they were reprinted. We have fur- being admitted to the University Re- humanitarian, and Mrs. Mildred
ther discovered that among the ma- ligious Council, a body which plans Mottahedeh the, spiritual, with Mr.
terial lost at the capital during ·the and coordinates the activities of the Matthew Bullock acting as moderarecent riots were two or three manu- -various religious groups in the coun· tor.
On April 6, 30 students of the Clarscripts of translation of Baha'i books eil.
ence Skinner Fellowship of Tufts
The
Baha'i
Youth
have
been
holdthat had consumed months of labor,
ing bi-weekly meetings at the Uni· Theoloeical School gathered to hear
also much of the N.S.A.'s past recversity Memorial Union, usually be- a talk on the BaM'i Faith by Firuz
ords the publishing committee's ginning with a sbort talk, which Kazemzadeh. After his half hour adbooks of account, and the bulk of serves to stimulate a discussion aft· dress they asked questions for an
Baha'i literature that bad been re-- erward. The attendance of interested hour. The important point is that
eently imported from America. This friends has been encouraging es- this group had written Mr_ Charles
mounting tide of reverses sbould not pecially among the older graduate Krug, ASKING for a Baba'i discussion. F iruz also filled a speaking enunman us or deflect us from our students.
gagement on April 25, before the
purpose. They should rather inspire Texas
Young People's Felowship of the
Since
the
regional
bulletin
made
us to redouble our efforts to achieve
Washington St. Baptist church, as
our goals in the pioneering and the suggestion that. mothers of young
part of a program of getting better
teaching fields. Of some life is de- children, who were isolated Baha'i$, acquainted with other religious
form
an
association
by
letter
regard~
manded in this glorious adventure, of
ing Baha'i training for their children groups.
others, possessions, of others, mayand share problems in this respect, Anchorage, Alaska
be less. But whatever it may be love three mothers responded, generally
Public recognition was given to
holds back nothing from the Be- benefiting by the group consultathe BaM'i efforts against racial disloved. Timet energy, riches, life it- tiOD.
crimination in Anchorage at the orself, if need be--<>ll the wealth that
ganization meeting of the Anchorage
Miami, Fla.
Baba'u'llab has blessed us with are
About 35 people gathered for the Youth Council. With various commitHis and are freely given in His serv- Feast of Ridvan in the garden of a tees reporting on youth conditions,
ice. He is a true Bahit'i' says' Abdu '1- Bah8.'i home. Held as an open feast, the chairman of the Committee on
Baha, 'who lays down his life that the audience was entertained by vio- Youth in Minority Groups reported,
others may prosper and succeed!' lin selections from a new believer "We have found that the Frieodships
This is the standard set by our who has been blind from childhood. Unlimited group and the BaM'i
Master. It is for each individual An interesting part was taken in the Faith are actively working against
Baha'i to endeavor aaily .to measure feast by the Baha'i children. As an race discrimination in Anchorage."
older youth announced each 01 the This was particularly significant
up to it."
Baha'i principles, a child stepped up since the Baha'i Faith was never
From the News Letter of India, with a placard illustrating it and mentioned by the Baha'i member of
Pakistan & Burma then told a short story for empbasis. the committee, Janet Stout_
j
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Daily Readings
for August

Suggested

Arts, Science and Religion
August

1 B.W.F. pp. 242-245
2 B.W.F. pg. 247
3 B. W.F. pg. 189 The Second Tajalli

'4 B.W.F. pg. 189 The Third Tajalli

5 B.W.F. pg. 195 The 11th and
6

7
a
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16
17

12 Glad Tidings
B.W.F. pg. 240 4th teaching of
Baba'u'llah
B. W .F. pg. 171 The 6th Taraz
B.W.F. pp. 376-377-Duty to attain science
B.W.F. pg. an Work is WOfship
B.W.F. pp. 377-378 Science is
Worship
B.W.F. pg. 378 Music
B.S. a71-page 461
P. of U. P. pp. 49-50
P. of U. P. pp. 46-47
P. of U. P. pg.27
P. of U. P. pg. 28
P. ot U _ P. 133 Scientific know-

ledge

18 P. of U. P. pp. 342-343
19 B. S. 422, 423-pg. 218, Science
of God

20 B. S. 424 pg. 219
21 B. S. 413 pg. 216
22 B. S. 309 to 315, lIg. 194
23 B. S. 132, pg. 154
24 GL pp. 141-142 Potency of
God's Word
25 Gl. pp. 156-157
26 D. P. pp. 76, 77, 78
2 D. P. pg. 79 Knowledge
28 D. P. pg. 91 Spiritual education
29 D. P. 102 Balance of scien~

and reason
30 N. E., pp. 100, 101
31 N. E., pg. 131
Key:
B.W.F.-Balui.'i World Faith
B. S.-Bah&'i Scriptures
P. of U _ P .-Promulgation of UnI-
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PIONEER
(Ed. note: Tnts is th.e llUt instaUment of a series of excerpts from the IetteTs and
diaries of Martha Root, compiled by Mr. and Mrs. Harry FO'rd, It is suggested that

the various instaUments noW' be gathered together and read in their fuU continuity,
f01' a fuller grasp and appreciation of the indomitable spirit at this vali4nt pioneer
and the flow of inspiration to be glea.ned by such a reading.)

Karachi. (August) How can I put in one short letter the report of four
months more "spiritual skylarking"! (Sura to Bombay. Ajrner then
Indore)_ April fourteenth I arrived 'in Indore to take part in the All Faiths
Convention . . . One man had a paper on the need of a great universal re-ligion, and explained what it ought to inculcate. A great Hindu professor arose and said": HThe Baha'i Faith we have been hearing so much
about in this Convention is a universal religion and it inculcates all your
suggestions and more The Baha'i Faith is READY, why not accept it for a
universal religion?" . . . It is remarkable how many religious conventions
are being held in different parts of India, and the N_ S. A_ of India, and
Burma is invited to send, and does send Baha'i speakers to every one of
them. The N. S. A. is very efficient and very, very spiritual; the members
work almost beyond human endurance and they are as united as one soul
in nine bodies. _ .
Lahore_ (October) Since I wrote you from Karachi, I wish to tell you
that the three thousand copies of my book "lahirih the Pure, Iran's Great~
est Woman" which I published in Karachi, have been sent out over the
world. . . I have already heard from more than twenty countries about this
book .. _

No Baha'i teachers have ever toured the Northwest Frontier Provinces
of India, and the N.S.A. was very eager to have these cities opened to the
Baha'i Religion. Really this trip has been historic in the fact that so much
of this vast country has been toured, even including Colombo, Ceylon to the
south and Kashmir to the north, and all Burma to the east_ . _ It was extraordinary the way we met prepared' souls 1 for we went as strangers, and
only stayed two days in each place ___ but we hope these visits are only the
beginning of further work down through the age~-"Where the acorn falls,
the oak tree- grows."

versal Peace

Gl_-GleanlDp
D. P.-Divine Philosophy

Publishing Committee
Announcements
Portals to Freedom by Howard Colby Ives; a new edition
made in England. 254 pages,
paper cover • __ . ___ . ____ $1.50

BaIui'u'lifth and the New,
Era, fabrikoid __ .. ___ . 1.25
Seven Valleys and Four
Valleys, fabrikoid ____ 1.00
Hidden Words, fabrikoid 1.00
Above titles in fabrikoid
binding again in stock after a
long wait and at increased
prices which seem inevitable.
Bahi'i Youth class in SiOla Falls.

So~

Dakota..

HAHA'j NEWS

... A great scholar, Prof. M.H.H. of the Royal Asiatic Society Library of
CRlcutta, a leading Orientalist of the world, has \Vl'itten about T3:hirih. Perhaps he is one of the first great Indian scholars to write about the Faith. He
said that he had first met the fine Iranian BaM'i teacher, Ibn Asdaq, who
came to India about 1902 or '(}3. HHe was so charming, so spiritual, so culhlred," said Prof. H" "and we read the iqan together in Persian." This
very sentence throws an illuminating light to us today, on the qualities that
a Baha'i teacher should possess. We must all be teachers today, and the
great scholars of this and the coming generation will be quickened or left
una wakened perhaps, by the way we present the Cause to them. . .
I was so touched: a Baha'i had gone from Calcutta nearly two years ago
to spread the Faith. He was very poor and lived on seven rupees (less than
three dollars) a month. Baha'i friends had given him a present of money to
buy a bullock and a cart to help him earn his living. The bullock and cart
were stolen from him, and for several days he had no food; then Mr. P.
found him; but later this most devoted self-sacrificing Baha'i whom everyone who knew him praised, took the plague and passed on in Madras? a
month before we arrived ... To me that Baha'i was as great as the widow
with her mite (in the New Testament) for he gave his ALL! Because of rus
seil-sacrifice, Baha'u'llah will OPEN the doors of Madras to the Baha'i
Faith!
(December) . . . Like you I am very sick at heart about the war clouds,
but I have bought my ticket third class as far as Australia, and even if war
comes, I expect to go forward with my plan...
On ship from Perth to Adelaide, Australia, Jan. 26, 1939
My back was very, very lame, and it is still hurting a little. My back
would not be WELL even if I did not do one thing about it, and I thank God
I can work a little longer. I am HAPPY in the work because I see how it
helps many souls. Whatever our troubles are, they are as nothing compared to the world troubles; all we can do is pray as hard as we can to
(Continued on page 8)
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Baha'i Sales COlDDlittee
Slides

A set oi 70 film'-slides of the Temple.
accompanied by a 10 page mimeographed script. The set includes 51
Kodachrome or color views and 19
views in black and white. The slides
are the standard 2 x 2 inch sil.e on 35
mm. film, cost $12.75 prepaid.
Just released by the Visual Education
Committee. a set of 65 -:Wm-slides, a
lecture entitled "The Goal is World
Order. ,. designed to serve as the basis
for an entire evening's program. The
set is accompanied by a 16 page
mimeographed script givjng full description ot each slide. The cost is
only $4.00. Standard 2 x 2 inches in
size. The same thing may be had in a
film strip, standard 35 mm, size for
$3.00 postpaid.
Display Kits

These Kits are intended to furnish
bask display fixtures for arranging
small window, counter or table displays. The Kits include easels made
ot lucite; printed cards; a large Global
Map; instruction sheets and a photo of
a sample display. The cost is $8.50
postpaid.

Change In Prices
Owing to increased cost of prodUction,
the following changes are now effec~
tive:
Steel engraving of 'Abdu'l-Bahit:.
12x16 now $3.25 postpaid.
Photopostcards of Temple-6 tor 25c.
in lots ot 100 postpaid $3.50 (No order for less than 50c will be mailed)
Photographs at Temple including two
views of interior SOc each. The size
of these photographs is 8xlO.
Now A vaUable
A color postcard of the Temple to sell
tor one cent each. in lots of 100, 75c

prepaid.
Music

o Frie-nd! A vocal solo; music by
Ernest Lubin for a selection from
Hidden Words of Baha'u'IlBh, C'O
friend! In the garden of thy heart plant
naught but the rose of love . . . ") Key
of F. Each-$.50
Harry E. Walrath,
4639 Beacon Street.
Chicago 40, Dlinois
Bahj.'i Ad4resses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wilmette,
illinois.
Treasurer's O1!ic:e:
110 Linden Avenue, Wllmette.
Dlinois.
Bahll'! Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue. Wilmette.
Illinois.
IacGrporatiOD 01 their Assembly b aDJlO1lDCed by Ute Baha~is of Albu.querque, N .M••
to rlCht: Mrs. Mabel S, CooxweII, Mrs. Lois K. Heister, Dr. E.
Leooore Morris, Mrs. Frances B. Cricbet. chairman. stand.inc: LeuIs HeiMer. MIss
Fra:aces C. BoUle, .James H. D. MerrUleld, Mrs. Clara May Mer'rYti-eId, aDd. Mrs.
Catherine O. Cole.
April, 1948. Seated, left

Bahl'! News Editorial Office:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Mich.
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help make a better world. How thankful I am that I can work. I shall
concentrate to do the utmost possible in Australia and New Zealand until
early May.
.
Adelaide, Jan. 29. We have consulted and made plans for the work in
Australia. They have nearly seventy lectures arranged for, and nearly twenty broadcasts under consideration. Of course I submit the radio manu-

scripts for the Directors to see. . .
Melbourne, Feb. 10. Last night. I broadcast "Tahirih, frim's Greatest
Woman" at 9:05. It was a. state broadcast, the greatest here, and at least
.~OO.()()()

(It

people listened in. The Director said: "It is a perfect broadcast! H

is my most favorite broadcast. . . this is thrilling, gripping, it moves

me until it seems to be Tilhirih speaking her own self to the modern world.)
... The nine o'clock hour is the best hour of all on their programmes...
Tomorrow afternoon from two to six o'clock in my hotel I am giving an
"at home" to the people. . . who wish to come and meet me and ask. me
questions. The invitation is in the newspapers, (for everyone in the city)
and was given out at the luncheon. . . the Hotel Manager gives me the reception room free (the fee is generally nine shillings) and he said: "I see you
do everything for humanity, you do not do anything for yourself, I will give
you the room." The temperature is 108 degrees F" I shall have plenty of ice
water and glasses (1 have to pay for the ice water) and some biscuits... Mr
Bakhtian of Karachi gave them to me, but-shaU not serve tea. It would
be too expensive-and they are coming not for food, but to ask questions, it
is alI right. (P.S. Later the Spiritual Assembly, telephoned me and said
they wished to serve tea at the party and they are going to do it. We expect a large party.)
Hawaii, Honolulu, July, 1939
Tenderest love to you all
Today I received a cablegram from our beloved Guardian from Haifa:
"Grieve illness. fervently. lovingly, praying. ShoghL:' I was so thrilled
and happy to receive it. I am making every effort to get better, but I have
sufiered so much . . . I try to endure the pain and 1 pray to Baha'u'llah to
hold my hand and help me to bend every nerve to try and get better. 1
trust Him and I know that He will walk with me to the end. 1 pray that
even this illness in the mystery of God will bear good fruit, that this crisis
will be an impulse forward to promote the Cause of God.
(September) I am so near the shore of eternity ... I thank you each and
every one for all that you will do to help me, and I thank you for your
love. I do not speak, so late tonight. of the glorious side of life after death.
We shall all walk together arm in arm, you and I; and in the mystery
of God, the Baha'is will confer together, understand each other... I am glad
to go through this terrible agony; for if it came it must have come for a
purpose. . . If our love for one another has been deepened, if this servant
has been able to _witness for her Lord-, if the ties between India, Australia,
New Zealand and. the Hawaiian Islands is strengthened, then I E,ave not
come in vain. Everything has been successful. . . Such are our lives . . .

Assemblies Contributing
for the Month of May, 1948
Alaska,.--Anchorage. A.rizooa.-Phoenix,
East Phoenix Rural, Tucson. Arll:aDSa9
-Little Rock. CaUtorma - Alhambra,
Berkeley. Beverly Hills. Burbank, Bur~

lingame, carmel, El Monte Twp., Frel9no, Glendale, Inglewood, Long Beach.
Los Angeles, Monrovia. Monrovia Twp.,
Oakland, Palo Alto, Pasadena, San Diego, San Francisco, San Ma_rino, San
Mateo. Santa Barbara, Santa Monica.
Colorado--Colorado Springs, Denver.
CoDDeeticu1-Greenwich, Hartford, New
Haven. DiM. of Columbia-Washington.
'Florida-Jacksonville, Miami. HawaiiHonolulu, Maui. Idaho-Ada County.
Boise. ll,linOis - Batavia. Champaign.
Chicago. Danville, Elmhurst, Evanston,
Limelstone Twp., Maywood, Oak Park,
Peoria, Springfield, Urbana, Waukegan,

Wilmette, Winnetka. lndi~Indianapo
lis. Fort Wayne, South Bend. Iowa-Cedar Rapids, Waterloo.
Kansas - Topeka; Keatacky - Louisville. Loaisiana-New Orleans. Maine-Eliot, Portland. Ma.ryla.ncl-Baltimore,
MassachuseUs-Beverly, BoIStan, Brookline, Springfield. Micbi&'aD-Ann Arbor.
Battle Creek, Davison Twp., Dearborn
'l;wp., Detroit. Flint, Grand Rapids,
Grosse Pointe Farms, Kalamazoo. Lansing, Muskegon. Roseville, MiDDesotaDuluth, : Minneapolis. St. Paul. Missi&sippi--J ackson. Missoari-Independence.
Kansals City, St. Louis. Montana-Butte,
Helena. Nebraska-Omaha.
New Jersey - Bergenfield, Dumont,
East Orange, Englewood. Montclair,
Red Bank., Ridgewood. Teaneck. New
Mes:ico-Albuquerque. N. 10 Albuquerque. New York-Binghamton, Buffalo,
Geneva, J amestown, New York, Roches-

World Order Magazine
-With justifiable hopes of passing
the half-way mark in our call for
help to procure 1,000 additional subscribers to World Order, before the
end of June, we extend our heartfelt
thanks to the many friends through
whose efforts and generosity this has
been accomplished. Up to May 31st a
total of 435 additional enrollments
have been received.
The numerous letters with subscription gifts to friends and for li.
brary donations, are especially gratifying and reflect the sentiments o~
the contributors, who realize that in
these days of world re-making, a
World Order subscription gift to "
friend may mean a new Baha'i enrollment or that a subscription donated to a Public Library may en·
lighten many of the Library readers
to the real value of the Baha'i
Teachings.
Subscription rate to World Order
is $2.00 yearly. Address orders to
World Order Magazine, 110 Linden
Avenue, Wilmette J illinois with name
and address of new subscriber, or if
you wish to donate one or more new
subscriptions to libraries, address
order to World Order Library Fund
and if desired we will select place·
ment and notify the Librarian that
the subscription is donated by you.

Calendar
FEASTS: Aug. l-Kamiil-Perfec·
tion; Aug. 20-Asma'-Names.
N.S.A. MEETINGS: July 29·Aug. 1
(at Green Acre); Sept. 3-6 (at Lou·
helen).
ter, Syracuse, Yonkers. Norib. CaroliDaGreensboro. North DakoSa-Fargo. Obl.
-Cincinnati. Cleveland. bayton, E.
Cleveland, Columbus. Lima. Mansfield.
Toledo. Oklahoma-Oklahoma City. Orego.....Portland. PeDDSYlvani&-Philadel·
phia, Pittsburgh, Scranton, West Ches-

ter.

Puerto Rico--San Juan. Rhode JBiaad.
-Providence. SouUl Caroliaa - Greenville. South Dakola-Sioux Fi!1ls. TeD.ne8see -:- Memphis, Nashville. TesaaRoulston. VermODt-BratUeboro. VlrJiDla
-Alexandria. Arlington. Wa~
Marysville, Monroe, Richmond Highlands, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, . , .
oonsin-Kenosba. Racine, Madison, Milwaukee, Shorewood, Somers Twp., Wau·
watosa. Wyominc.......Laramie.
Total number of assembliels , ....... -179
Number contributing .,',...
, ... , .. 150
Number not contributing .,., ........ - 29

BAHA'i NEWS

Latin America Moves Toward Independence
The two National Teaching Committees of Latin America, one for
South America and one for the Caribbean Area, are getting underway
with their year's proj ected work.
aiming at increasing the local Assem blies in their territories and developing their national administration so that it will be able to continue independently of the guidance
and assistance of their brothers in
the United States, through the Inter-

America Committee, upon the estab.lishment of their own National Spiritual Assemblies in 1951.
The Chairman of the South American NTC, Esteban Canales, of Valparaiso, Chile, is devoting several
months to a teaching trip that has
already taken him to Bolivia, Peru
and Ecuador 7 and will carry him on
through Colombia, Venezuela, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina. Through him, the National
Committee will thus obtain a comprehensive picture of the Baha'i
communities spread over that vast
continent and thus be greatly enabled to more wisely plan and coordinate Baha'i activities in all of
these COWltries.
The Secretary of the Caribbean
NTC, Natalia Chavez, is going to
Mexico City for the first meeting of
that Committee this year, having
terminated her brief vacation with
her family in Honduras, where, also,
she made teaching trips to the new
Baha'i Assemblies in the towns of
San Pedro Suia and Taula be. In San
Pedro Sula the Cause has caught the
interest of the business and professional people. In Taulabe, where as
yet there are no hotels or electric
lights, the entire town has been attracted to it. These two Assemblies
were formed last April as a result
of the teaching work done there
shortly before, during her vacation,
by Maria Francisca Rivera, of the
Tegucigalpa community.
Meanwhile, our pioneer Lucha de
Padilla is proceeding to her post in
San Jose, Costa Rica, making stops
in all the Central American countries

Buenos Aires will be shipped out
soon.
The town of Cordoba, near Buenos
Aires, has given a warm welcome to
the Baha'i Message. Shirley Warde
and Salvador Tormo have spoken at
several large meeting s and secured
fine newspaper publicity there. The
new Assembly of Cordoba, organized
last April with 11 members? now
numbers 13.
Helen Shearer, who just returned
to this country after 11 months in
Brazil, and who was responsible for
the formation of the Santos Assembly la st spring, has been a visitor in
Chicago and at Inter-America Com~
mittee meetings. She has given us
valuable suggestions for preparing
pamphlets especially designed to appeal to the Latin Americans.
Our stalwart pioneer, Eve Nick·
lin, at the request of the National
Teaching Committee of South America, and of the Guardian, has gone
to Punta Arenas, at the tip of Chile,
to strengthen that community. Here
in this city, the closest to the South
Pole, Eve ha s gathered a clas s of 20
English students, and in her free
time arranges Baha'i programs and

9
publicity, and otherwise serves the
Cause. The climate is bleak and severe. Writes Eve: "If I ever get
warm again, I will never complain
of heat:'
Sheila Rice-Wray, in Ciudad Trujillo, the Dominican Republic, describes how she was able to interest
some people in the Faith: HOne
day I prayed to find some more people to tell about the faith," writes
Sheila. "That night I collapsed in
class, and two of my students called
a taxi, brought me home, got medicine, fixed me all up, and then sat
dovm to hear all about the Faith."
The Panama City community are
thrilled with their new and attractive Center. After two years' search~
ing for a place, they finally found
one that was for them in every way
ideal.
A year-old Assembly in war·torn
Costa Rica has set a shining exam·
pie of true Baha'i devotion. In the
little town of Quepos, as soon as
meetings were permitted, the be·
lievers gathered together and decided, as their first act, to collect $10
and send it to their National treasurer. For this small and poor community' this was a large sum and
real sacrifice.

PERFECTION AND COMPLEm MERcY
Humanity is not perfect. There are imperfectiOns in every human being
and you will a!ways become tmhappy if you look toward the people themsl;"lves. But if you look toward God you will love them and be kind to them,
for the world o! God is t."'1e world of perfection and complete mercy.
-'ABDU'L-BAHA

en route.
From Buenos Aires comes word
that a large quantity of books have
been shipped from there to Santiago,
Chile, where henceforth the Spanish Publishing Committee will be located, and that all books still in

Wmdow display of literature for the blind. in Little Rock, Ark.. arranged. by the
R.T.C. of Arkallsas and Oklahoma, appeariq' at: Ihe time 01 public leee.res; fa that
city.
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A Resume of Some Key Thoughts
on Teaching Recorded at 1943 Convention
1. Emphasis on deepening our own consciousness by regular study. Comprehension and conviction by this means.
2. Special study on the Covenant and the Will and Testament of 'Abdu'lBaha.
3. Goal for the individual of confirming one new believer this year.
4. Teach;ng iwlividually by word of mouth and by pamphlet distribution,
and with daily follow-up.
S. Area meetings for the public, so located that several communities can
take part.
6. Goal for the Regionals of a minimum of fifteen members in every community.
7. Goal of Regionals to bring further groups to assembly status; a second
assembly where possible in virgin areas.
8. Encouragement of firesides for enquirers, by as many believers as possible, and not to be dependent upon attendance of other community
members.
9. AssoC'ir:ttio:1 with liberal groups for contact purposes (Example) Great
Book Club).
10. Teacher training in communities and schools.
11. Daily prayer for unity within our own groups.
12. Attitudes of encouragement in communities, releasing all to make contact and teaching efforts with audacity and enthusiasm.
13. Study of the Guardian's words for directives in contact and teaching
Advent of Divine Justice, 42-48.
14. Study of Tablets of 'Abdu'l-Bahli, p. 390, for directive in teaching a fireside.
15. Use of seminars or series, rather than single presentations alone.
16. Psychology of teaching:
(a) Begin with special interest of enquirer.
(b) Sympathetic recognition of backgrounds, and care not to sound
dogmatic.
(c) Avoidance of arguments.
(d) Emphasis on life rather than theory.
(e) Care not to give too much at first, but attractive development
of a usable branch of the Teachings to inspire them to further
investigation (Use of stories and illustrations rather than heavy
material).
(f) Hospitality as an aid.
(g) Necessity of flame and the spirit of love.
(h) Confirmation dependent upon the spirit of love.
(i) Further study immediately arranged following confirmation
and registration.
(j) Development of a universal sense and spirit.
17. Further coordination of programming needed nattonally.
18. Training of tea chers should meet the expanding need.
19. Use of the visl!al and radio facilities as well as the literature.
20. A faster start, with no summer lull.
21. Immediate regional conferences with the believers at large.
22. Continuance of all extension work done by assemblies.
23. Periodic national information on progress.
24. Immediate publication of goals chosen by Regionals.
25. Emphasis on attaining spiritual prerequisites of success.
26. Itinerant teachers for groups and smaller assemblies.
27. Courses on good chairmanship as well as on teaching.
28. Giving the Word as a source of courage.

The above picture. released t. the
press by Babi'i Public Relatioas. lIbows
a few or the delegates aUending tile
opening session of the Untied NatiOltS
ConfereDce of Non--GovemmeDtal International Organizations OD the subject of Hmnan Rights. Babi'i Intemationa] CODUnUoity delegates include
Mrs. Mildred R. Mottahed.eh aDd Dr.
U go R. Giachery.

Public Relations Launches
Campaign on Religious
Education
Last month, against the backdrop
of the recent Supreme Court deci·
sian which brought to a climax the
struggle between the churches and
schools, the Public Relations committee unwrapped its new national
campaign on the theme of Religious
Education fOT a Peaceful SOCiety. By
far the most widespread plan the
committee has attempted, it marked
the start of an advertising drive,
using ~e theme which opened the
door of the Bah"'f teachings that
Hthe prophets are the real educators
of humanity." Variations of the
theme will be pre~ented, such as
j jwha t men must know about religion
in order to survive" an4 "what men
seek in religion." It combines in one
brief and complete phrase three concepts of vital public importance-religion, education and peace.
The campaign went into action
early in June when the theme was
announced to the press and radio
through their trade papers, "Editor
&
Publisher"
and
"Publishers'
Auxiliary." "Baha'is recognize," the
ad ran, "that the gap between education in the factual sense, and denomina tiona 1 inculcation of religious doc-

-
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trine, is fatal both to the interests of
education and those of religion."

The first public 'ad in the campaign
appeared in the "Saturday Review
of Literature, " whose readers had
this salient reminder: "Religion as
blind tradition and separate sect has
come to an end. The Baha'i definition of faith is conscious knowledge.
The ad further cited the three most
urgent needs of human personality
today: "Recovery of the basic purpose of life through a clarified understanding of God's relationship to man
and man's relationship to God .
Opportunity to participate in a
powerful world-wide affirmation of
human unity which uproots prejudices of race, class and creed . . .
conviction that the pattern of a world
society has been created to release
the forces of mind and conscience
for the victory of peace on earth."
Advertisements in "Newsweek and
HUnited Nations World," told the
"Education in Religion
theme in
another way.
jf

H

H

The advertising series, ba eked by
a publicity and direct mail.campaign,
continues July 17 in "Saturday Review of Literature" and in the August
9 "Newsweek." Explaining that the
main point about an ailing society is
the number and diversity of its sectrian creeds, the copy cites: "Division
of faith in God prevent the people
from attaining the moral unity needed to generate power enough to uproot the real causes of disease."
A neW public teaching pamphlet
has been prepared on the general
theme. This will be available to communities. A compilation, UWhat
modern man must know about re~
ligion," prepared by the committee
to bring together Baha'i teachings on
the theme has been approved by the
NSA and will be released by the
Publishing Committee as a Baha'i
study aid.

Scheduled for general release in
early fall, the public relations campaign will utilize every means of
publicity available. Local assemblies
and groups, through their publicity
chairmen, wlil receive full information about the campaign plan by
August I,. Inquiries should be addressed to the secretary. Baha 'j
Public Relations, 112 Linden Avenue, Wilmette, m.
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Settlers Responding to Guardian's
Emergency Appeal
New Assembly
N. Phoenix, Ariz.
N. Phoenix, Ariz.
N. Phoenix, Ariz.
Tucson, Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Tucs on, Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Arcadia. So. Cal.
Arcadia. So. CaL
Escondido Twp., S. Cal.
Escondido Twp., S. Cal.
Escondido Twp., S. Cal.
Escondido Twp., S. Cal.
Escondido Twp., S. Cal.
Glendale Twp.
Glendale Twp.
Monrovia Twp., S. Cal.
Monrovia Twp., S. Cal.
Oceanside. So. Cal.
Oceanside, So. Cal.
Oceanside, So. Cal.
San Marino, S. Cal.
San Marino, S. Cal.
Santa Monica, S. Cal.
Santa Maruca, S. Cal.
Santa Monica, S. Cal.
Santa Monica, S. Cal.
Santa Monica, S. Cal.
Southgate, S. Cal.
Southgate, S. Cal.
Fresno, No. Cal.
Fresno, No. Oal.
Palo Alto, No. Cal.
Palo Alto, No. Cal.
Palo Alto, No. Cal.
Eureka Springs, Ark.
Ada County, Idaho
Ada County, Idaho
Ada County, Idaho
Ada County, Idaho
Greenwich. Conn.
Greenwich. Conn.
Hart1ord, Conn.
Winnetka, TIl.
Batavia, Ill.
Batavia. Ill.
Phoenix, Ill.
Park Ridge, TIL
Portland, Maine
Brookline, MaSs.
Brookline, Marss.
Davison Twp .• Michigan
Davison Twp .• Michigan
Davison Twp .• Michigan
Dearborn Twp.. Mich.
Dearborn Twp., Mich.
Dearborn Twp .• Mich.
Grosse Pt. Farms

Settler
Miss Edith Goranson
Mr. Clarence Iverson
Mr. Owen Trowbridge
Mris. Kathryn Frankland
Mr. Ri chard Walters
Mrs. Richard Walters
Mr. Paul Schoeny
Mrs. Paul (Zahrah) Schoeny
Mrs. Maida Merriam
Miss Mary Louise Kelsey
Mrs. Mabel Hoegner
Mr. Martin Kob
Mr. John Quinn
Mr. J. V. Matteison
Mrs. J. V (Berdette) Matteson
Mrs. Marie Lowell
Mr. Walter Jones
Mrs. Walter (Emma) Jones
Mr. Ralph Schall
Mrs. Ralph (Charlotte) Schall
Mrs. Hilda Pulley
Mr. Everett Justic~
Mis·s Bertha Matthiesen
Mr. M. R. Carter
Mrs. M. R. Carter
Mr. Dwight Barstow
Miss Joyce Bronson
Mrs. Alice Mickle
Mrs. Marguerite Hendricks
Mrs. Marjorie Thomp'son Torres
Mr. Elwyn VanZandt
Mrs. Elwyn (Sharla) VanZandt
Miss Mary Ellen Reese
Mrs. Edna Johnson
Mr. Kenneth Smith
Mrs. Dorothy Smith
Virginia Breaks
Nas·srollah Rasek
Vernon Kellog
Mrs. Roberta Wilson
Miss Elizabeth Adelmann
Mrs. Bertha Adelmann
Mr. Walter Ingham
Mrs. Walter Ingham
Mr. Robert McLaugblin
Mrs. R. (Katherine) McLaughlin
Mrs. Helga Nielsen
Loretta Voelz
Mr',g. Meta Wetterau
Miss Cecile Hargis
Maybelle Perry
Mr. Wilfred Barton
Mrs. Lorol SchopJ1ocker
Bertha Herklotz
Mr. Joseph Nelson

Former Location
Minneapolis
Phoenix
Phoenix
Louisville, Ky.
Albuquerque
Albuquerque
Phoenix
Phoenix
Chicago
Teaneck. N. J.
Tucson Twp. No. 13
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara
San Diego
San Diego
Glendale
Glendale
-Alhambra
Monrovia
Pasadena
Oceanside Twp.
Oceanside Twp.
Los Angeles
Pasadena
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Chicago
Chicago
New Orleans
Lo's Angeles
Visialia
Visialia
San Francisco
Stanford University
San Francisco
Little Rock
Boise
Boise
Boise
Boise
Bedford Village, N. Y.
Bedford Village, N. Y.
BedfOrd Village, N. Y.
Evanston, Ill.'
Milwaukee
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Eliot, Maine
N. Quincy

Arnold KeteIs

Marysville, Mich.
Flint, Mich.
Flint, Mich.
Detroit,· :Mich.

Mr. George Springston
Mrs. George Springston
Mm. Jessie Hall
Phyllis Hall
Paul Becker
Mr. Floyd Munson

Boston

Detroit, Mich.
Chicago
Detroit
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New Assembly

Grosse pt, Farms
Grosse Pt. Farms
Grosse pt, Farms
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Kalamazoo. Michigan
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Kalamazoo, Michigan
.Jersey City, N. J.
Jersey City, N. J.
Jersey City, N. J.
Bergenfield, N. J.
Bergenfield, N. J.
Bergenfield, N. J.
Bergenfield, N. J.
Bergenfield. N, J.
Newark, New Jersey
Newark. New Jersey
Newark, New Jersey
Newark, New Jersey
Ridgewood, New Jersey
Geneva. New York
Geneva, New York
Syracuse, New York
Syracuse, New York
Syracuse, New York
Syracuse, New York
Waterloo, New York
Waterloo, New York
Waterloo. New York
Mansfield, Ohio
Mansfield. Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
Mansfield. Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
Toledo. Ohio
Columbia, South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina
Dallas. TexlUi
Dallas, TexaS
San Antonio, Texas
Marysville, Washington
Shorewood. Wisconsin
Somers Twp. Wis.
Somers Twp. Wis.
Greenville, S. C.·
Greenville, S. C.·
South Bend, Indiana·
South Bend, Indiana·
Charleston, W. Va.·
Charleston, W. Va.·
Charleston, W. Va.·
Charleston, W. Va.·
Butte, Montana·
Butte, Montana·
Elmhurst, DlinoiS*'
Elmhurst, Ulinoib;·
Alexandria, Va.·
Alexandria, Va.·
Duluth, . Minnesota·
Red Bank, New Jersey·
Red Bank,. New Jersey·
Montclair, New JerseyMontclair , New Jersey·
Tacoma, Washington·
St. Augustine, Florida·
Wilmington, Delaware·
Wllmington, Delaware·
Laramie. Wyoming·
Laramie. Wyoming·
Lansing. Mich.·
Lansing, Web.··

JULY, 1948
Settler
Mrs. Floyd Munson
Mr. Donald Corbin
Mrs. Doris Corbin
Etta Catlin
N ayan Hartfield
Agnes Mae Ayers
Fannie Jupnik
Mrs. Geneva Brov;rn
Mr. Pecora Bluernountain
Mr. Edgar Wright
Mr. Richard Greengard
Mr. AlJa'i Kalantar
Mrs. Emilie Kalantar
Miss Valerie Joyce
Miss Feny Paulson
Mr. Gottleib Klumpp
Miss Dorothy Champ
Mr. Nicholas Giamrneresse
Mr. Zelo Garza
Mrs. Grace Marshall
Mr. Edwin Barbam
Mn:. Edwin (Bessie) Barham
Mrs. Grace Cody
Mr. Rudolph Handel
Miss- Ida Noyes
Mr. Michael Betelak
Miss Maude Mickle
Miss Alta Wheeler
Miss Ella Qu:lnt
Mr. A. L. Price
Mrs. A. L. Price
Rose Steinberg
Marion Clark
Henrietta Ccrrodi
Miss Jessica Perry
Mrs. Annie Romer
Miss Josie Pinson
Mr:'s. Eugenia Meyer
Mr . Joseph Hannen
Miss Barbara Hannen
Mr. and Mrs. R. Christensen
Mrs. Loral Jackson
Mr. Robert Miss
Mr. John DeBruin
Miss Iva Russell
Mr. John Inglis
Mrs. John Inglis
Mrs. Clara Huber
Dr. Alph Sampson
Mrs. Marcia Andrade
Mr. John Gloeckner
Miss Ada Schott
Mrs. Ruth Meurer
Mr. Harold Hunt
Mr. George Miller
Mr. Larrie Cramer
Mr. Rouhollah Zargarpur
Mr. Harvey Wisner
Caroline Stewart
Mr·s. Marguerite Bruegger
Mrs. Sarah Maher
Mr. William Millete
Mr. Seymour Weinberg
Mrs. Edna Hyatt
Mrs. Florence Keemer
Mr. John Verhoven
Mr. Fred Sudhop
Mrs. Donia Leitner
Charlotte Dakin Orlock
Mel Orlock
Miss Margaret Yeutter
Mrs. Mabel Vicary

.Endangered Assemblies :secured by these settler:s.

Former Location
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
St. Louis
Celina, Ohio
Kenosha, WiS.
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
Dumont,. N. J.
Dumont, N. J.
Nashville
Washington, D. C.
New York City
New York City
New York City
Chicago
Newark
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.
San Francisco
Scranton, Pat
Binghampton
Scranton, Pa.
Eliot, Maine
Eliot, Maine
Schenectady
Mansfield outside
Mansfield outside
Columbus, Ohio
Chicago, lli.
Columbus, Ohio
Cleveland
Portland, Me.
Greenville, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
Evanston, m.
Evanston, ID.
Chicago
Spokane, Wa'sh.
N ashota, Wis.
Racine, Wisconsin
Kenosha
Birmingham, Ala.
Birmingbam, Ala.
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Chicago
Columbus
Vienna, W. Va.
Greenville, S. C.
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C.
Fargo, N. Dakota
Farmington, N. J.
New York City
New York City
New York City
Denver, Colo.
Miami, Florida
Baltimore County

Ardel, Del.
Los AngeleS
Los AngeleS

New Haven, Conn.
Detroit, Mich.

"It 8ehoveth the People
of Balta •••"
"It behoveth the people of BaM to
die to the world and all that is therein, to be so detached from all earth1y things that the inmates of Paradise may inhale from their garment
the sweet smelling savor of sanctity ~
that all the peoples of the earth may
recognize in their faces the brightness of the All-Merciful, and through
them may be spread abroad the
signs and tokens of God. the Almighty, the All-Wise . . . "

Baha'u'llah: Gleanings, p. 100
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The Love That Shows
Itself in Deeds
A Letter from the Guardian
The
recognition
given
your
Assembly (as representative of the
other National Spiritual Assemblies)
by United Nations as a non~govern
mental body entitled to send representatives to various U. N, conferences, marks an important step forward in the struggle of our beloved
Faith to receive, in the eyes of the
world its just due, and be recognized
as an independent World Religion,
Indeed, this step should have a favorable reaction on the progress of the
Cause everywhere, especially in
those parts of the world where it is
still persecuted, belittled, or scorned,
particularly in the East.
In these days, when his mind has
been so preoccupied with the grave
sItuation in this country (Palestine),
the wonderful advancement being
made by the American believers, at
home-· and
abroad,
and
their
cari~ffiah confreres, has sustained
him, and brought him moments of
pride and happiness, when his heart
was weighted down with various pro-blems and difficulties. He is indeed
grateful for this active support, this
love that shows itself in deeds that
rise to meet and overcome every
·obstacJe !-Written by the Guardian,
through his secretary, in a letter to
the NSA dated May 18, 1948.

A Call for
Unity and Sacrifice
A printed letter has been
mailed to every American
Baha'i home address. It is a
call for unity and sacrifice during the third year of the Seven
Year Plan. The National Spiritual Assembly requests loca]
Assemblies to refer to the letter
at a Nineteen Day Feast. and
Regional Committees to emphasize its importance in their conferences and other contacts
with groups and isolated believers.

Public Interest
in Faith Increasing

ELECTION RESULT
Leroy 10as was elected to the
National Spiritual Assembly to
fill the vacancy caused by the
passing of George Latimer.

Where the Budget Stands
The annual budget as reported
amounts to $285,000, plus deficit of
$69,000 carried over from the Temp]e construction fund of last year.
Total budget, $354,000.
In May and June the Temple construction fund received $24,906.09,
and the income of the National Fund
was for that period $27,766.63. Total
income,$52,672. 72.
If we divide the total budget, $354,-

ooo!

into twelve, to set up a standard
for the average monthly income
needed, we get the figure of $29,500.
For the two months. May and JlU1e,
the rate of income should be $59,000,
about $6,400 more than was aetually
received.
These figures are most encouraging, but July and August are invariably the months of lowest income.
Will the friends overcome this annual temporary irresponsibility?
NSA

Bau'i Addresses
National Office:
536 Sheridan Road, Wibnette.
illinois,
Treasurer's Office:
110 Linden Avenue, Wilmette,
Dlinois.

Baha'i Publishing Committee:
110 Linden Avenue, Wllmette,
Illinois,
Bthfl'i News Editorial Office:
1001 W. Genesee St.
Lansing, Mich.

BAHA'I ERA

The Baha'i Faith in North America
entered a new era of increasing
public influence with the Centenary
celebrated in 1944. The community
of believers finds itself immersed in
an ocean of spiritual power which
moves mysteriously and irresistibly
whenever a sincere effort to spread
the teachings is made.
Every Baha.'i is concerned with
public relations, because every Baha'i in himself as in his local and
national community draws upon that
vast reservoir of force, Its waves
are set in motion by whatever is
done in the name of the Faith. The
time has come. therefore, to undertake la r ger and larger public campaigns and learn more and more
consciously how to make right use
of the instruments by which spiritual
influence can be exerted on a great
scale.
For the promotion of the Faith of
Baha'u'IHlh all these instruments
were developed-press, radio, m.otion picture, whatever acts upon the
minds and hearts of human beings.
But they will not fulfill their mission
until the Baha'i community itself is
fully prepared. Step by step, with
boldness yet with wisdom, with enthusiasm yet with patience, we have
received the call from the Guardian
to begin the exertion of public influence as never before.
Technical training and experience
are needed along with knowledge of
the teachings and desire to serve.
The association of active· workers·
along public relations lines throughout the entire community is one of
the first requisites, The exhange ~of
ideas. experiences and methods can
develop rapidly a collective capacity
to produce results not even dreamed
of a few years ago. The public is
ready for the Baha'i message, That
is the sign and the challenge to concentra te energy on constructi~le
work.
The national public relations program has begun to make lines of
force reaching into almost every

2
town. The local Assembly and group
are no longer working alone. Through
nation'al advertising and publicity
and distribution of Baha'i literature
by mail, the local public, slowly but
surely is hearing about the Fai~h.
This potential interest needs the
stimulus which can only be suppli.?d

by an effective public relations progTam conducted intensively at local

levels.
Accordingly, the Public Relations
Committee last month began distribution of a series of brief how-to-doit bulletins titled "Service to the Local Community." Issued once a Baha'i month to Assemblies and groups,
separately the bulletins will discuss
the various phases and technics that
local communities may use in developing a community relations program to effectively tell the Baha'i
story, its objectives and its accomplishments. Titles include: HNational
Advertising, ,. "Publicity Planning,"
"Literature Distribution, U and "Local Campaigns." Through the bulletins, the committee will share in·
formation and suggestions with the
friends at each Feast.

National Advertising
Each month national Baha'i advertising, through widely-circulated
magazines! takes the Baha'i message
directly to the public as a means of
creating understanding and goodwill.
Although it takes years of continual
work to build up a favorable public
attitude, already much attention to
the Faith is evidenced in the thousands of letters received by the committee. Indicating how people are
seeking what the Baha'is have to
give, the committee shares with the
Friends a few comments chosen
from letters taken at random.
'~I have often wondered just what
the Baha'i was, but never found anyone who knew anything about it. Now
I see your ad. Will you please send
me literature. . . . " "Some time ago
I saw your beautiful building illustrated in a cement company ad.
1- was so impressed as an engineer
that I cut it out for saving. Today
I note your ad in Newsweek and
would like to know something about
Baha'u'llah. . . ." "Is the Baha'i
Faith the peace program introduced
when Baha visited this country in
1912?"
HI was intrigued by the possibilities set forth in your note in Newsweek . . .tt "I am very much inter-
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ested in your practical approach to
religion . . ." "I have seen your ad
in Newsweek several times and have
had my curiosity aroused . . . "
"Thanks to Newsweek for your address. 'What I read has very definitely interested me because Baha'i is
the topic of conversation among students here." "I intently read your ad
in the United Nations World at the
U.S. Information Center here in
Bremen (Germany) . . . would be
very pleased to get some detailed
literature about your ideas and beliefs."
Baha'i advertising appeared this
month in Newsweek, August 9, the
same ad appearing again in Septem~
ber's United Natitms World. Next
general ad in Saturday Review of
Literature will appear September 11.
In the trade press, the Bahati message is carried in EditOT & P-~,b
lisner, August 14 and September n.
Insertion dates in Publishers' Auxiliary are August 21 and September 25.
Reprints of the various national
magazine advertisements with the
query, "Are you reading these national Baha'i advertisements?" are
available upon request. These reprints, inserted with literature or
clipped to letters, lend prestige to
your campaign as well as to increase
the circulation of the advertisements.
The committee requests that
Assemblies and groups continue to
send two clippings of each publicity
release appearing in local papers or
magazines. The committee also
wishes information about references
to the Faith appearing in current
books and periodicals.

Esslemont Book
Not to Be Revised
A number of believers have expressed the view to the NSA that
~jBaha'u'lHth and the New Era"
should be revised, so as to relate
its exposition more directly to the
conditions existing today. The book
in its original form was written some
twenty-five years ago.
This question was addressed to the
Guardian and in his letter of May
18, 1948, written through his secretary. the Guardian answered:
"H? does not consider that Baha'li'llah and the New Era' should be
revised at present, but should be
continued in its present form."

Excerpts from Letters
of the Guardian to Assemblies
and Individual Believers
"Custodians of Love"
The friends must, at all times,
bear in mind that they are, in away,
like soldiers under attack. The world
is at present in an exceedingly dark
condition spiritually; hatred and prejudice of every sort are literally tearing it to pieces. We, on the other
hand, are the custodians of the op·
posite forces, the forces of love. of
unity, of peace and integration, and
we must continually be on our guard,
whether as individuals or as an Assembly or Community, lest through
us these destructive, negative forces
enter into our midst. In other words,
we must beware lest the darkness
of society become reflected in our
acts and attitudes, perhaps all unconsciously. Love for each other,
the deep sense that we are a new
organism, the da'\Vl1-breakers of a
New World Order, must constantly
animate our Baha'i lives, and we
must pray to be protected from the
contamination of society which is so
diseased with prejudice. - To the
Spiritual Assembly of Atlanta, February 5, 1947, through his secretary_
Significance of the Remains
of the Prophets
There is no special physical significance in the remains of the Prophets or relics of Their Persons. But
there is a profound spiritual significance in the sense that Their dust
was the physical mirror of the greatnes s of God. In other words we know
God through His Prophets, Who have
bodies; these bodies - Their very
dust - are precious through association. It is natural for people to be
touched by a lock of hair or some
token of one they loved; how much
more should we treasure and feel
moved by a relic of the Beloved of
God?
The Bab has told us to bury the
dead in silk (if possible) in coffins of
crystal. Why? Because the body,
though now dust, was once exalted. by the immortal soul of man!
The portrait of the Ba b should be regarded as an inestimable privilege
and blessing to beheld, as past generations were denied a glimpse of the
Face of the Manifestation, once He
had passed on. - To Miss Sally
Sanor, November 13, 1944.

BAHA'i
Lifting the Burden of Misery
from Mankind
Regarding the question you raised:
In the first place every believer is
free to follow the dictates of his own

conscience as regards the manner
in which to spend his own money.
Secondly. we must always bear in

IDmd that there are so few Baha'is
in the world, relative to the world's
population, and so many people in
need, that even if all of us gave all
we had, it would not alleviate more
than an infinitesimal amount of suffering . This does not mean we must
not help the needy, we should; but
our contributions to the Faith are the
surest way of lifting once and for
all time the burden of hunger and
misery from mankind, for it is only
through the System of BaM 'u 'llithDivine in origin-that the world can
be gotten on its feet, and want. fear,
htulger, war, etc., be eliminated.
Non-Baha'is cannot contribute to our
work or do it for us; so really our
first obligation is to support our own
teaching work, as this will lead to
the healing of the nations,-To John
E.Falk , December 8, 1947, through
his secretary.
The Crimson Book
Unfortunately it would seem that
the knowledge "which could largely
eliminate fear" has not been dis·
closed or identified by Baha'u'llah,
so we do not know what it is.
However, what Baha'u'llilh did not
elaborate but what He meant by the
•'world" recorded in the Crimson
Book was the power of the Covenant.
The uCrimson Book" refers to the
Book of His Covenant, and the reference above means the power for
unity which the Covenant possesses
and radiates. On page 238 of "God
Passes By" you will find the crOSSe
reference to the uCrimson Book"
and the "Epistle to the Son of the
Wolf. "-To Charles S. Krug, January 5, 1948, through his secretary.
. Attendance at Nineteen Day 'Feasts
Attendance at
Nineteen Day
Feasts is not obligatory but very im~
portant, and every believer should
consider it a duty and a privilege to
be present on such occasions_-To
Mrs. Marzieh Gail, December 15,
1947, through his secretary.
The Undertow of Materialism
People are so markedly lacking in
spirituallty these days that the
Baha'is should consciously guard
themselves againSt being caught in
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what one might call the undertow of
materialism and atheism, sweeping
the world these days. Skepticism,
cyn-icism, disbelief, immorality and
hard-heartedness are rife, and as the
friends are those who stand for the
antithesis of all these things they
should beware lest the atmosphere of
the present world affects without
their being conscious of it.
The Guardian agrees with you that
a highter standard would be required
before World Order could a ttra ct
people of marked intellectual capacity; but he feels that the friends
should make a greater effort to see
that it gets supplied with better material; they should raise the standard
of the present publication.-To Dr.
Glenn L. Shook, November 19, 1945,
through his secretary.
Answers to Questions
Note: The following answers were
written by the Guardian through his
secretary to Dr_Glenn L_ Shook in a
letter dated November 19, 1945.
1. & 2, The supreme Tribunal is
an aspect of a world Superstate; the
exact nature of its relationship to
that state we cannot at present fore-see.
3. Supreme Tribunal is the correct
translation; it will bl2- a contributing
factor in establishing, the Lesser
peace_
4_ There is no statement in the
reachings indicating that the Lesser
Peace will definitely be established
by 1957 or 1963.
5_ The Most Great Covenant is
different from the Everlasting Covenant.
6 , No Bahit 'u 'llith did not bring a
complete system of economics to the
world.
7 _ Profit~sharing is recommended
as a solution to one form of economic
problems.
8. There is nothing in the teachings
against some kind of capitalism; its
present form, though, would require
adjustments to be made .
9. Islam attained a very high
.spiritual state, but western scholars
~re prone to judging it by Christian
standards _ One cannot call one world
Faith superior to another, as they
all come from God; they are progressive, each suited to certain needs
of the times_
10. Of course, Man divides; only
the Power which comes from God
can unite.
11, & 12. The Seven Lights of Unity
will not necessarily come in the

order given_ A product of the second
may well be universal culture.
l3_ "Insaf" should be thought of as
fairness.
14. Through meditation doors of
deeper knowledge and inspiration
may be opened_ Naturally, if one
meditates as a Baha'i he is connected with the Source; if a man
believing in God meditates he is tuning in to the power and mercy of
God; but we cannot say that any
inspiration which a person not knowing Baha'u'llah, or not believing in
God, receives is merely from his
own ego. Meditation is very important, and the Guardian sees no reason why the friends should not be
taught to meditate, but they should
guard a gainst superstitions or foolish
ideas creeping into it_
15. In quoting prayers any part
may be used, but should be quoted
as it is, however shQrt_
16. The Manifestations no doubt
had some consciousness of Their station, but what the nature of that
consciousness was we do 11(1t know_
17, Those who have DeVer had any
cpportunity of hearing of the Faith
but who Jived good lives will no doubt
be treated with the greatest love and
mercy in the next world, and reap
their full reward.
18_ There is no' objection. to using
R ubi's book on. mysticism.
19, We believe that Christ only
was conceived immaculately. His
brothers and sisters would have been
born in the natural way and conceived naturally.
20. Both Caliphate and Imamate
mean successorship. Either term
could be used,
21. Shoghi Effendi has always
made it quite clear that, in the
future, the teachings may be retransl~ted, if the need arises_
22. There is nothing in the teachings against swimming and dancing;
mankind will become nobler, this we
know; if that will include or eliminate such pastimes we do- not know
at present.

Copies of Will
and Testament
For many years the NSA has
made effort to provide every
enrolled Baha'i with a copy of
the text of the Master's Will.
Any believer not having a copy
may apply to the National Of·
fice.
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"Time Is of the Essence"
Letter from the
National Spiritual Assembly
Beloved friends:
In the Baha'i World Faith there is

the capacity of all his fellows. Th2
experience is mutual, not selfish.

no ream for mere passive acceptance of principle and truL"1. The be]iever today can not take over the

The world around us despairs because individuals do not find thi!=,
fulfilment of spiritual fellowship.
Alone the individual feels lost and
frustrated. or his capacity hardens
into accomplishment for himself or
for his own particular group. When
a Baha'i community learns how :0
fuse the souls into an all-embracing
unity it will attract. Teaching needs
this spiritual communion to bring
enlightenment to the seeker.

attitude of the followers of ancient
teligiQns and merely by changing
the name of his religion become a

true Baha'i.
The Faith of Baha'u'llah estab11shes new standards of achievement
for the individual and for the community. It creates movement in so·
ciety in the direction of definite
goals. It drives forward ahead of
It is because the element of time
the darkness and the ruin which has
has become so vital that the National
overtaken the unfaith of the past.
. Spiritual Assembly wishes the Reg·
Time is of the essence. We f~rst ional Teaching Committees and the
t,e-come conscious of this pressure Extension Teaching Committees to
.for action when the Guardian set up assist the smaller communities this
the first Seven Year Plan - an allot- year. In no part of the national comtpd time for a measurable task. The munity can we afford to crystallize
second Seven Year Plan renews and around the negative attitude of pas·
intensifies our collective responsibil- sive acceptance. There a re so many
ity to advance, to attain, to succeed weeks, days and hours at our comin a definite mission.
mand. The acceptance of help inLet us apply this standard of volves no lessening of the authority
2l.-t:i.ve faith to one of the great objec- vested in the local Assembly. On the
tives of the teaching work in thP.: contrary - authority is actually fulUnited States this year: the develop· filled when we learn how to take
ment of every small community 10 advantage of every opportunity to
the number of fifteen adult, dclared grow.
and active Baha'is. No com-munity
Crystallization can also overtake
can take that vital step of progress us in larger communities. There is
by mere repitition of calendar pro- no point at which Baha'is can stop
grams. There must be an intense and say they have done their work.
drive behind our Babit'i activities The larger .community must also
and plans, the overcoming of inertia, set a standard of progress for itself
the enkindlement of souls, the con- this year, and with all its resources
centra tion of will.
drive forward from power to power.
Consultation is more than discusFaithfully yours,
sion and exchange of views. Consul-NATIONAL
SPIRITUAL
ASSEMBLY
ta tion is becoming ignited from the
flame of a common purpose. The
most illiterate, inexperienced and
Enrollments
humble of believers in a commun·
Enrollments reported by Local Spirity may be the one who first becomes
aflame and communicates the holy itual Assemblies:
Boise, Idaho, 2; Columbia, S. C.. 1;
fire to his fellow believers.
Maywood, Ill., 2; Berkeley. Cal., 1; DuEnthusiasm and conviction pre- mOht, N. J., 1; Topeka. Kan .• 1; St.
cede agreement on any specific Louis. Mo .• 1; Winnetka, Ill., 1; Montteaching plan. They are its wings, rose, Calif., 1: YOUTH-2.
its power of life and the cause 'of its
EnroUments reponed by Regional
success. A Baha'i community call Teach:J.ng Committees:
and must blend the force of emotion
NORTHEASTERN STATES AREA
New Jersey 2
with clarity of vision and sound judgment. This blending of all available
CENTRAL STATES AREA
Ohio, Ind .• 4; 1 Youth.
spiritual resources is true unity.
When that degree of harmony is atWESTERN STATES AREA
Alaska, 4.
tained, every individual can share

National Teaching l:ommiuee
The National Teaching Committees for the four areas designated
in the Tablets of the Divine Plan
can be addressed as follows:NTC for Northeastern States: Mrs.
Katherine McLaughlin, Secretary,
P. O. Box 1435, Greenwich, Conn.
NTC for Southern States: Mrs. Annie Romer, Secretary, 1615 Gervais
Street, Columbia, S. C.
NTC for Central States: Mrs. May
Scheffler, Secretary, 1821 Lincoln
Street, Evanston, Ill.
NTC for Western States: Mrs.
Jesma Herbert, Secretary, 5372 Templeton Street, Los Angeles 32. Calif.
NSA

N.S.A. of Anstralia
and New Zealand
Mr. S. W. Bolton .... Chairman
Mr. H. Fitzner .. Vice-Chairman

Mrs. Mariette G. Bolton.... .
................. Secretary
Mr. A. Tunks ....... Treasurer
Miss E. Dawe
Mr. J. Heggie
Mrs. F. Fitzner
Mrs. E. Dohbins
Miss G. Lamprill

Meetings of the
National Spiritnal Assembly
1948 ·1949
May 1 to 4, 8 and 9, at Wilmette.
June 17 to 20, at Wilmette.
July 10 and 11 (with sessions of a
National Teaching Conference), at
Wilmette.
July 29 to August 1, at Green Acre.
September 3 to 6, at Wilmette.
October 8 to 10, at Louhelen School.
November 5 to 7, at Wilmette.
December 3 to 5, at Wilmette.
January 7 to 9, at Wilmette.
February 11 to 13, at Wilmette.
March 24 to 27, at Wilmette.
April 27, at Wilmette.
(A total of forty days)
National and State Conventions
The date chosen for the State Conventions, where National Convention
delegates are elected, is February 6,
1949.
The Annual National Convention
will be held in Temple Foundation
Hall, Wilmette, April 28 to May 1,
1949.
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Temple Construction
Progress Report
Rapid progress has been made in
carrying forward the successive
steps necessary to bring the Temple
interior project to the point of letting
contra cts for the placing of the

ornamentation.
On May 28, the Temple Trustees
awarded a contract to the George A.
Fuller Company, who will act as
general contractors for the interior
work, and will be respom;dble for
providing all the labor and materials for the completion of the interior
of the Temple, as called for in the
plans and specifications prepared
by the architects.
The Fuller Company was the contractor for the erection of the superstructure of the Temple, which was
completed in 1930 and 1931, and this
organization was again chosen for
the current phase of construction because of its familiarity with the
Temple structure, and also because
of the very favorable contract terms
offered to the Trustees.
Mr. Shaw, the architect, and his
associates, are currently engaged
in completing the working drawings,
specifications, and architectural details and it is now -expected that
actu;U construction work on the nine
vertical piers supporting the dome
will begin in the early Fall.
Meanwhile, the necessary repair
work on the decks of the main story
and first gallery is being carried out
under a sub-contract negotiated by
the Fuller Company in consultation
with the architect, and with the Temple Maintenance Committee.
Arrangements for the work of
modeling the details of the ornamentation have been made, and this very
important phase of the project is
now under way at the New York
studios of Rochette and Parzini,noted sculptors and modelers. The arch·
itect and the members of the Baha'i
Technical Advisory Board are supervising this work very closely, and
have informed the Trustees that they
are very pleased with the manner
in which the flowing motifs of the
Bourgeois ornam.entation are being
retained in the simplified design
approved by the Guardian.
Photographs of the simplified interior design and the detailed section
models will be published in a subsequent issue of BAHA'I NEWS.
-TEMPLE CONSTRUCTION COMMrI""rEE
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Renewed Enthusiasm in Europe
From the many letters tha tare
coming to the European Teaching
Committee here from the pioneers
in all the goal countries it is evident
that they have resumed their teaching work following the Geneva Conference with renewed entht.tsiasm
and dedication. All of the pioneers
have a thorough understanding of
the immediate goals before them
and are planning their teaching work
and that of consolidating the newly
formed Assemblies efficiently and
~ystematicalIy. At the last National
Convention in Wilmette the Chairman of the European Teaching Com·
mittee announced that there were
81 Baha'Is enrolled in the goal countries of Europe. The Cause is moving
forward steadily and the latest count
~'hows that there are now 102. The
wonderful thing about the new Bahals of Europe is their mature understanding of the great significance
of the Faith and their capacity to
be active workers.
It seems that Dan Cupid has
played his part in this European
Project and has been especially active in Bern, Switzerland. Here in
Bern, on June 11) Louise Baker one
of our pioneers to Portugal and formerly of Lima, Ohio, and Hubert
Matthias of Lisbon, Portugal, were
married. Anna Kunz and Fritzi
Shaver read the Service. During the
first week of July there was anothel

~

Baha'i wedding held in Bern; this
time both the bride and bridegroom
were native Swiss, newly declare1
Baha'is, Mrs. Olga Spreng and Mr.
Friedrich Schar. This marriage service was read by Anna Kunz and Elsa
Steinmetz. Some of the Bern pioneer's closest contacts were invited
to these weddings and were deeply
impressed by the Baha '{ Service. In
Brussels, Belgium, our pioneer, John
Carre was married to Georgine Jacobs, a native of Brussels and a newly
declared believer.
All of those who attended the recent Geneva Conference have expressed in detail their deep gratitude
to the entire community of the Baha'is of the United States for their
generous support and their continued
interest in the European aspect of
the second Seven Year Plan.
There is to be an Interna tiona!
Congress of the United World Federalists in Luxembourg this September and the N .S.A. has been invite1
by the Secretary General of the
World Federalists to send a representative of the Baha'i Faith to participate as an Observer in this Con.
gress. This invitation was gladly accepted as it will give the Baha'i Faith added prestige in Europe
and also will give our Observer and
the Luxembourg pioneers the wonderful chance to make contacts.
EUROPEAN TEACHING CoMMI'M'EI!l

of Brame plates al Ibe BraUle InsUtuIe of America. Allee '11Uy is doing

&be BnDle wurk OJI. a Babi.'{ book.
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Interior of the cafeteria a.t Geyserville Baha'i School

Everyone Works at Geyserville
Through a willing spirit and the future time with concrete and to
coordination of many hands, the cover it with a sloping roof."
Geyserville Baha'i School has made
Bosch Hall for men and boys was
great strides forward in the past created by remodelling the old prune
three years. Building, ground im- house, installing lighting, and furprovements, and varied alterations nishing with beds and other equipare all a part of this intensive work_ ment. The cafeteria arose from the
The job is more commendable since conversion of a garage and storage
it is necessary for most of the friends building to this purpose. It was comto travel some 150 miles round trip pletely equipped with stoves, refrigfrom the general San Francisco _ era tor. cooking utensils, sinks and
~ .... 1., consequently using up their
plumbing, water heater, and freeze
-ends.
unit.
w facilities created by these
The grading operations involved
__ .Jrts are childrens' classrooms, a
cafeteria, dormitory for men and the hauling of 200 cubic yards of
boys, grading of property and level- gravel to give a sizeable parking lot
ling to provide parking space. For and a children's playground. A donation of $125 was received for play
many years 'Qle "Geyserville Press?!
equipment.
Adjacent to the Adminhas given .publicity space to the Babil'l School and its actiVities, and the istration Building which also saw
following quote comes from this major improvements, is the new can·
crete floored patio, surrounded with
source;
"The most outstanding addition is bamboo plantings, and- equipped
the new building to house the chil- with metal furniture, making a
dren's school. It is a one-story build- pleasant spot for relaxing and enter·
ing, 24 x 56 feet, standing to the taining drop-in visitors. The 22 acre
north and west of the main build- campus requires extensive ground
ings. It has a solid concrete founda- maintenance and beyond removing
tion and floor, is painted white and weeds and cutting grass there has
has a genUe sloping green roof. It is been planting of flowers. shrubs, ivy.
divided into three large classrooms verbena, and fig trees both for
beauty and erosion control.
with separate entrances, each room
The carpentry, machinery, plumbequipped with large work tables and
benches, book shelves, and a piano ing, and painting work was done in
in the large central room. They are many cases by persons from quite
being used at present to accomodate unrelated professions. The school
the primary, intermediate and the Maintenance Committee and other
junior youth groups. A long gravel Baha'is have performed these labors,
porch continues across the entire effecting the saving of large sums.
eastern side of the building and it is and a great deal of equipment and
planned to surface this at some materials were ·also donated.

Some Geyserville Maintenaace Committee mem ben and friends working on
children's classroom. L &0 R. Paw J'oaes,
Rex Collison, Tom Lisota, Alex Ho'"
combe, Ted Groger.

The members of the Maintenance
Committee of the Geyserville School
are': Ted Groger, chairman, Fred
Babo, vice--cltairman, Alfred Zahl,
secretary, Mrs. Louise Bosch, L.
Wyatt Cooper, Rex Collison, John
Allen, Tom Lisota, Anthony Y. ·Seto,
Harmon Jones.
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Around the Baha'i World
INDIA, PAKISTAN AND BURMA
Charles Mason Rerney was asked
by the N,S,A, of India, Pakistan and
Burma to design the tomb of the
well-knovm and beloved Baha'i, Siyyid Mustafa Roumie. Having received his drawings, their secretary
e1thusiastically replied, "Beautiful
as the design looks on paper, we can
visualize how appealing it will be to
the eye when it is ultimately built.
as elaborately designed by you, It
will be a song in stone."
Pleased with the prompt response
by two Indian believers to his appeal
for the establishment of an outpost
of the Faith in Ceylon, the Guardian
has asked for volunteers to go to
Siam and Indonesia. This will bring
the number of countries opened to
ihe Faith of Baha 'u 'llan. near line
hundred. In his cable the Guardian
said that the act of hastening this
glorious consummation carries with
it an inestimable reward.
To fulfill the aims of their four
and one-haH year plan, the Indian
Baha'is must form 19 assemblies
per year in the remaining twc yeal's.
This is to be done in a land where
care of the dispersed and dispossessed is an item on the National Budget
.and pioneer teachers stay at work
near their families in spite of' 'lack
of living accomoda tions and other
difficulties."
From the Geneva Bureau News
Exchange:
AUSTRIA
Mr. Chr. Eberndorfer, Spallerhof·
Siedlung, Waldinger Sir. 7, Linz, Austria, an isolated believer, wishes to
correspond with Baha'i youth of
other countries in English andlor
German.
GERMANY
Two hundred believers from all
parts of Germany attended the Eighteenth National Convention of the
Baha'is of Germany and Austria on
April 30 - May 2, 1948. The public
session of the Convention was attended by over 400 people, though
it was unadvertised. Over 5 million
people in and around Frankfurt
heard the Baha'i Message when the
Frankfurt radio station broadcast a
program about the Baha'i Youth and
their activities. "Plans for a summer
school encountered serious obstacles due to the economic situation,
but finally an arrangement was
made with Quaker Relief, who pro-

vide throughout the summer fortnightly and weekly camps with all
equipment .• ,
Bruce Davison and his Germ an
bride, Charlotte, who were married
in Frankfurt on May 19, attended the
European Conference in Geneva on
their wedding trip.
GREAT BRITAIN
"All Goals Achieved. Initial Phase
of Six Year Plan Completed." is the
thrilling • 'Stop Press." announcement on the cover of the latest
Baha' i Journal.
An animated and successful Regional Youth Conference, and the
forma bon of several m-ore local
Youth committees, are visible signs
of the steady advance and marked
consolidation of- Baha'i Youth activities throughout the Birtish Isles.
IRAN
In spite of renewed persecutions,
homes plundered and set on fire,
severe injuries inflicted on a number
of friends, library books burned, and
other acts of aggression, the Baha'is
of Iran press steadily forward Since
the 45-month Plan was put into operation, 11 new F -1.'i groups, 17 new
Baha'i Centers
d Z7 new Assemblies have been t:,stablished. Perhaps
these achievements can be explained by the following quotation
from their '"'Baha'i News and Re~
view"s "These tests and perplexities, grievous as they are, provoke
in our minds the thought that pain
and suffering constitute an outstanding factor in the evolution of the
Divine Cause."
CANADA (From Canadian
Baha'i News)
Of the nine non-Baha'is present at
the winter session of the Laurentian
Baha'i school, five have joined the
Faith. Encouraged by this record,
and in order to foster the unity of
the Canadian Baha'i community and
to help in the achievement of the
tasks outlined for them in the
Guardian's Convention cable, several interesting summer school sessions have been planned for this
season:
At the Laurentian Baha'i School
at Beaulac, Quebec, the session will
be from July 31 to August 6. Dr.
. Ali Kuli Khan will guide in "The
Deeper Teachings of Baha 'u 'llab. "
Mrs. Mildred Moltahedeh will speak
on "How to Appeal to Our Fellowmen." There will be a workshop on
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Effective Speech and on Community
Problems. Further information may
be obtained by writing to Mrs. Carl
Lohse. 336 Ridgewood Avenue, Apt.
17, Montreal, Canada.
The Franklin Camp Summer Conference, at Georgian Bay, Ontario,
wili be held from August 7 to August
14. Subjects of study will be "The
F ounda tion and Structure at World
Civilization," led by Mr. Harlan
Ober. Mrs. Elizabeth Ober will guide
a course on "The Reality of Man"
based on the Baha'i book of the same
name. HPractical Teaching Suggestions" will be led by Miss Pari Walrath. Mr. Craig Weaver, 10 Miles
Road, Minico, Ontario, Canada, is in
charge of reservations for this session.
For information concerning the
British Columbia Summer Conference at Vernon, B. C., Sept. 2 to
Sept. 6, write to Mrs. Priscilla
Waugh, 1852 Holland Avenue, RFD
No.3, Victoria, B.C.
Seriously and prayerfuIIy considering the Master's Teaching Challenge, for each Baha'i to confirm at
least one soul a year, the Canadian
Baha'is are providing for themselves
opportunities for spiritual growth
and more effective teaching, through
collective study and discussion.
On recommendation of the delegates at the first Canadian Baha'i
Convention, the N .B.A. of Canada
has appointed a special teaching
committee for Greenland and Newfoundland.
POLAND
Enquiries continue to come to the
Warsaw group from all parts of the
country. Special use has been made
of copies of Banti'u'll<in and tile New
Era in the Polish Foundation.
PALESTINE
At a time when the Holy -Land is
in the throes of a great' tragedy,
when law and order have almost
completely broken down and peace
and security are non-existent, the Baha'i World is no doubt, anxiously following the news of Palestine with
its heart and mind· turned towards
our Beloved Guardian and the Holy
Shrines at "Bahjeh" near Acre and
on Mount Carmel, at Haifa. Our Beloved Guardian, we are happy to report, is in the best of health.
Palestine is going now perhaps
through its gravest and most decisive hour since the year 70 A.D. In
that year as students of history recall, following a perind of dreadful

•
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anarchy and chaos after the death
"From every part of the mounof the Roman procurator Herod tain the symphony of 'Ya Baha'ul
Agrippa, Jerusalem was destroyed Abha' will be raised, and before the
by Titus amidst scenes of great hor- daybreak soul-entrancing music acror and bloodshed. Are we living to- companied by melodious voices will
day in one of the really grea t, cre- be uplifted towards the throne of the
ative and divine moments of His- Almighty.
tory? Are we witnessing the first
Blndeed, God's ways are mysterstages of "the battle of that great ious and unsearchable. What outday of God Almighty"? "0 Jerusa- ward relation exists between Shiraz
lem, Jerusalem," lamented Christ, and Tihran, Baghdad and Constan"thou that killest the prophets, and tinople, Adrianople and Akka and
stonest them which are sent unto Haifa God worked patiently, step by
thee, how often would I have gath- step, through these various cities,
ered thy children together, even as according to His own definite and
a hen ga thereth her chickens under eternal Plan, so that the prophecies
her wings, and ye would not 1
might be fulfilled. This golden thread
"Behold, your house is left unto of promise concerning the Messianic
you desolate.
Millennium runs through the Bible,
I'For I say unto you, Ye shall not and it was so destined that God in
see me henceforth, till ye shall say, His own good time would cause its
Blessed is he that cometh in the appearance. Not even a single word
name of the Lord." (Matt. 23-: 37- will be left meaningless and unfulfilled." (Esslemont-BahB.'u'llah and
39)
In the light of the present events the New Era, PP. 212-213).
in Palestine, it will be of great interest to the believers to recall what
Suggested Daily Readings
"Abdul Baha said (in 1914) about
IIAkka (Acre) and Haifa":
for September
"In the future the distance be"Transforma liOn of the 'World"
tween ' Akka and Haifa will be built
September
up, and the two cities will join and
I, 2 Gl., Ch. XIV pp. 27-28
clasp hands, becoming the two ter3, 4 Gl. Ch. XIV. pp. 29. 30
minal sections of one mighty me5 Isaiah 42-9 and Rev. 2.11, 2
tropolis. As I look now over this
6, 7 H. 01 G. pp. 27, 28, 29
scene, I see so clearly that it will
8 Rev. 21-3, 4, 5 and 1 Cor.
become one of the first emporiums
2·9
of the world. This great semi-circu9 W. O. of B.-34
lar bay will be transformed into the
10 W. O. of B.-I68
11 P. 01 U. P. p. 127
finest harbour, wherein the ships of
12 Joel 2-28 to 32
all nations will seek shelter and ref13 Isaiah 60-18 to 22
uge. The great vessels of all peoples
Isaiah 25--1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9
will come to this port, bringing on
14 Gl. 40
15 Matt. 25--31, 32, 33, 34
their decks thousands and thousands
16 Gl. 41 and 42
of men and women from every part
17 I Cor. 15-51. 52
of the globe. The mountain and the
18 B. and N.E. pp. 146, 147
plain will be dotted with the most
19, 2(J H. of G.-I04, 100, 106
21 H. of G.-I84, 185
modern buildings and palaces. In22 H. of G.-lB6, 187
dustries will be established and var23 H. of G.-18S
ious mstitutions of philanthropic na24 Pro D. C.-Page 121
ture will be founded. The flowers
25 Pro D. c.-Page 126
26 Pro D. C.-Page 125
of civilization and culture from all
27 Pro D. C.-Page 122
nations will be brought here to blend
28 Pro D. C.-Page 123
their fragrances together and blaze
29 Pro D. C.-Page 127
the way for the brotherhood of man.
30 Pro D. C.-I29
Wonderful gardens, orchards, groves
Key:
and parks will be laid out on all
GI.-GleaniDgs
sides . . . . Mount Carmel itself, from
H. of G-Heari of the Gospel
top to bottom, will be submerged in
W. O. of B.-World Order of Baba'uU&h
a sea of lights. A person standing
P. of U. P .-Promulgation of Union the summit of Mount Carmel,
versal Peace
and the passengers and steamers
B. and N_ E.-Bahi'u'Uah and tbe
coming to it, will look upon the most
New Era
P.D.C.-Promised Day is Come.
sublime and majestic spectacle of
the whole world.

Tri-State Conference
of Baha'i Youth
The Baha'i Youth of Illinois, Wisand Michigan held a conference at Muskegon State Park overlooking Lake Michigan on July 10
and 11, 1948. This occasion was for
non·Baha'is as well as Baha'is, and
was the first of its kind ever to take
pIa ce. There were three delegates
from each state who led the discussion and presentation of assigned
topics.
After a swim in the lake, the first
meeting was held on Saturday afternoon in the council circ1e-a delightful wooded spot. Paul Pettit, general
chairman of the conference gave an
opening speech welcoming everyone
to the camp and outlining the purposes of this first inter·state conference.
~onsin

PURPOSES
J. Consult on problem of promulgating teachings of Baha'i Faith.
2. Provide opportunity for Youth
to organize and conduct meetings, and gain experience in Bah.3'i procedure.
3. Provide situation for exchanging ideas on youth work at home.
4. A chance to meet members of
the National Youth Committee.
5. Provide a good time for allvery important in the light of
personal contacts regarding newcomers to the Baha.?i Faith.
Mention was also made at this
point of the responsibilities of the
youth as Baha'is.
The delegates were then introduced and Illinois presented their
topic of teaching. This was done by
putting on a "mock fireside." An
atheist and an avid churchgoer asked
pertinent questions which were
very effectively answered by Larry
Cramer representing the Bahit?i
viewpoint.
There followed a question period
which continued after dinner. Then
all adjourned to the beach for a
moonlight swim.
The following day was opened with
devotions led by the Michigan delegates, and after breakfast a wire
from Horace Holley urging all youth
at the conference to make outstanding contributions to the teaching
work this year, was read. The Wisconsin youth, led by Farhang Javid
gave a report of Baha'i activities in
colleges.
Special mention should also be ac-
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corded. to Larry Hautz for making a
special trip from Milwaukee to Muskegon to talk to the Bah .. ' is a bout
the National Youth Committee and
plans for the future; and also for
the two huge boxes of cookies that
were eaten to the last crumb,
After another swim and an early
supper the conference broke up. The
whole affair was voted a huge success. The non~Baha'is there were
very' much impressed by the fire
and zeal of the young people. They
enjoyed themselves immensely and
made many new friends amongst
the Baha'is. They will not be lik~ly
to forget such a week-end, and expressed- a desire for more and more
literature.

Marriages
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA: Donna Mae
Robinson (first declared Baha'i Youth
o.f Alaska) to Samuel!. Kimura, June
28, 1948, in Anchorage.
BERN, SWITZERLAND: Wmifred Louise Baker (European Pioneer) to Hubert L. C. Matthias. June 11, 1948 at
Bern, Switzerland.
OAK PARK, ILL.: Janice Ewing to Artemus Lamb, (Latin American Pioneer) May 8, 1948 at Oak Park.
YONKERS,

N.

Y.:

Hildegard

Nesch

formerly of Oberesslingen. Germany)
to Lawrence F. Doty. June 13, 1948 at

Yonkers.

Assemblies Contributing
to Fund - June 1948
Alaska - Anchorage: Alizona - East
Phoenix, Phoenix. Tucson; Arkansas-Eureka Springs, Little Rock; Califo.rnia
-Alhambra, Berkeley, Beverly Hills.
Burlingame, Carmel, EI Monte Tv.rp.
Escondido Twp., Fresno, Glendale, Inglewood, Long Beach, Los .Angeles,
Monrovia Monrovia Twp., Oakland,
Oceanside, Palo Alto, Pasadena, Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, San
Marino, San Mateo, Santa Barbara, Santa Monica, Southgate.
COlorado-Colorado Springs, Denver:
Connecticut-Greenwich, New Haven;
Delaware - Wilmington; Florida-Jacksonville, Miami: Georgia-Atlanta. Augusta; Ha.waii-Honolulu. Maw; Ida.hoAda County, Boise; lllinois - Batavia.
Champaign, Chicago, Danville, ElmhUrst, Evanston, Limestone Twp., Maywood, Oak Park. Park Ridge, Peoria,
Springfield, Urbana, Wilmette, Winnetka,
Indiana - Indianapolis, Fort Wayne,
South Bend; Iowa-Cedar Rapids, Waterloo;
Kansas-Topeka;
LOuisianaNew Orleans; Maine-Eliot. Portland.
Massachusetts-Beverly, Boston, Brookline, Springfield, Worcester; Michipn-Ann Arbor, Davison Twp., Dearborn
Twp.. Detroit. Flint. Grand Rapids.
Grosse Pointe Farms, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Muskegon, Roseville: M:bmesota.Duluth, Minneapolis. St. Paul; Mississippi-Jackson; Missouri-Independence,
Kansas City, SL Louis.
-Mootana-Butte, Helena; Nebraska.-Macy, Orp.aha; Nevada-R~no; New
Hampshire-Portsmouth; New JerseyBergenfield, Dumont. East Orange, Englewood, Jersey City, Red Bank. Ridgewood, Teaneck; New Mexico-Albuquerque, N. 10 Albuquerque; New York-

Binghamton. Buffalo, Genev'a-, Jamestown, New York, Syracuse, Waterloo,
Yonkers; North CaroIina-Greensboro;
Sorth Dakota-Fargo,
Ohio--Cleveland, Dayton, E. Cleveland, Columbus, Lima, Mansfield, Toledo: Oklahoma-Oklahoma City; Oregon-Portland: Pennsylvania-Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Scranton; Puerto Rico
-San Juan; South CaroUna-Columbia,
Greenville: South Dakota.-Sioux Falls;
Tennessee-----Memphis; Texas-San An·
tonio; Utah-Salt Lake City; VermoDiBrattleboro; Virginia - Alexandria, Arlington,
Wasb.lngton Kirldand, Marysville,
Monroe, Richmond Hglds., Seattle, Spo·
kane, Tacoma; west. Virginia.--CharIeston; Wisconsin-Kenosha. Racine. Madison, :Milwaukee, Shorewood, Somers
Twp .• Wauwatosa, Whitefish Bay; Wyoming-Laramie; Paraguay-Asuncion.
Total Number of Assemblies
.. 179
Assemblies contributing ............ 157
Assemblies not contributing ...... , 2Z
Groups contributing
. . . . .. 36
Individuals contributing
..... 107

Homecoming at Louhelen
The weekend of Sept. 5-6 will
be Homecoming for Louhelen
Alumni. A special program has
been planned and all former
Louhelen students and faculty
are invited. Reservations and
further information may be ob~
tained by writing to REGISTRAR,
LOUHELEN
BAH'!
SCHOOL, DAVISON, MICH_

In Memoriam
Mr. William Goetting, 6-7-48
Milwaukee. Wis.
Mr. Grant Peck, 6-5-48
New York City
Mrs, Margaret Buswell, 3-17-48
South Bend. Ind.

Mr. George O. Latimer, 6-21-48
.Portland, Ore.
Dr . .John Osenbaugh, 5-26-48
Chicago. m.
CORRECTION: June issue, Page 12:
Mr. J. A. Houchens instead of Mrs.

Calendar
FEASTS:
Sept. 8---'Izzatt-Might:
Sept. 27-Ma~yyat-Will.
NSA MEETINGS:
Sept. 3-6-(This meeting will be
held in Wilmette rather than at
Louhelen as noted in JlUle.)
Oct. 8-lO-(At Louhelen BahB.',
SchooL)

Junior Youth Session at Loubelen Baha'i Schoo], .July, 1948
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The Home Front
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

Word comes from Dr. Edris Rice
Wray that San Juan's fine community is unique in her experience~ in
that its youth outnumber the adult
members, 16 of the former and 11 of
the latter. Though her job as medical
supervisor of a district in Public
Health Dept. places her in Arecibo,
50 miles away, she manages visits
weekends or oftener to San Juan.
Margaret Swengel assists greatly in
the work and they have two other
goal towns for assemblies.
BUTTE, MONTANA
At a special fireside at the home
of an interested seeker. Mr. Harold
Hunt gave a talk to the gathering,
which later enjoyed the unusual
musical treat of Safta Kinney's ('American Anthem". This remarkable
composition has been presented to
the President of the United States on
behalf of Mr. Kinney for the American people, by Mr. Hunt.

Chiidren"S rhythm band at Green Acre Summer School.

HONOLULU, HAWAII

Both the Public Library and that
of the University of Hawaii are well
stocked with Baha'i books which are
frequently used, according to the
libra~ian of the Honolulu Assembly,
shOWIng that the younger generation
is being attracted. Due no doubt to
this foundation interest, the Baha'is
have been called on several times to
give talks to student groups.
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

The first baby born of Baha'i parents in Alaska was Dorothy Whitenack Stout, to Verne and Janet Stout
the event occurring on May 11.
'
LANSING, MICH.

Regular weekly newspaper ads
have produced most interesting results in this State Capitol. There
have been a total of at least 25 tele. phone inquiries about the Faith
since January, only two Qf which
were· negative. Of these, all have
been sent literature, several have
been personally contacted, one person has ordered five books, another
asked for litera lure to give to friends
and two have paid two visits for
personal talk.

The ads are two column inches
and carry a bold-face. heading
"BAHA'f WORLD FAITH." Under·
neath is a short one- or two-sentence
quotation from the Teachings, either
verba tum or simplified. One twelveweek period carried the twelve
principles re-worded as challenging
statements. Care is exercised in
the choosing of the quotations or the
preparation of the st'atements so
that each time the reader is presented with a really I'new tt idea, one
that cannot produce the thought
"But that is taught in any church."
The last line of the ad is the street
address of the local meeting pIa ce
and the telephone number.

This is the ad which produced
three telephone calls the next day:
"The Teachings of Bah:i.'u'll8h have
the same basic principles as Chrisp
tianity, but they fit the maturity of
the world and the needs of our
time."
MUSKEGON, MICH.
This Community was asked to conduct a Baha'i marriage service recently for two people, neither of
whom are believers. A newspaper

story of the wedding carried. the
word "Baha'i" in the headline.
MIAMI, FLA.
The friends of Miami took advantage of the birthday of the chairman
of their Spiritual Assembly to have
a social get·together with their interested friends. Everyone having a
birthday in May was given a small
cake topped by one lighted candle
and each one told of some outstanding experience in his o~ her life.
Games were played and there were
several musical selections and songs
in which all took part. A friend
from Havana, Cuba, was there and
some out-of-town Baha'is, making a
total of about 30 who greaUy enjoyed .this special occasion.

At their observance of the Martyrdom of the Bab, which they held at
noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Eisenber~, there were 14
present including representatives of
the Chinese, Jew, Negro and Gentile "races."
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Itinerant Teacher
The following excerpts from a
letter from Mr. Charles Mason Rem.
ey give some idea of the life of a
traveling teacher abroad:

4~PIONEERING

AT HOME". The Bah:i.'i Fellowship Group which meets regularly

at the home of Mrs. LillIan Morpn in Chicago recently hea.rd Mrs. Dorothy Baker
speak on Ii America Listens In to Europe". Bome FiresIde meetings have proved to
be the most effective means of attracting and etmfirming new believers. A 'Fellowj

ship Grou.p" has been

rneet~

at Mrs. Morgan's bome since September, 1940.

"... The Shield That Defendeth His Cause ..."
UEvery discerning eye can, in this Day, perceive the dawning light of
God's Revelation, and every attentive ear can recognize the Voice that was
heard from the Burning Bush. Such is the rushing of the waters of Divine
mercy, that He Who is the Day Spring of the signs of God and the Revealer
of the evidences of His glory is without veil or concealment associating and
conversing with the peoples of the earth and its kindreds. How numerous
are those who, with hearts intent upon malice, have sought Our Presence,
and departed from it loyal and loving friends! The portals of grace are
wide open before the face of all men. In Our outward dealings with them
We have treated alike the righteous and the sinner,that perchance the
evil-doer may attain the limitless ocean of Divine forgiveness. Our name
·'the Concealer" hath shed such a light upon men that the froward hath
imagined himself to be numbered with the pious. No man that seeketh Us
will We ever disappoint, neither shall he that hath set his face towards Us
be denied access unto -Our court . . .

4·0 friends! Help ye the one true God, exalted be His glory, by your
goodly deeds, by such conduct and character as shall be acceptable in His
Sight. He that seeketh to be a helper of God·in this Day, let him close his
eyes to whatever he may possess, and open them to the things .of God. Let
him cease to occupy himself with that which profiteth him, and concern
himself with that which shall exalt the all·compelling name of the Almighty.
He should cleanse his heart from all evil passions and corrupt desires, for
the fear of God is the weapon that can render him victorious, the primary
instrument whereby he can achieve his purpose.
"The fear of God is the shield that defendeth His Cause, the buckler
that enableth His people to attain a victory. It is a standard that no man
can abase, a force that no power can rival. By its aid, and by the leave
of Him Who is the Lord 01 Hosts, they that have drawn nigh unto God have
been able to subdue and conquer the citadels of the hearts of men."

BA.H.i'u'LL.W

'.. . . On landing in England, I
made a tour of nine assemblies in
that country, Scotland and Wales.
During these past four years there
has been a strong pioneer mOvement in the British Isles. Pioneers
have gone out from London and
other places with the result that
many new people are coming into
the Faith - anum ber of them are
energetic YOtmg people, so the Faith
is much on the increase.

uIn Geneva, we delegates appointed by the NSA attended the U.N.
conferences on Human Rights . . .

"I spent the month of June in
Paris attending the meetings of the
Bah,'-';s and finishing up the designs
of the BaM.'i House of Worship to
be built on ·Mt. . Carmel. Several
months ago Shoghi Effendi wrote asking me to do this work and the
drawings are now completed. These
designs were exhibited in Paris. at
the Ecole des BeaUx·Arts as a
thesis upon which the French governmen t gave me a diploma in
Architecture. Until now it has been
impossible to send the design to
Shoghi Effendi but this I hope to do
as soon as the upset conditions in
Palestine permit.· (Ed. note: Mr.
Remey has also designed a tomb at
the request of the NSA of India
Pakistan and Burma. See ArOU1!d:
the Bahti'i World in this issue.)
'·Recently I've been again in
Geneva for a meeting of the friends
there and now I am in Germany
spending a few days with the friends
here in Frankfurt, later to go to
Stuttgart, Heidelberg and Esslingen
as requested by our NSA. This will
include the Summer School sessions
in Esslingen where the friends from
various outlying towns· will assemble. After that, Vienna. Austria~
then Italy and Switzerland again.
Then to France and the sessions of
the Summer School in England before sailing for home early in September . . . "
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Latin America
Session at Temerity
The Latin America session at Temerity Ranch, from June 18 to 28,
proviried a wonderful course of instruction for those in attendance. An
intensive study of Some Answered
Questions was delightfully conducted
by Mrs. Loulie Mathews. MI s. Gayle
Woolson, home from South America
on a three-month vacation, gave an
excellent course on Public Teaching'
in Latin America.
This session was also significant
for the several splendid occasion3
..vhicr.. it provided for mentioning the
Faith to non-Baha'i audiences. Gayl!:!
spoke at the Colorado Springs )''WCA
on "Bogota During the U 1;)1"-j sing, "
after which, Flora Hottes showed
beautiful colored slides of Bolivia,
where she had piofle€reJ. ,]ayle als,)
spoke before the Rotarians arid Lions
clubs of that city with marked effect.
In Latin America itself, the two
Natjonal Teaching Committees, one
for Central and one for South AmerH __ a, are earnestly making plans for
their forthcoming annual Congre sse" to be held the third wed< of J anuary, 1949.
listeban Canales, Chairman of the
NTC of South- America, has arrived
in Ecuador, having visited the Baha'i communities of Bolivia and Pern, on his long journey from Chile
to all the countries of South America,
He has given us a most beautiful
and touching picture of the Lima,
Peru, community and of the heroic
work done there by Eve Nicklin,
their pioneer, who left them a few
months ago to strengthen the community of Punta Arenas, at the tip
of Chile. Wrote Esteban: "The work
which Eve accomplished here is
marvellous. She used great wisdom
in imparting the Teachings ~ she
taught by her example . . . The Baha'is of Lima, who are mostly
youths, are very sincere, capable,
and conscientious, Now that their
pioneer has left them, they have
awaked, they have seen the marvellous work done by her, and they have
arisen to assume their responsibilities. They are like children who had
lived at their mother's expense, but
when she left them, they arose to
meet the challenging situation with
full courage and zeal, and ea ch ...~n
deavors to improve himself so that
he can better serve the Faith, fol-
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lowing the example of their Pioneer."
Sr. Julio Beteia, of the Lima community, who is a journalist and is
making a business trip to various
towns in the interior of Peru, offered his services to the Regional
Committee of his country. With their
cooperation and under their guidance, he will endeavor to promo~
the Faith in Huimaco, Tingo-Maria,
Pucalpa, and Iquitos.
Another vital Baha'i community
which numbers many youth is the
one of San Juan. Puerto Rico. It
has been growing rapidly, and recently reached the point where it
outgrew the Center, the home of Sra.
Martin, because the neighbors in the
aristocratic neighborhood could not
understand the purpose of the BaM
ha'i meetings and objected to them.
For the present, therefore, they are
looking for a new Center.

Publishing Announcement
Baha'i World Volumes I to IX (with
the exception of Volume VII which
is out of print) are so necessary for
a Baha '} library and should be ordered while they are avilable.

Bound volumes of World Order
Magazine are available from Volume
I to XII! (current issue) price $3.00
per volume, postage additional. For
the friends who are planning a complete Baha'i library, these volumes
are indispensable. We are asked continually for complete vol urnes of The
Star ot the West and Baha'i Magazine which we cannot supply, We do
have unbound copies of The StaT of
the West and Baha'i Magazine Volumes 1 to 25, with some missing,
especially of the first four volumes,
These copies are sold at ten cents
each, postage additional. These copies are invaluable containing so
much of the history of the early days
of the Faith in America.
How To Be And How Not To Be,.

A

Spiritual

Assembly's

GTowi',g

Pains. A one-act play by Rihiyyih
Khimum. This little play gives a
clear picture of the everyday problems of a Local Spiritual Assembly.
Mimeographed 19 pages, price 25c
each.
If any Assembly wishes to have a
copy of each new publication as issued, please notify us. Pamphlets
will be sent gratis, but books will be
billed.

.

Baha 'j News is published by the
N a tiona) Spiritual Assembly of the

Baha'is 01 the United States and
Canada as the official news-JeUer
of the Baha'f Comm1JllJty. The first
issue appeared in December, 19U,.

BahS'f News. is edited for the National Spiritual Assembly by its
Baha'i News EditoriaJ Committee:
Mrs. Roberta Christian, chairman,
Miss Margaret Yeutter, Mr. Gordon A. Fraser. EdHorial office:
Mrs. Roberta Christian, 1001 West
Genesee St., Lansing, Mtch.
Please report changes of address
to which Baha.'j News Is to be
sent and othe:r matters pertainIDg
to its distribution to the Bahi OJ Na-

tional O1l'ice. 536 Sheridan B.oacl,
Wilmette, Dlinois.
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My Appeal to This God- Chosen Community
A Letter from Shoghi EfTendi
Dear and Valued Co-workers:
The response of the American Baha'i Community to
the urgent call to arise and remedy a critical situation
has been such as to excite my highest admiration and
exceed the hopes of all those who had waited with anxious hearts for this dangerous corner to be turned at
such an important stage in the prosecution of the SeCa
and Seven Year Plan_
The rapidity with which the challenge has been met,
the strenuous efforts which have been systematically
exerted, the zeal and devotion which have been .0
abundantly demonstrated, the resolution and self-sacrifice which have been so strikingly displayed by the
members of a community, burdened with such mighty
responsibilities and intent On maintaining its lead
among its sister communities in East and West, confer
great lustre on this latest episode in the history of the
prosec'ution of the Divine Plan. I am moved to offer its
high-minded and valiant members my heartfelt congratulations on so conspicuous a. victory, and on the
preservation of an unblemished record of achievements in the service of the Faith of Baha'u'llah.
The formation of the Canadian National Assembly,
the conclusion of the preliminary steps for the completion of the interior ornamentation of the Mal!briqu'lA@kilr, the rapid multiplication and consolidation of
the institutions of the Faith throughout Latin America,
the steady expansion of the activities aiming at the proclamation of the Faith to the masses, the recognition
secured, on behalf of the national institutions of a world
community, from the United Nations Organization,
above all the phenomenal success achieved through the
constitution of no less than eight spiritual Assemblies
in seven of the goal countries selected as targets for
the transatlantic operation of the Plan, now crowned
by the holtling of the first teaching conference on the
Continent of Europe-all these have served to immortalize the second year of the second Seven Year Plan
snd round out the mighty feat accomplished throughout the states snd provinces of the North American
Continent-the base from which the operation of a
divinely impelled and constantly expanding Plan are
being conducted.
Emboldened by the enduring and momentous successes won, on so many fronts, in such distant fields,
among such a diversity of peoples, and in the face of
such formidable obstacles, by a community now
launched, in both Hemispheres, on its world-encircling
mission, I direct my appeal to the entire membership
of this God-chosen community, to its associates and
daughter communities in the Dominion of Canada, in
Central and South America, and in the Continent of
Europe, to proclaim, in the course of this current year.
to their sister communities in East and West and by
deeds no less resplendent than those of the past, their
in1Iexible resolve to prosecute unremittingly the Plan

entrusted to their care, and emblazon on their shields
the emblems of new victories in its service.

The placing, with care and promptitude, the SUCcessive cor~tracts, designed to ensure the uninterrupted
progress of the interior ornamentation of the Temple,
at a time when the international situation is fraught
with so msny complications and perils; the acceleration of the two-fold process designed to preserve the
status of the present Assemblies throughout the States
of the Union and multiply their number; the constsnt
broadening of the bases on which the projected La tin
American National Assemblies are to be securely
founded; the steady expansion of the work initiated to
give wider pUblicity to the Faith in the North Americsn
Continent snd in circles associated with the United N ations; and, last but not least, the constitution of firmly
established Assemblies in each of the remaining goal
countries in Europe and the simultaneous initiation, in
the countries already provided with such Assemblies, of
measures aiming at the formation oX several nuclei calculated to reinforce the structural basis of an infant administrative Order-these stand out as the primary
and inescapable duties which the members of your Assembly-the mainspring of the multitudinous activities
carried on in your homeland, in the Latin American
field, and on the Europesn front-must in this third
year of the Second Seven Year PIsn, befittingly discharge.
That the launching of one of these fundamental activities to be conducted by your Assembly during the
present year-the· commencement of the interior or~
namentation of the Mother Temple of the Westshould have so closely synchronized with the placing
of the first two contracts ior the completion of the Sepulchre of the Bab, as contemplated by 'Abdu'l-Baha, is
indeed a phenomenon of singular significance. This
conjunction of two events of historic importsnee, linking, in a peculiar degree, the most sacred House of
Worship in the American continent with the most hallowed Shrine on the slopes of Mount Carmel, brings
vividly to mind the no less remarkable coincidence
marking the simultaneous holding, on a Naw-Rliz Day,
of the first convention of the Americsn Baha'i Community and the entombment by the Center of Baha'u'lIab's Covenant of the remains of the Bab in the
newly constructed vault of His Shrine.' The simultaneous arrival of those remains in the fortress city of
'Akka and of the first pilgrims from the continent of
America;2 the subsequent association of the founder of
the American Baha'i community with 'Abdu'J-Baha
in the laying of the comer-stone of the Bab's Mausoleum on Mount Carmel; the holding of the Centenary
of His Declaration beneath the dome of the recently.
constructed Ma'lbriqu'I-Adhkar at Wilmette, on which
solemn occasion His blessed portrait was 'lBlveiled, on
western soil to the eyes of His followers; and the
unique dlstinction now conferred on a member" of th'l>
North American Baha'i community of designing the
dome, envisaged by 'Abdu'l-Baha, as the final and essential embellishment of the Bab's Sepulchre-all these
1

have served to associate the Herald of our Faith and
His resting-place with the fortunes of a community
which has so nobly responded to His summons addressed to the "peoples of the West" in His Qayyum
u'l~Asma.

"This Sublime Shrine has remained unbuilt . . . ,"
'Abdu'l-Baha, looking at the Shrine from the steps of
His House on an August day in 1915, remarked to some
of His companions, at a time when the Bab's remains
had already been placed by Him in the Vault of one of
the six chambers He had already constructed for that
purpose~ "God willing, it will be accomplished. We have
carried its construction to this .stage."
The izlitiation in these days of extreme peril in the
Holy Land of so great and holy an enterprise founded
by Baha'u'llilh Himself whilst still a Prisoner'in 'Akka
and commenced by 'Abdu'l-Baha during the darkest
and most perilous days of His Ministry, recalis to our
minds furthermore, the construction of the superstruc ..
lure of the Temple in Wilmette during one of the severest financial crises that has afflicted the United States
of America and the completion of its exterior ornamentation during the dark days of the last World War.
Indeed, the tragic and moving story of the transfer of
the Bab's mutilated body from place to place ever since
His Martyrdom in Tabriz, its fifty-year concealment in
Persia; its perilous and secret journey by way of Tih~
rim, I~fahan, Kirmim~, Ba@dad, Damascus, Beirut and 'Akka to the Mountain of God, its ultimate resting-place; its concealment for a further period of ten
years in the Holy Land itself; the vexatious and longdrawn out negotiations for the purchase of the site
.chosen by Baha'u'liith Himseif for its entombment; the
threats of 'Abdu'l-Hamid, the Turkish tyrant, the accusa tions levelled against its Trustee, the plots devised,
t

lSee God Passes By. p. 276

2See God pa.,sses By. p. 257-8

3Wllliam Sutherland Maxwell of Montreal. A colored rendering of the design is
reproduced as a frontispiece in The Ba.M"::
W07'id Vol. IX.
"For the story of the removal ot the body
of the Bab from Tihran to MOWlt Carmel,
see God Passes By, Chapt. xvm uEn_
tombment of the Bab's Remains On !!.it.

Carmel."

and the inspection made, by the scheming members of
~he notorious Turkish Commission of Inqulry; the perils to whlCh the blood-thirsty Jamal Pasha exposed it·
the machinations of the Arch-breaker of Baha'u'llith'~
C?v:-nant, of His brother and of His son, respectively,
aImIng at t!te frustration of 'Abdu'l-Baha's deSign, at
the prevention of the sale of land within the precincts of
the Shrine itself, and the multiplication of the measures
taken for the preserva tio~ and consolidation of the
properties purchased in its vicinity and dedicated to it,
-all these are to be regarded as successive stages in
the history of the almost hundred year long process destined to culminate in the consummation of Bahi'u'llih!s
irresistible Purpose of erecting a lasting and befitting
memorial to His Divine Herald and Co-Founder of His
Faith.As the Mission entrusted by 'Abdu'l-Baha to the followers of His Faith in the North American Continent
gathers momentum, unfolds its potentialities and
raises to new heights of heroism and renown its valiant prosecutors, events of still greater significance
will, no doubt, transpire, which will serve to enhanc~
the value of the work which the prosecutors of the Plan
are carrying out, to widen their vision, to reinforce
their exertions, to sustain their spirit, to ennoble their
heritage, to noise abroad their fame, to facilitate their
assumption of the unique functions distinguIshing their
stewardship to the Faith, and to hasten the advent of
the day, which shali witness, in the Golden Age that is
still unbom t their "elevation to the throne of an everlasting dominion, II the day whereon '''the whole earth"
will "resound with the praises" of their "majesty
greatness."
SHOGHI
. Haifa, May 18, 1948_
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